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[Illustrated articles are indicated thus*; Editorials tliusi; Letters to Editor thust]

American
ing,

Accident

Alabama Great Southern Near Livingston,
Ala., 579, 1060
Chicago & North Western Accident Bulletin, 1158
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Smoking Car
on Fire, 1059
Clearance Legislation, Present Status of, 377
Enginemen Not to Blame, 466, 726t
Federal Compensation Law, 1018
Illinois Central near Memphis, Tenn., 579

Interstate

Commerce

170; No. 51, 1081
City Southern near
Mo., 255, 273t, 904

No.

_

Commission

Bulletin

50,

Kansas

Tipton

Ford,

506;

nual Convention, 43t.

1054; November, 1131
Central & Hudson River Accident Record, 445
New York Elevated Line, n09t, 1158
Pennsylvania Railroad .\ccident Record.
216. 913
Philadelphia and Reading in Tunnel near
Phoenixville, Pa., 579
Safety First (See Safety First)
Louis & San Francisco at Lebanon,
St.
Mo., 541
Trespassing Reduced; N. Y. C. & H. R., 767
Virginian near Ocean View, Va., 180
Wabash at Attica, Ind., 613

Accounting:
Colson, C, on Cost of Service, 107 It
Cost Accounting on the Coleman Cut Off,
540
Division of Freight and Passenger Expenses, 17*. 153, 191t. 206. 3161, 458+
Statistics of Railroads to June 30, 1913, 87t.
102. 192t
Acetylene (See Lighting)
Letter to President
Adams, Charles Francis:
Wilson on Railroad Situation, 865
Agriculture:
Development of Long Island, 1040
(Setting City People Back to the Country,
1057
Grease and Other Inedible Animal Products,
Transportation of, 774
Instruction Car of the University of Tennessee, 1062
Live Stock, 32, 872, 919, 957t, 1019, 1023,
1062
Livestock Shipper Converted, 1044
Marketing, Efficient, of Farm Produce, 1012
New York Central's Fruit Car, 364, 871
Air Brake (See Brake)
Air Brake Hose (See Hose)
Air Compressor (See Compressed Air)

Alabama Great Southern:
Accident near Livingston, Ala., 579, 1060

277+

Apprentice

(See

Education)

of Western Enginemen's and Firemen's Controversv, 9»0, 1043, 1084, 1123,
1201

(See Bridges and Buildings)

.Arch

Armspear

Manufacturing

Company:

Lenses,

Tests of, 660
.Association (See names)
Presi-Association of Railway Claim Agents:
dent's -Address, 26
Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers: Meeting. 25. 1192
Shippers
Western Railways:
Association of
-Asked to Co-operate for Car Efficiency, 182

.AKhison, Topeka & Santa Fe:
-Annual Report, 640f, 678
Loss and Damage Organization,
798

231t,

245,

Performance of Compound

Pacific Type Locomotives, 1015*
Safety Baggage Rack, 1008*
Safety First Results, 301
Tests on Fan Drafting as Applied to Locomotives, 1119*
Tests on Treated and Untreated Oregon Fir
Piling, 1156
Atlantic Coast Line:
Creosoting Plant at Gainesville, Fla.. 125*
Salaries Reduced, 1095
-Audible Signaling (See Signaling)

Auditing (See Accounting)
Automatic Stops (See Signaling)
Axle (See Wheel)

and

Shops,

-American .Association of General Passenger and
Ticket Agents (See -American .Association
of Passenger Traffic Officers)
American .Association of Passenger Traffic OffiAnnual Convention, 602
cers:
American Association of Railroad Superintendents:
Annual Meeting, 371t, 389, 419,

497t
of
Railway
772
of Traveling

Surgeons:

Passenger

Convention, 774
Freight Rate
.American Bankers' Association:
Increase Favored, 773
.American Car Roof Company: Corrugated Steel
Door with Fender Attachment, 953*
.American Electric Railway Association:
Annual Meeting, 736
.American Institute of Electrical Engineers
Electrical Operation of the B. A. & P.,
1193.

American Locomotive Company:
Paci6c Type Locomotives for the C. & O.
and the D. & H., 1185*
Western Maryland Consolidation Type Locomotive, 101*

American Railway Association:
Annual Report of Committee on Relations
of Railway Operation to Legislation. 946
Freight Car Surplus and Shortage Bulletins
Discontinued. 954, 9937
Meeting, 854, llUt
,
American Railway Bridge and Building Association:
Annual Convention, 743t, 759*,
956t
American Railway Engineering Association:
Influence of Carbon on the Properties of
Rails. 1196
Methods of Handling L. C. L. Outbound
Freight, 1181
Rail, Comparative Service Tests, Penn, 1078
Rail Failure Statistics for 1913, 957t, 967
Tests on Treated and Untreated Oregon
Fir Piling; A. T. & S. Fe, 1156
Track Construction, Recent Developments
in, 743t, 745

Companv

:

New York

Boston by "Continuous Trolley." 399
Belt Railway of Chicago: Clearing Interchange
Yard, 59 It, 603*
& Lake Erie: Double Track Fill near
ly 185 ft. high near Culmerville, Pa., 345*
Boiler (See Locomotive Boiler)
Brake (See also Air Brake Association)
Boston & Albany: Passenger Fares Increased,
to

1062
& Maine:
.Annual Meeting, 810
Passenger Fares Increased, 1062
Brake:
Air
Brake
Instruction
Book,
Canadian
Northern, 723t
Chemical
Specifications
for
Brakebeams.

Boston

940t

Air

Brake
Story Contest, 359, 580

Breeders'

Gazette:
1044

Livestock

Company,

Prize

Shipper

Con-

verted.

Bridges and Buildings:

Cement

;

1095*
1914,

661

Than Foreign Roads, 286

Lawrence Snow Flanges and Ballast Spreader, 758*
Operation of a Gravel Pit, 757
Baltimore & Ohio:
.Annua! Report, 838t*, 879
Boring Ties by Hand, 978*
Course of Employment for Division Officers, 68
Fire-Fighting Organization. 445, 709
Inspection Trips, 767, 1059
Mailgram Service, 579
Magnolia Cut-Off, 115*, 1094
Rail Curving with Power Bender. 1142*
Santa Fe 'Type Locomotive, 242*
Bascule (See Bridges and Buildings)
Bates-Rogers
Construction
Company:
Pier
Foundations; St. L., Iron Mt. & So., 1151*

Westinghouse

Wayne & Chic, 974*
Rebuilding Pontoon Bridge at Prairie du
Chien, Wis.
C. -M. & St. P., 528*
Replacing a Swing Bridge with a Vertical
Lift Structure Over the Chicago River,
353*
Sheet Piling, 752*
Shop Building at Houston; Sunset-Central
Lines, 394*
Southern
Pacific's
Commissary Building
at Los Angeles, 359
Strengthening a Truss Bridge; N. Y. C. &
H. R., 355*
Strengthening
the
Transcona
Elevator:
C. P., 976
Vulcan-Tile Asphalt Roofing, 357
British Board of Trade:
Automatic Train Stop Recommendations,
589t, 682t
British and German
Exports of Railway
.Material, 706. 806
Brooklyn Rapid Transit: Annual Report, 232t,
270
Buffalo & Susquehanna:
Suspension of Business, 867, 914, 1059
Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh:
Annual Report, 420t*, 454
Buildings (See Bridges & Buildings)
Bureau of Railway Economics:
Cash Investment of the Railways During
Six Years, 68
Railway Taxation for 1913, 198
Revenues and Expenses for April, 30*; May,
217'; June, 616'; -August, 981*; Septem-

Bureau of Railways News and Statistics:
American Roads Earn Less on New Capital

Letter of Appeal to BankJ. S. & Co.:
ers for Freight Rate Increase, 3151, 316

State Street Railwav

Baltimore;

Pacihc's Commissary Building in
Seattle, 29
Paint Shop for Steel Bridges, 275t, 287*
Pennsylvania Elevator at Philadelphia, 19*
Pier Foundations, Overcoming Defective;
St. L. Iron Mt. Sc So., 1151*
Pump House at Verner, Pa.; Pitts., Ft.

Northern

1913 and

Charge for Handling, 4S7t
Checking on Split Tickets. 1203
Safety Rack; A. T. & S. F., 1008*
Baldwin Locomotive Works:
Pacific Type Locomotives for the C. C. & C,
1005*
Santa Fe Type Locomotive for Baltimore
& Ohio, 242*

Bay

:

ber,

B
Bache,

Bridges and Buildings (.Continued)
Gwynn's Falls Arch Bridge at
Penn., 1037*
Handling Bridge Material, 337t

Revenues, Expenses and Taxes to June 30,

Ballast:

House

698*

American Association
Annual Meeting,
American Association
.Agents:
Annual

otf.

Arbitration

New York

682t,

Meet-

Association:

1059

Piers; St. L., Iron Mt. & So., 1151*
American Society of Mechanical Engineers:
Annual Meeting, 1059, 1061
Elimination of Seams in Steel Rails, 10S5*
Steam Locomotives of Today, 947, 1072t,
1079, 1119*, 1129
Annual Reports (See names of companies)

June, 197; July, 397;
September, 794; October,

Annual Report, 10341
Engine
Algoma Central:

179,

OverAmerican Society of Civil Engineers:
coming Defective Foundations for Three

Monthly Summaries:
August,

Safety

Railway

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association:
Annual Convention, 168, 204
AnAmerican Society for Testing Materials:

Roofing, 973*
Engine House of the Algoma Central, 682t,
Tile

698*
Erection Equipment for the Quebec Bridge,

Freight House, Tacoma, Wash., O. W. R. &
N., 255
Girder Erection Without False Work, 123*

British

Express

Railway Employees, 29
Company Profits near

Point, 480
German \'iew

of

the

Rate

Vanishing

Decision,

724t,

732
South Wales Government Railway Advances Rates, 859
Postal Surplus Result of Unfair Railway
Mail Pay. 1301
Private Railways Excel in Russia, 708
Quarter Century of Deficits in Passenger
Service, 478
Revenues and Expenses of Railways for
Y'ear Ending June 30, 1914, 216
Bureau of the Census:
Results of Municipal Ownership, 459t
Street and Electric Railways in 1912, 444
Business Men's League of St. Louis:
After
Effects of the War on Business and Rail-

New

Butte,

Cable

roads, 941
Anaconda
Pacific
tion for a Year, 1193

&

:

Electrical

Opera-

(See Telegraph)

Cab Signal (See Signaling)
Calumet & Torch Lake Railway:

Dumping

Car,

970*

Calumet

Car

Company:

Side

Dumping

Car,

970*

Cambria

Steel Company:
Tests
Steel Rails, 681 1, 704*

of

Vanadium

Canada:

Government Freight Car Standards, 490
Grade Crossings. 1180
Canaaian Locomotive Company, Ltd.:
Structural Steel Tender Truck, 1017*
Canadian Northern:
Air Brake Instruction Book for Trainmen,
723t
Lighting of Offices, 565*

Canadian Pacific;

Annual Report, 373t*, 414
Interior Veneered Steel Finish

for Coaches,
1087*
Strengthening the Transcona Elevator, 976
Telegraph Department, 360
Tunnel Through the Selkirk Mts. at Rogers
Pass, B. C, 1074t, 1082*
Canal (See Waterwavs)
Canton Foundrv & Machine Company:
Shear,
Portable Motor Driven, 536*
Car:
Bumping Post Tests, 350
Inspection; Grand Trunk, 1145*
Mail Cars Remodeled for Government Field
Parties. Great Northern, 1149*
Car Ferrj-: Key West-Havana Car Ferry, 260,
579, 1160

:
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Car, Freight:
Box Car, Pennsylvania

Chicago

X23 All-Steel, 295"
Caboose, Pennsylvania AU-Steel, 691*
Comparative Summary of Freight Cars in
170

Service,

Door with Fender Attachment, 953*

Dumping

Car, Calumet, 970*
Grain Cars. Emergency: C. R. I. & P.,
192t, 199*
Safety Appliance Standards in Canada, 490
Shock Absorber for Freight Car Lading,
Car,

955*
Passenger:

Baggage Car, Long Island, 429
Heat Transmission Tests on Steel Mail Car
Section, 45t, 46t
Interior Finish of

Veneered Steel:

C.

P.,

1087*

Commission Rulings)
Car Balance and Performance: March, 221*;
April, 261'; May, 488*; Tune, 712*; July,
1024*
in Montana Increased, 666
Interchange Rules, 498t
Loading, Increasing Car, 316t, 574, 872,
1033t
Loading, Uniform Inspection for; C. R. I.
& P., 322*
Location, Bi-weekly, 34, etc.
Saving Car Days, 516
Shippers Asked to Co-operate for Car Eflfi-

Demurrage Rate

182

Surpluses and Shortages, Bi-weekl]^ 33, etc.
Surplus and Shortage Bulletins Discontinued, 954, 993t
Surplus and Shortage Bulletins Explained,
884t, 902
Surplus in September Greatest for Month
Since 1908, 590t
Tare Weights and Refuse. 479
Ttap-Car Service in Chicago, 446, 871, 936t,
1025

985,

Weighing

of

Less

Than

Carload

Freight,

1197

Car Shortage (See Car Service)
Carey, Philip, Company:
Steam
ings,

1

Pipe

Cover-

12*

Carnegie Steel

Company

:

Tests of Carbon on
Pacific

Type Lo-

Cement (See Concrete)
Central of New Jersey:
Construction Data for Valuation Purposes,
580
Jersey City Passenger Station Improvements,
860*
Signaling,
Electro-Pneumatic,
at
Jersey
City, 38
Chesapeake & Ohio:
Annual Report, 638t*. 674
Pacific Type Locomotive, 1185*
Chi.

Hearing Yard. Reconstruction of, 591t, 603*
Commission to Study European Terminals,
74
Government Ownership and Inefficient City
Management, 1032t
Locomotive Smoke Abatement, 255

—

Special

Charges for Special
9361, 985, 1025
Allc

lupp

Auto

natic

Mail

B.

Equipment Company:
Leigh on

Increase

Letter

Mileage

in

Grain Cars, Automobile and Stock, for Handling Shipments, 192t, 199*
Interlocking Plant at Joliet, 111., 381*. 434
Motion Pictures, 2771
Investigation by Interstate Commerce Commission, 6Slt, 727t
Reorganization Plan, 2t, 149t
Uniform Inspection for Special

Chicago,

Paul, Minneapolis

St.

Cincinnati,

Loading,

& Omaha:

Hamilton & Dayton:

Default of Interest Payments, 2t
Without Suspension, 1059
(See also Interstate Com.merce Commission Rulings; also State Commission Rulings; also Association of Railway Oaim
Agents):
Accident Claims Under Federal Compensation Law, 1018
Federal Employers' Liability Act, 61
Loss and Damage Organization; A. T. &
S. F., 231t, 245, 798
Personal Injury Claims, 291, 813, 1057, 1199
Railway Claim Agent, 26
Cleaning (See Sanitation)
Cleveland Chamber of Commerce:
Rate Advance Analyzed, 774
Coal (^ee Fuel)
Cole Manufacturing Company: Hot Blast Stove,
1018*
Colorado & Southern:
Annual Report, 1034t*,
1069
Colson, C:
"Transports et Tariffs," 1071t
Committee on Relations of Railway Operation to
Discijiline

Claims

Legislation:
Annual Report, 946
State Law on Railway Operation, 515

Competition:

Services,

Exchange

446,

System,

1016"

Vacuum Cleaner. Thurman,
Chicago & Eastern Illinois:

112*

Automatic Continuous Rail Joint, 136*
Miller Automatic Train Stop, 1010*
Chicago & North Western:
Accident Bulletin, 1158
Annual Report, 593t*, 626
Well Water Supply Installation at Proviso,
129
111.,
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy:
Annual Report, 884t*, 926
Automatic Block Signals in Colorado, 548
Constructing
Embankments with Suction
Dredges. 969*
Fire in Smoking Car, 1059
Fuel Economy, 325
Low Grade Line from Billings. Mont., to
Paducah. Ky., 995t, 999*
Santa Fe Type Freight Locomotive, 387*
Mixer,
Chicago Concrete Machinery Company:
Smith-Chicago, 766*
Chicago Engineers' Club:
Criticism of American Railways by Australian Commissioner,
724t
Chicago, (jreat Western:
Locomotive Performance, 796*
Circular IsChicago, Indianapolis & Louisville:
sued by President Delano, 57
Railway: Switchstand BanChicago Junction
1155*
ner,
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul:
Annual Report, 592t*, 632
Betwee
Electrification
Harlowton, Mont.,
and Avery, Idaho, 1125*
Rebuilding a Pontooi 1 Bridge at Prairie du
Cbien. Wi'.. S28*
Terminal Operation at Milwaukee, Wis.,
1050
"•icago. New Orleans & Texas Pacific:
Crossng Renewal, 757*

Enginemen's Lookout, 571, 614, 1016, 1088,
1130
Operation of Large Classification Yards, If,
173, 194t, 317
of Large Terminal Yards, 192t,
636t, 653, 681t, 686*. 782t, 790,
1091
Proper Handling of Work Trains, 757
Concrete (See also Bridges and Buildings):
Cement Tile Roofing, 973*
Inspection of Concrete Aggregates, 113t
Lining for Steel Bunkers, 976*
Permeability. 518
5,

371t,
1006.

Smith-Chicago Mixer, 766*
Universal Slab Computer, 358*
Concrete Mixing and Placing Company:
Tunnel Lining by Compressed Air, 1143*
Consolidated E-xpanded Metal Co.:
Universal Slab Computer, 358*
Construction. New (See also Yards and Terminals; also Bridges and Buildings; also Station):

Bessemer & Lake Erie's Double Track Improvements at Culmerville. Pa., 345*
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy:
Low Grade Line from Billings. Mont., to
Paducah, Ky., 995t, 999*
Rebuilding Line Between Savannah. 111.,
and St. Paul, Minn., With Suction
Dredges. 969*
Early Railroad Building, 194t
Grade, Practical Minimum, 314t
Great Northern's Washington Line, 202*
Lake Erie, Eastern, Line at Youngstown,
Ohio, 275t. 287*
Magnitude of Railway Construction Work,
114t
Magnolia Cut-Off of the Baltimore & Ohio,
115*. 1094
New York Connecting Railroad, 888*
Northern Pacific, New Line, 159*. 1102
Penn'iylvania Improvements in Qeveland,
438*
Control (See Finance; also Government Regulation)

Conventions (See Names of Associations)
Conveying Machinery (See Hoisting and Conveying)

Cook County Public Safety Commission:
Report for 1913, 1019
Cooling (See Refrigeration)
Correspondence (See Organization)
Cost (See Finance; also Maintenance of
Construction, New;
Commerce Commission)
also

Locomotive, Pacific Type, 657*
Passenger Terminal Improvements at Buffalo, N. Y., 166*
Station at Utica, N. Y., 577*
Teleplionc, Loud Speaking, Stentor, 214*
Demurrage (See Car Service)
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad:
-Annual Report, 637t, 672
Gravity Fire Door, 952*
Derrick (See Hoisting and Conveying)
Despatching (See Train Despatching)
Discipline (See Employee)
Docks (See Yards and Terminals)
Door:
Corrugated Steel, with Fender Attachment,
953*
Gravity Fire Door, 952*
Draft Gear: Contest on Draft Gear Problem, 41t.
53, 54, 56

Drawbridge^ (See Bridges and Buildings)
Drinking (See Sanitatic
also Employee)

Earnings (See also names of companies)
American Roads Earn Less on New Capital
Than Foreign Roads, 286
Express Companies Profits Near Vanishing
Point, 480
Mail Pay (See Mail)
Revenues and E.xpenses (See Bureau of Railway Economics)
:

Economic Practices:
Business Problems and the Economists, 273t,
277 +
316t, 574, 872
Co-Operation Between Supply
nng Agents. 417t, 422t

Car Loading,

Men

and Pur-

'

Distribution of New Material and the Collection of Scrap, 113t, 335t, 336t, 339,
517t, 531
Draft Gear Problem, 41t. 53, 54, 56

4t,

& Hudson:
Annual Report, 44t, 82
Pacific Type Locomotive, 1185*
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western:

Dela\yare

Do

Air Brake Story Prizes. 580

Operation

Rails. 1196
Carolina, Oinchfield & Ohio:
comotives. 1005*

Chi(

E.

Annual Report, 594t*, 629

112*
Va
CIc
Th
Ventilator, Mudge-Peerless, 570*
-Car Service (See also American Association of
Demurrage Officers; also American Railway Association: also Interstate Commerce

ciency.

Railway

of

Book Rates. 708
Rock Island & Pacific:
Annual Report, 996-t*

Chicago,

also

Way;

Interstate

Coupler (See Draft Gear)
Crane (See Hoisting and Conveying)
Credit (See Finance)
Creosote (See Ties and Timber)
Crossing (See Grade Crossing)
-,
Culberson, H. E., & Sons: Pennsylvania Coal
Dock at Sandusky, Ohio, 1189*
.

Clerks
Fuel Economy, C, B. & Q 325
Legal E.xpenses Complained of, 194j, 376t
Reclaiming Material on the St. L. & S. F.,
589t, 595*
Saving C:ar Days, 516
Economy Devices Corporation: Engine and
Tender Trucks, 741*
Education (See also Agriculture)
Educational Work .\mong Employees in the
Maintenance of Way Department, 977
Engineering Course at the University of
Pittsburgh, 660. 709
Two Methods of Training Section Foremen,
114t, 136
Efficiency Methods (See Maintenance of Way;
also Fuel; also Shops):
Bureau of Efficiency, Northern Pacific, 915
Increasing the Efficiency of Track Foremen
in Handling Labor, 113t, 120
Electric Traction (See Locomotive, Electric)
:

Electrification:

Milwaukee & St. Paul, Between
Harlowton, Mont., and Avery, Idaho, 980,

Chicago,

1125*
Results of Electrification
Giovi Line. 93*

on

also

Officers;

also

Interstate

Commerce

Commission Rulings; also Legal Decisions;
also Accident):
Agent's Idea of Extra Gangs. 958t
Air Brake Instruction Book; (i^anadian Northern. 723t
Arrests for Violating Sunday Labor Law,
1157. 1199
Conductor's Importance. 234t
Damages .Awarded Engineer Hayne, of Illinois Central, Unjust, 1057
Discipline in the Maintenance of Way Department. 128. 338
Discipline Without Suspension; C, H. & D.,
1059
Don'ts for Clerks, 244
Duties of a Station Agent, 504
Education (See Education)
Enginemen's Experiences, 571, 614. 1016.
1088, 1130
Extra Gang Versus the Regular Section
r.anf. 133. 93St
Federal Employers' Liability Act, 61
Foreigners on the Pennsylvania. 1158
Freight Train Handling. 567*
Full Crew Law Campaign, 767, 804*.
883t. 980. 1036t, 1059. 1118, 1167t

How

to

867,

Get Promoted, 497t

Instructine Track Foremen in Handling of
Labor, 113t. 120
Labor Legislation in Kansas. 217
Lahor Legislation in Massachusetts, ISOf
Labor. Unoreanized, the Railroad Trouble,

233t

Legislative Changes Advocated, 660. 726t
Lovalty. as Viewed by an Employee, 300
Medal Awarded to Holley. W. A., by Presi-

dent Wilson. 914

Daniels Safety Device Company; Lock Nut, 530
Delano, Frederic A., 274t

Italian

Railway Electrification in Polar
Zone. lOOS
Electromobile Company: Storage Battery Truck
for Railroad Stations, 482
Employee (See also Legislation; also Education;

,

,

New Haver Men Commended
Damages (See Claims)

the

Swedish

,

„

J,.

for Handling
Football Traffic, 1023. 1031t, 1060
State Workmen's Compensahon

New York
Law.

29. 68,

216

:

:

J

::
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GENERAL INDEX- Continued
[Illustrated articles are indicated thus*; Editorials tliusf; Letters to Editor thust-]

Employee (Continued):

Strike:

& Harriman

Central
1058, 1157

Illinois

Lines,

68,

Italian Railway Strike Punishments, 255
St. Louis Southwestern Controversy, 510,
541, 915. 1014, 1019, 1199
South African Railway Strike Story, 313t,

Southern Pacific Telegraphers Take Vote,
359

Western Enginemen's and Firemen

,

s

^

Con-

137, 149t, 178, 232t, 254,
301, 359, 757, 9iiO, 1043, 10S4, 1123, 1201
Westingbouse Companies Strike Ended, 137

Syndicalism on tlie French Railways, 614
New South
for Color Blindne
Wales, 1013
Tobacco Using; B. & O., 914
Train Crew Regulations ii Connecticut, 1118
Training Section Foremen, 1114t, 136
Trainmaster and the Engine House, 551 1,
1113$

TesU

I

I,

Wage:
President Ripley on

Wages Not

Wage Demands,

206

Salaries, 500t

Increase:

Delaware & Hudson Shopmen, 399
Protest Against Enginemen's Wage

In-

crease, 301

Sunset-Central Lines, 544
Enlistments in Great Britain. 893, 1116
Engine {See Locomotive; also Locomotive, Elec-

War

Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association (See American Railway Engineenng
Association)

England (See also subjects):
Ambulance Trains, 893
British Railway Employees, 29
Enlistments ot Railway Employees,

893,

1116

Railways in War Time, 442, 614, 1008, 1184
Torpedo Machines Used in Signaling, 6S2t
Equipment (See Car; also Car Service; also Locomotive; also Locomotive Performance)
Eureka-Nevada Railway: Postoffice Department
Economy, 646
European Railways in War Time (See War and
the Railroads)
Exhibits (See names

of associations;

also

Ex-

position)

Explosives (See also American Railway Association)

:

Production in 1913, 773
Transportation of Explosives Act Postponed,
767
Exposition: Panama-Pacific International Exposition at San Francisco. 75, 580. 583, 709
Express (See also names of companies; also Interstate Commerce Commission Rulings)
Block System Ordered in Virginia, 775
Earnings Near Vanishing Point, 480
Parcel Post and Its Effects on Railway
Revenues. 1046
Railroads Earn Less From Mails Than From
Express, 578
Report of Wells Fargo & Co., 709
Eymon Continuous Crossinc Co.: Crossing at
Carrothers, Ohio, 124*
:

Fairbanks, Morse

&

Co.:

Mileage Rate Advance Favored, 635t 659
Motor Car of Improved Design, 1148*
Farming (See Agriculture)
Federal

Signal

Automatic

Signals on the Burlington in
Colorado. 548
Interlocking at Rome. X. V.
N. Y. C. &
H. R.. 501'
Federation of Trade Press Associations: Engineers and Technical Journals, 615. 683t
Ferry (See Car Ferry)
Files (See Organization)
Finance (See also Accounting)
Boston & Maine's Annual Meeting, 810
Brazil Railways. 700
Cash Investment of the Railways During Six
Y'ears. 68
Central Argentine Railway Issues Notes. 948
Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific, 2t, 149t,
68!t. 727t
Cincinnati. Hamilton & Dayton Default, 2t
Conference Between the President and Railroad Executives. 457t, 462. 506. 511
Cost of Grade Separations Divided. 11671
Delano. F. A.'s Appeal to Investors and
Officials, 57
Expenses Increase Faster Than Revenues,
233t
;

Interstate

the New
Kaw York

Commerce Commission's Report on
Haven. 88t. 108

Central
Plans, It, 1161

& Hudson

River Merger

Views on the Decision, 284, 41 8t. 589t.
611, 724t, 732

Willard's, Daniel, Statement, 725t, 729
Basis
of
Reasonableness of Competitive
Rates, 460t
Claims Paid by Minnesou Railroads, 32
Increases in Western Freight Rates Suspended. 10J3. 1063

Increased Rates on Grain and Grand Products Suspended. 1023
Increased Rates on Live Stock Suspended,

52

Instruction

Proposed in Schools, 1059
South Wales Government Railway Advance Rates, 859
New York, New Haven & Hartford's
Changes, 871
Panama Canal. Effect on Coast-to-Coast

New

Trade Opportunities in South America, 635t,
643

on Prices of American Railroad Bonds, 694
War, After Effects of, on Business and
Effect,

Railroads, 941

Western

Maryland,

New Management,

700

Traftic,

Conditions
88t

L'nder

the

Freight

Rate

Reductions

(See

also

Interstate
also State

Commerce Commission Rulings;
Commission Rulings)

Fire:

Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe's Shops

at

Albuquerque, N. M.. 1157
Baltimore & Ohio Fire-Fighters' Association,
445. 709
Baltimore & Ohio Repair Shop, 1059
Forest Fires, N. Y., N. H. & H., 579
Freight Cars at North Tonowanda, N. Y.,
867
Grand Central Station at Houston, Tex, 709
Intercolonial Railway's Grain Elevator at St.
John, N. B., 359
Mobile & Ohio. Fire Prevention Day, 617
Northern Pacific's Freight House at Duluth,
Minn., 767
Philadelphia & Reading Pier at Phila., Pa.,
709
Railway Fire Protection Association, Annual Meeting. 943
Southern Pacific. Galveston Elevator, 980

Southern Pacific's Engine House at Horace,
Kan.. 1095
Flag (See Signaling)
Flange (See Wheel)
Flood (See also Maintenace of Way)
Folk, Joseph W.
New \"ork. New Haven &
Hartford Report. 158
Forest Preservation (See Fire)
Forestry (See Agriculture)
France:
Accident at Marquise, 767
Syndicalism Among Railway Employees, 614
Freight (See also State Commission Rulings; also
Interstate Commerce Commission Rulings;
al5o Car Service; also Yards and Terminals)
Blockade of Export Freight. 260, 1160
Boston Freight 'Terminals Investigation, 552t
562*, 6361
European Freight Congestion and .-Nmerican
Train Despatching. 59
Freight Train Handling. 567*
Handling Freight with Storage Battery
Trucks, 1093*
Handling Less Than Carload Shipments
Through the Freight House, 636t
:

Handling L. C. L. Outbound Freight. 1181
Handling of Local or Way Freight Trains,
1117

Kansas City Railroad Collection Bureau, 481
St. Louis & San Francisco's Circular, 919
Solicitor and Yardmaster, 782f

Taxes, 496t. 1060
Teloherage System on the M., K. & T.. 417t
433*
Freight Qaims (See Claims)
Freight Rates (See also Interstate Commerce
Commission Rulings; also State Commission Rulings)

:

Advance Rate Case:

Company

Freight Rates (Continued)

holders Increase in Number, 579
Receivership and Reorganization, 385*
Regulation of Railroad Securities, 193t, 458t,
835t
Report of Railways in India. 1041
'
Scrip Dividend, 1031t
Southern Railway, Letter to Stockholders,

War,

troversy, 68,

Wage

Finance iCoittintied)
New York, New Haven & Hartford and
President Wilson, 148t, 178
New York, New Haven & Hartford's Annual
Meeting. 809
New York, New Haven & Hartford Stock:

Office Clerk, A Neglected Factor, 64
Passes CSee Passes)
Pension Department of the New York, Phila.
& Norfolk, 1059
Permanency Makes for Efficiency, 419t
Questionnaire for Station Agents, 386

Brandeis'. Louis, Argument, and Brownell's. George, Reply, 895
Brandeis. Louis, Wrong Again, If
Decision. Original. 229t. 230t, 235.
275t
Decision. Supplementary Order Relating

Decision.

Supplementary, Granting Advanced Rates. 1173*
Final Arguments, 835t, 836t, 851, 895
Following the Commission's Advice,
1032t
Government Regulation on Trial, 783t
Interstate Commerce Commission and General Prosperity. 807*. S36t
Letter of .\dams, Charles Francis, 865
Letter of Bache. J. S., & Co., 315t, 316
Letter of the Illinois Manufacturers' Association. 399, 583
Livestock Shipper Converted. 1044
Minnis', J. L.. .Argument. 836t. 851
Petition of Railways in Official Oassification Territory. 511
Plea of the Railway Business Association,

Press Comments. 607. 837t. 840
Rehearing. 552t. 584, 681t, 724t, 725t.
729. 781t. 814. 835t, 836t. 851. 895
Thorne. Clifford and the Western Roads.
220, 858, 1032t

Coal Rates in Pennsylvania, 1195
North Carolina, 364
Wine Rates on the Southern Pacific, 774
Freight Traffic (See Traffic)
Freight Yards (See Yards and Terminals)
Frog (See Switch)
Fuel (See also International Railway Fuel
Association)

:

Economy on the C, B. & Q., 32S
Flange Oilers, 514
Safety Oil Can, 358*
Smoke, Locomotive, Abatement in Chicago
255, 495t
Full

Smoke Prevention, 495t
Stove. Cole Hot Blast, 1018*
Crew Laws (See Legislation; also Employee)

General Electric Company: Electrification on the
C, M. & St. P., 1125*
General Railway Signal Company:

.\momatic Signals on the Lehigh

& Hudson

Interlocking at Joliet, III.. 381*, 434
Signals for New Brooklvn Subwavs 1191
Germany: Bagdad Railway, 1116
Government Ownership of Railways:
German Criticism of State Railway ManageInefficient

Government and Public Owner-

ship, 1032t
Oregon's Attitude, 935t
Paish. Sir George on Savings Under.
372t,

Pearson's .\laga:ine Article.
552t
Probabilitj- of. Views on,
4t
Senator Bourne on, 500t
State Railway Officer on, 293
Vail. Theodore on, 66
Y'oakum's, B. F., Suggestion, 982
Government Regulation (See also IntersUte Com-

merce

Commission;

also

State

sions)

Commis-

Government Regulation of Railways:
A Look .\head, 398
Attitude Towards Employees and Managers,
Criticism of Present Regulation

is

Justifiable,

Disregard of the Expert, 150t, 191t
Effect of Advance Rate Case,
783t, 835t
Group Plan of Ripley, E. P.. 781t, 795 809
Railway Problem and Its Solution, 1089
Railway Problem a Stateraan's Opportunity,

Reasons for the Unpopularity of Railroads,
Results of Municipal Ownership, 459t
Securities. 193t. 4S8t

Success Questioned. 209
is the Matter with the Railways and
Regulation. 994t
Grade: Practical Minimum Grade. 314|
Grade Crossings (See also Accident)
Canadian Fu"d. 1180
Costs, .^pnortio^in(r Grade Separation, 11677
Crossing Renewal Near Chattanooga Sution,

What

:

E>-mon Continuous Crossing, 124*
Safety. 88t, 255, 301

Grade Revision (See Construction, New)
Graphite Lubricator Company: Cylinder Lubricator for Flake Graphite, 1058*
Great Britain (See England)
Great Lakes Dredge &• Dock Company: Pennsylvania Coal Dock at Sandusky, Ohio,
1189'
Great Northern:
Line from Oroville to Wenatchee, Wash.,
- 202*
Mail Cars Remodeled for Housing Government Field Parties, 1149*
Pacific and Mountain Type Locomotives in
Passenger Service, 1047*
Safety Last as Told by an Engineman, 726t
Gulf. Colorado & Santa Fe: Creosoted Pile Failure in Turntable Construction, 968*
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H

Commerce Commission Rulings (Continued)
Cast Iron Pipe Rates from Birmingham, 223
Cement Rates from EvansviUe, Pa., to Jersey City, 262
Cement Rates from Mitchell, Ind., 987
Charge for Cleaning Cars Made Necessary
by Government Quarantine, 920
Class Rates from Pueblo to Durango, Col.,

Interstate

:

Hampden

Railroad:

Conspiracy Charges Against
C. S. Mellen and Others, 30
Harrison, Fairfax:
European War, Southern Railway and Its
Employees, 509
Railway Problem a Statesman's Opportunity, 1071t, 1075
Hocking Valley:
Annual Report, 641*, 676
Coal Dock at East Toledo, Ohio, 6-47*
Hoisting and Conveying:
Crane, Electric Traveling, X. V. N. H. & H.,
945*
Hoist, Portable. 57J*
Hook Block, 135, 958t
Jack, Emergency, 1058*
Telpherage System, M. K. & T., 417t, 433*
Holden, Hale, 4-'"8*
Home & Crane: Automatic Stop, 656
Hupp Automatic Mail Exchange Company: Chicago & Alton's System, 1016*

Rates from Terre Haute. Ind., 1063
Coal Car Distribution Rules, 35
Coal Rates from Points on the WabashPittsburgh Terminal Railway. 873
Coal Rates from Virginia Mines, 143
Coal Rates on D. L. is W., 920
Coal Rates to Geneva, N. V.. 546
Coal Rates to Weatherford, Tex., 814
Coffee Rates from New Orleans, 1026
Commodities Clause, Violations of, on Coal
Class

Tralfic,

Compression of Export Cotton, 1025
Cotton Rates to Augusta. Ga.. 183
Cotton Rates to Mobile, 1203

I

Coal Rates
Illinois

Comparison

with

Louisville

&

tion for Cancellation of Joint Rates, 1161
Divisions Determined by Commission Order,

813
Dunnage Allowance. 76
Dust Collecting Systems, Rates on, 262
Excess Baggage Rates, 1025
Export Rates on Grain from Kansas City,

Commercial Men's Association: Mileage
Rates Advance, Protest Against, 590t, 620,

6351-, 659, 727}
_
Illinois Manufacturers'

775
Fabrication-in-Transit
Privileges
Refused
Railway Car Industry. 1025
from Norfolk, Va., 403
Flour Rates from Inman, Kan., 987
Flour Rates from the Valley of Virginia,
775
Fourth Section Violations in Rates on

Association: Letter Urging Review of Advance Freight Rate De-

Fertilizer Rates

Savings Bank: Rate Increase

Urged. 867
India:

Annual Report of Railways, 1041
Locomotive Repair Plant, 650
Industrial Development by Railways (See Agriculture)
Industrial Railways Case, 892, 1161
Ingalls. Melville E., 100*
IngersollRand Co.: Hoist, Portable Compact,

Sugar, 448
Fourth Section V'iolations in Rates
on
Tropical Fruit from Gulf Ports, 448
Fourth Section Violations in the Southeast,

572*
Injunction (See Legal Decisions)
Inspection Car (See Motor CarJ
Interchange Inspectors and Car Foremen's Association: Annual Convention, 399
International Engineering Congress: Program,
982
International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association
Annual Convention, 392
International Railway Congress:
Postponed by War. 1059
Oncstions for Discussion at Berlin, Germany, in 1915, 139
International Railway General Foremen's Association: Annual Convention, 105, 139, 163
Interstate
Commerce Commission (See also
Freight Rates: also Interstate Commerce
Commission Rulings):
:

Absentee Landlordism and the Commission,
1072t
Accident Bulletin No. 50, 170; No. 51, 1081
Annual Report, 1086
Changing Sentiment Toward the Commission, 418t
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Investigation, 681t, 727$
Criticism of the Commission, S51t, 569
Division of Freight and Passenger Expenses,
17*, 153, 191t. 206, 316J:, 458t
General Prosperity and Railway Rates, 807*
Industrial Switching Service Cases, 584
Intermountain Rate Case, 182, lUlt
Locomotive Boiler Inspection Report, 1196
New Y.ak, New Haven & Hartford Investigation, 88t, 108, 158
Pass Investigation, L. & N.. 103
Pull Together Suggestions, 275t

Railroad Statistics
102, 192t

to

June
at

30,

Attica.

1913,

87t,

Ind.

Wa-

;

bash, 613
Report on Derailment of Alabama Great
Southern Near Livingston, Ala., 1060
Report on Kansas Citv Southern Derailment Near Air Line "[unction. Mo., 1200
Report on Tipton Ford Collision of Kansas City Southern, 904
Revenr.es and Expenses for October. 1200
Sioux City Commercial Club's Complaint
Against Nebraska Rates, 666
Suspension Power. Misuse of, I072t
Valuation Work. Preliminary, 137
Interstate Commerce Commission Rulings:
Apple Rates from Espanola, N. Mex., 224
Apple Rates from Virginia to Eastern Cities,

Beer Rates from the Twin Cities to Sioux
Falls and Sioux City. 490
of Lading on Reconsigned Shipments,

Bills

403
Blackstrap Molasses Rates, 306, 1063

Boot and Shoe Rates from Boston
lanta,

263

Rose-

Illinois

Report on Derailment

Beatrice, Neb.,

Nashville,

937t*

cision, 399
Illinois Trust and

to

Deciduous Fruit Rates from California, 873
Dispute Concerning Divisions No Justifica-

Central:

Accident Near Memphis, Tenn., 579
Artesian Well for Water Station at
land, La., 539*

185

Commodity Rates on Groceries, etc., from
Western Points to Nashville, 264

to

At-

223

Box Shook Rates from Leavenworth, Wash.,
262
California-Nevada Lumber Rates. 403
Canned Goods, Rates on, to Oklahoma City,
365

'

874
Freight Rate Advances Suspended, 1062,
1072t, 1161
Fruit Rates from California to Florida, 224
Glass Rates from West V'irginia Points,
1103
Grain Elevation Allowance at St. Louis, 223
Grain Rates from Buffalo to New York Sustained. 1103
Grain Rates from St. Paul, Minn., 987
Grain Transit Privileges at St. Louis, 184
Granite Rates from Points in Vermont to
Nebraska, 920
Hide Rates to Los Angeles, Cal.. 775
Increased Rates from Maine Refused, 184
Increases in Rates on Fencing Allowed, 183
Industrial Railways Case. 892
Intermediate and Joint Rates, 184
Iron Ore Rates from Points in New York
State, 76
Joint Rates Between Rail and Water Lines,
263
Joint Rates with the Birmingham Southern,
988
Joint Rates with the Iowa & Southwestern,
1025
Kansas-Iowa Brick Rates, 1103
Kaufman, Tex., Discriminated Against, 223
Kelly's Creek Colliery Case, 184
Lumber Rates from Batesville, Miss., 183
Lumber Rates from Oregon and Washington
to Eastern Points, 263
Lumber Rates from Southern Railway
Points to Eastern Points, 263
Lumber Rates from Star, Cal., to Boca, Cal.,
987
Lumber Rates from Thebes, 111.. 183
Lumber to Nashville, Tenn.. 223
Lumber Rates from Lake Charles and West
Lake, La., 263
Malt Rates to New Orleans, 35
Manufacturers Railway Case. 921
Milling-in-Transit Charges, 224
Minnesota Rate Case as Affecting Passenger
Fares, 224
Molasses Rates to Knoxville, Tenn., 183
New England Lumber Rates, 448
Omaha Grain Rates, 76
Packing House Products from Iowa Points,
262
Paper Rates to Muskogee. Okla., 306
Passenger Fare Decisions, 365, 373t
Passenger Fares on the Washington-Virginia
Railway. 76
Penalty Charges on Sulphuric Acid. 1063
Pig Iron Rates from the South. 76
Pig Iron Rates from Virginia, 143
Potato Rates to Independence and Coffeyville, Kan., 987
Produce Rates from Pittsburgh, 920
Pulp Wood Rates to Rhinelander, Wis., 490
Rail and Water Rates to Bo\yling Green,
Ky., 306
Rates Between Shreveport and Texarkana,
1025
Rates from Bowling Green. Ky., 365
Rates from Houston, Tex., to Points in Arkansas, 1063

Interstate Commerce
tuiued):
Rates from the
Points, 184

Commission Rulings (Con-

Twin

Cities

to

Dakota

Rates on Bakery Goods in the Pacific North.
west, 1026
Rates irom Houston to Points in Louisiana^
Rates from Joplin, Mo., 1161
Kates on Flour and Grain Products Between
Virginia

Points, 76
Lard Substitute from Greenville.
1025
Rates to Wichita, Kan., 263
Reconsignment
Privileges
on
Less-ThanCarload Freight, 920
Refrigeration Rates from Kenner, La., 987
Refrigeration Rates from New Orleans, 775Refusal to Deliver Cars Except Upon Certain Conditions as to Routing, 22i
Rales on Fresh Fruit from Grand Rapids
and Other Points to Milwaukee, 185

Rates

on

Tex.,

Rates on Fresh Meat and Packing-House
Products from Mason City, la., 34
Rates on Knitting-Factory Products to Texrkan
920
Report on Tipton Ford Collision, 904
Rice Rates from Helena, Ark., 775
Road Performing Switching Service Need
Not Provide Cars, 263
Salt Rates from Michigan Field, 546
Sectional Bookcase Rates, 262
Sleeping Car Fares Upheld, 813
Starch Rates from Cedar Rapids, la., 666
Storage-in-Transit Rates on Cotton, 713
Sugar Rates from New Orleans, 403
Switching at Baltimore, Md., 76
Switching at Galesburg, 111., 263
Switching Charges at Charleston, W. Va..
490
Switching Charges at Harrisburg, Pa., 490
Switching Charges at Richmond, 76
Switching Charges at Seattle, 184
Switching Charges on Ice in the Chicago
District,

183

Switching Rate

Tanbark Rates

Tap Line

at Arcade, N. Y., 546
to North Carolina Points,

Case, 403
Tennessee Central Joint

Passenger

76

Fares,

223

Through

Rates Between Rail and Water
Lines, 365
Transit Privileges on Grain at Atlanta, 490
Transit Privileges on Hay at St. Albans,
Vt., 35

Transit Privileges on
Lumber at North
Carolina Points, 920
Uniform Demurrage Code, 365
Westbound Lake-and-Rail Knit Goods Commodity Rates, 920
Wheat Rates from Montana, 920
Wheat Rates to Sioux City, Iowa, 365
Whiskey Rates from Midway, Ky., 987
Wrapping Paper Rates to Muskogee, 365

Iron and Steel:
Ferro-Titanium in Rail Manufacture, 750%
973
Heat Treated and Alloy Steels for Locomtvtive Parts, 1129
Vanadium in Steel Rails, 681t, 704*
Italy: Electrification of the Giovi Line, 93"
I

)

«l

K
Kansas

City Southern: Accident near Tipton
Ford, Mo., 255, 2731, 904
Kansas City Terminal Ry. Co.: Passenger Station, 799*, 868, 973*
Knife and Fork Club: Ripley's E. P. Address
on Government Regulation, 7811, 795, 809
Kurrie, Harry R., 474*

Labor (See Employee)

Lackawana Steel Company: Sheet Piling, 752*
Lake Erie & Eastern: Line from Struthers, Ohio
to Girard. 275t, 287*

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern: Consolidation

with New York Central & Hudson River
(Sec also Separate Index of Railway
Financial News), If, 1161

Lawrence. B.

F., Company: Snow Flanger and
Ballast Spreader, 758*
Legal Decisions: Atlantic Steamship Conference
Suit. 815
Central of New Jersey Indicted for Rebating, 1063
Chicago & Alton's Demurrer in Claims Suit

Sustained, 921

Chicago & Western Indiana and Men in Real
Estate Case, 1064
Fare Investigation for Missouri Southern,
144
Grain

Reshipping Privileges at Nashville,
1103
Indictments Against C. S. Mellen and Others
for Sale of Hampden Railroad Notes, 30,
940+
Iniustice to Railroads Through Fraudulent
Injury Claims, 1057, 1999
Lehigh Valley Monopoly Suit Dismissed.
1195
Moffat Tunnel Bonds, 87t
New York Central Lines and Officiali
Indicted, 259

:
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GENERAL INDEX-Continued
thus*; Editorials thusj; Letters to Editor thust]
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Associa-

[Illustrated articles are indicated

Ugal

Decisions (Conti«ued):
Ohio Valley Tie Company Recovers
ages from the L. & N., 1063
Oklahoma Separate-Car Law, 1064

Dam-

Passenger Fare Law in Kentucky Unconstitutional, 921
Pennsylvania, Lackawanna and Others Indicted in Coal Transporution Case, 144
Ross, \V. L., Indicted in Morris Fare Case,
919
Separate Coach Discrimination, L. & N., 988
Taxes in New Jersey, 1027
Legislation:

Report of
Gregory, 1158

Annual

Annual Report of

Attorney

,,
Mr.

,

General,
_

Special Committee, A. R.

Anthracite Coal Case, 993t
Boiler Makers as Locomotive Inspectors,
Bill to Eliminate, 150t
Bourne Committee's Report on Mail Pay,
418t, 435. 482, 500J, 578
Business Men for Congress, 103 It
Clayton Bill, 864
Clearance Legislation, 377
Construction Voting in Roseburg, Ore., 767
Freight Tax, 496t. 1060

Crew Law,

1059,
Illinois

804*, 867. 883t. 980, 1036t.

1118. 1167t
Candidates and Anti-Railroad

Bills,

360

Kansas Campaign of 1915, 217
Labor Legislation in Massachusetts, 150i
Legal Expenses Complained of, 194t, 376t

State

Workmen's Compensation

Law, 29
Best Men for.
Public Servic
1198
Rebating Charges on Shipments of Grain to
Pennsylvania
Against
Elevator
Keystone
Railroad, 141

Safety Appliance Law, Violated, 616, 1062
Securities Bill. 179

Sixteen-Hour Law Criticised. 7261
State Laws on Railway Operation, 515
Train Limit Length in Illinois. 1167t
Western Massachusetts Transportation Commission. 483

Hudson River: Signals, Automatic.
-ine from Maybrook. X. Y., to Belvidere. X. J., 1179*
Lehigh Vallev:.
Lehigh

Annual Report, 375t*, 410
Government Suit Dismissed, 1195
South American Trade Special, 495f
Telegrams Censored, 914
Artificial Lighting for Railroad Offices, 565*
Qassification Yard Lighting, P. & L. E., 975

Lima Locomotive Corporation
Pacific Type Locomotives,

&

Locomotives

for

Great

the

Xorthem, 104/Livestock (See Agriculture)
Loading (See Car Service)
Locomotive:
„
^
^
Report of Chief InBoiler Inspection
spector. 1196
Consolidation Locomotive; Western Maryland, 101*
Door, Gravity Fire; D. & R. G., 952*
Flange Oilers, 514
See Fuel)
Fuel
Heat Treated and Alloy Steels for Locomotive Parts, 1129
Lubricator, Graphite, 1058*
Mikado and Pacific Type; Penns., 13*
Pacific and Mountain Types in Passenger
Service on the Great Northern, 1047*
.

(

Pacific

Type

for the Carolina, Clinchfield

&

Ohio, 1004*

Tvpe

for

S.

F..

1015*
Island:

Baggage Car, 429*
Development of Long Island, 1040
Interlocking Plants at Jamaica, L.
& Xashville:

I.,

512*

Louisville

the

C.

& O.

Pass Investigation, 103
Tie Treating Plant at Guthrie, Ky., 956t,
959*
Lubrication: Graphite Lubricator, 1058
Lufkin Rule Co.:
Combination Pocket Rule and Level, 749
Metallic Tape Threader. 758
Lumber (See Ties and Timber)

M
Machin

Tools:

and

the

D. & H. 1185*
Pacific Type Freight; D., L. & W., 657*
Reduction in Orders. S39t
Repair Plant of the Northwestern Railway
of India. 650
Santa Fe Type; B. & O., 242*
Santa Fe Type; C, B. & Q., 387*
bolts, 332
Steam Locomotives of Today, 947, 1072t
1079, 1119*, 1129
Stoker Situation, 90t
Stokers, Mechanical, 739
Superheaters on Small Locomotives, 936t
Trucks (See Trucks)
Weight Compared with Weight of Rail. 301
Locomotive Boiler:
Design of Injector Steam Pipe Connections.
733*
Design in Respect to Heating Surface.
1072t, 1079
Eliminating Boilermakers as Locomotive Inspectors. 150t
Fan Draftine. 1119*
Inspection Rules, Changes in, 99

tion: .\nnual Meeting, 507
Co.: Letter on Increase in Mileage Book
Rates, 708
McKeen Motor Car Co.: Minneapolis & NorthGasolene Motor Railway's Self-Propelled Car, 215*
Miller, Darius, 371t, 384*
Automatic
Miller Train Control Corporation:
Train Stops on the Chic. & East. lU.,

M-C-B

em

1010*

Record Train Load; Erie's Triplex, 208*

Long

Shear for Cutting Scrap, 536*

Milwaukee- Western Fuel Co.: Heavier Loading
of Cars, 1033t
Minneapolis & Northern Gasolene Motor Railway: Self-Propelled Convertible Freight
and Passenger Car, 215*
Minneapolis. St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie: Annual Report, 789t*, 831
Missouri, Kansas & Texas:

Motor Cars,. 966
Rearrangement of St. Louis Freight House,
417t, 433*
Missouri Pacific: .\nnual Report, 786t*. 833
Mobile & Ohio: Fire Prevention Day, 617

Montana Power Company: Electrification on the
C. M. & St. P., 1125*
Motor Cars:
Convertible McKeen Car for the Minneapolis
& Northern CJasolene Motor Company,

Mail:

215*
Missouri Kansas

Annual Report of Ser' ,-ice in 1914, 1199
Automatic Exchange System; Chicago

435. 482. soot, 578, 1157
L'nfairness Results in
1201

Pay

Surplus,

Postal

Railroads Earn Less from Mails
E.xpress, 578

Than from

Maintenance of Way (-See also Rail; also Ties
and Timber; also Accounting; also Hoisting and Conveying; also American Railway Engineering Association):
Care in Unloading Material, 752
Comparison of Maintenance of Way C^st on
a Mileage Basis, 335t; 337
Gun-ing Rail with Power Bender; B. & O.,
Derailer, Superior, 527*
Discipline in the Maintenance
partment, 128, 338
Division of Maintenance of

of

Between
458t
Educational

and

Passenger

Way

De-

Expenses

Freight

Traffic,

Work Among

Employees, 977
Effect of Curve-Worn Rail on Derailments,
336*t
Extra Gang Versus the Regular Section
Gang, 132
for
Seasonal
Maintenance
Fixed Dates
Work, 517t
Handling of Xew and Scrap Maintenance
Materials, H3t, 335t, 336t. 339. 517t. 531
Increasing the Efficiency of Track Foremen
in Handling Labor, 113t, 120
Inspection. Track, on the Grand Trunk,

1145*

Lawrence Snow and Ice Flanger and Ballast Spreader, 758*
Operation of a Gravel Pit. 757
Organization for Track Maintenance. 1148*
Organization of the Maintenance of Way
Department of the Pennsylvania, 119
Practical
Considerations in Curve Maintenance. 537
Rail Brace and Tie Plate, 974*
Rail Canting. Recent Tendencies Regarding,
351*
335
Rail Failures. Discussion of the Common

Forms

of. 971

Raising and Shiftine a Six-Track Main Line;
Pennsylvania, 348*
Relinirg a Curve with a String. 3364:
Rule Book; St. L. & S. F., 357
Shear for Cutting Scrap, 536*
Sidings, Method for Location of. 963*. 1149
Switch Inspection and Test. 1144
Tests. Care Xeeded in Conducting. 517
Track Gaging, 744*, 1150*
Track Loading and Construction Developments, 743t, 745

Track Maintenance

in

New York

Subway,

979

& St. Louis:
Passes to Employees, 399
igatM
Pass Inv
103
Safety First in Train Movement, 3t, 22
Signaling, 450, 1066
Staggered Switch Points. 938t*
National .Association of Railway Claim Agents:
.-\djusting Personal Injury (Claims, 291
National .Association of Railway Commissioners:
Annual Convention, 1009. 1052
National Industrial Traffic League:
Criticism of
Railways* Attitude Towards
Regulation. 1073t
Meeting. 364, 985
Trap Car Charge at Chicago Opposed, 985
National Steel Tie Company: Steel Ties; Penn.,
1147*
Navigation (See Waterways)
Neely Xut & Bolt Co.: Spring Lock, 358*
Nashville, Chattanooga

New

South Wales:

Government Railways .Advance Rates, 859
Tests for Color Blindness on Employees of
Government Railways, 1013
New York Central & Hudson River:
Electric Interlocking at Rome, N. Y., 501*
Fruit Car, 364. 871
47*
Improvements at Utica, N.
Indictment of Officials, 259
Merger Plans, It, 1161
Safety First in Motion Pictures, 635t, 660
Strengthening a Truss Bridge, 355*
Track Inspection, 1144
New York (Thamber of Commerce: Railway
Problem and Its Solution, 1089
New York Connecting Railroad: New Line, 888*
New York Elevated: .Accident on Sixth Avenue
Line, 1109t, 1158

New

York, New Haven & Hartford:
Annua] Meeting. 809

.Annual Report, 784t*, 822
Dining Car Prices Raised, 29
Directors Indicted. 940t
Electric Freight- Yard Crane, 945*
Fares Increased, 1062
Football Crowds. Handling of, 1023, 103It.
1060
Forest Fires on Cape Cod, 579
Interstate Commerce Commission's Report,
88t. 108. 158
President Wilson and the New Haven, 148t,
178
Stockholders Increasing, 579
New York Railroad Club:
Package
Deliveries
at
Boston
Freight

Houses. 552t. 562. 636t
Post and Its Effect on Railway
Revenues. 1046
Norfolk & Western: .Annual Report, 498t
Northern Pacific:
Commissary Building in Seattle, 29
Construction of X'ew
Low Grade Line
from Tacoma, Wash., to Tenino, 159*,
1102
Efficiency Bureau, 915
Freight Sution at Seattle, Wash., 487
Parcel

Officer

(See also Education; also Organization;
als* Public, the Railway's Relation with;
also

Uneconomical Track Economv, 113t, 134*
Year 1914 in Maintenance Work, 1133+
Maintenance of Way Master Painters' Association: Annual Convention. 1134t. 1137*
Maryland Steel Company Tests of Carbon in
:

Rails.

& Texas, Use of, 966
Frame Car of Light Weight and Strong
Construction. 1148*
Mudge & Co.: Ventilator, 570*
Steel

Claims for Carrying the Mails; L. & N. and
Nash.. Chat. & St. L., 579
Efficiency in the Post Office Department,
lllOt
Eureka-Xevada Railway's Complaint, 646
Parcel Post Abuse, 313t, 579
Parcel Post and Its Effects on Railway
Revenues, 1046
Parcel Post Philanthropies, 313t, lUOt
Pay and Business Principles, 333, lllOf
Pav Discussions in Congress. 1201
Pav: Letter of Mr. Peters to Mr. Moon, 41t,
63. 136
Pay; Letter of Mr. Peters to Senate Committee, 1019
Pay, Report of the Joint Committee on, 4I8t,

Way

W.,

657

Pacific

&

Type; A., T.

1142*

Lighting:

Passenger

Compound

Pacific

Alton, 1016*

Licenses for Engineers, 782t
Mail Pav Discussions in Congress, 1201
Mail Pay Suits, 579
Maine Public Utilities Commission. 584.
782t. 794, 1026. 1063
Moon Bill, 301, 399, 1157

New York

1131*
Locomotive, Electric: Hill System Electric Lines
in the Northwest, 419t, 423*
Locomotive Performance:
Chicago Great Western's Comparison Record, 796*

Comparison with Dlinois Central, 937t

A., 946

Full

Locomotive Boiler (Continued):
Water Circulation by Ross-Schofield System,

1196

Employee)

:

Co-operation "Between Supply Men and Purchasing Agents, 41 7t, 422t
Course in Lender-Studying on the Baltimore
& Ohio, 68
Engineers and Technical Journals, 615. 683t.
723t

:

:

[July

1

:

— December

:
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(Continued):
Generalship in the Yard, 573
Licenses for Engineers, 782t
of a General Superintendent, 1071t
Physical Examinations of Section Foremen.
llilj, 1147
Salaries Reduced on the Atlantic Coast Line,
1095
Salaries
Reduced on the Southern, 709,
980
Train Master's Character and Duties, 443
Sardinaster (See also Yards and Terminals)
Yardmaster, Plea for, 998t
Yardmaster's Co-operation with Other Departments, 27, 782t
Ohio Injector Company: I'lange Oilers, 514
Oil (See Fuel; also Lubrication)
Operating Efficiency:
Dead Train Orders, 1122
Electrical Operation of the B. A. & P.,
1193
Handling of Local or Way-Freight Trains,
1117
Lack of Operating Literature, 723t
Legislation Relating to Operation, 515
Operating the Milwaukee (Wis.) Terminals
of the St. Paul, 1050
Operators and Train Despatching, 92, 1116

Officer

Log Book

Engine House,

Trainmaster and the
1113t

55 It,

Oregon Electric: Hill Line Feeder, 419t, 423*
Oregon Short Line: Station at Pocatello, Idaho,
562*

and Navigation
Railroad
Co.: Freight House, Tacoma, Wash., 255
Orensttin-.^rthur Koppel Co.: Portable Tracks,
538*

Oregon-Washington

Organization (See also Officer; also Maintenance of Way)
Association Scheme Suggested, 1113$
Baltimore & Ohio Fire-Fighters' ()rganization, 445, 709
Freight Collection Bureau Formed in Kansas
City, 481
Office Clerk.
.

A Neglected Factor, 64
Santa Fe System Freight Loss and Damage
nreanization, 231t, 245. 798
Suggested Bureaus for Managing General

Pennsylvania Railroad (Continued):
Foreign Employees, 1158
Full-Crew Law, Appeal From, 767
Improvements in Cleveland, »38*
Mikado and Pacific Type Locomotives, 12*
Organization of the Maintenance of Way
Department, 119
Passenger Fares Increased, 980, 1023, 1109t,
1161
Steel Ties

Western

Association

of

Short

Line

Ownership
(See
Ownership)

Finance;

Pacific Electric Co. : Motion Pictures, 104
Master
Paint (See also Maintenance of
Painters' Association: also Master Car and
Locomotive Painters' .Association).

Way

Paint Protection for Portland Cement Surfaces, 113t. 126
Shop Paint for Steel Bridges, 275t, 287*
Panama Canal (See Waterways)
San
Panama-Pacific International Exposition:
Francisco Fair. 75. 580, 583, 709
Passenger (See Lepislation; also Interstate Commerce Commission Rulings; also Employee)
Passenger Fare Reduction (See also Interstate
Commerce Commission Rulings; also State
Commission Rulings)
Wyoming. Four to "Three Cents a Mile, 812
Passenger Fares:
Increases in. 373t, 401. 447. 474, 488, 872.
980. 1023. 1062. 1109t. 1161
White Audit System of Checking. 616
Mileage Book Rates. Increase in, 590t. 620.
635t. 659, 708, 727t, 773, 874
Passenger Service
American Passenger Service, 551t, 569
Centralized Ticket Offices for St. Louis
Railroads, 1042*
Charge for Handling Baggage. 457t
Dining Car Prices Raised, 1062
Late Starting of Passenger Trains, 457f,
460t
Luxury Criticized. 724t
New YrrV to Bofton hv "Continuous Trolley." 300
Quarter Century of Deficits in Passenger
Service. 478
Passes
Alleged Abuse. 883t
Louisville & Nashville Pass Investigation.
103
Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, 399
New Jersey Disnute. 867
Season Passes for Employees' Wives; St. L.
:

&
Patent

S. F.. 41 1. 74

Vulcanite

Roofing

Roofine, 357
Patterson. W. W..

Company:
Pav (See Employee)

Company:

Hook

Asphalt

Block, 135*

Pennsylvania Railroad:
Accident Statistics. 913
Automatic Block Signals. 216
Caboose. Eleht-Wheel SfeH. 691*
Car. X-25 Steel Box. 295*
Coal Dock at Sandusky. Ohio. 1189*
Comparative Service Tests of 100-Pound
Sections, P. S. and A. R. A.—A Rails.
1078
Controlled
Manual Block for Opposing
Movements. 475*. 554t
Elevator at Philadelphia. 19*

Employees

Commended

Strike Period, 1060

for

Efficiency

in

1147*

Transportation Club:
Unpopularitv
of
Railroads, 1053.
Philadelphia & Reading:
Accident in Tunnel near Phoenixville, Pa.,
579
Construction Data for Valuation Purposes,
580
Passenger Fares Increased, 980, 1109t, 1161
Philadelphia,
Baltimore & Washington:
Construction
of
the
Gwynn's Falls Arch
Bridge, 1037*
Philippine Islands: Railroad Development, 279*
Pier (See Bridges & Buildings)
Pipe:
Design of Injector Steam Pipe Connections,
733*
Steam Pipe Coverings, 112*
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie: Lighting of Classification Yard, 975
Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis:
Crossing of a Narrow Gage and a Standard Gage Track, 1150*
Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne & Chicago:
Pumping
Station at Verner, Pa., 974*
Pneumatic Tools (See Machine Tools)
Public, The Railways' Relations with (See also
Finance)
Look Ahead, 398
Best Railroad Servant, The, 24
Business Problems and the Economists, 273t,
277t
Changing Sentiment Toward the Commis:

A

sion, 418t
City People Attracted to the Country, 1057
Commissioners. Best Men for. 1198
Construction Problems of the Railroads, 169
Educating the Public in Safety First; So.
Pac, 732
Government Ownership in Oregon, 935t

Rail-

Government

also

Traffic,

Peoria

roads, 981

"Just Suppose" Investigations, 201
Keep a Stiff Upper Lip, 496t
Late Starting of Passenger Trains, 457f,
460t
Opportunity for American Supply Concerns,
458t
President Wilson and the Railroad Executives, 457t, 462, 506. 511
Progress of Public Enlightenment. 894
Railroad Construction by Vote in Roseburg,
Ore.. 767
Railway Troubles Due to Lack of Public
Understanding, 1114
Reasons for the Unpopularity of Railroads,
1053
"See America First" A Lesson of the War,
286
Solid Ivory, 552t
South American Trade Opportunities, 63St,
643
Technical Papers, 615, 6831
Tramp Problem, 372t
Pump (See Water Service)

—

Q.

&

C.

Comoany:

Tie Pads' of

Water

1071t, 1075

Railway Commissions (See State Commissions)
Railway Development Association:
Development of Long Island, 1040
Efficient Marketing of Farm Produce, 1012
Getting City People Back to the Country,
1057

Under Heavy

Track Inspection, 754, 970
Track Layout at North Philadelphia, 348*
Pension (See Employee)

Office Clerks, 64

Railway Business ."Association (Continued):
Railway Problem a Statesman's Opportunity,

Felt, 347
Circulation Device
1131"

for

Locomotive

Boilers.

R
Maintenance of Way; also Track):
Automatic Continuous Rail Joint, 136*
Canted Rail Brace and Tie Plate, 974*

Rail (See also

Canting, 335t, 351*
Curving. 336+*. 517+. 519, 537. 744*. 1142*
Failure Discussion, 971
Failure Statistics for 1913, 957t, 967
Fatigue. 755*
Ferro-Titanium in Rail Manufacture, 750*,
973
Gage. Accurate Maintenance of, 744*
Influence of Carbon on the Properties of
Rails. 1196
Mechanical Elimination of Seams in Steel
Rails. 1055*
Steel Ties Under Heavy Traffic; Pennsylvania. 1147*
Tests of P. S. and A. R. A.—
Rails; Pennsylvania. 1078
Tests of Vanadium Steel Rails, 681t, 704*
Tie Pads. 347

A

Transverse Fissures, Cause

of,

9U

Railroad Collection Bureau of Kansas City:
Freight Bill Collections, 481
Railway Business Association:
Annual Dinner. 982, 1101
Business Principles and Railway Mail Pay,
333
Election of Officers and Adoption of Resolutions, 1128
Plea to the Interstate Commerce Commission, 511
Railway Troubles Due to Lack of Public
Understanding, 11 J4

Semi-annual Convention, 909, 980
Railway Electrical Engineers' Association:
Annual Convention, 905
Railway Equipment Company:
Send Business Men to (iongress, 1031t
Railway Fire Protection Association:
Annual Convention. 943
Railway Safety Spike Co.:
Track Spike, 756*
Railway Signal Association:
Annual Convention, 564, S91t, 612, 651
Meeting, 360
Reports, Annual (See Names of Companies)
Revenues and Expenses:
Bureau of Railway Economics* Summary for
Years Ending June 30, 1913 and 1914, 661
Bureau of Railway Economics' Summary for
April, 30*: May, 217*; June, 616*; August,
981*; September, 1094*
Bureau of Railway News and Statistics Bulletin for Fiscal Year to June 30, 1914, 216
Division of Freight and Passenger E.xpenses,
17*, 153, 191t, 206, 316t, 458t
Expenses Increase Revenues, 233t
Interstate Commerce Commission's Monthly

Summary. 1200
Parcel Post and Its Effect on Railway Revenues, 1046
Street and Electric Railways in 1912, 444

Ripley, E. P.:
CJroup Plan for Government Control, 781t,
795, 809
Letter on Proposed Strike to Employees of
the A. T. & S. F., 255
Letter to Chicago Herald on Wage Demands,

206
River (See Waterways)
Roadbed (See Maintenance of
also

Rail;

Roadraasters' and

also

Way;

also Track;

Ballast)

Maintenance of

Way

Associa-

Annual Convention, 517t, 518t, 519, 968
Robber (See Train Robberies)
Russia:

Bath Trains, 1060
Private Railways Excel, 708
Railways of Russia, 212

Safeguards (See Safety Appliances)
Safety (See Accident; also Maintenance of Way;
also Safety First)
Safety Appliances:
Automatic Stops (See Signalling)
Freight Car Standards in Canada, 490
Safety Committees (See Safety First)
Safety First:
Educating School Children, 935t
Motion Pictures, 104, 277]:, 635t, 660
Northern Pacific's Efficiency Bureau, 915
Pacific Coast Grade Crossings, 255
Rules for Passengers; L. I., 359
Southern Pacific's Banners Awarded, 483
Southern Pacific's Instructions to the Public,
732
Train Movement, 3t, 23
Wabash Timetables, 914
St. Louis:
Centralized Ticket Offices, 1042*
St. Louis & San Francisco:
Accident at Lebanon, Mo., 541
Auditors. Train. Removed. 980
Freight Soliciting, 919
Mechanical Department Progress, 835t, 845*
Oxy-Acetylene Welding and Cutting, 467*
Passes for Employees' Wives, 41 1 74'
Reclamation Plant at Springfield, Mo., 589t,
595*
Rule Book for Maintenance of Way Employees, 357
St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern:
Overcoming
Defective
Foundations
for
Three Piers of Little Rock Junction
Bridge, 1151*
St. Louis Southwestern Railway:
Annual Report, 787t*, 820
Strike

of

Conductors

and

Trainmen,

510,

541. 915. 1014. 1019. 1199
Salary (See Officer)
San Pedro. Los Angeles S: Salt Lake:
Federal Valuation, 195*, 1141*
Scrap:
Handling of New and Scrap Maintenance
Materials, 113t. 335t. 336t, 339, S17t, 531
Oxv-Acetvlene Welding and Cutting. St. L.
& S. F.. 4^7*
Reclamation Plant at Springfield, Mo., St.
L. & S. F.. 589t. 595*
Shear for Cutting Scrap, 536
Seaboard .\ir Line: Annua! Report, 1171t*,
1209
Seal (See Car)
Shaw Electric Crane Co.
Electric Freight-Yard Crane; N. Y.. N. H. &
H., 945*
Shops:
Economy. 993t
Engine House and Shops; Algoma Central,
682t, 698*

:

:

:
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GENERAL INDEX— Continued
[llluslraled tirliclcs arc

Shops iContinued)
Hook, Combined Coat, Hat and Umbrella,
:

300*
Louis & San Francisco Efficiency DeSt.
velopments, 835t. 845
Signal Block (See also Railway Signal Association;

Block

Automatic

on the

Signals

Pennsyl-

vania, 216

Automatic Signals in Colorado, C. B. & Q.,
548
Automatic Signals on the Lehigh & Hudson
River, 117y
Controlled Manual Block on the Pennsylvania, 475*, 554t
Correct Theories of Automatic Block Signal
Construction, 651
Manual Block System Without Station Attendants, 1127
New York Subwavs, 1191
Telephone Block System Instead of Telegraph on Southern, 188
Signaling tSee also Railway Signal Association;
also American Railway Engineering Association)

;

American

'

Signal

Practice

Compared

with

British, 294, 682t
Orleans
Audible Distant Signals on the
Railway, 229t
Automatic Train Stops, Activity in, 589 1,
6S2t
Automatic Train Stop; A. R. A. Report, 42T,

151t

89t,

Stop; Chicago & Eastern
1010*
Automatic Train Stop, Home & Crane s, 656
at Rome; N. Y. C. &
Interlocking
Electric
H. R., 501*
Electro-Pneumatic Signaling at Jersey City;
C. R. R. of N. J., 38
Interlocking at Jamaica, Long Island, 512
Interlocking Irlant at Joliet, III.; C. R. I.
& P.. 381*, 434
Positive Meet; Fewer Orders Needed; 91t
Signs:
Concrete Railway, 956i
Enameled Steel, 1156*
Smoke Prevention (See Fuel)
Snow (See Maintenance of Way)
Society of Railway Financial Officers:
Annual Meeting, 558, 694
South Africa:
Story of Railway Strike, 313t, 329

Automatic Train
Illinois,

South America;
Trade Opportunities

for

Supply

Railway

Concerns, 635t. 643

South Buffalo Railway:
Lawrence Snow Flanger and Ballast Spreader,

758*

Annual Report, 886t*, 930
Commissary Building, 359
Fire Losses, 980, 1095
Safety First Activities, 255, 483, 732

Common

Held

Qosing Stations and Telegraph
Offices, 621, 874
Massachusetts Discrimination in Boston &
Maine's Rates to Boston Docks, 1204
Massachusetts: Mileage Tickets Price Increased, 874
Massachusetts: Six Cent Fare Unit on Middlesex & Boston Street Ry., 921
Michigan; Class Rates Increased, 814
Michigan: Commodity Rates Advanced Five
Per Cent, 666
Michigan: Tariff Issue for Providing Refrigerator Car,

Missouri;

186

Express Rates Ordered Adopted,

141

Montana; Frefght Rate Reduction, 186
Nebraska: Freight Rate Reductions, 366, 449
Nebraska; Passenger Fare Increase Denied
Missouri Pacific, 1161

New

Checking

Baggage
Y'ork
Tickets, 1203
:

on

Split

New

York; Mileage Ticket Rates, 488
North Dakota: Baggage Rates Reduced, 921
Philadelphia
Advance
in
Pennsylvania;

Suburban Fares, 1109t. 1161. 1204
Pennsylvania: Coal Rates Affected by Private Car Shipments, 306
Pennsylvania: Coal Rates Reduced. 1195
Virginia: Express Block System, 775
State

Ownership

(See

Government Ownership)

Station (See also Yards and Terminals):
Central of New Jersey Terminal at Jersey
City, 860*
Chicago Terminal Improvements (See Chicago)
Dallas, Tex.. Union Passenger Station, 252"
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Passenger, at Buffalo, N. Y., 166*
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Freight,
at Utica, N. Y., 577*
"Gilded Stairs and Marble Halls," 724t
Hook. Coat. Hat and Umbrella. 300*
Kansas City, Mo., Union Passenger Station, 799*, 868, 973*
Magnitude of the Problem, 169
New York Central Passenger Station at
Utica, N. Y.. 47*
Northern Pacific Freight, at Seattle, Wash.,

Investigation of Coal Traffic
pression, 1157
Trustees' Letter to Stockholders, 52

Senate

Speed (See Train)
Spike (See Maintenance of Way;
Spokane & Inland Empire:

also

Sup-

Track)

Hill Electric Line Feeder, 419t, 423*
Sprague Electric Works:
Handhng
for
Trucks
Battery
Storage
Freight, 1093*
Standard Improved Truck Co.:
Truck With Oxy-Acetylcnc Welded Joints,

28*
State Commissions (See also State Commission

Rulings)
With Public Utilities
Colorado: Merged
Commission, 366
Illinois: Information About Change in Service Must be Posted in Station, U03
Safety Campaign, 88t, 301. 1019
Created,
Public Utilities Comn
584, 782t, 794, 1026. 1063
An Ex-Mem6er's Opinion
chusetts:

M

the

Best

Men

for

Commis-

Pocatello,
in

Practical Considerations in Constructing, 555
Ticket Offices for St. Louis Railroads, 1042*
Statistics:

-Accident

Statistics

-

on

the

Pennsylvania,

913

and German Exports of Railway
Material, 706, 806
Division of Freight and Passenger Expenses,
17*, 153. 191t, 206, 316t, 4S8t
Exports of Cars and Locomotives, 1004
Iirdia Railways Report, 1041
Rail Failures for 1913, 957t, 967
Railroad Statistics to June 30, 1913, 87t,
British

102,

192t

Revenues and Expenses (See Revenues and
Expenses)

South -Australian State Railways, 948
Street and Electric Railways in 19! 2, 444
Staybolt

(See Locomotive)

Stentor Electric Manufacturing Co.:
Loud Speaking Telephone; D. L.
214*
Stoker (See Locomotive)
Stonehouse Steel Sign Company:
Enameled Steel Signs, 1156*
Stop. .Automatic Train (See Signaling)
Strong, William Barstow, 324*
Stove (See Fuel)
Strike (See Employee)

& W.,

Committee,

Old Tariff Rates. 666
North Carolina: Complaints Against Justice
Act, 774

North Carolina: Jim Crow Law. 874
Oklahoma: Separation of the Properties and
.Accounts of the State Railroads, 17*, 153,
191t, 206, 316t 458t
Oklahoma: Three Cent Fare Case. 365, 373t,
404, 449

Texas: Shreveport Rate Case Results, 42t,
77, 144, 186, 363, 449

Switch;

Chicago
Banner,
Improved Switchstand;
Junction, 1155*
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Spike, 756*
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Rail Brace and Tie Plate, 974*
Superior Derailetj 527*
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-Agreement Reached on Intermountain Rate
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Track Maintenance in New York Subway,

979
Sunset-Central Lines:
Saving Car Days, 516
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Superheater (See Locomotive)
Supplies. Railway:

Gage, .Accurate Maintenance of, 744*
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Inspection; Grand Trunk, 1145"
Inspection; N. Y. C. & H. R., 1144
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Subway
Transportation

Hampshire: Boston & Maine Resumes

Arc Kuler, 972*
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Tape Threader, 758

336t*
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European War's Effect on Employees, 509
Locomotives Bear Enginemen's Names, 914
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Tickets Discontinued, 75
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Dividend Paid in Scrip, 1031t
Engineman's Experience, An, 466, 726t
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Man and

Louisiana:
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Supply
422t
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outs.

R., 1161
Industrial
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Southern Railway:

New

Supplies. Railway
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Connecticut: Train Crew Regulations, 1118
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Michigan Southern With N. V. C. & H.

•

Southern Pacific:

ling
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State Commissions Rulings:
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Railwav

Opportunities for American
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1060
Panama Canal's Effect on Coast-to-Coast
Traffic. 701,774. 1004, 1019. 1062, 1111 +
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Train Despatchers' Association: Annual (Convention,

11

Train Despatching;
American Train Despatching and European
Freight Congestion. 59
Dead Train Orders, 1122
Relations
With the YardDespatcher's
master. 27
Loud Speaking Telephones; D. L.' & W.,

2U'

:
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1
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Despatching
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patcher,
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(.Continued)
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the Troubles

and Directness
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of
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Progress of Federal Work, 481
Rate Regulation and Valuation, lUOt
San Pedro. Los Angeles & Salt Lake, 195*.
1141*
Valuation of Railway Property and the Distribution of Earnings and Expenses According to Use. 17*, 153, 191t, 206, 316+,
458t
Viaduct (See Bridges and Buildings)
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Orders, 554t

Train Lighting (See Lighting)
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314t
Train Robberies, 137, 216, 483, 867, 1094
Train Rules:
Dead Train Orders, 1122
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w

tendants, 1127
Positive Meet; Fewer Orders Needed, 91
Train Crew Regulations in Connecticut, 1118
Train Stop, Automatic (See Signaling)
Traveling Engineers' Association: Annual Convention. 503. 541. 553t, 559"

:

European Railways
650*, 850, 893,

European War;

land, 1041
Lucius, 1045*

u
Union Pacific: Annual Report, 1169
Union Switch & Signal Company
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Signaling

at

Jersey

38

War

in

Time. 442, 614,

1060

Southern
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Electro-Pneumatic Interlockmg at Jamaica.
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at Dallas. Tex., 252*
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Criticism
of
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Regulation, 1073t

V

1019,
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Watson-Stillman
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Property, 868
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see

Chicago

^
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.
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^

.
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& S. F., 467*

^
St.

;

Chicago
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Construction Considerations in Design of
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Contest on Operation of Classification Yards^
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Contest on Operation of Large Terminal
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Generalship in the Yard. 573
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562*. 636t
Handling Freight with
Storage
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Magnitude of the Problem. 169
Operating the Milwaukee (Wis.) Terminals
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Passenger Terminal at Dallas, Tex., 252*
Pennsylvania Coal Dock at Sandusky, Ohio,
1189*
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Telpherage System; M. K. & T.. 417t. 433*Yardmaster and Freight Solicitor, 782t
Yardmaster's Relation with the Despatcher,
27

& N

Emergency

101"

riange Oilers, 514
Freight Train Handling, 567*
Mechanical Stokers for Locomotives, 739
Westinghouse Air Brake Company: Contest De-

(See Car Service)

Freight
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Sterilizer,

Western Railway Club:

Waterways:
American Shipbuilding in 1914, HI
Cape Cod Canal, 100, 216
New York State Barge Canal, 580
Panama Canal and Traffic, 701, 774, 1004,

.

Oxy-Acetylene

Steam, 515*

—
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Developments in Tunnel Construction, 1074t
Lining by Compressed Air. 1143*
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by
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Employees, 509
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Freight Tax, 496t, 1060
Keep a Stiff Upper Lip, 496t
President Wilson and the Railroad Exec
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"See America First" A Lesson of the War,
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Sunnly Concerns and South America, 458t
635t. 643, 706
Water Service:
Artesian Water Supply on the Illinois Cen
tral, 539*
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with)

Made

West Disinfecting Company:

Eighth Conference, 949

at Attica, Ind., 613
Safety First, 914
Wages (See Employees)
War and the Railroads (See also Freight
Rates)
After Effects, 941
Creosote Shortage, 335t, 541. 753. 1135t
Effect of the War on Prices of American
Railroad Bonds, 694, 941

Pacific, Through the Selkirk Mountains. 1074t, 1082*
Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul, Through

Electro-Pneumatic

Trucks

Wells Fargo & Co.: Annual Report, 709

Western Maryland:

Report on Accident

Tunnel:
Canadian

Tuttle,

Welding (.Continued)

Wabash

Trespassing (See Accident)
Trestle (See Bridge)
Truck:
Engine and Tender Trucks, 741*
Oxy-Acetylene Welded Truck, 28*
Storage Battery, for Handling Freight, 1093*
Storage Battery, for Railroad Stations. 482*
Structural Steel Pedestal Tender Truck,
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Trust (See Finance; also Public, Railways Relation

:
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Hickey, D., 146
Hickev, T. F., 668
Hill, A. B., 1065
Hillman, A. J.. 585
Hills. Arthur John, 265, 367t
Hilpirt, J, J.. 1165
Hinchman, W. B., 1163
Hinton, C. H., 585
Hinton, William Pittman, 715, 876*
Hoag, George A.. 264. 621*
Hobbs, R. C, 1064, 1065
Hobson, J. S., 267, 309*
Hockaday, R. W., 37
Hoffman, Al H., 623
Hoffman, E. W., 1205
Hogan, E. D., 714
Holden, Hale, 428*, 449
Holloway, Harry C, 80
Holstein, Otto, 78
Hopkins. J. M.. 309
Horan, John, 37
Houston, Tames Patrick, 77, 186t
Howard, E. E., 924
Howard. R. H., 79
Hoyer, J. F., 79
Hovt. E. C, 186
Hudson, H. L., 1028. 1104

Hudson, J. K., 1205
Hudson, T. C, 405
Hughes, M. C, 1163
Huges, Wallace T., 1163
Hukill, Henry Orville, 37*
Humston, Frank B., 777

Hunt, E. L., 78
Hunt, R. W., 1163
Hurd. M. G., 144
Hurdleston, Charles, 1064
Hurst, F. D,. 875
Hurst, W. C, 307
Hustis, James H^ 77, 307
Hutchinson, A. E., 367
Hyland, Charles, 817
Ingalls,

Melville

Ingram,

W.

100*

E.,

404

F.,

Innes/

J. G., 2^5
Ironsides, A. J.. 308

Jackman, Arthur
Jackson, O.
lenifer,

F.

Tenkins,

W.

1165

E.,

989

S.,

leffries, F. P., 585,

668

M., 1163
188

D.,

jenkinson, W. E., 669
Johns. W. S., Jr., 668, 777
Johnson, Dudley O., 38
Tohnson, F. R., 145
Johnson, George P., 622, 714
Johnson, R. M., 777
Johnson, Sydney G., 189, 226, 267
877
Tohnson W. J., 451
Jones, Clayton, 144
Jones, F., 668
Jones, J. F., 621
Jones, H. A., 404
Tones, J. F.. 547
Jones, W. D., 37
Jones, W. N.. 776

;

Jordan, C. E., Jr., 547
Junkin, Francis T. A., 1205

Kantman, A.

G.,

Kay, G. F., 547
Kearney. James

922, 989

R.,

36*

Keiser, D. B., 714
Kelby, James E., 36
Kellenberger, K. E., 490, 547, 584
Kelley, R^ 1104
Kelliher, B. B., 491
Kelly, W. R., 265

Kennedy, J. V.. 668
Kennedy, R. J.. 1104
Kennedy, Thomas John, 667, 776*
Kerr, G. H., 1104
Khuen, Richard, Jr., Z&
Kilfoyle, J. M., 450
Kimble, W. P.. 816
Kinard, W. H.. 585
King, C. H., 78
King, James B., 367

Kinyon, Alonzo G., 145, 308*
Kirkland, Dixon Fay, 78t
Kitchen. S.

J.,

265

•

Klein. R. A.. 777

Knapp, W. McN., 307
Knight, Harold, 668, 715t
Koch. Frank, 777
Kochler, R.. 79
Kowol. Joseph, 1205

Kur--

^

Lalfey,

W.

"

•

225
Lahey, C. A., 265
Laird, E. P., 1104
Lake. Edward N., 188
LaMasters, T. D.. 146
Lamb, E. T., 367
Lampert. E. J., 714
Lancaster. B., 77
Landgraff, John, Jr., 667
Lane, W. H., 924
Lang. G. M.. 1205
Langhurst, E. J., 1065
Langston. S. G., 37
Lantry, D. B., 667
Larmour. R. E., 225
LaRue, Benjamin F., 36
Latimer, J, H., 449
Latta, C. H., 449
Ledford, R. F.. 1163
Lee. A. E., 405
Lee. Charles S., 1028, 1065*
Lee, G. W., 876
Lee, Ivv Ledbetter, 1104*
Lee, Wellington B.. 623
Lefeber, A. W., 922
Lehman, F. A., 875
Leimbach, P. J.. 449
Leslie, John, 667
Lewis, C. v., 449
Lewis, E. J., 78
Lewis, G. R., 144
LTbbe. B. T.. 547
Lightfoot, "W. I.. 225
Lightner, A. D., 667
Lindsley, D. F., 1065
Lindstrand, J. A., 490
Linn. O. E., 547. 667
Lisman, O. C, 1064
Lissiman, W. E., 1205
J.,
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Locke, H. G., 449
Logsdon, John W., 1064
Long, J. R., 449
Long, R. A.J 989
Lonnbladh, L. F., 668

Morgan, Brooks, 367
Morgan, E. C, 1104
Morkill, R. F., 715
Morris, D. J., 367
Morse, C. A., 265
Morse, C. S., 225

Lorman, Harry F., 407
Loughbridge, M. H., 267
Love, Harry G., 622
Lovell,

Moseley. W. S.. 367, 491
Moses, F. K., 1065
Mueller, W. C, 715
Muir, J. C. 989
Mulberry, Fred, 449
Mulhern, J. W., 77, 186
Mulligan, M. A., 585. 622

U., 668, 777

T.

Lowe, T.

S., 405
Lucks, J. L., 1067
Lurton, J. W., 449
Lutz, S. G., 307*, 308
Lyford, Oliver S., 778'
Lynch, W. M., 777
Lyndon, George W., 92i'
Lyons, F. W., 307

MacArthur. J. M., 264
McBeath, J. D., 225
McCain, Farrar L.. 585

McCarty, V.
MacCIurkan,

B.,
S.,

W.

McCullora,

36

R.,

McDermott, H. F., 407
McDonald, D., 266
McDonald, D. W., 547
McDougal, C. E., 1064
MacEdward, G. K., 80
MacEdward, W. G., 1205

McGowan, William,

36

MacGregor, J. A., 265
McHatie, T., 816

McKee, F.
McKenna,

547, 621

J.,

W., 989, 1027*

E.

McKenzie, G.

715

F.,

McKone, W.

McMunn, William

McNicoll, David.

668

R.,

1027,

1162.

1163*

McTaggart, D., 265
Maher, H. H,. 367
Mahoney, T. S., 715, 777
Mallard, C. C, 1104
Mallinson, A., 989
Malone, D. J., 450
Malum, L. F., 585

Manley, Charles, 491
Manley, W. J,, 875
Mann, C. H., 547

Mann,

R. B.,

1205
264
36

Mansfield, C.

Manson,
Markey,

E..

C,

E.
J.,

816

Markle. M. R., 78
Marlofl. George, 1067
Marshall, H., 308
Marshall, John A., 405
Marshall, L. L., 1104
Marshall. Ross S.. 36. 77, 144t
Martin, A. A.,
Martin. G. R.,
Martin, W. F.,
Marvel, W. E.,

264
307
585
548

Mason, C. L., 77
Mason, Stephen C. 147
Mason, T. H., 1104
Mason, W. D., 667
Mattimoe, P. H., 367
May, Guv H,. 307
Mayer, George L., 79
Mayer. Sam. 38
Mayhall.

V.. 586

J.

Mays, F. K., 367
Meaney, John F., 224
Means, C. M., 38
Meill, C. D., 875

Mellon,

Andrew W., 548

Merriam, E.

G.,

547

Merritt, F, L., 146

Mertes,

T. B., 547
F., 78
Michelson, C. B.. 922

Meyer. A.

Miller, C. W., 36
Miller, Cyrus, 876
Miller, Darius, 449
Miller, H. L.. 989. 1028
Miller, John A., 875
Miller, R, A., 265
Miller, W. J., 450
Milligan, F. T.. 875
Mills. S. N.. 186
Millspaueh. Paul S., 1028. 1065*
Milner, H. H.. 547

Mingea,
Minton,

W.
W.

Mitchell.
Mitchell,

E.,

714

D.. 585. 777

M., 875
A., 404

C.

W,

Mizener, Logan A., 777
Moffett, C.

R.. 265
L.. 187t

Mohun, John
Moler, A.

L.,

990

Monks. T. J., 875. 1028
Montgomerv. Melvin S.. 265
Moore, T. A., 78
Moore, Tames, 815
Moore, W. C, 265

L., 1104
R., 989

Nauman,

Sams, A.
Sanford,

C,

922.

1065,

1105*

714

A.,

Paige, J. W., 875
Painter, T. L., 36
Parsons, L. G., 449
Passino, F. J.. 716
Patenall, T. H., 1067
Patterson. Frank M., 547. 584
Paul, J. B., 1064
Pearson, R. L., 450
Peck. E. H., 547. 585
Peddle, W. A., 924
Peebles, J. H., 225
Peil, Frank A., 144
Pelham. J. P.. 144
Penn, E. C, 714
Perry, Ralph W.. 147
Peters, R. F., 621
Pettibone, C. A., 777
Pettibone, Dan C. 145
Phelps, W. G., 308*
Phenneger, E,. 1104
Phillips, Thomas L., 621
Pierce, Arthur S., 776
Pierce, E. B., 404, 714
Pierce. R. A., 77
Pilcher, A. F.. 1028
Pinkerton, A. D., 777
Pinkerton. Paul, 1104
Pitcairn. N. B.. 777
Plow. H. A., 225. 265

Plumhoff. H.

J..

78

Pomar, T. v., 404
Pond, M. A.. 78, 922
Pope, E.

J.,

78

Potter, W. P., 668
Pratt, G. S., 146
Prentice, T. M.. 1104
Prettv, R. K., 777
Pribble, H. C. 875
Price. W. E., 547
Price, W. F., 876
Priest, Joel L.. 875
Pringle, Norman W., 1163

Proudfoot, A, H., 1065
Prout, H. G.. 189, 924
Purkheiser, J. E.. 714
Pusey, R. D., 450

Quincy, Edmund, 368
Racey, S. L., 1064
Rapelje, John Malcolm, 815*
Raymond, Edward, 875
Reasoner, Mark H., 36
Reed. Frank J.. 777
Reed, N, H., 989
Reel. G. F., 1205
Reichenbach, W. C, 815
Reid, A. E., 547
Reid, W. C, 1205
Rennix, W. J., 265
Reynolds, M. M., 264, 585

Rhoades, C. W., 407
Rice. S. N., 621
Richards, M. V., 875

Rickard, W. L., 407
Rickey, P. C. 989
Rigdon, R. W., 449
Ringer, F.. 668
Robb, G. W., 405
Robbins, B. W., 36
Robbins, Edward D., 585

Thurmond, W.

J., 817
J. H., 586

Sasser, E. C, 78, 145*
Saul, G. W., 79
Schaefer, G. M., 777
Scheurman, J. A., 547
Schmalzried, William, 585
Schneider, W. L., 922
Schoonmaker, S. L., 548
Schuliz, M. L., 491
Schuman, William, 491
Schwab, Charles M., 669
Scott, C, 450
Scott, Frank, 264, 307*, 585
Scott, George E., 79, 225*
Searle, C. A., 1065
Searle, George, 585
Sears, T. H., 77
Secor, G. A., 585
See, W. H., 266
Senter, S. S.. 547
Seward, W. H., 585
Shannon, J. R., 585
Shaw, Niles, 875
Shaw, O. E., 622
Sheene, H. R., 1207
Sheldon, A. C, 145
Shepherd, H. L., 815
Sherwood, H. B., 265
Shoemaker, L. H., 38
Shropshire, B. D., 367
Shull, G. F., 367
Shull, Warren D., 77
Shute, Henry D., 407, 451*
Siemon, T. W., 189, 407
Signer, Fred E., 1104
Simmons, Albert J., 1028, 1163*
Singeltary, T. D., 146
Sivley, C. L., 585
Sizemore, F. J., 547
Skelton, William B., 874
Skinner, Frank W., 716
Sleight, F. S., 491, 622
Smith, C. L., 367
Smith, C. W., 78
Smith. H. H., 264
Smith, J. J., 1064
Smith, Rutledge. 144, 265*
Smith, W. E., 1064
Smith, W. S., 547, 622
Smith, Z. P., 875
Smythe, T. A., 990
Snyder, Bryan. 714
Snyder, W. H.. 585, 622t
Sollitt, E. A,. 225
Spangler, Ned W., 1163
Spencer, Walter Tuttle, 450, 922,

989t
Sperry, H. M., 877
Spicer, V. K., 1067
Spock, B. I.. 667t
Stafford, J. H„ 37
Stafford. T. D.. 491
Staley, H. F., 367, 989
Stanberry, F. E., 264
Stark, W. F., 77

Stephens, O.

J..

875

Sterling, E. A.. 1029

Stevens, D. M., 1064
Stevenson, W. T., 78, 145t
Stiffey, S. S., 1105
Stiernstedt, J. W., 669
Stone, Albert T.. 77
Stone, C. E.. 777. 1205
Stone, W. D., 586
Story, Jonathan. 225
Story, 'S. A.. 816. 922t
Strasding. George. 622
Strauss, H. A., 147
Stroud, A. N., 922
Sturdevant, B. A., 776
Sturrock, A., 989
Stutsman, A. C, 1104
Sudduth, E. T., 1064
Sullivan, F. J., 1104
Sullivan, J. C. 225
Sullivan. J. J.. 922
Summerskill, T. A., 1065
Suthers, Bovd, 145
Sutton, E. E.. 36, 78
Sweelev. E. A.. 187. 547

Sydnor. William O.,

36,

367, 668

Tomkins, William C, 307, 404*

Salisbury, F. L., 450, 547
Sample, W. H., 816

D., 367

F.

Owen, A.

McNaughton, James. 548

W.

Tordella, John, 367
Torrence, C. A.. 186
Torrey, C. P., 77

Oviatt, H.

451
Mackrille, A.. 1104
McLeod, T. R., 265
McMuUen, H. C, 265
J.,

Thompson, I. G., 145, 367
Thomson, L. C, 266

Sachse, Richard, 1063

O'Brien, F. J., 623
O'Brien, William. 405
Oden. J. M.. 188
O'Dornell, J. C, 144
Oestreich, Henry L., 366
Ogden, O., 266
O'Malley. J. P.. 36
O'Neill. J. H., 1104
Oren, Fred B., 989
Osborn, Eugene E., 187
Osgood. J. L. 623

McGaw, T. W., 144
McGinnes, Francis V.. 1106

Thornton,

Murray, C. R., 715
Murray, F. H.. 585
Muther, Ellis F., 623
Myers, E., 265

Nauman, F. D., 1205
Naylor, E. J., 585
Neale, John C, 188
Neish, J. B., 37
Nelson, R., 144
Nichols, D. E., 404
Nichols, Walter. 78
Nixon, W. J.. 1104
Noonan, T. H., 715
North, N. P., 1104

1064
668

Ross, Walter L., 815
Rowe, Burton J., 225
Rumbley, F. N., 669

Tilmot, Paul A. G.,
Tinker, J. H., 308
Tobron, B. J., 875

W. B., 814
Nash, C. W., 875
Nash, F. A., 1205

McCormick, A. H,, 817
McCoy, J. R., 621
McCready, H., 1067

Thanheiser, C. A., 668
Thibaut, George, 585
Thomas, O. C, 78
Thomas, W. J.. 776
Thompson, C. D., 777

Rupert, D. L., 367
Rush, H. W., 776
Ryan, C. H., Jr., 449
Ryan, T. R., 1028
Rydner, Ross D., 1162

Nantel,

McCarapbell, T. C, 815
McCann, E. H^ 1028
McCanhy, T. F., 622

Robertson, George, 1104
Robinson, V. W., 716
Robson, S. H., 668
Roemer, John H., 1162
Rogers, W. A., 585

14St

Talhert, W. H.. 1067
Taussig. T. E., 78
Tavlor. George C. 621
Tavlor, R. A.. 875
Teller. Charles B.. 1065
Tennant. T. D., 989

Terrant, T. L., 144
Terry. T. L., 367, 585, 587

Townsend, Frank B., 308, 405*
Townsend, S. A.. 78
Tracy, John F., 225, 264
Transue, Ray F., 79
Trimble, H. S., 668, 777
Trumbull, A.

G., 585
Turnbull, Thomas. 225
Tuttle, R. P., 1067
Twitchell, R. E., 1205
Tyler, W. T., 714

Van
Van
Van
Van
Van
Van
Van

Alstyne, David, 585
Dorn, T. B., 669

Hook, W. E., 490
Horn, C. W., 1064
Ingen, D. K.. 490
VIeck, W. G., 1064

Zandt Milton B„ 776
Varney, W. W., 1064

Veale, C. A., 265
Vernia, E. P., 777
Vickers. John A. D., 621, 667*
G., 816
Votaw, G. E., 667
Votaw, J. E., 714

Vliet,

Waddell, J. A. L., 923
Waernicke, H. E.. 875
J. B., 667
S.. 1064
Wakefield, O. C, 668
Wakeley, C. G., 922

Wagner,
Waid, G.

Waldo, Henry L., 1205
Waldron, B. M., 449, 621
Walker, A. E., 404
Walker, C. C, 715
Walker, F., 265
Wall, W. O., 404
Wallace, John F., 38
Wallace, W. H., 449
Wallis, R. C, 547
Walsh, W., 266
Wanamaker, E., 1065
Warburg, Paul M., 407
Warren, W. D., 450
Webster, W. T., 622. 777*
Weeks. G. K., 714
Weigman, W. F., 989
Weisbrod, P. F.. 265
Welch, George, 1162
Wells, M. E., 584
Wells, R. L., 407
Wells, W. B., 585
Wentz, Daniel B., 989
Wetness, J., 668
West, Duval, 367
Westburv, C. W.. 668
Wester, 'C. M.. 586
Westinghouse, H. H., 779*
Wheeler, H., 1205
Wheeler. W. B., 1163
White, Edward J., 547, 667*
White, J. W., 1067
White, P. T., 668
White, R. Harvey, 877
White, T. E., 308
Whitney, G. C. 547
Whitney, W. A., 36, 78
Whittington. A. G., 404
Wicks, William V„ 585
Wieland, E. E.. 668
Wightman, William P., 1104
Wiley, George W., 36
Wilkins. C. S.. 777
Willcoxson, W. G.. 38
Williams, A. N., 714, 815
Williams, C. B., 405. 450*
Williams, J. W.. 145*
Williams, John W.. 1104
Williams, S. A., 777
Williams. T. H.. 78
Willie, H. A.. 585
Willis, W. H., 668
Wilson, A. A., 668
Wilson, Claude P.. 491, 622
Wilson, F. J., 307
Wilson, Ralph H., 923
Wilson, Samuel. 585
Winsor. George H., 186
Wion, G. H., 78
Wiringer, H. G., 777
Wirt, R. W., 78
Witt. T. H. 36
Wolf, Thomas L., 224
Wolfe. W. G.. 817
WoIIner. William S., 145
Wood. A. R., 776
Wood, T. H., 668
Wood, T. G., 875
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ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS-Continued
[*I>idicatcs fl'otograph

Wynne. John H.,

Woodman,

Charles M., 777
Woods, H. A., 491
Woodward, A. B., 875
Word, F. L., 1104
Wuerpel. M., 877

188,

and sketch:

t Iiidicntis

sketch

o>ily.]

Veaton. C. S., 668. 715
Veaton, M. T.. 78
^ohe. I. K., Jr., 1064
Yi'ill, A. E., 922
Zeigler. E. H., 668

189*

Yardley, C. B., Jr., 451
Yardley, C. F., 450
Yates, James A., 307

Zipf, A. F., 1205
Zirckel, William E.,
Zook, F. K., 145
Zweibel, C. A.. 547

OBITUARY
[*Iiidicatcs

Adams, Thomas
Araory, Edward

E.,
P.,

photograph and sketch.]

Drury, Charles J., 715, 778
Dyer, Charles, 923

547
308

Rainer. Paul P., 492

Atterbury, Charles L., 922

McCuen,

J., 1164
Eedson, Thomas, 922
Emmerson, Henrj' R., 146

Eddie, Charles
Barr, Frank, 492*
Barton. Isaac Duell, 406
Bird, A. C, 1066
Bissett, James, 102S
Block, Joseph, 1106
Boyd, Robert M., 146
Brown. Edwin C, 1105
Browning, J. Hull. 816

Fonde, Henry, 1066
Geddes, James, 989
Gilbert. E. D., 622
Gould, Charles Moulton, 817*
Griffin. Thomas A., 368*
Gwatkin, Charles Otey, 777

Calef, Amos Howard. 547
Cantillon, William D., 1164*
Chaffee, Frank W., 586*

Chambers. William Henry, 308
Chase, Marvin S., 37
Qardy, Martin L.. 79
Clark. George A., 715
Clark, William E., 267

Clough, George F., 989

C,

Coffev, E.

37

Condon, Morris G., 1106
Crane. William S.. 586
Cunningham, James Wallace, 120
Davis,

Tom

Mirick,

C, 308

Henrv

\.. 715
D.. 1066

Tinkham, William, 405
Travis, Owen J., 1066
Tuttle, Lucius, 1045*

Van Cleve, Spencer, 716
Van Dorn, Tames H., 451
Van VIeck, 'Will George, 922*

Orcutt, Russell Pardee, 37

Van Zandt, Milton

Pangborn. Joseph

G.. 367
Patterson. John Steele, 779
Pettibone. Charles A., 586
Philbin, D. M.. 308
Phillips. Guv, 79
Player, John, 405
Pratt, W?. H.. 493
Preble, A. E., 777

Brayton, 816

Johns, Marshall E., 668
Jones, H. A., 989

876

Sears, Francis B., 450
Sheldon, T. B.. 266
Stevens, Richard F., 492
Stewart, Alexander, 37*, 78
Stewart, William, 668
Strong, William Barstcw, 266, 324*
Sullivan, Daniel E., 450

Nash, Frederick A., 1164

R., 817

Dav. L. F., 989
Dean, Harry, 1028

Rhodes, George L., 62
Roberts, George Morris

668

Moore, Charl'es Arthur, 1106
Moran, Robert. 266
Muir, James C, 1023

Halloran, P. J., 187
Hamilton, J. D. M.. 586
Hancock. William Reed, 1205
Harder. William, 37
Hart, Eli Stillson, 1029. 1067*
Harvey, Alexander, 1106
Harwig. William E., 405
Haun. John G., 586
Hayward, Henrv S.. 1164. 1206*
Head, Franklin Harvey. 37
Ives,

P.,

Miller. Jacob
Mills, George

Goodell. George A., 715

Byrne, James Thomas, 308

J.

McGill. Walter Lee, 876
Magraw, William E., 1067
Madden, Frank, 225
Malone, D. J., 225
Markle>% N. M., 547
Meier, Edward D., 1164
Miller, Darius. 384*

Waters,

B., 79

1066

H.,

J.

Welles, Edgar Thaddeus, 406
Wetherald. F., 1164
White. Stephen W., 777
W^inslow, Edward Francis, 816

Zimmerman, Eugene, 1206*

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION RULINGS
[See also General Index.]
C,
Company

Adleta,

E.

Globe-Wernicke Company

<

ville,

490

Augusta Cotton Exchange & Board of Trade
Southern Railway, 183
Beatrice

Commerce Club

& Quincy

et

al.,

v.

v.

Chicago, Burlington

263

Board of Railroad Commissioners of the State
of Montana v. Butte, Anaconda & Pacific
920
Bowling Green Business
less Me n's Protective Assoelation of Bev ling Gr een, Ky., v. Evansville & Bowli ig Green Packet Company
et al., 306
Bowling Green Busii less Me n's Protective Assoelation of Box •ling Gi•een. Ky., v. Louisville Nashville et al., 365
Buffalo, Attica & A. cade R;lilroad v. Buffalo &
Susquehanna t al.. 5 46
Burford, Blanton W.. et
Louis'
Nashville et al., 223
California Fruit Growers' Association et al. v.
Alabama Great Southern et al., 874
Carroll, Brough & Robinson et al v. Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe et al., 365
Central West Virginia Glass Manufacturers' Association et al. v. Baltimore & Ohio et al.,
1102
Chamber of Commerce of Houston, Tex., v.
Houston East & West Texas et al.. 1063
Cheek. C. T., & Sons, et al. v. Canadian Pacific et al., 264
Colonial Salt Company et al. v. Chicago, B. &
Q. et al.; Same v. Illinois Central et al.,
546
Commercial Club of Joplin, Mo., v. Missouri
Pacific et al.. 1161
Commercial Club of the City of Sioux Falls
V. Pullman Company et al., 813
Decatur Navigation Company v. Louisville &
Nashville et al.. 263
Decker. Jacob E., & SonSj v. Chicago, Milwaukee
St. Paul, 34
Dixie Manufacturing Company. Inc.. v. Baltimore. Chesapeake & Atlantic et al.. 262
Douglas & Co. V. Illinois Centr.il et al.. 666
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Esquimault & Nanaimo, 452, 1165
EvanSville & Chesney (Electric), 549
Export Phosphate Railway & Terminal Company,

Akron, Canton & Youngstown, 147
Alabama Great Southern, 80, 310, 549, 623
Alabama Roads, 1107
Alabama Roads (Electric), 670, 818

189

Alabama, Tennessee 6c Northern, 310
Alberta & Great Waterways, 493, 1067
Alberta Central, 587
Algoma Central & Hudson Bay, 991
Alton & Jacksonville (Electric), 227
Alton, Jacksonville & Peoria Ry., 147

Fairmount & Veblen,

Altus, Lubbock & Roswell, 587
Arizona Roads, 779
Arkansas Mining & Development Company

.

s

Line,

549

Arkansas Roads, 991
Arkansas Valley Interurban, 493
Ashley, Drew & Northern, 493
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, 670, 991
Athabasca Valley, 779
Atlanta
Atlanta,
Atlantic,

St. Andrews Bay, 670
Birmingham & Atlantic, 1165
Waycross & Northern, 369

(Electric),

991

Lynn Haven & Northern, 80
Beaver, Meade & Englewood, 408

Bay

City,

Bellingham

&

717
Frederick & Brunswick, 549
Frontier Electric, 549
Fresno Interurban (Electric),

1165

Bellevue & Lookout Mountain (Electric), 924
Georgian Bay & Seaboard, 717
(jeorgia Roads, 624
Gleasonton & Paddy's Run, 39
Glengarry & Stormont, 408
Glenn Rose & Walnut Springs, 924, 1107
Goodyear Logging Company's Line, 670
Grand Marais & Northwestern, 1029, 1107
Grand Trunk Pacific, 670, 1107
Great Falls Western, 268
Great Northern, 147, 189, 670
Great Southern, 991
Greenville & Northwestern (Electric), 549
Greenville & Southeastern. 189

Gadsden,

S:

Balsam Lake & Eastern, 80
Baltimore & Ohio, 877, 1107
Battle Creek, Coldwater & Southern

189, 310
Fairview & Inter-Mountain, 1107
Florence & Huntsville Interurban, 549, 587
Florida Roads, 924
Fort Smith, Subiaco & Eastern, 991
Fort Worth-Denton Interurban, 147, 310
Fourche River Valley & Indian Territory, 549,

Northern, 623

Berks & Lancaster (Electric), 80
Bessemer & Lake Erie. 1107
Birmingham, Selma & Mobile, 369

Greenville,

Boston Elevated, 408
Boston Subways, 1029

Gulf,

& Bowman, 670
Bruce Mines & -Mgoma, 670

& Northern

Whitewright

549
Florida

& Alabama,

991,

Traction,

1165

Branchville

Hagerstown & Frederick (Electric), 549
Hamlin & Guyandotte, 369
Hershey Transit Company (Electric), 1207
Hiawassee Valley, 818
Horse Creek Land & Mining Company's Line,

Butler County, 147, 991

Cairo-Truman & Southern, 1207
Calgary & Fernie, 189
•California Terminal, 991

779

Campbellford, Lake Ontario & Western. 717
Canadian Northern, 310, 408, 452, 779
Pacific, 268, 408, 452,
717, 991, 1165
Canadian Roads (Electric), 818

Canadian

493,

587,

623,

Hudson Bay Railway, 1207
Hutchinson & Northern, 493

New York
408,

Subways,
549,

Kansas City. Kaw Valley & Western, 369
Kansas City Terminal, 1107
Kansas Roads (Electric), 452
Kentucky Roads (Electric), 624
Kentucky Southwestern Electric Railway Light
& Power Company, 924
Kewanee, Bradford & Henry Interurban. 80
Kinston Carolina Railroad & Lumber Company,
779,

1029

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, 623, 1165
Chicago, Peoria & Quincy (Electric), 1029
Chicago, St. Paul. Minneapolis & Omaha. 624
Cincinnati. Indiana & Louisville, 452
Cincinnati. New Orleans & Texas Pacific, 369
Colusa & Hamilton, 1207

Lake Erie & Eastern, 39
Lake Huron & Northern Ontario, 670, 779
Lakeville Holding & Development Company, 991
Lehigh Valley. 39, 408
Lewisburg & Northern, 80
Lorain, Ashland & Southern. 624, 991
Louisiana Railway, Light & Power Company,

Death Valley, 1207
Denver & Rio Grande, 189
Denver & Salt Lake, 268
Detroit, Almont & Northern (Electric), 1207
Detroit, Bay City & Western, 452
Detroit, Pontiac & Owosso (Electric), 268
Dominion Atlantic, 369

452,
Louisville

549

&

Nashville, 80, 310. 624

Lula-Homer, 924.

717,

Northampton & Hertford, 991
North Carolina Roads, 549
North Carolina Roads (Electric), 268
North Georgia Mineral, 587, 624
Northern Pacific, 147, 190, 369, 549, 818
North Louisiana, 549
Northwestern

Pacific, 1207

Terminal. 717

Belt

New Mexico
Oklahoma Roads, 1107
Olympia Terminal, 147

Metolius. Prineville

Columbia,

493,

&

.

Mexico North Western, 991
Mexican Roads, 779
Midland Continental, 1165
Midland Pennsvlvania, 493
Mill

Creek,

110?

Minkler Southern, 147

Municipal

v<l

Pacific.

Electric,

147

924

Co.,

147

Orleans-Kenner Electric Interurban, 779, 924
Ottawa & St. Lawrence Electric, 1166
Pacific

Great

Paducah &

Eastern, 780
310

Illinois,

Parker & Colorado River (Electric). 818
Pacific Electric, 1067
Pacific Great Eastern,

81

Peace River & Athabasca. 991. 1067
Lake Zurich & Wanconda. 1107
Pennsylvania Lines West, 494
Pennsylvania Railroad, 81, 227, 408
Philadelphia & Reading. 1107
Piedmont & Northern (Electric), 877
Pacific,

Palatine.

& Lake Erie. 39
Sbawmut & Northern, 39
Pittsburg Sr Sbawmut. 40
Portland Railway, Light & Power Company,
1067
Princeton Power Company's Line, 780, 877
Puget Sound & Willapa Harbor, 1207
Pittsburgh
Pittsburg,

Reading. Birdsboro

McKinney. Borham & Paris Interurban. 717
Mercer Electric. 924

Eastern Maine, 670, 1165
Zaston & Western, 493

1029

Quebec Central, 40, 1029
Quincy & Hamilton, 818

1029

Marble Creek Valley (Electric). 587
Mascott & Western, 227, 452, 991
Eastern

189, 227, 268, 310, 369,

39,

587,

Nezperce & Idaho, 1207
Niagara River & Eastern, 717. 818, 924
Norfolk & Western, 408, 549, 877, 1067
Norfolk, Yorktown & Washington, 779

Oregon Roads, 779, 1207
Oregon Short Line, 268, 452
Oregon-Washington Railroad & Na.vigation

Tanesville & Madison Traction, 277, 310
Jefferson & Northwestern, 549
Tellico Coal & Railroad, 549
"jonesboro. Lake City & Eastern, 717

Chicago & North Western, 227, 549, 623, 1067
Chicago. Burlington & Quincy, 80, 147, 493, 924
Chicago Great Western. 877

(Electric), 624

Southeastern, 1207
Nashville-Gallatin Interurban, 670
Nashville. Shiloh & Corinth, 268, 408
Nevada Short Line, 1166
Newaukim Railroad, 147
New Orleans, Mobile & Chicago, 494
New York, Chicago & St. Louis, 227, 1207
New York, Pittsburgh & Chicago Air Line, 1067

Ontario

Railway, 80
International Railway (Electric), 1207

Intermountain

Central of Georgia, 39
Central of New Jersey, 493
Charles City Western, 1029, 1165
Charleston Northern, 818
Charleston, Parkersburg & Northern, 493
Chartiers Southern, 1165
Chattahooche Valley, 369, 1029
Chehalis & Cowlitz. 408
Cherry River Southern, 818, 877
Chicago & Alton, 227
Chicago & Illinois Western, 1107

Illinois

&

Oklahoma,

& Ohio. 452
Carthage & Copenhagen. 369
Cedar Rapids & Iowa City, 717
Central (fanada, 924, 1107

British

Nacogdoches

Oil

1165

Central, 38, 80, 227, 369, 877,
Roads (Electric). 452
Indiana Roads (Electric), 452, 493

Carolina, Clinchfield

1067
Erie, 1165
"Erie & Ontario, 408
Erie & Toronto, 268

Murphysboro & Southern

Ogden, Logan & Idaho (Electric), 227
Ogden Rapid Transit Co.. 81

Illinois
Illinois

Carmack Railway & Power Company, 779
Carolina, Atlantic & Western, 818

Edmonton, Dunvegan &

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, 624
Missouri, Arkansas & Southwestern, 369, 408
Missouri, Kansas & Texas of Texas, 1207
Missouri Roads, 189, 717
Missouri Roads (Electric), 549
Mobile & Ohio, 189
IWojave & Bakersfield, 1207
Moncton & Buctouehe, 1067
Monongahela Railroad, 924
Monongahela Southern Traction, 369
Monongahela Valley Traction, 670
Montana Eastern, 189
Montana Roads (Electric), 268
Montreal & Southern Counties (Electric), 39
Morgantown & Wheeling (Electric), 1029
Motley County, 1107
Moultrie Southwestern, 147, 268
Mountain Central, 670

(Electric), 991

& Pottstown

(Electric),

369

& Glenrville. 147
Rock Falls & Southern Traction. 494
Rocky Ford & Southwestern. 587, 671
Rolla, Ozark & Southern, 1207
Rome & Northern. 1029
Rosston, Grand Rapids & Protection, 494, 587
Register

St.

Andrews

Bav Railway & Terminal Com

pany, 310, 671
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St.
St.
Si.

Southwestern Pacific, 40
Stockton, Terminal & Eastern, 1208

Uvalde & Northern, 717

Lake & Ogden (Electric). 1166
Lake & Utah (Electric), 1067
Lake Electric, 1067

Sutherlin. Coos Bay & Eastern, 148, 310, 549
Swanee River & White Springs, 311
Swift Lumber Company's Line, 780

Van Horn Valley, 494
\an Horn Valley Land & Railway Company, 780
\erde Tunnel & Smelter Railroad, 588

Tampa & Gulf

\'icksburg. Alexandria
\isalia P.lectric. 1068

River Valley

Teal

John & Quebec,

81

Joseph Valley, 991
Paul Southern Electric, 878
Salisbury Interurban, 549

Salt
Salt
Salt
Salt

(Electric),

408

San Diego & .Arizona. 408
Savannah Western, 408^ 671
Seaboard Air Line, 717
Seattle, Port Angeles & Lake Crescent,

Creek,

Coast, 190, 588, 991

& Southern,

81

494

Temiskaming & Northern Ontorio, 1029

369, 1166
Sheffield & Tionesta, 148
Shelby Northern, 369, 1107

Tennessee & Alabama. 1208
Tennessee Railway, 1030
Texas Roads, 369, 409. 452, 818, 1068, 1107
Texas Roads (Electric), 81, 991, 1107
Texas Southern Electric, 991
Toledo, Ottawa Beach & Northern (Electric),

South Carolina Roads, 369
South Dakota Central, 1166
South Florida & Gulf, 624
Southern Minnesota Traction, 452
Southern Pacific. 717. 1207
Southern Railway, 40, 81, 190, 369, 408. 1107

Toronto Eastern (Electric), 1030
Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo, 268, 409
Toronto Suburban (Electric), 1107
Tri-State Railway Company of Michigan, 81

40,

190,

Washington Electric, 409
Watauga & Yadkin River, 1068
Waycross & Western. 717

West Penn Traction Co., 780
West Virginia Electric, 549
West Virginia Roads, 1107
Willamette Valley Southern, 1068
Williston & Northern (Electric), 40
Willamette-Pacific, 1208
Wilmington & Carolina Beach (Electric),

369

Tonopah & Tidewater, 1208

370,

780

Wisconsin Southern (Electric), 81

FINANCIAL NEWS
Altus, Roswell, Lubbock & E! Paso, 269
Arkansas, Louisiana & Gulf, 1108
Ashley, Drew & Northern, 1108
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, 40, 190
Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic Railway
panv, 370
Atlantic Coast Line, 718, 1208

Baltimore

&

Greenville

Illinois Central,

International

228, 1166

Central New England, 550
Central of New Jersey, 625
Central Vermont. 819
Chesapeake & Ohio, 7S0
Chicago & Eastern Illinois, 148
Chicago & North Western, 1166
Chicago & Western Indiana, 550

82, 148, 228,

Louisville

&

58

Ohio River & Columbus, 718
Oklahoma Central, 190. 312
Old Colony Railroad, 625
Opelousas, Gulf & Northeastern, 1108

588

Pennsylvania Company, 1208
Pennsylvania Railroad, 40, 228, 312, 453, 1166
Peoria & Eastern, 82
Pere Marquette, 370, 550, 625

Louis & San Francisco, 82, 671, 925, 1166
Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern, 453
San Antonio & Aransas Pass, 992
San Antonio, Fredericksburg & Northern, 925,
St.
St.

Nashville, 190, 1208

Maine Central, 625
Marietta, Columbus & Cleveland, 148
Michigan Central, 409, 1166
Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, 550
Missouri, Kansas & Texas, 925
Missouri Pacific, 82, 190, 311, 992
Mobile & Ohio. 409, 1068
Muscatine North and South, 625

1108

San Antonio, Uvalde & Gulf,

82, 370, 588
Seaboard .^ir Line, 819
Southern Railway, 82, 228, 550, 671, 718, 1166

Texas &

Pacific, 269
Toledo, Peoria & Western, 671
Toledo, St. Louis & Western, 190. 269, 819
Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo, 992

Union

Denver & Rio Grande, 311, 780
Denver & Salt Lake, 269, 1108

&

228, 311, 588

Lake Erie & Northern, 82
Lake Shore & -Michigan Southern, 311, 1068, 1208
Lancaster, Oxford & Southern, 190
Laramie, Hahns Peak & Pacific, 40
Las Vegas & Tonopah, 190
Lehigh & New England, 1208
Lewisburg & Northern, 190
Liberty White Railroad, 992

Canadian Northern, 494
Canadian Pacific, 148, 370, 1108

Duluth, South Shore

.N'orthern Pacific, 40, 82, 1068

1166

& Great Northern,

Kanawha & Michigan, 1030
Kansas City, Mexico & Orient,

Boston & -Mame, 62, 4V4

Chicago Great Western, 82, 878
Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville, 148
Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis, 269
Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific, 453, 494,
625, 718, 819, 1058, 1108, 1208
Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, 40, 82, 780
Colorado, Wyoming & Eastern, 40
Colusa & Lake, 311

York, New Haven & Hartford, 40, 82, 148,
190, 269, 312. 370, 409, 625, 671, 780, 878
York, Ontario & Western, 82, 625, 718
Northern & Pacific, 269
Northern Central, 40, 228
Northern Central Railroad of New Jersey, 409

New

Knoxville, 148

Hampshire Southern, 82
Hocking Valley, 780, 819

Ohio, 82, 588, 718, 780, 992

& Pittsburgh.

&

Co

Bangor & .-\roostook. 1030
Belt Railway of Chicago^ 494
Buffalo, Rochester

New

Gilmore & Pittsburgh, 1068
Grand Trunk, 550
Grand Trunk Pacific, 992

National Railways of Mexico, 40, 819, 878. 1068
England Investment & Security Company,
453
New Jersey & Pennsylvania. 409
New Mexico Central. 878
New Orleans, Texas & Mexico. 82
New York Central & Hudson River, 190, 311,
494, 625, 718, 780, 1068, 1208

New

Atlantic, 819

Erie, 550. 588. 625, 671, 718, 1030
Evansville & Indianapolis, 228

Florida Central, 718

Pacific, 40, 190,

V'andalia,

718

1166

Wabash. 780
Wabash. Chester & Western, 228
Western Pacific. 312
W'heeling & Lake Erie, 1166
Williamsville, Greenville

&

St.

Louis, 40

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES
(See also General Index, under Subjects and Names.)
.Abyssinia. 286
Africa, 1044, 1162, 1164

Arabia. 187
Argentina, 131, 190, 215, 323, 370, 406, 422, 754,
776, 839, 877, 1028
Asia,
.\sia

30_9

German Africa, 22
German Southwest
Germany,

Minor,

99, 127, 136, 979
Australia, 34, 67, 294, 716, 968,

Paraguay, 876
Islands. 279, 1028
Portuguese East Africa, 503
Philippine

1042, 1066, 1106

Austria, 67

Balkan States, 299
Belgium, 358, 1041
Brazil, 333, 506, 529, 700, 989, 1164
British East .\fnca, 492
British Guiana, 492

Caucasus, 107
Chile, 142, 167, 450. 491, 510, 728, 866, 894
China, 107, 168, 228, 300. 327, 370, 444, 462, 505',
656, 793, 970, 1094
Costa Rica, 474
Cuba, 492, 1160

Denmark, 588

Africa, 492, 992

52, 267, 294, 588, 816, 908, 1058, 1103.

1166, 1203
Greece, 516, 1044

Hawaii, 1058
Honduras, 505
Hungary, 324
India, 16, 120, 267. 370, 388, 437. 450. 508, 530
588, 669, 892, 922, 923, 1055, 1057
Ireland, 453
Italian North Africa, 989
Italy, 92, 354, 357, 422

Japan, 187, 1102, 1103

Korea, 491, 563, 614, 892, 946

Malay

States, 671, 908

Manchuria, 453
Egypt. 11, 35. 586

England,

34, 201, 434, 492, 530, 554, 622, 625,
669, 697. 779, 793, 806. 850, 977, 1012,
1030, 1088, 1164

New

Zealand, 37
Nigeria, 158, 194, 588

Norway, 466

Russia, 18. 46. 148, 212, 228, 234, 306, 656, 778,
1006, 1160, 1162, 1206

Scotland, 578. 990
Salvador. 816
Siam, 112
Siberia, 190, 1198
Sicily, 427
Somaliland.

89.^

South Africa, 61, 669, 793', 1106, 1166
South America, 433
South .Australia, 948
South Manchuria, 188. 398
South-west .Africa. 668
Spain, 81, 99, 267
Spanish Africa, 105

Sweden, 614, 650, 816, 990
Switzerland, 102, 492, 718, 1105, 1203

Turkey, 309, 1166

Uganda, 923. 1108
Uruguay, J 062
Venezuela, 386, 738, 876. 1108
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regulation, increase in taxes and increase in cost of money,
supplies and increased cost of coal, there is blooming health,
railroads there is said to be a condition of morbidity?
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The blooming health of other business is not very well
demonstrated by the largest commercial failure in the history
of the United States, but the particular point which railroad
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in rates,
in that

even allowing that the railroad managers were right
something would eventually have to be done to in-

Minority stockholders of the Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern are trying to block the consolidation of the New
York Central & Hudson River and the
New York
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern by
an appeal to the New York Public
Central Merger
Service Commission, Second district, to
Plans
refuse their approval of the merger.
If newspaper accounts of the argument before the commission
are correct, the minority holders claim first, that by giving
collateral bondholders a 4 per cent, bond in place of a 3}4

bond the railroad company is offering them an
illegal consideration for their consent to the consolidation,
and, .secondly, that the extension of the present New York
per cent,

WE GUARANTEE,

Volume

are especially interested in is the demonstration of Mr.
Brandeis' inability to draw correct conclusions from the indications in the business outlook. Almost patronizingly Mr.
Brandeis assured the assembled railroad presidents that they
were being stampeded into a panic by their friends in Wall
street, that there was no immediate necessity for an increase

crease railroad revenues as well as decrease their expenses.
Month by month the earnings of the roads demonstrate more
clearly that Mr. Brandeis was wrong.

EDITORS
Samuel

and increased
and with the

3,

Number

1914

1

Central mortgage over the Lake Shore works a detriment in
some way to the minority stockholders of the Lake Shore.
The two arguments from a common sense point of view, regardless of the legal niceties involved, are inconsistent, as is
also the

argument that the

New York

Central

is

in effect

mort-

gaging the property of the Lake Shore
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Twenty-four papers were received in the contest on The
Operation of Large Classification Yards which closed June 1.
These papers were turned over to A.
Awards in
M. Schoyer, vice-president of the PennT
sylvania Lines; A. C. Ridgway, viceYard Operation

23

president of the Chicago,

Contest

&

24

to

GENERAL NEWS SECTION

25

the

awarded

Rock Island

and H. O. Dunkle, assistant

Erie, who
and general manager of
M. (Jmshler, general yardmaster of
Central, Centralia, 111., and second prize to C. A.

president
first

the Illinois

•Illustrated.

Pacific,

the

prize to A.

Pennington, supervisor of terminals of the Cleveland, CincinChicago & St. Louis and the Chesapeake & Ohio, LouisOther papers accepted for publication were conville, Ky.
tributed by R. M. Baker, Bellwood, Pa.; D. F. Stevens, trainmaster. New York, New Haven & Hartford, New York;
Fred P. Grossman, general yardmaster, Chicago, St. Paul,
Minneapolis & Omaha, Minneapolis, Minn.; G. O. Sarvis,
assistant trainmaster, Philadelphia & Reading, Philadelphia,
Pa.; I. T. Tyson, assistant trainmaster, Philadelphia & Readnati,

On Monday
of disapproval

week the Supreme Court put its stamp
on one of Mr. Brandeis' theories, namely, that
of last

the

Interstate

Commerce Commission

power to prescribe a
general scheme of rates.
On Thurs*^^^ '^^ failure of the Claflin company
contradicted in a quite dramatic way

Mr. Brandeis

did not have the

Wrong
Aeain

one of the fundamental assumptions on which Mr. Brandeis

made
What
subject

his
is

argument

in the rate case.

the explanation of this
alike

with

the

railroads

remarkable fact that in other businesses,
to increase in wages and governmental

W. Brown, assistant superintendent,
Michigan Southern, Chicago; H. T. Murray,
general yardmaster, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, Galesburg, in.; J. B. Warrington, division superintendent, Philaing, Philadelphia, Pa.; E.

Lake Shore

&

—
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delphia & Reading, Philadelphia; G. F. Garrison, general
yardniaster, Baltimore & Ohio, Martinsburg, W. V'a.; F.
Lincoln Hutchins, Baltimore, Md.; VV. B. Henricks, superintendent of terminals, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, Milwaukee, Wis.; J. D. Schaefer, city passenger agent, Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul, Pittsburgh, Pa., and Nelson J. Flocker,
Bessemer & Lake Erie, Pittsburgh; Geo. C. Duffy, general

&

Albany, West Springfield, Mass.: F. E.
Ramsdell, freight trainmaster, Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, McKees Rocks, Pa.; J. L. Coss, assistant chief despatches
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, Haileyville, Okla. O. C.
Hill, assistant superintendent, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy,
Kansas City, Mo.; J. P. Kavanagh, assistant superintendent,
Baltimore & Ohio, Baltimore, Md., and E. C. Tucker, general
yardmaster, Norfolk & Western, Portsmouth, Ohio. Because
of the intention of inaugurating a similar contest on The
Operation of Large Terminal Yards, with their industry, interchange and team track problems, at a later date, all references to these problems were eliminated from the papers
received in this contest, and it was limited purposely to the
operation of large classification yards for the purpose of
concentrating attention at this time upon this subject. The
two prize-winning and a number of other papers are published
in this issue, and others will appear in the paper at an early
yardniaster, Boston

;

The

reorganization
THEwipeRockoutIsland
$141,000,000 nominal

Hamilton & Dayton has defaulted the July 1
payments on $1,677,000 unguaranteed first and refunding mortgage bonds, $4,727,000 Cincinnati,
Indianapolis & Western first and refundCincinnati,
ing 4's, and $3,162,000 Indiana, Decatur &
Hamilton & Dayton
Default
Western 5's. This means that the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton will go back into
receivership and that the Baltimore & Ohio will have to wait
through the slow process of reorganization for the $50,000,000
which is supposed to represent roughly that company's investment in Cincinnati, Hamilton S: Dayton. But at least it will
mean that the Baltimore & Ohio will no longer be called upon
to make advances, except its guarantee of interest on the $7,500,000 first and refunding 4 per cent, bonds which are outstanding in the hands of the pubhc with the Baltimore & Ohio's
guarantee on them, and will lose the interest on the, approximately, $18,000,000 4 per cent, bonds held in the Baltimore &
Ohio treasury. A receivership and reorganization have been inevitable ever since the floods of last year. The floods, however,
were a contributing cause only.
Ever since the Cincinnati,
Hamilton & Dayton took over the Pere Marquette and guaranteed interest on about $10,000,000 Pere Marquette bonds it was
estimated that the only things that would avert a thorough scaling
down of capital securities would be a purchaser for the Pere
Marquette and a long period of uninterrupted prosperity and
good luck for the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton itself. The
now defunct firm of HoUins & Co., New York, after experimenting in Cincinnati, Hamilton & Da)'tou and burdening it
with the Pere Marquette guarantee, transferred it to J. P. Morgan & Company, who were on the point of transferring it to the
Erie when the true condition of affairs became apparent. This
was in 1905. After holding it for four years, during which
time it went through a receivership, Morgan & Company sold
their interest in the reorganized company to the Baltimore &
Ohio, and at that time it Vas probably hoped that the Canadian
Pacific would buy the Pere Marquette.
This hope never materialized.
The trouble with the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton

number of other reorgan& Company, was that
everybody's interest was so well kept in mind and preserved
that the underlying and fundamental difiiculties of the comreorganization, like the trouble with a
izations

under the auspices of Morgan

1

plan,

carried through, will

if

railroad capitalization, out-

the hands of the public exchange $71,000,000 colbonds for stock, and raise $30,000,000 new capital
actual money for investment in new physical property through

standing

in

lateral trust

—

To

the issue of 7 per cent, preferred stock.

effect this

much

needed reform the holding company stockholders are asked to
put up all or part of the new money, and the collateral trust
bondholders are asked to give up part of the securities for their
bonds and take possession of the remainder.
The question of whether or not the debenture bondholders are
being fairly treated under this tentative plan hinges upon the worth
of the Railway stock which forms the collateral for these bonds. The
Railroad collateral trust 4 per cent; bondholders collectively hold
a mortgage on nearly all the stock of the Chicago, Rock Island
& Pacific Railway Company, which is the operating and owning
company of the 8,048 miles of line. These bondholders are asked
under the reorganization plan to give without direct compensation STA per cent, of the Railway company stock to be used
in raising

which

is

new

capital.

A new

to be sold at par, a

not by the

justification

for this

preferred stock

to be created

is

bonus of the common stock being
stock, the bonus being provided

new preferred
company but by the

given with the

The

Cincinnati,

No.
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THE ROCK ISLAND REORGANIZATION PLAN

date.

interest

Vol.

collateral bondholders.

scheme

is

that

were the

collateral

bondholders required to furnish all of the new capital, estimated
at $30,000,000. which the company is in need of, they would have
to pay an assessment of 40 per cent., and that there is no earthl>
possibility of any very large proportion of them subscribing 40
per cent, to a new issue of preferred stock neither, it is argued,
could an issue of 7 per cent, preferred stock of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific Railway Company be sold to the general public
The collateral bondholders are, therefore, asked in lieu
at par.
of a compulsory cash assessment to give up more than a third
of their collateral, with the privilege, however, of buying back a
part of this collateral, together with new preferred stock, on the
same terms at which the preferred stockholders of the holding
company are to have the privilege of subscribing, namely, par
.for the preferred, with the common thrown in.
If it is strictly
a(5curate to say that the Rock Island propert>' is in imperative
immediate need of $30,000,000, then the debenture bondholders
have made as good a bargain as they well could have expected
to make.
They will receive $62.50 par value of Railway common for each $100 face value of bonds and will not be required
to put any cash into the property. They will, however, not only
;

have the face value of their security scaled down

37^

per cent..

but will also have a 7 per cent, preferred stock placed ahe.ad of
the

common which

they are

left.

If

new

capital

is

to be raised,

however, something has got to be placed ahead of the common
stock of the Railway company, and it might better be preferred
stock than debentures. The very fact that the holding company
stockholders have lost heavily and their only chance of getting
back an} of this loss is through the investment of more money
in the property gives the collateral bondholders a club which
they have apparently used to compel the holding company stockholders to furnish the new capital which is needed for the
property.

The Chicago, Rock

&

Railway Company earned
ended June
1913, after the payment of fixed charges, interest and rentals.
the property could be run in such a way as to necessitate
Isfand

Pacific

a surplus of a little over $4,000,000 in the fiscal year
30,
If

capital

expenditures for the next

five

years of not more than

$4,000,000 a year, in addition to the necessary purchase of equip-

ment

— which

would seem could be financed through the sale
of equipment trust notes there would seem to be no reason why
the collateral bondholders, who are really the Railway company
common stockholders, should, give up any of their collateral.
The experts, however, who have examined the property have
it

—

pany involved were merely glossed over instead of being entirely

placed the

eradicated.

at $30,000,000.

minimum
The

capital requirements for the next five years

stockholders of the holding companies, on

;

July
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the chance that they can recoup themselves to

some extent

for

former losses, are offering to provide this $30,000,000, asking,
however, that the collateral holders give them in exchange 37
per cent, of the

common

Unless this money
sibility

of a

is

receivership

of course, the pos-

is,

Railway company; but from

for the

does not appear to be imminent.

Still as

a pos-

sibility it has unquestionably a strong effect upon the attitude of
mind of the security holders of the old Railway company. Their
paramount concern is that some plan shall be devised by which
new capital shall be put into the property and their own equity
strengthened. They do not care at all as to whether the holding company stockholders or collateral bondholders provide the

money.

Their feeling presumably

holders have no moral

right

from others; but it is a fact that Mr.
Park, in thus borrowing, bodily, an important circular from anroad, is doing a thing which is quite unusual.
How

much good do we miss by

stock.

provided there

the earnings and from the physical condition of the property
this possibility

sighted, or slow to learn

other

is

the collateral bond-

that

jeopardize the Railway com-

to

pany that they themselves may preserve intact the collateral
They might well argue that the collateral
bondholders have already been receiving for four or five years
interest through the payment of dividends on the Railway company stock which property should have been put back into the
strengthening of the equity of the other security holders.
There is another way to look at this question, however. The
collateral bondholders are the owners of a potentially very valu;

the

Dodge & Company were willing to pay
company preferred stock not many years ago,
all on their investment, and
order to have a share in the management of the Rock
Phelps,

$65 for holding

with no prospect of any interest at
simply

in

Island and, of course, to promote advantageous relations between

own road — the

their

El

Paso

&

Southwestern

— and

Times have changed, of course, very much
Phelps, Dodge purchase, and it may be perfectly true

the

Rock

since the

Island.

that

were

—

not for the incentive to recoup themselves which the holding
company stfickholders have, an issue of preferred 7 per cent, stock
it

of the Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific Railway Company, which
might conceivably carry voting control of the property, could not
be sold for par still it would seem that part of it might be taken
by the collateral bondholders, and therefore, it narrows itself down
to a question of how immediate and how pressing are the needs
Despite many arguments
for the entire $30,000,000 new capital.

of our

neglecting to investigate with care
Mr. Park, if we remember

neighbors?

when he was on the Union Paseveral years ago; he reprinted entire the lessons concernthe causes of collisions and derailments as they were set

cific

mg

forth,

similar thing

concise

in

form,

one of the government's quarterly

in

accident bulletins.

The
the

Chattanooga

Nashville,

respects unique.

Parts of

it

the holding company
bondholders should be
This
arguing
that the railway
classed as in the same boat.
is
company stock the collateral for the bonds is worthless unless
the full $30,000,000 new capital is raised immediately.
The scheme which has been suggested for the reorganization
has nothing in it that is against sound pubhc policy insofar as
the security holders of the Railway company are concerned, or
of the general public served by the road. There will be under

stockholders

and

does not appear as

it

the

collateral

if

trust

—

—

this plan a

very large scaling

down

of the par value of securities

through
and the two holding companies
will be entirely wiped out.
This is a drastic and commendable
reorganization plan, and a very shrewd one.

outstanding;

new money

will be put into the property

the issue of non-cumulative stock,

LOCKING THE STABLE BEFORE THE HORSE IS STOLEN
<<CAFETY-FIRST" is a term, comparatively new. which has
*^

been used mostly in connection with precautionary measures which have been recommended to employees with reference solely to their own acts, as related to their own lives and
The most
limbs
but it has a wider application, of course.
comprehensive safety scheme in the railway service is that
of
prevention
which has to do with the safety of trains the
;

—

collisions

and derailments of trains running

at

speed.

In this

has always been the
watchword. But in this field, as in the other, we are not beyond
the need of learning. Vice-president W. L. Park, of the Illinois
Central, has done a notable thing in this "connection; he has had
reprinted for the employees of his mad a circular or bulletin
aspect

on

"safety-first"

it

management of trains, which
by the Nashville. Chattanooga & St. Louis.
would not say that railway officers are narrow and .short-

safety-first,

has been

We

has no' novelty;

as related to the

issued

St.

Louis bulletin

is

in

some
In

place, this

first

tracted by other important duties.

Not only that this officer
does not have to have some other

He

given a free hand.

is

;

name appended to his deliverances. He must take the
own mistakes, and he is entitled to the full
for what is useful in his work.
As in his book. "Rights

officer's

responsibility for his
credit

of Trains," this examiner does not hesitate to admit that he

is

be too much like preaching
and too little like teaching, and for that reason has fallen into
disrepute but, properly treated, a lecture has its uses.
Often,

Lecturing

"lecturing."

liable to

is

;

it

can accomplish things that- an oral or written examination,

in

the usual formal way, could not accomplish, provided only

that

it

make

has been under-

is

followed up. to

A

lecture frankly deals with the future.

sure that

it

In that from
which wc quote, there are numerous passages beginning with a
postulate which assumes that there are or have been bad practices on the road
but the lecture does not deal with the past.
The practice on the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis is not
worse than on other roads. Judging by the reports, its record
stood.

;

for safety

keeping

The

high.

is

high,

it

lectures are given for the purpose of

and making

;

to the contrary,

&

are reprinted on another page.

matter of safety in train movement, which,
in other words, is the education of the men to intelligent knowledge of and obedience to the train rules, is made the whole business of one officer, the train-rule examiner.
He is not dis-

securing their bonds.

able railroad.

practices

correctly, did a

it

better.

They are preventive

No

road can count or measure
the accidents which have been prevented in a given time; but
the officers of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis can find

measures

the real

in

satisfaction

in

two

sense.

facts:

the

(1)

number of

train

accidents

has decreased and (2) the methods adopted for prevention are
based on principles universally accepted as the best.

These written lectures are to be commended because, on the
one hand, they avoid the brevity and the stilted language of ordinary rules and examination papers, while, on the other, thev
are

far

superior

to

the

impromptu

lecture

or

informal

talk

which otherwise would be employed with men whose knowledge of or obedience to the rules needs freshening. It is well
to acknowledge, definitely, that many of our rules are too brief.
The fault acknowledged, it is more surely cured. Informal
usually so informal as to be inexact in many particulars,
call for great caution on the part of the trainmaster

talks,

always

or other officer who deals with the matter. The best way to
exercise the necessary caution is to write things down in black
and white, as does Mr. Forman. Our extracts are fragmentary.
not space for the whole lecture. Neither are we en-

We

have

idea embodied,
dorsing everything that is said in it. It is the
to
and the general style of the work, that it is desired here
cannot warrant every superintendent that he
emphasize.
Mr. Forman's lectures exactly fitted to his own needs

We

will find

on very careful and thorough
it is clear that they are based
that, in them, any
study of every possible contingency; and
kind
American superintendent can find the fundamentals of that
in the book into
are
of teaching which will put the rules that
can do it.
the heads of the men, so far as words
method of correcting bad practices is in decided conbut

This

government reports on train
must set out to cure
the
some one particular sore spot and must deal mainly with
present and future, and
past; the railroad officer deals with the
his argument to the individual
he- can address the whole force of
trast

to

accidents.

that

exemplified

in

The government

the

investigators

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE
influences

He makes use of constructive criticism, designed to
correct the whole of the employee's conduct, as related to all
report on a train accident is useful as showof his duties.

All

ing the need of better instruction of trainmen; the actual giving
of that instruction is another matter. The accident lectures of

advance case

employee.

A

Commissioner McChord and Inspector Belnap,
Brandeis

in

another

field,

like those of

Mr.

are useful to arouse the indifferent

who

railway officer; but the officer

wishes definitely to improve

and who wants
much more useful

the safety of his train operations,

ing out his purpose, will find
lectures like Mr. Forman's.

the respO)iscs u-hich he gets,

These

mark

lectures,

aid in carry-

assistance in

with the record of

real progress.

the

operating to arrest

drift

No.

1

toward

government ownership.
probable that the decision of the commission in the rate
will have a very great influence on the discussion
If the decision should be entirely adverse to
of this subject.
It is

the railroads

among

it

would intensify the feeling

railway managements.

If

it

of

discouragement

should demonstrate

in

a

on the part of the commission to
recognize the great difficulties with which the managements of
the railroads are confronted and to help to cope with those
difficulties, it probably would tend greatly to reduce the feeling
What is needed is
that government ownership is inevitable.
practical

way

a

disposition

ests of the public, but that

different views have been expressed recently by a

number of prominent railway men regarding

are

57,

evidence that the commission is determined not only to eradicate
abuses in the railway business and protect the rights and inter-

GOVERNMENT OWNERSHIP INEVITABLE?

IS

WIDELY

these

Vol.

the

pros-

government ownership of railways in
this country.
E. P. Ripley, president of the Santa Fe, and
Newman Erb. president of the Minneapolis & St. Louis, have
said that they believe that government ownership is likely to
come within a comparatively few years. Daniel Willard, presi-

it

is

equally determined to see that

every honestly and prudently managed road gets a square deal.
We confidently believe that such evidences will be forthcoming.

pects of the adoption of

dent of the Baltimore

&

Ohio, takes a decidedly opposite view.

In a recent letter to the Philadelphia Public Ledger Mr. Willard
said

"I

:

do not agree with Presidents Ripley and Erb

that the

time has arrived for government ownership and operation of
neither do I believe that at the present
any general demand or desire on the part of the

railroads in this country

;

time there

is

public

such a radical change.

for

If

the

only alternative to

government ownership were private ownership and management as exemplified in certain notable instances in recent
past. I might agree that the time for government ownership
had arrived, but fortunately that is not the situation. There

many large railroad systems in this country wisely,
and ably managed, among which number is the
Santa Fe, of which President Ripley is at the head, and I can
think of no good reason for substituting government ownership
and control for private ownership and control of that character."
\\'hen such eminent doctors disagree so widely it is maniare very

honestly

SUPERVISION IN YARD OPERATION

IT

most frequently
emphasized in the contributions to the contest on The
Operation of Large Classification Yards, the first of which
are published in this issue, w'as the importance of sufficient
intelligent supervision, and the fact that this was referred to
so often is an indication that the men in charge of the operation of large freight terminals are awake to its importance.
W'ith the elaborate network of tracks and the multiplicity of
is

instructive to note that the one point

^

movements

of cars

it

is

not surprising that some are occa-

As one writer
not so much that of

problem of

sionally lost sight of.

states, the

movement is
cars which move

the 90 per cent, of the

car

regularly through the yards as with the 10
per cent., or less, which move out of the regular channels to
the repair tracks or other parts of the terminal. Here is one
place where supervision
is
important to keep all the cars
moving, for as another contributor states, a yard is not intended as a place to store cars, but rather as a place to move

cars out of.

festly

Attention is also frequently given to the loaded car to the
detriment of the car moving empty, especially in times of
heavy business and consequent car shortage. While not detracting in the least from the importance of keeping loaded

reads the signs of the times better than Messrs. Ripley and
Erb.
If there should continue to be mismanagement of rail-

cars

hazardous for others to express opinions. Nevertheless,
the Railway Age Gazette ventures to believe that Mr. \\'illard

ways, here and there, which should lead to other scandals as bad
as some of those that recently have been aired, and if government regulation should continue to be as prejudiced and un-

some time, government ownerwould be the result. It would come because
regulation would disable the railways from performing their
functions satisfactorily and because the investors in their securities and their owners would be so disgusted that they would
enlist among the advocates of government ownership.
But it cannot be assumed that developments are going to take
The people of this country have a strong tendency
this course.
to look with disfavor and fear on projects for state socialism.
The number of railways in whose management the dictates of
honor, sound business sense and public opinion are disregarded
is rapidly becoming smaller, while the realization on the part
of railway financiers and executive officers of the imperative
need for action on their part to make all railway managements
conform to a high standard is becoming keener. Evidences
just as

ship

it

generally has been for

doubtless

multiply that the public anti the regulating authorities are begin-

ning to realize that the story of the man who fed his horse on
sawdust has its application to railway regulation.
It will be
recalled that just as the horse got used to living on the sawdust
he died. The public and the regulating authorities are awakening to the fact that similar dieting of the railways must have
This we believe is especially true of the

similar consequences.

federal authorities, including the Interstate

Commerce Commis-

sion; and the Shreveport decision apparently has given the federal government all the power that it needs to control not only
the managements of railways, but all who seek to regulate them.

moving

to their destination,

that each day an
is

empty car

is

it

must also be remembered

delayed

a day's less revenue derived

in

returning for a load

from that

car.

Aside from the importance of the prevention of delays to
cars, supervision is essential to secure economical operation.
When one considers that the annual cost of operation of a
switch engine is equal to the fixed charges on an investment
of $250,000, he can realize the necessity of so arranging the
operation of the yard as to cause the least interference and
delay to all movements, thereby keeping the number of engines required to the minimum. As in all other branches of

railway operation,
vision

is

economy

money
in

spent to secure sufficient super-

the end.

Another point brought out in these papers which deserves
emphasis is that of the personnel of the yard forces.
each clerk, messenger and switchman is imbued with the
idea that he is in training to become a yardmaster he will
do better work. The yardmaster who exercises care in the
selection of his employees, endeavoring to secure those who
will be eligible for promotion, and who then develops each
employee to bring out the best that is in him, is not only
special
If

increasing the efficiency of his organization for the present.
but is creating a corps of men upon which he can draw when
filling positions of greater responsibility in the
future.

The problem

of securing more movement from cars is esone of reducing tie time spent by these cars in the
large terminals. It is in this feature that one of the greatest
opportunities for increased economies exists today. With the
concentration of attention at this point during the last two
or three years important improvements have been made, but
even greater ad\*ances can still be made.
sentially

;
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This

is one of the paramount questions of successful yard
operation, as a great deal of the delay to cars is directly due
manner in which they are handled, and as a result considerable time is lost by each car in the course of repairs.

to the
General Yardmaster, Illinois Central, Centralia,

111.

There are many details in the successful operation of a
classification yard which can be included in two divisions, i. e.,
organization and facilities.
By organization I include not
only the direct head of the yard, but all departments forming
the organization on which successful operation is dependent.
This includes not only the general yardmaster of the yard
with his assistants and the engine foremen and switchmen,
but comprises as well the organization of other departments
on which successful yard operation is directly dependent,
prominent among which are the mechanical department; the
transportation department; other yards on the division, and
the train despatchers and trainmen.
It has been my observation in j'ears of service as a trainman, a mechanical employee, and a yardman that a great
deal is dependent on a yardmaster. He must be a man with
a personality who can handle men and who understands all
details and branches of railroading and he must be thoroughly conversant with the official as well as the practical
side of the work.
In other words, he must be a man of
education and one who knows how to get the most out of a
man. In order to do this he must have the good will of every
emploj'Ce under him, and he must, above all, enjoy the good
will and the support of the officers in all his undertakings.
organization he must be the head. A mistake is
railroad officers in ignoring the head of the
All correyard in handling investigations and discipline.
spondence should be addressed to and handled by him. All
In

his

made by many

investigations should be conducted by him and his recommendations should be acted upon in yard matters.
It is a mistake to have too many semi-officials presiding
over a yard or any part of it. While a general yardmaster
cannot preside over any large yard and cover all details of
the work, he should limit his assistants to the lowest possible
number and still have the proper supervision over each part
of the work. These men should possess all the qualifications
of a general yardmaster and above all must be absolutely
loyal to the general yardmaster and consult him frequently
in the daily operation of a yard.
While the yard may be so large that a general yardmaster
cannot govern it as he should, he should have a competent
organization in his yard office to handle that part of the work
and enable him to go about the yard frequently and keep in
touch with what is going on. Each of his assistants should
preside over a designated part of the yard and wherever possible should have charge of the movement of a designated
traffic in a certain direction so that there will not be a divi-

sion of responsibility.

He

should use care

in selecting his

switchmen, ever keeping

mind and the fact that each man forms
chain and that the chain is no stronger than the

his organization in

a link in his

He should have a satisfactory system of disshould impress upon his subordinate employees.
particularly his engine foremen, the necessity of doing their
work promptly and properly and should not allow them to
lose sight of the absolute necessity of handling all equipment
carefully.
It is an established fact that considerable damage
to equipment occurs in a yard, not always of such consequence that a car must be sent to a fepair track before it
is in condition to go forward, but the draft gear may be so
weakened in handling that it cannot carry its part of the
weight and sooner or later the weakened part will give way.
weakest

link.

cipline.

He

In a successful yard organization a great deal is dependent
office where the records and way bills are handled.

upon the
This

is an organization in itself, which must be presided over
by a competent chief clerk, who should be a man of detail
and who should be competent to handle men. He must use
care in picking his employees, as a great deal is dependent
upon a yard clerk who is accurate and quick in his work. The

chief clerk should arrange for the various yard clerks to take
a daily check of the yard and to report to him all cars which
aie being delayed in their respective yards or districts for any
reason, so that he can follow them up to ascertain what is

delaying them and make necessary arrangements to move
them forward with the least possible delay.
The general yardmaster should keep in close touch with
the chief despatcher regarding the time of arrival of trains,
and should outline the work with his yardmasters so that
they will be prepared to handle them promptly on arrival.
It has been my custom in handling through time freight
trains where the cars are not properly switched to the outgoing track to require the engine foreman to mark the car
from, the switch list showing the station for which it is
destined, the date of arrival, and where the shipment contains
live stock or perishable freight he should note this on the
side of the car.
In this way not only the engine foreman
carrying the switch list, but anyone else may be fully conversant with the nature and importance of the shipment
contained so that it may not be lost sight of and unnecessarily delayed.

A

great deal

is

also dependent on the facilities.

These

in-

clude not only the tracks and their location, but the motive
power and other conveniences for the prompt handling of

through the yard. Important among these are the
repairing bad order cars and for the prompt inspection of incoming and outgoing trains.
Much depends
upon the co-operation of the mechanical department. That
means not only furnishing first class power, but also an organization of inspectors who can be depended upon to do
their work thoroughly and expeditiously and with enough
men to inspect each train promptly on arrival while the
switch list and way bills are being checked in the yard office.
The yard should be equipped with a system of air lines so
that prompt inspection of the trains can be made while they
are being made up. This greatly expedites the movement of
fast trains through the yard.
The facilities for repairing bad order cars should be up-todate and complete in every particular. I have always found
it convenient to have a track adjacent to the train yard arranged for making quick repairs, such as applying yoke bolts
and making minor draw head and safety appliance repairs
which cannot be made in the yard, and for the changing of
wheels under loaded cars. I have also found that having
designated repair tracks for the various running repairs with
an assigned force of men on each has enabled me to handle
cars more expeditiously than to have the cars placed on one
or two tracks where they are handled as they come.
Certain tracks in the train yard should be designated for
receiving bad order cars, the time freight cars requiring
quick repairs being promptly switched to the quick repair
tracks by the yard engine while switching the train. A yard
engine should be assigned to serving the repair tracks and it
should be required tQ remove ^W b^d order cars from the train
trains

facilities for

Vol.
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yard to the shop tracks and do all spotthig and switching of
mechanical department tracks.
While, of course, a great deal depends on the size of the
yard and the manner in which it is laid out, I have always
designated certain tracks to receive a particular kind of
freight for a given destination or district, separating the
tracks as between time freight, dead freight and empties
where they do not go forward on connecting trains.
A great deal depends upon local conditions as to the movement of empty cars, which are the ones that generally meet
with more delay. In many cases equipment must be held
to protect coal, stock or cotton loading, depending upon the
Practically every railroad yard has
class of business served.

some special kind of equipment to hold, for which ample
provision should be made in the way of storage tracks. In
switching a train, storage cars should be thrown to a designated track and moved to the storage yard, where they can
be classified and made ready to send out on orders.
The prevention of terminal overtime is largely dependent
The yardupon the yardmaster and the engine foreman.
master should know the amount of work required for each
train and the length of time it will take to do that work
and a first class yardman can generally tell within a very
few minutes the approximate time required and should govIt has
ern himself accordingly in the ordering of trains.
been my practice not to order dead freight trains, or trains
of minor importance, until they are made up so, nearly that
there is no possibility of a failure to have them ready before
A yardmaster must also work in
the time called to leave.
conjunction with the train despatcher, calling trains at a time
when there will be no interference with incoming or outgoing
trains.
It

has been

my

idea to assign engines in a classification yard

and to look to the
engine foremen and yardmasters to handle their part of the
work, always keeping it lined up with all cars in their proper
place. The practice of leaving work until business is slack has
proved a mistake, as in the railroad of today the slack time
seldom comes and conditions then go from bad to worse.
The handling of bad order loads which require heavy repairs is another question which should never be lost sight of.
Where a car is shopped for such defects that repairs cannot
be made promptly, or where transfer is required, there should
be no delay in promptly switching the car to the transfer
track, together with a suitable empty car into which to make
the transfer, and a designated force should be maintained for
this purpose, although, of course, the size of this force should
be regulated with the amount of business.
It should be borne in mind by the general j'ardmaster and
thoroughly impressed by him upon all subordinates that each
day's delay to an empty or loaded car represents a certain
loss to his employers, who are always entitled to his best
services.
Furthermore, tbey should be made to appreciate
that every car made bad-order by them causes several times
the amount of work in handling that car that it would had
the proper care been exercised in handling it in the first
place.
We must also be ever alive to the fact that the more
room we have in the yard the less work there is in handling
to a special service or part of the yard

cars and the less liability there is of cars being overlooked
or delayed, and to this end the general yardmaster himself
is the one to whom the officials of the railroad
company
look for the prompt despatch and movement of trains through
the yard.

We

use a switch

list

in

handling trains over the

hump

at

foreman keeping the original list as a check.
As an assistant to the hump foreman we have assigned a
clerk, whose duty it is to mark switch lists as well as
keep
a record of the individual cars and rides made by each rider
so that if any damage results or any questions come up regarding any special car ridden from the hump it is easy to
find out who rode the car from the hump to the
classification
Centralia. the
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1

also use this check sheet to determine whether
the riders are riding their proportion of cars passing over
the hump, and if we find they are not keeping up their riding
average, it is an easy matter to discipline the party at fault.

We

yard.

At the end of each month a statement is compiled showing
number of rides made by each rider and their daily average for the month. We find that this causes a great deal of
interest among the men, as they know that they are being
checked up and each man is anxious to keep his average up
the

to the standard.

ing of

all

This clerk's duties include also the reportto cars while being humped, seeing

damage done

and "903" reports are made by all parties
concerned in any accident resulting in car damage. We have
also two yard clerks in the northbound and southbound yards
whose duty it is to inspect all seals and to make a record, as
well as to apply new seals when cars are found unsealed,
and to inspect cars of merchandise and other perishables
when found unsealed to ascertain whether there is any shortage in the cars. This enables the claim department to locate
the point and the division on which pilfering was done.
Terminal overtime is a live subject at Centralia. When I
took charge some IS months ago this terminal was one of
the worst offenders on the system in this regard, the average
I imterminal overtime being from 30 to 55 hours daily.
mediately started a campaign, and in the course of 60 days
For March.
this terminal overtime was cut down very much.
1914, which is an average month, we ran 1,200 freight trains
with a total of 18 hours' terminal overtime. This reduction
was brought about by personal supervision and impressing
upon the assistant yardmasters, engine foremen and switchmen that the making of terminal overtime was entirely uncalled for, and that by the proper listing of trains and having
them made up they could eliminate this annoying feature of
yard operation. I also talked personally with outgoing enginemen and trainmen on this subject, with the result that
they now take as much interest in the matter as any of the
yard force. What little terminal overtime we have is caused
by unavoidable accidents, which are the fault neither of the
.crew nor of the yard force.
I have received the best results in regard to switch engine
mileage by making the matter as nearly a personal one as I
can between the different yardmasters, pointing out to them
which engines were doing the most work and where I thought
they could get better results from them. By going over the
details of the work they have to perform, I am getting much
more work out of the engines at the present time than
that proper "478"

heretofore.

With the surplus

of power that we find on nearly every railcountry at the present time, the blockading of
large yards seems to me to be entirely uncalled for.
The
majority of blockades are caused by the chief train despatchers and general yardmasters not looking far enough ahead
in order to anticipate any congestion at least 24 hours in advance. A great many blockades are also caused by the general yardmaster not working enough switch engines to
handle the extra heavy run of business through his yard
promptly. This is poor economy.

road

in the

SECOND PRIZE— ESPRIT DE CORPS
By

C. a.

YARD OPERATION

IN

Pex.xington

Supervisor of Terminals, C. C. C. &

St. L.

and

C.

&

O.. Louisville,

Ky.

The framing
all

of a set of rules to suit operating conditions in
yards would be a task compared to which the feats of the

demigods of Greek mythology pale to

insi,gnificancc.

However,

many differences, there are some things common to
terminals and some operating principles that can be applied

despite the
all

""

in general.

Most terminals arc (and all should be) constructed s.>
the inbound and outbound business can be handled with
interference and it is important that yardmasters see' that

that
little

sucli

July
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1914

3,

several divisions

ness on speculation and using box cars as warehouses. It is the
consensus of opinion that this charge will increase the efficiency

a serious one, and

of valuable team track facilities and in turn improve conditions

interference does not exist, or at least exists only to the least

Where

extent consistent with the yard layout.

of a road reach one terminal this problem

co-operation

among

is

the heads of the different sections of a yard

Many short cuts are possible when a man thoroughly understands what the other fellow
will do with a string of cars when they reach his territory. Ten
minutes additional time consumed in one yard may mean a savis

essential to satisfactory operation.

more

ing of 30 minutes or

The outbound
of course,
different

freight

in another.

was holding back in its working yard from 25 to 100 cars, while
the average number of cars unloaded daily amounted to about

shortest

running lightest between

the tracks are of

should be used for the business

trains.

When

the elevation and curv-

some

in close

touch with despatchers and

be prepared to receive inbound trains promptly.

overtime
It

is

is

important

will

selection of tracks should be made so that those most easily used
will be applied to handling the classifications that run the heaviest.

not only because they
the

it

is

While terminal

not the only thing to be considered.

Men
just as important to give road men fair treatment.
sometimes work hke Trojans to reach a terminal on time,

ature of tracks in a non-gravity yard are different, a careful

Attention should be given to the lowest classes of dead freight.

not considered this question should give

investigation.

Yardmasters should keep

must be kept bunched, with the manifest,
If

who have

Officials

30.
it

separated from dead freight.

length the

inbound yards. During a recent rather heavy perishable
season one road with a team track yard of about 200 cars capacity
in the

movement

may be

actuated by a desire to expedite

of the company's business, but on account of

some

game or a
over. Under

personal reason such as a desire to attend a ball

Manifest loads with their car cards and colored bills demand
from yard clerks, switchmen, and yardmasters, but the
low grade freight is like an actress without a press agent. As

matinee, or to reach their hotel before meal time

attention

such conditions failure to be taken into the yard promptly is
often taken as a personal affront. This may seem inconsequential

an example of what is done to dead freight, a train will be given
perhaps 40 dead freight cars out of a 50-car track, and tlie remaining ten cars will be covered with a "cut" of new freight.
This may be done three or four times and delay will ensue,
whereas a few minutes spent in placing the old cars ahead or

but

"doubling over" the contents of several partly
old freight would result in the prompt

filled

movement

tracks of

of such freight

with a corresponding increase in the reputation of the road.
This' need not be carried to extremes, but should receive more
attention than

As

a

rule

is

usually given.

shippers

haven't the

mania,

speed

although

our

on inoculating them. Leaving out of consideration livestock and highly perishable freight, the greater
number of shippers do not care whether freight is received in
freight solicitors insist

three days or four, but the

demand

is

that the

movement be

reasonably regular so that dependence can be placed on its apPossibly some day less attention will be
pro-ximate arrival.
given to the manifest freight which demands light tonnage trains,
speedy runs and other net revenue kiUing features, and more

moving the general business with more
regularity.
Such a condition would lessen the difficulties in
some yards and would doubtless result in a better general handHng of business in all yards. However, now is the time for
superintendents, agents, yardmasters, yard clerks and yardmen to
watch the dead freight and see that unnecessary delays do not

attention will be given to

occur.

Shop tracks should be closely watched and pulled regularly,
and so far as possible cars for heavy repairs should be separated
from the light repair cars. If a superintendent has his repairmen
and yard force working in close co-operation, the total number
of bad order cars can be kept down and much per-diem saved. If
cars are thrown into shop tracks indiscriminately and are repaired the same way the number of cars moved will be decreased
and many times important cars for a manifest train will be
marooned behind a jacked up "cripple," when by a little foresight delay to such freight could have been avoided.
In transferring cars from one yard to another or between connections (if such work is done) reciprocal arrangements should
be made, when possible, to avoid light mileage. However, prompt

movement

of through business

must not be

sacrificed.

located in a large city, the operation of that yard can be seriously handicapped by the failure of
If the classification

yard

is

consignees to promptly handle team track business in the bulking
yard. Leaving out of consideration the extra work in the team
track yard, if such tracks are not being operated to a high degree of efficiency and cars accumulate this condition is bound to
re-act on the classification yard which must take care of the ac-

cumulation and the work incident t6 keeping old and important
business cut ahead. A few terminals have put into effect a team
track storage charge which in some instances trebles the ordinary
car service charge and acts as a penalty on consignees doing busi-

is

A friendly road crew
it is a factor in handhng the business.
can do many little things to help a yardmaster, and incidentally
the road he represents, while a crew with a grouch can do many
mean things without violating any rule.
In small yards it is impossible to avoid all delays. With equal
facilities, however, there can be a wide difference as between
different types of yardmasters the type that is wide awake and

httle

—

ready to take advantage of every possible

move

to get the best

and the type that operates in a more
or less haphazard manner, depending on the lack of facilities as a
It is also important to have outbound
stock-in-trade excuse.
Crews are sometimes called on a guess
trains' ready on time.

out of the available

facilities

The freight should be in some shape before crews are
and despatchers should be given definite figures.
By far the most important feature in considering economic and
Consider
satisfactory yard operation is that of organization.
a class whose importance is often underfirst the yard clerks
estimated.
A few minutes' conversation with the various yard

figure.

called

—

clerks of a terminal will reveal the standard of efficiency in that
See
terminal. That is rather a broad statement but try it out.

how much

each

takes in that

his work and the interest he
more important still see what he knows
work and what interest he takes in the

man knows about

work

—but

about the other fellow's
Interest and careful
general business of keeping cars moving.
teaching on the part of the department head begets interest and
knowledge on the part of the staff. It may be that the personnel

low grade despite all the head of the department
be trying to do, but that will not disprove the fact that the
standard of efficient yard operation is usually measured by the
is

of rather

may

general ability of the staff of yard clerks.
Unfortunately in some instances rates of pay have fallen so low
that it is extremely difficult to get men with experience and

proper character to accept clerkships. Young boys of questionable
ability at times have to be employed, without any assurance that
they will not desert and waste several months of patient and
careful teaching.

The yard clerks should be under the jurisdiction of the yardmaster rather than tlie agent, as the former is vitally dependent
on the work of the clerks. There is a difference of opinion on
this question, but assuming the position to be a correct one without extensive argument, what can the yardmaster do to obtain
To begin with, the
the best results from the available timber?
general yardmaster and chief yard clerk must follow up every

make that error worth something as a lesson in prevention—not only so far as the man interested is concerned but
The yardmaster is in close
with respect to the entire staff.
touch with all cases of loose work and feels the effect and he
must not assume an indifferent attitude unless he wants that
error and

attitude reflected in the yard clerks' actions.

highly important and almost universally neglected feature
of high class yard operation is a yard clerks' school. I mean by

A
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A

should certainly run the job and not let it
absolutely necessary but should be given
It isn't a bad thing to think a little from the
careful study.
other fellow's standpoint, and if he doesn't reciprocate, he is a

own and

good one

If the yard clerks are not "on the job" all the
time not only will delays occur and unnecessary per diem be paid,
but some already overburdened switch engine will do double
work owing to the fact that cars are not properly listed when
Teach the boys to think, explain to them the "why"
first handled.
Some yardof the thing, solicit suggestions and create interest.

in

'

:

speaking acquaintance with a

the "bad actors."

A plain command may
quantity and quality of the work.
produce results but an order couched in terms that appeal especially to the individual often strikes a responsive chord that reThis is especially true during periods
sults in double effort.
are taxed to the utmost and yards are fighting

An

appeal to a conductor's pride, a challenge to

an engineer as to the
to think of the

ability of his locomotive,

work somewhat

contest rather than in plain terms of

in the

encouraging some

nature of a sporting

box cars and

trains

things will often

work wonders on days when a terminal

"swamped" with

business.

should also be borne

in

mind

that a

little

— these

A

yardmaster should not lose sight of the

fact that

it is

human

A

the one best fitted to hold his organization intact and to

confidence into the

men are needed.
The yardmen
and then that

men during

times

when

confident

instill

fighting

^

should be taught an interest

interest

broadened

there will be a
costly

in

their territories

until a co-operative spirit ex-

with respect to the general business of the company. Conductors should be encouraged to explain the yard work to the
A man cannot be highly interested in his work
switchmen.

ists

when he has only a hazy idea of what it is all about. Not only
will the men be better switchmen when they understand just
why they do certain things, but the yardmaster is entitled to
have the conductor's work understudied. This does not mean

minimum

of specific delays that are annoying,

and of considerable influence

in

establishing the reputation

of the road.

PRACTICAL HINTS ON YARD OPERATION AND
SUPERVISION

pleasant conversa-

nature to follow a leader and to pattern after that leader to some
extent.
quiet, courteous man, but with plenty of fighting spirit
is

.

'

There are many short cuts and methods of operation peculiarly
fitted to local conditions and terminal officials are usually prompt
in the adoption of such methods, but the success of any plan of
operation depends primarily on the constant teaching and training
of the men in the ranks.
Where clerks and yardmen are cooperating to move cars promptly, safely, and economically, backed
up by proper supervision on the part of the yardmasters, such a
terminal will show results, and while the class of traffic and
number of trains run may prevent a very low average car delay,

about

is

effect on a grouch that sunshine has on disyardmaster should not forget that a hungry man
can't be very efficient and a man who breakfasts at S a. m. is
hungry at noon. The better men will not kick about missing a
meal occasionally when necessity demands, but they are rather
discriminating judges of what constitutes a necessity. Physical
discomfort often prevents an ordinarily loyal man from "playing
fair."
In the matter of granting short leaves of absence preference should not be given the regular loafers to the extent of
placing a penalty on ability.

same

men

help maintain a high standard and assist in the elimination of

A

Individual attention and the application of
fitted to the man under consideration are

to

A

the

dropped from the organization, as unfair to the
to the men with whom he is associated.
the proper spirit into the yardmen, start them thinking

Instill

necessary to produce satisfactory results in handling the yardmen to the end that a high standard may be maintained both as

ease germs.

when

a terminal organization best results are secured

man

knowing him.
methods peculiarly

tion has the

the undesirables,

along the right lines with respect to the question of discipline,
show them where they are personally interested, and they will

isn't

It

If possible to create

weed out

Terminal officials must know their
peculiarities, likes and dislikes, and something

of their outside interests.

men

will help

company and unfair

as to the switchmen.

facilities

men

will be quickly

siderable satisfaction.

when

at the first opportunity.

drop

understand that they are to be judged by their general ability
and conduct, and a disposition to further the company's interests, and that a tendency to get out of a walk in doing the work
is not apt to be followed by punishment for some trifling error.
It should be equally well understood that an employee who does
not care to observe the rules and do his full share of the work

masters may think this impracticable, but it isn't a theory it has
been tried out and found valuable. Let me repeat— keep everIt costs something but it is
lastingly drilling the yard clerks!
worth the price. A well trained yard clerk often means a future
A-1 yardmaster and he certainly means a present source of con-

off congestion.

to

is

although they might not be wilHng to acknowledge it openly.
The esprit de corps has carried many a man through a period of
trying times and such times have a tendency to bob up in a railroad yard. There are times when it is necessary to impress some
lesson on the mind of a young conductor or engineer, but it is
doubtful whether suspensions have the desired effect. As a rule

a positive manner.

habits,

official

Discipline

the "family spirit." the

secdaily checks, showing the degree of efficiency in different
can be
tions of the yard; in short, by personal contact the men
in
work
their
taught to drop a mechanical attitude and handle

—their

terminal

run him.

luie
destination of the cars, the disposition of empty equipment in
checkwith orders from the car distributors, the best methods of
specitk deing foreign cars and securing home routes showing
taken from
lays that have occurred, with a rough comparison

men

1

done.

they can also be taught to handle their
Here can be discussed
specific duties in a satisfactory manner.
regard to
the proper methods of marking and hsting trains with

Now

No.

57,

that there should be two or three men trying to run one crew,
as that always results disastrously, but the conductor can boss
the job and explain things if the yardmaster will see that it is

can
meetings at convenient times of as many yard clerks as
him and the
be present in the yardmaster's office to discuss with
phases of old
chief yard clerk new features of the work and new
idea of work
features. At such schools yard clerks can get some
that,

other than their

Vol.

Bv

R.

M. B.\KER

Bellwood, Pa.
If the

most optimistic

view-

which can be taken of the trans-

portation situation shows the average freight car

moving only
hours out of each 24, and that during the other 21j4 hours
its value as a revenue producer is zero, one-half of which dead
time is spent in yards, we are certainly forced to the conclusion
that our old friend Atlas as a monopolizer of responsibility has
nothing on the present day yardmaster, and that the prompt
movement of cars through yards forms a problem beside which
2i'<

the speed of trains on the road sinks into insignificance.

While extensive changes in yard layouts are not practicable
any changes in methods of operation which tend to
economy are attractive to everybody. The first consideration
for the yardmaster to consider is whether or not his office is
properly located in the yard.
Each yard has its busy point,
possibly that at which the crews go on and off duty, the gauntlet
at present,

between

classification tracks or the track scales
if located at
such a point he can give much personal supervision to his work
whhout going beyond call of his desk. Further than this, he
should have telephones in booths or boxes located at each end

of his

;

yard,

track to the

at

or near the

receiving or

switches leading from

forwarding tracks, and

at

the

main

such

in-

termediate switches or points as will make it possible for his
subordinates to get into quick communication with him. Being
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so equipped he should not go bej-ond call of his desk without
leaving a substitute capable of directing the work in his place.
I wish to particularly emphasize this latter point: Instructions

crew do not always work out smoothly, and it frequently
becomes necessary to quickly communicate with the general, if
much valuable time is not to be lost, in which case he should
not be "At Winchester, 20 miles away."
to a

The

three steps in the operation of a classification jard are

receiving,

classifying

and

double themselves where

forwarding,

it

is

which steps

of

necessary to handle the

course

traffic

in

both directions.

Upon

receipt of a train the first object

is

to clear the

main

If any instructions are necessary
regarding the putting away of the train they should be issued
to the conductor at some office en route so that he may have a
chance to issue the necessary instructions to his crew without

track as promptly as possible.

detention.

If at all possible the switches leading

from the main

track to the receiving yard should be set up by the operator,
switchman or other employee whose duties require him to be at

or near that point more than the overtime of the crew is saved
if an extra stop by a heavy train can be avoided.
After the train is put away all time made by the crew is nonrevenue producing, and for this reason the cabin track and the
point at which the enginemen are relieved should be as near the
loaded receiving yard as possible, and the time of relief should
be certified to by the yardmaster or a subordinate located at or
near this point where the crews are so relieved. The manifests,
tirtie cards, etc.. should be delivered to their proper destination
by a messenger, rather than by the conductor, which latter plan
;

sometimes means

that the entire train crew

is

paid to deliver

may be pumped up and tested, and defective equipment
repaired by inspectors before the road crew takes charge, materially cutting down the time consumed in getting out of yards.
How to keep stray cars from being delayed is a question upon
which both time and money have been spent with not as good
trains

A system of car records which prorecord of every car moved costs perfectly good
and usually accumulates more stray records than it
moves stray cars. In every yard upon possibly 90 per cent, of
its trackage a car could not be lost if it wanted to, and possibly
the same percentage of cars moved through the yard do not
results as could be desired.

vides

for a

money,

leave those tracks. What is the use in a car record force spending 90 per cent, of its time and accumulating a mass of unnecessary information in looking after individual cars which cannot help but get the normal movement through the yard, and

only 10 per cent, in looking after those which may be delayed.
The cars on hold and stub tracks, and those awaiting loading
and unloading are the ones which must be looked after, and

must be done
can expect of the
reason I feel that
of hold tracks and
this

sults

;

In this connection, next to the yardmaster himself one of the
most important members of a successful yard organization, and
possibly the one who produces the biggest return on the money
invested is the messenger: be careful that high priced empossibly the yard/naster himself,

ployees,

that could be

are not doing

work

done quicker and better by a $20 messenger who
Don't have any

expects to be a yardmaster himself some day.

other kind.

The question of the proper classifications to be made at each
point should be thoroughly thrashed out at meetings in which
the several yards are competently represented, after which the
entire system should be blue printed,

and a copy placed

in

the

hands of each yardmaster with the understanding that suggestions from him regarding improvements in the system will be
given careful consideration, and within proper time replied to,
whether favorably acted upon or not. I believe that many yardmasters are too slow in making suggestions to their superiors
regarding all matters in which they have an interest not halfbaked suggestions upon subjects of which they have no knowledge,

—

suggestions which have been carefully thought out, and
which, after being viewed from all standpoints look good.
The same comments regarding standardizing of classifications

but

keeps the logs moving

is,

I

have

taking a bunch of possibly

and easily locate just where
Such audits should be made as
often as possible, and the results given careful study by the yardmast'-T, rot forgetting to commend where commendation is
any

if

is

occurring.

due, as well as to reprimand.

Are there any particular traits of character which can be developed by the yardmaster himself which will help him to sucmost responsible and trying of positions? I beFirst is that described by that good old comprehensive word "rectitude," which Webster says means in its
cess

in

this

lieve there are.

broadest sense "absolute conformity to the rule of right in prinAfter this comes courtesy, already referred
ciple and practice."
first, and the second will not be so hard
two elements are conscientiously striven
not rubbed on the outside, but rather taken inwardly and

to,

but get the

to

practice.

for

—

first

If

one

these

—

sweated out a yardmaster will have the respect of both those
above and below him.
In the successful operation of their yards the railroads might
learn much from a study of army rules and methods, for there
the control and direction of large forces from one central point
In the selection of yardmasters
sees its most perfect example.
has been the custom to some extent to place local knowledge
ahead of other qualifications, whereas I believe executive ability
and practical experience in any yard easily rank ahead of local
knowledge, which can be gotten in a short time. In fact the advancement of yardmasters and assistants from one yard to another has its definite advantages in bringing into the organizait

new ideas, and at the same time
work by deserved promotion.

furnishing the incentive to

REDUCING CAR DETENTION
By

Duffy

Geo. C.

General Yardmaster, Boston

&

Albany, West Springfield, Mass.

During the month of January,
through the yard of the Boston

1910, 63,829 cars

& Albany

Mass., at a cost of 12.5 cents per car.

at

were handled

West

Springfield,

During the month of

they must be willing to give as good

March, 1914. 90,895 cars were handled at an expense of 10.9
cents per car, an increase of 27,066 cars handled, and a decrease
of 1.6 cents per car in cost of handling, and this notwithstanding

saver under present methods of operaan air line to the head of the forwarding yard by which

the fact that a general increase in wages was granted to aH
employees effective April 1, 1910, with one increase in wages to

delivery?

Expecting

this

as they receive.

One money and time
is

movement nothing which
that

:

at several intermediate points,

faithful

tion

midstream.

200 cars and timing their actual movement through the yard,
first eliminating cut out cars.
It is sometimes possible to time

them

tion

connecting divisions and roads at junction points. Why has not
the receiving division a right to expect fairly accurate information as to amount of tonnage which will be delivered and the
time of its arrival, at least some little time in advance of actual

in

seen equals periodical audits

pense.

As much advance information as possible should be given the
roundhouse and train despatchers as to when trains will be
ready.
This statement may be thought superfluous, but how
often there is a lack of team work between the road and yard
people.
This lack of team work applies also to work between

Smaller yards, secures the best re-

a check on the normal

.-\s

apply to the blocking of cars in trains forwarded no more of
this work should be done than is necessary, nor should any be
avoided that can be done to advantage, the entire question being
that of where the work can be done with the least delay and ex;

in

other words a system which patrols the banks and

in

the delay

them.

;

duplicate "put" cards for cars placed at in-

memoranda

or

dustries,

"last weekly" is about the best one
average system of car records.
For this
for the use of the yardmaster daily checks

daily
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to conductors and trainmen since,
together with the increases granted to the other yard forces at
different times, which of course are reflected in the operating

enginemen and two increases

expenses of the yard.

The following methods are employed in reducing car detention
to other than perishable and high class freight Any car of merchandise requiring repairs must be transferred and forwarded
within 12 hours if the car cannot be repaired within that time.
:

Ordinarily this has to be done at the freight house, but on several
occasions, with the assistance of one or two trackmen, and perhaps

a yardmaster and

clerk and myself, this has been accomplished

at the yard, mainly through the spirit of co-operation and harmony that exists between the maintenance of way and the operating departments at this yard. With other freight not consid-

ered quite as important 24 hours
pleted,

A

and cars delivered

allowed for repairs to be com-

is

to the yard, or a transfer will be

made.

assigned for cars requiring light or minor repairs
in the eastbound receiving yard and also in the eastbound classitrack

is

is made for westbound
The necessity for the prompt
on their respective tracks is impressed
upon yardmasters and yard conductors by frequent get-together
talks with the conductors, and by personal meetings with the
yardmasters. I consider these meetings one of the main factors
in the efficient handling of this particular branch of the service.
Of course it is understood by all concerned that perishable and
high class freight requiring repair attention will be given im-

and the same arrangement

fication yard,

cars in their respective yards.

placing of cripple cars

necessary contents will be transferred at once and properly ventilated or iced cars used as the

mediate consideration, and
occasion

may

if

have a normal average of 26 eastbound and 30 westbound
trains daily, although this has run as high as 45 trains eastbound
and 48 westbound in 24 hours during different busy periods. We
classify 14 separate groups eastbound, and 12 distinct groups
westbound, and any delay to any loaded car that shows as high
as 10 hours, has to be explained to the superintendent. With
the exception of six fast freight trains in each direction, these
trains will average 20 switches each, so the necessity of close
all

concerned

at all

times can readily be seen.

Every card manifest is time stamped on the arrival of the
car which it accompanies, and these cars are constantly under
the supervision of the yardmaster or his clerk, and the manifest
can be readily examined by the general yardmaster, or by the
trainmaster, which occurs frequently.

I

think this open inspec-

tion has a great tendency to keep the car detention

down

to a

minimum.

PRACTICAL HINTS ON YARD OPERATION
By

J.

B.

Warringtox

Division Superintendent, Pliiladelpliia

One

&

Readini;, Philadelpliia, Pa.

of the chief factors in the successful operation of large

yards designed for the classification and breaking up of trains
is organization, combined with the efficiency of those who compose it. The next factor is the method of applying that organization to the various tasks,

must be administered

and the measure of

maintain

to

A

hopper bottom cars that require reloading is a necessary feature
of a large yard. Shop cars should be put on separate shop tracks
and repaired in the yard or sent to the nearest shop, loaded cars
being given preference. At any point where large numbers of
cars are required daily for loading purposes there should be
shop men to make light repairs, and to keep all cars possible
out of the shop.
In my opinion the prevention of blockades depends on the efforts made by those in charge to avoid same. The use of good
judgment is most essential. Quite often the same old method of

vogue years before is being used, which is no doubt
present day conditions.
The men or man
When a blockade exists no set
in charge must be up to date.
rule or method can apply, other than some man with a definite
knowledge of what is required must get on the job and stay
there, and make the movements fit in with the existing conditions.
Prevent blockades by close attention to the business, and
The trainmaster should be on hand
this trouble cannot occur.
in person as much as possible and center the power there, if
handling

in

entirely unsuited to

A

necessary sending cars to other yards for classification.

important element

in

connection with this

foreign road, which connects with you, to

is

very

to try to get the

move

its

traffic

more

promptly.

An

on-time movement of scheduled trains and drafts of cars

upon. The reduction of switching to a minimum
yards and elsewhere should be the constant endeavor on the part of the yard force handling. The matter of

must be

itisisted

in classification

should be thoroughly supervised to avoid any.
unnecessary handling and movement of cars.
Personal supervision

of these

varied

details

operation

of

by the

officers

in

charge, together with educational meetings for the dissemination

knowledge necessary to promote
and also to profit
from errors, will materially assist in attaining desired results.
To secure efficiency, however, organization is necessary with
some one in authority to see that there should be intelligent interpretation and rigid enforcement of the instructions. Of course
while all the various problems pertaining to tonnage, power, inadequate facilities, failure to keep pace with modern conditions,
etc.. will have to be met. it must be recognized that efficiency
failure may be due to weakness in the human element, as well
as to the lack of facilities to keep pace with heavier power and
largely increased train tonna,ge.
It should be the aim of operating officials to give the rank and file such treatment by personal
touch as will stimulate the employee to such efforts as will
bring out the best that is inherent, and redound to the railway
company's welfare and best interests, .\nother method to attain human efficiency is to require strict compliance with total
abstention from intoxicating liquors.
Successful terminal operation would therefore seem to rest
upon adequate facilities, vigilant supervision on the part of operating officials combined with loyalty of the employee, and the
highest human efficiency attainable to both employee and official.

of

efficiency,

KEEPING CARS MOVING

IN

A LARGE YARD

its

be handled promptly in the yard, and at the same time to keep
open the main tracks to handle the perishable and fast freight
trains, which take preference over the usual run of business.
The repair of bad order cars is an important feature of all
yards.
I find it more advantageous in times of congestion to
transfer the contents of bad order cars, as this prevents delay
is

1

containing fragile material should not be transferred if avoidplace to dump
able, as a claim for breakage usually follows.

discipline that

power.
All classification yards should be so arranged that cars inbound and outbound are handled at different ends to keep the
traffic moving in its proper direction, and to prevent delay by
reason of the first cars in being the first out. Sufficient trackage
should be provided outside' of the yard proper to permit road
crews to set out their trains when for any reason they cannot

and the handling

No.

57,

car distribution

require.

We

supervision by

Vol.

practically the same,

for a loaded car re-

quires preference over empty equipment at the repair shop, and
it has to be handled again after repairs are completed.
Cars

By H.

T.

MuRR.w

General Yardmaster, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, Galesburg,

The problems presented

in the successful operations

111.

and han-

many, and are governed by traffic condiand the geographical location of the yards.
& Q. yard at Galesburg. 111., will possibly

dling of large yards are
tions, track facilities,

An

outline of the C. B.

be of interest in this connection.

We

have two humps and two flat yards built parallel with each
and connected with interchange tracks.
With smaller
auxihary yards serving the jiassenger station, etc., there is a
other,

total car capacity of -8,979 cars.

The lines leading out of Galesburg in four directions are
double track, while one line has three tracks, and one a single
.Also a double track freight cut off leads out for the

track.

\\ est.

Crews of four

divisions

run

in

and out of Galesburg
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All trains except merchandise and meat trains come into
Galesburg, with the cars mixed. Time and expedite cars come
the
head or rear end of the trains. Galesburg yard has
in on

yard.

72 classifications to switch against,

and

all

average train movement every seven minutes. When business is
normal 32 engines a day are worked in the yard. We have
handled 7,300 cars in 24 hours, and have maintained a record of
6,800 cars per day for 90 days.
Trains are blue flagged, and gone over by the car inspectors.
Car markers make out car tags from the list, way bills are left
by incoming conductors, and a card is put on each car showing
A carbon copy of the list of the train is tacked
the destination.
on the head car for the hump foreman's information. Cars are
pushed up on the hump, and the track number is put on the head

The number

of the track for the ne.xt

put on the rear end of the last car of each draft for the
The divide switch tenders
information of the switch tenders.

cut

is

the track signal to the lead switch tenders

give

who

line

the

switchers for the cars.

Both hump yards and the flat yard are equipped with air pipe
from one main air compressor operated by elecThe air pipe
tric power with an automatic starter and shut off.
lines are provided with upraisers between the tracks so that the
If
air pressure can be cut in on the train lines to locate leaks.
a broken train line is found the car is reported, and switclied out
lines supplied

of the train to the shop tracks. When the train is made ready
with the way car on, it is ordered. Bill clerks check out the train
from the car checker's list, then copy it, retain the original list
in the office for file, and place the way bills and a carbon copy of

the

list

Hump

car.

engine foremen cut the cars off, and work from 10 to
riders, with one switch tender at the divide, one at the

hump

14

way

of train in

crossover, and one on each lead on the lower tracks.

The

rules

hump

riders require that cars must be stopped at least two
from cars standing on tracks they ride in on. This saves
damage to. cars and contents when carried out to the letter. The

for

feet

yard

is

provided with

suflicient light

away from the
Time and expedite freight

cars that get

50

lb.

skid shoes to catch

riders.

are handled

in

separate groups, and

mixed with dead freight. Time and expedite
bad order cars are given special handling to the repair yards,
and are placed and pulled from time freight tracks in the reBad order dead
pair yard to make the first connection out.
freight loads are given preference movement to the repair yard,
Bad
with foreign empties next, and home empty cars next.
order cars are moved from the bad order tracks in the train
yards to the repair track district four times a day, and between
are allowed to be

by the night crews. The dead freight tracks
noon and at night. Loads set out
of out-goin.g tracks in bad order are given time freiglit handling
.\
to and from the repair yard, and are marked time freight.
dead freight car which is 24 hours from time in until time out
is charged as an old load, with 6 hours for time freight, and

4

a.

m. and 6

a.

when pounded constantly the cars on hand
down to the lowest possible number, and

in

yards

will be

kept

there will be no lost

engine power.

yard

trains leave the

with cars in station order in the train.
We have 76 regular passenger trains daily, and when freight
traffic is normal we average 130 freight trains per day, with an

•end of the car with chalk.
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TRAIN DESPATCHERS' ASSOCIATION
The twenty-seventh annual convention of the Train DespatchAssociation of America met at the Hotel Seminole, Jackson-

ers'

on Tuesday, June 16, and was called to order by
Purvis (S. A. L.), chairman of the entertainment committee.
After the usual courtesies President J. P. Finan took
ville,

H.

Fla.,

W.

the chair and appointed a credentials committee, which reported

members present. Fourteen members have withdrawn during the past year and 55 applications for membership

si-xty-eight

and reinstatement were approved. Later there were other apand in all 61 members were added. The report of
the executive committee showed a total membership of 1,155.
The total receipts during the year were $3,603, and total disbursements $3,814.

plications,

The principal business of the convention was the discussion
of the report of the Train Rules Committee, the same that was
discussed by the American Association of Railroad Superintendents last August, at Chicago, and printed in the superintendents'
proceedings.
This was noticed in the Raihway Age Gazette,

The

.August 29.

was too

Jacksonville discussion, which

filled

two

days,

detailed for reproduction in this place.

On

Tuesday, the convention was addressed by W. L. Stanley,
general claim agent of the Seaboard Air Line, on the subject,

"Does the prosperity of the railroads interest me personally?"
The address evoked great applause. On the same day W,- H.
Potter, superintendent of telegraph of the Southern Railway,
addressed the convention on the subject of telephone train despatching.
On Thursday the convention completed its discussion

Committee report and elected C. A. O'Connor
(Boston & .'\lbany), Springfield, Mass., president; T. W. Fitzgerald (Southern Pacific), Sparks, Nevada, vice-president, and
O. L. Taylor (Atlantic Coast Line). Sanford, Fla., member of
the executive committee for four years.
J. F. Mackie was reelected secretary-treasurer and editor for the term of two years.
the
place of meeting for
Minneapolis, Minn., was selected as
1915, and June 15 the day. A proposed constitutional amendment
providing for the raising of a fund of $1,000 to be used for the
relief of disabled members was defeated.
Numerous entertainments were provided between sessions and
for the ladies, and on Friday there was a special train over the
Florida East Coast Raihvay to St. Augustine. The visitors from
of the Train Rules

were agreeably surprised to find that the prevailing
temperatures in Jacksonville and vicinity were no higher than
they had experienced at their homes before starting for the
the north

convention.

m.,

in the repair yard are pulled at

—

Free Tr.\nspcrtation on the Ecypti.^n State R.\ilways
At the present time there is much talk of extending the pass
privileges on the railways of Egypt.

It is

ment intends

for

12 hours for expedite freight.

members

The yard is
All way bills are stamped with a time stamp.
checked for old loads, for cars out of line and for foreign empties.
The old load clerk verifies the yard check, and checks the
bill boxes each morning for old loads, and the assistant yardmasters are given a list of old loads. Bill clerks check over the
bill boxes when coming on duty to see that no way bills are out
of line or in the wrong boxes. They also check all time, stock
and expedite freight on a list for each direction, and see that
they are on checks of trains brought to the office so not to lose

provincial

the

first

We

connection out.

an 8 a. m., and a 4 p. m. check of cars on
from an accurate check of bill boxes,
and also check the engine and train crews on hand and ready.
This check is necessary to keep the cars on hand moving, and

make

hand for

a 5

all

a.

m.,

directions

to

grant

free

passes

said that the govern-

railway

of the legislative assembly and that

members

in

travel

to

all

addition, the

are asking for passes for their wives and

In the next place, the editors of the vernacular newspapers have revived an old agitation for free passes for themselves and half fare tickets for their sub-editors and reporters.
families.

At the present time Sheikhs and Ulemas (Mohammedan reUgions) are entitled to travel at half fare, as are also officers of
the army of occupation (on some lines), military nursing sisIn adters, while the Egyptian army travels at quarter fare.

granted to practically all recogdenominations and wives of high
The company's lines also give
travel free.

dition the half fare privilege

nized Christian clergy of

government

officials

free passes to the press.

must

cost the

is

all

In the aggregate,

all

these concessions

combined railways of the country many thousands

of dollars annually.

Mikado

Pennsylvania

and

The Design Follows

Employed

the Lines

the Latest Atlantic Type;

During the past few years there has arisen a need for a
larger freight locomotive for use on the main line of the
Pennsylvania Railroad between Altoona and Pittsburgh. The
employment of such a locomotive is desirable in order to reduce double heading to a minimum and to avoid the necessity of breaking up trains which arrive at Altoona and Pittsburgh and sending them forward over the Pittsburgh division
At the same time it was thought desirable to
in sections.
experiment with a heavy Pacific type locomotive for passenger service on this division. There has accordingly been

Type Locomotives'

Pacific
Many

in

Developing

Parts Interchangeable

possible, as well as the use of

embodied

in

the class

many

of the parts

which are

E6s Atlantic type locomotive.!
BOILER

and Mikado locomotives are interchangeable, and an interesting feature is the flanging of the
throat sheet in an integral piece with the lower half of the
rear barrel sheet. This has permitted of lowering the boiler
I's ill- and at the same time allows sufficient clearance for

The

boilers

of

the

Pacific

the rear driving wheels.

The

boiler

is

of the Belpaire type

Pennsylvania Mikado Type Locomotive
designed and built a Mikado type locomotive which bears
the railway company's classification Lis and a Pacific type

designated as class K4s.
It was necessary to keep the locomotives within certain
and to make the revolving and reciprocating parts as
light as possible consistent with the necessary strength because of restrictions in road clearance and because the weight
per pair of driving wheels is limited to 65.000 lb. with a 5 per
limits

cent,

margin

for scale

variations; there

Latest

is

also a limitation

Development

of Pacific

Type Locomotive on the Pennsylvania

dynamic augment due

to counterbalance for reciprocating
weights of 30 per cent, of the weight on drivers, at 70 miles
an hour for passenger locomotives and at 294 revolutions per
minute for freight locomotives. Interchangeability of parts
between the two locomotives has been carried out as far as
for

and has 237 Z\% in. tubes and 40 IY2 in. superheater flues, all
of which arc 19 ft. long
The firebox is 126 in. long by 80
in. wide and is fitted with a combustion chamber; the grate
area is 70 sq. ft. The inside diameter qf the boiler at the
forward end is 78^ in. with an inside diameter of 87 in. at
the dome course.
The dome is flanged in one piece. The
design of smokestack employed is the result of much study
and as will be seen from the engraving, an inside extension is
used extending below the center line of the smoke box.

ef de:
of the
nnsylvania Mikado and Pacific tvpe lococlasses Lis and K4s, was published in the Daily Railway Age
Gn::ctte for June 15, 1914, pa^e 1411.
Some of the data given in this
article were appro.ximations, which were all that could be obtained at that
time ard will be found to differ slightly from the present figures, which

motives,

are correct.

FR.AMES

The frames

AND RUNNING

CE.^R

wide, and reinforced to
8 in. over the driving boxes.
Heat treated steel has been
used wherever possible, following the same lines in this
respect as in the E6s Atlantic type locomotive previously
referred to; among the parts in which this material has been
emploj'ed are the driving axles, crank pins and piston rods
are of cast steel, 6

in.

JFor description of the Pennsylvania clas
-Atlantic type locomotive
Railway Age Gazette, February 20, 1914, page 356

;e
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3,

as well as the

main and

much

weight as

In order to reduce the
side rods.t
as possible and at the same time facilitate

13

maintained thrgughout and the flanges are
the

web

7/16

is

in.

The

thick.

side

3.>8 in.

rods of the

k-2?4-'*)

The
the

heat treatment,

the

axles,

Boilers of the Pacific and

crank pins, wrist pins and

Mikado are Interchangeable
in. deep with a lli in. by j^ in. flange and a
web.
The arrangement of the valve gear is similar to that employed on the Atlantic type locomotive and the crosshead of

J^ in.

^

3i'4^' ToM meel Boss

'
!

|<

49'e"Len^h OrerM

Side Elevation

o.'

tli>;

^*

of I-section, 5

piston rods are bored through at the center.
The piston rods are of the extended type and are 4;2 in. in
diameter with a 2^2 in. hole through the center except at

U

wide, while

Mikado are

Per-nsylvania

where the rods are reinforced for the piston and
crosshead fits. The driving axles have a 3 in. hole through
the center and the journals are 11 in. by 15 in.
The main

4'll^'-

H
*j

Mikado Type Locomotive

the points

the Pacilic type

rods are of

is employed on the
Mikado. The same design of trailer truck is employed on all
three locomotives, the trailing spring gear being equalized

I-section,

8'4

in.

deep at the

rear end and lY^

Boiler of the Pennsylvania Pacific
in.

at the

forward end, the flanges tapering from

l.}g

to

Ui

The depth of 5^ in. for the milled section of the rod is
tThe methods employed in conrection with the crank pins and piston rods
were described in the article on the Pennsyl
Atlantic type locomotive
in.

in the issue of

February

20,

1914,

page 357.

ment

is

also very similar, but a two-bar arrange-

of guides with an alligator crosshead

and Mikado Type Locomotives
with that of the two rear pairs of drivers on the Mikado and
The trailing truck frame is a substantial steel

Pacific types.
casting,

g^

^^.gj,

all

33

in

jj,^

one
j^^j^,^

piece,

frame.

and constitutes the trailing equalizer
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One of the illustrations shows the arrangement of the
It was found necessary to use two
driver brake cylinders.
16 in. cylinders and because of space limitations the arrange-

type

^'oL. 57,

End

Elevations and Cross Sections of the

1

and the Pennsylvania consolidation type of the H9s
between the new Pacific type and the E6s

class, as well as

Atlantic type:

ment shown was employed.

Consolidation and Mik.ado Types

OTHER DETAILS
The locomotives are equipped with Schmidt superheaters
and Security brick arches. Screw reverse gear is used and
because of its not being necessary to provide space to move

No.

*•

General Data
Railroad

Lis
Mikado

classification

Consolidati<
4 ft. 9 ir

Type
Gage

4

ft.

9 in

Mikado Type

the reverse lever the cab has been considerably shortened.
It is also believed that the shorter cab will give the engine
The tender
crews a better opportunity to observe signals.
truck is of the same design as that used on the E6s Atlantic

type locomotive. The tank is of the water bottom type with
The water
36 in. wheels and S'/z in. by 10 in. journals.
capacity is 7,000 gal. and the coal capacity llyi tons.
These locomotives, as well as the latest design of Atlantic

Cross Sections Through the Boiler

Bit,

Weight in working order
Weight on drivers
Weight of engine and tender

in

of the

coal

46.290
250,000
220,000

lb.

408,000

Bit. coal
S^.S.'O lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

315,000
238,000

lb.

471.000

lb.

lb.

work-

ing order

The Lower Half

Freight

Freight

Service
Fuel
Tractive effort

Dome

Course

Flanged in

is

One

Piece

with the Throat Sheet

Frqnt

End Arrangement

Wheel
Wheel
Wheel

base, driving
base, total
base, engine and tender

17
25
62

OJ2
9yi
5j|

ft.

ft.
ft.

17

ft.

36

ft.

72

ft.

O'A in.
4!4 in.
3

Rtitios

were designed in the office of the mechanical engineer
Pennsylvania Railroad at Altoona and built in the
Juniata shops. The E6s class Atlantic type locomotives are
now hauling very heavy trains on inost exacting schedules
and the service results are amply justifying the design. It
type,

of

the

expected that equally satisfactory results will be obtained
trom the new Mikado and Pacific types.
Tabular comparisons are given below between the Mikado

is

Weight on drivers H- tractive effort...
Total weight -^ tractive effort
Tractive effort X diam. drivers -=- total
equivalent* heating surface
Total equivalent* heating surface -^
grate area
Firebox heating surfacg_ -7- total equivalent* heating surface,' per«cer't
Weight on drivers -v- total equivalent*
heating surface
Total weight -=- total equivalent* heating surface
Volume both cylinders, cu. ft

4.75
5.40

683
76.21

4.45
52.3

59.4
15.91

622
82.38

in.

—

.

Jllv

3.
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Ratios—Continued
Total

lent*

heating

surface

264.1
3.46

Diameter and stroke

n.

Kind

Piston
12 in.
6 in.

Simple
X 28

Diameter
Greatest travel
Outside lap
.

Heating surface,
290.0
3.52

in.

27

total

3,028.2 sq. ft.
782.2 sq. ft.
4,201.5 sq. ft.
55.13 sq. ft.
9 ft. 9 in.

Superheater heating surface
Total equivalent heating surface
Grate area
Center of boiler above rail

-j-

volume both cylinders
Grate area -^ volume both cylinders..

15

Simple
X 30

in.

Piston
12 in.
6 in.

.

Driving, diameter over tire
Driving, thickness of tires
Driving journals, main, c
length
Engine truck wheels, diameter
Engine truck, journals
Trailing truck wheels, diametei

.C-'i'

Arrangement

of the Driver

Brake Cylinders

of the

Mikado

Boiler

Tender

Style

Belpaire
205 lb.
Fireboxj width and length
72 in. x 110 54 in.
Firebox plates, thickness
in. & 5/16 in.
Fireboxj water space
5 in.
Tubes, number and outside diameter...
265
2 in.
36
Flues, number and outside diameter...
5J^ in.
Tubes, length
IS ft.
Tubes, thickness
.125 in.
Flues, thickness
.148 in.
Heating surface, tubes
2,841.2 sq. ft.
Heating surface, firebox
187
sq. ft.

Working pressure

H

—
—

E^

Eelpaire
205 lb.
80 in. x 126

H

in.

& 5/16

in.
in.

Sin.

237
40

— 2^

Tank

Water bottom

Wheels, diameter
Journals, diameter and length

36 in.
5}^ in. x 10 in.
7,000 gal.
12}^ tons

Water

capacity
Coal capacity

Water bottonr
36
SVi

in.

in. X 10 in.
7,000 gal.
12^2 tons

in.

Sii in.
19 ft.
.12S in.
.148 in.
3,746.8 sq. ft.
288.6 sq. ft.

ANTIC AND Pacific Types
General Data
Railroad

K4s

classification

Type
Gage

^gr^pEZ
-A-4'O-

^'3g-^

Leading Truck of the Pennsylvania Mikado

4

Pacific
ft. 9 in.

.

.
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Service
Fuel
Tractive

\^0L. 57,

No.

1

effort

Weight in working
Weight on drivers
Weight of engine and

Weight on drivers

-?-

tende:

tractive effort.

Total weight -^ tractive effort
total
Tractive effort X diam. drivers
equivalent* heating surface
Total equivalent* heating surface

^

grate

Firebox heating surface
-=-

total equiva
per cent
equivalent*

-i-

lent* heating surface,

Weight on drivers

total

heating surface
Total weight -r- total equivalent* heat
ing surface

Volume both

cylinders, cu, ft

->tA

Arrangement
t*

heating

surface

Seciion A-A-A
of the Cylinders for the

Mikado

-^

Tender

.

cylinders.

Tank

'.

olume both cylinders...
Cylinders
stroke

23j^

,

36

5H

Water capacity

+

*Total equivalent heatii
1.5 times superheater s

"n.

rface

total

Water bottom
36

in.

x

10 in.

7,000 gal.
Xiy, tons

Coal capacity

Valves

Diameter

Water bottom

Wheels, diameter
Journals, diameter and length

evaporative

5>^

in.

in.

x 10

in.

7,000 gal.
12J4 tons

heating

Greatest travel

Outside lap

.

—

.

Driving, diameter ov( : tires
Driving, thickness of
Driving journals, m; in, diameter
length
Engine truck wheels, diameter.
.

Engine truck, journa
Trailing truck wheels

diameter.

.

.

.

9/2

R.\iLWAY Construction in Indi-\. The Darjeeling-Himalayan
Railway is planning to construct a line connecting Kis!iungung
with Siliguri. This extension will give the people of Bihar a
short cut to Darjeeling and Kurseong, in the neighborhood of
which lies one of the spots under consideration for the future
summer residence of the Bihar government.

July
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THE VALUATION OF RAILWAY PROPERTY AND
THE DISTRIBUTION OF EARNINGS AND
EXPENSES ACCORDING TO USE

17

storage, industry, team, transfer and scale tracks, as well
as
tracks used exclusively for classifying station and transfer cars,
loading platforms, stockyards, elevators, coal and ore docks,
etc.

Because of the passenger rate case, and in accordance with the
instructions of the Corporation Commission and the law depart-

ment of the state of Oklahoma, the railroads of that state have
endeavored to separate their properties and accounts according

made
made by

of them, in this

to the uses

gestion

Justice

Hughes

way

also carrying out the sug-

Minnesota rate

the

in

case.

After elaborate studies the roads have worked out a method by
which the separation of property and revenues has been accomplished with a fair degree of accuracy.
During the past year
the various roads have prepared valuations

visions of earnings and expenses based

upon

Sketch Showing Distinction Between "Line" and Terminal Property
and Accounts

and have made dithis method, which

A.

Local station.

findings will be reviewed by the court this year.

Many railway
impossible to separate freight and

B.

men have maintained

C.

Junction with foreign road.
Junction with branch line.

and likewise to differentiate between state and
and between "line" and "terminal" property.

D.

passenger

that

it

interstate

traffic

While the method outlined

many

is

facilities

details,

Oklahoma

subject to revision in

is

an attempt to separate the property and ac-

is

it

in

counts according to use, and in this respect

it

is

mark

a distinct

of progress.

The plan provides

for the allocation of property

and accounts

between states the separation of state property and accounts
between terminal and line the apportionment of both line and
terminal property and accounts between freight and passenger;
the separation of main line and branch line property and accounts, showing the data for each main and branch line separately,
both as to line and terminal and the apportionment of main
and branch line freight and passenger accounts, both line and
terminal, between intrastate and interstate.
The accompanying sketch shows the distinction which has been
made between line and terminal facilities and those common to
both.
By line facilities are meant those which are used in the
transportation of traffic from the place of receipt (one terminal)
to the point of delivery (another terminal). Any facilities required
in, or expenses incident to, the movement of traffic between these
termini are line facilities and accounts. Terminal facilities and
charges are those which are connected with, or occasioned by,
securing, rfeceiving, loading or otherwise preparing traffic for
movement, and the unloading, delivery and other outlay incident
as

;

;

;

to the disposition of the traffic after arriving at the destination

terminal.

As an example,

the facilities required in

making up a passenger

train at a terminal are line facilities because they are required

for the

movement

of passengers throughout the entire route
if

they serve the public at that station.

The

facilities

required for

the switching, distribution and collection of freight cars at any
station

are a

terminal

The

that station.

outlay occasioned by the

facilities

at

a junction with a

existence

foreign

are considered terminal facilities because such a station

terminal for such freight as
necting

road.

On

the

is

other

is

of
line

the

received or delivered to the con-

hand,

the

facilities

required

to

handle traffic through a station which is a junction with a
branch line of the same road are line facilities, since they would
be required

if

there were no station at this point.

Thus, property classed under line would include main and
passing tracks, tracks at division or train terminals used exclusively or almost exclusively in the making up and breaking
up of trains, and in reclassifying and storing through cars and
through trains, coach-cleaning tracks, tracks used for storing
caboose cars and wrecking outfits, tracks to and from coal
chutes, engine houses and turntables at points where no regular
switching service is maintained, and a suitable proportion of
such tracks at points where switching service is maintained,
based on the relative use made thereof, bridges, trestles, culverts, signals, and other property outside of station grounds,
etc
Property classified as terminal includes depots, house.

line.

and expenses for train orders, crossing flagmen, passenger switching and interlockers are "Line."
Otherwise all
facilities and expenses at "A" station are "Terminal."
All facilities and expenses at "B" station are "Terminal."
All facilities
and expenses required for or attaching to traffic passing through
"C" station going to and coming from branch line points are
"Line."
All other, i. e., those which originate or terminate at
this station, are "Terminal." All facilities and expenses required
for or attaching to traffic passing through "D" station to or from
branch line points are "Line." All others, including those incident to going to or from the connecting foreign road, are "Terming." All facilities and expenses required for or attaching to
traffic passing through "E" station are "Line."
All others are
Facilities

"Terminal."

Before undertaking the valuation or the separation of accounts
was necessary for all tracks to be classified between (a) line
tracks and facilities; (b) terminal tracks and facilities; (c)
tracks and facilities used in common. Each of these three groups
is further sub-divided between (1) exclusive freight tracks and
facilities; (2) exclusive passenger tracks and facilities, and (3)
tracks and facilities used in common in freight and passenger
service.
In making these classifications the primary use of the
facilities governed and the exceptional or occasional use of other
In distributing the expenses all
classes of service was ignored.
charges were distributed on the basis of the Interstate Commerce
Commission system of accounts as far as possible, divided under
it

the classifications referred to above.

and

no passengers were moved from this
terminal.
Likewise, the facilities required at any station to
let passengers on or off constitute a terminal expense because

would be necessary even

E.

Interchange point.

Junction with both foreign road and branch
Divisional terminal.
Local.

common expense

Before apportioning the various classes of

of

it

amount of information, including
intrastate and interstate tickets sold and the pieces
baggage checked the number of intrastate and interstate con-

was necessary
the number of

to secure a large

;

signments of freight received and forwarded, including that interchanged with connecting lines the number of cars handled and
the method of handling by local or other trains; the number of
passengers taken on or put off through and local trains, etc.
The scheme worked out for dividing expenses* was compre;

hensive and based not on theory but on a desire to let the facts
develop the theory on which the accounting should be done.

DIWSION BETWEEN ST.^TES

'

expenses were allocated as between the
Maintenance of way expenses are apportioned directly
states.
wherever possible, and in general, common expenses, such as
superintendence, are apportioned on the basis of the assigned
In the

first

charges for

place

all

all

the maintenance of

way

accounts.

Supervision,

apportioned on a mileage basis,
apportioned on the basis
and telegraph and
of railroad and joint wire mileage in each state, while electric
pow-er transmission is apportioned on the basis of power transBuildings, fixtures and
mission wire mileage in each state.
grounds are all allocated direct, except that general office exballast, etc., across state line

is

telephone lines are

*The

division

between states and between line and terminal only are
between freight and passenger will be deseribed

—
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penses and general shops and all stores are on the basis of total
maintenance of equipment. Maintaining joint tracks and yards
are allocated direct where possible, and common expenses are

apportioned on the basis of allocated labor charges to

facilities
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For passenger locomotives, in the same proportion as determined for passenger cars, and for switching locomotives on the
basis of the time employed in switching line and terminal cars
"The amount of repairs to passenger train cars
respectively.

involved.

attributable to line or terminal service ^.except accident repairs)

the allocation of maintenance of equipment expenses is based is shown by the instructions for steam
locomotive repair costs. These costs are assigned to states on the
basis of the mileage of the individual loccgnotives in the current

wholly a matter of opinion which must be determined by
is
experts who, because of their experience, are properly qualified
It is therefore recommended that the
to make such estimates.

The theory on which

month and

the cost of the general repairs of locomotives

is

as-

signed to states on the basis of the mileage of the individual locomotives since the last general repairs. The costs of repairing
damage caused by collision and derailment or similar accidents

Renewals and
are charged to the state in which they occur.
Repairs,
depreciation are charged on exactly the same basis.
renewals and depreciation of passenger and freight cars, with the
exception of Pullman cars, are on the same basis as locomotives,
Shop maas is also electric equipment and work equipment.
chinery and tools, injuries to persons, stationery and printing,
and other expenses are allocated in the same proportion as the

locomotive and car repairs.
between states only after the
made between freight and passenger expenses,

total of

Traffic expenses are divided as

division has been

and then apportioned on the

basis of revenue net ton miles

and

revenue passenger miles.
Transportation expenses are all allocated direct wherever
possible, and common expenses, such as superintendence, are divided on the basis of directly allocatable expenses. Despatching
trains

is

allocated direct to state

on the

available territorial operating unit.

divided on the basis of the total

each

in

basis of the smallest

Overlapping units are subtrain mileage of such units

Station employees and expenses, docks, yards,
crossing and joint tracks and facilities are allo-

state.

interlocking,

cated according to location, while such expenses as road enginemen, fuel for road locomotives, etc., are allocated direct where
the run is within a state, and on the basis of locomotive mileage

Engine house expenses
is across state lines.
road are apportioned on the basis of total road locomotive mileTrain supplies and expenses are first divided
age by states.
as between freight and passenger, and then apportioned to states
on the basis of the respective car mileage of each class in each

where the run

Clearing wrecks, loss and damage to freight, property,
state.
and stock on right-of-way, and injuries to persons are in general divided on the basis of the states in which the wreck, loss

question be submitted bjy letter ballot by the chairman of the
General Managers' Association to its members as to the pro-

portions properly chargeable to line and terminal, the average
of such expressed opinions to be used in the assignment under

two classes.
accompanied by a

The submission

these

formula,

full

constitutes

of the question should be
explanation of exactly what, under this

line

and terminal service respectively."

Traffic expenses are all assigned to terminal.

Transportation expenses are assigned on an analysis of each

Apportionment of these

account, road enginemen being typical.

expenses between line and terminal is made on the basis of
the ratio that the time devoted by passenger locomotives and
by freight locomotives respectively to station service bears to
the total time of such locomotives on the ,road.

General expenses are apportioned as between line and terminal in the same way as general expenses are apportioned as

between

states.

In a state such as Oklahoma, where the lines are practically
single track

all

and where there are no large

cities

or important

terminals, a very large proportion of the facilities are
freight and passsnger
which was worked out

traffic.

in

much

highly developed eastern states,

common

to

However, the method adopted
would apply also in more
with their separate freight and

detail

passenger tracks and with their large terminals devoted exclusively to the one class of traffic.
While this separation of properties

and accounts according

to use has

involved considerable

additional work, this will be reduced materially by the decision
to pro rate the valuations

and accounts from year

basis of the original or modified valuation, so that

necessarj' to determine

anew

to year
it

on the

will not be

the exact use of the property each

vear.

—

Russian Railways and Foreign Material. The ministry of
ways of communication has approached the council of ministers
on the subject of allowing the railway department to order re-

General expenses, except such as law, inor injury occurs.
surance and valuation expenses, and general administration of
joint tracks, are divided proportionately to all expenses other
The exceptions are assigned directly
than general expenses.

serve parts of rolling stock abroad, such parts to consist of
locomotive wheels, wheel centers, axles and tires, in case these
cannot be had in the national factories for one reason or an-

and valuation expenses which are com-

offered by the national producers should prove to be unaccept-

where

mon

this

possible,

is

penses.
are,

able

are apportioned on the basis of track mileage.
DFVISION BETWEEN LINE -^ND TERMINAL

All expenses

of

The

course,

easily

assignable

directly

tracks being grouped as

train

(a)

and passing tracks; (b) station
service

vard

tracks

tracks,

not

used

consisting

for
of

to

tracks,

line

way expenses
or terminal,

consisting of

main

tracks, consisting of all station

train

or

classification

engine
tracks

during the years 1914. 1915 and 1916, or

owing

service;

and

(c)

storage

The

memorandum

been obvious since May, 1913, owing to the

of the ministry, has

difficulties in delivery,

and also because of the trouble respecting tenders that obtained
year for reserve parts to be supplied in 1914. The railway
department experienced particular difficulty at the time, which,
last

in

the opinion of the ministry will

present year advances,

when

it

become greater

and B direct to terminal. D is divided between line and
terminal on the basis of repair charges assigned to line and terminal of locomotive passenger and freight car cost. E tracks
are treated separately for each train terminal and apportioned

car wheels, which will

1914, the parts required for

new

as the

make

4.556 pairs of freight

a total costing about $700,000, while

the total productivity of the Russian

some

in

rolling stock, consisting of 98

locomotive wheels, 330 tender wheels and

occupied, excepting

still

will be necessary to order, be-

goods for current exploitation purposes

sides the ordinary

on the basis of respective engines handled at such terminals.
Repairs, renewals and depreciation of locomotives and of
cars are apportioned as between line and terminal after the
division has been made between freight and passenger, and the
freight in the ratio the time in line service and the time in switching service bears to the total time on road for road locomotives.

the terms

necessity for granting this right to the

railway department, says the

tracks; (d) shop tracks, consisting of tracks to and about shops,
also storehouse and repair trucks; and (e) engine house turnA and C are allocated direct
table, wye. fuel and water tracks.
to line

if

to high prices or absence of guarantee in respect to

time of delivery.

are divided as between line and terminal ex-

greater part of the maintenance of

other

factories

is

already fully

of the factories to which the depart-

ment cannot give the orders because of

their exorbitant prices.

measures taken by the manufacturers for the extension of their producing plant according to information received
by the minister of ways of communication, have been delayed,
and advantage cannot be 4aken of them before a year or two
hence, and only then in the event of an increase in the proFinally, the

ductivity of the metallurgical works.

^

New

Pennsylvania

Elevator

at

Philadelphia

Export Shipping Plant with Storage Capacity of 1,000,000 Bu. and Loading Capacity of 60,000 Bu. Per Hour

A

large

amount

of

American and Canadian wheat

for ex-

hauled by the Pennsylvania from connecting railroad
lines reaching the western wheat belt and from Buffalo and

port

is

Layout of the
Erie,

where

at the

New

there

is

on ocean going vessels or
reinforced concrete elevator
in service this week, replacing an old frame
loaded

directly

stored temporarily in the

which was put

new

Pennsylvania Elevator Showing Track Arrangement, Piers and Slips

received from lake steamers, to Girard Point
of the Schuylkill river near Philadelphia. This

it is

mouth

grain

The unuse about 30 years.
those provided in
years
at the
the large fireproof elevators built in recent
ports at the head of the Great Lakes. In contrast, however,
to those plants, which are usually arranged to load the boats
elevator which had been

loading and storage

in

.

facilities are similar to

directly from the workinghouse bins, the Girard Point layout provides a loading gallery extending from the workinghouse to the end of a long pier. This allows the loading
of the ship to be completed without moving and also admits
of better track facilities and more stable foundations for the

building.

GR.MN H.\NDLING

The

plant consists in

the grain

is

general

F.^CILITIES

unloaded: a workinghouse

weighed and distributed;

track shed in which

of a

in

which

a set of 54 circular

it is

elevated,

and 40

inter-

mediate concrete storage tanks in which it may be held temporarily: a loading gallery extending out over the pier; a
drier house for the treatment of damp or heated grain, and
cura transformer house in which the high voltage electric
rent received from the Philadelphia Electric Companies' lines

transformed for use in operating the elevator. The plans
contemplate the extension of the storage bins, and the
duplication of the track shed and workinghouse alongside

is

the present layout.
The loaded cars are received in a 12-track yard about 600
converges to six tracks about 800 ft. long
ft. long, which
extending over the 12 unloading hoppers in the track shed
to an

General View of

New

11-track load yard about SCO

ft.

Foreground
Elevator Wearing Cogipletion, Track Shed in the

long.

The

cars are

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE
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pushed through to the load yard south of the track shed by
a locomotive and are pulled back, as required for unloading,
by a six-drum Webster car puller. After unloading, the cars
are given a kick by the puller which starts them down the

two per cent, grade to the main yard. A double set of crossovers with double slip switches between the track shed and
the yard allows the empties from any unloading track to
be set in on any yard track.
The track shed consists of a reinforced concrete slab roof
120 ft. by 144 ft. in size covering six unloading tracks spaced
20 ft. center to center, and supported at an elevation of 2i ft.
6 in. on the low side, by rows of concrete columns between

Vol.
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grain to 2,000 bu. hoppers on 60-ton standard scales. After
weighing, the grain may be distributed to the storage bins,
to the drier house or the separators, to a car for reshipment,
or to the workinghouse bins for loading on boats.
Five belt conveyors on the bin floor carry grain from the
workinghouse out over the storage tanks. If the distributing
spout under any particular scale hopper will not reach the

conveyor serving the bin which it is desired to fill, a rebelow the distributing floor may
be used to transfer the grain to the proper conveyor. Selfversible transfer belt just

rS-Ply

far,

feJf

and gra^et.

Machinery floor

Cross Section of Loading Pier Showing Conveyor Gallery and Dock

Spouts

Each of the six tracks passes over two unloading
hoppers in the track shed into which the grain is dumped
by Clark car shovel machines. The track hoppers are arranged in four transverse rows of three each, served by four
belt conveyors in the basement below the hoppers.
The unthe tracks.

loading

designed to handle 250 cars in 10 hours.
is a concrete building 62 ft. 6 in. by
adjacent to the track shed. It is 202 ft. 6 in. high

facilities are

The workinghouse
94

ft.

6

in.

do
4-36

—

recei\^ing hopper-'

Receivrrtg belt

con^eyorz"

IE0-O~

Cross Section Through Track Shed, Working House and

One

and contains a basement, first floor, working bins 74 ft. 6 in.
Iiigh, and a four-story cupola.
Each of the receiving conveyors dumps the grain into a steel .boot tank, from which
it is elevated by one of the four receiving legs to the top of
the workinghouse at a maximum rate of 15,000 bu. per hour
for each leg.
All elevating legs are operated by rope drive
from electric motors.

The

receiving legs

empty

into 2,000 bu. concrete garners

at the level of the top floor in the cupola,

which deliver the

ot the Storage Bins,

Showing All Conveying Machinery

propelled trippers dump the grain from the conveyor belts
into the desired tanks.
In shipping from storage, the tanks are emptied on one
of three belt conveyors in the basement under the storage
annex, which dump into the boots at the bottom of the three
shipping legs. These shipping legs and the two cleaner legs,
located on the same' side of the workinghouse, empty into
1,800 bu. garners over 1,400 bu. scale hoppers.
The distributing spouts under these hoppers may be set to direct
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the grain to the drier house or the separators, directly to
cars, or into the workinghouse tanks for loading on boats.
Wet or heated grain can be taken from any of the spouts

on the distributing floor of the workinghouse on a conveyor
in a separate building
alongside the workinghouse, which also contains the main
switchboard. The drying and cooling installations are each
designed to handle about 3,000 bu. per hour. The grain is
returned from the drier house by a conveyor reaching the

belt to the driers or coolers located

ft. above the pier deck.
provided to dump the grain at
any desired point and it is conveyed into the boat by telescoping spouts spaced 60 ft. center to center along both
The pier is 895 ft. long and
sides of the shipping gallery.
50 ft. wide with 1,260 ft. of docking space on the two sides,
allowing three boats to be loaded at once. The largest vessel
ever loaded at this point had a capacity of about

ture

is

32

ft.

is

wide, the belts being 87

Self-propelled trippers are

400.000 bu.

basement under the workinghouse.
Grain that requires cleaning

21

COXSTRUCTIOX OF BUILDINGS AND T.^NKS

dumped

into certain tanks

in the workinghouse from which it can be drawn ofi to four
separators on the first floor, which make five separations
according to grade. Each machine will clean 5,000 bu. per
hour. The cleaned grain is elevated again by the two cleaner
legs, each having a capacity of 11.000 bu. per hour, and the
screenings are transferred to the other side of the working'

plant was made both fireproof and permanent by the use of concrete throughout. The few necessary
windows have metal sash and wire glass and the gutters and
Great care was taken to
cornice are of galvanized iron.
secure a stable foundation as the load to be carried when the
tanks are full is very great. The adopted design, involving
a solid four-foot concrete slab on piles under the entire
structure is conservative, but was considered justifiable under the circumstances. The surface soil at the site is black
mud to a depth of about 50 ft., the underlying strata being

The Girard Point

A

Portion of the Storeige Annex, Showing

Yokes Carrying

Circular

Forms

and

Colurnns.

piles 60

Part Plans and Sections Showing Reinforced Concrete Construction
in the

Working House

house by a screw conveyor and elevated
having a capacity of 3,000 bu. per hour.
Grain intended for reshipment by car

in a

is

screening leg

chuted directly

from the distributing pipes to the car spout, which ends in
a bifurcated Sandmeyer car loader serving the first track in
the track shed. In loading boats, certain workinghouse tanks
are filled, from which the grain can be drawn onto four
belt conveyors on the first floor of the workinghouse which
extend out over the pier. By filling all of the tanks which
serve these belts it is possible to weigh 100.000 bu. of grain
and ship it at any time without elevating again. The four
shipping conveyors have a total capacity of 60,000 bu. per
hour.

The conveyors

are carried up

workinghouse on a
on the

level gallery

More than 5.000 yellow pine
lower gravel.
ft. long were driven on 2 ft. 3 in. centers
under the workinghouse and storage bins and on 5 ft. cenThese piles were designed to
ters under the track shed.
carry I61/2 tons each, although tests showed that a load of
sand and

SecfionAA
Sin Girders

steel

from

the first floor of the

frame gallery 300 ft. long to a
This supporting strucft. long.

pier 700

ft.

still

to 70

54 tons would not cause a perceptible settlement.
The piles were cut off at the elevation of the bottom of
After
the slab and earth was packed around their heads.
laying the lower 9 in. of the slabs over the pile heads, a sixply felt and pitch waterproofing membrane was laid, on.

which the remainder of the

4

ft.

slab

was

placed.

This

waterproofing membrane was carried up the outside of the
walls well above high water level and was protected by a
The slab under
single course brick wall laid in cement.
the workinghouse
to

was reinforced by

Js

in.

bars laid parallel

both edges and also diagonally, crossing under the column

footings.

The intermediate columns supporting

the bins and upper

diameter with spiral
reinforcement. The diagonal girder system of supporting the
ivorking bins, which was developed by James Stewart &
floors of the

workinghouse are

4

ft.

iii
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Company in 1905, and has been adopted for several of the
new elevators, was used. This arrangement of girders has
the advantages over the more common rectangular construc-

^'oL. 57,

Xo.

1

dumped from this conveyor into separate stock piles and
cement was stored in a shed 28 ft. by 100 ft. Two mixer

decreased, thus
reducing the section; the walls of the intermediate bins can
be supported continuously and the interspace can be more
fully utilized for grain storage and elevator legs. The stand-

two ^ yd. Smith mixers were installed
between these stock piles and the building. A 140 ft. distributing tower at one of the plants was used to place the
storage tanks and a 230 ft. tower served the workinghouse
bins and cupola. The concrete had to be hauled about 100 ft.

ard beams are 2 ft. 6 in. wide by 5 ft. deep. The working
bins are arranged in four rows of six each, the internal
diameter of each tank being 13 ft. and the thickness of walls
All of the interspaces are used
for the inside tanks 6 in.
either for storage or elevator legs, the space being divided in
some cases by a wall so that one interspace may carry a
As one of the cirleg and also accommodate some grain.
cular tanks is occupied by a freight elevator, spiral stairway
and ticket elevator, 23 circular bins with a capacity of 7,400
Five interspaces have a
bu. each are available for storage.
capacity of 5.400 bu. each, and ten, 4,400 bu.. making a total
storage capacity in the workinghouse of 241.200 bu.

buggies to the base of this tower.
The jacking method of handling forms was used throughSteel
out except for the drier house and the track shed.
yokes, patented by R. H. Folwell and W. R. Sinks, of James
Stewart & Company, were raised by hollow screw jacks on
five 1 in. rods set vertically in the tank walls in 15 ft. sections and made continuous by sleeves at the joints between
the sections. These yokes carry 4 ft. sections of forms with
This working platform
a working platform over the top.
serves as a form for the floor over the tanks when the full
height is reached. All tank walls were built continuously to
By the use of the special
eliminate joints in the concrete.

tion that the unsupported length of girder

is

Contractor's Material Unloading Plant, Belt

The storage tanks
tigh with

7

in.

are IS

walls.

ft.

They

Conveyor

in inside diameter and 96 ft.
are supported on rectangular

concrete piers resting on the continuous slab.
The walls
are reinforced with steel hoops and vertical rods. The total
capacity of these storage tanks, including interspaces, is as
follows:
27 circular tanks
2.1 circular tanks
24 interspaces at
16 interspaces at

Total

12.900 bu
13.200 bu
3,400 bu
3,200 bu,

at
at

348,300 bu.
356 400 bu

SUOO bu!
5i;200 bul
837,500 bu.

The

tanks are covered by a concrete slab forming the floor
of the cupola in which the conveyors from the workinghouse
are located. The roof is a 5J4 in. concrete slab covered by
a four-ply tar and felt coating.

The contractor shipped in the sand and gravel used for
concrete in barges, which were unloaded in the slip opposite
the site by a clam shell bucket, the material being loaded on
a belt conveyor carried on a temporary frame trestle reaching nearly to the new building. The sand and stone were

plants equipped with

in

to Storage Piles

form jacks

it

and One

ol the Distributing

was possible

to

raise

Towers

the forms as soon as

which each course of
concrete is allowed to set to serve as a bearing for jacking
"up the forms. In some cases concrete was uncovered in 12
hours after pouring. The 54 storage tanks were poured in
desired, in contrast to the

system

in

14 working days of two ten-hour shifts each; the working
bins in seven days and the cupola in 20 days. The storage
j -i
j
r
t
f
X^nV.^ required ol cu. yd. of concrete per vertical foot.
This elevator was designed and built by James Stewart &
*.

•

i

Company, Chicago, with

J. C. Johnson, superintendent, under
^^^ direction of the engineering department of the Pennsylvania. A. C. Shand, chief engineer; E. B. Temple, assist-

'^^^^^ engineer; W. H. Cookman, architect, and J. F.
CuUen, assistant engineer.
The actual construction work
above the pile foundations "was started in February. 1913.

^^^

ix Germ.\x Africa.— The budget conimUsion of
Reichstag has approved the vote of $7,750,000 for the
in German East Africa.

R.\ilw.\vs
the

Tabora-Ruanda Railway

I
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"SAFETY-FIRST" IN TRAIN

MOVEMENT*

23

meeting point, the

electric headlight, on both passenger and
must be reduced until it is not more brilliant than
an oil headlight. This must be done without regard to whether
it be a freight or passenger train you are to meet.
Should you
take the siding and the opposing train is seen approaching, at
once reduce your headlight; do not wait until you reach the
end of siding and stop before doing so. Should boiler pressure
increase after having stopped, the dynamo will speed up and
cause the light to again burn brightly. It may be necessary to
cut it back a second time. I recall one case of an unnecessary
delay of seventeen minutes to a passenger train meeting a

freight trains,

By H. W. Forman
One
j

I

of our conductors wrote

trusting to Providence

men

me

as follows

on a railroad

will not

exercise poor judgment, or none at

"This thing of
work. The fact

:

because they
do not think, in advance, of their troubles. Good judgment is
not always born with one; generally it is the result of experience, careful observation, investigation, thought and discussion
with others."
Quite often I have a caller, who, after reciting
a case of neglect or risk, of course on the part of some other
employee, remarks, "SometJiiiig must be done."
When I ask
if he reported the facts to the proper officer, or talked with and
corrected the erring one at the time, I am usually answered
Men seem to think that officers can always
in the negative.
be at the place where rules are violated, and at that particular
moment. Employees are not helping out. as they should, by
keeping us posted concerning irregularities needing attention,
particularly such as come to their notice during the absence of
an officer. It is a fact that rules are better respected when an
officer is present, and this often misleads him.
It is equally
true that if men would report violations of certain important
rules the service could be greatly improved.
In so reporting,
employees are doing no more than their plain duty. To enable
officers to positively identify the offending parties, -reports must
be made ipromptly, giving date, location, names, trains, engines,
that

etc.

all, is

•

The words "Safety

First" are far

be at once realized.

.

As

.

relate to the ordinary

more important than may

applied to rules, they closely

and chances some men are taking

risks

almost daily, such as failing to respect fixed signals, fusees
and torpedoes; running too fast through yards; approaching
obscured stations and certain water tanks at unsafe speed, more

during fog; indulging in the unnecessary and foolhardy practice of following a train too closely rounding obscured curves, or approaching stations too rapidly, when an
order is held giving notice that a train will run ahead exceeding the limit of speed as prescribed by time-table; failing to
flag promptly and efficiently; and disregarding the clearance
especially

;

;

The

prescribed by the rules.

time-clearance rule

is

of vital im-

portance since watches never have and probably never will keep
absolutely correct time.

Do

me

not blame

.

.

.

for dim, poorly written, improperly

worded

me

by conductors after using, as required
by Rule 387. When j'ou decline to act on such imperfect orders,
operators will discontinue offering them to you. I cannot preorders

if

not sent to

come

vent operators from giving you a signal to

on the main

track,

when you should go on

to the office

the siding to meet

a train at his station, unless )'0U report such incidents and give

me an

why

opportunity to find out

practices are being indulged

these unsafe and unauthorized

in.

I have seen trains running after sunset, or in dense fog, withCerout having up their night signals, both front and rear.
tainly you know that this is unsafe, and that you should not

neglect

this

important

Put them up too

requirement.

early,

rather than too late.

We try to keep fixed signal lights burning brightly. When
found smoking, or otherwise in bad shape, or not burning at
all, and you are standing nearby and can, without much inconvenience, adjust the light, or call the attention of some employee to

its

condition,

the absence of

li.ghts,

you should do

or dim lights,

so.

more

You

should report

especially those no-

ticed in that condition oftener than once.

Rule 93.— Are enginemen of third class and e:ftra trains so approaching and moving within yard or station-limit signs that
they can, if necessary, stop within a few car lengths within the

—

distance that

is

seen to be clear?

Electric Headlights.
•Extracts from a

Chattanooga &

St.

lectii

Louis,

— When

you have stopped your

by the Tr
inted for

ci

i-Rule

Examiner

ilation

among

train at a

of the Nashville,
the road's employees.

freight.

The passenger

electric headlight so blinded the freight

engineman that he could not definitely locate the switch where
he was required to take siding, and he had to approach it at
a snail's pace.
Another case: Nos. 2 and 94 were ordered to
meet Xo. 5 at Fosterville, and No. 2 to back in behind Xo. 5
to permit No. 94 to pass.
No. 5 on siding, headlight burning
brightly.
No. 94 was delayed because the engineman was unable to locate No. 2.
Their rear might have been just beyond
No. 5's engine, although they actually were on the siding. Should
the engineman of Xo. 94 have assumed that No. 2 was out of
the way, and not greatly reduced speed, he would have been
considered an unsafe man. In this circumstance, failing to turn

down

a

headlight

delayed three passenger trains.

possible to see markers, flagmen or persons

who may

It

is

im-

be on the

track beyond so brilliant a light.

—

Torpedoes and Fusees. It is impracticable to prescribe the
exact number of torpedoes and fusees that should be kept on

much depends upon what experience in the past has
demonstrated that you may require. Generally speaking, more
are ordered than are needed, and this results in loss, as they
soon become unserviceable. Local freights need more than other
freights.
Branch crews do not require as many as main line
crews.
Passenger crews do not need green fusees.
Engine
boxes are supplied with six torpedoes and four red fusees, to
be used when necessary to send a man ahead, or to enable a
red fusee to be thrown off when the engineman discovers that
he must soon stop on account of engine trouble, when the engineman should take the initiative. Keep four torpedoes attached to all lanterns, not excepting the red lanterns kept on
Many fusees and torpedoes which have been on hand
engines.
Place waste
for some time are found to be in bad condition.
about them, and they will not so soon be rendered unfit for
service.
Passenger signal-cases and torpedo and fusee boxes
on engines must be checked up at least twice a year. Do not
order or keep on hand more torpedoes and fusees than you
They will deteriorate, and no one has yet disactually need.
covered a way to prevent. Do not place wet flags with fusees
or allow them to become damp from other causes. If you have
never lighted a fusee do so at once. Do not wait until an
emergency arises, and then discover that you do not know how.
If the cap is inissing try lighting by placing end against fire box
door or scraping on rail. Hold the end to be lighted away from
Know that the fusee is burning well before throwing it
you.
hand

;

on the ground. Place torpedoes against the angle bar or rail
splices; then they will not be knocked off when a wheel strikes
them. It is of course better practice to place torpedoes on the
engineman's rail and fusees on his side of the track, but they
must be respected without regard to this, except on double
track an engineman should not be governed by a fusee seen on
the engineman's side of the opposing track.
Report all enginemen who do not at once get their trains
under proper control when a caution fusee is seen, or caution
torpedoes are exploded by them. When an engineman observes
a burning fusee, he at least knows that a train may have passed
that point less than ten minutes before, and it is his duty- to obWhen he explodes torpedoes, he is not perserve Rule 11.
mitted to assume anything beyond what is prescribed by Rule 15.
Rule 99. Were we to meet in convention and discuss this
one matter for a week I doubt if CTery condition could be
anticipated and provided for any better than in the rule itself.

—

.
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Broadly speaking,

it

has been

wrong

often look upon the

my

W'hen you

experience that flagmen too

side of the proposition; instead of

is doubt or a reasonable possibility of
being struck, they hesitate too long, hoping that
they will soon start. In many cases enginemen do not promptly
blow back flagmen when they alone know that their train must
soon stop, or be delayed. They do not always signal flagmen
to return to their trains, although they have every reason to

trains

gone back.
Flagmen have been found on obscured curves so near their
trains that emergency application was necessary to avoid a
collision.
Fusees have been displayed in like manner. Flagmen
must continue back until they reach straight track, or until
they reach a point where they can be plainly seen for a reasonable distance by an approaching train.
If every man, who may hereafter be required to protect a
train by flag, is as conscientious and energetic in the performance of this duty as John Cooper, flagman on Nos. 48 and 49
between Dalton and Chattanooga, there will be no more rear
believe that one has

collisions that can be

charged to

has often shown that the flagman was riding
smoker, instead of the last car in train, and had to travel
450 feet to reach the rear of train. Ride in the rear car whenever possible, instead of from four to seven cars from the rear.
Perhaps there are no more efficient flagmen anywhere than
those to be found on the Georgia Railroad. When one of their
passenger trains stops the flagman hurries back to rear and
If delayed a minute or more, and
secures his flagging outfit.
there is not a clear view for a safe distance to rear, he goes
Investigation

in

When

flagman, and waits until he

before

On

ready to start, engineman
knows he has returned to the

calls

train

starting.

the Missouri

Pacific passenger

trains

the flagman gives

he has returned to his train. Conductor and engineman then look back, if not already looking,
and when conductor sees his flagman he, and not the flagman,

one

it

No.

1

and report

When

display signals,- are

directed to

you seeing that they

are put up before j'ou give the start signal?

you personally delivering a copy

28, are

to

When

given

Form

your engineman, as

heretofore instructed?

Are you conductor in the fullest sense of the word? For instance, do you assume full responsibility for the proper government and protection of your train at all times and under all
circumstances? When an employee on your train neglects his
duty or violates a rule, do you appreciate that you owe it to
the company, as well as the public, to yourself then and there
remedy the matter, or if unable to do so, promptly report such
employee to the proper officer?

THE BEST RAILROAD SERVANT*
A

railroad

is first

of

all

a public servant.

follows that the

It

success of a railroad as a business enterprise depends, in very

inefiicient flagging.

in the

back, running rapidly.

unlocked do you lock

find a switch

57,

the fact?

going back when there
their

Vol.

air signal to advise that

large measure, not only

upon the

efficiency of the transportation

but upon the personal treatment which those doing

affords,

it

business with the railroad receive at the hands of the officers and

Therefore,

employees.

in

addition to

doing e\erything in his

power

to promote the physical efficiency of our service, each
and employee, whatever may be his rank or duty, must
at all times consider the moral efticiency, and this mentis first of
that he should treat all patrons of the company and others
.ill
with whom he may come into contact with politeness and courtesy. This is a primary rule of management of the Southern Railwaj' Company, but it is no more than each officer or employee
This rule
himself expects of every one from whom he buys.
officer

should be observed regardless of the amount of business that the
individual may give to the company, not only because that is the
part of a gentleman, but from self interest, for the occasional
or

traveler

the

shipper

small

of today

may

traveler or the large shipper of tomorrow.

gives the proceed signal.

A constant lookout must be maintained in the direction in
which a train or engine is moving this also refers to switch'
engine movements. Firemen must constantly look ahead, except
when firing. There is no reason why front brakeman cannot
look ahead on the fireman's side practically at all times. It is
highly important that a constant lookout be kept on both sides

be
.\

the

constant

nursed grudge

growing out of a surly answer has been responsible for many
Let us then

of the troubles of the railroads.

all

try to please

;

of the engine when a train is given a caution block signal, or
holds an order that an inferior train may run ahead of it.
Xo excuse should be offered for failure to observe and call
fixed signals before reaching them, not even the excuse that

conductors should ride in cabooses except when necessary to go forward to get orders, or for other
reasons. Under no circumstances may conductor ride elsewhere

train, is

on the rear, and that he

known that an experienced
who is employed on the
awake and

is

protect the train in case of need.

It

is

in

condition to

better practice to

have

two men on the rear. While running, keep a lookout ahead.
Do you not know that it is unsafe to permit any freight train
to pass a station without stopping, unless "Proceed'' signal

given from rear?
signal

is

given?

Conductors, are you seeing to

Enginemen, are

you looking

some one do so, and invariably getting it?
what action do you take? Do you appreciate
ing

it

is

that this

back or hav-

If not received,
the. necessity of

receiving a proper start signal after having stopped at a station?

Conductors, brakemen and firemen, should you be on engine
and have reason to believe that your engineman is approaching a
switch, where you must take siding for an opposing train, at a
speed that creates doubt as to whether or not he will be able
to stop in time, do

you take the necessary action

to insure against his not passing such switch?

at that

ing the

moment

station agent should

company

remember

Company and
community

in his

is

that at his station he is
that public opinion regardvery largely his responsibil-

ity.

In addition to maintaining the highest efficiency at his sta-

tion,

he should see to

questions,

politeness
It

is

it

that he and his subordinates maintain

in meeting the public and that
even unreasona'ble questions, are answered with

pleasant and agreeable
all

— Freight

than in caboose unless it is positively
and dependable brakeman. and one

The

the Southern Railway

it

was necessary to at that time shovel in coal.
While rules do not so instruct, men on the caboose should
call fixed signals to each other as they come into view.
Conductors.

the public.

manners

and courtesy.

equally important that trainmen shall observe the rule

of courtesy and politeness, giving

information to those passengers
that

may happen on

the road.

full,

responsive and intelligent

who solicit it about anything
The operation of a railroad is

interesting to every intelligent man,

and the more information

such a man has about actual conditions the more he will understand the difficulties encountered in operation and so contribute

sound public opinion.
am proud to believe that the general average of courtesy and
politeness in the Southern Railway organization will compare
most favorably with that of any railroad in the United States.
Good manners are traditional in the South and our men are
southern men. This is attested by many letters which are received by the management commending individual employees for
conspicuous acts of courtesy and painstaking efforts to serve
our patrons.
Occasionally, however, letters are received complaining of instances of discourtesy. These may be entirely eliminated if each
officer and employee will a.dopt as his rule of conduct the declaration by the late President Finley that "He serves the railroad

to

I

best

who

serves the public best."

circular on politeness and courtesy, issued June 23, by 'Fairfax Harrison, president of the Southern Railway, addressed to "all officers and employees** of the company.
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TRANSPORTATION AND CAR ACCOUNTING

(3)

Pool

OFFICERS

(4;

Special

25

with so-called legal tender box cars.
equipment to be handled strictly in accordance

to be started

with Car Service Rules.

The summer meeting
Car Accounting
lantic City, N.

of the Association of Transportation

(5) A per diem charge to be determined upon which shall
defray the recognized costs of car ownership, plus an amount

and

was held at the Hotel Chalfonte, AtJune 18 and 19, with 116 members in at-

Officers
J.,

that will cover all overhead

The meeting was

called to order at 10:30

following which

president,

dress by

the

association

Operation of the pool to be divided into zones, under
local management, the general manager reporting to the executive committee of the holding company.
(7) Pool storage and repair yards to be located at convenient
(6)

m., by F. Price,

a.

listened

to

Ivy L. Lee of the Pennsylvania Railroad.

an adMr. Lee

referred to the present political unrest prevailing not only in

points.

demand by
more general distribution of wealth,
time upon the difficulty of so adjusting the

the United States, but

all

over the world, due to the

(8) Surplus and bad order cars to be delivered to nearest
storage yard, per diem ceasing upon such delivery.
All cars
leaving storage yard to be in first class, serviceable condition.
(9) All repair and maintenance chargeable to owners to be

classes of labor for a

all

and dwelt

for a

various situations as to preserve equity in the distribution of
wages for service performed. He referred to the unfair and

assumed by holding company.

which is being continually directed at
by the various legislatures, tending to increase
the cost of operation and decrease efficiency. The general public must be convinced of the honesty and sincerity of railroads
before much relief can be expected, and every railroad man
should be a missioner to retrieve the good name of the proconfiscatory

the

legislation

The
of

as to eliminate the five days' limitation for per

be

amended

so

diem switching

with

connection

intermediate

is also engaged in assigning reporting marks
view to preventing dupliAssignments of marks have been made to every
standard gage railroad in the United States, Canada and Mexico,
and, in due time, it is expected that all cars will be stenciled
with the assigned reporting marks. The marks are limited to
three letters, except in certain instances, where the short "&"

switching

is
used to enable car owners to use reporting marks which
correspond to the corporate initials of the owner. Up to date
350 railroads have accepted the marks assigned, and will apply
them to their cars as they pass through shops.
The Master Car Builders' Association (at the request of the
Transportation Association) having designated a location on
each car for the application of reporting marks and car numbers,
viz.. the lower left hand corner of each car, it is believed that
the assignment by the committee of separate and distinct reporting marks for cars of each ownership in operation on American
railways will prove of inestimable value in preventing errors

provide that per diem reclaims under Rule S, or on account of
special conditions, shall be presented within one year, the same
as reclaims presented under rules 14 and IS, A proposed amendment to per diem rule 14 was also adopted for submission to
This provides that where
the American Railway Association.

from a connection cars on which

has laid no embargo, the responsibility of the receiving line
for per diem shall, subject to local agreement, continue over

it

midnight when the hour of resumption of receipt of cars does
not permit of delivery by midnight of cars held. The proposed
rule also provides that the holding road shall, in such manner
as may be agreed upon locally, notify the delinquent line each

and confusion.

day of the cars which it is holding.
The committee is of the opinion that a regulated pool of car
equipment would offer substantial relief in the handling of car
equipment as between railroads, but recognizes certain obstacles
which will have to be overcome before a pool can be made

the footnote reference to per diem rule

workable,

viz.

The manifest

necessity that equipment be controlled by
where now the responsibility for such control
rests with the executive of each owning road.
(2) A large proportion of the equipment has been placed in
service under car trust obligations that should be adequately
conserved in any transfer of control.
(3) The variation in age, design, condition, capacity and di(1)

neutral

parties,

mensions of each class of equipment.
(4) Special equipment necessitated by

varietj-

of traffic

pe-

culiar to various sections of the country.

(5)

The

necessity for each

carrier

to

provide

its

quota of

equipment.

The committee suggested

the

following possible features of

a pool as points for discussion

d)

Carriers to form a holding

to pur-

chase or lease equipment.
(2)

Ownership or car

attached to car.

The

association approved the action of the committee in recom-

mending
that

•

trust obligation to be indicated by plates

American Railway Association the elimination of
1.

It is

now understood

reporting roads shall have six months from the last day

of the

same

to the

month

in

which the per diem is earned to report the
which the per diem rate shall be

to car owner, failing in

increased five cents per car per day.
The association adopted for submission to the American Rail-

way Association

the

form recommended by the committee for

use by the holding road in reporting cars held under per diem
rule 14. The amended form of "summary of per diem reports,"

presented by the committee, was adopted for submission to the
American Railway Association with a slight amendment. It was

recommend to the American Railway Association
diem rule 11 be amended to provide that the use of
A. R. A. prescribed form "G" shall be mandatory in reporting
per diem to car owner.
The Committee on Conducting Freight Transportation reported that several roads which have taken advantage of the

also decided to
that per

recommendations of the committee with reference to methods
for reducing delays to cars in yards, have obtained very gratifying results one road reporting a net saving in per diem alone of
$2,494 in two weeks, in a single yard, and an increase in the average miles per car per day for the division of- 48.1 per cent, over
the same month of the previous year.
TJie Committee on Conducting Passenger Transportation re;

company empowered

for cars

cate marks.

movements of cars, which is at present prohibited by Rule S.
The association adopted for submission to the American Railway Association proposed amendment to per diem rule 13, to

a road fails to take promptly

marks

ownership,

to cars of railroad ownership, with a

mendation of the committee was adopted for submission to the
This recommendation proAmerican Railway Association.
vides for having the reclaim determined by the roads directly
interested for each local switching territory; and also would
in

of accepted assignments of reporting

The committee

dition of the clause limiting the reclaim to five days, the recom-

reclaims

list

private

private cars have accepted assignments.

reclaims at present prescribed by this rule; and after the ad-

permit

of cars

presented by the Committee on Office
Methods and Accounting, was adopted for submission to the
American Railway Association. Approximately 365 owners of

association did not approve the recommendation of the
5

Movement

empty from storage yards to be paid
company.
These were thoroughly discussed and the subject returned to
the committee for further consideration.
(10)

for at tariff rates by the holding

fession before the public.

Committee on Car Service that per diem rule

Repairs due to unfair usage to

be charged as at present.

railroads

The

and general expenses incident to pool

operation.

tendance.
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ported a proposed code of rules to govern the interchange of
passenger cars, which was referred to letter ballot.
The Committee on Joint Interchange and Inspection Bureaus

ready to furnish assistance to any railit is
road in making surveys of junction points with a view to the
It
establishment of joint interchange and inspection bureaus.
also reported that to date joint interchange and inspection budistrict),
yards
(stock
Chicago
at
established
reaus have been
Denver, Des Moines, Dallas, Peoria, Pueblo, also at Shrevereported that

IXJl

t.

The
lows:

election of officers for the ensuing year resulted as folM. O'Day (Illinois Central); first vicePresident,
J.

Vol.

57,

No.

1

There may be some such claim men still,
officers.
If praise was ever
think them very few in number.
given under such circumstances, it was not sincere and it is
only praise that is sincere approbation that is based on
worthy acts that is of ultimate benefit to any man.
It must be remembered that the men in the chief executive
positions of our big railroads have attained those positions

managing
but

I

—

—

because they were themselves big men, both morallj- and
intellectually. The world does not afford examples of higher
types of character than can be found at the head of the great
transportation systems, and, naturally, such men endeavor
to select, as their aids in the

second vice-presipresident, J. T. King (Atlantic Coast Line)
dent, F. E. Higbie (Central of New Jersey) ; secretary, G. P.
treasurer, F. M.
City;
York
street,
Conard, 75 Church

property,

Luce.

in

men

immediate management of the

of like character.

L'nfair settlements of claims

;

New

was decided to hold the next meeting
December 8 and 9, 1914.
It

at

Richmond, Va.,

By W.

B.
St.

Spaulding
& San

Louis

Francisco

The Railway Claim Agents' Association has passed through
Beginning
and experience.
with a membership of 21, representing nine western and
southwestern railroads, in a few years it expanded into a
membership of 865, representing 107 of the railway systems
This body of men is unsurof United States and Canada.
a

quarter of a century of

passed
of

in energy, ability or

manhood by any group

of

life

any other of the

virile qualities

men anywhere. The importance

to the vast systems of transportation to which you are attached of efficient and intelligent service in the positions you

occupy makes

this so necessarily.
In the past 25 years a great change has come about in the
manner and method of carrying on the railroad business, and
no body of railroad men better represent this transition than
the claim agents. L'nder the old view the railroad business
was regarded as a private business in the same sense that

any other business was private and its internal aflfairs closed
L'nder the
to inquiry by any but the owners and managers.
new view the concern of the public is admitted and full
information freely furnished.
In former years the claim agent strove to make settlements
as cheaply as possible; in recent years his effort has been
to make settlements that would stand the test of fairness;
fairness to his company.
His infairness to the claimant
sistence has been for the "square deal." Having no arbitrary
power by which his wishes might be enforced, as was
possessed to a greater or less degree by other officers in respect to the exercise of the functions of their office, being
under the necessity of winning the consent of claimants to
his proposals that he might perform the duties of his position, the claim agent made greater speed along the road of
progress from the old to the new view than any other railroad officer, because he sooner learned (if he was capable of
learning anything) that his most valuable asset his most
powerful ally was a reputation for the consideration of the
rights of others and a willingness to be just as he had the

—

—

—

light to see justice.

The genuinely successful claim agent, the man who is
recognized as of real vajue to his company, is ever ready to
declare the facts in this possession; to seek for and give just
consideration to the claimant's side of the story and be
straightforward with those with whom he deals. It is true
there mav- have been from time to time claim men who pursued the opposite course and by doing so effected unconscionably low settlements for a time, boasted of their achievements and thought themselves entitled to the praise of the
•President's address at the twenty-fifth annual convention of the
of Railway Claim Agents, St. Paul. Minn., on May 20.

ciation

my- judgment, the claim agent

company and who

is

who

of real value to

is
it

satisfactory to his
is

the

man who

is

always willing to accord justice to those with whom he deals
and who can secure just treatment for his company from
them.
The claim agent who once establishes a reputation
for the former will in the majority of cases find little difficulty in obtaining the latter.
As for the minority of cases
he should have the ability and energy to fight valiantly for

THE RAILWAY CLAIM AGENT*
Claims Attorney,

are repugnant to men of this type and the man responsible
for such settlements cannot retain their respect. Therefore,

Asso-

tlie

good soldier.
came to my knowledge

right like a

.\n incident

a

few weeks ago that

illustrates the value to a railroad of having its claim agents
possess reputations for honest dealing. A man was killed in
a train accident; his widow resided in a distant city; at an
appropriate time the claim agent called upon- her. The first
thing she said to him was to ask what he thought of the case.

He replied that in his judgment his company was legally responsible for the death of her husband, but if they could
agree on reasonable terms for settlement they could both
keep out of court. She said that was what she wanted. A
proposition was made.
She took overnight to consult a
w'onian friend in whose business judgment and acumen she
placed great reliance and to consider the matter for herself.
She went to the office next day and accepted the proposition.
After the money was paid (a moderate sum) she handed
the claim agent a letter she had received from the coroner
who held the inquest, telling her, in confidence he said, that
she had a good case; that claim agents and lawyers would
call upon her; that he wanted to see that the company did
her justice: that he wrote her, though a stranger to him,
because he knew the way they did business. She also said
attorneys had solicited her case by letter and in person; that
one of them told her she would have to have a lawyer if she
got more than funeral expenses out of it: that the claim agent
would not pay her hardly anything, to which she said she
answered, "Why the claim agent has already told me the company is responsible. Don't you think he will do as much
for me as he will for you?"
It is obvious this "lady had at some time heard favorable
reports of some claim agent and was inclined to believe all
of

them were governed by the same standard of business
What if the claim agent had denied the responof his company or made an evasive answer to her

principles.
sibility

question?
Would he have gotten this settlement?
she have trusted herself to deal with him? I do not
believe so, because she told him after the settlement he had
dealt with her exactly as she had thought he would do.
Many 7:a-,'s ago the president of a railroad, on learning I
was to take the position of claim agent on his railroad, said
to me The only advice I have to give you is: "Be firm and
keep your promises. If you make a bad promise, keep it."
You can see in that remark that this president recognized that
a claim agent was a potent molder of public opinion toward
the railroad with which Ire was connected and his advice was
based on what he believed was to the best interest of the
railroad company, because it was in harmony with honor.
I have never known an executive officer of any railroad who
direct

Would

—

July

3,
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expected or desired his claim department to do more than to
prevent
the
company being imposed upon in claim
•

settlements.

Claim agents, as a class, are not paid salaries commensurate with the importance and value of their work to
their companies, nor in reasonable proportion to the responsibilities placed upon them. I think this is, largely, perhaps
almost wholly, due to the status the claim agent has gotten
There is hardly any subordinate officer who
into officially.
does not assume to outrank a claim agent. This fact was recognized by this association many years ago and it was agreed
that strong efforts should be made to bring the claim agent
out of the official obscurity into which he had been consigned
by his ambitious and forward associates in business and
secure for him the official recognition to which the importance of his work justly entitles him. I do not believe the
claim agent's compensation will be w'hat it should be until
I believe if every claim agent
this recognition is secured.
within and without this association will live and act in accordance with the high code of business ethics and honor
his chief executive officer would wish him to do and insist
on all other persons taking cognizance of that fact the day
of such official recognition will be greatly hastened.
Radical, indeed, have been the changes during the
this

life

of

association in the laws governing the liability of rail-

roads for damages for injury and death of their employees
These changes were
in the course of their employment.
brought about largely by the instrumentality of a class of
lawyers whose chief business it was and is to foment litigation between employer and employee in such cases for their
own profit. So greatly did these men enrich themselves that
a class of business theretofore regarded with disfavor by
reputable lawyers has been eagerly sought in recent years
by the most of them.
So corrupting is the love of money that any defenses left
the railroads to such actions are commonly sworn away by
witnesses procured and drilled for the purpose, or are ignored
b}- judges more concerned about their own political future
than about the administration of the law they were sworn to
uphold. The worst feature of this damage suit industry (for
it has attained the proportions of an industry) is not that it'
despoils the companies of their

money

of

which the victims

of the accident get but a small part, but that

it

despoils the

companies of the loyalty and allegiance of their employees
and creates a hostility which indirectly causes much greater
pecuniary loss to the companies and is disastrous to efficient
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humanity in the system proposed and based
on a common and well-settled principle of business,
has appealed so strongly to legislative bodies that it has
crystallized into law in nearly one-half the states of the Union
and is being considered in many others, as well as in Congress.
It is true most of the workmen's compensation acts
passed by the states are limited in their scope and in the
opinion of political and social economists of high standing
and others who have made exhaustive study of the subject
are open to other vital criticism, yet these laws constitute a
beginning the first step as it were in bringing in a new and
w-as creating; the

as

it

is

—

better system.

my remarks, to speak of the recent moveprevention of injuries and the phenomenal
rapidity of its spread among the railroads of the country, as
well as among the big industrial plants. The results it has
already achieved are equally phenomenal the best proof that
the idea underlying it is correct and has stood the test in
practice.
The salient idea is that injury prevention is the
work of the men who are the victims of these occurrences,
because they control the majority of the causes of accidents;
that in this work they should have the sympathetic support
and active co-operation of the companies by which they are
employed and of every one of its officers. For obvious reasons the initiatory steps in the inauguration of this movement
have had to be taken by the companies and the co-operation
has thus far been from the men, but I am sure the men who
do the work of the railroads are beginning to realize that
the protection of themselves and their associates in work
from death and injury is of vastly more consequence to them
and their families than any matter of higher wages or change
in working conditions can possibly be; that considerations of
their own safety have higher and more urgent demands on
them than can be urged by any reckless member of their
labor order who invokes their aid to save him from discharge,
because of the violation of safet3' rules by which he has imperiled the life and limbs of others, and since they control
(substantially speaking) the causes of injury they should
control and dominate the movement for the elimination of
I

wish, in closing

ment

for

the

—

those causes.
It is my firm belief that the greatest success in the prevention of injury and death of railroad men will not be attained
until the men take actual charge of the "Safety First" movement, being given, of course, at all times the active support

and co-operation of their companies and everyone of their
officers.

service to the public.

A southern lawyer of ability and force who obtained, because of his success, a monopoly on the damage suit business
arising in his vicinity against three railroads sensed this latter
effect many years ago and said to me at the time that his
experience had convinced him that when once an employee
had brought a damage suit against his employer the relation
that

must

exist

between employer and employee was so

greatly strained as to render the man unfit to return to his
former employer's service and that such a man ought not be

taken back.

The evil effects of this system on the courts of the country;
its sinister and insidious influence on the judges is notorious
everywhere. General recognition of these facts has served
the purpose of developing the idea strongly and widely that
a system of liability, as between employer and employee,
based on fault was fiindamentally wrong and inimical to the
interest of the employee and his family and the public. That
production was carried on for the benefit of society. That
society in general should pay the cost of .production and
included in that cost should be the reasonable compensation,
on a fixed and predetermined scale, of tljose who are injured
and the dependent ones of those who are killed in industrial
pursuits.

The inherent

justice

and soundness of

this idea; the glaring

defects of the old system and the intolerable conditions

it

THE RELATIONS OF THE YARDMASTER AND
DESPATCHER
By

J.

.\5sistant Chief Despatcher, Chicago,

L.

Coss

Rock Island &

Pacific, Haileyville. Okla.

there are any two persons connected with a railroad who
should work together at all times they are the despatcher
If

and yardmaster.

There always has been and no doubt

to

a certain degree there always will be more or less conflict
Why, w^e cannot explain, unless it be
between them.

ignorance.

A yardmaster should possess higher qualifications than the
He should have a fair education and
average switchman.
some executive ability to enable him to handle his correspondence intelligently; to maintain an organization among
He must be able to
his men and to command their respect.
show his men that he has confidence in them and their work
and that he relies on their ability to perform the work mapped
out for them. It should not be necessary for the yardmaster
to give a foreman a job and then feel that he must personally
check him up to see that it has been done.
The yardmaster should be paid approximately $150 per
month. His pay should at least be more than that of an
engme foreman. It does not look right for an engine foreman
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taking

the

train

at

the

time

specified

he

will

not

it is built.
-Outside of regular scheduled trains
there should not be such a rush about other trains that all
concerned cannot have time enough to do properly the neces-

a train after

sary work in connection therewith. When a train is thrown
together hurriedly nine times out of ten something is found
will result in an hour or two of terminal overtime for the road crew. Then each blames the other.
The yardmaster should realize that the conditions on the
road have something to do with the handling of outgoing
trains and the despatcher should understand that the yard
conditions have something to do with expediting the move-

wrong which

of cars through

it.

The yardmaster should be

No.

1

on

either's part, or by accident, each should take it as in the
general course of business and not censure the other. Just
as soon as these two officials become more closelj' associated
in a business way and work in absolute harmony we will
see better work done all around.

WAREHOUSE TRUCKS MADE BY OXYACETYLENE WELDING
example of the application of the oxy-acetylene
welding process to manufacturing operations is shown in the
steel truck made by the Standard Improved Truck Company of
.•\

striking

Chicago.

Trucks of the type shown in the accompanying illustration
were previously made by drilling and riveting all the joints.
Welding by the Oxweld process was proposed and a test truck
made by this method. The results were so much in favor of
this system that it was adopted.
Welding not only produces a one piece truck with great

block

incoming trains to such an extent that they will run into road
overtime.
The simple matter of moving a train ovit of a
terminal is not all by a great deal; of course, if the yard is
blocked this is another question, but men who keep in touch
with the situation will guard against blocked yards.
Here is where the hard feeling starts. The average yardmaster thinks that when he gets ready to run a train it should
be moved at once. He does not figure on what it will encounter out on the line. Many do not care just so they get
the train out of the yard and make a showing for themselves.
Some despatchers, on the other hand, think that
when they want a train all they have to do is to whistle at
the yardmaster and the train and engine crew will assemble
in front of the yard office in a few moments.
I have known
cases where the call boy had been instructed to call a crew
with an engine and caboose and run out of the yard without
even telling the yardmaster that it was wanted.
It takes time to make up a train in the yard.
If an extra
is wanted bj- a despatcher at a given time he should be
willing to give the yardmaster time to get it and not rush
him. If he has not been given reasonable advance notice it
may be that his engines are engaged on other important work
-that he cannot well leave at the time or that some of the
engines have turned in for the meal hour. He must be given
an opportunity to keep down yard overtime and expense.
Above all things, give the yardmaster advance notice concerning what is wanted. Don't have him at work making up
a train for the west and decide the next moment that you
want one east in preference; this will mix everything up and
nothing is gained. Above all things avoid having him tear up

ment
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ated that he can go to the despatcher's office and talk over
the line-up in advance, and the despatcher should not be so
burdened with work that he cannot take a few moments to
go over the situation with him and arrange to cover any
loop holes that may crop out. Then if any of the plans fail,

to draw a check for $130 and the yardniaster one for $125 or
perhaps less. He should devote a portion of his time each
day to personally going over the yard records with the clerk
to see that foreig-n cars are being promptly moved according
to instructions, that old loads and empties are not allowed to
lie around the yard and get buried and that the rip track,
roundhouse and storehouse switching is being cared for. In
a first class yard he is a busy man, and his responsibilities
are great. He is sometimes handicapped for room, especially
during a brisk run of business, the clerical force may not be
up to the requirements and many other things of an aggravating nature confront him. Therefore, he should be given
all the support possible by the despatcher and other officials
as well. It's one thing to tell how to run a yard and another
Consists of incoming trains as well as pick-ups
to run it.
made on the road should be given preference by the telegraph
department so that they will reach the yardmaster at the
earliest possible moment in order that he may figure on the
break-up and make-up of trains in the yard. Without this
advance information he is badly handicapped.
The despatcher is also a busy man with possibly two or
three yards and from 200 to 500 miles of main track to cover.
Terminal overtime is an item of expense without any returns
whatever; therefore, it should have the closest watching by
all concerned and the greatest reduction can be made by
A train should not be orthe despatcher and yardmaster.
dered unless the yardmaster is satisfied beyond any doubt,
barring accidents, that he can have it ready at the appointed
Howtime, and the despatcher must know he can move it.
ever, the despatcher must go a little further and be sure that

by

Vol.

so situ-

.

Truck with Oxy-Acetylene Welded Joints
strength at the joints, but has increased the output per man
about 20 per cent, with a saving of over 30 per cent, of the previous cost of manufacture. Csmparative tests of three methods
of connection wjre made by Robert W. Hunt & Company, en-

Connection A was the oxy-acetylene welded joint.
Connection B was riveted with two ^ in. diameter rivets in
double shear, one in the stringer tube and one in the cross tube.
Connection C was riveted with a 14 in. rivet in double shear
through the cross tube and a ]/i in. riveted reduction of inserted
plug through the stringer tidie, the head being in tension.
Tested to destruction connection A failed at the weld under a
gineers.

maximum

load of 25.460

lb.

Connection

B

failed

by shearing

the rivet in the stringer tube under a load of 4,740 lb.
At a
load of 5.S00 lb. connection C failed by shearing the rivet in the
cross tube and pulling through the
rivet connection in the
stringer tube.

News Department

eneral
Daniel Willard, president of the Baltimore

&

Ohio,

is

now

Doctor of Letters, that degree having been conferred upon him
by the University of Maryland in Baltimore, June 1.

& Company have declared a semi-annual divicent., making their annual dividend rate 6 per
instead of 10 per cent., which has been paid for the last

Wells Fargo
dend of 3 per

anism, are
into

fiom

the

The

made

split top

its

to

wink constantly.

A

cube of butter thrust
The potato can be seen
transcontinental trains entering Seattle.

glows intermittently.

windows of

all

New York

dining cars from $1 to $1.25. For
still be $1.
On the Federal Express,
the Boston-Washington train, breakfasts are served at 50 cents,

State Workmen's Compensation Law went
on July 1. By this law employers of men engaged in
so-called hazardous occupations
which term, under this law,
includes most outdoor work on railroads are required to pay
compensation in all cases of deaths and injuries occurring to
employees in the course of their work, disregarding the question
of blame or responsibility.
Employers are required either to
insure themselves, so as to provide sums for payment of claims
to which they may become liable, or else to give to the State
Workmen's Compensation Commission satisfactory evidence of
ability to pay any probable claim or claims; but it is said that all
of the railroad companies of the state have thus far refrained
from taking action. It is understood that probably some one or
more railroads will test the law in the courts. An accident to an
employee engaged in interstate commerce must be dealt with according to the provisions of the federal compensation law and
the question of whether or not an employee, in a given situation,
should be classed as engaged in intrastate commerce, and there-

75 cents and $1.

fore subject to the

cent,

seven years.

Moody Boynton and

his monorail project are still alive; and
lower House of the Massachusetts Legislature last week
a bill to aid him with the credit of the state to the extent of
several million dollars was passed by a vote of 105 to 98.

E.

in the

Works of California has introduced in Congress a
forbidding the payment of tips to porters and waiters on
railroad rains and steamboats.
Mr. Works proposes
tc compel employers to pay wages high enough to make tips
unnecessary.
Senator

bill

interstate

The New York, New Haven & Hartford has
of the dinners served on
luncheon the price will

raised the price

its

into effect

—

—

•

New York

law,

is

likely to be a complicated

The Pennsylvania Railroad has

issued instructions that the
rule forbidding the hiring of men for the service of the road
without evidence of satisfactory physical condition, as shown
by a physician's examination, is to be observed even in the case
of temporary employees, when practicable.

Francis F. Flagg, vice-president of the American Express
Company, has been elected president of the National Express
Company, succeeding J. C. Fargo, resigned. George C. Taylor,
president of the American Express Company, has been elected
also president of the Westcott Express Company.

Statements to the effect that the Southern Railway purposes to
dispense with ticket collectors on its passenger trains are without
foundation though collectors have been taken off some of the
Coltrains on which traffic does not justify their retention.
lectors are to be continued on the important trains on the main
line, and no further reductions are contemplated.

A

A

special

track

to a press despatch from Berlin June 29, a German
Landmann, flying in a military biplane, has remained on
wing 21 hours 49 minutes, traveling in that distance about

aviator,

the

1,200 miles,
flight

State Civil Service Commission announces
examinations July 25 for the position of inspector of track installation, under the Public Service Commission of the First
Applicants must have
di.strict; salary $1,500 to $1,800 yearlj
had five years' experience as foreman, supervisor or otherwise
in responsible charge of the installation and construction of

work on steam

railroad terminals or high speed

Non-Stop Journey of Twelve Hundred Miles

According

;

The New York

Correction

G._. E. Sisco, assistant engineer ff motive power of the Pennsylvania Lines West, advises that the statement made in his discussion of the paper on Front End Design and Air Openings
of Grates and Ash Pans, before the International Railway Fuel
Association, and reported in the Railway Age Gazette, May 22,
1914, page 1150, giving the evaporation per hour for the locomotive with elliptical nozzle as 58,882 lb., should have been
53,882 lb.

or at an average rate of 55 miles an hour.

This

m. June 27. Another German aviator
wing 18 hours 10 minutes. In France,
a report published the same day. a dirigible balloon

was begun

at

8:30

p.

recently remained on the

according to
belonging to the army made a flight of 35 hours 39 minutes
without a stop. The balloon flew steadily at a height of about
It was equipped with wireless telegraph apa mile and a half.
paratus and was in frequent communication with the station in
the Eiffel tower.

electric lines.

W.

P.

Warner, assistant general passenger and

identified with the construction of the St.

and Tacoma.
Deer Lodge, Mont.
D., to Seattle

S.

The

Paul from Mobridge,
is E. H. Foster,

secretary

taken on several hundred men in
shops to repair freight cars in preparation for the expected
heavy autunm traffic regular employees who have been on furlough for a considerable time.
The Pennsylvania also has ordered that every available freight car be made ready for use.
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has increased its forces in
the shops at San Bernardino and at other places, and made
the working hours per week 55 instead of 40.

The Baltimore & Ohio has

its

—

The Northern
missary building.

A

Pacific has just finished at Seattle a new comWith equipment it has cost approximately

large trade mark, in the shape of a baked potato,
The
40 ft. long and 18 ft. in diameter, surmounts the roof.
potato is electric lighted and its eyes, through the electric mech$30,000.

British

freight agent

of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul at Spokane, Wash., was
elected president of the "Milwaukee Puget Sound Pioneer Club"
This club
at the' annual meeting of the club at Seattle June 24.
was' organized last year, and is composed of men who were

Railway Employees

The Bureau of Railway News and Statistics has issued a
statement showing that, according to the British Board of Trade,
there were 643,135 wage earners employed on the railways of the
United Kingdom on December 31, 1913. Of these 594,088 were
classed as adults and 49,047 as boys, i. e., under 18 years of age.
The total is 44,385 more than in 1910, but only 21,794 over the
number reported in 1907. The figures do not include the salaIn the United States in 1913 the total was 1,714,603,
ried staff.
also exclusive of general and other officers.
The compensation of British railway employees between 1901
and 1912, for which figures are available, increased from £29,354,000 to £34,912,000, or 19 per cent, where the number of
persons increased 11 per cent. During the same period the compensation of .\merican railway employees, exclusive of general
and other officers, increased from $588,517,000 to $1,227,933,000,
or 108.5 per cent., against an increase of 61.5 per cent, in numbers.

The average pay of British railway men in 1901 was approximately $255 a year and $271 in 1912; that of American railway
employees in 1901 was $555 and $716 in 1912. These figures are
exclusive of salaried officers in both cases.

;:

'
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Charges of Conspiracy

in

Connection With the Hsunpden Railroad

In the Middlesex County Court at Cambridge. Mass., June 29,
the grand jury reported indictments against 18 persons in connection with the sale of notes of the Hampden Railroad, the
connection between the Boston & Maine and the New York, New
Haven & Hartford, which was built in 1913, but which has
never been put in operation. The persons indicted are Frederick
S. Moseley, banker; Charles S. Mellen, who was president of
the New York, New Haven & Hartford; Ralph D. Gillett, who
was president of the Hampden Railroad Corporation, but who
is now dead, and members of the committees of two savings
banks who bought the notes of the railroad corporation. It is

charged that the indorsement by the

Hampden Investment Com-

pany, on the notes of the railroad corporation,

was not a sub-

stantial security.

The Hampden Railroad, about 15 miles long, cost over S4.000,The Massachusetts Public Service Commission has refused
approve more than $3,300,000 in securities and has refused
to authorize the lease of the Hampden to the Boston & Maine

000.

to

and because of the resulting delay in the opening of the road,
and for other reasons, the financial burdens of the company and
The Massachusetts legisits bankers are becoming pressing.
lature has discussed a bill designed for the relief of the company
and to facilitate the plans of the Boston & Maine for opening
The obthe line to business, but has thus far done nothing.
jectors to the bill declaring that there have been gross frauds
and that the applicants do not come into court with clean hands
have succeeded in preventing all action. Ten counts in the
indictment charge Mellen, Moseley and Gillett with stealing.

—

—

Summary

of

The Bureau

Revenues and Expenses
of Railway

of

Steam Roads

in April

Economics summary of revenues and

expenses and comments thereon for April, 1914. are as follows

Railways operating 225,821 miles of line are covered by this
summary, or about 90 per cent, of all steam railway mileage in
the United States. Their operating revenues for the month of
April. 1914, amounted to $230,534,172. This amount includes revenues from freight and passenger traffic, from carrying mail and
express, and from miscellaneous sources connected with rail
operation.
Compared with April, 1913, total operating revenues
show a decrease of $7,970,644. Total operating revenues per
mile averaged $1,021 in April, 1914, and $1,065 in April, 1913, a
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decrease of $44, or 4.1 per cent. There was a decrease of 5.2
per cent, in freight revenue per mile, and a decrease in passenger
revenue per mile of 0.2 per cent.
Operating expenses, which include all the costs of maintaining
track and equipment, operating trains, securing traffic, and of
This was $7,556,970
administration, amounted to $172,231,630.
These operating expenses per mile of
less than for April, 1913.
line averaged $763 in April, 1914, and $803 in April. 1913, a decrease of $40 per mile, or 5.0 per cent.
Net operating revenue, that is, total operating revenues less
operating expenses, amounted to $58,302,542, which was $413,674
-Xet operating revenue per mile of
less than for April. 1913.
line averaged $258 in April, 1914, and $262 in April, 1913, a
decrease of $4 per mile, or 1.5 per cent.
Taxes for the month of April amounted to $11,465,060. or $51
per mile, an increase of 9.3 per cent, over April, 1913.
Operating income, which is net revenue from rail and auxiliary
operations, less taxes, averaged $206 per mile of line, and in
April, 1913, $214, thus decreasing $8, or 3.5 per cent.
Operating
income for each mile of line for each day in April averaged
Operating income is that pro$6.88, and for April, 1913. $7.14.
portion of their operating receipts which remains available to the
railways for rentals, interest on bonds, appropriations for betterments, improvements, new construction, and for dividends.
The operating ratio for April, that is, the per cent, of total
operating revenues absorbed in operating expenses, was 74.7 per
cent., which is comparable with 75.4 per cent, in April, 1913, and
73.6 per cent, in April, 1912.
The railways of the Eastern district show a decrease in total
operating revenues per mile of line as compared with April, 1913,
of 5.1 per cent.; the railways of the Southern district an increase
of 4.6 per cent., and the railways of the Western district a deOperating expenses per mile decreased
crease of 5.9 per cent.
6.8 per cent, in the East, increased 1.9 per cent, in the South,
and decreased 5.0 per cent, in the West. Net .operating revenue
per mile increased 0.9 per cent, in the East, increased 13.6 per
cent, in the South, and decreased 8.3 per cent, in the West.
Ta.xes per mile show an increase of i.7 per cent, in the East,
an increase of 16.1 per cent, in the South, and an increase of 13.3
per cent, in the West. Operating income per mile increased 0.9
per cent, in the East, increased 12.8 per cent, in the South, and
decreased 12.7 per cent, in the West.
Comparison of returns for ten months of the current fiscal year
with those of the corresponding months of the previous fiscal
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1914

decrease in total operating revenues per mile of
per cent., an increase in operating expenses per mile of 1.6
per cent., and a decrease in net operating revenue per mile of
11.6 per cent. This net operating revenue per mile decreased 18.8
per cent, in the East as compared with the corresponding period
of the previous year, increased 0.3 per cent, in the South, and
decreased 8.5 per cent, in the West.
When the returns for the four months of the calendar year
1914 are compared with those of the corresponding months of
1913, they show a decrease in total operating revenues per mile
of 5.7 per cent., a decrease in operating expenses per mile of 3.4
per cent., and a decrease in net operating revenue per mile of 12.4
per cent.
This net operating revenue per mile decreased 22.8
per cent, in the East as compared with the corresponding period
of the previous year, decreased 2.9 per cent, in the South and
decreased 6.4 per cent, in the West.
The diagram show's the variations in operating revenues, operating expenses, and net operating revenue per mile for the separate months of the calendar year 1913 and of the calendar year
1914 to date.
The following table shows the per cent, of operating revenues consumed by each class of expenses
)'ear reveals a
2.5

31

The entertainment program included

following morning.
a trolley excursion

on the

to

a ball,
ride

Lake Minnetonka, and a steamboat

lake.

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association

The

sixth annual convention will be held in Chicago, July 2022, at the Hotel Sherman.
The following is the program
July
:

—

9:30 a. m. Opening address; Standardization of Reamers for
Locomotive Repairs; Machine Tool Repairs.
July 21.— Special Tools for Drilling, Reaming and Milling;
Tool Room Grinding; address: Safety First in Grinding.
July 22.— Distribution of Tools for Shop Use; Dies for Cold
Work, Press and Special Punching.

20,

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS
The following list gives names of secretarus, dales of
meeltiigs, and places of meeting.

regula

i.

—

Brake

-Association.
F. M. Xellis, 53 State St., Boston, Mass.
convention. May 5-8, 1915, Hotel Sherman, Chicago.

.\iR

Nex

Selected Percentages and Averages
(Roads having annual operating revenues above $l,000,000j

Per cent, of total operating revenues:
Freight revenue
Passenger revenue
Other transportation
Non-transportation

Maintenance of wav and
tures

Ten months

ending

ending

June 30

.\pril

Account

Fiscal year

1914

1913

69.5
22.1

70.3
21.3
7.3

1913

—

April 30

1912

1914

1913

69.1
22.8
7.0

70.0
22.1
6.9

.Account

7.3

69.8
22.2

68.7
23.2

6.9

7.1

Maintenance of equipment
Traffic exp(inses

Transportation expenses
General expenses

•Averages per mile per day:
Operating revenues per
per day
Operating expenses per
per day
Net operating revenue per
per day
Operating income per mile

Association

.\.merican

Room

101,

20 and 21,

of

Union

New

—

Superintendents. E. H. HarmaxiK
Mo. Next convention, August.

—

.American Electric Railway .Association. E. B. Burritt, 29 W. 39th St.i
New York. Annual convention, October 12-16, Atlantic City, N. J.

1.1

1.1

1.0

1.1

1.0

15.5
17.8

12.7
15.9
2.1

13.2
17.5

13.0
16.3

2.1

2.0

37.4

37.4
2.6

35.9

36.4

2.5

2.6

35.2
2.4

.American Railway Association.

2.9

13.3
16.4
2.0
35.2
2.4

74.7

75.4

69.3

69.1

71.8

68,9

.American Railway Engineering Association.

2.1

—

Electric Railwav Mancfacturers' Assoc. H. G. McCcnnaughy, 165 Broadway, New York.
Meetings with Am. Elec. Ry,

.America.n
^

Assoc.

—

W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., Ne York.
American Railway Bridge and Building Association. C. .A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago. Next convention, October 20-22, 1914, Los Angeles,

—

Cal

igan Ave., Chicago.
mile
$34.03 $35.48 $37.76 $34.78 $36.74 $37.67

mile
25.42

26.75

26.17

24.05

26.37

25.95

S.61

8.73

11.59

10.73

10.37

11.72

6.88

7.14

10.08

9.28

8.70

10.24

mile

per

day

Railroad

Station, St. Louis,

York.

1.1

Total operating expenses (excluding outside operations

and taxes)

JERICAN Association of General Passenger and Tick
Agents. W. C.
Hope, 143 Liberty St., New York.
.\merican Association of Freight Agen-R. O. Wells, I. C. R. R.,
East St. Louis, 111.

14.1
18.2
2.1

struc-

-

.American Association of Dining Car Superintendents.— H. C. Boardman, D. L. & W., Hoboken, N. J.
Next convention, October,
Washington.

—

^E. H. Fritch, 900
Next convention, March 16-18, 1915.

.American Railway Master Mechanics' Association. -J.
pen Building, Chicago.
.A.\ierican

W.

S.

Mich-

Taylor, Kar-

—

Railway Tool Foremen's Association. A. R. Davis, Central of
Next convention, July 20-22, Hotel Sherman,

Georgia, Macon, Ga.
Chicago.

—

.American Society for Testing Materi.u.s. Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
Next annual meeting, June 30
to July 4, Hotel Traymore, .Atlantic City, N. J.
.\MERiCAN Society of Civil Engineers. Chas. W. Hunt, 220 West 57th
St., New York; Ist and 3d Wed., except June, July and August,
New York.
.American Society of Engineering Contractors. J. R. Wemlinger, 11
Broadway, New York; 2d Thursday of each month, at 2 ~ ""
11 Broadway, New York.
-American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Calvin W. Rice, 29 W,
39th St., New York.
.American Wood Preservers' .Association. F. J. .Angier, B. & O., Balti
more, Md.
Next convention, January 19-21, 1915, Chicago
.Association of .American Railway .Accounting Officers.
E. R. Woodson, 1300 Pennsylvania Ave., Washington, D. C.
.Association of' Railway Claim Agents. C. W. Egan, B. & O., Baltimore,

—

Association of American Reiilway Accounting Officers

The annual convention

of the --Association of

American

Rail-

way .Accounting

Offices was held at the Hotel Radisson, Minon June 24, 25 and 26, with an attendance of
about 150 members. Because the report of the Standing Committee on Corporate, Fiscal and General Accounts was acted
upon at a special meeting in New York in March there was
Relittle but routine business to come before the meeting.
ports were received from the Executive Committee, the Standing Committee on Freight Accounts and the Standing Committee on Passenger Accounts, and were discussed, and all of the
committees of the association presented memorials to the
memory of the late C. G. Phillips, who had been secretary of

neapolis. Minn.,

the association since its organization. J. A. Taylor, comptroller
of the Central of New Jersey, presented an informal address on
the subject of "Loyalty."
Officers were elected as follows

:

President, C. B. Seger, vice-

and comptroller Union Pacific System, New York
R. A. White, general auditor New York
second vice-president,
Central & Hudson River, New York
L. .A. Robinson, comptroller Chicago & North Western, Chicago.
New members of the Executive Committee, Mr. Robinson, B. .^.
president

first

vice-president,

;

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul,
Chicago; H. H. Laughton, auditor Southern Railway, Washington. D. C.
H. G. Foster, assistant general auditor, Chicago.
Burlington & Quincy. Chicago, and W. G. Johnson, assistant
E. R. Woodson, of
comptroller. Northern Pacific, St. Paul.

Dousman,

genera!

auditor,

'

Washington, D. C, was appointed permanent secretary-.
Through the courtesy of Mr. Dousman, the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul furnished a special all-steel train of 13 cars
for the accommodation of members and their families, leaving
Chicago on Tuesday evening and arriving in Minneapolis the

—

—

—

—

—

Md.

—

.Association of Railway Electrical Engineers. Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
N. W. Ry., Chicago. Annual convention, October 19-23, Chicago.
.Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.- P. W. Drew, 112
West Adams St., Chicago.

—

—

of Transportation and Car .Accounting Officers. G. P.
Conard, 75 Church St., New York.
-Association of Water Line .Accounting Officers.
W. R. Evans, Chamber of Commerce, Buffalo, N. Y.
Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association. L. D. Mitchell, Detroit
Meeting with American Railway Bridge
Graphite Co., Chicago, III.
and Building Association.
Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,
Que.; 2d Tuesday in month, except June, July and .August, Windsor
Hotel, Montreal.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers. Clement H. McLeod, 176 Mailsfield St., Montreal, Que.: 1st Thursday, October, November, December, February, March and .April, Montreal.
Car Foremen's .Association of Chicago. .Aaron Kline, 841 Lawler Ave.,
Chicago: 2d Monday in month, except July and August, Lytton Bldg.,
Chicago.
Central Railway Club. H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New A'ork: 2d
Fri. in Jan., Mav, Sept. and Nov. and 2d Thurs. in March, Hotel
Statler, Buffalo, N. Y.
Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.— Edw. J. Dugan. P. O. Box 654,
St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July, -August and September, Old State Capitol Bldg., St. Paul.
Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania. Edw. R. Dasher, Box 75. Harrisburg. Pa.: 1st Friday after 10th of each month, except Julv and
.August, 31 So. Front St., Harrisburg, Pa.
-Association

—
—

—

—

—

—
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Engixeers' Society of Western Pennsylv.\n-ia. Elmer K. Hiles, Oliver
Bldg., Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh. Pa.
Freight Claim Association. Warren P. Taylor, Richmond, Va.
General Superintendents' Association of Chicago. A. M. Hunter, 605
Grand Central Station, Chicago; Wed. preceding 3d Thurs., Trans-

—

—

Chicago.
nternational Railway Congress. Executive Committee, 11, rue de LouConvention, 1915, Berlin.
vain, Brussels, Belgium.
nternational Railway Fuel Association. C. G. Hall, 922 McCormick
Bldg., Chicago.
NTERNATIONAL RAILWAY GENERAL FoREMEn's ASSOCIATION. Wm. Hall, 829
West Broadway, Winona, Minn. Next convention, July 14-17, Hotel
Sherman, Chicago.
NTERNATIONAL RaILRO.^D MaSTER BlACKSMITHS' .ASSOCIATION. A. L. WoodNext convention, third Tuesday in August.
worth, Lima, Ohio.
portation

Bldg.,

—

—

enance of Way and Master Painters' Association of the United
States and Canad.^.— T. I. Goodwin, C. R. I. & P., Eldon. Mo. Next
convention, November 17-19, 1914, Detroit, Mich.
Master Boiler Makers' Association. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,

—

New

"i'ork.

Master Car Builders'

-Association.

—

J.

W.

Taylor, Karpen Building, Chi-

cago.

—

Master Car & Locomotive Painters' Assoc, of U. S. and Canada. A. P.
Next convention, September 8-11,
Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass.
Nashville, Tenn.
Nationai Ratlway Appliances Association. Bruce V. Crandall, 537 So.
Next convention, March 15 to 19, 1915,
Dearho
St., Chicago.

—

Chicago.

New

Englanc Railroad Club.— W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave., Boston. Ma
2d Tuesday in month, except June, July, .Aug. and Sept.,

—

B. .Anderson, Penna. R. R., Pittsburgh,

Pa.: 4th Friday in month, except June, July and August, Pittsburgh.
Railway Development .Association. W. Nicholson, Kansas City Southern,
*
Kansas City. Mo.
Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' .Assoc. ^J. Scribner, 1021
Monadnock Block, Chicago. Meetings with Asso. Ry. Elec. Engrs.
Railway Fire Protection .Association. C. B. Edwards, Mobile & Ohio,
Mobile. .Ala. Annual meeting, October 6, Washington, D. C.
Railway Gardening .Association. J. S. Butterfield, Lee's Summit, Mo.;
Railway Sign.al .Association. C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa. -Annual

—

—

—

——

meeting. Bluff Point, N. Y., September 22-24.
Assoc^.^TION.
J. P. Murphy, Box C, Collinwood,
Ohio.
Railway Supply Manufacturers' .Association. J. D. Conway, 2136 Oliver
Meetings with M. C. B. and M. M. .AssociaBldg., Pittsburgh. Pa.

—

Railway Storekeepers'

—

50 Church St.,

New

Meetings with

York.

.Assoc, of

—

G. .A. Nelson,
Ry. Teleg. Supts

Railway "Telegraph & Telephone .Appliance -Association.

Richmond Railroad Clup.— F. O. Robinson, C. & O., Richmond, Va. 2d
Mondav in month, except June. July and .August.
Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way .Association. L. C. Ryan, C. &
;

—

Next convention. September 8-10. 1914. Chicago.
St. Louis Railway Club.— B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,
Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June. Tuly and .Aug., St. Louis.
Salt Lake City Transportation Club.— R. E. Rowland. Hotel Utah Bldg.,
Salt Lake Citv, Utah: 1st Saturday of each month. Salt Lake City.
Signal .Appliance .Associ.ation. F. W. Edmunds. 3868 Park -Ave.. New
Meeting with annual convention Railway Signal Association.
York.
Society of Railway Financial Officers. Carl Nyquist, La Salle St. StaN. W.. Sterling.

111.

—

—

tion,

Southern

Chicago.

.Association of Car
P. Ry., .Atlanta. Ga.

Service Officers.

— E.

W. Sandwich,

-A.

&

Next meeting. Tuly 16. Chattanooga, Tenn.
Southern & Southwestern Railway Club. A. J. Merrill, Grant Bldg.,
Nov.,
Sept.,
July,
Atlanta, Ga.; 3d Thurs.. Tan.. March, Mav,

W.

—

10 .A. M., Candler Bldg., .Atlanta.
J. S. Marks. .Agent. Interstate Despatch,
Toledo, Ohio; 1st Saturday in month. Boody House, Toledo.
.Association.
W. C. Kidd, Ramapo Iron Works, Hillsburn,
Meetings with Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way
N. Y.

Toledo Transportation Club.

—

—

Track Supply

Association.

t

—

Traffic Clue of Chicago. W. H. Wharton, La Salle Hotel. Chicago.
Traffic Club of New York.- C. A. Swope, 291 Broadway. New York;
last Tuesday in month, except June, .Tuly and -August, WaldorfAstoria, New York.
L. Wells. Erie R. R.. Pittsburgh. Pa.;
meetings bimonthly, Pittsburgh. Annual meeting, 2d Monday in Tune.
-A. F. Versen. Mercantile Library Building,
Tb.affic Club of St. Louis.
Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings
St. Louis. Mo.
October to May.
Train Despatchers' .Association of America. J. F. Mackie, 7122 Stewart
.Ave., Chicago.
Tr-^nsportation Club of Buffalo. J. M. Sells, Buffalo; first Saturday

•Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.— D.

—

—

—

after first Wednesday.
Transport.\tion Club of Detroit.— W. R. Hurley. Supt.'s office. L. S. &
M. S.. Detroit, Mich.; meetings monthlv. Normandie Hotel. Detroit.
Traveling Engineers' .AssociATfox. W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & .H. R.,
Next meeting, September 15-18, Hotel SherEast Buffalo, N. Y.
man, Chicago.
Utah Society of Engineers. Frank W. Moore, Newhouse Bldg., Salt
Lake City. Utah; 3d Friday of each month, except Tuly and August,
Consolidated Music Hall, Salt Lake City.
Western Can.^da Railway Club. W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, Winnipeg, Man.; 2d Mondav. except Tune. Tulv and .Augu'^t. Winnipeg
Western R.*ilw.iv Club. J. W. Taylor, 1112 Karpen Building, Chicago;
3d Tuesday of each month, except June. July and .August, Karpen

—

—

—

—

Building,

The California terminal lines have announced that during
the expositions to be held in California next year special cars
or special trains \s\\\ not be parked at Los Angeles, San Diego,
or San Francisco, or anywhere within 50 miles of those points.
President O. L. Dickeson, of the White Pass & Yukon, anin Seattle June 24 that the new tariffs equalizing the St.

nounced
Michael

gatc'.vay rates from Seattle and Puget Sound ports to
all points on the Tanana river, and to Hot Springs
Skagway, would become effective July 1.

Fairbanks and
\ia

The United

States Express

Company went

out of business on

—

—

J.

The Western Classification Committee held a meeting at San
Francisco, Cal., on June 30, for the hearing of petitioners on a
large docket of subjects.

Since August 7 last, the Minnesota railroads have refunded
$1,500,000 to passengers and shippers of freight, in the form
of reparation, as a result of the decision of the Supreme Court
Claims are still arriving at the office
in the state rate cases.
of the state railroad commission at the rate of nearly a hundred

—
—

—

nlliiiiiiiituiiiMiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiriiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiitiiiriiiiiriiiiMiiin;

June 30. Of the 32,860 miles of lines operated by
company about 14,000 miles will now be operated by the
American Express and about 12,000 by Wells Fargo & Company
The -•Vdams Express will operate the remainder.

New York Railroad Club.— H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New
Friday in month, except June. July and August, New York.
Niagara Frontier Car Men's .Assochtion. E. Frankenberger, 623 BrisMeetings monthly.
bane Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
Peoria .Association of Railroad Officers. ^L W. Rotchford, Union Station. Peoria, 111.; 2d Thursday in month. Jefferson Hotel, Peoria.
Clitb
Railroad
of Kansas City. C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas
City, Mo.; 3d Friday in month. Kansas City.
Railroad Master Tinners. Coppersmiths & Pipefitters' Association.
U. G. Thompson, C. & E. L, Danville, 111.
Railway Business .Association. Frank W. Noxon, 30 Church St., New
Railway Club of Pittsburgh.

News

York; 3d

Boston.

York.

Traffic

Chicago.

Western Society of Engineers.—J. H. Warder. 1735 Monadnock Block,
Chicago; regular meeting 1st Monday in month, except January, July
Extra meetings, except in July and .August,
and. August, Chicago.
generally on other Monday evenings.

the night of
this

a day.

Governor Spry of Utah has advised the Salt Lake City Commercial Club Traffic Bureau that he has found that no law has
been violated by the declaration of the Union Pacific special
dividend, and that the state will, therefore, take no action in the
matter. The Governor's answer quotes a long opinion from the
attorney general of the state, who holds that on the statement
of facts the company has not violated any of its charter provisions.
The bureau petitioned the governor on June 2 to investigate the matter with a view to preventing the distribution of
the dividend, on the ground that it was illegal and would mean
increased freight rates.

A

committee of the Denver Chamber of Commerce has invited representatives of the Denver & Rio Grande and the Pull-

man Company

to appear at meetings of the

committee to ex-

plain the reasons for alleged discrimination against
their rates.

Denver

in

The Denver Convention Association has complained

from points in the southwest are higher to Denver
than to Colorado Springs and Pueblo, that lower round-trip
rates are made from Denver to Colorado Springs and other
cities than from those cities to Denver, and that the combination of Pullman fares from Chicago to Denver, $6. and from
Denver to San Francisco, $9, is higher than the combination
on Salt Lake City, $8.50 plus $5.
that

fares

The Department of Agriculture has issued revised regulations
governing the interstate movement of live stock, embracing
changes designed to facilitate the movement of stock from
quarantined areas.
Cattle that have been dipped once under
state or federal supervision may be shipped from an area quarantined for ticks to a market center where there are proper dipping facilities and the Department of -Agriculture maintains an
inspector. .After a second dipping the cattle may be sold for any
purpose.

Under

certain strict conditions, the transportation of

hogs from public stock yards is now permitted, this because of the
discovery by government scientists of a serum which renders
sw-ne immune to hog cholera. Hogs w-hich have been treated
which show no symptoms of suffering from
with the sci'ui.. :
any form of disease ~rty r.ov. be shipped. .-\= a result of this it
is expected th ., thousanus cf hghiweight hogs will be sent from
the stock yards to the country for feeding and fattening and that
the countr\-'s total production of pork will be greatly increased.
'

'

Representatives of the Tejys railways affected by the Shreveport decision appeared at a hearing before the Texas Railroad
Commission on June 19, and asked the approval of the commission for a tariff of rates applying from Dallas and Houston
to East Texas points, equalized with the interstate rates from

JvLv
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Shreveport, La., westward to the same points, as ordered by
the Interstate Commerce Commission in the decision which has
been upheld by the Supreme Court. The new tariff, which it
is proposed to make effective on August 1, advances the Texas
rates which were fixed by the Texas Railroad Commission.
The
railroad representatives asked the Texas commission to agree
to the new rates and place them in a position where they could
act without offense to either the Texas commission or the
Interstate Commission.
The Texas commission declined to
state that it would not prosecute the railroads for violating state
tariffs in making the new adjustment, and Commissioner Williams said he did not think the rates should be raised from
Texas points towards Shreveport, but that the situation should
be compromised by a partial advance in the Texas rates and a
The roads announced
partial reduction in the Shreveport rates.
that they would file the new tariff at once.

33

The refusal of the St. Louis Southwestern Railway to deLufkin, Tex., is to be made the basis of a court
proceeding to test the Allison liquor law. Smith & Jones some
time since ordered a cask of beer from Kansas City, Mo. Upon
the arrival of the beer at Lufkin, the agent refused to deliver
and intended to return it to Kansas City but Messrs. Smith
and Jones sued out a writ of injunction. The railroad company
has consistently refused to deliver intoxicating liquors..
liver beer at

;

Car Surpluses and Shortages
Arthur Hale, chairman of the committee on relations between railroads of the American Railway Association, in presenting statistical bulletin No. 169-A, giving a summary of car
surpluses and shortages by groups from February 15, 1913, to

June

says

15, 1914,

The

:

total surplus

on June

was

15, 1914,

232,-

Car Surpluses and Shortages
ou

—Surpluses

'

Coal,

oiip *1
3

4

'

roads.

Box.

-Tur e

IS,

1?14

8

674

—
—

15,
15,
IS,
15,
15,
15,
15,
15,
15,
15,

191-t

34
28

5,608
6,855
6,055
3.671
15.945
2,831
11.786
1.233
16,170
17,622

'

'

5

'

6

'

7

*

—
—
8 —
—
—
—

10
11

'

*
*

'

1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914

11

21

28
4
15
14

22
3

Tota

Coal,

Other

gondola
Flat. and hopper
1,531
246

No. of

174
1,173

974
712
645
56

20,854
41,448
5,962
10,120
8.347
954

409
109

1,589

1,645

2.493

222

968

88,450

7,111

93.520

Other

kinds.

Total.

305
10,319
3,798
1,395
2,201
6,218
1,684
4,708
1,339
9,331
2,614

2,756
36,955
53,274
14,386
16,704
31,156
5,525
18,492
2,903
29,639
21,204

4

2

129

30

43,913

232,994

179

Box.

Flat.

and hopper.

kinds.

Total.

6

134

40

134

200
19

25

246
44

9

13

6
181

20

6

26

1

22

23

49

66

660

-

366

—

•Group 1 is composed of New England lines; Group 2— New Yurk. New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland and Eastern Pennsylvania lines; Group 3 Ohio^
Indiana, Michigan and Western Pennsylvania lines: Group 4
West Virginia, Virginia, North and South Carolina lines; Group 5 Kentucky, Tennessee,
Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin and Minnesota lines; Group 7 Montana, Wyoming, Nebraska, North
Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia and Florida lines; Group 6
Dakota and South Dakota lines; Group 8 Kansas. Colorado, Missouri, Arkansas and Oklahoma lines; Group 9 Texas, Louisiana and New Mexico lines;
Group 10 Washington, Oregon, Idaho, California. Nevada and Arizona lines; Group 11 Canadian lines.

—

—

—

Shorhge

Surplus

Shig.

Surplus

1914I

—

•Shorlage

•Surplus

1911

594 cars; on June
cars;
cars,

—

Surplus

lOO.OOO

200.OOO

iOO.OOO

Shig.

—

—

Surplus

•Shorfage

—

on June 20,
and on June

zoo.oco

on June 14, 1913, 71.126
1912, 73.464 cars; on June 21, 1911, 165,934

1,

22,

1914, 242,572 cars;

1910,

125,644 cars.

A

The surplus is
reduction in surplus cars will be noted.
still larger than for any corresponding date since 1909.
surplus
is in central freight assoThe principal reduction of
ciation territory (group 3), with smaller reductions in the central part of the southeastern district (group 5), and in the
Nebraska, Wyoming, etc. (group 7), while the surplus continues
trunk line territory (group 2).
shortage on June 15, 1914, was 660 cars; on June

to increase in

The
1,

IOO.OOO

Car Surpluses and

Shorteiges,

1907

to

1914

20O.0OO

total

on June 14, 1913, 7,199 cars; on June
on June 21, 1911, 2,764 cars, and on June

1914. 770 cars;

5,746 cars;
2,729 cars.

The

total shortage of

660 cars remains negligible.

20, 1912,
22,

1910,

V

—

—
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The table on the preceding page gives car surplus and shortage figures by groups for the last period covered in the report
and the diagram shows total bi-weekly surpluses and shortages
from 1907 to 1914.

Xo.

1

1

Commission and Court News
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Cleveland Traffic Club
a meeting of the Trafiic Club of Cleveland, held on June
the following officers were elected
President, D. F. Hurd,
traffic
commissioner. Cleveland Chamber of Commerce; first
vice-president, John W. Clark; second vice-president, J. G.
Masterton
secretar}-,
Martin F. Doyle; treasurer, C. M.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION

:

Examiner Henderson held

Andruss.

The accompanying table, which was taken from bulletin No.
19 of the American Railway .-Association, gives a summary of
on June

Cars Owned
Home Cars on Home Roads
Home Cars on Foreign Roads
Foreign Cars on Home Roads

Iowa,
Kv., Tenn.
N.Y.,N.J., Ohio. Ind., va..
Miss..
111.,
W. Va..
Del., Md., Mich.,
Wis.,
.\la..
Eastern Western No. & So.
Minn.
England.
Carolina. Ga., Fla.
Pa.
Pa.
496,064
175.860
88,141
207,872
689,020
261,742
116.980
369,621
54.890
489,029
122,857
140.664
58,880
126.433
33,251
199,991
138,885
67,208
49,963
1 14,956
39,269
168,135
64,067
219,810

1914.

Location ox June

Total Cars on Line
Excess or Deficiency
Surplus
Shortage
Shop Cars
Home Cars in Home Shops
Foreign Cars in Home Shops

94,159

Total Cars in Shops
Per Cent, to Total Cars Owned
Home Cars on Home Roads
Total Cars on Line
Home Cars in Home Shops

Home Shops

Foreign Cars in

*

Mont.,

Kans.,

Wyo.,

Colo.,

Neb.,
Okla.,
Dakotas. Mo., Ark.
20.707
155,374
11.677
106.545
9,040
48,829
10.168
43,754

Texas,

Oregon,

Cana-

New

Idaho,
Nev.,
Cal., Arir.

dian
Lines.

Grand

Mexico.
33,598
21,554
12,044
20,021

139.618
88.025
51,593
46,109

154,334
111,755
42,579
26.196

2,422,330
1,633.597
788.733
802,449

134,134
•5.484
30.601

137,951
•16,383
21,131
269

2,436,046
13,716
242.572

La.,

21,835

150,299
•5,075
14,755

41,575

1.128
10,908

Total.

7

5

100

484,587
•11,477
31,943
86

7,563

20,850
7,666

18.868
1.794

15.464
1.562

36,881
3,659

904
474

16.034
1,429

3,768
951

7.916
2,545

6,495

975

58,896
7,266

202

193.639
28.523

8,538

66,162

28,516

20,662

17,026

40,540

1,378

17,463

4,719

10,461

6,697

222,162

62.28
104.39
8.58

70.97
102.88
8.55

46.94
111.06
7.96

67.67
98.49
9.08

66.52
94.93
8.79

72.41
89.38
4.21

2.93

.86

.89

.85

64.15
123.74
11.22
2.83

63.05
96.07
5.67

1.05

56.34
105.45
4.36
2.29

68.57
95.73
10.32

.71

74.51
97.69
7.48
.74

1.82

.13

67.44
100.57
7.99
1.18

9.29

9.60

10.89

9.94

9.68

8.22

6.65

11.17

14.05

7.49

4.34

9.17

708.839
19.819
58,831

204,731
•3.141
12,694
53

166,943
•8,917
18.049

7,977
3,648
8

1

77a

Denotes deficiency.

New

A

1914

290,993
29,251
36,122
241

6,018
3,890

Total Cars in Shops

1,

,

;

Total

Minn., on
on apples

E.xaminer Berry held a hearing at Chicago on June 22 on reshipping rates on grain and grain products from Omaha, Neb.,

freight car location by groups

C.^R

in the rates

Examiner Gibson held a hearing at Duluth, Minn., on June 23
on an application of shippers for a reduction in the freight rate
on pulp wood from points in Minnesota.

Car Location

1,

hearing at Duluth,

a

June 26 on an application for a reduction
from Missouri to Duluth and Ashland.

;

Mississippi River

Barge

and other points

barge which has just been built at New Orleans by
J. H. Bernard for use on the Mississippi is expected by its
sponsors to reduce the cost of transportation on the river.
Under the auspices of the Inland Navigation Bureau, the barge
rtill leave New Orleans, Jul}' 6.
The barge is one of several producer gas propelled flat bottom craft with large freight-carrying
capacity.
The cost of moving freight by them, even under existing unfavorable conditions, is expected to be more than half
a mill per ton mile, while the cost under ideal conditions may
be cut down to one-fourth or one-eight of a mill per ton mile..
These barges, unlike the old are plain iron and steel from stem
to stern.
They are so shaped as to hold every possible ton of
freight.
The crew needed to navigate a loaded 1,000-ton barge
consists of seven men all told.
On the trip to St. Paul, 1,000 tons of Louisiana lumber will
be taken up. and 1.000 tons of export flour and other commodities will be brought back to New Orleans.
steel

Germ.\x LocuMOTivES FOR Gre.\t
South-Eastem & Chatham received
its

57,

ijtiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiniiiiriiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiitriiitM)iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniciiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiini)ii[iL*

At

22,

\'oL.

order recently placed with a

AusTR.^Li.\N

Railw.w

Ties.

five

—

On May 19 the
engines in section on

Brit.\ix.

German locomotive

—The

to

Chicago

&

Alton stations

in

Illinois

and

Missouri.

The commission has further suspended from July 1 to October 29 tariffs filed by the eastern carriers imposing charges
for switching cars to and from points on private sidings and
industrial tracks.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has scheduled a hearing
on July 14 at Peoria, 111., on the application of the
Chicago, Ottawa & Peoria Traction Company for an order compelling steam railways to join it in making through rates.
to be held

Examiner Pugh held a hearing at San Francisco last week on
the application of the cities of Santa Rosa, Santa Clara, San
Jose and Marysville and others for terminal rates. The commission some time ago issued an order that Santa Rosa should
be given terminal rates if they were accorded the other three
cities, whereupon the railways withdrew them from the other
three. These cities then protested that they were entitled to the
rates if a large number of other cities were given them.
The
railways then announced that terminal rates would be restricted
to San Francisco, Oakland, Los Angeles and San Diego.

firm.

West Australian govern-

ment, which undertook tlie contract for the supply of ties for
the transcontinental railway is finding some difficulty in complying with the terms of delivery, as delays have taken place in
the construction of saw mills and in shipping logs out of the
forest.
The engineer in chief in charge of the railway construction says, in regard to the relative merits of the Karri and
Jarrah ties which are being used, that while Jarrah tics are
known to have an average life of about 14 years, it is anticiThe
pated that treated Karri ties will last nearly 30 years.
Jarrah tie has the unfortunate peculiarity of sinking away from
the spikes so that in time the latter become loose. The Karri,
on the other hand, closes around the spike and holds it tight.

Rates on Fresh Meats emd Packing-house Products

from

Mason

City, la.

&

&

Jacob E. Decker
Sous v. Ciiicago, Milwaukee
St. Paul.
Opinion by Commissioner Daniels:
The commission finds that the rates of 18 and 16 cents per
100 lb. respectively on fresh meats and packing-house products
from Mason City, la., to Chicago are not unreasonable /"fr se
nor discriminatory as compared with the rates from competing
It is also Jield that the fact that Mason City pays differpoints.
ent rates on fresh meats and packing-house products, whereas
no difference in charge on the two is made from competing
points,

Mason

is
not in itself evidence of discrimination as against
City and that identity of ratio between commodity rates

;

JvLY
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class rates is not indispensable to disprove absence of discrimination, especially where the divergence
(30 I. C. C, 547.)
is moderate in amount.

and the corresponding

Malt Rates to

New

OrleEuis

Opinion by Covnnissioner Daniels:

The comm.is^ion Innds that the carriers have justified a proposed increase from 25 to SOli cents per 100 lb. in the rate on
malt in carloads from Minneapolis, ^linn., and other points to
New Orleans, La. Complaint is chiefly made that the proposed
rate will give malsters of Chicago an advantage over competitors
in Milwaukee, but the commission holds that there is nothing
in the record which clearly shows that the total cost to the
former of getting the grain to this plant, malting it in transit
and forwarding it to New Orleans is less than the cost to the
Milwaukee malster.

(30

I.

C.

C, 587).

Hay

Transit Privileges on

at St.

Albans, Vt.

Aniencuu Hay Company v. Central Vermont et at. Opinion
by Commissioner Daniels:
The complainant, owning a hay shed at St. Albans, Vt.. had
the privilege of reshipping hay to various destinations on old
obtain this privilege it should have written "own
bill of lading, but complainant's agent wrote "new
bilhng'' and, therefore, in accordance with the custom the carrier
charged the local rate from St. Albans. It is claimed that this
was incorrect and reparation is asked for the difference between

To

billing.

billing"

on the

the through rate and the rate paid. The commission holds, however, that where the option of a transit privilege exists, the duty
rest's primarily on the shipper who elects to make use of it to
make clear affirmatively to the carrier his right and intention
to

do

so,

failing

which the

when following

especially

carrier,

written instructions, may fairly assume that the shipment is intended to be made without the benefit of the transit privilege.
The complaint is therefore dismissed. (30 I. C. C. 562.)

35

natiim permitted by this system, as indicated, is of the most insidious character, calling for drastic action by the commission.
It is therefore held that the distribution of coal cars based on
the element of physical capacity is wholly unsatisfactory and
unjust. It is suggested that the proper basis should be the total
shipments of each mine, taken for the two-year period prior to
January 1, 1913, divided by the number of 10-hour days the
mine actually operated during such period. This will furnish
the average daily output over a two year period during car
shortage as well as during free car supply and will reflect the
operations and possibilities of each mine as truly as they can be
ascertained.

operators as of 7 a. m. of the day
is not high enough to
for the day its order
entitle it to one
shall go over to the next day and such mine shall be supplied
In the case
before any other on the next day's distribution.
of a new mine or a mine that did not operate during period
above described, an arbitrary allotment shall be made upon request, which shall bear due relation to other operating mines
It is recommended that the defendant
of similar proportions.
continue to require the mines to report quarterly, as now. concerning their operations, and the min? operators are cautioned
By reason of
that these reports hereafter must not be padded.
the relation existing between the defendant company and the
Davis Colliery Company, in complying with the views expressed
The defendherein the strictest impartiality will be required.
ant is given imtil August 1. 1914, to follow the foregoing sug-

Cars must be supplied to

charged.

gestions.

Where

(30

I.

all

the mine's percentage
car in the distribution

C.

C,

531.)

STATE COMMISSIONS
D. Laird has resigned as chairman of the Maryland
Public Service Commission to take effect August 1.
Philip

The Nebraska Railway Commission has announced
considering a

reduction

in

freight

rates

that

it

is

throughout the state

will amount to approximately 20 per cent, on the average.
The Pennsylvania Water Supply Commission has granted the
applications of the Pennsylvania and the Erie railroads to make
The Pennsylvania has applied
fills along the Allegheny river.

which
Coal Car Distribution Rules

&

Coke Railii'ay. Opinion
McCaa Coal Company et al v. Coal
by Commissioner MeChord:
The complainants, six coal mining companies operating on
the line of the defendant contend that in the distribution of coal
cars they are discriminated against in favor of the Davis Colliery Company, a company owned and controlled by substantially
Cars are distributed to
the same interests as the defendant.
the mines involved on the basis of their physical and commercial capacity. The former is added to the latter as figured
for the preceding 12 months, and the result divided by two, and
resultant figure obtained is greater than the tipple or
if the
haulage capacity the lesser of these is taken as the basis of the
mine

rate.

It is the practice of the defendant to require the mines on its
road to furnish quarterly, on blanks supplied by it, detailed information concerning the physical and operating conditions of
the mine, such as the coal loaded during each of the months
for the 12 months' period prior average thickness of coal seam
number of working places available number of miners working; number of miners that could be worked to advantage; average capacity of each miner; whether or not machines are used
number of miners' houses occupied haulage capacin mining
ity
and tipple capacity. With this information before it, however, the defendant disregards all of it except the reported
number of working places; in each working place it imagines
;

;

for permission to build a bridge at Pottsville.

The Missouri Public Service Commission held a hearing at
Kansas City on June 22, on the application of the Kansas City
Connecting Railroad for authority to build terminals in connection with the Kansas City stock yards. The application was
opposed by the principal railways.
The Arizona Corporation Commission has issued an order reducing lumber and timber rates from Northern Arizona to
Southern .Arizona points, effective July 5. Most of the reducThe carload minimum
tions are between 20 and SO per cent.
on lumber is reduced from 40,000 to 30,000 lb.
The Ohio Public Utilities Commission has ordered 44 railroads
cperating in Ohio to establish joint rates and through routes
between points on their lines in Ohio and points on the lines
railways.
of the Newburg & South Shore and the Lake Terminal
These short roads, since the Interstate Commerce Commission's
recent order, have been classed as "plant facilities."

;

;

COURT NEWS

;

two miners working with a capacity per miner

as reported,

and

with this calculation the physical capacity is determined, no regard being given to the fact that the places may never have been
worked, tracks may never have been laid into them, or that the
working places may have been exhausted. Nor is consideration
taken of the use of machines, the thickness of the seam nor
of the men that could be housed.
The commission believes that the best that can be said for
these calculations as to physical capacity is that they are arFrom
bitrary inflations, which furnish nothing real or tangible.
the results obtained under the system of_car distribution emprosecuted
and
devised
been
have
ployed it seems that it must
with a view to furnishing the mines which are owned by the
same interests as the defendant railroad all the cars required
during periods of car shortage and high prices. The discnmi'

application of the Terminal Railroad Association of St.
Louis for a modification of a decree of the district court oranother
dering it to refrain from switching from one industry to

The

Sanon its tracks, was denied on June 20, by Judges Hook,
Paul.
born and Smith of the United States district court at St.
Permission was granted to appeal to the Supreme Court.

Although Egy^pt
T.\RiFFs OF THE Egypti.\n St.^te R.\il\vavs.—
more than 30 years
has been occupied by Great Britain for
entirely in
is
system
railway
the
of
administration
and the
are said to have
British hands, the Eg>-ptian State Railways
given
being
tariffs
the
language,
no good tariff in the English
that practically the
only in French and Arabic. It is said also
freight tariff, without alteration, has' been in use for 20

same

years.
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The new

Executive, Fincincial, Legal and Accounting

George W. Wiley has been appointed assistant treasurer of
the Lehigh Valley, with office at Philadelphia, Pa.

Benjamin F. La Rue, claims attorney of the Lehigh Valley,
has been appointed assistant general solicitor, with headquarters
at New York.

succeeding P. Cherrington, deceased.

Benjamin A. Brown has been appointed auditor and assistant
secretary of the Colorado, Kansas & Oklahoma, with headThe office of traffic manager is
quarters at Scott City, Kan.
abolished.
J. P. O'Malley, assistant auditor of merchandise receipts of
the Baltimore & Ohio, has been appointed auditor of merchandise
with office at Baltimore, Md„ succeeding William
receipts,
McGowan, assigned to other duties.

.

W.

C.

&

Alton, and

whose position was abolished June

of
of

in

ney was born on March
18S9, and was edu-

29.'

the common
Altoona, Pa,
railway work
in 1876, as a clerk in the
car record office of the
IViinsylvania
Railroad

cated

the

positions

1880. to

cluding
clerk

that

of

and a private

lowing year, he was in
the car record office of
the Illinois Central, and

with

Pacific,

in-

chief

then

following
car accountant of the Illinois
Midland, now a part of
returned to the car record

sec-

then made
general superintendent of that road,
and two years later became assistant general
manager,
with
head-

W. Ev

cjuarters at Dallas, holding the latter position until

when he was appointed general superintendent

now

resigns from the
Southwestern as first
above noted.

Texas &

Kearney

He was

assistant

at

May.
Dallas.

1911,

He

go to the St. Louis
vice-president and general manager, as
Pacific to

Operating

W. B. Causey has resigned as superintendent of the Northern
division of the Chicago Great Western at St. Paul. Minn., to engage in coal business at Des Moines. Iowa.
R. S. Marshall has been appointed superintendent of the Virginia division of the Seaboard Air Line, with headquarters at
Richmond, Va.. succeeding J. H. W'itt, resigned.

A. B. Copley, superintendent of the Arkansas division of the
Rock Island Lines at Little Rock, Ark., has been appointed assistant general manager of the Third district, with headquarters
at El Reno, Okla.
J. N. Haines, assistant superintendent of the Buffalo division
of the Lehigh Valley at Sayre, Pa., has been appointed superin-

the

Railroad.
He then
office of the Illinois Central, remaining in that position until
May. 1882. and subsequently to May. 1899. was successively clerk
and chief clerk of the car record office of the St. Paul. Minneapolis & Manitoba and its successor, the Great Northern, at St.
Paul, Minn.
In May. 1899. he entered the service of tlie Baltimore & Ohio as superintendent of car service. In September.
1910. he was appointed superintendent of transportation of the
same road and of the Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern and later
also of the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, which position he
held at the time of his recent appointment as above noted.
the

N'andalia

Mark H. Reasoner

has been appointed assistant supervisor of
stations of the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, with
headquarters at Minneapolis. Minn.

to

November was

retary to a superintendent.

From March.
May of the fol-

at .-Mtoona.

May

1892. he filled various

Texas &

at

He began

1879 in the ticket deof the Pennsylvania Railroad. From

clerical

in

scliools

in

28, 1880, to

transportation

those lines, also of
Staten Island and
the Sandy Valley & Elkirn lines of the Baltimore & Ohio. Mr. Keartlie

partment

10,

at

James R. Kearney, superintendent of transportation of the
Baltimore & Ohio, the Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern and the
Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, with headquarters at Baltimore,
Md.. has been appointed
superintendent
general

1876,
and during 1877
and 1878 was engaged in
mining pursuits in Venezuela,
South .-America.
He began railway work

January

1.

Chicago, a
newly created position. W. R. McCullom, terminal trainmaster
superintendent
of terassistant
at Chicago, has been appointed
minals at Chicago. C. W. Bearden, assistant superintendent at
Bloomington, 111., has been appointed chief despatcher, in place
Mr. Sutof E. E. Sutton, and the former position is abolished.
ton has been appointed assistant chief despatcher.

He graduated
Pa.,

Southern division

Miller, formerly superintendent of the

been appointed superintendent of terminals

lias

from the public schools
Philadelphia,

divi-

\\'. A. Whitney, superintendent of the Sacramento division of
the Southern Pacific, has been appointed general superintendent
of the Oregon Short Line, with headquarters at Pocatello. Idaho,
succeeding E. C. Manson, who has been appointed superintendThe posient of transportation, with office at Salt Lake City.
tion of car service agent, now held by \\
S. Anderson, and that
of B. F. Frobes, superintendent of telegraph, have been abolished,
and the duties of those offices will be performed by the superintendent of transportation.

John W. Everman, who on July 1 becaine lirst vice-president
and general manager of the St. Louis Soutlnvestern, with headquarters at Tyler, Tex., as has been announced in these columns,
was born February 1,

at

1

division, with headquarters at Sayre.

division

of the Chicago

James E. Kelby has been appointed general attorney of the
San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake, with office at Los Angeles.

1861.

No.

was formerly the part of the old Buftalo
sion between Manchester. N. Y., and Athens, Pa.

Railway Officers

Cal.,

57,

Traffic

H. Ginet,

has been appointed western immigration agent
of the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul, with headquarters at
J.

Seattle.

Jr.,

Wash.

W. Robbins

has been appointed assistant general freight
agent of the Denver & Rio Grande and the Rio Grande Southern, with office at Denver, Colo., eflfective July 1.
B.

F. X. Hait, commercial agent of the Lehigh Valley at Cleveland. Ohio, has been appointed commercial agent, with office at

Pittsburgh. Pa., succeeding T. L. Painter, deceased; and E, R.
Bardgett, succeeds Mr. Hait.

W.

O.

Ohio,

at

Sydnor, division freight agent of the Chesapeake &
Charleston, W. Va., has been appointed assistant general freight agent with headquarters at Charleston, and his
former position has been abolished.

;

July

3,
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E. B. Boyd, hitherto manager of the transportation department of the Chicago Board of Trade, and formerly assistant to
the vice-president of the Gould Lines, has been elected chairman of the Western Trunk Line Committee, with office at

Chicago.

Langston, general immigration agent of the Missouri,
Texas, has been appointed division passenger agent at
The former office is abolished and the duties of
St. Louis, Mo.
that department will be assumed by R. W. Hockaday, industrial
commissioner, St. Louis.
S.

G.

Kansas

&

Charles K. Duncan, soliciting freight agent of the Tennessee
Central, has been appointed traveling freight agent, with office
W. D. Jones, resigned to accept service

at Chicago, succeeding

with another company, and Walter J. Dill has been appointed
soliciting freight agent, succeeding Mr. Duncan.

Engineering emd Rolling Stock

John Horan. road foreman of the Northern Pacific at Minneapolis, Minn., has been appointed acting master mechanic at the
same place, succeeding J. B. Neish, who has been granted leave
R. E. Hammond has been appointed acting road
of absence.
foreman in place of Mr. Horan. F. B. Costello has been appointed acting supervisor at Spokane, Wash.
Purchasing

37

OBITUARY
E. C. Coffey, assistant general freight agent of the Chicago
Alton at Peoria, 111., died in that city on June 26.

Franklin Harvey Head, formerly a director of the Toledo,
Peoria & Western, died recently at Maplewood, N. H., at the
age of 79.

Marvin S. Chase, formerly from 1885 to May, 1901, assistant
general freight agent of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern,
died at his home in Chicago on June 27, aged 70 years.
Russell Pardee Orcutt, from 1909 to 1911 division engineer of
the Rochester division of the Erie, and a son of George N.
Orcutt. assistant to president of that road, died on June 28. at
Hot Springs, Ark., at the age of 29.

William Harder, for 20 years general agent of the freight department of the Great Northern at Portland, Ore., died suddenly
at his home in the latter city on June 18, aged 70 years.
He had
been associated with the Hill lines continuously for 23 years, previous to which time he was assistant traffic manager of the Canadian Pacific at Winnipeg.

Alexander Stewart, general superintendent of motive power
and equipment of the Southern Railway, with office at Washington,

E. L. Fries has been appointed general storekeeper of the
L'nion Pacific, with headquarters at Omaha, Xeb., vice J. H.
efStafiford, retired under the pension rules of the company

D. C, died suddenly at the Hotel Continental in Paris,
France, on June 28. Mr.
Stewart had been in bad
health for several months
and. on June 16 accom-

;

fective July

1.

panied by Mrs. Stewart
and their only daughter,

Hfenry Orville Hukill, purchasing agent of the Pennsylvania
Lines West of Pittsburgh, with headquarters at Pittsburgh, Pa.,
was retired on June 1, under the pension rules of the company.
He was born on May 25.
1844,

at

the MaureBad Nauheim,
Germany, where it was
hoped he would fully
tania

Steubenville,

Ohio, and was educated
the public schools of
his native town.
At the
age of 16 he entered the
service of the Steubenville & Indiana, now^ a

H O

Hukill

an

regain

:

governed him in all his official relations. The
contracts made by him for materials and supplies aggregated
enormous sums of money, but his constant study of market
conditions and his knowledge of values enabled him to make
these purchases under terms that were advantageous to the
company, and at the same time fair to the manufacturers. The
integrity of his character and the genial. and winning nature of
his personality won the esteem and friendship of his associates,
and the board of directors takes great pleasure in expressing
its appreciation of his able and faithful service and wishes for
him many years of happiness and health.
principles which

his health.

Stewart

w-as

46

Mr.
years

and experienced men of
his

He was

profession.

Fort Wayne,
began at an
early age to prepare for

born

at

Ind..

and

the railroad business. He
entered the service of the
L'nion
Pacific
as
ma-

assistant

chasing agent at Pittsburgh. He was promoted on January 1,
1877, to chief clerk to the purchasing agent, and ten years later
was appointed assistant to purchasing agent. He remained in
this position until January 1, 1894, when he was appointed purchasing agent of the Pennsylvania Lines West, from which
position he now retires after a service of over 54 years on the
Pennsylvania Lines.
At the time of the retirement of Mr.
Hukill. the directors of the Pennsylvania Company adopted the
following minute
Mr. Hukill's long service in the purchasing
department was noted for the sound judgment and business

for

old and widely known in
the
railroad world as
one of the most capable

part of the Pittsburgh,
Cincinnati.
Chicago &
St. Louis as a messenger
in
the superintendent's
office.
In 1863, he was

operator, and in .April
of the
following year
entered the service of the
Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne
& Chicago and the
Cleveland & Pittsburgh,
now part of the Pennsylvania Lines West of
Pittsburgh, as telegraph
operator and clerk in
the office of the pur-

on

sailed

in

appointed

&

apprentice, and
after serving his apprenchinist's

Stewart

ticeship,

worked consecutively

as machinist, chief foreman, gen-

foreman and then as master meIn 1903 he left the service of the
Southern Railway as division master mechanic at Kno.xville, Tenn. A little later he was promoted
to general master mechanic of the Western district, and on
April 1, 1904. he was appointed mechanical superintendent of
eral foreman, general division

chanic at Cheyenne,

Wyo.

Union

to the

Pacific to

go

Two years later he was promoted to general
of motive power and equipment, with headWashington, D. C, and also chairman of the Committee on Mechanical Standards of the Southern Railway and
.Alabama Great Southern Cincinthe following affihated lines
Mobile & Ohio and Georgia
nati. New Orleans & Texas Pacific
Southern & Florida railroads, which positions he held at the time
International Railway Con1910
attended
the
he
of his death. In
gress at Berne. Switzerland, as a delegate, and in 1911 was
elected president of the Master Car Builders' Association
he was also a member of the Master Mechanics' .Association.
There was no man who was held in higher esteem than Mr.
Stewart by his associates, as well as those who served under
him, and he was widely known in fraternal and club circles.
the

same road.

superintendent

qifarters at

;

:

;

—

Sigx.\lm.\n's .Arre.'^t IX New Ze.\l.\xd. The Court of Inquiry
the collision between an express from Wellington and a
freight train 40 miles from .Auckland has found that the cause
of the disaster was the defective working of a signal due to an
into

unauthorized alteration by a signal maintainer named Donaldson,
who has been arrested on the charge of manslaughter.
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C. M. Means, electrical engineer, of Pittsburgh, Pa., has been
appointed consulting electrical engineer with the United States
Bureau of Mines.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING
The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul has ordered 5 mikado
type locomotives from the American Locomotive Compan3'.
The Calcasieu Long
La., has ordered

Locomotive

Le.\f

Lumber Company, Lake

John
cago

Charles,

F.

office

Exchange

one prairie type locomotive from the Baldwin

\\'orks.

Wallace,

consulting

from the

New York

engineer, has moved his ChiLife building to 859 Insurance

building.

The American Hoist & Derrick Company, St. Paul, Minn.,
moved its Seattle office from 613 Western avenue to 1512

has

CAR BUILDING
The Wabash
frame box

Dudley O. Johnson has been appointed branch manager of the
Chicago office of the Joseph Dixon Crucible Company, succeeding the late Sam Mayer.

has requested bids on 1,500 40-ton steel under-

cars.

Pittsburg & Shawm ut
underframe box cars.

The
steel

is

in

The Chicago Elevated Railways
cars froin the Cincinnati Car

W. G. Willcoxson has been appointed representative in the
railway department of the Garratt-Callahan Company, with office
at 27 South Clinton street, Chicago, 111.

the market for 25 30-ton

have ordered 132

all

steel

The Ogle Construction Company, Chicago, has recently been
awarded a contract by the Illinois Central for the construction

Company.

The Delaware, L.\ckawanna & Western
for 500 steel underframe box cars
cars previously reported.

in

is

in

the market

rails

coal chute at Jackson, Miss.

H. Shoemaker has been appointed division engineer of the
Pittsburgh division of the -American Bridge Company, succeeding
Richard Khuen, Jr., transferred to the erecting department.
L.

H.
the

Louis & San Francisco has ordered 32.000 tons of
from the Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Company.
St.

W.

Green, for the past ten years district sales agent for

American Steel Foundries in Pittsburgh, has been elected
of the Lawrence Steel Casting Company, Pitts-

vice-president
burgh, Pa.

The Great Northern has ordered 1,150 tons of material for
a mail and express building at Minneapolis, Minn., from the
-Milwaukee Bridge Company, Milwaukee, Wis.

The Taylor-Wharton Iron &

Steel Company, High Bridge,
Wharton, Jr., & Company, Inc., Philadelphia. Pa.,
and the Tioga Steel & Iron Company, Philadelphia, Pa., have
lemoved their Seattle office to 1604 L. C. Smith building.

N.

SIGNALING
Electro-Pneumatic Signeding at Jersey City
]

The Union Switch & Signal Company has just completed the
second of the three electro-pneumatic interlocking plants installed by it at the enlarged terminal of the Central Railroad of
New Jersey at Jersey City. N. J., and is now at work on the
third, tower A. which is the largest one and which is nearest
the train shed.
The three towers together will have capacity
for 297 levers as follows:
Tower A, a 179-lever frame; tower
B, 47-levcr frame and tower C, 71-lever frame.
Tower A will
have 145 working levers, which will operate 340 units, including
nine check lock circuits between towers. From the terminus to
the outer limits of the interlocking of tower C, there are 18
automatic block signals.
The entire system is equipped with three-position upper quadrant signals arranged for speed signaling. In the terminal, where
speed is restricted the signals are two-arm. The upper arm in
each case governs all routes fully equipped with track circuits,
and is semi-automatic for all routes. The lower arm governs all
routes not fully equipped with track circuits, but is semi-automatic
for the portion of its route equipped with track circuits.
The
lower arm may also be used as a calling-on arm to govern lowspeed movements into any occupied section of track by the
manipulation of a push button after the signal lever has been
reversed. At Tower "C," which has no speed restrictions for the
main line, the signals are arranged for high speed, intermediate
speed and low speed indications.
All track circuits have alternating current, using the vane type
relay.
The track circuits for the automatic block signals are
"polarized" and have Model "12." three-position polyphase track
There will be a total of 250 track circuits. Alternating
relays.
current will be delivered by the railroad company's own power
house, but there will be an emergency connection with the
Public Service Corporation of New Jersey.
The Union Switch & Signal Company is also installing at
Jersey City a train starting system, using indicator lights for
communication between the ferry master's office, the gatemen,
conductors and tower directors.

wood

of a 500-ton

addition to 200 automobile

IRON AND STEEL
The

Smith building.

L. C.

J.;

Wm.

The Niles-Bement-Pond Company was recently awarded a tirst
prize of $20,000 in the contest announced last year by the Chilean
government for the best designs for a general railroad shop.
The awards were made the first week in June, the second prize
of $10,000 going to a combination Belgium and English concern.
It is expected that the shops will cost $3,000,000.
The Titanium Alloy Manufacturing Company. Niagara

Falls,

N. Y., has organized a bronze department for the manufacture
of titanium-bronze specialties under its various patents. Wm. M.
Corse, formerly works manager of the Lumen Bearing Company, Buffalo,
and lately general manager of the Empire
Smelting Company, Depew, N. Y., will be made manager of
the new department.

Mason safety tread, manufactured by the American Mason
Safety Tread Company, Lowell, Mass., has been selected by the
Boston Transit Commission for use in the stations of the new
Boylston street subway, and the company has already received
an initial order for about 2,000 sq. ft. of tread for the Massachusetts and Copley Square stations.
The same company has
also furnished since January 1, 1914, over 10,000 sq. ft. of
safety tread to the Interborough Rapid Transit Company, New
York, for the stairs and platforms of its subway and elevated
stations.

The American Car

&

Foundry Company

net earnings of the .American Car & Foundry Companv
in the fiscal year ended April 30. 1914. were $5,810,889, $271,060
greater than for the year before, but slightly less than the $6,240.324 of 1911.
There was sent for renewals, replacements,
repairs, etc., $2,052,918, so that the balance available for dividends was $3,757,918. Dividends of $2,100,000, or 7 per cent.,
were paid on the preferred stock as usual, leaving a balance of
$1,657,971, equal to 5.52 "per cent, of the common stock as
compared to an amount equal to 4.09 per cent, earned on the
same stock in 1913. Two per cent, dividends were paid on the
common stock, or $600,000, which included with $704,.000 charged
for mamtenance and improvements left a surplus for the year

The

:

July

3,
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of $357,971, so that the total surplus has

now
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reached the large

total of $25,613,140.

The company's balance sheet shows it to be in a strong finanThe value of the properties is given at $66,782,532.
Stocks and bonds of other companies are held to a value of
On April 30 there was material on hand worth $7,$682,219.
551,777 and there were accounts and bills receivable of $12.099.o53.
The cash balance was $4,251,577. There were also $2,000,000

Railwciy Construction

cial position.

worth of bank certificates on deposit. The company's capital
stock amounts to $60,000,000. of which one-half is common and
one-half preferred.

The other

liabilities

payrolls,

$3.899,999

are as follows: auinsurance reserve,
$1,000,000; reserve for improvement, maintenance, etc., $905,011;
reserve for steel car plant $674,310, and reserved for common
The surplus, as noted
and preferred dividends. $1,275,000.
above, is now $25,613,140, nearly $2,000,000 greater than in 1911.
President F. H. Eaton in presenting the report says in part
"The gratifying result of the operations of your company during the fiscal year ended April 30, 1914, is not to be ascribed
altogether to any improvement in general business conditions
occurring during the year just ended. It is due in large measure to the fact that at the close of the fiscal year 1912-13 your
company had on its books contracts for cars in number sufficient
to assure the continuous operation of your plants for a number
dited

vouchers

and

;

of months.

"The number of cars under contract at the close of the fiscal
year was appreciably less than it was at the close of preceding
Since then, however, there has been some improvement
in this regard, and buying has been somewhat more free and

period.

inquiries

more numerous.

matter of general belief that the facilities of the railroads for the prompt and proper handling and moving of such
if this
a crop as is now indicated are more or less inadequate
he so. it is entirely likely that the above noted improvement in
the demand for your products, both for the construction of new
and the repair of old equipment, will continue and become more
accentuated if the favorable crop conditions indicated by the
government forecasts are realized by the actualities.
"It goes without saying that any condition which makes for
"It is a

;

the prosperity of the railroads will redound to the benefit of
your company and it is, therefore, earnestly to be hoped that
the current year will see such a further clarifying and settling
of the great problems aflfecting transportation as will result
in the resumption of buying activity on the scale and w-ith the
regularity so much to be desired by those industries which are
in any degree dependent for their own prosperity upon the wel;
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Central of Georgia. An officer writes that a new yard is being constructed at West Macon, Ga,, and will occupy about 65
acres.
It is approximately 2.5 miles in length, and contains 25
miles of track, with the following capacity
Westbound departure yard, 6 tracks, 315 cars; classification yard, 18 tracks,
554 cars; repair yard, 7 tracks, 146 cars; receiving yard, 5 tracks,
345 cars; caboose and hold yard, 7 tracks, 218 cars, and eastbound departure yard, 7 tracks, 441 cars. The excavation work
involving the handling of about 225,000 cu. yd. has been completed.
The west end of the classification yard will be operated
by an electro-pneumatic plant, and the west end of the receiving
yard by a mechanical plant. Two public roads, formerly crossing the tracks, one at grade and the other by short span over a
single track are replaced by one 150 ft. steel span over the receiving yard, and the other grade crossing across a wider section of the yards is replaced by a 365 ft. bridge consisting of four
spans. The girders are supported on steel bents, which are encased in concrete for a height of 9 ft., and one reinforced concrete span over main tracks 2 ft. 3 in. deep and flared to meet
the approaches on the east end of the bridge. These approaches
are built at right angles to the bridge and are of reinforced concrete; there being 24 spans of 30 ft. each supported by reinforced
concrete columns.
:

—

Gleasonton & Paddy's Run. A contract has been given to
Peter Cillo, Williamsport, Pa., for the grading and track laying
and to the American Bridge Company for the bridges on a
narrow gage mountain line from Gleasonton, Pa., via North
Bend. Grading work has been finished on two miles. The ma.ximum grade will be about 6 per cent., and there will be one steel
bridge and two trestles on the line. I. W. Gleason. president,
Gleasonton, Clinton county, Pa. H. S. Sleicher, treasurer, and
;

E. C. Wakefield, chief engineer.

Lake Erie & Eastern.

— See

Pittsburgh

& Lake

Erie.

—

Valley.- The new Cayuga cut-off from Cayuga,
N. v., west to Seneca Falls, 8 miles, has been completed and
By the new cut-oflf the Lehigh Valley has a
put in operation.

Lehigh

direct route

from Cayuga

to Buffalo.

Montreal & Southern Counties

fare of the railroads."

I

(May

15, p.

(Electric).

1118.)

— An officer writes

that a contract has been given to Grant Campbell & Company,
Montreal, Que., for building a 15-mile extension to Granby, Que.

(October

TRADE PUBLICATIONS

—

He.^dlights. The Esterline Company, Indianapolis, Ind., has
issued a catalog descriptive of its "Golden Glow" headlights for
street railway service.

—

Lumber Cr.wons. The Walter A. Zelnicker Supply Company, St. Louis. Mo., has issued a leaflet giving the story of
Zelnicker lumber crayons.
Welding and Cutting Outfits.

—

The Macleod Company, CinOhio, has issued a catalog illustrative of the Buckeye
The booklet conoxy-acetylene welding and cutting outfits.
tains views of the apparatus and statements of its advantages
Views are also given showing the
for various kinds of work.
process of welding in different kinds of operations.

cinnati.

—

Electric Lighting Fintures for Railway Cars. The Safety
Car Heating & Lighting Company. New York, has recently issued
a remarkably good catalog entitled "Electric Fixtures,'' with the
object of showing a comprehensive selection of electric lighting

adapted for railway cars. The catalog contains slightly
It is 9 by 12 in. in size and is printed on a
fine grade of paper.
Almost all of it is occupied by simple but
tasty half tone engravings, very well reproduced, showing a great
variety of designs selected from the company's wide experience
fixtures

less than 100 pages.

as best suited to the tastes of the majori^ty

and most serviceable

in all classes of railway car lighting requirements.

24. p. 805.)

New York

The exceed-

ing simplicity of the catalog and its very pleasing arrangement
make it rank with the best that have been issued in the railway
supply field for some time.

Subways.

— The New

York Public Service Commis-

open bids on July 24, for the construction
of Section Xo. 5 of Routes Nos. 4 and 36, the crostsown portion of
avenue and Fifty-ninth street subway,
Broadway-Seventh
the
in Fifty-ninth and Sixtieth streets between Seventh and Second
avenues, in the borough of Manhattan. Bids for the making of
borings along the lines of proposed rapid transit railroads in
the boroughs of Manhattan, Brooklyn, Queens and the Bronx
This contract
will be opened on July 10 by the commission.
The commission has
will include both land and river borings.
given the contract for the construction of Section No. 1 of
Route No. 12, the Eastern Parkway subway, in Flatbush avenue
between the terminus of the existing subway and St. Marks
avenue, borough of Brooklyn, to the Cranford Company, the
(June 26, p. 1606.)
lowest bidder, for $2,195,296.
sion, First district, will

—

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie. Announcement is made that the
Lake Erie & Eastern, a subsidiary of the P. & L. E., and the
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, which is being built through
Youngstown, O.. will be put in operation next fall. The present
plans call for a line from Struthers, Ohio, northwest to a point
west of the Brier Hill Steel Company's plant in Youngstown,
It is planned to ultimately extend
thence to Niles Junction.
the line west to Brady's Lake near Ravenna.

Shawmut & Northern.— An officer of the
& Shawmut writes that construction work is now

Pittsburg.

Pitts-

under
way from Kittanning, Pa., to Freeport, along the west bank of
Co.,
The
H.
Corbett
miles.
15
about
J.
the Allegheny river, on
Kittanning, Pa., has the contract to build the line, and the Amer-

burg

;
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Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., is carrying out the bridge
The work on cuts involves handling about 20,000 cu.' yd.

ican Bridge

work.

There

to the mile.

long

will be three bridges of 24

E.

respectively.

Tait

E.

ft.,

president.

is

35

ft.

and 55

Bradford.

Railway Financial News

ft.

Pa.,

C. Morgan, vice-president and general manager, and
W. VV. Henshey, chief engineer, Kittanning, of the Pittsburg &
Shawmut. (December 5, p. 1099.)

Dwight

& Shawmut. — See
Quebec Central. — An officer
Pittsburg

let

to P. J.

Pittsburg,

Shawmut & Northern.

writes that a contract has been
Wolfe, Sherbrooke, Que., for building the first secon the extension from St. Sabine, Bellechasse

tion of ten miles

northeast to Lac La Frontier, Montmagny
Que.,
25 miles.
Five miles of the extension have already
The company expects to have five miles ad-

county,
county,

been

finished.

ditional completed by September, 1914,

December,

pleted by

there will

contract,
will

be

1

per cent.,

and the entire

line

com-

now under
be one steel bridge; the maximum grade
and the maximum curvature 5 deg. The

On

191S.

the

first

miles

ten

develop a traffic in lumber, pulpwood and
(May 15, p. 1118.)
other forest products.

company expects

to

—

Seattle, Port Angeles & Lake Crescent. This company has
completed work on 25 miles of the line, on which work was
started last year. The plans call for building from a point near
Oak Bay. Wash., west via Irondale, Chimacum valley, Sequim,
Dungeness valley and Port Angeles to the Lyre river, thence
west past Lake Crescent into the Olympic timber district. C. J.
Erickson, president, Seattle, and C. C. Donovan, division engi(September 19, p. 542.)
neer. Port Angeles.

—

Southwestern Pacific. This company has applied for incorporation in Utah with $2,200,000 capital. The plans call for
building from Denver, Colo., west to San Diego, 2,200 miles.
H. A. Parkyn,
D. C. Collier, president, San Diego, Cal.
A.
first
vice-president
H. Bunge, second vice-president
S. Sherman, secretary and treasurer; C. C. Carnahan, general
H. B.
counsel, all of Chicago
J. E. Carnahan, Canton, Ohio
E. Fletcher, San Diego, Cal.. and T. MoriRettie, Chicago
naux. Salt Lake City, Utah, are directors. (May 29, p. 1216.)
;

;

;

;

;

—

Southern Railway. This company plans to carry out double
work during the next five years, on 139 miles between
Washington, D. C. and Charlotte, N. C, and on 218 miles be-

tracking

tween Charlotte and Atlanta, Ga.

Williston & >JoRTHERN

— An

writes that
the prospects of building are good and that contracts will be
let in about 30 days for a line from Williston, N. Dak., on the
Great Northern north to Crosby, about 60 miles. A. H. Brown,
president, J. C. Field, chief engineer. Williston.
(Electric).

officer

— The

& Ohio has encouncil of Charleston.
S. C. for the construction of terminals on Cooper river in
Land has been secured and the Holston CorpoCharleston.
ration has been organized to carry out the work on the terminals
Charleston,
into

S.

and coal handling
to be let at once,

tember

C.

Carolina, Clinchheld

an agreement with the

city

It is understood that contracts are
facilities.
and that the work will be started before Sep-

1.

—

Dallas, Tex. A contract for a union station and terminals,
re-arrangement of terminal tracks and a bridge over Trinity
river at Dallas, has been let to John W. Thompson. St. Louis,

Mo.

The estimated

cost of the

work

is

$3,000,000.

—

Griffin, Ga. An officer of the Central of Georgia writes that
bids will be asked for at ^once. to build a one-story brick and
stone station at Griffin. The new building is to be 38 ft. x 125
The
ft., with concrete platform and shelter shed 16 ft. x 250 ft.
estimated cost of the improvements is $2S.CXX). (June 5, p. 1257.)

Macon, Ga.

— See-

Central

of

Georgia

under Railway

Con-

struction.

—

;

The several different separate general offices are abolished.
The Gulf & Interstate is 75 miles long, connecting Galveston
and Beaumont Texas & Gulf 126 miles, Longview to Center,
;

and a branch connecting Gary and Grigsby Concho, San Saba
& Llano Valley 56 miles, Paint Rock to Miles and San .Angelo
to Sterling City; Pecos & Northern Texas. Sweetwater to
Coleman, being a part of the "Coleman cutoff."
;

;

Cincinnati. Hamilton & D.wton.
regard to default in interest.

— See

editorial

comments

in

—

Wyoming & Eastern This company^fias taken over,
June 1. the railroad and property of the Laramie. Hahns
Peak & Pacific.

Colorado.
as of

Lara.mie. Hahns
Eastern.

Peak &

Pacific.

— See

Colorado,

Wyoming &

—

\.\TiONAL Railways of Mexico. It is said that the requirements for interest maturing July 1 for this company and for its
subsidiary companies are the subjects of negotiations with the
Mexican government. The negotiations look toward an arrangement similar to that made for interest requirementsearlier this year.

—

New

York. New Haven & Hartford. In addition to the passing of the New York, Ontario & Western's dividends mentioned elsewhere, the Rhode Island Company and the Housa.\ptonia Power Company have also passed their dividends.
pniximately the loss to the New Haven annually will be
The New England Navigation Company declared
$1,000,000.
a dividend of 23<j per cent, as

the previous year.
The syndicate which

compared with

S'/z

per cent,

in-

York. New
Haven & Hartford. Harlem River & Port Chester and New
England Navigation Companv note sale has been dissolved.
All of the $20,000,000 New Haven notes were sold; from 75 per
cent, to 80 per cent, of the Harlem River & Port Chester
notes were sold, and about half of the New England Navi-

underwrote

the

New

gation notes were sold.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES
tered

—

Atchipox, Topeka & Santa Fe. Final arrangements have been
made, in compliance with the special law passed by the last
Texas legislature, for merging with the Gulf, Colorado & Santa
Fe the following subsidiary roads the Concho. San Saba &
Llano \'al!ey. the Texas & Gulf, the Gulf & Interstate and the
division of the Pecos & Northern Texas south of Sw'eetwater.

Montreal, Que. According to press reports the Canadian
Northern will put up a new building on Lagauchetiere street,
Montreal, at a cost of $250,000, to be used temporarily as a
It is understood that as soon as the permanent station
station.
on Dorchester street is finished, the Lagauchetiere station will
be used for express and other offices.

— See
—The

Northern Central.

Pennsylvania Railroad.

Northern

directors have approved the

Pacific.

creation

improvement mortgage to be dated July 1.
The directors
1914. securing bonds maturing July 1. 2047.
have authorized the executive committee to sell $20.000.000'
bonds under this mortgage.
Of these bonds, which it is
of a refunding and

thought will be Mi per cent, bonds. $10,000,000 will pay notes
maturing July 9, and the remainder will be used to reimburse
the company for advances for additions and betterments.

—

Railroad. The directors have approved the
Northern Central, which lease has been apthe
proved by the great majority of Northern Central stockholdUnder the terms of this lease the stock of the Northern
ers.
Central is to be increased by 40 per cent., the additional stock
The Pennsylvania is to
to be paid out as a stock dividend.

Pennsylvania
lease

of

continue to guarantee 8 per cent, dividends on the stock and
the lease is to run for 999 years.

—

Pacific
The executive committee has extended the
of payment of the extra dividend, consisting of Baltimore & Ohio stock and $3 in cash, to common stockholders
from July 1 to July 20. The court of appeals, which heard
the so-called Equitable case to restrain the payment of the

L^NioN
date

dividend, meets on July 14.

William sviLLE. Greenville &
be sold under
master at St. Louis.
is

to

St.

Louis.— On July

foreclosure by Charles

Mo.

7 this road
Morsey, special

Jli.y
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the other hand, and Mr. Wells brings this out clearly and
now seriously abused in switching service

forcefully, the cars are

and

it

that

squarely up to the operating department officers to see
rough handling of cars at terminals is

is

the careless and

Mr. Umshler, general yardmaster of the Illinois Central
III., in the first prize article on "The Operation of
Large Classification Yards'' in the Railway Age Gazette of July
3, directed attention to this as "one of the paramount questions
of successful yard operation." The damage done to the cars by
this rough handling is serious enough, but when the cost of
stopped.
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shortage of equipment, damage to freight and

traffic,

the effect on the organization are considered it is imperative that
the roads study carefully the draft gear problem with the idea of

using only the best, because that will be the cheapest in the end,
and that more care be used in handling the cars by the operating
department.
In the establishment of the parcel post the Government has entered into competition with the railroads and the express companies

Mail Pay

Rates

Subscriptions, including 5i regular weekly issues and special daily editions
published from time to time in New York, or in places other than New
Y'ork, payable in advance and postage free:

United States and Mexico

$5.00
6.00
8.00
15 cents each

Canada
Foreign Countries (excepting daily editions)
Single Copies

Engineering and Maintenance of Way Edition and four Maintenance of
Convention daily issues, North America, $L00; foreign-, $2.

Way

Wintered at the

second

Post Office at

New

Y'ork,

N. Y., as mail matter of the

class.

WE

GTTARANTZE, that of this issue 9.000 copies were printed; that of
these 9,000 copies, 7.461 were mailed to regular paid subscribers to the weekly
edition, 250 were provided for counter and news companies' sales, 1,173 were
mailed to advertisers, exchanges and correspondents, and 116 were provided
thtt the total copies printed this year to date
for samples and office use
were 261,700, an average of 9,347 copies a week.
;

Volume
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American Society for Testing Materials

.'

Car Insulation

MISCELLANEOUS:
New York

Central's

Railway

Improvements

at Utica,

N.

Y

Progress

The Draft Gear Problem from Various \"iewpqints
A Commission on Railroad Ethics
American Society for Testing Materials
European Freight Congestion and American Train Despatching;
Arthur Hale

The Federal Employers'

Liability Act; by J. B.

was that of disseminating information, and
weight was not a chief factor. For letters weighing fractions of
an ounce the payment by the Government of an arbitrary rate
was not
halls

intolerable. The irrational plan of fixing the price in the
of Congress, without consultation with the carrier, could

to.
But when to ounces of letters are
added wagon-loads— tons of merchandise, the unreasonableness
(if the arrangement becomes apparent to everybody
except to the

be peacefully submitted

—

—

the executive department.

On two

recently held a

competition on draft gear, a prize of $100 being awarded for the

showing which type of draft
gear should be used.
The prize was
awarded to E. W. Newell, of Pittsburgh,
^^^ ^'^' ^'^^ell's article, together with
two of the three other articles which were
best article

used in the July Mechanical Edition, are reproduced elsewhere
in this issue.
Of the twelve papers which were recommended by
for publication,

ten

St. Louis & San Francisco the wife
received a pass, good for six months,
over the whole division
this by way
of recognizing the excellence of the di-

divisions of the

favor ihe friction draft gear.

There can be no question as to the necessity of more care on the
part of the mechanical department in providing the best type of
draft gear and of seeing that it is maintained in good condition.

vision

Wives

First."

Employees

of wives

the judges

that per

—

for the

Age Gazette Mechanical Edition

Problem

made

tolerable, though inequitable, for
diem rates for freight cars, though not
always equitable, are toleral)!e their simplicity and the facility
with which they can be accounted for outweigh any small injustice involved. Competition, the rules for which are formulated
by one only of the competitors, is hardly fair. Xot the least of
the prolilems before the Congressmen, therefore, is the preliminary problem suggested by Chairman Bourne whether the
postal laws are to be formulated by Congress or by a bureau of

same reason

of

The

Mr. Peters says

;

•Illustrated.

Draft Gear

of the postoffice department.

Season Passes

GENERAL NEWS SECTION

Railicay

the prices that the postoffice department ought
The original purpose or theory of the na-

of every employee has

Sheean

Mail-Pay Rates
The General Office Clerk— A Neglected Factor

The

transporting

:

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR:

"The

of

tional postal service

tlie

I

The Delaware & Hudson

Southern

business

pay the railroads.

rates might possibly be

Notes

The Automatic Train Slop

the

that the railroads object to being paid wholly by space.
The
question of space versus weight, however, is not so important as
that of getting some method of paying according to actual service,
instead of by four-year periods on a one-month average. Space-

Contents

Steel

when considering

lilind statisticians
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EDITORIAL:
Editorial

Still

Unsettled

to

in

merchandise— freight.
Mr. Peters puts
emphasis on this point in his latest appeal
^° Congress, which is printed in another
column. It is important to remember this

from

the

standpoint

The arrangement

is

of

"Safety-

described on

another page of this paper. The influence
their husbands and sons in the matter

and mothers over

of these men's habits,

recognized from the

as

related

to

personal safety, has been

and ladies have been invited to safetyfirst meetings everywhere; but what is a picture-show lecture,
even with band concerts and ice cream thrown in, compared
with a piece of cardboard which can be valued in dollars, perhaps
scores of dollars?
For the time being the shopman's or the
first,

master's wife is on a level with the directors' wives.
Mr. Xixon has been exceedingly liberal with his passes; but,
make his advertisement loud enough to
be heard by all and a little excess can do no great harm. He
can hereafter vary the terms of the grant as circumstances may
indicate that they ought to be varied. As we suggested in commenting on the motion pictures, variety and novelty are imporsection

evidently, he wished to
:

;
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tant elements

m

Making

the safety-first movement.

all calcula-

only a crude
i
men's carefulness, the keeper of the accident records
prize
cannot e.xpect to determine very accurately who deserves a
he may do a
but, nevertheless, if he can arouse general interest
the basis of statistics of results,

on
measure

tions

which

is

The Texas Railroad Commission is taking with very bad grace
Shreveport rate
the recent decision of the Supreme Court in the
case, in

A

which the railways were authorTexas to correct

ized to advance rates in

a discrimination against Shreveport, La.,
shippers who had to pay higher interstate

New
Experience

rates into Texas.

It

was perhaps not

to

prospect of
be expected that they should be overjoyed at the
kind oi
having their rates subjected to somewhat the same
The Texas commission
regulation that the railways have had.

heretofore been inclined to consider itself as rather above
Therefore, it was a new experience when the railways
and
submilted to it a new tariff of advanced rates from Dallas

ha^s

the laws.

Houston to East Texas points, backed by the authority both
the law,
of the interstate commission and the highest court of
with a request that the Texas commission approve it. as a matter
commisthe
This
of form and in the interest of harmony.
writing
.siuners declined to do at the hearing and at present
they have not yet signified any intention of graceful acquiescence,

Commissioner Williams
although the tariffs have been filed.
even argued for a compromise based on a slight advance m the
Texas rates and a slight reduction in the interstate rates, although the latter had been pronounced reasonable by the interApparently an interesting situation has been
state commission.
created, for if the rates from Dallas and Houston are advanced,
those cities will be at a disadvantage unless the rates from other
Texas are also advanced. Chairman
Mayfield is quoted as complaining that every time the Interstate

points in the state to East

Commerce Commission touches Texas
course.

rates

it

is

to raise them.
to discuss

Chairman Mayfield could not be expected

the reason for this, but to

many

others the statement

is

rather

something the matter with Texas
The Texas commission undoubtedly has the power to

significant that there has been
rates.

make things rather disagreeable for the railways in retaliation
but the present time affords an unusual opportunity for observation of the handwriting on the wall.

the enginemen will be less vigilant. It has been demonstrated
that stops stimulate vigilance rather than the opposite.
The committee must, of course, take for its main groundwork

it

leport

over against

of

this

Commission that
on our principal

the

the

demand

of

the

Interstate

Commerce

a safeguard of this kind shall be introduced

say that we have a more
definite issue than has existed at any time in the past; the
problem is measurably simplified. It will be worth while to
railroads,

passengers yearly goes ten years without a fatal passenger train
collision, that good record must be due to something more than

good

luck.

said of individual disasters, the fact

Whatever may be

remains that under the best conditions, the percentage of failures
is so small that we are justified in saying that those failures really
are accidents, not constitutional faults of the system of operation.
To produce such a very high percentage ol perfect
Railroading is a
operations the system must have merit.

dangerous business, and, in its development, innumerable
have been met and overcome. The records for safety
of train movements which are made year after year on our
busiest lines, such, for example, as those between Xew York
and Philadelphia, constitute a really great achievement. A
similar history of long continued, well-directed efforts and
high standards of operation is to be found on numerous
suburban lines and at the great passenger terminals. These
records testify to the high efficiency of American locomotive
runners (it is to be borne in mind that the automatic train
stop is designed to do only one thing; to provide against
the failure of enginemen to see and obey signals).
The committee is justified in basing its opinion on what
can be done, not under average, but under the best condiIf each road had put forth proportionately the effort,
tions.
the knowledge and the money which have made the be>t
.American safety records, the train-accident record would
have been smaller than it is by a very large percentage.
Moreover, by any rational theory, it is a duty to improve
existing practices, methods and standards, regardless of what
may be done about new safeguards. The report is inadequate
at this point, for it seems to be designed simply to head off
those governmental busybodies who ignorantly think that a
complicated machine can accomplish impossible wonders,
when logically, the committee, to carry out the spirit of its
declaration, ought to sound a "clarion appeal" to the mem
bers of the association to take vigorous action to perfect
their practice with the ordinary visual signals. But, whatever
the shortcomings of the report, there is no gainsaying that
if every railroad officer were to do his very best, and if all
were guided by a strong and energetic national committee,

risks

-

much progress in
For a road to carry all
passengers safely for ten years may not be conclusive evidence that all its appliances and methods are the best, but
the records of surprise checking, of improved attention to
the bodily and mental health of enginemen, and other improvements that have been made during the past five years
by numerous prominent roads, afford tangible evidence that
correct practice is being constantly studied. Moreover, those
who believe in improving present methods, in preference to
making a change which introduces new diflSculties and greatly
increases cost, can point to the fact that a large proportion
of the notable collisions which would have been prevented
by automatic stops, have been due to faults of enginemen
which may be very easily cured. For example. Corning:
total
abstention from intoxicants.
Stamford
adequate instruction of new runners.
At Western Springs and North
Secondly, the committee could point to

committee on automatic train stops,
laid before the .American Railway Association at its last
meeting and printed in the Railway Age Gazette, May 29, page
1192, there is presented for the first time a clear cut official
declaration against the use of automatic stops; and setting
the

the very high percentage of safety to be found in the present
records of the best roads. When a road carrying twenty million

the safety of trains could be much more securely insured than
it is at present, without resorting to the automatic stop.

THE AUTOMATIC TRAIN STOP-1
IX

No. 2

.

great deal of good.

Of

\'oL. 57,

we may

look for a moment at the grounds on which is based this
conservative opinion of the committee. With these grounds
clearly defined we can the more intelligently compare the
•
opposing views.
The committee says that our present system of visual signals, if properly installed and maintained, is so nearly perfect that both the railroads and the public authorities should
direct their efforts towards the enforcement of obedience to
signals rather than the installation of additional devices.
Reading a little between the lines, one concludes that the
members of the committee regard the whole automatic stop
proposition as so difficult and costly that it ought to be put
aside as unworthy of attention. The committee wisely omits the
old argument that an automatic stop impairs discipline; that with

this

direction

already accomplished.

:

Haven

the responsibility of the

most students

company was

greater; but

of the subject believe that with suitable distant

signals these collisions would not have occurred: a very
simple remedy compared -ivith automatic stops. There are
plenty of other examples.
But the third and strongest claim of the committee is that
the difficulties connected with the use of automatic stops
would be almost insuperable not quite insuperable (though, that.
;

July

10,
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the hopes of those who advocate stops, and the points on
which they dispute the conservatives, must be left for dis-

is the view of the most pronounced conservatives),
but presenting such all-pervasive and constant difficulties that
the perfection so confidently promised by the theorists would
never be achieved. These difficulties were the subject of an
Pennsylvania,
article by Mr. Rudd, signal engineer of the
printed in the Raihcay Age Gaceltc. June 6, 1913, page 1211.
For fast trains there must be an overlap of 4,000 ft. to give
For slow trains
stopping space a costly sacrifice of capacity.
this necessitates unnecessary stops, which bring in new dangers.
The "stop-and-proceed" rule, in automatic territory, is trouble-

no doubt,

cussion

in

In commenting on the proceedings of this society at the close of the convention a year ago,
attention was called to the fact that the adoption of standards
to the extent that prevails did not carry the weight and respect
it ought, owing to the manner in which these specifications
were voted upon. This was frankly recognized in an unofficial
paper this year by the secretary, in which he called attention to
the fact that many standards for specifications were adopted on
a vote of less than one hundred out of a total membership of the

that

—

1

A number of suggestions
means of getting an intelligent v )te on
questions submitted, but it is acknowledged that the problem is
society of

If the special apall careless running.
paratus gets out of order on the road, the train may have
to run a hundred miles with it out of service, which introduces a difficulty in discipline. With two or more engines
on a train all but the leading one must be cut out another
chance for neglect on the part of trainmen to cause trouble.

It will

The trouble lies in the wide diversity of
and specialities that are represented. All classes of
come under review with the result that there are ai
comparatively few members that are competent to sit in judgment on the value of any one set of specifications. Evidently it
interests

materials

be said that

all

difficulties

could be solved if suffithis dictum as

Accepting

correct, theoretically, there are limits to

its

application.

The

Pennsylvania might easily spend $5,000 a mile for automatic
stops; but it is a grave question whether it could rightfully
use its money in that way. Everyone admits that the automatic stop is an adjunct only. The system of visual signals
should be perfected in advance of the adoption of refinen.cns.
The PcnnsyKania, says Mr, Rudd, needs to spend $3,000,000
To go beyond
a year to improve its present signal system.
that and spend additional millions for stops would be using
money which very likely would do the public more good if
used in other directions removing grade crossings, making
Moreover,
safer cars, giving employees better training, etc.
the problem in some situations is so troublesome, as Mr.
Rudd shows, that the use of stops would so reduce the
capacity of the road that additional tracks would at once

—

become necessary, and additional tracks cost many millions
of dollars for very short distances.

The other

has been realized that the society has been going too fast in
some particulars and has jumped to the adoption of standards

and specifications without due consideration, for the whole tenor
of the meeting this year was to go slow, though the tendency

—

money were forthcoming.

side of this problem, the

accomplishments and

sixteen hundred.

to the best

a very difficult one.

—

cient

more than

were made as

to provide against

;

meeting of the American Society for Testing Materials,
which was held in Atlantic City last week, was the largest
the history of the society and held the interest of the mem-

bers well sustained to the end.

would be made more troublesome; for if trains were kept further apart they would the
With long
more frequently approach occupied blocks.
freights this consumes valuable time. This waste of 4,000 ft.
must be borne at every crossover and every diverging
track every place where the automatic apparatus is to be
An engineman with a light train (and often with
used.
having been stopped, could then proceed,
a heavy one
increase speed and run into the train ahead. In other words,
the stops cannot in practice be located close enough together

—

a future issue.

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TESTING MATERIALS

it

Certain desirable characteristics of a workable stop have
With
not yet been developed to any satisfactory degree.
everything in good order, the apparatus should be selfdetecting revealing its own failures but to maintain this
condition without causing frequent undesired stops, is a detail yet to be learned.
To guard against the tricks and the
laziness of the occasional engineman who lacks conscience,
and against anything that will discourage instead of encourage a vigilant habit, a device to record every operation
of the stopping apparatus is desirable
so much so that most
inventors include this as one of the elements supporting their
claim to infallibility; but such a device introduces a new
train of annoyances which as yet no one has thoroughly
studied.
It may be said that the railroad profession ought
before now to lave solved some of these problems, but it
cannot be said that they continue to exist because no one
has tackled them. The trouble is that they are very hard to
deal with.
No experiments to explore the difficulties with
snow and ice have yet been satisfactorily completed. None
of the experimenters, so far as we know, have gone thoroughly into the question of automatic application of brakes
on very long freight trains. In short, the whole problem is
so complicated and makes demands in so many directions,
and every solution leaves so many things unsettled, that the
wisest heads are nonplussed.

in

"THE

;

some enough already, and
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in some particulars.
The handicap of the widely diversified
volved made itself apparent this year, as

was violated

.

i

•

-

-

..»<

interests that are init

has before, in the

meagerness of the discussions. It is safe to say that there w'as
not a paper or report, of the 59 presented, that received the dis-

which it deserved. When discussion was progressing
was frequently found necessary to curtail and cut it ofif
because of the limited time available for the work. With 64
items on the program to be presented and discussed in nine sessions, averaging about two hours and a half each, the actual time
allowable for each item would not be more than about 20 minutes, and it often happened that quite as much time as that was
cussion
freely

it

required for the presentation alone.

While, as a whole, the society may be getting more conservative in the adoption of standards and specifications, it still shows
spasmodic tendencies in the other direction. There are some of
the specifications that have been referred to letter ballot at this
meeting that appear to be useless. If an article is of general use
and must be made for a large number of consumers by a large
number of manufacturers, the specification may be necessary, but
\vhen the work is limited to a few makers or to makers wlio are
lliemselves the consumers,

ness of the standard comes

it

is

difficult to see

where the useful-

Take, for example, the specificaIt is
tion for the cast iron to be used in locomotive cylinders.
iloubtful if the few large locomotive builders of the country
Aould allow their methods of foundry practice to be modified
Ijy the specifications of the society, nor is it conceivable that any
railroad

making

its

own

in.

cylinders

would consider

itself

bound

to

own work simply because it has
It would have
been adopted as a standard by this society.
seemed better, then, to have simply put this out as a committee
report that makers of locomotive cylinders could use or not as
In fact, w^hen it
-uited their own ideas and foundry practices.
I

se these specifications for its

comes

to the last analysis, all of the

work

of the society resolves

committee reports that the society has adopted
without the majority of the members being able to judge as to
wliether the reports are solidly founded or not.
Of course, the society could not have obtained the prestige
that it has tmless its committees had been composed of men who
are expert in the lines of investigation and report assigned to
itself

fhcm.

down

to

But, while there

may

be every confidence in the ability
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of these men. great care should be taken that there
picion of the domination of any. particular interest

is

ill

it

make

thing,

talk

nated by the manufacturing interests.- This" may or may not
be true, and one can only be convinced one way or the other

57,

Xo. 2

referring the matter back to the committee with the plea that

no sus-

their de-

sometini^' is -a- far better indication of
what men are really thinking than the discussion on the floor,
and at Atlantic City last' week there was more than one hint
thrown out that the comipittee reports are- getting to be domiPiazza

cisions.

Vol.

'.

tell what it all means, if it means anythat will meet with universal aphoped that the manufacturers who sup-

a final attempt to

was

certainly a

proval; and

it

is

to be

paints will

plied the

move

also

r\Q>v

to compile a report of value.

furnish the information neededIn like manner the much-talked-

of and widely-heralded Atlantic City panel tests .are concluded,

by a careful consideration of the reports in the fullest detail.
But the point is that there should be no suspicion of such a

but here it is expected that a full report will be submitted iiext
year and the results of these years of trial will be made public
in a. manner that will be of value to all who have to do with the

thing.

making and using of

Then, there

that more truly represent the manufacturers or consumers along special lines. It should always be borne in mind
that it comes as a suppliant, as it were, to the manufacturers
and users, and must present its specifications with hat in hand.
It cannot enforce their use, and they must appeal to these outsiders before they can be made worth the paper that they are
This was promptly recognized on two occasions
printed upon.

zations

When

during the recent meeting.

was up

the subject of steel springs

for consideration, the original specifications included the

These were unsatisfactory

springs for automobiles.

to the auto-

mobile builders, and so all reference to that branch of the art
was canceled from the report as it will be submitted to letter
ballot, and the matter was referred back to the committee for
further consideration. Again, it was stated on the floor in con-

THE DELAWARE & HUDSON

w

ITII the sale recently to Kuhn. Loeb & Company of $4,500,000 first and refunding mortgage 4 per cent, bonds the
Delaware & Hudson rounded out the operations which belong to
In March of that year the New York
the calendar year 1913.
Public Service Commission approved the issue of these bonds to
be sold at 95 or better; but contrary to the expectations of both

management and

its bankers the company was unable
them at that price during 1913. The company bad
with
begun 1913
a floating debt of $3,500,000, and this had been
increased during the year by $1,000,000 through expenditures for

the road's

to dispose of

and betterments covered by the first and refunding
mortgage and for advances to subsidiary companies for which
additions

company is to be, or has been since the last of the
The present sale, therefore, presumably per-

nection with a matter in which the Master Car Builders' Associa-

the parent

was interested, that that association was recognized in
Washington and that it would be necessary to conform strictly
to its ideas of what was wanted before the specifications could

year, reimbursed.

tion

be presented.
It

was rather

attitude

difficult to

understand, then, the reversal of this

the matter of heat-treated axles as applied to

in

motor axles of
Association

sent

electrically

a

driven cars.

representative

to

The
the

the

Electric Railway

meeting

to

protest

against the adoption of the specifications as presented for motor
axles and simply asked that these axles be excepted from the
specifications. The request was refused in a manner so emphatic
as to be quite dumbfounding. If the Electric Railway Association is equally emphatic in its decision as to what it wants, and
at the fall meeting votes to discard the specifications of the So-

for Testing Materials as unsatisfactory,

'ciety

it

will be difficult

what may be the value of those specifications. As to
which of the two associations are correct in this particular case,
there is no place for discussion here. But it does seem that the
promulgation of the specification as a standard had better have
been delayed until an agreement with the users was reached.
to

see

But back of any differences of opinion that may exist as to
the value of the specifications for use and their, desirabihty in
the abstract, there is one thing that stands out pre-eminent, and
that is the great amount of work and interest that has been
done and displayed by the several committees. There is hardly
It is
submitted that cannot be called a masterpiece.
however, that there are not more papers giving
the results pf the personal research work of the members. Many
of them are engaged in work of this character all of the time

a

report

to be regretted,

and

it

is

paints.

the attitude of the society towards other organi-

is

regrettable ihat

more

of

it

does not come to the light

manently finances these expenditures that had been previously
temporarily financed through loans and

bills

payable.

The Delaware & Hudson Company's income is principally from
two sources, from the mining and sale of coal and from the
operation of its railroad. In 1913 the company had larger gross
income and larger net income than in 1912, both from its coal
mining department and from its railroad department, and while
it is true that during 1912 there was a strike in the coal fields
which adversely affected both revenue from coal operations and
revenue from railroad operations, 1913 was not entirely free
from labor troubles. There were ten strikes in all during 1913,
despite an agreement entered into the previous year by which a
method of adjustment of differences without strike and without a
lockout had been agreed upon by the men and by the company.
In 1913 the gross revenue from the coal mining department was
$16.045.(X)0, nnd net after the payment of expenses and taxes
This compares with $13,398,000 gross and $1,024,000
$1,188,000.
net in 1912.
In

the

down

its

railroad

department the company was able to hold

transportation ratio to almost the same figure as in

1912, despite large increases in rates of

pay due to the apparently

compromise by arbitrators under which organized railroad employees get something more than they had previously
been getting and something less than they had the audacity to
ask for. The ratio of railroad expenses to railroad revenue was
62.97 in 1913 and 62.57 in 1912. The company was able to maininevitable

tain

this

operating ratio, despite the

wage

increases,

first,

be-

cause of economies which would naturally result from a larger
gross business

;

second, through an apparently actual

more

ef-

and third, through a reduction in
maintenance of way expenses which in part offset increases in
maintenance of equipment expenses.
Railroad operating revenues in 1913 amounted to $24,153,000
use of the plant

Diversity of interest is, of course,
of day at these meetings.
partly responsible for this, as men do not like to present the
results of work in which they are vitally interested to a meeting, in which their own yresentation must be limited to a few

ficient

minutes and the discussion thereon to seconds.
There will be universal disappointment at the outcome of the
paint experiments on the Havre de Grace bridge of the PennsylAccording to the committee, no conclusions
vania Railroad.
or statements can be made as to what was accomplished because
Engineers
of the lack of data concerning the materials used.

as against $22,480,000 in 1912, representing the revenues received

over the country have been waiting patiently for years to
learn what might be a good practice as based on these results,
and now to be told that "the king of Fr'ince marched up the hill
only to march down again," with nothingbut his exertions to
all

show

for

it,

is

discouraging and

the

action

of the

society in

itself,

and 9.029.000 passengers in 1913 and
and 7.950,000 passengers in 1912. The average
haul per ton of freight in 1913 was 148 miles, and in 1912 was
146 miles, and the average passenger journey 17.39 miles in 1913
and 18.82 miles in 1912. The average ton-mile rate was exactly
the same in the two years, namely, 6.6 mills, and the rate per
passenger per mile was 2.02 cents in 1912 and 2.05 cents in 1913.
for carrying 20,470.000 tons
19,319.000 tons

It will

be seen, therefore, that the percentage of increase in oper-

ating revenue just about represents the increase in the percentage

of business handled, the slight difference due to the shorter aver-

July

10,
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age passenger journey and slightly larger revenue per passenger
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per mile being negligible.

which include only the wages, of
etc., and the cost of fuel and other
materials incident to the actual movement of traffic, amounted to
$8,585,000 in 1913, an increase of $606,000 over 1912, which is
about /H per cent., or almost exactly the same percentage of
increase as is shown, by the business handled and the revenues
earned. Since the rate of wages was higher and the cost of fuel
Transportation

expenses,

Letters to the Editor

trainmen, station employees,

'""""""""""""

load in 1913 was 543 tons, and the total
company freight, which is the better measure
of operating efficiency, was 585 tons, an increase of 52 tons, or
more than 9 per cent, over 1912. The average number of all cars,

;

an increase of

20.76,

was

31

in

1913.

-\s

1.23.

1,800.000 tons

the remainder

1913,

63.93 per cent,

was products of mines,

13.97 per cent,

It

of

all

1.

if

Steel car insulation should

Highest insulation

efficiency.

2.

Correct sound absorbing properties.

3.

Flexibility, ease of application

and adaptability

to irregular

surfaces.
4.

Light weight.

5.

Moisture repelling or absorbing

6.

Combustion

qualities.

resistance.

The test in question has eliminated almost all of the above
with the exception of insulation efficiency. A great many insulation tests have been made by almost all the large laboratories

manufac-

as well as testing laboratories of different universities, but one

report that has been given considerable prominence is that prepared by Prof. J. A. Moyer, in charge of the thermal testing
plant of the Pennsylvania State College, read before the Third
International Congress of Refrigeration. Chicago, 1913. One of
the largest and most elaborate thermal testing plants in the
country is installed at this college. The efficiency of granulated
cork shown in Mr. Willard's paper does not agree with Prof.
Moyer's, as the latter shows 1 inch granulated cork to have a
B. t. u. transmission per square foot per hour per degree Fahrenheit difference in temperature of air as .479 and of 1 inch hair

classes of commodities, with the ex-

of grain, bituminous coal, lumber and bar and sheet
and certain other negligible exceptions, increased, the
most notable increases being in coal, cement and merchandise.
The Delaware & Hudson is a rather lightly capitalized propthe total outstanding securities, including the $4,500,000 of

which has just been permanently financed, amounted
Subtracting from this the
book value of unmined coal owned and advances on unmined
coal and the book value of stocks and bonds, we find outstanding
about $65,000 of securities per mile of road operated. This is
floating debt
at

would be obtained

have the following properties:

metal,

;

results

the tests conducted by Prof. Willard.

ception

erty

seem that the best

also

would be cut

joints.

study of steel car insulation problems is one that has been given
considerable thought ever since the inception of the all-steel
design, and there are certain conditions which must be considered but which appear to have been overlooked entirely in

products of agriculture, 4.86 per cent. lumber, 3.13 per cent, merchandise (l. c. l.) and 1.04 per cent, meats and products of ani-

The tonnage

would

it

sides of the test box were of exactly the same construction,
instead of having one side of steel and the others of wood. The

tures, 7.99 per cent, miscellaneous car load freight. 5.08 per cent,

mals.

limited.
They do
determining the cor-

all

—

tons carried in

in

one sheet, eliminating radiation through open

in

—

Of the total 22,269,000
were company freight. Of

1914.

were

the case with insulation as applied in a car. as

in 1913, as against $1,940,000 in 1912.

Maintenance of way, of course, under ordinary circumstances
would not increase anywhere near in proportion to an increase
of 7 or 8 per cent, in traffic handled, and the actual decrease in
expenditures on this account in 1913, is explained in the annual
report as being due to heavy charges in 1912 on account of maintenance charges incidental to the strengthening of bridges and
This
other additions and betterment work then under way.
addition and betterment program was carried on in 1913, as well
in
as in 1912. and $1,041,000 was expended on this account
1913.
The Delaware & Hudson is a short road, 504 miles, having a
heavy freight density, with coal forming a large percentage of its
total tonnage.
Of the total 904 miles of road, 341 have second
track and about 20 third and fourth track, with a total of 634
miles of yard tracks and sidings. The freight density ton miles
per mile of road was 3.616.000 in 1913 and the passenger mileage
per mile of road. 186.000.

3,

and on one side of the box the insulating material is cut into two
sections.
This would allow an open joint, which would not be

Maintenance of way, which includes the wages and cost of
material used in maintaining the railroad plant exclusive of the

was $1,788,000

,

rect steel car insulation.
In the first place, before making laboratory tests it is customary to secure only material first class
in every respect; it will be noted in Fig. 2 that almost all the
four panels show the insulation torn, damaged or pieced together,

an increase of

per train mile was 54.88 in 1913, an increase of 2.78 over 1912.

rolling stock,

stated in the article, these tests

not cover or give results that would aid

number of loaded cars per train was
The average number of passengers

the average

YoRK,. July

pp. the Railw.w Age G.azettr;
order to correct impressions or conclusions that might be
reached after reading the article appearing in your issue of
June 26, "Heat Transmission Tests on Steel Mail Car Section," we desire to submit the following:
In.

train

excluding cabooses, per train

New

.

To THE Editor

train load, including

over two cars

|
uruiiiiiijiiiiJ

I

STEEL CAR INSULATION
.:,::

.

per ton also higher in 1913 than in 1912 this means a movement
of traffic per man-hour and per ton of coal considerably greater
in 1913 than in 1912.

The revenue

"i>""i"""""i"iiii>i""">iiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiijuiiiuuujuiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiu

the end of 1913 to $104,923,000.

insulation as

.31.

smaller than the actual investment per mile

Prof. Moyer's test also brought out a 5 per cent, increase in

Since the credit of the Delaware & Hudson is
so high as to permit of the sale of 4 per cent, bonds at a reasonable figure, and since the volume of the securities issued against

transmission per 100 feet per minute velocity over 200
minute at 20 miles per hour this means an increased
transmission due to increased air velocity amounting to 75 per

investments is so conservative, and further, since nearly twothirds of its securities are represented by funded debt, the final

This clearly shows the difference existing between a test
and one made under actual operating conditions
Insulation efficiency depends upon dead air
on a railroad.
spaces, and under Item 3. "Object of Tests," in Mr. Willard's
article, there is a statement that the space between the inside
and outside plates would be filled with a granular or fibrous

probably very

much

B.

in the property.

return on the stock representing the ownership of the

made

company

and paid 9
per cent, in dividends on its stock, and in 1912 it earned 12.95
of course,
remembered,
per cent, and paid 9 per cent. It must be
that these figures represent the earnings from all sources, including the profits on coal mined and the dividends on stocks
and the interest on bonds of electric railway companies and other
high.

In 1913 the

company earned

14.53 per cent.,

companies in which the Delaware & Hud*son has a considerable
investment.. The net railroad income amounting to $4,927,000
is at the rate of a little over 8 per cent, on our estirnat^d capitalization against the railroad

property— $65,000 per

;

in still air

Those familiar
material which would render that space dead.
with steel car construction will readily agree that it would be
owing
air
space,
to the openalmost impossible to make a dead
The only
ings between riveted joints, around windows, etc.

.

mile,.,
.

u.

cent.

its

is

t.

feet per

.^ud jo

possible way to obtain dead or entrapped air spaces is by the
use of a material that will actually give this.
The article in question does not clearly describe the kind of

-

:
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granulated cork used, but from the extremely light weight, six
pounds per cubic foot, we assume it is made of large granules
cork and

of baked

its

insulation

.would be greatly
from pure

efficiency

Questioned, as this particular material

is

the sawdust

cork snte^s, tr.n.mir.gs, broken sheets ground up,

etc.,

after the

cork has been baked; and unless the interstices existing between
the granules of the cork were filled with a fine re-granulated
material the insulation value would not be very high in aciu_l

Granulated and re-granulated cork is sometimes us il
work, but it has been found that the material

practice.

in cold storage

work a space is usually left so
be added upon settlement of the
original quantity. It would be almost impossible to take care of
this condition in steel cars; and unless the insulation was continuous it would allow uninsulated portions of the steel plates to
tends to pack ^nd in building

that additional material

exist,

would be

W'hich

may

to

liable

cause condensation, tlus

fine

cork answer the purpose

re-granulated

obtain the required insulation

would

filter

down

efficiency

in

into the interior of the car

in

attempting to

all-steel

cars,

New

To THE

as

it

body over window

EdITOP, of

57,

No. 2

York, July

THE R.\ILW.^Y Age Gazette

7,

1914.

:

Referring to the article appearing in your issue of June 26,
under the heading, "Heat Transmission Tests on Steel Mail
Car Section." Comparing tests 2-.^. and 2-B with 3-.A, 3-B and
3-C, the former with the fibre insulation between the posts and
inside sheets, and the latter with the fibre insulation separations
omitted, the fibre insulation combination is shown to have an
insulating efficiency of 40 per cent., while, by omitting the fibre
insulation, the efficiency is increased to 47 per cent.
This is
diametrically opposed to any heretofore known facts of heat
transmission. It may develop that in tests 3-A, 3-B and 3-C the
[h; cs were not firmly in contact, as a casual reader might be
led to infer that iieat transmission through f^-in. rivets does
not seem su.7.cient explanation for the difference.

fur-

Xor would very

ther reducing the efficiency of the insulation.

Vol.

seems

It

to such a

to

me

quite unusual that agasote should be subjected

comparison, when

it

has long been

insulation values pracically equal to

known

to possess

wood, as demonstrated

in

ac'ual service and through exhaustive laboratory tests conducted

Prof. Pryor, of Stevens Institute, and others.

liy

wood

For the comPryor selected

curtains, etc.

parative test between agasote and

In regard to cork insulation showing a 28 per cent, saving in
weight
This anxunt is so small it is hardly worth notice, for
when it is considered that a steel postal car weighs approxi-

soned, as he believed thoroughly dri,:d poplar to have the highest

:

mately 100,000

figuring on the basis of 3.000 sq.

lb.,

ft.

of in-

an average weight of eleven ounces ;,er
square foct, it would mean a saving of only about 580 lb. per car,
approxincte'.y one-half of one per cent, of the total weight -i the
entire car, which is really not of enough importance to u:.r:ant
sulation

per

car

at

serious consideration.

would seem from the tests that the insulation was of the
known Salamander brand. Such is not the case, however,
as it was a special material known as "Xycinsul." Three-quarterinch three-ply Salamander steel car insulation weighs only
eleven ounces per square foot, whereas J4-inch and J^-inch
Nycinsul weigh eleven and sixteen ounces, respectively, making,
It

well

ounces per square foot of material for
both courses. Figuring on using two courses of ^-inch threeply Salamander, we would have a weight of twenty-two ounces
per square fco: for both, or a saving that would offset the use
a weight of twenty-seven

of granv.latcd cork in the entire air space.

There

nothing new

is

suggestion to

in the

fill

the wall spaces

This has been tried
on one or two occasions by large railroads, and it has been
found to increase the insulation efficiency by 20 per cent. but
by the correct use of -Jcub!e insu!ri'.n a.id combinations thereof,
almost exactly the same results can 1,:: obtained.
The qucstirn cf sound-deadening is one of prime importance
in steel car design; and it has been ascerts-ned that with the
Salamander fcrm cf hair insulation, cars are much less noisy
than is the case with those insulated with a harder and more
dense material. This type of material is used in remedying the
of the car solid with an insulating material.

;

acoustics in offices, auditoriums, schoolhouses, court houses,

three-ply poplar veneer, 5/16

been long recognized that it is better to break the continuity of
the steel plates by the use of ;4-inch asbestos felt, cork board
or Agasote. This also tfnds to reduce radiaticn through steel
post sections. If this is not done the steel sheets have a tendency to sweat, the same as cold water pipes running through

transfer of heat

direct

made

operating insulation tests that have proved clearly the correct
and we know the development
insulation material to be used
of this part of the all-steel car has kept pace with other parts of
:

the design

and

is

really

one of the things that have done much
equipment car.
H. W. Johns-Makville Comp.^ny.

to facilitate the adoption of the steel passenger

units.

The

results

of his test are

as

follows
Three boxes, cubes of equal size, were made of different materials, one
No. 20 gage steel, one of .^gasote, and one of 5/16 inch 3-ply veneer
Each of these boxes was made with a removable cover.
The tests consisted of determining the amount of heat that had to be
supplied to the air inside of the box in order to keep the internal temperature about forty degrees higher than the '.emperature 'of the room.
That
ihrough the walls of the box
is. Jieat was supplied to offset the heat lost
when there was a difference of temperature of forty degrees between the
outside and inside temperature.
The boxes were set up in the still air of a room having a iemperature of
about 85 F. A number of incandescent lamps and a slow moving circula:ing fan were placed inside of the box to maintain a uniform temperature,
rpproximately forty degrees higher than the room temperature. The amount
of heat furnished by the lamps was regulated by an adjustable resistance
pl.-.ceJ outside.
Calibrated instruments were used to tind .the electrical
energy that was supplied to the boxes, and this quantity was transform;!
mathematically to heat units. The temperature inside the box was no-e
end maintained by observing thermometers that were inserted through the
side walls.
The outside temperature was also obtained by thermometers
The boxes were sealed as tight as possible in order
hur.g about the boxes.
of

poplar.

I

10

Keep down the air
I:

v.cf,

filtration.

was found in the tests that the transmission value of the material-,
based on steel being 100, as follow.^:
Steel
-Agasote

Wood,
The

100.0
62.5}<i

51.2 5/16

three-ply poplar

detailed figures of the tests,

showing the actual temperatures an]

heat transmissions, are given in the following table;

Boxes is Still

.-\ir

Steel
-\gasote Wool
Pesignation of material
38.5
39.4
39.2
Radiating box surface, sq. ft
555.9
366.2
295.2
Heat supplied per hour, watts
1896.7
1249.5
1007.2
Heat supplied per hour, B. t. u
121.8
126.3
I26.S
.\verage inside air temperature, deg. F
86.3
87.2
81.3
.\v.Tage temperature of external air, deg. F
Difference in temperature between inside air and
39.3
40.5
40.0
external air, deg. F
Radiation per hour in B. t. u.'s per deg. F. differ30.8
25.2
ence between inside air and external air, B. t. u. 48.3
Radiation per hour in B. t. u.'s per deg. F. difference between inside air and external air, per
0.642
1.253
0.783
sq. ft. (based on box surface). B. t. u
51.2
100.0
62.5
Ratio of performance (based on box surface)

The Pantasote Compaxv.

a hot room.
of the largest railroads in the country have

and thoroughly sea-

etc.,

worked out along purely scientific lines, hair
being found to reduce the reverberations of sound to a minimum.
In regard to the test showing that by eliminating the use of
the .^gasote fibrous blocks between the steel posts and the inThis does not seem to be reconside and outside steel plates:
ciled by other results or good engineering practice, as it has

number

thickness,

This material, being a veneer, had
higher insulation properties than a single thickness, where the
grain runs in only one direction throughout the board, as, in a
veneer, the grain runs in various directions, thus breaking the
thcrmo-insulation properties.

the treatment being

A

in. in

Prof.

—

Railway Construction in Russia. The Vladikavkaz Railway of Russia is at present considering the construction of a
new line for the purpose^ of connecting up the Ekaterininsky
system with the XHadikavkaz Railway. The project will involve
The company is also
a capital expenditure of about $1,000,000.
propofiiiig certain
to cost

improTcm.ents and extensions

aboat $750,000.

at

_Novorossisk

The New York Centrars Improvements
Construction

Houses,

The New York Central
station at Utica, X. Y..

& Hudson

opened on

River's

May

of

New

Classification

24, is

Passenger

Yards

Y.

Freight

Station,

and Engine Terminal

new passenger

tion daily

one of the im-

otlier lines.

portant features of the extensive improvement work that
this company has been carrying out in Utica for several years
and which, when completed, will represent an estimated investment of $6,000,000. Utica is an important point, both for

N.

Utica,

at

from Utica on the main

and about 12 on the
into and out of
the Utica freight yard was shown by a check made last summer to exceed 1,100 cars. The distribution of this freight
business

is

The

shown

total daily car

in

the

line

movement

accompanying

traffic

diagram.

freight

As the West Shore is electrified and operated by a separate
company west of Utica, all freight except for points in elec-

the

trified

and passenger traffic, on account of its location on
main line between Albany and Buflfalo at the junction
with the West Shore, the Ontario and the Adirondack divisions. About 30 passenger trains are operated in each direcAdtrondack and

point.

may

is handled over the main line west of that
East of Utica either the main line or the West Shore
be tised for freight traffic, connections at Utica, Hoff-

territory

Onfctr/o dt

l,V

Genaral Layout of

tlie

UltimaU Yard Derel»pim»nt

at Utic?,

Only > P*rt.o«

of

Wlueh

B tonnage yara:

HmIScm

»«iU
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mans, and Carmen making the operation quite flexible. A
large amount of business between New York and Montreal
Practically no classification of
also pa,sses through Utica.
through freight is made at Utica, but all local business and
all transfer freight from the West Shore, the Watertown line,
the Adirondack division and foreign roads must be classified

Three-column steel bents on
outside of the outer trusses.
concrete footings, with reinforced concrete collision piers
connecting the lower ends of the columns, carry the trusses.
The plate girder floor beams and I-beam stringers support
reinforced concrete slabs on which the pavement is laid. All

there.,

steel

,

two

,-,

:jj:i1j

work

vfitl^

,

is

NATURE OF THE IMPRON'EMENTS,-:
As subSfahtialtj«-all of the city lies to the so&th of the main
line, the compan}^ negotiated with the city for the straightenr^

street railway tracks.

.'.

mtey
/Sl^.S.

fhno^h

75carsper
90 cars, artd il f. B.

through frains,averoge lOcars per fmin,
90cors,ne/fher dreppe<^ r
prcfred up cars at Utica

the excejjtion of the girders above the ciirb
Concrete facia girders are provided

for handling automobiles.

new passenger station covers the site occupied by
the old station, it was necessary to provide a temporary building for use during the erection of the new station before the
This was located along the
old building was torn down.
As

;

sidewalks are supported

encased, jn concrete.

ramps

Diagrammatic Daily Car Movement Into

ft.

along the outer edges of the sidewalks.
The new local freight facilities are grouped north of the passenger terminal east of and easily accessible from Genesee
Separate inbound and outbound freight houses of
street.
brick construction are provided, the former being SO ft. wide
and 760 ft. long and the latter 30 ft. wide and 500 ft. long.
Room for additions of 200 ft. to the length of both houses is
provided at the east end of the layout. Eight tracks serve
the houses. The team yard contains 14 tracks with a total
These tracks are arranged in pairs
capacity of 171 cars.
with 30 ft. paved driveways between the pairs. There are
two additional team tracks of 20 cars capacity each outside
of the north station driveway, supplied with a platform and

froi/is,atferoffe

fm/n, maximum

8

d Out of Utica Yards

the

north side of the proposed station platform layout with a
trestle ramp connecting with the Genesee
The three northerly platforms serving six
street viaduct.

ing of the channel of the Mohawk river immediately adjacent
to the old layout on the north, to remove that obstruction

temporary framed

development of the terminal facilities. An agreement was
reached under which the city constructed a new rivar
channel about 2.000 ft. north of the main line and the Xew

station tracks and the north half of the passenger subway
were also built before the old station was abandoned.
During the construction of the new passenger facilities.

to

finally

A

Portion of the Teeim Track Yard and East-Bound Local Yard

work was being pushed on the construction of a "jump-over"
connection between the West Shore and the main line about
3;4 miles east of the passenger station, and on the new

Central purchased the excavated material at a fixed unit
A large outfall
or intercepting sewer was necessary in order to carry out
this agreement, running under the passenger and freight
yards to the river abouj one mile east of the station.
The next step was the elimination of grade crossings in

York

price to be used in refilling the old channel.

the vicinity

of

the

Park avenue east

station.

This involved the closing of

of the station, the construction of a

new

proposed new layout to
connect Genesee street with the extension of Park avenue,
on
a viaduct crossing the
Genesee
street
of
and the elevation
main tracks. This viaduct consists of one 40 ft. girder span,
and five truss spans, var-ying^ in length from" 70 ft. to 87 ft.
Three lines of girders and pony trusses are used in these
spans, carrying a roadway 45 ft. .6 in. wide in which are laid
street

along

the

north side

classification yard and engine terminal located between that
jump-over connection and the passenger terminal. This work
involved the construction of a number of minor structures
and the handling of large quantities of excavation. The following table indicates the magnitude of the operations that
were undertaken:

of the

Old
Items
Right of wav
Grading excavation

Masonry

culverts

Cast iron pipe
Main track
Yard tracks
Total trackage
^

.:

terminal
310 acres
700,000 yd.
2,400 yd.
75 tons
IS miles
ll.Smiles
^9.3 miles

Present
construction
728 acres
6,400,000 yd.
13,200 yd.
365 tons
18.5 miles
27.1 mile?
.

.45.6 n\iles

Ultimate
development
7,500,000 yd._
.

.".

.

370 tons
22.8 miles
57.8 miles
80.6 miles

July

10.
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JUMP-OVER CONNECTION AND YARDS

The

between the West Shore
Harbor, where the two lines are only

old single track connection

and the main

line at

about 600 ft. apart, required freight trains to pass over a
heavy grade and to drag through crossovers on the twopassenger tracks which are on the south side of the four-track
To improve this condition, a double frack jumpmain line.
over connection has "been built leaving the West Shore Just
west of Harbor, crossing the main line overhead and swinging around parallel with the main line east of the main
freight yard. The maximum grade on this new connection is
Track 4 is diverted to the north
0.25 per cent, compensated.
a short distance east of the jump-over connection and is
carried north of the entire yard development and engine
terminal.
Track 3 has been relocated to separate it somewiiat
from tracks 1 and 2 and place it on a grade which will allow
easy connections with the yard. Tracks 1 and 2 are diverted
to the south of the yard layout and are carried on a separate

embankment for the greater part of their changed length.
The ultimate yard development as planned at present, includes nine yards of the following capacities:
Tracks

Eastbound tcnrage yard
Westbound tonnage yard
Eastbound local freight yard
Westbound local freight yard
Repair yards
Freight house and team track storage yard
Coal storage yard
Coach yard
Caboose yard

20
20
'

19
8

Total capacity

is

Capacity
2,200 cars
2,200 cars
1,000 cars
640 cars
380 cars
300 cars
300 cars
78 coaches
90 cabooses
7,188 cars

This capacity is in excess of the present demands and it
expected that sections of the yard will be built as required

49

and team outfits were used for making the high fill under
the jump-over connection and other miscellaneous grading
work.
Starch Factory creek which crossed the yard site, has been
'

diverted to the east in order to shorten the length of the
required culvert. This creek is carried under the yard in a
24 ft. concrete arch culvert. A 6 ft. by 6 ft. concrete arch has
also been built near the middle of the-yafd,
A three-story
frame yardmaster's office and four interlocking towers are
also provided.
An electric transmission -line which crossed
the site of the yard had to be relocated to keep it north of
the new development and a new crossing has been constructed

on

steel

The
a 16

ft.

towers with a

maximum

height of 98

ft.

tracks in the main yard are laid on 12 ft. centers with
space in the middle of each of the tonnage yards and

between adjacent yards, for piling material, rubbish, etc. .-Xn
ft. lo 20 ft. spacing is standard along ladder tracks, leads
and thoroughfares. The tracks in the repair yards are spaced
alternately 16 and 20 ft., with two adjacent ladders through
the center of the yard, dividing it completely.
No. 8 frogs
on No. 7 ladders are used for all of the principal yards and
No. 10 frogs are the sharpest used on running tracks and
main line connections. Main line tracks are laid with 105
lb. rail and yard tracks with 80 lb. relaying rail.
Creosoted
18

and gravel or cinder ballast are used.
present the only main line trains that change engines
at Utica are tonnage freights and local passengers.
For these
trains and for the Ontario and the Adirondack trains about
54 engines per day are turned at Utica.
The engine house consists of 30 stalls built on a 70-stalI
ties

.-\t

circle

with provision for the addition of the same capacity

General View of the 30-stall Roundhouse

and

if conditions change the plans will doubtless be altered
before the completion of the development. Ample room has
been left for extensions and changes wherever the possibility
of such changes could be foreseen. The yards are served by

ample number of both thoroughfare and engine

an

running

tracks.

A

yard and
jump-over connection was obtained by hydraulic dredging.
Two field towers, one 95 ft. high and one 65 ft. high, operating drag line buckets were used to throw up a dike behind
which the hydraulic fill was made. A 20 in. suction dredge
with a 40 ft. by 138 ft. hull, equipped with a 750 h. p. engine,
a 1,000 h. p. boiler and a 50 ft. ladder, was used on this work.
This dredge pumped through pipe lines 800 ft. to 4,600 ft.
in length against a maximum head of 35 ft.
The material
handled contained from 18 to 22 per cent, of solids. This
dredge was able to handle 19,400 cu. yd. in 24 hours. A size
"B" Lidgerwood dipper dredge was also used for portions
of the work, its maximum record being 18,000 yd. in three
8-hour shifts.
This dredge was equipped with a 2Yz yd.
bucket and an 80 ft. boom. A 6S-ton Bucyrus steam shovel
large

portion

of

the

filling

material

for

the

The depth
and of five, 125 ft. Three drop
pits are provided in the long stalls, making it possible to
remove any wheel from any engine using the house. A 7ton electric hoist handles the wheels from these drop pits.
The house is a brick structure on concrete footings, similar
in type to the generally adopted New York Central standard.
The engine terminal also includes a machine shop power
house, fan house, two double track ash pits 200 ft. long, two
inspection pits 80 ft. long, a gravity coal trestle, sand house,
two 50,000 gal. wooden storage tanks and four penstocks.
The power house is a brick building 75 ft. by 89 ft. in size.
The machine shop is located in an annex building connecting
with the long stalls over the drop pits. The coaling trestle
is arranged to coal engines on two tracks directly from the
pockets and by means of a bridge reaching over to track
No. 4 engines can also receive coal on that main track.
Clearfield coal is used for freight engines and Pittsburgh
in a

separate house adjacent to the present one.

of 25 of the stalls

coal

for

passenger

is

lOO

ft.,

engines,

provision

being

made

in

the

pockets to keep these grades separate. The pockets are 160
ft. long and are reached by a trestle on a. 5 per cent, grade.

,
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The Recently Completed Passenger

NEW PASSENXER
The new passenger

station

is

STATION
a three-story building 192

•Vaiting

Room

in

t

«

N-w

"4

4

n,

S -.o^

^

'

'nT-lt

57.
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Station

baggage and express building, which extends from
the passenger station east to Second street.
The front of the
station is set back from the street line 18 ft. There are two
main entrances on the front covered by heavy marquises.
Au.xiliary entrances are also provided on both sides of the
side the

ft.

by 204 ft. in plan, facing on Main street and on First street,
one block east of Genesee street. First street ends at the
tracks and provides an entrance to the trucking space along-

The Main

Vol.

A

"eiling

Over Passageway and Beam and Skylight

3rati» j Lobbies

Ceiling-

Over

JvLV

10.
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Structurally the station has a steel frame with
Bedford stone facing up to the first office floor and grayish
rough textured brick for the remaining height. Limestone
trim is used throughout. Architectural!}' the building is of
the Tuscan order with only enough ornamentation to relieve
the severity of the lines. The first story supports a colonnade
of Tuscan columns, between which are placed the window
openings for the second and third stories.
The colonnade
is surmounted on the Main street side by a clock 6 ft. 6 in.
in diameter supported on either side by cut stone eagles.
The building was designed to rest on spread footings without piles, but as a water-bearing sand was encountered in the
excavation, it was decided to use piles under all foundations.
A Thew steam shovel was used in excavating for the building and subwaj'S. and by rigging a set of leads on this mabuilding.

chine

it

was also used

for driving p-Ies.

As

the street in
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marble columns into a central and two end passageways a;id
two seating lobbies. The central passageway continues to
the north wall of the building where a connection is made
with the passenger subway. Each seating lobby contains six
double seats. The total capacity is abojit 400 people. All
facilities for handling passenger business are grouped around
this main waiting room, including the, ticket office, information booth, the women's rooms, barber shop, men's rooms,
parcel room and baggage check room, news stand, grill room,
restaurant and lunch room. .A large rental space, which will
be occupied by a store, is located in the southwest corner.
The floors in the main waiting room, men's rooms and restaurant are of terrazzo, in the vestibules and ramp leading to
the subway of paving tile, in the women's rooms of cork tile,
and in the grill room of quarry tile.
The effect of ornamentation has been secured in the in-

fEdje of plafform.

Ground Floor Plan

of

New

Passenger Station at Utica, N. Y.

front of the station and the new track level are at approximately the same grade, the main floor of the station on which
all public facilities are grouped is kept at approximately the

same

and access to the train platforms is provided
by a subway under all the tracks connecting by a ramp and
a short flight of stairs, with the main waiting room in the
station and to the street at the west side' of the building,
allowing incoming passengers to reach the street without
passing through the station, if desired-.
The two main entrances on' the south front of the building
open through enclosed vestibules directly into the main waiting room, which is 120 ft. by 132 ft., divided by rows of
elevation,

terior

of

the

building

permanent materials.

chiefly

by the

Vermont marble

skilful

treatment

of

of soft gray and green

veining has been used throughout for wall facing and
columns. The vaulted ceiling over the main isles and the
paneled ceiling over the seating lobbies are tinted with a
grayish green shade to harmonize with the marble, the relief
ornamentation being picked out in dull Rom.an gold. The
woodwork is of oak throughout. The building is heated by
steam furnished by three 150 h. p. boilers, located under the
baggage house.
The building contains two main office floors, and provision
has been made for two elevators, one of which has been in-

:

stalled.

The

of

steel

is made fireproof throughoyt.
The baggage house is a brick building with limestone

ture

It is

mail

604

ft.

room

trim.

includes a baggage room,
and offices and storeroom for the National and

long and 36

ft.

wide.

It

American Express Companies.

The

the baggage subway.

The

under the solid slabs
are of sheet steel painted white. The subway is provided with
seats along both walls where passengers can wait until trains
are called, and if desirable, two rows can be added between
the center columns. Heat is supplied by direct radiation under these seats. The electric lights are suspended from wall
slabs under the tracks.

ceilings

brackets.

letter

River,

G..

W.

Kittredge

New York

chief

engineer;

Parker principal assistant engineer; J. W. Pfau, engiE. B. Menuez, district engineer; B. C. Martin and G. F. Chism, resident engineers, and
R. T. Horton, assistant district engineer, had resident charge
of the work at various times. James H. Dawes (New York.
State Dredging Corporation), Philadelphia, had the contract
for all grading work on the general improvement. The high
fill under the jump-over connection was let to the WalshKahl Construction Company, Davenport, Iowa. Henry R.
Beebe, Utica, had the contract for the construction of subways, platforms, canopies, temporary passenger stations and
numerous details. The passenger station was designed by
Stem & Fellheimer, New York, and was built under contract
by J. Henry Miller, Inc., Baltimore, Md. The freight houses
were built by Mosier & Summers, Buflfalo, N. Y., and the
engine house by James Stewart & Company, New York. All
tracks were laid with company forces.
C. J.

neer of construction, exterior zone

F.^ST

talbahn

—

(

international

1A4CI .iKT- 3^:-

;

Per

Pass, train cars
Freight train cars

through

cars

now run

are

at

has a length of 4.3 miles, and passes over gradients of 55
and curves of 240 ft. radius. Since 1908, through trains

in 1,000,

equipment
Double track, terminals, yards, heavier
Real estate— right of way
New lines and extensions
Betterments through inc., approximately

maximum

summer

131

1,009

161
137
161

1,025

895,745
216
1,098,932,884
265,479
2,613
178,015,925
43,005

3,775

670
30.588

rails,

$35,539,829
44,263,176
3,869,041
10,731,421
30,000,000

etc

Total

$124,403,465

Growth of
the company

and of the

the investment

resources of

financial

indicated by the following figures

is

1913

Property investment:
'.

Road
Equipment

1895

$307,962,970
65,502,224
68,151,367
5,744,876
408,235

Securities
Materials and supplies
.-Vdvances to proprietary cos

$228,639,979
6,010.803
7,609,801
919,430

$447,769,673

Total

During the period the company has paid aggregate dividends
on its preferred stock amounting to $30,758,904, equal to an
average of 2.76 per cent, per annum.
Records of the company's land and industrial department show
that from 1900 to 1913, inclusive, 8,337 new manufacturing plants
of various kinds, representing an investment aggregating $500,-

were located on the lines of the Southern Railway.
During the same period additions were made to 2,486 existing
factories amounting to $100,000,000.
The states principally served by the Southern Railway are
nine in all Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia,
Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Kentucky and Tennessee. In 1910
the population of the South as so defined was 17,554,840, an in000,000,

—

crease in twenty years of 4,471,933 or 34.18 per cent.

The
the

last available

census figures of the value of property in

South compare 1904 with 1890, and show an increase
those

weight have been run over this section.

in

years

fourteen

or 38.12

$2,373,242,026
states

increased

amount

in

per cent.

value,

of $2,505,340,373 or

over

the

year

in

these

Farm

comparing

southern

1910

with

128.08 per cent.,

1889

of

same

states

in

of

property in the same

states

1890,

in

the

while the capital
in

$1,075,325,534

1909 shows an

or

278.71

per

cent.

Value of farm crops in the South in 1909 was $1,199,424,319,
an increase of $605,580,746 or 102 per cent, over 1899. \'alue of
products of manufactures in 1909 was $1,455,927,000, an increase

same period of $939,113,553 or 181.71 per cent. Compof tlie Currency reports bank deposits in the South in

of 1912, trains of 121 tons weight have been

in the

run on the rack at a speed of 19 miles an hour, while the speed
over other parts of the Hollental line is 32 miles. The trains
are hauled by tender engines of 63.5 tons weight, fully equipped,
and special rack locomotives act as helper engines on the rack

troller

section.

prosperity

Since the

1,769

623
487
18,924

4,245,870

as follows

increase

railway leads into the highest part of the Black Forest
which there, rise to 5,500 ft. The length of the
HoUental section of the railway is 22 miles, and the rack line

of 62 tons

1,349

$52,561,928
5,768
16,080,070
1,774
9,945,851
992
6,134,220
783
3,478,553,917
385,138

New

invested in manufactures in the

service

;

itself

666,785,273
77,070

60
307
139
319
142
234
96
684
361
316
145
144
374
179

Expenditures have been made for additions to the company's

mountains,

the

cent.

2,645

property from 1894 to 1913 to the extent of over $124,000,000

rack

for

Increase

1,242

49,512

wealth

speed

1895
4,392
$17,114,792
4,135
5,141,615

1,632
1,157

between Miilhausen, in
-Alsace, and Ulm and Munich.
Freiburg is situated in the low
plains of the middle Rhine, not far from Basle, where the Rhine
makes a bend, just at the foot of the Schwarzwald the H511ental
high

relatively

common

the

of

;

Tr.mns ox a Germ.^.x R.\ck R.mlw.w. On the HollenHellvale Railway), between Freiburg, in Baden, and

Donaueschingen,

;/3.'Hijr

1913,
7,037
$69,676,720
Gross
per
[ile.
9,903
Gross income
21,221,685
Gross income per mile....
3,016
Ded. from inc. (exc. divs.).
14,191,721
Ded. per mile
2,017
Net income
7,029,965
Net income per mile.
999
Ton m., revenue fr
4,577,486,801
Ton ms. perms
650,617
Fr. revenue per mile
6,388
•
Pass, miles
844,801,198
Pass. ms. per ms
120,075
Pass. Ir. revenue per m.
3,118
Double track m
385

This entire improvement work was carried out under the
direction of the engineering department of the

No. 2

57,

and preferred stock have sent a letter to stockholders in which
they comment on the growth of the property during the life
of the voting trust. The following
ving figures are taken ffrom this

Locomotives

The passenger subway is 30 ft. 5 in. wide and 8 ft. high
The
with a center row of columns supporting the roof.
walls are of concrete founded on piles and faced with hard
under
burned face brick. The roof consists of concrete slabs
the platforms and I-beams supporting transverse concrete

& Hudson

of the voting trust certificates

trustees

Mileage

passenger station includes 12 staThe
tion tracks served by six platforms. 20 ft. wide and with a
maximum length of 1,200 ft. Two through tracks for fast
freight and passenger trains which do not stop at Utica are
carried through the middle of the layout and are not adjacent
to any platforms. The platforms are covered with canopies,
600 ft. long, with provision for extension over the full length
of the platforms. Each platform is reached by two stairways
from the passenger subway below and by an elevator from
track layout at the

Central

Vol

SOUTHERN RAILWAY PROGRESS

floors in the office portion of the main building
and concrete' construction, the corridor floors

being finished with a cement surface and the offices with
wood. The partitions are of gypsum blocks and the struc-

r

:

.
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are

:

1910 as $677,483,913, an increase of $435,316,983 or 179.76 per cent,

over 1900.
"The share which Southern Railway
is

Company has had

notable," says the trustees' letter.

in this

.

The

Gear

Draft

Problem

from

Various

Viewpoints

First Prize Article and Two Others Presented in the
Railway Age Gazette Mechanical Edition Competition

FIRST PRIZE— THE

DRAFT GEAR PROBLEM

ity

of a friction gear which does not have.' the 'damaging >ecoil
inv<M

'

By

E.

results of the springs.

W. Newell

SERVICE RESVLTS

Mechanical Engineer, Pittsburgh, Pa.

—

the real meaning of which is "an apparatus used
drawing a load" when applied to railway equipment becomes not merely a pulling mechanism, but a shock absorber
as well, and owing to the limited space allotted for its installation and the short movement through which it performs its work,
the design, principle of operation and installation make it one
of the most important, if not the greatest problem, confronting
the engineer and designer of railway equipment.

Draft gear

—

for

The demands

of

modern

railroading require the stopping of a

heavy, high speed train in about one-quarter of one minute, but

expected to protect from injury the coupler, the
one second at the very low
speed of one mile per hour and in proportionally less time at
higher speeds.
It is not our purpose to go into elaborate statistics regarding
the draft gear

car and

is

lading, in one-sixth of

its

number of

of service on account of
and attachments, or to give figures showing, the high stresses to which the draft gear is subjected, but to
describe the different methods which have been used to meet
these conditions and to give results of laboratory and road tests,
together with car repair records in order to show which principle, in the designing of draft gears, has proved to be the most
the

cars

continually out

defective draft gears

The

limited capacity of draft springs gives but a comparatively

slight protection to

heavy equipment

in

buffing

this

;

fact

was

very forcibly brought to the writer's attention a few years ago,
when inspecting a lot of cars at the request of a railroad official.
Three years previously the road had purchased five hundred cars,
alike in every respect except that one-half

were equipped with
After
having been in the same service for the above length of time,
all the cars were reported to be in excellent condition.
The railroad was about to purchase additional cars and contemplated
spring draft gears and the other half with friction gears.

using spring draft gears, as the cars equipped with this device
were apparently in just as good condition as those fitted with
the more expensive friction device.
The cars referred to were

hoppers and their use was confined to ore service. The
end sills were strengthened on the outside by a very heavy
steel casting extending the full width of the car. the casting
being so arranged as to take the final blow of the coupler horn.
An inspection of many of the cars with both types of draft gears
showed them to be in excellent condition, but a visit, the followsteel

steel

ing day. to the repair tracks Cthe best place to obtain practical

gear

draft

information)

revealed

a

condition

which

proved

conclusixcly the superiority of the friction gears over the spring
gears.

efficient.

Various, means, including the compression of liquids and

air,

have been employed to dissipate the shocks on railway vehicles,
but the only devices which have been found practical are compression springs and a combination of springs and metallic fricthe comments
tional members, known as friction draft gear
which follow will be confined to the merits of the spring and

From
with

the repairmen the writer learned that the 250 cars equipped

gears

friction

applied

when

spring gears

were

still

using the

the cars were built.
all

On

couplers

which were

the 250 cars equipped with

the original couplers had been broken, as well

as a complete renewal of another

make and

at the

time of the

;

SPRING DRAFT GE.^R
discovery

springs

of metals,

of

different

forms

have been used as a cushioning medium and it was natural that
they should have been selected for draft gear purposes in the

So long as railway equipment was of
light construction, the trains short, and the speeds moderate,
spring draft gears were satisfactory, but as these conditions
changed, the light springs were found inadequate and those of
higher capacity were substituted.
The increased capacities and weights of railway equipment,
together with the general use of air brakes on freight trains,
permitting higher speeds and longer trains, necessitated a still
further increase in the capacity of the springs, and to such an
If it were
extent that disastrous results occurred from recoil.
early days of railroads.

not for the reactive effect, the use of springs as a shock absorber

would be an ideal arrangement on railway trains, because the
power required to compress a spring is in direct proportion to
its movement, and this is about the rate shock stresses should be

of the spring draft gear cars which

resulting

from the

recoil of draft springs is

against the end

sill

until

it

slow speeds is so great if the throttle is opened immediately
after placing the handle of the brake valve 'in release position,
before all brakes are fully released, that locomotive engineers
rarely attempt it and some roads issue instructions forbidding it.
at

The
effect,

capacity of draft springs

which

stresses;

it

is

broke.

railroads

different parts of railway equipment, together with the informa-

from reading railway literature and papers before
our railway clubs, there is no question (and it seems to be corroborated by all published reports) that the enormous expense
of car maintenance, damage to lading. delaj;s from break-in-twos,
etc., would be materially reduced if friction draft gears, properly
To be
applied and maintained, were standard on all railways.
tion obtained

more emphatic,
as great

the universal use of friction gears

improvement

in

is

limited to their safe

recoil

also the capacity of the springs to resist buffing

has been found to be only about one-third the capac-

Much

would show

conditions as the change from link and

L--\BOR.\TORY

parting long trains equipped with spring draft gears and running

in for

still

would keep accurate and systematic records of
expenditures and replacements of repairs to freight cars, separating the cost of draft gear maintenance from general repairs,
there would be many revelations similar to this.
From experience in car design and inspection of failures of
If

most

severe on cars in transit, not only to the lading, but to couplers
and attachments and other parts of the car. The danger of

came

another make,
in the hope that the last type of coupler would be better than the
They failed to realize that the trouble was due to
other two.
the end sills being so strong and the capacity of the spring draft
gears so low that the coupler head was continually being driven

pin connection to the present

dissipated to give the best results.

The damages

all

coupler failures were being equipped with

friction draft gears.

Since the

investigation

M.

C. B. coupler.

TESTS OF

DR.-\FT GE.\RS

time and space could be taken by presenting figures and

charts of tests of draft springs on static testing machines and
under falling weights, from the early tests under the M. C. B.
drop of 1.640 lb. to the present schedule of drop and rivet
shearing tests under a 9,000 lb. weight, but these results have been
published so generally and are so well known that a rehearsal
of this data is unnecessary. Drop test efficiencies of spring and
friction gears may be briefly summed up by the following statements, which are results of demonstrations made at various

:;

:
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under the auspices of railroad officers, and which are
common knowledge among railroad mechanical men

times,

matters of
(a)

A

9,000

weight falling S'A

lb.

in.

closes

most powerful draft

the

A

weight is required to drop from 15 to 20 in. to close
solid a friction draft gear of ordinary capacity.
The above draft gear springs placed upon a follower, supported
(c)
by two standard draft lugs, attached to channels by nine 9/16 in. rivets
in each draft lug, required 15 blows of a 9.000 lb. weight falling 6 in.,
9,000

lb.

a height of 9 in., to shear the rivets.
draft gear, under the same conditions,

and one blow from
(d)

A

the same

friction

number of
15

15
15
15
12

rivets,

blows
blows
blows
blows
blows

before shearing

required:

lb.

of a 9,000

lb.

lb.

of a 9,000

lb.

of a 9,000

lb.

weight
weight
weight
weight
weight

falling

la.,

would seem

some modifications

in

design, will be

that the friction draft gear manufacturers have

done

furnishing a device of such high efficiency,

their part

well

when

considered that the spaces allowed for the apparatus

it

is

in

in.

falling

9

in.

tailing

12

in.

of such magnitude;

falling

15

in.

and

falling

18 in.

work)

the

DRAFT GEARS

and different forms of friction gears.
kind were the Santa Fe
in 1906. and those on the Los Angeles

trains equipped with spring

Madison,

of friction

used for many years to come.
Railroad mechanical men are often skeptically inclined towards
the claims made by the makers of railway appliances, but it

6

There are many who do not consider laboratory tests of much
importance, because of the conditions being so different from
service. For this reason there have been made, in different parts
of the country, several draft gear denionstrations, with fifty car

The two most important

The design

subjected.

is

No. 2

are very limited and the travel (length of time for performing

of a 9,000
of a 9,000

R0.\D TESTS OF

tests at Ft.

which railway equipment

57,

gears and the methods of operation have taken several forms, but
unless some better principle than friction is discovered, friction
draft gears, with possibly

gear spring solid.
(b)

to

Vol.

tests of this

In order to illustrate
division of the Southern Pacific in 1908.
the comparative service operation of spring and friction draft

at the

is

inuch less than

it

and also

same time as

should be for dissipating shocks

to

make

it

of sufficient strength,

light as possible, so as not to increase

the dead weight of the car.
The draft gear question today is one of close co-operatinn
between the manufacturers of friction draft gear and the railroads, with especial care given to the proper installation upon
cars, periodical inspections and renewal of repair parts when
necessary. These suggestions, if put into practice, will undoubtedly
result in more efficient service from draft gears and better protection to railway equipment and will assist greatly in answering
that vital question which is worrying railroad officials so mucli

today as to "how to reduce the cost of car repairs."

A REMEDY FOR DRAFT GEAR TROUBLES

gears, a few results of the demonstrations on the Southern Pacific
(see report published in serial form in the Raihi-ay A.^c

By George Thomson

Gazette, and the Railway and Engineering Revieiv, December,

Master Car Builder, Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, Engllewood.

III.

1908) are given below.
Set 10 rear brakes by air, take slack with full throttle and throw reverse
(Train-: 50 cars, dynamometer car
engine worked on sar.d.

lever ahead;

the 41st.)
Friction Gear

Spring Gear
260,000

lb.

120,000

jerk

lb.

jerk

steam shut

application

off just

of

the brake

at

a

speed

previous to use of brake valve.

lb.

an

hour,

(Dynamometer car

41st.)

of

9',i

miles

Friction Gear

Spring Gear
550,000

155,000

buff

lb.

Accelerate train to 20 miles an hour, then apply brakes in service appliwhen speed has been reduced to 13 miles per hour open throttle
(Dynamometer car 26th in train.)

cation and
of engine.

Friction Gear

156,000

(No damage;

lb.

jerk

train kept

moving)

BUMPING POST TESTS
In 1905-1906 a series of very interesting tests were made by a
method employed showed in the best possible
manner the inefficiency of spring draft gears. At the foot of a
large railroad; the

grade a substantial bumping post was erected, against which
was anchored a dynamometer car. To the yoke of the coupler
on the opposite end of the dynamometer car from the bumping
post was attached a slide, containing the record paper, the buffing

from the striking cars being registered upon the paper,
through the dynamorheter, in the usual manner, the movement of the paper being coincident with the travel of the coupler.
The diagrams showed the actual operations of the gears in the
same manner that an indicator card illustrates what takes place
stresses

inside of a steam engine cylinder.

tests could do.

FRICn'ION

The preceding comments

DRAFT GEAR

relating to the inefficiency of spring

draft .gears disclose, in comparison, the superiority of the friction
gear,

which

is

admitted by

all

is it

used for?

coupler and the car, and is put there to protect the car
from hard knocks therefore, the better the cushion we use
the more protection we give the car, which means a reduction
.\t present
in freight car trouble and the cost of maintenance.
friction draft
draft gear is distinctly divided into two kinds
of
different
designs
being
gear and spring draft gear there
;

who have thoroughly and

each kind.
twelve to fifteen years ago the draft gear
use consisted of one or two springs having a
capacity of 19,000 lb. each. These springs were attached to the
With the old type of link
coupler and car in different ways.
and pin coupler this type of gear proved fairly satisfactory, but
Until,

probably,

commonly

in

with the advent of the autotnatic coupler came the rougher, and
more severe handling of cars in switching service, so that it

was found that a more powerful gear or cushion was needed
then springs having a capacity of 30,000 lb. were brought into
use.
The attachments for applying the draft gear to the cars
were also improved and made stronger. While these springs
gave more protection

con-

scientiously investigated the draft gear question to be founded
upon the best principle yet devised for dissipating the stresses

to the car,

it

was

also found that they

had

a very destructive recoil, which caused a great amount of coupler
trouble, such as broken knuckles, knuckle pins and coupler locks
in

addition, this rougher handling of cars also entailed a vast

of trouble in the draft gear attachments themselves,
such as broken yokes, yoke rivets, center sills, draft sills, end
On box cars
sills, buffer blocks and broken draft timber bolts.

amount

bulged or broken ends, leaking and damaged
damaged and missing all this increase of
A
damage due to the more severe handling of equipment.
large amount of these troubles could have been prevented by
protection.
the use of a draft gear giving more adequate
Then came the steel underframe and all-steel car. On an allwooden car the cars had some "give" to them when hit hard

came an increase

During these bumping post demonstrations, tests were made
with loaded cars to about 3 m. p. h. and with an empty car to
7 m. p. h. and the records showed the low cushioning effect of
spring gears more accurately and clearly than any laboratory or
road

and what

—

Rele.\se Test

Spring Gear

draft gear

—

buff

(No damage)

(One broken coupler)

285,000 lb. j<:rk
(Train parted)

is

the

Buff Test
Emergency

This may seem
a very useless question, yet if the truth is to be acknowledged
understood
of
the
least
the
draft
gear
is
one
we must admit that
and most abused appliances on railroad equipment. The draft
gear is. to state it plainly, the cushion between the back end of

What

Jerk Test

in

roofs and side doors

—

enough, and, while this maj^Jiave helped out the draft gear, it
was pretty hard on- the car. With a properly designed steel

underframe, or steel car, these conditions changed and the draft
gear had to take the bumps, as there is no "give" to the steel car.
The capacity erf the cars and the number of cars per train

July
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Heavier and more powerful locomotives
damage to cars and
lading in switching yards came an increase in difficulties in
handling long trains, such as break-in-twos, which is a very

were also increased.

brakes.

came

after,

into

so that in addition to the

use,

A

serious matter.
itself

is

break-in-two means that not only the train

delayed while the damaged car

a side track, but

may

it

being switched to

is

also delay other trains,

and very often

Men studying this question came to the conmore powerful draft gear was needed but, while
they wanted more draft gear capacity, it was preferable to obtain
this without any increase in recoil; in fact, it was found highly
cause wrecks.
clusion that a

;

Therefore, this
reduce the recoil of draft gears.
additional capacity could not be obtained by the use of springs
alone for the very reason that every pound of energy used to
close a spring is returned in the form of a "kick-back" or recoil.
desirable to

After a great deal of experimenting, the friction draft gear was
In this type of gear the springs are not called upon
devised.
to do all the work, as the frictional resistance is brougln into

This causes a large part of the energy delivered to the
coupler by cars striking together to be used in overcoming the
Thorough
frictional resistance of the draft gear friction parts.
tests show that, while it would take a large amount of energy
use.

close

to

a

draft

friction

gear,

it

also

very

has

Friction draft gears have been tested in different

proved their superiority over any and
gear,

this

all

little

recoil.

ways and have

forms of spring draft
also in road and

not only in laboratory tests but

service tests.
fitted

out test trains, equipping

them with different types of draft gear, both spring and friction,
and conducting a series of tests. These experiments proved
l^yci-.d a doubt that the trains equipped with a good friction
draft gear could be handled with greater despatch and with far
less

liability

equipped with any

than trains

break-in-twos

of

The shocks to which these trains are
due to train handling were accurately recorded by

brakes were applied to the car and never looked
long do you suppose they would give good, efficient

If air

how

service? Other parts of the car are regularly inspected, so wliy
not the draft gear, and thereby keep it working at maximum
efficiency?

A

preferable design of draft gear would be one that
easy to inspect and maintain. Some designs of friction draft
gear are so constructed that if anything is damaged or broken
the gear is a complete loss, while in others the broken or
is

damaged

parts can be replaced and the draft gear put

made. Statistics of the cost of car maintenance show that cars
equipped with good friction draft gears cost far less to maintain,
than cars equipped with spring draft gears.
Some roads, in
keeping the cost of maintenance covering repairs due to draft gear
performance, do not go far enough, as the cost of repairs to the
draft gear does not cover everything.
The cost of replacing
broken couplers, broken sills, yokes, yoke rivets and attachments
should also be included; in fact, it is hard to tell just where to

good friction draft gear protects the whole car, while
poor draft gear causes more or less damage to the entire car,
box car, where it is not only destructive

stop, as a

a

particularly in case of a

the

to

service

car but also to the lading.

It also puts a car out of
while necessary repairs are being made, thus reducing

earning capacity of the car.

A number

roads which have had wooden cars equipped

of

with spring draft gear that were a constant source of trouble,
are at present stopping this trouble by removing the old obsolete
draft gear and applying either steel underframes or cast metal
draft

arms

to the

and equipping them with good friction
this have made a study of draft gear

cars

The roads doing

gear.

conditions and find that, while a spring gear

subjected

than the friction as to

50,000 or 60.000

lb.

on a large Mallet engine just
tractive effort of only 60,000

The

lb.

is

lb.

A

in

the gear to take

All these facts tend to prove the need for

care of emergencies.
a draft gear giving

the

locomotive having a
sufficient to close a spring

built.

which leaves no cushion

draft gear solid,

the long run

of several years ago to as high as 160,000

more

desirable

friction

qualities

of a

draft

gears

friction

draft

gear,

helped to

solve

a

number of the draft gear troubles. Since then various
designs of draft gear have been placed on the market, some of
them being widely used today, while others had only a short
large

life.

Manufacturers are constantly endeavoring to improve their
devices until now there is at least one make of draft gear having
a travel of 3;4 i"-. an increase of 1J4 in. over the travel of the
spring draft gear. This manufacturer realized that a long travel
w-as not only desirable but very effective in destroying hard
blows to which the cars are subjected.
The friction draft gear has solved many troubles and it
remains to be decided which make is most desirable. The friction
draft gear should have some means to compensate for slack
which may occur due to wear of the parts of the device. This
provision to compensate for slack should preferably be some
form of adjustment which will accomplish this without reducing
the length of travel, as reduction in travel
efficiency.

The design

means reduction of

of draft gear should be such that

exclude small parts which

may

initial

pa\ ing for

in

cost,

it

is

costs far

probably cheaper

more money

repairs necessary because of

in

poor

prelection.

While some of the roads have looked into the draft gear
number of them which have paid very little
They cannot realize what inadequate draft
it.
gear is costing them until they get right down and analyze the
cost of repairs due to inferior draft gear and take into con-

question, there are a

or no attention to

sideration the total cost necessary to put a car back into service

protection.

had a travel of 2>2 in.,
whereas the spring draft gears have only 1^ in. This increase
in travel alone was of great benefit, and, added to the other
original

work-

Railroads which have made a fair and impartial investigation
of various draft gears have never failed to find the friction draft
gear far more efficient than any form of spring draft gear ever

form of spring draft gear.

means of a dynamometer car.
The tractive effort of the locomotive has increased from

in'

ing condition.

tlie

Several railroads have at times

55

it

will

be easily broken or damaged.
it easy for the

after

it

and

hammered to pieces by not having the necessary
number of roads have kept records of these costs

has been

protection.

A

after doing

it

they have
and have put on the best draft

there has always been one result

quit using inadequate draft gear

:

gear they could buy, with the result that instead of having cars
on the repair track all the time and having congested tracks,
they are keeping their cars in service, where they are earning

revenue instead of helping to swell the expense account.
Another question. Why do not all railroads, when buying
draft gear,

make an

investigation as to the merits of the different

and have certain requirements covering draft gear?
They will inspect various articles going into the manufacture of
the car, but when it comes to the question of draft gear they
generally do not pay very much attention to it. There are draft
gear testing laboratories in this country where the railroads are
These
at liberty to conduct any laboratory test they care to.
draft gears

laboratories have been put up at great expense by the draft gear
manufacturers, and there are at least two companies which are
willing to offer their laboratories to any railroad at any time
It
in order that they may conduct draft gear investigations.

seems, however, that some of the railroads do not realize the
importance of a draft gear and what it means to them in dollars
and cents. When the selection of a draft gear is left to the

sometimes

he will generally buy the

The design should not be complicated, thus making

purchasing agent, as

average repair man to handle it when necessary.
The draft gear is fully as important to a car as the air brake
and it would be to the railroads' advantage if they would maintain as systematic an inspection of draft gear as they do of air

cheapest sort of draft gear, regardless of the fact that this same
cheap draft gear is going to cost a whole lot of money for
repairs later on. Again, the selection of draft gear is often made

by some superior

it

officer

who

is

is,

not acquainted with th? different
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devices,

and who

his mechanical

The M.

C.

go against the recommendations of

will often

men who have made a study of the subject.
B. Association has made many and thorough

in-

used in car building, but for
some reason or other has done very little along the lines of draft
gear investigation. I will grant that it has made some investigations and tia> gathered some valuable data, but it has merely
various

of

vestigations

articles

scratched the surface and has not gone deep enough. Within
the past two years it has conducted a long investigation into the
manufacture and design of couplers with the idea of makmg
a stronger coupler and thus reducing the enormous number of

At

broken couplers occurring every day.

the

M.

C. B.

conven-

tion held in Atlantic City in 1913, various types of couplers
on exhibition, illustrating ideas of strengthening them

eliminating

some of the present

troubles.

The weight

were
and

of the

to overcome coupler

coupler was increased from 300 lb. to 500 lb.
Again we ask the question, why do not they also introubles.
vestigate the draft gear and see if something cannot be done
there and thus help the coupler troubles by using an efficient

cushion back of the coupler?
Railroads which have followed it up know that fewer couplers
are broken when used in connection with friction draft gear

than when used with spring draft gear. These facts are also
forcibly brought out when the records include steel cars,
help out
•for, as above stated, a steel car has no "give" to it, to
the poor draft gear, as is the case with a wooden car. The steel
car is here to stay, so why not use all the draft gear protection

more

and

possible

minimum

reduce

gear

draft

and

coupler

troubles

to

a

"

THE SO-CALLED DRAFT GEAR PROBLEM
By Myron
Ann

Wells

E.

Arbor, Mich.

an economic standpoint the draft gear problem is cermost important. W. E. Symons, before the Western Rail-

From
tainly

Club, made a very reasonable estimate of the annual cost
of repairs to freight cars that occur through the draft gear alone,
and placed the figure at approximately ninety million dollars.

way

This does not take into account the loss and damage claims, the
cost of switching bad order cars to and from the repair track,
It is also a
the delays to traffic and the consequent overtime.
most important factor in keeping the average daily mileage of
freight cars down to the very low figure of twenty-five miles a
day. This, to my mind, is a great source of lost efficiency, and

one not usually taken into account.
The combined effect of all these handicaps

results in greatly re-

ducing the efficiency of the railroads. When all these matters are
carefully considered and taken into account, the recent estimate
<}uoted by the i?ai7n'ay Age Gazette of two hundred and fifty million dollars' damage per annum caused by draft gear troubles is
not far wrong. At any rate, any efforts to solve the problem are
certainly worth while, and I am very glad to add my mite, because I have for a good many years held some very positive
ideas on the subject.
It is already well
is

derstand,

am

I

ticular make,

known

that the

modern type

of

we have advanced some, but the problem of reducing the expense of car repairs is still unsolved.
I

want

as to the

why is there
men along the

to ask, in this connection,

work

of our mechanical

Xo

this

distrust

lines of

im-

one is offering prizes for data to show
proved
that the locomotives and cars of the present day are an improvement over what we had ten and twenty years ago, because
that fact IS beyond question so, also, is the fact of the present
improved friction draft gears. Our railroad mechanical men
They are usually equal to any emergency.
are a valiant lot.
They have made wonderful strides in improving locomotives and
tars generally, but their work on improved draft gears is quesdraft gears?

;

much so that it is now asked,
What have they done? Is there any real improvement, and what
is now the most efficient type of draft gear?
On the improvement of any particular mechanical problem the
and the Improvement made, is usually in proportion to the necessity for improvement; and of all the im7-.
portant necessities in modern railroading none has called loude;^,.,
effort put forth,

persistent than the one that has asked for an im-,.

more

or been

My

proved draft gear.

opinion

private

that

is

this

has been

well met by our mechanical men. and, considering the limitations

under which they have been compelled to work, they have done
nobly in producing the present friction draft gears, and their
efforts are to be commended rather than questioned and criti-

anyone who doubts the efficiency of the present
would ask him to not only read, but
I
first, the tests of a committee of the Master

If there is

cized.

draft

friction

gears

study carefully,
Car Builders' Association reported

Second, the actual

1908.

in

road tests on the Southern Pacific Railroad, published in the
Railway Age Gazette of January 8, 1909. Third, the facts and
figures presented by J. C. Fritts on this subject at the September, 1913, meeting of the Central Railway Club.
If they will take the trouble to go over this evidence carefully,
I
do not understand how they can still continue to doubt. As
for myself, I am thoroughly convinced, not only from the facts
cited, but from persona; experience, that modern friction draft
gears do absorb shock; and the Master Car Builders' tests show
that draft gears after from one to five years' actual service were
equally efficient with the

new

in

absorbing the shock.

Perhaps a large share of the distrust in friction draft gears
comes from the fact that the method of absorbing the shock by
friction is sort of paradoxical and hard to understand.
It is
also most clearly shown that these modern friction draft gears
do away with practically all of the shocks from recoil, and if
they did only this one thing they would still be enough better
than the old spring gears to warrant their substitution. That, in
a general way. they are stronger and more efficient is shown
most clearly and emphatically by Mr. Fritts' figures. It must be
remembered that our mechanical men, in dealing with the draft
gear problem, have had to stay within the limitation of 2'^ in.
or 3 in. travel, and have had to build the drawbars inside of the
limitation of one square foot.
With these limitations they have
done as well as could reasonably be expected. If you could give

them a
could

5 in. or 6 in.

make

movement

instead of 2yi

the friction plates take up

they had

or 3

in.

much more

in.,

shock.

they

Also

or six square feet instead of one square foot,
they could build a stronger drawbar.
But this first is out of
the question because you could not then keep the air hose coupled,
if

and

five

the second case you

in

would complain of the increased

expense.
Is there
it

then a solution of this problem?

my

not to be found, in

is

Surely there

The

is.

opinion, along the lines of

suggested competition, nor in finding the most
draft gears.

solution of the problem

is

efficient

But
your

type of

not mechanical.

The

remedy lies with the operating official in stopping the outrageous
and unwarranted destruction of cars in our switching yards.
BETTER OPERATION NEEDED

Un-

speaking of the type in general, and not any par.^nd with this improvement in friction draft gears

Xo. 2

57,

tioned and in grave doubt, so

friction

the best and most efficient so far produced.

draft gear

Vol.

Mr.

Fritts. of the

— NOT

Lackawanna,

to draft rigging, places

it

in the

BETTER DRAFT GEARS

following order

on the road because of the introduction of
larger trains

;

damage done
damage
heavier power and

in classifying the

second, the switching of light and heavy cars to-

gether; third, and he says the most important,
trains

First,

:

and taking

slack.

is

the starting of

L'nder this head he mentions as a sugdamaged in switching yards. I

gestion that cars are sometimes

do not

mg

like this classification,

drawbar

trouble.

damaged on
the

and

I

am

of cars in yards as the one great

Cars are damaged

in

going to put the switchcause of most of our
yards 20 to

the road, and"'my proof for this

is

1

for those

the difference in

trouble in maintaining the draft gears on yard and road

locomotives.

In road work practically

all

of the

work

is

done

o'n

the tende-

;
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drawbar. Any roundhouse foreman can tell how long an average tender draft gear will last in the average switching yard.
The fact of the matter is that they do not last at" all and for
this reason you will find all yard locomotives doing the work
;

with the front end. Not only this, but you will find that the
front ends of yard locomotives have been wonderfully strengthened tityond anything possible on an average tender or car. The
e.xtension frames have been shortened and made much heavier
in some cases a large cast steel filling piece is placed between
Then it has been found that the
the frames to add strength.
ordinary front-end timber is entirely inadequate, and this has
member,
and even then the roundcast
steel
been replaced by a
house foreman's troubles are not over in maintaining it.
The necessity for switching from the front end of yard locomotives is so great that in some cases the reverse lever has been
changed to the left side of the locomotive in order that the engineer may be on the inside of the curve in some yards where a
And while there is all this
large amount of switching is done.
trouble with yard switching engines the roadmen are going
work
with the drawbar on the
along day after d.iy doing all the
little drawbar trouble.
During a six months' period recently I rode thousands of
miles on freight trains on a trunk line railroad and in that time
no train I was on pulled out a drawbar, and I received but one
severe shock, and this did not damage the drawbars to make a
In a large majority of cases where drawbars are pulled
delay.
out on the road the initial damage was done in some sw-itching
yard. In this connection I want to speak of the work done by
the Air Brake Association and the Traveling Engineers' AssoThey are entitled
ciation in reducing the shocks in road work.
to a great deal of credit for the work that has been done; and
yet practically nothing has been done to decrease the shocks in
In fact I sometimes think that the stronger
switching yards.
and more eflicient the draft gears become, the harder the switchman persists in throwing the cars together.
Mr. Fritts in his report says that from 70 to 80 per cent, of the
drawbar damage was due to shock, and he further adds: "If
this monster shock is responsible for so great an expense to the
railroads in general, and ive all know that it is, what should be
done to relieve the equipment of the ravages of this demon?"
Do we all know that this "monster shock" is responsible? For
myself I have known it for years, and I believe with Mr. Fritts
that every railroad man in this country knows it also, and if
this is true, and we have the courage of our convictions, why can
not the problem be solved ?
Operating officials have side-stepped it long enough by making

tender, with very

;

,

themselves believe

it

was

a mechanical problem.

So

far as

I

am

concerned, the v.hole object of this paper is to answer JSIr.
The soluFritts' one question, and the answer is very simple.

problem does not depend upon
any particular type of draft' gear. It is a matter of stopping the
A solution of a
present methods of switching in our yards.
very large percentage of the trouble will be accomplished when
tion of this so-called draft gear

operating

officials cut

the speed of switching operations in yards.

practically all the railroads in this country that the
switchmen are supreme in the matter, but the officials must take
I

:

know on

800

lb. of steam put on a boiler that was made to carry 200
lb.?
This seems a very silly question, yet you are allowing
your draft gears on cars to be mistreated as badly as this every
hour of the day and night. If there is a general manager who
doubts my statement he can convince himself by spending a
few days and nights in some switching tower watching the actual
work. To get His full money's worth he must make sure his

presence

in the

you

believe

no solution but

tc stand, friction or otherwise.

Locomotive boilers are

What would you

built

on a factor of safety of four.
man who would allow

think of the sanity of a

that

if it really wants to accomplish much
would suggest that it join forces with the
and go in a body to the operating officers
and persuade them to issue some kind of an order that will
stop the rough switching in yards.
It will save them millions
annually in both freight car repairs and in freight claims, even
after they have put on a few more switch engines and crews.
Most railroads handle their passenger equipment in a reasonable manner, and I have maintained for a good many years
that
no general manager would go wrong if he ordered all freight
cars switched in the same way that passenger cars are usually

I

If we are really convinced that this problem is no
longer mechanical, and that the large amount of money spent
annually for car repairs and freight claims can be reduced by

handled.

stopping the outrageous switching methods in our yards, then
will the so-called draft gear problem be solved.

A COMMISSION ON RAILROAD ETHICS
Frederic A. Delano, president of the Chicago, Indianapolis
Louisville, has issued a circular entitled

the

Owners

"Some Suggestions

of Railway Securities and Railway Officials."

&

for

The

circular contains a reprint of an editorial on the railroad situation published in the Chicago Tribune of

May

31,

a letter to the

Tribune commenting on it, which was published
Railway Age Gazette of June 19, page 1516, and the following appeal to investors and officials
"I have been inspired by the foregoing editorial in the Chicago Tribune to address you, first, to call your attention to the
editorial and then to some comments upon it addressed to the
editor of the
in the

editor

of the

Tribune, and,

ask your consideration
and perhaps your co-operation in an effort to bring about a better
condition of affairs.

'As pointed out
are on a

takings

"There
ought to

miles an hour, develop over a million foot pounds of energy,
this shock is more than any draft gear tan possibly be made

to the

me

officials,

than

five

with

to cut out the shock.

a short time,

in

mechanical

that the Pennsylvania road is leading in this matter, and
has some very rigid rules, and that it is actually stopping
In most yards
in a great measure rough switching in yards.
five miles an hour is considered slow switching, and four cars
These four cars,
cut off at one time is a reasonable average.

and

known

very good in a way, but

that

striking other cars at

not

and destruction to the freight cars does
not take into account the millions of damage claims paid annually on account of rough switching.
The Santa Fe has a
special committee working to reduce the damage claims,
and it
is spending much time on methods of loading
and schemes of
fastening freight in cars so that it cannot move, etc. This
is all

known

lb.,

is

will all agree

All of this expense

undertakings.

loaded, weighing approximately 600,000

tower

switchmen.
any time now gained
in hurry-up switching is more than lost in the extra switching
of the bad order cars produced by the hurry-up methods.
But
whether this is true or not makes little difference, because cars
cannot be made to withstand the shocks they get, and I know of
I

a stand and stop the destruction.
To back this argument I want to cite that the Pennsylvania
Railroad some five or six years ago issued an order limiting the
speed of switch engines to two miles an hour, and it is well
it

57

A

to

lastly,

my

letter to

the Tribune, railway under-

totally

different

economic basis from other

in

railway project, however

ill

conceived

it

may

have been or however bad the judgment of the original promoters, must continue to be operated, and this obligation makes
many a railway or branch line a liability to its owners rather
a

valuable
is

asset.

a theory prevalent

know

better

—that

a railway property by

its

—unfortunately

among men who

the so-called book value put

ovi'ners in capitalizing

it

is

a student of the subject for 29 years,

I

upon

the basis

upon which rates for transportation have been established.

As

consider that the valua-

tion of railways has about as little to do with the rates as the
value of property at State and Washington streets in Chicago
has to do with the price of handkerchiefs.
In my judgment,

there has been great confusion in the public

meaning of the words

'cost'

and

'value.'

mind between the
Because a railroad or

.

:
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any piece of property costs a given sum does not prove that it
is worth it, and it must never be forgotten that the government
does not guarantee a return upon the cost of a railway. Whether
the estimates of the government experts and engineers shall
prove the value of the railroads to be more or less than the
book values now claimed by the corporations will in no way
pledge the federal authorities to giving the railroads any certain
return on that valuation; and, in fact, if we are honest with ourselves, we must admit that the only advantage which can possibly accrue to the public from an expenditure of some ten to

Vol.

which not only
recently

which

come

not countenance the methods which have

will

to

Xo.

57,

light

in

the

Xew Haven

investigation,

but

morals and ethics i.s
impossible. Such a body should be mere
than simply critical it should point out effective remedies for
uneconomical methods, wasteful practices and the like. Governwill set such a standard of business

make such methods

to

;

ment supervision
with

it,

it

is

necessary, but after 26 years of experience

evident that the railway problem needs something

is

it
needs effective co-operation among men of sufficient
experience and knowledge to set things right."

more;

fifteen millions of dollars in the preparation of the figures, will

be that, presumably at

least,

it

will settle for all time the

somewhat academic question

mooted

whether the railroads are
over-capitalized or not. My own judgment on the matter is that
some railroads are over-capitalized regardless of whether the
but

more or

as to

than the actual cost, while other railroads
In other
are under-capitalized equally regardless of that fact.
words, it is clear to my mind that the value of a piece of property
capital is

less

and in the case of

is determined by the use to which it is put
property permanently dedicated to a public use,
;

solely

silly

It necessarily follows that the value

those

of

commissions

whom

to

the

legislatures

have

The value of

railroad property can he increased by increasing earning capacity,

"From

the foregoing

it

is

to extinction

by decreasing

it

evident that private investment in

and has been a hazardous one, and inasmuch as the government gives no guarantee to the investor
railroad construction

is

unfortunate enterprises,

it

with a registered membership in attendance of 473.
In the
four days devoted to the convention, nine technical sessions were

3,

held at which fifty-nine papers and reports were presented.

a fair return, but something

investment.

The

harmony with the other technical societies so that the results
should be properly co-ordinated.
He asked that the members
in

encourage the making of larger appropriations for national, state
and semi-public laboratories and said that they might properly
ask manufacturers and consumers to support liberally research
work in all lines on engineering materials.
TEST FOR MET.\LLIC PROTECTIVE COATINGS

should not deprive the investor

in the wisely located and well conducted enterprises of not only

more than an average return on the
demand that railroads as

In the proposed test metallic protective coatings are exposed

atmosphere saturated with salt water. The articles to be
any convenient chamber into which there
projected an atomized spray of water saturated with common

to an

tested are placed in

public can properly

a whole shall not be allowed to earn an exorbitant return on the
cost of their original construction plus the improvements and
betterments since made but this being based upon averages, it

is

salt in solution, care

mens

being taken to avoid placing the test speci-

means

some properties

earn only a small
return on their cost, while others are entitled to earn a very

necessarily

that

manifestly to the interest of investors in railway securities
of every honest railroad man and surely a very large

proportion of them are honest

On

—that

—

is

The

railroad

must organize so that

officials

on some firm foundation such a system of
and methods as will prevent their being

practices, business ethics

discredited by ignorant, reckless or unprincipled

men who

are

bringing to discredit an honorable profession.
"In short, then,

my

statement

is

however it has come
and the railway official

that,

about, the investor in railway securities

are today being done a cruel injustice by the public; that this

at

because these two interests either have not been represented
all or been grossly misrepresented.
What is the remedy?

Is

it

is

not evident that the time has come for effective, constructive
Far-seeing men. be they bankers, railway officials, publi-

work?
cists

We

For testing bare metals

commission of our own which, by
correcting evils justly complained of, will put railway managehght
before
the public. We want a commission
ment in a propef

must form

a

is

salt

it

is

solution

better to
is

apt to

indicated by the development of red

rust.

RELATION OF BRINNELL AND SCLEROSCOPE H.^RDNESS TESTS

A

paper was presented to show the relationship of the Brin-

and the scleroscope readings for hardness and the factor
connecting the two was placed at 6.67. That is to say, the readnell

ings of the scleroscope multiplied by 6.67 will give the Brinnell

readings.

PROCEDURE GOVERNING THE ADOPTION OF STANDARDS

A

paper by Prof. Marburg, entitled "A Review of the Procedure Governing the Adoption of Standards," cited the regulations applicable to the constitution of technical committees

the by-laws

and regulations pertaining

and

procedure governing the adoption of standards. The author expressed the opinion
that it would be difficult to suggest wherein the former might
be materially improved, but in connection with the latter he
presented critical arguments as to
1.

The amendment

to the

of a committee report by vote at the annual

meeting; and
2.

The requirement

of a letter ballot of the society for final

approval of proposed s^dards.

Concerning

or whoever they be. must aid in the solution of this great

problem.

Failure

the public shall understand

at every stockholders' meeting they will
be intelligently represented just as they are in an English stock-

establish

the household.

in

be too severe.

must organize so that

may

air lifting the

projected as a cloud.

used

the one hand, the railroad investor has

been entirely unorganized and unrepresented, while on the other,
the railway official has been entirely misrepresented by a few
notorious examples of men who have gone wrong. There is need
of organization among the investors and there is also need
Small investors
among railway officials.
of
or.ganization

holders meeting.

compressed

use a plain saturated atmosphere, as the

is

the true situation.

jet of

will

considerable return.

The spray is produced by a
water to the nozzle, whence it
This apparatus is the common atomizer

directly in the path of the jet.

;

they

to July

Between Research and the -Activities of the Society." He reviewed the growth in research work that has taken place during
the life of the society and outlined the various activities of the
several agencies at work along those lines and urged that the
society should co-operate with them in the undertakings that
came before it. He was especially solicitous that it should work

and can be diminished even

and

seven-

its

June 30

or serious intent of allowing a railroad's real estate to
its original condition of lots and blocks, or farms, it
to talk of the value of it as bearing any relation to the

delegated authority and administrative powers.

"It

J.,

President Arthur N. Talbot of the University of Illinois de-

of railroad proferty today lies wholly in the hands of the legislative authority of the state and federal goi'ernmcitts or in the

in the

Testing Materials held

livered the annual address, taking for his subject the "Relation

value of adjacent property.

hands

for

some pos-

is

revert to
is

The American Society

teenth annual convention at Atlantic City, X.

determined

is

it

use, so that unless there

and wholly by that

sibility

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TESTING MATERIALS

(1)

he

discussed

amendments may be made by

the

present

policy

by

which

a majority vote of those voting,

and an alternative policy under which the meeting would not
empowered to amend a committee report, but would have

be

Jlly

power only

ihe

or back to
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10.

tlie

to refer the report to letter ballot of the society

committee.

He

concluded that neither of these

from potential evils, and suggested
for consideration a compromise policy by which the meeting
would be empowered to amend a committee report only by a
vote of substantial unanimity say a nine-tenths vote of those
voting whereas a two-thirds vote would suffice to determine
whether recommended standards shall be referred without
change to letter ballot of the society, or back to the committee
courses

alternative

is

free

—

—

for further consideration.

As

to the prescribed letter ballot of the society at large for

adoption of standards, the author asked whether an
experience of 14 years had not shown such a ballot to be almost
meaningless, and. whether it is not time that it should be abolthe

final

Discussion.

many

was

— The

discussion of this paper

called in the first place to the

was extended.

low estimate

in

Atwhich

of the specifications of the society were held by the users

on the ground that they were voted upon by men
who had no knowledge or experience to guide them in their decisions and it was suggested that members should be requested
not to vote upon subjects for which they had no qualifications.
It was generally acknowledged that the ballot system as used
did not give convincing results. Various suggestions were made
to overcome the difficulty, one being the division of the society
into groups and of confining the voting for any particular specification to the members of the group to which it was assigned.
It was insisted that the specifications were always drawn by
men of experience and that they deserved endorsement on that
ground, but that there must be some means by which matters
could be referred back to committees where the members were
of materials,

dissatisfied

until such a time as it can see sufficient merit in any particular
machine to warrant the adoption of a vibratory requirement
based on that or a similar type of machine, the reinsertion of
a vibratory requirement in the "Standard Specifications for Staybolt Iron" will have to be held in abeyance.

OTHER BUSINESS

The

"Methods of Sampling and Analysis of Coals"
treated in an extensive and thorough manner the methods of
sampling and the chemical processes to be followed in the dereport on

terminations of the various elements in the coal.
At the annual election the following officers were elected for
the ensuing year: President, A. W. Gibbs vice-president, A. A.
;

Stevenson

;

with the reports as presented.

were passed and referred

without discussion in every instance except one.

American

the

to letter ballot

In that case

Electric Railway Association sent a representative

adoption of the specification for quenchedand-tempered carbon-steel axles, shafts and other forgings for
locomotives and cars. Objection wa„ made to the specification
for elongation and reduction of area as applied to axles that
are used for the driving axles of electric motor cars on the
ground that this reduction in the requirements would not into protest against the

sure the care in the heat treatment of the material that

was de-

The association asked that the title of the specification
made to read "Quenched-and-Tempered Carbon-Steel Axles,

sired.

be

Shafts and Other Forgings for Locomotives and Trailer Axles

This would have

left

the driving axles for electric

There was considerable discussion

which the representative of the Electric Railhis position and the advocates of the
specifications attempted to show that they would give a better
axle than that obtained under the present specifications with
which the Electric Railway Association vi'as content. When the
matter was referred to vote, the answer was very positive to
retain the specifications unchanged and to include the driving
on the subject,

in

way Association maintained

axles of electric cars in them.

ST.\NDARD SPECIFICATIONS FOR

WROUGHT IRON

This was a short report and related almost entirely to a slight
This change
change in the specifications for stay-bolt iron.
simply allows, in the case of retests. a reduction of 2 per cent.

Is not that an eloquent term?
"Lingering Congestion."
it not remind you of that time in the winter of 1903
when the congestion which began on the Jinntown division
lingered on into the lap (only the first lap) of spring? But
J. Hansen, state councillor, and member of board of works
at Frankfort-on-the-ilain, who invented the term and "proposes it" in the International Railway Congress Bulletin,
does not apply the term to congestions that linger toward a
conclusion, but to congestions that are lingering in their

Does

is

a

or

landslide

the several types of machines in use finally demonstrated

would be impossible, on account of their widely different
construction, to formulate a standard mrthod of testing that
could be strictly adhered to on any two types of machines. As
a result of this condition the committee is of the opinion that

that

it

Germany

it

.

.

congestion without anyone knowing it except the "assistant
station master" and presumably the train crews and the
shipping public.
Mr. Hansen takes more than three pages of the bulletin
with the help of "sidings A, B, C ," etc., and "goods trains
1, 2, 3, etc.." to prove without a possible shadow- of doubt
bethat "for some exceptional reason, for instance
cause an unusual amount of time is required for the opera."
freight trains can, may
tions on the loading sidings
and do delay each other. Small delays, he says, are unimportant, but there is a "danger point," and that danger point
comes at "the moment in which the second goods train
begins lo wait" after schedule time "in order to be over"It is important to understand clearly," he says,
taken."
"that this condition of beginning congestion, harmless though
it may appear, is exceedingly dangerous to the regular operation of the science, as it forms a starting point for further
development." And he goes ahead for several more pages
in an exceedingly logical discussion of proper methods of
avoiding this "danger point," for. as he truly states, "congestions of this kind cannot occur if the 'danger points' are
.

.

.

.

eliminated."

Perhaps some young American

may

here inquire,

"Why

make a new passing point?"
"My dear young friend, don't you know

ducted experiments with a view to establishing a standard vibra-

made on

in

.

him I reply,
in Germany, and

series of tests

derailment

seems, naturally enough, that the "main traffic office" of the
railway is notified promptly and "special measures
are necessary to restore order." When, however, some slight
delay to one freight train involves another, and perhaps still
others, it seems that a German railway may "linger" into a

doesn't the train despatcher

elongation and 3 per cent, in reduction of area from that previously specified.
During the past year the committee has con-

Comparative

the

By Arthur Hale

in

tory requirement for stay-bolt iron.

members of

General Agent, American Railway Association

.

for Cars."

cars out of the specification.

;

Kelley. A. Marston, S.

EUROPEAN FREIGHT CONGESTION AND
AMERICAN TRAIN DESPATCHING

W'hen there
specifications

\\".

beginiiing.

STAND.ARD SrEClFIC.VTIOXS FOR STEEL

These

Edgar Marburg

secretary-treasurer,

executive committee, Robert Job. F.
S. Vorhees.

ished.

tention

59

in

To
that

other countries for that matter, there

How can the train despatcher
are no train despatchers?
a new passing point if there is no train despatcher?"

make

And

could explain that there are no train sheets, no
And
train reports, no train wire nothing but a block-wire.
that I have been informed that on foreign
conclude
I could
roads no such expensive system is necessary, their movefurther

I

—

—
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nients being so regular, that

can be run as per

trains

all

schedule.

Even when there .'is a: landslide or derailment and
meas"main traffic office" is notified it seems that the "special
time-table."' Great—
ures" taken are apt to be "changes in the
the

isn't it?

American railway men are

cu'^loi'^s

'

how

as to

.

their

Eu-

train despatchers,
ropeati- friends, ojierating as thty do wilhcJut
manage to get'on with their traffic in case of accident. Mr.

dealing with this subject would seem to
of accident,
indicate that according to our standards, in time
least does not get
the European railways' freight service at

Hansen's

article

on at all.
American railway men are also curious as to the European
arrangement under which they are told the transportation
department is made a part of the traffic department, and not
If we may
allied with the two engineering departments.
by
judge by Mr. Hansen's article this is simply arranged
such as we
absolutely eliminating any form of organization
could term a transportation department.
But to return to "lingering congestions." They do not
occur on single track lines. As Mr. Hansen states, "congesa
tion produced by the blockade of the section is
extrouble to which single track railways are very much
posed." In other words, congestions on single track are apt

...

to

e.xist

deal

with

"lingering congestions." The whole matter is in the hands
of the "assistant station masters," who appear to have absolute power over the movements of the train crews in adjoinThe assistant station master is at liberty to
ing blocks.

allow a delayed freight train to come ahead, but if he has
one already at his station he must run the risk of putting
the second train on an unusual siding or on the opposite
running track. In practice "he does not do this because it
would give him a lot of trouble, besides he would run the
risk of having to delay a passenger train." He will, as a rule,
refuse to allow trains to enter his block unless he is abso-

lutely sure he has sidings
in

where he can readily place them'

any event.
result of this decentralization of authority

The

may be

as three or four goods trains

many

"put in

is

that as

wrong

places

...

in a
the assistant station masters concerned
It is difficult for the assistant
'state of great uncertainty.'"
station masters involved "to come to a mutual understanding

and

as
is

all

.

.

there

.

are

no

have precedence.

to

rules specifying which train
gradually becomes more and more

special
It

Locomotives and crews
perhaps arrive at their destination so late that the time at
which their return trains start has already expired and consequently the return trains are also late. The result is an
the crew of individual trains
ever growing confusion
which are standing still must leave their train or else the
the final result is
hours of work become too long
such a state of chaos that one is quite powerless to cope
impossible to
particularly
as
it
is
with the circumstances
obtain a general survey of the state of affairs,"
there are
Mr. Hansen admits that "in most cases
intervals in which individual trains can be pushed
depends
on the zeal
this
forward
difficult to get trains through.

.

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

.

ability of the different assistant station masters."
Apparently, as above, a lingering congestion of this kind
may go on for some time without anyone in authority knowing about it. Mr. Hansen states "a lingering congestion is
because its pressure and its
particularly dangerous
dangers are not recognized in good time. It is true that one
but the ordinary assumpnotices that trains are late
tion is that this is due to increased traffic for which existing
Either no attention is paid
installations no longer suffice.
to the matter or auxiliary trains are rUn in order to deal
more quickly with the traffi,c;," Ig o^her ,words, \yhen there

and

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

are too many trains on the road the ordinary method to deaJ
with the situation is to start more trains running.
He goes on, "It is quite possible for a number of goods
trains to be standing still and for several stations to be overcrowded before the authorities become aware of the faqt. It
is only when it becomes nearly impossible for goods .trains
to be sent on that it is- recognized that it is an c«seiiof

congestion.

When

.

."

a congestion

recognized,

is

it

appears that the

traffic

manager does take a hand, and Mr. Hansen evidently has had
experience in clearing blockades. For instance, he offers this
it
seems advisable to begin with
undeniable fact, ".
clearing those passing-places where, according to the timetable, trains have to overtake each other." . But it is only
when there is a very bad congestion that anything like train
despatching is resorted to, and then under extreme difficulties.
Mr. Hansen says, "If a congestion has already assumed larger
it
dimensions before the traffic manager is informed
becomes exceedingly difficult to cure it and sometimes takes
much time, as it is impossible to ascertain with certainty the
probable results of any measures proposed." In this case it
seems advisable that the traffic manager should in the first
place obtain a general survey of the train movements and
ascertain which trains are held up at the different stations.
For this purpose it is advisable to issue orders that within
.

.

...

the

to result in complete blockade.
It seems that no special instructions

.Vol. 57, No. 2

whole of the

affected

district

certain

stations

definite

should report by telegraph to the traffic manager the actual
time of arrival and time of departure of each goods train.
In other words, a train despatcher system has to be improTo use Mr. Hansen's worJs,
vized to clear the blockade.
"With the help of this information the traffic manager would
.

and
enter (record) the real movements of the trains
could proceed to work out the prospective future movements
just as one can work out the movements of the figures on a
.

.

.

chessboard. With the help of the information acquired in
this way, it would then be possible to give the stations any
orders necessary." Mr. Hansen admits that "in. exceptional
cases this procedure could be adopted beforehand." but in
general he appears to distrust the train despatcher system,
because "the adoption of this system would involve an entire
revolution of all our traffic arrangements, and as there is the
fear that great difficulties would arise, seeing the density of
our traffic, the author thinks that this would be inadvisable."
It can hardly be thought our foreign friends are fully
advised as to the adaptation of the train despatcher system
to our double track and four track roads of heavy traffic
density, or Mr. Hansen would hardly propose the half-way
plan which follows as a cure to the "lingering congestion"
which he so clearly analyzes and of which he so bitterly
After showing that no "lingering congestion"
complains.
could occur if all "danger points" were avoided and after
showing that many danger points could be avoided if assistant station masters were given more discretion, especially
in the way of delaying passenger trains somewhat and of
taking certain liberties with freight trains, he comes to the
conclusion that as assistant station masters will err, the
traffic department should be in position to supervise them,

both day and night.
As he puts it, "It

is

necessary for the

traffic

management

to exercise a continual supervision over the assistant station

With

masters."

this object in view, the following rules are

proposed:
"1.

The

traffic

management must always

— day

and night

be read3- for work.
"2. Anj' lateness of goods trains, greater than a certain
amount (yet to be fixed), is at once to be reported by
wire.
"3.

.

.

Any

lations

special incidents affecting the traffic, such as

of wagons,

.,

.

.

accumu-

are at once to be reported by

wire."

The management

will tak£

no action pn these reports unless
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considers that a "danger point" is imminent. In such a
traffic management will take the matter up with the
assistant station master, "will ask him what he intends to do,
will authorize him to do what is advisable or will give him
instructions." It is confessed that "a certain time will always
elapse after the disturbance of the service has begun before
the traffic manager will be in position to intervene,"- But the
author does not csnsider this a serious objection, "as a lingering congestion only develops slowly."
In principle it
One material concession is made: ".
it

LIABILITY ACT*

case the

'

.

By
General Solicitor, Chicago,

that

fear

great

difficulties

law of the land.

It

as for the law

prescribes.

interest

it

yourselves as of benefit to

to

Expressed generally,

creates a

new cause

action.

conflicts

management can

road hazards or

.

adopted

it

will
is

mencement of

in all its detail

train

is

much

that

is

from 9

to

12 months,

The

actions to

two

years,
is

and requires no preliminary
commenced. Under this act

life

of the deceased.

in the case of a

act

removes all of the foregoing questions from the conand is exclusive and supreme within its sphere

of action.

The
this
in

question presented for consideration today

sphere of action or

interstate

when

is,

"What

is

are railroad employees engaged

commerce?"

The act provides that every common carrier by railroad, while
engaged in commerce between any of the states, shall be liable
in damages to any person suffering injury while he is engaged
by .such carrier in such commerce, if such injury be caused by
the negligence of any of its officers, agents or employees, or by
reason of any defect, due to its negligence, in its cars, engines,
appliances, machinery, track, roadbed, works, boats, wharves or
other equipment. The injury, therefore, must occur while the
carrier is engaged and the employee is employed by the carrier
in interstate commerce, and the test always is whether the work

European

whereas the

abolishes

trol of the states

—

in

It

deceased before death.

Equipment Orders of the South African Railw.ws. The
South African Railways in 1913 placed orders in England and
other countries for passenger cars having a total value of
$1,400,345; for freight cars having a value of $4,940,000 and for
locomtives having a total value of $6,660,000. Very often large
orders are placed abroad simply because 'of the quick deliveries
which can be obtained. The English and other shops can deequipment

all

;

railroads.

liver the

of

minor child, no damages are recoverable
for loss of society or companionship 'none are recoverable for
the grief or wounded feelings of the beneficiaries, and probably
none for the expenses incurred or suffering endured by the

regard to car supply and its relation to congestion, and
is another point which should not be lost sight of.
it is true that congestion on continental railways is ordinarily attributed to lack of facilities without investigation
as to whether the transportation management is good or not,
it is
impossible to escape from the conclusion that many
facilities have been provided which would not be necessary
with improved transportation methods. Possibly this throws

shops require from 18 to 20 months.

acts

special rail-

the pecuniary assistance which the beneficiary had reasonable

Except

If

capitalization of the

or interstate commerce.

expectation of receiving from the continued

instructive in Mr. Hansen's article

upon the enormous

the

limited to the pecuniary loss sustained by the beneficiary; that
is,

there

light

state

for

work involving

no one can bring suit except the legal representative of the
deceased, and only one action can be maintained. Damages are

in

some

in

notice to the carrier before suit

despatcher

train despatcher's orders should not be sent direct to "conductor and engineer," but to the tower man, or some functionary at the station like the German "assistant station
master" who could transmit them to the engine driver and
crew, probably by signal.

There

liability

is involved, contributory negligence may be considered for
purpose of apportioning the damages.
When such a law
is involved, the act also abolishes the defense of assumption of
risk.
In all other cases this defense may exist and must be
ascertained and applied in accordance with the decisions of the
federal courts. The act also removes the death limit, prescribes
to whom the proceeds shall go in case of death, requires a jury
to assess the pecuniary loss of each beneficiary, limits the com-

on the other side.
system was worked out before our
signal system, while the signals have come first on the other
and
side,
it would not be surprising if they found that the

Our

a

tlie

doubtless have to work its way
adopted.
Indeed, it seems probable
that the American system never will and never should be

gradually before

establishes

law

management

Possibly they are the beginning of a train despatch-

system which

It

defense of contributory negligence.
When a federal law
enacted for the safety of employees is involved, contributory
negligence can be considered for no purpose. Where no such

Mr. Hansen does not refer to these recently established
ing

laws.

the

offices."

offices.

new

servants, whether they be engaged in

Mr. Hansen.

favor of giving the assistant
although he agrees that "if the
traffic congestion extends over a large district
then
it is, of course, necessary for the head office to intervene,"
and ends with the hope "that this work will be carried out
train

of action

with one or more laws of every state and supersedes

such

all

seems quite clear that "H. T."

by the recently established

com-

same field, and is supreme within its sphere of
It must be construed by itself and cannot be pieced out
by state legislation. If no liability arises under the act, none
can arise from state legislation on the same subject. It probably

latter cover the

from a distant office, on the receipt of telegraphic
must not be left out of consideration that the state
of affairs may in the meantime have become so much changed
by other circumstances which have arisen (e. g., shortness of
it

successfully

you

that

this act regulates those relations of

introduces a

It

spot, but

.

interests

and establishes a uniform rule
public policy applicable to railroads and their employees and radically changes the existing law.
It supersedes the laws of the several states, in so far as the
It

of liability.

news,

than

tile

carriers by railroad and their employees which have a
substantial and direct connection with interstate commerce and
while both carrier and employee are engaged in such commerce.

Mr. Hansen's article is answered in the same issue of the
by a gentleman who signs "H. T.," who thinks the
proposition too radical and that it is very doubtful whether
"H. T." continues: "If the traffic manageit would succeed.
ment is to control the movement of the trains not from the

despatching

at)oiishes

mon

bulletin

no longer be carried out." It
knows much less about train
H. T.'s idea seems to be in
train masters more discretion,

it

represent.

arise,

engines, etc.) that the orders of the traffic

as remarkable for the laws

is

It is of vital concern to you and
must be considered whenever an employee's claim is presented.
It is developing from day to day as its various provisions
are
construed by the courts, and you will find its study as full of

.

would

& Omaha Railway.

federal employers' liability act has effected a revolution
in the law as it existed prior to 1908, and is for yoi),,the
supreme

seeing the
Is it possible that the author has
density of our traffic."
compared the density of his traffic with that, say, of the
main line of the Pennsylvania Railroad?
the

Sheeax

B.

Paul, Minneapolis

The

might seem better if the traffic manager were able to intervene at once." This, however, involves a wholesale adoption
of the train despatcher system, and as above stated, "there
is

J.
St.

local
v

•Address presented at the anr
ay- Claim Agents, at St. Paul, Mil

nvention of the AssQciati<

May

21,

1914.

:
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was a part

in question

carrier

was

of the interstate

commerce

in whicli the

Commerce between

the states begins

when

a

shipment is deand ends

livered to a carrier for transportation to another state

with

its

delivery at destination.

embraces

It

all acts

necessarily

Cars
incident to the receipt and delivery of such a shipment.
containing one or more shipments or containing mail, express
matter or passengers moving into or out of one state or across
or in and out of the same state are engaged in interstate commerce.
Trains or cars containing shipments, mail, express or
passengers so moving are likewise so engaged, although they only
move between points within a state. Empty cars moving across
Inasmuch as
state lines are also engaged in such commerce.
commerce is done by the labor of men and with the help of
things, these men and these things are the agents and instruments

The act, therefore, applies to every agent
of such commerce.
and instrumentalitj- by which interstate commerce is carried on
and extends to all moving matters having a real or substantial
An employee engaged in repairing
relation to such commerce.
instrumentalities used in interstate commerce, or in moving such
commerce, is engaged therein, and if an employee acting within
the scope of his employment is engaged in such commerce, it
follows that the carrier for whom he works is so engaged.
Whether an employee is so engaged must depend in each case
upon the special facts of that case. Courts have had no difficulty
in agreeing upon the definitions and general principles involved.
They have differed widely, however, in applying these definitions
Since the last meeting of
;.nd principles to the cases presented.
this association, the Supreme Court of the United States has
rendered a number of decisions directly bearing on the question
under consideration. It is now possible to name with assurance
many of the employees to whom the act applies.
In the light of these decisions,

may

it

be stated that the fol-

lowing employees are within the act
(1) All employees

movement

of

trains

men and

inspectors

engaged

in

preparing cars

for

No. 2

immediate

commerce are within the act.
All employees engaged in the work of maintaining and

service in interstate

engaged.

in fact

V'oL. 57,

(.4)

repairing instrumentalities in proper condition after they have

become and during their use in interstate commerce are engaged
in that commerce, although such instrumentalities are used indiscriminately in both state and interstate commerce.
In the Pederson case the Supreme Court held that it would
not undertake to separate such service into its elements, and
that an ironworker injured while carrying bolts from a tool car
to a bridge, to be used in the repair thereof, which bridge was
being used indiscriminately in both state and interstate commerce, was within the act; that it was necessary to the repair
of the bridge that the materials be at hand and the act of taking
them there was a part of that work. Excepting for the phrase
"during their use in interstate commerce," the principle announced in this decision would clearly apply to the repair and
maintenance of all instrumentalities used indiscriminately in
state and interstate commerce.
Text-book writers and other
courts, however, construe this decision as applying generally to
all instrumentalities so used, whether actually in use or temporarily withdrawn from use for the purpose of repair.
It has accordingly been held that all employees engaged in repairing or maintaining tracks, switches, bridges or roadbeds used
in both kinds of commerce arc within tl:c act, and it follows that
all employees engaged in repairing or maintaining cars, engines,
appliances, machinery, works, boats, wharves or other equipment
used in interstate commerce, or used indiscriminately in state
and interstate commerce, are within the act. It should be noted
that employees engaged in the original construction of such
instrumentalities are not within the principle announced and
probably not within the terms of the act. Such, at least, is the
reasonable construction to be placed upon the language of the
court.

working on or about or assisting in the
which cross state lines or contain cars

Applying the principles announced by the Supreme Court

in

the foregoing cases, the district courts have held the following

sengers moving into or out of one state or across or in and

employees to be within the act
A truckman injured by a truck while loading interstate freight

out of the same state are admittedly within the

into a car.

loaded, in whole or in part, with mail, freight, express or pas-

(2) All employees engaged in

forming any necessary work

making

act.

up, breaking

A

up or per-

connection with such trains, or
cars at terminals, are within the act. In the Scale case the court
held that a yard clerk killed while on his way through the yards
to take the numbers, check the seals and tag certain interstate
in

trainman injured while weighing an empty car last used in
commerce for the purpose of ascertaining the net

interstate

weight.

A

brakeman injured while making

car loaded with state

traffic,

cars

was performing work directly connected with interstate
commerce and that the interstate transportation was not ended

both state and interstate

merely because the train had arrived at a terminal and the cars
therein were not going to another station. Irrespective of their
final destination, it was necessary that the cars be switched for
the making up of outgoing trains or for the unloading of freight,

the construction of a

was as much a part of interstate commerce as was their
movement across the state line. You will note that this man
was not actually at work when injured, but was on his way
through the yards to his place of work and was within the act.
From the rule so announced it follows that enginemen, trainmen,
yardmen, repairmen and inspectors engaged in making up, breaking up or performing any necessary work in connection with
and

this

interstate cars are within the act.

(3) All employees while at
for use in interstate

commerce

work

in

preparing engines or cars
In the Zachary

are within the act.

case the court held that ,the acts of a fireman in oiling, firing,
inspecting and preparing his engine soon to start on a trip within
the state, done before two interstate cars ordered to be attached
to his train had been so attached, and before his engine had been

coupled on to his train, were acts performed as a part of interWhen killed, the fireman was on his way,
state commerce.
within the yards, to his boarding house for a brief visit and was
held to be within the terms of the aCt. Applying the rule thus
announced, it follows that all enginemen, engine wipers, hostlers
and inspectors engaged in preparing engines and trainmen, yard-

It

a flying switch to set out a
although taken from a train carrying

traffic.

has also been held that an employee injured while at

interstate

new

work

in

tunnel intended for use in state and

commerce was not within the

act

and that non-resident

alien beneficiaries are not entitled to the benefits of the act.
It will thus be noted that the greater part of the work performed by railroad employees is connected with the instrumentalThis is due to the
ities or movements of interstate commerce.
fact that the liability act embraces the repair of all instrumentalcommerce and all
both
kinds
of
ities used indiscriminately in
movements connected wholly or in part with interstate commerce.
If any shipment or passenger in a car or train is moving interstate, the entire car or train is engaged in that commerce, even
though the car or train may only move between points within a
The general opinion has prevailed that this act would be
state.
construed to apply to every employee over whom the power of
Congress could be exercised. Within the past 30 days, however,
the Supreme Court has decided to the contrary and, in the case
of I. C. Ry. v. Behrens, has made it clear that Congress intended

CO limit the act to injuries

occurring when the particular service

which the employee was engaged was a part of interstate
commerce.
In that case, a switching crew was engaged in yard work, moving state and interstate c^s indiscriminately, frequently both at
At
once, and at times turning directly from one to the other.
the time of the injury the crew was moving several cars loaded
in

July
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only with intrastate freight and after completing that movement
intended to switch certain interstate cars. It was held that the particular service

m

which the crew was engaged

at the time of acci-

dent was no part of interstate commerce and that the fireman was
not within protection of the act. The principle therein announced
is

an important one and the case should receive your careful

consideration.

It put:, at rest tiie

contention that the act applies

employees and substantially increases the number of employees not within the act; it emphasizes the necessity of analyzing every car or train movement, and gives assurance that the act
will not be unduly extended beyond its terms.
From the foregoing considerations it follows that the act does
not embrace instrumentalities used exclusively in state commerce
and does not apply to employees engaged in moving trains or cars
which are disconnected from interstate commerce. The act does
not apply to employees exclusively engaged in moving state cars,
although the employees may be engaged in the indiscriminate
movement of both state and interstate cars. The act, however,
does apply to employees injured when repairing or maintaining
instrumentalities used indiscriminately in state and interstate
commerce. It does not apply to employees while at work in the
original construction of such instrumentalities and should not
apply to general office employees whose work is not directly or
substantially connected with interstate commerce or its instruto all

mentalities.

have given you the
what employees
are within the act and have named the employees certainly included within and those certainly excluded from its operations.
Between these limits are employees whose status is uncertain
and in such cases the question may be one of fact to which no
answer can be given until after the verdict. The act, no doubt,
will continue to be liberally construed and in case of doubt or
disputed facts you will be wise in assuming that the act applies.
Within the limits of

this

presentation

I

controlling definitions and tests for determining

"This is the fourth bill which the Post Office Department has
framed and recommended on this subject within the past two
years, each differing materially from the others.
"The railroad companies do not favor the adoption of any
space basis for ascertaining what is proper compensation for
carrying the mails. The mails are freight and they arc becoming more and more so as the weight of the parcel post increases
and the Government enters more and more into competition with
the railroads of the country in the business of carrying com.

;

has not presented

its

report and as the

Moon

bill

is

the only

important proposition on the calendar, nothing better than .inIn the meantime Mr.
action could, perhaps, be hoped for.
Peters, speaking for the railroads' committee, has written to

Moon

Mr.

calling attention to the inconsistencies of

a letter, again

the present arrangement.

In this letter he says:

"The Committee on Railway Mail Pay appeals for fair treatment in fixing any basis of compensation for the handling of the
mails.

".\ personal effort

was made by members of

secure from you a hearing on the

bill

this

committee to

recently introduced in

Congress by your committee, but without success therefore we
submit this open letter.
"We desire to protest against the method of paying the rail;

roads for the valuable service rendered the Government as conin House Bill No. 17042.
This question is now pend-

templated

ing before a Joint Congressional Committee, which has had the
whole subject under most careful consideration, continuously,

more than two years, and has announced that it is about
make its report.
"The introduction of bill Xo. 17042, in eflfect. forestalls the
report of this Joint Committee, and commits Congress before
the results of that investigation are made known.
"The Joint Committee of Congress is a bi-partisan body, and
the Post Office Department has had the fullest opportunity of
presenting the views of its officials before it, many of them havfor

ready to

The railroad companies have been
expense to furnish tomplete detailed inThe passage of House Bill Xo. 17042 would
formation.
practically ignore the action of your own Joint Committee.
ing appeared as witnesses.
called

upon

at great

.

.

.

.

"Space in cars under complete control of officials of the Post
Office Department as a basis of payment for this service is an
anomaly; it will not fit your mail service; and, in our opinion,
it will tend to the reduction of facilities and general inefficiency.
In this service the Government is a shipper, and no other shipper
demands the right to fi.x his own rates. It uses the facilities of
the companies in competing with their own service, and in view
of the published intimations of greatly added revenue from the
carriage of parcel post, common fairness would seem to demand
that the railroad companies should be permitted to share in the
increased revenues that the Government collects from the people
for the use of these facilities.

"The wiser policy, it seems to us, will consist in modifications
and improvements of the existing system, based, as that system
of compensating railroads for carrying
is. upon the method
freight that is universally recognized as sound; such modifications to be an annual weighing of the mails, payment for the use
and haulage of apartment post office cars, relief from the mesCongress should at
senger service, and other reforms.
.

.

.

hear the complete testimony, giving the reasons for the
position taken by the railroads, as well as the conclusions of your
least

Joint Committee.

.

.

."

Peters has issued a circular containing editorials from
thirty newspapers, published in many States, and most of them
prominent papers, condemning the unfair attitude of the Post
Mr."^

Department.
presidents of the prominent roads west of Chicago on

The

Congress appears at present to be doing nothing at all to correct
the continuing injustice of the present arrangements for paying
the railroads for carrying the mails but as the Bourne committee

.

mercial freight.

Office
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June 30 sent to Mr. Moon a protest similar in tone to that of
the Mail-Pay Committee, and requesting that no action be taken
by Congress or by its committees until the Bourne report shall
have been received.

Ex-Senator Bourne is speaking his mind quite freely concerning the postal service. "In its persistent efforts to secure
dictatorial power, the Post Office Department," says- Mr.
Bourne, "has broken all records. The department bill, H. R.
17042, provides that 'not exceeding' certain rates shall be
paid to steam railroads for transportation of the mail. The
same bill also contains a clause compelling the railroads to
carry mail.
"It is claimed that 'not exceeding' is but a continuance of
existing law; but heretofore the railroads have not been comThey are supposed to havepelled by law to carry mail.

accepted the rates as a voluntary act, which in itself was
assumed to be sufficient guarantee that rates would not be
too low; and it was thought necessary only for Congress to
But this assumption was not sound, as
fix maximum rates.
a railroad would hardly dare to refuse to carry mail; such

would

action

considerably

irritate

the

community along

the

road.
is now authorized
being left to the railroads to
would be considered preposterous for

"The Interstate Commerce Commission
to fix
fi.x

maximum

the

freight rates,

minimum.

It

it

commission to fix the maximum rates at which railroads
must carry freight and leave the shippers to fix the minimum.
Yet this is the very thing that the Post Office Department
Congress
in the Departmental bill, proposes for mail pay.
is to fix the maximum rates and the shipper— the Post Office
Department is to fix the minimum rates, and the railroads
are to be compelled to carry the mail. This is a proposition
the

—

without parallel in the history
bureaucracy run mad."

of

rate

regulation.

It

is

The General

Clerk—A Neglected Factor

Office

Bureaus Suggested

Methods and

to

in

Men

for

By George
of general office clerks represents to a greater or
degree in everj' railroad organization, certain neglected opportunities for direct economy of expenditure and opportunities

A.

efficient service to the entire organization.

more

The

relative

and absolute importance of the work of this group of railroad
employees has increased tremendously during recent years. The
latest figures covering expenditures for this purpose are those
published in the statistical report of the Interstate Commerce
Commission for 1911. In that year the railroads of the United
States reporting to the commission paid out in the form of compensation to "General Office Clerks" a total of $61,971,046. This
amoimt represents an increase of 149 per cent, over the amount
this,
.-Vs contrasted with
similarly expended ten years before.
the

amount expended as compensation for "general officers"
officers" increased during the same period but 48 per

and "other

tfiis

Department

Clark
Complexity

The army

less

for

Appliances and

Specialize

in Selection of

in

striking

features

system.

A

intercorporate relationships

one of the most
American railway

is

the organization of an

in

property that presents a rather simple operating orbe maintained as to its legal and financial ex-

may

ganization

fifty to one hundred corpoDuring the past ten years there has been a growing reIt is a
spect for the value of accurate legal and fiscal records.
development that is on the whole highly desirable, as it insures
to both the stockholder and the public, data which may be es-

through records of from

istence

rations.

determining the relative rights of each.
which has contributed to
the increase in the expense of the railroads through compensation of general office clerks arises from the constantly growing demands of various public bodies for reports of one kind
and another bearing upon the operations of the railroad propsential in

The

largest single factor, however,

erty.

A

many

of which require different kinds of records and reports,

to 88 per cent.

places

upon every railroad organization the burden of a heavy,

In so far as these comparisons indicate tendencies in railroad
development, two striking factors appear the contention of the
editors of the Railzuay Age Gazette that one of the crying needs

and

cent.

appears that in 1901 the pay of clerks exceeded that of

It

per

officers but 11.9

cent.,

while in 1911 the difference amounted

—

day railroad organizations

of present

supervisors, the other that in the total

more men to act as
of the amount paid to

is

railroad system operating through a

amount of
more sense and
future demands along this

at times oppressive,

that there will be

ume

in

required

reports
principal

clerical labor.
less
line.

of states,

It is

possible

insatiate desire for vol-

In the past too

many

governmental bodies have had for their

by

purpose

number

the

employment of additional

clerical

labor,

the increase during the past decade,

the vexation of railroad auditors and the increased frequency of

a condition exists which should challenge the attention of railroad officials alert to every opportunity to make each factor in
their department and organization fully productive. The amount

pay day for public printers.
Although it is reasonable to expect that there will not be so
much required by public bodies in the future, it is probable that
the development and use of statistical records by administrative
and executive officers is as yet in its infancy. In certain organizations, and with certain types of executives, this represents already an important item in the work of general office clerks. It
is quite 'probable, however, that the volume of the right kind of
data could be very materially increased for the right executive.
It is also probable that an increased appreciation and demand
for this type of records will be one of the interesting developments in railroad organizations during the next few years. This

clerks

when considered with

expended as compensation for clerks represents an important
and rapidly growing expenditure which under the most favorable
conditions can only be made productive in part. It is one of the
many factors which have brought the railroads of the country
to their present position.

Although the general office clerks have become an increasing'
burden in railroad organizations, few of the men so employed
are in a position
of this

work

is

much

better than that of ten years ago.

Most

of such a character that effective organization for

purposes of bettering conditions of work and pay is not pracIn many instances men in this kind of work are contend-

tical.

ing with

difficulties

from which other classes of employees

The

es-

increase of 149 per cent, in the

caped twenty years ago.
compensation of "general office clerks" is largely one of bulk
clerks taken on to perform additional clerical labor.
For the purpose of this discussion the work of this class of
employees may be grouped into two principal classes, the first
that of preparing and keeping the records necessary properly to
carry on the work of the company, the second, the rendering of
personal service for the purpose of facilitating the work of in-

—additional

dividual officers.

though

it

factor, as

is
it

The

first

essential that
is

a time

item

some

is

of principal importance, al-

attention be given to the second

and expense consumer

in

every railroad

the

is

one kind of general

This situation obtains generally a verj' considerable" volume
is essential in maintaining the fiscal, legal and oper;

ating efficiency of American

railroad organizations.

Whatever

development there will be in the future will be in the direction
of a greater volume than now exists. Records will be kept and
considered of value for reasons to which we give little attention
The problem involving any consideration of the
at this time.
relation of the expenditure for this class of labor to other railroad expenses is to get back into the processes by which the
records are compiled.

Before taking up

this point,

however,

duties with respect to the operation of the propert3'.

of their superiors.

of railroad operations.

al-

of records

sider one additional service which

Without doubt there has been in the past ten years a very
marked development with respect to the detail in which each
The requirements
class of the above kinds of records are kept.
of each have in many instances interworked in making it necessary to keep more elaborate and detailed accounts of every phase

material be

most as productive as the moving of a car of coal over the

must maintain records for one or more
of three purposes: These are (1) to preserve the essential information having to do with the corporate and fiscal affairs of
the company; (2) to meet the requirements of federal and state
laws and regulating bodies; (3) to facilitate the work of administrative and executive officers in better performing their
railroad organization

if

property.

organization.
.'\

work which,

office

properly compiled and intelligently used, can be considerad

siderable
I

number

it

is

important to con-

consumes the time of a con-

of employees classed as general officer clerks.

refer to the various types of personal service which secretaries,
etc.. are called upon to render, types of servwhich are generally considered as proper in that they serve
and effectiveness of the wnrk

confidential clerks,
ive

to materially increase the efficiency

In this type of service there

—

waste time which
semi-personal and
this

is

is

a very considerable amount of

taken by the interested officers for needs

semi-«'fficial.
There is no means by which
expenditure can be regulated other than the conscience and

common sense of the officer interested. With advancement
and opportunities many men have an unconscious tendency to

JTLV
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view with reference to fine distinctions as to
"mine and thine" in matters of company time. If the wife of the
boss wants a box of peaches for dinner it is not an uncommon
thing for the office boy to be despatched both to purchase the
If, on the other hand, the private
peaches and deliver them.
bank account is at an inconvenient location it is not uncommon
for the secretary- to make regular trips for cash.
Such items in
themselves are of small consequence and considered without reference to the rest of an organization not worthy of notice, but
when magnified by the imagination of a none too ambitious
office force, they become consciously and unconsciously the justilication for a variety of petty delinquencies on the part of the
rank and file. The idea that "the king can do no wrong" is
shift their point of

more

many

diligently fostered in a railroad organization than in

and commercial

lines of business

There

life.

are, of course, re-

quirements in discipline that demand the implicit obedience of
employees, but in general

work,

office

many

there are

at least,

where one of the best experiences that could happen to
the head of an office would be to take a certified copy of the
honest opinion of those nearest to him among his subordinates.
Wastes of the character just described, although worthy of
mention in this connection, are not of first consequence, howsituations

Of

far greater importance

65

a corporation should maintain a library

and a

competent to

staff

pass intelligently upon questions of this kind.

One

of the most conspicuous services which the Railway

Age

Gazette has rendered to the .American railway service, has been

by placing emphasis upon the necessity of more adequate supervision of the work of the rank and file of the organization. This
is

work of

just as applicable to the

a $35 clerk in the office of

work

the auditor of freight receipts as to the

of a section hand.

In the neglect of this factor of supervision arises probably the

which may be found in the $60,000,000
expended annually for salaries for general office work,
improvement in supervision is a problem first, as to methods, and
second, as to personnel.
Better methods could be acquired
through a more extensive and intimate study of the accumulated
experience of others engaged in the same kind of work.
Improvement in the personnel is largely a problem of finding an
largest single item of waste

;

individual suitable for the
tion,

work

to be done.

This, without ques-

foremost problem before those responsible for the

the

is

management

of the railroads at the present time.

Roughly, the history of railway development in the United
States might be divided into four periods.
Thees are, first, period of construction; second, period of consolidation and system

a consideration of the vari-

building; third, period of perfecting the physical plant; fourth,

ous factors which enter actively into the great part of the time

period of complete utilization of the talents of the individuals

ever.

is

the railroad companies of the country

for which

expend more

than $60,000,000 per annum.

In an analysis of the wastes that

appear most conspicuously

is

it

most convenient

about t%vo principal propositions, the

work

offioe

is

first,

group them

to

that a great deal of

more inadequately

poorly organized and

supervised,

second, that the railroads of the country have done

the

men

little

comprising the organization.

The railways

are just entering into the fourth of these periods

of development.

organized

In the last analysis

railway

all

of the acute problems of

and the incidental

labor

evils

which have

arisen are due to lack of appreciation of this factor of railway

organization.

for this class

Certain classes of labor have overcome, at least from their

and having once taken them into the organization have
considered each employee as a potential executive.

individual points of view, certain of the difficulties inherent in

or nothing toward selecting the best qualified
of work,

A

peculiar situation exists with reference to the physical con-

ditions

which surround much of the general
In

railroads of the country.

many

office

work

of the

instances methods have been

reduced to a thoroughly scientific basis and from the point of
view of appliances, efficiency, organization and adequate superthat could be desired.
More frenoted that the improvement in physical appliances has come about primarily at the behest of commercial organizations interested in pushing particular machines.
Frequently a situation will be found in a department where a
certain section of the organization works smoothly and efficiently
and where adequate supervision can be found. Speaking generally, there are these three phases of the work constituting the
elements of weakness of general office work.
The difficulty in adequately utilizing resources which are available in mechanical appliances arises from a lack of knowledge
vision, the organization

quently, however,

as

to

it

is

all

will be

methods employed elsewhere, and from

inertia.

fre-

It

quently happens that machines are purchased after a desultory

examination by officials who in many cases have not used and
never expect to use, the machine themselves. Often to add to the
difficulty, there has been no general test.
Each department licad,
frequently each stenographer, is a law unto himself as to
standards.

To overcome
profitable

this

difficulty

it

would seem

that

it

would be

for every large railroad organization to create a bu-

reau which specializes in standards and methods.

Such a bureau
would insure that every change or improvement which was considered, with reference to a given appliance, would be adequately
tested.
In short, such a bureau could insure that the proposed
improvement would realize the results which should be expected.
Of even greater importance, however, than the proper selection
of the appliances used in general office
of the plan

fif

organization.

A

work

is

the effectiveness

great deal of general office

work

involves the handling of a vast volume of routine material.

many

In

other

Certain

position.

their

classes,

notably

general

office

have been unable to assert themselves in this manner.
The result has been that one of the best places for the acquisition of a certain type of experience is regarded as a grave
yard for ambitious railroad men. This is a most regrettable situation, for with the increased complexity and difficulty of the
problem which confronts the present day railroad executive the
ability to understand and interpret representative data is imclerks,

perative.

As already
organized

;

indicated, general office clerks as a class are not

the conditions surrounding their

work covering com-

pensation and advancement have not materially changed during
a long period of years,

and quite generally promising talent

is

uniformly neglected, as has been the case in the past.

which must make up
whose
possibilities of growth and development in the organization have
rather fixed limitations second, a very considerable group of individuals who give every promise of large usefulness if properly

There are two

every organization

classes

—

first,

of individuals

the large group including those

;

developed.

The methods

of handling

work which

prevail in

most organ-

izations, are such as to preclude all but individuals possessing the

most extraordinary initiative and ability from asserting themselves and attracting favorable attention to their possibilities.
Scores of industrial organizations have found it tremendously
profitable to specialize in the human element in the business.
This involves more particularly an acquired estimation of the
possibility of the individual

and

a

consistent

who

is

appraisal of the

taken into the organization

development which that

in-

makes as a member of the organization. Until recently
there were but two of the large raihvays of the United States
which maintained bureaus which specialized in employment condividual

ditions.

There
general

is

a very exceptional opportunity for those in charge of

office

clerks in this direction.

Employees of

this class

to im-

should be selected with reference to their fitness for the particular positions for which they apply, and second, with refer-

Here a,gain it would appear that in the reorganization of a
department, the experience of other individuals in a similar kind

ence to the promise which they indicate for future development.
It is impossible under present conditions to expect that every
It
individual chief clerk can be a specialist along these lines.

offices there is a

tremendous amour^t of waste due

proper routing and arrangement.

of

work would be of

the utmost value.

In order to secure this,

'

:

essential that he receive the co-operation

bureau, which

is

able to devote

its

and assistance of a

specialized attention to this

particular problem.

summary, we have noted that the railways of the country
spending a tremendous sum of money for work of this
character, that the amount expended has increased with rapidity
In

are

during the past decade, that a verj' considerable portion of this
is represented in uneconomic appliances, improper methods of
organization and inadequate supervision, and that more particularly there is imperative need for more intelligent attention to
the problem and possibilities latent in the personnel of the organization.
Such a result can best be accomplished by creating
two bureaus one to specialize in appliances and methods, the
in

57.

No. 2

prevent the public convenience being made the cause of private
cjraction; the distinction between what should be furnished in
whole or in part by the government and what should be regu-

government being whether the necssity is absolute
and the thing indispensable to the life, health and well-being of
the individual and consequently of the community, or whether
it be something contributing to or even important, but not indispensable, to the comfort, convenience and profit of the community or of the individual.
A sufficient supply of potable water available to all is a neces-

lated by the

The

sity.

street

the electric light, the telephone or tele-

car,

from the American

report for 1913, which

no organization

Such a development would pay

men.

Vol.

graph are conveniences of the highest importance but are not
necessities in the foregoing sense.
The control, and later the operation, of the mails and posts,
for the interchange and dissemination of intelligence letters,
books, periodicals have by general acceptance become a proper
governmental function. The conveyance of packages and parcels has by custom been included with the mails.
The step from government control and regulation to government ownership and operation is radical and fundamental one
which absolutely changes the character of government organ-

;

other to specialize

way

;
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is

;

:

its

in any organization.

—

—

THEODORE VAIL ON GOVERNMENT
OWNERSHIP

;

The following
Telephone

are

series

a

of extracts

& Telegraph Company's annual

enue, or should such properties be operated at a charge on gen-

and functions. In this country there is
function of the government that in any sense approaches
ownership or operation in the real, large way.
There are no sound reasons given or real advantages promised
for government ownership and operation which do not apply to
or cannot be secured by government regulation.
Most, of the
"advantages" promised and arguments used are purely hypo-

eral revenue at the cost of the

thetical,

part?

the experience cither of this or of any other country.

utility regulate itself?
If utilities are to be subsidized, that is,
maintained entirely or in part out of public revenue for the benefit of the users, then the tendency toward government ownership

operated

all

exigency

made

although the report
of telephones are

itself relates specifically to

of general

public ownership

character and apply also to the

question of government ownership of railroads

Should government operation be self-sustaining in its full
maintained and operated out of its own rev-

significance, entirely

whole public for the benefit of a
Should they be regulated as to efficiency and sufficiency
as private utilities are regulated, or should each department or

There may be some things which should be made
and convenient for the whole public even at the expense of
the public revenues, but the telegraph and telephone are not of
is

strong.

free

them.

The power or

right of the government to own and operate utilneed not be discussed. If such power is to be exercised it
becomes of the greatest importance that a right decision, based
on an exhaustive study and a thorough understanding of facts,
conditions and possibile results, should be reached.
The greatest embarrassment in dealing with many public or
ities

quasi-public

questions

is

the

difficulty

of

establishing

a

clear

ization

or

theoretical

Governments have
kinds of

meet national

it

and uncertain, they are not vindicated by
in

and
where political, national or strategic
Such operations, other than those to

the past taken over or constructed

utilities

necessary.

have properly been confined, wholly or, in
were of a national character and where the risks
and uncertainties or magnitude placed such operations beyond
private initiative, enterprise and capital.
There is. however, no reason for government ownership and
operation where private initiative and enterprise are not only
competent to develop, but have actually developed, these utilities
to the fullest extent.
The government never has taken the
initiative in the introduction of any new and untried utilities,
nor any interest in them except so far as it has encouraged their
development in private hands through the provisions of the
"patent," "copyright" and "trade mark" laws
and there is no
reason why it should unless such utilities have become of such
crises,

part, to such as

;

understanding unaffected by prejudice or partisanship; of offsetting erroneous .impressions, created by mistaken or misleading
statements and disputable and controvertible statistics, particularly

when such statements

are

made by

those

who have

the pub-

general use that their regulation

The

Extension of benefits to a larger public

when

parliamentary reporter
"Night after
night I record predictions that never come true, professions that
are never fulfilled, explanations that are only meant to mystify."

was so

said,

a

then,

is

Abolition of selfish exploitation;

:

now and

probably ever will be the same.
The functions of government and the causes of its being are
"Control" and "Regulation" control of the individual and regulation of the community so far as is necessary to secure the enjoyment of life, liberty and happiness by all, and "control" or
It

necessary.

ship and operation are

lic ear.

Dickens

is

general stock arguments put forth for government owner-

Control of monopoly;
Pecuniary advantages to the public through lower cost and
consequently lower charges
Greater efficiency;

—

"regulation" of anything that might in any w-ay become a menace
to the social organization or to its individual members.
To the extent that anything is a necessity in its absolute sense

enjoyment of life and health— the absence of which would
endanger the community as a whole— it is a proper function of
the government either to provide it or to see that it is so proto the

vided as to bring it within the reach of every individual member
of society; even to provide it for all at the cost of the general
revenue.

To the extent that anything of a utilitarian nature is adopted
by or assimilated into the habits of the public and contributes to
their comfort, convenience, or even generally to their profit,
it
should become an object of sufficient government regulation to

Saving

to general public

Private enterprise

is

rewards of private

initiative.

rightly said to be based on personal in-

terest.
There is no doubt as to this, but incentive to achievement along individual lines could not be suppressed without great
detriment to the community at large. What would be the result
if government restrictions reduced the reward or profit on initiative and enterprise to that of certain and secure business ventures? ^\'here would be the incentive to assume risk and un-

certainty, or the larger profit necessary to recoup the individual

and the community for the unsuccessful ventures?
The pecuniary reward to those who take the initiative and the
risks of new enterprises tiiust correspond to the labor and to the
risk, but this reward cannot exceed the advantage to the public
using the service, for the user must get in service, in some way
at

least,

the equivalent of

its

cost

to

him.

Private initiative,

invention, enterprise, risk, spurred on by the incentive of reward,

Ji-LY
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have changed the face of the world, and the resulting unearned
increment largely constitutes the wealth of nations; without it
man}- of the great scientific industrial developments would have
remained scientific curiosities, even if they had been evolved at

The general tendency

"one system"
Every one knows the
idea of public utilities under regulation.
evil of duplication, no one wants two gas, water or electric lighting systems, and there is a general acquiescence in the "single
system" in each community. In no one of the utilities except the
telephone, and the street cars to a slight degree but for a very
dift'erent cause, does the fact whether A, B or C residing in the
same community is on the same or different "systems" make the
slightest difference as to service, nor does it matter whether systems in different communities are connected or not.
With the telephone exchange the question of those connected
your service depends upon one system connecting all
is vital
telephone subscribers in the same community and upon all communities being connected with each other.
A telegraph system reaching all telegraphic points avoids
physical transfers from one system to another, with the incidental
in this country

to the

is

;

delays and obstructions to good service.

obligations.

and telegraph

Telephone

operated

systems

common

under

making use of the same wires.
For practicability of management, economy of operation or efficiency of service there should be one combined telephone and
telegraph system. This has been the Bell contention and this is
the conclusion reached by the post office committee and by Congressional advocates of government ownership, who say in substance that the telephone and telegraph should constitute one system and that a monopoly.
Government regulation can effectually curb "monopoly" and
"selfish exploitation" and make them useful without destroying
them, by subordinating them to the public for the public advanGovernment ownership and operation would destroy intage.
dividual initiative they would create monopoly and increase and
strengthen its evils by placing it in the control of officials and
servants, responsible only to themselves as a political party, and
;

the organization

parts of

which made or

unmade

the

chief

efficient,

requires high organization

continuously maintained, superior methods and

efficient

service.

There must be supervision by able executives assisted by experts, all of long experience as executives as well as in the par-

ticular

They must have

industry.

assume

responsibility,

over subordinates.

It

large

discretionary powers,

and have undisputed directive authority
is purely administrative and executive in

nature.

There

narrow margin between

economical
operation and waste. It is possible to have efficiency accompanied
by waste, but never possible to have efficiency without responsible
organization and the individual initiative, watchfulness and conefficient

tinuing interest which only accompany permanency and expectation of reward.

Regulation

is

in the

nature of a review, consideration, deterand advisory, not administrative or ex-

It is judicial

a commission of regulation

analogous to a board of
direction representing the public as well as the corporation, having no other object than the conservation and protection of th«

ecutive

;

interests of

Operation

is

upon

them

for

new head of a department is of necessity a reformer;
average incumbency is less than four years; there is seldom any continuity of departmental policy, and never any conThe important assistants come and
go with the head. A review of the operations of his department
shows much that could be changed to advantage; to eliminate
all that is unsatisfactory and bring about effective results under
the conditions and in the time available is impossible for the
tinuity of departmental staff.

He starts in finding an incomplete attempt at accomplishment along a certain line of policy, and goes out leaving
an uncompleted attempt along a different line of policy. The
inevitable tendency is towards promise, not performance.
ablest.

The departments

are run by the minor officials and the clerical
ordinary conditions are permanent.
The
have no responsibility in the selection of and little directive control over their subordinates.
There is a premium on
that finished mediocrity which leaves much to be desired and
furnishes nothing upon which to base effective reprimand, enforce

who under

force discipline, or cause for removal.

handicap

Lack of

responsibility

development of men; lack of accountability is a handicap on thorough efficiency; lack of opportunity
is a handicap on initiative and enterprise.
A full average of the minor heads and clerks would normally
have capacity, initiative, enterprise and ambition. If any one
is

a

in

the

them develops extraordinary efficiency, initiative or enterhe is either elbowed out of the way as disturbing the

of

prise,

complacent habitude of the organization, or, if sufficiently
masterful, develops to a point where he can go no farther, and
quiet,

is

soon taken up by outside organizations.
The higher posihonorable as they may be, are not sufficiently compen-

tions,

sated and do not afford the permanent and remunerative positions to be had in private enterprises for similar occupations
ability.

European countries, where even the minor office holders
and government employes have a certain official distinction
which also attaches to their families, there is something higher
than the mere remuneration, something that does not attach to
private occupation, and is not attached to government suborIn

dinate positions in this country.

Government administration is more or
and while with government operation

possible to have efficiency,

it

will

a game of polimay sometimes be

less
it

always be impossible to have

economv.

—

R.\iLW.\v Extension in -Ai :;tr.\li.\. The Xew South Wales
and Australian governments have arrived at an agreement respecting the construction of proposed railways from Moama to
Moulamein from Euston inland about SO miles and from Wentworth inland, ajjout another SO miles. These lines, when constructed, will be operated by the Victorian Railway department.
on the Victorian gage under an interstate agreement.
;

Electric

all.

a methodical action

fits

Ever>-

tics,

a very

is

mination.

a rule their training better

his

and

executives.

Operation, economical and

As

advocates than for executives, for judicial positions or as commissioners of regulation than directors of operation.

officials

control can avoid duplication by

its

Departmental officers taken from walks of life affording neither
experience nor knowledge of the duties and responsibilities they
are to assume, are expected to perform the various duties of
their departments and also to incidentally look after their political

all.
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show

Railw.ws in

Austri.^.

— Statistics

issued

for

1913

conditions and tangible difficulties which only experience shows

Bosnia and Herzegovina there is a total
of 73 direct-current railway systems, of which 25 operate at 750
volts or more; and six single-phase systems. Twenty-four of the
railways are operated on standard gage and 55 on narrow gage.
The length of the direct-current lines is about 723 miles, and
of the alternating current lines about 150 miles, or 873 miles in
During the year the increase in the number of direct-current
all.
The increase in the
lines was 12 and single-phase lines three.
length of direct-current lines was 92 miles, and single-phase

how. and responsibility develops the

lines

is

policy, requiring expert

lines

of a determined

knowledge, experience, training, and

in-

dividual interest.

Regulation is common sense, intelligent review and decision,
based on presentation and examination of facts and conditions.
Theoretically there may be no reason why government operation should not be as economical and efficient as private operation, but actual constructive

performance runs up against actual
ability, to deal with.

that in .Austria,

106 miles.

General News Department
The Grand Trunk roundhouse at West Forty-ninth street and
South Kedzie avenue. Chicago, was destroyed by fire on July 5,
and 18 locomotives were damaged.
The New York, Xew Haven & Hartford has just pensioned
making 51. altogther. retired within three months.

13 employees,

of those who have just been pensioned is George C. Crocker
of Hyannis, Mass.. a crossing man. 82 years old. who has been
in the service 59 years.

One

The Pennsylvania Railroad, since January 1 last, has sold
The
100 pieces of real estate for appro.ximately $1,000,000.
have voted to sell, as fast as purchasers can be
found, all of the real estate owned by the company which
is not needed for its uses, of which there are 647 separate
Station agents of the company will give all desired
parcels.
directors

I

The Indian Railway Board has recently placed orders for two
shipments of railway ties to be shipped from the Pacific coast.
is of creosoted Oregon pine at a cost of $1.44 per tie delivered Calcutta, and the other of uncreosoted Californian redwood at $1.20 per tie. The dimensions are 9 ft. by 10 in. by
The reasons
5 in., and are for the state broad-gage railways.
given for going to the United States for ties are that the cost
of -Australian jarrah has gone up to $2.80 per tie, and that these
orders have been given after satisfactory experiments with
Pacific coast timbers to see that they resist the ravages of white

One

ants and
climate.

do not show undue deterioration from the tropical
is also stated that the Indian government requires

It

between 500.000 and 1.200.000

ties

a

year for the state railways

of the countrv.

information.

Engineers and firemen of the railroads west of and including
main line of the Illinois Central who have been taking a
strike vote in connection w-ith their demand for increased wages
and important changes in working conditions, which were denied
by the railways some weeks ago. are reported to have voted
overwhelmingly to empower the leaders to declare a strike. Conferences between the representatives of the men and the general
managers' committee are to be resumed in Chicago on July 14.
the

According to press reports from Portland, Ore., about a
dozen passenger conductors on the Oregon-Washington Railroad
& Navigation Company have been dismissed in the last fewresult of the discovery of numerous irregularities
cash fares. -A rigid investigation is said to have disThe Order of Railway
closed evidence against 38 conductors.
Conductors and the Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen are said
to liave issued a circular on the subject warning the men against

weeks as the

in collecting

such practices.

The

Cash Investment

last

annual report of the

Commerce Commission, finds that in June, 1913. the
of persons employed was 852. The list includes 10 chiefs
This
of divisions. 32 attorneys, 75 examiners and 501 clerks.
statement evidently was made before many persons were engaged
in the valuation division, as only the five engineers are menInterstate

number

made by Congress

tioned under that head. The appropriations
for the work of the commission for the last fiscal year amounted
In 1888 the number of persons employed by the
to $1,853,629.
commission was 33 and the expenditures in that year were
$113,008.

The New York State Workmen's Compensation Commission
reports that the railroads are no longer opposing the application
They are insuring their
of the workmen's compensation law.
risks, some having taken out policies in the state fund while
others have given their business to the stock insurance compaThe distinction beStill others insure their own risks.
nies.
tween intrastate and interstate employees in applying the law
question,
and decision in
unsettled
still
an
to the railroads is
the matter probably will be held in abeyance until the first
Four hundred claims for compensation had
claims are filed.
been filed up to July 8. It was found that only four of these
were death claims.

During Six Years

with annual operating revenues of over $1,000,000.
include about 90 per cent, of the mileage, receive more than
96 per cent, of the revenues, and handle more than 98 per cent,
of the traffic.
This cash investment of the operating railways of Class I of
the eastern district during the six years was greater than the
amount of capital securities issued by them during this period,
and was 19.9 per cent, of the aggregate of their capital securities
outstanding June 30. 1913; of the railways of the same class of
the southern district it was 21.1 per cent., and of the railways
of the same class of the western district it was 23.2 per cent, of
sion, are those

They

of their capital securities outstanding June 30,
the cash actually expended by these railways duryears upon their properties used in transportation
amounts to more than one-fifth of their total capitalization at the
This is at the rate of $668,397,551
close of the last fiscal year.

the aggregate
1913.

Railway Jl'orld. studying the

of the Railways

six fiscal years 1908 to 1913, inclusive, the steam
railways of the United States of Class I invested in their road
and equipment cash to the amount of $4,010,385,303. Railways
of Class I, so designated by the Interstate Commerce Commis-

During the

That

ing the

is,

last six

per year.

These figures are obtained through a compilation made by the
Bureau of Railway Economics from the reports of the railways
to the Interstate Commerce Commission, and have not heretofore
been collated.
Extensive Under-Studying on the Baltimore

&

Ohio

the knowledge of its division officers and give
them the benefit of a thorough training with respect to the
methods of administering the affairs of the company in the
general offices at Baltimore, the Baltimore & Ohio is putting

To broaden

division officers through a course of employment which
equip them for promotion to positions of greater
and,
trainmasters
superintendents,
Assistant
responsibility.
in some instances, their subordinates, are transferred to Baltimore and set at work where they can study the problems of
its

will better

says it is the intention to show that this was
not a strike but a "lockout," resulting from the refusal of the
roads to recognize their federation. An effort is being made to
locate all of the men who struck, and question blanks are being
sent out to ascertain how many have lost homes on account of
inability lo make payments, whether children have been obliged
to go to work, whether any of the strikers or members of their

operation from the viewpoint of the general officers. While
the staff officials are thus engaged their subordinates discharge the regular duties of the office. The plan, therefore,
has the added advantage of equipping the men lower in rank
to qualify when vacancies occur.
The men who take the course in the general offices are
employed for a period in the transportation department; then
in maintenance of way work, in the motive power office, the
accounting and statistical departments, and in the tonnage,
discipline, employment, station service, rates of pay and other
bureaus, so that when they return to their respective divisions
their
it will be with a general knowledge of the relation of
work to the operation of fhe property as a whole. Several
of these men are in the Baltimore offices constantly, and
when they go back to their regular duties others are

families have committed

brought

Officers of the shop craft unions which struck on the Illinois
Central and Harriman lines'in 1911 are gathering a large amount
of evidence, in connection with the strike, with a view to presenting it to the United States commission on industrial relations.

The committee

suicide,

etc.

in.
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Season Passes

for

a result of the safety records made by the Western and the
Ozark divisions of the St. Louis & San Francisco, for the year
ending May 31, one woman in every employee's family on these
divisions will receive a pass good for six months over the division

woman

one

to

The annual meeting

the

of

Railway

of

Society

Financial

Officers for the year 1914 will be held at the Hotel Aspinwall,
Lenox, Mass., from September 15 to 17, inclusive. .Announce-

ment of the business of the meeting

These pass prizes are also awarded
employee's family at the St. Louis and

made

will be

later.

located.

is

in everv-

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS

Memphis

terminals, the winners being allowed, in this inwhich division they wish to have their
passes extend. The idea of awarding passes for prizes originated
with Mr. Xixon, the chief operating officer, and the incentive
thus provided has resulted in a remarkable decrease in the

the

Xo.

57,

Society of Railway Financial Officers

Employees' Wives

As

on which she

\"oL.

stance, to designate over

number of casualties.
One,
The pass prizes are awarded on two different plans
for the division making the greatest number of train miles per
:

casualty the other, for the division showing the best gain in this
respect for the year ending May 31. as compared with the year
ending May 31, 1913. The western division made a reduction
;

of 46 per cent, from its record for the previous year, showing
9.146 train miles for each casualty, as compared with 5.588. The
Ozark division which has' been a consistent prize winner
shows 10,112 train miles per casualty, which is the best

—

record of all the Frisco divisions; but, because of its being a
prize winner the previous year, it does not show the large gain
made by the western division.
The Memphis terminal which has won the prize three times

—

—

in succession
reports 790 switching hours per casualty, the best
of all the terminals; but the St. Louis terminal shows the best
gain this year over last 523 switching hours per casually, as
compared with 345. The basis of computation for the terminals
on the road is the greatest number of switching hours made
per casualty.
The receiver and chief operating officer awards a semi-annuai
pass to all female employees and to the female head of the
family of all employees on the division and at the terminal
making the best record on the basis indicated.

—

The foliowing list gives names
meetings, and places of meeting.
Air Brake Association.

M.

dates

of secretaries,

F.

next or regular

Next

Xellis, 53

American Association of Demurrage Officers.
ton,

of

State St., Boston, Mass.
5-8, 1915, Hotel Sherman, Chicago.

May

convention,

—

—A.

G. Thomason,

Mass.

Bos-

—

American Association of Dining Car Superintendents. H. C. Boardman. D. L. & W., Hoboken, N. J.
Next convention, October,
Washington.

American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.
Hope, 143 Liberty

New

St..

York.

American Association of Freight Agents.
East St. Louis,

—R.

O. Wells,

111.

I.

—W.

C.

R.

C.
R.,

—

American Association of Railroad Superintendents. E. H. Harman,
Room 101, Union Station, St. Louis, Mo. Next convention, August
20 and 21.

New

York.

—

American Electric Railway Association. E. B, Burritt, 29 W. 39th St.,
New York. Annual convention, October 12-16, .Atlantic City, X. J.
American Electric Railway Manufacx^-'Rers' Assoc. H. G. McConnaughy,

165 Broadway,

New

Assoc.

—

Meetings with Am. Elec. Ry.

York.

—

American Railway Association. VV. F. Allen, 75 Church St., Xew York.
American Railway Bridge and Building Association. C. A. Lichty, C. &
X. \V., Chicago. Next convention, October 20-22, 1914, Los Angeles,

—

Cal.

—

American Railway Engineering Association. E. H. Fritch, 900 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago.
Next convention, March 16-18, 1915.
American Railway Master Mechanics' Association. ^J. \V. Taylor, Kar-

—

pen Building, Chicago.

Americ»n Railway Tooi Foremen's Association.— A. R. Davis, Central of
Georgia, Macon, Ga.
Next convention, July 20-22, Hotel Sherman,
Chicago.

American Society for Testing Materials.

—

Prof. E. Marburg, University
Next annual meeting, June 30
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
to July 4, Hotel Traymore, Atlantic City, N. J,
.\merican Society of Civil Engineers. Chas. W. Hunt, 220 West 57th
St., New York; 1st and 3d Wed., except June, July and August,
New York.
American Society or Engineering Contractors. J. R. Wemlinger, 11
Broadway, New York; 2d Thursday of each month, at 2 P. M.»
11 Broadway, New York.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
39th St., New York.
American Wood Preservers' Association, F. J. Angier, B. & O., Baltimore, Md.
Next convention, January 19-21, 1915, Chicago.
Association of American Railway Accounting Officers. E. R. Woodson, 1300 Pennsylvania Ave., Washington, D. C.
.\nnual convention,

—

ChicEtgo Commission to Study European Terminals

The Chicago Railway Terminal Commission, which was

re-

appointed by the city council committee on railway
terminals, as provided for in the ordinance for the new L'nion
station, to make a comprehensive study of the terminal problem
in Chicago, and to make a special preliminary report on January
cently

1, 1915. left Chicago on Wednesday of this week for a trip of
several weeks to study the principal railway terminals of European cities, as well as several in this country. E. C. Carter, who
recently resigned as chief engineer of the Chicago & North
Western, has been retained by the presidents of the Chicago

railways to accompany the commission, at its request that the
railways be represented.
The commission includes John F.
Bion
Wallace, consulting engineer retained by the committee
Arnold,
representing
the Citizens' Terminal Comengineer
J.
mittee
Walter L. Fisher, also representing the Citizens'
Terminal Committee; E. H. Bennett, architect of the Chicago
Plan Commission and Alderman Geiger. chairman of the council
;

;

;

committee on terminals.

A

number

of aldermen will also ac-

the committee.
The commission will visit Toronto,
Montreal. Boston and Xew York, sailing on the Lusitania on
While abroad tfiey will visit Liverpool. Manchester,
July 14.
London. Paris. \'ienna. Buda Pesth. Berlin. Frankfort. Kiel.
Copenhagen and Stockholm. They expect to return to Chicago
in September.

company

International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association

The twenty-second, annual convention of the International
Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association will be held on
August 18. 19 and 20 at the Hotel Wisconsin, Milwaukee,
Wis. The subjects to be considered at the meeting are: Flue
Welding Making and Repairing Frogs and Crossings Carbon and High Speed Steel; Tools and Formers; Electric
Welding: Drop Forging; Spring Making and Repairing; Piece
Work and Other Methods Locomotive Frame Making and
Repairing: Oxy-Acetylene Process for Cutting and Welding;
Case Hardening; What X"_ew Subjects Can Be Brought Up
Heat Treatm.ent of Metals and
to Benefit the Association
:

;

;

;

Shop Kinks.

;

—

—

—

—

April 28.

1915,

Atlanta, Ga.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.

—C.

W.

Egan, B.

&

O., Baltimore.

Md.

—

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers. Jos. A. Andrcucetti, C. &
N. \V. Ry., Chicago. Annual convention, October 19-23, Chicago.
-Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.
P. W. Drew, 112

West Adams

—

St.,

Chicago.

—

of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers. G. P.
Conard, 75 Church St., New York.
Association of Water Line Accounting Officers. W. R. Evans, Chamber of Commerce, Buffalo. X. Y.
Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association. L. D. Mitchell. Detroit
Graphite Co., Chicago, 111.
Meeting with American Railway Bridge
and Building Association.
Canadian Railway Club. James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,
Que.; 2d Tuesday in month, except June, July and August, Windsor
Hotel, Montreal.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers. Clement H. McLeod, 176 Mansfield St., Montreal, Que.: 1st Thursday, October, November, December, February, March and April, Montreal.
Car Foremen's Association of Chicago. Aaron Kline, 841 Lawler Ave.,
Chicago; 2d Monday in month, except July and August, Lytton Bldg.,
.Association

—
—

—

—

—

Chicago.
Centr.\l R-mlway

Club.— H.

Fri. in Jan., May. Sept.
Statler, Buffalo. N. Y.

Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 2d
and Nov. and 2d Thurs. in March. Hotel

D.

—

Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul. Edw. J. Dugan, P. O. Box 654,
St. Paul. Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July, August and September, Old State Capitol Bldg., St. Paul.
Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania. Edw. R. Dasher, Box 75. Harrisburg. Pa.: 1st Friday after 10th of each month, except July and
August, 31 So. Front St., Harrisburg, Pa.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania. Elmer K. Hiles, Oliver
Bldg., Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh. Pa.
Freight Claim Association. Warren P. Taylor, Richmond, Va.
General Superintendents' Association of Chicago. A. M. Hunter. 605
Grand Central StatfBn, Chicago; Wed. preceding 3d Thurs., Transportation Bldg., Chicago.
International Rat-way Congress. Executive Committee, 11, rue de Louvain, Brussels, Belgium.
Convention, 1915, Berlin.
lNTEBv.--oN*r "RAILWAY FuEL Associ.\TiON. C. G. Hall, 922 McCormick
Bldg., Chicago.

—

—

—

—

—

—

F

Jl-ly
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—

International R-mlway General Foremen's Association. Wm. Hall, 829
West Broadway, Winona, Minn. Next convention, July 14-17, Hotel
Sherman, Chicago.
International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association. A. L. Woodworth, Lima, Ohio. Next convention, August 18-20, Hotel Wisconsin,
Milwaukee, Wis.
Maintenance of Way and Master Painters' Association of the United
States and Canada.— T. I. Goodwin, C. R. I. & P., Eldon, Mo. Next
convention, November 17-19, 19U, Detroit, Mich.
Master Boiler Makers' Association. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,

ijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiNiiiiniiiiiNiittimiiiiiutiiimiiiiiiiiHiiiiiii

—

New

—

York.

Master Car Builders' Association.

—

W.

J.

Taylor, Karpen Building, Chi-

cago.

—

Master Car & Locomotive Painters' Assoc, of U. S. and Canada. A. P.
Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass. Next convention, September 8-11,

—

National Railway Appliances Association. Bruce V. Crandall, 537 So.
Next convention, March 15 to 19, 191S,
Dearborn St., Chicago.
Chicago.

Railroad Clui.

—W.

ton, Mass.; 2d 'Tuesday in

Boston.

Cade,

E.

683 Atlantic Ave., Bos-

Jr.,

month, except June, July, Aug. and Sept.,

—

Railroad Club. H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d
Friday in month, except June, July and August, New York.
Niagara Frontier Car Men's Association. E. Frankenberger, 623 Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y. Meetings monthly.
Peoria Association of Railroad Officers. M. W. Rotchford, Union Station, Peoria, 111.; 2d Thursday in month, Jefferson Hotel, Peoria.
Railroad Club op Kansas City.— C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas
City, Mo.: 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.
Railroad Master Tinners, Coppoismiths & Pipefitters' Association.
U. G. Thompson, C. & E. I., Danville, 111.
Railway Business Association. Frank W. Noxon, 30 Church St., New

New York

—
—

—

—
Pittsburgh,
B. Anderson, Penna. R.
—
month, except June, July and August, Pittsburgh.
Pa.; 4th Friday
Railway Development Association. — W. Nicholson, Kansas City Southern,
Kansas
Mo.
Scribner, 1021
Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Assoc. —
Monadnock Block, Chicago. Meetings with Asso. Ry. Elec. Engrs.
York.

Railway Clue of Pittsburgh.

R.,

J.

in

City,

J.

—

Railway Fire Protection .'\ssociation. C. B. Edwards, Mobile & Ohio,
Mobile, Ala.
Annual meeting, October 6. Washington, D. C.
Railway Gardening Association. J. S. Butterfield, Lee's Summit, Mo.;
Railway Signal Association. C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa. Annual

—

—

meeting, Bluff Point, N. Y., September 22-24.
Railway Storekeepers' Association. J. P. Murphy, Bt-x C, Collinwood,
Ohio.
Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association. J. D. Conway, 2136 Oliver
Bldg., Pittsburgh. Pa.
Meetings with M. C. B. and M. M. Associa-

—

—

tions.

—

Railway Telegraph & Telephone Appliance Association. G. A. Nelson,
50 Church St., New York. Meetings with Assoc, of Ry. Teleg. Supts
Richmond Railroad Clue. F. O. Robinson, C. & O., Richmond, Va.; 2d
Monday in month, except June, July and August.
Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association. L. C. Ryan, C. &

—

—

N. W., Sterling. 111. Next convention, September 8-10, 1914, Chicago.
Louis R-ailway Clud. B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,
Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June, July and Aug., St. Louis.
Salt Lake City Transportation Club. R. E. Rowland, Hotel Utah Bldg.,
Salt Lake City, Utah; In Saturday of each month. Salt Lake City.
Signal Appliance Association. F. W. Edmunds. 3868 Park Ave., New
York.
Meeting with annual convention Railway Signal Association.
Society of Railway Financial Officers. Carl Nyquist, La Salle St. Station, Chicago.
Annual meeting, September 15-17, Hotel Aspinwall,
Lenox, Mass.
Southern Association of Car Service Officers. E. W. Sandwich, A. &
W. P. Ry., Atlanta. Ga. Next meeting, July 16, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Southern & Southwestern Railway Club. A. J. Merrill, Grant Bldg.,
Atlanta, Ga.
3d Thurs., Jan., March, May, July,
Nov.,
Sept.,
10 A. M.. Candler Bldg., Atlanta.
Toledo Transportation Club. J. S. Marks, Agent, Interstate Despatch,
Toledo, Ohio; 1st Saturday in month. Boody House, Toledo.
Track Supply Association.— W. C. Kidd, Ramapo Iron Works, Hillsburn,
N. Y.
Meetings with Roadmasters' anti Maintenance of Way

—

St.

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

Association.

—

Traffic Club of Chicago. W. H. Wharton, La Salle Hotel, Chicago.
Traffic Club of New York. C. A. Swope, 291 Broadway, New York:
last Tuesday in month, except June, July and August, WaldorfAstoria, New York.
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.— D. L. Wells. Erie R. R.. Pittsburgh, Pa.;
meetings bimonthly, Pittsburgh. Annual meeting, 2d Monday in June.
Traffic Club of St. Louis. .\. F. Versen, Mercantile Library Building.
Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings
St. Louis, Mo.
October to May.
Train Despatchers' Association of America. J. F. Mackie, 7122 Stewart

—

—

Ave., Chicago.

Transportation
after

first

Trciffic

lllllllltlllllltlllllllllllKllllllS

News
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The

has begun a suit in Kentucky to test the
legality of the recent law of that state reducing passenger fares
from three cents a mile to 25^ cents.
Illinois Central

The Interstate Commerce Commission has tentatively apiiroved
new code of weighing rules formulated by the American
Railway Association and the National Industrial Traffic League.
the

Nashville, Tenn.

New England

lb

—

—
Detroit. — W.

Club of Buffalo.
Wednesday.

Transportation Club of

J.

M.

Sells,

Buffalo;

first

Saturday

Supt.'s office. L. S. &
M. S.. Detroit, Mich.: meetings monthlv, Normandie Hotel, Detroit.
Traveling Engineers' Association.— W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. R.,
East Buffalo. N. Y.
Next meeting, September 15-18, Hotel Sher-

man, Chicago.

Utah Society of Engineers.

— Frank

R. Hurley.

W. Moore, Newhouse

Lake

Bldg.,

Salt

City, Utah: 3d Friday of each month, except July and August,
Consolidated Music Hall, Salt Lake City.
E. O. Box 1707, Winnipeg, Man.: 2d Morday, except June. Tulv and .August. Winnipeg.
Western Railway Club. J. W. Taylor, 1112" Karpen Building, Chicago;
3d Tuesdav of each month, except June, July and .-Xugust, Karpen
Building, Chicago.
Western Society of Engineers. J. FI. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,
Chicago: regular meeting 1st Monday in month, except January, July
and August, Chicago. Extra meetings, except in July and August,
generally on other Monday evenings.

Western Canada Railway Club.- W. H. Rosevear,

—

—

The Southern Pacific, in accordance with a recent order of the
Commerce Commission, has published both east and
rates through the Ogden gateway for traffic
to points south of Portland, Ore.
The westbound rates are alInterstate

westbound freight

ready in efTect and the eastbound rates become effective July

10.

Tariffs have been filed with the Interstate Commerce Commission, effective August 1, providing for storage charges at the
railroad warehouses in Superior, Wis., and Duluth, Minn. The

provides a charge of 20 cents a ton between April 15 and
1, the season of open navigation, and SO cents a ton
for the closed season, December 1 to April 15.

tariff

December

The General Managers' Association of Texas is urging the
adoption of a new form of livestock contract, making the railroads responsible only for physical damage to livestock caused
by derailments and collisions, and eliminating the market prices
as factors in settlements between shippers and the railroads.
Under this new form of contract the railroads would not be
responsible for shrinkage en route.
The Denver &

Salt Lake on June 29 put into effect new tariffs
its lines, making a considerable reducboth class and commodity rates, in some cases amounting
For example, the first-class rate from
to as much as 50 per cent.
Denver to Craig, the terminus of the line, was reduced from
The rate on nails between the same
$1.70 to $1.09 per 100 lb.
points was reduced from 86 cents to 35 cents. It was announced
that the reductions were made in order to develop the territory of
the road. Nearly all commodities are affected by the reduction.

of local freight rates on
tion

ill

No more low price, one-way colonist tickets to the West
and Northwest- will be sold by the Southern Railway. This
announcement is in accordance with the policy of President
Fairfax Harrison to do everything possible to discourage the
movement of people from the South. For a number of years
the Southern has endeavored to discourage the offering of
low colonist rates from the South and has only sold them at
points where it was felt necessary to meet competition. From
this time on, however, no such rates will be offered by the
Southern Railway; this regardless of any action that may be
taken by other lines. The Southern will continue to offer homeseekers' rates into the South.
Traffic officers of the Union Pacific, the Southern Pacific, the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
Paul, the Northern Pacific and the Great Northern, have been
in Washington during the past week conferring with the Interstate Commerce Commission concerning the changes to be made
in transcontinental freight tariffs as a result of the confirmation
of the commission's decision, of 1911, by the recent opinion of
the Supreme Court. The commission's order expired by statutory limitation in 1913 and the question now is w^hether the same
order shall be reissued. There have been changes in conditions
which may be used "to support a claim on the part of the roads

that different bases should

now

be applied.

A. M. Mortenseri, traffic manager of the Panama-Pacific
International Exposition estimates that the visitors to the
exposition will number 2.132,500. This includes from points
in the United States east of the Rocky mountains, 1.000,000;
west of the Rocky mountains, exclusive of California, 250.000;
from Europe and -Africa, 50.000. Mr. Mortensen thinks that
the attractions of California outside of the exposition will
largely offset the disadvantage of being situated so far from
The city of San Francisco has
the centers of population.
voted a bond issue of $3,500,000 for electric car lines to concenter
the
of the city and the exposibetween
passengers
vey
tion grounds, the existing lines being inadequate.

)
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other points on the Mount \'ernon division it should also provide a similar ticket for Addison and \"irginia Highhnds and
that the rate on this ticket should not exceed $3.
The one way
and round trip fares are not found imreasonahle. (30 1. C. C.
593.
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
Examiner Brown held a hearing in Chicago on July 1 on the
complaint of the Xational Association of Ice Cream Manufacturers against the express companies on account of the rates for
express shipments of ice cream, which went into effect February
1, 1914. in connection with the general revision of express rates
made by the Interstate Commerce Commission at that time. In
the new rates ice cream was changed from first to second class
at the request of the shippers, but the express companies provided a minimum of 49 cents for five gallons. The ice cream

men want
They

a 40-cent

minimum, which

some states.
returned empty cans
sizes or under, and

prevails

also ask a reduction in the rates for

from 15 cents to 10 cents for five-gallon
from 25 cents to 15 cents for sizes over five

in

gallons.

Switching at Baltimore, Maryland
Otiii'oii

by CoHDiiissioiicr McCliord:

The commission finds that the carriers have not justified proposed increases in the rates for the transportation of carload
freight from the connection between the Northern Central Railway and the Western Maryland in Baltimore to and from cer(30 I. C. C. 581.)
tain points on the "block route" in that city.
Rates on Flour and Grain Products Between Virginia Points

&

Western. Ofiition
ct al v. Xorfolk
commission:
on
flour
and grain prodthat
the
rates
finds
The commission
ucts in carloads from milling points on the Shenandoah division
of the Xorfolk & Western in N'irginia and West \'irginia to
points on the Pocahontas division and Clinch \'alley extension in
Virginia and West Virginia are not unreasonable or dis-

Page Milliiii^^Cowfaiiy

by

tin-

criminatory (30

I.

C.

C. 605).

Tanbark Rates

Huns

Rccs' Sons

v.

to

North Carolina Points

Southern Railu-ay.

Opinion by Commis-

sioner Clements:

The commission finds that a rate of six cents per 100 lb. on
tanbark from Delrio, Tenn., to Asheville. X. C. is not discriminaIt is also held that the carriers have justified a proposed
tory.
cancellation of the application of the North Carolina intrastate
mileage scale of rates on tanbark from stations on the line of
the defendants in South Carolina to North Carolina tanning
points, and the placing of that commodity on the same rate basis
(30 I. C. C. 585.)
as lumber and other forest products.
Rates on Iron Ore from Points in

New York

State

Ontario Iron Ore Company r. -Vt-U' York Central
Rifcr ct al. Opinion by Commissioner Meyer:

&

Hudson

The commission finds that the present rate of $1.10 per gross
ton on iron ore in carloads from Fruitland and Ontario. N. Y..
to Emporium. Pa., and the present rate of 51.60 per gross ton on
the same traffic to Earlston, Saxton and Riddlesburg. Pa., are not
The rate of $1.60 per
unreasonable or unjustly prejudicial.
gross ton to Curtin, Milesburg and Bellefonte, Pa., however, is
(30
found unreasonable to the extent that it exceeds $1.40.
I.

C.

C.

566.)

Passenger Fares on the Washington-Virginia Railway

Highlands Citizens' .-issociation i'. WashingtonOpinion by Commissioner Harlan:
The commission finds that defendant's charge for 25-trip
family tickets for use between its Washington terminal at Twelfth
and b streets, northwest, and Addison and Virginia Highlands
in Virginia is discriminatory as compared with the commutation
It is also
fares to other points on the Mount Vernon division.
held that as defendant provides a 52-trip monthly commutation
ticket between Washington and Alexandria. New Alexandria and
J'ir^iiiia

Virginia RailTxvy.

Dunnage Allowances
Opinion by the commission:
The commission finds that the carriers in southwestern territory have justified a proposed cancellation of the allowance for
actual weight of dunnage not in excess of 500 lb. used by shippers
and furnished at their expense to protect freight in carloads
shipped in box, stock or refrigerator cars.
There can be no
doubt that the primary and most important purpose of the dunnage used in varying forms by the shipping interests is to make
the load safe for transportation and to obviate injury to the
goods, the prevention of damage to the carriers' equipment being
Under these circumstances and in view
a minor consideration.
of the fact that the substitution of dunnage for the more expensive boxes and crates and other packing material is of advantage
to the shipper and reduces the gross weight upon which freight
charges must be paid, it is held not inconsistent that the carriers should receive revenue for the total weight hauled.
Following the findings in the case entitled In the Matter of the Suspension of IVestern Classifieation So. 51. the continuance of the
allowance for shipments on open cars is upheld. (30 ICC, 538.)

Richmond Switching Charges

Richmond Chamber

of Commerce z: Seaboard Air Line ct al.
Opinion by Commissioner McChord:
The -Atlantic Coast Line, Seaboard Air Line and the Southern
Railway, southern carriers serving Richmond. \'a.. have a rule
whereby they have for some time absorbed connecting line
switching charges on carload traffic at Richmond, Va.. only when
the carrier performing the transportation service was in competition for the traflnc with the switcliing line.
The Chesapeake
& Ohio and the Richmond. Fredericksburg & Potomac which
also serve the city, absorb connecting line switching on all carload traffic from and to other than local points on their respective
lines.
The result in general is that the arrangements affecting
the absorption of switching charges at Richmond are quite different as far as the various receivers and shippers of freight at
that point are concerned.
The commission finds, therefore, that
the refusal of the defendants to absorb switching charges on
some carload shipments at Richmond, while absorbing such
charges on other carload shipments to and from that point is
discrimination against the shippers who are required to pay
such charges. It is also found that the refusal of the defendants
to absorb switching charges on some carload shipments at Richmond, while absorbing such charges on like shipments at Xorfolk
is discrimination against Richmond on traffic transportedto and
from that point. The defendants are therefore required to desist
from such discrimination in the future. .-^ complaint with respect
to unreasonable and discriminatory charges on trap, peddler
and station-order cars, however, is not sustained. (30 I. C. C.
552.)

Omaha
Omaha

Grain Rates

Northern Pacific et al. Opinion
by Commissioner Daniels:
On grounds similar to those in the case of Omaha Grain E.vchange I'. C. B.
Q., it is held that the Xorthern Pacific and
the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy should establish joint rates on
grain in carload lots from points in Montana on the line of the
Northern Pacific west of Billings to Omaha, South Omaha and
Council Bluffs, which will not exceed the rates contemporaneously
maintained from the same points of origin to Minneapolis via the
Northern Pacific. The points west of Billings are substantially
equi-distant from Minneapolis and Omaha and although the
routes to the latter involve a two line haul, this is not an important consideration because the distances involved are so great.
Grain E.vchange

v.

&

The commission

finds

that^e

essential disparity in the distance

traversed over the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul and between
points of origin in Montana. North Dakota and South Dakota
and Minneapolis on the one hand, and between these points of
origin and Omaha on the other, warrants a difference in the

Ji-Lv
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rates.
It is held, however, that the present difference of five
cents in favor of Minneapolis is discriminatory and that except
where at present equal rates apply as in the Judith Basin territory between Roundup. Hilger and Twodot, the Chicago, Mil-

waukee &

jfiiiiiiiiiiitiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirtiiiit

Railway Officers

Paul should establish to Omaha, South Omaha and
Council Bluffs, a rate not to exceed by more than two cents per
100 lb., the rate contemporaneously charged from the points of
St.

origin involved to Minneapolis.

(30

I.

C.

C,

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

572.)

The

&

Sloss-Sbcfflcld Steel

Iron Coin/^aiiy

ct

al.

z-.

Louisville

&

Commissioner McChord:
Operators of blast furnaces in Alabama and Tennessee complain that the existing rates on pig iron from the south to Ohio
river crossings, to points north and east thereto all rail, and to
Xew England, all rail and rail and water, are unreasonable and
discriminatory.
The rates from Chattanooga, Tenn., are made
certain differentials under Birmingham and as these differentials
Ofiiiion by

have not been questioned, the entire southern situation can be
dea'-t with by considering only Birmingham, which district is
representative of the Alabarna operations.
Louisville is representative of Ohio river crossings, as Chicago and Boston are
illustrative of central freight association territory and the east
respectively.

The commission

that the rates from Birmingham to
Chicago and to Boston via water and rail
are unreasonable and should not exceed the following per gross
finds

Louisville, St. Louis,

ton: to Louisville, $2.65; to St. Louis, $3.40: to Chicago, $4.00,
and to Boston, rail and water, $4.25.
The present differentials between the southern furnaces are to
be maintained, as is also the relation of rates now obtaining to
the 'Ohio river, to points in central freight association territory,
and to the east. Xo change will l)e ordered in the proportional
rates to the Ohio river at this time for the reason that this
would throw the entire reduction upon the southern lines. The
proportional rates to and from the Ohio river should be so
revised as to make the through rate to Chicago, for example,
not in excess of $4 per gross ton.
It is also held that the rates from the New England ports to
interior Xew England points are unreasonable as applied to

prescribed that the rate from Birmingham to Springfield and Portland should not exceed SS.25 and to
Lowell, $5, with like reductions in the rates to other interior
Xew England points. Xo opinion is expressed as to the reasonableness of the present differentials between the all-rail and rail
and water rates to Xew England, but this is not to be taken as
justification for any increase in the differentials.
Xo reparation is awarded. (30 I. C. C, 597.)

through

traffic

and

it

of F. A. Healy, secretary and treasurer of the Ohio
removed from Cincinnati, Ohio, to Springfield.

Electric, has been

Pig Iron Rates from the South

Xasl'tvillc ct al.

office

is

:

B. Lancaster has been appointed auditor of disbursements of
the Union Pacific, with headquarters at Omaha. Xeb., in place
of E. L. Fries, transferred.

W. Scott Hancock has been appointed assistant general attorney of the Missouri Pacific and the St. Louis, Iron Mountain
Southern, for lines in Missouri, with headquarters at St. Louis,
succeeding James F. Green, promoted. Mr. Hancock has been

&

assistant attorney in the vice-president's office.

Albert J. Stone, general manager of the Erie at Xew York,
has been elected vice-president, in charge of the operating department, with headquarters at Xew York, effective July 15.

A

portrait

of

were published
1913,

Mr. Stone and a sketch of his railway career
in the Railway Age Gasette of December 26,

page 1244.

Xew York. Xew Haven &
New Haven, Conn., has been
Boston & Maine, effective August 15,
succeeding Morris McDonald, who resigned last February.
A
portrait of Mr. Hustis and a sketch of his career were published
in the Railz^vy Age Gazette of August 1, 1913, page 179.
James H. Hustis, president of the

Hartford, with headquarters at

elected president of the

Operating
A. H. Ehlers, superintendent of the Copper Range at Houghton,, Mich., has been appointed general superintendent.

H. E. Allen has resigned as superintendent of the Trinity &•
Brazos X'alley at Teague. Tex., to go to the St. Louis Southwestern.
E. A. Gould has resigned as assistant to the general manager
of the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton at Cincinnati. Ol'io, and
the office is abolished.
R. A Pierce, yardmaster of the Oregon Short Line at Ogden,
Utah, has been appointed .superintendent of the Ogden L"nion

Railway & Depot Company.

,

Torrey. acting superintendent of transportation of the
Valley, has been appointed superintendent of transportation, with headquarters at Columbus, Ohio.
C.

P.

Hocking

Duncan, trainmaster of the Illinois Southern at Sparta,
has been appointed superintendent, succeeding J. C. Collins,
resigned to engage in other business, and L. X'. Combs succeeds
C. R.

STATE COMMISSIONS

111.,

The Illinois Public Utilities Commission has entered an order
further suspending, until October 15, the proposed increase of
lb. in the rates on grain in Illinois.

one cent per 100

The Texas railways on June 30 filed with the Texas Railroad
Commission the new tariff increasing the rates from Dallas and
Houston

Texas
from Shreveport, La.,

to points in East

state rates

to

correspond with the inter-

to the

same

points, in accord-

ance with the decision of the Interstate Commerce Commission
which was recently sustained by the Supreme Court. The Texas
commission has not yet indicated whether it would approve or
make opposition to the new rates, although at a hearing the week
before the commission suggested that the railroads make a compromise l)y raising the Texas rate somewhat and reducing the

Shreveport rate somewhat.

the Lake

.\dams, hitherto assistant signal engineer of
Southern, has been appointed senior signal
engineer of the division of valuation of the Interstate Commerce
Commission for the southern division (Chattanooga).
E. L.

& Michigan

COURT NEWS
See mention of the
ilution

suit

in

Xew

York,

Financial Xews.

Xew Haven &

Warren D. ShuU, trainmaster of the Waynesburg & Washington at Waynesboro, Pa., has been appointed superintendent,
succeeding C. E. Bower, wdio has been retired under the pension
rules of the company.
H. R. Hanlin has been appointed general manager of the
Dayton & L'nion, with office at Cincinnati, Ohio, succeeding E.
A. Gould, resigned, and W. F. Stark, superintendent at Dayton,
Ohio, having resigned, his former position has been abolished.
J. P. Houston, assistant superintendent of the Minneapolis &
St. Louis at Fort Dodge, Iowa, has been appointed superintendent of the Eastern division, with office at Oskaloosa, succeeding R. S. Marshall, resigned, to accept service w'ith another

company.

PERSONNEL OF COMMISSIONS
Shore

Mr. Duncan.

Hartford

dis-

T. H. Sears, division superintendent of the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe at Marceline, Mo., lias been appointed general suR. H. Allison, trainmaster at
perintendent at Amarillo. Tex.
Emporia, Kan., succeeds Mr. Sears, and C. L. Mason takes the
place of Mr. Allison.

superintendent of the Chicago-Petoskej' diJ. W. Mulhern.
vision of the Pere Marquette at Grand Rapids. Mich., has been
appointed superintendent of the Xorthern division of the Chicago
Great Western, with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn., succeeding
W. B. Causev. resigned.

:
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The statement in Our issue of July 3, that C. W. Bearden,
assistant superintendent at Bloomington, 111., of the Chicago &
Alton, had been appointed chief despatcher and that E. E. Sutton,

Vol.

57,

Xo. 2

J. B. Chandler, car accountant, has been appointed
superintendent of car service, with headquarters at Dallas, and

operator in the despatcher's office at Savanah, Ga.. and then
appointed a despatcher on the same road.
He was
appointed despatcher on the Georgia Southern & Florida in September, 1889, remaining in that position until April, 1891. when
he was appointed despatcher on the Plant system. From July,
1898, to September, 1900, he was trainmaster, and then to December, 1905, was division superintendent of the same system which
is
now operated by the Atlantic Coast Line. From July to
December. 1906, he was superintendent of transportation of the
Georgia. Florida & Alabama, and from May, 1907, to April. 1911,
was chief clerk to the superintendent of transportation of the
Central of Georgia, and then, until the following October, was
acting superintendent at Savannah, Ga.
He was then trainmaster on the same road at Cedarstown, Ga.. until January, 1912,
when he became superintendent of the Georgia & Florida, and
from April 15, 1913, to June 1. 1914, he was superintendent of
the Atlanta. Birmingham & .Atlantic, at Manchester. Ga.. which
position he held at the time of his recent appointment as general

the former position

manager of the Georgia & Florida,

had been appointed assistant chief despatcher
Both will remain in their former positions.

chief despatcher.

was an

error.

Otto Holstein, until recenth- superintendent of transportaGuayaquil & Quito Railway in Ecuador, and
tion of the
previously operating manager of the Central Railway of
Peru, has been appointed superintendent of transportation
of the San Antonio, Fredericksburg & Northern, with headquarters at Fredericksburg, Tex.
J.

E. Taussig, superintendent of transportation of the Texas &
has been appointed general superintendent, with head-

Pacific,

J. W. Everman. resigned
company, and the former office

quarters at Dallas, Tex., succeeding
to accept service with another
is

abolished.

is

.abolished.

H. Dyer, superintendent of the Tucson division of the
Southern Pacific at Tucson, Ariz., has been appointed superintendent of the Sacramento division, with office at Sacramento,
Cal., succeeding W. A. Whitney, resigned to accept service with
another company. T. H. Williams, assistant superintendent of
the Tucson division at Sacramento, succeeds Mr. Dyer, and J. T.
Bell, trainmaster at Sacramento, succeeds Mr. Williams.

was

J.

B. Heafer, assistant general manager of the International
Great Northern, has been appointed superintendent of transportation, with headquarters at Houston. Tex., and the office
of second assistant general manager is abolished.
J. L. Burd,
formerly assistant superintendent of the Gulf division, has been
appointed superintendent of that division, with headquarters at
Palestine. Tex., to succeed J. P. Burrus. who has been appointed
superintendent of terminals at Houston, with jurisdiction over

as above noted.

Traffic
J. H. Barr has been appointed traveling freight agent of the
Central of Georgia, with headquarters at Kansas City, Mo.

George A. Clifford, city passenger agent of the Canadian
Pacific and the Minneapolis. St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie at
Cleveland, Ohio, has been appointed general agent at the same
place.

J.

&

the Columbia branch.

D. J. Bill, commercial agent of the Lake Erie & Western at
Buffalo, N. Y., has been transferred to New York City as genE. J. Lewis is appointed commercial agent at Minneapolis. Minn.

era! agent.

G.

C.

Henderson has been appointed westbound agent, with
at Kansas City. Mo., of the Central-Savannah
is operated jointly by the Ocean Steamship Com-

headquarters
Line, which

pany and the Central of Georgia.
superintendent of the Utah division of the
Line, will have jurisdiction also over the Montana
C. E. Brooks,
division, with headquarters at Pocatcllo. Idaho.
who has been acting superintendent of the latter division, has
been appointed assistant superintendent of the Idaho division,
with headquarters at Nampa. Idaho. H. J. Plumhofif. trainmaster

A.

F.

Brewer,

Oregon Short

has been appointed assistant division superintendent
.\. Pond, trainmaster at Salt Lake City, has
been appointed assistant division superintendent at that place.
at Pocatcllo,

at Pocatello,

and M.

.Tasper N. Haines, whose appointment as superintendent of the
Seneca division of the Lehigh Valley, with headquarters at Sayre.
Pa., has been announced in these columns, was born on February 20, 1876, at Pleasant Dale. W. Va. He began railway work
in 1892 as water boy and laborer on construction work and was
then consecutively station clerk, yard clerk trainmaster's clerk
and general manager's clerk on the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie at
Pittsburgh. Pa. the Cleveland Terminal & Valley and the Cleveland. Lorain & Wheeling, now a part of the Baltimore & Ohio,
On August 8. 1898. he went to the Lehigh
at Cleveland, Ohio.
Valley and has been in the continuous service of that road ever
since, first as stenographer in the superintendent's office of the
Mahanoy & Hazleton division and then as chief clerk. He was
;

transferred in July, 1903. in the same capacity to the office of the
superintendent of the Wyoming division. In October, 1904. he
was appointed clerk in the general manager's office and the following May became chief clerk to the general manager. He was
promoted to inspector of transportation on November 18. 1907,
and in August, 1909, was appointed trainmaster of the Auburn
division.
On January 1, 1910, he was promoted to assistant
superintendent of the Buffalo division, which position he held at
the time of his recent appointment as superintendent of the
Seneca division of the same road, as above noted.
as general manager
of the Georgia & Florida, with headquarters at .Augusta, Ga.. has
born on June 1.
columns,
was
these
already been announced in
1866, in Lowndes county. Ga.. and was educated in the common
He began railway work in 1883. as a laborer with a
schools.
bridge gang of the Plant Investment Company, building the

Dixon Fay Kirkland, whose appointment

South Florida Railway. He was then consecutively work train
conductor, locomotive fireman, and from the latter part of 1885
to 1887 telegraph operator at various points on the Savannah,
Florida & Western, now a part of the Atlantic Coast Line.
From 1887 to January of the following year he was copying

W. Wirt

has been appointed traveling freight agent of the
Orleans & Texas Pacific and the Alabama
Great Southern, with headquarters at Chattanooga, Tenn., succeeding E. L. Hunt, transferred.
K.

Cincinnati.

New

E. J. Pope has been appointed commercial agent of the
Missouri. Kansas & Texas and the Wichita Falls & Northwestern
at Wichita Falls. Tex., to succeed O. C. Thomas, who has been
transferred to Oklahoma City, Okla., in a similar capacity.

W. T. Stevenson, chief of the tariff bureau of the Cleveland,
& St. Louis, with headquarters at Cincinnati,
Ohio, has been appointed assistant general freight agent, with
office at Cincinnati.
Walter Nichols, division freight agent at
St. Louis. Mo., succeeds Mr. Stevenson, and S. A. Townsend,
commercial agent at Pittsburgh. Pa., takes the place of Mr.
Nichols. W. F. Greaves, general agent at Nashville, Tenn.. has
been appointed general southern freight agent, a newly-created
Brent Arnold,
position, with headquarters at Birmingham, Ala.
Jr., general agent of the Western Maryland at Cleveland, Ohio,
Big
Four
at Cincinnati,
has been appointed general agent of the
succeeding C. H. King, transferred to Louisville, Ky.. as traveling
The following are appointed commercial agents
freight agent.
Tex.; J. M.
J. A. Moore. Nashville. Tenn.: C. W. Smith, Dallas.
Cincinnati. Chicago

F. Meyer. Kansas City. Mo.; M. T.
.\.
Breen, Pittsbvfrgh
Yeaton. Minneapolis. Minn. M. R. Markle. Milwaukee, Wis., and
J. J. Fahey, Memphis, Tenn.
;

;

Engineering and Rolling Stock
F. C. Baluss has

been appointed engineer of bridges and build& Northern at Duluth, Minn.

ings of the Duluth, Missabe

G. H. Wion, assistant supervisor of signals of the Pennsylvania Railroad at New York, has been appointed assistant
signal engineer of the Victorian Government Railways, with
headquarters at Melbourne, Australia.
the Southern
J. Haiiien. superintendent of motive power of
at Washington, D. C, has been promoted to general
superintendent of motive power and equipment, with headquarters at Washington. JcTcceeding .\. Stewart, deceased, and
E. C. Sasser. master mechanic at Spencer, N. C, has been promoted to superintendent of motive power of the Northern and
Eastern districts, with headquarters at Washingtorj, succeeding

Railway

Mr. Hainen.

IiLv
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Purchasing
A.

A.

Denver &

Ray

& Xew

Dawley has been appointed purchasing agent of the

Equipment and Supplies

Salt Lake, with headquarters at Denver, Colo.

Transue has been appiiinted storekeeper of the Lehigh
England, with office at Pen Argj-le, Pa., succeeding F. B.

F.

iiiiiiiiiniiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiitKiriiiifiiiiiiiHttiitriiiiHR

.\rndt, resigned.

&

G. E. Scott, acting purchasing agent of the Missouri, Kansas
Texas, has been appointed purchasing agent, with headquarters

al St. Louis,

Mo.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING
The

Erie has ordered

5

Pacific

locomotives from the

type

Baldwin Locomotive Works.

George L. Mayer has been appointed purchasing agent of the
Ohio Electric, with headquarters at Springfield, Ohio, succeeding
Claude Burckmyer.
G. W. Saul, assistant purchasing agent of the Oregon- \\'ashington Railroad & Xavigation Company, has been appointed purchasing agent, with headquarters at Portland, Ore., succeeding
R. Koehler, retired.

The office of J. F. Hoyer, purchasing agent of the Xew
Orleans Great Northern, was abolished on July 1, and the
purchasing of supplies is now handled through the office of
R. H. Howard, general manager, at Jackson, Miss.
Ernest Baxter, whose appointment as purchasing agent of the
St. Louis Southwestern, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.,
has already been announced in these columns, was born October
11, 1882. at Delmer, Ont.
He received a public
and high school education, and began railway

The Intercoloni.m, K.mluav ok C.\n.\d.\ has ordered 3 switching locomotives from the Montreal Locomotive Works.
The

Phil.\delphi.\

Sl.\c Co.mpanv,

dered

one six-wheel
Locomotive Works.

switching

Bethlehem, Pa., has orlocomotive from the Baldwin

CAR BUILDING
The W.\b-\sh is in the market fo- 7 postal cars.
The Missouri Pacific is in the market for 25 caboose cars.
The Chicago Great Western is in the market for 500 40-ton
box

cars.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western has ordered
box cars from the American Car & Foundry Company, and

400
250

box and 200 automobile cars from the Western Steel Car &
Foundry Company. The Lackawanna is also in the market for
jOO gondola cars

in

addition to those previously ordered.

work

in March. 1903, as
messenger in the local

freight

office

of

was

with
Central &

the

.\lgoma

Hudson Bay

as a clerk at Sault Ste.
Marie, Ont., and from

October. 1903, to March,
1905, he was secretary
to the superintendent of

Grand Trunk at
Mr. Baxwas then employed

—

Chinese Tradition X'erscs the Need i^v Progress. The railways of China in 1913 carried over 20,000.000 passengers and
16,000,000 tons of freight.
Another striking thing show'ing the
new appreciation of western methods and a change which struck
very root of
spect and reverence,
casional

successively in the operating departments of the
Cincinnati, Hamilton &
Dayton at Indianapolis,
Ind., and the Missouri
Pacific at St. Louis, Mo..

l-"ebruary, 1906. when he became secretary to the general
manager of the St. Louis Southwestern at St. Louis. In May,
1909, he was made chief clerk to the president of the latter road,
from which position he was promoted to that of purchasing
agent on June 12. as above noted.

OBITUARY
Pacific, and
and treasurer of the Richmond & Chesapeake Bay
Railway, committed suicide by shooting himself at his office in
X'ew York on July 2.

Phillips,

Tllinois Traction System has ordered 498 tons of material for its terminal building, at Peoria, 111., from the Decatur
Bridge Company.

ter

until

Guy

The

London. Ont.

the

Baxter

IRON AND STEEL

the

Michigan Central. From
May to September he

assistant secretary of the Missouri

secretary

Milton B. Van Zandt. treasurer and assistant secretary of the
Chicago & North Western at X'ew York, died on July 6 at his
in that city from a stroke of paralysis at the age of 66.
He became general transfer clerk of the Chicago & North Western in February, 1872. He was promoted to be assistant treasurer in April, 1906, and was appointed treasurer of the same
road on February 11, 1911.

home

Martin L. Clardy, vice-president and general solicitor of the
Missouri Pacific-Iron Mountain system, with headquarters at St.
Louis, Mo., died suddenly on July 5 in that city at the age of 68.
He was born in St. Genevieve, Mo., and became connected with
the Missouri Pacific in its legal department as assistant and
later was general attorney of that road for Missouri and Illinois.
In 1909 he succeeded Alexander G. Cochrane as general solicitor.

at the

all

that the Chinese held in the deepest rethe yielding to the necessity for the ocin order that a railway might- be

was

removal of graves

properly constructed. The aversion to such removal in the early
days of railway construction in China very often resulted in
giving the lines some of the most extraordinary alinements.

—

Portuguese Railway Development. It is reported that during the past few years the personnel of the state and privately-

owned railways

Portugal have been showing better results.
Notwithstanding restricted funds, improvements have been introduced in the technical and administrative departments and
the structures and rolling-stock have been maintained in better
Hitherto the resources of the country have not been
condition.
developed to full advantage. This is particularly noticeable in
view of the headway the colonies are making as compared with
The development scheme proposed some time
the motherland.
ago for carrying out railway extension, purchasing rolling-stock,
etc., is now to be realized by the passing of an act dated April
13,
1913, which authorizes the government to raise nearly
$5,000,000.

With

in

this

more

rolling-stock

is

to be installed,

and

other things the line from Vidago to connect with the
Spanish frontier at \"erin is to be commenced at once. Extensions on the Minho-Douro line are also to be carried out. Some
idea of the slow progress of railway construction in the republic,
which is about seven-tenths the size of England, may be gathered
from the fact that in 1877 the total system stood at 596 miles,
and il years after the total mileage reached -only 1,793 miles.
'Since 1906 the increase has been only 13 miles. For many years
the w-ork of extension w^as at a standstill and the structures
and rolling-stock allowed to deteriorate. Expansion of trade
and traffic in Portugal, as in Spain, is seriously handicapped by
the original layout of the lines, which do not provide the fruit
and other agricultural industries with sufficiently cheap and rapid
The break of gage, which isolates the pentransit to the ports.
insula from France and the rest of Europe, is another d-;-

among

advantage.
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G. K. MacEdward, advertising manager of the Detroit Lubricator Company, has resigned to join the advertising department
of the Chalmers Motor Company.

The American Mason Safety Tread Company, Lowell,
Mass, has received an orde for over eighty tons of its
"Karbolith" sanitary fireproof car flooring for the new steel
cars of the Southern Railwaj which are being built by the
Pressed Steel Car Company

Harry C. Holloway, who was for several years representative
of the Rail Joint Company, New York, resigned on July 1 and
He will
opened- an office in the Railway E.xchange, Chicago.
handle railway supply accounts, representing among other companies the Keystone Grinder & Manufacturing Company, of
Pittsburgh.

On June

19,

the LTnited States patent office issued to William
the McKeen Motor Car Company,

McKcen, president of
Omaha. Xeb., patent No.
R.

352,725,

covering all-steel_ box cars,

including underframe, superstructure, the steel box, the steel
This patent has been in
bracing and the diagonal bracing.
litigation since 1906 in two interference cases which have been
passed on by the examiners in chief, the commissioner of patents
and the court of appeals of the District of Columbia, sustaining
practically
Pacific steel

every

claim

box cars

made by

built in 1906

The Union
Mr. McKeen.
and 1S07 were built under this

iiiiiiinimiiiniii
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—

.Alabama Gre.\t Southern. This company will start work at
once on improvements at Tuscaloosa, Ala., putting in a new
passing track north of the station and extending the switching
lead.
At Akron the track serving the station will be extended
200 ft. north and 2.417 ft. south. The passing track will be extended 1,403 ft. north and two storage tracks of 1,700 ft. and
1.518 ft. will be constructed, also 600 ft. of cinder pit track and a
,

depressed track 400

ft.

long.

J.

W. Park and H. W.
1!

\v

City,

Radcliflfe.

Lynn Haven & Northern. — Capitalists

of

New

York and Philadelphia are planning to build a railway between
Montgomery, Ala., and St. .\ndrews Bay. Fla.. about 160 miles.
It is proposed to secure control of the Birmingham, Columbus
& St. Andrews Bay, operating a line from Chipley, Fla., south
Southport. 38 miles, which is to form part of the through
The first work to be carried out will be on the section
from Chipley. Fla.. north to Hartford. .Ma., about 28 miles,
from which point the projected route is via Enterprise and Troy
The plans call for the construction of termito Montgomery.
nals at Southport, Fla., to include docks, wharves and ware-

to

route.

houses.
dressed.

The Montgomery Chamber

of

Commerce may

be ad-

—

Steel Taped Cable.— The Simplex Wire & Cable Company,
Boston, Mass., has recently issued a catalog descriptive of Simplex steel taped cable for city lighting and other circuits.

Concrete Ties.— The Percival Concrete Tie & Socket Company. New Orleans, La., has issued a pamphlet describing and
illustrating the use and qualities of its reinforced concrete tics.

—

Railway of Chicago. This company has issued an
its service in the Chicago switching
and the plan of operation of the new clearing yards now

attractive folder describing

under construction.

Car Heating \'alves.— The Gold Car Heating & Lighting
Company. New York, has recently issued bulletins Nos. 938 and
940, illustrative of Gold's Packless twin and quick opening sup-

—

Interphones and Accessories. The Western Electric Company has recently issued a catalog descriptive of its line of interphones and accessories. The booklet contains illustrations and
descriptions of the apparatus, the information concerning
ing given in clear and concise form.

it

be-

—

Milling Machines. The Newton Machine Tool Works, Philadelphia, Pa., has recently issued catalog No. 48, descriptive of
The booklet contains
its line of horizontal milling machines.
views of the various machines, specifications and brief descripthem and

Phoeni.xville.

—

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy. An officer writes that a conhas been let to Petersen & Company, Omaha, Neb,, to
There
build a cut-ofF from Yutan, Neb,, southeast to Chalco.
will be a 300-ft, trestle on the line over Elkhorn river and a
1,700-ft, trestle over the Platte river.
The grading for the extension of this line from Casper, Wyo.,
to Orin Junction has been completed and the track is now being
This company is also building a new line connecting
laid.
Wendover, Wyo., and Guernsey. The grading work is now being
done by Kilpatrick Bros. & Collins Construction Company,
Beatrice, Neb.
tract

—

Illinois Centr.\l. This company has awarded a contract to
Chicago, for two
J. O. Heyworth Construction Company.
concrete subways at One Hundred and Fifteenth street and
Kensington avenue, Chicago.

the

ply valves, respectively.

tions of

Berks & Lancaster (Electric), Incorporated in Pennsylvania
from Lititz, Pa., north to Womelsdork, about 18 miles.
1 he incorporators include F. J. Duckett. W. Grimshaw, T. H.
Paist and H. B. Longbottom, Philadelphia, and V. J, McGlesney,

to build

TRADE PUBLICATIONS

district

\

Balsam Lake & EASTERN.-^Incorporated in Wisconsin with
$100,000 capital to build from Balsam Lake, Wis., west to
Ccnturia. about 8 miles. The incorporators include W. R. Taylor,

patent.

Belt

No. 2

Railway Construction

Supply Trade News
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Vol.

their accessories.

Ditchers, Pile Drivers and Buckets.— The Browning Company, Cleveland, Ohio, has recently issued folders devoted to the
description and illustrations of its newly designed Browning
ditchers, pile drivers and buckets. The illustrations clearly show
the various conditions under which these devices work satisfactorily.

—

Jacks. The Duff Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
has recently issued a very complete catalog of its various types
of jacks. The catalog contains views of the jacks, specifications
and statements naming the kind of work for which each is best

Intermountain Railway.

— An

officer

writes

that

contracts

have been given to the Wasatch Grading Company and the
Oregon Bridge & Construction Company for building from
Most of
Boise, Idaho, east to Moores creek and Boise basin.
the work on the line will be canyon rock work, and the maximum grades will be 1 per cent. There will be one steel bridge
with four 80-ft. girder spans and three 70-ft. girder bridges. The

company expects
minerals

and

to develop a traffic in lumber, logs, live stock,
merchandise.
C. \. Barton, president; C. N

M. Hoover,

Jacquette, chief engineer, and E.
Idaho,

treasurer,

Boise,

—

Kevvanee, Bradford & Henry Inter urban. Plans are being
made, it is said, to build an electric line from Kewanee, III.,
southeast via Osceola and Bradford to Henry, about 35 miles
(See IllinoiC. G, Lampton. Cedar Rapids, Iowa, is interested.
Roads. May 22, p. 1171.)

Lewisburg & Northern.

&

— See
—

Louisville

&

Nashville.

Among the jacks included are Barrett trip or track
adapted.
jacks. Barrett automatic lowering jacks, Barrett automobile
jacks, DufT ball bearing screw jacks, and Duflf-Bethlehem hydrauThere are also sections on Dunn trench braces, jacks
lic jacks.

Nashville. An officer writes that a section of
the Lewisburg & Northern between Brentwood. Tenn., and
Athens, Ala., will be opened for freight traffic on July 15. The
company does not intend to operate passenger trains over the
line for some months or until the track and- roadbed are in

for special purposes and repair parts.

first

Louisville

class condition.

July

10.
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Ogden Rapid Transit Ojmpany. A contract is reported let
the Utah Construction Company, Ogden, Utah, to build a
line east to Huntsville.

branch

open for traffic between Squamish at the head of Howe Sound
and Cheakamus, 11 miles. Track laying is now being e.^tended
north from the latter section and grading work between the end
of track and Lillooet, where the line crosses the Fraser river.
100 miles north of Vancouver, is finished. The unfinished bridges
on this section will delay the completion of the track laying into
The remaining section between Lillooet
Lillooet until ne.xt fall.
and Prince George is all under contract. The company expects
that a force of about 6,000 men will be put to work on this section, and that the grading work will be finished to Prince George
by the end of this year. (May 8, p. 1055.)
R.'MLroad.

miles from Tioga, La., to Alexandria.
The company was
recently organized, with headquarters at Alexandria, to build a

8.5

across the State of Louisiana.
John F. Shepley, of the
L^nion Trust Company, St. Louis, Mo., is president.
(June 26,

line

—

Pacific Great Eastern. This company, which is building a
line from Vancouver, B. C, north to Prince George on the
main line of the Grand Trunk Pacific, 480 miles, is now operating about 5 miles between North Vancouver ferry landing and
West Vancouver and expects soon to open for traffic an addiThe line is also
tional section of 8 miles to Horseshoe Bay.

Pennsylvania

81

— An

officer

writes that the elimina-

and track elevation work is being carried
out through Wilkinsburg, Pa., from a point near Edgewood station through the boroughs of Edgewood, Wilkinsburg and the
cit>- of Pittsburgh to a point near the junction with the Brilliant
branch, a total of about 2.25 miles. The maximum elevation of
tracks above the present grade will be about 16 ft. The streets
in Wilkinsburg are to be depressed about Syi ft. below the
present grade, and the grade crossings eliminated at the intertion of grade crossings

p.

1607.)

—

Wisconsin Southern

(Electric).
Bids are being received, it
32 miles of railway in the state of Wisconsin.
The company was organized to build from Madison, Wis., northeast via Sun Prairie, Columbus. Beaver Dam,' Juneau, Horicon,
Mayville. Knowles, Lomira. Campbellsport, and Dundee to Plymouth also from Knowles north via Brownsville and Oakfield to
Fond du Lac. C. D. Smith, president and general manager,
Fond du Lac, Wis.
is

said, to build

;

RAILWAY STRUCTURES
C. — An officer of the Holston Corporation

Charleston,

S.

ornew terminals for the Carolina,
writes that the contract for the dredging for
Charleston terminals has been let to the Atlantic Gulf & Pacific
Co.. New York. The contract for the concrete dock and foundations has been let to Mc.^rthur Brothers, Xew York.
(July

ganized to carry out the work on
Clinchfield

3, p.

& Ohio

40.)

Charlestowx, W. Va.

—

South avenue and

An officer of the Norfolk & Western
writes that a contract has been given to Wade & Graham, Roanoke, Va., for building a brick passenger station 27 ft. x 107 ft.
3 in. and a brick freight house 27 ft. x 100 ft. at Charlestown.
The estimated cost of the improvement is about $25,(XX).

and Rebecca avenue, where
undergrade bridges are to be constructed. In addition a 10-ft.
pedestrian tunnel will be constructed on the line of Franklin
avenue and an 8-ft. pedestrian tunnel on the line of Whitney
avenue. The work of eliminating two grade crossings in Pittsburgh at Homewood avenue and Brushton avenue has already
been completed. The plans for the new elevated line provide for

The Chicago & Northwestern is contemplatbuilding a 180-car capacity repair yard at Clinton. Iowa.
There will be a total of four buildings, one brick veneer mill
building. 60 x 150 ft., one brick veneer shop building, 50 .x 100 ft.,
one frame store building. 22 x 150 ft., and one frame lumber
shed 22 x ICX) ft. The contract for this work will be let in the
next few days. The estimated cost is about $80,(XX).

the eventual construction and operation of a seven-track railroad,
although only five tracks will be laid at the present time; also
for the construction of a new station in the vicinity of South
avenue and Hay street, with island platforms between tracks,
and a passenger and baggage tunnel under the tracks with

Rocky Mount, N. C,

elevators and stairways leading to the platforms. The improvements also include the construction of a modern freight station
and deliverv' yard on the south side of the tracks on the north
The masonrj- work is being done by the
side of Penn avenue.
Dravo Construction Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., and the track

Jackson, Tenn. An officer of the Mobile & Ohio writes regarding the report that the company will put up new shops at
the Claymore yard and will make repairs to the existing shops
at Jackson, that no definite plans have been prepared for these
improvements.

section of

Hay

street,

Penn avenue and
and

at

Wood

Pitt

street,

at

street

raising bv the Pennsylvania Railroad forces.
Roads. May 29, p. 1215.)

(See Pennsylvania

—

John & Quebec. An officer of this company, which is
building a line from Grand Falls, N. B„ southeast following the
St.

St. John river to St. John, about 210 miles, writes that track
Contracts have been let
laying has been finished on 110 miles.
to Kennedy & McDonald, Woodstock; the Hibbard Company,
The
Ltd., and the Corbett Company, Inc.. both of Fredericton.
work includes building 14 steel bridges. On completion the line
Gould,
R.
A.
Railway.
Intercolonial
the
is to be operated by

Presque Isle, Me., and S. B. Wass, secretary, FredN. B. (September 26, p. 586.)

president,
ericton,

officer writes that contracts for the
of double track on the Washington
and Elma have been let. C. W.
Va.,
Amherst,
between
division
Lane & Company, Atlanta, Ga., has been given the contract for

Southern Railway.— An

construction of

eight miles

19

miles

from Amherst

to

Tye

river

and H.

J.

Chattanooga, Tenn., has been given the contract for
between Tye river and Elma. (July 3, p. 40.)

11

to

Florence,

S.

C.

—A

contract
for

is

reported

let

to

D.

J.

Rose,

improvements at Florence, to include
and machine shop for the

a roundhouse, a turntable, planing mill
Atlantic Coast Line.

—

—

Metropolis, III. The Paducah & Illinois Railway, a subsidiary
of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, and the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, has let a contract for seven pneumatic piers
for a double track bridge over the Ohio river at Metropolis,
111., to the Union Bridge & Construction Company. Kansas City.
These piers w^ill be sunk about 90 ft. and will require about
The entire structure will be 5.630 ft.
84,000 yd. of concrete.
long, and will include one 722 ft., four 555 ft. and one 304 ft.
The estimated cost of the structure is $3,500,000, while
spans.
C. H. Cartthe amount involved in this contract is $1,100,000.
lidge, of Chicago, is chief engineer.

New

York.

— The

New York

Public

Service

Commission,

First district, will open bids on July 23 for the finish work in
six stations on the extension of the Fourth avenue subway in

the borough of Brooklyn between Fortieth and Ninetieth streets.

miles

Ro.«ids

Tri-St.ate Railway Company of Michigan.— A contract is
reported let to A. C. Lingebach & Company, Chicago, to build
the 18-mile section from Hillsdale, Mich., south to Pioneer,
Ohio. This is part of the projected line from Adrian, Mich., to
Elkhart, Ind.
(June 19, p. 1565.)
Vicksburg, Alexandria & Southern.— A contract is reported
Frank T. Constant. Alexandria, La., to build a section of
let

—

Dunavant,

(Electric).— It is understood that plans are under
consideration for the construction of an electric railway from
Mexia, Tex., northwest to Fort Worth, about 95 miles. E. N.
Farris, Hillsboro. Tex., may be addressed.

Texas

Clinton, Iowa.

ing

The Spanish Lines of the P.\ris, Lyons & Mediterraxe.\n
Company. The Paris. Lyons & Mediterranean has acquired
the railways owned by the North-Eastern Company of Spain,
a small company operating two or three subsidiary lines in the
The railways thus transferred are those
Barcelona district.

—

running between Barcelona to Manresa. via Martorell. the CenCatalonia (from Martorell to Igualada) and the ManresaBerga-Guardiola. Work has been re-started on the extension
of the Martorell line to Manresa, and it is expected that this will
Subbe opened this summer as far as Olesa de Montserrat.
sequently the continuation of the Manresa-Berga line will be
Lyons
Paris.
this
to
the
linking
up
of
undertaken with the object
& Mediterranean main system at the frontier via Puigcerda.

tra!
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standing the bonds may be issued for additional property and
betterments only to the extent of 80 per cent, of the cost
thereof.

|

—

& Eastern. John F. Wallace, chairman of Westinghouse Church Kerr & Co.
Lewis E. \\'aring. of Edward
Sweet & Co. Sydney S. Schuyler, of Schuyler, Chadwick &
Burnham, and Thomas Nelson have formed a committee and
are asking the deposit on or before September 1 of the income

Peori.v

:
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;

—

Altus, Lubbock & Roswell. This road, which runs from Altus,
Tex., to Welhngton, 60 miles, has been sold by E. Kennedy to
J. M. West, E. C. Noble and Carey Shaw, of Houston. Tex.,
and O. L. Slayden and F. E. Wlieeler. of Lubbock. Tex.

—

Ohio. This company, through the Moorefield &
Virginia, has taken over the Hampshire Southern, which runs

Baltimore

&

from Romney, W. Va.,

Boston

to Petersburg.

& M.mne.— See New

York,

New Haven &

mortgage 4 per

cent, bonds.

—

& San

Francisco. Judge Sanborn has ordered the
consolidation of the Bankers Trust Company suit against the
St. Louis & San Francisco receivers with the general receivership proceedings.

Louis

St.

—

Antonio, L\.\lde & Gulf. This company has asked the
Texas railroad commission to register $1,024,000 bonds to be
issued on 43 miles of road recently completed.

Sa.n

Hartford.

—

Chicago Gre.-\t Western. This company has made arrangements with the Minneapolis, St. Paul, Rochester & Dubuque
Electric for this road to take over the Great Western's passenger business between Randolph, Minn., and Mankato.

—

CiNCiNN.\Ti, H-\milton & D.WTON. Judson Harmon, formerly
governor of Ohio and a receiver of the company when it was
previously in the hands of a receiver, and Rufus B. Smith,
have been appointed receivers of the Cincinnati. Hamilton &

Southern Railway.

DELAWARE & HUDSON

Dayton.

H-WIPSHIRE Southern.

—

See Baltimore

&

—

Voting trust certificates representing the
preferred stock, which were issued in 1894 and
extended in 1902, are called in for July 31, and stock certificates are to be exchanged for them.

common and

I!.\L.\N'CE

Ohio.

the
tion

Union Construction Company, the International ConstrucCompany of Delaware and the International Construc-

tion

Company

L.\KE Erie

of Texas.

& Northern. — See Canadian

Pacific.

—

Representative Barton, of Nebraska, claiming that the Missouri Pacific owes the L'nited States Govern$4,000,000 on account of subsidiary bonds sold about 30
years ago and the proceeds loaned to this company.
It is
claimed that $1,600,000 bonds were authorized, the company
having the proceeds of the sale and agreeing to pay back the
government in full and until this debt was paid to carry the
mail free on the 100-mile line which was in part Iniilt with the
proceeds. The secretary of the treasury has been called upon
for information.

Missouri Pacific.

ment

—

New

Orleans, Te.nas & Mexico. Equipment trust certificates,
amounting to $800,000 and to be issued to reimburse the company in part for equipment costing $1,000,000 bought by the
receivers, are to be offered to the public within a few days.

New

York,

New H.wen &

lature passed a

bill

H.\rtford.

— The

Massachusetts

legis-

Holding Company permitting the sale by the New Haven of the
Boston & Maine, with the proviso that each certificate of stock
should be stamped with an agreement under which the purchaser must, at the option of the state of Massachusetts,
this stock to the state.
The New Haven refusing to sell

Boston

sell

—
—

Cash
Fire Insurance Fund
Cash and Securities in

—

York, Ont.-\rio & Western. No dividend was declared
on the common stock at the regular annual meeting. In 1913
2 per cent, was declared; in 1912, none, and in 1906 to 1911
inclusive, 2 per cent.

Northern Pacific— J. P. Morgan & Co., the First National
Bank and the National City Bank, all of New York, have
bought from the company and are offering to the public
$20,000,000 of the new refunding and improvement mortgage
4I-4 per cent, bonds, series A, of
July 1, 1914-2047. The offering price to the public is 97, yielding 4.64 per cent, interest on
the investment.
The bonds are redeemable at 110 after July
The mortgage securing them is A first lien on 847
1919.
1.
miles of road and a junior lien on the balance of the 6,271
miles covered by the mortgage.
The balance of the bonds
under this mortgage may be issued for refunding prior debt
and for a face amount equal to the cost of additional property
and betterments. After a specified amount, however, is out-

1912.

New

Acquisition of

$16,397,240.93 —$453,325.93
354.033.35
246.16
136.97
805,850.47

—

65,814,079.28
6.331,867.72
6,726.00

1,303.362.30

1,646,653.91
417,614.67

61.134.46
27,088.093.56
1.182.559.75
373.904.51

2,833.33
1,012,500.00
464.094.16
43,710.16

10.073.00
1.705.235.14
3.300.996.73
3.810,660.80

9.738.00
1.441.303.05
2.781,672.78
4,118,196.86

—307,536.06

4,275,292.95

3,427,607.68

Special

Reserve Funds
Equioment Trust Fund
Supplies on Hand
Bills and .\ccounts Receivable
Advances for Construction and
Lines...

Total

335.00
263.932.09
519.323.95

$135,418,470.60 $131,497,370.70
Liabilities.
Items.

Stock

Capital

1913.

1912.

$42,503,000.00

$42,503,000.00

as folloivs:

and Refunding
Mortgage
Gold

1st

Bonds. 1943, 47r- $27,704,000
Mtge.
Bonds

1st

1917,

The

7%

5,000,000

Adirondack

Ry. Co. 1st Mice.

Bonds,

1942.

1.000.000

4!/S%
its

& Maine

stock under these conditions, Attorney General
McReynolds has announced that he intends to proceed with a
suit for dissolution of the New Haven.

New

19U.

Items.

Owned and
Coal
$15,943,915.00
Controlled
354,279.51
.\dvances on Unmined Coal...
805,713.50
Real Estate
Road and Equipment The D.
67,175,112.75
& H. Co
Road and Equipinent Canadian
6,464.030.48
Lines
5,931.00
Floating Equipment
Coal .Mining l)cpartment Equipment. Cars, Motors, Mules,
1,338,399.81
Horses, etc
Handling
and
Storage
Coal
63.967.79
Plants
28,100,593.56
Stocks and Bonds
Unmined

Bonds

amending the charter of the Boston Railroad

SHEET.

Assets.

—

K.\xs.^s City. Mexico & Orient. On July 6 the property was
sold under foreclosure to the reorganization committee for
$6,100,000, the upset price.
The reorganization committee has also bought the assets of

Schenectady &
Duanesburch
R.

1st

R.

Mtge.

Bonds, 1924. 69i
Debentures.
1916,
1st

500.000
13,973,000

4Cr

Equip-

Lien

ment

Bonds,

1922. 4'/!%
Debentures,
1914,

4%

9.643.000

Loans Payable
Interest.

.

100,000

Dividends,

etc..

57,920.000.00
4,500,000.00

58,171.000.00
3.500.000.00

1,407,985.82

1,405.209.12

227,143.31
277.797.71
10,073.00

195.086.81
157.041.56
9.738.00

32.056.50
120.756.15
335.00

2.940,797.33
638,976.57

3,052,053.77
552.479.93

-111,256.44
86,496.64

Ac-

crued
Interest, Dividends and Bonds
due and not vet collected...
Taxes accrued
.'

Special Reserve

Audited

Fund

Vouchers

.Accounts

and

Pay

Rolls

Other Accounts Payable
.Appropriated
Surplus
Additions to Property prior to
June 30, 1907, through In.
come

—

^6,839.487.37

6.751.837.48

Total Liabilities
$117,265,261.11 $116,297,446.67
General Profit and Loss, being
e-xcess of .Assets over Liabil2,953,285.46
ities
18.153.209.49
15.199.924.03
Total
$135,418,470.60 $131,497,370.70 $3,921,099.90

ANNUAL REPORT

[Advertisement.

THE DELAWARE AND HUDSON COMPANY— EIGHTY-FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT
GENERAL OFFICE.
Xew
To

Net

York, X.

Y..

April

2,

1914.

The Delaware and Hudson Company:
The President and the Board of Managers submit the following statements of the affairs of the Company for the year ended December 31, 1913:
The results from operation of the Coal Mining Department were:
Net Revenue.
Coal Mined.
X Expenses.
Year
t Revenues.

731,998 tons.

Increase

$14,748,615.71
12,811,520.34

$1,296,69.'. 32

$1,937,095.37

$710,655.18

$2,647,750.;

Percentage of

Operating
Revenues.

Miles.

Operated.

Y^ear.

1913
1912

results

Net Operating Expenses

Operating
Expenses.

to

8.413,324.21

X Excluding taxes.
t This figure is 26.39 miles greater than shoi
been recast on account of remeasurements, a
of various short pieces of main line track, fo
ijpur tracks.

.40

1912, the figures ha\
ilso due to the inclu;
ly treated as sidings
1

RAILRO.AD DEPARTMENT.
Revenues axd Expenses.
The general distribution of the Operating Revenues and of the Operating Expenses of the Railroad Department was as follows:
Increase
or Decrease.
1912.
1913.
Revenues:

From
"

Freight

Coal

SI 1,436.959.90

$10,346,094.92

$1,090,864.98

8.794,428.57
3,277,928.68
334,279.74
121,793.50
188.104.34

8,476,850.69
3,076,507.07
305,119.40
119,445.51
156.085.36

317,577.88
201,421.61
29,160.34
2,347.99
32,018.98

Revenues. .$24,153,494.73

$22,480,102.95

$1,673,391.78

$1,940,352.37
3,230,742.16
289.754.01
7,979.041.22
626.888.98

-$152,738.51
523.221.00
16,211.68
605,680.88
151,153.06

Traffic

Merchandise Freight Traf(including

fic

switch-

ing)

"
"
•"

"

Passenger Traffic
Express Traffic
Transportation of Mails.
Miscellaneous Sources ..
Operating

Total

Expenses:
For Maintenance

of

Way

and

Structures

"
"
**

$1,787,613.86
Maintenance of Equipment 3,753.963.16
305,965.69
Traffic Expenses
Transportation Expenses..
8,584,722.10
778,042.04
General Expenses
.

"

'

Operating

Total

Expenses. .$15,210,306.85

Net Revenue from Operation.. $8,943,187,

$13,516.00
37,844.21
16.634.56

$11,276.00
42,310.97
25,469.23

$59,333.21

$70,357.90

—11,024.69

Net Income Carried to General
Profit and Loss
$6,174,735.60
14.53% on
Percentage to Capital Stock. .$42,503,000.00

$5,506,089.42

668,646.18

$42,503,000.00

curities

Rentals,

General

Owned

Real Estate
Interest and

Discount

$14,066,778.74
$8,413,324.21

2,240.00
4,466.76

—

—8,834.67

Xet

In

General.

12.95% on

FINANaAL.
CAPITAL Stock and Funded Debt.

The

$529,863.67

$1,143,328.11

$1,673,391.:

$4,411,863.45

62.57

from operation of the Railroad Department were:

Incr

$4,926,976.55

Se-

Revenues..
Revenues.
62.97
$8,943,187.88

$15,210,306.85
14,066,778.74

$24,153,494.73
22,480,102.95

903.99
t903.99

....

The

t

Depart-

.Miscellaneous Income:
Dividends and Interest on

586,037.14

Compa

ved from stock of Coal

Excluding dividends
Excluding taxes.

t
%

$16,045,308.03
13.397,557.48

7,170,553 tons.
6,438,555 -

1913
1912

Railroad

In

GENEU.VL:

Stockholders of

the

$529,863.67

Capital Stock of The Delaware and Hudson Company on December
1913. was $42,503,000, no additional shares having been issued during,

31,

the

year.
The Debentures of 1914. outstanding at the close of the year were $100,000, having been reduced by the payment, on January 1, 1913, of $200,000,
maturing as of that date.
The amount of First Lien Equipment Bonds of 1922, outstanding December 31. 1913, was $9,643,000, bonds aggregating $51,000, having been
retired during the year through the operation of the Sinking Fund established in connection with their issue.
The First and Second Mortgage Bonds of the Saranac and Lake Placid
Railroad Company aggregating $144,000, matured November 1, 1913, and
the money was deposited with the Trustee to redeem them.
In March, 1913. the Company aoplied to the Public Service Commission,
Second District, of the State of New York, for permission to issue $5,000,000, par value, of its First and Refunding .Mortgage Four Per Cent Gold
Bonds, the proceeds to be used in paying the floating debt incurred for
additions and betterments, and to meet the cost of completing the work
under way and of other contemplated improvements. On October 9, 1913,
the Public Service Commission approved the issue of $4,500,000, at 95 or
better, reserving approval of the remaining S500.000, pending the completion of an examination of the accounts of the Company.
Approval, at
an early date, is anticipated and the full issue of bonds desired will then
be available.
Althouch. when the application was filed with the Commission, the officers of the Company as well as the bankers who were
consulted believed that the bonds could be sold at a price that would net
the Company 95 or better, the subsequent change in market conditions has
made it impossible, up to the present time, to realize the price fixed by
the Commission.

Floating Debt.

The Floating Debt of the Company amounted to $4,500,000, pn December 31, 1913, having increased $1,000,000, during the year.
This increase
was largely necessary to finance, temporarily, addition and betterment work
covered by the proposed issue of First and Refunding Mortgage Bonds;
and, in part, was on account of advances to subsidiary companies (principally the Wilkes-Barre Connecting Railroad Company)
for which this
Company later will be reimbursed.
Sinking Funds.

Percentage

Expenses

of

.40

62.97

GENERAL INCOME ACCOUNT OF THE DELAWARE AND HLDSON
COMPANY, YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1913, IN COMPARISON WITH YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1912.
1913.

1912.

Increase
Decrease.

COAL MINING DEPARTMENT:
Gross

During the year there was paid to the Trustee under the First and Refunding Mortgage the sum of $277,040, being one per cent of the par value
of the First and Refunding Mortgage Gold Bonds outstanding May 1, 1913,
making the total paid to date, $1,173,550. In accordance with the terms of
the trust agreement, this sum has been expended in additions and betterments to the property covered by the mortgage.
.\ summary of the operations of the Sinking Fund under the First Lien
Equipment Trust Indenture, from the date of its creation to December
31, 1912. follows:
Receipts:
.Annual payments to Trustees, years 1908 to 1913.
both inclusive, $650,000 per year
$3,900,000.00
Interest on cash balances and investments
174.446.12

Re

Total

Operating

Income

$801,692.32

$230,944.46

570,747.86

386.733.52

792.923.61

-406,190.09

Other Incomes
and

Dividends

Interest

Gross Income Coal Department $1,188,425.84

R.\ILROAD DEPARTMENT:
Gross Operating Revenues.
Gross Operating Expenses

..

.$24,153,494.73
15,210,306.85

Net Operating Revenues
Taxes -Accrued

$8,943,187.88
623,107.27

600,944.31

Income
Other Income:
Hire of Equipment

$8,320,080.61

$7,812,379.90

$213,752.30

$99,596.29

114,156.01

—26.667.42

—20,733.16

1.121,996.84

1.154.195.93
36,359.60

—5,934.26
—32,199.09

$4,074,446.12

Disbursements:
Seventy-seven Locomotives acquired. .$1,916,821.71
17,000.00
Five Milk Cars acquired
25,217.46
One Gas-Electric Car acquired
(Dne Pintsch Gas Transport Car acquired
2,500.00
Two Gasoline Tank Cars acquired
1.700.00
One Bridge Erecting Car and Trailer
14.534.62
acquired
13.000.00
One Steam Wrecking Crane acquired
5.040.42
One Snowplow acquired
10.500.00
Fifteen Cabooses acquired
$2,006,314.21

Operating

Outside Operations
Dividends and Interest....
Miscellaneous Items
Total

Other

Income.

.

.

$1,363,403.92

Three hundred fifty-seven (357) The Delaware and
Hudson Company First Lien Equipment Bonds
purchased and retired (including accrued in362,896.77
1,705,235.14

terest)

Securities

and Cash

in

hands of Trustees

17,962.60

$1,269,418.66

Total
$4,074,446.12
In accordance with the ordinance passed May 9, 1899, and amended at
meeting of stockholders hehl on May 10. 1910. there was accumulated in the Coal Department Sinking Fund $216,972.39. This amount
has been applied toward advances to The Schuylkill Coal and Iron Company and the Shanferoke Coal Company for the acquisition of anthracite
lands in the Schuylkill section of Pennsylvania.
the annual

Gross Income Railroad Depart-

ment
Deductions from Income:
Rentals
1st and Refunding
Mortgage Bonds (1943)
on 1st Mtge. Bonds

$9,683,484.53

$9,081,798.56

601,685.97

$2,020,228.43

$2,034,256.69

—14,028.26

1,108.160.00

1.108.160.00

350,000.00

350.000.00

Interest on
Interest

(1917)
Interest

on

Debenture

Bonds

(1916)
Interest on 1st Lien
Interest

on

Debenture

558.920.01

—.01

436.288.26

—1,249.63

12,000.00
75.000.00
95.310.15

—8,000.00

COAL MINING DEPARTMENT OPERATIONS.

Bonds

(1914)

on Divisional Bonds..
General Interest and Discount
Interest

558.920.00
433,038.63'

Equipment

Bonds (1922)

Dividends.
On December 31. 1913. a dividend for the year 1914, upon the outstanding S42.503.000. of Capital Stock of the Company, at the rate of
nine (9) per cent upon the par value thereof, amounting in the aggregate
to $3,825,270, was declared out of the earnings of the current and preceding years.

4,000.00
75.000.00
205.160.92

109,850.77

Deductions

$4,756,507.98

$4,669,935.11

86,572.87

out of a

produced
the

Total

this Company mined 7,170,553 gross tons of anthraof 69.069,628 tons, including product of washeries,
region.
This is 731.998 gross tons more than in 1912,
of that year having been reduced by. the suspension of

During the year 1913
cite,

in

mining from

total

the

production

.April

1

to

May

21.

inclusive,

due

to the strike.

'

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE

84

agreement between
a the report tor last year reference was made to
of four
r a period
Mine Workers and the Anthracite Operators,
agreement provides,
Section "D" of th
1916.
rs, to end March 31,
out strikes or lockouts, of
detail, a method for the adjustment
for the arbitration of matters not
including provi:
differer.ce^,
_.. times observed both the letter
The Company
=ttled.
regretted that notwithstanding this
rit of this
_
^cploveS continue to strike first and then to invoke the
„^
intervention of the machinerv provided to prevent strikes, rather than to
remain at wcrk and have the differences adjusted in the orderly manner
During 1913 there were ten separate strikes
provided by the agreement.
which caused the temporary idleness of one or more collieries, the total
loss of time being equivalent to the closing of one colliery for 491 hours,
or 54 5/9 working days of nine hours each.
This Company has endeavored to conduct its mining operations with
Recent discussion of this
adequate regard to protection against caving.
eeneral subject, particularly in the City of Scranlon, has been accompanied by extreme demands which, if admitted, would greatly enhance the
cost jer ton of anthracite recovered and materially reduce the ultimate
proportion of the total supply in the ground that could be made available
It is not believed that these demands will ever be
for consumption.
sanctioned by statute or that any statute attempting to sanction them
would be valid.
Effective Tune 28, 1913. the State of Pennsylvania imposed a so-called
Ad Valorem' Tax of Z'/z per cent of the value of anthracite when prepared
for market.
Xo tax was imposed upon bituminous coal. This new tax
is substantiallv equivalent to ten cents per ton on the domestic sizes, the
only sizes not marketed in competition with bituminous coal, and, thereIt became necessary,
fore, the only sizes from which it could be recovered.
therefore, to add ten cents per ton to the market price of each of the
domestic sizes.
,
The new coUierv at Archbald, Pa.^ wa? completed during the year and
At the same time, White Oak
placed in operation during April. 1913.
breaker was abandoned and dismantled, the coal from that district now
passing through the new breaker at Archbald, along with coal from other
A new wasbery is under construction to
lands now being developed.
leclaim coal from the culm bank at the Marvine colliery, situated in the
Work is in progress to connect
northern part of the City of Scranton.
the underground operations at Plymouth No. 2 with Plymouth No. 5, with
a view, upon completion, of abandoning Plymouth No. 2 breaker, and
handling all of the output through Plymouth No. 5. thus combining the

othe

.

,

two operations.
^
t>
During the year the enlargement of the electric plant at Coal Brook
colliery, Carbondale, Pa., was completed and it now furnishes power and
light for four collieries located between Jermyn, Pa., and Forest Sity,
Pa.
Work was continued on a large electric plant at Olyphant colliery.
Olyphant, Pa., which, when completed, will furnish power and light to
four collieries located between Scranton. Pa., and Archbald, Pa.
In the past three years about $140,000.00 has been expended for concrete barns in the mines replacing those made of wood; and for the
installation of protective apparatus to guard the lives of employes and
the Company's property against fire.
Development work was continued and facilities increased during the year,
The charges therefor, to Extraordinary
in order to maintain the output.
Expenses of the Coal Mining Department, amounted to $970,535.80. against
,

i

$857,975.42 in 1912.
The expenditures of $215,051.72 for new engines, new boilers, boiler
houses and fittings; $63,646.07 for new pumps and pump rooms; and $23,840.81 for tracks, compressors, etc., were required mainly to make these
facilities sufficient to maintain the present output and were made necessary by the augmented area cf underground workings due to increased ages
of mines. This is illustrative of expenses other than changes in the wages
schedule, which tend to enhance the cost of producing coal from vear
to year.

RAILROAD DEPARTMENT,

57,

No. 2

The bridge over the Hudson River at
be completed early in 1914.
Waterford. N. V., on the Troy Branch has been reconstructed and made
capable of carrying heavier engines, in connection with the changes made
The
necessary by the construction of the Barge Canal at that point.
bridge carrying the Troy Road and the tracks of the United Traction
Company over the tracks of The Delaware and Hudson Company at
Menands, N. Y., is being improved and lengthened so as to provide increased horizontal and vertical clearances and room for additional main
tracks in connection with the reconstruction of the Trov Road as a State
Highway. There had been expended to December 31, 1913. $43,471.04, of
which $23,424.23 is chargeable to Additions and Betterments. A tract of
quarry land near Cobleskill, N. Y., has been acquired, to provide material
will

for reballasting the Susquehanna Division.
The installation of block signals between Plattsburgh and Rouses Point,
N. Y., has been authorized, and will be completed during the year 1914.
The estimated cost is $41,000. When this work is complete the entire
line from Binghamton to Nineveh, and from Wilkes-Barre to Rouses Point,
The elimination of grade
will be equipped with modern block signals.
crossings at Slingerlands, N. Y., and Robinson Street, Binghamton, N. Y.,
mentioned in the 1912 Annual Report, was completed during 1913, and
that at Bainbridge, N. Y., will be comoleted during 1914.
passing siding extending from W*est Chazy to Canada Junction, 80car passing sidings at Wadharas, Crown Point and Montcalm Landing,
N. Y., and additional yard tracks at Rouses Point were constructed during
the year 1913.
The enlargement of the freight house and provision of
additional tracks at Green Island, X. Y., and the impovement of the station and yard facilities at Sidney, X. Y., mentioned in the 1912 Annual
The construction of additional
Report, were completed during the year.
yard and car repair tracks, new 5-stall engine house, ash pit, turntable
and locomotive coaling plant at Mechanicville, N. Y., was completed during the year.
These facilities were necessary to handle the freight traffic
interchanged with the Boston and Maine Railroad at that point.
Similar
improvements have been made by the Boston and Maine Railroad and each
Company is now operating its own yard facilities in place of the former
joint facilities.
The Delaware and Hudson Company expended, to December 31. 1913, on this account $159,916.20.
program for the further
development of yards at Carbondale, Pa., has been undertaken, and $24,483. OS has been' expended thereon during the year.
The work will be
continued during 1914 and 1915, with an estimated expenditure of $130,000 each year.
An expenditure of $59,372 for bridge and track construction to reach
the new washery and breaker plant to be known as Marvine Breaker No. 2,
On this improvement the sum
at Providence, Pa., has been authorized.
of $26,856.33 was expended during the year, all chargeable to Additions
and Betterments. Additional coal and ash facilities at Oneonta. N. Y., and
plant
at
Saratoga
Springs,
N. Y., were completed and put
a new coaling
in operation during the year.
An expenditure of $776,000 for improvements at Albany. N. Y., including the purchase of additional lands, rearrangement of tracks, and the
erection of a modern general office building and freight terminal, has been
authorized.
Durinij the year a new passenger station has been constructed
at Riverside, N. \., and the old passenger station remodeled for use as
a freight house, at a cost of $17,032.72, of which $15,2B0.72 is chargeable

A

A

to Additions and Betterments.
to stations and freight facilities

There are under way minor improvements
at Binghamton, Plattsburgh, Ticonderoga,

and North Creek, N. Y.
Addition to power equipment

at Oneonta, N. Y., shops, made necessary
by the increased car repair work, was practically completed at the close of
To December 31, 1913. $46,483.05 was expended, all of which
the year.
The addition of four boilers
is chargeable to Additions and Betterments.
and one blower at the Mechanicville power plant was commenced late in
the year and will be completed during 1914.
Water facilities were enlarged during the year by the erection of 100,000A SO.OOOgallon tank at
pallon tanks at Oneonta and Cobleskill, N. Y.
Hudson, Pa., and improvement of the water facilities at Saranac Lake,
N. Y., are now under way.

—

Operating Revenues.

The increase in Ooerating Revenues over the year 1912 was $1,673,391.78.
The revenue from Coal Freight traffic increased $1,090,864.98; the revenue
increased $317,577.88; the revenue from Passenger
traffic increased $201,421.61; and the revenue from Miscellaneous sources
increased $63,527.31.

from Merchandise

Vol.

traffic

Additions and Betterments Equipment.
The work of equipping with steel underframes, 200 box cars of 60,000
pounds capacity, 400 coal cars of 80,000 pounds capacity and 200 coal
cars of 60,000 pounds capacity, mentioned in the 1912 Annual Report, was
completed during

Operating Expenses.

1913 at a cost of $336,872.99.
This is a part of the
general program of reconstruction, already referred to herein, under which
the quality and capacity of this Company's equipment are being improved

increase in Operating Expenses over the year 1912 was $1,143,528.11.
Maintenance of Way and Structures Expenses decreased $152,738.51;
Maintenance of Equipment Expenses increased $523,221.00; Traffic Expenses
increased $16,211.68; Transportation Expenses increased $605,680.88, and
General Expenses increased $151,153.06.

and increased.
During the year 10 baggage and mail cars were equipped with steel
underframes and trucks. -Arrangements have been made to equip 10" class
E-5 consolidation locomotives with superheaters, thus effecting economy
This is estimated to cost $25,000.00.
There were
in fuel consumption.

Tlie ratio of Operating Expenses to Operating Revenues in 1913 was
62.97 per cent, as compared with 62.57 per cent in 1912.
The decrease in expenses for Maintenance of Way and Structures was
largely due to the heavy charges in 1912 on account of maintenance charges
incidental to the strengthening of bridges and other additions and better-

received during the year the 15 Class El 5 Consolidation Locomotives, one
(1) one-hundred ton wrecking crane and one (1) bridge erecting car and
trailer with necessary equipment which were ordered in 1912, all of which
were paid for from funds accumulated under the First Lien Equipment
Trust Indenture.
The net changes, mostly charges but involving credits as indicated, during the year on account of Additions and Betterments to the Company's
railroad (including expenditures on account of items mentioned above)
amounted to $1,388,503.58. details of which are as follows:

The

ment work then under way.
The increase in the Maintenance of Equipment Expenses was due to
an increase of $215,483.69 in Freight Train Car Repairs and an increase
The Freight Train Car
of $233,512.39 in Freight Train Car Renewals.
Repairs resulted from an increase of 12.564.332 miles, or 7.74 per cent,
The increase in Freight Train Car Renewals was
by freight train cars.
largely due to additions and betterment work.
Freight Train Car Equipment is being rebuilt, applying thereto steel in place of wooden underUnder the accounting rules, insisted upon by the Interstate Comframes.
merce Commission, this rebuilding necessitates considerable charges to
Operating Expenses, although

its

result

is

to

place

the

Company

in

the

new equipment of the best quality and efficiency
an expense verv much lower than would be involved in obtaining it in
any other way.
increased traffic naturally required some increase in the Transportation
In addition there w6re large increases in wages, discussed in
Expenses.
detail at another place in this report, which resulted from arbitrations,
under the Acts of Congress known as the Erdman and Newlands laws,
differences
with employes represented by the Brotherhood of Locomoof
tive Engineers, the Order of Railway Conductors and the Brotherhood of
Increases due to the so-called "full crew laws," reRailroad Trainmen.
possession of substantially
at

quiring the payment of superfluous employes, are also discussed elsewhere.
ADDITION'S AKD BETTERMENTS ROAD.
Work under the program of renewing and strengthening bridges on the
main lines to make them capable of carrying E-5 consolidation engines, as
mentioned in the Annual Report for 1912, was continued during the year
1913, resulting in charges to Additions and Betterments of $106,845.81
and to Operating Expenses of 540,319.32.
This work will probably be
Stn
npleted ^during 1914. ^Strengthening
the bridses on the line betweer
"
Saratoga Springs and ^North Cn
make them capable of carr\'ing
Consolidation Engines of classes
-3 inclusive, was undertaken 'and

Road:
Right of Way
(Credit)
Real Estate
Protection of Banks and Drainage
Grade Reduction and Change of Line. (Credit)
Bridges, Trestles and Culverts
Increased Weight of Rail
Improved Frogs and Switches
Track Fastenings and Appurtenances
Sidings and Spur Tracks
Terminal Yards
Fencing Right of Way
Imorovement of Crossings Under and over..
Elimination of Grade Crossings
Interlocking Apparatus
Block and Other Signal Apparatus
Telegraph and Telephone Lines
Station Buildings and Fixtures
Roadway Machinery and Tools
Shops. Engine Houses and Turntables
Shop Machinerv and Tools, .-r*:
Water and Fuel Stations
Dock and Wharf Property
Other Additions and Betterments
Work in Progress

—

$124,368.58
3,200.00
14,337.02
37,734.68
122,490.99
32,150.62
3.021.35
36,535.08
95.078.77
54,009.84
898.56
31,424.73
12,284.56
3,054.04
2,502.67
3,696.45
65,482.34
6,679.35
54.687.67
249,798.55
67,363.55
51.90
19,306.87
82,625.66

'

'

'

Total

for

Year

$1,040,914.47

—

'

July

Equifmest:
Steam Locomotives

117005
76 143 '
^^M^^-

/rrerf'i'ii
(C^d.

35,334.6^

^-^Jkl^X^^s;:;::::;;::::::::::

347,589.11

Y<

for

$1,388,503.58

'

Grand Total 1913
Extens^e static^arj. yard

^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^
^
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N.

deroga,

j,

^ifdloTf^oTt'cnmnUtrs'^ndeV
^"^/he^

fcq'uired
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CAUSES ADVETRSELY AFFECTING RAILROAD INCOME.

_tc

the
some of them legislative, and all of them beyond
recent years have contmuously
etfort to maintain a
onerated to enhance the d fficulties attending the
expet^es^for
.id^^n^essa^ry
?e^aratle' margin •^.-.veen operat.ng_^reve.iues^

^^^l^.^'Blrre was noted in the Annual
the necessary right of way
TheTn has UV'tSrv^'ered:completion.
of grading is neanng

'^epon"or"\9u"

Those causes

contro!%f%L"way managers, which' during

and the work

Allied Steam Railways.
Companyy shows an increase
Railway
Kailwaj ^.omp

^
L
T.^r.«c«rnMli*>
Greenwich and J°hnsonv.lle
Operating R<=«"""
1

ITie
in

Railroad ^Conipan,,

of the W.'>';e-Ba^«„Connecnng
railroad ^™"«"°"

a

^^

1913"
The cost of this work is being
'contract with the Ticonderoga Rail-

o"rS.on

construct

the former Railroad
realcd a Public Ser ice Commission and abolished
The nt t Commission apparently has power to lix, reduce
:ommission.
establish joii.l through rates and the divisions of
nd regula
to prescribe
schedules;
and
rates
of
publication
ch rates- to require the
connections and
and regulate distribution of cars, granting of switches,
plant and equipment, to
sidings ai.d the safety and adequacy of facilities,
sufficient seiydeterm ne ard prescribe just, reasonable, safe, adequate and reparation to
rules regulations and practices, and to award
facilities
ice
regulate crossings by
per'sons injured by unreasonable rates and practices; to
and to t^eq"'" *"«
railroads of highways, railroads and street railroads,
of ^'?'=!</'2?"„
relocation of existing crossings; to investigate issues
tJed
(but approval is not required
to determine whether such issues are lawful
to establish systems of accounts
as a condition precedent to such issues);
leasing and merger
and enforce compliances therewith; to regulate the sale,
of powers, franchises, etc.

$339,118.00
•^

Passenger Train Cars
Freight Train Cars

Total

K% Comf foV'the
for the year ended June 30, 1913,
?,„,! of 6 ner cen
?„'g"^h1Urf£/butme„£forsevenb,^3^^

^^<:^^'pri^iiTi^ g^^J^str^l^n^of

l^L^\THir^e"Jf

E^^uprp^seJ

^^"i^^rUH^'i^^
'''?hf'Napi°er''v'ue'' function

Revenues

for^

recoupment from any source.
A Increased Wa

'st."'Fr^rc:is''Avfr

Z\

caSsedSerious

ND Decreased Efficiency.

effect during
e case of the engineers, in
The award of the arbitrators
19U
ince of 4.34 per cent, and during
eight months of 1912. gave ar
arbitrators to whom the demands of
$33,030.9
Company
this
cost
a"™.„ v>,;r, referred reported On April 23, 1913, their award taking
^.he
•

Railway Company shows an increase

year 1913, of $32,934 88
Operating Expenses /^^ow a
to

reS

M

.^"^a^l:

$58,23^^^^^^^^

the

The
year.
The Net Income amounted
previous

th"l

upon arbitrations
in rates of wages, consequent.
requiring the voluntary
under Federal statutes which, although nominally
o.'dinary circumstances
Acquiescence of'Vhe railways 'really operate, under
hours ot laDor
the
in
reductions
by
with comoulsory force, snup emented
secure from each unr^ of
ons in the conditions necessary to
Tnd
and increases in prices of matefabor fts i^aximum of reasonable efficiency,
mainly attributable to higher wages and
rials and sup^^s, themselves
augmented operating expenses.
lowlr efficieniy of labor, have greatly
have continued to impose upon the
authorities
taxing
he same time the
govern,
steadily rising expenditures of
railway" a heavier proportion of the
expenses, the process
Concurrently with these increases in necessary
ment
here a single "ate and
i"c ra*^e schedules in detail, reducing
attacking the
"f
01 atiai-MUB
account
on
r uprated to reduce the gross receipts

"/This repon. ""increases

ared with

,
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was declared. Dur-
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that
Police, a the rates of compensation
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account
comparison takes
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after
effect
took
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B-INCREASES IN PRICES OF MATERIAL AND
and suppJies.
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decreases., the former have
and
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both
d^'hiletrere have Seen
and
and jhe -ost extensrve^_purchases
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latter have not been s"f,<^'/,V''°eHar and supplies purchased by The
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of twentyin^he
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Delaware and Hudson C'-mp^ny
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v
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Stated in amounts, it appears that there has been an increase from
$237,539.55 in 1903 to $6_M, 190.04 in 1913: or, in other words, The Delaware and Hudson Company paid $2.6J in taxes in 1913- for each $1.00 so
paid in ia03, an increase of 162 per cent. An increase in taxes, paralleling
the increase in property investraent, might perhaps be anticipated, but
here it will be noted that the increase in taxes is even more excessive,
as compared with the increase in property investment, than the increase in
expenses.
An Act of Congress ot October 3. 1913. imposed an annual tax of one
Under the
per cent per annum upon the net income of all corporations.
Corporation Tax law, previously in effect, they were required to pay one
per cent upon net income in excess of $5,000 and were permitted to deduct,
in arriving at taxable income, dividends received from other corporations
subject to the tax.
Under the new law a tax will be paid by companies
from which The Delaware and Hudson Company receives dividends, and
the latter will also pay on the same items, so far as they are included in its
income. This double taxation and the removal of the $5,000 exemption will
add about $15,000 to the tax payments of this Company.
The new Income Tax law has been construed by the Treasury Department as requiring one per cent upon interest payments to individuals to
Certain bonds issued or asbe retained by whoever makes the payment.
sumed by this Company were issued under mortgages providing for the payment of interest, "free from any tax which the Company may be required
to pay thereon or retain therefrom."
Tlie Company has paid the interest
pn snch bonds in full, thereby assuming the tax without prejudice however
to its- right to change its course should it seem proper to do so.
The increased tax expense of this Company due to the assumption of the tax on
these so-called "tax-free" bonds amounted, for the period covered (March I
to December 31, 1913), to about $3,000.
;-

iCuLTY OF Obtaining Xecessa

From the conditions described it has resulted
now represer t a largely increased investment of

July 24, 1913, the Interstate Commerce Commission made an order*
the matter of express rates, practices, accounts and revenues requiring
the express companies to adopt various rules and regulations, and prescribing an entirely new system and schedule of rates for all express servThe rates named by the Commission are materially below those
ices.
formerly in effect. The application of certain railways to intervene in this
proceeding and to be heard in defense of their rights under contracts with
It is difficult to estithe express companies, was denied by the Commission.
mate the loss to this Company consequent upon this action of the Commission, largely owing to the fact that reductions in the revenues of the
express companies were also caused by the orders of the Postmaster General increasing the maximum weight of packages carried by Parcel Post,
which have undoubtedly resulted in the withdrawal of a large number of
packages from the express companies.
The scope of the Federal mail service was extended on January I, 1913,
by the inauguration of the Parcel Post with a weight limit of eleven
pounds and a greatly reduced scale of rales of postage.
This involved
a large addition to the volume of mail carried by the railways and the
charge was very inadequately recognized by an addition of five per cent
Hut the lines of this Company and
to the mail pay of certain railways.
1913
all others on which the mails were weighed during the Spring of
were excluded from the operation of this provision. This early weighing
did not, however, provide adequately for the additional Parcel Post mail for
the reason that it took place while the new service was in ils earliest
Subsequent to the weighing there was a considerstage of development.
able increase in the number of packages within the eleven pound limit
and, moreover, the weight limit has been twice increased, on August 15,
1913. and January 1, 1914, and important reductions in the rates of postAt present the limit of weight for the first two
age have been made.
For
zones is fifty pounds and for all other zones it is twenty pounds.
these additions to the mail, neither The Delaware and Hudson Company
The innor any other railway has received any compensation whatever.
justice thus resulting and the best means of relief therefrom have been
carefully considered by the railways* Committee on Railway Mail Pay and
the facts have been laid before the Joint Congressional Committee which
now has the subject under consideration. The deliberations of this committee ought to lead to a recommendation to Congress, and to legislative
action, that would establish a fairly compensatory basis of payment for the
It is not believed that Congress
poital services rendered by the railways.
intended to bring about the present situation, under which the larger portion of the cost of the Parcel Post is borne by the railways to which the
whole of that portion of the expense thus becomes a loss, or that its

of traffic upon facilities and the public
safety of travel and transportation have
are required to make large additions to
their capital while their ability to attract new capital and even properly
Moreto recompense the capital already employed is steadily diminishing.
over, there has lately been a world-wide rise in rates of interest, which has
affected all classes of ^Vmerican securities, with the exception of those of
the great manufacturing corporations.
The heavily increased borrowings
of American municipalities have led to higher rates of interest on their
bonds, which formerly yielded materially lower returns than railway securities.
On the other hand, the "industrials," have become stronger competitors because these corporations have succeeded in convincing many inThus
vestors of the substantial stability of the still higher rates they offer.
the difficulty of obtaining needed railway capital has been greatly enhanced
by the competition of two classes of applicants for portions of the fund
seeking investment, neither of which formerly appealed with much effect
to those from whom rail\*ay capital must principally be derived.

will

be contemplated with equanimity.

investigation by the Interstate Commerce Commission of the rates,
regulations and practices governing the transportation of anthracite,
which it was stated in the last Annual Report that body proposed making,
was actively taken up toward the close of the year 1913, and the taking of
testimony is now in progress.

The

F Decre.\se in Net Corporate Income.
The encroachment upon the amount to which capital is fairly entitled as
recompense for its share in the accomplishment of the railroad, and the
insufficiency of the sums remaining after the payment of operating expenses, taxes, etc., to hold out to the investor adequate assurance of protection to his investment, ai:e shown by the increasing proportion of the
total income which they consume.
A study of the amount and proportion of the total annual income from
1903 to 1913. derived from all sources, and the amounts and percentages
of such total ircome classified according to the purpose for which each was
distributed, indicates that in 1903 wages and salaries consumed 27.30 per
cent of such total income; in 1913 these expenditures had increased to
33.34 per cent.
Materials and supplies consumed 18.68 per cent in 1903
and 22.31 per cent in 1913. Taxes consumed 1.59 per cent in 1903 and 2.27
per cent in 1913.
Comparisons of the total income received in 1903 and 1913
tribution in the two years are afforded by the following:
f

*

.

its

dis-

^

,

30
1913

Per cent of

Amourt.

Item.
Total income

and

— Year Ended June —

1903

total.

$14,974,497

^

Per cent of

Amount.

total.

$27,338,533

Disposition:

Wages and

salaries

Materials and supplies
Outside operation experses..

.

Taxes
Rents

54.087,442
2,796,627
4.315
237.539
98.052

27.30%
18.68%
.03%
1.59%
,65%

$9,113,657
6,100,427
144.931
621,190
389,019

33.34*/^

etc

that

the

railways

H

Remedies.

earlier stages, the movement which has been set forth was met,
less effectively, by economies in operation, principally secured by
addition? to the capital employed.
Heavier and more efficient locomotives,
larger cars, heavier rails, stronger bridges, additional main tracks, more
sidings, passing tracks and yard tracks and facilities, and improved appliances of many kinds, all involved heavy permanent investments, but
leading to more efficient performance.
By such means, for example, the
average freight train load of this Company and affiliated lines was increased
from 339.92 tons during the year ended June 30, 1903, to 558.27 tons
'luring the year ended June 30, 1913, and the average car load from 14.24
to 18.63 tons.
It is now felt that the limit upon economies of this sort
has been at least approximately attained.
In other words, with the mechanical arts in anything like their present state, additional capital cannot
longer be so economically employed to offset increased operating costs.
That the need of early readjustment, as between the operating expenses,
taxes, etc., and the rates of charge from which those items must be defrayed, is widely recognized as is evidenced by an extract from the
decision of the Board of Arbitrators, rendered on November 10, 1913, and
fixing the rates of pay of conductors and trainmen, is especially pertinent
The arbitrators said:
"This Board has no authority to determine the passenger and freight
rates to be paid in the Eastern Territory; neither is it in position to
determine whether such an increase is justified, as a matter of fact, by all
of the circumstances.
This Board, however, believes that it must make its
findings as to what is a proper rate of pay to be awarded to the conductors
ard trainmen as a result of this arbitration, without any reference to the
dilemma to which railroads are evidently placed by the laws which make
it
impossible for them to increase passenger and freight rales without the

In

its

authority

.

of

the

Interstate

Commerce Commission

7.750,522

51.75%;

10,969,309

40.13%

$14,974,497

100.007o

$27,338,533

100.00%

of

the

Railroad

thi^

Commenting further upon the immense additions to railway capital which
they found to be desirable, the arbitrators said:
"Any policy that would make it impossible for the railroads to command
Such
this money would be a profound misfortune to the whole nation.
a policy would be bad enough in its effect upon transportation, because it
would reduce the efficiency of the railroads; but it would be criminal, in
the sense that it would make the great army of railroad employes, who are
numbered by the hundreds of thousands, follow their hazardous occupation
under conditions more hazardous than are necessary, and indeed more
hazardous than are justifiable in a country like this. The increasing safety
uf passengers is equally involved."
Impelled by these conditions, in March, 1913, the railroads in Official
Classification Territory petitioned the Interstate Commerce Commission to
reopen the proceeding, known as the Eastern Advanced Rate Case, in which
that body, in 1911, prohibited certain proposed increases in rates, and, in
that proceeding, to authorize an advance of 5 per cent in the rates to be
charged on all freight. This reopening was denied on June 21, 1913, but
on the same date the Commission instituted an inquiry upon its own
motion into the matter of "Revenues of Rail Carriers in Official ClassificaNew tariffs containing the new rates proposed were
tion Territory."
In view of the fact that the
subsequently "filed with the Commission.
Interstate Commerce Commission had under way at the time an investigation of the rates, regulations and practices governing the transportation
of anthracite it was not considered suitable to propose an advance in the
rates on anthracite pending the determination of the inquiry then before
However, notice was filed with the Commission that this
the Commission.
was not to be taken in any sense as conceding that the anthracite rates
The new tariffs were suspended
should not he included in the advance.
by the Commission until September 15. 1914. and the proceeding on this
The presentation of
suspension was combined with the general inquiry.
proof of the urgent need of the railroads for increased revenues and the
Prior
reasonableness of the rates proposed was immediately undertaken.
to December 31, 1913. several hearings were had before the Commission,
and a vast amount of data showing the situation of the railroads was filed
with that body.
The submission of testimony is still in progress.
By order of the Board of Managers.
L.

F.

LOREE.

President.

2.27%)

.42%

or

Commissions of the various States. To take any other view of the question
would be to ilecide that no increase of pay, while the laws remain as they
arc, can ever be made except voluntarily by the railroads.
Such a decision
would render arbitrations like this valueless; and it would be in effect to
hold that railroad service in the Eastern Territory must continue to be
rendered at existing rates of pay, even though this were to condemn the
employes of the railroad to work for rates of pay which have been determined by the most careful inquiry to be inadequate. At the present time
a ton of freight is moved in the Eastern Territory more than 3 miles for
the value of a two-cent postage stamp.
This is the cheapest railroad
In the face
service to the shipper to be found on the face of the globe.
of such a fact, it would be unjust to say that railroad employes must continue to be satisfied only with what can be paid from freight rates as

22.31%
.53%

Balance available for interest,
dividends,

so

more or

On

rules,

Rai
that, although the railways
capital, they have a smaller

With this situation, the pressure
demand for increased comfort and

continued,

in

continuance

Xo. 2

annual margin of gross income over necessary expenses and taxes than they
enjoyed when the capital employed was much less than it is at present.

E— Rates.

'

\'oL. 57.

Note— The

data in Sections D, F and

H

include the operations of this
Companv and affiliated lines sirtiniitted to the Interstate Commerce Commission for the fiscal years ended June 30, while the statistical tables in thir
ended Dereport exclude the aflfiliated lines and cover the calenda

cember

31.

[The Balance Sheet

is

on

p.

81.]
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Steamboat Springs,

to

Lake

now

runs from
Denver has

City.

voted three times by a substantial majority to make a municipal

bond

.

Canada

any corporation or entering into a partnership with a
corporation or of making a donation to a corporation,
.^ifter
the bankruptcy of the Denver, Northwestern & Pacific, Newman
Erb undertook to reorganize the company as' the Denver & Salt
Lake, and persuaded the city of Denver to issue $3,000,000 bonds
to pay for two-thirds of the cost of the tunnel which will make
in aid of

Citi;

to let railroad

companies use the

of the state, however, has held that

entering into a partnership agreement with a

to

and lending aid to the corporation. When this
was announced there was a clamor for a recall, which
is provided for in one of the amendments to the Colorado constitution.
As it is pointed out, however, by Colorado law-yers
commenting upon the decision, the recall provision may not apply
to this particular case, and even if it should eventually be found
to do so, the Denver city bonds, if issued immediately with
the ban of the Colorado Supreme Court upon them, could
corporation
decision

not be sold.
in

its

effort

It

to

may even be possible that the state of Colorado,
tie its own hands against aid or comfort to

enemy corporations, has very effectually done its utmost
prevent the entrance of a new railroad competitor into the
transcontinental freight business with resulting loss to the rest

the
to

of the United States.
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traffic

persons
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and the number of

the companies'

service.

The

main features of this abstract are reproduced on another page.
There has also been issued this week the "text" of the commission's final statistical report for the twelvemonth ending one
year before that, or June 30, 1912. This is dated November 17.
The term "text" is used to denote the statistician's in1913.
troduction to the report, which embodies the tables that give
aggregates for the whole country. This matter fills 65 pages.
lume, costing a dolThe final unabridged report— the bounf"
lar
may be expected some time in the i^ture. The efforts of
the statistical office of the commission to get out the annual
statements as early as possible while the facts which they give
are still of some current value are very commendable; but the
task is one of such magnitude that evidently it is difficult to
decide what to do first; and the effect is slightly bewildering.

—

—
—

One who wishes to use the statistics needs a schedule of dates
First comes the brief report
as elaborate as a court calendar.
of income account for roads having annual operating revenues
of $10,000,000.

This,

for the

fiscal

year ending June 30, 1913,

came out with the commission's annual report to Congress in
December last. Next, revenues and expenses of roads of Class
This also came in the
1. those earning over $1,000,000 each.
This is only a half-page statement, based on
Next, a pamphlet of 179 pages giving full, but
uncorrected, statistics of each road in Class 1. This contains all
the different classes of statistics, but no totals for the country
This, for the fiscal year 1913. is dated January 1,
as a whole.
-Next, the totals
1914, and reached this office in -April. 1914.
for the country for the year of all roads having each an annual

December

report.

monthly reports.

!
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revenue of $100,000 or more (Classes 1 and 2). This, for 1913,
filling a half dozen pages, is dated July 1, 1914. and is the one
It deals with a variety of statistics, as
reprinted by us today.
noted above; but it gives no information about individual roads.
subject to correction and also is incomIt is "preliminary"plete in that it omits Class 3 roads, those earning less than

drivers of vehicles on the highways approaching the crossing.

roads,

report for 1913, giving individual state-

final

and the corrected
This

yet to come.

final

totals

for

the

whole

several months.
above referred to)^facts two years old— has just come out, and
the remaining part may be expected within from six to nine
months. This for 1912; the final report for 1913 w'ill be due
twelve months after that. As to the fiscal year 1914, which has
just ended, all that can be said is that the year "has passed into
history."

facts out of history is quite

But getting

a diflferent

matter

Expenses for

May on

the

Western Maryland were 114 per

cent.

Carl Gray became president of the Western
Maryland in March, and the very heary

of gross earnings.

A New

commission, however, has hit upon a way of removing dangerous
conditions at hundreds of highway crossings where the situation
does not demand or warrant heavier expenditure, but which

For 1912 a part of the final report (the "text"

The

ments for
is

No. 3

report for 1911 has been out

$100,000 each.
country,

57,

possibilities to automobile and other vehicle
This committee, accompanied by the county coroner,
himself a former railroad man, has recently made a number
of inspection trips over the lines running out of Chicago, and
has discovered scores of places where the principal requirement
is the removal of obstructions to the vision of pedestrians or

—

—

all

Vol.

expenditures and charges for maintenance

Leaf

April

in

on the

and

May

are

the

result

of

a

"^ '^'^^"'"S "P deferred
June expenses are expected
In May, 1914, $181,000 was
to be as heavy as those of May.
spent for maintenance of way as against $96,000 in May, 1913,
and $266,000 for maintenance of equipment as against $107,000
in 1913.
The management announces that part of the heavy
maintenance for May is in extraordinary repairs to roadway and
locomotives, but a considerable portion is due to an inventory
shortage which was discovered at the time of the change in
Previous to the change in management, the
management.
Western Maryland had been making a very poor showing, and
it now appears that even this poor showing was better than the
actual facts warranted. The improvement in the ratio of transportation expenses to revenue in the la.st few months is marked.
The ratio in February was 58 per cent., in March 51 per cent.,
in .\pril 43 per cent., and in May 41 per cent.
The new management expects that June will be the last month of the extraordinary charges necessary to put the property in good physical
shape, and to clean ofT deferred charges.
The Western Maryland has been playing in hard luck ever since it was singled out
to become the eastern outlet for the projected Gould transcon-

Western Maryland

''^^^'''^

present

serious

drivers.

In most instances the obstructions are not upon the property of
the railway, but consist of trees or shrubbery that could easily

removed or trimmed to give a clear view of the railway
some distance from the crossing. The committee has
been accompanied on each of these trips by officers of the railway and by the mayors or other ofiicials of the cities and townships through which the line passes, and both the railway men
and the public officers have been easily persuaded to undertake
the slight expense involved, or to co-operate wherever necessary
Thus the cause
to remove the dangerous obstructions at once.
of safety has been promoted at the cost of very little money
simply by bringing the right people together and pointing out to
them how simply conditions may be remedied and at how little
be

track for

cost.

P°''^>'

maintenance.

tinental system.

When

through, the necessities

this project fell

Western connections of the Maryland road were
concerned were met by the construction of the Connellsville
line to connect with the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, which it was
thought would supply a very good outlet to the East for the
shippers of steel and similar commodities along the line of
the latter road and its connections. The advantages that should
as far as the

have followed the opening of this line have not as yet materialized, but it is beginning to appear as if this was due rather
to serious mistakes of the old management than to the impossibility of securing large and important amounts of traffic
from this connection. Apparently the newly elected management of the Western Maryland is going about bettering conditions in the proper way.

A

simple and sensible 'method of dealing with one of the impor-

tant

factors

in

the

Safety at

Grade
Crossines

highway grade

crossing problem, which
promises to produce immediate results.
has recently been adopted by the Cook
county public safety commission of Illi-

nois.

been

The grade
constantly

crossing question

agitated

in

Illinois

has
for

several years, as in most other states, and the railways have
.

already expended

many

millions of dollars for track elevation

and other improvements, not only
the rural districts.

The grade

in the cities, but

throughout

crossing committee of the safety

A SENSATIONAL REPORT ON A STALE SCANDAL
I

^

T

is

significant

Commission

that

the

report

of

the

Interstate

Commerce

in its investigation of the financial transactions

New York, New Haven & Hartford, which is abstracted
some length elsewhere in this issue, is signed, not by any

of the
at

individual member of the commission, but. like the reports on
overcharge claims amounting to $50 or thereabouts, "By the ComThe facts brought out by this investigation- should
mission."
have been brought out, and if it is possible for the New Haven
stockholders to recover any part of their money which has
been spent illegally, court proceedings should be begun at once.
But the method of bringing out these facts which has been followed in this report is so grossly improper that the only charitable assumption is that the commissioners were so taken up
with the rate advance case that the preparation of this report
was left to Mr. Folk or to others who took this occasion to
make a play for popular attention at the expense of the common
decency of the commission.
Frederick W. Whitridge, president of the Third Avenue Railway, of New York, in commenting on the New Haven report,
is

quoted as calling

it

the exposition of "a stale scandal."

Dur-

ing the greater part of the time that this scandal was being
actually

enacted,

the

Interstate

Commerce

Commission

was

charged with the duty of regulating the management of the railroad companies of this country and clothed with plenary power,
and during the time that the accounting irregularities, which
quite properly are so bitterly commented on by the commission,
were being carried on, the commission was accepting without
comment the New Haven's monthly and annual statements showThe commission had the legal
ing its financial transactions.
power to make an investigation of these accounts at any time.
The commission therefore lays itself open to the charge of being
simply a destructive critic, where it might conceivably have
prevented some of the waste and loss that has taken place.
It is unnecessary for the Railway Age Gazette to comment on
the negligence of the directors of the New Haven, or on Mr.
Mellen's ethical attitude toward the stockholders other than the

—

late J. P. Morgan
most of the facts that the commission so
sensationally blazons forth in this report were already public
knowledge from the testimony at the hearings. On the other
hand, it is entirely fait- and pertinent to ask the commissioners
whether or not, by giving their stamp of approval to the New
Haven's annual reports for 1908-09-10-11 and 12. they are tarred
at least in some measure with the same brush which they wield

so vigorously against

dummy

directors.

—
July
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THE AUTOMATIC TRAIN STOP— II
IN
^

we

discussing in our issue for July 10 the report of the
American Railway Association Committee on this subject,
rehearsed the arguments concerning the excellence of

the train service on American railroads and those evidences
of progress that the principal roads are making in safety

measures, which tend to justify that committee in holding
that automatic stops are not at present to be recommended;
and we called attention to those difficulties connected with
the stop problem which support the view that the general
adoption of this safeguard would be so costly, compared with
the value of the expected protection, that the expenditure

would not be warranted.
But there is another side to the question. The safety of
American railroad trains is excellent, but it is not perfect.
There is progress in safely, yet collisions continue to occur
often enough to keep fresh in the railroad manager's mind
the fact that this progress is halting and in many cases slow
and imperfect. Dependence on improved vigilance on the
locomotive, which is a main feature in this committee's
Engine runtheory, is not a wholly satisfactory safeguard.
occasionally

ners

disregard

signals

because

of

or

defects

mind or body which, it is admitted, are incurable by any process within the control of the railroad
superintendent, and the idea of perfecting some device outdeficiencies of

side the engine, to stop

it

when

the runner fails to do his

has therefore appealed not alone to
congressmen and to ambitious inventors in secluded laborAnd
atories, but to hard-headed railroad officers as well.
when the failure of an en,gineman results in a score of deaths,
the public demands a cure of the evil at any cost (except
dut}'

in

respect,

that

at the cost of

—

nobody proposes that as a remedy).
favor of automatic train stops therefore

low speed

The arguments

in

89

merit attention.
The main point in favor of automatic stops is that they
are extensively used already, on the underground railroads.
The Interboro'Jgh (New York) has used them nearly 10
years and the officers of the company class them as a valuable safeguard.
The differences between the Interborough
subway and ordinary railways are matters of detail; very
costly and troublesome details, perhaps, yet details.
The
public cannot be convinced that mere details should warrant
a trunk line in ignoring the experience of the Interborough
except after a thorough demonstration. After a five years'
demonstration on the Interborough, the Hudson & Manhattan, the Pennsylvania tunnels and the London tubes
adopted the stops. The system is no mere experiment. On
these roads, it is true, the motorman has no companion in
the cab (except on the Pennsylvania), but there is little force
in the argument that a monitor makes the automatic stop
unnecessary, for the reason that our fireman-monitors have

perhaps a score of them are far from perfect. They will
not always get 100 per cent, out of their runners even if the
making of the 100 per cent, is there. A big railroad is such
a complicated machine that no one has yet got near the ideal
in operation.
For many of the elements of many of our
good records we have to thank a benevolent Providence
rather than scientific efficiency.
It is not all a question of discipline, however.
The most
perfect enginemen, under the best administration, may break
down. Mr. Long, the general manager of the Pennsylvania,

speaking at the meeting of the American Railway Association last year, mentioned collisions that he had heard of
which were due to "preoccupation of the engineman." The
man was awake, had his head out of the cab window, looked
at the signals, saw them, but did not obey them.
The sense
of sight was not sufficient.
Many people, said Mr. Long,
think that cases like this are becoming so frequent that something ought to be done.
Every one knows that enginemen

sometimes go on duty with powers of mind or body impaired
by sickness, or with minds burdened with debts, or divorce
or other domestic difficulties, or the death of a friend.
have not the combined courage and discretion to

They
lie

off

and lose a day's pay. The wisdom described by some of
the writers of our articles, published last winter, on "How
to Keep a Good Lookout" is not universal.
With the mass
of facts like the foregoing, it would be easy enough to show
that automatic stops are desirable if only they were proved
practicable and not unreasonably costly.
The Interborough not only uses the stops but recommends
them.
In the first year a very serious collision was undoubtedly prevented. On the Boston Elevated, where stops
have ^been used 15 years, an officer gives the significant
testimony that disregard of stop signals has been done
oivay -cinth. -With its low speeds this road has not the most
problems, but it is noticeable that the fine results
reported have been made without the aid of a recording
apparatus.
And here, as well as on all the subways mendifficult

tioned, the

stops are not self-detecting.

It

is

possible for

stop to fail and the failure not be promptly discovered.
But the improvement of discipline is such a pronounced benefit that the officers prize the system highly without dea

manding
borough

that

shall

be ideally infallible.

On

the Interoperation is
maintained by the ordinary inspection, such as is given other
signal apparatus.
a

it

satisfactory degree

of certainty

in

There are bold signal engineers ready to adapt automatic
stops to trunk line railroad conditions. The Chicago & Eastern Illinois, as noted in the Railzvay Age Gazette June 5, page

order.

has equipped 90 engines, and proposes to protect trains
a hundred miles of road.
Unless some fairy can
give assurance that no more collisions of the first magnitude
are going to occur anywhere, it would seem to be the duty
of railway officers generally to keep very close track of
all such experiments as this; or, if those experiments are

If anyone is disposed to argue that these city roads need stops
because their motormen are not high grade men, like regular

better.

men have

locomotive runners

need them), he

will forget together.
On freight
coincidently forgotten a despatcher's

Two men

so often failed.
trains eight

(and that roads employing firemen do not

may

as well dismiss the question, for

is

it

not

Mr.
an unreliable term.
Rudd's appeal to the honor and the conscience of the engineers will not afford us any satisfaction.
Not that the
majority of runners are devoid of honor and conscience;
the question is, can the superintendent be sure of the right
Qualities in the whole of his force?
He, as an individual,
is
responsible for efficiency.
Exhorting the units has no
tangible eflfect.
One of the hardest problems of the superintendent is to cultivate, in enginemen, that brand of cona

practical

issue.

"High-grade"

is

science which will admit a mistake when the result of. that
mistake may mean dismissal.
Again, the directors of a
large railroad, when considering the problem of perfecting
•

'.heir

enginemen, must recognize that their superintendents

1,246,

on about

not in

all

respects of a satisfactory kind, to start something

And when we see the underground roads satisfied
with a device which theoretically is imperfect, and the French
government requiring cab signals installed on thousands of
it may be claimed, with reason, that sticking
foreyer at the difficulties of the automatic stop, is not the
part of wisdom. One of the difficulties, the overlap, can be
overcome by adding "speed control" apparatus. Why should
not speed control be thoroughly tested? All troubles with

miles of road,

snow and ice are supposed to be avoidable by the use of
magnetic or induction apparatus, having no contacting parts.
Should not this supposition be proved? If brake-applying
apparatus is to be finally rejected as not usable, the fact
oughe to be settled, and the next best thing tried.
Cab
si.gnals and Mr. Cade's audible roadside signal have well
known drawbacks; but they involve no difficulty with brakes;
and if automatic stops cannot be made satisfactory and
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if

the public

system,

it

is

not going to be satisfied with our present
expedient to encourage some such

may become

device.

This, it seems to us, is the line of argument of the more
level-headed of the automatic stop advocates; and these advocates are too numerous to be ignored. Congress and other
public bodies blindly demand that the railroads do someIt is
thing.
It is not fair to keep the public in the dark.

not even consonant with enlightened self-interest to mainExcept
tain a silence which is interpreted as indifference.
as
in

continued freedom from collisions may keep Congress
a somnolent condition, the fundamental issue still hangs

over our heads.
of the advocates of stops, whose posioutlined, and those of the conservatives,
first
article, there are some pretty radical
our
recounted
differences, although at first thought it might seem that they
The opposing sides have never met
differ only as to details.
each other in fair and free debate. But the importance of the
parties, if not the importance of the subject, would seem to
demand that this anomalous condition be brought to an end.
This phase of the problem will be considered in a third

Between the ideas

tion

we have here
in

been most successful

in

the use of

stokers

A
**

S to whether the mechanical stoker for locomotives is
to be considered a success or not, in the present stage
of its development, depends on the viewpoint of the person
expressing the opinion. If the opinion is based purely on upto-the-present performances insofar as coal consumption per
unit of work done is concerned, the answer would probably
be in the negative, for undoubtedly stoker-fired do burn more
But if the question is to be
coal than hand-fired engines.
viewed from the standpoint of ability to maintain steam
pressure, and of handling all the coal burned, then the stoker
It was, however, remarked two years or more
is a success.
ago at the Master Mechanics' convention that it is. apparently,
a comparatively simple matter to design a stoker that will
maintain steam pressure under ordinary and even extraordinary working conditions.
It is, of course, of prime importance that an engine should
be kept hot. That is the first task imposed upon the fireman,
and for its accomplishment all other things must take second
place, even to that of lookout for signals, because it would
be a hazardous excuse to offer for a steam failure that the
fire was neglected to call signal;.
Full steam pressure means
relief to the engineer, as he can work his machine to its full
capacity; he can make the time, and the despatcher knows
that he can count on trains reaching meeting points at the
estimated time. If to this we add a certainty as to steam
pressure at all times, regardless of grade, loads, speed, length
of run and weather conditions, we have eliminated many of
the uncertainties of train operation and put confidence in the
heart of the operating department. This can now be done
by the stokers on the market. They can remove that factor,
'"the fatigue of the fireman." from consideration and give the
despatcher confidence that a weary man at the end of a long
division is not one to be reckoned with.
It means that the
engine can really be loaded to capacity without danger of

steam

and that

can be counted upon to work to its
end of the run. .And, as a necessary consequence, its rating is increased.
The engineer in
is
this
relieved of the necessity of favoring his fireman. He
can work the engine as he would like, regardless of the man.
He is not called upon to trade water for steam, and lose
time lest he lose pressure. In short, he can keep both eyes
on the lookout instead of keeping one always on the steam
gage. This the present stokers can accomplish.
If, then, the stoker burns more coal per engine mile or
per ton mile, the question is, are not the results worth it?
It is generally conceded by those railroad men who have
failure

maximum

it

efficiency to -the

No. 3

and have the

number in service, that the engines so equipped do
But the
burn more coal than those that are hand-fired.
comparison is apt to be made on the basis of the engine mile.
Sometimes tonnage has been increased, but always operation
has been improved, so that the actual increase of coal consumption is subject to a discount dependent upon the actual
increase of tonnage and the value that may be put upon
Hence the apparent extra
the improvement in operation.

may be either entirely eliminated or, at least, greatly
reduced, dependent on the modifying factors that may be
used in making the calculation.
As for the extra fuel consumption, there is a very good
reason for its present existence, but, apparently, none for its
continued existence. As already stated, the first condition
fuel cost

imposed on the fireman

When

is

that he should maintain his steam

he is firing
the end of a run, he favors
coal as he can, and so saves
eye on the steam gage, and

pressure.

by hand, and especially towards
own back by using as little
coal.
With a stoker he has his
takes no chances, and, as it rehis

quires no effort to put coal into the firebox, he makes sure
is putting in enough, which means that he always puts

that he

too much.

But he holds the pressure.

of the education of the fireman to train
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largest

in

article.

Vol.

put

in

enough and not too much

fire at all

It

is,

then, a matter

him so

that he will

coal, that he will

times, with even greater care than

watch

when hand

his

firing,

and that he will give the stoker operation his constant and
unceasing attention. The work done by the locomotive on
the road varies from minute to minute and almost from second to second, and if the best results are to be obtained
with a stoker, its adjustments should follow each other with
the same rapidity as the variations in the work done by the
engine.

On general principles, there is no reason why a stoker-fired
engine should burn more coal than one that is hand-fired, and
many reasons why it should burn less. The firebox can be
designed so as to secure the best conditions of combustion;
the door need not be opened, and the air supply above and
below the bed can be adjusted to secure the best results. But
we still have the human element of indifference and carelessness
to contend with, with every inducement towards an excessive
fuel supply.
How these can be overcome is a difficult problem.
A fuel premium has been suggested as a proper and
possible solution.

Based on the sentiments of the men using the stoker, it is
The men like it. After they have become accustomed to it, they have confidence in it and its labor-saving
qualities recommend it.
But it is new, and men have to be
educated up to it. It frequentlj' happens that a stoker will
be a perfect failure on one run, and the men will declare it
unfit for use, and then on the next run, without any work
having been done on it, it will do a one hundred per cent,

a success.

job of stoking with a different crew. In short, the personal
equation is still an important factor in stoker operation.
Large engines with cylinders of 25 in. diameter or over can
do a great deal of work if they are properly fired, but they
must be supplied with large quantities of fuel and this means
heavy labor for a man if the locomotive is to be worked to
capacity. The man tires, the stoker does not. With the man,
engine efl^ciency falls; with the stoker it can be maintained to
the end of the division. The stoker does, and for some time
probably will, burn more fuel than the man, but it is on the
whole reliable. Its cost of maintenance is at present unknown, but will probably range from one-half to one cent a
mile.
The troubles which it will develop will probably increase with the number of stokers in use.
It will require
constant attention and supervision. It will add another element of care to be lookei^after by the mechanical department.
But in spite of these added burdens, it looks very much to an
outside observer as though its advantages outweighed its disadvantages, and that the time is not far distant- when it will
be considered an economical necessity.

July
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The Validity of Rate Regulations, State and Federal.

By Robert P. Recder,
440 pages, 6 in. by 9 in. Bound in buckram.
W. Johnson Company, 535 Chestnut street,

of the Philadelphia bar.

by

Published

T.

&

J.

Philadelphia.

dealing with

is

stitutional

law which are involved

treatise

a

the

in the

ciples are stated clearly, accompanied by many quotations
from the decisions of the courts in the rate cases themselves,
and many unsettled problems are discussed at length by going into a broader consideration of the purposes of those
who placed in the federal constitution the provisions which
bear upon rate regulation.
The treatment covers the contrast between state and
federal power, the methods of making and enforcing regulations, the principles governing the valuation of property for
rate-making purposes, the constitutional rate of return, discrimination in regulations, and the impairment of contracts.
Especially valuable is the discussion on valuation of property
and on the relation of the due process provision of the
constitution to substantive law. The chapter headings are as

"The Commerce

Clause,"

"The

Distribution

of

—

Governmental Powers," "The Due Process Clauses Position
of Court," "Due Process Clause Discussion," "Equal Protectiop Provision," "Just Compensation," "Impairment of Contracts," "Preferences to Ports," and "Limitations Upon
Federal Judicial Power." The book contains four thousand

—

citations, with parallel references.

Railroad Statistics.
Published by Price, Waterhouse
street, New York.
9 in. by 12 in.
70 pages.

a
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I

combination of

statistics

THE POSITIVE MEET; FEWER ORDERS NEEDED

various phases of

regulation by the federal and state governments, and
which are fundamental to an understanding of the many
problems connected with rate regulation. Established prin-

is
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William

Boston, June

To THE Editor

of

1914.

4,

the R.mlwav Ace Gazette:

your issue of May 29, the letter of
A. C. D., referring to the use on the New York, Xew Haven &
Hartford of the positive meet, and maintaining, in effect, that in
Oklahoma it would be impossible to carry out the practice which
prevails on the New Haven.
I do not suppose that you care to give space in your columns
to a controversy on this subject, and, indeed, I do not wish to
waste time in contradicting; but A. C. D. has overlooked a few
I

have been reading,

in

simple facts.
In the matter of operating lines where the telegraph offices are
the New Haven is no better off than other roads.

far apart,

Sending out trains
is

to turn

as common here as
And the argument

around

at

some obscure industry track

elsewhere.

that men will make mistakes under one
system the same as under another, which the writer repeats, has
no force (or, rather, it is as favorable to the New Haven as to
the other side) because, regardless of whether the men are well
informed or ill informed, whether they have much knowledge or
little

knowledge, the simpler you make their train orders, and the

smaller the

number

of orders issued, the less the liability to con-

fusion and misunderstanding.

With the positive meet, the despatchers issue a very much smaller number of orders.
Y'our correspondent also seems to have overlooked the fact
that the despatchers who testify to the merits of the New Haven
system have had experience under both systems.

New

derived largely from the annual

Haven.

reports of the larger railroad companies to their stockholders,
.-.

and in the case of rates conveying to their stockholders from
December 31 of statistics reported to the Interstate Commerce
Commission. Compiled by an accounting firm of international
reputation, it may, of course, be relied upon for accuracy and
some of the derived figures are unusually interesting and informing.

among

The

principal

eight groups

railroads

of

the

eastern trunk lines,

:

country are
anthracite

divided

railroads,

southern and southeastern lines, trunk lines west of Pittsburgh
and Buffalo, middle west lines in the north, middle west trunk
lines, mountain lines and Pacific lines.
The figures cover from

The

1909 to 1913 inclusive.
instance

for

units selected are used intelligently,

and passenger

freight

mile of road operated, while

rail

renewal

is

based

on

renewals, tire renewals,

per
etc.,

are based on mile of single track operated and maintenance of

locomotives on the per locomotive per pound of tractive power

locomotive mile and per locomotive mile per thousand
pounds of tractive power basis. The average figures for each
group are given on an average for all groups.
per

List

of

Publications

Compiled by the
74 pages, 6

The Bureau

in.

Pertaining

Bureau

by 9

in.

of

Government Ownership of Railways.
Railway Economics, Washington, D. C.

to

Bound

in paper.

of Railway

Economics has compiled and issued a
very comprehensive bibliography of the available literature on
the subject of government ownership, whether good, bad or indifferent, or whether favorable to or against government ownership, which may be found in the principal libraries of the
country. Sixty libraries are included in the list and all books and
pamphlets listed are accompanied by key letters indicating in
what library they may be found. The references are grouped
under a general head and under the various countries, and in
the case of the United States, under the separate states. There
is

also a separate

list

of authors.

In view of the present keen

government ownership, this bibliography
should be of great value to railway men and to all interested in
interest in the subject of

the subject.

TRANSVERSE FISSURES

1

IN RAILS

New

York, July

9,

1914,

To the Editor of the Railway Age Gazette
The report of H. W. Belnap, general inspector of safety appliances, to the Interstate Commerce Commission, dated April
:

1914, covering investigation of an accident which occurred
on the New York, New Haven & Hartford near Westerly, R. I.,
on October 13. 1913, contains the general conclusion drawn by
24,

James E. Howard, engineer-physicist,
called internal

"transverse fissure"

loads upon hard steel

is

that the cause of the sothe action of high wlieel

rail.

Owing

to the publicity attending reports of this nature and the
which the general public may assume can be placed
upon the findings of government investigators, it is well to
enlarge somewhat upon this subject.
The subject of mternal transverse fissures, although old (see
article by Robert Job, Railway Age Gazette, February 6. 1914),
has recently received renewed interest and investigation, principally because it has been brought into prominence by a report
by Mr. Belnap to the Interstate Commerce Commission. In fact,
it
is being given undue prominence, since this type of failure,

reliance

comparatively speaking,
in itself is in

is

of infrequent occurrence.

contradiction to Mr.

Howard's theory, for

This fact
if

fissures

have been developed in normal rail by existing wheel loads, why
have they not developed in adjacent rails of the same weight
and manufacture which were laid at the same time and have
necessarily carried the

were

correct,

same tonnage?

If

Mr. Howard's theory
rail would

the development of a fissure in any

roughly determine the service life of all rails of that or lighter
weight laid at the same time or at any earlier date in track
having like service, which, of course, is untenable.
Furthermore, all railroads with the same wheel loads and rails

from any makers would show the same results as regards breaks
due to transverse fissures.
.^s a matter of fact, under like operating conditions and the
same rail specifications, some roads have had less trouble of this
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character with

all

output of some

of their rails than have other rbads and the
mills has proved better than that of other

rail

mills.
It appears that to date neither the rail experts of the railroads
nor of the manufacturers have been able to definitely prove the
primary cause of such fissures, although much progress has been
made within the last few months, and all the evidence so far
produced appears to indicate as the cause defective material in

the

rail.

has been discovered that the so-called "transverse fissures"
be longitudinal, horizontal or inclined in any direction to the
axis of the rail; they have been discovered in rail in which the
carbon percentage is moderate and below the upper limit of
the standard specifications for the section involved; there is no
It

may

evidence of segregation in these rails; in no case reported have
two or more adjacent rails shown transverse fissures, and several
fissures

have been found

in a single rail.

true that this type of break is disclosed by traffic, as is
every other form of break. It is also true that the lighter the
to
traffic the less frequently are these and other rail breaks apt
An unsound rail, no matter what may be its type of
occur.
It

is

unsoundness,

should

and

way under a load

give

does

well

within the limits of the carrving capacity of sound rails and a
is
rail suffering from the deep-seated disease under discussion

no exception to this general rule.
It is to be hoped that the real cause of transverse
be brought to light, but until such

is

the case

it

is

fissures

may

not just to

such failures to assumed imprudent practices of the
Such an attitude constitutes an illogical and unwarranted attempt to make capital by following the popular
attribute

railroads.

practice of ascribing all faults, without proof, to the railroads.

EXCIXBER.

POOR OPERATORS AND THE TROUBLES OF THE
DESPATCHER
Hailevville, Okla., June

26.

1914.

To THE Editor of the R.mlw.w Age Gazette:
The paper on the training of telegraph operators, by Mr.
Sheldon, of the Union Pacific, which was printed in the Railway
be read with much interest by a
great many railroad officers and employees.
Mr. Sheldon's somewhat optimistic views will lead many a

Age

Gazette of

May

29. will

despatcher to ask numerous questions. Looking at the subject
broadly, and taking in the whole western country, the question
frequently recurs whether there cannot be something done to
improve the quality of the operators now entering the service

on nearly all of the principal roads. It may be that, as Mr.
Sheldon says, three or four months in a training school, with a
few n>ore months of training under some agent out on the road,
will make an operator; but what is the percentage of failures?

The advent of the telephone has made a radical change in
the problem of the education of operators. Many officers careBut as
lessly assume that anyone can operate the telephone.
long as we use the telegraph, whether for long distance work or
It requires just
for anything, we need competent telegraphers.

much proficiency to operate the wire now as 20 years ago.
requires more, for the reason that we are working faster than
It is too readily assumed that as soon as a man
at that time.
can receive 15 or 20 words a minute he is an operator. What
Has anyone ever passed on that? Is it
about his sending?

as
It

The
not just as important, or' more so. that he send well?
copying operator makes fewer mistakes with good sending than
with bad. How many officers think of that feature?
he secures a
.\s a general rule, the young operator, as soon as
position, buys what they call a "bug" and in the novice's opinion
;

requires several weeks to learn
how to operate the thing, and, in fact, some never learn; and
during this time he works an imposition on everyone else, in
helps
trying to use the bug. This, with his other shortcomings,
operator.
to make life a burden for all who deal with the new
be
railroad company should not allow such instruments to

the proposition

A

is

solved.

But

it
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A good sender with his hand can send as fast as the
average operator can put it down in good shape. Good hand
senders are scarce. Add to this a half dozen beginners trying
to handle their bugs and the despatcher certainly has his troubles.
Again, the average chief despatcher. who generally employs
the operators, does not examine them on their send ng or their
He gives the operator a note
receiving, or on wire testing.
to the examining physician and if he passes the physical examHe goes out on
ination this seems about all that is necessary.
the road and is charged with the serious duty of handling train
used.

orders and the other business of the company. Then who has to
worry with him? Xo one but the despatcher, who has his hands

make a good showing in
with poor men as well as
with good. Students are sometimes sent to a heavy train order
Human lives are intrusted to these mtn. If the
position.
already.

full

expediting the

Vet he

expected to

is

movement of

trains,

down as a kicker and a crank.
abused if the despatcher loses his
Some
patience and criticizes him, but who wouldn't lose it?
of the timber sent out on the line will justify any amount of
despatcher complains, he
thinks he

The operator

is

put

is

anger.

The young operator, just setting out, usually can tell more
about the operators' pay schedule than he can about the block
If he works the meal hour or thirty
or train order rules.
minutes over his time, an overtime slip is sent in, and is referred
to the trick despatcher by the chief with a big "Why" in boxThe student does not take into consideration that
car letters.
possibly you have let him off for a couple of hours a few nights
And this is just as true of the old head as with the
before.
new. What would some of the operators of the present day
have done 20 years ago when 12 hours was a day's work and
no overtime, no lunch hour? In addition to this operators made
themselves generally useful around the station as clerks to the
agent and the section foreman, in the way of doing clerical work
and handling the switch lamps. Nowadays, if an operator handles
switch lamps, he gets paid for it, and it is a hard matter to get
to do the least bit of station work, to say nothing of sweepIn those days we received from 30 to 40
ing out the office.

him

month now it is a minimum of from 55 to 60 and
overtime every time they turn around and a nine-hour day.
Operators receive more solid training from the train despatcher
It is
in one week than from any other employee in a month.
often noticeable that the despatcher will worry along with an
operator for months trying to educate him up to the standard,
thinking he will eventually make a good man. But in a large
proportion of cases he fails, and all the time he s handicapping

•dollars a

;

;

himself.

have many times,

I

come

to the telephone

in

case of students, asked conductors to
their orders on account of the

and get

yet the operators are complaining
being too slow
today because the railroads are putting in emergency 'phones to

operator

;

Why

facilitate business.

time

is

shouldn't the 'phones be put in?

The

coming when if the telephone fails business operacease at some stations simply because the operators

fast

tions will

are not competent to operate the telegraph wire.
With the high salaries now paid there is no reason why we
If schools are
should not have a better class of operators.
necessan- to secure the right men. let us have them. .\s long
as

is given to the qualification of operators
usual at present, we shall continue to have
With the increased responsibihties and increased
despatcher does not find much time to educate

no more attention

when
poor

hired than
service.

is

the
operators to enable them to hold their jobs.
despatcher can do to hold his own.

territory

It is

about
J.

all

the

L. Coss.

SiMPLox Tunnel Between It.\ly .\nd Switzerland Flooded.—
The Simplon t«nnel was inundated on July 7 by a subterranean
stream which burst through-"the retaining wall and flooded the
tunnel to a depth of two feet. .\ train was derailed in the middle
The passengers, however,
of the tunnel, but no one was hurt.
were obliged to walk several miles to Iselle. Trains had to be
diverted via the St. Gothard route.
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Italian

A

Line with Very Heavy Grades and Long Tunnels
on Which the Capacity Was Increased 100 Per Cent
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One important economic reason which determines
steam hne

fication of a
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the electri-

the necessity of increasing

is

L.

capacity.

its

brought about by conditions of conResults of
gestion are, however, quite unknown, as nothing has been pubAn examination of all
lished in connection with such cases.
single phase trunk lines with heavy freight and passenger service
shows no case where the electrification was determined by the
Italian

To make

which

line,

Subsidiary

must up

development, particularly as regards the
one of the oldest trunk lines in Italy, will
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is

be briefly described.
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Giovi
its

line

(double

capacity,

track)

was

and as were the

(partly single and partly double track)
and the Savona-San Giuseppe single track
line.
The electrification of the Monza-Lecco line was due to
various reasons, chiefly the advantage of improving the service
on a line which connects an important city like Milan with one of
the most attractive valleys of the Alps.
line

electrified in 1912-1914,

THE TRAFFIC OF THE
Considering

now

the

Giovi

line,

GIOVI LINE.

and

especially

the

Section

Pontedecimo-Busalla, which ofi^ers the greatest difficulty to the
The tonnage in and out of the harbor of Genoa,

operation.

Showing the Giovi Three-Phase

.

The line referred to, the Giovi line in Italy, can be considered
completely regenerated by the three-phase traction, having acquired, as regards freight service, which is the most important
if

in

Li^je___^

ing the most difficult service conditions, and where the steam
service had exhausted all its resources and could not be im-

proved on.

other
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Fig.
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with the exception of the Valtellina lines electrified

line,

electrification

1897 the operating expenses per axle with

12 per cent., iiKluding interest

of

ago for experimental purposes, were determined by the necessity
of increasing the capacity of the line, and to this was certainly
due the choice of the system, the Italian State Railways having
found the tliree-phase system the most suitable for increasing
the capacity of trunk lines with very heavy grades.
We will,
therefore, describe the actual results obtained on a line present-

on that

In

service.

electric service
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of the

example of railway

line was electrified in 1902 for experimental
However, it has derived many advantages by the
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RAILWAY SYSTEM

IT.\LIAN ELECTRIC
Italian

the industries are located, as
Tofh/ano

which has grades

Line,"

to date block system.

these results better understood the electric railway

system in Italy and
Giovi

The
State Railways,

"Giovi

so-called

half as steep and the

necessity of increasing the capacity of the line.

All the tri-phase installations of the

the

line,

electritication

not a greater, capacity than the parallel

whicli in 1878

Electric Lines

amounted

to less than a million tons a year, has

been increasing rapidly, reaching 7,368,000 tons in 1912, of which
84 per cent, represents import and 14 per cent, export busines.=.
There are five railway lines leading to Genoa which handle

The two Giovi lines, which constitute the direct
between Genoa and the greatest manufacturing
provinces of Italy Piedmont and Lombardy handle the most
this

traffic.

connections

—

—

—

:
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Table

A

Lines Electrified

Vol.

Xo. 3

57,

(q)

S-5

1— Milano-Varese
2

1901

70.J

1

650

Direct current

1902

(Valtellina)

65.S

2

3,000

A.C. 15 cycles

11(»)

1910-13 2S.8

3.5

3,000

A.C. 15 cycles

4

4

1912

35.S

3

3,300

A.C. 16?^ cycles

5t=)

5— SavonaCeva
6—MonzaLecco (»')
7— Bardonecchia-Modane

1914

28.3

2.5

3,700

A.C.

— Bussoleno-Bardonecchia..

(a)

0^
(')
('3
(*)
i^f

16M

cycles

1914

27.4

1.2

3,400

A.C. 15.8 cycles

(») 1914

23.6

3

3,300

A.C.

5,

12, ,000,

5

cycles

15, ,750,

4

0(=)

length in Italian territory.
this number must be added a portable substation used as reserve.
will be supplied by feeder from a substation of line No. 4.
To these figures should be added 2 flywheel sets used to take care of
the pick loads.
These figures include the portable substation.
At present the current on this line is supplied from a 50,000 volt,
50 cycles line and transformed. This is only a temporary arrange-

This line

As above.
Energy is supplied by power house

of Xegry Company, which reserves
for this service 10,000 kw. with picks of 15,000.

approximately 80 per

traffic,

cent.

the

;

Genoa-

Spezia handles 8 per cent., the Genoa-.\sti 7 per cent., and the
Genoa-Ventimiglia the remaining 5 per cent. While the Genoa-

Genoa to the Piedmont it has a very limited service
due to heavy grades, single track and poorly ventilated tunnels.
At present the electrification of this line is under consideration.
The old Giovi line, opened to service in 1853. was proposed
and built by the famous statesman Cavour, who early foresaw the importance of the harbor of Genoa in the industrial
development of Italy. It is a mountain road whicli rises from
Asti connects

3

Fig.

— The

It

hai

maximum

the longest, the

the highest station.

514,000

22,600

9.0(S)

24

380,000(8)

48,000

4.1 (•)

16

165,000(»)

13,000

of which
(=)
(*)

50,000

6,800 (»)

56,000

O

20,000

(")

56,000

(=)

18,200

32,000

48,000
29,000 (•)

13('°)

<•)

0^)
(")
(*2)

grades of

3.5

Giovi tunnel,

per cent., six
is

2.02

On

tinuous growth of the

1

6,000 («>)

electric service on the
October
line was started only
1913.
These figures are for the period July-Octobe
1913.
Estimated figures, as service is not started yet.
Includes a branch line, Varese-Porto Ceresio.
These substations are so equipped as to allow lines 2 and 6 to be
connected and supplied with energy from either of the two power

houses.

C)

Energy

(")

Some

(")

is
supplied from power house of Edison Company, which
reserves for this service 4,000 kw. with picks of 5.000 kw.
of these are passenger motor-cars capable of hauling several
passenger cars.
On these lines the electric service will be started shortly.

purpose as the old line, but offers considerably better service
conditions, having uniform grades not e-xceeding 1.6 per cent.,
and reaching '1.16 per cent, in the longest tunnel. The total
length from where it branches off is 13.7 miles, and the highest
point

is

1,060 feet

In 1906-7 the

above sea

maximum

level.

quantity of freight accumulating on the

docks at Genoa amounted to 575,000 tons, and the average between October and January was 450,000 tons. To improve conditions, at the end of 1907, a new type of steam locomotive
(Fig.

5),

designed particularly for this service by the Italian

miles.

Railways, was put in service, producing a considerable
These locomotives were of the compound 4-cylinder type, and had the following characteristics
State

improvement.
Number

Total heating surface
Working pressure
Diam. of high pressure cylinders
Diam. of low pressure cylinders
_
Length of stroke
Diam. of driving wheels (when new)

the harbor of Genoa, the Giovi

Subsidiary line (double track) was built in 1889. It branches off
the old Giovi line, and runs parallel to it on the other side

and crosses the mountain pass under a tunnel
and then joins the old line. It serves the same

of coupled axles

Weight in working order
Weight of tender, loaded

account of the great difficulty of op-

traffic in

8(«>)

The

eration with steam locomotives, and in consideration of the con-

5.15 miles long,

24 C")

of which

These conditions make the operation with heavy and long freight
The line has a total length of 14.4 miles,
trains most difficult.
and a difference in level of 1,150 feet between the lowest and

of the valley,

6.0P0. of which
2,000 as standby
12,000, of which
6,000 as standby

Profile of the Giovi Line

the sea level, crosses the -Apennines, and descends in the valley
tunnels, of which

20,000

1,3S0,000(")

750 as standby

16^

To

of the river Po.

4-(")

000 as standby
18 ,500. of which
S ,000 as standby
15 000, of which
700 as standby

This table does not contain the Simolon three-phase line, as it is operated by the Swiss Federal Railway, although it runs for half of its

of the freight

20,000, of which
5,000 as standby

360, of which (•)
480 as standby

ment.
(*)
(•)

45,000

,000 as standby

— Lecco-Sordrio-Chiavenna

3^Giovi

of which(3)

14, 000,

7

.^._.

During the official tests carried out by the
ways the following results were obtained.
(1)
tive)

When

.

.

.

5

75 tons
28 tons
2,060 sq. ft.
229 lb. per sq. in.

.

14.7 in.

24

in.

25.6 in.
53 in.

Italian State Rail-

hauling a train of 204 tons (exclusive of locomo-

:

:
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July

2.5 per cent, grade
pull on 2.5 per cent, grade
Indicated horsepower

Speed on

25 miles an hour
12,200 to 13,400 lb.
1.200

Drawbar

.^

Drawbar horsepower

When

(2)

handling

800

*.

a train of

212 tons (exclusive of locomo-

tive)

y5

and continuous growth of one of the most important
harbors of Italy. This new line, called "the direct line," was to
natural

be a double track line with low grades, and cross the Apennines
through a tunnel 11.8 miles long. The estimated cost was $30,and the necessary appropriation was voted by congress.

000,000,

Speed on

Drawbar

2.5 per cent, grade
pull on 2.5 per cei t.

15.5 miles per

grade

hour

16,600

Indicated horsepower

These new locomotives on the old Giovi

line

However, the above mentioned committee

in its report to the
consideration of the fact that the building of
direct line with such a long tunnel would require many

lb.

900
650

Drawbar horsepower

could haul the

following loads at a speed of 15.5 miles per hour

government,
this

new

in

and having

years,

170 tons
310 tons
450 tens

mind the successful experiments of double
on the Valtellina and Simplon electric lines,

in

traction carried out

Single locomotive
Double locomotive
Triple locomctive

suggested besides other improvements the electrification of the
old Giovi line as the means of increasing its capacity.
In consequence of the satisfactory results obtained on the
Simplon and Valtellina lines the three-phase, 15-cycle system was
chosen for this electrification. It was also decided to increase
the speed of the trains on this line to 28 miles per hour on the
up grade, and to increase the power of the locomotives to the

maxiinum amount allowed by

the type of rolling stock.

Westinghouse locomotives (type F. S. 050), having two running speeds of 14 and 28 miles per hour, were chosen for the
service.
These locomotives (Fig. 4) were designed by Mr. de
Kando, and built by the Italian Westinghouse Company at Vado

They are equipped with two

Ligure, Italy.

motors, 3,000 volts.

Number

slip

of coupled

axles

5

Adhesive weight of locomotive
Diameter of wheels (when new)

The motors

ring induction

Their characteristics are as follows:
60 tons
42.5 in.

are connected to the wheels by a special triangular

yoke.

Fig.

4

— Westinghouse

With trains of standard composition (which is the maximtim allowed by the draft gear of the cars, but which can be
increased as far as the locomotives are concerned as shown by
Electric

Now Used

on

Locomotive (Type

Italian Giovi

F. S.

050)

Line

power developed

the use of these

more powerful

locoinutives

it

was

possible

in 1907-8 to reduce the quantity of goods accumulating on the

docks

at

Genoa

to a

maximum

power.

5—Steam

When

The

maximum

horse-

starting on a grade of 3.5 per
is

developed 2,180 horse-

capacity of the locomotives on the Giovi line

Single locomotive
locomotives

was

190 tons
380 tons
530 tons

Three locomotives

this

Fig.

28 miles an hour, the

Two

350,000 tons

However,

at

1,770.

fixed as follows

of 439,000 tons, and to an average

during the months from October to January.
improvement did not last long owing to the continuous increase in tonnage, and in 1909-10 the quantity of goods
of

is

hauling the same train, there

cent.,

By

when running

tests),

The

electric service

was

started in 1910.

Locomotive Formerly Used on the Giovi Line

on the docks reached maximum and average amounts, respectively, of 545,000 and 484.000 tons.
This condition, of course, represented an enormous loss due to the delay 'caused to trade in
general, and the damage and deterioration of perishable freight.
ELECTRIFICATION OF GIOVI LINE
This state of affairs and the conclusions arrived at by the
committee appointed by the government led to the decision
of building another subsidiary line to take care of the

SERVICE RESULTS OF ELECTRIFICATION

The

increased capacity of the line

greater

power of the

speed.

The

the

electric

is,

of course, due to the

locomotives and the increase in

peculiar condition of the hne allows us to verify

calculated

electrification.

increase

in

the

capacity

of

The steam locomotives had

a

the

line

after

maximum

the

running

speed of 15.5 miles per hour on the steepest grades. The electric
locomotive runs at 28 miles per hour on the 3.5 per cent, grades.

:
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Similarly on the
to the

down

grades,

owing

to the electric braking,

constant speed and absence of shocks,

it

is

and

that the electric service

was

all

trains

was made on

way down the
has now been done away with.
the line about half

If

we

trains

on

take

it

electric

speed of the

represents an increase of 88

per cent, and 75.5 per cent, on the up and down grades, partly
due to the shorter time taken by the electric locomotive for

now

limited to 17 hours instead of 20, the

to 61

locomotives.

figures

service.

mentally,

This increase is clearly shown by the time tables
(Figs. 7 and 8) of the steam service on its last year 1910. and of

both because of the size of the electric

possible

is

and because of the Clock system existing on the

installations,

acceleration.

the electric service

No. 3

do not represent the maximum obtainable by the
This maximum was determined when the
project of electrification was being considered, and all the fixed
installations, such as the central station, sub-stations and transmission lines were designed for a service having trains starting
every 10 and 15 minutes. Such service, as has been shown experi-

This compulsory stop

grade.

would amount

electric

These

a level section of

consideration the commercial

into

this section of the line

new

In addition w-ith the steam

miles per hour.

18.6

trains a safety stop of

is

57,

and 77 per cent. The same results
were obtained during certain days in the month of August vv-hen
trains
run
for the purpose of testing the
numerous e.xtra
were
increase

possible to

'allow a speed of 28 miles per hour for passenger trains where
the maximum speed allowed for the same trains with the steam
service

Vol.

as the time taken to cover the length of the tunnel

line,

is

9

miimtes, and therefore with a train starting every ten minutes

in operation.

one train would leave the station at the entrance of the tunnel
when the preceding had reached the telegraph station at the

With the steam service it was possible to run a ma.ximum of
28 up trains and 23 down trains per day, spread over a period
of 20 hours.
However, the average number of trains per day
was considerably lower. In the last year of the steam service,
1909-10. a total of 8,793 up and 7,792 down trains were run, or

other end.

.\ssuming the utilization coefficient* of the Italian State
Railways as .70. and assuming 20 working hours per day, as

PQNTEDeCIMO
Fig.

a

I

3

<

6

— Schedule

Steam Service

a

6

5

o(

10

H

ij

1910

of

17

IE

IS

18

Fig. 7

i

\

Schedule of^Electric Service

Freight

It was r.ot recessary to increase the number of the down trains, the greater number of cars being empty
on the down trip.
With operation by steam the above figures were not suscept-

of appreciable increase, both because of the limited speed

tunnel; the steam service

only possible by strong
special

shown
artificial

work

of ventilating the Giovi

in the schedule in Fig. 7

ventilation

was

of the tunnel

by

blower driven by a 500 horsepower motor.

electric service the average figures given above refer
to a schedule spread over a period of 17 hours per day (Fig. 8),
and therefore they could \x increased considerably. For instance,
during the month of .\pril, 1913, on the same section of the line
referred to, 223 trains were run in addition to those shown in the
schedule, corresponding to an average of 7.45 trains per day.
of which 5.2 were up and 2.25 down trains. The maximum number of additional trains per day during the same month of
April, besides the trains shown in the schedule, w'as 13, of which
nine were up and four were down trains. Therefore, the average
and maximum values for the month of April would be 38 and
42 respectively, which compared to the 28 of the steam service
represents an increase of 36 and 50 per cent. and if we consider
;

These
sent

n

u

uii;i

the

average number of

would be

Trains leaving every 15 niin.,
Trains leaving every 10 min.,

iraiiis.

capacity of the line.

difficult

service,

daily trains with electric service

an average of 24 up and 21.3 down trains per day. With the
electric service there were run in 1911-12 12.024 up and 8,050
down trains, or an average of 33 and 22, an increase of 37.5 per
cent, in the number of up trains, constituting the increase in the

of the locomotive and the

lUx

a

a

ao

19

1914

in

was the case with the steam

Extra fare trains
Express trains.
Local trains.

means of a
With the

II

11

Summer

iiifilMliii

ii\iiifnii!i?ui

PONTEDCCIPIO

ible

in

.7
.7

x 20 x 4
x 20 x 6

=
=

56

84

compared with 28 of the steam service, reprean increase of 100 and 200 per cent, respectively.
figures, as

ELECTRIC

LOCOMOTIVES

On

account of the higher speed of the electric locomotives
and their suitability for switching operations in the yard, it

was

possible

with

reduction in the
train crews.

.At

electric

number

operation

to

make

a

rather

large

of locomotives, and therefore in the

present the service on this section

handled by
actual service, one is held
is

which eight are in
one is under inspection.
During 1909-1910
with steam service the average number of steam locomotives was
15.
If we consider that with the electric service there are 34
trains to 28 with steam service, the number of steam locomotives was 82 i)er cent, greater than the number of electric locomotives.
The daily service of the electric locomotive could
easily be increased by increasing the working hours to 24, because the maximum temperature of the Westinghouse electric
motors was only 73 deg. after 16 up and 16 down trips, hauling
the normal weight of train and regenerating energy on the down
trip, the last two trips having been made without forced venten locomotives of

and

reserve

in

t.lation oi

the motors.
TR.ACTIVE EFFIRT .iNB COMPOSITION OF TRAINS

A

comparison between the maximum weight of train perwith the steam locomotive and the standard w-eight

missible

•Utilization
lins actually

t

efficient is
in and the

the ratio between the a
of trains given

number
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of

prescribed

train

for

the

locomotives,

electric

by the existing type of rolling stock, shows
powerful the electric locomotives are,

as

allowed

how much more

(excl^swl'o'nocomotive)

r—

*

^^

traction

Single locomotive

Double locoinotive (one locomotive pulling and one pushing).
,
Triple locomotive (one locomotive pulling and two pushing)

including the tender two-thirds loaded with water and coal)

we

steam locomotive represents 57 per cent.,
cent, respectively of the hauled weight,
while the electric locomotive represents only 30, 30.8 and 33.5
'^^
compared
to the total weight of the trains, the
P^"" '^^"'weight of the steam locomotive represents 36.3, 38.5 and 39.3,
while the weight of the electric locomotive represents only 23.1,
23.5 and 25 per cent.

97 tons,

find that the

62.7 per cent,

E

T.\BLE

(

traction

170 tons

190 tons

310 tons

380 tons

450 tons

530 tons

97

and 64 per

NUMBER

From

the preceding

it

OF CARS

number

follows that the

of cars delivered

Considering that with electric traction an overload of 10 tons
is permissible, there is an increase over steam operation of 17;^.
26 and 20 per cent, respectively. However, as has already been

over the line after the electrification has been greatly increased,
During the last year of the steam traction there was a total
traffic of 109.963 cars (passenger and freight) on the up grade

pointed out, the tractive effort and the motor capacity of the
locomotive are far greater, so that it is possible with two loco-

trification the

motives to haul on the same section of the line without any
As comdifiiculty trains up to 450 tons at 28 miles per hour.
pared with the operation by steam, this means an increase in the

drawbar

pull of 45 per cent, without considering that the adhesive

Tr.mxs Every

Fig.

8— Schedule

weight of the steam loccmotives

25

is

per cent, greater than

electric operation all

passenger trains are hauled

by two locomotives.

The

freight trains

were nearly

all

hauLd by

t'lree

locomotives,

one pulling and two pushing. With electric service the freight
trains have a uniform comfosition of 380 tons (being mostly
freight cars of the same type loaded with coal), and are hauled
by two locomotives, one pushing and one pulling. In the case
of freight trains, if but one locomotive is used, it must be placed
at the rear of an ascending or the front of a descending train,
as the cars have no air brakes. If we refer to the last table, and
consider

that

the other direction.

number increased

In

to 172.063

1911-12 after the elec-

and

146,113,

an increase

the weight of the freight cars

consider only the
direction there
15

movement

was

also increased.

And

if

we

of the freight cars in the ascending

was an increase

number

in their

of 109 per cent.

MrxuxES.

and Load Diagram

at Central Station

This would correspond to a daily service of 165 cars (steam
and 346 (electric traction). If we refer, however, to
the electric service as developed experimentally during the month
of August, 1913. for 17 hours daily, it represents an increase of
This, however, does not represent the
218 and 214 per cent.
traction)

The make-up of the passeger trains on this line is not uniform,
With operation by steam
and varies from 200 to 370 tons.
passenger trains left Genoa station hauled by one three-coupled
When this section of the line was reached two
locomotive.
additional five-coupled locomotives were added, one pulling and
one pushing. Very light trains were hauled by only two locoWith

in

of 56.5 and 10 per cent., respectively, without considering that

of Intensive Electric Service

the electric.

motives.

and 133.000

the

Westinghouse

electric

locomotive,

type

050,

weighs 60 tons, while the steam locomotive 92 deg. 470 weighs

maximum

of the

electric

service.

C.^P.ACITY OF

THE LINE

We

can now- determine the capacity of the Giovi line after
the electrification and compare it to that before. For the steam
service we will refer to the service in the year 1909-10, the last
of the steam traction, and to the maximum capacity as estimated

by the above-mentioned government committee. For the results
of the electrification we will refer to the first year of the service,
1911-12, to the service as tried experimentally during August,
1913. and to the maximum permissible service as estimated by
the Italian State Railways.
will consider only the traffic on the up grade, which

We

the one that determines the capacity of the line,

20 working hours per day, although

it

and

limit

it

is

to

should be understood that

:

:

:

:
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Vol.

57,

Xo. 3

traction to allow time

motive service throughout. With the 15-minute service during
20 hours, we would have 80 trains per day, of which 15 are

maintenance of the tracks in the tunnel, as on account
smoke the men could not work in it during the service
hours! Besides, we will consider only the hauled weight of trains,

passenger and 65 are freight. Assuming a utilization coefficient
of .70, we have 65 x .7 x 380, or 17.300 tons daily, or 6,310,000
tons yearly. With service every 10 minutes, we would have 120

with

the

electric

requisite.

traction

this

limitation

was necessary with steam

It

to

20 hours

is

not

for

of the

which

Electric Service 1911-12.— As already stated, the total

of cars

was

The weight

Empty

cars.

of these cars can be assumed as follows
30 tons
21 tons
12 tons
S tons

cars

total capacity then

is

1,380,(100 tons
2,21 0.000 tons

Passenger and baggaee cars
Freight cars
Fast freight cars

Empty

203,000 tons
32.800 tons

cars

3.825,000 tons

Total

Electric Service cs Experimented linth in August, 1913,
experiments carried out gave the following figures
41

Therefore,

assuming that the passenger trains are the same in both cases,
we have an increase in capacity of 153 per cent, with 15-minute
service, and 310 per cent, with 10-minute service.
It will take manv years before the traffic of the harbor of

freight cars.
fast freight cars,

empty

or 6,820 tons daily, or 2,450,000 tons yearly.

tens,

passenger and baggage cars.

Passenger and baggage cars
Freight cars, mcstiv coal cars
Fast freight cars

The

number

172,063, divided as follows
45,927
103,132
16,897
4,107

which the 105 freight trains equal 10,200,000 tons yearly.
The maximum steam service would amount to 22 trains of 310

trains, of

most important.

the

is

17 hour service
17 hour service

644 cars
636 cars

13,640 tons
13.712 tons

trains

40 trains

— The

These figures reduced to a year give 5,000,000 tons for 17 hours'
service per day.

,

Xow, assuming the same weight

of cars (which

is

in favor of

the steam traction because the weight of the cars has been increased during the last few years), we find the following figures:

Steam

traction

38,916
19,569
49,624
1,854

— 20

hours per day,

Mii}435SiJ71S3Si0i<K4J4U^ii4T4Si9Sii'S2

840,000 tons
235,000 tons
1,485.000 tons
14,800 tons

freight cars
fast freight cars

passenger and baggage cars

empty cars

"

Fig.

9

Jt/iy

Aug.

—Weekly

Apr.

S€pf

Accumulations of Freight on the Docks
Awaiting Shipment by Rail

May
at

Jong

Genoa

2.574,800 tons

Total

Comparing

Monihs.

this figure to that of the electric service

to 20 hours per day,

we

find

reduced

that the service during the year

1911-12 represents an increase of 75 per cent., and the service,

as experimented with during the

month

of August. 1913. an in-

such as to require the maximum capacity of the
Considering that on account of these results the
Italian State Railways have electrified the subsidiary Giovi line
and are considering the electrification of the Genoa-Asti line, it

Genoa
Giovi

will be

line.

be

many

years before the

new

"direct line" will be built.

crease of 128 per cent.

will

comparing this service with the steam service we will
assume the maximum capacity of the steam service, as outlined
bv the government committee, and will consider double locr-

on the
quantity of freight accumulated in the docks may be easily seen
from the (lia.siram ^h.nvini; the freight accumulated on the docks

In

Fi^.

10 — Co«d on the Docks

The

at

effect of the increase in capacity of the Giovi line

Genoa Awaiting Shipment

i

:

July
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17,

waiting

shipment by rail.
This compares the year 1909-10
(the last of the steam service) with the year 1911-12 (the first

From

of the electric service).

maximum
in

this

diagram we see that the

quantity of accumulated freight reached 540.000 tons
If we consider the worst period

1909 and 300.000 tons in 1911.

of the year. October to January, the average quantity of the accumulated goods was 484.500 and 246,600; that is, a maximum

99

CHANGES

BOILER INSPECTION RULES

IN

The recommended changes and

additions in the Boiler Inspection Rules, as published in the Railway Age Gazette of
May
15, on page 1066, have been approved by the Interstate
Commerce Commission, and made effective on and after July
9,

accumulated during the steam service.
This shows that the electrification, besides solving a railway

1914.
In connection with this the Special Committee on RelaRailway Operation to Legislation in Bulletin No. 62 has
published the following additional interpretations and rules made
by the sub-committee of mechanical officers

problem, increasing the capacity of a line so as to take care
many years to come, has solved

rule to be

of 80 per cent, and an average of 96.5 per cent,

more

freight

of the growth of the traffic for

same time

tions of

Rule 2.— 119.

-Application

for

extension of time under this

made by individual railways affected.
120. The removal of superheater tubes every three

—

problem of the excessive accumulation
of freight at the docks during a part of the year; which accumulation caused grea: inconvenience and considerable loss.
Thus
the electrihcatioi. has produced an increase in the capacity of
the Giovi line and indirectly an increase in the capacity of the
harbor of Genoa and very likely may do away with the building
of the direct line with the tunnel which was estimated to cost

years will not be required provided the tubes are in
good condition, and the boiler can be thoroughly
cleaned and inspected
without their removal.
Rule 21,-121. All work required to be done monthly should
be done when the boiler is taken out of service for inspection.

not less than $30,000,000.

before

at the

a serious

line has

been regenerated by three-phase operation.

of such importance to the traffic that the electrifica-

was decided to improve existing conditions, even if that
would mean an increase in operating e.xpenses.
However,
the results from an economic point of view have been far better
than expected, and constitute a very great success for the
Italiap State Railways. A detailed and careful examination made
by the administration of the Italian State Railways has shown
that the running expenses, including interest and depreciation on
tion

the investment, have been reduced 22.5 per cent., notwithstanding
the fact that the electric energy

is

produced by a steam

plant and that the central station capacity

has been

It

realized

this

in

electrification

electric

not yet fully used.

is

as

Galileo

Ferraris

on the transmission of electric
energy, that electrification would render operation most economical in those cases where operation by steam was most expensive.
stated

1904,

in

in

his

speech

not our intention here to discuss the various systems of
especially as the Italian State Railways are satisfied

It is

traction,

with the three-phase system, and intend to extend it to all their
Having already in service 135 elecit.

10.

Staybolts should be tested the same day the boiler
it

is

is

washed or

returned to service.

If staybolts.

which are behind brick work on oil burning
locomotives or behind grate bearers, have a tell-tale hole threesixteenths inch in diameter their entire length which is kept
open at all times, the removal of the brick work or grate bearers each month for the purpose of hammer testing
such bolts
will not be required. This will not, however, relieve from
making a thorough inspection each time the brick work is removed,
nor will it relieve from removing the brick work for an inspec122.

CON'CLUSIONS

The Giovi
The line was

Rule

tion

when

necessary.

Rule 52.— 123. This rule

Rule 54.— 124.
or sold, a

and

final

effective

Ferm No.

date quarterly cards,

cards "need not be certified

2,

January

may

1,

be used

1915.
if

Until that

in stock.

Cab

to.'

When

any locomotive is condemned, scrapped
report on Form No. 3 giving both locomotive

number should be filed with the district inspector.
This should be certified to by the chief mechanical officer, or
mechanical engineer.
Further reports for such locomotive
need not be filed. If boiler only is scrapped, and locomotive
continued in service with new boiler, report should so state.
boiler

Rule 52.— Interpretations 72 and 73 are withdrawn as obsolete.

lines as conditions require
tric

locomotives, of which 110 are of the Giovi type with a total

capacity of 261,200

new

h. p.,

they are considering the electrification of
but from actual

not on theoretical calculations,
account of the large increase in the capacity of the lines

lines,

On

results.

through the three-phase electrification, the Italian State Railways
will be able to do away with double tracking single track lines
where the traffic is getting too heavy and where the expenditure
besides, on account of smoke
of double tracking is very high
elimination, they will be able to greatly improve the service on
;

with

lines

that sort.

many

tunnels,

There

will also be the

and most of the Italian lines are of
advantage of reduction in the

running expenses, and by utilizing to a larger extent the hydraulic
power not yet developed, importation of coal, which represents
But. if in this particular
a heavy e.xpenditure. may be reduced.
case there is no reason for a discussion of the systems of operation,

we

will,

however, express the conviction

that,

although the

due to
due to the choice of the three-phase
mean
not
We
do
were
striking.
so
system that the results
to refer to the large savings due to characteristics of this system,
such as the lightness of the locomotive and the regeneration of
results of the increase in the capacity of the Giovi line are
electrification,

it

is

also

power, but to the characteristic of maintaining high speeds on
the up grade with high tractive efTort and high efficiency, which
characteristic determines the capacity of the lines.
It is true that the section of the line referred to is specially
suited for three-phase traction, but the electrification of the other
sections of the line, which are nearly level and which are served

by the same locomotives, has shown (as in the Valtellina lines)
that the advantages of a light and powerful locomotive having
few and fixed speeds can be felt even on level lines where the
traffic

is

heavv enough to warrant

electrification.

R.MLWAV.^ IN

.Asi.i

MiN-OR.— It was announced

in

Rome

on

May

19 that a definite agreement had been signed by an Italian
syndicate and the English Smyrna-.Aidin Railway Company regarding railways in Asia Minor.

Railway Construction in Spain.—At the present time there
are several railway projects under consideration by the Spanish

A

from Valencia to Calatayud has been built
some years. A contract and concession for
an additional strategic railway from the latter point via Sorisa
to Burgos will soon be let.
This line is connected with the line'
from Burgos via Arconada. and Monco to Ontaneda. a suburb
of Santander, and will give a through route from Valencia to the
authorities.

and

line

in Qperation for

north coast of Spain.

The Ministerio de Fomento has

recently

approved a project for a strategic line from Ferrol to Gijon via
Ribadeo.
This line will receive from the government a five
per cent, guarantee on the cost of construction; it will connect
at San Esteban de Pravia with the line from Ujo to Pravia. thus
connecting the latter. Oviedo, Santander, Bilbao, San Sebastian
and Hendaye on the French frontier with the Noroeste de Espana
Railway. The line will also connect at Ribadeo with the Ribadeo\'alladolid, a project which has also been approved by the govIt is also reported that work on the new line from
ernment.
Palanquinos, near Leon, via Valencia de Don Juan, to Medina
de Rioseco is well advanced. A project has also been approved
There is
for a secondary railway from Cervera to Saragossa.
under consideration a project for a line from Cervera to TarBelumet
to
Igualada
and
for
a line
ragona, with a branch from
from Zamora to Orense, in northwestern Spain. A company has
also been formed to construct and operate a railway from
Ribadesella to Gijon, also in northwestern Spain.

:
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INGALLS

&

57,

1

No. 3

Louis, of which Mr.

St.

was president until February 1, 1905. at which time he
resigned to become chairman of the board, holding this office
From 1881 to 1883 Mr. Ingalls was presuntil Xovember. IS 12.
ident of the Kentucky Central, and, as previously mentioned,
was president of the Chesapeake & Ohio from 1888 to 1900.
Ingalls

Melville E. Ingalls,

&

Chicago

cinnati,

pieced together the Cleveland, Cinand who was also for twelve years

who

St. Louis,

& Ohio, died on Saturday, July H,
Mr. Ingalls was 72 years old, and had
resigned as chairman of the board of the Big Four in 1912.
He was a shrewd Yankee lawyer in good standing when he
became president of the Indianapolis, Cincinnati & Lafayette

president of the Chesapeake
at

Hot

Va.

Springs,

Without previous railroad training, he was nevertheless quick to pick up a gt-^eral knowledge of both operation
and traffic. He was a keen business man, and saw the posin

THE CAPE COD CANAL

1870.

of buying small railroad properties and combining them
He managed the properties well, and the build-

sibilities

into a system.

ing up of such a system as the Big Four
benefit to the territory which the system

was probably

now

serves.

of great

On

the

The Cape Cod

Cape Cod Bay

canal, connecting the waters of

with those of Buzzard's Bay, and separating Barnstable County
from the rest of Massachusetts, is nearly finished, and it is an-

But it
for traffic on July 29.
it will be opened
has not yet been dug for the full depth throughout its length,
and at first no vessels will be admitted to the canal except
nounced that

other hand; Mr. Ingalls' genius

those drawing 15

not comprehend a homoIn
geneous railroad system.
part, of course, this was due
to the fact that the nature of

Larger vessels cannot pass
through before September,
when it is expected to have a
depth of 25 ft.

the territory and of the already
existing short lines necessita-

8

did

ted a rather patch-work

The length

rail-

road system, but in part also
was because Mr. Ingalls
could

know how

not

as he built

was

of lines operated by one

company, but held under a
great variety of forms of tenure.
On some there were
trackage
others
of

so on.

is,

Mr.

is

on
and

portion than the sailing disof
outside
because
tance

only

agreement

outright

With

this

with

;

;

lease,

system,

territory

in

which

Cod

Cape

in

fogs

are

more

given time
the duration of fogs at Pollock Rip was 1,066 hours, as
compared with 625 hours at
the eastern entrance of the

the tremendously highly competitive

it

calculated that the saving in
time will be greater in pro-

operating

others an

but at two places

was some form

rights

there

is

as wide to provide meeting places. By this
canal, the water route between Long Island Sound
and Boston harbor is shortened about 70 miles; and it is

net-

a

of the canal

made twice

The Big Four,
up,

it

less.

miles,

11)0 ft.,

to acquire his prop-

erties outright.

work

not

did

or

or

and the distance
from deep water on the east
to deep water on the west is
about 13 miles. The width
ui the canal at the bottom is

it

either

ft.

In

lirevalent.

it

Ingalls' administrations

did remarkably well.

Mr. Ingalls was president of
& Ohio from
1888 to 1900. During that time
the mileage was increased from

The

a

cost

of

marine

the Chesapeake

canal.

931 miles to 1,476 miles.

insurance also is expected to
be considerably less.
There is no lock in this

gross

operating

revenue

The

and the difference in
the height of the tides at the
canal,

in-

creased from $7,162,000 to $13.The coal and coke
402,000.

and

east

the

west

never greater than 5

tonnage increased from 1.465.000 tons to 4,679.000 tons. It

ends
ft.

is

At

the highest point of land the

surface of the water in the
no criticism to say that, as
Melville £. Ingalls
canal is 29 ft. below the top
the case of the Big Four,
of the cut. The canal is spanned by three drawbridges, two for
Mr. Ingalls could not foresee what the future developments of
highways and one for the tracks of the New York, New
the Chesapeake & Ohio would be. The fact that the Chesapeake
& Ohio is not as firmly intrenched today in the coal fields of Haven & Hartford Railroad.
The canal has been dug by the Boston, Cape Cod & New York
West Virginia as is the Norfolk & Western is in part due to
Canal Company, of which August Belmont, of New York, is
the difference in policy pursued by the management of the
president, and J. W. Miller, formerly at the head of the Fall
Norfolk & Western in the ten years 1890 to 1900. and that
River Line of steamers, is vice-president. The chief engineer
pursued by Mr. Ingalls' management of the Chesapeake & Ohio.
The work has taken five years, and
is W. Barclay Parsons.
Melville Ingalls was born in 1842 in Maine. He became presthe cost of it is given as $12,000,000.
ident of the Indianapolis, Cincinnati & Lafayette in 1870. and
The Cape Cod Construction Company, with headquarters at
The company was
in the following year was made receiver.
43 Exchange Place, New York City, acting as agent for the
reorganized in 1873 with Mr. Ingalls as president, but in 1876
canal company, has issued the following tariff of tolls
the company had again got into difficulties, and went through
is

in

another receivership under Mr. Ingalls, being reorganized in
1880 as the Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St. Louis & Chicago. Mr.
Ingalls was president of this company up to June 27. 1889, when
it was consolidated with the "Bee"' Line, the Cleveland, Columbus, Cincinnati

&

Indianapolis.

The consolidated company was

For Vessels Less Than

16

Gross Tons Based on Length Over All

Class A*
than 15 ft...
S3
15

ft.

20
25

ft.
ft.

to 19 ft.
to 24 ft.
to 29 ft.

Class
..

Bt With cargo Without cargo

i

July

17,
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1914

34 fl
39 ft
44 ft
49 ft
ft.
54 ft
ft.
59 ft
ft.
64 ft
ft. and over and less than
16 gross tons

30

ft.

35

ft.

40

ft.

45
50
55
60
65

ft.

to
to
to
to
to
to
to

10
12
15
17

WESTERN MARYLAND CONSOLIDATION
LOCOMOTIVE

4.00
5.00
6.00
7.00
7.50
8.50

20
22
25

The American Locomotive Company

the

30 to 34
35 to 39
411 to 44
45 to 49
50 to 74
75 to 99
100 to 124
125 to 149
150 to 199
200 to 249
250 to 299
300 to 349
350 to 399
400 to 449
450 to 499
500 to 549
550 to 599
600 to 649
650 to 699
700 to 749
799.
750
800 to 849
850 to 899
900 to 949
950 to 999

40
45
50
55
60
65
70
72
74
76
78
80
82
84
86
88

For Class
rate

is

A

without sacrificing boiler capacity.
to note the

18.00
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.00
24.00

where speed does not become a factor.
After leaving Cumberland, easttound, the line runs over an

undulating

bound

government books under Gross Tonnage.

commercial trade carrying passei gers only,
niscellaneous freight, or in ballast
ide material in bulk cargo lots.

and Class B vessels of over

a.

Mr.y 20, 1914, one of the locomotives

and arriving

m.,

released at

until

1,000 gross tons the

In Class

on the basis of

their

company

calculate that the saving in

—
twenty or twenty-five million tons of freight carVineyard Sound every year — and they also expect
region.

It

Md.

Cumberland

left

summer

resorts

does not appear that any of the

made application for
canal company has tested

large shippers have as yet

the privileges of

the canal, or that the

the acceptability

from the standpoint of the vessel owners but attractive rates ought to be practicable even allowing for some
exaggeration in the estimates of economies for the average trip
of coal schooners and barges around the cape is said to be four
rates,

at

at

Hagerstown

at

:05 a. m., the

1 1

Many

Hagerstown.

similar

crew hav-

runs have since

been made.

C

at 7 cents per

to attract passengers, as well as freight, for the

its

grade against east-

ing been on duty 8 hr. 35 min. from the time they were called

i

time and the increase in safety will draw to the canal route
7,000,000 tons of coal and lumber yearly this is X)nly about a

of

maximum

per cent, for 74 miles to Williamsport,

The

boiler

is

of the straight top type, 82

front end and 87
2.'4

3

in diameter,

in.

in.

in. at

the largest course.

and 36

flues,

long; the tube spacing

is

Syi

13/16

in.
in.

in. in

diameter at the

There are 239
in diameter and

The

firebox

is

;

tubes,
15

ft.

110

in.

in. wide, and has a throat depth of 22 in., measurement being taken from the top of the grate to the center

long and 80'4

of the lowest tube.

According to the American Locomotive Company's new

officers of the canal

Cape Cod

on which the

profile,

traffic is 0.3

2:30 a. m. with 114 loaded cars, weighing 7,014 tons, ani arri\ed
At this point 15 loads \.ere set
at Williamsport at 9:18 a. m.
off, and the train was given two Mallet helpers, leaving at 10:04

barges or schooners.

of the

therefore, interesting

is,

small driving wheel for

service

On

on board 800 tons of cargo

ried through

It

these locomotives are doing, showing the possi-

From here it rises on a one per cent, grade into Hagerstown,
about six miles.
On this division the railway estimated that
these locomotives would haul 4.725 tons.

ten cents per gross ton per single passage.

third of the

work

of this type with a relatively

bilities

cargo ton per
single passage.
Vessels over 500 gross tons without cargo, five
The total tonnage of
cents per gross ton per single passage.
cargo in vessels in tow is to be computed as if on board a single
vessel.
Tolls include the towing 'tug provided by the owners of

The

axle

tlie

of the Western Maryland, after

stud\ing the physical conditions of the division on
which these locomotives are to be used, decided that the comparatively low factor of adhesion of 3.55 could be safely used.
By the use of this factor of adhesion and driving wheels 51
in. in diameter, the tractive effort of 61,300 lb. was obtained

17.(10

vessels over 500 gross tons will be charged

having

built to give

vvitliin

carefully

ercial trade.

in

These were

greatest possible tractive effort obtainable

The mechanical department

92
94
96
98
100

•Yachts, motor boat;
ernraent vessels shown
iVessels engaged in
gers and freight, and
JVessels carrying cr

of 61, .300

eflfort

load limitations.

8.50
9.00
9.50
10.00
10.50
11.00
11.50
12.00
12.50
13.00
14.00
15.00
16.00

31

Western Maryland.

each, to the

lb.

30

20

delivered

recently

consolidation type locomotives, having a tractive

For Vessels Over 16 Gross Tons

20 to 24

101

25

in.

cylinders with 200

lb.

ratios,

boiler pressure give 2,252 cylinder

horsepower. One horsepower hour requires 20.8 lb. of superheated steam, and the total steam required per hour is 2.252
The firebox and firebox water tubes
times 20.8, or 46.840 lb.
give an evaporation of 55 lb. of steam per square foot of heating
surface; tubes 2J4 in. in diameter, 15 ft. 3 in. long, spaced 13/16
in., give an evaporation of 10.605 lb. per square foot of heating
surface; and flues Syi in. in diameter, 15 ft. 3 in. long, spaced
13/16 in., give an evaporation of 11.625 lb. per square foot of

heating surface.

This boiler has a heating surface

in the firebox

days longer than will be necessary by the direct route through

and firebox water tubes of 228.5 sq. ft.; in the tubes, 2,133.7
the evaporation for the
sq. ft., and in the flues 785.6 sq. ft.
for the
firebox and water tubes is 228.5 x 55, or 12,570 lb.
tubes, 2,133.7 x 10.605, or 22,630 lb.: for the flues, 785.6 x 11.625,

the canal.

or 9,200

;

Westem Maryland

;

;

lb.,

giving a total evaporation of 44,330

Consolidation Locomotive with 51 inch Drivers

lb.

The

evap'^ra-

—

:
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tion of the boiler, 44,300

46,840

lb.,

lb.,

until
cylinder horsepower would not be reached
was running 31 miles an hour. As the service in
speed,
which the engines are working will not require any such
capacity.
a 95 per cent, boiler should have ample steam making
Western
H. R. Warnock, superintendent motive power of the

Maximum

has
Maryland, states that with the poorest quality of coal he
second
ever seen, the fireman had no trouble in opening the
safety valve.

of
This design was developed by the mechanical department
Maryland in co-operation with the American Locoin remotive Company as a part of the program of this road

the V\estern

The

ducing operating costs.

details

employed

the construc-

in

superheater,
include the Baker valve gear, firebrick arch,

main drivmg
outside steam pipes, Woodard engine truck, long
box. Foulder main rod and vanadium cast steel frames.
The principal dimensions follow

4

,....._

",000

b.

424,000
ft. 8

in.

'...'.'.

'6
26

ft

68

ft.

lb.

in.

tractive effort
Weight on drivers
•
Total weight H- tractive effort ....... j.
Weight on dr: .^ -f- total equivalent* heating surface.
total equivalent* heating surface
Total weight

J-^'

.

Cylinders

Kind

25

Diameter and stroke

.53.84
60.53

.

make

another,

in.

6/j

Greatest travel
Outside lap
Inside clearance

-.

•

1

and Class

2

'I '"•

IVhech
Driving, diameter over lires
Driving journals, main, diameter and length
Driving journals, others, diameter and length
Engine truck wheels, diameter
Engine truck, journals

51

x 20
x 12

in.

11

9

in.

Straight top
-200 lb.

83M

in.

Ill in. x SQ'A

in.

ring

-J-i

*'/i

and 4

>n.

239
36

Superheater heating surface
Grate area

743
$8,610,611
$11,185,514
$368,606,327

— 2!4

\t\.

in.

Traffic

in.

Transnorta'tion

Water bottom

Tank

33

.-

Journals, diameter and length
Water capacitv
Coal capacity

6 in.

x

11

in.
in.

9.500 gal.
14 tons

=

total

evaporative

heating

t

'X

4.28

•

114.924
2,368.942
9.860
2.263,019
7,077.428
1,699,941
707
$8,469,561
$11,064,190
$400,432,752
4.73

6.38

7.20

$15,874,579
994.372
33.039,111
140,393
1,818.796
263.780

•

train mile

1,110,811

410

7.29
$1,36
$3.24

1.985
7.43
...
...

$2.45
$1.70
69.44

$2.30
$1.60
69.30

$695,988
2.198,931
3,125,136
2,169,969

$2,826,958
1,959,095

421,232
511,561
62,850

General

Revenue per mile
Operating expenses per mile

The

240,239
10.825

238,220
360,952
61,276
255
50.606
2,203.128

$16,351,639
1.033.680
34,575.873
143.067
2,058,035
301.399
37,619
1,245.158
445
2.008

1.096.253
'8.072
12.873
8,939

^^•'•tn5
448,304
60,569

1.013,341
.

73.254
11,881
8.-34

and equipment, in 1913 is $477,059,640
The changes are explained as follows

item, cost of road

larger than in 1912.

Expenditures Expenditures
for additions

Tender
Wheels, diameter

10,005
2.341,269
7,843,663
1.815.239

per

—

5yi in.
IS ft. 3 in.
2.919.3 sq. ft.
202.0 sq. ft.
26.5 sq. ft.
3,147.8 sq. ft.
4,039.4 sq. ft.
594.4 sq. ft.
61.3 sq. ft.

surface, tubes and flues
surface, firebox
surface, water tubes
surface, total
Total equivalent* heating surface

Heating
Heating
Heating
Heating

total

Passenger revenue, thousands
Freight revenue, thousands
Total revenue, including miscellaneous, thousands
Operating expenses, (/iui..!aiirfi
Operating expense details, thousands
Maintenance of way
Maintenance of equipment

Boiler
pressure

passenger service
freight service

company's service

and passenger
Average operating expenses per revenue
Per cent, expenses

30
12

6 in. x

Style

369,580
63,378
259
51,700
2.273,564
120,244
2,445.508

miles, millions
Increase, millions
miles per mile of road
Average freight train load, tons.
Average receipts per passenger mile, cents
Average receipts per ton mile, mills...
.Average receipts per passenger train mile
Average receipts per freight train mile.
Average receipts per revenue train mile, freight

Line and line

Lead

of the figures

244.41
11,163
242.657

Ton
i-'"'

prelira-

financial

Railroads— Year Ending June 30. 1913
Year ending
Year ending
June 30, 1913 June 30, 1912

Ton

in-

J

its

and

a fictitious element in the totals.

Statistics of Class

Passengers carried, thousands
Passengers carried one mile, thousands
Passenger mileage per mile of road
Freight carried, thousands of tons

5,7?''

x JU

in.

Kind

*Total equivalent heating surface
-f 1.5 times the superheating surface.

some

stocks
Cost road and equipment, thousands

Semi-plug

Firebox, length and width
Firebox plates, thickness
Firebox, water space
Tubes, number and outside diameter
Flues, number and outside diameter
Tubes, length

the statement are tabulated below, but

Dividends, average, per cent
Dividends, average, per cent, on dividend-paying

I'alvcs

first

issued
traffic

from the statement issued last year,
which was given in the Railway Age Caactte of August 1, 1913,
page 180. Where stalistics of operating companies include transactions which are reported also by owning companies, there is
a duplication, at end of year the amount of which does not apOther items, such as capital stock of one road owned by
pear.

Employees, June 30
Employees per 100 miles
Capital stock, thousands
Funded debt, thousands
Dividends declared

-=-

30, 1913

the year preceding are taken

1,000 miles
Passenger miles per passenger locomotive
Ton miles per freight locomotive

Ratios

Outside diameter of

if

I

Cars,
Cars,
Cars,
Cars,
Cars,

ItHoVn,.

No. 3

57,

hazing aiiiinal operating revenues of over
$100,000, and of subsidiary non-operating companies operated by
them, but not including switching or terminal coinpanies. for the
twelve months which ended one year ago. The principal items

Locomotives
Locomotives per 1,000 miles

11.

"ii'ftAA iw

•

Working

Commerce Commission has

Miles of track

.i"[t\
coal

,o fAA

i

nd' tender.'

Interstate

;

statistics of railroads

Average miles operated during year

in.

8'/5

ft.

Bit.

17,, ^1
ruel
Tractive effort
working' oiier::
Weight
Weight
VY cigiiL uii drivers
•ight on le.iding truck..............
Weight
in working order
Weight of engine and tender
"
."
Wheel baser'dnvmg'.T.

base, total
base, engin

The

inaiy statement of the earn.ng.'i, expense and

Miles of line operated at end of year
Miles of trackage rights included in above

General Data

Gage
s^A^ce' •::::::;::::::::

Wheel
Wheel

Vol.
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divided by the evaporation required,

indicates a 95 per cent, boiler.

this engine

tion

8

-

From
From

for

new

lines

and

and

betterments.

extensions.

$54,819,241
473.281
63,692,746

cash or other working assets. .$329,511,772
48,079,165
special appropriations

162.597,278
Through issue of securities
Not assigned to any of the above

10,263,251

5,801,127

classes

$129,248,519 $675,237,861
4,847,012

surface

$545,989,342
Total
Miscellaneous charges not classified

—The

$79,495,571
Pronertv retired or converted
5.05S.790
Adiustments
Difference between record value of grantor and
purchase price of grantee in cases of roads sold,
118,470,872
etc
merged, consolidated,

Total expenditures during year

•

-

$680,084,873

Credits.

Addition.\l Rolling

^tock for the Swiss

R.\ilw.\ys.

have recently approved contracts for the delivery of 32 Jocomotives in 1915 and also contracts for the purchase of 142 "passenger cars, 42 baggage cars
and 390 freight cars. The project for the reconstruction of the
Federal Railways power plant in the Rhone river at Brieg and
the laying of high power transmission cables in the second
directors

of

the

Swiss

railways

Simplon tunnel has also been approved, as well as that

•

203,025,2n

Total

$477,059,640

Xet increase during year

The

capacity of freight cars

is

reported as follows:
Aggregate

for the

erection of other transmission lines in that vicinity for which
a total expenditure of $378,280 will he required.

capacity.
T,_^

Plat

."

.

...

Number

Tons

1,032,585
147.541

35,607.134
5,151,054

:

July

17,

:

capacity.

Stuck
Coal

Tank
Refrigerator

T<

in

freight service

i.il

Number

Tons

78,308
871,339
8.216
43,389
91,911

2,421,827
38,314,920
327,727
1,357,403
3.798,080

2,273,289

86,978,145

CONDENSED I.NXOME -ACCOUNT

Profit

and those
declared from surplus both by the operating roads an
by the
non-operating roads. This amount includes r'ividends decla ed

552,632, includes those declared out of current incon:e

1

on railway capital stock owned by other railway companies.
Oper-\ting Roads

$57,158,330
15,894,352

Total
Dividends declared out of surplus

$73,052,682
2,250,069

Difference
Appropriations for additions and betterments..
.Appropriations for new lines and extensions...
Miscellaneous appropriations
Other profit and loss items credit balance

$70,802,613

$500,665
208
29,945,358
2,932,044

.

.

Total

27,514,187

Balance credit June

1913, carried to balance sheet.

30,

$43,288,426

THE LOUISVILLE & NASHVILLE PASS
INVESTIGATION
The

Commerce Commission has submitted a

Interstate

tre-

liminary report to the Senate in compliance with Senate Resolu-

and practices of
Nashville, the NashvilL-, Chattano ga & St.

tion 153 relating to the financial relations, rates

the

&

Louisville

Louis and other carriers. The report is a response to paragraph 13, in particular, and contains what is considered by the
commission to be startling information concerning the granting
passes by these roads.
The results cover only one ye^r,
whereas the resolution requires the commission to investigate

of

passes granted to the specified classes for a period of three years.

Incomf Account

The

Rail operations:

Operating revenues
Operating expenses

and Loss Account.

Credit balance on June 30, 1912
Credit balance for year 1913 from income account

a

is

103

—

condensed income account of the roads included in this list, below which is a similar statement for the
controlled, non-operating crmpanies, both incomplete because
The accounts
of the omission of a few unsatisfactory returns.
of the operating roads include both operating and financial transactions, while the accounts of the non-operating roads are confined for ihe most part to receipts and payments under leases,
contracts and agreements. For a number of items, such as
dividends, taxes, etc., both statements must be taken into considt ration in order to learn the aggregates of such items for the
railways of the United States therein represented.
Thus the aggregate of dividends declared during the year, $368,Following

.
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Aggregate

Other cars

: :

results for this one year apparently so fully reveal prevailin.^

conditions in this respect that the commission doubts the neces-

$3,125,135,798
2,169.968,924

of covering 1912 and 1911.
During the year ending December 31, 1913, the Louisville &
Nashville issued to or on account of members of legislative
bodies and other public officials, attorneys, newspaper representaUves, and various other persons, 11,805 free passes, involving 4,577,928 miles of travel, the value of which was $130,840.
These were distributed as follows
sity

Net operating revenue
OutsiHe operations:

$955,166,874

Revenues

$67,982,036
65,953,702

E.xpenses

Net revenue from outside operations

2,028,334

Total net revenue
Ta.tes accrued

$957,195,208
122,005,424

Operating income
Other income

$835,189,784
283,063,093

Number
Class

Members
Gross income

$1,118,252,877
Rents, interest, and similar deductions from gross income...
629,706,398

Mileage

Value

2,155,465
874,341
1,119,060

429,062

$61,727
24,520
32,247
12,346

11,805

4,577.928

$130,840

officials

Attorneys

Newspaper representatives
Net corporate income

$488,546,479

\'arious other persons

Disposition of net corporate income:

Total

Dividends declared from current income....
Appropriations for additions and betterments
.Appropriations for new lines and extensions.
Miscellaneous appropriations
Stock discount extinguished through income.

$241,750,512
48,022,688
70,159
14,991,076

and
304,840,932

to credit of profit

Profit

and

loss

made

resolution
the

at

request

particular reference to passes issued to

members

of

of legislative

bodies or ether

public officials

6,497

Total

Balance

The

of

6,578
1,402
2,631
1,194

passes

and other public

of legislative bodies

$183,705,547

Number
Total of all forms of passes
Issued to such members or officials
Issued at their request

of

Mileage

Value

1,942
4,636

1,152,150
1,003,315

$32,632
29,095

6,578

2,155,465

$61,727

passes

and Loss Account.

Credit balance on June 30, 1912
Credit balance for year 1913 from income account

$1,078,765,200
183,705,547

Total

$1,262,470,747
85,706,629

Dividends declared out of surplus

Total

The

passes

shown above

as issued on account of

bodies or other public

legislative

officials

members

of

were distributed as

follows
Difference
-Appropriations for additions and betterments.
.'Appropriations for new lines and extensions...
Miscellaneous appropriations
Other profit and loss items debit balance

$1,176,764,118

$15,158,827
449,652
68,723,482
20,691,684

.

—

Total

Balance credit June

105.023,645
30,

1913, carried to balance sheet.

$1,071,740,473

Total

same period

Interest,

$126,783,374
68,568,734

and similar deductions from gross income

Net corporate income

.'

.

$58,214,640

Disposition of net corporate income:

Dividends declared from current income
Appropriations for additions and betterments
Appropriations for new lines and extensions.
Miscellaneous appropriations

$38,845,422
2,140,855

officials,

Newspaper representatives
Various other persons

profit

and

loss

228
611
89

1,676
11,324
14,850
23,996
4,674
4,021
1,180

6,578

2,155,465

$61,727

&

St.

Louis

legislative bodies

representatives

Class
of legislative bodies

officials

Attorneys

Balance to credit of

$6

56,558
390,383
505,201
839,567
167,802
149,290
46,460

Chattanooga

members of

attorneys,

...

204

139

and

of newspapers,

and various other persons 22,255 passes, involving 7,133,9)4 mi!es
of travel, the value of which was $209,421.
These were distributed as follows
Number of
Members

59,491
1,274,520

42,320,288

Total

Nashville,

issued to or at the request of

other public
Gross income

the

Value

...

2

1,556
2,183
1,769

Other state officials
County officials

the

Mileage

1

State senators
State representatives

In

of

passes

Judges

$119,005,739
7,777,635

:

account of

City officials

NoNOPERATING RoADS
Income Account
Gross income from lease of road
$124,332,275
Taxes accrued
5,326,536
Net income from lease of road
Other income

Number

On

United States senators
United States representatives
Other United States officials

passes

Mileage

Value

16.580
291
1.310
4,074

5.573.135
153,261
348,738
1,058,810

$164,525

22,255

7,133,944

$209,421

and other public
4,443
10,0^J6

30,447

$15,894,352

Total

;

:

.

;

:
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were issued to and at the request of memi ers of
and other public officials as follows
Number .of

Passes

Vol.

57,

No. 3

MOTION PICTURES OF RAILWAY MISHAPS

legislative bodies

Total of all forms of passes
such members or officials
their request

Value

Mileage

passes

613,420

to
at

1,247
15,333

4,959,715

$18,087
146,438

Total

16,580

5,573.135

$164,525

Issued
Issued

The

on account of members of
bodies and other public officials were distributed as

shown above

passes

legislative

as issutd

follows

Number

On

City

-

388
532
170

$1,097
52,961
87.713
13,089
3,700
4.165

16.580

5,573,135

$164,525

officials

Judges
Total

-

.

37.757
1.788,560
2,969,038
444,158
130,540
143,125
59,957

151
5,814
8.439
1,086

Other state officials
County officials

Value

Mileage

...
...

senators
representatives

State
State

of

passes

account of

United States senators
United States representatives
Other United States officials

1.800

comments on these fig ires are as follows:
must be remembered that the passes here enumerated cover

Tlie commission's
It

-

only passes held by classes of persons specified in the resol

The

does not embrace, for instance, passes granted to
officers and employees of railroad companies.
The examiners of the commission have repc'ted only the
amount of travel actually established through an examination
tion.

list

Due

of the companies' records.

to the incompleteness of the re-

ports of the conductors of passenger trains the exact

amount

of free travel on the part of the classes of persons embrac.d
is
It
within the inquiry could not be correctly ascertained.

doubtless substantially greater than what is here reported.
The examiners also compiled illustrative correspondence tend-

which actuated recipients and givers in
These letters, as might be expected,
many varieties of states of mind on the part of the givers

show

ing to

the motives

pass transactions.

these
reflect

and of the seekers after favors from the timidly suggestive to
the boldly intimidating and threatening.

In order to properly compile the required informatijn

pas? holders

in

the various classes were prepared.

manner in which these carriers have
every domain of public and private life through the inThere

strumentality of the free pass.

which

of

lists

dipped into prac-

reveal the
tically

list',

Such

is

not

represented

in

this

walk of

life

recipients

of

scarcely a

is

procession

of

passes from the federal bench to the local politician and the
The threads represented by
sheriff who summons the jury.
tie thousands of citizens to the carriers througli imThe lack of morality reflected by the facts
proper relations.
compiled
is a menace to the inztitutions of a free people.
here

these passes

These

citizens

they accepted

who sell their influence quite as much as though
money bribes seem to be as willing to be tied as

the carriers are ready to

tie

Men

them.

pledge their influence

in

the Railway

in legislative halls

As shown by

the

and

at

lish

statistically is $340,261.

This

is

it

was

sum.

If all

the travel upon the passes in question could have been est;lilished the

sum would

doubtless have been materially increased

it is not an amo:mt which can financially cripple any large
system of railways. The financial magnitudes involved, however, are as nothing ccT.upared with the impairment of pub", c
and private morality shown to have resulted from this giving
and receiving of passes. The lamentable features of the situation are so perfectly obvious that they scarcely require further

yet

characterization.

This
Senate
It

investigation
is

states,

being pursuant

not one in which the

however, that

it

to

comni

has had

in

a

resolution

sion can

make an

of

the

order.

progress for soxe time

a general investigation of free transportation, and that it is its
intention in that investigation to issue an order dealing with th:.t
practice.

Age

Gazette of June 26, page
some of the pictures used

Following

1567.

Just such an accident actually occurred on one of the lines of
this

company

several months ago, and several lives were lost.
companion picture shows how the signaling should have

been done, according to the rules.
.As

possible to esta';-

substantial

a

Company

into the standing car.

A

above tables the aggregate value rf the

Electric

;

the polls.

actual travel upon these passes which

Pacific

One reel represents a dangerous crossing. The track of a
steam railroad, hugging the bank of a river, makes a sharp curve
at this point, and the road of the electric line emerges from a
maze of warehouses and other large buildings to enter upon a
bridge beyond.
The picture shows a crowded electric car apThe motorman stops the car a few
proaching the crossing.
yards short of the crossing track, and the conductor, stepping
oflf and absently glancing at a newspaper held in his hand, which
some passenger has handed to him, walks out in front of his
car.
Still absent-minded, he glances down the crossing track
in one direction, and gives the signal to the motorman to proceed.
The car begins to move. .\t the same instant, from the
direction in which he failed to look, comes into view a noiseless
but swiftly moving switching engine. It is rapidly nearing the
crossing.
The conductor, at last hearing the sound, drops his
paper and stands for just a second, paralyzed with horror. Then
he rushes in front of the electric car and begins to frantically
wave his arms. But the motorman has already seen the danger,
and has quickly shut off the current and applied the brakes.
The passengers have in the meantime also observed the impending danger and are panic-stricken.
The brakes are set,
the wheels slide and the car comes to a stand within less than
five feet of the crossing.
The conductor scarcely has time to
step to one side to safety as the switch engine goes whizzing by.
This constitutes the first scene. The companion picture shows
the proper procedure for such situations.
Another set shows a car that has become stalled on a suburban
track at night. It is a track used exclusively by fast trains, and
the electric cars are scheduled to run only a few minutes apart.
The line has a number of curves and traverses several deep
cuts.
A flagman is sent back to place torpedoes and to give
a lamp motion signal to possible approaching trains.
But he is
tired and careless, and neglects to go back a sufficient distance.
He waits for several minutes, and finally sits down on one of
the rails with his lantern between his feet.
Soon there is a
flash of a headlight playing on the sides of the cuts, and the flagman jumps up and begins to swing his lantern. The approaching
irain comes on. traveling at perhaps forty miles an hour.
The
motorman of this train then sees the signal, and quickly applies
his brake, but he passes the flagman with grinding wheels, while
still going at uncontrollable speed
and. the distance allowed by
the flagman being insuflicient to overcome the momentum, crashes

;

justice,

of motion pictures by the

are descriptions of

home

or school or club, in the professions, in
business, in city councils in administrative boards, in courts of
quietly in the

The use

for teaching the importance of certain regulations for the prevention of collisions and for inculcating other rules was noticed

pedestrians

trestles,

most

persist

in

walking

railway

on

electric railways require their

bridges

motormen

and

to slacken

when entering on a bridge or trestle, especially within city
One of the pictures shown in the instruction department
of this Los Angeles company shows a pedestrian trespassing
on a bridge, when a car swoops down upon him. and the car
speed

limits.

is

only brought to a standstill just as the guard strikes the tres-

passer.

The conductor

escorts the careless pedestrian to one end

and directs

his attention to the warning sign.
Another reel constitutes a warning against the practice of
alighting from one car, passing around behind it, and. without
looking, stepping directly in front of another car moving in the

of the trestle,

opposite direction on the. other track.

The motorman

of the

moving car when passing a standing car from which passengers
are alighting is supposed to slacken speed and ring his bell.
Often, however, he

is

careless

shown

to

illustrate

Pictures are

and

how

fails

to

observe the

accidents

may

rule.

be caused

;

July

17,
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way, and also

in this

The motion

how

pictures

One shown by

—

fr

nt end.

-A

fat

He

is

familiar

less

entirely oblivious to everyone except the girl.

old lady rises from one of the rear seats and approaches

She has reached her

the exit.

street

and wants

In-

to get off.

stead of stopping to permit her to do so, however, the car passes
on,

while the old lady waves her hands and yells to the conFinally some other passenger directs the conductor's

ductor.

attention to the excited passenger,

and

after carrying her three

or four blocks beyond her destination, he stops the car and

her

lets

off.

These are only a few of the pictures used. They illustrate all
phases of train managemenl, including a portrayal of how trains
should be handled through interlocking plants the operation of
;

electric train-staff

machines

how

;

on a
view is

to use crossover tracks

four-track line in high-speed sections where the
obstructed; what to do when unable to clear the leaving time of
an opposing superior train, and proper procedure at steam railroad grade crossings how to make tests of air brakes, how to
couple and uncouple cars picking up broken trolley wires the
;

;

;

necessit>-

of complying with the rule

protected

bj'

the "slow'' sign

;

The

the Pacific Electric

and humorous episode the
conductor of an electric car, a handsome young fellow, standing
and talking to a pretty young woman 'sitting in a seat at the

more or

GENERAL FOREMEN'S CONVENTION

care should be exercised to avoid them.
used also to inculcate habits of

are

courtesy toward passengers.
presents a

when approaching

curves'

what
if it is safe to move backward
do when approaching a dangerous road crossing where there
flagging
device;
lamp
signals;
how
flagman
hand
and
is no
or
to use fusees and set torpedoes, and numerous other things.
This method of instruction has proved to be not only effective
in giving trainmen a clear, comprehensive knowledge of their
duties, but, being highly interesting and entertaining, it elimi-

convention

of

the

Railway

Internationa!

was opened with prayer by Reverend Peter J. O'Callaghan,
after which an address of welcome was delivered by Leo N.
This was reHornstein, on behalf of the mayor of Chicago.
sponded to by W. T. Gale, of the Chicago & North Western.
President Scott, in his adjjress, said

department is concerned our
brought to the light of public
following recommendations:
this convention for discussion
for

:

efforts

two subsidiary papers

the

named on committees

".As far as the

mechanical

have not been

sufficiently

He

recognition."

That the

then

subjects

made

the

presented

at

be retained for next year except
;

number

the

that

members

of

be increased to ten, and that their selec-

from widely separated territory in order that all data
due to climatic or any other unusual conditions may be observed
that subject 2 (valves, cylinders, crossheads, pistons and guides)
cover erecting, bench and machine work and that closer relationship be sought between the General Foremen's and the
Tool Foremen's .-Vssociations, if possible a plan being worked
cut whereby the two organizations would meet during the same
tion be

;

week.

the danger of giving the back-up

signal without ascertaining

A.

F.

DELANO ON SCIENTIFIC MAN.AGEMENT

;

them

nates the necessity of using coercive metliodc to get

F.

to

as a

new

He

Louis-

methods

gave the following

defini-

management, which was developed by the members of the United States Commission on Industrial Relations
from a number of definitions given before the commission by
Scientific management is essentially an effort
More specifically, scientific management is
which aims at an accurate study,
management
that kind of
measurement and analysis of the various steps in any operation
efficiency experts.

eliminate waste.

have duties

with

Railway Company's system serves an area
of approximately 2,500 square miles in the vicinity of Los
Angeles, and operates over 1,067 miles of track.
It has 650
passenger cars. 1,452 freight cars, of different kinds, and 66
It
electric locomotives of from 200 to 1,000 horsepower each.

application of old ideas.

efficiency

tion of scientific

to

connection with train operation.

modern

a brief address, referred to

in

The advantage of being able to instruct a
large class of men in much less time than formerly is important,
as the company employs nearly 5.000 men, of whom nearly 2,000
Pacific Electric

&

Delano, president of the Chicago, Indianapolis

.A.

ville,

attend instructions.

in

annual

tenth

General Foremen's .'\ssocialion was held at the Hotel Sherman,
Chicago, July 14-17, W. W. Scott, of the Delaware, Lackawanna
& Western, at East Buffalo, N. Y., presiding. The meeting

to

The
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view to eliminating error, waste, false motions, etc.
management does not carry with it any particular system of payment for work done, it does contemplate
the essential necessity of complete cooperation between employer
a

While

scientific

carries

it has been generally assumed that this could
not be obtained unless the employee shares with the employer
in the benefits derived and thereby finds it to his interest to

266,000 daily.

cooperate

approximately 97,000.000 passengers annually, or about
A total of 7,172 passenger trains, of from one to
three cars each, is despatched over the system daily. Although
it is primarily a suburban system, being entirely independent of
the system handling the city traffic of Los Angeles, 4,800 trains
each day handle city traffic, principally in the small cities and
towns surrounding Los Angeles. If all service on the system

were to be suddenly stopped and re-started at one time. 50.000
horsepower of electrical energy would be required. The lines
extend from sea level to a point 5.800 feet above sea level.

R.MLWAY CoNSTRUCTiox
gineer of public

works

in

IN

SPANISH Africa.

the

colonial

— The

section

chief en-

of the

depart-

Spain has submitted a project for a complete
the Spanish colony of Fernando Po.
The total length of the proposed system when completed will
be 115 miles, as follows: From Santa Isabel to San Carlos. 28
miles from San Carlos to Ococo. 12 miles from Santa Isabel
from Concepcion to L^reca. 12 miles,
to Concepcion. 44 miles
•and from Rilaja to Moca, 19 miles. It is urged that the line
from Santa Isabel to San Carlos, which will run through the
richest and most popular section of the colony, should be first
constructed, beginning at Santa Isabel. This line, in conjunction
w-ith the proposed line from Santa Isabel to Concepcion. will
serve the north and the middle of the island while the line from

ment of

state of

system of

railways in

;

;

;

Rilaja to

Moca

will give access to the healthy plateaus.

and employee and

in

attaining the

results.

With

this

object

in

view

various systems have been devised, such as premium,
bonus and others, but these are obviously only the methods
adopted as an incentive to obtain the results, and are not to be

many and

confounded with the thing itself. Scientific management seeks
to accomplish by improved methods what inventions of new
machinery seek to accomplish, but the promoters of such
methods, recognizing the necessity of cooperation, urge at all
times the importance of giving the employee a share in the savings effected and not permitting the employer to take it all.
In the best sense scientific management carries with it profit
sharing by the employer with the employee hence it is reasonand proper that the employee should be consulted directly
oi through a representative shop committee in the fixing of
;

able

price or

wage

schedules, 'oonuses, or premiums.

ENGINE HOUSE EFFICIENCY
taken from a paper on this subject by W. W.
In the report on engine house efficiency
N. W.)
presented last year, the different phases of the subject were
treated in a general way. The subject was continued so that new

The following

Smith (C.

&

is

:

The relation
material could be added to stimulate discussion.
that good locomotive performance bears to railway earnings is

now

generally recognized, and hence

new methods are

constantly

being devised to secure safety and efficiency of service. Strictly
speaking, some of the items mentioned in this repcSrt do not come
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uiultr the head of engine house efficiency, but they have been
inchided because of their important relation to the subject.

Engine Mileage.
'

to

— An

increase in engine mileage

is

equivalent

locomotives in through freight
department, by cooperating with the

number

the

increasing

of

The operating
mechanical department, can do much to increase engine mileage.
Trains are often too long on the road due to poor train despatching or overloaded engines; engines are delayed to and
from the train yards and the engine house; they are delayed
by yard forces not having trains made up; and often trains
come in or are ordered out in bOnches, so that the engine
service.

house organization cannot handle the engines in the way they
could if the trains had been properly spaced.
Good judgment in shopping engines for repairs, and storing
them during dull periods is an important item to be considered.
not economy to limit engines kfpt in service to a
point that might delay freight, on the other hand it is uneconomical to have engines needlessly lying ready for service.
In storing engines, those should.be kept in service whose mileage
Wliile

is

it

comes nearest

to entitling

them

to a

shopping.

gines are stored, the good ones are being

If

poorer en-

worn out during the

dull season.

undoubted economy in long runs for passenger enthough they are more conducive to engine failures.
When locomotives in passenger service are on long runs, the
running repairs are somewhat less per mile run and per car
hauled, tlic oil and coal account is slightly less, and the cost
of maintenance of the added number of engine houses is saved.
In order to make long runs a success, locomotives must receive

There

is

gines, even

By
make

very careful attention at engine houses.

and oil fired engines, it is possible to
Pooled or Assis'ied Po:cvr.— Whether

is

it

the use of stoker
still

longer runs.

best to pool power,

or assign each engine to a regular crew, is an important conWhen an engine is
sideration in engine house efficiency.
assigned to a regular crew, it is given more attention by the
crew, there is less likely to be delay in getting away from the

engine house, failures are less likely to occur, and the cost of
The assigned engine is always
is sure to be less.
in better condition because the engine crew is continually report-

maintenance

ing work, and following

it

up

to see that

it

is

done.

A

system of regular assigned engines has been inaugurated
on some of the divisions of the Chicago & North Western
with gratifying results. With this system all engines in through
freight

on one division must be of the same hauling
equally good condition, ,so that they are suited
freight one trip and a drag freight the next trip. The

service

capacity,

and

for a fast

in

runs are pooled that is, regular engines are not assigned to
certain runs, but an engine crew with a "regular engine will
take any run that its turn on the board entitles it to. Of course
with this system, more engines are required, as it is necessary
;

and one or two extra encrew can be furnished
with a locomotive when the regular engine is held in for work.
Terminal Delay. Out of each 24 hours the locomotive spends
on an average, 6 hours in the engine house. The greater cost
and earning power of recent locomotives makes it more necesto hold engines for the crew's rest,

gines

are

required

so

that

regular

a

—

sary than ever to keep them

in

The question

service.

of turn-

one of system and supervision. It is
not possible to reduce the time required for repairs to any
great extent, so that any material saving effected must be in
ing engines promptly

the handling.

is

Ordinarily, the

at the clinker pit, but

maximum

period of delay occurs

where the piece-work system of cleaning

and knocking

down

to

fires has been introduced the delay has been cut
a surprisingly low figure, and at the same time the

cost has been greatly reduced.

In

turning engines at terminals, the most valuable units of

power should be given the preference

;

that

is,

when

several

Also
ike ash pit tracks should be arranged so that engines not
requiring washing out, or other heavy work, can be run around
tliose requiring washing out.
It often happens that engines are
different classes

of engines are used

in

freight service.

No. 3

\'uL. 57,

held in the engine iiouse for work, or lor other reasons, until
olT, and thus considerable time is consumed in getting

they cool

them steamed up again.

Where

a hot water

fill-up

line is pro-

considerable saving in time can be made by letting
water out of the boiler and re-filling with fill-up water which
When it is the custom not
is nearly at a boiling temperature.
vided,

to

a

method

engines until they are ordered, this

fire

is

also of

difficult to get

engines steamed up

The engine house foreman should always

be in a position to

advantage, as it is sometimes
quickly with cold water.

and

quickly

accurately

when he expects engines

advise

the

transportation

to be ready for service.

department

Then

a definite

prospective time should be given to the yardmaster two hours
before the engine will be ready, from which time the engine

should be ordered.
Engine Delays. Delays in getting engines out of the house
at the time for which they are ordered occur at times in spite
of all efforts made to prevent them. When engines are ordered

—

on prospective times, given before the engine

may

is

ready for service,

method actually
At busy terminals,
where important trains are despatched, whenever possible an
extra freight and an extra passenger engine should be fired and
ready for service, so that in case of the unexpected happening,
there will be an engine to fall back on. Delays sometimes result
from the failure of either the day or night engine house foredelays

initial

occasionally

but this

result,

iaves about two hours delay to the engine.

man

to

finished.

notify

When

the

other concerning repairs

a running log

book

is

that are left unmaintained delays from

minimized.
Mileage Between Shoppings. The aim of the engine house
management should be to keep engines out of the shop as long
as possible, having due regard to excessive lost motion and inIt is probably best to comjury to track due to worn tires.
pute locomotive costs on a ton mile basis so there will be a
tendency on the part of master mechanics and others to keep
engines in 100 per cent, efficiency as long as possible, and then
when it proves impracticable for the engine house to further
.maintain them at their full hauling capacity, to shop them. As
an average figure for all roads, freight locomotives do not make
more than 40,000 miles between shoppings, and passenger enIt costs on an
gines not more than 80,000 to 100,000 miles.
average about $2,000 to give an engine a general overhauling
so that a considerable saving is made by prolonging the time
Occasional records of very high mileage
between shoppings.
have been made, and indicate what can be accomplished by care
in construction, maintenance, and operation of locomotives.
Fuel Economy. There are unlimited possibilities for saving
fuel at the engine house.
Cylinder and valves blowing, cylinder
cocks and relief valves that do not seat, leaky whistle and pop
valves, leaky boilers, steam leaks in the cab, improperly drafted
front ends, bushed nozzles, etc., are all sources of waste that
are caused by imperfect maintenance.
The care of the boiler
jacket and insulation and covering on steam pipes and cylinders,
is
also important, as the radiation from uncovered surfaces
this source are

—

—

causes losses.
Then there are direct losses of fuel at engine
houses due to tanks being overloaded, to uneconomical methods
of firing up engines, to engines popping off on the cinder pit
track while waiting to have the fire cleaned, to engines fired
too long before they are ordered, etc.
Engine Supplies. There is spent annually in the United States
between $4,000,000 and $5,000,000 for locomotive supplies alone,
and nearly an additional million for labor in connection with
the maintenance of this equipment.
This means that the cost
of upkeep per locomotive per year averages about $100.
By
close supervision at engine houses this high cost can be cm
down. The list of tools carried should be cut down to the
limit
then at each engine-Tiouse there must be one or more
good, reliable supplymen, or tool checkers to fill shortages, and
see that damaged articles are repaired.
Each engineman should
have an individual tool box. which, together with tlie oil cans,
should be removed from the engine at the end of the trip by

—

;

JuLv

i;,
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Engine cushions should be securely fastened
and suitable boxes 'or racks should be provided in
the cab for lanterns, emergency signals, etc.
In order that each
fireman may have his own shovel, a suitable rack should be
placed in the engine house to which shovels may be chained and
the

supplyman.

parts should be so constructed and placed that they
can be readily removed and replaced; otherwise repairs will
be far more expensive than they would have been had the
sible, all

to the seats,

parts been

Handling of

Szcitcli

Engines.

often

is

— The

importance

overlooked.

When

of

effective

switch

engines

are delayed at the engine house, or are so poorly maintained

paratus,

do effective work, the train service is correspondingly impaired.
The engine house should make every
effort to furnish switching power on time at the beginning of
the day and when engines are in to have the lires cleaned.
As
an aid in doing this, the work at the cinder pit should be very
closely supervised at noon and 'at midnight, when a number of
engines are in at the same time to have the fires cleaned. Whenever possible a relief engine should be fired and ready for immeSwitch engines should be held in for inspection
diate service.
and repairs at stated intervals, and the grate rigging, etc., should
be gone over carefully at this time, so there will be no occasion

repair.

On

from

that source

when

accessible.

whenever it will take less time to exchange than to
As a general proposition repairs to such accessories
can be made to the best advantage at the shop, where special

that they cannot

for a delay

more

As a further means of keeping down costs, all important
engine houses should be furnished with an ample supply of
spare parts, such as air pumps, lubricators, injectors, bell
ringers, etc., which should be used to replace defective ap-

locked.

switching service

107

tools and machinist specialties are available.
Locomotive Inspection. Rapid and accurate

—

locomotive

in-

spection

is a matter of the greatest importance from a maintenance standpoint. Where the most satisfactory results are
attained, inspection is made by a force of special inspectors
who have been trained to inspect certain parts of the engine'.
This practice is followed at some of the important division
points on the Pennsylvania Railroad.

DISCUSSION

the fires are cleaned.

W.

several roads, at important terminals, a system of relief

F. Lauer, of the Illinois Central, stated that the greatest

engines has been adopted.
With this plan a relief crew is engaged in taking engines to and from the engine house and yard,
and the regular yard engine crews do not come to the engine
house with the engines. When an engine that is working needs to
come to the engine house to have the fire cleaned or for work,
the jelief crew brings out a relief engine, and exchanges it for

objection

the other engine.

engine houses to fill tenders before leaving and thus
avoid delay if work is late on the engine. One member considered terminal delays mainly due to lack of organization. Mr.

Co-operation.

is

fundamental principle involved

in getting

maintenance

costs

tests.
One member claimed that most
were due to lack of proper organization and
Mr. Smith laid stress on the value of shifting shop
and engine house men to give them all around training.
J. S. Sheafe. of the Baltimore & Ohio, made a brief address
on the relationship of the general foreman to shop efficiency.
An account of the Thursday and Friday sessions of this convention will appear in next week's issue.

—

2,400

actually decreased.

The

practice of standardizing

many

parts of

the locomotive, particularly those requiring frequent repairs or re-

newal,

is

general,

and

results in

reduced maintenance

costs.

When

parts and castings are arranged to be used either right or
left

the costs are

still

further reduced.

Then, as

far as pos-

ft.

in

$1,731,000. of

length.

The

which $250,000

total
is

cost

of

construction

allotted for this year.

will

be

The work

will be finished in 1916.

—

Railway Progress in the Caucasus. Last year was one of
comparative activity in railway construction work in the Caucasus. The Armavir-Maikop-Tuapse Railroad is nearly completed
and will soon be opened to traffic. The Kars-Sarikamish branch
of the Transcaucasian State Railways was completed and opened
Surveys on the Sarikamishto traffic toward the end of 1913.

Of

increased cost of material, and the added complexity of the modern locomotive, the cost of repairs per unit of work has been

failures

Railway Extension in China. The head office of the Chinese
Eastern has received permission to begin the construction of a
branch line from Pervaya Retchka (First River) to Churkin on
the southern side of the Golden Horn Bay at Vladivostok. The
line will be ten versts (6,7 miles) long and will include a tunnel

depend

course large engines are more costly to maintain than smaller
ones, and certain types and designs are more troublesome
to keep up than others.
For that reason it is uneconomical
to run large engines on runs that can be handled by lighter
power. Locomotive maintenance costs continue to increase,
but when we make allowance for the increase in wages, the

water

inspection.

largely on the facilities provided and the cost and quality of
the labor to be had.
Then when the work is more liberal

and thorough the costs are correspondingly increased.

was against

a cold

examinations and

engine

sacrificed.

— Locomotive

of opinion

in

Smith stated that many engine failures could be prevented by
ical

—

Costs.

The consensus

Mention was made of the advantage of

careful study of failed parts, by proper discipline, and by period-

Terminal Facilities. In order to efficiently handle the large
engines of the Mallet, Mikado and Pacific types, now in general use, improved locomotive terminal facilities are absolutely necessary.
The engine terminals used prior to the
introduction of the heavy power are now entirely inadequate.
The importance of up to date terminals has been quite generally recognized, as is shown by the care that has been taken
in the design and construction of recent terminals.

Maintenance

with assigned than with pooled. Engines and assigning
repair expenses and the number of mechanics

less

pooling.

no other one thing can do quite as much to reduce the net
earnings as friction or ill will between the operating and
mechanical departments. The closer officials of the two departments get together, the better will be the results. The
master mechanic or foreman should call up the the train
despatcher the first thing in the morning, and help him to
line up things, thereby heading off probable failures, and in
return receiving valuable information for his department.
Then a friendly spirit of co-operation should exist between
master mechanics and foremen of different divisions.
It
often happens that engines from one division run into the
terminal of another division, and unless thej-e is harmony between the men of the two dirisions the best interests of

company must be

engines comes from the transportation
the Illinois Central the average time at terminals

required in engine houses.

good engine house service is the individual interest of every
employee concerned, and the co-operation of all. Probably-

the

On

power has reduced

line

—The

assigned

to

department.

'

Karaurgan section are in progress and the extension line will
soon be commenced. Preliminary and survey work on the Black
Sea Railroad was completed and the work of building the line
This road will extend south from
will also soon commence.
Tuapse and it has been decided to have it join the Poti-Samtredi
branch of the Transcaucasian State Railways at Kvaloni. The
Progress was
distance from Tuapse to Kvaloni is 213 miles.
made on the Kakheti Railroad from Tiflis to Signakh and it is
proposed to extend this line to Baku. The Djulfa-Tabriz Railway was begun and by the close of the year rails were laid for
Syi miles in Persian territory. The Vladikavkaz Railway completed two branch lines from Ekaterinodar in 1913, one to Yeisk
and the other to Akhtari, both on the Sea- of Azof; and a line
from Krimskaya to Bataisk. near Rostoff-on-Don.

The

Commerce Commission's Report on

Interstate

An

the

New Haven

Abstract of the Report with the Commerce ComLanguage Preserved, In So Far as Possible

mission's

inquired
In the present proceedings the commission has
financial affairs of the entire New Haven system.
in the
Since the former investigation there has been a change
the
executive officers of the New Haven system. In justice to
execpresent management, it is but fair to say that its chief
the
with
utive officer and his special council have cooperated
commission and rendered it substantial assistance throughout
accountants
this investigation. The witnesses, other than the
few
the commission, were in the main hostile, and with
into the

for

exceptions their testimony was unwillingly given.
The result of our research into the financial workings of
been
the former management of the New Haven system has

most glaring instances of maladminisrailroading.
tration revealed in all the history of American
many instances were uninvestigation
In the course of the
to disclose one of the

covered of violation of the laws of different states. As these
were not understood to be pertinent to our inquiry under the
senate resolution we did not follow them into their details.
As pointing to violations of state laws, we have turned over
the evidence concerning local occurrences in New York City
to the district attorney for the proper district, and the testi-

relating to irregularities in Massachusets and Rhode
Island have been laid before the proper authorities of those
The commission has also furnished the Department
states.
of Justice with a complete record of the testimony.
The difficulties under which this railroad system has

mony

in the past are internal and wholly due to its own
mismanagement. Its troubles have not arisen because of
regulation by governmental authority. Its greatest losses and
most costly blunders were made in attempting to circumvent
governmental regulation and to extend its domination beyond

labored

the limits fixed by law.
The subject matter of this inquiry relates to the financial
operation of a railroad system which, on June 30, 1913, had a
total capitalization of approximately $93,000,000, of which
$79,000,000

from June

was stock and
30,

1903.

$14,000,000 bonds.

this

capitalization

In the ten years

was increased from

$93,000,000 to $417,000,000, exclusive of stock premiums, or an
Of this increase approximately
increase of $324,000,000.
$120,000,000 was devoted to its railroad property and was ex-

pended for betterments and equipment. This leaves the sum
of $204,000,000. which was expended for operations outside of
its

railroad sphere.

Through

the

expenditure of this sum

system has practically monopolized the freight
and passenger business in five of the states of the Union. It
has acquired a monopoly of competing steamship lines and
trolley systems in the section which it serves. The financial
operations necessary for these acquisitions, and the losses
which they have entailed, have been skilfully concealed by
the juggling of money and securities from one subsidiary

this railroad

corporation to another.
SIGNIFIC.\NT INCIDENTS

features and significant incidents in the loose, extravagant, and improvident administration of the finances of
the New Haven as shown in this investigation are the Boston

Marked

&

Maine despoilment; the

iniquity of the

tion; the double price paid for the

Westchester acquisi-

Rhode Island

trolleys; the

recklessness in the purchase of Connecticut and Massachusetts trolleys at prices exorbitantly in excess of their market
value; the unwarranted expenditure of large amounts in "educating public opinion"; the disposition, without knowledge of
the directors, of hundreds of thousands of dollars for influencing public sentiment; the habitual payment of unitemized vouchers without any clear specification of details: the

confusing inter-relation of the principal company and its subsidiaries and consequent complication of accounts; the prac-

tice of

financial

legerdemain

New

blocks of

in issuing large

Navigation Company, and manipulating these securities back and forth; fictiparties with the
friendly
tious sales of New Haven stock to
design of boosting the stock and unloading on the public at
the higher "market price"; the unlawful diversion of separate

Haven stock

New England

for notes of the

funds to political organizations; the scattering of retainers to
attorneys of five states, who rendered no itemized bills for

who conducted no litigation to which the railroad
was a party; extensive use of a paid lobby in matters as to
which the directors claim to have no information; the attempt
services and

to control utterances of the press by subsidizing reporters;
payment of money and the profligate issue of free passes to

and their friends; the investment of $400,000 in
New England newspaper; the regular employment of political bosses in Rhode Island and other states, not
for the purpose of having them perform any service, but to
prevent them, as .Mr. Mellen expressed it, from "becoming
active on the other side"; the retention by John L. Billard of
more than $2,700,000 in a transaction in which he represented
the New Haven and into which he invested not a dollar; the
inability of Oakleigh Thorne to account for $1,032,000 of the
legislators

securities of a

funds of the

New Haven

intrusted to him in carrying out the

Westchester proposition; the story of Mr. Mellen as to the
distribution of $1,200,000 for corrupt purposes in bringing
about amendments of the Westchester and Port Chester franchises; the domination of all the affairs of this railroad by
Mr. Morgan and Mr. Mellen and the absolute subordination
of other members of the board of directors to the will of these
two; the unwarranted increase of the New Haven liabilities
from $93,000,000 in 1903 to $417,000,000 in 1913; the increase
in floating notes from nothing in 1903 to approximately $40,000,000 in 1913; the indefensible standard of business ethics

and the absence

of

acumen displayed by eminent

financial

directing the destinies of this railroad in its
attempt to establish a monopoly of the transportation of New
England. The combination of all these has resulted in the
financiers

in

present deplorable situation
road are involved.

NEW

which the

in

of this rail-

aflfairs

YORK, WESTCHESTER & BOSTON

The Westchester is a story
funds.
The enormous sum

of profligate waste of corporate

was

expended
being operated
The Westat an annual loss of approximately $1,250,000.
chester acquisition was planned and executed by a special
committee of the board, consisting of Directors Morgan,
Rockefeller and Miller, with President Mellen as chairman.
The full board was not taken into the confidence of these
of

$36,434,173

for a road only 18.03 miles in extent,

directors,

who wanted

which

the securities of the

is

two proposed com-

peting lines purchased, and no report was ever made by this
committee placing the situation as they found it before the
board.
In a letter of October 30. 1906, to C. S. Mellen. from the
attorney, Francis Lynde Stetson, who was representing all
the parties in the deal; namely,

J.

P.

Morgan &

brook Company, Perry and Thorne, and the

Haven & Hartford,
is

significant as to
Referring

to

the

Co.. the Mill-

New

York,

New

was the following language, which
the course the committee was pursuing:
there

conversation

this

morning,

between

yourself.

Mr.

Thorne and myself, it has oecurred to me that it is possible that Mr.
Thome's purchase and even his payments may have to begin before he
have ascertained the validity of the two principal properties which he
has acqvjired, and that in the event of the development subsequently of
their invalidity, it might be that the money spent would be tnoney lost.

shall

The report of this committee, however, was unanimously
approved, ratified and confirmed at a meeting of the board

July

17,
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Xoveniber, 1907, at which the following directors were
Rockefeller.
Morgan, Milner, Thayer,
Mellen,
Brush, Warner, Cheney, Miller, Skinner, Barney,
Taft, Wittemore, Elton, Hemingway, Robertson, Robbins and
Parker.
The Xevv Haven had now acquired two franchises with
roads parallel to each other and its own line, at a distance
There was conflicting
of only a few hundred yards apart.
litigation pending, and matters were necessarily in a most
unsatisfactory state and at a tangled stand-still. The solution
of the difficulties was the further expenditure of $1,524,072.77.
This was arranged by having the New Haven, on June 15,
1908. transfer to its subsidiary the New England Navigation
Company, 8,000 shares of its stock at $150 per share, which
tlie Navigation company in turn transferred to Charles S.
Mellen, the president of both corporations, who conducted the
negotiations.
On March 5, 1909, an additional 1,495 shares
of New Haven stock at $158 per share was in like manner
placed in Mr. Mellen's possession, and certain sums of money
were also advanced to him from time to time.
In explaining how these negotiations were conducted, Mr.
Mellen testified that it was intended that one share of New
Haven stock would be exchanged for three shares of Westchester stock. When New Haven stock was not immediately
at hand, he issued to the messenger who brought the Westchester stock a duebill. which was in terms an order on himself to pay on demand to the bearer a specified number of
shares of New Haven stock, or its equivalent in cash, at $150
per share with accrued dividends.
No comment is necessary to make clear to the mind the
corrupt and unla%vful nature of these transactions, and it
would seem that the amount illegally expended can be recovered from Mr. Mellen and the directors who authorized it.

When

of

109

the details had been worked out by Mr. Mellen for
this additional burden, the directors without ques-

present:

assuming

Brooker.

tion acquiesced.

When

the details of this acquisition were exposed in this
investigation it was urged in explanation that by reason of
the heavy terminal charges exacted from the New Haven on
passengers delivered at the Grand Central station, it was very
desirable that the New Haven have another entrance into New
York City, and that the Westchester provided such an entry.
A very casual study, however, of the map of the Westchester
and the New Haven lines into New York impeaches the
reasonableness of any such explanation. The New Haven,
over the lines of the Harlem River & Portchester, a route
then owned by it, had an entrance into New York City via
Second Avenue and Third Avenue elevated lines. The Westcliester is not constructed to use the tracks of the Harlem
River & Portchester from 174th street into New York via
these elevated stations. The subway has been constructed as
far as Westchester avenue, and is being extended to 180th
street, where a transfer station will be established with the
Westchester, the two being some 300 feet apart at this point.
At 174th street, however, the subway is only two or three
blocks removed from the Harlem River & Portchester.
If
the New Haven had wanted an entrance to New York City
via the subway-, it could have established a transfer station
somewhere with this Harlem River line, just as it is preparing
to do with the Westchester at 180th street.
It should be
noted here, however, that this subway line is to be extended
through to Mt. Vernon, paralleling the Westchester to that
point, and furnishing a through rapid service into New York
City. Again, the Westchester has no feasible connection with

the

main

line of the

New Haven

below

New

Rochelle, and

cannot relieve the New Haven of a larger part of its commuter traffic, on which the Grand Central terminal charges
are so serious a burden, than could the Harlem River &
it

Mr. Mellen

testified that in addition to the

Rhode Island trolleys, the Connecticut trolleys
represented a payment of about $10,000,000 more than their

cost of the
value.

The Rhode Island and Connecticut trolley ventures are further evidence of the prodigality in the expenditure of the
money of the New Haven stockliolders in carrying out an
unlawful policy of transportation monopoly.
STE.\MSHIP LINES

The New Haven from time
•

from steamship

lines.

to time

Restless

The purchase of the Rhode Island trolleys was another
instance of Mellen's waste in acquiring properties that bring
an annual deficit instead of a surplus, and constitute a liability
instead of an asset in the

New Haven

system.

the competition
this

Haven activities.
The Hartford & New York Transportation Company cost
the New Haven $2,538,917; the Eastern Steamship CorporaMerchants' & Miners', $5,774,500; the New
Bedford. Marthas Vineyard & Pawtucket, $141,700; the New^

tion, $4,200,000; the

England Steamship Company,

Maine SteamThe testimony shows that

$12,100,000; the

ship, $17,300, or a total of $24,772,417.

the physical value of the properties acquired as a result of these

outlays

is

something

The New Haven

like $10,000,000.

advises

has recently disposed of its holdings in the Merchants'
Miners' Transportation at a loss of $3,594,500.

that

it

&

When

Mr. Mellen had obtained control of every boat line
importance in New England he suddenly changed his
attitude when the public discovered the real ownership.
It
was then he proposed and urged that they be disposed of.
but in this was overridden by his board.
of any'

BOSTON & M.MNE

Before the New Haven secured control of the Boston &
Maine stockholders of the latter had realized substantial dividends for a period of more than fifty years. Its credit was
high and its stock was in the year 1900 valued by the railroad
commission of Massachusetts at $190 per share.
There is reason for belief that this railroad in the hands of
its former management would have continued to pay dividends and serve its constituency of passengers and shippers
with reasonable rates and adequate facilities. The New England Navigation bought 55,000 shares of stock of the Boston
& Maine owned by the American Express Company, and
other stock of the Boston & Maine was gathered in by the
New England Navigation Company, acting on behalf of the
New Haven, until the latter road had a controlling interest in
This move, disastrous as it was to
the Boston & Maine.
prove to both roads, was illegal under the Massachusetts
laws, and without doubt under the Federal Anti-Trust Law,
but impolitic, unwise, illegal and disastrous as it was to prove,
it was undertaken with the realization of the illegality of this
control of the Boston

& Maine

stock.

New Haven

Then began a
it was made

which

of transfers, shifts and evasions by

series
to ap-

itself of the Boston
was being retained in
friendly hands and under the control of the New Haven.

pear that the

& Maine

may

It

had divested

stock, while all the time

it

be of interest to note the passage of a controlling

of shares of the Boston &
First, from the American Express

number

Maine stock;
Company and others

to

New England

Navigation Company.
Second, from the New England Navigation

the

John

Company

to

Bank

as

L. Billard, nominally.

Third, from John L. Billard to the National City
collateral.

Fifth,

RHODE ISL.\ND TROLLEYS

felt

any limitation of

power. President Mellen proceeded to acquire the steamship
lines and thereby stifle these interferences with the New

Fourth, from the National City

Portchester.

had

of

from the

Company.
Sixth, from

New Haven

to the New Haven.
New England Navigation

Bank

to the

the New England Navigation Companj' to the
Boston Railroad Holding Company.
The management of the Boston & Maine by the New Haven
was unwise. It began in illegality and in a lust for extended

.

:
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monopoly, and has resulted in great depreciation and serious
impairment of credit.
When the New Haven was ordered to sell its Boston &
Maine stock it was transferred to John L. Billard, a coal
merchant of Meriden, Conn., where he paid taxes on property
listed at $30,000.

The Navigation company took

$11,000,000 raised

by Billard on

a note

Bank secured by

the

stock

collateral,

as

in

payment

on the National City
and a note of Mr.

Billard, unsecured, for $2,743,500.

The New Haven

at

once

set

in

motion

its

agencies for

influencing public opinion, which resulted in the incorporation
of a bill in the Legislature of Massachusetts authorizing the
creation of a company known as the Boston Railroad Holding
Company. This company bought back the Boston & Elaine

stock at $150 per share, which resulted in Billard receiving
more than he was charged originally for

credit for $2,748,700

the stock.
It is quite

evident that

it

was not the understanding

board that Billard should receive a

of the

profit of $2,748,700 out of

this transaction, but that at most he was to receive only a
reasonable compensation, estimated at from $100,000 to $500,All the assets of the Billard company belong to the
000.
stockholders of the New Haven. All the money sunk in this
A suit shonld be
operation belonged to the New Haven.
maintainable by the New Haven against Billard and all who
have participated in this fraud upon stockholders.

Vol.
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There are too many ornamental directors and too many who
have such childlike faith in the man at the head that they are
ready to indorse or approve anything he may do.
A director should be an active, not a passive, force. He should
understand the affairs of the corporation to which he gives the
prestige of his name, at least to the extent of knowing the integrity of its designs and the absence of law-breaking methods
in its operation, and he should not accept positions whicli he
cannot fill in this comprehensive way.
Through the control of voting strength resulting from stock
ownership by other corporations, a few persons whose individual
holdings were small in comparison with the volume of stock of
the company were enabled to perpetuate their full control of
the New Haven company.
While the Connecticut laws require the majority of the directors to be residents of that state, the selection of Connecticut
directors depends entirely upon the choice of the controlling and
dominating interests in the company. In a similar manner the
control of other great corporations is maintained by means of
interlocking directorates.

The handling

of bank deposits and security sales of these cormassed in a few hands, carrying with them a
power and domination over large amounts of banking capital
These and
as well as the control of great railroad systems.

porations

is

other evils as the result of interlocking directorates are

now

known, and they have been emphasized by

well recognized and

the disclosures of this investigation.

MANIPULATION OF ACCOUNTS

FUNDS TO BE RECOVERED ON BEHALF OF THE STOCKHOLDERS

Several transactions appear of record which show that by
no stretch of imagination can the irregularity of recording
In February, 1911. the
be qualified as due to carelessness.
New Haven bought 23,520;4 shares of Rutland stock from
the New York Central, giving in exchange therefor its check
on the Farmers' Loan & Trust Company for $2,364,977.
No entry can be found in the record of the New Haven company which reveals this transaction. The stock thus acquired
was on the same day, with a check for $135,023, delivered
to the New England Navigation Company in exchange for a
note for $2,500,000. The fact of the recording of this transaction is that the sum paid to the New York Central for the
stock shows as a cash advance to the New England Navigation

Company.

Purchases of cars and coal are two large expenditures that
make. The New Haven purchased cars almost exclusively from James B. Brady without competition and to
the extent of some $37,000,000.
Mr. Brady as a witness made
no secret of his generosity to the officers with whom he did
business.
His methods were justified by him on the ground that
the officers of the New Haven were old friends.
Locomotives were bought from a company in which a
railroads

New Haven was also a director. Many supNew Haven were from companies havwho were also directors of the New Haven.

director of the

obtained by the

ing directors

economy

Corporate

the facts developed in this investigation,

there

that

stantial

and

will be briefly

man serving on many boards of directors
cannot be too strongly condemned.
The man who holds dipositions in a dozen corporations may be thoroughly
honest in his relations with each, but it is not practicable for him

rectors'

to give the stockholders of each corporation the full benefit of
his ability

and energy when,

he can afford only a small
If he is not perof the real workings of the corporation and,
in truth,

fraction of his attention to each corporation.

mitted to

when he

know

serves on so

many

boards, that

is

in the

nature of things

impossible, the corporation gets an indorsement to which

not entitled.

it

is

money

that has been wasted.

summarized
Thome in commissions

$303,750.00
1,524,072.77
2,748,700.00

—

Note. The money with which Billard acquired the 15,755 additional
shares of common stock and 5,826 shares of preferred stock of the Boston
& Maine Railroad Company was furnished by the New England Navigation
Company. This stock was turned back to the Navigation Company for
$3,370,082.

It

would seem

of the profit, if any was

that

made by

a

suit

by stockholders for the recovery

Billard in the transactions involving these

additional shares, could also be maintained.

any expenditures were made

in

violation of the anti-trust

laws of the L'nited States, are not such expenditures ultra zircs,
and is it not the legal obligation of the directors to satisfy out

own fortunes any loss which results to the company ?
These are all pertinent questions in the light of the developments brought about by this investigation.
Only lawful expenditures are authorized.

of their

.Ml illegal disbursements are ultra -ires.

directors
treasury

in

cannot

without

accountability

ventures which are

in

deplete

a

corporate

violation of the laws of the

land.

DIRECTORS CONSCIOUSLY TRANSGRESSING ANTI-MONOPOLY

The evidence shows
trolleys,

INTERLOCKING DIRECTORATES

would seem

IllegaMv spent in obtaining Westchester franchise changes
In the Billard transaction

portation

practice of one

it

question concerning the recovery of a sub-

of the stockholders'

Overpaid Perry and

duty.

The

little

amount

not practicable where gifts and
obligations arising from friendship tend to obscure official
is

is

Several items of this nature have already been suggested herein

If

PURCHASES WITHOUT BIDS

plies

From

LAWS

that in pursuance of the policy of trans-

monopoly the New Haven purchased the Connecticut
Rhode Islands trolleys, the Massachusetts trolleys,
steamship lines, the Boston & Maine Railroad, and other means
of transportation that were available and purchasable. That this
plan was done in violation of the federal statute it seems quite
That the
clear, for competition was sought to be destroyed.
directors were conscious they were proceeding along lines that
were probably inhibited by law is evidenced by the testimony
of Director Elton, that as each line was purchased some one
would ask the question in the board of directors if it were not
in violation of law, and that Mr. Robbins, general attorney for
the New Haven, would state to the board that the New Haven
charter permitted them to do anything.
It appears, therefore, that not only were these consolidations
contrary to law, but these directors were cognizant of that fact.
the

Jllv
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17.

and contented

tiieniselves with the advice of counsel that

the company's charter

it

could do anything

it

under

they were in dealing with the money of other people.
actively or passively acquiesced in the efforts

pleased.

The purpose of the immunity statute, as the
commission understands it, was to aid in the search for facts by
removing the obstacle of witnesses refusing to testify on the
ground of self-incrimination, and under the statute the commission has always endeavored to exercise a sound discretion
in

this

Most

warning of the Department of Justice to carefully consider before
placing a witness upon the stand the effect his testimony might
have in the way of immunizing him from criminal prosecution.
The commission has only used such witnesses as seemed necessary to fully answer the Senate's inquiry and has refrained
from calling those witnesses whose evidence, while interesting,
might be merely cumulative.
With respect to Mr. Mellen, former president of the New
Haven system, it was the belief of the commission that his
testimony was necessary in this investigation, and the result, in
our opinion, fully justifies this position.
Evidence of wrongdoing such as was disclosed in this hearing
Men do not conduct such transactions in
is difficult to obtain.
the open, but rather in secret and in the dark.
Only those involved, as a rule, have direct information.
So some of the
evidence of necessity must come through participants.
The commission has proceeded upon the idea that it is better
to expose wrongdoing, even if in doing so it would be necessary
to use a few witnesses whose testimony might bring them immunity, than through fear of bestowing immunity on some, leave
facts unknown and uncovered and thereby give immunity to all,
not only as to prosecution, but to the stigma of exposure as

to

realize

accepted their rethat

their

names

A

corporation can be no better or worse than those who operate
It should be just as grave a crime to plunder
stockholders
or the public through a railroad corporation as it is to perIt.

sonally rob an individual.

SUBSIDIARY CORPORATIONS CONDEMNED

was found in the investigation of the New Haven system
there were 336 subsidiary corporations, and the books of

It

that

the

New Haven

actual

financial

subsidiary

road proper
transactions

corporations

They were used

reflect

of

the

only a small part of the
railroad.

Many

of

these

no purpose save an evil one.
up transactions that would not bear
keep from the eyes of public officials matters
served

to cover

and to
were sought to be kept secret. The commission should have
the power to examine not only the books, records, papers and
scrutiny,

that

correspondence of interstate carriers, but

of

subsidiary

com-

panies as well.

REMEDY IN PUBLIC CONSCIENCE AND LAWS

NEW HAVEN MONOPOLY CORRUPT

great

insuring of honesty throughout the

country

management

of the

most important question
before the people today, and only when through exposure of
wrongdoing and an awakened public conscience coupled with

of

corruption of government;

New Haven

failed

Directors should be made individually liable to civil and crimlaws for the manner in which they discharge their trust.

The

attempt to control public opinion;

They

inal

well.

;

lightly.

gave confidence to the public and that their connection with the
corporation led the public to invest. When these directors were
negligent and serious losses resulted therefrom they were guilty
of a grave dereliction of duty and a breach of trust that
was
morally wrong and criminal in its fruits.

carrying out the instructions of the Senate
commission has therefore kept in mind the

This investigation has demonstrated that the monopoly theory
those controlling the New Haven was unsound and mischievous in its effects.
To achieve such monopoly meant the
meant the
reckless and scandalous expenditure of money
it

of the directors of the

sponsibilities

In

the

case

the

If these directors who were faithless to their
stewardship were
held responsible in the courts and at the bar of public opinion
for the failure to do those things they should have
done, the
lesson to directors who do not direct would be very salutary.

get at the truth.

regard.

di-

of

Mellen-Morgan-Rockefeller regime to extend the domination
of this corporation over the whole transportation field
in New
England.

In the investigations the commission is required to make from
time to time it has, in accordance with its usual custom, exercised
due caution not to require the testimony of witnesses where immunity might result except when it is necessary in order to

this

The

rectors

THE QUESTION OF IMMUNITY IN SECURING EXPOSURE OF ABUSES

in

111

'

railroads

of

the

effective laws this result

upon the high
record

make

level that

it

is

a

produced, may railroading be placed
should occupy. The revelations in this

is

essential for the welfare of the nation that the

it

the attempt to pervert the political

reckless and profligate financiering which has blighted this rail-

people in insolent defiance of law.

road system be ended, and until this is fully done there will be
no assurance that the story of the New Haven will not be told
again with the stockholders of some other railroad system as

and economic instincts of the
Through exposure of the
methods of this monopoly the invisible government which has
gone far in its efforts to dominate New England has been made
visible.
It has been clearly proven how public opinion was distorted how officials who were needed and who could be bought
were bought how newspapers that could be subsidized were subsidized
how a college professor and publicists secretly accepted
money from the New Haven while masking as a representative
of a great American university and as the guardians of the

the victims.

;

;

;

how

information to the
public were prostituted wherever they could be prostituted in
order to carry out a scheme of private transportation monopoly
interests

of

imperial in

the

its

people

agencies

of

scope.

DIRECTORS
It is

;

CRIMINALLY NEGLIGENT

wrongs could have gone on withmembers of the board of directors had
they owed the stockholders. A number of

inconceivable that these

out interference

if

the

been true to the faith
directors appear in many instances to have voted without knowledge and to have approved the expenditure of many millions
According to the testimony of some of
without information.
the directors they merely approved what had been done by some

committee or by some officer of the company. The directors'
minutes reveal that it was largely a body for ratification and
not authorization, as the law intended 'a board of directors
should be. None of the directors would have been so careless
in the handling of his own money as the evidence demonstrates

Dust on the Paris Subway Systems. — Because

of complaints

received the Conseil d'Hygiene of Paris took in hand, about two

years ago, some experiments as to the air on both the Metro-

and the Nord-Sud and a report thereon has just been
This shows that the air on the former is much more
on the latter. The principal cause of the trouble
On the Metropolitain the wear is very
is attributed to the rails.
pronounced, especially owing to braking, in the stations; but on
the Nord-Sud the rails are, apparently, of harder steel, and the
braking has had little effect. On the former line the brake-shoes
are of cast-iron on the latter they are faced with a tar-treated
fabric, and, incidentally, the trains on the Nord-Sud stop much
more smoothly and with less noise. The report refers to the
fact that the floor of the coaches on the Metro has longitudinal
strips along the upper surface, so cannot be swept clean, but
on the Nord-Sud the floors are covered with a conglomerate
material forming a uniform and non-slipping surface, which can
be cleaned with sawdust. It is. therefore, proposed that in these
matters the Metropolitain should follow the example of the
Nord-Sud, also that the ballast in and near the stations be
covered bv tiles, so as to reduce the dust, and which can be swept.
politain

issued.

vitiated than

;
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STEAM

PIPE

COVERINGS

Argentum
insulation

The Philip Carey Company, Cincinnati. Ohio, has placed on the
market two new types of pipe covering, one for pipes used above
The first
ground, and another for underground installations.
It is made up of alternate layers of plain
is termed the Carocel.
and corrugated pure asbestos paper, the corrugations measuring

layers pressed firmly together sufficient air space

is

to give

left

shell

to

is

sections.
The purpose of this
provide a water-tight insulation.

ground pipes the greatest trouble

is

through contact with water, which
with contact with the air.

is

No. 3

57.

new

type

of

For under-

had in the loss of heat
very much greater than

VACUUM CLEANER FOR PASSENGER CARS

%

This construction has been used in order
in. in depth.
about
to provide as many dead air spaces as possible, which, of course,
With these
is one of the best insulating mediums to be had.

Vol.

A

compressed

air

operated

cleaning of passenger cars

is

vacuum cleanr adapted to t':e
shown in the illustration. 1 he

equipment consists of an aspirator attached to a dust collector,
and a Yi in. hose for connection to the source of compressed air

A

supply.

The

rator.

1

in.

vacuum hose connects

co.Tip'ete outfit

weighs abo

the to ih with the aspit

35

lb.,

and

is

thcr frre

easily portable.

vacuum

Tlie

prod.iced in the aspirator by ineans of a small
compressed air jet. about Vs in. in diameter. With 65.1b. air presis

sure the consumption

is

about 20 cubic feet of free air per

vacuum produced is equivalent to a 12 in. mercury column. With higher air pressure the vacuum may be conminute, and the

siderably increased.
In operating this machine the first part of the
cleaning should be done by blowing the cinders and dust out
of

ventilators

tlie

and ere.

ices

with compressed

the

air,

vacuim

Carey Carocel Sectional Pipe Covering
the necessary
inated.
air

are

sealed.

no

is

chance of circulation

all

of the covering are so

spaces

there

and

insulation

The ends

practically

.'Another

possibility of circulation

is

trimmed that
advantage

around the

elimthe

all
is

that

pipe, thus pre-

venting the opportunity for heat leakage at the point where the
two halves come together. This insulation is of light weight, and
yet

enough

firm

service.

It

is

withstand the rough handling recei\ed

to

covered with pure asbestos

are held together by brass bands, as

fibre,

shown

in

and the sections

in the illustration.

The underground insulation is known as the Carey ArgentumIts construction is clearly
Magnesia sectional ])ipe covering.

m

WATERPROOF
ARGENTUM .^
COLLAR
^
THICK^
'/i

STAPteS TO BIND
SECTIONS OF WATERPROOF

SHELI,

^^H

Compressed Air Operated Vacuum Cleaner

^|^|

^^^^m

"-^-^^PlFi

^^^m

WATERPROOF

-^RBiitll
,^llt^H
^H^^'^H
SZ-tTMICK^Bp,
^H

COAL TAR

tools

PITCH

COATING

hose

^^
I

the

CANVAS JACKET
TO BIND SECTIONS OF

t^

'u

.

is

is

impossible.

After this

SS% Mfl6NESI« INSULATION
-' '

vacuum

shown
cent,

in

the illustration, being

for

made up

Underground Pipes
of the regular 85 per

magnesia covering, with the water-tight armor of Argentum

applied over and thoroughly protecting the magnesia insulation.

These Argentum

shells

are water-proof and strong enough to

made of a chemically
They are exceptionally tough and are fur-

protect the insulation from injury, being

treated wool

felt.

nished in sections 3

and

Yi in. thick,

each section to

ft.

made

long and

%

in.

thick.

Collars 6

in.

long

same material, are furnished for
be applied over and seal the joints of butting
of the

done the compressed

air

process.

R.\iLW.\Y Construction in Si.^m.

Carey Argentum-Magnesia Covering

is

attached to ih^ apparatus, and ;he cleaning finisl^ed by

This cleaner is in use on the Chicago & Alton, where it is
claimed that one man can clean 14 stand.ud railway plush seated
coaches or chair cars per day. It is manii'actured by the Thurman X'acuum Cleaner Company. St. Louis. Mo.

MA6NE5IA INSULATION

jflK-^'%
i^
^IBk^
^iWiiiii^

not being effective where contact with the surface to be

cleaned

ARCENTUM
SHELL

for the

new

— Plans

station buildings for the

are

now

being

Siamese Southern

at

made
Bangwhich

kok Xoi which will be necessary for the increased traffic
is expected on the completion of the extension of the railway,
which when completed will be about 813 miles long. The line
is now open for traffic from Potchaburi to Prang, about 147 miles.
.A. further extension of 41 miles to Koh Lak was expected to have
been opened the first of June of this year. It is expected that
the hne as far as Singora will be opened for traffic in 1916. Construction was started in 1969 at three places, namely Potchaburi
Singora and Prang, and at that time it was hoped that the
whole svstem would be ready for traffic in 1915.
:

Maintenance

Way

of

Section
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One

of the obstacles which have retarded the adoption of con-

crete for railway building construction

where appearances were

an impo.tant consideration, as in stations,
The
has been the difficulty of se:uring a paint
which would adhere permanently to the
Painting of
concrete
without undue disc jlorat'on.
Concrete
Several early attempts along this line
proved unsatisfactory, for wh'ch various reasons have been assigned.
To solve this problem indirectly bush hammering and
other practices have been adopted to pro\ide a pleasirg untreated concrete surface.
There are, however, occasions ulere
a

paint treatment

is

to be desired,

and the discussion of

the

of

efficiency

ticable level,

foremen be brought to the highest prac-

all

and for

this reason this subject

There

is

much

the training of foremen.

One road recovered over

showing that

is

it

$50,000 worth of material by increas-

ing the distance between extra rail posts from one to two miles;

Handling

another road reclaims 50 per cent, of all
maintenance scrap collected other than

New

are.

Scrap Material

entirely possible to secure perma-

and

rails

and

subject elsewhere in this issue should therefore be of general
interest in

what Mr. Schott, who is himself a
column regarding this phase of

of merit in

section foreman, jays in another

this

nent and satisfactory results with certain kinds of faints.

angle

or can be,

point raised by Mr. Crites in his discussion of

economical Track

Economy on another page

Un-

in this issue

is

one realized too frequently only in the
abstract, if at all, when retrenchment
It is common knowledge
>* under way.
that maintenance of way expenditures
are reduced first and to the greatest

Track Msuntenance

and

Y

extent because it is felt that the results of such action will
not be evident at once, although it is generally realized that
larger sums will have to be expended in the end. The effect
of poor track in reducing train tonnage and thereby increasing the cost of operation is not so generally realized.

Similar

bars.

made

in

savings

the distribution

new material and the collection
The maintenance of way department

of

scrap on other roads.

directly interested in the handling of

The

of sufficient im-

is

portance to justify the serious consideration of every supervisor.

it

received

is

when needed,

its

of
is

material to insure that

that a sufficient but not a surplus

stock is available, that obsolete material is not allowed to accumulate, that second-hand or scrap material is collected as soon

and that no material suitable for further use is
Different roads have attacked the various
phases of this important problem in different ways and with
varying degrees of success.
A thorough discussion of this
subject, with descriptions of methods which have been worked
out or suggested, will be of value to those roads which have
already given this subject attention, and of greater value to the
lines on which this important problem has been neglected.
To
as

released,

disposed of as scrap.

secure as complete a discussion as possible

we

are conducting

few years ago most railroad men gave little credit
to such a theory and some refuse to accept it even at this
late date.
However, the experience of numerous roads has
shown conclusively that the adoption of heavier rail and more
ballast and a higher standard of maintenance have enabled
the tonnage of trains to be increased without any change in
grades or motive power. Thus, when an order is given to
reduce maintenance of way expenditures to a point where

on "The Distribution of New Material and the Collection of Scrap," for which we soHcit the co-operation of all who
To stimulate
have given this subject serious consideration.
interest in this contest we will pay $25 and $15 for the two
for
all
other papers
best papers received and our space rates
accepted and published. The award will be based on the practicability of the methods described and the completeness with
which the subject is covered. All contributions should be sent

existing track standards cannot be maintained,

to

Only

a

it

equivalent

is

to arbitrarily inserting heavier grades, the result of

which

will

be reflected either in decreased train loads or in more delays
in this way increasing expenses, the verj' thing

a contest

the Engineering Editor of the Railti'ay Age Gazette, 608
South Dearborn street. Chicago, to be received not later than

July 25.

and overtime,
which the

officers are trying to avoid.

One

of the most important advantages of corcrtte as a con-

struction material

The

maintenance work

knowledge of the methods of
properly performing the work, his ability
Instructing Foremen
to prepare the proper time rolls and other
records, and his ability to handle the men
in the Handling
As a laborer in the gang
'" ^'^ gangof Labor
he secured his knowledge of the methods
of performing the work, while the supervisor instructs him in
Unfortunately, in most
the manner of preparing his reports.
cases, he receives little or no instruction regarding the way to
handle the men in his gang to secure the maximum amount of
Regardless of the fact that the
productive work from them.
men selected for foremen probably possess considerable natural
ability along this line, there is no question but that the more
experienced supervisor can give them valuable assistance in
Probably as many foremen fail because of the lack
this regard.

class of

the fact that local materials can be very
largely employed, and

successful

in

securing

because they do not
advantage.

The

the

greatest

know how

who combines

the

ability
It

is

for

to handle their

the

men

company

to the best

and valuable foreman is the
to handle men with the other
to the interest of the road that

really successful

necessary qualifications.

returns

has led to

Inspection of

are, his

of this qualification as because of the absence of either of the
other two. Further than this, many foremen are only partially

one

is

three primary qualifications of a foreman in charge of any

its

it

is

this fact

whi

li

rapidly increasing use for a

wide variety of purposes on maintenance

Concrete

work.

Aggregates

With

its

very general adoption for

5m"ll as well as large work, there arises

an increased necessity for the careful i'stract'on of the superand foremen regarding the proer selection and inspecIi.
tion of the sand, gravel and stone used as the aggregate.
general the cement is properly inspected and tested before being
visors

On large work the naterials composing
most cases carefully tested, freuently by
On srraller jobs where the mathe testing department itself.
shipped to the work.
concrete are

the

m

is secured adjacent to 'he wcrk this is not practicable.
important, for this reason, that the supervi--or or foreman
selecting these materials sl-ould be instructed regarding the

terial
It

is

ordinary
concrete.

materials which should be avoided in
ordinary purposes this instruction need no- be

objectionable

For

all

elaborate or in detail, but if the injurious ingred-en's commonly
encountered are called to the attention of the supervisor be will
be able to reject materials now sometimes incorporated in the
concrete. It is almost universally true that whenever a failure
Careful analyses of
of "concrete occurs the cemert is blamed.
such failures have shown in so many instances that the cement
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is

not at fault, that the prominent cement companies maintain
and to ascer-

with the operating department in handling the peak load. The
maintenance department can assist very materially in getting

Amer-

trains over the road by maintaining the tracks in such condition

special departments to investigate such complaints,

In a paper presented before the

tain the real difficulty.

ican Society for Testing Materials a couple of

weeks ago, several

instances were cited where studies of failures of concrete showed
the difficulty to rest primarily with the sand and gravel, and

often with the water.

from a few
struct

locations of

One reme iy is
known quality.

the supervisors and

materials which

may

to

A

select

the aggregate

belter

way

is

reasonably be expected.

an old saying that distance lends enchantment to the
view. This applies equally well to such sordid matters as railway
construction. Railway men close to their
The Magnitude
work are apt to lose sight of the real
magnitude of many r'lases of the work
of Railway

There

is

^'^''^'^ ^'"^ ''°^'^^ ^'^ capable of doing, and
Construction Work
are actually doing. The magnitude of the
problems involved in the construction of the Panama Canal has
been heralded around the woild.
While not intending to de-

tract in the least

from the

credit

due for

this

work, a few com-

may give the railway man a higher impression of his
own work. The last issue of the Canal Record gives the tmal

parisons

wet and dry e-xcavation since the United States assumed control

be redu;ed

will

ti^

the

minimum,

and by creating the smallest practicable number of slow orders
and other delays, all of which result in still further increasing
the congestion.

Any work

to in-

foremen regarding the deleterious

number of derailments

that the

put on the track

ber of derailments

now will tend to reduce
is common knowledge

the

num-

th t with
each rapid increase in traffic the number of derailments increases
faster than the traffic, indicating that the track is unable to keep
later.

It

up with the increased demands made on

it.

F.very derailment

tends to further increase congestion, and is therefore cumulative,
the resultant congestion being in most cases of much greater

consequence than the mere cost of the damage

to the track

and

equipment.

This warning applies to yard, as well as to main tracks. In
times of heavy traffic it is in the yards that the most serious
congestion usually occurs. Under such conditions the taking of
a track out of service not only decreases the capacity of a yard
by that amount, but tends to disorganize the operation of the
entire yard at a time when smoith running is most essential.
Now is the time to prepare for the expected increase in traffic,
and give the operating department a chance.

of the Canal Zone as 220.826.656 cu. yd., spread over an interval
of ten years, or an average of 22,082,657 cu. yd. per yea-.

moved on

In 1912 the St. Paul deposited 246,823

the Canal Zone.

and

1913 316,989, or a total in the two
years of 563,812 cu. yd.
During the iame years 1,041,158 and
337.419 cu. yd. of concrete, respectively, were placed in the Gatun,
cu. yd. of concrete,

in

Pedro Miguel and Mira Flores locks. Thus the St. Paul alone
handled over 75 per cent, as much earth work, and almost 45
per cent, as much concrete during those two years as the
Isthmian Canal Commission, with comparatively little notoriety
or advertisement;.
Furthermore, the railroad work was scattered over a wide are.i, making it more difficult to handle.
Other railroad.^, including the Northern Pacific, the Erie and the
Lackawanna, have made similar records in recent years. Such
comparisons as this show the magnitude of the problems encountered

from time

to

time in

the

regular

railway

routine.

RUSH THE MAINTENANCE WORK
T

TP

^^
now

to this

THE SYSTEMATIC TRAINING OF SUPERVISORS

The

was 37.116,735 cu. yd. in 190:*.
By way of contrast a statement was publislied in the daily issue
of the Railway Age Gazette of March 19, showing that the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul alone moved 23,750,200 cu. yd. of
material in 1912, and 24,553,411 cu. yd. in 1913.
During those
same years 30,269.349 and 27,177.960 cu. yd., respectively, were
highest individual year's record

time maintenance of way expenditures have been

very seriously curtailed this year. However, all indications
point to a very material increase in traffic within the next

two months,

especially on the granger roads.
This will result
an increased burden on the track which it is none too well
prepared to carry.
The conclusion is evident. Every effort
in

should be exercised for the next 60 days towards getting the
track into the best possible condition to carry a heavy trafFc
with the minimum delay to trains. To do this attention should
now be concentrated on the tracks and structures directly concerned with the movement of trains.
Work, such as the re-

THEthe

practice of most roads

is

ranks of the foremen.

to recruit their supervisors

As

from

a result, on those roads on

which there now exists the greatest scarcity of high grade foremen, a shortage of material from which to create supervisors
also beginning to be felt.
is
Numerous attempts have been
made from time to time to recruit supervisors from technically
trained college graduates, but for various reasons most of these
plans have failed. As described in another column, the Pennsylvania has had in operation for many years a definite system
whereby technically trained men are secured for supervisors,
and there is no prospect of a shortage of matt rial from which
to

recruit

these supervisors, as

it

has at

all

times a sufficient

number of men

to fill its requirements for some time in advance.
not the intention at this time to discuss the relative
merits and shortcomings of supervisors recruited from track
It

is

foremen and technically trained men, except to state that if the
course provided for the colle:e graduate after he leaves school
IS so arranged that he can secure the requisite practical experience he should be the

The

more valuable man because

of his technical

with the various track apprentice systems which have been tried has been that they were in most
training.

difficulty

cases local experiments of short duration, and with only a hazy
and indefinite future for the student. On the Pennsylvania this

and the methods of prothat if he makes

practice has been so firmly established,

motion so clearly outlined that a

man knows

good his future is assured.
While it might seem at first glance that such a course of
training would involve a considerable outlay for unproductive
work while the student is in training, these men are all employed in work for which other men would be required if this
course of training did not exist, and in fact the salaries in the
classified service are somewhat lower than for similar positions
in the unclassified service where there is no similar chance foi*

building of fences, shoulfl be deferred in favor of the laying of
rail, the surfacing of track, and the necessary renewal of bridges.

advancement.

Then when

a carefully outlined plan of operation which has been in force

the traffic

is

heaviest,

and the resulting interference

with maintenance forces the greatest, this deferred work can be
resumed. In this way the track and structures will be brought

up to their proper condition at the earliest date, and it will also
be possible to do this work more economically now than later,
because of the smaller amount of interferences caused by traffic.
More important than this, however, these forces will in turn
cause less interference with traffic if work is handled in this
way. The rhain business of a railway is to provide transportation.
In times of heavy traffic when the public demands the

maximum amount

of service, all departments should co-operate

The

success of the Pennsylvania's system has

a sufficient length of time to enable
lished.

large

The

it

to

resulted

become

practical results are indicated not only

number

of

the

Pennsylvania's

officers

from:

firmly estab-

by the very

who have

risen

through the maintenance^of way department, but also by the
many responsible officers of other roads who have rece \ ed this
same training. While this somewhat elaborate plan would not
be practicable in all of its details on many other roads operating
under other conditions, the underlying principles are sound, and
are capable of application elsewhere. Three elements are necessary, a definite system, a supply of men and a sufficient reward.

The Magnolia

Baltimore

&

Ohio

is

now

tracks between Orleans Road,

W.

building
Va.,

and

two

additional

Little

Cacapon,

which involves some of the heaviest
work now under way in tljis country.
This line is known locally as the Magnolia Cut-ofT, and involves moving over 3,20O,0CO cu. yd. of e.xcavation, over 90
a distance of 12 miles,

railway construction

the driving of four double-track
per cent, of which is rock
tunnels with a combined length of 7,225 ft.; the construction
two crossings over the Potomac river, with a total length
of 2.054 ft., and the building of 5,200 lineal feet of concrete
retaining walls.
This I'ne is estimated to cost over $6,000,;

of

000,

the

of

Baltimore

&

Ohio

This Road Is Building a 12-Mile Line Involving Very
Heavy Work, and Costing Approximately $6,000,000

,,;

The

Cut-off

or $500,000 per miie, and will eliminate 5.95 miles of dis-

and 877 deg. of curvature. It will also reduce the maxigrade against eastbound traffic from 0.5 per cent, to 0.1
per cent., eliminating a helper grade 2.8 miles long, and releasing two pusher engines.
This cut-oflf is located on the east end of the Cumberland
tance,

mum

Map and

Profile of

leading up to the present Doe Gully tunnel in both cases.
the new line the maximum grade eastbound is established
at 0.1 per cent., while the maximum westbound on the old
line is being reduced to 0.4 per cent, by lowering the east

On

end of Doe Gully cut about 12 ft. The maximum curvature
on the new line is 5 deg.
Starting from a connection with the old line a short distance west of Orleans Road, the new line ascends on a 0.4
west end of the present Doe Gully
being built as a four-track road to reduce the
existing 0.55 per cent, grade westbound.
At Doe Gully tunnel
the new line leaves the old and extends west generally parallel to it, but on a 0.1 per cent, descending grade, for two
miles to Hansrote, and is located on a bench adjacent to, but
At Hansrote the
considerably above the operated tracks.
new line turns abruptly into the hill and after passing through
Stuart tunnel crosses the present line and the Potomac
per cent, grade to the

tunnel, and

is

Magnolia Cut-Off

Little Cacapon being 16.7 miles east of Patterson
Creek, where the double-track line from Cincinnati and the
West Virginia coal fields unites with that from Pittsburgh
and Chicago. There are now three tracks from Patterson

river, passes through Graham tunnel, and again crosses over
the river and the existing line. It then continues parallel to
the present road for over a mile, but on a bench about 40
It passes through the southerly limits of the
ft. above it.

Creek to Little Cacapon, and also from Orleans Road east
At Cumbo yard, a short distance
25.4 miles to Cherry Run.
east of Cherry Run, a considerable amount of co?l and other

town

division,

turned over to the Cumberland Valley road. The
line between Patterson Creek and Cumbo yard carries a
very heavy traffic and the two-track section between Little
Cacapon and Orleans Road, with its pusher grade, has been

of Paw Paw, and joins the old line at Little Cacapon,
the 0.1 per cent, grade being almost continuous from the sum-

mit at

Doe

Gully.

traffic is

the cause of serious congestion.

The two new tracks will be used for eastbound traffic,
while the present double-track line will be. used for westbound traffic, thus providing a four-track line between Little
Cacapon and Orleans Road. Except at. Doe Gully the old
follows the southerly bank of the Potomac river,
and has a large amount of curvature with a maximum of 9
deg. of Kessler's curve. The maximum grade eastbound on
the present line is 0.5 per cent., and westbound 0.55 per cent.,
line closely

DOE GULLY CUT

Road the first work of special inGully. Here a double-track tunnel is being
open cut with a maximum depth
four-track
replaced by a
on center line of 195 ft., and requiring the removal of
is
rock,
1,350.000 cu. yd. of material, nearly all of which
In addition to the
lying in strata tilted sharply on end.
Starting from Orleans

terest is at

Doe

amount and character

of the material to be

removed, the ex-

cavation of this cut was complicated by the necessity of keep-

ing the present double-track tunnel in continuous service.
As shown in one of the photographs, the material on the
west side of the cut and over the tunnel was excavated by
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in the regular manner to within 10 ft. of the
roof of the tunnel. A vertical ledge 16 ft. wide was then left

steam shovels

west of the west wall, and the west half of the cut was taken
out approximately to grade. A temporary double-track line
was then laid through this cut for emergency use in case
the tunnel should be blocked during its removal.
A small
steam shovel is now engaged in removing the remaining material from above the tunnel, after which it will be dismantled and the cut widened on the east.
Five steam shovtls

Vol.

57,

No. 3

pressed air with a mixer at one end and this method was
tried, but after encountering considerable difficulty because
of the pipe line clogging with the coarse crushed stone aggregate
used, and the length of the conveying line, ^this method was
abandoned. The standard lining consists olf concrete up to
the 25 deg. line, faced with one course of brick above this
point. To secure a bond with the concrete every fifth brick

£ Casf iron pipeLooking East

jlly

Tunnel

have been employed in this cut, while as nianj' as 22 have
been working at one time on the entire cut-off.
Because of the depth of the cut and the character of the
material the slope on the west side has been benched at intervals of 50 ft. vertically, while the opposite slope wil be
treated in the same manner after the tunnel has been removed. These benches are designed to afford drainage and
to prevent slides, and have been built on grades of 3. 2 and
lyi per cent, on the upper, middle and lower levels respectively.
The material from these benches was wasted at the elevation of the benches at the ends of the cut.
Immediately west of Doe Gully cut the new line goes
through a point by means of a tunnel 1,025 ft. long, known

Half Section showing
Mormai cond'tions

Half Section stiowin^ Metiiod of
building in case of Slides, etc.

Section of Standard Double Track Tunnel with Concrete Lining

was made a header. Blaw steel forms were used. Refuge
niches were inserted on each side at intervals cf 100 ft. and
cable and switch boxes were placed 300 ft. apart.
BENCH WORK NEAR H.^NSROTE
most interesting portions of the work is
from Randolph tunnel southerly I'l miles to Hansrote.

One

of the

Mb"^p
^^B|"

f

--tg^iB

j^r::^

Ik
v"''^^

Looking East Along Bench Towards Randolph Tunnel.
jn the Foreground
as

Randolph

Old Tracks

four tunnels on this line being
named after chief engineers of the road. This tunnel is
located on a 4 deg. curve. Here a top heading 9 ft. by 16 ft.
was first driven. Following this a Model 20 Marion air-operated shovel widened the heading to the full arch section.
tunnel,

the

y-..

-^

::::-^-:.^.^

^

1

V

&
^<^ ^^^^

that

Be-

9

JM^m
^

«

^>^i*

ni

Looking East Over Magnolia Bridge

The bench was then removed b3' a large shovel.
The arch was lined with timber as the excavation progressed, and this was replaced with the permanent concrete

tween these points the new line is closely adjacent to the
existing line and on a Pench above it. Because of this close
proximity it was decided to handle this section by force account, and over 400,000 cu. yd. of rock is being removed

lining as soon as the steam shovels

in

It

was

first

had completed their work.
planned to deposit the concrete by means of com-

-

this manner.
Most of this material is being removed by
steam shovels, excavating benches not to exceed 8 ft. in

July

17,
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depth and

it is wasted in ravines at the level of the different
considerable amount is also being placed on the
present tracks by station men to permit
these tracks to be thrown out at certain locations, in this
way reducing the maximum degree of curvature from 5 deg.

lifts.

A

river side of the

to 3 deg.

To guard
operated
in

is

against the danger of accidents to trains on the
an operator is stationed on this work who

line,

communication

constant

with

the

despatcher.

and no

shots are fired without first learning the location of trains.

Flagmen are
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16 ft. center headings were lirst driven, working in this instance from five points.
These headings were widened to
full section by hand except for the first 1,000 ft. in from the
west heading, where a small Model 20 Marion shovel was

used.
With this shovel it was possible to widen and timber
60 to 70 lineal feet of the irch section per week as compared
with 45 ft. by hand. The shovel also removed 6 ft. of the

bench

at

clearance.

same time to secure the necessary working
The bench was then taken out with large shovels.

the

Because of the

difficulty

encountered

in

establishing the

also sent out in each direction in advance of

Traveller Used tor Lonstructing Retaining Wall East of

Paw Paw

each shot.
To guard against any danger of blocking the
main tracks by excessive or poorly placed shot?, four powder
inspectors are stationed on this portion of the work, one of
whom personally supervises the loading and firing of each
charge.

STUART TUNNEL

At Hansrote the new
ruptly into the

hill,

line leaves the old and turns abcrossing the divide through Stuart tuii-

The West
portal

at

the

west

Portal ol

end

and

Paw Paw Tunnel

the

uncertain

character

of

the

material at the east portal, the center heading was driven
from the shaft to within 72 ft. of the east portal, at which
point it opened into two wall plate drifts. The entire arch
section was then removed for 30 ft., after which the wall
plate drifts alone were driven leaving the center support for

-ll-O"-

Top F/oor P/an.

Cross Secf/on.
Plan and Cross Section of Traveller Used

in the

Construction of the Concrete Retaining Wall

nel 3,600

the roof for 42

the

turned.

ft. long.
The east approach to this tunnel required
removal of 205,000 cu. yd. of rock. About EQ.COO cu. yd.
of similar material was removed from the west approach.
At the latter point considerable difficulty has also been encountered in establishing the portal because of the sharply
inclined and badly broken strata. This tunnel is on tangent

except for 371

ft.

from the portal

until

the portal

was

and timber centers were used in this tunnel. The
were used in those sections of the tunnel where
especially bad material was encountered while the wooden
centers were used elsewhere.

Both

of spiral within the east portal.

driven from two shafts 1!7 and 4D ft.
from the west portal, the east approach cut
not being completed in time to enable a heading to be driven
from the east portal. As in the Randolph tunnel 9 ft. by

in

steel

steel centers

THE

This tunnel was

deep, and also

ft.

RIVER CROSSINGS

short distance west of Stuart tunnel the new line crosses
the old at Magnolia station, continues across the Potomac
ri\;er, passes through a point in a tunnel 1,600 ft. long, and
.\
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again crosses the river and the operated line, all in a distance
The crossing at Magnolia conslightly over one-half mile.
sists of six 100 ft., three 80 ft. and two 75 ft. deck plate girder
with
the new grade 50 ft. above the
spans on concrete piers,
old line and 60 ft. above the water. The crossing at Kessler's
curve consists of four 100 ft. and six 75 ft. deck plate girder
spans with three skew girder spans over the old line, with a
combined length of 202 ft. 6 in. Both structures are designed

E

60 loading.
The piers for both structures are founded on rock about
One of the accompanying views
5 ft. below the river bed.
shows clearly the different steps in their construction. .-Xbout
23,000 cu. yd. of concrete was required at these two crossings.
for Cooper's

As

far

as possible the

concrete at each structure was de-

of a tower located either on the bank or at
the first river pier where material could be delivered to it
by a derrick. The tower at the west crossing was 185 ft.

posited by

means

high. Concrete was deposited by air in the upper portion of
a few of the piers at each crossing above the reach of the
tower, and one or two piers were completed by depositing
concrete directly with a derrick.
Graham tunnel, located between the two bridges, differed
from those previously described primarily in that it passed
through a stable rock instead of the broken, rapidly weatherIt
ing material found at the Stuart and Randolph tunnels.
the same methods employed at the other

was driven by

Vol.

spanning the two operated main tracks.

57,

This traveller

steel construction, with a horizontal clearance of 32

and
high

a

minimum

rail

Two

vertical clearance of 23

No. 3

3 in.

ft.

ft.

is

of

9

in.

above the

on curves.

derricks with 50

ft.

booms, and two boilers and hoist-

In this way
ing engines are placed on the upper platform.
all excavation for the wall footings and the depositing of the

goncrete are handled by the derrick without interfering with
the main track, and without any material crossing the tracks
The forward derrick handles the excavation ahead
Beof the wall, while the other one deposits the concrete.
cause of the lack of sufficient room at the site of the wall, the
concrete mixing plant is located nearly one-half mile west,
and the material is brought to the traveller in small cars,
which are picked up by the derrick and dumped in the forms.
The wall forms are of steel, and are supported by a cantilever projection from the traveller.
Their position relative
is
regulated by turnbuckle adjustments in
to the traveller
When moving
the vertical and horizontal supporting rods.
from one section of wall to the next the forms are lifted free
at grade.

completed work. The traveller moves on two rails,
supported on timber blocking.
The wall is built in 50 ft. sections, and a section can be
completed in two days. With the other necessary work it
has been found that two sections can be completed per week,
although the average to date, including all delays, has been
one and one-half sections. .-\t the joint between the first
and second day's pouring a bond is secured to the adjacent
rock face to which additional form supports can be fastened
After the wall is completed the new roadbed
as required.
This traveller has proved very satisis back filled behind it.
factory for this work, and has enabled about 4,000 cu. yd. of
concrete to be deposited monthly during the past spring
without any interference with traffic, although the train movement is almost continuous.
of the

THE

A
old

P.\W

PAW WORK

short distance west of this wall the new line leaves the
and passes through the southerly limits of the tovn of

Shortly after leaving the main line the new locaThe
passes through Carothers tunnel, 1.000 ft. long.
material encountered here and the methods of driving are
similar to those described at the other tunnels.

Paw Paw.

tion

One
Constructing the Retaining Wall

West

Paw Paw

of

of the largest cuts

over 500,000

and

points,

it

is

planned to place the concrete lining with an

air mixer.

THE CONCRETE RET.MNING WALLS

From

Kessler's curve west for a mile the

new

line is again

closely parallel to the old, and on a bench about 40 ft. above
Over 80,000 yd. of rock is being removed along this
it.

varying from 40 to lOO ft. above the present track. This material is being handled by force account
under methods similar to those employed east of Hansrote.
To prevent slides and other difficulties all of the high sidehill cuts are being benched.
At the west end of this section it was necessary to construct
1,900 lineal feet of concrete retaining wall between the two
This wall is or gravity section non-reinforced, and
lines.
The
with a maximum height above the footing of 31 ft.

bench

at elevations

elevation of the top of footing
top of rail of the lower line.

is

established at 3

The construction

ft.

below the

of this foot-

ing has involved considerable difficult work, as in some cases
it has been necessary to go as much as 14 ft. below the elevation of the top of footing to secure a proper foundation,
while in other cases it has been necessary to remove a 40 ft.
rock face to secure sufficient room. The top of the wall is
4 ft. above the elevation of sub-grade of the new line.
This wall requires the placing of 22,000 cu. yd. of concrete
•which is being deposited by means of a movable traveler

on the

Paw Paw, where

line is at

was removed.
was 96 ft. This

cu. yd. of material, largely earth,

The maximum depth

of the cut at this point

material was hauled west to a point where the old line is to
be thrown towards the river and raised 7 ft. to give room
for a four-track line without disturbing the rock bluff and
at the same time to raise the grade of the old line above

high water.

A portion of this new fill extends into the river, and to
protect it without at the same time encroaching on the
stream, another retaining wall similar to that east of Paw
Paw is being constructed for a distance of 3,300 ft. This wall
has an average height of 24 ft. and is being built in the same
manner as the wall previously described, but here,
was not necessary to span any tracks, a wooden traveller
was provided to carry the forms only, and the concrete was
general
as

it

deposited with a locomotive crane.

were provided for 30
alternately.

ft.

sections,

.About 25,000 cu.

yd.

Two sets of steel forms
and these are being used

of concrete

is

required

for

this wall.

two crossings on the Potomac
only steel bridge on the line is an overhead highway structure crossing J'aw Paw cut. There are also two
12 ft. and two 8 ft. concrete arches and several smaller openings.
There are no grade crossings with highways.
One interesting feature of the work is the measures taken
to prevent the workmen engaged in the construction of those
portions of the line adjacent to the operated tracks, from be-

With

the exception of the

river, the

Jllv

17.
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Because of tlie almost continuous
and the necessity of men passing back
footpaths were constructed outside the tracks, either on the shoulder of the fill or where the
bank was narrow, of trestle construction, and all employees
are required to use these paths instead of walking on the
Special instructions were printed by the road and
track.
given to the different contractors and company foremen for
ing

by

struck

movement

of

and

over

forth

trains.

trains,

the

work,

individual distribution among the men, who are required to
read and sign them. The company has also stationed a number of private policemen along the line, whose duty it is to
see that these instructions are obeyed.
This work was started in May, 1913, and it is expected
that the new line will be placed in operation during the
coming winter. The grading was 85 per cent, completed on
July 1; the driving of all four tunnels has been completed;
the lining of Randolph tunnel has been finished, and this
work is actively under way on the other three tunnels. It
is expected the track laying will be started before September
The substructures of both river bridges are completed
1.
and the erection of the steel work has begun. Automatic
signals will be installed on this line, and interlocking plants
will be built at each end.
This work is being handled under the direction of Francis
Lee Stuart, chief engineer, and J. T. Wilson, district engineer, with E. M. Graham, T. C. Marshall and T. EUett, Jr..
resident engineers. Starting at the east end, the contractors
on tfiis work are: Section No. 1 and part of No. 3, Kefauver
and McLaran, Baltimore, Md. sections No. 2 and No. 4, and
;

H. S. Kerbaugh, Inc., New York; sections No.
S and 7, Bennett and Talbott, Greensburg, Pa.; part of section No. 6, Sheesley & Janney. Johnstown, Pa.; part of sections No. 6 and No. 8, Smith-McCormick Co., Easton, Pa.;
part of section No. 8. The James F. McCabe Co.. Baltimore,
The American Bridge Company is fabricating and
Md.
erecting the two bridges across the Potomac river.

part of No.

3,

ORGANIZATION OF THE MAINTENANCE OF
WAY DEPARTMENT OF THE PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD

gineers hire
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all

men

of special training

is

for the classified service, as this branch
termed, as well as for the unclassified

and applications received by the engineer maintenance
way and by the principal assistant engineers are referred
to these officers. In this way there are always more applications for positions than there are vacancies.
service,

of

Only graduates of engineering colleges of recognized
standare employed and they are started
as classified rodmen
on the division engineer's corps, either on
field work or as
draftsmen.
Previous to employment they must pass the

mg

physical examination required of all
employees of the road.
They start at a definite fixed salary for the first
year, and,
if their services are satisfactory,
they advance automatically
at the end of the year to the second
class at a higher salary,
and, likewise, at the end of that year
to the third class, and
are known as third-year rodmen.
The principal assistant
engineers also maintain more or less of an engineering
force
in their respective offices, the men on
which are drawn from
the

third-year

cur.
office

Some

from the

rodmen

in

the

division offices

as

vacancies oc-

seven transit men are also attached to the
engineer maintenance of way and are drawn

six or

of the

offices of the principal assistant engineers.

60 and 70

men

Between

are retained in the classified service in the

and district offices.
After spending from three to five years in the offices
of the
division and principal assistant engineers, the
men in the
classified service are brought into the office of
the engineer
maintenance of way at Philadelphia, where they are given a
course in the elements of accounting, signals, maintenance
of
way records, bridge and building maintenance and valuation.
division

From

six to seven

from one

to

office the

men

men

take this course at a time, spending

two months

in

each department.

From

this

are sent out as assistant supervisors on branch

line divisions.

An

assistant supervisor in the district assigned him has
same authority and performs the same duties as the
supervisor. In most cases he relieves the latter of the routine
detail matter connected with the office work and the organiza-

the

tion of the forces, so that the supervisor is enabled to spend
of his time out on the track.
From branch line subdivisions the assistant supervisor is transferred to a main line

most

main line being that portion of the road between Pittsburgh and New York and between Philadelphia
and Washington. As vacancies occur the men are promoted
from assistant supervisors on main line to supervisors on
branch lines. The next move for the man is then to supervisor of main line sub-division. On the four-track main line
a supervisor has charge of from 20 to 33 miles of road, while
on branch lines of lighter traffic the sub-divisions are longer
and may include as much as 150 miles of line. The supervisor
reports to the division engineer.
An average of from six
to eight years is required from the time the man enters the
service until he becomes a supervisor on branch lines.
sub-division, the

great deal of complaint
about
inability of the roads to retain college-trained
engineers in their employ, and also about the difficulty of
securing a sufficient number of men capable of taking charge
-\t

the present time

there

a

is

the

maintenance 'of way work and of rising through this department into the operating department. On at least one
road, however, these complaints are not found.
This road
is
the Pennsylvania.
Here, at the present time, a large
of

majority of the operating

officers, including division superof way department,
evident that this road is retaining a large
number of its technically-trained men who entered the service in that department.
It is also evident that this must
be the result of a definite system, and it is the purpose of

intendents, rose

from which

it

from the maintenance

is

this article to outline briefly the

manner

in

which

this

system

has been developed.

The Pennsylvania organization

is strictly divisional, each
superintendent having on his staff a division engineer and reporting to a general superintendent, who, in
turn, has an engineer on his staff with the title of principal
assistant engineer.
The general superintendents report to
the general manager, who has on his staff an engineer maintenance of way. The engineer maintenance of way has three
immediate assistants, the assistant engineer in charge of
roadway and track, the assistant engineer in charge of struc-

division

tures,

and the signal engineer.

Since the division is the unit in the operating organization,
is in the division engineers' offices that the maintenance
corps of engineers is recruited.
The different division enit

The next promotion

is to division engineer, first on branch
and then on the main line. In this position he has
all maintenance work on the division, including the
care of the track, bridges, buildings, water service and signals,
and has reporting directly to him the supervisors of track,
the master carpenter and the supervisor of signals, the master
carpenter and the supervisor of signals having, in general,
the same territory as the division engineer.
From the time
they enter the classified service and as they advance through
and
are
promoted
various
grades,
positions
the
to
of greater
responsibility, these men are under close personal observation
of their superior officers as to their ability, capacity and ap-

lines

charge of

all of which, as well as seniority, are taken into
consideration in selecting men to fill vacancies as they occur.
From division engineer the men may be promoted either di-

plication,

rectly to division superintendent or to principal assistant engineer and then to division superintendent.
Aside from the men in the classified service, the remainder
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men

of the

required

in

the offices of the division engineers

and the principal assistant engineers are in what is termed the
"unclassified" service where the rate of pay of permanent
force

slightly

is

where there

men

of the

all

is

higher than

in

the

classified

service,

no similar opportunity for promotion.
in the classified service are technical

but

While

graduates,

same requirement is not exacted in the unclassified service
and only a portion of the men here have a college education.
Also in some few instances assistant supervisors are selected
from promising young foremen, although the general practice is to secure men for these positions from the classified
the

As

service.

indicated above, seniority alone is not considered
of supervisors, division engineers,
etc.. but the relative ability of the

making appointments

in

division superintendents,

individual

men

is

rise to positions as

In this way some men
supervisors or division engineers and are

also considered.

not promoted bej'ond this point.
By this system the Pennsylvania has in training at all
times a sufficient number of men trained in its methods of
operating and familiar with its standards to fill any vacancies
which may reasonably be expected, and no men are appointed
to positions of responsibility in the maintenance of way or
operating departments from other roads. In this way the
men also know that vacancies will be filled by promotion

from the ranks.

MEANS OF INCREASING THE EFFICIENCY OF
TRACK FOREMEN IN HANDLING LABOR
By

\V. E.

Schott

Section Foreman, Southern Pacific, Gila Bend. Ariz.

With the increasing operating expenses

of

the last

few

has been necessary to reduce maintenance expenditures to the minimum, requiring roadmasters and section foremen to study means of securing the most labor from each
man. To the greatest extent this task falls upon the section
foremen, and since the material from which foremen are
created is varied, more attention should be paid by railroad
officers to their education and to instructing them either
verbally or by monthly meetings regarding methods of working labor to the greatest advantage.
In most cases the roadmaster now judges his foremen by
their ability to turn out the work, by the quality of the work
and by their abilitj' to secure, organize and retain laborers.
If a foreman does not possess these qualities he is considered
unfit and is replaced with a more capable man as soon as
years

it

possible.

While this view is entirely correct under present conditions,
and there is no remedy advocated or applied, it seems that
by paying more attention to this subject this could be ma-

The great disadvantage of present practice
foreman discharged from one road will
secure employment on another railroad, so that the proterially
is

improved.

the fact that a

cedure

now

consists mainly in exchanging inefficient

fore-

men from one

road for those of another road without really
accomplishing anything.
There are innumerable suggestions which, if impressed
upon the average foreman, will increase his value to his employers immensely.
Large department stores endeavor to
make their emploj'ees.more valuable by giving them lessons
in salesmanship.
It is hard to understand why railroads have
so far overlooked an item involving such great expenses as
that connected with track labor. To gather such information
and to convey it to the foremen in plain, easily understood
language can and should be done by all railroads.
One of the foremost requirements which a foreman must
possess to secure the best results from any gang is the good

.\nother handicap of the average foreman is his lack of
patience with the faults of his men. To be a good foreman
he must realize the relativelj' small amount of intelligence
possessed by the average foreign laborer. His patience will

many times to the limit, but it is always better to
man repeatedly how to perform a task than to get mad

be taxed
tell

a

and discharge him, for the chances are that the laborer whom
the foreman will secure in his place will be even worse.
By
exercising patience many foremen will discover that cases of
supposed stubbornness are not nearly as frequent as they
had thought. Endeavor to keep the same gang if possible.
It is no advantage to the employer or the employee to work
continually with a gang of new men. An experienced man,
even if of inferior intelligence, is always preferable to a green
hand in track work, for, if for no other reason, it is safer
to work with him. No foreman can make any progress without a well-trained gang any more than he can without good
tools, and he should realize that it is to his own advantage to
take good care of his men instead of abusing them and then
ordering others from a labor agent.
-Ml of these points can and should be impressed upon the
section foremen at monthly meetings held at some convenient place and in charge of an officer who is able to make
the meetings interesting and to secure the co-operation of
the foremen.
The section foreman out on his blind siding
has to rely upon his own judgment more than any other
railway employee and the roads would gain much if they
would make efforts to improve this judgment. A good foreman is an asset for any railroad, while an inefficientone is a
liability.
To change many of these liabilities into assets
should be as important to our railroad managements as any
other
it

movement
worthy

is

Up

to

obey orders.

trial.

the present time our track foremen have received

under some

experienced foreman and there is no doubt that many of these
men have absorbed incorrect ideas with reference to handling
labor. The average section foreman, like many other railway
employees, has not received a high school education, and since
a man equipped with a technical education is undoubtedly
able to secure better results in these matters by applying up
to date methods, the railroads should make it a practice to
appoint such men to these positions for the purpose of having
them transmit as much of their knowledge as possible to
other employees who have so far been practical without any
guidance in that line.

R.AiLw.w Electrific.mion in

Ixdi.\.

— At

the present time there

are under consideration "three important projects for electrifica-

Calcutta.

his

to

for the betterment of the service; at least,

of a careful

their entire education during their apprenticeship

the

all

Xo. 3

from outside sources.

will either quit or, as frequently happens, refuse to

of

57,

I would not suggest that laborers be allowed to take things
easy or advocate a foreman becoming too familiar with his
men in order to gain their favor. I think the latter attitude
will tend more to undermine the respect for the foreman than
anything else. He should be firm and should treat his laborers absolutely justly and without any partiality.
By studying his men he will realize that in some cases a remark made
in a joking manner will do more good than a severe reprimand, and vice versa.
Many a good man has left the
service because his foreman did not understand him.
Another important factor to be considered in handling labor
is the locality.
It stands to reason that a foreman employing
gang
a
of Mexicans in Kansas, especially if there is a surplus
of labor, can be more exacting and can work the men a little
harder than a foreman employing Mexicans close to the
border. In fact, the men work harder themselves if they are
in a strange community where they cannot expect support

men. It is impossible for any foreman to
advantage if he is disliked by them. Brute force
on the part of the foreman is a thing of the past and laborers
w^ill

work men

Vol.

tion of railways in India as follows

:

the suburban railways of

Bombay, the Ghats section of the Great Indian Peninsula and
suburban section of the Eastern Bengal State Railway

at

Considerations

Practical

A

Turnouts*^

Installing

in

Discussion of Important Elementary Principles of
to
the Foreman Putting in
Switches

Assistance

By

\V. F.

Rexch

Supervisor, Pennsylvania Railroad, Tacony. Pa.

The correct and expeditious placing of switch connections
requires special qualifications both on the part of the foreman and his men and any important operation of that chargang expert in such
Especially should the foreman be one whose ability

ment with the switch
conform with

rails to

rail,

and

in

certain cases to

bend the

the curve of the sharper turnouts, and,

not least in importance, a tool which may be called the pick
made in the blacksmith shop from
an ordinary tamping pick, which is exceedingly useful in
switch work for adzing beneath the rails, cutting off tie plugs

acter should be placed in the hands of a

adze, because generally

work.
and taste in the refinements of switch installation have been
demonstrated beyond question, although it is almost equally
important that his men be expert workmen, as generally
what is to be done must be done quickly and completely.
Each supervisor's division should have several such gangs
available and other gangs should be constantly in training
so as to be able to take up such work when occasion requires.
For this purpose the less important switch work, such as new

used in respiking or cutting about spikes to facilitate their
withdrawal.
The track gages employed should be only those whose accuracy has been tested and a steel tape divided into twelfths
is practically a necessity for nice work.
A metallic tape is

sidings in private industry tracks, additional spurs in isolated
locations, etc.. should be delegated to the less experienced gangs

and their

efforts should receive greater assistance

Combining

supervisor.

in the larger

work

from the

a less experienced

gang with an expert one is of excellent advantage
former and no detriment to the general result.

to

the

been given.

of

The

duties naturally

entire

gang should

fall

into their allotted

and without the necessity of a preliminary

The men who

should be alert to display the warning
necessity is communicated and should
be educated to hold the banner against trains until unmisThe display of the danger signal at the
takably recalled.
immediate location of the work should be the signal to proceed and should be the cue for the distant flagmen to act.
Only when the movements of all are automatic and instantaneous can the gang be regarded as well organized.
Any members who are slow or awkward or inclined to run
flag

moment

its

of danger should be eliminated. The efficient
able to indicate his instructions with a word, even
With the
a gesture, and should exact instant obedience.
knowledge that his ideas have been trained by thorough
into the

way

foreman

is

familiarity with correct rules, he proceeds unerringly

confidence inspires efficient co-operation
.SPECIAL TOCL

in his

and

his

men.

EQUIPMENT FOR THE SWITCH G.\XG

Besides the ordinary stock tools of any gang the switch
gang should have a rail dolly to move rails quickly from
place to place; a rail saw to cut the rails of proper length (a
very frequent necessity in extensive interlocked switch work
carrying
rail
is

drills

specific

for use

locations

joints); pneumatic
compressed air line
bender to break rails for tem-

of

insulated

whenever access

possible; a hydraulic rail

porary connections, to bend stock

to a

rails

for accurate adjust-

•Copyrighted by W. F. Rench, July 17, 1914.
t.\n article on the important elements in the design of turnouts by Mr.
in the Railwuv Age Gazette of June 19, 1914, page

Rench was published
1542.

A

switch work.

As

lacking.

box

of

ball

twine for lining should never be

gang

the switch

is

a floating

one a substantial

required and the design of one that has been
found very acceptable is appended.
tool

is

PRACTICE IN INSTALLATION

line up.

signal the

measuring the lengths of the switch ties or
which should always
be done by continuous measurements, particularly in slip
for

to lay off their places in the connection,

men

required to constitute a first class gang
for expeditious application of switch facilities in busy main
line tracks over which passenger traffic is carried at speed and
in considerable volume should be no less than 24, exclusive
of the foreman and his assistant. Two of the laborers should
be men qualified to act as flagmen; a third, whose dependability is unquestioned, should watch for the approach of
trains and convey proper warning; a fourth is needed to
carry water and look after the tools; ten should be capable
spikers and all should be useful in general lines of work.
Each individual of the gang should have a specific duty to
perform when the rush is on after the use of the track has

The number

good enough

One

work

of the essential details in switch

is

a nice ar-

rangement of the joints. Whether "housing" of the switch
points is approved or not, the joints in advance of the point
The joints in the two
rails should follow a uniform standard.
stock rails admit of

little

staggering, but this should be such
With the longer

that each joint has independent tie support.

switch points no intermediate ties between the joints are
possible unless long stock rails are used, the utility of which
doubtful.

is

Assuming

stock rails and a 30 ft. point switch the
rail should be the one nearer the
point of switch, because this will enhance the efficiency of
the joint at the other end of this rail, which is a part of the
main track structure. The distance in advance of the point
of switch should be 4 ft. 7 in., which allows sufficient space
ahead of the switch for the splice bar and spaces the joint
at the reverse end of the rail one tie interval from the heel
of the switch. The joint of the turnout stock rail should be
8 ft. 3 in. in advance of the point, which spaces the other
end of this stock rail three tie intervals from the heel of the
The preservation of this uniform arrangement is
switch.
desirable even though it may always require the cutting of
shorter rails into the main track, and even though if space be
limited it may necessitate a resort to the shortening of the
lead somewhat, which may be done within the limits of 2 ft.
for a No. 6 connection with an 18 ft. switch or of 8 ft. for
a No. 20 connection with a 30 ft. switch and of lengths in due
This uniformity is
proportion for intermediate numbers.

joint

33

ft.

on the main stock

of course a necessity

when stock

rails

"housed"

at the mills

are employed. As switches which occur together are usually
part of a route across multiple track systems, the suggested
arrangement would be duplicated for the adjoining switch
w-ith the result that the two switches would be separated 12
ft.

10

in.,

which,

it

will

have to be granted,

is

a very favorable

distance.

The

elimination of joints from guard

rails,

desirable at

all

times, but essential with the employment of guard rail clamps
and their fillers, is a well known requirement of nice work.

further arrangement of joints should be such as to use
the shorter odd lengths of rail that are supplied with all rail
orders to the usual amount of 10 per cent, and whose presence at other points is undesirable. For the best line no rail
length less than 15 ft. should be employed. All rails should

The
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be drilled and the joints full bolted and tightened as much
as possible before final line is established.
The point at which to introduce the angle in the turnout

stock rail is one concerning which practice varies. A computation of the distance from the actual to the theoretical
point of switch, assuming the former to be generally 'A in.
thick, shows it to vary between 3 in. for a 10 ft. switch and 8

But it is not possible to bend a rail
for a 30 ft. switch.
an exact angle at any point and the distance for each
length of switch is soon found by practice for the bending
apparatus available. The set should be made in the stock rail
leading to the less important track, even though this would
normally be the tangent from which the turnout seemingly
springs. The important feature is to provide a smooth route
for the faster or higher class traffic.
The spacing of the switch ties is a detail which should have
careful attention. In main running tracks carrying fast passenger or heavy freight traffic with ties of about 9 in. face a
spacing center to center of 2254 in. should be employed, which
in bearing
is equivalent to 18 ties to a 33 ft. rail and is equal
area to 20 ties of a width averaging 8 in. This spacing is a
in.

to

convenient one because in the application of the rule for
computing the bill of switch timber (described in the Railway
Age Gazette, June 19, 1914) the increments become even
fractions of an inch for the three most used of the higher
in. and \% in. for Ko. 20:
in..
numbers of frog. viz..

^

in..

J4

2>4

and IVz
for No. 10.

1

in.

While

in.

this

spacing

in.

^

for No. 15.

and

y^

in.,

l,|/$

would appear somewhat

in.

and

difficult

of

application by continuous measurement for the average foreman, facility may readily be acquired in adding 2 ft. and

dropping back V/i in. each tie space.
In private sidings and yards a spacing center to center o'
27 in. is sufficient, which is equivalent to 15 ties to a 33 ft.
rail or equal in bearing area to 17 ties of a width averaging
While this may seem excessive for such points from
8 in.
the standpoint of support for the rail, it is none too much to
This spacing
fully conserve the requirements of alinement.
renders the increments in computing the bill Ij^ in., 2!4 <"•
and 3fi in. for No. 8, and XVz in., 3 in. and AYi in. for No. 6.
It is, of course, quite a simple procedure in laying out the
spaces to go forward 2 ft. and 3 in. each time. The spacing
in both cases would have to be modified in the event that
hewn switch ties were employed.
It is desirable that

non-interlocked switches in main run-

ning tracks should have the ground lever so placed that when
set for the main track the rod connecting the switch with the
switch stand is in tension. For switches that connect ordinary sidings whenever possible the switch stand should be
on the right hand side of the switch as one faces the connection. Wherever a siding connects with a main track a derail
should be installed in the siding at the clearance point to prevent cars being moved beyond that point by the wind, by
error of train crews or by malicious persons, when no lamp
or other indication would warn a train approaching on the

main track

of the danger.

When no

substantial

bumper

is

provided the blind ends of sidings should be curved away
from the main track. This should not be done in the case
excepted, because if the momentum is great buckling toward
the main track is certain, while if the siding continues parallel
the chance of buckling away from the main track is an
even one.
PR.^CTICE IN

Whether preliminary

new connec-

tion or to the renewal of the timbers in the old

it is of decided advantage to remove the ballast entirely to the bottom
In no
of the ties throughout the length of the connection.
other way can economy of time be effected in the general

occurs both in their original application
exception might be made when spotting of
switch timbers only is being done, but this excellent and

respacing of

and renewal.

ties that

An

generall}' prescribed rule for renewal is

57.

Xo. 3

seldom practicable,

as the timbers are almost certain to be in a fairly uniform
state of wear and decay. The entire removal of the old ballast assures a cleanly ballasted track,

which

is

of great benefit

both to the riding of the connection and to the life of the ties.
The tamping should receive especial attention, as the comfortable riding of switch conriections is the exception rather
than the rule. The practice of elevating the switch rail for
safety introduces a very neat problem for the expert maintainer.
A plotted profile of a succession of closely bunched
switches in a main track is calculated to instill despair of
in riding, but it is well known that such r&sults
results
fine
can be attained. In general, the joints at the heel of switches
and block joints require the hardest tamping and the most
frequent surfacing.
Proper line seldom obtains through main track switch connections because enough pains were not taken in the original
installation to attain the ma.ximum advantage in this respect.
Correction can sometimes be made by separating the main
track and the turnout between the switch and frog into
independent units by unspiking the respective tracks upon
alternate ties and throwing with the bars, completing the
adjustment by careful spike lining. The latter should always
be done by widening the gage rather than narrowing it. Care
must be taken at the frog to preserve the correct guard rail
at all times that service is permitted.
The cleaning and lubrication of the plates and other bearing surfaces of switches and of movable point and spring rail

gage

very important item of maintenance. The prevenconnections relieves the maintainer of much useless labor and the road of much unneces.At the approach of freezing
sar>; expense for oil consumed.
weather it is generally customary to remove the ballast from
the tie spaces at frogs, switches and guard rails to facilitate
the removal of snow and ice.
Frequent inspection of switches, both by the track foreman
and signal maintaincr. is necessary to guard against lack of
adjustment, which may result in accident. These inspections
should be made monthly for general condition, weekly for
frogs

is

a

of sanding over switch

tion

detail

whenever possible to detect small
which might assume dangerous degrees in brief
The limit of safe wear is a variable one, but as regards
defects and daily

irregularities

time.

the frog it is about reached when the half inch point is worn
one-half inch below the original top surface of the frog. .As
regards the switch, this can only be determined by the judg-

Stock rails represent only nominal
of the inspector.
maintenance expense and should be kept in first class condi-

ment

tion at

all

times.

Accurate line through the connection having been secured
by careful attention to the rules given, the preservation of
this can be assured only by a faithful use of tie plates and
the rule should be made inviolable that every switch tie
should be protected by these accessories. It is doubtful if
switch ties, which are frequently of inferior soft
are safe in connections of heavy service without the
The use of white oak for all switch
addition of tie plates.
ties would be a desirable but probably unattainable ideal.
treated

woods

the running
generous use of anticreeping devices, both throughout the connections and for
some distance along the main track in the opposi.te direction

The troublesome maintenance question caused by
of switches can be largely

met by

a

to that of the traffic.
PR.\CT1CE IN 0PER.\TI0N

M.MNTENAXCE

to the installation of a

Vol.

In long ladders a great advantage in operation is secured
by a plain designation of the switch leading to each individual
track.
Time is frequently lost in seeking the right switch
and not infrequently greater time is wasted by correcting a
false drill movement occurring through error in choosing the
switch. This may be avoided by the addition of a target to
the switch stand carrying the designating number or letter.
fo placed that the light from the switch lamp will fall upon

r

July

it

17,
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and slightly inclined so the brakeman riding the car

will

receive information as to the track he is about to go upon.
This banner should not be a fixed board that one might

stumble over, but should be integral with the switch stand.
The important question from an operating point of view is
what power should be allowed to work through certain numbers of switch connections and what speed limits such operaOn account of the great variation in
tion should carry.
switch connections through local features of layout this question is better determined by the degree of curve that obtains
for the particular turnout.

than 175

ft.

shall

classes of switch

When

visable, in view of the small amount of work to be done, to
endeavor to obtain a larger machine, which, if available,
would have to be transported a long distance to the work.
It was decided, therefore, to construct a derrick from parts
of a 200 ft. deck truss span which was on hand awaiting
erection when the track reached its location.
The equipment used for erecting these gtrders consisted
of:

One

100,000

capacity

lb.

car.

flat

Parts of a 200 ft. deck truss span,
Rails for counterweight,
12 ton capacity locomotive crane.

the use of no less radius

be general it may be considered that all
engines may safely use such a minimum

123

Blocks and tackle.
bridges were erected by this method; one consisting
of three 60 ft. deck plate girder spans and the other of two

Two

curve.
It is a fair assumption that all ordinary types of-road power
operate on a 23 deg. curve, or that of a No. 6 connection
from tangent track. The speed should, however, not exceed
S m. p. h. through No. 8 and No. 10 connections from tangent
track, or from light curves at IS m. p. h., and No. 15 and
No. 20 connections similarly at 30 m. p. h. The degree that

may

should be fixed as the limit for operation at 30 m.

p. h.

with

no superelevation of track is 3 deg. 30 min., which represents
an unbalanced elevation of 1^ in. for a speed 10 per cent,
greater than that specified by the rule.

GIRDER ERECTION WITHOUT FALSE
Bv William

An

S.

WORK

1—

»

Derrick Car

Made

60 'Deck plate girder

I

Timbers and Used'for Erecting Plate

of Bridge

Girder Spans

Woi.lner

example of the manner in which girder
be erected without the use of false work is
illustrated by the method used by one of the Pacific Coast
railroads now constructing a line through the Coast Range
mountains. The building of this road involves many stream
crossings and the largest part of the cost of bridge erection
is represented in the expense of hauling the material for false
work to the bridge sites (when false work is used) and its
In some places it was found practically
erection for use.
impossible to haul false work material to the bridge sites
interesting

bridges

—

may

ft.
and two 50 ft. deck plate girder spans. The principal
dimensions of these girders and the characteristics of the
bridge sites were:

60

Bridge No.

Three 60

Center to center of girders,
Bottom to bottom of angles,

Number

1

deck plate girder spans, weighing 52,067

ft,

7

lb.

each.

ft.

6

ft.

of panels per girder,

SH

in.

10.

Height of South Abutment, 26
Height of Pier No. I, 44 ft.
Height of Pier No. 2, 44 ft.
Height of North .Abutment, 14
.Minement, 10 deg. curve.
Grade,
0.133 per cent.

ft.

ft.

—

Bridge No. 2

Two
Two

60

ft.

50

ft.

Center

to

Bottom

to

Number

deck plate girder spans, as described above, and
deck plate girder spans, weighing 35,000 lb. each.
center

of girders,

7

bottom of angles,

5

of panels per girder,

ft.

ft.

1 1

J4

in.

8.

Height of South .Abutment, 2
Height of Pier No. 1, 58 ft.
Height of Pier No. 2. 60 ft.
Height of Pier No. 3, 54 ft.
Height of North Abutment, 13
/Minement, 10 deg. curve.
Grade, —0.1053 per cent.

ft.

ft.

The accompanying sketch gives a general outline of the
The boom consisted of a bottom chord section of
the 200 ft. span made up as a latticed box girder 57 ft. 1?^
derrick.

in.

long (between pin holes),

Lowering a 60

ft.

Span

Into Place

track was laid to them and it was then necessary to
stop laying track until the false work was erected and the

until

bridges placed.
In order to reduce the cost of erecting bridges a method
was sought which would obviate the use of false work and
would at the same time create the minimum delay to the
track laying.
It should be remembered that this work was
on a railroad under construction and that the methods used
at times for placing girders on roads under operation could
not be applied.
The heaviest crane
of only 12 ton capacity and it

was

available for this work
was not considered ad-

1

ft.

8|^

in.

bottom to bottom

The back boom stay consisted
of an intermediate post from the same structure, 27 ft. long
(between pin holes), made up of channels, angles and plates
and measuring in cross section 1 ft. Sj/^ in. square. The
of angles, 2

ft.

9

in.

deep.

forward boom stay consisted of a diagonal eye bar from the
span 39 ft. 3 13/16 in. between pin holes and 8 in. by

2(X) ft.

\%

in.

The

in cross section.
girders were all

yard and were hauled on

riveted up
flat

in

the general material

cars to the site of the structure.

abutment as it was possible to place
As
them they were unloaded onto rails placed upon the ground
along the track and from these they were skidded on to the
The derrick described above was mounted upon a
track.
100,000 lb. capacity flat car with the pin hole 31 ft. ahead of
the front of the car and this allowed the .60 ft. girder spans
close to the nearest
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to be handled with

end

one foot clearance between them and the

of the car.

derrick c?.r was then propelled by the 12 ton locomocrane to a position immediately behind the span, and
tackle consisting of steel wire cable and bridge blocks was

The

tive

run from the center of the girders

the hoisting

to

drum

of

Vol.

No. 3

57.

the
its proper position by two bolt lugs, also operated from
tower independently of the movement contro'.lir.g the point.

One

of these crossings

was

installed in the

main track

inter-

Pittsburgh-Toledo and the Columbus-Sanduiky
branches of the Pennsylvania lines at Carrothers, Ohio, on May
service since that da e.
25. 1914, and have been in continuou
section

of the

.

the crane. The girders were then raised to clear the track
and the whole outfit was then moved forward by the propelling mechanism of the crane until the span was imme-

Placing

60

ft.

Girder Span With Derrick Working on Adjacent Span

time the

movement

repeated, with

the exception that

was made over

the girders alreadj' placed to reach the piers

this

upon which the suspended girders were

to be placed.

ports shown

>^':^able

diately above its final position on the abutment and pier. It
was then lowered into place and the tackle removed. The
next span was then placed upon the track and the operation

Plan o(

Both lines at
heavy traffic.

thus.

I

Eymon Continuous

this point are single track,

Twelve passenger

trains,

Crossing

and carry a relatively
and over 1,500 freight

cars, many of which are heavily loaded with coal, pass over this
Wliilo it is ton mrK- t.i secure any definite or
crossing daily.

THE EYMON CONTINUOUS CROSSING
One

of

crossings

which

is

the
is

principal

stean
running

disadvantages incident to

the break in the continuity

of

the

necessary with any rigid form of construction.

road
rails

These

breaks not only transmit a jar to a train as the wheels pass
over the interval, but the wheels tlieinselvi< transmit severe

The Eymon Continuous Crossing
blows to the projecting surfaces of' the crossing, wearing these
parts rapidly, and making it difficult to maintain any proper line
and surface. For this reason there has existed a demand for a
movable point crossing whi:h will give a continuous running rail

on
for

The Eymon Continuous Crossing

either track as desired.

One

this

purpose

Company, Mari

is

n,

that

Ohio.

the Eymon Continuous Crossing
This design consists essentially of

Installed at Carrothers, Ohio,

Showing Interlocking Connections

of the s'mplest designs which have yet been brought out

of

four triangular movable frog points at the intersections cf the
gage lines whose movements are contro'leJ by rods passing

under the base, with horizontal offsets moving through lugs in
the movable castings.
These bars are directly connected with
an interlocking tower, and move the points from one position to
the other by the direct forward or backward movement of
the bar without any intermediate points.
To prevent the
points from moving under a train, each corner is boIt-loc'<ed in

data regarding the cost of rraintenance,
ported that no e-xpense has been required to date.
This crossing is at an angle of about 70 deg., and
conclusive

85

lb.

lb.

then
ing,

rail.

It

is

it

is

is

re-

built of

of manganese construction, and weighs 6,9C0

was connected up :t one side, and was
of 16 men removed the old crossplaced the new one, and connected it to the interlocking

Before installation

plant,

slid into place.

it

A

gSliig

with the exception of the bolt locking, ready for a train

to pass in 32 minutes.

The Creosoting
A
of

Plant

The creosoting plant of the Atlantic Coast Line is located
tract of level ground adjoining the main line tracks, just
north of the city limits of Gainesville, Fla. The plant and
storage yard cover about 30 acres, while there is sufficient
additional space to provide for any probable expansion in the
future.

As

Coast

Atlantic

provided with doors at both ends, and designed for 200 lb.
working pressure; two 24,000 gal. working and ir.casuring
tanks 10 ft. 9 in. by 37 ft. 5.5 in., of
in. plate and built for
100 lb. working pressure; one 35,000 gal. underground tank,
10 ft. by 60 ft., of 5/16 in. plate; one 1,500 gal. drain tank; two
sap drums
one air receiver one 12 in. by 19 in. by 14 in.
air compressor; one 10 in. by 16 in. by 10 in. vacuum pump;
two 7.5 in. by 5 in. by 6 in. pot valve pressure pumps, and
one 12 in. by 8.5 in. by 12 in. general oil service pump. The
arrangement is such that the Rueping process can be used to

H

;

is

common

in

Florida, the soil

is

light

and sandy, and

quickly absorbs the heavy rainfalls of the -n-et season. Permanent moisture lies at depths varying from 18 in. to 7 or 8 ft.,
and caused considerable difficulty in building the foundations
for the main building and other structures.
This was overcome by the use of Lackawanna steel sheet piling. The heavy
The piling was driven
loads are all supported on piling.
and the concrete foundations were placed entirely by company
forces.

The general arrangement
rA/e//

^Tanks.

is

Line

Description of the Layout, Equipment and Method
Loading Ties at This Modern Southern Installation

on a

-

the

of

shown on

the attached print.

;

emProminent features are the large vertical overhead working tanks, and the mercury gages from which their contents

the greatest advantage, but the Bethell process can also be

ployed.

is

read.

Light for the main building, the office, the pump house
and the storehouses, as well as for the narrow gage yard

=r==

LESEf^D.

o^Pump.

Standard gage

-

Narrow
Office.-^ y

Three rail tracks.Future tracks. -

SOO

-To Gamesi/ille

Scale of feet

Track Layout

Timber Treating Plant

at the

Five main storage tracks diverge from a ladder track which
connects with the main line at the north end of the yard,
all

of

which are

three-rail tracks.

The

plant building

is

lo-

cated at the south end of the yard, and is connected with the
main storage tracks and the loading platform by a system
of 24 in. narrow gage tracks.
spur track connecting with
track Xo. 2 reaches a proposed coal trestle on the east side
of the main building, which is not yet built.
The main

A

building, machinery, power plant, storage tanks, water tower
and water system, and tie trucks were furnished and erected
by the Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company, of Milwaukee.
The main building is of steel frame construction covered
with corrugated iron, and is provided with the usual steel
shutter doors, wire glass windows and ventilating monitors.

A

of the Atlantic

Coast Line, Gainesville, Fla.

and the loading platform,

is supplied by a 30 k.w. generator
with a direct connected engine, which is a possible source
of power for such woodworking machines as may later be
found necessary. A small complete experimental plant of
standard design is included. The equipment of gages, both
plain and recording, is complete.
Excellent boiler feed water is provided by an open surface
well situated at the foot of the water tower and adjacent to
The latter contains one 10 in. by 6 in.
the pump house.
by 12 in. water pump and one 14 in. by 7.5 in. by 12 in.
standard underwriters' fire pump, both connected with the
The tower is of standard
well and with the water tower.
A 6 in.
steel construction and has a capacity of 45,000 gal.
hre main with eight hydrants provides fire protection for

General View of the Treating Plant and Yeird

Care was taken in the design to secure a well-lighted, cool
and roomy building. It shelters the power plant, cylinders,
overhead tanks and pumps and space for a small machine shop
and repair part storeroom. The power plant consists of two
150 h. p. Scotch marine boilers, a Hoppe feSd water heater,
the necessary water feeding installation, and a 48 in. by 90 ft.
It is separated
self-supporting American ingot iron stack.

from the cylinder room by a brick fire wall.
The main operating machinery consists of two cylinders,
6 ft. 2 in. in diameter and 138 ft. 7.5 in. long, of ^ in. plate.

the buildings and stock in storage. Other yard fixtures are
two 150,000 gal. creosote storage tanks, 28 ft. 7 in. in diameter

30-ton narrow gage track scale.
two 24 in. gage side tank
switching locomotives, one 10-ton locomotive crane, 160 tie
trucks and 24 piling trucks.
A storage capacity of 1,250,000 gallons of creosote is provided on deep water at Export Terminals, Jacksonville. Fla.,

by

31

ft.

high,

and a 40

The yard equipment

ft.,

consists of

by four tanks. The plant at this point is equipped with a
boiler and pump for heating and transferring the oil in stor-
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age.

Six 10,000 gal. tank cars arc employed in transferring

creosote from Jacksonville to Gainesville.
On the Coast Line practically all crossties are bought deIn order to load
livered in stacks along the right-of-way.
these economically for shipment to the plant, specially
equipped flat cars have been assigned to this service, and a
modified log-loader purchased to load them. The log-loader

Vol.

57,

No. 3

and lumber are preserved by the Bethell process of treating.
The "eight-by-one" stacking method is followed, and the
necessary seasoning period averages four months for crossties.
Experience has shown the climate at Gainesville to be
favorable for seasoning the classes of material handled.
The piece-work system of payment has been adopted
throughout for handling crossties, except where mechanical
handling is practiced. This works especially well with the
negro labor with which the yard is manned, and results in
making the negro a fairly satisfactory hand. Not enough
material other than crossties has yet been treated to make
possible the establishment of piece rates in such cases, but
here "tasking" has been substituted for the piece rating
wherever possible, and provides almost as great stimulation
to the negro as the latter.
The plant is operated by Wm. A. Fisher, superintendent
of timber preservation, under the direction of E. B. Pleasants,
chief engineer.

PAINT PROTECTION FOR PORTLAND-CEMENT
SURFACES*
^HrilillM^jb«JkKv

:

..

'm..

.

j»

By H.
many

View
places the ties on the

of the

flat

Main Building

cars in tiers parallel to the length

then securely strapped down to
The outbound
with log-binders.
loading of treated ties at the plant is done either with the
crane or by hand. Cars thus loaded may be handled to and

and the
the car by chains
of the car

tiers are
fitted

from the plant either

1

in

regular freight service or

This method of loading and shipping

trains.

in

ression

special
tors

ties

in

a. G.^rdxer

has been found desirable to decorate
certain kinds of Portland-cement structures with moistureproof coatings.f The appearance is thereby made more pleasing
and the cement is protected from the destructive action of the
elements.
The author has occasionally come across statements
which would tend to create an impression to the effect that
Portland-cement surfaces are highly alkaline and cannot be
satisfactorily decorated with oil paints.
That such an imIn

large
fact,

instances

incorrect,

is

ij

seems

to be the opinion

of all investiga-

who have made painting tests of an extended nature.
there is much evidence to show that Portland-cement

In
sur-

faces are quite as well suited to receive paint coatings as iron,

wood and

Moreover, the
have shown that pure oil paints,
such as are used upon wooden structures, may be used with
equal satisfaction upon cement.
That the painting of cement is not a new art, is evident from
the many references in the literature which describes methods
of decorating and rendering damp-proof all classes of cement.
Soon after Portland cement came into general use. it was customary to decorate certain kinds of constructions made from
this material, the prevailing method being to apply varnishes
containing copal, shellac, rosin or other resins, admixed with oil,
Subsequent to the application of such
turpentine and benzine.
primers, a finishing coat of enamel made by grinding color
The principles
pigments with the primer, was then applied.
underlying these old methods have since been followed with
varying success, and up until a few years ago it was a common
procedure for painters to apply a coat of varnish suction primer
Surto cement and plaster walls, previous to painting them.
faces thus treated were filled, and made less absorptive, and
other kinds of structural materials.

results of well-conducted tests

from this standpoint they were in a somewhat better condition
than bare walls to receive the final coat of paint or enamel.
The suction varnishes or fillers made for this purpose were
two classes. One widely used was made of rosin dissolved
t

benzine and admixed with linseed oil. The rosin was somemade more suitable by dissolving therein certam drying
Lead or calcium rosinate
agents, such as red lead or lime.

in

times

Looking Into the Retort

was worked out on

Room

this railroad, and so far as is
proving satisfactory and economical.
only longleaf heart pine ties bearing a small percentage of sap were treated by the Bethell
process. Since then the Rueping process has been adopted for
ties, and the specifications modified so as to include the
coarser-grained, or "sap" ties. Pine piling and heavy timber

quantities

known,

Up

to

is

new.

It

November,

would thus be contained in these fillers. Varnishes made of
more expensive resins, such as Manila and copal, have also
been used for the same purpose.
the

Whether

is

combination

these suction varnishes actually enter into chemical
with the Iktie or other materials in cement or

1913,

* Abstract of a paper presented before the American Society for Testing Materials, in convention at Atlantic City, June 30 to July 3.
t This paper does not refer to treating cement masonry which is subjected to hydrostatic pressure and which may be in a very wet condition.
Such masonry requires waterproofing rather than moisture-proofing treat-

ment.
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17,

plaster, or whether they simply act as insulation coats, is a
matter which has received considerable attention.
If chemical
reaction really occurs when a varnish coating is applied to ce-

(common

rosin),

would be most

through the application of

as

In April, 1912, the writer instituted a series of tests to determine the durability of various types of paint upon Portlandcement surfaces exposed to the weather. The panels for the
tests were prepared by constructing a long board wall to which
was fastened expanded metal. A mi.xture of 1 part of Port-

neutralizers

inclined to doubt the possibility of lime neutralization

is

by the use of suction varnishes. It is not a simple matter to
produce calcium resinate under the most favorable conditions.
Even molten rosin of 150 acidity requires prolonged heating at
a high temperature, in order to take up as little as 2 to 3 per
When a varnish of low or high acid value is
cent, of lime.
applied in the cold to a cement surface, drying occurs in an
exceptionally short time, and there is no opportunity for the
small proportion of resin present in such an extremely thin
coating to effect a reaction which even under high temperatures
The effect which is
takes place with the greatest difficulty.
really produced when a varnish is applied to a cement surface
is not chemical, but of a physical nature, the varnish having

upon the cement similar to the bindwhich is produced by the application of
surfaces.
cement
certain types of oils to
Probably too much importance has been attached to the
It is
alleged destructive action of lime upon cement surfaces.
well known that setting Portland cement develops free lime,
but the amount to be found upon a Portland-cement structure
should be considered as negligible in most instances, as far as it
might afTect a well-designed paint. If indeed it is advisable to
and

a binding

ing and

filling effect

filling

effect

amount of

neutralize this small

lime,

previous to painting the

cement surface, such a result is not to be properly accomplished
with an organic substance, but rather with an inorganic matesolution of zinc sulphate
rial which readily reacts therewith.

A

has proved most

many

efficient

for

this

purpose and has been used

practical results, especially upon freshly
might be well to point out at this place that the
priming or ground-coating of cement is often improperly carried
out when clear primers of any kind are used. If, for instance,
a clear varnish is applied to a cement surface, the primed surConface is difficult to differentiate from the untreated area.
sequently, the workmen using clear primers often leave un-

for

years with

laid cement.

1

of

durability of the coating

author

films are still in good condition.
This service recor
would tend to show that placed Portland cement may be made
dust- and wear-proof and highly desirable as a flooring material,

made

and better suited as primers, provided the
is dependent upon the amount of calcium resinate which might be formed. Varnishes which have
been prepared from the expensive resins generally show an acid
number of from 5 to 10, while varnishes made from colophony
The
resin (rosin) generally have an acidity of from 40 to 80.
lime

paint

efficient

ment, varnishes of the highest acidity, such as those

colophony resin
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It

For
reason, the use of color primers should be adopted wherever

oil

paints.

cement and 2 parts of clean Potomac River sand wis
applied to the expanded metal, forming a cement wall
3 in. in depth.
The wall was divided into 35 sections or panels,
each 30 in. wide and 40 in. high. Three coats of paint were
applied to each panel by a practical journeyman painter.
In
land

made and

make

order to

the

more

test

nearly

severe,

of the paints

all

were applied in white.
(Tinted paints are known to be much
more durable than white paints.) A stripe of chrome green, 6

was placed over the top

wide,

in.

of the third coat of paint,

in order to determine whether the lime which might be present
on the surface of the cement would have any effect upon the
paint coating.
Fading of the green to a yellow would indicate
such action.

The general results of the tests at the end of a 2-year period,
together with an outline of the composition of the paints tested,
given as follows:

is

No.

Class

1.

— Single-pigment

made with white

paints

or zinc o.xide ground in pure linseed

lead

These paints are

oil.

in

very good condition throughout.
Class No.

— Combination-pigment

2.

made

paints

of mixtures

of white lead, zinc oxide or similar pigments ground in pure

linseed

These paints are in generally e.xcellent condition.
3.
Combination-pigment paints ground with mi.xraw and heavy-bodied linseed oil or with treated

oil.

—

Class No.
of

tures

Chinese

wood

oil.

The

viscosity of these oils requires the use

of considerable turpentine or other thinner in the manufacture
of such paints, in order to
application.

Semi-flat

the drying.

Most

make them

surfaces

of the right viscosity for

produced during

are therefore

of these paints are in excellent condition.

—

No. 4. Single and combination pigments ground in
varnishes containing acid resins. These paints are checking
Such varnish paints are apparently
and scaling in many spots.
Class

oil

not suited to exterior exposure.

No.

Class

S.

— Paints

containing

varnishes)

(spirit

spirits

with

are not giving very

paints

resins

dissolved

without

or

satisfactory

in

volatile

pigments.

These

service,

the

clear

var-

some cases. Those to which
somewhat better condition.

treated laps or "holidays," as they are technically known.

nishes having entirely decayed in

this

pigment has been added are in
Class No. 6. Paints made with single and combination pigments ground in a water medium containing glue or casein as
a binder. These paints are chalking rapidly and are not moisThe pigment binder has been deture-proofing the cement.

possible.

The dusting

cement

which is brought about by
abrasion, may be effectively stopped through the use of oilpigment paints. If the floor has been freshly laid and is damp,
the possibility of lime reaction may be removed by treating the
of

floors,

surface with a solution of tinted zinc sulphate.

may

then be applied.

Chinese

wood

oil,

Boiled linseed

may

be

oil,

The

oil

paint

sometimes mixed with

used as the liquid portion of the

These oils have a remarkable binding action when applied to a cement surface.
When mixed with pigment, they
form paints which are eminently suited as first coaters for cement floors. The first coat will dry rapidly and form a dense
surface.
Over this may be applied a second coat and, if a high
gloss surface is desired, a portion of varnish may be added to
paint.

this

final

coat.

The

various floors of the author's laboratory

were treated in this fashion, with prepared floor paints made
from such materials, one week after placing of the cement.
The zinc-sulphate primer was used only upon the damp areas.
The floors have since been subjected to much abrasion from
constant walking and the moving of heavy apparatus. Oils and
chemicals of various kinds have come in contact with the floors,
and soap and water have been used upon them very often for
cleaning
floors

purposes.

After

three

years'

continued

service,

have not dusted and have never required repainting.

the

The

—

stroyed by the weather.

Opaque white pigments, such
basic-carbonate

white

lead,

basic-sulphate

as

oxide,

zinc

and

white

lithopone,

lead,

were

In some of
present in the paints which gave the best results.
these paints there was also present a percentage of inert pig-

ments, such as barytes, asbestine, whiting, China clay, gypsum

and

silica.

The

results of these tests are

obtained
tests

by

Ware and

made upon

Schott

quite

in

a

series

in

with the results

line

exterior concrete surfaces.

of

paint

They

exposure
agree

also

with previous long-time exposure tests made by the author.
As a result, therefore, it can be stated that concrete surfaces may be decorated with excellent results through the use

When the cement surface is freshly
and damp, such paints may be safely applied after treating

of high-grade oil paints.
laid

the cement with a zinc-sulphate primer.

—

The B.agd.ad R.\ilway of Asia Minor. The section of the
Bagdad railway from Bagdad to Sumike, a distance of about
39 miles, was opened for traffic on June 3.

Maintenance

Discipline in the

Three Further Discussions

Which

A

Now

Is

nance of way department, by J. T. Bowser, was published in
This subject
the Railuay Age Gazette of June 19, page 1547.
has aroused considerable interest and we publish herewith three
further discussions.

By
General

to

Discipline in

pensation

its

E. R.

Lewis

Manager,

Duluth, South
Dnluth, Minn.

Shore & Atlantic,

broadest sense depends directly on the dis-

exact justice.

of

On

successful

the

application

of

depends the existence of all governmental bodies.
The selection of officers in any organization, from the highest
to the lowest, should be made with the administration of justice
this principle

clearly in view.

To

dispense justice, a

man must

necessarily have been

well

government.
Discipline, like charity, should
Unless he is able to govern
end at home.
It is
himself, one cannot expect to successfully govern others.
possible for a man of judicial temperment to learn the details
of a business to be carried on under his direction after his
schooled

begin,

in

self

but not

man who has not his
succeed as an employer or
officer in charge over other men, be he ever so well versed
in business details.
The ideal railway officer is one who is able and determined,
appointment.

own

It

personalitj-

is

hardly possible for a

well

in

hand, to

by virtue of early training in self government, and by knowledge of the details of that which is to be done under his direction, to dispense exact justice in every case presented to him
for decision, be

ordinates

it

similarly

great or small.

Such a man

His

equipped.

success

will select sub-

depend

will

very

to keep men of this
on the ability and persistence of officers to teach their subordinates these precepts, as
Therefore, personality must ever
well as their routine duties.

largely

on his

stamp.

Much

ability'

of

to

and

recognize

discipline

depends

be a prime factor of discipline.
Given an organization composed of officers and foremen so
educated, the lines of authority must be

and adhered to

in

More Careful
The

writer

Attention

believes

that the infliction of punishment by
suspension and the presenting of cash prizes for excellence are
alike opposed to the best interests of a railway company.
The
cash prize has a discouraging effect on the unsuccessful, while

tends to over confidence and carelessness in the successful.
Many foremen are hired by the maintenance department to
perform certain almost identical duties.
They are all paid
about the same wage.
That wage is accepted as sufficient for
the service rendered.
There would seem to be no more reason
for giving prizes for the best performance at the year end,
than for offering bribes for services expected.
Suspension is
it

THE MAINTENANCE DEPARTMENT

DISCIPLINE IN

Assistant

Department

This Important Subject

of

Receiving

discussion of methods of enforcing discipline in the mainte-

Way

of

most clearly defined
Confusion

order to obtain the best results.

of authority is always to be deplored.
under such circumstances. The wise

Discipline
officer

will

is

impossible

devote

much

direct loss

a

on

the

to

From

the department.

irresponsible

of

feeling

disgrace

mind, making of his punishment an en-

of

state

a

passes to a resentful and

suspension, the victim

first

forced holiday.

What,

must be the incentive

to co-operation? It must be
something considered desirable by all concerned.
Promotion
and increase in wages are probably most appreciated. Choice of
location and honorable mention are also desirable.
Where wages are fixed and promotions slow, as is the case
in most maintenance departments, the merit system has been
suggested and is undoubtedly of much value. Records of serv-

then,

should include in as

ice

much

detail as possible, the personality

and history of the subject. They should be checked with the
periodical physical examinations
and they should be comparatively graded with a view to possible promotions.
The value
of merits, demerits and special honorable mention depends very
largely on the publicity given them among members of the
.natf.
Distribution of circulars to the staff announcing acts of
;

special

merit or demerit gives the necessary publicity so de-

sirable in this connection.
beneficial

the whole

to

and the

There should be a "best man"
duty,

in

every gang, capable of taking

or enforced absence from
during which periods the "best man" receives foreman's

foreman's

the

a small expense, its results are
effects are far reaching.

It is

staff

during

place

leave

pay-

Most potent among the

factors of excellence

the

in

mainte-

nance department is the permanent employment of the men.
.-\n efficient section-man or bridge carpenter, or pumper must
Steady employment and steady pay are
have had experience.
the returns necessary to retention of desirable men, who are
thus assured of that stability of income which will permit them
invest in

homes

in

the vicinity of their headquarters.

It

is

thought to so arranging the spheres of action of his subordinates
He
that there will be no possibility of overlapping authority.
will place as much responsibility on feach man's shoulders as he

to

shows himself capable of carrying. He will give to the business in hand the closest possible personal supervision, at the
same time insisting on his subordinates doing likewise. The

abnormal, the mentally and morally
rover and the untutored beginner
temporary
employment.
To such men
only, are attracted by
The indifferent
discipline is synonymous with punishment cnly.
results obtained from the employment of such transient labor
demonstrates the false economy bred of alternately sudden curThe matter
tailment and augumenting of maintenance forces.
of discipline is as old as civilization and depends on the same

results,

through the survival of the

fittest,

cannot but be of the

best.

Justice, co-operation and close supervision are necessary to
There are many wrong ways
and but one right way to maintain discipline. It applies to the
maintenance department of a railway as well as to other deDiscipline, in the sense
partments or to other organizations.
of punishment, should be rarely necessary in a maintenance
That it is necessary at
department which is well organized.

the success of large undertakings.

times,

The

is

inborn desire of every normal

The

unfortunate,

deficient,

the

For with such
going concern is of the utmost importance.
co-operation, with each employee alive to the fact that his interests are identical with and bound up in those of the employing company, the necessity for punishment is reduced to

minimum.

possess a

to

the

irresponsible

broad, fundamental principles.

RECORDS VERSUS SUSPENSIONS AS DISCIPLINARY
MEASURES
By Frank M.

members of
company as a

all

human being

home.

universally recognized.

provision of incentive to co-operation of

the department for the ultimate welfare of the

a

the

District

Among

Engineer, Chicago,

the

many

retaining efficient

P-atterson-

Burlington

&

Quincy.

St.

Louis,

Mo.

encouraging and
help fh the maintenance of way department
suggestions

offered

for

the article of J. T. Bowser is worthy of serious consideration.
It is trite to say that conditions in railway service are not what

they used to be and
assertion

that

makes

it

it

is

the very truth

trite.

of this

In a former

oft

period

repeated

when our

.

Ji-LY
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stallation is illustrated in the accompanying photograph and
The operation of this double reversing valve is so
drawing.
timed that the air pressure in one well chamber is at a maximum
at the moment when the pressure in the other chamber is at a
minimum. These pressures are predetermined and are adjusted
by the weights on the valves. The compressed air is brought
into the top of the reversing valve shown as / in the drawing.
From this chamber it is directed by means of the slide valve to
one of the air lines
or O, leading to the upper and lower

N

stages of the

pump

respectively.

The main valve

is

of the three-

ported slide valve type, similar to those used in steam engines

steam pumps. The slide (15) is moved automatically by the spool shaped plunger (101) to open and close the
ports -i and C alternately to admit and exhaust the air to and
from the pump chambers.
In the accompanying illustration the slide valve is about to
move to the left to shift the pressure from the upper to the
lower stage. As shown by the gages A' and Kr, the pressure
in the upper pump chamber has reached the maximum, forcing
the water up through *he discharge pipe and the pressure in
the lower chamber is at the minimum,, practically all of the air
having been forced up the pipe and out through the exhaust
The movement
inlet to the compressor by the incoming water.
of the slide valve to the left which is about to occur is effected
by transmitting the working pressure through the port L to
a piston acting upward against the weighted lever (548). When

and

direct acting

in

the position

up

this

shown

in

the sketch.

The

raising of this lever

(735), permitting the escape of air

H

vacuum control when
The top of the lower chamber
pumping water level to insure a

justed for

desired.
is

placed about 10

ft.

below the

suff:cient head to completely fill
chamber of the lower stage by gravity. The valve

water discharge pipe is provided for flowing wells,
the pump is not running the water can be kept out of
the reversing valve.
The discharge pipes are usually designed
To do this,
to retain a water seal over the discharge opening.
the maximum w'orking pressure should always be less than the
in the

when

of the water out of the intake
chamber down to the level of the discharge pipe valve. This
difference in pressure is usually fixed at 2 or 3 lb. The reversing
valve is adjusted to allow the water chamber to fill completely
pressure required to force

all

The number of reversals depends upon pumping
two reversals per minute are to be prefour.
The discharge from a two-stage pump is inter-

with water.
ferred to

In general

the load on the compressor varies uniformly

the receiver pressure

is

Each of the pumps

at

nearly constant.
Proviso is operated by a 10

and

and 9 were tested soon

by 10

in.

at the well

was made with the
on well 3 was not
fact that the area between the pump
chamber and the well casing was too small to permit a sufficient
velocity of inflow. The small casing has since been replaced by
a larger one and larger well fittings have also been substituted,
bringing the performance of this pump up to that of the others.
Well Xo
1
5
9
following results for

owing

satisfactory

1,

after the installation
5

and

9.

The

test

to the

Pump run (gal. per minute)
Current used, k.w. per hour
Current used, k.w. per thousand gallons
Current cost at 2c. per k.w

The

95
18.87

105
.

6.6

receiver pressure during these tests

'

.

3.43
6.86

3.3

128.81
21.2
2.74
5.48

was about 100

lb. and
pump chambers about 98 lb. per sq. in. These
showed a pump run varying from 95 to 128.81 gal.- per
minute. These pumps are designed for a capacity of 150 gal.
per minute, pumping from an elevation 250 ft. below the surface

the pressure in the
tests

above ground, but

ft.

all

this capacity

could not be obtained

the water that the wells yielded

represented by the figures shown in the

is

This fact was
proven by a very elaborate experiment undertaken with one of
the Weber company's internal exhaust type of air pumps. This

pump was

test.

ft. below the ground surface and
through a 4 in. main from a large 1,600
cu. ft. compressor.
Xo attempt was made to meter the air, as
the desire was simply to determine the maximum yield of the
well to a given pumping water level. After a series of tests of

placed about 400

was supplied with

this

air

kind the yield was practically the same as that shown by the

two-stage displacement pump.
In reference to the cost of pumping shown above the manufacturer regularly guarantees for these

pumps

cost of one cent per 1,000 gal. for every 100

ft.

in this service

of

lift,

a

this price

assuming the use of a steam-driven compressor with coal costin.g
$3 per ton. For the Proviso installation, requiring a lift of 300
This
ft. this would mean a cost of about three cents per l.OCX) gal.
checks quite closely with the cost determined by the tests since
cost of electric current is appro.ximately twice that of a
steam-driven compressor on account of the double conversion
The cost of six cents per 1.000 gal. under these severe
pumping conditions is considered very favorable. The advantage

the

of power.

of reliability

pumps than

was even more important

in the selection of these

that of efficiency and low cost.

to date the repair account

It is stated that

on these pumps has been

up

negligible,

although they have been in continuous operation more than a
year working 24 hours a day most of the time. The maintenance
cost for these pumps is kept low by the slight valve wear charExcept when seated, this valve is
acteristic of the ball valve.
balanced by the water pressure on all sides and it is free to seat
A Ay, in. hall which has been in
in a new place each time.
service three years is said to be onlv 0.006 in. out of true.

Argentine Railway Extension.

—A

government decree has

recently approved the plan presented by the Central .Argentine

Railway for the construction of a branch between Las Rosas

The government has also ordered that
del Rosario.
following sums be paid to the administration of the state
railways For completing the line from Dean Funes to Laguna
Paiva. $212,300; for equipment on the state railways and mainand Villa
the

:

tenance of way. $2,654,000; for the construction of a railway
from Xare to San Javier, $255,000, and $212,300 for the construction of the railway line

in.

and motors are located

order to get the greatest efficiency out of the return air
arrangement as explained above. The pumps at wells 1, 3, 5
in

these wells because

M

mittent, but

designed for this load to prevent heating.

is

air receivers

60

is

upper chamber as the water enters.
.As mentioned above, this exhaust air enters the compressor
The air supply valve for
cylinder and is used over and over.
H.
making up losses due to absorption or leakage is shown at
and Mi are provided, conTwo retarding or buffer valves
necting with the exhaust B to prevent premature and irregular
reversals of the valve.
As the upper surface of these pistons
is subject to the pressure in the exhausting pipe, these valves
weighted
serve to keep the
lever in place until the air is fully
exhausted from one chamber and has reached the full working
pressure in the other chamber. These pistons can also be ad-

conditions.

motor

the

The compressors,

in

it

time the upper stage air line will be connected to the exhaust
inlet through the port B, allowing the air to escape from the

so that

cycle,

to

maximum,

from the auxiliary ports D E which are connected to the
chamber / through the small port F. The release of the pressure
in E unbalances the main plunger (101) since momentarily the
In
pressure is greater in the port El at the right hand end.
the drawing this unbalanced pressure is about to cause the movement of the slide valve to the left. This movement will deflect
the compressed air through the pipe line O to the lower stage
of the pump closing the valve A A and opening the valve B B
At the same
to refill the intake chamber of the upper stage.

X X

cycle,

just

opens' the release plunger

the intake

compressor driven by a 35 h. p.. 440 volt, three-phase, 60
1,200 r. p. m. motor, the air being stored in a 36 in.
by 80 in. air receiver. The power exerted by the motor during
each cycle varies between that required to overcome friction of
the parts and about 33 h. p., making the average about 20 h. p.
Although the maximum load is only instantaneous during each
air

weighted lever which has just occurred

the pressure in the air line .V reaches the
sufficient to force
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Latas.

from Talapampa to Rodeo de

las

•

The

Gang Versus

Extra

the

Regular

Section

Gang

Discussion of the Relative Merits of These Two
Forces in Handling the Routine Maintenance Work

A

The present demands

of railroad

maintenance

3y

W.

call tor

ex-

J.

statement the gross returns show large, but it
turns that should determine a man's standing.

renewals

of

track and

some places than

depreciation of roadbed in

is

Upon

in others.

at

which tend to prevent the proper type of labor from
remaining on the track. The meagre pay, the onerous work
and the lack of consideration shown the track laborer have
all combined to drive the best types of labor from the field.
tions

EXTR.\ G.^NG

A NECESSITY

replacements and extensive renewals, while at the same time maintaining the track up to
This
standard, requires an increase in the regular forces.

To make

LOSSES

extraordinary

reduced the efficiency of the supervisory force that four forein every five are unable to install a slip-switch or derail.
The extra gang must install turnouts and crossovers, as well

renew

rail

and

ballast

when any considerable

stretch

is

to

gang

work

— the

maximum

results at the

minimum

outlay.

By

co-

ordinating theory and practice these student foremen would
become proficient in a year's time. They should be paid
$1.75 per day and be given sections as soon as vacant. They
should be recruited from the road sections in the first place
and appointment to the extra gang should be considered as a

promotion.
DOES

THE

EXTR.\

GAXG PAY?

The work of the extra gang is not
The nature of track work

factory.

as a rule entirely satis-

requires that

months

results be achieved during the eight mild

maximum

of the year.

Regardless of cost the work must be done, but one cannot
increase by any considerable margin the maintenance cost of
this predecessor, or his fellows

gang performs

on other

the overflow work.

divisions.

Upon

The

extra

the formation and

gang depends whether or not it becomes an
excessive maintenance cost. The extra foreman, overseeing
a force too large for proper supervision, and charged with the
direction of this

rapid completion of the work and also knowing that there is
little or no possibility of small discrepancies in the work
being laid at his door, rushes the job, often at the cost of
permanence and strength.
The old dilemma of quality

versus quantity

is

here exemplified.

Like a profit and loss

at the end of this time I found that, deducting the
time these men wasted, the time actually worked averaged
40 minutes to the hour. One Italian visited the water pail
four times during the hour and the other two each twice.
Each rinsed the dipper thoroughly, drank deeply and when
satisfied threw away at least half a dipper full each time.
The time consumed at the water pail by the men was eight,
four, and three minutes, respectively, or an average of five
minutes each for water alone. Of course this would have
been noticed in the gang proper, if every man did likewise,
but a record of the average time lost per man in the gang
proper was ten minutes per hour. The men had no rest
periods, so whenever a man felt tired he straightened up for
The gang was working in cinders and it was a
a minute.
revelation to see how the laborers fooled the foreman. When
he would get a little distance away one would stop working
and stand with knees bent inward over his shovel and back
bent. When several men were directly in line, as they were
in tamping, the foreman could not tell if one man was
"soldiering" or not.
In this gang of 30 men 300 minutes mere lost every hour,
equivalent to $0.80 lost every hour, or $8 every day. Figuring that one-half of the time lost was really necessary for
recuperation this still amounted in the season of 200 days
to $832. Some will say the foreman has enough to do without bothering with such trifles, and so he has, but an assistant foreman at S2 a day could pay for himself and at the same
time save the company money by watching such trifles. In
this gang when every man went to the water pail when he
Upon
felt thirsty it took two men to furnish sufficient water.
drawing the attention of the foreman to the waste, a new
system was inauguraed whereby twice an hour the water pail
went down the line and every man drank as much as he
wished. The water boy was instructed to see that the men
drank all they took, and that they did not take any more
than they could use. The result was that one man was taken
off the water bucket and put on the regular work.
This was
direct gain of the man's arages, representing $1.60 per day, or

hour and

men

be replaced. It must assist in routine work when the regular
falls behind.
In short, any and all work over and above
the ability of the regular forces falls to the extra gang for
completion.
The field of the extra gang and the reason which should
I
speak of the
justify its existence is the most neglected.
extra gang as a training school for prospective section foremen. The adoption cJf this idea would eliminate haphazard
selection of supervisory material, would enable the prospective foreman to learn every type of maintenance, and give
him a thorough understanding of the higher ideals of track

THE EXTRA GANG

the rest of the gang, yet within easy reach of the foreman's
voice.
I took a record of the actions of these men for an

is

in the distribution

as

I.V

While visiting an extra gang this summer my attention
was attracted to three men who were a little apart from

It is
a recognized maintenance cost.
and administration of this labor that the
perform
any
must
gang
The
extra
track
most trouble arises.
The neglect
task in connection with the track or roadbed.
of trackmen which all railroads have been guilty of has so

seasonal increase

the net re-

—

once a problem and the solution
of a problem. The extra gang is an efficient institution only so
long as it appears to aid in the proper and economic maintenance of track. It is the result of the operation of condithese roads the extra gang

is

So with the
work of the extra gang the report of work done shows
large, but the discounting of mistakes and duplications, and
the necessity of work done being ripped out and done over
considerably reduces the ultimate gain.
The men in the extra gang pattern themselves after their
foreman in subserving permanence to outward show. I have
seen track which had been raised by an e.xtra gang where the
tamping was so poorly done that there was very little ballast
under the ties. In rapidly inspecting .work the average foreman will not take a pick and test for firmness if he sees the
rock well scratched. It takes a blow of at least 30 lb. to
properly test a tamped joint. The average foreman is not
going to put in a couple of hours each day doing this, and at
the same time attempt to properly supervise a gang.

roadbed and give rise to a
condition which requires the organization of an extra and
efficient labor force, or a decided increase in the present
established gangs. There aie roads whose traffic conditions
and engineering features are such as to cause more rapid
tensive

Potter

'

S332.80 in the season.
The extra gang performs the overflow work, yet the manner of so doing results directly in two sources of loss to

—

July

the

railroad.

Where
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the

First,

morale of the department

suffers.

prizes are offered for the best conducted sections, the

mere presence of the extra gang on a foreman's section detracts from his percentage.
Knowing this and also the fact
that all mistakes will be chargeable to him, and that he will
be still further hampered by going over the same work for
a couple of days after the extra gang has departed, makes
the foreman apathetic and less scrupulous.
After the extra gang has departed the results of the work
begin to show. A rail kinked in unloading and spiked in
begins to buckle.
Poor tamping causes the rail to sag and
the ties to churn under traffic. Rails spiked oflf gage must be
gaged and respiked.. Theji the treated tie has a hole that
should be plugged, and even when plugged the tie has re-

wound

ceived a

that

results

in

destruction before

its

The following

typical

time sheets

illustrate

the

temperamentally

is

nations

man

extent

1912
1912
1912
1912
1912
1912
1912
1912

1

.S,

Tn nc

4,

1,
/,

ne

.S,

lu ne
Tu ne

6.
7,

.lu ne

8,

1

29

1

7:30

a.i

1
1

5:30
5:30
5:38

1
1
1

S

t

sledgeman

1

rail.

1

1,000

1

sledgeman

1

flagman
water boy

of track.

ft.

The following

is

the

most

efficient sized

gang

for laying

steel:

foreman

2 assistant

10

foremen

1

flagman
water boy

8

adzemen

tongmen

8 spike pullers
8 spikers
10 miscellaneous

134 pairs of splice bars, 804 track bolts. 804 nut locks,

rails,

5,700 screw spikes, 2,400 tie plates

Xover.
Xover.
Xover.

at a cost,

and 1.000 yd. rock ballast,
counting material and labor, of $2,550,94.

WORK WITH A REGUL.'\R SECTIOX G-\NG
would be profitable from an economic standpoint

H.\NDLING

rail.

While

rail.

Job
IS

1

it

maintain section gangs of a size sufficient to handle all
it would materially increase the maintenance cost
For a three-mile section of heavy traffic under a
capable foreman all renewals and replacements can be handled by a force of twelve men in summer and eight men in
winter.
This would necessitate paying a higher salary to
the foremen. The present cost of maintaining a section with
eight men in summer and four in winter is:
to

renewals,
of track.

E E

i

to

This gang ought to reballast and surface three miles of
track after an 18 in. raise in a month at a cost of $220 per

derail.

Ballasting and
scrap collection.
Ballasting and
scrap collection.

1

well

2 men filling in
15 tampers

flagman
water boy

1

1

Time Sheet

Section No. 40

Date

rail.

Relaying

Relaying
Relaying

I

[

is

This gang will lay track, taking out the old steel and replacing with new, at the rate of about 6,000 ft. per day. In
doing thie with 101 lb. new rail they will place 42.86 tons of

Relayin'g
Installing
Installing
Installing
Installing

of different
it

Assistant foreman
2 jackmen
1
jack tamper

2 men filling in
15 tampers

of

Job

lu nr
\» ne
lu ne

dissension,

Foreman
foreman

2 jackmen
1 jack tamper

1

5:30]
5:30 I
5:30 f
5:30 f
5:30i
5:30i

iirevent

tu

entirely

•Assistant

Extra Gang Labor Sheet

1

so.

from one group or divide the men into
groups of like nations. I have heard the plan advocated of
collecting men of different nationalities into one gang, but
this creates bad blood in the gang and disrupts it.
The extra gang must be of a size easily handled. No man
can properly supervise more than 25 men. I suggest the following organization for a ballast gang:

this duplication:

^r av 31, 1912

among men

Bickering

lazy.

continuous,

is

gang

a

the

normal time. When stone is being placed the grade is often
neglected, and as a result the regular gang puts in a couple
more days rectifying this. All this duplication is a direct
loss and works additional hardship on the regular foreman,
as his own work is being neglected while correcting errors
that a little more care would have prevented in the first place.
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S

removing

JjnelO, 1912

1

10

7

6 p.m.

10

Grading,

June

11,

1912

1

11

7

6 p.m.

10

June

25, 1913

1

14

7

6 p.m.

10

Grading, lining, removing
kinks and surfacing.
Leveling anchor beams at

lining,

kinks.

Foreman, 12 months at $70
men, 208 days at $1.60

$840.00

8

4 men,

104 days at $1.60

•.

2,662.40
665.60

derail.

Annual expense per

The above record shows

a complete loss of 350 hours' time
per hour, or $56 in addition to the depreciation of the
anchor beams, plus the added transportation of extra material, and the loss occasioned by the absence of the regular

With

at SO. 16

gang from

its

Foreman, 12 months at $80
men, 208 days at $1.60
men, 104 days at $1.60

THE EXTR.\ G.-^NG
gang many little but nevertheless

work

trivial for

$6,076.80

Comparing

it

a 35 section division:

Total cost of sections ($4,168
Cost of two extra gangs

considera-

the small things that reduce or increase expenses, for the reason that they are not
find that in track

X

35)

SU5. 880.00
17,500.00

is

carefully watched as the larger counts.
The first conis whether the giang shall work
from a fixed base or be moved from siding to siding as
needed.
On the Scranton division of the Lackawanna extending from Washington, N. J., to Scranton, Pa., two extra
gangs are located at Stroudsburg, and at Tobyhanna. each
with a working radius of about 40 miles, the maximum efficient working radius.
I think the fixed base is the best and
as

sideration to be decided on

the cheapest.

Total labor cost of one division

$163,380.00

On a 35 section division without the extra gangs and with
the large permanent gangs the cost would be ($6,076.80 x 35)*
$212,688.

These figures are based on every man working every day.

The $49,308 difference between the two methods could be cut
down at least SO per cent, leaving the margin as the price
of safety.

The expense

of the extra

gang

is

alone 10 per cent

of

the

The annual expenditure for
labor maintenance cost.
labor at present is $163,380, of which the cost of the extra
gangs is $17,500. or over ten per cent.
Regular gangs of ten men in summer and eight in winter
can relay one mile of track in five days, taking out the old
total

The next consideration is whether one gang shall handle
only one type of work or shall be called upon for every clas?
of work in track maintenance.
Except on track requiring
highly specialized work, such as installing interlocking systems, I think the gangs should perform all types of work.

The question

$960.00
3.785.60
1,331.20

12
8

important details are passed over as too
I

S4.168.00

ORC.\NIZ..\TION OF

In assembling an extra
tion.

section

permanent section gangs the cost would

be:

own work.

THE PROPER

the plan of

of nationality in the

making up

of

gangs

is

an important one. The Hun is a steady worker, but he is
ignorant and hard to teach; the Italian learns quicker, but he

and can put under and surface one mile of rock ballast
one month, tamping 14 rail lengths in ten hours, or about
ten days to a mile. With a proper foreman (the kind $80 a
month would supply) one can do without extra gangs ensteel

in

Vol.
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and
These regular groups would install switches
high standard
crossovers, lay steel and stone and maintain a
of track excellence.
tirely.

THE MIDDLE WAY
section
a practice of combining adjacent
good idea,
crews for particular kinds of work. This is a
foremen
section
which, if overworked, is spoiled. Where all
system takes a man
are competing for the annual prizes, this
fears that he
He
from his own track to help his neighbor.
poorer workman the benefit,
is giving another and perhaps a
His neighbor
and the results, of his own ideas and discipline.
labor on the
does not want him, as the presence of additional
The men of
record..
section detracts from his percentage and
time finds them
the visiting gang do not like it, as quitting

Some roads make

hardship
too far from home. They regard it as an added
for it in
without any additional reward, so they make up

regular
tensive and local. The establishment of permanent
sections and the abolishment of the extra gangs is but a
When the railroads cease pursuing the
matter of time.
penny-wise, pound-foolish policy of retrenchment in the

maintenance department we

will

have

maximum

on a
all energies of a train in motion, except
grade, come from the motive power, the loss due to
neglected track is a direct pull against net earnings.
Some of the larger systems are securing dynamometer
determine the
cars, and it is hoped that, thus aided, they will
by the moeflfect of track conditions upon energy expended

down

conditions
tive power and thereby show the effect of track
upon net earnings. Until the results of such tests are known,
the eflfect of rough track
it would seem desirable to analyze
with the best approximations possible.

The following diagrams show

extra

gang has

low the untreated

the tractive force

—
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efliciency.

place in the railroad organization, but
the end of its day is at hand. It can train the men who are
folto supervise the permanent sections and then gracefully

The

No. 3

causes, and as

soldiering.

This method as practiced places a premium on inefficiency
really
and chokes honest effort on the part of the man who
wants to get ahead. It sometimes places a good foreman
under the direction of a poorer man and this is galling to an
bad feeling.
efficient worker. Tools get mixed with resultant
Renewals should be gradual and universal rather than ex-
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Cortsolichlion Locomotive.

iSlU. 187,000.
1

and the wooden bridge.
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UNECONOMICAL TRACK ECONOMY
By

G. S.

Southern

Pacific,

Crites
Tucson, Ariz.

It is regrettable that so many American railroads find it
necessary to curtail their expenditures for track maintenance
in order that they may make .ionie showing in net revenue.

Fig.

2

drawbar pull of a consolidation locomotive
available
(Fig. 2), the rating of this locomotive is 50 ton cars (Fig. 3),
the velocity head plus head due to rotating parts at various

and

speeds and grades of uniform retardation from such heads
and (Fig. 4) the force per 1.000 lb. necessary to acceleration.
Suppose this locomotive, with maximum effort, is hauling
encounters
1,200 tons at a speed of 25 miles per hour and
can be
a mile of track of such condition that the best that

Fig.

5

10

IS

30
35
miles per hour

Speed in

Fig. 1

At

best, such

an expedient

3

ZS

ao

is

very temporary, and indications

are that savings thus obtained are sooV absorbed by increased
transportation costs brought about by poor track conditions.
On poor track much energy is taken up by concussions,
damped oscillations, increased flange friction and other

20 miles an hour. From Fig. 1 it is noted that the
exerting 5,600 lb. extra on this mile, consuming IS
If the speed of 25 miles is regained 11 h. p.
h. p. hours.
hours will be taken up in acceleration. The total loss will
approximate 100 lb. of coal and 100 gal. of water.

done

is

fengine

is

Again suppose

this train

finds

a

slow order out on

piece of track, and reduces speed to 10 miles an hour.
Fig. 3 it is seen that a head of almost ISJ^ ft. is lost,

this

From
making

^

Ji-Lv

17.
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A LARGE HOOK BLOCK

loss of over 50,000,000 ft. lb.
If it picks up its former
speed of 25 miles per hour the acceleration will absorb nearly
26 h. p. hours, amounting to about 100 lb. of coal and 100 gal.
a

of water.

can be seen that

It

60
55

much

many

on long stretches of weak
overcome track resistance. The

trains

fuel to

\

w

\
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hook

V

has

block,

which

recently

so far as known, the largest ever
constructed for the Illinois Central

is,

been

by the W. W. Patterson Company, Pittsburgh. This block
is designed for a working load of SO tons, with a factor of
safety of iVz and weighs 2,500 lb.
This block is provided
with a ball-bearing hook which was forged from an 8 in. by
8 in. special billet, which was flattened until it measured 105^
in. by 6,^ in.
This hook and the beam which supports it in
the block weigh 1,040 lb. alone.
The block itself is built with strap 8 in. by % in. by ,J/i in.
plates and >^ in. plates between the first and second sheaves
on each side, which plates support the hook beam. The

.

\\
\ \

%Z0

.\

built,

track will burn

135

^

—
—Urm

\^^^ ^^--dl

m::::::::

—-__

—^mur

—

Di'sfance in fracftons of a mile.
Fig.

4

exact point where the cost of this fuel will equal the money
not spent for track maintenance is not known, but judging
from the financial showings that have been made by some
roads that have skimped on their track repairs, it would seem
that good track maintenance pays at all times.

ABSTRACT OF ENGINEERING ARTICLES
The following articles of special interest to engineers and
maintenance of way men, and to which readers of this section
may wish to refer, have appeared in the Raihvay Age Gazette
.-^iiice

June

19,

1914:

—

The Central Railroad
Jersey Centr.tl Engine Terminal at Communipaw.
of New Jersey has recently completed a large and unusually complete
engine

terminal

at

Communipaw, N.

handle the engines entering
J.,
were described in an illustrated article in the
to

Jersey City. These facilities
issue of June 26, page 1585.
The Valuation of Railways. This subject was discussed in some detail
in an article by Logan G. McPherson, lecturer on transportation at Johns
Hopkins University, in the issue of June 26, page 1588.
Observations on Finishing Temperatures and Properties of Rails. A summary of a paper to be published shortly by the Bureau of Standards, pre-

—

—

pared by G. R. Burgess, J. J. Crowe. H. S. Rawdon and R. G. Waltenberg,
The
of this bureau, was published in the issue of June 26, page 1592.
investigations reported in this paper are intended to show that the shrinkage
clauses commonly found in American rail specifications do not serve their
purpose of limiting the finishing temperatures to a value slightly above the
critical range.

The Valuation of Railway Property and the Distribution of Earnings and
Expenses According to Use. The railways operating in the state of Oklarecently prepared a formula by which the properties and expenses are divided between states and between "line" and "terminal,"
while both "line" and "terminal" property and accounts are further sub
divided between freight and passenger, and between main and branch line.

—

homa have

The apportionment of main and branch line freight and passenger accounts,
both "line" and "terminal," are further subdivided between intrastate and
interstate.
The method by which this was worked out was described in the

New

Pennsylvania Elevator at Philadelphia.— On July

1

the Pennsylvania

reinforced concrete elevator with a storage
and a loading capacity of 60,000 bushels per
This elevator was described in an illustrated article in the issue of
in

operation

a

new

capacity of 1,000.000 bushels,
hour.

July

3,

page

19.

New York Central's Improvements at Utica, 'k. Y.— The New York
Central has been engaged for some time in the construction of a new passenger station and freight houses, and a large classification yard and engine
terminal at Utica.
The interesting details of the construction of these
facilities

were described

50-Ton Hook Block Weighing 2,500 Lbs. Complete

the sheave pin 3
it

in.

in. thick.

in

The

tail

bolt

diameter, with a Yz

is

2

in.

in. in

dog

diameter,

to prevent

from turning, the head bolt is 3 in. in diameter and the
of the beaiu which support the hook are 2i]/2 in. in

lugs

issue of July 3, page 17.

placed

A

inside plates are Yz

in the issue of July 10,

page 47.

Instead of the usual gas pipe separators, this
provided with four heavy cast iron separators between each pair of plates, making it unusually rigid.
The sheaves are 20 in. in diameter and are ground smooth
in the groove for a Vs if- wire cable and are bushed with
Metaline bushings. The edges of all plates are ground and
filed smooth to prevent the cutting of the cable.
This block will be used on a SO-ton Mitchell derrick car
diameter.

block

is

.
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on bridge erection.
struction throughout,

was

Vol.

TWO METHODS OF

Although of special design and conwas sliipped 23 days after the order

it

The problem

Rail Joint has been under test
in a side track of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois at Coaler,
111., two miles south of Watseka, since last fall, and this road

The Automatic Continuous

is now making preparations to place others
main track near Momence in the very near

in its

No. 4 freight
This joint

future.

consists essentially of a base plate with an inside angle bar

Xo. 3

TRAINING SECTION

FOREMEN

placed.

THE AUTOMATIC CONTINUOUS RAIL JOINT

57,

foremen

tion

number of capable secand is the subject

of securing a sufficient

is

common

to nearly all roads,

As a result several plans have
of much study and thought.
been tried out experimentally on different roads. On the eastern roads this problem is especially urgent because of the almost complete absence of native laborers in the gangs.
To alleviate this condition one eastern road has inaugurated
a plan whereby assistant foremen are selected from outside industries.

The standard

A

per hour.

rate of

pay for section laborers

rate of $0,215 has been

foremen, and one such

man

is

allotted

putting the plan into effect, each

In

is

$0,175

established for assistant
to each

man

structed to secure a promising native

section

gang.

foreman was

section
in

his vicinity

in-

and

was authorized to pay him the higher rate at once. All men
were selected under the supervision of the supervisor. This
man started work with the other laborers, doing the same tasks
required of them, but was given more opportunity to develop into
a foreman.
After he has shown sufficient progress, he is made
.in assistant loreman of an extra gang at $65 a month, where he
has an opportunity to learn the details of switch work, ballasting,
rail

The

laying, etc.

assistant

foremen of the extra gangs are
foremen temporarily when

called on to lake the places of section

liny are absent from
,uul are eligible for

work because

of sickness or other reasons

promotion to the position of regular section

foreman as vacancies occur.

W hile it has been the practice on this road to draw the section
foremen from assistant extra gang foremen for five or six years,
relating to assistant section foremen has

Base Plate and Inside Angle Bar Section

the part of the plan

been

and lugs
bar and

engage the bolt holes in the rail, an outside angle
riser, and a pawl and spring to hold the joint in
place.
In applying the joint the combined base plate and
angle bar is inserted under the rail. The other angle bar
is then placed in position and driven endwise until the wedging action brings it in contact with the rail. The pawl and
the spring hold the joint in place, as shown in the photograph.
It is claimed that in this manner the joint is always tight,
eliminating the expense and attention required to keep the
to

bolts tight, that the riser prevents the battering of the

and that the joint

rail,

prevented from opening by the lugs on
the inner angle bar. .\s installed in the Chicago & Eastern
is

in effect for

only

years.

lJ-1

It

is

too early to observe the

one noticeable
foremen have already secured
positions as assistant foremen, whereas, previously, it was the
almost universal practice for foremen to encourage their sons
to go into other lines of industry. Also, while it was supposed
that the bonus of $0.04 per hour paid the inexperienced assistant
foremen would be lost at first, the officers in charge of this experiment believe that the pace set by these men has stimulated
the gangs sufficiently to make the higher rate worth while from
the start. The main advantage, of course, is that this road now
has a sufficient supply of men capable of promotion to the positions of foremen.
In one instance 10 extra gangs were put on
because of a large amount of work at one important terminal
and all of the foremen for these gangs were secured from the
full

results of this plan at the i)rcscnt time, nut

condition

is

that 12 sons of section

ranks of these apprentice foremen.

However, believing

that the day

is

not far distant

when

the

railways will be unable to secure sufficient native foremen with
these inducements, and that the roads must rely

upon foreign

foremen, this road has recently organized two night schools, one
for Italians and one for Slavs, with an attendance of about 30
men each. These students are recruited from the track gangs,
and they meet two nights each week in an old passenger car

which is provided by the railway company. A course covering
two years has been arranged, at the end of which it is expected
that the men will have acquired a sufficient knowledge of English
to handle the routine work required of them as section foremen.
The first course consists of 15 lessons in English, which is followed by an elementary commercial course and then by 17 lessons
in

View

of

Complete Joint

in

Place

The only
long and weighs 100 lb.
While in the side track these joints have been carrying the
heavy Mikado engines of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois
and the Elgin, Joliet & Eastern, drawing tonnage coal trains
at speeds up to 10 to 15 miles per hour, and are reported to
have required no maintenance in this interval. This joint
has been patented and is made by Charles Troup. Watseka. 111.
Illinois

tracks, the joint

is

26

in.

This work

track work.

the assistance of the Y.

tionery.

cost to the

The two

M.

men

is

being handled

C. A.,
is

which

is

in

connection with

providing the teachers.

$0.02 per lesson to pay for the sta-

classes already organized are

now

starting the

planned to extend this work to other points
as fast as sufficient interest is aroused among the men.
track course.

It

is

—

Progress of the B.\gd.\d R.mlway ix Asia Minor. Another
Bagdad Railway from Jerablus, on the Euphrates,
was opened on July 1.

section of the

to Tel Abiad. about 60 miles to the east,

:

General News Department
The

W'estinghouse

strike at the

Works

at

East Pittsburgh

was called off July 9 and it was voted to return to work July
Large numbers of the men returned on the 10th and 11th.
13.
Xicholas Roginsky and \V. Landburg, officers of the MoscowKazan Railway, are inspecting the automatic block signals on the
N'alley.
Mr. Landburg is assistant to the chief traffic
manager and Mr. Roginsky is assistant to the chief of the

Lehigh

The moving picture promoters have revived an American industry which had long been languishing show collisions for the
amusement of crowds. Such a collision of locomotives was produced at Wharton. X. J., last Sunday and 2.000 persons are said
The engines collided on a trestle about
to have witnessed it.
50 ft. above the ground. One of the engines was knocked off,
and when it struck the ground there was an explosion which
wrecked it. The engines were old ones, owned by the Wharton
Iron & Steel Company.

—

-A train on the Missouri. Kansas & Texas was stopped by robbers near Matson. Mo., on the night of July 9 and the express
car and mail car, after having been detached and run forward
some distance, were robbed of their valuables. The safe in the
Three masked men stopped a
express car was blown open.

train .of the Oregon-\\ ashington Railroad & Navigation Company
near Pendleton. Ore., July 2, subdued the trainmen and proceeded
to rob the passengers but Deputy Sheriff McDuffey, who was in
one of the coaches, tired at the robbers and killed one of thera.
McDuffey, himself, was wounded and one of the robbers was
wounded, but he and his uninjured companion got away.
;

Officers of the engineers" and firemen's brotherhoods representing the men employed on the roads west of and including
concerning
the Illinois Central renewed their conferences
their demands for increased wages and changes in working
conditions with a committee of general managers, headed
by .A. W. Trenholm (Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis &

Omaha),

Chicago on July

at

14.

Since negotiations were

off early in June the men have taken a strike vote.
presenting the result of the strike vote to the committee

broken

of managers, the brotherhood committee gave the newspapers
a long statement in which they said that they would reject any
The managers' committee asked for a
proposition to arbitrate.
detailed statement of the strike vote.
-Application has been made to the Federal District Court at
Dallas, Tex., by J. ^^'. Robbins, receiver and president of the
Trinity & Brazos Valley, for permission to cancel certain track-

age agreements with

five

other railroads because they are un-

Missouri, Kansas & Texas,
These are as follows
For the use of this track
between Dallas and Waxahachie.
the Trinity & Brazos X'alley pays an annual rental of $24,000.
Chicago. Rock Island & Gulf, Fort Worth to Dallas. Annual
Gulf, Colorado &
rental paid by the T. & B. \'. is $60,000.
Santa Fe, Fort Worth to Cleburne and Houston and Galveston.
profitable.

The

T.

&

:

B.

\'.

pays S48.000 annually.

Galveston Terminal,

Houston to Galveston. The T. & B. V. pays $72,000 annually.
Dallas Terminal and Dallas Union Depot, trackage rights in
the citv of Dallas.

Rental S6.825 annually.

Railway Mail Pay
In

reference

Washington
taken action

to

the

publication

yesterday of a report from

House Committee on Post Offices had
designed to increase the allowance made railways

that

the

Ralph Peters, chairman of
Committee on Railway Mail Pay, authorized the following

for the transportation of the mails,
the

this

service.

It

is

obviously impossible to properly consider a

readjustment until the question of fact has been established.
"The railroad committee believes, therefore, that in justice to

telegraph department.

On

restoration of substantially the $3,000,000 by which it had been
proposed to cut the pay.
"The railroads have contended and they still insist that they
are already underpaid at least $15,000,000 a year. Congress now
has at work a bi-partisan commission investigating the question
of fact as to whether the railroads are or are not underpaid for

statement
"The bill introduced by Congressman Moon had proposed to
reduce the railway mail pay at least $3,000,000 below what had
already been appropriated for this fiscal year. The amendment
apparently made to the Moon bill merely provides for the

the railroads and in justice to the public the report of the joint
Congressional commission should be awaited.
The railroads
are confident that that report will submit a finding on the main
question of fact, which will be fair to all concerned.
"When that report is submitted and the question of fact is
determined, the railroads' committee will be prepared to cooperate with the government in developing a method of re-

adjusting the underpayments or overpayments in such a manner
that the interests of all may be properly protected."

Preliminary Valuation

The following

Work

the text of the Interstate
mission valuation circular Xo. 1
is

Commerce Com-

:

At the meeting between

the engineers of the commission and
the committee of railway engineers on February 26, 1914, there
seemed to be some uncertainty in the minds of the railway
people as to exactly what should be done first in preparing ufon
their part for the work of valuation. This circular is issued for
the purpose of explaining that matter, and has been delayed
owing to conferences with the committee of railway presidents
touching methods of co-operation.
All carriers having reason to believe that their maps and
profiles already in existence will be received under the order
effective

February

1.

1914, pertaining to specifications

for

maps

should at once assemble such maps for inspection.
It is not necessary in case of systems of considerable extent that
all maps and profiles should be brought together at one point.

and

profiles,

this would involve undue labor upon the part of the carbut it is indispensable that they should be put into such
orderly shape that they can be seen and readily examined.
As soon as the maps and profiles are ready for inspection, the
commission should be notified of the place or places where they
are and should be requested to make the examination. This will
be done as promptly as the work of the commission permits, and
when several carriers are awaiting examination at the same time
the commission will first act in case of those carriers whose
property is to be first valued.
Ordinarily the commission will give at least three months'
notice of its intention to begin work upon the property of a given
carrier, and it will, so far as may properly be done, consult,
the reasonable convenience of the carrier in the prosecution of
Carriers desiring to obtain copies of cross section
the work.
and chaining notes, with which to complete their maps and
profiles, thereby avoiding a duplication of work, may do so by
expressing their willingness to sign the agreement, copy of which
is printed at the foot of this circular, at the time they give written
notice that their maps are ready for examination.
.As soon as the commission has passed upon the maps and
profiles, the carrier should proceed to make the changes or
additions required in present maps and profiles or to prepare
new ones, as the case may be. Carriers having no maps and
profiles, or whose maps and profiles are clearly of such a character as to be insufficient for this work, should at once proceed
to prepare those called for by the order of the commission.
In doing this the requirements of that ordep must be strictly
followed with respect to right of way and station maps. Carriers may. if they elect, prepare a tentative profile, omitting the
vertical projection of the original ground surface, but showing
the subgrade and giving information as to structures called for
in subdivision (b), paragraph 17, of the order of the com-

when
rier,
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17,

mission, except that the location of these structures need not
be stated with absolute accuracy.
Bkie prints of this tentative
protile shall be furnished the commission and the information
obtained by the surveys of the commission may be subsequently
utilized by the carrier in completing the profiles as called for
by said order.
All carriers should at once prepare a list of their lands, showing grantor, grantee, instrument, etc., as called for in the order.
If the carrier prefers, it may in the first instance prepare typewritten schedules which may be so arranged upon separate
sheets as to be mechanically transferred to the maps finally.
In the end the schedule of lands must appear upon the map as
set forth in the order pertaining to maps and profiles.
Roads which have a gross income not exceeding $100,000
annually are excused for the time being from preparing this
information. It is possible that the present order may be modified in some respects as to such railroads, and if so, due notice
will be given.
If no such change has been noted by October 1,
1914, such railroads should prepare to comply with the order
of the commission J's it now stands.
It should be noted that this circular does not of itself modify
the order of January 12, 1914, but simply indicates those modifications which may be made by the commission in due time upon
application.

Topics

for

Next International Railway Congress*

— Construction

—

Way and Works
Roadbed and of the Track.

Section

I.

—

Arrangements to be adopted in constructing the roadbed and the track,
in view of the increase in the weight of locomotives and the
America. H. U. Mudge, president, Chicago,
speed of trains.
I.

of the

—

Rock Island &

Pacific.

—

//.
Maintenance and Superz-ision of Track. Measures to be
taken to provide an economic organization for the maintenance
and the supervision of the track, taking into consideration the
increase of traffic and speed as well as the rise in wages and
Use of mechanical appliances. Results
in the cost of materials.
obtained. America. Epes Randolph, president, Southern Pacific
Mexico.
of
///.
Sfccial Steels. Use of special steels, both for the track
points,
generally and in particular for the track appliances
W. C. Gushing, chief engineer M. W.,
crossings, etc.). America.
Pennsylvania Lines.
/F. Reinforced Concrete. Use of ordinary concrete and of
America. C. H. Cartlidge,
reinforced concrete on railways.
bridge engineer, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.

—

—

(

—

—

—

—Locomotives and Rolling Stock
V. —
of Section 2) — Economic Production of Steam on
systems;
Locomotives. — Economic production of steam;
Section

II.

(I.

diflferent

(A) Superheating the steam; (B) heating the
feed-water; (C) special devices; water-tube boilers, etc. CounG. J. Churchward, chief
tries Using the English Language.
mechanical engineer. Great Western Railway of England.
Trucks, Axles and Springs of LocoVI. (II. of Section z)
motives. Best arrangement of the bogies, axles and springs of
results obtained:

—

—

—

locomotives, especially of locomotives for high speeds, with long
wheel bases, so as to facilitate running around curves and to
ensure the proper stability of the engines. No American reporter.
VII. (III. of Section 2)— Passenger Carriages. Improvements
to be made in the design of carriages and rules to be observed

—

in the makeup of trains, so as to increase the safety and comfort
of passengers. America.— B. F. Bush, president, Missouri Pacific.
VIII. (IV. of Section 2)~Electric Traction.— "EAectvic traction
on lines with much traffic; production and transmission of

energy

and

;

of

type

motor cars. Technical
Comparison with the results of
^mt-nVa.— George Gibbs, chief engineer of eleccurrent

;

locomotives,

financial results obtained.

steam traction.
tric traction,

Long

Island Railroad.

Section III.— Working
Section 3)— Terminal Stations for Passengers.—
Arrangements for reducing the number of movements of locomotives and empty rolling stock at passenger 'terminal stations.

IX.

(I.

America.

of

— (Vacancy).

•The International Railway Congress Association will meet next at Berlin,
Germany, in 1915. The questions to be discussed are given in the list here
of papers.
ith the names of Ame
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—

—

A'. (II. of Section s)
Goods (Freight) Stations. Organization
of the receiving and the delivering stations so as to accelerate
their business.
Arrangement of the buildings and tracks so as
to simplify shunting (switching) operations and handling, particularly as regards goods in bulk.
Mechanical appliances.
America. Howard G. Kelley, vice-president. Grand Trunk.

—

—

—

A7. (III. of Section 3) Slow Freight Traffic. Organization
of slow freight traffic, in order to increase the effective operation
of the rolling stock and the lines. Advisability of using, according to circumstances, heavy or light trains, fast or slow trains.

Through

trains.
Pick-up trains (distributing trains).
Shuttle
Countries Using the English Language. H. A. Walker,
general manager, London & South Western.
A7/. (IV. of Section 3) Locomotive Cab Signals. Repeating
and recording the track signals on the locomotive. Dififcrent
systems already used or tried. Results obtained. Recording the
running speed of locomotives. No American reporter.

—

services.

—

—

Section IV.

— General

—

XIII. (I. of Section 4) Net Cost
/?o/^.y.— Determination of
the net cost of carriage (passengers and goods), taking capital
charges into consideration. Its relation to rates charged. America.
Fairfax Harrison, president. Southern Railway.
XIV. (II. of Section 4) Customs Examination. Organization
to be adopted for the customs examination of luggage so as to
reduce to a minimum the inconvenience to passengers, while
safeguarding the interests of the custom house and of the railway. Establishment of international custom house stations. No

—

—

American

reporter.

—

—

—

XV. (III. of Section 4) Interchange of Rolling Stock. Interchange of goods rolling stock (freight cars), and penalty
charges in case of delay in the return of that stock (A) Rules
to Be adopted in the relations between the railways themselves
(B) rules to be adopted in the relations between the railways
and the consignors and consignees. America. Arthur Hale, gen:

—

American Railway Association.
XVI. (IV. of Section 4) Workmen's Dwellings. How is the
problem of dwellings for their workmen and lower-grade emeral agent,

—

—

How do the
ployees solved by the railways?
assist the individual efforts made by the staff,
regards the building of dwellings for the use
employees? America. A. F. Banks, president,
Eastern.

—

Section V.

XVII.
Railways.

—

in

particular as

of laborers and
Elgin, Joliet &

—Light Railways

—

Carriages
of Section 5)
Types of carriages and of

(I.

administrations

and Wagons for Light
wagons for narrow-gage

Special wagons for facilitating unloading, transshipment and change of gage. No American reporter.
XVIII. (II. of Section 3) Simplifications in the Operation of
railways.

—

—

Light Railii'ays. General simplifications to be considered in the
operation of light railways. Special methods for collecting fares;
issue on the
issue of tickets at booking offices, before starting
;

trains; different types of tickets; auditing systems.

No Amer-

ican reporter.

XIX.

(III.

of Section

7\'ii//if(7r.f.— Special

Light

railways.

Results

5)— Special Methods of Traction on
methods of traction applied on light
Amcrica.—H.

obtained.

B.

Spencer,

vice^

president. Southern Railway.

ways.— Cheap

5)— Safety Appliances on Light Railappliances for ensuring safety on light railways.

No American

reporter.

(IV.

A'A'.

of Section

International Railway General Foremen's Association

of
is a list of the exhibitors at the convention
International Railway General Foremen's Association held
17:
to
on
14
Chicago,
July
Sherman,
Hotel
the
at
.Mien & Co.. Edgar, Ltd.. Chicago High speed steel.
Represented by O. F. Schu.American Car & Foundry Company. Chicago.
bert and Mr. Spears.
\merican Steel Foundries Company, Chicago. American adjustable pilot
coupler pocket with Alliance coupler, Vulcan cast steel truck Vulcan
and Hercules brake beams. Economy draft arms. Represented by H. J.
Melchert and W. G. Wallace.
steam,
\shton Valve Company, Boston, Mass.— Locomotive safety valves;
gage testers and
air and test gages; wheel pressed recording gage,

The following

the

—

—

appliances.
=ets

Represented by Jos. F. Gettrust.

& Joint Company. Chicago.— Flexible joints, roundhouse blower
and washout connections. Represented by F. N. Bard and t. L.

Barco Brass
Mellor.
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—

—

Celfor Tool Company, Buchanan, Mich. Drills, reamers, flue cutters, boring
Represented by C. O. Montague.
tools, etc.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago.— Air and electric drills, pneumatic hammers, speed recorders. Represented by C. E. Walker, P. F.
Flaven, T. C. Campbell, J. L. Camby, C. B. Coates and Chas. H.
Scbiunasken.
Colonial Steel Companv, Pittsburgh, Pa. High speed saws, drill rods,
11/16 in. punch shown through I'A in. steel, examples of steel fracRepresented by T. W. McManus and M. P.
tures, photographs.
Spencer.
Crerar, Adams & Co.. Chicago. Jacks, die starters, pipe benders, wrenches.
Represented by Russel Wallace and W. I. Clock.

—

—

Company

Crucible Steel

of America,

Represented by Mr.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Baskertield.

—

—

sented by R. R. Davis.
Represented by W. J. Walsh
Galena Signal Oil Company, Franklin, Pa.
and Bloss P. Corey.
Garlock Packing Company. Palmyra, N. Y. Throttle, car cock and air
pump packing. Represented by J. P. Landreth.
Goldschmidt Thermit Company, New York. Thcrroit welding compounds
and sample welds. Represented by H. S. Mann and A. Beaulten.

—
—

—

Greene, Tweed & Co., New York. "Palmetto" packings, "Manhattan" packings.
Represented by A. T. Richardson.
Grip Xut Company, Chicago. Testing machines, deflecting machines, samRepresented by B. C. Hooper.
ples grip nuts.
Hunt-Spiller Manufacturing Corporation, Boston, Mass. Gray irons for
Represented by
cylinder bushings, packing valve gages, boxes, etc.

—

—

}. M. Mourse and E. J. Fuller.
Independent Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago.

— New

electric

tools,

new

Represented by Robert T.
S. compound drills.
Harold Henricks and Wm. Gummere.
angle Y and check valves, standard medium pressure and extra heavy gates. Represented by B. J. Necly.
Jones & Co., B. M., Boston, Mass. Represented by J. M. Moore.
Keystone Lubricator Company. Philadelphia, Pa. Model driving box. Repair turbines, small S.
Scott, George Wilson,

Jenkins Bros.,

New York. — Globe,

—

resented by T, W. Mowery.
Locomotive Superheater Company, New York. Boiler tools and unit disRepresented by G. E. Ryder and Geo. Fogg.
tributing Prosscr gages.
LutzWebster Engineering Company, Philadelphia, Pa. Lutz no-set screw
lathe dog. Lutz no-handle ratchet, Lutz one-piece drill ratchet, LuU
adjustable self-feed drilling post solid and swivel arm. Lutz compresReprestud driving.
sion wrench for all finished or rough surfaces
sented by William H. Lutz.

—

—

—

—

—

Co.. Chicago.
Model McCord force feed lubricator, pressed steel
journal box.
Represented by O. H. Neal.

McCord &

ic Moore, Inc.; Ashcroft Manufacturing Company; ConSafety Valve Company; The Hancock Inspirator Company,
York. Hancock inspirators, boiler checks. Consolidated safety
-valves, .Ashcrcft pressure gages, prismatic water glasses and other locoRepresented by C. L. Brown.
-fnotive appliances.
Represented by John R. Mitchell.
Tkliner, W. H., Chicago.
>L C. B. Company. Chicago. Represented by W. E. Marvel.
Lubricators, water glasses
Nathan Manufacturing Company, New York.
and valves. Represented by George Royal.
Single motor driven bolt cutter
National Machiner\- Company, TifEn, Ohio.
Represented by Chas. Harmon, Jr., and K. L.
and die sharpener.

Manning, Maxwell
solidated

?*'ew

—

V.

—

Ernst.

National Boiler Washing Company, Chicago.
Ohio Injector Company, Detroit, Mich. Injectors, lubricators, flange oilers
and boiler fittings. Represented by Wm. S. Furry and A. C. Beckwith.
Okadee Company, Chicago. Blow-off valves, water gage, tender hose
Represented by A. G. Hollingshead, M. E. Keig
coupler drain valve.
and G. S. Turner.
0"Malley-Beare \'alve Company, Chicago. Multiplate, Globe, angle, check
and blowout valves. Represented by E. O'Malley and Thos. O'Malley.
Model Baker valve gear, photographs
Pilliod Companv. The, New York.

—

—

—

—

of

installations.

R. G. Graham.
Pyle-National Electric

Represented by F. S. Wilcoxen, F. E.
Headlight

Company,

Chicago.

Pilliod

—Electric

and

headlight.

Represented by Crawford P. McGinnisRacine Tool and Machine Company, Racine, Wis.— High speed metal cutting
machines. Represented by J. M. Jones and Wm. Reinhardt.
Represented by O. F.
Rich Tool Company, Chicago. High speed tool.

—

Schubert.

—

Rverson Joseph T.. & Son, Chicago. Model of a punch and boiler tools.
Represented bv L. H. Bryin, C. R. Gregg, H. C. Williamson and
H. G. Merrieli.
Randall graphite
Strong-Carlisle & Hammond Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
Represented by B. E. Carpenter.
sheet lubricator, Mac-it set screws.
United States Metallic Packing Company. Philadelphia, Pa.— Packings.
Leach improved bi trap, GoUmar bell ringers, catalogs. Represented by

—

W. M. Wey.
Westinghouse Air Brake Company. Pittsburgh, Pa. Represented by L. M.
Carlton. L. Wilcox and A. K. Hohinyer.
Wilhelm Safetv Automatic Coupler Company, The. Chicago. Model air
hose coupler. Represented by S. Wilhelm and B. Loewenthal.
Represented by H. C.
Williamson. H. C. Chicago.— Metal band saw.

—

Williamson.

The following list
meetings, and places

Xo. 3

— F.

M.

dates of next or regular

secretaries,

State St., Boston, Mass.
5-8, 1915, Hotel Sherman, Chicago.

May

convention.

names of

giz-es

of meeting.

Air Brake Association.

Nellis,

53

American Association of Demurrage Officers.

— A.

Next

Thomason, Bos-

G.

ton. Mass.

—

American Association of Dining Car Scpebintendents. H. C. Boardman. D. L. & W., Hoboken, N. J.
Next convention, October,
Washington.
.American .Association of Generai. Passenger and Ticket Agents.
Hope. 143 Liberty St., New York.

.American

101,

20 and 21.

— W.

C.

—

Association

Room

—

Company, Detroit. Mich. Lubricators. Represented by
and A. G. Machaney.
Represented by Geo. A.
Duff Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Edgin and Chas. N. Thulin.
Edna Brass Manufacturing Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. Lubricators, inRepresented by H. A. Glenn and E. O. Corey.
jectors.
Ewald Iron Company, St. Louis, Mo.
RepreFlannery Bolt Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Tate flexible staybolt.
Detroit Lubricator
.\. D. Homard

57.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS

Carborundum Company, Niagara Falls, N. Y. Carborundum and aloxite
wheels and aloxite and carborundum cloths and valve grinding compounds.
Represented by C. C. Schumaker, H. P. Frost and E. P.
Ritzina.

Vol.

of Railroad Superintendents. E. H. Harman,
Union Station, St. Louis, Mo. Next convention, .August

New

York.

American Electric Railway Association. — E. B. Burritt, 29 W. 39th St.,
New York. Annual convention, October 12-16, .Atlantic City, N. J.
-American Electric Railway Manufacturers' Association. H. G. McConnaughy, 165 Broadway,
Railway Association.

New

.American Railway -Association.

—

Meetings with American Electric

Yorle.

— W.

Church

F. -Allen, 75

St.,

New

York.

—

-American Railway Bridge and Building -Association. C. -A. Lichty. C. &
N. W., Chicago. Next convention, October 20-22, 1914, Los .Angeles,
Cal.

.American Railway Engineering -Association.

—

E. H. Fritcb, 900
Next convention, March 16-18, 1915.

igan -Ave., Chicago.

.American Railway Master Mechanics' -Association.
pen BIdg., Chicago.

—

W.

J.

S.

Mich-

Taylor, Kar-

—

-American Railway Tool Foremen's Associ.\tion. A. R. Davis, Central of
Next convention, July 20-22, Hotel Sherman,
Georgia, Macon, Ga.
Chicago.

.\merican Society for Testing Materials.
of Pennsylvania. Philadelphia, Pa.

—Prof.

E. Marburg, University

—

-American Society of Civil Engineers. Chas. W. Hunt, 220 West 57th
New_ York; Ist and 3d Wednesday, except June, July and
St.,
.August, New York.
-\MERiCAN Socirrv or Engineering Contractors. J. R. Wemlinger, II
Broadwav, New York; 2d Thursday of each month, at 2 P. M.,
U Broadway, New York.
.American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
39th St., New York.

—

—

—

-American Wood Preservers' -Association. F. J. -Angier. B. & O., Baltimore, Md. Next convention, January 19-21, 1915, Chicago.
E. R. Wood-Association of .American Railway -Accounting Officers.
.Annual convention,
son, 1300 Pennsylvania -Ave., Washington, D. C.
-April 28, 1915, Atlanta, Ga.

—

.Association of

Railway Claim

-Agents.

—C.

W.

Egan, B. & O., Baltimore,

Md.
-Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.

N.

W.

—

Jos. A. .Andreucetti, C.
-Annual convention, October 19-23, Chicago.

Ry., Chicago.

-Association of

Railway Telegraph Superintendents;

West .Adams

St.,

—P.

W. Drew,

&

112

Chicago.

Association of Transportation and Car
Conard, 75 Church St., New York.

-Accounting

-Association of Water Line .Accounting Officers.ber of Commerce. Buffalo, N. Y.

Officers.

— W.

— G.

R. Evans,

P.

Cham-

—

Bridge and Building Supply Men's -Association. L. D. Mitchell, Detroit
Meeting with American Railway Bridge
Graphite Co., Chicago, III.
and Building -Association.
Canadian Railway Club. James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,
Que. 2d Tuesday in month, except June, July and August, Windsor

—

;

Hotel,

Montreal.

field

St.,

Montreal, Que.;

ber. February,

March and

1st

—

Clement H. McLeod. 176 MansThursday, October. November, Decem-

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.

April, Montreal.

Chicago; 2d
Chicago.

Monday

in

—

-.Aaron Kline, 841 Lawler Ave.,
month, except July and -August, Lytton Bldg.,

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.

—

H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 2d
Friday in Tanuar\-, Mav. September and November and 2d Thursday
March, 'Hotel Statlef, Buffalo, N. Y.
Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul Edw. T. Dugan, P. O. Box 654,
St. Paul. Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July. -August and Septem-

Central Railway Club.
in

—

Old State Capitol Bldg., St. Paul.
Engineers' Society cf PENNSYLv.tNiA. Edw. R. Dasher, Box 75. Harrisburg, Pa.; 1st Friday after 10th of each month, except July and
.August, 31 So. Front St., Harrisburg. Pa.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsvlv.\ni.\. Elmer K. Hiles, Oliver
Bldg., Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Freight Claim .Association. Warren P. Taylor, Richmond. Va.
General Superintendents' -Assochtion of Chicago. .A. M. Hunter, 605
Grand Central Station, Chicago; Wednesday preceding 3d Thursday,
ber,

—

—

—

—

Transportation Bldg.. Chicago.
Intern*tion.*l Railw.^v Congress. Executive Committee,
Convention, 1915, Berlin.
vain, Brussels, Belgium.

—

Internation.u. Railway Fuel Assochtion.

—C.

11,

G. Hall, 922

rue de Lou-

McCormick

Bldg., Chicago.

International Railway General Foremen's -Association.- Wm- Hall, 829
West Broadway, Winona, MTnn.
International Railro.hd Master Blacksmiths' Association.- A. L. Woodworth. Lima. Ohio. Next convention, -August 18-20. Hotel Wisconsin,
Milwaukee. Wis.

—
July

17,
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Maintenance of Way & Master Painters' Association of the United
States and Canada.— T. I. Goodwin, C. R. I. &: P., Eldon, Mo.
Next convention. November 17-19, 1914, Detroit. Mich.
Master Boiler Makers' Association. Harrv D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,

New

141

^jitiiiiiiimiiimiiimiiriiimiimiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiMiiiiiiimiiii

—

mill

Traffic

York.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiittiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiu

News

—

Master Car Builders' Association. J. W. Taylor, Karpen B!dg., Chicago.
Master Car & Locomotive Painters' Association of the United States
AND Canada. A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass. Next conven-

nliirMllllilrtrHiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiirtiiiltiiiiiiuiiiiii

iiiiliiitiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiitiiiiiiiiriiiiirMiiiiiMiiitiiiiiiiiiiiritiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiii;

—

tion, September 8-11, Nashville, Tenn.
National Railway Appliances Association. Bruce V. Crandall, 537 So.
Dearborn St., Chicago.
Next convention, March 15 to 19, 1915,

—

Chicago.

—

New England

Railroad Club. W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.; 2d Tuesday in month, except June, July, August and
September, Boston.
Railroad Club.^H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d
Friday in month, except June, July and .\ugust, New York.
-Niagara Frontier Car Men's Association.
E. Frakenberger, 623 Brisbane Bidg.. Buffalo, N. Y. Meetings monthly.
M. W. Rotchford, Union StaI'EORiA Association of Railro.\d Officers.
tion, Peona, III.; 2d Thursday in month, Jefferson Hotel, Peoria.
Railroad Clvb of Kansas City. C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas
City, Mc; 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.
Railro.xd Master Tinners, Coppersmiths & Pipefitters' Association.
U. G. Thompson, C. & E. I. Danville, 111.
Railway Business Association.— Frank \V. Nnxon. 30 Church St., New
York.
Kailway Club of Pittsburgh. J. B. Anderson. Penna. R. R., Pittsburgh,
Pa.; 4lh Friday in month, except June, July and August, Pittsburgh.
Railway Development Association. W. Nicholson, Kansas City Southern,

New York

—

—

—

—

—

—

Kansas City, Mo,
Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Association. ^J. Scribner,
1021 Monadnock Block, Chicago.
Meetings with Association of Rail-

—

way Electrical Engineers.
Railway Fire Protection Associ.^tion. C. B. Edwards, Mobile & Ohio,
Mobile. Ala. Annual meeting, October 6, Washington, D. C.
Railway Gardening Association. J. S. Butterfield, Lee's Summit, Mo.
Railway Sign.u, Association. C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa. Annual

—

—

—

meeting. Bluff Point, N. Y., September 22-24.

Railway Storekeepers' Associ.\tion.

—

T.

P.

Murphv,

Eo.x

C,

Collinwood,

^hio.

—

Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association.
Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa,
Meetings with M.

T.

C.

D. Conwav, 2136 Oliver
B.

and M. M.

.\ssocia-

tions.

— G.
Association

Railway TELEr.RAPH & Telephone Appliance Association.
St.. New York.
Telegraph Superintendents.

50 Church

Meetings with

A. Nelson,
of Railway

Richmond Railroad Club.— F. O. Robinson, C. & O.. Richmond, Va.; 2d
Monday in month, except June, July and August.
Roadmasters* and Maintenance of Way Association. L. C. Ryan, C. &

—

N. W.. Sterling, 111. Next convention, September 8-10, 1914, Chicago.
Louis Railway Club.— E. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,
Mc; 2d Friday in month, except June, July and August, St. Louis.
Salt Lake City Transportation Club.~R. E. Rowland, Hotel Utah Bldg.,
Salt Lake City, Utah: 1st Saturday of each month. Salt Lake City.
Signal Appliance Association. F. W. Edmunds, 3868 Park Ave., New
York.
Meeting with annual convention Railway Signal Association.
Society of Railway Financial Officers. Carl Nyquist, La Salle St. Station, Chicago.
Annual meeting, September 15-17, Hotel Aspinwall,
Lenox. Mass.
Southern Association of Car Service Officers. E. W. Sandwich, A. &
W. P. Ry., Atlanta, Ga. Next meeting, July 16, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Southern & Southwestern Railway Club. A. J. Merrill, Grant Bldg.,
Atlanta, Ga.; 3d Thursdav. January, March, May, July, September.
November. 10 A. M., Candler Bldg., Atlanta.
Toledo Transport.^tion Club. T. S. Marks. Agent, Interstate Despatch,
Toledo. Ohio: 1st Saturday in month, Boody House, Toledo.
Tr.^ck Supply Association.
W. C. Kidd, Ramapo Iron Works, Hillsburn,
N. Y.
Meetings with Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way AssoSt.

—

—

—

—

The Salt Lake City Commercial Club Traffic Bureau has announced that it will change its name to the Traffic Bureau of
Utah. This is to avoid misunderstanding because the bureau is
not identified with the Commercial Club and members of the
latter have objected to the action of the bureau in attacking the
Union Pacific extra dividend.
F. R. Hanlon, district freight agent of the

Oregon- Washington
Wash., has been appointed director of traffic of the
Port Commission of Seattle, a public body created by popular
vote three years ago to take supervision over the waterfront
rights, conduct inland water transportation lines and operate
locomotive switching terminal service to and from the city's
public wharves. The Port Commission property at present consists of two deep-sea docks and a steam ferry line operating
within the corporate limits of Seattle between the mainland and
the West Seattle peninsula, three miles.
Terminal switching
rates are now under discussion by the commission.
at Seattle,

The Missouri Public Service Commission has issued an order
prescribing rates for the transportation of merchandise by express, based on the plan put into effect by the Interstate Commerce Commission last February, and adopted since then by a
number of state commissions. The companies are authorized
to make the new rates effective on three days' notice, but not
later than August 1.
It is said that the new rates average 21
per cent, less than those hitherto in effect. The Missouri commission has been investigating express rates since January 1.
but action in ordering the reduction was delayed by an injunction
that still existed against the old railroad and warehouse commission. The injunction has been dissolved in the federal court.
Disagreement of the jury is the result of the trial of the suit
of the government against the Pennsylvania Railroad, the Keystone Elevator and others, at Philadelphia, for alleged illegal
The
rebates on shipments of grain to the Keystone Elevator.
suit has been on trial in the federal court at Philadelphia for
new trial will probfour weeks. The jury was out 23 hours.

A

The government charged that
ably take place in September.
the railroad company favored the elevator by leasing buildings
to it at an unreasonably low rate and by paying bills for alleged
former emlosses which were based on dishonest weights.
ployee of the elevator had been ordered to destroy certain recfell into
he
saved
some,
and
these
which
ords of weights, of

A

the hands of

government

A

—

—

ciation.

—

Traffic Club of Chicago. W. H. Wharton, La Salle Hotel, Chicago.
Traffic Club of New York. C. A. Swope, 291 Broadway, New York;
last Tuesday in month, except June, July and August, WaldorfAstoria. New York.
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.— D. L. Wells, Erie R. R., Pittsburgh, Pa.;
meetings bimonthly. Pittsburgh. Annual meeting, 2d Monday in June.
Traffic Club of St. Louis. A. F. Versen, Mercantile Library Bldg..
St. Louis. Mo.
Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings
October to May.
Train Despatchers' Association of America. J. F. Mackie, 7122 Stewart

—

—

Ave., Chicago.

Detroit.

—

Tr.\veling Engineers' Association. W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. R.,
East Buffalo, N. Y.
Next meeting, September 15-18^ Hotel Sherman, Chicago.

Utah Society of Engineers.— Frank W. Moore, Newhouse

Bldg.,

Salt

Lake Citv. Utah; 3d Friday of each month, except July and August,
Consolidated Music Hall. Salt Lake City.
Western Canada Railway Club.— W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, Winnipeg. Man.: 2d Monday, except June. July and August, Winnipeg.
Western Railway Club.— J. W. Taylor, 1112 Karpen fildg., Chicago; 3d
Tuesday of each month, except June, July and August, Karpen Bldg.,
Chicago.
'Western Society of Engineers.— J. H. Warder. * 1735 Monadnock Block,
Chicago; regular meeting 1st Monday in month, except January, July
and August, Chicago.
Extra meetings, except in July and August,
generally on other Monday evenings.

Brave Board

of

Trade

After three or four meetings between a special committee of
the Brunswick board of trade and officers of the Atlanta,
Birmingham & Atlantic, the commercial body has finally
agreed to allow the road to discontinue two passenger trains
Officers of the road
between Brunswick and Thalman.
showed with figures that these trains were being operated at'
Although there was a general kick
a loss to the company.
against permitting {he road to discontinue them, the board
Macon Telegraph.
finally arrived at such a decision.

—

—
—

Club of Buffalo. ^J. M. Sells, Buffalo; first Saturday
after first Wednesday.
Transportation Club of Detroit. W. R. Hurley, Superintendent's office,
L. S. & M. S.. Detroit, Mich.; meetings monthly, Normandie Hotel,
Transportation

inspectors.

American Shipbuilding
During the

fiscal

year ended June

in

1914

30, 1914, there

were

built in

the United States and officially numbered 1.291 vessels, of 311,578
gross tons, compared with 1.648 vessels, of 382.304 gross tons, for
The
1913, according to a report by the Bureau of Navigation.
principal vessels are four American-Hawaiian Company steamships, each of 6,600 gross tons, and three Grace Company steamships, each of 6.300 gross tons, all for the Panama canal trade and
averaging 4.000 net tons. The steamship Matsoiiia. for Hawaiian
trade, 9.728 gross tons, is the largest vessel built in the United
States since 1905, and the John D. Archbold, 8.374 gross tons,
On the
is the largest oil tanker yet built in the United States.
Great Lakes 10 steamers of over 1.000 tons each were built, the
Alton C. Dustin, 7.978 gross tons, being the largest. Only three
large schooners were built. In all. 38 vessels of over 1.000 tons
each were built, aggregating 169,000 tons.
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In the spring wheat
a small increase of surplus bo.x cars.
section (groups 6 and 7) there is practically no change in the
There is also a reduction in surplus box cars on the
figures.
Pacific coast and in Canada.

Car Surpluses and Shortages
Arthur Hale, chairman of the Committee on relations between
railroads of the American Railway Association, in presenting
statistical bulletin No. 171, giving a summary of car surpluses
and shortages by groups from March 1, 1913, to July 1, 1914,
The total surplus on July 1, 1914, was 220,875 cars; on
savs:
June 15, 1914, 232,594 cars, and on June 30, 1913, 70,740 cars.

is

The
15,

total

shortage on July

1914, 660 cars,

No

was

1914,

1.

and on June

1,333 cars;

on June

30, 1913, 7,036 cars.

real shortage has yet developed.

Car Surpluses and Shortages

— Surpluses

-Shortages

^

Coal.

Date
Box.
-July
- '
- "
- •
- '
- '
- "
- "
- "
- "
- •'

1,
1,
1.
1,

1.
1,

1,
1,

1,
!.
1,

1914.
1914.
1914.
1914.
1914.
1914.
1914.
1914.
1914.
1914.
1914.
189

Total

Flat.

1,113
3.38J
5,693
6,752
1.907
15,868
2,906
12,797

367
189
991
1.096
551
647
48
563

812

I5.S

14.843
15.526

1.354

81,599

6,490

Coal,

gondola
and hopper.

Other
kinds.

Total.

723

318

2,521

18,769
42,012
7,447
9,367
7.055

8,412
4.055

30,752
52,751
16,636
13.745
29,678
5.592
19,784
2,152
28,590
18,674

1,341

1.920
6,108
1,684
4,277
1,075
9,694
2,622

954
2,147
107
2,699

526
91,280

41,506

——
—

220,87

634

139

gondola

Olhei

and hopper,

kinds.

430

130

1,333

—

•Group 1 is composed of New England lines; Group 2 New York. New Jersey. Delaware. Maryland and Eastern Pennsylvania lines; Group 3 Ohio,
Kentucky, Tennessee,
Indiana, Michigan and Western Pennsylvania lines; Group 4 West Virginia, Virginia, North and South Carolina lines; Group 5
Iowa, Illinois. Wisconsin and Minnesota lines; Group 7 Montana, Wyoming, Nebraska, North
Mis-iissippi, Alabama, Georgia and Florida lines; Group 6
Dakota and South Dakota lines; Group 8 Kansas. Colorado, Missouri, Arkansas and Oklahoma lines; Group 9 Texas, Louisiana and New Mexico lines;
lines:
Group
II
Canadian
lines.
Nevada
and
Ariioni
California,
Oregon,
Idaho.
10
Group
Washinfton.

—

—

ihoriage

1310

—

Surplus

•Surplus

—

—

—

Shorlage

-plus

zooooo

1OO.000

lOO.OOO

ZOO.OCO

accompanying table gives car surplus and shortage
groups for the last period covered in the report and
diagram shows total bi-weekly surpluses and shortages
from 1907 to 1914

The

figures by

the

—

R.MLWAY Construction in Chii.i. But little new work was
begun on the railways of Chili in 1913 and it is said that there is
but little in view for 1914. Work was pushed, however, on some of
the railways that had already been begun. During the year the
Longitudinal Railway from Calera to Iquique, a distance of 682
The Arica to La Paz line was
miles, was opened to traffic.
opened a distance of 272 miles, and several shorter lines in the
south.
It is now possible to travel by rail from Pisagua in the
Csx Surpluses and Shorteiges, 1907 to 1914

The surplus

of 220.875 cars is the largest for the same period
any year since 1909.
There is generally a small reduction of coal car surplus in
all groups except in central freight association territory where

in

a small increase.
England,
is a reduction in box car surplus in New
official classification territory, and in the western half of the
southeast. In the winter wheat section (groups 8 and 9) there
there

is

There

north via Santiago, a distance of 1,960 miles, .\bout $15,660,000
was expended on railway construction in Chili during the year,
more than one-half being private capital guaranteed by thegoverninent. English capital controls 867 miles of Chilian railroads
A government commission
at a total investment of $120,096,468.
has been appointed to thoroughly reorganize the operation of
them on a paying
putting
view
of
the state railways with thfbasis.
In connection with this it is proposed to place a loan for
$24,332,500 to purchase rolling stock, to reorganize the repair
shops and to complete double-tracking the line from \'alparaiso
to Santiago.

.
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ing cost for the distance from St. Charles to Middlesboro, but
it should, instead, bear a fair relation to the out-of-pocket
cost which the St. Charles traffic occasions to the carriers be-

that
I

Commission and Court News

tween Pennington and Middlesboro. This cost, as defined in
Nashville Coal and Coke Rates, includes the additional cost of fuel and train supplies, the extra wages of the
crews and the repairs to locomotives and cars, amounting in all to

touiszille
iitniiimiiiHiMiiniiiiiiiiii

iiiiniiiiiiiiriiirmiiiifp

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
Chief Examiner Smith, of the Interstate
Commerce Commission, resumed hearings which had been
begun in New York in a general investigation, undertaken by
the commission on its own motion, into private telegraph
wire contracts, and a large number of grain brokers gave
testimony; also representatives of the American Telephone &
In Chicago, July

Telegraph

9,

Company, and

the

Western Union

Telegraph

Company.
Examiner Pugh, of

the Interstate

Commerce Commission,

held

on July 1, on a complaint filed by
ihe city of Astoria, Ore., asking for an adjustment of westbound
a hearing at Portland, Ore.,

which would put Astoria on the same basis as Puget Sound
points.
Representatives of the railways opposed this on the
ground that it would cause a further reduction of the Portland
rates, on the ground that Portland is 100 miles nearer the interior than .-Astoria, and that the result would be to reduce the
Portland rates and the Puget Sound rates without improving the
rates

relative position of Astoria.

Pig Iron Rates from Virginia

Low Moor
Ohio,

et

al.

Iron Company of Virginia et al. v. Chesapeake
Opinion by Commissioner Daniels:

The commission

&

on pig iron from proVirginia on the Chesapeake & Ohio and the
finds

that the

rates

ducing points in
Low Moor being taken as typical of points
Xorfolk Western
on the former and Roanoke of the latter) to points in New
England and the Middle .\tlantic states are unreasonable per se
and discriminatory as compared to the rates on competing
grades of pig iron from furnaces in Pennsylvania and New
York.
It
therefore, ordered that the rates from these
is,
Virginia points to points of destination involved be not in
Philof
Baltimore, $2.25
e.xcess
the following per gross ton
adelphia, $2.75; New York, $3, and Boston $3.25.
(30 I. C. C,
1

:

;

615.)

Coal Rates from Virginia Mines

Opinion by Commissioner McChord:
This case deals with the relationship between the rates on coal
to points north of the Ohio from the St. Charles, or Black
Mountain, and the Appalachia groups in southeastern Virginia,
the mines at Benham. Ky., and the Middlesboro-Jellico group in
southwestern Kentucky and northern Tennessee, all of which
At present, all mines
are served by the Louisville & Nashville.
in the Middlesboro-Jellico district take the same rates to points
north of the Ohio, but to points south the mines nearer the
Rates
destinations take lower rates than those more distant.
from the St. Charles district to points south of the Ohio are 5
10 cents above
cents above the rates from La Follette, Tenn.
the rates from Middlesboro, Ky., and Jellico, Tenn., and 20 cents
To points north of the
in excess of the rates from Links, Ky.
Ohio, the St. Charles district has the same rates as the MiddlesThe rates from Appalachia and Benham
boro-Jellico district.
to the destinations north of the Ohio are from 10 to 25 cents
over the rates from St. Charles.
It is proposed, however, to establish rates from the St. Charles
mines to a large number of destinations north of the Ohio,
which will be from one to 30 cents higher than from the MidChanges are also proposed in the
dlesboro-Jellico group.
-Appalachia and Benham rates, but in general the rates from the
;

-Appalachia district will bear the same relation to the rates from
St. Charles as at present.
The proposed Benham rates are in
nearly all cases below the .Appalachia rates and in some cases
below the rates from St. Charles, but in all cases they are higher
than the Middlesboro-Jellico rates. Practically all of the changes

form of reductions.
The commission finds that there is justification for higher rates
from St. Charles than from the Middlesboro-Jellico district in
It holds, however, that the
that the cost of handling is greater.

are in the

differential should not

,

correspond to the entire additional operat-

&

10 cents a ton.
It is therefore held that the rates from mines in the St. Charles
to points north of the Ohio within 400 miles from St.
Charles should not exceed the rates from the Middlesboro-Jellico
group to said destinations by more than 10 cents per ton and
that beyond that the differential should decrease not less than
one cent for each additional 100 miles. The rates from mines
in the Appalachia group and the mines at Benham are not to

group

exceed the rates from the Middlesboro-Jellico group to points
north of the Ohio by greater amounts than the present dift'erentials. but in no case are the differentials of Appalachia over the
Middlesboro-Jellico district to be less than the differentials of
St. Charles over the same district.
These differentials are to be
regarded as maxima and the carriers may establish smaller ones
should conditions so require.
(30 I. C. C, 636.)

Fourth Section Applications
In re rates on tropical fruits from Gulf ports to various destinaOpinion by the commission:
tions.
This case relates to two applications covering rates on tropical
fruits, viz., bananas, oranges, pineapples and cocoanuts from the
Gulf ports to practically all points in the United States which do
not conform with the long and short haul clause. -Application
No. 659 covers rates from Galveston. Port Bolivar, Port -Arthur,
Texas City, Houston and Orange, Tex. Galveston is taken as
representative.
-Application 2.176 relates to rates from New
Orleans and Port Chalmette, La. Mobile, Ala., and Pensacola,
Fla., but the case considers only the rates from New Orleans
to points west of the Mississippi and in general the relief asked
is by roads who wish to meet the competition of more direct
competitors. The principal departures in the rates from Galveston are those in the rates to points on the Missouri river, Kansas
City, Mo., and north thereof, comprising what are generally
known as Missouri river points, stations basing thereon, and
The rates to these stations, via all lines,
points east thereof.
There is no movement
are lower than to intermediate points.
from Galveston except on bananas and cocoanuts, so the carriers
have agreed to revise their rates on other fruits to conform
with the fourth section. The rate on bananas via all routes from
Galveston to Kansas City, Mo., is 58 cents, and this rate is
exceeded at intermediate points on all lines. The lines reaching
Kansas City through Oklahoma carry higher rates, with few
exceptions, to all points north of the Texas-Oklahoma line, the
rates to such points varying from 62 to 70 cents per 100 lb. On
the Kansas City Southern, the rates from Galveston are highest
to points in northern Oklahoma and southern Kansas (62 to
70 cents) and begin to grade down just before reaching Kansas
City, reaching their lowest level at points on and in the vicinity
of the Mississippi (St. Louis, 43 cents) in Illinois and in western
and southern Indiana and then grading upward again as the disThese rates bear a definite
tance from Galveston increases.
relationship to the rates from New Orleans and were so adjusted
in order to place Galveston on a parity with New Orleans.
Despite this aid, however, Galveston still bears a minor position
;

compared with New Orleans.
of the territory east of the Missouri river to which
petitioners carry lower rates than to intermediate points the distance via their routes from Galveston is greater than the distance
via the lines from New Orleans, and while to some of the territory immediately east of the east bank of the Missouri river
the distance from Galveston is less than from New Orleans, the
in this business as

To most

commission holds that on the whole these carriers should be
permitted to continue to carry rates to all points east of the
east bank of the Missouri river the same as or made with relation to the rates from New Orleans and to continue higher rates
to intermediate points.
It does not appear that the direct lines from Galveston to
points on and west of the Missouri are at any disadvantage in
meeting the competition of the New Orleans lines on account
.Accordingly, the part of the apof having circuitous routes.
plication for relief from the fourth section relating to these

rates

is

denied.
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held that the Galveston lines are entitled to some relief
respect to rates to points east of the Mississippi which have
The
reduced
been
to meet the competition from Xew Orleans.
present disparities between rates to intermediate points and
those to more distant points are, however, termed too great.
The short line carrier between Galveston and Kansas City and
It is
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other Missouri river points and points east thereof is refused
permission to maintain rates to these points lower than to
intermediate points, but carriers whose mileage exceeds that of
the short line by not less than 15 per cent, may meet the rates
of the short line and carry higher rates to intermediate points
not less than 800 miles from Galveston. It is made a condition,
however, that rates to intermediate points 800 miles and less
from Galveston shall not exceed 62 cents per 100 lb. and to
intermediate points of greater distances than 800 miles from
Galveston shall not exceed the rate of 62 cents by more than
one and one-half cents per 100 lb. for each additional 25 miles

or fraction thereof.
With regard to rates via the circuitous lines from New Orleans relief is granted wherever the long line is not less than
15 per cent, longer than the short line.
The same measure of relief .is granted in respect to rates on
cocoanuts as on bananas, but where 62 cents per 100 lb. is prescribed as the maximum rate that may be charged on bananas
from Galveston to points on indirect lines intermediate to Kansas City not more than 800 miles from Galveston, the rate on
cocoanuts shall not exceed 45 cents and the amounts added to
this rate to points of greater distance shall not be greater than
the amounts added for the transportation of bananas as provided
herein, namely, one and one-half cents per 100 lb. for each addi(30 I. C. C, 621.)
tional 25 miles or fraction thereof.

STATE COMMISSIONS
Complaints involving joint rates and through routes between
Missouri points have been set for hearing before the Missouri
Public Service Commission at Jefferson City, Mo., on July 21.
Ever}' railroad in the state has been notified to be present.

The Texas Railroad Commission has issued a statement declining to approve or disapprove of the tariff submitted by the
Texas railways, increasing the freight rates from Houston and
Dallas to points in East Texas, in accordance with the order of
Commerce Commission recently sustained by the
Supreme Court in the Shreveport case. The commission states

the Interstate

is no valid reason for action on its part, and that there
no purpose of holding the railroads in fear of suits for
judgment of the Supreme Court of

that there
is

penalties, as obedience to a

the United States cannot be prosecuted as a wilfull violation of
the laws of Texas.

COURT NEWS
In the federal court at Danville, 111., July 6, the Vandalia
Railroad was fined S2.000 for the payment of illegal rebates.

The Supreme Court of Missouri on July 2 issued an order
directing the Missouri Public Service Commission to undertake
an investigation to determine whether the two-cents-a-mile passenger fare required by the Missouri law is confiscatory as to the

Railway Officers
iiiiiiiiMiiinifniiiriiiirniiitiiniiiiitiiniiiiiK;

Elxecutive, Financial, Legal

of

Frank A. Peil has been appointed
the Oregon-Washington Railroad

with

otfice at

Navigation

Company,

J. P. Pelhani has been appointed assistant auditor of the
Piedmont & Northern. E. B. Hardin has been appointed
traveling auditor, and W. T. Gill has been appointed freight
claim agent, with headquarters at Charlotte, N. C. Reports
and correspondence relative to station accounts, interline
freight and ticket accounts and car service and per diem reports are sent to the assistant auditor.

Operating
T. L. Terrant has been appointed terminal trainmaster of the
Baltimore & Ohio in charge of the Lorain, Ohio, terminals.
J. W. Carnes, trainmaster of the Trinity & Brazos Valley,
has been appointed assistant general superintendent, with
headquarters at Teague, Tex,

H. B. Grimshaw, superintendent of the Alabama division
of the Seaboard Air Line at Americus, Ga., has been appointed general manager of the Macon, Dublin & Savannah,
with office at Macon, Ga.
P. T. Carmody, assistant trainmaster of the Lehigh Valley at
Cortland, N. Y., has been appointed trainmaster, with office at
Cortland, and G. R. Lewis, assistant trainmaster at Auburn,
has been appointed trainmaster, with office at Auburn.

Rutledge Smith, general agent for the receivers of the Tennessee Central at Nashville, Tenn., has been appointed also superintendent, and D. K. Bunch, trainmaster at Nashville, has resigned
on account of illness and his former position has been abolished
T. W. McGaw, superintendent of the Savannah Terminal
division of the Seaboard Air Line, has been appointed superintendent of the Alabama division, with headquarters at
Savannah, Ga., succeeding H. B. Grimshaw, resigned to' go to
another company, and the Savannah Terminal division has
been consolidated with and is now a part of the .Alabama
division.
I.
L. Boomer, superintendent of the Canadian Northern at
Edmonton, Aha., has been appointed superintendent of the
newly created Fourth district Western division, with headquar-

Calgary. J. C. O'Donnell, trainmaster at Rainy River,
Ont., has been appointed superintendent, with office at Edmonsucceeding Mr. Boomer. M. G. Hurd. chief despatcher at

ters at
ton,

In the United States District Court at Rochester, N. Y.. July
13, indictments were filed against the Pennsylvania Railroad,
the Northern Central, the Delaware. Lackawanna & Western
and the Delaware. Lackawanna & Western Coal Company
for alleged illegal acts in connection with the transportation
Charges of violation of the commodities clause of
of coal.
the Interstate Commerce Law constitute the basis for the
indictments against the Pennsylvania, the government alleging that the railroad company is the real owner of certain
coal mining corporations and, therefore, the real owner of
The Lackawanna is charged with discriminacoal shipped.
tion against outside coal dealers by renting terminal properties at Buffalo at nominal rates.

&

President E. Dickinson, of the Kansas City, Mexico &
Orient, announces that the positions of general manager and
buyer are abolished and the duties of those offices will be
assumed by the president. Lawrence V. Guild has been appointed assistant to the president, with headquarters at
Kansas City, Mo., effective July 7.

cents a mile, and the commission held that it was limited by the
law to two cents. The railroad then applied to the Supreme
Court for a mandamus compelling the commission to make the

and the court issued the order requested.

assistant to the president

Portland, Ore.

C. H. Carpenter has been appointed freight claim agent of the
.Mabama, Tennessee & Northern, with office at York, Ala., succeeding Clayton Jones, resigned to go into other business.

Missouri Southern Railroad.
That road applied to the commission some time ago for an order permitting it to charge three

investigation,

and Accounting

Saskatoon, Sask., has been appointed chief despatcher and trainmaster, with office at Calgary. Alta., and R. Nelson, chief
despatcher at Edmonton, has been appointed chief despatcher
and trainmaster, with office at Edmonton.

Ross S. Marshall, whose appointment as superintendent of the
\irginia division of the Seaboard .Air Line, with headquarters
at Richmond. Va.. has already been announced in these columns, was born on March

15, 1880, at

Rock

Island.

III.,

and was

high school at Anaconda. Mont. He began railway work in 1896 on the Great Northern, and was chief clerk
in the superintendent's office when he left that company in
October. 1902, to go to the_-Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific as
division accountant and chief clerk to the division engineer.
From September, 1S05, to September, 1907, he was chief clerk
to the general manager and local auditor of the Panama Railread at Colon, Panama, and then entered the service of the

educated

in the
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Xew York, New Haven & Hartford as statistician in the general
He remained in this position until Nosuperintendent's office.
vember. 1910, and then was appointed assistant to vice-presdent
of the Minneapolis & St. Louis.
In September. 1912. he was
appointed superintendent at Oskaloosa. Iowa, of the same road,
which position he held at the time of his recent appointment as
superintendent of the Seaboard .-\ir Line, with office at Richmond, \'a., as above noted.
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had his jurisdiction e.xtended over the maintenance of way department.
Mr. Williams, who will be the senior engineer on all construction work, was born in 1879 at Milan, Ohio. He graduated from
high school in 1897 ami began railway work in 1900 as chain-

gineer's office, has

man on location survey
on the Albuquerque
Eastern.
he

year

Traffic

the
F. R. Johnson has resigned as general agent of the passenger department of the Canadian Pacific at Portland, Ore.
I.

G.

Thompson has

Rock Island Lines

at

R. \V. Foster,

& Quincy

at

the

resigned as commercial agent of the
Worth. Tex., to engage in other

commercial agent of the Chicago, Burlington
Ore., has been appointed general
succeeding A. C. Sheldon, deceased.

F. Dalton has been appointed assistant general freight agent

J.

of the Norfolk Southern, with office at Norfolk, Va., and Boyd
Suthers has been appointed commercial agent, with office at
Pittsburgh. Pa.

Dan C. Pettibone. general agent of mail traffic of the
Northern Pacific, has been appointed general baggage agent,
with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn. The mail and baggage
departments have been combined in one department under Mr.
Pettibone.
E. S. Center, general agent of the Atlanta & W est Point and
the Western Railway of Alabama at Atlanta. Ga., has been apointed assistant general freight agent of both roads, with office
Browder, Jr., assistant general freight agent
and F.
at Montgomerj', .-Ma., has been transferred in the same capacity
to Atlanta, Ga.
]

at Atlanta,

G

W. T. Stevenson, wdiose appointment as assistant" general
freight agent of the Cleveland. Cincinnati, Chicago & St.
Louis, with headquarters at Cincinnati, Ohio, has already been
in these columns, graduated from the Covington
(Ky.) high school in 1890. and began railway work the same
year as messenger in the office of the Chesapeake & Ohio at
Cincinnati. Subsequently he was successively clerk, stenographer, ticket agent, traveling freight agent and chief clerk,
until Februarj', 1902. when he was appointed division freight
agent of the Cincinnati Northern at Jackson, Mich. In November. 1907, he was promoted to chief of the taritT bureau of
the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, which position
he held at the time of his recent appointment as assistant
general freight agent, as above noted.

announced

W.

WiUi

and construction

;

spring

he

of

1903

in the

was

employed as transitman
on location surveys for
the Eastern Railway of
New Mexico, and in
July of that year he
was transferred to the
San Francisco & Northin

California,

E. C. Sasser, whose appointment as superintendent of motive
power of the Northern and Eastern districts of the Southern
Railway, with headquarters at Washington, D. C, has been announced in these columns,
was
born
on

-November 16. 1875, in
\\ ake county. N. C. and
was educated at Holden
Academy. Raleigh.
He
began railwaj- work at
age of 16 in the
shops of the Raleigh &
Gaston, now a part of

the

the

Seaboard

.Air

Line,

as machinist's apprentice
at Raleigh, and at the

Engineering and Rolling Stock
Barrett has been appointed division engineer of the
Lehigh Valley, with office at Sayre, Pa.
C.

Northwestern
J. W. Williams, assistant chief engineer of the
Pacific, has been appointed chief engineer construction, succeeding William C. Edes. resigned, and F. K. Zonk, engineer maintenance of way. has been appointed chief engineer maintenance
and structural engineer, both with headquarters at San Francisco,
Cal.
William S. Wollner. engineer in charge of the chief en-

depart-

the time of his recent appointment as chief engineer construction,
as above noted.

;

Portsmouth shops, Portsmouth, Va.

mechanical

western

William O. Sydnor, whose appointment as assistant general
Chesapeake & Ohio, with headquarters at
Charleston. W. Va., has been announced in these columns, was
born on December 18. 1858, in Dinwiddle county. Va.. and was
He began railway work on Janueducated in the common schools.
ary 1, 1876. as assistant agent at Burkeville, Va., on the .\tlanlic.
Mississippi Sz Ohio, now a part of the Norfolk & Western. From
1880 to 1888, he was agent of the Chesapeake & Ohio at Millbnro.
Va. in 1889 he was appointed agent and yardmaster at Stauntcm.
Va.. and from 1896 to 1900 was purchasing agent of the same
road.
He was promoted in 1901 to division freight agent at
Staunton, and in 1908 was transferred in the same capacity to
Charleston, W. \'a.. which position he held at the time of his
recent appointment as assistant general freight agent of the same
road, as above noted.

A. G. Kinyon has been appointed superintendent of locomotive
operation of the Seaboard Air Line, with headquarters at

the
with
of

where he was employed on location surveys along the Russian
river and the South Fork of the Eel river.
In 1904 and 1905 he
was assistant engineer on construction of the Oakdalc Western
and the Ft. Bragg & Southeastern, and in 1906 served in the
same capacity on the San Francisco & Northwestern making
various surveys and investigations.
Mr. WilHams was made
acting chief engineer of the latter road in August, 1906, and
when the Northwestern Pacific was formed in 1907 by the consolidation of several northern California lines, he was appointed
assistant chief engineer of that road, which position he held at

freight agent of the

W.

engineer

ment of the .\tchison.
Topeka & Santa Fe at
that place.
During 1901
and 1902 he was with
the Santa Fe Central as
cliainman, levelman and
transitman on location

Ft.

Portland,

at that place,

in

worked

.-\lbuquerque and afterwards was employed in

business.

agent

Later

city

C. Sasser

completion of his apprenticeship entered the
service of the Southern
Railway at .Alexandria.
Va., and was then consecutively machinist, machine shop foreman and
general foreman. In 1898
he returned to Raleigh
and entered the service
of the
dell Car

Lob

Wheel

Manufacturing
The following year he went to the Seaboard Air
Line at Raleigh, leaving that company in May, 1901. to become
superintendent of the Acme Machine Works, Goldsboro. N. C.
He went to the Southern Railway in May, 1902, as erecting
shop foreman at Columbia, S. C. and was promoted to general
foreman in .August of the same year. The following October
he left that company to enter the service of the American
Locomotive Company at the Richmond branch as equipment
The following year he was promoted to general
inspector.

Company.
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machine shop foreman and

in

March.

1505.

left

that

company

D. Hickey, master mechanic of the Southern Pacific at
Sparks. Nev., has been transferred to Ogden. Utah, in a similar
capacity. T. D. LaMasters has been appointed general car

foreman

Purchasing
D. Baldwin, purchasing agent of the Bangor
Aroostook at Milo Junction. Me., has been removed to Derby.

The

&

Xo. 3

Equipment and Supplies
iiiiiiiitiiiiniiiuiitiiiniiittiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

?iii

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING
The Toledo Terminal Railroad

The Canadian

is

inquiring for

5

locomotives.

Pacific has ordered 10 locomotives from the

Montreal Locomotive Works.

W. R. Grace & Company, X'ew York, are in the market for
2 tank engines (2-8-4 tj'pe) for use in Peru.

Ogden.

at

57,

iiluilimiilllilllliillliiniitMiiriiiitiiiiitiiiiiriiiiMiiiiiiiiitiiiiitllii<i£

Jiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiitiiiiiiriiii

to return to the service of the Southern Railway as shop superintendent. He was promoted to master mechanic of the Charleston shops in May, 1908, and in October of the following year
was transferred in the same capacity to the Alexandria shops.

He was again transferred in May. 1510. as master mechanic of
the Spencer, N. C, shops, which position he held at the time
of his recent appointment as superintendent of motive power
of the same road, as above noted.

Vol.

office of C.

The Pittsburg & Shawmut has ordered 6 Mikado type locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The International Railways

T. D. Singletary has been appointed storekeeper of the Macon.
Dublin & Savannah, with office at Macon, Ga.. succeeding G. S.

dered

Pratt, resigned.

one

5

of Central America have orlocomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Company.

The Fosburgh Lumber Company,
Prairie

from

locomotive

tvpe

Norfolk, Va., has ordered

Baldwin

the

Locomotive

\\orks.

Specifil

authority of H. R. Buckey. agent of the land and indusdepartment of the Southern Railway at Bristol, Tenn.,
las been extended over the Georgia Southern & Florida, the
Hawkinsville & Florida Southern and the Macon & Birmingham,
with headquarters at Macon. Ga., succeeding C. \\'. Fitch, resigned to accept services with another department, and F. L.
Merritt has been appointed agent, with headquarters at Bristol.
Tenn.. succeeding Mr. Buckey.

The

trial

The Grand
Mikado

& Xorthwestern

Rapids

type, 5 ten-wheel

and

number

a

in the market for 3
of six-wheel switching

is

locomotives.

The Green B.\y & Western has ordered one superheater
type locomotive from the American Locomotive Company.
This locomotive will have 19 by 26 in. cylinders. 56 in. driving
wheels, a total weight in working order of 141,000 lb. and a steam
Mogul

pressure of 180

lb.

CAR BUILDING

OBITUARY
The

Robert M. Boyd, general agent of the freight department of
the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul at Seattle, Wash., died in
the latter city on July 6.

Buffalo, Rochester
10 caboose cars.

& Pittsburgh

The Tampa & Gulf Coast

is

in the

is

inquiring for a

&

Louisville

market for

number

of pas-

senger train cars.

Emmerson, formerly from 1904 to ISO/, minister of
railways and canals for Canada, and previous to that premier
of Xew Brunswick, also a member of the Dominion Parliament,

Henry

R.

died on July

9,

at Dorchester,

Xew

The Canadian Northern

Brunswick.

Samuel F. Prince, Jr.. formerly superintendent of motive
power and rolling equipment of the Philadelphia & Reading,
died in Xew York City on July 13. from the effects of a bullet
wound. Mr. Prince was born 62 years ago and previous to
January, 1892, was mechanical engineer of the Philadelphia &
Reading, and then to the following March was assistant con-

Long Island. He w'as appointed superintendent of motive power in March. 1892, and from February.
1893, to August, 1899, was superintendent of motive power and
equipment of the same road. On August 1, 1899. he was appointed superintendent of motive power and rolling equipment
of the Philadelphia & Reading and left that company in June.
1904, to enter the service of the Xiles-Bement-Pond Company,
He retired some years ago from active service
at New York.
on account of ill health.
sulting engineer of the

—

England. Announcement has reto the effect that the Xortheastern Railway in
conduct some exhaustive experiments with electric
engines on its line between Middlesborough, Yorkshire, and
Bishop Auckland, Durham, which is used for "mineral" traffic.
Electric Locomotives in

cently been

England

The Chicago. Indianapolis
250 to 260 40-ton box cars.

made

will

The engines are reported to be of German design and are now
heing put together at Darfington. They will be able to draw 100
coal or coke cars each containing 20 tons.

—A

AuT0M.\Tic Br.\kes for Russi-\n R.\il\vays.
committee has
recently been formed in St. Petersburg to consider the question
Should the
of fitting all freight cars with automatic brakes.
decision be favorable, the work will be spread over a period of
six years.

the Pressed Steel

the

is in

market

for

has ordered 8 passenger cars from

Car Company.

The Delaware. Lackawanna & \Vestern has ordered 200
mine cars from the Magor Car Company.
The Pittsburg & Shawmut has ordered 25 refrigerator cars
from the American Car & Foundry Company.
The Chicago &
cars

Illinois

from the American Car

Midland has ordered 250 gondola
& Foundry Company.

The Pennsylvania Railroad

has instructed

The Philadelphia &
6 baggage cars from
been confirmed.

its

Altoona shops

its

box

to proceed with the construction of 1,000 all-steel

cars.

Re.vding is reported to have ordered
shops at Reading. This item has not

The Southern P.\cific is in the market for 2.600 50-ton double
sheath box. 400 50-ton flat, 850 40-ton single deck stock. 250
50-ton gondola, 300 12,500 gal. cap., 50-ton tank, and 20 caboose
cars and 150 50-ton flat car bodies. The same company has alsc
asked prices on 40 60-ft. passenger coaches.

IRON AND STEEL
The Southern Railway has ordered 15.000 tons of rails from
the Tennessee Coal & Iron Company.
The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific has ordered 17.000 tons
of rail

&

from the Colorado Fuel

Iron Company.

The Pennsylvania

Railroad has placed orders for 100,000
tons of steel rails with the following companies United States
Pennsylvania Steel Company,
Steel Corporation. 44.000 -tons
22.000 tons; Cambria Steel Company, 22.000 tons; Bethlehem
Steel Company, 6.000 tons, and the Lackawaijna Steel Company,
:

;

the

Great

W^estern
Great Western

Signal Statistics of
England. On the 3.007

m.ilcs

England, there are

signal towers. 43.456

—

1.611

of

6,784 spare spaces, 20,430 signals. 3.191
682 crossing gates.

Railway

of

Railway of
working levers.
interlocked switches and

6.000 tons. All of these orders are to be of 100 lb., section, with
the exception of 5.000 tons of the Pennsylvania Steel Company
order, which will be of 120 lb. section.
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Railway Construction
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Stephen

Company,

C.

Mason,

Pittsburgh,

of the McConway & Torley
has accepted appointment as an

secretary
Pa.,

member of the Railway Business Association. William
McConway, president of the same company, recently retired as
an executive member of the association.
executive

tniiiiin

iiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiititiiiiiiiitniiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiR

Akron. C.wton & Youncstown.— .An officer writes regarding
the report that the company is carrying out the plans made
some
time ago to build an extension from Mogadore, Ohio, east to
Youngstown, about 40 miles also that an extension is to be built
from Akron north to Cleveland that it has not yet been definitely
decided to extend the line. The company now operates a 10-mile
freight line between Akron, Ohio, and Mogadore.
Butler County,— This road has been extended from Styra,
.\rk., to Piggott, eight miles.
(August 22, p. 353.)
;

;

H.

A. Strauss, consulting engineer, Chicago, has been retained by the bondholders' committee of the Alton, Jacksonville & Peoria Railway, to prepare a complete valuation of the
company's property to be submitted to the Illinois Public Utilities
Commission in connection with the application for authorization
of a reorganization of this company and the issuance of stocks
and bonds.

Chicago, Burlinxton
der

& Quincy.—The improvements now

un-

way

in the yards, outside of St. Paul. Minn., include the
of 14 acres of marsh land, the extension of the present
tracks to a length of 4,500 ft., the construction of 5 new tracks,
a coach ward and 2 new switching leads.
There will also be
erected a 12-stall roundhouse, a large transfer platform and a
filling

The Railroad Valuation Company has recently been organwith offices at 25 Broad street, Xew York, with a staff

ized,

of engineers, analysts and accountants of wide experience in
valuation work for the purpose of preparing maps and other
data for railroads who have to submit such data in the federal
valuation and may not otherwise have the advantage of a
special staff for this work.

Ralph W. Perry, chemist and engineer of tests for the Michigan Central during the construction of the Detroit river tunnel
and the improved terminal facilities at Detroit, has severed his
connection with the company and has leased its laboratory at
Fifth street and River Front, Detroit, renaming it the Perry Testing Laboratory, with the idea of conducting a general chemical,
inspecting

and

testing business.

Mudge & Co., Chicago, are now manufacturing and selling
own passenger car ventilator which is known by the trade

their

name "Kludge-Peerless."
describing this device are

Attractive

folders

illustrating

and

now ready for mailing to those inThis company is now representing in western terterested.
The
ritorj'
the Chambers Valve Company of Xew York.
Chambers throttle valve now being exclusively manufactured
by the latter company was recently acquired from the Watson
Stillman Company.

On application
Buffalo, for the

made

in

the L^nited States

District

Court at

appointment of receivers for the 'United
States Light & Heating Company. Buffalo, N. Y'., on the
charge of fraud. Judge Hogel has named Guy Walker, a
member of the stockholders' investigating committee; James
O. Moore, a Buffalo attorney, and H. Henry Ackerman, the
present vice-president and general manager of the company.
The receivers are under a joint bond of $100,000 and have
been instructed to continue the business. The charges on
which the application for receivers was based resulted from
the findings of the investigating committee, composed of
Guy M. Walker, F. R. Humpage and John A. Sleicher. It is
alleged that illegal stock issues were made, consisting of
$100,000 to William Hawley. of Xew York; $10,000 to Sanford
Adler. and $100,000 to J. Allen Smith. The latter is the president of the company and Mr. Hawley is a director. The
action was precipitated by the issuing by the company of a cer-

them

$1,500,000 6 per cent,
This bond issue was authorized at a special meeting of the stockholders, on the sugThe bond
gestion of the stockholders' investigating committee.

cular

to

stockholders

offering

bonds for subscription by July

was made
members of the

offering

the

15.

stockholders without
investigating committee.
to

the

signatures

steel water tank with a capacity of 100,000 gallons.
This repair
yard will have a capacity of 200 cars daily. The cost of improvements is estimated at $250,000.

Fort Worth-Denton Interurb.xn.- A meeting of the stockholders will be held July 24, it is said, to formally transfer the
right of way and other holdings to the Stone & Webster Syndicate, of Boston, Mass., which \vi\\ build and operate the line from
Fort Worth, Tex., north to Denton, 32 miles. As soon as the
transfer has been made construction work is to be started.
De(

cember

26, p. 1249.)

Grb.\t Northern.- An officer writes that a contract has been
given to Guthrie, McDougall & Company for work on a change
of line on 1.3 miles at Panla. Mont. The work is now^ under
way and includes one double-track tunnel 900 ft. long. The
estimated cost of the work is about $250,000.

—

MiNKLER Southern. This new single-track line, extending
from Minkler through Cutler to Exeter, Cal., a distance of about
40 miles, has just been completed by the Atchison. Topeka &
Santa Fe. Operation will begin August 1.

—

Moultrie Southwestern. Applijation has been made in
Georgia for a charter to build from Moultrie southwest through
the counties of Colquitt. Mitchell, Grady and Decatur to the
Florida state line. The right of way has been secured and work
is now under way; about four miles have been completed.
W.
E. Aj'cock. Moultrie,

is

interested.

—

N'ew.\ukim R.\ilr0ad. An
for building from Xapavine,
via Onaloska.

Work

is

now

writes that the plans call
the state of Washington, east
under way by the company's forces
officer

in

on the first 11 miles to Onaloska. There will be a 300-ft. trestle
on this section. The company expects to develop a traffic in
William
logs, farm products, merchandise and live stock.
Carlisle, president, Atchison, Kan.
O. O. Ort, engineer, Cen;

tralia.

Wash.

N'oRTHERN

Pacific.

— The

division has been extended
(May 1,
Valley, 34 miles.

Mandon
p.

1011).

—

Oklahoma. New Mexico &

Pacific. This road has been ex(.April
tended from Wilson. Okla.. west to Ringling. 10 miles.
17,

p.

927.)

Olympia

of

Terminal.

— See

Oregon-Washington

Malleable Castings Company,
Co.\L Picks.— The Xational
Cleveland, O.. has recently issued circular No. 67, descriptive
of the company's malleable iron coal picks' for locomotive
tenders.

—

Electric Meters. The Esterline Company, Indianapolis, Ind.
has issued catalog No. 321, descriptive of Esterline model E-B
The booklet contains a detailed
graphic efficiency meters.
description of the instruments and views are included show'ing
the various types of meters and their parts.

Railroad

&

Navigation Company.

Oregon-Washingto.n" Railroad

TRADE PUBLICATIONS

north line of the Dakota
D., west to Golden

from Stanton, N.

officer writes that a contract

& Navigation Company. — An
Twohy Brothers

has been given to the

under the name of the Olympia
Terminal a new line near Olympia. Wash. The maximum grade
will be 1 per cent, compensated, and nia.ximum curvature 15 degrees. There will be a pile trestle 795 ft. long and another 570
The plans include putting up a station and freight
long.
ft.
house at Olympia.

Company. Portland.

Ore., to build

—

Register & Glennville. This company, which operates a 39mile line from Glennville. Ga., north to Register, is making surveys, it is said, for an extension northeast to Statesboro about
10

rpiles.
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road is now in operation from
southwest to Tionesta, 41 miles.

& Tionesta.— This

Sheffield
Sheffield,

Pa.,

SuTHERLiN, Coos B.\Y & E.\siERX.— Survcys are now being
made, it is said, and contracts for building the line may be let in
the near future. The plans call for a line from Sutherlin, Ore.,
Haley,
east about 27 miles to the head of Calapooia river. H. D.
Sutherlin, is engineer in charge, and C. M. Crego. Spokane,
Wash.,

is

interested.

(June

19, p.

1565.)

RAILWAY STRUCTURES

Clinton, Iowa.—The contract for the construction of the
Chicago & North Western repair yard at Clinton, Iowa, noted in
the Railuvy Age Gazette of last week, has been awarded to the
Walsh Construction Company, Davenport, Iowa.

Galveston, Tex.— The new eight-story office and depot building of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe has just been completed
and the offices are being moved from the old building into the
new. The building has a frontage of 100 ft. and a depth of
125 ft.
It is a fireproof structure of vitreous buflf brick and

C— The

Southern Railway has given

Porter & Boyd, Charlotte, N. C, for building a
new brick, with tin shingle roof, combined freight and passenger
station and covered j)latform at North Wilkesboro, to replace
The imthe old combined station recently destroyed by fire.
provements will include a platform, 36 ft. by 240 ft. The station
colored
paswill have separate waiting rooms for white and
sengers, also a freight and baggage room, express room and
a contract to

and ticket offices.
Philadelphia. Pa.— Mayor Blankenburg has signed an ordinance under which the city and the Philadelphia & Reading
Railway Company will co-operate to do away with a number
of grade crossings in Port Richmond. The agreement embodied
in the ordinance as to apportionment of cost between the city
and the railway has been under discussion for more than a
The tracks will be elevated to permit the opening of
vear.
Emerald and Tulip streets between Lehigh avenue and Somerset
The lines and grades of Aramingo avenue will be restreet.
Pike street, from Third to
vised to conform with the plans.
Lawrence, will be abandoned. Construction of additional tracks
freight

is

also authorized by the ordinance.

Reidsville, N.

C— The

Southern Railway has given a contract

P. Pettyjohn & Company, Lynchburg. Va., for building a
The buildbrick, tile roof passenger station at Reidsville.
ing will be 22 ft. by 100 ft. and will include separate waiting

to J.

new

rooms for white and colored passengers, also a baggage room
and ticket office. The building will be equipped with steam heat
and electric light. A contract for the construction of the heating system has been let to the General Fire Extinguisher
pany, Charlotte, N. C.

—

-^ roundhouse
St. Paul, Minn.
sisting of a 33-stall roundhouse, a

Com-

and locomotive plant, conmachine shop with 7 repair

a tank and paint shop with 5 repair pits, a turntable, coal
docks and a three-story brick storehouse for the use of the
mechanical department, will be erected near the Union depot
This new plant will be
at St. Paul by the Northern Pacific.
used chiefly for the care of passenger and switching power.
The estimated cost is about $500,000.
South Boston, Va.— The Southern Railway has given a conpits,

tract to the

Wise Granite & Construction Company, Richmond.
new brick passenger station at South Boston
The new building will be 25 ft. by 106 ft. and

Va., for building a

with tile roof.

rooms for white and colored passengers, a baggage and express room and ticket office.
Tacoma, Wash.— Bids for a new SIOO.OOO freight shed for the
Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company in Tacoma
were to be received on Wednesday. This shed is to be built
on the tideflats at Fifteenth street and the city waterway. G. W.
will include separate waiting

Boschke, Portland, Ore.,

is

chief engineer.

No. 3
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Canadian

—

Pacific. It is reported that this company has bought
the Lake Erie & Northern, which runs from Port Dover to
Gait, Ont., 27 miles.

—

The Bankers Trust Company,
York, as trustee for the refunding and improvement
mortgage, has filed in the federal court at Chicago a suit for
the enforcement of the mortgage and sale of the property.

New

filing of the bill is intended not as a hostile move but as
one of the usual and necessary formal steps in connection with

"The

the ultimate reorganization of the property.

—

Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville. .\ mortgage for $4,000,000
has 'been filed by the company in Indiana; and a mortgage
for $2,000,000 has .been filed by the Wabash Valley, a short
new line which was recently bought by the C. I. & L. It is
reported that a connection
about ten miles long.

be built at

will

Hammond,

Ind.,

& Knoxville. — Sec Greenville & Western.
& Western. — This is the name of the company which
operate the property of the Greenville & Knoxville, which

Greenville
Greenville
is

to

was

concrete.

57,
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Chicago & Eastern Illinois.

Buffalo, N. Y.— Contracts are to be let at once for building
the new passenger terminal for the Lehigh \"alley on Main street,
It will be of Colonial design and is to be biiilt of
in Buffalo.
Indiana limestone. Preparatory work for carrying out this improvement was begun some time ago and actual work on the new
terminal must be started by August 1. (September 26, p. 586.)

North Wilkesboro, N.

Vol.

recently sold at auction.

—

City, Mexico & Orient. Creditors said to have claims
aggregating about $700.(KIO have secured a temporary injunction against the transfer of the property of this road from the

Kansas

receivers to the

new

proprietors

;

and

it

is

said also that the

Commission of Kansas will refuse to authorize
the new company to do business until its capitalization has
Public

L'tilities

been investigated.

The new company, organized in connection with the purchase of Julv 6. has the same name as the old one, and the
charter provides for $50,000,000 of stock and $31,000,000 of
bonds.

—

Marietta. Colu.mbus & Cleveland. The property of this company was on July 10 put into the hands of a receiver, suit
having been filed by the Columbia-Knickerbocker Trust Company, of New York, trustee of a mortgage for $250,000 on
which interest has been in default for several years. The
court appointed Daniel B. Torpy, of Marietta, receiver. This
line runs from Marietta. Ohio, westward 45 miles to Palos,
connecting at the eastern end with the Pennsylvania and the
Baltimore & Ohio, and at the western end with tlie Kanawha
& Michigan and the Toledo & Ohio Central.

York. New Ha\-en & Hartford.— The special report made
by the Interstate Commerce Commission to the Senate concerning the affairs of this company, made public this week,
Simultaneously with this anis noticed on a preceding page.
nouncement comes the report from Boston that a well-known
law firm, representing stockholders not named, will enter suit
to recover untold millions on account of alleged mismanagement of the company in former years.

New

is
It is reported in Washington that the attorney general
disposed to defer his proposed suit against the New Haven,
charging violation of the anti-trust law, until the directors
will
shall have had more time to consider what action they
take under the recently enacted law of Massachusetts.

Coal for Russian Railways.— The finance and trade comthe
mission of the Russian Imperial Duma has consented to
on
prolongation of the free importation of coal intended for use
railways.

Purchases of Rolling Stock for the French Railways.—
placed
In the year 1913, the French home and colonial railways
and
orders for 1,485 passenger cars, valued at about $10,000,000.
estimated value
for 13 768 baggage and freisht cars having an
for
given
also
were
of $13,000,000? or in all S23.000.000. Orders
$8,000,000.
260 locomotives and 165 tenders at a price of about
locomotives and
In 1912, on the other hand, the orders for
tenders amounted to SI3.000.0(X).

July
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which they decline to give, and have issued
newspapers a statement that they will not submit to arbitration.
They even declined to join with the railways in a

vote, the details of
to the

request for the services of the federal mediators, although they

accepted mediation after the roads had requested it. It is perhaps natural that Messrs. Stone and Carter should consider it
necessary to present a bigger bluff each time they present their
audacious demands, and the advance refusal to arbitrate must
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Mr. Hustis points out that

therefore the

New

Haven's interest

directors have no

The

latter

are threatening a strike unless they are

demands for increases in pay
and superimposed changes in working conditions which would
The issues
cost the 98 roads involved some $33,000,000 a year.
granted

involved were fully presented in a statement iss'jed on June 1,
by A. W. Trenholm, chairman of the Conference Committee of
Managers, which was published in the Railway Age Gazette of
June S, page 1240, and in an editori^ in the same issue, page
1218L
Since that time the brotherhoods have taken a strike

power of coercion over a

is

not

possible pur-

chaser such as the Massachusetts legislature had over the

New

in 1909.

syndicate which had undertaken to underwrite the sale of

new preferred

The

Failure of

the

Rock

Island Plan

stock to Chicago,

Rock

Pacific Railroad collateral

4 per

7 per cent,

Island

bring about a settlement of the controengineers and firemen.

& Maine

might have been willing to accept certain conditions in
regard to what was until the Boston Railroad Holding Company
law was passed an unlawful acquisition, it might well be that now
no investor or banker could be found who would be willing to
buy Boston & Maine stock with a string attached to it. The New

The

versy between the western railways and

Boston

itself

$30,000,000

the United States Board of Mediation and Conwent to Chicago to offer its services in an effort to

in the

more burdensome than those imposed upon it when the New Haven was
authorized to acquire it." While not in any way passing upon
the wisdom or lack of it shown in the New Haven directors'
decision, it is fair to point out that whereas the New Haven

ciliation

Controversy

his letter

that ever

subjected by the recent statute to any restrictions

On Monday

their

The attorney general in
must be remembered

"it

commonwealth has had the right to buy the New
Haven holding company stock [Boston Railroad Holding Company] at a valuation to be fixed in substantially the same way
as is now provided in respect to the Boston & Maine, and that

Haven management

"Illustrated.

Western

President Wilson
directors' decision,

an
"Their failure upon
agreement deliberately and solemnly entered into and which was
manifestly in the common interest, is to me inexplicable and
says

Haven

GENERAL NEWS SECTION

Enginemen's

New Haven.
New Haven

so slight a pretext to carry out

since 1909 the

Contents

New Haven

reasonable

entirely without justification."

EDITORIAL:

Folk's

legislature

the right to buy
compensation at some
a
time in the future the Boston & Maine stock which was to have
been sold by the New Haven under the agreed on dissolution
plan.
President Wilson thereupon made public a letter calling
on the attorney general to bring suit under the federal anti-

to

The Division

Massachusetts

commonwealth

giving the

trust law, together with the attorney general's letter, to the Presi-

WE GUARANTEE,

Volume

passed by the

and the

for

Engineering and Maintenance of Way Edition and four Maintenance of
Way Cbnvention daily issues. North .America, $1.00; foreign, $2.

New Haven

could not carry out the dissolution plan
previously agreed on because of the law

President Wilson

New Haven

$5.00
6.00
8.00

Canada

Monday a comannounced that they

conference with the attorney general on

.\fter a

&

cent, bondholders and Rock Island Company stockholders has decided to abandon

the plan because the present rate of earn-

ings of the company does not make a
good showing on the proposed new preferred, and the surplus
shown on the last balance sheet of the railway company that
was made public is not a real surplus. The collateral bondholders' committee, of which James N. Wallace is chairman and
of which the other members are James Brown, of Brown
Brothers & Co., New York; Bernard M. Barucli, who is a member of the governing committee of the New York Stock Ex-

;
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change; Henry Evaiis, president of the Continental Insurance
Company, and Frederick Strauss, of the firm of J. & W. Seligman
& Co., New York, is asking the further deposit of bonds with the
expectation of submitting a reorganization plan "based on the
principle of giving the collateral trust bondholders the opportunity, 'or imposing on them the necessity, of themselves providing the money required." It will be recalled that the plan which

coinmented on at some length in these columns in
3, page 2, called on the collateral bondholders
to sacrifice more than a third of their collateral the Railway
but
did not compel them to submit to a cash
company stock
The protective committee points out that during
assessment.
the year ending June 30, 1915. over $9,250,000 and during the
year ending June 30. 1916,' over $11,850,000 of capital obligations
There is
of the Railway company and its subsidiaries mature.
has

—

—

furthermore an ominous suggestion
committee's announcement:

Had

in

the last sentence of the

not been for the tentative plan arrived at in June this situation
receivership of the Railway company] might have arisen on
it did not arise was due to the fact that through the effort
of the committees, banking interests advanced money to the Railway company in view of the adoption of the tentative plan.
it

possible

[a

July

The

bill would require the making by the Interstate Commerce
Commission and its inspectors of rigid rules governing the construction and maintenance of all parts of the locomotive, to be
enforced by inspectors, most of whom are sure to be incompetent

for such important duties.

RAILROAD LABOR LEGISLATION

failed,

the issue of July

I.

That

In Other words, beside the capital obligations maturing in 1915
and 1916 shown on the last public balance sheet, there is an accumulating floating debt of the Raihvay company. The fact that
James N. Wallace consents to act as chairman of the protective
committee is a guarantee that everything possible will be done
for the interests of the bondholders. Nevertheless in a situation
such as this the revised balance sheet of the Railway company
ought to be made immediately available to holders of the col-
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IN

MASSACHUSETTS
upon as
and conservatism than

legislatures used to be looked

possessing a good deal

more

sanity

average American "deliberative" body, but that favorable
view can be no longer entertained. Witliin the last year or two
the labor union demagog has ruled in the Bay State about as

the

Two

laws have just been passed which
is to the effect that Massachusetts station employees (not the agent himself) shall not be
employed over 9 hours in any 10 hours; and the other that every
person employed in signal towers or at interlocking switching
machines or in telegraphing or telephoning train orders shall
be allowed two days off each month "with regular compensation."
Both of these laws have in them elements of fairness
but both bear the earmarks of the labor union specialist who
recklessly as elsewhere.

may

be cited as examples.

sees to

it

One

that the employees themselves shall not be punished

Men who

for violations of the laws of health.

prefer to

work

without suitable rest so as to get more money, are never touched
by labor union law. In a large majority of station jobs 10 hours,
or even 12 hours, is not an unhealthful or unsafe period, for the
reason that the men tan get rest and time to eat while on duty.
It

is

only a question of the reasonableness of the compensation.

Having

lateral trust 4's.

failed to get

what he wants

in

money

— wages

rates—

the labor specialist gets the w'eak-kneed legislators to give him

an hour's time.

The House Committee on

Interstate

and Foreign Commerce on

July 14 ordered reported to the House a bill to eliminate boilermakers as locomotive inspectors for the
Eliminating Boiler-

Commerce Commission under
inspection act.
The bill was
introduced in the House on May 12, by
Interstate

makers as Locomotive f'e
InsDectors

Senate on April
sponsors

are

boiler

Representative Goeke of Ohio, and in the
by Senator Cummins of Iowa, but its real
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers and

17,

the

Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen. The
an amendment to the present locomotive
and extends the provisions of that act to
apply to and include the entire locomotive and tender and all
parts and appurtenances thereof, whereas now it applies only
to boilers and their appurtenances.
Its real purpose is revealed
"That upon the passage of this act all inby its final clause
spectors and applicants for the position of inspector shall be
examined touching their qualifications and fitness with respect
to the additional duties imposed by this act."
There already
has been considerable rivalry between the members of the
boilermakers' and the other unions for positions in the boiler
the Brotherhood of

bill,

H. R. 17,894,

is

boiler inspection act,

:

inspection service, with the result that of 49 inspectors only 14
have had experience in boiler work only, while 16 are former
engineers and firemen, without any knowledge of boilermaking.
The proposed amendment seems well designed to get rid entirely of those who have no general knowledge of locomotives
except such as pertains to boilermaking. and to keep them out
of the service. What th& boilermakers w ill have to say to this
remains to be seen. Several of the mechanical officers of the
railways were given a hearing before the House committee on
July 1 and pointed out the lack of need for the bill and the lack
of flexibility there would be in its operation. While locomotive
boiler inspection undoubtedly has had some good results in requiring the railways to maintain their power in better condition,
it is one thing to make rules for boilers and their appurtenances,
and quite another thing to deal with all of the hundreds of
parts of the complicated locomotive machinery about which

there

may

be as

many

differences of opinion as there are parts.

company

for

it

This

is

will cost

the

more

best

way

to

annoy the railroad

to supply a relief

man

for the

would to pay the regular man a proportionate extra sum. In the monthly two-days' deduction scheme,
also, the immediate question is a matter of pay
and not religion
or social morality.
This bill is so illogical that the governor
refused to sign it, and it went into effect because of his five
hour's "lay off" than

it

—

—

days' silence.
The very terms of the statute "with regular
compensation" reveal its purpose. These tower men all work
under the Federal law and have easy hours. It would be difficult to prove that eight hours a day is unhealthful, except possibly in a few hard w'orked positions.
Presumably these men
have fair rates of pay. If they work two days less they ought
to receive pay for two days less.
The terms of the -act do not
forbid the employer to reduce the rate per day
but the promoters of the law can be trusted to see that this is not done.
They know how railroad managers always yield, in small matters,
Laws based on alleged considerations of
fo keep the peace.

—

;

health afford legislators their easiest opportunities to
of themselves.

When
men

the United States

make

fools

Steel Corporation

of Sunday work, thousands of them

re-

and
went to work for other mills seven days in the week. Others
are said to work six days for the big corporations and also on
Sunday for some other employer. Making men either healthy
or moral, by statute, is a very difficult matter. It is to be hoped
lieved a lot of

left

that the process will succeed better with the Massachusetts rail-

road

men

than with the Pennsvlvania steel workers.

GOVERNMENTAL DISREGARD OF THE EXPERT
Chairman Moon of the House Committee on
and Post Roads, and also of the Postoffice department, toward the report of the Joint Congressional Ccinmittee, which was created to investigate the question of the way
in which the railways should be compensated for carrying the
mails, well illustrates the atutude usually assumed toward expert
bodies by politicians and bureaucrats in this country.
In Germany, where the administration of public business is a success,
it is usually necessary for a man to be an expert before he can
I

^

"HE

attitude of

Postoffice

—
July

become
tion

is

officials
is
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a high officer in the bureaucracy, and governmental achabitually taken either on the advice of experts or by
who are experts. In this country the fact that a man

a recognized expert

on any subject

typical politician or bureaucrat

is

sufficient to

make

the

regard him with suspicion and

accept with reluctance, or entirely reject his views.

The

assumed by the American politician or bureaucrat
body of experts which has been created by Congress
similar to his attitude toward any other expert or expert body,
perchance, the conclusions reached do not harmonize with his

toward
is
if,

attitude
a

preconceived notions or tend to further his political aspirations.
The Joint Congressional Committee, of which former Senator

Bourne, Jr., the author of the parcels post law,
chairman, spent a long time investigating railway mail pay.

Jonathan

is

It

found the existing methods of payment crude, antiquated and
unscientific, and the amount paid unjustly low.
It decided to
recommend to Congress legislation providing for a complete
change in the basis of compensation. Before the report could
be sent to Congress the chairman of the House Committee on
Postoffices and Post Roads and the bureaucrats in the Postoffice
department, hurriedly collaborated in preparing and introducing
a bill which would reduce the compensation of the railways and
which Senator Bourne denounces as unjust to them and designed
to give the Postoffice department an autocratic power which

would be contrary

to the spirit of

The developments regarding

American

legislation

institutions.

for the regulation of

the issuance of railway securities have been similar.

During the

Taft administration Congress created a commission to investigate
this .subject.
It did investigate it thoroughly and made a very
able report.

The

report specifically

recommended

legislation of

and having certain definite purposes. At this
session of Congress a bill for the regulation of securities has
been introduced v/hich utterly disregards the report and recommendations of the Hadley Commission.
President Wilson recently nominated Messrs. Jones of Chicago, and Warburg of New York for members of the Federal
Reserve Board. He selected them because of his belief in their
expert fitness. Their confirmation is being vigorously opposed
in the Senate by members of that body who put political buncombe above efficient administration.
The United States is the worst governed civilized country on
earth. Its city, state and national legislatures and administrations
are wasteful, inefficient and often corrupt.
The chief cause of
the waste and inefficiency is the habitual ignoring of the expert
by the politician and the bureaucrat. One of the fundamental
duties of government is to provide and maintain good roads and
streets.
While good highways are the rule in Europe, they are
altogether exceptional in the United States. The main and primary function of government is to prevent and punish crimes
of violence. In no other civilized country are crimes of violence
so prevalent as here or their punishment so rare.
We are rapidly extending the interference and control of the
government in business affairs. Many are advocating not merely
government regulation but government ownership. It is mania certain nature

fest to

every reading and thinking

man

that regulation will be a

And governfailure and a calamity if it is not done by experts.
ment management would be a still worse failure and a still
greater calamity if not carried on by experts. But while there
is

a great public

movement

to reform, regulate or acquire busi-

is no movement
reform and improve the worst managed of all our concerns,
namely, the governments which are doing the regulating of busiCould
ness, and which many people want to do the managing.
anything be more abysmally stupid?

ness concerns that are efficiently managed, there
to
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and respectability. A superficial observer might be disposed to
deny this. The radical advocate of automatic stops— who, for

—

we may call a "progressive" declares that the railso slow and unenterprising, not to say neglectful, that
they are scarcely to be classed as respectable; the government
should brush aside their excuses, stop their dilatory conduct,
convenience,

ways are

and by congressional enactment

tell them what to do.
Big manufacturers, acting truly in the interest of the public, make extensive experiments on their own initiative; the railroads do not do

this

(at least not in the direction that

Congress wants them to)

and so they should be coerced.

On

many railroad men look upon the "progressives" as a lot of unpractical theorists, with whom serious
railroad managers, responsible to the public and to stockholders,
the other hand,

can

ill afford to spend valuable time.
Both of these views should be laid aside, though each may
have in it an element of truth. The railroads cannot stand too
coldly on their dignity, for now and then they kill passengers,
and the public's insistent questions must be answered. The progressive cannot be kicked out of doors, for occasionally he finds
a capitalist, supposedly of sober judgment, to espouse his cause;
while numerous congressmen take a more or less intelligent interest in his ideas. Many thousands of dollars have been put
into automatic stop experiments, and the press can be depended
on to help popularize every scheme that has even a small measure
of merit. The public in general has ample reason for demanding

a full discussion.
It is true that a full and fair discussion probably would not
prove an easy thing to bring about. To show the perfection of
our present safeguards, even those on the best roads, so that
Congress and state railroad commissioners will understand the
matter, will be a slow process.
Mr. Elliott, of the Xew York

and other signal engineers have appeared before the

Central,

House Committee at Washington and have laid before the committee numerous important facts but, as in other similar hearings, there was hardly a beginning toward a thoroughly good
understanding. Mr. Elliott for the railroads, and Congressman
Esch for the public, would have to spend a good deal of time on
;

the subject to get fully acquainted with each other's respective
points of view, to say nothing of enlightening the public.

That the

general use of automatic stops would introduce new dangers
and that at best the protection given would be very costly, can be

shown
The

to the lay

mind only by

a tedious course of instruction.

railroads, as a body, cannot be said as yet to have for-

mulated the case, even for themselves, in any satisfactory way.
This ought to be done even if it be a work requiring some time
and money. That A. R. A. report will have to be amplified very
greatly before any impression will be made on the public generally.
The public says, in effect, that railroad travel can be made
It is the duty of the railsafer, and proposes a way to do it.
roads,

if

they respect their master, the public, to enlighten that

public.

How

can the public form a correct idea of the railroads' posi-

caimot intelligently differentiate between the Chicago
Illinois, with ninety engines equipped with the Miller
apparatus, and the Pennsylvania, which says, in effect, that an
investment like that on the Chicago & Eastern Illinois is wastetion?

&

It

Eastern

Electric roads, those out-of-doors as well as those in tunnels,
use the stops regularly and are reported as finding their use
The reason why the Pennsylvania uses automatic
satisfactory.
stops in and near New York City and not elsewhere is not well
ful.

understood

;

it

ought to be made

clear.

WE

Experiments with automatic stops, more or less desultory,
were begun over twenty years ago in 1893. For five years,
now, experiments more or less sincere have been going on in a
number of places. Should the public be expected to reject these
schemes as worthless unless and until some recognized authority
declares them worthless?

such devices unnecessary, or inexpedient, or impossible
This
ought to get together and thrash out their differences.
presupposes that on both sides there are interests of importance

maxim, "in time of peace prepare for
Unless there shall be an unheard of freedom from disastrous collisions, this question will come up again, in an acute

AUTOMATIC TRAIN STOPS-III
have said that those who advocate the use of automatic
train stops and those who do not— who declare the use

of

—

We

war."

forget the simple

!

:
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form. When it does come up the same issues that have been
discussed on former occasions will be discussed again. Railroad
comofficers, recalling their experiences before congressional
mittees, and elsewhere, in the past— as, for instance, in the matter
of freight car safety, and boiler inspection— must conclude that
the railroads, both in their own interest and in the public interest,

should present constructive proposals rather than mere obstructive arguments.
The American Railway Association committee thus far has
simply set forth the highest possible ideal, which demands so
much that most readers interpret the report as a negative declaration—a statement of what cannot be done. This is looked upon
by many as only one move in a policy of delay, which leaves the
way open for any and all parties or interests, reliable or not
inreliable, to exploit whatever schemes they choose— as, for
Mr.
stance, the bill introduced in Congress a year or two ago by
of
certain
type
of
a
the
use
Mann, of Illinois, designed to make

automatic stop compulsory everywhere
A committee cannot present constructive proposals in any
satisfactory way except on the basis of actual experiments; but
before Congress or
if it is wise for the railroads unitedly to go
the public with definite proposals, this duty of making experiments must be faced. Surely there is not much hope of presenting a united front, with any chance of convincing objectors, so
long as it is left to individual roads to follow each its own ideas.
The New Haven road's ten-thousand-dollar offer does not seem
If extended experito have resulted in much progress, as yet.
ments are desirable, the railroad interest as a whole should conIf any road were
sider the question of carrying them out.
unwilling to bear a fair share of the cost of such experiments,

would have to consider the possibility that Congress may
it
compel all roads to bear an unfair share— that is, require them to
make unwise experiments. To congressmen this matter appeals
as a small detail, and they will take no great pains to adjust
financial burdens with extreme nicety.
In speaking of experiments we mean, of course, not one of
those

short-lived

designed to dazzle investors or
have had far too many, but a course

installations

congressmen, of which we
of experiments which shall bring out the full truth. As is wellknown to every railroad officer who has studied the subject, the
real need is not for a device to stop a train— we have a dozen
of those already— but a reliable system; which includes not only

remain.

item

this

We

— safety

do not minimize

from

collision

it

the question of the ultimate cost

we may judge by

its

further demonstrations in the mechanical

;

lesson; that with very dense traffic the best available is
well worth having. If automatic stops are not desirable, and if
the next best thing is a cab signal or an audible roadside signal.

same

Congress will quickly turn

its

attention in that other direction.

The railroads should forestall Congress.
Always it must be remembered that there

are two problems
One is that of safety and the other that of economy. By the use
of "speed control" to do away with some of the objections to

automatic stops, or by the adoption of cab signals or audible
roadside signals, the question of safety may be put on the road to

field.

Following the practice established two years ago, this volume is
printed on India paper, enabling the 1,563 pages to be printed in
one volume. It contains the complete proceedings of the fifteenth
annual convention held in Chicago, March 17-19, 1914, with 21
committee reports and discussions, and eleven monographs which
have been published previously in the bulletins of the association
during the past year. Following the practice of last year, all the
reports have been presented together, followed by the discussions
on the various reports grouped together, with the monographs last.
of this association is so commonly recognized as representing the best accepted practice in the country that detailed comThis volume is printed in the same high
unnecessary.
ment is

The work

manner characterizing the Proceedings of earlier years.
The Proceedings of this association are coming more and more

•-lass

to be recognized as necessary for frequent reference by

way

officers

all

rail-

concerned directly with the maintenance of track

and structures.
By Heinrich Ries, professor of economic geology,
and Tliomas L. Watson, professor of economic
Size 6 in. by 9 in.. 672 pages, 400
University of Virginia.
Published by John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,
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City.

Price $4.

ficient in the attention

is that duty to the public requires the
adoption of the best available arrangement that to defer action
The
in the hope of getting something better would be a mistake.
action of the French gov,ernment must be taken to indicate the

if

and

NEW BOOKS

and perhaps a hundred miles of territory, can be fully successful
only under the direction of a manager who is clothed with very
full powers and who can have at all times a sympathetic official

their ten years' experience

public,

Size, 6 in.
Proceedings of the Americati Railway Engineering Association.
by 9 in., 1,563 pages, illustrated, bound in half morocco, cloth or paper.
Published by the American Railway Engineering Association, Karpen
Building, Chicago.
Price, half morocco, $7; cloth, $6.50; paper, $6.

belief that there

not the

The

other things, will not accept an unfavorable answer concerning
the question of cost until the whole subject has been clarified by

in

is

a vital one.

is

attitude in the matter of freight rates

.\nd not only are the railroads better fitted than the government to do whatever testing is necessary— they only are competent to do it. An experiment extending over two years' time

the real issue

But suppose

may

the essential study.

finally, that

feature.

And, as in the case
it be evaded?
be that it is not desirable to evade it.
However this may be, the first question should be settled first.
There is an element of sober truth in the well-known observation of a certain railroad president that it would be possible to
preserve passengers' lives at too great a cost per passenger. But
of the steel car,

The authors

accomplishment of perfection, but the accomplishment of a
As we understand it, the conclusion
decided improvement.
reached by the officers of the Interborough as to the lesson of

this

— should prove as costly as that of

Can

the steel passenger car:

machines and their operation, but men and administration and
innumerable operating details. The New Haven road's $10,000
offer, by its terms, can at best only get to the starting point of

atmosphere.
It is to be remembered,

No. 4

57,

but having settled that, the question of cost will

settlement;
still

Vol.

civil

of "Engineering Geology" have given students in
engineering in their respective universities, special courses

geology as applied to engineering for some years, and in the
is a need for a similar course in other technical
schools they have undertaken to prepare a suitable text book.
The authors believe that many civil engineering courses are degiven to geology and their belief will no

doubt be shared by many engineers who in their early practice
encountered problems in tunneling, dam or reservoir construction, the handling of land slides, the securing of a proper water
supply, the disposal of

sewage or the

The authors have attempted
by

actual cases in

appeals

and

is

purification of water, etc.

to illustrate all geological principles

engineering work, as

it

is felt

more strongly to practical engineers
more successful from the pedagogic

that this

method

as well as students

standpoint.

The following chapter headings indicate the scope of the
work the rock forming minerals rocks, their general charstructural features and
acter, mode of appearance and origin
metamorphism of rock; rock weathering and soil; surface water; underground water; land slides and their effect; wave ac;

:

;

and shore currents, their relation to coasts and harbors;
glacial
their origin and relation to engineering work
deposits, their origin, structure and economic bearing; building
stone; limes, cement and plaster; clay and clay products; coal
series; petroleum, natural ~gas and other hydrocarbons; road
and ore deposits. Two apfoundations and road materials
pendices are included, the first giving a geologic column, and the
tion

lakes,

;

;

second treating of geological surveys.

The

Division

Freight

of

and

Passenger

Expenses

New and Old

Formulas Contrasted and the Newest
Formula Applied to the 1914 Classification of Expenses

The Interstate Commerce Commission in its tentative form of
annual report for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1914, has included blank columns which at the option of the railroad company may be used to show a division between expenses incurred
in passenger service and expenses incurred in freight service.
The Pennsylvania Railroad was the first important American
railroad company to divide its expenses as between freight and
passenger service, and its formula for this division has been
revised from time to time. The latest and most comprehensive
attempt to divide freight and passenger expenses has been made
The accounting
by the roads running through Oklahoma.
roads have worked in conjunction

of these

officers

Oklahoma Commission

with

the

draw

up an experimental set of
formula for dividing all expenses as between states, as between
state and interstate, as between line and terminal, and as between
freight and passenger service.
The divisions as between states
and as between line and terminal were described in these columns
in the issue of July

to

3.

The Oklahoma scheme
arbitrary than
course,

the

is

far

more comprehensive and

Pennsylvania's, but,

less

on the other hand, of

purely an experiment, while the

is

Pennsylvania's has

been used in practice for a great number of years and has been
found to be valuable for comparative purposes.
Maintenance of way presents the most difficulties of any of
the general classes of expenses, since so

accounts

under

this

heading must

many

necessarily

of the primary

be

divided

on

Both the Pennsylvania
some more or less arbitrary basis.
scheme and the Oklahoma scheme are based on the old system of
Interstate Commerce Commission accounts, which was discontinued July 1, 1914, but it is possible to apply the same principles
to the new system of accounts which went into effect at the
beginning of this fiscal year.
The Pennsylvania divides all of the maintenance of way and
structure primary accounts as between freight and passenger

service on a revenue train mileage basis with the exception of

power transmission and docks and wharves. There
be no change, presumably, in the PennsylThe Oklahoma
vania's system with the new classification.
scheme does not attempt to divide freight and passenger expenses
electric

woiild,

therefore,

until expenses

have been divided as between

(see July 3 issue of the

line

and terminal

Raihvay Age Gacette).

The theory which underlies the Oklahoma division of maintenance of way and structure expenses is that a considerable proportion of these expenses may be divided directly, and fairly acThus the
curately, through careful observation of the facts.
expenses of superintendence for both line and terminal maintenance of way accounts are to be divided directly wherever
possible, and this presumably means that an actual study of the
time spent by officers whose salaries are charged to superintendence shall be made with the expectation of being able to
assign at least a part of their salaries, office expenses, etc., directly

one service or the other.
The remainder of the superintendence expenses, that is, the expenses common to both services,
are, under the Oklahoma scheme, to be divided in the same
proportion as are the expenses for line and for terminal, respectively of ballast, ties, rails, other track material, roadway and
track, removal of snow, sand and ice, tunnels, bridges, trestles
and culverts, over and under grade crossings, grade crossings,
fences, cattle guards and signs, snow and sand fences and snow
sheds, signals and interlocking plants, telegraph and telephone
lines, electric power transmission, buildings, fixtures and grounds,
and docks and wharves.
to

In the

of the

first

first

draft of the

Oklahoma scheme

the line expenses

nine of these accounts were to be divided experiment-

on four different bases.
(1) On a revenue train mileage
(2) on a train speed ton mile basis this is the gross ton
of revenue freight and passenger trains, including the
weight of the locomotive and cars as well as loading, multiplied by the average speed between stations for such trains.
(3) On an engine ton mileage basis the weight of the engine
including the tender with coal and water; and (4) on the
basis of the assigned line expenses tliat is, the directly assignable expenses of the cost of the repairs of steam locomotives; cost of repairs of passenger train cars; cost of repairs
of freight train cars; road enginemen's wages; road engine
house expenses; fuel for road locomotives; water for road
locomotives; lubricants for road locomotives, and other supplis for road locomotives; road trainmen and train supplies
and expenses, and clearing wrecks.
The line expenses under these twelve accounts are divided
as follows: The repairs of steam locomotives on a mileage
run basis with the switching mileage subdivided according to
time spent in each class of service. Passenger and freight
train car repairs are, of course, assigned to passenger and
freight service respectively, as are also the wages of road
enginemen, engine house expenses and fuel, water, lubricants
and other supplies for road locomotives, the engine house expenses being apportioned on the basis of locomotives handled,
and locomotives in mixed service being apportioned on the
basis' of freight and passenger car ton miles in mixed trains,
the fuel, etc., involving common expenses being apportioned
on the basis of fuel issued to the locomotives involved, with
the mixed engine mileage divided on the basis of respective
freight and passenger car ton miles; road trainmen and train
supplies being apportioned the same as road enginemen, and
clearing wrecks being apportioned to the service in which the
wreck takes place; common expenses, such as a wreck involving both freight and passenger trains being apportioned on
the basis of the charges for clearing wrecks, assignable exclusively to each one of the two services.
The Oklahoma scheme calls this fourth method of dividing the
roadway and track (labor and materials) expenses, the Cost
Accounting Method. From one point of view this is true
since upkeep of roadway is not an object in itself, but simply
a means to the desired end of producing transportation and is,
therefore, incidental to the cost of producing transportation
and as an incidental expense it may properly be divided upon
the proportion of determinable expenses.
Moreover, the inclusion of maintenance of equipment expenses which vary in
part with the weight of equipment and certain expenses which
are divided on a car ton mileage basis, as well as the expenses
of clearing wrecks, is a highly ingenious attempt to weight
the average used in the arbitrary division of maintenance of
ally

basis

;

;

miles

—

way expenses.
The second

method goes into less theoretical refinement,
and for this reason may not be so strictly in accordance with
cost accounting principles, but it appears to be more practically useful.
In this method speed and weight of trains are
given a relationship, arbitrary, of course, but one in which
practice alone can show glaring defects.
Rails, ballast and
other track material do wear out directly both with the tonnage passing over them and the speed of the trains. Ties, of
course, rot on most roads from weather conditions rather
than because of pounding either from weight or speed of
trains, but the standard of ties and the frequency with which
they are renewed does depend quite directly both on weight
No instructions are
of trains and on the speed of trains.
given for estimating the weight of passengers, but this is
not a difficult thing to do with a fair degree of accuracy, and
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when passenger equipment,

is

once weighed,

it

is

not difficult

to keep a record of the weight of trains.
The objection to the second method comes when we consider removal of snow, maintenance of tunnels, and over and
under grade crossings. It is fanciful to say that these ex-

penses vary with speed and weight of trains. It would seem
that these accounts ought to be divided according to the
fourth method.
The final revised Oklahoma scheme uses no one of these
four methods and divides the above accounts for common
tracks as between freight and passenger on the basis of
engine ton miles based on weight of engines in working order.
Presumably it was felt that keeping a record of total weights
of passenger trains was hardly worth tlie expense involved

and presumably the same consideration led to the elimination
of speed as one of the factors. Since, however, this factor of
speed varies so widely and, moreover, is of so much importance in determining the standard of maintenance, it seems a
pity that for experimental purposes at least tlie engine ton
mile was not multiplied by average speed between terminals.
Terminal expenses of the nine primary accounts are, of course,
many cases on a directly assignable basis. Common tracks,
such as shop, store house and repair tracks, are apportioned on

in

the basis of the assigned charges of terminal expen.ses, of repairs
of steam locomotives, repairs of passenger train cars and repairs
Common expenses, such as engine house,
of freight train cars.
turntable,

wye, fuel and water tracks, are apportioned on the

basis of the assigned charges for engine house expenses.

Vol.

57,

No. 4

mentioned maintenance of way and structure accounts, excepting
Maintenance
superintendence and roadway tools and supplies.
of joint tracks, yards and other facilities (line) are apportioned
direct where possible, and common expenses on a basis of revenue
train miles of each district, and common terminal expenses on a
basis of the cars of each class of service handled at the terminals.

MAINTEN.^NCE OF EQUIPMENT
Maintenance of equipment with certain e-xceptions lends itself
comparatively easily to accurate division as between freight and
passenger service.
The Pennsylvania divides its expenses as
follows Superintendence on the basis of the other maintenance of
equipment items, steam locomotive repairs, renewals and depreciation on a revenue train mileage basis; and repairs, renewals
and depreciation of electric locomotives, passenger train cars,
freight train cars, electric equipment of cars and floating equipment according to the facts power plant equipment also according to the facts. The repairs, renewals and depreciation of work,
equipment and insurance are divided on the basis of revenue train
mileage, while shop machinery and tools, injuries to persons,
stationery and printing, and maintaining joint equipment at
terminals, ate divided on the basis of other maintenance of equipment accounts.
:

;

The Oklahoma scheme

is

almost as simple, Imt expenses that

are not directly assignable are divided on what appears to be a

more
is

scientific

basis.

Superintendence, both line and terminal,

apportioned on the basis of assigned charges for respective

freight where
and the common expenses on the basis of revenue train
miles, while the maintenance charges of these facilities used in
terminal service are apportioned on the basis of the charges for
station employees, which charges are assigned on the basis of a

work equipment reand terminal expenses of repairs of steam
locomotives are divided as between freight and passenger, switch
and work on a basis of miles run by individual locomotives in
each service, and the switch mileage is further subdivided on
the basis of the time spent in freight and passenger switching,
and the work on the proportion of the basis of assigned charges
of maintenance of way and structure expenses, excepting superintendence and roadway tools and supplies, injuries to persons,
stationery and printing, and maintaining joint tracks.
Renewals
and depreciation are divided on the same basis as repairs, as are
also the repairs, renewals and depreciation of electric locomotives.
The repairs, renewals and depreciation of passenger train cars
are, of course, assigned to passenger service, and freight cars
to freight service, and all electric equipment of cars on the basis
of freight and passenger cars, all floating equipment according
to the service in which used, and all work equipment on the
basis of the maintenance of way charges mentioned above.
Shop
machinery and tools are apportioned on the basis of assigned

time study of each employee.

charges for the respective locomotive, passenger car, freight car

locomotive, passenger car, freight car, and

The maintenance of grade crossings, fences, cattle guards and
signs, and snow and sand fences, and snow sheds for line faciliare apportioned on the basis of revenue train miles as between freight and passenger service, the terminal facilities upkeep charges of grade crossings, etc., being charged to freight,
and the snow and sand fences not being charged to terminal
ties,

at all.

The maintenance of
tirely a line charge, are

service

— for

signals

and interlocking plants being en-

apportioned between passenger and freight

the interlockers on the basis of respective

number

of freight and passenger trains passing over them, and for signals

on the

basis of respective train miles.

The maintenance
line

cost of telegraph and telephone lines used in

service are allocated direct to passenger or

possible

The maintenance

of electric

power transmission

can, of course,

be allocated direct to one class of service or the other for both

expense and terminal expense on the basis of power used.
The maintenance of buildings, fi.xtures and grounds used in

line

both line and terminal service are allocated direct to freight or
passenger, according to use and facilities that are used in

by both services, such as

on the

common

common

depot and station buildings

Both

pairs.

line

and work equipment repairs, as are also injuries to persons,
stationery and printing and other expenses, power plant equip
ment being apportioned on a basis of power used.
Maintaining joint equipment at terminals being entirely a
terminal charge is divided as between passenger and freight
direct where possible and common expenses on the basis of
respective cars handled at terminals.

basis of the estimated portion of repairs incurred by each
TR.\FFIC

class of service, considering each building on

its merits.
Engine
house repairs are divided in proportion to the charges made to
each service for engine house expenses, both j-ard and road.
Shops on the basis of assigned locomotive and car repairs, fuel
and water stations, proportionate to the charges for fuel and water
transportation expenses yard and road
and section and tool
houses on the basis of the division of roadway and track expenses.
Maintenance of docks and wharves both line and terminal are

—

;

There

is

an

EXPENSES

difference

interesting

Oklahoma methods of dividing

traffic

in

the

Pennsylvania and
The Pennsyl-

expenses.

vania assumes that

all of these expenses can be accurately divided
according to the facts, even to superintendence, which, under
each of the other general classes of expenses, is divided in the
Pennsylvania scheme on an arbitrary basis.

The Oklahoma scheme

considers

all traffic

allocated direct

where possible and common expenses on a basis
of use.
Roadway tools and supplies (line) are allocated on a
basis of revenue train mileage and terminal are all charged to

but does not assume that

freight.

that the Pennsylvania's traffic expenses can

Injuries to persons, stationery and printing and other expenses
both line and terminal are allocated direct to freight or passenger
where possible, and common expenses on the basis of previously

cause the Pennsylvania has

expenses as terminal,

them can be divided accurately
as between freight and passenger and of the common expenses
apportions 50 per cent, each to freight and passenger. The reason

passenger
however,

traffic
is

in

men,

all

all

-a*

the

of

all

be divided

is

way up

charge of the entire

to

be-

and
the vice-president, who,

distinct organization of freight

traffic

department.

—
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TRANSKRTATIOX EXPENSES
the

Pennsylvania

apportions between freight and passenger on a basis of "facts"
are station employees, weighing and car service associations, coal

and ore docks, motormen, enginemen (when in mixed passenger
and freight service, their wages are divided between these accounts on the basis of mileage of cars in mixed trains) fuel for
road locomotives (for mixed trains divided on car mileage
basis)
operating power, purchased power, road trainmen, train
;

;

supplies and expenses (pay of employees and material used in
connection with mixed passenger and freight trains apportioned

between these accounts on relative work performed or use made
of material); operating floating equipment, express, loss and
damage to freight and baggage. The primary accounts that are
apportioned on revenue train mileage are superintendence, despatching trains, station supplies and expenses, yardmasters, yard
conductors, yard switch and signal tenders, yard supplies, crossing
flagman, drawbridge operation, clearing wrecks, telegraph and
telephone operation, stationery and printing, insurance, damage

damage

to stock, injuries to persons, operating joint

yards and terminals.

Yard enginemen, engine house expenses (yard),

fuel for

yard

locomotives, water and lubricants for yard locomotives and other
supplies,

are divided on a yard locomotive mileage basis and

operation of fuel stations, water for road locomotives, lubricants

and other

supplies,

are divided on

a

road locomotive mileage

basis.

The Oklahoma scheme

divides superintendence, both line and

terminal, by directly assigning expenses

portioning
all

common

and transportation expenses. The cost of operation of
equipment is, of course, assigned according to the service
performed. Stationery and printing and other expenses are assigned directly where possible and apportioned where common
on the same basis as superintendence. Loss and damage to freight
is, of course, assigned to freight service and baggage to passenger
service, antf damage to property, to stock on right of way, and
injuries to persons directly where possible, and common expenses are apportioned on the basis of directly assignable charges
of this account. Operating joint tracks and facilities are assigned
directly where possible and common expenses are apportioned on
the revenue train mileage by divisions in each service.
traffic

The primary transportation accounts which

to property,
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where possible and ap-

expenses on the basis of assigned charges of

floating

GENER.\L EXPENSES

The Pennsylvania

divides

all

general expenses on a revenue

tra'n m'leage basis.

The Oklahoma scheme

assigns salaries of general officers, their

expenses and general office supplies, directly where posthe remainder on the basis of the assigned
charges on all expenses other than general expenses. Law e.xpenses are allocated in the same way, while insurance, directly
where possible, is apportioned when common on the basis of
"appropriate units of property or persons insured."
Relief department expenses, pensions, stationery and printing, and other
expenses are apportioned on the basis of assigned charges to all
expenses except" general expenses.
General administration of joint tracks, yards and terminals,
clerks,
sible,

apportions

where common, is apportioned on the basis of assigned charges
on all other joint facility accounts. Valuation expenses are apportioned on the basis of all assigned charges except general
expenses.

other transportation expenses, except telegraph and telephone

THE NEW

operation and express service, stationery and printing, other ex-

and

damage

and stock, injuries to
persons, and joint tracks and facilities.
Despatching trains is
apportioned for line service there being no terminal service
on the sum of total train mileage of freight and passenger trains
in the same territorial units as are used for dividing these expenses between the different states.
penses,

loss

to

property

—

Station employees are the subject of time studies and their wages

are divided in proportion to the duties performed by them in each
class of service.

Weighing and car service

associations,

and coal and ore docks

expenses are assigned to freight exclusively.

Station

supplies

and e.xpenses are allocated direct where possible and common
expenses are apportioned on the basis of the assigned charges for
station employees.

All yard expenses are to be divided on a time basis, the expenses of each yard to be treated separately and all passenger
switching to be considered line service.

Motormen, road enginemen, fuel and water' for road locomoand lubricants and other supplies for road locomotives,
road trainmen, train supplies and expenses are all allocated direct
with mixed service apportioned on the basis of freight and pastives,

senger car ton miles in mixed trains.
Engine house expenses
are apportioned on the basis of the number of locomotives
handled, locomotives in mixed service being apportioned on the
basis of freight

and passenger car ton miles

CL.\SSIFIC.\TI0X

Both the Pennsylvania and Oklahoma methods of dividing expenses use the old form of primary accounts, but it is possible
to apply the theory apparently underlying the
to

the classification which went into

following table
for the

new

is

etifect

Oklahoma scheme
1,
1914.
The
Oklahoma theories

July

an attempt to carry out the
It is understood that the division of

classification.

expenses as shown in

this table is in all cases direct where posand the column headed direct, contains the accounts which
may be charged in whole to one service or the other. The other
columns give instructions for dividing common expenses of such
sible,

accounts as are not assignable in their entirety direct to one or
the other service.
Thus the expense of superintendence under

maintenance of way and structures is to be allocated directly
where possible to freight and passenger service, and it is only
the balance which is not directly allocatable that is to be divided

on the same basis as the assigned charges in accounts 202 to
excluding 204 and 205, and adding 272. In the same way a
roadway maintenance may represent the.
cost of roadway maintenance of tracks used exclusively in freight
service, and another part the cost of roadway maintenance of
tracks used exclusively in passenger service. These directlj' assignable charges are to be made to the proper service and it is
only the remainder which is to be allocated on a basis of engine
220,

part of the charge for

ton miles.

The

table will be clearer by following through a hypothetical

mixed trains.
Operating power plants and purchased power are apportioned
as between freight and passenger on a basis of mileage of equipment used employing such power, while interlockers and block
signal operation, crossing flagmen and gatemen, and drawbridge

example.

operation which are line services are apportioned on the basis of

vided between freight and passenger service on the same basis
as the charges to accounts 202 to 220. e.xcluding 204 and 205, and

in

and passenger trains passing such facilities.
Crossing
flagmen and gatemen and drawbridge operation, which are termmal service, however, are apportioned on a basis of assigned
charges of yard operation.
Clearing wrecks is charged to the service in which the wreck
occurs and common expenses apportioned on the basis of located
charges.
Telegraph and telephone operation is apportioned on
the basis of all maintenance of way, maintenance of equipment.
freight

The accompanying

table shows an expense account
Superintendence under maintenance of
way on this road cost $70,(XX), and no part of this sum could be
assigned directly to either freight or passenger service. Accord-

for a road of 800 miles.

ing, therefore, to the

adding
direct

272.

where

It will

counts that are

this S70.000 is to be di-

be seen that these accounts are to be divided

and where this
According to our

possible,

gine ton mile basis.
to $1,186,500.

Oklahoma scheme

common

and there

is

not possible, on an en-

table, the total of these ac-

to both passenger
is

and freight amounts

$24,600 directly assignable to freight

and $3,400 directly assignable to passengers. The SI.I86.5(X) is
now.to be divided on a basis of engine ton miles. Let us suppose

1:

;
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Mikados

that our road uses

in

freight service 873,640,000.

through freight service and Pacific

have 126.240.000

Way and

Grain elevastorage
tors;
w a r e h o uses

;

rail!

ties;

and sand fen-

ballast;

track

laying

and surfacing;
paving; remov-

ery and printing; other expenses.

elephone
signals;
roadway m a-

Engine

and

houses.

oi-S

3

Power

Roadway

Shops

tems;

..

taining
tracks.

Basis

accounts
385 and
397

fixtures

er pi

ele-

stations.

;rgroun<

tures.

u

Fuel

s*

power
power
3le;

tubes;

i

pow
mt dams
its;

plan

Water

Idi ngs

and

vated

i

sys-

under-

ground

buildings.

condi

cuJverts;

d

tribution

buildings.

plants;

plies; main-

c-

Station

janeous

tools

we

X =

Thus

$1,186,500.

:

lines;

trestles

s t r

X

t

chines.

and

::

docks; coal and
harv(
gas producing

crosssheds;
ings
and
telegraph

and sand; tunand subways; bridges,

nels

873,640.000

office

and

wharves

other track material;

insurments;
ance; station-

:

Structures

<s
Right of way
snow
fences

Superintendence; injuries
to persons; asfor
sessments
public improve-

X, therefore, represents the pro-

If

portion of the total $1,186,500 assignable to passenger service,

type locomotives in through passenger senice, and that the total
engine ton- mileage in passenger service Avas 126.240,000, and in
Mainten'.\n*ce of

Xo. 4

\'0L.

stations.

joint

tures.

systems,
(a) "Common tracks, such as shop, storehouse and repair tracks, to be
apportioned on the basis of assigned charges in accounts 308, 314 and 317;
engine house, turntable, wye, fuel and water tracks to be apportioned on
the basis of assigned charges in accounts 388 and 400."
(b) Telegraph and
.-i-_t
i:
:__i
telephone lines,
where _ terminal
ci^ar-e^ 3re apportioned on the basis of
assigned charges
(c) Maintaining joint tracks, yards and
other facilities, where a terminal ch rge, „ apportioned on the basis of
respective cars handled at such te
als. "In
ch case depreciation is on
the basis of repairs.

Note.— The above table shows only the division of line expenses. In
general the terminal expenses are to be divided in the s^me way as the
Thus the maintenance charge
line expenses, or rather in an analogous way.
use for
for wharves and docks, where a line charge, is assigned on
either freight or passenger service, where a terminal charge is likewise
There
freight
or passenger service,
assigned on the basis of use for either
litting
are certain exceptions, however, noted below. Accouiits 202 to 220,
ot on
204 and 205, but adding 272. where a terminal facility are divided
the engine ton mile basis but in accordance with the following instructions

i_

_

.

.

.

,

Maintenance of Eqoipkent
Basis of miles run by
individual locomotives
in each class

Basis of assigned
charges for repairs
Repairs of steam
Superintendence; shop
repairs
comotives;
injuries
machinery;
persons; insurance; sta- other locomotives.*
.

Basis assigned
charges 202-230,
omitting 204-5 and
including 272

lo

Working equipment

o

repairs.

Basis of cars handled
Direct
Basis of power used
at terminals
Freight train cars; pasPower plant machinMaintaining
joint
scn^cr train cars; motor ery; power sub-station equipment at terminals.
equipment of cars; floating apparatus,

equipment repairs
laneous equipment

tionery and printing;
other expenses.

miscel-

;

repairs.

are analogous to those for dividing maintenance of equipment
expenses (line). In each case, of course, depreciation and retirements are
divided on the same basis as repairs.
(terminal)

Where the locomotives are used in switching, locomotives' repairs
on the basis of time in freight and passenger switching. equipment expenses
lintenance of
Note. The formulas for c
*

—

Transportation

Outside

agencies

traffic

associations

tines;

industry

;

advertising
freight

fast

;

and

insurance

Superintendents;
ionery

and printing; other expenses.

vessels.

immigration

bureaus.

Operation of terminals

are divided in the

Note.— Terminal expen

same way

Line

Operation of vessels. The salaries of officers and the cost of fuel for
vessels transporting both passengers and freight should be apportioned on a
basis of the relative space assigned to passengers and to freight on such

sta-

;

—Water

—

50 per cent, of freight and
passenger respectively

Direct

Incidentals.

as line expenses.

— As

— As

above.

above.

Transportation Expenses
Basis of total

Assigned charges
372-406, 408, 415

Basis of freight

train mileage oi
freight and passenger trains in
territorial units

Station employees.
Station supplies and expenses.
inspection and demurrage bureaus.
Coal and ore wharves.
Operating sleeping cars.

Superintendence.
Stationery and

Weighing,

printing.

Other expenses.

is

of mileage

and passenger

Time

Direct

;.

Loss and damage to freight.
Loss and damage to baggage

ipment

iT. ploying

gross ton miles
basis

in

Yardmasters and yard clerks.
conductors and brakemen.
switch and signal tenders.
enginemen.

mixed

trains

po »er

power

Yard
Yard
Yard
Yard

prod uced.
upplies

and expenses,

purchased.

raotormen.
Fuel for yard locomotives.
Yard switching power produced.
Yard switching power purchased.
Water for yard locomotives.
Lubricants for yard locomotives.
Other supplies for yard locomotives.
Engine house expenses yard.
Yard supplies and expenses.
Operating joint vards and termi-

—

nals— Dr. and

Cr.

*

Basis of freight
and passenger
trains passing
facilities

Signals and interlocker operation.

Crossing p

r

otec-

Drawbridge opera-

Basis of assigned
charges of all
accounts for

maintenance
Basis of located charges
of the same account

Fuel for train locomotives.*

Water

for train

locomotives.

Lubricants for train locomotives.
Other supplies for train locomotives
Clearing wrecks.

traffic

—rail

T

e

egraph and

telephone opera-

service

Basis of
locomotives

Revenue

performed

handled

train mileage

Basis of

Operating floating
equipment.
"

tion

appropriated units
of property or
persons insured

Engine house ex- Operating joint
tracks and facilpenses road.
ities
Dr. and

—

Insurance.

—

.

Cr.

Damage
Damage

to property.
to livestock on right-of-way
Injuries to persons.

tion.

—

Note. Transportation expenses, where terminal, are divided in the same
way as transportation expenses line, with the following exceptions; Crossing p'"otPction and drawbridge operation, where the expense is terminal,
is divided en the basis of accounts 377 to 391 inclusive; operation of joint

—

tracks and
handled.

facilities,

where terminal,

is

apportioned on

*This is, of course, only for mixed train service.
service these expenses are charged direct.

tlie

basis

of

In freight or passe

—

!.!!

July
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24,

On
basis of all accounts

le

On the basis of
appropriate units of
property or

the basis of
other joint

all

than general

ither

facility accounts.

jjersons insureti

and expenses of general

Sala

!
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— Station and
buildings
—
23 — Water stations
232 — Water stations — depreciation
233 — Fuel stations
234— Fuel stations— depreciation
235 — Shops and engine houses
236— Shops and engine houses— depreciation!
23/ — Grain elevators
elevators — depreciation .....!!!!!!!!
— 5"'"
\a—
239
Storage
— Storage warehouses
warehouses — depreciation
241 — Wharves and docks
^1? — Wharves and docks— depreciation ...!!!!!!
243 — Coal and ore wharves
— Coal and ore wharves— depreciation
-43 — Gas producing plants
246
,-,.

^-'

office

.'

.?ffi« buildings— depreciation!
oio Roadway
n'^'',"" "'!''
229
buildmgs
^7?~5?^''*^>' buildings—depreciation ".'.'.'.'.'.'.

'.

Freight
22 000
2!200

7,000

'.

Insurance

office

'.

900

'.

1

^^_

Salaries and expenses of clerks
and attendants.
General office supplies and expenses.

1,000

200
70(L

....'...'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

Law expenses
Pensions
Stationery and printing.
Valuation expenses.
Other expenses.

!

No

Direct

!

~J\*

charge

50
9 ooo
'900

!

!

3,000^

joq
100
500

2''0

Miscellaneous Operations

'^l
22,10l

!!'

'.!!

Relief department expenses.

Common

ger
10,000
1,000

3

OUO
'30O

!

— Gas producing plants— depreciation !!!!!!!!
247— Telegraph and telephone
248— Telegraph and telephone
— depreciation
249 — Signals and interlockers
250— Signals and interlockers — depreciation
251 — Power plant dams, canals and pipe
252 — Power plant dams, canals and pipe
depreciation
253— Power plant buildings
!!!!!!!
254— Power plant buildings — depreciation
255— Power
buildings
256 — Power
buildings — depreciation..
257 — Power transmission system
258— Power transmission system — depreciation...
259 — Power
system
260 — Power distribution system — depreciation
261— Power
poles and
262 — Power
poles and
— depreciation.
263 — Underground conduits
".

Dining and buffet service.
Hotels and restaurants.
Grain elevators.
Stock yards.
Other miscellaneous operations.

Produced power sold

lines
lines

566

10,000
1,200
10,000
l,OU0

lines...

This leaves $1,015,000 of the total of these

about $171,000.

charges to be assigned to freight service.

lines

3,500
500
2,000

! !

!

Adding

the directly assignable

amounts

to each of the derived

we have $174,400 total charges against passenger service,
and $1,040,100 against freight service. We are now in the position to divide our $70,000 superintendence charges and have
Sl,214,500 :: X
$174,400
represents the
$70,000, where
figures

:

X

:

amount of superintendence chargeable to passenger service.
and the total superintendence charges
divided $9,970 to passenger and $60,030 to freight service.
equals, therefore, $9,570

This,

of course,

way

charges for terminal maintenance of

same 202

the terminal proportion of the

The

to be divided.

is

Superintendence

only for line expenses.

is

X

are to be divided as

to 220,

etc.,

accounts are

instructions for dividing these terminal ac-

where

are used exexpenses of common
tracks, such as shop, storehouse and repair tracks, on the assigned charges for the repairs of steam locomotives, the repairs
of passenger cars and the repairs of freight cars, and such other
common tracks as engine house, turntable, wye, fuel and water
tracks on the assigned charges for engine house expenses, both
yard and road are apportioned on the basis of locomotives

counts are to

locate

direct

and

clusively in either service

the

facilities

to divide the

—

handled.

we have assumed that there were no
maintenance of way charges for terminal ex-

In our example above

superintendence
penses.

The complications

that arise

under the Oklahoma scheme are

once apparent from our example. It consists of wheels within
wheels and complications within complications, but so does the
operation of a railroad.
If a cost accounting system is to be
at

devised

for

very complicated

a

set

of

transactions

a

minute

would be quite surprising if the accounting could be accurately done by means of some simple

analysis

is

necessary and

it

formula.

New

Expenses

Classification of

Maintenance of
Superintendence
—
— Roadway maintenance
—
Roadway — depreciation
204
Underground power tubes

Way

and Structures
Freight

202
203

—
— Underground

—

power tubes depreciation,
and subways
and subways depreciation
trestles and culverts
depreciati
trestles and culverts

205
206
207
208
209

—Tunnels
Tunnels
—
—Bridges,
—
—
— Bridges,
210— Elevated structures
211 — Elevated structures — depreciation
212— Ties
213 —Ties— depreciation
214— Rails

1,000

142,666
40,000
10.000

800
$15,000
600
6.000
200

215— Rails— depreciation

— Other
track material
—Other track material —depreciation
219 — Ballast— depreciation
surfacing
216
217

218—Ballast
220— Track
221— Right

—

—
—

—

•

•

•
-

100
12.000
1.000

...

200
900
90
700

...

distribution

line
line

264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
271
27i
274

!

fixtures
fixtures

— Underground conduits— depreciation
— Miscellaneous structures
— Miscellaneous structures— depreciation
— Paving
—Paving—depreciation
— Roadway machines
— Roadway
machines— depreciation
— Small tools and supplies
—
Removing snow,
and sand
— .Assessments
for public improvements
— Injuries persons

...

........

...
...

...

...
...
...

ice

to

275— Insurance

Stationery and printing
—
— Other expenses
— Maintaining joint
— Dr
279 — Maintaining

276
277
278

joint

— Cr

12,000

2,666

1,000

24,000
27,000
150
8,000
1,600

yards and other

tracks,

yards and other

facilities

facilities

19.666

...

tracks,

.s

. •

\

-

.

...

46,600

...

83,000

Maixtexaxce of Equipment

— Superintendence
— Shop machinery
— Shop machinery— depreciation
304— Power plant machinery
305 — Power plant machinery — depreciation
306 — Power sub-station apparatus
307 — Power sub-station apparatus— depreciation
308— Steam locomotives — repairs
309 — Steam locomotives— depreciation
310 — Steam locomotives— retirements
311 — Other locomotives — repairs
312 — Other locomotives — depreciation
313 — Other locomotives — retirements
314— Freight train cars — repairs
315 — Freight train cars — depreciation
316— Freight train cars — retirements
317 — Passenger train cars— repairs
318 — Passenger train cars — depreciation
319 — Passenger train cars — retirements
320— Motor equipment of car? — repairs
321 — Motor equipment of cars — depreciation
322 — Motor equipment of cars — retirements
323 — Floating equipment — repairs
324 — Floating equipment — depreciation
325 — Floating equipment— retirements
— repairs

...
...
...

302
303

.

...
...
...

.

$394,000
54.000
41,06o

$87,000
17,000

and prinlirg
— Stationery
— Other expensesjoint equipment

337

— Maintaining
— Cr.

— Maintaining
— Dr

joint

equipment

$58,000
27.000
16.000
3,000
800
600
100
15,000

659,666
250,000
78.000
51.000
13,000

...
...

14.000'

...
...
...
...
...

6,000
2,000

700
300
21,000
9,000

...

400

4,666

to

334
335
336

Common

13,000'

...
...
...
...

equipment
— Work equipment
—depreciation
—
Work
— Work equipment— retirements
equipment — repairs
—Miscellaneous
equipment — depreciation
— Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous equipment— retirements
—Injuries
persons
—
333— Insurance
326
$27
328
329
330
331
332

Passenger

Freight

301

500

1.100

5.000

.

at

terminals

at

terminals

Transportation Expenses
r

Common

Freight

— Superintendence
352— Outside agencies
353 — Advertising
associations

$80,000

351

—
—
357— Insurance
35-1

Traffic
freight lines

355— Fast

•

and signs
Crossings and signs depreciation

140.000
17,000
104.000
2,700
46,000
3,000
58.000
5.000
190.000
5,000

600
700

—

— Crossings

—

800

—

preciation

225
226

2.000

laying and
of way fences
Right of wav fences depreciation
Snow and sand fences and snow sheds....
Snow and sand fences and snow sheds de-

222
223
224

Common
$70,000
340,000
60,000
2,000
100

201

sub-station
sub-station

356

Industrial and immigration bureaus

358— Statiorery and

$6,900
600
3,000
•

•

•

500
• • •

printing

9,700

$4,800
10.000
600

.
.

.

;
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Transportation

— Rah.

— Superintendence
372 — Despatching trains
AAA
$2 J9,000
373— Station employees
35
374 — Weighing, inspection and demurrage bureaus
12,000
375— Coal and ore wharves
12.000
376 —Station supplies and expenses
377 —Yardmasters and yard clerks
186,000
378 — Yard conductors and brakemen
2,000
379 — Yard switch and signal tenders
114,000
380— Yard enginemen
motormen
381 —Yard
„„ AAA
99,000
382 — Fuel for yard locomotives
383 —Yard switching power produced
384 —Yard switching power purchased
2,400
385 — Water for yard locomotives
1,900
386^Lubricant3 for yard locomotives

371

.

390—

391_Opcrating joint yards and terminals— Cr.
39 '
Train ensinemen
393— Train motormen

.

nnn
9,000

.

6U0

—
for train locomotives
— Fuel
— Train power produced
396— Train power purchased
397 — Water for train locomotives
398— Lubricants for train locomotives
399 — Other supplies for train locomotives
Eneine house expenses— train

414—
415— Clearing
416— Damage
417— Damage

joint tracks
joint tracks

91,000
10,000
114,000
7,000

1

10.000
3,000
4,000
40.000
90,000
40,000

."OW

'5„„„
,;S'252
360,000
42,000

14,606
1.000

50

.

.S'SSS

on right-of-way

418

— Water

1,666

8,666
1,400
18,000
6.000
4.000

,nn
o.» nSSl
27,000
20.000

.

.

•

•

•

.

Transportation

700
500

.

and facilities- Dr
and facilities— Cr.

— Lost and damaged freight
419— Lost and damaged baggage
420 — Injuries to persons

1,000

1,600

wrecks
to property
to livestock

6,000
17.666

6.000
14.000

•

•

.

printing

expenses

3,000
17,000

9„„„

Trainmen

— Other

366

•••
-i

and expenses
— Train supplies
sleeping cars
— Operating
interlocker operation
— Signal andprotection
— Crossing
Drawbridge operation
—
and telephone operation
—Telegraph
floating equipment
— Operating
— Express service

—Operating
— Operating
Insurance

3,000

nnn
m- nSn
59/,uuu

400—

410— Stationery and

$61,000

''i'xSn

394
395

411
412
413

$76,000
104,000

4,000

387— Other supplies for yard locomotives
388— Engine house expenses— yard

402
403
404
405
406
407
408
409

.

Common

•

•

4Q1

.

...

„

supplies and expenses
— Yard
Operating joint yards and terminals— Dr.

SCO

200

'vXnn

1,000

.'onn
i'„SS
16,000

900

,,AA,;
23,000

2,000
7,000

566

1.766

Line
Freight

431— Operation
432— Operation
433

of vessels
of terminals

— Incidental

^^'''SS?

3.000

MlSCELLANEOfS OPERATIONS
Freight
441
442

and buffet service
— Dining and
restaurants
— Hotels
Grain elevators

443—
444— Stock
445
446

$4,000
16,000

yaids

power sold
— Produced
— Other miscellaneous operations

General

ants

453
454

supplies
— General
— Law expenses
office

"I
$90,000

•

135,000
9,000
36,000
2.000

•

and expenses

455— Insurance
456
457
458
459
460

Relief department expenses
—
— Pensions and printing
— Stationery
Valuation expenses

—
— Other expenses facilities— Dr
joint
— Cr
462 — General joint
Transportation

600

.

.

36,000
14,000
12.000
400
200
170

•

461— General

facilities

for Investment

— Cr.

FOLKS NEW HAVEN REPORT
[From an

During

immune

article

Charles
before

the

S.

by The Onlooker in The Aniialisl.]

exciting

Mellen's
Interstate

career

as

Commerce Commission

witness
in

the

New

—

Folk came
almost

to talk over with him.

incredible.

The counsel

He
of

smiled cynically.
the

Interstate

said.

would have been obliged to tell things I did not tell," he
"I was not there to vohuiteer information they did not

know how
.\nd so

to get."
it

stands in the record and in the conclusions of the

Commerce Commission

that John L. Billard retained
more than $2,700,000 in a transaction in which he represented
the New Haven Railroad, and in which he invested not a dollar
of his own. That is not true. That was the apparent difference
in the par value of securities, but the actual value of what Mr.
Billard came off with, clear and free, was probably under
It was after Mr. Mellen retired, and through a trade
Sl.500,000.
with the new management, that he got a final profit at all. The

Interstate

investigators did not go into that; they probably did not

a

York, New Haven & Hartford investigation at
Washington the commission's counsel, Joseph W^ Folk, was a
frequent caller at Mr. Mellen's rooms in the Shoreham Hotel.
He was, in fact, the only caller outside of a few personal friends,
and his repeated visits aroused curiosity. At last one of Mr.
Mellen's acquaintances asked him what it was all about what
recent

transaction, and not even to fish for clues, but to solicit the
former president of the New York, New Haven & Hartford to
employ vivid and picturesque language in his testimony on the
morrow, for purposes of newspaper headlines.
On leaving the stand the last day Mr. Mellen could not restrain the remark to an acquaintance that he was going back
home with about two-thirds of his information intact. The commission's counsel had not known liow to get it.
Mr. Folk had no understanding of accounting himself, and had
neither the industry to master its perple.xities nor the wit to
provide himself with experts big enough for the job. For instance, there was the notorious Billard transaction.
Several
days after Billard himself had been on the stand, and had succeeded in leaving the subject as bedimmed as it was before, a
New York journalist arrived to hear the Mellen testimony first
hand.
He spent his leisure time going over the Billard testimony. In the official stenographer's record he found references
to certain financial exhibits marked, "Billard A, B, C, D, E, and
F." which had not been copied into the record.
He first applied
for them to Billard's personal counsel, who was staying over,
Next
but his only copy of the exhibits was in New England.
the journalist applied to Mr. Folk, who stared at him blankly
he did not know anything about them. His attention was called
to the reference in the record at the place where the exhibits
were offered in evidence and marked, "Billard Exhibits A, B, C,
D, E, and F." He shook his head.
Possibly the accountants
knew. Ask them. The accountants, too. had forgotten them.
By the record it was clear that such exhibits did exist, but nobody knew where to look for them. A search was I'nsisted upon,
and after half an hour the exhibits were found in the bottom of
a clothes basket full of other papers and documents. The jourThey did
nalist copied them off and then tried to analyze them.
not analyze, that is, the figures did not balance, as any capable
accountant must have been able to see upon five minutes' study,
but Billard had been allowed to stand on them, as they were,
and to leave a hopeless record of the transactions carried on in
A competent accountant
his name by the New Haven Railroad.
ought to have been able to take those figures, start at the beginning and force either Mr. Billard or Mr. Mellen step liy step
into a corner out of which either the truth or the bald refusal
of it had been bound to come.
"What would you have done," the journalist ask'.'d Mr. Mellen,
"if a man who knew accounting had forced you through those
figures to the point of the ultimate question?"

Freight

— Salaries

and expenses of general officers...
454— Salaries and e.xpenses of clerks and attend451

So. 4

i7.

the case, not to get light on obscure episodes, such as the Billard
Passenger

Freight

389

VuL.

It

was

Commerce

Commission, whose knovvdedge of New Haven affairs was less
than that of the Park Row journalist who openly coached him.
came evenings to his chief witness, not to learn anything about

how.

may

It

be said that $1,500,000 was as

52,700.000: but the point

is

that the Interstate

mission failed to get the truth, and.

The R.mlw.ws
swampy

of

Niceri.\.

—

It

failing, let

is

said

know

preposterous as

Commerce Comit

that

go

at that.

Nigeria

is

so

and mules do not thrive in it and that, therefore, transportation is dependent entirely upon roads for foot
Besides a seacoast of about
trafiic. railways and the waterways.
that horses

SOO miles, the country haf'more than 1,000 miles of navigable
inland waterways and over 900 miles of railway, a little over
700 of

wWch

is

of 3

ft.

6

in.

gage and 200 miles of 2

Tliere are also about 500 miles of
struction.

new railway

ft.

liiie

6

in.

gage.

rnder con-

New Low Grade
This

Line from Tacoma, Wash., to Tenino

44-Mile

Double

Section

Track Road

Completes Northern Pacific
Between Seattle and Portland

Pacific is now completing a double track low
from Tacoma, Wash., south 43.7 miles to Tenino,
to replace the existing single track line between those
points. The new line is on an entirely new location removed
several miles from the present one and involves some verj'
The
heavy construction work under unusual conditions.
building of this line completes the reconstruction and double
tracking of the entire line from Tacoma, south to Portland,
thus providing double track from Portland to Seattle.

The Xorthtri)

grade

line

TR.\FF1C

In addition to the traffic of the Northern Pacific, the Great
Northern also operates over the tracks of the Northern

1, 1910, and the Great Northern on June 19, following, at
which time work had already been begun on the reconstruction of the line and building a second track from Tenino south

ary

to Portland.

movement

the

With the inauguration
demand for increased

of this additional train
facilities

became more

urgent and the work was prosecuted vigorously until the
second track south of Tenino was placed in operation late in
1911. In rebuilding this portion of the line, numerous changes
in grade and alinement were made so that the ruling grade
south of Tenino is now 0.3 per cent, in each direction with
the exception of five miles of one per cent, grade ascending
both ways to Napavine, 25 miles south of Tenino.
CH.\R.\CTERISTiCS OF OLD .AND

NEW

LINES

North of Tenino the grade on the old line is very broken
and consists largely of one per cent, grades in both directions,
with 2.2 miles of 2.2 per cent, grade ascending directly from
the station at Tacoma. The maximum curse on the old line
is 10 deg.
The tonnage rating southbound is now 2,000 tons
with helper service up the hill from Tacoma; switch engines
from the yard are used lor helper service, three such locomotives being required as helpers on a tonnage train.
The heavy through traffic of all three roads between Portland and Tacoma is materially increased by local traffic oJ
the Aorthern Pacific coming onto this line from the Moclips
branch at Centralia, from the South Bend branch at Chehalis,
and from the Olympia branch at Lake View. This traffic,
combined with the physical characteristics of the old line,
made necessary the inauguration of radical improvements
north of Tenino. The topography along the old line made
the construction of a low grade line on this location impractical and an entirely independent line was located.
Starting from Tenino the new line follows in a general way
the location of the Port Townsend Southern, a subsidiary of
the Northern Pacific, for six miles to Plum, and then continues northeast 16 miles across Patterson Lake to the east

shore of Puget Sound.

The

line

then follows the east shore

Puget Sound for 16 miles to Point Defiance. Tacoma. passing through the point in a tunnel 4.391 ft. long to the south
shore of Commencement Bay, which it follows for five miles
to a connection with the old line at the entrance to Tacoma
of

station.

way of the new line, as compared with the
increased from 39.18 miles to 43.71 miles and the
However, the ruling
from
824
curvature
deg. to 1,347 deg.
grade southbound is reduced from the 2.2 per cent, out of
The

old,

distance by

is

cent, elsewhere to a maximum of 0.3
With the excepcompensated in both directions.
tion of the 0.3 per cent, grade in the Point Defiance tunnel,
provided for drainage, there is practicallj' no adverse grade
against northbound trains. The total rise and fall on the new
line is 421 ft. as compared with 1,244 ft. on the e.xisting line.
The maximum curve is also reduced from 10 deg. on the old
With the locomotives now in
line to three deg. on the new.
use on this division, the new grade will permit an increase in
the tonnage to 3.000 tons southbound, limited by the Napavine hill, and will increase this rating still more as far south
as Centralia and Chehalis by filling out with cars for these
branches, in this way decreasing the mileage of these branch
line trains between Tacoma and Chehalis.
Because of the
rapidly increasing traffic on this, the only north and south
line along this portion of the coast, the new line was located
as a four track line, of which the two westerly tracks are now
being built.
The situation at Tacoma station will also be materially

Tacoma and one per

per

Legend.

New h'ne^^"^
Old line
Foreign lines

Map Showing

Location of

New <md Old Lines Between Tacoma
and Tenino

Pacific from Seattle to Portland, and the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Co. from Tacoma to Portland.
Thus, although this line is the only one from Portland north
to Puget Sound points, it is used by all three of these trunk
lines on an equal basis; it carries 22 regular scheduled passenger trains daily in addition to an average of about 18

freight trains.

The O. W.

R.

&

N. started operation over this line on Janu-

cent.,
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improved. At present a reverse movement at the foot of the
per cent, grade is necessary for all trains either in entering or leaving the passenger station, while the freight tracks
cross the passenger line at grade at the throat of the station.
The present station was built two years ago with the present
work in view so that upon the completion of the new line,
passenger trains will be pulled directly into and out of the

2.2

station without

any reverse movement and freight and pas-

be entirely separated at the station. From
the station north almost to the Point Defiance tunnel, the
new line lies on the present location of several important industrial tracks, necessitating a considerable rearrangement of

senger

traffic will

Profile of

yards and industrial connections
pendent of the switching leads.

to afford

Old

main tracks inde-

Vol.

57,

large steam shovels on this line in addition to two

No. 4

Model 40

shovels for miscellaneous light work.

THE SECTION

The most

.\LOXG PUGET

interesting problem

is in

SOUND

the construction of that

portion of the line lying along Puget Sound. For 16 miles
this location lies almost entirely in the Sound, supported only
on occasional points of land which it crosses. Coming south
out of the tunnel at Point Defiance the grade descends until
the elevation of subgrade is five feet above high tide and
then continues level for 10 miles, after which it rises to turn

The average

inland.

zind

ft.

New

variation in tide in this vicinity

is

17

Lines

and a

maximum

variation of 21

ft.

has been observed.

To

embankment on such a location from storms and
it was necessary to construct 12 miles of
To provide this seawall and also a means for the

protect the

heavy wave wash
seawall.

The construction of this line was authorized early in 1912
and work was immediately started on the grading. The
yardage

is

estimated at 7,500,000 yd. consisting almost entirely

The contract provided for only two classifications,
earth and solid rock. The largest fill on the line, which was
at the crossing of the Nisqually river, was 72 ft. high and
of earth.

about a half mile long, requiring 1,500,000 yd. of material.
The grading south of Puget Sound involved no particular
difficulties.
The onlj' slide of any importance was about two

A

Heavy

Slide North of Tenino

miles north of-Tenino where the line crosses a low divide in
a cut originally estimated to contain 195,000 yd., in addition
to 200,000 yd. of borrow material which was to be taken out
beyond the regular slopes. As the work progressed the material on one side for a horizontal distance of 700 ft. back
and to a height of 300 ft. above grade started to move into
the cut. A photograph shows the condition of this cut after
the shovel had been hurriedly pulled back following a rise in
the bottom of the cut and a further side movement during
one night. At the time of this slide a total of 600,000 yd. of

material had been removed.

construction of the embankment, a trestU was built consisting of three-pile bents spaced 15 ft. apart for heights exceeding 9 ft. above the bottom of the Sound and two-pile bents
below that height with an intermediate braced pile between
each two bents. These piles varied in length from 16 to 44
ft., depending on the depth of the water and were driven to
a minimum penetration of 12 ft.
Tlic bottom consisted mainly of sand and gravel with some
clay and some cemented gravel. In the latter material, holes

The contractor placed seven

were sprung with light charges of powder and the piles driven
in the holes thus started. The piles were capped by 12 in. by
12 in. timbers and properly cross-braced. The grade of the
top of the caps was established at three feet above high tide.
The outside piles were driven on a batter of three inches to
one foot, this inclination making necessary the use of a
pendulum driver pivoted
the upper end.
The contractor

^

three such drivers for this work.
braces consisted of one pile driven on this
built

two 4

in.

shown

in

The intermediate

same batter with
in. timbers braced to a 16 ft. anchor pile, as
drawing.
the
The inside faces of these main piles
by 8

July
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24, 1914

were planked solidly with

six inch planks to the elevation of

mean high tide.
As this timber

seawall was completed, the contractor placed
a deck on it and used it as the construction trestle on which
he brought out his material to construct the embankment.
This material was for the most part loaded by steam shovels
working in cuts where the line crossed points extending into
the Sound or in borrow pits, although in some instances material was sluiced directly from high banks into the fills.
As
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tract by means of one floating derrick, one derrick working
from the seawall and one outfit of scows dumping directly
high tide. The lower portion of the wall was made by
these scows and it was completed by the derricks. The finished wall stands on a 1:1 slope up to the top of the timber
sheeting and is then inclined on a flatter slope to the shoulder
of the embankment as shown in the sketch.
Approximately
522,000 lineal feet of fir piling were required for this seawall,
all of which was specified to have a minimum of nine inches
of heart wood. In addition, 7,220,000 ft. B.M. of timber other
than piles was required and over 1,368,000 lb. of iron.
at

POINT DEFIANCE TUNNEL

Next

most interesting problem was the
construction of the Point Defiance tunnel through the projection between Commencement Bay and Puget Sound proper,
just outside the city limits of Tacoma.
This tunnel is 4,391
ft. long and is built for two tracks on a 0.3 per cent, grade
each way from the center to provide drainage. It is on tangent with curves at each end. The material through which it

Constructing

the

fill

Heavy

was widened out

Fill at

sufficiently

tractor threw his track onto
feet

track

Approach

it

15

ft.

6

in.

Lake

behind the wall, the conit to subgrade tw^j

and raised

above the top of the caps.

was

to Patterson

to the seawall the

The

center of the nearest

inside of the center line of the seawall

trestle.

The waters in Puget Sound are seriously infested with
teredo which attack the piling up to about 10 ft. above low
tide.
Although timber given a heavy penetration of creosote
is practically immune to the attacks of the teredo for some
time, untreated piles were used for this wall as it was not considered necessary to go to the increased expense of using

Completed Portion

of

Sea Wall and Embankment

was driven is very fine sand. Work on this tunnel was pushed
from both ends with shields. Wall plate drifts were first
driven, followed closely by the shields supported on these
wall plates. These shields were driven forward with twelve
80-ton hydraulic jacks with a limit of movement of one foot.
The timbering followed immediately behind these shields.
Motor driven belt conveyors carried the material excavated

from the wall plate drifts out onto the bench. Similar conveyors carried the muck out from the center drift. At the
east end a bottom center drift was then driven at grade
sufficiently large to permit a dump car to enter and the remainder of the material was trapped into cars. At the opposite end the bench was taken out with a Marion 40 air

Making

Fill

Across a Sink Hole

at Patterson

Lake from a Trestle

Carried on a Raft

when in any event it would be necessary to probank ultimately with riprap. Accordingly, as fast as
a portion of the embankment was completed it was protected
with a heavy facing of stone, although in several instances
piles were entirely cut off by the teredo and rose to the surtreated piles

tect the

face before this riprap could be applied; the

life

of this tim-

some instances, not exceeding three months.
About 250,000 yd. of rock were required for the protection
of this embankment and the specifications required that 90
per cent, of it must be one cubic foot in volume or larger,
allowing up to 10 per cent, of spalls.
This material was
brought in by scows from Waterman and was placed by con-

ber, in

Cross Section of Sea WaU.

'

'

Iniermedlate Anchorage-

*

Sea WaJl Along Puget Sound
operated shovel loading into small cars which were handled
by an electr'c locomotive. Work on this tunnel was started
It was holed through on June 11, 1913,
late in April, 1912.
and the last of the bench material was removed on June 21.
The maximum distance driven in one month was 731 ft. in

May,

1913.

In lining the tunnel with concrete, alternate ribs only were
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removed and the remaining timbers were concreted in place.
The concrete mixing plant at the east portal is shown in one
of the photographs. Stone and sand were elevated into storage hoppers above the mixer with a belt convej-or and cement
was stored in the adjoining shed. The concrete was dumped
into cars which were hauled into the tunnel with a small

\'oL.

running the mi.xers was generated by

Tunnel Showing Timbering

The cars were then hoisted and dumped
onto an elevated platform which was mounted on four trucks
running on two tracks and moved forward as the work
progressed.
The concrete was shoveled into the sidewalls
or arch ring by hand. -About 120 yd. of concrete was deposited by each plant at each shift. The cross section of the
electric locomotive.

Xo. 4

plant at the

west

portal.

Another tunnel 300

ft.

long was built through heavy blue

clay a short distance east of the long one. Side drifts were
lirst driven on the elevation of the wall plates and were then

widened until the entire arch section was excavated. Wall
benches were then driven, the sidewalls were built and the
arch rings put in, after which the center bench was removed.
This tunnel was also driven from both ends. Construction

Concrete Mixing Plant

Interior ot Point Defiance

a

57,

at

Entrance to Point Defiance Tunnel

was complicated somewhat by an agreement with
Rustin in which it was located, providing that

the
a

town oi
roadwav

tunnel which the city desired to construct alongside the railroad, be driven lirst and the intermediate wall be used in
common. Delay in completing the city's portion of the work

held up the railway for some time but not sufficiently long to
delay the opening of the line.

OTHER COXSTRfCTION FE.MVRES
bridges are required. The Des Chutes river is
crossed seven miles north of Tenino on one 150 ft. deck truss
and two 50 ft. deck girder approaches. The Xisqually river
is crossed 11 miles farther north on three 150 ft. deck trusses
and two 100 ft. approach spans. At Steilacoom an 80 ft.

Three

steel

The
Strauss

Cross-Secbon of Double Track Tunnel at Point Defismce

wall required

a 16

ft.

7J'2

cu. yd. of

concrete per lineal foot, enabling

section of the arch to be keyed up daily.

This lining

required 39,000 cu. yd. of concrete in addition to 3.710,000 ft.
B.M. of timber. Power for operating the locomotives, for
lighting the tunnel while this work was in progress and for

direct

Substructure of the Nisqually River Bridge

lift

bridge

was

built

with

a

creosoted

timber

approach. Creosoted pile structures were also built at \\ ilton Waterway, Bay Island and two other points along the
Sound, care being taken to secure a heavy penetration of
creosote to render this tinTber immune from the attacks of
the teredo.

Smaller openings were provided for with concrete pipe
the railway company at a plant built esjiecially for

made by

:

July

:
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1914

24.

work

Auburn, Wash., 18 miles north of Tacoma, and
Railway Age Gazette of February 20, 1914.
This pipe was made in 24 in. and 36 in. sizes, over 10,000 lineal
this

described

at

the

in

each size of pipe being required. About 200 concrete
were also cast in this yard for use under tlie ends of tlie
girder approaches to the longer spans.
This new line is laid with 90-lb. open hearth rail on unAfter the completion of the line, all through
treated ties.
traffic will be routed over it, but the old line will continue

form on different engines of the same class. The Lackawanna
has found trouble on superheater locomotives with the graphite
lubricator because of carbonization, causing the piston rings to

and blows

feet of

tilt,

piles

valves

operated for local trafific.
This road is being built under the direction of W. L. Darling, chief engineer, Northern Pacilic; J. C. Breedlove, assistant engineer, is in direct charge of the work to the city limits
of Tacoma, while that work within the city is being handled
under the direction of A. R. Cook, principal assistant engineer. All bridge work was designed under the direction of
H. E. Stevens, engineer of bridges. Porter Brothers, Grant.
Smith & Co.. Portland, had the contract to build the foundations for all bridges and to do all grading, track laying and
ballasting on this line south of the tunnel and the Keasal
Construction Co. had the contract north of the tunnel for the
grading and masonry work. Nelson Bennett, of Tacoma, had
to be

GENERAL FOREMEN'S CONVENTION*

structing the men to work steam to a stop.
The practice of
examining valves and piston rings periodically, generally every
seems to be quite general, but one member did not
think it was necessary.
He claimed that this method was too
expensive and that satisfactory results could be obtained by the
enginemen reporting trouble after it starts. Several' members
thirty days,

expressed the opinion that lack of lubrication was the cause of
much cylinder and valve trouble where a little more oil would
save much repair expense on rings and bushings. Two roads
have done away with piston rod oil cups on superheater loco-

motives and use swabs with valve

Texas &

interdent of machinery of the

Pacific,

addressed the

Mr. Prendergast emphasized the need of good
treatment of employees and urged that provision be made for
their comfort, and also that good tools be provided for them
or they cannot do good work.
large percentage of employees
association.

A

follow

will

example of

the

their

leaders,

necessary that supervising officers use care
selves.

He

dividual

and
in

it

is

therefore

conducting them-

urged foremen to study the personality of the

workmen

so that they

in-

may

be assigned to work for
also placed considerable stress

wh'ch they are best fitted. He
on the help which can be obtained by carefully reading railway
technical- papers.
The address was replied to by Dr. Angus
Sinclair.

CYLINDERS .\ND PISTO.VS

V.^LVES,

T. Mullin presented a paper from

J.

which

use low grade

following

is

taken
Piston valves on superheater locomotives should be examined

once every 30 days, as a great deal of carbonization accumulates
on them. Piston valves with the Stephenson valve gear should

from
chambers

be set with negative lead to obtain the greatest efficiency

superheater

in.

should be a perfect
in.

Piston valves and
should be rebored, and

valve

locomotives.

when worn 1/32

fit

in the valve

larger than the chamber.

new

valve rings

chamber and should be 3/32

Old rings reapplied

engine house should be at least 1/16

in.

in the

shop or

larger than the valve

has been found on locomotives converted from saturated
superheated steam that the cylinders have a tendency to crack

It

chamber to the receiving ports of the
cylinder.
In order to overcome this we are applying a crossbrace from front to back between the valve chamber and the
cylinder, shrinking it and drawing the metal together in order to
hold it when under the high temperature.
This has overcome

leading from the valve

.OTOGENOUS WELDING
C. L. Dickert (Central of Georgia) presented a committee re-

port of which the following

an abstract

the back flue

to

sheet,

1

believe,

has the

but

I

am

field

to itself.

not

in a position to give a

comparative cost or the ef-

two methods. We at first installed the oxyacetylene plant and used this method altogether, and about two
ficiency

of the

we

years later
outfit

installed the

electric.

Shortly after the electric

was going, we had an accident occur

the acetylene

to

We then had to resort to the electric for all
welding.
We have just about completed our new

plant.

made a few tests on side
and oxy-acetylene. One of our greatest

classes of

acetylene

sheets with the electric

troubles

is

breaking

in

operators and holding them after they have learned to handle
Each craft does the welding of metals
the torch successfully.
that originates in

respective department; blacksmiths handle

its

wrought iron, steel and cast steel boilermakers all boiler
plates and flues; machinists, cast iron; and coppersmiths do
all the brass and pipe work.
One great defect is that its use appears too easy, and it is
all

;

applied in
little

all sorts

study,

of ways.

which

The

operators, as a rule, give

responsible for practically

is

the average mechanic, these days, devotes but

all

it

failures,

but
as

time to study

little

blacksmith of the right
on the things pertaining to his trade.
caliber would, in my opinion, be the right man to handle the

more knowledge of heating metals, taking
and contraction, etc., than mechanics from
At any rate, whoever is put on the job
other departments.
should have a competent instructor, and should be furnished
with all the reading matter that is published from time to time
on the subject, so <>% to familiarize himself with the work.
welding, as he has
care

they are apparently in

worn
With

are found to be

—

good condition

until

the

of the position of the eccentrics so that the practice

Age

Gazette, July
two days* proceedings.

17,

1914,

page

105,

may

be uni-

for report

3f

the

to

reduce the

cost of repairs, increase mileage of flues, prolong the life of fireboxes, reclaim worn parts of locomotives, repair broken parts

of machinery, and numbers of other savings.

flat.

Stephenson valve gear a number of
roads follow the practice of keying the eccentrics to the main
A record is kept
axle before the wheels are under the engine.

•See Railway

of expansion

Autogenous welding has enabled the railroads

some cases
examined, when they

Pistons should be examined every shopping as in

first

is

However, the oxy-acetylene advocates claim great progress along
For cutting, the oxy-acetylene process is in a class
this line.
by itself; there is a difference of opinion as to which is best
on a general run of boiler work. Economy and efficiency are
the two main points to consider.
We have the electric and oxy-acetylene plants installed at
Macon shops, and have done quite a lot of welding with both,

the cracking of this part of the cylinder.

Discussion.

will

A

chamber.
to

was claimed,

it

the oil cups and this carbonizes very easily.

oil in

plant and have
tlie

This has been found

oil.

to reduce carbonization, as the enginemen,

flues

Tliursday morning session A. P. Prendergast, super-

the

resulting.
It was stated that much trouble with
be eliminated by removing the relief valves and in-

may

Literally speaking, the methods mentioned in these papers
would not come under the head of autogenous welding, but as
we know and speak of them as such we have included them.
Each method has its advantages; the electric, for welding

the contract for the tunnels.

.\t
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.All

large shops,

have a complete arrangement, should have all the systems.
which electric welding has
in
.\
field
Electric Welding.
proved very successful and profitable, is that of welding flues to
today over SO locomotives
service
have
in
We
back flue sheets.
with flues welded to the back flue sheet, making a total of about

to

27,000 flues.

—

Out of

this

number of locomotives

in service with

:
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We

were welded
very

first

have, however, had

in service a short while,

it is

engine to fail on the road from
some few flues leak after being
which was due to bad beads when they

we have our

flues welded,
flues.

in.

When new

bead

If part of the

difficult to

get a

off,

is

exposing the copper,

we

apply them in the usual

manner, with copper ferrules, rolling the bead and prossering.
A heavy bead is built up in welding to the flue sheet. This leaves
Some roads shape up the beads with a cutter,
a rough finish.
while others go over them with a beading tool to smooth them

We

over.

Where

find this is not necessary.

welded

that have been

flues

in

are to be removed,

it

only requires a few hours longer to cut off the beads, and we
find that the flue sheet is in better condition than before welding in

welding builds up the sheet around the flue holes
We have a tool for facing off

flues, as

to about the original thickness.

the rough surface after the flues are removed,
clean sheet for applying

Welding

new

in half side sheets

making

a

good

flues.

and patches, repairing

mud

rings,

has proved very successful with the electric process.
Electric welding has proved valuable in filling up worn links,

etc.,

link blocks, blade jaws, saddle pockets

and

cellar bolt holes in

welding new notches in quadrants, worn places
in frames caused by spring rigging wearing; building up piston
in fact everything that is
fits to crossheads, rod ends and straps
driving boxes

;

;

worn or broken
no

is

that

it

is

There
something new

possible to reclaim at a profit.

limit to its usefulness, as

we always

find

57,

No. 4

truck frames and cradles,

all frame braces and brackets, plugging holes in heavy motion work parts, reclaiming nearly all
tender bolsters, guides and pedestals, cracked locomotive bells,

On

work they weld

in all firebox door sheets when
door hole, and apply patches to boilers,
which is not always successful, due to the tendency to crack on
cooling. They also apply sections to flue sheets and weld broken
bridges. These also have to be frequently gone over the second
or third time on account of cracks due to contraction.
In repairs to fire door cracks, experience strongly indicates,
for back shop practice at least, that better results are obtained
by cutting out the cracks, replacing by patches the sizes of which
are governed by the nature and size of the crack. Merely welding up old fire door cracks usually leads to future trouble, since
the crack starts from the inside and can be only partially seen
from the outside with the result that all of the crack is not completely welded up, and possibly cracks existing on the water
side and not visible from outside may be increased by the strain
of contraction from the heat of welding a closely adjoining
crack.
By cutting out cracks which are visible from outside
and welding in patches of new material this trouble is eliminated
The Atlantic Coast Line has experienced excellent success with
boiler repairs made by the oxy-acetylene process at the Waycross, Ga., shops, including some radical departures over the old
etc.

boiler

they join in the

good weld.

flues are to be welded,

Vol.

method of

repairs.

The report
Wormer, A.

& H.

fire

is

signed by C. L. Dickert, chairman

C. L.

;

M. Newman, A.
C. M. & St. P., and

C.

C. L.

Wm.

;

R. B.

Van

A. A. Masters,
Hall, C. & N. W.

;

to be done.

D.

Oxy-AcctyJcne Welding.— Tht oxy-acetylene process of welding and cutting has passed the experimental stage, and has made
a more rapid growth in the past few years in railroad work than
in all the preceding years combined.
For cutting it has the

paper was entered into
with a great deal of interest, and on the subject of oxy-acetylene

field to itself.

field

Oil Welding.

— Oil

welding of locomotive frames has been the

Macon shops for the past two years. Quite a number of welds have been made during this time which have proved
very successful. The success of oil welding, like all other methods of frame welding, depends largely on allowances made for
practice at

expansion and contraction.
There is but little expense attached to
outfit

F. P. Miller,

— The

this

consists of a small oil burner, an oil tank

:

and oxy-acetylene welding. If there are any light frames broken,
say through the pedestal jaw or lower rail, or back braces, they
resort to oil welding as it is considered much cheaper and
quicker than any other process.
For broken frames on heavy
power thermit is used almost entirely, and with very great
success.
They have had one or two cases where the frames
have broken again at the weld, but it is not believed that the
thermit was to blame so much as the men doing the job, in not
allowing enough for contraction in the cooling process, and
thereby putting an undue strain upon that part of the frame.
The Delaware & Hudson uses both the electric and oxyacetylene welding processes. On boiler work they weld in flues,

discussion

welding, Mr. Byers, of the

of

this

& San Francisco, presented
work done at the new Spring-

Louis

St.

considerable information on the

shops of that road. The shops are piped for acetylene gas
and 20 welders are kept busy performing various classes of work.

From

July

cu.

of

1, 1913, to June 30, 1914, that shop consumed 856,700
oxygen and 108,800 lb. of carbide, and it was estimated
a saving of $83,191.60 was obtained by the use of this procthe following table giving a list of the amount and kind of

ft.

that
ess,

work during

method of welding.
and two
small battering rams. The entire outfit is mounted on a fourThe maw'heel truck which is easily handled around the shop.
terial used is crude oil, fire brick and fire clay, which amounts
to about $2; the balance of expense is for labor, which amounts
to about $6; making a total cost for preparing and welding
frames on an average of $8.
The Chicago & North Western is using three methods of
welding with very good results in each case oil welding, thermit

The

;

Discussion.

this time

Parts

Bolsters

13

Crossheads and pistons
Center castings
Center plates
Cylinders
Driving boxes

Drawbars

254
26
2
.'..

23
240
12

Driving wheels

3

collars ai d sheets
castings

Equalizers

Engine frames
Front end ring
Firebox work, misc
Lubricators
Flue sheets

Pieces

Shop machines
Main rod brasses

637
391
661

Brackets
Braces

Door
Deck

Parts

Pieces

Asbpans

400

692
8
473
146
4,914
531

.Miscellaneous repairs
Main rods
Miscellaneous parts
Oil boxes
Pedestals

626
368
100
374

Reverse lever strips
Rocker arms
Running boards

Steam chests
Steam pumps

.-

Steam pipes
Truck boxes
Truck frames

113
14
2
4

Triple valves

3,017

Water columns

3

5

10
495
62

Side sheets

1

236
567
45

261

Mr. Byers stated that all firebox side sheets are welded in and
that good success has been obtained with welding frames, there
being only two failures out of 77 frame welds made.
It has,
how'ever, been found difficult to get a satisfactory weld with
cast iron, only one man having been found who could do this so
that it could be machined.
It is necessary to have expert men
to 'perform oxy-acetylene welding, and it has been found that
blacksmiths make the most apt students. In welding tubes in the
tube sheets. Mr. Byers stated that it is not necessary to use the

mud rings, etc. With boiler work this has
not proved entirely successful, due to leaks that develop later
and have to be corrected. However, they are making progress

copper ferrules.

along this line, and are continuing its use.
The oxy-acetylene system they have had going about one year,
starting with portable oxygen and acetylene tanks.
The class

Those roads using electrical welding have found it very successful, being able to weld more difficult jobs than they could
with the oxy-acetylene Jjrocess.
C. L. Dickert, of the Central
Railway of Georgia, claimed that an electrical welding outfit
would pay for itself by its success in welding tubes, and the
results have shown that 22 tubes could be welded per hour by

small cracks, seams,

of

work done

includes the welding of various

defective, building up of the
ings, as this

gine

frames,

is

worn

castings

when

surfaces on the heavier cast-

a surer process than the electrical welding of enis
not always successful, welding engine

which

Other members could not report as all-round good success as
did Mr. Byers, and attributed their trouble to inexperienced help.

one man.

With

this process

he has been able to

fill

up wrist-

:

July

24,
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and knuckle-pin holes and flat spots on tires very satisfacThermit welding has proved generally successful. On
the Chicago & North Western at Clinton, Iowa, out of 154
thermit welds, there were only five failures, three of these being
man failures. Other roads reported equally good results.
pin

torily.
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day is considerable, and these tracks should be supplied
with compressed air and full advantage taken of this excellent
opportunity of locating and remedying defects.
per

Terminal Repairs.

— Good

brakes depend on the attention they

You cannot depend on

receive at the terminal.

the repair tracks

shops keeping up the air brake equipment. All defects noted
by the inspectors should he corrected.
At the very best, the
regular terminal test of brakes on engines or cars misses many
of the defects, and for that reason it is important that as few
defects as possible be allowed to escape repair. However, it does
not follow that the repairing of defective brakes cannot be done
in

AIR BRAKE REPAIRS

The following

an abstract of a paper by Chas. M.

is

(Atlantic Coast Line)

The maintenance
principles

:

Newman

:

of

the

brake depends largely on

air

five

Accessible location of parts which require frequent

proper installation; methods of inspection; to what

attention;

made; methods of making

repairs

an assistance to maintenance,

this is

extent terminal repairs are
to the principal parts.

Accessible Location.

very important.

— As

When

time

is

short and

made, the parts most accessible

many

repairs are to be

receive the attention and

will

This results in lowering the
efficiency of the brakes, in neglect of equipment and in increase in
those inaccessible will be neglected.
the cost of maintenance.

have seen air pumps located so close
was next to impossible to remove

I

to the running board that

it

the bottom head or a valve cap without removing the

pump

or

the board.

Proper

—A

brake equipment improperly
installed is an expensive device from which efficient service canThe heart of the equipment, the air pump,
not be obtained.
Installation.

should be

made

good

air

perfectly secure in

its

location,

and so located
and grit

that the intake will not be in a position to get the dirt

from the running boards or ashes from the pans when fires are
Reservoirs and other parts which
have several pipes connected should be fastened to some place
being cleaned or dumped.

from vibration as possible and the fastening made seimproper installation and location of such parts are
responsible for a great many leaks and broken pipes. When a

without delay to cars which should go forward promptly.
Such repairs as ordinary brake pipe leaks, defective hose
gaskets, wrong piston travel, etc., which require little time should
be made on the service tracks but cars requiring heavy brake
repairs should be marked for the repair tracks.
Here is where
;

good judgment must be exercised,

as perishable or other very
important loads or empties needed for such lading must not be
delayed.
By assigning a certain track in important terminal
yards for air brake repairs, which require more time than the
ordinary repairs made on the service tracks, and a few men with

the necessary repair materials, such cars are often repaired and
go forward in the first train out, and very few are allowed to go
forward without repairs being made. All cars in shops or on
repair tracks with cleaning dates over nine months old, should
have their brakes cleaned and lubricated. Not only will the condition of brake cylinders and triples fully warrant this, but it is
improbable that these cars will be so favorably located again for
months, without causing delay and switching.
When triples need cleaning, it is not a good policy to do it on
the repair or service tracks, but they should be removed and sent

some

place fitted with a test plant, so that, after

as free

to the shops, or

curely, as

the operation of cleaning and lubricating, they can be placed on

should be applied to substantial
brackets and these to a place free from vibration. As little drop
Brake
as possible for the brackets will prevent some vibration.
distributing valve

is

used,

it

valves and signal valves should not be located too close to the
boiler, as

excessive heat interferes with their efficient operation.

Gages should never be fastened directly to iron brackets, but
small blocks of soft wood, of a uniform thickness, should be

the test rack and given the required test; then they are ready to

be replaced on the car or engine, and efficient operation

Another apparently small defect will be found on almost every
which is carefully inspected is air leaks. A large railroad,
which operates long trains successfully, has an allowable maximum train line leakage as follows For trains of from 25 to
SO cars, 7 lb. per min.; for trains of from SO to 75 cars, 6 lb.
train

:

used between the gage and the bracket.

Too much cannot be
on the proper installation of piping. Many failures to engines and cars on account of defects in the air brake equipment
can be traced to badly clamped and crooked pipes, or pipes with
an insufficient number of clamps, or Clamped or bent in such a
manner as to form pockets. All piping should be put up with
as few elbows as possible, using easy bends instead.
Methods of Inspection. Before any engine leaves the engine
house its entire air apparatus should be given a thorough inspection and test by competent men, and all perceptible defects corrected. The air pump should be given an efficiency test to make

per min.

said

Methods of Making Repairs.
parts arc removed and applied

it is capable of supplying the necessary quantity of air
under ordinary conditions.
Something which is very frequently overlooked by inspectors,
especially on locomotives, is the matter of the brake levers, beams
and hangers being the correct ones for the type of engine. Frequently, a repair man, at an outside point, will replace one of
these with one the nearest to the correct one that he has. This
lever may increase the braking power and under unfavorable
conditions would cause wheels to slide or he may have decreased
the braking power by applying a light beam or the wrong hanger,
which reduces the efficiency of the brakes.

them
from

—

sure that

;

The proper time
this,

to inspect a train

the incoming engineer should

to stop,

enough

add

is

on

its

arrival.

To do

to the reduction required

on the train. The inand make an immedate examination

to fully set the brakes

spectors should be present

and bad order all defective brakes. In seeking accessible places
to make brake tests and inspection without loss of time, extra
switching or danger to workmen, the freight house and transfer
tracks should be considered.
Here, the number of cars handled

as-

is

sured.

;

for trains of 75 cars or over, 5

When

and helpers.

per min.

lb.

— Practically

all

of our air brake

to the locomotive by

handy men

carried to the air brake department for over-

handy m.en or

is,
work is done
mechanics who have been trained in each hne. By using men in
this manner, we get the highest efficiency from the man on each

by specialists

hauling, the

;

that

part.

Discussion.

— The

chief point brought out

was

that the

dif-

ferent parts of the air brake apparatus should be placed in more-

giving an

places,

accessible

A

readily.

change

in

opportunity to repair and inspect
pump piston rods

the design of the air

the shoulder to the tapered

be needed

;

where

it

fit

of the piston

has been done a reduction

was believed

to

broken piston

in

rods has been experienced.

THE TAYLOR SY'STEM

A

on this subject was presented by W. W.
which he said, in part

subsidiary paper

Scott (D., L.

& W.)

in

After a careful analysis of the scientific principles of either the
Taylor or Emerson school, we may find in many of the details,
nothing entirely new in doing work. The shop manager may
have a much better way in handling some detail but the new
principles should not be confused with methods. If you have the
principles of scientific management and a purpose to carry them
out, any man may get results, though his methods of applying the
;

principles

The
for a

may

vary.

management calls
The mechanism of -management must

history of the development of scientific

word

of warning.

not be mistaken for

its

essence or underlying philosophy.

Pre-

;;
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cisely the

results

which

and

same mechanism will in one case produce disastrous
The same mechanism
in another the most beneficial.
produce the

will

underlying principles of
if

;;

finest

spirit in

those

who

are using

it.

relief for the

There are
Buffalo

:

first

at

The following

were elected

officers

ensuing

the

for

year

passenger terminal situation was urgently

present

four

passenger

principal

the so-called union station

:

stations

owned by

the

at

New

York Central & Hudson River and used also by the Buffalo.
& Pittsburgh the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern
the Michigan Central; the Pennsylvania, and the West Shore;
second the Lehigh Valley station, used also by the Grand Trunk
Rochester

ELECTION OF OFFICERS

Xo. 4

57,

needed.

results

scientific

accompanied by the wrong

when made to serve the
management will lead to failure

mediate

Vol.

;

:

W. W.

President,

N. Y.

;

first

Illinois

Scott, general foreman. D., L.

&

W., Buffalo,

vice-president, L. A. North, superintendent of shops,

Central, Chicago

second vice-president. \Valter Smith,

;

Chicago & North Western, Chicago third vice-president, W. T.
Gale, machine foreman, Chicago & North Western, Chicago
fourth vice-president, W. G. Reyer, general foreman, Nashville.
Chattanooga & St. Louis, Nashville, Tenn. secretary-treasurer.
Wm. Hall. Chicago & North Western, Winona, Minn.
;

;

CLOSING EXERCISES

Hannahan, formerly chief of the Fireinen's Brotherhood and
now a representative of the Locomotive Stoker Company,
J.

addressed the association, pointing out to the members the necessity of all railroad men working together to prevent so much
adverse legislation that has proved to be merely political ammunition. Every railroad man should exert what infiuencc he

can to impress his representatives in either the state or federal
legislatures, that they should treat the railroads fairly.
He also
spoke of the vast opportunities ahead of general foremen, mentioning a number of prominent men who have worked up
through this position.

PASSENGER TERMINAL IMPROVEMENTS; AT
BUFFALO
The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western began construction
work about the first of the year on its new passenger station and
the rearrangement of

its

terminals in Buffalo, N. Y., in accord-

agreement with the city's Terminal Station Commission. This commission was created by special act of the state
legislature about four years ago, with power to negotiate with
the railways entering the city to secure freight and passenger
terminal improvements that have been desired both by the railance with

its

Perspective Sketch of Proposed D. L.

ways and the city.
by the act of the

The membership

&

third

of the commission, as fixed

prominent citizens
of Buffalo serving without pay, the commission having authority

New

the Erie station, used also by the

awanna & Western

Wabash
station.

and fourth

;

:

York, Chicago &
Delaware, Lack-

the

All of these stations are old and

inadequate properly to handle the

traffic.

Also, in a

number

of

approaches cross streets at grade, endangering
street traffic and causing delays in entering the station.
Following e.xtended negotiations with the Terminal Commission,
the Lackawanna reached an agreement last year for the improvement of its entrance and the construction of a new station. The
-Vew York Central and the Lehigh Valley are still conducting
negotiations for similar improvements and it is possible that in
the rearrangement the roads now using the Erie station may
instances

the

become tenants of the
decided to locate the

New ^ork
New ^ork

Central.

It

has been tentativel>

Central station on the Terrace

just west of the present union station near the location of a small

on the Niagara Kails branch of that road. It is expected
Lehigh \'a!ley will use its present entrance with some
improvements in street crossings, but the location of its new
station east and west has not yet been fixed.
The Lackawanna enters the downtown district of Buffalo from
tlie
southeast, approaching the Buffalo river near Michigan
street and paralleling the river from that point to the passenger
station and beyond to the coal docks.
The double track line
crosses Michigan street overhead and then drops down to the
street level, the tracks being laid in Ohio street for the remaining
station

that the

distance to the

station.

The

passenger station

old

is

located

on the west side of Main street with the lake freight house just
across the tracks on the river front. The coal docks are located
about one-half mile west of the station and the local freight
house north of the main tracks near Columbia street. The advantages of this river front location for the freight traffic are
evident, and as the passenger station is only a few blocks from

W. Passenger

legislature, consists of ten

:

Louis, and the

St.

Station at Buffeilo, N. Y., from the River Side

the hotel and office district of the city and the other railway
stations,

was

its

location

was

also

satisfactory.

The

old

building

to act in this matter for the

remodeled from
the structure used by the street railway company as a car barn

mission.

in

New York Public Service ComThe constitutionality of the act was contested in the
was upheld by a decision rendered in March, 1913.

courts and

The commission has done
problem of improving the

little

city

toward the consideration of the
freight

terminals,

as

some im-

entirely inadequate, however, having been

the days of horse car operation.

It

was

also very desirable

from the standpoint both of the railway and the city to remove
the tracks from the public streets along the river front.

The

traffic

to be considered

in

designing the

new passenger

JcLv
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and terminal approaches consists of eight passenger trains
day, tive of which in each direction are through
trains to and from New York; a heavy movement of Pennsylvania coal, particularly in the summer, which is hauled to the
and a considerable package
coal dock for loading lake boats
freight traffic for transfer to and from lake steamers at the lake
freight house, in addition to the local freight business handled
The passenger terminal
at the separate house mentioned above.
is of the stub-end type, all through cars for western connections
being handled at East Buffalo or other junction points east of
All locomotives and cars are handled at the East
the station.
Buffalo terminal, about five miles from the station.
station

each

way per

shed,

station will be located just east of

street adjacent to the river.

to the north

and acquiring

By moving Ohio
all

Main

street about 40

ft.

property between Ohio street and

the river this allows all tracks to be placed south of the street,
The track level is raised about 22 ft.
leaving it unobstructed.
above the street and the single track lead to the coal dock is

Main
The only grade

on a

viaduct

carried on this elevation across

street

encased

crossing involved in the

new

in

layout

concrete.
is

steel

the single track lead to the lake freight house just

This lead is carried alongside the train
shed and station building and under the Main street viaduct.
west of Main

street.

be available

will

The

witli

the small yard adjacent to the freight house.

lead to the local freight house just west of Columbia street

unchanged, connecting with the low level tracks just north of
shed.
The two main tracks will remain unchanged
across Michigan street, but just west of that point they will
swing to the south diverging to six station tracks, two of which
is

the train

ft. long and four 675 ft. long.
Advantage has been taken of the location of the station on the
river front in a number of ways.
Arrangements have been
made to dock the passenger boats of the Detroit & Cleveland and

are about 475

the Cleveland

&

Buffalo boat lines alongside the station building

and passengers of these steamers will use all of the station facilA Bush
ities in common with the railway company's patrons.
type train shed will be used and the station tracks and platforms,
as well as the shed, will be supported on a continuous deck
striicture of reinforced concrete, over the tops of the supporting
columns, which will be spaced 27 ft. center to center in both
This type of construction will make available all of
under the train shed for warehouse purposes. This
storage space will be accessible to boats docking alongside and it
can also be served by three spur tracks connecting by a switchback, shown in the accompanying plan, (mder the station ap-

directions.

the space

proach tracks to the low level track along the north side of the
station.
The new development will involve the construction of
about 1,800 ft. of dock, a portion of which, just east of the train

new

fire

boat

remove the old one which interfered with

tlie

slip

in

It

order to

location of the

station leads.

The new
250

ft.

will l)e a steel frame structure, 110 ft. by
with a granite base course, brick facing above the

station

in size,

waiting room floor

level, and a tile roof.
It will be four stories
high with a mezzanine floor between the dock level and the
train shed tloor.
The upper portion of the building will be de\

oted to

offices.

The new dock

supported on timber
kept below the water

piles,

will

About

line.

have a concrete dock wall

of the timber construction being

all

10.700 piles are being driven

under the station and train shed. About 30 ft. of quicksand has
been encountered; under part of the work and under this condition the piles are jetted. Elsewhere they are driven. The piles
are being driven to rock which is about 40 ft. below street grade.

An

electro-pneumatic interlocking tower, controlling the en-

trance to the station, will be located on top of the power plant

which
chosen

new station. This is located just
somewhat remote location being
more valuable space along the river

will furnish heat to the

west of Michigan

street,

this

order to leave the

in

front free for development.
Tliis

improvement work

Track Plan Showing the Lackawanna Improvements along the River Front
connecting

future warehotise development.

for

will be necessary to construct a

;

The new passenger
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is

being carried out under the direc-

in Buffalo, N.

Y.

J. Ray, chief engineer. Delaware, Lackawanna & W'estern; A. E. Deal, bridge engineer; G. E. Boyd, division engineer,

tion of G.

and O. H. Kellogg, assistant engineer. Kenneth M. Murchison,
New York, is the architect for the station building. The contract for all foundation and dock -work was let to the BuffaloDredging Company, Buffalo, N. Y., and that for the station to
the Hedden Construction Company, Xew York City.
Su.\iM.\RV OF

R.MLW.w PROGRESS

i.v

Chili.— The government

now

has under construction 208 miles of railroad estimated to cost about $8,634,000. of v.^hich it is expected to comOn
plete 63 miles by the close of 1914 at a cost of $1,848,000.

of Chili

completion of these Hues, the Chilian government will own and
control 2.270 miles, of which 150 miles is double track. The private railroads of the country cover 1.860 miles with S78 miles

under consideration. The 1,860 miles are valued at $93,066,583,
and the receipts for 1913 were $14,460,425, with expenses at $11,
521,156, showing a net gain of $6,051,378: while the state railways showed a loss of $2,732,596. As has been noted before, the
Chilian government is at present outlining a scheme of equipping the government railways with rolling stock sufficient in
quantity to handle the growing business of the coitntry, threefourths of the total number of cars and locomotives required
will have to be purchased abroad, and it is Said that American
material will have the preference at the same price.
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with the old method:

AMERICAN RAILWAY TOOL FOREMEN'S

pm

ASSOCIATION
The sixth annual convention of the
Foremen's Association was held at the
July 20-22, inclusive. The meeting was
Roberts of the Bessemer & Lake Erie,
tion.

After a prayer by the Rev.

president of the associa-

tools.

was welcomed by J.
F. De Voy, assistant superintendent motive power and machinMr. De Voy spoke very
ery, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.
highly of the work done by mechanical department associations,
stating that the members in attendance at the Atlantic City conventions this year seemed to pay more official attention to what

Many

of the superintend-

power in attendance when questioned stated that
the time had come when the older associations were becoming
more dependent on the junior associations for help in develop-

ents of motive

Money spent by
ing the mechanical departments of railways.
men to conventions of this kind is not

the railroads in sending

and if the members will give up their ideas
workers the railroads will be greatly benefited.
Air. De Voy paid special tribute to the integrity and sincerity
Conof purpose of the men in the motive power department.
ventions of this sort will do a great deal to promote the general
He referred to the tool foremen
efficiency of that department.
as efficiency engineers of the highest type and pointed out that
their special field lay in establishing standards that would facilin the least,

to their fellow

itate the

the

work

work and reduce
that

the cost of production, referring to

had been done

in the

automobile industry as an

A

special field for the tool

foremen

can devise

efficient

the devising of safety

is

appliances to be placed on machines.

By

their ingenuity they

and inexpensive safeguards that

He

vast benefit to the railroads they serve.

called

will

be of

on the

tool

foremen to shoulder part of the responsibility the state and
federal laws have placed on the railroads and do all they can
to perfect the safety appliances. Mr. De Voy closed his remarks
with some very encouraging words as to the business conditions.
Within the past month the Milwaukee has increased its force
He laid particular stress on the benefits the railten per cent.
roads would derive from the abundance of grain that is being
shipped.

president's .address

President Roberts spoke of the opportunities the tool foremen
have in increasing the efficiency of the mechanical department.

The higher officers are looking to the tool foremen more and
more each year, calling on their ingenuity and skill ta increase
same time improve the quality
foremen is to standardize the tools so that a much less number will be required to
also spoke of the
Mr.
Roberts
perform the necessary work.

the output of the shops and at the

of the work.

A

special field for the tool

benefit he has personally received by attending the conventions.

Many new

ideas obtained

from other members through the

dis-

cussions on the floor have been successfully applied by him.

STANDARDIZING REAMERS
Several

members presented papers on standardizing reamers

C. A. Schaflfer, general tool inspector,
To any one who has
spoke in part as follows
had practical experience in a locomotive repair shop the economy resulting from standardized reamers is obvious, and to
those who have gone into the matter systematically no argument
If conis necessary to show wherein a saving may be effected.
ditions will not permit of going into the matter in a general
for locomotive repairs.
Illinois Central,

:

way. possibly on account of not wishing to replace

all

of the

large stock of tools of various descriptions at one time, it may
be possible to select one or more sets from the following list

of reamers to start with, any one of which when completed and
put into practical use should show a good saving, as compared

Crossheads and piston reamers; knuckle

when compared with

the

work

life

of the job will be

into a

machine and boring

much

greater

the old practice of putting
it

fit.
Then, too, the
done with the proper

for a

if it is

The commercially manufactured locomotive tapered reamers,
which are cataloged by all the leading small tool manufacturers,
for use on rods and frame work, come far from being suitable
for use on the heavy power of today. A revision in standards
along this line would, no doubt, result in increased business for
the manufacturer and economy for the roads who buy the
greater proportion of such tools instead of making them themselves.

E. J. McKernan, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, stated that
on the Santa Fe lines all the frame reamers for locomotives
have 1/16 in. taper in 12 in. All sizes of reamers 1 iii. in diameter and under are purchased from manufacturers and all those
over that are made in the tool room at Topeka. Nine reamers
have been adopted as standard for crosshead and piston work.
These reamers are tapered '/z in. in 12 in., and are made with a
left hand spiral.
Four reamers are used for the knuckle pin
work on side rods. They have a 9-in. flute and a l}4-in. taper
12

in

with a

in.,

left

hand

spiral

of 68.57 pitch.

A

standard

inpered reamer of a straight flute 12 in. long is used for the link
blade pin.
This one reamer takes care of all the jaws on

Stephenson

well.
The standard reamers for
work are used in all holes on cylinder

motion as

link

cylinder saddle flange

on the flanges for truing up the holes after
These reamers are
been bolted together.
tapered to 1/16 in. in 12 in. For general motion work two reamers are used, one Uyi in., and the other 19J4 in. over-all. They
have a taper of J4 in. in 10 in., measure 1% in. on the point
and have a left hand spiral. The dimensions of reamers in use
on the Philadelphia & Reading, Southern and the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific were submitted by J. P. Manger, J. E. Dosser
and W. J. Eddy, respectively.
Discussion. From the discussion it was clearly brought out
that the square shank was more desirable than the tapered shank
These square shanks should be made in four
for all reamers.
splices as well as

the

illuminating example.

No. 4

ball joint reamers; and rod and frame bolt reamsaving in time from one to eight or ten hours may be

effected on jobs

Christ Church, Englewood, the association

wasted

A

American Railway Tool
Hotel Sherman, Chicago,
called to order by A. M.
A. Lepper, rector of

57,

reamers;

ers.

Howard

the junior organizations were doing.

Vol.

cylinder

has

—

it will not be necessary to have too many
wrenches with which to drive them. The high point of the
discussion was. however, the success with which the spiral
reamer had met wherever it had been used and carefully made.
Some reported that it was impossible to use carbon steel reamOther roads.' howers and that high speed steel was necessary.
ever, reported that with the fluted reamers carbon steel could
be used exactly as well and that there was very little difference
in the life.
The process of the manufacture of the spiral reamer

different sizes so that

is

a little

more

difficult

than the straight reamer, although de-

have been used whereby the machine work is pretty nearly
the same. It is more difficult, however, in tempering and grinding as the reamers are more liable to become warped.
The Atlantic Coast Line makes reamers so that they may be
vices

ground four times, each time taking off 1/32 in. in diameter.
When they have been used up to this limit they are reclaimed
by being made into smaller reamers, or small tools. The discussion was closed with a recommendation that the secretary
be instructed to gather information from the members of the
association concerning the sizes and the degree of taper, together
with other information, with a view of establishing standards
for reamers at the next convention.

The remaining

sessions of the convention will be reported in

next week's issue.

—

Rolling Stock on a Chinese Railway. At the end of 1913
Railway of China consisted
of 32 locomotives; 66 passenger and inspection cars and 490
The freight and passenger receipts for the year
freight cars.
were $900,600.

the rolling stock of Tientsin-Pukow

TuLY
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THE RAILROADS' MOST GIGANTIC TASK
By John Findley Wallace
[From

Leslie's Illustrated

Weekly Newspaper, July

16,

1914]

which conquers in the sign "we will," now contemplates picking up a river which is in her way and carrying
only a few
it out west where she wants it; not very far west
city blocks— but the job will cost about $6,000,000, and that is
only one item in the complicated and costly undertaking by which
1-764 of the city's area, where more than twenty railroads handle
every day 112,000 tons of freight and 200,000 passengers, must
be unmanacled from congestion.
At New York the national government, the city and state of
New Jersey are endeavoring to work out colossal projects for
handling the natural growth of freight at a port doing an annual
business of more than $2,000,000,000, plus that which is expected
from the three great new ditches, the New York state barge
For the railroads this
canal, the Cape Cod and Panama canals.
On the west side of
situation presents expensive problems.
Manhattan there is great congestion of incoming food, raw
materials and manufactures and outgoing factory products and
Yards are to be constructed between
distributers' merchandise.
Sixtieth and Seventy-second streets taking some of the costliest
land in the world; it is desired to have surface operation below
Sixtieth street eliminated by boring a subway to the Battery
which will serve business on the land side, connect with the
New Jersey ferries and link up the steamship piers with the
island and with one another. Freight tunnels under the Hudson

—

ment
call

New

Jersey terminals.

Dock develop-

Brooklyn with a marginal railway adjacent thereto will
for further expenditures by the rail lines for effective and
in

between roads south and roads north, subjecting
business to a high cartage cost and demanding some form of
belt line, probably involving a tunnel from South Boston to
East Boston under the harbor, to say nothing of electrification
for both passenger and freight service.
Philadelphia must rearrange -and electrify her passenger terminals so as to care for an immense number of commuters
directly on the line of a very extensive through service to the
south and west while our old friend, the cartage charge, demands that freight consumed and disgorged by 8,000 or 9,000
manufacturing establishments be laid down and taken up more
nearly at every man's door and every man's door is located
where it is going to cost money to plow a railroad track through
lies

;

—

to

and not

Loree some months ago told the story
car was in the hands of the railroads
63.7 per cent, of the time and in the hands of the shippers 36.3
per cent, of the time. On the average, shifting and interchange
movements consume 10.1 hours out of 24, or two-thirds of the
time that the car is in the possession of the railroads. "Here,"
says Mr. Loree, "center the largest opportunities of reducing the
traveling.

L. F.

The

of a freight car trip.

delays that are wasteful of time and

Each of the great

money

alike."

by the gravest anxiety, because
its people know history.
They have read the legend, which
scientific excavators credit, that a cat could walk from wall to
wall and house-top to house-top through the Syr-Darian river
valley from Kashgar in Eastern Turkestan to the Sea of Aral;
that the remains of ancient Bactra (Balkh) cover a circuit of
twenty miles after 600 years of abandonment, and that Jenghiz
Khan is said to have slain 800,000 people in Bagdad alone. Life
was fine and fair in Bagdad and in many a metropolis of old
created at the convergence of camel routes between Europe and
China and India. When shipbuilders- began to use iron nails
instead of wooden pegs and to navigate the Red sea with loss
from shipwreck so diminished that freight rates were lower by
ship than by caravan, the inland center with a population running into the millions could shrivel and evaporate, and become
the tomb of busy commerce, muck for the antiquarian's rake.
Through routes today in the United States are assailed by comFreight shipped at New York, jobbed
petition on every hand.
at Chicago and rejobbed at Spokane can go, if induced, by way
of Tehuantepec or Panama; San Francisco or Seattle will do
cities is beset

at Chicago came to involve suffiNew York might even travel coastwise
Baltimore
and beat the Chicago route into
or
to
Spokane in point of time as well as of cost. This is especially
true when industry is booming, terminal facilities strained and
everyone eager to cash in while the going is good. One such
period might almost create a new major center of transshipment

the jobbing.

convenient connections.

Boston

all outgrown their facilities.
The list might be prolonged.
Terminal betterments are made in order to reduce the time

ha\ e

that freight cars and packages are in the hands of the railroads

Chicago,

are contemplated to the
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If

transshipment

cient delay, freight

from

Newport News

Men in middle life can remember when St.
for the country.
Louis ridiculed the prediction that Chicago would outstrip her
There is another kind of comin business and in population.
petition.
If merchandise manufactured on the Atlantic seaboard
delayed long enough

is

in

going through inland terminal

cities

across the Mississippi, manufacturing plants will be
established at points from which product can be laid down in
the trans-Mississippi territory without going through those cen-

on

its

way

it.

is opening an entire new section to the southeast
by means of the so-called "Key Highway" with a network of
tracks connecting manufacturing and jobbing sites with the railroads and piers; and the Calvert freight houses and yard spaces
are to be doubled in capacity.
At Buffalo a state commission has been working out for two
years the disentanglement of the Buffalo situation, which has
been tying itself up tighter and tighter. Fast through passenger

Baltimore

trains roll as serenely past this lakeport of nearly half a million
people as if it were a country village there is no quick way of
;

getting

a

A

score of railways are
in and out again.
there and everywhere over the city with their
passenger and freight facilities which must be systrain

scattered here,

unrelated
tematized.

The New York Central

for a passenger

alone must spend $9,000,000
and freight terminal recently sanctioned by the

commission.
St. Louis is served by ten eastern lines whose rails terminate
at East St. Louis on the Illinois side of the river and by seven
The intermediate service is perlines running into the city.
formed by practically one switching line over the two bridges
except a small portion which is ferried. , This arrangement reOn the St. Louis
quires extensive terminal a<:commodations.
Additional team track service and
freight house facilities can be provided upon land already acquired for that purpose, if an ordinance can be agreed upon
Cleveland. Columbus and Cincinnati
with the city authorities.
side the situation

is

serious.

ters of transshipment.

not only the residents of terminal cities who suffer if
through those cities is defective. The point at
which the shipper comes in contact with a terminal defect may
be a thousand miles away from the defective terminal. He wants
a car which he cannot get or he is waiting for a load that does
It

is

transportation

not come.
a

He

thinks and says that he

is

suffering

from

a car

may be that too many cars have clogged
terminal somewhere. The real shortage is a terminal shortage.
To some extent his sufferings may be ameliorated by the addiThe

shortage.

fact

more rolling stock and to a large extent in the recent
past the railways, turning in the direction of least resistance,
have increased their rolling stock as a stop gap while postponing
tion of

the

city

terminal improvements which involve such enormous

land costs.

some circumstances will enable the shipper
shipment sooner, but delivery will be no more prompt
Ultimately what interif a clogged terminal stands in the way.
when
ests the shipper is the time consumed from the moment

More

cars under

to start his

his

shipment

is

ready to load to the

moment

of delivery to the

consignee.

group of railroads in reply to an inquiry have furnished a
showing that they would spend in terminal
development in the next five years if they could obtain the nec-

A

detailed computation

At this
essary capital an average of $3,312 per mile of track.
To borrow
$1,316,924,064.
rat'e the total for all roads would be

—

—

:

interest charge

7

Other

In 1911, the latest year for which statistics are
complete, the roads had available for resuming or increasing divi-

S

Employees

sum

at 5 per cent,

would impose an annual

dends but used instead for improvements or surplus $161,825,740.
Taking from this amount the interest on the investment estimated
as desirable for terminals, 865,846,203, and another interest charge
of $19,635,000, estimated for substituting steel cars for wooden,
and the roads would have had available in 1911 for improvements
and surplus $76,344,537 an amount which would be completely
wiped out merely by an average advance of 7 per cent, in the
compensation of railway employees. There is also to be provided a huge additional sum annually, of which well-based

—

Vol.

Grand

The

total

(items

Table No.

191

The

The number of persons

and of injured

total

number

was 2,792 killed and 50,776 injured.
summarized as follows

Table No.

Causes

Casualties to persons

1.

Passengers
Killed

—Steam

3

Derailments

31

1,004
1,198

Miscellaneous, includcluding boiler explosions

Total

Other persons

(including

(trespassera

employe
not on duty)

and non-

Inj

77
55

2,209

9
9

Inj'^ 'Killed

5.

138

42
34

89
95

lnj'<J

1,780
1,752

183

1

4

7

194

1,437

19

80

191

3,726

Other than train
accidents.

Accidents (113) to roadcausing derailment..
to Cl.'. inclusive)

85

1,927

688 13,139

2.481

4,136

826 14.576

2.675 21,769

18,043

Industrial accidents to
employees.

stations,

576

$433,395
840,948
97.774
73,670

Malicious obstruction
Miscellaneous

16

:>

855
236
83
108
54

422

44

416

402,522

3

31,661

Total

2,307

95

1.752

$1,879,970

Total collisions and derailments.

3,757

184

3.532

$3,090,360

3.994
3,346
3,366

227
230
219

4,010
4,132
3.175

$3,408,953
2,893.948
2,831,469

usual tables are given classifying certain kinds of acci-

Thirteen

accidents

occurring

during

this

quarter

were

in-

of these investigations

fill

The

27 pages of the bulletin.

accidents

occurred as follows
Oyama, N. C
Stephens, Ark

Mar.

I-ouis Southwestern
Oct.
N. Y., Chic. & St. Louis
Oct.
Fairview, Pa.
Mobile & Ohio
Buckatunna. Miss
Oct.
Portville, N. Y
Oct.
Pennsylvania
Easley, S. C
Oct.
Southern
Oct.
St. Louis & S. F
Chelsea, Okia
Bait.
Washington,
C....Oct.
Phil.,
& Washington...
D.
Oct.
jreat Northern
Rexford, Mont
Mount Union, Ohio.. Nov.
Lake Shore & Mich. So
Clayton, .Ma
Nov.
Central of Georgia
Nov.
Central Vermont
Georgia, \'t
Keever, Va
Nov.
Virginian

Derailment
Butting collision
Butting collision
Derailment
Side collision
Derailment Derailment
Derailment
Butting collision
Butting collision
Derailment
Butting collision
Butting collision

31,
2,

3,

19,

20,
27,
29,
31,
31,
6,

13,
16,

29.

Electric Railicays reporting to the commission

(not included
foregoing statistics) had 124 persons killed during the
quarter and 1.445 injured; and there were 57 collisions and 15
derailments.
Train accidents are charged with seven fatalities.
in

the

total

number of passengers

killed

from

was 9
The number

causes"

all

in industrial accidents).

of trespassers struck or run over by cars was 65
28 injured.

;

37 killed and

COMPARATIVE SUMMARY OF FREIGHT CARS

w o r k i n g on
tracks or bridges...

While

At

$1,210,390

4

and of employees 25 (13

Other accidents (classes
Total

1,780

,.

14

The

The

way or bridges rot
C3

89

126
76

St.

Total
persons

trespassers)

'Killed

7.

7

34

1,450

•307,444
35.401
556,482

1,091

Southern

railxiays

Employees

InjM Killed

The

7"rorn accidents.

Collisions

477
644
26
633

$311,063

28

vestigated by the inspectors of the commission and the reports

of casualties of all classes reported, including

industrial accidents,

accidents are

3/
2

dents in detail.

killed in train accidents

3,726.

..

141

to

road and
equipment

InjM

Unforeseen obstruction

Total for same quarter of
1912
1911
1910

quarterly

250
98
961

".

Total

No. 50

November and De-

2,967

ilmentt

Killed

Derailments due to
Defects of roadway
Defects of equipment
Negligence

Accident. Bulletin No. 50 containing the record of railway acci-

cember, 1913.

-Collisions and dc

Class.

;

dents in the United States during October,

3.173

Damage

No

Butting
Train separating
Miscellaneous

issued

2,792

collisions

classified as follows

Rear

Commerce Commission has

1,8

and derailments reported was
3,757 (1.450 collisions and 2,307 derailments), of which 182 collisions and 217 derailments affected passenger trains.
These are

are practically impossible, for safety appliances on
and locomotives, for block signals, for automatic trainstops, and for the elimination of grade crossings, none of which
enlarge earning power.
The United States must choose. Either we must give up in
some degree our pre-eminence as having by far the lowest railway capitalization in the world, and permit our lines to earn such
revenues as will attract enormous investment for terminal and
other improvements
or we must on the other hand renounce
the American rapidity of national development and content ourselves with the slow growth which is typical of older countries.

Interstate

and 8)

7

6,

number of

total

cars

The

2,186
killed in industrial accidents.

estimates

ACCIDENT BULLETIN

Xo. 4

57.

persons killed (including trespassers,
nontrespassers and employees not on duty).

of $65,846,203.

was

.
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170

this

—

;:

IN

freight

SERVICE

houses, enginehouses.

24
In and a

nd shops.
boats
A\. other places..

On

24
31

6,678
13,989

508

7

508

15

1,362

7
15

Total

Grand

6.678
31 13,989
1,362

117 29,007
total

Table No.

\.\.

85

4,136

943 43,583

117 29,007
1,764

3,057

2,792 50,776

following, presents comparisons with the record

in the bulletin next preceding

and the

bulletin covering the cor-

responding quarter of the previous year.*
Table Xo. 1a. Condensed summary

—

of fatalities.
Bulletin Bulletin Bulletin
No.
Item
No. 50
No. 49
No. 46
Passengers killed in train accidents
1
34
33
57
2 Passengers killed, all causes
85
96
114
Employees (on duty) killed in train accidents..
3
137
141
170
4 Employees (on duty) killed in coupling
49
42
54
Employees (on duty) killed, total
5
730
759
861
6 Total passengers and employees (items 2 and 5,
above)
815
85 5
975
.

^Preceding bulletins have been noticed in the Railwav Age Gazette as
follow;;:
No. 49. May 15. 1914, page 1072; No. 48. March 6. 1914, page
468; Xo. 47, October 24. 1913. page 759; No. 46, August 29, 1913, page 383.

The tables on the two pages immediately following show the
number of freight cars in service on all of the important railroads of the country in 1912 and 1913. and in 1900 and 1913.
be noted that narrow-gage cars are excluded, as well as
non-revenue cars, but that cars used to carry company freight
The railways are grouped under the heads of
are included.
It will

New
roads.

England roads, trunk
Central

classification

line

Southern
and Western

roads,

roads

classification
classification

roads.

The

tables

show

the

number of

cars in service, the

of cars per mile of road, average length of ha;

',

number

freight cars

per thousand freight car rniles and per thousand ton miles, the
average rate per ton per mile, and the freight cars in service
per thousand dollars of freight earnings.
The table does not show the capacity of cars and, of course,
roads which show a decrease in the number of cars may have
cars with a larger total capacity despite the smaller number.
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Xo. 4

The Operation

Large

of

Yards*

Classification

The Second Series of Papers Received in Contest,
Bringing Out Practical Ideas Gained by Experience
ESSENTIALS IN SUCCESSFUL YARD OPERATION

By

E. C.

General Yardmaster, Norfolk

The most economical method
trains

secured

is

in

the

hump

Frequently

& Western,

scales in the gravity yard,

Portsmouth, O.

and classifying

of breaking-up

yard, which not only reduces the

yard-switching movement and the operation cost to the minimum, but materially decreases the switching causes of damage
to equipment.
Gravity yards should be located at such points

on the system as the character and the volume of traffic may
require, and especially at those divisional points where terminal
or junctional classification of the outgoing movement is demanded. This junctional classification is highly important, permitting the traffic to be delivered promptly and with the minimum switching expense at the junction point.
One Mallet locomotive with 30 car-riders will weigh and
classify more cars in an 11-hour working day in a gravity
yard than 10 switch engines and creus working in flat yards,
and with fully one-half less damage to the equipment
A
giavity yard is very necessary for the classification of empty
cars, as such cars may be handled and classified in this manner
with the least amount of delay and expense.
This is an im-

port^t consideration, as it
nue haul with the smallest

way may secure
car

necessary to get the cars in reve-

loss of time, in order that the rail-

the full value of

its

equipment.

when equipment

held unnecessarily

is

is

is

in

Every day a
demand means

a loss of freight revenue.

Time
the

freight trains should be classified as far as possible at

originating

point.

The

cars

traveling

under refrigeration

should be placed next to the engine and kept in that position
to destination so that there will be no delays to time freight
trains in transit

due

to re-icing the cars at icing stations.

The

despalcher should keep the yardmaster fully advised as to the
expected time of ajrival of these trains, and crews at terminal

yards should be called in advance to avoid any loss ni time
on the schedule. The handling of time freight trains by the
despatcher, the yardmaster and his assistant should be given
the same consideration as a passenger train careful handling.
proper classification and "on time"! If this measure of service

—

is

not secured in the divisional yards the railway stands to lose

to increase its freight business of this character.
very considerable and often a very unnecessary expense is
This can
attached to overcrowding and blocking of yards.
only be controlled by the yardmaster keeping in close touch

rather than

A

with the power and crews available, by regulating the move^
ment according to the clear trackage, and, if necessary, by dead-

heading
liglit

additional

crews

from

other

terminals

moving

and

power

The

to the crouded yard.
regulating or proper balancing of

power and crews by

despatcher should prevent yard congestion, provided
the yardmaster has kept up with his classification and yard
blocked yard with
work as the traffic has reached him.
the chief

A

cars therein is really a question only of power and
crews, and additional trains should not be forced into the yard
which will block the leads and take up what little reserve
classified

may have been

held open by the yardmaster.
As a means of preventing delays to cars in yards, the vardmaster should define the duties of ea.h employee and educate
him to the extent that his work may assist in every proper
classificaticin

space

measure toward the regular movement of
Care should be taken to avoid as
causes for special movements by making the
with such promptness and so systematically
ments will not be necessary.
the yard.

The

first

series of papers received in this contest

Kjilaay Age Gazette of July

3,

page

5.

cars of coal, coke or similar bulk commodities
be found to be too heavily loaded when they arrive at the
requiring that a portion of the lading must be removed from the car before forwarding.
The

may

Tucker

the

traffic

through

far as possible any

regular movements
that special

was published

move-

in the

most economical manner of removing this excess is to set aside
two short tracks in the vicinity of the scales, and place an air
whistle at the scales so that a signal may be given by the weighmaster to the switch-tenders when cars are found to contain
an excess of lading. The cars may then be run direct from
the hump tracks into the over-load track, whrre a crane should
be located, provided with a dipper holding about 2,000 lb. The
excess can then be readily removed and placed in an empty

car

front

in

of

the

weighed and allowed
unnecessary

delay.

crane,

the original car being then rego forward to destination without any
Short tracks are more desirable for this
to

purpose, as they will require the cars to be removed promptly
and thus avoid congestion in the classification yard, as well as

preventing delay to the shipments.
All time freight
freight

bills

should be kept separate from the slow
office.
The system outlined below,

bills

the

in

yard

which requires two separate racks or
be highly satisfactory.
the card

One

the filing of

bills,

cases, has

bill

proved to

case consists of 10 apartments for
bills in

the rack being governed by

Each apartment is numnumbers running from
Thus the bill for car
to 9.
number 23.646 would be filed in apartment numbered 6. This
the

figure

last

the car number.

in

beredj the

case

used for time freight only. The second case contains
it is square, with 10 apartments across and 10

is

100 apartments

The

;

is governed by the
Beginning at the upper
left-hand corner of the case and running horizontally across
it, the apartments are numbered 00, 01, 02, 03, 04, 05, 06, 07, 08,
and 09; and starting at the same corner and running vertically
from the top to the bottom of the case the apartments are
numbered 00, 10, 20, 30, 40, SO, 60, 70, 80, and 90. Thus, if a
car number is 44,599 the bill would be filed in the extreme lower
right-hand corner of the case. 1 his case is used exclusively for

high.
last

two

filing

figures

of the

in

the

bills

in

this

rack

car number.

covering ev.rything other than the tin-e, or preference
In using this described system, the bills should be filed
as soon as they arrive at the yard office, so that when the trainchecker brings in a list of the track from which a train is to
be run the bills are readily accessible and the time consumed
bills

freight.

When a car
picking them out is reduced to a minimum.
cut out of a time freight train for any reason, the bill should
immediately be stamped "Delayed car Rush,"*- to_ insure itsin

is

—

being handled to destination in preference movement, and the
car should be forwarded from the yard in the next section of
the time freight schedule.

A

made
The yardmaster

careful check should be

master's

office.

daily of

or

his

all

bills

assistant

in the

should

yardper-

sonally go through the bill cases and note the date on each
card bill, and if any bill has remained in the box for 24 hours
or more, and the car is yet in the yard, it should be located and

movement secured without

further delay.

the handling of the bills at a large terminal
in the case for a period of six days
•s that all bills remaining
should be removed therefrom until the car is located, to avoid
any cars moving out on the wro "g bill or an erroneous or
great many claims have been presented against
duplicate bill.

Another feature

in

A

on account of improper movements of carload shipUnless the greatest care is used in
ments from this cause.
securing duplicate bills and in checking the bill case, the deorigilayed car may move from the yard on either the misplaced
through the
nal or a duplicate bill, and in a second movement
these
of
other
yard be improperly forwarded on one or the
railroads

.
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bills

which had been allowed

to

remain

in

the case an

undue

The handling

cars in a large break-up yard

of shop

every car length of room

where

always in demand, is of large importance.
Every car in bad order is not only a car out of
service, but is occupying track space which could be used for
Cars in bad order will concars moving under revenue load.
tinue to take up track
the yard

is

is

room

and there-

until they are repaired,

serving itself best

when

it

seeks to

aid

the

department in reducing the amount of time consumed
in the handling and repairing of bad order cars to the minimum.
Car repair forces can best handle shopped cars if they are
given to them on the repair tracks in a classified order; that is,
with reference to the heavy repair or light repair cars. Since
the repairmen must handle the repair material from the supply
wharves to the cars being repaired, the heavy repair cars should
be placed as near as possible to the wharf carrying heavy rerepair

pair

material,

and the

repair

light

cars

should

be

placed

as

near as possible to the wharf carrying light repair material.
This will not only decrease the amount of time consumed in
carrying material from wharves to cars, but will make it possi-

ma.\imum number
and thereby decrease the total number of bad order cars being
It is also the better practice
yard
tracks.
held each day on the
to have separate shop yards for loaded and empty shopped cars,
of cars daily

ble for the forces to repair the

to prevent delay to loaded cars.

same amount of time

ready to pull

when any one

for each car, this

of the cars

is

ready

;

track being

no one of the

cars will be delayed waiting for the other cars.
Since the repair work is usually performed out of doors, the
weather plays an important part in the amount of time con-

sumed, and

ment

if

a large terminal yard should have a heavy movenumber of days of rough weather, the

of traffic with a

accumulation of shop cars would consume badly needed track
room in the yard. In districts where the weather may be inclement for long periods at a time, good results are to be
secured by having 40 to 50 car-lengths of track space, in both
the loaded shop yard and the empty shop yard, covered with
protecting sheds so that a sufficient number of repairmen may
wofk each day regardless of the weather.
The shop track foreman should keep the yardmaster advised
as to probable time certain repair tracks will be ready to pulL
Such an arrangement permits the yardmaster to include the
repair track switching in laying out his work through the day,
The repair
to do this switching to the best advantage.
forces should endeavor to complete the repairing "by tracks,"

and

to shipments, either before or after transfer, and
whether the work is being carried on in the quickest
and most economical waj- possible.
Instructions require that
the empty car which is to receive the lading from the crippled
car shall be light-weighed before transferring is commenced.

The carrying out
and expense
purpose,

but

if

of these instructions

the best and quickest service. If a certain yard crew performs
this service every day. it will be thoroughly familiar with the
work and will know just what should be done; what kind and
class of cars to spot to, each

shipment

in

bad order, and just

where to place the cars to best advantage for work to be done.
The periods at which the transfer tracks should be switched
should be governed by the number of cars awaiting transfer
of ladings, the number of cars completed, etc., but the best time
for such switching and spotting is at night, inasmuch as the
transfer men work during the day. and at night there will be
nothing to hinder the switching crew in their work and no posof injuring the

work is being done.
The yardmaster's

men

of the transfer force while switch

of this loss

of

require both time

may

time

be successfully
avoided by utilizing cars which have been hght-weighed after
receiving heavy repairs.

The comparative expense

of terminal yard operation

is

daily

indicated in the statements of total switch engine mileage and

Engines employed

terminal overtime.

in

yard switching service

are given an arbitrary mileage allowance per hour of service.

This total mileage in its relation to the volume of cars handled
into and out of the yard reflects the cost of yard operation, and
the comparative showing from day to day, or month to month,
serves as a barometer to indicate proper and economical yard
management. It is therefore necessary for the yardmaster to
give

close

attention

number

the

to

engines

of

employed

in

switching service from day to day to see that engines are not
used except when absolutely required, and tliat the work is so
systematized and given such close and constant supervision that
the

full

maximum

secured

be

service

from

each

engine

or

switching crew.
primarily important, of course, that the

traffic

should re-

good and prompt movement through the yard, but

ceive

it

is

also of the greatest importance that the expense of yard operation

shall

be maintained at the lowest limit with reference to

the service to be performed.

In a well-regulated

methods of work

ically-operated yard the

and econom-

such as to decrease the switching movement per car through the yard to the
exact needs. This can largely be secured by proper grouping
will be

in breaking-up incoming trains with reference to the
outbound movement of such cars, so as not to handle a car
repeatedly in the switching work when a fewer number of
switch handlings can be made to answer the purpose.

of cars

Any

condition of the yard making it impossible to take in
promptly from the road results in the crews of such
The expense of this road
trains making terminal overtime.
crew overtime is charged against the yard showing, an^ very
properly so, although more frequently than otherwise the yard
condition resulting in this overtime being made has been due
trains

primarily to road conditions such as derailments, power failures,
etc., causing bunching of trains into the terminal and a congested condition of the yard. Not only is the expense of this
overtime an absolute loss, but the efTect of trains held out of
the yard is far-reaching and operates to further cripple both

the road and the yard movement.

way the switching work in the repair yard is kept to
a minimum, the repair work is interrupted less frequently, and
the entire service is carried forward in a more regular and
systematic manner.
The transfer tracks should be switched at stated times each
day. and by one certain yard crew if possible, in order to secure

may

cars are to be specially light-weighed for this

much

HUMP OR FLAT YARDS

as in this

sibility

No. 4

damage

or

It is

Another saving in time, secured by classification of the
shopped cars when placed on the repair tracks according to the
amount of repairs necessary, is through the fact that each track
will contain cars the repairs for which can be made in practically the

57,

also note

length of time.

fore

Vol.

By W.
Superintendent

Hendricks

B.

Terminals,

of

Chicago.

Milwaukee &

St.

Paul,

Milwaukee, Wis.

hump and

flat yards for the make-up
have been a disputed question
Considering this question, and eliminatfor a number of years.
ing entirely industrial and local switching, let me present some
from
actual performance on the Chicago. Mildata compiled
waukee & St. Paul, in Milwaukee, Vv'is.. where the break-up
and make-up of east-bound trains is done by hump switching
and all west-bound trains are made up in a flat switching yard.
The hump is located in the middle of three yards. Two receiving yards are west of the hump and contain 17 long tracks
with a capacity of 957 cars, and 5 short tracks with a capacity
of 150 cars. The long traclss will receive trains containing frem

The

relative merits of

and break-up of trains

in transit

50 to 75 cars, while the short tracks are used by way freights
Five divisions entering Milwaukee from the weft
patrols.
discharge their trains into these receiving yards, and during the

and
assistants should advise the

foreman of the

transfer force regarding such cars as are to be given preference
movement. The assistants should also make note of any loss

busy season bring

The

classification

in

from 2,000

yard

is

to 2,500 cars a day.

located east of the hump.

This yard

:

July

24,
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has 23 tracks for classification purposes and 8 tracks for receiving trains

from the west, the

the two reprompt receiving

to assist

latter

ceiving yards, so there will be no delay in the

It will be readily understood that when a train
on one of these tracks, it must necessarily pass the
hump on its way in, and when switched the train must be pulled
westward past the hump, but not over it, and then shoved
eastward over the hump.
The 25 classifying and the 8 receiving tracks east of the hump have a capacity of 2,700 cars,

of

trains.

arrives

the longer tracks holding 70 cars.

A

trimmer engine was employed both night and day, when
the hump was first put in service in the fall of 1912, but this
was dispensed with later on, when it vi'as found that the work
could be performed with very little delay by the engine
working on the hump, after it had completed shoving the string
of cars over the

The

riders

hump

into the different classifying tracks.

walk back

to

the

hump.

While

this,

at

times,

has

rider

175

not

the

time

to

the

get

under control after

cars

leaving the hump.
This is mostly occasioned by the hand
brake failing to hold as it should or by some other defect in
the braking apparatus.

The brakes on all cars are tested by the riders before the cars
are cut off at the hump, and if a brake is found to be defective
an additional car or cars is sent down with the cut to furnish sufficient hand braking power. It frequently happens, after brakes
have been found to be apparent'y satisfactory at the hump, that
they become inoperative when .the cars are under way, and it is
upon these occasions that a skate is called for by the rider.

The
C-2,

type of engine used at the

handling

trains

of

hump

from 2,000

what

is

to

is

known

tons

2,200

as the

with

ease.

These locomotives have a weight on drivers of 189,200 lb.,
a tractive power of 42,800 lb., a boiler pressure of 200 lb., 63 in.
driving wheels, and 23 in. x 30 in. cylinders. During the winter
months a Mallet locomotive is used on the hump in place of one

number of riders is increased or decreased according to the volume of business.
The first three
cars placed on any track in the classifying yard are anchored by
setting the hand brakes.
During the night a green lantern is

of the C-2's for the entire 24-hour period, being double crewed.
The .weight on the drivers of this engine is 323,500 lb., the
tractive power 76,200 lb., boiler pressure 200 lb., and the diameter

placed on the ground on each of the 25 classification tracks, to

miles per 10-hour period.

causes a slight delay, the

indicate the position of the last car, the rider
to the proper position after each cut

is

moving the lantern

made.

Green lanterns

are preferred for this purpose, as they are not as readily car-

away
The pin

red and white lanterns would be.
on the hump announces by signal (a hand
signal during the day and a lamp signal at night) to the
switchtender at the junction switch, which is located about
300 ft. east of the Summit of the hump, the number of the
track the car is to go on, and he in turn conveys the information to the switchtender having charge of the track, who reried

as the
puller

peats the signal back to the junction switchtender.

reference of the second cut to
in chalk

come over

on the rear end of the

last car

the

hump

on the

The track
is marked

first

cut,

etc.

Track No. 25 in the classification yard is an outside track
It leads directly to the
used exclusively for bad order cars.
repair yard and is switched several times every day.
It
is

has been demonstrated by e.xperience that one

hump

rider

capable of taking care of three cars, either loads or empties,

with the exception, of course, that

when

the loads are extremely

heavy it is advisable to have two riders. Two riders can handle
from three to six cars and three riders from six to n.ne cars,
and so on. The pin lifter at the summit has charge of the
riders and regulates the member required to handle the different
cuts.
The three yard men working on the hump engine take
their turn as riders in disposing of their drag when shoving
cars over.

The men
nor

is

work during the noon hour,
be made except when absolutely

are not permitted to

overtime allowed to

necessary to handle stock and time freight.

This

is

controlled

entirely by the yardmaster.
It has been demonstrated that the maximum capacity for a
24-hour period is about 1,800 cars, our high mark being 1,836.
It is only possible to reach this figure under the most favorable

where most of the cuts are large, consisting of from
The average number of cars
and upwards.
actually moved over the hump will amount to about 1,200 for a
24-hour period. To do this work at present we are using one
engine during day time and two during night time.
At this
writing eight hump riders are employed days and the same
number nights. With the assistance of three yard men on the
hump engine this increases the day riders to eleven men, and
the six yard men on the two engines nights make the total
number of night riders fourteen.
At each of the 25 switches located in the classification yard
two skates are placed to be used in case the riders find that they
cannot control the cars by the hand brakfes. When this occurs
the rider signals the switchtender of the track upon which the
car is to go, and he places a skate upon the rails. This is done
to reduce the speed of the car and prevent the destruction of
equipment, particularly where the run may be short and the
conditions,
5

to

10

cars

of driving wheels 57

in.

These engines average from 36 to 40

In making up trains in the flat switching yards we use two
engines days and two nights.
One of these engines— day and
night is of the same type as those used on the hump, viz., C-2.

—

The second engine

is a regular switch engine of the 1-5 type,
with a weight on drivers of 125,550 lb., a tractive effort of 28,158
lb., a boiler pressure of 180 lb., and driving wheels 51 in. in
diameter.
The average mileage made by these switch engines
is

about 25 or 30 miles per ten-hour day.

During the month of October,
handled on trains in and out

1913, the total

of

number of cars
amounted to

Milwaukee,

133,000, or an average of nearly 4,500 a day, including Sundays.
This large number of cars was about evenly divided east and
westbound. Of the 67,000 eastbound cars, 55,000 were switched
in the hump yard, and the balance were taken care of in what
is known as the stock yards, a flat switching yard, where beer,
merchandise and stock trains are made up every night, owing
to the fact that the hump cannot take care of all of the business

between the hours of 7 p. m., and 12 midnight. The 67.000 cars
westbound are made up in trains in two different yards, on a
ilat

switching proposition entirely.

The following statements

will

actual expense of handling cars in

October

23,

show

comparison

a

hump and

flat

of

the

switching for

24 and 25, 1913.

number of cars handled by hump engines
Cars actually passed over the hump

5,223
3,437

Total

The balance of the cars which were received at the hump yard
were taken care of by the hump engines without any addiwere not switched over the hump, owing to
the fact that they were either stock trains or trains arriving
in such condition that "humping" was not required, the engines
simply making an exchange of caboose, or adding or deducting
tonnage to fill the requirements of the connecting division.
Following is a table showing the expense incurred in the
operation of the hump yard for the three days mentioned
tional expense, but

3
3

90
90
420
360
60

engineers
firemen

14 riders, night
1' riders day
2 foremen, night
2

foremen, day

60
300
90
60
60
60

10 switch tenders
3 car clerks
2 car clerks
'

car clerks

2 yardmasters

at
4.25
at
2.55
at
3.70
at
3.50
4.00
at
3.80
at
at
1.92
at 60.00
at 65.00
at 55.00
at 4.50

hr.
hr.
hr.
hr.
hr.
hr.
hr.
hr.
hr.
hr.
hr.

$38.25
22.95
155.40
126.00
24.00
22.80
57.60
18.00
13.00
11.00
27.00

•

$516.00
10 per cent,

added for accounting and supervision....

3 engines, use of
3 engines, roundhouse
24 tons coal
12 tanks water

Oil

and waste
Total

expense

90 hr. at
90 hr. at
at
at
•

8.00
2.50
3.00
.50

51.60

$567.60
72.00
22.50
72.00
6.00
2.25

$742.35

This would make the cost of cars actually switched over the

;

-.*
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to

him from the

cents per car.

The

number of
was 4,444.

total

cars handled in the

flat

yards, for the

Following is a statement showing the
cost of operating these yards for October 23, 24 and 25, 1913:
period,

120
120
120
120
60
60
30
60
30
30

4 engineers

firemen

•4

4 helpers nights
4 helpers, davs
2 foremen, nishts
2 foremen, days

switch tender

1

2 yardmastcrs
1 yard clerk
1 yard clerk

hr.
hr.
hr.
hr.
hr.
hr.
hr.
hr.
hr.
hr.

at
4.25
at
2.55
at
3.70
at
3.50
at
4.00
at
3.80
at
1.92
at
4.50
at 65.00
at 60.00

$51.00
30.60
44.40
42.00
24.00
22.80
27.00
6.50
6.00

added for supervision,

engines, use of
engines, roundhouse
tons coal
tanks water
Oil and waste

4
4
36
12

$270.06
27.00

etc

120 hr. at
120 hr. at

expense

at
at

$297.06
96.00
8.00
2.50
30.00
108.00
3.00
.50

This

make

will

the average cost of

period 12.1 cents per car.
While these statements show that
cents per car
entire

stor\-.

Milwaukee,

I

6.00
3.00

flat

The man who

switching during this

the

hump

switching,

flat

switching costs

2.1

At the opening of the hump yard the average number of
damaged in a 24-hour period amounted to 35 or 40. .\fter
the riders became more experienced and knew how to handle the
cars, the damage to equipment greatly decreased, and it is now
a very frequent occurrence that we do not have a single car
damaged in a 24-hour period. I feel safe to say that as many as
ten days in every month go by without any equipment being
damaged in this yard. Of course, it occurs occasionally that
three or four cars will be damaged at one time, which is inof

the

brakes after the

cars

have left the hump. All cases of damage to equipment are
thoroughly investigated for the purpose of ascertaining how
the damage was brought about.
On the other hand, flat switching cars thrown down on the
different

tracks,

cars,

results

oflf

and the abrupt stops required when cutting
much damage to equipment as well as to

in

commodities loaded in the cars. It is safe to estimate that the
damage done in fiat switching to equipment and freight is at
I am
least five times as great as that done in hump switching.
therefore convinced that switching cars over the hump is n-ore
economical than flat switching, when the matter of damage to

to

new problems which may
some

keep

his

entire

force

working

in

•

part of the

which may be of benefit
properly worked out and put

arise or

service,

if

We have always found that from the moment
employed he should be made to feel he is an important
cog in the wheel of a great organization. The assistant yardmaster, whose duties are about the same as those of his immediate superior, must depend upon his efficiency and loyal service
for advancement. The switchman who squanders a lot of money
in an hour in wrong moves will correct his method if he is
shown what one minute lost on each move amounts to in a day.
If the car checker who marks the cars on arrival is slow he
should be made to see what slowness means in dollars and
cents, and if the proper material is in him there will be no more
into

riders.

inefliciency

able

to

a

cars

due to the

is

to
it

of the fact that a large number of cars were damaged by striking or colliding with cars standing on tracks. However, it was
proved that this was mostly caused by the inexperience of the

variably

if

absolute harmony, from the general yardmaster to the newly
appointed messenger boy, has the opportunity to put his mind

does not tell the
When the hump yard was first inaugurated at
was decidedly prejudiced against its use, because

more than

hand

pull.

$540.06

Total

the other

We know how easy it is for friction to crop out among men
who are being forced under high pressure all the time in a
husv terminal. This friction must be stamped out immediately.
I have always made it a point where there are two or more
yardmasters and each begins to .e.'l that the ot':er fello.v is rubbing it in and begins to balk, to get on thp ground just as
quickly as possible to show all concerned the conditions in
their true light.
Then all can get back into the one long steady

lO-OO

10 per cent,

On

service.

i.-i

5.76

Proportion of expense of other yard clerks carding
cars

the only thing to do after a fair trial

is to drop
he develops any
special points keep him headed that way so that he will take
more interest in his work and the results obtained will far exceed what they would had the man been kept at something for
which he was not fitted.
I find it necessary to watch closely for the fellow who becomes careless, lazy or indifferent. This class of men should
be eliminated immediately, before they contaminate the entire
force. I have known by actual experiment where one lazy, drunken
man who was p!;rniitted to remain too long
the service
destroyed the efficiency of the entire force with which he came
in contact because he neglected every duty possible, which
naturally threw everything out of bearing and caused friction.

hump 21.6 cents each, but as the total number of cars handled
by the same employees and with the same equipment, without
any additional expense whatever, amounted to 5,223, it will
reduce the average cost of switching in the hump yard to 142

same

make good,
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effect.

man

is

trouble.

The
man in

engine
the

despatcher

is

the

whole organization.

next

the

to

He must

insist

most important
upon the engine

The men must under-

being ready for service on the minute.

stand that there are 600 minutes in a day of 10 hours, which

company pays them
come out late.
Even in the selection
the

should be used.

In this

for

and which

it

does not get

if

they

of the messenger boy the greatest care

young man we

From

plant the seed for the

very start he must
understand the importance of his position and be made to feel
that it is his duty not only to take care of this position, but
also to fit himself for the next in line as soon as the opporThe boy that fails in this
tunity may offer for advancement.
future

practical

railroad man.

the

dead timber.
After such a careful selection and training of men there
should be no reason why the handling of any terminal should
The secret is eternal vigilance, with every
not be successful.
man constantly pushing the work. We have always trained our
is

equipment and freight

is

considered.

THE PROPER SELECTION OF MEN
By
Assistant Trainmaster,

^^^

I.

T.

Tyson

Philadelphia

&

Reading, Philadelphia, Pa.

^^B

In handling any terminal, large or small, eternal vigilance and
loyal employees, all working in perfect harmony, are required
The man
to bring most efficient service and economic results.
in charge can never feel for a moment that there is nothing to

do but
that

to take life

easy,

look wise, and draw his salary, for
fast and within a very short

feeling spreads surprisingly

time everything begins to drag and irregularities and congestions appear.
I

have

always

felt

that

the

most

important

duty

is

the

After the most careful examination has been made and the man has been accepted and
put to work, his development must be watched and if it is
found that a mistake has been made, and that he is not going
selection of

men

for employment.

men

to

push

us,

understand that just so soon as the 'work begins to
it requires double the effort to get even small results.

SOME DEFECTS
By
The

IN

YARD OPERATION

a. B, C.

yards is one
personal interest and smoo.th-running-team work on the part of all concerned. No one, I think, has yet come forward with the knowledge, the courage and the backing to increase the cost of yard
subject

of

the operation

of classification

of minute detail requiring continuous ability;

live,

operation to the point where delays to freight will be avoided.
Yards generally are run too cheaply. Too often a dollar is
made saving yard engine service, and lost in per diem. There is

;

July
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much judging

too

by

efficiency

comparing present with

past

figures.

same yard there

sameness in the work for the
same seasons of different years. The car movement and not
and is not, the standard. Larger yards
are not needed as badly as better road movement with present
Except to handle certain equipment at certain periods
facilities.
In the

little

is

the expense should be,

'

storage yards are a mistake.
for

mit
tend

movement

Better car

will obviate

some time the necessity of either. Larger yards will perready trains to wait on power, while storage yards will
to lose cars and lessen the per-car per-day necessary
Better car distribution will avoid storing

mileage.

many

cars.

Yard operation does not appear to have been given close
enough supervision by the higher officers. Too many decisions
are based on information and detail from sources lacking experience or knowledge.
We have many expert traffic minds
promoted from clerkships, many good managers from mechanics
or operators, but few promoted yardmasters.
There are not
many officers with a detailed knowledge of yard work. At
running yards who
don't want the job, but who have to be used for their switching
knowledge, and who, in trouble, go back to their turns.
The interchange yard, where per diem is the much discussed
item
the delivery yards at termini, where cars go to floats

many

on

points

roads conductors are

all

;

or piers

or

industries,

to

where the biggest kicker gets the

attention
the producing yard, where freight is collected
from big industries, quarries and mines, and built into trains
and the classification yard at a divisional point, where sufficient
room and facilities are supposed to be furnished for the properly
classified handHng of goods to or towards destination
all are
best

;

;

mean

different, but they are all alike in that they

car

movement.

Excessive continued yard crew overtime shows an unhealthy
condition.

work

is

There are too few yard engines, the schedule of
wrong, there is no system in handling the work, of
lacking.
If the proper

team work and personal interest are
number of engines is worked, and they

are rightly handled, the

excessive overtime will disappear, though there will always be

some overtime, as no two days are alike in the detail of the
work they present, and it is impossible all the time to produce
results in a given ten hours.

we get
Our modern hump and

be objected to as

Reasonable overtime should not

money

value received for the

gravity classification yards

beginning of his trick.
He should have the assistance of an
index or inventory clerk to handle car records and the many
yard reports required.
Car records by booking inbound and
outbound trains, or riling by conductors trace reports, should
be kept in the yard office. Such additional clerks as the -work
requires should be supplied.

The assistant yardmaster should be educated, trained and
young. He is frequently not any of these. His education should
be provided before he comes to the road, quite possibly in
these days, and, if properly handled, his experience can be had
from the bottom up in yard service in a very few years. He
should appreciate the relative importance of all freight by a
glance at the card manifest accompanying the cars; he should
have a working knowledge of the freight agent's work, parbilling; and he should be able to direct and work
harmony with his yard and road crews and subordinates.
The clerk, weigher, checker, switch-tender and caller should be

ticularly
in

men, trained and handled by him.
His particular duties
but the proper conduct of the yard is his responsibility
during his hours of service.
The minute duties of his force
should be considered separately with reference to requirements
and circumstance in each instance.
his

vary,

To my mind
is

the most important feature of yard operation
the handling of bad-order and stray or "no bill" cars. The

"no-bills" should have
effort to locate bills

—

were investigated with a view to understanding w'hy certain
things could not be or were not done, and if more consideration
were e-xtended, better results would obtain. If properly trained
no yardmaster will ever disobey instructions.
He will carry
them out if his yard ties up provided he knows he will get the
credit due obedience and good faith.

ORGANIZATION OF THE HUMP RIDERS

to

By

handling cars in yards

have proved that despatch in
is preferred above the risk of damage to freight by rough handling.

many

In

number of brakemen

places the

riders

properly protect and handle the business

by bad brakes,
plosives,

is

etc.,

;

is

too small to

and the damage done

too great, particularly in handling ex-

which under our present L

many an extra car.
The general yardmaster has not

a

C.

regulations

C.

free

make

By

enough hand.

reason of his duties, probably pursued, he should be in line for
the

trainmaster.

of

position

Perhaps,

jurisdiction

his

if

ex-

tended over the car and roundhouse foremen, and the transfer
agent, much better team work might result, provided the train

Under present

despatcher took the proper interest in team work.
actual conditions
duties there

master

should

work surrounding a general yardmaster's
much friction. The work of a general yard-

of

too

is

be

purely

of

a

supervisory

nature,

and

power to handle men should be the
than his ability to "rawhide" night and day.
into a yard the first element to be considered

executive ability and
terion, rather

On coming
is

the

classification

required,

for,

regardless

aspect of the yard, the men, or the

work must be
The second item for
human element and the
the working plan mean

assigned

his
cri-

done

at

power

of

the

physical

supplied, particular

different points.

consideration

is

the organization

— the

system of work. The kind of men and
much, as different men produce vastly
different results with a given problem of ^ard operation.
Next to the general yardmaster his chief clerk should be
experienced and capable of handling the correspondence, as well
as smaller matters of the yard extra list, and the placing of
clerks.
He should see that every man is at his post at the

a particular place in the yard, and the
should be constant and unremitting. The

shop cars should have a sufficient space of their own. They
should be placed and repaired promptly, and regularly taken
off the repair tracks
once or twice in 24 hours, as may be
demanded.
There should be a positive unvaried schedule in
handling this work.
"Working Book" rules w-ere made to be
observed, and a yardmaster should understand the importance
of strict compliance with instructions, and have cars forwarded
on the time required. But if failure to carry out instructions

spent.

seem
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-Assistant

E.

W. Brown

Superintendent. Lake Shore

& Michigan Southern,

Chicago,

III.

Riders should be required to get on cars and have their brakes
tested before the cars are cut from the train.
When defective
brakes are found, which cannot be adjusted with little delay,
jmother car should be added to the "cut" and the cars allowed
to drop in on some track which is not in use, where they will
not be overlooked, but will be picked up later by the "roustal)out"
engine, or by the "hump" engine after the train is switched.
During the daylight hours riders should be instructed to get
off their cuts when the speed has been reduced to a slow rate

Whenever a rider
kill time riding until the cars stop.
given more than one car the conductor should call to him
the number he has in the "cut," and if the rider feels he cannot
and not to
is

hold these cars he should call for another rider. When taking
down long cuts, or when conditions are out of the ordinary, and
more than one rider is used these men should be required to
get off the "cut" when the speed has been checked so that
one man can handle the cars. With an arrangement of this

kind in effect very few cars will be damaged in switching.
When cars are damaged a brake inspection should be made
by the car inspectors and a report rendered to the general yard-

master

who

will

investigate

all

cases

and

discipline

careless

riders.

Good switchtenders are of the greatest importance in avoiding sending cuts onto wrong tracks. They should also keep the
"hump" conductor posted when the tracks are filling up and
when cuts do go wrong they will advise the conductor so that
the cars
the yard.

may
It

be taken out before the train is ready to leave
has been my pleasure to have switchtenders who

"

:
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took as much interest in a successful day's work as I, and to
whom I owe much. Switchtenders should be promoted as soon
as they are qualified, thereby encouraging new switchtenders.

Where

classification

tracks are long, or

when they are clear,
what distance

the conductor should instruct the riders as to just

he desires the cars to go and not allow the riders to ride the
cars

length

entire

the

of

which consumes a great

track,

the

amount of time for these and the following riders. To enable
the general yardmaster to have proper knowledge of the amount
of work done in his yard, each rider should be required to turn
at the end of each day's work,
showing the number of "cuts" he has taken down the
The reports,
hill and the hours and minutes used in other work.
properly checked, will show just what is being done by each
set of men and one can readily locate any slow work.
The noon hour should be watched very closely and riders
in to his

conductor or yardmaster,

a report

should not be allowed to work unless absolutely necessary.
The yardmaster should have cars on the hill if possible so as
to start work promptly at the expiration of the noon hour.
This can be done by working two or three men during noon
hour, requiring

others to take the

all

full

hour for lunch.

By
One
the

debatable

the

of

number and length of

opinion

the

that

best

questions

in

will

interest

number

of classifying tracks

date the

maximum

of

the

design

With

be

served

sufficient

yards

of

It is

is

the writer's

with

length to

a

larger

accommo-

on the road, rather than fewer

train handled

tracks of greater length.

Reading, Harrisburg, Pa.

classification tracks.

sufficient tracks

only to provide

one for each classification, even if of considerable length, circumstances will arise preventing the prompt movement of one
or more classifications. These tracks will fill up and it is then

working only by combinip'; two or more classifications on one track, which is very undesirable and ultimately
With tracks for each classification, and
results in loss of time.
possible to keep

number of

a

maximum

auxiliary tracks, each of sufficient length to hold

possible under all ordinary circumstances,
keep the traffic properly classified.
Also with a classification yard consisting of one track only
for each classification, the handling of preferred freight is
a difficult proposition and cannot be accomplished expeditiously,
without serious and costly delay to slow freight movement.

a

train,

to avoid delay,

is

it

and

to

With a yard having

a

number

of auxiliary classification tracks,

assume that there will be a few tracks unoccupied
and on which the preferred freight may be classified, and while
is

it

fair to

this will greatly

The

reduce the delay,

preferred freight, accessible
slow freight movement.

all

cannot be entirely eliminated.
yard for the classification of
without interfering with the

it

ideal condition is a separate

THE NEW HAVEN'S ANSWER TO
PRESIDENT WILSON
The following is
New Haven

of the

"The

directors

Railroad

Company

They have never

the statement given out by President Hustis
:

of

New

the

desi.

i

to

York.

make

New Haven &

Hartford

their position entirely clear.

refused, but on the contrary have always been

agreement with the Attorney-General made on March 21, 1914, approved by the stockholders on April 21, and sanctioned by the Governor of
willing

and anxious

to -carry out the

Massachusetts.

"That agreement was framed to accomplish two objects, first,
the sale of certain properties owned by the company which the
Attorney-General demanded, and second, the sale to take place at
such times and on such terms as would insure a return at a fair
This last object, in the judgment of the directors, will be
price.
defeated if the sale of the Boston & Maine stock is made subject
to the condition imposed by the legislature of Massachusetts, and
therefore they have declined to accept it and have stated fully
the reasons for their decision.
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"They have not refused to carry out any agreement w'hich they
have made, but they have refused to change that agreement, as
the change would entail on the company a very large pecuniary
loss and at the same time increase enormously the difficulty of
reorganizing the Boston & Maine Railroad.
"As evidence of the good

faith of the directors a representative

committee consisting of President Hustis, Mr. Cuyler and Dr.
Hadley, accompanied by Mr. Moorfield Storey, counsel in these
proceedings, waited on the Attorney-General on July 20 and
offered to carry through the settlement in all respects according
to the agreement, and further in order to meet the difficulty which
had been created by the Massachusetts legislature the committee
offered to place the control of the Boston Holding Company in
the hands of the trustees who had been selected by the AttorneyGeneral and the Governor of Massachusetts, with full power to
absolutely control the Boston & Maine Railroad until either the
Massachusetts legislature passed the necessary legislation or the
rights of the parties interested were decided by the Federal court
in proceedings which the company offered to e.xpedite in every

way

possible.

interests of their shareholders, and the directors only regret that
an offer which seems to them eminently fair should not have been

G. O. Sarvis

&

57,

"In making this offer the committee did everything possible to
avoid hostile proceedings without at the same time sacrificing the

A SUFFICIENT NUMBER OF CLASSIFICATION TRACKS
Assistant Trainmaster, Philadelphia

Vol.

accepted.

"The following authorized statement

will

be

issued

to

the

stockholders
"

'You authorized your directors to compromise the questions
pending between the L'nited States and the company upon the
set forth in the statement by the Attoreny-General on
March 21 and submitted to you and approved by you at a special
meeting of the stockholders held on April 21 last.

basis

"

'You have been advised through the statement adopted by the

directors on July 8 that the legislature of Massachusetts has at-

& Maine stock held
Company to which the

tached a condition to the sale of the Boston
for this

company by

the Boston Holding

directors cannot assent,

and

in that

statement the directors have

given the reasons for their decision.
" 'Since that time a

committee of the directors has conferred

with the Attorney-General and has explained to him that the

company cannot modify
the sale of the Boston

posed

by

the

the agreement

& Maine

legislature

of

made with him by making

shares subject to the terms im-

Massachusetts.

The committee

pointed out that the amount involved is very large, that in the
judgment of the directors the condition would seriously depreciate
the value of the stock and that it practically prevents the sale of
these shares except at a great sacrifice and hampers very seriously
all efforts to reorganize the Boston & Maine Railroad.
" 'The committee called attention also to the fact that the right
which the legislature seeks to acquire by the recent act is very
different from the power reserved in the acts incorporating the
Boston Holding Company, since these gave Massachusetts the
power not to buy the Boston & Maine shares but only the shares,
"bonds, notes and other evidences of indebtedness" issued by the
Boston Holding Company, and this upon condition that it took
them all and at the same time relieved the New Haven company from all its obligations as guarantor of those securities.

" 'The New Haven company has guaranteed the principal and
dividends on 272,939 shares of preferred stock issued by the holding company, of which 28,000, worth at par $2,800,000, are out-

standing in the hands of the public. These shares are all secured by a lien on the Boston & Maine shares and the proposed
act gives the right to take this security without assuming the
New Haven company's liabilities as guarantor.
"

'The Attorney-General has decided that it is his duty to bring
system and there is now no ex-

his suit for a dissolution of" the

agreement between him and the representatives of the
company, but the directors hope that a way will be found after
the suit is brought through negotiation and action of the court
to carry out the compromise agreement and thus achieve a result which all parties earnestly desire.'
isting

:

General News Department
iiiiiiiiiiiiii

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul has increased the working time of 2,000 men employed in its Milwaukee shops, from 8
to SVz hours.
The new

car shops of the Philadelphia

& Reading

at the coal

shipping yard at Pottsville, Pa., have been turned over by the
contractors to the railroad company.

The Public Service Commission of Pennsylvania and the Department of Labor and Industry of that state are holding conferences with railroad officers and with managers of industrial plants
looking toward the formulation of a simpler report for state purposes, and especially for the reporting of accidents by corporations.

A joint committee of the New York City Club, the Citizens
Union, the Independent Club of the West Side, the West End
Association, the Twenty-third Street Improvement Association,
the Washington Heights Tax Payers Association, the West Side
Tax Payers Association, the Greenwich Village Improvement
Association, the Woman's Municipal League, the League to End
Death Avenue and the Merchants' Association has made an appeal to the Board of Estimate of the city of New York to cut
short the negotiations with the New York Central looking toward some compromise on the question of the elimination of surface operation on Eleventh avenue and on the west side of New
York, and to proceed immediately either through the courts or
the legislature to forbid operation on Eleventh avenue unless
the New York Central shall at once come to the terms asked by
the city for the elimination of these tracks.

The Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce which had
come to a tentative agreement on the draft of the Railroad Securities Bill, and was understood to be ready to report

it

to the Senate has, after a conference with

Louis Brandeis

and George Rubelee, decided to reconsider the bill. The objection found to the bill by Mr. Brendeis and by Senator Lippitt
and Senator Brandegee was that in the form in which it was
to be reported the Interstate Commerce Commission's approval
of a security issue would amount to an implied guarantee by the
government of the propriety cf such an issue. As first agreed
on the bill would have given the Interstate Commerce Commission power to investigate proposed improvements for which
funds were sought, to approve issues if deemed necessary or
advantageous, or to reject them if regarded as extravagant or
unnecessary. The commission also would have been given power
to go into court to enjoin a bond issue if made in violation of
Electric railways were to be exempt.
its order.

their demands were granted and 97.2 per cent, of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen. The managers

then requested that they submit in writing the results of the
strike vote in detail by roads, which request was declined,
if the managers' committee had- nothing
further to offer, negotiations would be immediately discontinued and they would be notified of the time when the men
would leave their service. The managers then asked for a statein a letter stating that

ment of the final demands on which the men proposed to strike
and were told that the men intended to stand by the final
demands presented at the previous conference which were fully
described in the statement issued by Mr. Trenholm on June
which was published in the Railway Age Gazette of June
1,
On July 16, Mr. Trenholm addressed a letter
5, page 1240.
to Messrs. Stone and Carter, stating that as it was apparent
that further negotiations between the committees would in all
probability result only in reaffirmation of their relative positions
without progress toward a settlement, the managers' committee requested the engineers and firemen's committee to join

them in a request for
and conciliation.

tion

"Your request has been referred to the joint committee
representing the engineers, firemen and hostlers in the Western
territory, and has been declined for the reason that should they
join with you in the request to the United States Board of
Mediation and Conciliation, it would place a moral obligation
upon them to accept arbitration as provided for in the. Newlands act.
As we have stated to you on several occasions
they will not accept arbitration because in our past arbitrations, the railroads have refused to place the awards in effect."
The managers then requested the services of the board and
William L. Chambers, chairman, offered its services to the
engineers and firemen, who accepted, but stated in the telegram
'that it is unfair to ask us to wait four days before mediation
begins in view of the present strained relations."
The managers' committee also issued a statement on July
17, in the form of a letter to the engineers and firemen, denying
that the Western railroads had ever refused to abide by arbitration awards, and requesting that specific instances be cited in
support of the charge.

The board of mediation and conciliation on its arrival in
Chicago on Monday immediately went into conference with the
managers' committee and the brotherhood's committee, separately, and announced its intention of holding a meeting with
each committee daily.

Controversy with Western Engineers and Firemen

The United

Board of Jilediation and Conciliation arrived in Chicago on Monday, July 20, and offered its friendly
offices in bringing about a settlement of the controversy between
the Western railways and the engineers and firemen who have
taken a strike vote.
The request for mediation was made by
the conference committee of managers, of which .\. W. Trenholm, general manager of the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis &
Omaha, is chairman, after the representatives of the engineers
and firemen had declined to join in the request on the ground
that to do so would place a moral obligation on them to acThey
cept arbitration as provided for in the Newlands act.
had previously announced that they would not accept arbitration
States

because of their claim that in past arbitrations the

had refused
.^s briefly

to place the

noted

in last

awards

in

railroads

effect.

week's issue, the representatives of the

and firemen who had broken oflF negotiations on
met with the committee of managers in Chicago on
headed by W. S. Stone, presideiit of the Brotherhood
of Locomotive Engineers and W. S. Carter, president of the
Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen. and pre-

engineers

June
July

1,

14,

sented the results of a strike vote, claiming that 99.2 per cent,
brotherhood had voted for a strike unless

of the engineers'

the services of the federal board of mediaTo this Messrs. Carter and Stone replied

as follows

American Railway Safety Association
meeting of the ."Vmerican Railway Safety -Association, which
was organized in Chicago on June 9, 1913. was held on July 16,
at the Hotel Bismarck, Chicago. This was the fifth meeting since
.'\t the previous meeting the election of perthe organization.
manent officers was postponed, pending possible action by the
.American Railway Association toward organizing a bureau of
As the
safety or a committee on safety witliin its organization.
-American Railway Association bad taken no action on these
plans it was decided to proceed with the permanent organization,
President, A. W.
and the following officers were elected:
Smallen, chairman general safety committee, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, Chicago; vice-president, Isaiah Hale, safety
secretary-treasagent, .Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. Topeka
urer. L. F. Shedd. safety supervisor. Rock Island Lines, ChiIt was decided to hold the next regular meeting of the
cago.
association at Chicago in November.
On recommendation of a committee appointed at the previous
meeting it was decided that the association should become an
associate member of the National Council for Industrial Safety.
-A committee was appointed with N. D. Ballantine, assistant to
second vice-president. Rock Island Lines, as chairman, to investigate and report at the next meeting on a uniform plan of
.\

;
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reporting accident statistics. It appeared that the safety departments of various roads were using different methods in compiling their reports of injuries, some following the rules of the
Interstate Commerce Commission regarding the reporting of injuries to that body, which requires the report of an injury only
where the injury causes the employee to lose three days' time,
while some roads include in their reports all injuries, regardless
of whether time is lost, and others only report injuries that

cause the loss of time, thus making it difficult to make comparisons between the safety records presented by different roads. A
committee was also appointed to compile statistics of automobile
accidents at crossings, with a view to conducting a campaign
of education among automobile owners and manufacturers.
Following the completion of the routine business of the meeting, the meeting was thrown open to general discussion of safety
methods. E. R. Scoville, of the general safety committee of the
Baltimore & Ohio, gave an outline of the work on that road,
which was reorganized on January 1. witli a general safety committee of seven members to give all their time to the work. J. G.
Pangborn, formerly special representative of the president, is
chairman, and the other members of the committee include a
superintendent of motive power, a division engineer, a division
superintendent, a medical examiner, a supervisor of safety service, and a former inspector of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
The General Safety Committee usually attends meetings of all of the division safety committees, 20 in all, each
month, and have a car assigned to their use. The committee
reports to the third vice-president, and obtains special authority
for expenditures recommended by the division committees, which
are of such a nature that they cannot be taken care of out of the
funds allotted to the divisions. The general committee recently
spent one month in visiting large terminals on the road other
than the division headquarters where the regular division meetlarge number of separate meetings were also held
ings are held.
with various classes of employees, the men being paid for the

A

time spent at such meetings. For the month of July one member
of the committee is attending the division meetings and the others
are traveling over other parts of the system, inspecting conditions.
A. A. Krause, commissioner of safety, Missouri. Kansas &
Texas, also spoke briefly regarding the safety work on his road.
M. A. Dow, general safety agent. New York Central Lines, described some of the features of the safety work on the NewYork Central Lines, and distributed samples of some of the
literature used.
He said the most important feature of the work
was the education of employees along safety lines. During the
past year 100,000 men have attended the meetings held in the
safety exhibit car. Special shop meetings were held which were

His department
attended by every man working in the shop.
has issued a leaflet of 40 special safety rules, which are supplemental to the regular operating rules, which the men are required
to keep in the rule books, and on which they are required to
pass an examination. He also described the use of a safety work
card, which is filled out when special work is recommended for
certain divisions, one copy being left with the division superintendent and the other mailed to his office. When the work is
completed the superintendent fills out the card mailed to him
If the work is not
stating that the work has been completed.
done within 30 days, it is taken up by his office from the card
He also outlined plans which are now being worked
records.
out for the use of moving pictures in the campaign during the
next winter. J. D. M. Hamilton, claims attorney of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, spoke of the importance to the railroads of exercising more care in the inspection of men before
they are hired, to see that they are qualified for their work,
and the education of these men after they are in service. He
said that railroads must seek to obtain a higher degree of perfection in tiie employees, and to eradicate habits of carelessness
which have been acquired Through long practice, and liecause the
nien have never been taught any better. He also dwelled on the
necessity of teaching the men habits of concentration on their
work. Several other members spoke along the same lines. L. F.
Shedd, of the Rock Island Lines, said that under the present
workmen compensation laws the railroads are running insurance
companies without knowing what risks they are taking, unless
the men are examined thoroughly before they are hired. J. M.
Guild, of the Union Pacific, told of the plan recently adopted by
the Union Pacific for keeping in touch with good men that apply

Waiting lists
for jobs, but who cannot be put to work at once.
have been established, so that when men are needed the road

\"oL.
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has an opportunity to make better selection. Mr. Hamilton was
appointed chairman of the executive committee; Mr. Guild of the
committee on publicity and entertainment; and C. T. Banks, of
the Northern Pacific, of the committee on membership.

Crossing Accident on the Virginian
.\n

electric

train

of

two cars on the Virginia Passenger &

Power Company's line from Ocean View. Va., to Norfolk ran
into a train of 71 empty cars on the Virginian on the night of
July 16. killing four people and injuring a considerable number
of others. From unofficial accounts it would appear that the train
of

empty coal cars was

in considerable part past the crossing
the electric cars, fairly well crowded with people returnfrom Ocean View, either disregarding the regulations to

when
ing

stop before the crossing or for some season unable to do so,
crashed into the train almost at right angles, breaking it in two,
overturning the electric cars and derailing two or more of the

gondola

cars.

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association

The following is a list of the exhibitors at the convention of
the American Railway Tool Foremen's Association, held at the
Hotel Sherman, Chicago, on July 20 to 22:

—
—

Brown & Sharpe Company, Providence. R. I. Machinists' tools. Represented by R. C. Brown and R. E. Doras.
Carborundum Company, Niagara Falls. N. Y. Carborundum and aloxite
wheels, and aloxite .nnd carborundum cloths, and valve grinding com*
pounds.

Represented by

C.

kitzina.

C.

Schumaker, H. P. Frost and E.

P.

—

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago. Air and electric drills, pneuRepresented by C. E. Walker, P. F.
matic hammers, speed recorders.
Flaven, J. C. Campbell, J. L. Camby, C. B. Coates and Chas. H.
Schumasken.
Cleveland Twist Drill Company, Cleveland Ohio.— Twist drill reamers.
Represented by Herbert S. White and A. L. Beardsley.

—

High speed saws, drill rods.
Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
11/16 in, punch shown through l!s in. steel, examples of steel fractures,
photographs. Represented by T. W. McM.inus and M. P. Spencer.
Crerar-Adams & Co., Chicago. Jacks, die starters, pipe benders, wrenches.
Represented by Russel Wallace and W. I. Clock.
Represented by Mr.
Crucible Steel Company of America, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Colonial

—

Baskerfield.

Company, Detroit, Mich.— Drills, reamers, milling cutRepresented by ^I. F. Crawmer.
sleeves, sockets, chucks.

Detroit Twist Drill
ters,

—

Catalogs, RepreFaessler Manufacturing Company, The, Moberly, Mo.
sented by G. R. Maupin.
Grip Nut Company, Chicago. Testing machines, deflectin'g machines, samRepresented by B. C. Hooper.
ples grip nuts.

—

Represented by Garson Myers.
Steel Company, Syracuse, N. Y.
New electric tools, new air
Co., Chicago.
Represented by Robert T.
turbines, small S. S. compound drills.
Scott, Geo. Wilson, Harold Henricks and Wm. Gummere.

Halcomb

—

Independent Pneumatic Tool

—

ReprePneumatic tools.
Ingersoll Rand Company, New York, N. Y.
sented by N. O'Connor.
Lutz no-set screw
Lutz-Webster Engineering Company, Philadelphia. Pa
ratchet,
Lutz
Lutz
one-piece
drill
lathe dog, Lutz no-handle ratchet,
adjustable self-feed drilling post, solid and swivel arm; LuU comReppression wrench for all finished or rough surface stud driving.
resented by Wm. H. Lutz.
Manning, Maxwell & Moore, Inc.; Ashcroft Manufacturing Company; Consolidated Safety Valve Company; The Hancock Inspirator Company,
New York. Hancock inspirators, boiler checks. Consolidated safety
valves, Ashcroft pressure gages, prismatic water glasses and other locoRepresented by C. L. Brown.
motive appliances.
Represented by
Midvale Steel Company, Philadelphia, Pa— Catalogs.

—

—

F. W. Sager.
National Machinery Company, Tiffin, Ohio. Single motor driven bolt cutter
Represented by Chas. Harmon, Jr., and K. L.
and die sharpener.

—

Ernst.

Norton Company. The, Worcester, Mass.— Two 2!4 in. Model C grinders,
equipped with Model P protection hoods; one stand showing wheel
broken in its hood; one stand showing exhaust system-line of toolRepresented by
room wheels; booklets on Safety First grinding.
J.

W. Home.

Racine Tool & Machine Company, Racine. Wis.— High s^eed metal cutting
Represented by J. M. Jones and Wm. Richards.
machines.
Represented by O. F.
Rich Tool Company, Chicago. High speed tool.

—

Schubert.
Rverson, Joseph T., & Son, Chicago.— Model of a punch and boiler tools.
Represented bv L. H. Bryan. C. R. Gregg, H. C. Williamson and
H. G. Merrielf.
Randall graphite
Strong-Carlisle & Hammond Compan.-, Cleveland, "Ohio.
Represented by B. E. Carpenter.
sheet lubricator, Mac-it set screws.
Weaver Manufacturing Company, Springfield, Ohio. Weaver roller jaw
Represented by C. F._ Hodgson.
chucks.
Western Tool & Manufacturing Company, Springfield. Ohio.— Tool holders,
expanding mandrels, lathe dogs. Represented by J. Z. Wells.
Whitman Barnes Companv, Akron. Ohio.— Drills, reamers, wrenches.
Represented by A. O. Wange and ^L E. Towner.
Represenfed by H. C.
Williamson, H. C. Chicago. Metal band saw.
Williamson,

—

—

—
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Association

Americ£in Boiler Manufacturers'

The American

Boiler Manufacturers' Association will hold its
twenty-sixth annual convention at the Waldorf-Astoria, in New
York, from September 1 to 4. An invitation to attend has been
extended to all boiler, tank and stack manufacturers, fabricators

of steel plate and representatives of supply companies.

The following list gives names of secretaries, dates of next or regular
meetings, and places of meeting.

May

convention.

—

F,

4-7,

M.

State St., Boston, Mass.
1915, Hotel Sherman, Chicago.
Nellis.

53

American Association of Demurrage Officers.
ton,

— A.

G.

Next

—

American Association of Dining Car Superintendents. H. C. BoardNext convention, October,
man, D. L. & W"., Hoboken, N. J.
Washington.

American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.
St.,

New

East

St.

Louis,

—W.

C.

York.

American Association of Freight Agents.

— R.

O. Wells,

I.

C.

R.

R.,

III.

—

American Association of Railroad Superintendents. E. H. Harman,
Room 101, Union Station, St. Louis, Mo. Next convention, August
20 and 21,

New

York.

—

American Electric Railway Association. E. B. Burritt, 29 W. 39th St.,
New York. Annual convention, October 12-16, Atlantic City, N. J.
American Electric Railway Manufacturers' Association.— H. G. McConnaughy, 165 Broadway, New York. Meetings with American Electric
Railway Association.

—

American Railway Association. W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York.
American Railway Bridge and Building Association. C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago.

—

Next convention, October

Cal.

20-22, 1914,

Los Angeles,

—

American Railway Engineering Association. E. H. Fritch, 900 S. MichNext convention, March 16-18, 1915.
igan Ave., Chicago.
American Railway Master Mechanics' Association. J. W. Taylor, Kar-

—

pen Bldg., Chicago.

—

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association. A. R. Davis, Central of
Georgia, Maccn, Ga.
American Society for Testing Materials. Prof. E. Marburg, University

—

of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

American Society of Civil Engineers. Chas. W. Hunt, 220 West 57th
New York; 1st and 3d Wednesday, except June, July and
St..
August,

New

i'ork.

American Society of Engineering Contractors.

—

J. R. Wemlinger,
11
Broadway, New York; 2d Thursday of each month, at 2 P. M.,
11 Broadway, New York.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.

39th

St.,

New

—

York.

—

American Wood Preservers' Association. F. J. Angier, B. & O., Baltimore, Md. Ne.xt convention, January 19-21, 1915, Chicago.
Association of American Railway Accounting Officers. E. R. Wood-

—

son, 1300 Pennsylvania Ave., Washington, D. C.
April 28, 1915, Atlanta, Ga.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.

— C.

W.

-Annual convention,

Egan, B. & O., Baltimore,

Md.

—

Railway Electrical Engineers. Jos. .\. Andreucetti, C. &
Annual convention, October 19-23, Chicago.
N. W. Ry., Chicago.
Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents. P. W. Drew, 112
West Adams St., Chicago.
.Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.
G. P.
Conard. 75 Church St., New York.
Association of Water Line Accounting Officers. W. R. Evans, Chamber of Commerce. Buffalo, N. Y.
Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association. L. D. Mitchell, Detroit
Meeting with American Railway Bridge
Graphite Co., Chicago, III.
and Building Association.
Canadian Railway Club.— Tames Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,
Que.: 2d Tuesday in month, except June, July and August, Windsor
Hotel, Montreal.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers. Clement H. McLeod, 176 Mansfield St., Montreal, Que.; 1st Thursday, October, November, December, February, March and April, Montreal.
Car Foremen's Association of Chicago. Aaron Kline, 841 Lawler Ave.,
Chicago; 2d Monday in month, except July and August, Lytton Bldg.,
Chicago.
Central Railway Club.— H. D. Vought. 95 Liberty St., New York; 2d
Friday in January, May, September and November and 2d Thursday
in March, Hotel Statler, Buffalo, N. Y.
Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul. Edw. J. Dugan, P. O. Box 654,
St. Paul. Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July, August and Septem.Association of

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

ber,

Old State Capitol Bldg.,

St.

tion,

September

8-11, Nashville,

—

—

—

—

—

—

Tenn.

National Railway Appliances Association.— Bruce V. Crandall, 537 So.
Dearborn St., Chicago.
Next convention, March 15 to 19, 1915,
Chicago.

—

Railroad Clob
W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave., BosMass.; 2d Tuesday in month, except June, July, August and
September, Boston.
New York Railroad Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d
Friday in month, except June, July and .August, New York.
Niagara Frontier Car Men's Association. E. Frakenberger, 623 Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y. Meetings monthly.
Peoria Association of Railroad Officers. M. W. Rotchford, Union Station, Peoria, 111.; 2d Thursday in month, Jefferson Hotel, Peoria.
Railroad Club of Kansas City. C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas
City, Mo.; 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.
Railroad Master Tinners, Coppersmiths & Pipefitters' Association.
U. G. Thompson, C. & E. I. Danville, III.
Railway Business Association. Frank W. Noxon, 30 Church St.. New
York.
Railway Club of Pittsburgh. J. B. Anderson, Penna. R. R., Pittsburgh,
Pa.; 4th Friday in month, except June, July and August, Pittsburgh.
Railway Development Association. W, Nicholson, Kansas City Southern,
ton,

—
—

—

—

—
—

—

Kansas City, Mo.
Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Association.—
J. Scribner,
1021 Monadnock Block,, Chicago. Meetings with Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.
Railway Fire Protection Association.— C. B. Edwards, Mobile & Ohio,
Mobile, Ala.
Annual meeting, October 6, Washington, D. C,
Railway Gardening Association.—J. S. Butterfield, Lee's Summit, Mo.
Railway Signal Association.— C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa. Annual
meeting. Bluff Point, N. Y., September 22-24.

2136 Oliver
—C. D.B. Conway,
and M. M. Associa-

Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association.
Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Meetings with M.

J.

tions.

Railway Telegraph & Telephone Appliance Association.- G. A. Nelson,
50 Church St., New York.
Telegraph Superintendents.

Meetings with Association of Railway

Richmond Railroad Club.— F.
Monday in month, except

O. Robinson, C. & O., Richmond, Va.; 2d
June, July and August.
Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association. L. C. Ryan, C. &
N. W., Sterling, III. Next convention, September 8-10, 1914, Chicago.
St. Louis Railway Club.— B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,
Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June, July and .August, St. Louis.
Salt Lake City Transportation Club. R. E. Rowland, Hotel Utah Bldg.,
Salt Lake City, Utah; 1st Saturday of each month. Salt Lake City.
Signal Appliance .Association. F. W. Edmunds, 3868 Park Ave., New
York.
Meeting with annual convention Railway Signal Association.
Society of Railway Financial Officers. Carl Nyquist, La Salle St. Station, Chicago.
Annual meeting, September 15-17, Hotel Aspinwall,

—

—

—

—

Lenox, Mass.

Southern

W.

Car Service Officers.

.Association of

P. Ry., .Atlanta, Ga.

Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.

—

-A.

— E.
J.

W. Sandwich, A &

Merrill,

Grant Bldg.,

3d Thursday, January, March, May, July, September,
November. 10- A. M., Candler Bldg., Atlanta.
Toledo Transportation Club. J. S. Marks, Agent, Interstate Despatch,
Toledo, Ohio; 1st Saturday in month. Boody House, Toledo.
Track Supply Association. W. C. Kidd, Ramapo Iron Works, Hillsburn,
N. Y. Meetings with Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way AssoAtlanta, Ga.;

—

—

ciation.

—

Traffic Club of Chicago. W. H. Wharton, La Salle Hotel. Chicago.
Traffic Club of New York. C. A. Swope, 291 Broadway. New York;
last Tuesday in month, except June, July and August, WaldorfAstoria,

New

—

York.

Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.— D. L. Wells, Erie R. R., Pittsburgh, Pa.;
meetings bimonthly, Pittsburgh. .Annual meeting, 2d Monday in June.
Traffic Club of St. Louis. A. F. Versen, Mercantile Library Bldg.,
St. Louis, Mo.
Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings
October to May.
Train Despatchers' Association of America. J. F. Mackie, 7122 Stewart

—

—

Ave., Chicago.

—
—

Transportation Club of Buffalo. J. M. Sells, Buffalo; first Saturday
after first Wednesday.
Transportation Club op Detroit. W. R. Hurley, Superintendent's office,
L. S. & M. S., Detroit, Mich.; meetings monthlv, Normandie Hotel,
Detroit.

Paul.

Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania. Edw. R. Dasher, Box 75, Harrisburg, Pa.; 1st Friday after 10th of each month, except July and
August, 31 So. Front St., Harrisburg, Pa.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania. Elmer K. Hiles, Oliver
Bldg., Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Freight Claim Association. Warren P. Taylor, Richmond, Va.
General Superintendents' Association of Chicago. A. M. Hunter, 605
Grand Central Station, Chicago; Wednesday preceding 3d Thursday,
•
Transportation Bldg.. Chicago.
International Railway Congress. Executive Committee, 11, rue de LouConvention, 1915. Berlin.
vain, Brussels, Belgium.
International Railway Fuel Association. C. G, Hall, 922 McCormick
Bldg., Chicago.

—

Maintenance of Wav & Master Painters' Association of the Uniteo
States and Canada.— T. I. Goodwin, C. R. I. & P., Eldon, Mo.
Next convention, November 17-19, 1914, Detroit, Mich.
Master Boiler Makers' Association.— Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,
Ne
York.
Master Car Builders' Association. J. W. Taylor, Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
Master Car & Locomotive Painters' Association op the United States
and Canada.— a. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass. Next conven-

New England

Thomason, Bos-

Mass.

Hope, 143 Liberty

International Railway General Foremen's Association. Wm. Hall. 829
West Broadway, Winona, Minn.
International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association. A. L. Woodworlh, Lima, Ohio. Next convention, August 18-20, Hotel Wisconsin,
Milwaukee, Wis.

—

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS
Air Brake Association.

181

—

Traveling Engineers' Association. W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. R.,
Next meeting, September 15-18, Hotel SherEast Buffalo, N. Y.
man, Chicago.
Utah Society of Engineers. Frank W. Moore, Newhouse Bldg., Salt
Lake City. L^tah; 3d Friday of each month, except July and August,
Consolidated Music Hall, Salt Lake City.
Western Canada Railway Club.— W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, Winnipeg, Man.; 2d Mondav. except June, July and August. Winnipeg.
Western Railway Club. J. W. Taylor, 1112 Karpen Bldg., Chicago; 3d
Tuesday of each month, except June, July and August, Karpen Bldg.,

—

—

Chicago.

—

Western Society of Engineers. J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,
Chicago; regular meeting 1st Monday in month, except January, July
and August, Chicago. Extra meetings, except in July and August,
generally on other Monday evenings.
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During the month of May, the Atchison, Topelca & Santa Fe
"California Limited" train arrived on time in Los Angeles and
Chicago terminals 59 out of a possible 62 times.
Returns made to the committee on relations between railroads
of the American Railway Association show that on July 15 the
total freight car surplus was 228,384 cars, an increase of 7,509
as compared to July 1.
The total shortage on the same date
was 1,843 cars, an increase of 508.

The Lumbermen's Association of Chicago has addressed a letmembers, urging them to co-operate with the railways by loading cars to full capacity, thereby reducing the number of cars required to handle its products and releasing them
for use in the grain traffic, and to appeal to the consumer to
co-operate by unloading cars as. promptly as possible. With the
ter to all its

letter is sent a letter to be sent out by individual firms to be
5ent to other mills.

The City Club of Chicago has published a book of 89 pages,
by George E. Hooker, civic secretary of the club, on Through
Routes for Chicago's Steam Railroads, which discusses the Chicago terminal and local transportation system in detail, with
many maps and charts, and advocates the plan of through-routing the suburban trains of the steam railroads by means of subways through the central portion of the city, to give passengers
on one road direct access to other portions of the city now
served by the other roads.

Agreement Reached on Intermountain Rate Case,

'^

Following a recent conference between traffic officers of the
western transcontinental railways and the Interstate Commerce
Commission at Washington, an agreement has been reached
providing for the final disposition of the entire intermountain
rate cases by January 1, 1915, and for putting into effect most
of the rates involved by October 1 of this year. As the order
of the commission, which was recently sustained by the Supreme Court, dates from June 22, 1911, a new effective date
had to be set on which the order should become effective. On
9, the carriers submitted to the Interstate Commerce Commission a petition which has now been granted by the commission to extend the effective date of the order from June 22,
1911, to October 1, this year, in order to enable the carriers to
compile and publish rates to conform to the order, with the
exception of 107 commodities on which they ask further consideration.
The roads submitted to the commission with the
petition three schedules of rates.
Schedule A is a list of commodities on wHich the rates to
Pacific coast terminals will apply as maxima to intermediate

July

and on which no
on such commodities as

points,

relief

is

requested.

These include rates

fruit, grain, flour, vegetables, products
of the soil, agricultural implements, building material, etc..
particularly those rates in which the individual is much interested as a consumer, upon some of which the carriers consider
the rates low, but on which they will continue to apply the coast
rates as maxima.
Schedule B consists of commodities subject to water competition at the Pacific coast terminals, but on which the rates
from the Missouri river to the Pacific coast by rail are generally not less than $2 for less than carload lots, and $1 for carload lots, and as to which. the carriers will observe the fourth
section rule of the commission, applying only such percentages
over the through rates at the intermediate points as were designated for the respective zones in the original order of the

commission.
Schedule C is a list of 107 commodities covering generally
manufactured articles subject to the most severe water competition, and on which the rates to the coast are less than $1
in carloads, and $2 in less than carloads, which rates the carriers consider subnormal to a marked degree, measured by any
recognized standard that has been fixed by the commission as
reasonable, but which are necessary to move a share of this
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water-competitive traffic by rail; also to enable manufacturers
and shippers at points of production not located directly on
the Atlantic seaboard to share in the trade of the Pacific coast.
These rates are so low that the carriers consider they should
not be used as a basis for rates to interior points. Schedule C
embraces such articles as sulphate of ammonia, chloride of
calcium, carbide of calcium, canned fruit, fish, corn, meat,
mincemeat, tomatoes, etc., green coffee, cotton piece goods, hard-

ware and

tools, pig iron, structural iron, iron fence, iron posts,
iron pipes, wire fencing, paint, paper, rice, radiators, sectional
boilers, etc., pig and slab tin. and insulated copper wire.
The rates on commodities named in schedules
and B will

A

become

on October

therefore,

when

the carriers will
have in effect new schedules conforming either literally to the
fourth section of the Interstate Commerce act or taking only
such percentages over the through rates as were designated for
the respective zones. As to the rates in schedule C, the carriers
asked sufficient time to present to the commission such evidence
as, in their opinion, will completely justify a greater degree
of relief from the provisions of the fourth section than was
granted in the order. The carriers now feel that they can present convincing facts and arguments in support of such modifications of the order as to these rates.
As to these rates the
commission agreed to grant a hearing beginning in Chicago on
October 6, to afford the carriers opportunity to present their
evidence. Of the 107 items, 67 are carload and 40 less than carload rates. By stipulation of the carriers they agree that after
this hearing, or after the commission has given consideration
to the data there presented, they will, on January 1, without
delay, comply with the order of the commission in toto.
The commission also determined slightly to modify zone
boundary lines fixed in the original order so as to make the
zones upon diagonal traffic from Lake Superior regions to the
south Pacific coast, and from Galveston to the north Pacific
coast to conform to the zones already fixed in the tariffs apeffective

plicable to

class

1.

rates.

thus come about that by October 1, on 372 commodities in carloads, and 41 commodities in less than carloads, the
fourth section order will be fully operative. Since the issuance
of the original order, by agreement with the intermountain shippers, commodity rates from all eastern points to intermountain
points have been established on all commodities involved that
It

move
made

will

in

sufficient

volume

to

justify

commodity

rates.

This

a very considerable reduction in previous rates. The comhad previously reduced all class rates from eastern
points to all intermountain territory and the roads have established class rates to the coast based on a scale of $3.70 New

mission

York

to the coast.

Shippers Asked to Co-operate for Car Efficiency

W.

S.

Tinsman, chairman of the Association of Western Rail-

ways, has issued the following circular letter addressed to shippers and receivers of freight, industrial traffic managers and commercial organizations, asking their co-operation in promoting the
most efficient use of freight car movement during the cropmoving season to avoid the possibility of car shortage:
"Two years ago in anticipation of the large tonnage which
the railroads would be required to move as a result of the heavy
crops of that year, this association appealed to the shippers and
receivers of freight for co-operation in obtaining the maximum
use of freight equipment. The results of that appeal, and the

throughout the country, were
very gratifying.
"The present prospect of exceptionally heavy crops, as evidenced by the tables attached hereto, warrants an appeal of the
same nature at this time.
"In spite of the fact that a great surplus of cars has existed for
some time, the surplus of box cars is not so great as to warrant
any feeling of security, and unless the co-operation suggested below can be had. the prospects are for a difficulty in moving these
crops which may affect disadvantageously the interests of the
interest manifested by the shippers

shippers and receivers alike.
"The railroads are making every effort which their resources
will permit to put cars in condition for service and in other
directions to prepare themselves to handle the traffic with

promptness.
"Shippers and receivers, commercial organizations and others
•

:
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having to do with the commerce of the country, are earnestly
urged to lend their efforts and influence in every way possible
to bring about the most economical use of equipment, and the
following suggestions are made for which the widest publicity
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1

solicited:

is

— Move the coal, lumber, cement and other supplies
that you can before the heavy crop movement starts.
"Second. — Load and unload
cars as quickly as possible.
"First.

all

SliiiMiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

—

"Third. Load all cars to the full capacity.
(A
10 per cent, above the marked capacity is permitted
duction of load is required. All cars should so far
be loaded to a weight between the marked capacity
cent, above.)
"Fourth. Anticipate the disposition of freight

—

arrival.

leeway of
before reas possible

and 10 per
before

its

— Only

order such cars as can be loaded promptly.
(Orders for cars should state the number required for that
day's loading, the kind of cars, the final destination of the shipment, and the routing via which it will move.)
"Fifth.

"Sixth.

— Reduce

to the

minimum

the practice of billing cars
to intermediate points to be held for reconsignment;"
The circular also includes tables of the crop reports for previous years, with the estimates for this year, as an indication
of the probable demand upon the carriers for equipment during
the coming season, and says
"The greatly increased crops
here indicated cannot but be reflected in the movement of
other freight, or fail to impress upon the minds of every one
interested in the subject, the necessity for the most hearty cooperation on the part of all if a serious car shortage and its
accompanying damage to all lines of trade is to be avoided."
Another table gives information as to the general situation
with respect to cars available, with comparisons for previous
years.
These figures indicate an increase in the number of
available cars in the western territory, as well as in the whole
country, and taking into consideration the increase in the average capacity of all freight cars the improvement is substantial.
For 1913, for the western states, the number of freight cars
owned was 6.41 per mile of road, as compared with an average
from 1907 to 1913 of 6.04. The percentage of cars in shop was
6.7.
Fo/ the entire United States the number of freight cars
owned was 2,127,314, as compared with an average of 2,019,681,
or 10.03 per mile, as compared with an average of 9.79, and the
percentage in shop was 7.30, as compared with an average of
6.85.
Exclusive of cars in shop the number of cars per mile
of road was 9.30, as compared with an average of 9.12.
About
40,000 copies of the circular have been sent out, including a
:

large number to newspapers.
James E. Quan, chairman of the Illinois Public Utilities
Commission, has issued a statement saying the Illinois roads
have informed the commission that 20,650 new cars will be
available on seven lines, in addition to the old equipment, for
handling the grain movement this season, and that the roads
are exerting every effort to have their equipment in proper
condition.
The cars are to be delivered by August 1, and 120

new locomotives are to be delivered to the roads in the state
by that time. "We expect few or no complaints of car shortage this year," says the commission, "notwithstanding the fact
that the crops are the largest ever known.
All that is necessary is that shippers and receivers of grain co-operate with the
railroads by prompt action in loading and unloading cars in
order that they may be promptly available for other service."
The office of markets of the United States Department of
Agriculture has made inquiries in Texas. Oklahoma, Kansas,
Missouri, Nebraska, Iowa and Illinois as to the possibilities
of a car shortage for movement of grain this fall.
The report

iiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiuiinia
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<If. without additional cost, the use of greater force will get the
load ready for movement or the car released more quickly, do
it.)
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Molasses Rates

to Knoxville,

Tenn.

Opinion by Commissioner Halt:
The commission finds that the

carriers
are justified in
canceling a special rate of 25 cents on "blackstrap" molasses
carloads from New Orleans to Knoxville and restoring in
its place the domestic rate of 33 cents on all other
molasses,
except in so far as the 33 cent rate may violate the long and
short haul clause in comparison with a rate of 32 cents to
Bristol. Tenn.
(30 I. C. C, 613.)

m

Cotton Rates to Augusta, Ga.

Augusta Cotton Exchange

&

Board of Trade v. Southern
Opinion by the commission:
The commission finds that the rates on cotton to Augusta, Ga.,
from stations in South Carolina on the Southern Railway are unreasonable to the extent that they exceed rates from the same
point which were in effect prior to September 23, 1909, the rates
then in effect being on the basis of the South Carolina scale as
Railway.

are the present class rates.

(30

I.

Lumber Rates from
Southern Hardivood
Darnell, Inc
mission :

,

v.

C.

C,

704.)

Batesville, Miss.

Bureau, for the benefit of R. ].
Illinois Central ct al.
Opinion by the comTraffic

The commission finds that the rates on lumber, other than
Cottonwood and gum from Batesville, Miss., to points in central
freight association, western trunk line and trunk line territories
are not unreasonable, but they are discriminatory to the extent
that they exceed the rates to the same destinations from Sardis,
Miss., a point nine miles north of Batesville.
(31 I. C. C, 6.)

Increases in Rates on Fencing Allowed

In re rates on fencing and fencing material from Anderson
and other points in Indiana to Texarkana, and other points
Opinion by Commissioner Harlan:
The commission finds that the carriers are justified in increasing from 37 cents to 40 cents per 100 lb. the present rate on
fencing and fencing materials from Anderson. Craw fords ville,
Kokomo. Muncie and Richmond, all in Indiana, to Texarkana.
No substantial reason is given for the charging of a lower rate
for shipments of fencing materials from the five Indiana points
named, than is charged on similar shipments from other points
in Cliicago-Cincinnati territory.

(30

I.

C.

C,

650.)

Switching Charges on Ice in the Chicago District

&

Peoples Fuel
Supply Company v. Grand Trunk Western
et al.
Opinion by the commission:
The Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, and the
Grand Trunk \\'estern, in compliance with an order of the commission, established a joint rate on ice from Silver Lake, Wis.,
to a point of delivery on the tracks of the Grand Trunk Western
in Chicago.
There having been a dispute as to divisions, the
commission finds that the Soo line should allow the Grand
Trunk \\'estern the regular reciprocal switching charges applicable under the provisions of the Lowrey tariff to reciprocal
switching in the Chicago district. (30 I. C. C, 657.)

of this investigation says in part

"The sentiment

is

by no means universal

among

the country

elevators that there will be a car shortage. The belief that there
will be a shortage is most prevalent among the country elevators of Kansas.
Expressions from terminal elevator points
indicate that there will be a shortage in all states.

"On the part of the roads statements from officials through
the press are given to the public and growers, and elevator men
are personally advised by local agents, traveling freight agents
and other representatives, of
ages."

all

steps taken to minimize short-

Lumber Rates from Thebes,

III.

Opinion by Commissioner Meyer:
The commission finds a proposed cancellation of proportional
rates on lumber and forest products from Thebes. 111., to points
in southwestern Illinois on the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
via the St. Louis. Iron Mountain & Southern to Herrin and the
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy beyond to be justified because of
the discontinuance of the physical connex^ion at the interdiange
point.. It is ordered, however, that the rates via the route over
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Chicago & Eastern Illinois, or over the latter to Goreville
and the Chicago. Burlington & Quincy beyond should be maintained upon the same relative basis as the rates charged to com(31 I. C. C,
petitors located on the St. Louis & San Francisco.
tlie

IS.)

Grain Transit Privileges at

St.

enable it to determine the reasonableness of the regulations requiring shippers to surrender their expense bills covershipments in order to obtain the benefit of reshipinbound
ing
ping rates from St. Louis, Mo., and East St. Louis, 111., to central
freight association and trunk line territories, which rates apply
regardless of the point of origin of the original shipment. The
case is therefore reopened and set to be heard with Sotithu'estAlton at an early date
ern Missouri Millers' Club v. Chicago
ficient to

&

announced

later.

(30

I.

C.

C,

57,

No. 4

is unreasonable to the extent that it exceeds the sum of
such intermediate rates, the presumption is not conclusive and
be rebutted by evidence to the contrary.
Under the circumstances of the instant case the presumption of unreasonableness inhering in the 33-cent rate is held to be satisfactorily rebutted by the evidence. Complaint dismissed.
(31 I. C. C, 25.)

rate

may

Louis

Merchants Exchange of St. Louis, Mo., v. Baltimore & Ohio
Opinion by Commissioner Meyer:
et al.
The commission deems that the record in the case is not suf-

to be

Vol.

700.)

Increased Rates from Maine Refused

In re class and commodity rales from stations in the state of
Maine. Opinion by Commissioner Meyer:
The commission finds that the Maine Central has not justified

Rates from the Twin Cities to Dakota Points

Minneapolis Civic and Commerce Association v. Chicago, Milwaukee
Opinion by Commissioner Meyer:
St. Paul.
Complaint is made that the class rates from Minneapolis and
Dakota and North Dakota points on the
St. Paul to South
Hastings & Dakota division, the James River Division (now consolidated with the Hastings & Dakota division) and the transMissouri division of the Chicago; Milwaukee "& St. Paul, are unreasonable per se, and discriminatory. The three operating di-

&

visions referred to constitute that

part

of the transcontinental

of the Chicago, Mihvaukee & St. Paul which crosses the
northern part of South Dakota, and the southwestern corner of
North Dakota, and the branch lines running northward and
southward from the main line. Comparisons are made between
line

the rates from the Twin Cities to the points of destination involved and the distance tariffs of Minnesota and Iowa for intrathe rates from Minneapolis to Iowa points on destate traffic
fendant's line the rates to South Dakota points on defendant's
line to Rapid City, S. D.
the rates for equal distances from
(Chicago and Milwaukee to points in Minnesota, Iowa and South
Dakota and the rates from the twin cities and from Duluth to
points in North Dakota on the lines of the Great Northern and
Northern Pacific, which, it is argued, bear out complainants' contentions.
The commission finds, however, that the existence of
undue discrimination is not proven in the rates from the twin
cities to South Dakota points, as compared with those to the
same points from competing markets, and that to a certain extent carriers are justified in placing competitive markets on an
equal basis. It is also held, however, that in many instances the
rates involved are unreasonable in that they increase in the
movement westward greatly out of proportion with the increase
in distance. .\ new table of rates is prescribed, therefore, for distances varying from 2(X) to 6(X) miles, which, it is believed, will
;

;

whereby it will eliminate stations east of
Lewiston and Brunswick in the Ellsworth group from the list
of stations taking the Boston rates and apply to the eliminated
territory differentials over the Boston rates on traffic destined
charges

in

its

tariffs

The carrier has not sufthe necessity of such an increase in rates by the
presentation of statements of earnings per ton mile and proof of
increased general operating expenses, nor has it shown that the
to central freight association territory.
ficiently

shown

That
rates heretofore maintained yield less than a fair return.
the average length of the haul is slightly in excess of the haul
from points from which it is proposed to continue the Boston
rates does not prove that the rates under suspension are just and
reasonable, no evidence having been offered as to the reasonableness of the Boston rates.
Kelly's

(31

I.

C.

C.

18.)

Creek Colliery Case

;

remove

this discrepancy.

(30

I.

C.

C,

663.)

&

Michigan
et al. f. Kanaivha
Opinion by Commissioner Meyer:
et al.
In the original case of Kelly's Creek Colliery Company v.
Michigan, reported in. the Raihvay Age Gazette of
Kanawha
.\pril 10. page 850, the commission held that the defendants
should establish through routes and joint rates on coal between
stations on the Kanawha & Michigan and its branches and various eastern and southeastern territory on the lines of the Chesapeake & Ohio and its connections and that as reasonable rates
for these routes defendants should apply rates not in excess of
those applying to those destinations for shipments from the
mines on the Chesapeake & Ohio. Upon reconsideration of the
case the commission now holds that there may properly be a
slight difference between the rates applicable to the through
routes ordered and those applicable to the single movement over
Uic Chesapeake & Ohio. The difference, however, must not exceed five cents per ton.

Hughes Creek Coal Company

&

Intermediate and Joint Rates

&

Mississippi I'alley
Humphreys-Godzi.ii: Company v. Yazoo
Opinion by the commission:
et al.
The complainant made carload shipments of cottonseed meal
from Helena. .\rk.. to certain New England points. The shipments were consigned in the first instance to itself at Louisville,
Ky., but while en route, defendants at Louisville were furnished
with instructions to forward the shipments to the respective
New England destinations. The joint through rate was 33
cents the sum of the intermediate rates via Louisville was 30^
L'pon complaint alleging that the shipments to and from
cents.
;

Louisville were separate and distinct transactions and that the
shipments should have been charged at the intermediate rates,
the commission finds that the shipments were not handled under
such circumstances as to have constituted separate and distinct
shipments to and from Louisville, and that although the fact that a
joint rate exceeds the sum of the intermediate rates over the same

through route raises a strong presumption that the joint through

Switching Charges at Seattle

Transportation Bureau of the New Seattle Chamber of Commerce et al. I'. Great Northern. Opinion bv Commissioner

Meyer:

The commission finds that defendant's class E rate of 3 cents
per 100 lb. applicable to shingles and lumber moving in carloads
from Ballard to Seattle for interchange at the latter place with
other roads is not unreasonable in so far as it results in charges
not greater than $10.50 per car. .At one time defendant moved
cars from industries on its Sobey Spur at Ballard to the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul's car barge slip at Ballard from which the
cars were carried on floats to Seattle and charged for the service
The construction of the Lake
at a switching rate of $3 per car.
Washington Canal necessitated the abandoning of the barge slip
and for a time cars were taken by the defendant to Seattle at a
charge of $4.50 per car, which it is proposed to supersede by the
new rate. Complaint is made that the three cent rate is excessive, particularly since it prohibits the former absorption of
switching charges that were in force for traffic destined to comAs has been noted above, the commission finds
petitive points.
that the increased charge is not unreasonable. The Chicago, Milwaukee &

Paul no longer maintains terminals at Ballard.
the other hand, contends that it is enlong haul and that it is not proper that the St. Paul
should be allowed to compete for this traffic originating on the
Great Northern's terminals at a charge which does not compensate the latter for so affording the use of its terminals to its
competitor. The commission believes that the arrangement suggested by the Great Northern for joint rates between it and the
St. Paul on the flat Seattle basis, applicable to traffic from complainants' mills to non-comlSetitive local points on the latter road
Paul
is a proper one and should be adopted even though the St.
St.

The Great Northern, on
titled to the

Apart from the
lose all of the traflSc to competitive points.
possible consequences flowing from the nature .of the service
or the form of the charge, defendant's contention that the com-

may

:

July
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mission should prohibit the absorption by competitive roads of
its established charges applicable to the movement over its terminal between Ballard and Seattle, is held not to be sustained.
The commission's duty is to pass upon the reasonableness of the
established charges, and the act does not require that in so doing
it shall
take into its calculations the consideration of the possibilitj' of the absorption of the charge bv competitive roads.
(30 I. C. C. 683.)

Rates on Fresh Fruits from Grand Rapids and Other Points
to

&

Milwaukee Produce

Milwaukee

Exchange >. Crosby TransportaOpinion by Commissioner Hall:
water carrier operating its own steamers
for a year round service across Lake Michigan between Milwaukee and Grand Haven. During that time of year when
Muskegon is open a side trip service is also maintained between
that port and Grand Haven.
Boats are also operated in the
fruit picking season on the Grand River to Grand Rapids and
Grand Haven. By virtue of a contract by which the Crosby
Line began in 1906 to perform the Grand Trunk's break-bulk
service across Lake Michigan, certain joint rates and through
routes were canceled which had been in effect between the
steamship line, the Grand Rapids, Grand Haven and "Muskegon
and electric line, which operates a service from Grand -Rapids
to Grand Haven, with a branch from Grand Haven Junction
north to Muskegon, nearly the whole service in direct competition with that of the Grand Trunk.
The commission finds
that the former through route and joint rates between the electric company and the steamship company, from points on the
former line to Milwaukee except Grand Rapids, Grand Haven
and Muskegon, where the service of the Grand Trunk, alone, is
sufficient, should be re-established insofar as is necessary to provide for the transportation of fresh fruits, it having been found
that a very large portion of the fresh fruit business from the
region on the electric line west of Grand Rapids had been diverted from Milwaukee.
(30 I. C. C, 653.)

Company
The Crosby

tion

.et

al.

line

is

Fruit

a

Railroads and Private Business

The commission has submitted

a report to Congress in response to a resolution passed about six years ago concerning
relations of railroads to coal and oil properties. The report
deals chiefly with certain large purchases of coal lands in Illinois
by the Cleveland. Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis for the purpose
of protecting the future coal supply of the New York Central
tl;e

Lines.
latter

In it the commission criticizes the management of the
and makes the following recommendation
:

"From

the facts related herein, particularly those discovering
around St. Louis and those describing the

the industrial railways

relations of the Xew York Central Lines to coal properties in
Illinois, the commission believes it important that the public
business of transportation should be clearly separated from private business
that railroads should be prohibited from furnishing directly or indirectly capital or loans to private enterprises;
that railroads should be prohibited from extending the use of
their credit for the benefit of private individuals or companies,
and that the commodities clause should be enforced and extended
:

to all

traffic.''

that the Xew York Central Lines
1905 began to acquire coal lands in
Saline and Williamson counties, Illinois, and purchased altogether

The commission finds
through the Big Four in

The plan, the report says, originated with W. C.
Brown and was carried out by him through S. W. McCune and
Charles P. Hewitt, Mr. Brown's brother-in-law.
"Many irregularities took place in connection with the purchase of these properties and both McCune and Hewitt profited
substantially.
The irregularities were accomplished by the use,
apparently, of one or more of the following devices: d) by preparing vouchers for amounts in excess of those actually received
by the grantors of the properties sold to the Big Four
(2) by
taking lands in Hewitt's name and turning them over to the Big
Four at advanced prices; and (3) by secreting the legitimate
commissions in the purchase prices and theji passing additional
vouchers in favor of Hewitt as his alleged commission on the
same land. Hewitt definitely asserted that he was not aware of
23,000 acres.

;

these acts.

"Funds so pilfered from the Big Four were handled

in

the
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same manner as were legitimate commissions,
e., deposited in
McCune's bank account and then divided with Hewitt, the latter's siiare passing through Mr. Brown's hands to the bank af
Clarinda.
Mr. Brown asserts that he had no way of verifying
the amounts sent to him by McCune and they were merely
i.

passed through his hands for Hewitt's convenience. Traveling
auditors of the Big Four in 1909 checked over the vouchers and
other papers in connection with these coal land purchases, but
failed to report the irregularities mentioned.
"The record does not show that Mr. Brown had any knowledge of irregularity in the purchase of the properties. The only
charges that can be made against him in connection with the
pilfering of the funds of the company of which he was an executive are these (1) he placed McCune. without bond, in a responsible position, involving the expenditure of over $1,000,000, to
whicli trust, the record shows, that person was unfaithful, and (2)
he assigned to a lucrative position netting nearly $25,000 in a
little over a year, a relative, who was not competent even to
handle his own money affairs, was inexperienced in the work itself and was lacking in the most ordinary business ability."
W. C. Brown and other officers of the New York Central took
an active part in the promotion of the Saline County Coal Company and the O'Gara Coal Company. The report charges ihat
the latter company has_been granted a great many unusual concessions, and from the time it began shipping coal to within the last
year it has been a preferred institution of the New York Central
Lines, and that the carriers have practically supported the company for years. In September, 1913. the O'Gara Coal Company
went into the hands of friendly receivers, the investigations of
the commission having caused the Xew York Central to restrict
its support.
"Many of the concessions described were skillfully concealed
and some were discovered almost by accident. The attempts of
Mr. Brown and others to explain the concessions leave much
to be desired. In short, they amount to ignorance of the rebates
mentioned, while as to loans, advances and extensions of credit,
Mr. Brown and his associates admit knowledge of the practices,
but claim to have been actuated by a desire to protect the fuel
supply and the traffic of their lines by protecting a patron from
the financial disaster that would otherwise occur.
It is significant, in this connection, that among the hundreds of industries
along the 13.000 miles of the X'ew York Central Lines, the carriers should have overlooked all moribund concerns except one
of those in which the carriers' officers were interested."
Speaking of a tentative plan of consolidation which contemplated that the Chicago & Harrisburg Coal Company, owned by
the Big Four, would issue bonds guaranteed by the latter, and
purchase its coal lands and the mines and lands of the companies
mentioned above, whereupon there was to be formed an operating company to which the mines and part of the land would
be leased for operation, the report says
"W. C. Brown and other officers testified that the plan never
received serious consideration and in all probability would never
be effected. It is worthy of mention, on the other hand, that in
the latter part of 1913 the capital stock of the Chicago & Harrisburg Coal Company was increased from $55,000 to $150,000 and
that the company began taking over the coal and coal lands
owned by its parent company, the Big Four. Whether this is the
beginning of a gigantic coal proposition involving the purchase of
the Saline and O'Gara properties and based on the credit of the
Xew York Central Lines, the record does not disclose. Such a
use of railroad credit for the private ends of favored individuals
should obviously receive, if carried out. the severest condemnation
of law."

STATE COMMISSIONS
Public Utilities Commission has issued an order on
complaint of the Springfield Commercial Association, ordering
the steam roads to switch cars for the Illinois Traction System
at Springfield and to allow the traction system the use of their
tracks for switching at that point.
Illinois

The Illinois railroads, through the Illinois Freight Committee,
asked the Illinois Public Utilities Commission last week for permission to increase certain rates within the state, within the maxima fixed by the commission. The commission announced that
the petition would be considered within 30 days.
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Service Commission of Montana
general reduction in freight rates, averaging
effect
into
in Montana, on July 29, as the
to go
result of a conference between the commission and representaIt appears that the railroads
tives of the principal railroads.
voluntarily proposed tariffs prepared on the same basis as those
The new tariffs do not
in effect in the state of Washington.
affect so-called distributing rates from the jobbing centers.
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The Railroad and Public

announces that
20 per cent., is

a

According to press reports, the members of the Texas Railroad Commission have given informal consideration to a plan
to appeal to Congress for legislation clearly defining the powers
and duties of the Interstate Commerce Commission, so that it
cannot interfere in any way with state commissions in the fi.xing
of rates between points within the states, in order to obtain for
the Texas Commission relief from the decision of the United
States Supreme Court and the Interstate Commerce Commission in the Shreveport rate case.

The Michigan Railroad Commission has issued an order against
the Pere Marquette, Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, Michigan
Central and Detroit. Grand Haven & Milwaukee railways, requiring them to issue, and make effective by September 1, a
tariff which shall provide that on the tender by shippers at any
one time during cold weather, of 10,000 lb. of any perishable
commodity for shipment to stations on th^ main line of the road
serving the shipping point, or on the payment of the charges on
10,000 lb., a refrigerator car must be furnished.
The California Railroad Commission has recently been holding a hearing on complaint by residents of the San Francisco
peninsula, against the passenger fares in effect on ferry and electric lines of the Southern Pacific between San Francisco and
Oakland. Some of the trans-bay fares were lowered in October,
1913, after a hearing by the commission, from 15 cents to 10
cents one way. In answer to the present comjilaint the company
has requested the commission to advance these fares from 10
cents to 12H cents. After a hearing in June the case was adjourned for 60 days, to allow attorneys for the complainants to
consider the data submitted by the company. This included a
valuation of the property involved, and figures to show that the
revenue from the ferries and the electric service is not sufficient
to meet the cost of operation, plus interest and taxes.

Railway Officers
Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

George H. Winsor has been appointed auditor and traffic manager of the San Benito & Rio Grande, with headquarters at San
Benito, Tex., to succeed C. T. Davis, resigned.

W. R. Campbell, at present assistant to president of the Sus& New York, the Tionesta Valley and the Leetonia
Railway, has been appointed vice-president of the Susquehanna &
New York, with office at New York, effective August 1, succeeding E. C. Hoyt, resigned, and the title of assistant to president
has been abolished.
quehanna

Operating
E. E. Cain, superintendent of the Toledo-Ludington division
of the Pere Marquette, has been appointed superintendent of the

Chicago-Petoskey division, with headquarters
Mich., succeeding J. W. Mulhern, resigned.

He entered the service of the Interstate
Commerce Commission in September, 1906, and was chief clerk
of the Block Signal and Train Control Board throughout the
five-year period of its existence. When that board was abolished
in June, 1912, Mr. Mills was assigned to the commission's accielectrical engineering.

In December, 1913, the work of indent-investigation W'ork.
vestigating and testing devices was again taken up by the commission under the act of October 22, 1913, and Mr. Mills was
one of the first men assigned to this service. On May 1, 1914,
he was appointed an inspector and assigned to field work.

COURT NEWS
The

Mississippi supreme court has dismissed a suit brought by
the state railroad commission against the Louisville & Nashville
compel
to
the company to stop certain through passenger trains

Bay St. Louis, Miss. A fine of $402,000 had previously been
imposed on the company by the lower court because of its refusal
to obey the order of the commission.

Grand Rapids,

James Patrick Houston, whose appointment as superintendent
of the Eastern division of the Minneapolis & St. Louis, with
headquarters at Oskaloosa, Iowa, has already been announced in
these columns, was born April 5, 1865, at Durand, 111.
He received a common school education and began railway work in
1875 with the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, with which road he
remained until 1886, being employed consecutively as water boy,
flagman, brakeman and operator and agent. The following two
years he was with the Western Union Telegraph Company as
operator, and from 1888 to 1899 he was despatcher and chief
despatcher for the Chicago Great Western. He was then with
the Great Northern for three years as chief despatcher and trainmaster, going to the Chicago Great Western in 1902 as chief
despatcher. Subsequently until 1909 he was trainmaster, and in
the latter year he became trainmaster of the Minneapolis & St.
Louis. Later he was made assistant superintendent, which position he held at the time of his recent appointment as division
superintendent, as above noted.

PERSONNEL OF COMMISSIONS
N. Mills has been appointed an inspector for the Interstate
Commerce Commission and has been assigned to the work of
investigating and testing signal and train control systems and
other safety devices. Mr. Mills received his early education in
the public schools of Minnesota and later completed a course in
S.

at

Traffic

A. J. Blaisdell has been appointed general agent of the passenger department of the Canadian Pacific at St. Louis, Mo.
J. S. Henney, traveling freight agent of the Toledo, St. Louis
at Cleveland, Ohio, has been appointed commercial
agent at Kansas City, Mo.

& Western

F. R. Hanlon has resigned as district freight agent of the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company at Seattle,
Wash., to become traffic manager of the port of Seattle.

W. R. Busenback has been appointed general agent, freight
department, of the Erie at Akron, Ohio. The headquarters of
H. Hackett have been removed from Akron to Marion.

J.

Illinois Central, has
J. S. Brown, general freight agent of the
been appointed manager of the transportation department of the
Board of Trade of Chicago, succeeding E. B. Boyd, resigned.

The territory of H. C. Dinkins, general agent of the Gould
Lines for Mexico, has been extended over West Indies, Central
.America and South America, with offices at New Orleans, La.,
and Galveston, Tex.

at

Judge Landis, of the United States district court at Chicago
on July 17 issued a decision ordering F. W. Ellis, vice-president
of the Armour Car Lines, to answer questions asked of him by
the Interstate Commerce Commission in connection with its in-

At the time of the commission's
hearings in Chicago in January, Mr. Ellis declined, on advice of
counsel, to answer questions regarding the private business of
the company.
vestigation of private car lines.

C. A. Torrence, foreign freight agent of the Missouri Pacific,
St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern, and Denver & Rio
Grande, with headquarters at Chicago, will also have jurisdiction
over the Western Pacific, effective July 15.
tlie

M. T. Dean, at present ^sistant to general manager of the
Tionesta \'alleyand the L'eetonia Railway, has been appointed
general freight and passenger agent of the Susquehanna & New
York, the Tionesta Valley and the Leetonia Railway, with office
at New York, effective .\ugust 1, and the position 'of assistant to
general manager has been abolished.

:

July

24,
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Engineering and Rolling Stock
Beal has been appointed valuation engineer of the Louisiana & Arkansas, with headquarters at Stamps, Ark., reporting
to F. W. Green, general manager.
F. L.

E. A. Sweeley, who recently resigned as supervisor of car repairs of the Atlantic Coast Line, has been appointed master car
builder of the Seaboard Air Line, with headquarters at Portsmouth, Va. He will have jurisdiction over the entire car de-

partment.

Equipment and Supplies

I

\
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING
The Central

of Georgia

in

is

the market for 4 Pacific type

locomotives.

motive power department of
the Pennsylvania Railroad, has been appointed assistant to consulting engineer of the Union Pacific, the Oregon Short Line
and the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company,
Mr. Mohun began railway
with headquarters at New York.
work as an apprentice at the Altoona shops of the Pennsylvania
Railroad, and was successively assistant master mechanic of the
Juniata shops, master mechanic and assistant engineer of motive
power of the New Jersey division, with office at Jersey City, N. J.

John

Mohun, formerly

L.

in the

The El Paso Belt has ordered 2 locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The

Colorado,

Wyoming & Eastern

is

in

the market for 2

Mikado type locomotives.

The Skane.\teles Railway
wheel switching locomotive.
The Russian Government

is

in

the

market for one

asking prices on a large number

is

of locomotives of various types.

The Atlantic Coast Line

OBITUARY

of Mountain

chairman of the executive board of the
p. J. Halloran,
Brotherhood of Railroad Conductors, died suddenly of heart
disease in Boston on July 16.

Eugene E. Osborn, formerly vice-president of the Chicago &
North Western, died at Frederick, Md., July 20. aged 60 years.
Mr. Osborn was born at Norwalk, Conn., May 1, 1854, and was
a graduate of the
sity.

He

Sheffield

Scientific

School of Yale Univer-

entered railway service in 1894 as general attorney for

In June, 1901, Mr. Osborn
the Chicago & North Western.
elected vice-president and secretary of the North Western
assistant

Omaha,

was
and

secretary of the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis &
which positions he held until his retirement from active

service in 1911.

six-

•

the market
and Pacific type locomotives.
is

in

for

a

number

Winston Brothers Company, Minneapohs, Minn., are
market for 8 or 10 six-wheel switching locomotives.

in the

The Intercolonial Railway of Canada has ordered 3 switching locomotives from the Montreal Locomotive Works.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has ordered 15 Santa
Fe type locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Standard Oil Company of New Jersey has ordered one
switching locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Northwestern Pacific is in the market for 4 ten-wheel
passenger, 2 ten-wheel freight and 3 six-wheel switching locomotives.
The Chilean State Railways

are proposing the purchase of

125 locomotives as part of a plan for the rehabilitation of the

—

Railway Construction in Kyushu. Japan. The length and
estimated cost of the lines projected at present by the government railways on the Japanese island of Kyushu are as follows
Yatsushiro-Sendai line, 67 miles, $6,500,000; Kumamoto-Oita
and Saheki-Miyazaki line, 88 miles,
line, 83 miles, $8,250,000;
$8,500,000.

The Hedjaz Railway
pilgrims without

to Arabia.

fail to visit

—

It is

Medina and Mecca

at least

Moslem
once

in

time, the trip from Damascus to Medina was
With the cona journey by caravan of 35 to 40 days' duration.
struction of the railway, the journey has been reduced to but
58 hours.
Most of the pilgrims use the railroad in order to

Medina and then return the same way and embark at
Haifa or Beirut for Jedda, the nearest port to Mecca on the Red
Sea. Arrangements have been made whereby there are steamers
in waiting at Beirut and Haifa for the trains from Mecca so
The Turkish governthat immediate embarkation is possible.
ment has for some time worked to extend the railway to Mecca
and thus entirely eliminate the route by sea. A^ present, the
distance from Medina to Mecca takes 12 days by camel through
an arid desert so pilgrims prefer to return north and reach
Mecca by the sea route. Until last year, only first and third
class cars were in use, but lately second class cars have been
introduced and commodious sleeping cars have been added for

get to

passengers.
an additional charge of about $4.40

the

first

benefit

of

first^ class

The

class ticket.

trains

make

is

For this accommodation
added to the price of a

five

stops

daily

for a

suf-

length of time to enable the Moslems to make their required devotions. There are comfortable dining rooms at Derra
and Maan and native buffets at some of the smaller stations, such
as Tebouk, Aman and Medam-Salih. The fares are as follows:
ficient

From Haifa

to

Medina and return— first class,
from Damascus

class, $39.07; third class, $26.05;

$52.10;
to

first

prohibited.

class

The Illinois Central is in the market for 50 Mikado type
a number of Pacific type locomotives, and for a number of
locomotives for hump-yard service.

second

The International Railways of Central America, reported
Railway Age Gazette of last week as having ordered 5
locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works, have ordered
5 Consolidation locomotives of that company.
in the

has ordered 5 superheater Consohlocomotives from the American Locomotive Company.
These locomotives will have 23 by 30 in. cylinders. 56 in. driving
wheels, a total weight in working order of 213,000 lb., and a
steam pressure of 175 lb.

The Bangor & Aroostook

dation

The Duluth & Northeastern

has ordered 2 consolidation

and 2 70-ton Shay geared locomotives from Lima Locomotive
Corporation. The former will have 20 by 24 in. cylinders, 50 in.
diameter driving wheels, a weight on the driving wheels of
128,000 lb. and a total weight in working order of 144,000 lb.

The Southern Paofic has ordered 20 superheater Mikado
type passenger and 10 superheater switching locomotives from
Lima Locomotive Corporation. The Mikado locomotives will
have 26 by 28 in. eylinders, 63 in. diameter driving wheels, a
weight on the driving wheels of 218,000 lb. and a total weight in
working order of 305,000 lb. The switching locomotives will
have 19 by 26 in. cylinders, 51 in. diameter driving wheels and a
Both the Mikado
total weight in working order of 155,000 lb.
and switching locomotives will be equipped for oil burning.

Medina and

second-class, $38.24 and third-class,
$25.08.
The rates from Damascus are slightly less. From the
first of Chaaban f June 24) to the end of Zelcaade fOctober 18)
a special reduction of 50 per cent, is allowed on the above
Non-Moslems are allowed to travel only a part of the
prices.
way because their entrance into Medina and Mecca is rigidly
return,

The Carolina Spruce Company, Philadelphia, Pa., has ordered one 70-ton Shay geared locomotive from the Lima Locomotive Corporation.
and

enjoined upon

At one

their lives.

railways of Chile.

CAR BUILDING

$50.95;

State Railways are preparing plans for the
purchase of about 400 freight cars.

The Chilean

The Chic.\go Great Western has ordered 500 40-ton box cars
from the .American Car & Foundry Company.
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The B.^ltimcre & Ohio has awarded a contract to the Ryan
Car Company, Chicago, for the repairing of 2,000 box cars.

The
8

Supply Trade News

Intercolonial Railway of Canada is in the market for
sleeping cars and one all-steel compartment obser-

all-steel

vation car.

lltlllllllllltlllllllltltHIIIIIIIIII

Lackavv.\nn.\ & Western, reported in the
Railway Age Gazette of June 26 as being in the market for 55
all-steel suburban coaches has increased its inquiry to 110.

The Delaware,

have ordered, 1,250 gondola
each from the Ralston Steel Car Company and the Haskell
Barker Car Company. These cars will be put in service on

The New York Central Lines
cars

&

& Ohio Central.
The Union Pacific order

the Toledo

for

107 passenger cars

from the

Age

Gacette of
May 29, is divided as follows: 15 69-ft. baggage, 2 75-ft. baggage and buffet. 10 60-ft. postal. 5 60-ft. baggage, 4 69-ft. haggage and postal, 21 72-ft. 6-in. dining, 8 72-ft. 6-in. observation,
2 70-ft. parlor cars, 5 60-ft. coaches, 5 70-ft. coaches, 10 60-ft.

Pullman company, as reported

chair,

and 20

in

the Railway

70-ft. chair cars.

IRON AND STEEL
from the

Illinois Steel

has ordered 1,200 tons of

Company.

The Intermountain has ordered 1,200 tons of
mediate shipment from the Illinois Steel Company.

rails

for im-

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
steel for a 100-ft.

has ordered 115 tons of
through plate-girder turntable, from the .Ameri-

can Bridge Company.

The Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville has ordered 276 tons
of material for deck girder spans at Bedford, Ind., from the Wisconsin Bridge Company.
The Arthur

Iron Mixing

is

made

that

J.

The Pennsylvania Equipment Company, Philadelphia. Pa., has
moved its office from the West End Trust building to 503 Coleman building, 15th and South Penn square.
John W. Dix has been appointed assistant general sales manager and structural engineer of the Carnegie Steel Company,
Pittsburgh, Pa., effective July 15, succeeding John C. Neale,
who has resigned to become president and general manager of
the Central Steel Company, Massillon, Ohio.
representative of the Stone & WebEngineering Corporation, sailed on the Lusitania on July 14
the party accompanying the Chicago Railway Terminal
Commission, which is making a six weeks' study of European
railway practices with special reference to terminals.

Edward N. Lake, Chicago

ster

Company

W. D. Jenkins, who has for several years been private secretary to Judge Freeman, general counsel of the Texas & Pacific,
and who is well known in southern railroad circles, has been appointed southern representative of the Union Railway Equipment
Company. Chicago, with office in the Whitney Central building,

New

Orleans, La.

John H. Wynne, who since May 1, 1914, has been manager of
sales of the Montreal Locomotive Works, Montreal, Que., graduated from the regular course at Cornell University in 1898, and
from the special post
graduate course in 1899.
He immediately entered
railway service as a spe-

has ordered 131 tons of

from the American Bridge Company, Chicago, for a locomotive repair shop for the Dunwoody mine, Chisholm, Minn.

The Boston & Maine,

which recently ordered 5,000 tons of
from the Pennsylvania Steel Company, has placed an addiBethlehem

in

&

capacity of shop
but in the fol-

the Illinois Central as a

gang foreman.
After
working in that position

Iron

for a short while he bec.ime a general foreman

on the Pennsylvania
Lines at West Richmond,
Md. In 1904 he again
returned to the Illinois

SIGNALING
The Southern Railway is preparing to install a telephone block
system to take the place of the telegraph system now in use on
the Atlanta division between Macon, Ga., and Ooltewah, Tenn.,
a distance of 225 miles and part of the route for the Southern
Railway's through trains between the west and Florida.

now

being used for despatching trains and
handling messages over the entire line of the Alabama Great
Chattanooga
and Meridian, the circuits beSouthern between
tween Chattanooga and Birmingham having just been comThe line from Birmingham to
pleted and put in service.
Meridian has been in service since June 1. With the completion
of the circuits on the Alabama Great Southern the telephone
is now being used for despatching over the entire line of the
Queen & Crescent route between Cincinnati and Meridian, a
distance of 630 miles.
is

I'he

lowing year returned to

Company was incorrect. The company has, however, ordered
10,500 tons from the Illinois Steel Company.

The telephone

on the
Three

he went to

cn.ijincer,

—

from the Colorado Fuel

later

the Procter & Gamble
Company, Ivorydale, O.,

Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific. The item in the Railway
Age Gazette of last week to the effect that this company had
rails

Central.

Illinois

years

tional order of 5,000 tons, divided equally between the
Steel Company and the Lackawanna Steel Company.

ordered 17,000 tons of

apprentice

ci.il

steel

rails

M. Oden has severed his conof New York and Chicago.

& Company

with

The Chicago & Western Indiana
rails

.\nnouncement

nection with B. E. Tilden
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—

Transportation Facilities in South Manchuria. South
Manchuria railway runs daily and thrice weekly express trains
from Dairen connecting with the Trans-Siberian Railway, the
Peking-Mukden and the Kirin-Changchung lines of the Chinese
government railway, the Korean government railway and the
Dairen-Shanghai direct mail steamers. Steamships leave weekly
(in some cases twice a week) for ports in Korea, Japan and
China. It is said that the Korean government railways are attempting to secure the bulk of the freight transportation between
Japan and Manchuria.

Central,

J.

H.

however,

and

served as mechanical enIn
gineer at Chicago.
April, 1906, he entered

Wynn

the supply field, taking the position of manager of the Chicago
office of the Atlantic Equipment Company, and in September,
On Feb1910. went to New York as general sales manager.
ruary 1. 1912, he entered the service of the American Locomotive

Company as manager of its Rogers & Cooke plants, and retained that position until, on May 1, he reached his present posiMr. -Wynne in addition
tion as manager of sales at Montreal.
is also in charge of the design of small locomotives for industrial service.

Joseph T. Ryerson & Son, Chicago, have taken over the plant,
merchandise, equipment and good will of the W. G. Hagar Iron

Company,

St.

Louis,

Mo.

It

is

the intention of the

company

to

supplement the plant of the latter with complete modern warehouses and equipment for the handling and cutting of shapes,
Ryerson & Son
reinforcing bars and similar heavy material.
will thus be able to render immediate service in their lines of
finished steel to customers in the territory tributary to St. Louis.
C.

W.

Cross has been appointed Chicago representative of the

Equipment Improvement Company, with headquarters at 30
Church street. New York. Mr. Cross began his railroad experi-

July
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Pennsylvania Lines West and left that system
mechanic at Fort Wayne to become master
mechanic of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, with headHe was made superintendent of apquarters at Elkhart, Ind.
prentices of the Xew York Central Lines in 1906 when that system revised and centralized its apprenticeship department to meet
modern conditions. Mr. Cross' work in the development of
this department requires no comment, as it is widely known and
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ence with the

when

assistant master

understood.

Colonel H. G. Prout has resigned as president of the L'nion
W. D. L-ptegrafF, formerly viceSwitch & Signal Company.
Sydney G.
president, has been appointed president pro tempore.
Johnson, \ ice-president in charge of sales, has also resigned, no
successor being appointed. T. W. Siemon, treasurer and assistsecretary of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Company, has been made secretary-treasurer of the Union Switch
& Signal Company, succeeding James H. Johnson, resigned.

iant

TRADE PUBLICATIONS

—

&

Electric Industrlal Locomotives. The Westinghouse Electric
Manufacturing Company has recently issued a four-page

folder

illustrating

number of Baldwin-Westinghouse

a

—

Joseph T. Ryerson & Son have issued
second edition of Technical Library No. 8, entitled "Concrete
Reinforcing." The same company has also issued bulletins Nos.

Concrete Reinforcixg.

a

9.071

and

13,071,

descriptive

speed friction saw and the
Air'

of the Ryerson
serpentine shear.

respectively

Lennox

device.

—

Lighting of Machine Shops. The General Electric Company
of Schenectady, N. Y., has just published a very well illustrated
bulletin describing the lighting systems which can be applied to
machine shops and metal working plants. As a supplement to
this bulletin there is published a table showing the characteristics of Edison Mazda lamps used for standard lighting service.

—

Telephone Cable. The Western Electric Company has recently issued a 15-page booklet entitled "The Making of the Voice
Highways." descriptive of the manufacture of lead covered telephone cable. The booklet goes into a brief consideration of the
several steps involved in the making of the product and conin

the shops

—

Den\'er & Rio Grande. An officer writes that a contract has
been awarded to C. Wells, Denver, Colo., for the grading for a
16-mile narrow gage line from Caliente, Taos county, N. Mex.,
to La Madera, to connect with the lumber line of the Hallack
& Howard Lumber Company of Denver, Colo. The line will
have a maximum grade of Zyi per cent., and a 16 deg. maximum
curve.
Other work than the grading will be done by the company forces. J. G. Gwyn, Denver, Colo., is chief engineer.

Denver & Rio Grande.

where

press

reports,

Export Phosphate Railway & Terminal Company.

work

—Under

it

;

—

Fairmount & Veblen. The Greenville & Southeastern has
asked for incorporation in South Dakota with a capital of $50,000
to build a 10-mile line from Roslyn, S. Dak. This is a section of
the Fairmount & X'eblen extension building from Veblen, southwest to \\ ebstcr. 40 miles.

—

Great Northern. An officer writes that the Montana Eastwhich started work some time ago on a line from New

ern,

Rockford, N. Dak., west to Lewistown, Mont., has track laid
from Fairview, Mont., east to Arnegard, 30.4 mile. A north
and south line has also been completed from Sidney, Mont.,
north via Fairview- to a connection with the main line at SnowA. Guthrie & Co., St. Paul, Minn., had the conden, 25 miles.
It has not yet been definitely decided when
tract for this work.
other sections of the line will be

built.

is

Greenville

—

Hydraulic Presses. The Hydraulic Press Manufacturing
Company, Mount Gilead, Ohio, has recently issued catalog No.
40 containing 128 pages, 8 by 11 in. in size, showing representSpecifiative views of the company's line of hydraulic presses.
cations and descriptions are given of each press illustrated, and

a brief statement of the work of which it is capable. The book
also contains a number of interesting views of the company's
plant.

—The

to

name a line is being built, it is said, for the Export Phosphate Company, of Mulberry, Fla.. to a phosphate drying plant
near Tampa, also a number of branch lines, in all about 50
miles.
E. L. Blood, president H. E. C. Capewell, vice-president,
and E. A. Pierce, secretary and treasurer.

made.

Cement Gun.

— According

has been started on a 16-mile branch from Caliente, N. M.,
southwest.
This line is to connect with a line to be built by
the Hallack & Howard Lumber Company, of Denver, Colo.,
which is also to be 16 miles long.

this

Brakes.— The Simplex Air Brake & Manufacturing Com-

number of views taken

—

Calgary & Fernie. The Railway Commissioner of Canada
has approved the application of this company to build a 174mile line from Fernie, B. C, through Kananaskis pass and Elbow
pass, thence along the south branch of the Sheep river, through
the oil fields and through the Sarcee reserve into Calgary, Alta.
J. R. Lawreyn, S. S. Manahan, Victoria, B. C, and A. Mutz,
Fernie, are interested.
(January 2, p. 50.)

high-

pany, Pittsburgh, Pa., has issued a 14-page booklet descriptive of
the construction and operation of its locomotive air brake equipment. This circular contains a colored diagram showing the arrangement of parts and the action of the valves and controlling

tains a large

|
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electric

industrial locomotives.

Railway Construction

I

&

Southeastern.

— See

Fairmount

&

Veblen.

—

Missouri Roads. According to press reports, capital has been
secured and surveys are being made for a line to be built
from Springfield, Mo., southeast to a connection with the St.
Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern at a point south of Mountain
Home, Ark., about 100 miles. E. C. MacAfee. S'pringfield, Mo.;.
K. V. Loba and H. S. Wickersham, North Y'akima, Wash., are
interested.

& Ohio —It is reported that this company is preparing
double-track its line between Corinth, Miss., and Jackson,
Tenn. B. A. Wood, chief engineer. Mobile, Ala.
Mobile

Cement Gun Companj',

New

York, has

is-

sued an elaborate 107-page catalog devoted to the description
of the cement gun apparatus, its principle and mechanical- construction the cement gun product, "Gunite," and its applications
and adaptability. This book contains many illustrations showing
the method of application and also the finished work. Many let-

to

Montana Eastern.— See

Great Northern.

;

ters of engineers and construction men commenting on the use
of "Gunite" are also reproduced in this catalog.

—

Lifting the Qltebec Bridge. The Electric Controller &
Manuf.icturing Company, Cleveland, Ohio, has issued an interesting 16-page pamphlet, devoted to the general description, and
the method of erection of the new Quebec bridge over the St.
Lawrence river. The general description of the bridge and
conditions to be contended against are taken from a paper by
H. F. Stratton, which appeared in the December, 1913, issue
of the Engineering Magazine. The Electric Controller & Manufacturing Company, which is furnishing all the electrical equip•ment, gives an interesting account of the electrical control of
the apparatus used in the erection work.

—The

New York Public Service Commission, First district, has awarded six contracts for as many
sections of the subway system, aggregating $21,035,185. The most
important is that for the construction of the East River tunnels
from downtown Manhattan to Brooklyn awarded to the FlinnO'Rourke Company, newly formed by the O'Rourke Engineering
Company and Booth & Flinn, Ltd., who submitted a joint bid of

New York

Subways.

$12,444,726; $6,469,916 being for the Interborough tunnel from Old
Slip, Manhattan, to Clark street. Brooklyn, and $5,974,810 for the

Y'ork Municipal Railway tunnel from Whitehall street, ManContracts were also
to Montague street, Brooklyn.
awarded for the construction of section No. 1 of route No. 12,
a part of Eastern Parkway subway in Brooklyn, to the Cranford
Company, for $2,195,296; section No. 2 of route No. 20. the Canal

New

hattan,

street railway in

Manhattan, to the Underpinning

&

Foundation
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Company, for $1,822,994; section No. 7 of route No. S, the portion
of the Lexington avenue subway from Forty-third to Fifty-third
streets, to Rapid Transit Subway Construction Company for $1,915,165, and section No. 2 of routes Nos. 4 and 36, the portion
of the Broadway subway from Twenty-sixth to Thirty-eighth
streets, to the United States Realtj- & Improvement Company for
$2,657,005.

Seattle, Port Angeles & Lake Crescent.— A
chise for the use of the streets for railroad purposes in Port
Townsend, \\'ash., has been granted to C. J. Erickson, president
of this company, which is building from a point near Oak Bay,
perpetual fran-

Wash., west via Irondale. Chimacum valley. Sequim Dungeness
valley and Port Angeles to the Lyre river, thence west past Lake
Crescent into the Olympic timber district. Work has been finished on 25 miles. The franchise gives the company control of
much of the water frontage and provides a route for an extension
to a tidewater terminal in Port

Townsend.

(July

3, p.

40.)

Southern Railway.— A

contract has been given to Robert
Russell. Danville, Va., for building a new double track cut-ofi
between Danville and Dry Fork, 12.95 miles, to eliminate a heavy
grade, and reduce the curvature between these two places which
are on the existing line. The work will include a double track

Dan

bridge over the

river.

Tampa & Gulf Coast.— A contract is
Bouly & Company, for work on the
Fla.,

reported let to Morrisey,
extension building from
(May 15,
south, thence east to St. Petersburg.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES

Railway Financial News

j
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Oklahoma

& Santa

Fe.

—This

Central, which for a

company has leased the
number of years has been in

the hands of a receiver.

—

& Southern. This company ceased operThe reasons given for this
ation of train service on July 1.
are that the operation of the road did not pay, although it

L.\ncaster, Oxford

might

at

some time be taken over by some other

Las Vegas & Tonopah.

— This

railroad.

understood, is to take
Goldfield, which runs from Rhyolite and
road,

it

is

over the Bullfrog &
Betatey to Goldfield and parallels in part the Las Vegas &
Tonopah.
The plan is said to have been approved by the
Nevada State Railroad Commission, and provides for the
abandonment of parts of the parallel lines and the reconstruction of the remainder so as to make available for one line the
best parts of the

two existing

lines.

— See Louisville & Nashville.
Nashville. — The Lewisburg & Northern, a

Lewisburg & Northern.
Louisville

&

iary of the Louisville

&

Nashville, began operation on

subsid-

Wednes-

This road runs from Brentwood, Tenn..

day. July IS.
Athens, Ala.

to-

—A

committee has been formed for the protection of holders of S per cent, notes of the Missouri Pacific
This committee con1, 1915.

Missouri Pacific.

Mont.— The

Spokane, Wash.
Airy,

N.

C—The

Southern

Railway

sists of Edwin G. Merrill, president of the Union Trust Company. New York; Stephen Barker, president of the Bank of
the Manlialtan Company Howard Bayne, vice-president of the
Columbia-Knickerbocker Trust Company, New York; Louis V.
;

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul has
awarded a contract for the grading work for its new passenger
Mont.,
to Guthrie, McDougall & Company,
Butte,
station at

Mount

No. 4

which were extended to June

p. 1119.)

Butte.

57,
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Atchison, Topeka

it is said, is planning to
construct a branch hne from Beach, N. D., southeast 25 miles
Minn.
in Golden Valley. W. L. Darling, chief engineer, St. Paul,

Northern Pacific— This company,

Belleair,

Vol.

has

given

contract to Porter & Boyd, Charlotte, N. C, for building a
granite passenger station at Mount Airy.

a

new

New York.—The New York Central & Hudson River has
given a contract to R. P. Johnson, New York, for erecting the
superstructures, including timber work, concrete work, paving
and all incidental work, for 12 overhead bridges and one railroad
bridge on the Hudson River division.

Bright, president of the Lawyers' Title Insurance and Trust
B. Hepburn, chairman of the Board of the Chase
National Bank, and Henry Ruhlender, of Speyer & Company,

Company; A.

New York.
New York Central & Hudson

—

River. Stockholders by an almost unanimous vote on July 20 approved the consolidation of
the New York Central & Hudson River and the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern, and it now remains for the court to pass
upon protest of certain minority stockholders of the Lake
Shore & Michigan Southern and for some of the state commisThe masions that have jurisdiction to give their approval.
jority of the state commissions have already approved the plan.

—

York, New Ha\-en & Hartford. In addition to the suit
which the .Attorney General is to bring under the Sherman
.Anti-Trust Law, a suit by Sherman Whipple on behalf of the
estate of Ole Bull and all stockholders of the corporations
who may desire to join therein has been brought. The appoint-

New York.—The Lehigh Valley has awarded contracts for
dredging and other preliminary work for a large ore pier in the
Constable Hook section of Bayonne, N. J., fronting on New
York Bay, which will be the northern terminus of a line of orecarrying steamers to be used by the Bethlehem Steel Company

New

to bring iron ore from its deposits in Chile via the Panama
Canal. It is said that the steel company plans to import at least
750,000 tons of ore annually. The pier will be 1,150 ft. long and
67 ft. wide. There will be a basin 200 ft. wide, and a channel
will be dredged that will have a depth of 35 ft. at low tide. The
pier will be equipped with modern unloading machines, two of

ment of a receiver to prosecute claims for $306,000,000 alleged
See also editorial
to be due under the Sherman law is sought.
and abstract of New Haven's reply to President Wilson.
Oklahoma Central. See .Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.

will be able to work in one vessel at the same time with
maxim.um capacity each of 500 tons an hour. The site is

which
a

as the old French oil yard and adjoins the plant of the
Standard Oil Company. It is directly on the line of the: Lehigh
Valley, which is intending to establish yards at this point with
a capacity at first of 350 cars.

known

Texas City, Tex.—Vv'prk has been started on improvements
at the Texas City ocean'terminal of the Texas City TransporThe work includes building a steel and sheet
tation Company.

metal warehouse along the north side of pier A to cover an
area of 880 ft. by 163 ft. Dredging work is also to be carried
out in the slip alongside the new structure. The work will cost
about $110,000.

—

Siberian Railw.\y Concession. St. Petersburg advices state
Frenchman has secured a concession for a South Siberian
trunk line of about 1.300 miles, which will require an outlay of
about $80,000,000.
that a

—

is reported that on August 1
the interest on the $11,527,000 collateral. 4 per cent, bonds
which are secured by the deposit of Chicago & Alton stock

Toledo, St. Louis

& Western.— It

will be defaulted.

Union Pacific— The extra dividend, consisting of $12 par value
Baltimore & Ohio common, $22.50 par value Baltimore & Ohio
preferred, and $3 in cash, the total of which had a market
value of $30.50, was distributed to stockholders on July 20.

—

Prccress of Railway Construction in Argentina. According to data published by the Argentine ministry of public works
relative to progress of different government railway lines under
construction, the number of miles of track laid up to the latter
On the line from San Anpart of April. 1914, was as follows
tonio to Nahuel Huapi. 351 miles; Comodoro Rivadavia to
Deseado to Lago. Buenos
Puerto
122
mile's;
Sarmiento,
Colonia
Aires, 170 miles; Formosa to Embarcacion. 153 miles; Barranqueras al Oeste. 127 miles; Barranqueras to Quimili, 55 miles;
Diamante to Crespo. 22 miles; Hasenkamp al No'rte, 61 miles;
:

Nare

to

San

Javier, 43 miles.

July
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still greater under government
ownership than under government regulation. Large enterprises
cannot be managed by any other kind of men. The advocates
of public regulation and public ownership say that the government could and would secure such men. Yet every time that
Congress has a chance to, it furnishes evidence tending to refute this contention. The test of business ability is achievement
in the field of business, and men who achieve in that field necessarily become identified with large concerns
but almost every
time a man who has been identified with a large concern is sug-

expert administrators would be
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Text of Commission's Accounting Order
•New High Record Train Load; by R. S. Mounce

GENERAL NEWS SECTION

213

•Illustrated.

Reserve

Board

at vvork with a committee of the
Association of Railway Accounting Offi^^"^^ looking to the formulation of a set
Accounts
of rules for dividing expenses that are
directly assignable between these two classes of service.

not

The commission announces

that

if

sufficient

progress

can be

made, carriers will be asked to file a special report for the
year ending June 30, 191.5, in which no operating expenses are
With the question of whether or
to be left unapportioned.
not -such a separation is wise and feasible decided probably beyond appeal by the commission, it is of the utmost importance
that the very best system for making an arbitrary division of
expenses should be adopted. Such a system ought to combine
It ought to be
two seemingly irreconcilable characteristics.
flexible
enough to be adaptable to widely different conditions, and it ought to be stricty enough defined so as to provide
uniformity. Since it is to be an important step in the development of cost accounting for railroads, it should be based on a
careful, painstaking analysis of the facts and not on a theoretical
or arbitrary basis of reasoning.

to make a comprehensive formula for the apportionment of expenses between freight and passenger service,

The attempt
S. P., L. A.

Just

The withdrawal

now

194

•The Federal Valuation of the
Train Accidents in June
J^ailway Taxation for 1913

President Ripley on

demagogues to get into Congress, and as hard
men of ability and experience to get into any

194

New Books
MISCELLANEOUS:

•Making Provision

for

Division of

that of this issue 9.00O copies were printed; that of
thesQ 9,000 copies, 7.470 were mailed to regular paid suhscrihers to the weekly
edition, 250 were provided for counter and news companies' sales, 1,179 were
mailed to advertisers, exchanges and correspondents, and 101 were provided
for samples and office use that the total copies printed this year to date were
290,700, an average of 9,377 copies a week.

57

now

Freight and Passenger

WE GUARANTEE,

Volume

is

Interstate Commerce Commission has apparently definitely
decided to require a form of accounts which will show freight
and passenger expenses separately. It is

Engineering and Maintenance of Way Edition and four Maintenance of
Convention daily issues, North America, $1.00; foreign, $2.

New

for yelping

The

Way

Entered at the Post Office at
second class.

it

branch of the public service.

$5.00
6.00
8.00
16 cents each

Foreign Countries (excepting daily editions)
Single Copies

requiring business ability, the leather-

lunged and wooden-headed demagogues begin to split the ears
of the groundlings with their bellowings against him. Neither
government regulation nor government management can ever
be a success in this country so long as it is as easy as it is

now

Subscriptions, including 52 regular weekly issues and special daily editions
?ublished from time to time in New York, or in places other than New
'ork, payable in advance and postage free:

Canada

office

of the nomination of
after

Beirring

Ability from

Public Service

the

failure

^"^^

interested

Mr. Jones for the Federal

his confirmation by the
Senate became certain, has profound significance, not merely for those interested
'" banking and currency, but for all who

of

in

the

relations

government and business.

ment has been within

between

The govern-

late years rapidly

extending its regulating
authority over various classes of business concerns. It is essential, if regulation is to be fair, intelligent and
beneficial, that the
regulatory laws shall be administered by men having expert fitness for their duties.
Numerous proposals are being made for

government ownership of various
the telegraph, railways,

facilities'

coal mines,

such as the telephone,

and so

on.

The need

for

of which was published
our last issue, is, so far as we
know, the most comprehensive and scientific attempt that has ever been made to
a

A

Formula

Now
y

Being
.

description

in

lay

down

the principles of cost account-

This scheme was worked out by a committee
James Peabody, statistician of the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe, was chairman. Most fair-minded, unprejudiced
railroad officers will probably acknowledge that if this scheme
could be applied to the operations of a railroad by a corps of
unusually intelligent accountants it would show with at least
a working degree of accuracy a division of expenses as between
freight and passenger service.
The difficulty lies in the
fact that in practice if such a scheme as this were to be prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission it would not
be and could not be applied by an unusually intelligent and
competent corps of accountants to the operations of every railroad company in the country. The scheme depends for the accuracy of its results both on a keen analysis of conditions and
on a sympathetic and painstaking application.
Its application
to different
railroads
would undoubtedly be most uneven.
No one who has had anything to do with the returns which
are now made to the Interstate Commerce Commission can
doubt that on some roads the commission's instructions would
be most unsatisfactorily carried out. There are infinite opporing for railroads.
of which

—
;
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Vol.

tunities for bias or

numerous other problems

be obtained by the application

of executive ability.

bad judgment to warp the results that would
of such a scheme as this by
This is not, however,
the Interstate Commerce Commission.
saying that it would be without value to the roads themselves,
of real iminformation
or would not in time be found to yield
portance and usefulness.

The

of railroad in the United States on

total length

was 246,816

1912,

miles, or 2,837 miles

year

Report

1912

f

that

to

June

30,

the total one

Railroads

date.

in

Hawaii and Alaska (655 miles) are not

Government
Statistical

prior

more than

included.

This total appears

statistical

report of the Interstate

Commission

n;erce

for

1912,

in the

the

final

Com-

first

65

pages of which were issued this month and were noticed in
As was suggested in
these columns two weeks ago, page 87.
that notice the value of most of the two-years-old facts here
given out by the commission is impaired by the great delay, and
by readers' confusion due to preliminary partial publications;
but this item of total mileage, which will be wanted in all future comparisons, should be classed as real news. The figure
for 1911, used in the statement of increase, is 200 miles less than
that which

and

was given

appears

it

in the

that

this

commission's report for that year

discrepancy

is

the

not of a

result,

num-

single error in adding, but of corrections in a considerable

The

ber of items.

table

now

printed gives the total for each

state, with the increase or decrease from the preceding year.
Nine states show decreases. While this statement of mileage is
the only one in the report which is of major importance and

which has not been
there are

in

many pages

part anticipated by earlier publications,

of matter which

time and which are useful

to

the

now appear

student

for the

first

and investigator

such as details of cars and engines and of data concerning emInployees and wages, capitalization, interest and dividends.
deed, for the investigator who keeps his eye on the country as
a whole this partial report for 1912 is almost as satisfactory as
and he gets it a good deal earlier. It conthe full volume
;

tains a three-page analysis of railroad taxes

three

classes

of

and the
and these and
rately;

roads

full
all

— big,

medium and

by

states,

small

with the

— shown

sepa-

statement of roads in the hands of receivers;
the other statistics are given separately for

each of the three grand divisions into which the country
vided eastern, southern and western.

is

di-

—

series

published in these columns (July 3 and July 24), and the third
and last will appear at an early date. The interest which this

shown

that railway

men

are fully

awake

importance of the problem of yard operation. An equally
important problem is presented by the operation of large terminal
yards where freight is received and delivered. To secure a full
discussion of this subject we announce a contest on "The Operation of Terminal Yards," including the switching of cars to
to the

and from freight houses, team tracks, docks, industry tracks,
the delivery of cars to. and their receipt from connecting
lines
in fact, all the problems presented to the terminal superintendent or yardmaster in the handling of freight cars between
etc.,

—

the classification yards and the various points of receipt or de-

The

All contributions should be sent to the Editor of the Railway
Gazette, 608 South Dearborn, street, Chicago, and must be
received not later than September 15 to be considered by the

Age

judges.

DANGER

nPHE
*

THE CAR SITUATION

IN

American Railway Association show

statistics of the

the aggregate, there

in

that,

a large surplus of freight cars
But the situation which already has developed
is

in

the country.

at

Galveston illustrates strikingly the danger of traffic congesand car shortage with which the railways, the shippers and

tion

the consignees are confronted.

As

usual, the country elevators

and farmers have been rushing the wheat crop to Galveston almost as fast as it has been threshed. The railways were at
first able to move it as rapidly as it was offered to them.
But
there have not been enough boats at Galveston to take away the
grain delivered there.

The

consignees for unload-

facilities of the

ing the cars, and the storage capacity of their elevators, mills and

warehouses, have proved inadequate. Consequently, after getting
their terminals crowded with cars, the principal carriers to Galveston, have had to put an embargo on the movement of grain
The Santa Fe alone, at latest reports, had 1,8(X)
to that port.
cars on the island, and 1,900 waiting outside that could not be

moved

to

There

it.

is

danger that

like

a

situation

will

large grain markets, unless the railways,

develop at other

the shippers

and the

consignees heartily co-operate to prevent it.
There will be a
great effort on the part of the farmers and country elevators
generally to ship the grain as fast as cars can be obtained.
of car supply published

from time

to time by the

Sta-

American

on January

766,275

or 16.4 per cent.

1,

1914,

Owing

an increase

in four years of 108,124,

to the large capacity of the cars con-

structed during this period, the actual increase in the aggregate
Besides there
car capacity has been not less than 20 per cent.

has been recently a substantial increase

box cars available

in

this

territory,

in the

number of surplus

having been moved
There has been a corre-

they

there to be ready for handling the crop.

sponding increase in the number and power of locomotives;
and additional track, signals and yard facilities have been provided.
As a result, the numerous lines leading from the grain
fields to the great markets, which are largely double track, can
move grain in practically unlimited quantities. But can it be
promptly handled at the elevators, mills and warehouses, to
which it is ordered on arrival?

The

increase in the capacity of these facilities of the consignees
it is feared, kept pace, except in rare cases, with railroad

has not,

livery.

terminal superintendent, or yardmaster,

tact with the shipper,

service,

Every practical operating officer has considerable knowledge
But it can best be discussed in its many ramiby those who are now, or who have been, in actual
charge of this work; they are in the best position to offer valuable suggestions for improvements in this branch of the service.
We especially desire to secure a thorough discussion of this
subject, and will pay $50 and $35 for the two best papers received, and our space rates for all others accepted and published.
The award will be based upon the practicability and
value of the ideas presented, and on the completeness with
which the subject is covered.
fications

Railway Association show that the number of cars owned by
Lake Michigan
and the Mississippi river was 658,151 on January 1, 1910, and

of Large Classification

contest has e.xcited has

high degree

the railways operating in the territory west of

papers received in the contest on "The
Yards" already have been

of the

S

of this subject.

tistics

THE OPERATION OF LARGE TERMINAL YARDS

TWOOperation

call for the e.xercise of a

No.

57,

is

in direct

con-

and the problem of giving him satisfactory

while at the same time operating the entire terminal

economically and efficiently is a complicated one.
There is a
great chance for cars to be delayed or lost, while it is most
difficult to exercise close supervision over a large number of
switching crews widely scattered and frequently working for a
large portion of the day on the track of other roads.

These and

In few cases have the increases in the capacity
accompanied by increases in faciliThis is believed to be '' e condition at
ties for unloading it.
Atlantic and
Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Duluth and

development.

for the storage of grain been

•

gulf ports.

The most

serious

troubles

in

traa.

.ortation

arise

encountered -fn disposing of the loads. So long
as the facilities of the consignees permit cars to Be unloaded
promptly and started back to the grain-producing districts for

from

difficulties

:

July
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31.

n;ore loads,

is

it

probable there will be no serious congestion at
in the grain-producing dis-

and no car shortages

the terminals

But when the consignees begin to

tricts.

fail to

unload promptly,

cars will begin to accumulate at other terminals as they have at

The terminals will become congested, as at Galveston, hindering prompt movement and causing shortages of equipment in the grain-producing districts. The only recourse of the
Galveston.

must then be

carriers

to decline to furnish cars for loading to

markets where they cannot be promptly unloaded.
Needless to say, it is to the interest of all concerned that
situation shall be avoided,

this

and that the grain shall be moved with
and the least possible friction.

the greatest possible facility

REGULATION OF RAILROAD SECURITIES
"nPHE Raiiuvy Age

federal regulation of the issuance of railway securities.

*•

some such regulation

has regarded

as inevitable,

and has

It

that

felt

were reasonable, and recognized business conditions and
it
sound economic principles, it would do good. The bill pending
in the Senate ignores business conditions and is not based on
sound economic principles.
Doubtless legislation should specify, as the bill in the Senate
does, the purposes for which securities may be issued. It should
contain provisions, as this bill does, which would give publicity
to the purposes for which securities are to be issued, the amounts
received for them, how they are marketed, the disposition made
of the funds raised, and so on. Ample authority should be vested
in the Interstate Commerce Commission or some other agency
for ascertaining whether the reports made by railway directors
and officers concerning these matters are correct, and for securing
swift and exemplary punishment of those guilty of wrongdoing
if

either in connection with the issuance of securities or with

ihe

disposition of the receipts.

The

before the Senate goes

bill

farther than this.

Commerce Commission, and authorizes
tix a minimum price below which said

shall not be sold or

It

any securities without the approval of
the com-

prohibits the issuance of
the Interstate

mission "to

much

securities

disposed of or said obligations entered into

make such other

and regulations relating to the
-ale or distribution of said securities" as in its judgment may
be for the best interest of the carrier and the public.
The objections to such legislation were clearly and conclusively stated in the report of the United States Railroad Securities Commission three years ago.
One of the present members of the Interstate Commerce Commission, B. H. Meyer.
was a member of the Railroad Securities Commission. If Congress will not heed spokesmen for the railroads, will it not
give ear to a public official so well fitted to advise it as is Mr.
Meyer?
Among the principal objections to the proposed legislation
and

to

rules

are the following
are numerous raihvay companies, and it is esproper management of their business that, in the
In
aggregate, they make many issues of securities each year.
order that they n'ay plnce their stocks and bonds to the best adFirst,

there

sential to the

vantage

is

it

often

necessarj' for their directors to decide

The

Interstate

quickly.

act

busy, and, because of the
is

giving

it,

will

grow

Commerce Commission

is

and
very

increased duties Congress constantly

busier.

It

would be impossible for a
had no other duties to per-

body of men. even though it
form, to pass on all the securities issued by all the railways
with anything like the facility that commercial conditions demand. As the Railroad Securities Commission said. ".\ growing railroad has constant need of money, and its ofFcers and
single

directors are

-I7:_
~

quirements.

amount of

best judges of the

'''

manifestly to the

interest' of

and of the pu'lic that a road should get
as

it

can.

The

with a view to

polic\
its

of allowing a

its

fioatiflg

its

annual re-

the

money

upon the completion of its improvements is not a good one and
should be avoided wherever possible. An administrative body,
whose approval was required in advance for the sale of securities, would have great difficulty in always acting promptly
enough to enable the roads to avail themselves of favorable
money markets and avoid the creation of floating debts."
Second, for the commission to attempt to fix the minimum
at which securities should be sold would result disastrously directly to the railways, and indirectly to the public.
No board of directors can foresee with an approach to cer-

price

what price an issue of securities will sell. Banking
houses which make a business of underwriting securities often
err, and in consequence have to pocket losses.
If directors and
bankers with a good working knowledge of individual propertainty at

ties,

Gacctte long has advocated some form of

company

as cheaply

debt to accumulate

extinction by the sale of permanent securities

193

often

and familiar with the attitude of investors toward them,
cannot estimate accurately what their securities can be

placed for, how can it be thought that the Interstate Commerce Commission w^ould be able to determine what prices the
securities of all of the railways of the country would bring?
In many cases the commission would fix minimum prices that
were too high, thereby disabling the roads from selling them
and rendering impossible the making of contemplated improve-

ments.

The experiment of having regulating bodies fix the prices at
which railway securities shall be sold has been tried and has
faded.

As

the Railroad

Securities

Commission

said

in

its

re-

"The experience of Massachusetts has shown that the
attempt to prohibit the issue of stock below ts market value has
hampered the investment of capital and has distinctly interferred
with the development of facilities. If this has been the experiport,

ence

of

hardly

Massachusetts,
expect

better

where

results

in

capital
states

That the attempts of the
Commission to regulate the prices at
be sold were failures was confessed in
sive manner
namely, by the repeal of
commission had acted for 15 years.
scarce."

—

was abundant, we can
where capital is more
Massachusett's

which

Railroad

securities

should

1908 in the most concluthe law under which the

Third, such legislation as is proposed is objectionable because
it
would tend to deceive investors, and thereby to injure instead of benefit them.
If the Interstate Commerce Commission
fix a minimum price for an issue of stocks or bonds it
would thereby say that it believed that the stocks or bonds
were worth that much.
No doubt, at first, many investors
would buy securities because of faith in the commission's judgment.
But it would soon develop that the commission made
mistakes.
There would be many cases where securities would
not yield the returns the commission expected or long command
the price in the market that it had caused to be paid for them.
In numerous cases investors in the securities of Massachusetts
railways paid for them prices fixed by the Massachusetts commission, only to suffer losses because of subsequent heavy declines in their values.
If the government through the Interstate Commerce Commission is going to say to innocent investors that a railway share or bond is worth a given amount,
and encourage them to buy it at that price, than it ought to be
prepared to make its guarantee good by a suitable system of

should

taxation or of rate regulation.

Either of these alternatives is
Louis D. Brandeis is a Massachusetts man who
the law in that state worked, as well as a public-

objectionable.

knows how

spirited citizen, and. therefore, his drastic criticisms of the pro-

posed federal legislation should carry great weight.
Legislation for the regulation of the issuance of railway securities should,

may

be issued

;

first,

prescribe the purposes for which securities

second, cause such publicity to be given to the

regarding the business of the railway issuing them that the
for himself what they are
worth, and third, prevent the money derived from securities
facts

investor will be able to determine

from being recklessly or dishonestly misapplied. Any legislation which tries to do more than this will cause more harm than
good.

:
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whether the Baltimore & Ohio «as originally
upon granite "cross ties" so as to be built to last forever.

siderable doubt
laid

Letters to the Editor

\'uL.

In a report signed liy three eminent engineers, dated ^!arch 14,
1835, to the Canal Commissioners of the State of New York,*
it is stated regarding the Baltimore & Ohio (then 67J^ miles)
:

iirriiniiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiniiitiiimiintiinniiiiiiiniiutriitiilr

^tiiiiiiiiininiiirriiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiittiiiiiiHiiiiiii

^

Over

PLACING HUMP RIDERS ON A PIECE

WORK

Chicago,

To THE

111.,

BASIS

July

7.

plate:

%

timber

rails

an established fact that we are not securing over 75 per
cent. efiSciency with our present system of riding these cuts.
is

only objection to this would seem to be that the men will
take chances, and thereby create additional damage. I feel, however, that this can be readily overcome by proper supervision.

The

Assistant Superintendent, Lake Shore

\V.

Brown,

& Michigan Southern.

To THE Editor

of

the

Rulwav Ace

1.

refer to legal expenses.

Some

of the

be able to carry this burden with ease, but to
it seems almost crushing.
I have a case in mind of a small railroad which has been
earning about $100,000 a year gross, which has been paying to

large roads

some of

may

the smaller ones

The company
its very efficient and active counsel $900 a year.
has recently extended its line and its gross earnings are now
about double, but the company has had the misfortune to lose
the services of the above mentioned general counsel by death
and no other law firm of standing in the particular town adjacent to the road seems to be willing to accept its business
for less than $2,400 a year, and this does not cover all the legal
expenses by any means. I have talked with the officers of other
lines

made

who

all

join in complaining about the exorbitant

demand

another subject bearing on this point. The item of
is supervised by the Inter-

is

expenditures on part of the railroads
state

Commerce Commission,

trouble

there

are

lawyers

but

for

when

the

the

company

receivers,

lawyers

gets into
for

the

company, lawyers for the bondholders and lawyers for the stockholders, as well as for secured creditors and unsecured creditors, and they all expect to be. and generally are paid out of the
corpus of the property. Frequently the legal expenses run up
to large figures and the result obtained for this large sum is
generally quite disproportionate.

Possibly legislative bodies being largely composed of lawyers
do not care to legislate against these exorbitant legal charges,
but with hard limes pressing the railroads, this matter should
certainly be fully discussed.
Kicker.

EARLY RAILROAD BUILDING
Albany, N. Y., June

To THE Editor

Among
Ripley

the

the R.mlw.w .\ge Gazette:
many broad generalizations made by

his

in

Finance," there

The

first

forever.
laid

is

regarding granite cross ties.
If they
ends of stringers for the purpose
durability.

Professor Ripley also gives as evidence of the "permanent
character" of the early construction of American railroads the
fact that the original

New York &

Erie elevaied 200 miles of

track on piles for the purpose of eliminating grades.

It

seems,

however, that building on piles in the early da>s was less expensive than excavations and embankments.
Thus the South
Carolina Railioad is described in the report of tlie New York
Canal Commissioners as 'having been placed on piles, excavation
having been avoided as much as possible, and embankments
omitte'i

alloeether, by

little."

which the expense of grac'ing has been
A. M. Sakolski,

Lecturer on Railroad Economics,

New York

University.

NEW BOOKS
By Henry S. Jacoby, professor of
bridge engineering, Cornell University, and Roland T. Davis, professor
of structural and hydraulic engineering. West Virginia University.
Size 6 in. by 9 in., 603 pages, illustrated, cloth binding.
Published by

Foundations of Bridges and Buildings.

Xew

McOraw-Hill Book Company,

York.

Price $5.

This book can readily be divided into four parts, the first consisting of five chapters with a total of 197 pages devoted to timsecond, seven chapters with a total
ber, concrete and sheet piles
;

210 pages covering cofferdams and caissons
third, three
chapters with 76 pages, devoted to piers and abutments, and
chapters
of
spread
foundations,
fourth, four
treating
underpinning buildings, explorations and unit loads, and a chapter
giving very complete references to engineering literature, classi-

of

;

fied as to the subjects treated in the

The

previous chapters.

amount of space devoted to piles is justified by the
authors on the ground that the primary field for the book is
for class room instruction and young engineers are more likely
to come in contact with pile foundation work than any other
large

class of foundation construction early in their experience.

It is

do
to keep that type of construction in the lead of other
The treatment covers equipment, meth^
classes of foundations.
ods of driving, bearing power, the various types of concrete
The discussion of cofferdams
piles and metal and sheet piles.
and caissons includes one chapter on cofferdams, one on box
and open caissons, two on pneumatic caissons for bridges, one
on pneumatic caissons for buildings, one on pier foundations in
open wells, and one on pneumatic caisson practice, which was
written by T. Kennard Thomson, a consulting engineer who has
specialized in foundation construction.
The three chapters on
piers and abutments are included to meet the demand for a concise treatment of this subject in engineering schools which combine the study of masonry construction with that of foundations.
The authors have recognized the impossibility of covering so
large and varied a subject exhaustively within the limits of such
a book, and have met this difficulty' by the very liberal use of
references to engineering literature, both in the bibliography in
the last chapter and in notes scattered through the discussion.

10,

1914.

much

or

instructive
is

articles

on

''Railroad

Professor

Construction

the statement

railroads laid

On

capped with an iron

also felt that the recent introduction of concrete piles will

for legal services.

There

rails

from spreading, and not for

G.azette:

have been for many years a reader of jour paper and have
read discussions of many items of expenses connected with the
operation of railways, some of them forming but a fraction of
There is one item, however,
1 per cent, of the gross earnings.
which amounts to a great deal more in many cases, to which 1
I

and

laid at the

1914.

I

have seen no reference.

said

is

were

of preventing tracks

A RETRENCHMENT THAT MIGHT STRIKE NEAR HOME
York, June

sills

(26/100) is stone rails capped with iron plates: and 1/17
light stone blocks.

existed, they

very

New

timber

on

Thus, nothing

Editor of the R.mlway .\ge G-azette:

I^.

or

is

1914.

Noting the discussions regarding the operation of large classification yards in your issue of July 3, I offer a suggestion that
where the volume of business will warrant, the car riders in
gravity yards be placed on a piece work basis, paying these men
for the number of cuts they ride, instead of by the day or hour.
It

of the superstructure

the Boston

upon granite cross

down in America were built as in England, to last
& Lowell and Baltimore & Ohio, iron rails were

ties

in

order to give permanence.

Although we can hax e no definite proof as to what was in
the minds of the early railroad builders, there is, however, con-

Telegraphic- Communication in Xiceria. — In ISll Nigeria
owned and operated 1,704 miles of telegraph line and 3.286 miles
of wire.

There have been several important extensions

that time, so that

now

the

lilies

connect

all

since

of the principal office

headquarters and trade centers.
*This is reprinted in the "Annual Report of the State Engineer on the
Canals of New York," 1862, pp. 145178.

The Federal Valuation
A

Description of the Organization

Methods Followed

in

Collecting

By

E. G.

Employed and

the

&

A.

of the S. P., L.

S. L.

the

Required Data

TiLTON

Formerly, Chief Engineer, San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake.

As its name indicates, the San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake
extends from San Pedro, on the southern coast of California, to
Salt

Lake

City, a distance of 810.7 miles, passing

Angeles 27 miles inland from San Pedro.

This

through Los

line

is

known

Lake route and the owning company is referred to as the Salt Lake Company.
Of the 1,129.24 miles composing Salt Lake system, of which
783.58 miles are main line and 345.66 miles are branch lines and
industrial spurs, the Salt Lake Company owns 681.14 miles of
main line and 329.13 miles of branches and spurs. Only that portion of the road between Los Angeles and Salt Lake is designated
as main line; the portion from Los Angeles to San Pedro being
included with the branches.
The main line is not owned continuously by the Salt Lake Company. Between Riverside, Cal..
locally as the Salt

been rebuilt to tlie adopted standards and the branches have been
much improved.

very

Some

of the purchased lines had passed through several ownermany of the original records of conwere mislaid, lost or destroyed. For this reason it will
be impractical in all cases for the federal valuation engineers to
ships with the result that

struction

determine the

first

cost of

component parts of

this system.

Quite

complete data covering the construction of the

line from Lynndyl
and Garfield to Salt Lake City is in existence as this
had just been completed when it was taken over by the
company and its construction records are well preComplete data are likewise available covering that portion
lines west of Caliente, and but little difficulty will arise

via Tintic

section

present
served.

of the

determining the original cost of those lines. An exhaustive
valuation of the company's lines in California has recently been
compiled by the engineers on the road for the California State
in

Railroad Commission. Therefore, it may be stated that the engineering and accounting records of about 40 per cent, of the mileage of the system are very complete, while they are only partially so for the

remainder.
CHAR.\CTERISTICS OF

West

of

Riverside the

lines

THE

R0.\D

of this system

traverse thickly

populated valleys, while of the 300 miles of practically unsettled
desert country between Daggett and Caliente about two-thirds
are sandy plains and the remainder mountainous.
In this last
section the atmosphere is very dry and the summer temperature
high.

is

For some 90 miles

in this

section the

main

line trav-

erses a series of attenuated valleys, connected with each other

by ravines and canyons, down which Meadow and Clover creeks,
the main drainage streams, flow merging together at Caliente.
These streams are usually dry or nearly so, but when in freshet
from melting snows or heavy protracted fains they become
violent tojrents and run at high velocity down sandy beds having gradients averaging one per cent.
Floods in these creeks
so frequently and seriously damaged the road and interrupted
of most of it in the
was built in a safer location and
of a more substantial design.* Between Caliente and Salt Lake
City, with the exception of about 60 miles of mountainous and
broken country, the main line traverses a high plateau which
was once the bed of a prehistoric lake of which body of water
the existing Great Salt Lake is but a shrunken remnant.
Most
its

operation, that after the

winter of 1909-10, a

new

destruction

line

of the mileage of branch lines in this division lies in the valleys.

The main

freight

and passenger terminal

Angeles, where an extensive yard and other

Map

of

San Pedro, Los Angeles

&

Salt

Lake Lines

and Daggett, 100 miles, and for the last two miles entering Salt
Lake City, trains are operated over the lines of foreign companies
under trackage agreements, while the terminals in Salt Lake City
are also used under such an agreement. Also on the Provo subdivision, formerly the main line, trains operate from Sandy to
Salt Lake City, 13 miles, over the rails of another company.
With the exception of the branch to Pioche, a ten-mile line
change on the Provo sub-division and branch line extensions
amounting to about ten miles more, all the lines of the Salt Lake
system lying east of Caliente, Xev., and west of Los Angeles,
were built by different companies during the 25 years preceding
1900 and were purchased by the Salt Lake Company in 1901.
The line between Los Angeles and Caliente has been constructed
since 1900, since which date all the main lines purchased have
•

division

shops

for

light

repairs,

are

is

located at Los

facilities,

provided.

including

Repair shops

and freight yards are also located at four other terminals on
the line. The main shops are at Las Vegas, Nev.
The material encountered when grading the valley and plateau
sections of the road was principally earth with which loose rock
and cement were occasionally combined. In a few instances
rock and conglomerate were encountered. Classification of material on these portions of the line during construction was not
difficult, and it is quite possible to determine it even now with a
In
fair degree of accuracy by examination and measurement.
the mountainous sections, however, the formation included several kinds of rock, massive conglomerate, loose rock, cemented
material and earth, the latter generally lying as an overburden
*In an address recently delivered, a prominent person stated that the
on new locations after being
in this place had been twice rebuilt
After washouts, previous to the
This is incorrect.
flood.
to, the line was always restorcil en its original location.

line

destroyed by
one referred
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upon the other materials. In many of the cuts these materials
were so mixed that classification for the contractor's estimates
was a perplexing task. To determine accurately the component
classification and yardages of such cuts now, 10 or 12 years
At best
after they have been excavated, is quite impracticable.
an engineer can only make an approximate estimate based chiefly
upon his visual examination and his judgment derived from experience gained on work where analogous geological conditions
prevailed, unless he uses the railroad company's records as a guide
It is also impracticable now to ascertain
in his determination.
accurately by measurement the vast yardage of riprap protection
which has been placed along the slopes of embankments exposed

to the

wash of streams.

THE VALU.VTION WORK

The work

making a valuation of the

of

Salt

Lake Company's

with the congressional enactment of
March 1, 1913, is now being done. The Pacific valuation district embraces the states lying west of the Rocky mountains,
and the Salt Lake line was the first on which work was underproperty

taken

in

accordance

in

this

The

district.

factors

which contributed

to

the

contains a smaller mileage than
any of the other large railroad systems that a- large proportion
within
the past decade and its recbeen
built
of its miWage has
choice of this line were

;

That

it

^'oL.
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and in general as expeditious. The men in the
agreements releasing the railway company from
liability for injuries sustained while using the hand cars.
The
length of the working day for these field forces exceeds eight
hours, the limit set by the government for most of its civilian
cars as safer

sign

parties

employees.

The roadway and
lined below.

.\

track parties carry on the field work as outrecorder and two chainmen measure the center

noting the station and plus at each point of switch, structure, etc., measuring the length of all side tracks and spurs and
line,

and taking measurements of all buildings and structures
on the maps, with their size and location.
Xotes regarding the details of the tracks and of small bridges
and culverts are also made by the recorder, while the larger
locating

sufficiently for noting

bridges are

m

left

A

for the structural, party.

charge of an instrumentman,

cross-section notes of

party of three

men

chainmen, taking

follows the

grading, ballast and bank protection

all

with a level, rod and tape.

This party completes from 2^4 to 3
miles of surveys on desert and valley lines and about one mile
on mountain lines per day. The assistant field engineer carefully examines cuts containing various formations with the object of determining their proper classification.
He also examines

;

ords for that part are complete and in available form that its
that the
property includes ocean as well as inland terminals

the

composition

the

structures,

ties

and the roadbed and notes

of

the

their

track

and

fittings,

the

Depreciation

condition.

;

;

climatic conditions prevailing throughout the year over the enline are such that work could be started at any time and
carried on without interruption, and because on this road a long
section of main line had been destroyed by floods and a new
tire

section

had been

built

on another location in its stead, which
commission the question of

factor brings up for decision by the

what proportion of the sums expended
the

destroyed

line

can

included

be

account and what proportion

in its

in

in

the construction of

the

company's capital

operating account.

The

rul-

ing of the commission on this subject will be of much interest
to other roads, esi)ecially in the west, where nearly all have been
obliged to rebuild portions of their lines on

new

locations and

on more stable ground.
To begin the work, two parties were placed in the field about
February 1, which number has since been increased to five. Four
parties are termed roadway and track parties and each consists
of one instrument man, one recorder, one computer, four rodmen and tapemen, one laborer and one cook, all in charge of
an assistant

field

The

engineer.

fifth partv' is a

assistant

structural

engineer

may

respecting

arise

matters.

the

classification

assist

the

engineers

company furnishes them

in

their

investigation,

The

interval

between the parties

is

not uniform, each being

employed for a considerhand car and a track velocipede are

assigned sufficient territory to keep

it

A
able length of time.
furnished by the railroad company to each camp for the use of
and
returning from work. While motor cars
men
going
to
the
were considered for this purpose, it was decided to use hand

the

railroad

and any other work done by

It also provides
contract and paid for upon a quantity basis.
them with statements of force account work, such as for clearing, grubbing or excavation for foundations, and any available

data concerning grade changes, ballasting, riprap, ditching, well
drilling, pile penetration, etc., which may aid in arriving at a

and the facts than could
In additi(^ to the above the railway
otherwise be attained.
prints of alinement and station maps, profiles and
standard and special plans

shifted at inter-

be decided

a typewritten copy of all final construc-

tion estimates for grading, bridging

fort at night to remove their beds to the ground outside when
on the desert during the summer. The government pays for the
rental of the cars, the hire of cooks and transportation and
furnishes the cots and bedding. The men pay for the commissary and supplies, each being allowed one dollar a day subThe frfight rate for commissary supplies has
sistence money.
not yet been fixed. The men's laundry is carried to and from
local
town by
passenger trains, which also receive and deliver
mail for the camps.
Ice is delivered by train and water is
is

similar

referred by

is

may

INFORMATION FURNISHED BY THE COMPANY

To

closer determination of the quantities

Camp

it

completed.

an old Pullman tourist car containing all the provisions described
above.
Double deck metal cot beds were provided in the box
cars, although the men will probably find it necessary for com-

also likewise provided at dry sidings.

grading or

order that

each to officers of higher rank
promptly, as it is desired by all interested that as few matters
as practicable be left for adjustment after the field work is

in

vals of about 15 miles by local freight trains.

of

the two cannot agree the question

If

in

structural party

charge and
three assistants. An assistant engineer employed by the railway
five
parties.
assigned
to
each
of
the
company is also
The roadway and track parties are housed in cars provided
Two box cars fitted up by the company were
for this purpose.
assigned to each of the first two parties, one car being a combined kitchen and dining room and the other a combined office
and dormitory. The three parties sent out later were each given

composed of one

from tables prepared
from data gathered by the Commission, due consideration being
given in the case of rails and fastenings to the tonnage which
has passed over them, and in the case of ties, to their size, the
kind of wood. etc.
The field engineers' condition notes will
be of service, however, and probably will be used.
Xotes of
the cross-section party are turned over to the computer in the
field office who plats and computes as many of them as his other
duties permit.
After examination the platted sheets are forwarded to the district office in San Francisco where the computations of quantities and overhaul are made and compiled.
The assistant field engineer confers with the company's assistant engineer and settles with him, when possible, questions which
rates will probably be determined largely

furnishes

;

and also prints of maps and

of abandoned portions of the lines and of

new

profiles

lines substituted

with a statement of grading and of other quantities
lines and statements of quantities, with maps
and sketches when necessary of any other work which has been
abandoned or obliterated, as well as abstracts of agreements
therefor,
in the

abandoned

concerning the ownership of joint property such as crossings,
interlockers, tracks and other property in which it possesses
an interest, and bills of material for miscellaneous standard
structures such as depot shelters,

pump
The

houses,

section

houses, cattle cora :^,

etc.

assistant engineer representing the railroad company who
attached to each roadwa'y and track party is a man of considerable construction experience and possessing a knowledge
of the work executed on this line. He looks after the company's
is

interest generally in the field

in

connection with the valuation
is overlooked which should

and watches to see that no property

—

be
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in the inventory.
He confers with the assistant
engineer and whenever possible settles with him on the

included

field

ground

and other questions which may

classification

arise.

He

furnishes information relative to all disbursements for work,
such as for paving of street crossings, construction of drains

and the payment conditions under which industry tracks were
in, etc., when such information is not noted on the prints
of maps furnished. He takes with him into the field the original
notes of cross sections, pile driving records, etc., and is the
responsible custodian of such documents.
The structural field party notes the condition and takes measurements of all buildings, docks, 'wharves, fuel and water-plants
and bridges but not culverts in sufficient detail to supplement
standard and special drawings that bills of material may be
prepared referring to them and it also inventories all fixtures
and supplies in depots, noting their condition. It is furnished
by the company with prints, statements and other information
put

—

—

;

required to facilitate its investigation. The data secured by
party will be worked up in the district office. The party progresses an average of about five miles a day.
this

The

duties of the

company

assistant engineer attached to the

much

structural field party are in general

same

the

as those of

attached to the roadway and track parties; that
watchful to see that no property properly included is

his colleagues
is,

he

is

overlooked

in

making

the

able to help

him

and also that

for the inventory

lists

the assistant structural engineer

is

supplied with

secure the facts he

is

all

data avail-

seeking.

Under the district member of the accounting board are prepared the organization and financial histories of the common
carriers
the analyses of original cost of road and equipment
reports
that is, all expenditures chargeable to capital account
of earning and operating expenses and the compilation of cost
;

;

data required by the engineers in fixing the unit prices for their
The federal accounting force engaged
reproduction estimates.
in

Lake Company's property consists

the valuation of the Salt

of a senior accountant, reporting to the

member

1

he

books and

all

Unit cost data for the use of
also be deduced by the accountants from their

of original cost of the property.
the engineers will

examinations.

From

their

investigations

statement

a

will

be

produced respecting the sale of capital stock and bonds by the
company, which will set forth the sums received therefor, the
commissions paid and the discounts allowed also a statement
setting forth the amounts of money and securities paid for those
portions of the lines which were purchased.
The valuation force of the company is under the jurisdiction
of the chief engineer, whose offices are at the general head;

quarters of the

company

at

Los Angeles.

The

chief engineer

aided by an assistant engineer in charge of valuation, who
in turn has under him the company field assistant engineers,
whose duties have been described, an assistant engineer and
is

three clerks in his

who

at

office.

He

is

also aided by a chief accountant

present has an assistant accountant.

The

assistant en-

it that all requisitions from
and other data and construction
records are prepared and forwarded promptly. He has frequent
conferences with the senior and structural engineers respecting
matters that arise, and from time to time visits the field parties
and confers there with the federal and company assistant enHe sees that ne.w drawings which
gineers attached to them.
have to be made from which to produce prints to be furnished
the federal engineers conform with the specifications of the
commission.
When the valuation has been finished and tabulated and a copy furnished the company, it will be his duty to
investigate it closely and in detail respecting matters of con-

gineer in charge of valuation sees to
the field for prints, statements

struction.

and supplies to

the

auditor's

the federal

office

and

accountants' books,

vouchers and any other documents which are required by them.
He discusses with the senior accountant any questions of accounting which may arise relative to the documents and together
they settle them

possible, otherwise they refer

if

He and

superiors.

the valuation assistant

them

to their

engineer have

fre-

quent conferences concerning matters that are correlative to the
branch of each in the valuation.

The inventory of rolling stock, equipment, shop machinery
and telegraph, and right of way and real property both operative
and non-operative," has not yet been undertaken, but will belater by assistants who will be entrusted with this phase of the
work by the member of the engineer board in charge of the
district.

From

the field and from the company's
computed and an estimate made therefrom in the district engineer's office in San Francisco, and the
railroad company will probably detail engineers and accountants
details

obtained

in

records, quantities will be

to that city to look after

work is being done.
The valuation sections

interests while that portion of the

its

into

which the road has been divided

have, as yet. only been tentatively fixed upon, but

it

is

probable

Each branch, the terminal at San Pedro and the terminal at Los Angeles, will probably be treated as a valuation unit or section, and the main line
will be broken into sections of from SO to 150 miles in length
the present division will be adhered to.

corresponding generally with the operating sub-divisions or engine districts.
It

not practicable yet to estimate the length of the time

is

which will be required to perform the task of evaluating the
property of this company nor what its cost will be. The federal
forces engaged upon it will probably conclude the physical examination and the investigation of accounts by the end of this

summer.

of the account-

supporting papers relative to
disbursements for construction insofar as may be necessary to
verify charges to capital account and to make proper segregation as to location on the line of road and as between the
various accounts, from which data will be produced a statement
all

accountant collects from

chief

other sources

ing board, and six or seven assistant accountants who carry on
This
their work in the offices of the company's chief engineer.
force examines
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TRAIN ACCIDENTS

IN JUNE^

Following is a list of the most notable train accidents that
occurred on railways of the L'nited States in the month of
June, 1914:
Collisions.

Kind of
tl2.
•12.

Atchison, T.

&

S.

Georgia

F.. Bagdad, Cal.
Robinson.

Hocking Valley

l.f.

Kind

Starr, Ohio.

uf

train.

.\ccident.

Place.

Road.

Date.

Kil'd. Inj'd.

be.

P.

&

F.

be.

F.

&

F.

1

8

be.

P.

&P.

5

43

9

2

Derailments.

Kind of

Cause of
Road.

Date.

Derailm't.

unx.

P.

b. rail

P.

10

ms.
d. wheel

P.

20

P.

31

ace. obst.

P.

2

unx.

P.

1

6.

ficorgia

7.

Central Virginia
Baltimore & Ohio

Braintree.

11.

14.

14.
19.

20.

•24.
28.
28.

Louis
Southern
St.

13.

&

train.

Place.

Madison.
Clarksburg.
S. F.... Moccasin Spgs.

Sadler, N. C.
Chesapeake & Ohio... Covington.
Whittle's.
Southern
Cin. H. & Dayton... VVapakcneta.
Shelbyville.
Southern
C. N. O. & Tex. P. ..Richwood.
Moore's, Ky.
Louisville & N

d.

Kil'd. Inj'd.

10

4

P.

track

neg.

F.

fire

F.

d.

track

P.

d.

track

P.

16
6
1

2

2

22

1

trains in collision at Bagdad. Cal.. on the night of the
were an eastbound passenger train. \o. 4, and a westboimd
friight.
The passenger train ran over a misplaced switch and
Two passengers were killed and
into the head of the freight.

The

12th

8 injured, one of them fatally, and the conductor svas

fatally

injured.

The

trains in collision near Robinson,

'.Abbreviations
re. Rear
Broken

and marks used

collision

be.

in Accident

Butting collision

Ga

.

on the 12th were

List:
xc.

Other collisions

b,

unx.
UnexUnforeseen obstruction
unf.
Defective
d.
ms. Misplaced switch— ace.
derail. Open derailing switch
plained
malice, Malicious obstruction of track, etc.
Accidental obstruction
obst
Cars burned while
fire.
boiler. Explosion of locomotive on road
F. or Ft., Freight tram (includP or Pass.. Passenger train
lunning
Asterisk. Wreck wholly or partly
ing empty engines, work trains, etc.)
killed.
passengers
more
or
One
—Dagger,
fire
by
destroyed

—

—
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westbound freight No. 19, and eastbound freight No. 210. Both
engines and many cars were wrecked. One fireman was killed
and eight other trainmen were injured. A car of oil took fire,
and some of the injured were rescued from the flames with
great difficulty. Most of the wreck was burnt up, and a dwelling
house nearby was damaged. No. 19 had run past the appointed
Starr, Ohio, on the night of the
The
13th were northbound and southbound passenger trains.
collision was due to failure of an operator to stop a train for
an order. Five trainmen were killed and 39 passengers and 4
trains

collision

in

bound Montreal express. The first two cars fell down a bank.
The cause
Six passengers and four trainmen were injured.
of the derailment was a broken- rail.
The train derailed near Clarksburg, W. Va., on the 11th was
an eastbound express passenger. The ingine was derailed at a
misplaced switch, and fell against some freight cars standing on
Twenty passengers were injured, four of them
a side track.

—

Canada. In a butting collision between an eastbound passenger and a westbound freight train on the Canadian Northern,
near Kamsack, Sask., on the night of the 5th of June, an express messenger and two mail clerks were killed and four other

persons were injured.

The train derailed near Moccasin Springs, Mo., en the 13th
was nonhbound passenger No. 802, and 31 passengers were injured, none seriously.

.\

dining car and one coach broke through

was crowded, but the passengers in the
other cars were not seriously injured. The derailment was due
to

The

train

a loose wheel.

The

train derailed at Sadler, N.

C, on the

14th of

June was

southbound passenger No. 29, and three coaches left the track.
The enginoman and fireman were killed, and one passenger and
three trainmen were injured. The cause of the derailment was
a loose switch rail, which had been forced out of place by a
piece of iron which had fallen from a car in a freight train.
The train derailed near Covington, Ky., on the 14th was a
westbound passenger. Its engine struck a westbound freight.
One passenger car was overturned. The engineman was killed.

The cause of the derailment was not discovered.
The train derailed near Whittle's, Va., on the 19th was northbound passenger No. 36. Two cars ran ofT the track to the left.
and fell against some of the cars in a southbound passenger
The cars in the southtrain, which was passing at the moment.
bound train were steel, and it is said thut the serious scraping
The
of the sides is about all the damage that they suflfered.
northbound cars, however, were considerably broken up. Fourteen passengers and

two trainmen were injured,

all

of the derailment

was buckling

of the

in-

The cause

juries being slight, except that of a ticket collector.
of the track.

RAILWAY TAXATION FOR
The Bureau

train derailed

cause of the derailment was failure to secure the

boom

of ihe

derrick in a safe position.

The
bound

train derailed near Shelbyville, Ky., on the 24th

freight No. 72.

The engine and

eight cars

was west-

fell

through

a bridge to a ravine 84 feet below the track. One brakeman was
The wreck, inkilled, and two other trainmen were injured.
The cause
cluding most of the bridge^ was destroyed by fire.

was the weakening of the trestle by fire which
had been started presumably by sparks from a locomotive.
The train derailed near Richwood, Ky., on the 28th was southbound passenger No. 11. The engine and two cars fell down
The engineman was injured. The derailment was d e
a bank.
This track had been in use
to failure of the roadbed on a bank.
seven months, and there had been no rain for two months.
The train derailed at Moore's, Ky., on the 28th was a northbound excursion train. Two trainmen were killed, and one
trainman and 21 passengers injured, none of the passengers
of the derailment

seriously.

The cause was reported

as a loose

rail.

1913

of Railway

Economics has compiled the following table showing the taxes accrued on railways of the United
States in the aggregate and per mile of line, during the fiscal
year ended June 30, 1913.
Railway Taxation, Year Ended June

30,

1913

I and II (Including
and proprietary roads)
Taxes of

Railways of Classes
leased

r—

'
s

Taxes

State

.\labama

Mileage

$1,546,694
884,089
1,765,785
4,230,953
1,847.783
1,115,007
148,945
56,742
1,053,486
1,724,971
1,434,986
6,866,093
4,535,497
2,830,762
3,401,989
1,636,135
1,486,001
1,112,211
935,393
3,542,864
4,002,885
4,840,651
1,364,658
2,204,457
1,874,406
2,324,354
931,431
862,289
6,824,108
970,914
10,560,490
1,327,478
1,728.169
7,800.208
3,117,360
1,495,146
8,497,141
350,960
860,854
956,242
1,345,195
3.216,714
932,594
386,965
2,244,539
3,751,589
1,492,546
3,855,846
655,992

4,5J1.83
2,360.16
4,098.54
7,434.59
5,488.06
1.000.87
334.97
34.21
4,032.40
5,953.63
2,455.34
12,197.54
7,429.20
9,644.61
8,913.20
3,421.94
4,44«.1I
2,249.31
1,294.33
2.085.53
8,589.55
8,982.30
3,837.82
8,010.84
4,303.57
6,142.17
2,097.29
1,206.95
2,129.49
3,072.00
7,921.45
4,520.76
4,954.04
9,015.37
6,346.09
2,335.09
10,540.97
197.94
3,157.51
4,160.18
3,412.09
14,316.05
1,996.75
924.29
4,115.65
4,636.20
3,166.86
7,083.91
1,624.21

Total state and
local taxes.. .$122,932,567

232,195.76

.\rizona

Arkansas
California

Colorado
Connecticut

Delaware
Disi. of Columbia
Florida
Idaliu
lllirois

Indiana

Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana

Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota

..

Mississippi

Missouri

Montana
Nebraska

Nevada
New Hampshire.

New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina..
^'orth Dakota...
Ohio

Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania

...

Rhode Island

...

South Carolina..
South Dakota....
Tennessee
Texas
Utah

Vermont
Virginia

Washington

West Virginia...
Wisconsin

Wyoming

U.

Internal

on the afternoon of the 20th of June, near
Wapakoneta, Ohio, was a southbound w-recking train, and a
Six employees were injured. The
derrick car w-as overturned.

The

In a butting collision of freights on the
Ont.. on the 21st, two firemen were

Grand Trunk, near Kinburn,

I'.eirgia

seriously.

trestle.

No. S

at

trainmen were injured.
The train derailed near Madison, Ga., on the morning of the
It was running at low
6th was westbound passenger No. 1.
Eight
speed. The cause of the derailment was not determined.
passengers and two trainmen were injured.
norththe
was
on
the
7th
Braintree,
Vt.,
The train derailed at

a

57,

killed.

meeting station.

The

Vol.

Miscellaneous ...

Canada
Mexico
all

and terminal

$342.05
374.59
430.83
569.09
336.69

$49,196

companies

Total
taxes

403.88

$1,595,890
884,089
1,765.785
4,230,953
1,868,215
1,115,728
148,945
138,153
1,092,278
1,765,734
1.434,986
7,718,060
4.719,219
2,932,560
3,442.454
1,866,402
1,557,699
1,154,910
991,271
3,549,260
4,106,770
4,864,098
1,370,532
2,383.415
1,874,406
2,335,966
931,431
862,299
6,859,473
970,914
10,666,973
1,327,488
1,728,169
7,976,187
3,117,445
1,583,805
8,629,255
350,960
884,356
956,242
1,392,390
3,430,711
960.414
386,965
2,257,763
3,751,589
1,501,989
3,867,920
655,992

$529.44

$3,025,941 $125,958,508

1,114.04

20,432
721

444.65
1,658.64

261.26
289.73
5S4.43
562.91
610.50
293.51
381.68
478.13
334.07
494.47
722.69
1,698.78

466.02
538.91
355.58
275.18
435.55
378.43
444.11
714.44
3,204.57
316.05
1,333.15

293.64
348.84
865.21
491.23
640.29
806.11
1,773.06
272.64
229.86
394.24
224.69
467.06
418.66
545.37
809.19
471.30
544.31

81,411
38,792
40,763

851,967
183,722
101,798
40,465
230,267
71,698
42,699
55,878
6,396
108,885
23.447
5,874
178,958
11,612
10
35,365

106,483
10

175,979
85
88,659
132.114
23,502

47,195
213,997
27,820
13,224
9,443
12,074

S.

Revenue Tax..

Total

switching

Taxes per
mile of line

183,474

4,902.055
214,303
1.529,052
158

taxes. $129,578,135

12,479

246,842.01

$524.94

5,085,529
214,303
1,541,531
158

$3,221,894 $132,800,029

Taxes paid by switching and terminal companies are not
shown per mile because of their great proportion of terminal
real estate and also because report of miles of first main track
is not required by the commission.
Railways of Classes I and II include respectively roads having annual operating revenues above $1,000,000 and those having annual operating revenues from $100,000 to $1,000,000. The
mileage given for these two classes of roads is miles of line,
that is, miles of first main track owned, including branches and
Taxes have not been apportioned per mile of track bespurs.
cause the Interstate Commerce Commission does not require

of these roads

reports of miles of track by states.

Class III roads are omitted, because their taxes are only about
1 per cent, of the aggregate.

two-thirds of

Total state and local taxes per mile of line amounting to
1913 show an increase over 1912 of $26.49, or 5.37
per cent., and over 1911 of $70.50, or 15.36 per cent.
$529.44 in

Making Provision
The Rock
Cars

to

Isleind is Fitting

Meet

By W.

West

J.

this year has

;

Fig.

ing a special class of car,
in fitting

it

is

the grain

is

shipped

demand,

all

-Roof
to

a

of

better meet

Chicago,

111.

of

damage to
The proper

the lading from the elements.

fitting up of a box car for grain shipments is
merely the placing of the car in a reasonably perfect condition,
which is the regular procedure but making cars which were not
originally designed for hauling grain suitable for this purpose
is entirely another proposition.
The Chicago. Rock Island &
;

lor

Handling Gra

Pacific,

in

order to take care of extreme necessities of grain
now fitting up stock and automobile cars for this

is

purpose.

The stock cars are first thoroughly cleaned, removing all odors,
and are given any required repairs. They are then ready for

box

Stock Car Equipped for Handling Grain

minimum, and

bad order cars, but

all

all

box cars turned out must be in
Not only must attention be given
box cars, regardless of their con-

dition, are carefully inspected, repaired

ing bulk grain.

To

s,

order to reduce the bad order cars of this

condition for hauling grain.
to the

therefore,

repair shops and yards are required to give

cars preference in

class

;

Territory

Its

but the construction must be such as to eliminate any possibility

shipments,

enormous number of

cars in a comparatively short period of time.

in

TOLLERTON

Car Coopered

this freight.

when harvested

the railroads are called on to furnish an

the

— Stock

often necessary to go to extremes

up cars for the transportation of

The bulk of

1

Stock and Automobile

Needs

Superintendent, Rock Island Lin

caused not a
Httle anxiety among the railroads extending through the farming
sections in connection with proper and prompt handhng of the
grain to the markets. The majority of our railroads, of course,
own and operate rolling equipment for the transportation of all
classes of freight therefore, when it becomes necessary to make
extremely heavy shipments of one particular commodity requirgrain crop in the

Up

Pressing

the

lical

The heavy

Emergency Grain Cars

for

The

and coopered for carry-

car must not only be rendered grain tight.

Fig:

3

— Interior of

proper coopering.

tween the

Stock Car Equipped

Strips of

slats of the

Handling Grain

wood of proper width arc

frame of the car; and the

inside,

fitted be-

with the

completely covered with an odorless
waterproof paper, this paper being secured by means of

exception of the ceiling,
tar felt

for

laths tacked over

it.

A

is

heavy lath

is

used on the floor to protect
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paper when a scoop is used in unloading. The side doors are
All
with temporary grain doors and properly coopered.
grain doors except the top one on each side are apphed on the
temporary
one
apply
repair tracks, and it is only necessary to
grain door on each side after the car is loaded. Coopering paper

tlu-

litted

^'l-^-"-^-:

—^

Bartet/

0S^

Oafs at Eafes of Car

"

^P^'^sef

Side Lininff

^1 ^y

Coopering of Stock Cars
is

then secured to the top of the side door opening and bent in-

ward and secured to the grain door near the upper edge.
The general appearance of the car after the open'ngs between
the slats have been closed

been put

in place is

shown

and the temporary grain doors have
I.
The cars have board roofs

in Fig.

Fig.

5

— Automobile

Xi

3fencif Crain Lines as^ffoyvs onrighfs/de fvifh ivhtfe pafnf:
Corn S &^ Ab<fye fhor
Wheat S'f^ /fbore F/oor

^ yfppftf f^eponsef fe/f
onset

57,

and are covered with roofing paper, as shown in Fig. 2. The sirips
of paper are applied crosswise of the car and secured by means
of laths, the application requiring the removal and replacement
of the running board. Th: small end doors in the stock cars are
covered both on the inside and outside with old metal roof sheets.

Remove Running Boards and ^addfes

K

Vol.

tor

^la/h

Co/d roofing sheefs) fo
^pp!c/ era/*'.
coyer exposed fft/ssef p/afes af comer
of coat doors and ant/ farc^e openings
on s/afs. where fhe felf cov/d he broHen
ouf by fhe pressure of grain, fhis fobe

Emergency Grain Service

estimated that from three to five loads can be shipped in
the renewal of the paper lining is required.
Fig. 4 shows the general construction with cross sections and

It

is

these cars before

Fig. 3

is

an interior of the car.

The automobile

Car Fitted

for

cars selected

Handling Grain

for grain

>hipments are

50-ft.,
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40-ton capacity cars, having large double doors at one end and

One

shown

for

201

grain loading,

are

properly

stenciled,

the

stock

car as an

was

emergency grain car and the automobile car as being equipped

necessary to apply a wooden bulkhead up to the end plate at the
end door and properly cooper with paper. The bulkhead consists

for grain loading.
It is, of course, necessary to paint grain lines
on the inside and to reweigh the cars before placing them in
service.
.A
total of 500 automobile and 300 stock cars has

12-ft. side

of 1}i

in.

doors.

of these cars

is

in Fig.

It

5.

decking extending crosswise of the car from the floor

eet the requirements

JUST SUPPOSE
[From
to a height of about 5

the

end

plate,

ft.

and then ordinary 13/16

in.

lining to

these boards being secured to the inside

rif

the

sheathing, to a center post nailed to the floor and to the end

This center post is set against the end door, which greatly
in taking up the load due to the pressure of the bulk
grain.
Fig. 6 shows in detail the construction of the bulkhead.
In order to apply the grain door to the side door openings of
these cars, it is necessary to apply a temporary post at the center,
the doors on one side consisting of two six-foot doors opening
in opposite directions
therefore, one door on each side is closed
and secured, having the temporary center post at its inner edge.
plate.

assists

;

a

to

letter

the

Wall Street Journal by Paul Ap'penzellar.)

Suppose that along with other investigations a committee of
business men would investigate Congress, bringing out a record
of all errors of judgment and instances of inefficiency.
Supplied with as large a stock of adjectives and adverbs as the
Interstate Commerce Commission what kind of a report could
be written

?

Suppose that someone asked the President
against

business

unfair

competition

to reconcile the law

(say

the

New

Jersey

which he has had enacted, with the government's action
in placing the post office in competition with the express companies by naming rates lower than the actual cost of doing the
statute)

business.

Suppose that when passenger rates on railroads were ordered
reduced some one had suggested that a reduction be made in
the 20-cent per mile allowance to Congressmen.
Suppose that some one investigated William G. Mc.\doo's
business record investigator to be an original holder of Hud-

—

son

& Manhattan

securities.

Suppose that the Interstate Commerce Commission were considering a petition from the American Federation of Labor
asking for an increase in wages throughout the United States.
How long would they take to hand down a decision and what
would be the chance of its being unfavorable to the .American
Federation of Labor?
Suppose that instead of Mr. Gonipers, a captain of industry
had sat in the gallery of the house and checked off the members as they voted on a bill to exempt from the operation of
the law a special

Long
story

Fig.

To

Method

7

of Closing Part ot Side

Door

in

Automobile Cars

this center post and door post one set of temporary grain

doors

is

secured.

strip the full

On

the other door post

temporary grain doors so that the second
applied
the car.

when

is

sepured a w'ooden

length of the post and of a thickness equal to the
the car

Fig. 7

is

set

of grain

doors,

loaded, will be parallel to the side of

shows the temporary grain doors as applied

to

one-half of the side door.

Both the stock and the automobile cars, after being equipped

is

group of citizens?

Distance

Tr.welinc

ox

told of an English gentleman

English

who

R.\ilw.\Y5.— The

recently contrived to

cover 1,008 miles in 22^ hours of travehng. Leaving the London St. Pancras station by the midnight Scotch express, he
reached Leeds (196 miles )at 4:03 a. m., from which he commenced his return to London seven minutes later. He arrived
in the metropolis at 8:15 a. m., and at 9:30 was on his way to
Carlisle (3081^ miles) which was reached at 3:50 p. m. In eight

minutes he took the 3:58 train and arrived at London at 10:25
be possible to improve upon this record in
m.
It might
.America, and perhaps in England. It is to be doubted, however,
whether .American railroads could produce as remarkable a

p.

record of punctuality.

New

G.

N.

Line

from

Road Serves an Area
Providing

The Great Northern has been working

Low Grade

for three years

Oroville

Previously Without Facilities,

Line from British Columbia

on the

daily

of \\'ashington from Spokane to Seattle north of the Northern

starts

Pacific and St. Paul roads, and about 100 miles south of the
Canadian border. A branch line of the Great Northern runs
north from Spokane to the international border and then west,
generally parallel to this border to the Cascade mountains. A
third line runs north from Seattle along Puget Sound to Vancouver, while another line is now building east from Vancouver
to a connection with one extending west along the international
With the exception of a few branch lines of the
boundary.
Northern Pacific along the western coast and one adjacent to

Ecist

orchards, although the only transportation heretofore has been

construction of a line north from Wenatchee, Wash., to OroThe main line of the Great Xorthern crosses the state
ville.

iHA4

Wenatchee

to

packet

from

on the Columbia river as far north as

service

and

Brewster,

stage

beyond.

transportation

This

new

line

main line at Wenatchee and
extends north along the west bank of the Columbia river to
Brewster, from which point it follows the Okanogan river to a
a connection with the

5//,

M
One

Tunnels With Highway Overhead

of the

connection with the east and west line along the border,
ville,

at

Oro-

a total distance of 134 miles.

With the completion of the new line, the Great Northern has
two lines from Oroville to Spokane. The older line running
east along the boundary has heavy grades and curvature, and is
therefore expensive to operate. The new line from Oroville to
Wenatchee is built with a maximum grade northbound of 0.4
per

cent.,

and southbound of

0.3

curves the sharpest, except at M.
curves

Map

of

are

inserted.

.As

southern

per
P.

and with 4 deg.
where three 5 deg.

cent.,

40,

British

Columbia, through

Wenatchee-Oroville Line ot the Great Northern

main line of the Great Northern from Spokane west to
Adrian and a short brairch of the Great Northern east of the
Columbia river, this area 200 miles long by 100 miles wide has
been without railway facilities.
While this area includes the
Cascade mountain region, much of it is productive land suitable for wheat and fruit raising.
Early in 1910 the Great Northern undertook the construction
of a new line extending through the center of this area north
and south. Due to various complications, actual construction
work on the southern half of this line was delayed until the
spring of 1912,. and the grading for the entire line has only re-

west of Oroville, originates much
expected that a large proportion of
this will eventually be sent over the new line via Wenatchee
tn Spokane.
Thus, in addition to providing railway facilities
for a large area previously undeveloped, this line also gives a

cently been

low grade outlet for a considerable amount of

the

completed.

This road will provide transportation
much of which is already set out in

facilities for a large area,

Typical Point Projecting into River

which the old
fruit and other

Owing

line

passes

traffic,

it

is

traffic.

to difficulties in completing negotiations with the state
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for
certain necessary changes in
the state highway near
Wenatchee, work was started first at the north end of tlie line.
The grading of that portion of the road between Oroville and
Pateros was started in 1910, but due to the delays in completing
negotiations further south the work at the north end was not
pushed and the bridges and track laying on this section were
not completed until early in the spring of 1913.
Grading on

the portion of the line south of
1912,

and was completed

now been laid.
The relocation

of

Pateros was started early

late in the fall of 1913.

'n

All track has

Washington State Road No. 10 was the

203

necessary to relocate the highway up on the face of the bluff
and the location was so confined at this point that after the highway was completed and placed in service it was necessary to lay
a narrow gage track in it and plank it over for the use of the
contractor in excavating the first cut for the railroad alongside,
by loading into cars standing on the highway.
In this way,

however, the highway was kept in service with the exception
of one day when the shovel was moving down the highway to
cut in.
In that portion of the hne north of Knapps Hill the
new highway extended across a bay in the river where one fill
of 200.000 cu. yd. was made in deep w^ater.
Grading on this line of railroad is light on the northerly 76
miles, which is through the Okanogan valley.
The 58 miles
south of Pateros is heavier— the grading on this stretch

amounting to 3,194,000 cu. yd. of material, 50 per cent, of which
was rock. With the exception of relatively heavy work at one
Wenatchee, and for a short distance north of Knapps
Hill, Mile 27, these quantities were quite evenly distributed over

point, near

Bluff Debris

most complicated problem
railroad.

of

the

At frequent
line

the

Encountered on^Mile 23
in

the

construction of this

line

of

intervals throughout the lower 27 miles

railroad

location

occupied

necessitated the relocation of the highway.

and
The points where

the

highway,

relocation w^as necessary were usually around steep rock bluffs.
and building of the railroad at such points was rendered about
doubly expensive and very complicated by providing a roadbed
for the highway, as well as for the railroad.
In all 13 miles
of wagon road was rebuilt in three stretches, at a total cost of
over $100,000.
The accompanying photographs show the rail-

road with reference to the reconstructed highway at some of
steepest bluffs.
It was necessary to maintain continuous
traffic over these highways, so the new roads had to be built
before the old ones could be abandoned, which, of course, had
the

done before the railroad grade could be built.
The
under which the new highway was built were furby the state engineer, and required a roadbed 10 ft.
wide, with frequent turnouts. 100 ft. long whei^e the roadbed
is 16 ft. wide, and protected with a substantial fence on the
embankment side. The maximum gradient allowed on the wagon
road was 7 per cent.
to

be

Typical

Rock Formation Encountered

at

Tunnel Portal

specifications

nished

At Destruction Point, a few miles north of Wenatchee, it
was necessary to move over 200,000 cu. yd. of rock and one
steam shovel worked at this point for nine months.
It was

About 90 per cent, of the material was moved by
steam shovels and the remainder by station men.
Ten steam
all were employed.
the distance.

shovels in

Three tunnels of 442 ft., 755 ft. and 383 ft., respectively, were
All three were driven from top headings, working
from one end only. The southerly iv.nnel was driven entirely by
hand. As the material encountered was solid rock it was only
required.

necessary to line the portals with timber.

The hard character

:
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of this

material

shown

is

in

one of the accompanying photo-

graphs.

Five

are

rivers

Wenatchee
on three

river

ISO-ft.

is

crossed

which

at

Howe

100-ft.

Howe

Chelan Falls
truss

crossed

near Wakefield on

trusses,

the latter being a

truss,

two
draw

through

Howe

truss.

while the crossing

made on three 150-ft.
The Okanogan river is

is

spans.

and one

60- ft.

Howe

truss

These bridges were

all

Xo.

57,

The track was laid with 68-lb. rail on fir ties and gravel
by the contractor, using a Roberts track laying machine.
The

was

5

ballast

under the direction of .A. H. Hogeland,
chief engineer, of the Great Xorthern, and Ralph Budd, formerly chief engineer, and now assistant to the president A. F.
\\ hitcomb w as district engineer in immediate charge
Guthrie,
line

built

;

;

McDougall & Company, of Portland, Ore., were contractors
work and track laying.

for

the grading, bridge

Howe

190- ft.

The Methow

span.

crossed at Pateros on one 150-ft. through
100-ft.

The

bridges.

crossed about lYi miles north of Wenatchee.
truss spans.
At Entiat the line crosses

Chelan river

of the

truss

Howe

the Entiat river on one 150-ft

and one

require

\^0L.

river

AMERICAN RAILWAY TOOL FOREMEN'S

is

and one
built

ASSOCIATION

of

A

opening sessions of the Tool Foremen's
Association convention was published in the Railway Age Gazette
of July 24. page 168.
F'ollowing is a report of the concluding
report

of

the

sessions

TOOL ROOM GRINDING

W.

experienced

is

Truss Bridge Across Wenatchee River

The timbers were framed in the mayard at Olds, and after framing all exposed surfaces were
given a further brush treatment with creosote. Timber trusses
dressed timber, creosoted.

are unusual in most parts of the country, but the arid climate

here gives these structures a relatively long
is

comparatively clieap. and steel high

the long haul.

while

fir

tim-

on account of

Several large timber bridges have recently been

O.-W. R. & X. across

built in this vicinity, notably that of the

the Columbia

life,

in price

river,

near Kennewick.

The photograph

of the

Va.,

:

without

we have made

Considerable difficulty
automatic machines.

C.

J.

Bevelle

from the

To

ground

a

Paso & Southwestern)
all ground

(,EI

:

room on check are

tool

insure

the point.

at

life

for a

drill

tools issued

the tool room.

it

nf the same length and should be at an angle of 59 deg. for
ordinary purposes. The angle of lip clearance should be about
12 deg.

This angle, however, should gradually increase as the
is approached until the line across the center

center of the drill

web stands

an angle of 135 deg. with the cutting edges.

\\'enatchee river bridge shows a typical structure on this line,

of the

be increased to 15 deg.

Corrugated iron culvert pipe was used for small openings
under all fills up to 15 ft. in height, .\bove that height, cast iron

The
in

should be properly
The two cutting edges must be exactly

reasonable

supported on pile foundations and surrounded by cribs
with rock. %vhich are in turn protected by heavy riprap.

filled

a

given an angle clearance of 7 deg.

terial

ber

grinding tools

surface grinder, an
automatic reamer grinder, a small die grinder and a grinder for
the Ingersoll milling machine cutters.
This latter machine will
cut up to 14 in. in diameter and grind the radius on the cutters
used in channeling out driving rods.
Wheel lathe tools are
.\t

Howe

in

Forge,

Clifton

& Ohio)

(Chesapeake

C. Diebert

For heavy cuts
lip

in

at

soft material

The

the angle of lip clearance

may

failure to give sufficient angle of

clearance at the center of the drill

is

the principal cause of

drills up the web.
Standard reamers should be kept
and properly ground, otherwise a great deal of time
will be wasted by the men using them.
In the shop at El Paso.
Tix., the reamers are not placed in the rack until they have
en inspected and put in first-class condition.
Owen D. Kinsey (Illinois Central): Our grinding machinery
placed as far from the precision machinery as possible to
aid trouble from dust and it is in a position to command good
L;ht and ventilation.
The spindles of all the grinding machines

splitting

sharp

-

been made standard so that the grinding wheels' may be
They are also provided with substantial safety
hoods and fixtures for every operation. Instructions have been
ii.ive

interchanged.

posted on each machine showing the belt position for grinding
Success or failure in grinding
wheels of different diameters.
operations depends directly in the proper selection of wheels

work in hand. We have found that a cool
wheel is the most economical in the long run, even
though the wheel life is shorter. The heaviest cutters we handle
These are ground on a Bath
are 10 in. by 20 in. peg cutters.
universal grinder using a radius arm projecting from an arbor
I'pon which the cover is mounted.
There are 70 grinding
Thomas F. Eaton (Baltimore & Ohio)
wheels in service at the Baltimore shops and it has been found
wheels throughout
all
the
man
inspect
one
expedient to have
the plant rather than to have each department look after its
•'

r

the particular

free cutting

(Typical

pipe

small

Heavy Highway Reconstruction Work

was used for openings up to 36 in. in diameter. .\ few
concrete culverts were built at goints requiring larger

openings than these pipes.

The

'

were located at intervals of about five miles, at
which points the grading was completed for a 2,000 ft. passing
track and a house track, although with the exception of Entiat,
only the passing tracks were laid.
Xo intermediate yards or
fuel stations were built between Oroville and Wenatchee, but
water stations were built at intervals of 20 miles. With the exception of one gravity supply, the water was secured from wells
as the river was either too far distant or the lift was too great.
stations

:

means we are kept posted as to the condition
and the balance of the wheel
and are enabled to keep the wheels in safe and efficient rimning
A large number of high speed steel frame reamers
condition.
own.

By

this

of the bearings, the safeguards

.-'.nd

drills

have, been

reclaimed by welding

new shanks on by

the oxy-acetylene welding process.

Discussion.
siderable

— Many

difficulty

in

found that the tools

of

the

members have experienced con-

grinding high
will

split

speed steel wet,

and chip

off.

For

it

that

being

reason
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was believed

do this work dry. being
Care should also be taken
to see that the right kind of grinding wheel is used.
Many of
the members favored a soft wheel.
Some believed that much
better results could be obtained by honing the edges of tools
with a soft stone to take off the wire edge.
This has been
especially successful on slab millers, they having been found
to give much better service both in the work done and the
maintenance of the cutting edge.
it

to be better practice to

by duplicate parts made of stronger material it was
pointed
out that it was not always advisable to do this.
Sometimes a
part is purposely made weaker than another
so that when

careful not to over-heat the metal.

any undue strain
to

Williams,

safety

engineer of the Norton Company,

Worcester, Mass., gave an illustrated address on safety as applied
He stated that the manufacturers, immeto grinding wheels.
diately before packing grinding wheels, submit

them to a speed
a speed which subjects it

which the wheel is revolved at
to between three and four times the centrifugal stress it will be
subjected to under actual working conditions. Defective wheels
break under this test. After completing a test a record is made
of the order number and other data connected with the wheel,
and each testing sheet is taken before a Justice of the Peace and
the man doing the testing work is required to swear that he has
made a true record of his work. The manufacturer thus has on
record a sworn statement of every test made.
In considering grinding wheel breakages, 15 causes were discussed and a number of illustrations were shown. Among the
causes for wheel breakages may be mentioned the wheel receivirig a blow on the side, improper adjustment of the work rest,
heating of the wheel from forcing the work, the wheel running
out of true, and the mounting of the wheel so that the nut works
The matter of protection devices was taken up, tests havloose.
ing been conducted to prove the relative value of hoods and
flanges as protectors in case of breakage.
These tests indicated
that protection hoods provide greater safety th?n do safety
test in

flanges.

MACHINE TOOL
J.

B.

Hasty (.\tchison, Topeka

are taken to the tool
all

the

require

serviceable

renewal

made throughout

room

parts

are

REP.\1RS

&

Santa Fe)

:

All machines

for genera! repairs, dismantled, and

used.

replaced

Small
with

cast

steel.

iron

Light

gears

that

repairs

are

shop by repairmen from the tool room.
renewals to shop machinery and tools are
the

repairs and
charged to a separate account, the different departments being
The machines have serial numbers and
designated by letters.
a record is kept as to their location and the work done on
The classes of repairs are
them by the repair department.
designated by numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, according to the amount

All

of

work done.

and an accurate record kept by the man in charge of machine
.\ full
repairs as to the amount expended on each machine.
set of catalogs of all tools in service covering repair parts
should be readily accessible to the repairman so that he can
order new parts promptly. He should be ready with new parts
of tools that are wearing fast, thereby causing a minimum
delay to the work.
Machine tools require
G. W. Smith (Chesapeake & Ohio)
much more repairing at the present than in former years rwing,
principally, to the introduction of high speed steel and greatly
increased speed.
In the majority of the cases it does not seem
:

upkeep incident to long service so much as the breakIn order to overcome this we
age resulting from overstrain.
strengthen, wherever it is possible, broken gear wheels, worm
wheels, worms and racks by making them of Bessemer steel.
It is a serious mistake to operate a machine that is in a very
bad condition, but it is often difiicult to work on these machines,
as they can seldom be spared.
Discussion. While many of the members replace broken parts

—

placed on the machine

part

will

it

be the part

was

place.

On new machines that were especially designed for the
are doing it was deemed best to replace any broken
with exactly the same kind of material as was used in

work they

On

place.

first

tailed

Rock Island

the

constantly inspect

to

etc..

making note of the

will

have to be replaced.

the

all

at Silvis one man is demachinery, pumps, engines,

parts that are

By doing

becoming worn and that

this

possible for the

is

it

repair gang to anticipate many failures and place a machine
good condition a short time after it fails.

in

DISTRIBUTION OF SHOP TOOLS

Henry Otto (Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe)

:

The

tool

room

of a locomotive repair shop

is one of the most important, bu;
oftentimes one of the poorest equipped and most neglected departments in the whole shop. In many instances it is locate
1

an out-of-the-way corner, causing the workmen who are in
need of tools to waste time going back and forth. In properly
planning a tool room it is necessary to consider the distribution
and care of the small tools, the special tools, jigs, air motors,
in

hammers,

etc.

A

practical checking system

should be installed

to keep a record of all tools issued.

Ross (Baltimore

\V. E.

distributing tools,

having the

men

if

&

Ohio)

perfected, will

call for their tools.

The messenger system for
give much better results than
The messenger boys are sta:

room and are called to various parts of the
shop by means of an annunciator.
\V.
John
Nutt (Chicago Great Western): The tool room
counter over which the tools are handed out should run the full
length or width of the tool room and should be so arranged as to
permit the placing thereon of the tools most frequently called for.
tioned in the tool

such as hand taps, dies, studs, gages, etc.. so that they shall at
times be accessible to the tool passer. Various other tools

all

may

be placed on revolving racks located immediately behind and

room counter, readily accessible to the tool disEach gang foreman in the erecting shop should have a
where tools, such as wrenches, hand punches, a set
of die nuts, set nuts, etc., may be kept.
No method of handling
tools, however good, will operate successfully w'ithout the hearty
co-operation of department foremen who should be watchful of
parallel to the tool

tributor.

tool cupboard

the care the tools are given while in the hands of the

men under

their jurisdiction.

Plenty of
John Tothill (Buffalo. Rochester & Pittsburgh):
shop space should be allotted to this work and it should be
thoroughly equipped with the necessary tools, appliances, etc.
Every machine should be given a shop number when purchased

to be the

is

this

strengthened the next time the
machine was subjected to such strain some more intricate
part
might be damaged which would cost a great deal more
to re-

the

G.

If

fail.

parts

S.\FETY FIRST IN GRINDING

R.
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Discussion.

— All

the

members were

order to get the best results

practically agreed that

in

in the distribution of tools the tool

must have the co-operation of all the foremen in the
order that the tools may be properly used and returned to
Various methods of accounting for the tools were

distiibutor

shop

in

the tool room.

The tool distributor
workmen coming to the

mentioned.
with the
treat

them so they

condition.

he

may

fill

The

himself should be very tactful
tool

room

for tools,

and should
good

will be interested in returning the tool in

tools should be

handy

to the distributor, so that

Also the tool
waste much time

the requests as quickly as possible.

room should be

so located that the

in getting the tools

men

will not

they desire.
COLD

PUNCHING

DIES

The cold punching
Henrikson (Chicago & North Western)
dies in use at the Chicago shop of the Chicago & North Western
might be divided into three different classes as follows: Boiler
sheet punching, sheet iron copper and brass, leather and rubber
punching. In boiler sheet punching the first important item is
B.

:

choose the proper kind of material. The best steel to use in
is one of low carbon content, about 85 points, for
both the punch and the die, which should be hardened. The temperature at which the hardening is done shoiild be determined by
to

boiler punches

:

;
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Vol.
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No.

5

The approximate temperature should be beand 1,800 deg. Fahr.
The punches used for sheet iron, tin, copper and brass, are

compensation than they pay out now, were these demands to be
met, and the total $33,000,000. of course, would necessarily be

commonly called "blanking" dies. This type of die should preferably be made of a special steel of high carbon content, about 110
The method of manufacture varies according to the type
points.
of the die. The die is sometimes forged to shape and other times
made directly from stock. The tempering of these dies should be
carefully done in order to avoid warping. The electric furnace is

"But this is not the worst of the difficulty. It is a question
whether this class of labor, that is, the engineers and firemen,
are not already overpaid as compared with the great mass of
other labor on the railways.
We have advices to the effect
that if this advance is granted to the engineers and firemen
there will next be camping on our doorsteps several times as
many conductors and trainmen, to say nothing of station agents,
clerks and machinists of all kinds.
So the estimate of $33,000,000, if granted to the engineers and firemen, will be likely to
be found on final analysis more nearly $100,000,000.
"It doesn't require any special knowledge of arithmetic or
extraordinary power of prevision to see where this will land
The result would be that the strongest roads would be
us.
crippled and the weakest, to use an unvarnished phrase, would

the carbon content.

tween

1,700

generally used to heat the dies to the required tempering temperature which should be between 1,400 and 1,500 deg. Xo clear-

allowed between the punch and the die in this case. For
Both the die and
fit should be allowed.
For dies used in punching tin the
tl;e punch should be hardened.
The plunger
lit between the punch and the die should be tight.
ance

is

dies on sheet iron a slip

is left

soft,

By doing

only the die being tempered.

this

is

it

pos-

punch by hammering when either the punch or
The method of making dies for leather and
die becomes worn.
rubber is practically the same as that used in making blanking
sible to upset the

dies.

Discussion.

— As

a general rule, a clearance of one-tenth of the

diameter of the punch was recommended.
CLOSING EXERCISES

An

interesting

Drilling.

paper

Reaming and

was presented on "Special Tools
Milling,"

consisting almost

for

entirely

of

descriptions of tools that have given particularly good service.

discussion on this subject brought out the great opportu-

The

machine work, one member stating that he
had doubled his output by designing cutters for milling machine
work, having found it necessary to increase all the arbors used
nities

of

milling

for tliese cutters to IJ/2 in., so that a heavier cut could be taken.
The following officers were elected for the ensuing year
President, Henry Otto, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Topeka,

Kan.; first vice-president. J. J. Sheehan, Norfolk & Western,
Roanoke, Va. second vice-president, C. H. Shaffer, general too!
third vice-president, J. C.
inspector, Illinois Central, Chicago
secretaryBevelle, El Paso & Southwestern. El Paso. Tc.x.
;

;

;

D. Kinsey, Illinois Central, Chicago. The next
meeting will be held in Chicago some time during July, 1915.

Owen

treasurer,

a

clean loss in net.

turn up their toes.

"The poor results for the last fiscal year simply show what
There has been a depression in general
might be expected.
business, such as has recurred at intervals ever since I've known.
The railroads have been entirely unable to resist, because they
have been hammered continually by lawmaking bodies of one
In our experience with the Interstate Comkind or another.
merce Commission and with the various state commissions there
has been a constant, increasing whittling away of our rates.
"On the other hand, taxes are enormously high and show
no check

in

the tendency to increase.

ended June 30, 1912, was slightly over 68 per cent. There has
been no diminution of this burden since; on the contrary, the
advance has continued. Taxes in the year to June 30, 1913,
reached $4,662,152, a sum equivalent to 11.8 per cent, of the
operating income for the year and exceeded taxes of 1912 to
the extent of 10.8 per cent.

"The crux of

the trouble

PRESIDENT RIPLEY ON
following

statement by E.

WAGE DEMANDS
P.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, was published
Herald on July 26:

"What

position the transportation industry

of

president

Ripley,

is

in

in

the

is

told

Total
by the simple figure of operating ratio.
operating revenues of the railways in the fiscal year just closed,
of
railway
the
bureau
few
by
within
the
last
days
as compiled
in

a

the enterprise

it

from the official reports to the Interstate
Commission, at $3,000,000,000. stood almost $80,000.000 below that for the preceding fiscal year.
"To do the smaller business, operating expenses were entailed which were more than $35,000,000 higher than the year
Taxes continued their advance and after their deducbefore.
tion the remaining net income fell $130,000,000 below 1913. Here
is a ratio between expenses and revenues of 72.33 per cent.,
against 69.40 per cent, the year before, and if taxes are added
the ratio jumps to 76.91 per cent.
"Yet in the face of such a showing we have the engineers and
statistics

firemen threatening to

tie

up the railways of the West

demands are withheld.
"The demand in the present instance

if

their

from the men who
already have the highest pay of any organized labor on the
highest
pay for the quality
the
who
already
have
railroads, and
of work demanded that can be found in any industry.

—

is

stated in

assist it in its work of regulation have
alone are paying $250,000 a year for the

until

privilege

of being regulated."

TEXT OF COMMISSION'S ACCOUNTING ORDER
In re the Separation of Operating Expenses.

Statistical

circular No.

I am not vouching for the correct"It has been estimated
ness of the estimate, for I did not make it that the western
roads would have to pay out about $33,000,000 a year more in

3,

Opinion by the eommission:

issued by the commission through

the division of statistics, contained a proposed order requiring
railway companies having annual operating revenues of $100,000

and over, covering roads of classes I. and II., to report to the
commission separately the greater portion of their freight and
passenger expenses, certain common expenses being left unapportioned. A copy of this circular was sent to all railroad comIn order
panies of these classes under date of March 19. 1914.
that the subject might be thoroughly discussed a public hearing

was held before the commission in Washington on May 2, 1914.
Briefs were filed both before and after the hearing.
The question before us is not new. Prior to 1894 a separation
of freight

and passenger expenses was made

the carriers.

From

separation were published by the commission in
tical report.

The

made

at that

time

in

the reports of

1888 to 1893, inclusive, the results of this

rule

is

—

It

controls.

now we

mounted

nutshell

news and
Commerce

not far to seek.

the

Chicago

today

is

Commerce Commission has enormous
powers, with no responsibility. With all its dominion it does not
hold itself in any way responsible for the success or failure of
the fact that the Interstate

"Yet our expenses to

The

Our own records show

that the percentage of increase in taxation during the five years

is

which was followed
quoted below

its

in the

annual

statis-

separation as

All expenses which are naturally chargeable to either freight or passenger
traffic should be entered in their respective columns: expenses which are

not naturally chargeable to either_«raffic should be apportioned on a mileage
making the division between freight and passenger traffic in the
proportion which the freight and passenger train mileage bears to the total

basis,

mileage of trains earning revenue.
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July

31.

Soon

after this separation of expenses

was inaugurated

rail-

road accountants began to suggest that it be discontinued. As
early as 1890 a committee was appointed by the National Asso-

Commissioners

ciation of Railroad

At

to report

upon the question.

the fourth annual convention of this association in 1892 the

and

freight,

may

counts

The

207
although some of the important transportation ac-

be kept separately for the two services.

officials

tion state that

of the roads which

done

is

it

in

rate-making purposes.

for

make

this

voluntary separa-

order to secure efficiency and not
If

the comparison

is

made on

the

It was not until 1893, however,
disposed of by the adoption of the report of
Under date of
the committee that the practice be discontinued.
February 12, 1894, the statistician of the commission advised the

same basis year after year, these officials state that it is not important whether the arbitraries which are used are exactly correct or not.
To their minds what is exact enough for efficiency
purposes could not be considered sufficient as a basis for rate

carriers that thereafter a separation of operating expenses be-

making.

twcm

statistics is different

was
was

subject

that

it

actively discussed.

finally

and passenger service need not be made.
l"rom an examination of the early reports of the carriers, it
is clear that the belief of those making the returns was that
only a very few expenses were "naturally chargeable" to one
freight

service or the other.

An

arbitrary division of

all,

or nearly

all,

expenses on a train-mileage basis is useless, and the discontinuance of the separation at that time was undoubtedly justified.
During the last 20 years, however, railway accounting and accounting generally have greatly developed, and for this reason
a

reconsideration

of

the

matter

at

the

present

time

seems

warranted.

The arguments advanced

support of a separation of the exthe present time were that it would be a material aid
in

penses at
in the determination of the cost of railway services, not only as

—

—

between the two services freight and passenger as a whole, but
also in determining the cost of particular classes of traffic, for
the reason that the separation of freight and passenger expenses
That the auis fundamental in all cost of service inquiries.
thoritative formula would simplify their work to a certain extent
in rate cases is the argument urged by some of the carriers for a
general separation between freight and passenger services of all
operating expenses, leaving none unapportioned.
It was also
claimed that the proposed reports would be of assistance in the
study of comparative costs among railways.
The argument was advanced by one carrier that it is desirable
to compare only total expenses with total revenues. The proper
revenue of a carrier having then been determined, rates should
be made in the various branches of the traffic solely on the basis
of public utility.
We do not believe, however, that sufficient
reason has been given for abandoning the policy consistently
pursued by the commission of giving consideration to cost in
establishing rates.
What weight to give to the cost factor depends upon the particular case. The question now before us is
the practicability of providing for the ascertainment of cost
figures in the general manner indicated in circular No. 3.
In the case of manufacturing concerns it has been shown to
be practicable to make some estimate regarding the cost of the
individual articles manufactured.
This is done not only as a
basis for comparison of the efficiency of various departments,

what price the manufacThis naturally suggests the question whether it is not possible to pursue the same or similar
methods in the accounting of railway companies. There is probably a difference in the extent to which the ascertained cost
could be utilized as between manufacturing and railway companies, for the reason that a manufacturer may discontinue to
manufacture a product which he finds to be unprofitable, whereas
a railway may be compelled to continue an unprofitable service.
The actual practice of railway companies is helpful in the con-

but also as a basis for ascertaining at

tured product should be sold.

now before the commission. For approximately one-half the mileage of the large carriers in the
United States, operating expenses are now being divided between freight and passenger service. Among the railroads which
sideration of the question

make

this separation are the

Pennsylvania lines east and west,
the Erie, the Baltimore & Ohio, the Louisville & Nashville, the
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy. the Great Northern, and Northern Pacific. On the other hand, the New Haven, the Boston &
Maine, the New York Central lines, the Southern, the Union

and Southern Pacific systems do not make a complete
separation of all of their operating expenses between passenger
Pacific,

what

It

method of keeping these
when made for efficiency comparisons from
when made suitable for cost of service ac-

also argued that the

viould be

it

counting.
circular

was

Nevertheless the iinpression seemed to prevail that
3, as submitted to the carriers, does not conflict with

No.

efficiency

accounting.

erroneous to suppose that the commission is interested
of this character merely for the purposes of rate
making. The statistics would be valuable in making comparisons from year to year for the same railroad and for different
roads in the same year.
It is the duty of the commission to
keep itself informed regarding the manner in which the railway
business is conducted, and a knowledge of the variations in unit
costs is valuable to us even if no rates are based thereon.
The assumption that railway cost accounting cannot be made
sufficiently accurate for useful consideration in dealing with
rates does not seem warranted.
Although not possible 20 years
ago, it would appear that at the present time approximately twothirds of the operating expenses of a railroad can be separated
in a reasonably satisfactory manner.
The separation of the remaining one-third is useful if a basis is selected which equitably
measures the use which either service makes of common facilities.
This indicates the e.xtent to which freight expenses can be
subdivided among the various branches of freight traffic. Just
as fuel, wages, and other direct expenses can be ascertained
as between freight and passenger trains, so can they be distinguished as between individual freight trains.
It was urged that should the commission really need information concerning costs, a special study could be undertaken at any
time and be pursued until the requirements of the individual case
had been met. Special studies will always be necessary, but they
It

is

statistics

in

cannot take the place of general statistics systematically comThe latter, so far as they are applicable,
piled year after year.
are looked upon as more reliable than those which are collected
Whether rightly or wrongly, "special
for any particular case.
purpose" statistics rarely command that confidence which inheres
in figures that are kept continuously on accepted bases without
reference to a particular controversy.

was suggested at the hearing that the commission should wait
had rendered decisions in certain pending rate
What the
cases before making a requirement of this character.
courts have said must carefully be considered and conformed to.
It

until the courts

As

to the cases before the courts at the present time,

that the courts have a right to look to this commission

we

believe

and

to the

various state commissions for a careful study of railway statistics
and accounts. What the Supreme Court said in the Minnesota
Rate case. Simt'son v. Shcphard, in regard to the distribution of
capital charges is an incentive to proceed with the

work.

The

court said in that case that after distributing to each class of
traflSc the property exclusively used by it, comparable use units

might be found for distributing the property used in common.
The possible misuse of information collected was also urged as
a reason for not developing the subject of railway cost accounting. It was urged that to give cost accounting information to the
public would be the same as giving dangerous instruments to
children.

The

systematic development of this subject and

discussion in the light of

all

information available

guard against the misuse of cost
lieve that

figures.

There

is
is

its

free

the best safe-

reason to be-

the failure of carriers to develop cost figures along

permanent lines has been responsible for some of the events regarding which many of them have complained in the present

;
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The

hearing.

was

action of certain state legislatures and commissions

Commissions
any of them

alleged to have been unjust and unreasonable.

and legislatures are not intentionally unfair, and if
have enforced unjust rates would not the kind of statistics here
contemplated have convinced them that some other schedule
would have been fairer? Would not this class of statistics command confidence which specially prepared figures can not always
do? Comparisons of expense and performance have long been
made by carriers in contested cases before the commission. These
have nearly always rested upon transient data. Those of the
future should be based upon permanent analyses and compilations.

The

fact that circular

No. 3 provides for a separation for only

was referred to. A distinction is to be
noted between those expenses which can be distributed between
freight and passenger service only from an analysis of pay roll
and vouchers, and those which must be distributed on various
For the greater part circular No. 3 deals with
statistical bases.
If these expenses were analyzed,
the former class of expenses.
a part of the accounts

it

would be

our possession.
called for by circular No. 3

bases which

counts with the
However, the information which

is

are

in

would be useful in ascertaining particular cost units among railways for different years and for the same railway from year to
Nevertheless we believe that we should proceed to work
year.

making

of

cost

and passenger traffic beyond that which has hitherto
been required in the annual reports.
Circular No. 3 will be
revised in the light of suggestions received, and a workable plan
developed which will not be unduly burdensome to the carriers
and which

fundamental character
and the commission. .Additional conferences will be held with the view of eliminating and minimizing
as far as possible all objectionable features.
It does not seem
practicable to do this, effective July 1, 1914. If sufficient progress

If

fol-

lowed out continuously in the closest detail, it may be that the
expense would be prohibitive. That is not suggested here, and a
division between freight and passenger service alone will not involve additional expense which can not be justified. The carriers
were asked to submit estimates as to the expense of complying
with circular No. 3. A request was made for a second estimate,
based upon a modification of the circular along the lines suggested by the carriers. Copies of these replies were sent to the
chairman of the .Association of RaiUvay .Vccounting Officers. In
his opinion, compliance with the circular would mean an expense
of $8.78 per mile of road, or a total of $2,057,478 for carriers
having operating revenues in excess of $100,000 per annum. This
is

probably substantially correct

if

it

is

intended, as

it

compliance with the circular as
interpreted by him but that is not what is here proposed.
The wide variation in the estimates is noteworthy. No satisfactory explanation has been advanced as to why it should cost

appears to be, to cover a

literal

;

Lackawanna $78.29 per mile, the Lehigh Valley $18, the
Southern $14.25, and the Southern Pacific only $3.17. If expense
alone were to he the determining factor it would be necessary to
have a new estimate after circular No. 3 has been revised in the
the

can be made in the perfection of the circular, carriers will be
asked to file a special report for the year ending June 30. 1915.

showing the separation between freight and passenger expenses.

As

early as practicable all carriers in class I will be required to
separate operating expenses for each account as follows
1.

2.
3.

4.

Expenses directly assigned to freight service.
Expenses directly assigned to passenger and allied services.
Expenses apportioned to freight service on prescribed bases.
Expenses apportioned to passenger and allied services on

prescribed bases.

No
I.

operating

C,

C.

in opposition

was

that after a simple and

inexpensive division between freight and passenger
had been instituted, more comprehensive and expensive
requirements would be made in the future. Future requirements
must rest upon their own merits and the future alone can decide
whether additional requirements will justify the added expense.
The carriers also contend that a division would have to be made
between state and interstate traffic, because the commission has
no jurisdiction over interstate traffic. This argument overlooks
the fact that it is not claimed that circular No. 3 would be sufficient in all cases. If it should become neessary for the commisrelatively

service

sion or a court to
traffic

the

know

expenses

are

to

be

left

unapportioned.

(30

676.)

NEW HIGH RECORD TRAIN LOAD
By

the total expenses for interstate passenger

work involved would be

The

R. S.

Mounce

monster Triplex type locomotive, recently put in
service for use as a pusher on Susquehanna Hill was given a
hauling capacity test on the Susquehanna division July 23, in
which all previous records for train loads, hauled by one locomotive, were broken and a new record established which bids
fair to stand unequalled for some time to come.
The test was made from Binghamton. N. Y., to Susquehanna,
Pa.,

simplified very

much

if

the

whole could
Moreover, the commission has conbe accepted at the start.
sidered cost in many freight cases and has never found it necesCost does
sary to separate the state from the interstate cost.
not change because a state line is crossed. The length of the
the
determining
volume
of
the
traffic
are
among
haul and the
division between freight and passenger service as a

factors in arriving at cost.

In our opinion ample reason exists for requiring railway com-

Erie's

distance of about 23 miles.

a

fifty-ton

gondolas, each

steel

mometer

car.

The

train

consisted of 250

loaded to capacity, and a dyna-

and weighed 17,912

tons,

exclusive of the loco-

The grade
between the two stations is gradually ascending, the worst condition being a combination of .09 per cent, grade and 5 deg.
motive.

Its total length

was

8,547

ft.,

or 1.6 miles.

curvature.

Pushers were used to assist in getting the train under way.
the slack forward until the Triplex lead locomotive
had all the cars moving, after which they were uncoupled and
This
followed the train in case they should be needed again.
operation eliminated the danger of pulling out drawheads in
starting, which otherwise would undoubtedly have occurred
with a train of such length. Portable telephones were used to
communicate from the head end to the rear of the train, and this

They pushed

made

light of the suggestions received.

Another argument

will yield statistical results of a

of value alike to carriers

analyses was one of the chief

arguments against the adoption of such a requirement.

estimate

5

to freight

out a complete formula for all expenses and require a separation
of all expenses on prescribed bases.

The expense

Xo.

57.

panies to extend their analysis of operating expenses with respect

possible to complete the distribution for other acstatistical

Vol.

it

possible

for

pushers to do their work

the

in

unison

with the lead engine in starting the train.

A

record, which shows the drawreproduced on the opposite page. A
summary of this record breaking haul is given below:

portion of the

bar pull

at its

dynamometer

maximum,

Xumher

of cars
Total weight of
Total length of
Maximum speed

is

in train
train (excluding locomotive)
train

attained

Maximum drawbar
Minimum drawbar

pull

pull

R.\iLW.\Y Construction in

Southwest

251
17,912 tons
1.6 mile?
14 miles per hr.
130.000 lb.
67.000 lb.

Afric.v.

— It

is

reported

following long preliminary negotiations with the government, a syndicate has been formed to undertake the construcThe syndicate is
tion of railways in German Southwest .Africa.
that

among others the Hainburg- .American Line, the
North German Lloyd Steamship Company, the Woerniann Line
and a number of banks. The construction company which the
said to include

syndicate will form will have at the outset about $12,000,000 capThe
ital, which will be used afbnce for construction purposes.
the
first line, it is planned, will extend from the coast through
territorv of the

Mossamedes Company

to the province of .Angola.

July

31.

1914
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WILL GOVERNMENT REGULATION SUCCEED?*

Draivbar Pull- Pounds.

By Samuel

O.

Dunn

Whether government regulation of railways and
service corporations will succeed

is

a

other public

question of foremost im-

is
a failure
If
portance to the American people.
It may let
the public will be presented with two alternatives.
or
these concerns be managed without regulation and control

regulation

;

acquire and operate them

may

it

itself.

as to which of these alternatives would
They would unhesitatingly choose public ownerMany would even prefer public ownership rather than

Many have no doubt
be preferable.
ship.

ownership subject to public regulation.

private

have given

I

some years of study to government ownership and I have become with respect to the politico-economic opinion now ap;

1
do not accept the view that if
choose between unregulated private management
and government ownership we ought to choose public owner-

parently dominant, a heretic.

we had

to

Under

ship.

the political conditions that exist in this country,

had to choose between unregulated private management
and government management I would choose unregulated priFive years ago I would have said the opvate management.
That was before I had really studied the subject. Unposite.

if

I

It has deprivate management has serious faults.
But
numerous abuses in this and other countries.
government management is also unregulated management, for
And unregulated govthe government cannot regulate itself.
ernment management has greater faults than unregulated priUnder unregulated, or practically unreguvate management.
lated, private management of railways we had rebating, stock
But along W'ith those
watering and numerbus other abuses.
abuses we had the most enterprising and progressive railway
management that ever existed. The unregulated private management developed railways faster, built them cheaper, paid
higher wages, charged lower rates, and did more to promote

regulated

veloped

commercial and industrial development than has been done by
any other railway management, regulated or unregulated, private or public. It w-as the first railway management in the world
It was the first to adopt the automatic
to adopt the air brake.
It was the first to adopt steel freight and pasblock signal.
senger cars. It was the first to develop those systematic methods for increasing the average load hauled per car and per train

which have done more to reduce the cost of railway transportation, and thereby to keep down the rates that must be charged
for it. than all the other methods that have been developed since
As President Hadley of Yale has
the railway was invented.
said, "With all the talent that has been put into the pubfic administration of industry,

Q

is

a salient fact that the important
enjoying private enter-

in countries

...

In most cases it took government experts from
twenty to twenty-five years to discover them after they had been
It is this initiative and
in use on private (railway) lines."
enterprise which constitute the great merit of private management; and it is the lack of them which constitutes the great
And this one demerit of public
defect of public management.
management is more than an offset to all the shortcomings and
prise.

r^ ct
ly "V j;

it

made

inventions have been

offenses of unregulated private

Private

management means

management.
progress,

although incidental to

Nowhere has public manbe abuses.
agement meant progress in the true sense. Public management
skillful at imitating
often
It
is
is like the Japanese nation.
that progress there

may

improved methods or machineo' that others have introduced,
hut it never creates them. And this is a shortcoming of public

management which
I

know

is

ineradicable.

that the advocates of public ownership

make remark-

able claims regarding the results it has secured in other counBut you will search the
tries, and that it would secure here.

world
tell

in vain

They
support of these claims.
management would be more economical

for evidence in

us that government

•An address before

the Indianapolis Transportation Club.

May

11,

1914.
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rates in this

evidence

here are the

ernment ownership the public would derive
railways,

spite

in

of the

that

fact

a

profit

thority

some of us

it

may seem

the only alternatives

that

owner-

are either successful public
if regulation fails public

And

its

Iraflic

The

fact that a

.And

how may

this be

policy of regulation

is

function.

it

when they

is

I

require control

he function of those

who

corrective

one.

It
tell

is

the

best

a

for

the protection of the

regulate
It

is

is

not an executive

not ordinarily their

managements what they must do any more than

ordinarily the place of a police department to

tell

citizens

what they must do. It is ordinarily their function to tell the
managements what things they must not do, and keep them
from doing those things, as it is the duty of a police" department to tell citizens what they must not do and keep them
from doing those things. Because policemen are required to
prevent burglaries and apprehend those who commit them is
no reason why the police departments should be authorized to
control and direct every action of every citizen in every detail
of his life. Likewise, because it is necessary to have laws and
commissions to control these public service concerns and their

who may be disposed to act dishonestly or unfairly,
does not follow that all public service concerns and all their
officers should be presumed to be malefactors and extortionists

officers
it

and should have their ev?ry business act subjected to scrutiny
and direction by public authorities.
The purpose of public regulation is, or ought to be, to conserve all the benefits of private enterprise and management
while curbing the excesses and abuses to which they give rise
When unregulated. To attempt to control and direct in detail
the acts and policies of public service concerns while leaving
•

and

manager

in

a

reasonable capacity for self-restraint, will

in

correcting unfair discriminations in rates

in

service

initiating

without
rates

trying

to

supersede the

and the general manager

in

Experience has shown that if regulation is to be at once
and tolerably effective it must be taken out
tlie hands of both legislatures and courts and intrusted to
administrative commissions.
We have developed regulation by
commission to a greater extent than the people of any other
country, and some foreign observers whose opinions merit respect have expressed optimism regarding our experiment in this
direction.
"There can be little doubt," says Sidney Brooks, one
of the leading publicists of England, "that it is in the utilization
of such commissions to stand between the local authorities on
the one liand and the corporations on the other that the L^nited
Slates is destined to lead the world and make the most valual)le of all contributions to the problem of combining private
initiative and enterprise with protection of public rights."
Another Englishman who is a very keen student of public affairs
and economic matters in this country is W. M. Acworth and
recently when Mr. Acwortli appeared before the British .Royal
Commission on Railways he described the authority and work
of the Interstate Commerce Commission, and advocated the
creation of a body with somewhat similar powers in England.
.As we have adopted a policy of regulation which in outward
seeming approximates the policy which it would appear is
adapted to our needs, it might be thought that there could be no
reason for serious doubt as to its success.
And yet there is
much ground for very serious doubt as to whether it will succeed.
Why is this? Whose fault is it? What needs to be
done to insure the success of regulation?
tolerably intelligent

adopted

implies a conviction that the government cannot best promote
and protect the interests of the public by undertaking the management of railways and other similar concerns itself. It may
be assumed that if the pul)lic belitved that government management would be preferable it would adopt that policy. By adopting public regulation the pulilic shows that it wants the duties
and responsibilities of management left with the owners and
officers of these concerns, and intends that the regulating authorities shall interfere with and control their acts and poli-

place to

Therefore, the regulating

to correct unfair railway discrimi-

of

affected by the concerns regulated.

public.

would seem, wherever

directing operations.

The proper purpose of government regulation is the promotion and protection of those interests of the public that are

only

functions,

have no difficulty
and shortcomings

within that scope.

cies

it

I

ownership very probably will soon follow. Therefore, all who
believe in the advantages of private ownership and management
should be anxious to see a poHcy of regulation worked out and
adopted which will succeed.
The first essentials of such a policy are that its purpose and
scope be clearly defined, and tliat it be kept to that ])urpose and

accomplished?

extend,

Experience has shown that railways and public utilnations.
Therefore, the regulatmg
ities may charge exorbitant rates.
body should have authority to reduce rates that are unreasonExperience has shown that, private managements, in the
able.
absence of competition, or where there is combination, may
give poor service.
Therefore, the regulating body should have
power to correct defects of service. Experience has shown that
such concerns may so keep their accounts as to deceive inTherefore, the regulating body should have authority
vestors.
to make them keep proper accounts and make proper reports.
here is no necessary conflict between the principle that regulation should be given a wide scope, and the principle that it
should not seek to arrogate to itself the functions of management.
The regulating body which has a proper conception of

even without regulation, would be preferable to government ownership, the fact must be recognized that it is very
The public
doubtful if the public could be convinced of this.
regulation or public ownership.

should

discriminate unfairly in their rates.

ship,

believes

It

body should have authority

rail-

from the

clear that private

extend?

experience shows that abuses will develop which work a detriment to the public. Experience has shown that railways may

taxation.
to

all

of public regulation should be, then, not manOver what parts of the
or executive, but corrective.
business of a public service concern should this corrective au-

railways do not earn their operating expenses and interest, and,
have a deficit which must be paid from public
therefore,

But while

private hands would be In sacrifice

The purpose

majority of state

great

a

in

agerial

tell us that under government ownership railway
country would be lower, in spite of the fact that
shows that, all conditions considered, the rates
lowest in the world. They tell us that under gov-

They

ways.

N(

tages of private ownership and management,

more economical than public management. They tell us that
public management would provide more adequate facilities than
private management; but the evidence shows that under comparable conditions private management i^sually has provided
more adequate facihties than public management. They tell
us that our railways would be safer under public management;
but when you study the evidence you lind that in almost every
country where there are both state and private railways the

the

57,

of the advanand secure none
of the advantages of public ownership and management.

them

than private management; but the evidence shows that under
comparable conditions private management is almost invariably

private railways are as safe as, or safer than, the state

^'oL.

.

;

That the permanent success of regulation is so doubtful is
due to the attitude and conduct of the corporations and their
representatives, on the one hand, and the attitude and conduct
of the public and its representatives, on the other hand.
When tlie policy of public regulation first began to be adopted
most officers of public service corporations resented and resisted it as a meddlesome interference with their work and an
encroachment on the property rights of investors.
As time
passed this general opposition to regulation merely as such declined, and it has finally distippeared.
But there are managements of public service corporations here and there which, although some of them are honest and efficient, still regard public regulation in the same old way, and seize every, opportunity
defy the regulating authorities and the public
to flout and

July

which

they

A

represent.

how

described

patch

tem
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— which,

by

the

way,

managed

well

of

representative

a

office

— had

lit-

the

Inter-

be

sillier

Now, nothing could

Commerce Commission.

state

of

notably

is

booted out of his

erally

ago a newspaper desa large railway sys-

short time

vice-president

a

from the standpoint of the railways themselves than such conIts necessary tendency
duct on the part of a railway officer.
is to incense the regulating authorities and the public against
drastic and harmthereby, to promote
and,
the railways,

men

211
more

they put on commissions to enforce them, are the

ignorant and unjust.

A

spectacle which has been presented at the recent hearings

Commerce Commission in the matter of
advances in freight rates in eastern territory illustrates the
kind of regulation and the kind of regulating officials we have
in many states.
The state commissions, like the Interstate Commission, are charged with enforcing the regulatory statutes.
They are, besides, charged with the regulation of rates. It is
before the Interstate

regulation.
Again, some railway managements continue
do things which are unwise and dishonorable, if not downright dishonest, and the disclosure of which tends to blacken the
For exreputations of all railway managers and managements.
ample, right in the midst of the splendid fight which railway

tacitly

have been making for less drastic regulation of their
and earnings were disclosed the facts regarding the financial legerdemain which contributed so largely to throw the St.
Louis & San Francisco into bankruptcy and to compel the New
York, \ew^ Haven & Hartford to suspend its dividend. These
disclosures have done more harm to the cause of fair and saluthan the malevolent and exfor railways
tary regulation
aggerated attacks of many muckrakers and many demagogues.
It is regrettable, but it is true, that one imbecile or dishonest
railway manager can do more to turn government regulation
in the wrong direction than ten capable and honest railway
managers can do to turn it in the right direction.
While the success of regulation is menaced by the tactless,

adopted resolutions declaring that no advances in rates were
justified and designated the chairman of one of these commissions to appear for them before the Interstate Commerce Commission and oppose any advances.
These wise and impartial
commissioners, without having heard a single word of testimony
or argument on either side, settled the entire question to their

ful

to

officers

rates

unwise, or unscrupulous conduct of a minority of corporation

managers,

menaced even more by the spirit which
and which to an even greater degree
aniinates

is

it

assumed that in passing on the reasonableness of rates
they will act as impartial arbiters between the concerns that
charge them and those who pay them.
Nevertheless, some
time ago representatives of the commissions of eight states, all
of them west of the Mississippi river, met at Kansas City,

own

satisfaction,

and appeared there, as the record shows, not only for the state
commissions which paid his expenses with the money of the
taxpayers of their states, but also for two large shippers' organizations, the American National Live Stock Association and
the Grain Dealers' .Association.

Now, what must we
railroad commissions

a large part of the public

way men

animates most of the public authorities that are directly con-

them?--

cerned with

The

regulation.

public

began to adopt laws and

create tribunals for regulation in a prejudiced, revengeful spirit.

nut surprising, in view of some of the abuses which had

Thi.'i is

prevailed and which
It

it

was the purpose of regulation

to correct.

not very surprising that this prejudiced, revengeful spirit

is

shown in view of some of the disclosures
regarding corporation management which have continued to be
made up to the present time. Nevertheless, that spirit has
come to be, as respects the managements of most railways at
has continued to be

and

entirely unjustified,

least,

which

producing, very

is

it

is

it

much

now, because of the

effects

the greatest obstacle to the

success of public regulation.

One

of

its

effects is the

continuance of the adoption of legis-

of corporation management which
ought not to be regulated at all or ought to be left to be
dealt with by the public service commissions.
For example,
there are the full crew laws which the labor lobby has succeeded in getting ignorant or vote-seeking lawmakers to burden
the railways with.
You have one of them in Indiana. As
means of promoting safety they arc worse than worthless.
They increase expenses, and they tend rather to increase
than reduce the danger of accidents.
Why are such laws
passed?'
Sometimes it seems that the public must think that
any legislation which will injure the railways is bound to bene-

lation

regulate

to

features

either

fit

You may

the public.

say that the public

and does not want

is

not responsible

every democommunity or country the people get the kind of legisand government they really want and deserve. It is mere
cant to say they do not.
If a democratic government is corfor such legislation

But

it.

in

cratic

lation

rupt,

it

a corrupt people

reflects

vicious people

if it is

;

foolish

it

;

if

it

vicious,

is

Another menace to the success of regulation
of railways and

other large concerns,

the various

to unify

and

just.

all

regulating authorities would,

and harmonize

are extremely

their regulations

diverse and often
it

is

a

the subjection

is

might be tolerable-

show

and

conflicting.

and

of the states and

a disposition

to be reasonable

But. unfortunately, the requirements

of the states,

reflects

such as telephone

telegraph companies, to the requirements of
of the federal government, besides.
This
if

it

reflects a foolish people.

made by them

And

as to

most

impossible to say whether their laws, or the

and then proceeded to constitute themselves
Their representative went to Washington

parties to the case.

ment

think

of those

of

the

spirit

that

states?

eight

animates the

What must

rail-

think of their chances of getting a square deal from

What must

investors think of the chance of fair treat-

in railways has in those states?
commissions are packed against the
railways.
Their members have no sense of fairness and only a
rudimentary sense of decency. A railway stands as much show

that

Manifestly,

capital

those

invested

state

from them as a heretic stood of getfrom the Spanish inquisition under Torquemada, or as a negro accused of rape does from a southern
mob.
Railway regulation is in the same condition in those
states as the administration of the criminal law was in Kansas
and Colorado in past years when every distinguished citizen
of Dodge City or Cripple Creek had his own private burying
ground; and it is not without its significance that in the one
western state where railway regulation has been the most drastic the chairman of the commission is an ex-covvpuncher who
was once tried for murder, and one of the leading candidates
for governor is a former member of the Dalton gang of banThis state, I might add, is one of the eight whose comdits.
missions sent Mr. Thorne to Washington.
Do you say that
the action of these eight commissions did not reflect the
of getting a square deal

ting a square deal

public opinion of their states?

cance that

in

It

can hardly be without

signifi-

every one of them the members of the commis-

sions are elected by the vote of the people.

Perhaps the most serious' menace of all to the success of
government regulation is the acceptance by many regulating authorities and a large part of the public of the principle that
public service corporations should be limited to what is called a
To this
"fair return" upon the fair value of their properties.
principle it is now being attempted to add the principle that
there should not be included in valuation any allowances for
increment in value or for value created by the investment of
It is commonly assumed that the Supreme Court
earnings.
of the United States has held that all that a public service corporation
laid

is

entitled to

down any such

is

a "fair return."

What
service may

principle.

rendering a public
than a "fair return." Furthermore,
cern

The

court never has

has held

is that a connot be restricted to less
it has held that such conit

cerns are entitled to benefit by the increase in the value of their
But the public assumes, and perhaps correctly, that
properties.
the court meant

that the public

may

restrict

a public service

corporation to barely w-hat might be construed to be a fair re-

.
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and a large part of the public has assumed, further, that
the courts have fixed maj' properly be
taken by the regulating authorities as a maximum.
Now, there are two questions to be considered here. One is,
turn,
this

minimum which

how

small

return a public service

a

corporation

may

be re-

That is a legal
what return ought a public service corThe other
question.
poration to be allowed to earn in justice to investors and for the
That is a question of equity and
best interests of the public?
stricted to without confiscation of its property?
is,

the question of expediency, not
the question of law, with which the public is most vitally concerned, and it is very unfortunate that it has got the two quesIt seems not improbable that it
tions confused in its mind.

Now,

public expediency.

it

is

would be better both for the owners of railways and public
utilities and for the public if the constitutional rule that public
service corporations cannot be denied a fair return had never
been established. Then the question of public policy could be
presented to the pubHc without being mixed up and confused
with a question of constitutional law. This is the situation in
our neighbor Canada, as it is in France; and in both of these
countries the profits well managed railways are allowed to earn,
and which they are actually guaranteed by the public, are substantially

larger

in

proportion than the public and regulating

authorities in this country are disposed to allow to be earned.
In our attempts to apply the legal formula of a fair return to

the solution of a problem that

is

we are hindering, and threatening to arrest,
the improvement and the increase of our transportation facilities.

these are

some of

the obstacles to the success of gov-

ernment regulation. Will they be overcome? Will the attitude
and conduct of public service corporations and their representatives, on the one side, and of the public and its representatives,
on the other side, change enough to enable us to improve our
system of regulation until it shall accomplish what such a system ought to accomplish, without hindering and hampering the
of the concerns regulated in doing the things
which it is their proper function and their right to do? There
The attitude and
is no great reason for pessimism on that score.
conduct of the owners and managers of public service corpoThe
rations have improved remarkably within recent years.
number of them who now oppose fair and reasonable regulation

managements

is

small.
On the other hand, there has been, espewithin the past year, a remarkable change in public opin-

relatively

cially

ion with reference to public service corporations, and especially

The talk of business men in their offices and at their
and of people generally on street cars and in trains, as well
as the comment of the press, shows that the public is convinced
that the policy of railway regulation has been growing too
railways.

clubs,

drastic, restrictive

and burdensome
is

ground for optimism

it

would be easy

to

and even grossly and viciously unjust. It is much better in the
from entirely satisfactory. We are not out of the
woods. It will take years of educational work and effort to remove the numerous formidable obstacles to the success of reguThe railway financier who holds up his fellow stocklation.
holders and the public, the big shipper who practices piracy on
both the railway and the little shipper, the railway official who
does not know how to get on with the public, the railway official
who grafts, the demagogue who furthers his poUtical ambitions
by hurling unjust incentives and cooked-up statistics at the
nation, but far

who

discloses his

own

char-

acter and prostitutes his office by constantly appearing as the

persecuting attorney instead of acting as a just judge, and the
numerous people of socialistic temperament and ideas who can-

not conceive of any good coming out of a large corporation—
these we shall always have with us to oppose all efforts and to
defeat

many

efforts to put

and keep regulation on

a

fair

and
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Perhaps we shall overcome them.
Perhaps we
were a candidate for office or ever intended to
should tell you that all that is necessary to get

I
I

this great question settled right, is to refer

it to the good sense
and discriminating judgment of the ."American people. As I am
not a candidate for office and never expect to be, I feel very

strongly that it will be necessary to strive strenuously for many
years in order to educate the public mind and the public conscience up to the place

problem

to solve the

where they will be disposed and
and intelligently.

able

fairly

THE RAILWAYS OF RUSSIA
M. Edmond Thery,

European Economist, reRailway
system.
According to M. Thery, Russia is the most poorly
equipped with railway facilities of any of the leading nations of
director of the

cently published an elaborate analysis of the Russian

Europe. In fact it has only about one mile of line for each 100
square miles of territory, a condition that acts as a severe
handicap on Russian development, and it is vital to such development that the railway mileage should be increased. Such
an increase is needed for its agricultural and mineral development, as well as for a rapid military mobilization. The following

a condensed abstract of

is

The
St.

first

railway to be built

M. Thery's article:
Russia was that running from

in

Petersburg to Tzarskoie Selo, a distance of about

16.5 miles,

and was intended exclusively for passenger traffic. In 1842, when
there- were more than 3,600 miles of railway in Europe the Emperor Nicholas ordered the construction of the

Moscow

line,

the crown.

St.

Petersburg-

This was at the expense of
1843, but the road was not opened

about 400 miles long.

Work was begun

in

November 1. 1851. In
Grand Railway Company

for traffic until

1868 the line

was con-

ceded to the
of Russia, but was reacquired by the state in 1868 with the balance of the company's
system. There has followed a series of changing policies in the

matter of railway construction. Up to the time of the Crimean
war, all lines were built and operated by the state but from 1857
to 1881, very few lines were built by it, recourse being had to
private companies, the interest on whose securities was guaranteed. Then from 1881 to 1891 no more concessions were granted
to private companies, but nearly all the new lines were not only
;

bought about 4,275 miles of road beSince 1891, though the state built
some lines, its energies were almost entirely absorbed in its
.\siatic work, so that it reverted to an encouragement of the
activities of the companies.
The result has been a multiplication
of companies and comparatively little railroad building by the
by the

built

state,

but

it

longing to the companies.

state.

.\ftcr the

two great

burg to Moscow,

Regulation in most of the states is still
be too optimistic.
an utter failure, because it is ignorant, unpractical, demagogic,

railways, the railway commissioner

If

become one,

to be either fair to the con-

cerns regulated or beneficial to the interests of the public.

But while there

basis.

shall not.

purely one of public policy and

public expediency

Now,

sound

Vol.

the

first

aiid

to be built

arteries of communication from St. Petersfrom Varsovia to Vienna had been opened,
was that from St. Petersburg to Varsovia

It was started by the state, but the work was interrupted by the Crimean war, and was finished by a French company, the Grand Russian Railway Company, which also built
This was
the Nijni-Novgorod line, about 1,050 miles, in 1857,
Then,
the first large concession granted to a private company.

in

1851.

for a

number of

years, the

government granted numerous con-

cessions, besides giving financial assistance so that between 1867

and 1879 about 10,800 miles were opened, or an average of
900 miles a year, as compared with an average of 192 miles for
In 1881 the conthe corresponding period from 1855 to 1867.
struction of the Krivoi Roy (Catherine Railway) 310 miles,
was undertaken by the state and this inaugurated a period of
railway construction and operation by the state. Between 1881
and 1891, the state authorized the construction of a few lines
by companies already in existence, but no new companies were
incorporated. On the other hand, the state bought 15 lines from
the companies, with a mileage of about 4,275. It was during this

—

period that a unification of the tariffs was undertaken.
1891 to 1901 the state continued its policy of purchase.

From
It

took

:

:

JuLV
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over about 10,100 miles of road from the private companies, including the Grand Company in 1894 and the Southwestern Rail-

The total of the lines acquired by the state bein 1895.
tween 1881 and 1901 included 35 companies and 14,400 miles of
way

During

road.

hnes, both in

this same period the state built a number of new
Europe and Asia, and the ukase of the Czar Alex-

ander III authorizing the construction of the Trans-Siberian
Railway bears the date of March 17, 1891. The dates of the
Oussouri
opening of the great Asiatic lines are as follows
Railway. 1897; Siberian Railway to Irkoutsk, 1899; Irkoutsk
Trans-Caspian of the Central
to the Manchurian frontier, 1901
of Asia, 1899; Tachkent Railway from Orenborng to Tachkent,
:

;

The

1906.

branches

total length of these Asiatic lines with their

was about 6,775 miles.
While the government was engaged in this new construction,
granted a number of concessions to private enterprises and
it
even gave up a number of

own

its

same, so as to

lines to the

form homogeneous systems from an operating standpoint. In
this way the following companies were organized between 1891
and 1895, and they still exist.

Moscow-Kazan Railway, incorporated

1.

miles,

and owning 1,610 miles

2.
Moscow-Kiew-Veronege
owning 294 miles in 1891 and

Vladicaucasus

3.

miles,

in

168

with

1863

in

incorporated

in

incorporated

with

1872

in

600

and has, today, about 1.560 miles and more than 400 miles
Riazan-Ouralsk

4.

now

Railway,

incorporated

with

1865

in

460

operating a system of 2,700 miles.

The Southeastern Railway, incorporated

5.

in 1893,

and now

operating 2.140 miles.

Moscow-Windau-Rybinsk

6.

1895 operated but

185 miles,

Railway,

now

from

which

1869

to

controls over 1,600 miles of

line.

Up

Varsovia

very recent years these six companies, together with the
& Vienna Railway, which was bought by the state on

January

1,

to

1912 (the only purchase since 1902), operated about

per cent, of

9'!

all

private companies.

railways

of the

The

state controlled 69.6 per cent, of all the

a

1900,

maintained up to the present.

was as follows

On

proportion that has been

January

1,

22,250
6,775

Total

which 2,640 miles were for the

private

53.8
16.3

100.00

41,434

was begun

In addition to this construction

for

1913, the situation

:

State railways in Europe
State railways of Asia

miles, of

were controlled by

the Russian railways that

country in

Beyond

lines.

this,

new

37

in

state

1912 on 3,850

and 1,210 miles

projects,

representing

were submitted in 1912, all of which were
favorably reported by the commission of new railways. Finally
the commission has laid out a program of construction, extending through five years, of at least 18,000 miles.
Besides these main lines, there are a number of purely local
lines, the mileage of which has grown from 1,175 miles in 1902
about 2.980 miles,

to 1,400 miles in 1912.

The following

figures give the cost per mile of line for both

the state and the private lines
State

Private
^

Year
1898
1899
1900
1901
1907
1908*

Mileage

Cost
per mile

18.040
20,117
22,317
23,601
27.634
28,032

$54,075
50,830
51,500
52.170
57,330
57,268

cent,

In freight

in density.

from

From

Last

official

report available,

t

'

Cost'

Mileage

per mile

9,237
10,455

$53,560
50,367

t

t

10,800
11,735
11,804

48,000
50,212
51,088

Report incomplete.

appears that the cost of the state roads
was more than of the private, but it must be taken into consideration that the proportion of double track was more on the
these figures

it

the annual ton mileage rose

traffic

the period

5,402,964,600 in

751,560 in the period from

from 1897

1907 to 1911.

1901,

to 9,651,-

Taken on

the basis

to

of mile of line operated the density of traffic rose from 415,800
to 558,360 ton-miles,

The

an increase of 34 per cent.

cost of operation

ceipts in

but

1897,

it

was only 58 per

cent, of the gross re-

rose steadily up to 66 per cent, in 1901.

During the Russo-Japanese war and

the internal political trouble

that followed, the falling off of traffic produced a

marked

in-

crease in the ratio, which rose to 73 per cent, in 1907, and since
that time, because of the rapid increase of

traffic,

has fallen to

56 per cent.

On

the European lines operated by the state the passenger

increased 53 per cent, and the freight 25 per cent, from

traffic

The

disappointing part of the state operation

is

that

while

companies increased 41 per
cent., and their operating e.xpenses only 40 per cent., the gross
receipts of the state lines increased 22 per cent., and their operating expenses 35 per cent.
Railway operation, in Russia by the state, then, was much more
expensive during the 1907-1911 period than it was by the private companies.
In fact the ratio of expense to gross receipts
on the European system of the state ran from 62 to 69 per cent.,
while with the private companies it remained stationary at 62
per cent. During the past four years the state management has
succeeded in gradually lowering this percentage to 57.6, while
the private companies have reduced theirs to 55 per cent.
The principal Asiatic lines were opened and put into operation
in 1902.
The period of partial operation from 1897 to 1901 was
one of loss, so that it is only from 1907 to 1911 that the system
can be considered as complete and homogeneous. But, the earlier years of this period were seriously affected by the liquidations of the Russo-Japanese war, so that it was not until
1910 and 1911 that there was any appreciable profit. In 1908 the
operating ratio was 108 per cent., and this was reduced to 83
per cent, in 1911, due to an increase of receipts and decrease
of expenses. Russia has great faith in the future of the Asiatic
system, which is expected to develop the immense territory in
which it is located and whose fertility is very great. In 1913
the Trans-Siberian lines had a mileage of 4,165 miles and the
receipts

Trans-Caspian

From

of

the

private

lines of 6,800 miles.

comprised in the above mileage, numerous
branches have been planned and authorized, which will run into
the southern part of Siberia and to the center of Turkestan. It
is

the

thought in

lines

St.

Petersburg

that,

within the next seven or eight

from 10.000 to 10,500
quite suffice to pay all fixed
and that the receipts
invested.
the
capital
charges on
Because of the interest guaranteed on private lines under different forms and at different times, as well as the payment of
interest and amortization of capital on the state railways, the
Russian treasury has been called upon to make contributions of
very considerable amounts, so that starting in 1898 it was not
until 1910 that the receipts exceeded the expenditures.

years, the Asiatic system

will

consist of

will

miles,

The

report of the minister of finance to the

shows for the years

1908,

1909.

1910 and 1911

Douma

in

1913

the net annual

receipts of the state railroads rose from $67,936,000 to $155,But the question at once arises as to whether these net
751,000.
receipts, large as they

•

pri-

it

the gross

of recent concessions.

miles,

whereas on the

was but 13 per cent.
The number of passengers carried rose from 15,500,000 in 1897
to 54,400,000 in 1911. The average number of passenger miles per
year from 1897 to 1901 was 1,661,880,000, while from 1907 to
1911 it was 3,178,560,000. If these figures are taken on the basis
of mileage operated, they would show an increase of 44 per
vate lines

1866;

1,625 miles at the present time.

Railway,

state roads, being 28 per cent, of the whole,

1897 to 1911.

1891.

Railway,
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In

are.

are sufficient to meet fixed charges.

two sources
bonds in the home or foreign markets.
2.
issuance of government bonds.
For the past 20 years these bonds have been cared for by the
this

1.

case the capital has been obtained from

The
The

sale of
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annual budget, but they must be regarded in the same way as
though the funds had been borrowed from the public. The interest and amortization of the capital so obtained form a state
obligation and are part of the public debt. In the case of the gov-

ernment bonds, the comptroller of the Empire debits the
system each year with a theoretical Ayi per cent, on the

state
total

capital employed.

Thus at the end of 1911, the capital represented by the Russian
State Railway System amounted to- $2,612,595,000 divided into
A, $1,379,178,000 and B, $1,233,417,000 of treasury obligations.

To meet

and amortization of
was put upon the budget of

The

of the capital in circulation.

B

ital

capittal

the interest

of $56,444,000

calculated

-at

A, an annuity

1908, or 4.09 per cent,

theoretical annuity

upon cap-

4}4 per cent., requires, in round numbers

The

receipts of operation,

$155,-

between the net
and the annuity, $56,444,000, or $99,343,500, represents
But if the state had also been
obliged to pay, as a private company would have been obliged,
the 454 per cent, for interest and amortization on the capital
which the treasury had furnished gratuitously, amounting to
$55,500,000, its profits would have been reduced to $43,843,500.
In 1913 passenger rates were raised, and these rates are the
same on the state and the private railways. They are based on
difference

787,500,

the real net receipts of the state.

and

a differential sliding scale,

passengers are as follows
of 100 versts

(66 miles)

versts

(132 miles)

versts

(198 miles).

;

and

;

the present rates for first-class

2.9 cents per mile for the first

:

zone

zone of 200
cents per mile for a zone of 3(X)

2.7 cents per mile for a
2.5

express trains an extra charge of about 10 per cent, is
made, and if the passenger wishes to reserve a chair in a first
or second-class compartment, a reservation ticket is obtained at
a cost of

from 40

To occupy

to 75 cents.

exclusively a two pas-

senger compartment for the night, the first class passenger will
be required to pay about $3 instead of 76 cents, to which must
also be
pillow.

added one rouble (51.5 cents) for bed clothes and a
Passengers have the right of free transportation for 36

of baggage.

lb.

On

the duty, which

both the state and the private railways, the monthly wages

from $67 to $82.50; those of firemen from $56.50 to $67, plus certain premiums paid for economy
of fuel and oil and for good service. The pay of trainmen runs
from 76 cents to $1.30 a day; that of track laborers is quite variable, running from 57 to 62 cents a day in the provinces to
about 76 cents a day in the large cities. The railway employees
are granted a pension on retirement proportioned to the number of years of service and the salary received during the last
year.
They also have the right to a day of rest each week.
In Russia there are no associations of engineers or other railof locomotive engineers range

pretext

the

tends to a more impartial service of the
Those who favor private companies conmanagement is less arbitrary and less expensive

that

Kiew and Odessa, they burn

from the Douetz or Dornbrova.
portation distance of the ^'olga,

But on

coal

lines within easy trans-

used.

oil is

The economic development
than the increase in
ten

years,

its

of Russia has been more rapid
production of fuels, so that, for the past

the prices of wood,

coal

creased, thus handicapping industries
the inhabitants of

doubled.

In

cities,

where the

consideration

of the

and oil have steadily inand putting a burden on

cost of heating has almost

of this condition on
manufacturing and the railways, the mini.ster of commerce and
industries has just submitted to the vote of the Douma a propoeffect

it

the public in the end than that of the state.
Finally they
have come back to the state system since the question of national defense has become so important, because it is thought
that the problems of strategic railway construction best adapted
to

to the rapid mobilization of troops can

most properly be solved

by the state.

Count Witte, the former prime minister, with
matters were of the
1910, that after
at

many

first

whom

railway

importance, said, in an address in

years of

deficit,

the Russian railways had

returned an income to the treasury in the period from

last

1895 to 1900, but that this had been again followed by a period
of deficits because of the considerable mileage of strategic railthat

political

had been constructed.

"In countries," he said, "w'here

or military purposes control the location of railways,

and Russia stands in the front rank of such countries, it is quite
the custom to build strategic lines, knowing full well that such
roads will not be on a paying basis for a number of years. Between 1889 and 1904, 17,435 miles of railway were authorized
and construction riiereon begun. Out of this I put 4.030 miles
as being incontestably strategic, or 23.1 per cent, and 14.5 per
cent,

as being purely political, such as the .Astrakan

It

quite evident that

is

if

Railw'ay.

these roads had not been built, and

they had not been operated, the general deficit of our railways would have been considerably diminished."
Count Witte's ideas were evidently shared by his successor.
M. Stolypine, and they certainly are by M. Kokovtzoff, the actual head of the government, and by the Czar himself.
In fact,
^ince 1910, and especially since the accession of M. KokovtzofF
to power in 1911, a fresh impulse has been given to railway construction, for more than 4.600 miles have actually been started
if

or authorized.

LOUD SPEAKING TELEPHONES ON THE

LACKAWANNA

law.

the lines into Little Russia,

Now

only 47 cents per gross ton at St. Peters-

is

interests.

tend that their

way employees,

as such associations are expressly prohibited by
Hence, with the exception of the strike of 1905, which
was really a political demonstration, there has never been a
strike or an attempt at a strike on the Russian railways.
Russian locomotives burn wood, coal or oil, according to the
fegion in which they operate. On the Baltic and Northern lines
they burn wood. This is also the case on the great Nicholas
line running from
St.
Petersburg to Moscow.
Along the
Douetz and upon the roads running from Moscow to Varsovia
and the German frontier by way of Smolensk and Brest, and on

5

burg and the Baltic ports, rises to $2.03 per ton in the Black
Sea ports and the Sea of Azov, where foreign coals could readily compete with those of the Douetz.
During the past few years, railway operation in Russia has
inade great progress both on the state and private lines. It is
still a subject of discussion as to whether it is better for the
state to reserve to itself the sole right of railway construction and
operation, or grant the rights to private capital under certain
reserves of guaranteed interest and state control.
Under certain circumstances the state monopoly idea has prevailed, under

ways

On

No.

foreign coal, intended for public service of the railways.

national

$55,500,000

57,

duty for one year on the importation of

cancel the

to

sition

Vol.

The Delaware, Lackawanna &' Western, which has attracted
no small amount of attention in the past few months because
experiments with the wireless telegraph for
trains, has also been carrj'ing on
some equally successful work with "loud speaking" telephones
for train despatching.
No one disputes that the telephone is.
of

successful

its

communicating with moving

far superior to the telegraph for transmitting

orders

:

but

the

telephone

has

its

telephone constantly on the head
in

the

world,

some point on

especially

the

line.

when

and repeating

disadvantages.
is

there

train

Wearing a

not the pleasantest thing
is

an electrical storm

at

L. B. Foley, superintendent of telegraph

of the Lackawanna, has experimented with several loud speaking
devices, but the one now in use, made by the Stentor Electric
Manufacturing Company, of New York City, formerly the Electrical Experiment Company, is the first that has proved a success.
Loud speaking instriunents have been installed on two

despatchers' Ijnes, including

train

New

Jersey.

The

device

The two despatchers
is quite simple.
The

all

the

Lackawanna

lines ia

are stationed at Hoboken.

transm'tter

is

mu.h

like the-

Jllv
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ordinary transmitter, but

manner

is

much more

The

efficient.

receiver in

very sensitive and in addition is furnished with a
horn similar to that used on a phonograph. It is placed on the
despatcher's desk in the position shown in the illustration, or
may be on the wall. There is nothing in the nature of an
like

is

The telephones

amplifying device.

are simply intended to re-

end the normal conversational tone of
voice at the same volume used by the speaker at the transThe transmitter requires from si.x to eight volts
mitting end.
in the primary circuit and operates on a current of from 0.2

produce

to 0.3

sounds

there

used

ing receiver

equipment

necessary that the loud speaking transmiton the circuit on which a loud speak-

It is

in all stations
is

is

installed,

necessary.

but no other change in the standard

The

cost of the instruments

small,

is

no amplifying devices. A station, provided with
both the loud speaking transmitter and the loud receiver, can be
there being

equipped

at

a cost of $50 exclusive of the batteries. In stations
is not necessary.

where the use of the loud speaking receiver

the loud speaking transmitter alone can be put in for $2S.

battery co?t per stat'on per year

wanna usts dry

ce'ls

corpletc

W'i'.li

is

which ha

e to be

ta'lainns

at

in

all

The

atout $1.80.
The Lackarenewed twice a year.
stations

a

circuit

can be

^^'''"-^^^HII

and the shock sometimes

dangerous aS

is

well as inconvenient.

SELF-PROPELLED CONVERTIBLE FREIGHT AND

PASSENGER CAR
The Minneapolis & Northern Gasoline Motor Railway has

re-

motor freight car from the McKeen
Motor Car Company, which is being used for freight and express
service between Minneapolis, Minn., and Anoka.
It is a semiconvertible car which, during periods of heavy passenger traffic,
can be used for transportation of passengers, removable seats and
cently purchased a gasoline

chairs being installed for that purpose.

It

equipped with the

is

McKeen Motor Car Company type "A" motor truck in which have
been incorporated many of the important features of the latest
model type "C" motor truck. The air brake system has a special
Gregory motorman's valve for operation of straight air on the
motor car and automatic air on the trailers.
The length of the car over end sills is 45 ft., while the total
length is 52 ft. 2 in. The floor plan and side elevation illustrate
the general design of the car.

end

WKKF-

the additional chance of receiving violent

is

in the receiver,

at the receiving

amperes.

ters be

common

are

215

is

at the

It

not a feature of the car, because

Freight

^:

:^!$

noted that the front

will be

wedge shaped and that the car is entered from a platform
rear end. The McKeen depressed center side entrance is
its

use

is

and

chiefly for freight

Comparfmenf

Capacity 31(000 lis.

Moformans

\

33'llX'—

[<

49'0"0rer Plafform-

|<

.

Seaf

"-=H

\

H

Cooling Bc3diafors

1

n D n
L

\.i^—8V—\.

j

1?'^"

26'3-

iAI9\i%^
<

Convertible

J.

jJ Front

--—

>j<

I0'3-—-J^

4S'0'0yerB7d S,7/s.

McKeen Car

for the

\

a^.

H-^k-^^
^

Sz'z'L

Minneapolis

&

Northern Gasolene

Motor Railway
express service.
Despatcher's Desk Showing Loud Speaking Telephone Receiver

worked without the use

of selectors for calling.

calling bell the despalcher, to call a station,

Without the

merely speaks the

name into his transmitter in an ordinary tone of voice.
The name is heard in all the loud speaking receivers on the
station's

line

and for a distance of

them.

The operator who

at
is

least

called

15

feet

from any one of

can respond at once.

An

call the despatcher in like manner.
The operator at a station equipped with the loud receiver can
keep track of all that is going on, the same as with the Morse
telegraph.
.As is well known, one of the chief objections to the
use of telephones on the train wire has been the isolation of
each office from all others- except when the operator could take
time to put the receiver to his ear. With the Stentor apparatus

operator can

the operators have less occasion to call on the despatcher for
information as to the position of trains. The added opportunity
for supervision on the part of the despatcher himself is also

worth mentioning. The Lackawanna despatchers are glad to get
Disturbanc'es on the line somerid of the head telephones.
times cause a continual liuzzing which is most annoying to the
person using the head receiver. In regions where electric storms

The

•'

car structure consists of a metal under-

frame, and continuous 2-in. grooved steel combination side posts
and carlines extending from side sill to side sill, with metal

The

diagonal bracing.
13/16

in. fir.

The

floor

outside and inside wall sheathing
is

of 15^

in. fir.

The

is

of

principal dimensions
'

are

:

.

45
49

ft.

52
9

ft.

Length over end sills
Length over platform
Length over-all

Width over side sills
Width over sheathing
Width over-all
Width inside

9

10
9

-.

Length of freight compartment
Height,

rail to

11

roof

Weight

ft.
ft.
ft.

in.
it.

ft.

ft.

8
8

9^
^Ya
2ii

i^i.
Iff.

in.
in.
in.

33

ft.

1 1

ft.

11

3/16

in.

56,000

lb.

J4 ih.

—

Subway Extensions in Buenos Aires. A Buenos Aires
municipal decree has been issued authorizing the Anglo-Argentine Tramways Company to construct a tunnel section underneath Plaza- Constitucion. The object is to enable the company
its machinery and ascertain the most suitable procedure
adopted in the excavation of the subway between Plaza
Constitucion and Plazo Retire. Due to the narrowness of some
of the streets under which the route is projected, the subway
will be constructed entirely by tunneling.

to test
to be

;

General News Department
A

the guests of the Chicago & Western Indiana on July 25, on
an excursion by special train to inspect the Chicago Clearing
yard, now under construction, which is designed to handle the
interchange business between the trunk line railroads entering
Chicago. The yard will have facilities to move 8,000 to 10,000
cars a day.
It is expected that it will be put in operation late
this Autumn.
On the way to Clearing stops were made for an
inspection of the new lift bridge of the Pennsylvania Lines over
the south branch of the Chicago river, which has a movable
span of 272 ft. 10 in.; also of the separation of grades of the
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific and the Chicago & Western
Indiana at Seventy-ninth street, where the roads cross each
other at an angle of about 17 degrees. When the city required
the elevation of the tracks above the street it was decided to
separate the railroad grades as well, and the plan calls for five
Rock Island tracks above and 10 Western Indiana tracks below,
with Seventy-ninth street underneath both.
The small angle
of intersection, together with a street subway, requires a com-

press despatch from Boston says that the vacation of ChairElliott, chairman of the New York, New Haven
is to be indefinitely extended, on account of impaired

man Howard

&

Hartford,

health.

A new ferry boat for the New York Central & Hudson River
Railroad has been launched at the Harlan & Hollingsworth shipyard, Wilmington, Del. The boat is named Wcehawken, and is
It is 210 ft. long and 66 ft.
for service in New York harbor.
wide.
In an attempted train robbery on the Louisville & Nashville,
three miles east of New Orleans on the night of July 24, the
flagman of the train was shot and killed. The robbers, two of
They got a small
them, boarded the train at New Orleans.
amount of mimey, and after the shooting, escaped.

Successful experiments with wireless telephone apparatus were

made on the Pacific Limited Express of the San Pedro, Los AnConversations were held begeles & Salt Lake road July 17.
tween a car of the moving train and an office at the station at
Los Angeles over distances from

plicated structure.

five to fifteen miles.

A press despatch from Fairbanks, Alaska, says that the government engineers are tnaking rapid progress on the preliminary
surveys for the railway between Fairbanks and the coast. The
parties working on both sides of the Tanana river have completed their surveys between Fairbanks and Nonana, a dis-

Automatic Block Signals on the Pennsylvatiia

The Pennsylvania Railroad announces

that on September 1
the main line between Pittsburgh and New York, and between
Philadelphia and Washington will be equipped with automatic
With the completion on that day of
block signals throughout.
recent elaborate improvements the Pennsylvania will have more
four-track line operated under automatic signals than any railroad in the world. Within the past three years the company has

tance of 55 miles.

Representative Park has introduced in Congress a

bill

to

make

primary evidence in
A
must be accompanied by
from the Interstate Commerce Commission, and persons sending to the commission for
copies, must pay ten cents to cover postage.
copies of railroad tariffs admissible
courts.
copy offered as evidence
satisfactory proof that it was procured

The linesWest — in the

as

—

Pennsylvania Railroad system East and
months ending July 1, 1914, carried 87.000.000
passengers, and not one of them was killed in a train accident.
On the lines east of Pittsburgh no passenger has been killed in
During this period these lines alone
a train accident since 1912.
have carried more than 161,000,000 passengers.
of

the

six

equipped 253 miles of

its

main

lines with

automatic signals, at

a cost of $6,000,000.
The signal system on the lines east of Pittsburgh and Erie,
automatic, non-automatic and interlocking, represents an esti.

mated investment of approximately $18,000,000. The electropneumatic interlocking switch and signal system in the NewYork station and on the electric line between Sunnyside yard,
Long Island, and Manhattan Transfer, N. J., cost $1,750,000.
Eighteen himdred men are employed to maintain the Pennsylvania's signal system, and it costs $1,500,000 yearly to keep these
signals in order.

Two

giant cacti, the largest ever moved from the desert, have
been taken from Arizona by the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
to San Francisco, and have been placed at the entrance to the
Hopi Indian village, which forms a part of the $350,000 repro-

duction of the Grand canyon of Arizona. One of the cacti stands
The removal cost $1,000 for
25 ft. high and weighs 4,500 lb.

each cactus.

Opening

ol

Cape Cod Canal

The Cape Cod Canal, connecting Buzzard's Bay with Cape
Cod Bay and shortening by 70 miles the water route between
New York and Boston, was opened to commerce July 29, but
with only 15 ft. of water, about 10 ft. less depth than will be
provided.
The dedication ceremonies took place at the village of BuzSeth Low, presizard's Bay and were witnessed by thousands.
dent of the Chamber of Commerce of the state of New York,
The speakers included .August Belmont, president of
presided.
the canal company Assistant Secretary- of the Navy Roosevelt
Governor Walsh of Massachusetts, and Congressman Thomas
C. Thacher, the representative from the Cape district.
finally

The United

Board of Mediation and Conciliation, which
went to Chicago last week in the effort to bring about a settlement of the controversy between the western roads and their
engineers and firemen, has held daily conferences since Monday,
July 20, with representatives of the Brotherhood of Locomotive
Engineers and the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and
Enginemen and the Conference Committee of Managers. Up
to the early part of this week no definite results had been
States

;

accomplished
Railway Revenues and Elxpenses
Officers of the Catskill Mountain Railway, the Otis Railway
and the Catskill & Tann^rsville Railway, three small companies,
have applied to the New York State Workmen's Compensation
Commission for release from the obligations of the new compensation law.
Under the regulations they are called upon to pay
and this sum,
$7,000 a year as premium for state insurance
The companies
they say, will nearly or quite bankrupt them.
are not able to pay the interest on all of their bonded debt.
;

The New York
new law in the

Central
courts,

& Hudson River proposes to test this
on the ground that it does not apply;

this for the reason that the

Jaw relating

company

is

subject to the Federal

to compensation for accidents.

About 300 members of the Western Society

The Bureau of Railway News and

were

1914

Chicago, has issued a bulletin giving the railway revenues and expenses of the
fiscal
ending June 30.
th^
year
the
United
States
for
raihvays in
1914,

as

computed from the monthly reports of the Interstate

estimated
operating
revenues of $3,091,669,713, a decrease of $79,776,279, as compared
with 1913, operating expenses as $2,236,182,518, an increase of
$35,191,237, and net operating income as $712,133,126. a decrease
The ratio of operating expenses to total operof $130,276,210.
ating revenues for the year was 72.33 per cent., as compared with

Commerce Commission, with the figures for June
from incomplete reports. The bulletin shows total

This operating ratio is the highest in
per cent, in 1913.
The bulletin says that not
the history of American railways.
69.4

of Engineers

for

Statistics.

—

JuLV

—
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within a decade has the net income of the railways in the United
States been as low per mile of line as for this year, and that
it is considered that a mile of railway in the United States
represented a net investment of $64,000 in 1914, against only
$52,000 in 1904, the true significance of the shrinkage in net
income per mile of line becomes startlingly apparent. The difference of $12,000 per mile represents the additional investment
of over $3,000,000,000, with no increase in revenue per mile to
take care of it. While the total operating revenues were greater
both absolutely and per mile of line, than in any year since 1907,
except 1913, operating expenses were greater than for any previous year, although $9 less per mile of line than for 1913. The
net operating income per mile of line was $2,812, as compared
with $3,384 in 1913, and $3,342 in 1907. The ratio of net operating income to total operating revenues was 23.03 per cent.
The operating ratio for the last half of the year is given as 75.
Of the $79,000,000 lost in gross revenues, over $75,per cent.
000,000 was in freight traffic, while the earnings in passenger
traffic show an increase of about $59,000.

when

Bulletin of

Revenues and Expenses

of

Large Steam Roads

May

in

The advance figures in Section I of this summary have been
compiled by the Interstate Commerce Commission from the
reports of operating revenues and expenses of roads having
annual operating revenues above $1,000,000 for the month of
Section

For the

Operating e-xpenses
Net operating revenue
Revenues per mile
Expenses per mile
Net revenue per mile

the

:

•

Month

of

May

221,993.80
$252,553,478
182,687,409
69,866,069
1,138

57,162.53
$99,348,323
77,246,785
22,101,538
1,738

823
315

57.003.83
$113,287,429
83,264,508
30,022,921

1,351

1,987
1,461

387

526

For THE Eleven Months Ending with
1914

Average mileage operated
Operating revenues
Operating expenses
Net operating revenue
Revenues per mile
Expenses per mile
Net revenue per mile

1913
221,217.42
$2,758,282,992
1,912,466,260
845,816,732
12,469
8,645
3,824

223,244.17
$2,695,185,747
1,945,738,543
749,447,204
12,073
8,716
3,357

Section II

Figures Re

For
1912

222,172.02
$1,154
833
321

Average mileage operated
Revenues per mile
Expenses per mile
Net revenue per mile

221,651.88
$12,649
8,753
3,896

220,458.83
$1,030
735
295

56.972.88
$1,196,115,009
857,591,796
338,523,213
20,994
15,053

District

Mo

1913

124.557.00
$91,483,623
67,395,638
24,087,985

122,995.49
$100,562,174
70,524,102
30,038,072

734

669
212

688

541
193

818
573
245

May
1914
42,024.15
$430,034,439
311,180,783
118,853,656
10,233
7,405

5,941

H OF

1914

41,994.48
$38,703,875
28,898,799
9,805,076
921

ULLETIN OF REVENUES
e

1913

42,077.34
$37,082,330
28,162,078
8,920,252
881

1913

1914
57,212.58
$1,157,112,428
882,915,981
274,196,447
20,225
15,432
4,793

DUCED FROM 1h

1913

Average mileage uperated
Revenues per mile
Expenses per mile
Net revenue per mile

Western

Southern District
1914

1913

1914

1913

223,796.87
$227,914,276
172,804,501
55,109,775
1,018
772
246

A

and candidates by C. W. Kouns, general manager
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, as chairman of the
Kansas committee of the Committee on Relation of Railway
Legislation to Operation.
He says "The 'full crew' is a term
which tends to deceive those who are not familiar with railroad phraseology.
It gives the impression that the railroads
are operating with short crews, which is not so.
The conductor, two brakemen, the engineer and firemen constitute a
full crew on trains where five men are sufficient for the duties
devolving upon them. On many trains three brakemen already
are employed, when three are needed to do the work.
These
are local freight trains stopping at stations to load and unload
shipments, and to place cars for loading and unloading.
Most
of these local trains, on which three brakemen are employed,
haul less than 30 cars, while Mr. Snider's campaign is to
induce the legislature to force the railroad to employ three
brakemen on the through freight trains which have practically
legislators

of

^

1914

Average mileage operated
Operating revenues

therefore, to do much good to the office seeker, and we
take the liberty at this time to ascertain if our measures will
receive the support due them at your hands at the next session
of the legislature."
reply to this letter was sent to the
tion,

Eastern District

^

f

the opinion that the full crew bill as presented at the last legislature was a little too drastic, and asks if the men can have
support if the bill is modified to place an additional brakeman
on freight trains consisting of more than 30 cars. The letter
also contains the following:
"The trainmen of the state come
directly in contact with many of her citizens and are in a posi-

Comparative Figures Based on Reports of 177 'Large Roads

I

United States
Item
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s'D

1914

1913
41,927.26
$419,687,083
300,506,987
119,180,096
10.010
7,167
2,843

124,007.34
,108.038,880
751,641,779
356,397,101
8,935
6,061
2,874

1913
122,317.28
;i, 142,480,900

754,367,477
388,113,423
9,340
6,167
3,173

Expenses of All Large Roads

May

1913

1912

1913

1912

58,036.52
$2,023
1,479

57.915.49
$1,727
1,253

41,713.04

41,511.13

$857
626

544

474

$923
689
234

1913
122,422.46

1912
121,032.21

$755
524
231

231

For the Eleven Months Ending wi1912

1913

May,

The

1914,
figures,

filed

in the division of

which are subject

219,527.30
$11,532
7,982
3,550

1913

1912

1913

1912

58,005.56
$21,409
15,260
6,149

57.821.76
$19,348
13.642
5,706

41.646.09
$10,038
7,191
2.847

41.287.01
$9,416
6,676
2,740

by July 10, 1914.
embrace returns for

statistics

to correction,

The

120,419.53
$8,503
5,712
2,791

nothing for two brakemen to do from one terminal to another."
Mr. Kouns calls on the legislators to withhold assent to this
bill, imposing a useless financial burden on the Kansas
railroads, until after a thorough investigation.

unfair

177 roads.
in Section II are reproduced from the printed
Revenues and Expenses of large roads for the same

figures

Bulletin of

1912

1913
122.000.23
$9,375
6,192
3,183

month of 1913

Summsuy

The Kansas

ol

1915

and representatives of the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen have addressed letters to member.s
of the legislature and candidates for the legislature, regarding
railroads

proposed labor legislation to be introduced in the next session.
The first letter was sent by R. U. Snider, representative of the
Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen. He says that the measures

mep" at the last session
of legislature, which were defeated, will again be presented to
the next session of the legislature, though partly modified, and
that the one most desired is the full crew bill.
He expresses
introduced "for the benefit of railroad

of

Revenues and Expenses

of

Steam Roads

summary

of revenues
expenses and comments thereon for May, 1914, are as
Railways operating 225,858 miles of line are covered
by this summary, or about 90 per cent, of all steam railway
Their operating revenues for
mileage in the United States.
the month of May. 1914. amounted to $232,567,938. This amount
includes revenues from freight and passenger traffic, from carrying mail and express, and from miscellaneous sources connected
with rail operation. Compared with May. 1913. total operating
revenues show a decrease of $25,038,021. Total operating revenues per mile averaged $1,030 in May. 1914, and $1,150 in May,
There was a decrease
1913, a decrease of $120. or 10.4 per cent.

The Bureau

The Ceunpaign

and

follows

:

of

Railway Economics'

'

of 13.4 per cent, in freight revenue per mile, and a decrease of

revenue per mile.
Operating expenses, which include all the costs of maintaining
track and equipment, operating trains, securing traffic, and of
This was $9,921,181
administration, amounted to $176,029,940.
These operating expenses per mile of
less than for May, 1913.
and
in May, 1913, a deMay,
1914,
$830
in
$779
line averaged

2.8 per cent, in passenger

crease of $51 per mile, or 6.1 per cent.
Net operating revenue, that is, total operating revenues less
operating expenses, amounted to $56,537,998, which was $15,116,Net operating revenue per mile
840 less than for Mav, 1913.
of line averaged $250 in May, 1914, and $320 in May, 1913, a
21.7
per cent.
mile,
or
decrease of $70 per
Taxes for the month of May amounted to $11,905,010, or $53
per mile, an increase of 11.2 per cent, over May, 1913.
Operating income, which is net revenue from rail and auxiliary
operations, less taxes, averaged $197 per mile of line, and in
May, 1913. $273, thus decreasing $76, or 27.9 per cent. Operating

income for each mile of
and for May, 1913,

$6.35,

All

each day in May averaged
Operating income is that pro-

for

line
$8.81.

1

Revenues
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Western Group
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1
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W

Southern Group

2,000

1,6
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year with those of the corresponding months of the previous
fiscal year reveals a decrease in total operating revenues per mile
of 3.2 per cent., an increase in operating expenses per mile of
0.9 per cent., and a decrease in net operating revenue per mile
of 12.4 per cent. This net operating revenue per mile decreased
19.5 per cent, in the east as compared with the corresponding
period of the previous year, decreased 0.5 per cent, in the south,
and decreased 9.7 per cent, in the west.
hen the returns for the five months of the calendar year
1914 are compared with those of the corresponding months of
1913, they show a decrease in total operating revenues per mile
of 6.7 per cent., a decrease in operating expenses per mile of
3.9 per cent., and a decrease in net operating revenue per mile
of 14.5 per cent. This net operating revenue per mile decreased
23.6 per cent, in the east as compared with the corresponding
period of the previous year, decreased 4.1 per cent, in the south,
and decreased 9.7 per cent, in the west.
The diagram shows the variations in operating revenues, operating expenses, and net operating revenue per mile for the separate months of the calendar vear 1913 and of the calendar year

Eastern Group

Roads

m

2.1

:
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Monthly Revenues and Expenses per Mile
portion of their operating receipts which remains available to
the railways for rentals, interest on bonds, appropriations for
betterments, improvements, new construction, and for dividends.
The operating ratio for May, that is, the per cent, of total
operating revenues absorbed in operating expenses, was 75.7
per cent., which is comparable with 72.2 per cent, in May, 1913,

and 71.4 per

cent, in

May,

1914

of Line in

1914 to date. The following table shows the per cent, of operating revenues consumed by each class of expenses
Per Ce.nt. of Total Opek/.tixg REVENfE?.
Fiscal

year ending
.Ma

1912.

railways of the eastern district show a decrease in total
operating revenues per mile of line as compared with May. 1913.
of 12.3 per cent., the railways of the southern district a decrease
of 4.4 per cent., and the 'railways of the western district a decrease of 10.2 per cent. Operating expenses per mile decreased
7.3 per cent, in the east, decreased 2.7 per cent, in the south,
and decreased 5.6 per cent, in the west. Net operating revenue
per mile decreased 26.1 per cent, in the east, decreased 9.2 per
cent, in the south, and decreased 21.0 per cent, in the west.
Taxes per mile show an increase of 6.3 per cent, in the east, an
increase of 13.8 per cent, in the south, and an increase of 15.5
Operating income per mile decreased
per cent, in the west.
32.1 per cent, in the east, decreased 12.9 per cent, in the south.

The

and decreased 28.1 per cent, in the west.
Comparison of returns for eleven months of the current

fiscal

revenue
Papscnger rcv<^nue
Other transportation
Freight

Xon-tr;;nsportatior.
Maintenance of
structures

1914.

1913

68.4

69.8

23.1
7.3
l.i

way

and
15.

Maintenance of equipment.. 18.6
2.2
expenses
Transpcrtation expenses .... 36.5
2.9
General expenses
operating expenses
Total

Traffic

("excluding outside operations and taxes)

75.7

2.5

2.4

69.2

72.2

69.3

69.1

S37.09

$37.76

$34.78

$36.41

$37.61

26.77

26.17

24.05

26.26

26.02

10.32

11.59

10.73

10.15

11.59

8.81

10.08

9.28

8.48

10.11

.\verage5 per mile per dav_:

Operating revenues per mile
$33.Z2
per day
"
Operating expenses "per mile
25.14
per day
Xet operating revenue per
8.08
mile per day
'.

Ojierating
PIT dav

inconie

per
:

mile
6.35

,

July
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Association of Railroad Superintendents

The twenty-seventh annual meeting

American Associa-

of the

tion of Railroad Superintendents, which is to be held in New
York City on August 20 and 21, will be held at the Hotel Wood-

ward.
free

a

The Long Island Railroad has extended the courtesy
trip for members of the association over a portion
including

of
of

Flushing.

Jamaica, Flatbush
Avenue station, Jamaica Bay trestle and Long Beach. Aside
from this no definite plan of entertainment has been outlined.
It is expected that the program will include addresses by a
railroad president, a vice-president, and a superintendent of
transportation, in addition to the reports of committees.
its

territory,

electrified

219

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago. A. M. Hunter, 60S
Grand Central Station, Chicago; Wednesday preceding 3d Thursday.
Transportation Bldg., Chicago.

International Railway Congress.— Executive Committee,
vain, Brussels, Belgium.

II,

Convention, 1915, Berlin.

rue de Lou-

International Railway Fuel Association.— C. G. Hall, 922 McCormick
Bldg., Chicago.
1niern.\tional IUilway General Foremen's Association.

— Wm.
—

Hall

829

V\ est Broadway, Winona, Minn.
International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association. A. L. Woodworth, Lnna, Ohio. Next convention, August 18-20, Hotel Wisconsin,
Milwaukee, Wis.
Maintenance or W.\v & M.=.steb Painters' Association of the United
States and Canada.— T. I. Goodwin, C. R. I. & P., Eldon, Mo.
Next convention, November 17-19, 1914, Detroit, Mich.
Master Boiler Makers' Assochtion.— Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.

New

York.

Master Car Builders' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
i: Locomotive
Painters' Association of the United States
and Can.\da.— a. p. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass. Next conven-

.Master C.«

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS
gives names of sec
meetings, and places of meeting.
Tlie following

A:r Brake Association.

May

convention.

—

F. M. Nellis,
1915, Hotel

of next

dates

list

tion,

or

regular

Next

State St., Boston,

53

Sherman, Chicago.

4-7,

American .Association of Demurrage Officers.

— A.

G.

ton, Mass.

Thomason, Bos-

—

American Association of Dining Car Superintendents. H. C. Boardman, D. L. & W., Hoboken, N. J.
Next convention, October,
Washington.
American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.
Hope, 143 Liberty St., New York.
American Association of Freight .\gents. R. U. Wells, I. C.

— W.

C.

R.

R.,

—

East

American

St.

Louis,

111.

Association

Room

101,

of

Union

20 and 21,

New

Railroad

—

Superintendents. E. H. Harraan,
Mo. Next convention, August

Station, St. Louis,

York.

—

American Electric Railway Association. E. B. Burritt, 29 W. 39th St.,
New York. Annual convention, October 12-16, Atlantic City, N. J.
American Electric Railway Manufacturers' Association. H. G. McC.onnaughy, 165 Broadway, New Y'ork. Meetings with American Electric

—

Railway Association.

American Railway Association.— W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York.
.American Railway Bridge and Building Association. C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago.

—

Next convention, October

Cal.

20-22,

1914,

Los Angeles,

—

pen Bldg., Chicago.

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.
Georgia, Macon, Ga.

—A.

R. Davis, Central of

—

-American Society for Testing Materials. Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
American Society' of Civil Engineers. Chas. W. Hunt, 220 West 57th
New York; 1st and 3d Wednesday, except June, July and
St.,
August, New York.
American Society of Engineering Contractors. J. R^ Wemlinger, 11
Broadway, New Y'ork; 2d Thursday of each month, at 2 P. M.,
11 Broadway, New Y^ork.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Calvin W. Rice. 29 W.
39th St., New York.
American Wood Preservers' Association. F. J. Angier, B. & O., Baltimore, Md. Next convention, January 19-21, 1915, Chicago.
Association of American Railway .Accounting Officers. E. R. Woodson, 1300 Pennsvlvania Ave., Washington, D. C.
Annual convention,

—

—

—

—

—

— C.

W.

Egan, B. &

C,

Baltimore,

Md.

—

Railway Electrical Engineers. Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
N. W. Ry., Chicago. Annual convention, October 19-23, Chicago.
Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents. P. W,. Dfew, 112
.Association of

West Adams

—

St.,

8-11, Nashville,

Tenn.

—
—

—

—
B. Anderson, Penna. R.
—
month, except June, July and August,

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.
Pa.; 4th Friday in

J.

R.,

Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh.

Railway Development Association.— \V. Nicholson, Kansas Citv Southern,
Kansas City, Mo.
Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Association. J. Scribner,
1021 Monadnock Block, Chicago.
Meetings with Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.
Railway Fire Protection Association. — C. B. Edwards, Mobile & Ohio,
Mobile, Ala. Annual meeting. October 6, Washington. D. C.
Railway Gardening Association. J. S. Butterfield. Lee's Summit. Mo.
Railway Signal .Association.— C. C. Rosenberg. Bethlehem, Pa. Annual

—

..

—

meeting. Bluff Point, N. Y., September 22-24.

—

American Railway Engineering Association. E. H. Fritch, 900 S. MichXe.xt convention, March 16-18, 1915.
igan Ave., Chicago.
American Railway Master Mechanics' Association. J. W. Taylor, Kar-

April 28, 1915, .Atlanta, Ga.
Association of Railway Claim Agents.

September

X.\tional Railway Appliances Association.— Bruce V. Crandall, 537 So.
Dearborn bt., Chicago.
Next convention, March 15 to 19, 1915,
Chicago.
New England K.vilroad Clue.—W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave., Boston. Mass.; 2d Tuesday in month, except June, July, .August
and
September, Boston.
New York Railroad Club.— H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.. New York; 3d
Friday ni month, except June, July and August, New York.
Niagara Frontier Car Men's Association. E. Frankenberger. 623 Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y. Meetings monthly.
Peoria .Assochtion of Railroad Officers. M. W. Rotchford, Union Station. Peoria, 111.; 2d Thursday in month, Jefferson Hotel, Peoria.
Railroad Club of Kansas City. C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St
Kansas
City, Mo.; 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.
Railroad Master Tinners, Coppersmiths & Pipefitters' A'jsochtion
U. G. Thompson, C. & E. I., Danville, III.
Railway Business Association. Frank W. Noxon. 30 Church St., New

Chicago.

—

of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers. G. P.
Conard, 75 Church St., New York.
.\ssociation of Water Line .Accounting Officers.
W. R. Evans, Chamber of Commerce, Buffalo, N. Y.
llRiDGE AND Building Supply Men's Association.
L. D. Mitchell, Detroit
Graphite Co., Chicago. 111.
Meeting with American Railway Bridge
and Building Association.
Lanadian Railway Club. James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,
Que.; 2d Tuesday in month, except June, July and August, Windsor
Hotel, Montreal.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers. Clement H. McLeod, 176 Mansfield St., Montreal, Que.: 1st Thursday, October, November, December, February, March and April, Montreal.
Car Foremen's .Association of Chicago. Aaron Kline, 841 Lawler Ave.,
Chicago; 2d Monday in month, except July and August, Lytton Bldg.,
.Association

—
—

—

—

—

Chicago.

Central Railway Club.— H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.. New York; 2d
Friday in January, May, September and November and 2d Thursday
in March, Hotel Statler, Buffalo, N. Y.
Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.
Edw. J. Dug^n, P. O. Box 654,
St. Paul, Minn.
2d Monday, except Tune. July, August and September, Old State Capitol Bldg;. St. Paul.
Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania. Edw. R. Dasher, Box 75, Harrisburg, Pa.; 1st Friday after 10th of each 'month, except July and

—

;

—

August. 31 So. Front'St.. Harrisburg, Pa.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania. Elmer K. Hiles, Oliver
Bldg., Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Freight Claim .Association.— Warren P. Taylor, Richmond, Va.

—

Railway Storekeepers' Association.— J.

Murphy. Box

P.

—

Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association.
Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Meetings with M.

J.

C.

C,

Collinwood,

D. Conway, 2136 Oliver
B. and M. M. Associa-

tions.

Railway Telegraph & Telephone .Appliance Association.

—

G. A. Nelson,
50 Church St., New Y'ork.
Meetings with Association of Railway
Telegraph Superintendents.
Richmond Railroad Club.— F. O. Robinson, C. & O.. Richmond. Va. 2d
Monday in month, except June, July and August.
Ro.tDMASTERS' AND MAINTENANCE OF WaY ASSOCIATION. L. C. Ryan. C. &
N. W.. Sterling. 111. Next convention, September 8-10, 1914, Chicago.
St. Louis R.4ilway Clue.— B. W. Frauenthal. Union Station, St. Louis.
Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June, Tuly and August. St. Louis.
Salt Lake City Transportation Club,— R. E. Rowland, Hotel Utah Bldg.,
Salt Lake Citv, Utah; 1st Saturday of each month. Salt Lake City.
Signal .Appliance .Association.— F. W. Edmunds. 3868 Park .Ave.. New
A'ork.
Meeting with annual convention Railway Signal .Association,
Society of Railway Financial Officers. Carl Nyquist. La Salle St. Station, Chicago.
.Annual meeting, September 15-17. Hotel .Aspinwall,
Lenox, Mass.
Southern Association of Car Service Officers. E. W. Sandwich. .A. &
:

—

W.

—

P. Ry., -Atlanta, Ga.

—

.Southern & Southwestern Railway Clltb. A. T. Merrill. Grant Bldg.,
Atlanta, Ga.: 3d Thur^dav, T^nuary, March, May, July. September,
November, 10 A. M., Candler Bldg., Atlanta.
Toledo Transportation Club. J. S. Marks, .Agent. Interstate Despatch,
Toledo, Ohio; 1st Saturday in month. Boody House, Toledo.
Track Supply .Association.— W. C. Kidd, Ramapo Iron Works, Hillsburn,
N. Y. Meetings with Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way .Asso-

—

ciation.

—

Traffic Club of Chicago. W. H. Wharton, La Salle Hotel. Chicago.
Traffic Club of New York.— C. A. Swope, 291 Broadway, New York;
Tulv and August, Waldorflast Tuesday in month, except June,
Astoria. New York.
Traffic Club or Pittsburgh.— D. L. Wells, Erie R. R.. Pittsburgh, Pa.;
meetings bimonthlv. Pittsburgh. .Annual meeting, 2d Monday in Tune.
Traffic Club of St. Louis. .A. F. Versen, Mercantile Library Bldg..
-Annual meeting in November.
Noonday meetings
St. Louis. Mo.
October to Mav.
Tr.mn Despatchers' Assochtion of .America.--!. F. Mackie. 7122 Stewart

—

.Ave.,

Chicago.

Clur of Buffalo.— J. M. Sells, Buffalo; first Saturday
after first Wednesday.
Transportation Club of Detroit. W. R. Hurley, Superintendent's office,
Transportation

—

L. S. &
Detroit.

M.

S.,

Detroit, Mich.; meetings monthlv, Norraandie Hotel,

Traveling Engineers' .Association.- W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. R.,
Next meeting, September 15-18. Hotel SherEast Buffalo. N. Y.
man. Chicago.
Utah Society of Engineers. Frank W. Moore, Newhouse Bldg.. Salt
Lake City, Utah; 3d Friday of each month, except Julv and August.
Consolidated Music Hall. Salt Lake Citv.
Western Canada Railway Club.— W. H. Rosevear. P. O. Box 1707. Winnipeg. Man.; 2d Mordav. except Tune, July and August. Winnipeg.

—

Western R.mlway Club.— J. W. Taylor, 1112

Karperi Bldg.. Chicago; 3d
"Tuesday of each month, except June, July and August. Karpen Bldg.,
Chicago.
J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,
Chicago; regular meeting 1st Monday in month, except January, July
and ,-\"gust, Chicapn, Extra meetings, except in July and August,
generally on otlier Monday evenings.

Western Society of Engineers.

—

—
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the Association of Western Railways, and says
'Tt
would be well for the shippers of the state to heed its suggestions.
Much can be done to ease the situation when car shortage begins
by following the suggestions of the Association of Western

ItllUlllllllllllUlllllllllllllIIIIIIII

Traffic

:

News

:

Railways."
anmmiiniuiuiiiiiniiiiiiiiimmiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirfniriiuiriiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiUMriiiiiiiiin;

Car Surpluses and Shortages

The

announcement of a steamship passenger service
from the Atlantic to the Pacific coast through the Panama
definite

Canal to be inaugxirated with the opening of the Panama-Pacific
International Exposition has been made by the traffic depart-

The International Mercantile Company
"Panama-Pacific Line." The trips will be made
by the Finland and the Kroonland, two of the finest Atlantic
ocean vessels and both in the Red Star fleet.
ment of the exposition.

will operate the

Cliflord Thome, chairman of the Iowa Railroad Commission,
has already begun a campaign against the expected plan for an
He has adin freight rates on the western roads.

advance

Arthur Hale, chairman of the committee on relations between
railroads, of the American Railway Association, in presenting statistical bulletin Xo. 171-A, giving a summary of car surpluses
and shortages by groups from July 15, 1913, to July IS, 1914 says
The total surplus on Julv 15, 1914, was 228.384 cars; on July 1,
1914. 220.875 cars, and on July 15, 1913, 76.280 cars.
The total surplus increased about 7,500 cars in the past two
weeks, and stands at 228,384, the largest for the same period in
any year since 1909.
Surplus coal cars increased generally, and the total box car
surplus shows an increase in all sections, except in the winter

Car Surpluses and Shortages
—Surpluses
Coal,

gondola

Croup

*1.

—

^July

15

1914.
1914.
1914.
1914.
1914.
1914.
1914.
1914.
1914.
1914.

Box.

Flat.

2,092
3.5?3
5,970
5.849

345
244
738

1,691

19.877
2,563
11.877

191

622
510

hopper.

1,589
J3,189

44.619
6.563
5,710
5.933

41

723

363
128

12.993
18.638

1,228

2.203
122
2,858

85,993

6,929

93.509

870

Total

2,009

md

Other
kinds.

450
9,497
4,887
1,728
1,658
5,721
1.249
4.157

41.953

gondola
Total.

Flat,

and hopper.

4,476
36,503
56,214
16,149
9,681
32.041
4,576
18,600
2,012
26,360
21,772

228,384

867

——

411

292

273

1.843

composed of New England lines; Group 2 New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland and Eastern Pennsylvania lines; Group 3 Ohio,
Kentucky, Tennessee.
Indiana. Michigan and Western Pennsylvania lines: Group 4 West Virginia. Virginia. North and South Carolina lines; Group 5
Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin and Minnesota lines; Group 7 Montana. Wyoming. Nebraska, North
Mississippi, .\labama. Georgia and Florida lines; Group 6
Dakota and South Dakota lines; Group 8 Kansas, Colorado. Missouri, Arkansas and Oklahoma lines; Group 9 Texas, Louisiana and New Mexico lines;
Group 10 Washington. Oregon, Idaho, California. Nevada and .^ri^ona lines; Group 11 Canadian lines.

•Group

1

is

—

—

Shoriage

\

1910

•Surplus

—

—

•Surplus

Shorhge

loaooo

zmooo

—

—

—

Surplus

Shor-lage

IOO.OOO

zogootp

dressed to the western state commissions a long letter enclosing
a copy of a "strictly private and confidential" letter sent out by

M. Johnson as chairman of a meeting of western railroad
Chicago in May to consider the matter of asking for an increase in rates.
The letter outlined a tentative
plan which had been considered at that meeting.
Mr. Thome
calls on the western commissioners to "give the matter some
consideration."
He estimates from the tentative plan that the
western railroads "have agreed to attempt to secure an advance in freight revenues aggregating $100,000,000."

J.

oflScers held in

Chairman John H. Roemer, of the Wisconsin Railroad Commission, has issued a public statement to shippers, advising that
all

coal,

lumber and cement shipments be made immediately,

before the time to
of a car shortage.

move

crops, in order to avoid the possibility
cites the circular sent out last

Mr. Roemer

Car Surpluses and Shortages, 1907

to

1914

:

July

31,
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wheat

states and on the Pacific coast, where there is a slight reduction; there is still, however, a considerable surplus there.
The total shortage on July IS, 1914, was 1,843 cars; on July 1.
1914, 1,335 cars, and on July IS, 1913, 6,87S cars.
The shortage of 1,843 cars is spread out over the whole country and is trifling in any group.
The accompanying table gives car surplus and shortage figures
by groups for the last period covered in the report and the
diagram shows total bi-weekly surpluses and shortages from
1907 to 1914.

Car Balance and Performance

Arthur Hale, chairman of the committee on relations between
railroads, of the American Railway Association, in presenting
statistical
bulletin No. 172, covering car balances and performances for March, 1914. says
The committee presents herewith statistical bulletin Xo. 172.

1908

1908

1909

221

covering car balance and performance for March of this year.
The miles per car per day were 23.8 compared with 21.8 for
February. This figure for March, 1913, was 23.7.
Ton miles per car per day for March were 369, compared
with 333 for February.
This is a decrease of 1.34 per cent.,
compared WMth the figure for March, 1913, which was 374.
The proportion of home cars on line was 62 per cent., compared with 63 per cent, in February. This is an increase of 9
points over March, 1913.
The per cent, of loaded car mileage increased from 67.5 per
cent, in February to 67.6 per cent, in March.
This figure for
March, 1913, was 70.0 per cent.
The average earnings per car per dav increased 22 cents to
This figure for March, 1913, was $2.47.
$2.42 in March.
The table on the next page gives car balance and performance
in the month covered by the report, and the diagram shows car
earnings and car mileage and different car performance figures
ninntlily

from

1910

1909

July,

1907.

1912

1913

19IZ,.

Freight Car Mileage, Earnings and Performance,

1907

to

1914

1914

«

^

:
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
'1

lie

commission

to

is

make a general country-wide

investiga-

tion into the practice of railroads in refusing to accept freight
at

certain points for lack of cars or other reasons.

Examiner Esch held

a hearing at Chicago last week in an incommission in the matter of stopping in
The
loading and unloading of livestock.
Western Trunk Line roads in May tTled tariffs increasing the
charge for stopping a train for partial loading -or unloading
from $2 to $5, which were suspended by the commission. The
roads now want to abandon the stops.

vestigation

transit

iS

.-S

--l^rC

by

for

the

partial

E.\aniiner Brown held a hearing in Chicago un July 21, on
the complaint of the E. C. Best Company, of Milwaukee, charging

unreasonable and discriminatory rates on potatoes in heated
cars for shipment to Minnesota, North and South Dakota, WisA new tariff was filed in
consin, Illinois and Missouri points.
.\pril, making increases of 4 to 7 cents per hundred pounds to
these points, which the complainant alleges to.be discriminatory
The shippers also object to an
to Minnesota potato shippers.
alternative clause in the new tariff, which provides a rate for a
car heated by the carrier and another rate for cars to be heated
by the shipper.

"r

hearing was held at Chicago last week before Examiner
petition filed by the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe,
& Quincy, Missouri, Kansas & Texas, Missouri Pacific, St. Louis & San Francisco. Kansas City Southern,
St. Joseph & Grand Island and the L'nion Pacific, asking for
the cancellation of a tariff filed by the Kansas City Stockyards
Company, imposing a trackage charge of 75 cents a ear on
every carload of cattle sent into the yards of the Stockyards
company, for unloading, or loading, at a stockyards chute. The
Stockyards company docs not operate engines, the cars being
brought onto its tracks by the locomotives of the trunk line
.\
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filed

with the Interstate

McCormick &

Commerce Com-

Co., against the

Lake and other roads,

San Pedro.

a case similar to
the Shreveport rate case recently decided by the Supreme Court.
The complaint involves rates made by the .\rizona Railroad
Commission, which result in rates on lumber and forest prodi;cts from Flagstaff, Williams and Cliff. .\riz., to other .Arizona

^.

„-.-.—

SSS
00*0

Los .\ngeles

rrt^

0-0-

ZSc^-oooo-

in
r-s.

^
r

'7-o'o.

Complaint has been
mission by Charles R.

f^^^^^fi
oo_^*—

r-T

O'^o\

^j

^^»n

Salt

in

from San Pedro and Los Angeles, Cal. The
complainant asks for a reduction enabling it to meet the comThe complainant cites a
petition created by the state rates.
paragraph from an order of the Arizona commission as follows
"In establishing rates on lumber and timber which we deem
reasonable as compared with the San Pedro rates, we announce
that if the carriers further disturb this relationship by a reduction in the San Pedro rates, it is to be reasonably expected
that this commission will make a similar readjustment of the
rates in northern .\rizona."
points, lower than

^

-\ hearing on the application of the western railways for a
general readjustment of freight rates from the Missouri river
to Utah points was begun at Salt Lake City on July 21, before
Commissioner H. C. Hall. The rates were filed by the railways

some lime ago and were suspended by the Interstate Commerce
Commission on the protest of the Salt Lake City Commercial
Club Traffic Bureau until July 20. and since that time they have
The first day's
been again suspended until January 20. 191S.
session was taken up by the testimony of W. .\. Poteet, chairof the Trans-Missouri Freight Bureau, who presented a
amount of documentary evidence as to the proposed
changes in rates and the plan op which they had been compiled.
Mr. Poteet said thait the equal'zation of rates west of the Missouri river was destroyed by the decisions of the Interstate

man

^Ei
•5

large

Eg

'J

<

Commerce Commission in the Salt Lake, Spokane and Colorado
rate cases, and that the proposed advances were intended to
bring about a readjustment to restore the equality from eastern

July
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slvpping points.
The new tariffs, he said, established a more
equitable relationship than that now in effect, and include 187
items on which rates are increased, 158 on which the rates are
reduced, and 62 on which no changes are made. The advances,
he said, were to correct discrimination against Colorado points.
The Traffic Bureau of Utah (the new name of the Commercial
Club Traffic Bureau) which is the principal complainant in the
case, asked for a postponement until October 1, which was
agreed to by the railroads, but Commissioner Hall said it was
necessary for the case to be heard at the time set if it was to be
heard before a commissioner, on account of the itinerary which
had been arranged.

Rates on Apples from Virginia to Eastern Cities

John Ni.r
ion

&

Coml>any

ct al. v.

Southern Railway

ct at.

Opin-

by the commission:

The commission

on apples from points in
Virginia to New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington
are not unreasonable nor discriminatory.
(31 I. C. C, 145.)
finds that the rates

223

requirement carried with

it the duty on the part of the Northern
and to make suitable arrangements with
Oregon-Washington for the transportation beyond Seattle.
The commission, therefore, awards damages for the excess in
the rates via Portland over those via Seattle.
31 I. C. C. 142.)

Pacific to furnish cars

the

(

Tennessee Central Joint Passenger Fares
Blanton VV. Burford et
Opinion by the commission:

al

v.

Louisville

&

Nashville

ct

al

The

refusal of the Louisville & Nashville and the Nashville,
Chattanooga & St. Louis, to enter into arrangements with the
Tennessee Central for through routes and joint interstate passenger fares from points on their lines to Bloomington, Horn

Springs and Hamilton Springs, Tenn., points on the Tennessee
Central at which complainants' resorts are located, while participating in through routes and joint fares to resorts on the
lines of the Southern Railway, the Illinois Central and other
carriers is held by the commission to be discriminatory. (31
I.

C,

C.

182.)

Rates on Cast Iron Pipe from Birmingham

Southern States Supply Company v. Southern Railway, et al.
Opinion by the commission:
The commission finds that the rate of 22 cents per 100 lb. on
cast iron pipe in carloads from Birmingham, Ala., to Columbia,
S. C. is neither unreasonable nor prejudicial.
(31 I. C. C, 30.)

Complaint Dismissed
EdicarJ

H',)licrton

r.

Union

Opinion by the corn-

Pacific.

mission:

Complaint

is

made

that double the first-class rate charged for

transportation of an automobile, crated, from Wamsutter,
Wyo., to Boulder, Colo., was unreasonable to the extent that
exceeded the first-class rate.
The evidence shows that the
automobile was not crated in accordance with the classification
requirement, and that double the first-class rate was the published rate for such a shipment.
(31 L C. C. 23.)
the

it

Lumber

to Nashville,

Tenn.

Opinion by Commissioner Hall:
The commission finds that certain proposed increases in the
rates on lumber from points in Kentucky and Tennessee on the

Memphis division of the Louisville & Nashville to Nashville,
Tenn., are not justifiable. The carrier seeks to remove certain
inconsistencies and inequalities in the rates, but "it is the commission's opinion that the inconsistencies and inequalities which
the proposed schedule would create are greater than anv it seeks
to

do away with.

(31

I.

C.

C.

186.)

Kaufman, Tex., Discriminated Against

Class Rates from Pueblo to Durango, Col.

&

Pueblo Commerce Club v. Denver
Rio Grande. Opinion
by the commission:
Complaint is directed against the second, third, fourth and
fifth class rates from Pueblo to Durango, Col., principally on
the ground that they are the same as the corresponding class
rates from Denver to Durango. The commission, however, finds
that the rates are not discriminatory. .Although Pueblo does not
appear to be given the full benefit of its location with respect
to the rates to Durango, it has a compensating advantage in
that

it

given the same rates as Denver to points in Wyoming
to which the distance from Pueblo via the short
119 miles greater than from Denver.
(31 I. C. C, 133.)

is

and Nebraska
line

is

Greiin Elevation

Allowances

at St.

Louis

Opinion by Commissioner McChor<i:
The commission finds justified the withdrawal by the carriers
of an elevation allowance of one-fourth cent per bushel at St.
Louis and East St. Louis on grain when destined to Evansville,
Ind., it appearing that the proportional out of which the allowance is made is a compelled rate. It is also held that a comparison of rates from St. Louis and East St. Louis to Evansville
with that from Peoria to the same destination does not necessarily signify undue discrimination if the withdrawal of the
respondents' concurrence in the rate from the latter point would
not affect the movement, rates, or practices respecting elevation.
Tlie test of discrimination is the ability of one of the carriers
participating in the two through routes to put an end to the discrimination by its own act.
(31 I. C. C, 696.)

&

Kaufman Commercial Club v. Texas
New Orleans ct cil.
Opinion by Commissioner Daniels:
The coinmission finds that defendants' rates on grain and
grain products from points in Kansas and Oklahoma to Kaufman, Tex., are prejudicial as compared with the rates to Terrell,
Te.x., about 10 miles to the north of Kaufman and in a different
rate group.
is,
therefore, ordered that the rates on the
It
commodities involved to Kaufman should not be in e.xcess of
those to Terrell.
(31 I. C. C, 167.)
Refusal to Deliver Cars Except

Upon

Certain Conditions as to

Routing
R. E.

Downie Pole Company

ion by the

f.

Northern Pacific

et al.

Opin-

commission:

to furnish its own cars for a shipment
of cedar poles from complainants' spur at Inglewood near Redmond, Wash., unless complainant would agree to route the shipment over the Northern Pacific via its lines to Portland, thereby
giving the road a longer haul. Complainant was therefore compelled to ship via Portland, thereby losing the benefits of the
lower rate through Seattle. The Northern Pacific did not restrict the application of its local rates on poles from Redmond
to Seattle to intrastate traffic.
It filed the tariffs naming those
rates with this commission, and in the absence of joint through
rates between it and the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company via Seattle was required to use them in constructing through rates on traffic through that gateway.
That

The defendant refused

Rates on Boots and Shoes from Boston to Atlanta
In re the investigation and suspension of advances in rates by
carriers for the transportation of boots and shoes from Boston,
Mass., and other points to Atlanta, Ga. Opinion by Commissioner Clements:
The commission finds that the respondents have failed to justify certain proposed increases in the rates on boots and shoes
from Boston, New York and other eastern port cities to Atlanta, Ga., via water and rail routes and it is, therefore, ordered that they maintain for the future rates not in excess of
those at present in effect, which were prescribed by the commisCompany v. Central of Georgia (17
sion in the case of Kiser
I. C. C, 430)
decided November 27, 1909, and the two year period having expired.
(31 I. C. C, 154.)

&

Rental Charges for Insulated Cars

Opinion by Commissioner Harlan:
The rule under consideration in this case relates to the movement of potatoes from points of o'rigin in Minnesota and neigh"When shipper orders a
boring states and reads as follows
refrigerator or other insulated car to be heated by him or to
move without heat, a charge of $5 per trip will be made for use
of car and will accrue to the owner thereof." The commission
finds this rule to be reasonable. It will probably work to increase
:

the available supply of cars,
lines

particularly

since the private car

have announced their willingness to supply cars on

this
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basis.

It

is

also the fact that in the beginning potatoes moved
and that rates were fixed on
more largely in refrigerator

box cars during the fall months
that basis, but that now they were
in

cars during the winter months.

(31

Milling-in-Trsmsit

F.

W. Stock

&

Sons

I.

C.

255.)

Charges

Lake Shore

z:

C,

&

Michigan Southern.

Opinion by the commission:
Complainant having mills at Hillsdale and Litchfield, Mich.,
on defendant's line draws its grain from points in Michigan, Indiana, Illinois and western trunk line territory, and ships grain
products principally to points in the

east.

The

tariffs

provide

for milling in transit on the basis of the through rate applying
on the grain or grain product, whichever is higher, from point
of origin to destination, plus a charge of one-half cent per 100
If there is an out-of-route or back haul and provided the
lb.
grain moves into the milling point and the product out over the
same road, the charge is made on the basis of a distance scale
varying from V/z cents for 25 miles or less to SYi cents for 250
and over 175 miles plus the local, reshipping or proportional

from the milling point to
sion finds that this arrangement
rate

criminatory.

(31

C.

I.

C,

The commisdestination.
neither unreasonable nor dis-

fin.il
is

150.)

Apple Rates from Espanola, N. Mex.

M. W. Thompson

v.

Atchison, Topeka

&

Santa Fc.

ct

C,

138.)

Fruit Rates from California to Florida

Pacific Fruit E.rchangc v. Southern Pacific et

al.

No. S

:

fendant to establish the reasonableness of the through rates?
The commission decides this question in the negative and dismisses the petition for a rehearing. It holds that for the purpose of determining the reasonableness of an interstate rate, a
rate established by the state is no more to be presumed reasonable than one voluntarily by the carrier.
On principle it would seem that the reasonableness per se of
an interstate rate should be independently determined.
It is
inclined to doubt the propriety and legality of permitting the
assumption that a passenger who buys a through ticket for an
interstate journey pays a charge which consists of a combination
of a number of state charges, or of an interstate charge plus an
intrastate charge.
It would seem that an interstate journey
should be viewed in its entirety, and that a complainant should
not be permitted, except so far as the fourth section is applicable,
to divide the interstate rate into as many parts as the number of
states through which the interstate journey runs, merely for
the purpose of ascertaining whether each separate intrastate leg
of an interstate journey carries a rate which conforms to the
rate prescribed

for intrastate trips bv the state

leg

C,

lies.

(31

I.

C„

which that

in

707.)

at.

In the original report in this case, the commission held that
the rates on carload shipments of apples from Espanola, N. Mex.
(a local station on a branch narrow-gage line of ;he Denver
& Rio Grande), to certain points in Arizona were unreasonable to the extent that they exceeded a rate of 80 cents per 100
In view of the facts developed
lb., minimum weight, 30.000 lb.
on rehearing, however, the commission is of the opinion that the
80-cent joint rate was possibly too low. The present rate from
Santa Fe to the points of destination is $1, and that rate, covering a large number of points of origin, is not here in issue. A
lower rate from Espanola would not be proper if the $1 rate is to
Without debe maintained from Santa Fe and other points.
ciding whether the present rate of $1 from Colorado common
points and Santa Fe is reasonable, it finds that a joint rate
(31
should be established from Espanola on the same basis.
C.

57,

of May 29, 1914, page 1210.
Rehearing is now asked on the
ground that the commission did not give due heed to this question
Does the fact that the rate charged for one leg of an
interstate journey exceeds the maximum allowed by the statute
of the state in which that leg lies cast the burden of proof on de-

Opinion by the commission:

I.

Vol.

Opinion by

Co m missio ncr Meyer:
At present deciduous fruits in carloads move from California
points to Montgomery, Ala., at a combination rate of $1.60 per
1(X) lb., made up of the western lines blanket or territorial
rale of $1.15 to Memphis and an unpublished proportional of
The rate to Tampa, Fla.. is
45 cents from Memphis beyond.
$1.92 made up of $1.62 to Jacksonville and 30 cents beyond.
Request is made that the blanket rate of $1.15 be applied to
Montgomery and that of $1.92 be applied to Tampa. The southern
The western lines have favored
lines are opposed to the idea.
on the other hand, but have been unwilling to decrease their
own revenues in order to permit the necessary reductions. The
commission does not believe that the application of blanket
rates would be justified, but that remedy should be sought in
negotiations which are now^ going on between the southern and
western carriers concerning reductions in the rates involved,
and it is prepared to take up the matter again if reductions
are not made. It is also found that the southeastern roads' proA fourth
portionals of the through, rates are not unreasonable.
section application requesting permission to continue lower rates
to Montgomery than to intermediate points such as Baltimore,
to which it is intermediate via certain routes is granted, it
appearing that the larger part of the traffic moves over a

STATE COMMISSIONS
The Missouri Railroad & Warehouse Commission has
a decision ordering the cancellation of tariffs filed

in

issued

October,

by the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Missouri, Kansas &
Texas, St. Louis & San Francisco, Kansas City Southern, and
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, naming team track charges for
the detention of cars after free time upon the team tracks at
Kansas City. Mo. The tariffs were suspended by the commission some time ago pending an investigation.
1913.

The Missouri Public Service Commission held a hearing at
Jefferson City on July 21, on a proposed order requiring the
publication of additional joint rates and through routes.
The
hearing was postponed until September 24, by which time it is
expected the roads will be able to present a satisfactory plan.
The commission advised the roads that any rates filed under this
plan would not militate against their proposal to ask for a
general advance in freight or passenger rates in the state.

The Pennsylvania Public Service Commission, acting on the
application of certain railroad companies, has concluded that the
law of the state docs not prevent a common carrier from according free or reduced rate transportation to a contractor, his men,
materials, tools, equipment and supplies, etc, necessary, to be
transported by such contractor in the performance of work being
done for the carrier by the contractor. The contractor, under
such circumstances, is. to all practical intents and purposes, an
employee of the carrier engaged in work for the carrier, and the
transportation is, in substance and effect, transportation ren-

dered bv the carrier to

itself.

it,

(31

circuitous route.

I.

C.

C,

The Minnesota Rate Case

Hans

Trier

v.

Chicago,

PERSONNEL OF COMMISSIONS
Thomas

L. Wolf has resigned as rate clerk for the Illinois
Public Utilities Commission to engage in other business.

John F, Meaney has been appointed a member of the Massachusetts Public Service Commission in place of George W.
Bishop, whose term has expired. Mr. Bishop has been a railroad
commissioner for many years. He has now been appointed chief
of one of the bureaus of the commission.

159.)

COURT NEWS

as Affecting Passenger Fares

St.

Paul, Minneapolis

Opinion by Commissioner Daniels:
This case was originally reported

&

Omaha.

in 30 I. C. C, 352, a brief
abstract of the report being given in the Railway Age Gazette

All evidence to be presen[p<l by both sides in the suit of the
state of Illinois against the Illinois Central to collect $2,500,000
in back taxes has been presented before the special master, L. D.
Puterbaugh. who has set August 24 for the beginning of argu-

ments.

July
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.Vita., all four of the above appointments being effective July 1.
Effective July 25, O. H. Becker has been appointed district freight
agent at Portland. Ore., succeeding E. L. Cardie, resigned, and
has been succeeded as district freiglit agent at Tacoma. Wash.,
liy Nelson Fleming.

Railway Officers
Elxecutive, Financial, Legal

Krink has been elected secretary and treasurer of 'the
witli headquarters at Macon, Ga., vice

R,

J,

J. W. Gray, assistant general claim agent of the Beaumont,
Sour Lake & Western, has been appointed general claim agent
of the Houston Belt & Terminal, vice W. J. Laffey, resigned,
and has been succeeded by C. E. Bclk.

and Accounting

Macon. Dublin & Savannah,
A.

Hale, resigned, effective July

S.

C. C. Cameron, coal traffic manager of the Ilhnois Central, has
been appointed general freight agent of the northern and western
lines, and has been succeeded liy Burton
J. Rowe, assistant general freight agent of the northern and western lines.
These officers will have headquarters at Chicaga

16.

H. E. Cartwright has been appointed auditor of disbursements
of Wells Fargo & Company, with headquarters at Chicago, succeeding J. G. Innes, resigned to accept service in the operating
department.

J.

Operating

John

&

assistant division superintendent of the

Sollitt,

Chattanooga

X'ashville.

general passenger
Atlantic with headquarters
at Chattanooga. Tenn.
W. I. Lightfoot. assistant general passenger agent at Xashville, Tenn.. has assumed immediate charge
of the solicitation of all passenger traffic.

F.

.'\.

H. Peebles, superintendent of the

Louis, has been appointed
agent of this road and the Western

Tracy, assistant trainmaster of the St. Paul division
of the Northern Pacific, has been appointed trainmaster at
Minneapolis, Minn.
E.

225

Wabash

Montpelier, Ohio, has been appointed acting superintendent
of the Peru division, with office at Peru. Ind., in place of J. C.
Sullivan, granted leave of absence on account of ill health.

St.

at

assistant

&

Engineering and Rolling Stock

Thomas Turnbull has been appointed

assistant chief engineer

of the Canadian Xorthern, effective July 21.
Traffic

Purchasing

Jonathan Story has been appointed traveling passenger agent
of the Wabash, with headquarters at Boston, Mass., reporting to
J. D. McBeath, Xew England passenger agent.

W.
of the

George E.

Scott,

the Missouri.

whose aiipointment

Kans: l^

&

Mo.,

Groseclose, formerly assistant freight traffic manager
Missouri. Kansas & Texas, has been appointed traffic
the Detroit. Toledo & fronton, with headquarters

B.

Detroit,

at

Mich.

of general

1

agent,
passenger
heretofore filled by H. C.
Bell, Is abolished.
Mr.
Groseclose
was
born
October 27.
at
1858,
N. C.
He
Salisbury,
entered railway service

gan

On

December 10, 1888. he
was appointed agent of
the St. Louis, Arkansas
Te.xas.

Phalc by Mat:ci:e, Chicago.
G. E. Scott

Chicago, being

on the

taining that position until

Freight Bureau.
From January 15, 1895. to
he w-as assistant general freight agent of
& Texas, of Texas, at Houston, Tex.
(In Xovember 15, 1898, he was appointed to a similar position
'>n the Missouri^ Kansas & Texas, at St. Louis, and on January
1."'.
1901, sucot^ded to the position of general freight agent.
F'rom June 1. 1910. to January 1. 1914. he held the position of
assistant freight traffic manager, with headquarters at Chicago.
the

15,

Missouri,

as above

noted.

R. E. Larmour has been appointed assistant general freight
agent of the Canadian Pacific, with office at Vancouver. B. C.
and has been succeeded as division freight agent at Vancouver
by H. A. Plow. Gerald Hiam has been appointed division freight
agent at Fort William, Ont., succeeding C. S. Morse, transferred,
and K. Elliott has been appointed city freight agent at Calgary,

Cleveland.

until July, 1911.

secretary

to

the

vicc-

]iresident

of

the

Xew

York Central

Lines

at

made

latter date.

OBITUARY

1898,

Kansas

He

road at

was then

'

Galveston

Xovember

the

assist-

assistant chief clerk to the vice-president
In May, 1912. Mr. Scott went to the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, as secretary to the president, and one
year later was made assistant purchasing agent. On January 1
of this year he became acting purchasing agent, and on July 1
was appointed purchasing agent, as above noted.

re-

April. 1890. when he became general agent.
From July. 1890, until July, 1893. he
was general freight agent of the same road which is now the
St. Louis Southwestern, of Texas.
In July, 1893. he became
the general manager of the Tyler Car & Lumber Company.
Tyler, Tex,, hut in June. 1894 was appointed commissioner of

the

to

December, 1905, to January, 1907, was secretary
to the general superintendent
assistant
and
general manager of that

Santa Fc. and cashier,
agent and route agent of
the Adams and Wells

of

July,

in

ant superintendent and
superintendent, and from

&

Te.xas,

Southern

clerk

1876 and from that
time until 1888 was consecutively
clerk,
operator and agent of the
Indianapolis & St. Louis
and the Atchison, Topeka

&

been

1901. as telegraph messenger at Toledo. Ohio.
Subsequently,
he
was

in

e.xpresses.

already

1885. at Cleveland. Ohio.
He received a gramrar
school
iinrl
education,
began railwav work with
the Lake Shore & Michi-

he

freight

and

Fargo

has

announced in these columns, was born Mav 27,

manager of

office

as purchasing agent of

T-exas. with headquarters at St. Louis,

Daniel J. Malone. superintendent of shops, of the Oregon
Short Line, at Pocatello. Idaho, was shot and killed. July 24,
The murderer,
by Frank Madden, foreman of the tin shop.
with the same revolver, at once killed himself. The men were
both old employees and had long been friends, but Madden, it
is believed, had became mentally unbalanced because of criticisms received on account of unsatisfactory work. Mr. Malone
was born at Western Point. Md., in 1860. and he was on the
L'nion Pacific for a number of years before going -to the Oregon
Madden was 60 years old. Malone had
Short Line in ISCO.
four brothers, two of whom met death in murders very much
in West Virginia in 1896. and Michael,
Edward
this
one;
like
division

foreman on the Southern

Pacific, in

Nevada,

in 1906.
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Supply Trade News

Equipment and Supplies

iitiiittiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiii

The Railway & Traction Supply Company has moved its office
from room 1307 to larger quarters in room 504, Rector building,

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING
The Western Marylanii

is

s;ii(l

market for 16

to be in the

Mallet type locomotives.

The

Inter Mountain has onlered four locomntives from

tlie

Lima Locomotive Corporation.

The

Cincinnati, Hamilton

& Dayton

is

in

tlie

market for

30 Mikado and S Pacific type locomotives.

The Mobile & Ohio

Chicago.

W. H. Cadwallader, assistant to the general manager of the
Switch & Signal Company, has been appointed general
manager.
L'nion

The American
opened

has ordered one superheater Consoli-

dation freight locomotive from the American Locomotive Company.
This locomotive will have 24 by 30 in. cylinders, 63 in.
driving wheels, n total weight in working order of 220,000 lb.,
and a steam pressure of 190 lb.

son

in

The

P.mimc
Company.

Sol'THER.n

the Pullman

lias

Car Company and

will

ordered 50 passenger cars from

has

;

announced that Charles R. Crane will retire shortly as
of the Crane Company, Chicago, to be succeeded by
R. T. Crane, Jr., now first vice-president, and that R. T. Crane,
3rd, will be advanced from second vice-president to first viceis

soon place orders for an additional

The Roberts & Schaefer Company. Chicago, has received a
contract from the Canadian .Xorthern for the designing and
building of fwe Holmen type locomotive coaling plants for installation at Trenton, Capreal, Hector. Foley and Fitzbach, Out.
The approximate contract price was $70,000.

The American Car Roof Company. Chicago, manufacturer

of

Christy steel freight car roof, has changed its method of
business and now gives the right to build the Christy roof on
This
cars to the car builders themselves on a royalty basis.
arrangement makes it possible to equip a car with this particular roof, in the same shop that the car itself is being built.
the

The
ft.

Chicago, Indianapolis

&

Louisville has ordered 254,
& Barker Car Com-

40-ton box cars from the Haskell

pany.

The Minneapolis & St Louis has ordered two postal cars
from the Pullman Company, and is in the market for 500 gondola and about 750 box cars.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western has ordered 96
suburban passenger coaches and 14 siiburban combination baggage and smoking cars from the Pullman Company.
Thk Xew York Central & Hudson River has placed orders
for I.OOO box cars for its own use, the number being divided
equally between the Haskell & Barker Car Company and the

& Smith Car Company.
The Canadian Northern has

Barney

underframe
postal cars from the Preston Car & Coach Company. 15 steel
underframe baggage and 5 steel underframe first class cars from
the National Steel Car Company, S all-steel suburban cars from
the Pressed Steel Car Company. 7 wood colonist cars from the
Crossen Car Company and 11 steel underframe standard sleeping, 2 steel underframe compartment sleeping, 7 steel underframe compartment observation sleeping, 7 steel underframe
dining and 7 steel underframe tourist cars from the Canadian
Car & Foundry Company.
ordered

5

.

steel

IRON AND STEEL
Mi.s^oiRi Pacific has ordered 110 tons of steel for single
track deck girder spans from the American Bridge Company.

W.

Sidney G. Johnson, until recently vice-president in charge of
and engineering of the Union Switch & Signal Company,
been appointed assistant to the president of the General
Railway Signal Company, Rochester, N. Y., and will have his
headquarters at the New York office of the company at 55 Lib.\ portrait of Mr. Johnson and a sketch of his caerty street.
reer appeared in the Railway Age Ciascttc of March 27, 1914,
page 765. at the time of his appointment as vice-president of
the L'nion Switch & Signal Company.
sales

has

E. A. Fleming, chief clerk to the president, Rock Island Lines,
Chicago, and the designer and patentee of the form of trip pass
that has been used by that company during the past year, is
now placing the pass on the market in order that other carriers
may, if desired, secure the privilege of using the form. The
pass, which is termed the Fleming ''automatic" trip pass, has been
given a test of 12 months, during which time 250,000 passes were
issued.

The

Interstate

S.

Barbee and Railway Traction

& Supply Company

has ordered. 250 complete- bumping posts, amoimtinl to 127 tons
of steel, from the American Bridge Company.

The Padvcah & Illinois has ordered 587 tons of miscellaneous material for its bridge at Metropolis, 111. The Chicago
Bridge & Iron Company received an order for 180 tons of this
allotment, the remainder of the order being placed elsewhere.

—

The Trans-.^mazon Railway of Ecuador. It is reported
that the preliminary studies for the Trans-.\mazon Railway of
Ecuador are advancing rapidly and that about one-half of the
work is already ccmpleted.

Commerce Commission

after

a

special

examination of the pass returns covering a period of six months
gave its approval and consent to the further use of the form.
.\ circular has been issued giving a very complete description
This pass form and the
of the form and its special features.
method of using it were described in the Railway Age Gazette of
August 15, 1913, page 275.
in the U. S. District Court at Buffalo has upheld
and majority stockholders of the United States
Light & Heating Company. Niagara Falls. N. Y.. in the receivership of that corporation by ordering the answer of Henry A.
Ackerman stricken out and \ acating the appointment of receivers in the action which was brought by the Picher Lead
Company. Simultaneously, he appointed James O. Moore, of
Buffalo, and James A. Roberts, of New York, receivers in a new
action brought by the Central Trust Company of New York,
which holds $200,000 of the company's notes. The Central
Trust Company is not antagonistic to the existing control
The plainof the United States Light & Heating Company.
tiffs
in the other receivecship proceeding. Henry A. Ackerman and G. M. Walker, who were appointed receivers at the
outset of the Picher Lead Company's action, were removed a

Judge Hazel

The

.

Pa.,

W. Ben-

president.

eoo.

35

Company, Pittsburgh,

presiilent

The \V.\bash has ordered 7 postal cars from tlie .American
Car & Foundry Company.
The Baltimore & Ohio is inquiring for 1,000 box cars for
the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton.
The Erie has ordered 200 gondola cars from the Stamlard
Steel

Bolt

The Ogle Construction Company, Chicago, has recently received contracts from the Illinois Central for the erection of a
500-ton coaling station at Jackson, Miss.
one of 200 tons at
Rolling I'^ork, Miss., and one of 300 tons at .\mboy. 111.
It

CAR BUILDING

blexible

offices at 50 Church street, New York, with R.
charge as general sales manager.

the

directors

few days ago.

Jllv

31.
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TRADE PUBLICATIONS
Pacific. — The

Denver & Rio Grande and Western

passenger
fk'partment of these companies has issued an attractive folder
devoted tn panoramic views and descriptions of scenes along the
ruute thmugh the Colorado-Utah Rockies and the Sierra Xevada
mountains.

Waterproofing.

— The

Standard .Asphalt

& Rubber Company,

Chicago, has issued a 16-page booklet descriptive of the various
"Sarco" methods and materials. It also shows a number of illustrations of important structures in which this material has
been used.

Steel Track

Work.

— The

Louis Foundry Company,

Railway Construction
niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiimiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiittiiiiiiiiiMiittiiiirriiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiii

Alton & Jacksonville
build
miles.
J.

S.

sists

cars.

—

—

Stay Bolts. The Flannery Bolt Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
has recently issued its 1914 catalog of Tate flexible stay bolts.
The booklet which has 30 pages contains detailed descriptions
iif
the bolts with instructions concerning their ordering, installation, adjustment, etc.
There are a large number of views
of

the

and

bolts

sleeves

and

a

number showing

typical

—

;

Great Northern.

— The

passenger department has issued a 160
page booklet, entitled "Annotated Timetables of the Great Northwest." which gives a brief description of the principal cities and
scenic attractions on its line from St. Paul and Minneapolis west
to the Pacific coast.
The descriptions are given in order, with

from

their mileage

St.

Paul or from Seattle, and give the prinmaps and

cipal facts of interest about each place, together with

profuse illustrations.

—

Heat-treating' Fcrn.\ces. Tate. Jones & Company, Inc..
Pittsburgh, Pa., have recently issued a catalog devoted to their
heat-treating furnaces for annealing, hardening and tempering
of steel and all heat-treating operations.
The catalog attempts

show whefein Tate-Jones furnaces are superior to others
and the various types of furnaces are illustrated and described
in detail, care lieing taken to show for what kind of work
to

each furnace

is

designed.

— The

Pratt & Whitney Company. Hartford,
Conn., has recently issued an attractive catalog describing its
side head boring mill.
The booklet contains a detailed description of the machine and a number of engravings showing the
machine itself and a number of its parts, special attention being
given to the central control feature whereby all the controlling
levers, etc.. are within easy arm's reach of the operator and may
be manipulated by him without the necessity for his moving
out of his position or taking his eye off the work that is at hand.

Boring Mills.

—

Link Belt.
issued section

The Link Belt Company. Chicago, has recently
"A" of catalog No. 110 descriptive of the original
Ewart detachable link belt and sprocket wheels. The booklet
has 112 pages.

It contains actual size views of the various types
and sizes of detachable links, the number of the link, the approximate number of links in 10 ft., and the average ultimate
strength in pounds being given for each size.
There are also
sections devoted to methods for obtainifig the working strains
and horse powers, and to price lists, attachments, chains and

sprocket wheels.

(Electric).

Jacksonville

— Reported
and

incorporated to
III.,
about 50

Alton,

F. L. Butler,

W.

T. Meloan,

McClellan and H. Okin.
.Alton

will

resume work presently on the

at Venice, 111.
The work ctmof the placing of additional tracks sufficient to hold 500

—

Illinois Central.— It is reported that this company is having
surveys made for its proposed extension from Jackson, Miss.,
Birmingham. Ala., about 200 miles distant. It is also said that
the company is considering a project of building a 15 or 20 mile
line from Haleyville, Ala., to Brilliant, the northern terminus
of its independent line from Winfield, to connect with a line to
be built by the Alabama, Tennessee & Northern from Reform to
Winfield, about 40 miles, the connection being made for the purpose of .giving the Illinois Central access to Mobile.
to

Jaxesville

& Madison

Tr.\ction

(Electric).

—A

contract

is

M. M. Doran, Madison, Wis., for grading the
section between Edgerton and Stoughton, Wis., of the proposed
interurban line from Janesville to Madison. (March 20, p. 703.)
reported

Concrete Bins. The Brown Hoisting Machinery Company,
Cleveland, Ohio, has issued catalog S. 1914. descriptive of Brownhoist suspended concrete bins for storing coal, coke, ashes,
cement, sand and other materials.
These bins are reinforced
with Ferro-inclave reinforcement and are equipped with Brounlioist chutes, gates and spouts
and, being made of concrete,
they are not subject to deterioration by the action of acids.
The catalog is very well illustrated and contains a number
of views of typical installations.

between

Chicago & North \\ estern. .An officer writes that a contract
has been let to Peppard & Burrill, Minneapolis, Minn., for the
construction of a branch line from Koepenick, Wis., castwardiy
seven miles to the west bank of the Wolf river. The line will
tap a lumber district to the north of the Menominee reservation.

in-

stallations.

line

.Among the incorporators are

The Chicago &

St.

Southern Pacific. This company has recently published an
elaborate folder, entitled "Seven Months Before," which shows
by comprehensive photographs the arrangement of the buildings
I'f the
Panama Pacific International Exposition in San Francisco.
It also quotes rates from all important cities to the exposition grounds.

a

enlargement of the freight yards

Louis, has issued a 56-page booklet devoted to illustrations and
the description of its solid cast manganese steel track work for
steam and electric railroads. This booklet also contains tables
of dimensinns for switches and for point mates.

St.

227

to

let

—

Mascott & Western. Incorporated in Arizona for the purpose of constructing a line from Willco.x, .Ariz., southeast to the
mines of the Mascott Copper Company at Dos Cabezos, about
18 miles distant.
The incorporators include F. N. McCauler.
D. S. Stevenson, C. V. Weston, J. A. Street, J. C. Knapp, C. M.
Stoddard and M. -A. Pickett, all identified with the Mascott
Copper Company.

—

New York, Chicago & St. Luuis. An officer writes that wo."k
be started shortly on the elimination of West Side grade
crossings of the road at Cleveland, Ohio. The cost of the work
Robert Hoffman, chief engineer, dewill be about $3,000,000.
partment of public service, city of Cleveland.
will

—

New York Slbwavs. The New York Public Service Commission, First district, has opened bids for the construction of
section No. 5 of routes 4 and 36, including that part of the
Broadway-Fourth avenue
from Fifty-ninth
avenue, where it divides
easterly

through Fifty-ninth street
to

subway in Manhattan, extending
and Seventh avenue to Fifth
into two branches, one continuing
and the other through Sixtieth street
street

It is said that the Degnon Contracting ComYork, presented the lowest bid of $2,808,661.

Second avenue.

pany,

New

—

OcDEN-LcGAN & Idaho (Electric). An officer writes that a
new company by this name is being organized to take over the
properties of the Ogden Rapid Transit and the Logan Rapid
Transit companies, and that a contract has been let to the Utah
Construction Company for the grading for a line which will
unite the two present systems and extend from Ogden, Utah, to
Logan, and thence to Preston, Idaho. The line will pass through
Ogden, Willard, Brigham, Honeyville. Deneyville, Collinsion.
Mendon, Wellsville, Hyrum, Millville, Providence, Logan. Hyde
Park. Smithrteld, Richmond. Webster and Lewiston, Utah, and
Preston, Idaho, a territory at present served by the Oregon Short
Line. One-fourth of the line only will involve difficult construcThere will be a number of bridges, but no trestles or
tion work.
tunnels. The maximum grade will not exceed 1J4 per cent., and
the maximum curve 8 per cent. The line will mainly do a passenger business, but it may also have some traffic in agricultural
products and possibly coal. Contracts have already been placed
R. W. .Armstrong,
for all track materials, bridges, cars, etc.

Ogden, Utah,

is

chief engineer.

— An officer writes that a contract
& Terry Construction Company. Phil-

Pennsylvania Railroad.
has been

let

to the Latta

:
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cent, in the opposite direction.

Coal will constitute most of the

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii)iiiiiiiitiiii!iii[iiiirliiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiMiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiL*

traffic.

The Chicago & Alton

will

sists

Railway Financial News

resume work presently on the

enlargement of the freight yards

at

of the placing of additional

Venice, 111. The work contracks sufficient to hold 500

cars.

—

Buffalo. Rochester & Pittsburgh. A semi-annual dividend of
2 per cent, has been declared on the common stock.
This
compares with 3 per cent, paid six months ago.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES

—

Chatt.'vnooga, Tenn. The Cincinnati. Xew Orleans & Texas
is now preparing plans, it is said, for a new brick, steel
and concrete freight station and warehouse to cost about $250,000,
and to be erected on a site at the corner of Market and Union
streets, now occupied by an old passenger station.
Pacific

—

CoLBURG, Mo. The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul is now
work on 12 additional reinforced concrete grain storage
tanks at Colburg, Mo. These tanks are set on a pile foundastarting

The

12 tanks

total capacity of these additional

500,000
bu., 20 tanks with a total capacity of 750,000 bu. have already
been completed. James Stuart & Company are the contractors.
tion.

Dyersburg, Tenn.

—The

Illinois

and

to lav out a small vard

Central

is

said to be planning

to construct shops, the total costing

—

The Cincinnati, Xew Orleans & Texas Pacific,
has purchased 28 acres of land near Ludlow, and intends to build an addition to its shops and to lay new tracks and
Ludlow, Ky.
is

said,

sidings.

—

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe is
completing the plans for a new pa.ssengcr depot at Mccost is $16,000.
The
estimated
Kan.
Pherson,
McPherson, Kan.

just

—

Portsmouth, Ohio. The Chesapeake & Ohio is reported to
have decided to build its proposed bridge over the Ohio river, at
a point about eight miles cast of Portsmouth. Ohio, and a short
distance above the mouth of the Little Scioto river. The railroad
follows the south bank of the Ohio, which makes a bend to the
northward at this point, so that the crossing of the stream will
be near the apex of an acute angle and in the general direction
of the line which will be built from there to a point near Columbus, Ohio, about 93 miles. The bridge will consist of two cantilever spans, each 750 ft. long, and 24 plate girder spans, each 80
It is estimated that the
ft. long, making its total length 3.420 ft.
cost

wUl be about

$2,000,000.

—

Spartanburg. S. C. A contract is reported let by the Piedmont
& Xorthern to J. A. Jones, 404 Realty building, Charlotte, K. C,
for a warehouse and station, 108 by 110 ft. in size and costing
about $40,000.

— The

Oregon- Washington Railroad & Xavigation Company has awarded a contract to O. R. Larson, Tacoma.

Tacoma, Wash.

for the construction of

new

freight terminals at this point.

—

Toronto, Ont. The contract for the construction of the new
union station to be constructed by the Toronto Terminals Railw-ay for the Grand Trunk and the Canadian Pacific has been
awarded to the P. Lyall Construction Company, of Montreal and
Toronto, the amount of the contract being about $3,000,000. The
station will be constructed on a site east of the present building
and will be bound by Front, Bay and York streets. The archiassociated J. M.
.Ambrose is chief engineer of the terminal comLyle. J. R. \N
union
station
part
of a $15,000,000
The
erection
of
the
is
pany.
development project which includes a large amount of grade sepatects are Ross.

Macdonald & Jones, with w^hom

;

;

is

about f 150,000.

it

—

EvANSviLLE & Indianapolis. A protective committee for the
first mortgage 6 per cent, bonds and for the first consolidated
mortgage 6 per cent, bonds has been formed ccxisisting of
Frederick H. Shipnian. chairman, treasurer of the Xew York
Life Insurance Company; William B. Cardozo, vice-president
of the Farmers' Loan & Trust Company; Ellis W. Gladwin,
vice-president and secretary of the Home Life Insurance Company Edward H. Ladd. Jr., of Ladd & Wood Raymond M.
Smith, of Mcgargel & Company.

is

International & Great Xorthern —Holders of the $11,000,000
3-year 5 per cent, notes have agreed to an extension for two
and a half years at 6 per cent., the notes to be repaid at maturity at 101.
The notes were originally bought by J. & W.
Selignian & Company and associates, and the following statement was given out by Frederick Strauss, of J. & W. Selignian '& Company, after a meeting of the holders of these notes
".An understanding has been arri\ed at between the trustees
of the estate of Jay (iould, the owners of a majority interest
in the stock of the International & Great Xorthern Railway,
whereby an option has been given to a conunittes consisting of
.Alexander J. Hemphill, president of the Guaranty Trust Company; .Mvin W. Krech. president of the F.quitable Trust Company; Benjamin Strong. Jr.. of the Bankers Trust Company;
S. II. \'oorhecs. of the Royal Bank of Canada; Franklin Q.
Brown, of Redmond & Company; R. Lancaster Williams, of
Middendorf, Williams & Company, and F'rederick Strauss, of
J. & W. Selignian & Company, representing a majority of the
noteholders, to purchase 51 per cent, of the preferred stock of
the International and Great Northern Railway Company, and
51 per cent, of the stock of the International and Great Northern Corporation (the Virginia holding company which owns the
entire common stock of tlie railroad company), which option
if

exercised will insure control to the purchasers.

"It cannot be too clearly impressed upon noteholders that no
arrangements have been made or are contemplated whereby
nonassenting noteholders will be paid. The alternative of a
failure to extend the notes is a receivership, with all the complications and disadvantages that this implies."

—

Kansas

City, Mexico & Orient. The Kansas Public Utilities
Commission, on application of the new company the Kansas
to issue bonds and stocks
City, Mexico & Orient Railroad

—

—

to the
is

amount

worth

issue

of

at

of $76,000,000. finds that the physical property
and on this authorizes a stock

least $25,000,000.

$20,000,000.

The company

is

permitted

to

borrow

$6,000,000 on 2-ycar notes to pay its floating debt and lor immediate use for improvements and betterments. The company
is also permitted to issue $31,000,000 income bonds to be used
as collateral for the $6,000,000 notes.

—

Xorthern Central See Pennsylvania Railroad.
Pennsylvania Railroad. The Pennsylvania Public

—

Commission has approved the

lease of the

Service

Xorthern Central.

.

ration to he effected along the water front.

—

A Chinese R-Mlroad in the Banking Business. A $250,000
loan borrowed by the Chinese authorities at Mukden from the
South Manchuria Railway last year fell due at the end of May.
It was agreed, however, that the loan be extended an additional
year.

Railway Extension in Russia
work is soon to begin on a

—

It is reported that construc95 mile narrow gage railway
from Riga, on the Gulf of Riga, in the eastern part of Russia to
MoisekuU. It is announced that work is to be begun at three
points along the line and that the road is to be in operation by

tion

January

15, 1917.

(See July

3.

1914,

page

40.)

Southern Railway. — A sub-committee

of the Senate Committee
on Xaval Affairs is engaged in an investigation of charges
filed by B. W. Dulaney. a coal operator of Bristol, Tenn.,
which claim that the Southern Railway has not developed
southern coal fields because of a desire on the part of the
voting trustees to prevent too keen competition with the PennPresident Harrison was a witness and
sylvania coal fields.
denied absolutely that the Southern Railway had in any way
influenced
in its policy or had failed to do
improperly
been
its

best to develop southern coal fields.

Wabash. Chester & Wester^.— J.

F. Gilster has been appointed

receiver of this road, which runs from Menard. Mo., to Mount
Vernon. 65 miles. The receivership followed the application
for tlie
of the St. Louis Union Trust Company, trustee

$500,000 bonds outstanding.

August
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years
The Orleans operates 4,600 miles of road, and
Aside from this, the principal inforbrought out by the Institute's discussion is that the
other prominent French railways are using cab signals to a
use

fifty

owns

!

2,000 locomotives.

mation
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considerable extent, but that they arc making progress slowly
and with caution. They all speak of their installations as experimental.
This, however, cannot be said to apply to the
Northern, which, as our readers know, has used cab signals for
long
a
time about forty-two years.
The pressure exerted by

—

the French government has been long-continued but gentle; and
the railroads' attitude appears generally to have been decided by
the conservatives. The Eastern has equipped two important sec-
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Way
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New

Y'ork,

installations,

heretofore

as

noted;

and

started

Midi
(Southern) has 20 engines and 30 signals fitted. The state railroads have 112 locomotives equipped.
Mr. Aspinall, general
manager of the Lancashire & Yorkshire, was at the meeting
and said that his road was trying a cab signal.

EDITORS
Samuel

The P-L-M has

tions of road for cab signal operation.

extensive

N. Y., as mail matter of the

WE GUAEANTEE,

that of this issue 9.0C0 copies were printed; that of
these 9.000 copies. 7.441 were mailed to regular paid subscribers to the weekly
edition, 250 were provided for counter and news companies' sales, 1.185 were
mailed to advertisers. exchan»ps and correspondents, and 124 were provided
for samples and office use that t'-ie total copies printed this year to date were
299.7C0, an average of 9,366 copies a week.
:

'T'HE
•

of

decision

the

THE RATE ADVANCE CASE

IN

tlie

the

Commerce Commission

Interstate

in

advance case affords ground for both
pessimism and optimism. The railway managers earnestly believed that conditions which had been created by developments
over a period of years warranted and demanded an increase in
the net revenues of the eastern carriers. From past experience
they thought that the only practical way to obtain this was by
eastern

rate

They feared

a general increase of freight rates.

not get an increase of as

much

as

that they could

10 per cent., although they

that this much was needed.
They thought that the
very least which should be allowed them was 5 per cent. This
they hoped that thev could get, and therefore, this thev asked
lielieved

for.

The commission
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railroads."

Trunk Line

in

territory,

taken as a whole,

the interest of both the general

Then

it

territory

that the

finds

and

New

situation

England

is

of

bet-

ter than that of the railways in Central Freight Association territory,

and refuses increases east of Pittsburgh and Buffalo.

In

refuses increases
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on minerals, cement, brick, and other bulky commodities constituting over one-half of the tonnage, but authorizes an increase of 5 per cent, in the rates on the rest of the traffic. As
the traffic on which the increases are to apply already carries
much higher rates than that on which increases are refused,
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•Illustrated.

the additional revenues will certainly be

of what the C.

F.

A. lines asked.

it

much more than

Advances

in

half

lake-and-rail

increases by
probably will prevent
rates are refused, but
the railways on only a relatively small amount of traffic. The
additional in net revenue that will result directly from the foregoing concessions will be small compared with the increases
this

which the railways need and which the commission admits that
they need.

'1

he use of cab signals in France, noticed last February, page

255, has

now made

so

much

progress that the (En.glish) Insti-

tution of Mechanical Engineers

Audible Distant
Signals

on the

made

the subject of a general discussion at
'ast

it

its

meeting, which was held in France

But there is another side to the matter. Three years ago, in
the decision in tie original rate advance cases, the commission
In the
held that the railways did not need larger revenues.
present case

roads

it

holds unanimously that, taken as a whole, the
do need larger revenues,

in Official Classification territory

ment of Mr. Solacroup, locomotive superintendent of the Orleans Railroad, to the effect that his road has taken no action

Three
both in their own interest and in that of the public.
years ago the decision of the commission was unanimous. In
the present case two of the commissioners, Messrs. McChord
and Daniels the latter an appointee of President Wilson dis-

on the government's request to try cab signals, for the reason
that it does not need them; it has something fully as satisfactory, in the shape of an audible distant signal (torpedoes placed
on the rail) loud enough to be heard by 'everybody in the first
car of th'e train; and "there is no accident on record on the
Orleans Railway due to a driver having passed a stop signal
in front of him."
This system of audible signals has been in

and contend that advances should have been allowed in
the territory east as well as west of Pittsburgh and Buffalo.
The opinion of Commissioner Daniels implies that he believes
that all the advances the roads asked for, except those in lakeand-rail rates, should have been allowed. The commission suggests that there are numerous rates in eastern territory which
have been reduced below a fair basis by competition, and that

Orleans Railway

'

^"""^^

feature

"^^^ ™°5^ interesting
J"'y 7'
of the discussion is the state-

—

sent,

—

—

;
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can add to their revertues by
great merit in this suggestion, and

advancing

carriers

the

is

a willingness to co-operate with

it

to be

is

the railways in securing ad-

vances in them. The commission probably has enough power,
if it has the courage to exercise it. to nullify all the state twocent fare laws. It remains to be seen what it will actually prove
willing to do. The commission suggests that the railways may
increase their revenues by making charges for special services
now rendered to shippers for nothing, and by discontinuing cerThere is merit in
tain allowances that they make to siiippers.
suggestion

this

:

of so acting on
It

is

but already experience has
it

in

shown

the difficulty

practice as to obtain the desired results.

asserted that there are various

ways

in

which important

operation can be effected, such as by increasing

economies

in

trainloads,

and more especially car loads; by adopting means for

57,
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THE CONDUCT OF THE RATE ADVANCE CASE

these.

hoped
The commission shows
the roads will act in harmony with it.
implies
and
low,
are
too
rates
passenger
that it beheves that

There

Vol.

D EPRESEXTATIVE
^^
the

that

government

people are

rests

competent

upon two theories

select

to

the great

mass of

legislators

who

and secondly, that

shall be capable of deciding public questions,

people, as a mass, have an intuitive capacity

on questions of grave public importance. The
therefore, of a legislator, might well be to
official actions the best of his own judgment

to decide w-isely

function,

highest

combine

his

in

with a sympathetic interpretation of the will of his constituents.

Commerce Commission is a branch of the legisfew years ago there might have been some doubt
Toas to how far the commission's duties were quasi judicial.
day there can hardly be a doubt in the mind of an unprejudiced
observer of events that the commission, both by the decree of
The

Interstate

A

lature.

the court of public opinion and by the decisions of the

Supreme

Court of the United States, is a branch of the legislature, and
as such has the duty and the power of representing and inter-

The manner

securing savings in fuel by unloading unprofitable outside investments by scrutinizing the relations of directors and officers
with concerns from which the railways buy supplies and the

preting the will of the people.

companies, private car lines, and
so on. To our mind, the most meritorious of these suggestions
But it is probable
is that regarding increases in car efficiency.
larger car loads cannot be obtained without advancing mini-

ment is apparently to make legal procedure more sensitive to
contemporary public opinion and less dependent on precedent.
The 5 per cent rate advance case was a question of the
gravest public policy, and it was a question moreover which
was to be passed on by a branch of the legislature. Few criticisms of railroad mariagers have been better founded than the
criticism leveled against the older school which refused to
The rate advance case was
take the public into its confidence.
conducted on the railroads' side by a man whose own sterling
simplicity
made the idea of underand
democratic
honesty
hand methods or autocratic rough-shod riding abhorrent. On
the commission's side the case was conducted by a lawyer whom
even the majority of railroad men would acknowledge to be a
It was inevitable,
broad-minded and public-spirited citizen.
therefore, that the question would be thrashed out, not only

;

;

with

contracts

sleeping

car

mum

weights; and commercial difficulties and the opposition of
shippers will be met which the railways cannot overcome without the assistance of the commission. Will the commission give

Probably the best answer that could be made to
less academic suggestions of the majority of
the commission regarding the possible operating economies is
given by Commissioner Daniels in his dissenting opinion "The
proposals in the majority report whereby carriers may conserve their revenues without advancing their rates are held not
to constitute a necessary or proper function of the commission
in deciding a plain issue as to the reasonableness of suggested
its

assistance?

all

of the

more or

:

Many of the expedients are ingenious, some of
rate advances.
them are promising, most of them are remote in possible effect, and all of them pale into insignificance as against the admitted economies in fuel and the heavier car and train loading atwithin the last few years."

tained by the carriers

The summation

of the matter seems to be that a majority of
commission has awakened to a partial realization of the
railway situation in the United States, and especially in eastern
territory
that a minority of the commission has awakened to
a full realization of it
that the group of railways which probably needs relief the most is to be given some relief immediately
and that if the railways, the shippers, the state regulating authorities and the commission can co-operate in adopting the
various su,ggestions which the commission makes, the tendency
;

;

be for the railway situation, as a whole, to improve.

A

large part of the difficulties of railways in recent years has been

due

to the business situation in general

;

and

if

it

improves, the

In view,
situation of the railways also will tend to improve.
however, of the general European war, what are going to be
the commercial and industrial developments in the United States?
It

will be interesting to see

how

the decision will be received.

A

few months ago it would have helped business. Coming, as
it does now. in the midst of a great European war. it will be almost impossible to trace its effects because of the other powerful
influences that are operatmg on commerce and industry.
The
commission will, probably, find that it has rendered a decision
which pleases nobody very much. The habitual and professional
critics of the

railways will denounce the cotumission for having
conceded anything. Railway men and business men generally
and the public will criticize it for not having granted enough.
Meanwhile, the carriers should waste no time in beginning to try
to act on the various suggestions for increasing their net revenues the commission has made, so far as those suggestions are
practical.
The welfare of the railways and that of the country
rei|uire that the closest possible co-operation should be developed and maintained between the roads and the commission.

of trying questions

and questions of governmental policy are quite radically

different,

although the present tendency

within the walls of the Interstate

.\merican govern-

in

Commerce Commission's

hear-

ing room, but before the public as a whole.
In the preparation of the railroads' case there

was

first

the stupendous problem of eliminating the non-essential.

ondly, there

tlif

will

of law

was the problem

of

all

Sec-

of presenting the essential points

a non-technical way which could be understood not only by
Commissioner Harlan and his colleagues, but by the American

in

In

public.

particular

this

Commerce Commission

majority of the Interstate

case the

failed to reflect

and interpret

fully public

opinion, probably because of a certain lingering feeling

some of the commissioners
called

forth

the

among

that their actions should partake of

the aloofness of the judiciary.

It

is

adverse comments

probably this feeling which
in

Commissioner Harlan's

opinion on the "campaign of publicity."

The

case as conducted by

criticism.

for the

Xo

attempt was

Chairman Harlan was above serious

made

either

by the chief counsel

commission or by the counsel for the railroads to "play

Clifford Thorne was a bit out of place, but his presence
was not taken seriously either by Mr. Brandeis or the commission.
Commissioner Harlan was admirably fair in his questions and
in his attitude toward the admission of all relevant matters perpolitics."

taining to the case.

The only

leveled against the commission

might possibly be
gave somewhat un-

criticism that

was

that

it

due weight to organized opposition. It is quite apparent also
from the opinion that Commissioner Harlan and Mr. Brandeis
worked in close accord in formulating it. The commission by
its appointment of Mr. Brandeis acknowledged its need for help,
and by its adoption of many of Mr. Brandeis' opinions as a
whole confirmed this acknowledgment. The pity of it is that the
commission did not rely on and reflect crystallized public opinion.
W. M. Acworth, in his le,5timony before the English Royal
Commission on I^ailways, expressed a beliei that the legal railroad commission court of England should be superseded by
full jurisdiction given to the president of the Board of Trade
who should be assisted by a non-political board of experts. Applying this theory to the American form of railroad regulation

August

would be a cabinet

there

course,

of
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the

in

with linal authority wlio would,
majority of cases rely up^ n the

officer

great

—

body the Interstate Commerce Commission but who would be more directly representative of
public opinion than are the commissioners, and who cor.ld in a
case where public opinion strongly demanded a certain policy,
guide the commission toward a compliance with the policy in
other words the policy of the government representing the will
of the voters would be a consistent policy in all its branches.
It was a recognition of the fact that the rate advance case
was one of broad and vital public policy comparable to the
tariff question, which led the railroads to conduct their case,
opinions

of

the

expert

—

;

as the case of

all important matters of policy, in a democratic
form of government must be conducted, both before the legislature and the electorate. The success of the railroads before the
general public more than compensates for the disappointment
or but partial success with the commission.

measure of the

liability and to settle with the claimant with
reasonable promptness.
If he is then charged with the investigation as to the cause of the loss or damage he is at a marked
disadvantage as compared with the department on which the

responsibility

nPHE
*

H. R. Lake, describing the work
damage organization on the Atchi-

Topeka & Santa Fe should be of absorbing interest to every
officer.
For five years the Santa Fe has been conducting a most vigorous campaign in the prevention of loss and
damage to freight, which has resulted in a reduction in the percentage of loss and damage payments from over 3 per cent, of
son,

operating

revenue to less than 1 per cent.
Various causes have
combined to bring about an increase in loss and damage claims
on the railroads as a whole in recent years until the total of
such payments now amounts to about $30,000,000 annually, a
sum which certainly warrants the closest analysis and the most
earnest efforts toward its reduction.
The size and capacity of
cars have been increasing and their strength has been proportionately increased so that the cars themselves can stand the
heavier shocks which added weight naturally brings.
Moreover,
the development of more powerful locomotives, hump-yard
switching and the use of automatic couplers have increased
rough handling. At the same time shippers have not increased
gross

and packing.
and damage claims have increased has not
been entirely lost sight of.
Many roads have conducted campaigns to bring about an improvement but have found it no easy
task either to ascertain the causes or to apply the most effective
remedies.
On several roads, in spite of the most vigorous efforts, it was found that little headway was made until it was
decided that the prevention of loss and damage is an operating
department duty, and not a function of the claim department.
This was done on the St. Louis & San Francisco, whose successful campaign for the reduction of loss and damage through a
special organization in the operating department was described
in the Railzcay Age Gazette of November 12, 1909, page 925.
and September 8, 1911. page 186, and for the past three or four
years the operating department on the Santa Fe has handled the
investigation of loss and damage claims.
There is much to be said in favor of the handling of claims,
or at least the investigation of claims, through this department.
It is the department whose shortcomings are largely responsible
for the claims and it would seem that it is in the best position
the strength of their packages, or the bracing

The

to

fact that loss

effect

iieeded

On

reforms.

the

Frisco the entire

work

of

handling, investigating and settling claims has been turned over

department.
On the Santa Fe practically the
department has been turned into a committee
and damage and for the purpose of correcting the mistakes.
This work is now well organized, and
the methods used on the Santa Fe have already aroused the
interest of other roads.
On July 1, a similar plan w'as adopted

to the operating

entire operating

for the study of loss

& Quincy
There are many reasons why the investigation of O. S. and
D. reports should be conducted by the operating department.
The freight claim agent's business is to determine whether li-

by the Chicago, Burlington

ability

exists

in

respect

to

claims

entered,

to

really

rests.

The operating department

familiar with conditions within

its

is

natu-

jurisdiction,

and

moreover, a far better position to administer discipline or
apply any corrective measures as the result of its own investigations than upon the recommendation of a representative of
another department.
is,

Because of the do.se relationships existing between railways
handling of freight, the best results can only be obtained
through co-operation of all the roads. This being so, there has
been a strong movement to bring about such co-operation
through the medium of a national loss and damage bureau or
in the

association,

to be organized

by the operating departments for

the purpose of preventing loss and damage, instead of adjusting

afterward, which

is

the function of the Freight Claim Asso-

ciation.

article in this issue by

of the freight loss and

more

rally

it

PREVENTING LOSS AND DAMAGE CLAIMS

231

determine the

In 1910. the General Managers' Association of the Southeast
adopted resolutions requesting the general managers' associations
of Xew York, Chicago and St. Louis, and Texas to appoint committees on loss and damage to work along the lines of a similar
committee of the southeastern association, looking to the establishment of a bureau for the whole country, either independently

or as a part of the organization of the

The suggestion

ciation.

the other associations

American Railway Asso-

for the organization of committees by

was not adopted, but the plan resulted

in

the formation by the American Railway Association of a sub-

committee on Packing, Marking and Handling of Freight, which
has done very good work.
It was then proposed
that the Freight Claim Association
amend its constitution, and turn its attention actively to the

prevention of claims, on the ground that that association had
proved itself one of the strongest of railroad organizations, and
as it had done most effective work in its own field, there was no
need of having two associations, both working on loss and damage. This plan met with approval and at the recent annual convention of the Freight Claim Association held at Galveston in

May, it was decided to enlarge the scope of its work to include
not only the settlement of freight claims, but the study of causes

A new committee on
and the prevention of freight claims.
Causes and Prevention was formed for this purpose. The past
work of the Freight Claim Association furnishes good evidence
should be able to accomplish important results in this
but the active prosecution of the campaign must be
done by the individual roads, and as previously stated, the operating department seems in the best position to carry on the
needed investigation. The General Superintendents' Association
that

it

direction,

of Chicago has had a strong committee at

work on

this subject

since June, 1913.

The Southeastern Claim Conference and

the General

Man-

Southeast have been advocating for
some time a plan which it is believed will have an important
bearing on loss and damage claims by promoting better methods
of loading. Under the existing rules of the Freight Claim Assoagers'

Association of the

ciation, unlocated losses in interline traffic are prorated on an
agreed average percentage of probability. For instance, the unlocated loss of an entire package is charged 30 per cent, to the
loading carrier. 20 per cent, to the unloading carrier, and the
It is argued
remaining 50 per cent, is prorated on mileage.
that if an initial line goes to extra expense and extraordinary
diligence to put freight in the right car. and has a system of
records by which it can show affirmatively that the package was
put in the right car, it should be exempted from the 30 per cent,
presumption against the loading line on average probability, and

would be centered where it belongs if the
were held wholly responsible, unless it can show by a
positive affirmative record that the package was put in the right
Various plans for obtaining such affirmative
car at the start.
record have been proposed and are being investigated.
that

responsibility

initial line
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A THREATENED STRIKE AND

"PHE

ITS

MORAL

This was the situation when President Wilson invited the rep-

of the

him at the \\'hite House. Meantime, a terrible and totally unexpected condition of afltairs had developed.
All Europe was
going to war. The business situation in the United States had
become strained to the breaking point. Every stock exchange in
the country was closed. It was apprehended that only some such

any part due to the engineers and firemen, or to the board of
It is due to the intervention of
mediation and conciliation.
President Wilson and to the public-spirited and patriotic action
The true issue involved was clouded
of the railway managers.
during the last few days of the negotiations because of a step
taken by the mediation board which was grossly unfair, and
which resulted in placing the railways in a wholly false posi-

great

threatened

peated their proposal to arbitrate

in

strike

in

West was

the

all

differences.

It

was sug-

avoid a rupture at such a critical moment both parties suspend
all further controversy for 90 days.
But the leaders of the em-

the controversy were as follows:

and firemen made demands
which, if granted, would have increased their wages approxiThe
railway managers long
mately $27,000,000. or -lO per cent.
had been aware that some' such demands were to be presented.
They were as dissatisfied with the existing schedules as were
the employees. Controversies, negotiations and struggles over a
long period of years have caused rules and principles to be incorporated in the schedules which the railway managers regard
as unfair and uneconomic. Therefore, when the employees presented their proposals the railways gave notice of cancellation
The
of the existing schedules and made counter proposals.
purpose of these counter-proposals was to correct the anomalous,
October

10,

1913, the engineers

unfair and wasteful

rules

and principles referred

to.

It

ployees had called a strike for .August 7; and they showed their
public spirit and patriotism by coolly announcing that unless the

railways accepted the absolutely unfair plan of arbitration that

had been last proposed by the mediation board and accepte by
They
the employees the strike would occur on schedule time!
had the railways and the country by the throat and they didn't
intend to relax their grip, no matter what were the consequences.
1 he railways' managers promptly rose to the occasion, and accepted the one-sided plan of arbitration they had previously
rejected.
In the interest of the public welfare they agreed to
compromise on the basis of "heads I lose, and tails you win."
The moral of all this is clear. \o consideration of fairness,
ublic welfare or patriotism exercises any restraining influence
on certain leaders of organized labor. In the absence of laws
forbidding strikes they will call strikes if they think they have
1

was

claimed by the employees that the railways' plan would result
The Conference Committee of
in a reduction of their wages.
Managers replied that, if the employees' committee would join

I

anything to gain by them, even though the ultimate result may
be that the heavens will be rolled together as a scroll, and the
The public may
earth will be consumed with fervent heat.
think that because it is so often threatened with general railway strikes which do not come, there is no serious danger that

a revision of the parts of the schedules to which the railit would join with the employees' committee in a
revision of the wage schedules which would secure to the emin

ways objected,

ployees at least as large compensation as they already were receiving. The employees rejected this proposal and made new and
additional demands, the granting of which, together with their
original demands,

would have increased

their

wages by

$33,000,-

000, or 50 per cent.

No

agreement being reached, the employees took a strike
The Conference Committee of Managers then proposed
arbitration of all of the demands of both the employees and the
When the employees rejected this the managers sugrailways.
gested that the two parties join in asking the Board of Mediation and Conciliation to tender its good offices. The employees
rejecting this suggestion, the managers alone asked for medivote.

In the course of the mediation the board made various
proposals to each side with the object of securing a basis of
agreement or arbitration. Finally, it made this proposal The
ation.

:

schedules in effect prior to October 10, 1913, to be restored; all
of the demands made by the railways to be withdrawn the demands made by the employees in May, which were additional
;

to

this

gested by President Miller of the Burlington that in order to

The main developments

it

catastrophe as

needed to precipitate a violent panic.
The President of the
L'nited States appealed to the employees and the railways to
settle their differences.
He appealed in the name of patriotism,
of the public welfare, of humanity.
The railway managers re-

tion.

On

No. 6

resentatives of the employees and of the railways to confer with

Xewlands-Erdman arbitration law
*
are made manifest by the verj' narrow escape which the
United States has just had from a strike of all the engineers and
firemen on the 58 railways west of Lake Michigan and the
That a strike was averted is not in
Illinois Central Railroad.
defects

vital

\'oL. 57,

their

original

demands, and were made merely

in

a spirit

of bluff and brat-ado, to be withdrawn the original demands of
the employees presented in October. 1913. and they only, to be
The verj' thing which the managers were fighting
arbitrated.
:

was recognition of the principle that demands made by the
railways on their employees as well as demands made by the
employees on the railways should be submitted to arbitration,
for

and the

ver\-

thing the mediation board asked the railways to
was the principle that the de-

accept as a basis for arbitration

mands of the employees should be arbitrated and that the demands of the railways should not he arbitrated.
Of course, the employees immediately accepted this plan.
They had everything to gain and nothing to lose by it. And
They had everything to
of course the managers rejected it.

.

any ever will come. But that is the way that the people of
Europe regarded the incessant talk of a great European war,
and the great European war has come, .^nd unless legislation
is passed forbidding strikes and lockouts, at least until after
there has been arbitration, and the findings of the arbitration
board have been made public, there will be a railway strike in
this country one of these days whose consequences will be more
terrible than the public can now even imagine.

BROOKLYN RAPID TRANSIT
CIN'CE

the growth of the population in the city of Brooklyn
•^ has assured to the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company a substantial annual increase in its operating revenues, the problem

has been to conserve to the company and especially to its stockholders their share of the increased earnings. To do this it has
been necessary to offset increases in wage scales through the
training of employees to greater usefulness, to offset very large
increases in taxes through economies in some branch of operation, and to overcome what was not many years ago a strong
prejudice against the

company on the

part of

its

patrons.

year ended June 30,
Net income, after
1914. were $24,709,000; in 1913, $23,453,000.
the payment of operating expenses and charges to income for
betterment, amounted to $12,015,000 in 1914. as compared with

Totjl passenger ear-ings

in

the

fiscal

The growth of the company's
annual increase in passenger earn-

$11,659,000 in the previous year.

business

is

shown by

the

ings over each succeeding year. The increase in 1910 was 7.44
per cent.; in 1911. 4.28 per cent.; in 1912, 5.66 per cent.; in 1913.

lose

and in 1914, 5.35 per cent.
Despite the increases in wages the cost of general operating
(transportation), exclusive of maintenance, consumes a smaller
proportion of operating earnings now than in 1910. The ratio

the position of refusing to arbitrate.

and

and nothing to gain liy it. Thus, although the railroads
were the first to propose arbitration, and insisted upon arbitration, and were at all times willing to arbitrate all the points in
issue, the mediation board and the employees de'ftly put them in

3.94 per cent.,

in

1910 was 35.21: in 1911. 34.59: in 1912. 33.89; in 1913. 33.53,
On the other hand, the ratio of maintenance
in 1914, 34.67.

;:;

August

7,
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1914

charges has been slightly increased.

In

16.21; in 1612, 16.39; in 1913. 16.13,

1911,

The

1910

it

and

in

was
was

net surplus in 1914 available for dividends

an increase over
dividend

1913 $2,441,000.

was due

requirements

;

to

The

conversion

of

in

17.03.

Letters to the Editor

S.\316,000.

Dividend requirements

1913 of $819,000.

1914 were $3,660,000, and in

16.53

1914.
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in

increase in
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THE RAILROAD TROUBLE

stocks mentioned later.

The

company or
great

a steam
majority of

cases the relation of the employees to the public.

Street rail-

relation of either a street railway

railroad

company

to

way employees are a
work is hard and is

its

patrons

is

the

of labor to deal with.

difficult class
full

in

of annoyances.

Their

It is difficult to estab-

permanent force of men and for this reason
motormen or conductFurthermore, a very large item of expense fora street railway company results from damage claims and perThis is, of course, a worse than nonsonal injury suits.
productive expenditure and is dependent both on the care and
training of the employees of the company and on the Ettitude
lish
it

is

and

to hold a

particularly difficult to train either

ors thoroughly.

of the public in the city ser\ed.
cess

in

probably

few

the last
in

j'ears

The

substantial financial suc-

of the Brooklj-n Rapid Transit

is

considerable part due to the broadminded. farsighted

which the company has adopted towards its employees
and toward the education of both employees and patrons in regard to safety.
In 1914 the company spent $69,000 for medical services and
sick and death benefits not reached by the Employees' Benefit
.Association.
The company has a system of compulsory medical
inspection and free medical attendance for employees excused
on account of illness. In the first complete year of operation
of this system the calendar year 1913
10.000 men benefited
from it. Time lost on account of illness was 24 per cent, less
The medical inspection bureau now has a
in 1913 than in 1912.
chief inspecting physician and five assistants.
First aid instruction is also being given employees in all departments.
The safety campaign which the Brooklyn Rapid Transit is
carrying on is quite unusually broad in its scope. The company
has a bureau of public safety which co-operates with the board

i;k.4Vsl.\ke,

To THE Editor

—

of education of

This

bureau

Xew York

City and with the parochial schools.

in 179 public schools and 26
membership of 262.000 children.
23 parents' organizations were addressed and mov-

gives

instruction

parochial schools, with a total

Besides this

ing picture lectures given in the city parks.

Working along analogous
ing the last few years been

lines,

the legal department has dur-

making

special efforts to settle

age and personal injury claims promptly.

dam-

In 1907 damages were

3.86 per cent, of total operating earnings; in 1908. 4.14; in 1909,
3.66; in 1910. 2.66; in 1911, 3.43; in 1912. 2.95; in 1913, 2.51,

and

in 1914, 2.14.

Liberal expenditures were made for maintenance of way and
In 1914 $2,022,000 was spent for
maintenance of equipment.
maintenance of way, which is 20 47 per cent, more than was
spent in 1913. and $2,316,000 for maintenance of equipment,
which is 5.17 per cent, more than was spent in 1913. More liberal expenditures were also made for additions and betterments.
Exclusive of the amount spent for the work on the new dual

subway and extensions of elevated

lines. $1,544,000

was spent

additions and betterments and charged to capital account.

for

Of

for cars and electrical equipment, and

amount $958,000 was
$306,000 for track and roadway.
this

Work on the dual system has
been progressing aliout as fast as was expected and $11,000,000
was spent during the year on this account.
The financial position of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company
was very considerably improved during the year by the conversion of refunding mortgage 4 per cent, bonds into stock, the conversion privilege expiring July 1, 1914. On June 30. 1913, there
were $120,435,000 bonds outstanding, and, at the end of June,
1914, $100,972,000. the amount of stock outstanding having in^
creased from $49,837,000 to $75,592,000.
The company earned
net in 1914 the equivalent of 7.87 per cent, on the present outstanding stock.

.\ugust

1914.

3,

:

increasing and the units of revenue were steadily de-

steadily

would make
was

creasing, the railroads

ness they

The

did.

witness

less

money

more

the

busi-

laughed at by the

publicly

learned counsel for the opponents of the railroads, jumped on
for a harmless sort of a fool by the commission, and privately

advised by

good

experienced

theorj-,

railroad

but they didn't take

officials

much

that

stock in

it

its

might be a
working out

that way.

policy

—

III.,

the Railway Age Gazette
It happened once
upon a time, about four years ago. that
after having made a somewhat extended investigation of the
subject, a witness who was testifying before the Interstate Commerce Commission in what was then known as the Western
Advanced Rate Cases, stated that because the units of cost were
of

Now

comes the Bureau of Railway

while the

business for

four

these

Statistics,

years has

$2,787,266,000 to $3,091,670,000, the net operating

and shows

that

increased from

income has de-

from $838,617,000 to $712,133,000.
Just what the dewitness stated would- happen has happened within four
years, and will not only continue, but will increase in ratio, uncrease
rided

earnings will

net

til

disappear,

something deflects the

unless

present course of either the !ine of expense or the line of revenue

from

A
lies

their direction

toward each other,

glance at the separate accounts shows where the trouble
with e.xpenses. From 1910 to 1914 maintenance of way in-

hundredths

creased sixteen

equipment, 2.43 per
transportation,

of

per

cent.

;

maintenance of
cent.
hundredths of 1 per cent.

per

1

cent., traffic, six

3.24

;

general

seventeen

expenses,

hundredths of 1 per cent. Maintenance of way is largely material, and what labor it contains is practically all unorganized
maintenance of equipment is very largely organized labor;
traffic is the expenses of getting the business, and represents no
organized labor; transportation is the cost of moving the business, and is very largely organized labor; general expenses include salaries of
that

the

officials

substantial

We

and incidental expenditures.

increase

in

costs

falls

practically

find

entirely

upon organized labor. In the three accounts, maintenance of
way. traffic and general expenses, the increase was thirtv-nine
hundredths of 1 per cent. In the two accounts, maintenance of
equipment and transportation, the increase was 5.67 per cent.
During this period, revenues increased 7.33 per cent. expenses
increased 21.05 per cent., and net income decreased 15.08 per
;

cent.

The deduction of the witness referred to seems to be borne
out by the results. If an increase in business of 204 million
dollars cost 388 million dollars to get, how long will it take to
wipe out the net earnings simply by increasing the business? And
the increase has been unbroken annually; for the four years the
expense to revenue has been, respectively, 66.27 69.38
And the two years showing the big jumps are
the years in which substantial advances in the demands of
Demands are now pending
organized labor were enforced.
which if secured in full would of themselves put the 1914 ratio
and
make
the increase in transportation
up to over 74 per cent.,
ratio of

69.40

:

:

72.33.

account over

5

per cent.

the railroads get the less

absurd as

it

The assertion ikat the more business
money they make, does not look as

did in 1910.

Four years more

at the

same

ratio

would bring the net operat-

ing income below the necessary payments for interest and dividends.
.\s many railroads arc making no dividend pa%-ments.
four years at the same raito will see the commencement of
the inevitable period of receiverships not based on high finance
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Another four years would wipe out more
than half the dividends, and in twelve years the interest on the
bonds would begin to go. With the destruction of dividends
and the impairment of interest payments reasonably in sight, it
is not to be wondered at that railroad stocks are no longer de-

qualifications,

or stock juggling.

sirable

for

When you

is

that the

governments of

way

country have put

this

of increased revenues that are at

adequate, and at the same time refuse to put any check
whatever upon the increase of expenses.
The time has come when the government must accept the
full responsibility attaching to the powers it has assumed, or
accept responsibility for the wrecking of the greatest commerinstitution of the

world.

American railroad today is unreguand uncontrolled or'ianircd labor.
That railroad labor
uld organize and protect its interests, no one can deny. But
when its rapacity reaches the. point at which it portends public
disaster of inestimable damage, there should be some substantial
and effective consideration of the interests of the public.
If the car which carries the freight is so much an instrument of commerce that the public has a right to regulate the

the

lated

its use,

why

isn't

man who

the

may

surely
is

not

is.

inability

to

make adequate revenue

reasonableness of a

railroad

rate

is.

as

it

a fair subject for administrative determination, why
the 50 per cent, of that ratio which is imposed

also

upon the railways by a force beyond
cases against their fair judgment?

their control

and

in

many

Willi.^m Ellis.

THE IMPORTANCE OF THE CONDUCTOR
Hailevville, Okla..

To THE Editor
It

is

of

the R.mlw.w

.Tuly

10,

1914.

who know, that .not enough
employment of men for the train service
men for the position of conductor. We

accepted as truth by those

attention

is

given to the

to ultimately get proper

begin with the brakeman.

When

a

brakeman

is

required,

the

average employing officer, or sometimes a clerk of a few months'
experience as a stenographer, takes the applicant into a corner
and puts such questions to him as he can remember having heard
his superior use in examinations.
He may omit important matters, many of which should have been determined by the superintendent personally.

Was

the

applicant's

past

record

fully

investigated?

What

How about his physique and personal appearance? What was his manner in entering the office? Would
not a man. say. six feet in height, broad-shouldered and straight,
and with a steady gait, present a far better appearance when
going through a train taking up tickets, than a tall, slim, swingy.
or a short, chunky, bow-legged individual? If it were necessary
for the conductor to give a passenger a written memorandum
concerning some connection or other important matter should he
not be able to write so that the ordinary person could read it?
Would a commercial institution place a man in charge of a
$100,000 business without knowing something of his educational
about his education?

When

him.

in store for

a

man

in

is

last,

however strong a

fight

put up by the organizations to which he belongs.
in

any capacity who does not work for the interest of

company

have

I

of the waiting passenger train heard the conversation between
the operator

and the stock man, and of

his

own accojd

took his

engine and spotted the car at the chute so that it was loaded by
the time the extra arrived. In this way he saved an hour's delay
.

and did not delay the
This conductor did not ask for local
of the trip neither did he make any
occasion when there was trouble on
to the extra

;

passenger train a minute.
freight pay for the balance
talk about

On

it.

another

account of a washout this
same conductor found that a car of ice had been loaded and was
being badly delayed on account of there being no freight service.
He picked up the car and took it to the next station, which was

The
its destination, without stopping to ask for instructions.
conductor just mentioned is still running his passenger train;
never has any trouble, and never complains about being delayed
by the despatcher or by freight trains. If he should happen to get
into trouble he would certainly have a lot of friends who would
come

.\ge G.\zette:

is

discharged for cause and his record has
not tit to be retained in the employ his re-

work for the fellow on the
in mind a case that occurred not long ago
where two passenger trains were to meet. One
reached this point 15 or 20 minutes in advance of the other. A
stock shipper was waiting at this station to load a car of stock
for an extra westbound which had made the first station east for
the passenger trains. The car had not been spotted at the chute,
The conductor
as the chute was located on the passing track.

If reasonable the

present

that he

there

at a small station

the

their

is

opposite run.

Shouldn't the government be as solicitous about
reasonableness of the 50 per cent, as it is about the 5 per
When it becomes apparent that the load that is bearing
the railways down is the power of organized labor, shouldn't

If the

all

the terminal, leaving the bulk of the

per cent.

in

is

service

To get
at all times is not a desirable employee.
over the road as quickly as possible with the least work is not
doing the company justice. A local train is run for the purpose
of doing the local work and not to see how quickly it can reach

tlie

railways

l)c

A man
the

cent?

provisions.

personal appearance?

his

at heart so that

instatement should be fought to the

hauls the car equally

government deternnne the reasonableness of its demands?
government should then permit the railways
to charge enough to meet them.
If not the government should
condemn the demands.
I do not assert that organized labor imposes an undue demand upon railroad revenues. I do not know whether its toll
is reasonable or unreasonable.
But it is clear that its everincreasing toll is the burden that is breaking the backs of the

train

shown

an instrument of commerce, and equally subject to public regulation?
Railroad labor gets almost 50 per cent, of the money
the pul)lic pays to the railways, and the stockholders get about
5

company

does, that that

real trouble with the

charges for

and

he will thoroughly investigate
making the proper notations, and securing statements from passengers and others to
fortify the company against suits at law?
It should be borne in
mind that whenever a call boy is employed he may some day be
a conductor; and if he is not of the right kind of material and
not properly coached he will prove an undesirable conductor.
Just as soon as a brakeman demonstrates that he is not of the
proper material for a conductor he should be dropped from the
list, for he will not even make a good brakeman. knowing, as he
est of the

all

The

record,

out with a $20,000 locomotive and eight

accidents that occur within his notice,

a hopeless block in the

cial

man

Xo. 6

women and children,
what do you expect of him? He should be a man possessing a
good stock of broad general knowledge. Has he the proper inter-

investment, and that long-term railroad bonds are

trouble

past

his

start a

57,

or ten tine passenger cars loaded with men,

not sought after.

The

Vol.

to his rescue.

the other hand a case recently developed where a conductor on a "red ball" train with 20 "red balls" and 30 empties
set out 4 red ball loads instead of empties to get over a hill this
because the empties were on the rear end and it was easier for
Is such a
the brakemen to set out four loads at the head end.
fellow as this a good man for the company? His action brought

On

;

severe criticism

;

but he

is

still

running his

train,

and

is

pro-

tected by his organization.

What a farce we see every day in the full crew laws. The
lirakemen now on the trains have nothing to do but clean the
lamps and get out on top when passing through stations; and
half of

them do not do

that.
Assistant Chief Despatcher, Chicago,

J. L. Coss,
Rock Island & Pacific.

Mileage of Railways in Russia.— The Russian ministry of
ways of communication has announced that the mileage of Rus43.788. of \\4iich 29,594 miles belong
In addition, the railroads in Finland
miles and the Eastern Chinese Railroad. 1.073 miles.
also temporary lines covering 2.031 miles. There are

sian railroads

ment

is

railroads.

to govern-

cover 2,430

There are
5.657 miles

under construction, and permission has been granted for the
building of 3,899 miles.

;

Decision

the

in

Per

Five

Rate Advance Case

Cent

Abstract of the Majority and Dissenting Opinions with
the Exact Language of the Commissioners Preserved

The following is the majority opinion by Chairman Harlan:
The Interstate Commerce Commission on June 21, 1913, ordered a proceeding to inquire into the following matters
1.

Do

carriers

the present rates of transportation yield the common
by railroad operating in official classification territory

adequate revenue
2.

If

the

meet

to

Alton,

Dayton,

may now

quence

of

avoid any such question of law, the carriers on

Cincinnati,

Hamilton

railroad

in

&

securities

judgment which not

risk of those errors of

management of

enterprises con-

but they likewise should be permitted to enjoy
which naturally flow under reasonable scale of
from the exercise of good judgment, integrity and ef-

rates,

To

Investors

profit,

to the private

thereon.

or the

need of additional funds as a conse-

fully the profits

adopting this plan for the investigation the commission was
not unanimous.
Two of its members dissented on the general

grounds that until the proposed increased rates had been filed
as required by law there could be no effective basis for the inquiry and no legal warrant for a finding or for an order based

Frisco,

in

infrequently attend the careful

the situation?
In

the

be

mismanagement.

must also take the
ducted for

?

what general course may carriers pursue

not,

Illinois,

ficiency in the

management of the properties. The public owes
owners of these properties, when well located and
on the invest-

well managed, full consent to earn a fair return

ment, and the carriers owe to the public an
reasonable rates.

The property investment

efficient

service at

of the 35 railway systems in

shown by

official

1913, filed tariffs providing increased rates

on prac-

classification

moving in official classification
were suspended by the commission.

territory.

vances discussed in a case of 1910, was estimated at $27,000,000.
The increased revenue under the proposed advance here under
consideration, as estimated by the carriers' experts, would ag-

about $3,787,000,000 on June 30, 1898.
The return upon this
amount in net operating income for that year is stated at 4.39
per cent. During the next few years conditions in the transportation world improved rapidly.
In 1900 the property investment
as reported stood at about $3,952,000,000.
The net operating income for that year is stated at 5.28 per cent. In 1903 their property investment was reported at about $4,300,000,000.
The net
operating income for that year reached 5.85 per cent. It is obvious. that if we select either the low ratio of the net operating
income for 1898 or the high ratio of 1903, as a basis for compariAll things conson, some very unsound inferences may result.

gregate

sidered,

October

15,

tically all freight traffic

These

tariffs

The

rates

now proposed

by the carriers are commonly spoken

of as providing a five per cent, increase in freight charges.

As

a matter of fact the increases range from less than three per
cent, on some traffic, and as high as fifty per cent, in certain

short

haul

The

traffic.

additional revenue expected to accrue under the rate ad-

about

$50,000,000.

On November 24, 1913, the hearings were commenced and
were contuiued at intervals until May 1, 1914. The record was
closed so far as the

first question in the general investigation
except as to certain inquiry formally addressed
to the carriers by the commission, to which they have not yet
fully responded, and except as to the relations of the Baltimore

concerned,

is

& Ohio

.

with

the

Cincinnati,

which a hearing was had on

Hamilton

May

29,

&

Dayton, concerning

1914.

PROTESTS AG.ATNST PROPOSED ADVANCES
Protests againts

general increase in freight

were preXorth Dakota,
South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, Arkansas and
Missouri, and by the National Council of Grain Dealers' Association, and the Farmers' Association of Iowa.
Protests against
increase in lake and rail rates were presented by the Chicago
Association of Commerce, and the Board of Trade of Duluth.
rates

sented by the railroad commissions of the Iowa,

Protests against proposed increases in rates so far as they effected
large

specific

articles

of which

some

the tonnage in

cases

is

were presented by many shippers, particularly by shippers

of coal, coke, ore, brick, cement, lumber, ice. sand, gravel, paper,
pulp, corn

products and petroleum.

The hearing

of these special

territory,

as

their

exhibits,

aggregated

it is clear that in place of a comparison of one particular
we must take a more comprehensive
view of the trend of railway earnings. \\'e shall, therefore, begin
our examination with the year 1900, omitting the years 1898 and
1899, which show relatively low earnings and appear not to be

year or period with another,

fairly representative of railroad conditions.

During those 14 years the property investment of these carThis
has increased from $3,952,000,000 to $6,281,000,000.
represents an advance in the property investment account of 59
per cent. The operating revenue shows a far greater advance
during the same period of years, having increased by 110 per
riers

It will be noted, however, that the operating expenses increased even more rapidly, or by 133 per cent, in the 14 years,
the result being that the net operating revenue shows a lower

cent.

Expressing the

ratio of increase than does the gross revenue.

thought

in a

more

cost the carriers 64.62 cents in

may

be said that in 1900 it
operating expenses to secure $1

definite form,

it

Had

of revenue, w^hile in 1913 the cost had risen to 71.77 cents.
the operating cost of securing their revenue remained the

same

in 1913 as in 1900 the net operating revenue of these carriers in
1913 would have been greater than it was by more than $100.The taxes increased during that period in about the
000.000.

same proportion as did operating expenses but the decrease in
was so great that the ratio
of net operating income to property investment was larger in
1913 than it was in 1900. The explanation of this reduced capital
cost is due mainly to two facts; first, the advance in the art of
;

protests occupied 36 days.

the capital cost per unit of production

RELATIONS OF THE CARRIERS AND THE PfBLIC

The general

duties

that

common

carriers

owe

to the

public

They must provide prompt and safe servand they are held to strict responsibility for injuries or
damage to property which they undertake to carry and for
which they are under obligation not to charge an excessive rate
for the services.
This was a rule of common law, and it has
been emphasized by specific legislation
on the other hand we
cannot doubt that there are responsibilities on the part of the

are well understood.
ice

;

members of privately owned companies.
Investors in railroad securities share parf of the consequences

public to

of dishonesty

on the part of those selected to
manage the properties. No one could reasonably contend that
the public should pay higher transportation rates because once
prosperous properties like the New Haven. Chicago & Eastern
or

inefficiency

railroading; and, second, the increase in the density of
both resulting in the greater utilization of the plant.

traffic,

CAUSES OF INCREASED OPERATING RATIO

We

have already mentioned the fact that the' returns of these
carriers in gross operating revenues have increased much more
rapidly since 1900 than the property investment.
served, however,

between the two accounts, that

It

will be ob-

showing the

ratio

vVhile the gross revenues, as

"com-

from the accompanying

chart,

pared with property investment, increased quite regularly from
1900 to 1907, they have remained practically stationarv', with some
This has been due not to a
fluctuations, since the latter date.

'
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relative decrease in the

volume of the

traffic

moved

but largely to

a decreased return per ton mile and. per passenger mile since
If the tonl',04, and especially during the years 1906 to 1913.
n.ile and the passenger-mile rates earned in 1906 had been re-

peated in 1913 the net operating income of the carriers during the
latter year would have been at least $30,000,000 greater than it

Vol.

No. 6

57.

The

dered, have not yielded proportionate returns in revenue.

greater part of these expenditures has been for the immediate
of the passenger service.

benefit

The

were also prevented from realizing the

carriers

full

bene-

of the increase in gross earnings by the great increases in

fit

operating expenses and taxes.

actually was.

There is, however, no basis of record for the assumption that
the reduction in these earnings per ton mile has been caused
wholly by the adoption of lower rates for the service. There
are many factors, other than rate reductions, that affect the

%

1900 1901

1902 1903 1904 I90S 1906 1907 I90S 1909 1910

&S0
6.00

'

^^^"•^^i*

ISM 1912 1913

A

i-Jj^

/i\

'\

earnings of carriers per ton mile. Without any reduction whatever in the charge for the service a reduction in the revenue per
ton mile will be brought about by a relative increase in the
A
length of haul or in the volume of traffic taking low rates.

550

very marked reduction in revenue per unit of service results
also from the absorptions occasioned by payments for switchThe record indicates that some
ing, lighterage, elevation, etc.
of the decrease in the yield per ton mile was due to voluntary

Ratio of Net Operating Income to Property Investment

rate reductions by the carriers:

some

rate reductions have also

from the orders of this commission and from the orders of state commissions. But it may fairly be assured that the
resulted

500

At

^:

?

°~3

a

^

?

?

1

t%vo points, 1906

and

T

LV

\
rt

T

^

i

1910, the rising line in the operating

been interrupted; but both those years were periods
The lower operating
of relatively large railroad earnings.
ratios of those two years were obviously due to the greater
density of traffic; and conversely the higher operating ratios of
1904 and 1908 were due to the lower density of traffic incident
There were also
to the business depression during those years.
large revenues in 1911, 1912, and in 1913, but they were ofltsct
by the large increase in wages and other operating costs during
ratio has

that

period,

in

consequence of which the operating ratio was

held at a high level.

Each of the different groups of expenses has played a part,
but not an equal part, in increasing the operating ratio of railThe advance in relation to revenues of the last group
roads.
of expenses, shown on the table and charts as general and outside
operations,

has been

confined

almost

entirely

to

the

expense

of conducting outside operations, such as boat and ferry lines,
harbor terminal' transfers, sleeping, dining, and special car serv-

grain elevators, stock yards, hotels and restaurants. Many
of these enterprises result in substantial losses to the carriers;
and they often involve services for which no charge is made
ices,

or for which the charge when made
expenses incident to these so-called

is

unremunerative.
operations

outside

grown rapidly in recent years.
The transportation and traffic expenses,

Comparison

ot Increases in Capital

to

1913

Investment and

Traffic,

1900

Inclusive

we have just mentioned were more influential than
any lowering of the rates on freight.
The reduced earnings on passenger traffic were caused largely
by reductions which the carriers were compelled to make m
their passenger fares in Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, Illinois, and
We shall refer
in other states, under local legislative action.
later to this very important phase of the case, but it is proper
to say at this point that the returns made by ten of the roads,
representing only a portion of the mileage in what is known as
central freight association territory, show that during the period from 1906 to 1913, inclusive, there was an estimated loss
of nearly $18,000,000 in revenues due to state legislation under

causes that

which those carriers were compelled to make substantial reductions in their local passenger fares with accompanying reductions in their interstate passenger

fares.

.\nother cause which has depressed the ratio of revenue to investment in recent years, is the increasing proportion of investment in property, which, although used in transportation
and acquired in response to a public demand for better service,
Among
relatively unproductive under present practices.
is
other things, investments in equipment of improved type, displacing other equipment of equal capacity, the elevation of
tracks,

and the construction of expensive terminal facilities in
cities, while adding to the value of the service ren-

the large

as

The
have

shown on

the

above chart, have very substantially advanced in ratio to revenue during the 14 years under review. This group includes
expenses incident to the actual moving of traffic and the most
important items are the cost of fuel and the wages of employees,
both of which in recent years have been increased to such an
extent as to account for a great portion of the total increase in

Ratio of Total Operating Revenue to Property Investment

Compilations made by the commission of
operating expenses.
fuel
the answers of the carriers to its questions concerning
show that the average price of coal increased 7.7 per cent, from
in1910 to 1913. Exhibits filed by 30 of the 35 railway systems
cent,
volved in this proceeding indicate an increase of 9.02 per
1909,
in the average daily wage paid in 1913 as compared with
and that if the scale of wages for 1909 had been in effect during
by
1913 the labor costs of the latter year would have been less

about $51,000,000 than they actually were.

What

part of this

August
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amount properly belongs to operr«:!ig expenses and what part to
It
the betterment and improvement accounts does not appear.
is interesting to note, however, tliat notwithstanding wages conan exceptionally large part of the transportation expense,
group of expenses has shown a relatively smaller advance
than other groups. That the ratio was not still greater in 1913
is a tribute to the ability of operating officials and an evidence
A relatively
of the possibilities in the direction of economy.
stitute
this

%

1900

1902

1901

1903

1904

1905 1906

1907

1908

1909

1910

1911

1913

1912

S^AINhNANCC Or^Mf AND 3TRUZ7URC5

^^o

q-

1

show the demands of the public for a higher standard of service; and a portion of the increase in maintenance
charges is due to such causes. These laws, to no small extent,
enforce measures of precaution which the carriers ought to
take and which they would voluntarily have taken in many parenacur.ents

pursuance of sound railway policy and practice. It
many cases they have had the efhastening improvements in equipment and roadway that
would have come later, and of burdening the maintenance expenses of the years in which the improvements were made.
Wise policy requires that a railway property should be kept up
ticulars in
is.

nevertheless, true that in

fect of

to the level of its highest reasonable efficiency at all times
and
the postponement of needed repairs either in road or equipment
because of a temporary falling oflf in revenues can not be justi-

I

1

;

1

1

T

-

-

1^

^11
SJ
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•»

.1

7

S*

;

1

U''«^S~~^

fied or

be regarded as true economy.

FINDINGS AS TO THE ADEQU.\Cy OF PRESENT REVENUES
In view of a tendency towards a diminishing net operating
income as shown by the facts described we are of opinion that
the net operating income of the railroads in official classification
territory, taken as a whole,

smaller than

is

interest of both the general public

our duty and our purpose to
TDiH «>«r> TIOH AND TRAFFIC

1

|

L'oS
" 4

TOTAL

64.62 64.82 65.49

Note.— Prior
amoni!

ttie

r^

to 1908 the

other groups.

1

S4"

-^/s,

___ ^^^

Jk

/
/h -i\

1

demanded

aid, so

far

in the

and it
as we legally may,

is

:

in

1

J

A>

'o**

%

-

k

TOK

1904

1903

1905

P906

1907

1908

1909

1910

1911

1912

1913

7.50

"'

6715 68.87 6788 6663 6645 7097 6797 6727 7071

expenses of outside operations n
This accounts for the sudden i

is

and the railroads

7177

ot separately kept bat vere distributed
1 the ratio line lor general and ontsfda

Ratio of Groups of Operating Expenses to Operating Revenues

was made necessary by the socrew and hours of service laws and similar federal

small portion of the increase
called full

or state

statutes.

A

substantial

part

of

the

increase

in

this

group has been due to the increase in the special services performed for shippers at terminals and elsewhere without the imposition of any charge or for an inadequate charge.
Such special services, which are considered later in this report, include

Comparison

of

Ratios of Net Operating Income to Property

Investment
of the problem as to the course that the carriers

the solution

may pursue to meet the
The financial condition

situation.

of the various railroads composing the
systems varies greatly, as disclosed by their net corporate
income as well as by their net operating income. The condition

35

of

some

of

them

is

a higher net income

so prosperous that they clearly do not need

the condition of others is such as to preclude the expectation of a return upon outstanding capital stock
or the possibility of. raising much additional capital without a
;

thorough reorganization.

SHALL THE PROPOSED ADVANCE

Ratio of Taxes to Property Investment

l.N

FREIGHT RATES BE APPROVED?

portation expenses.

Treating as one road the 35 railway systems that have joined
in this application for our approval of a so-called 5 per cent,
advance in their freight charges, we have reached the conclusion
that their net operating income is insufficient and should be in-

The most extraordinary increase in the operating expense
accounts from 1900 to 1913 was in the maintenance group, and

proceed now to consider under our general order
creased.
of inquiry "what general course may carriers pursue to meet the

reconsigning, switching, storage, teaming,

forming which

especially in

The
lation

falls for

etc.,

the cost of per-

the most part within the group of trans-

the maintenance of equipment.

safety-appliance

acts,

boiler-inspection laws,

requiring the elimination of grade

crossings,

We

situation."
state

legis-

and other

—

They proposed but one remedy the so-called 5 per cent,
As that remedy was offered through

crease in freight rates.

in-

the

:
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we are legally bound to adopt it. if the
and reasonable, even though it may not seem
But we are unable upon the
to us the best remedy available.
record to find that the rales so proposed are just and reasonable,
formal

new

filing

of tariffs,

rates are just

except as hereinafter stated.

NO INXRE.ASE OF PASSENGER FARES PROPOSED

The proposed advance

in

rates

is

does not extend even to all the traffic of that character.
practically every railroad seeking approval of these increases
in freight rates maintains a passenger service also; and passenger train revenues amount to more than 24 per cent, of the

and
Yet

it

total

transportation

stated.

It

is

revenues

of

the

as

carriers,

heretofore

consistent with the evidence of record as to

some

of these carriers that the increase shown in the ratio of operating expenses to operating revenues is attributable wholly to
and it is probable, in
the increased cost of passenger service
;

the case of every railroad showing a

ating ratio, that the increased ratio
its passenger service.

The

is

largely

but 506 per mile.

In the

of the population

is

three

;

The general public docs not know, and probably
actual.
does not stop to consider what proportion of the cost of a ton
of coal, or of the price of a dwelling, or the rent of an apartment represents freight charges, but the cost of freight transless

the

or

cost

selling

price

of

practically

everything used by the public. In many cases, to be sure, freight
charges represent but a small proportion of the total cost of
things used or consumed, but

is

it

of

the

of a high-grade character.

With

quite probable that the aver-

New

England territory and
Its

In trunk line territory the products

The

fied.

differences in the freight earnings per ton per mile

are illustrated as follows
Earnings per Ton-Mile in Three

lLLCSTR.\TIOX OF DlFFERE.NCES

Territories
1910

19U

1912

1913

Cents-

Cents.

Cents.

Cents.

1.085
1.417

1.095
1.390

1.089
1.371

1.054
1.345

Central lines cast of Buffalo. .642
.618

.647
.619

.653
.617

.623
.617

570

.573

.575

.563

Names
Boston & Maine
New York, New Haven & Hartford

New York

Pennsylvania lines east of Pittsburgh.
Central

association

freight

.

.

lines

READJUSTMENT OF CENTRAL FREIGHT ASSOCIATION RATES

The testimony tending

to

show

that a readjustment of rates

in central freight association territory

The

disputed.

structure

class-rate

is
is

what is needed was not
honeycombed with in-

consistencies.

The

attitude of the officials of the roads operating in central

freight association territory, as disclosed

on the record, indicated

that they joined in this proceeding not because they thought the

so-called 5 per cent, increase of rates

ments or that

this

form of

relief is

would meet

appropriate

their require-

in central freight

association territory, but only because of the desire of other and

more powerful

lines operating in trunk-line territory to present

to us in this proceeding one general plan of relief.

in the passenger service, much less to take care of losses incurred in such service. In our opinion each branch of the service should contribute its proper share of the cost of operation
and of return upon the property devoted to the use of the

railroad witness on

public.

general

if

freight

operating expense

ratio,

we should not be

tile, clay, and plaster, the use of larger cars must have
reduced operating costs, whereas in respect to expedited package freight, shipped in cars moving on a regular schedule regardless of the quantity of their contents, the use of larger
cars, involving greater unused car capacity, must have increased
Similarly the extension of the expedited
the operating costs.
service in carload freight- must have increased the cost, while
the heavier train loading of the slow train, in which the heavy

brick,

or bulk freight usually moves, has tended to decrease the cost.
DIFFERENCES IN TERRITORIAL CHARACTERISTICS
is

a wide difference in the character

traffic

moving under

substantially

is

rates

to their revenues, expressly

as

divided into three parts:

The New England

the question affirmed, with

and that under the present basis of rates "certain shippers

tion territory, with 3.1.849

what has preceded we have found, treating as ime road the

In

railway systems

35

in

official

classification

territory

that

have

asked for this so-called 5 per cent, increase in rates, that their
net operating income is insufficient and should be increased.
There remains for consideration the question whether the proposed increases in rates should be approved.

We

have seen that the class rates in central freight association
on a lower scale than can be found elsewhere in
the country, and that many of the commodity rates are too low
and are probably unremunerative, considering the diversified
nature of the traffic. The class rates and many of the commodity
This approval,
rates may therefore with propriety be increased.
territory are

however,
(a)

is

With

subject to the following limitations:
respect to certain heavy commodities, namely, brick,
starch, cement, iron ore, and plaster pro-

clay, coal, coke,

That territory
territory, with

proposed

mile; the trunk line territory, with 23,777 miles of railway line

and the central freight associamiles of railroad and a population of
;

illogical."

CONCLUSIONS

testants made such a showing as to constrain us to hold that the
carriers have failed to sustain their burden under the statute.
(h) Reference has heretofoje been made to the fact that the

in

8.071 miles of railroad reaching a population of 1,389 persons per

and a population of 889 per mile

condemn the present
The leading
some earnestness,

and unsatisfactory.

unsuitable

of certain classes of freight have not for years borne their share
of the burden of transportation, and in addition to the rates

tile,

and profitableness

similar conditions

different parts of official classification territory.

of-

that "the class rates do not sustain any logical relation to each

other,"

at

each kind of freight had increased, much less that it had inThe evidence is clear that as to cercreased proportionately.
tain classes of bulk or heavy freight, like coal, coke, ore, cement,

There

of

the evidence clearly established an increase in the

liberty on this record to conclude that the cost of transporting

of the

add substantially
basis

These

while stating that the so-called 5 per cent, increase would

ficials,

being extremely low they are unscientific and

PIFFEREN'CES IN FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION COSTS

is

navigable lakes

age family pays much more in the course of a year as freight
charges than it does for passenger fares. We know of no provision of law under which we should be justified in increasing
freight rates to provide a return upon property used exclusively

But even

is

2,000,-

of mines furnish a large part of the tonnage, while on group III
of the central freight association lines the traffic is more diversi-

on the other hand, the unit cost of moving

into

area

the

certain kinds

equipment, the adoption of safety devices, and better service.
Passenger fares are paid directly to the carriers by those
making use of the service, and they know what it costs them.
Payments for freight charges, while less direct, are none the

enters

30 per cent,

and rivers constitute one of the influences affecting the level of
the rail rates now prevailing there.
In the New England territory there are no coal mines, and a large part of the traftic is

passengers has been almost uniformly increased independently
of the effect of wage advances, through the use of heavier

portation

times

traversed by 27,778 more miles of railway.

increased oper-

moving

territory only 17 per cent,

line territory

in central freight association 46 per cent.

due, in large measure, to

unit of cost of

trunk

000 less population than trunk line territory, the area of central
freight association territory is 74,000 square miles greater and is
traversed by 12,072 more miles of railroad it embraces nearly

of bulk freight carried in large volume appears to have been
reduced by more efficient operating methods despite increases in
the rate of wages

and

rural,

New England

rural, in

Xo. 6

;

freight traffic;

limited to

\'ot. 57,

based on a minimum increase of 5 cents per
commodities moving under rates stated in cents per
ton when less than $1 per ton w ith respect to certain hauls, this
would result in increases much in excess of 5 per cent, and in
ton on

tariffs are

all

:

certain cases the increases

would be as high

as 50 per cent.

The

AuGLST
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carriers have

tailed to establish the propriety of this

minimum

and the evidence offered by the protestants makes it
it would work hardships and discriminations and can
not be approved, since under it a disproportionate burden is cast
upon the heavy short-haul traffic.
increase,

clear that

(r)

The

tariffs

also

name many other

involving

rates

in-

amounts these rates
must be condemned as throwing upon the traffic affected by
them a disproportionate burden, for which no justification has
beerr shown.
id) There may be also a number of rates throughout central

creases exceeding 5 per cent, by varying

:

also

still are controlled by the force
unexpired orders of this commission, entered after specific
investigations in formal cases.
Xo showing has been made why
those orders should be modified.
Except in respect of the rates above referred to we are of the
opinion that the proposed intraterritorial rates in the central
freight association territory have been justified by the carriers

freight association territory- that
if

'

and may be put into

We

effect.

find that the financial condition of the trunk-line carriers

does not warrant a general increase of freight rates and shall

show

also

that the needs of the

The

cared for locally.

New

England

lines are

being

carriers failed to prove either that the

existing rates in trunk-line or

Xew England

territories are too

low or that the increased rates proposed for those territories
would be just and reasonable rates. Nor have they proved that
the existing interterritorial rates in official classification territory

are too low or that the proposed increases in those rates would

The

be just and reasonable.
to cancel all the tariffs in

Upon

the whole record

carriers will be required therefore

which these rates are proposed.

we

find that the carriers

have not met

the burden of justifying their proposed increased lake-and-rail
rates.
fall

On

general grounds, also, those increases must necessarily

with the

fall

of the increases in the all-rail rates.

The

car-

have published such rates will therefore be required
to cancel them except in so far as any increase here approved in
central freight association rates may require, under established
riers that

bases,

some increase

in

the rail-and-lake rates

>

r

in the factors

upon which those rates are based.

THE EFFECT CN THE TRUNK LINES OF

R.\TE IXCRE.'ifE IX CENTR.^L

FREIGHT .\SS0CI.\TI0X TERRITORY
Increased revenues resulting from increases in rates in central

some

freight association territory will afford
all

relief to practicallj;

which are in need
England lines. The latter

the lines in official classification territory

of additional revenues, except the

New

roads have only a relatively small interest in this proceeding,
and their requirements are being considered locally in conferences with the state authorities and others.
It will also aid
several large n .ads not included in the 35 systems and more than
30 small roads in central freight association territory which
appear to be in greatest need.

commission has not had
and the shippers have not
heard. For these reasons our

In the conduct of these inquiries the

the full co-operation of the carriers

had an opportunity of being fully
suggestions as

to

the

steps

to

be taken

to

secure

revenues are to be regarded as tentative merely.

and put on record convinces

additional

The informa-

however, that great
opportunity exists for increasing the net revenues of all carriers
in official classification territory, otherwise than by resorting to
a general advance in their freight rates.

tion collected

The

us,

practice of granting free transportation of passengers

and

private cars, although less general than formerly, in part because

upon that subject, is still a heavy burden
upon the railway passenger service, and it is recommended that
the practice be still further restricted by the carriers.

of prohibitory legislation

Compilations prepared by the Commission show that the
revenue from private cars handled free during the year 1913 on
f'? of the roads which have made answer to our question would,
at tariff rates, have amounted to $644,250.79.

239

\\ e suggest a careful

review of methods for increasing freight-

car efficiency.

In certain departments of railroading great advances have been made in efficiency in recent years for instance,
by increasing the train loading.
On the other hand, the cost
;

of

the

freight

an element

car as

in

the

cost

of

transporting

goods seems to have grown greater instead of less. The capital
cost of equipment has increased more rapidly within recent
years than the capital cost of the road. The ratio of the maintenance of equipment expense to gross revenue has grown
largely, but it is not unreasonable to expect that such added
costs can be overcome, as they have been in some other departments of railroading and in many other industries, by advances
in management and methods.
It is, however, in the use and
operation of cars that we must look for the most substantial
economies.
IS
It

was

THERE A

CRISIS .OR C.\LSE FOR .\L.\RM

?

insisted during the hearings that the carriers are facing

and that the need of relief is so urgent as not to permit
of the orderly investigation of the possible sources of additional
a crisis

revenue other than by the proposed freight rate increase. The
executives admitted the propriety and need of a general readjustment of many of their present rates and practices, and the

economies and of increased efficiency but
they insisted that grave and serious responsibilities would be
incurred if we failed to relieve the situation by at once approving the proposed 5 per cent, increase in rates.
The principal
possibility of further

;

danger suggested was that the carriers would encounter great
renewing their maturing short-term notes and other
unless investors were assured that the carriers'
revenues would be increased immediately. Subsequent developments have shown that there was little foundation for any such
view.
During the world-wide financial stringency prevailing in
1913 the railroads, in common with states, cities, and the industries, found it difficult to secure loans, however good the security,
but with the growing ease in the money markets this difficulty
has largely disappeared.
According to the standard financial
journals, nearly $500,000,000 of bonds and notes have been disposed of by the railroads since January 1, 1914. Recently $35,000,000 of Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Company short-term notes
were taken at par in an afternoon. The interest rates exacted
were undoubtedly high as compared with those prevailing generally during the 14 years preceding, but the burden of high
difficulty in

obligations

interest rates

The

is

not confined to railroad securities.

credit of our railroads has undoubtedly suffered

cent years,

in

re-

but largely from causes that were independent of

Their borrowing power has suffered relatively, bemoney by governments, states,
pubHc-service corporations, and industries.
It
has suffered actually because of the mismanagement of great
railroad systems of international repute.
The conspicuous decline in the securities of certain railroads and the circumstances
leading up to the appointment of receivers for others have imtheir rates.

cause of the great .competition for
municipalities,

paired the confidence of the public

in

the stability of railroad se-

This feeling of insecurity has been increased, first, by
the fact that recklessly mismanaged railroads have been largely
under the control of powerful banking houses theretofore concurities.

sidered conservative; and, secondly, by the fact that the great
railroad systems have
directly

become interlocked with weak

through stock ownership or by

common

lines either

directorships or

otherwise.

The

credit of

some of our leading

railroads has also been
unwise and sometimes disastrous extensions of their lines, and even more seriously by
the acquisition of properties not forming a part of their railroad
system or used at all in transportation service. The campaign

strained by the too free use of

it

in

of publicity hereinafter referred to has also increased the strain

on the credit of the
railroads

is

railroads.

But the

eariiing capacity of

our

so great that their credit will soon be restored

their revenues are conserved.

The crop

if

estimates give promise

of greatly increased gross revenues for the current

fiscal

year

.
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THE CAMPAIGN OF PUBLICITY

portation system.

and telegrams received disclosed an unmistakable
purpose to hurry the commission to a conclusion before the
record had been closed and before there could be an opportunity

The

letters

to hear,

much

less to consider, the

and others desired

testimony that the protestants
what they conceived

to offer in protection of

to be their interests as shippers.

Respectable journals joined in

demanding the immediate approval of the proposed rates. Cartoons appeared in the public press depicting the commission as
an obstruction to progress and prosperity, as if increasing the
burdens ui commerce by an increase in the rates for its transportation was the only solid foundation for our permanent pros-

One

perity.
oflices

association offered to deluge the commission's

traffic

with thousands of telegrams other organizations started
some of which, in identical language, are still
;

chains of letters,

reaching the offices of the Commission from widely separated
parts of the country; others took the trouble to send to

mem-

bers of the commission clippings from newspapers and

maga-

zines containing editorials

and denouncing our delay

and news items relating
in

disposing of

regardless of the fact that the commission

it.

All this

was

clone

Most

111

these communications were doubtless well intended,

disclose

tliat

either of the

the

Those

that have been

writers were without any real

many

examined

and they show
little appreciation of the statutory standards by which we must
be controlled when considering the rates and practices of carriers.
Many asserted that business was dull and that an increase in rates "would give things a start." The general thought
running tiirough practically all the communications was that
new enterprises were being held up; that men were out of employment that business was in need of a stimulus and that
the laying of an additional burden upon commerce through increased freight charges would be a sufficient tonic to start a
general forward movement, because the railroads themselves
would then become large purchasers of supplies. The law fixes
the standards by which the rates and practices of carriers must
be judged and the commission can act only in accordance with
those standards and after a full hearing; we have no authority
to approve rate increases with a view to stimulating business.
Xevertheless, the writers of many of these letters urged immediate action by the commission on the ground that the prompt
approval of the increased rates would "restore confidence" in
the financial and business world and that such a result in itself
would be a sufficient basis for action by the commission and
in many cases they frankly stated that they would prefer an
upon the record

;

;

increase in rates rather than a continuance of the present dull-

ness of trade because the burden of increased rates could "be

passed along to the consumer."

Mr. Willard, president of the Baltimore

Company, and chairman of the committee

& Ohio
of

Railroad

executives

in

while
charge of the presentation of the case of the
frankly admitting that the carriers had established a publicity
bureau for the purpose of accurately advising the press and
shippers of the facts developed upon the record, disclaimed any
personal responsibility for 'the propaganda, and definitely stated
that his personal endeavors were limited to an effort to have the
facts correctly laid before the public. ^Vhether other and suborcarriers,

officials

of the carriers

may

believe this investigation has contributed, the

We

future

full

is

of

no reason why our American railroads should
not enjoy a large measure of prosperity consistently with just
and reasonable rates.
promise.

see

In order to give effect to our findings and cnnclusions herein

and to avoid confusion
it

in establishing the rates herein approved,
be necessary for the various carriers to cancel all the
under
suspension;
and an order ti« that effect will be
now

will

tariffs

entered.

DISSENTING OPINIONS
To prevent in central

Commissioner McChord:

increased

the

territory

ciation

rates

proposed

freight asso-

majority

the

in

me

report and to deny increases to the trunk lines appears to
to be

unwarranted by the

with- the

general

basis

facts of record and, not in

of

adjustment that

rate

existed in official classification territory, and

what seem

to state briefly

me

which lead

To

me

to

has

deem

I

harmony
long
proper

so
it

to be certain practical reasons

to this conclusion.

disallow an increase in the joint through rates and at the

same time allow an increase

in central

freight association terri-

tory to and from the Ohio river gateways would have the effect

;

:

dinate

marked by great achievements.
There is among the carriers a growing spirit of co-operation with
the commission in its efforts to enforce the law. With the application of correct and helpful accounting, the establishment of
sound business methods, and a better understanding by both
carriers and the public of their mutual obligations, to which we

understanding

intricate questions involved in the investiga-

tion or of the facts disclosed

Despite occasional discreditai/le chapters, the

is

hearing.

No. 6

57,

history of our railroads has been

to the case

under the express
statutory obligation of affording a full hearing in such matters
to all whi.' desire to be heard and have reasonable grounds for a

but they have not been helpful.

Vol.

be responsible

we do

not

of allowing increased locals to central freight association lines
on this through traffic at the expense of their southeastern con-

who would

nections,

be expected to shrink their earnings to the

extent the central freight association lines increased theirs.

The two

subdivisions of this territory,

X.o

wit, central

freight

community which supplies the bulk of the manufactured products
of the country and through which move the great streams of
east and west bound commerce. The two territories are divided
only by an imaginary line.
Within each territory are some of the greatest commercial
association and trunk line, constitute one great industrial

centers of the country, each in active competition with the other
in

and

the purchase

products.

sale of

For many years

raw materials and manufactured

the rates between these cities have

borne a fixed and well understood relation each to the other.

Commercial conditions have, to a considerable extent, come to
be based upon this relationship and, in so far as is shown by
It
record, it appears to have given general satisfaction.
must follow that any general increase of rates within central
freight association territory alone will change the rate relationship as between cities in that territory and cities in trunk line
territory, perhaps to the advantage of the latter
Viewed from a commercial, geographical, or transportation
standpoint, and in the light of the facts of record. I am convinced that the reasons which impelled the commission to approve certain changes in central freight association rates apply
equally to trunk-line rates, and that the transportation condi-

this

tions in the

two territories are not absolutely so much unlike as
wisdom of dissimilar treatment of the rates pro-

to indicate the

posed by the carriers

the entire

in

official

classification

terri-

tory.

Commissioner Daniels:
majority report
dicated,

I

am

In

reached

conclusions

the

the 5 per cent,

know, nor have we sought to ascertain. There can be no doubt,
however, that this clamor and outcry have tended to mislead
the public and have seriously aggravated the present commercial

trunk-line territory no less than

depression

majority opinion, however,

This matter is referred to because of its general impropriety
and because it shows the existence of a widespread misconception as to our powers and duties.
We may justly feel proud of the development of our trans-

giving even to the carriers in that region the relief

territory.

rates

in

To

the

central

extent that

freight

the

in

Except as hereafter
advance should have been granted

unable to concur.
in

association
falls

central

an increase

freight
is

territory

far short, in

inin

association

permitted upon
I

concur.

my

The

judgment, of
to which the

evidence of record clearly shows they are entitled.

For more than a decade the operating and maintenance expenses of the railroads of the United States

have

constantly

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE
The

on the other hand, have been either
Unable to raise their rates without the
sanction of this commission, the railroads have found that the
margin between their receipts and their outgo has progressively
narrowed; that their net profit from operation has tended to derisen.

rates charged,

static

or declining.

cline

that

;

operating ratio

their

— the

number of

cents

out of

every dollar received which are absorbed by the cost of conDespite recent
ducting their business has steadily increased.

—

investments of hundreds of millions embodied in extensions and

improvements, the addition to net operating income has been
in the extreme.
In conspicuous instances, despite such
additional investments, there has been an absolute decrease in
this decline in net earnings has occurred
net operating income
during a period when the carriers have handled an increasingly
greater tonnage and carried more passengers than ever before.
While they have been furnishing greater and better service, both

meager

;

in

the transportation of freight

and the carriage of passengers,

net operating i^icome has at the

their

same time progressively

dwindled.

While the suggestions offered at the close of the majority report as to methods of conserving and increasing railroad revenue
are, many of them, interesting and significant, others are more
or less conjectural, and most of them remote in possible eflfect.
This commission is not constituted by law a board of general
managers of the railroads of the country, and the assumption of
tendering suggestions as to management ought never to delay
or postpone the settlement of a plain matter of law and fact
inv'olved in an application for advanced rates.

The testimony

offered by the carriers deals mainly with in-

Such testimony is germane and proper.
Evidence establishing general inadequacy of return impeaches
the general reasonableness of rates which result in such inadequate return.
It is not conclusive evidence that rates are unduly low, but it creates a reasonable presumption to that effect,
and it suffices to meet the burden of proof cast by the law upon
the carriers which propose rate advances.
sufficiency

of return.

Failure to advance passenger fares at the same time

persuasive reason

declining permission

for

to

increase

is

no

freight

and reasonable. Peculiar difficulties center around the advance of passenger fares, and while
they eventually ought to be made to bear their proper share of
transportation expenses, their elevation under existing circumstances must in point of time inevitably follow comprehensive
charges to a level that

adjustment of freight

just

is

rates.

To deny advances which would
able,

and

in

establish rates just and reasonconsonance with changed conditions of costs and

income, will but postpone a necessary and inevitable readjust-

ment.

It

is

true

that the

may be temporarily

difficulties

confronting the carriers

lessened or even for a time offset by un-

heavy tonnage arising, for example, from exceptional
crops but in the ebb and flow of material prosperity from year
to year these difficulties will reappear and, without adequate
offset in the shape of higher rates or otherwise, will eventually
usually
;

become chronic.
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association territory whose administrative integrity has been
impeached, as to the remaining lines in the same region whose
management has not been questioned.

THE BtJRDEN OF PROOF UNDER THE
It

ST.^TUTE'

clear that evidence of inadequate returns

is

upon the

fair

value of property devoted to the public use is prima jacic a
showing that present rates are unduly low, and that rates higher
than those current are presumably just and reasonable. To this
extent revenue evidence

is rate evidence
and revenue evidence
applying to rates in their totality is rate evidence whicli applies
each specific rate.
;

to

The contention

commission may not pass upon rates

that the

as a whole, but that

it

is

obliged under the law to consider and

upon each particular rate between e\ery two
expressly and explicitly repudiated.
obvious conclusion, both from reason and fruni precethat the commission may legally deal with rate schedules

to pass separately

points,

is

The
dent,

is

and also that insufficiency of revenue is a proper
ground upon which, nothing substantial to the contrary appearing, to accord advances which will result in just and reasonable
as a whole,

rates.

The

further contention

made

is

that the proposal of a 5 per

advance upon existing rates presumes a relationship between particular rates which is just and proper; that there is no
conclusive evidence of this fact and that a 5 per cent, advance
cent,

;

would simply accentuate the

disparities, inequalities,

and incon-

interwoven in the rate fabric. It is clear that
this contention can not have prevailed in the majority opinion.
Had it done so the 5 per cent, advance could not have been accorded in central freight association territory. There exists a
sistencies already

presumption in favor of inter-relations in a rate fabric that have
long continued undisturbed. Moreover, there are commonsense
limits within which any attempts at a rate adjustment are necessarily

confined.

vestiges

of

Every

act

discrimination

assimilates into one class
bulk, value, or fragility.

;

of rate

the

making necessarily

very

classification

carries

of

freight

many articles not identical in weight,
The commission is not called upon to

do the impossible and to show such meticulous attention to the
adjustment of fractions as to preclude the possibility of any
readjustment of rates whatever. With a demonstration of inadequate revenues, and with a presumption in favor of the
propriety of the interrelation between rates long in effect, an
advance moderate in amount, calculated to produce but a reasonable increment in earnings, and affecting all traffic in the same

proportionate degree,

is

the plain dictate of law and

.'f

cr>nimon

sense in the premises.

Another contention that sought to impeach the propriety of
granting advances was founded on the idea that the failure to
increase passenger rates simultaneously with the proposed adin freight rates would impose on freight traffic an undue

vance

burden.
It

becoming increasingly

is

not bear

its

clear that passenger traffic does
proper share of the joint costs incurred by the car-

decision; but even

and passengers. But it is
even more clear that as a practical matter passenger fares can
not be speedily readjusted upon a higher basis. Although the
record in this case clearly shows that the carriers generally do
not find passenger traffic highly remunerative, the suggestion
that they should add to their revenues by advancing their passenger rates is of little force in view of the fact that they are
powerless to adopt it. In recent years state commissions and
state legislatures have established maximum intrastate passenger
rates.
So long as the rates thus established are not so low as

shown culpable

to be

deemed confiscatory

ment

to the federal constitution the carriers are

riers for the transportation of freight

The averment was made
excessive, but

it

is

that the maintenance costs have been

significant that the majority

canvassing this particular subject

fails

anywhere

report though
to find that the

maintenance costs are excessive.
Certain of the carriers seeking to make this advance are
charged with waste or other financial irregularities. The NewHaven, which has been shown guilty of such practices in the
past,

is

not interested, save to a slight degree, in the present

if a few vitally interested railroads had been
would not change the conclusion, because it
has already been demonstrated that where their lines are init

extricably

interlaced with other lines no practical distinction
can be made in according advances. The attempt would defeat
its own end.
So with this in view the majority report accords,

same advances to the Cincinnati, Hamilton &
Dayton, the Pere Marquette, and other lines in central freight

of ,n,ecessity, the

serve them.

The

in violation of the fourteenth

so general that the carriers

—

bound

amendto ob-

activity of the states in this respect has been

no longer can

fairly

be expected to

•Note. It ought to be said, however, that what is above stated as to
burden of proof and the authority of the commission to pass upon
whole does not imply that these views are opposed to those of
p

the

r^tes ne

the majority.
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look upon their intrastate passenger traffic as a possible
for the substantial augmentation of their revenue.

field

Vol.

BALTIMORE & OHIO
The Bahimore & Ohio

CONCLUSION

The

of return upon the property investment has been

ratio

indicated.

The contention

of the carriers

is

that

upon invest-

in property amounting to approximately $640,000,000 since
no commensurate return has been made, and that the net
operating revenue between 1910 and 1913 shows an actual decline.
It is no sufficient rebuttal of these contentions, if the
supporting figures are true, to point out that the "revenues received by the carriers have been earned by the whole investment,
and it is not correct to say that a part of the investment made
The point of the
since a given date has earned no return."
contention is that additional investment can not be expected on
the showing made on the last increments of investment. It may

ments
1910,

2-10-2

TYPE LOCOMOTIVE

recently placed in service a large loco-

motive of the 2-10-2 type which was built by the Baldwin Locomotive Works. It will develop a tractive effort of 84,500 lb. and
marks an interesting step in the development of the non-articulated locomotive for heavy freight service. The tractive effort
exceeds that of many Mallet articulated locomotives of the
2-6-6-2 type
while at the same time, the capacity for speed
;

and the simplicity of construction, especially as concerns the
driving mechanism and steam piping, commend it for heavy road
service where operating conditions are severe and locomotives
must be kept in service a large proportion of the time.

The

ratio of adhesion

is

approximately

4.

Many

be developed under ordinary service conditions.

been annexed to or blended with the property previously existing.
It is admittedly true that the net return has come from

chamber 28

The

Longitudinal and Sectional Elevations, BeJtimore
entire

property,

old and new.

But it is equally
certain that if the marginal investment affords no addition to
net revenue, the incentive to add further investments is lack-

From

ing.

this

standpoint,

the

financial

standpoint,

the case

though the original property had alone yielded
revenue, and the addition had failed to make
any return whatever.
Expected earnings constitute in the
last analysis the bid which the carriers must make for new capital for needed improvements, extensions, new rolling stock, and
similar purposes.
It is not necessary to say that on such a
showing the investing public will hpdly be eager to intrust its

is

the

exactly as
entire

net

locomotives

are operating successfully with a ratio as low as this, and with
reasonably careful handling, the full starting tractive effort may

be true that physically the $640,000,000 invested since 1910 has

working the

Xo. 6

boiler

&

is

in.

of

the

straight

top

long and tubes 23

ft.

type
long.

with

The

a

combustion

third ring in

Ohio 2-10-2 Type Locomotive

is tapered, with the slope placed on the bottom in
order to give a free entry to the throat. The equipment includes
a Security sectional arch and a Street mechanical stoker.
The
superheater is of the Schmidt type, and is composed of 48

the barrel

elements.
12
is

in. in

The dome is
Owing

height.

of pressed steel, 33

in.

in

diameter and

to restricted clearance limits, the whistle

tapped into the side of the

dome

in a horizontal position,

and

the safety valves are screwed directly into the boiler shell.

The cyhnders

are each cast in one piece with a half-saddle,

funds to transportation enterprises. Where well-secured, longtime bonds bearing 4;/< per cent, interest command little over
par, and where stock can be sold at par only on the prospect
of a much higher rate of return, it is clear that the carriers must

and the castings are bolted to the smokebox and to each other
by double rows of 154 in- bolts. The steam distribution is controlled by 16 in. piston valves, driven by Walschaert motion and
set with a lead of 14 in.
The ralves have a steam lap of 1J4 'f-.
and are line and line on their exhaust edges the Ragonnet
power reverse mechanism is applied. No vacuum relief valves

make

a

are used, but the cylinders are equipped with by-pass valves of

whole

enlist large additional supplies of capital.

better

showing of net revenue before they can as a

;

the Sheedy pattern.

—
August

The

7,

Huntand the piston and valve packing rings are of the

cylinders and steamchests are lined with bushings of

Spiller metal,

same material.

^
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The

pistons are steel forgings, of dished section,
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lateral flexibility.
A total lateral play between the
and flanges amounting to one inch is allowed on the front
and back driving wheels, while the play on the second and fourth

amount of
rails

3i'-

'

Jf

and are

fitted

A

30lf^'-

Boiler for the Baltimore

with bull

&

These
which are
The main rods are of I-section, and

rings

of

Hunt-Spiller metal.

rings are secured to the pistons by retaining rings,
electrically

welded

in place.

End and
the

main stubs are of the Markel

are of rectangular section.

hardened

steel

spherical

Ohio 2-10-2 Type Locomotive
pairs

is

tires,

and

34 in.
all

the boxes.

The wheels of

the third or main pair have plain

the driving wheels have a lateral play of

These provisions

H

in.

in

for flexibility are necessary in order

Sectional Elevations of the Boiler

end type; the side rods
The knuckle pins are fitted in casesolid

that the locomotive can traverse the sharp curves on the
tain divisions of the Baltimore

bushings to allow the rods a limited

Heavy 2-10-2 Type Locomotive

The frames have

for the

Badtimore

a width of 6

&

Ohio

&

moun-

Ohio.

in.

and

a depth over the driving

—

:
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pedestals of 7

The pedestal binders are secured by three
The frames are braced transversely by the

in.

bolts on each side.

guide yoke and valve motion bearer; also by crossties placed
respectively over the fourth pair of driving pedestals, and between
the fourth and

pairs of driving wheels.

fifth

The second and

fourth pairs of pedestals are also braced by steel castings which

extend the

The

depth of the frames.

full

rear frame sections

are spliced to the main frames immediatel)- back of the rear
driving pedestals, and are braced by a steel casting which serves
the triple purpose of a crosstie, a support for the front end of
the firebox, and a carrier for the radius bar pin of the trailing
truck.

The main frames have

single front rails, 13 in. deep, cast

and each cylinder

integral with them,

secured to the corresponding frame by 16 horizontal bolts, If^ in. in diameter, and by
a key at the back, providing a connection with a liberal amount
is

of bearing area.

The

is of the Hodges type, with the spring
an angle so that they will swing in planes
tangential to the arc in which the truck swings. The first and
second pairs of driving wheels are equalized with the leadmg

trailing

hangers placed

truck,

and the three remaining pairs with the

Tn designing this locomotive, care

of the Vanderbilt type, with capacity for 10.000

steel,

16 tons of coal.

The wheels

are of forged

manufactured by the Standard Steel Works

Companj-.

The
thus

success which locomotives of the 2-10-2 type have achieved

far.

points to their increasing use for freight service

the hauling capacity of

Mikado type locomotives

where

inadequate,

is

and where conditions are such that Mallet locomotives cannot
be used to advantage. Locomotives of the 2-10-2 type can be
built to develop high tractive eflfort, and at the sanTe time carry
moderate wheel loads.

The following

are the principal dimensions and data
General Data

Gage

4

Service

Fuel
Tractive effort

Weight
Weight
Weight
Weight
Weight

Wheel
Wheel
Wheel

-H

'.

!

in.
in.

5,215 sq.
35 sq.

ft.

5J/5

sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.

65
5.573
1.329
7,566
88

Total equivalent heating surface'

Grate area

in.

—lli23

258

Heating surface, combustion chamber
Heating surface, total
Superheater heatirg surface

in!

.6 in'

.

269
48

lb.

in

ft!

ft.
ft.

ft.

ft
ft.
ft.
ft.

Tender

Tank

Vanderbilt

Wheels, diameter

33

Journals, diameter and length
Water capacity
Coal capacity

-f

6 in.

by

in.

11 in.

10.000 gal.
16 tons

*Total equivalent heating surface zr total evaporative
1.5 times the superheating surface.
tincluding combustion chamber heating surface.

heating

surface

Bv

R. L.

White

Don't throw the pins away when you clear up your desk.
Chances are they still have the sharp point and can be used
again.

Don't throw the letterhead and blind copies in the waste basmade an error in date or salutation. Tear the
good bottom portion off it makes admirable paper to "figger"
ket because you

;

is

if water and

and rolled

200
90
bv 96

in!

SOME DONTS FOR THE CLERKS

two for use when going ahead and two for backing up. TheV are
mourned right and left, on the top of the boiler, and the corners
are rounded to keep within the tunnel clearances. For the same
reason the cabroof is rounded with a comparatively short radius.

The tender

132

in order to

keep the overall dimensions within the specified clearance limits.
The bell is mounted on the righthand side of the smokebox
front, on a level with the headlight.
There are four sandboxes,

gal.

Straight top

Outside diameter of first rnig
Firebox, length and width
Firebox plates, thickness
Firebox, water space
Tubes, number and outside <iiaineter
Flues, number and outside diameter
Tubes, length
Heating surface, tubes
Heating surface, water tubes
Heating surface, firebox

trailing truck.

was necessary

No. 6

57.

Boiler
Sty'^

Working pressure

truck
at

Vol.

in working order
on drivers
on leading truck
on trailing truck
of engine and tender in working order
:

base, driving
base, total
base, engine and tender

8^5 in.
Freight
Bit. coal
84,500 lb.
406.000 lb.
336.800 lb.
22.700 lb.
46,500 lb.
584.000 lb.
ft.

21

ft.

.40

ft.

3 in.

76

ft.

6 in.

in.

Ratios

Weight on drivers

3.99
-r- tractive effort
4.81
Total weight -H tractive effort
Tractive effort X diam. drivers -r- total equivalent heating surface*. .647.80
86.00
Total equivalent heating surface* -t- grate area
Firebox heating surfacet -^- total equivalent heating surface*, per cent. 4.27
44.52
Weight on drivers -:- total equivalent heating surface*
53.66
Total weight -=- total equivalent heating surface*
26.2 cu. ft.
Volume both cylinders
288.8
Total equivalent heating surface* -r- vol. cylinders
3.36
Grate area -i- vol. cylinders

Cylinders

Simple

Ki-d
Diameter and stroke

30

in.

by 32

in.

Piston
16 in.
1

^
'/S

.

to the floor by the jariitor's broom.

Don't use the printed letterheads or printed forms for scratch
Scratch paper is tar cheaper: it requires a printer to

paper.

feed to the printing press.

Don't throw away the top sheet of the writing paper pad.
Oftentimes it is not the least bit soiled.
Don't fail to count your needs before printing mimeograph
circular letters. It is wasted energv- and waste of paper to print

more copies than you really need.
Don't throw away your old file records without recovering
file

;

it

when you leave at night.
same as you do.
to turn out the lights, where proper to do so, be-

fail to

turn off the electric fan

The motor wears out
Don't

the

can oftentimes be used again.

fail

fore going

home

the

at night.

in.

—

Wheels
Driving, diameter over tires
Driving, thickness of tires
Driving journals, main, diameter and lergth
Driving journals, others, diameter and length
Engine truck wheels, diameter
Engine truck, journals
Trailing truck wheels, di;
Trailing truck, journals

more than a pair of trousers.
Don't ever use more than one envelope for one time of mailing to one party. It takes you just as long to address the extra
envelope or envelopes as it would to get all mail together. Think
of the mail clerk, the train baggageman and the man who opens
two or more envelopes when one would have sufficed.
Don't throw the rubber bands on the floor. Bands cost one
If you
railroad in this country fifty thousand dollars a year.
doubt the high cost of rubber bands buy one box.
Don't throw the pencil away because it is half used up. A
pencil lengthener can be.used and permits usage to the last inch.
Don't throw carbon paper away until it has "served full time."
Don't leave carbon paper on top of your typewriter to be blown
clothes costs

in.

Line and line

Irside clearance
in full gear

Lead

Don't sharpen the next pencil as you would whittle a stick.
There is a difference between the two. Watch the man who
makes the pretty point on the pencil.
Don't use a large envelope for mailing the next man's mail
A suit of
to him when small or medium size would suffice.

Don't

Vahes
Kind
Diameter
Outside lap

on.

58 in.
4 in.
13 in. by 13 in.
11 in. by 13 in.
33 in.
6 in. x 10 in.

Connection between the
J.^p.^^•ESE Railw.ay Ferry Service.
Japanese and the Korean-Majichurian railway services of the
imperial government of Japan is made by the Shimonseki-Fusan
railway ferry service, which, among other equipment has two
new boats capable of eighteen knots, which were completed »nd
put on the run during 1913.

:

Fe

Santa

System

Investigation

ment

of

and

Loss

Freight

Claims by the Operating Departa Vigorous Five-Year Campaign
By H.

R.

Lake

General SuperintendeiU, Atchison, Topeka

to

Great Nor

RELATION OF FREIGHT LOSS AND DAMAGE TO FREIGHT OPERATION

OS&D

is

primarily the

investigation of

reports should be conducted to a conclusion by that

The

function of the freight claim department

is

with the claims, determine as nearly as practicable the

to deal

and adjust the transaction with the claimant.
The aim of the former department is, or should be, to eliminate
the cause and. therefore, the claim, and to the extent that success is attained the labor and worry of the claim department are
reduced. The aim of every well-regulated claim department is
to make
prompt and equitable settlement with the patron.
Therefore, there should be no conflict of authority or interest
in the conduct and disposal of this great problem of the railway
carrier's

liability

508,611
1,074,728
112,159
598,634
530,109
Mo, Pac. system. 1,040,480
983,110
^ou- Pac
645,110
539,788
b. L. Ai S. F
545.523
499,036
S. L. S.
167,135
126,622
1.003.841
988,136
?,°V^?.'^-„-^
M. St.P. &b.S.M.
290,619
243,292
Lnion Pacific...
751,671
523,700

The operating department has

a peculiar interest in seeking

out and eliminating the causes of loss

and damage, for the reason
on that account is chargeable directly
to operation. Loss and damage claim payments have increased to
an alarming extent; on some roads more than 3 per cent, of the
total freight revenue is so paid out.
There are no beneficial
returns, but instead a feeling of resentment on the part of the
shipping public which finds vent in many directions.
that every dollar paid out

After

all

"regular

the

talking

best

cards

is

just as

much

a

freight

solicitor

are

the duty of the operating de-

partment as "regular delivery," and
intendent that

for

and "safe delivery," and the accomplishing

delivery"

of safe delivery

that

duty devolves.

is

it

upon the general super-

The

freight

claim depart-

ment, not being in direct touch with freight operation, would not
be expected

means

to

realize

operating department does what

as the

which so greatly

to increase train haul,

nor would

The

it

freight claim department

of

affects operation,

be expected to be familiar with operating costs.
is

not charged with holding

and since it is
hardly be expected to have as much
cost

operation,

not,

that

down

department could

interest as the operating de-

prevention of loss and damage claims, the payment of which results in a direct charge to operating expense.

partment

in the

The total amount of money paid out in claims for loss and
damage to freight during the fiscal years of 1910, 1911, 1912 and
1913 by various roads of which I have record was

W

1.51
1.05
1

16

l'53

197 199
1

38

1.23

144
1.24

21
1.40
81
1.28

1

an increase of nearly 100 per cent., representing in dollars and
cents $701,724.
Their total claim payments for the year were
over $1,200,000.
of the western roads which has a mileage of over 4,000.
damage claims amounting to 3.18 per cent, of its
freight revenue for 1913 having risen from 1.51 per cent, for

paid loss and

1910. Another western road having a mileage of over 7.000 miles
jumped from a percentage of loss and damage freight revenue of
1.16 in 1910 to 2.49 in 1912, an increase of 114.6 per cent.
increase represented in dollars and cents $538,312.

Per cent. L. & D.
to freight revenue

Eastern Roads:

1913

$1,239,794
454,397
519,620
731.105
Lehigh V'alley...
204,022
L. & N
539,249
Mich. Cent
348,740
X. Y. C. & H. R. 1.343.590
N.Y.N. H. & H. 589.596
N. &
187,771
Penn.— East .... 1,095,013
Penn.— West ...
775,418
Southern
1.043,614
Wabash
648.521

&

St.

L.

F.rie

& M. S...

W

1912
$894,816
357,131
470,549
484,471
193,682
426,517
336,045
931,844
346,932
149,055
814,078
579,047
888,123
486,518

1911
$673,629
374,154
432,125
461,905
249,662
443,679
295.768
738,557
349,101
189,156
719,895
528,146
760,018
508,592

1910
$538,070
365,209
391.049
399,763
228,838
398,713
260.644
782,182
334.566
149,678
686,847
434,653
834,326
512,892

1913 1912 19111910
1.55
1.96
1.17
1.86
.56
1.26
1.64
1.95
1.73

1.23
1.75
1.18
1.46

.63
1.05
1.74
1.52
1.08
.50
.44
.70
.58
.94
.83

1.00
.78
1.87 1.89
1.08 1.02
1.46 1.23
.75
.78
1.14 1.05
1.53 1.35
1.26 1.38
1.15 1.11
.63
.50
.53
.49
.81

.63

2.32 2.14 1.92 2.19
2.98 2.55 2.52 2.63

IVestern Roads:
.•\.T.S:S.F.

system

942,839
939,676 1,091,436 1,141,014.1.21 1.31 1.52 1.60
C. B. & Q
1,356,659 1.114,628 1,169,142
938,586 2.12 1.91 2.00 1.59
C.R.I. &P. system 1.122,226
793.932 1,134,647 1.099.455 2.42 1.93 2.62 2.60
C. M. & St. P.. 1,677,673 1,042,985 1,215,627
833,317 2.46 2.44 2.71 1.86
C. & .\
207.173
179.016
166,159
115.159 2.09 1.92 1.80 1.39
C. & N.
1.091,127
929,563
729.165 2.00 1.99 2.01 1.47
986,638
C. & S
50.994
43.686
37,024 .74 .70 .70 .48
48,656
D. & R. G
143.847
147,207
141,022
.85
.82
.66
114,931
.80

W

ed before the General Superintendents' Association

This

RELATION OF ONE OPERATING DIVISION TO ANOTHER
Centralization of forces for the purpose of concentrating effort
in the prevention of loss and damage to a degree is necessary to

accomplish the best results and I speak advisedly, for we, on the
Santa Fe, have tried out division organization and found it to be
lacking for the want of proper supervision. The relation of one
operating division to another to bring about the results must
necessarily be close because loss and damage is confined to no
one division, or grand division for that matter, and, as it is a
system-wide proposition, it must be met with combined and

which is impracticable with each division
working independent of the other. Again, minimization of ex-

well-directed forces

is a featured condition of a well-organized movement and
can best be accomplished through centralization, but we may
even go too far in that direction. Extending the authority of

pense
it

man

over more than one general superintendent's operating
title of general manager or assistant
general manager, where the territory is under one general man-

one

district,

is

unless he bear the

apt to result in a clash of authority and bring about,

same objection

the

nd damage payments

S.

100
2 91

These figures show that one of the eastern roads' percentage
and damage to freight revenue in 1913 was 2.98, in 1912
2.55, in 1911, 2.52 and in 1910 2.63.
Another important eastern
road jumped from .78 per cent, in 1910, to 1.55 per cent, in 1913,

ager,

AND 1913

L.

V-

1.36

2.20
1.28
2.87
2 63
1.76

of loss

-Amount of Loss and I>am.\ge to Freight, Fiscal Years 1910, 1911, 1912

B. & O
C. C. C.

591,807
465,913 .99 1.06
895,477
584,560 3.18 2.77
94,027
76,445 1.711.67
505,543
497,192 2.86 3.02
988,918
444,798 2.27 2.49
763,176
743,663 1.23 1.23
552,414
549,974 1.74 181
122,166
100,112 1.69 1.41
907,012 1,079,988 1.25 1.35
218,145
141,8211.24 1.28
442,582
475,165 1.18 1.61

1,353,361
135,801

IVC;S....
M. K. & T

One

service.

it

& Santa Fe

579,779

}!' t-ent

The prevention of loss and damage to freight
work of the operating department. Therefore
all

Organization*

Results of

;

Chief Clerk

department.

Damage

as that

which obtains when the work

is

han-

dled by the freight claim agents.

With no

intention of criticizing any

may have been adopted by any
you

profit

method of handling

other railroad,

let

me

that

urge that

by the experience of the Santa Fe and steer clear

of divisional organization which contemplates the investigation
of

OS&D

reports in the offices of the division superintendent by

an ordinary clerk, because

in

the end the experiment will be

a costly one.

To

begin with, our loss and damage work was under the direction of the freight auditor.
The general superintendent or
his superintendents personally seldom if ever saw an OS&D,

and except for a general idea from lump sums appearing on the
monthly freight operation sheet chargeable to loss and .damage,
had no knowledge of what part freight loss and damage represented in the cost of operation, nor what caused the payment
of such large amounts. Being accustomed to seeing those charges
month after month, they became hardened to the thought
that it was a necessary evil of transportation and when the
amounts increased as they did, month by month, would console
themselves with the thought that the loss and damage was en
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titled to show some increase because of an increase in business,
never going far enough into the question to determine whether
or not there was a disproportionate increase in loss and damage
compared with business handled. This went on and on until a
time came when there was an actual decrease in business handled, yet there was an even more than usual increase in loss and
damage. Then the general superintendent asked himself, Why

The management cuts his track force
allowance 25 per cent, this month and in doing so says operating expenses must be held down to a certain point and it is
are things used and so?

then that the general superintendent looks about to see where

make

he can

the winter.

may

be gotten in shape for
In going over his operation sheet again, his eye
a saving that his track

on loss and damage. He notes $30,000, or approximately
same amount as his force allowance was cut. It was after
it
was decided to relieve
the freight claim agent of the investigation of loss and damage
and turn it over to the division superintendents, the idea being
In the moveto get at the seat of the trouble and remove it.
ment to prevent loss and damage, we had to feel our way. We
rests

the

just such an experience as this that

continued to

fall

behind,

simply because of a lack of united

effort.

There are 14 operating divisions on the Atchison proper, four
on the Coast Lines and four on the Gulf Lines, a total of 22.

To

each of these divisions there was assigned a $75 OS&D
who was supposed to investigate under the direction of the

clerk

superintendent's chief clerk,

all

and damage

loss

reports.

Any

who

has had experience as a division superintendent, or in a
division superintendent's office, knows that the chief clerk is a
very busy man, without looking after what he has always re-

one

garded as being inconsequential

OS&D

reports.

I

dare say there

not a superintendent's office in the country that has more
force than needed at any time during the month, and from the
is

first

time

the

to

is

work takes a back seat, so to speak. The OS&D clerk is also
pressed into service on payrolls, distribution and other monthly
reports which you cannot put in the auditor's oflSce too early to
suit him.

The

result

is,

that

OS&Ds

which up to this time had'
up higher and higher
available turns to and

been considered of least importance pile
until the rush is over, when everybody
makes the OS&Ds scatter, not so much
getting at the seat of the trouble, as with

moving the papers

:

and there

OS&D

is

with the intention of
the evident purpose of

where such plan

fails.

I

would

employee
responsible for the freight going astray, or for damage, and take
investigate
25
corrective action with that one employee than to
and accomplish no certain purpose.
in a haphazard manner
Anrthing that is worth doing at all is worth doing right and
there is no branch of the railroad service where the application
of this old adage is more essential than in the investigation of
rather investigate one

to a finality, locate the

OS&Ds.
Then suppose

the Illinois division checks over without marks
a box of dry goods which later develops checked short on the
Los Angeles division. To match up the over with the shortage
it

is

necessary for the Illinois division to communicate in some

Los Angeles division is busy at
the same time looking for the box to fill a shortage. True, this
could be accomplished by a daily exchange report of freight

way with

21 divisions, while the

checking over without marks, but note the
this report must be exchanged.

many

divisions with

which

handling the work for the entire system from one central office.
On first thought the centralized plan appealed to us as being ideal,
upon the theory that if it is better to concentrate in six general
offices,
oflSce,

why

instead of 22 division superintendents'
not be better to handle from one central

offices,

should

it

deliberation, that the plan

under the direction of one

official?

Xo. 6

of having each

work of his respective district has distinct advantages over the more centralized plan and
for more than three years we have been so working, and with
most gratifying results.
I might say further that

this work was not turned over to the
general superintendents without some directing influence other
than a desire on their part to reduce operating expenses through
prevention of loss and damage. The assistant to the vice-presi-

dent in charge of operations was charged with the duty of re-

ducing loss and damage, and was not only empowered to organsystem loss and damage committee and various sub-committees, but to act when, in the judgment of himself and other
members of the committee, it was time to act to remove a cause
for loss and damage. And this official was given the undivided
support of every other official that he chose to assist him in
the work therefore, the system and organization which the Santa
Fe has gradually evolved is the work not alone of one man but
ize a

;

traffic and auditing
no small degree by the agents of the
more important terminals and points of interchange. Our
officials themselves have attended the semi-annual get-together
meetings at which every department concerned in freight traffic
over the entire system is represented. While the general superintendent should be charged with carrying out the actual operation of loss and damage investigation and the applying of
curative measures, he alone cannot succeed: he must have the
undivided support of every department concerned in the traflSc
because there are classifications, tariffs, claims, and many other

of

the officials of the operating, freight

all

departments, assisted

features that he

is

in

not acquainted with that play an important
and there is not a

part in the successful handling of this work,

day

in

which he does not need to counsel with the other depart-

ments.

ORGANIZ.ATION

wc have

First of all

entire system, with
.Ai^sistant to

and damage committee covering
membership consisting of
a loss

vice-president

the

— chairman.

Assistant general freight agent

—secretary,

.\ssistai.t to general manager.
Claims attorney.
Superintendent of transportation.
General storekeeper.
Superintendent car shops,
General superintendents,
Superintendents,
Chief special agents.
Freight agents Chicago, Kansas City, San Francisco, Los .\ngeles,

—

Dallas, Galveston, Ft.

Worth,

Manager Santa Fe Refrigerator Despatch,
General
General
General
Freight
Freight

freight agents,
live stock agent.

baggage agent.
auditors.

claim auditors.

This committee meets at some convenient point on the line
In addition to the members the following representatives are in attendance and take an active part in the desemi-annually.

liberations

:

Chief clerks to general superintendents.
General superintendents' chief of OS&D bureaus.
Superintendents,
Transportation inspectors.
Agents important stations.

—

Head

claim clerks of auditors'

staff.

Special agent.

In the reorganization of the loss and damage work on the
Santa Fe, after proving the failure of the divisional plan of action, we concentrated our forces, but not without first giving due
conside'ration to an even more centralized plan, namely, that of

superintendents'

much

decided, after

57.

general superintendent handle the

—

of the month pay roll and distribution
on the job from early until late and all other

fifteenth

— everybod)'

Vol.

However, we

finally

Traffic representatives,

Freight conductors.
Warehouse foremen.

This committee considers every phase of loss and damage from
If a decision cannot be reached on any one recommendation or question that is brought before the committee, a
sub-committee is appointed? "'charged with the special duty of
every angle.

making further study of the subject and reporting to the chairman its findings, and at that time giving its recommendation looking to a solution.

;;;;
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The present active sub-committees are Cooperage OS&D
Standing committee on seals
Oil
Blocking and stowing of
Eggs Method of loading, stowing and bracing of
freight; Refrigerator rules in book form; marking L. c. L. freight
:

;

automobiles

:

;

;

ical

Analysis

The sub-committees already discharged after completing the
duties assigned are: Inspection cards; Mismarking and butter
Crockery and glassware Household goods shipped
tub covers
Leaky oil valves Marking tobacco
by forwarding companies
;

;

l.

c.

l.

freight at stations;

committee and others attending the meeting are supposed to
keep on the alert between meetings and bring up any subjects
in fact,
that would be likely to prove of system-wide interest
any topic the discussion of which would be likely to result in the
adoption of some improved rule or practice to prevent loss and
;

damage; some

six or eight

weeks before the date

is

set for the

next meeting the secretary calls for suggested topics for con-

correction of everything wrong pertaining to the obligations of
the carrier, the shippers and the consignees of freight from the

time

is

it

The

placed in our possession until delivery

transportation

semi-annual meeting, the general superand damage meetings at which consideration is given to every item of interest in connection with
loss and damage that may be suggested, so fortifying himself
with ideas and the opinions of his division men.
Such meetings are attended by superintendents, trainmasters, transportation inspectors, agents, conductors, warehouse foremen, and
Just

prior

to

the

frequently by the freight claim auditor, freight auditor, division

stock agent and others who are inand damage movement. These local meetings are conducted along the same lines as the system meetings,
being different only in that they are localized to one general
freight agent, general live

terested in the loss

superintendent's territory.
In addition to these meetings the division superintendents hold
monthly good service meetings at which any and every feature
of freight and passenger operation is discussed.
These meetings are attended by the superintendent, who acts as chairman,
trainmaster, master mechanic, transportation inspector, special
agent,, local agents and other station men, conductors, brakemen, engineers, firemen in fact, every employee who has to do
with the operation. The minutes of these meetings are written
up and exchanged with superintendents and general superintendents so that the entire system is constantly exchanging ideas
and there never was a better school of instruction for matters
;

of this kind.

The working force employed wholly in the prevention of loss
and damage in each general superintendent's office consists of
two investigators, one stenographer, one file
This force handles all loss and damage correspondence,
and compiles all loss and damage statistics. This bureau is under
chief

of bureau,

clerk.

the

direct

supervision of the chief clerk to the general super-

intendent.

In addition to this the general superintendent of one of the dis-

employs one statistician to compile cer.tain data respecting
claim payments for the entire system, a position created at a recent system loss and damage meeting. This man. however, does
not prepare all loss and damage statistics for general supertricts

is

completed.

have a wide field for action,
which is not restricted. Special attention is given to the following important items, the observance of which is essential to the
proper handling of freight without loss or damage
inspectors

claimed and refused freight.

intendent calls local loss

outturn

Also each general superintendent has a transportation inspector for each operating division.
In view of the general
nature of the work performed by these men. they might better
be known as service inspectors. The duties are observation and

or connecting lines without delay.

it

and

year.

quire closely into the reasons therefor.

a

discuss

the

Statement of OS&Ds charged to each conductor, separate as between
overs, damage, and pilferage,
Statement of errors definitely placed with conductors.

and these constitute our docket. Every member sugtopic is supposed to come prepared to intelligently
and give some solution. At these meetings we also
consider every item of increase in our loss and damage statements
for a six months' period ending with June and December, and insideration

gesting

by

of the previous year, and OS&Ds charged to each individual station,
compared with same month of the previous year.
bills, compared with same month previous

Notifying owners

The system committee has had nine meetings, the last of which
was at San Diego, Cal., March 23-26, 1914. AH members of the

developed

Statement of astray way

ing line shipments; Closer inspection of foreign cars at junction

Marking

showing cause

investigated,

Statement of test checks of loading at important stations,
Statement of grain doors recovered,
Report of arrests and convictions by the chief of the special service
department.
Statement of OS&Ds issued by stations compared with same month

Loading tobacco and cigars; Form for reporting delays to live
stock; Packing house products; Card waybills, loading and stowing; Paper seals for boot and shoe boxes; Preparing cars for
sugar loading; Crating of stoves; Handling potatoes; Connect-

of freight lost in transit.

OS&Ds

Inspection of cars of bulk grain passing given points.
Statement of carload shipments of eggs forwarded
checks,

;

points;

of

investigation.

Statement of disciplinary action taken,

Loading, stowing and bracing furniture; Character
of butter and candy pails Leaky roofs, system and foreign cars
Form of receipt required of consignee for freight delivered.

;

individual monthly analyt-

its

statement showing:

at stations;

;

Each bureau prepares

intendents.

;

;
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Education of Agents. Instruct agents concerning the importance of promptly reporting unmarked overs and of forwarding marked overs to destination or delivering them to consignee

The prompt reporting of unThe prompt rendering of O. K.

making

reports and of other matters

for efficiency in the station

service.

—

Astray Waybills. One of the most important factors in prewrong payments of claims is the matching of astray waybills with revenue waybills.
Agents are careless in this respect.
In examining stations they take a number of astray waybills
waybill
reference
for which revenue
is not shown, and search
for revenue waybills to cover, and impress upon the agent the
importance of watching this matter closely.
Defective and Dirty Cars. Much damage to mill products
arises from leaky roofs, and heavy losses of grain are chargeable
to unsound cars and poor grain doors. These features are given
Cars
particularly close attention at grain and milling stations.
set for grain or other loading are examined and if any are
which
they
are
intended
to
carry,
found unfit for the commodity
the inspectors ascertain who is responsible therefor and report
venting

—

the matter to the superintendent.

Delayed Correspondence.

— They

layed correspondence and if any
and assist agents in getting it up.

search
is

the

stations

for

de-

found, ascertain the cause

They do not

take the agent's

respecting the condition of his correspondence but satisfy
themselves by personal examination of the places where corre-

word

spondence

is

kept.

During

this

examination they look for un-

reported waybills and generally assist the agent in getting his

work up where

it

seems necessary.

Delivery of Freight.
livering freight.

delivery

receipts

— Many

agents are exceedingly lax in deare permitted to help themselves and
frequently not taken at the time of de-

Draymen
are

Freight should not be delivered until after the freight
bills are made out, except where some special arrangement is
made, and the agent should check the freight from the freight
livery.

and take receipt at the time of delivery.
Loading, Stozving, Unloading, etc. The improper performance of these functions is probably the greatest single source of
Under this head may be classed: Failure
losses and damages.
to load in geographical order; unskillful and careless loading;
failure to properly rearrange the cargo when freiglit is taken out
bills

—

;
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at intermediate stations

;

stowing heavy freight on top of other

men

assigned to the Eastern

that they catch the

beyond where it belongs the piling of
heavy freight on other freight not strong enough to bear it

dation,

;

—

Loading in Station Order. They examine cars unloaded at
stations where they are working to see whether the load is well
stowed, or if the car contains any over freight, whether the
freight is arranged in geographical order, etc., and take up direct
with superintendent or agent, giving car number, seals, date of
arrival, name of conductor and way bill reference.
Proper Stowing of Cars. They examine loads stowed at stations at which they may be working, compare discrepancies discovered with the station records and see whether proper record
w-as made of the condition of the freight and whether the sta-

—

tion

is

ticular

They

responsible for the discrepancy or not.
attention

freight

to

loaded

in

wrong

cars

give par-

and follow

their investigations to a satisfactory conclusion.

—

Manner of Transacting Business. They are importuned to
make investigations in a tactful and friendly manner, proceeding
in the main along educational lines, trying to make the employee
feel that their

business

is

to help rather than to censure

and that

the report of their findings will be fair.

Marking.

—The

want of proper marking

is

one of the greatest

They devote especial attention to this feature
loss.
When freight is not properly marked, they
at jobbing centers.
discuss the matter with the agent and the shipper with a view
to having it corrected, and where competition is an obstacle, investigate the feasibility of overcoming the trouble by joint agreesources of

ment with other roads.
Station Force and Facilities. If the force at any one station
seems to be insufficient or there is a lack ot facilities for handling the freight economically, they go carefully into the matter,

—

giving their estimate of the cost of supplying the station's need

and in like manner investigate any excessive force.
Claims that the freight claim auditor cannot satisfactorily adjust by mail are sent to the general superintendent for further

and adjustment by the transportation inspectors;
because of their knowledge of the operating conditions of the
division they are perhaps better able to adjust such claims than a
special adjuster sent out from the freight claim department; in
fact, they save many times their salaries every month in avoidinvestigation

ing improper

claim

settlements,

and

expediting proper claim

settlements.

These men report direct to the general superintendents but
work very closely with superintendent and trainmaster, and uncalled
upon by them.
hesitatingly render
assistance when
Although they make special report of all irregularities of any
consequence to the general superintendent, they often show in
their report that the

same thing has already been brought

to the

They

superintendent's or trainmaster's attention and corrected.

are privileged to write the superintendent direct on any question pertinent to their

communication

work but

in

each case send copy of such

In addition to these special reports of irregularities, the transmake a weekly report to the general super-

intendent showing briefly where they were each day, what trains
ridden,

stations

Next
riders.

in

inspecte<l.

claims

adjusted;

importance

to'

short,

a

brief

transportation inspectors are our train

latter are assigned to

no certain operating

but are placed by the chief special agent, to

The

in

of their week's work.

The

important

in

EDUC-\T10N OF EMPLOYEES

There are few, if any, railroads that have not placed in the
hands of their station and trainmen ample instructions, the compliance with which will almost entirely eliminate loss and damage.
But of what avail are these instructions if they are not
complied with or even studied by the employees who are supposed
to be guided by them?
What precautions, if any, are taken to
see that a complete file of instructions is maintained at every
station

and

change

is

is

in

made

possession of each freight conductor?
agents,

in

what

effort

is

made

When

to see that the

a

new

agent has proper instructions?

We

are accomplishing this on the Santa Fe through a series

now

of examination letters, which are

being conducted with the

and station forces over the entire system. Each examination letter consists of from 15 to 20 pertinent questions on
freight traffic, and is put out to our agents and their fcirces
once a month. They are required to mail to the general superintendent a written answer to each of those questions within a
week or 10 days from the date of its receipt, and are graded on
their replies.
A grade sheet showing the percentage made by
each agent or clerk is sent to everv- employee who takes these
examinations, that he may know just what grade the others
received.
Should he take more than 10 days in replying to an
examination letter, 1 per cent, for each day delayed, after 10
days, is deducted from his percentage.
The questions asked in
these examinations are carefully selected and to answer them
an employee simply must know the rules. We have been carrying on these examinations for over a year, and we can already
see the result in an improved efficiency. \\ hen we began the examination the average percentage of correct replies was low, but
on the last examination there was a far greater percentage that
ran from 90 per cent, to perfect than there was that fell below 90.
To some extent we have conducted this same sort of an examination with our freight conductors and intend to go into that
agcijt

even further.
CO-OPER.^TIQN OF

THE ^HIPPER

goes without saying that the support of the shippers in this
great undertaking will make it far less difficult. Manufacturers
It

and shippers working on a close margin pack their wares in the
cheapest possible containers and already they have got a start
on the railroads that is going to be difficult to overcome. We
have made mention of the heavier power and stronger equipment that is being used today, which in the ordinarj- course of
things would call for even more secure bracing and packing of
freight than was the custom in years gone by, but instead of
having better bracing and packing, we are having worse.

We

recently

made a

test

check at

stations covering a period of one

five of

week

to see

our more important
what percenfage of

wooden packages were

in bad order, and also the fiber-board
\\t handled outbound rg.dgc wooden packages weighing less than 100 lb. Of this number, 508 were in bad order.
We handled at the same time 30,749 fiber-board packages of
which 449 were in bad order. We handled inbound and on
transfer, 11,148 wooden packages of which 56 were in bad order
and 2.416 fiber-board packages, of which 131 were in bad order.
The fiber-board package is of recent origin and it behooves the

packages.

to the general superintendent.

portation inspectors

summary

vvijrk is

reaching.

lack of diligence on part of train crews in searching for freight

for intermediate stations.

The

district.

box car thief in the very act of his depreand the moral effect it has upon the bubo element is far-

freight for intermediate stations, necessitating carrying the other

freight several stations

No. 6

\'0L. 57,

whom

district

they report.

agents report to the general superintendent
and place the train riders where they are most likely to be
needed. For instance, our line was infested with thieves between
chief special

Chicago and Joliet and between Lexington Junction and Kansas
City; and even now, notwithstanding our close surveillance, we
are bothered occasionally with thieves breaking into cars while
in trains but we are glad to be able to say that this policing of
\\'e have four of these
trains has had a most wonderful effect.

carriers to see that

ments for which

amend

its
it

use
is

is

restricted to the class of freight ship-

suitable.

It

is

for the

railroads

to

so

their classifications as to properly limit the use of these

containers.
The shipper is just as anxious to have his goods
delivered to his customer in good order as he is to have them
delivered promptly, and we^ielieve that if properly approached,
he will assist the railroads in accomplishing that end, but we
cannot go to a shipper and persuade him to use a better conGood worjc can be done
tainer than our classification provides.

with shippers to get them to give correct descriptions of the

;
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weights and kind of freight they ship, to pack their shipments
securely, and to legibly mark all consignments
erasing all old
have already had gratifying results from the efforts
marks.

—

We

thus far made.
CL.AIM

You may

AND OS&D ANALYSIS

OS&Ds that because you
good many covering the loss of candy, you are paying out
a large percentage of your money in the settlement of candy
claims and would probably pay no special attention to millinery
claims because you may find you only had one or two in a threemonths period. An analysis of three-months claim payments
sl;owed that we had 179 claims on candy, representing 2.28 per
cent, of the total number of claims paid, whereas the amount
of money was only $643.74 or .83 per cent, of the total amount
of money paid out in claims, whereas we had two claims on
think in the handling of

get a

millinery representing .02 per cent, of the total

amount

but in

money

of

number

of claims,

equalling $439.06, representing 57 per

cent.

We

paid 69 claims in a period of three months on potatoes,

amount
money represented by these 69 claims was $1,992.35 or 2.59
per cent, of the total amount of money paid out. In this threerepresenting .84 per cent, of the total claims paid, but the
of

months

analysis, there

were

8,193 claims

and 397 commodities,
of the total paid were

represented; 5.640 claims, or 68.8 per cent,
on 43 commodities or only 10.8 per cent, of the total commodities, 1,636 claims or 19.9 per cent, of the total number were
paid oh 79 commodities or 19.9 per cent, of the commodities; in

other words, 122 commodities took in 88.7 per cent, of the total
claims paid, leaving 275 commodities representing only 11.3 per
cent, of the claims.

how do you expect to go about the
and damage?
It is of even greater importance to classify the causes for loss and damage than it is
to classify the commodities with which you are having the most
trouble.
It is also important that you know with what shippers
This same
or consignees you are having the most trouble.
three-months analysis showed that on a total of 66 claims for
beer, 28 were by one shipper, out of a total of 25 claimants and
the same brewing company was the claimant in 28 out of 66
claims paid.
We have every confidence in our ability to prove
On bathtubs we had a total of 42
this shipper's carelessness.
claims and 16 of tlie 42 shipments were made by one firm.
Would that not indicate that there was something especially
wrong with the manner in which that firm put up the bathtubs
for shipment?
Without proper

elimination

of

analysis,

loss

This same analysis shows that on boots and shoes we prorated 48 claims with 13 different railroads and 20 of these claims
were against one railroad. Would not that record indicate that
there was considerable thievery going on on that railroad? Nine
were with another railroad, making 29 out of the 48 shipments
prorated with tw-o railroads out of a total of 13 railroads.

On

one of these railroads, by reason of our persistently following
up pilferage, they succeeded in sending to the penitentiary a

number of their employees.
The same analysis showed that we paid 41 claims on cement
20 of them were due to damage from wet. Would that not indicate that the cars into which the cement was loaded were either
leaky or that the damage was done at the side door? Further
investigation developed that damage was done mostly at the side
door, and as a result of this record

we commenced

the stripping

of side door crack's of cars loaded with cement, just as
in the

we do

case of flour.

There were 51 claims paid on coke; 27 of these claims were
paid to one company representing $521.38 out oi a total claim
payment of $694.54. The coal company in this case happened
Would, not that record into be the shipper, also the claimant.
dicate to you that there was something wrong with the scales
of that coal company"
Detail analysis of claims and OS&Ds is
one of the most essential features in the handling of loss and
damage.
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Form

FORMS IN USE

Short and Damage Refvrt.—W'hentvtt
freight checks over without marks, short or damaged, at any
station, an agent makes out this report in duplicate, keeping an
impression copy for his record, sending both copies to the gen1,565,

Over,

One

eral superintendent.

manent

file

;

the other

is

of these copies

used

in

placed in his per-

is

connection with his investi-

forms the basis of investigation. We require
our agents to answer every interrogatory, returning the report
to them whenever any question is unanswered.
In the case of
freight checking over, a very clear description is given.
gation

in

;

fact

it

Form 1,566 O. K. Report.— An agent who has made an OS&D
covering a shortage, fills out one of these forms whenever
freight checking short is received.
This report is also sent to
the general superintendent in duplicate, the agent keeping an impression copy for his record.

There is space for the agent to
show car number from which the freight was received. By

tracing this car back, we can find out in nine cases out of ten
the cause for the freight checking short in the first place.
In

most

cases, it w-as loaded in the wrong car, in which event we
charge the improper handling to freight checker or stowman who

responsible.
The receipt of one of these O. K. reports closes
our investigation immediately insofar as tracing for the shortage
is concerned, but the investigation is continued further to deis

first place, and when
some disciplinary action is
shown that it was due to care-

velop responsibility for the shortage in the
this responsibility is definitely placed,

usually taken, as

it

is

invariably

lessness.

—

Form 1,568, Report of Concealed Shortage or Damage. The
need of this report developed after the general superintendents
took over the investigation of OS&Ds. The agents make no
OS&D for a concealed shortage or damage which is not developed before delivery of the freight to consignee, and formerly these shortages or damages were reported to the freight
claim auditor, in the form of a letter. It developed that we had
a good many concealed shortages or damages and that it was
just as important, or more so, to investigate such shortages or
damages as it was to investigate an over, short or damage that
developed before delivery to consignee.

Form

1,413,

ing

it

—

Whenever
make out one of

Pilferage Report.

indicating pilferage, agents

freight

to the general superintendent in duplicate, the

OS&D. Agent makes

same

this report in addition to a regular

in pilferages there is

because

received

is

these reports, send-

information furnished that

as an

OS&D,
is

not

needed in an ordinary OS&D. We do not attach to this report
the importance that we do to an OS&D, but it is helpful in the
A copy of pilferage reports
checking of our investigations.
is also sent to our chief special agent, who assists in the investigation, even to the extent of assigning a special man to
investigate.

Form 1,688 is designed to simplify our investigation The use
form may be objected to by some who may prefer to
handle by individual letters, on the theory that an agent or conductor will not pay as much attention to a printed form as a
typewritten letter, but when the general superintendent is investigating OS&Ds they soon get that idea out of their heads
and pay just as much attention to these forms as they do to a
:

of such a

Many OS&Ds

letter.

single letter, these
it

are completed without the writing of a
forms being used exclusively however, when
;

to closing out an

comes

OS&D

with discipline

him

we

usually write

matter or explaining to him the circumstances, allowing him to use his own
a letter to the superintendent directing

judgment

Form

in the

in the matter.

1,414,

Sea Report.

— This

is

a

special

report

covering

cars that are found in trains or at stations with broken seals.
broken seal is usually evidence of pilferage and every case of

A

this

kind

agent

is

given a special investigation in which the chief special

assists.

Freight Conductor's
ductors

make

OS&D

Report Form 1,552.— Freight conshipment check-

this report in triplicate for each

;
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ing over, short or ilamaged. and mail original copy to general
The duplicate copy in case of shortage, is atsuperintendent.

with waybills for the car until

made

tached to and remains
empty, unless shipment is found in the meantime, in which event
conductor turns this report over to agent to whom freight is
If not found, agent where car runs empty mails the
delivered.
report to the general superintendent. The agent at station where
shortage is found shows on duplicate copy reference to astray
billing on which freight is sent to destination and mails to genis

it

conductor turns over to
In case of freight
agent the duplicate copy of report where freight is left and agent
shows thereon reference to revenue billing, if freight belongs
at his station, or reference to astray billing, if freight belongs
checking over,

elsewhere, and mails to general superintendent.
In case of damaged shipment, conductor turns duplicate copy

of report over to agent where freight is left and agent checks
same against revenue billing and attaches to station OS&D report which he makes and mails to general superintendent. This
report is put up in book form and the triplicate copy remains in
The report provides for
the book for the conductor's record.
shovi'ing full reference to the train, the waybill and car number,
covering each shipment on which there is reported over, short
or damage. It gives apparent cause for damage, if any, and reference to car in which shortages are found, or in which freight

made

checks over, and the disposition

the

of

by the

freight

conductor.

OS&D

Record.

record, which

is

— When

office,

OS&D

an

headings

in

an

OS&D

These loose leaves are

a loose leaf system.

different

received in the general

is

immediately entered

is

it

filed

on

this

form may be explained

as

follows
a.

OS&D

OS&Ds

number.

agent's

reference,

consecutively, beginning with

If

1.

Agents carry their
any agent's OS&D

goes astray it is known in the general superintendent's office
immediately upon receipt of the ne.xt numbered OS&D, for instance, should we receive Atchison OS&Ds up to No. 5, and the
next one we received would be 7, we would know that No. 6

was missing and would

call

upon the agent

insuring the receipt of every
b.

office

All

OS&Ds

are

for a duplicate, thus

numbered

the geenral iupcrintendent's

in
1

and without regard to the

This is our file reference and OS&Ds are filed according
number, in numerical order.
In this column there is recorded the date of the
Date.

station.

to this
c.

agent's
d.

OS&D.

is

The name of the
short or damaged

Billing station.

Name

station billing the freight
is

entered here.

of the conductor handling into the receiving station

Train number.

There

is

entered here, the number of the

train handling freight into stations that checked over, short or

damaged.
g.

Name

of

commodity checking over.

guns, one barrel of
h.

disciplinary action

given credit marks, however, to offset demerits for a period of
perfect service.

At

beginning of the general superintendent's campaign,
investigations were completed, were passed to the

the

OS&Ds when

At

freight claim auditor.
is

present, however, the general super-

OS&D

holding the

no claim

If

filed.

Memorandum
checking over,
filed in a

filed,

is

file

is

the papers are never called for.

Overs.

of
all

investigation papers in his

them which he does when claim

the auditor calls for

until

— In

addition

recording

to

freight

memorandum and

overs are reported in this

loose leaf binder alphabetically in order to give quick

reference.

When

the

OS&D

are received in the office each day

they are separated into overs, damaged and shorts.
are entered

memorandum
reference is made

first in this

ages are entered,

The overs

of overs, and as the short-

memorandum, and

to this

by so doing, it is possible to immediately match up overs and
shorts; every time OS&D papers are returned to the office, reference is had to this memorandum, so that if an overage is reported after an investigation has been started, we catch it on this
memorandum and thus stop further investigation. System general superintendents exchange with each other a daily report of
freight checking over, giving full description.
These are numbired consecutively so that each general superintendent will
know immediately if one of the reports goes astray. The overs
so reported from other parts of the system are also entered in
this

memorandum

of overs, so that

would

there

if

is

a piece of freight

any one of our shortages,
we have the information before us without having to conduct a
lot of correspondence to develop the fact.
These two forms are the only ones used in recording OS&Ds
We have not used a card
in the general superintendent's office.
index in any place. Our experience with card indexes is that
you lose more time with them than they are worth. OS&Ds, as
explained, are filed in numerical order and the conductor's report
serves the purpose of a file index book, in addition, giving the
information needed to prepare the monthly analytical statement.
Check Clerk's Over Report. This was designed with the inthat

fill

tention

of having

reported to the

general

superintendent

all

over freight except
dead overs, which are reported on regular OS&D forms.
Form 1,579 Standard, Bulk Grain Car Condition and ll'eiglit
Report. This was designed to locate grain leakages and secure
freight checking over with marks, in fact,

all

—

Provision has been made to show
coopering of cars.
loading agent's record wherein full way bill reference to
given, including the weights and kind of weights, whether they
be track scale weights, hopper scale, wagon scale, automatic or
teh

name of the employee inspecting and approving
condition of car for bulk grain loading being also shown. Following this is the in transit agent's and conductor's record in

estimated, the

entered here.
f.

shown

better

that checked over,
e.

is

—

OS&D.

consecutively beginning with

heading ".Action taken"

No. 6

We use the Brown system of discipline by which system
we assess demerit marks and when an employee receives as
many as 60 dement marks, he is taken from service. He is

anywhere on the system

according to station.

in the binders alphabetically,

The

tlie

57,

taken.

intendent

eral superintendent.

superintendent's

Under

Vol,

Disposition

of

salt,

For

one case

or one bundle of sash weights.

commodity checking

over.

the case of guns that checked over at Atchison

be short at Burlingame.

instance,

It

would be sent

to

For instance,
be found to
Burlingame and

may

under "H" there would be written Burlingame.
i.
Date freight checked over, forwarded to proper destination.
Commodities checking short.
j.
Point at which commodity was found.
k.
1.
Description of freight checking damaged.
m. Description of freight checking pilfered.
n.
Cause of OS&D.
After our investigation is completed, we can, in most cases,
determine the cause of the OS&D. that is, the initial cause, and
under this heading we merely show a number indicating reference to the jzause so arranged to avoid unnecessary labor writing
out the causes, some of them being lengthy.

—

which report of leakages in transit is shown. The name of the
employee or inspector reporting leakage, station,
train and place where leakage was seen, and advice as to what
repairs were made, or action taken to prevent further loss and
an estimate of possible extent of leakage. Following this is the
unloading or junction agent's record which gives the out-turn
weight and the kind of scales over which the grain was weighed.
We have got very gratifying results from the use of this form,
enabling us as it has to get a line on inaccurate scales, both at
originating point and destination, and as a result of the use of
the form, we have made many inspections of shippers' and consignees' scales for our ow-n account and found inaccuracies which
have not only saved us the payment of claims but put us on
conductor,

record with the shipper or consignee as knowing that his scales
are inaccurate, weights over which cannot be used in adjustment
Our grain
of claims until necessary repairs have been made.
claims for the season of 1912 were reduced over $20,000, and
this

form played no

little

part in their reduction.

:
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Daily ticport of Slock Moionoit. During the year 1911, we
live stock claims S99.304.72, or 49.9 per cent.
during

reduced our

;

1912. we made further reduction of $3,092.32, or 2.8
Our reduction in 1912, compared with 1911, was low
we had a most unusual record to go up against, having
Our experience has
cut the live stock claims in 1911 in two.
been that the best way to cut live stock claims is to give regular

the year

per cent.

because

We

have been trying to "get an early start with our
stock, keep it moving at a fair rate of speed and make an early
market, and that is what we are doing, and this report I feel has
done more to accomplish the results than any other one thing, in
that it has placed before the general superintendent personally
every morning the actual movement of live stock over his district, each train and its average rate of speed, and if there is any
one train that moved at a lower rate of speed than he feels w-e were
justified m maintaining, he immediately gets after the superintendent. A copy of this report is also mailed under personal cover in a
traingram envelope each morning to the superintendent so that
the general superintendent knows that he has the information
in his hands, and in most cases the superintendent is after the
slow movement before he hears from the general superintendent.
service.

WHY

R.\!LR0AD3 SHOin.D CO-OPER.\TE

So interlaced are the railroads of this country in serving the
shipping public that no one of them can well disregard the influence of conditions upon other roads made possible through
uniform tariffs and classifications. The relationship of railroads
must needs become closer and closer if they would save tnemselves needlesb expense and agitation. Should not the originating
line

of a car of sugar be just as

much

interested as the delivering

knowing that the car used had protruding nails or bolt
heads that did damage to the sacks and caused a loss for which
line

in

both companies share in the claim that

was damaged because of

is

the automobiles

blocking
for the

in

cars

their

damage

flour

persuading them to adopt a safer plan of
Surely they are even more responsible

?

tlian is the delivering line.

The mere

fact that

Wrecks
Delay
Uefective equipment

— leaky

Freezing
Transferring carload

root

Fire in excess of insurance collected
Improper refrigeration and ventilation

the governing

We
its

the other.

factor

in

it

save

itself

money

in claims,

done more for the cause than

The Santa Fe has saved thousands

has yet accomplished in any one

In the past 15 months, from one district alone, there have been
addressed to the general superintendents of other railroads 1,206
letters,

calling attention

to specific instances of loss

110 cases over without billing (these 110 letters covered somt

We have gotacknowledgments from about one-tenth of those letters and
have in the meantime received only about 25 letters from other
lines calling attention to similar conditions on cars of freight
interchanged with our line.
We feel justified in our desire to interest all railroads in this
movement, because nearly 40 per cent, of the claims we pay are

2.500 shipments), 104 cases miscellaneous causes.
ten

prorated

with

other

lines,

under

Freight

Claim

Association

rules.
If we would free our operating accounts of this burden,
we must work together, for even though we individually equip

ourselves with necessary machinery and clean our

we

will still

bor's

pay

loss

own

houses,

and damage claims because of our neigh-

neglect.

.\NALYSIS OF CL.MMS

1 he analysis that follows covers 26.203 claims representing in
dollars and cents, $324,302.27, divided as between carload and
carload $218,239.41, l.c.l. $106,062.86.
Has it ever occurred to you before that loss and damage to freight in carloads
is more than twice that of L C.L., considering the movement as a
L.C.L.,

Most people not posted would have scarcely thought
Let us see what caused the paying of these claims

whole?
that.

Less than
carload

5.583
6.266
6.604
3.152

$2,138.80
2,074.99
827.39
1,852.95

.371

363

1.385
.023
.137
10.342

2,847.40
107.51
2,650.34
4,143.40
97,152.31
12,176.11
2.280.75
42,318.41
275.84
1,264.14
1,005.16
4.046.40

1.305
.049
1.214
1.898

9.42
376.45
62.64
89.23
13,563.50
39,111.89
22,484.78
7,054.92
285.29
8,426.47
2,952.76
1.388.40
3.362.98

48.548
10.525
2,32J
1.336

8.865
5.098
1.141

340

1.336

Per

$218,239.41

A

44.516
5.579
1.045
19.391
.126
.569
.461
1.S54

5106,062.86

Per

Per

cent.

Total

cent.

2.017
1.956
.779
1.747
.009
.354
.059
.084
12.798
36.877
21.199
6.651
.269
7.935
2.784
1.309
3.171

$14,344.75
15,748.75
15,239.82
8,731.49
820.38
3,223.85
170.15
2,739.57
17,706.90
136,264.20
34,660.89
9,335.67
42,603.70
8,702.31
4,216.90
2,393.56
7,409.38

4.420
4.856
4.699
2.699
.253
.994
.052
.845
5.459
42.017
10.688
2.940
13.137
2.683
1.302
.738
2.284

$324,302.27

of 347 commodities are represented in that quarter
dollars and it is interesting to note that out of
that 347, 31 commodities, or 8.8 per cent, of the whole, represent
57.9 per cent, of the total claims paid.
Thirty-two other comof a

total

million

modities, or 9.2 per cent, of the whole represent 19.3 per cent,
of total claims paid so that 63 commodities or 18 per cent, of

the whole represent 77.2 per cent, of
of dollars on automobiles

and dam-

cases were due to defective equipment, 215 cases to
poor stowing, insufficiently braced, etc., 376 cases to pilfering,

age; 401

cent.

through its inspection for defective bracing at juncand as a result ot the alarming conditions disclosed
by those inspections, has conducted a campaign with the various
automobile manufacturers for better bracihg that is not only
saving inoney for itself today but for every other railroad in the
cciuntry.
While we have met with some opposition in certain
quarters we have the assurances of fully 90 per cent, of the shippers whose attention was called to their inferior blocking, that
tion points,

it

direction.

Carload

delivering line as well.

strides,

it

$12,195.95
13,673.76
14,412.43

but the

would not be

has considerable house cleaning to do.
If it succeeds,
even only in a small degree, in influencing other railroads to
join in the elimination of causes of loss and damage, it will have
but

.359
1.179
2.538

adjustment of claims between

freight, there

The Santa Fe has made great

Per

both pay. and the wide-awake railroad today that

Not only does

done.

cent.

fragile freight at point of interciiange pays less than

alone. ?imply

and properly handling

much damage

so

claims
94
309
665

tliey do not settle with the claimant is no reason why they are
not interested under the Freight Claim Association rules, which

now

classification,

!6,203

Totals

inspects

If railroads were
properly inspecting cars before loading,
properly loading the freight, taking up vigorously with shippers
and insisting upon proper loading and compliance with the

"umber

6

Concealed damage
r>amagc, other causes except carelessness of employees.
Loss of entire packages
l-oss from packages
I OSS
from bulk shipments
Concealed loss
Theft
I.oss. other causes except carelessness of employees....
Loss and damage due to carelessness of employees

carriers.

standards.

f reigllt

Unclean cars

is

wuuld adopt safer methods, and many have adopted our

they

paid, or that a car of

having been loaded into a
leaky car or that a car of automobiles had been damaged because
of the shipper using too frail a blocking; and should not that
line have just as much interest in working with the shipper of
flour

251

all our trouble.
ought to be an easy matter for the railroads to get together
and so supervise the handling of tliose 63 commodities as to
prevent the causes for claims and at the same time make substantial headway on the other 284 commodities.
Suppose there were placed before you still another statement
classifying those claim payments as between shipper, claimant,
point of origin, destination, cause, carload and l.c.l. for each
commodity, and you noticed as we did, for instance, on coal
and coke that out of a total of 373 claims paid, representing
It
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$4,555.40, that 87 of them, or 23.6 per cent,

over one

same

the

scale.

as

What would

ours,

that there

were on one

be your conclusion?

was something

No

radically

ship-

doubt

wrong

with their scales, it being unreasonable to suppose that nearly
one-fourth of our claims would be on coal lost from one shipper's consignment, and principally from one mine, weighed
over one scale when we have scores of shippers and mines in
operation on our line of road. Out of 31 claims on collars and

were on one shipper, and that shipper
on 15 of those claims.
It is going to take the closest possible supervision on the part
of the railroads to prevent or make any improvement in the bad
conditions forced upon them through the growing demand for
in
cheaper and lighter packing cases, and packing material

Instead of a five years' campaign conducted on
loss.
Santa Fe having had any effect on the reduction of loss
from this source, there has been an increase of 90 per cent.,
and I attribute this increase very largely to the susceptibility
of the container to easy manipulation.
The great majority of
packages, instead of affording protection, are nothing less than
an invitation to commit theft.
the

NEW PASSENGER TERMINAL AT

also the claimant

;

fact,

it

has already got to

the point where containers

offer

no

whatever from the sneak thief, who can now in a
surprisingly short space of time, open a case of valuable goods,
extract therefrom a part of the contents and replace the package in as good condition as it was before, leaving no evidence
Why have not the railroads, not only in justice
of the theft.
protection

to themselves, but in justice to society, the right to

demand

of

the shipper a container for his goods that cannot be entered
hurriedly without leaving unmistakable evidence of it so that

when

a pilferage occurs

we

will

know

forthwith and be in

it

a position to trace the theft before he has

had an opportunity

make

his

will be successful in convincing the shipping public of
duty from an ecojiomic standpoint to add such protection to their shipments?
Will we have the moral support of

cating,

their

The Union Terminal Company, Dallas, Tex., is a corporation
whose stock is owned equally by the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe;
the Chicago, Rock Island & Gulf the Missouri, Kansas & Texas
Railway of Texas; the St. Louis, San Francisco & Texas; the
Houston & Texas Central; the St. Louis Southwestern; the
Irinity & Brazos \"allcy, and the Texas & Pacific.
This company was organized to provide passenger terminal facilities for
;

the above roads,

to

desire

for

protection

why lay
moment as

against

the

much

stress

so

Is

of such

to cause so

it

ever-present thief.

It

upon concealed loss?

much uneasiness?

In an-

swer to which, while I might point out several causes for loss
and damage, occupying greater prominence in the category of
causes, for loss and damage to freight, there are none that has
shown such dogged resistance to close supervision than has

active agitation for a

union terminal for all the roads. After considerable preliminary
the St.
study, five companies, the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe
Louis, San Francisco & Texas; the Chicago, Rock Island &
Gulf; the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, and the Trinity & Brazos
\'alley, agreed to construct joint terminal facilities for their use,
while the Texas & Pacific the Houston & Texas Central, and
;

;

Texas &

New

Orleans decided to construct joint facilities
Southwestern in its present
location.
Plans on this basis were well under way, but they were
not satisfactory to Dallas interests and further negotiations were
undertaken, resulting in an agreement being reached in 1911 for
all companies to join in one large terminal, if a satisfactory

the

for their lines, leaving the St. Louis

could

be asked,

operating into
Orleans, which

Proposed Union Station

as

may

now

& New

and beginning about 1907 there has been

studied,

their

those

which arc relatively close together, while the fifth is removed
about a mile. Practically all the stations have become inadequate

location

safe container?

all

be admitted as a tenant of the Houston & Texas Central.
At present there are five passenger stations in Dallas, four of

will

That

for a

which comprise

Dallas with the exception of the Texas

remains to be seen. Certainly not if railroads do not co-operate
and show by their activity along the same lines of endeavor,

the country at large to our plea

DALLAS,

TEXAS

Track Layout, Showing Entrance

getaway or cover his tracks? We on the Santa
Fe are going to the expense of making a test on a representative number of shipments of commodities susceptible to theft,
by first invoicing the shipments as received from connecting
line or direct from the shipper that we may have a definite
knowledge of what they contain and then securely gluing a
strip of tough fibrous poper or cloth around each end of the box,
similar to the method of sealing cigar boxes, and across the
ends of certain makes of boxes.
If this scheme develops protective features worth while duplito

No. 6

57,

concealed

cuffs 21, or 67.7 per cent.,

was

Vol.

chosen

a

be

found.

result

in 1912; its

A number

of

of which the present

principal advantages are

sites

were carefully
was finally

location
its

proximity to the

its convenience of access by most of the railways
freedom from street crossing entanglements. Plans for
this work have now been "practically completed and contracts
have just been let.
The main lines of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas the St. Louis
Southwestern, and the Chicago, Rock Islard & Gulf, the latter
carrying as tenants the Trinity and Brazos Valley, and the St.

business center,

and

its

;

August
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San Francisco & Texas, now traverse the adopted station
from north to south, while the Texas & Pacitic crosses it

253

Louis,

consisting of girders encased

site

from

north of the north throat of the depot yard.
The Gulf.
Colorado & Santa Fe with its tenant, the St. Louis. San Francisco & Texas, will reach the station from a connection with the
just

The Houston & Texas

terminal tracks at Santa Fe Junction.

in

concrete,

will

span

tracks

all

a point opposite the

head of the staircase mentioned above.
The walls of this thoroughfare will be of glazed sash. From it
the track platforms will be reached by stairways located on each
side of the thoroughfare.

Katy Junction, about four miles north

Track platforms. 18 ft. wide and 6 in. above the top of rail,
are provided between each pair of tracks. These platforms are
to be covered by reinforced concrete butterfly sheds, between the

The Texas & \ew Orleans passenger trains
which now enter Dallas over the tracks of the Houston & Texas

thoroughfare and the baggage bridges, the extreme ends of the
platforms being left uncovered to facilitate the loading of bag-

& Texas

Central will use the Missouri. Kansas
point south of the city to

of the

tracks from a

station.

& Santa Fe

Central will be diverted to the Gulf. Colorado

at

Central Junction and enter the station via Santa

Fe Junction.
The Trinity & Brazos Valley now enters Dallas from the north
over the tracks of the Chicago. Rock Island & Gulf and departs
for the Soutli over the Missouri. Kansas & Texas.
The St.
Louis, San Francisco & Texas enters Dallas from the north over
the Rock Island tracks and departs for the east via the Gulf,
Colorado & Santa Fe.

The

station

to be of the through type with four lead tracks

is

entering from the north, 18 depot tracks arranged in pairs, of

and four lead tracks at the
south end. two of which are for immediate construction.
The
tracks will be spaced 13 ft. centers between pairs with 28 ft.
centers at platforms. The tracks will hold from 14 to 20 coaches
with engine and tender. Two exclusive freight tracks will also
be built from between Xorth Junction and South Junction, while
wl ich 10 are to be built at once,

provision
St.

is

made

for a third track for the exclusive use of the

Louis Southwestern whenever

it

may

be

From

required.

South Junction to Santa Fe Junction, four tracks are planned,
although only two will be built at present.

The passenger

is to be 282 ft. long by 135 ft. wide and
back from the west line of Houston street,

station

be placed 35

\vill

ft.

The building will be of the
Renaissance type of architecture with a base of Texas granite
It will rest on a solid rock founda-

gage and express.
For the accommodation of the dififerent
express companies, a building 500 ft. long by 50 ft. wide, and
one story high, is located south of the depot building, with a

teamway along the east side and tracks for carload express
on the west side, the floor of the building and platform being
ft.
3
9 in. above the roadway and tracks. South of this building
a commodious garage w'ill be erected for housing electric trucks,
which it is planned to use. In order to reach trains with baggage,
express and mail, bridges. 15 ft. wide in the clear, of the same

40-ft.

type as the thoroughfare, will span the tracks. 300 ft. each side
of the thoroughfare, with elevators for trucks at their east ends
and also at each track platform.
Facilities for caring for and storing passenger equipment and
making emergency repairs to them are located at
South Junction, and the power plant for furnishing heat, light
and power for the terminal facilities is also placed here.
The Texas & Pacific crosses the terminal tracks at grade just
north of the north throat. This cannot be avoided under present
circumstances for high water conditions, as well as the necessity
of maintaining the connections shown on the map, prevent the depression of the terminal tracks, and the very great cost of elevating the Texas & Pacific through the city makes that, at the pres-

engines, and

one of the principal thoroughfares.

ent time,

and the upper parts of brick.

Junction

25

tion
floor

below the floor

ft.

level.

The

contain the lobby and ticket

will

front part of the
office

first

with a baggage

checking room opposite, a parcel checking room, and an emergency hospital and stores, with the rear part devoted to a large

baggage storage room.
Xear the south end of the building
a broad staircase will lead to the second floor, where the various
waiting rooms, restaurants, etc.. are located.
This staircase is
situated immediately opposite a wide entrance to Houston street
and connects with the passenger bridge or thoroughfare over
the depot tracks, thus permitting direct travel between the streets
and trains without passing through the ticket lobby or waiting
room.

The

on the second floor include the general white
waiting room. 135 ft. long and 70 ft. wide, with a high arched
ceiling, extending to the roof of the building.
A large loggia
extends along the front of this waiting room, and affords an
outdoor adjunct to it. while a concourse enclosed by glazed sash
facilities

impracticable to consider.

Two new

interlocking plants will be constructed, one at Xorth

control the crossings and the connections and
switches at the north end of the depot tracks, and one at South
to

Junction to control the crossings and connections there and the
south switches of the depot tracks.
In addition, the existing
plants at

Santa Fe Junction and Central Junction

larged to take care of the increase in functions

The
ways

L'nion Terminal
a part of

its

$1,750,000 about

Company

In

addition,

order

in

obtain

to

streets intersecting the site,

floor

consist

will

those parts of the second floor

two unconnected parts, over
north and south of the general

of

The south wing will be used for the despatcher's
conductors' room, and offices of the Union Terminal Company and the Pullman Company, and the north wing will in part
waiting room.

office,

be assigned to the restaurant service.

To avoid the necessity of crossing tracks at grade, bridges
have been selected in place of subways. Had the latter been used,
the difficulty of 'water-proofing them, in view of the fact that
would be below high w-ater line, and that in
would be constructed in a high fill, would have made

merce

street

bridge and

Oak

the Trinity river should ever

at

bridge

36

ft.

wide

in

the

clear.

of

the

various

to purchase over 80

Of

this

Com-

tract.

32
if

become navigable, upon the express

grade across the Terminal tracks.

it

is

necessary to construct a

This bridge
consist

nicallv

of

Texas &

new bridge

on an
through span, 150

will be located

a

11 deg.

30 min. curve, and will

long,

ft.

Whenever required by
lift

Pacific to the station,

across the Trinity river.

with 26

ft.

between

the government, this

span, the river being tech-

navigable.

Xew French Railway

—

Proposed. For several years past the
Havre have agitated the question of a secHavre
to Paris, supplementing the double
from
ond
track line of the Western Railway of the state system, which
now carries the heavy freight as well as passenger traffic between
business interests of

railway line

The administration of the state railthe port and the capital.
ways has made an investigation and report concerning the cost
built

A

viaduct.

Cliff

In order to admit trains of the

of the project.

doubtful.

vacation

condition that there should never be any other streets opened

part they

success

ex-

acres was given to the city of Dallas for wharfage purposes,

the lower parts
entire

the

was necessary

it

span will be converted into a

third

rail-

the most part

acres of river bottom land lying west of the site between

track side.

toilets.

for

pensive business blocks, improved with high grade warehouses.

and

The

has leased from various

acres of property,

centers of trusses.

its

necessary.

holdings, and has also purchased at a cost of

ten

Xorth of this room will be the
white women's waiting and retiring rooms with toilets and baths,
and the matron's room and the restaurant facilities.
-At the
south end of the building will be the white men's smoking and
toilet rooms, barber shop and baths, and the negro waiting rooms
stretches along

be en-

w'ill

made

It

is

for $16,405,000.

ten years.

estimated that the proposed line could be
could be constructed in about
it

and that

:

:
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ON WESTERN RAILWAYS AVERTED

STRIKE

ritory of the

The history of the controversy between the western
and the engineers and firemen has been partly told by the
Railzcay Age Gacctle in its issues of June 5, page 1240, and
July 24, page 179.
On July 31, Warren S. Stone, grand chief of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, and W. S. Carter, president of
the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen. aniiuuiiced in a statement to the newspapers that a strike would
be called for .\ugust 7, unless the railways in the meantime
Wilson.
lines

should agree to arbitrate only the original demands made by the
men, without considering the counter demands of the roads.

This announcement was made after the efforts of the United
States Board of Mediation and Conciliation to bring about a
settlement of the differences between the railways and the engineers and firemen by mediation had proved unavailing, the
hoard having been in daily conference at Chicago with the engineers and firemen, and the Managers' Conference Committee
from July 20 until July 30. On July 30, W. L. Chambers and
Martin A. Knapp returned to Washington, leaving G. W. W.
in Chicago to keep in touch with any further developments; and on July 31, Messrs. Stone and Carter, and members
of the Conference Committee of Managers, headed by A. W.
Trenholm, general manager of the Chicago, St. Paul. Minne-

Hanger

Chicago for Washington at the request of
apolis
President Wilson to discuss the case with him.
During the ten days of the conferences with the members of
the board of mediation, during which every effort was made
left

representatives of the enginefiremen steadily refused to submit the entire case to
On
arbitration, and repeated their threat to declare a strike.
to bring about a settlement, the

men and

July 29 the members of the board telegraphed to President Wilson, advising him of the situation, and President Wilson replied, inviting representatives of both sides of the controversy

White House on Saturday morning.
Washington Messrs. Stone and Carter
gave out their statement announcing the date of the strike, and
declaring that they had accepted a proposition by the mediatol-s
that only the original demands of the men be submitted to arbitration, which the managers had refused, because the proposition
to confer with

Before

did

him

the

include

not

at the

for

leaving

submission to arbitration of any of the

companies' counter demands.

This was one of several propositions made by the mediators,
all others being rejected by the representatives of the employees,
who had repeatedly refused arbitration, but thus sought to place
the responsibility for refusing arbitration on the roads.
The plan of arbitration proposed by the mediators considered
only the demands submitted by the men October 10, 1913. which

meant consideration only of the demands for increased wages
and other changes in workmg conditions which would be equivan increase

alent to

managers

in

wages.

it

«as

The

The outbreak

of a great

to

ertorls

build

some plan for
Europe had,

in

up the American merchant marine

in

order to transport the crops from the United States to Europe,
and that a strike on the western roads would defeat its efforts.
refused to change their position.

Tlie employees

evening, August

2,

"In view

'if

On Sunday

the President sent a letter to the Conference

Committee of Managers,

in

which he said

the world-wide conditions

it

in
is

I

can appeal with confidence to
your patriotism and to your regard for the public welfare to make
whatever sacrifice is necessary to avert a national disaster.''
On Monday morning Mr. Trenholm. chairman of the Conferfeel

tliat

in the

circumstances

I

ence Committee of Managers, replied in a letter to the President

which he

in

said

that

in

response

to

the

request of

President the managers had decided to recede from their
to accept arbitration, as proposed by the medi-

the

positions and
ation board.

He added

that the Conference

Committee of Man-

agers never would have assented to arbitration that did not recognize the right of the railroads to present their claims to the
if it had not been for the crisis in European
and the consequent effect that would be produced by a

arbitration board,
affairs

strike

in

this

"Under ordinary circumstances," said
"we should feel that our plain duty

country.

Mr. Trenholm

in his letter,

to the interests

committed

to

our charge would not merely jus-

but would require us to insist upon a plan of arbitration that

tify,

would recognize our right to be heard upon claims regularly
presented on our behalf."
On Monday, August 3, Darius Miller, president of the Burlington, speaking for the executives of

all

the western railroads,

issued the following statement

"The President appealed to the railroads upon the large
ground of patriotism and grave public emergency, and the roads
have acquiesced.
"In doing so the committee representing the roads did the big
thing, although at a sacrifice of the right to be heard
that is
exactly what it amounts to. The organizations lost one of their
great opportunities to show the country that they are as big as
the railroads; that their leaders are as patriotic and as an.^ious

—

for the public welfare as the officers of the roads.

"My
who

suggestion was, in view of the appeal of the President,

did what every great leader would do under the circum-

stances, that both parties should suspend all further controversy

for ninety days

and thereby

relieve

the country of the added

anxiety of a strike.

"In times like these

it

is

unwise and unpatriotic

to press self-

demands and doggedly threaten to carry any apparent advantage to a crisis. That is what the men have done, and there
is where they have lost their opportunity vastly to gain in public
ish

respect and confidence.

"As usual, the railroads have made the sacrifice, and- some
months from now they will see the price expressed in dollars
and cents. But, on the whole, I think the position of the roads
is the better one.
It always has and probably always will happen
that the test of the better citizenship
sacrifices to ser\e the public interest.

the
tion

is

the willingness to

That

is

make

the big thing that

Western roads have done, and perhaps that

is

a

good

defini-

of patriotism.

lic

war

very bad situation which would be greatly aggravated by a strike. He pointed out that the administration was
said, created a

making

consideration of the merits of the controversy, and

obvious that the

president represented to both

their patriotic duty to agree to

averting a strike.

he

full

part

of the

President at the White House on July 31, at 2 o'clock and the
representatives of the engilieers and firemen conferred with the
President at four o'clock.

mits a

United States would be a calamity of incalculable
situation has reached a crisis which hardly per-

The

magnitude.

"I do not think the public fully understands the difference between the parties. The men initiated the conditions that led to
the crisis by demanding more pay and reduced hours at a time
when all industrial conditions were halting and depressed. The
existing schedules and rules have been the growth of years of
individual trading and compromise to avoid trouble, until they
differ w-idely on different roads and contain many rules that are
wrong in principle and uneconomic in application. For these
reasons the roads asked to have the schedules revised and all
questions, on both sides, submitted to arbitration, coupled with
a guarantee that rates of pay would not be reduced.
"This the organization refused, and it was only after pressure from the mediators that jhey finally agreed to arbitrate
even their own demands, and they have denied the right of the
roads even to be heard; and, following the recommendation of
the mediators for peace at any price, the President was appareiuly compelled to follow the only course open to him
namely,
pppeal for a settlement upon the broader grounds of the pub-

The counter proposals

that certain provisions of the existing agreements be

submitted to arbitration were not contained in the plan.
The Conference Committee of Managers conferred with the

sides that

No. 6

suspension of business on roads serving more than half the ter-

A strike by all of the enginemen and firemen on the railways
west of Lake Michigan and Fort William, in the United States
and Canada, has been averted by the intervention of President

& Omaha,

\"oL. 57,

—

welfare."

:

:

General News Department
III

A

on July 30. destroyed some of the docks and passenger
at Seattle, Wash., including the Grand Trunk Pacific
causing damage estimated at $500,000.

fire

wharves
pier,

Announcement was made
sylvania,

at

would work

at the locomotive shops of the PennAltoona, last Saturday, that henceforth the men
50 hours a week, instead of 40 hours, as hitherto.

The examiners of accounts of the Interstate Commerce Commission the men who go about the country visiting railroad
accounting offices are to have their territory divided and they
and their clerks will have district headquarters. These branch
offices of the "Division of Carriers' Accounts" will be established at New York. Pittsburgh, St. Louis and San Francisco.

—

—

;

Collision

on the Kansas City Southern

Thirty-eight persons were killed and 25 injured, six fatally,
on August 5. by a northbound passenger train on the Kansas
City Southern crashing head on into an interurban car on the
Missouri & North Arkansas near Tipton Ford, 12 miles south
of Joplin, Mo., at 5 .30 p. m., August 5. The Missouri & North
Arkansas Railway uses the Kansas City Southern tracks from
The cars met on a' curve. The interurban
Joplin to Neosho.
car, which was going about 35 miles an hour, was telescoped and
took fire.
Italian
.As

a result

of the

16

lower

Italian

employees,

men have been degraded;

railwaymen's strike, the followForty-eight emploj'ees of
;

upon to resign two stationand 362 mechanics and fire;

increases in salary of other persons

taking part voluntarily in the strike will be postponed for periods varying from six months to two years, alternatively they
will be suspended from duty for periods of from 6 to 12 days.
The council of administration has decided to commend those
employees who did not leave work and thus maintained the fidelity and discipline which are the first bases of good railway
service.

Safety at Pacific Coast Grade Crossings

seem

to indicate that

I

I

1

;

;

;

I

Those

in the public space, vestibule, steps and back hall are
finished in terrazzo, while all the other floors in the head house
have a surface of cement one-half inch thick. All window sills

and copings are also of concrete.
Kinnear steel rolling doors are used throughout the freight
house, two of which on the freight house side of the fire wall
of the head house are equipped with fusible links.
The roof is of five-ply tar and gravel construction built in
accordance with the Barrett specifications. The lumber used is
fir.
The building is heated by a hot water system.
Three tracks run parallel with the shed on one side and a
driveway on the other side. In the rear of the building is a

wooden platform 14 ft. by
mobiles.
The freight house

19
is

ft.,

fitted

used for unloading autowith new- style automatic

dial scales.

The building is being put up by O.
the approximate cost being $50,000.

F.

Larson of Tacoma,

Freight House,

President Ripley on Proposed Strike

President E. P. Ripley of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe,
has addressed the following letter to all employees of his road
"A statement to the public by the railroad enginemen has been
widely circulated in the western territorj- as a justification for
the action of enginemen in demanding more pay and shorter
hours, and refusing to arbitrate the questions involved.
The
statement is long and involved and for the most part is either
wholly untrue, or states but a portion of the truth. The statement has been sent broadcast with request to have it printed in
the newspapers in whole or in part.
"In order that the full situation may be known to the public
and especially to our own employees. I desire to state these

"The

Pacific coast

:

L

building is a semi-fireproof structure of brick, resting on a
concrete foundation.
The floors throughout are of reinforced concrete slabs. Those
in the freight house are covered with a 1 in. layer of asphalt.

facts

pedestrians arid
drivers exercise more care this year at crossings than they did
in 1913. though there is still plenty of room for improvement.
The Southern Pacific has made every effort to educate careand now has the satisfaction of seeing a little
less people
Observations made in widely separated loimprovement
calities in August. September and October, 1913, showed that
of 17,021 motor vehicles observed, the drivers of 11.836. or 69'/l
per cent., looked neither to the right nor to the left before
crossing the tracks 2.7 per cent, looked one way only and 27.8
per cent, looked in both directions. The astonishing number of
3,301, or 19.3 per cent, of the total ran over the crossings at a
reckless rate of speed, and only 35 drivers stopped their machines before crossing.
Of the 4,889 drivers of teams, 39.4 per cent, looked in neither
and 52 per cent.
direction
8.6 per cent, looked one way only
looked in both directions.
Similar observations were made in June of this year, and
mostly at the same crossings.
Twenty-three per cent, more
drivers of automobiles are looking in both directions than last
year.
The number of drivers of teams looking both ways
shows no improvement, both years being 52 per .cent., but 6 per
Pedestrians
cent, more are looking one way than did last year.
show an increase of 29 per cent, looking in both directions.
Statistics

The

Railway Strike Punishments

ing measures have been adopted
various grades have been called

masters,

by 342 ft. in area, and is one story high, except at the head
house end for a depth of 81 ft., where it is two stories. It is
supplied with a basement under the head house on the track
side.
Both floors of the head house are devoted to office space.

Tacoma, Wash.

The Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company is
building a new freight house on the tide flats at Fifteenth street
and the city waterway. Tacoma. Wash. The building is 50 ft.

\

olved

their

;

railroads propose a full arbitration of all questions inthe enginemen offer to arbitrate only the question of

own demands.

"In order that it might be apparent to all that no attempt is
being made to reduce wages the railroads gave the enginemen
assurance that if the arbitration is unsatisfactory the men will
have the option of rejecting it and continuing to work on the
existing schedule.
"It .seems la. >. y necessary to state that any claims that the

Santa Fe has not or will not live up to any agreement it makes
are ridiculous. You all know that it does and that it will.
"We have before us the question of being able to live or perish.
cannot operate this railroad except with loyal and faithful
employees.
will, of course, stand by the result of any arbitration, but to submit to 'arbitration' which ignores all justice
and provides only that the claims of one side be adjudicated is
absurd.
"You know the record of the company for square dealing, and
you may rest assured that it is not being departed from in this

We

We

case."

Locomotive Smoke

in

Chicago

The method

of controlling locomotive smoke in Chicago under
the direction of the General Managers' Association has been referred to several times in these columns. That this arrangement
is shown by the biennial returns made
by the department of smoke inspection of the city. This summer's, returns, including 9,453 observations, shows the best record
for summer reading since the department was establised.
This

has proved very successful

'
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7,

year the average density

summer. While the
the autumn of 1913
a great

deal

than

cold.

in

average

(5.79),

more smoke

as

6.304,

is

latest

must

it

will

compared with

11.99 last

larger than that shown in
be remembered that usually

is

be shown in the

Summer,
Railroad

1— C. B. & Q
2— Santa Fe
3— Northwestern

4— Lake Shore
5— Soo Line
6— C. G. W
7— Mich. Cent
8— Grand Trunk
9— St. Paul

.

.

.

10— Pennsylvania ....
II— C. & W. 1
12— C. &
13— Illinois Cent
14— B. & O. C. T
15— N. V. C. & St. L.

16— Rock

Islard

17— C. & E. 1
18— C. L & S
19_Wabash

20— C. & A

21—111. Northern

22— Pere Marquette..
23— n. S;
'4- Monon
25— Belt
26— E. T &E
'7— Erie'
28— C. Junction
->g

— Pullman

30— C.
31— C.

7.74
4.73
7.65
9.49
10.86
13.37
12.23
16.62
11.75
16.58

4.81
5.15
5.32

17.1

14.78
7.43
12.14

5.5
5.5

6.14

11.9
14.66
14.73
15.12
14.12
16.56
6.31
18.8
13.4
15.63
18.06
18.45
20.51
17.01

7.11

7.24
7.87
8.66
9.81
11.31
11.54
12.04
12.12
12.21
12.26
12.77
15.71
18.1

Not

26.49

R. & 1
Short Lire....

Summer,

Summer, Autumn, Autumn,

1.63
3.04
3.25
3.75
3.94

4.39
4.68

.

Standing, Density, Standing,

1913

4.3
.

Density,

1914

45.45

5
1

4
6
7

12
11

23
8
22
25
17
3
10
9
15
16

19
14
21
2

28
13

20
26
27
29
24

listed

14.94
29.23

35.

1913

18
32

charges 112 separate violations of the Elkins act,
directed against the coal company, O'Gara and Brewerton, who are charged with accepting concessions and rebates.
indictment

and

is

warm weather

Out of seven reports this is the sixth in which the Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy has maintained first place. The Burlington certainly is to be congratulated on the success it has attained, especially when it is considered that this road has a
very large number of locomotives operating in the city. J. H.
Lewis is chief inspector for the Burlington and also chairman
of the Railroad Smoke Inspectors' Association, which reports
to the General Managers' Association.
The roads in Chicago maintain SO smoke inspectors, at a cost
of about $65,000 per year in salaries, to keep locomotive smoke
That this expenditure is warranted is shown
to a minimum.
by the smoke returns for the summer of 1914, as follows
Density,

1913
1.64
2.45
2.25
2.76
13.54
3.99
6.32
4.89
3.64
7.89
'6.61
4.

3.99
7.23
6.42
5.16
6.92
5.29
7.19
6.84
6.03
7.19
12.41
7.15
9.27
11.91
12.57
19.29
48.42

1913
1

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS
The folhwtng list
meetings, and places

27
6
13
5

ton, Mass.

—

American Association of Dining Car Superintendents. H. C. Boardman, D. L. & W., Hoboken, N. J.
Next convention, October,
Washington.

American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.
Hope, 143 Liberty

22

East

American

St.

21
14
10
17

20 and 21,

Railroad

of

L

—W.

C.

R.

R.,

C.

—

Superintendents. E. H. Harman,
Mo. Ne,\t convention, August

Station, St. Louis,

York.

—

E. B. Burritt, 29 W. 39th St.,
convention, October 12-16, Atlantic City, N. J.

American Electric Railway Association.

—

—

—

— A.

R. Davis, Central of

Georgia, Macon, Ga.

Marburg, University

11

American Society for Testing M.\terials.— Prof.

19
16
12

American Society of Civil Engineers.— Chas. W. Hunt, 220 West 57th
St.,

20
25
18

41.46
34.

29

New York; 1st and
New York.

connection with

3d

Wednesday,

August,

Broadway, New York; 2d Thursday of
11 Broadway, New York.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
39th

St.,

New

York.

June,

except

—
each

American Society of Engineering Contractors.

23
24
26
28
31
30

E.

of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

July

and

Wemlinger, 11
month, at 2 P. M.,
R.

J.

— Calvin

W.

Rice.

29

W.

—

American Wood Preservers' Association. F. J. Angicr, B. & O.. Baltimore, Md. Next convention, January 19-21, 1915, Chicago.
Association of American Railway Accounting Officers. E. R. Woodson, 1300 Pennsylvania Ave., Washington, D. C. Annual co

—

28,

Associ.iTioN OF

1915, Atlanta, Ga.

Railway Claim Agents.

—

C.

Md.

its

between railways and coal companies in Illinois, on which the commission recently made a
report to Congress, which was abstracted in the Railway Age
Gazette of July 24. page 185.
The indictments charged conspiracy to violate the Interstate
Commerce law and the Elkins act by giving and accepting rebates on coal shipments, and participating in the financing of
The railroads and the coal company were
the coal company.
also indicted over a year ago for rebating. The first indictment
charges discriminations in favor of the O'Gara Coal Company,
in that extensions of time were granted by the railroads in
which to pay freight bills. The second indictment charges viorelations

lation of the Elkins act in the granting of discriminations by the
This inextension of credit for the payment of freight bills.

includes 50 counts, charging that the railroads acor different, compensation for freight charges than
It also includes 49 counts,
tariflfs on coal shipments.
charging acceptance of coal in payment of freight bills, and 50
counts, charging discrimination in favor of the O'Gara company in connection with the buying of fuel coal and the method
less,

the public

This indictment also charges the railway officials
with loaning the O'Gara company $500,000 in cash: The third

of payment.

New

pen Bldg., Chicago.

of the New York Central Lines;
auditor. New York Central Lines;
Thomas J. O'Gara, former president of the O'Gara Coal Company, and William A. Brewerton. secretary of the O'Gara Coal
The indictments are based on evidence gathered
Company.

dictment
cepted a

Wells,

O.

111.

Union

101,

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.

vice-president

in

Louis,

Association

Room

— R.

—

7

Central Lines and Officials Indicted

Commerce Commission

York.

American Railway Engineering Association. E. H. Fritch, 900 S. MichNext convention, March 16-18, 1915.
igan Ave., Chicago.
American Railway Master Mechanics' Association. J. W. Taylor, Kar-

15
8

M. Huddleston, general

of the

New

St.,

American Association of Freight Agents.

Cal.

;

investigation

Next

Mass.

Thomason, Bos-

G.

—

9

William C.
the O'Gara Coal Company of Chicago
ways
Brown, former president of the New Y'ork Central Lines; John

by the Interstate

—A.

York. Annual
H. G. McConnaughy, 165 Broadway, New York. Meetings with American Ele*.-tric
Railway Association.
American Railway Association. W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York.
.American Railway Bridge and Building -Association. C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago. Next convention, October 20-22, 1914, Los Angeles,

;

R.

next or regular

of

American Electric Railway Manufacturers' Association.

federal grand jury at Chicago on July 31, returned three
indictments before United States Judge Geiger, against the Lake
the Cleveland, Cincinnati. CliiShore & Michigan Southern
cago & St. Louis, and the Chicago, Indiana & Soutliern rail-

Carstensen,

dates

secretaries,

American Association of Demurrage Officers.

New

3

2
4

The

;

of

—

F. M. Nellis, 53 State St., Boston,
4-7, 1915, Hotel Sherman, Chicago.

May

convention.

names

giz'cs

of meeting.

Air Brake Association.

.\pril

New York

259

W. Egan,

B.

&

O., Balti

—

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers. Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
N. W. Ry., Chicago. Annual convention, October 19-23, Chicago.
Association of Railw\\y Telegraph Superintendents. P. W. Drew, 112

—

West Adams St., Chicago.
AssocnTioN of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers. G. P.
Conard, 75 Church St., New York.
Association of Water Line Accounting Officers. W. R. Evans, Chamber of Commerce, Buffalo, N. Y.
Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association. L. D. Mitchell, Detroit
Meeting with American Railway Bridge
Graphite Co., Chicago. 111.
and Building .Association.
Canadian Railway Club.— James Powell, Grand TruiikRy., Monti^eal,
Que.: 2d Tuesday in month, except June, July and August, Windsor

—

—

—

Montreal.
Clement H. McLeod, 176 MansNovember, DecemSt.. Montreal, Que.: 1st Thursday, October,
March and .April, Montreal.
February,
ber,
Ave.,
Car Foremen's .Association of Chicago.— Aaron Kline, 841 Lawler Bldg.,
Chicago; 2d Monday in month, except July and August, Lytton
Chicago.
2d
New
York;
Central Rmlway Club.— H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St..
Friday in January, May, September and November and 2d Thursday
in March. 'Hotel Statler, Buffalo, N. Y.
Box 654,
Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.— Edw. J. Dugan, P. O.
and SeptemSt Paul Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July, August
Hotel,

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.

—

field

ber, Old State Capitol Bldg., St. Paul.
Ha"isEngineers' Society of Pennsylvania.— Edw. R. Dasher, Box 75,
and
burg, Pa.; 1st Friday after 10th of each month, except July
August, 31 So. Front St., Harrisburg. Pa.
Engineers' Society of Western PENNSVLVANiA.--Elmer K. Hiles, Oliver
Bldg.. Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Freight Claim Association.— Warren P. Taylor, Richmond, Va.
605
General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.— A. M. Hunter,
Grand Central Station, Chicago: Wednesday preceding 3d I hursday.

Transportation

Bldg.,

Chicago.

International Railway Congress.— Executive Committee,
vain, Brussels, Belgium.

11,

rue de Lou-

Convention, 1915, Berlin.

McCormick
International Railway Fuel Association.— C. G. Hall, 922
Bldg.. Chicago.

—

Hall, 829
International Railway General Foremen's Association. Wm.
West Broadway. Winona, Minn.
'WoodInternational Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association^— A. L.isconsin,
Hotel W
worth, Lima. Ohio. Next convention, August 18-20,
Milwaukee, Wis.
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Maiktenaxce of Way & Master Painters' Association of the United
States axd Can.vda.— T. I. Goodmn, C. R. I. & P., Eldon, Mo.
Xe.\t convention, November 17-19, 1914, Detroit, Mich.
Master Boileb Makers' Association. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,

Vol.

York.

—

September

Natio.val Railway

Dearborn

Tenn.

8-11, Nashville,

—

Bruce V. Crandall, 537 So.
Next convention, March 15 to 19, 1915,

Appluxces Association.
Chicago.

St.,

Chicago.

—

Railro.ad Club. W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave., BosMass.; 2d Tuesday in month, except June, July, August and
September, Boston.
New York Railroad Club. H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d
Friday in month. e.\cept June, July and August, New York.
Niagara Frontier C.\r Mens .Association. E. Frankenberger, 623 Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y. Meetings monthly.
Peoria Assochtion of Railroad Officers. M. W. Rotchford, Union Station, Peoria, 111.; 2d Thursday in month, Jefferson Hotel, Peoria.
Railroad Club of Kansas City.— C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas
City. Mo.; 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.
Railroad M.^ster Tinners, Coppersmiths & Pipefitters' Assochtion.
U. G. Thompson, C. & E. L. Danville, III.
Railway Business AssociATiON.^Frank W. Noxon, 30 Church St., New
York.
Rail\vay Club of Pittsburgh.— J. B. .Anderson, Penna. R. R., Pittsburgh,
Pa.; 4th Friday in month, except June, July and August, Pittsburgh.
Railw.\y L)e\elopmest Association. W. Nicholson, Kansas City Southern,

\e« England
ton.

—

—
—

—

—

Kansas City, Mo.
Railw.^y Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Assochtion. ^J. Scribner,
Meetings with -Association of Rail1021 Monadnock Block, Chicago.

—

way

Engineers.
Rmlwav Fire Protection .Association. C. B. Edwards, Mobile & Ohio,
Mobile, -Ala. Annual meeting. October 6, Washington. D. C.
Railway Gardening Association. }. S. Butterfield. Lee's Summit, Mo.
Railway Signal .Association. C. C. Rosenberg. Bethlehem, Pa. Annual
meeting. Bluff Point, N. Y., September 22-24.
Railway Storekeepers' .Association. J. P. Murphy, Box C, Collinwood,
Ohio.
Railway Supply Manuf.^cturers' Association. J. D. Conway, 2136 Oliver
Meetings with M. C. B. and M. M. AssociaBldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Electrical

—

—

—

—

—

tions.

—

Railway Telegr.*ph & Telephone .Appliance .Association. G. A. Nelson,
Meetings with .Association of Railway
50 Church St., New York.
Telegraph Superintendents.
Richmond Railroad Club.— F. O. Robinson, C. & O., Richmond. Va.; 2d
Monday in month, except June, July and -August.
RoADM.vSTERs' AND MAINTENANCE OF Way -ASSOCIATION. L. C. Ryan. C. &
N. W.. Sterling, III. Next convention, September 8.10, 1914, Chicago.
St. Louis Railway Club.— B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,
Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June. July and .August, St. Louis.
Salt Lake City Transportation Club.— R. E. Rowland, Hotel Utah Bldg.,
Salt Lake City, Utah; Ist Saturday of each month. Salt Lake City.
Signal .Appliance -Association.— F. W. Edmunds. 3868 Park .Ave.. NewMeeting with annual convention Railway Signal .Association.
York.

—

—

Society of Railway Financial Officers. Carl Nyquist, La Salle St. Sta.Annual nxeting, September 15-17, Hotel Aspinwall,
tion, Chicago.
Lenox, Mass.
Southern Associ.ation of Car Service Officers. E. W. Sandwich, A. &

—

W.

P. Ry., Atlanta, Ga.

Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.
.Atlanta.

Traffic

News

—

Master C.\x Bvilders' Association. ^J. W. Taylor, Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
Master Car & Locomotive Painters' Association op the United States
AND Can.^d.*. A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass. Next convention,

No. 6
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—

New

57,

.A.

Merrill, Grant Bldg.,
July, September,

J.

Tanuar>-, March.
Bldg., .Atlanta.

3d Thursdav.

Ga.:

—

May,

November, 10 .A. M., Candler
Toledo Tr.\nsport.\tiox Club. J.

auiiiiiilillliliiiiiiiiiillllllimillliimnMiiniiitiiiiiiiii>iiiiniiiiiiiiniii<iiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiinliuilliniiinilllmiuiiiiiiuuiMi

Press despatches from Washington say that traffic officers of
the road west of Chicago have had informal conferences with
the Interstate Commerce Commission looking to the presentation
of new freight tariffs providing for extensive increases in rates.

H. G. Wilson, who for the past seven years has been traffic
commissioner of the Commercial Club of Kansas City, has resigned, and on September 1 will retire to become traffic commissioner of the traffic bureau of the Commerce Club of Toledo.
Ohio, which has recently been organized.

The Missouri railroads have announced that they will make
an application to the Missouri Public Service Commission within
90 days for a general increase in freight and passenger rates
throughout the state. The roads have been gathering data in
support of the application for several months.

& North Western

has given notice that from
no longer absorb tunnel and lighterage
charges in Chicago. This means the cancellation of tariffs with
the Merchants' Lighterage Company, the Chicago Lighterage
Compan.v, and the Chicago Warehouse & Terminal Company.

The Chicago
it
September
1

will

.\n embargo on all grain shipments to Galveston, Te.x., for
was issued last week by the .\tchison. Topeka & Santa
Fe and the Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific to their connecting
roads on account of a shortage of steamers from the port of
Galveston.
The embargo was effective throughout the week,
expiring Saturday night.

e.xport

The Luckenbach Steamship Company announces sailings of
e.\press freight steamers from New York to San Francisco
through the Panama Canal. The first sailing from New York
Xeui York, Auis on .August 7, and the schedule is as follows
gust 7: Cristobal, .\ugust 16; Balboa, August 17; East San
Pedro, .\ugust 27. and San Francisco, .August 31.
its

:

The summer meeting of the National Industrial Traffic
League is to be held at the Copley-Plaza hotel. Boston, Mass..
on -August 12-15. The program includes reports from the committees on Demurrage and Storage. Freight Claims. TransStorage
Weighing,
Graduated
Instrumentalities,
portation
Charges. Handling l.c.l. Shipments at Transfer Points, Uniform Classification, Spotting Charges, the Legislative Committee, Classification Committee. Bill of Lading Committee, and
.An interesting entertainment program also
Tariff Committee.
has been arranged.

—

S. Marks. Agent. Interstate Despatch,
Toledo. Ohio; 1st Saturday in month. Boody House, Toledo.
Track Supply Association. W. C. Kidd. Ramapo Iron Works, Hillsburn,
N. Y. Meetings with Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way .Asso-

—

ciation.

—

Traffic Club of Chicago. W. H. Wharton. La Salle Hotel, Chicago.
Traffic Club of New York. C. .A. Swope, 291 Broadway, New York;
last Tuesday in month, except June, July and August, Waldorf.Astoria. New York.
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh —D. L. Wells. Erie R. R.. Pittsburgh, Pa.;
meetings bimonthly. Pittsburgh. Annual meeting, 2d Monday in June.
Traffic Club of St. Louis. A. F. Versen. Mercantile Library Bldg.,
Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings
St. Louis, Mo.
October to May.
Train Desp.\tchers' Associ.ation of America. J. F. Mackie, 7122 Stewart

—

—

—

.Ave.,

Chicago.

Transportation

Wednesday.
Tr-\nsportation Club of Detroit.
L. S.

—
—W.

Clur of Buff.«.o.

after first

& M.

S.,

J.

M.

Sells,

Buffalo;

first

Saturday

R. Hurley, Superintendent's office,
Detroit, ^ich.; meetings monthly, Normandie Hotel,

Detroit

—

Traveling Engineers' Association. W. O. Thompson. N. Y. C. & H. R.,
Next meeting, September 15-18, Hotel SherEast Buffalo. N. Y.
man. Chicago.
Utah Society of Engineers. Frank W. Moore, Newhouse Bldg.. Salt
Lake Citv. Utah; 3d Friday of each month, except July and August,
Consolidated Music Hall, Salt Lake City.
Western Can.\da Railway Club.— W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, Win.
nipcg. Man.: 2d Monday, except June. July and .August. Winnipeg.
Western Railway Club.— J. W. Taylor, 1112 Karpen Bldg., Chicago: 3d
"Tuesday of each month, except June, July and August, Karpen Bldg.,

—

Chicago.

—

J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,
Chicago: regular meeting 1st Monday in month, except January, July
and .August. Chicago. Extra meetings, except in July and August,

Western Society of Engineers.
generally on other

Monday

evenings.

Key West-Havana

Csu-

Ferry Near Completion

Mr. Flagler's long-cherished dream of through cars to and
from Cuba will soon be an accomplished fact. The oversea railroad of the Florida East Coast to Key West has been in successful operation for several years past, and by next January the final
link of the through route to Havana, a gigantic car ferry, with
a capacity of 30 freight cars, will be running between Key West
This car ferry is now under construction at
and Havana.
Cramp's yard. Philadelphia, and will cost approximately $500,000
It will be 3<S0 feet long and will have four tracks, the two inner
tracks holding 8 cars each and the two outer tracks 7 each.
The launching is expected to take place about the middle of
September. The speed will be 15 knots an hour and the time
between Key West and Havana will probably be about six
hours. It is expected that arrangements will be made with the
Cuban railways whereby cars can be run through to all points
on the Island which are reached by standard gage lines.

Blockade

The Pennsylvania,

the

week

of

Export Freight

Baltimore

& Ohio and

the Norfolk

&

that on account of the
suspension of ocean traffic, because of the war in Europe freight
to be exported from .Atlantic ports could no longer be received.

Western early

Merchandise

in

this

issuerf' notices

warehouses and grain in cars was already conNew Y"ork and the sudden stoppage of

siderably congested at

August
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1914

7.

traffic was very quickly felt.
As we go to press it is expected that an embargo on export freight will be announced by
all of the railroads
but it is expected that on account of the

ocean

;

probable great demand for grain in Europe the European governwill very soon take action looking to tlie restoration of the
grain movement across the Atlantic.

ments

1909

~?)'i.^

'J^

?

-S

Ton

369 for March.

The proportion of home cars on line was 64 per cent., compared with 62 per cent, in March. This is an increase of 10
points over April, 1913.
cent, in

1910

c:i:5>-^'i,S

1909

/908
^

The same tigure for the month .\pril, 1913, was 24.0.
miles per car per day for April were 334, compared with
This is a decrease of 0.95 per cent, compared
with the ligure for April, 1913, which was 369.
March.

The per cent, of loaded
March to 60.2 per

Car Balance and Performance
Arthur Hale, chairman of the committee on relations lictween
railroads, of the American Railway .Association, in presenting
1908

261

1910

1913,

was

car mileage decreased from 67.6 per
This figure for April,

cent, in April.

69.4 per cent.

The average earnings per
1911

car per day decreased one cent to
/9/4

I9IZ„

19/3..
cij^-^ti)^ titSi-^iciv c:t3i-5^ii^ i;i:^-$)iis;c!i>

1912

1911

,

I9J3

1914

56

Freight Car Mileage, Earnings and Performance,
statistical

bulletin

ances for

.April,

Xo.

174,

covering car balances and performstatistical

bulletin

Xo.

174,

covering car balance and performance for .-Vpril, 1914.
1 he miles per car per day were 23.0, compared with 23.8 for

to

1914

This figure for the month of April. 1913, w\as $2.48.
on the next page gives car balance and performance

$2.41 in April.

The

1914. says:

The committee presents herewith

1907

table

month covered by the report, and the diagram shows car
earnings and car mileage and different car perfurmance figures
montljly from July 1S07.
in the
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No. 6

N'oL. 57.

Commission and Court News

I

1
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
The commission has given formal

notice that it will make an
concerning the character of the service, physical
condition of the eiiiiipment and property and financial history
of the. Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton.

investigation

J2<

The Interstate Commerce Commission has opened a branch
office in St. Louis for inspectors and accountants working in
the territory east of the western boundary of Colorado, north
of the Gulf of Mexico and west of the eastern boundarj- of
Tennessee.
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Tlie Sioux City Live Stock Exchange has filed a complaint
with the Interstate Commerce Commission charging that Sioux
City dealers are being discriminated against in favor of South
St. Paul on shipments of cattle from North and South Dakota
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Examiner Edgar VVatkins began

a hearing at Sioux Falls,
on July 29. on proposed advances of two cents per
hundred pounds on cattle and one cent per hundred pounds on
sheep, from producing points to points on the Mississippi and
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Missouri rivers. A large number of representatives of various
stock exchanges and cattlemen's associations west of the
Mississippi river appeared as witnesses to protest against the
advance, which has been suspended by the commission.
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Lumber Company

v.

Great Northern

et al.

Opin-

unreasonable a rate of 60 cents per 100
lb. on pine box shooks in carloads from Leavenworth, Wash., to
Paonia, Hotchkiss and Austin, Col. A rate of 46 cents is pre.'icriben for the future and reparation is awarded on that basis.

The commission
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Rates on Box Shooks from Leavenworth, Wash.
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Rates on Dust Collecting Systems
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et

Dixie Manufacturing Company, Inc.. :: Baltimore. Chesapeake
Atlantic el al. Opinion by the commission:
The commission finds that the official classification ratings on
dust collector or arrester outfits is not unreasonable. Complaint
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finds

&

classification of one and one-half times first class on sectional
bookcases is not unreasonable nor discriminatory, and dismisses the complaint.
(31 I. C. C, 274.)
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Globe-U'ernicke Company v. Baltimore
ion by Commissioner Clements:
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341.1

s
Packing House Products from Iowa Points
by Commissioner Harlan:
The commission finds that the carriers have justified a proposed increase from 15 cents to 18^ cents in the rate on packing house products from Cedar Rapids and other points in Iowa
The proposed rates are not unto St. Paul and Minneapolis.
reasonable, while on the other hand they eliminate certain in(Opinion

consistencies in the present rate structure.
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Evansville, Pa., to Jersey City

Cement Company r. Philadelphia
Opinion by Commissioner Clements:

.tllenloicu Portland

inn ct

(31

&

Read-

The commission reaffirms its finding in the original report
(27 I. C. C. 447) to the effect that defendants in maintaining or
participating in rates on cement in carloads to eastern destinations, such as Baltimore. Philadelphia. New York and New
England points, which are not higher from Evansville than the
which they contemporaneously maintain to other mills in
Lehigh district, while refusing to participate in the same

rates

the

)

August

relative

7,
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adjustment from Evansville to Jersey City, thereby suband its traffic to undue prejudice. (31 I. C. C,

jects Jersey Citv
277.)

Lumber Rates from Lake Charles and West Lake,

The commission finds that the carriers have justified a proposed increase in the rates on lumber from Lake Charles and
West Lake, La., to Palacios, Port Lavaca, .Aransas Pass, PortThe present rate of
land, Rock Port and Corpus Christi. Te.x.
13f4 cents, originally made to meet water competition, is held to
Combe hardly a reasonable charge for the service performed.
pared with the rates established by the cacriers or the Texas
commission's basis for lumber rates in this territory, it is abnormally low and beyond Houston the service is a branch line service
performed in a country where the traffic is thin. (31 L C. C.,2S8.)
Rates to Wichita, Kan.
H'iclnta Business Association v. Clinton

ern et at

&

Oklahoma West-

Opinion by the commission:

The commission finds that the class rates from Wichita, Kan.,
to a number of points in Oklahoma on the Clinton & Oklahoma
Western are unreasonable to the extent that they exceed the soKansas-Oklahoma one-line distance rates by more than
certain prescribed differentials ranging from 8 cents per 1(X)
lb. on class 1 to 2 cents on class E.
Commodity rates on gram,
feed and broom corn between Wichita, Kan., and points on the
Clinton & Oklahoma Western are likewise found to be unreasonable and reasonable rates are prescribed.
(31 L C. C, 323.)

called

Rates on Coal to Beatrice, Neb.
Beatrice
I

al.

Commerce Club

v.

Chicago. Burlington

&

Quincy,

Opinion by the commission:

The comnussion

on hard coal from Milwaukee, Wis., and Chicago and East St. Louis, 111., the rates on
soft coal from Chicago and Peoria. 111., and the southern Illinois coal fields and those on coal from fields in Ohio, northern
Missouri,

finds that the

southwestern

Missouri,

rate

southeastern

Kansas,

north-

Arkansas to Beatrice. Neb., are not unreasonable or
prejudicial as compared with the lower rates to Lincoln, Neb., to
which pomts Beatrice is intermediate via certain routes. The
complaint is therefore dismissed and the carriers are relieved
from the operation of the long and short haul rule of the fourth
section in so far as the rates to Lincoln via routes through Beatrice are concerned.
(31 I. C. C, 173.)
western

Switching at Galesburg,

HI.

&

W.

R. R.
N. (21 I. C. C, 539), if complainant is put to excleaning or repairing equipment it cannot secure payment for such services. (31 I. C. C., 344.)
O.

pense

La.

Opinion by Commissioner Daniels:

263

in

Joint Rates

and Water Lines

Rail

The refusal of the defendant to join in establishing such through routes from landings on the Tennessee river between Chattanooga and lock No. 6 is found to be unlawful and
the defendants are required to join in the establishing of the requested through rates.
(31 I. C. C, 281.)
carrier's lines.

Lumber Rates from Oregon and Washington

to

Eastern Points

Opinion by Commissioner Harlan:
The commission held in its original findings in this case that
the L'nion Pacific might lawfully close the Wallula gateways
for eastbound shipments of wool, but that it must continue the
throijgh routes applied to the lumber traffic moving from mills
on other lines through the Silver Bow, Spokane and Butte gateways to the cast over Union Pacific and also the through routes
by way of the Colorado gateway, through which rates are applied in connection with the other prairie lines on all traffic
moving between points in Oregon and Washington on the one
hand and the Missouri River and points east thereof on the
other.
On the ground that this ruling would have the effect of
denying to the lines of the Union Pacific System the long haul
on the traffic involved and because the connections that would
ordinarily be entitled to the long haul as originating lines on
westbound traffic had made no objection to this cancellation of
gateways, the commission now rules that the through routes by
way of the Colorado gateways may be cancelled, provided they
are left open for the transportation of fruit and lumber, the
shippers of which appear to be the only ones whose interests may
;

be prejudiced.

by Commissioner Meyer:
Following the decision in Buffalo. Rochester
Pittsburgh z:
Pennsylvania Company (29 I. C. C, 114), the commission finds
that the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy in refusing to switch
cars for the Rock Island Southern at Galesburg, 111., as it does
for the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe at that point, discriminates against the former road.
It is therefore ordered that
ihe Chicago, Burlington & Quincy remove this discrimination,
either by terminating its present switching arrangement with
the Santa Fe or by canceling a suspended tariff item proposing
the elimination of the Rock Island Southern System from the
switching arrangements at Galesburg.
The commission does
not find, however, that the so-called reciprocal switching charge
of $2 is necessarily a ju,st charge for the service demanded of
the Burlington by the Rock Island Southern.
(31 I. C. C, 294.

Between

Decatur Navigation Company v. Louisville & Nashville et al.
Opinion by Commissioner Daniels:
The complainant in th.is case requests that the commission direct tlic defendant to join in the publication of through routes
and joint rates between certain Tennessee river landings and
points on the line of defendants and its rail connections.
Such
through routes and joint rates are now published by defendant
for shipment via the line of complainant's water competitor, the
Tennessee River Navigation Company, but defendant has refused to grant the same privileges to complainant.
The commission finds that a na-\'igable river being a public highway, a
responsible common carrier operating thereon is prima facie
warranted in requesting the commission to require rail carrier,
such as the defendant, to join in establishing through routes and
joint rates between landings on the river and points on the rail

(31

I.

C.

C,

131.)

(..'pinion

&

Road Performing Switching Service Need Not Provide Cars

&

IVahash Sand
Gravel Company v. Vandalia ct al. Opinion
by the commission:
Complainant owning a sand and gravel pit on the Chicago,
Terre Haute & Southeastern at Terre Haute, ships to points on
the Vandalia, making use of a reciprocal switching arrangement
between the two roads, but has difficulty in getting cars
because in times of shortage both roads refuse to furnish them,
each claiming that it is the duty of the other to do so.
The
commission finds that the Vandalia should supply the cars, it
havmg in effect placed complainant's industry in the same position as industries on its own rails in providing for the absorption of the switching charge.
The carrier should supply satisfactory cars, but in accordance with Balfour, Guthrie
Co., v.

&

Lumber Rates from Southern Railway

Points to Eastern Points

Opinion by Commissioner Harlan:

The tariffs involved in this investigation contain both increases and reductions in the rates on lumber from points on the
Southern in North Carolina, South Carolina and Tennessee to
(a) eastern port cities, (b) interior eastern points in Maryland, Pennsylvania, New York, Delaware, New Jersey and the
New England States, (c) the Virginia cities and (d) Norfolk
when for export. The territory of origin includes substantially
whole of the lumber producing district of western North
Carolina, served by the Southern, and a considerable portion
of western South Carolina and eastern Tennessee, a section
brgely given over to the production of lumber of the same general character and selling in the same market.
The reason advanced for revising the lumber rates is to correct what were
believed to be indefensible discrepancies in the present rates
from the various sections of this producing territory. It was
not the intention of the defendant to increase its rates for the
purpose of obtaining larger revenues, but it appears that the
advances are much more numerous than the reductions, the ratio
being approximately ZYz to 1. There also appear to be a number
of inaccuracies and other discrepancies.
The commission is of
the opinion that the Southern Railway has attempted to make a
levision of its lumber rates along lines that are desirable and
in the general public interest, but that the revision has serious
defects.
The revision attempted to establish different rates on
the^diffcrcnt grades of lumber based on value; the commission
does not believe that this is justified. It therefore holds that
the increased rates proposed have not been justified and it is
the
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ordered that the tariffs under consideration he cancelled but
without prejudice to the Soi'thern Railway to present another
(31 I. C. C, 244.1
plan of revision

Commodity Rates on

Groceries,

etc.,

No. 6

57,

\'o\..

Railway Officers

from Western Points to

Nashville

Check

C. T.

&

Executive, Financial, Legsd and Accounting
Sof.s il

al.

Cnitndia» racific

;•.

ct at.

Opinion

by Commiss'inncr Hall:

The commission linds that the rates on canned salmon, canned
goods, citrus and deciduous fruits, dried fruits and other like
products from California terminals and from interior points in
Arizona. California, Xevada. New Me.xico. Oregon and Utah,
and also points in British Columbia, Idalio, Montana. Oregon
and Washington to Nashville are discriminatory as compared
with the rates on the same commodities to Humboldt, Jackson.
BirMilan. Memphis. Martin. Union City and Rives. Tenn.
mingham and Tuscaloosa. Ala. Columbus. Paducah. Hopkinsville, Louisville, Lexington, Owensboro, Henderson. Elizabethtown and Princeton, Ky.. and Evansville. Ind. Cairo. 111., and
The rates to these specified points are those
Cnicinnati. Ohio.
which apply alike to Missouri river and common points to Cincinnati and Detroit and common points and thence east to Xew York
and connnon points. The rates to Nashville, however, are made
by taking the rates to the Ohio or Mississippi crossing point,
via which the transcontinental lines choose to make the through
I ate
and adding thereto whatever local or proportional the
southeastern lines accept as their division of the through rate.
The complainants were compelled to present their complaint
principally by the extension of the Cincinnati-Detroit basis to
Birmingham and Tuscaloosa, but it happens that the Louisville & Nashville and the Nashville. Chattanooga & St. Louis
did not concur in that extension and have since announced their
intention of canceling their participation in the CincinnatiDetroit basis to Paducah, Jackson, Humboldt, Milan, Hopkinsville and Elizabethtown. although in a former case it was held
that the application of this basis to these cities did not constitute discrimination against Nashville by these two carriers.
It i> also held, however, that the present rates to Nashville are
unreasonable. The southeastern carriers have offered to accept
as a fair division south or east of the river crossings out of thethrough rates to Nashville, certain so-called unpublished proportions which were named from Henderson. Ky.. and Hickman. Ky., and which may be denominated as unavailable comliination rates to Nashville.
It is therefore held that the carload rates to Nashville upon the commodities involved should
not exceed the lowest rates that can now be constructed, whether
as published through rates, published combination rates or unavailaMe combination rates. It is found that certain published
through rates were unreasonable to the extent that they exceeded published combination rates which were also available,
and reparation is awarded to the extent of such excess.
31
:

;

;

E. C. Deal has been appointed vice-president and chief engineer
of the Carolina & Yadkin River, with headquarters at Greens-

boro. N.

C. succeeding

J.

P. Clark, resigned.

A. Bynum. assistant general freight agent of the Mobile
& Ohio, with headquarters at New Orleans, La., has been elected
vice-president and general manager of the Texas City Terminal
Company, of Texas City. Texas.
E.

the Texas &
Biard. assistant auditor G. \\ Danner, auditor of
D. W. Beddo. auditor of freight receipts F. E.
Stanberry. auditor of passenger receipts .\. .-X. Martin, freight
claim agent all with headijuarters at Dallas, Tex.

The following appointments are announced on

Pacific

;

.\.

;

J.

disbursements

;

;

:

Chamberlin of the Grand Trunk and
E.
J.
Grand Trunk Pacific, announces that owing to the death
of M. M. Reynolds, vice-president in charge of finance and acFrank Scott, treascounting, that position has been abolished.
President

urer, at Montreal. Que., has been appointed vice-president and
treasurer in charge of all tinancial matters, and W. H. .\rdley,
general auditor at Montreal, has been appointed controller in
charge of all accounting.

William R. Campbell, whose election as vice-president of the
New York, with headquarters at New York,
has alreadv been announced in these columns, was born on
1855,
at
January 23.
Louisville. Ky., and was
educated in the public

Susquehanna &

schools

C.

C,

work

Chesapeake &

STATE COMMISSIONS

tral,

sued

for the construction of joint rates on intrastate
shipments, in accordance with the Cashman distance

rules

freight

tariff law.

which goes into

effect

on August

The Oklahoma Corporation Commission

10.

annual report,
urges legislation to give the commission power to regulate stock
and bond issues for all public utilities whose property is wholly
within the state.
In case Congress fails to pass a law for the
regulation of securities of interstate carriers, it recommends that
Oklahoma pass a law similar to those of several other states.

The

January
the

Railroad and Warehouse Commission has issued
an order requiring storage warehouse companies, including
cold-storage warehouses, to tile schedules of their charges with
the commission, holding that they are public utilities.

The Illinois Public Utihties Commission held a hearing in
Chicago on July 28 on complaints of Elgin shippers that the express rates between Elgin and Chicago are so high as to be discriminatory in favor of the rates between Aurora and Chicago.
Both cities are 37 miles from Chicago, and the difference in
their rates arises from the location of the boundaries of the
rate zones in eastern territon,-.

13.

time

of

1S08,

and

at

recent

his

election as vice-president

of the same road, was
also assistant to president
of

the

Tionesta

\'alley

and the Leetonia Railway.
In
1889 Mr. Campbell
went to the Louisville
Board of Trade as secreof the TransportaCommittee, and since
1893. he has been in the service of the L'nited States Leather
Company and affiliated companies, first as freight and claim
agent and then as traffic manager.
tary

R. Campbell

tion

in its

Illinois

He was

1885.

in

appointed assistant to the
president of the Susquehanna & Xew York on

W.

is-

Ohio

now a
-Southwestern.
part of the Illinois Cen-

265.)

The Minnesota Railroad and W'arehouse Commission has

of his native
first railway
was with the

His

town.

(

I.

.

;

Operating

The headquarters

of John F. Tracy, trainmaster of the Northern Pacific, are at W'hite Bear, Minn., instead of Minneapolis,
as stated in our issue of July 31.

The Canadian Pacific announces that the following appointments have been made on the .Alberta division, effective August
MacArthur. terminal trainmaster, with headquarters
1
J. M.
:

at

Calgary,

.\Ita.

:

R. Sinclair, trainmaster at Field. B. C. C. E.
dcspatcher at Calgary, and W. E. Cline.
:

-Mansfield, chief train

chief train dcspatcher at Cranbrook, B. C.

D. Crombie has been appointed superintendent of transportaCanadian Northern. Eastern lines, with jurisdiction
over transportation matters, w ith headquarters at Toronto, Ont.
G. \. Hoag has been appointed superintendent of car service, and
H. H. Smith, car service agent of the Canadian Northern Quebec,
at Montreal. Que., has been appointed car accountant of the Canation of the
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dian

Xorthem, Eastern

lines,

with jurisdiction over

all

at Toronto,

lines

with

east of Port Arthur, Ont., with headquarters at Toronto.

The

.\Iberta division of the

Canadian

Pacific will in the future

District 1 includes
be operated in five districts, as follows:
Medicine Hat, Calgary, Empress, Bassano. Suifield. Langdon,
Irricana and Gleichen subdivisions, J. M. Cameron, superintendDistria 2 includes
ent, with headquarters at Medicine Hat, .\lta.
Lethbridge C including Dunraore terminal). Crow's Xest, .Mdersyde. Macleod, Coutts. Cardston. Woolford and Foremost subF. Walker, superintendent, with headquarters at
divisions.
Lethbridge. Distria 3 includes Calgary Terminals. Laggan and
Red Deer subdivisions. P. F. Weisbrod. superintendent, with
headquarters at Calgarj-. District 4 includes Edmonton including Red Deer terminaO, Hardistv-. Lacorobe. Coronation and
.•\lberta Central subdivisions, J. A. MacGregor. superintendent,
District 5 includes Cranbrook
:th headquaners at Edmonton.
including Crow's Xest terminal,!. Sirdar, Kingsgate. Kimberly,
Waldo and Fort Steele subdivisions. A. C. Harshaw, superintendent, with headquarters at Cranbrook, B. C.
<

Rutledge Smith, general agent for the receivers of the Tennessee Central, whose appointment as superintendent, also, has
been announced in these columns, was bom on .August 1. 1870.
C*okeville.
Tenn..
at

and

was

educated

in

schools at
that place.
He also received a training for
dvil engineer, and for
the

public

time was engaged in
work as a transitIn 1887 he estabished
the
Cookeville
Press,
and has been
;wner and publisher of
Since 1901
;t ever since.
also he has been manager of the Southern
Press -Association, and
since 18S7 chairman of
a

neld

man.

the

Tennessee Press
Mr. Smith

AssociatiotL

was

also assistant
public
instruction

of
of

Tennessee from 1900 to

'

and P. H. Fox has been appointed chief despatcber,

office at

Toronto.

Everett E. Cain, whose appointment as superintendent of the
Chicago- Pet osky division of the Pere Marquette, with headquarters at Grand Rapids, Mich., has been announced in these
columns, was bom Februarj- 14. 1867, at Dublin, Ind. He received a high school education and b^an railway work with the
Wabash in 1887 as a telegraph operator, and from that year
tintil 1903 was at different times operator for the Missouri Padfic, the St. Louis Southwestern and the Denver & Rio Grande.
He then went with the St. Louis. Iron Motutain & Southern
as a brakeman. and was promoted to train despatcher at Van
Buren, .Arlc. in 1896. He was transferred to Little Rock. .Ark,
as chief despatcher in 1900. where he riemained for a year. He
was then out of senice for two years, and in March. 1903. became chief clerk to the superintendent of transportation of the
Missouri Pacific-Iron Mountain system. In December. 1904 he
was appointed trainmaster on the Pere Marquette, with office at
Detroit. Mich.
In December. 1910. he went to the Cincinnati,
Hamilton & Dayton as superintendent at Wellston. Ohio. He
remained with that company until June 1. 1912. when he was
appointed superintendent of the Toledo-Ludington dirision of
the Pere Marquette, with headquarters at Saginaw. On July 1.
1914, he was transferred to Grand Rapids as superintendent of
the Chicago- Petosky division, as above noted.
Traffic

C. R. Moffett has been appointed commercial agent of the Tennessee Central, with office at Knoxville. Tenn.. vice A. P. Co'Oper,
resigned to engage in other business.

Lahey. chief of the tariff bureau of the Chicago. MilSt. Paul, has been appointed assistant to the freight
traffie manager, with headquarters at Chicago, and C. A. Butler succeeds Mr. Lahey.
C.

-\.

waukee

&

John S. Brown, general freight agent of the northern and
western lines of the Illinois Central, has been appointed manager of the transportation department of the Chicago Board of
Trade, succeeding E. B. Boyd, resigned.
district freight agent of the Canadian Padnc
been appointed distria freight agent,
London,
succeeding H. A. Plow, promoted, and
with office at
the position of H. C. McMullen. general live stock agent, with
office at Calgarv", .Alia., has been abolished.

C. A.

Morse,

at Fort William. Ont.. has

1S06.
In the latter year
^^ became the cashier of

R Smith

265

Eagmeering and KaOatgStock

the
People's
Bank at
was appointed its president He
entered railway service on March 6. 1911. when he was

Montgomery has been appointed road foreman of
engines of the Xorthem Pacific at Staples. Miim.

chosen industrial agent of the Tennessee CentraL On March 1.
1913. he was appointed general agent for the receivers, and on
July 1. 1914, was also appointed superintendent as above noted.

P. A. Bliss, signal supervisor of the Tucson division of the
Southern Pacific at Tucson. Ariz., has been transferred to the
Salt Lake dirision.
C. A. V'eale succeeds Mr. Bliss.

Hills, superintendent of the Canadian Xorthem Ontario,
Toronto. Ont.. has been appointed general superintendent of
the Ontario Grand dirision of the Canadian Xorthem. Eastern
lines, with jurisdiaion over the transportation, the maintenance
uf way and the mechanical departments, with headquarters at
Toronto. Ont. The Ontario Grand division includes the Canadian Xorthem Ontario, the Central Ontario, the Bay of Quinte,
•'"e Irondale, Bancroft & Ottawa and the Brockville, Westport &
-^onh Western railways. George Collins, general manager of
the Central Ontario and the Irondale, Bancroft & Ottawa, at
Trenton, Ont.. has been appointed superintendent of the Ottawa
di%-ision. with headquarters at Trenton, and W. J. Curie, super-

The Canadian Pacific announces that the following appointments have been made on the .Alberta division, effeaive .August
1
W. J. Rennix, district master mechanic with headquarters at
Calgarj-. Alta.: G. Glasford. distria master mechanic at Cran-

ViokeviUe.
irst

and one year

later

.\. J.

at

the Brockville. Westport & Xorth Western, at
has been appointed superintendent of the Toronto
Canadian Xorthem, with ofiice at Toronto, both
have jurisdiction over the transportation, the mechanical and the
maintenance of way departments. R. S. Derbyshire has been
appointed assistant superintendent of the Ottawa division, with
office at Trenton.
H. B. Sherwood, supeitetendent of the
Bay of Quinte. at Xapanee. Ont., has been appointed superintendent of the Ottawa dirision, with headquarters at Xapanee.
S. J. Kitchen has been appointed trainmaster, with office at Trenton. W. R. Kelly, trainmaster of the Canadian Xorthem Ontario,
at Toronto, has been appointed assistant superintendent of the
Toronto di\-ision of the Canadian Xorthem, with headquarters
intendent

of

Brockville.

dirision of the

Melvin

S.

:

:
R- C. Harris, resident ei^ineer at Calgar>-: D.
bridge and building master at Calgary, and T. J.
Brown, resident engineer and bridge and building master, at

brook, B. C.

McTa^art.

Cranbrook.
T. R. McLeod. master mechanic of the Canadian Xorthern
Ontario and the Bay of Quinte. at Toronto, OnL. has been ap-'
pointed division master mechanic of the Ontario Grand dirision
of the Canadian Xorthem, Eastern lines, with headquarters at
Toronto; R. A. Miller has been appointed general foreman, and
W. C- Moore has been appointed road foreman of engines of the
Ottawa division, both with headquarters at Trenton, and J. W.
Findlay has been appointed general foreman of the Toronto division, with headquarters at Party Soimd.
R. A. Baldwin has been appointed engineer maintenance of
of the Ontario Grand division of the Canadian Xorthem.
Eastern lines, with headquarters at Toronto, Ont. J. D. Evans,
chief engineer of the Central Ontario, at Trenton, has been appointed division engineer of the Ottawa division of the Canadian Xorthem. E. Myers, roadmaster of the Canadian Xorthem Ontario at Toronto, has been appointed roadmaster of the

way
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Ottawa division of the Canadian Northern, and the following
W. Walsh and
supervisors of track have been appointed
D. McDonald, both with headquarters at Trenton, and O. Ogden,
with headquarters at Ottawa, on the Ottawa division E. Haystead, with headquarters at Toronto, and G. M. Elliott, with
headquarters at Parry Sound on the Toronto division; W. H.
See has been appointed supervisor of bridges and buildings at

Vol.

57,

No. 6

:

Equipment

cind Supplies

;

Toronto.
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING

See an item under Operating Officers.
Purchasing

The Gould Southwestern has ordered one Mogul type locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

L. C. Thomson, storekeeper of the Canadian Northern Ontario, at Toronto, Ont., has been appointed division storekeeper
of the Ontario Grand division of the Canadian Northern. East-

The Gr.\nd R.apids & Northwestern has ordered a number of
locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

ern

lines,

with headquarters at Toronto.

The Midland Pennsylvania has ordered one
locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The

OBITUARY

Robert Moran. master mechanic of the Louisville & Nashville,
with office at Nashville, Tenn., was drowned while bathing at
Santa Rosa Island, Fla., on July 31. He was born on February
10, 1857. at Wilmington, Del., and began railway work in November, 1870, as an apprentice in the machine shops of the Edgefield & Kentucky, at Edgefield, Tenn.. and since that time he has
been in the continuous service of its successor, the Louisville &
In DecemNashville and lines now forming part of that road.
ber. 1890. he was appointed master mechanic at Bowling Green,
Kv.. and since February. 1900, was master mechanic at Nashville. Tenn.
\\ illiam Barstow Strong, formerly from 1880 to 1889 president
of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, died at Los Angeles, Cal.,
on .\ugust 3. He was born at Brownington. Orleans county. V t.,
on May 16, 1837. and graduated from Bell's Business College, Chi-

cago, in 1855. He began railway
graph operator in March of the

was

work as station agent and telesame year at Milton, Wis., and
White Water and at Monroe, and

agent at
then general western agent of the Southwestern division of the
From 1865
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul at Jancsville, Wis.
to 1867, he was assistant superintendent of the McGregor &
Western, now a part of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.
He was then to 1870 general western agent of the Chicago &
North Western, and from 1870, to 1872, was assistant general
superintendent of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy at Burlington, Iowa. In 1872 he was appointed assistant general superintendent of the consolidated Burlington & Missouri River and
the Chicago. Burlington & Quincy at Chicago, and in 1874 liecame general superintendent of the Michigan Central at ChiThe following year he was appointed general supercago.
intendent of the C. B. & Q., and from 1877 to 1880 was vicepresident and general manager of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe at Topeka. Kan. He was then president of the same road,
with headquarters at Boston, Mass., until 1889. at which time
later

station

he retired from active service.

persons as
way administration
compared with 149.500.000 persons in 1912. Leaving the last out
of consideration, the total movement of passengers in 1913 may
be put at 1.167.000.000, The total population of the community
carried

served

is

in

about 4,000,000 people.

addition

is

The Scott Lumber Company, Bennettsville, S. C, has ordered one Columbia type locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago

131,800,000

&

St.

Louis

is

said to

he preparing plan* for the purchase of 5 Pacific type locomotives.
This item has not been confirmed.

—

The Atlantic Coast Line, An item in the Railway Age
Gazette of July 24 to the effect that this company is in the market
for a number of Mountain and Pacific type locomotives is denied.
The San Diego & .Arizona has ordered one Consolidation
freight locomotive from the American Locomotive Company.
This locomotive will have 22 by 30 in. cylinders, 57 in. .driving
wheels, a total weight in working order of 212,000 Vb. .and S steam
'
pressure of 200 lb.
•

CAR BUILDING
The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western

has ordered 500

40-ton gondola cars from the Pressed Steel Car Company.

The

Georgia Southern

&

the purchase of 15 coaches.

Florida is said to be contemplating
This item has not been confirmed.

The Erie has ordered 600 gondola cars, divided equally between the American Car & Foundry Company, the Pressed Steel
Car Company and the Standard Steel Car Company.
The Baltimore & Ohio is reported to be in the market for 1.000
hopper and 29 passenger cars for the Cincinnati, Hamilton &
Dayton, in addition to the 1,000 box cars previously noted.

The Southern Pacific is reported as interested in the purchase of 250 miscellaneous cars for a number of industrial
roads operating over its lines. This is in addition to the order
for 4,600 cars now pending.

New York Municipal

Railways.

— The

New York

Public

Service, First District, has authorized this company to order 100
steel cars for operation in the subways that the company will
operate in the dual system. Another order of 100 cars placed
some time ago will be ready for delivery in December.

—

P.\ssENGER Traffic ix Gre.vter Berlin. -\n official report
which has recently been published shows that in the calendar
year 1913 there were 732.800,000 passengers carried by the street
car lines and the combination subway and elevated system of
Greater Berlin, as compared with 707.000.000 in 1912. Of these
732.800.000. 80,800.000 were carried on the elevated and subway
Of those transported on the surface lines 566,400,000 were
lines.
bandied by the Greater Berlin Street Railway Company and alThe Berlin municipal street car line handled
lied companies.
The omnibus lines, both horse and motor, carried
26,500.000.
170.400.000 as compared with 161,900.000 in 1912, and the elevated steam "city" and "belt" lines operated by the Prussian
Railway Administration, 263.800.000. an increase over the 238.400,000 of the preceding year. The suburban trains of the rail.

reported to be in the market for 8
This item has not been confirmed.

Georgia Railroad

Mikado type locomotives.

Sheldon, superintendent of telegraph of the Union PaJ.
citic, with office at Omaha. Neb., died at his home in that city
on July 29, at the age of 53 years. Mr. Sheldon had been in the
service of the company for 32 years and had held the position
of superintendent of telegraph since 1888.
B.

eight-wheel

IRON AND STEEL
The Duluth, Missabe & Northern

has ordered 251 tons of
from the .\merican Bridge Company for a connecting trestle
supporting a trimmer's house between ore docks 4 and 5 at
Duluth, Minn.
steel

Illinois Centr.\l has contracted with the Jones &
Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., for a large tonnage
This work will be
of punched channels for repairing cars.
done from time to time, extending over a number of years.

The

Laughhn

SIGNALING
The Baltimore & Ohio has contracted with the Union Switch
& Signal Company for the installation of a type "F" electric
interlocking plant at the Calumet river draw bridge near ChiThe machine will have a 29-lever frame; 18 working
cago.
levers, 4 spare levers

and 7 spare spaces.

;

'
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The Indianapolis Railway & Lighting Company,

a 600-volt
current interurban line, has contracted with the Union
& Signal Company lor the installation of alternating
current automatic block signals between Pit and Junction, 12
There will be eight model "13" electric light
miles in Indiana.
system, which will permit two
signals installed on the
trains to follow each other between turnouts, but will prevent
relays
will be used on the line cirmovements.
X'ane
opposing
cuits and galvanometer relays on track circuits.
direct

Supply Trade News

Switch

TDB

The Xew York

State Public Service

Commission

Signal

Company

for the installation of automatic block signals in

Federal Signal Company
The Union Switch & Sig-

Company protested to the commission, alleging
eral Company could not meet the requirements of
nal

that the Fed-

the specifica-

on its patents. Commissioner Robert C.
Wood held hearings in regard to this, but in view of possible
delay that might ensue the commission determined to approve of

tions without infringing

to the Federal, subject to its giving
The Centre
against patent claims.
is a part of the first section of the tri-borough subway system of New York City. This contract covers 2.1 miles of
double track automatic block signaling and three interlockings
As direct current is used for
and includes automatic stops.
propulsion the signal apparatus must have alternating current
The Federal Signal Company proposes to use
track circuits.

the

award of the contract

assurances
street loop

indemnity

of

apparatus of

its

own

The Apollo Steel Company, Apollo, Pa., has appointed Theodore Geissmann & Company, Inc., Chicago, III., as its district
sales agents in the central west
The

design and manufacture throughout.

-\merican Car

Signal

Company

for the

tlie

Union Switch

installation of automatic block

sig-

between Cumberland and Big Pool, 60 miles.
will be the "TDB," which allows
trains to follow each other between stations, but for opposing
movements provides a positive block from siding to siding.
The signals will be style "S" three-position, upper quadrant.
There are already isolated block signal installations for the proWith these there
tection of five tunnels on this 60-mile stretch.
will be a total "f 108 signals and 34 switch indicators.
nals

on the

single track.

P.\N.\MA

line

The system used

Canal Transferred.

—A

railway paper published in

India states that the following recently appeared in an Indian
"The Panama Canal is being cut from
examination paper
:

Delhi to Bombay in order to facilitate the speedy passage home
of persons going on short leave from the new capital of India."

A Spanish Car Building Plant. —The

annual report for 1913

of the Spanish Metallic Construction Company, of Madrid, shows
that the company's business for the year totaled $2,888,000, an inThe company has five plants and
crease of $449,100 over 1912.
the

The

number of men employed
chief factory of the five

is

is

1,800 as against 1,650 in

at Beasain, province of

1912.

Guipuscoa.

This plant alone built during the year 1,250 flat cars and five
first class passenger cars for the Northern Railway; 1,215 freight
cars of various kinds, and 43 first-class passenger cars for the
Madrid Saragossa & Alicante Railway; 4 first-class and 3 thirdclass passenger cars for the Oviedo-Hendaye Railway, besides a
number of cars of various kinds for companies and individuals.
This plant has a capacity of 3.000 freight and 200 passenger cars
per year.

—

German Railro.\d Agricultural Rates. With a view to the
encouragement of agriculture, the German state railways carry
stable manure and similar soil fertilizing materials at 20 per cent,
These rates are based upon a special
less than the usual tariff.
tariff known as the Xotstands-Tarif (expediency tariff) and are
20 per cent, lower than the prices which would be charged for
hauling manure and similar products intended for manufacturing
purposes.
Expressed in terms commonly used in the United
States the special rate for transporting the products mentioned
averages per mile about $0.64 for each ton .hauled. The following are the rates per metric ton (2,204.6 pounds') charged by
Prussian railroads for hauling stable manure between Berlin and
certain well-known points: Berlin to Breslau. 230 miles. $1.49;
Berlin to Konigsberg. 367 miles, $2.25; Berlin to Frankfort-onMain. 336 miles, $2.11 Berlin to Dresden, 100 miles. $0.89.
:

5(X)

freight

Western from the

& Foundry Company.

Sidney G. Johnson has been elected a vice-president and diof the General Railway Signal Company, Rochester,
N. Y., with headquarters at 55 Liberty street, New York.

rector

Hobson has been appointed acting general sales manager
Union Switch & Signal Company, and C. E. Denny, asmanager. Both will have office at Swiss-

S.

J.

of the

sistant general sales
vale, Pa.

The Protective Signal Manufacturing Company, Denver, Colo.,
has appointed William R. Garton & Company, 299 Broadway,
Xew York, its general sales agents and advisory engineers for
the United States.

M.

H.

chester

pany,

The Western Maryland has contracted with

Christy steel roofs have been specified for the

cars recently ordered by the Chicago Great

&

Loughridge, formerly with the New York, WestBoston, and "at one time on the engineering staff of the

Union Switch & Signal Company, has been appointed office
manager in the New York office of the Federal Signal Com-

Automatic Signal on the Western Maryland

&

f

7nli<iiiiHiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiirtiiiiiiiiiriiniiiiiiiniiiiiniiitiiiii(iiiiiiJT:

for the First

announces that it has approved a contract to be made by
the Xew York Municipal Railway Corporation with the Federal
district

The
the Centre street loop subway.
was the lowest bidder for this work.

I

New

York.

The Terry Steam Turbine Company, Hartford, Conn., has appointed Fidanque Bros. & Sons of New York and Panama, with
main
for

Whitehall

office at 15

street.

New

York,

its

representatives

It also announces that on
the Canal Zone.
their Cleveland office, in charge of L. G. Finlay, was
to 503 Union building.

Panama and

August

moved

1

William E. Clark, for many years in charge of outside track inspection of the Rail Joint Company, New York, died at the home
of his son in Charlestown, N. H., on July 5, after an illness of
only one week. Mr. Clark was born in Manchester, N. H., on
November 5, 1847. During the Civil War, he enlisted in the na\y
at the age of 16, and served for three years, participating in the
capture of Fort Fisher in January, 1865. Soon after the war he
became engaged in the business of railroad bridge building and
later served for nearly 25 years as a roadmaster on the ConnectMr. Clark became assoicut division of the Boston & Maine.
ciated with the Rail Joint Company about 1897, and had held the
position of representative in charge of outside track inspection
for

many

years.

A. H. Ackermann, vice-president and general manager of the
United States Light & Heating Company, Niagara Falls, N. Y.,
prior to the receivership, has been appointed general manager,
and the entire staff of salesmen, engineers, etc.. have been retained in their former capacities. Mr. Ackermann has issued the
"The action recently sustained in the apfollowing statement
pointment of the receivers for the property of the company was
:

a necessary step to conserve the assets to the benefit of all.
With assets of $3 for every $1 of debt, the company is amply
stable, and the court's direction to continue the business is the
There are
last proof necessary to reassure the buying public.
already under way plans for broad financing, and with the return of general prosperity in the coimtry, the USL, more aggressive than ever before, intends to secure its own full share of

the business and to continue the manufacture and
special electrical products."

sale

of

its

TRADE PUBLICATIONS
Ind.,

— The

Hays Track Appliance Company. Richmond,
has issued a folder illustrating the Hayes derail.

Derails

Gate Valn'es —The National Tube Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
has recently issued bulletin No. 13-A, descriptive of N. T. C.
iron body jjrass mounted wedge gate valves.

Steam Hose Couplers.— The Gold Car Heating & Lighting

New York, has recently issued a circular descriptive
of tRe company's latest type steam hose coupler No. 804 S.
Company,
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Air Compressors.

— The

Chicago

M

111.,

pressors.

Railway Construction

I

—

CoNX'EYCR Sc.\i-ES. The Electric Weighing Company, New
York, has recently issued bulletin Xo. 8, illustrating and describing Messiter conveyor scales and certain other Messiter electric
specialties.

Engines

.\nd Outfits.

— The

Xovo Engine Company,

Lansing,

Mich., has issued a folder devoted to illustrations and the description of the "Xovo'' engine and the various uses for which it
is

No. 6

Pneumatic Tool Company,

has issued bulletin Xo. 34, descriptive of its class
Chicago pneumatic steam and power driven enclosed com-

Chicago,

\'0L, 57.

|
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—

Can.\dian P.\cific
The Kaslo sub-division of the British
Columbia division has been opened for business from Kaslo,
B. C, to Parapet, the junction point with the Xakusp subdivision, 25.6 miles.

Denver & Salt

L.\ke.

— See

company under

this

financial

news.

adapted.

LccoMOTiVE Valve Ge.^r.
lias

—The

Detroit, Pontiac

Company,

Pilliod

Xew

York,

recently issued a very' attractive booklet containing views of

number of locomotives on various roads which have specilied
Baker valve gear for use on their motive power equipment.

a

—

The Whiting Foundry Equipment
has issued catalog Xo. 110. meant to
some of the latest features of \\ hiting
The booklet contains a large number

Cr.\nes.
vey,

111.,

Company, Hardescribe and il-

crane construcof photographs,
nearly one-half of these showing typical installations of various
lustrate
tion.

sorts.

—

Brake Rods. .\n eight page booklet has been issued by the
Schaefer Equipment Company. Pittsburgh. Pa. It describes the
which are manufactured by
These rods are formed from heavy sheet steel
this company.
without welds, the ends being drop forged to form reinforced
solid forged truck-lever connections

jaws and

holes.

Winches and Winding

Uri-ms.

— The

Sprague Electric Works

of the General Electric Company. Xew York, has issued bulletin
Xo. 48.901. descriptive of Sprague electric winches and winding
drums. The catalog contains a number of views showing how
the winches may be used to advantage in freight yards, loco-

motive repair shops, ferry

Hammers.

— The

David

Hammer Company, Xor-

wich, X. Y.. has recently issued a 1914 catalogue of Maydole
hammers. The catalogue contains 64 pages and is printed in
It infour languages. English, French, German and Spanish.
cludes illustrations of the several types of hammer and gives
specifications concerning each one of them.

—

.Adjvstable Hub Plates. The Smith Locomotive .\djustable
Hub Plate Company. Pittsburg. Kan., has issued a 12-page
This device
pamphlet, descriptive of its adjustable hub plate.
is so designed that a heavy grease behind the plate, applied
through a grease hole with screw pressure from the outside of
the driving wheel, acts as a cushion behind the plate. The plate
may be adjusted to any position necessary to take up the lateral
play, by increasing the pressure on the grease.

—

Steel Sash and P.\rtitions. The David Lupton's Sons ComPhiladelphia. Pa., has recently issued catalogue Xo. 8
descriptive of the various Lupton products for light and ventilaThe book is 9 in. by 12 in. in size and contains 84 pages.
tion.
It describes in detail the various products made by the company such as Lupton standard construction and special type
steel sash. Lupton steel partitions, Lupton steel tube doors and
jambs. Pond continuous sash. Pond truss, the Pond operating
device, etc.
\'iews are given showing the construction of the
products and of the various buildings on which they have been
pany,

installed.

The

E.xposition at

ternational Exposition
able booklet describing

—

San Francisco. The Panama-Pacific InCompany has recently issued a remark-

m ^ull

detail the plans for the exposition

which is to be held at San Francisco in 1915. The booklet is
remarkably well done.
It is divided into a number of short
chapters headed, respectively The Event The Celebration San
Francisco, the Exposition City, and California, the Hostess. Illustrations are given showing the various sections of the Panama
Canal, many of the buildings which have thus far been erected on
:

(Electric).— Permission has been
granted this company to issue $3,300,000 of bonds to secure
funds for building the line. The company was incorporated recently with $50,000 capital, and plans to build from Pontiac,
Mich., northwest via Clarkston and Fenton to Owosso. about
Dr. Oliver H. Lau, Detroit, Mich., is the principal
55 miles.
promoter.

& Toronto. — See Toronto, Hamilton &

Erie

Great

alls

Western.

—This

Buffalo.

company,

with a capital of
$1,000,000, recently filed articles of incorporation in Montana.
The plans call for building from a point on the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, in section 30, township 21. north range 1,
east of the principal meri.-'ian of Montana in Cascade county,
in a general southwesterly and westerly direction through the
counties of Cascade, Lewis, Clark and Powell, to a poim on the
Big Blackfoot Railway in section 30. township 15 north, range
13 west, of said meridian in Powell county, about 115 miles.
.\.
number of branch lines and extensions are also projected.
The main line is to be built over the route surveyed more than
a year ago. and it is expected that construction work will be
The incorporators include C. A.
started in the near future.
Goodnow. assistant to president of the Chicago. Milwaukee &
St. Paul, Chicago. lU.
J. D. MacVickar. J. O'Grady and P. H.
Scanlan, Great Falls, and C. L. Whiting, Lewistown.
I-

;

slips, etc.

Maydole

& Owosso

:

:

the site of the exposition, the business section of San Francisco
and some of the more interesting features in the countn,- around
Perhaps the most unique thing about the booklet is the
about.
section containing a number of color studies of the exposition
city showing a panoramic view of the completed layout and
some o( the better buildings which will be erected.

Montana

—

(Electric). According to press reports,
made for building a 150-mile electric line in
projected route is west from Bozeman across
Gallatin valley and following Madison valley south to the west
E. W. Dawes, Bozeentrance of Yellowstone Xational Park.
man, and C. L. Loomis, Kansas City, Mo., are said to be

Roads.

plans arc being

Montana.

The

interested.

Moi

ltrie

Southwestern.

— .\n

officer writes that the plans call

for building a 22-mile to connect Moultrie. Ga.. with Meigs and
Hansen or Ochlochnee. passing throi?gh Funston. The company
will develop a new town 12 miles southwest of Moultrie and the

prospects of carrying out the work are good, but it has not yet
been decided when contracts will be let. Track has been laid
five miles.
The company expects to develop a traffic in
lumber, cotton, naval stores, fruits, etc. W. E. -Aycock, Moultrie. Ga., may be addressed.
(July 17, p. 148.)

on

—

Xashville. Shiloh & Corinth. Elections have been held and
bonds aggregating $740,000 have been voted in aid of this project.
The city of Xashville and Davidson county will be asked in the
near future to vote on a bond issue and it is said that this addiThe
tional issue of bonds will insure the building of the line.
company was organized about a year ago by residents of Corinth,
Miss., to build from Corinth, northeasterly to the Tennessee
river, thence via Savannah, Tenn.. to Xashville about 160 miles.
The line may eventually be extended from Corinth, Miss., southwest. A. W. Jones, a capitalist of .\ugusta, Ga.. and associates
have agreed to build the line as soon as the bonds are voted.
Clopton Thomas, secretary of the Business Men's Club, Corinth,
Miss.,

may

be addressed,

(.\pril 24, p. 966.)

Xew York Subways. — Bids are wanted on August 21 by
Xew York Public Service Commission, First district, for

the
the

is
construction of Section Xo. 3 of Route Xo. 33.
a part of the extension of the East river tunnel from Whitehall
the borough of Manhattan to Montague street,
street,
in
borough of Brooklj-n. Bids are also wanted on the same date
for the supplying of more special work for the Fourth avenue
subway. Brooklyn.
A contract was let recently -for the construction of Section Xo. 5 of Routes Xos. 4 and 36 of the
Broadway subway in Fifty-ninth and Sixtieth streets, includ-

This section

August

7,
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ing the construction of stations at Fifth avenue and at Lexington avenue in the borough of Manhattan, to the Degnon Contracting Company for $2,819,511, and a contract was also let for
the construction of station iinish at the six stations on the
extension of the Fourth avenue subway from Forty-third to
Eighty-sixth streets, Brooklyn.

North Carolina Roads
granted to T. J. Markham, J.

—A

franchise has been
E. Commander and D. E. Williams,
of Elizabeth City, N. C, to build an interurban line from Wades
Point and Listers pier, in the lower part of Pasquotank county,
north via Ehzabeth City, N. C, and South Mills to Norfolk, Va.,
about 75 miles.
(Electric).

—

Oregon Short Line The Idaho Northern branch has been
extended from Donnelly, Idaho, west to Lakeport, 13.8 miles.

—

Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo. LTnder the name of the Erie
Ontario a company has been incorporated in Canada with
and headquarters at Hamilton, Ont.. to build from
Port Maitland on Lake Erie, Ont., north about 20 miles, to
also to build from Port MaitSmithville on the T. H. & B.
land east to Port Colborne an additional 20 miles. Surveys are
now being made. J. N. Beckley, Rochester, N. Y., president of
the T. H. & B., is also president of the new company.

&

$500,000

;

RAILWAY STRUCTURES

—

The Southern Railway is planning to
S. C.
erect an extensive system of coal handling piers on a site which
Charleston,

The necesfor this purpose about a year ago.
sary funds have been appropriated for the work and the engineers have already submitted their first report.
was purchased

Dyersburg, Tenn.

— An

Central writes
the construction of a
small mechanical terminal at Dyersburg, Tenn., together with a
yard at that place. The total cost of the improvements w'ill be
about $100,000. The buildings will consist of a four-stall roundhouse and boiler house, together with an 85-ft. turntable equipped
with electric tractor, all buildings to be of frame construction.
The railroad company is doing the grading and track laying,
and the construction of the buildings will be let by contract.
that the

company

officer

of the

Illinois

work on

recently started

(July 31, page 228.)

—

Macon, Ga. The railroads interested in the construction of
the Union station at Macon have been granted an extension of
time to August 12 to file complete plans of the new structure.
(October

24, p. 806.)

—The

Paducah & Illinois has awarded the
its bridge over the Ohio river
amounting to about 18,000 tons of steel, to the
American Bridge Company. The contract for the grading work
will probably be let some time this week.
Metropolis,

III.

contract for the superstructure of

at Metropolis,

III.,

is said,

—

The Seaboard Air Line recently opened bids,
for building a two-story addition to the general office

Norfolk, Va.
it

building at Norfolk.

—

North Philadelphia, Pa. Bids were received on August 4,
by the Pennsylvania Railroad for improvements to be made at
the North Philadelphia station.

—

Pennsylvania. Permission has been granted by the Pennsylvania State Water Supply Commission to build bridges for
the following railroad companies
Pennsylvania Railroad over
Sinnemahoning creek, Cameron county; East Broad Top Railroad & Coal Company over Aughwick creek at Aughwick, and
over Blacklog creek near Orbisonia; Pittsburg. Cincinnati, Chi:

cago & St. Louis over streams near Burgettstown and Noblestown, and to the Lancaster & Quarryville over Mill creek, Lancaster county.

—

Raleigh. N. C. An oflScer writes that the Biscoe, N. C,
shops of the Norfolk Southern have been discontinued and that
all the machinery has been removed to the company's Glenwood
yard shops at Raleigh.
It is not proposed, however, to erect
large shops at this point.
The company has constructed a six
stall engine house, equipped with drop pits, and connected with
a new machine shop, 40 by 90 ft. in size, a woodworking shop
30 by 50 ft., an oil house and small storehouse and a 300-ton
coaling station and an ash pit.
The total expenditure has not
exceeded $30,000.
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Altus, Roswell, Lubbock & El Paso.— Control of
has been sold by Edward Kennedy and associates
West, E. C. Noble and associates of Houston, Tex.

this

road

to J.

M.

Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis.— This company was put in the
hands of receivers under application of the Bankers Trust
Company of New York as trustee for ^,000,000 bonds on
which interest was in default.
Chicago, Rock Island

& Pacific— N. L. Amster, who claims
to be a holder of collateral trust railroad company fours, is
asking to communicate with other holders of these bonds
looking toward independent action.

—

& Salt Lake. After conference between Newman Erb
and various officers of the railroad and contractors a statement was given out with regard to the probable action of the
company following on the decision of the Colorado Supreme
Court which held that the city of Denver could not guarantee
the tunnel bonds. This statement said in part. "It was decided
to build the tunnel. The only question is whether to force the
recall of the Supreme Court decision or to organize a separate
company and build the tunnel. The majority of the board of
directors are opposed to the recall on account of expense and

Den\'ER

time involved.
If a tunnel company is organized there will
be an opportunity for Salt Lake people to join in the organization of it.
President Erb and associates will subscribe for
one-third of the stock, and Denver people will take at least
one-third of it. It is proposed that the tunnel company lease
the tunnel to all railroads wishing to use it on a royalty basis
of approximately fifteen cents per ton for freight and fifty
cents per passenger."
Three surveys have been made. The one receiving the
greatest approval is from Craig, Colo., following the White
river to Jensen, which is about twelve miles from Vernal, then
along the Duchesne river to the head of Daniels canyon
through Heber and Probo canyon, and from there to Salt
Lake.

—

New

York, New H.aven & Hartford. ^John L. Billard has resigned as a director. Mr. Billard's counsel says that the resignation could be made now because the Interstate Commerce
Commission had finished their investigation and it was proper
because a committee of New Haven directors were investigating the relations of the Billard Company with the New

Haven.

—

& Pacific. Stockholders have approved a contract with
the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern under which the. Iron
Mountain is given trackage rights over the Texas & Pacific
The Iron Mountain also acquires joint
into New Orleans.
proprietarj' rights with the Texas & Pacific in the Texas &
Pacific's terminals and the terminals of the Trans-Mississippi
Terminal & \\ arehouse Company in New Orleans. The Trans-

Tex.-vs

Terminal & Warehouse Company has bought
on the water-front and proposes to sell

Mississippi

seventeen

blocks

&

Pacific

& Western.— No interest was paid
B 4 per cent, collateral trust bonds

on the
due on

$7,000,000 bonds guaranteed
and the Iron Mountain.

Toledo, St. Louis
series

A

August

and
1.

jointly

by the Texas

series

A

protective committee has been

formed

consist-

Edwin G. Merrill, chairman; R. Walter Leigh. A. B.
Morton and Robert Walker. Bondholders are asked to deposit their bonds with the Union Trust Company, New Y'ork.
ing of

Pensions for Railway Employees in India.— The East Inis providing a sum of two lakhs of rupees ($64,866)
retirement
in its budget for next year for pensions to be paid on
faithful
to the subordinate staiT who have rendered efficient and
dian Railway

daughIt has also sanctioned a grant of training fees to
be
of senior subordinate employees, to enable them to
trained for nurses in recognized hospitals in India.
service.

ters

.

[Advertisement]

ANNUAL REPORT
BROOKLYN RAPID TRANSIT

CO.

REPORT OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS TO THE STOCKHOLDERS.
No Refunding Mortgage Bonds under
FOR YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1914.
85 Clinton Street,

Brooklyn, N. Y., July 28, 1914.
comparison of the financial results of the system for the vear ending
June 30, 1914, is affected by two special influences: one being the inclusion
of the statistics of operation of the Coney Island and Brooklyn Railroad
Company for the last si.K months of the fiscal year, and the other being the
conversion into stock of the greater portion of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit
Company's First Refunding Gold Mortgage Bonds.
As a result of these influences the passenger earnings show an abnormal
increase, and the fixed charges (even after making provision for the interest
on the cost of Coney Island and Brooklyn Railroad Company's shares)

A

reflect a

substantial decrease.

As shown in the last Annual Report $4,177,000 par value of the Refunding Mortgage Four Per Cent. Bonds had been converted into stock prior
June 30, 1913. The conversion privilege expired on July 1, 1914, and
the total number of bonds converted was $29,619,000, leaving outstanding
in the hands of the public $3,459,000, and owned by the companies
system $18,714,000. The increase of stock by reason of the conver iion of
bonds was $29,619,000, making the total capital stock on July 1 1914,

the mortgage of July 1, 1902, have
been sold during the year, funds for the purchase of the Coney Island and
Brooklyn Railroad Company's stock and for other capital charges (other
rapid transit construction) having been obtained from the proceeds
of temporary notes.
The outstanding bills payable on June 30, 1914, aggregating $3,451,604.73, were, in spite of these requirements, only $701,604.73
in excess of, the amount outstanding on June 30, of the preceding year.

than

INCREASE IN NUMBER OF STOCKHOLDERS.
On June

9. 1913. the date of closing the books for the dividend payable
of that year, the number of stockholders was 3,709.
On the same
date of 1914 there wer 6.319. an increase of 2,610. or over 70 per cent.
This increase is accounted for partly on account of the conversion of
bonds into stock and partly on account of wider distribution of the company's shares.

July

1

to

$74,520,000.

The operating results for the year show a surplus of $5,315,704.86 after
paying $553,826.68 of interest on Refunding Bonds, which have now been
With this interest saved Ihe surplus earnings would
converted into stock.
have been equivalent to 7.87 per cent, on the stock if the issued stock on
July 1. 1914. after conversion, namely, $74,520,000, had been outstanding
during the vear.
In common with the experience of other public service corporations higher
.

.

.

reflected in the operating exthe total increase for the year, namely. $1,161,096.77 (9.05 per
cent.), $580,697.87 is in trainmen's wages and expense directly connected
Damages show a dewith car operation, and $457,305.64 in maintenance.
Other
crease of $61,206.64 (over 10 per cent.), in spite of heavier traflic.
expenses are relatively less than the increase in business, except appropriaed to,
tions in connection with employees' welfare work, hereinafte
which show a marked increase.
Dividends at the rate of 6 per cent, per annum have been paid on
stock outstanding from time to time during the fiscal year.
of the financial results is given in the following table:

wages and increased cost of materials are

Of

penses.

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF THE RESULTS OF THE
ER.-\TIONS OF THE BROOKLYN RAPID TRANSIT
SYSTEM FOR YEARS ENDING JUNE 30,
1914

.\ND

Increase or
Decrease.

1913

Gross earnings from operation $25,558,249.60 $24,152,288.09 -(-$1,405,961.51
1,161.096.77
12,833.455.89
13.994,552.66
Operating expenses

+

earnings

Net

from

op-

eration

Income from other sources...
income
Less taxes and
Total

Net

fixed charges

income

beginning of year..
Coney Island & Brooklyn R.
R. Co.'s surplus at time of
Surplus

at

1.563.696.94

11.318.832.20

451,771.65

339,946.88

+
+

12.015.468.59

11,658,779.08

+

6.699,763.73

7,161.851.41

—

462.087.68

5.315,704.86

4.496.927.67

+

818,777.19

7.904,606.63

5,863,812.80 -f 2,040,793.83

244,864,74-

111.824.77
356,689.51

-f

506,625.76

+

3,366,196.78

+

23,169.47

582.566.72

+

582,566.72

738,986.59

+

738,986.59

506,625.76

acquisition

COMPANY.
The Public Service Commission having finally given its approval, the
Coney Island & Gravesend Railway Company (all of whose stock is owned
by Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company) acquired on January 15, 1914, 26,370
shares of the Conev Island 5: Brooklyn Railroad Company at a cost to it of
$2,637,000, which amount was obtained by the sale at par to the Brooklyn
Rapid Transit Company of certificates of indebtedness, payable on demand.
In addition the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company was obliged to pay to the
vendors of the stock the sum of $75,030.32 on account of the delay of the
Public Service Commission in giving its approval, the terms of the
option providing that, if it were exercised, interest should be paid on
the purchase price from the date of the option, less any dividend paid
in the meanwhile by the Coney Island & Brooklyn Railroad Company.
.\
dividend of 6 per cent, having been paid by the latter company during
the interim the interest charge above referred to was consequently reduced
It will be necessary to expend considerable
to the sum of $75,030.32.
money in bringing up the property of the company to the standard of the
remainder of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit system, and this work is nowproceeding.
At the same time unified operation is producing economy in
various directions, ^vhile improving facilities and service.

SETTLEMENT OF THE BROOKLYN CITY RAILROAD

OP-

1913.

1914

ACQUISITION OF THE CONEY ISLAND & BROOKLYN RAILROAD

SUIT.

On March 3, 1910, the Brooklyn Heights Railroad Company, lessee of
the Brooklyn City Railroad Company, obtained judgment in the Supreme
Court of the State of New York against the lessor company for $3,356,938.53 in an action brought to recover monies which the Heights Company
claimed should have been exi>ended by the lessor in fulfillment of the terms
of the lease of February 14, 1893.
The .\ppellale Division reduced this
judgment by excluding interest figured therein, leaving the amount of the
modified judgment $1,740,258.38.
Both parties to the litigation appealed to
Court
of
the
.\ppeals, and before the appeal was argued a settlement was
agreed upon for $1,650,000. Of this amount $900,000 was paid in cash by
the Brooklyn City Railroad Company to the Heights Company on November 1, 1913. and the remaining $750,000. with interest thereon at the rate
of 5 per cent, per annum from November 1, 1913. is being paid in installments of $50,000 each upon the first days of January, April, July and
October of each year. The amount due on June 30, 1914, was $550,000.
Of the total amount of recovery it was agreed that the sum of $858,000
be applied to the principal, and the remainder, $792,000, to interest thereon.
The principal amount ($858,000) has, therefore, been credited by the
Heights Company to Brooklyn City Railroad Construction .Account, and
$582,566.72, representing the interest after deducting the expense of litigation, has been credited to the Profit and Loss Account of the Heights
Company.

OVER HALF A MILLION PASSENGERS PER DAY REQUIRED TO
PAY T.\XES.
The burden

Total

13,726.937.25

10,360,740.47

30,653.36

7,483.39

Other credits to surplus during
year:
Miscellaneous items
Settlement of B'klyn City

R. R. Co.'s suit (see
statement elsewhere)
.

Sale of easement
B'klyn R'y Co

.

South

Total

Of

this

15,079,143.92

10,368.224.36

+

4,710,919.56

2.315.30

28,513.60

—

26.198.30

10,801.78

•116,255.73

+

127.057.51

66.68

amount there has been

appropriated:
Accounts written off
.'

expenses
of
prior years
Supercession and depreciation

Amount

set

aside

as

—

1.015.35

60,522.83 -f

113,816.18
1,450,000.00

1,500,000.00

50,000.00

+

3.660,048.00

2,440,770.35

+

1,219,277.65

5,346.555.42

2,463.617.73

+

2,882,937.6?

$9,732,588.50

$7,904,606.63

+

1,827,981.87

on

T.
R.
B.
Co.'s stock outstanding.

Total appropriations

Balance sheet surplus
*Credits.

schedule of track and paving

re-

serve

Dividend

*948.67

taxes

Lintaining the property of the

Adjustment

174,339.01

ability

the

ADDITIONS, IMPROVEMENTS AND MAINTEN.\NCE.

Adjustment of taxes prior
years

of taxation continues to increase.
It cripples and restricts
to furnish the best facilities and service.
For the fiscal year
paid by the system were at the rate of over $4,800 per day.
Inasmuch as the net return per passenger was less than one cent, it required the transportation of over 540.000 passengers each day to yield profit
enough to pay our tax bills. The amount which we paid to the city alone
was more than sufficient to defray the entire expense for the year of many
of the departments of city government, and upon the basis of the per
capita tax for Brooklyn for 1913 was equivalent to the tax bill of nearly
Capitalized at 5 per cent, our annual ta.x bills would per78,000 persons.
mit an expenditure of over $35,000,000 for added improvements, facilities
and extensions. Yet each time w-e apply to the city government for permission to furnish tracks which will give transportation where none now
exists, or relieve transportation where it is now congested, there are shortsighted public officials who erroneously think their duty to the city and
to the people requires the imposition of additional tax burdens, making
the same property subject to double and even treble ta.\ation.

our

1

in

good

C(

nditio

als on surface lines
.il
the largest in the history
transportation in
rd up to that time,
Brooklyn. Last
irs' schedule was the largest oi
miles of track, but this yea
hedule covers over
covering thirty-n
'he expenditures for maintenance of equipment are alsc
forty-four miles.
-d.
The expenditures during the fiscal year for mainte'
the largest on re
nd structure and of equipment were $4,337,637.35, an
nance alone of v ,
increase of $457,305.64 over similar expenditures for the preceding fiscal
Renewals of track and paving are chargeable to maintenance, except
year.
to the extent that additions and improvements to property are involved.
The construction charges (outside of those made for rapid transit additions and extensions under contrao»? with the city) aggregated $1,543,315.66
and are classified in detail elsewhere.
Among the principal maintenance and construction expenditures during
the fiscal year (other than on rapid transit lines elsewhere referred to)
are the following;
The 20,000 K. W. Turbo Generator Unit alluded to in the last annual
report as contracted for has been put in service in the Williamsburg power
station, making the total capacity of the station 90,000 K. W.

for the current

r

;

:

is

AvCl•^T
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The Tompkins avenue and Myrtle avenue sub-stations have been enlarged
to permit installation of additional equipment.
During the year contract
was made with the General Electric Company for three 3,000 K. W. Rotaries,
two of which have been delivered and installed.
Since January last the Coney Island & Brooklyn Railroad Company hav-

''"*"" Th.rty-sixlh and Thirty-eighth streets and
the ""struction
consfr^fCron of
fl^^
the connecting tracks between Fourth and Tenth
avenues.
R,?
,'" "" '-'•^"""^ Street Loop, express trains of
Hi rLr^^ Hii 1-'*° y^"^^
*?"'"'«"'ly operated via Lexington avenue, have been
HiLr-.S ," i
^'°^Jiy-:?y '",'° ""= 'ooP. "i"s shortening the running time
K!..f,i
r

A-

ing become affiliated with the system, power for the lines of that company
has been supplied from other stations of the system, permitting the shutting down of the Xinth street power station and the Sanford street substation

473 reinforced and 497 reset.
On the elevated lines renewals were

='"''

tens of
thousands of passengers being daily diverted
to the Williamsburg Bridge.
In addition to the construction work undertaken

Com-

"' ""^ °''''«="-"^ ""<>" "-^ -'^ ""tracts.

let on October 6, 1913, for reconstrucfour_track depressed railroad between Fourth avenue and
Eighty"°,?'^ is now rapidly proceeding and it seems likely that
.
Thl
the section u
between
Fourth avenue and New Utrecht avenue will be completed ready for operation by January 1 next, and
the remaining section,
between New Ltrecht avenue and Eighty-sixth street, by May
Under additional contracts new highway bridges over the right 1 next!
of way
between Fourth and Eleventh avenues are being provided

Broadway-Myrti-e

On the surface lines 198 pieces of special work were installed, repaired
or renewed; 115,592 feet of single track was relaid with standard 7 in.
105 lb. rail; 130,524 sq. yd. of improved granite block pavement on concrete have been laid, and 2,000 sq. yd. on sand foundation, in addition to
which the city laid at the expense of our companies 41.123 sq. yd. of
improved paving.
Track drains were installed

at thirteen locations.
double-track extension was constructed of the tracks in Roebling street,
to

"'

Sea Beach Line.— Contract was

.,

as follows:

feet of rail,
1,313 lineal feet of steel guard rails,
34 switches,
32 frogs,
2 crossings,
15,086 ties,
37,411 lineal feet of timber guard rail,
20,450 tie plates and
61,118 lineal feet of 2 x 6 foot-walk.

from Division avenue

for the city the

proTress'ed Ts ftlTowsT'
tion as a

made

52.312 lineal

.\

Chambers street, Manhattan, by approximatelv
tn ™in„f?"T>,"'"'
"°« T!,^"^ =*^L" "^ operation through the loop has
,r relief
S- f^'^
been the
thus afforded
to traffic over the Brooklyn Bridge,

of that company.

There were removed during the year 22.14 miles of overhead feeders.
Trolley vvire to the extent of 75.75 miles was renewed and 2.47 miles
of high tension cable were installed.
Two thousand one hundred and forty-eight trolley poles were repainted,
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Lee avenue, measuring approximately 400 feet

of track.
20,000 lineal feet of elevated structure was repainted.
On the Brighton Beach line approximately 12,000 feet of iron fence was
repainted; also the steel work of 31 bridges between Franklin and Neptune
avenues.
Column bases on the Broadway elevated line, from Alabama avenue to
Cyprese Hills, were repainted.
Much work was done on the various buildings of the system, involving
not only ordinary repairs and repainting, but improvements intended to
reduce fire risk.
Eighty-nine new centre entrance passenger cars were completed and
placed in service; eleven additional cars of the same type having been placed
in service during the preceding fiscal year.
1,130 complete air-brake equipments were purchased, of which 669 have
been installed on semi-convertible and closed surface passenger cars.
482 partial air-brake equipments have been purchased, of which 282 have
been installed on surface convertible passenger cars.
1,918 improved geared hand brakes have been purchased to supplement
air brakes, of which 1,453 have been installed.
,
Fifty pairs of new trucks have replaced a like number of old style
interior frames.,
559 pairs of improved design maximum traction truck frames have been
purchased for installation under cars which are being equipped with air
brakes.
Two 55-ton electric locomotives were purchased; also one 15-ton electric
locomotive crane and 26 air dump cars.
Two cars have been constructed for transporting rails through city streets,
and one steam railroad bo.x car was purchased and converted into a flat car.
On the surface division 66 single truck closed passenger cars, 211 double
truck closed passenger cars, 390 semi-convertible cars, 190 double truck
open cars, 281 convertible cars and 9 mail cars have been repaired and

revarnished.
Seventy-five plows and sweepers were repaired.
190 service cars and 1,357 damaged passenger cars were repaired.
331 passenger cars were equipped with W. H. 3-pt. resistance.
1,164 cars were equipped with wheel guard chains.
In 88 convertible cars rattan seating was replaced with wooden seats
and in 45 semi-convertible cars longitudinal seats were substituted for

Chamberlin chairs.

On the elevated division 38 cars have been repaired and repainted and
additional circuit of five lights installed; 549 motor and trailer passenger
cars have been repaired and revarnished; 200 motor cars have been equipped
with automatic trip cocks; 934 cars have been equipped with fire extinguishers, and 55 damaged passenger cars and 11 service cars have been

Avexle Co.vnectio.v.—This improvement was contracted for on July 8. 1913, and operation will begin
about July 30, 1914.
It permits ot through trains from the Myrtle
avenue elevated and new
Lutheran Cemetery lines over the Broadway structure and Williamsburg
Bridge into the Centre Street Loop, and obviates change of cars at Broadway and Myrtle avenue to about 30,000 passengers daily.
Lutheran Cemetery Line.— This involves in effect an extension of the
.Myrtle avenue elevated line from Ridgewood to Lutheran Cemetery.
The
work IS div-ided into three contracts, one of which, namely, that of August
25, 1913, for steel structure from Ridgewood to Fresh Pond road
was
completed near the end of the fiscal year.
Another contract, involving a
short continuance of the elevated structure, rearrangement of yard tracks,
interlocking plant and the erection of despatcher's office and trainmen's
building near Fresh Pond road, was entered into on February 27, 1914, and
will soon be completed.
The remaining contract is for station buildings

required on this line.
Liberty Avenue Elevated Extension. Consents of property owners having been completed, contract was let on February 9, 1914, for the steel
structure.
A considerable amount of work has been performed.
Jamaica .Avenue Elevated Extension. Practically all the necessary
consents of property ow-ners have been acquired and plans are being perfected preparatory to letting contract. The proper construction of this line,
however, may require some changes in the street, as to which the city has
yet taken no action.
.Additional Tracks on Existing Elevated Lines. Consents of property
owners have been obtained on Fulton street, Broadway and Myrtle avenue.
Contract for the Fulton street third tracking between Nostrand avenue
and Sackman street has been entered into. Contract for the steel required
for the third tracking of the Broadway line between Havemeyer street and
Myrtle avenue is awaiting the approval of the Public Service Commission.
Car Equipment. Contracts were entered into for the construction of one
hundred steel subway cars, completely equipped according to best modern
designs.
The contracts for both car bodies and equipment give an option
on additional orders up to six hundred cars, and such an order for one
hundred cars is awaiting the approval of the Public Service Commission.
The delivery of the first one hundred cars is promised prior to December

—

—

—

—

1914.

1,

—

Miscellaneous Work. Preparatory to entering into the above contracts
preliminary work was necessary in the making of plans, purchase of
real estate, acquisition of easements and the approval of all by the Public
Service Commission.
The extension of power facilities in connection with
the operation of the Centre Street Loop and the proposed operation of the
Fourth avenue subway has been partiilly provided for, contracts having
been let for new sub-stations and additional equipment.
A contract for
complete interlocking and signal equipments for the Centre Street Loop is

much

awaiting approval of the Public Service Commission.
Plans are rapidly
being perfected for the remaining improvements which the company has
undertaken to make.
The city on its part is proceeding with the construction of subway and
elevated lines which are to be operated in conjunction with our existing
lines as extended and improved.
The New York Municipal Railway Corporation's expenditures for construction and
as follows:

On
On
On

equipment

to

June

30,

1914,

under the

contracts

were

4,798,868.27

railroads

593,486.70

Undistributed

repaired.

city

$8,230,256.39
account of contribution to city-owned lines
1,647,982.49
account of equipment of city-owned lines
account of additions, extensions, improvements of existing

New

machinery has been installed in the shops for the better performance
of work and devices have been installed for the protection of employees.

IXTERFEREXCE OF CITY IMPROVEMENTS WITH TRAFFIC.
On at least ten of the surface lines car service has been materially interrupted or diverted by reason of the operations of contractors for the
city in constructing sew-ers.
The expense to which the Company will be
subjected by reason of these improvements, to say nothing of loss of earnings, is approximately ?248,000.

FREIGHT BUSINESS.
The constant demand on the

part

of

manufacturers and shippers for

In certain
freight service is somewhat embarrassing to the Company.
sections of our territory, and especially upon what were formerly steam
railroad tracks, freight can be handled without interference of passenger
business, and except by our tracks it would be impossible in these sections
to furnish freight service by rail.
The business during the past year yielded a gross revenue of $497,569.16,
an increase over the preceding year of $126,716.22.

PROGRESS OF

WORK ON RAPID

TR.\NSIT LINES

UNDER CON-

TRACTS WITH THE CITY.
The New York Municipal Railway Corporation has prosecuted as vigorously as conditions would permit the work of construction and equipment
of rapid transit lines required under its contracts with the city dated
March 19, 1913.
.\t the request of the Public Service Commission and as part of its contribution to cost of citvowned lines that company has undertaken the
completion of the four tracks in the Centre Street Loop (two of which
were placed in operation on August 4, 1913), the reconstruction of the

$15,270,593.85

Total

TEMPOR.\RY 0PER.\TI0N OF RAPID TR.VNSIT LINES UNDER
CITY CONTR.XCTS.
Two tracks in the Centre Street Loop were, under order of the Public
Service Commission, placed in operation on .-Xugust 4, 1913, and pursuant
to the terms of the contract with the city, dated March 19. 1913, the pooling
of earnings from these new tracks and from the existing lines of the NewYork Consolidated Railroad Company then became effective. Eleven months
(lacking three days) of such operation are reflected in the figures given
below.
The contract with the city provides as to these jointly operated lines that
after deducting operating expenses, taxes and provision for depreciation the
net revenue is to be applied as follows:
To the lessee, S3, 500,000 per year as representing the net earnings
1.
of the existing railroads which are to form part of the new rapid transit
Out of this reservation the lessee is to pay interest charges on
system.
capitaf investments in the existing railroads prior to March 19, 1913.
To the lessee an amount equivalent to 6 per cent, per annum on its
2.
new investment in construction and equipment prior to the beginning of
permanent operation, and thereafter interest and 1 per cent, sinking fund.
To the city interest and 1 per cent, sinking fund on its investment in
3.
cost of construction.
Anv surplus remaining after making provision for a moderate contingent
reserve fund is to be divided equally between the lessee and the city.
Of course, the operation of the two tracks in the Centre Street Loop has
merely extended further into Manhattan service heretofore rendered as far
not yielded a material amount
as the' Williamsburg Bridge Terminal, and has
additional revenue, although it has increased the expense of operation.

...
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Consequently during this period of nearly eleven months the operation has
failed to provide the company's preferentials by $219,687.46, and has also
failed to provide the city's charges on the cost of construction of property
placed in operation during this period by $310,060.48, leaving a total deficit
both in the company's preferentials and the city's charges of $529,747.94.
The deficit in the company's preferentials is cumulative and is to be matTe
good from future net income before payment of the city's interest and
sinking fund charges, but under the provisions of the contract the deficits
in the city's charges during temporary operation is to be added to the cost
of construction of the city-owned lines, thereby swelling the amount upon
which interest will hereafter have to be earned. It seems quite likely that
the deficits above referred to will continue (in lessening degree, however)
until new lines of greater earning capacity than the Centre Street Loop
and the Fourth avenue subway are placed in operation. The cost of these
two lines was not justified by their probable earning capacity, and it was
only by merging their operation into that of a larger system that the city
It is, therefore,
eventually be able to make them self-supporting.
extremely essential both for the city's interest and our own that all the
new lines should be constructed and placed in operation as speedily as

will

possible.

The

details of results

from

this

temporary operation are as follows:

RESULT OF OPERATIONS OF NEW YORK CONSOLIDATED RAILROAD COMPANY, LESSEE, UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF
CONTRACT NO. 4 DATED MARCH 19, 1913, BETWEEN
THE NEW YORK MUNICIPAL RAILWAY CORPORATION AND THE CITY OF

NEW

YORK.
For the period
Aug. 4, 1913,
June 30, 1914.

to

Revenue

$7,830,990.51

$7,653,755.84
Passenger revenue
1,234.92
Chartered cars and misc. transp. revenue.
65,849.17
Advertising
50,225.42
Other car and station privileges
26,486.08
Rent of buildings and other property

Rent of tracks and terminals

57,

No. 6

SAFETY CAMPAIGN.
The public safety campaign, experimentally undertaken by the Company
for the spring and summer school sessions of the year 1913, produced such
a satisfactory response that the campaign was continued on a greatly enlarged scale beginning with the fall term of the schools last year.
It appeared also that the activities of the company in this direction could
be greatly assisted by co-operation with representative citizens, so as to
carry the safety work outside the limits of the public schools and to lay
a foundation for organized safety activity which might ultimately extend
to all branches of industry in the territory in which the lines of the company are operated.
Accordingly, an

invitation was extended to a number of individuals
representing the city administration, the borough administration, the schools,
the churches, the bar, the bench, the banking and insurance communities,
department stores and industrial enterprises, to organize, with the cooperation of the company, a Brooklyn Committee of Public Safety.
The
committee completed its organization in November, 1913, and in January
the Board of Education of the City of New York issued to this committee
the authority to conduct safety education in the Brooklyn public schools.
The co-operation of the parochial schools was also obtained in large measure and the work of teaching safety to children was extended to a variety
of other institutions.
To conduct this work, the company organized a Bureau of Public Safety
with appropriate staff, and in the school year just closed this Bureau has
given instruction in 179 public schools and 26 parochial schools, reaching
261,976 children. Ten charitable institutions were visited one or more times
for safety instruction, as were three church institutions and several large
industrial establishments.
Twenty-three parents' organizations have been
addressed and a variety of miscellaneous lectures given, including moving
picture safety lectures in city parks during the present summer.
The extent of this work is indicated in the distribution of 672,000 safety
blotters and in 8,100 safety calendars, which were supplied for every public
school classroom in Brooklyn.
Many other cities throughout the country have sought suggestions and
advice in organizing public safety work, material from the Brooklyn campaign having gone to over sixty cities in the LTnited States and foreign

In addition

work

the

in

to

careful

attention

patronage and directive advice for the safety
Brooklyn Committee of Public Safety has

affording

public

schools, the

accomplished a great deal

33,150.65

the

to

in

awakening the public to the necessity of more
The Brooklyn Rapid

problem of public safety.

Company, which has

a larger stake in the public safety of the
territory in which it operates than any other single enterprise, has taken a
double satisfaction in giving impetus to a fine movement while at the same
time reducing its own hazards of operation through the public streets.

Transit

288.43

Miscellaneous

Vol.

$7,830,990.51

of the Public Service Commission a new transfer system
on June 1, 1914. whereby the total number of transfer
points in the territory in which the surface railroads operate was increased
from 721 to 1,008. The full effect of this order it is as yet too soon to
estimate.
The passenger earnings of the companies atlected fell off during
How much of this falling off was due to bad weather,
the month $67,827.
how much to business diverted to the elevated lines, how much to business
depression and how much to the great increase in transfer privileges it is
In accepting the order the companies have
impossible to determine.
reserved all their legal rights and will apply for a modification or repeal
of the order if the burden imposed thereby should prove unreasonable.

Under order

$83,428.55

Rentals

Taxes
Operating expenses exclusive of maintenance
Maintenance fund
Depreciation fund
Proportion of company's preferentials

went into

535,053.41
3,060,943.02
940,645.01

235,161.24
3,195,446.74

$8,050,677.97

Deficit"

in

INCREASE OF TRANSFER PRIVILEGES.

$8,050,677.97

Deductions

Companv's Preferentials

310,060.48
529,747.94

payment of

net income before

City's charges during temporary operations

^Deficits in
the Cost of Constructions of

INSURANCE RESERVE FUND.

$219,687.46

Interest! Paid ev City on Its Cost of Construction of
Property Placed in Operation Plus Sinking Fund at
Rate of 1 Per Cent, per Annum
Total Deficit

•To be made good from future
terest and Sinking Fund charges.

to

City's in-

With a view to finally insuring its own fire risks the companies of the
system have gradually been accumulating an Insurance Reserve Fund,
which on June 30, 19i4, aggregated $599,197.19.

REFUNDING MORTGAGE FOUR PER CENT. BONDS.
Authenticated at July
Issued during year

1913

$51,062,000.00
730.000.00

City-Owned Lines.

$51,792,000.00

EMPLOYEES' WELFARE WORK.

Converted into stock to June

•

$69,365.

The system of compulsory medical inspection and free medical attendance
for employees excused on account of illness, affecting nearly 10.000 men
1913.
in the operating department, completed its first year December 31,
comparison of records of time lost on account of illness for the entire
year as to the surface lines, and for the year, exclusive of Sundays and
holidavs, as tn the elevated lines, indicated a reduction of time lost on
account of illness of approximately 24 per cent, over the year ended

$3,459,000.00

In possession of the B. R. T. System

As

18,714,000.00

follows:

•Collateral

to

$40,000,000.00

6

yr.

5

per cent, notes

for the working force and unThe operation of the coinpulsory

This reduction means greater
broken earning capacity for the men.
medical inspection system has been welcomed by operating officials and
received with apparent favor by the uniformed employees subject to its
The medical inspection bureau having this service m charge
provisions.
the service is rendered without
is supported entirely by the company and
efficiency

cost to the employees.

$10,000,000.00

Collateral to bills payable

4,568.000.00

In treasury B. R. T
In treasury N. E. R. R
Deposited with City of New York by the
N. E. R. R. Co
Deposited with trustee of the Nassau
Electric Railroad Consolidated mortgage
Guaranty fund Brooklyn City Railroad

2,135,000.00

lease

to

_

29.619,000.00

$22,173,000.00

In hands of the public

1912.

The existence of the medical inspection bureau has enabled the company
meet in a satisfactory way the medical requirements of the Workmen s
Instead of
Compensation Law which became effective on July 1. 1.914.
physibeing obliged to make hastv and untried arrangements with outside
employment as
cian? to care for employees injured in the course of their
attendance
such
have
position
to
a
is
in
required by the law, the company
between
relationships
provided by its own staff and without any new
employees and physicians.
u- t t
InThe medical inspection bureau at present is organized with a chief
The medical work of the emplpyspecting Physician and five assistants.
re-examination
periodical
the
and
department
nient branch of the operating
sysbureau:
of
the
supervision
of motormen has been brought under the
employees in all departments
tematic first-aid instruction is being given to
undertaken along several new
of the company and special studies are being
in materially raising the already
lines which it is believed will be effective
high physical standard of our operating force.

30. 1914

Net authenticated and outstanding

A

31.

1,

be added to

The Company has continued on a more liberal scale its policy of improving the conditions under which its employees work, involving provision
for club houses, social diversions, pensions, medical services and sick and
death benefits not reached by the work of the Employees' Benefit AssociaFor these purposes during the past year, in addition to charges for
tion.
improvement of club rooms, the companies of the system have expended

December

effect

1.046,000.00
15,000.00

700,000.00
250,000.00

$18,714,000.00

solidated balance sheet
statistics and
Detailed statements of operatic
are appended hereto.
Respectfully submitted by order of the Board of Directors.
T. S. WILLIAMS,
President.

$301,000 par value of these notes have been converted into New York
Railway Corporation's five per cent, first mortgage bonds, as
permitted, prior to January 1. 1916, by the terms of the trust agreement.
Municipal
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terials which are used by the railways.
No opportunity is being
overlooked by those in charge of the society to so adjust and
revise its methods of procedure as to insure the very best results in the effort to develop and perfect standard specifications.
Reference was made in the above mentioned editorial, and also
in Professor Marburg's letter, to the Havre de Grace bridge
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Professor Marburg's reply, on another page, to the criticisms of
-for Testing Materials, which appeared in
10, is

deserving of most

consideration.
As one who has
been connected with the society from its
^^'^^ inception, and as a most important
Testing Materials
factor in its developinent and up-building,
the facts which he presents for consideration cannot but carry
conviction.
A canvas of a considerable number of railway men
careful

for

are actively identified, with the committee
it

is

life

;

to

man

show him

and the gains that are actually made. There has been a remarkable development of colleges of business administration
Several of them are doing excellent work
in the field of railway economics.
But the thing most needed to
make valuable the work in this field done by many of theiii is

to

teach

the

professors

their

business by bringing them into

contact with, and giving them a real knowledge

of,

the railway

business.

'301

the American Society

ciety indicates- that

absolutely essential to give a

within recent years.

5,

who

is

actually incurred in business, as well as the opportunities for gain

The

our issue of July

meeting of the

business concerns which

•Illustrated.

American Society

at the

American Economic Association in Minneapolis last December.
The trouble with most of the economists who treat matters of
this kind is that they have never had any of the hard, practical
experience in earning their livings as managers or employees of
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American Society for Testing Materials; by Edgar Marburg

is

number who are far from knowing it. Seldom has there
been a more pitiful disclosure of the ignorance of men who
think themselves wise than the discussion of the subject, "The

larger
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The Rock

of

instead

day,"

showing themselves up and proceeding
"to work out the problems by theory."
Few persons who have
lived in close contact with practical business affairs, and alsO'
read the literature dealing with these affairs which emanates
from the schools, have failed to feel a similar regret. In the

Control of Public Service Corporations,"

Editorial

paints, or

more professors in our universities who
"come in contact with the actual prob-
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and Business
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mixing the

\Ve publish on another page a letter from a man who specialized
in university on economics, and is now engaged in railway work,

York, payable

Canada

in

how

doing a work which

is

work

of the so-

deserving of the

support and appreciation of all 'those who are interested in developing and standardizing the specifications of the various ma-

disastrous butting collision near Tipton Ford, Mo., August

reported last week, page 255, is said to have been due to disregard of a despatcher's order by the

The

southbound train, which had run about
o"c '""e beyond the appointed meeting
station.
The trains were both running
Collision
at good speed and the southbound train,
consisting of a single gasolene motor car, was almost instantly
enveloped in flames from burning gasolene. Of 77 persons in
this car only five escaped injury; and 47 were killed or fatally
injured.
The three members of the crew of this car were
killed.
The chief lesson of the collision that nothing less absolute than the block system affords adequate protection for passengers can scarcely need repeating for readers of the Railway
Age Gazette. An officer of the road is quoted as saying that
this is the first time since the introduction of gasolene motor cars
Tipton Ford

—

—
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on railroads that there has been a collision in which fatalities
were due to the tj'pe of car; that is to say. in which gasolene has
caught fire and passengers have been burned to death and such
cars have been in use 15 years. Quite true, no doubt. But that is
a very deceptive statement and it may afford a false comfort.
For the first ten years of this period the number of cars in use
was very small. The great majority of them are used on lines
;

of light

Increasing use

traffic.

may make

next

—

would seem to indicate
doubts of its availability. The simple manual system, properly
managed, is, no doubt, superior to the "time-table and trainorder" system the simple manual with despatchers' supervision
has made a great reputation for safety on the Erie and the
Xorthern Pacific; the controlled manual has proved its reliability on the Pennsylvania; and the virtues of the electric train

some roads

to adopt

it

;

known

everj'where.

WHY APPEAL TO THE RAILWAYS?

WHEN

the

great

war

in

Europe began

this

committee representing the roads to avert the peril. Why the
government felt free to appeal to the employees in the name of
patriotism and the public welfare is easy to understand. But did
it have any right to feel free to appeal on these grounds to the

managers of the railways? In railway wage arbitrations conducted under federal law the arbitration boards have without
quibbling given the employees every single cent to which they
have believed them entitled.
But just before this appeal was made to the railways to prevent
a strike the Interstate Commerce Commission had rendered an
opinion holding that the railways throughout the east needed
larger revenues, but at the same time refusing to allow them to
situation

The railway managers

as large advances in their

rates

as their

demanded.

anti-trust law applies to both combinations of
The government has stucombinations of capital.
diously refrained from enforcing this law against combinations
modifying
it so that it will not
in
now
engaged
of labor, and it is

The Sherman

labor and

Through the Interstate Commerce Commission
the government has condemned the railways for not introducing
economies in their operations which cannot be introduced except
by joint action of the carriers, and then by enforcing the Sherman
apply to them.

law has prevented, and

still

prevents, the roads

joint action which, in effect, the Interstate

commands them to take.
The courts have issued

By

employees and accept-

same token the leaders
How is the government going to show in
of labor did wrong.
the future its appreciation of the very different attitudes assumed
at this time of crisis and peril by organized railway labor and by
the managers of the railways ?
did right.

the

FREDERIC

A.

DELANO

"PHE

railway service of America loses and the public service
•^
gains, by the retirement of Frederic A. Delano from the
presidency of the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway to

a member and vice-governor of the federal reserve board.
Mr. Delano's railway career has been unique in some ways He
has never been the head of one of the larger railway properties.
Neither the Wabash nor the Monon, of both of which he has
been president, ranks among the really great systems. Yet for
years Mr. Delano has taken rank among the foremost leaders of
the railways of this country.
That he has never been president
of one of the great properties may be because he has not wanted
to be. That he has been recognized, both inside and outside the
railway business, as a leader in his field has been because he has
possessed and exercised qualities of character and intellect which
would have gained him eminence in almost any line of pro-

become

fessional or business endeavor.

country was

threatened with a strike of all the engineers and firemen
on the western railways. The President of the United States appealed to the committee representing the employees and to the

make anywhere near

their

No. 7

ing a one-sided plan of arbitration.

five years,

reluctance of

staff are

demands they had made on

of the

57,

the liability to collision

twenty or fifty or more times as great as
For the hundredth time we are warned that the
in the last five.
thing to do is to prevent collisions, not merely mitigate their
effects.
To the extent that a gasolene engine is more terrible
than a steam boiler and its firebox, this horror is a more vivid
warning than have been former collisions. And the use of the
block system on single track, as a safeguard against butting as
well as rear collisions, is no longer an experiment though the
in the

all

Vol.

from taking the

Commerce Commission

The

attractions of his personality are such that he has been as

popular with those

whom

whom

he has had to oppose as with those with
A graduate of Harvard Uni-

he has fought side by side.

he has always been a student in the broadest and truest
Beginning his railway work as a machinist's apprentice,
becoming a mechanical expert, serving for some time as a superintendent of motive power, and being before this a superintendent of terminals and afterward a general manager, he never allowed his interest in the technique of transportation to absorb all
his energies, but so applied himself to the study of the economic
versit>'.

sense.

side of the transportation business as to

become recognized

as

one of the leading railway economists of the countrj'. A successful executive, he has been also a railway statesman, who has
thoroughly understood and fully appreciated the delicate and
important relationship which the railway business bears to the
public, and the consequent necessity of managing the railways
with due regard for the public's rights and susceptibilities, and
of educating the public regarding the rights and needs of the railways. Courageous in criticising bad and advocating good regulation he has been equally courageous in defending good and
.

bad railway management.
Mr. Delano's keen interest and absorbing work in the railway
business have never prevented him from taking a keen interest in
economies and public affairs in the broader sense. The appreciation in which he has been held by at least two presidents of
the United States is illustrated by the fact that President Taft
criticising

China and membership on the Interthat President Taft also nominated
him for membership on the industrial commission that his nomination to this commission not having been confirmed. President
Wilson renominated him to it; and that now President Wilson
offered

state

him the ministry

to

Commerce Commission

;

;

injunctions to prevent violations of law

by both combinations of labor and railway corporations. Congress is now engaged in passing legislation which will prevent the
courts from effectively using the process of injunction against
labor, while leaving that ptocess to be used in its full force

A short time ago a government commission reported that the
compensation paid to the railways for carrj-ing the mails is unremunerative. Promptly there was introduced in Congress a bill
not to increase, but to further reduce the mail pay of the railways.
And yet, when a great strike threatened the government appealed to labor and to the railways alike, and labor showed its
appreciation of what the government has been, and is, doing for
showed
it by refusing to concede anything, while the railways
cheek by withdrawing

member and vice-governor

of the federal

reserve board.

no higher minded or abler class of business or proin America than the officers of our railways. There
are numerous men among them who could take into the service
of the different departments of the government experience and
talents which would be infinitely valuable to the government and
the public. It is unfortunate for the government that so few of
them have ever been taken into its service. Possibly, however,
but has
this has not been entirely the fati'lt of the government,
been partly due to the fact that few railway men have shr)wn
Mr.
the interest and taken the active part in civic affairs that

There

fessional

against capital, including railway capital.

their usual disposition to turn the other

has appointed him a

Delano

is

men

has.

!

:

August
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In accepting a government appointment, obviously Mr. Delano
makes a heavy sacrifice, financially and otherwise. The government of this country would be a great deal better in the long run
if there were taken into its business more men who, like Mr.

make

Delano, are willing to

financial sacrifices in order to per-

How strangely reform a public service and a public duty.
luctant the country usually has been to accept the self-sacrificing
and how strangely willing to accept the
services of such men
services of men who ofifer themselves merely to get more of the
loaves and fishes than any private employer considers them
;

worth

its

may not

it is, it

will be

be as large as the commission thinks,

The second unanswerable

worth having.

in favor of trying to carry out the commission's sugis

that unless the roads do so, they will never again

be able to present a petition for more or less general advances in
rates with any hope whatever of success. The commission seems
to believe that by adopting certain

roads can secure

methods which

They regard them

the commission's suggestions.

as

make-

commission in refusing substantial
academic theorizing, which could not have proceeded from a body of men whose members had had practical
experience in railway operation, or practical experience in any
walk of life in which they were obliged to handle men and regshifts intended to justify the

advances,

or

meet pay

Whether

rolls.

the

railway officers are right

must be clear to them as practical men
that it is their duty to their companies to get together and
pull together in an honest and determined effort to carry out
all the suggestions made by the commission which are at all
or not in their attitude,

it

indicates the

necessary increases in their revenues.
If
the roads can get the necessary increases in their revenues by
all

the means which the commission suggests, then
need for resorting to other means and they
any position to show the commission that they
by the methods the commission suggests until

there will be

no

will never be

in

cannot get them
they have made

a vigorous effort, in

Commerce Commission, while

ularly

gestions

One

decision in the Eastern rate advance case the Interstate

authorizing only a small part
of the increases in rates sought by the railways, suggested a
number of plans by which it believes the railways could inRailway men do not take much stock
crease their revenues.
in

whatever
argument

;

PULL TOGETHER

IX

although this

275

it

of the

good faith, to do so.
main reasons why the railways

in all parts of the

country have made rather poor progress in the past in solving
the problems with which they have been confronted, and especially the rate problems, is that they often have failed to pull
together.

One road has had one kind

of

traffic that

it

has wished

had a large shipper or class of shippers
"protect," another has had one or more

to "protect," another has

that it has wished to
communities that it has wished to "protect." Instead, therefore,
of pulling together they have pulled apart and mutually cut each
other's throats.
In the endeavor of each of them to get some
advantage, fair or unfair, the interests of all have been sacrificed.

If there ever was a time for that sort of thing it is now past.
The developments in the immediate future will show whether the
policies of some railways are dominated by petty men who

practical.

cannot see beyond the ends of their noses, or whether the roads
as a whole are dominated by men whom the mistakes of past
experience have taught how to deal with present conditions.

The commission has broadly intimated that it believes that the
passenger rates in eastern territory are too low. The railways
reply that they cannot raise them because of state legislation.
But the state laws do not prevent them from raising the inter-

SHOP PAINT FOR STEEL BRIDGES
SPECIFICATIONS for steel railway bridges usually

state

passenger fares.

they should raise the interstate pas-

If

senger fares the result would be a discrimination against inter-

commerce similar to that which the Interstate Commerce
Commission, and later the Supreme Court, condemned in the
Shreveport case. The discrimination would consist not in the
state

interstate rates being too high, but in the state rates being too

low.

Would

not the creation of such a situation

compel

practically

the

Interstate

Commerce

empower and

Commission

to

laws? Should not the eastern
once and take whatever steps they can in

nullify the state passenger fare
lines get together at

the direction of enabling the Interstate

with them
interstate passenger fares
to co-operate

The commission shows

in

Commerce Commission

making advances

of both state

and

?

that

it

many

believes that

freight rates

throughout eastern territory are relatively too low, and are in
fact unremunerative.
It gives in its opinion a list of the average
earnings per car mile from 30 commodities moving in large
quantities, and adds the significant comment "that they disclosed
many rates yielding barely enough revenue to pay for the use
of the equipment."
No regulating body in its right mind would
hold that rates were reasonable which barely covered the cost
of using the equipment, and therefore the commission's com-

ments on
to

seem to be a direct invitation to the roads

this subject

make advances
The commission

in

*~^

The following typical clause is from the AmeriRailway Engineering Association's 1910 Specifications
"Steel work, before leaving the shop, shall be thoroughly cleaned
and given one good coating of pure linseed oil, or such paint as
may he called for, well worked into all joints and open spaces."
The use of oil is not favored by many engineers, although it is
still used to a limited extent.
It is generally considered necessary to adhere to the practice of shop painting in order to preserve the steel from corrosion during the period before it is
But this opinion is not unierected and painted in the field.
versal, as proved notably by the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie practice in handling the large structures on its new terminal line,
the Lake Erie & Eastern, at Youngstown, Ohio, referred to elseerecting shop.

can

where

in

this

A

limited

amount

of about two years,
principal

shop painting.

is

evident that

some way

if

they are persevering they will

upon the commission's suggestions

in

that will increase their revenues.

There are two unanswerable arguments

highway and minor railway bridge work

make

this a

maximum

significant instance in railway

practice.

scale

it

ultimately be able to act

of

elapsing between rolling and painting, amounting to a

pended, but

for

structural

;

The two
roads

amount of

considerable

has also been handled in this way but the size and importance
of the Lake Erie & Eastern structures, and the length of time

rendering some
terminal services for actually less than cost and for paying allowances to shippers for rendering services which the shippers
should render for themselves.
When the carriers have filed
tariffs covering matters of this sort they usually have been susthe

A

issue.

has been erected without being given any shop coat of

steel

paint.

certain rates.

criticizes

require

the application of a coat of oil or paint to the steel in the

reasons advanced

in

favor of dispensing

with shop painting, are the difficulty of securing a satisfactory
application in the shop and the tendency for the rolling scale
to

become loose

field

after the steel has received the usual shop

coats of paint, in which case the paint

comes

off.

is

and

removed when the

Several factors affect adversely the quality of
surface of the steel is usually in poor con-

The

Oil and grease are accumulated during
and when the material is handled in an open yard,
and moisture are especially likely to be present. In addilittle attention is paid to weather conditions, which are

dition to receive paint.
fabrication,

in favor of the

rail-

ways, trying to carry out the commission's views.
The first is
that by doing so they will secure some additional revenue, and

dirt
tion,

often unfavorable for satisfactory painting.

The work

is

usually
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dune by unskilled laborers, often with

The

;cant inspection.

supervision

little

quality of the paint

is

NEW BOOKS

and
riie

easily.

Raikray Library for 1913. Compiled and edited by Slason Thompson,
director of Ihe Bureau of Railway News and Statistics, Chicago.
469
pages, 5 in. by 7 in., bound in cloth.
Published by the author, Chicago.
Price 50 cents.

when
many

scale that covers the surface of steel

the rolhng mill

comes from

it

of the defects
known to be the cause of
when the steel has been painted according to
Moisture may get through pin holes or other

is

that appear, even

the best practice.
defects in the coats ot paint and set up corrosion between the
This process loosens large pieces of scale
scale and the metal.

and, of course, take the paint off with them. This
condition can frequently be seen on structural steel. If the steel
has been stored for a time before fabrication, a part of the rolling scale will be displaced in handling the pieces, and this is

which

No. 7

also likely to be

grade of paint is furnished
poor, either because an
or the workmen add elements to make it cover more or spread
inferior

The

\'0L. 57.

fall off

amount of

especially the case with structures requiring a large

shop work, particularly punching and riveting. Even after fabriscale still adheres to the steel,
and it is this part that it is sought to remove by exposure to the

This

is the fifth annual issue of "The Railway
Library," the
of which was issued in 1509, and, like the previous edition,
brings together selections from the noteworthy addresses and
papers of the year relating to railway subjects. As in former

first
it

the concluding chapter consists of the annual statistical

issues,

News and Statistics for 1913.
which is presented the latest information in regard to American and foreign railways, the space devoted to the latter being
report of the Bureau of Railway
in

increased.
The general rule has been to restrict the
selection of articles to matter first given to the public in the
year 1913, but the date of publication enables the inclusion of
several articles of the current year.
As in previous editions,

greatly

cation, a great deal of the mill

the plan governing the selection of material has been to place

weather without paint.
Engineers who have followed the practice of dispensing with
shop painting for structural steel building material have been
well satisfied with the results, although in such work the steel
is usually erected within six months of the time of rolling and

of the day, as expressed in public reports and in the utterances

sometimes much sooner.

It

the preservation of the steel

subsequently

is

much

a

is

enclosed

less difficult

that

so

matter than

A highway bridge,
on bridges and other exposed structures.
erected at Dubuque, la., in 1900, was not painted until after
erection,

some four

to

months

five

after

the

was rolled.
which was re-

steel

The steel had acquired a thin coat of red rust
moved by wire brushes, leaving a much better

surface for the

would have been possible

application of the paint than

engineer in

the

in

same time eliminating the rolling scale.
charge of that work regards the quality of the

The

shop, and at the

paint-

ing on that bridge as the best ever secured in his experience.

A

much

better coating of the steel can undoubtedly be obtained

in

field

painting than in the shop on account of the superior

skill of the

men employed

in this

work, the

ability to clean the

surface well, to wait for favorable weather conditions, and to

work
Some men may

agree that small structures, such as plate gird-

ers, signal bridges

or highway structures, whose erection would

usually follow closely after the ordering of the material,

be given the

first

may

coat of paint in the field with good results,

but will hesitate to

let

steel

of railway authorities, including practical railway men,

large structures, which

in

may

be

held from one to two years, or even longer, before erection, go

would be impossible to

any

from the shop unpainted. It
beyond which it would be of doubtful
expediency to let it go unpainted. The condition of the metal
at a given age depends on a large number of factors, including
the condition I'.nder which it has been stored, the climate, etc.,
so that one lot of material might lose materially in weight and
fix

limit to the age of steel

show objectionable rust scales, when another lot of the same
age that had been exposed less, would have the rolling scale
removed, but would show only a red rust that could easily be
removed and would leave little doubt as to the ability of a good
coat of paint to stop corrosion.
In addition to the question of the degree of protection afforded by shop painting or field painting, the ultimate cost must
be taken into consideratiivi. There is no doubt that the clean-

ing required on the Lake Erie

&

Eastern structures

is

expensive,

interested.

The volume opens with
London Railway News

same

it

The Pittsburgh & Lake Erie
be commended for taking a step so much in

will be increased.

engineers are to

advance of current practice, and the outcome
with interest.

will

be watched

for

Number

of the

the

situation

Meyer

pers by B. H.

Institute.

follows a series of articles relating to the nationalization

of railways, treated from the historical, political and economic
This group includes the concluding chapter of
points of view.

Samuel O. Dunn's recent work on "Government Ownership of
Railways," and an exhaustive synopsis of Prof. W. J. Cunningham's "Analysis of the State Railways of Prussia-Hesse," and
an article on the Belgian railways by M. A. Pierrard, director
Papers devoted to the
of the Belgian Marine .Administration.
labor situation include an address on "Mediation and Arbitration" by Seth Low. president of tlie National Civic Federation;
an

on "Labor Unions and the Railroads" by J. O.
an address on "Workmen's Compensation" by Frank V.

article

Fagan

;

general

Whiting,

and an

Age

article

Gazette.

claims

New York

attorney.

Central

Lines,

on the Sunset Lines Strike from the Railway
The trespassing problem is dealt with in an

Neglect" by Marcus A. Dow, general
Central Lines, and the various questions involved in the valuation of railroads are discussed in an
address by C. A. Prouty, director of valuation for the Inter-

article

on

"A

safety agent.

state

Nation's

New York

Commerce Commission.

Other
penses

articles include

to

suburban

an

traffic

article

on

on the apportionment of exSouthern Pacific electric

the

in Alameda county, reprinted from the RailGazette; "Are Increased Trainloads Practicable," by
Charles F. Speare, from the Railway Age Gazette; "Fair Pay
for Carrying the Mails," by Ralph Peters, chairman of the

suburban service

(juestion that

of "Fifty Years of

from several different angles, including paof the Interstate Commerce Commission
on "Certain Considerations in Rate-Making," and "Prices and
the Raising of Rates," by Clement Colson of the French
the

wav Age

manner in which this work is beconceded that the cost of the three coats
and the one cleaning will exceed that of one shop coat, a superficial field cle.^ning and two additional coats of paint.
Time
alone will determine the life of the paint, but there seems little

summary

purpose of presenting a comparison of the problems that have confronted railway builders
Railway conditions
in the United States and Great Britain.
as they exist at the present time are outlined in the testimony
of President Samuel Rea of the Pennsylvania Railroad before
the Interstate Commerce Commission in the advanced rate
case.
Immediately following is a group of papers presenting

ing undertaken,

is

a brief

Railways," abstracted from the Jubilee

British

and, in view of the thorough
it

members

regulating bodies, and economists, which have appeared in the form of addresses or in periodicals, and which
might not otherwise be readily available to those who may be

of railway

Then

competently.

inspect the

permanent form an outline of the principal railway problems

in

Railway Mail Pay of the .\merican Railway
"The Ohio Floods in 1913," by Lewis S. Bigelow;
"The New Haven Situation," by Howard Elliott; "Canals and
Railways." by W. M. Acworth, and "War Time Railroading
in Mexico," by Major Charles Mine.

Committee

.Association;

on

August

14,
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of employees interested; and not only these families, but their
neighbors, the general public.
In many towns, the mayor has

acted as presiding

Letters to the Editor
imMiiiimiiiMittiiittiiiniiiniiiii

I'lliLADELPlirA.

July

Pa..

Tu THE EuiTuk UK IIIK Kau.w.w Ace Gazette
The article, "Methods of Railway Taxation

12,

l'i|4.

:

Prof.

Friday, in your issue of June

12,

1914,

in Michigan," by

was read by me

with a great deal of interest.
It was my good fortune to graduate from the University of
Michigan, and to know personally both Prof. Friday and Prof.

Adams, and know both of them very

well,

road situation in the state oi

is

perfectly true,

Michigan

is

and the

terest.

more men
I mean men who engage

in our universities like Prof. Friday

—

in

and Prof. Adams

who come in contact
day; not men who shut

outside work,

with tlie actual problems of the present
themselves up and proceed to work out the problems by theory.
Modern business problems cannot be solved that way. I have

my

because since

in railway

retical in

work and

I

it.

graduation I have become enhave found very little of the theoCharles E. Fisher,

THE ROCK ISLAND'S MOTION PICTURES
Chicago, July

3,

1914.

To THE Editor of the Railway Ace Gazette:
I
have read with interest your notes, printed June 26, concerning motion pictures, and their use on the Pacific Electric
Railway for the instruction of employees. L. F. Shedd, gen-

Rock
The Rock

Island, has used motion picIsland Lines Safety Bureau
and a reel of motion pictures
for instruction in "safety lirst" and "prevent injury" was made
This reel has been shown
use of very early in the campaign.
before upwards of 25.000 jiersons, including railroad employees
and their families, city officers and the general public.
The pictures were taken at Rock Island yards and stations,
and therefore have a very direct home interest for Rock Island
employees but they have also been used some by other roads,
)angcrs are illustrated in a real way, yet nothing gruesome is
shown no loss of life or limb and no shedding of blood. Many
of the subjects arc those with which your readers are already
familiar, from photographs which have been published broadcast.
For example, getting on to the front of a moving switch
engine; this is shown in actual movement instead of a dead
picture such as must be used in giving instructions by circular.
The companion picture to this is one showing a man boarding
Companion
the foot board while the engine is at a standstill.
pictures are in like manner shown to represent the dangers of
hanging on the side of a freight car, where the man strikes a
low switch stand passing between freight cars while they are
in motion to loosen a coupling pin
kicking a drawbar into posigrabbing the
tion while cars are moving towards the train man
handhold on the front end of an approaching car and riding
eral safety supervisor of the

for some
was organized

is

always well appreciated.

G, E.

in-

M.

Philadelphia,

time.

.'\ugust

1,

Pa,, July 20,

1914.

To THE Editor of the Railway Ace Gazette
The reference to the recent annual meeting

of the American Society for Testing Materials, held at Atlantic City, N. J.,
June 30-July 3, as well as the editorial relative to the Society
in your issue of July 10, arc both calculated, in my judgment,
to convey impressions that are not only erroneous but unfair
to the Society.

Your brief review of the annual meeting contains the following statement with reference to the discussion following
paper on "A Critical Review of the Procedure Governing
the Adoption of Standards"

my

:

Attention was called in the first place to the low estimate in which many
of the specifications of the Society were held by the users of materials
on tile ground that they were voted upon by men who had no knowledge
or experience to guide them in their decision.
1

wish to

ment

tures

Local talent

who can

can increase the

:

I

mold public opinion. I think that holds truer
West than here in the East. 1 only regret that there are not

this,

perhaps, practicable, individuals

rail-

a serious one at the

choose, to help

realized

not,

both in and out of

do not mean to say that it has all been brought
about by legislation and taxation. That would be going too far.
But certainly the taxation method at present employed in that
state does not seem fair, to put it mildly.
Men in our state universities can do a great deal, if they

gaged

is

sing, or speak, or play musical instruments,

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TESTING MATERIALS

All that Prof. Friday has said

in the

opening the public meeting.

is

of a glee club

the class-room.

present time.

officer,

no question of the value of this kind of instruction.
.\s vwu have suggested, in your editorial, it is very desirable,
il Mill
necessary to have olhcr and entertaining features in connection with lectures on motion pictures.
One good plan is to
get a committee of employees actively interested in the entertainment features.
At one of the Rock Island shops there is
an excellent glee club, which has done good service in the way
of entertainment.
Even in small places, where the formation
Tliere
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1912,

;

I

that

challenge

many

the

correctness

of the

sweeping

state-

of the specifications of the Society are held in

low estimate by the users of materials. Permit me to say that
my long and active connection with the Society extending
over a period of 16 years, I hear for the first time objections to
its
standard specifications based on the ground here alleged,
namely, that the value of specifications should be judged, not on
their intrinsic merits, but on the fact that as a final act in their
adoption, the proposed standards are referred to letter ballot
of the Society at large, and therefore to the vote of a group
in

of individuals of

whom many

are not qualified to pass expert

judgment on a given specification.
The wisdom of adhering to the present
llcations are

finally

policy,

by which speci-

subjected to letter ballot of the Society,

is

concededly debatable, and this question was, as a matter of
fact, submitted for discussion in open meeting at the recent
convention. This was done, however, with no thought that
tlie continuance or discontinuance of this feature of the procedure might serve to raise or lower the high estimate which
now attaches to the standards promulgated by the Society,

;

;

;

under a system so elaborate that its description in detail
would prove wearisome to your readers. Suffice it to say,
briefly, that this system provides that proposed specifications
are first voted on by the sub-committee with which they
originate; second, by the parent committee by which they are
reviewed; third, by letter ballot of the entire parent committee; fourth, at the annual meeting of the Society; and, fifth,

by letter ballot of the Society at large. To refer a proposed specification to letter ballot requires a two-thirds vote
of those voting at the annual meeting.
In that connection permit me to quote the following statement from your editorial:

;

with feet on the brake beam
car inspectors nearly injured by reason of having failed to use, the blue flag; jacking
up a car and taking out the trucks, leaving the body resting on
there,

;

the jacks as its only support; moving a string of freight cars
over a street crossing with no one on the leading car; passenger
attempting to board a moving train scenes in the car shops, etc.
Mr. Shedd has been very successful in getting the families
;

Piazza talk sometimes is a far better indication of what men are really
thinking than the discussion on the floor, and at Atlantic City last week
was more than one hint thrown out that the committee reports are

there

This may or
dominated by the manufacturing interests.
and one can only be convinced one way or the other by
But
the point
detail.
careful consideration of the reports in the fullest
that there should be no suspicion of such a thing.

getting

to

may not be
a
is

be

true,

that a journal of your standing should
I.t is indeed surprising
give space in an editorial, and on so shadowy a basis as

:
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7

"piazza talk." to a statement which strikes at the very root of
the principles on which the Society must stand or fall.
That
the charge is fundamentally unfair can be best shown by

It is doubtful if the few large lo(!ditiotive builders of the country would
allow their methods of foundry practice to be modified by the specifications
of the Society, nor is it conceivable that any railroad making its own

the following presentation of facts and figures, which, except

work simply because

as to the analysis of the vote between producers and consumers in the accompanying table, were all available in printed

be said that the proposed revision of these
specifications, recommended at the recent annual meeting,
was made at the joint desire and with the direct co-operation
of representatives of leading locomotive builders and railroad interests because it was felt by both parties concerned

form

annual meeting of the Society.
paper I called attention to the fact that on 27
of the 28 technical committees dealing with matters having
a commercial bearing, "the non-producers outnumbered the
producers, and, on the average, in the proportion of seven to
four."
Committee A-1 on Standard Specifications for Steel,
whose work you criticised, consists of 71 non-producers and 2)1
at the recent

my own

In

producers.

my

In

paper, previously referred to,

it

ded

is

S3 as to consumers and producers,
this committee many of the leading railroads
by able and aggressive men who would

in the proportion of 158 to

On

respectivel)'."

represented

are

pron ptly withdraw from the committee if any ground whatever existed for the charge advanced in your editorial.
In
further answer to that charge I adduce below, in tabular form,
a detailed analj-sis of the vote of this committee on each sub-

recommended for action by the Societj' at the recent
annual meeting, from which you will note that with the single
exception of the proposed revision of the standard specifications for steel rails, than which there is perhaps no subject
on which it would be more difficult to harmonize conflicting
opinion, the vote of the committee on every item is one of
substantial' unanimity.

ject

.\n.4lvsis of

FOR Steel

Membership: Consumers, 71: Prrdrcer?. 37; Total. 108

'

cations:

'

low carbon steel splice bars
Medium carbon steel splice bars
High carbon

steel

Extra high carbon

steel

splice bars..

Structural steel for bridges
Structural nickel steel
Structural steel for buildings
Shapes, mill plates ard bars
Billet steel reinforcement bars
Carbon steel car and tender axles...
Cold rolled steel axles

Proposed revised standard

.Agairjt

adoption

C.

P.

^.

37

20
20
20
20
23

57
56
56
56
65

.16

bars

splice

For
adoption

36
36
42
42
42
37

18
23
23

.19

21

60
65
60
60

35
33

22

57

19

52

Not
voting

29
42
37
37

21

Structural steel for cars
Carbon steel bars for springs
Chemical analysis for plain carbon

39
36

23

Votes

— C.

=

cast, 82;

consumer; P.

=

recognition accorded to the Master Car Builders' Association
connection with the discussion of another matter on the
floor.
Permit me to point out that the two cases the one
relating to springs and the other to axle^; are wholly different in that the requirements for springs for automobiles differ
essentially from those for springs for railway cars, whereas
in the case of axles the requirements of the leading railways
in connection with their electrically driven cars are practically
identical with those of the con.-;tituent companies of the Electric Railway Association.
In the case of the railways the
same engineers are in responsible charge of the purin

chase

axles

of

both

for

T.

9
9
9
9
6

21

11

21

regret "that there are not

6
6
8

17
21

personal

research

engaged

in

6

6

11

6

II

1

1

1

1

10
10
11

I

2

1

1

3

15
14
16

20

6

10

47
66
58
62

12

21

62
57

2
3

41

26

67

47

27

74

18

24
25

2

1

14
1

1
1

2

20
20
20

22
22
30

1

3

2

5

9

12
14

5

17

6

20

12

3

15

5

2

7

4

1

1

21

15

22
20

not voting, 26; total, 108.

producer; T.

=

and

electric

motor

cars..

The

imfair attitude of the editorial

the

is

16

12
10
15
16

5
7

steam

railway interests on
of the opinion that the
specifications recoinniended for adoption on the part of the
.American Society for Testing Materials would insure a better
product than those proposed by the Electric Railway Association.
In the letter ballot of Committee A-1 on these proposed standard specifications only two negative ballots were
cast, as noted in the above table.

P.

6

—

—

12
11

motor

axles of electrically driven cars, you state in substance that
the negative action in this matter was inconsistent with the
action in the case of steel springs for automobiles, and with the

4
6

Miscellaneous:

Note.

In your editorial reference to the Electric Railway Association in the matter of heat-treated axles as applied to

further evidenced in the

more papers giving the results of the
work of the members. Many of them are
work of this character all of the time and it is

does not come to the light of day
it is only necessary to call attention to the fact that no fewer than 32 papers of this
character, aggregating 409 printed pages, were presented at
In explanation of the supposed paucity
the recent meeting.
of material of this kind you suggested in your editorial,
"men
not
like
to present the results of their work
that
do
in which they are vitally interested to a meeting in which
their
own presentation must be limited to a few minutes and the discussion thereon to seconds." Without dwelling on the manifest exaggeration of this statement, I shall
content mj'self by reaffirming that the complaint is directed
against something which has no existence, and that the value

more

regrettable that

at these meetings."

Carbon steel rails
Carbon steel and alloy steel forgings
Quenched and tempered forgings....
Carbon steel forgings for locomotives
Proposed new standard specifications
and methods:

relative to fracture

ance with the joint wishes of makers and purchasers of locomotives, it is to be anticipated that they will be widely used.

4
6

specifica-

steel

that a proper specification for this class of material did not
Since these specifications have been revised in accordexist.

C.

P.

own

may

t1

C.

tions to supersede present standard specifications

Recommendations

it

it

The numerous representatives of
Committee A-1 were unanimously

Vote of Committee .VI on Standard Specifications

Proposed Standard Siiecifications:
New and Revised.

In replj'

stated that

according to the records of this committee "the total attendance
at the seven meetings held since Januarj', 1913. was 251, divi-

bound to use these specifications for its
has been adopted as a standard by this Society.

cylinders would consider itself

of

it

In reply

total.

While the above table is limited to the records of a single
committee, I wish to point out that the analysis of the vote
of every committee on such matters as were recommended
for action by the Society, and on the report as a whole, is
recorded in its printed report, and that all matters on which favorable action was taken at the recent annual meeting of the Society
were recommended with substantial unanimity on the part of
the committees concerned. This circumstance, in connection
with the consideration of the published personnel of the committees, should serve as a definite and conclusive answer to
any unwarranted inference from your allusion to "piazza talk."

Your

editorial further stated that "there are some of the
specifications that have been referred to letter ballot at this

meeting that appear to be useless." and, as an example, you
single out the specifications for cast iron for use in locomotive cylinders.
In commenting on this you sav:

from written discussion, has

of verbal, as distinguished
limitations

distinct

of

irrespective

the

time

element.

its

The

WTiter of the editorial appears further to have lost sight of
the vast amount of research work conducted by the technical
committees as an essential basis of their recommendations,
and other research work done under their auspices solely
with a view of promoting knowledge witliin their respective
fields.

The general
merely

unfairness of the editorial

which was
that which was

in that

degree, in

said. but. in
left

unsaid.

no

As

however, not
an important
single example

lies,

less
a

may

well be called to the valuable report of 125
pages on the part of Committee D-1 on Preservative Coatings
for Structural Materials, which both your review and your ediattention

torial

criticise

in

the allusion

lantic City paint tests.

to-

the

Havre de Grace and
'

-At-

Edg.\r M.\rburc.
Secretary-Treasurer.

:

Development

Railroad

the

in

Philippine

Islands

A

Discussion of the History, Engineering Features,
Organization and Traffic Problems of These Roads

By

C.

H.

Farnham

Formerly Chief Kiiginecr, Cebu Division,

The

was one of the most difficult
problems with which the American military forces had to cope
in their early campaigns in the Philippine Islands.
There was
hardly a road that was better than a rough trail.
There was
one line of railroad running from Manila north to Dagupan, on
the Island of Luzon, and this road was partially destroyed by
the Filipinos in their retreat before the American advance.
It
was rebuilt as fast as the American forces took possession, and
was operated by soldiers as a military railroad for the use of
the army in its campaign. Thus almost from the first, American
questiuii

influence

began

of transportation

be

to

in

felt

the railroad development of the

been sent out from England to build and operate the road. Business was none too brisk, and the road just about managed to
keep its head above water. It never paid a dividend. When the

Spanish war broke out

in 1898, followed by the Filipino insurwas put entirely out of business. Much
property was destroyed, and from 1899 to 1901 it was
operated as a military railroad by the United States army.

rection in 1899, the road

of

its

Under

the army, the line

was repaired and put in shape so
was repaired, and new
engines and cars were brought from the United States, this being
the first American cquiinnent introduced into the islands.
The
operating forces were American soldiers, and some civilians
picked up in Manila. As soon as a measure of law and order
was restored along the line, and while yet under the military
control, a considerable amount of commercial business was done.
Finally in 1901, the line was turned over to the English company and was again operated by it in much the same manner as
that trains could be run

Islands.

This
Manila

kaih\ay Cuiiiiiany

Pliilippi

trews, station agents, telegraph operators, and the greater part
of the clerical force, were Filipinos.
All of these natives had
been trained by an English manager and his assistants, who had

first

railroad

in

the

& Dagupan, and was

Philippine

Islands

was

called

the

and owned by an English
company under a concession from the Spanish government. It
was first operated in 1892. It is the oriental gage, (3 ft. 6 in.),
and 122 miles in length. The country through which it runs is
built

;

rolling stock

before.

This was the railroad situation

in

the islands in 1901,

when

government was established, and it remained practically
unchanged until 1905. There were several small branch lines
huilt by the Manila & Dagupan under concessions granted by the
Philippine government.
This company also improved its main
lines, bought new rolling stock, rebuilt some of its stations and
gradually increased its business from year to year.
Among the first things to which the new civil government devoted its attention was the improvement of the means of transportation. To this end it started a road building program. The
question of railroads was also taken up very early, but it was a
much less pressing and a far greater financial question than the
the civil

building of ordinary highways.

Under an
the

1902,

approved July

act of the United States Congress,

Philippine government

was authorized

was allowed

1,

to grant con-

cessions for railways and under an act dated February

6,

1905,

interest on bonds issued for
Acting under the authority of
these laws, the Bureau of Insular Affairs at Washington, on
it

to guarantee

construction

the

June

12,

of

the

railroads.

1905, advertised for bids to build certain railroad lines

in the Philippine Islands.

The

lines advertised

were located as

follows

Map

Island of Luzon
" Panay
"
" Negros
"
" Cebu
"
" Layte

of Railroad Lines in the Philippine Islsinds

••

a great alluvial plain, with

densely populated,

numerous rivers and swamps and is
and one of the richest rice growing sections

m

the islands.
The construction is light for the greater part
of the line, although there are several fairly expensive bridges,
the one crossing the Rio Grande de Pampanga
at Calumpit having cost $500,000.
section, several miles in length, in the

A

Province of Tarlac,

is subject to bad washouts during the rainy
and must have cost a considerable amount in repairs
smce the line was first built. This condition is caused by the
overflow of the Tarlac river.

season,

••

i

Samar

833 miles
100 "
100 "
95 "
55 "
50 "

Several bids were received by the bureau, but as they all departed materially fr«m the terms of the proposal, they were
rejected.

New
20.

proposals were ad\ertised by the bureau on

1905.

These modified the conditions

in

December

many ways, and

allowed more latitude to prospective bidders. To this second
proposal two bids were submitted, one by Speyer & Co. for
certain lines on the Island of Luzon, and the other by a group
of

New York

financiers

headed by William Salomon

&

Co..

and

Consisting of the old style compartment coaches for passengers,
small goods vans, and light engines.
The operating force consisted of a few Englishmen in
charge of departments, and in

among others. J. G. White & Co.. Cornelius Vanderbilt
and Charles M. Swift, who proposed to build the lines on Panay.
Negros and Cebu. The proposals were accepted by the bureau,
and resulted in the formation of two railroad companies. The

the head office at Manila.

Manila Railroad Co. took over the concessions granted for the

Before American occupation the equipment was

all

English,

All train crews, section gangs, shop

including
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lines

f

i-oncpssiuns for

ihi'

Company

Tlu- I'liilippinc Railway

Luzon.

ihc Island ol

1)11

rcTc'ivi'd

hnildini.;

llic

of lines

on

Islands

llu'

N euros and felm.

I'ana.N.

M

IIK

I

A.\rr A

Ihis

\|l

(

Mand.i K.iMmad (omiip.uin ».is i>rKaiii/ed nndei llie laws
Jeisev ill I'KXi, and li.ok over llu- concessions ^rallied
&•
if.
Iik eonipany also ae(|uirod conlrol of tlie
old Manila «: DaKnp.in line, (luis placinn all llie lines on llie
Island of l.ii/i.ii nnder one iii:iiia>;eiiienl.
As a mailer of fact,

Now

lo

Spi'yer

llie

I

new

oW

Manila

eoin|iany,
it

Jamipan line now operates the new
an expansion of the old company.

I

really hnt

is

it

ovMurs of Ilk' iilil line are l.UKely interested in
and the same inanaKenient that operated the

I'jiKlisli

llie

The lines that this company operates and

lines,

di-

vided into two main divisions, liased upon the fact that some of

them have the

on

interest

honds s":'r;niteed hy the

their

Company
was

at

hilt

a

and

lines,

intended to

first

on

placed

1910.

in

It

and part of them were
consisl

lines,

of

(dd

llie

wood and

.Australian ties are Used.

iiuite

N'ative

extensively

successful

fairly

When

ft.

completed,

in the hot

a cool,

is

May

season from

will furnish

it

Communication between Manila and Baguio.
high tablelands of Benquet, and

much frequented

Bagnio

is

in

healthful resort,

to July.

Ben(|uet

also quite a mining country, with rail conmninication to the

coast and this industry ought to

The remainder

make

rapid advances.

of the main line south will,

when completed,
hemp produc-

furnish an all-rail route from Manila to the great
ing regions of .Albay, but
ent

luiKnaianteed

..r

Kuarantee.

proverl

elevation of about 5,000

the

hasis.

!.;uaraiilee

llu-

Norlheni,

The

this

the lines without the Kuarantee,

linild all

was made

niodiliealion

have not

others

that

past

on this construcon grading, but did not
do very well on other parts of the work, and most of the other
construction was done by day labor.
The Haguio line, now under construction, has three rack sections
ll runs through a very mountainous country, and reaches

I'liilip-

as the Philippine Railway

iialive liaiil

They

tion.

is

same manner

goveniineiit in the

piiie

and

i.iil

rail

are

the

lines

contractors were employed

;in

litiildinK

is

so that

made during

has been

_'

'llie

of

than

No. 7

not impossible.

is

it

57,

are all the standard (Oriental) gage ,! fl. 6 in.
per cent, grades and 8 deg. curves on most of the lines.
.Nolle of the lines built so far comprises heavy work.
Sixty pound

uilli

OM rANV

progress

greater

is

two years,
riie

U All.liO

Vol.

is

it

and

developed,

not

will

have

to

compete with the pres-

The intervening country between Alhay and

water route.

l.ncena

Manila it OaKupan of 1_'_' miles; several small hranches luiilt
under concessions from the Philippine government prior to
l''l).\
totaling 9.S miles; ;nid new eMensions from DaKUpan to

will

furnish

little

business.

It

San I'eniaiido de riiinii ;ind (.'amp (hie, .ilso three hranches in
raiiipaiiKa
and rail:ic pro\inees, with a total of 1.17 miles.
This ni,iUes

with

of iS4 miles in this division.
All of these
complete operation or are under construction,

total

,i

lines are either

ill

on liranch
the

one small liranch of 20 miles in Pam27 miles are nnder construction, mostly
lure is also a line under construction from

exception

llie

paiiwa province,

of

.\liout

lines.

I

naKupan-San I'ernando de I'nion

iner capital.
I'ivision,

il

VVI
is

ihis line

ile

Knaranleed

;i

is

line

HaKuio, the

to

|ih>sically a part of the

and

line,

is

included

sum

Northern

in that division.

At present the route used lo reach MaRuio is hy railroad as far
as Tamp One, ami- then hy stage over the famous Uennuet

load

.Ml of these

of the

islands,

from

serve.

to

popiil.iiion

large and comparatively

a

prosperous
doing an increasing Inisiness
form the hacklione of the whole

are

TlicN

and

ye.ir to year,

l.u/oii

are through one of the best sections

lines

and have

re:ill>

system

The .Sonthern.

.mi.oanleed lines. c.insi>i

<<r

,.f

all

lines

south

main Ime smuh runs from
Manila lo .\lha\ at the soiiihern point of the Island of Lu/ou.
miles.
a distane of
.\t present this line is complete and in
operation as far as l.ncena. a distance of SX miles from Manila.
The Hatangas, Cavite and Santa Cruz branches are all completed and In operation, with a total of 88 miles.
The Maguio
line of J.S miles and '>.S miles of the main line south, are under
conslniction al llie present time.
This makes a total of 4(iS
miles in lUe soiiilurn lines, of which 17(> miles are completed
and ill operation, IJO miles are umler construction, and 17-'
miles have not \el been put under const ruction.
The followdng is a statement of the proposed construction anil
completed mileage;
and the Hai^nio

of .Manila

inc.

I

Constructing a 13,000 yd.

llie

looks

as

though

the

road

will

Fill

on the Island

have

to

ile\elop

of

it

Cebu
and

biiil.l

.i.'i.'i

Xortlicrii

Soiuhcrii

.-Ml

l"6.1 miles

48J.7 n iirs
\47.3
"
192.8

Lines
(luniilrli'il

I'mli-r
I'l'tist.

iOft.ti

.

Totnis

The

lines

.

"

l.'O.S

••

"

171.9

••

and

They are

their
in

a

in

operation

,ind

the

l''l-,

tion.

commercial

about
Ill

csiH'Cts to

which

lo

-ll)

10|,?

in.iy

whole section ought

The

lines

cars, A24 freight

any of the lines.
have 20 locomotives, 47 passenger

to pay as well as

operation

in

take years to do this, but eventually

cars and 49

TlIK I'HIl.lI'l'INE

work cars per 100

miles.

RAILWAY COMPANY

The I'hilippine Railway Company was incorporated in I'KKi,
under the laws of the state of Coimecticut. It owns and operates 73 miles on the Island of Panay and 60 miles on the
Island of Cebu. These lines have been built in accordance with
the terms of the concession granted the original syndicate and
later transferred to the company.
In addition to the above,

was included in the original concession 22 miles of branch
on the Island of Panay. and 100 miles on the Island of
Negros, also an optional branch line of 35 miles on the Island

The construction of these various lines has been eithet
abandoned, or indelinitely postponed with the consent of the
government.
Cnder the terms of' the concession granted this railway by
the Philippine government, the interest on the 4 per cent, gold
bonds is guaranteed for a perttul of 30 years. It lixes the tax
rate at
j per cent, of the gross receipts for a period of 30 years,
The company is
and 1 'j per cent, for .SO years thereafter.
allowed to issue bonds for 05 per cent, of the co.st of construction.

of Cebu.

23.S,(XX1

inall

inhabitants

of the .Archipelago.
Puring
was completed and placed in operathan 20 miles was opened.
The company

metropolis

miles of line
less

It

line

have done a very

future ought to show a substantial
populous and rich country, and are

within a short distance of Manila, a city of

this

local IralVic.

there

468. S

.354.-1

already built and

.good business
crease.

miles

constiuclion ...f 26.8
20.9
not commeiiceil

up a

complete all lines by 1')|8. This gives four years in
complete .UO..^ miles, or S.'" miles per year, and while

'

On

-April 29,

\90t>.

the

lirst

party of engineers, consisting of

August

14,
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so men, sailed from Seattle to begin the surveys for this line.
at Manila on June 10. and all were in the held by

They arrived

June 20. Surveys were begun on the Islands of Panay, Negros
and Cebu at the same time. Practically all that was determined
by the concession was the terminals of the different lines. There
were very few maps available, and even these were very inThe locating engineers had to get for themselves a
accurate.
great deal of information that is generally derived from government maps, reports, etc. in a more civilized country.
As fast as possible the preliminary lines were run, and the
final location determined, and run in on the ground, and sub-
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Panay
all

river.
Very little of the country has been cultivated, but
admits of cultivation, and will be eventually.

In

the

Panay

valley of the

From Dumarao

river are located the great rice

passes through this
which is subject to heavy floods, and in order to keep
the tracks above water, very heavy and expensive embankments
were made. The whole construction from Passi to Capiz is
heavy work both in bridging and grading. It was originally infields.

to Capiz, the line

valley

tended to build a line from Dao to Batan on the north coast of
Panay, but it was indefinitely postponed, and will probably be
abandoned.

The

Island of Negros has an area of 4,481 square miles, and

population of 460,775. of which 249,000 are tributary to the
projected railroad between Savaia and Cabancalan, or an average
a

of 3,720 per mile of road with a density of 180 per .square mile.

The general topography of the country consists of a heavy
mountain range along the east coast and in the southern portion.
This slopes down into a flat coastal plain on the west, which
is the great sugar producing region
of the Philippines.
The
proposed line runs through this section from north to south, and
from one to twelve miles from the coast.
In all this part of Negros. there is no seaport, and the plans
as finally worked out. provided a pier and breakwater protection
at Bacolod with a water transportation line between this point
and Iloilo. which lies 20 miles across the Guimaras straits.
A line was projected around the north coast of the island
from Saravia to Escalente, but detailed surveys proved it to be
too expensive, and the country so poor, that it was abandoned
with the consent of the government. The line south has been
indefinitely postponed, and while it may be built in the future,
it

will probably not be before the lines already built

show

better

returns than at present.

A

Bridge with Enlarged Foundations on Soft

Mud

Foundation

By November, 1906,
to the government for approval.
enough of the line had been located on the Islands of Panay
and Cebu, to begin construction, and the first sod was turned
by Governor-General Smith at Cebu in November, 1906.
As finally located, the lines presented no remarkable engineering features, and involved fairly heavy construction for a
new line in a new country. The standards of construction were
The
fairly high, Init met with the approval of the government.
lines were located and constructed with a view to getting as
low a cost of maintenance and operation as possible. This increased the first cost considerably, and therefore the fixed
charges. One of the determining factors was that there was no
provision for a future increase of bonded indebtedness, and
consequently it was necessary to get everything in under the
In consequence it was a
original bonds or probably not at all.
very complete piece of construction, in fact much more committed

plete than

The

is

islands

most roads in similar country.
upon which these lines are located are a part

This whole section of Negros is naturally very rich, and with
of cultivation and manufacture, can produce as
anywhere in the world, but the sugar
It is only very
industry is fully SO years behind the times.

modern methods

large a yield of sugar as

the case with

'1

300 to 500 miles south of Manila.
The Island of Panay has an area of 4.611 square miles, and a
population of 743.646. Tributary to the railroad is a population
the Visayan group, and

lie

of 135.000, or 3,500 per mile, with a density of 198 per square
mile.
Iloilo is the southern terminus of the line of this large
island.

It

is

the great sugar port of the Philippines, and is a
There
It has a population of 45,000.

large commercial center.
is

a protected roadstead, and the Iloilo river has been dredged

to 24

The

ft.

runs from Iloilo in a northerly direction, through the
town of Capiz on the north

central portion of the island, to the
shore.

From

plain.

This

Iloilo to
is

a

rich

wide

Passi, the line traverses a

country,

and formerly

all

of

alluvial

low

the

work animals

lands were cultivated, but owing to the loss of
by an epidemic, only about IS per cent, of the best land
tilled

plain

is

being

Passi to Dumarao, the line
form the divide between the
of South Panay and the North plain or valley of the
at

the present time.

From

passes over a range of hills which

Maguay

Stripping

Machine Provided by the Railway

to

Clean

Fibre for the Natives Without Charge

San Carlos on the
two on the west
methods
of cultivation
coast, but there must be a change
and that may mean years of education. There is no reason why
this island should not be as rich in sugar as Hawaii or Cuba,
and when this time comes, the proposed line, and many addirecently that a

modern

east coast, while there

central
is

was

room

built at

for at least
in the

as far as the railway terminal.

line

A

tional miles will be built.

Cebu is a long, narrow island, about 1,762 square miles in area,
the center of which consists of a series of mountainous ridges
skirted by a more or less flat coastal plain upon which the
greater

part

of

cultivated as are

its

people

many

of the

live.
hills.

This coastal plain

The population

is

is

highly

592,000, or
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about one-eleventh of the Philippine Archipelago. The population tributary to the railway is 309.500, or about 5,158 per mile
The density of population along the line of railway
of road.
is

Cebu. the capital and principal
the islands, and is the great hemp ship-

515 per square mile.

abo-.u

city, is the oldest city in

ping port .of the southern group. Most of this hemp, however,
does not originate on the Island of Cebu, but is brought from
the neighboring islands for grading, baling and shipment to
Europe and the United States. Cebu has a modern port recently
Steamers drawing 25 ft. of water can
built by the government.
The railway line connects with
lie at this dock and discharge.
this dock.

The line on Cebu is located between Danao, 20 miles north
of Cebu, and Argao, 40 miles south. It runs through the populous towns of the coast and along the rich coastal plain, which
from three to six miles wide. This plain is cut by numerous
streams and ridges, and parts of the line required fairly heavy
grading and bridging.
A line was located from Carcar, 23 miles south of Cebu,
across the island to Barili on the west coast. This was an optional line under the concession, but was not built, and it will
Jiave to wait until the development of the country will show that
is

The labor question was
solved

At

a contract was

first

made

also to run boarding houses
this

was found

to

to

feed

all

native laborers and

for foremen, mechanics,

but

etc.,

many ways, and was

be unsatisfactory in

Native workmen were then fed only in out-of-the-way
it was impossible for them to secure food from a
The company furnished good, substantial
nearby settlement.
board to its foremen for $25 per month. This board cost the
company $30. but even at this loss, it paid to feed the men well,
and keep them contented.
At Cebu and Iloilo, there was maintained a complete hospital,
with doctors, nurses and all modern appliances, and at various
times small temporary hospitals were maintained on the work
revoked.

places,

where

The surgeons not only took care of the sick and
made frequent inspections of all camps and quarand drew up rules and regulations for camp hygiene,

as needed.

injured, but
ters,

which were

When

strictly

construction

few natives on either
less

enforced.

work was
island,

knew anything about

been some

&

little

there were

very

ever seen a railroad,

much

started,

first

who had

the construction of one.

There had

road building by the government, and

J.

G.

Co. had a contract for pertain port improvements at

and Cebu.

This, however,

was about

all

the construction

had to be
The problem of loca-

the greatest problem that

the construction of these lines.

ill

No. 7

and clerks were paid monthly.

Iloilo

CONSTRLXTIOX PROBLEMS

57,

The white foremen, mechanics

the trades people along the line.

White

such a line will pay.

Vol.

tion and design of the various structures, while possessing many
new and novel features, was one that admitted of fairly easy

solution

When
is

by the same methods that are used in this country.
is to be built in the United States, it

a line of railroad

the general rule to prepare plans, estimates

and specifications

and then advertise for bids, and to finally contract for the work
to be done by one or more contractors. These contractors have
the nece5sar\- plant, superintendents, and experience gained by
many years of similar work. Such a procedure was out of the
question in the Philippines. There were no contractors, except
a few small firms in Manila and some of the larger towns, and

none of these firms possessed the

plant, capital or

men

to under-

There was not a body of
take a contract of such magnitude.
experienced construction men in the Islands from which to draw
The company desuperintendents, foremen and mechanics.
under these circumstances, the best results would be
obtained by employing a responsible contracting company to take
entire charge of all the engineering and construction work, thus
placing all work under one head, and giving this company the
greatest latitude in which to meet new conditions as they might
G. White & Co. of Xew York was therefore
arise.

cided, that

J.

given the contract.

This company had handled work

all

over

the world, and had built the Manila Railroad & Light Company.
In the construction of this electric line, they had done some
very excellent work with native labor, and thus had some ex-

new undertaking.
worked out with a vice-president
and chief engineer of the railway company with headquarters
a chief engineer of J. G. White & Co.. with
at Manila

perience to help them in this

The organization was

finally

;

and division engineers at Cebu and
government was represented by the
supervising railway expert, who bad under him inspecting engineers at Iloilo and Cebu.
.Ml plans had to be approved by the government and all work
was subject to inspection. All accounts were audited and approved by the government. Preliminary bond issues were made
for each 20 mile section of line opened for traffic, and final
issue was made upon its completion and approval of the govern-

headquarters
Iloilo.

The

at

Iloilo,

Philippine

The

division engineers at

Cebu and

Iloilo

had entire charge

engineering, construction and operation, and reported to
The native workmen were paid
the chief engineer at Iloilo.
daily bv a pay check that was redeemable in cash by the comall

pany once a week.

These checks soon passed as currency among

Showmg

Fas ing Sidmg

number

of

and Block Signal

work done, and from there a

certain

experienced

native foremen could be obtained.

For the greater part of the
labor, it was necessary to depend upon the natives of the
Southern Islands, while white superintendents and foremen
were mostly picked up in Manila, and quite a number were sent
out from Xew York.
Most of the men picked up in the
islands were a rough lot, including many ex-soldiers, but they
generally spoke the native language, and understood how to
handle the Filipino laborer and were acclimated.
The native laborers had to be taught everything, including how
to handle a pick and shovel and to wheel a wheelbarrow, but
they were willing as a rule and showed steady development. In
this same way, gangs had to be taught track work, concrete
work, steel erection, in fact, everything that had to be done in
order to build a modern railroad. At first it was very discouraging, and unit costs were very high, even with 25 cents per
day for labor. It required so much supervision which was
e.xpensive,

and not very

efficient.

.'\t

the end of a year there

became more exwent lower and
lower, until they compared favorably with similar work in the
Gradually
natives
work, and in
thf
learned
the
United States.
time a number of native foremen were developed who replaced
some of the lower grade of white foremen. Some few really
first-class native foremen were developed by the close of the

was marked improvement, and
perienced

ment.
of

Typical Second Class Station at Sebonga

and

better

as the force

organized,

unit

costs

Ai-Gr>r

".4.

construction period.

Cebu

line
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At one time

there were employed on the

about 5,000 natives and 250 vfhite men.

a force was employed on the Panay
its

line

when

Fully as large

the force

was

at

maximum.

which the

lines

were

built

furnished nothing but the

gravel and sand used for ballast and concrete.

wood

Native hard-

were shipped from neighboring islands, mostly from
These ties cost $1 each by the time they were in the
Ties cut from first group timber are very durable and

ties

Mindanao.
track.

have a
the

life

of 25 or 30 years, but

woods grown in the
would get in, in

ferior ties

it

islands,

is

and Cebu.

These shops were quite extensive during the conAnd here everything from a locomotive to
office furniture was built, including all the derricks,
pile-drivers,
gravel diggers, and many other necessary items of construction
struction

period.

All kinds of rolling stock was built with the exception
of the running gear, which was sent from the United
States.
plant.

MATERIALS
All materials, tools and supplies had to be shipped in, as the
islands on
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ver}' difficult to distinguish

and consequently, many

spite of careful inspection.

Many

in-

of

While supplying many pressing needs, the shops were at the
same time training a force of Filipinos to do this necessary work
the lines went into commercial operation.
fast as a 20-mile section was completed, it was put in
operation, and so very early (September, 1907, on Cebu) it
became
necessary to organize an operating force. At first white engineers were brought from the United States, with whom were
placed native firemen. Ax first all conductors and many brakemen were Americans, but soon all brakemen were replaced by
natives.
A trainmaster was in charge of all train movements,
reporting to the division engineer.
He had a white despatcher
with a native assistant. From the first the telephone was used
for ihe transmission of all orders.
As fast as stations were
opened for commercial traffic, station agents were installed, and

when
As

who reported to the chief clerk
Thus, during the progress of the construction work, there was
being trained a force of natives that would be able to take over
the work of operating the lines when the construction forces
should leave.
trained by a traveling agent,

OPER.\TING 0RG.-\NIZ.\TI0.V

was

-\s the track

laid, section gangs were put on under the
charge of an experienced native foreman. These men worked
under the direction of the general foreman of track, and had
the advantage of a constant training for several years under
goo'd -American track men.
.-Ks the construction work drew to

A

at

Cebu

these ties would not last over a year or two.

bored, as the

many of the white engineers, foremen and mechanics
had been replaced by natives, and the whole operating force
was gradually brought down to as economical a basis as possible with safe and efficient operation.
The organization of the permanent operating force included
the vice-president and chief engineer, who is the chief repa close,

Regular Passenger Train

wood was

Station

.\11 ties

too hard to take a spike.

had

to be

Lumber was

shipped from mills on the islands of Negros and Mindanao, and

was not very satisfactory for temporary construction purAH such lumber was manufactured from a native soft wood. It could not compare with
Oregon fir for the same class of work, and a great deal of Oregon fir was shipped from the United States. The native hard
woods W'Cre satisfactory but expensive for finish and car
it

poses, such as trestles, forms, etc.

construction.

Gravel for ballast and concrete was obtained by dredging from
Stream beds. It was a good gravel, and made good ballast and
concrete.
Cement was obtained from the Green Island Cement
Company. Hong Kong, China. Steel and concrete were used
for all bridges and culverts.
Reinforced concrete was used for
all station buildings, roundhouses, train sheds, machine shops,
storehouses, and, in fact,

all

building construction.

An

up-to-

equipped machine shop, with foundry, was built at
and a smaller but complete shop was built at Cebu.
Seventy pound rail was laid at first, but most of the lines were
laid with 60 lb. steel.
Ample yard tracks and sidings were provided and turntables, water stations, roundhouses and trainsheds, were erected at all terminal points.
At all order points
standard train order two position signals operated by pipe connections from the station were provided.
In fact, all the construction was planned to obtain as low a cost of operation and
maintenance as possible. All structures were plain but permanent.
The maximum grade was 1 per cent., except a short
section oi V/z per cent, on the Panay line. The maximum curve
of all lines was 6 deg.
All the material, tools and equipment from the United States
had to be ordered a year in advance of the needs. In consequence of this, a very large supply of everything needed had to
be carried in the storehouses at Iloilo and Cebu. Even with the
best of care and forethought, things were constantly needed that
were not on hand and not to be had in the local markets. Such
needs were largely supplied from the company's shops at Iloilo
date,

well

Iloilo,

Passenger Station and Office Building
resentative

of

the

company

in

the

islands,

at

Cebu

with an

office

in

Manila, and the general superintendent in general charge of

all

operation, with

office at Iloilo.

Maintenance of way

is in

charge

American roadmaster on each island, with Filipino secgangs of a foreman and two men to each five miles of
track.
Maintenance of equipment is under a master mechanic,
with headquarters at Iloilo. A division foreman of machinery
of an
tion

in local charge at Cebu.
In the shops a few .-Vmerican foremen still remain, but most
of the mechanics are Japanese, Chinese and Filipinos. The Filipinos are fast replacing the Japanese and Chinese. The engineis

men

are all Filipinos with an .American traveling engineer in
Transportation is in charge of a superintendent on

charge.

each island

who

is

an American.

Trainmen, agents, operators

:
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and despatchers are
ficient.

Traffic

agents

report,

as

also

and they are proving very

natives,

all

charge of a

is in

agents.

industrial

traffic

agent to

whom

ef-

the station

do the Filipino traveling, freight and
and accounting matters are under

Clerical

the auditor at Iloilo.

Great elJorts are being made to build up agricultural producand to introduce new industries. The native traveling
freight and industrial agents, under the direction of the traffic
agent are all the time working with this object in view. The
railway company has distributed some 4,500.000 Maguay plants
To encourin Cebu, which were furnished by the government.
age Maguay production, a fiber cleaning machine has been
along
the line
various
points
is
run
to
mounted on a fiat car and
where the fiber is cleaned for the natives without charge. Seed

com

of a superior grade

pany

in the

was purchased by

the

railway com-

United States, and distribution for the purpose of

increasing the production per acre. High grade rice is imported
and distributed to increase the production of this staple. Encouragement is being given to people to open up sugar planta-

Through the native agents

tions along the line in Panay.

the

people along the line are kept informed of the prices of their
products, and markets are found for them if need be.

During the past few years the railway company has worked
conjunction with the government in helping the farmers

grow

their

crops

more

The railway maintains
along its lines, and in this way inThe comincrease his production.

structs the farmer how to
pany also provides for a market

In this

station along its lines.
touch with the outside market.

good results.
Along these

lines

there

are

bulletin

way

which

is

the farmer

placed at each
is

in

constant

This innovation has brought
over 600.000 people, and thou-

sands of acres of the richest agricultural land that is producing
The people are very
but a small part of its possible output.
poor, have been very much oppressed, and afflicted in the past,
At
and are but a few generations removed from savagery.
present they merely scratch a meager existence from the soil,
but with the security and justice of a strong American administration, with the education that an excellent public school system
is giving them, and with the civilizing factor of the modem rail-

improving from year to year. The time will
come when they will be a much richer and more intelligent
One of the greatest factors that are
people than at present.
helping toward that desired end, is the .\merican railroad, and
when that time comes it will reap its reward.
road,

they are

SOME VIEWS ON THE RATE CASE DECISION
President Ripley, of the Santa Fe, has written to the Traffic
letter on the decision of the Interstate Commerce Commission in the Eastern rate advance case, in the course of which

World a

he says
"It does not require 40 or 50 pages of printed
the trivial advance that is granted. Everybody
thing about it knows that the merchandise
traffic territory are ridiculous, and that the
cent is only a fraction of what the advance

would not be

difficult in

matter to justify
any-

who knows
rates

in

requested

ought to

central

5
be.

per
It

that territory to pick out thousands of

shipments the freight charges on which are not equal to the
actual warehouse cost o/ loading and unloading, making no
allowance either for hauling or interest on plant. The reasons
for this are partly chargeable to the railroads, but largely also
to the various 'regulatory' bodies.

"Nor

did

it

require so

much

— we

space to

knew

tell

us that the passenger

—

but in fairness
not also be stated that there has been a theory advanced by our rulers, and to some extent accepted, to the effect
that the transportation of individuals freely and at minimum
cost is a public necessity- and a service which ought not to be
business

should

is

not profitable

that already

it

expected to pay its full share of operating expenses? Our respected postmaster-general says that the United States mail is

57,

Xo. 7

state, and of such necessity that
ought not to pay on the basis of other business, but so far as
transportation is concerned, should be done at less profit than
The commission neglects to point out any way
other business.
by which passenger rates may be advanced in view of the previt

alence of statute rates in the states.

"The

talk

about various methods of saving

platitudinous but unconvincing to those of us
there

is

expenses

in

who

are

"in

is

If

it.'

dishonesty in purchases or improper connection between

business enterprises and railroad directorates

it

is

just like

any

other kind of dishonesty, and should be punished accordingly,

but

it

tion

not claimed that such charges are of general appUca-

is

— as

a matter of fact, they can safely be denied as applying

any considerable number of

to

carriers.

have long been known as a radical, and, personally. I don't care how soon it is abolished, root
and branch, but the figures given in the report as to the magnitude of the losses it causes are 'just piffle'; most of the deadhead
mileage is that of employees on company business much of the
remainder is that of persons who in the absence of the free pass
would not travel at all and the amount of free transportation
given to those who would otherwise pay fare is negligible.
"The whole document brings forcibly to my mind the saying
of our old friend. Sancho Panza

"As

to free transportation,

I

—

—

:

Whether

scientifically.

several experimental plants

Vol.

such an integral portion of the

tion

in

"

:

the rock hit the pitcher or the pitcher hit the rock

is

one

all

to the pitcher.

"Here are

on present rates,
is admittedly inadequate, and the commismonths and an expenditure of money totally out
of proportion to the importance of the case, gives them a fraction of the fraction they asked for, accompanied by a sermon
upon other and unrelated matters, which arc either impossible
of remedy or unimportant.
Verily, "the mountain has labored
and brought forth a mouse.'
The Chicago Herald of August 10 publishes a forciliK- interview w'ith a Chicago business man whose name is withheld, but
who is evidently somebody with a very full understanding of

whom

to

a lot of railroads unable to live

the relief

sion, after 14

As the interview evidently expresses the views
men it is well worth republishing despite the
name of its author is withheld. The interview is

railway matters.
of

many

business

fact that the

as follows

"Commissioner Daniels' views, coming as they do from the
commissioner thought to represent most clearly the attitude of
the administration, present one of the two rays of light from
The other is the una thoroughly unsatisfactory decision.
qualified admission even by the majority that 'upon the facts set
forth we are of the opinion that the net operating income and
the net corporate income of the railroads in official classification territory, taken as a whole, are smaller than
in the interests of

is

demanded

both the general public and the railroads.'

"Greatest encouragement in Mr. Daniels' stand, which was supported by Commisioner McChord, lies in the fact that it may
portend a change in the attitude of future commissioners, and
that

where need of greater revenue

is

shown

lators of railways will have the courage to

the lawful regu-

mete out

justice in

higher rates instead of catering to supposed popular opinion by
flat denial as in the past or by petty quibbling as in the present
decision.

comprehended the evasive pettifogging by which
commerce con'mission avoided granting sorely needed relief

"If the public

the

to all the petitioning railways, forcing continuance of earnings

which the commission
of public and railways
change of attitude.

"One

may
rates,

itself

alike,

pronounces against the best interest
it would rise and demand a speedy

of the pieces of advice given the roads as to

increase the revenue denied
since passenger service Jias

how

they

advance passenger
been proved to be highly unOhio, Indiana. Illinois and

them

is

to

'Existing statutes in
Michigan,' says the commission, 'may be obstacles to the raising
of passenger fares in those states. But we are confident that if
these statutory fares are shown to be unduly burdensome to the
profitable.

"

:

August

14,
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carriers the people of those great states will cheerfully acquiesce
in reasonable increases.'

"Despite the visions of the water pitcher and flag-draped platform raised by 'the people of those great states,' we all know

how

The roads

cheerfully and promptly this relief will come.

have spent millions
the rate

two-cent states

in all the

in

Commissioner Daniels

unprofitable.

is

vain proof that
hits the nail

on

the head by declaring 'the suggestion that they should add to

revenues by advancing their passenger rates is of httle
force in view of the fact that they are powerless to adopt it.'
"Other recommendations by the commission are as visionary.
their

Time

after time

'ability

commends

it

the roads for steadily advancing

'advance in the art of railroading,' for the
of operating officials' in keeping down operating ratios

efficiency,

for the

face of great odds and concludes by saying, "We may
proud of the development of our transportation sysYet it tells the roads to go out and get their needed
revenue by 'the introduction of additional economies in operation and further advances in efficiency.'
"It reproves the roads for spending $4,000,000 in the solicitation of freight and passenger traffic in one year, telling them
In other words, the commission's preto cut expenses there.
posterous remedy is 'If your business is not paying call in your
!'
Why didn't the commission go
seeking
it
salesmen and stop
to the heart of the problem and recommend the advisability of
allowing pooling, such as has been adopted in England?
"In demanding that revenues be increased by abolition of
various free services which have grown up with commerce, the
commission is trying to lift itself by its own bootstraps, thinking to secure revenue but save the public from contributing it.
With industry paying for these services, provided the proposed
charges for them withstand the onslaught of state commissions,
costs of production must be raised and the consumer must pay
in the

justly feel
tem.'

in the
rates,

end as surely as

if

the added cost were in higher freight

while established industry must be seriously disturbed in

the bargain.

by heavy train loads. In other words, to get maximum use of
motive power the train must move when tonnage is there.
Average movement and loading of cars should be increased, says
the decision, but

we

all

know

the shipper himself in holding the

car at each end of the journey and

in his partial

loading of the

one of the greatest factors in cutting car efficiency. The
roads have tried often in vain to secure higher minimum car
loads, shorter free time or more stringent demurrage charges.
"As to mail pay, in which the official figures show a deficiency,
the commission makes no recommendation, as 'it may be assumed
that if the compensation for the service is found to be unjust
Apropos of
to the carriers relief will promptly be afforded.'
this the Bourne Senate committee has recommended an increase
in mail pay for the railroads, and the railroads are working
might and main to starve off an actual cut in pay provided by
the

is

Moon

bill.

public in rates
aspires to

their

own

George A. Post, president of the Railway Business Association,
has issued a statement discussing the decision, in which he says:
"Disappointment over the denial by the Interstate Commerce

Commission of rate advances to the Eastern Trunk Lines in
the face of the finding that they need more income, is softened
somewhat by the temperate tone of the decision and by several
important steps forward which are taken by the commission in
attitude towards the carriers."

Continuing, Mr. Post makes eight points regarding the opinion,
is a summary r
1.
Railway managers are frankly acknowledged to have shown

of which the following

sound judgment when they gave warning in 1908-1910 of an impending decline in net income.
2.
Railway income in official classification territory is definitely
pronounced too low.
3.

Jurisdiction and

mcome and

obligation to consider railway earnings,
credit in regulating rates are explicitly assumed by

the

commission.
To permit suitable rewards for foresight in promotion and
efficiency in management is unreservedly declared
wise public
4.

policy.
5.

that
6.

Roads of a region' are granted advances notwithstanding
some of them have been criticized for their conduct.
Increase of passenger rates, very

and

tell

practices, steps

beyond

its

proper

the operating officials of railroads

Swamped

business.

field

how

when

to run

with other duties, this ambitious

board would teach the managers of 250,000 miles of railway how
to operate their trains.
Yet not one has ever sat in an official
chair, not one has been asked to accept the presidency of a railroad, and only one, I believe, as brakeman and conductor, has

difficult

to effect in the

past, obtains the prestige of federal approval.

Necessity for proceeding to the immediate solution of income problems without waiting for collateral inquiries is
recognized.
7.

Clear and definite standards are set up by which carriers
hereafter gage their financial condition and determine
whether the showing will be regarded by the commission as
requiring remedies from that body.
8.

may

Thompson, Towle & Company has made

of

the following estimates as to the
will

amount of direct benefit which
be derived by various roads from the decision
Estimated benefits

Earnings on

from rate

common

increase based on
1913 fiscal year

.\nn .ybor

increase

1913

stock

3.23
1.55
0.88
2.87
0.24
2.00
3.00
3.13
2.94
4.11
2.38
3.22
2.80
3.65
4.01
1.50
2.55
0.98
3.45
4.31
1.10
2.0
0.52

113.38

111.12

7.25

0.71
15.0

$45
1,085
75

Ry

5

T'Chesapeake & Ohio
tChicago & .\lton
Chicago & Eastern Illinois
Chicago & Erie R. R
tChicago, Indiana St Southern..
Chicago, Indiana & Louisville.
Chicago, Terre Haute & S. E..
Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton
{Cincinnati North. R
tCleve., Cin., Chicago & St. L.
Detroit & Mackinac
Detroit, Toledo & Ironton
Elgin, Joliet & Eastern
tErie R. R
.

§Grand Rapids & Indiana
Grand Trunk Western
Hocking Valley Ry
R.

R

tKanawha & Michigan
ILake Erie & Western
tLake Shore & Michigan So
{Michigan Central
JN. Y.. C. & St. L
gPennsylvania Company
Peoria

& Eastern

Pere Mai queue
SPittfburgh. Cincinnati & St. L.
iPittsburgh & Lake Erie
tToledo & Ohio Central
Toledo, Peoria & Western
Toledo, St. Louis & Western..
§Vandalia R. R

Wabash

R.

R

Wheeling & Lake Erie

67
198

357
132
124
193
40
238
32
844
34
20
316
435
113
206
70
845
15
194
1,214

936
427
1,121

96

468
1,034

315
53
24
138
162
751
Ill

June

30,

453.6

def
5.25
def.
def.

0.11

def
0.68
1.84

113.56

3.20
'def.
1.23
0.75
9.71
def.

'.'..'.'.

25.0
4.26
2.88
def.
17.4
6.02
11.17

3.16
0.39

4.00
3.08
3.05

111.7

4.01
2.21

5.3
13.1
def.
def.

1.07
1.79
1.70

1.95

2.92
0.64
0.77
0.17
11.64
2.45
5.00

34.9
17.6

3.05
1.41

3.67
3.99
3.29
1.79
1.12
2.92

3.66
27.1
13.1
0.9

2.78
I. OS

3.71

110.86

11.38

2.10
3.45
1.64

5.30

1.18

0.29

0.91
0.59

ever worked for a railroad.

"Commissioner Daniels presents hope for relief for this conwhen he says 'This commission is not constituted by law
a board of general managers of the railroads of the country, and
dition

;

UPreferred stock.
fPart of mileage only in C. F. A. territory.
*Based on report of Chesapeake & Ohio of Indiana for 1911
« Pennsylvania Lines West.

jNew York

Central Lines.

Increase
earnings
per share

(000 omitted)

R R

Central

year ended

Per cent

& Ohio
Bessemer & Lake Erie

SCentral Indiana

or

capital stk..

freight revenue

tBalt.more

illlinois

"There are many other suggestions as to how to run the railroads on less money. But the Interstate Commerce Commission,
created to secure equality and justice between carriers and the
it

the assumption of tendering suggestions as to management ought
never to delay or postpone the settlement of a plain matter of
law and fact involved in an application for advanced rates.'

The banking house

"The roads are told to expedite freight and relieve terminals
by establishing schedules for freight trains, yet I believe any
railroad man will fell you that any attempt at schedules for
freight trains destroys possibilities for the great economies won

car

265

fisi

:
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"SEE AMERICA FIRST"— A LESSON OF

THE

Bv James Keeley,
Editor of the Chicago Herald.

For days every paper has been
Europe.

in

filled

with stories of American
printed literally

The Herald has

no need for me to go into
What I want to do is to point the moral and the way
detail.
of the $200,000,000 that is
least
some
part
to keep in America at
spent yearly by those who go to foreign shores.
In the last few years the slogan "See America First" has been
used by foresighted advertising men and railroads, and I think
the results have been excellent. Gentlemen, this European cataclysm gives America a chance to cash in on the pioneer work
of those who first proclaimed the sanity and sense of investiIt
gating the beauties and wonders of our own country.
is a fair estimate that of the 100,000 touring Americans now
marooned in Europe, not a tenth have seen all the worth-while
yards of such narratives, so there

sights of their

A

trip to

own

is

country.

Europe

in

time of peace

undoubtedly enjoyable,
There are
in America.

is

but there are just as enjoyable trips
things in Europe well worth seeing, but there are as many things
vacation spent in America means
worth seeing in America.

A

is close to home, that he may reach his fireside
Wars, it is true, do not
in a short time in case of necessity.
happen every day, but they may happen, and they have always
been more probable in Europe. There are other things besides
wars which may make a quick return home desirable. A quick

that the tourist

return from Europe, even in time of peace,

is

not always posour

Transatlantic steamer accommodations are limited
railroad accoinmodations are practically unlimited.

sible.

Americans of means are not
world.

It is a liberal

education

should

be

a

country which too often

is

—

acquaintance

with

their

own

In seeing America there is hardly any conceivable catastrophe
that could produce a despatch similar to the one in the papers
of yesterday, which told of two cattle trains filled with American tourists fleeing from the French capital to a seaport, with
somehow or other get a chance

the forlorn hope that they might
to look the

mitted such a faux pas.

AMERICAN ROADS EARN LESS ON NEW
CAPITAL THAN FOREIGN ROADS
The Bureau of Railway News and

Goddess of Liberty

"Although railroads of the United States added a far smaller
to capital per mile between 1910 and 1912 than any of

a man counted himself fortunate if he had a little
of straw to rest on, while, so the narrative runs, millionaires
and their families seemed supremely happy if they could pre-

empt a few square inches of a hard wooden bench on which
Imagine, if you can, these foreign travel fiends carrying
to sit.
their belongings wrapped in sheets and pillow cases, and also
picture to yourselves the globe trotter wearing two suits of
clothes at one and the same time, not to keep him warm, but
in order to have a change and incidentally, in order to save what
personal property he could. You've never heard of cattle trains
in the Grand Canyon country, in Yellowstone Park, in the
Glacier National Park, in California, in the Rockies,

'in

Florida,

and you never will.
Haven't you advertising gentlemen a mission to drive home
the fact, and isn't this the psychological time to drive the fact
home that America is well worth seeing that its beauties equal
those of any spot on the face of the earth; that its natural
wonders are not surpassed 'by those of any land on any conMillions and millions of dollars have been spent every
tinent?
year by those who felt that they were not fashionable unless
The Europeans get us coming,
they took a trip to Europe.

They

get the greater per cent

of the

money

and coming, and you know that they don't overlook
an opportunity to get whatever they can while you're there.
Once upon a time there was a First ward gentleman in
politics
and he was connected with the coroner's office. He
was known among his intimates as "First Search" that is, he
for going

—

—

—

keep abreast of the foreign systems in return on the
This is in spite of the fact that our own railways
made by far the largest increase, both actual and relative, in
operated mileage.
"In the two years ended with 1912, for which comparisons
failed to

for all four countries are

added

cago, .\ug\ist

7.

now

address to the Chicago Advertising Association,

Chi-

possible.

United States railways

per cent, to mileage on an addition of 5.2 per cent,

3.7

In contrast with this showing, Germany's governto capital.
ment roads added 6.4 per cent, to capital to make an addition
of only 2.5 per cent, to mileage, while France, to expand by

but 0.9 per cent, in mileage, added 4.5 per cent, to capital, and
England, adding only 0.4 per cent, to mileage, expanded capital
per cent.

"The

effect of this

can roads

shown

is

economical outlay of new capital on AmeriUnited

partly in the per mile comparisons.

States railways in 1912

were capitalized only

1.4

per cent, higher

German roads were

higher and French railways were

3.9

per cent,

3.4 per cent, higher.

Though

English roads show a smaller relative increase per mile than
our own. this is because their capital per mile already is so excessively high, their 1.1 per cent, representing more than three
times our
that

is

own

in

1.4

per cent, in actual figures.

the absolute increase of capital per mile, however,

the moderation

apparent,

for

American

of

while the L^nited

capitalization

States

in

the

becomes most
two years was

adding a paltry $878 per mile, England was adding $2,784, Germany $4,245 and France almost $4,500 per mile
"Yet with all the advantage of moderate capitalization United
States railways were so pressed between the millstones of sluggish revenue and rising expenses (spending 8.2 per cent, more

do 3.3 per cent, more business) that the ratio of net to investment was 10.8 per cent, smaller in 1912 than in 1910 (while
with taxes included the loss is 12.5 per cent.). Germany, despite its excessive capital expenditure aided by gigantic increases
in traffic, and rates rigidly maintained in the face of public demands for reductions, displayed a ratio of income to capital
England's ratio fell
10.3 per cent, larger in 1912 than in 1910.
1.1 per cent., while that for France declined 3.7 per cent."
to

Abyssjni-\n

Railway

will

Railw.vy

—

It

is

expected

that

the

Abyssinian

reach the capital of Addis Abeba in February of
It is reported that the railway has already been

next year.
completed to kilometer 312 (reckoned from Diredana) and kilometer 621 from Djibuti. But, as there is a scarcity of camels
for the transport of materials from the terminus to the site of
construction, the

work

is

the mountainous district,

frequently interrupted, particularly in

where mapy bridges have

to be erected

and cuts made. Nevertheless, the section to the Modjo river,
which is 73 kilometers from Addis Abeba, will presumably be
finished next November, and as the roadbed from. Modjo to
.Abeba is now nearing completion, the first train
pected in the latter place at the beginning of February.
.Addis

•Extract from an

was

investment.

—

going, and there.

of Europe, so great

the burden of increased expenses on revenues that they totally

"It

Many

has issued the

amount

the three principal railroad countries

in the eye.

bit

Statistics

following

per mile than in 1910, while

lacking.

com-

cated instance where a foreign hotelkeeper or shopkeeper

1,5

from seeing the
But the foundation of such an

personal

No. 7

only should be called "First Search," but "Last Search." It is
of record, or, at least, there is a tradition that once in a while
"First Search" overlooked something, but I know of no authenti-

to be discouraged

education.

57,

had the right and prerogative of making the initial examination
of the clothes of unfortunates who were murdered, who committed suicide, or who met sudden death in any form. It seeins
to me that the average European who caters to tourists not

WAR*

citizens stranded

Vol.

is

ex-

Building a

Modern Terminal Road

Youngstown, Ohio

at

&

Erie
Eastern Is Completing a New
Line 8 3-4 Miles Long Involving Very Heavy Work

The Lake

The Lake Erie & Eastern, which is owned jointly by the
& Lake Erie and the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern is building a new line nearly 854 rniles long from Struthers,
Pittsburgh

Ohio, about 4^2 miles south of Youngstown, on the main line
of the

&

P.

L.

E.,

northwesterly through the city of Youngs-

town, following the Mahoning river, to a connection with the
In order to secure the desired
Pennsylvania lines at Girard.
location for this line it was necessary to purchase considerable
right of

way

in

well developed residential and industrial sec-

Map

of the

Lake

Erie

&

line, known as the
Lake Erie & Pittsburgh, extending
from the outskirts of Cleveland to Brady's Lake Junction, about

this

28 miles, has been in operation since the latter part of 1911. It
was built as a joint enterprise of the Lake Shore and the
Pennsylvania, although the latter has not availed itself of its
privilege of operating over

Central

system over

the

Through

it.

ern points and Youngstown

freight

between west-

now handled by the New York
E. & P. between Cleveland and

is

L.

Brady's Lake Junction, thence on the Pennsylvania to Ravenna

Eastern from Struthers, Ohio, to Girard

&

O. from Ravenna to Youngstown.

tions of the city, to separate grades at all crossings of streets

and on the

and private claims resulting from the
work, to handle a large amount of excavation and embankment
under difficult circumstances, and to build three long structures
crossing the Mahoning river and three railways.

intention ultimately to connect the southern end of the L. E.

and

satisfy

public

all

GENER.AL

The immediate advantage which

now under

pletion of the section

a

number of important

and the

sites

industries

will

result

upon the com-

construction will be to reach

now

operating along the river

of prospective industries w'hich

may

be developed

B.

of the Typical

The new

town and Cleveland.

L.

Youngstown

^'ork Central Lines in the

The new road has

a

E.

maximum

nection

tween

to

be

&

&

E.,

E.,

as constructed at
line of the

New

district.

grade of

0.3 per cent, in

of Crossing

No.

both

1

Concrete Arch Bridges Over Streets

on the new line are the
Company, the Carnegie Steel Company
and the Brier Hill Steel Company.
The second and more remote advantage of the line is that it
can be made to form a part of a proposed direct freight con-

The

this district.

Republic Iron

&

and transfer

present, will serve as the terminal

directions, which
in

the

is

which
This
will require the construction of nearly 40 miles of road.
line may handle freiglit traffic only in view of the present satisfactory operating agreement with the Erie, which covers the
Xew York Central Lines' passenger service between YoungsP. with the present northern terminal of the L. E.

The River and Heavy TrOss Spans

One

&

It

largest industries

Steel

controlled by the

New

Youngstown and Cleveland.

Y'ork Central Lines beThe northern section of

standard on the proposed line

will also be the

The line will ultimately have four tracks, and all
masonry structures are being built to carry a four-track roadto the west.

way.

Provision

is

being

made

tions of the steel structures,
tracks,

to

in

many

cases in the founda-

which are being

built for only

widen them to carry four tracks, as soon as

two

this

is

desirable.

Exclusive of the crossing of the

Mahoning

river at Struthers,
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immediately adjacent to the main
portant bridges on the

new

line

line connection, all of the imare located on the north half

work, beginning with the Cedar street concrete arch
Six other subways of this type and one steel girder
under-crossing were required at various points along the line,
and two streets and one footway are carried over the new
Three large bridges, known as Crossings Nos. 1, 2 and
tracks.

of

the

Mahoning

are required to span the

river

and the tracks of

Erie and the Pennsylvania which parallel the
The last structure, known as
river around two long bends.
Crossing No. 4, spans four tracks of the Pennsylvania and one

tlie

B.

&•

O., the

&

track connecting the L. E.

pany's yard.

.^11

Com-

E. with the Brier Hill Steel

In the section between Cedar street and Crossing No.

Central

Lines'

Crossing Xo.

1,

Taking up the structures
is

1910 specifications

The work involved

for

the plac-

4>---9l,'r, ^-vc^^-".

ft.

6

in.

most of the
in

All

1.

'-^^'- '•i' :\f\\-^ r<

.

,r'<i-l:4.'?i;-

</•!

the

in

line,

Crossings No.

1

and No. 3

has a total length of 1,S26 ft., comprising 106
concrete viaduct, three through-girder spans

reinforced
the

main

line of the

Baltimore

&

Ohio, 317

ft.

ft.

of

over

of concrete via-

ft.

to

reinforced, and

as

of the river piers and on one pier north of the river.

1

order named above, the

The spans vary from

of the arches are heavily

Used

a three-span, deck girder crossing of a highway, eight
deck girder spans crossing the river, and two through-truss
spans, each 192 ft. long, over the tracks of the B. & O., the Erie
and the Pennsylvania. The material near the surface north of
the ri\er consisted of cinder filf, mud. sand dnd gravel, requiring the use of piles under practically all foundations south

NO.

the group of seven four-track concrete arch subways,

cated south of Crossing Xo.

85

AND CROSSING

in the

for double track, the longest bridge on

built

Sectional Plan.

ing of about 80,000 cu. yd. of concrete masonry and between
8.000 and 9.000 tons of steel.
STREET BRIDGES

two

cut out to provide the necessary clearance.

Details of the Reinforced Concrete Trestle

were used.

1.

street, re-

remodeled slightly in order
to provide clearances for the new line under the approaches
on the west bank. In the case of the Market street bridge, new
girders w'ill be clamped alongside the old approach trusses and
supported on new piers adjacent to the new tracks in order to
allow enough of the lower members of the old trusses to be

P.irf Plan.

New York

Market

spectively, over the river are to be

bridges were designed for Coopers E-60 load-

steel railroad bridges

Xo. 7

steel centers in placing all of these arches.

old street bridges carrying South avenue and

'.il-i'--

ing and the

57.

ments along lines parallel to the track, preventing undue overloading on any sections of the barrel.
The contractor used

siilnvay.

3.

Vol.

streets are crossed at a skew, the rings

18

first

all

lo-

were placed

sections to insure the loads being transmitted to the abut-

duct,

The

river

length,

were

piers are founded on shale rock.

Simplex concrete

piles,

from 19

ft.

to 25

ft.

in

Al-gust

14,
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used in these footings, this type of pile being chosen on account
of the larger bearing surface provided by the enlarged point as

Lateral bracing

compared with designs in which the entire shaft is tapered.
Since the conditions were such that the piles had to be driven
through soft material to gravel, the whole area of the Simplex

and the center distributing girder, and are attached by clips to
the under side of one of the floor beams near the center of the
length of each lateral. The floor on the deck girder spans consists of transverse
-beams encased in concrete, the same as on

pile

made

is

available for carrying load,

while a tapering pile

would have little frictional resistance in the soft overlying
strata and would have to depend for its bearing power largely
on the area of its point, whicli is much less than the Simplex

is provided by double diagonals under the floor
beams, which are riveted to gusset plates under the main girders

I

the concrete viaduct, uliich will be explained jn
tliat connection.

The
lo

ccincrcte viaduct

A

center.

columns 9

bent

ty|)ical

6

ft.

by 3

in.

more

detail

carried on bents spaced 32

is

consists

ft.,

of

two

ft.

reinforceid

connected by a

2-ft.

in

center

concrete

concrete

web

on two pedestals 10 ft. by 15 ft. in area, covering
the heads of 12 concrete piles and reinforced over the heads of
the piles by two layers of one-inch rods spaced 6 in. center to
center.
The distance between the inner faces of the columns
wall, resting

is

16

ft.

Longitudinal girders of reinforced concrete, 3

ft.

thick

m depth to form a semi-circular arch of 11 ft. 3 in.
connect these colunms.
All reinforcement above the
foundation consists of -j^-'n. square rods.
Across these walls
are laid IS-in. 60-lb. I-beams, spaced 18 in. center to center, connected by ^8-in. tie rods to distribute the load and increase the
and varying
radius,

stiffness.

These beams are encased

depth of

1

beams

ft.

7'/2

The

in.

in

concrete with a

minimum

thickness of concrete over the

I-

increased I'A in. along the center line of each track
for drainage, a 3-in. drain pipe being provided midway between
tracks in every fifth space between I-beams. The design of the
is

deck provides for about

A

Portion of the Concrete Trestle in Crossing No.

1.

6^

in.

of ballast under the

tie.

Concrete

Deck Slab Has Not Yet Been Placed

The

point.

plex
It

footing designs contemplated the use of 16-in, Simcapable of sustaining safely a load of 40 tons each.

piles,

was

specified

for

this

work

that

The

casings must be driven

all

handling the work
by this method led the contractor to offer to substitute an in-

Jiefore

any

piles

were

cast.

serted octagonal pre-molded

vent

difficulty of

pile

the

in

damage from driving of other

space between the inserted pile

pre-

surrounding
and the cases being filled with

This proposition was accepted, as

grout.

casings to

16-in.

the

casings,

it

resulted in

piles

A

Portion

ol

Crossing No. 3

A light latticed girder is attached to the end of every liftli
I-beam to support a reinforced concrete walk along each side
of the structure. This walk is protected by a hand-rail built up
Expansion joints
of vertical angle posts with three angle rails.
filled with heavy roofing felt are provided in the viaduct over
every third bent. In order to protect the expansion joint from
the ballast, steel cover plates are used, resting on the upper
As it is impossible to connect the two
I-beams on opposite sides of an expansion joint with the usual
tie rods, two channels placed back to back are substituted for
the I-beams at these points in order to strengthen and stiffen
Asphalt waterproofing is used on the deck.
the floor.
surface of the concrete.

Crossing No. 2

OTHER BRIDGES
capable of carrying 50 tons safely at no greater cost per ton

A

showed its ability to carry cnnsiderably
more than the assumed load without damage.
carried.

All
tion.

of

test

the

The

pile

steel

floor

superstructure

beams

in

is

of

heavy

rigid

construc-

the through-girder spans are 30-in.,

The under-crossing
ing No.

1,

is

at

Manning avenue,

just north of Cross-

a single span through-plate girder structure, with

The
a solid deck of transverse I-beams encased in concrete.
overhead foot bridge and the two overhead street bridges between Crossing No.

1

and No. 2 are of

steel girder construction,-

I-beam

designed to span four tracks. The street bridges have solid concrete decks carrying the paving, and the street approaches are

stringers under the rails and six 12-in., 21l'2-\h. I-beam stiffeners
in addition to the stringers between each pair of floor beams.

on a grade of 6 to 7 per cent.
Crossing No. 2 is built for <louble track and consists of three

200-lb.

Bethlehem I-beams, spaced 4

longitudinal

center

distributing

ft.

center to center, with a

girder.

12-in.,

S5-lb.,
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spans,

one a

the B.

&

O.,

double-track,

165-ft.

the

The

trusses over the river.
in gravel, the

two

is

four tons per

ft.

The

sq.

over

in

slag.

ture.

2,270

all

K maximum

was used

in

bearing pressure of

the design of these footings.

the

design of the trusses requires

members,

a rigid structure being secured

heav}' loading used

in

cased

and the north

piers are carried to shale rock,

abutment footing

heavy sections for

through-riveted truss,

Pennsylvania, and two 175-ft.
south abutment has its foundation

Erie and the

in

\^iL. 57,

On

concrete.

account of

tlie

flat

angle

i>f

No. 7

the cross-

roadway over the sfructhe combined lengths totaling

ing and the provision for a four-track

the

walls

are

very

long,

which is 3 ft. thick, is carried down
where it is near the surface, and in places where this
would have required an exces.sive amount of masonry, pedestals
4 ft. by 12 ft. were used to support the wall at intervals varying from 21 ft. 5 in. to 27 ft. center to center. Expansion joints
ft.

The

entire wall,

to rock

-/ Waterproofing on top of girders-

r° Tie rods

T-O'long.

wmm^iih^i'><^^'^^^''^"^'"^"'^''^''
Cross-section o( the

Skew

Structure at the North

and verticals to reduce the panel
heavy fender girders are provided along both
trusses to take the shock of a derailed car or locomotive and
Blast plates are
to reduce the damage to the truss members.
attached under the lower chords over the center line of each
of the tracks on the lower level and under all transverse members and portal bracing over the tracks across the bridge. The
bearings are raised higher than usual and ample room is provided on all sides of the grillages and roller nests for inspection.
Crossing Xo. 3 has a total length of about 1,635 ft., consisting of six 90-ft. deck girder spans over the river, 195 \i. of
concrete viaduct, one 80-ft. deck girder span over a skewed
by

inserting

length.

sub-diagonals

Two

End

of

Crossing No. 3

are spaced from 50 to 65
sides

are

buttressed

in

it.

apart.

order

to

The
give

exterii^r walls

lateral

deck, these buttresses being placed about 65

ft.

stability

on both
to

the

center to center.

These buttresses are 3 ft. 6 in. thick and extend back a distance of 18 ft. from the inner face of the wall. The deck consists

of 30-in. built-up girders, laid at right angles to the walls

and spaced 2

ft.

3 in. center to center.

These beams are con-

slreet, 67 ft. of concrete viaduct and 758 ft. of a special type of
reinforced concrete structure, designed to carry four tracks over
the seven tracks of the Erie, the B. & O. and the Pennsylvania.

This portion of the structure

is

one of the most interesting fea-

A

\\\ foundations under this bridge are carried to rock,
crete

sitated by the fact that the

new

line crosses the

old tracks at

little more than 14 deg.
The structure consists of thin
reinforced concrete walls between each pair of tracks on the
lower' level supporting a solid deck of transverse I-beams en-

an angle

Open Hearth

Slag

which

from

15 ft. to 20 ft. below the surface.
The sections of conviaduct are of practically the same design as those described above. The special design at the north end was necesis

Retaining Wall Built ot Large Pieces of
Called " Ciscos "

tures of the entire work.

tinuous, requiring reinforcement at the points of contra-fiexure.

\ '/2-in. layer of waterproofing was placed over the tops of the
beams and a minimum thickness of 4 in. of concrete over the
waterproofing. The surface of the concrete was crowned to 6
over the center line of each bay for drainage. The concrete
encasing the girders was tied in to the concrete walls by thick
key walls at the top of each supporting wall and by 7-ft. tie rods
in.

'

August
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extending up from the walls into the deck

made

for 10

of ballast under the

in.

&

tracks over four tracks

of the Pennsylvania,

and one L. E.

Company, the structure being

E. connecting track with

type as the north end of Crossing No.
interesting experiment

3,

of the

same

better

eliminate

is

than the usual practice.

satisfaction

tlie

rolling scale,

which

is

In

order to

so frequently the cause of

defects which develop after the bridge

is

painted, starting seri-

ous corrosion, no shop coat of paint was applied, and the fabricated material was allowed to stand without paint until after
the total time

years

some

in

cases.

its

amounting to nearly two
The surface rusting which resulted has

erection,

since

rolling

can now be scratched oft
very readily.
The bridges after being completely erected are
now being cleaned with chisels and wire brushes and dusted
with large paint brushes before applying two coats of paint. It
loosened the rolling scale so that

the expectation to allow

is

them

it

to

stand two years or more

painting and then spot paint any defects that have
developed before applying the third coat.
In order to secure
the best co-operation of paint manufacturers, the large structures have been divided into ten sections, each of which is asafter this

company which has previously demonstrated that
product and the method of application which it recommends

signed to a
its

width

to carry

sufficient

six

tracks.

.A

retaining

was built along the river bank of large regular pieces of
refuse from the mills known as "ciscos."
These pieces are
fonned of refuse from open hearth furnaces, which is allowed
to cool in molds to make it easy to handle.
The wall was built
up with a

just described.

being tried in the painting of the
steel superstructures of these bridges, which, it is hoped, will
give

river with a

wall

the Brier Hill Steel

An

is

ties.

new

Crossing No. 4 carries the four

Provision

slabs.
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1 :4 batter by a locomotive crane, and hot
slag was
tlie wall, filling the crevices between the
and solidifying it mto a hard mass. The hot slag fill was
carried up to 4 ft. below subgrade, the surface layer
being made

dumped behind

then

ciscos

with granulated slag to serve as a cushion under the track.
The general contract for all work south of Cedar street was
let to H. T. & R. L. Culbertson, Cleveland,
Ohio.
McKelveyHine, Pittsburgh, Pa., was the contractor on the section
extending from Cedar street to the south end of
Crossing

No.

also for Crossing No.

4.

1,

and

The Duquesne Contracting Company,

Pittsburgh, had the contract for the section between
the south
end of Crossing No. 1 and the north end of Crossing No.
3.

The McCIintic-Marshall Construction Company,

Pittsburgh, fabricated and erected the superstructures of all steel
bridges. Albert
Lucius, New York, is the designing and consulting bridge
engineer.
This work is being carried out under the direction of
J. A. Atwood, chief engineer of the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie;

A. R. Raymer, assistant chief engineer, and F.
J. Nannah, assistant engineer in direct charge of the work.
The work was
started in ]May, 1912, and at times the progress has
necessarily
been slow on account of the delays incident to building
through
a well-developed section of the city.
It is expected, however,
that the line

.will

be ready for service this

fall

ADJUSTING PERSONAL INJURY CLAIMS*
By H.

B.

Hull

Chief Claim Agent. Illinois Central.

know

1

but one rule that

may

be safely followed in the adjust-

ment of personal injury claims, that negotiations should be conducted upon the high plane of openness and fairness.
In
adjusting a claim, it is of paramount importance that every
word and act of the claim agent's should be such as to withstand
at

any time the closest scrutiny under the

ject to attack,

&

General View of the Side Hill Excavation Above the B.

O. Tracks

own

the public.

can be relied upon to give reasonably good satisfaction.
The
wishes of each manufacturer in the method of applying his paint
are followed as closely as possible in order to give a

good com-

parison of the merits of the various paints, in addition to testing the advantage of painting on

the metal

instead

of on

the

scale.

.

its

must for

its

The deportment

of

its

claim agents,

stantly in touch with the public, has

the

A

light of day.
property constantly exposed and subprotection and defense rely upon its
reputation for fair dealing with its eiuployees, patrons and

railroad company, with

reputation of a

railway company.

much
If

who

are con-

do with placing
they go about their
to

wcirk inspired by high and honorable resolutions, their efforts
will not only be rewarded as they go along, but will assist most

materially in establishing for their company a good name, which
is the most valuable asset a
railway company can have and

when once enthroned, is as immutable as virtue and truth.
Assume, for instance, that you have a seriously injured pe^sor^
at some hamlet upon your line, far removed from the influences
which are always antagonistic to the company in the handling
of its claims, and that he is unadvised of his rights and imbued
which,

GR.\DIXG

The excavation

quantities on the

new

line total aljout 900.000

which is used in embankment, and, in addition to
about 250,000 cu. yd. of slag and refuse is being disposed

cu. yd., all of
this,

of in the

fills.

In

common

with other roads serving the steel

mills, the P. & L. E. has large amounts of mill refuse to handle
and the excess of embankment over excavation was in reality a;;
advantage. In some places the excavation was used to make a
narrow fill in order to lay a construction track from which slag
could be dumped.
The width of fill varies considerablj-, although it is never less than the standard two-track width. In
manj- places it is wide enough for four tracks, and in some cases
has been extended over all available land in order to dispose of

refuse material.

The

side hill cut, north

of the South avenue

bridge,

required very careful handling jn order to prevent the
traffic on the B. & O., which occupies a lower bench
between the new line and the river.
short section of reinforced concrete retaining wall was built at the end of this cut
blocking of

A

new fill above the B. & O.
Opposite the works of the Carnegie Steel Company, between
Crossings No. 2 and No. 3, a heavy fill was made along the

to retain the

with an abiding faith

company and willing
hands of the claim agent, and that you
have it in your power to go to that man and conclude him in an
inadequate settlement, and thus save your company a substantial
in

the fairness of the

to trust his case in the

sum

of

money

in

that particular case.

I

affirm

that

it

would

not only be unconscionable to overreach that claimant, but that
it
would also be unprofitable to your company. The dust of
the

community would

scarcely be off your feet

till

the doctor,

the banker and the prominent citizen

would get together on the
and discuss the result of your visit and the entire
community would soon be condemning your railroad, and properly so. Almost in the twinkling of an eye you had encompassed
enough to cause your company to be hated and despised in the
community where the settlement was made, and to render it
certain no more settlements could be made there. A corporation
street corner

•Address at the twentv-fifth annual convention of the National AssociaRailway Claim Agents, St. Paul, Minn.. May 21, 1914.

tion o*

'
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can

only

act

through

its

and

agents,

unless

their

scrupulously correct it deserves to be condemned.
Contrast the situation which I have attempted

two or three of

call in

his friends

upon

describe

array employee against employer and stimulate unrest and discontent as any other factor, and why?
Simply that he may
use the cripple as a vehicle to enrich himself, and with what

whom

he

would ordinarily rely for advice in a business transaction, and
ask them to assist him in arriving at a conclusion as to what

WQuld be a proper sum for him to accept in compromise of his
claim. In my humble opinion, the railroad gains much in closing
It not only satisfies the injured
a compromise in this manner.
man, but it satisfies his friends and acquaintances, the doctor,
the banker and the prominent citizen, who immediately become
a potent influence in a community against personal injury
litigation.

a

settlement

agent.

He

for

the

smallest

invariably has

many

"knockers" on his territory and lots of litigation against his
company, whereas the claim agent who exercises good judgment
in determining the proper amount to pay has everybody helping

and besides, he smooths the way for a
pleasant relationship between his company and its neighbors in
other and perhaps more important matters.
I believe there is
him with

his

cases,

much danger of paying too little as there is in paying too
much in cases where the injured person is friendly and inclined
The art of the
to permit the claim agent to name the amount.
as

is in being able to survey a situation and decide upon
and proper sum to pay. Settlement should be upon a
basis so fair as to stand four square to all the winds that blow.
But the friendly cases are in the minority, and growing fewer

business
a

fair

all

in the cripples and they are cast out into the world with perhaps
a few thousand dollars at best and no capacity for taking care
of it, and, as a rule, they invest it in some little business and

the inevitable happens.

on the

The

suit

lawyer and his agent, who, before they are emcompromise at any figure, I believe

ployed, are always against a

method

They

are the familiar fellows you see

street corners in all of the large cities of the land.

is to take care of maimed employees
which they can fill, wherever it is possible to do so,
done entirely separate and apart from any settlement
that is made.
I would estimate that 75 per cent, of maimed
employees who do not sue are provided with positions which, in
most instances, they hold as long as they live, clinging to their

policy of railroads

in positions

this

is

employers, like the ivy to the oak, for succor and support, and

men usually get about as much net out of their claims as
they had sued, and oftentimes more, but the damage suit

these
if

lawyer does not get his, and there is the rub.
I am an optimist and can see signs of the dawn of a brighter
day for the railroads and their injured employees. There never
was a time in our history when railroad managements were so
thoroughly alive to the situation as they are todaj'. They are
accustoming themselves to think of the distress of human life
and how to relieve it. Evidence of this is seen in the pensioning
of old employees, in the building and equipping of hospitals, in
the liberal sums they are willing to pay in compromise of bona
fide

the time.

In handling the other class of cases, where the claimant is
unreasonable and has been listening to the siren song of the

damage

result?
In the cases he is fortunate enough to win, he takes
out of the sums recovered his dividends and the expenses ranging from 33' J to 50 per cent. He then has no further interest

and

The claim agent who makes
sum is not always the best claim

Xo. 7

the pathway of nearly every unfortunate with a claim against a
corporation, and he is doing as much in this country today to

with what might have happened had you gone to the injured
man in a kindly way and explained that you were representing
the railroad and that if he were uncertain as to his rights, that
he had best

57.

are

acts

to

Vol.

made
maimed with employment where left free to work
many other ways. They are approaching

personal injury cases, in the sincere efforts that are

to provide the

the matter out. and in

matter upon a basis of humanity and sympathy, seeking the
good and comfort of the unfortunates for whom they feel a
this

would naturally
There

sense of responsibility, a deep-rooted interest born of sympathy.

in finding it.
key to every situation.
It is almost unbelievable to what extent the damage suit
lawyer and his agents are able to poison the mind of the injured
person against the claim agent and the company. No matter
how good intentioned you may be toward the injured person, no
matter if you be willing to pay more than could be recovered
net at the end of a lawsuit after months, if not years, of waiting.
it is an uphill job at best to dislodge in his mind the ghttering
hope of drawing the prize held out to him as an inducement
The
to sue, but it is well to keep on trying and not give up.
claim agent who is easily discouraged and quails in the presence
of difficulty is not made of the right kind of stuff to do successful claim work in this day and age.
If he perseveres he will
succeed oftener than he fails.
The claim agent must be able
to tell the injured person of settlements he has made that were
fair and just and satisfactorj' to all parties concerned.
He must
also be able to tell something about cases the damage lawyers
will not talk about, the litigated cases that terminated dis-

adjusting our personal injury claims, especially with employees.

the best

is

to locate the influences that

work through
The difficulty is

control the injured person and
is

a

that source.

astrously to injured persons.

A

corporation should pay an injured person, in a
about what he could recover net to himself at the
end of a lawsuit, figured en the best information obtainable, and
only attempt to save attorney's fees and court costs in adjusting
claims of serious injury. Twenty-five per cent, of the total paid
railroad

liability case,

out by the average railroad in a year and charged to the personal
injury account is waste; that is, it goes to the payment of court
costs,

witness

fees

and into the pockets of the damage

lawyer and his organization.

If

we

could save that for the

suit
rail-

would be considerable and would fully satisfy them,
and besides, what a blessing it would be to the injured people
and their families, if we could onlj' make them see it. Our
mission, as I view it, is to starve out the damage suit lawyer
and put him out of business. His sinister shadow falls across
roads,

it

L'nder these conditions

we should

not have

much

difficulty

in

In our fight to protect injured employees and prevent them from

being literally torn away from their employers, their real friends,

by self-ser\'ing damage suit lawyers and their agents, already
drunk with success, and greedy for more coin of the realm, we
should stand upon the broad foundation of justice and righteousness between man and man and let it be known far and wide
and back it up by sincerity of purpose in our every act. I
sympathize, of course, with the poor fellows who are lured
away through the subtle methods of the trickster, but after all,
good comes out of it in that others are able to profit by the sad
experience of unfortunates who are willing to turn against a
friend and faithful employer anxious to do a good part by them.

We

have still another class of personal injury claims to deal
most difficult of all to handle. I refer to the fraudulent
In nearly all of these cases the claimants have some
claims.
bodily infirmity which they try to capitalize by palming it off
on the railroad as having resulted from an accident. They
invariably select a time and place to pull off the "accident"
under circumstances which would render the railroad liable in
damages if an injury occurred. They have little difficulty in
with, the

who are willing to be fooled for a stipulated conFrequently the desirability of adjusting claims of
this character is suggested in order to reduce an uncertainty
to a certainty and save the costs of litigation, but the difficulty
is, where one of these fraudulent claims is adjusted, the effect
is to stimulate more claims, and instead of making progress
finding doctors

tingent fee.

policy, we actually slip the other way. We make
two blades of grass grow where but one grew before, but it is
the wrong kind of grass. If we do not settle the game is played

through such a

is a trial, and sometimes the railroad is mulcted
damages, but oftener the fraud is exposed before the goal is
Whatever the result, I am convinced it is wise to
reached.

to the hmit. there
in

:
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exploit this class of cases before the public as

we compromise them

If

the

pediency,

robbery
for

much

as possible.

mere matter of temporary ex-

a

becomes a party to the fraud.
If a
let someone else be responsible

railroad

be perpetrated,

to

is

as

it.

The

fact that railroads will at times capitulate

and buy

their

peace by adjusting fraudulent claims, I verily believe, is responsible for as many "railway spines" and "nervous wrecks". as are

A

and derailments.
street railway company in a cersouthern city adopted a policy of settling all claims and
keeping out of court. Fraudulent claims increased at ^n alarmcollisions

tain

The

policy was changed and all frivolous and fraudwere fought out to the end. There were so many
suits that nearly all the qualified jurors sat upon some of these
cases and became educated to look for the fraud and injustice
of the litigation and the result was that the juries put an end to
the system. They almost carried it to the other extreme and it
became difficult for a man with a bona fide case to get justice.
.\11 cases were looked upon with suspicion and the honest claimant suffered from the odium cast upon him by the crook.

ing rate.

ulent claims

If the railroads of this country, acting in concert,

a policy of fighting all fraudulent, suspicious

should adopt

and frivolous

cases,

they could in time educate the people just as did the street railway company in the city referred to. It would be the same proposition except

on a larger

Our

scale.

wrong and

too often submit to

difficulty

now

is

that

injustice in order to gain a

we

tem-

We lose the benefit and effect that would
from exploiting all the cases that lack merit. We should
take up the time of the court and its machinery, and of juries, in

porary advantage.
flow

trying

class

this

to the claim
it

will

of cases.

department

cost to try

willing to

do that

it.

is

:

Too

often the suggestion

"We

Why

can
not?"

is

settle that case for less

The

made
than

fact that a plaintiff

is

a confession of lack of merit in the claim.

department submits and the claim is paid, the curtain
is drawn and the public never knows anything about the transWe should make a painstaking effort to separate the
action.
wheat from the chaff. If railroads did not pay out so much
money to those not entitled to it, they would have more to pay
to those that are entitled to it, and if the courts and juries had
If the claim

an opportunity to
us

know

the situation as

it

is,

they would help

the division, but so long as railroads do not take advan-

make

they will never know.
I feel that meritorious claims should be adjusted at reasonable,
even liberal figures, but that all frivolous, fraudulent and sustage of the opportunity which

picious

cases

extent.

By

in

theirs,

should be resisted and advertised to the fullest
persistently carrying out such a policy, the

would eventually understand
road

is

it

was unnecessary

to

public

sue a rail-

order to get justice.

In many instances there has been a disposition on the part
of interested persons to give out unreliable information relative
to the amounts recovered in personal injury lawsuits and injured
persons frequently confront claim agents with this false informa-

loss of a leg,

293
was reporting

it around to injured employees that
found it necessary to obtain certified
copies of the judgment of $5,200 which was affirmed by the
Supreme Court and distribute them in the community where
this man had given out the false information. We have pursued

We

he secured $8,000.

the

same course

It is

in

a

number of other

cases.

true that the publication of large verdicts at initial trials

wrong impression

creates a

and especially
upon the minds of prospective claimants. Also, men who get
upon juries read these reports and are doubtless influenced by
them to some extent in arriving at their verdicts, but I do not
know of any way this situation can be remedied, except where
in

the public mind,

these reports are mentioned by claimants in the course of negofor settlement, and in those instances Mr. Failing's
scheme of photographing the release and the newspaper report,

tiations

I

think,

is

good, as well as the other plan of securing certified

judgments for distribution.
"Keeping injured persons in line for settlement" is not an
easy task. Here is where close co-operation between the claims
agent and other departments of the service fits in best. On the
railroad which I have the honor to represent (and I think the
same is true of all other lines) the practice is to take just as
good care of an injured person as it is possible to do furnish
the best of surgical treatment, nursing and hospital service, and
copies of

—

recovered to be able to talk business, and
him and have a heart to heart talk
about his case and request him to hold himself free to deal
direct with the company when he is ready to consider the
matter of adjusting his claim, explaining, also, that in case of

when he

is sufficiently

inclined to do so, to go to

to reach an agreement he would be left upon just
ground to pursue another course, should he desire to do
he was upon in the beginning. It does not require much
intelligence for one to understand that a compromise is preferable to a lawsuit and our reasonable request, freighted with so

failure

his

as high
so, as

for the weal or woe of the injured person,
granted cheerfully by claimants of ordinary intelThe weakligence, and always by those of higher mentality.
minded, those who are not able to think for themselves, are
outstretched
into
the
willing
prey
the ones most likely to fall a
arms of the damage suit shark, for they can be handled by him

much importance
is

usually

like clay in the potter's hands.

In

many

of these cases suit

is

without affording the company an opportunity for a hearing.
Nobody ever heard of a business man, or a man of affairs,
suing an individual, or a corporation, without first rendering

filed

and making at least a reasonable effort to collect it; nobody
ever heard of a lawyer sending an agent to a man of brains
for the purpose of trying to induce him to file a suit in advance

a bill

of exhausting every effort to effect a friendly settlement.
damage suit scavenger thrives among the

business of the

and drooping, and how
for settlement

is,

to

The
weak

hold that unfortunate class in line

indeed, a problem.

In one case which Mr. Failing handled, a death case of
which he offered to pay a substantial sum, suit
was filed and there was a verdict for $20,000. This was written
up in the newspapers and advertised quite extensively. Later

A STATE RAILWAY OFFICER ON GOVERNMENT OWNERSHIP

on the case was settled with the attorneys representing the
plaintiff for one-half the amount he had originally offered direct
Of course, there was no publication of the
to the beneficiary.
closing transaction, and claimants confronted him so often with
the newspaper story of the verdict rendered by the jury that
he found it necessary to photograph the newspaper clipping and
the release for the amount that was actually paid, which was
effective in convincing claimants of what really did happen to

President Ripley of the Santa Fe recently contributed to the
Saturday Evening Post an article on government ownership of
railways, in reply to one by former Governor Stubbs of Kanthe same paper. As a
sas,- which appeared in an earlier issue of
govresult, Mr. Ripley has received numerous letters discussing

tion.

non-liability, in

We

have had a few cases on our line where injured
persons recovered damages at the end of the law and later
accepted employment as runners for damage suit lawyers. One
of the arguments they used in soliciting cases was what they
had been able to accomplish through litigation of their own

the case.

claims.

man

We

discovered that they were distorting the facts. One
who had recovered $5,200 in St. Paul for the

in particular,

ernment ownership from people all over the world. One of the
most interesting of these is from an Englishman who has had
actual experience as an officer of a state railway. The following
which have
his letter, excepting for some slight modifications

is

been made to conceal the writer's identity and thereby save him
from any embarrassment that might possibly result from his frank

comments
"For the past seven years I have held the post of assistant to
owned and operthe general manager of a small colonial railway,
employed in the
ated by the government, and have also been

;
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;

in the principal countries

with great interest

it

appears that the

attracts the public in all lands to advocate

which
ownership

government
be run at a

the hope that the railway service will
government, or, in other words, so that those using
the railway may do so at the expense of those who do not.
is

loss to the

were continually making the following demands:
"(1) That all rates, both freight and passenger, should be refigure
considered reasonable by themselves.
duced to the
"(2) That all services should be much improved in every way,
not onlv as to class of accommodation required, but also to the
extent of removing necessary regulations, such as demurrage,
storage charges on unconsigned or uncollected goods, insurance
charges for valuable goods and most other necessary regulations

"The

public,

While the

Pennsylvania Railroad generally uses white for
green for caution, and red for stop, it has on some small
parts of its line followed the practice in vogue on a majority of
the mileage in the states and Canada, viz., green for clear, yellow
for caution, red for stop.

is

".\dd t- this the opinion held by most government employees
is only worth about 80 cents

work, and that they are of inalienable right enconcessions which they would not expect with a
first class company, and it is evident that that much abused ideal
"efficiency' becomes unattainable under such conditions.
"I quite admit that the concern of which I have had experience is microscopic in magnitude compared with any large company, but the point of view of mankind as to desiring something
in equivalent

many

titled to

at the other fellow's

expense

is

universal.

from the impossibility of comparing railway operations
country with those in another except on very general
has always seemed to me that no comparisons of rates

".\side
in

(,nc

lines

it

unless the differences in the value of money in
the corresponding countries was also taken into account. Taking
passenger fares, for example, the following rough tabulation

could be

made

will illustrate the point:

Miles possible
to travel for

.\v. rate

Country.

United States
England

Germany
British

India

per mile.

.Vv. laborer's

Cents

wage per day

2

2 (3rd
1 (4th

cl.)

/5
37.3

SI. SO
.75

cl.)

0.5 (3rd cl.)

one day's wage.
Miles

whereas traveling for a laborer is twice as cheap in the United
I
do not advance these figures as exact,
States as in England.
but only to

common

unit of

com-

parison."

New Docks for Meuour.ne.— The Melbourne Harbor Trust
has approved a scheme foV the construction of four docks on the
Yarra costing nearly $30,000,000.
The Hohenzollern Canal

Germany.

— On

June 17, the
German Emperor opened for service the Hohenzollern Canal.
joining the rivers Oder and Spree and bringing Berlin into water communication with Stettin on the Baltic sea 150 miles
away. The completion of this canal, the history of which dates
back to 1669, marks an epoch in the development of German inland waterways that radiate in every direction and solve the
problem of chief transportation in Germany.
of

distinctive,

especially

while your

in

is

the

steel

illogical

pall

of

centers

fog conditions are certainly as bad and probably

Our

glass makers are working to develop a better yellow,
and some of us have worked unsuccessfully on a combination

worse.

vantage

Your use of red in the fish-tail signal has one adhome and distant signals on one mast you have

— with

for stop;

as the case

may

we have

be,

red over green, or red over yellow,

and you

will readily see the complications

involved, but which are eliminated by the use of the three position signal.

The promoters
but

it

of the flashlight are

has not met with

we might use red

much

favor.

for stop, green

This

white for proceed.

is

making great claims
It

for

it,

has been suggested that

for caution, and a flashing

a possible solution.

It may be possible to develop a position signal for the high
running signals, formed of white lights only and available for
This is another possible solution worth
day and night use.
looking into. But. meanwhile, pending the development of these
two propositions, it seems to me that, with all its defects, yellow
and the fact that so many roads are
offers the only remedy
using it with good results goes far to confirm this view.
We are about to electrify our four-track line for local travel
We are to use an overhead
in the vicinity of Philadelphia.
trolley and are now developing a light signal for day as well as
night use; it takes about 15 watts per lamp, and is so powerful
If we use it, it will probably
that it must be reduced at night.
be arr.inged so the lights can be turned down, in sections, from
In case of fog at night, they can be
each interlocking cabin.
turned up to the same intensity as in daylight. A recent demon;

stration in the

fog,

in daylight,

showed

lights

visible

2,500

ft.

away, while the signal blade could be only dimly discerned at
This, therefore, has possibilities; but it does not solve
1,500 ft.
the color problem.
We are hearing much about audible signals and the wonderful
developments of them in England. \\'e may come to them in
time, but. as in our automatic system, a distance signal becomes
a

home

as soon as a train passes

it,

and continues as such
is

Further, as our tracks are not policed as yours are,

"The usual statement by 'popular' writers and many others is
that the rate in England and the United States is the same,

illustrate the necessity of a

sufficiently

the train passes out of the block, the problem

50
16

.50
.08

not

smoke hanging over our Pittsburgh and other

two reds

that the government's dollar bill

of white for clear

;

yellow

of lights.

employees are underpaid.

Our use

and almost indefensible; your use of red for caution in j'our
distant signals is equally pernicious
and yet we both are in a
quandary for a remedy. Our own management feels that the

ticles when this would be favorable to a particular district when
compared with the existing rates to some other district, but
vice versa when more advantageous; this quite irrespective of
the physical characteristics of two sections of the line. etc.

navy dockyards in the United States.
"These same arguments are further used by the politicians for
their own purposes to which they add the cry that all railway

Xo. 7

clear,

for the protection of the interests of the concern.
"(3) That all rates should be on the ton-mile basis for all ar-

"(4) Perpetual agitation for branch lines into unrcmunerative
districts, very largely for the reason that some other parish
had a branch line— the line of argument advanced as regards

57,

AMERICAN SIGNAL PRACTICE COMPARED
WITH BRITISH*

in addition to this American
United States for three years
methods were the model far m.ore than European ones in the
followed railway affairs
Having
always
operation of the hne.

bait

Vol.

until

complicated.
it

sary for our drivers to watch the track constantly, and

is
I

neces-

doubt

the advisability of substituting an audible for a visible signal

with our conditions.
In busy places

we

electric switch locking

use the track circuit; approach locking,

and route locking, and go much further

than you in safeguarding the signalman from making mistakes.
A logical sequel is the automatic stop or train control system.
As one of our prominent signal engineers remarked, "We try to

make our signaling fool-proof; the English eliminate the fool."
From recent occurrences it would appear that our attempts are.
in

some

cases,

futile,

and that your elimination

is,

perhaps,

incomplete.

Many of our signal engineers came from England. Much of
our original apparatus was furnished from the same source.
The result is a signal system combining English conservatism
with American radicalism, whi<i» is standing well the test of time.
The combination is a strong one.
^^

•From a paper by A. H. Rudd. read in
of Railway Signal Engineers (England).

May,

1914, before the Institute

Pennsylvania

Railroad

X-25

Box Car

Steel

Wood
in.

Is Used Only for the Floor and Lining; the 3-32
Roof Sheets Are Spot Welded to the Carlines

Following the lines of eventually having all of its freight cars
of the all-steel type, a car, the framing of which can be used
practically without change for either box, stock or refrigerator

was designed

mechanical engineer's office of the
Pennsylvania Railroad in 1912 and a large number have since
been built. The most recent design of box car, which is designated as class X-25. is constructed entirely of steel with the excars,

the

in

diaphragms,

H

set 5 in. apart

in. thick and having S'A in. flanges.
These are
and have 12 in. by
in. top and bottom cover
and riveted to the cross-

H

plates extending across the center sills

The crossbearers are riveted
bottom member of the side truss.

bearer flanges.

and the
The body bolster

is

composed of

to the center

diaphragm 5^

a

in.

sill

thick, 7

wooden floor and % in. wooden lining. This car,
when mounted on arch bar trucks with 5'_i in. by 10 in. journals,
ception of a

weighs 49,100

lb.

The underframe

is

of the type in which

superstructure and lading

weight of the

the

transferred to the center

is

means of two crossbearers or cantilevers and the end

minimum

center .girder has a

sills

sills.

by

The

section area l.ietween the rear fol-

,

r''

I

f^-'^-4^- -»
J

-Hst<--'—

i

_^

2/

[<

2/

Section O-O.

Structural Details; References

Are

to the

General Drawing

between vertical walls and riveted to the center
This member has to take care of the side
bearing thrust only and does not carry any of the load. Above
the side bearing, which is a steel casting, a cast steel reinforcing block, and at the extreme end is a combined roping iron and
in.

deep, iy%

sills

End View
lower stops of 34
type pressed

U

the crossbearers

and with 4
in.

truss.

is

built

up of two

in.

-'-g

in.

tish belly

deep between
flanges top and bottom, the chanin.

back to back and tapering to

There

11 in. at

}i in. by
top cover plate riveted the full length of the center sills,

a point 22 11/16
in.

and

or channel shaped sections, 20

nels being spaced 12"8

26

in.

in.

Pennsylvania Steel Box Car

of the

sq.

and side

in.

back of the center

plate.

is

a.

and a 4 in. by 4 in. by 9/16 in. angle riveted to the bottom of each
sill on the
inside and extending between the back draft lugs,
wh'ch are incorporated in the center plate reinforcing casting.
The center construction is also reinforced at each end by a
cast steel strikmg plate and front draft lugs combined, and there

Arrangement

of the

Underframe and Details

are also a steel casting above the center plate, a cast steel spreader
at

each point of connection between the crossbearers and the
sills,
and pressed spreaders between all intermediate

center

diaphragms.

The crossbearers

are

composed of two dished

jacking casting.

The drop forged

flanges of the center

sills,

center plate

is

secured to the

as well as the center plate reinforcing

casting, w^hich extends back

towards the center of the car 9

in.
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center

line

of

the

center

plate,

and reinforces the

sills.

There are

six

intermediate diaphragms on either side of the

297

carry any of the load, as their top flanges are
H in. below the
bottom of the floor, but simply act as stiflfeners for the bottom
of the side truss, and as supports for the brake rigging.

member

I

End

car,

Elevation and Cross Sections of Pennsylvania

four of which are located between the crossbearers and one

midway between the crossbearer and body
of the car.
They are 6)4 in- deep and Y^

bolster at either end
in.

thick

and do not

BM L

Box Car

The end sill consists of a Z-shaped plate Jg in. in thickness,
which extends the entire width of the car, binding the side and
end construction together. It is 5 in. below the top pf the center

/ Wooden Door fhs t

^'3^'a BulbAngk

Side Door of the Pennsylvania Steel Box Car
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and is flanged inward for a distance of 8 7/16 in. at the cennarrowing somewhat toward either side. The back vertical
leg. which is 8 in. high, forms a connection for the end construcThe end sili is secured to the striking plate and at either
tion.
end to a cast steel push-pole pocket and comer casting, which
are in turn riveted together and secured to the bottom member
of the side truss and to the diagonal brace, while the top vertical leg of the end sill is riveted to the end sheets the entire
situ

ter,

width of the
"»

in.

A

ends, in which the posts are pressed integral.

braces are of U-shape section, 8 in. wide and
They are
in. flanges pointing downward.

thick, with 25-2

U-shape post

smooth surface on the outside of the car. The post portion of
The sides
is 2f4 in. deep and 4 in. wide at the back.
of the car are composed of ten sheets each, which have a 2 in.
flange, top and bottom, by means of which they are secured to
the bulb angle of the side sill and to the 6 in. by 4 in. by
in.
a

the sheet

^

The end

construction

is

similar to that of the sides, each end

being composed of three sheets, the two nearest the sides of the
car containing the depression which forms the post.

member of
The side

the outside face perfectly

the side truss at the other end.

or bottom

member

of the side truss, runs con-

sills and is composed of a 4 in. by 6
in. bulb angle,
in- angle and a 4 in. by Syi in. by
by
which are riveted together back to back. The short leg of the

tinuously between the end
in.

7

is pressed into one end of each sheet and is overlapped by the
adjacent sheet, which acts as a cover plate for the post and gives

flattened at both ends, being fastened to the top flange of the
center sills at one end and to the push-pole pocket and the bottom

sill,

Xo.

eave angle or side plate at the top.

car.

The diagonal

^

\'0L. 57,

H

H

central sheet overlaps these, they are depressed li

behind the end

sill.

smooth so

The middle

that

may

it

fit

Where
in.,

down

the

making
snugly

sheet has an additional U-shape

%

in. thick,
stiffener at the center, 2^ in. deep, 914 in. wide and
extending vertically from the end sill to the eave angle. The side
in. bulb angles.
door posts are made up of 4 in. by S'/i in. by

^

The

and end sheets are tied together by a cover plate,
and J4 in. thick. This is capped top and bottom by suitable castings, which finish off the corners, and at the
same time act as a connection between the side and eave angles
and the side and end sills. To the side and end sheets, midway
between the posts, vertical nailing strips are secured, to which
side

L-shape

in section

the lining

The
9'/2

in.

is

nailed in a horizontal position.

carlines are of the bathtub or U-type. being spaced 3
apart,

resting on the 6

angle and extending

in.

vertical

downward from the
The 3/32 in.

leg

side

ft.

of a side eave
a sufficient dis-

steel roof sheets are
continuous across the car, being spot welded to the carlines,
which are located in their center. This allows the butt joint to

tance to be securely riveted.

come midway between
Arrangement

of the

End

Sill

emd Corner Construction

angle points towards the center of the car and the long leg of
the bulb points outward, both legs being in the

plane as the center

sill

same horizontal

cover plate.

SUPERSTRUCTiniE

In designing the car

efiforts

were made

to provide as great a

protection as possible for the lading in case of accident or rough

usage, and to reduce, as far as possible, the

The superstructure was designed with an
of a series of

%

in.

sheets for the side,

number of

parts.

outside shell composed

and !4

in.

sheets for the

the carlines, with the exception of the

end roof sheets, which, because of the position of the last carline, must cover one and one-half spaces.
The roof sheets are flanged down on the vertical leg of the side
in.
and end eave angles 2;X in. and are secured to them by
Between the roof sheets and the
rivets spaced 4M in apart.
are
rivets
which
the
through
eave angles are 3/16 in. washers,
driven. This construction allow:s for a slight ventilation and yet
is small enough to keep out anything which might cause damage
to the lading. The roof sheets are fastened together by an outside and inside strip, the outside strip being 2]^ in. wide and 3/32
in., which adds to the
in. thick and pressed up in the center
The inside strip is 2'^ in. wide and
stiffness of the structure.

^

%

:

ArcLST

3/16

in.
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These

thick.

strip> are

continuous across the car and
in. rivets spaced Yyi in.

are riveted to the roof sheets with }4

To insure a perfectly water-tight joint, tar paper is placed
between the outside butt strip and the roof sheets. The end and
side eave construction is the same, except that there is no venti-

apart.

lation at the end.

The 13/16

in.

pine inside lining

is

nailed to vertical nailing

299

angle acts as a top guide rail and weather strip, the short leg
being turned down over the face of the door. The door is made
of .109 open hearth steel, with two vertical Z-shape edge stiff-

which are flattened out, top and bottom, supporting the
door hanger and door guide castings. The rear stiffener laps
over the door post, and the front one butts against a 2 in. by 2
in. by % in. angle riveted to the side sheets and projecting slightly
beyond the door, thus forming a weather strip, front and back.
There are two horizontal U-shape sections pressed in the end
of the top and intermediate door sheets, which overlap the adjacent sheets, forming a stiffener across the door. At the bottom of the door is a 1^ in. by l->4 in. by % in- stiffening angle,
which runs continuously between the vertical stiffencrs.
The
inside of the door is perfectly smooth, all rivets being countereners,

sunk.

A

clearance of 1/16

the door post.

The

floor

flush with the door post,

the side

sill.

The following
Length over end
Inside length
Inside width
Inside height
Height top of

Arrangement and Details
conveniently spaced around the sides and ends. The lining extends to within 3 in. of the floor.
There is an air space
back of the lining which allows for ventilation, and also facilistrips,

tates cleaning.

The

A

new

work

its

Width

rail to

way out from behind

feature in this car

is

the

the lining.

manner

in

which the safety

appliances are secured.

All grab irons are fastened to castings
by means of a slotted hole in the face, which permits the removal of the grab iron bcfft, and thus the tenewal of the grab
irons without disturbing the inside lining.
A like provision is

made for the side door stop.
The car is equipped with outside hung
top by hangers at both corners.

.\

5

in.

doors, supported at the

by

Pi

in.

by 5/16

in.

42 ft. 6
40 ft. 5
g ft. 10
top of floor

3

ft.

in.
in.

1

in.
in.

71^

in.

ft.

Roof

of the

at
at

are the leading dimensions and data

sills

9

eaves
eaves

12

ft.

9

ft.

10 in.
2 in.

100.000
2,343 cu.
49.100

Capacity
Cubical capacity

Weight

application of a triangular grain strip around

the edge of the floor, next to the side sheets, allows all foreign

matter to

Height

is allowed for the door to clear
extended through the door opening,
and is supported by the bulb angle of

in.

is

lb.
ft.

lb.

—

Business of the Suez C.\n-al. Suez Canal receipts during
1914 showed an increase up to the end of May of $436,000 compared with

the like period in 1913,

Grain Elev.\tors in the B.\lk.\n States

—A

new

grain ele-

soon to be opened for public use in Constanza,
Roumania, will be the third elevator in that port to be owned
and operated by the government. The capacity- of the other two
is 1,252,352 bu. each, but the only other elevators in the country
vator which

is

are at Bralia and Galatz, on the Danube. These tivo elevators
have respective capacity of 1.071,418 bu.. and 982.086 hu.

;
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LOYALTY, AS VIEWED BY AN EMPLOYEE

cloth.

Ihe

ne.xt step

to place the umbrella in that

is

holes in the horizontal bar which

[From Sunset-Central

Bulletin.*]

Harmonious relations existing among foremen create a harmonious relation among the men; the spirit of good will and
Is there any other busibrotherly feeling is contagious.
ness on earth that needs something to encourage the men it
employs more than a railroad company? No, not one; for the
simple reason railroad companies are criticized, blackguarded,
persecuted and unfavorably censored without just cause more
than any other enterprise on earth. They are a target shot at
from every conceivable angle and with every kind of ammu-

...

It is a natural consequence that men who hear this
unmerited criticism on every hand should enter the company's
service with their minds embittered by such unwholesome suggestions; and in spite of the pay they receive and the treatn-.ent they are accorded, it takes many a year to purge this
venom and antagonism from, their minds.
The railroad companies of these United Stales lose hundreds
of thousands of dollars every year through "soldiering," negligence and carelessness, emanating from a spirit of unloyalty
which is an inheritance born of malice and banded dow-n from

nition.

one generation to another.

The only

ing their subordinate employees through

managers,

is

best fitted to

one of the
size and

its

then to place the hat on the smaller bar which extends to the
front.
The holder may then be shut and the key withdrawn
the three articles will be securely fastened as

shown in
made of malleable iron arid with the
of the lock, is made of three essential pieces of metal,
body and the two horizontal bars making up one piece,

The holder

is

Fig.

3.

exclusion
the main

the hook
a second, and the clamp which is hinged to the latter in the
body of the holder the third. The lock may be as simple or
complex as is necessary it is so devised, however, that the key
can be withdrawn only when the hook is shut. The holder has
certain advantages as compared to a locker, in that it is cleaner
and cheaper and occupies less space. Lockers have a tendency
to accumulate wasje, old papers and similar things, and it is.
;

antidote the stockholders

can employ to overcome these adverse influences
presidents,

Xo. 7

\'oL. 57.

superintendents

is

by reach-

the avenues

and

the

of their

foremen

they

employ and if there is any missing link of co-operation and
harmony, from the president to the firing line, the chain is
broken and the good influences which are so essential are lost
;

COMBINED COAT, HAT AND UMBRELLA HOOK
A novel combined coat, hat and umbrella hoik, or Imlder.
unique in that the things it holds may be held securely under
lock and key is shown in the illustrations.
The device is the
design of C. L. Bundy of Kingsland. X. J., and is primarily intended for use
in

restaurants,

in

shops or

barlier

offices,

simps and

although
similar

it

can also be used

places.

Fig.

I

illus-

Fig. 3

necessary,
care that

— The

Hook

ihcrcfure,
is

exercised

them out.
The hooks may

tu
in

Holding' Coat, Hat and Umbrella
exercise
this

careful

respect,

supervision

over

the

or else periodically clean

also be used advantageously in offices, barber

and lunch rooms. In such cases it may
be desirable to have them made of brass, or nickel-plated or
lacquerecl to suit the scheme of design of the room in which
they aie placed. The polished malleable iron hook costs about
shops, railroad dining

$1.2S.
Fig. 1

Fig.

^

Combined

Coat, Hat and Umbrella

2

Hook Shown Open and Closed

and empty in its natural position. The
be turned before the hook can be opened to the

trates the holder closed

key has

to

shown in Fig. 2. The person who wishes to hang up
and coat, and his umbrella also, first places the coat on
the hook portion projecting from the bottom of the holder. The
absence of the hanger or strap on the neck of the garment is
no detriment, as the knob which fits into the hole at the end
of the hook is small enough not to pinch the coat and cut the
position
his hat

'From an
Eilgi

article on "Co-operation and Har:
De=patcher, Southern Pacific Company.

by Bennette Wilf

—

Chinese R.ailw.xy Extension. It is stated with regard to the
Xingpo-Hangchow section of the Shanghai-Hangchow-Xingpo
Railway that the laying of the rails was completed and opened
for traffic in December, 1913. as far as Pakwan, a distance of 53
miles from Ningpo. The rails CSj lb. to the yard were procured
from the Hangyang iron works and America. The daily revenue
from both passenger and freight traffic between Ningpo and
Pakwan. is estimated to varjt between $700 and $1,000. The
extent of construction is not of great moment, and its growth
has barely influenced the trade in any way. It is rumored that
the nationalization of this section through purchase by the
Chinese government from the shareholders is contemplated, the
question for decision being one of terms alone.
1

;

:

General News Department
giiiyiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiniiiiinMiiiii

of Managers of the Western roads
Park, vice-president of the Illinois Central,

The Conference Committee
has selected

W.

L.

Byram, vice-president of the Chicago. Burlington &
Quincy, as arbitrators in the enginemen's and firemen's wage
and H,

E.

controversy.

The United

States Steel Corporation reports that the unfilled
books July 31 amounted to 4,158.589 tons, an in-

orders on its
crease of 125.732 tons over the amount recorded on June 30. As
compared with July 31 last year, there is a decrease of 1,240,767
tons.

The new cut-nff line of the Southern Pacific from Eureka on
Houston & Te.xas Central to Stella on the Galveston, Harris-

the

& San

burg

Antonio, nine miles long, has been put

the cut-off through freight between

By

in operation.

North Texas points and

the port of Galveston can be expedited materially, as

it

need not

pass through Houston.
of Congress, on Tuesday of this w^eek passed
providing for a readjustment of the rates for
payment for transportation of the mails by railroad. This bill
also contains a number of provisions relating to postmasters,
their pay and their rules, and probably will be the subject of
disagreement between the Senate and the House.

The lower house

Moon

the

Bill,

A, standard dining car of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has
been selected by the state pure food commissioner of Nebraska
to demonstrate the proper method of serving food on dining
cars, at the state fair to be held in Lincoln, September 7 to 11.
All meals will be served to the fair visitors, who will be allowed
to inspect the kitchen and see how the work is conducted.

The St. Joseph & Grand Island, which has taken off the one
passenger train daily which it ran between Kansas City and St.
Joseph,

will,

on September

1,

abandon the freight service also

on that section of its line. This will make St. Joseph, 61 miles
north of Kansas City, the eastern terminus of the road. Between
St. Joseph and Grand Island, 252 miles, the company runs two
passenger trains each way, one in the night and one in the day
time.

That part of the National Railways of Mexico which has been
operated as a military railroad is to be surrendered to the old
The revival
operating company, E. N. Brown, president.
kinds in Monterey, Saltillo, Torreon
all
of
of
business
has
reterritory
Constitutionalist
in
and other places
sulted in an urgent demand that the Laredo gateway be reopened. The war in Europe makes Mexico dependent upon "the
United States for important supplies, including many food products

and machinery

;

and

a

heavy

traffic

between Mexico and

the United States is expected quickly to develop by reason of
the closing of many European ports, as soon as railroad facilities can be obtained.
Utilities Commission of Illinois has announced that
carry on an active campaign to reduce the danger to the
The
at highway grade crossings throughout the state.
most important factor in this campaign is the attempt to secure
will
be
instructions
the arrest of all trespassers and to this end
issued by the commission, with the consent of the governor, to

The Public

it

will

public

municipal and railroad authorities to arrest all trespassers.
systematic effort will be made to educate the public as to the
danger of grade crossings and to teach wayfarers to heed the
warning signs. .\n inspection of all grade crossings throughout
the state is being made, with the object of ordering better proall

A

tection

for dangerous crossings.

In a paper on the Compound Articulated Locomotive, presented by Anatole Mallet, originator of the Mallet type of locomotive, before the Institution of Mechanical Engineers at the
Paris meeting, held in July, an original method of comparing
the weight of locomotives with the weight of rail was mentioned.
Mr. Mallet showed that in 1829. engines %veighing five tons ran
on rails of 34.2 lb. per yard, which was equal to 327 times the
weight of rail per yard. In 1846, engines weighing 22 tons ran
on rails of 70.52 lb. per yard, which is 700 times the weight of

rail per yard.
In 1880, 56-ton engines ran on rails of 84.6 lb. per
yard, which is 1,480 times the weight of rail per yard.
In 1911,
engines weighing 96 tons ran on 96.77 lb. rails, which is 2,220
times the weight of rail per yard, and in the United States a

Mallet engine with 10 coupled axles weighing 245 tons, adhesive
weight, ran on 111 lb. rails, which is 4,950 times the weight of rail
per yard.

Alaskan Rsulway Surveys
1 he Alaskan Engineering Commission now has a number of
locating parties in the held running preliminary surveys from
Portage Bay, Alaska, to Fairbanks, and also along the line of the
Alaska Northern from Seward to the end of the constructed line
A party is also running a line from Chitina on the
at mile 72.
Copper River Railroad, to the Matinuska coal fields. Considerable information is also in hand regarding other possible routes
from the seacoast to the interior, but much of the data collected
have been secured on reconnaissance surveys only. Some of these
other routes will undoubtedly be investigated next year.
The
present surveys are being made to secure estimates of the probable cost of building the various lines. It is expected that about
600 miles of these surveys will be completed this summer.

Good

Results of Safety

The following

Campaign on

the Santa Fe

which has been prepared by Isaiah Hale,
commissioner of safety of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe,
shows the number of personal injuries among employees of this
road during the fiscal years ending June 30, 1913. and June 30.
1914.
The employees are divided according to the classification
in the personal injury record which is as follows: "A," train,
engine and switching service "B," warehouse and storehouse departments "C," track and bridge and building departments
"D," shops and roundhouses "E," other employees "F," total
table,

;

;

;

;

employees. In connection with this report it is fair to note that
during the last year a number of minor injuries were reported
and recorded of a class of which no record was made in former
years, so that as a matter of fact the result of the campaign for
safety has been greater than indicated below.
"C""A"103 13,421
11 6,092
7 650
2 889 43 3,469
40 2,321
1913
66 12,107
6 826
5 5,318
837 26 3,101
1
1914
28 2,047
176* 37 1,314
1
6
774
274
1
52 17
368
Decrease ...12
25*
1036
124-:;
14
I0!4 54
30
6 39
Per cent
ilH 50

•Inc

Protest Against Enginemen's

A

petition signed by about 250

Wage

Increase

men, employees of the various

railroads entering Wichita. Kan., in the capacities of clerks, ticket
sellers, employees of the freight department, baggage handlers,
ushers, and others, has been sent to President Wilson at Washington, protesting against any further increase in the wages of
locomotive engineers in the western territory, until such time as

the other 90 per cent of railroad employees are better paid. It
against,
is declared that the petition is not in any way directed
or intended to oppose organized labor. Continuing the petitioners

say

"Knowing as we tio that railway managers of the country are
continually confronted by an increa.sc in operating expense on
one side, and on the other hand by lack of power to increase their
earnings, we reahze that any further increase granted the engionly
neers, who, we believe, are already well paid, would not
lessen our chances for better wages, but would necessitate a
reduction of railway employees, or a reduction of some sort in
order to meet the enforced deficit which will be caused by the
increase asked by the engineers."
The petition then goes on to show that locomotive rimners
month, while
in Kansas earn anywhere from $200 to $300 per
total
their working hours, including all their overtime, would not
much as those of the nine and ten-hour employees who earn
as

to one-fourth of this amount.
petition closes by saying "the eftgineers are already getting

from one-sixth

The
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more than their share of the railroads' earnings, as compared to
other employees, and we heartily commend the action of the
general managers of the roads involved in opposing any further
increase for engineers under the present conditions."

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS
foiloxcing list gives names
meetings, and f laces of meeting.

—F.

dates of next

of seeretaries,

The

convention,

May

4-7,

M.

or

regular

—

—

—

—

New

York.
American Electric Railway .Association.— E. B. Burritt, 29 W. 39th St.,
New York. Annual convention, October 1216, Atlantic City, N. J.
.American Electric Railway Manufacturers' Association. H. G. McConnaughy. 165 Broadway, New York. Meetings with American Electric
Railway .Association.
-American Railway .Association. W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York.
Serai-annual meeting, November 18, Chicago.
American Railway Bridge and Building Association. C. -A. Lichty, C. &
N. W.. Chicago. Next convention, October 20-22, 1914, Los Angeles,

—

—

—

Cal.

—

American Railway Engineering Associatio.v. E. H. Fritch, 900 S. MichNext convention, March 16-18, 1915, Chicago.
igan Ave., Chicago.
American Railway M.«ter Mechanics' Association. J. W. Taylor, 1112
Karpen Bldg., Chicago. Annual meeting, June, 1915.
.American Railway Tool Foremen's Association. -A. R. Davis, Central of
Georgia, Macon, Ga. Annual meeting, July, 1915.

—

—

—

Prof. E. Marburg, University
.A.merican Society for Testing Materials.
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
American Society of Civil Engineers. Chas. W. Hunt, 220 W. 57th St.,
New York. Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Wednesday- in monlh, except, June, July and August, 220 W. 57th St., New York.

—

•

Wemlinger, 11
American Society of Engineering Contractors.—J.
Broadway, New York. Regular meetings, 2d Thursday in month, at
2 P. M., II Broadway, New York.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Calvin \V. Rice, 29 W.
Annual meeting, December 1-4, 1914, New39th St., New Y'ork.
York.
R.

—

—

American Wood Preservers' Association. F. J. Angier, B. & O., Mt.
Next convention, January 19-21, 1915
Royal Sta., Baltimore, Md.
Chicago.

Association of .\merican Railway Accounting Officers.— E. R. WoodAnnual
son, 1300 Pennsylvania Ave., N. W., Washington, D. C.
convention, .April 28, 1915, Atlanta, Ga.
AssocnTioN OF Manufacturers of Chilled Car Wheels. George W.
.Annual meeting, second
Lyndon, 1214 McCormick Bldg., Chicago.
Tuesday in October. New York.
Association of Railway Claim Agents. C. W. Egan, B. & O., Baltimore,
Md. -Annual meeting, 3rd week in May, 1915, Galveston, Tex.

—

—

—

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers. Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
Room 411, C. & N. W. Sta., Chicago. Annual convention,
N

W

October 26-30, 1914, Chicago.
Association or Railway Telegraph Superintendents. P. W. Drew, Soo
Annual meeting, June 22-25,
Line, 112 West Adams St., Chicago.
Rochester, N. Y.
^
^ t.
Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers. G. P.
Next meeting, December 8-9,
Conard. 75 Church St., New York.
1914, Richmond, Va.
Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association. L. D. Mitchell, Detroit
Meetings with American Railway Bridge
Graphite Co., Chicago, III.
and Building Association.
Can.U)Ian Railway Club. James Powell, Grand Trunk, P. O. Box 7, St.
Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in
Lambert (near Montreal), Que.
month, except June, July and .August, Windsor Hotel, Montreal, Que.
Canu>ian Society of Civil Engineers. Clement H. McLeod, 176 MansRegular meetings, 1st Thursday in October,
field St.. Montreal, Que.
November. December, February, March and April. Annual meeting,
January. Montreal.
Car Foremen's .Association of Chicago. Aaron Kline, 841 Lawler Ave.,
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except July and
Chicago.
August, Lytton Bldg., Chicago.
,.
.
„
Central Railway Club— H. D. Vought, 95 Libert)- St., New York. Regular meetings, 2d Friday ia January, May. September and November.
.Annual meetins. 2d Thursday in March. Hotel Statler. Buffalo, N. Y.
Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.— Edw. J. Dugan, P. O. Box 654,
St. Paul, Minn.; Regular meetings, 2d Monday, except June, July,
-August and September, Old State Capitol Bldg.. St. Paul.
Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania.— Edw. R. Dasher. Box 75, HarrisRegular meetings, 1st Friday after 10th of each month,
burg. Pa.
except July and August, 31 So. Front St., Harrisburg, Pa.
Engineeps' Society of Western Pennsylvania. Elmer K. Hiles, Oliver
Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pitts
Bldg,. Pittsburgh, Pa.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Freight Claim Assochtion.— Warren P. Taylor, R.
-Annual. meeting, June 16, 1915. Chicago.
Va.

F.

&

P.,

Richmond,

Generxl Superintendents' .Association of Chicago.— -A. M. Hunter.
Grand Central Station. Chicago. Regular meetings. Wednesday

321
pre-

ceding 3d Thursday in month. Room 1856, Transportation Bldg.,
Chicago.
T»
J
r
IxTERN.tTiONAL RAiLyvAY CONGRESS. Executive Committee, 11, Rue de LouNext convention. June 23 to July 6, 1913,
vain, Brussels, Belgium.

—

Berlin.

— C.

&

G. Hall, C.

Annual meeting, May

Chicago.

E. I., 922
1915, Chi-

17-20,

—

Railway 'Genera Foremen's -Association. Wm. Hall, 829
W. Broadway, Winona, } inn- Next convention, July 14-17, 1915,
Sherman House, Chicago.
national R-MLBOad Master Hl
PHS' -Association-A- L- Woodworth, Lima, Ohio. Next c>/n
-August 18-20, Hotel Wisconsin,

—

Way &

M.aster Painters' .Association of

the United
States and Canada.— T. I. Goodwin, C. R. I. & P., Eldon, Mo.
Ntxi convention, November 17-19, 1914, Detroit, Mich.
Master Boiler Makers' -\ssochtion. Harrv D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,
New York. Annual convention, May, 1915.
Master Car & I.oco.motive Painters' -Association of the United States
and Canada —a. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass. Next convention, September 8-11. Nashville, Tenn.
Master Car Builders' .Association. J. W. Taylor, 1112 Karpen Bldg.,

—

—

20-21,

Bldg.,

7

Milwaukee, Wis.

Nellis,

1915, Hotel

ick

cago.
Intern.^

Mai-n tenance of

Next
53 State St., Boston, Mass.
Sherman, Chicago.
Americas Association of Demurrage Officers. A. G. Thomason, DemurAnnual convention in April.
rage Commissioner, Boston, Mass.
H. C. Board\.MERiCAN Association of Dining Cab Superintendents.
man, D. L. & W., Hoboken, N. J. Next convention, October 22-24,
Washington, D. C.
Illinois
Wells,
Central,
.\mericax Association of Freight Agents. R. O.
East St. Louis, 111. Annual meeting. May 21-24, 1915, Richmond, Va.
Vmerican Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents. W. C.
Hope, C. R. R. of N. J., 143 Liberty St., New York. Annual meeting, September 15-16, Boston, Mass.
E. H. Harman,
.\.MERiCAN Association of Railroad Superintendents.
Room. 101, Union Station, St. Louis, Mo. Next convention, August

Air Br.\ke Associatiom.

R.MLw.Av Kiel Association.

McCci

No.

V^OL. 57,

—

Chicago.

-Annual meeting, June, 1915.

—

National Railway -Appliances --\ssociation. Bruce \'. Crandall, 537 So.
Dearborn St., Chicago. Next convention, March 15-19, 1915, Chicago.
New England Railroad Club. U'. E. Cade, Jr., 683 -Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
Regular meetings, 2d. Tuesday in month, except June,
July, August and September, Boston.
New York Railro.^d Club. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, except June, July and August,

—

—

29 VV. 39th St., New York.
Ni.^cara Frontier Car Men's -Association.
E. Frankenberger, 623 Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo. N. Y. Meetings monthly.
Peoria -Association of Railroad Officers. M. W.' Rotchford, Union Station, Peoria, III.
Regular meetings, 2d Thursday in month, Jefferson
Hotel, Peoria.
Railroad Club of Kansas City. C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St.. Kansas
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.
City, Mo.
Railroad Master Tinners, Coppersmiths and Pipefitters' -Association•
U. G. Thompson, C. & E. I., Danville, 111. Annual meeting. May,

—
—

—

—

1915.

—

.Association.
Frank \\^ Noxon, 30 Church St., New
-Annual meeting, December 10, 1914, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,

Railway Business
York.

New

York.

B. Anderson, Room 207, P. R. R. Sta.,
Pittsburgh, Pa. Regular meetings, 4th Friday in month, except June,
July and August, Monongahela House, Pittsburgh.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.-^J.

—

Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' .Association. J. Scribner.
Meetings with Association of Rail1021 Monadnock Block, Chicago.
way Electrical Engineers.
Railway Fire Protection Association. C. B. Edwards, Fire Ins. -Agt.,
Mobile & Ohio, Mobile, Ala. Annual meeting, October 6, 1914, Wash-

—

ington, D. C.
.Association.
C. C. Rosenberg, Times Bldg., Bethlehem,
.Annual meeting, September 22-24, 1914, Bluff Point, N. Y.
Pa.
Railway Storekeepers' Association. J. P. Murphy, L. S. & M. S., Box C,
CoUinwood, Ohio. Annual meeting. May, 1915.
Railway Supply Manufacturers' -Association. J. D. Conway, 2136 Oliver
Meetings with M. C. B. and M. M. AssociaBldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.

—

Railway Signal

—

—

tions.

—

Railway Telegraph & Telephone .Appliance -Association. G.
Meetings with Association
50 Church St., New York.
I'eiegraph Superintendents.
F. O.

Richmond Railroad Club.
Regular

meetings,

— MondayRobinsn

3d

in

,

&

C.

nth,

except

.August.

-A.

of

Nelson,

Railway

Richmond,

O.,

June,

July

Va.

and

—

Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way .Association. L. C. Ryan, C. &
N. W., Steriing, III. Next convention, September 8-10. 1914, Chicago.
St. Louis Railway Club.— B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis.
Mo. Regular meetings. 2d Friday in month, except June, July and
August,

St.

Louis.

—

Salt Lake City Transportation Club. R. E. Rowland, Hotel Utah Bldg.,
Salt Lake City. Utah. Regular meetings, 1st Saturday of each month.
Salt Lake City.
Signal -Appliance -Association. F. W. Edmunds. 3868 Park -Ave., New
Meeting with annual convention Railway Signal Association.
York.
Society of Railway Financial Officers. Carl Nyquist, C. R. I. & P.,
La Salle St. Sta., Chicago- Annual meeting, September 15-17, Hotel
-Aspinwall, Lenox, MassE. W. Sandwich, A. &
SouTiiERN- .Association of Car Service Officers.

—

—

—

W.

P. Rv.. .Atlanta, Ga.
Club— -A. J. Merrill. Grant Bldg.,
Regular meetings. 3d Thursday. January. March, May,
Atlanta. Ga.
Julv, September, November. 10 .A. M.. Candler Bldg.. .Atlanta.
Marks.
Agent. Interstate Despatch.
J. S.
Toledo Transportation
Regular meetings, 1st Saturday in month, Boody
Toledo, Ohio.
House, Toledo.
.
,,,
tt-,, i
Track Supply .Association. W. C. Kidd. Ramapo Iron Works. Hillsbum,
X. Y. Meetings with Roadmasters" and Maintenance of Way -Asso-

Southern & Southwestern Railway

Club—

—

—

,

Club of Chicago. W. H. Wharton. La Salle Hotel, Chicago.
A. Swope, 291 Broadway, New York.
Club of New York.
Regular meetings, last Tuesday in month, except June, July and
-August, Waldorf-.Astoria. New York.
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh. D. L. Wells. Erie R. R.. Pittsburgh. Pa.
Meetings bimonthlv, Pittsburgh. Annual meeting. 2d Monday in Jun
Tr\ffic Club of St. Louis. .A. F. A'ersen, Mercantile Library Bldg.,
Noonday meetings
-Annual meeting in November.
St. Louis. Mo.
October to May.
-,,, _
Train Despatchers' Association of America. J. F. Mackie, 7122 btewart
-Annual meeting. June 15. 1915, Minneapolis. Minn.
Ave., Chicago.
Tr*nsport\tion Club of Detroit. W. R. Hurley. Superintendent's office,
Meetings monthly. Normandie Hotel.
L. S. & M. S., Detroit, Mich.
Tr-*ffic
TR.1FFIC

—C

—
—

— ._,,,.

—

Traveling Engineers' .Association.- W. O. Thompson. N. Y. C. & H. R..
Next meeting, September 15-18, Hotel SherEast Buffalo. N. Y.
of Engineers —Frank W. Moore. Newhouse Bldg.. Salt
Regular meetings, 3d Fridav m month, except
Lake Citv Utah.
Tulv and -August. Consolidated Music Hall. Salt lake City.
Western CANADA Railway Club.-W. H. Rosevear. P. O. Box 1707 WinRegular meetings, 2d Monday, except June. July and
nipeg. Man.

Utah Society

Ta'ylor, 1112 Karpen Bldg., Chicago
Regular meetings. 3d Tuesday in month, except June. July ?rd
Aupist. Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
t,,
,
Western Society of Engineers.— T. H Warder. 1/35 Monadnock Block.
Regular mecrings. 1st Monday in month, except January
Chicago,
Extra meetings, except in July and
July and -August. Chicago.
'.Vueust. generally on other Morday evenings.

Wester\"^!J1lway"club.— T. W.

,

Alclst
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The

says;

on August 1, 1914, was 198,998 cars;
228,384 cars, and on August 1, 1913, 69,716 cars'.
The total surplus has decreased approximately 29,000 cars in
the past two weeks, and stands at 198,998, the highest figure
for
this season of the year since 1909.
The box car surplus decreased approximately 13,600 cars, the
largest part of which decrease is in the grain states and on the
on July

Traffic

News

ntiiiiiiHiilliiHiilliiluiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiniiiitiiiniiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiriluiiiniiiiiiuiriiiiiituniitrriiii;

It

has

announced informally in Washington that the
open tomorrow, August 15, for the passage
not needing more than 30 ft. of water.

been

Panama Canal
of vessels

will be

The railroads belonging to the Western Passenger Association
have decided to make no more special excursion rates locally
where tuo-cent fares are fixed by statute. This decision
was reached after the receipt of an application for special rates
to the Wisconsin State Fair.
in states

305

total surplus

15, 1914,

Pacific coast.
There is a heavy increase in surplus box cars on
the Canadian roads.
The difficulty in securing vessels for export shipment has doubtless contributed in tying up a large number of cars at the ports.
The total shortage on August 1, 1914, was 2,333 cars; on July
15, 1914,

1,843 cars,

and on August

last week that its agent
Liverpool had been instructed to provide Americans in England, marooned on account of the war, with money for their

1913, 11,261 cars.

of 2.333 cars is about SCO greater than on July
but this shortage is trifling in any one group.

The accompanying
The Pennsylvania Railroad announced

at

1,

The shortage
15,

by groups for the

gram shows

table gives car surplus

last

and shortage figures
period covered in the report and the diasurpluses and shortages from 1907

total bi-weekly

to 1914.

Car Surpluses and Shortages
Surpluses

—Shortages

Coal,

.ip

*1.

— .Vugust

1,
1,

1,
1.
1.

1,
1.
1,

1,
1.

1.

1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914

Total

18

Box.

Flat,

1,639
2,972
2,969
4,368
1,400
17,665
2,460
5,749

481
187
579
807
418

Coal,

gondola

Other

and hoppei

kinds.

Total.

1,281

642

17,718
41,557
5,447
3,965
6,135
984

7,601
3,950
1,264
2,407
6.251
1,059
3,410

4,043
28,478
49,055
11,886
8,190
31,309
4,566
11,210

1,258
63

244

1,807

824

275

809

7,554
24,771

3,115

8.316
3,669

82,284

38,378

72.371

5,965

—
—
—

gondola
Flat,

Other

and hopper, kinds.

1,983
20,295
27,983

19

286

1,287

110

650

•Group 1 is composed of New England lines; Group 2 New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland and Eastern Pennsylvania lines; Group 3—
Indiana, Michigan and Western Pennsylvania lines; Group 4
West Virginia, Virginia, North and South Carolina lines; Group 5 Kentucky, Tenn
Mississippi. -Mabama, Georgia and Florida lines; Group 6
Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin and Minnesota lines; Group 7 Montana, Wyoming, Nebraska,
Dakota and South Dakota lines; Group 8 Kansas, Colorado, Missouri, Arkansas and Oklahoma lines: Group 9 Texas, Louisiana and New Mexico
Group 10 Washington, Oregon, Idaho. California, Nevada and Arizona lines; Group 11 Canadian lines.

—

—

—

—

—

—

immediate needs. The railroad will cash letters of credit, or if
passengers are without funds will accept their own obligations.
Prospective passengers are to be informed also that the Pennsylvania will carry them to their destinations on their arrival
at New York or Philadelphia.
The other principal trunk line
railroads, after a conference in New York City, telegraphed to
the London Relief Committee, that all the lines would afford
similar accommodations to passengers arriving at Xew York.

Car Surpluses and Shortages
Arthur Hale, chairman of the committee on relations between
railroads of the American Railway Association, in presenting
statistical bulletin No. 173. giving a summary of car surpluses
and shortages by groups from April 1, 1913. to .-Xugust 1. 151-1.

Car Surpluses and Shortages, 1907 to 1914

:
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Commission and Court News

57.

Ko.
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STATE COMMISSIONS
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Vol,

Discrimination by Use of Private Cars
f

In an opinion by Commissioner Johnson, handed down August
the Pennsylvania Public Service Commission holds it to be unlawful and inequitable for the rate to be lower on coal shipped
in producers' cars than when shipped in cars belonging to the

6.
SiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniitiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiuiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiuiiiiriiiiuiriuiiMiiS

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
Rates on Paper to Muskogee, Okla.

Phoenix Printing Company ct ai. v. Missouri, Kansas & Texas
Opinion by Commissioner McChord:
et al.
The commission finds that the rates on news print paper from
Minnesota mills and Wisconsin mills to Muskogee, Okla., are
unreasonable as compared with the rates to Kansas City. Mo.,
and various other points in Missouri and Kansas and in western
trunk line territory. Giving Muskogee the same rate per tonmile as Joplin. Mo., the total rate to Muskogee would be about
35 cents per 100 lb., instead of 46 cents, the present rate. It is,
therefore, held that the rate to Muskogee should not exceed 35
rents from the Minnesota mills or 34 cents from the Wisconsin
mills, and reparation is awarded for the difference in the case
of certain shipments.

Rail eind

(31

I.

C.

Water Rates

C,

to

289.)

Bowling Green. Ky.

Men's Protective Association of
B'twling Green, Ky., v. Ez'anst'ilte
Bowling Green Packet
Company ct al. Opinion by Commissioner McChord:
The commission finds that the rail line carriers should establish through routes and joint rales from St. Louis, Chicago, Detroit, Indianapolis,
Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Syracuse and New
York via Evansville, Ind., to Bowling Green in connection with
the Evansville & Bowling Green Packet Company, observing as
nearly as possible the custom that rail and water rates should
Bowling

Green

Business

&

be lower than all rail rates.
The defendants are to submit to
the commission within sixty days a tentative scale of joint

through rates showing the manner and form in which the same
are to be established.

(31

I.

C.

C,

301.)

Rates on Blackstrap Molasses
Louisiana Siigar Planters' Association v. Illinois Central et al.
Opinion by Commissioner Clements:
It is alleged that a rate on molasses of 21 cents per 100 lb.
from New Orleans and other Louisiana points to St. Louis and
East St. Louis is discriminatory as compared with a special
import rate of 15 cents on blackstrap molasses from New Orleans
and certain other Louisiana points in the immediate vicinity of
that point to the same points of destination, the latter rate being
restricted in its application as follows
"Molasses, blackstrap.
low grade, in tank cars (when imported from foreign countries,
including insular possessions of the United States, unloaded into
storage tanks and reshipped from storage tanks or transferred
direct from vessel to tank cars), estimated weight 11.7 lb. per
gallon, agreed to be of value of 8 cents or less per gallon, c. 1.
minimum weight capacity of tank."
The commission finds that there may properly be some difference between the import rate and the domestic rate on blackstrap
molasses, but it believes that in this case the difference between
the rates on the two kinds of shipments is too great and that
any greater difference than three cents per 100 lb. between the
import rate and the domestic rate from New Orleans to St.
Louis and East St. Louis is discriminatory against the domestic
product it also holds that the usual relation should be maintained between the rates to St. Louis and East St. Louis and
the rates to the other destinations involved.
The commission
also concludes, in view of the very small risk of loss or damage in
the transportation of blackstrap molasses in tank cars, etc., that
the difference of six cents between the unconditional rate on imported blackstrap and the special rate based on agreed value is
unreasonable and that the difference ought not to be more than
two cents per 100 lb. If imported blackstrap is to take a special
rate based on agreed value, domestic blackstrap is equally entitled to such a special rate.
A special rate on domestic blackstrap should bear the same relation to the unconditional rate
on domestic blackstrap that the special rate on the imported
product bears to the unconditional rate. (31 I. C. C. 311.)
:

;

carrier.

The opinion is on a complaint
Company and others against

filed by the Pennsylvania Rubthe Pennsylvania Railroad and
concerning the rates on coal from Penn, Biddle. Irwin and Habntown to Jeannette and Grapeville.
Most of the rates which were put into effect by the carrier on
June 1, 1914. and which were very much higher than former rates
(in shippers' cars) are declared reasonable and the service performed for the rates charged is characterized as a line haul instead of a switching movement.
The opinion says that the granting of a special rate on coal
when moved in shippers' cars enables certain buyers of coal
mined at the collieries of the Westmoreland Coal Company to
obtain an advantage in rates that other buyers at the same collieries could not secure.
The owners of the collieries, who have
the power to determine whether private cars or railroad cars
shall be used, can decide who shall enjoy the lower rate, and
who shall not. The opinion also declares tHit in determining

ber

whether particular rates are reasonable, and especially in deciding whether particular rates are unjustly discriminatory or
unduly preferential, it is discretionary with the commission
whether a valuation of any or all of the property of a public
service company shall be made; and, if the commission decides
that a valuation is necessary, the statute prescribes what the
commission may, not what it must consider, in arriving at a fair
valuation.

A railroad company is entitled to receive from its entire business a fair return upon a reasonable value of the property which
at the time is being used for the public, but this broad question
does not necessarily arise in deciding whether the particular rate
applying to but one commodity or to but few articles is unjustly
The commission adds that if a
discriminatory or preferential.
valuation were required to decide upon every complaint regarding local rates or fares, the state would be powerless to afford
effective relief to complainants.
The commission thinks that the rate to Grapeville and Biddle
should not be higher than the rate to Jeannette, and orders a
reduction from 25 cents to 20 cents a ton and the rate of 30
cents a ton from Hahntown to Jeannette is reduced to 25 cents
The rates of 15 cents a ton from Penn to Jeannette and
a ton.
Grapeville and 20 cents a ton from Biddle to Jeannette are held
;

to be reasonable.
.\11 of the rate; in question are for very short

distances; so

short that it was claimed that switching rates ought to apply.
The low rate of $2.50 per car was made years ago, when cars
were much smaller than now. The distance being very short,
the car-service at the loading point (on shipper's premises) and
at the delivering point (on consignees' premises) was. of course,
worth much more than the car-service during the time the car
was in motion, a fact which apparently may be taken as a partial
explanation of the very low transportation rate.

COURT NEWS
Railroad Not Responsible for Avalanche

The Supreme Court of the State of Washington holds that
the snowslide at Wellington, in that state, on March 1, 1910.
when two Great Northern trains were carried down the mountainside and wrecked and 92 persons were killed, was caused by
an act of Providence. This is the ruling of the court in the case
of William Topping, of .Ashland, Ohio, by his guardian, against
The jury in the lower court althe Great Northern Railway.
lowed the boy $20,000 damages for the death of his father, who
was killed in the wreck, but the Supreme Court says that the
railroad cannot be held responsible, and the lower court is
reversed.

~

—

Grain Elevators in Russia. The Russian Imperial Senate
has approved the construction of 58 grain elevators in the Cossack
provinces of the North Caucasus.

AvGL-ST
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The following are appointed officers of the receivers of the
Chicago, Peoria, & St. Louis, effective August 1 W. C. Hurts,
general manager; H. W. Berger, auditor; F. J. Wilson, treasurer, and P. B. Warren, general counsel; all with headquarters
:

Railway Officers

at Springfield,

Elxecutive, Financial, Legal

Howard

New

Elliott,

chairman

ot

the

and Accounting
board of directors of the

New Haven &

Hartford, with headquarters at Boston, Mass., has been elected also president, succeeding James H.
Hustis, resigned to become president of the Boston & Maine.

York,

Frank Scott, whose appointment as vice-president and treasurer in charge of all financial matters of the Grand Trunk and
the Grand Trunk Pacific, with headquarters at Montreal, Que., has
already been announced
in
these columns, was
24,

Montreal, Que.
began railway work

1862,

He

December

on

born

at

in 1879, as a clerk in the
audit department of the

Grand Trunk, and from
1881 to 1890 was successively
clerk and chief

-A.

Reserve Board.
He will be vice-governor of the board and
have headquarters at Washington, D. C. A portrait and
sketch of Mr. Delano were published in the Raihvay Age Gazette
ni January 2. 1914, page 29.
will

.

William C. Tomkins, formerly secretary to vice-president of
Grand Trunk and the Grand Trunk Pacific at Montreal,
Que., has been appointed assistant to vice-president of both
roads James .\. Yates, chief clerk to the treasurer, has been
appointed assistant treasurer, and G. R. Martin has been aptlie

;

pointed assistant
auditor
quarters at Montreal.

office

and

board

committee,

S.

was

as-

treasurer of the
same road. He was appointed treasurer of the
sistant

Grand Trunk
and in
1906,

in

1901,

Trunk

Pacific,

Guy H. May has been appointed

S:' G. Lutz, traffic manager of the Minneapolis & St. Louis at
Minneapolis, Minn., has been appointed general traffic manager
uf the Chicago & Alton, with headquarters at Chicago. Mr. Lutz

was

became
Grand
which po-

work

clerical

lie

and

1898,

was

from December.

1907, to

.\ugust
following
was auditor of disbursements.
He then served
for four months as acting general auditor, and

the

W.

H. Ardley

on

was

December
appointed

31,

1908,

general

auditor of the Grand Trunk and the Grand Trunk Pacific, which
position he held at the time of his recent appointment as conMr. .^rdley was retroller of the same roads, as above noted.
cently chosen a member of the board of directors of the Grand

Trunk

Pacific.

From
to April,
assistant

in

Januarv,.
190*,

he

general
of
that
road, and was then until
freight

agent

December,

1908, assistant

general freight agent of
the Minneapolis & St.

He was freight
manager of both
roads from December,
Louis.

has

general bookkeeper, and

until

when

became chief clerk

ment.

1884,
as a
5,
clerk in the general authe
of
office
ditor's

the continuous service of that road
In Novemever since.
1893, he was apber,
pointed chief clerk and

1894,

the freight traffic depart-

vember

in

1890,.

various

filled

positions

September,

born on
April 24, 1858, in London, Eng., and was educated in the City of London College. He began
railway work on No-

Trunk

November.

quently

was

been

in

as a stenographer in the
traffic department of the
Iowa Central, and subse-

Pacific, with headquarters at Montreal, Que., has already
been announced in these

Grand

8.

and was

graduated from Western.
College, Toledo, Ohio, in
1887.
He began railway

Walter llardman Ardley, who has been appointed controller
charge of all accounting of the Grand Trunk and the Grand

columns,

bom December

1868, in Illinois

president of the Society of Railway Financial Officers of America.

Trunk

traveling passenger agent of

the Tennessee Central, with headquarters at Knoxville, Tenn.

of his recent appointment as vice-president and treasurer of the
same roads as above noted. Mr. Scott is also a member of the
board of directors of the Grand Trunk Pacific, and is a past

ill

traveling freight agent of

the Central of Georgia, with headquarters at ^avannah, Ga.

he held at the time

sition

head-

Traffic

treasurer also of
F. Scott

with

Hall,

W. McN. Knapp has been appointed

from

and

1900,

to

1893,

purchasing

all

Edmonton.

audit

the

of

disbursements,

trainmaster of the Canadian Pacific, at Cranbrook, B. C. has been appointed trainmaster, with office at Red
Deer. .Mta., and C. W. Fisher, trainmaster at Strathcona, has
been appointed chief train despatcher, with headquarters at

was appointed

he

secretary

of

Operating

W.

in the treasurer's
In
of that road.

clerk

1891

111.

Delano, jiresident of the Chicago, Indianapolis &
Louisville, has resigned to accept an appointment on the Federal
Frederic

traffic

G. Lutz

1S08, to December, 1909, when he was appointed general freight
agent of those roads and the Chicago & Alton and the Toledo. St.
Louis & Western at Chicago. In November, 1910, Mr. Lutz was
made traffic manager of the Minneapolis & St. Louis, which absorbed the Iowa Central, which position he resigned on August 1

to

become general

traffic

manager of the Chicago &

.-Mton.

as

above noted.

George M. Henry has been appointed general passenger agent
of the Detroit, Toledo

&

Ironton, with office at Detroit, Mich.

has been appointed commercial agent of the
Lehigh Valley, with headquarters at Hazleton. Pa., succeeding
H. E. Dengler. transferred.
F.

W. Lyons

H. h. Fidler. traffic manager of the Big Sandy & Kentucky
River at .'^ishland. Ky., has been appointed assistant general
freight agent of the Detroit. Toledo & Ironton. with headquarters
at Ironton, Ohio.
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assistant general freight agent of the

Townsend.

F. B.

Minne-

has been appointed traffic manager, with
headquarters at Minneapohs. Minn., succeeding S. G. Lutz, resigned. A. B. Cutts, assistant traffic manager, has been appointed
general passenger agent, and D. M. Denison, assistant general
freight agent, has been appointed general freight agent, both
with headquarters at Minneapolis.

&

apolis

Louis,

St.

new purchasing agent

and was educated
and private

in the public

of

schools

From

native

his

of Valparaiso.

town and

Mr.

1884,

1877, to

Phelps
was
operator and

telegraph
agent on
the V'andalia Railroad,
and then left the service
On
of that company.

November

5,

pany, Cincinnati, Ohio.
On April 1, 1912, however, he left to
accept a similar position with the Westinghouse Air Brake
Company, in connection with, the Street stoker. This position
was abolished about one year later, whereupon he became locomotive fuel engineer of the Clinchtield Fuel Company, Spartanburg, S. C, with which company he remained until July 1, when
he took up his present work.
E. Epler, assistant to the general manager of the Chicago
Eatsern Illinois, has been appointed superintendent of mopower, with headquarters at Danville, III., to succeed J. H.
Tinker, resigned, and the former office is abolished.
tive

A. J. Ironsides, district master mechanic on the Manitoba division of the Canadian Pacific, at Saskatoon, Sask., has been appointed district master mechanic of the Alberta division. C. Flint
has been appointed resident engineer, and H. Marshall, bridge
and building master at Saskatoon, Sask., has been appointed
bridge and building master, all with headquarters at Edmonton,
Alta.

OBITUARY

1888, he re-

Edward

turned to the service of
the

ciation, at

\andalia as a clerk

on .August

general freight
office at St. Louis, Mo.
He was appointed chief
clerU to the fourth vicepresident of the Pennsylvania Lines West f>f
in

No. 7

&

of the Pennsylvania
W. G.
Lines West of Pittsburgh, with lieadquarters at Pittsburgh, Pa.,
was born at La Porte,
Ind.,

57,

J.

Purchasing
Phelps,- the

Vol.

Amory, secretary of the Western Railroad AssoChicago, was found murdered in his office in Chicago
P.

12.

tlie

Jacob C. Miller, formerly master mechanic of the Eastern district of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, died suddenly on
July 25, at his summer camp on Tomahawk Lake, Minocqua,
Wis., from apoplexy, aged 61 years. He retired from active railway service February 1, 1910, since which time he had been

on June 9.
and was promoted

Pitt-;l)urgh

1901,

living at

purchasing
agent
1,
on
January
1913, with headquarters
at Pittsluirgh, which position

W

assistant

to

ment

June

nil

1

lie

Phelps

held at the time of his appointsame road, as above

as juirchasing agent of the

Engineering and Rolling Stock
T. E. White has been appointed supervisor of track. District
No. 1, of the Louisiana & .-Xrkansas, with headquarters at Minden. La., succeeding J. T. Cherry, resigned.

Kinyon, whose appointment as superintendent of
operation of the Seaboard .A-ir Line has been announced in these columns, was born at .\mboy, 111., on July 12,
1867.
He entered railway service in 1888 as a
tirenian on the Chicago.
Milwaukee & St. Paul,
an enlater becoming
G.

liicouiotive

gineman.
before he

A

few months
the service

left

he entered the
railway
department of
the International Correspondence Schools and
in

1901

was

respectivel}'

fuel

structor.

economy

He

1910,

the

until

June

Thomas Byrne, until recently
superintendent of the Texas & Gulf, with

Buffalo.

Rochester

vice-president and
office at Longview.
on August 7, at Temple, Tex. He was born on
February 26, 1865, and received a common school education.
He began railway work on August 1, 1880, as an a.xman on an
He was
engineering corps of the Chicago & North Western.
then consecutively laborer, section foreman, and steel gang
and
brakeman.
fireman,
conductor
road,
on
the
same
foreman
and telegraph operator on the Missouri Pacific and the St.
He then served as teleLouis. Iron Mountain & Southern.
graph operator on various roads until his appointment in November, 1887, as trainmaster's t'lerk on the Gulf, Colorado &
Santa Fe. He was then consecutively train despatcher, chief
train despatcher, trainmaster and assistant trainmaster on the
same road, until August, 1908. when he was elected vice-president and superintendent of the Texas & Gulf.
Tex.,

1,

A. G. Kinyon

November.

later to

health.

James

resigned in

In
he was appointed

M. Philbin, formerly general superintendent of the Lake
Great Northern and president of the Lake Superior
Terminal & Transfer Railway, died in Duluth, Minn., August 6,
Mr. Philbin had been in railway service since
years.
aged 57
1874.
From 1890 to 1893 he was superintendent of the Duluth,
South Shore & Atlantic and the following three years was
He was
general manager of the Duluth, Missabe & Northern.
then general superintendent of the Duluth & Winnipeg until
June, 1898, when he became second vice-president of the Eastern
Railway of Minnesota, of which road he also was superintendent
from June, 1898, to April, 1903. On the latter date he was apD.

district of the

ill

in-

turned to railway work
as road foreman of engines on the Southern
Railway, where he re1907.

cessor, the Florida East Coast.

and in 1906 he became general superintendent of the Lake district,
which position he resigned December 31. 1913, on account of

1905 to engage in other
business, but in 1906 re-

mained

controller of the Florida East Coast,
office at St- .Viigustine. Fla., died recently in London, Eng.
Mr. Cliambers was born on September 25, 1852, at Dublin^ Ireland,
and began railway work in 1871, as a clerk in the freight department of the London & North-Western, and afterwards was assistant ticket agent at Dublin of the same road.
Previous to
1887, he was claim clerk of the Savannah, Florida & Western,
now a part of the .-Xtlantic Coast Line, at Jacksonville, Fla. He
was subsequently, for about a year, auditor of the St. .\ugustine &
Palatka, now a part of the Florida East Coast, and from 1888,
to 1892, was chief clerk and cashier of the Jacksonville, St. Augustine & Halifax River. He was then to January, 1901, auditor,
and since that time was controller of the same road and its suc-

pointed assistant general superintendent of the Great Northern,

coni-

locomotive instructor, air brake instructor, and combustion

p o u n d

and

111.

Henry Chambers,

with

W. G.

noted.

.\louzo

Maywood,

illiani

special

&

instructor of

Pittsburgh,

but

left

fuel

economy

of

about one year

become superintendent of combustion and

fuel

economy

On
instruction with the International Correspondence Schools.
March 1, 1911, Mr. Kinyon entered the railway supply field as
chief traveling engineer of the

Hanna Locomotive Stoker Corn-

died

August

14,
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING
Cleveland, Cikcinnati, Chicago & St. Louis is reported
in the market for a number of switching locomotives in addition
to the five Pacific type locomotives noted in the Railway Age

The

Gazette of August

Chicago,

G.

\'irgil
street,

Xew

7.

in the west,

The South Dakota Central has ordered two Consolidation
These
locomotives from the American Locomotive Company.
locomotives will have 20 by 24 in. cylinders, 51 in. driving wheels,
a total weight in working order of 138,000 lb., and a steam pressure of 180 lb.
The

J. M. Hopkins, president of the Camel Company, Chicago, has
accepted appointment as an executive member of the Railway
Business Association.

Milwaukee &

St.

Paul has ordered 20

at the

Bogue, civil and consulting engineer, 15 William
York, has completed his engineering undertakings
and announces that his office remains as heretofore

above address.

W. H.

Cadwallader,

whose appointment

general manager of the Union Switch

super-

Pittsburgh, Pa., in 1876.
he was three years

Mikado type freight locomotives from the American Locomotive Company. These locomotives will have 26 by 30 in. cylinheater

ders. 63

275.000

When

however, his parents
to the suburb of
Wilkinsburg, which has
been his home ever since.
Mr. Cadwallader entered

old,

driving wheels, a total weight in working order of

in.
lb.,

and a steam pressure of 185

moved

lb.

The Chicago Junction has ordered two superheater six-wheel
switching locomotives from the American Locomotive Company.
These locomotives will have 20 by 26 in. cylinders, 51 in. driving
wheels, a total weight in working order of 149,000 lb., and a
steam pressure of 180 lb. The company also has an option on
thi;ee additional locomotives.

P.\cific has suspended indefinitely

for cars noted in a recent issue of the

its

Switch & Signal Companv as a blue-printer in
1891.
In February, 1892,
he was made a messenger in the office nf
of
tlie
superintendent
works and later became
a clerk in that office and
in the general manager's

inquiry

Railway Age Gazette

IRON AND STEEL
Diego & .Arizona has ordered 1,200 tons of material
for a viaduct from the Llewellyn Iron Works, San Francisco.

The San

The Paducah &

Illinois has ordered 18,000 tons of steel from
Company, for its new bridge at Metropolis,

the -American Bridge

In 1901, when the
depart;nent

office.

The Northwestern Pacific is in the market for 11 coaches
and 3 mail and express, 4 baggage, 3 smoking and 4 chair cars.
The Pennsylvania Railroad is reported to have ordered 60
gondola cars from its Altoona shops for the Cumberland Valley.
This item has not been confirmed.

Union

the service of the

CAR BUILDING
The Southern

to the position of
& Signal Company has
been announced in these
columns, was born at

specification

was

was

he

created,

placed in charge of it.
Later he was placed in
W. H. Cadwallade
charge of the estimating
department, and in 1912 was made assistant general manager.
which is the position he leaves to assume his new duties as general manager as above noted.
J.

S.

Hobson, whose appointment

as acting general sales

man-

ager of the Union Switch & Signal Company has been announced
railway
in these columns, entered railway service in 1884 as a
apprentice in the shops
of the Great Southern &

Western Railway of
He came to

111.

Ire-

land.

—

for the construction of a railway from Konieh across Turkey
The
in Asia to the Persian Gulf, a distance of 1.250 miles.

chinist,

Bagdad Railway, which it is constructing, is now nearly completed except for a gap in the section crossing the Taurus moun-

ively,

tains.

It will

undoubtedly be

The concession

is

very

liberal.

in full operation within
It

two

payment

to the

;

a

f an annuity of 11,000 francs per kilometer to provide for interest on and redemption of the bonds issued for construction and
The cap-'
4,500 francs for operation when the line is completed.
italized value for each of the 12 sections as originally defined
were
cent,
bonds
per
Turkish
4
was to 54,000,000 francs, and
to be issued to the company before it had started work on any
given section. These bonds, although not worth their nominal
(

Badieh to Hit and finally all the lines connecting the principal
railway with the Mediterranean, limited only in space on the
north by Mersina and on the south by Tripoli-in-Syria.

on

and

Chicago.
Quincy. In

the

Burlington &
January. 1892. he became
construction foreman for
the Union Switch & Signal Company in the Chicago district, and in 1895
was appointed supervisor
of electric signals for
the Michigan Central at
Detroit. In October.
1897, he was appointed

company

value, have nevertheless yielded enough to enable the company
not only to meet its expenses, but also to make a fair profit. The
company has also received very extensive rights in addition to
those named above. It has, for instance, the power to construct
a whole network of railways, including .branches to Aleppo and
Urfah. from Bagdad to Khanakin on the Persian frontier, to
Marash, to .Aintab, to Biredjik. to Mardin, to .Arbil. from El

draftsman

signal inspector, respect-

years.

provides for a 99-year lease

division of the line into 12 sections; the

this

1889
and
in
country
served as locomotive ma-

Railway Extension in Asiatic Turkey. The Bagdad Railway Company is a German syndicate which holds the concession

to

the

signal

new

position

engineer

of

of
the

Atchison, Topeka &
Hobson

Santa Fe, and remained

in that position imtil he
Company
re-entered the service of the Union Switch & Signal
He later became asin January, 1901, as assistant engineer.
the
leaves
and
sistant general manager and Western manager,
as acting general sales
latter position to take up his new duties

rrtanager.
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Charles Eugene Denney. whose appointment to the position of
manager of the Union Switch & Signal
Company, has been announced in these columns, returns to the
an
abcompany after
sence of nine years, during which time he has
been engaged in railway

\'oL.

7

N'o.
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assistant general sales

Denney

Mr.

service.

born October 18.
1879. at Washington, D.
He attended PennC.

until

May

left

:

York to Toomsuba, 15.5; the work
be carried out will consist of the construction of parallel
track on present grade.
The line to be double tracked is used
by trains of both the .Alabama Great Southern and the Southern
Railway.
Miss., to Russell, 6.3 miles;

—

Alaba.ma, Tennessee & X'ortherx. According to press recompany is planning to build a 25-mile extension north
St. Louis & San Fran-

ports this

from Reform, Ala., to connect with the
cisco and the Illinois Central.

1905.

15,

to

become

—A

Canadian Northern.
McKay, Estcvan, Sask.,

assistant signal engineer

on the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern. On
June 1, 1902, he became
signal

same

engineer

The Sturgeon River

the
road, and retained
of

1913,

The Railway Utility Company, Chicago, 111., has recently received orders for utility ventilators to be used on cars for the
following companies: L'nion Pacific, 107 cars; Missouri Pacific.
85 cars; Xew Orleans Railways Company, 50 cars, and the
Chicago Surface Lines, 228 cars.

On

the 21 Mikado type locomotives recently ordered from
Lima Locomotive Corporation by the Southern Pacific, vanadium steel has been specified for the frames, driving axles, main
and side rods, piston rods, and main crank pins. .\11 the forg-

the

ings will be heat treated to give physical properties in conformwith the specifications recommended at the recent conven-

ity

Master Mechanics' .Association, by the committee
on the Use of Special Alloy and Heat-Treated Steels in Locomotive Construction. The driving axles will be hollow bored.
of the

—

Oil Engines. The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago, has issued Bulletin Xo. 34 W.. dated July. 1914. descriptive
of Class A-0 Giant fuel oil engines.

— The

Canton Foundry

& Machine Company,

Canton, Ohio, has issued a catalogue descriptive of its portable
The catalogue contains a number of
floor cranes and hoists.
views of the various hoists and shows wherein they are specifically adapted for the work for which they are intended.
B.\LL Be.ari.mgs.

— The

Hess-Bright

Manufacturing Company,

Philadelphia, Pa., has issued a 28-page booklet aiming to show
the advantages that its ball bearings have over the product of
The booklet contains a number of views
other manufacturers.
of the ball beariiigs themselves and of machines in which they
are used.
.

Steel Pipe.
tinnal

— Bulletin

No.

10-C.

Tube Company, Pittsburgh,

recently

issued by the

Pa., contains a

Xa-

paper entitled

"'The Relative Corrosion of Iron and Steel Pipe as Found in
Service," written by William H. Walker, professor at the Massa•chusetts Institute of Technology, after an exhaustive investigation into the relative

from

e-xtended

reported

work on

a

let

to

A.

L.

branch from

sub-division of the

Edam,

Western

division has

west to Turtleford,

Sask.,

17.4

The general location plans of the Canadian Northern branch
from mileage 222 on the main line from "Victoria to Duncan Bay.
Sayword district on Vancouver Island, 8.2 miles, have been approved by the minister of railways for British Columbia.

Fairmount &

of service pipes which had been in
Mr.
considerable number of years.

life

continuous service for a
Walker arrived at the conclusion, that "These results again
demonstrate that, taken on the average, there is no difference
The booklet also conin the corrosion of iron and steel pipe.
tains three other articles on the subject of corrosion, by F. N.
Speller, metallurgical engineer of the National Tube Company.

"Veblen.

—An

officer

writes that

work

is

now

under way grading a section of 10 miles on the extension from
The contract
X'eblen, S. Dak., southwest to Webster 40 miles.
for this work was let last May to H. A. Whittier, Northfield.
Minn. (May 8, p. 1055.)

Fort Worth-Denton Interurban.^Au officer writes that the
Stone & Webster Management Association, Boston, Mass., is
working out the engineering details and preparing plans for the
proposed interurban line which it will build and operate from
Fort Worth, Tex., north to Denton, about 35 miles. A committee of citizens in accordance with an arrangement with the company is proceeding to obtain the necessary rights of way and
franchises.

(July

17,

148.)

p.

—

Janesville & Madison Traction. An officer writes that a
grading contract has been given to M. M. Doran, Madison, Wis.,
for work on a section of the line, and contracts for track laying
and bridge work including a 550-ft. steel bridge, also some
trestles,

TRADE PUBLICATIONS

Portable Cr.\nes.

is

miles.

OcC. E. Denney
he was appointed special engineer on the staff of the vice-president of the
New York Central Lines West, with headquarters at Chicago.
For a time beginning June 1, 1912, Mr. Denney was also signal
engineer of the Lake Erie & Western.

tion

contract

for grading

west to Estevan.

Bienfait

been

that position until in
tober,

—

Al.\b.ama Great Southern. An officer writes that contracts
the construction of 21.8 miles of double track have just
been let to M. M. Elkan, Macon, Ga., as follows
Meridian.
to

College
sylvania
State
from 1896 to 1899, and
in October of the latter
year entered the service
of the Union Switch and
He
Signal
Company.
remained with the com-

when he

|
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for

was

pany

Railway Construction

I

will

be

let

early

1915.

in

The

plans call for building

from Janesville, Wis., north via Indian Ford, Edgerton, Albion.
Stoughton, along the shore of Lake Kegonsa, MacFarland, Edwards Park on Lake Waubesa, and along Lake Monona drive to
Most of the right of way is
Fair Oaks, thence to Madison.
along public highways, and the company proposes to use gaselectric cars to operate this line.

(July 31,

p.

227.)

—

Louisville & Nashville. The Lewisburg and Northern division has been opened for business from Brentwood, Tenn.,
south to North Athens, Ala., 93 miles.

X'ew York Subways.

— The

X'ew York Public Service Com-

mission, First district, will ask for bids on September 11 for
the construction of Routes Nos. 43 and 26, the diagonal station
at Forty-second street connecting the Lexington avenue subway
This
with the existing subway at the Grand Central station.
contract extends from points in Park avenue near Thirty-eighth
Fortyand Forty-first streets northerly to the north line of
Also, on a lower level easterly under Fortysecond street.
second street to about 100 ft. east of Lexington avenue to a
The construction of the
connection with the Steinway tunnel.
line

from Forty-second

York Central

street

will be carried

under the property of the Newon under an agreement with that

company.

Paducah &

—

Illinois. This company
on its line from a.point
Paducah.
a distance of 13 miles,
to
Dougherty, St. Paul, Minn. The total
for the grading

has awarded a contract
opposite Metropolis, III,
to

Morris, Shepard &
is estimated as

yardage

1,500,000 cu. yd.

"

St.
tract

.Andrews Bay Railway
has been given to

J.

& Terminal Company.—A

M.

Willis,

St.

Andrews,

Fla.,

confor

August

14.

The conbuilding four miles of railroad for this company.
tractor wants to sublet several thousand cubic yards of grading.
E. L. Woods, St. Andrews, is chief engineer of the railroad.

—

SuwANEE River & White Springs. An officer writes regarding the report that financial arrangements have been made
to build a line from Live Oak, Fla., east to White Springs,
that a company is now at work on the line, w'hich is to have a
Track has already been laid on five
total length of 20 miles.
and bids are wanted for building a steel bridge.
Barton, president. Live Oak, Fla.

miles,

J.

B.

Railway Financial News

—

crete engine house at Albuquerque, to Henry Bennett & Sons.
Topeka, Kan. The estimated cost is $100,000. Plans are also
being made for additional improvements at this point.

—

East Chattanooga, Texn. A contract has been given by the
Southern Railway to D. F. Brandon, Chattanooga, Tenn., for
building a combined freight and passenger station at East Chattanooga, to replace the building destroyed by fire on July IS.
The new building will be of frame construction with tin shingle
roof.
It will have separate white and colored waiting rooms
and office and freight room.

— The New York. New Haven & Hartfoird will

ask for bids in about two weeks for rebuilding the passenger
station at Hartford, to repair the damage caused by fire.

—The

New York
Long

Public Service Commission
Island Railroad to build a

on the southerly side of South street at
new
Jamaica, on the Old Southern division of the road. The new
station is to be ready for use by November 1 next.
passenger station

La Grange, Ga. —The Macon & Birmingham will at once let
it is said, for building a new passenger station at La

a contract,

Grange, to replace
destroyed by fire

the

old

structure

which

was

recently

—

North Philadelphia, Pa. An officer of the Pennsylvania
Railroad writes that the contract for the improvements at the
North Philadelphia station was let on August 6, to the Keystone
The work includes
State Construction Company, Philadelphia.
remodeling the basement and train floors of the present station
so that the basement floor, which is on a level with the new passenger tunnel built under the tracks and leading to the island
become the main floor of the station where the
new ticket office, baggage room, newsstand, telegraph and telephone facilities and the lobby will be located. The upper floor,
which is the present train floor, will consist of a waiting room,
The street approaches to the statoilet rooms and lunch room.
platforms, will

tion will be regraded to the lower level instead of to the present
Work on a new boiler house is about finished, so
train floor.

the boilers and the machinery can be removed from the
The company expects that work on the impresent station.
provements will be completed this year. (August 7, p. 269.)

that

—

Poc.^tello, Idaho. The Oregon Short Line has awarded a
contract for the building of a new passenger station at Pocatello.
Idaho, to Lvnch-Cannou Engineering Company of Salt Lake.
The cost is estimated at $150,000.

—

Richmond, Va. The Southern Railway has given contracts
to the John T. Wilson Company, Richmond, Va., for building
the new freight house at Richmond, also for building the com(June
bined freight and passenger station at South Richmond.
26, p.

1607.)

C—

An officer of the Piedmont & Northern
S.
writes that a contract has been given to J. A. Jones, Charlotte.
N. C, to build a brick warehouse 100 ft. by 140 ft., and this
work is now under way. The cost of the new structure, which
Spartanburg.

is

to

have three

stories, will be $40,000.

(July

—

&

Lake. This company has discontinued passenger service and will run freight trains only.
At a recent meeting of
the directors the reports showed the passenger and mail service was being operated at a loss, while the freight business was
profitable.
The state railroad commission was notified and

granted permission to discontinue the service. The road connects with the Southern Pacific at Colusa Junction about 50
miles north of Sacramento, Cal. It will maintain an irregular
freight service between Colusa and Sites to take care of grain
shipments from the foothill section and merchandise shipments
for Colusa and Sites.

— See

Western

Pacific.

—

Albuquerque^ N. M. The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has
awarded a contract for the building of a new reinforced con-

First district has ordered the
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Culusa

Denver & Rio Grande.
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—

SuTHERLiN, Coos Bay & E.\STERN. This Company, which was
organized early this year, has been incorporated in Oregon with
The
a $500,000 capital, and headquarters at Sutherlin, Ore.
plans call for building a line from Sutherlin east about 27 miles
to a tract of timber at the head of Calapooya creek and eventually
an extension further east, also to build west from Sutherlin to
Coos Bay. George H. Glj'un, A. Stark and Charles E. Lemon, all
(June 19, p. 1565.)
•of Sutherlin, are incorporators.

Jamaica, N. Y.

\
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Intern.vtional & Great Northern. On the application of the
Central Trust Company of New York, the United States District Court at Houston, Texas, has appointed James A. Baker,
of Houston, Texas, and Cecil Lyon, of Sherman, Texas, reThis action was taken by a committee of noteholders
ceivers.
in order to forestall any possibility of similar action in the
state courts inasmuch as it was desired to keep the property
under supervision of the Federal Court. The notes on which
the action was taken amount to $11,000,000, secured by an issue
of $13,000,000 first refunding mortgage bonds held by the Central Trust Company.
A statement by Thomas J. Freeman, president of the road,
said it was impossible to meet either interest or principal of
due August 1, and as there was no market for the
bonds a default resulted. The road operates about 1,100 miles
the, notes

of line, all in Texas.

Alexander J. Hemphill, president of the Guaranty Trust
Company, New York, and chairman of a committee of bankers
which was working for an extension of the notes, to be made
conditional on an option for taking control of the property
away from the Goulds, is quoted as saying that the plan to
extend the notes will ^not be abandoned. A new agreement
Following a meeting of
will be prepared calling for deposits.
the Hemphill committee a statement was issued to the effect
that, in view of the receivership, the committee ought to be
clothed with such additional powers as will enable it to act for
The comthe noteholders in any situation that may arise.
mittee, representing a majority in amount of the notes, has
constituted itself a protective committee, with the broader
powers which the changed conditions have made necessary.
Holders of the notes are requested to deposit their notes at
once with the Guaranty Trust Company.
The $11,000,000 notes now defaulted were sold to bankers in
1911 as part of a reorganization plan for raising working capThe property was
to take the road out of receivership.

ital

sold under foreclosure June 13, 1911, the newly formed company taking possession three months later.

— See New York Central.
—The attempt of the management to get funds

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern.
MissoL-Ri Pacific.

in Europe having failed the road will begin a policy of retrenchment. President Bush has just returned from a trip to
Even though war had not been declared, he said
Europe.
there would have been slight hope of floating American railwav securities in Europe. Accordingly, arrangements for the
expenditure next year of $4,000,000 on improvements have been
dropped.
See Western Pacific and also International & Great Northern.

— The

minority stockholders of the Lake
unsuccessfully, brought suit
in the Federal court in Michigan to prevent a consolidation of
Southern
with the New York CenMichigan
&
Shore
the Lake
tral & Hudson River last week entered suit in the Federal District Court in New York. An equity suit was filed through the
law firm of Cadwalader. Wickersham & Taft. to enjoin the
merger It is alleged that since the Central secured control of
the Lake Shore in 189S. the management has juggled its books
so as to keep the minoritv stockholders in ignoran<:e of the actual earnings. Since 1897.' it is alleged. $187,000,000 nf the earn-

New York
Shore

Centr.\l.

& Michigan Southern who,

:
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ings of the road which should have gone to the payment of
dividends has instead been devoted to expenditures which ought
to have been charged to capita! account. The plaintiffs in the
suit are

Annie

L.

DeKoven and

Cecil Barnes, of Chicago, as

trustees under the will of John DeKoven, who owned 500 shares
of Lake Shore stock. Other minority stockholders join in the

with them. They say that the property of their road is
more valuable than that of the Central and that the consolidation was undertaken to aid the Central in its costly
undertakings in connection with the construction of the new
suit

terminal in

New

New
New

York.

H.^ven

the principal feasuit for the dissolution of the company
ture of which appears to be a clause intended to shorten the
time to be allowed for the company to make some disposition
Next January, when the
of its Boston & Maine shares.
Massachusetts legislature meets, the directors will have an
opportunity to try to secure a modification of the law of that
state which restricts the market for these shares.
its

;

directors ratified the new agreement August 11. Under
terms the road passes its title to the Boston & Maine to
trustees, who will endeavor to sell the same within one year,
and the department agrees to drop its suit. A statement issued
by President Hustis says
"In pursuance of the hope expressed in the statement of
July 22 that a way might stilt be found to accomplish the
peaceful dissolution of the properties, an agreement has been
reached, which is substantially a renewal of the original agreement between the attorney general and the company in all
respects e.\cept as to the Boston & Maine stock, and is in accordance with the vote of the stockholders at New Haven,
April 21, authorizing a settlement with the government.
"The members of the board highly appreciated the courtesy
of the attorney general and his co-operation in their endeavor
to solve the problem without inflicting unnecessary loss upon
the shareholders and to effect a rehabilitation of the property

The

its

interest of the public."
the terms of the agreement a stipulation will be filed in
the United States Court in New York City, in which the New
Haven will agree to transfer its title to its Boston & Maine'
stock to a board of trustees, headed by former Chief Justice
Marcus P. Knowlton, of the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts, these trustees to have all the power of owners of the
stock in disposing of the same within one year, it being understood that on the presentation of reasonable ground for delay
in selling, further time may be granted by the court.
It is agreed that any questions of law involved in the sale
of the Boston & Maine stock shall be submitted to the courts.
This leaves the way open for the New Haven to attack the
constitutionality of the law, by which the state of Massachusetts
retains a perpetual option on the Boston & Maine, in the event
in

the

By

that the legislature at its next session, in January, does not
satisfactorily amend the law.

The stocks of the Connecticut trolley companies are to be
transferred to a board of trustees, headed by Judge Walter C.
Noyes, of New London, which is to dispose of the roads before
July 1, 1919.
The Rhode Island trolley roads are to be transferred to a
board headed by Rathbon Gar;dner. of Providence, with instructions to sell the same by July 1, 1919.
The minority stock of the liastern Steamship Company is to
he disposed of before July 1, 1917.
The Berkshire trolley lines are to be sold within five vears
from July 1, 1914.
The question of retaining the Sound Steamship lines is to be
decided by the Interstate Commerce Commission, in accordance
with the provisions of the Panama Canal act.
It is further understood, but not made a part of the stipulation, that the Department of Justice will view with approval
any act of the legislature of Massachusetts that will tend to
make easier the sale of the Boston & Maine, which, by the
terms of the law enacted at the last session of that legislature,
is made subject to a perpetual option to the state of Massachusetts.

Howard

Elliott,

of the hoard,

is

who

is

now

president, as well as chairman
New York office of the

expected to be at the

company on August

17.

much

without as

as a

Sunday

57.

No. 7

He had worked

ten

months

off.

Credit for reaching an amicable settlement appears to be
given to President Wilson, who, though he authorized the filing
of the dissolution suit, seems to have taken effective action to
check the litigation.
Particular prominence is given in the press despatches, espe-

yellow journals, to the fact that tl;e present agreewill not prevent the attorney-general from prosecuting individual directors for any criminal acts that they may have
cially in the

ment

committed and one paper says proceedings of this kind will
be begun in the courts in two weeks; but there is no reliable
evidence that anything is being done. No call has yet been issued for a special grand jury to consider the case, and the law
requires ten days' notice to jurymen.
President Hustis, in a second statement, said:
".An erruncdus impression seems to have gone forth that the
company has yielded in its settlement concerning the time limit.
"The agreement between the attorney-general and the representatives of this company of March 21, which was ratified
by the stockholders, provided that the company should have
two and one-half years from July 1, 1914. to complete the sale,
but, for good cause shown, the time may be extended by the
United States District Court.
"The arrangement just agreed to provides that the company
shall have until January 1, 1917, to dispose of the stock, unless,
for good cause, the court grants additional time.
"But if by July 1, 1915, the New Haven company and the
Massachusetts legislature agree on terms on which this control
shall be parted with, satisfactory to the United States and approved by tlic court, such plan shall be adopted by order of the
;

—

&

Hartford. The directors of this
company have come to an agreement with the United States
Department of Justice by which the government will withdraw

York,

profited by his rest in the woods.

Vol.

It is said that

Mr.

Elliott

has greatly

court."

—

Okl.^ho.m.\ Centr.\l R.mlroad Comtaxv. This is the name of
the new corporation which has been chartered in Oklahoma to
take, over the Oklahoma Central Railway, sold, on July 31. by
order of the court. The new company has an office at Muskogee, and the incorporators are H. A. Gibson, R. D. Long,
William M. Cutlip and J. A. Lathum. Muskogee is 100 miles
from the nearest point on the Oklahoma Central, and is 50
miles from Tulsa, the nearest point on the .\tchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe.

— The

lease of the Northern Central went into
and the Pennsylvania Railroad Company now
operates all lines formerly operated by the Northern Central
Railway Company.
The Erie division of the Pennsylvania
Railroad and the Northern Central Railway have been consoli-

Pexnsvlvania.

effect .August

1,

—

dated under the name of Central division Pennsylvania RailL'ntil further notice the subdivisions and
road Company.
branch roads included under the Erie division of the Pennsylvania Railroad and the Northern Central Railway will continue
to be operated as subdivisions and branch roads of the new
Central division.
The name of the former Central division
of the Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washington has been changed
to Media division. All of the lines embraced in the new Central division were already operated under a single general
superintendent.

—

Pacific. The directors of the Denver & Rio Grande
have voted to pay the semi-annual interest of 25-^ per cent, on
the first mortgage bonds of the Western Pacific, notwithstanding that the earnings of the road have not been sufficient to
meet the entire amount. The deficit will be made up by the
Denver & Rio Grande. The interest will fall due September 1.
The directors add: "If the Denver & Rio Grande is to continue
its support of the Western Pacific some plan of readjustment
of Western Pacific finances and the relation of Denver & Rio
Grande thereto must be devised which will be acceptable to the
holders of the Western Pacific first mortgage bonds, and a call
for the deposit of these bonds will be put forth at an early date
by a committee of responsible bankers looking to the adoption
of a plan which will at once lighten the burden which the Denver & Rio Grande is now carrying, to place the financial structure of the system upon a basis of recognized solvency and
credit, and. as far as may b€ practicable, provide means for
the development of the Western Pacific.
"The payment of interest, which will fall due on September
1, 1914, has been decided upon in order to give tixne to prepare,
submit and consider the proposed plan. Money is already as-

Western

sured for the payment of the interest."

;

August
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about this strike.

It
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considered

worth while to publish it even at this late day, because it may
have a lesson for the people of this country, and especially for

The advocates of government
ownership of railways persistently represent this policy as a
remedy for strikes. The strike in South Africa was but one
of numerous examples which state railways have afforded that
public ownership is not a preventive of strikes.
It also furnishes an example of the way in which labor unions and strikes
are likely to be dealt with on government railways.
The railway employees who read the story are hardly likely to find in it
an argument from their standpoint in favor of state ownership.
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that public ownership

when
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not a pre-

do come on
than
on private railways because public sentiment and the government are almost certain to take a determined stand against the

ventive of strikes, and. second, that

much more

state railways they are

strikes

likely to be short-lived
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Engineering and Maintenance of Way Edition and four Maintenance of
Convention daily issues. North .America. $1; foreign. S2.
Entered at the Post Office at New York. N. \'.. as mail matter of the
second class.
WE GUAHANTEE. that of this issue (the monthly Engineering Sc Maintenance Edition 10.9C0 copies were printed; that of those 10.900 copies. 7.435
were mailed to regular paid subscribers to the weekly edition. 1.898 to subscribers who get the Engineeiing & Maintenar-f e Edition only. 250 were provided for counter and news compani».s' sales. 1.111 were mailed to advertisers,
exchanges and correspondents, and 2C6 were provided for samples and otfice
use; that the total copies printed this year to date were 319. 50G. an average
of 9,397 copies a week.
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not new, for

is

were sent by re.gisSan Francisco to \ew York.

ten carloads of gold

railroad president who was accused of padding the mails, during the weighing period, on his small road in Iowa, a few years
.\

we believe was punany great difference between
Sending big bags of
his act and this one of the government.
gold by parcel post is legal, apparently and so was the sending
of
fruit in Xew MexColorado,
and
last
year
in
of tons of grain
ico but everybody miist admit that it is glaringly illegitimate. A
postmaster in West \'irginia has gone these fellows one better
it
is related that he sent four barrels of flour by parcel post
and thereby raised his office from fourth class to third, and
These incidents,
secured an increase in his annual salary
ago,
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difficult
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small in themselves,

all
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is by no means generous in his payments
handling the mails and the parcels, he is far
fri'in stingy with some of the contractors

wl-ii

operate star routes.

Philanthropies

This

is

strik-

by an incident of which

ingly illustrated
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The Handling of New and Scrap Maintenance Materials
•Making a Double Fill Nearly 185 Ft. High
Felt Tie

to the railways for

Costs on a Mileage Basis: by

Bowser

Discipline

W.

Though Uncle Sam

the Railway

Age

the details.

A

Gazette has just learned

certain contractor has the

Remail star route between Holbrook and Snowflake, Ariz.
cently this representative of the government bought 10,000 lb.
of barley at Mesa, Ariz., on the Arizona Eastern, and shipped
by parcel post via Holbrook to Snowflake. The barley cost
him 95 cents per 100 lb. at Mesa. The postage on it from Mesa
Therefore, laid down at
to Snowflake was $1.08 per 100 lb.
Snowflake the barley cost him $2.03 per 100 lb. For transporting the barley via parcel post from Holbrook to Snokflake the
it

contractor received
cents per 100

age on

it

lb.

from I'ncle Sam

more than

to Snowflake.

$2.25-

per 100

lb.,

or 22

the cost of the barley plus the post-

I'.i

other words,

in

effect

Uncle

Sam

!

.
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made

enterprising mail contractor a present of the barley
it and, in addition, gave him

this

and also of the transportation of

His 10,000 lb.
22 cents for accepting his Uncle's beneficence.
of barley laid down at Snowflake cost him just $22 less than nothing. The person who furnished the foregoing information added,
seems to have a good business head on him and no
doubt will go into the business of retailing barley at Snowflake
He is said to be figuring also on shipping baled
quite heavily.
hay in 50-lb. packages by parcel post." The distance by rail,
'"This fellow

Mesa to Holbrook
Which means that

is

340 miles

;

Holbrook

to Snowflake, 30 miles.

the contractor gets 22 cents per 100

lb.

more

than the cost of the barley, plus the postage on it, for hauling
haul of 370 miles, the railway furit 30 miles out of a total
concur
nishing the other 340 miles of the transportation
in the opinion that "this fellow seems to have a good business
!

We

head on him." But how about the heads of the statesmen and
postofiice department ofiicers who have made this extraordinary
Meantime, government officers will contransaction possible?
tinue to send out from Washington long lectures on the inefficient and wasteful way in which the railways of the United

managed

States are

Nowhere

else

adopted as

in

has nationalization of railways been so extensively
Germany. Nowhere else, as is conceded by both
the advocates and opponents of govern-

ment ownership, has the management of

German

state railways been so efficient.

Criticism of

in

State Railroads

Germany

But even

satisfaction with the results

of government ownership is far from
recent letter from a Berlin correspondent to the
Springfield (Mass.) Republican, which we publish elsewhere, reviews numerous serious complaints which are being made in

unanimous.

Germany

A

against the state railways, and especially against the
It is being charged that

best of them, those of Prussia-Hesse.

the

many

railways have too

Prussian

and employees,

officers

that their freight rates are kept too high in order to yield large
sums to the public treasury; that rates are so adjusted as un-

between different classes of business concerns; and that government ownership has not remedied or prevented but aggravated the evils of monopoly, because the state
railroads constitute a monopoly more powerful and arbitrary
fairly to discriminate

than any practicable combination
great evil on the

German

state

of

private

corporations.

A

railways, to which this corre-

spondent does not refer, is the chronic and severe shortage of
The criticisms of
cars in seasons of hea\^ traffic movement.
their railways being made by German economists and business
men may not all be justified, but they refute the statement
so often made by advocates of government ownership in this
country that the results of nationalization in

Germany

give the

Vol.

;

;

sulting transportation cost as a justification of their policy.

the Carolina, Clinchfield

per cent.

It

capable of accurate

Practically, the assumptions which must be made
regarding the amount of traffic and other primary considerations are so largely a mJtter of judgment that the opinions of
At no period in our raildifferent railroad men vary widely.

determination.

this

subject received so

much

attention,

or have such large expenditures been made to secure low grades,
It is therefore highly important
as during the past few years.
that the elements of uncertainty be reduced to the minimum.
Many men seriously question whether some of the heavy ex-

now being made are justified, in view of the traffic
handled now or to be reasonably expected in the future,
whether
the fixed charges are not being increased unwisely
and
to secure a low transportation cost.
This question was brought up in the recent investigation of
penditures
to be

30,

1913,

was only

17

amount

of

increases.

traffic

It

is,

therefore,

generally recog-

and advisable to anticipate the
which may reasonably be expected
within the next few years when planning on any improvements.

nized that

it

is

entirely proper

probable increases in

It

is

traffic

also recognized that

under

traffic

than

when

it

is

more expensive

to reduce grades

originally constructing a line.

On the other hand, it requires a heavy traffic to enable the
reduced transportation cost to offset the heavy fixed charges on
many of these low-grade lines, and it is difficult to deierniine
hew some of them, with two or three trains daily, vindicate the
expenditures made. For example, the North Bank road, which
was one of the early low-grade lines constructed thiough a
heavy country, has failed to earn its fixed charges for the last
three years, although it has now been in operation over six years.
A. careful estimate made previous to the authorization of a very
expensive piece of grade reduction recently on a line handling
a dense traffic, showed that even with this heavy traffic the improvement could be justified only in the light of the increased
expected a considerable time in the future.

traffic

for

it

low-grade line earns a fair return on a
not necessarily a vindication of the expendi-

fact that a

is

is

conceivable that the operation of more trains on

a line constructed with

which an increase in expenditure to secure a lower grade, and thereby a reduced
cost of transportation, ceases to be justified because of a dis-

way development has

June

low transportation ratio to the successful operation of a railway,
or the fact that this becomes increasingly important as tlie

ture,

the point at

is

On

Ohio, for instance, the transporta-

not necessary to emphasize the importance of a

is

large investment

proportionate increase in fixed charges,

&

tion ratio for the fiscal year ending

The mere
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and report on the construction of the National Transcontinental
Railway by the government in Canada.
On this line ruhng
grades of 0.4 per cent, eastbound and 0.6 per cgnt. westbound
were adopted, resulting in heavy expenditures for construction,
although it will undoubtedly be many years before the freight
traffic will amount to over two or three trainloads each way
daily.
The increased expenditures necessary to secure these low
grades through a country now largely a wilderness have been
Other conspicuous examples of low grade
severely criticized.
lines constructed at heavy cost in recent years are the Spokane,
Portland & Seattle, from Spokane to Portland the Virginian
and the Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio, from the coal fields in
West Virginia to the Atlantic seaboard and the new line of the
Erie between Meadville, Pa., and Corry, where the adoption of
An ina 02 per cent, grade made necessary very heavy work.
structive contrast in the ideas of different railroad men on this
subject is afforded by the construction of the Spokane, Portland
& Seattle and the new line of the Oregon- Washington Railroad
& Navigation Company, between Spokane and the Columbia
river, which is now being completed.
The latter line is built
generally parallel to the Spokane, Portland & Seattle, with a
ruling grade of 0.6 per cent., as compared with a 0.4 per cent,
grade on the North Bank road.
The advocates of these low-grade lines point to the low re-

"greatest satisfaction."

THEORETICALLY,

57.

heavier grades and at a reduced cost,
would result in even greater profits in excess of interest charges.
Another influence which must be considered at the present time
is

that of electrification.

The

electric operation of freight lines,

on heavy grades, has not been developed far enough
u: this country to enable one to determine definitely what this
method of operation will accomplish. But elect', ification must be
especially

considered as a possible alternative to low-grades in the near
While transportation costs can be reduced by the refuture.
duction of grades at any time, the fixed charges are permanent.
It is

not the intention here to criticize low-grade lines in them-

selves, but to raise for serious consideration the questioa

whether

grades are not sometimes being reduced below the economical
limit for handling either the piesent traffic or that which may
be expected in the near future. No one will denv the economy
of ? low-grade line, or will question the advisability of securing

low grades, where this can be done at a reasonable expenditure.
But it would seem that the advisability of the heavy expenditures which are being made on some lines are open to question.

—
Al-gu~i

AN EMERGENCY ADVANCE IN FREIGHT RATES ?
A MO\"EME.\T has been started by J. S. Bache & Co., mem-

*»

bers of the

Xew York

and substantia! advance

Stock Exchange, for an immediate

in freight rates as a

means

of dealing'

with the emergency confronting the American railway industry
as a result of the war in Europe. We publish elsewhere a letter

which

has sent to 32,000 bankers throughout the United

this firm

States,

urging them to petition Congress to pass a resolution re-

questing the Interstate

Commerce Commission

to revise

cent decision in the eastern rate advance case

and

grant further and adequate advances in rates to

all

It is

its

re-

the

railways and other business concerns of this

There

will be.

are,

however, certain salient facts regard-

Europe have invested large sums

A

American business concerns.

of

in the securities

very large majority of these

investments have been made in the securities of American railways, and only a relatively small part of them in the securities

From

of American industrials.

the

time

when war began

to

be seriously threatened until the stock exchanges were closed

European investors dumped American securities, and especially
railway securities, on the markets as fast as they could, the
purpose being to take as much gold from this country to Europe
as possible.
The effect was rapidly to drive down the prices
of American securities, and especially of American railway securities.
How low our railway securities would have gone
under this hammering if the stock exchanges had not been closed
when they were nobody can tell.

The closing of the stock exchanges arrested the flood of
railway securities coming home. But the war abroad destroyed
the

foreign

market for American railway securities

and the

;

closing of the stock exchanges has temporarily destroyed their

home market.
home market

It

for

may
them

be that in a relatively short time the
will be

reopened

;

but the foreign mar-

war is over.
the demand for American railway

ket will not exist again until the

This means that

has been heavily reduced.

is

to

market continues undiminished while the demand for it is
That is, a great
decline in its price. If, therefore, the prices at which American
railway securities can be sold are not to be heavily reduced
and they were already very low when the war began either
the supply of them offered for sale must be curtailed, or by
some means the demand for them must be stimulated.
It is easy to foresee the consequence of a reduction of the
supply of securities issued. New securities must be sold to raise
capital for new construction and permanent improvements, and
a reduction in the supply of them put on the market must result
thus curtailed, there can be but one result.

—

amount of expenditures

a proportionate reduction in the

for

permanent improvements and new construction.
Assuming that it is not desirable that the amount of capital
raised by railways for permanent improvements and new construction
curities

shall be reduced, how can the demand for their sebe maintained where a sufficient supply of them can

There is but one way in
which that can be done, and that is by so increasing the rates
and net earnings of the railways as to enable them to pay rates
of interest on their bonds and rates of dividend on their stocks
which will make them attractive to a larger class of American
be sold to raise the needed capital?

investors.

Before the European war began

it

w-as

conceded by

all

per-

sons familiar with business conditions that the main thing
needed to revive our industry and commerce was a renewal of
railway development.
The situation of the railways certainly
has not been improved by the destruction of the foreign market for their securities and by the enormous reduction in their
export traffic. Is it not desirable, for the general commercial
and industrial welfare, that some energetic and far-reaching
action be taken to strengthen the position of

it

the weakest place of

all

in

the condition of the railways,

devote ourselves at once to

strengthening their position?

NEW BOOKS
InHuence Diagrams for the Determination of Maximum Moments in Trusses
and Beams.
By Malverd A. Howe, Professor of Civil Engineering,
Rose Polytechnic Institute. Size 6 in. by 9 in., 65 pages, 42 illustrations, bound in cloth.
Published by John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New
York.

Price, $1.25.

of applying influence lines in analyzing trusses,
arches and beams, is made clear in this little book, recently issued.
The author begins by stating the single simple rule for
drawing the influence diagram for all ordinary trusses, and
this with numerous examples covering all cases for
simple trusses.
He then shows that the influence diagram for

follows

continuous

trusses, cantilever trusses, arches and beams are
based upon the same general diagram as is drawn for simple
These diagrams are applicable without any computation.
The diagrams shown in the book are constructed for moments,

trusses.

but the same rules can be used in drawing diagrams to indicate
stresses or areas of truss members.
Terminal Facilities of North Pacific Ports.
ford Beaton.

Terminal

American railways.

Size

5x7

Publishing

in.,

Compiled and edited by WelPublished by

336 pages, cloth binding.

Company, 309 Burke Building,

Seattle,

Wash.

Price $2.

Although this book is primarily intended for the steamship
owner or shipper of goods by sea it is of great value to the railroad man who finds it necessary to have a good idea of the
peculiarities and advantages of the Pacific coast ports from San
Diego. Cal., to Nome, Alaska. The book contains most detailed
information

securities

If the supply of a thing offered in

the

in

if

The method

eration by the public, by Congress and by the commission.
of

American business
not the part of wisdom

is

ing the railway industry which should be given careful consid-

The people

And

strengthening that place?
the lines of

to promptly

country, or to foresee what future developments in respect to

them
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and thereby the position of American business generally? If
the general of an army knew there were various weak places
in his lines, but that there was one very important place which
was the weakest and most vulnerable of all, would he not regard it as the part of wisdom to devote himself first of all to

the railroads.

impossible accurately to appraise the position in which the

war has put

V
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21,

concerning the

considered,

ports

trance of ships,

essential

of each of the
governing the enharbor and ap-

features

including the regulations
the

water

depth of

in

the

proaches, the wharfage, pilotage, storage and other charges assessed against either the ship or the cargo, the piers, the 'boat
lines

operating from the port,

lists

of

the

In addition there are also

etc.

American consuls stationed

in

foreign

countries,

of consuls of other countries stationed at the Pacific ports,
customs regulations, comparative tables of foreign monetary and
list

other standards and much other useful and necessary information of that character. It is the intention of the editors to
publish the book annually.
.4ir

Brake
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Illustrated,
Proceedings of the 1914 convention.
by 9 in. Published by the association. F. M. Nellis,
Price $2.
Boston, Mass., secretary.

.Association.

242 pages.

6

in.

State street,

The Air Brake

Association has

made

a

record this year

in

placing the bound volume of the twenty-first annual convention
in the hands of the members about two months after the con-

This year's report includes addresses by H. H.
Canadian Pacific, and W. A.
Garrett, formerly chief executive officer of the Pere Marquette,
together with papers on Air Hose, Caboose Air Gage and Conductor's Valve, Electro-Pneumatic Signal System for Passenger
Trains, Modern Train Building, and the report of the committee
vention met.

Vaughan,

assistant to vice-president,

on Recommended Practice. Other subjects discussed were the
Clasp Type of Foundation Brake Gear for Heavy Passenger Equipment Cars, and One Hundred Per Cent. Efficiency of Air
Brakes. A tribute to George Westinghouse is also included in
By prompt action of the executive committee
the proceedings.
immediately following the convention in Detroit, the secretarjhas been able to include in these proceedings the list of subjects selected and the committees appointed to report at the
twenty-second annual convention, which will be held in Chicago,

Mav

4-7, 1915.

;
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i

IS

I

them

AS GOOD AS A PENNY EARNED

New York. August 4. 1914.
To THE Editor of the R.mlwav .\ge G.^zette
The recent decision of the Interstate Commerce Commission
:

advising economies in the railway

means of saving which

.gesting a

field will

warrant

adapted

I

me

in

Mexico

in

sug1902.

in

In that year, while superintendent of construction for the

Na-

change of gage of that line was under way.
and we were short of freight cars. Standard gage box cars had
been received with a marked capacity of 80,000 lb., the cars
weighing 36.000 lb. Flat cars received at the same time were
marked, capacity 80.000 lb., and tare 3>.000 lb.; or 4,000 lb. difference between the two. Trucks, journals, axles, wheels, trussing and all parts below the decks of the cars were identical. I
took advantage of the difference and loaded the flat cars to
tional Railways, the

84,000

have had charge of two roads in operation and
found the same error carried out in their equipment. I changed
this, and im one of those lines increased the average load hanSince then

I

dled nearly one ton per car.
\\'hat

is

true of

cars

flat

true of gondolas, coal and ore

is

and. while it is true that there are few items other than
heavy machinery and sometimes timber that will load a
ear to capacity, this is not true of coal, ore and other such
;

rails,
flat

commodities.

examined the cars of one of the big lines entering New
a few days since and noted that the same error still perIt is obvious that there is no stress on tracks, bridges or
sists.
any other railway structure which differs on account of whether
I

York

the weight above center bearings

is

part of the paying or of the

H. M. T.wlor.

non-paying load.

A CRITICISM OF RAILWAY COST ACCOUNTING
B.NLTlMOBE- M.I.. August

To the Editor of the R.mlw.w Ace

G.\2ette

3,

1914.

:

Referring to editorials and articles

in your issues for July 24
on the division of expenses between passenger and freight
service, I desire to call attention to a fundamental defect in the

and

31

Xew York
in

to take steps in the direction of securing

substantial advance in railway rates as a

world.

"This cannot be done unless our railroad securities are given
safe margin of earnings.
The value of all other securities
depends upon the success of the railroads.
"The railroads have proved and the Interstate Commerce
Commission has admitted the necessity of enlarged revenues,

a

meager and

but the rate decision grants only a

insufficient pit-

tance

—not

of

per cent on the total capital of the eastern railroads which

1

made

more than enough

to

increase

earnings one-eighth

the application.

"This small advance
tablishing

will

have no

and

effect in restoring

confidence of the large investors

the

es-

here and the

holders of our securities abroad.

"These securities will be sent over as soon as possible to do
to draw our gold or its equivalent, and they will not be
taken up freely by our own large investors because they have
not sufficient confidence in the success of the railroads under
the present scale of low freights.
"Rates need to be advanced materially in order to give such
a margin of earnings that railroad securities will be sought.
"Further than that the credit system of the world has lieen
upset.
We have lost Europe as our bankers. We not only cannot hope to place new securities in Europe We are coirpelled
to take back vast quantities of existing securities which for
many years Europe has been absorbing. Every year our railroad systems have to spend enormous sums to increase and extend their transportation facilities to meet the growing demands
Where are the railroads to olitain the
of .American commerce.
money with which to make the needed additions and improvements? They cannot turn to Europe: .\merican investors are
they will have to look
not attracted under present conditions
so,

;

:

;

to

their earnings

"N'eeded

raises

until the
will

confidence of investors

start

the

business

railroad securities which will then take
the heavy purchases which the railroads

a

prosperous

level,

is

restored.

country
because of the confident buying of
place, and because of
all

towards

:

an immediate and

means of strengthening

Their letter is as follows
"Owing to the great European war, our financial situation is
under an emergency pressure, because threatened by the unloading of railroad securities held by Europe.
"Our securities are in disfavor because of low railroad earnings.
"They should at once be made attractive to capital all over the

\\'hat would be thought of a farmer who had five bins, into the
first of which he miscellaneously dumped his wheat, oats, barley
and corn into the second, potatoes, carrots, onions and beets
into the third, apples, peaches, pears and plums into the fourth,
into the fifth,
cherries, currants, blackberries and gooseberries
How diflScult it would
beans, peas, squashes and cucumbers?
be to determine the quantity of each, and what amount of labor
would be necessary to sort them out for m&rket or for use
Yet this is practically what is now done in railroad accounting, even to the mixing of passenger, freight, material and labor.
Xo cost accounting can be had until recourse is had to its
;

Stock Exchange,

the Lhiited States urging

process.

;

Xo. 8

the business position of the nation.

regularly.

lb.

57.

AN APPEAL FOR RELIEF FOR THE RAILWAYS
J. S. Bache & Co.. members of the
have sent a letter to 32.000 bankers

uiuiiiiuiiHiitiinriiiiiiiMiiiiiiiriiiniiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiniiiiiiitfr
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Vol.

I

I

Letters to the Editor

cars

:

will

of

the

then be able to

make, but cannot make now because of lack of funds and credit.
"This is now a national question and relief should be given
to the railroads immediately, in view of the emergency necessity.

par-

therefore, earnestly suggest that you bring this matter
once to the attention of your representatives in Congress,
and if you agree with us. urge them to favor the passing of a
joint and concurrent resolution of the House and Senate directed to the Interstate Commerce Commission, requesting it.
because of the emergency situation with reference to railroad

Material and labor are two entirely distinct and separate ele-

cation of the eastern railroads, and in their discretion and in

I

fundamental

namely, a

basis,

separation

of

its

different

securities, to

ticulars.

of which

Separation
"a knowledge is necessary.
any expense is simple and easy separation after
heterogeneous items have beeit combined is difficult and costly.
Properly designed and used requisitions for material, permit
of such sortings and resortings as will give knowledge to any
ments, in

cost,

at the outset of

;

Work

desired refinement.

same for

all

tickets, or service

cards, will

do the

labor.

Itemized items of this kind analyze themselves
rately tabulated, the aggregates furnish the

correct judgments

Xo

"We.

at

may

;

being sepa-

knowledge upon which

be based.

analysis of the present jumbled

up reports can ever yield

a basis for accurate thinking or furnish unit costs that will not

be open to successful attack.

F.

Lincoln Hutchins.

review and revise the decision

in the

recent appli-

view of the great and extraordinary necessity for this
to promptly grant further and adequate advances to

action.
all

the

railroads.

than to make
our securities so attractive that the funds of the investing world
would be irresistibly drawn to this country.
"This would be accomplished if the railroads were given full
"X''o financial ni.jve

could be

more

beneficial

now

and ample earning power. It~would stimulate the whole industrial structure and enhance the values of all other securities.
"Will you give this matter your earnest attention and will
you kindly let us know if you agree and will act?
"If you approve, please ask some of your larger shippers also
to write or telegraph to Washington."

The Operation

Large

of

Yards

Classification

Third Series* of Abstracts of Papers Received in the
Recently Decided Contest on This Important Subject

EFFECT OF OUTSIDE INFLUENCES ON YARD OPERATION
By F. Lincoln Hutchins
Baltimore.

ditions.

Md.

operation of yards depends mainly upon right con-

Efficient

Little

improvement can be expected

many

until

things,

extraneous
changed.
affect the

to the jurisdiction of the yardmaster, have been
Small kinks and minor improvements will scarcely
tremendous terminal e.xpense, which Hadley says has

grown during the last 20 years so that, while the cost of line-ofroad movement has been enormously decreased, the cost of yards
and terminals has been tremendously increased.
The problem deserves wider treatment, for this gradually increasing cost is mainly due to faulty management.
Moreover
it is difficult to see how special methods can be made of general
application.
Xo two yards are alike in arrangement or in the
class of business that they handle, and the methods which would
be of great efficiency in one situation might prove to be very
inefficient in another.

tion

more

of

efficient

Hence an article devoted to the consideraand more economical yard management

must take up matters outside of the regular yard operations.

At

the

outset

may

it

be

questioned

if

the

lafge yards leads to economical operation.

It

establishment of
is

the universal

made large enough
The temptation
it.

testimony that no yard was ever

come to
crowd any yard that has a reputation
the cars that tend to

that

more switching

contiguous territory.
that the large yard

on

The
to

is

to over-

Every one

with the result

created, more storage demanded, and
movement of cars towards it from all the
The inevitable consequence of all this is
often worse off for room to properly carry
is

functions than before

its

is

for bigness.

at a distance thinks that its capacity is unlimited,

there results a general

to hold all

its

of classification yards in man\- cases is open
Economical working conditions are sacrificed to

location

criticism.

boundaries and other considerations.
nearest the

work

situation,

How

seldom

is

divisional

the

man

called in to consult with the engineering de-

partment in deciding what arrangement will best conserve economical working? Who is so well qualified as the yardmaster
to know the movement of traffic and the particular arrangement
of tracks that will permit of the greatest facility in handling it?
Yards at connecting points, either with other roads or with
divisions

different

of

the

same system, lead

to

large

losses

through dumping into them heterogeneously marshaled cars, followed by the turning over to the connections of cars in like
disorderly array.
It is the rule, rather than the exception, to
depend upon large classification yards to correct the lack of
orderly arrangement in collecting and despatching cars along
the line.
"Let George do it" is a costly method of procedure

when
when

the total travel of the car

The

is

it

during

its

is

taken into consideration and

taken into every classification yard for re-classification

economy

in

yard operation

is

to be obtained by

keeping cars out of yards to the greatest extent possible, although the contrary practice is now the rule. The reputation

accommodation
numbers of cars from which

for large yard capacity encourages the idea that
exists

for

the

storage of large

may

be made to suit the convenience of wholesale
Cars thus held for disposition cause large expense,
This expense is also further
needlessly increased by permitting shippers to order forward
certain products by car number.
Orders to forward certain
kinds, or grades, would greatly reduce such expense, for instance.
in the matter of coal.
selections

shippers.

which

is

cars, and effect
other economies.
The Pittsburgh & Lake Erie is a notable
example of the application of this principle. Large
yards were
vetoed and small accumulating points were
established from
which solid trains for terminal points of the
road were run
without breaking up at the different yards.
Parsimony in matter of inspection is very expensive.
General
officers examining payrolls are likely
to cut out inspectors and
in so

ish

doing increase other yard expenses far beyond the
picayunthat they think they have saved ;' enough
attention

amounts

not paid to the costly result of delays to the switching
locomotives and crews, to say nothing of the preventable
breakthe road.
Economical inspection is only obtained
absolutely thorough, and sufficiently rapid to interfere
least with the regular routine of yard work.
is

downs on
when it is

Yard records have further largely increased yard costs, and
needlessly so. for the reason that improvements in
accounting
have not kept pace with the growth of business. The present
rep^Drts are inefficient and require unnecessary duplication.

The

ideal

car

record

obtained by having an individual slip for
each car. either brought in with the car or made upon its
arrival.
Such a slip formed to carry all the information that
may ever be needed as to car or contents permits of instantane-

ous reply to

all

is

possible inquiries

not properly appreciated.

'The prize article and several others were published in the issue of July 3,
and several other contributions were also published in the issue of July 2A.

and prevents

all

duplications.

will

furnish results of all yard
operations to as fine a degree of refinement as may be desired
with a minimum of cost and avoid the necessity of taking lists
of yard, either daily or periodically.

Lack of regularly scheduled work for switching crews is partly
due to the irregular nature of the business, but where such
schedules have been installed there have resulted a betterment
in operation and great reductions in cost.
Yard operations may
be scheduled, as are trains on the road; it would be as unfair
to say that this is impracticable in

yard work, because of irreguscheduling of trains is impracticable
because wreck? and other delays occur on the line.
]Many yardmasters endeavor to carry all the confused and
larities,

as

to

say

that

complicated operations of their yards in their own minds, making
conductors of switching crews work under their specific instructions.
This is a most inefficient method, leading to costly use

power and labor. The most economically worked yard is
where the yardmaster has the least to do that is. where the
regular operations of the yard are properly scheduled and the

of

:

individual

conductors

are

held

of the schedules given them.

journej-.

highest

the trains as to
secure the longest rolling distance without yard
service.
Similar
to ordinary freight would tremendously
decrease the
cost of yard service, increase per diem mileage
of
attention

Such records when aggregated

enlargement.

accidental ownership of land, geographical

Ihe .first need is to adopt all possible
means to keep cars
out of classification yards. In the fast freight
service it has been
found that this requirement is imperative to
secure quick despatch and that it is necessary to so make up

responsible

Having

for

the

fulfillment

conductor
moves, while
without such schedules one cannot plan ahead or take advantage
of accidental happenings, while losing much time in obtaining
is

better able to utilize his time

special orders

and

definite tasks a

to avoid extra

for each piece of w-ork.

Orders from traffic and other high officials for special movement of cars is a grave hindrance to orderly prosecution of yard
work. This practice has cost very large sums, unknown to the
managers, because the accounting methods are not fitted to
divulge the expense consequent upon this practice.
Until it is
realized that patrons of the road, however important, are not
entitled to special, out of order service, not much can be done
to obviate the expense due to this uneconomic operation.
Marvelous differences are found in the capability of men in
the effective handling of a yard locomotive. I had working for
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me at one time a genius in this line. A person watching would
be puzzled to know what he was trying to do, for apparently
he was mixing up rather than sorting out; but by cutting his
train in a certain place and keeping one class of cars with his
locomotive, thus giving him an extra track, he was able to
marshal the cars on a limited number of tracks in the required
order with a minimum number of moves.
Such a man as an
instructor can do much to educate other men in the proper
handling, thus reducing the cost of the operations. What railroad has secured expert yard operators and sent them out to
its different yards to instruct the local mea as to the best switching practice?
Many conductors haul their trains just over the switch point
and push the car or cars they wish to detach onto the proper
moving out

track; then again,

just over the switch, they repeat

the operation for the next cut and so on until they have dis-

posed of

all

the cars.

the cars further

might have made

If,

instead of so doing, they

away from
all

the switch in the

first

the cuts without calling for one

had hauled
place, they

movemer

of the reverse lever, saving in engine expense and in the timi.
of the crew.

Vol.

a "dead"

is

one.

57,

This feature would be aggravated

No. 8

cold

in

weather.

Perhaps the objection would be made to the suggested system
that no opportunity would be allowed for inspection for bad
order cars in the receiving yard.

However,

this

could be ob-

viated by a road inspection for such defects, before receipt at
the classification yard, preferably at the water tank stop immediately preceding entrance into the receiving yard bad order
cars could be carded at that point.
The defective cars could
;

then be classified for repairs on the hump.

In case a car becomes
preceding the entrance into

between the inspection
and receipt at the yard it could be set out on
the bad order track at the despatching end of the yard, as such
inspection for light defects and air hose connection is always
made at that point under present practice. Notation of many
of the defects could also be made by switchmen or yard brakemen when going over the train to cut the air hose preparatory
This method of handling
to moving the train over the hump.
cars preparatory to the hump classification does not in any way
detective

the receiving yard

contemplate the discontinuance of the present manner of reporting, nor the abolition of the "cut-lists."

first" it may seem unwise to suggest
brakemen be required to catch slowly moving cars for the
purpose of riding and braking them, but properly done this is

When one of the writers was assistant general ynrdmaster of
one of the larger southern lines in Tennessee, there was a com-

not a dangerous proceeding, as is well proved by many years
of this practice upon many roads without unfortunate results;
only in this way may a train be broken up with the least loss
of time and with a proper degree of safety. With sufficient
leeway several cuts of cars may be moving to their several different destinations at the same time with the greatest effectiveness and economy of operation.

at

In these days of "safety

that

ADVANTAGES OF ADVANCE INFORMATION ON TRAIN
CONSISTS
By

Schaefer
& St. Paul,
AND Nelson -J. Flocker
Bessemer & Lake Erie, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Jas. D.

A

yard

is

Pittsburgh, Pa.,

not intended primarily to hold cars, but as a place

in the efficient

to be despatched.

Of primary importance

operation of a large classification yard

Much depends on

is its

loca-

regard to grades and dimenMany yards
sions, with the view of projections in the future.
are hampered for room to take care of the increased traffic over
tion.

that handled

nection

it

is

when

this with

they were originally laid out.

many

well to call attention to the fact that

number of

cars in each draft

and the track

The

original

copy (provided the switches are thrown from a tower) is
nished to the leverman, another copy to the car-cutter, and the
third copy is kept and checked by the conductor and reported
to the yardmaster to keep' iptact the data regarding the hump's
operations. .\ suggestion for improvement of this method would
he to have this information furnished the car marker by wire
in advance of the arrival of a train, in order that switching
fur-

lists

could be provided, so that the

classification

cars

upon the

receipt

hump

would be ready for
and the hump would only have

delay,

for which

it

is

cars

will

be marked

for

In this way the
without any materia!

of the train.
classification

to

perform the function

primarily intended, namely, the classification of

Another advantage of this suggestion is that
it does not require the same power to move a train of cars onto
the hump when it is received under power as when the movement
the equipment.

situa-

when word reached the office that
shutdown on eastbound cars, we would classify
However,
all company cars and hold same on outside tracks.
as fast as power could be obtained, foreign cars were moved out
of the way, carded for movement toward home, with the result
there was no reclassifying, and all cars were ready for movement in solid trains for the south. We were handling about
2.800 cars on an average daily, probably 33 per cent, foreign
Thereafter

region.

there woi-ld

a

lie

equipment.

IN THE OPERATION OF A
FLAT YARD

SOME IMPROVEMENTS

By Fred

present-

in the classifica-

tion yards on which such cars are to be placed.

The

seemed to grow worse and it was necessary to reclassify
A blockade was imto rush forward the perishable freight.
minent, and while we got through all right a lesson had been
learned.
.After clearing up the yard, a new system was inaugurated which was then an innovation in yard car handling in
tion

In this con-

day yards are the outgrowth of a layout of tracks designed to
take care of the traffic of 20 or more years ago. when business
was light and cars were of small capacity and dimensions.
The despatch with which cars are prepared for movement over
a hump depends on the system of marking. The present system
in many yards is by crayon for loaded cars prepared from the
manifest and for empty cars taken from the train, with a triplicate "cut sheet" prepared by the car marker. This sheet shows
the

in their consist, the balance being perishable freight.

that

City Passenger .\gent, Chicago, Milwaukee

from which they are

shutdown on empty cars on the division east of the point
which the classification yard over which he had jurisdiction
was located. At that time he was making up through solid
trains for five southern terminals. As they were being made up
these trains had a fair proportion of company box and coke cars
plete

P.

Grossman

General Yardmaster, Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis
Minneapolis, Minn.

The use
of trains

hump

of

& Omaha,

yards for the classification and breaking up

works well

in the

fall

when

the business

is

heaviest.

hump

can break up more trains effectively
and classify more cars than an engine can in a flat yard, but
it requires an army of switchmen and switch tenders to throw
switches and keep the cars going onto the track assigned for

One engine on

a

The damage to cars is also far
than in a flat yard, and the claims following,
amount
of help required, must be
enormous
coupled with the
each individual cut of cars.

greater on a

hump

kept in view.
I am in favor of a flat yard, with a graduating decline from
-'\n engine
the switch lead onto the various switching tracks.
on a lead of this kind can pull more cars up the lead, and it does

not require as

many switchmen and

switch tenders to guard

Cars are not so easily broken, and the
consumption of coal and water is about the same. The cars
freely, and a man in charge of the
more
are allowed to move
engine can control his helpers better and give better results for
A yard oi this kind with an entrance
the expense incurred.

the

movement

of cars.

to the tracks on both ends allows the cars to be pulled away
from the lead engine without interrupting the work, and there
A foreman of an engine
is no lost motion to the lead engine.
in a

yard of

this kind, trained to

make

the proper cuts in break-

;

August

:
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ing up trains, can pull back on the lead, and by the time the
engine comes back to where he is will have disposed of all the
This makes a yard very
cars, and be ready for another cut.
effective and economical, and a switch engine will handle very
nearly, if not as many cars as an engine on a hump, with about

cars of gravel and about 900 cars of company material being
This, of course, delayed us considerably, as our yard
has peculiar physical characteristics and is at times hard to

unloaded.

work.

SYSTEMATIC OPERATION OF LARGE YARDS

one-half the help.

The bad order proposition is handled in our yard by training
the car repairers to mark bad order cars, loads and empties,
and heavy and light repairs. The light repairs predominate in
every yard, consequently we assign two tracks for this work,
the light repair loads being set ahead of the empties.

This also

Our light
with heavy repair loads and empties.
repair tracks are pulled twice in each 24 hours and the heavy

holds good

repair tracks but once.

would

call attention to

another

Our merchandise box cars
made up of cars with minor

for out-

In addition to these repairs,

I

system we have inaugurated.

defects
freight are largely
while spotted at the out-bound freight house for loading, two
men make the necessary repairs, with occasionally an additional

bound

car repairer pressed into service. This plan has proved economical, as well as successful, and keeps the yard free of light repa.r

merchandise box cars.
Our trains have all been assigned to handle certain classes
This keeps the
for certain destinations.

of commodities and

freight moving promptly, the first train out being
made up with through cars, the second taking the overflow, the
next the short hauls, and so on down to the dead freight. In the
fall these trains are run in sections, but we never deviate in the

high class

each train, except where dead freight
Trains on other divisions are lined
up so that local cars are either on the head end or the rear;
the local cars are taken off, through cars are added and the
engine and crews changed with no delays.
class of freight
is

used to

fill

handled

in

out tonnage.

'

A

yardmaster must know everv- inch of room in his territory,
and must know perfectly at all times the exact situation of
every track in his yard. This enables him to handle almost
double the amount of cars actually held in his territory.
One of the most complex problems confronting a yardmaster
is

to eliminate terminal overtime.

An

engine working directly

a given territory can be manipulated in such a manner as
to stop work promptly at the expiration of ten hours, but when
an engine goes into a connecting line yard, one loses control
in

of it
to

In our yard switch engines have been given special hours
retire when they have worked ten

commence work, and must

order to divide the work evenly, we start engines
This gives us an engine at all
7:30 and 8 A. M.
In
times, and the night force commences work the same way.
this way overtime has been cut down from 250 hours to 25 and
30 hours per month. The most surprising part of it was the
hours.

In

at 6:30,

7,

Formerly our engines
service created by this change.
handled cm an average of 75 cars a day, while at the present
time they are handling an average of 120 cars a day; in the fall
The physical condition
this has run up to 162 cars per engine.
of our yard is against us, and in addition we receive only credit
for cars coming into and going out of the yard, no credit being
The saving in fuel
received for werk done within the yard.
was enormous, switch engines now averaging about three tons
per ten hours against four tons before the change w-as made.
efficient

A reduction was also noticed in the water supply, engines now
going to the tank twice a day against three and four times
previous to the change.
After the crews became accustomed
to the change of working ten hours straight, they seemed to feel
that we were imposing on them when we asked them to work
overtime.

The

better physical

service

was also better, as the men were in
and never loafed as they did when

condition,

'

they were working 12 and 13 hours a day.

Before the change in hours was mad'e, the average cost per
was 38 cents after the change was made, the
average cost for the year was 35!4 cents per car, or a saving
of 2J4 cents per car.
During this latter period we were also
hampered by construction work and gravel trains, about 12,000

car for the year

;
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In order to successfully operate a terminal, classification or
break-up yard, it is of vital importance that the yardmaster
surround himself with good, careful and reliable men in order
that the system of the yard

may

be carried out in every detail.

A

competent and intelligent yardmaster will inaugurate a system of reports whereby any failure of the system inaugurated
by him will be promptly detected, the error corrected, and any
delay to any detail work of the yard avoided.
Should a yardmaster discover, any careless act on the part of any of his force,
he should immediately conduct a careful investigation, applying
discipline if necessary.
Should he discover further acts of carelessness on the part of tlie same employee, he will make no
mistake in taking him out of the service, as one careless employee will often be the means of causing careless acts on the
part of other employees, especially new and inexperienced men.
In order to obviate delays to cars in large yards, it is necessary for the yardmaster to establish a system of yard checking,
taking an accurate check of each track in his yard at least once
every 24 hours.
This report should be personally handled by
a thoroughly competent yard clerk, whose business it should be
all cars with the bills.
If this is done any delayed car
be immediately discovered, and a necessary report made
it is to see that the car is
switched out and moved promptly. Delay to cars can only be

to

check

will
to

the yardmaster, whose business

overcome by constant watchfulness on the part of the yardmaster
and his holding certain members of his force personally responsible for any unnecessary delays that may occur.
In order that terminal overtime may be reduced to a minimum,
it
is
necessary for the yardmaster to anticipate movements,
watching closely all reports of train arrivals, considering the
number of cars for which track room will be required, and
arranging his work in such manner that upon the arrival of these
trains he will have sufficient room in his receiving yard to take
the trains in promptly and avoid such overtime. To successfully
minimize terminal overtime, the yardmaster must be a man of
excellent judgment and farseeing qualities.
Such a yardmaster
can save his salary several times each day, and therefore greatly
further
advancement.
A yardmaster
increase his prospects for
should see that his subordinates arrange the work for his switch
engines to obtain the highest possible yard revenue for each
movement, thus avoiding unnecessary engine mileage. He should
also arrange his work in such a way as to avoid any unnecessary delay caused by any congested condition that

may

arise

in the yard.

After many years of practical experience, I believe that the
only method to pursue that will insure the prompt handling of
special traffic such as fast freight, etc., is by inaugurating a

system as follows
(1)

Keep

(2)

Establish

from slow traffic.
system of reports showing the arrival and
also noting any delays
departure of such trains in the yard
occurring either because of the motive power, car, or yard deamount
of
time
consumed
by the inspecpartments, showing the
tion and testing of air, the time consumed in classifying and
building up the train, and also any unusual delay it may receive.
(3) The classifying of such cars should be as far-reaching as
special traffic separated
a

;

possible to reduce the handling to the lowest possible

minimum,

thereby avoiding serious delays to such freight by reducing the
liability of damage to both freight and equipment thro"ugh too
frequent handling.
(4) A certain time should be allotted in the yard for the yardmaster to get such trains through his yard, and it should be his
doty to see that this time is not exceeded under ordinary con-
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ditions.

a system of reports as

above outlined, unnecessary

delays can be readily detected and corrected.

Blockades

yards are caused by the inability of connecting
lines to accept freight promptly; by accidents; by weather conditions, and occasionally by a lack of power.
These conditions
can hardly be overcome. However, under the ordinary conditions and if proper judgment is used by the yardmaster. an
auxiliary storage yard of sufficient capacity beyond such classification or break-up yard will permit him to store his slow freight
there, giving his fast or preferred freight a chance to

move from

the classification or break-up yard on its regular schedule.
In conclusion, to successfully operate a busy classification or
break-up yard, it is of vital importance that all freight be moved
currently,

keeping

the yardmaster bearing in

sufficient track

room

promptly, and also provide

room

incoming trains

for classification pur-

A

yardmaster should be in close touch with the chief
despatcher, working in harmony with his force, and he should be
willing at all times to co-operate witlj him in any way desired.
He should also bear in mind the importance of properly making
up trains, so as to minimize the delay to such cars at the next
break-up yard, as a move in his yard will prevent a delay in
poses.

such as

By
Chief

L.

J.

Dcs|iatcher,

S:

Haileyvillc, Okla.

Home

It may be that the despatcher has not
given a close figure on an incoming fast stock or merchandise
train, or if it fell down, he did not revise his figures for the

to the engine in the end.

yard.

Every employee on the railroad

cases the general office must be wired

is no one on duty in these offices at
Saturday afternoons, Sundays and holidays the

cars remain until the reply to the inquiry

record in the car

service

office

is

faulty,

is

received.

the

car

may

If

the

be

a

matter of dispute for days and weeks.
In my opinion diversion orders ihould not e.xist
The cars
are billed out from commercial centers to some terininal and
diversion orders are to follow these may be two to three days
behind and during this time the cars are in the yards.
It
seems that the shippers shoHld have a sale for their materials
before they start them out and not have the railroads acting as
:

storehouses.

Cars are held in yards for tonnage all the way froin 6 to 24
We do not believe this is justified in spite of the figures
showing that the tonnage train is the money maker, for the
tonnage figures are made simply from the number of tons
handled in the particular train regardless of any other account
which may be affected.
-\ shortage of track forces should be avoided to insure the
maintenance of yard tracks and switches to assist in the speedy
movement of engines and cars. Yards should be kept clear of all
obstructions and so arranged as to permit of the men moving
hours.

a

a

measure contributes to
dilatory in making

little

may be

delivery of telegrams the messenger boy
serious delay

:

by being a

late in calling a

little

contributes his share, the engineer being slow

the cause of

crew the
in

caller

moving

out,

and so on down the ranks

his,

KEEPING ALL CARS MOVING
Bv D.
New

York.

F.

Stevkn.-

XewMIaven

^:

ilariford. .New

York

t it>

successful operation of a classification yard depends on

tlic

conilition of the yard, with

ample supervision

of

this

To

scheme.

accelerate

movement

the

cars

of

yard the trains or yard "drags" must
be classified in the order of arrival, giving preference to the
perishable and high class freight.
It then becomes necessary to

through a

classification

road power into the yard as rapidly as the classifications
to keep the freight moving out from under the
yardmaster in charge.
At a certain large water-front terminal in mind 30 eastbound
classificatiims are made, caring for some 1.200 cars per day under
normal conditions. Of this number probably 1,150 will ordinarily
move out of the terminal in good time. The remaining SO are
put

are

made and

feet of the

the "trouble makers." and the efficient yardmaster

supervision

is

knows

that his

required to speed up these sluggards to at least

and
approximately normal speed. He must
defect tracks are switched at the hour set and not permit this
to become a convenient task to be i>erformed after everything
else has been attended to. and the repaired cars coming from
these tracks should be drilled out at the head end of the yard,
see that the shop

move

thereby saving the time ordinarily required to

the length

of the classification tracks.

for disposition, and as there

night and on

in

By being

the delay of cars in yards.

In the yard

route cards are responsible for certain delays to cars

many

as

doubt poor train despatching may seem to some a little
the subject, but one may see switch engines standing
waiting for a first class train which is 30 minutes or an
hour late, the delay not having been reported to the yard by the
despatches These minutes could be used to advantage by the
yard crews and might possibly save an hour or more overtime

detail

out to brass the perishable freight.

for the reason that in

far

of the right kind to ensure the carrying out of the most minute

Pacifit.

yardmaster must possess more than the average ability and
qualifications and must be supported by clerks and others who
are inclined to display an interest in the work, and especially
more so if the yard facilities are cramped. A thorough and complete check of the yard should be made twice a day. the time to
be governed by the conditions, by a competent person who understands the handling of traffic and that the delay of cars is the
most important question.
Material for repairs to cars is often short and cars must be
moved to certain points for certain repairs. Frequently requisitions for material are reduced to such an extent that shops are
always out of this or that, while the cars needing the material
are standing in the yards in the way of other traffic.
When
material is ordered from the car owners for repairs to foreign
cars, sometimes it is received in 10 days and sotnetimes in that
many months, still the car is standing still. It has been noticed
frequently that brasses were not to be secured at the sturehouse
and a meat train on the road was compelled to rob another car
it

should also

No

and the physical

Rock Island

the yards

of

and railway crossings as

building up of a plan adapted to the volume of business offered

Coss

Chicago,

bication

still

The

A

set

street

Trainmaster.

SOME CAUSES OF DELAYS TO YARD FORCES

and

The

avoid

beside

the next yard.

Assistant

freedom.
to

\,

57.

possible.

mind the importance of

in order to take in

sufficient

with perfect
be

in

Vol.

under consideration there

are,

in

addition to six

eight-hour trick yardmasters. two higher priced men who are
not burdened with detail work, thus enabling them to exercise
general supervision and check to avoid delay to cars, these cars

being handled on chalk marks.

looking for such cars as
are found, they cause

These men walk over the

may seem

them

to be delayed, and,

tracks,
if

any

to be put in train line for the next

.\ note is made of the occurrence
followed up to ascertain the cause of the delay. This
followed by the application of the necessary remedy to prevent

train of proper classification.

and
is

it

is

These men also check up the bill rack each mornand evening to see if any old dates show on the card maniIf any are found they locate the cars and start them
fests.
moving.

a recurrence.

ing

is instilled in the mind of each
yard to the end that every old car becomes a
personal reflection upon hiiti, thereby adding much individual
supervision. A record is kept of the number of cars switched in
each yardmaster's shift and this -Js given daily to the yard-

.\

feeling of personal pride

employee

in the

masters, so that each

This has

resulted

in

man knows
increasing

exactly what the other
the

number

of

cars

is

doing.

switched

about 150 per day.

When

a car

is

delayed, resulting in a complaint from either

the public or the higher officers, the

man

responsible

is

inter-

Ai-cusT

21.
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viewed by the trainmaster in person, all the papers in the case
being given in, and he is required to explain the error and his
understanding of the proper method ot handling. In most cases
his interest is stimulated.
Cases of accident or personal injury,
no matter how small, are always followed to a conclusion. The
man responsible is located and he is required to explain just
what he did. how he could have avoided it, and the way in
which it should have been done.
A yard standing, taken every day at 7.00 a. m., and showing
the date of arrival of all cars in the yard and their track locaEvery
tion, aids materially in reducing the number of old cars.
two weeks a check is made by the trainmaster, taking an entire
day, and the effect seemingly justifies the action.
Yard figures and costs are available to everybody at the terminal and it is surprising and pleasing to rind the mechanical
and roadway men taking an interest in breaking records. When
going at full speed, under high pressure, the master mechanic

and road foreman of engines spend their time with the enginemen, explaining to them what is to be done. The response is
The track supervisors take almost as much
always apparent.
pride in the number of eastbound cars put out in a 24-hour
period as do the operating men.
If a man shows by his actions a desire to "hit the ball" and
to keep the terminal at the "top of the railroad league," every

Unless he
is made to help him in every possible way.
becomes chronically bad every effort is made to retain him.
Dismissal follows intoxication, insubordination, and dishonesty,
and everybody knows it. There is little of either.
effort

\\ hile

many

little

tricks of the trade are

worked out

in actual

as the occasion may demand, it is believed that in
operating a big classification yard the main thing is the class
of men working in it. To secure the desired result it is probably
better to employ green men of good habits and break them in,
practice,

letting

your neighbor hire the "boomers."

payroll he should be given to understand

man is on the
what is to be accomEmployees should be

terminal.

upon

personality

He must

out.

all

of his employees, with the "ego"

left

be an impersonal judge and see that the employee

as well as the employer receives his just dues.

In furnishing car checkers and markers the fact should never
be lost sight of that they are cheaper than switch engines. Competent car checkers and markers should be located at the entrances of the yard and should be paid a living wage to eliminate

constant changing of clerks.

forwarded

bills

to

Cars should be carded and wayand the carbon of the

the office promptly,

conductor's

list

should be furnished the assistant yardmaster.

The switch

list

is

The

a photograph of each train.

diverting

clerk should check his dixersion orders with the respective car

markers.

All

work

of the yard department should be carefully

checked and a careful "turn over" made each day to the night
forces and each night to the day forces, so that each shift can
take up the work where the other dropped it. Care should be
exercised in the selection of assistant yardmasters and foremen,
and those men shoidd be chosen who have the ability and also
the courage of their convictions and who can perform their
duties regardless of the criticisms of the employees. In employing switch tenders, care should be exercised to secure bright,
capable young men who can be advanced later to switchmen and
yardmasters.
The assistant yardmaster should be in direct charge of all employees at the terminal at night, for occasions

may

arise that

require immediate attention and -decision, encroaching upon the
so-called prerogatives of other departments.
is
lit

For

this

reason

it

necessary that the night yardmaster should represent the heads
all other departments at night and that he have their support

wliile

they are asleep and he

is

working.

PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS FOR YARD OPERATION
3v

.\fter a

and educated as he goes along.
imbued with the idea of not being satisfied in remaining brakemen, but to become trainmasters or superintendents. A certain
amount of dignity should be maintained, and this is not incomAmbition should be encouraged
patible with a friendly feeling.
and individual responsibility developed. With these traits the
question of the "old car" need not be a disturbing factor in any

plished

his
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Superintendent, Baltimore

& Ohio,

Baltimore, Md.

yard should be of gooS proportion, located so
as to be within easy reach of the bulk of the traffic in both
directions to permit of making classifications for as great a disClassifications should be
tance as possible in each direction.
made with a view to enabling trains to travel over as many diviavoiding the necessity
and
sions as possible l)y changing engines
of taking all trains into the yard at the end of each division. This
classification

yard should be limited to the handling of slow and expedite
freight should handle traffic in both directions and should be so
constiucted that the humps will be in close proximity to each
other.
There is no question but that such a yard should be a
:

PERSONALITY
Bv

IN

YARD OPERATION

O. C. Hill

Assistant Suiierintendent. Chicago. Burlington

The organization

S;

IJuincy.

Kansas City, Mo.

of forces should provide for a general yard-

and nights, assistant yardmasters day and
in city yards, an inside or desk yardmaster days and an outside yardmaster nights, a chief clerk
day and night, bill, manifest and diverting clerks, and car
checkers.
The assistant yardmaster on the humps should be in
charge of the hump and trimmer engines and the engines in the
departure yard.
The desk yardmaster should be in telephone
communication with all parts of the yards and departments, keeping in direct touch with them, and should adjust the slack and
congestion in the different yards, directing the power from one
He also should get a check of the tonnage
district to another.
switched and waiting to be switched for all directions and the
consist of trains on the road, enabling him to determine some
time in advance the amount of tonnage that he w-ill have to
move in the different directions. These measures will enable
him to avoid congestion, terminal overtime and terminal delay
of all kinds.
He must be vigilant continually to insure the
economical operation of the yard.
The general yardmaster should have direct charge of all
organizing and planning of the yard work. He should be a hardfisted man. who is familiar with the work and who is capable
of leading his forces, while, at the same time, speeding up the
weaker ones and crowding them to the front. He must impress
master,

both

night on the

days

hump and

yard, divided between the direction of traffic, and so
planned that each yard can be operated without cross haul.
Independent huinps should be maintained in each direction for
It is essential to have the
the handling of fast freight trains.

hump

handled in the same vicinity as other freight, as pickups and short runs coming into the terminal will always have
cars intended for such trains; furthermore, it is a good practice

fast freight"

to incorporate a transfer station, as generally local freights

two or more

divisions will start

and

finish there,

make cars for all of the fast
The operation of a classification yard,

station will

and

from

this transfer

freight trains.

as defined,

comes under

the direct charge of a teriuinal trainmaster, reporting to the suHis authority over the yard should be without
perintendent.
question, and his jurisdiction extended to cover all employees
connected with the yard. .\ yardmaster should be in charge of
each slow freight yard with sufficient clerks to handle the business in an up-to-date and intelligent manner. Both fast freight
hump yards should be in charge of one yardmaster, with a yard
the number of engine crews
clerk in each of the hump yards
;

and the hours of service to be regulated as conditions demand.
Much can be accomplished in the proper handling of the reThe aim
ceiving yard, by giving attention to its construction.
should be to locate it as nearly as possible on a tangent with an
easy grade up to the apex of the hump, making it possible for
the class of engine that brings the trains in to shove them over

;

:
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hump. Nothing retards the work of a hump more than
incoming trains doubling over this yard.
The classification yard should be built on more or less of a
curve, on account of the difference in weight of cars and the
possibility of handling both loaded and empty cars over the hump.

modities.

The hump should be
a good start. Heavy

class cars are loaded with

the

and the

light

so constructed as to insure

worked

cars should be

cars getting

all

to the curved tracks

ones to the straight tracks. This, in many instances,
shoving the light cars into the clear.

will save the necessity of

When

the departure of trains out of yard

extent and

is

it

any

limited to

is

possible to despatch trains only during certain

The following

When empty box

extracts are taken from the pamphlet:

have been repaired, they should be

cars

inspected and carded in accordance with the following classification before leaving the repair track:

The maximum use cannot be obtained from box cars if
commodities which damage the

first-

floor

or lining, stain or saturate the floor with oil or grease, leave a
stench, make unfit for carrying flour, merchandise, etc. or which
;

a car in poorer condition or

could, with safety, be loaded in

car of a different class.-

in a

To

reduce to a

minimum

difference of opinion between

the

periods of the day, which condition occurs more frequently on a
single track line, the efficiency of the hump engine is increased

car inspectors, the following rules have been provided, specifically

by advance yards, and trains despatched from such yards

to properly card cars for various classes of lading

variably

show

from the

less

in-

transportation delay than those despatched

classification yard.

It is,

more expensive

of course,

operate a yard requiring engines to

move

from the

trains

to

point to despatch trains direct from the classication yard.
Car inspectors should keep a record of all cars discovered

damaged and report

to the yardmaster, so that

it

carefulness

is

cars going over the
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ing yard and the riders.

One
is

of the principal factors in lessening the delays in yards

my

the repair yard and, in

judgment,

this

yard should be so

Gonl (wLiioB

OnklUil..

rider and repaired without the necessity of a second
to

do

this,

requires about five per cent,

more room

my

movement

on the repair

belief that each repair

track than is usually needed and
yard should have a capacity of eight ptr cent, of the total number
of cars handled into the yard. Tracks should be built with 18 ft.
centers to allow repairmen to work on cars on a filled track
without interference by reason of cars being dropped into tracks
it

not

is

B04 tttm-

--—

Oo^ mmUUm Mt mcm-

Ir"™*""""''

constructed that cars can be dropped from the trains as they are
switched over the hump onto the repair track, spotted by the

GR.MX .^ND FLOUR

The following
such

after

C.^RS

box cars
shows they are O. K. for bulk grain

instructions apply to the coopering of

inspection

loading, or a higher class lading.

—
—

Sweep the car clean, removing any foreign matter
be lodged behind the lining.
Floors. Carefully examine the floor for openings through
which grain might leak, particularly over the body bolster,
Cleaning.

that

may

filled.

UNIFORM INSPECTION FOR SPECIAL LOADING
The Rock

Island

covering

instructions

Lines has
the

recently

uniform

issued

inspection

a pamphlet of
carding of

and

coopering of cars for grain loading, and the
doors of cars loaded with flour, with a view to
having the men well informed and ready to meet the heavy
harvest traffic which, from the reports, will be one that will

empty box

cars, the

stripping of

Fig.

2

—Further Repairs for Defective Lining

around draft bolts and at the intersection of the
end sills, and at the end, side and door posts.

Fig. 1

— Repairing Defects in Lining

a pad of paper, securing

greatly tax the resources of the road.

the

work of

a committee

The pamphlet

composed of the

interested in the inspection

represents

assistant to the second

vice-president as chairman, and other officers

who

and handling of cars for

floor

and the

(Most leaks

occur over drawbars, at posts over bolsters and at door posts.)
Where openings occur in floor, cover with cooperage
paper; if at the junction of floor with posts and braces, use

are directly
special

com-

same

in.-either case

by naihng a lath

or board over the paper.

Where
cover

it

floor

shows signs of weakness over the body

bolster,

for the entire width of car with a piece of 48^in. cooper-

age paper folded to 24

in.

width, securing

it

with lath and

nails-

August

at

21,
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each edge of paper.

center

sills

If a similar weakness is found over the
between the body bolster and the end of the car,

cover with paper same as over bolster.

Where bolt heads protrude through the floor and it is covered
with paper, an additional precaution must be taken to nail a
board over same.
Grain Strips. Where grain strips are defective or not securely

—

fastened to the floor, apply a paper pad extending 5

in.

above the

Z2Z

Apply this to the inside face of the door post, allowing
few inches lap on the floor; then place one end of the grain
door against this pad. Fold a similar piece of paper for the
other door post and apply in like manner. An additional paper
pad should be applied to the face of the door posts extending
from the top of the pad above mentioned to the top of the grain
long.

a

doors; then nail the grain doors to the door posts, after which
fold the loose ends of the paper extending from the door posts,
so as to overlap on the inside of the grain doors, and fasten
lightly at the top of the paper with lath and nail.
(See Figs.
3

and

4.)

When
80,000

lb.

applying hardwood grain doors, reinforce only cars of
capacity or over, by nailing an additional grain door

E::i-.a^"
,s2s:^^iii*i^

— Method of

3

Fig.

floor of the car,

it behind the lining and securing it
wood over it.
any broken or faulty places with cooperage
paper over which a piece of board should be nailed. If the size
of the defects warrant, cover with paper, over which nail a grain

door.

li^i

inserting

— Cover

(.See Fig.

When

"
1

Applying Grain Doors

by nailing a lath or strip of
Lining.

— J"

."

-o

•

j

irr>
HX^

3088S

1.)

is in generally poor condition, in addition to
the above mentioned coopering, the defective portion should be

the lining

protected by lining with cooperage paper 48
a 6

in.

lap

on the

floor.

When

the corner and

in.

wide, allowing

applying to the end of the car,

begin at the side of the car about 2

ft.

from the corner, fit into
end of the car.
in the same manner.

extend half way across the

m-

Apply to other half of the end of the car

"^^
Fig.

St -I;

5

««»<•--

— Cars Stripped lor Flour Shipments

lengthwise over the two lower grain doors on inside, with its
lower edge about 8 in. above floor. Apply same over cooperage
paper.

When

applying

additional

grain

softwood
doors,

the lower door about 4

Outside Inspection

grain

apply
in.

doors,

from the

reinforce

cooperage

over

with

paper,

two

placing

floor.

— Siding. — Inspect

sides

and ends, securely

fastening any loose siding with 8d wire nails.

Where

sills

are

decayed, prevent leaks at siding by using a pad of paper fastened

underneath with a strip of board nailed to bottom of sill.
Stripping Cars Loaded ivith Flour. To prevent water damage
to floor, the side and end doors of cars loaded with flour should
be tightly closed by driving a wedge between door and doorguides, after which apply a strip of 11 in. wide odorless tar
w-ater-proof paper over the sides and top of the doors, securing
it with lath and nails.
(See Fig. S.)

—

Fig.

letting the

4

— Method of

Applying Grain Doors

ends overlap about a foot where they meet.

Secure

the paper with lath

and nails about 3 in. from the top edge only,
using but two 3d shingle nails to a lath.
In order that paper
behind laths may tear art nails and adjust itself when grain
pressure

is applied, do not drive nails up to head.
(See Fig. 2.)
Cover end doors with cooperage paper and nail boards over

the entire opening.

Grain Doors.

— Apply

of the door opening.

making

a

pad 4

in.

three standard grain doors to each side
Fold cooperage paper to four thicknesses.
wide on the end of a piece of paper 7 ft.

—

The Railways of Argentina. The total mileage of the railways of the Argentine Republic at the end of the year 1913 was
an increase over 1912 of 569 miles. According to the 1913
statistics, the capital invested in the railroads of the countrj' was
$1,168,108,695. The number of passengers carried was 80.279.940,
an increase of 7.067.856 over 1912, and the amount of freight
transported was 43.038.082 tons, an increase of 4,168,278 tons over
1912.
The receipts and expenses in 1913 were S137.255.165 and
21.908.

$86',289,835 respectively.

;
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WILLIAM BARSTOW STRONG

Xo. 8

57.

\"c:L.

In 1889. on his retirement from railway service, he took up
on a farm near Beloit, Wis., near where he had

his residence

William Barstow Strong, for several years president of the
Topeka & Santa Fe, whose death on August 3, at
Los Angeles, Cal.. was noted in the Railway Age Gazette of
August 7, and whose portrait is given herewith, was one of the
prominent pioneer railroad builders of the west. Beginning his
Atchison,

work

railway

had worked

as

a

station

agent

way up through

his

and telegraph operator, he

gone to work for the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul. He
served for a time as president of a local bank and was also iden-

first

tified

sketch

Riiilway

was

1877 he

in

IT

[From

was

secured

their

TO THE ROADS' CREDIT

the Chicago

Evening Po^t

SI'.

Engineers,

firemen,

and
all

And

income the cycle of union defor higher pay is begin-

ning

under

On

something

They

Boston associates, put the propinto the hands of Mr.
Strong as vice-president and
general manager.
When Mr. Strong took
charge of the property it conof

nearly

all

787

miles

of

line,

in the state of

Kan-

tion

1881,

tive charge of

its

affairs

the important period of

tension

as

system.

When

a

by

propor-

an arbitra-

to

puts

own

their

de-

of court, because the

of

the

asks

them

could do no

less, in

States

L'nited

to.

They

view of the

world situation.
But w-hen war ends and the
country can proceed calmly
about

its

affairs,

forget that

the

it

should not

railroads, un-

protected by the government in

during
its

assent

that

government

1889,

til

action

like its true

mands out

He became president in
which office he held unand thus had execu-

sas.

yesterday's

tions.

his

erty

sisted

to

sketched back-

this briefly

ground

in-

the western roads stands out in

when Thomas Xickerson.
and

the

which limits
come is still doing nothing
limit the expense of labor.

had had charge of the
between 1872 and
president,

And

over again.

all

government

property
1877,

in rates.

despite this limiting of

mands

Several brief administra-

who was

.got

a small section of their sorely

paign to populate the country

tions

And

1914 rate decision

the

needed increase

Kansas on condition
was completed to
the Kansas-Colorado line in 10
years from 1863.
By the end
of 1872 the line had been extended to Colorado and a cam-

was

successively

increases.

or a part of them.

Xow,

in

immigrants

wage

denies the roads everything but

that the road

with
way.

struck

oilers

for

land
congressional
a
grant which provided for giving the road 3.000.000 acres of

brakcmen. yardmen

conductors,

under

land

1

employees from wage demands.

Xo

1869

in

page 266.

7,

After the railroad rate increase was denied in 1910 the roads
comforted themselves with the thought that the fact would keep

10 years after the

nearly

charter

Ga.zcttc of .\ugust

REMEMBER

selected by the Boston interests

which had begun the building of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe to take the active direction of the extension cf the road,
which at that time had built up a system of lines in the state
i.f
Kansas, but which had hardly extended beyond the state.
Work had been begun on the
'.ine

.-/-r

the operating departments of

the early western railways, the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul,
the Chicago & Xorth Western and the Chicago. Burlington &

Quincy, when

with \arious other business enterprises. During the last
A brief
life he resided at Los Angeles, Cal.
of Mr. Strong's railroad career was published .in the

seven years of his

wage

ex-

threw

transcontinental

he resigned the

matters,

down

their

deliberately

own

pro-

tective wall for the sake of the

presidency in 1889. the extreme
termini of the company's lines

general welfare.

were Chicago. III. St. Louis,
Mo.; Galveston and El Paso,
Tex.
Deming. X. M.
Su-

should

;

to

The magnanimity of the act
make us the more eager
make regulation regulate

fairly; to have it- regulate the
William Barstow Strong
Denver, Colo,
expense to which a road can
San Diego. Cal.. and Guaymas, Mex.. and the mileage includbe put when it presumes to regulate the income of that road.
ing one-half of all the lines owned jointly with other companies,
was 7,118 miles.
FiK.xxciAL Returns of the Hlngarux R.mlw.ws. The reThis was also the period 'of competitive railway building and
turns for the Hungarian railways the first 10 months of 1913.
;

perior,

;

Neb.

:

—

making on the western railways, and the
company passed through several exciting crises.
rate

affairs

When

of the
it

was

proposed to extend towards the Pacific coast by way of Raton
Pass, X'. M., and also into Colorado, a protracted contest ensued with the Denver & Rio Grande for possession of the mountain passes.
This involved much litigation and some fighting

Mr. Strongs connection with the road
and general manager, with headquarters at
until 1881, was therefore during the most active period of the construction and development of this great
property. As president of the road he had his office in Boston.

by construction gangs.
as

vice-president

Topeka from 1877

show

that during that period the gross receipts

were

$94,841,600,

for the corresponding period of the prePassengers carried in 1913 niunbered 147.020.000,
as compared with 141,162,361 in 1912. During the 10-month pe-

against

J92,321,852

ceding year.

riod of 1913, 59,790,000 tons of freight were carried.

The

total

gross receipts of the railways for 1913 are estimated at $112,665.000.
This is aii increase of ab'out IJa per cent, but the increase in normal years
the year the railways

is usually from 3 to 4 per cent.
During
expended $29,435,000 for the construction

new trackage and switches, stations, rolling stock, etc. There
were 222 miles of new line built, making a tot.al of 13.080 miles.

of

;

Economy on

Fuel

Chicago,

the

&

Burlington

Quincy

Outline of a Broad and Effective Campaign Conducted
by a Committee Representing tfie Various Departments

By A. N. WiLLSiE
Cha

Tho

Burlingt'-in lias a

permanent

sisting of eight

members who

diflferent classes

of the service.

superintendents, one of

whom

fuel

whom was
who

tect,

is

Committee on Fuel Econo

economy committee con-

are officers that are educated in

The committee

consists of

two

has served in the train service,

the other in the despatcher's service;

of

of the

two master mechanics, one

formerly the air brake instructor; the chief archian authority on coal chute matters the general
;

who

an authority on the quality and cost of coal
the water engineer, who was formerly a special apprentice and
storekeeper,

is

especially proficient in the drafting of engines

is

and who also

ing in touch with the crews on the road, but by

and also by having the operators open and

close switches when
convenient to do so.
In talking with engineers and firemen a great deal is said
al'out light and frequent firing, the swinging of the doors in
order to get good combustion, and especially regarding the unit

is

necessary popping of engines,

handles the analysis of water; and the chairman of the commit-

that every minute of popping

position both in the mechanical and
tee, who has held an
The chairman devotes his entire time
operating departments.
The committee holds meetings at
to matters of fuel economy.
one division point at least every month, and matters pertaining
At these
to coal economy are talked over from every viewpoint.
meetings the local clicers are present, including the superintendents, master mechanics, trainmasters, road foremen of engines,
roadmasters, master carpenters, chief despatchers, and also as
many despatchers, engineers, firemen, conductors, brakemen,
yardmasters and switchmen as are available, as it has been foimd
The engithat nearly every department can help to save fuel.
neers and firemen, and the conductors and despatchers are re-

tliat

official

quested to

work

closely together.

Through the co-operation of

the different departments a great deal

saving

may

be accomplished in

fuel.

The enginemen are

how they can save coal
This co-operation will permit

instructed as to

by co-operating with the firemen.

can

make

Another saving

it

assist

will not be necessary to

by watching the block
slow down or stop the

each one of these moves consumes considerable coal
The agents can help by having their switch lists ready so the
train crews may readily locate the cars that have to be handled.
trains, as

The conductor before leaving on the trip, is supposed to inform
This
the engineer what work is to be done and at what points.
gives the engineer an opportunity to decide what coaling ani!
water stations he will stop at throughout the trip. By both the
engineer and conductor keeping in touch with the despatchers
while on the road much more satisfactory plans can be made
trip.
The despatchers can handle the trains betthey are advised by the individual crews as to what their

for

making the

ter

if

in

coal

which

is

of considerable

moment

is

on half the amount of coal that will be used by firing up
Engines that are filled with warm water after hav-

it

washed out are fired up with from 300 to 825 lb. of
according to the class of the engine, and when cold water
used it requires about 1,200 to 1,400 lb. of coal for the larger

ing been
cijal.'
is

types of engines.

The

despatchers' offices are instructed to give

mechanical department not less than two or three hours'
notice when they want an engine.
This gives the mechanical
lepartment a chance to do the necessary work on the engine
ond eliminates the necessity of having any engines held, fired up,
the

subject to

call.

Considerable attention has been given to the overloading of

get

tile

It is satisfactory to

have the tank

filled if

necessary, but

not necessary, only enough coal should be carried to
Particular ; ttention is called
train over the trip safely.

it

is

to the tanks that are overloaded.

This not cnly wastes coal

at

the chutes, but also along the road and that which falls off after

leaving coaling stations

is

element of danger from this
to strike

some one near the

an absolute

loss.

There

track.

which drops around the chute and

It is

for the last six

months
and

a saving of $2,286,

also an

is

estimated that the coal

allowed to

A

lie

there for

a loss of $1 per ton.

This does not include the loss of the coal that
am.Jiint of coal picked

is

latter feature, as falling coal is likely

iome time before being picked up involves

falls

off after

showing the
up at the different coaling stations, and
1912
there was
compared
with
of 1913 as
for the last six months of 1913 as comthe committee first began checking this

the engine leaves the chute.

The operators and agents can

in

improperly.

where

boards so that

working

by the proper firing up of locomotives. It has been found
that an engine properly tired up will have steam enough to move

tanks.

flues cleaned, etc.

work on

their

ir.ade

The conductors and trainmen

making any more switches than are necessary, by seeking to
prevent hot boxes and. when they do get hot. by having the
The
train stopped at a point where it may be started easily.
roadmasters and master carpenters can help a great deal by repairing defects which cause slow orders just as soon as possible
and by seeing that the slow orders are removed as soon as the
work has been done. Roundhouse men can help by doing the
work reported by the enginemen and keeping the engines in
good shape, especially by looking after the grates, keeping the

and fireman, and by

conjunction with each other.

material savings by working quickly at stations, by not

smoke.

being called to their attention
a loss of 20 lb. of coal and

it

means

the biggest part of this can be avoided by careful

the part of the engineer

of firing hght and often, and will ehminate a great deal of un-

necessary popping and

making meeting

where it will not be difficult to start trains, by
putting light tonnage trains on the passing track regardless of
ruling direction, so as to keep the heavy tonnage trains moving,
points at stations

report

was

started

pared with 1910. when
matter up, the saving was $16,141. This is a remarkable saving,
but. as stated above, it does not cover the saving that w-as made
by stopping the coal from falling oflf the tanks after leaving the
terminal.

On through passenger trains consisting of 9 to 12 cars the
average pounds of coal used per car mile ranges from a little
With
less than 9 lb. to 12 or 13 lb., according to the weather.
our heavy freight engines the pounds of coal used per 100 ton
miles ranges from 8 or 9 lb. to IS or 18 lb., according to the class
Since the fuel economy comthe engine and to the weather.
mittee was started a good showing has been made each year.
The year 1913. as compared with 1912, shows that on the entire

intentions are.

or"

Yardmasters can save coal by insisting on the switchmen having the hand brakes on the cars releasejl when switching, by
properly makmg up the trains in such respects as having the
short loads ahead and putting as many short loads as possible in
one train so as to avoid many trains .stopping at the same station.
The despitchers can help a great deal, not only by keep-

system the gross ton miles increased 6.57 per cent, the passenger
car miles increased 2.64 per cent, while the. tons of coal used
On the lines west, wheri
increased only .13 of one per cent.
the daily fuel reports were recently put into effect, the gross
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ton miles increased 2.65 per cent, the passenger car miles in-

Creased 3.87 per cent, and the coal used decreased 65,863 tons,

made

of keeping coal records has been

and

at the

same time as complete as

The engineer and fireman are required
when they receive coal from the chutes.

to

as simple

necessary.

is

sign a

coal

ticket

This ticket gives the

engine number, weight of coal, service of the train,

division,

number, coaling station and

and is signed by the engiforeman forwards this ticket to
the master mechanic. The only other reports the engfnemen are
required to make out are the regular time report and an engine
mileage trip record, these two reports being on the same form,
train

The

neer and fireman.

the

date,

coal chute

engine mileage trip record being arranged

easily torn

from the time report and sent

Form

so

may

it

be

to the car accountant.

4158.

ENGINE MILEAGE TRIP RECORD

Train No.

-i

From

Frt.

To

j

MILES

i

Work. Conductor
Switching

Hrs

Frt

at

Engine No

Pass

Hrs.

Engineer

Time Leaving
Light Engine
Engine with
Way Car only

Time Arriving
From
'^'^°"'
From

To
To
'°

(

)

Miles
IVIiles
miles

_
To

1st Eng. No
Double
|_
From
Lj.,j._.. S
Headers
2nd Eng. No
Helping or Pushing From

,,.,

Miles

(

Work Train Engine
under running orders

From

.

.

To

Miles

To

Miles

.To

Time.

..

Light Engine Running from Depot to Round Houses, Miles.

Doubling

Hills,

Fig. 1

Nearest Station.
Miles
See Instructions on front cover.

— Form Showing the Engine Mileage Trip

The information required on
Fig.

Record

the mileage trip record

is

shown

in

1.

performance sheet is made out by the
master mechanic daily and posted for the benefit of the men. In
switching service the form includes the division, the number of
the engine, switching hours, tons of coal and pounds of coal per
switching hour, with the name of the engineer and fireman. For

An

engineer's

hours switching, the total tons of coal, the pounds per switching
hour and the cost per hundred switching hours. This form is

coal

passenger and freight service the form

includes

the

is

made

for

freight

and passenger

corded being as follows

:

service,

the items here re-

Division, engineer, fireman, total ton

or car miles, average cars in train, tons of coal, pounds per car
or ton mile, cost per car or ton mile, and average speed per hour.
This is also sent to the superintendent of motive power for
record.

In addition to these detailed forms a summary of the coal
performance of all enginemen by divisions is sent to the superintendent of motive power on the form shown in Fig. 2. At the
general superintendent of motive power's office these monthly reports are consolidated by divisions.
The various items under
the headings "Passenger," "Freight" and "Switch" clearly indicate what is required.
Under the heading "Coal Used for
Miscellaneous Service This Month" the items are credited as
follows
For heating, a credit of 20 lb. of coal per car per hour
is given; for lighting, 15 lb. of coal per car per hour.
This part
of the form is filled out by the road foreman of engines, so that
during the winter all trains that are heated and lighted are given
the proper credit.
During part of the year some trains are not
heated but are lighted, consequently the road foreman determines
how many hours the engines furnish steam for recharging the
batteries.
The engineers are also given credit for the coal used
in intermediate switching.
This information is taken from the
bottom of the engineer's trip report, and no allowance is made
for any switching of less than one hour.
Under the heading
"Light Engine" is recorded the amount of coal used on engines
running light to and from the shops, or when the engines are
running light to get a train, or returning after being used on a
train, the
record being placed under the heading of freight,
Under the heading
passenger, or switch, as the case may be.
"Helper" is recorded the amount of coal used by such engines
used for double headers. Under the head "Pusher" is recorded
the coal used on regular pusher engines over doubling districts.
Under the heading "Work Trains" is recorded all the coal used
in this service.
L'nder the heading "Transfer" is recorded the
amount of coal used on engines used in regular transfer service
Under the heading "Combinafor which road rates are paid.
tion Passenger, Freight and Switch on Branch" is recorded the
coal used on engines in short stub trains that handle both freight
and passenger traffic at different local points.
The last form that has to do with the enginemen's coal performance relates to the monthly performance of each engineer
and is placed on a form suitable for a loose-leaf note book for
This form gives the month and
the road foreman of engines.
:

191

Pass.

Xo.

A

COAL RECORDS

as possible,

57.

sent to the superintendent of motive power, the information being taken from the form previously described.
similar form

or 4.5 per cent.

The method

Vol.

division,

engine, number of train, miles run, number of cars
or the total weight of the train, car miles or ton miles, pounds

number of

and the names
The superintendent's office supplies
the information regarding' the number of engine, number of
train, number of miles, number of cars or tons per train, hours
of coal per car mile or ton mile, hours on road,

of the engineer and fireman.

year, the performance, the average for the particular class of
service the engineer is in. the run. and the date attention is called
to poor performance.

This record

is

supposed to be carried by

foreman at all times so that he will be in a position to
know what each man's average is whenever he meets him on
the road

stated above, daily reports are posted for the
enginemen. These reports are usually only one day
This also gives the
old, and very seldom over two days old.
road foreman a good opportunity to keep in touch with the men,
and to check up those making a poor performance.
There are four forms made out for keeping track of the coal
used and received. The first form is a statement of the tons

the

road.

As

benefit of the

of coal issued by classes of service,

made out from

the engineer's

This form includes the engine's

on the road and the engineer's name, and the master mechanic

coal ticket, as mentioned above.

supplies the rest.

number and the amount of coal given the engine for freight,
passenger, switch or work serTjfce. It also includes an inventory
of the coal on hand at each coaling station, being made out the

A monthly individual record for each engineer is made out
from the daily performance sheets just mentioned. This record
contains the date of the month, the engine, train number, train
miles, ton miles or car miles or switch hours, tons of coal,

hours

on the road, and fireman. At the bottom of this form the averages are given with the engineer's name.
A monthly report is also made out for switch service, which
includes the division, the engineer's and fireman's name, the total

day of each month, together with a summary which includes
Coal on h^"d at end of last month; coal
unloaded this month; total; coal issued this month; balance on
and inventory over
basis of report: on hand as per inventor)or short. This form is sent to the auditor of expenditures at Chicago, and is made out by the coaling station foreman with the
last

the following items:

;

August

name

A
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also

is

made out by

chute foreman and sent to the general storekeeper.

number

gives the date and

name

on a wage

tonnage basis or

a

basis.

third statement

made by

the coal chute foreman gives the

daily coal statement for the master mechanic.
division,

coaling station and

loaded, car

giving the
engineer.

This gives the

together with the coal unand tons, together with those engines loaded,
date,

number
number of engine, the tons loaded, the train and
The summary printed on the same form gives

Germany's state railroad system
and a political mistake. Recently

cans and Englishmen have begun to see in nationalization an
way out of all railroad troubles. What aggra-

indictment is that it
Prussian state system, which, of

the

is

&

cj;-'?;.

1

'-^

,:z%..\-^^r:-u.^
1'^^

T1.4U«Mk

S^»«,L»1W
L«lM,,.h

-

Incia-Ja

•

E><U>dc*

-

i«ci-0«

-

C«ai

Every charge that
railroad ownership

Jir..

1

rjr:^^.

.s-c-l
lr-:l«Je.

U^i

Zu'vOet

TSaMonlh

CmI

-

system.

EKi*Jei
1

LMIU<>»»

1

1

-.

1

SWITCH

P«00

s^'r5o«

T„C«,

means a solumonopoly trouble. Monopoly remains monopoly even
if it is managed by officials.
True, the state is claimed by nationalization enthusiasts to be a higher and unerring entity. But

tion of the

organ of erring men, who

-

l-clifdo

Uci^d-

1

—

for

in reality the state is only the national

\nc\MOa

SvneUonthLASlVcv

customarily leveled against corporation
being leveled against the Prussian

now

NOT A SOLUTION OF MONOPOLY PROBLEM

1

t«cm

is
is

"Nationalization," writes Lotz, "is not by any

E«|-*«

;

1

.-it* M.K-1

E*i:-d«

Germany,

—

Quincy Railroad Company

P*S5E%Ge^

ci"-

mainly directed against the
railroad systems in

The main charge is that the Prussian system
monopoly and restraint of trade. In committing say
critics
all the offenses which private corporations commit, the
state knows no fear, for against it the public is doubly helpless,
and there are no competing roads which can be used to bring
the extortionate state to reason. Prof. Walther Lotz, one of the
best authorities on railroad management, has just published a
book on "German Communications Since 1800," in which he
attacks the popular notion that state ownership prevents monopoly.
German experience shows the contrary.

COAL PERFORMANCE OF ENGINEMEN

»»=

is

all

the most flourishing and efficient.

state

Chicago, Buriington

an oppressive monopoly
view was expressed at

easy, infallible

vates the

makes

PHffl

is

this

three different industrial congresses, and in one case the indictment was backed by a two-thirds majority. This revolt against
railroad nationalization comes just at the time when some Ameri-

the

coal in the chute at 7 a. m. of the previous day and the coal
unloaded during the past 24 hours, together with the coal de-

RAILWAY

MANAGEMENT*

This form

of way-bill, the billing station, the

and whether the coal was handled on

CRITICISM OF STATE

the coal

of shipper, the initial and car number, kind of car, kind of

coal,

A

GERMAN

of the station and the period which this report covers.
daily report of coal unloaded
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[

are influenced by their virtues, their faults, their interests and
their passions.

And

these influences are

brought to bear on

all

management quite as much when the state does the
managing as when private persons do it. Indeed, in countries
governed on party principles, privately owned railroads are often
more bearable than state-owned railroads, as state-owned railroads are exploited as much as possible for their own advantage
railroad

PewxH

'«^i:h^

TWM**
S.-*lfc-*U.>Ywr

L«XMonl>.

by changing parties."

CO*L USED FOR MISCELLANEOUS SERVtCE THIS MONTH
P<«->(«

coil.
r,^Ni

Sm^

.•\nd referring to

plans of railroad nation-

|

TOW!

»R.,C£

P«C«l

fJ:^

^'ZZ,

alization in foreign countries. Prof. Lotz adds

:

"This

is

a reason

against nationalizing the railroads in the United States."

n-b^g
L-BMi^f,

What

U,g«E-B>«*

is

just

now

applies to Prussia.

government, on the

PMhw

"German"

German railroads mostly
owned by the Federal

railroads,

lines discussed in the

United States, do not

except in Alsace-Lorraine. The system is railroads owned
by individual states. The Prussian state, or strictly, the organization known as the "Prussian-Hessian railroad community" is
the biggest owner, for it possesses 38,000 kilometers out of the

Wort T<u>

exist,

TrMlw
SwrtchonBwh

TeW

Fig.

being said against

2

— Form Showing the CojJ Performance of

62.000 in the whole empire.

Enginemen

railroads
livered to engines as

and the coal

shown on

in the chute at 7 a.

during the past 24 hours,
m. of the same day. From these

tickets,

figures the shortage or surplus is

made

monthly summary of the daily reports of coal unloaded for
locomotive use is made up from the daily reports of coal unloaded, as above mentioned, for the superintendent of motive
power. This report covers each division separately, giving the
coaling station, the billing station, the number of tons under
etc.

These forms are the only ones used for covering the fuel situaand have been found to work out very satisfactorily. The
have been found to be conducive to good results,
and are believed to create a certain amount of rivalry among
the engine crews which materiallv aids in the economical use of
tion,

daily reports

fuel.

Railways in Tientsin.

— Since the

rebellion in the

summer

of

on the Tientsin-Pukow Railway has been imit possible to reach Shanghai in 36 hours by the
weekly express, and in 46 hours by the daily mail train.
1913, the service

proved, making

states.

owned

up.

A

the various headings, egg. nut,

owing

on federal

lines,

Bismarck aimed

but his

bill

at

nationalizing

enacting this was defeated

opposition by the middle-German and south-German
the only bond between the different statesystems is article 42 of the constitution which obliges the
to

At present

states to

manage

their roads in the general interest of the

em-

pire.

Many
German

think that this splitting up is the cause of the defects of
Instead of being controlled by
railroad nationalization.

democratic imperial legislature in the general interest, the
roads are controlled by the state governments and state legislatures which nearly everywhere are on a reactionary and class
This is particularly the case with the "Prussian-Hessian
basis.
The Prussian government is narrowly
railroad community."
the

conservative and agrarian. The Prussian Diet, elected on a narrow, property franchise, is the same. Prussian government and
Diet policy is agrarian. It aims at sparing the landowners in
matters of taxation, at encouraging the export of grain which is
practically bounty fed; and also at encouraging export by the
"schwerindustrie," an ally of the agrarians, which controls, on
trust principles, the production of coal

and

iron.

The

interests

1914.
•Berlin correspondence in Springfield (Mass.) "Republican," July 19,

;
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of the small trader and consumer are neglected.

Prussia's rail-

roads are governed in accord with this policy. She has low rates
to favor the grain producer and the iron exporter; and high

which

rates

hit the

consumer on imported products.

ried freight being about Zyi times greater than

A

This

to

it

uses

accumulate vast funds for the state finances.

considered a breach of sound railroad management and is
Thirty years ago, during the era of
a violation of a promise.
railroad nationalizing. Prussia's minister of public works prom-

This

is

ised the Diet that the railroads

would be run

entirely in the in-

make

terests of those using them, and not in order to
"State railroads." he said, "are not a milch cow

profits.

they are not

;

intended to be a source of state revenue.'"

He

from the same source

shown by

is

a vast state

The

the railroad capital account.

amount of
small capital outlay of $2,875,000,000.
Altogether
$750,000,000 has been amortized.
So that of the original railrailroad administration has written off an excessive

that

is

was 20 years

it

In addition to subsidizing out of railroads the ill-balanced state
finances, Prussia has created

GO\-ERNMEXT MILCH COW

greater objection to Prussia's railroad system

monopoly

its

.\S

Xo.

57,

ago.

property.

R.MLW.^YS USED

Vol.

the

original

road debt only 52.125.000,000 remains outstanding. This judged
by European values, is a ridiculously small capitalization for
38,000 kilometers, nearly

The

or even quadruple

double, treble,

all

tracked, and splendidly equipped.
value of the state railroad system

As

the present sale

a fact,

appraised at $5,200,000,000.

is

due to the putting back into the roads
of part of the profits to extensiofis built out of profits and to
the natural rise in land and other values.
The difference between the outstanding capital debt of two billion dollars odd
increase in value

is

;

;

promised that the railroad rates imposed would be
only high enough to cover transport and maintenance and to pay
a moderate percentage on the purchase debt incurred by the
A similar promise was made in England in regard to the
state.
postal services, which were also not intended to help the state
Experience shows that governments are never able
finances.
The moment state finances run dry the
to keep such promises.
state trading departments are resorted to as milch cows.
Just

pride to this result of 30 years' ownership, but the public would

as the English postal services are bringing in $25,000,000 a year

complain and threaten, and ask

to help the state finances, so the Prussian railroads are bringing

cent,

later

over $200,000,000 clear

in

profit.

This vast

profit is

36 per cent,

of the gross earnings, a proportion probably reached by

no vnher

and the present value of
property of the

HIGH
If

the

Germans, who resent

this

R.\TES

if

system of exploiting railroads for

gain, are not consoled by the fact that the $200,000,000 goes into

the state, not into private, pockets.

000,000

object that the S200,-

not equably imposed as a tax on

is

to wealth.

whose

They

It

imposes heavy trans-

the railroad administration

traffic

classes according

all

taken mainly from the nonprivileged classes, on

is

they

BUSINESS

T.\X ON'

why

a railroad earning

it

borrow

to

heaviest

ta.x

it

31

i

Of

$1,085,000,000

is

The

original

in consols, of

but a small portion,

makes on

railroads

the

4.

this

railroad

debt of $2,875,000,000.

which nearly

all

bear

3'/<

per cent.,

The state with its 7fg per cent, from the
money a clear profit of nearly 4 per cent.

comes out of the "railroad extraordinary
fund" and the "disposition fund." against which no interestbearing consols are issued and on this portion the state puts in
its pocket the whole of the 7}i per cent, earned.
rest of the capital

;

In the matter of profits the state's appetite grows. Twenty
it was content with 5!<2 per cent., which put a clear 2
per cent, in its pockets. When this caused objections, the gov-

years ago

ernment pleaded
finances,

it

that,

owi^ng to the bad condition of the state

could not do without the 2 per cent.

faithfully that the milch
profits,

it

said,

showed

;

but

cow process should go no

signs of rising

still

it

promised

further.

further, they

H

would

The complaint

it

is

economized

the

businesses

not

The

efficient.

profit

is

The ratio of expenses to receipts has steadily risen.
due entirely to the vastly increased traffic, the car-

can

stand

it

it

in

was

management.
stated

last

Herr Gohre further showed
In the Cologne chamber

year that, counting passengers

;

ration."
R.\TES

Most

NOT

.\D.\PTED TO

persistent of complaints

is

COMMERCE

that the

rates are fixed by

and are taught
bureaucrats who do not understand business
by their superiors that the rates should favor grain and iron exBismarck had a plan
porters at the expense of other interests.
:

This plan was not carried out.
nominated railroad council of state

for letting the Diet fix the rates.

The

rates

are

fixed by a

officials.

This railroad council invites the co-operation of representatives
but the representatives are only advisers and have no decisive vote. The interests, however, bring
of the business interests

sufficient

terests.

;

pressure to push their points against nonrepresented inchief of the railroads. Minister of Public Works,

The

He says that the
Breitenbach, ascribes to this the high rates.
mterests themselves, in their zeal against competition, have preMinister Thielen, a predecessor, said the
vented a reduction.
same thing. He described the roads as "a morsel between contending dogs for which there is no parallel even in America,
trusts exploit the roads in their own interests."

They say

;

which

and train tons carried, the Prussian roads have 2'/2 times as
and that they ha^e five
officials as the .\merican roads
times as many clerical and other officials who do no physical
work.
"The bureaucratic management and the excessive staff
would not," the speaker said, "be tolerated by a private corpo-

and the rates remained practically as
before.
This enormous profit did not result from management
efficiency.
Judged by American standards the management is
invested

and

reinforced by the charge that the roads are

many

where the

capital

com-

not efficiently managed. Reichstag Member Gohre said that the
state might cut rates heavily and still pocket its 75-^ per cent, if

be cut down by means of a general rate reduction. Despite this
promise, profits were allowed to rise by yet another 2 per cent.

on the

the

least.

of commerce

per cent.

per

mend them by imposing property

only

The account books of the "Prussian-Hessian railroad community" for the past 30 years reveal how the state railroads
have acted as milch cow for the state treasury. Between 1S82
and 1912 over $1,250,000,000 has been taken out of the railroad
This transprofits and handed over to balance the state budget.
action is made possible by the fact that the $200,000,000 annual
profit is far more than is needed to pay interest on and amortize
the railroad debt. The profits amount to about 7f^ per cent, on
the railroad debt.
But the railroad debt was borrowed at about

is

capital for railroad construction;

that the roads are badly overofficialized.

at a loss.

7^

railroad rates tax, not property, but business

iron magnates' metal at very low rates, or even, as

suspected,

That

rates?

its

port rates, while the roads carry the landowners' corn and the
is

with

point

miglit

it

say the complainants, should cut
should be content with the 3'j per cent, which it

The high

taxes.

and

the profit

state,

finances suffer, then let

its

and

The

Prussia.

must pay

Itself

FROM EXCESSIVE

.\

three billion dollars did not reduce
plaint in

is

addition creating out of profits capital values of

rates heavily;

railroad system in the world.
L.\RGE E.^RXINXS

in

R.VTES

were a private corporation

state

and

dollars

billion

five

state.

emphasize this weak side of railroad nationalization.
that where roads are privately owned the rates are invariably controlled by some pubHc authority, and this public authority is in turn controlled by the legislature, whereas in Germany the vital matter of rates is withdrawn from the legislature
and handled bv a handful of uncontrolled bureaucrats.
Critics

Story

the

of

South

African

Railway

Strike*

The

Causes, Extent and Lesson of the Walkout on the
Government Lines Which Was Tenninated by Martial Law

Bv A South African Correspondent

The people

of the L'nited States frequently are threatened with

serious railway strikes.

Some

people in America advocate gov-

means of eliminating the danger of such
Stime railway employees favor government ownership
strikes.
as a means of preventing the development of the conditions whose
e.xistence under private ownership they regard as justifying them
ernment ownership as

a

in striking.

The railways of South Africa are owned and operated by the
There was a serious strike on them in the early
which was speedily crushed. While
this occurred some months ago, a fuller narrative of what oc-

from the time a man started
had to waste perhaps an
raised from the pit. the lime
time he entered the company's

government.

the

part of the present year,

confined

curred than has been published

in

your country may yet be

in-

work

even when
lowered or
should be calculated from the
gates till he left them; and that
disputes should be discussed not by spokesmen elected
from
the men, but by better practiced, more competent, less
fettered
spokesiTien chosen from the trades union.
If the men had before been inconsistent
and unreasonable,
he

till

he

hour waiting

left

to

it,

be

management now was no less so. The issues were no longer
to one mine and its employees, but affected all the

mines and

all their employees.
When in disputes with their
employees, as in this dispute the mine owners avail themselves

teresting to. and certain food for thought for. the railway oliicers

of

and employees of the United States and all other Americans
who are interested in the labor problems presented on railways,
and especially in the form they may take, and the way in which
they may be dealt with, under government ownership.
The South African railway strike was not extensive, involvIt was not proing only about a tenth of the railway staff.

should not be denied the opportunity of
availing themselves of the best consultation within their reach.

over a week.
It was not destructive of
But
either life or property, being on the whole free from riot.
It taught many a valuable lesson,
it was certainly instructive.

to meddle in the matter.
The men's trained negotiators being, so to speak, put out of court, a deadlock was arrived at.
It was no longer possible to negotiate.
It was like

demonstrated, what in

leaving a prisoner in the dock and expecting him to take up
his
case where his ejected barrister had left it.
Industrial arbi-

longed,

lasting just

pointed

many

a far-reaching moral.

It

South Africa had previously been uncertain, that as
for

securing

industrial

redress

the

a

weapon

ordinary or passive

strike

has greater limitations than the ballot box, and the Syndicalist
or violent strike, as great limitations as the ordinary strike.
is probably now impossible, and
even an approximation of the truth necessitates
going back to si.x months before the railway strike, and considering the general industrial unrest with which the railway
troubles were inextricably mixed, and from which the railway

To

to

arrive at the whole truth

arrive

at

strike arose.

ORIGIN

OF

THE CONTROVERSY

Rand, means ridge, and is the term applied to the gold-bearing
ridge or reef extending for 40 miles along a line of which
Johannesburg is the center, .\long this ridge scores of gold
mines are situated, the annual gold output of which is valued
at about thirty-eight million pounds sterling.
On one of these
mines, in May. five underground mechanics had their Saturday
shift increased by three hours, refused to work the extra hours,
and were dismissed. Their society took the matter up. prohibited other mechanics from replacing the dismissed, and began negotiations with the management.
After a while it was pointed out, wrongly as it now transpires, that the company had really broken the law, that a
month's formal notice of the intended change in the five men's
hours should have been given.
Thereupon the management
undertook to go back to the old hours, and to reinstate its men,
but did so with the usual stiff-necked ungraciousness which
more than anything else perhaps irritates and makes employees
unreasonalile.
Had the employees been sensible they would not
have stood upon the manner of their going back to work, so
long as the going was advantageous. Instead, however, of setting employers an example of how not to act reprehensibly,
the strikers now acted as waywardly as the worst employer could.

They now asked, not only that the five men should as hitherto
cease work at 12:30 p. m. on Saturdays, but that all workers
who previously had worked to 3 :30 p. rp. should in future cease
at

12:30;

that

instead

of

the eight-hour

day being calculated

'The writer of this article is a resident of South Africa who was
situated as to be closely in touch with all the develorments narrated.

so

it

the

best

collective

seems only

But

consultation and

co-operation,

the

men,

logical,

the mine owners insisted the men should not have.
elected to regard the trouble as purely a domestic quarrel

this

They

between themselves and their employees. They could not, they
suddenly conceived, allow third parties, such as trades union
officials,

courts, though they have in instances notably failed,
have in other instances been useful. They might have patched
up peace in this case. But there are no such tribunals in South

tration

-Africa,

so the contest of alleged reason degenerated into what
trial of strength.
The workers called

avowedly was purely a
a

general

The mine owners

strike.

retaliated

by employing

strike breakers.

Only one outcome was to be expected. Collisions had previously occurred with some frequency.
Xow the strike assumed forms of unprecedented violence.
Private dwellings
were burnt. Women and little children suspected of dependence
on strike breakers went in danger of their lives till given police
protection.
Where argument failed, the pick-handle and the
dynamite stick were employed.
Anarchy was sweeping over
the Rand, and ended, as we have said, in turning Johannesburg
into a shambles.
Syndicalism was abroad.
The position of the government was awkward. A military
change had been designed, whereby the defenses would pass
from the Imperial troops to the citizen forces of the country.

The

authorities were, however, in the middle of their arrangements when the industrial trouble broke out. The police forces,
excellent in ordinary times, were inadequate in such an emer-

gency,

entailing

as

it

did

the

defense of millions of pounds'

worth of machinery. So for a day or two the Rand fell to the
mob, and the Imperial troops in the outer districts had to be
called in.
The government had, of course, long before this
intervened between the strikers and the employers.
Cabinet
ministers, in the thick of the fight, hurried as fast as their

motor

cars could ply between the

headquarters of the hostile camps.
.At last, on July 7. both sides realized that continuation of
the
struggle would mean ruin to all involved in it and gain to no
one.
A truce was patched up, the terms of which were exactly
those which, with patience and clear judgment, could have been

when negotiations betwen the disputants first ceased.
Certain minor concessions were granted right away; the rest
were to be referred to an impartial commission. The strikers
contrived

were to resume work without victimization, and as they would
not tolerate the strike breakers, and as the mine owners would
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not break faith with these, they were compensated to the tune
of £50,000; and of course the men's union had won the recognition they -contended should never have been denied them.
AG1T..\TI0N

BEGUN BY RAILWAY EMPLOYEES

with the miners brought no lasting peace; the
The secrerailway men immediately entered upon the scene.
tary of their amalgamated society said they had been groaning
the
time
to strike
now
was
years,
and
grievances
for
under

The

truce

What had

for redress.

been done by the mine workers on the
all over South Africa.
In future the
strike.

Rand could be done by workers generally
They must organize for a great general

railway society would act with the Federation of Trades.
Prior to 1910 the separate colonies of the Cape, Transvaal
and Natal had each its own legislature, its own state railway

own

and consequently difthe emoluments, for
instance, of the average station master in the Cape differed
from those of his equivalent in the Tiansvaal, they were on the
whole fairly consistent with what other average station masters
Were a man
in the Cape drew. And so through all the grades.
staff,

its

was not till the colonies
united, and the three railway services became one; not till men
from difierent provinces found themselves working together, on
the same work, but on very different rates of pay, that anomalies
became apparent. Hence a certain unrest throughout the servThe railway society, however, represented more the artisan
ice.
than the clerical grades. It was, therefore, more to questions
of hours, piece work, overtime and minimum wages, than to
ing that neither were his colleagues.

It

what should determine seniority and promotion,
concerned itself; and in the end the issue on which
the strike was fought was the clear one of whether or not the
administration should retrench when it thought fit.
The railway society, as stated, was not affiliated with, though
questions

of

with which

it

it

co-operated with,

as they

were

general

the

trades

societies

;

the July

in

was therefore made for railway men.
servants the government was not able,

truce no provision
state

.\nd
as in

the case of the miners, to act as mediator between employers
and employees. The railway men were, however, instructed to

formulate their grievances, and informed that, like the general
workers, they should have an impartial commission of inquiry.
They asked that the unanimous recommendations of a previously
that the
appointed Grievance Commission should be adopted
that an eight-hour day
railway society should be recognized
;

;

should be general throughout the service that the minimum wage
for white employees should be eight shillings a day that piece
work should be abolished that the salaried staff should be better
paid; that a permanent inquiry board be appointed; that punishment for striking and making mistakes in train running be less
severe; that equal representation on the present appeal board be
;

;

;

given the

men and
;

that the

new Union

pended.
Before the two commissions could

staff regulations be sus-

preliminaries were
between the government
and the general workers' and railway men's representatives took
necessary.

place.

.Almost

sit,

many

daily negotiations

Unfortunately, a hitch occurred.

The

representatives of

the general workers pointed out that their men were dissatisfied with the truce, were not^ disposed to be bound by the underThe breach widened. There was
taking given to government

had given labor the ascendency.
and that whereas previously they had to beg now they could
There was probably a mu<:ompel the terms they wanted.
tual distrust of the honesty of purpose of either side. However,
A general strike, it was
this may be. a deadlock soon arose.
a feeling that the July events

declared,

would be

—when

called

it

suited the workers.

between the government and general workers
thereupon ceased, but the government was prepared to continue
with the appointment of the promised commission, and asked
labor to assist in the inquiry. Labor, however, professed itself
Negotiations

No. 8

community.

The

election of the railway commission, to consist

Supreme Court, a government nominee, and a
was proceeded with. Meanwhile
government had been considering why, as it had negotiated

of a judge of the

member
the

elected by the men,

with the railway men's accredited representatives, it could not
It w-as decided the society would be
recognize their society.

recognized on condition that

its

constitution

was redrafted

to

should not be a political organization, that it
should be composed only of railway and harbor servants, and that
it should in no way be associated with outside organizations.
provide that

it

RAILWAY EMPLOYEES AROUSED BY FALSE RUMORS

However much

not receiving what, perhaps with an exaggerated sense of his
own worth, he believed his due, he had the comfort of know-

57,

unable either to have anything to do with the election of commissioners or to recommend witnesses to give evidence.
The railway society, however, could not prevail on the railway
men to throw constitutional methods to the winds. So the promBut it hung like a threat over the
ised strike was postponed.

fluctuations of prosperity,

ferent standards of pay.

Vol.

This was under discussion, and matters were progressing not
perhaps without obstacles, but on the other hand not without
hope of peaceful settlement, when suddenly on October 8 the
press alleged that a number of railway men were to be dismissed.
Estimated railway revenue, it was announced, had not been
realized
expenditure had far exceeded expectations, largely
through increased increments to staff; recent industrial disturbances had so unbalanced trade that the future looked dark;
and some retrenchment was necessary.
Loud and vehement came the retort that this was victimization
the railway men had dared to assert their claims, now
they were to suffer for their temerity. Revenue, it was urged,
might have fallen it was bound to fall when by recent rate
reductions the earning power of the railways had been reduced
by nearly a million pounds a year. But trade, the critics contended, remained good; the tonnage had not appreciably decreased the railways were as busy as ever overtime was plen;

;

;

;

;

tiful

:

then

why

plained that the

dismiss

men?

The

minister

of

railways ex-

rumor had been premature and exaggerated.

Expenditure and revenue were, indeed, being watched. Officers
had been asked for recommendations as to possible economies.
It v.as always, and at present more than ever, necessary to consider economies.
But there were other ways of effecting economics besides dismissing men. The railway board was considering what should be done.

A

decision could not be arrived at

some time. But if men had to be dismissed, nothing like
the number rumored would go.
The railway society was, however, suspicious. It appointed
a deputation to ascertain from the minister exactly what was
intended. The minister replied that he was prepared to receive
for

deputation of railway men, but as thf- conditions on which the
government was prepared to recognize the railway society had
a

not yet been complied with he could not receive the

officials

of

The

latter were indignant, and feeling deepened as
a rumor got abroad that not only was retrenchment contemMen in Johannesburg,
plated, but that it had already started.
it
was affirmed, who had been prominent in the July events,

the society.

had already been dismissed, and labor leaders, it was further
stated, were itching for an immediate general strike, if the rail-

way men would come out.
The minister repeated and

amplified his statement, this time

men were casual emengaged on short contract and subject to 24 hours' noamong
those
employees
who
in a huge concern
tice; and were
like the South African Railways are continuously being dismissed or engaged as the exigencies of a fluctuating traffic necessitate.
He could guarantee there would be no victimization,
and indeed there was nobody to victimize, as the staff as a
whole had been loyal during July, however wild the utterances of the officials of their society hut he could not guarantee that retrenchment might not become necessary, because he
direct to the staff,

pointing out that the

ployees,

;

could not anticipate the future.

This relieved the position.

In a public pronouncement the

railway society informed the press there would be no strike.

;

August
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The crisis was over. Tlie unrest had died down. The position
was normal. So matters continued till Christmas. Then just
towards the close of the year rumor dropped another bombshell among the smouldering embers.
Large numbers of railway men, it was alleged, were being dismissed; five hundred
had been scheduled for that purpose; no reason was assigned
for the sudden and drastic action; this was the administration's
Christmas box to those who had been foolish enough to trust.
The answer was that only 70 men had been dismissed, and that
these were temporary employees.
Even this, it was retaliated,
was unendurable. There was no need for dismissing men. The
railway society demanded that retrenchment be stopped, that
those discharged should be reinstated, and that a definite guarantee be given that no further retrenchment take place
these
demands to be granted by January 7, otherwise a strike would
:

be called.

was impractical the answer came, to reinstate the 70 men,
if sufficient reason were adduced, as the dismissals had
been decided upon by the Railway Board after the most careful
consideration.
It was impossible to give a guarantee that future retrenchment would not become necessary.
And it was
preposterous to demand that the Railway Board should abdicate
its functions at the dictation of an irresponsible and officially
It

even

unrecognized

But

society.

anticipation

in

if,

of

further

re-

trenchment, the staff had any specific practical suggestions for

more

distributing the burden

equally,

by temporarily reducing

government was prepared to consider such suggestion.
None was made.
It is perhaps inevitable in a huge concern like the South
African Railway, even had Union not brought a crop of still

WeTges or hours generally, the

that anomalies should frequently arise.
hard to attain even in small affairs. Officials

anomalies,

flourishing

Perfect equity

is

men

controlling

are not

all

ideally fitted for the task, are not

frame of mind which men
however humble the latInjustices, therefore, no doubt occur.
ter, should preferably be.
This is true not only of a railway but of all businesses. But on
the South African Railway there is machinery to check this
There are impartial appeal boards on which
as far as may be.
representatives of the workers sit.
It is no doubt laborious, it
always

in

that balanced, temperate

controlling the destiny of another man,

is

often

with

education,

little

board.
ful,

discouraging, for an individual, especially a

to

A

men and

and content.

men

to

fight

a

lonely

society of his fellows to help
to the government,

if

it

battle

through to the

him along

is

specifically to present their grievances.

not truculently insist on the

The

random granting

Much

to enable

society should

of what a

man

do so in
the case of an indefinite number of unspecified men.
Yet this
is what was done, and this is what was wrong.
Every charge
leveled by the railway society against the administration was
vague and unsupported by evidence.
On the South African Railways every man is employed on
specific conditions.
He knows, or should know, what those conditions are.

month.

He

He may
may,

if

less

should

it

be subject to 24 hours' notice, or to a

his

services be dispensed with, be entitled

more than the wage
worked, according to the terms of his conThese are his rights. These rights he is entitled to insist upon.
And as long as they are respected he has received
justice and is entitled to nothing more.
For the South African
railway man to expect more, is to a.'^sume that a government
railway is a benevolent institution, not a business concern, which
to a pension, to a gratuity, or to nothing

for the time he has

tract.

is

if

this is a consideration

it

has been laid

perhaps true that whereas a private employer, in theory
at least, considers only his own pocket and the exigency of the
moment, a government employer should take a wider view
should consider whether in retrenching a man, especially in a
country like South Africa, where there are few commercial
openings for railway men, the saving to the railway is not less

than the burden of unemployment thrown on the country.

But

it

can weigh only

when by parliament

as a definite principle to be practiced;

if the railways are to continue to be run on purely
business principles, there must be some arrangement for repaying them from general revenue for the losses which such un-

would entail.
Until such arrangements
be politic, in times of acute industrial unrest, to
waste wages on men not required rather than precipitate a strike
and bear the consequent expense; or it may not be politic. That
businesslike
exist,

principle

may

it

government administration

for the

is

opinion of labor

it

judges wrongly,

are

it

and

to judge,
is

if

the

in

for labor, by constitu-

means, to get redress through parliament, not to try to

tional

overawe the administration.

For while

strikes

and

their

cost

be avoided

to

if possible, there is an even worse evil to
the evil that would result from the belief that
not the exigencies of the service, but the dictates, the often preposterous dictates of the railway society, is what shall determine

avoid, and that

is

the policy of the administration.

Strikes are bad.
But for a
admit that the railway employees, not the Railway
Board, should decide when and what men shall be dismissed,

moment

to

obviously preposterous. It strikes at the root of all discipline.
It may be a modern, but it is a silly notion.
If in times of depression the Railway Board elects to consult its men for suggestions as to economies that may avert the necessity for dismissals, well and good.
That is an act of grace conceivably
is

beneficial

to

both parties.

But

contend

Railway
on the
£80,000,000 invested in our railways, whilst its economic policy
should be dictated by an irresponsible and largely uninformed
trades union, is to advance a theory the acceptance of which
would be more ruinous than the worst strike ever engineered.
Yet this is precisely what the railway society demanded. Unless the temporary employees dismissed were reinstated by
January 7, and unless a guarantee were given that no more employees were dismissed, a general railway strike for January 8

Board should be responsible

to

for the capital

that

and

the

interest

was threatened; with the further proviso

that if at any time
hands on 25 orders of dismissals,
The society claimed that it had the sup-

the railway society could lay
it

would

call

a strike.

its

port of 90 per cent, of the railway

men; it professed to be able
whole railway service to a standstill in a day, in
both of which estimates subsequent events proved that the society was ridiculously mistaken.
to bring the

Thus
a

the issue in the South African industrial unrest

railway one.

The Federation of Trades decided

the railway men,

and

if

necessary to

but this latter necessity,

trades,

call a

was

to

became
support

general strike of

all

would
not arise, as if the railway men struck successfully the mines
would soon have to stop for lack of coal.
it

at first

believed,

RAILWAY STRIKE CALLED
was then seen that the organization of the railway society
was bad. that its optimism was ill-founded. The strike wa&
called.
In the most turbulent centers, Johannesburg and Pretoria, the response was fair; but not as satisfactory as was expected
many men continued to work, and the administration
succeeded in running a number of its trains.
At important
centers like East London the men demanded a ballot before
they would strike. Uitenhage was unwilling to come out. Kimberley voted against a strike.
Capetown refused to strike.
Bloemfontein was shocked at the executive's precipitate and unIt

;

sanctioned action.

On

the

other hand, the government was prepared.

profited by the experiences of July.

now

untenable.
It is

down

and then

then use-

helps to secure equity

But the object of the society should be

asks for merely because he asks.

workman

331

The new

It

had

citizen force

was

and so excellent were the arrangements that
men and munitions were pouring intothe disaffected areas.
The stations, the railway line, and those
who elected to continue working were from the first obviously
assured of adequate protection. There was no opportunity for
"pulling out," no opportunity for rioting; order was firmly
in existence,

within a few hours armed

maintained.

On

the 9th. however, the Cape mail was dynamited, luckily
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with

damage, and of course heated speeches poured

little

secretary of the railway society, were arrested under the
Peace Preservation Act. This action gave an impetus to the
The running staflf came out in increasing numbers, loyal
strike.
drivers refused to carry armed men to the Rand, there was a
the

government had been needlessly autocratic, and
numbers of men in outside
especially Durban and Salt River, went on strike.

feeling that the

centers,

But conditions of working have become much more
complex and staff complexities have naturally increased proworkers.

portionately.

LOCOMOTIVE STAYBOLTS*

of

of the authorities, to be brought to Johannesburg in

part

quantities at least sufficient to prevent acute rlistress, decided to
take over the control of the strike, and to call a general strike

Meanwhile several unsuccessful attempts had been
blow up the line. The train services in the Free State,
Natal and the Cape were practically unaltered, but in the Trans-

of

trades.

all

made

to

vaal only a limited service could be maintained

CENER.\L STRIKE ORDERED

On

January 13 the general strike was called, and the government retaliated by declaring martial law in the centers most
The strikers formed bands to prevent their symthreatening.
pathizers being carried away by excitement, the towns and
suburbs were parceled out for military control, committees to
supervise the distribution of food and fuel were formed to prevent extortion, and from every part of the country men of all
kinds volunteered for whatever duties the government elected

Thereupon the

train service in the Transvaal improved, only

men were

a tenth of the railway

out. the others, certain of pro-

Regrettable events, blunders on the part of

crumble.

to

martial

law authorities, and blunders on the part of the

were made, much illno bloodshed,
no destruction of property, and very little brutality of any sort.
The iron hand of martial law was too strong for that, and the
great tragedy passed oft" without any of the atrocities which
occurred,

leaders

strike

was

feeling

caused

;

several

arrests

there was

but

practically

characterized the events of July.

By January
parative

IS the

outcome of the

reigned

quiet

strikers.

rush for reinstatement.
But,

however

minated,
was.

in

the

was

worst centers.

the

in

was against the

clear,

strike

By

Fortune,

the sixteenth there

The surrender was
had suffered heavy

was
was a

monetary

had
loss.

who

had not the support they imagined, elected
and call a strike. So nine of the ringleaders
were deported. They were, the government claimed, the enemies
of South Africa, "declared by themselves, and declared by their
as events proved

to inflame passions

acts."

And

Parliament, taking that view,

has just passed an

indemnity

bill contirrriing the action of the government.
But the money and trouble entailed by the strike has not been
entirely wasted.
Whatever grievances there were have not been
removed, but it is the intention to continue with the commission
the inquiries which automatically stopped when the railway society's secretary, who was one of the commissioners, was deported.
And as now the railway men appear to realize, that
however excellent their case, the ballot box, constitution and
constructive measures generally are the most likely to prove
useful where strikes have proved useless, there is reasonable
hope that we are nearer than ever to a solution of our industrial

difficulties.

Only about 3,300 railway men went on
stated

they acted

notice, and,

illegally

speaking

in

strictly,

accruing rights had forfeited
ever, allowed to

resume work.

As previously
work without due

strike.

leaving their

who had pension or other
them.
The majority were, howthose

modern, well-designed

boilers,

is

from SO per

per cent, perfect, based on 100 per cent, being the

average lirebox, which

is

Experiments have been

now about 5 years.
made showing the relative

of the lirebox and the outer boiler sheets

the use of

cent, to 75
life

of the

expansions

when under

pressure,

and therefore the staybolts, in addiload imposed by the pressure, have also an

proving they are not
tion to the tensile

alike,

angular strain due to these irregularities. It is these angular
movements many times repeated, that account for broken staybolts, for the direct pull is taken care of by a relatively high

assume

factor of safety.

In proof of the latter statement

bolts with

diameter at smallest portion, spaced 4

4

in.

in

a

support 16
area

is

per sq.

currence every six months, to have ;he business of the country
upset and its credit prejudiced whenever a few irresponsibles,

By

mixtures and methods of piling and working, special
brands of iron are produced which give very excellent results,
but the breakage of solid staybolts has not been entirely stopped
by such means.
With a well-designed and well-built boiler equipped with solid
staybolts. there should not be serious staybolt trouble until
about the third year of its use. In other words, the solid stayspecial

~/i

in.

boiler carrying 200 lbs.
sq.

in.

.60132 sq.
in.

.\s

steam pressure.

stay-

by

in.

Each
The

bolt

and a consequent load of 3,200 lb.
bolt
in. and the above load is therefore 5.320 lb.

staybolt iron has generally not less than 48.000

ultimate tensile strength the factor of safety exceeds nine.

lb.

It

work can

the

if

stand the peculiar requirements of that service.

ter-

the opinion of the governmert. impossible to face a re-

a. SELEYt

combined with other necessary Work, is not simply that of the
labor and material employed, but also some portion of the value
of the service of the engine which is lost thereby, and if the
actual costs of staybolt maintenance and other matters incident
thereto were closely computed, very good reasons for means of
improvement would be manifest. Not that improvements have
not been made. The iron makers have been diligent in producing special staybolt irons that have more lasting qualities to

it

unconditional.

satisfactorily to the public the strike

country

Com-

certain.

C.

cost of repairing a broken staybolt, even

be

followed their inclinations unnnilested, and the strike

tection,

the

By
The

bolt in

to give them.

began

to

creased by over £681,000 per annum, and in many ways the administration has done much to improve the conditions of the

Trades, indignant at the arrest of the
strike leaders, and piqued perhaps at the fact that foodstuffs
and coal for the mines continue^, by extraordinary exertion on

The Federation

the

should be mentioned that since Union in 1910 the
the South African railway men have been in-

it

increments

their resentment increasing

show

to

Finally

in

that date several of the strike leaders, including

On

torrents.

Xo. 8

This proves the undesirability of lart;e staybolts, as with large
sizes there is an increase of rigidity, whereas the desirable feature

is

flexibility.

seems clear that they do not break on account of lack of

It

strength of the cross section, but on account of the overstressing
of the outer fiber due to angular vibrntion, and
to theorize

as to

when

it

might be well

the initial check or break in the outer

Reference has been made to tests showing angusheets and staybolts under pressure, but it is
likely that these do not produce the extreme movement which
may account for the initial check or failure of the outer fiber,
which progresses gradually inward and results finally in complete fracture.
Reference has been made to the irregular temperatures of the sheets, produced by rapid and uneven heating
of the firebox in firing up, also in cooling down and washing.
fiber occurs.

lar

movements of

It is

believed that at these times the angularity

accountable for the

initial

is

greatest and

is

checks, although at these times there

no pull on the bolts. After water circulation is well started,
undoubtedly the amount of angular movement is greatly reduced, although remaining in some degree, but the damage has
been done, the check started and in course of time evidenced by
is

the

complete fracture.

More flexibility of the body of the
is the remedy?
between the sheets to reduce the stress on the outer fiber

Now. what
bolt

"Extracts from a paper on "The Art of I-ocomotive Staybolts," presented
meeting of the New York Railroad Club.
tPresident, American Flexible Bolt Company.

«t the April

:

August

21,
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and also reduce their
punish the tirebox material, reduce the
buckling and save the fireboxes. It is manifestly impossible to
correct the handling of engines at terminals so that these irreguso that the initial check will not occur,

strength

levers

as

BUSINESS

temperatures and stresses wHl be done away with. .Availability of power is the first consideration and terminal forces
are under extreme pressure to get engines turned in the short-

and engines which they are not in a hurry for
same treatment generally in respect to the matters which
contribute to staybolt breakage and firebox cracking.
Recognizing the necessity of meeting the situation and demands for availability of power, many railroads have installed
improvements in washing out which contribute materially to that
phase of the question. Bright minds have also been at work on
the staybolt structure and some very meritorious designs have

The Railway Business Association has issued the following
statement on the railway mail pay question
:

Proposals for readjustment of railway mail pay now pending
before Congress involve such serious divergence of view as to

est possible time,

facts

ness

been produced, but generally at considerable increase over the
solid bolt, both as to first cost and application cost.
The importance of the necessity for extension of staybolt

life

and

in-

crease of locomotive availability, will, however, justify increased

which being dependent upon conditions.
staybolt breakage occurring generally close to the

degree

Owing

to

outside

sheet,

of

the

earlier

attempts to secure

flexibility

of the

were to change the outer end
to a ball and socket form, which gave complete and absolute
flexibility at that end.
This idea originated on the Pennsylvania
Railroad, and is in extensive use there and elsewhere at tha
present time and has served as the basis of subsequent modifications and improvements of the various staybolts of that type
and which are generally and commercially known as flexible
staybolt structure in this country

more

recent developments in the art aims directly

body of the staybolt to eliminate
breakage and also save the firebox sheets by the simple expedient
of making staybolts with a body of two pieces of half-round
iron, thus having two neutral axes, each much closer to lIic
outer fiber than in the solid section, and then by twisting the
body present ihe plane of greatest flexibility in every direction
m which a lateral stress may come to it. The ends of these
to increase the flexibility of the

body and take the usual staybolt thread,
and are applied to the boiler in the s^^me manner, and at same
cost as that of solid bolts.
As they have a relative flexibility
of body several times that of solid bolts of equivalent cross secbolts are larger than the

it is reasonable to believe that the outer fiber stresses have
been reduced so as to give such bolts a life of three, four,
or half a dozen times that of solid bolts, and it can be reason-

tion,

now

ably expected that these bolts will last the life or more of the
average firebox, and more than that is unnecessary, an economic
feature of importance.

As

a

genera!

it
pays to use the best, and this
locomotive maintenance and availability

proposition,

particularly in

Analysis shows that

it costs about two dollars to apply each
worth of material purchased for a railroad shop, but
this is probably too low in considering the relative cost of material for staybolts and their application, particularly in break-

dollar's

age renewals.

The

down, emptying, stripping,
removal and replacement of the broken bolts, and the other
parts

costs for cooling

involved, together with

the

loss

of time of the engire,

makes the material costs insignificant by comparison. If the
causes which contribute to staybolt breakage, are also responsible for the

early failure of fireboxes a

afford to use gold staybolts, taking

all

railroad could almost

the factors into consid-

eration.

to principles of fairness that the attention of busi-

invited to the situation.

is

As

government dealing with

1 he

1.

men we submit
company which cannot

business

a

official

who

has a balance sheet stake in making the price low.
The government should not force upon a railroad a contract which no business house would accept, under which the
2.

quantity of service to be rendered

is estimated in advance by the
purchaser, the pay to be determined by that estimate and service
in excess of the estimate to be performed but not paid for.

Congress should not confuse the consideration of mail pay,
political and
Moon bill and
which would draw in a large number of persons interested in
its passage wholly apart from the question of pay.
4.
Congress should not act on mail pay until it has the report
of the Joint Committee of Congress which has been investigating
this subject for two years, or at all while engrossed in an unusually large legislative program.
3.

a purely economic and business proposition, with
irrelevant questions such as are involved in the

The Moon
as

biter

to

bill

price

in

constituting the postmaster-general the ar-

ignores

a

fundamental principle of business

fairness.

The

of the

applies

and as

men

refuse to deal should not permit the price to be fixed by an

staybolts.

One

AND RAILWAY MAIL

PAY

get the

the

PRINCIPLES

to

lar

cost,
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buyer, in business, fixes the price, but the seller can re-

The railways cannot refuse to deal. Mail carriage
made compulsory by the Moon bill under heavy penalties. To

fuse to deal.
is

attain perfect impartiality the

umpire should be connected neither

with the railways nor with the public. This being impracticable,
the power should be exercised by an authority farthest removed
from temptation to be overzealous for low pay. The postoffice
department is more interested than any other government body.

One

test

deficit.

applied to postoffice administration

There

is

in

mail administration so

is

the size of the

much

that

is

per-

sonal or political that postoflice otlicials are under undue temptation to bias.

How this works is plain from the record. Postmaster-General
Hitchcock stated in House Document No. 105. dated .August 17,
1911: "The committee (of postoffice department officers) estimates that through a readjustment of railway mail pay on the
basis of cost with 6 per cent profit a saving to the

government

This estimate, assuming the
fairness of cost plus 6 per cent, gave the public the impression
that the postmaster-general had declared the roads to be overcould be

made

of about $9,000,000."

paid by $9,000,000.

Congress in 1912 provided for a joint committee before which
the railroads emphasized that the method of finding cost omitted allowance for interest on investment.

The postoflice department on January 16, 1914, proposed "to
allow such additional amounts as may be necessary as shall render the whole a proper proportion of a fair and reasonable return on the value of the property necessarily employed." Thus
the department investigation had been conducted without cooperation of the railroads, although they had offered co-operation,
and an estimate of $9,000,000 over-pay had gone to the countrj'
liefore the railways had had an opportunity to point out this vital
omission which was subsequently acknowledged by the depart-

ment.

—

Railway Development. A recent statement by
Senhor Hermes da Fonseca. the president of Brazil, says that the
Br.\zilian

railway system of Brazil was increased in "1913 by 1,431 miles,
bringing the total up to 15.280 miles. Of this total 2.188 miles are
operated by the federal government. 5.728 miles are leased by it
to

individuals, 3.454 miles

government

have been "conceded" by the federal
and there are 3.903 miles which

to private enterprise

have been conceded by the different

states.

The department contends that the roads ought to perform government service at a lower rate than private service. PostmasterGeneral Burleson says: "The carriage of the mails by the railroad companies for the government cannot be considered as of
comthe saTne character of service as that performed by them as
Rates for carry-ing
mon carriers for the general public.
fixed
irails-on railroads should be less than those which might be
mails are
for commercial business." If the argument is that the
.

.

.

.

;

:

:
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means of communication for the government and for citizens,
and hence should be carried at a low rate, it is only necessary to
point out that the weight of letters and government matter coma

bined according to the report of the department for 1912 made
only 17 per cent of the mail, as against 83 per cent newspapers,

magazines, books and merchandise, which are essentially freight.
Since that report the parcel post has been established and has
swollen to a degree

unknown the ratio of "freight" mail to letters
The department does not attempt to

and government matter.

present in 1913 a corresponding analysis.

If the

argument

is

that

mail-carriage develops the territory served by a road and produces remunerative tonnage, it is sufficient to reply that on that

very theory passenger rates have already been depressed below
the freight basis by the states and railway mail earnings are even

lower than passenger. If passenger rates are to be raised, as Mr.
Brandeis suggests, why reduce mail pay?
The most disinterested witness is M. O. Lorenz, associate staDr. Lorenz
tistician of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
attended hearings of the joint committee and participated in colloquies between representatives of the department and of the railway committee, of which the chairman is Ralph Peters, president
of the Long Island Railroad. Dr. Lorenz reached his conclusions
as to rates by two methods first, cost plus taxes and interest on

—

bonds without contribution to dividends or surplus second, passenger train earnings minus an arbitrary 10 per cent representing
those passenger train services in which mail does not participate.
Dr. Lorenz says
"On the basis of the commercial principle, the conclusion is
reached that 22J^ cents per 60-ft. mail car hauled one mile, with a
separate payment for side and terminal services, would constitute
a fair adjustment for the first year, being an increase over the
present rate of pay, but still probably an underpayment." The
22j^-cent rate. Dr. Lorenz states, "would be an increase of cer;

more than 10 per cent."
This was on September 27,

tainly

1913.

On

Februarj- 12, 1914, As-

Postmaster-General Stewart submitted his draft upon
which the mail pay provisions of the Moon bill are based, and
instead of 225^2 cents, which Dr. Lorenz concludes would be an
This
underpayment, recommended "not exceeding 20 cents."
aroused so much protest that the postoffice department proposed,
and the House Committee on the Post Office and Post Roads
adopted, an amendment making the base rate "not exceeding 21
cents," still V/2 cents below the rate on which Dr. Lorenz says
mail service would make no contribution to dividends or surplus.
Proposing, in other words, a nominal rate schedule which the
sistant
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Power to determine method and frequency of measurement
of mail service performed ought to be statutory, or at least subject to appeal.

The

parcel

post

the

illustrates

The growth

principle.

practical

importance of this

of that service should be considered with

immense volume, because it deprives the railways of express and freight revenue, and because
its development cannot be computed in advance.
In our judgment measurement should be annual or oftener
and the frequency and method of ascertainment determined or
special accuracy, because of

its

umpired otherwise than by the postolfice department.
The Moon bill comes before Congress with powerful moIt is based upon a draft made by the second assistant
postmaster-general, reported by the House Committee on the
Post Office and Post Roads without minority protest, made the
subject of a special rule of the House, and contains provisions
which attract to its support without reference to railway pay

mentum.

the following

postmasters in first and second
incumbents must under the bill
second and third class postmasters, whose salaries are dealt with. 3. Persons performing
Applicants

1.

for

postoffices,

class

compete

assistant

with

whom

in exaniinatinns.

2.

First,

service for contractors in carrying the mail,

made

liens.

whose claims are

Federal and Confederate veterans,

4.

empted from age limitation

in

selection

who

of fourth

are ex-

class

post-

masters.

These extraneous provisions, whatever their merits, give an
whole bill to large num-

interested motive in the passage of the

bers of persons and tend to deprive of the consideration which
it

deserves the main question of fairness to railroads.

The
rates

advantage hoped for from increases

largest
is

in

freight

the strengthening of the market for railway securities

through reassurance to investors concerning the treatment
which our railways may expect from the government. \\'hat
will be the value of this reassurance if the government with one
hand grants an advance in freight rates and with the other reduces mail pay? What confidence will investors have in the
fair intent of the government if revenue for any railway service
is to be determined by specifically interested persons and if provisions dealing with railway compensation are to be passed substantially as a rider upon other provisions with which they have
nothing to do and for whose adoption there is great political
pressure, and this at a time when an investigation covering many
months by a joint committee of Congress is about to result in
a report?

We

expert of the Interstate Commerce Commission says would perpetuate underpayment, the department would resers'e to itself the

believe that if Congress and the public understood the
merits of this question the legislation adopted would differ fun-

power to reduce even that rate.
The Moon bill in providing that the postmaster-general, with-

damentally from what is proposed in the Moon bill. Congress
and the country should study the question deliberately and in

out appeal, shall by estimate in advance determine how much
service shall be paid for at the rates determined by him, also
without appeal, ignores another fundamental business principle.

the light of

Congress

in

adopting such a method would be compelling a

railroad to accept a contract which no business house free to dea contract agreeing to furnish material for a
cline would accept

full

information.

Whatever legislation is enacted should indicate both by its
terms and by the circumstances of its adoption an unmistakable
purpose on the part of Congress to deal fairly and justly with
the railroads.

—

the quantity having been estimated by the buyer and
any excess over that amount to be furnished and not paid for.
The present statute prescribes quadrennial weighings^ about 90
per cent of the service Jieing thus computed and the remainder
by space and otherwise. The Moon bill makes weighings annual,
but reduces to about 10 per cent the traflnc which is to be weighed
about 90 per cent is to be computed by space, and this not space
used and measured, but space estimated and authorized in advance by the department. For actual weighings it would sub-

lump sum,

personal opinion of officers of the department as to the service which will be performed. While changing
the weighings from quadrennial to annual, the bill would shift
stitute the individual

measurement on the bulk of the business from actual weighings
to estimates and from statutorj^ mandate as to method to the
discretion of the department, without appeal either as to method
or as to the result of applying the method.

CoRPOR.\TioN

EuGENics.^The

institution

by the General Elec-

of a compulsory physical examination for employees
seeking to return to work after illness or a period of unemployment will naturally provoke opposition on the part of the work-

tric

men

Company

But the regulation should operate to improve the
employees by serving as an inducement to them
good physical condition. There is nothing the aver-

affected.

efficiency of the

to keep in

age American is so prodigal of as his health. If he knows that
his job depends on his keeping fit, there will be the strongest possible incentive for him to safeguard himself against disease. The
company is obviously inspired^by a desire to reduce its liability
under the Compensation law; but the rule may prove a benefit

men, as have the rules against drinking, enforced by the
Perhaps in the end the corporations will do more
World.
for practical eugenics than the legislatures.— JVftc York

to the

railroads.

;

Maintenance

of

Way

Section

m
The abuse

of cost data by using such information without

due allowance

for local conditions has created a

common

making

prejudice

against the collection and use of cost data

The Use and
Abuse

As outlined by Mr. Bowser
another column, there are many conditions which must be taken into considera-

Data

of Cost

of any kind.

country, and

it

in

be

curtailed.

tion

cost figures, especially

if

in

making an accurate

made upon such

cost of maintenance per mile of line.

The

are frequently magnified.

analysis

of

a general basis as the

However, such objections

importance of the general col-

and comparison of cost data should be strongly empha-

lection

sized, for they lie at the basis of all

Evi-

economical practices.

dent deficiencies in such data should cause more care in their
collection rather than a general condemnation of this material. If
used intelligently, with proper consideration of the purpose for
which they are prepared, they will reveal the weak as well as the

strong points in any organization or system of work. On the
other hand, nothing will tend to discourage the use of cost data
as quickly as unwise and unintelligent cost comparisons, as such
comparisons defeat the very purpose for which cost data are

The

extent to which maintenance practices ar-e continually
changing can be reahzed best by comparing present methods
with those of a decade or two ago and
Refinements in
by noting the numerous instances in which
practices which were then considered
Track
unnecessary refinements have since been
Maintenance
made standard.
Not many years ago
curves were not spiraled and little attention was given to their
correct superelevation The compensation of grades for curvature is another generally accepted principle which was once considered a refinement and only a few years ago tie plates and
The
rail anchors were commonly considered of doubtful value.
;

advocates of

rail

canting believe that this practice should not

considered an unnecessary refinement, but that

it

ranted by the increasing service required of the track.
point to

seriously

amount imported

to be expected that the

is

Many

of the

will

operating in this
country, and especially in the southeastern states, depend almost
entirely on foreign oils and carry only a limited supply.
When
this

is

exhausted

there

will

be

plants

presented

the

alternative

of

down the plants or operating them with some other
preservative material, such as zinc chloride or crude oil, both
of which can be secured in large quantities in this country. One
favorable factor in the situation is that the war began late in
closing

season

the

when

the treatment of material required for this
approaching completion. The general policy of
retrenchment enforced this year also undoubtedly has reduced

year's

the

work

demand

is

While many of the plants op-

for treated material.

erate throughout the year, the effects of their closing

down

season will not be as serious as they would after the

this

when

of the year,

the requirements of next year will be

pressing; and conditions in

Europe may be

entirely

at

first

more

changed by

that time.

collected.

tie

year which required the closing down of several plants.
Since creosote is a by-product, the war will seriously interfere
with its production abroad as well as its transportation to this
last

its

permanent

is

war-

They

general adoption on the European roads with their
track

construction

as

supporting

their

contention.

The fact that this practice is not widely adopted in this country,
as shown in another column, indicates that it is not generally

Twenty-two papers were received
tribution of

New

in

papers were turned over to

Awards

manager, Chicago &
J. Brumley, engineer
°^ valuation, Illinois Central, and R. D.
Long, assistant general storekeeper, ChiQuincy, who awarded the first prize to
Louis & San Francisco, Springfield, Mo.,

in

general

assistant

North Western

Materieil

Contest

Burlington
Ernest Cordeal,
cago,

"The DisThese
W. J. Towne,

the contest on

Material and the Collection of Scrap."

&
St.

D.

;

and the second prize to E. J. McVeigh, general stgrekeeper,
Grand Trunk, Montreal, Que. Other papers accepted for publication were contributed by J. P. Costello, roadmaster, Atchi-

Topeka & Santa

son,

roadmaster,

;

E. B. Fithian, general

&

Southern, Little Rock,

Fe, Pueblo, Colo.

Louis, Iron Mountain

St.

D. F. Stevens, Baltimore & Ohio, Baltimore, Md. J. T.
Bowser, Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific. Danville, Ky.
S. C. Tanner, master carpenter, Baltimore & Ohio, Baltimore,
Md. J. W. Powers, New York Central & Hudson River, Oswego, N. Y. W. O. Houston, division engineer, Michigan CenE. M. Keays, material supervisor, Chica.go
tral, Jackson, Mich.
& North Western, Evanston. 111.; R. B. Abbott, division engineer, Philadelphia & Reading, Harrisburg, Pa.; F. L. Burrell,general foreman bridges and buildings. Chicago & North Western.
Fremont, Neb. J. J. Hess, assistant engineer maintenance of
way. Great Northern. St. Paul, Minn.; R. Huber, roadmaster,
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, Brookfield, Mo.; J. W. Carey,
clerk to supervisor, Pennsylvania Lines West, Bellaire, O. A. M.
Clough, supervisor. New York Central & Hudson River, BaW. S. Taylor, superintendent of terminals. Chesatavia, N. Y.
peake & Ohio, Covington. Ky. John Carmichael, Hagerstown,
Md. E. K. Coggins, chief clerk to roadmaster, Southern RailP. Quinlivan, roadmaster, Delaware,
way, Knoxville. Tenn.

Ark.

;

;

;

;

;

But it is standard on several roads and is regarded
with favor on others. As with any practice not in general use,
it must be used with care, for under certain conditions it can
approved.

Ijecome positively injurious.
In general, our tracks are suffering from too little rather than too much attention to the refine-

Lack of attention to the accurate maintenance of gage, to line and surface, to drainage, etc., all result
in increased wear and destruction of materials and in increased
ments of maintenance.

labor charges.

;

;

;

;

One

early

will be

effect

on American railways of the European war

the curtailment of the supply of creosote available for

the treatment of

A

ties,

bridge material,

etc.

Threatened

Over

Shortage

approximately two-thirds of which were
treated with creosote.
Over 108,000,000

of Creosote

39,500.000 ties

were treated

in 1913,

were required in this
was imported. This oil
comes principally from Germany and Engfand. While the production of American creosote is increasing, it has never exceeded 38 per cent of the requirements of this country, and
•even with free access to European oils there was a shortage
gal.

of

creosote

country last year, of which 62 per cent

;

;

Western. Buffalo. N. Y.; George E. Lowe, supervisor, Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, Elmira. N. Y., and
W. F. Rench, supervisor, Pennsylvania, Perryville. Md. These
papers were prepared by men in all branches of maintenance

Lackawanna

&

way work and cover the entire field. They discuss the problems and the common deficiencies of our present system, and
should impress upon all maintenance men the importance of coThe two prize winning and several other papers
operation.
appear elsewhere in this issue, and others will appear in later
of

maintenance sections.

'
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FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLE UNDERLYING THE SUCCESSFUL DISTRIBUTION OF MATERIAL

Letters to the Editor

THE

prompt deli\ery uf material by the store department is
essential to the economical prosecution of any kind of railway work. In order that this department may be able to perform its function it is necessary that it be given a detailed and
complete list of the material desired, a sufficient time in advance
In the
to enable purchases to be made and deliveries secured.
case of any single order the problem is simple, but when orders
are multiplied by the thousand the complications increase. The
expenditures for maintenance of way alone of the railways of the
L'nited States amount to about $350,000,000 annually, of which approximately $150,000,000 goes for materials used by the 500.000
employees of this department. The distribution of this amount
of material over 245.000 miles of line requires close co-operation

between the purchasing, store and maintenance of way departments. If the men in each department would try to put themselves in the places of men in the other departments they would
better realize some of the problems confronting others, and the
first

step towards effective co-operation

The maintenance
large

initiates the

orders for

amounts of materials, and uses them ultimately, and

with this department that

The

would be taken.

way department

of

first

we

are

more

it

is

directly concerned here.

step in the ordering of material

is

the preparation of a

definite schedule of operations for the entire season.

With

this

which various materials will be required at
If this inlV'rdifferent points can be determined approximately.
mation is then given to the store department it in turn can plan
in

its

mind the dates

work

on the

at

to protect these different jobs.

site of

work

The

receipt of material

either too early or too late, results in un-

necessary expense and

loss.

RELINING A CURVE WITH A STRING
PillUDELPHIA, August

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette

the improvement made
indicated bv the instrument.

showed

and that the amount of materials so held is multiplied many times
over on the entire system. The attention given to this subject
during the past few years is tending to better conditions along
this line, but to attain the greatest success

it

is

necessary that each

improve conditions his support. As long
as the men in charge of work out on the line will run carloads
of excess material upon a cut-off while the inspection train
passes over the main line, as was done on one eastern road, little
progress will be made. The details of the proper methods of
officer give the effort to

in

the

riding

Inspection.
16, 1914

Water

spills

Hor. cyclometer reaihngs.
\"crtical cyclometer readings
Pedometer readings
.

Time

qualities

as

Inspect

August

June

.

problem that deserves special emphasis is
that of the large amount of money tied up in material held in
stock. Not being confronted with the actual figures, many maintenance of way officers fail to realize the sums which are tied up
continually in unnecessary stocks of new and scrap materials
this

1914.

Referring to the article entitled "A Practical Method for
Adjustment of Curves." in the issue of May 15, describing a inethod for the lining of curves by means of offsets
from a string 100 ft. long without the use of instruments, I
have recently been given charge of a line on which I was
confronted with a most interesting problem of this kind,
which a corps of engineers had failed to solve satisfactorily
after extensive eflfort. An 18 min, curve 2^4 miles long had
long been the cause of many complaints. In applying the
method described in the article mentioned a foreman spent
six hours taking the ordinates with the 100 ft. cord, the ordinates ranging from 1.'4 in. down to 5;s '" with an average of
Ji in. The office work in computing the correction^ required
six hours additional, after which the lining of the track was
done, the throw amounting to as much as 10 in, in some
places,
A further increase in the superelevation from 1 in.
to lyz in. was made, since which time all complaints have
The accompanying reading, taken with a track inceased.
spection instrument before and after the curve was lined,

While under any system which can

co-operation.

Another phase of

7,

:

the

be devised delays will occur at times, owing to errors in one or
more of the three departments concerned, an occasional difficulty
should not be permitted to destroy the system and break down
this

iiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiir

%iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii]iiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii{

4

1914

South

North

South

North

track

track

track

track

6
1,321

17
1.914

460

1.191

473
184
39

723
250
40

211
108

487

3

1

113
43

42

Supervisor.

EFFECT OF CURVE-WORN RAILS ON DERAILMENTS
Gila Be.sd, Ariz., June

23,

1914.

the Railway Age Gazette:
One of the most important items of every section foreman's duties is to keep his track in good gage. Straight track,
once properly gaged and spiked, will cause little trouble, but
on curves a different proposition is presented. The rails on
any curve of over 5 or 6 deg.. even if double-spiked, will
spread from '4 in. to 1 in. after three or four months' service.

To THE Editor

of

handling materials are well covered in the papers received in the
contest on this subject, several of which are published in this issue.

NEW BOOKS
Symmetrical Masonry Arches.
By Malverd A. Howe, Professor of Civii
Engineering. Rose Polytechnic Institute. Size 6 in. by 9 in., 245 pages,
Published by John Wiley & Son?. Inc..
illustrated, bound in cloth.
New York. Price $2.50.

edition of Howe's "Symmetrical Masonry Arches."
which has just appeared, corrects all errors that were found in
the first edition, simplifies the demonstration of the formulae and
contains a considerable aniount of new material. The book was

The second

written to present in simple form the elastic theory of designing
masonry arches. The formulae presented in the book are not

intended to be rigid or exact, in view of the fact that the materials used in the construction of arches are more or less unit is felt that all formulae given, although somewhat approximate, are within the limit of accuracy
The book into which such construction can be carried out.
cludes a number of examples worked out in detail to show the
various processes and methods of checking. It describes a number of typical arches and includes an appendix giving general

certain in character and

data for over 500 arch bridges.

r,f.3.

Contact of Wheel Flanges on Curve

Worn

Rails

The reasons for this are obvious. When rounding a curve
wheel flanges hug the gage side of the outside rail, exerting
a downward and outward pressure, the outward pressure
varying with the speed of the train. The wheel flange will
wear the gage side of the rail to the shape of the wheel
profile and at the same time th£- continuous outward pressure
will cause the outside of the

down

"roll out," as

The

bottom flange of the

rail to

sink

into the ties deeper than the inside, causing the rail to

usual

shown in Fig. 1.
remedy for this wearing and

"rolling out" of

August

the

rail is

pull

all

21,
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"setting up the rail."

By

this

method

the spikes, raise the rail 6 or 8

in.

the trackmen
and square the

surface of the ties with adzes or sharp mattocks, let the rail
respike it. This corrects the gage, but the danger

down and

of derailments

is

increased.

Before, the ball of the

rail,

worn

shape of the wheel, fitted snuggly against the flange;
now, having changed its position relative to the wheel, the
wheel tread comes in contact with the ball of the rail on top
and the flange touches it on the side, which is worn round.
Owing to the fact that on a curve the wheel never runs
exactly parallel, but at a slight angle with the rail, the round
worn surface of the head presents an incline (Fig. 2.) in
place of a perpendicular side (Fig. 3.) to the wheel flange.
the slightest defects in the road bed or rolling stock are
For many deliable to cause the flange to climb the rail.
railments which have come under the writer's observation,
the causes given were: Rough track, stifl truck bearings, uneven loads, etc. No doubt those defects contributed heavily
to such derailments, but the primary and real cause was unto the

the changed position of the worn rail surface.
Roadmasters and other maintenance of way officers should
inspect carefully any curve worn rails before allowing foremen to square them up. If the rail ball is worn to the extent
described, the only safe remedy is to relay that particular

doubtedl}'

W.

curve as quickly as possible.

E. Schott.

Section Foreman. Soutliern Pacific.

HANDLING BRIDGE MATERIAL
Sylv.^xia,

To THE Editor

of

Ohio. July

the Railway Age Gazette

11.

1914.

:

In your issue of June 19 there is a letter from Storekeeper
regarding a reduction of the stock of surplus bridge material.

While the party writing

this

letter

signs himself a

store-

it is quite evident that he has been something else
besides a storekeeper, for he knows the requirements of a
bridge and building man, as stated in the last two para.graphs

keeper,

man must be capable of doing
most everything as well as being a storekeeper.

of his letter, that such a

The question

al-

and
building department of any road of any consequence is one
that probably has caused a great many gray hairs to appear
on the head of more than one head of suclu a department.
Usually a man in this department is a good builder, but a
poor bookkeeper or storekeeper, unless he is properly supplied with a first class clerk.
In my opinion a master carpenter on a division should be given a clerk who thoroughly
understands the art of keeping stock and of keeping books
so that the master carpenter need not be required to do it.
His services are much more valuable along the road to see
that the gangs are kept in work and are doing the w^ork
of properly handling stock in the bridge

properly.

very true that a bridge and building man knows what
done each year, or at least it should be so, and
in my opinion it is so on all well regulated roads of any
consequence, for such roads usually prepare a program a
year ahead of time. However, authority for such expenditures is seldom given before the snow has left in the spring,
for the general officers will say, "There is plenty of time before you will do this work, so why order the material?"
The
facts in the case, however, are that such material can seldom
be supplied short of 60 to 120 days. Therefore, if authority
is not granted until, say, March 1 and the material does not
arrive until July 1. there is not very much of the working
season left, if the program is at all extensive. I very well
remember one season while I was division engineer that we
ordered our materials in plenty of time to have our work
started nicely about July 1.
The requisition, however, was
not authorized by the general officers until such time as to
bring the material on to the division along in November.
Anyone familiar with bridge and building work knows full
well that this puts an engineer up against a condition which
is rather hai-d to combat.
It is

work

will be

337

However, we were fortunate

in having a storekeeper at
mechanical department who had a great
deal of material on .which we could draw and make the most
important repairs to our bridges and buildings. The result
was that we engineers were caught along in December with
a great stock of bridge and building material on hand which
brought upon our heads a most severe censure. This then
brought about a revision by the storekeeping department as
to bridge and building material.
It was decided, and I think

headquarters

in the

wisely, that a certain stock of material would be kept on
hand by the mechanical storekeeper for the use of the maintenance department on proper shop order or requisition. This
stock was determined by the division and general officers and
included a certain amount of bridge material which, as I
remember, was enough to build a bridge 100 ft. long, together with enough other materials to put up a small freight
house.
We also were permitted to carry at a few places,
probably 100 miles apart, a few bridge stringers, caps and
ties for use in extreme emergency.
This stock, if well
watched, should usualh' be sufficient to take care of any
emergency on the division.

The next year we then started a system of ordering our
materials delivered at one end of the road in carload lots,
say enough to take care of one month's work in the bridge
department. This was required to be delivered at a certain
time. Another quantity would be delivered a month later and
so on through the season.
This gives the purchasing agent
a chance to buy this stock at fairly good prices and at the
same time not carry in the maintenance department a very
large stock balance of such materials.
This material was
usually unloaded by local way freights on the site of the work,
which of course saved work train service.
Materials for
repairs to the buildings were also ordered by the carload
under the same system.
Co-operation between the general heads of departments
and the purchasing department when requisitions are forwarded by division officers should, in my opinion, make such
a system quite practical.
I
do not know how this system

worked

out,

as

left

I

shoftly after

it

was inaugurated, but

believe it to be a system which will keep
balance to the lowest possible point.
\'ice-president,

down

the stock
A. Sw.vrtz.

Toledo & Western.

COMPARISON OF MAINTENANCE OF
COSTS ON 'A MILEAGE BASIS
By
Otieen

\-

J.

T.

WAY

Bowser

Crescent Route, Danville, Ky.

The comparison of mileage costs of maintaining track and
structures appears to be the general method used by railroad
executives in judging the relative efficiencies of organizations
or of standard practices. These comparisons are, as a rule,
made between the costs of two or more divisions, or between
two or more afliliated roads, and quite often between competing lines.
It is generally conceded that these comparisons can 0!j!y
be considered very broadly at best, on account of widely
varying conditions existing on different roads. It is, however,

comparing divisions or lines operating under apparently
same conditions and through country of apparently the
same general character, that such figures are often misleading.
If we look beyond the general conditions in making com-

in

the

parisons of costs, wide discrepancies may often be reconciled.
The number and length of the grades should be considered,

A grade, as a rule, means fast track,
not the ruling grades.
fast track means increased maintenance costs.
.A.
dif-

and

ference in the maximum curvature may make quite a difference in the cost of upkeep of track, the increased wear
of the rail alone being considerable.
The number, length

and character of the tunnels are not often considered at first
glance.
Tracks may traverse a district for miles where the
material available for roadbed is of very poor quality, and
.
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yet such a condition may be only local and may not affect a
parallel line or a division operating through country of
apparently the same general character. Also in comparisons
of

the

per

cost

mile

maintain

to

bridges,

trestles,

etc.,

the

number, length and character of construction are not always
given due consideration.
It is often the subject of remark, among patrons of railroads and among railroad officials as well, that the general

appearance of buildings and grounds on one road is verj' much
better than on another railroad, the railroad official probably
adding, mentally, "and on less money too." In such cases,
do they always consider the number and kind of buildings
Is it kept in mind that the road which
to be maintained?
does not make such a good showing, probably has to provide
and maintain cottages for its section men, operators, agents,

number of its stations? Is the character of the communities which it serves taken into consideration when judgGrounds at staing the appearance of its station grounds?
tions where a heavy freight business is done, or where timber,
ties, etc., are stored prior to shipment, cannot be kept as
neatly as grounds at stations where this is not the case.
A very important item in expenses which may not always
be taken into consideration in making comparisons is created

etc.. at a

by the ruling

of the Interstate

Commerce Commission, which

provides that in all betterments which at first glance do not
appear to bear any relation to maintenance costs, the cost to
replace in kind the structure on which the betterment is made,
must go as a charge to expenses. Thus maintenance costs
on a road which is following out a policy of heavy betterment, such as replacing light bridges with heavier construc-

may show greatly increased maintenance costs, which
are not to be explained until the above mentioned ruling is
A fair comparison is a gage of efficiency, a healthy
recalled.
tion,

good for us; but do we always give each other the
credit for what "we are up against"?
rivalry

is

DISCIPLINE

RECORDS IN THE MAINTENANCE
OF WAY DEPARTMENT
By

a. Swartz

Vice-President, Toledo

Discipline

& Western,

among maintenance

of

Sylvania,

Ohio

way employees sometimes

a difficult question to handle, depending somewhat upon
foremen in the track dethe character of the employees,
partment as a alass are of a sensitive nature, so that whatever discipline is necessao' it should usually be applied with
is

a

great

different

deal of

consideration.

from men

in

These men are somewhat

train service, as the results of their

are so much more apparent to everyone. They usually
take a great pride in their work and look for commendation,
which is very natural among men with a limited education.
My personal opinion regarding the .suspension of track foremen for some breach of rules is that very little result is gained
by applying such a method. These men usually can be

work

reached more quickly by giving them a good lecture and

them the possibility of danger which might have
resulted or which did result from the breach of rules. There
are no doubt some cases where track foremen positively
stating to

must be taken out of service, but which all will agree has
been done in the past sometimes without proper regard for
the results to the road,

a.s

well as to the laborers,

who

are

Vol.

the other section.
ter

discipline

This

among

way

the

57.

No.

of dealing will bring about bet-

men,

will

result

in

better

work

being done and less chance -thereby being given for disciplining the foreman because of the fact that the men know
how to do the work under the instructions of the foreman.
It has been my observation that any discipline to the foreman is usually brought about by the slackness of some of
his men, which, of course, can be laid to the door of the

foreman by calling it improper supervision. However, at
times men do things which the foreman does not supervise
at the

very time

it

is

done.

Track supervisors should always have a personal record
of all foremen in their employ, together with that of the
leading laborers. It possiblj- would be well if the supervisor
kept a record of the minor happenings on a foreman's section so that when it was necessary to apply discipline he
would have the past record of his man before him. There
are of course

some supervisors who can very

men

readily carry

minds at all times because of
However,
their close dealings with them day after day.
such a record is not in the hands of the general roadmaster

a record of these

in their

or engineer in charge of the division unless a written record
There are times when the engineer wishes to know
is kept.
these points about track foremen when filling a vacancy
which would result in a promotion for a foreman.
At the same time when keeping a demerit record, as it may
be called, I think that a merit record should also be kept.
This has been my policy in handling men in the operating
department. A record such as this shown to the men themselves in case it is necessary to apply discipline very forcibly
impresses on their mind that their actions are being watched.

Provided they are men
pride in keeping
that

it

is

at

down such

all

they should have

records.

I

think

it

some natural
will be

found

very seldom necessary to dismiss or suspend a foreman

and for but very few reasons, excepting the use of liquor.
Perhaps one of the most serious offenses which a track
foreman might commit would be to permit his hand car or
motor car to be struck by a train. In such a case conditions
surrounding the accident must necessarily determine the discipline to be applied. As a rule, however, such acts are very
gross negligence and the foreman permitting such accidents
is generally ready to be dismissed.
One of the best ways to maintain discipline among track
foremen is for the roadmaster or the engineer to keep a record of the work which a foreman has been told to do, stating
the time at which it should be done; then if the work is not
done within the allotted time the foreman should be reminded
If this
of the fact and required to give a first class excuse.
occurs frequently a severe reprimand with a threat of dismissal will surely bring about the required results. If such
action is followed this class of men will be very careful to
perform their duties according to the rules of the railroad.
It is my opinion that a foreman who has been reduced to
a track laborer will very seldom make good again unless,
of course, he had been made a foreman on probation, as
you might say. The old track foreman, having been such
for a number of years, does not take very kindly to working
as a laborer, so that usually it is best to let him go entirely
or ship him to the other end of the road to act as leading laborer
if it is thought that another chance will wake him up.
It is my opinion that all division engineers should keep a

on the section to be handled by an entirely new man.
I believe in having a man on the section as leading laborer
who can at times take charge of the section as might be
necessarj- by the sickness of the foreman or by the foreman
being called away on extra gang work for a month or so.
However, I never was thoroughly satisfied that when a
change of foreman was needed it was best to put this leading

whiphand on their roadmasters, requiring that except in extreme emergency the "dismissal of a foreman must first be
sanctioned by the engineer, for without a doubt some road-

I think better
laborer in the vacant position as foreman.
results are obtained by bringing a foreman from another
section or a bright leading laborer and shifting the leading
laborer on the section where the position is vacant over to

tomary as

left

masters being so closely

in

touch with

men

will

at

times

develop personal feelings so that they sometimes dismiss men
However, we will admit that with the
for these reasons.
class of roadmasters now being.-obtained this is not so cus-

The same sort of discipline can
in years past.
readily be applied to foremen in the other sections of the
maintenance work, such as bridge and building, waterworks
or interlocking departments.

The Handling

New and

of

The

Scrap Maintenance Materials

Winning and Other Papers Received in
Practical Discussions of the Problem

Prize

This Contest.
FIRST

THE

PRIZE

HANDLING OF

MAINTENANCE OF

WAY MATERIALS

is

Bv Ernest Cordeal
Si.

Any

Louis

&

Sail

Francisco, Springfield, Mo.

variations in requirements.

plan for the handling of maintenance of way
material m.ust be one which insures co-operation between the
purchasing, stores and maintenance of way departments. Each
effective

of these departments had to do, at some time or other, with the
materials which are eventually used in the maintenance of road-

way and

structures,

and each should assume

its

responsibility for the insurance of the utmost

proper share of

economy.

Aside from emergency requirements, the maintenance of way
department should be able to anticipate its needs within close
limits, for a year or more in advance.
The purchasing department, provided with accurate information as to requirements
several months in advance, should be able to buy at such times
and in such quantities as to obtain the best prices, at the same
time insuring delivery in advance of the time when this material
will

be required for use.

The

stores department,

standing be-

tween the purchasing and the consuming departments, is in the
most favorable position to hold the balance, curbing the tendency
of the maintenance of way men to accumulate and hold an
over-supply in fear of unexpected shortages, and regulating the
rendition of purchase orders so as to prevent either over-stocking
or shortage.

The accounting

for material from the time of the origin of
purchase to its final disposition as useless scrap,
should undoubtedly be in the hands of one and only one department, preferably the stores department.
Often interruptions
occur in the performance of maintenance of way work and
stocks of material remain on hand for periods of months, or
even years. In case such material has been turned over by the
stores to the maintenance of way department, it is more than
likely that its existence will be overlooked; material of the same
kind and grade will be ordered unnecessarily to provide for the
current needs of some other part of the system and the unused
stock will deteriorate and depreciate in value, or be lost by theft
the order for

its

or by lack of systematic care.

Foreseeing future requirements
ness

in

times of fairly stable busi-

accompanied by any great difficulties.
or should be. available on every railroad from

conditions

is

not

Records are.
which a very close estimate may be made as to the requirements
each year to provide for the ordinary work of maintenance.
It is true, that such estimates
may be rendered inconsistent
with demands by unforeseen depressions calling for retrenchment, by unexpected prosperity leading to increased activity, or
by disasters of considerable consequence, requiring immediate

and extensive replacements. Such phenomena are, however, of
so infrequent occurrence as to be negligible in the consideration
of the material problem.
The material which will he required during any year for the
construction or renewal of tracks, bridges or buildings is
accurately known months in advance.
The maintenance of way
department should be able to formulate a definite plan of operation, setting forth the approximate time at which each piece of
work will be commenced. This will enable the store department
to file its orders with the purchasing department at such time,
and in such form as to permit of contracts for material being so
placed as to provide for delivery at a time but little in advance
of actual requirements, without interfering in

exercise of economical

any way with the

methods of purchase.

whether for ordinary mainteand replacement work, should originate with the using department and should pass through the
All

requisitions

for

material,

nance, or for construction

The accumulation of surplus or obsolete stock
frequently the result of efforts on the part of the store department to keep up its supply of material to meet prospective
needs, with insufficient knowledge as to changes in standards or
store department.

Requisitions for material rendered by

responsible

officers

of

way department at a fixed time in advance
of the date needed, would provide the store department with the
necessary information to request purchases with accurate knowledge as to requirements, and would thereby prevent over-stockthe maintenance of

or the ordering of material which had been rendered obsoby changes in design. In passing through the store department, requisitions for material should be carefully checked
ing,

lete

,

against the stock on hand, to prevent the placing of purchase
orders for articles already on hand. The purchase orders passing from the stores to the purchasing department should be for-

warded well

in advance of the desired date of delivery, enabling
the purchasing official to profit by market conditions.
In the absence of complete and reliable data as to future re-

quirements, the purchasing department is often led by reason
of temptingly low prices to stock up heavily on certain classes
of material.
Such a procedure may be responsible for a large
ultimate loss.
Interest on the capital invested, depreciation in
value due to the necessity of holding the stock for a long period,
or total loss of value through a revision of standards may more
than offset the initial advantage gained in unit price.

The suggested plan of ordering wherein
way and stores departments co-operate in
forecasts

as

requirements,

to

if

the maintenance of

furnishing

competently

The material once

reliable

and consistently

followed, will materially assist in maintaining at a
amount of capital investment in materials.

minimum

the

delivered to the railroad by the producer or

manufacturer should be entrusted to the store department, and
should remain in its possession until the time of its actual use
in repairs or construction.
The evils resulting from the practice
of turning material over to the maintenance department, to be
distributed or stored and accounted for, are manifold.
Each
division superintendent, roadmaster, section foreman or bridge
and building foreman, in a more or less mistaken endeavor to
protect himself and his division, increases his orders above his
actual needs and accumulates a surplus stock of materials, which
are often held pending use for long periods, are frequently lost
or destroyed, and represent at all times an unnecessary investment of capital. Large quantities of material scattered over a
wide territory are very difficult to keep in strict account, even
when their care is in the hands of a department thoroughly conversant with materia! accounting, and when such a task is required of men burdened with the numerous other duties in connection with maintenance of way, the bookkeeping feature is al-

most sure

to be neglected.

of materials in stock between the time of pur-

The handling
chase and use
condition from

is

strictly

a store department problem.

The

ideal

would be that
make delivery of all material on

the storekeeping standpoint alone

in which it were possible to
cars loaded at the point of purchase, directly to the point of
considerable part of the mainteuse at the time required.
nance of way material may, in fact, be handled in this way, par-

A

ticularly

so as to

if

due consideration

make

is

given to placing loading orders,

possible distribution without preliminary sorting

or handling.
in
.\ great amount of material cannot, of course, be handled
manner, but must be unloaded and stored, reloaded in such
quantities and at such times as required and dehvered to the
The handling of such material is the principal
point of use.
function of the store department, and is the item wherein is
this
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found the greatest opportunity for effecting economy by the introduction of adequate methods of storing, and of keeping an
Centralization of stores at one or

which points issues are made

more

at frequent

principal points,

from

and regular intervals

to smaller points, or direct to the work, simplifies the handling

of the material at the same time that

requirements with a

minimum

it

permits protecting

all

stock of each class of material.

central store, located preferably at a point nearest to the

The

and not

and

to surplus material

how

In considering

accurate check of stock.

57,

No. 8

This has reference to the securing of material as

scapegoat.
required,

Vol.

inflated stocks.

material

should be handled through the
stores department, co-operation must be our cornerstone.
will assume that we are dealing with the ordinary railway with

We

full

its

complement of departments, including

Each department should make an

wants

effort to anticipate its

maintenance material for 60 days

general

in

that of the stores.

in

advance, and

send to the storekeeper a requisition properly signed on a specified day in each month, for this material.
In making this up

base of supplies to minimize useless back-haul, should receive,
store and carry in account all material, and should by means
of regular and comprehensive reports maintain records of the

the quantity used in the past should be considered, and extra
work to be undertaken, taken into account.
full and careful

stock carried by each of the sub-stores.
The systematic arrangement of store

thing not in

as

well as of the platform and yard, to provide for the segregation
of the various classes of material to simplify the filling of requisitions,

and

inventories to be taken with great accuracy
difficulty, and to render the detection of shortage or

to enable

little

A

description of the article wanted should be given

shelving and bins,

where,

common use, and
and why wanted.

when

it

In compiling a purchase requisition
tions the storekeeper should give

all

ing to that furnished by departments

when

He

necessary.

should

place

allowed to decrease before orders are placed for its replenishment.
The handling of second-hand and scrap material in such a
manner as to secure therefrom the maximum value in reclaimed

a glance

and the highest market price for that portion which cannot be put to further use by the railroad, is an important factor
For all the material used
in reducing the net cost of operation.

tion covering the regular stock supplies should be passed

parts,

in

and replacements, an approximately equivalent weight

repairs

of scrap is released. Nearly all of this old material possesses a
certain value if presented at the proper market. Aside from this
value as scrap, it has been demonstrated by a number of railroads, which have gone into the matter of reclamation, that
ordinarily sold as

of the material which is
be worked over at small expense and returned to
place of new material.
used
in
be
stock to
The mere sorting of scrap by competent material men will
possible
net large returns on the labor expended. Not only is it

about 20 per cent
scrap

may

into'
to secure higher prices for scrap material carefully sorted
of
the diflferent grades, but during the process a large amount
kind
any
usable material will be found, which without repairs of

can be returned to the store department.
The reclamation of large quantities of material may be effected
of an
without any great capital expenditure for the erection
extensive plant, or for the installation of expensive machinery.
A few inexpensive machines, such as pneumatic hammers for
shears,
straightening bolts and rods, bolt cutters, forges and
may be used to great advantage.
recently
the
Undoubtedly the greatest agent of reclamation is

invented process of oxy-acetylene welding and cutting.

With

command, a reclamation
a small oxy-acetylene
castings and forgplant will be able to repair great numbers of
scrap. The cutting burnings, which must otherwise be sold as
installation

at

large scrap units, pracers are most effectually used in reducing
increased to a substantial
tically worthless in their entirety, but
handling. The cutting
value when cut into sizes convenient for
use of
may be done very rapidly, and at an insignificant cost by
the oxy-acetylene burner

SECOND PRIZE—THE PROPER DISTRIBUTION OF NEW
AND THE COLLECTION OF SCRAP MATERIAL
By

E.

J.

McVeigh

Que.
General Storekeeper, Grand Trunk. Montreal,

departments, one
Since the railways were first divided into
has been the lack of coof the evils they have suffered from
It was discovered that
operation in the handling of supplies.
done, or delayed, was
the best possible excuse for work not
has been a lack
"waiting on the stores for material." So there
department has been made the
of co-operation, and the supply

sition,

a

from department requisiinformation possible, add-

overage of stock a matter of certainty, should be given special
Bin sizes, shelf and platform space and dimensions
attention.
of skidways should be carefully planned, so as to accommodate
the maximum stock required at any time. Minimum limits may
also be set to indicate the point to which the stock may be

all

is

should be clearly stated how,

it

regular maintenance supplies and material on one requi-

and material for betterments or unusual supplies on an"A" and "B," or other distinguish-

other, designating these as

ing marks, and using different colored paper to further distin-

may

guish them, the idea being that the executive officer

tell

at

what requisitions he should consider carefully, and may
safely hold up for consideration, without causing delay and confusion, by holding lists containing material and supplies actually

The

required for the economical operation of the road.
the purchasing agent at once,

The executive should hold

delivery.

requisi-

on to
and the supplies ordered for prompt
the storekeeper strictly to

account for these supplies, the criterion to be the monthly balIf these requisiance figures and the periodical stocktaking.
tions are not carefully made up, and more material is asked for
than

is

actually required for use in the period, the result will

show up at once in increased stock on hand. The inventory
must be taken by someone other than the storekeeper, and preferably by the auditor of disbursements.

should be understood that the storekeeper has the right to
any items on department requisitions in his territory,
and advise against the purchase of such items as he may consider unnecessary. No item of material on any requisition should
be canceled, or reduced in quantity, without the maker of the
No one questions the right of the
requisition being advised.
It

questiiin

executive officer to cut off items, or reduce quantities, but it
is poor business to leave men in the dark as to what they may
expect.

The

The treasury

stores

plated changes

may
rial

of their

company

suffers by uncertainty.

people should be promptly advised of
in

standards,

so that,

as far as

all

contem-

possible,

they

avoid being caught with a heavy stock of discarded mate-

on hand.

Finally, the three important factors in maintaining

low stocks

co-operation between the departments and the storekeeper
in all things pertaining to material and supplies; careful supervision of requisitions by storekeepers, and prompt purchase and
I have put this last, but it is possibly the most imdelivery.
are.

all, because prompt purchase and delivery is one end
of co-operation, and a very important end. Failure at this end
leads to nearly all the evils we suffer from in the handling of
We imIt destroys the other fellow's co-operation.
supplies.
press on the storekeeper, the locomotive man. the car man, and

portant of

all

the others, that they

iifust

and they must make an honest

ask for a 30 days" supply only,

By
will

game. They
and they get into trouble.

effort to play the

get a 60 to 150-day delivery, or worse,

the time they get out of it, they make a vow that never again
they be caught in that way in the future they will look

—

is no good.
This really throws each i»2n back on his own resources, he
and stock figures
himself,
proceeds to lay up supplies to protect
go up in leaps and bounds. In cases where men holding the

after themselves.

material

make

One-ended co-operation

their

to "cook" the figures

own

inventory,

it

is

frequently the practice

—
August

The

21,
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condition is worse than the first.
The money has
been paid out, and the inaterial is in stock, but no one knows
it.
With material on hand for which no account must be made,
carelessness in handling it results.
Co-operation is the only
remedy, and it can be secured by education, and a restoring of
last

Men

confidence.

order material lightly because they may get it,
and they may not. If they are taught that they will get what
they ask for, but zuill be held strictly to account for it, not only
on paper, but in fact, and they are so held, matters will be
greatly improved.
It has become a habit on many roads for the
departments to resent the storekeeper's supervision of requisitions, but if

any

intelligent

sitions that

come

understand

why

man

will carefully inspect the requi-

to the storekeeper during six

months, he will
necessary and important.
The thing that will appeal to him strongest is how supposedly
practical men can make such ridiculous mistakes in ordering
the material they use in their business. It is not that the storesuch

supervision

is

keeper knows more about each man's business than the man himself does, but he is a check, and who of us would want his important work to go out without being checked?
The man ordering lumber is thinking of his building, not how the lumber
can be got to best advantage.
After the securing of the material comes the distributing of
it,
a matter of even greater importance, and one that means

much more
that

is

the

systems
ficient

it

The fundamental

labor and expense.

material and supplies shall

all

department

supply
is

until

actually

principle here

remain the property of

On

used.

railway

large

neither profitable nor advisable that there be a suf-

number of storekeepers employed

men who

to deliver all the mate-

and its value. He must know the material so that he
rescue anything that can be used again.
He must know
the value so that he will not spend more to reclaim
an article
than the article is worth new. And he also must
material,

may

work

co-operation

money
scrap,

on account of changes

Most of

in the

general supervision of the storekeeper of the division, as representing the supply department.

On each division the departments should put in requisitions
once each month, these to be an estimate of their requirements
and to be approved by the general heads of departments. The
material may be issued in detail on requisitions signed by the
head of the department on the division, always with the understanding that the division storekeeper shall check them closely,
and refer back, or reduce quantities that he finds excessive.
Having records of quantities supplied, he can do this as no one
else can.

In the handling of scrap, and reclaiming usable material, the
principle to be laid

first

the scrap

claiming before
but

make

I

down

must not be allowed
is

it

is,

to

This

sold.

are

the final sorting, and re-

may sound somewhat

the statement advisedly,

The working departments

just

good advantage.

The

scrap pile

radical,

knowing whereof
as

incapable

their scrap properly as they are of handling their
to

making

that the department

make

is

I

speak.

of

handling

new

material

the grave for too

mistakes, of both sins of omission and commission.
Man is an animal that does one thing at a time, if he

is

many
to

do

While he is maintaining track he cannot handle
While building or repairing locomotives
scrap to advantage.
his heart is in his shop, not in the scrap yard, and it is right

anything well.

that

it

should be

so.

This

is

the age of the specialist.

Many

and made fortunes thereby. The
In some
railroads are the greatest scrap makers in the world.

men have

specialized in scrap,

w'orth per mile of road operated. In other
one of the biggest things in the railway world.
Why should not they have a specialist to handle it, especially in
view of the fact that in nearly every carload -of railway scrap
sold, there is enough good usable material to pay for the handling

years they

make $200

words,

is

it

of the load, leaving the amount realized from sale a net profit?
Beyond all question, scrap should be sent to central scrap

yards and sorted under the supervision of a man who makes a
This man is not made in a day, or a
specialty of that work.
year, nor in five years.
He must be familiar with all railway

for use,

fit

design that have

is

nevertheless

made

the railways have a

number

of

flat

it

obso-

cars that are out

from the shop on to these cars, a number of which may be assigned to each shop. When the car is loaded, bill to a central
scrap yard, where it will be promptly unloaded, and returned
with a load, or part load, of reclaimed material.
The scrap yard should be laid out on a liberal plan, and should
include space for rails of
steel cars.
pile

kinds, frogs, boilers, bridges,

all

The miscellaneous

and

scrap should be unloaded in one

and sorted from there into separate

piles, according to
classification.
A locomotive crane with a magnet should be
used both to shunt cars and to handle the material. Reclaimed
material should be piled close to a track for reloading on cars.
Material to be worked over may be returned to the shops,
and the work done there, or the necessary machinery may be

installed at the scrap yard.

Personally,

I

am

of the opinion that

work should be done

at the scrap yard.
The shops want their
material ready for use, they will not do reclaiming work willing-

and what we do against our

ly,

Much

it.

in

of commission as traffic handlers. These cars should be
used in
the scrap business.
At each shop, money is being spent in an
attempt to sort scrap. Stop this, and load the material direct

hands of the departments must not be considered as removed from the jurisdiction of the storekeeper of the division,
and whether the parties making the final distribution report it
to the storekeeper or auditor, the material should be under the

will actually use

in close

departments, so that he will not spend

all

lete.

cheaply.

in detail to

with

to rescue material that, while

But the supplies

rial
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we do not do

will,

well,

or

time is wasted on many of our railways by the office
staff in looking after credits for salvage.
There may be something in this for the department, but there is nothing in it for

company.
Receipts from scrap yard can go in as extra
and be credited to departments on percentage basis.
Good material may be charged back at the price of new when
ready for use, or if it is worked over, at a price agreed upon.
the

revenue,

APPLYING "SAFETY FIRST" METHODS TO MATERIAL

HANDLING
By
Material

Super

E.

Chicago

The long and heavy

M. Keays
& North Wester

Evanston,

111.

trains of scrap that used to be cleaned

up from certain divisions on this road were the subject of
many a tale years ago. This is not true at present. Last fall
such a train was planned by the operating department on one of
the heaviest divisions. The road scrap picked up didn't justify
the wages of the train crew. Many of the section foremen said
at the time. 'Tf you clean out our scrap bin now, we won't
have anything for the regular scrap car next week," or, "If
you take away our scrap tools now, we won't have any to exchange with the supply car next trip, and what we can't e,xchange will be cut off." Nothing could better illustrate the attitude that scrap education has at last produced.

One day

summer, after going over several very clean
I came to the end of my work at the last
and waited for the section
gang to come in on their car. The inside of the section house
was another mark of the foreman's workmanship no "junk"
Bein corners or under the bench, and everything in its place.
fore the car was run in for the night, the day's accumulation of
small scrap, together with several pieces of car scrap which had
been picked up, was unloaded into the scrap bin, and the tools
on the car were placed in their racks everything made shiplast

sections carefully,

section tool house, just at 6 o'clock,

—

—

shape for the next day's work. That's the condition that ought
to exist all the time on all sections.
There are. of course, foremen whose very mode of life can be
told

from

their tool houses.

There are foremen who "haven't

got the time to be bothered with a few old bolts and stuff"
"gi\e me another man and I can do all the fancy work you
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The scrap propaganda has been one of education
Most of the foremen have now been brought up to

want."
years.
that

it's

for
see

easier to bring in the daily scrap than to take the best

part of a day cleaning up just before the scrap car

is

due.

A

clean tool house, with well-maintained tools, and an ample scrap
bin,

mean

that

we

much towards

so

can't

the efficiency of the section

stop to argue about

laborers that are employed

now

it

nowadays.

The

gang

class

of

only learn by example, and the

house is both the beginning and the end of every day's work.
Well-maintained tools need not be expensive tools.
Store-

tool

about furnishing the cheapest
thing on earth. In three cases out of four it will be found that
the loudest denunciation of this kind comes from the foreman
who has half the tools on the section in a perpetual state of dis-

houses catch a

lot

of criticism

There is a class of foreman who will let his men go
repair.
thumping over a section week after week on a handcar with
loose gears and bearings till the poor old car falls to pieces
before he will do ten minutes' work on it. It is his class that
keeps better tools off the road.
Some foremen who have learned to be excellent workmen are
tough customers when it comes to their "treasures." One fore-

man had five red lantern globes in his house. Xobody knows
how long he had been waiting and carefullv ordering these at
times when he thought they would slip by to him on requisitions.
His excuse was that three years ago the neighboring foreman
had borrowed one— "you can't tell when we might need all of
But
these the station agent might want one, too. some day."
globes cost 50 cents each. Engine tools that are gathered from
and
hidden.
accumulated
often
carefully
of
way
are
the right
The problem is to get them turned over to the supply car monthIf you can't get the foreman to do this voluntarily, you
ly.
might as well make up your mind to spend the time to make a
thorough check of tool houses several times a year.
One foreman had the usual supply of stock rails at his tool
house, but also had a multitude of short pieces of all lengths.
These pieces were neatly assembled behind the tool house on

—

some old
began

ties,

to be

all

in

Asked about these, he
was being found fault with,

the neatest order.

a bit touchy that he

until it was shown to him that in the usual course of events it
would be 19 years before his supply of pieces would be used up,
and that long before that time he would be on the pension roll,
and his side tracks would all be laid with 90-lb. instead of 72-lb.
When the money value of those pieces was figured up. and
rail.
he came to realize that the only dividend being earned 'was rust,
his spirits revived, even when he was told to load up more than
three-quarters of it. Tons and tons of steel may sometimes be
brought in off the road in this way. Even though a new rail
has to be cut occasionally here and there, this will be the cheaper

method.

One foreman was very proud

of the switch lamps in his yard.

He had 31 main line lamps on side tracks in his yard, and one
had to admit that they were maintained in a condition to be
proud of. He spent so much time on those lamps that this in itEvery
self would have been a reason for taking them away.
engineer coming over those Nebraska plains at night must have
been able to see that galaxy of red and green lights for miles.
How anybody could figure out which was the main line at night
Even
till he got right on top of the switches was a puzzle.
when presented with this view of the matter the foreman resented being put off with something cheaper a common side
track lamp. When the yard was built a few years before, the
construction forces had left these main line lamps, and they
were an heirloom. His contention, as far as safety was conWe
cerned, was that main line switches were always locked.
showed him one that wasn't. After that those lamps came in

—

very peaceably.
It is easy enough to storm

at a foreman, but that method
never made good workmen, and they are quite as willing to be
good workmen as any other class of men. It is one thing to
antagonize men, and to get things done because they know they
have to do it it's another thing to show them that a little daily
care towards keeping thing' in order makes the work easier all
;

Vol.

57.

No.

around, and is the "right" way to have it done. To do this, not
only must one have the co-operation of the roadmaster, but he

must make him

a

thorough convert to the business side of the

matter, so that his attitude while

among

the

men

is

infectious.

Some

of the best results have been obtained after a quiet walk
up the track with a roadmaster and foreman, pointing out each
of scrap, even as small as a nut or washer, and calling off
values of each as it is passed "That rod over in the
ditch will be worth 90 cents as soon as you send it in to be

bit

—

money

straightened
gets

all

;

that bolt

is

worth

3 cents

now

before the thread

rusted up," and so on.

Many foremen who do not readily respond to the teaching that
is valuable, and for this reason must be cared for, will
soon see the point if they are called to account for it as a disfigurement to the section. The men who will leave a drawbar
scrap

the ditch day after day are becoming fewer and
fewer the more they know that they are certain to be criticized
for "that litter out there."
Many a man has come away with a
different idea of material after he has seen the piles of scrap
fed through the reclaiming plant and come through on the other
side all sorted and ready for its many uses again.
Because car material coming in off the road is such a large
part of all scrap, the car foremen are encouraged to watch for all
scrap cars going through to the shops, and to take such material
as can be used, or can be repaired locally.
All foremen make
reports as to what is thus put in service again. This saves much
work in the main reclaiming yard, with its attendant congestion
of cars there at times, and the double haul on the material.
Certain material always finds its way to Chicago as the better
facilities at the larger point enable cheaper work.
The figures
on the outside reclaim work are published monthly, and are instructive, both to the department officers and to the men who
have been doing the work at the different points.
It has always been our policy to welcome suggestions and
criticism of material and supplies.
This is not meant to be an
encouragement to the great army of kickers, but if a man has
anything worth saying we want to hear it as soon as we can.
The safety first idea again emphasizes the wisdom of an open
Nine reports about defective or unsatispolicy of this kind.
factory material may not amount to much, but the tenth may
be valuable, and very often the situation can be remedied without expense very often with a distinct saving.
Repeated instances like this ought to show that the only way
that permanent results can be secured, and the only way that a
system can be started that will become self-running, is by keeping at it. At times the men on the road are inclined to laugh
the best way
at what they call the Chicago idea of co-operation
to get a job done is to get the other fellow hypnotized into doing all the work while you do the bossing victory for cooperation. There was a division storekeeper who was reproved
"Oh, well,
for the untidy state of his territory. His reply was
you simply can't do anything with these fellows. They don't
did."
if
they
they
wouldn't
do
it
want,
and
you
know what
lying out in

—

:

—

:

Evidently this

man had

failed

to hypnotize.

Most of

the sec-

were worked by laborers who seem to understand 25 words of English, and who never get beyond. Had the
same method been applied to him in his early days as he applied,
he would never have graduated out of first grade in school. As
a matter of fact, he had been carefully nurtured through 13
years of school, and had then been on the railway for 14 years.
Then "it's no use" if some Italians can't pick up a new method
This doesn't mean that he is to treat men to a
in IS minutes.
tions on the division

pink tea before starting work with them, either.
Getting material on the ground is simple beside the problem
The foremen keep their own material
of watching its use.
books and forward them monthly, with their coming month's

These books are checked if they are
material will disappear without a proper accounting, and
from these books the division accountant makes up his material
accounts, rail and tie statements, etc. The supply Car takes care
orders, to the roadmaster.

;

not,

of standard material after requisitions have made the due rounds
for approval. Rail and large orders for fastenings are ordered

August

21,
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through the assistant general manager. The supply cars, each of
which can cover three divisions a month, are handled on the way
freights according to regular schedule, and the rule of exchange
of tools and other material is insisted upon. Where way freight
work is heavy, the scrap cars can be handled as trailers to the
supply car. If on a light division such work will delay the train,
a separate scrap car is started out of designated points on a
merchandise schedule. The division storekeepers reclaim what
they can from these cars the rest is sent to the general scrap
yard. A distinct saving can be made in careful loading of scrap.
Not only is a carelessly loaded car an annoyance which takes
twice as long to unload as it should, but at times of unavoidable
;

congestion in the scrap yard, or at times

when

there

is

a car

This may not be
appreciated by smaller points that handle a few cars of scrap
a week, but at a large point as much as SO per cent greater
speed can be made in releasing equipment.
Obsolete material on the road is not as pressing a matter as
in the locomotive and car departments, where a type may vanish
in a few years.
As the lighter rail gradually sifts down to the
country divisions, where it still has a long life ahead of it, other
material can follow. But don't be so thrifty that everything has
It's cheaper to buy new angle bars, even for
to be used up.
second-hand rail, than it is to have several miles of battered
joints.
Get all your signal department material under a storekeeper and save money.
The safety first movement wasn't built up in a day. That
idea is being emphasized all the time when it ceases to be, results will stop.
Take care of the small accidents and get the
How many of the
habit, and then the large ones won't happen.
men who formerly were too busy to be bothered with the preventing of small accidents are yet too busy to be bothered with
saving pennies so that the dollars will take care of themselves?
shortage, a purely avoidable loss will accrue.

—

How many
fight

of these

men

are

still

in the class that will innately

the very idea expressed by the

words material economy?

HANDLING BRIDGE DEPARTMENT MATERIAL
By
While

S.

C. T.-vnner

&

in general, the policy of

keeping stock material at one

place for distribution

is

a

good one and prevents a

Md.

lot

of surplus

and obsolete material accumulating along the line, I find that
much economy can be gained in the bridge and building department by giving the foremen on outlying districts a lumber or
material car with their camp equipment. This should be a box
car of the non-revenue type, but suitable to keep the stock dry
and in good condition and capable of being moved over the road
The foreman should see that this car is well stocked
in a train.
all times with material of various kinds suitable for taking
care of emergency repairs to platforms, walks, floors in build-

at

ings and on public road crossings and bridges, so that he can

repairs on short notice without waiting to order materials
from the storekeeper or from division headquarters.
Such a car is also valuable in storing the surplus material
which usually accumulates when finishing a job and oftentimes
is a source of supply to finish a job»when the original bill runs
short, thus preventing the making of a special shipment of a small

make

amount from the storekeeper with the necessary delay. It can
also be used to good advantage in taking care of perishable
material, while on small jobs, such as cement, lime, paint and
glass. The material supply train which passes over each division

each month restocks these cars and takes back into the storekeeper's stock any surplus material accumulated, thus avoiding

overstocking the cars on the road.

The

material supply train

the stores department.

is

in

charge of a representative from
fill orders accumulating

All material to

during the month w^hich have been officially approved, is dewhere it is to be used, and at the same time
all the scrap along the line is gathered up and taken to division
livered at the place

Here

it

able for future use

is

headquarters.

claimed by

repairing

is

placed in
is

That which is suitstock; that which can be rethe shops and repaired and

carefully sorted.

sent to

then placed in stock for future distribution; and the real scrap
which is not fit for future use is classified for sale.

When any large quantities of material or any special materials
are needed, a requisition is made, and when approved, the order
is placed with the purchasing agent, who makes the purchase
and
the material

is

delivered where

handling and delay.

.VII

it is to be used, thus saving extra
returnable worn-out material or supplies,

and agents' supplies must be returned to the supply train
new supplies are issued. Old and second-hand bridge
is carefully guarded by the master carpenter and
returned to his headquarters where it is stored for future use in
building bulkheads, for blocking or temporary use as it is needed,
thus saving the new material and getting full value for the old.
Much economy is derived by the proper ordering of material,
and especially in the bridge and building departments. I find
tools

before

material

it is a very common practice with foremen to order lumber
even lengths, and usually 14 ft. or 16 ft. long. This method
is expensive and many times is the cause of much
delay in furnishing the material.
Every order should specify

that
in

of ordering

the exact size of

lumber required, giving the length, width and

thickness, so that the storekeeper can substitute other sizes which

cut to advantage.
As an example, many times a lot of
lumber is needed for repairs to a platform S ft. wide, but the
foreman orders 2 in. x 12 in. plank 16 ft. long, figuring on cutting it in three pieces.
This would leave 2 ft. B. M. waste, but
if ordered in exact sizes, the storekeeper could furnish it in 5 ft.,
10 ft., or 20 ft. lengths and would not have any waste. He could
also furnish it in any width to suit the needs.
It is best to let
will

the storekeeper stand the waste.

In maintenance of way, we find as much if not more true
economy in the conservative use of material as in its distribution.
The right kind of material should always be used in the
right place, as high-priced material is often used, when a cheaper
grade would suit the purpose just as well. For example, cheap
material should be used in false work or work of a temporary
nature, or in permanent work that is submerged in water where
it

is

not subject to depreciation other than decay, while, on the

in permanent work where timber or other material
exposed to the weather, or other destructive elements, the

other hand,

Master Carpenter, Baltimore

Ohio, Baltimore,

343.

is

very best should be used.
In wooden water tank construction, the hoops are the vital
Steel
and all depends on them for safe maintenance.
hoops are much used in late years, but we find that they are
far from being reliable, as their life is usually from four to eight
years, and in some localities where there is salt air, their life
They are used as a rule on account of their cheapis very short.
ness, but it is false economy to use them at any price. The very
best vvrought-iron hoops should be used on all water tanks, as
from our experience a service of over 20 years leaves the
wrought hoops in good enough condition to place on a new tank.
The best paint should be used on permanent work, but there
are many times that a cheap paint would last as long as needed
part,

When asked to furnish paint for tie spotrequested permission to prepare a cheap paint
I
for this temporary work, which request was quickly granted.
Mix
then had the paint prepared by the following formula:
and reduce the

ting last spring,

cost.
I

thoroughly together 30
1 qt. of dryer, then stir

lb.

in

of white lead, 3 gal. of raw

120

lb.

of silica

and

oil.

and

Yz gal. of benzine.

This will make 10 gal. of thick white paint, semi-paste, which
will take up in use 6 gal. of benzine or any light evaporating oil;
this paint will weigh about 17 lb. to the gal. We use the benzine
or gasolene to make the paint short and sticky. When prepared
white
in this way it will cost about 30 ct. per gal, compared with
lead and oil at a cost of $1.25 per gal. It will last one year in

good condition, and

as

six

months

is

all

that

is

usually

re-

The
quired, the saving on a large railway system is important.
in the
tie spotter should be instructed to keep this kind of paint
paste form, and when using it, should keep with him a small
bottle of benzine or gasolene to thin

by evaporation.
In the framing of

it

as needed, thus saving

loss

the' joints

all timber, care should be taken to construct
To
so that they will drain themselves and dry out.
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paint the joints of

new timber which

contains sap,

is

poor econ-

dry out and soon produces decay. AW timber should be provided with a free circulation of air. In a sixyear test, we find that crude oil mixed with a little lamp black
to make it a thin paint, applied once a year, has proved the best
resistant to rust of steel where exposed to salt air and coal and

omy, as

coke.

it

will not

It is

cheap and quickly applied, and while these beams six

years ago were a solid mass of scale, they are

from

scale.

friction of the coal

and

it

now

entirely free

Paint would not stick to these beams, due to the

and coke, but the crude

therefore preserves the

oil

will not

rub

off

non-usable material was in the scrap pile, at the tool house,
and not over the banks, or in the nearest stream.
The running of scrap cars over the entire division each month,
collecting the scrap at tool houses, has its effect in keeping before

By

Iron Mountain
Ark.

All

&

out

where noted and

scrap

We

also find

insist

on

a matnecessary
being kept
is

it

its

cleaned.

E. B. FiTHi.^x

Louis,

foremen and men that the collection of scrap

all

point

to

St.

Xo. 8

57,

Both colored and white foremen did not seem to realize that the
railroad was interested in the saving and collection of all material that had a value as scrap, if not again usable.
The men, of
course, were less interested in this matter than the foremen, and
it took time to instill in their minds that the proper place for

ter of interest to the entire division.

steel.

EDUCATING FOREMEN TO THE VALUE OF MATERIAL
General Roadmaster,

Vol.

Southern, Little Rock,

scrap material collected on this road

is

turned into the

supply department, which, in turn, sorts and classifies

it,

For the past several years the tendency has been to concentrate
maintenance of way material at some central point convenient
for handling and forwarding to location where needed, within
the field of operation. These concentrating points are naturally
under the supervision of the supply or stores department, which
handles not only the requirements of the maintenance of way department, but of the other departments as well. The plan does
away with the necessity of carrying material in stock on the line
for new work and ordinary repairs, excepting at important junction points and in heavy terminals, where considerable inconvenience in operation might be experienced if prompt repairs are not
made.
The success of this plan depends on the following eight fundaFirst, close watching and keeping up stock
mental principles
The supply department
requirements of standard material.
should encourage frequent conference and inspection of stock
by division officials to assist in keeping in touch with division
requirements.
Second, furnishing correct detailed information
Third, furnishing
by division officers in ordering material.
promptly proper material when ordered. Fourth, proper faciliFifth, coties for storage and prompt handling of material.
operation of the operating department in furnishing equipment
Sixth, edufor loading material, and moving it after loading.
cation of foremen and district officers to foresee their needs, and
order material sufficiently in advance of requirements, thus permitting the supply department to handle economically in connection with other work. Seventh, never order material by wire,
except where prompt movement is required, and such orders
should always be given preference. Confirm all such orders by
regular requisitions. Eighth, never make more than one requisiand, if
tion for the material required for each piece of work
necessary to hurry, trace same by referring to previous requisi-

credit

allowed the division from which the material

is

sav-

Proper

ing for further use material that can be used again.

re-

is

ceived.

The
the

finding

scrap,

and reclaiming of usable material, shipped with
an experienced and competent man.
He
all classes of material and tools, and

requires

should be conversant with

know what

is

obsolete.

a good practice never to permit a supervisor, roadmaster or foreman to consider a piece of work complete until
all material left over in doing that piece of work is picked up
I

find

it

and cared

for,

whether

TRUE ECONOMY

IN

is

it

By
.\s5-istant

new

or regular maintenance work.

HANDLING MAINTENANCE MATERIAL
J.

J

Hess

Engineer Maintenance of Way. Great Northern,

St.

Paul, Minn.

:

;

tion.

The

principal duty of a division maintenance of

the distribution of forces
for carrying out work.

big mistake often

officer is

Requisitions for material should receive

his close scrutiny for checking

A

way

and the provision of proper material

made

is

and following up

the leaving of such

to destination.

work

to subordi-

improper information
being furnished on requisitions, and the shipment of wrong material.
This of course means delay to the work, extra cost, and
often in foremen improperly carrying out the work, by taking
for granted that material furnished is the material he is exnate officers

or clerks, which

results

in

pected to use and making the best of it.
Over-stocking in material often occurs

demanded of

division

and other

officers

when information

is

before they are in a

position to furnish such information intelligently; for instance,

requirements for bridge material, prior to inspection and apIn other cases it is due to the lack of careAgain,
ful study and thought of conditions and requirements.

proval of program.

is too often obtained from parties not in a position to
supply such information correctly.
The caring for and collecting of maintenance of way scrap

information

has been principally a question of education, on the road with
which the writer has been connected for the past six years.

very great saving can be accomplished by proper distribution of materials, saving expense of rehandling and delays
.•\

which occur thereby. It has been found good practice when relaying rail to have the old rail marked in accordance w-ith classifications so that the various kinds required on other portionsof the line can be loaded at the points released, thus saving re-

handling.
that being

All
fit

rail

for

fastenings and fixtures recovered are sorted,

further use separated and shipped to stores

and remainder as scrap, receiving proper
from the stores department in return.
No material is kept on hand other than what is considered absolutely necessary for emergency purposes at division headquarters or some central point, and this is in charge of the stores
Supply cars are run over the line once a month
department.
for the purpose of delivering material on requisitions which are
always closely scrutinized to prevent any unnecessary accumulation.
It is the duty of the roadway department to keep close
check of what is on hand, in addition to showing this information in the requisition book. All surplus and worn-out materials are also loaded and taken to the storehouse at this time,
so that there is never any opportunity to make a special cleanup.
The proper distance between post rails would seem to be governed by the densit\' of traffic and the condition of the rail. Two
miles would be a lo'ng ways to go for a rail in winter time dur-

as second-hand material,
credit

ing such storms as are experienced in the northwest.

It is

con-

ceded to be false economy not to have good and sufficient tools
and supplies, and where a surplus is found to exist it would seem
chargeable to lack of proper supervision.
There is a danger of going to extremes in economizing on
The progress of work is likely to be hindered if mamaterial.
It is
terials and supplies are not furnished when requested.
quite often the case

that a lack of a switch point necessitates the

removal of stock rails. Frogs, crossings, etc., when permitted to
remain in use after becoming too much worn are apt to cause
derailments and sometimes cause flanges of wheels to break due
to contact with fillers, castings, etc.
By permitting a rail to remain^in track when battered at the
end. the adjoining rail naturally becomes battered. If only three

where four are required, the extra strain
cause breakage. The same thing applies to ties, piles
fact, almost everything used in roadway.
bolts are used

is

apt to

and,

in;

Making

Double

a

The Bessemer

&

of Steel

Refuse

Erie

is

ham,

a distance of

185

ft.,

Mill

Fill

Lake Erie
in

a

Bessemer & Lake
carrying on between Culmerville, Pa., and Cunning-

The double-track improvement which

of Bull

Track

I'-i

miles, includes a

across the valley

Creek having an ultimate maximum height of nearly
which is tiiought to exceed that of any railway em-

Is

Using Large Quantities

1

1-2-Mile

180
Filling the Trestle

185

Ft.

High

Improvement

other refuse material daily from the steel mills in the Pitts-burgh district which are served by this road must be considered as one of the economical reasons for building the
Culmerville fill. As the road is thus enabled to obtain the
material already loaded on cars by the steel works with a^
road haul of about IS miles, and as substantially all this'
material has been through the furnace and makes an em-bankment more solid than could be obtained with excavated
material, although the fill is somewhat longer on this line
than on a line with the cuts and fills balanced, the results
are in favor of this line.
The first trestle was 65 ft. high.
This was filled and then the track was raised about 10 ft.
when another trestle 45 ft. high was driven on top of this
new fill. The upper trestle did not go out of line or surface
while being filled. Fills 80 to 100 ft. high made from excavated material in this vicinity have all given trouble for some
years, either on account of sliding or the upper part of the
This waste material
fill settling down into the bottom part.
has no tendency to slide, however great the weight put upon
it,
which is a great advantage when the fill is to be about

tlie

till

Nearly

In

on the Second Bench

ft.

high.

common

with other ore-handling roads

in this territory,

This imin this country.
being carried out at present, provides a
new direct double-track line replacing one of the two re-

Bessemer is continually seeking places along its line
where this material can be used economically without wastThe refuse
ing and with resulting advantage to the road.
must be removed from the mills daily to prevent serious

maining single track sections on the company's main

interference with their operation, and. as

the

bankment previously constructed
provement, as

it

is

line

General Details of the Improvement on the Bessemer

between North Bessemer and Conneaut Harbor; it is designed to form a part of a future reduction in northbound
grade which will effect important economies in operation,
and it serves as a means for the disposal of a large amount
of steel mill refuse.

The disposing

of

some

100 to

150 carloads of slag and

&

Lake Erie Between Culmerville,

Pa.,

it

is

handled

in

and Cunningham

same cars that bring in ore, it is essential that it be unloaded promptly in order to release the cars. For this reason several available places are usually kept ready at all
times so that when one filling place is completed or cannot
be used without wasting the material, as, for instance, when
additional trestles are needed or a change in construction
the
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track layout must be made, the force can be moved quickly
another point and the disposal continued without
to
interruption.

double-tracking the section between Culmerville and Cunningham a new alinement was
.sought, first, because the curvature and grade on the old
line are not up to the standard which is desirable for the
company's new work, and, second, because the 135 ft. steel
trestle which spans the Bull Creek valley has its footings on
clay, making it practically impossible to fill the structure
without rendering it unstable during the operation. A number of new lines were run and estimates prepared, resulting
in the final adoption of the lines shown in the accompanying plan and profile. The line A, with its long tangent, 48
In considering plans for

niin.

curve and

line,

but

uniform grade of 0.27 per cent, is the ideal
does not connect with the old line at Cunningham and is only considered as a part of the further improvement extending to the north. The same is true of line B.
except that it provides an alternate location at the south end
with smaller quantities of excavation. The line C, with easy
grades and curves, connects with the old line at Cunningham,
and since the fill required for this line forms a part of the
big fill necessary on line .\, as shown in the cross-section,
line C can be considered as one of the stages in the conThe double track fill on line
struction of the ultimate line.
C between Culmerville and Cunningham contains about 1.yd.

trestle

was
level

filled

was

by

April,

1913,

and

a

So. S

second

started in June and connected

This trestle was filled by November and
up in August.
during the winter the work of spreading between these
trestles and jacking up the tracks about 10 ft. was continued.
In the spring a high level trestle 45 ft. high was driven in
the dump on the line C, being connected up in April, 1914.
This trestle was filled by June and since that time work has
continued in spreading on both the upper and lower levels
within the limits of the big fill. The work on the upper level
is calculated to provide a temporary uniform grade of 0.75

in

construction

A

Side View of the Second Trestle on the First Bench Showing
26-ft. Arch Carrying Bull Creek and the OldlViaduct

northbound grade which

will be secured
and its proposed extension to
the north, together with similar reductions that can be made
at several other points, will make possible the operation of
northbound freight trains under the pusher system, instead
of double-heading as at present, thereby materially reducing
the engine mileage. This possible advantage is increasingly

The reduction
the

first

on the same

57.

it

600.000 cu.

in

The
trestle

Vol.

of

line

important as the development in the coal mining industry
between North Bessemer and Culmerville proceeds, considerably increasing the amount of northbound freight traffic.
The first work on the Culmerville improvement was begun
in September. 1912. The temporary construction line, marked
D on the accompanying plan and profile, was first built on

Panorama

of

in

the Background

A

Big

Fill

Near Culmer\ille

I

uv

i

same as the northbound grade on the old line,
per cent,
so that an alternate line will be ready for operation for
through trains at any time that it may be needed. The
next step will be to raise this level to the grade of line C.
and when the complete development to the north is authorized the fill can then be raised to the grade of line -A.
All of the work in connection with this improvement is
being handled by company forces under the engineering deThis
partment, of which H. T. Porter is chief engineer.
policy of handling improvement work by company forces is
well established on the Bessemer, as the road has been practhe

Filling o( the

Temporary Trestle on the Second Bent

wood for lengths under 40 ft. This first
was connected up September 25, 1912. Meantime,
work had been under way on the construction of the 26 ft.
arch 716 ft. long which carries Bull Creek under the new fill,
and an 8 ft. arch 678 ft. long which carries a small tributary

double-tracked in the last eight years by that method
The
with complete satisfaction to the company's officers.
Culmerville work required an average force of between 125
and 150 men and a maximum of about 200. The filling gangs
consisted of from 30 to 50 men, the foreman of each gang
reporting to a general foreman in charge of the work train
and the unloading of materiaC who reports to the engineer
of track. Similarly, the foremen of trestle and concrete gangs
report to a general foreman, who in turn reports to the

creek just south of the larger one.

engineer of bridges.

a 3 per cent, grade from the old line to the south end of

This trestle, which had a maximum
the low level trestle.
height of 70 ft., consisted of four-pile bents braced in towers
and built of long-leaf yellow pine for the longer pieces and
of maple or native
trestle

tically

August

21,
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The filling material is brouglit in full trainloads by road
crews who set it out in sidings along tl^.e old main line and
pick up a load of empty cars that have been placed in these
sidings to go north to Coiincaut Harbor for ore in the summer or back to the mills for refuse, or to the mines for coal
About

in the winter.

125 cars of material are received daily

on this work. The loaded cars are handled from the sidings
along the main line down to the dumping trestles and tlie

347

durmg

this unloading, water tanks, which are filled by purhping from the creek below, were located along the approaches
to the trestles and all material is wet down as the cars are
pushed slowly past the tanks. In addition to the two concrete
arches carrying the creeks under the big fill, a 26 ft. arch
311 ft. long is required to carry a highway near the south
end of the fill, a 6 ft. arch 220 ft. long carries a small stream

under this highway, a 6 ft. arch
just north of Culmerville, and a

174 ft. long was required
highway crossing was also
near Culmerville. The total yardage of concrete required for these structures was 18,970. All of these strucbuilt

mass design.
The two creek arches under

tures are of

over 12,000

cu.

yd. of concrete,

the big

fill, which
contained
were placed from a mixing

plant located near the viaduct on the old line. The concrete
materials were dropped through the viaduct into storage
bins feeding to a one-yard Smith mixer. The mixed concrete
was elevated to a bin holding two batches, from which it was
dumped into a one-yard car running on a small trestle built
over the arch forms the full length of the culvert. This car

was operated by a cable and hoisting engine and could be
dumped at any desired point along the work.

FELT TIE PADS

LoDking Along the Fill Over the First Temporary Trestle. Second
Trestle on First Bench at Right and Old Viaduct at Left

empty

cars are

handled back to the sidings by one work

Additional storage tracks, with a capacity of about
85 cars, are provided along the construction line D for storing
loads and empties.
engine.

During the

filling

of the

two low

spreading between these trestles,

Panorama

all

level

trestles

and the

loads were handled over

of Big Fill Nesir Culmerville

During the

construction line D, approaching the dumping trestles
from the south, and the empty cars were removed by the
same route. On the completion of the upper level trestle a
construction track was laid to connect the north end of this
trestle with the old line near Cunningham and the loads were
then handled to this upper level from the north end and the
empties removed at the south end.
More than 50 per cent
of the material must be shoveled from the cars as the engithe

neering department- has

which the refuse

is

no control over the class of cars in
In order to keep down the dust

loaded.

Tie pads of felt, which are used to some extent on European roads, arc being tested by the New York Central, the
Pennsylvania, and the Xew York subway. These pads are
manufactured by the Q & C Company, New York, of imported cow hair, which is saturated with a special tar. They
are ^made in three thicknesses, one, two and three-ply, the
latter being about Y2 in. thick.
They are placed between all
tie plates and the ties to absorb the shock, preserve the tie
and particularly in terminals, to eliminate the noise. The
thinnest pad is generally used in Europe, where one company
that has used several million per year, reports that its ties

when

so protected last one-third longer. The pads are made
about Js in. smaller all around than the plates to improve
the appearance, as the edges would become ragged if they
projected beyond the metal plates.

Filling of the

Temporary Trestle on the Second Bent

The New

Y'ork Central installed a number of these pads
on tracks in the Grand Central Terminal, in
which the rail is carried on wooden blocks imbedded in conSmooth bottom tie plates are used and the rail is held
crete.
in April,

1911,

The first pads used were twobut later installations have been made with three-ply
absorb
the shock.
The first pads
better
to
order
in
pads
installed are reported to retain their ability to perform this
function and these pads have not shown much evidence of
in

place with screw spikes.

ply,

wear.

;

and

Raising

A

a

Shifting

Description

the

of

Manner

in

Which

Work Was Handled Under Traffic on
Bv

W".

F.

Main

Six -Track

Line

the Track

Road

a Very Busy

Rexch

Pennsylvania Railroad, Tacony, Pa.

In addition to the interesting structural
tures of the improvements

now

being

and architectural

made by

fea-

the Pennsylvania

which were described in the
many and varied
problems presented to the maintenance department for solution
during the progress of the work. Thus, although the improvement extended over but one mile of line, it included typical problems of alinement, grade, switch connection and bridge adjustment, and involved the raising of a six-track main line system
and numerous connecting yard' tracks under a heavy traffic.
The object of the improvement was three fold: First, an increase in facilities by providing an additional track for passenger traffic in each direction with high island platforms and an
additional drill track on each side of the main track layout, the
one on the westward side being used also as a freight running
track; second, the reduction of the grade at the station from
0.7 per cent to 0.3 per cent to eliminate delays caused by the
difficulty of starting the heavier trains on the former grade
at

its

North Philadelphia

Railii'ay .-Igc

and

third,

tion which

station,

Gacctic of April

3.

there were

the necessity of renewing three bridges in this sec-

were inadequate

to carry the increasing train loads.

grade on the division is 0.6 per cent. By
the use of this grade west of the station between Seventeenth
street and the crossing of the Philadelphia & Reading, with a
vertical curve directly over the P. & R. bridge, the increased

The

ideal

maximum

depth of floor system required for the

The

new bridge

at the latter

grade adopted for the
greater portion of the station platform length provided the
greater depth of floor necessary for the new bridge over Broad
point

was secured.

0.3

per

cent

Glen wood

The New Track Layout

The continuance

The extent

when

the greatest interval.s.

of this traffic practically precluded any raising of

those tracks on week "days except that on Xo.

4 track between
m. and 8:30, two one-hour open periods,
occurred which were duly utilized. The Sunday schedules not
only carried one-third fewer trains, but also had longer open
periods.
These were necessary to provide the opportunity not
only to make a substantial lift, but also to unload on the main

the hours of 6:30

a.

tracks the material necessary for the raising.

The yards shown on
on week days

accompanying drawing are in conheavy local business and for
the considerable traffic at the grain elevators, but are idle on
Sundays. For this reason Sunday was also the only day when
stant use

the

for a very

certain of these tracks could be raised.

Gangs furnishing a total of 100 men for the main tracks and
60 for the yards were used for this Sunday work, a different
.An itinerary waslot of men being used on alternate Sundays.
planned for the work train which provided for periods varying
from 30 to 45 minutes successively upon Xo. 4 and Xo. 1 tracksand at other times in the yards on either
however, being always taken to utilize intervals in.
thc late afternoon for dumping material necessary to back fill
the main tracks which had been raised during the course of the
These movements were facilitated by the presence of
day.
crossover switches at each end of the work.
as opportunity oflfered
side,

care,

During the time that actual raising was in progress all trainswere slowed by flags, to which attention had been drawn by a

^

of the Pennsylvania at

and supplied some additional headroom for the street.
of the 0.6 per cent grade east of Broad street
connected at Allegheny avenue with the opposing grade of 0.1
per cent by a long vertical curve caused the greatest problem
in the whole elevation.
The maximum change in grade was 3
The existing bridge at Germanft. 10 in., and the average ,3 ft.
town avenue was raised to the new grade and later renewed
and the Twelfth street bridge was encased in concrete to carry
the deeper roadway.
The raising of the main and yard tracks was an interesting
problem for the maintenance department on account of the
density of traffic.
The week day passenger schedule included
200 trains every 24 hours, one-half of which moved between 7
The freight traffic
a. m. and S :30 p. m., during the working day.
which was handled almost entirely upon the inner tracks
during
the same period.
amounted to IS trains in each direction
Some of the more important freight trains were run upon the
street

outer tracks, but generally at times
occurred between passenger trains.

North Philadelphia

Upon completion of the day's work the tracks
were left in fit condition for regular service and at no time wa&
any speed restriction laid by order, nor was any necessary.
The aim of each Sunday's work was to attain an average raise
of one foot through a half mile of both passenger tracks, which
with the settlement from traffic of the following week netted
about 9 in. of permanent lift. The operation on week days consisted mainly of moderate raising of the freight tracks also under
protection of a flag and of the yard tracks whose use could be
general notice.

spared and of such surfacing of the tracks already raised as

might be necessary.
The usual consumption of material was about 7 cars each
week day and 18 cars on Sundav. In all, 610 cars of cinders,
and 155 cars of stone were required for the work. The material was all supplied in hopper bottom cars, which greatly
facilitated the unloading.

The grade of

the main track system had to be adjusted to the

AiGVST

21,
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grade of the yard and elevator tracks connecting with it. A
crossover was projecte'd between tracks 4 and 5 just west of
Twelfth street. This crossover, however, would have prevented
the separation of grades between tracks No. 4 and No. 5, which
was the only means possible of connecting No. 5 track with the
yard tracks without increasing the grade of the latter beyond the
allowable maximum which already existed.
A solution to this
problem was found by moving the crossover to an almost equally
satisfactory location near Broad street.
An 0.8 per cent grade
was then established for No. 5 track, between Broad street and
the junction with the yard track near Twelfth stre£t.
This

Profile of

is

ately east of the bridge.

A

similar elevation on the northerly
track would have required a grade of 4.7 per cent on the lumber
yard lead. .\s the business of this industry amounts to about

600 car loads per year this siding connection could not be lost,
and it was finally decided that a moderate downward inclination
the bridge toward the north could not introduce any great
disadvantage either in operation or maintenance, and would allow the northerly track to be lowered enough to secure a 2 per
cent grade instead of the 4.7 per cent.
iif

The realinement
made necessary by

of

tracks

to

establish

the widening of the

the

reverse

main track system

curves,
at

the

Grade Revision Through North Philadelphia Station

maximum train length and by using a
grade eastward from that point the resultant grade
for the maxirfium train length was kept at 0.7 per cent, which
was considered the maximum permissible for this track, which
is used rather frequently as a freight running track.
This separation of grades between tracks No. 4 and No. 5
required that the latter should be as much as 20 in. lower than
No. 4, but as this is little more than the depth of standard
shoulder it has worked no disadvantage from the standpoint
either of operation or maintenance.
The No.
track was also
distance

349

just half the

0.6 per cent

'

Ghni/vood

The New Track Layout

station platforms, involved the substitution of a No. 7 frog for

the original No. 8 in track No. 3

and of a No. 10 in track No. 2
keep the resulting curvature at both ends of the new crossover essentially that of a No. 8.
Realining cf track No. 1
through the No. 15 crossover required one end of the crossover
to be changed to a No. 24 to render the resultant curvature the
same as that of the original No. 15, and thus permit the continuation of the 30 mile per hour speed limit through the crossover.
These two cases illustrate the advantage of combining
odd numbers in the same crossover when occasion demands.
to

Ave
of the Pennsylvania at

placed 20 in. below the main track grade, and this arrangement
was of very great advantage in estabHshing proper connection
with the various yards and industrial sidings, many of which
were on trestle work. No greater grade than 2 per cent was

North Philadelphia

The operation of shifting the two Chestnut Hill branch tracks
new positions on the new bridges 32 ft. north of the old

to their

location and of shifting one of the passenger platforms which

forms a part of the improvement, was carried on by a special
The westward traffic on this branch, excepting
one train which was run against traffic, ceases at 11.20 p. m.
Two gangs of men were employed for this work, one working
from 10 p. m. until noon and the other from 6 a. m. to 8 p. m.
The westbound track was laid during the night, while there was
no traffic, and in the morning both eastbound and westbound
movements were made over the one completed track, while the
relocation of the eastbound track and platform was carried on.
Although it would have been possible to establish a circular
curve between the Philadelphia & Reading and the Sixteenth
organization.

"""T/|
Scale of feel

Cross Section on Line
required,

and

all

A-A

intersections

in the

Accompanying Plan

were provided with

suitable ver-

tical curves.

A

problem was presented in the 'raising of the fourtrack bridge carrying yard tracks across Twelfth street.
The
elevation of the southerly track on this bridge was fixed by the
connection which this track makes with the main line immedispecial

street bridges,

it

was decided

to increase the curvature at the

platform in order to continue a curve of larger radius at Sixteenth street, the curvature gradually increasing from this point
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the platform.

to

This arrangement

of benefit to operation

is

as the trains naturally go into the station under

which must gradually be reduced to

The curvature

a stop.

inversely as the speed, giving the curve

some headway
varies

somewhat the form

of a

account of the complicated layout between Seventeenth

rstreet

and the

&

P.

R. bridge, special care

;shaking out the switch connections and the

Chestnut Hill branch and the interchange
was prepared with extreme accuracy to a

was necessary in
new curves on the

sidings.

A

scale of 32

drawing
ft.

to the

inch, using very thin lines for the tracks.
From this drawing
•dimensions were scaled as required, the result being very satis-

iactory.

The

detailed lining of the various curves as well as

connections was obtained by the use of a string.
Although the force of signal men and track men frequently
reached as high as 250, and these men were required to work
•on tracks which were handling 40 branch line passenger trains
in addition to the 100 main line trains, 35 freight trains and aland Xo. 5 tracks,
most continuous drill movements on No.
the work was accomplished between March 5, 1913, and September 1, without a casualty of any kind. This was attained
not by slowing down the traffic, but by unceasing vigilance and
•of the

fidelity to established rules of safety.

The work was

carried out

by close co-operation between the chief engineer's organization'
and that of the division supermtendent.

COMPARATIVE TESTS OF BUMPING POSTS
comparative tests of car stopping devices was recently conducted in Chicago by two important trunk line railThe report covering the first cost, cost of installation
roads.

and

Xo.

for example, to partially absorb the blow caused by the contact
of the car and the stopping device. While the device in Group

C

is more nearly correct in principle, the tests showed it to be
structurally weak, and, although reliable figures are not obtainits construction and installation, it is evident that, at best, the results obtained are out of proportion to
its first cost and maintenance.

The report calls attention to the need for a device that will
combine in its design and construction the ability to absorb the
blow delivered in general switching service without endangering
the equipment.

It is recognized that this result cannot be atnow paid for stopping devices, but it is evident that the decreased cost of maintenance would warrant a
much larger expenditure in first cost for such a device than the

tained at the prices

])rices

now

currently paid.

In order to get comparative costs,

series of

the

first test

the impact in foot tons per second developed

between 552 and

abstracted below.

is

Eight devices were selected for test, representing, as far as
Three different
the three general groups in use.
principles are used in the design of these three types, as folFirst, blocking the wheels of a car, the arrestive force
lows
practicable,

THE ROADMASTERS' CONVENTION

of the equipinent and the stopping device; third, the same as the
preceding, e.xcept

that

some portion of the momentum

is

ab-

sorbed by the device. In these tests the first and third groups
were represented by one device each, the remaining six being

interest in the

work

of this association indi-

cates that this will be one of the most successful conventions
in its history and a large attendance of roadmasters and

supervisors

is

expected.

The following

TUESD.vy MORNING, 10

is

A.

the program:

M.

Convention called to order by President T. F. Donahoe.
-Addresses of welcome, on behalf of the city of Chicago, by
Mayor Carter H. Harrison; on behalf of the railroads by
W. G. Bierd, president, C. & A., and R. H. Aishton, vice-

:

being transferred through the center pin and center fasteningsto the car body; second, direct contact of the car coupler with
a solid object, the blow being transferred directly to the frame

varied

880.

The thirty-second annual convention of the Roadmasters and
Maintenance of Way Association of .America will be held at
the .\uditorium Hotel, Chicago, on September 8-11, inclusive.

relative efficiency of these devices, as indicated in the tests,

has just been completed, and

of the stopping devices

all

were installed by the same men and as nearly as possible under
the same conditions.
The original cost varied from $45 to $60,
and the cost of installation from $6.25 to $11.55. Eliminating

The widespread

A

57.

able as to the cost of

_parabola.

On

Vol.

president, C.

&

N.

W. on
;

behalf of the Track Supply As-

sociation by President Walter H. Allen.

Three-minute addresses by past presidents.

AFTERNOON
Reading of coniniittee reports and general discussion.

Reading

oi

WEDNESDAY MORNING, 10 A. M.
committee reports and general discussion.

Reading

of

AFTERNOON
committee reports and general discussion.

classed in the second group.

The method

of testing,

as

decided upon by representatives
was to allow 10 loaded

of the companies furnishing the devices,
cars rolling free to strike

In the
velocity

of

this

them

number of
developed amounted to
test was so disastrous

first

test the

at a

cars

speed of 10 miles an hour.

was reduced

7.2 miles

that all

to 7

an hour.

later

tests

and the

The

result

were made

with one loaded car rolling free striking the device at a velocity
of from 6 to 8 miles an hour.
The results cannot be considered conclusive, as in all cases
the tests were too severe, either destroying the devices or dam-

aging them so badly as to make them of no further service without heavy repairs, except in two cases in the second group, in
which there is little doubt that if a second trial had been made
they also would have been seriously damaged.

The showing made by

the device in Class

A

indicates that

upon which it is designed, namely, stopping the
wheels, is wrong. While the wheels may be successfully stopped,
the strain on the castings and center pin from the momentum
that may be developed is too great to stop the car without some
In the design of devices in Group B, no
destructive action.
provision is made for the motion of the device after it is struck
by the car. and the devices have not sufficient strength to resist
the great shock which at times they may be required to take up.
Even if this strength were provided the shock would manifestly
be too severe upon the equipment. The tests indicate that better and safer results will be obtained in switching yards by
placing something in front of the device, such as an earth mound.
the

principle

THURSDAY MORNING, 10 A. M.
Reading of committee reports and general discussion.
AFTERNOON
Reading of committee reports and general discussion.
FRIDAY MORNING. 10

A.

M.

Election of officers.

Reading of committee reports and general discussion.
-Among the subjects on which committee reports will be
presented are: New and improved manual and power driven
track tools; the proper organization and economical use of
labor and material for safe maintenance of track; the proper
method of rail renewals; the proper type of track accessories,
and cleaning and policing the right of way from the standpoint of safety and economy.
The third annual banquet given by the Track Supply Association will be held in the Auditorium Hotel on Thursday
evening. .Among the speakers will be A. W. Thompson, vicepresident of the B. & O.; A. T. Hardin, vice-president.
X. y. C. & H. R.: E. F. Wendt, member, Board of Valuation

Engineers, Interstate Commerce Commission, and T. F.
Donahoe, president of the Roadmasters' Association.
The Track Supply .Association will hold its annual exhibit
at the same time and present indications are that the number
of exhibitors

will

exceed even that of

last year.

Recent Tendencies Regarding the Canting
A

Discussion of

This Subject

Resume

with a

the Practice of Twenty-four Representative

The

problem has become one of primary importance withfew years and all classes and causes of failures have
been carefully studied. Prominent among the types of failures
is that termed "head" failure, which includes nearly 50 per cent
of all failures. Among the contributing causes of head failures
is the unsymmetrical loading of the rail.
The A. R. A. sections
now widely used have a radius of the top of the head of 14 in.
The present standard coning of car wheels is 1 in 20. As a result, the line of contact of a new wheel on a new rail is about
The appliJ4 in. from the center of the rail on the gage side.
cation of the wheel load to the rail at this point, therefore, introduces shearing and bending stresses in the rail in addition to the
rail

in the past

direct load.

To overcome

this

unsymmetrical loading

it

has been suggested

of

Roads

modern railroad are justifying numerous refinements in track
construction and maintenance which earlier railroading practice
would not warrant, and the advocates of rail canting believe that
this practice comes within this category.
Those men who do not
believe in the canting of rails are opposed to it because of the
the

practical difficulties encountered in

The

from canting

full benefits

number
Without

20 to 1 in 38, while several prominent railway men have advocated eliminating this coning entirely. (See
article entitled "Rail Failures Due to Eccentric Loading." by
HowC. A. Morse in the Railway Age Ga:ctte, April 19, 1912.)
ever, this latter suggestion meets with the attive opposition of
the mechanical department, which has found that the wear of
wheel flanges and the accidents resulting from worn flanges have
increased rapidly in the few instances where coning has been
in

out rather than

rails are

secured only with

new

of foreign cars which must be handled and which will

The Xew York Central & Hudson River has
1

this

wheels on new rails, while in service both wheels and rails are
soon worn from their true contour. Also no matter how well a
road may maintain the wheels under its own equipment, the large
not be in as good condition,

the coning from

working

the

merits of the plan itself, believing that, at present, at
these difficulties out-weigh any advantages which would
be obtained.
in

least,

that the coning of the wheels be reduced or eliminated altogether.

recently reduced

of Rails

tie

adzing the
by hand.

to remove the advantage.
must be given to the rail by
At the present time nearly all the ties are adzed

tends

plates the inclination

ties.

It is difficult to

secure even adzing

when providing

a

and the difficulties are materially increased when,
are adzed at a slope and to one uniform slope. There-

level rail seat,

the ties
fore,

is

difficult,

tie plates.

Where

it

if

not impractical, to cant rails without using

plates are used the desired slant can be givea

eliminated.

Another suggested remedy

is

to cant or incline the entire rail

wheel coning, in this way securing a
This praccontact with the wheel over the center of the rail.
tice is common in Europe, but has not been widely adopted in
this country.
The canting of rails is not, however, a new idea in
this country, as it has been practiced to a considerable extent
by track men for many years. There is a natural tendency for
a rail to cant or "roll outward" under traffic, and experienced
to the standard angle of

Effect of Canting of the

Low

Rail

Throwing the Wheel Contact
in the plate

on a Curve and Wide Gage
Outer Edge of the Head

while the bearing of the plate on the

However, with

in

to the

tie is horizontal.

becomes necessary to tieplate
all ties continuously instead of spotting them in on new or treatedties as is customary on many roads, and it introduces torsion
stresses in the rails at the joints where Continuous, Weber, or
inclined tie plates

it

other base supported joints are used.

The

canting of

rails also

introduces torsion in the rails at switches, crossings and other
special

On

work where

the rails

must be

vertical.

the low side of curves the canting of the rail introduces a

special

problem essentially different from that existing on tan-

gents or on the high side of curves.

To

secure the proper super-

elevation, both rails are normally inclined

Contact of

New Wheels on New

When

Rails

and Canted

men have inclined the rail inward
many years to offset this tendency and

track
for

slightly

when

laying

also in the belief that

the rail remains closer to correct gage.

Theoretically, this practice has considerable to commend it.
on tangents and on the high side of curves. Practically,
however, there are several more or less serious objections to it.
It will be admitted without question that the inclining of the rail
to permit the application of th'e load over the center of the rail
especially

is

when the
The heavy wheel

to be desired, especially

present high limit.

rails are

stressed to their

loads and dense

traffic

towards the center of
In canting the low rail, part or all of this inclination
is removed and tlie line of contact of the wheel with the rail is
thereby thrown towards the outer edge of the head. This condition is further aggravated by the wide gage commonly found
the curve.

Rails are Vertical

of

on curves, permitting the more or less prominent false flanges
of the worn wheels to run on the rail. One of the accompanying drawings made from actual contours secured on the track
shows this condition. The concentration of the load on the outer
edge of the low rail increases the tendency of the rail to roll out,
one of the things that the canting is intended to correct. Furthermore, with the load applied at this point, especially under slow
trains with frequent slipping of the locomotive drivers, the head
of the rail is soon ground parallel to the plane of the track while

:
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For these
the flowing of the metal is materially increased.
reasons the canting of the low rail on curves can hardly be conthough
it
may
the
practice
even
be
to cant
sidered advisable,

Vol.

past year this road has been buying

tie

flat

No.

57,

plates for the lines

both rails on tangent and the high rail on curves.
Because of the differences in practice and in opinion regarding

west of the Missouri river, while still using inclined tie plates
on the lines east of the river. One of the serious objections to
the use of inclined tie plates on this road is the difficulty encountered at switches and crossings where the rails must be

the advisability of canting rails, we give below the practice and
the opinions of 24 representative large roads on this subject

the

On

New York

the

Central

& Hudson

river

it

the practice

is

when laying by adzing the ties and by
The rail is inclined about % in.

to cant the rails

inclined tie plates.

the use of
in S'/z in.,

or about 1 in 40. In this way the rails receive the maximum
bearing from the wheels, while very little additional labor is required since it is necessary to adze the ties whenever rail is reIt is believed on this road that the results secured from this
laid.
practice more than warrant this extra work and expense.

The Canadian

Pacific strongly favors the canting of rails

and

for the past four or five years has been purchasing shoulder tie
plates '/< in. thick ?t the shoulder and }i in. thick at the opposite
side of the

base, giving an inclination of

rail

1

in 40.

It

is

be-

smooth running, and also
and the oscillating of cars
found that the head of the rail

from one side to the other. It is
its wear nearer the center than formerly, but

takes

that even better results will be obtained by

it

is

believed

increasing the in-

is standard on European roads.
Xew Haven & Hartford rails are '"rolled
and when rcgaging track, although it is not
.\
the standard practice to cant rail to any considerable extent.

clination to

On

in 20, as

1

Xew

the

in" slightly

new

design of

rail

about 1/16

tentatively

York,

when

laid

tie plate
in.

and

it

has been made providing for canting the
This plate has been adopted only
in.
be found after experimental use that it

in Syi

may

will be advisable to increase this to 'A in., equivalent to^ a slope

of

1

bottom tie plate S'A
This tie plate is 'A

Pacific uses a fiat

in.

square

wider
on both tangents and
on the outside of the rail than on the inside to offset the tendency
of the rail to roll outward. While it is not the standard practice on this road to cant the rail, it is frequently necessary toregage the track on sharp curves, and in such instances it is the
For
practice of the track men to cant the rail inward slightly.
curves.

this reason this

rail at

is

road

is

in.

inclined to favor a beveled tie plate for

medium and heavy

curves, thereby slightly canting the

those points.

While the Philadelphia & Reading does not now cant its rails, it
expected that ultimately this will be the practice and that tie

plates will be

rolled accordingly.

It

is

believed that the ratio

of the slope of the rail should be at least as great as the coning
of the wheel, although this ratio is now somewhat indefinite due
to the present transition in the rate of coning of wheels.

About
siderable

six years

ago the Baltimore

number of

tie

plates tapered

& Ohio

A

in.

purchased a conin. for use

in Sj/^

While good results were secured from
It is believed that
use was not extended.

exclusively on curves.

these plates,

their

of the canted

primarily,

plate

tie

being continued on

is

order to have

in

the

all

plates

tie

believed that the canting of rails to this angle would result in

heavy wear on the outside of the head.

The
when

practice of the

Union

Pacific has never been to cant rails

laying, although

this

subject has been discussed to some-

Considering the mechanical
it is doubted

extent.

with present methods,

be secured by canting the
It

is

in

difficulties
if

laying track

any decided benefits

will

rail.

not the standard practice on the Minneapolis, St. Paul

when

&

However, recently
in laying some new 85-lb. rail, mainly on old ties where the inside
rails on curves had been turned over somewhat by a heavy,
slow traffic and where there were no tie plates, the outside edge
\\ hen laying the new
of the base had cut into the ties badly.
steel the roadmaster adzed the ties to give the low rail on curves
a cant to overcome this tendency to over turning.
As tie plates
were then applied the rail has remained in this same position.
Later investigation has shown that this canting has been one of
the contributory causes for the flowing of the metal on the outside edge of the low rail, although the wide gage on the curves
This flowing is
is the most potent reason for this condition.
Sault Ste. Marie to cant rails

of the

result

fact

that

laying.

of all wheels

75 per cent

fully

passing over the rail have tires which are more or less grooved
and the rim of this depression has a more serious action on the
edge of the head of the rail when it is canted than when it is ver-

Because of the many difticulties preventing securing a perbetween the rail and the wheel, the road is of the
opinion that no benefit is secured from canting the rail.
It w-as formerly the practice of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul to use beveled tie plates on curves to cant the rail
toward the center of the track, but this practice was abandoned
when it was found impractical to apply them so that the rail
would not be canted through a portion of its length and level,
tical.

fect contact

canted in

or

the

opposite

creating undue stress in the
cant, the

when

rails

the ties are adzed

direction,
It

rail.

at
is

other

not

now

points,

thereby

the practice to

laying them, although

when

relaying rail

deeper- on the

inside

of the

slightly

rails

than on the outside for the purpose of lengthening the time before the rails turn out because of traffic rather than for the express purpose of canting the rails

on

all soft ties

considerable

beneficial results will be obtained in canting the rail in by
bringing the wheel bearing nearer the center of the head of the

trouble

by overcoming the tendency of the rail to turn outward, and
also by giving the tie plate a greater thickness at the outer edge
Pracof the rail base where the greatest strength is required.
tically, however, it is believed that the benefits derived from the
use of inclined tie plates is very much reduced with the hand

the

adzing of ties.
The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western has never canted
rail, and it is at the present time adzing all ties so that the

of

It

and on

all

oak

Where

traffic.

ties

the

in.

Tie plates are

on curves on

tie

now used

line carrying a

plates are used very

little

canting out or the gage widening.
is not the practice of the Chicago & North Western to cant
recent investigation
rails when laying them, although a

some
rail,

east,

The Missouri Pacific uses tie plates canted to a slope of 1 in
80 on curves. The canting of the rail to a slope of 1 in 20 is not
regarded with favor and since the majority of the wheels in
actual service are worn to a coning other than standard, it is

also a

in 40.

The Southern

use on

lines

uniform.

lieved that this practice tends towards
to prevent the nosing of locomotives

The use

vertical.

showed

is

experienced

that

giving the

most

rail

in rails

steel

gang foremen and roadmasters were

a slight inclination.

Recent instructions provide

that the rails shall be laid on a level bearing.

tie plates will

not the standard practice of the Pennsylvania Lines West
While the inPittsburgh to cant rails when laying them.
clination can be given the rail by adzing the ties to the desired
Until tie plates
angle, this is considered simply a makeshift.
are applied continuously on tangents as well as curves the bene-

advisability of canting rails

fits

its

flat

have a uniform horizontal bearing. However, the
when laying has been more or less
seriously considered and this toad has arranged for the purchase
of a small number of Lundie tie plates for use on the new cutnorth of Scranton. It is believed that this practice will materially assist in preventing rails from rolling out, although this
off

Toad has had no experience to back up this opinion.
For several years it has been the practice of the Chicago. Burlington & Quincy to purchase an inclined tie plate, but for the

It is

derived from canting rails will be largely theoretical.
lays its rail vertical on tie plates with the

The Lehigh Valley

outside end extending further Jreyond the base of the rail than
the inside for the purpose of overcoming the tendency of the
rail

to "roll out."

uses s'awed red oak
almost exclusively, thereby making the canting of rail imIt is believed that
practical without further adzing of the ties.

The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern

ties

August

21,

the canting of
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rail

has

little

to

recommend

it

in practice

by service on

worn

rails laid verticalh'.

Among

other roads which do not cant rail when laying are
the Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific, the Seaboard Air Line, the
Trunk
Pacific, the Southern Railway, the Pennsylvania
Grand
Railroad, and the Louisville

&

Nashville.

REPLACING A SWING BRIDGE WITH A VERTICAL LIFT STRUCTURE
The new double track vertical lift bridge of the Pittsburgh,
Ft. Wayne & Chicago and the Chicago & Alton over the south
branch of the Chicago river a little less than two miles south

New

was placed in service on July 29.
swing bridge, which was formerly in use at this
point, extended under the new structure, one-half of the old
bridge had to be removed before the new bridge could be
lowered into position.
The old structure was a double track through pin connected
the

ft.

bridge is of the vertical lift type, designed by WadHarrington, Kansas City, Mo., with a movable span 272

&

dell

10

center

in.

center

to

old

revolving draw span on a stone center, pier and wooden abutThis bridge was
Its length out to out was 223 ft. 6 in.
put in service in 1883 and was reinforced in 1893. It was ob-

ments.

solete and did not accord with the latest government requirements as to chcnnel width, making it essential to replace it.

of end

pins,

longest span of this kind ever built.

skewed about 45 deg.
53

ft.

6

masonry

in.

long, 29

ft.

which

The ends

The supporting towers
6

in.

to center of sheave

wide and 195
wheels.

ft.

is

the

second

of the span are
at

each end are

high from top of

The bridge has

a clear-

ance of 9 ft. above the water when closed and a maximum clearance when raised of 120 ft., requiring a lift of 111 ft. The clear
river channel is 200 ft.
The weight of the moving span, including tracks, machinery and machinery house, is about 1,600
tons.
This weight is counterbalanced by blocks of reinforced

concrete suspended from sheaves at the rear of the end towers.

The moving span

is

carried by 64 2J4-in- steel cables, 16 at each

corner, passing over the 15-tt. sheaves at the top of the towers.

Vertical Lift Bridge Over Chicago River Replacing Old Swing Span

of the Chicago union station

As

The new

on any

individual road, since fully 90 per cent of the wheels are

353

Shown Below

In erecting the bridge, the towers were built first and the
movable span was erected by the cantilever method in the open
Fan falsework was used to support the end panels of
position.
the lift span from the towers until the lower chord had been
The overturning tendency in the towers due to this
closed.
method of erection was balanced by the counterweights. On
account of the position of the old span it was impossible to

span to the closed position until everything
new bridge and traffic
could be diverted long enough to remove one-half of the old
SR-n and adjust the new bridge for operation. When the bridge

lower the new

was

in

lift

readiness for the operation of the
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was

tinally

lowered

in

position alter

span

cutting out the old

was very small.
The accompanying sketch shows the original location of the
swing span, the temporary position that was made necessarj- in
order to clear the post of the new end tower at the point marked
The north end of
"X," and the location of the new bridge.
the swing span in the temporary position extended too far west
to allow the two tracks to be carried around the masonry for
the new bridge and to clear the fan falsework supported from
the error in grade and line

VcL.

.

,

On

this

account the bridge was operated with

being supported on falsework.
The design and the erection of the new bridge were handled
under the supervision of R. Trimble, chief engineer maintenance
of way. and

J.

C. Bland, engineer of bridges, of the

New

The Great Lakes Dredge & Dock Company had
masonry for the new bridge and the
Pennsylvania Steel Company fabricated and erected the new

vania Lines.

the contract for placing the

eluding a 16 deg. curve, a part of which was in the swing span.
The new bridge being ready for service, all arrangements were

span and dismantled the old draw.

the shipping interests to close the stream for navi-

The railroad
was
a. m. on July 29.
detoured during the operation, the tracks being taken at 4 a. m.
The first operation in removing the okl bridge was to cut off
gation between 5 and 9

the
this

traffic

skew panel at the north end of the span in order
arm of the bridge short enou.i;h to handle down

North Half

Two

of

to

make

the river

the north

steel

arm and

b'lock.ng

—

Rolling Stock on the It.\li.\n St.\te Railways. On June 30.
Railways had in service a total of 10.261
passenger cars, 98,095 freight cars. 2,312 work and repair cars,
3.408 baggage and mail cars, 5,102 steam locomotives, 56 electric
locomotives, 95 steam trucks and 51 electric trucks. There were
1913, the Italian State

Old Span Supported on Scows and Completely Severed from the Rest of the Bridge

scows lashed together were placed under
was placed under the floor beams.
The water ballast in the scows was then pumped out by tugs and
steam siphons until the weight of that end of the bridge was
transmitted to the scows. Oxy-acetylene torches were used to
burn off the truss m.embers adjacent to the panel over the
center pier and the north half of the bridge was then floated
away. This portion of the old span was landed some distance
down the river where it could be dismantled at leisure.

on scows.

Pennsyl-

Vertical Lilt Bridge

a single track during the construction period, the alinement in-

made with

Xo.

The end of the remaining portion of the old draw span was
jacked over about four ft. on the center pier in order to clear
This allowed the new lift span to be lowered
the new bridge.
into position, adjusted, and traffic put back on the new structure. The south half of the old bridge was dismantled in place,

Location Plan of Old Swing Span, Temporary Position and Masonry for
the north tower.

57,

narrow gage cars, of which 224 were in Sicily and the
During the tiscal year 1912-1913 there
remainder in Tripoli.
constructed
for the Italian State Railway 4.750 freight
were
cars, 500 baggage and mail cars. _327 passenger cars, 160 steam
locomotives, 51 electric locomotives, 17 narrow gage locomotives,
of which 12 were for Sicily and five for Tripoli, and 197 narrow
gage cars, of which 59 were for Sicily and 128 for .Tripoli. .\\i
also 383

the

new

rolling stock

was

built in

Italy,

preference being given

to Italian firms as an aid to national industrv.

A

Unique

Method

of

Strengthening

a

Truss

Bridge

Two

Spans Carrying Tracks Over Faults in Rock Are
Reinforced by Sinking Cylinders Under Panel Points
By Wm. H. Warnecke
Assistant Engineer,

New York

Central

In order to permit the operation of heavier motive power
n the main hne of the River division of the N. Y. C. & H. R.
it
was necessary to strengthen several bridges in 1912 and

The original bridges on this division, the main line
which is the West Shore Railroad from Weehawken to
Ravena, were nearly all reconstructed or strengthened between 1902 and 1904, to permit the operation of heavier
motive power and equipment at that time. Several bridges
which were stronger than the average of the original structures were allowed to remain at that time and were not
strengthened. When the operation of still heavier locomo1913.

of

& Hudson

was

River,

New

York.

decided to replace the superstructures. As
this involved a very large expenditure, and as a future change
in the line is contemplated which will eliminate these bridges
altogether, it was decided to furnish the necessary strength
by providing additional bearing to complete the system of
it

at

first

temporary floor beam supports and by strengthening the
steel floor system.
The method of construction for these
additional supports for the floor beams is quite unusual and
will be described in the following:
DRILLING OPERATIONS

Two

core drills were used in drilling the holes for the
reception of wrought iron pipe columns. One, a steam-driven
drill, was
used on bridge 56 only the other, driven by a
;

three-cylinder
Fig. 2

gasolene

shows the

engine,

latter drill at

was
work.

used on

The

both

bridges.

drilling operations

were carried on from below the bridge in order not to interfere with the operation of trains.
At bridge 54, where the
water was not so deep as at bridge 56, a crib of ordinary
construction was built and sunk to support the platform for
the drilling outfit, whereas, at bridge 56,

it

was cheaper

to

build a pile platform.
.\s

the

soon as the temporary
drilling

operations started.

through from

— Bridge

Fig. 1

tives

became imperative,

it

No. 54

became necessary

to strengthen

these few bridges which remained.

Two of these bridges, Xos. 54 and 56, located immediately
south of Highland Falls station, are peculiar in that they
were constructed to carry the tracks over transverse clefts
in the rock bottom of the Hudson river, which it was found
impossible to fill with safety, on account of the steep slope
These bridges,
of the rock toward the center of the river.
which are placed close to fhe precipitous faces of the rock

15 to 30

ft.

iilatforni

drill
It

was completed.

was necessary

to

drill

of sand, gravel, broken stone

and

boulders (shown in Fig. 3, which is a section through the
center line of the out-shore truss of bridge 56) before solid
rock could be reached. The supports shown in this figure
are only for the out-shore ends of floor beams, the in-shore
ends being supported as hereinbefore mentioned, and as
shown under the four exterior beams. This necessitated
driving a casing which would subsequently form part of a

forming the shore, are double track, through truss spans,
with two trusses each, of the pin-connected Pratt type, the length
The rock
of spans being 135 ft. and 199 ft., respectively.
cliflfs

side lies above the water level directly
under the in-shore truss in each case for nearly the whole
length of the bridge, and under the outside truss the water
line extends only a portion of the length of the span, the
end panels being located over dry bottom, which consists
of boulders and gravel overlying the shelving bed rock.
The bottom, which is under water at low tide, is overlaid with

bottom on the in-shore

considerable depth of soft mud.
In order to relieve the trusses from the full effect of the
live loads, wooden blocking was placed under the ends of the
a

could be done without going into
In this way
the in-shore ends of all floor beams were supported, and also
the out-shore ends of all except four interior beams of bridge
54 and six of bridge 56.
This blocking under the out-shore
ends of the beams was put in somewhat as an experiment to
see if the material overlying the rock would hold such load
as came upon it, and it was found that it would.
When, in 1912, it became necessary to provide for still
heavier locomotives than had up to this time been permitted,
it
was necessary to further strengthen these bridges, and
floor

beams wherever

this

the water at low tide, or on the soft bottom.

Fig.

2

—A Core

Drill

Driving a Casing

This casing, of

and concrete column.
wrought iron pipe in lengths of
steel

e.xtra

heavy 12

in.

was driven by a
solid weight of 1,500 lb., operated by the hoist on the drill.
Large boulders encountered in driving the casing were shattered by placing a small charge of dynamite in the hole left
after the
into

the

5

to 10

ft.,

removal of the core made by drilling several feet
Before any blasts were set oflF, however.

boulder.
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the
4

drill

was removed

and the casing raised about

entirely

ft.

To

provide an

even bearing for the casing

in

the

sloping

was made by blasting. The blasting in this
same as that adopted in shattering
the boulders. After the casing was firmly set. the drilling of
solid rock was commenced.
The depth of holes in the rock
varied from 8 to 12 ft., according to the slope.
Had the
rock been comparatively level, a depth of hole of from 3 to
4 ft. would have been sufficient for the foundation of the 8
rock, a shelf

case was identically the

Vol.

57,

Xo.

contraction of the bridge span, etc., concrete struts were
placed between the columns and were made an integral part
of the concrete encasing said columns.
These struts are

shown

Where

there was little or no water the
in concrete of octagonal form, as
with the concrete struts omitted. A built-up
galvanized sheet metal form, of the shape shown by the finished concrete in Fig. 3, with one side open to permit of itremoval after the concrete had hardened, was set up where
a strut was required, and the reinforcement then placed.
in

Fig.

3.

columns were encased

shown

in Fig. 4,

/O^Hoie drilled in

rock.

Strengthening a Bridge by Means of Supporting Cylinders

When the drilling of each hole had been
pipe columns.
completed, the .stone core was broken off at the bottom and
in.

removed this left a hole 10>4 in. in diameter. A core taken
from one of the holes is shov.n in the lower left hand corner
;

of Fig.

2.

PL.XCINC PIPES .\ND

The
ing of

all

COLUMNS

in. rods, extending around the 12 in. casings
and coupled together at the center of the strut with turnbuckles, were placed near the top and bottom of the concrete.
Stirrups, "U" shaped, of
in. diameter rods, were
hung from the upper set of bars. To the stirrups were wired
',4,

1

was deferred until the drillthe holes had been completed. During this period

filling of

"U" shaped 1^

the pipe casings

in.

diameter longitudinal reinforcing rods equally spaced

between the upper and lower set of "U" bars. A mixture
of 1:2:4 concrete was then placed.
After the concrete had

time considerable sand had entered the holes through
and had become tightly packed. This
was removed by loosening it with a steam jet and then cleaning it out with a flopper-valve sand pump. The placing of
the inside pipes followed the cleaning of the hole. The inside pipes were centered in the casings by means of two sets
Each set contained three
of bolts in each length of pipe.
of

fissures in the rock,

bolts, extending from the inside surface of the pipe to the
desired distance outside, the bolts being equally spaced
around the circumference of the pipe, each set 1 ft. from the
end of each length of pipe. Being provided with nuts the

bolts could therefore be

made

adjustable.

The

inside pipes

extended from the bottom of the holes up through the casings
to the underside of the girders shown in Figs. 3 and 4; they
were made up of 10 ft. lengths of 8 in. wrought iron pipe,
}/2 in. thick, coupled together with bearing joints, and with
the top lengths and casings sawed ofT at the required elevations.
These inside pipe* have four rows of 2 in. x 4 in. slot
holes, one row in each quadrant, space alternately 1 ft. apart
These holes permitted the grout of
lengthwise of the pipe.
1:2 proportions, with which the pipes were filled after being
placed to run through and fill up the space between the pipe
and casing, and the pipe and rock below the casing.
When the work as described above had been completed,
the columns were encased in concrete above the river bottom
Further, where there was conas a matter of preservation.
siderable depth of water, and, therefore, a considerable length
of unsupported column which might be a source of weakness
due to the action of ice in winter, longitudinal expansion and

Fig.

4 — Octagonal Concrete Casings Supporting Girders and Floor

Beam
form was removed and used
expedite the work, however, several
The
of these forms were made and used at both bridges.
forms for the octagonal concr&le column casings were made
sufficiently hardened, the metal

To

for another strut.

of

wood.
PL.\CIXG

Cast steel caps 19

rims of 12J^

in.

in.

inside

x

19

THE GIRDERS
in.

x 1^

in.,

diameter, and 3

with Y^ in. circular
in depth, were

in.

August

21.
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placed over the pipes
work. The underside
were faced to provide
a good bearing on the
respectively.

The

alter the

completion

ot

the concrete

of the cap and the inside of the rim
a snug fit over the outside pipes and

tops of both inside and outside pipes,

shown

built-up girders

were then placed and bolted

to the

caps,

Figs. 3 and 4
which were pro-

in

1 5/16 in. holes.
A space of 1 3/8 in. remained
between the underside of the lower flange of the floor beam and
the top of the bearing plate on the upper flange of the girders
after the girders were placed. This space was filled with a pair
of wedges which were driven to secure a light bearing under
the floor beams. Holes were then drilled in the wedges and
girder and slot holes were made in the lower flange of the
floor beams, and the three bolted together.
The slot holes
were designed to permit the free longitudinal expansion and
contraction of the bridge span. The girders were tied together with 4 ft. X 4 in. x }i in. angle struts placed on the
upper flange, as shown in Fig. 3. Stiflfeners were placed in
the web of the floor beams directly over the center of the

vided with four

girders.

The method of strengthening was developed by A. W.
Carpenter, formerly engineer of structures, and now valuation
engineer. The field work was under the supervision of R. E.
Dougherty, district engineer; J. W. Pfau, engineer of conand G. W. Kittredge, chief engineer.

struction,

ABSTRACT OF ENGINEERING ARTICLES
The following

articles

of

special

interest

to

engineers and

maintenance of way men, and to which readers of this section
may wish to refer, have appeared in the Railway Age Gazette
since July 17, 1914

Xew Low

;

—

Grade Line from Tacoma, Wash.,

to Tenino.
The Xorthern
completing a double track line with low grades, 44 miles long, to
same points and provide a continuous double track between Seattle and Portland. The construction included
some heavy grading work along the east shore of Puget Sound, a large part
of the embankment being protected by a sea wall of an unusual type.
One
tunnel. 4,391 ft. long, was driven near Tacoma.
Details of the interesting
features of this new line were published in the issue of July 24, page 159.
Passenger Terminal Improvements at Buffalo. As a result of extended
negotiations with the city's Terminal Station Commission, the Delaware,
Lackawanna & Western has agreed on plans for a new passenger terminal
to be located on the Buffalo river and work has been begun on the structure.
The conditions making this improvement necessary and details of the
proposed station are included in an illustrated description in the issue of
July 24, page 166.
The Federal Valuation of the San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake. On
account of the general interest in the important task which the government
has undertaken of making a physical valuation of the railways of the
country, the detailed description of the organization which has been formed
on the San Pedro line and the methods which are being followed in collecting the field data for this valuation, written by E. G. Tilton, formerly
chief engineer of this bne, is very timely.
This was published in the issue
of July 31, page 195.
New Great Northern Line from Oroville to Wenatchee. The 134 miles
of new line built by the Great Northern between Wenatchee, Wash., and
Oroville, serving a large undeveloped area and providing a low grade outlet
to Spokane for a considerable amount of traffic, involved the relocation of
13 miles of highway most of which was the Washington state road No. 10,
This interesting
the driving of three tunnels and the bridging of five rivers.
construction work was illustrated and described in the issue of July 31,
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Eastern, a subsidiary company of the Pittsburgh & Lake Eric and the
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, is building a line 8^ miles long through
Youngstown, O., to reach a number of important industries
and possibly to form, ultimately, a link in a direct freight connection controlled by the New York Central Lines between Youngstown and Cleveland.
The construction of this road involved exceptionally heavy bridge work
in which advanced practice in a number of details has been adopted.
An
illustrated description of this construction work was published in the issue
of August 14, page 286.
An editorial commenting on the elimination of shop painting on the structural steel for the heavy bridges on the Lake Erie & Eastern was published
in the issue of August 14, page 275.
the city of

NEW

BOOK OF RULES FOR THE MAINTENANCE OF WAY DEPARTMENT

FRISCO

The St. Louis & San Francisco has just gotten out a book
and instructions for employees engaged in the maintenance of way department, which differs from those commonly used in its greater completeness and detail. In addition to the general rules for all employees and those for the
foremen, etc., detailed instructions are given regarding the
size of gangs and the methods to be adopted when laying
rail, placing ballast, etc., the purpose of the book being not
only to promulgate rules for the proper prosecution of the
work, but to standardize this work as far as possible over the
system. Detailed instructions are given regarding the places
where tie plates, anti-creepers, etc., are to be used and the
methods of installation. Seven pages are devoted to the
laying of rails.
Equally detailed and complete instructions
are given for the guidance of foremen of water service,
bridge foremen, signal maintainers, etc. These instructions
cover 106 pages. In the rear of the book there are drawings
of standard ballast, sections, mile posts and other markers
with tabular data showing the amount of material required
for repair and renewal work, etc.
of rules

replace a single track line between the

—

—

—

page 202.

—

New

Passenger Terminal at Dallas, Tex. Contracts have recently been
union station in Dallas, Tex., which will replace the five stations
The details of
occupied by the nine roads entering the city.
this improvement were contained in an illustrated article in the issue of
August 7, page 252.
Railroad Development in the Philippine Islands. The problem of transportation was a difficult one in the occupation of the Philippine Islands
by the United States military forces following the Spanish war, and the
development of adequate railway facilities in the islands was one of the
first things to which the new civil government, established after the war,
turned its attention.
A discussion of this development touching on the

A NEW ASPHALT ROOFING
The patterns and colorings of slate and tile roofing are
approached in effect by a new prepared asphalt roofing manufactured by the Patent Vulcanite Roofing Company, Chicago.
The new material, which is known as "Vulcan-Tile," is new
only in the decorative features, the same fire-resisting and
weather-proof qualities possessed by the granite coated asphalt roofing, which has been sold by this company for several years, being secured by the use of the same base, the
same substance and the same coating. The patterns which
give the roofing the appearance of slate or tile when laid
are a part of the rock surface which insures that they will
last as

long as the roof.

Vulcan-Tile

is

coated with crushed

and green. The Vulcanite asphalt,
which is used as the saturating and coating compound, is
claimed to make the roofing material withstand softening and
evaporation in hot weather, freezing and cracking in winter,
crumbling in dry weather, and to insure its being fireresisting, waterproof and wind-tight. The material is put up
Rust-proof
in rolls weighing 80 lb., and containing 108 sq. ft.
nails and binding cement are packed in each roll. The roofing,
the colors and the patterns are guaranteed for ten years.
granite in

two

colors, red

let for a

previously

—

and traffic
organization
features, details of construction,
contributed by C. H. Farnhara, formerly chief engineer, Cebu
the Philippine Railway Company, was published in the issue

engineering
problems,
division

of

of August 14, page 279.
Building a Modern Terminal

Road

at

Youngstown, Ohio.— The Lake Erie

Electrific.\tion of

Railways in Italy.

— Electric operation has

recently been begim by the Turin & Savona Railway of Italy
for passenger traffic only, on the section of the line across the

Apennines, between the latter town and Ceva. a distance of 29
This section, which is the heaviest part of the line, includes the Belbo tunnel, about three miles in length with maximum grades of 2.5 per cent. The maximum speed is 31 miles
per hour. Savona ranks after Genoa and Venice, as one of the
important coal ports of Italy; it is also an important manufacturing town, with large steel works.
miles.

_
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spring nut and bolt lock is being tested by the Pennsylvania Railroad, the Pennsylvania Lines, and the Pittsburgh &
Lake Erie, all of which report satisfactory service. The Neely
spring lock is applied without special tools and can be used with

hexagonal nuts on standard track bolts. The
locking feature is secured by the ribs which are shown engaging
nut
in the accompanying illustration.
The locks
the edges of the
are made from a rolled bar of high grade spring steel which, it
is claimed, will insure a permanent spring and take care of the
either square or

treated and tempered in

service.

March.

on the lower

1913.

The

rail

A new

a

this track

number of these
West Philadelphia

is

Xo.

heat
locks
since

very heavy and consid-

circular slide rule has recently been perfected by the

Expanded Metal Company, New York,

Consolidated

the

for

design of reinforced concrete slabs using any unit stresses in
the concrete and steel, and any

The

the

line"

"straight

common bending moment,

span,

was designed by the use of
formula, which was slightly simplified to

load and slab thickness.

rule

reduce the number of operations on the rule. Any difference in
results attained by the rule and with the exact formula is said

and

to be negligible

to 20,000

per

lb.

in.

sq.

shown on the face of the
sq. in.
The arrows marked
ing

moment

The

unit stresses

face of the rule range

from 14,000

on the side of safety.

is

shown on the

the steel

in
lb.

of a curve at

over

traffic

is

oil.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has had
in service

Each lock

57.

THE UNIVERSAL SLAB COMPUTER

THE NEELY SPRING LOCK
A new

natural elongation of the bolt in

Vol.

factor which

is

The

unit stresses in the concrete

from 250 to 800 lb. per
and 1/12 represent the bend-

rule range
Vs, 1/10,

usually covered by the specifications.

In general, the value of is should be used for a simple slab,
1/12 for a continuous slab, and 1/10 for a slab simple at one

end and continuous

The

safe loads in

^_-

—

.

at the other.

per

lb.

sq.

ft.

given on the face of the rule

^

^

.

THE UNIVERSAL SLAB COMPUTER

Neely Spring Lock

amounts of water, gas and grease are present. On an
made in December, 1913. all of the locks were in good
condition, with one exception, the looseness of that particular
lock being attributed by the officers making the inspection to
peculiar conditions surrounding that point.
The test on the
Pennsj'lvania Lines has been made at Upper Sandusky, Ohio,
where the locks have been in service on about one mile of track
erable

inspection

for over a year.

A

report of this test states that the lock

giving very satisfactory service.

is

The Pittsburgh & Lake Erie

McKeesport, Pa., the latest report
up to date has been satisfacenough time
This lock is made by the Neely Nut

testing 500 of the locks at

is

on

this test stating that their service

tory but that they have not been in use for a long
to

draw

final conclusions.

and Bolt

Co..

Pittsburgh, Pa.

A SAFETY
The

oil

can shown

in

the

OIL

CAN

accompanying drawing has been

devised by S. Joseph DeGraeflf. division storekeeper of the
Coast division of the Southern Pacific, in response to a defor a can which would increase safety in handling
gasolene and other highly inflammable oils. This can is made
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are the total live and dead loads. In using the rule it is therefore necessary to assume the thickness of the slab and take the

weight of a slab of that thickness from the table at the bottom
of the rule.
The distance from the bottom of the slab to the
center of steel is an arbitrary figure which has been taken as
one inch in designing the rule. If it is desired to provide for a
distance other than one inch, the result can be corrected by deducting one inch from the thickness of the slab secured on the rule
and adding the value desired. In all slab problems the double
is necessary, the first to secure the minimum thickness
of slab required by the limiting unit stress in the concrete, and
the second to secure the area of steel required with the given

solution

Top P/an

A

Ssifety Oil

Can

thickness of slab, load, span and bending moment.

The
from an old

gal.

5

oil

can.

and

is

painted target red for

and corresponding colors for other materials. The
word "gasolene is stenciled en all sides and on the top. The
contents of the original packages are transferred to these
safety oil cans immediately upon receipt, thereby doing away
with the necessity of keeping an open can around section
and tool houses.
gasolene,

"

made of celluloid, and is approximately 4J^
The lettering is covered with a finishing coat

slide rule is

by 6,'4
to prevent
in.

in.
its

rubbing

off.

Foil directions

for using the

rule

are given on the back.

—

English Cloth for Belgi.\n R.ailway Employees. The Belgian State Railways recently ordered 180.000 yards of English
textiles for employees' uniforms.

General News Department
In Montreal and many other places the Canadian Pacific is
putting on duty numerous armed guards to watch buildings,
yards, cars, bridges and and other property.

The grain elevator of the Intercolonial Railway at St. John,
N. B., was destroyed by fire, August 12, together with 350,000
bushels of wheat. Estimated loss $1,000,000.

On

Sunday, August 16, according to a press despatch, the
of $25,000 was taken in by the government in the shape
of tolls for the passage of vessels through the Panama Canal.

sum

The Railroad Smoke

Inspectors' Association of Chicago held
annual excursion and outing on August 18, at South Haven,
Mi<(h.
A number of informal addresses dealing with the smoke
situation in Chicago were made.
its

thrown away after once being used. In order to eliminate contamination from refuse there has been provided a special concrete-lined room where the garbage, pending incineration, is immediately placed under refrigeration. The building is surrounded
by covered platforms on all sides which are provided with water,
compressed air and steam used to keep the buildings in a sanitary
condition. The building is also provided with a humidor, measuring 10

ft.

by 4

ft.,

having a capacity of 40.000 cigars.

The

supplies issued from this commissary aggregate between $40,000
and $50,000 in value per month, and this only for the southern
territory, which extends from Los Angeles north to Fresno and
Santa Barbara and east as far as New Orleans. In combination
with the big kitchen is a cooking school, where the dining car
cooks are instructed in the preparation and serving of stock

The exterior of the building is thoroughly in keeping
with the interior in sanitation and cleanliness, the moral effect
of cleanliness on the crews not having been overlooked.

material.

Plans for the rehabilitation of the Mexico Northwestern have
to be suspended on account of the European war. The road
is owned by a syndicate of Englishmen, who also have other
During the long period of
large property holdings in Mexico.
revolution long stretches of track and many of the bridges were
destroyed.
Parts of the line are now in operation.

had

On a tour of 3,500 miles traveled by Mayor James H. Preston
and party, of Baltimore, recently made in the interest of the
coming National Star Spangled Banner Centennial, the efficiency
of .-American railroad service was shown by the fact that the enThe party traveled
tire journey was made on schedule time.
in a special car on regular trains; visited 22 cities in 16 states
of the central west and south, and used 12 different railroads.
Telegraph operators employed by the Southern Pacific system
are taking a vote on authorizing a strike to enforce their demands
for increases in pay and changes in working conditions on the
lines east of El Paso, to correspond with those provided in a
contract for the lines west of El Paso which went into effect on
September 1 last year. The men ask an increase of MYz per
cent in rates, increased pay for overtime, and $5 a month extra
for operators who are station agents and also perform certain
other duties.

The safety bureau of the El Paso & Southwestern has issued
a circular showing the behavior of 3,607 automobiles and their
drivers observed during the period of one week while crossing
the tracks of the road in El Paso.
It was found that 2,907, or
80 per cent of the drivers of these automobiles, did not look
in either direction
620, or 17 per cent looked only in one direction, and only 80, or 2 per cent, took the precaution to look
both ways before crossing the tracks while 296 of the number
who looked in neither direction crossed at a speed greater than
20 miles an hour. And six of this number saw the flagman and
crossed the tracks disregarding his signal.
;

;

The monorail street car line which was built in the northern
New York City a few years ago, appears, after many
A new line of ordinary street
vicissitudes, at last to be dead.
cars, with storage battery motive power, was put in service August 18.
The line is from the City Island station of the New
York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad to Belden's Point, about
The opening of the line followed the condemnation
3 miles.
The Union Railof the monorail as unsafe a few months ago.
part of

road bought the monorail franchise from the Interborough
Rapid Transit Company. On the first car run over the road this
week were Edward E. McCall, chairman of the Pubhc Service
Commission; District .\ttorney Francis Martin; the Acting
Borough President of the Bronx, and other public officers.
recently completed a new
commissary building at Los Angeles, Cal., at a cost of $100,000.
possible means has
every
In its construction and arrangement

The Southern

Pacific

Westinghouse Air "Brake Contest

The competition

in

which the sum of $2,000

prizes

in

was

offered by the Westinghouse Air Brake Company for the six
best stories submitted, under certain conditions, dealing with the
experience and practical knowledge of railroad employees regarding any striking performance of the air brake manufactured by
that company closed August 1. 1914.
The following committee
of judges is now engaged in examining the stories W. E. Symons. consulting mechanical engineer, Chicago; Willard Smith,
editor. Railway Review, Chicago, and R. V. Wright, managing
editor, Railway Age Gazette, New York.
Very considerable'
interest was displayed in the contest and a large number of
stories were submitted, so that several weeks will elapse before
the judges will be able to announce the winners of the prizes.
:

"Safety First" Rules for Passengers*

Don't stand in the doorway. Some fool may rush through the
waiting room and hurl you on the tracks. Besides, you are in the

way

of other passengers.

Don't rush through the doorway. You may collide with someone coming in and hurl him out on the tracks.
Don't stand too near the tracks. There is always a possibility
of your being jumped on by some irresponsible leaping from a
moving train, or being caught by something projecting from a
car.

Don't attempt to cross tracks to eastbound platform until you
are sure that there is nothing coming this way on the west-bound
Hesitate a moment and look.
tracks.
Don't step on any metal if you can avoid it. There is a live
rail under the wooden guard on both sides of the center platform,
contact with which means death. Use extreme care not to stub

your toe under the guard rail.
Don't attempt to board a moving train. There is no business
or engagement so important as to risk the chance of going
through the rest of your life on crutches.
Don't stand near the door of a baggage car. There may be
baggage to unload and a trunk coming down on your toes is not
a pleasant sensation.
Don't cross in front of a standing train unless you are sure
you can get clear in case it should start.
Don't fail to reach the station in sufficient time to catch your
More men have dropped dead from overexertion trying
train.
that

to catch trains than have died

under the wheels.

Company has

been taken to provide a sanitary and up to date commissary
The provisions are
plant.
It is dust proof and fly proof.
weighed, iced, sorted and issued without once having been
All liquids are delivered in sealed
touched by human hands.
glass containers and cream is moved in gallon tins that are
'

The Western Wages

Arbitration

Western roads have chosen
as their member on the board which is to arbitrate the wages
controversy with their employers, F. A. Burgess, assistant grand

The locomotive engineers

of the

•From

posted

a

at Hewlett,

typewritten

Long

Island.

bulletin

by

Station

Agent

S.

J.

Muiray,

;

:
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1913, the

;

rail-

roads and their employees, provides that after the selection of the
arbitrators by the parties the four thus selected are to be convened upon order of the United States Board of Mediation and
Conciliation, and that when thus assembled they shall be allowed
fifteen days within Which to select the two impartial arbitrators;
and the Board of Mediation has adopted the policy of requirBut if the
ing them to exhaust the fifteen days in that effort.
four fail to agree upon the impartial arbitrators, the law provides that they are to be named by the government board but
there is no limitation of time as to their selection and appointment. In the present case both parties to the controversy have
asked that they be given until the first week in October to prepare their cases, and inasmuch as the hearings must begin within ten days of the appointment of the two impartial arbitrators,
the government board will not announce the two names until about
September 20, even if the men should be selected before that

the railroads and the employees in its deliberations.
"We believe that it will be repugnant to you to bind yourself
to vote for or support a bill

Pacific

full

which you

effect of

finally

well as the railroads,

and that

giving any such pledge

;

this in itself will deter

you from

but in the past some candidates have,

through misunderstanding or otherwise, inadvertently allowed
themselves to be so pledged, to their later embarrassment.
Hence the railroads, asking merely for the same consideration
accorded to any other citizen of the state of Illinois, ask #iat
you "preserve an open mind upon all proposed legislation affecting or regulating them until, if you are elected, the proposed law is placed before you in the regular and proper manner and you are enabled to hear both sides of the issue involved.
You will then be free to act as seems to you to be fair and just.
"Won't you do us the courtesy to acknowledge receipt, and if
consistent advise if you will grant our request?"

date.

The Canadian

upon the

to inform yourself and which when
introduced may contain features not fully and fairly
represented to you and of immense importance to the public as

have not had an opportunity

;

Telegraph Department

Railway now operates 13.800 miles of
telegraph line, 102,600 miles of wire, and 1,400 telegraph offices;
and over three-fourths of its wires are used in commercial serv-

The Canadian

No. 8

recognize that this increase in cost of operation must
be paid by the consumer; that is, by the citizens of the state,
so it is only proper that the Public Utilities Commission charged
with the responsibility of securing for the people of Illinois the
best service at the minimum of cost, should, after a proper investigation, determine as to the necessity for these items of increase and, as stated above, this commission is prepared to inform itself fully upon the various matters from every angle
and will give full consideration to the interests of the public,

New-lands law, providing for the settlement of contro-

wages and conditions of service between

57,

course,

and the firemen have chosen
Timothy Shea, assistant president of their brotherhood. The
announced last week, have chosen Vice-president Park
of the Ilhnois Central, and \'ice-president Byram of the Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy. The names of the other two members will
not be announced for some time. The Act of Congress of July IS,
chief engineer of the brotherhood;

railroads, as

versies concerning

Vol.

Pacific

The length of the wires now in use is three times that
recorded in the year 1900, and the number of offices is 40 per
The number of messages sent
cent greater than in that year.
in 1913 was about 5,000,000, or three and a half times as many
as in 1900. The company operates more than twenty long duplex
Between
circuits, including one from New York to Winnipeg.
Montreal and Bamfield, B. C, which is the terminal of the cable
The Morkrum
to .Vustralia, the Wheatstone apparatus is used.
printing telegraph has been used on this company's lines for two
years and four duplex circuits are in operation now.
.\pparatus has been ordered for a duplex Morkrum circuit
between Montreal and Winnipeg and for another between WinThese two new long circuits will be
nipeg and Moose Jaw.
worked by tape transmission, the speed of which is about 60 per
Telecent greater than can be attained by hand transmission.
phones arc now used by train despatchers on over 6,000 miles of
Canadian Pacific lines. Telephone equipments are carried on

R. S. A. Convention Subjects

ice.

trains.

Secretary C. C. Rosenberg of the Railway Signal Association
has issued the following abstract of the program for the annual
meeting of the association, which is to be held at Bluff Point,

N.

Y.,

September

.

Committee

III.

Legislature

for

Asked Not

to

Pledge Support

Tyler, vice-chairman of a committee of tlic Illinois
railroads, has addressed a circular letter to all candidates for
the state legislature, asking them not to pledge their support
for anti-railroad bills before their introduction in the assembly.

T.

The

letter follows
"As a candidate for the general assembly, you no doubt will
be importuned to pledge yourself, if elected, to support certain
measures proposed to be introduced at the next session, including bills directed against or ostensibly for the regulation of the
railroads.
This letter is addressed to you by the railroads of
the state of Illinois to ask that you do not bind yourself to
support or vote for any bill of this nature until it is regularly
introduced in the assembly and you have had an opportunity to
inform yourself fully as to its full purport and effect and its
.
need.
"The last session of the general assembly created a Public
Utilities Commission with full power to regulate the railroads
of Illinois in every particular as to operation, rates of charge,
It also provided this commission
service to the public, etc
with ample machinery and experts to enable it to correctly
determine the necessity for and the best manner of applying
Hence, there does not now exist in
regulative measures.
Illinois a need for direct action by the legislature upon such

effect of

most

legislation affecting railroads,

that introduced by the labor organizations,
increase the cost of operation of the railroads.
cially

— Specifications
lamps

for the in-

drawings

the use of thirty
volts or less for the control of interlocking apparatus, conclusions 1 to 8, inclusive. Revised drawing No. 1,309.
specifications

;

—

Automatic Block. Specifications for R. S. A.
and specifications for direct curhighway crossing alarm. Three drawings showing

Committee IV.

caustic soda primary battery

circuits for

automatic block systems.

Committee V. Manual Block. Rules governing signal superand rules governing maintenance of block signals.
Committee VI. Standard Designs, Etc. Presenting twenty
(20) drawings of various apparatus shown in detail and assemReport on signal
bly.
Also six (6) exhibits as information.
symbols and nomenclature.
Committee VII. Subjects and Definitions. Definitions for
visors

—

—

twelve words.

Committee VIII.

is

Electric

C.

Signaling.

—

and power

Also data of systems using a. c. railway siglines.
naling submitted as information.
Committee IX. Wires and Cables. Changes in existing specifiSpecifications for galcations for galvanized steel signal wire.
vanized messenger wire, also recommended sags for messenger
wire of various sizes and strength specifications for rubber insulated tape and specifications for friction tape.
Committee X. Storage Battery and Charging Equipment.
Specifications for electrolyte for lead type storage battery; specifications for nickel, iron alkaline storage battery and specifiAlso eight drawings.
cations for concrete storage battery bo.x.

—

;

—

Special

Committee. Method-'of Recording Signal Performforms for recording interruptions to traffic by sig-

—Five

and espe-

nals.

greatly to
will, of

ways.— Report showing

You

Railways and A.

Specifications for transformer oil; specifications for petrolatum
for use in impedance bonds ; specifications for a. c. electric generators, and specifications for overhead crossings of electric light

ance.

matters.

"The

Interlocking.

for incandescent electric

derail

—

for Anti-Railroad Bills

W.

Power

— Mechanical

stallation of a vitrified clay conduit system, including

rent vibrating

Candidates

—

Committee II. Mechanical Interlocking.
layouts and switches (8 drawings).

cell

Illinois

22.

Committee I. Signaling Practice. Reports on aspect for instructions to trains to take siding at a non-interlocked switch
requisites for switch indicators and automatic train control.
.Also additional data on track circuits and treated ties.

Special Committee.

Signaling Requirements of 'Electric Railsignal

aspects

and rules for same as

:

August
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21,

adopted by the American Electric Raihvaj- Association; submitted as information.
Special Committee. Lightning Protection.
Specifications and
requisites fur air gap lightning arresters
specifications and
requisites for vacuum gap lightning arresters and specifications
and requisites for choke coils for use with lightning arresters.

—

;

American Foundrymen's Association and American
of

Institute

Metals

The American Foimdrymen's Association and

the American
of Metals will hold their annual conventions at the
7-11.
LaSalle hotel, Chicago, September
In connection with
these conventions the Foundry & Machine Exhibition Company
will conduct its annual exhibit from September 5 to 11, inclusive,
at the International Amphitheater located at the Stock Yards
in Chicago.
This exhibit will include many articles of interest

A

review of the

.^Kbout forty of these

of the 164 exhibitors dis-

list

them handle railway supplies.
are prominent builders of modern machine

closes the fact that 50 per cent

of

Others repregrinding machines

tools that are in every-day use in railway shops.

sent shop accessories, such as pneumatic tools,
and abrasives, cranes, hoists and other shop fixtures that are
no less important. The oxy-acetylene and electric welding com->
panics will be represented with working demonstrations of their
systems as will also the Goldschmidt Thermit Company. Railway

men who can

15, will not be held.
The officers of the Society of the United
States Military Telegraph Corps fully concur in the postponement
of the reunion.
Notice of the time and place for the 1915 reunion will be sent to the members in due course.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS
The foHovaing list gives names
meetings, and places of meeting.

)

Institute

to railroad men.

MA

take the time to attend this exhibit will find

it

very

well spent.

Air Brake Association.

— F.

M.

dates

of secretaries,

regular

or

ne.xt

of

Next
Sherman, Chicago.
A. G. Thomason, Demurrage Commissioner, Boston, Mass.
Annual convention in April.
-American Association of Dining Cab Superintendents. H. C. Boardman, D. L. & W., Hoboken, N. J. Next convention, October 22-24,
Washington, D. C.
.\MERICAN .Association of Freight .Agents. R. O. Wells, Illinois Central,
East St. Louis, 111. Annual meeting. May 21-24, 1915, Richmond, Va.
.American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents. W. C.
Hope, C. R. R. of N. J.. 143 Liberty St., New York. Annual meeting, September 15-16, Uoston, Mass.
.American Association of Railroad Superintendents. E. H. Harman,
Room 101, Union Station, St. Louis, Mo. Next convention, August
convention,

May

4-7,

Nellis.

Mass.

53 State St., Boston.

1915, Hotel

American Association of Demurrage Officers.

—

—

—

—

—

20-21.

New

York.

—

.American Electric Railway Association. E. B. Burritt, 29 W. 39th St.,
New York. Annual convention, October 12-16, Atlantic City, N. J.
-American Electric Railway Manufacturers' Association. H. G. McConnaughy, 165 Broadway, New York. Meetings with American Electric
Railway Association.
.American Railway Association. W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York.
Semi-annual meeting, November 18, Chicago.
-\MERicAN Railway Bridge and Building Association-— C. A- Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago. Next convention, October 20-22, 1914, Los Angeles,

—

—

Cal.

-American Railway Engineering Association-

Master Blacksmiths' Convention

The twenty-second annual convention

of

igan

the

Internatitmal
held at the Hotel

Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association was
Wisconsin, Milwaukee. Wis., August 18-20.
The meeting was
presided over by H. E. Gamble, of the Pennsylvania Railroad,
and the convention was welcomed to the city by A. E. Manchester,
superintendent of motive power J. F. De Voy, assistant superintendent of motive power, and J. J. Hennessey, master car builder,
Lif the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, and by W. W. McLellan;
Following is a list of the exhibitors
Acme Machinery Company, Cleveland, Ohio. Samples of forgings and
model of forging machine. Represented by C. E. Smith, C. W. Dur;

—

schlag and F.

Andrews.
Manufacturing Company,

—

Cleveland, Ohio.
Samples of forgings.
Represented by A. L. Guilford, J. A. Murray and Henry Gaul.
Engineering Company, Chambersburg, Pa. Photographs of
power hammers, presses, etc. Represented by H. S. Ni.xon.
lidt Thermit Company, New York.
Sample welds. Represented by
H. S. Ma
nd W. A. Aldrich.

.\ja.\-

'.

R.

—

liambersburg

—

Houghon &

Co.,

E.

F.,

ing and tempering

Tiffin,

Ohio.

— Forging,

of

United Yardmasters' Ass "iation

:

;

;

;

efficiency in the operation of terminals.

J.

W. H.
Seattle.

J.

—

—

Georgia, Macon, Ga. Annual meeting, July, 1915.
-American Society for Testing Materials. Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
American Society of Civil Engineers. Chas. W. Hunt, 220 W. 57th St.,
New York. Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Wednesday in month, except, June, July and August, 220 W. 57th St., New York.
.American Society of Engineering Contractors. J. R. Wemlinger. 11
Broadway, New York. Regular meetings, 2d Thursday in month, at
2 P. M., 11 Broadway, New York.

—

—

—

W

—

-American Society op Mechanical Engineers. Calvin
Rice, 29 W.
39ih St., New York.
Annual meeting, December 1-4, 1914, New
York.
.American Wood Preservers' Association- F. J. Angier, B. & 0-, Mt.
Royal Sta., Baltimore, Md.
Next convention, January 19-21, 1915,

—

Chicago.
.Association of .American Railway Accounting OfficersE. R. Woo''son, 1300 Pennsylvania Ave., N. W., Washington, D. C.
Atinuai
convention. April 28, 1915, Atlanta. Ga.

—

—

W

of Manufacturers of Chilled Car Wheels. George
Lyndon, 1214 McCormick Bldg., Chicago.
Annual meeting, •second
Tuesday in October, New York.
Railway Claim Agents. C. W. Egan, B. & O., Baltimore,
Md. Annual meeting, 3rd week in May, 1915, Galveston, Tex.
.Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.
Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
N. W., Room 411, C. & N. W. Sta., Chicago.
Annual convention,
.Association

—

whom were

re-elected,

Meehan, vice-president; D.

Streeter, secretary.

The

were
J.

:

officers for the past

John Murphy,

October 26-30, 1914, Chicago.
.Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.
P. W. Drew, Soo
Annual meeting, June 22-25,
Line, 112 West Adams St., Chicago.
Rochester, N. Y.
.As.-ociATioN OF Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.
G. P.
Next meeting, December 8-9,
Conard, 75 Church St., New York.

—

annual convention of the United Yard:r.asters' Asso-

was held at the New St. Louis Hotel, Duluth, Minn.,
August 3, 4 and 5. Among the subjects presented for discussion
were Closer Relationship Between Yard Men and Their Superior
Officers Promotion of a Higher Standard of Efficiency in all Departments oi Yards and Terminals; Courtesy to Patrons and
Elimination of the Practice, so Prevalent
Fellow Employees
.^mong Shippers, of Tipping Switchmen for Services Concentrated Efforts Against Intemperance, and Promotion of Greater
Care in the Handling of Equipment and Shipments, and a More
Rigid Inspection of Conditions in WTiich Loads .Arrive and Depart.
Through the courtesy of the railroads, special trains carried the members over the terminals of the Northern Pacific
and over the Duluth, Missabe & Northern to Virginia. Minn.
This association is composed of yardmasters and assistant yardmasters throughout the country and aims to promote general

dent;

—

E. H. Fritch, 900 S. MichNext convention, March 16-18, 1915, Chicago.

.Association of

ciation

year, all of

Chicago.

—

Convention
first

Pa.— Carboni:

Represented by F. B.

chine

ading

The

Philadelphia,
oils.

Machinery Company.

Xational

Ave.,

.American Railway Master Mechanics' Association. J. W. Taylor, 1112
Karpen Bldg., Chicago. .Annual meeting, June, 1915.
.American R.\ilway Tool Foremen's Association. A. R. Davis, Central of

presi-

Flynn, treasurer, and
will be held at

The next convention

Wash.

—

Richmond, Va.
Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association. L. D. Mitchell, Detroit
Meetings with American Railway Bridge
Graphite Co., Chicago. 111.
and Building Association.
Canadian Railway Clib.— James Powell, Grand Trunk, P. O. Box 7, St.
Lambert (near Montreal), Que. Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in
month, except Jure, July and August, Windsor Hotel, Montreal, Que.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers. Clement H. McLeod, 176 MansRegular meetings. 1st Thursday in October,
field St., Montreal, Que.
November. December, February, March and April. Annual meeting,
1914,

—

—

January, Montreal.
Car Foremen's Association of Chicago. .Aaron Kline, 841 Lawler Ave.,
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except July and
Chicago.
August, Lytton Bldg., Chicago.
Central Railway Clus.— H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in January, May. September and November.
-Annual meeting, 2d Thursday in March, Hotel Statler, Buffalo, N- Y.
Civil Engineers' Society of St- Paul-— Edw. J- Dugan, P. O. Box 654.
St. Paul, Minn.: Regular meetings, 2d Monday, except June, July,
August and September, Old State Capitol Bldg., St. Paul.
Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania. Edw. R. Dasher. Box 75, HarrisRegular meetings. 1st Friday after 10th of each month,
burg. Pa.
except July and August. 31 So. Front St., Harrisburgj Pa.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania. Elmer K. Hiles, Oliver
Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Tuesday, PittsBldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
burgh.

—

—

—

Freight Claim Association— Warren P. Taylor, R. F. & P., Richmond,
Annual meeting, June 16. 1915, Chicago.
Va.
General Superintendents' .Association of Chicago. A. M. Hunter. 321
Grand Central Station. Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday preceding 3d Thursday in month. Room 1856, Transportation Bldg.^

—

Old Time Telegraphers and

Historical Association

'

Secretary F. J. Scherrer of this association announces that in
view of the distressing conditions growing out of the European
war, the meeting scheduled to be held in Kansas City, September

Chicago.

—

International Railway Congress. Executive Committee.
Next convention, June 23
vain. Brussels, Belgium.
Berlin.

11,
to

Rue dc LouJuly

6,

1915,
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International Railway Fuel Association.— C. G. Hall, C. & E. I., 922
McCormick Bldg., Chicago. Annual meeting. May 17-20, 1915, Chicago.

wit

\'. L.

h7.

Xo. 8

year

deer.

—

Ihternatiokal Railway General Foremen's Association. Wm. Hall, 829
W. Broadway, Winona, Minn. Next convention, July 14-17, 1915.
Sherman House, Chicago.
International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association. A. L, Woodworth, Lima, Ohio. Next convention, August 18-20, Hotel Wisconsin,
Milwaukee, Wis.
Maintenance of Way & Master Painters' Association of the United
States and Canada.— T. I. Goodwin, C. R. I. & P., Eldon, Mo.
Next convention, November 17-19, 1914, Detroit, Mich.
Master Boiler Makers' Association. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,
New York. .Annual convention. May, 1915.
Master Car & Locomotive Painters' Association of the United States
AND Canada. A. P. Dajie, B. & M., Reading, Mass. Next convention, September 8-11. Nashville, Tenn.
Master Car Builders' Association. J. W. Taylor, 1112 Karpen Bldg.,
Chicago. Annual meeting, June, 1915.
National Railway Appliances Association. Bruce V. Crandall, 537 So.
Dearborn St., Chicago. Next convention, March 15-19, 1915, Chicago.
New England Railroad Club. W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in month, except June,
July, August and September, Boston.
New York Railroad Club. Harry D. Vought. 95 Liberty St.. New York.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, except June, July and .\ugust,

last

(or

—$3,27

—15,55 —48,49 —255,31 —25,27

3,75 —33,85

360.15 128,01 17,18

T

comp.

t',''f'

—

I''tt

loss),
Operating

income

(or

—120,699
1,576,273
$35,893 128,478901,869

40,142 44,582

1,296,853

252,874 41,341

—

—

Taxes,

$13,770

7,438 64,469

25,000 126,895 31,577

250,938

—

— r-JOt>.

6,310

—

39th

St.,

New

York.

Peoria.

o

— octn
.TiOTrtno
"*
foooc^joON

ooto

o

(*>

•

••vo^xr-.

•eo>crN.

net.

$34 —559

—
—

—1,260 —39,931

1,570 —9,464

34
—362

iTTT

t^fi|tfff'|:tfT

deficit).

51,334
operating

revenue

$49,629 136.475
964,768

1,836,675

—107,661

70,842

1,463,679

583,862

2,157,949

284,813

47,617

(or

—

Railroad Club of Kansas City. C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St.. Kansas
City, Mo.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month. Kansas City.
Railroad Master Tinners, Coppersuiths and Pipefitters' Association.
U. G. Thompson. C. & E. L, Danville, III.
Annual meeting. May,

—

1915.

r^ 00 00 "T VO

operations,

OiitsMe

Niagara Frontier Car Men's Association. E. Frankenbcrger, 623 Brisbane Bidg., Buffalo, N. Y. Meetings monthly.
Peoria Association of Railroad Officers. M. W. Rotchford. Union Station, Peoria, 111.
Regular meetings, 2d Thursday in month, Jefferson
Hotel,

Tj-

I

—

W.

f^

13,038

—

29

f-1

11,192

issi

151,154

Total.

$115,965 171,491 2,196,391 4,094,878 265,291

687,840

Cv c^

— oc cma — •*—

-r'OO^C

119,282

—

Railway Business Association. Frank W. Noxon, 30 Church St., New
York.
Annual meeting, December 10, 1914, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,
Ne York.
Railway Club of Pittsburgh. J. B. Anderson, Room 207. P. R. R. Sta.,

eral.

106 855 710 031 469

472 936 224 666 295

—

cvj
tN. (-i

Regular meetings, 4th Friday in month, except June.
July and August, Monongahela House, Pittsburgh.
Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Association. J. Scribner,
1021 Monadnock Block, Chicago.
Meetings with Association of RailPittsburgh, Pa.

$9 10

—

way Electrical Engineers.
Railway Fire Protection Association. C. B. Edwards, Fire Ins. Agt.,
Mobile & Ohio, Mobile, Ala. Annual meeting, October 6, 1914, Wash-

—

ington, D. C.

133 144

8

77,865 401,598

51,757

—

—

Railway Telegraph & Telephone Appliance Association.

—G.

Meetings with Association

c> TT

C^_

vO

— O O ^1
_

Os^

TO

f*J

r^.

rNXtN.tx

'^)OtoOO'|'0»«0^

irtrvJO-*

OOOOO

$66,')J7
')0,S04
portation.

—

50 Church St., New York.
Tciegraph Superintendents.

10 33 88 28

Trans-

1.023,939

Richmond Railroad Club.

9

2,174,880

78.489

Railway Signal Association. C. C. Rosenberg, Times Bldg., Bethlehem,
Pa.
Annual meeting, September 22-24. 1914. Bluff Point, N. Y.
Railway Storekeepers' Association. J. P. Murphy, L. S. & M. S.. Box C,
CoHinwood, Oljio. Annual meeting, May, 1915.
Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association. J. D. Conway, 2136 Oliver
Bldg.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Meetings with M. C. B. and M. M. Associa-

Oi

Gen

O

*

2,471
$6,508

3,941

1,103,816

351,528

8,350

3,790
25,097 85,542 44,949

58,907
149,745

-T-T

ocoovo

r^'OO'OiOCNO — "f

CTi^OOO

Traffic,

A. Nelson,
of Railway

30 OC

OO

O- O' NO On

—

0\

O

**1

»«

—

F. O. Robinson. C. & O., Richmond. V^a.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July and
August.
Roadmasters" and Maintenance of Way Association. L. C. Ryan, C. &
N. W.. Sterling, 111. Next convention, September 8-10. 1914, Chicago.
St. Louis Railway Club.
B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,
Mo. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June, July ana
August, St. Louis.
Salt Lake City Transportation Club. R. E. Rowland. Hotel Utah Bldg.,
Salt Lake City, Utah. Regular meetings, 1st Saturday of each month.

lot

—

—

< ^

—

Salt Lake City.
Signal .Appliance Association. F. W. Edmunds, 3868 Park Ave., New
Meeting with annual convention Railway Signal Association.
York.
Society of Railway Financial Officers. Carl Nyquist, C. R. I. & P..
La Salle St. Sta., Chicago. Annual meeting, September 15-17, Hotel
Aspinwall, Lenox, Mass.
Southern Association of Car Service Officers. E. W. Sandwich, A. &

—

—

^S

^-eC-^-rC,-

—

W.

P. Ry., Atlanta, Ga.
A. J. Merrill, Grant Bldg.,
Regular meetings, 3d Thursday. January. March, May,
Atlanta, Ga.
July. September, November. 10 A. M.. Candler Bldg.. Atlanta.
Toledo Transportation Club. J. S. Marks, Agent. Interstate Despatch,

Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.

Toledo,

Ohio.

House. Toledo.

Track Supply
N. Y.
,

elation.

Regular

—meetings,

—

1st

Saturday

in

Boody

month,

—

.Association.
W. C. Kidd, Ramapo Iron Works, Hillsbum,
Meetings with Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Asso-

—

Traffic Club of Chicago. W. H. Wharton, La Salle Hotel, Chicago.
Traffic Club of New York. C. A. Swope, 291 Broadway, New York.
Regular meetings, last Tuesday in month, except Tune, July and
August, Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh. D. L. Wells. Erie R. R.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Meetings bimonthly, Pittsburgh. Annual meeting. 2d Monday in June.
Traffic Club of St. Louis. A. F. Versen, Mercantile Library Bldg.,
St. Louis, Mo.
Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings
October to May.
Train Despatchers' Association of America. J. F. Mackic, 7122 Stewart
Ave., Chicago.
Annual ^eeting, June 15. 1915, Minneapolis, Minn.
Transportation Club of Detroit. W. R. Hurley, Superintendent's office,
Meetings monthly, Normandie Hotel,
L. S. & M. S.. Detroit, Mich.

—

—
—

—

—

Detroit.

Traveling Engineers' Association.— W. O. Thompson. N. Y. C. & H. R,,
Next meeting, September 15-18, Hotel SherEast Buffalo, N. Y.
man, Chicago.
Utah Society of Engineers. Frank W. Moore. Newhouse Bldg., Salt
Regular meetings, 3d Fridav in month, except
Lake City, Utah.
Julv and August. Consolidated Music Hall. Salt Lake City.
Western Can.\da Railway Club.—W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, WinRegular meetings, 2d Monday, except June, July and
nipeg, Man.
.August. Winnipeg.
•Western Railway Club.—J. W. Taylor, 1112 Karpen Bldg.. Chicago.
Regular meetings, 3d Tuesday in month, except June, July and
August. Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
Western Society of Engineers.-— J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block.
Regular meetings. 1st Monday in month, except January.
Chicago.
Extra meetings, except in July and
July and August. Chicago.
August, generally on other Monday evenings.
r>.j
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The Oklahoma tuo-cent fare
Judge Youmans, in Oklahoma

case will be tried before Federal
City,

October

21.

The Missouri. Kansas & Texas is running a "good roads
special" train over its lines in Texas to arouse interest in the construction of better highways.
1 he
State Railroad Commission of Alabama has ordered
sweeping reductions of freight rates on the Central of Georgia,
the \\ estern of Alabama, and the Louisville & Nashville.

The Western Classification Committee has announced that
hearings will be held at its office in Chicago to consider applications for changes in ratings, rules, etc., on August 24, on
nuts and cheese, and on August 25, on junk and fire-fighting
apparatus.
The Central Freight Association roads began a meeting in
Chicago on Tuesday of this week to prepare tariffs of advanced
freight rates as allowed under the commission's recent decision.
It is hoped to have the tariffs ready so that they can be made
effective,

October

1.

E.xport freight is moving from Atlantic ports in small volume,
and some increase is expected during the next week. Inquiries
Press
for coal are being received from Mediterranean ports.
despatches from Galveston report that in the four days, August
15-lS, large quantities of wheat were shipped from that port
R. Grace & Co. have announced rates on lumber from the
-Atlantic to the Pacific coast through the Panama canal by the
Atlantic & Pacific Steamship Line. The rates are $13 per 1,000
board feet for 30-foot lengths and less, $14 for lengths from. 30
The $13 rate
to 40 feet, and $17 for lengths from 40 to 50 feet.
represents a reduction of $4 from the rate via the Straits of

W.

Magellan.

Washington on Monday of this week agreed
admit foreign ships to American registry;
and this law. facilitating commerce between this country and
Europe, was expected to be signed by the President on Wednesday. American vessels will still have the monopoly of coastwise

The Senate
House

to the

& Ohio amounted
were 221 carloads of peaches.

over the Baltimore

at

Bill to

the new registry privileges applying only for the benefit
of overseas trade.

to 1,861 carloads,

and there

Charles L. Chandler, South American agent for the Southern
Railway, at Chattanooga, tells southern manufacturers and merchants that they should lose no time in taking advantage of the
opportunitj' which the war in
tending their trade with South

Europe has given them for exAmerican countries, particularly

with Argentina and Uruguay, on account of the direct steamship
service to these countries through the port of Mobile.
These
countries have been buying largely from Great Britain, Germany
and France, but must now find a new source of supply. The recent establishment of an American bank at Buenos Ayres and
Rio Janeiro will prove of great advantage. Mr. Chandler is
prepared to furnish information of every character in regard to
South American markets.

The roads of the Transcontinental Passenger Association have
announced the authorization of low fare colonist excursions to
the West and Northwest Pacific Coast this fall.
Tickets from
Chicago one way sectjnd class will be sold at $38, and from Missouri river points at $30, with corresponding reductions from St.
Louis and other points. These tickets will be on sale daily from

September 24 to October 8. This move is contrary to the expressed intention of the roads which voted a year ago not to
make the colonist reductions this year. The initiative was taken
by one of the larger lines, which insisted that its territory needed
the assistance of low rates in securing settlers.
majority of
the roads immediately agreed to the plan, but it was decided to
limit the sale to two weeks.

A

A "Corn Show" is the latest novelty adopted by a railroad
company to promote business. The Oregon-Washington
Railroad

about 1,000,000 bushels.

363.

&

Navigation

Company

has issued in
a show, to be held at

pamphlet form a
Walla Walla, NoCompetition is open to everybody in
the territory tributary to the company's lines in Oregon, Washington and Idaho. Not much corn (maize) has been raised
in
those states in the past, and the traffic department of the road is
taking measures to encourage its growing. The acreage planted
in Oregon and Washington this year is more than double
that
of last year, and the quality is much better.
There will be a
large number of prizes, ranging from $50 for the best general

premium list for such
vember 25. 26, 27 and

28.

down to $2.50, which is the amount of the smaller prizes
for a single acre, and for the best twelve ears of corn.
number of manufacturers have offered prizes of agricultural imdisplay

A

plements.

traffic,

The Southern Railway
"dairx-

is

instruction car'' over

to

make

a

its

lines

in

month's tour with
Virginia, beginning

its

at

The
car will visit 53 towns.
car is fitted out like a complete farm dairy and carries charts
and exhibits giving complete information about dairying and its
problems. Milk samples will be tested and advice given on all
Charlottesville,

August

24.

The

questions of interest to dairymen.
It

is

reported

freight at ports

in

Buffalo that while the railroads delivering
in the United States

on the Atlantic seaboard

are unable to accept shipments oi freight for Europe on account
of the unsettled condition of ocean transportation because of the
war in Europe, the Canadian Pacific has announced, at its western and southern agencies, that it is prepared to accept all
freight for all ports in Great Britain

and

Ireland.

Representatives of the Texas Railways held a meeting recently
in Galveston to discuss plans for obtaining general advances in
Texas rates, either by application to the railroad commission or
by proceedings in the courts to restrain the operation of rate
schedules already fixed by the commission. Commissioner Mayfield, of the commission, has announced that he favors a public
hearing to consider a petition from the roads, but he says that
the organization of the commission is inadequate for an investigation of such magnitude.

For the

benefit of the fruit

growers

in

West

Virginia, Virginia

& Ohio has issued a booklet containing a list of the orchardmen and conjmission merchants in
the localities mentioned. The lists embody valuable information
and Maryland, the Baltimore

and receivers of fruit. They include a list
of brokers and wholesale dealers in the markets of New York,
Philadelphia. Baltimore. Washington, Boston, Providence. Springfield. Shelbume Falls and Worcester.
In 1912 apples shipped

to both the producers

The railway members of the Western Trunk Line Committee,
the Southwestern Tariff Committee .and the Trans-Missouri
Freight Bureau have prepared tariffs, to become effective on
September IS, canceling the allowance for actual weight of
dunnage not in excess of 500 lb., used by shippers and furnished
their expense to protect freight in carloads shipped in box,
stock or refrigerator cars. This action is in accordance with a
recent decision of the Interstate Commerce Commission allowing the cancellation of the dunnage allowance in Southwestern
at

territory.

The dunnage allowance was

instituted by the MinSault Ste. Marie about two years ago and
Western classification territory, but
not in the transcontinental tariffs. The commission held that
view of the fact that the substitution of dunnage for the more
expensive boxes and crates and other packing material is of
advantage to the shipper and reduces the gross weight upon which
freight charges must be paid, it is not inconsistent that the carriers should receive revenue for the total weight hauled.

neapolis, St. Paul

was adopted by

&

the roads in

m

In the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia, on Monthis week, the American Steel & Wire Company was
its application for an order directing the Interstate Commerce Commission to make an affirmative order in the industrial
railway case. The commission having held that the Newburgh
& South Shore Railway, the traffic of which is the subject of
this suit, is only a plant facility, the trunk line or long distance
railroads on April 1, discontinued dividing through freight
The Newburgh & South Shore operates 59 miles
rates with it.
During the
of freight lines in and around Cleveland. Ohio.
R.
arguments
F. Dennison. attorney for the Cleveland City Street
Railroad, which also is interested in the suit, said that this is
one of the cases in which the commission, by threats of indictments uttered against the trunk lines, is able to accomplish by
indh-ection what the courts will not allow it to accomplish by

day of
denied

—
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public."

The

art of

packing fruit

the latest subject to be taken

is

57,

No.

under the direct supervision of inspectors of the Public Health
Service, Each car so loaded is closed by the inspector, and sealed
with a lead seal bearing the Service device. Cars loaded under
this inspection are lal5eled with the inspection number, car number, destination, and the legend, "Inspected and passed as rat tree,
conditional upon unbroken seal."
Freight passing through the city is handled with the utmost
despatch, and there is no need for the diversion of freight intended for any destination other than Costa Rica (which main-

methods— classification of railroads by ownership. "The
fundamental question here involved," declared C. W. Needham,
attorney for the commission, "is as to whether the Steel Trust
and other big corporations are to be allowed to collect from
$25,000,000 to $40,000,000 a year in rebates, under pretense that
the tracks which they have built to their plants are common
carrier railroads, performing a service of transportation for the
direct

up by

tains a quarantine).

The

"Agricultural Department" of
the New York Central road in conjunction with the College of
Agriculture of Cornell University is going to start a car on this
mission August 21. manned by professors from the college, representatives from the New York State Department of Agria traveling instruction car.

Vol.

Several of the railways entering New Orleans have already
taken up the question of rat-proofing their storage and freight
terminals, in accordance with the plans which are being drawn
up by the Public Health Service. From a Government Report.

and from the fruit growers' associations, and by Mr.
Welsh, agriculturist of the New^ York Central. The car will be
fitted up with exhibits of all kinds relating to the packing and
marketing of fruits, and of uniform grading of apples as reqiiired
under the provisions of the new apple packing law of New York.
Demonstrations will be made, at each stop, of the packing of
"orchard run" fruit, which will be furnished by local growers.
culture,

(General Reduction of Freight Rates in North Carolina

The

special commission appointed in .Xorth Carolina last October to consider a proposed reduciion of freight rates in that
state has made a report recommending a reduction whicli on
the average amounts to about 18 per cent. The conclusion of the
commission is in effect a compromise between the view that present rates are reasonable, and a reduction of about 33 per cent
which was made by a law, the "Justice Act," passed by the legislature last year, and subsequently suspended because of the comIt is expected that the governor
plaints made by the carriers.
will prescribe the new rates to go into effect October 12; although
the railroad companies still have the privilege of protesting.
There are few or no reductions on rates for ten miles and less.

the outgrowth of efforts of the fruit growirig
secure legislation which will result in
more uniform packing and a better reputation for quality of
New York apples. Lantern slides will be used by the lecturers
show the increasing receipts of different varieties of apples

The new law

is

societies of the

state, to

to

different marin the New York City market, the preferences of
kets for different varieties, prices of fruit and the effect of canThe car is
supply.
car
available
the
on
orders
cellations of car
going to stop at Marlborough. Ulster Park. Saugertics. Cox-

provision, heretofore in effect, that the Southern Railway
might charge 25 per cent above normal rates on shipments originating in the mountain division, is done away with. Railroads

The

Ravcna. Schodack Landing. Stuyvesant. Huds(^n. Germantown, Poughkeepsie, Spencerport, Brockport. Albion, Medina,
Lockport, Fulton. Oswego, Hannibal, Red Creek. Sodus. WilliamBurt and
son. Webster, Hilton, Morton. Lyndonville, Barker,
Ransomville. A period of three hours is allowed at each town.
sackle.

The

National Industrial Traffic League

P.

profitably in the South
and the company's Oriental business would become
improfitable if the coasting steamships were discontinued.
The steamship company has paid no dividends since 1898, and

company could not engage

Inisiness his

Coast trade

he said that

;

its

continuance "has been largely sentimental."

to China. Japan
and the Philippines and nine between San Francisco and Panama.

The company has seven steamships running

Control of Plague at

New

New

Orleans

is entirely under the
the Public Heahh Service of the United States.
in the city with 300
now
There are 10 commissioned officers
employees under their command. .\11 freight passing through
and out of New Orleans receives thorough inspection from the
Every vessel entering and
officers of the Public Health Service.

The plague

situation

contixjl

of

clearing

from the port

in

is

which effectually destroys

Orleans

fumigated with carbon monoxide gas,
all vermin or other animal life with-

out in the slightest degree injuring the most delicate cargo.
Railroad freight leaving the city receives a thorough inspection.
As rat fleas are the only carriers of plague, all freight cars
are inspected when empty by officers of the Public Health Service,
.

see that they are clean, free of rats,
Cars which are not proof against rats are
paired before being loaded. During one week
proofed and 10 condemned, .\pproximately,
Not only are the cars
are being inspected.

freight intended for

.

.

and rat-proof.

who

to

North Carolina Corporation Commission.

Company

Pacific Mail Steamship

Schwerin, vice-president and general manager of the
Pacific Mail Steamship Company, in giving testimony this week
before the Interstate Commerce Commission, said that the existence of the company depends on the willingness of the commission to grant its application for permission to continue in the
Mexican ports. The Pacific Mail is conc. astwise trade to
trolled by the Southern Pacific, which reaches by rail some of
the Mexican cities with which the steamship company trades.
The specific point involved in the hearing was Mazatlan. Mr.
Schwerin said that he had no fear that the Panama Canal act
could be construed to include his company's business with Mexican and Central American points other than those reached by
But, without the Mazatlan
the Southern Pacific's rail lines.
K.

operating less than seventy-five miles of lines in North Carolina
are not affected by the present report. The special commission
recommends that rates for these shorter roads be fixed by the

them

is

harbor rats are required

also examined,
to be repacked.

required to be re800 cars were rat2,000 cars a week
inspected, but the

and packages
.\\\

likely

cars are loaded

The summer meeting of the National Industrial Traffic League
was held at the Copley-Plaza hotel, Boston, Mass., on August
12-15.
The committee on storage rules reported the success of
'

the negotiations conducted with the .American Railway .\ssociation and the Interstate Commerce Commission regarding a uni-

form code

of storage rules,

endorsed by the commission.

which has now been tentatively
The committee on weighing also

reported the results of similar negotiations which have led to
the adoption of a code of weighing rules, with an exception on
The
the part of the league as to the provision for tolerance.
committee also called attention to a new code of rules proposed
by the Chicago Coal Dealers' .\ssociation which have been subThe subject of
mitted to the American Railway .Association.
federal supervision over track scales was discussed and ihe
league expressed its tentative disapproval of such supervision.
The proposed elimination of dunnage allowances by the wt stern roads was discussed, but no action was taken, although m my
of the shippers arc opposed to the cancellation on the ground that
.A report was presented
it will in effect increase freight diarges.
by a special committee on graduated storage charges and demurreferred
to a joint committee on
rage charges and the subject was
The committee was opposed lo
legislation and storage charges.
the theory of storage charges graduated to penalize the practice
of storing beyond a reasonable time, on the ground that it is the
Consideration was also
duty of the carriers to store freight.
given to a proposition of the American Railway -Association for
an increased demurrage charge for refrigerator cars when used
for perishable freight shipments, the proposed charge being $2
per car per day for the first 48 hours and $3 a day thereafter. The
committee on demurrage and storage charges will confer on this
with the commission merchants, many of whom are in favor of
the plan.

A proposed amendment to the Carmack amendment of the
commerce act, which is a part of the administration securities
bill, was discussed and opposed on the ground that its prohibition of the limitation of liability" by the carriers would nullify
present classification provisions relating to the uniform bill of
which rates would be advanced 10 per cent. The
legislative committee and the bill of lading committee were instructed to endeavor to postpone any action by Congress on the

lading, without

Carmack amendment

at this time.

August
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sections as to entitle them to special demurrage rules. In those
exceptional cases wherein the exigencies and peculiar nature of
the shipper's business are such as to make it more economical
to hold cars beyond the free time allowed it is only proper

demurrage for the additional delay should be charged. It
would seem that these instances are, with most of the Michigan
that

ilmiiiitiiuniiirtiiiiiiiiniiiiii

iiiiiiiittiiriiiiimnmiHiiE

shippers, sufficiently rare as to permit of such additional charge
being offset by credits if the shipper is operating under the

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
The commission on August 19 decided against the railroad
commissions of Arkansas, Missouri and Oklahoma in their petition asking for a reduction from the rate of 3 cents a mile on
interstate passenger fares through those states.
The complainants sought to have the two cent intrastate rate made the basis
of interstate charges.
The commission held that the defendant
railroads did not voluntarily establish and do not vokmtarily
maintain the intrastate passenger fare of two cents a mile, and
that interstate fares at the three-cent rate were not unreasonable.
In appealing to the Interstate Commerce Commission the state
commissions sought to show that a reduction of the interstate
rate would stimulate travel, filing exhibits tending to support the
contention that the two-cent intrastate rates had produced increased net revenues for the carriers. The commission thought
other conclusions might be drawn from other tables and sustained the three-cent rate. The commission saj'S, however, that
the ruling does not mean that "there may not be force in the
theorv that a reduction of rate tends to increase travel."

Rates on

Wheat

to

Sioux City, Iowa

Sioux City Terininal Elevator Company
MiliXKtukee
St.
Paul et al. Opinion

&

et

a!

by

v.

Chicago,

Commissioner

Clements:
The commission in this case prescribes local rates on grain
from producing stations in South Dakota, Nebraska, Iowa and
Minnesota to Sioux City, Iowa. (31 I. C. C, 482.)

average agreement, or to be otherwise taken care of. it not
operating under that agreement, by resort to the bunching or
weather-interference rules.
It adheres to previously expressed
views that the existence uf merely unique or exceptional transportation conditions in certain localities furnishes no ground
for exceptions unless it be made to appear clearly that discrimination would otherwise result against such localities.
In
this case there would be no such discrimination.
(31 I. C. C,
329.)

Rates from Bowling Green, Kentucky

Bowling Green Business Men's Protective Association of Bowling Green, Ky., v. Louisville & Nashznlle et al. Opinion by
Commissioner Meyer:
The commission finds that the construction of through rates.
from Chicago and Milwaukee territories to Nashville, Tenn.,
by the addition of proportional rates from points of origin tothe Ohio river to the local rates from the river to Nashville
contrasted w'ith the construction of rates to Bowling Green by
the addition of the local rates to and from the river crossings
A
does not result in discriniination against Bowling Green.
similar manner of constructing through rates from IndianNashville
Bowling
to
apolis territory to
and
Green is found
discriminate against the latter point and it is ordered that the
through charges from Indianapolis territory via Louisville to
Bowling Green should not exceed the rates concurrently effective on like traffic to Nashville.
(31 I. C. C, 1.)

Rates on Wrapping Paper to Muskogee
£. C. Adleta, doing business as Adieta Pal<er
cai;o

&

North Western

et

al.

Company

v.

Chord:
finds that rates of 51 and 52 cents per 100 lb.,
on wrapping paper to Muskogee from Nekoosa, a

The commission
respectively,

representative Wisconsin point and Munising, a representative
Michigan point, are unreasonable and it is ordered that these
rates should not e.xceed 34 cents and 35 cents per 100 lb., re;

spectively.

Reparation awarded.

(31

I.

C.

C,

347.)

Rates on Canned Goods to Oklahoma City

&

&

Robinson et al v. Atchison, Topeka
Opinion by Commissioner Daniels:
The commission finds that the present rate of 45 cents per 100
lb. in carload lots on canned goods and other similar articles
listed under this heading in the western classification Xo. 51
from Galveston, Houston and other points in south Texas to
Oklahoma City and other intermediate points in Oklahoma are
unreasonable and discriminatory against Oklahoma City as compared with the rate on the same commodity from Galveston
to points in Texas, Arkansas, Kansas and also as compared
with rates from other gulf ports and other sources of supply of
(31
canned goods to points competing with Oklahoma City.
Carroll,

Santa Fe

I.

C.

C,

Brough

et al.

466.)

Uniform Demurrage Code
Michigan Mannjactitrers' Association et al v. Fere Marquette
Opinion by the commission:
et al.
Complainant alleges as unreasonable various provisions of the
uniform or national code of demurrage rules, particularly in
relation to their application to certain kinds of traffic in Michigan.
request is made that the free time allowed be changed from
two days to three days for unloading cars containing coal, coke,

A

to
charcoal and lumber (except cargo and lightered lumber)
three days lor loading or unloading cars of sash, doors, blinds,
inside finishing materials, box materials,, and mixed cars of
dressed lumber; to three days for loading cars with furniture
;

five days for loading, weighing and billing coal at mines
the state. The commission does not feel that these Michigan
industries differ so materially from similar industries in other

and to
in

Through Rates Between

Chi-

Opinion by Commissioner Mc-

Company

Rail

and Water Lines

Opinion
et al.
by Commissioner Meyer:
Complainant, a common carrier operating the steamers Harvard and Yale (formerly in service between .New York and
Boston) between San Francisco. San Pedro and San Diego,
Cal., asks that the defendant rail carriers be required to establish through routes and joint passenger fares with its steamers
to the same extent as at present maintained with the Pacific
Coast Steamship Company and the San Francisco and Portland
Steamship Company. The commission finds that complainant's
In so far as the Western Pacific
request should be granted.
and the San Pedro, Los .\ngeles & Salt Lake and their connections are concerned the commission holds that it unquestionably
has jurisdiction to require the establishment of through routes
with complainant's steamers because the rail carriers have no
rail lines between San Francisco and Los Angeles, and the
Pacific Xavigation

question

of

short

hauling

v.

Southern Pacific

themselves can

not

be

raised.

In

view of the fact that the Southern Pacific and the Atchison;
Topeka & Santa Fe which have rails of their own between San
Francisco and Los Angeles have granted through routes in
connection with the Pacific Coast Steamship Company and the
San Francisco & Portland Steamship Company, it is held that
they also may be required to join with complainant in establishing through routes and joint fares. The commission also finds
that by maintaining through routes and joint fares with the twosteamship companies and refusing to establish them with comdefendants are violating section three of the act to
It is also declared that if rail carriers are
permitted to choose the particular boat lines with which they
be able
will establish through routes and joint rates, they will
shall not.
to dictate who shall operate on the water and who
of the through
for a boat line which is accorded a monopoly
rail-and-water traffic will soon be able to drive its competitor
plainant,

regulate commerce.

commerce is
out of business. The spirit of the act to regulate
allow boat lines toto maintain the freedom of our ports and to
carriers
engage in traffic upon equal terms. To permit the rail
destroy
sen'ing a port to favor one boat line or another would
lines, which the act
the freedom of competition between boat
to all
ports
close
would practically
is intended to preserve and
(31 I. C. C, 472.)
but the favored vessels.

'
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STATE COMMISSIONS

mediate enforcement of

preme

The Minnesota Railroad & Warehouse Commission has

The Kansas Public Utilities Commission has issued an order
refusing permission to the railroads to apply western freight
classification Xo. 52 on Kansas traffic without approval of the
commission. The commission, however, has given its approval,
it

proposes

to

The Texas Railroad Commission has

issued an order abolish-

ing the Galveston-Houston differential rates on cotton and
cotton linters and establishing in their place commodity rates
based on a distance tariff, to become effective on September 10.
The commission states that every effort was made to avoid
changes in the amounts of the rates.

The Iowa Railroad Commission has filed a petition with the
Commerce Commission asking for a rehearing of the
Iowa rate case, which was decided recently by the InterThe petition claims that the rates
state Commerce Commission.
fixed in this case unjustly discriminate against the interior Iowa
Interstate

interior

cities in

its

57.

Xo.

decisions until reversed by the su-

court.

issued

an order directing that hereafter the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha and the Chicago & North Western, for the
purpose of applying rate schedules, shall be considered as separate and independent roads.

with the exception of 12 classes of items, on which
have an investigation.

VcL.

favor of places along the Mississippi river.

PERSONNEL OF COMMISSIONS
Henry L. Oestreich, senior assistant division engineer of the
X'ew York Public Service Commission, First district, died August
13. at .\tlantic City, N. J., where he had been for eight weeks
suffering from septic poisoning. Mr. Oestreich was born in 1869.
and was graduated from

New York

University in 1888.

Dur-

ing the construction of the New York subway, 1900-1904. he was
in charge as assistant engineer of the section of construction on

Lafayette street and Fourth avenue, between Great Jones street
and Nineteenth street. Later he had charge of important construction for the Centre street loop.

COURT NEWS
At Fairraount, W. Va., the Baltimore & Ohio has been served
with an injunction, under the new prohibition law of West Virginia, restraining the carrier from delivering certain whiskey
consigned to A. Bellomo. for 57 other persons and the company is further restrained from accepting intoxicating liquors
;

for transportation to persons in that state without first ascertaining that the liquors are for the personal use of the consignees.

Public Utilities Commission of Ohio has issued a circular addressed to the railroads and shippers of Ohio entitled.
"Keep the Cars Moving." appealing both to the railroads and
shippers to make every effort to obtain the maximum efficiency
The
•in the use of freight cars to avoid a possible car shortage.
bulletin contains a list of suggestions to the railroads and also
suggestions to the shippers of methods for securing maximum

The

efficiency.

The New York

The commission found the
inequalities or abuses.
Nebraska merchants opposed to a distance traffic, and is unanimous in its opinion that to establish a rigid maximum and
minimum distance tariff would be disastrous to the jobbing and
manufacturing interests of the state and that it would reduce
competition without benefit to the ultimate consumer.
present

the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western to restore two trains between Syracuse and Oswego. Judge Ray does not question the
jurisdiction of the Public Service Commission to regulate intrastate service on an interstate carrier, but holds that an interstate

so regulated may appeal to the federal courts rather
than to the courts of the state. But he holds that the present
service is sufficient, and the case will have to be tried on its
merits in his court. The time for final disposition of the case
has not been set.
'

Decisions of Courts Affecting

Utilities

Commission

The Colorado State Railroad Commission went out of exon August 12. and was merged with the new Colorado
Public Utilities Commission, which was created by an act of
the legislature last year. The new commission has jurisdiction
•over railroads, express companies, telephone, telegraph, water,
lighting, power and street railway companies, and has power
to suspend rates in advance of their taking effect, its decisions
The bill
to be subject to review by the state supreme court.
creating the commission .-was rendered operative recently by
District Judge Allen, of the city and county of Denver, through
the issuance of an injunction restraining the secretary of state
from referring the act to a referendum at the fall election. Two
referendums attacking sections of the act will be submitted to
the voters under the referendum act, but will not affect it as a
The court's decision in effect authorizes the merging
whole.
of the old commission with the Public Utilities Commission.
A. B. Anderjon. S. S. Kendall and George T. Bradley, the three
railroad commissioners, are to serve in a similar capacity on
the new commission. Under the old laws the commission could
only act on complaint and could not initiate proceedings on its
•own motion. The new^ commission is given power for the imistence

Labor

The federal bureau of labor statistics has issued its annual
bulletin No. 152, containing a selected list of decisions by the
federal courts and the higher courts of the various states on
labor laws and kindred subjects.
Most notable are
.About 170 court decisions are considered.
the decisions which relate to the new remedy of workmen's comThe constitutionality of the
pensation for industrial accidents.
laws of New Jersey and Washington on the subject was sustained by the supreme courts of those states. A provision of the
law of Wisconsin which makes it the duty of the employer -to provide medical treatment for the injured workmen is the subject of
a decision which points out some ways in which abuses may be
avoided. This bulletin probably presents the largest number of
strictly .American cases on this subject that can be found as yet
in a single

Colorado Public

State Public Service Commission, Second
enjoined temporarily by Judge Ray of the
from enforcing its order requiring

United States District Court,

carrier

The Nebraska State Railway Commission has issued an order,
to take effect September 6. providing for a reduction of about 19
per cent in all class freight rates in Nebraska, covering about
one-third of the total freight traffic of the state. The reduction
The
certain modifications.
is based on a distance tariff with
commission says in its decision that a compilation prepared by
its rate expert shows that the reduction on the intrastate traffic
There will also be a subwill aggregate $611,000 annually.
stantial reduction on interstate rates, the amount of which is
impossible to estimate, but which the commission says will probThe commission says that
ably amount to $750,000 annually.
the jobbing points of the state have been placed on an equalpresent commercial
preser\-e
being
to
the
purpose
ized basis,
conditions so far as it is possible to do so without continuing

has been

district,

volume.

Many

decisions are reported construing the federal statute relating to the liability of interstate railroads for injuries to their
employees, the chief point involved being the scope of this law.
Among the employees held to be within its provisions are a
brakeman getting ice to cool hot boxes on his train, a truckman
loading a detached car with interstate freight, a pumpman at a
water station, a repair man working on an engine tender on
a siding, a member of a switching crew placing an oil car to furnish oil for fuel for an interstate locomotive, a yard clerk taking
the numbers of the cars in an interstate train, and a track repairer
injured by an intrastate train while at work on a bridge.
There is a reporc of the contempt case against the leaders of
the American Federation of Labor, growing out of the injunction in the Buck Stove and Range Company case. The Supreme
Court of the United States in May. 1914, reversed this judgment
because of the lapse of time since the acts complained of were
committed, but without expressing any opinion as to the merits

A

law of Illinois fortiidding the use of emery wheels,
of the case.
etc.. for polishing processes in basements, without reference to
the actual conditions as to ventilation, and one of Louisiana limiting the hours of labor of certain classes of stationary engineers were held to attempt unjustifiable discriminations.

August
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the Northern Pacific, with headquarters at Duluth, Minn. R. T.
Taylor has been appointed trainmaster of the First, Second,
Fifth, Tenth and Eleventh subdivisions. Lake Superior division,

Railway Officers
Ejcecutive, Financial, Legal

with office at Duluth, in place of L. F. Newton, transferred to
Mandan, N. D., as trainmaster. A. M. Deverell has been appointed chief despatclier and division operator of the Minnesota
division in place of

and Accounting

Duval West, of San Antonio. Tex., has been appointed
ceiver of the San Antonio, Uvalde & Gulf.

re-

Lamb, receiver and general manager of the Atlanta,
Birmingham & Atlantic Railroad, with headquarters at Atlanta,
E.

Ga.,

T.

has

been

elected

president

of

its

successor

the

Atlanta,

Birmingham & Atlantic Railway. Brooks Morgan, of Atlanta,
has been elected vice-president, and F. K. Mays, treasurer and
purchasing agent, has been appointed secretary and treasurer.
Operating
P.
ing,

367

H. Mattimoe has been appointed superintendent of weighinspection and handling freight of the Wabash, with head-

quarters at St. Louis, Mo.
J. L. Terry, general superintendent and auditor of the Denver,
& Northwestern, has been appointed general manager,
with headquarters at Denver, Colo.

Laramie

Arthur John

W.

G.

Howland, transferred.

whose appointment as general superintendent of the Ontario Grand division of the Canadian Northern,
Hills,

Eastern lines, with headquarters at Toronto, Ont., has already
been announced in these columns, was born on February 15, 1879,
at Toronto.
He was graduated from Ridley College at St.
Catherines in 1893; from Upper Canada College, at Toronto in
1896, and from the University of Toronto in 1899.
In April of
the latter year, he entered the service of the Canadian Northern,
as stores and material agent of the construction department in
Manitoba. From June, 1901, to December, 1903, he was a clerk
in the general superintendent's office at Winnipeg. Man., and
then went to the third vice-president's office of the same road at
Toronto.
He was appointed superintendent of the Canadian
Northern Ontario in January, 1908, with headquarters at Toronto,
which position he held at the time of his recent appointment as
general superintendent of the Canadian Northern as above noted.
Traffic

James B. King has been appointed trainmaster of the Taylor
subdivision of tlie International & Great Northern and J. A

Shropshire has been appointed commercial agent of the
Rock Island Lines at Ft. Worth, Tex., to succeed I. G. Thomp-

Caldwell has been appointed trainmaster of the Gulf division.

son, resigned.

David Crombie, who has been appointed superintendent of
transportation of the Canadian Northern, Eastern lines, with headquarters at Toronto, Ont., as has been announced in these columns, was born in 1864,
at Hamilton, Ont., and
was educated in the public

He

schools.

oegan

railway work in, 1882
with the Grand Trunk,
and previous to 1890 was
operator, agent, and
despatcher on that
He then served as
despatcher and car

road.
train

serv-

agent on the Flint &
Pere Marquette at Saginaw, Mich., until 1900,
when he became superintendent of transportation
at Detroit of its successor the Pere Mar1907,

way
latter

From

1903,

he was out of

and
year went

service,

Grand Trunk

The headquarters
the

in

Toledo

Detroit,

of D. L. Rupert, division freight agent of
fronton, have been removed from fronton.

&

Ohio, to Lima.

W. A. Dolan having resigned as general New England agent
of the Chicago Great Western at Boston, Mass., that office is
abolished, and C. L. Smith is appointed general agent freight
department

at that place.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

Paul A. G. Tilmot has been appointed assistant roadmaster of

train

ice

quette.

B. D.

Northern Pacific

the

at

H. F. Staley, master mechanic of the Carolina, Clinchfield &
Ohio at Erwin, Tenn., having resigned, G. F. Shull has been appointed acting master mechanic, and W. S. Moseley has been appointed mechanical engineer, both will have their headquarters
at

Erwin.

to

Purchasing

rail-

the

to the
as master

The

purchasing agent of the Southern Pacific at
Portland, Ore., held bv A. E. Hutchinson, has been abolished.
office

of

of transportation. Three
D. Cr(
years later he was appointed assistant to general transportation manager, and in 1912,

was made

remaining

that position until January, 1913, when he was made general superintendent of transportation of the same road. In August of the
same year he returned to the service of the Pere Marquette
as inspector of transportation at Detroit, and in May, 1914,
was appointed inspector of transportation of the Canadian
Northern, which position he held at the time of his recent apassistant

to

vice-president,

Tacoma, Wash.

Nauman

has been appointed division engineer on the
Chicago division of the Baltimore & Ohio, with headquarters at
Garrett, Ind., succeeding John Tordella, promoted.
D.

F.

in

pointment as superintendent of transportation of the same road
as above noted.
jurisdiction of C. W. Coe, superintendent of the Toledo
division of the Wheeling & Lake Erie, at Brewster, Ohio, has

The

been extended over the Cleveland division. F. B. Barber, who
has been superintendent of the Cleveland division, has been appointed assistant superintendent of the Cleveland and Toledo
divisions with headquarters at Brewster.
D. J. Morris, assistant
superintendent, has been appointed assistant superintendent of
transportation at Brewster.

H. H. Maher has been appointed trainmaster of the Lake
Superior division, including the Duluth-Superior terminals, of

OBITUARY
Major Joseph G. Pangborn, formerly
senger agent of the Baltimore

&

assistant general pasOhio, at Baltimore, Md., died

on August IS, of heart disease. He was born at
Albany. N. Y., on April 9, 1845, and began railway work in December, 1876. He was general advertising agent of the Atchison,.
Topeka & Santa Fe previous to 1878, and then for two years
in that

was

city

confidential clerk to the general manager of the same road.
1880, for one jear he was chief clerk in the adver-

From May,

department of the Baltimore & Ohio, and has been in the
continuous service of that road ever since. In May, 1881, he was
appointed assistant to the general passenger agent; one year
.•\t
later he was promoted to assistant general passenger agent.
the time of his death he was a member of the Safety Committee.
the
chairman
of
he
was
fair
in
1893,
Chicago
.A.t the time of the
World's Transportation Commission, endowed by the late MarIn connection with
shall Field to study transportation history.
this work he went to Europe, Asia and Africa to gather data
tising

for a history of transportation from the earliest times, and some
book entitled
of the results of his researches were embodied in
?.

"The World's Railway."

:
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING

.-iriimiiimiinillinMiiirillllinniiiiiiriiiiiriiiitiii:

motive.

patent granted William R. McKeen covering all-steel box
mentioned in the July 10 issue, on page 80, should have
been numbered 1,107,086. instead of the number mentioned, which
was the serial number.

The Ste\v.\rt Sugar Company, Stewart. Cuba, has ordered one
Mogul type locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

&

The

cars, as

The Atlanta & West Point

The
and

Cincinnati, Hamilton

5 Pacific type locomotives

is

in the

& Dayton

market for one loco-

has ordered 30 Mikado

from the Lima Locomotive Cor-

poration.

The

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago

&

Louis reported in
the Railway Age Gazette of August 14 as being in the market for
a number of switching locomotives, is in the market for 11
St.

locomotives of that type.

The San

Diego & Arizona has ordered one Consolidation
freight locomotive from the American Locomotive Company.
This locomotive will have 22 by 30 in. cylinders, 57 in. driving
wheels, a total weight in working order of 212.000 lb., and a
steam pressure of 200 lb. This is in addition to a similar order
reported in the Railway Age Gazette of August 7.

CAR BUILDING
The Chesapeake & Ohio is in the market for 350 freight cars.
The Lehigh & Hudson is in the market for twenty 50-ton ore
cars.

The Southern
now

Pacific has again opened negotiations and
inquiring for 2,600 box cars.

is

IRON AND STEEL
The Chicago &
Bridge

&

Edmund Quincy. Lehigh 1913, for the past year with the
Pennsylvania Steel Company, Steelton, Pa., will become connected with the engineering department of the Q & C Company, New York, effective September 1.
Willard Doud, formerly shop engineer of the Illinois Central
and Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, having completed the special
engineering work involved in the construction of the new shops
for the Belt Railway of Chicago, at Chicago, announces the opening of offices in the Morton building, 538 South Dearborn street.
Chicago, for the handling of all matters pertaining to the design,
construction, equipment and operation of railroad and industrial
shops and power plants.

There have recently been put in service three Waddell & Harrington type vertical lift bridges, with unusually long spans. Of
these, the one over the Missouri river at Mondak, Mont., for the
Great Northern is 296 ft. long, the longest of this type ever built.
The second longest is the one over the south branch of the Chicago river in Chicago, for the Pennsylvania, which is 272 ft. 10
in. long.
The third bridge, which measures 271 ft. from center
to center of pins, is over the Yellowstone river on the Great
Northern.

Thomas A. Griffin, chairman of the board of directors of the
Wheel Company, Chicago, died on the steamship Korea
on the way from Yokohama to Honolulu on August 12. Mr.
Griffin was born August
Griffin

Western has ordered 238 tons of
I-beams and columns from the Chicago

Illinois

steel consisting of girders,

George Blackmore, eastern sales manager of the Union Switcii
Signal Company, has been elected vice-president and director
the Bryant Zinc Company, Chicago, with headquarters at
New York, effective September 1.

of

prentice

—

plant
troit

—

;

;

;

$7,953.

at

Rochester,

pany.
fin

Company its
known as the DeCar Wheel Com-

Car

gan

F.vlling off in Argentine Railway Receipts. The most important Argentine railways render accounts for the fiscal year
from July 1 to June 30. W'ith the exception of three companies
gross receipts for 1913-14 show an important falling off as compared with those of the preceding year. This is attributed in the
first place to disastrous droughts, which resulted in greatly diminished wheat and linseed crops, and in the second place to the
general business depression. The Buenos Aires Great Southern
shows a falling off in gross receipts from $31,334,970 in 1912-13 to

S2.068.112; Midland, $104,138; Xortheastern Argentine, $95,432;
Rosario to Puerto Belgrano, $142,029; Provincial of Santa Fe,
$550,706; Compania General de Buenos Aires, $1,034,451. Gross
receipts of three railways showed the following gains in 1913-14
as compared with 1912-13: Entre Rios Railway, $65,698; Central
Cordoba, $344,553 Buenos Aires Central, $106,537. The government railways, which render accounts for the calendar year, show
the following falling off in gross receipts for the first six months
of 1914 as compared with corresponding period of 1913 Central
Northern & Chaco branches, $536.009 Northern Argentine. $138,834; Northern Argentine (Cordoba division) and Northwestern,

Rochester,

and since 1868 he had
been continuously in the
car wheel manufacturing
In
1875 he
business.
went to Detroit and
operated for the Michi-

Roumanian K.mlway Extensions. The Roumanian Legislative .\ssembly recentlj' unanimously voted a credit of about
$100,000,000 intended for the development of the railways
of the country. Among the most interesting of the new lines proposed is the construction of a line to connect Bucharest directly
with Belgrade.

Buenos Aires Great Southern, $5,250,530; Buenos Aires & Pacific,
$3,372,484; Buenos Aires Western. $2,082,862; Central Argentine,

at

N. Y. His first business
experience was as an ap-

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul has ordered 128 tons of
material tor a subway at Winnebago avenue, Chicago, from the
Wisconsin Bridge & Iron Company, Chicago.

$26,084,440 in 1913-14.
Decrease in gross receipts in 1913-14, as
compared with 1912-13, was as follows on the different lines

1852,

28,

Iron Company, Chicago.

In 1879 the Grif-

Car Wheel Company

Detroit w-as organized, and the following
year Mr. Griffin went to
Chicago, where he organof

ized the Griffon

Foundry

&

\\ells

Company,

which was merged into
the

T. A. Giiffin

Griffin

Wheel

&

Foundry Company in
Mr. Griffin at this time acquired all of the interest in the
Griffin Car Wheel Company at Detroit, and subsequently the
name of this company was changed to the Griffin Wheel Company.
Besides having five foundries in Chicago the company
operates foundries in Boston, St. Paul, Detroit, Kansas City,
Denver, Tacoma and Los Angeles.
1886.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS

— Bulletin

No. 16 of the Armspear
York, contains eiglit pages devoted to illustrations of its spheroidal lens bridge and pier lamps.
These lamps are built to conform to the latest specifications of
Bridge and Pier Lamps.

Manufacturing Company,

New

the Bureau of Lighthouses.

I
'.

[

'

!•

'

August
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Snowden, Brownsville, and

L.

V. Phillips, Uniontown, are

di-

rectors.

Railway Construction

j

New York Subways.— The Xew York

|

sion, First district, has
aillUIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIirilllllllllMIIIIIlllllllllttllllllHilUlllllllllllllllllllllltlllllttllllltllllllllllllllllllllllllllllinilltlllllllltllllllMinillllliK

Public Service Commisexecuted a contract with the Rapid Transit

Subway Construction Company

for the

construction of section

of Routes Xos. 4 and 38, the Seventh avenue subway in
borough of Manhattan. This section covers the connection
between the new Seventh avenue subway and the existing subl-.-K,

—

Atlantic, Waycross & Northern. Grading work is now
under way, it is said, on an extension from Kingsland, Ga., west
The company now operates 11 miles of
to Folkston, 22 miles.
railroad from St. Marv's west to Kingsland.
(February 20, p.
407.)

—

Birmingham, Selma & Mobile. An officer writes that as
soon as bonds are sold contracts will be let to build a line connecting Blockton, Ala., Marion and Selma, to have a total
length of 67 miles. Track has been laid on 12 miles. The maximum grades will be 1.5 per cent, and maximum curvature 4
deg.
There will be one 200-ft. steel bridge and 38 trestles. The
company expects to develop a traffic in lumber, logs, cotton,
grain, fertilizer, cattle and coal. J. F. Johnston, president, Brent,
Ala.

—

Carthage & Copenhagen. Plans are being made, it is said,
build the extension projected in 1912 from Copenhagen.
N. Y., south to a connection with the Lehigh Valley at Camden,
about 35 miles. The company now operates 9 miles of railroad
from Carthage southwest to Copenhagen.
to

Chattahooche

—This

a 34-mile line

company, which now operates
from Standing Rock, Ala., south via West Point,

Ga.. to Jester,

.Ala.,

\'allev.

making surveys,

is

it

is said,

to build a 15-

mile extension.
The projected route is from McCulloh to a
connection with an existing line to Columbus.

—

CiN'ciNNATi, Xew Orleans & Texas Pacific. An officer
writes that a contract has been given to Dunn & McCarthy. Chicago, for building 8.9 miles of second track between tunnel 15, just
south of Xew River, Tenn., and tunnel 16, just north of Sunbright
The work will consist of the construction of parallel track
on present grade.

— Work

Dominion Atlantic.
Mountain branch from
ley branch, to

Weston

is

now under way on

Centerville, X.
14.79 miles.

the

North

on the Cornwallis Valexpected that the branch

It is

A contract to build the
be opened for operation in 1915.
was given last year to Kirk & Cooke, North Sidney. (December 12, p. 1147.)
will

Hamlin & Guyandotte. — This company

has been incorporated

The
in West Virginia with $50,000 capital and office at Hamlin.
plans call for building from a point at or near Hamlin to a
point on the Guyandotte river near West Hamlin, in Lincoln
county.
The incorporator? include L. R. Sweetland, J. S.
Pridemore, L. M. Thacker and A. F. Morris of Hamlin. J. W.
Dingess, of Huntington, and George E. McComas of Milton.

—

Illinois Central. This company has awarded a contract for
the extension of its freight yards at Fulton, Ky., to H. W. Nelson, Fulton, Ky.
The improvement consists of the extension of
the old tracks a distance sufficient to accommodate 80 additional
This will require
cars and the building of a few new tracks.
grading to an extent of 80.000 to 90,000 cu. yd. The estimated
is

way

at the

Battery.

is

City.

Kaw

\'alley

& Western

(Electric).

— This

company will start work soon, it is said, on the extension from
Bonner Springs, Kan., west to Lawrence. The company started
work in 1913, on a line from Kansas City west via Bonner
Springs to Lawrence, about 40 miles, and in June of this year
opened for operation the first section from Kansas City to Bonner Springs, 17 miles.

—

Missouri. Arkansas & Southwestern
L'nder this name, a
line is to be built, it is
said, from
Mena, Ark., east to Hot
Springs, about SO miles. The Century Construction Company is
the contractor and promoter.
G. D. Thayer is president of the
construction company and general manager of the railway company. B. W. Bartholomew is chief engineer, Mena.

Monongahela Southern Traction.

— Incorporated

in

Penn-

sylvania with a $108,000 capital to build from California. Pa..
south to Brownsville, about five miles. C. L. Snowden, president,
^•ownsville J. P. McKelvey, Pittsburgh; C. H. Story and F. B.
;

contract price is $474,244. The comwith the Station Construction
on certain stations on the ex-

subway

from

Brooklvn.

The

Forty-third to
contract price

$251,134.

Northern Pacific— This company has awarded to the Cook
Construction Company a contract for grading a branch line from
Beach. N. D., southerly a distance of 26 miles.

—

Reading, Birdsbcro & Pottstown (Electric). An officer
writes that this company expects to let contracts in about 60
days to build from Reading, Pa., southeast via Birdsboro.
Berks county, to Pottstown, about 25 miles. W. Abbott Whit-

man,

Sr.,

president.

A. H. Leader, engineer, Reading.

(May

22, p. 1171.)

We

Seattle, Port Angeles & Lake Crescent.—
are lold that
the Erickson Construction Company. Seattle. Wash., is now at
work building about 27 miles west of Port Angeles and 11 miles

connecting at Fairmount, Wash., with the Port Townsend &
Puget Sound. The company will not build a street car line at
Port Townsend, nor any extension along Hood canal to Olympia.
It is expected that the line will be completed this year between
Port Townsend and Port Angeles, 50 miles. It will probably
be eventually extended further west into the heavy timber section of Clallam and Jefferson counties. C. J. Erickson, president.
east,

Seattle.

(July 24,

p.

Shelby X'orthern.

190.)

— This

company expects to begin work in
October, it is said, on a line from Shelby, X'. C, north to
Casar, about 20 miles,
C. R. Poole. Rockingham, N. C, may
be addressed.

—

South Carolina Roads. We are told that a preliminary survey has been made and most of the right of way has been secured for an 18-mile line to be built from a connection with the
Carolina, Atlantic & Western at Hartsville. S. C, northeast to
a connection with the Atlantic Coast Line at Society Hill. The
promoters are not ready to let contracts for the construction

work, as a charter has not yet been secured. Steam is to be
used as the motive power for freight service and the question
of using both gasolene and electric storage battery cars for pasThe principal commodsenger traffic, is under consideration.
ities to be carried include fertilizer, cotton, cotton seed, tobacco, grain, fruit, agricultural products and coal. C. D. O'X'eal,
Wilmington, X. C, may be addressed.

—

Southern Railway. .An officer writes that a contract has
been given to W. W. Boxley & Co., Roanoke, Va., for building
seven miles of second track on the Washington division between
Charlottesville,

Va.,

and Arrow Head.

The work

involves

a

slight revision of grade.

$75,000.

Kansas

The

mission also, executed a contract
Cornpany, Inc., for station finish
tension of the Fourth avenue
Eighty-sixth streets, borough of

S.,

line

cost

the

Texas Roads.

—

M. J. Healey, Big Springs, Tex., and associare promoting the construction of a railroad from Big
Springs. Tex., northwest to Texico, N. Mex., about 175 miles,
expect to place surveyors in the field to locate the route about
September 1. Land and money bonuses in aid of the project
have been raised in the different towns along the route. Residents of Big Springs have agreed to contribute $30,000 and 25
acres of land in return f^r which the general offices and shops
are to be located at that place. The line will connect with the
Texas & Pacific at Big Springs, and with the Santa Fe at Lamesa
ates,

and

who

at Texico.

Toledo,

Ottawa Beach & Northern (Electric). — An officer
company now operates a line from Toledo, Ohio,

writes that this

north to Toledo Beach. Mich., which is six miles south of Monroe.
The company has been considering for some time the question of
building an extension of about three miles from Toledo Beach
north along the shore of Lake Erie, but will not extend the line
to Monroe, as has been reported.
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from Wilmington, K. C,

Park to Wilmington Beach, about 13 miles. In adcompany plans to build about 11 miles of city lines,
C. C. Chadbourn is president.

Railway Financial News

|

and a power house.
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RAILWAY STRUCTURES

.\tlaxta,

Birmingham & Atlantic Railway Company,

—This

the name of the new company organized as successor to the
Atlanta, Birmingham & .Atlantic Railroad Company and at a
meeting of the directors in Atlanta, August 15, E. T. Lamb,
receiver in charge of the property and general manager for
the past year, was chosen president of the new corporation.
Brooks Morgan, of Atlanta, was chosen vice-president. All
is

—

Birmingham, Ala. A contract has been given to the
Construction Company, New Orleans, La., it is said, to

Jeflferson

build the
viaduct over the tracks of the Louisville & Nashville and the
Southern Railway on First avenue, in Birmingham.
(Mav 8,
p.

1055.)

—

The Philadelphia & Reading has applied to the
Pennsylvania State Water Supply Commission for permission to
build a bridge at Colmar.
CoLMAR. Pa,

Covallen, Pa.

— The

Pennsylvania Railroad has applied to the
Commission for permission to

Pennsylvanfa State Water Supply
build a bridge at Covallen.

—

Halifax, N. S. On the Dominion Atlantic, which is conby the Canadian Pacific, improvements are being carried
out in connection with the laying of larger rails, which include
the substitution of concrete steel structures for all bridges and
The new Bear river bridge over 1,425 ft. long is about
culverts.
completed. Work has recently been started on the Avon bridge
at Windsor, to be 1,110 ft, long, and the Weymouth bridge over
the Sissiboo river to be 1,100 ft, long.
New bridges have been'
built also on the Midland division across the Shubenacadie river
at Cambridge, at Moose river and at Allen's creek, and one is
under construction at Gaspereau. Trestles have been filled in
and sidings lengthened at various points, and new stations were
built at Wolfville, at Patterson and at Mosherville.
trolled

— The

Chicago

& North Western

has awarded

a contract for a bridge on its main line over the Milwaukee
river near Milwaukee, to the Cleary-White Construction Com-

pany, Chicago.

This company has

piles to Pellett

& McMuIlen. Manitowoc, Wis.

let

a sub-contract for driving

—

Pennsylvania. The Pennsylvania State Water Supply Commission has approved the applications of the following railroad
companies to build bridges; Chartiers Southern, six bridges, over
Little Chartiers creek and Daniel's run in Washington county;
Pittsburgh, Chartiers & Youghiogheny, five bridges, in Washington
county, and Pennsylvania Railroad, two bridges, in Crawford
county.

ScRANTON, Pa.

— An

ordinance has been passed by the city of
granting permission to the Delaware, Lackato carry out improvements, including the
elimination of grade crossings at McHale's court. West Scranton and at Court street, ^North Scranton. It is understood that
the company will at once carry out this work, also the elimination of the grade crossing at Myrtle street. In addition plans
have been made to eliminate the grade crossing at Theodore
street. North Scranton,
Scranton,

it is

of the officers of the operating, traffic and accounting departments were continued in their present places. F. K. Mays is
both secretary and treasurer.
The court is expected to terminate the receivership within a few days. Application for the
approval of bonds to be issued by the new company is now
pending before the Georgia State Railroad Commission.

—

Pacific. A special meeting of the stockholders is
7, the day of the regular annual meeting,
vote on a proposal to increase the capital stock of the
company by the sum of $75,000,000. This will increase the
outstanding
amount
from
$260,000,000
to
$335,000,000,
or the full amount authorized.
In a statement dealing with
the company's financial position President Shaughnessy says
that no new w-orks of any magnitude are contemplated
at present, and therefore no necessity exists for a further
issue of capital stock, but that this proposal is to provide for
the company's
future caflital
requirements as they arise.
The last financing of the company was in December, when
$52,000,000 of 6 per cent notes were issued.

Canadian

—

Eliz.-vbethtown, Pa. An officer of the Pennsylvania Railroad
writes that a contract was given recently to the Pitzel Construction Company, Lancaster, Pa., for improvements at Elizabethtown
The work includes the changing and
to cost about $54,000,
building of the freight station and making other improvements.
A new passenger station 27 ft. by 75 ft. of stone construction
will be built on the north side of the track, about one-quarter
mile east of where the present station is located.
The main
waiting room will be down on the street level and there will be
baggageways leading up to the passenger tunnel underneath the
tracks.
.Ml platforms will be of cement and there will be two
enclosed shelter sheds of stone construction 64 ft. long.

^IiLWAUKEE Wis,

;

said,

wanna & Western

—

The Street Car Lines of the Argentine Republic. There
were 666 miles of electric tramways in Argentina in 1913. 476 of
which were located in the city of Buenos Aires, and the re-'
mainder in various provincial cities. Passengers carried by the
Buenos .\ires lines in 1913 numbered 423,661,587, an increase in
round numbers of 31,000,000 over 1912,

called for October
to

New

York.

New Haven &

Hartford.

—The

suit of certain stock-

holders entered in the Massachusetts Supreme Court July 17.
demanding that the company, and the men who were its
directors from 1904 to 1911, refund sums alleged to have been
wasted by mismanagement, came up before Justice Braley at
Boston, .August 18, and an injunction was issued restraining
the directors named in the suit from transferring stock of the
company held by them pending a decision by the .full bench
of the court, which has under consideration the application
for the appointment of a receiver in this suit.

—

Pere Marquette. The committee formed last April to protect
holders of equipment obligations has agreed with the receivers,
to deposit $57,833 on the first of each month during the current
fiscal year for payment of principal and interest on equipment
obligations.
In addition to these contributions by the cnmmittee the receivers purpose to apply $65,000 a month to the
repair of cars, J. P. Morgan & Co. and the Guaranty Trust
Company have acquired approximately $1,700,000 of the equipment obligations, and, under arrangements with the receivers,
have taken a like amount of receivers' certificates in exchange.

—

Uv.\lde & Gulf. On application of a majority
of the stockholders of this company the United States District
Court for the district of Texas, on .August 12, appointed Duval
West, of San .\ntonio, receiver for the property of the company and also for the Medina Irrigation Company. This railroad extends from San Antonio, Tex., southeastward to Corpus
The
westward to Uvalde and Crystal City.
Christi, and
The amount of
total length of lines operated is 314 miles.

San Antonio,

stock outstanding is $230,000; .and the bonds amount to $3,663.000.
The Bankers' Trust Company of St. Louis is the
The president and general manager of the road is
trustee.
A. R. Ponder, San Antonio.

—

'Railway Extension in India. The government of India
its consent to the construction, by the Mysore Durbar,
of a line of meter gage railway from Mysore to .Arsikere via
.Hassan, a distance of 107 miles.
has given

—

New Chinese Railways CoiiTRACT. .At Peking, on July 26,
a representative of an English "Tirm signed the final contract to
finance and construct a railway from a point opposite Shasi in
the
line

Yangtze Valley to Shiung-yi-fu in Kwei-Chou, w-ith a branch
from Cheng-te-fu to Changsha, the capital of Hunan.

August
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always realized by
included in

SIMMONS-BOARDMAN PUBLISHING COMPANY

been, in charge of the operation of terminal yards, to prepare
discussions on this subject.
Several excellent papers already

WooLWORTH Building, New York

Sherman,
The addr

i

Simmons, President

Henry

cc-President.
s

of the

Citizens' Bldg.

Anne's Chambers, Westminster.

E. A.
L. B.

CLEVELAND:

Transportation BIdg.

LONDON: Queen

company

is

&

Lee, Sec'y

Treas.

the address of the officers.

W.

Hooper

E.

B. B. .^DAMS

E. T.

Howso.\

H. H. Simmons

to the editor of the

W.

Railway Age Gazette, 608 South Dearborn
Chicago, and must be received not later than September
to be considered by the judges.

15,

Samuel O. Dunn, Editor
\'. Wright, Managing liditor
H. F. Lane
F. W. Kraeger
R. E. Thayer
K. L. Van Auken
A. C. Loudon
E. G. Zack
C. B. Peck
George L. Fowler
C.

have been received. We will pay ?S0 and $35 for the two best
papers received, and our regular space rates for all other papers
accepted and published. The awards will be based on the practicability of the methods suggested and the completeness with
which the subject is covered. .\11 contributions should be sent
street,

EDITORS
Roy

The American Association

of Railroad Superintendents, whose
reported in this issue, shows an encouraging increase
in members and has received a lot of exSuperintendents
pressions of friendly interest from general

meeting

Foss

Subscriptions, including 52 regular weekly issues and special daily editions
published from time to time in New York, or in places other than New
York, payable in advance and postage free:

United States and Me.\ico

;
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WE
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388,450, an average of 9,384 copies a week.
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trainmaster,

the operation of a terminal yard

Operation of

ficient

yard.
the

or yardmaster in charge of
performs a double duty. His

responsibility

first

Terminal Y«urds

is

to

secure

the

ef-

and economical operation of his
Hardly secondarj- in importance is

providing of proper service for the

various industries artd team tracks.
He
must not only operate the yard economically for the company,
but he must also gi\-e the patrons the proper service, for the influence of the yard

do some vigorous work in committees.
The committee men
in office have done much good work, but evidently
they
have not felt warranted in giving to their tasks the time necessary to formulate conclusions of the kind which will make an
impression on the American Railway Association.
The need
of an association of superintendents is very definite.
The only
body which deals with their problems is the American Railway

now

afterward.

The

really

committee rooms; and

important discussions

many

that, for

crew

in securing

all

take place in

not the most
It is lo he hoped that those 41 general managers
given the superintendents a few pleasant words, will
follow up their letters with a substantial "boost." Messrs. Taysubjects,

is

profitable way.

who have

and Underwood have made a good beginning.

and holding

traffic

it

is

true

enough that

the

•Darius Miller
•Railroad Receivership and Reorganization: by William Z. Ripley
A Questionnaire for Station Agents
•Chicago, Burlington & Quincy 210-2 Freight Locomotive
Annual Meeting of Superintendents' Association
Master Blacksmiths' Convention

The Contest on the

for

People sometimes say that no

The Present Status of Clearance Legislation
•Rock Island Interlocking Plant at Joliet
Sir George Paish on Savings Under Government Ownership

superinteiident,

many members, a sufficient recompense for the time
but to give the association the dignity it deserves,
and
to avoid letting it fall into the class of
mere social gatherings,
like the Old Time Telegraphers', a lot of
members have got to
ford,
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Association

MISCELLANEOUS:

The

profitable to

spent;

lor

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR:
Roadmasters' and Maintenance of

is

Association, which does very little discussing in open meeting—
and even that discussing is not made public until several months

EDITORIALS:

The

week

member who participates in it with serious purpose, and
even the informal conferences, outside the meeting
room, afevery

8.00
15 cents each

En^neering and Maintenance of Way Edition and four Maintenance of
Convention daily issues. North America, $1 foreign, $2.

Way
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managers; but still the association as a
whole has not yet found its gait. A gather-

Getting

Together

ing like that of last

6.00

Foreign Countries (excepting daily editions)
Single Copies
-

Volume

is

$5.00

Canada

Entered at the Post Office at
second class.

men.

of terminal operation

which we are now conducting. In order that this discussion may
be of the greatest practical value to those engaged in this phase
of railway operation, we urge all who are now, or who have

Published Every Friday and Daily Eight Times in June by the

CHICAGO:

railway

These are but two of the
whose consideration is
the contest on "The Operation of Terminal Yards,"

numerous phases

is

not

The Death
of

Darius Miller

man

is

indispensable.

And

after the deaths even of men who have
played the largest parts in political and
business affairs the world seems to go

on much as before.
a

while

his

verj-

But every once
some strong man who is

in
in

prime and appears to have

years of usefulness before him is suddenly stricken down, and
then there is a feeling that while he was not exactly in-

dispensable, nevertheless the world has suffered a heavy loss
because he was not allowed to live out what, it seems, should
lave been his allotted years of achievement. The death of
Darius Miller is one which causes feelings and reflections ot
this kind.
Urbane, tactful, optimistic, sagacious, an indefatigable worker, an able administrator, at the head of one of
the greatest railroad systems in the world where he had an
almost unsurpassed opportunity to do creative work for the
owners of the property and for the public, it seems sad beyond expression that he should have been cut off at only 55
years old when he was in the very middle period of his
prime.
Doubtless in the world's hard economy no one is
exactly indispensable. But when such men as Darius Miller

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE
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go they are long and greatlj' missed in important places. A
certain man, on being introduced to James J. Hill, remarked
that he knew Mr. Miller. "Then you know a \ery great railroad man." Mr. Hill immediately responded. Mr. Hill propMr. Miller's remarkable qualities somewhat
earlier than others, but every man competent to have an
opinion would now accept Mr. Hill's judgment. Mr. Miller
was more than a great railroad man. He was a great citizen.
He was a great citizen both because of his civic activities
and because every man who does creative work in industry
or commerce such as he did is a great citizen ot his own
country and of the world. How unfortunate it is that so
many able men devote their lives to promoting the welfare
of their country by building up its commerce and industries
as Darius Miller did, and receive very little credit or thanks
for it from the public, while this same foolish public is bestowing lavish credit and thanks on men whose only public
service consists in frequently standing up in their places and
talking for two hours without stopping to thin4<. While Mr.
Miller will be long remembered as a great railroad man, he
will be even longer remembered by those who frequently came in
contact with him as one of the truest, finest and most lovable
gentlemen that ever lived.
Without ostentation or condescension he was the soul of kindness, consideration and
politeness to every one, high or low, and whether in business
or in social life. The railroad world and the busine>i world
of America have suffered a heavy loss.
erly appraised

A FRANK EXPRESSION OF PUBLIC SENTIMENT
'T'HE
*

indifference

of

the

public

to

the

perplexities

policemen, constables and magistrates encounter

in

which
dealing

with the tramp problem is well known.
The average citizen
takes so little thought about the possibility of incnnvcniencc or
danger to himself by reason of the railroad tramp, and what it

might mean, that his representative in the legislature usually
takes no thought at all.
Public sentiment is so little hkely to
produce any form of action that the narrow or indolent legislator
can safely devote his time and energies to some pleasanter form
of activity.
But indifference docs now and then give way to
something positive. There is a reason why there is such general acquiescence in the policy of silence and neglect.
The
"pocket nerve" is affected. This nerve is always affected when
it comes to breaking up a widespread abuse.
Every thoughtful and public spirited citizen should be interested in the following very frank reportorial e.xpression in the

Utica (N. Y.) Press:
Rome, August

—

16.
Railroad detectives on Saturday arrested 17 tramps,
they took off trains in Verona and took them to Higginsville before
Justice of the Peace Smith E. Schwody. who sentenced them all to 15 days
each in the county jail in this city.
It will cost the county about $300.
The people of Verona should remember this justice when he comes up

whom

for ofBce

again.

There are now 58 prisoners in the Rome jail. Railroad detectives must
stand in with the Prison Commission, who demanded a larger jail for the
county.
What good docs this do? .\s soon as these tramps are released
will jump the first train out of the city and no one will be benefited.
they been left alone tbey would have gone out of the county and no
expense would have been imposed on the county of Oneida.

they

Had

Here

is

very definite evidence of public sentiment in favor of
it cqsts too much money to enforce the laws.

lawlessness because

is very common, though it is not often so plainly
Railroad officers have made some little effort to stiffen
it is evident that such
missionary work must continue to encounter the deadening in-

Such sentiment

expressed.

magistrates' backbones, here and there, but
fluence of this local short-sightedness.

It is plainly evident that the way to
deal with the tramp
problem on railroads, whether in the state of New York or in
any state, is to consider it as one state-wide problem. The
towns and cities are always jealous of each other and usually
are actuated by the narrowest views.
The right of local self government is a vjtal feature of our

\"oL. 57.
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subject to regulation and limiand there does not seem to be
regulation can be applied to the tramp

republican constitution: but

is

it

tation by the sovereign state

;

any way in which this
problem except through the means of a radical legislative act.
Local police departments and local magistrates need to be freed
from every influence tending to weaken their respect for a rigid
law. The law for repression of tramps should bear with strong
and equal force m every part of the state, every day in the
There seems to be no hope of this except through direct
year.
state administration.

SAVINGS UNDER GOVERNMENT OWNERSHIP

Y7 E

publish on another page a letter written recently by
George Paish, editor of the London Statist, to
E. P. Riplej'. containing an estimate of the saving in the
annual cost of railway capital which could be made in this
country under government ownership.
In view of several
estimates relating to the same subject matter which recently
'\

'^

Sir

hp\e h""n made

in this

country, that of Sir George

is

highly

one of the leading authorities on financial subjects in the world.
For years his paper has specialized
on American railway affairs, and its American railroad sections, which have been regularly republished in book form,
have been mines of authoritative information regarding the
operating and financial results of our roads. Being an Englishman, Sir George can participate in discussions of our
railway questions without heat, prejudice or partisanship.
One of the most notorious estimates of the saving which
under government ownership could be tuade in the cost of
railway capital was that presented by Clifford Thorne to
different organizations and persons, and which varied from
$411,000,000 to $-164,000,000. according to the size of the mistakes which Thorne made in his figures. In an address last
February C. .-X. Prouty, director of valuation of the Interstate
Commerce Commission, roughly estimated that the railways
would cost the government $20,000,000,000; that the interest
rate that would have to be paid on this debt would be 3 per
interesting, for he

cent;

that,

is

therefore, the

total

interest

of

the government

would be $600,000,000 per annum, which would be some $72.000,000 less than the interest and dividends paid by the
railways.
In his recent book on Government Ownership of
Railways, Samuel O. Dunn, after making estimates of the
total

amount
and

railways,

that the

government would have to pay for the
it would have to pay on the

the rate of interest

railway debt, concluded that the government's maximum possible saving in cost of capital would be $120,000,000 a year.
He believed, however, that the saving was likelj' to be substantially less than this, if, indeed, there were any at all.
Arriving at his conclusion by a different method. Sir
George Paish places the maximum possible saving at $130.000,000 a year. Of this. $70,000,000 would be' saved by refunding the funded debt of the railways in. ZYz per cent government bonds, provided this refunding were possible. Sir
George doubts, however, whether it would be possible for
years, simply because he doubts if those who hold the bonds
would be willing to exchange them for government V/i per
cent bonds.
'Thus," he concludes, "one cannot safelj' calculate a greater
iip.mediate profit from government ownership than about
$60,000,000 per annum.'' and, of course, if there were any
considerable increase in operating expenses under government ownership this saving would speedily be more than
wiped out. As a matter of fact, the greatest possible savings
that could be made under government ownership in the cost
of railway capital are so much smaller than the smallest
increases that, it can be naturally assumed would occur in
the cost of operation, that it may be regarded as certain that
the adoption of government ownership, instead of yielding
profits to the government, would speedily involve it in heavy
losses.
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THE INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION AND
PASSENGER FARES
'T'HAT the Interstate Commerce Commission meant busi^

and was not merely holding forth an empty hope
in the eastern rate advance decision, the
is demonstrated by
its decision of last week denying the petition of the state
commissions of Arkansas, Missouri and Oklahoma for a reduction of the interstate fares in those states from three cents
to two cents a mile, the rate forced by those states for intraness,

when

it

suggested,

possibility of increasing passenger fares,

state travel.

That there
Interstate

is

no immediate danger that the function

Commerce Commission

is

to be limited

of the

com-

to

puting the sums of intrastate rates made by state legislatures
or commissions, and prescribing the result as a measure of
the interstate rates, has been thoroughly demonstrated by
several recent decisions of the Supreme Court, notably that
in

the Shreveport case.

As

to

what the commission would

consider a reasonable passenger fare, however, it has never
given any very definite clew until this opinion. The commission not only holds that state-made fares are not to be
taken as criteria of the reasonableness of interstate fares,
but expresses the conclusion that "from all the evidence, to
base interstate passenger fares from and to and through
Arkansas, Missouri and Oklahoma on three cents a mile does
not result in rates that we are convinced are unreasonable."
It is interesting to note, moreover, that the commission
was not influenced by the claim commonly made by the state
commissioners that the growth of traffic proves that it has
been stimulated by the two-cent fare. The commission says:
"There are so many conditions determining the extent of
passenger travel that accurate conclusions cannot be reached
from the consideration of any one condition alone.
Population is increasing in the states here represented, and
greater density of population means more travel.
The comparisons of revenues intrastate between the two-cent
and three-cent periods prove nothing in favor of the lower
fare.
This does not mean that there may not be
force in the theory that a reduction of a rate tends to increase
the traffic or travel."
The lawfulness of the two-cent fares not being in issue,
the commission expressed no conclusion as to their reasonableness for intrastate travel, but it does make this highly
significant suggestion: "It may be that a mileage scale of passenger rates applicable to both state and interstate business
somewhat less than three cents per mile would be reasonable
in this territory and would, if adopted, remove the alleged
discrimination now complained of.
Without expressing an
opinion as to this we deem it not improper to suggest its consideration by complainants and defendants as a possible basis
of a fair adjustment of the controversy."
The suggested compromise could be brought about by -the
simple and time-honored expedient of splitting the difference,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

as the interstate rates are

now based on

three cents and the

on two cents in the territory under consideration.
In other parts of the country an adjustment on this basis
would require the states to give up something they have
state rates

gained in state rates in return for concessions which the carriers have already made as to interstate rates and in some
of these other

sections the roads are already working out
plans for advancing all interstate rates to a minimum of 25<J
cents a mile.
It is understood that it is also proposed to
the suggestion made by the Interstate Commerce
Commission and ask the various states that have enforced
reductions to two cents to allow an advance.
There is no reason for making state rates lower than inter-

follow

on the contrary, every principle of rate-making
that rates for short distances b'e on a higher basis
than rates for long distances.
The railways now have an
excellent opportunity to advance interstate fares to a reason-

state rates;

demands

able basis.

If

they then

fail

to convince the states that the

373

two-cent fares are too low, the Shreveport decision points
the remedy.
It is no longer the case that discrimination in
rates can be corrected only by reducing the higher rate.
If
the commission holds that $3 is a reasonable fare for an
interstate journey of 100 miles, there should, it would seem,
be little difficulty in proving that the passenger who pays
that rate is discriminated against in favor of the man who
rides 150 miles for the same fare within the limits of a single
state.

Interstate fares in Western Passenger Association territory
were generally reduced to about two cents a mile on May 1

under the aggregate fare clause of the fourth section of the
act.
At the same time the Central Passenger
Association roads refrained from reducing their rates by refusing to recognize state rates in filing their interstate basing
fares with the Interstate Commerce Commission. As the aggregate fare clause requires only that the fare for a through
route shall not exceed the aggregate of the intermediate interstate rates it was only necessary for the eastern roads to
maintain their interstate basing fares at 2}^ cents a mile to
avoid reducing through fares. It is understood they are now
planning to advance all interstate fares to that basis.

commerce

CANADIAN PACIFIC
IX

the last few days of trading before the

^

Exchange closed Canadian

New York

Stock

was conspicuous for
a market that was almost un-

Pacific stock

its rapid decHnes in price, even in
precedented in the rapidity with which prices

in

general

fell.

The

desire of foreign holders of Canadian Pacific securities to
convert their holdings into cash was ample explanation for the
drop -in the quoted prices of the stock; but the question that arose
a good many people's mind was as to whether the reaction
from the boom of recent years in Canada had not adversely affected the Canadian Pacific to such an extent as to account ir>
some part for the greater pressure on this stock than on that of
most United States roads. The annual report of the Canadian'
in

Pacific for 1914 "does not justify

any such conclusion, although

Canadian

indicates that the

Pacific, like other Canadian inwhich has taken place in Canada.
In the fiscal year ended June 30, 1914, the company earned
$81,135,000 from freight, as compared with $89,655,000 in the previous year, and $32,478,000 from passengers, as compared with
it

dustries, has felt the reaction

On

the previous year.

$35,545,000 in

the other hand, revenue

from sleeping cars, express, telegraph and miscellaneous increased
from $13,274,000 in 1913 to $15,069,000 in 1914, so that the total
decrease in earnings was $9,580,000, or between 7 and 8 per cent.
is by no means a startling falling off in gross earnings,

This

especially

when

it

is

remembered

that the earnings in 1913

were

the largest in the history of the company.

Even more important, however, is the fact that the company
was able to reduce its transportation expenses in proportion to
loss

its

gross revenue.

in

amounted

to

and

$87,389,000,

Total

operating expenses

in 1913 to $93,150,000.

in V914
Included in

these totals are $42,250,000 in 1914 for transportation expenses

and $46,074,000
or

more than

impossible to

in 1913.

This

9 per cent.
tell

is

a reduction of nearly $4,000,000,

Without

how much

detailed expense accounts

of this reduction

is

in

labor.

it

is

Un-

doubtedly Canada was paying too highly for its labor in the few
years preceding 1913 and it may well be that a considerable portion of the saving in transportation expenses in 1914 was made
Probably
in the wages paid to Employees in this department.
the greater part, however, was because of increased trainload.
.Appropriations for both maintenance of way and of equipment
falling oflf in business but were not heavIn 1914 $16,427,000 was spent for maintenance of way,

were reduced with the
ily

cut.

as against $18,499,000 in

;

1913,

and $16,617,000 for maintenance

of equipment, as against $17,199,000 in 1913.
maintenance of way looks heavier than it really
that in 1913, 1912 and for

some years

The reduction
is,

previous, the

in

due to the fact
Canadian Pa-

had been paying too high for its section labor because of the
competition for this class of labor, due to the construction work
cific
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Paul and the extensive
and the Canadian
Apparently, therefore, the earning power of the
Northern.
Canadian Pacific, so far from being impaired by the depression in
Canada, has suffered less than a great many of United States
Pacific coast extension of the St.

on the

building by both

the

Grand Trunk

Pacific

roads, especially the transcontinentals, in recent years.
In 1914 the Canadian Pacific hauled 27,801,000 tons of freight,

as compared with 29,472,000 in 1913, and 25,940,000 in 1912. The
average earnings per ton per mile was 7.5 mills in 1914, as against
11 mills in each of the other two years, the average length of

haul remaining about the same in the two years, so that the ton
mileage of revenue freight was less by 5.70 per cent in 1914 than
The Canadian Pacific in 1913 carried a larger proporin 1913.

non-revenue freight than most roads in this country the
mileage of non-revenue freight in 1913 being 1,744,000,In 1914 the ton mileage of this non-revenue freight was but

tion of

total ton

000.

1,497,000,000, a decrease of 14 per cent, reflecting, probably, the
slackening in branch line building by the company.
Despite the falling off in ton mileage there was a quite notable
increase in the average revenue trainload, which in 1914 was 407

compared with 381 tons in 1913. The total trainload, including non-revenue freight, was 464 tons in 1914 and 440 tons in
1913.
This is an increase of 5.48 per cent, and is in part the result of an increase in carloading per loaded car of 2.91 per cent.
tons, as

shows only the total tonnage of commodshowing the principal commodities separately
the annual report shows flour by barrels, grain by bushels, livestock by head, etc: Making a rough approximation, however, the
following table. shows the tonnage in 1914, compared with 1913,

The Canadian

ities carried,

Pacific

and

in

of the principal commodities.

Tons carried

Flour
Grain
Livestock

Lumber
Manufactured

articles
All other articles

1914

1913

862,000
5,548.000
1.000,000
4,532,000
8,148,000
9, 1 59,000

793,000
5,159.000
800,000
4,000.000
9,519.000
9,625.000

Earning power is only one of the factors in the price at which
Canadian Pacific stock has sold in recent years. The assets of
the company, in addition to its railroad property, are enormous.
Among these assets, of course, is the company's credit and ability
to raise new money cheaply. Undoubtedly the European war as
well as the Canadian depression has affected this credit; but on
the other hand the Canadian Pacific is in no immediate need, apparently, of new capital and a period of cessation from new construction would give the company, probably, a more efiicient and
well-knit
tensive

together plant than would a continuation of an ex-

program of branch

line building.

Tn the last annual report for the first time the company separolling
rates its property investment as between railway and
placed at $452.stock. The total for these two items in 1913 was
In 1914 tlie railway was carried on the books at $338,321,000.
In addition, the com084^000, and rolling stock at $153,256,000.

pany owns ocean, lake and river steamships costing $24,171,000,
and also owns securities, the cost of which was $107,868,000 and
the comthe par value of which is $162,606,000. Previous to 1914
the
pany did not show on its balance sheet, except in a foot note,
Columbia.
land in Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and British
to the balance sheet as inactive
with certain power and mining company
value of
stocks (carried at $4,797,000) are carried at a total
is a very
$133,022,000. Apparently the book value of these lands
Alberta
conservative estimate of their sales value. For instance.
whereagricultural lands are carried at $13 an acre on the books,
for agricultural
as an average of $17.80 per acre was received

These lands are now taken on
assets, which, together

The
lands sold in 1914 and, exclusive of irrigated lands, $16.57.
while the irirrigated land sold during the year brought $66.93,
carried on the
rigated land in the eastern section of .Mberta is
books

at but

$40 an acre.

securities of the company were increased durper cent
ing the year by the sale of approximately $4,000,000 4
debenture
preference stock and $10,000,000 4 per cent consolidated

The outstanding
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1914

was made

to stockholders at

sites total-

80 and amounted, of course, to a

money provided from

Shaughnessy says that

President

considerable extra dividend.
this

sale of notes

all

is

that will be

required for the purposes of the company. Cash on hand at the
end of the year totaled $36,778,000. Stockholders, however, are
to be asked to authorize an increase of $75,000,000 in the ordinary
stock, although there is no intention of issuing any of this stock
until conditions materially improve in Canada and increased business warrants extensions or additions and betterments.
During the years 1910 to 1913 the company spent $60,000,000

and locomotives, and during 1914 the deliveries amounted
The payment for these deliveries is to be
15 annual installments through a separate corporation

for cars

to about $14,000,000.

made

LEHIGH VALLEY

and by the sale of $52,000,000 6 per cent notes, which are

secured by the deferred payments on land and town

ing $42,667,000; government securities amounting to $10,089,000,
and a deposit with the trustee totaUng $3,790,000. The note sale

the

375

in

the Victoria Rolling Stock

&

Realty

Company

;

but the entire

IN

1911 and the early part of 1912, after the

Lehigh Valley
outstanding capital stock by
the sale of $20,000,000 par value of stock to its own shareholders and raised its dividend to 10 per cent, there were
expressions of opinion made quite freely, especially in New
York, that the company had overestimated its earning capacity
had

1910 increased

in

and would

fail

its

to justify the

optimism

of

its

directors.

The

year 1912 was not a prosperous one for the company, but
even then it succeeded in earning' its dividend; 1913 was a
very prosperous year, and in 1914, although the company
felt the general business depression and especially the falling
off in anthracite coal traffic, it earned its 10 per cent dividend,
even without the extraordinary $685,000 received as other
income from dividends on the s(.ock of the Temple Iron

Company.
Furthermore, while the company has spent during the four
1, 1910, for the betterment of the property,
the acquisition of new property or the retirement of outstanding obligations $40,329,000, it has increased its capital
obligations by the issue of $10,000,000 4j-'2 per cent bonds
years since July

of course, of the stock increase of $20,167,000

only, exclusive,

previously mentioned. It has, therefore, besides being able
to pay its 10 per cent dividends, been able to put into the
property from earnings about $10,000,000, and on June 30,
1914, was in a strong position as regards working capital.

XRochesier Jc.

Cash on hand amounted to $11,021,000. There was no floating debt and total working liabilities, including audited
vouchers and wages unpaid amounted to but $4,075,000, while
NAPLSS

the

W

company

held

in

its

treasury $18,711,000

of

its

own

marketing when conditions justify
or when the company is in need of more capital.
The Lehigh Valley operates 1,399 miles of road, of which
595 miles are double track. The rnain line runs from Jersey
City, N. J., to Buffalo via the anthracite coal fields of PennIn 1914 the road earned $39,784,000, a decrease in
sylvania.
All but a few
operating revenue of $3,260,000 from 1913.
thousand dollars of this decrease was in freight business.
available

securities

K
EL » IRA'"

PENNSyL\^ANIA

for

y/ NEW
rV
/

Two or

more bracks =

3/rtcf/e

frack

^—
/ILLENTOyrN

^

The Lehigh Valley
cost has been

advanced by the Canadian Pacific pending the

sale

The following

table

shows the principal figures

for operation in

J914 compared with 1913:
1914

Mileage operated
Fi eight revenue
Passenger revenue
Sleeping car, express,

12,044
$81,135,295
32,478,147

telegraph
15.068.667
and miscellaneous
129.814,824
Total
16,426,582
Mairt. of way and structures
16,617.247
Maint. of equipment
3,626,612
Traffic expenses
42,250,286
Transportation expenses

General expenses
Parlor ard sleeping car expenses..

Commercial telegraph
Expenses of lake and river steam...

Total

ers
.

.'.

...'.

Gross corporate income
Net corporate income
Appropriations

Dviderds
&urplus

ton mileage in 1914 of all revenue freight was
The
a decrease from 1913 of 10.21 per cent.
average length of haul was 174 miles in 1914, or about 3 per
Of the total 29,924,000 tons carried
cent less than in 1913.
coal.
in 1914, 13,565.000 tons were furnished by anthracite
tons in the anthracite coal
1,168,000
This was a decrease of
tonnage as compared with 1913. The other commodities in
which there was a considerable decrease in tonnage were

The

total

5.219,000,000,

of rolling stock equipment bonds.

4,322,J 04

1,348,979
1,613,688

1913
11,602
$89,655,223
35,545,062
13,273,732
139,395,700
18.498,741
17,198,573
3,376,981
46.074.299
3,953.770
1,241,700
1,691,953
,

4.183,397
87,388.896
42.425.928
32,198,617

1,113,808
93.149,826
47,491.437
36,61 5.0S5

-125,000

'.25,000

27,709,520
4,364,097

24.379.827
11,110,258

bituminous
and grain.

coal,

cement, brick and lime, iron and steel

rails

With the falling off in coal and other heavily loading
commodities it was to be expected that there would be a
smaller average train load. The revenue train load in 1914
was 595 tons, and in 1913 599 tons, a decrease of less than
proportion of empty
1 per cent, and due in part to a larger
car mileage

and

in

The Lehigh Valley
loaded car

in

part to a smaller loading per loaded car.
figures two empty cars equal to one

estimating the average cars per "draft," and

—

:
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on this basis there were 30.9 loaded cars per draft on the
average in 1914 and 30.5 in 1913. This presumably accounts
for a very slightly higher percentage of freight helping
locomotive mileage in 1914 than in 1913, the figures being
On the other hand, the per9.52 in 1914 and 8.65 in 1913.
centage of passenger helping locomotive mileage was but
2.59 as against 2.88 the year before, and the mileage of light
locomotives was reduced from 1,820,000 in 1913 to 1,585,000
in 1914, and the switching mileage from 5,517,000 in 1913
to 5,364.000 in

1914.

Total operating expenses of the Lehigh Valley amounted
All of this
to $27,609,000 in 1914, a decrease of $1,499,000.
decrease was in maintenance, maintenance of way and structures costing $5,694,000 in 1913 and $4,575,000 in 1914, a reduction of $1,119,000; and maintenance of equipment, $7,561,000 in 1913 and $7,012,000 in 1914, a reduction of $549,000.
The heaviest cut in maintenance was made in the appropriation for rails, $729,000 being spent on this account in 1913
and $310,000 in 1914. With the smaller rail renewal it was,
of course, possible to make a saving in roadway and track
labor, which includes the labor of placing rails in track.
There was also a considerable reduction in the amounts
spent for bridges, trestles and culverts. Most of the saving

made

in

maintenance of equipment expenses was through

smaller amounts charged for renewals of locomotives and
renewals of passenger train cars which means the charges
against operating expenses for equipment sold or scrapped
and a somewhat smaller expenditure for repairs of freight
train cars.
Larger amounts were charged for depreciation
of both locomotives and freight cars.
The full-crew law was probably in part responsible for
the company's inability to reduce transportation expenses
with a reduction of traffic handled.
It is interesting to note that in 1914 the company had on
an average 22,017 employees in its service as against 22.800
in 1913. and the total payments to labor in 1914 amounted
to $17,120,152 and in 1913 to $17,639,628.
The following table shows the principal figures for operation in 1914 as compared with 1913:

—

1914

Mileage operated
Coal freight revenue
Merchandise freight revenue
Passenger revenue
Total operating revenue
Maint. of way and structures
Maint. of equipment
Traffic expenses
Transportation expenses
General expenses
Total operating expenses

Taxes
Operating income
Gross corporate income
Net corporate income
Dividends
Surplus

1913

1,444

1.439

$18,492,683
15,026,684
4,795,147
39,783.564
4,575.062
7,011,946
1.002,872
14,071,183
948.099
27.609.162

$20,385,389
16,339,749
4,867.554
43,043,372
5,694,422

1,349.895
10,344.263
13,208.535
7,056.660
6,060,800
995,860

7,561,271

982,858
13,993.617
875,651
29,107,820
1,447,205
12,208,137
14,511,892
8,761.828
6,060,800
2,701,028

NEW BOOKS
By J. Melan, professor of
German Technical School at Prague. Transla-

Theory of Arches and Suspension Bridges.
bridge

design,

at the

from the German made by D. B. Steinman, professor of civil
Size 6 in. by 9 in., 303 pages,
engineering. University of Idaho.
Published by Myron
119 illustrations, 3 plates, 9 tables, cloth binding.
Chicago.
Price
Clark
Company,
$3.
C.
tion

Professor Melan's treatise on the "Theory of Arches and Sushas gone through three editions in Europe
and has already found some application among bridge engineers
in this country.
Believing that no work of the same scope could
be found in any language, the translator undertook to prepare
the present English version in order to widen its sphere of usefulness and render it accessible to the profession in this country.
The translation is made from the third edition and reproduces that book without omission.
In some cases the examples and tables have been converted from metric to English
units and characters and abbreviations have been changed to
conform to our standard symbols. An appendix covering masonry
and concrete arches and a bibliography of literature on arches
and suspension bridges are included.

pension Bridges"
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ROADMASTERS' AND MAINTENANCE OF
HlLLBlRX. X.

To THE Editor

May

I

call

of

Y.,

the R.mlway Age Gazette

WAY

ASS'N

August 24, 1914.

:

the attention of the readers of the Railway

Age

Gaccttc to the following letter which was recently sent by H. K.
SafforJ, chief engineer of the Grand Trunk, to T. F. Donahue,
general supervisor of road of the Baltimore
of the Roadmasters' and Maintenance of
"I

& Ohio and

Way

president

Association

notice by the press that the annual meeting of the

Road-

masters' and Maintenance of \\ ay Association will be held at

Chicago on September 8. I have notified all of our officers who
are members of your association, not only giving them permission
but encouraging them to attend the meeting, and have also arranged to have a number of our supervisors attend the meeting
in the hope that they will become connected with your body, as
I feel that the work which your association is doing is not only
beneficial to the men individually who belong to it but the comW. C. Kidd,
pany whom they serve."
Secretary Track Supply Association.

WHERE THE COMMERCE COMMISSION MIGHT HELP
To THE Editor

of the

New York,
Railway Age Gazette:

.\ugust

19,

1914.

Referring to the letter in your issue of July 31 regarding a
possible retrenchment in the legal expenses of the railway

companies, I write to say that the letter rather understates
not that this is a bad fault, but that it may fail to
The Commerce Commission
attract the attention it deserves.
might well address itself to several aspects of the case, because
would
difficult
for
railroads to handle.
certain phases
be
For instance, your correspondent mentions the fact that an
insolvent railroad is saddled with receivers and lawyers for
receivers, lawyers for the creditors and lawyers for the stockholders. As often as not the receiver is a lawyer, not a
the case

—

trained railroad operator, which is illogical and expensive,
even when nothing worse can be said. As a matter of fact the
courts have in many instances appointed as receivers lawyers
who were either favorites of the court or nominees of the

incompetent management which brought about the receivership in so many instances that it would seem to be a rule
rather than an exception. It is hard to understand why the
management of an insolvent corporation should have the appointment of its own nominee as receiver. Our general bankruptcy law has advanced beyond this stage. Is it not time
for our railroad and general corporation law to advance?
And why should the court appoint lawyers as receivers?
The first thing the lawyer-receiver does is to retain another
lawyer as counsel. Then he has to overwork the general
manager in order to supply the practical information that the
receiver himself lacks. Should the corpus of the estate be
burdened for such inefficient service? This is perhaps a
difficult point to drive home without mentioning specific
instances, and these can only be mentioned at the risk of contempt of court. Perhaps the attention of some member of
congress could be drawn to the fact and he could be furnished
with enough definite instances to prove the case.
A possible retrenchment which your correspondent does not
mention is in the department of rolling stock. Most railroad
companies in ordering new equipment specify a number of
details in their locomotives and cars which differ from the
Each of these details adds to
specifications of other lines.
the cost of equipment out of all proportion to the value of the
item, and in addition the railroad pays the salary of one or
more experts who have invented the necessity for the detail.
If the railroads would buy standard equipment they would save
both the extra outlay for fancy specifications and the salaries of

—

the

men who

devise them.

Rooter.

—

—

:

The Present
A

Status

Clearance

of

Legislation

Discussion of the Necessity for Such Action, with a
of the Laws Passed and Orders Already Issued

Review
The

and vertical clearances has received much
from railway operating and engineering officers dur-

subject of side

attention

Increased attention has been given to

ing the past decade.

it

recently because of legislation enacted or threatened in several

and

Congress during the past three or four years.
Thirteen bills were introduced in nine different state legislatures
last year relating to this subject, three of which became laws,
states

while a

in

bill

of this

same nature has

the legislature of Georgia.

sioners of

also been introduced before

In addition, the Railroad

Ohio and California issued

definite orders

Commislast year,

and several other commissions have the question under consideration.
This is therefore a question of much importance
to railway men.

As the purpose of any legislation establishing minimum side
and vertical clearances is ostensibly to remove dangerous conditions, and thereby decrease the risk of accident, the necessity
for such action can best be determined by an examination of the
accident
reports of the Interstate
Commerce Commission.
These reports show that during the fiscal year ending June 30,
1913,. a total of 10,550 persons were killed and 86,688 injured
in accidents on steam roads.
Of these, 5,558 killed, and 6,310
injured, were trespassers and 2,939 killed and 56,619 injured
were employees on duty. Of the accidents to employees on duty.
94 deaths and 1,835 injuries were the result of coming in contact
bridges,

riding on

tunnels,

buildings,

cars or engines.

The

other

or
total

obstructions

number

of

while

deaths from

of causes, including those of passengers and treswas 146, and of injuries, 1,979. Thus, the deaths resulting from persons coming in contact with lateral or overhead obstructions were 1.4 per cent of the total fatalities and the
this

class

passers,

Table Showing Summary of Accidents for Year Ending June
Total employees
on duty

Causes
Train accidents
Derailments
Accidents to trains, cars or engines, except
collisions,
derailments and boiler explosions

Bursting of or defects in locomotive boilers
or boiler attachments
accidents
Other than train accidents
Accidents to roadway or bridges not causing
derailment, such as fires, floods, landslides.
explosions, etc
Coupling or uncoupling cars (exclusive of
accidents with air or steam hose)
While doing other work about trains (not in
shops or engine houses) or while attending
switches
Coming i» contact, while riding on cars, with
overltead bridges, tunnels, or any signal
apparatus, or anv fixed structure above or
at side of track'.
Falling from cars or engines
netting on or off cars or engines
Other accidents on or around trains not here
train

named
Being struck or run over by engines or cars
at stations or yards
Being struck or run over by engines or cars
at highway grade crossings
Being struck or run over by engines or cars
Other causes
Total
total

injuries thus caused

Inj'd

280
227

3,367
2,243

9

293

41

1.002

557

6.905

is the object sought by such
other directions toward which it
would seem that legislative action could be directed with greater
prospect of getting substantial results. For instance, the enact-

1913

ment of stringent legislation regarding trespassing and its enforcement would do a great deal to stop the fatal accidents to
trespassers, of which 5,558 were reported last year, or 38 times
as many as were caused by narrow clearances.
In fact, the
deaths resulting from clearance conditions ranked eleventh in
number in the 15 classifications of accidents given in the general

summary prepared by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
The protection of its employees should be a primary object
of all railroads.

I^ciilTd

may

If this is the

coupling and uncoupling cars

in which 195 employees were
and 3,360 injured last year, largely as the result of carelessness of employees or their assumption of unnecessary risks.
Also, 406 were killed by falling from cars or engines, and 154
in getting oflf cars or engines, while 1,296 were killed as the
result of being struck by trains.
The tabulation in the lower
part of the preceding column taken from the accident report of
the Interstate Commerce Commission for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1913, shows the number of accidents resulting from
clearance conditions as <:ompared with those due to other causes,
the statistics regarding the former being given in italics.
An investigation made' on one of the large systems with several thousand miles of line, and covering the five years from
1907 to 1911, inclusive, showed that only 5 persons were killed
and 56 injured by accidents due to overhead obstructions and
that 2 persons were killed and 80 injured because of lateral
obstructions, while the total claims for the accidents caused by
these lateral and overhead obstructions amounted to only $27,000.

in

killed

The nature

of the obstructions causing the clearance accidents

Commerce Commission

were

in the

Total

Inj'd

Killed.

Injured.

Switch stards
Water cranes
Mail cranes
Buildings (at side of
P-ridges. side
1.017

849

15,997

Bridges,

overhead

.

.

.

Tunnels
Overhead
(including
electric

17

7

shown

is

following table

light,

telephone,

signal,

warning

poles,

telegraph,

9

2i7
297

146

1.979

4

etc.)

Total

195

3,360

195

3,361

143

24,114

143

24.114

be seen that 106 deaths and 683 injuries, or 73 per cent
cent, respectively, of the totals were the result of
Eighty fatalities, or over onestriking buildings and bridges.
half of all, resulted from striking bridges alone, while only six

94
406
154

1.8S5
6,647
9,358

146
904
^43

1.979
7,659
14.486

were caused by low or narrow tunnels, commonly considered
dangerous obstructions. Thirty-four deaths resulted from mis-

66

1,959

146

7,322

752

1.664

2,226

3,474

It will

and 35 per

cellaneous causes,

1,125

3,080

21

490
270

3.744
221

2,133
3,063

2,382

49,714

9,701

70,691

2,939

56,619

10,550

86.688

2.3 per cent of the total injuries.

As

such as striking switch stands, mail cranes,

water cranes, telegraph poles, overhead wires, etc.
In a study of this nature it is important to ascertain to what
extent accidents of the class under investigation are increasing
Taking the past ten years, covering the period
or decreasing.
of agitation

of this subject,

is

instructive to note

that the

of employees killed

number of employees

same time

cent of the injuries to

exposed to accidents of

them and 3.2 per
them resulted from the same classes of

it

on duty because of clearance conditions decreased from 584 during the five year period from 1904
to
to 1508, inclusive, to 427 for the five year period from 1909
During the
1913, inclusive, a decline of 157, or 27 per cent.

number

to employees, 3.2 per cent of the fatalities to

causes.

purpose sought by such legislation,

also be called profitably to the accidents occurring

reported by the Interstate

Total
persons

life

Miscellaneous

544

at other places

Grand

Killed

30,

human

there are several

of cle

Collisions

Total

conservation of

attention

OBJECT OF CLE.-\R.^NCE LEGISLATION

with

If

legislation,

the

305,195, or 9 per cent.

this

The

kind,

in train

increased

service,

who

from 279,831

are
to

number killed per 10,000 employees,
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from 4.2 to 2.8, or 33 per cent in 10 years.
This decrease would naturally be expected from a survey of
In
conditions, and is due to a. number of important' influences.
the first place, the railroads have been the first to observe dangerous conditions on their lines, and have spent large sums of
While it is not possible
their own accord in remedying them.
therefore, decreased

data showing the number of accidents resulting from
coming in contact with switch stands, mail cranes, etc., for any
number of years, it is safe to assert that this class of accidents
has been greatly decreased as the result of a very general campaign to move obstructions of this nature further back from the
to secure

tracks.

A

great deal of attention has also been given to the

"safety first" campaigns inaugurated on

many

of the roads, and

they have been the means of directing attention to many other
.Also, the working conconditions which have been remedied.
ditions of trainmen

adoption of the air

have been greatly improved. The universal
brake has made it unnecessary for them to

expose themselves as formerly, while the increasing proportion
of trains which move from one terminal to the next without
breaking up, tends towards the same results.
PRESENT CLEARANCE CONDITIONS

With

a

desire

ascertain

to

the present

conditions

clearance

on the various roads throughout the country, we have collected
data regarding the standards, and the extent to which thoy are
conformed to, on 33 representative roads in all parts of the
country, and having over 100,000 miles of line. The information
naturally divides itself into two parts one relating to the standards adopted and enforced on new work and reconstruction

—

along old lines, the other relating to clearances actually existing
on old operated lines.
A survey of the existing standards shows that a minimum
lateral

clearance of 7

nearest track

ft.

measured from the center

commonly adopted, with only

is

porting less and several more.

Likewise, 22

as the standard vertical clearance

ft.

be regarded

from the top of the

rail to

the

low point of overhead structures, with 8 roads using a less distance and several working to 23 ft. and 24 ft. These standardsof 7 ft. and 22 ft. conform to the standard bridge clearance diagram of the American Railway Engineering Association. Several roads which report these clearances as standard on bridges,
also state that greater clearances are found elsewhere.
It must not be assumed tliat no structures will be found which
do not conform to the standard clearance limits on the diflferent
roads.
These limits are merely adopted as standards to which
all

From

structures are being brought as rapidly as practical.

the

estimated that about 25 per cent of the structures on old lines do not conform at present to the adopted
standards of the various roads, although every road reporting
states that its standards are enforced on all new construction
data available

it

is

and reconstruction where conditions permit. Obviously, there
are certain places, especially in cities, where overhead viaducts
or other limiting conditions make it impossible to comply with
all but four of the roads that reported
standard clearances have been increased since
Ob1900, and most of them within the past four or five years.
viously it is not possible or financially practicable to bring all

standards.

the

state that

the

Also,

their

structures

on

moving switch

into

harmony with

these

new

Lar.ge sums, however, are being expended

standards at once.
in

railway

a

stands,

standard clearances

in

and buildings, widening

the

rebuilding

of

cuts,

structures,

securing
etc..

one

road of 3,500 miles reporting having spent over $1,400,000 on
such work within the past few years.
Intimately connected with the subject of lateral clearances is

The
of the mmimum distance between track centers.
standard recommendation of the American Railway Engineering
that

Association

is

that

tracks

be

between centers.
as their standard for main lines,
spaced

13

ft.

Twenty-three roads report this
while one reports 12 ft. and six 14 ft. or more. It is estimated
that 75 per cent of the tracks conform to the standards adopted
by the different roads for themselves and many individual roads

57,

The prominent

100 per cent conform.

report that

No. 9

exceptioiii

where physical
conditions and long estabhshed location make any increase in
the distance between track centers difficult to secure and exIn many of the eastern cities where the
ceedingly expensive.
right of way is fully utilized, increasing the distance between
the track centers means the elimination of one or more of the
to 13

track centers are almost

ft.

in the east,

all

tracks entirely.

The same distance of 13 ft.
main and adjacent

generally standard between the

is

side or passing tracks, although

centers of

several cases a wider spacing

in

used, three roads adopting

is

The purpose of this wide
spacing is to protect employees when inspecting trains standing
on the passing tracks or engaged in similar work from trains
15

one 16

ft.,

moving

ft.

and one 19

ft.

About 60

high speed on the adjacent main track.

at

per cent of the tracks adjacent to main tracks are reported to

conform

to the adopted standards of the various roads.

In yards the operating conditions are different, and
practical

place

to

trains here

closer

tracks

the

together.

it is

entirely

The speed

of

which
a wide spacing was adopted in a yard of
slow, while the additional land

relatively

is

would be required if
30 or 40 tracks, for instance, would frequently render such
spacing in a yard impractical.
As a result, several roads are
using 12 ft. between centers in yards, although the majority use
13 ft. here also, and this latter spacing must be recommended
as better practice.
The replies indicate that over 90 per cent
yard tracks conform to the existing standards of the
As yards are being rebuilt and new tracks
roads.
added, the distance between centers is being increased so that
tlic percentage complying with the standards is steadily increasing.
of

the

individual

CLEARANCE LEGISLATION

As an

line of the

three roads re-

may

Vol.

indication of wliat

this subject,

may

be expected in legislation on

a digest of the existing laws and important orders

of the various commissions

given herewith.

is

The

individual

have been most active in passing this kind of legislation,
and clearance laws have been enacted in Indiana, Kentucky,
Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, North Dakota, New Hampshire, Ohio, Oregon and Vermont.
The railroad commissions
of some slates acting under broad powers have issued orders
having the same force as statutes. Such orders have been issued
in California and Ohio, for example.
Clearance bills have also
been introduced in the national Congress at various times, but
have never been passed. The latest was the Martin bill introduced in 1910, but which never came to a vote.
In Michigan the minimum allowable height of bridges above
states

the track

is

18

ft.

except in

In

cities.

Vermont

is

it

required

must have a minimum clearance
for single track and 27 ft. for double

that as bridges are rebuilt tliey

between trusses of 15

ft.

vertical clearance of 22 ft.
New Hampno bridge shall be rebuilt with a vertical
clearance of less than 21 ft. and further stipulates that no car
over 14 ft. high be operated within the state. In Kentucky the
law requires that no bridge shall be constructed with less than
track, with a

minimum

shire

requires that

22

vertical clearance.

ft.

The
to

state law of Indiana provides that it shall be unlawful
maintain a structure less than 21 ft. above the top of rail

or within' 7

unless

limits

ft.

of the center of the track without the consent

commission or

of the

it

to construct any structure within those
be within a city.
It also requires that the

nearest point of contact of a locomotive or car shall not be

from any structure without the consent of the
state law of Ohio provides that structures
shall not be less than 21 ft. above the track except where the
commission finds such a requirement impractical, this exception
than 18
commission.
less

in.

The

applying only to side tracks.

commission
lateral

to 4

dated

December

clearance line 7

ft.

ft.

An
«30.

from

administrative order of the
1913,

tlie

specifies

a

minimum
down

center line of track

rail, and extending down from this
from the center of the track at the eleva-

above the top of

point to a point 5

ft.

tion of the top of rail.

Furtlier exceptions are also

made

for

August
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28, 1914

and passenger

freigiit

while

platforii's,

additional

clearance

is

required on curves.

statute

forbids

building of any structure within 8
or

track

than 21

less

railroad commission
tions

is

also fixed at 14

is

ft.

ft.

the

construction

or

re-

of the center line of the

The minimum

for

distance between

main tracks and

The North Dakota law

tracks.

which have most
done so in

ft. above the top of rail, tilthough
the
given authority to suspend these restric-

any particular place.

at

tiacks

states

passed clearance legislation, both having

The Minnesota

1913.

13

ft.

for yard

forbids the operation of any

locomotives or cars after January
in. in maximum width and 14

6

1,

ft.

1915,

2

in.

which exceed 10
in

height.

ft.

also

It

requires that no structure be maintained or erected along

main
ft. of the center of the track or less than
above tlie top of the rail. These clearance regulations,
however, do not apply to any structures on the railroad right
of way which are owned, leased, or used by any outside person
or corporation. The railroad commission is also given authority to e.xempt any structure built prior to the passage of the
This law also specifics that no tracks shall be constructed
act.
with less than 13 ft. between centers.
In Rhode Island it is required by law that no bridge shall
be built over any railroad track with less than 18 ft. clear
distance above the top of rail, excepting structures rebuilt to
replace existing structures. In Oregon, while the railroad commission has not issued any definite orders prescribing clearancfes, it has recommended a side clearance of 8 ft. and a
vertical clearance of 22 ft. above the top of rail for main tracks.
Massachusetts requires that no bridge shall be constructed over
a railroad at a height less than 18 ft. above the track, except
by the written consent of the Board of Railway Commissioners.
In Illinois, the railroad and warehouse commission insisted on
22 ft, overhead clearance wherever practical for a number of
years, and about three years ago a rule was also adopted requiring yard tracks' to be not less than 13 ft. between centers.
The Railroad Commission of California issued an order, effective January 1, 1913, providing for a minimum overhead
clearance of 22 ft, and a minimum lateral clearance of lYz ft.
for tunnels and bridges, and of 8 ft. for water stations, fuel
stations and other side structures.
The minimum distance
between the center line of yard and industrial tracks and
structures, including platforms higher than 4 ft., is established
at iYz ft., while platforms under 4 ft. in height and over 1 ft.
must be 654 ft. from the center of the track. The minimum
distance between the center lines of tracks is established at 13
ft., except that house and team tracks may be built on 11}4
ft.
centers.
While the Corporation Commission of Oklahoma has
not issued any definite orders regarding clearances, it has
recommended a 22 ft. vertical clearance and 7 ft. minimum
or side tracks within 8
21

ft.

lateral

A
all

some

clearance in

instances.

now

before the legislature of Georgia requires that
structures extending over 40 in. above the top of the rail
bill

main track shall be at least 8 ft. from the center
However, all structures which it will cost more
remove or renew individually, are exempted from

of the adjacent
of the track.

than $100 to
the provisions of this

The Martin

act.

which was introduced in the national House
1910, but which was never brought to a
vote, provided that the maximum width of locomotives and
cars should not exceed 10 ft. 6 in. and the height 14 ft. 2 in.
It also stipulated that no structure of any kind should be closer
bill,

of Representatives in

than 6

ft.

11

not over 3

in.
ft.

to the center of the track excepting platforms

11

vertical clearance

of

this

act,

the

vision
bill

in. from the top of rail and the minimum
was established at 20 ft. By the provisions
Commerce Commission was to be
exempt individual obstructions from the pro-

Interstate

given authority to
of this act

also fixed the

if

introduced in the House of Representatives by RepreStevens on December 15, 1913, intended to promote
the safety of railway employees and passengers, provides among
other things that the Interstate Commerce Commission shall
bill

sentative

Mninesota and North Dalcota are the
recently

A
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conditions rendered this necessary.

minimum

This

distance between tracks as 12

ft.

6 in. and provided that all equipment, track and structures
should be brought into conformity with it by January 1, 1912.

have power to order any changes in track, structures, or equipment, which in its opinion will increase safety. No action has
been taken on this bill, but if passed, it is probable that this
broad provision would be interpreted to include authority over
clearance conditions.

The railway

Dominion of Canada requires a vertical
and a clear headway of 7 ft. above
the top of the highest car.
The Board of Railway Commissioners is given- autliority to exempt any tunnel or bridge from
the provisions of the act where only trains equipped with air
brakes are operated. An order of the Board of Railway Comact of the

clearance of 22

ft.

6

in.

November

missioners, dated

9,

1910, has fixed the lateral clear-

ance at 6

ft. from the gage side of the adjacent
from the center of the track.

FUNDAMENTAL

rail,

or 8.35

fl.

DIFFICULTIES CONFRONTING CLEARANCE LEGISLATION

view of the legislation passed and proposed, it is pertinent at this time to call attention to a few of the practical
fundamental principles governing and some of the difliculties
confronting such legislation, which it is evident have not been
In

sufficiently

considered in

all

cases in the past.

In the

first

place,

to be consistent, any legislation

which specifies the limits within
which structures may not be built, should also specify the maximum dimensions of the equipment operating within those limits.
This has been done in the North Dakota law, and was included
in the Martin 'bill referred to above.
However, as a matter
of public policy, it is difficult to see how it can be advisable
to set by law any limit beyond which cars and locomotives
cannot be built. The continuous record of railway development
and increased efficiency of operation in this country has been
made possible only liy increasing the car and train load. Because of the increasing cost of operation the necessity for econ-

omy in
A man
where

operation was never greater than at the present time.
is rash, indeed, who will venture to seriously predict

development will terminate. As prominent a railroad
H. Harriman predicted a few years ago that
the railways of this country would eventually adopt a 6 ft. gage.
If it be necessary to enact any legislation it should refer
primarily only to new construction and tn reconstruction undertaken by the railways on their own initiative, and should not
be retroactive. If reasonable, such legislation undoubtedly would
rot meet v/itli serious opposition from the railways and would
serve to secure uniformity of standards on all new work at once
and gradually on old work. It is unfair and frequently not
practical to require that all structures on old lines shall be made
to conform to new limits within the short period of time given
in most of the laws proposed, while it requires an expenditure
of large sums of money which could be devoted to much better
this

man

as the late E.

uses.

It is the experience of all roads that practically all facilwith the possible exception of large terminals in congested

ities,

cities,

are rebuilt every 15 or 20 years.

As

these structures are

from year to year they can be brought into conformity
with any reasonable requirements without any great additional
expenditures.
By thus making haste slowly the desired conditions would in a relatively few years be brought about which
rebuilt

radical clearance legislation could bring about in a shorter time

only at an enormously greater cost.
Any clearance diagrams adopted

must be practical and be
framed with a full knowledge of railway operation. The clear
ance diagrams of Minnesota and North Dakota are glaring
violations of this principle, being plain rectangles 16 ft. wide
and 21 ft. high. Strict compliance with these requirements would
necessitate the removal of all cattle guards, through girders,
bridge portal bracing, station platforms, intertrack fences, dwarf
signals and other similar facilities commonly regarded as not
presenting any dangerous conditions.

The adoption

of clearance

regulations should be

made

only
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after a carciul study of local conditions in the territory under
consideration. For instance, while horizontal and vertical limits

mum

ft. and 21 ft. may be entirely practical in Minnesota and
North Dakota, where the railways have been built comparatively
recently and where there are no congested terminals, these
limits would be utterly unpractical in Pennsylvania, New Jersey
and New York, where track centers and building lines were
established many years ago and can be changed only at enormous
With the present free interchange of traffic the same cars
cost.
may be moved over any line in the country, and the danger
of accident arises largely from a lack of uniformity in the
location ot structures rather than from the size of the equipment, and a man on an eastern road accustomed to its narrow
clearances will not expose himself in the same manner as will
It is therefore difficult to see how
a man on a western road.
one definite standard can be applied equally on roads in diflferIt would appear to be more equitable
ent parts of the country.

to fix these limits for

that
a

than

latlier

of

it

The confusion which

state.

Likewise,

would

it

minimum

ft., or $2,145 per mile for these
roads with 28,736 miles of line estimate
$100,170,000, or $3,486 per mile to secure

14

them

cost

clearance of 22

$59,136,349,

while several roads considered

ft.,

On

or $1,966 per mile.

clearance of 8

lateral

the

of

basis

roads with 26,305

12

ft.,

minimum

a

miles

of

line

estimated the cost of complying at $104,573,000, or $3,975 per
mile.
While all the above figures are estimates, they show

expensive

exceedingly

be

will

with clearance legislation of this sort

that compliance

plainly

on

any

basis

may

which

be

adopted, and on the basis of the legislation so far enacted,

not

will

mile of

$2,500 per

of

.short

fall

for

line

the

it

entire

country.

Such

legislation will aflfect not only the railways but private

The above

industries as well.

kind must come

with 34,895

and made no estimate. Similar figures of the cost of meeting a lateral clearance requirement of
7 ft. made by 14 roads with 30,077 miles of line totaled

perhaps three or four large areas, taking

this

roads

13

a total cost of $74,857,250 to secure a mini-

this latter limit unpractical

establishments of the limits.
legislation

show

No. 9

57,

vertical clearance of 20

roads.

these different fundamental conditions into consideration in the

If

prepared more recently by

Estimates
miles of line

of 8

Vol.

would have

that

should be national
would result on a

figures refer only to the expense

to be borne directly by the roads

include the cost of changes that would be

and do not

made necessary about

actual

which would also reach a very high figure.
One large corporation which made a careful estimate of the cost
of compliance with the proposed Martin bill found that it would

e.xistence of different clearance standards is certain to increase

total cost to railways

road operating

industrial plants,

10 or 12 states, each with diflferent require-

in

Furthermore, such conditions would be an
is evident.
Many crews pass through
menace to the employees.
portions of two or three states on their regular runs, and the
ments,

the

number

of accidents.

of the

several

state

Besides, with the present attitude of

legislatures,

difficult

is

it

to

predict

Within

years

recent

clearances

the

especially

work in
some

structures embraced in grade separation
established by ordinances or contract.

In

of

cities

the

many

have been

instances, as in

York, these measurements have been established by orders

of the state railroad commissions.

There

is

It

thus opportunity

not

work already done on

appear fair or equitable.

lemembered

In this

connection

it

that the establishing of limits, especially of vertical

clearances, to apply within cities

may

prospect

would
must be

public order

render

such work

where grade separation
impossible.

is

in

The adjustment

where several roads and numerous intersecting streets
are involved is now frequently an exceedingly difficult problem
of .grades

to solve.

some of

If still

is

that limits could be set in the

the general practice for the road freight crews to

leave their trains in the large yards in the outskirts of the im-

Other crews then bring these cars in for disthroughout the city.
These transfer trains are generally short and of rebitively slow movement, and wide clearances
are not as necessary for them as for main line trains.

portant

cities.

tribution

pertinent to

is

inquire at this time just

how

money

the

.\s the expenditure could be justified only as an operating measand as it would not increase the value of the property or
earn any return, it would seem that it should be charged to
operation and not to capital account. But with the present decreasing tendency of operating revenues, it is difficult to see how

ure,

work

such magnitude could be paid for out of operating

of

income.
IS

CLE.NRANCE LEGISLATION ADVISABLE?

In view of all of the above, the question arises whetlier clear-

ance legislation

shows that only

advisable.

is

In view of the present condition of railway finances and the

immediate outlook for the future, any discussion of clearance
legislation must center very largely about its cost.
Very little
exact data regarding the cost of such work has been collected.
Two years ago when the Martin bill was before Congress,
estimates made by 115 roads with 152,600 miles of main line
showed an approximate cost of $139,000,000 to comply with the
lateral clearance requirement of 6 ft. 11 in.; $135,000,000 to
secure an overhead clearance of 20 ft. $167,000,000 to secure a
minimum distance of 12 ft. 6 in. between tracks, and $5,600,000
to bring the equipment within the specified limit, or a total of
approximately $450,000,000.
Assuming a proportionate outlay
for the entire mileage of the country, compliance with the Martin
bill would cost the
railways $716,000,000, or over $2,900 per
;

line.

The

analysis of railway accidents

deaths and only 3.2 per cent
employees result from coming in contact
with lateral or overhead structures. Likewise, accidents of this
The
sort have decreased 33 per cent in the past five years.
roads have nearly all adopted increased clearance standards,
and arc bringing their structures into conformity with these
standards as fast as is practical and at a relatively large exof

the

fatalities

1.4

per cent of

It

agitation for legislation

advised, and

if

all

to

perditure of capital.

THE FIN.^NCIAL ASPECT OF CLEARANCE LEGISLATION

mile of main

probable that the

entirely

is

further complicated by additional restrictions,

The suggestion has been made
It

.

these projects will undoubtedly have to be abandoned.

large cities and terminals less than those governing out on the
line.

It

necessary to comply with such requirements could be secured.

a conflict of authority which has been recognized in the
laws of two or tliree states. Also, for state or national legisfor

lation to nullify the

alone over $1,600,000.

it

and industries would exceed $1,000,000,000.
In North Dakota changes in industrial plants were obviated by
e.xempting from the provisions of the law all structures upon
the railroad right of way owned, leased, or used by private
parties.
It is difficult to see what difference it would make to
a railway employee whether he was knocked from a car by an
obstruction owned by the railway or one owned by a farmers'
elevator company.

which these measures might go.

limits to

New

cost

as

is

on

therefore pertinent to inquire
subject at this time

this

a matter of public policy

it

the

if

not

is

ill

might not be

more expedient to expend the large sums which clearance legislation would cost in other directions where the expenditure
would secure greater returns from the standpoint of safety to
.the

railway employees and general public alike,

as,

for instance,

highway grade crossings.
must be remembered that no matter what form

for the elimination of
It

takes

will

it

accident

not

not eliminate

reports

show

of

the

all

Interstate

of

this

nature.

the location of the obstructions causing accidents with

reference to the tracks, so

it

is_.

impossible to determine

many would have been avoided by
specific

legislation

The
Commerce Commission do

accidents

limits

;

but

it

is

certain

that

the

enforcement

of

how
any

some of these accidents

would not have been prevented by the enactment of any reasonable legislation which could be enforced.

Rock

Island

Interlocking

Plant

at

Joliet

New Design of Tower and Derails; Storage Battery
Reduced from 400 to 160 Ampere-hours Capacity
A

224-lever all-electric interlocking plant was recently installed

at the crossing of the Chicago,

Rock Island &

Pacific with the

& Santa Fe, and the Chicago & Alton, at Joliet,
Aside from the fact that this is one of the largest interlocking machines west of Chicago, if not the largest, the original

the chord of the signal bridge
of the

two

is

signal bridges. Figs.

Atchison, Topeka

1

shown

well

and

in

the illustrations

3.

POCKET DERAILS

111.

Because of the location of the crossing directly in front of the
passenger station, it was necessary to. provide additional derails
nearer the crossing than the standard 500 ft. required by the

Fig. 3
Fig. 1

— Signal

Bridge with Dwarf Signal Mounted

Chord
features

in

the

design

make

installation

the

of

considerable

from zero

are

upper quadrant, operating
and dwarf signals are two-position,

three-position,

to 45 to 90 deg.,

derails are located only 50

ft.

from

the crossing, and in order to give rapid and positive action, a
derail was devised which is quite similar to a movable-point
frog.

signals

Bridge with Suspended Dwarf Signal

These pocket

Illinois law.

interest.

High

— Signal

Above Lower

The

frog-point

from the point
being 9 deg.

1

to the
niin.

is

7

ft.

2 13/16

in.

long and the stock-rail

is 13 ft. 4 in., the angle of departure
frog point has a 5-in. throw and w^hen

end

The

Plan nf Brace

o
°

c

-

o

Fig. 2

Quick-Action Pocket Derail.

upper quadrant, operating from zero to '45 deg. High signals
are in general mounted on signal bridges, as are also the dwarf
signals which protect the pocket derails.
The difference in the
visibility of the

suspended dwarf and the dwarf mounted above

Movable Point Frog Type

open the gage side is supported and reinforced by rail "braces
placed at the proper angle so that when the point is open each
brace gives support and strength to the point. This bracing is
necessary, of course, as the point

is

subjected to considerable

382
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side thrust in deflecting the wheel to the ground.

are

all

57,

No. 9

rail

upset in the field in order to allow for a certain

braces

amount

of adjustment after wear takes place.

INTERLOCKING TOWER

The

interlocking tower

is of plaster on hollow tile, supported
on a concrete wall foundation. The outside dimensions are 17
ft. 2 in. X 57 ft. 2 in. the tower liaving two stories and a base-

ment.

Beneath the interlocking machine and extending its whole
is a pit, deep enough so that a man can stand in it upright
when wiring, repairing or inspecting. This greatly facilitates the
maintainer's work and assures better and quicker ser^'ice.
.Another feature which is worth noting is the tunnels, which
are used for cable ducts.
These are immediately beneath the
ground floor that is, in the upper part of the basement. There
length

;

are two of these tunnels, built at right angles to each other.

The

one running lengthwise of the tower is 7 ft. wide and 10 in. deep
and is used for Rock Island cables the other is 6 ft. wide and
10 in. deep and runs out into a manhole between tracks extend;

some distance away from the tower. The latter tunnel is
Fe and the Alton wires.
The interlocking tower presents a neat and attractive appear-

ing

for the Santa

5

Fig.

ance,

second

and Cement Tower

wide eaves contributing

the

building

Tile

is

to

a

graceful

design.

fire-proof, with the exception of the finish

floor.

The hollow

tile

The

above the

used was a recently perfected

"National" type, having rciugh, wedge-shaped ribs on the outAs the outer edge uf the ribs is the thicker part the shape
side.
constitutes a good mechanical bond. The plastering was "StoneTwo
cote," made by the Garden City Sand Company, Chicago.
coats of the plaster

the

tile

and a

were used, a scratch coat applied

finishing

face of the coating

directly to

coat applied to the scratch coat.

was marked, before

it

had

set,

The

to resemble

the Bedford stone in the station across the tracks.

PROVISION ?

FOR REVERSING TR.\FFIC

on the Rock
These are operated in connection with a like number of levers in the adjacent Michigan Central Junction interlocking tower to the north. The home signals of one plant are
Traffic levers are provided for each of the tracks

Island road.

the distant signals of the other.
If it becomes necessary to reverse

traflic,

the

towerman who

wishes to do so communicates with the other towerman. asking
him to reverse the traffic-lever for tbe desired track. If the latter
can allow this movement, he reverses the lever, which operation
mechanically locks

all

levers controlling signals for

opposed to the direction of

The

first

towerman

traffic

desired by the

first'

movements
towerman.

will then be able to reverse his lever.

The

:

August
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reversing of this lever mechahically unlocks the levers controlling signals for traffic in the direction desired.

POWER
Normally, c.nd according to R. S. A. specifications, a storage
battery of 400 ampere-hours would be required for this plant.
To reduce the storage battery required, an auxiliary gasolene
engine was installed in the tower. This will not furnish enough
power to run the entire plant, but in connection with a small
storage battery

furnishes a sufficient supply.

it

This arrangement requires an emergency signal lighting apparatus consisting of a motor-generator set, 110-volt d. c. motor,
driven by power received from the 110-voIt storage battery. This

motor drives a one-half k. v. a. single-phase, 110-volt, 60-cycle
generator, which furnishes current for lighting the signal
c.
It is equipped with a centrifugal governor which controls

a.

lamps.

the alternating current within S per cent of the desired frequency,
this

being necessary on account of the voltage variations which

take place in the storage battery.

Normally, power is furnished by the Pubhc Service Company
220 volts, 60 cycles, three-phase. This current drives a threeunit motor-generator set. -\ duplicate set is provided. Each set
has a motor and two generators mounted on the same shaft.
One generator has a capacity of 40 amperes, at IS volts, d. c,
at

and

is

used with

five cells of

and

volts

is

used with three

a capacity of 15 amperes at 10

cells

of storage battery for line

circuit current.

The power

is

supplied from a 110-volt

d.

genera-

c.

by a three-phase, 220-volt, 60-cycle, a. c. motor. The
is used with the 110-volt

IVi h. p. gasolene engine and generator

storage battery to generate current for operating the interlocking
section in case of failure of the

commercial power.

was designed by the Chicago. Rock Island &
The
Pacific signal department, H. K. Lowry, signal engineer.
construction was done under the supervision of C. Hartvig, foreman, and L. Wyant, superintendent of construction. All the
interlocking apparatus was supplied by the General Railway Signal Company, Rochester, Nv Yfc

The

SIR

interlocking

GEORGE PAISH ON SAVINGS UNDER GOVERNMEN.T OWNERSHIP IN THE
UNITED STATES

The following letters which were published in the
The Saturday Evening Post are self-explanatory.

last issue of

Chicago, July

The Saturday Evening Post
Dear Sir
One of the principal arguments

1914.

5,

Editor

:

of ex-Governor

Stubbsand others who have advocated in this country the government ownership of railroads has been that vast savings could be
Mr. Clifford Thorne
effected by the use of government credit.
goes so far as to estimate the saving at $400,000,000, on the assumption that government could finance the properties on a 3
per cent basis; but ex-Governor Stubbs figures it at four.
Being very much in doubt as to these estimates and wishing
for expert opinion I wrote to Sir George Paish, editor of the
London Statist, and well known all over the world as an authorit>'
on financial matters. I inclose his reply, from which it appears
that there might be a possible economy of sixty millions, and a
later and ultimate saving of seventy millions, or one hundred and
thirty millions in all, arising from the ability of government to
raise money on better terms than can the railroads under present

According to the return of the Interfor the year ended June 30, 1911,

Commerce Commission

the funded debt of the railways of the United States was $9,816,079,405 and the interest accrued on the funded debt for the year
was $410,326,852.
Thus the average rate of interest paid by

American

railways

Were

cent.

the

on their funded debt was only 4.18 per
to be purchased by the govern-

railways

ment the money could not be raised on better terms than
this.
Indeed, if the government were to purchase the railways

my

they would, in

judgment, leave these underlying bonds ungovernment bonds to
investors would be an impractical operation unless the bonds were
taken in exchange for existing bonds.
To induce the existing
holders to exchange their present bonds for government bonds
the latter would have to be offered at an attractive price.
In
purchasing the railways there would, of course, be no necessity
for the government to take over the existing bonds, and I
imagine that no attempt would be made to do so. Hence, there
would be no saving of interest from government purchase as
regards the funded debt, although later on it might or it might
not be feasible to refund the existing debt into 3}^ per cents
as the bonds fell due for payment.
If refunding were possible the saving would ultimately be
about $70,000,000 per annum.

To

touched.

issue nearly $10,000,000,000 of

The amount of the capital stock
was $8,364,419,520, and

June, 1911,
this stock

of the railways at the

from current income was

From

end of
upon

the dividend distributed

$302,037,778, or an average

amounting to
The total sum distributed from
income and from surplus was $460,195,376, or an average return
upon the share capital of 5.5 per cent. Here again it would be
quite impossible for the American or any other government to
sell bonds to investors sufficient to provide cash to buy this vast
quantity of railway stock from the existing holders.
Ability
to carry the transaction through would be governed by the price
at which the government would offer bonds in exchange for
stock.
If the price were attractive, stockholders would take
payment in bonds; but if it were not tempting, the government
bonds would not be taken in payment, and the transaction could
not be carried through.
Possibly by offering to sell a 4 per
cent United States government bond at par, and to take in exchange railway stocks on a 5 per cent basis (par for a 5 per
One must not
cent stock), would be sufficient inducement.
forget, however, that many stocks are receiving no dividends
whatever, and that substantial prices would have to be paid for
When allowance is made for
these nondividend-paying stocks.
these various factors it would probably be found that the advantage in the matter of interest from government ownership
would be much less than 1 per cent upon the total amount of
surplus, dividends

$158,157,598 were distributed.

common

stock outstanding.

In brief, there would be no immediate profit from government
ownership as regards the bonded debt of the railways, and
as to the stock of the railways the advantage would be probably not

As

more than about

$60,000,000 a year.

to the undivided profits, the public gets the advantage of

When

these anyway.

the surplus profits are put into the roads

(as they are at present)

the capital account

is

kept down, and

not necessary to charge as high freight rates and passenger
fares as otherwise would be necessary to pay interest and diviit

is

I imagine that under government ownership the policy
dends.
of applying surplus profits to betterments would be much the
same as the policy pursued by the companies hitherto.

Thus one cannot safely calculate a greater immediate prr^fit
from government ownership than about $60,000,000 per annum
excluding, of course, subsequent economies, or subsequent greater

conditions.

But when

state

return of 3.61 per cent.

for the 110-volt storage battery used for operating

the interlocking section
tor driven
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letter of the sixth of June.

storage battery for the track cir-

The other generator has

cuits.

—

:

this possible saving

is

put over against the inevitable

extravagance and waste and loss of every government enterprise,
it would melt so rapidly as to leave hardly a trace.
E. P. Ripley,
Yours truly.
President The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway System.
above follows
ia
the
Mr.
Ripley
refers
The letter to which
June

Dear Mr. Ripley

:

I

23,

have been very much interested

1914.

in

your

government than under company ownerand excluding a possible ultimate economy of $70,000.0(K)
the conversion of the funded debt upon the ma-

cost of operation under
ship,

per

annum from

turity of the existing bonds.

•

Yours very

truly,

George P.vish.
E! p. Ripley, Esq.,
President, Atchison. Topeka

& Santa Fe Railway.
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Darius Miller, president of the Chicago, Burlington

& Quincy

and of the Colorado & Southern, died at Glacier Park. Mont., on
August 23, after an operation for appendicitis. Mr. Miller had
been on a trip to Denver and Glacier Park, on which he had
been accompanied by Mrs. Miller and \'ice-President Hale
Holden. The party had been joined at Glacier Park by President
Louis W. Hill of the Great Northern; and in response to the
of President Hill, special trains carried medical help

Mr. Miller from Spokane, Wash., and Havre, Mont., and
later James J. Hill personally took surgeons on a special train
from St. Paul, Minn. But before the party from St. Paul arrived it was necessary to operate; and even then the operation
proved to be too late.
Mr. Miller's death removes from the railway field of .America
one of its ablest and most reHe was an
markable men.
extraordinary example of perfor

tact,

fect

great

played an amount of courage that was hardly likely to be
expected from one with his pleasant, urbane exterior. He
met the attacks of aggressive competitors half-way, and no
railway man in the country was more vigorously outspoken
than he was during the last years of his life in replying in
letters or through the press to persons or publications that
indulged in unjust criticism of the Burlington in particular,
or the railways in general.

One of the most interesting features of his career was his
relationship with that great master of railroad transportation.
James J. Hill. Mr. Hill's powerful, dominating personality
has

made

Miller,

it

hard for some meii to work with him; but Mr.
to the Great Northern as vicecharge of traffic in 1898, seemed to get along
perfectly with Mr. Hill, and

from the time he went

president

in

none of his lieutenants, except his son, Louis W. Hill,
to

did

fine

geniality,

No. 9

57,

or that might provoke reprisals from concerns or persons that
were attacked. But when there was occasion for it, he dis-

DARIUS MILLER

summons

Vol.

James

J.

Hill

apparently

impressed everybody who
came in contact with him with

such imreserved
confidence and support as to
Probably this
Mr. Miller.
was due to Mr. Miller's remarkable combination of tact
with courage, and urbanity
with strength.
With characteristic modesty, he always
gave Mr. Hill the lion's share
give

consum-

and

qualities

social

mate diplomatic skill united
with tireless bodily and mental
energy, great business sagacity,
ambition, a resolute will, rare
courage,

administrative

and

capacity of the

first

order.

He

quite

suavity,

of the credit for the policies

his kindliness, his pleasantness

so successfully carried out on

and the perfect poise of his
Even after he bemanner.

the Burlington; but doubtless

his

his

accessibility,

came

of

president

the

Burlington system, with

most 10,500 miles of

Mr. Hill would be the first
Mr. Miller full credit
both for the part he took in
shaping
Burlington's
the
policies, and the equally important work he did in carrying them out.
Mr. Miller's experience until
he became the road's
to give

great
its

line,

received in his office almost

al-

he
all

who called on him and listened
smilingly and patiently to all

He never
had to say.
seemed ruffled, never seemed
in a hurry, never seemed to

they

was

president

that of a traffic

He was

If his
have a single worry.
visitor had a favor to ask,
Mr. Miller was pretty sure to
grant it, if he could, for he
had a sincere liking for taking
the time and trouble in his
busy life to do nice things for

num.

others.

the entire Hill system.

nently

his

manner he was
indefatigable

of
for

easy-going

the

federal

the

Northern

Darius Miller

a ceaseless,

laborer.

traffic

of

This
plan, it is understood, was
defeated by the proceedings

this

back of

man

traffic

it

have charge of the

of his character.

that

pre-emi-

so

was expected when he
left
the Great Northern to
become first vice-president of
would
the
Burlington
he
that

was only one side
Those who
saw much of him soon found
But

good

a

government

dissolution
Securities

of

the

Com-

The methods which
were quite different in
the earlier part of Mr. Miller's career from those which
legislation and concerted action by the railwaj-s themselves
have finally established. In those days railways competed
in the sam% way and by the same means that other industrial
and commercial concerns did. But while Mr. Miller was as
skillful as anybody in using the older methods, his success as
a traffic man always was due mainly to his clear-headed recogpany.

The

men had

to use to get business

any longer hours.
During all of the year, except the summer months, his working day at his office was from about 9:30 a. m. to 7 p. m.
Even after he went home it was a very common thing for
him to sit up till midnight or later reading hour after hour
newspaper articles, magazine articles and books
reports,
on subjects pertaining to transportation, and business and
The same energy he put into
political matters in general.

traffic

the

work he did himself he put into that of directing the
labors of his subordinates. It was so when he was a traffic
man, and even more so after he became president of the

nition of the fact that a railway's profits are derived chiefly,

Burlington.
Mr. Miller was essentially and eminently pacific in his attoward competing lines, toward regulating authorities

not from the business which it wrests from its competitors,
but from the business which «it develops on its own lines;
and it was as a creator of traffic that he first established
himself with that greatest of all traffic creators, Mr. Hill.
His reputation as a traffic officer was such that some curiosity was felt as to how successful a president he would make.
That curiosity was soon satisfied. The Burlington property

lowliest

employee of the road did not put

in

titude

and toward the labor organizations. He was always anxious
not to do or say anything which it was not fair to do or say

AuGi -^^T
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under the presidency of George B. Harris, with Daniel \\ illard as vice-president in chatge of operation, and Mr. Miller
traffic, had been put in fine

as vice-president in charge of

shape.

Coming

Mr. Miller, as president,

to

in this condition,

presented him with a rare opportunity; and he and his
able lieutenants took advantage of that opportunity to the
fullest extent.
Mr. Hill was the father of the tonnage system
on American railways. He must, therefore, have regarded
with satisfaction the advance in the Burlington's revenue
freight trainload from 381 tons in 1910, the first year of Mr.
Miller's administration, to 484 tons in 1913, an increase in
three years of 103 tons, or 26 per cent.
Mr. Miller had a marked capacity for impressing on those
who reported to him exactly what he wanted done and for
then leaving them a free hand to do it. While he seldom
interfered with them, he watched the results of their work
it

closely and keenly, and his influence was felt in every department. Certainly, if his 3^4 years' administration as president is a criterion he was one of the ablest railroad administrators that this country has had. Few other railroads
have come through the last four years of business stress and
strain as well off physically and financially as the Burlington,
and the remarkable increase in its average freight trainload.
with the economies in operation which it represented, is one
of the chief explanations of its present relatively strong
position.

He at the same time became president of the Colorado &
Southern.
Mr. Miller's funeral was held at Trinity Episcopal Church
in Chicago on Thursday afternoon at two o'clock. The active
pallbearers were all officers of the Burlington and were as
follows:

with Mr. Miller's personality was bound to be
popular with his business associates. But his circle of warm
friends and admirers extended far outside to other railways,
to other businesses, and embraced men in every walk of life.

W. W.

Howard, H.

E.

Holden, T.

S.

Baldwin, C. G. Burnham, C. M. Dawes, E. A.
Byram, G. W. Holdredge, E. P. Bracken, Hale
Howland and C. I. Sturgis.

RAILROAD RECEIVERSHIP AND REORGANIZATION
By William

Ripley

Z.

Ropes Professor of Economics, Harvard University

The Railway Age Gazette has for a number of years annually
reviewed the statistics concerning receivership and foreclosure,
regarding them as one of the best available criteria of the gencondition of the transportation business.

eral

This subject

is

one of peculiar

interest at the present time in view of the fact,
as will appear, that almost 25,000 miles of line are now undergoing reorganization as a result of financial breakdown. The facts,

year by year, are graphically presented upon the accompanying
diagram.

The

intimate relationship between railroad failure and indusis matter of common knowledge.
An outcrop of

depression

trial

A man

385

receivership for the weaker
is

one of the

first

members

the Erie Railroad, as Sprague puts

of the railroad fraternity

Such an announcement

signs of trouble.

it

in

for

admirable study of

his

When

he was vice-president of the Burlington he served
on the Traffic Committee of the Chicago Association
of Commerce.
When the Chicago Association of Commerce
Committee of Investigation on Smoke Abatement and Electrification of Railw-ay Terminals was appointed he was designated as one of its railway members. His railroad activities
for years

extended beyond his own lines. He was chairman of the
executive committee of the Kansas City Terminal Railw-ay

Company,

Union Station Company of Chithe Union Station Company of Denver

a director of the

cago, a director in

and a member of the committee of presidents having charge
of the work of the Bureau of Railway Economics at Washington.
His tact and influence were largely instrumental in
securing finally the passage of the Union Station ordinance
in Chicago last spring.
He was a director in the Continental
Commercial National Bank and the Union Trust Company
of Chicago.

He was
ton,

111.,

3,

man

in the best sense.

1859, he

was but

Born

A

when he

He entered railway service at 18 as a stenographer in
general freight office of the Michigan Centra!.
From
June, 1880, to February, 1881, he was a clerk in the general
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Miles of Line in Receivership and Foreclosure 1878-1913

died.

the

freight office of the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern;
from February, 1881, to October, 1883. chief clerk to the
general manager of the Memphis & Little Rock, and from
October, 1883, to June, 1887. general freight agent and ticket

agent of the same road. From June, 1887. to July. 1889. he
was general freight and passenger agent of the St. Louis.
Arkansas & Texas, and from July, 1889, to December. 1890.
traffic manager of the same road, being, it will be noted, only
30 years old when he was appointed traffic manager.
From
December, 1890, to May, 1893, he was traffic manager of the
Queen & Crescent; from May. 1893, to September. 1896, he
was traffic manager of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas system:
and from September. 1896, to November, 1898. vice-president.
He then became second vice-president of the Great Northern.
James J. Hill himself was then, and for some years later,
president of the Great Northern, and it was thus that Mr.
Miller's business association with him began.
He came to
the Burlington as first vice-president on January 1, 1902, and
succeeded George B. Harris as president on January 31, 1910.

panics for the United States Monetary Commission, "has been
a customary feature of our commercial crises for half a century.''

In 1857, in 1873. with the Grant and

Ward

failure in 1884, in

and again within a hairs breadth of it in 1907, has this historic property served notice upon the community of widespread
financial distress.
The Northern Pacific went down w-ith Jay
Cooke in 1873. and again twenty years later. The- Philadelphia
& Reading was in receivership in 1884, and nine years thereafter
a second time. All along the line, to be sure, are scattered sporadic failures of important companies during time of fair
weather, such as the Rock Island, the Reading again and the Union
Pacific in 1?80: the roxv-of-bricks downfall of the Gould roads
in 1888-91
and the Chicago Great Western affair in 1509. These
independent collapses, however, may be regarded as local phenomena due to individual mismanagement or inherent weakness.
In the main, railroad failure, as of course one might expect, characterizes and concentrates about panic years. What is the situa1893,

;

tion at the present time?

The diagram of railroad receivership and foreclosure for a
period of almost forty years, is based upon the miles of line
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The outstanding feature has already been mentioned,
namely, the close connection between transportation and commercial or industrial distress. This is first noticeable on a gen-

affected.

when 11,000 miles of Hne were precipitated
and again in the fall of 1907 (1908), when
18,000 miles of road succumbed. The short, sharp panic of 1903
alone stands forth upon this record by way of contrast, as pracerous scale

1884,

in

into receivership;

unproductive of railroad disorder.

tically

name

focuses naturally upon 1913-14.

hension"

;

but that

well deserves the

It

appears as a time of "appre-

a period of "realization" of trouble as

is

it

It

Interest at this particular time

of a "rich man's panic."'

well, is indicated by the rising mileage of railroads in distress.
Judged by this standard, the present day bears definite earmarks of severe depression. Yet the fact deserves mention, of

marked out for sufferunderstood reason of steadily rising costs of
operation along with fixity under governmental regulation of

course, that the railroads seem peculiarly
ing,

for the well

A notable feature of the diagram is the extraordinary prominence of railroad distress in 1893-94. All records in this regard
were broken when the control of an
it is to be hoped forever
unprecedented mileage was handed over to officers of the state
and federal courts. On June 30, 1894, 192 companies were in
the hands of receivers, of which 126 had been consigned thereto
during the preceding year. The total mileage operated by these
defaulting roads was 40,818. The stocks and bonds affected by

—

two and one-half

receivership aggregated
to

one-fourth

say.

United States

of

the

billion dollars

railmad

total

Thus was a

at that time.

— that

c?pitalization

of

present troubles?

is

This will

Put locks on those

to bring about a similar sequence

Fill

Almost 23,000 miles of line, principally in the Gould
and (old) Rock Island systems, are just now either in process
or in need of reorganization. Most of the other properties in
of a half dozen independent enterprises, such
as the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient the Atlanta, Birmingham
& Atlantic; and the MolTatt road in Colorado. The troubles of
:

named

railroads are

somewhat peculiar, and are, in
for most of them represent

feature of the present situation contrasts rather strikingly
A larger proportion than usual of these

despite the recent distress there has been a relative
decline in judicial interference with embarrassed roads. Decade
by decade, a decided subsidence in the railroad mileage thrown

whole,

hands of receivers has taken place. .According to recent
evidence in the Raikcay Age Gazette, as set forth in the following table, judged by any of the three standards, nun-ber of cominto the

Companies

is

come?

known and

that

it?

toilets?

in that

Make

that

extra stationery?

broom

last

another month?

at switch stand after train
bill

of lading before

passed to see

you looked

if

locked?

at the freight?

next year?

Answer
formation

that telephone or

make

a customer wait for his in-

?

Accept that shipment of household goods with pasteboard
or

make them use

tags,

linen tags?

Leave the cork out of your ink bottle so
causing you to order again next month?

it

would evaporate,

Did You?
—.1/. K.

&

T. Employes' Magaeine.

—

Receivekship

Milea-<Capitalirat ion

receiverships yet to

Act courteously to that passenger, or snap his head off?
L"se a new lamp burner when that old one could have served?
Remove that chunk from platform so no one would be injured?
Put those stove legs and shovels where you could find them

with past experience.

properties in distress seems likely to pass directly into reorganOn the
ization without the intervention of receivership at all.

Turn

Sign that

in

an appreciable factor contributing to their downfall.

One

more

that red light?

Look

;

which great banking and railroad interUndoubtedly the hostilests were already firmly intrenched.
ity of the great powers to these independent companies has been
invasion of territories

are there

Break that black lamp chimney, or clean it?
Scrub the waiting room and office this week?
Mark that shipment or guess it off with the shipper?
Put that freight inside to keep from being pilfered?

consist

these last

Or

Clean those batteries when they needed
Let that guy get off with your hatchet ?
Turn in that extra impression book?
Lock those trucks after being used ?

and foreclosure. The latter follows
shadow after an interval of about
be observed in 1884, 1893 and 1907. Events

the main, due to local circumstances

facilities for

is

See that brakes were set on those cars when you went home?
Lock those stock chute gates when last used?

in 1914.

distress

proportion to the

A QUESTIONNAIRE FOR STATION AGENTS
—

of receivership

years.

in

Did you

the former in frequency like a

now shaping themselves

more
For it

is

Yet another point, while we are about it, is emphasized by this
chart.
This is the sequence in point of time of the allied

are

to say,

our prediction that already the worst
better things will soon be in sight.
It

part of the preceding decade of development.

two

is

one of the fundamental axioms
in the economics of transportation that a growing density of
traffic is the most certain panacea for the financial ills to which
railroad flesh has fallen heir. All of which lends added interest
Have we seen the end of
to the record now in the making.

the violation of inexorable economic laws throughout a large

phenomena

Xo. 9

—

developed, that

the

dire penally exacted for

57,

Nor is this condition of diminishing receivership due to a mere
change of fashion in procedure. Substantial economic forces are
at work. In the first place, a rigorous process of natural selection
has weeded out many of the feeble and unfit roads. A railroad
seldom perishes from the face of the earth. It finds refuge
instead in alhance with stronger companies.
A more powerful
and definitely organized banking support is also probably in
some measure accountable for the greatly improved record. The
prejudicial effect upon the prestige of official bankers is sufficient
to make it worth their while to ward off receivership even at
heavj- cost.
It is the railroads without banking friends, such as
the Gould roads, which are taken most readily out of the hands
of their stockholders and given over to the mercy of an officer
of the court.
But undoubtedly the most important influence of
all in lessening the frequency of receivership, decade by decade,
has been the growth and filling up of the country traffic having
transportation provided.

the rates chargeable for service rendered.

—

Vol.

First Decade,

Second Decade,

Third Decade,

1882-91

1892-01

1902-11

279

222

37.816
$1,884.000,000

62,266
$3,543,000.000

S(
17,574
$1.245.000 ,000

and stocks and bonds, the
decade compares most favorably with either of the other
two. The contrast with the SO"* is even more striking, when
one considers these figures in the light of the relative size of the
railway net at that time. \Vith all our phenomenal development,
receivership still is absolutely less, and very substantially so, than
panies, mileage or aggregate stocks

last

ever before in a similar period of time.

British R.-mlw.ws in Venezuela. It is reported that the new
branch line of the so-called Bolivar Railway from Palma Sola to
San Felipe is approaching completion, and that this railway paid
in 1913 for the first time a small dividend on its common stock.
The main line runs from Tucacas to Barquisimeto, with a branch

where the South .American Copper Syndicate, a British
company, is working the copper mines very successfully. The
Central Railway is extending its line which runs from Caracas
inland, from Santa Teresa to Ocumare and Cuan and the work is
progressing satisfactorily. The Caracas & La Guaira Railway had
a successful year, though traffic on that and on all other lines
was affected in the latter half of 1913 by political unrest.

to Aroa,

&

Chicago, Burlington

Quincy 2-10-2 Freight Locomotive

Second Order Includes Refinements in Design Effecting
a Reduction of 16 Per Cent in Reciprocating Weights
Ten locomotives

of the 2-10-2 type have recently been built by

the Baldwin Locomotive

Works

for the Chicago, Burlington

&

Quincy.

In the spring of 1912 the Burlington received live engines of the same type which were described and illustrated on

page 1006 of the Railway Age Gazette for May 3, 1912. They
have proved efficient and economical in handling heavy coal traffic,
and the general design of the new locomotives closely follows
that of the original order.

The

rated tractive

eflfort

of

all

these

special

One

of the most difficult problems,

in

designing large loco-

motives with comparatively small driving wheels, is to properly
A
counterbalance the reciprocating and revolving weights.
number of eight and ten-coupled locomotives built by the Baldwin

Locomotive

W

orks have been

fitted

with

Heavy 2-10-2 Type
keyed

to the

weights

in

main axle; and

counterweights

these, in conjunction with the usual

the wheel centers, have balanced a sufficiently large

In the two remaining locomotives, the weights of the

reciprocating parts have been sufficiently reduced, by the use of

necessity

of

applying additional

shows one of the two loco-

illustration

Type Freight Locomotive

They have

a diameter of

4^

The crosshead is
The body
section.

the center.

nealed,

and the bearing shoe

a taper

fit

with a 2J4 in. diameter hole in
of the Laird type, with an unusu-

in.,

is

of .40 per cent carbon steel an-

is

and

in the crosshead,

The piston rod has
secured by an oil-tempered

of bronze.
is

while the crosshead pin is of nickel steel. The main
steel key
and side rods, stub straps, and main crank pins are of nickel
chrome steel, annealed. The main pin has a fit in the wheel cen;

Freight Locomotive for the Chicago, Burlington

proportion of the reciprocating and revolving parts to avoid destructive effects at the speeds at which these engines are run.
This arrangement is used in eight of the ten new Burlington locomotives.

avoid the

The

rings, which are 6 in. in width, widened to 8 in. at the bottom to
give ample bearing area.
The packing rings are also of cast
iron.
The piston rods are of nickel-chrome steel, annealed.

ally light

large units.

to

motives equipped with the lighter parts.
The pistons of this locomotive have dished bodies of .40 per
cent carbon steel, annealed. These are riveted to cast iron bull

Elevation of Burlington 2-10-2

locomotives is 71,500 lb., and with a large number of interchangeable parts, they constitute a notable group of unusually

steels,

counterweights.

ter 9 in. in diameter,

driving axle

is

and

&
is

of vanadium

Quincy

drilled with a
steel.

4

in. hole.

The main

All the rods are channeled

an I-section. The eccentric crank has been lightened, to reduce the weight on the main pin. It weighs 125 lb., as against
160 lb. for the cranks used on the previous engines.
The use of special materials, as described above, has effected

to

a

saving

in

weight of reciprocating parts on each,

side,

amount-

— ^

:
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ing to 379 lb., or 16 per cent, as compared with the other locomotives using heavier parts. The balancing of the main wheels
is greatly improved, and there is a material reduction in the

amount of excess weight to be applied to the other wheels.
The result is less wear and tear on the locomotive and track,
while the lighter parts are more easily handled in the shop when
making repairs.
The frames are 6 in. wide, each main frame being cast in one
piece with a single rail

front section; while the rear sections

The

are separate, and of slab form.

frarries

on the original

order of five engines had double rail front sections, both rails
being separate from the main frames; and the rear sections were
of bar construction with pedestals through which the trailer
axles

The

passed.

rear truck

equalized with the fourth and

is

fifth

of the

Hodges

type,

and

pairs of driving wheels.

is

Vol.

Fuel

These brackets, together with the
wide expansion plate which
carries the back end of the firebox.
The front end of the firebox is also supported on an expansion plate. This is bolted to
a steel casting, which supports the radius bar pin for the trailer
truck, and also braces the frame at the splice between the main
and rear sections.
The boilers of the ten new locomotives are all alike and are
bolted to the engine frames.

Xo. 9

Bit.

Tractive power

coal

71,500
370,000
293,000
27,900
49,100
about 555,000
20 ft. 9
40 ft. 1
74 ft. 9'i

Weight in working order
Weight on drivers
Weight on leading truck
Weight on trailing truck
Weight of engine and tender in working order
Wheel base, driving
Wheel base, total
Wheel base, engine and tender

lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.

in.

in.
in.

Ratios

Weight on drivers

-=-

~

tractive effort

4.1

Total weight
tractive effort
5.2
Tractive effort X diam. drivers -H total equivalent* heating surface. .596.1
Total equivalent* heating surface -4- grate area
81.8
Firebox heating surface -=- total equivalent* hcatirg surface, per cent.. 18.8
Weight on drivers -t- total equivalent* heating surface
40.7
Total weight -H total equivalent* heating surface
51.4
\'oIume both cylinders
26.2 cu. ft.
Total equivalent* heating surface -r- vol. cylinders
549.S
Grate area
vol. cylinders
6.7
.

~

The

back truck spring hangers are pinned to brackets, which are

57,

'.

Cylinders

Kind
Diameter and stroke

30

Simple
by 32 in.

in.

foot plate, serve as supports for a

Kind

Piston

Diameter

Lead

15 in.
in.

in full gear

J4

IVheels
Driving, diameter over tires
Driving,, thickness of tires
Driving journals, main, diameter and length
Driving journals, others, diameter and length
Engine truck wheels, diameter
Engine truck, journals
Trailing truck wheels, diameter
Trailing truck, journals

60

in.

4
12 in. by 12
11 in. by 12
33
( in. by 10

in.

42
8

K

by 14

in.

in.

in.
in.

in.
in.
in.

Boiler
Style

Straight
175 lb.
first ring
885^ in.
Fircbcx, length and width
132 in.
Firebox plates, thickness
Sides, back and crown
in.; tube
in.
Firebox, water space
F.
6 in. S. 4 to 6 in. B.—-4 in.
264— 2!<» in.
Tubes, number and outside diameter
45
Flues, number and outside diameter
5'^ in.
Tubes, length
22 ft. ?•/, in.
Heating surface, tubes ard flues
4,966 sq. ft.
Heating surface, firebox*
383 sq. ft.
Healing surface, total
5,349 sq. ft
Superheater heating surface
1,332 sq. ft.
....7,197 sq. ft.
Heating surface, total equivalent*
Grate area
88 sq. ft.

Working pressure

Outside diameter of

—

;

^
——

—

;

Tender

Water bottom

Tank
Wheels, diameter
Tournals, diameter and length

33

6

Water capacity

of the

same

firebox

is

general dimensions as those of the 1912 order.

severe class of service.

The continued use
after

of thfs design of locomotive

thorough service

tests

of the

on the Bur-

locomotives built

two years ago, indicates the adaptability of the 2-10-2 type for
heavy freight service. With 25 per cent greater hauling capacity than a Mikado t)pe locomotive carrying the same weight
per pair of driving wheels, this type will, under favorable conditions, effect a material reduction in the cost per ton mile

The

of

freight.

principal dimensions and ratios are given in the following

table

General Data

Cage
Service

154

equipped with a Security sectional arch supported on

and the auxiliary dome on the third, and the seams on these
The opening
rings are welded throughout their entire length.
under the auxiliary dome is 16 in. in diameter, so that a man
dismantling
inspection,
without
can enter the boiler to make an
the fittings in the main dome. The superheater is of the Schmidt
top-header type, with 45 elements, and a superheating surface
of 1,232 sq. ft. With ample grate area and heating surface, mechanical stoking, and high superheat, this boiler is considered
fully capable of supplying all the steam needed for the most

moving

evaporating heating surfac

•Total equivalent heating surface
:imes the superheating surface,
tincludes brick arch tube heating

The

four Syi in. tubes, and a Street mechanical stoker is applied.
The longitudinal seams on the barrel rings are all placed on the
The main dome is placed on the second ring
top center line.

lington,

in.

11 in.

10,000 gal.
15 tons

Coal capacity

Dished Piston with Hollow Rod of Nickle-Chrome Steel

by

in.

4

ft.

8'A
Freight
in.

—

Certain portions of the North
Indi.an Ambul.^nce Tr.mn.
Western State Railway of India were constructed almost entirely
for strategic purposes, which would be much assisted by a traveling hospital. The company has therefore built an ambulance train
The train includes a
at its Lahore shops with this end in view.
hospital car, a kitchen car, a dispensary and staff car. and a
medical officers' car. Each of these cars has a 61 ft. 9 in. body,
and is carried on two four-wheeled trucks. The hospital staff
car, which is 64 ft. 2 in. in length over the buffers, is divided into
two sections. In one section are three compartments, of which
one contains berths for two hospital assistants, another contains
berths for four ward servants, while a third and larger compartment has berths for two Indian N. C. O.'s and four Sepoy ward

The other section contains four compartments, having
four berths each, respectively, to accommodate four dhabies, eight
The hospital car is also divided
cooks, and four sweepers.
into two sections, each of which contains a bath and lavatory and
orderlies.

berths for 12 sick persons. The kitchen-car is divided into British
kitchen and pantry, store, Hindu and Mahommedan kitchens. In
the dispensary and staff car there are berths for two British
X. C. O.'s and eight men. while tire other half of the car contains
dispensary and office, and beds for two assistant surgeons. Ac-

commodation is provided in the medical officers' car for two
lady nurses and two medical officers, and there is also the officers'
mess and accommodation for four native servants.

Annual Meeting
Discussions

Personnel;

of Superintendents' Association

on Freight Transportation, Train Rules,
and Addresses by Two Veteran Officers

The twenty-seventh annual meeting of the American Aswas held at the Hotel
Cumberland, New York City, on Thursday and Friday,
August 20 and 21, with President Charles Burlingame (Wiggins Ferry Co.) in the chair. The members of the association, nearly all of whom were from places west of Buffalo,
were welcomed to New York by J. C. Lincoln, traffic manager
Mr. Lincoln
of the Merchants' Association of New York.
was formerly a railroad traffic officer, and assured the superintendents that their societj' would have the cordial co-

general

views founded on 37 years of active railroad exThe grand divisions pertaining to the
maintenance and operation of a railroad's property, the roadway, the equipment, the transportation, the traffic, tlje legal,
the accounting and the treasury departments are merely
convenient groupings of individual factors which still retain
their relationship to the whole, and are so divided only that
the managing head may be enabled to quickly and fully
understand the part which each unit is performing, and that
he may be able to direct in the most effective way the forces

sociation of Railroad Superintendents

perience.

operation of the New York merchants.
President Burlingame, in his opening address, exhorted
the members to put their best efforts into the committee
work, with a view to sending sound and well-considered conclusions to the American Railway Association. The superintendents should never fear to recommend a new thing if it
has merit. This association should back up its sister associations in every reasonable way.
For example, the recommendation that rubber stamps be used to stamp the name of
the shipping point on every package of freight should receive the attention of all superintendents; and if it is an
economical and useful idea, it should be endorsed. The local
freight agents' association has recommended that a standard
board be put on steel cars for carr3'ing cards; the superintendents should be able to say whether or not this proposal
merits approval.
The American Railway Association, with
its co-ordinate associations of subordinate officers, ought to
be developed into a strong law-making body. The railroad
world is so extensive and important that it should be a law
unto itself; and there is much work to do.
Mr. Burlingame, in working up interest for this meeting.
had written to the general managers of railroads with which
association members are connected, and of SO such letters
41 had elicited favorable replies.
Superintendents who may
be in doubt as to whether they are justified, in their own
interest, and that of their employers, in devoting time and
energy to this co-operative work may be assured by this
fact that the work of the association is appreciated among
the higher officers.
Mr. Burlingame had received invitations from the Central

at his

New

of
the

Jersey, the

Long

New York

& Hudson

River and
members to avail them-

Central

Island roads requesting the

facilities and to inspect features of interest.
On
Saturday, following the close of the convention, many members
accepted these invitations.

.

.

.

command.

have been much impressed by the accounts of the hurried preparation for the great war which is now being
waged beyond the sea; how as the successive grades of the
reserves have been called for, each man responded by number, to find his uniform already provided and stored at a
convenient central point and with the e.xact part he was expected to play, as well as the terrible purpose of the aggregate,
grimly but clearly before him.
"In the creation of a railroad organization, the ruling purpose should always be to provide by a methodical and
orderly arrangement of forces, the means by which the
guiding hand may, in the most direct and effective way,
reach down through each successive form of supervision to
the man who actually does the work.
The managing
man should never permit any delegation of authority on
his part to destroy a direct and positive relationship between
himself and each one of the individual units under his control.
Napoleon Bonaparte, who was probably the greatest organizer of men the world has ever seen, prized his title of
"Little Corporal," which he won upon the bridge at Lodi by
"I

.

.

.

leaving his position of command to fight in the ranks, more
than all of the honors with which his imperial brow was
crowned and the connection he maintained with the individ;

uals

his army is impressively illustrated in the
shows a sleeping sentry awakening to find the

constituting

picture which

emperor keeping watch while he slept.
"Napoleon's best lesson, however, to any organizer of men,
lies in the fact that he taught each of his soldiers to feel
that

he

railroad

Any
carried a marshal's baton in his knapsack.
manager who does not impress upon his men the
promotions will be made from their own ranks,
employ the greatest power at his command to create

fact that all

selves of all

fails to

The report of the Secretary showed a membership of 266.
an increase of 121 over the number reported one year ago.

enthusiasm and solidarity among his forces.
"In administering discipline, courage and consideration,
firmness and fairness, should go hand in hand. As long as
we deal with human agencies we must consider human im-

The members come from 135 different roads.
At this point the association listened to an address by R.
V. Taylor, vice-president and general manager of the Mobile

&

Ohio, on "Organization."
Mr. Taylor said in part:
I should be called upon for my opinion as to the official
most important to the success of any railroad organization.
I am certain that I could with perfect truthfulness
say the
superintendent. His duties are of a manifold character. They
have to do not only with the maintenance of the property
and the movement of the traffic, by which he is brought in touch
"If

its actual working forces, but they bring him into close
relationship with the patrons of the company from which it

with

its life blood.
Upon his good judgment and tact depends the relationship of the corporatiort to the municipalities,
and every part of the management must rely upon his in-

draws

telligence, integrity

and industry.

"The subject of organization is a great one, and I can
hardly hope to express in a condensed form some of the

perfections.

Weakness

brings

in the application of discipline

management into contempt, while extreme harshness
creates a feeling of resentment scarcely less destructive to
best organization.
"Esprit de corps is of the highest value. 'It implies symthe

pathy, enthusiasm, devotion and jealous regard for the honor
It cannot, however, exist when
of the body as a whole.'
discipline is absent. It is to the organization what the spirit
is

to

alike

the

body;

it

is

all-pervading

upon the highest and lowest;

and ever-present;
it

makes

acts

it

the president

and

of an organization speak with swelling pride of his officers

men: it makes the call boy at the roundhouse couple him."
self and the president under the common word 'us.'
Speaking of the value of co-operation and hearty loyalty,
Being
Mr. Taylor gave examples from his own experience.
away from home on the occasion of a great flood, he was
gratified to find on returning that his subordinates had
wcrrked with great efficiency and had saved many thousands
his

.

.
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company, by each doing his part in a well
Every manager should have an organization
work well in his absence. When the late Samuel

of dollars for the

Vol.

Education

which will
Spencer expressed regret at the resignations of certain officers, Mr. Taylor assured him that his (Taylor's) single
section of the Southern Railway system was prepared to supply
the required number of officers to fill all vacancies, and, moreover, that there were understudies in the service ready to take the

brakeman who would not think

men who might be thus promoted.
Continuing, Mr. Taylor said:
"It is popular in these days to criticize railroad management and railroad managers, and while I hold no brief for
the misdoings, either large or small, which have crept into the
management of some of the railroads of this country. I am
certain that there never was a more courageous, honest, intelligent and industrious set of men, as a whole, engaged in
any business, than those who are devoting
transportation

service

of this

country

;

their lives to the

and whether for the

purposes of peace or war, I do not believe there ever has been
a more effective organization of men than that under which
these great afifairs are managed and controlled."

NEXT

YE.\R

The

executive committee reported in favor of holding the
meeting of the association next year at San Francisco, on

Thursday and Friday of the third week in May; and
recommendation was adopttd unanimously.

this

L. Booth, W. J. Blizzard
H. Abrams, reported in favor of the re-election of all
members of committees, and
of the present officers and
It was based
this conclusion was adopted by the association.
on the general feeling that the policies of the present adThe office of
ministration ought not to be interrupted.
second vice-president, being vacant, was filled by the election
of W. S. Williams (Illinois Central). The other officers are
as follows: President, Charles Burlingame (Wiggins Ferry
Company), St. Louis, Mo.; vice-president, H. R. Saunders
secretary,
H. Harmon,
E.
(C. R. I. & P.), Kansas City;
Chairmen of committees: Transportation, E. H.
St. Louis.
Shaughnessey (C. & N. W.); Interchange Car Inspection, M.
Marea (St. Louis T. & E.); Arbitration, A. E. Boughner
(M. K. & T.); Train Rules, J, E. Scott (G. C. & S. F.);
Executive, A. G. Smart (C. B. & Q.); Arrangements. G. J.
Shreeve (Belt Ry. of Chicago).

The nominating committee, W.

and

J.

THURSDAY AFTERNOON

The

election finished the forenoon session.

noon the

first

discussion

was on

In the after-

the report of the committee

on transportation, E. H. Shaughnessey. chairman. The report
first took up the subject of marking, packing and stowing
freight, and summarized what had been done by other associaThe committee recommended that the rules on this
tions.
subject be rigidly enforced. The closest supervision is necessary everywhere, and yet no two roads appear to have the
same instructions. A considerable number of roads have
traveling inspectors to educate agents, but very few have

A

committee of the American Railway
Association has formulated a code of rules, 89 in number,
and the best thing that this association could do would be
to devise ways of properly enforcing these rules, when
promulgated.
Continuing, the committee said:
"A division office should be created for the purpose of
supervising the marking, packing and handling of freight and
enforcing the rules in relation thereto. This officer should
have authority equal to that of a trainmaster. If the business
on the division does not warrant an additional officer, the
duties assigned to the trainmaster or his assistants should
be adjusted so that he can make this feature a part of his
work without loss of efficiency along other lines. On one
of the large western roads out of Chicago, just recently the
trainmasters have been relieved of all routine oflSce work
so that their entire time could be given to supervision on the
printed

road,

instructions.

specializing in

loss

and damage matters; and good

No. 9

results have been secured, principally along educational lines.

ordered plan.

place of the

57,

the

is

prime

The

necessity.

of

loyal

violating

conductor or
an operating

through ignorance cause continual damage to freight
through improper loading. This also applies to the freight
house forces. The only satisfactory way to correct them is to
do so on the ground by a responsible representative. Admonition suited to the disposition of the person at fault, delivered verbally, is worth countless circulars.
"Reports on over, short and damaged freight should be
handled by a higher priced clerk than is generally the pracIt is customary on some roads to delegate
tice at present.
this work to a clerk once removed from an office boy, whereas
it should be handled by a person of good judgment who can
draw logical conclusions and compile satisfactorj- statistics
for the superintendent and for the man on the road.
"This organization should be permanent and not dependent
on crop reports.
Good results can only be obtained
by constant energetic efforts throughout the year."
This part of the report was discussed at length by
Messrs. Williams (I. C), Smart (C. B. & Q.), Cox (Atlanta
& West Point) and others. The Illinois Central made a
rule will

.

great

reduction

about

five

.

.

reports

in

months ago,

of

irregularities

by beginning,

to rigidly enforce the rule that con-

signees shall receipt for all freight immediately on delivery.
Mr. Farley (A. T. & S. F.) told of the work of the inspectors
on the different divisions of that road, as described in the
Railvjay

Age

vestigation

70 per

August

Gazette,

of

losses

cent of the

has

7, last.

been

cases, the

so

On

the Burlington, the in-

improved

claim agent

that

now,

in

has his data well
On the Atlanta &

hand before the claim reaches him.
Point, by the employment of a special man, at $110 a
month, acting as the special traveling representative of the
is
now
superintendent,
information
concerning losses
promptly gathered and the work of the claim department has
been almost revolutionized.
Vigorous expression was given to the idea that the superintendents' association, as soon as it becomes strong enough,
should fight out with the traffic department the question of
requiring more substantial packages.
To accept goods in
paper boxes of insufficient strength and at the same time try
in

West

move freight in trains of 1(X) cars each is an impossible
The paper boxes now furnished by many shippers cannot be put in the bottom of a car, to be subsequently covered
by other freight, and therefore it is impossible to load freight
The weighing and inspection bureaus
in station order.
should be made use of in the enforcement of rules about
to

task.

packages and about marking, as the bureaus usually have a
higher class of employees than do the roads.
It pays to
have enough men of the right quality to handle freight
properly.

Mr. Farley thought that paper boxes of approved design
caused little trouble. They are better than 75 per cent of the

wooden boxes.
IDENTITY OF

On

MEN EMPLOYED

IN TRAIN

AND YARD

SERVICE

committee reported additional information in connection with a paper read at the last annual meeting.
In Chicago the street railways, employing large numbers of men, have photographs taken of all applicants. The
same method is employed in St. Louis, Kansas City, Milwaukee and Los Angeles. A photographer contracts to make
pictures of men at 7 for 15 cents or 11 for 25 cents. Photothis subject the

graphs

are attached

to letters

of inquiry

sent out

to learn

about an applicant's record. In Chicago, a hundred undesirable characters were detected in two years by means of
photographs. The committee believes the plan of requiring
photographs of all applicants for employment would be entirely feasible and not expensive, and it would have a good
moral effect from the beginning.
On this part of the report there was a long discussion in
which were brought out many facts concerning difficulties
dealing with "boomers" and others who apply for work in

August
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and on freight trains when there is a rush of
and who do not intend to remain permanently in
the service. There are men who will send substitutes to the
medical examiner, if this trick is not carefully guarded against,
and, no doubt, the photograph safeguard would be circumvented if there were any possible way to do it.
Sale of
counterfeit letters of recommendation is said to be flourishing in more than one city.
It was stated that in Oklahoma
freight yards

business,

there is a law requiring that "service letters'' given to employees shall be written on plain white paper, to be furnished
by the employee himself. For reasons that can be readily
understood, a rule calling for photographs would at once
be objected to on the ground that the roads were preparing
a "rogues' gallery."

put on a joint crew to do all of the transferring, the expense
being equally divided.
Reporting on the handling of explosives,

This part of the report contained no recommendation for
any specific action and as the committee intends to continue
its

studies the report

was referred back.

EFFICIENCy OF DIVISION ORGANIZATIONS

The
with

secretary
the

next

question

of

read that
efficiency

part

of

of

the

report

division

dealing

organizations.

This consisted of mainly a strong plea for a regular assembling of the different subordinates of the division superintendent for consultation and for inspection trips. The committee described at length what was done on the Illinois
Central last winter as reported in the Railway Age Gazette, April
Mr. Williams, superintendent of the Illinois Central
17, 1914.
division referred to, said that his road had adopted the plan of
a special train, to run over the division, periodically, to be
eflfect throughout the company's lines.
Mr. Boughner (M. K. & T.) told of the practice on his road,
train is run over the road each month, carrying two cars to collect scrap; one oil car; one stationery car,
and one with track supplies. Where there is not much scrap
to be collected the cars are run on the local freight, but then
no picking up is done. So far as the collection of scrap is
concerned, the speaker thought that the use of such a train,
in a business-like manner, ought soon to remove the necessity
for it. but it is a great educational opportunity for each department to have a chance to check, at every station, the work
in which he is interested.
On the Belt Railway of Chicago a special train is run
every Monday to pick up scrap. Mr. Burlingame (St. Louis)

put in

.^n inspection

has scrap thrown into large boxes, and a derrick car is sent
out periodically to pick up these boxes and put them on
platform cars. He thought that the piece-work method might
be applied to this work.
This part of the report also was referred back to the com-

chairman having been obliged to present it to the
meeting without full consultation with all of the members.
In connection with the suggestion for further investigation
by this committee the point was brought up by Mr Cuineen
(C. N. E.) that every railroad superintendent could do a good
mittee, the

when traveling on other roads, by reporting to the
superintendent of such other roads any observations which he
might make, looking to the good of the service. That many
turn,

irregularities flourish

because the superintendent cannot have
his eye on all parts of the road at all times is too well known
to need mention; but in addition to this, the mere fact that
the superintendent-passenger is unacquainted with the road will
often make his observations instructive to the man on the
ground.

INCREASED EFFICIENCY OF FREIGHT CARS

Reporting on this subject the committee presented the usual
arguments in favor of pooling freight cars. Mention was
made of ao arrangement, said to be in effect in Peoria, under
which two roads having a heavy interchange business have

committee recommended that the Bureau of
all employees whose

the

Explosives have more lecturers and that
duties

make

necessary or desirable should be required to attend
violations of the rules are discovered by the
inspectors of the bureau, indicating that there is not sufficiently minute supervision by the officers directly in charge.
Failure to remove placards from a car which has been used
it

Most

the lectures.

to carry explosives
lessness.

is

one of the prominent causes of careto have insufficient respect for the

The men come

cards.

MR. UNDERWOOD ON THE QUALIFICATIONS OF THE SUPERINTENDENT

Some members have had

trouble with dishonest men applying for the position of telegrapher, and there was a demand
that the photograph rule, if adopted, should be made to apply
to that department as well as to the train-service department.
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At the close
paper by

to a

of the foregoing discussion the meeting listened
F. D. Underwood, president of the Erie Rail-

Mr. Underwood began by recounting his own recollections of the time when he was an assistant superintendent
and later a superintendent. Looking back he felt sure that
in those days he fell far short of the essential qualifications
which he was now describing and, said he. "I should like a
chance on a busy superintendent's division, to prove that I
could now be a better .superintendent than I was then." The
paper then went on to summarize the main qualifications that
a good superintendent should possess, in substance as follows:
".\ superintendent should not do physical acts that can be
done by someone else. The bawling and hauling that we oldtimers did is unwise from several points of view. A real superintendent is around, about, over and under the job; but never
conspicuous.
By this I do not mean 'gum shoe' methods.
"Reticence is a great quality. Hear everybody on any subject
they have a mind to exJiibit
Sort out what is useful; but say
nothing. A silent man commands both respect and admiration.
When one has to speak, speak low. A man who is
never angry is not an efficient boss; but the spur of anger
(and it is a good one) should be concealed. It should be used
but to stimulate the stroke, never paraded.
"There are on all sides those who bluster, plead, lie and
bring pressure to move a superintendent to undo really essential things.
Quietly sidetrack them when you are sure
you are right; never willingly recede from a position that is
Be slow to take a position that contains a probability
fair.
road.

.

.

.

of retreat.

things be open and frank. Many
file think that there are
tricks in the trade.
Show them that there are none. There
is no more transparent business than operating a railwaj'.
In the doing of

of your staff and

all. official

all

of the

rank and

rule, or doing something outside of the rules
times an offense to be condoned provided the offender has brains. His action showed him fearless and perhaps resourceful. There are the seeds of a good man in ever}'
rebel.
Mentally pussy-footed men are not desirable from a
100 per cent efficiency standpoint.
Even the 'argufyer' has

"Breaking a

is

—

many

his uses.

"In the disciplining of employees some things had better

Seek to instil into every employee the truth
that each year of his service improves and cements his rela-

remain unseen.

tionship with the company; that the aim
permanent; to have them grow old in the

is

to have

men

Bear

service.

in

mind that permanency makes for efficiency.
"A superintendent is necessarily a go-between; between
the public, the company and the employees.
From distant
.

.

.

may be directed many times to do things that
He should be on such terms of conheadquarters
that his opinion would be sought in
fidence with
advance, and should carry weight. Or, when action is taken
without his knowledge or recommendation, his suggestion
should have weight as a stay.
headquarters he

when done

are misfits.

"You cannot do
'Wisdom is the
I

sometimes think

better than to stick close' to the proverb:
thing; therefore get wisdom.'

principal
all

cautionary signs should come

down
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and have painted
should be the

last

in

their place

and the

first

'Wisdom.' Figuratively,
in every rule.

word

.

.

it

."

FRID.W

business on Friday was a discussion of the report
on train rules. Numerous proposed changes in the standard
code have been under discussion for more than a year past

The

first

by a committee of
Train Despatchers'
annual meeting one
cussed by the train

members

of this association

Association.

A

report was

and

of the

made

at the

year ago; and the same subject was disdespatchers at their last annual meeting
Considerable work has been done by
at Jacksonville, Fla.
the committee since then, and the present discussion was to
explain the details of this work for the members of the
superintendents' association. The report was in the nature
of a progress report, as the proposed changes were not of
such a nature as to be susceptible of discussion bj' the asso-

and no formal recommendation
was presented by the committee.

ciation in a general meeting,

was presented by J. E. Scott (G. C. &
chairman of the train despatchers' committee. Mr.
Scott presented cogent arguments in favor of certain changes
designed to facilitate the movement ofr trains under circumstances where 'the conductor and engineman have to act
without consultation with the despatcher. and pointed out

The

subject

F.),

S.

certain features of the rules applicable to double-track operaMe
tion which could be made applicable also to single-track.
also spoke in favor of the proposal to use green signals on the

Vol.

57,

No. 9

ing to the recommendation concerning the lettering of side
doors and also concerning a change in rule 15. On motion
of J. M. Walsh (I. C.) it was voted that the recommendation

concerning side doors be referred to the American Railway
Association for its information.
Mr. Walsh next moved that

all

end doors be declared un-

necessary, with a view to having them done away with. This
led to considerable discussion. A strong argument in favor
of abolishing end doors is found in the fact that many unlocated losses are due to thefts at end doors. It was said,
however, that if there are no cars with end doors shippers
Mr. Walsh declared that
will cut openings for themselves.
this would be better than having the large number of cars
with end doors which we now have; it would be cheaper to
repair the damage done by the shippers. A claim was made
that long pieces of freight are delayed at large freight houses
waiting for cars with end doors; but on the other hand, cer-

members

tain

testified

that

in

their

experience

this

incon-

venience had not been of serious moment. It was observed
that locking the doors on the inside would not clear up all
of the difficulties, for consignees frequently would force open
a door with an iron bar. Again, the absence of a lock on the
outside would not make the seal taker's record unnecessary,
for he should look to see if the door had been tampered with.

MASTER BLACKSMITHS' CONVENTION

.

number of trains running on the same schedule,
instead of using that signal on all the trains except the last.
The discussion of the report of the committee also brought
out an interesting discussion on the proposal to modify rule
last train of a

93 so as to allow passenger extra trains to run through yards
without reducing speed. The present rule is not interpreted

by

all railroad officers.
discussion on train rules was followed by a short paper
by E. H. De Groot (C. & E. I.) on "The superintendent, past,
present and future." Mr. De Groot gave an interesting de-

alike

The

scription of the old-time superintendent, the benevolent autocrat who accomplished great things with small resources.

For the superintendent of today he recommended assiduous
and he named a number of useful books which the
railroad officer ought to read. His ideal for the future, while
lofty in conception, called only for those qualifications which
the ambitious and high principled superintendent can acquire
by taking advantage of facilities for learning which are everywhere available.
The committee on interchange car inspection, M. Marca.
studj',

chairman, presented a report recommending that the doors of
freight cars be lettered, C on one side and D on the other,
so as to facilitate the securing of accurate seal records. The
proper identification of doors also would facilitate checking
of bills for doors which are lost. Sometimes a number of bills

made for a single loss.
The committee favors a change

are

A. R. A. rule

15.

De-

from which the goods are taken

is

delivered with a combination of defects as set forth in the
M. C. B. rules. The committee declares that A. R. A. rule 15

should be printed

in

tlie

code of the Master Car Builders'

Association.

The committee discusses the standardization of side doors
on box and refrigerator cars in the interest of greater safety
and better economy. It also recommends that all end doors
be made near the top of the car and be made to close and
fasten on the inside. With doors thus arranged the danger
and inconvenience incident to securing seal records of end
doors would eventually be done away with.
This report was not discussed at great length, and it was
back to the committee for further considera-

finally referred
tion.

One

of the

members made

No work

ner.

that

is

at all questionable should be allowed to

pass out of the blacksmith shop or

its

jurisdiction.

.\

special

employed on the Pennsylvania Railroad to take care of
tools and keep them in a good, safe condition, thereby protecting the workmen. By doing this the responsibility is placed on
one man and better all-around results are obtained. The members were exhorted to enter freely into the discussion and give
their ideas on the various subjects presented for the good of
the association and the railroads represented by the members in
smith

is

attendance.

ADDRESS BY A.

E.

MANCHESTER

A. E. Manchester, superintendent of motive power, Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul, addressed the convention in part as follows
Your association is one of those that has helped, by better
:

in

livering lines should not be charged for transferring a carload
of freight unless the car

The iwtnty-second annual convention of the International
Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association was held in the Hotel
Wisconsin at Milwaukee, Wis., August 18-20, as mentioned in
the Railway Age Gazette of August 21, on page 361.
President H. E. Gamble, in his address, laid particular stress
on the vastly important part the master blacksmiths play in the
The master smith must not only
"safety first" propaganda.
make the conditions in his shop safe, but he should also see
that all work passing through his shop is capable of passing the
most se\cre inspection. The work of the blacksmith makes possible the building and operating of railroads, and every means
should be taken to perform the work in a safe and efficient man-

a dissenting report,

object-

methods and management, to make up for some of the losses
in the earnings due to increased taxes and higher rates for material and wages, railroading standing almost alone among the
industries as the one that has steadily and constantly reduced
the rates on the thing it had for sale, namely transportation,
and at the same time has to a large extent improved its quality.
But the unfortunate feature of this all is that the public, the
purchasers and users of this commodity, fail to appreciate the
fact that they are receiving the best and cheapest transportation
in the world, and it ought to be one of the aims and efforts of
every association to work for the bettering of the methods of
railroad building, maintenance^ and operation, and to let their
lights so shine that wherever an opportunity affords they will
bring forth these thoughts in a form that will help to bring a better understanding of true conditions to the minds of the general
public.

AuGLST
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railroad with

the

illustrate,

since the year 1875, reduced

its

which

am

I

associated

has,

average rate of transportation

from 2.5 cents per ton per mile to a rate of 079 cents per ton
per mile for the year which closed June 30, 1913. Vou will see
from this that the road now receives an amount equal to one-

compared with
Can you think of any other commodity that

third for the unit of service as

1875.

capital, but these

As

statements are

made without

a true

knowledge

to the rate received for transportation, a year

ago the average rate for all the railroads in the United States
was 0.75 cents per ton per mile for moving freight. In England

Germany

they received 2.5 cents, in

and

1.44 cents,

tools and its constant use is advisable for this end.
The location of the hardening plant should be given careful consideration
and should be far enough away from heavy machinery to pre-

vent

vibration

of

the

temperature

direct vision spectroscope has been

recording

instruments.

found advantageous

A

in this

work.

is today sold at
any such a depreciated rate? When these matters are referred
to, the answer will probably be that your railroad is vastly overcapitalized, and that you are looking for a return on a fictitious

of the facts.
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France

TOOLS

AND FORMERS

H. G. Sharpley (Lima Locomotive Corporation) spoke
of the
importance of equipping smith shops with modern smith shop

machines where the anmunt of work warrants their installation.
W here these machines are installed it is the duty of the smith
shop foreman to devise suitable tools and formers to be used
in them so that they may be used to their
greatest efficiency.
There is no question that in many shops the cost of production

received in the United States were equal

could be materially decreased by the use of satisfactory machines

European countries, the railroads here could
readily meet almost any demand that might be made upon them
so far as taxation, rates of pay, etc., went and still pay a reasonable dividend on the investment in the property.
I recall a few years ago attending a political meeting, in which
the speaker was trying to show what great things his party had
done for the good of the people of Wisconsin. He said, "We
are building in Madison a new capitol building
it will be one
of the finest in the United States, and will cost about $6,000,000
to build.
You will not have to pay one penny of the cost of

and special formers.
Other papers were presented illustrating various types .)f
formers that have been used on forging machines, that materially

If the rates

1.39 cents.

to those paid in the

;

erecting that building;

And

will all be taken out of the railroads."

it

the people cheered

:

that

was

The

a great hit.

getting something for nothing and they

were

party was

to get the benefits.

It is such a feeling and spirit as this that has got to be corrected and better understood before railroads will have a fair

AND CROSSINGS

F. Stanton, of the J. A. Fay & Egan Company, stated that
railroads using manganese for the points in frogs and crossings

work

will not give the

the bolts will prevent the

may

that

& Nashville) spoke of the good work
be accomplished by the use of drop forging machines.

However, he mentioned

that in many cases where the quantity
did not permit of buying one of these machines, very
results could be obtained with drop forging dies under

work

of

good

steam hammer. For small jobs and those not requiring very
accurate finish he has had very good success with cast iron dies.
It
was pointed out in the discussion, however, that these dies

.the

would not

give entire

satisfaction and steel dies would give
Some members stated that they were forced
use cast iron dies in order to get any dies at all as they
experienced considerable difficulty in getting the machine shop

better service.

to

W.

realize that the

DROP KfJHGING
F. F. Hoeffle (Louisville

much

chance to maintain or improve their conditions.
FROGS

reduced the cost of production.

maximum

service unless

moving or racking of the

parts.

In

to provide the dies

making

for

required.
Scrap axles were recommended
but .50 to .60 per cent carbon steel was believed

dies,

The main

to give the best result.

forging machines

to so design

is

order to overcome the stretching and breaking of ordinary bolts,

freely.

one road has resorted to heat-treating them, requiring the following physical characteristics of the metal
Tensile strength,

the upper die, as the metal

:

100,000

lb.

per

sq. in.

elastic limit, 75,000 lb. per sq. in.

;

;

elonga-

15 per cent reduction in area, 40 per cent.
These
hardened and tempered and have given very good
the discussion it was mentioned that the Oregon
Short Line sends out a crew with a couple of cars fitted up
to repair frogs and crossings on the line, such as putting in
new rivets, bolts, etc. This has been found to be very satistion in 2

in.,

factory.

F.

Hinkcns

(

AND HIGH-SPEED STEEL

Westinghouse Air Brake Company) spoke

of the necessity for the tool smith to

know

definitely

process to use in tempering each different kind of
different

will require

alloy

All

chromium, vanadium, etc.,
treatment, which can be best obtained by

steels,

different

just the

steel.

tungsten,

experimenting, as they will all require special processes. The furnace used for hardening high-speed steel should be so constructed
tlic oxygen of the air from the blast and fuel openings will
not attack the metal.
furnace within heated from a furnace
without would be ideal.
Special care must be taken in not

that

A

working high-speed
that

.\.

steel

at too

Hatfield (Canadian

when ordering

that

stated

where forgings of

the heavy offset should be

would flow much

made

in

easier into that die

die.

F.

.steel

low a

heat.

Car & Foundry Company) believed

much

better results

will

be obtained

Hoeffle

(Louisville

when they bear

spring rigging,

The spring

etc.

great success, but

it

pyrometer should

be

in

leaves should be of equal thick-

was pointed out
used

all

so

that

when tempering, a
temperature may be

that

the

accurately regulated.

John Carruthers (Dnhith, Missabe & Northern) gave the following process for tempering vanadium steel springs
The
springs are first heated to a temperature of 1,700 deg. F. and
:

deg.

F.

The

of particular value in establishing standard

it

Other members pointed out that it is an excellent plan
to punch the date when a spring is placed in service on the
band so that an accurate record may be kept of their mileage.
Vanadium steel has been used by a few of the members with

cooled in

is

stress

plates.

P.,

machine

particular

ness 30 that the load will be distributed proportionately on

deg.

kind should be marked and the hardness noted so as to
guide the tool smith in performing his work.
The hardness

laid

the greatest load they will carry

set to shape, then cooled in

specific

Nashville)

sn almost straight position. The life of springs depends a great
deal upon the roadbed, flat wheels, low rail joints, design of

rather

full information as to what it is to be used for
than by ordering by specification.
In this way there
can be no misunderstanding of what grade of steel is required,
?nd the manufacturer will be in a better position to furnish it.
After the steel has been received each tool made from each

&

on the importance of obtaining the proper grade and kind of
steel for springs, and tn tempering, the amount of carbon contained in the steel must be considered.
Springs should be set

by giving

testing

was

dies for drop

SPRING-M-\K1NG AND REPAIRING
F.

so that
C.\RBON

George

it

made

making

that the metal will flow

;

In

results.

H.

than the bottom

are

bolts

the

In this respect,

irregular shape are

point in

them

tin

oil

oil.

They

are again heated to 1,650

and then drawn

bath

is

in a tin bath to 1,(XX)
used instead of lead as it has been

Pyrometers are
The carbon steel springs are heated
and temjiered in a 7S0-deg. F. bath. He has
also found that by heat-treating old springs that have lost their
elasticity they can be reclaimed and used ver>- satisfactorily.
found vanadium

used for
to

all

steel will float in a lead bath.

operations.

1,600 deg. F..
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first quenching of
mentioned by Mr. Carruthers.
T. E. Williams (Chicago & North Western) stated that all the
springs are made for the system at the Chicago shops, where
The aim
they are tested for deflection and permanent set.
on that road is to keep all springs standard and standard spring
The North Western
hangers are used on all of the power.

Other members
the

vanadium

stated that they eliminated the

steel springs, as

at 70 deg., and reheated to 1,055 deg. F., and
allowed to cool in air. The physical tests require a 70,0(X3 lb.
per sq. in. elastic limit, a 100,000 lb. per sq. in. ultimate tensile
strength, with 20 per cent elongation and 50 per cent reduction,

quenched in water

In connection with their heat-treating work, the steels

area.

in

members contended

the

that

best

welds and thermit welds, and mention was made that there
are many frame breaks that can be better welded with thermit
All frames should be annealed after welding,
than with oil.
leaving the furnaces on until the frame has become cool.
(Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac) said
J. M. Poland
that out of 05 frames welded by electricity only one has broken,

and that was on account of being made too

tioned for frame breakages are

ill-fitting

strongly recom-

OTHER BUSINESS
other papers presented at the convention were a number of shop kinks with drawings describing them.
Thomas 1'.

Keane (Ramapo Iron Works) read

a paper en electric welding,

which
(Chicago

systems.

& North Western)

acetylene

welding and cutting processes.

he

in

described

The following

officers

different

T.

E.

Williams

presented a similar paper on oxy-

were elected

Delaware. Lackawanna & Western
Williams, Chicago & North Western

:

President. T. F. Buckley.

vice-president, T. E.
second vice-president, W.
B. Scofield, Illinois Central; secretary-treasurer, A. L. Woodworth. Cincinnati. Hamilton & Dayton, and assistant secretarytreasurer. George P. White, Missouri, Kansas & Texas.
first

;

number of votes for
The members of the association were
Milwaukee & St. Paul
Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company while they were

Philadelphia,

Pa.,

received the highest

the next place of meethig.

invited to visit the shops of the Chicago,

and the
in Milwaukee.

NEW SHOP

close to a thermit

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION ON

SUNSET LINES

He

has not found it possible to make a satisfactory elecOn that road two men weld
tric weld next to thermit metal.
The frame is
the frame at the same time, one on each side.
heated before starting and the welding is done as quickly as poscauses menexpansion.
.'Vmong
the
too
much
sible to avoid

He

Among

;

way, where
possible, to weld a frame is at the forge, but granted that oftentimes it is not expedient to remove the frame from the engine,
and in this case careful judgment must be used in making the
weld.
Considerable success has been obtained with both oil

weld.

with 20 per cent elongation and 50 per
Mayari axles are heated to 1,5(X) deg. F..

made on a ]00,(XX)-lb. tensile machine.
mended pyrometers in handling the work.

well as annealed.

the

in.,

are

FRAME-MAKING
George Hutton (New York Central & Hudson River) stated
that by means of the electric welding and oxy-acetylene processes
it
was now possible to make almost any frame weld without
taking the frame from the engine. During the past eight months
t'U the New York Central no frames have been removed from
engines on account of breakage and only tliree have been removed in two years, all the frame welding being done by elecHe also stated that he believed much less frame breaktricity.
age would occur if all frames were properly heat-treated as
of

per sq.

lb.

cent reduction in area.

No. 9

rre chemically analyzed in a laboratory and the physical tests

uses carbon steel for springs.

Many

120.000

\'oL. 57,

The Sunset-Central Lines have

recently completed several shop

Houston which are of somewhat unusual construcWhen building shop structures or other buildings, where
necessary to avoid columns and where panel openings

buildings at
tion.
it

is

pedestal caps and the,

improper alinement of turntables. Oftentimes it has been found
that an engine will drop three inches in running on to a turntable.

It

was

also believed that the practice of applying braces

to frames rather than welding

as

it

will cause the

frame

to

them

break

at
in

once

is

a bad practice.

other places.

HEAT TREATMENT OF STEEL
John
mittee,

F.

(Purdue University), chairman of the comrecommended by the American

Keller

submitted the practice

Society for Testing Materials for annealing miscellaneous rolled

and forged steel
H. E. Gamble

objects.

(Pennsylvania Railroad)

described

the

for heat-treating the reciprocating parts of locomotives

plant
at

the

This company heat-treats the main
rods, side rods, axles, crank pins, piston rods and valve motion
Their
parts, as well as a varied line of miscellaneous work.
method of treating carbon steel axles is as follows The axles
pre heated in vertical furnaces eight hours after the furnace
assumes a constant temperature of 1,550 deg. F. and are quenched
in water of 70 deg. F. for eight minutes.
They are again reheated in a horizontal furnace for eight hours, after it has
assumed a constant temgerature of from 1,1(X) to 1,200 deg. P.,
and cooled in air, being placed on rails in a pyramid so tha'
they will cool slowly.
A physical test is made on all heatJuniata shops of that road.

:

tieated parts.

The sample

is

taken with a hollow

drill

which

The axles, if
cuts the core Jg in. in diameter and 6 in. long.
The
they pass the physical test, are put through a drop test.
following
per

are

the

physical

characteristics

sq. in. elastic limit; 80,000 lb.

per

sq.

required
in.

:

50,000

lb.

ultimate strength;

40 per cent reduction in area.
The
chrome-vanadium axles are heated to 1,650 deg. F., then
quenched in water at 70 deg. F., reheated to about 1,200 deg. F.,
and cooled in air. The physical tests require an elastic limit
of 85,(XX) lb. per sq. in., and an ultimate tensile strength of
20 per cent elongation

;

Powerhouse After Completion Showing Temporary End Construction Arranged for Ready Removal When Necessary
to Extend the Building
over 25

ft.

are required, the 'general practice has been to use

I-beams, girders or trusses.
are

entirely

of

girders and the

bridge cranes.

reinforced

runway

However, the Houston buildings
including the long roof
supporting the heavy 150-ton

concrete,

girders

AiGL-ST
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feared that the use of concrete would create
clumsy members in the column and girder conbut it was found that these worked out with very

was

at first

the effect of
struction,

satisfactory proportions.

The

So

shop.

power
machine and locomotive erecting

principal buildings erected are the boiler shop, the

combination

house and the
far as

is

known, the roof spans are the longest that

o93

the bending stresses in the columns due to eccentric loads re-

from the crane supports, but it was found that this
was not serious from any possible condition of loading.
One of the most difficult things to contend with was the fact
that the buildings had to be erected over the site of existing
buildings, that shop operations could not be interrupted and
that interference must be as little as possible.
A number of
sulting

effect

—

,

nit liffi-TWil4>F5^

Section

Section and Elevation of Power House Showing Concrete Construction

have been attempted in shop building work. AH of the buildings shown were built without expansion joints, and as they
have gone through both extremes of temperature without developing cracks anywhere,

is

it

evident that the expansion has

been well taken care of by the reinforcing steel

The

entire

building

load

is

carried

dations which are of the slab type.

It

by

in

the

the concrete.

column

foun-

was feared unequal

set-

machines occupied spaces of the new coiumns and one of the
old walls had to be replaced by the new.
Shafting had to be
tempor'arily supported and as the footings covered large areas,
they were mostly put in at night and on Sundays.
Vertical
supports for slab and girder centering were made into towers,
and trussed upper supporting members had to be provided. The
roof is much higher than in the old buildings and holes were

Machine and Erecting Shop Showing Nine Bays Completed and the Old Shop Cleared Away
tlement

might occur

if

the

isolated points over night or
this,

cranes

the area of the footings

value under the

were permitted

when not

in motion.'

was increased

footings with the

to

lie

ing building material.

soil.

ings designed for the reduced dead load only, the live loads
being disregarded
Investigation was also made to determine

for the

New

Construction

against rain and fallNotwithstanding hundreds of mechanics
were working underneath the building operations all during
their construction, not a single personal injury resulted from
the protection of the

added
foot-

Make Room

cut through the old to pass the vertical supports and column
centering through, the old roof being left practically intact for

to reduce the soil

heaviest crane load

what was thought would not cause indenture of the
The dead load unit pressure was then determined and all

to

at

To overcome

to

men and machines

falling material.

Owing

to the

crowded condition of the building

site,

due to the

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE
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immense amount of timber required
sity of leaving

for centering

and the neces-

space for shop materials adjacent to the work,

the concrete materials had to be prepared under great difficulty

and handled by towers and chutes quite a distance, much of it
being handled through two tower lifts. Yet with all these disadvantages, very low unit cost figures were secured. The shops
were built in sections of three and four panels at a time, and as
fast as the centering could safelj' be removed the completed sections were put into service.
To economize in the false work and centering, panel lengths
of all buildings were made uniform, and as far as possible the
members in various buildings were made of the same or similar

Vol.

57.

Xo. 9

timated that six months" time would have been consumed in
designing and getting sufficient materia! on the ground to begin
work. It is believed that concrete is a more suitable material
for buildings exposed

structural steel

and the cost of

to the fumes of locomotive smoke than
and because of the difficulty of protecting steel
this maintenance charge.
.Also in addition to

dimensions to permit using the centering oftener. In this way
some of the centering was used as often as six times, and while
not as smooth appearing concrete was possible with the last
work done, it was successful as to appearance throughout and
Crude oil
the cost of centering was reduced to a minimum.
was applied to the centering, and no trouble was experienced
in the removal of forms.
All lighting wires were run in metal conduits embedded in
the concrete work and to prevent mutilation of concrete numbers for the purpose of bolting pipe and other fixtures .ifter
the completion of the buildings which could not be anticipated
by the motive power department, plate shapes were provided at
intervals on the walls,

columns and girders during the process
These were anchored into the conand of such thickness as to permit

of pouring the concrete.
crete flush with the

Interior

View

finish,

of Boiler Shop Showing the Completed Building and
Machinery and Fixtures Being Moved In

tap bolting.

Only preliminary and general plans had been completed when
received that the funds had been appropriated for the work and the oflicers were asked how quickly
As all compuactual construction could be gotten under way.
tations had been completed and foundation investigations had
been made, it was only a question ol how (|uickly concrete mainformation was

being the more permanent, concrete
these reasons

much

of

has been of concrete,

shop and an

oil

house

tlie

including a
at

is

more

recent construction

fireproof,

work on

and
this

for

road

roundhouse, small machine

Beaumont.

What
built

is
considered a very cheap warehouse building was
about four years ago at Galveston, on the property of the

Section of Machine and Erecting Shop
terial

and reinforcing

steel

It was found
work could be secured

could be assembled.

that the reinforcing rods for foundation

from stock and that cement, sand and gravel were immediately
Hence actual construction work was under way
within two weeks after instructions were received to proceed.
As the foundation and preliminary work necessarily consumed
considerable time, ample opportunity for detailing of the superstructure was allowed.
Had the buildings been made of structural steel, it was esavailable.

Pacific Terminal Company.
This structure is 1,000
and is entirely of reinforced concrete. It is divided
into four compartments, and otherwise satisfies conditions imposed by the underwriters, and was built at a cost slightly less
Although occupying a site
than $1 per sq. ft. of floor ajea.
which was dredge filled with quicksand from Galveston bay,
this building is supported entirely on floating foundations.
The machine and erecting shop consists of 14 panels each 22

Southern
ft.

ft.

long,

long, with a total length of 312

ft.

over

all.

In cross section

AuGLsr
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and arrangement, the building

The

for this kind of shop.

is

of the type generally followed

erecting wing

the engine pit rail to the underside of the

movement

permits of the

entrance track to position in any
67

long over

ft.

15-ton Xiles crane

or 65

all,

is

SI

high from

ft.

main roof girder and
from the
the building by means

stall

in

The roof

ft.

girder span

between centers of supports.

the

tops

This also

of locomotives standing under repair.

In

the

another 15-ton crane. The mathe same width as the erecting room, but is only

machine room

section, there

is

chine

room

29

high to the underside of the roof girders.

ft.

A

also provided which travels below the 150-

ton crane for use in handling parts of locomotives.
clears

is

The runway

rails

cranes

for

ditions in coal plants this

would mean a stack capacity of about
but serving as it does, the crude oil furnaces of the
boilers, the capacity is easily 1,400 h. p.

800

are

carried

all

on

h.

p.,

One

of the heaviest locomotive

of a 150-ton capacity Niles bridge crane.
is

is

interesting

feature

in

the

erection

of the

boilers

and

power house machinery was the pipe work. Detail drawings
of all steam, water and air piping were prepared and the pipes
and fittings were ordered from a Chicago manufacturer completely bent and fitted for erection.
The placing of boilers and
machinery and the cutting and bending of pipes by the manufacturer were accomplished so accurately, in accordance with the
design, that it was necessary to cut only one length of straight
pipe

the assembly of the complete equipment.

in

reinforced

one for the 150-ton crane whicli has a
lb. has a direct support on the columns,
while the smaller cranes have supports for runway girders
bracketed beyond face of the columns which construction was
followed to hold down the size of the columns.
The boiler shop is 120 ft. wide by 314 ft. long outside and is
divided into two longitudinal bays 56 ft. 2 in., and 53 ft.

TRAIN ACCIDENTS

the

concrete girders;
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dead weight of 205,000

Following is a list of the most notable train accidents that
occurred on railways of the United States in the month of
July,

1914:

Date.
.1.

Road.
Southern

3.

G. S.

Collisions.

K4nd of

&

Place.
Florida..

Kind of

Accident.

train.

Kil'd. Injd.

Roysters, S. C.

re.

P.

&

F.

Tamworth.

be.

P.

&

P.

1

6

35

Derailments.
Date.
7.

Road.

1

.-.

Vermont
Sheldon
Chicago, M. & St. P.Tacoma.

Certral

11.

Mobile S: Ohio
Galv. H. & S. A
Cin. N. O. & T. P.
Central N. E

22.
26.
27.

29.

Cause of

Kind of

Derailm't.

train.

Spgs.

Artesia
Spoflford.
.

.Rockwood.
Holmes, N. V.

Kil'd. Inj'd.

washout

P.

fire

F.

3

u: x.

F.

3

fire

ccc.

.

l.st.

P.

1

P.

12

F.

d. e(|.

9
13

I

4

The

collision at Roysters, S. C, on the 3rd of July resulted
the death of the engineman of the passenger train.
Passenger No. 114 ran into engine No. 701. Three passengers and
five trainmen were slightly injured.
The collision was due to
in

man in charge of the light engine, which
was on the main track without right.
The trains in collision at Tamworth, near Macon, Ga., on the
bird were northbound passenger No. 2, second section, and
southbound passenger No. 7 of the Macon & Birmingham. The
rains met on a trestle 30 ft. high, but neither train was running
\ery fast and the engines, though badly damaged, were not
thrown off the track, except the front wheels. A carload of
lieer on the southbound train next to the engine was wrecked.
\bout 30 passengers were injured, but all of the injuries except
six were slight. Five trainmen were injured.
The collision was
due to the negligence of the men in charge of the southbound
train, who miscalculated time and encroached on the time of the

the negligence of the

I

I

Interior

in

View

of

Machine and Erecting Shop Showing the Building
Practically Completed

the clear Iictween

ton,

columns.

One

northbound.
Ijay

and the other with a SO-ton crane.

verse bays, 22

bays

of

the

ft.

is

served with

There are

a

15-

14 trans-

center to center, opposite the corresponding

machine and erecting shop with tracks running

through between the two buildings.
The oil house is 35 ft. wide by 72

ft.

6

in.

long, with a base-

ment the full size of the building for receiving the oil storage
tanks.
There are five 8,000-gal., two 1.000-gal., and two 480gal. tanks in the basement, and one <S,000-gal. and two 2.000gal.

tanks buried outside of the building for storing gasolene

and

distillate.

.\11

of the tanks are connected to self-registering

pumps, located in a convenient position in the oil house.
The power house is 84 ft. wide by 90 ft. long outside, having
a boiler room 32 ft. 6 in. wide inside.
It is of sectional construction,

provided with a temporary end construction so that

additional sections

room

may

be annexed

when

The

required.

boiler

proportioned to suit the type of boilers installed, but is
unlike other modern boiler rooms, in that it is not arranged

The

train derailed near

Sheldon Springs,

Vt.,

on the evening

was a southbound passenger. The fireman was badly
scalded and seven passengers, one mail clerk and two trainmen
were injured. The derailment was due to a heavy rain storm
which washed out the roadbed.
The train derailed at Tacoma, Wash., on the night of the 11th,
was a switching freight, and the cause of the derailment was the

of the 7th,

distortion of the rails of the track by the heat of a fire in a

The switching crew risked their engine and their
running a gauntlet of flame to save some loaded lumber
cars in the mill yards from a fire that was rapidly burning up
two large mills but the engine ran off the track in the midst
of the flames; and of the 17 men on it 3 were killed and 13
lumber

mill.

lives in

;

injured.

The
was

a

train derailed near .Artesia. Miss., on the night of July 22,

northbound

freight,

and twelve freight cars broke through

is

with coal

bins

and ash

clusively by both for road

pits

;

as

crude

oil

fuel

is

and stationary service and

used exits

supply

seems so extensive that the use of coal is not contemplated.
The stack, which is also of reinforced concrete construction,
is 6 ft. 6 in. in diameter and 125 ft. high.
Under average con-

i.\bbreviations and marks used in Accident List:
re.

Rear

collision

be.

Butting collision

xc.

Other

collisions

b.

unx.
Unexunf.
Unforeseen obstruction
Defective
Broken
d.
ms. Misplaced switch
ace.
derail. Open derailing switch
plained
malice. Malicious obstruction of track, etc.
obst.. Accidental obstruction
Cars burned while
fire.
Explosion of locomotive on road
lioiler
F. or Ft.. Freight train (includrunning
P. or Pass.. Passenger trair
-\sterisk. Wreck wholly or partly
ing eniptv engines, work trains, etc.)
Dagger, One or more passengers killed.
destroyetl by fire

—

:
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a trestle bridge and
a

box car were

Three trespassers riding in
was not

were wrecked.

killed.

The cause

of the derailment

What

(4.)

Give detailed chemical
of torpedoes do you use?
and photograph of each.)
(Differentitorpedoes do you furnish to each flagman?
ate between passenger, freight and work.)
How many flagmen do you employ? (Differentiate between passenger, freight and work.)
How many flagmen do you estimate you will employ ten years

(5.)

Have you any age

(6.)

Are flagmen instructed in train
(Make special reference to any

(7.)

Have any

(8.)

Have you any

(9.)

Have you

il.)

type

i

analysis

How many

(2.)

discovered.

The train derailed near Spofford, Tex., on the 26th. was a
The engine and first car fell
westbound through passenger.
The
through a bridge which had been weakened by a fire.
engineman was seriously injured.
The train derailed at Rockwood. Tenn,, on the 27th, was southbound passenger No. 1. The engine struck a hay-baling maand the engine
chine on a highway crossing and was ditched
and first three cars were overturned. The baggageman was
killed and two passengers and the two men on the engine were
*
injured.

Xo. 9

\'oL. 57,

(3.)

limit

for

flagmen

?

(State

if

minors are em-

ployed.)

before being appointed?
rules regarding the use of torrules

;

The

train derailed at

Holmes, N.

Y.,

on the

29th,

pedoes.)

(If so,

consisted

It was
only of a locomotive, which was running backward.
overturned. The fireman was fatally scalded and the engineman
and flagman were badly injured. The cause of the derailment
was the breaking of a pin, disarranging a brake beam of the

tender.

tests

been made of exploding torpedoes clo?e

assistants.)

studied the culture of Jamaican Radishes and the probupon same which might result from the continued

able effects

operation of your railroad?
Your replies should be as complete and as concise as possible as it will
probably be necessary to introduce several measures before the forthcoming
session of the legislature

Electric

Car Accidents.— Oi the half dozen serious accidents

to

upon

this subject.

Yours

respectfully,

electric cars reported as occurring in the United States in July,
Elyria, Ohio, 7th, colthree were attended with fatal results.

with work train; nine persons injured, one of them
Norfolk, \'a., 17th, electric cars ran into side of freight
Westport, Conn., 23rd, coltrain; four killed, many injured.
Collisions at Lynn, Mass., and
lision, four killed, many injured.
l~aribault, Minn., injured a score each.

Y, Jones,
Chief Surgeon.

State of Busybodies.
Railway Regulation Commission,
Mephistophelia. Bb., January

lision

fatally.

A LOOK AHEAD
Post, over a hundred years old, gives
miscellany by reprinting from day to day items
which appeared in its columns in the year 1814. In like manner
we give below some extracts from the columns of the Railway

The Xew York Evening

variety to

its

Gazette of 1919. They are in the shape of letters stolen
files of a railway general manager

.^^^e

from the

State of Busybodies.
Railway Regulation Commission,
Mephistopuelia, Bb., January

21,

1919.

partment Expenses."
It might be well to have this transportation forwarded before the vote
is taken in the recently introduced measure to limit the salaries of railway
officials, but this, of course, is purely a matter of suggestion.
I am, dear sir, yours very truly,
A. Grafter.
State of Busybodies.
Office of the Attorney General,

Mephistophelia.
following

which has been enacted by the Commission, which is retro-active,
being made effective January 1, 1918. I also desire to inform you that it
will be the duty of the Commission to exact the fullest penalty of the law
for the violations of this Statute which have already been committed by

legislation

"Whereas, Certain devout and well meaning busybodies have in good
wantonly abusing and otherwise
tampering with God's pure air by compressing, storing and otherwise manipulating such air in the compressors, reservoirs, cylinders and pipes of air
fai.h represented that certain railways are

ticket to

assigns

confined,

engines, cars

all

rarefied

or

otherwise

unnatural

form, and shall

equip

trains with the "No-Slip Patent Automatic Shoestring

Brake' recently patented by the Chairman of this Commission.
"Wherefore be it further enacted. That the penalty for the violation of
Statute shall be $1,000 for each and every day on which each and
Such penalty
every car not conforming to this statute shall be operated.
to be collected for and in the'name of the Retrogressive Campaign Fund of

this

ihe State of Busybodies."
I

"Railways shall be held responsible for the safety and comfort
passengers whilst on their trains, stations or other property, and any
company causing unnecessary annoyance, to any passenger or
passengers shall be guilty of misdemeanor."
It would therefore seem clear that your Company acted illegally in this
matter, and before taking such steps as may seem proper to enforce the
above-quoted statute I am writing you as a mere matter of form to enquire
whether you wish to enter any defense, although you will of course be
of

railroad

against your

X. Brown,
Chairman.

State of Busybodies.
Department of Public Health,
Mephistophelia, Bb., January

the

as follows:

aware that such could only result

am, gentlemen, your very obedient servant,

for

use thereof, the word "the" appeared misprinted "The," thereby
causing complainant much mental annoyance and perturbation.
Section 641 of the Act to Regulate Railroad Corporations. 1917, provides

it

and

be used for travel by the said Mr. D. Foole or his
And that upon the back
to Dreao'ville.

from Desert

of said passenger ticket, embodied in the regulations

brake systems

pressed,

1919.

the nineteenth day of December, A. D. nineteen
eighteen the Oppressed & Downtrodden Railroad did sell to the
said Mr. D. Foole for the sum of two and one-quarter cents
United States currency, at its duly and legally appointed ticket
office in the township of Desert, a certain and sundry passenger

enacted. This the 1st day of January, A- D. 1919, by the Railway
Regulation Commission of the State of Busybodies, in conference assembled,

enacted. That on and after the 1st day of January,
1918. all railways subject to the jurisdiction of this State shall discontinue
the use of all and every brake systems involving the use of air in a com-

19.

Company, to wit:
That on

it

"Wherefore be

Bb., Januar>-

General Manager,
O. & D. T. RR.; Darktown, Bb.
Dear Sir: Complaint has been filed in my office by Mr. D. Foole of this
city, in which the following serious allegations are made against your

your Company.

"Be

1919.

21,

General Manager,
O. & D. T. RR.; Darktown. Bb.
Dear Sir: I shall esteem il a favor if you will kindly forward me translK>rtation for myself, wife and seven friends who will travel as servants,
from this city to Utopia and return, good for ninety days.
You are of course aware that the laws of this State prohibit the issuance
of any free transportation whatsoever, and it will therefore be necessary
for you to send me regular tickets, crediting the tariff charges for same to
passenger revenue in order that operating revenues may duly reflect the
The expense should be disposed of through your
value of such tickets.
operating expense accounts under General Expenses Account "Relief De-

General Managers,
All Railroads under Jurisdiction of State of Busybodies.
Gentlemen: I would respectfully call your attention to the

to the nose,

any gases which may emanate from them?
laboratory for t^e chemical determination of gases?
give photograph of same and also of chemist and his

in order to detect

I

am. dear

in

increasing the costs to be assessed

Company.
sir,

your obedient servant,
Z.

Smith.

—

20,

1919.

General Manager,
O. & D. T. RR.; Darktown, Bb.
Dear Sir: It having been represented to this Department that the explosion of certain of the torpedoes in use upon your railroad produces
certain vapors said to be deleterious to the cultivation of Jamaican Radishes.
I wculd therefore request that within ten days you will furnish me with
complete information upon the following subjects:

The South Manchuria Railway's New Hotel. The South
Manchuria has recently opened .to the public its new Tamato
The

is said to be one of the finest
by the railway at a cost of $480,000.
It is four stories high and has 88 rooms, 53 of which are with
It is doubtful, however, if the hotel will pay for some
bath.

Hotel at Dalny.
in the

vears.

Far East, was

hotel, whi'ch

built

:

General News Department
The Canadian Northern has opened its passenger line between
Toronto and Ottawa and has made a contract for the use of

New York

to

Boston by "Continuous Trolley"

bill,

This is the announcement which has been made in connection
with the running of a street car through from Boston to New
York and back last week though on the return trip the experimental excursionists went by, a high-speed railway as far as
New Rochelle, 17 miles east of New York. This trip was made
to further a project of the Bay State Railway Company, to promote through travel between these cities, especially by pleasureseekers. This proposal follows the recent completion of a line
30 miles long through a thinly settled country between Danielson, Conn., and Providence, R. I.
Hitherto, the traveler wishing to go from New York to Boston by electric cars has had to go
by way of Springfield and Worcester. The present line is
through New London and Providence.
The party who made the initial trip went from New York to
New Rochelle hy the New York, Westchester & Boston. Thence
to New Haven the trolley lines parallel the New York, New
Haven & Hartford.
From New Haven to New London the
course is even nearer to the ocean, running between that railroad
and the Sound. From New London the route is up the beautiful Thames River to Norwich
thence northeast up the Quinebaug river to Danielson, whence the line turns east and makes a
bee line through the wilderness to Providence. From that city
to Boston, the fifty-mile run is within smelling distance of salt
water for the most part, through Taunton. Brockton and the
fanious Blue Hill district. The total distance traveled was about
280 miles each way, and two days was the schedule time for the
Leaving New York at 8:15 a. ni. the car arrived at 7
trip.
o'clock in the evening at New London, where the passengers re-

ate.

mained for the

$1,000,000 a year, as

Resuming the journey at 9 o'clock next morning, the cat
reached the post office in Boston before 6 o'clock tliat evening.
The passengers were surprised at the beauty and fertility of the
farms and great estates never seen or heard of by ordinary

tracks in the

Grand Trunk

station in Ottawa.

The Western Maryland, in connection with the Pittsburgh &
Lake Erie and the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, has put on
The
a through mail car to run between Baltimore and Chicago.
passenger

over this line

traffic

is

increasing.

The Delaware & Hudson has increased

the pay of the 1,500
company's shop at Watervliet, N. Y., by from
received less than
have
All
men
who
cents
an
hour.
cent to 4
32 cents an hour will receive an increase of 1^ cents.

employees

in the

1

The
passes,

Nashville,

Chattanooga

good throughout the

despatchers,

agents,

&

St. Louis has given annual
of the company, to all train
enginemen, firemen, conductors,

lines

operators,

yardmasters, shop and roadway foremen, brakemen and clerks,
who have been continuously in the service for fifteen years.
Fully 1,000 men will receive this favor.

The House committee on interstate and foreign commerce reported to the House on Tuesday of this week the Stevens bill,
conferring on the Interstate Commerce Commission extensive
powers of regulation and investigation concerning block signals,
steel cars, high power headliglits, and. in general, all matters
affecting safety.
Mr. Stevens' bill, as introduced. May 11. was
summarized in the Railway Age Ga'ettc, June 12. page 1342.
The Railway Business Association
was made

that a million-dollar error

calls
in

attention to the fact

transmitting the

Moon

regulating postal expenditures, from the House to the SenIn the Senate print the maximum rate for a 60-foot car has
been altered to "not exceeding 20 cents a mile," while the bill as
If the bill passes the Senate
it passed the House reads 21 cents.
at the 20-cent rate it will mean for the railroads a loss of

The headings

compared with the income

at 21 cents.

Snoqualmie tunnel, which the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul is driving through the Cascade mountains, about 60 miles east of Seattle, met on -August 4.
The lines
checked within 0.15 ft., the elevations checked within 0.13 ft.,
and the actual distance through the tunnel checked that measured over the summit within 6 ft. While this latter error might
be considered large, it is not excessive in view of the fact that
no special effort was made to secure refinements in measuring
the surface line and there was from 12 to 14 ft. of snow over the
summit at each time the line was measured. The construction
of this tunnel was described in detail in the Raihvay Age
Gacctte of

May

A

of the

29.

Big Opportunity to Correct a Big Mistake

Illinois Manufacturers' Assosending out the following circular letter
members of the Illinois Manufacturers' Association are

John M. Glenn, secretary of the
ciation, is

"Many

writing letters to their senators and to representatives in the

lower house urging the adoption of a joint resolution directing
the Interstate Commerce Commission to review and revise its
decision in the recent application of the eastern railroads for a
5 per cent advance in freight rates.
"It is contended that our financial situation is under a severe
pressure because it is threatened by the unloading of railroad
securities held by Europe and that the break is only temporarily
halted by the close of the public markets. It is claimed that the

small advance which the Interstate Commerce Commission has
given the carriers will have no effect in restoring and establishing the confidence of the large investor and the holders of
American securities abroad, which it is maintained will be sent
over as soon as it is possible to do so to draw our gold or its
equivalent.

"The Interstate Commerce Commission will have a big opportunity to take a big view of a big question if Congress will take
the action requested; and it will take it if enough people appeal
to

it

to act."

;

;

night.

railroad travelers.

Interchange Inspectors and Car Foremen's Association

The fourteenth annual convention

Interchange

of the Chief

Car Inspectors and Car Foremen's Association was held in the
Hotel Sinton, Cincinnati, Ohio, August 25-27. The meeting was
presided over by F. C. Schultz, chief interchange inspector at
Chicago and president of the association. The invocation was
offered by Rev. Henry C. Martin of the St. Luke's Methodist
Church, and the association vns welcomed to the city by Mayor
After the address of the president the secretary reSpiegel.
ported a cash balance of $31.19 and a total membership of 422.
The discussion of the M. C. B. rules of interchange constituted
The following is the list of exthe work of the convention.
hibitors

:

Steel Foundries (Simplex Railway Appliance Company), ChiRepreof the Ecoromy draft arm and Simplex coupler.
C. Walsh and W. G. Wallace.
sented by
-\cme Supply Company, Chicago. Diaphragms, safety tread and Chanarch
Represented by R; C. Munro.
flooring.
Grip Nut Company, Chicago. Represented by B. C. Hooper and J. 'Roberts.
Represented by
Hale & Kilburn, Philadelphia, Pa. All-steel car scats.

.\merican
cago.

— Models
W.

—

—

J.

K. Hoffman.

McCord &

Co.,

Chicago.

—McCcrd

Creer.

Xewkirk.

W.

P..

Portsmouth. Ohio.

journal

box.

— Newkirk's

Represented by

blue flag

H.

E.

rail.

International Association for the Prevention of

Smoke

This association, consisting of smoke inspectors for the various cities and railroads, will hold its ninth annual convention at
Grand Rapids, Mich., on September 9, 10 and 11. The program
includes an illustrated lecture on "Cinder Production and Cinder
Catchers," by C. H. Bromley of New York; an address and
discussion on "Railroad Smoke Elimination," by Charles W.
Corning, secretary of the Chicago Railroad Smoke Inspectors'
-Association; an illustrated lectiux on "The Effect of the Smoke
Nuisance on Health, Building Materials, Vegetation, Weather,
Etc.." bv John O'Connor, Jr., of the University .-f Pittsburgh;
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an adorcss on "Smoke and Its Commercial Relations to Boilers
and Stokers," by Lloyd R. Strong of St. Louis, and an address
on ''Gas Analysis as an Aid to Smoke Elimination," by Joseph
\V. Hays of Chicago, 111.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS
The foUozving tist gives names
ytneetings, and places of meeting.
Air Mrake A-sociation.— F. M.
convention.

May

Nellis,

1915. Hotel

4-7.

dates of next or regular

of secretaries,

State St., Boston, Mass.

5.1

Sherman, Chicago.

American Association of Demurrage Officers.

—A.

G. Thoraason, Deraur-

Annual convention in
American Association of Dining Car. Superintendents. H.
rage Commissioner,

Next

Uoston, Mass.

—

April.

C. Boardman. D. L. & W., Hoboken. N. J. Next convention, October 22-24,
Washington. D. C.
American Association of Freight Agents. R. O. Wells, Illinois Central,
Kast St. Louis, 111. .\nnual meeting, May 21-24, 1915. Richmond. Va.
American Association of General Passenger a^'d Ticket Agents. W. C.
Hope, C. R. R. of K. J.. 143 liberty St., New York. Annual meeting, heptember 15-16. Bo.«iton, Mass.
E. H. Harman.
Vmkric.\n .Vssociation of Railroad Sl'percntendekts.
Room 101. Union Station. S(. Louis. Mo. Next convention, August

—

—

—

New

York.
American Klectkic Railway Association. K. B. Burritt. 29 W. 39th St.,
New York, .\nnual convention, October 12-16, Atlantic City. N. J.
.\mek!can Klectric Railway Manufacturers' Association. IL G. McConnaughy. 165 Broadway, New York. Meetings with American Electric
20-21.

—

Railway Association.

American Railway Association.— W. F. Allen. 75 Church St., New York.
Semiannual meeting, November 18, Chicago.
.American R.mlway Bridge and Building Association. C. A. Lichty, C. &

—

N.

Next convention, October

Chicago.

\V..

Cal.

20-22,

1914, Los Angeles,

—

.American Railway Engineering Association: E. H. Fritch. 900 S. MichNext convention, March 16-18, 1915, Chicago.
igan Ave., Chicago.
American Railway Master Mechanics' Association. J. W. Taylor, 1112

—

Karpen Bidg., Chicago. Annual meeting,, June, 1915.
American Railway Safety .Vsjiociation. L.. F. Shedd. C. R. I. & P.,
Chicago.
Next meeting, November, Chicago.
American Railway Tool Foremen's Association. .\. R. Davis, Central of
Georgia, Macon, Ga. Annual meeting, July, 1915.
American Society for Testing Materials. Prof. E. Marburg. University

—

—

—

of

Pennsylvania.

Philadelphia,

Pa.

American Society of Civil Engineers.— Chas. W. Hunt, 220 W. 57th St..
New York. Regular meetings. 1st and 3d Wednesday in month, except, Jmie. July and August, 220 W.-57th St.. New York.
.\mer'can Society «>f Engineering Contractors.— J. R. Wemlinger, 11
Regular meetings, 2d Thursday in month, at
r.roadwav. New York.

New

York.
2 P. M.,'i1 Broadway,
.'\meric.\n Society op Mechanical^ Engineers.
39th

St.,

New

Annual meeting,

York.

York.

American

Wood

Royal

Preservers'

Sta., .Baltimore,

Calvin W.
—December

Rice, 29 W.
1914, New

1-4,

—

Association.
F. J. Angier, B. & O., Mt.
Next convention, January 19-21, 1915,

Md.

—

Association of .American Railway Accounting Officers. E. R. WoodAnnual
son, 1300 Pennsylvania -Ave., N. W.. Washington. D. C.
convention, April 28, 1915, Atlanta, Ga.
George W.
of Manufacturers of Chilled Car Wheel.s.
Lyndon. 1214 McCormick Bldg., Chicago. Annual meeting, second
Tuesday in October, New York.
.\s-soci.\TiON OF Railway Claim .Agents. ^C. W. Egan. B. & O., Baltimore.
Md. Annual meeting. 3rd week in May. 1915. Galveston. Tex.
Association of Railway Electrical Engineers. Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
Annual convention,
N. W.. Room 411. C. & N. W. Sta.. Chicago.
October 26-30. 1914, Chicago.

—

Association

—

112

West Adams

St.,

Chicago.

—

P. W. Drew, Soo
Annual meeting, June 22-25.

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.

Rochester, N. Y.
Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers, G. P.
Conard, 75 Church St., New York.
Next meeting, December 8-9,
1914, Richmond, Va.
Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association. L. D. Mitchell, Detroit
Graphite Co.. Chicago, 111.
Meetings with American Railway Bridge
and Building Association.
Canadian Railway Club.— James Powell. Grand Trunk. P. O. Box 7. St.
Lambert (near Montreal). Que.
Regular meetings. 2d Tuesday in
month, except June. July and August. Windsor Hotel. Montreal. Oue.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.- Clement 11. McLeod.176 Mans
field St., Montreal, Que.
Regular meetings, 1st Thursday in October,
November. December, February. March and .April. Annual meeting,
January, Montreal.
Car Foremen's Association of Chicago. Aaron Kline, 841 Lawler Ave..
Chicago.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except July and
August, Lytton Bldg.. Chicago.
Central Railway Club.— H. D. \'ought, 95 Liberty St.. New York. Regular meetings. 2d Friday in January. May. September and November.
Annual meeting. 2d Thursday in March, Hotel Statler. Buffalo. N. A'.
Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul. Edw. J. Dugan, P. O. Box 654.
August and September, Old State Capitol Bldg., St. Paul.
Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania. Edw. R. Dasher, Box 75, Harrisburg. Pa.
Regular meetings, 1st Friday after 10th of each month,
except July and August, 31 So. Front St., Harrisburg, Pa.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania. Elmer K. Hiles. 2511
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh. Pa." Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Tuesday.

—

—

—

—
—

—

Pittsburgh.

Freight Claim Association.— Warren P. Taylor, R. F. & P., Richmond.
Va. Annual meeting, June 16, I91S, Chicago.
General Scperintendents' Association of Chicago. A. M. Hunter. 321
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday preceding 3d Thursday in nwnth, Room 1856, Transportation Bldg..

—

Chicago.

—

International Railway Congress. Executive Committee.
^i^. Brussels. Belgium.
Next convention, June 23
Berlin.

11, Rue de Lou
to July 6, 1915.

No. 9

—

Intern.\tional Railway Fuel Association. C. G. Hall, C. & E. I.. 922
McCormick Bldg., Chicago. Annual meeting. May 17-20, 1915, Chicago.

—

Internation.\l Railway General Foremen's Association. Wm. Hall, 829
W. Broadway, Winona, Minn. Next convention, July 14-17, 1915,
Sherman House, Chicago.
International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.— A. L. Woodworth, C. H. & D.. Lima, Ohio.
Maintenance of Way and Master Painters' Associ.ation of the United
States and Canada.— T. I. Goodwin, C. R. I. & P., Eldon, Mo.
Next convention, November 17-19, 1914. Detroit, Mich.
Master Boiler Makers' Association. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St..
New York. Annual convention, May, 1915.
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association of the United States
and Canada, A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass. Next convention, September 8-11, Nashville, Tenn.
Master Car Builders' Association. J. W. Taylor, 1112 Karpen Bldg.,
Chicago. Annual meeting. June, 1915.
National Railway Appliances Associ.ation.— Bruce V. Crandall, 537 So.
Dearborn St. Chicago. Next convention, March 15-19, 1915. Chicago.
New England Railroad Club. W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave., Boston. Mass.
Regular meetings. 2d Tuesday in month, except June.
July. August and September, Boston.
New York Railroad Club.— Harry D. Vought. 95 Liberty St., New A'ork.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, except June, July and August,
29 W. 39th St.. New York.
Niagara Frontier Car Men's Association. E. Frankenberger, 623 Brisbane Bldg., liutTalo. N. Y. Meetings monthly.
Peoria .\ssociation oi Railro.ad Officers. M. W. Rotchford, Union Station, Peoria, 111.
Regular meetings, 2d Thursday in month. Jefferson

—

—

—

—

—
—

Hotel,

Peoria.

—

Railroad Club of Kansas City. C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St^ Kansas
City, Mo.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month. Kansas City.
Railroad Master Tinners. Coppersmiths and Pipefitters' Association,
Annual meeting. May.
U. G. Thompson, C. & E. I.. Danville. 111.

—

1915.

Railway Business AssociATiON.—Frank W. Noxon. 30 Church St., New
A'ork.
Annual meeting, December 10, 1914, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,

New

York.

—

J. B. Anderson, Room 207, P. R. R. Sta.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Regular meetings, 4th Friday in month, except June.
July and August. Monongahela House, Pittsburgh.
Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Association. J. Scribner,
1021 Monadnock Block, Chicago.
Meetings with Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.
Railway Fire Protection Association. C. B. Edwards, Fire Ins. Agt.,
Mobile & Ohio, Mobile, Ala. Annual meeting, October 6, 1914, Washington, D. C.
Railway Signal .\ssociation. C. C. Rosenberg, Times Bldg,. Bethlehem.
Pa. Annual meeting, September 22-24, 1914, Bluff Point, N. V,
Railway Storekeepers' .Association. J. P. Murphy, L. S. & M. S., Box C.
Collinwood. Ohio, .\nnual meeting. May, 1915.
Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association. J. D. Conway, 2136 Oliver
Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Meetings with M. C. B. and M. M, Associa-

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.

—

—

—

—

—

—

Railway Telegraph and Telephone .Appliance Association, G. A. Nelson,
50 Church St., New York.
Meetings with Association of Railway
"Telegraph Superintendents.

Richmond Railroad Club.

Oiicago.

Line.

\'oL. 57,

Regular
August.

meetings,

—

2d

Robinson, C. & O., Richmond, Va.
Monday in month, except June, July and
O.

F.

—

Roadnastebs' and Maintenance of Way Association. L. C. Ryan. C. &
N. W., Sterling. III. Next convention, September 8-10, 1914. Chicago.
St. Louis Railw.av Club.
B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis.
Mo. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June. July and

—

August,

St.

Louis.

—

Salt Lake City Transportation Club. R. E. Rowland. Hotel LT^tah Bldg..
Salt Lake Citv. Utah,
Regular meetings, 1st Saturday of each montli.
Salt Lake City.
Signal .Appliance .\ssociation. F. W. Edmunds, 3868 Park Ave.. New
York.
Meeting with annual convention Railway Signal Association.
Society of Railway Financial OPFiCERs.—Carl Nyquist, C. R. L & P..
La Salle St. Sta.. Chicago. Annual meeting, September 15-17, Hotel
Aspinwall, Lenox, Mass.
Southern Association of Car Service Officers. E, W. Sandwich, A". &

—

—

W.

P. Ry., Atlanta. Ga.

Southern and Southwestern Railway Club.

—

.A.

T.

Merrill,

Grant Bldg.,

Regular meetings. 3d Thursday, January. March, May.
Atlanta, Ga.
July, September. November. 10 A. M.. Candler Bldg., Atlanta.
Toledo Transportation Club. J. S. Marks. Agent. Interstate Despatch,
Toledo. Ohio.
Regular meetings. 1st Saturday in month. Boody
House, Toledo,
Track Supply Association. W. C. Kidd, Ramapo Iron Works. Hillsburn.
N. Y.
Meetings with Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Asso-

—

—

ciation.

—

Traffic Club of Chicago. W. H. Wharton. La Salle Hotel, Chicago.
Traffic Club of New York. C. A, Swope, 291 Broadway, New York.
Regular meetings, last Tuesday in month, except June, July and

—

August. Waldorf-Astoria. New York.
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.— D. L. Wells, Erie R. R., Pittsburgh. Pa.
Meetings bimonthly, Pittsburgh. Annual meeting. 2d Monday in June.
Traffic Club of St. Louis. A. F. A'ersen. Mercantile Library Bldg..
.Annual meeting in November.
Noonday meetings
St. Louis. Mo.
October to May.
Train Despatchers' Associ.ation of America. J. F. Mackie. 7122 Stewart
Annual meeting June 15. 1915. Minneapolis. Minn.
-Ave.. Chicago.
Transportation Club of Detroit. W. R. Hurley, Superintendent's office.
L. S. & M. S.. Detroit, Mich.
Meetings monthlv, Normandie Hotel.

—

—

—

Detroit.

—

Traveling Engineers' Association. W. O. Thompson. N. Y. C. & H. R..
Next meeting. September 15-18. Hotel SherEast Buffalo, N. V.
man, Chicago.
Utah Society of Engineers. Frank W. Moore. Newhouse Bldg.. Salt
Lake Citv, Utah.
Regular meetings. 3d Friday in month, except
July and August. Consolidated Alusic Hall. Salt Lake City.
Western Canada Railway Club.— W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707. Winnipeg. Man.
Regular meetings. 2d Monday, except June, July and

—

August. Winnipeg.

*.'

Railway Club.- T. W. Taylor. 1112 Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
Regular meetings. 3d Tuesday in month, except June, July and
August. Karpen Bldg.. Chicago.
Western Society of Engineers, T. H. Warder. 1735 Monadnock Block,
Regular meetings. 1st Monday in month, except January,
Chicago.
Extra meetings, except in July and
July and .\ueust, Chicago.
-August, generally on other Monday

Western

—

<

—
August
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The Texas

Tariff Bureau has prepared and expects to issue
few days a circular including tables showing the short
mileage by various routes between all Texas junction points.
This will be a great convenience, both to the railways and to
the shippers, as under many of the railroad-commission tariffs
rates are made by using the shortest mileage by any practicable
\yithin a

News

Traffic

line

iiiiiiiiiiiitiiiirtiiiBiiiriiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiittiiin

The House committee on

route.

and foreign commerce has
introduced in Congress a bill to provide for uniform freight
classification throughout the United States.
interstate

The Canadian Pacific has announced that it will make a special
rate of one cent a mile for farm laborers destined for the Saskatchewan farms to take care of this year's large harvest. It is
also announced that those unable to pay will be transported by
the railway

company

free.

various rumors that the Panama-Pacific Exposition to be held next year at San Francisco might be postponed
on account of the European war, Charles B. Moore, president of
the organization, has announced that the exposition will positively open on the scheduled date, February 20, 1915, and that
the work is more than 90 per cent completed.
In

reply

to

The railways

Western Trunk Line, trans-Missouri and
Southwestern territories have announced that at the end of September all arrangements for concentration of butter and eggs
and iJther dairy products, also live and dressed poultry, will be
in

discontinued, except at the assessment of the full classification
rate into the concentration point and the full tariff rate therefrom.

Senator

Thomas introduced

Congress on Monday

in

last

a

resolution calling on the Interstate Commerce Commission to
inquire into an order which has been issued by the Union Pacific,

to the eiifect that after the

end of September

it

will not ac-

Governor Colquitt of Texas has authorized the state railroad
commission to employ N. A. Stedman of Ogden, and S. H.
Cowan of Ft. Worth, as attorneys to represent the commission
in the interrogation of witnesses and development of facts in
the hearing to be held by the railroad commission in response
to the petition of the railroads for a general advance in freight
rates.
The governor is said to have told the railroad commissioners that he believed the railroads were entitled to have
some of their rates advanced, as he considered a few of them
too low. The governor said that the roads had been heavily hit
by the flood, decreases in traffic and earnings, and that they are
entitled to a readjustment, although he did not believe the rates
articles should be changed.

on cotton or on some other staple

The Missouri railways are preparing statistical evidence to be
presented before the Missouri Public Service Commission on
September 15 in support of an application for advances in both
freight and passenger rates.
This action is being taken in accordance with the decision recently rendered by the Missouri
Supreme Court in the Missouri Southern case, holding that the
power of the commission to prescribe just and reasonable rates
is not limited by the maximum freight and passenger rate laws,
which preceded the law creating the commission, and that therefore the commission may consider evidence bearing on the reasonableness of rates exceeding the statutory rates. The roads are
compiling passenger fares on a basis of about three cents a
mile.

..

cept through tickets held by passengers from the east arriving
Lake and Ogden. destined to points in the Pacific north-

at Salt

Car Location

west.

big expositions

The accompanying table which was taken from bulletin Xo. 20
of the American Railway Association, gives a summary of freight

the north

car location by groups on July

The Southern Railway

is

to

make

displays this year at three

and thirty-six district and county fairs throughout
and west. Southern farm products will be shown in

Car Location on Jllv

New
England.
Total Cars

Home
Home

Owned
on Home Roads

Cars
Cars oA Foreign Roads
Foreign Cars on Home Roads
Total Cars on Line
E.xcess or Deficiency
Surplus
Shortage
Shop Cars
Home Cars in Home Shops
Foreign Cars in Home Shops

Total Cars in Shop
Per Cent, to Total Cars

1,

Ky., Tenn.,
N.Y.,N.J., Ohio.Ind., Va.,
Miss.,
Del., Md., Mich.,
W. Va.,
.\la..
Eastern Western No. & So.

1914:

1,

1914

Iowa,
III.,

Mont.,

Kans.,

Wyo.,

Colo.,

Neb.,
Okla.,
Dakotas. Mo., Ark.
22,333
155.761
108,042
12,801
47,719
9,532
10,496
50.820

Wis.,

Minn.

Oregon,

Texas,

Cana-

New

Idaho,
Nev.,
Cal., Ariz.

dian
Lines.

Grand

Me-xico.

28,845
15,941
12,904
20,515

143,150
91,291
51,859
49,449

154,327
111,821
42,506
26,669

2,424,631
1,633,078
791,553
795,821

140.740
•2.410
28,590

138,490
•15,837
18,674

2,428,899

6.52S
140

199,856
22,784

La.,

Total.

Pa.

Pa.

Carolina.

87,905
54,572
33,333
40,515

687,548
485,065
202,483
205,460

264,223
124,009
140,214
161,503

207,827
140,869
66,958
59,531

177.420
115,710
61,710
43.284

495,292
272,957
122,335
127,579

95,087

690,525

285,512

158,862

36,456

21,289
52,751
238

158,994
*18,426
13,745
293

23,297

2,977
30,752
33

200,400
•7,427
16,636

500,536

7,182
2,521
153

5,244
29,678
195

964

3,101
19,784

7,611

5.592

360

22

8,089
1,050

60,745
5,237

23,342
4,726

20,795

35,050
3,476

808
500

15,332
1,418

3,283

1,4S7

18,832
1,255

904

7.052
2,621

9,139

65,982

28,068

22,252

20.087

39,664

1.308

16,750

4,187

9,673

6,668

223,778

62.08
105.41
9.20
83

70.55
100.43
8.84

46.93
108.06
8.83

67.78
96.43

65.22
89.66

75.30
101.06

10.61

7.08
.70

72.46
89.74
4.23

67.35
100.02
8.24

.71

55.26
126.38
11.38
3.13

63.77
98.32
4.93

1.79

10.01
.70

69.36
100.92
9.84

.76

57.32
104.32
3.62
2.24

1.83

.09

.92

10.03

9.60

10.62

10.71

11.32

8.01

17

C,a.. Fla.

2,152

4,268
220,875
1,333

Owned—

Cars on Home Roads
Total Cars on Line
Home Cars in Home Shops
Foreign Cars in Home Shops

Home

Total Cars in Shops

.85

•Denotes deficiency.

great profusion.
in

county

and

There
district

Advances

will be four circuits of exhibits taking
fairs

Iowa, Minnesota, Wisconsin,
New York, Pennsylvania and

in

Illinois,
Michigan,
Indiana,
Connecticut, while special displays on a more elaborate scale will
be made at the great Canadian National Exposition at Toronto,
Canada, and at other expositions.

Following the recent action of the Chicago & North Western.
Chicago railways have given notice that at the end of September they will discontinue absorbing tunnel and lighterage
charges in Chicago. This means the canceljation of tariffs with
the Merchants' Lighterage Company, the Chicago Lighterage
Company, and the Chicago Warehouse & Terminal Company.
The Chicago Association of Commerce last week filed a petition with the Interstate Commerce Commission and the Illinois
Public Utilities Commission asking the suspension of the North
Western's cancellation.
the

'

in

Passenger Fares Proposed

Trunk Line
for advancing interstate pasby the
suggestions
made
with
the
accordance
senger fares,
Interstate Commerce Commission in the eastern rate advance
While the interstate rates in these territories have not
case.
been reduced to the two-cents-a-mile basis which prevails for
Railways

territories

in

Central Passenger .Association and

are working on- plans

m

intrastate traffic in Illinois. Indiana. Ohio and the southernpeninsula of Michigan, the interstate fares have been influenced
by the low state rates, although on May 1 many of the interstate
basing fares were placed on a 2^-cent basis. It is now proposed
to advance interstate fares to approximately IVi cents wherever
possible, which would involve increases in niany of the longdistance through fares such as that between Chicago and_ New
York It is also proposed to equalize rates between points

which

now

take

different

rates

in

opposite

directions.

Rate
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Vol.

stations near the state Hne and
charge for fares paid on trains.

at

clerks have been meeting in Chicago to figure the possibilities
of a readjustment, and a joint meeting of the rate clerks of the
Trunk Line and Central Passenger Associations was called for

Wednesday of this week at Niagara Falls. The Western Passenger Association roads have also discussed plans for advancing interstate fares. Passenger officers of the Southwestern
lines called a meeting, to be held on Tuesday at St. Louis, to
discuss the situation created by the Interstate Commerce Commission's decision in the Oklahoma, Arkansas and Missouri case,
upholding the three-cent interstate fare. The St. Louis Southwestern had reduced the interstate rate to two cents. The roads
are confronted witli the problem of dealing with passengers who
buy tickets at the state lines in order to get the advantage of the
lower rale, a practice that has attained large proportions because
the Oklahoma coinmission has ordered the roads to hold trains

has

57,

prohibited

a

No. 9

higher

Car Surpluses and Shortages
.\rthur Hale, chairman of the committee on relations between
railroads of the American Railway Association, in presenting statistical bulletin No. 173-A, giving a summary of car surpluses and
shortages by groups from April 15, 1913, to August 15, 1914, says:
The total surplus on August 15, 1914, was 174.260 cars; on Au-

and on August 15. 1913, 69,253 cars.
a further decrease of 24,738 cars in surplus, bringing
the total down to 174,260.
The principal reduction in surplus is in coal and gondola cars
in central freight association territory, where the surplus of Au-

gust

1,

1914, 198,998 cars,

There

is

Car Surpluses and Shortages
-Shortages-

'

'

Coal,
roads.

August

-

'
'
'
"

-

"

-

"
"

-

-

15,
15,
15,
15,
15,

15,
15,
15.
15,
IS,

15,

191-4

7

1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914

32
30
12

24
26
4
15
"*

1

21
5

Total

18

Coal,

Other

gondola
Flat. and hopper.
985
535

No. of

Box.
1,574
2,287
2.780
6,725
2,352
17,375
1,883
6,580
1,602
7,893
24,201

75,272

175
784
991
359
1,380
33
336
124

15,866
24.963
2.552
2,954
3.153

1,419
1,053

3,304

7,189

56,560

kinds.

656
1.861

266

gondola
3,805
25,965
31,833
11,623
8,195
26,083
3,553
11,808
3,024
20,365

35,259

174,260

——
—

and hoppei

Total.

711
7,637
3,306
1,355
2.530
4.175
981
3.031
1,032
7,749
2,752

28.006
154

1,080

496

385

2,115

—

composed of New England lines; Group 2 New York. New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland and Eastern Pennsylvania lines; Group 3 Ohio
Kentucky, Tennessee
Indiana, Michigan and Western Pennsylvania lines: Group 4 ^West Virginia, Virginia, North and South Carolina lines; Group 5
Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin and Minnesota lines; Group 7 Montana, Wyoming, Nebraska, Norti
Mississippi. .Alabama, Georgia and Florida lines; Group 6
Dakota and South Dakota lines; Group 8 Kansas, Colorado, Missouri, Arkansas and Oklahoma lines: Group 9 Texas, Louisiana and New Mexico lines
Group 10 Washington, Oregon, Idaho, California, Nevada and Arizona lines: Group 11 Canadian lines.

*Group

—

•Shoriage

1

is

—

Surplus

—

ihorh^e

1911

Shorfage

Surplus

lOO.OOO

zoo.ooo

gust

1

is

class of

—

—

19/2

—

Surplus

/oo.ooo

zoo.oof>

reduced almost one-half, although the decrease in tliis
equipment is general throughout all states east of the

Mississippi river.
Box cars show a net increase of 2.881, the greater part of which
in the middle Atlantic and southern states (groups 4 and 5),
with lesser increases in the winter wheat states and on the Pacific
coast. There is a slight decrease in surplus box cars in the northis

western grain states (groups 6 and 7) and on the Canadian roads.
The total shortage on August 15. 1914. was 2,115 cars; on .August 1, 1914, 2,333 cars, and on .August 15. 1913, 14,828 cars.
There is very little change in the total shortage, which stands
a decrease of 218 under the figures in our last bulletin.
at 2,115
The accompanying table gives car surplus and shortage figures
by groups for the last period covered in the report and the diagram shows total bi-weekly surpluses and shortages 1907 to 1914.

—

Car Surpluses and Shortages, 1907

to

1914

:

August

28,
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line involves a haul over two or more tap Imes, the divisions,
herein fixed should be applied to the aggregate haul, and not to
the separate service of each of the tap lines.
i
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Lumber Rates

Opinion by Commissioner Hal!:
The commission, upon a re-argument of this case, the original
report of which was given in 28 I. C. C, 313, re-affirms its former
decision that the Southern Pacific should be required to cancel
certain proposed advance rates on carload lumber from Newcastle,
New England Mills, Colfax, and Gold Run, Cal., to Verdi and
Reno, Nev.. thus leaving in efifect the present rates. (31 I. C. C,

With respe.ct to the millijig-in-transit rate on logs as formerly
practised on the tap lines, the commission adheres to its original
conclusion that the rate on lumber at the junction or mill point
may not lawfully be extended back to the point on the tap line
where the logs originate, and that any division out of the through
lumber rate on account of the log haul can not be sanctioned.
The commission reaffirms its conference ruling to the effect
that it is its view "that the law does not prohibit the use of interstate free passes by such officials and employees who devote substantially all their time to the service of the tap line and where
by the use of such free passes no unlawful discriminations are
effected."

(31

I.

C. C. 490.)

Rates on Sugar from

464.)

In re sitgar rates from

Bills of

Lading on Reconsigned Shipments

&

Sons Company v. Louisville
by the commission
The commission finds that defendants'
Jung

&

Nashville

Opinion

practice of refusing to
of lading, concealing the names of the original
bills of lading, in cases where cars
are reconsigned at the terminals of their lines, is not unreason(31 1. C. C, 455.)
able.
issue

new

bills

exchange for old

shippers, in

Rates on Fertilizer from Norfolk, Va.

Royster Guano Company

v. Atlantic Coast Line et at.
Opinion by the Commission :
The commission finds that the rates charged by the Atlantic
Coast Line and the Seaboard Air Line on fertilizers from Norfolk to certain points in North Carolina are unreasonable and
discriminatory as compared with rates to the same points and to
points equally distant from Wilmington, N. C. A new schedule of
rates on commercial fertilizers in carloads from Norfolk to points
in North Carolina is therefore prescribed, these rates being based
on a distance scale varying from $!.50 for 30 to 50 miles to $3.25
(31 1. C. C,
for 325 to 350 miles, carload minimum 20.000 lb.
/-'.

5.

New

Orleans

New

Orleans, La., and points taking
sonic rates to Ohio rizer crossings, Memphis, Tenn., St. Louis,.
.Mu., and intermediate points.
Opinion by the commission:
The carriers transporting sugar in carloads from New Orleans.
La., and points taking the same rates to Ohio river crossings,
Memphis, Tenn., St. Louis, Mo., and other Mississippi river points,,
and points intermediate thereto, have in effect many rates which
violate the fourth section, and have filed applications asking to be
allowed to continue these lower rates to the river points and certain various intermediate low rate points on the routes operating
to the river crossings than are concurrently in effect on like
traffic to intermediate stations.
The commission follows its ruling
in previous cases that "insofar as the Ohio river itself, by affording a means of transportation, gives to these cities upon its banks
lower rates than would otherwise be obtainable, they should be
accorded the benefit of their location." It does not agree, however, that the relief should be granted to the extent prayed by
all the applicants.
The Queen & Crescent constitutes the direct
short line from New Orleans to Cincinnati, which is the most
distant of the river crossings involved.'
The distance via this
route is 836 miles. There are in effect blanket rates of 23 cents
in carloads to all points on this line between Chattanooga and
Cincinnati except to Lexington, which is accorded the Cincinnati
rate
and these blanket rates are applied to a certain territory
approximately 300 miles in length for distances ranging from 498
to 833 miles. These voluntary blanket rates to the non-competitive
points bear a reasonable relation to the competitive rates which
would warrant relief to the Queen & Crescent from the rule of
the fourth section to the extent prayed to Cincinnati. The commission finds, therefore, that the Queen & Crescent route should
be permitted to continue to charge lower rates on sugar from
New Orleans to Cincinnati than are concurrently in effect to
intermediate points between Chattanooga and Cincinnati, provided the present intermediate rates of 23 cents per 1(X) lb. in
carloads and 28 cents for less than carloads are not exceeded.
It is also held that no justification has been shown by the other
applicant carriers for the maintenance of higher rates to points
south of the river crossings than the rates to the local points
between Chattanooga and Cincinnati on the Queen & Crescent
and similar findings are made to apply. Relief is granted to
Lexington to the same extent as to Cincinnati.
The commission also finds that the Illinois Central should be
allowed to charge lower rates to Memphis than to intermediate
points, provided the rates to the latter do not exceed 20 cents per
The Yazoo
1(X) lb. on carloads and 25 cents on less than carloads.
& Mississippi Valley is allowed relief with reference to rates on
sugar to river points on its line, provided the rates to intermediate
points not on the river do not exceed 17 and 20 cents per ICX) lb.
on carload and less than carload lots respectively.
The commission holds that the Louisville & Nashville should
be allowed to continue to charge lower rates on sugar from New
Orleans to Nashville and Bowling Green than are concurrently
in effect on like traffic to intermediate points, provided the rates
to the said intermediate points do not exceed 23 cents per 100
lb. in carloads, and 28 cents in less than carloads.
That portion of the Louisv'ille & Nashville's application to be
:

458.)

The Tap Line Case
Second supplemental report of the commission. Opinion by
Commissioner Harlan.
In accordance with the decision of the United States Supreme
Court in the Tap Line Cases (234 U. S. 1), which held that the
live tap lines appealing from the commission's findings in 2i
I.C.C., 277, 549, were common carriers with respect both to
j.roprietary and nonproprietary traffic and that the commission
had exceeded its powers in preventing the divisions previously
allowed them, the commission now restores all the through routes
;.nd joint rates which were in effect prior to May 1, 1912, between
the trunk lines and the 57 tap lines involved in the instant case.
It is held, however, that the divisons out of the through rate
on interstate shipments of lumber and forest products, from
points on such of these tap lines as file tariffs and have otherwise conjplied with the commission's accounting rules, etc., .should
For switching a
not exceed the following maximum amounts
distance of 1 mile or less from the junction, $2 per car; over 1
mile and up to 3 miles from the junction, $3 per car; on shipments from points over 3 miles and not more than 6 miles from
the junction, 1^ cents per 100 lb.; over 6 miles and not more
than 10 miles from the junction. 2 cents per 100 lb.; over 10
miles and not more than 20 miles from the junction. 2^2 cents
per 100 lb. over 20 miles and not more than 30 miles from the
junction, 3 cents per 100 lb.; over 30 miles and not more than
40 miles from the junction, 3^ cents per 100 lb.; over 40 miles
from the junction, 4 cents per 100 lb. These divisions are the
net amounts that may be paid out of the trunk line rates from
the junctions, and when the rates from points on the tap line
are made by the addition of an arbitrary, such arbitrary shall
:

;

accrue to the tap

line.

These divisions are to be applied to all interstate shipments of
lumber and forest products' that moved from points on the tap
lines since May 1. 1912, and the tap line carriers are allowed
reparation accordingly.
In case the delivery of lumber and forest products to a trunk

allowed to increase its rate to Montgomery from 17 to 20 cents
per 100 lb. is denied. With reference to the rates of the same
carrier to Mobile relief is granted provided the rates to intermediate points do not exceed IS cents per 100 lb. on carload
ana 20 cents on less than carload shipments.
The Queen & Crescent has proposed to increase its rates on
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\'oL. 57,

Xew Orleans to Chattanooga from 20 and 23 cents
and 28 cents on carloads and less than carloads reconformance with a decision in a previous case. It

sugar from
to

23

spectively in

Railway Officers

can be allowed, therefore, to charge higher rates to intermediate
points.

denied with reference to the rates on sugar to such
Tuscaloosa, Attalla, Holt, Akron and Birmingham.
The commission also holds that whatever local rate on sugar is
made by the direct line from Xew Orleans to any interior point
south of the rivers, must not be exceeded by any rate to any point
Carriers having in
intermediate thereto upon the direct line.
direct routes to all points to which lower rates may be chargea
than to intermediate points will be authorized to meet the rates
on sugar established over the direct route from Xew Orleans in
those instances where the indirect route is not less than 15 per
Relief

points

is

as

cent longer than the direct line between the same points, and to
maintain higher rates on like traffic to points intermediate thereto, provided the rates to said intermediate points on the indirect
routes do not e.xceed 15 and 20 cents for carloads and less than
carloads respectively for distances not in excess of 200 miles, 17

and 22 cents for distances not exceeding 300

miles. 20

and 25

cents for distances not exceeding -100 miles, 23 and 28 cents for
distances not exceeding 700 miles, and 25 and 30 cents for dis(31 1. C. C, 495.)
tances greater than 700 miles.

STATE COMMISSIONS
.\.
Henshaw, of the Oklahoma Corporation Commishas announced that application will probably be made by
the commissions of Missouri. .Arkansas and Oklahoma lor a
rehearing of the case before the Interstate Commerce Commission in which the commission decided last week that three
cents a mile is not an unreasonable rate for interstate passenger

George

Elxecutive, Financial, Legal

^\

and Accounting

Wall has been appointed general claim agent of the
Georgia & Florida, with office at Augusta, Ga.. and the office of
O.

freight claim agent has been discontinued.

T. V. Pomar, auditor of the Florida East Coast, at St. Aurla.. has been appointed general auditor and assistani

gustine,

treasurer, with headquarters at St. Augustine.

E. B. Pierce, having resigned as auditor of the Missouri,
Kansas & Texas on account of ill health, all communications
heretofore forwarded to him should be addressed to the controller

W.

further notice.

until

Ingram, assistant auditor of the Southern Pacific, .nl
San Francisco. Cal.. has been appointed assistant treasurer,
with headquarters at San Francisco, succeeding H. A. Jones,
resigned on account of failing health, and the position of assisF.

tant auditor

is

abolished.

William C. Tomkins, whose appointment as assistaiit to vicepresident of the Grand Trunk, and the Grand Trunk Pacific,
with

headquarters

at

Montreal.

Que.,

has

been

already

ice

of the

Grand Trunk

on September
tlie

1,

Two

years

he
transwas
ferred to the office of the
later

sulisequently

the

and

manager,

general

Representatives of the state commissions of Idaho. Montana,
Xevada, Utah, .\rizona and Colorado, have called a meeting
to be held in Denver on August 28, to prepare their cases for
hearings which are to be held in Chicago on October 6, at which
the Interstate Commerce Commission will consider a petition
filed by the transcontinental railways asking for modifiralions
of the federal commission's order in the intermountain rate
case as to 107 commodities which meet heavy water competition
on the Pacific coast, and on which the roads desire to charge
rates at variance with a strict interpretation of the long and
short haul clause without making similar reductions to interior
points.
It is said that the state commissions are planning to
oppose this application of the roads.

general readjustment of rates, which would advance a
Xo date has yet been set for the hearing, but
Commissioner Williams has .3Uggested that before this is decided
upon an agreement should be had if possible with the principal
carriers for the preparation of statistical evidence from their
records for investigations along certain lines preceding the

1885, in

of the auditor

office

of pay rolls.

those states, in spite of the fact that the State rate
Commissioner Henshaw says that such
is two cents a mile.
an application will be made by the Oklahoma commission even
if the other states do not join.
travel in

The Railroad Commission of Texas has announced that it has
decided to accord the railroads of the State a hearing on their
application, presented on January 26, asking for a horizontal
advance of 15 per cent in freight rates in the state. .\t the
time the application was presented the commission declined to
As
give a hearing on the petition, saying that it had no merit.
reported in last week's issue, the railroads recently held a meetan
obtain
ing at which it was decided to make further efforts to
advance in rates. This was followed by the commission's announcement that it would give a hearing. The plan recently considered by the railroads has not, however, contemplated a horizontal general advance in rates, such as was proposed in January,

an-

nounced in these columns, entered the serv-

sion,

served

president's

office

in

of

same road. In May,
1908, he became secre-

the

to the late Martin
M. Reynolds, vice-president in charge of finance
and accounting of the
Grand Trunk and the

tary

Grand

Trunk

Pacific,

with headquarters at
Montreal. Mr. Tomkins
remained
tion

until

that

in

the

posi-

death

of

Mr. Reynolds, which occurred on June 17, of
this year.
On August 1 Mr. Tomkins was appointed assistant
to vice-president of the same roads as above noted.

Thornuell Fay has been appointed assistant

to the

receivers

of the International & Great Xorthern. with jurisdiction over
all departments of the receivership, with headquarters at Hous-

A. G. Whittington has been appointed general manreceivers, with jurisdiction over the offerating,
mechanical and maintenance departments, with headquarters at
Houston.
He has been second vice-president and general
ton.

ager

Tex.
fo,-

the

jnanager.

but a

large number.

hearing.

PERSONNEL OF COMMISSIONS
John W. Flintham has been appointed secretary of the new
Colorado Public Utilities Commission, with office at Denver.
Colo.

W. A.

Mitchell of Sedalia, Mo., has been appointed an inspector of car equipment. Division of Valuation, Interstate Com-

merce Commission.

Operating
D. E. Nichols has been appointed trainmaster of the Minnesota division of the Northern Pacific at Staples, Minn.

H. E. Allen, until recently superintentknt of the Trinity &
Brazos Valley at Teague, Tex., has been appointed superintendent of the Louisiana division of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific, with headquarters at Eldorado, .^rk.. succeeding .A.. E.
Walker, who has been appointed su[^erintendent of the .\rkansas
division,

with

office

at

Little

Rocfe,

.Ark.,

vice

A.

B.

Copley,

promoted.

George Collins, whose appointment as superintendent of the
Ottawa division of the Canadian Northern with headquarters
at Trenton, Ont., has been announced in these columns, was born
on July 20. 1860. at Carrying Place, near Trenton, and was edu-

August

28,
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cated in the public schools of Trenton. He began railway work
in June, 1882, on the Central Ontario, and has been in the continuous service of that road ever since. From 1884, to 1890, he
was agent at Trenton, and during the next two years served as
a train despatchcr. He was then to 1894, secretary, treasurer and
assistant superintendent, and from 1894, to 1902, was general superintendent and secretary. From 1902, to 1906, he was receiver
and manager, and since that time was general manager and secretary of the same road until his recent appointment as superintendent of the Ottawa division of the Canadian Northern. Mr.
Collins was also a director of the Central Ontario from 1903, to
1914, when the road was taken over by the Canadian Nortlieni.
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T. C. Hudson, master mechanic of the Canadian Northern at
Que., has been appointed division master mechanic of
Quebec Grand division, with office at Joliette.

Joliette,

the

D, W. Gross, chairman of the valuation committee of the AtCoast Line, at Wilmington, N, C, has been appointed valuation engineer, and has been relieved of all duties as engineer of
construction.
lantic

William O'Brien has been appointed master mechanic of the
division of the Illinois Central, with headquarters
Clinton, HI., succeeding Fred M. Baumgardner, resigned to
accept a position with the Interstate Commerce Commission,
Springfield

at

Division of Valuation,
Traffic

Morgan King Barnuin,
V. D. Fort, assistant freight traffic manager of the lllinoi.s
Central at Chicago, has been transferred to Memphis, Teiin.

Baltimore
intendent

T. Graffis, traveling freight agent of the Minneapnli? &
St. Louis, wi*^h headquarters at Indianapolis, Ind., has been
appointed general agent tratific department at that place succeeding .A.. E. Lee, resigned.
J.

general mechanical inspector of the
Ohio, at Baltimore, Md., has been appointed superof motive power of the Baltimore & Ohio proper,
with headquarters at
Baltimore, effective Sep-

&

tember

ments of the Iowa Cenand in 1904 he be-

the

at

Kirbyville,

Mo.

He

was educated

in the pubschools of Marshalltown, Iowa, and began
railway work in Februlic

ary,

1892.

He was

for

to

December,

commercial

agent,

and

following year was
general agent at ChiJanuary,
cago.
1910, to January, 1911,
he was coal freight
agent of the same roads

.J.

and the Chicago & Alton
and the Toledo, St. Louis & Western. On the latter date he
was appointed assistant general freight agent of the Minneapolis
& St. Louis, from which position he was recently promoted tu
that of traffic manager, as above mentioned.
Purchasing
Williams, general storekeeper of the Central of New
Jersey, at Elizabethport, N. J., has been appointed purchasing
agent, with office at Xew York City, and LeRoy Cooley, chief
clerk in the office of the superintendent of motive power, has
been appointed general storekeeper, with headquarters at
Mr. Cooley was born
Elizabethport, succeeding Mr. Williams.
on July 19, 1877, at Flemington, N. J., and began railway work in
of motive
superintendent
18W, as a clerk in the office of the
power of the Central of New Jersey, and has been in the coiiHe held various positinuous service of that road ever since.
tions until September, 1908, when he was appointed chief clerk
B.

same

office.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

John A. Marshall has been appointed road foreman of engines
of the Northern Pacific at Duluth, iMinn.
Joseph Billingham has been appointed superintendent of motive
the Grand Trunk Pacific, with headquarters at TransW. Robb, resigned.

power of

cona, Man., succeeding G.

T. S. Lowe, road foreman of engines of the Canadian Northern
Que., has been appointed master mechanic of the
Lake St. John division, with office at Limoilou.

at Limoilou,

then consecutively
machinist and mechan-

1906,

From

of the

was
M. K.

and later
foreman of the

inspector,

ical

Bi

general

January, 1909, he was

the

in

shops of the Xew
York,
Lake
Erie
&
Western, now the Erie,
at Susquehanna, Pa. He

came traveling freight
agent of that road and
the Minneapolis & St.
headquarLouis,
with
ters at Indianapolis, Ind.

From

apprentice

special

a

tral,

C.

abolished

ten years in the accounting and traffic depart-

Minn., has already been announced, was born October 22, 1875,

,

was

about a year ago, when
A. P. Prendergast left
the B. & O., has now
been restored. Mr. Barnum was born on April
6, 1861, and was graduated from Syracuse University in 1884, with the
degree of A. B., and
later received the degree
of A. M.
He began
railway work in 1884, as

Frank B. Townsend, whose appointment as traffic manager of
the Minneapolis & St. Louis, with headquarters at Minneapolis,

P g

This position,

1.

which

Salamanca, N. Y., general foreman of the Louisassistant master
ville & Nashville shops at New Decatur, Ala.
mechanic of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe at Argentine,
Kan. superintendent of shops at Cheyenne, Wyo. district foreman at North Platte, Neb., and then division master mechanic
at Omaha, Neb., on the Union Pacific; assistant mechanical
superintendent of the Southern Railway. In February, 1903, he
was made superintendent of motive power of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific, and in April of the following year was appointed mechanical expert of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy;
in 1907 he was appointed general inspector of machinery and
equipment, of the same road. He left that road in April, 1910,
to become general superintendent of motive power of the Illinois
Centra! and the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley, remaining in that
position until July 1, 1913, when he became general mechanical
inspector of the Baltimore & Ohio, and now becomes superintendent of motive power of the same road as above noted.

same road

in

;

;

;

OBITUARY
Tinkliam,

William
Springfield,
ford, died

now a

formerly

part of the

on August

20, at

president

New

York,

Providence, R.

of

the

Providence &
Hartage of 92.

New Haven &
I.,

at the

William E. Harwig, formerly, from 1902 to 1912, supervisor of
bridges and buildings on the Lehigh Valley, died on August 24,
Mr. Harwig entered the service
at his home in Phillipsburg, N. J.
that
of the Lehigh Valley in 1878, and about two years ago left
bridges and buildings on the
of
supervisor
become
company to

Lehigh

& New

England.

John Player, formerly superintendent of machinery of the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, died at Chicago on August 14.
aged 67 years. Mr. Player began railway work in June, 1873,
and until September, 1887, was with the Central Iowa consecumaster mechanic
tively as machinist, general foreman of shpps,
and also in charge of the car department. He then became
Central, leavWisconsin
the
superintendent of motive power of

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE
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to the Atchison. Topeka &
machinery, which position he
held until January, 1902, when he was appointed consulting
superintendent of motive power. In June of that year he retired
from active railway service on account of ill health.

ing that road in June, 1890, to
Santa Fe as superintendent of

go

Vol.

Equipment and Supplies

eral

from active

ser\'ice.

Edgar Thaddeus Welles, vice-president

of the Wabash Railroad, with headquarters at New York, died on August 22, at
home in that city. He was born on August 29. 1843. at
Hartford,
Conn.,
and
his

was

son

a

W elles.

who was
navy

tary of the

ident

of

He

was

vice-president

Wabash

of

and

The

24.

Hamilton & Dayton,

as reported in the
last week, has ordered 30 Mikado and 5
locomotives from Lima Locomotive Corporation.
The Mikado type locomotives will have 64 in. driving wheels, 26
by 22 in. cylinders, a weight on the drivers of 223.600 lb., a total
weight in working order of 282,200 lb., a boiler pressure of 190
The Pacific type locomotives
lb., and a tractive effort of 54.587 lb.
will have 76 in. driving wheels. 24 by 28 in. cylinders, a weight on
the drivers of 159.200 lb., a total weight in working order of
Cincinn.-\ti,

Raihiay Age Gazette of
type

Pacific

248,600

lb.,

a boiler pressure of

KO

lb.,

and a tractive

effort of

lb.

t

& Ohio

Winston-S.vlf.m Southbound

underframe caboose

The Havana Central
senger

cars

is

in the

market for 100 30-

is

in the

market for about

is in

the market for 30 eight-wheel

cars.

has ordered 6 steam and 6 electric pas-

from the Wason

same company has

Manufacturing Company.

The

also placed orders for 315 freight cars.

The B.\ltimore & Ohio, reported in the Railway Age Gazette
of August 7 as being in the market for 29 passenger cars for
the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Daj'ton. is in the market for 12 70-ft.
coaches and one 73-ft. steel dining, 8 70-ft. passenger and baggage. 5 70-ft. baggage and mail and 4 70-ft. baggage cars.

h e

Lower
in

CAR BUILDING

The Chesapeake & Ohio

Rail-

IRON AND STEEL

Welles

ad-

a director of the

the Baltimore

&

Illinois Central has withdrawn for an indefinite time
inquiry for three hump switching locomotives reported in the

Raihvay Age Gazette of July

steel

vice-

Western

was

The
its

The

formerly
president of the Penin-

dition

The Central of Georgia has indefinitely postponed its inquiry for four locomotives reported in the Railwav Age Gazette
of July 24.

35 freight cars.

He was

California,

the market for 10 loco-

ton box cars.

Wabash

sular Railway of

in

The Atl.\nta, Birmingham & Atlantic has ordered five
Mikado type locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

.

Railroad since its reorganization
and was.
previous to that time,

way.

is

The Carolina & North Western

native

his

president of the

& Iroxton

Pres-

town, and then
from
Yale College, in the class
of 1864.
Shortly after
leaving college Mr.
Welles was admitted to
the bar. but never practiced.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING
Detroit. Toledo
motives.

cabinet.

Mr. Welles was gradufrom
the
high
ated
school

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;

secre-

in

Lincoln's

1

The

34,272

Gideon

of

No. 9
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formerly from 1881
1892
genIsaac Duell Barton,
to
superintendent of the Long Island, died on August 21,
Flushing,
N.
Y., at the age of 80.
He began
at his home in
railway work in 1852, as a station agent on the New York
& Harlem, now a part of the New York Central & Hudson River, and was then consecutively freight conductor, passenger conductor, general freight agent and assistant superintendent of the same road. He was then superintendent of the Long
Island, and subsequently became superintendent of the United
He then served consecutively
States Rolling Stock Company.
as general sufcrintendent of the Atlantic & Great Western, superintendent of the North Shore & Central of Long Island, superintendent of construction of the Manhattan Beach Railroad, general superintendent of th? Indiana. Bloomington & Western, and
On
general superintendent of the Manhattan Beach Railroad.
January 1, 1881, he was appointed general superintendent of the
Lons Island, remaining in that position until January, 1892, and
then was general superintendent of the New York & New England.
Mr. Barton was general superintendent of the Brooklyn
Elevated Railroad from February. 1894 to 1900, and then retired

57,

Ohio &

Mississippi,

now

a part of

Southwestern, the \\'abash and the Peoria

Ti!E Chicago Surface Lines have ordered 574 tons of
for underframes for

Pekin Union.

:

cars from the

J.

G. Brill

steel

Company.

SIGNALING

—

RoLLi.NG Stock for .\rgentixe R.mlw.w
The Central Argentine Railway has recently ordered the following rolling stock
40 freight engines. 20 passenger engines, 25 switch
in England
engines, 14 sleeping cars, 4 first-class passenger cars, 50 firstclass motor cars for the electric line from Buenos Aires to the
Tigre, 20 second-class motor cars. 50 trailers. 1 dining car, 15
baggage cars for passenger trains. 15 baggage cars for freight
trains, 100 ballast cars, 743" closed freight cars, and 300 freight
cars for live stock. With these orders, the total rolling stock of
the Central -\rgentine Railway will be as follows 265 freight
engines. 353 passenger engines, 125 switch engines, 102 sleeping
cars, 226 first-class passenger cars. 158 second-class passenger
cars, 109 passenger cars for both first and second class, 100 firstclass motor cars, 70 second-class motor cars, 100 trailers, 30
dining cars, 11 restaurant cars, 168 baggage cars for passenger
trains, 353 baggage cars for freight trains, 334 ballast cars. 11,310
closed freight cars. 1.250 freight cars for live stock, 1,465 flat
cars, 2,675 open cars with high sides, 1.841 open cars with low
5ides, 552 cars with grating, and 38 refrigerator cars.

its

The

Central has recently appropriated $14,000 for tlic
equipment of a telephone system of train despatching between
Clinton and Centralia, 111., a distance of 115 miles. Work will
be begun immediately, and the date of completion is set as
October 1. 1914. This company has just put in operation the
Coalfield train despatching telephone system on the St. Louis
division.
This system extends between Carbondale, Eldorado,
Johnston City and Marion. III., a total distance of 95 miles.
Illinois

:

The Union Switch & Signal Company has taken an order from
the Baltimore & Ohio for furnishing the material and installing
a type "F" electric interlocking plant at Calumet River Draw ;
one from the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, for installing a mechanical interlocking plant at Whiteright, Tex., and one from
the Nashville. Chattanooga &; St. Louis for installing an electromechanical interlocking plant at Cravens Yard. This machine
will consist of 16 mechanical levers and 16 style ."S" electric
levers.

August

28,
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—

Union
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P.\cif!c.
The passenger department has issued a very
folder entitled "The Scenic Columbia River Route
to the Great Pacific Northwest," for the purpose of influencing
travel to Alaska and the northwest, and also treating (if the

attractive

Supply Trade News

circle tours of the

West.
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Tours to the East.

1 he

C & C

Electric

& Manufacturing Company, Garwood,

has opened a branch sales office, in charge of R. L. Wells,
Security building, Minneapolis, Minn.

Graham Dedge,
Seal

assistant

manager,

in

J.,

the

manager of the Edgar Steel
Chicago, has been appointed as-

sales

& Manufacturing Company,

sistant general

N.

in addition to his present duties.

—

The Great Northern Steamship Company has recently published an interesting folder containing a
description and illustrations of numerous points of interest in
Japan, China and the Philippines. The booklet also gives detailed information regarrfing the schedules of the steamer Minnesota, and the accommodations for passengers.

Metal Sheets.— "Evidence"

is the title of an interesting bookrecently issued by the Stark Rolling Mill Company, Canton.
containing testimonial letters from various firms and also
views of a large nimibcr of buildings upon which Toucan metal

let

Brown has

resigned as sales agent of The Barney &
Smith Car Company, Dayton, Ohio, to become associated with
Hotchkiss-Blue & Co.. Ltd., Railway Exchange building, Chicago.
R. L.

The Chicago Car Heating Company. Chicago, on August 22,
removed its southern office from 521 Realty Trust building, Atlanta. Ga., to 829 Munsey building. Washington, D. C.
This
office will still be known as the company's southern office and will
remain in charge of Harry F. Lowman as southern manager.
C. W. Rhoades has been appointed manager of sales of the
Daniels Safety Device Company, manufacturer of the "Bulldog''
nut, with office in the Webster building, 327 South La Salle
Mr. Rhoades was formerly assistant sales inanstreet, Chicago.
ager of Valentine & Co., Chicago, and previously was with the
St. Louis Surfacer Company.

Wm.

Wharton,

Jr.,

&

Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa., have apInc., their representatives for

Inc.,

pointed R. T. Hoffman & Co.,
the southern Atlantic coast states, effective August 1. The latter company has main offices in the Continental Bank building,
Baltimore, Md., and an Atlanta. Ga., office in charge of H. F.
McDermott in the Candler building.

H. D. Shute has been elected treasurer of the Westinghouse
& Manufacturing Company, to succeed T. W. Siemon,
who recently resigned to become secretary and treasurer of the
Hanauer has been
Union Switch & Signal Company.
J.
J.
elected a director to succeed Paul M. Warburg, resigned, and
T. P. Gaylord has been elected vice-president, succeeding Mr.
Electric

Shute.

New

York, will leave
W. L. Rickard, of Rickard & Sloan, Inc.,
that city in the latter part of September to make an extended
through
five
months,
four
and
trip, lasting possibly between
South America. He will visit the principal cities on both coasts

thorough investigation of the markets and the
iDest methods of selling machinery and mechanical materials and
devices in the Latin-American countries.

and

will

make

a

Judge Killitts of the United States District Court of the Northern District of Ohio, Western division, on August 15 handed
down a decision finding that the Baker valve gear patents Nos.
721, 994 and 1.008.405 of the Pilliod Company are valid and that
the Pilliod Brothers Company and Charles J. Pilliod in the manufacture and sale of their so-called B valve gear infringe claim 8
of patent No. 721,994 and claims 1 and 2 of patent 1,008,405.
Both defendants are estopped from denying the validity of the
latter patent, it being stated in the decision that: ''It is quite plain
that, while Charles J. Pilliod was still a member of the complainant company, Baker was under obligation to give to that
company and did give thereto the benefit of his inventions which
crystallized in Baker patent No. 1.008,405, and that the complainant company's interest in this invention was one of the property
incidents with which Charles J. Pilliod parted for a valuable
consideration when he sold his interest in complainant company."

O.,

The

corrosion resisting sheets and products were used.
ings shown are of many varieties, several railway
shops being included in the number.

Magneto Telephones. — The Western
recently

issued a

detailed

Electric

build-

.stations

and

Company has

catalogue descriptive of

its line of
supplies.
The same company has also
issued a similar booklet illustrating and describing the various
telephone cords which it manufactures. In this it is stated that
the Western Electric Company during 1913 shipped 1,218,718
desk stand cords, 1,380.609 switchboard cords, 2,077,513 receiver
cords and 1,108,700 transmitter cords.

magneto telephones and

—

Rail Reports. The Titanium Alloy Manufacturing Company
has issued bulletin No. 7 of its series of rail reports, giving the
results of tests of three additional Titanium treated open hearth
and three plain open hearth rails in addition to the 14 similar
comparisons published in previous reports. The report is accompanied by sulphur prints, etched sections and photographs of
These reports are of more than ordinary
magnified sections.
interest to students of the rail problem.

—

Ball Bearings. The S. K. F. Ball Bearing Company of New
York has recently issued bulletin No. 16 dealing with the use

The booklet,
bearings as applied to electric motors.
which contains 36 pages, gives views of ball bearings and of
they
have
been
installed.
The readdifferent machines on which
ing matter deals largely with the advantages to be obtained from
the use of S. K. F. bearings and names such items as improvements in motor efficiency, lubrication, maintenance charges, com-

of

ball

pactness, etc.

Pumping Machinery.

—

The National Transit Company. Oil
has recently issued bulletins Nos. 10 and 11 descripcompany's line of pumping machinery. The bulletins
contain a number of views of the company's shop. There are
City,

Pa.,

tive of the

also illustrations of a

number

of the

pumps which

the

company

makes, a table of sizes and capacities being given in connection
with each. Bulletin No. 10, in addition, indicates the information that is necesary in ordering and contains a number of
directions for setting up and operating the pumps.

—

The Young Man and the Electrical Industry. This is the
of a story written by James H. Collins which has recently'
been issued in pamphlet form by the Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company, East Pittsburgh. Pa. The little book
contains an article reprinted from the Scientific American of
May 16. 1914, which deals with the opportunities afforded a
young man in this industry and the different lines In w'hich he
may direct his activities, particular reference being given to
the way in which the problem is solved in the work of the Westinghouse company.
title

—

Modern Methods in Train Despatching. The Western ElecCompany has issued an attractive 16-page booklet by this
name containing a brief history of train despatching and showing wherein telephones are superior to the telegraph. The booktric

TRADE PUBLICATIONS

—The

National Malleable Castings Company. CleveOhio, has recently issued circular No. 52, descriptive of
line of malleable iron washers and bridge pin nuts.

Washers.
land,
its

— Ingersoll-Rand

Company. New York, has
3030 descriptive of IngersoU-Rogler
class ER-1, power driven single stage straight line air compressors
and Form No. 3024 descriptive of Ingersoll-Rogler valves for
Air Compressors.

recently

air

issued

Form No.

compressing cylinders

contains a list of the railroads on which telephones are used.
contains views of a typical train despatcher's office, a
tower, etc.. as well as illustrations of the various kinds of equipment used. There is also a very interesting inset in the form of a
photographic copy of the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie train despatching sheet for April 19. 1913. on which day the road was able to
handle a record-breaking movement by means of its telephone
despatching, even though the line was only partly re-established
let
It

also

after the floods.
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Railway Construction

I

from crippled cars were constructed at Tifft
Farm. Buffalo. The yards at Plaiusville. Delano and South
Plainfield were enlarged
the yard at Sterling was rearranged
and the capacity slightly increased, and the yard tracks at Ithaca
ferring of freight

;

|

v.

moved

ere

to a

new

location.

—
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Arkansas & Southwestern. .\n officer writes that
company has been incorporated in Arkansas with $2,500,000
from Mena, Ark., east to Hot Springs, about 80
miles.
The general contract has been given to the Century Construction Company, Mena. A. H. Scoggin. president J. H. Hamilton, vice-president; Minor Pippin, secretary; J. W. Bradley,
Missouri,

—

Beaver, Meade & Englevvood. We are told that grading work
has been finished on the section from Beaver, Okla., north to
Forgan. 6.5 miles, and contracts have teen let to John L. Love.
Oskaloosa, Iowa, for the track laying, and to R. F. Baker, Oskaloosa, for building a pile bridge over the Beaver river. The plans
call for building from Beaver north to Meade, Kan., 40 miles.
Frank McKillips. president, Beaver. (April 17, p. 927.)

Boston Elevated.

— The

Boston Transit Commission has given

a contract to the Hugh Xawn Contracting Company at $673,780
of the Dorchester tunnel, at Boston, Mass.
for building section
This contract covers about 800 lineal feet, one-half of which
will be timnel excavation and the other half open cut work.

D

—

Canadian Northern. An officer writes that grading work is
about finished on the line from Bienfait, Sask., west to Estevan,
about 8.5 miles. The work was carried out by the Western Canada Construction Company, Winnipeg, Man. The only grading
yet to be done is a small section at Bienfait, which is now being
carried out by H. Nicholson. Estevan, Sask. (August 14, p. 310.)
Canadian

Pacific.

— The

company

report of this

for

tlie

year

ended June 30, 1914, shows that the company has 941.5 miles of
new line under construction, on which work is now under way.
as follows:

Name

Ontario Division
Miles
Campbellford, Lake Ontario & Western: Glen Tay, Ont., to Agincourt 182.3
Interprovincial

Lake Superior Division
& .Tames Bay; Kipawa, Que., north

10.0

Manitoba Division
Selkirk branch; Gimli, Man., north

36.0
10.0

Snowflake branch; Snowflake, Man., west

Saskatchewan

Wevburn branch; Shaiinavon, Sask., to
Moose Jaw Southwest branch; Mileage

Dir'ision

mile 317
35 to 50

87.7
15.0

Alberta Division
Swift Current North branch; Swift Current, Sask., north
Swift Current North branch; Coronation, Alta., northwest
Stirling East branch; Stirling, Alta., east
Hassano East branch; Bassano, Alta., to Empress
Siiffield branch; Suffield, .Mta.. southwest
Gluichen branch Gleichen-Shepard
.\lberta Central; Red Deer, Alta., west
Kootenay Central; Fort Steele North branch
Calgary & Edmonton; Lacombe, Alta., east

23.4
25.0
75.0'

118.3
27.0
40.0
64.5
81.3

;

Brf(i>;i

72.1

Columbia Division

Kootenay Central Golden, B. C. south
Kaslo & Slocan; Whitewater to Kaslo
Esquimau & Nanaimo; Osborne Bay Junction to Crofton
Efquimalt & Nanaimo; McBride Junction to Courtenay

18.0
17.5
3.4

;

45.0

941.5

Total

Chehalis & Cowlitz.
Erie

&

Ontario.

— See

Washington

— See Toronto,

Electric.

Hamilton & Buffalo.

—

Glengarry & Stormont. Work is now under way building
from a point about a mile west of Polycarpe station, Quebec, on
the Canadian Pacific to Cornwall, Ont., 28 miles. The Glengarry
Construction Company. Montreal. Que., has the general contract
and sub-contracts have been let for most of the work. A. A.

(May

Mellor, chief engineer.

1,

p.

Lehigh VALLEV.^The report of
ended Jtine

shows

1011.)
this

company

for

the year

extension of the Seneca
Fal's liranch for 5.7 miles to a connection with the New York
Cei.tral & Hudson River, also the rebuilding of the Cayuga
branch and the installation of a "wye" connection with the
30.

1914,

Auburn & Ithaca branch

that the

at Cayuga Junction. N. Y., were comWork on a third track from Pittsburgh & Lehigh JuncN. Y., to North LeRoy 4.98 miles was also finished. During
the year the company laid 40.39 miles of company's sidings and
3.81 miles of industrial sidings.
Work was finished on the
excavation of the rock cut and building the necessary concrete
walls to provide room for the construction of a switching lead
from Florence yard, and construction of the track w-ill be
An additional switching lead and tracks were
started soon.
constructed at Richards, and a trestle for the necessary tracks
for transferring bulk freight was built at Suspension Bridge.
Tracks with a capacity of forty cars to provide for the trans-

pleted.
tion,

this

capital, to build

;

treasurer,

and George D. Thaver, chief engineer. Mena.

gust 21,

369.)

p.

(.\u-

—

Xashmlle, Shiloh & Corinth. An officer writes th;it this
company has been given a charter to build from Corinth. Miss.,
a general northeasterly direction, via Savannah. Tenn., Waynes-

in

Linden and

boro.

Centerville to Nashville, about 160 miles.
for a total of $750,(XX} in aid of the project have been
voted by several counties along the proposed route. About October 1, the city of Nashville and the county of Davidson will
vote on the question of issuing $1,250,0(X) additional bonds, and

Bonds

if

carried the construction of the line will be started at once.

The plans include building a drawbridge over the Tennessee
and also two other bridges over the Buffalo river. The
company expects to develop a traffic in iron ore, phosphate
and timber, also agricultural products. Allen W. Jones, president. Midville. Ga.. and Clopton Thomas, secretary, Corinth.
river,

(August

Miss.

7,

p.

268.)

New York Subways —The New York

Public Service Commishas given a contract to the Flinn-O'Rourke
Company. Inc., for building Section 3 of Route No. 33, the Montague street section of the Whitehall-Montague street tunnel in
This firm was the lowest bidder at
the borough of Brooklyn.
$3,395,152. The commission is asking for bids until September 15,
for building Section 2 of Route No. 48, the William street section
of the Park place, William and Clark street subway.
sion. First district,

—

Norfolk & Western. An officer writes that a contract has
been given to W. W. Boxley & Co., Roanoke, Va.. to build the
Tug River & Kentucky up Blackberry creek to the mouth of
Peters creek, in Pike county, Ky., about 1.4 miles, also for
building the masonry of a bridge over Tug river.

—We

Pennsylvania Railroad.
are told that a contract has been
given to A. L. Anderson & Brothers, Inc., Altoona, Pa., to build
a 3.5-mile single track extension of the Homer & Cherrytree
branch of the Conemaugh division to coal lands in Indiana county.
Pennsylvania.

—

Salt River Valley (Electric). .^n officer writes that a condays to build from Phoenix. .\riz..
south thence east via Tempe to Mesa thence south to Chandler.
The company plans to build one steel bridge, a car-barn, power
house and also a number of sub-stations, and expects to develop
a traffic in local freight, alfalfa, dairy products, fruit, vegetables
and live stock. The headquarters of the company are at Phoenix.
tract will be let within thirty

—

San Diego & Arizona. Bids were recently received by this
company, it is said, to build about 46 miles of line through San
Diego county, Cal. The lowest bidder was the Utah Construction
Company. Ogden. Utah. This company is building from Seeley,
Cal.. west through California and Mexico to San Diego, Cal.. 139
(April 24,
miles, of which about 65 miles has been completed.
p.

967.)

Savannah Western.

—

Incorporated
headquarters at Columbia to build from

Hampton,

Colleton,

in

South Carolina with

Estill,

northeast through

Bamburg, Orangeburg and Clarendon coun-

The incorporators include
Paul, about 90 miles.
to
\'irgil Walker and .Adrian M.
G. H. Milligan, Charleston. S.
ties

St.

Rea of Newbern, N.

C

C.

—

An ofiicer writes that contracts have just
for the construction of 36 miles of double track on the
Danville division between Greensboro. N. C. and Pelham. The
contract from mile post 248 to 263 was let to the Parker Brooks
Construction Company, Greenvjfle, S. C. and from mile post 263
Southern Railway

been

let

This
to 284 to the Morrow Contracting Company, Atlanta. Ga.
makes a total of 75 miles of double track work on the Washington-Atlanta line which the Southern has placed under cMitract
recently.

:

:

AuGisT

If..

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE

1914
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Texas Roads.— I. H.

Petty of Kansas City. Mo., and associates
from Conroe. Tex., to timber lands,
which they control. It is said that the line will be operated chiefly
in the interest of the Delta Land & Lumber Company and will
be extended later to a point in eastern Texas.

llllllllllllllllllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllllllllltllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

will builil a 15-mile railroad

Toronto, Hamilton
tario writes that this

& Buffalo. — An

iiittiiiiitiiiiiitiiiiiiiiliiililliiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiililliiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.-

officer of the

Erie

& On-

company has been incorporated

in Canada
and the general location from Smithville, Ont., via Dunnville to
Port Maitland about 20 miles has been approved. Contracts were
let recently to Fitch & Douglas. Oshawa, and to Robert Bennett,
Dunnville. and construction work is well under way between
Smithville and Dunnville which is on the Grand river. 4.5 miles
from Port Maitland. The grading work involves handling about

8,000 cu. yd. to the mile. The maximum grades will be 0.4 per
cent and maximum curvature 3 deg. on the main line and 8 deg.
on branch lines to the terminals. The plans call fur liuilding an
steel bridge over Twenty Mile creek: two 160-ft. trestles
over W'elland river and Oswego creek, and a passenger station
with a freight shed at Dunnville. The principal commodities the
line will carry are manufactured articles, farm produce and merchandise. The prospects of making Dunnville an industrial center is largely the reason for building the line.
J. \. Beckley,
87-ft.

X. Y., and R.
(August 7, p. 269.)

president, Rochester,

Hamilton, Ont.

L.

Railway Financial News

Latham, chief engineer,

—

Michigan Central.— The company announced
of $2,000,000

M(,BiLE

to the

off.

& Ohio.— A

special meeting of stockholders has been
be held at Mobile, September 25, to vote on a proposal to authorize the issuance of bonds to the amount of
$50,000,000.
The company has abandoned the proposed note
issue of $3,000,000. which was part of the linancial plan announced recently to provide for real estate, improvements and
equipment.
The present proposal is to issue bonds as the
market may be found to be favorable. Among the items for
called, to

which money

needed in the immediate future are $1,200,000
company's treasury for expenditures for adBirmingham and Mobile, new yard facilities at Meridian, Miss., and other improvements; $1,200,000
for additional passing and other tracks, double-tracking 57
miles of main line,' additional water and coal stations, and
additional shop facilities.
is

to reimburse the

ditional real estate in

Washington Electric. Work is now under way on the 10mile extension of the Chehalis & Cowlitz, it is said, along the
south fork of the Xewaukum river to a point bevond Onalaska.

New

(May

.\ew York.

22. p. 1171.)

would be paid

week that
amount

last

one year 6 per cent notes, maturing this week,

& Pennsylvania — See

Jersey

Xorthern Central of

Xew

Jersey.

a

—

Xew Have.n & Hartford. This company has issued
statement of the financial results for the 12 months
30, which shows balances over fixed charges, for

brief

ended June

its

capital stock

from $50,000,000

to $3,500,000.

—

Pa.— The

Philadelphia & Reading has given a
contract to Enos L. Seeds, Philadelphia, Pa., it is said, to build
a re-inforced concrete bridge at Mortonville.

—

San Diego, Cal. The new passenger station
Topeka & Santa Fe at San Diego. Cal., which
at the foot of Broadway, on the site of the old
one-third completed.
The new building is 55

of the Atchison,
is being erected
station,

is

about

in
ft. by 292 ft.
area and one story high.
It is of steel frame construction with
a brick veneer and finished in stucco.
There will be four additional tracks leading to the station.
Work was begun in

March, and

it

is

planned to complete

it

by January

1,

1915.

The

laying of the new tracks, is
$325,000.
The William Simpson Construction Company, San
Diego, has the general contract for the erection of this station.

estimated

cost,

including

interested,

is

as follows

Gunpowder, Md. The Pennsylvania Railroad has given a contract to the J. T. Gorsuch Construction Company, Baltimore, Md.,
for renewal work on the concrete bridge at Gunpowder falls.
MoRTONViLLE,

New Haven

the several companies in which the

RAILWAY STRUCTURES

—

Chicago, III. Plans are being made for beginning work on
the new union station soon after September 20. The roads have
until that date to accept the ordinances providing for the erection of the station.
The Union Station Company has decreased

the

—

Railway Extension in the Shantung Province of China.
At the present time there are 946 miles of railway in the Chmese
Shantung Province, 256 miles of which are included in the Shantung railway and 690 miles in the Tientsin- Pukow line. It has
also been proposed to construct three new lines as follows
From Tehchow on the Tientsin-Pukow line to Shuntefu on the
Peking Hankow Railway, about 150 miles distant; from Kaomi
on the Shantung Railway southwest to Ilsuchowfu also on the
Tientsin-Pukow line, about 300 miles distant, and from Chefoo
to Weihsien on the Shantung Railway, 2(X) miles.
It was reported a short while ago that arrangements were being perfected in Peking between the German commissioners and the
Chinese Government for the construction of the first two lines.
It
was presumed that they would be constructed by German
capital and under German superintendence, eventually to be
turned over to the Chinese Government for operation by the
Chinese in a similar fashion to the Tientsin-Pukow line. The
matter of constructing the projected Chefoo- Weihsien line was
likewise receiving the consideration of the Chinese Government,
and it was reported that the road would probably be constructed
with German capital and German materials also.

New

New Haven & Hartford,
New England, surplus

York,

Central

surplus

$268,662
230,020
663,692
77,802
85,965
62,708

New York, Ontario & Western, surplus
New England Steamship Company, deficit
Hartford & New York Transp'n Co.. surplus
New Bedford, M. V. & N. Steamboat Co., surplus
The Connecticut Company, surplus
The Rhode Island Company, surplus
Berkshire Street Railway Company, deficit
New York & Stamford Railroad Company, deficit
Westchester Street Railway Company, surplus
New York, Westchester & Boston, deficit
Housatonic Power Company, surplus
Westport Water Company, surplus

1,501,072
347,642
72,507
5.824
4,883

246,923
78,506
1,664

The X'ew Haven's interest in the Ontario & Western is onlyy
50.1 per cent.
The statement says:
"Every property in which the X'ew Haven is interested'
earned all fixed obligations except The Xew England Steamship Company and that company showed improved results, in
that the shortage of $355,070 for the fiscal year ending June 30.
The Berkshire Street Railroad
1913. was reduced to $77,802.
$19,354. The X'ew York & Stamford
reduced a deficit last year of $36,556 to $5,824 this year. The
Xew York. \\'estchester & Boston (apart from the interest on
reduced its deficit from $334,554 to $246,its bonds and notes
923, an improvement of $87,630. The Rhode Island trolleys had
a new wage scale on a much higher basis than a year ago, ifi
addition to heavy maintenance expenses. The steamer lines all
did a little better in net than last year.''
For the X'ew Haven proper the statement is as follows
(cents omitted)
Month of June
Twelve months to June 30

shows an improvement of

)

:

1914

1913

1914

1913

Operating Revenue, including
net results of Outside Operations

Expenses

Operating

Taxes

and

$5,775,784 $5,386,488 $66,703,172 $69,258,950
4.447,427

Operating Income
Other Income

3.592,801

52,083.568

50,942.»<M

$1,328,356 $1,793,687 $14,619,604 $18,316,855
2,086,708 5,472,262
7,247,989
10.063,784

83,415,065 $7,265,950 $21,867,593 $28,380,640
Gross Income
Deductions interest, rentals,

—

etc

Net Corporate Income

1.636.310

21.598.931

19.458.402

$1,566,566 $5,629,639

$268,662

$8,922,237

1,848,499

—

the name
the Xew
being rehabilitated

Northern Central Railroad of X'ew Jersey. This is
of a company which is being organized to take over

Jersey & Pennsylvania Railroad, which is
by the Central Xew Jersey Construction Company. The '-• !dent of the new company is Frank W. Patterson of B^-i.nd
Brook, X'. J. The line of the road is from ^^'hite House, en
the Central of Xew Jersey, northward. 27 miles, to Morristown.
=

.

[

Ad\'ERTISEMENT.]

ANNUAL REPORTS
SIXTIETH

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE LEHIGH VALLEY RAILROAD COMPANY
Pjiiladelphia, August

To

12,

1914.

the Stockholders of the

Lehigh \'ALLEy Railroad Company.
The Board of Directors herewith submit the annual report of the business
and condition of your Company for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1914.

MILEAGE
The first track mileage owned or controlled and operated by the Lehigh
Valley Railroad Company, the main line of which is double track, extending
from Jersey City, N. J., to Buffalo and Suspension Bridge, N. Y., is as follows:—
Miles
Lehigh Valley Railroad Company
Controlled by ownership of entire capital stock
Controlled by ownership of majority of capital stock and lease.
Operated under lease

.

.

316.90
938.90
115.37
27.73

.

Total mileage operated (owned or controlled)

1,398.90
44.84

Trackage rights over railroads owned by other companies
Total

first

1,443.74

track mileage.

The average trainload of revenue freight was 595.18 tons, a decrease of
3.83 tons, or .64 per cent.
Including Company's freight, the average trainload was 617.13 tons, a decrease of 3.58 tons, or .58 per cent.
Passenger.

The earnings from passenger traffic amounted to $4,795,147.44, a decrease
of $72,406.59, or 1.49 per cent., compared with the preceding year.
The total number of passengers earned was 5.729,042, an increase of
210,518, or 3.81 per cent.
The number of passengers carried one mile decreased 6,353,172, or 2.34
per cent.
The average revenue per passenger was 83.70 cents, a decrease of 4.50
cents, or 5.10 per cent.
The average revenue per passenger per mile was 1.807 cents, an increase
of .015 cent, or .84 per cent.
The average distance traveled by each passenger was 46.31 miles, a decrease of 2.92 miles, or 5.93 per cent.
Passenger train mileage was 4,340,09S, a decrease of 150,918 miles, or
3.36 per cent., as compared with a decrease in this revenue of 1.49 per cent.
The average revenue from passengers per passenger train mile was 110.48
cents, an increase of 2.10 cents, or 1.94 per cent.
Mail.

In addition to the above there are 595.36 miles, or 41.34 per cent., of sectrack. 99.51 miles of third track, 44.84 miles of fourth track and
1.207.56 miles of yard tracks and sidings, a total of 3.391.01 miles of track
A detailed statement of track mileage
in operation at the close of the year.
The average number of miles of railway operis shown on pages 49 t" 51.
ated for the year was 1.439.99, upon which the mileage statistics in certain
tables submitted in this report are based.
The total increase of 36.18 track miles over the preceding year is due, in
the main, to the construction of the Seneca Falls Branch, extension of third
track and additional sidings at terminals and important yards.

ond

OPERATING REVENUES AND EXPENSES

Operating Revenues
1914

Coal freight

Merchandise freight
Passenger
Mail
Express

Other

1913

$18,492,683.35
15,026.684.11
4.795,147.44
195,052.87
443,971.75

520.385,389.09
16,339.748.97
4,867.554.03
191,821.11
506,191.11

478.453.44
351.570.99

415.731.71
336,935.87

Increase

Miscellaneous

$1,892,705.74
1,313.064.86
72,406.59

;3.231.76

62.219.36
62.721.73
14.635.12

$3,259,807.94

S43.043.371.8»

m

Expenses.
1913

1914

Maintenance of way
and structures.
.

Main

Decre.kse

transporta-

tion

tenance

.

$4,575,061.96

Increase

S5.694.422. 24

Decrease
$1.1

19.36028

of

549.324.53

7,011,946.34
1.002,872.11

Express.
The revenue from this class of business amounted

to

fnr

$443,971.75, a de-

crease of $62,219.36.

Other Transportation.
The earnings derived from

transportation other than shown
preceding headings were $478,453.44, an increase of $62,721.73.

under the

Miscellaneous.

The following statements sets forth the total revenues and expenses and
net revenue from operation for the fiscal year, not including outside operations and other income, compared with similar figures for the fiscal year 1913.
The complete income account appears on page 26.
I'rom

The sum of $195,052.87 was received from the Federal Govcrnnuni
the transportation of United States mails, an increase of $3,231.76.

Transportation
penses
General expenses.

Miscellaneous revenue amounted to $351,570.99, an increase of $14,635.12.

OPERATING EXPENSES.
Maintenance of Way.
The expenditures for maintenance

of way and structures amounted to
$4,575,061.96. a decrease of $1,119,360.28, or 19.66 per cent., as compared
with the preceding year.
Seven steel bridges, one concrete-steel bridge and seven steel reinforced
concrete culverts were built in connection with additional track construction.
Eighteen steel bridges and six concrete-steel bridges were placed in
the track, replacing light iron or wooden bridges and seven iron bridges were
strengthened.
Seven bridges were replaced by pipe culverts and three iron
bridges were abandoned and the openings filled.
One steel highway bridge
with concrete floor was built to eliminate a grade crossing, one woo(Kn high'
way bridge was replaced by a steel structure and one iron highway bridge
was replaced by a new steel britlge with concrete floor. One arch culvert
was extended for two additional tracks and another was filled up and

abandoned.
4,203 tons of 110-pound rail, 21,440 tons of 100-pound rail and 31 tons
of 90 pound rail, together with necessary frogs, switches, etc., were placed
in the track.
1,146.583 tie plates and 238,649 anti-rail creepers were used.
809.663 cross lies, 2.323,285 feet B. M. switch ties 615.754 feet B. M.
bridge ties and lumber amounting to 4.139,088 feet B. M. were used.
537,952 of the cross ties, 1,882,832 feet B. M. of switch ties and 560,112
feci B. M. of bridge ties were treated with creosote.
40,512
40,761 cubic yards of crushed stone were used in ballasting track.
feet of drain tile were placed in the roadbed.
1.630.47 miles of copper and 148.76 miles of iron wire were used in extending and renewing the telephone, telegraph and signal wires on the

system.

Maintenance of Equipment.
The sum of $7,011,946.34 was expended
Revenue

$12,174,402.12

$13,935,552.32

69.40%

67.62%

ot operating
expenses to operating revenues..

$1,761,150.20

Eatio

.

1.78^^

OPERATING REVENUES.
Coal Freight.
The transportation

penses.

of coal and coke produced a revenue of $18,492,683.35,
a decrease of $1,892,705.74. or 9.28 per cent., as compared with the preceding twelve months.
of
cual freight revenue to total operating revenues was
The percentage
46.48 per cent., a decrease of .88 per cent.
The coal and coke transported, excluding the Company's supply coal, was
16.464.948 tons, a decrease of 1.430,459 tons, or 7.99 per cent.
This class of tonnage was 55.02 per cent, of tBe total tonnage hauled
during the year, a decrease of .27 per cent.

Merchandise Freii;ht.
The revenue received from

for the maintenance of equipment, a decrease of $549,324.53, or 7.26 per cent., as compared with the preceding twelve months. Included therein is a charge of $1,234,729.16 for the
deprtci'.tion of e<iui|.ment. as called for by the accounting requirements of
the Interstate Commerce Commission.
Sixteen worn-out locomotives, one combined passenger and baggage car,
one express car, 730 freight equipment cars and forty-two road service cars
were condemned and eitner sold or destroyed during the year and their
value written off the books by appropriate charges through operating ex-

•

the transportation of merchandi'^e freight was
$15,026,684.11, a decrease of $1,313,064.86. or 804 per cent., as compared
with the preceding vear.
The revenue derived from the transportation of merchandise freight was
37.77 per cent, of the total operating revenues, a decrease of .19 per cent.
The tonnage moved, excludjng Company's material, was 13,459,171 tons,

a decrease of 7.00 per cent.

General Freight.
The total revenue from both coal and merdiandise freight was $33,519,367.46. a decrease of $3,205,770.60. or 8.73 per cent., as compared with the
preceJing twelve months.
The entire freight traffic amounted to 29,924,119 tons, a decrease of
2,443,677 tons, or 7.55 per cent.
The number of tons carried one mile was 5,218,751,555, a decrease of
593,633,362 ton miles, or 10.21 per cent.
The average haul was 174.40 miles, a decrease of 5.17 miles, or 2.88 per
cent.

The average revenue per ton was 112.0! cents, as compared with 113.46
cents last year, a decrease of 1.45 cents, or 1.28 per cent.
Company's freight, not included in the above, amounted to 3,135,755 tons,
a decrease' of 136,286 tons, or 5.61 per cent.
The total freight train mileage was 8,768,300 miles, a decrease of 935.011
miles, or 9.64 per cent.
T^^f revenue received per freight train mile was $3.82, an increase of
$0.U4. or 1.06 per cent.

Three library buffet cars were converted into combined passenger and
baggage cars, one baggage and express car into a combinecl baggage and
mail car, three passenger coaches and one combined passenger and baggage
car into workmen's cars and 169 produce cars into ice cars.
Three combined passenger and baggage cars were transferred to caboose service and
140 freight equipment cars to road service.
One light passenger engine has been converted into an inspection engine.
Seventy-six locomotives have been equipped with additional air pumps and
lifiy-two

with

bnll's-eye

lubricators,

replacing

old

tubular

lubricators,

to

meet the requirements of the Interstate Commerce Commission. 1,044 locomotives received heavy and general repairs.
411 passenger equipment cars received heavy repairs, 252 were painted
and varnished and thirty-six equipped with electric lighting apparatus. Two
dining cars, twelve wooden coaches and one milk car were equipped with
steel underframes.
Steel underframes were applied to 1,779 wooden freight and coal cars,
making a total of 12,372 cars =o equipped during the last six years. 9.643
freight equipment cars, 154 passenger equipment cars and thirty-nine road
service cars were equipped with safety appliances to conform to the requirements of the Interstate Commerce Commission. 261 steel coal cars and hi^h
side gondolas, of 100,000 pounds capacity each, were equipped with solid
steel wheels.
27,480 freight equipment cars received heavy and general
repairs.

The total number of locomotives on hand at the close of the year was
The total number of
947. with a tractive power of 30,231,790 pounds.
freight equipment cars was 46,080. with a capacity of 1.710,000 tons.
Traffic Expenses.

The expenditures under this headioe amounted to $1,002,872.11, an increase of $20,014.45, as compared with the preceding twelve months.
Transportation Expenses.

The cost of conducting transportation was $14,071,182.70. an increase of
$77,565.35, or .55 per cent., over the preceding year.
The ratio of transportation expenses to total operating revenues was 35.37
per cent., as compared with 32.51 per cent, last year, an increase of 2.8ft
per cent.

— —

—

August

28,

—
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GfNERAL Expenses
This class of expenses amounted to $948,098.72, or 2.38 per cent of
the
total operating revenues.
The increase of $72,447.27, compared with the
preceding year, is due almost entirely to the expenses incurred in yaluine
the

Company

s

property.

•Taxes.

The taxes accrued on your property, capital and business during the year
amounted to $1,691,241.47, an increase of $82,090.08 over the preceding year.

reservoir of 5,000,000 gallons capacity on
°"
Beaver RSnnnH^H,"^"°"
°'xl
Mahoning Creek, together with electric pimpi^e i^achrnerv InH
and n?
necessary pipe lines, which win afford an independent
ing ?^^lt^
•'= "owmotives and shops at those points
'?'
°/
^
\te^h?Lv l"''
V^'"
installed at the coal docks at Perth
;<'"« /"'i"" :^",^
Amhnv and
=n?lf'".if
Amboy
at the ends
of the third and fourth tracks west of
Flagtown
^' «"sburg and Uhigh Junction
was made in
in'con^^,?L"'^-,L"'.7'°'^'^'"§
connection with the third track work n that vicinity
Im.

Se

i"'"l<"i'''"8
Venn Junction,
Packerton R^aJk ^"'l
"'''' ^"^'< J"""-""' ''"^•<'"
fnd'^r'FaJm'ju'irct'ion:'"""'""'
^"^
^"'' '"!^" Branches have been completely
,1""^
enifinLd^'l.'.fh
^"''t
equipped with three-position
upper-quadrant automatic acetylene gas lighted
"'^
""'' "="^'' '">™ Pittsburg and Lehigh Junct on to
•ilfi.^ LeRoy
T^^p
"I" two-position lower-quadrant
-North
with
automatic signals.
The
automatic disc signals between Slatington and Phillipsburg
have been re
placed by three-position upperquadrant signals,
acetylene ias lighted, and
^'^? "^"^'' ?""""• ^'^^"^ ^"d Laceyville have bJn replaced
hv
',°

ADDITIONS AND BETTERMENTS.
There was expended during the year, for the acquisition of new property
development of existing property, the sum of
JSlA^c,', .c""P['"u"*"'
which was ^r''
$7,647,524.25,
charged to Additions and Betterments. A statement of these expenditures, classified as required by the Interstate Commerce Commission, appears on page 46. The more important expenditures

are here specifically referred to:

The new equipment purchased and added

to the property during the year
as follows:
Thirty-eight freight locomotives, seven passenger locomotives,
seven locomotive tenders, thirty-five steel passenger coaches, one thousand 80,000-pound steel underframe box cars, two
thousand 100,000-pound steel coal cars, twenty-six 100,000-pound flat cars
three steel well cars of 220,000 pounds capacity each, one hundred eightwheel cabooses, two locomotive cranes and one 120ton steam derrick.
A
portion of this equipment is covered by the Equipment Trusts mentioned in
detail under the heading "Tinancial."
In addition to the foregoing, orders have been placed for three passenger
locomotives, ten switching locomotives, thirty steel passenger coaches, ten
steel smoking cars, twenty-five steel baggage cars, twenty-five 80,000-pound
flat cars and twenty-four 100,000-pound flat cars.
Construction work in connection with the passenger and freight terminals
at Buffalo is being advanced as rapidly as possible.
The raising and lengthening of the viaducts carrying the several streets over the right of way was
practically completed June 30th.
Detail plans for the station structures are
course of preparation and work will be started thereon at an early date,
as provided in the contract with the City of Buffalo.
The extension of the Seneca Falls Branch for a distance of 5 7 miles to
a connection with the New York Central and Hudson River Railroad, the
rebuilding of the Cayuga Branch and the installation of the necessary "Y"
connection with the Auburn and Ithaca Branch at Cayuga Junction were
completed and the line placed in operation on July 1
1914
These improvements, together with trackage rights over the New York Central and
Hudson River Railroad for a distance of 2.2 miles, mentioned in the preceding annual report, will shorten the haul from .Auburn and points north to
Geneva and points west by 55.2 miles.
The third track from Pittsburg and Lehigh Junction to North LeRoy, a
distance of 4.98 miles, referred to in the last annual report, was completed,
making a continuous third-track system of 12.07 miles on an ascending grade
between the former point and Stafford.
This improvement will greatly
IS

fifteen switching locomotives,

m

facilitate the movement of freight trains.
213,259 feet, or 40.39 miles, of Company's sidings and 20,117
3.81 miles, of industrial sidings were constructed during the year.

The excavation
retaining

walls

to

feet,

or

of the rock cut and the building of the necessary concrete
provide room for the construction of a switching lead

from Florence Yard, mentioned in the preceding annual report, have been
completed and the construction of the track will be undertaken shortly. An
additional switching lead and tracks for crippled cars were constructed at
Richards.
A trestle with the necessary tracks for transferring bulk freight
was built at Suspension Bridge and tracks with a capacity of forty cars to
provide for the transferring of freight from crippled cars were constructed
at Tifft Farm. Euff'alo.
The yards at Plainsville, Delano and South Plainfield vere shipped, resulting in increased capacities of 205. 9i and 80 cars,
respectively, and the yard for the interchange of business with the New
York Central and Hudson River Railroad at Sterling was rearranged and
the capacity slightly increased.
The yard tracks at Ithaca were moved to a
new location, the land on which they formerly laid having been transferred
to the State of New York for barge canal purposes.
Additional freight delivery tracks, with paved driveways, were constructed
at East 22nd Street. Bayonne. and the driveways leading to the freight
house at Elmira. the passenger and freight stations at Cortland and the
passenger station at Hazleton were paved.
The concrete and steel transfer platforms, with necessary office and other
buildings at Manchester, mentioned in the last annual report, have been completed and placed in operation.
To facilitate the transferring of freight,
electrically operated trucks are used.
Seventeen stalls of reinforced concrete construction, each 102 feet in
lenj-th, were added to the Coxton roundhouse, making a total of thirty-two
stalls, and in connection therewith a steel and brick machine shoj was

P'^nts at

"'"

tTlVr

East

>--

^'8"^'= *^" installed
af Gerha?d's°"stewIrts''and"ouakfk^ '
Controlled absolute electric block signals were placed
at New Bo'ston''j'unc"^""^l absolute block signals were installed at Mt. Carmel.
v^'m
\ isible and audible crossing signals were installed
at nine highway cross"'"'''' *'=^'"'" *"' added to the audi^''"'''^"'"'

We sf^fls alreadyln

New

se'rlice""'"*"

and telephone pole lines were erected for a distance of
Jersey and Lehigh Division, .33 mile on the Mahanoy
Division, 5.70 miles on the Auburn Division and 35 mile on
^i""* S^i-'*'°"
the Buffalo Division.
Telegraph and telephone lines were rebuilt for a
distance of 1.58 miles on the New York Division, 14.65 miles on
the New
Jersey and Lehigh Division, 10.65 miles on the Wyoming Division, one mile
on the Auburn Division and 22.35- miles on the Buffalo Division.
Poles
were reset for a distance of 38 55 miles on the New Jersey and Lehigh Division and 18.30 miles on the Wyoming Division.
telegraph

1.50 miles

on the

New

FINANCIAL
To provide cash funds for the retirement of $2,000,000 Elmira, Cortland
and Northern Railroad Company Five and Six Per Cent. Bonds, which matured
April 1, 1914, the purchase of additional equipment and the prosecution of
needed improvements to the property, your Company issued, under its General Consolidated Mortgage dated September 30, 1903, $10,000,000
Four and
One-half Per Cent. Gold Bonds, maturing May 1, 2003, which were sold
and the proceeds used or will be used for the purposes stated. The mortgage in question provides for the issuance of bonds bearing interest at
such rate as the Company may. from time to time, determine, up to but
not exceeding five per cent, per annum. Although previous issues of bonds
under that mortgage have been at the interest rate of four per cent., after
careful reflection by the Board of Directors, it was deemed acivisable to have
the above issue bear interest at the rate of four and one-half per cent, per
annum, in view of the existing condition of the market for railroad securities.

These $10,000,000 bonds represent the only new capital obligations issued
and sold by your Company to provide it with funds for capital expenditures
since the sale to stockholders, in 1910, of 403,338 shares of capital stock at
par, which produced funds of $20,166,900.
Since then, viz., July I, 1910,
the Company has made capital expenditures (referred to in the yearly reports) for the retirement of obligations in the hands of the public, acquisition of new property and improvements to existing property, as follows:
Securities in Hands of Public Retired:

—

Bonds:—
Lehigh Valley Railroad Company Second
Mortgage 7%
$6,000,000.00
Lehigh Valley Railroad Company Collateral
Trust 4% (matured)
4,000,000.00
Lehigh Valley Railroad Company Collateral
Trust A% (purchased)
1,255,592.89
Elmira, Cortland and Northern Railroad
Company First Mortgage Preferred 6%.
750,000.00
Elmira, Cortland and Northern Railroad
Company First Mortgage 5%
1,250,000.00
Equipment Trust. Series J, Certificates 4}^% 2,000,000.00
.

Capital Stock Guaranteed by Lehigh Valley Railroad Company:
Morris Canal and Banking Company Preferred 107e
$1,476,917.65

Morris Canal and Banking Company Consolidated 47c

472,027.12

constructed.

To improve the method

of cleaning the interior of freight cars used in the
transportation of grain and grain products, a track with platform and hot
water connections was installed at Tifft Farm, Buffalo.
The rebuilding of
the ore dock at that point, mentioned in the preceding annual report, was
completed and an electric car haulage system was installed on the coal
shipping trestle.
Hollow tile arid concrete structures were erected as follows:
passenger
and freight station at Gorham; a passenger station at Lehighton a freight
house at East 22nd Street, Bayonne; and a tool and bunk house at Vosburg.
An ice house of 1,000 tons capacity was erected at Mauch Chunk. The ice
house at Jutland was enlarged and the freight station and platform at
Rochester were extended. /Xt Warren Street, Jersey City, the milk platform
was extended and the driveway paved.
Improvements were made to the
milk shipping stations at Jutland, W'vsox, Springville, Freeville, Truxton
and Fair Haven.
At Wilkes-Barre, Cortland, Auburn and Canastota 46-ft. track scales were
installed, replacing 38-ft. scales, and the track scales at National Stores were
strengthened and moved to a new location.
An air-testing plant was installed in the Claremont Y'ard, Jersey City, and
air compressors were placed in the enginehouse at Lehighton and the
inachine shop at Hazleton.
new air compressor, with necessary extensions of the pipe lines, and an electric generator for lighting the buildings
and yard, were installed at Delano.
thirty-ton electric derrick was
erected at Easton.
At CoxtOR and Lehighton 100-ft. electrically operated turntables were inst,illed and the 75-ft. turntable replaced at Coxton was moved to Towanda.
The 60-ft. turntable at Auburn was replaced with a 70:ft. table and an
electric tractor was installed on the one at Cortland.
Eighteen gasoline motor cars were purchased for use of section, bridge,
signal and telegraph gangs, making a total of ninety-nine now in service.
Two 40,000-galIon standard steel water tanks were'erected at the Lehighton enginehouse, replacing one wooden tank, and a new 50,000-gallon wooden
tonk on concrete foundation was erected at Richford.
brick addition is
being made to the pumphouse at Manchester and new large capacity steam
pumps with boilers are being installed. Owing to the recurring shortage
of water on the Mountain Cut-OfI during the summer season, an emergency
pumping system was installed in connection with the Gardner's Run water
station, drawing water from another source.
Extensive improvements are
being made in connection with the water supply at Lehighton and Packerton,

A

Real Estate Mortgage

115,000.00

—

Expenditures for Property:
Construction Hays Creek and Buck Mountain Branches
New property and additions and betterments chargeable to
Capital Accounts of Lehigh Valley Railroad and sub-

1.069,889.74

sidiary companies

9,911,766.73
12,028,267.86

Rolling stock and floating equipment

;

A

A

A

1910, to June 30. 1914,
Proceeds of increase in capital stock

Total July

1,

i

Balanc

$20,162,561.99

From the foregoing it will be observed that up to the close of the present
year the Company has expended $20,162,561.99 in excess of the funds
That portion of the funds repreraised by the increase in the capital stock.
senting this balance, not derived from the sale of the $10,000,000 of bonds
referred to, has been provided out of tlie cash resources of the Company.
The following capital ehligations of your Company matured and w-ere
retired during the year:
fiscal

description
Trust Bonds

Collateral

interest
rate

4%

Equipment Trust, Series I. Certificates.. 4%
Equipment Trust, Series T, Certificates.. 4J4%
Equioment Trust, Series K, Certificates. 4%
Elmira. Cortland and Northern Railroad

maturity
Feb. and Aug.
September
Mar. and Sept.
Mar. and Sept.

$1,000,000
400.000
500.000
300.000

Company Bonds:
First
First

Mortgage Preferred
Mortgage

6%
5%

April
April
$4,200,000

Total

An Equipment Trust, designated Series L, was created during the year,
under which were issued $2,400,000 Four and One-half Per Cent. Certificates,
maturing in semi-annual installments -\pril 1st and October 1st, each year,
$200,000 matured April 1st and
the final maturity being October 1, 1919.
the renfainder, $2,200,000, have been placed in the treasury and are available for sale or other disposition as occasion

may

require.

This trust

is

a

.
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upon one thousand self-clearing double hopper steel coal cars of 100.000
pounds capacity each, one thousand steel underfrarae box cars of 80,000
pounds capacity each and twenty-five freight locomotives.
.\n additional Equipment Trust, known as Series M, covering the issue
of $1,800,000 Four and One-half Per Cent. Certificates, was also authonied
and will be a Hen upon one thousand self-clearing double hopper steel coal
cars of 100.000 pounds capacity each, sixty-five steel passenger coaches,
Ihis
twenty-five steel baggage and express and ten steel smoking cars.
equipment is now under construction and delivery will be completed in ihe
near future, at which time the certificates will be executed and placed in
These certificates will mature in annual installments of
the trcisurv.
$200,000 on March 1st each year, commencing March 1, 1915. the last inlien

stallment falling due

March

1,

1923.

The advances made by the Lehigh Valley Railroad Company to subsidiary
companies, of which it owns the entire capital stock, were reimbursed by the
issuance of Fifty- Year Five Per Cent. Gold Debentures, as follows:
$3,000,000
The Lehigh Valley Rail VVav Company
275.000
Lehigh Valley Railroad Company of New Jersey
I'^'OOO
Lehigh Valley Transportation Company
135,000
Pennsylvania and New York Canal and Railroad Company.
'=•$92
National Storage Company
Easton and Northern Railroad Company
'?'Snn
3,000
Montrose Railroad Company
These securities, with the exception of those issued by the Montrose Railroad Company which are in vour treasury, have been deposited with the
Trustee as required by the terms of the 'General Consolidated Mortgage.
Included in the advances to The Lehigh Valley Rail Way Company, lor
which $3,000,000 of debentures as above were received, is the sum ot
$2,000,000 which was used to retire a like amount of bonds of the tlmira,
Cortland and Northern Railroad Company which matured Aprd I, 1914, that
company having been merged with The Lehigh Valley Rail Way Company in
February, 1905.
There have also been received and placed in the treasury of your Company
Per
$30 000 Wyoming Valley Water Supply Company First Mortgage tive
Cent. Bonds, in reimbursement of advances made to that company lor
capital expenditures.
....shows an
„
^
rCompanies
Estate
Real
Subsidiary
The account "Advances to
estate
increase of $117,020.74 over the preceding year, due to additional real
acquired for terminal and other improvements.
The charter of the Penn Haven Junction and Glen Onoko Railroad Company organized in 1902 to project a branch line from Penn Haven Junction
necessity for
to Glen Onoko, was allowed to lapse, as there was no further
maintaining that corporation. The nominal amount of capital stock issued
.

.

.

,.1.11.-

has been written off the books.
.u.
tlie
In accordance with the practice in preceding years the book value 01
been reduced
capital stock of Coxe Brothers & Company, Incorporated, has
by the sum of $1,000,000. Profit and Loss having been charged with Ihat
Materials and Supplies on hand at the close of the year amounted to
$3,373,260.78, a decrease of $492,084.99.
,
,.., „,
Working Assets are $33,077,353.61 in excess of Working Liabilities.
comSemi-annual dividends of five per cent, each on the preferred and
1913, payable
December,
in
mon capital stocks of the Company were declared
and one-half per cent.
in January, 1914, and quarterly dividends of two
April and July,
eacii were declared in March and June. 1914, payable in
,

.

.

.

,

GENERAL REMARKS
The Company has experienced

a sharp decline in its earnings for Ihe year

ol the
under review from practically all sources of revenue as a result
In addition the earngeneral business depression throughout the country.
been adversely anected
ings from the transportation of anthracite coal have
mild
exceptionally
to
the
incident
commodity
that
in
conditions
bv dull trade
Some reduction was effected in the
w'inter particularly in the Northwest.
high prices
operating expenses, but with the high rates of wages paid and
reduce
impossible
to
of all commodities required in railroad operation it was
The increase due
expenses proportionately to the falling off in earnings
the States through
to compliance with the so-called "Full Crew Laws" of
amounted
which your Company's lines pass and the increase granted labor necessary

All work not immediately
to approximately $375,000 for the year.
the property in its
for safety and economy of operation or to maintain
and extenusual high state of efficiency, together with such improvements
suspended until general
sions as could be deferred, has, of course, been

"ln""rder'to°ettablish a closer relationship in the operation of the Lehigh
by your Company,
Valley Railroad Company of New Jersey, which is owned
was deemed advisable 'to effect a lease of the property and appurtenances
Accordingly, by proper action of both Comof the New Jersey Company.
Commissioners
Utility
Public
of
Board
of
the
panies and with the approval
a term ot ninety-nine
of New Jersey a lease has been consummated for
of maintenance,
vears from July 1, 1914, the consideration being the cost
indebtedness and
taxes the payment of interest on all bonded and other
to your comproviding also for reimbursement, by the issue of securities
to the property
panv, for amounts expended for additions and betterments
stock ol
The Lehigh V'alley Transportation Company, the entire capital
equipBoating
its
maintained
fully
has
Company,
which is owned by your
purchase
in fact, added to ihe same during the year by the

57,

Xo. 9

The total payments direct to labor for the year amounted to $17,120,151.82,
or 56.30 per cent, of the total operating expenses, including outside operations, the same having been distributed among an average of 22,017 employes.
Your Company contributed $59,677.13 to its Employes' Relief Fund.
Mr. Morris L. Clothier, of Philadelphia, and Mr. William P. Clyde, of
New York, were elected Directors to fill the vacancies caused by the resignations of ^Ir. George F. Baer and Mr. Charles Steele.
The Directors thank the officers and employes for their faithfbl and efficient services rendered during the year.
E. B.
President.

THOMAS,

COMPARATIVE INCOME ACCOUNT FOR THE VEARS ENDED JUNE

AND

1914

30,

1913

Increase OR

—

OpES.^TiNo Revenues:
Coal freight revenue

1914

1913

Decrease

$18,492,683.35 $20,385,389.09 —$1,892,705.74
Merchandise freight revenue. 15,026,684.11 16,339,748.97 —1,313,064.86

Passenger revenue
Mail revenue
Express revenue
Other transportation revenue..
Miscellaneous revenue

4,795,147.44

4.867,554.03

—72,406.59

195,052.87

191,821.11

3,231.76

443,971.75
478,453.44

506,191.11

—62,219.36

415,731.71

62,721.73

351,570.99

336,935.87

14.635.12

Total operating revenues.. .$39,783,563.95 $43,043,371.89 —$3,259,807.94

(Operating Expenses:

—

Maintenance of way and

struc-

$4,575,061.96

tures

Maintenance of equipment.

.

7,011,946.34

.

Traffic expenses

Transportation expenses
llencral expenses

ToMl operating
Ratio

$5,694,422.24—11.119,360.28
7,561,270.87
-549,324.53

1.002,872.11

982,857.66

20,014.45

14,071,182.70

13.993,617.35

77,565.35

948,098.72

375,651.45

72,447.27

9.107.819.57 —$1,498,657.74

expenses.. .$27,609,161.83

operating
xpenses
revenues...
69.40%
67.62%
1.78%
.$12,174,402.12 $13,935,552.32 —$1,761,150.20
•280,244.11
-280,210.32
—33.79

of

to operating

Net operating revenue
Outside Operations, Net..

Total Net Revenue
Kailwav Tax .\ccruals.

.

.

.

.$11,894,158.01 $13,655,342.00

-$1,761,183.99

1.447,205.04

102,690.34

1,549,895.38

.

Operating Income

$10,344,262.63 $12,208,136.96 —$1,863,874.33

—

.

1914, respectively.
l
t
9t
balances
Certified public accountants have verified the cash and security
the correctness
the Company for the year and furnished a certificate as to
21.
page
on
given
of the same, which is

Vol.

Other Income:
Hire of equipment— Balance.
Joint facility rent income

Dividend income
Income from funded securities
Miscellaneous income
Total

other

income.

Total Income

402,957.70

$286,732.93
416,543.34

tl, 241.034.58

666.123.10

574.911.48

423.060.00
469,564.64

382,314.16
552.041.07

—82,476.43

$2,864,272.43

$2,303,754.60

$560,517.83

$13,208,535.06 $14,511,891.56

-$1,303,356.50

$327,655.51

$40,922.58

—13,585.64
40,745.84

—

Deductions from Income:
Interest deductions for funded
$181,068.34

$3,308,428.49

debt

Deductions for lease of other

—26,875.00

2,212,420.00

1,239.295.00

Joint facility rent deductions.
Miscellaneous tax accruals...

210.322.40

167,062.33

43,260.07

141.346.09

161,946.35

—20,600.26

Miscellaneous deductions....

279,358.39

54.399.51

224,958.88

income $6,151,875.37

$5,750,063.34

$401,812.03

roads

Total deductions fro

1

Net Income

$8,761,828.22 —$1,705,168.53

$7,056,659.69

it

ment and

has.
float, two steam hoisting
of one steel tug, one steam lighter, one steel car
house barges and hve
barges, five covered refrigerator barges, five covered
above, five
open lighters equipped with gasohne hoists. In addition to the
One
barges were ordered but have not as yet been delivered

covered house
was scdd, and
covered barge was converted into a cattle boat, one fuel lighter
The insold.
nine barges, unfit for further service, were condemiied and
equipment used
ventory li equipment on page 48 shows in detail the floating
its dilated companies
,
j ,
„,„
to pass
'Thus far the Lecislature of the State of New Jersey has failedoperating
anv bill which would relieve the Company from the necessity of the btate,
dispute with
the Morris Canal and settle the various matters in
everv effort has been made in that direction by your Company.

bv your Company and

•,

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE
Dr.
Balance, July

Two and

this

pany, effective June 30, 1914.
,.
j
.•„„ of
„f
A loss of $199,598.04 for the year was experienced in theS9operation
5.
the Lehigh and New York Railroad under the lease made
the year, 01
during
system
on
the
located
Fifty-nine new industries were
lineB.
s
Company
your
with
which forty-nine have direct track connections
during the
T'^ere were no fatalities to tlie 5.720.043 passengers carried
There has f^-'th/r been a very g"tifyyear.' resulting from a train accident.
Committee
the injuries to emploves as a result of the Safety
ine decrease

ml

m

work conducted by

the

Company and

its

men.

1

Property abandoned
Miscellaneous adjustments
Dividends:
Five per cent, on preferred stock,
$5,315.00
paid Jan. 10. 1914
Five per cent, on common stock,
3,025,085.00
paid Jan. 10, 1914

Two

tr- ™
Express ComYour Company entered into a contract
beginning
pany covering the handling of express business over your lines
formerly handled
July 1 1914, the United States Express Company, which
your Combusiness, having served netice terminating its contract with

7,056,659.69

...
$1,000,000.00

f

sold

Cr.

$25,066,231.42

1913

Brothers & Co., Inc
Discount on general consolidated mortgage bonds

although
points at issue
Further efforts to bring about a satisfactory adjustment of the
.

1,

Net income for year nded June 30, 1914...
stock of Co
e of capital
Reduction of book val^_
,

are being made.

....
with the American

30,

1914.

one-half per cent, on preferred stock, paid April 11, 1914

.900,000.00

78,492.83

S4.914.53

2,657.50

and one-half per cent, on com-

April 11, 1914. 1 .512,542.50
per cent, on pre2,657.50
ferred stock, due July 11, 1914.
Two and one-half per cent, on com-.
monstock, due July 11, ,914. ."MJ 12^542^0

mon stock, paid
Two and one-half

Balance, June 30,

.

1914

^^^^^^^^^^
23.898,683.75

$32,122,891.11 $32,122,891.11

Balance brought forward, July l./WM.

.TTTTTyr

$23,898,683.75

.

,
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Assets.

Road and Equipment:^
Investment to June 30. 1907
Investment since June

30.

Capital Stock:

1,210,034 shai

$78,431,317.10
7,167.563.18

'Funded Debt: —

Less reserve for accrued depreciation

.$60,501,700.00

Mortgage bonds

—
—

pledged
trolled companies
Securities of proprietary, affiliated,
unpledged
trolled companies

$35,717,451.58

and con3,978,432.83
39,695,884.41

Other Investments: —
.\dvances to proprietary,

affiliated,

VV'oRKiNG Liabilities:

$211,036.79
479,785.99
Advances to subsidiary real estate companies 3,325,381.40
Securities— pledged
26,911,855.93
Securities
unpledged
8,424,332.93

Real estate

—

—

Cash

6.200.000.00
1,669.18

—

Traffic and car-service balances due
companies
Audited vouchers and wages unpaid

and con-

companies for construction, equipment and betterments
trolled

106,300.00

$77,639,000.00
12,000,000.00

trust bonds
Equipment trust obligations
Mortgage on real estate

Collateral

Securities of proprietary, affiliated, and con-

Working Assets:

stock, par $50.
d stock, par $50.

2,126 shares pref'

—

Securities;

—

$54,365,714.13
24,065,602.97

1907

to other

$29,681.68
2.985.982.79

Miscellaneous accounts payable
Matured interest, dividends and rents unpaid

413,396.75

Other working

462,822.35

182.702.14

liabilities

Accrued Liabilities Xot Due: —
Unmatured interest and rents payable

$11,020, 820.79
lield in treasury 18,711, 000.00
Securities issued or assumed
Marketable securities
325, 000.00
Traffic and car-service balances due from
other companies
198, 666.03
Net balance due from agents and conductors.
804, 100.06
Miscellaneous accounts receivable
2,556, 328.63
Materials and supplies
3,373, ,260.78
162, ,763.03
Other working assets

—

Dividends declared June

17,

due July

$933,041.33

1914

11,

1,515,200.00

Taxes accrued

Deferred Credit Items:

505,778.60

—

Other deferred credit items.
Profit and Loss

2.930,110.21

23,898,683.75

—

Accrued Income Not Due:
Unmatured interest, dividends and
ceivable

rents re.

—

Deferred Debit Items:
Advances
Rents and insurance paid in advance
Other deferred debit items

.

.

$1,116 ,597.55
147 007.58
1,345 ,342.99

Total Liabilities

Total

$190,306,068.78

•$18,711,000.00 held in the treasury of the Company.

$190,306,068.78

.\sset5

THE LEHIGH VALLEY COAL COMPANY
REPORT OF OPERATIONS
Philadelphia, August

12.

1914.

The annual
Coal Company
dicating
miited.

The

its

report of the uperatio.is conducted by The Lehigh Valley
for tne fiscal year ended Jui e 30, 1914. and statements infinancial cond.tion at the clo.e of the year, are herewith sub-

Company from

sources, after deducting
charges for royalties, sinking funds, depreciation of the property and interest on the funded debt, amounted to $564,859.44, a decrease of $900.415. -,3 3s compared with the preceding year.
The shrinkage in the net
earnings of the Company is due almost entirely to the restricted demand lor
anthracite coal as a r. su!t of the mild winter.
This rot only redi:ce(l tie
profits by reason of the smaller volume of business done, but al=o added
materially to the cost per ton of mining sucn coai as was shipped.
The production of anthracite coal from the lands owned and leased by
The Lehigh X'alley Coal Company, including that mined by tenants, was
7,877,390 gross tons, a decrease of 982,642 tons.
The percentage of sizes above pea produced by the raining operations
of the Company was 66.46 per cent., a decrease of 2.22 per cent.
The number of breaker hours worked was 41,218, a decrease of 5,796
hours.
Mining operations conducted on the Snow Shoe lands, located in Centre
County, Pennsylvania, produced 252,731 gross tons of bituminous coal, a
decrease of 97,373 tons.
-Ample expenditures have been made to fully maintain the property of
.\dditions and betterments amounting to the sum of
your Company.
$344,785 were'made during the >ear.
The new breaker at Franklin Colliery, referred to in the last annual reIn connecport, has been completed and is now in successful operation.
tion therewith certain improvements have been made in outside operating
conditions to minimize the danger of fire.
Additions have been made to the pumping plants at Prospect and
the
Dorrance Collieries and certain changes and improvements effected
methods to enable the flowing of silt into the mines. These expenditures
were necessary to comply with legislative enactments regarding the pollution of stre.ims in that vicinity.
In order to provide for additional pumping at Exeter Colliery, a subof
stantial addition has been made to the steam plant by the installation
high pressure boilers to replace old-fashioned return tubular boilers inThe boiler plant at Heidelberg Colliery has also
stalled many years ago.
total

net income of the

all

m

been renewed and improved.
l
*
.,
The developments at Park Colliery have been continued throughout the
year in order to place the colliery on a better operating basis and conditions
The unwatering of the old workings
are now becoming more satisfactory.
undertaken in
at the western end of the property, so that mining can be
that territory, is under way.
,.
„
i.
i,
,
Extensive renewals and improvements to Centralia Breaker have been
modernize its
and
efficiency
made during the year in order to maintain its
methods.
,
c
vorkii
The erection of the washery at Springdale for the purpose of
the culm banks on the Delanp lands has been completed and it is nov

The

leases with the Girard Estate, under which your Company has for
years been conducting operations at the Packer and Continental Colexpired by limitation December 31, 1913. After protracted negotiarenewal was effected for a further period of fifteen years the
maximum term that could be obtained but at higher rates of royalty than
those paid heretofore. Owing to the uncertainty with respect to the renewal
of these leases various contemplated improvements and development work
on the property had been held in abeyance until the question of renewal
was definitely settled. As soon as the new leases were executed, expenditures were authorized and work is now under way for the construction of
a new steel fireproof breaker at Packer No. 5 Colliery and extensive alterations and betterments at Packer No. 4.
Many important underground
developments and mining improvements are also being prosecuted.
These
expenditures will place the operations at the Packer Collieries on the most
scientific and economical basis possible and are the more necessary because
of the high rates of royalty which the Company is required to pay under
the
The general offices of the Company have for a long time' been located
in rented quarters in the City of Wilkes-Barre, an arrangement which of
late j-ears has been very unsatisfactory because of the growth of the ComThe space occupied was utterly inadequate, and failed to provide
pany.
proper facilities for the storage of the very valuable maps and records and
The Company has, therefore,
prevent their destruction in case of fire.
erected a modern office building, of fireproof construction, on North River
Street, Wilkes-Barre, with sufficient space, not only for its present needs
The building was completed and occubut also for future requirements.
pied before the close of the fiscal year.
The lax assessments upon the property and business of your Company
increased very heavily in recent years. The taxes for the fiscal year under
review are approximately twenty-five per cent, greater than the preceding
year.
This does not include the special tax levied by the State of Pennsylvania of two and one-half per cent, of the value of the coal mined. The
question of the constitutionality of the law imposing this ta.x is now before
the courts for determination.
The Company has issued no new capital obligations during the year. In
fact, the obligations appearing on the balance sheet as "Deferred Real
Estate Payments." representing short term notes given for the purchase
of property in prior vears. have been reduced by the sum of $100,000.
Payments, amounting to $111,136, were made to the sinking funds of
tlie various mortgages on the Company's property.
Current .\ssets are $2,543,103 in excess of Current Liabilities.
The books and accounts of the Company have been verified" by certified
"'
'
"'
correctness thereof
to
'
the
public accountants and a copy of the certificate

many

lieries,

tions

a

.'

is

appended.
F.

,

,

,

i

...
sunk

so that mining car
Blackwood Colliery has been
conducted on a lower level and. upon the completion of the necessary
improved.
nels and gangways, operating condif ,..., at that colliery will be
expended to reduce
been
-At all collieries very considerable sums have
the fire risks and safeguard the_ liv s of employes.
The prospecting done on the Snov Shoe property has demonstrated that
there is sufficient coal in the lower ir "A" vein to warrant the construcauthorthe same. Accordingly an expenditu
of a plant
on the necessary construction work and the

M. CHASE,

Vice President and General Manager,

,

operation.
The shaft at

—

—

EHI<;H

valley coal company profit AND LOSS ACCOUNT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1914.
Dr.

Miscellaneous adjustments
Balance, June 30, 1914

5

53.413.17

4,225,685.28

$4,279,098.45

Credit balance brought forward, July

Cr.

$3,714,239.01
564.859.44

Credit balance. July 1, 1913
Net income for year ended June 30, 1914....

1,

1914

$4,279,098.45

$4.225,685.2«
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY
Bonds of the Minneapolis, St. Paul and Sault Ste. Marie Railway
Company, to the amount of $1,947,000 issued and sold to cover the cost ot
97.35 miles of railway added to that company's system.
6 During the year 259.371 acres of agricultural land were sold for
Included in this area there
$4,618,420, being an average of $17.80 per acre.
were 6,318 acres of irrigated land which brought $66.93 per acre, so that the
To the Shareholders.
average price of the balance was $16.57 per acre.
show
7. To give effect to an agreement with the City of Toronto, and to an
The accounts of the Company for the year ended June 30th; 1914,
order of the Board of Railway Commissioners requiring the railway com$129,814,823.83
panies to provide a Union Passenger Station and Joint Terminals comrr^« F^Ti'Jnes""'"'"
...•.•.•.•.•.."...:
8^388.896.15
mensurate with the passenger traffic of the City, and to eliminate grade
Wo°?kin^Txp?nsescrossings by the elevation of their tracks in the Joint Terminals on the water
front, the Toronto Terminals Railway Company has been organized with
the sanction of Parliament, and a contract has been made between your
Company, the Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada, and the Toronto
Terminals Railway Companv, for the construction and operation of the
Union Passenger Station and Terminals, which fixes the rental to be paid
by each company for the use of the facilities at five per cent, per annum
$ 32,073,616.51
on one half the amount of the Terminals Railway Company securities outstanding at any time, provides for the joint and several guarantee by your
Deduct Net Earnings of Pacific Coast SteamCompany and the Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada of the payships, Commercial Telegraph, and News
ment both as to principal and interest of the said securities, and establishes
Department, transferred to Special In
the basis on which the expense of operating the station and terminals shall
Account
The Dominion Government and the
be divided between the companies.
$ 29,957,774.36
City of Toronto will participate in the expense of carrying out these works
on a basis to be determined by agreement between the parties, or to be
From this there has been charged a half
settled by the Railway Commissioners of Canada, but it is estimated that
yearly dividend on Preference Stock of 2
,,,„,,„„
$1,545,026.80
the portion of the cost to be borne by the Terminals Company will be appercent., paid April 1st, 1914
proximately $12,000,000. The contract will be submitted for your consideraAnd three quarterly dividends on- Ordinary
tion and approval.
Stock of Ifl per cent, each, paid January
Railway
8. An agreement has been reached between the Kettle Valley
12,600.000.00
Company and the Vancouver, Victoria & Eastern Railway Company, covering
f?.''4'.'.\'.'.:'.rI.'.'.':.""'..".'..-'.""'.'°'.'!'
the use, by the latter company for its trains, of the Kettle Valley line
about.
miles,
and
for the
54
between Otter Summit and Hope, a distance of
$ 15,812,747.56
like use by the Kettle Valley Company of the Vancouver, \'ictoria &
Kastern Company's line between Princeton and Otter Summit, a distance of
From this there has been declared a second
In each case the lessee undertakes
about 38 miles, all in British Columbia.
half yearly dividend on Preference Stock,
$1,564,493.46
to pay a rental equal to two and one-half per cent, per annum on the cost
payable October Isi, 1914
of the other company's line used in common, and its proportion of the cost
And a fourth quarterlv dividend on Ordiduplication of 92 miles of
unnecessary
means
the
this
By
payable
maintenance.
of
cent.,
per
nary Stock of
4,550,000.00
railway through a difficult country is avoided. Inasmuch as the Kettle Vallet
rtftnh^T 1st,
1914
ivii
UctoDer
6,114.493.46
ley Railway Company has been leased to your company, your consent is
required to make the arrangement effective, and therefore, the agreement
$ 9,698,254.10
will be submitted for your sanction.
Leaving net surplus for the year
9 A lease for 999 years of the Lake Erie & Northern Railway, extending
was
per
cent,
three
Stock,
Ordinary
from Port Dover on Lake Erie through Simcoe, Waterford, Brantford, and
on
dividends
above
the
In addition to
Paris, in Ontario, to a connection with your railway at Gait, a distance of
paid from Special Income.
approximately 51 miles, at an annual rental equivalent to the interest on
SPECIAL INCO.ME FOR
DETAILS
bonds issued or to be issued by the Lake Erie and Northern Railway ComJUNE 30th, 1914.
pany with the consent of your company, will be submitted for your approval.
$3,358,941.93
BaUnce at June 30lh, 1913
This line will provide access to territory that is not now served by your rail1.500,000.00
Less Dividend paid October 1st, 1913
way, and will at a later stage be equipped for operation by electricity, in con$1,858,941.93
nection with your Gait, Berlin and Waterloo branch.
492.136.05
Interest on Proceeds Land Sales to October 31st. 1913
10. There will be submitted for your consideration and approval a lease
1,139,461.48
Interest on Deposits and Loans
of the Southampton Railway from a point on the Gibson Branch of this
Interest from Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Mane Ry.
Company's railway between MiUville Station and the Railway Bridge crossing
159,720.00
Bonds
the Northeast Nackawick Stream to a point in the vicinity of the Pokiok
50.160 00
laterest from Mineral Range Ry. Bonds
Bridge in the County of York, all in the Province of New Brunswick, a
10,840.00
Interest from Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo Ry. Bonds
distance of approximately 13 miles, for a term of ninety-nine years, on the
91,250.00
Interest from Dominion Government Bonds for half year..
basis of a rental of forty per cent, of the gross earnings as defined in the
24.000.00
Interest from Ontario Government Bonds for half year
said proposed lease; a lease of that portion of the Fredericton and Grand
57,284.72
Interest from British Consols for half year
Lake Coal and Railway from a point on the Intercolonial Railway at or near
Interest from Montreal & Atlantic Ry. Bonds, and on other
Gibson, in the County of York, to a point at or near Minto. in the County
348.472.18
•,•;;•
Securities
of Sunbury, to connect with the present line of the New Brunswick Coal
V
Huron
Interest from Berlin. Waterloo, Wellesley & Lake
and Railway, a distance of approximately 31 miles, for a term of nine
,„,„„„
17,040.00
Rv Bonds
hundred and ninety-nine years, on the basis of a rental of forty per cent,
5,437.50
Interest from St. John Bridge & Ry. Extension Co. Bonds.
of the gross earnings as defined in the said proposed tease; and a lease from
193,280.00
Interest from Esquimalt & Nanaimo Ry. Bonds
the Glengarry and Stormont Railway Company of the whole of the RailInterest from Dominion .Atlantic Ry. Extension Debenture
way which that Company has been by law authorized to construct, whether
50.068.2/
Stock
constructed or to be constructed, from a point on this Company's railway
36.986.67
Interest from Dominion .\tlantic Rv. 2nd Debenture Stock.
at or near the station known as St. Polycarpe Junction, in the County of
'^5,000.00
•.•.-•
•
Dividend on Esquimalt & Nanaimo Ry. Stock.
Soulanges in the Province of Quebec, to the Town of Cornwall, in the
/O.OOO.OO
Dividend on St John Bridge & Rv. Extension Co. Stock..
County of Stormont. in the Province of Ontario, a distance of approximately
200,000.00
Dividends on Dominion Express Co. Stock
27 miles, together with the appurtenances of the said railway, for a term
Dividends on Minneapolis, St. Paul & S.S.M. Ry. Comof ninety-nine years from the date of completion of the said railway, on
„„„^,,.„
890,545.00
mon Stock
the basis of a rental of forty per cent, of the gross earnings and other
PreRy.
S.S.M.
Paul
St.
&
Minneapolis,
on
Dividends
terms more fully set out in the said proposed lease.
445,326.00
ferred Stock
11. The capital expenditure of over $60,000,000 for cars and locomotives
X
Common
Light
Co.
in the years 1910-1913 was so very large that your Directors decided that it
Diridends on West Kootenay Power &
52,250.00
would be proper to spread the payments for this year's deliveries, about
Stock
Dividends on' West kootenay Power & Light Co. Preferred
$14,000,000, over a period of fifteen years, under the terms of an ordinary
,„rnnn
3.55U.UU
Equipment Trust .Agreement, and, therefore, a contract was made with
Stock
Dividends'on'Toronto. Hamilton & Buffalo Ry. Stock. ....
.^.'i-OJv^O
the Victoria Rolling Stock and Realty Company to provide the equipment
140,912.00
Dividends on Consolidated Mining & Smelting Co. Stock...
and receive payment in IS annual instalments, with interest at four ana oneHuron
Lake
Wellesley
&
Waterloo,
Berlin,
.Ml of the equipment has been delivered, and the
Dividend on
half per cent, per annum.
12.500.00
Rv Stock
cost has been advanced by your Company pending the sale of the Rolling
783,677.93
Earnings from Ocean Steamships
Stock Company's bonds, when your Treasury will be recouped.
294,857.17
Revenue from Company's interest in Coal Mine Properties.
12. The accounts fer the year show that $35,571,959.97 had been advanced
550,303.49
from your current funds te meet the cost of additional railway mileage and
Cash Proceeds from Townsites Sales
In
ocean steamers against which no securities have been issued or sold.
Net Earnings of Pacific Coast Steamships, Commercial
2,134,255.21
ordinary course. Four per cent. Consolidated Debenture Stock would have
Telegraph, News Department and Hotels
151,144.86
been utilized to meet this expenditure, but market conditions w-ere not favReceived for space rented in Office Buildings
ourable to the sale of this security in large amounts without unduly depress$10,446,812.46
ing the market price.
In these circumstances your Directors decided to create a Special InvestLess: Payments to Shareholders in dividends:
2nd, 1914, April 1st, 1914, and June
January
ment Fund composed of the deferred payments on land sold, and securities
^
5,400,000.00
30th, 1914
in which land funds had been invested, to the amount of $55,000,000, and
to issue against this fund and the Company's credit ten-year Note Certificates
$ 5,046,812.46
to the amount of $52,000,000. carrying' interest at the rate of 6% per annum,
From this a dividend has been declared, payable October
to be offered to the shareholders at 807o of their face value, thus providing
1,950.000.00
1914
ls,_
all the money required for the present purposes of the Company, and at the
the
same time giving the Shareholders participation in the proceeds of land sales
2. The working expenses for the year amounted to 67.32 per cent, of
to the amount of about $10,000,000.
gross earnings, and the net earnings to 32.68 per cent., as compared with
The issue was entirely successful. The Note Certificates, with interest,
66.82 and 33.18 per cent, respectively in 1913.
will be paid off in instalments without any encroachment on your revenue
per cent. Consolidated Debenture Stock to the amount of
3. Four
from traffic, and the Four per cent. Consolidated Debenture Stock can be
£2,065,119 was created and sold, and of the proceeds the sum of £239,000
in such amounts and at such times as may be most advantageous.
marketed
was applied to the construction of authorized branch lines, and £1,826,119
13. Since the close of the last fiscal year First Mortgage 5% Bonds to
was devoted to the acquisition of the securities of other railway companies
the amount of only £64.700 or $314.87?.33 have been taken up and cancelled,
whose lines constitute a portion of your system, the interest on which had,
because the holders were unwilling to surrender their bonds at a premium
with vour sanction, been guaranteed by vour Company.
The outstanding Bonds, amounting to £2,satisfactory to your Directors.
4. Four per cent. Preference Stock to the amount of £800.000 was created
638,900 or $12,842,646.67, will mature Tulv 1st. 1915, and on or before that
and sold for the purpose of meeting capital expenditures that had previously
d?tc they will be paid olT and cancelled with funds set aside for the purbeen sanctioned by you.
,
,
t
t.
^
Conpose.
cent.
the
hour
per
5. Your guarantee of interest was endorsed on
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eventually command much higher average prices per
than those given in
the schedule.
The values fixed for the townsites and other lands and properties available
for sale are on a conservative basis, and the active assets taken into the
schedule at cost could be readily disposed of at figures very much higher
than those given.
17. Some years ago, for the purpose of securing access to the State of
Washington and other important territory in the North Western United
States, the Company entered into a working arrangement with the Spokane
International Railway Company, extending from Kingsgate, on the line of
your railway in British Columbia, to Spokane. Washington, a distance of
141 miles, with branch lines 22 miles in length. The volume of traffic secured
to your lines by this connection has become so important that a more permanent arrangement is very desirable.
Your Directors have not as yet
decided whether this could be best accomplished by the acquisition of the
Capital Stock of the Spokane International Railway Company, by a guar*
antee of interest on its bonds or by some other means, and therefore
they will ask your authority to exercise their discretion in carrying out such
a transaction for closer and more permanent relations with the Spokane
International Railway Company as may appear to be most desirable in your

14. As mentioned in the notice to Shareholders, the Annual Ccneral meeting will be made Special for the purpose of authorizing, if approved, an
increase of the Company's Ordinary Capital Stock by the amount of $75,000,000, namely, from $260,000,000 to $335,000,000, in order to make it
accord with the amount for which the Company has the sanction of Government.
Although with the curtailment of capital expenditure no necessity
exists for issuing any additional Ordinary Stock at this time, and there will
be no resumption of works requiring any large amount of money until a
decided improvement in business conditions furnishes ample warrant, your
Directors are convinced of the prudence of making provision at this time
for your capital requirements covering a considerable period in the future.
No portion of this increased amount will, of course, be issued by the Directors until the sanction of the Shareholders has been obtained at a Special
General Meeting called for the purpose.
15. The death in January last of the Right Hon. Lord Strathcona and
Mount Royr.l. G.C.M.G., was a source of sincere sorrow to your Directors.

Lord Strath';tna was one of the prominent founders of the Company, and
he remained a member of the Board of Directors until the time of his death.
Your Directors also report with regret the death, in .April of this year,
of Sir William Whyte who had occupied a position of importance in the
As Vice-President in charge of the
Company's affairs for many years.
Company's interests West of Lake Superior he proved himself a most
capable and useful officer, and on his retirement from active service in 1911
he became a member of the Board of Directors.
ton of Winnipeg has been elected a Director in place of
th<
William Whyte
cy caused by the death of Lord
not as yet been filled,
Meeting, the General Balance
16. As foreshadowed at th
last A
ore specific form the active and
Sheet has been recast so as to show in
inactive assets of the Company.
In the
ihedule of these assets which apacre of the unsold
pears in the Annual Report the estimated
cultural lands has been placed at lower figures than had been mentioned
order that it might be quite on the safe side, but your Directors and
officers of the Land Department are satisfied that your unsold lands

interest.
18. The net revenue of the Commercial Telegraph System, Pacific Coast
Steamers, and News Department, that in previous years had been incorporated in the revenue of the
s deducted fr.
rplus shown
in the Revenue Statement this ye
ind transferred to Special Income
Account.
19. The undermentioned Directors will retire from office at the approaching Annual Meeting. They are eligible for re-election:^
Sir Thomas G. Shaughnessy, K.C.V.O.
Sir Thomas Skinner, Bart.

,1
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For the Directors,
President,

SHEET, TUNE

30th,

10th,

1914.

1914.

ASSETS.

LIAIilLITIES.

Pkopekjy Investment:
Railway
Rolling Stock Equipment
Ocean, Lake, and River Steamships

Capital Stock:
Ordinary Stock
Four Per Cent. Preference Stock

$338,084,064.89
153,256,394.79
24,171,162.30
$515,511,621.98

AqQuiRED Securities (Cost)

Under
35,571,959.97

i9i3niQi;99
J,!,J3U,1V5.^^
4 140 413.83

^

Pacific

Ry.

Mortgage

Isl

$338,224,673.03

173,307,470.01

5

pjr cent

$12,842,646.67
3,650,000.00

Algoma Branch 1st Mortgage 5 per cent..
^
^
„
Note Certificates
6 Per Cent
Premium on Ordinary Capital Stock Sold.
Current:

„

16,492,646.67
52,000,000.00
45,000,000.00

-Audited Vouchers
Pay Rolls

$7,809,598.58
5,177,754.16
9,048,037.42

Miscellaneous Accounts Favable

22,035,390.16

Accrued:
Coupons due July 1st, 1914, and including
Coupons overdue not presented

$42,666,510.87

sites

Government

Canadian

107 867 740 63
10/,86/,/4U.0J

Construction
Advances and Investments
Deferred Payments on Lands and Townsite Sales
'Special Investment Fund:
Deferred Payments on Land and Town-

$260,000,000.00
78,224,673.03

Four Per Cent. Consolidated Debenture
., Stock
Mortgage Bonds:

:

Schedule "A"
Advances to Lines .\nd Steamships

SHAL-GHNESSV,

T. G.

MoNTBEAL. August

10,088,734.86

Securities

Deposited with Trustee

3,790,225.53

$757,204.67
189,810.72

Rentals of Leased Lines

947,015.39

56,545,471.26

Equipment Obligations

Working

Assets:
Material and Supplies on Hand
Agents and Conductors Balances
Net Traffic Balances
Miscellaneous Accounts Receivable

Cash

in

Realty
13,630,000.00

720,000.00

Reserves and Appropriations:
Equipment Replacement
Steamship Replacement
Reserve Fund for Contingencies

533,996.70
10,511,665.82

Hand

14,350,000.00

Less Victoria Rolling Stock and
Co. Bonds on hand

$17,686,235.53
3,221,350.07

36,777,725.02

2,491,518.64
6,682,068.87
2,083,942.12
11,257,529.63
66,771,271.19
79,711,091.66
127,253,782.95

68,730,973.14

Other

.Assets:

^71
n-^T ADA 7A
133,022,494.74

Schedule "B"

Net Proceeds Lands and Townsites
Surplus Revenue from Operation
surplus in Other .Assets

$933,720,870.77

$933,720,870.77
1.

Auditors' Certificate.
We have examined the Books and Records of the Canadian Pacific
Railway Co., for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1914, and having compared
the annexed Balance Sheet and Income Account therewith, we certify that,
in our opinion, the Balance Sheet is properly drawn up so as to show the

SCHEDULE

G.

OGDEN,
yicc-President.

of Note Certificates, $52,000,000.

•Security for

"C"

Details of Expenditure on Additions and Improvements from
July 1st, 1913, to June 30th, 1914.

true financial position of the
Income Account for the year

Company
is

at that date,

correct.

PRICE,

and that the

WATERHOUSE

CO.,
Chartered Accountants (England).

Montreal, August 8th, 1914

Additions to Office Buildings and Hotels.
Rented and Temporary Sidings
Telegraph Extensions and Additions....

i,268.64
,075.47
i,403.36
$25.J

EASTERN LINES:

SCHEDULE "D"

Additional Sidings, Buildings, Stations and

Yards
Permanent

$664,882.

Bridges
Line
Double Tracking

and

Improvements

Track

Bridge

over

St.

.Additional

Yards
Permanent

Lawrence
St.

LINES:
$1,329,064.58

Bridges

and

Improvements

of

Line
Fort William Terminals, including Coaling
riant
East Winnipeg Yard
,
Winnipeg New Elevator
Winnipeg Station and Hotel
Calgary Hotel
Vancouver Terminals

Double Tracking

Way

Buildings, Stations and

$132,483.38

Bridges

and Improvements of
205,913.96
475,154.25

John Terminals

ATLANTIC & NORTH WEST RAILWAY:

Additional Sidings, Buildings, Stations and

Yards
Permanent

Sidings,

Line

River

WESTERN

Right of

NEW BRUNSWICK RAILWAY:
$5,881,333.80
890,847.90
391,771.73

Montreal Terminals
Windsor St. Station Extension
Double

Details of Expenditures on Leased and acquired Lines,
July 1st, 1913, to June 30th, 1914.

1,164,100.35
4,045,223.88
7,127.46

Way

Right of

1

of

548,176.83
1,007,816.09
1,456,849.78
203,178.78
1.255,926.24
1,289,923.92
1,760,041.33
7,549,677.45
.8,993,04

Additional

Yards
Permanent

Sidings, Buildings, Stations

and
93,186.36

Bridges

and

Improvements of
189,452.00
268,650.79

Line
Double Tracking

MONTREAL & OTTAWA RAILWAY:
Additional Sidings, Buildings, Stations and

Yards
Permanent
Tin,.

8,485.45

Bridges

and

relativ

&

Improvements

of

42,973.06

»

r
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MONTREAL & WESTERN RAILWAY:
-

7,033.3/

Permanent

Bridges

Improvements of

and

27,90L53

Line

Account Purchase of Road

13,731.90

48,666.80

Tr.mn Traffic Statistics

— For

Increase

449.617.15

and

Improvements

155,983.37
1,076,480.55
1,243,638.31
7,650.65

Wav

TRAIN MILEAGE.

&

NORTH WESTERN

RAIL-

Line
Right of

Passenger.
Coaches and

48,111.55

Bridges

and

Improvements

of

47,948.53
1,956.09

Wav

and
98,016.17

MANITOBA SOUTH WESTERN COLONIZATION RAILWAY:

Additional Sidings, Buildings, Stations and

Yards

19,348.52

J'ernianent

Bridges

and

Improvements

Line

,
'

&

EDMONTON RAILWAY:

Line
Right of

238,543.64

Bridges

and Improvements of
55,517.87
709.38

Way

Additional

Yards
Permanent

Buildings,

Stations and
2,596.14

Bridges

and

Improvements of
9-»-»-50

Line

3.540.64

COLUMBIA & WESTERN RAILWAY:
Additional

Sidings,

Buildings,

Stations

and

itndges

and

Improvements

182,145.17
339.79

U'i?H?
,J-Sii ?i
^?'??9?,f

MAURICE VALLEY RAILWAY
lOLIETTE & BRANDON RAILWAY..-..
OTTAWA. NORTHERN & WESTERN RY..
LINDSAY. BOBCAYGEON & PONTYPOOL
R\ILW\Y
GEORGIAN' BAY & SEABOARD RAILWAY
GUELPH & GODERICH RAILWAYP.VCIFIC
TILSONBURG, LAKE ERIE &
RAILW\Y
WALKERTON &'lUC'kNOW RAILWAY...
GKE.-Vr NORTH WEST CENTRAL RY....
NICOLA. KAMLOOFS & SIMILKAMEEN
RAILWAY
KASLO & SLOC.\N RAILWAY
ST.

,Hin
28,990.4/

.i

.

„„

,
c2,952.3/

5^?i^?fl
41,393.40

,,„,.„

25,045.3,;

'2,885.13
7.75

^o.»ni
-,,r70««

225,796.37
$5,481,821.57

I-OR

THE YEAR ENDED JUNE

30th,

From Passengers
"

"

S

Freight
Mails
Sleeping Cars, E.xpress. Telegraph and Miscellaneous.

^vt'.l'ii-'^l
*

•M^7?iQT
1,132,/14.91
15.068.667.22

$129,814,823.83

Total

STATEMENT OF WORKING EXPENSES FOR THE YEAR ENDED
JUNE 30th. 1914.
42,230,286.3/
S

Transportation Expenses

Maintenance of Way and Structures
Maintenance of Equipment
Fvnpnse^
anT'sfelping 'Car Expenses
Expenses of Lake and River .Meamers
General Expenses
Commercial Telegraph

?'5f?'??;Xf

,7i^<,,ns
3,626,Ol.;.Ua

Traffir

IZZI

I'flfls'^'to
I'il, inVol

M

, 7TVis7
1,613,687.64

$87,388,896.15

Total

St.\tement of Si'BPi-fS Income Accoint, June 30th, 1914.
$77,597,100.36
Balance at Tune 30th, 1913
*29.937,774.36
Net Earnings of Railway
•

_

Special Income

Less: Dividends

•

•

•

8,.87.870.53

3,494,551

301,266

3.17
9.40

47.355,009
157,112.304

46.677,110
160.230,222

677.899
3.117,918

1.45
1.95

526,194,125
169,768,349
26.196,664
722,159,138

581,397,285
165.627,992
30,617,975
777,643,252

55,203,160
4,140,357
4,421,311
55,484,114

14.44
7.13

''.49

2.50

6.71

6.62

.09

1.36

27.72

26.36

1.36

5.16

151.801

.99

196.223,803

11.11

132.825

155.451

22.626

14.56

101.67

115.51

13-84

11.98

$

2.06

2.28

.22

9.65

amo-jnt
received per passenger
CIS.
mile

2.03

1.97

-OS

3.0^

67.09

72.95

5.86

S.0.1

14.31

15.56

1.25

S.03

29-05

30.72

/.«7

5.44

amount
per

re-

passen-

number

Average

per

passengers
mile

of
train

number

Average

passengers
mile

per

of
car

Revenue from

passenpassenger
gers per
cts.
car mile
Total passenger train
train
per
earnings
mile
;$
Total passenger train
earnings per mile of

road

$

.

1.69

1.75

.06

3.43

3.345.11

3.724.92

379.81

10.20

FREIGHT TRAFFIC.
Tons of revenue

freight
10,601,426.321
carried one mile
non-revenue
of
freight carried one
1.497,306,046
mile
Total tons (all classes)
freight
carried one
12.098.732.367
mile
Tons of revenue freight
carried one mile per
896.470
mile of road
Tons of non-revenue
freight carried one
126, )14
mile per mile of road
Total tons (all clashes!
carried one
freigh
1,023,084
mile p=r mile of road

ceived

amount
per

ton

11,242,690.998

64i:6:.677

1,743.928,157

246,622.111

1.14

12,986,619,155

887,886,788

6.84

989.081

92,611

9.36

153.423

26.809

li.47

1,142.504

11<).420

10.45

.031

3.95

5.70

"eight °. ...T.!ct"t
-Xverage Nj. of tons of
revenue freight per
train mile ...-.*-.
Average No. of tons of
non-rev. freight per
train mile
Average No. of tons of

0.753

0.784

,, --

406.8"

381.12

25.//

b.-o

57.47

o9.12

, xs
1.65

3 70
2.79

464.36

440.24

24.12

5.48

20.15

19.34

.81

4.19

2.84

3.00

,,
.16

?.33

.

, „.

(all

freight
per loaded car mile.
Freight train earn'n s
(all

^^^ ^^^ ^^

'

classes)

,,

22.99^-

22.34

.63

15.17

15.15-

.02

.13

%^;?"ua,n'mire.;"".l

3.06

2.99

07

2.34

,^":l

6,749.41

7.750.7«

1,001.37

12.92

"

.„„,.,„,,,

.

''"^'.^.."s:

STile

« 8.064,493.46

...

re-

loaded car mile...-Average No. of tons of
freight per
non-rev.
loaded car mile
Average No. of tons of
^^

.

per

Average No. of tons of
revenue freight per

3.031,653.59

10,400,000.00

Average

116.142.745.25

23,000,000.00

have been declared the dividends on PreferOrdinary Slock payable October 1st. 1914.
to

110,347.0j4
3,206.048

.12
S.21

15,298.048

freight
classes)
per train mile

this there

ence and
amounting

106,852,513
2,904,782

12.-IS

1,766.982.013

$79,711,091.66

From

S09,962
J,446.S6I
2,269
4,254,554

15,449,849

^^_^^^^^^^^^

on Preference Stock paid

October 1st, 1913, and April 1st, 1914
Dividends on Ordinary Stock paid
October 1st, 1913, January 2nd, 1914.
\pril 1st. 1914, and June 30th, 19U.
Discount on Issue of $52,000,000 Six
per cent. Note Certificates

22.333,592
-27,611,103
1,888,095
51,832,790

Tons

1914.
•'

.'.6J

21,523.630
24,164,242
1,890,364
47.578.236

Average
188,509.24

RY
NEW BRUNSWICK SOUTHERN
CAP UE LA MADELEINE RA1L\\A\

STATEMENT OF EARNINGS

—

1,570,758,210

ceived
ger

of

I i„e
or Wav.'
>»a>
Rieht'
Kignt of

Passengers carried
(earning revenue)..
Passengers carried
(earn, rev.) one mile
Passengers carried
(earn, rev.) one mile
per mile of road....
Average journey per
miles
passenger

Average

6,024.28

Yard^

Permanent

i

Decrease -^
.\mount or Per
number.
Cent

^

PASSENGER TRAFFIC.
294.770.89

COLUMBIA & KOOTENAY RAILWAY:
Sidings,

Caboose
Total Freight cars..
Passenger cars per TrafMile
fic Train
Freight cars per Traffic
Train Mile

Additional Sidings, Buildings, Stations and

Yards
Permanent

1913.

D.

Empty

22,355.58

41,704.10

CALGARY

P.

cars

S.

Combination cars ..
Baggage, Mail and
Express cars
Total Passenger cars
Freight.

Loaded

of

:

Iune30ti,

CAR MILE.VGE.

Additional Sidings, Buildings, Stations and

Yards
Permanent

Freight trains
Mi.xed trains
Total trains

Year ended
"

1914.

Passenger trains
2.933,3/0.03

MANITOBA
WAY:

Year ended
Tune 30. h.

of

Line

Double Tracking
Toronto Terminals
Right of

Twelve Months Ended June 30th,

CEarnings of Lake and River Sleamers not included in this Statement.)

Additional Sidings, Buildings, Stations and

Bridges

No. 9

1914 AND 1913.

ONTARIO & QL'EBEC RAILWAY:
Yards
Permanent

57,

.\PPROPR1.\TION rok .\dditio.\-s .\nd Improvements.
Balance at June 30-h, 1913
$17,912,996.41
Expended during year, included in Schedules "C" and "D,"
and written off Coal Mining and other properties
$17,912,996.41

Additional Sidings, Buildings, Stations and

Yards

Vol.

"^^i^'mi"^

2.91

September

4.
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that they will discontinue the practice of absorbing tunnel

lighterage charges at Chicago.
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Single Copies
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8.00

rate

on the weight of packing that would
The commission said
"If shippers elect
:

which might be available for further use and upon the full
weight of which the carriers would receive freight charges, we
think the carrier offering equipment which would otherwise adequately take care of the shipment is entitled to revenue for the
gross weight transported." The practice of allowing the shipper
for the actual weight of dunnage used, not to exceed 500 lb.,
was introduced about two years ago by one road and spread
rapidly through the West. The carriers are to be congratulated
on having been able to get rid of it so promptly, before it atThe lighterage
tained the prestige of a time-honored custom.

ways

file

is

likely to develop a heated controversy, but if the rail-

tariffs at the

suggestion of the commission, which the

commission afterward suspends, the commission can hardly
criticize them for failure to make the effort to eliminate the
lighterage allowance.

;

The
the

class,

GUARANTEE,

that of this issue 9,000 copies were printed; that of
these 9.000 copies 7,463 were mailed to regular paid subscribers to the weekly
edition, 250 were provided for co'onter and news companies' sales, 1,111 were
mailed to advertisers, exchanges and correspondents, and 186 were provided
for samples and office use: that the total copies printed this year to date
were 337,450, an average of 9,374 copies a week.

VTE

and

against the dunnage

16 cents each

Engineering and Maintenance of Way Edition and four Maintenance of
Way Cbnvention daily issues, North America, $1 foreign, $2.
Entered at the Post Office at New York, N. Y., as mail matter of the
second

fight

with the use of boxes, crates and other packing

dispense

question
Subscriptions, including 52 regular weekly issues and special daily editions
published from time to time in New York, or in places other than New
York, payable in advance and postage free;

United States and Mexico
Canada

freight

otherwise be required.

Queen Anne's Chambers, Westminster.

to

L.

The

allowance was made some time ago, and its elimination in Southwestern territory has already been approved by the Interstate
Commerce Commission. This will add to the revenues of the
carriers, and some shippers protest against it as an advance in
rates.
But it means simply the withdrawal of a concession that
has been made to the shippers during the past two years amount-

substitution of trucks and
Missouri, Kansas & Texas
marks the
teresting
The Katy
Freight

House

Ejcperiment

6Yer

elevators for the telphers in
freight station at St.
close of one of the
instructive

in

failure

instructive

as

in-

experiments
freight house operation,

and

made

and the

Louis

most

is

in this case fully as

any success could have

There has been a great deal of criticism of the hesitashown by the railways in applying mechanical equipment
Some of this may have been
to freight house operation.
justified.
But in many cases the criticisms have been made
without an accurate knowledge of the actual problems inbeen.
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423
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The western railways before applying

for advances in rates ap-

parently have adopted the policy of following some of the suggestions made by the Interstate Commerce

Services

in the eastern rate decision in

reference to eliminating certain free services.
As mentioned last week, the lines in

Western Trunk Line, trans-Missouri and

Southwestern territories have filed tariffs cancelling the dunnage
allowance, effective September 15; and it is now announced
that, effective October 1, all arrangements for concentration of

and eggs and other dairy products will be discontinued, except on the basis of full rates in and out of the
concentrating points. The Chicago roads also have given notice

poultry, butter

country have

it.

445

is

Free

will be recalled that in the rate

other point, and the railways of the entire

.\

Commission

it

ing many of the difficulties now evident, but not realized
It is certain that had not this important
three years ago.
experiment been made here it would have been made at some
benefited by

•Illustrated.

Eliminating

In this connection

advance hearing three years ago wide publicity was given to
statements regarding this lack of mechanical facilities in
freight houses, and suggestions were made which the installations at St. Louis have shown were impractical. Mechanical
apparatus of some type will undoubtedly be developed which,
when conditions warrant its installation, will reduce the
amount of labor required and also the cost of handling freight,
and at the same time will be suflfTciently flexible to enable it
to deal with the wide variety of packages encountered, and
the experience gained at St. Louis will go far towards avoid-

prominent railway supply man has written a letter which
published elsewhere in this issue, suggesting that the purchasing agents of the railways adopt a

The Supply Man
and the
Purchasing Agent

plan of arranging for interv'iews with rep-

which
and annoyance to both of

resentatives of the supply concerns
will save time

them.

The exact

plan suggested by the

may

not be the very best one that could
be adopted, but there unquestionably is merit in his contention
that railway officers should co-operate with the supply men in
writer of this letter

some way that would save the time of both. The fact cannot
be too strongly emphasized that the railway supply fraternity
of this country plays a most important part in connection with
the railway business, and that its members are entitled to be
treated by their patrons with every consideration that the de-
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\'0L. 57,

important as a storm.

mands on the time of railway officers will permit. As a purely
practical business matter railway officers should always bear in

a storm, a barometer

mind that in the long run the railways have to pay in the form
of the cost of railway supplies for every expense which the supply concerns incur and that therefore to put the railway supply

OUCH

concerns to needless expense

to put the railways

is

themselves

no question that the supply concerns are put to needless expense in the way that our correspondent
points out. While, however, the supply men complain that they
to needless expense.

There

is

are often compelled to waste time cooling their heels outside
the doors of railway officers, the purchasing agents and other
railway officers complain that a great deal of their time is taken
by the calls of the railway supply men. There is room for

improvement on both sides. The best way to make the improvement would be for representatives of both sides to get
If our corretogether and adopt some common sense plan.
spondent's letter should start a discussion which should lead
to this result he would be a benefactor of both the railways
and the supply concerns.

CHANGING SENTIMENT TOWARD THE COMMISSION
very plain to all close students of public affairs tliat an
extraordinary change in public sentiment regarding the regulation of business is taking place in the United States. The pubhas
lic believes the kind of regulation which we have been having
It is

been doing more harm than good, and that that is one of the main
Therefore, the spirit
things that is the matter with business.
of radicalism is rapidly being supplanted by a spirit of conservatism; and those public men and public bodies that until
recently were popular because of the part played by them in
regulation are fast becoming unpopular for precisely the

same

reason.

phase of the change that is taking place is more interand significant than the part of it which affects the

No
esting

Until recently the commission could do nothing that the majority of the public, and the
views, did not defend and
its
part of the press which reflected
commend. Now it can do hardly anything that the same parts
Interstate

of the
the

of

Commerce Commission.

public

most

editorial

in

and press do not
significant

Collier's

criticize

utterances

Weekly

for

One

and condemn.

we have
September

seen
5.

lately

is

Collier's

an
has

long been recognized as a radical magazine. "Big business," including railways, has fared ill at its hands. It has been a thickand-thin advocate of railway regulation and usually a strong
Listen,
of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
an editorial on the recent rate advance decision, which
publishes under the caption, "A Poor Halfway Measure."

supporter

now,
it

to

has now been time for the thoughtful to look into the longexpected freight rate decision by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
business which settles
It proves to be a half-baked, shuffling piece of
nothing very much and distinctly unsettles confidence in the commission.
unsound conception
an
to
be
believe
what
we
upon
based
is
The decision
business.
of the commission's powers and of the nature of the railroad
as
it keeps in touch
proportion
useful
in
is
sort
of
this
A regulative body
with facts and acts with quick decision on matters brought before it.
Regulative bodies are
(The recent decision was six months overdue.)

There

proportion as they assume to themselves the
tardy dignity and stuffy bureaucratic fussiness of the wrong sort of courts.
When, in addition, they wait on events and balance up what they want the
railroads to do against what they are willing to concede to the railroads.
The railroads of
the whole thing tends to become a messy sort of farce.
this country constitute a great national service and must be treated as
obstructive and inefEcient in

Rates must be based 'on what is best for the country's development,
arbitrary and meaningless apportionments of expenses between
and passenger traffic. Service is the goal of regulation: cost is a
The Interstate Commerce Commission, in this decision, has
delusion.

such.

not

on

freight

shown itself to be. as compared with the Supreme Court, very distinctly
on the wrong track and very distinctly employing the wrong methods. The
would be to have this sort of bureaucracy in full charge
of our railroad operations as it would be under government ownership.
We want more and better regulation of the railroad problem.

final misfortune

In view of such utterances as

this Congress, the administration

and the Interstate Commerce Commission had better begin to
wake up and look around. Such utterances are not very important

in

themselves,

perhaps.

And

a barometer

is

not as

is

No. 10

But as an indicator of the approach of
mighty important.

RAILWAY MAIL PAY

^

men may derive from the report
of the Congressional Committee on Railway Mail Pay, an
satisfaction as railway

abstract of which

is published elsewhere in this issue, will be
due entirely to an appreciation of the fact that half a loaf is
better "than no bread. The committee recommends the adoption
of car space used in the carriage of mails as the sole basis of
compensation. If the postoffice department should make heavy
economies in the space now used the mail pay might be reduced
even though the rates fixed for the various amounts of space
used were just. Furthermore, the rates suggested, which include
both charges for terminal service and charges for line service,
are experimental and might yield less revenue in proportion
than the committee estimates.
If the rates did yield what the committee estimates, it would
not follow that they were remunerative, because the committee
concedes that if they were applied the space in passenger trains
used for the transportation of mails would yield less revenue
in proportion than the space occupied by passengers
and it
was clearly demonstrated in the recent rate advance case, and
conceded by the Interstate Commerce Commission, that passenger
train earnings, even in eastern territory, are far lower relatively
to passenger train expenses than are freight earnings relatively
to freight train expenses, which means that passenger train
This being true, it
earnings as a whole are unremunerative.
must follow that mail pay rates relatively lower than passenger
Finally, it is not cerrates would be decidedly unremunerative.
tain that Congress will adopt rates as favorable even as those
recommended, and which the joint committee estimates would
increase the total mail compensation of the railways by about
;

$3,000,000 a year.

For
its good as well as its bad features.
department officials have been giving the
nation the impression that the railways have been overpaid for
carrying the mails. The joint committee severely criticizes them
It shows that the statistics prepared and estimates
for this.
made by the postoffice department have been worse than valueless: that they have not only been inaccurate but have been
But the report has
postoffice

years the

cooked up for the express purpose of misrepresenting the situathat the postoffice officials have been living in blissful
tion
;

ignorance of the facts regarding the operations of their own
department that the truth is, that the railways have for years
;

been underpaid for their services; that the system of computing
mail compensation which has been followed has been wholly

and unjust; and that the plans for readjusting mail
pay which officials of the postoffice department have proposed
have been crude and unfair and apparently have been intended
to cause the railways to haul the mails at a heavy loss in order
that the postoffice department might make a fallacious and dishonest showing of profit from its own operations. It is something to have finally got a committee appointed by Congress to
tell Congress and the country the truth about the statistics which
the department has prepared about the incompetency which prevails in the department; and about the reckless way in which

unscientific

:

has sought to deal with the subject of railway mail pay. It
also something to have the truth regarding the unremunerativeness of the mail compensation which the railways have been
it

is

receiving laid before Congress and the public by a congressional

committee.

While the recommendation that all mail pay be put on a space
basis will not be satisfactory to the railways, those who have
studied the subject most believe that the space basis is the most
properly used it will work out the fairest
whicji the committee suggests, while
fact
they may not be high enough, the committee recognizes the
of the
that they are experimental and provides for a reference
ComCommerce
question of their reasonableness to the Interstate
mission after they have been tried for two years.
scientific,

results.

and that

As

if

to the rates

September

4,
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Finally, a great point

would be gained

if,

instead of granting

the postoflice department the additional arbitrary authority over
rates which it has sought, Congress should, as the committee

recommends, take from

it

even such arbitrary authority as

now has and delegate the entire fixing of mail pay
Interstate Commerce Commission. The commission

it

rates to the
fixes freight,

passenger and express rates, and there

is
neither reason nor
arrangement under which the regulation of mail pay
rates is withheld from it and largely delegated to the postoffice
department.
That department is, in effect, the purchaser of
mail transportation and it would be just as reasonable and fair
to let shippers determine what rates they should pay to the railways as to let the postoffice department determine what rates it
shall pay to them.
The report of the joint committee may prove a long step toward the solution of the difficult and vexatious problem with
which it deals. Will the present Congress, with the information
which is now available, proceed to deal with the problem fairly,
or will demagogism prevail and an attempt be made to continue,
and even increase, the spoliation which the government has
Public opinion recently has
been practicing on the railways?
undergone a great change. The public has come to a realization
being
of the fact that the railways are
dealt with unjustly and
in a way that is seriously hurting business in general.
Therefore, it is but a matter of time until the long-eared gentlemen
who now arise in Congress to bray every time a railway question
comes up will be replaced by others of some intelligence, fairness
and Jjrains. Of all those in Congress who in recent years have

justice in an

;

was

built by these interests, it more nearly represents their
standards of construction for such lines.
It is built to steam
road standards, modified only where necessary to permit electric

operation.

It

Willamette

Valley,

;

extends

for

125

down

miles

the

center of the

which had previously been served exclusively by the Southern Pacific.
One immediate effect of its invasion of this valley was the announcement by the Southern
Pacific that it would electrify and extend its branch lines in
the same territory, which work has been under way for the
past two years.
The development of a system of electric line feeders has
brought forward a number of new problems of more or less
seriousness.
One of these is due to the attitude of organized
labor.
While the electric lines conform closely to steam road
in their methods of operation, the qualifications that they require of

men

in the train service are, as is the case

on similar

roads throughout the country, considerably below those required
men on steam roads, and a correspondingly smaller wage is

of

But because of the ownership of the electric lines by the
steam roads the employees of the electric lines have sought to
secure the standard steam road rates. Doubtless their thought
is that once these rates have been put in effect on the electric
lines owned by steam roads, they can be more easily established
on all electric lines. If the employees succeed in getting steam
road wages adopted on electric lines one of the important economies of electric operation will be lost, and the further developpaid.

ment of such

tried to further their political ambitions by attacking the railways

none has been more persistently and irritatingly pestiferous than
Senator Bristow, of Kansas. Mr. Bristow recently was defeated
at the primaries in Kansas, which assures his retirement from
the Senate and the country is in a mood to send a lot of other
statesmen of like caliber and views to join him. If, therefore,
the present Congress does not do justice to the railways it will
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lines will be hindered.

"PERMANENCY MAKES FOR EFFICIENCY"
1\/IR.
^ '

'

'

UNDERWOOD,

president

of

the

Erie

Railroad,

in

that highly condensed lecture which he gave the su-

perintendents at their

New York

meeting, and which was re-

ported in our issue of August 28, touched, in a dozen words,
on one of the most important yet most diflScult features of
discipline
"Seek to instil into every employee the truth that
each year of his service improves and cements his relationship with the company
permanency makes for effi.;
ciency."
We have called this important because every
superintendent desires to have employees with whom his
friendship, as he represents the company, is "cemented";
and that this is difficult goes without saying, for railroad officers
everywhere deplore the fact that their practice in this respect
:

simply increase the prospects of the election this fall of candifor Congress who have some business sense and some

dates

.

it is decent, just and expedient for the governdealing with railways and other business concerns.

notion of what

ment

to

do

in

ELECTRIC FEEDERS FOR STEAM ROADS
railways of
THEthesteam
importance of

this

country have been slow to realize

electric interurban lines either as

com-

petitors for passenger and freight business or as feeders for
As a result fairly extensive systems of electheir trunk lines.
tric roads have been developed in various parts of the country

without attracting the serious attention of steam railroad men
betDre they had begun to make serious inroads on their traffic.
Naturally their competition was

first

felt

in the local

passenger

business, but as the electric lines have increased their mileage

they have had an effect on the long haul passenger business,
and on both I. c. I. and c. 1. freight traffic.
In several localities on the Pacific coast the steam railways,
instead of allowing interurban lines to become active competitors,
have built such lines themselves as feeders for the parent systems.
In this way they have become able to give communities
local passenger service, which it would not be practical to
render with steam road methods of operation, and at the same
time have controlled the through routing of passenger and
freight traffic competitive with other lines.
If interurban roads
throughout the country which have had no arrangements for
billing
of
freight
have
been
able
to operate successthe through
fully, it would seem that similar lines operating in conjunction
with large roads, and receiving divisions of their through rates

should be even more successful financially.

The Spokane & Inland Empire, and

the

Oregon

Electric

which are described elsewhere in this issue, are good examples of electric line feeders.
They are owned by the Hill
roads, and are operated in close harmony with the controlling
properties.
Since the Oregon Electric is the newer line, and
lines,

is

much below

.

their ideals.

In all walks of life,
necessary and are
while
words of comfamiliar in everybody's experience;
mendation for good conduct freeze on our lips if they get
Cementing things together is a process
so far as the lips.

This

state

of things

words of censure

for

is

not

strange.

miscgnduct

are

—

Chemists tell us that in old
not always easy to explain.
brick walls the mortar and the bricks are found to have
united in a way which cannot be explained, so that the union
between the mortar and the bricks is stronger than the co-

So in
itself, or in the mortar, by itself.
the relations between employer and employee; there is not
a new cementing each year, but the strength of the original
In notable instances, which every
union should increase.
hesion in the brick

reader can recall, this strengthening does occur; and usually
its causes are as hard to define as is the mysterious condition
of the brick wall.
A superintendent has, let us say, lOO men of a certain
Ten of them have been reprimanded or otherwise
class.
talked with during the past year concerning derelictions (and.
incidentally, their good qualities or good acts have perhaps
been mentioned) five have been commended for some specific
act; and 85 do not appear on the record; there has been no
;

formal communication concerning the quality of their work
It must be presumed that their services were
or conduct.
What can be done to better encourage this
satisfactory.
larger number. They may feel as though they had been ignored.
their loyalty something more definite is needed.
strengthen
To
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Everybody admits

that

something ought

to be

done

;

but what,

57.

No. 10

and possibly a little younger, that foolishness has all left him. aii.l I
you it is not a question of a day, nor is it a question of a week, or
the loss of the time; it is the humiliating feeling that comes to a
man, who is striving to do his best.
There is only one side of the
ledger when you go to look at your record and I am ashamed of mine.
tell

when and how?

One

Vol.

superintendent says that the pay envelope answers
Agreeing, for the moment, with this view, it

the question.

of

.

.

.

—

A

would like
there be nothing owing to
or message go with every

representing 30 years.
man sees nothing
there but his shortcomings; no matter what he has done that may be
commendable, it does not appear. It has appeared in some way in times
gone by. but either it has been lost, or has been carried out by the scrubwoman: it is not there now. In such a situation a man feels sore. Can
there not be some rule adopted whereby discipline could be imposed and

their annual report to the stockholders, stands at the opposite
extreme. This expression of appreciation is so very general
A circular from the general manthat it has no effect at all.
ager, sent separately in envelopes, one to each employee, is an
improvement on the directors' method; but still it is pretty vague.
Speeches at meetings for 'safety-first," or other purposes, are

the men given a chance to wipe some of it out?
We have thouglit
from time to time it would be an excellent thing if we were permitted
in some way to clear up the record.
I feel satisfied that if Mr. X., tlie
superintendent, got my record and looked it over he would be fair enough
to ascertain whether I was improving, or whether I was going back; and
I think he would give me an opporttjnity if I showed a disposition to
brighten that record; but Mr. X. may leave here and some other gentleman
may come to take charge, and not seeing anything good on that record,
nor knowing anything more about it, he might not be as liberal as Mr. X.
He would see that record, three pages in thirty years, and say at once, why,
that man is not fit for the service at all.
And I might have got all the

safe to say that the great majority of officers

is

add something more, even if
the employee.
Should a letter
pay envelope? That would make the thing too common.
The three-line paragraph from the directors, at the end of
to

also unsatisfactory.

The need is for an individual communication; a letter or
message known by the recipient to be based on thoughts
On
concerning him, and referring to no other emploj'ee.
one road, the name of which we do not recall, a brief commendatory letter was sent, one December, to each employee
whose record for 12 months was clear, and the result was
very gratifying. Credits for specially meritorious acts, to be
entered in a printed monthly bulletin, are now common on
many roads. These seem to be quite generally liked; but
one hears frequently the objection that it is not good pracTo make
tice to commend a man for doing his simple duty.
a distinction between what is in the line of duty and what
And there is the more serious obis not, is often difficult.
jection that the rewards are very unequal. The most vigilant
telegraph operator may wait five years, or even ten, before
he sees a fallen brakebeam in a passing freight train; while
some comparatively lazy young novice may in the meantime
get his name in the record by good luck. The publication
of these commendatory bulletins, however, is a move in the right
direction.
If any ill effects shall result from their use, the need
will be not

be improved

for

abolition

but for correction.

Can

this

feature

?

The reader will recall the paragraph, printed in our account of discipline without suspension on the Baltimore &
Ohio, on January 16 last, which tells of a conductor who had
and who procured a copy of
a blank page
a clear record
that page and framed it, to hang up in his home, where the
eloquent emptiness of the sheet would be a constant incentive
That is a very good idea. Would
to him to keep it empty.
it not be a good stimulus for any conductor to make use of?
What can a superintendent do to improve on a blank sheet
as a record of satisfaction with a conductor's or an engineman's service. This is not being written with the expectation
of answering this question, but rather to give prominence to the
subject with the hope that it may cause railway men to give
the matter increased attention. But it is easy to imagine a superintendent, one who has the constant aid of two or three trainmasters and a dozen active inspectors, who at least once a year
would have the material for a brief letter to each employee at
least to each of. say, the 20, 30 or 40 best men in the supposed
hundred in which should be made definite mention of the work

—

—

—

—

that that employee has done.
ideal, outside the range of practical
the expenditure of time and money be
extravagance
than the inspection (and the
any more of an
accompanying reporting) that is expended on rails, locomotives, air brakes, lawsuits and other things?
The following paragraph is an extract from the plea made
by a veteran conductor who recently went before his superintendent as spokesman of a committee to ask for the adoption of some plan by which adverse entries might be offset
by something: presumably by a series of months showing
nothing unfavorable. It voices a feeling that is very common:
When a man is young he is careless, and he treats suspensions and

Is

this

a

railroading?

fantastic

Would

—

reprimands, fines and cautions lightly. Why? Because he has not reached
But when he reaches my age.
that age yet where he sits down to think.

I

have seen

it;

three pages,

yet

unfavorable entries in the

Cannot some

first

ten years.

response be made to such a plea?
It is the general understanding that those roads where
Brown's discipline is in effect and where demerits are regularly wiped out by the lapse of time a certain number of
clear months for a certain number of "days"
have not
been so thoroughly satisfied with the plan as to lead other
roads to adopt it. What is the reason for this?
definite

—

BUFFALO, ROCHESTER

—

& PITTSBURGH

TKSC)F.-\R as gross and net earnings were concerned, the fiscal
year ended June 30, 1914, interrupted the quite remarkably
steady growth in prosperity that has been shown by the Buffalo,
Rochester & Pittsburgh since 1909. Insofar as the development
of the property, improvement in organization and the fundamentals of progress were concerned, there was no interruption.
In brief, the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh in 1914 earned
gross.a quarter of a million less than in 1913, due to loss in coke
and general merchandise traffic; spent in operating expenses a
quarter of a million more than in 1913, due to increased transand had about $200,000 less other income,
portation expenses
finishing the year, therefore, with net corporate income of $1,Dividend require355,000, as compared with $2,127,000 in 1913.
ments, with both common and preferred on a 6 per cent annual
basis call for $990,000. Six per cent was paid on both the comniun
^

;

and preferred in the 1914 fiscal year, but since the close of the
year the rate on the common has been reduced from 3 per cent
semi-annually to 2 per cent. This reduction in the dividend rate
reflected, however, the conservatism of Buffalo, Rochester &
Pittsburgh policy rather than necessity.
line, of which
an independent north
and south line, running between the Pittsburgh district and Lake
Erie via the bituminous coal and coke fields of Pennsylvania,
and in active competition with the Pennsylvania Railroad and.
It is. as
to a less extent, with the New York Central Lines.
would be expected in this territory, a line with rather heavy
grades, a large percentage of coal and coke traffic, and Z quite
heavy density of passenger business. The mileage of line operated has increased since 1909 by only 13 miles, while the earnings have been as follows $7,608,000 in 1909, $9,486,000 in 1910,
$9,973,000 in 1911, $10,322,000 in 1912, $11,959,000 in 1913 and $11,-

The company

operates a total of 586 miles of

207 miles are double track.

The road

is

:

528,000 in 1914.
Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh has, moreover, succeeded
doing what comparatively few roads in eastern United States
have done, namely, conserved to the owners of the property a
portion of the increase in gross. Thus net earnings in 1909 were

The

in

$2,810,000; in 1910, $3,394,000; in 1911, $3,615,000; in 1912. $3,654,000; in 1913, $4,077,000, and ^n 1914, $3,356,000.
One of the most important elements in this growth of net earnings, despite the annually increased cost of doing business, has
been the equal development of each part of the property to fit
into a general scheme of betterment. The development, of course,

:
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The extensions which have been made

has been intensive.

since

1909 were extensions of branches into the coal fields necessitated by the exhaustion or partial exhaustion of the more readily

accessible mines.

scription

of

this

It

is

carefully

impossible to go into a detailed decarried out general scheme of de-

velopment, and yet the scheme
of detail.

In

1?09 and

consists of a great

itself

1910 the

mass

management began replacing

Mikados. but before this purand ballast had been installed,
so that by the time the Mikados were delivered the districts for
which they were destined were in shape to utilize them to the
fullest extent. Since then, while no spectacular expenditures were
made for additions and betterments, a comprehensive plan of
relaying with heavier rails, bringing bridges up to Cooper E 60,
Consolidation locomotives with

chase had been made, heavier

rail

'
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and instead of selling a large issue of securities to buy heavier
locomotives and then to strengthen the road so that these locomotives could be used, the change was made gradually, so that
the value of the older and lighter locomotives in service was
gotten out of them before they were retired, and the increase
in traffic was made to more than pay for the increased interest
charges resulting from improvement to roadway and track.
The reduction of dividends is another aspect of this same
progressive conservatism.
It
was thought better for stockholders to sacrifice a part of their present income rather
than to narrow the margin of safety between dividend requirements and amounts available for dividends which for a number
of years on the Buffalo, Rochester

&

Pittsburgh have been kept

ample.

Of

the $10,710,000 operating revenues in 1914. 85 per cent was
from freight and 11 per cent from passengers. Freight revenue
was less in 1914 by $258,000 than in 1913 and passenger revenue

more by

$57,000. the net loss in total operating revenues amounting to but slightly over 2 per cent. This loss was almost entirely

due
the

to a decreased

tonnage of coke carried and to decreases in
tonnage of iron ore and manufactures.
Bituminous coal

furnishes the

largest

proportion of

the

and

traffic,

in

1914

were carried out of a total tonnage liandled by the road of 12,295,000 tons.
In 1913 the coal tonnage

8.176.000 tons of coal

was

7.980,000 tons

The

increase in coal tonnage

and the

total

tonnage handled 12,490,000 tons.

was despite the fact that most of
the collieries on the road were idle for all of .^pril and nearly
two weeks of May, due to a cessation of work during an adjustment of the miners' wage scale. The loss in coke traffic was,
o"f

course, because of the depression in the iron and steel trade.

It IS

judicative of the soundness on which the growth of Buffalo,

Rochester

&

Pittsburgh business rests that in a year of very
freight traffic earnings should have fallen oflf

marked depression

only about 2 per cent and passenger earnings actually increased.

The increase in expenses amounted to 3.55 per cent. The following table shows the percentage of each class of expenses
to total operating revenues
Maintenance of wav and structures
Mairlerarce of equipment
Traffic expenses

Transportation expenses
General expenses
Total

1914

1913

13.52
20.69

14. J3

36.23
2.27

19.74
1.30
32.71
2.05

74.12

70.03

1.41

be noticed that the larger part of the increase in exDetailed expense acpenses came in transportation expenses.
counts throw some light on this increase in transportation expenses in the face of a decrease of 2.96 per cent in the ton mileage hauled. Fuel for road locomotives cost $773,000 in 1914 as
It

will

against $795,000 in 1913, a decrease of between 2 and 3 per cent.
Wages of road trainmen amounted to $563,000 in 1914 and

economy could effect a
was made, and where the full-crew bill compelled a useless expenditure it was necessary to show a loss.
Despite the slight increase in passenger business there was a
decrease in the mileage of revenue passenger trains from 1.378,000

$494,000 in 1913; in other words, where
saving, a saving

The

Buffalo, Rochester

&

Pittsburgh

strengthening embankments and increasing engine house
ties

facili-

has been going on.

In 1914 the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh for the first time
ordered Mallet locomotives. This illustrates quite well, although
it does not begin to describe, the policy which the management
of the property has pursued.
With the grades which the road
has there was no doubt probably in the minds of the manage-

even earlier than 1S09, that Mikado? could be used
economically on nearly the entire line and that on considerable
portions of the line for certain classes of traffic Mallets could
ment,

be

made

to effect a saving

dation locomotives.

It

was

:

but the

able,

company had

its

through improvement

Consoliin

organ-

ization to earn an increased profit with the increase in business.

in 1913 to 1.367,000 in 1914; but in freight service, with a decrease
of over 2 per cent in ton mileage there was a very slight decrease
—from 2,837.000 to 2.816,000— in the mileage of revenue freight
Stated in another way, the average revenue trainload in
trains.

This decrease in trainin 1S14, 694 tons.
load was due entirely to changes in the direction and charThe number of tons of freight per loaded
acter of the traffic.
Car loading,
car was 35.74 in 1914 as against 34.61 in 1913.
1913 was 710 tons, and

which has been improved steadily on the Buffalo. Rochester &
imPittsburgh since 1509 and which is high, was still further
per
proved in 1914. On the other hand, loaded cars were but 58
against 60 per cent in
cent of the cars in freight train in 1914 as
Mention has already been made of the loss in the tonnage
1913.
cars and the utilization
of iron ore. Iron ore moves south in coal
run empty southof these cars, which would otherwise have to'
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bound, has been one of the very important factors in the larger
revenue trainload in recent years. A falling off in iron ore traffic,
therefore, with an increase in coal traffic, automatically increases
the empty car mileage and decreases the average revenue train-

\'oL.
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Letters to the Editor

I

|

load.
^iiniiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirtiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuuiiiuiuiiuuiuiiuiiiitniiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiuiiniiiitiiimjuuimiii?

There

is

another factor

has probably

uliicli

portation expenses, and that

is

ir

main

creased trans-

the fact that a larger proportion

away from

of the coal each year comes from mines further

transportation expenses.

&

In 1914 the Buffalo. Rochester

new

for

CO-OPERATION BETWEEN SUPPLY MEN AND PURCHASING

AGENTS

the

This is not reflected in a longer average haul of all
freight, probably because of other changes in traffic conditions
which offset it. but it is nevertheless a cause of increases in the
line.

Chicago,

To THE Editor

roadway and structures. The co.iipany appropriated out of
income $348,000 for equipment agreement sniking funds, and sold

to

engaged

in the railroad

part

1913; $887,000

1.

equipment trust bonds authorized in iSiO, and $1,430,000 consolidated mortgage 4' i per cent bonds, retiring various amounts of
equipment trust l)onds maturing under the trust agreements, with
the net result of an increase of $3,668,000 on the outstanding
funded debt of the company, with no increase in the amount of
outstanding stock. At the beginning of the year there were no
loans and bills payable, and at the end of the year tliere were
$47,000 loans and bills payable. .Cash on hand at the beginning
of the year amounted to $1,620,000. and at- the end of the year
to $1,228,000.

The following

tabic shows the principal
compared with 1913:

for operation

figures

19U

1914

the

575

$9,153,942

$9,411,879

1,184,417

1,127,612

10,709,535

10,947,246

1,447,953

1.557,963

2,216,194

2,161,210

Passenger revenue
Total operating revenue

Maint. of way and structures
Maint. of equipment
Traffic expenses
Trarsportation expenses
General expenses
Total operating expenses

150,553

141,659

3,880,160

3,580,617

243,202

224,441

7,938.063

7,665,891

234,000

216,000

2.534,575

3,057.990

3.355,798

4,076,708

1,354.784

2,126,994

.

Oiwrating income
Gross corporate income
Net corporate income
Appropriated for pension and insurance
funds
Appropriated for new equipment
Appropriated for retirement of equipment bonds
Dividends
Surplus

16,432

1,498

74,104

125,796

274.247

323.000

990.000

990,000

of hijuslnals fcr

2,500 pages.

1914.

The

New

publication of this fifth edition of Poor's

Puhlislie.l

l,y

able

While, of course,

it

is

far

more

Poor's

of Indus-

industrial

grown up

difficult

appointments

interviews.

for

company

supply

It

representative,

is

de-

and wait an
I

am

indefinite

A

length of lime.

wait of an hour

When

sure, considerably less than the average.

it

is.

con-

is

sidered that frequently the callers are executive officers of their
all of them are high salaried men.
an hour wasted out of a day is a large waste,
and that when this is multiplied by the number of officers and
the number of men waiting, the total waste is enormous.
This is not intendeil to apply to the chief clerks of purchasing
agents, who see many representatives on (juestions of detail.

companies, and that almost
it

will be seen that

a

remedy

for the c<mdition cited.
set

10 :30 to

I

would suggest that the

aside an hour and a half in the morning,

12 :00,

not only by the caller but by the purchasing agent

;

the

l)Ut

I

own

road and by

would be difficult to get
officers, and undoubtedly the

do not believe

it

during the time set apart for interviews.
The advantage to the purchasing agent would be that he
would always know in advance who was calling and could prepare himself by reference to his liles. etc.. when necessary.
I
understand that some time ago one of the large railroads
contemplated moving its purchasing agent's office to a location considerably removed from the business section of Chicago.
.\ protest was made to the officials by the purchasing agent on
the ground that the heads of the various supply companies would
not call on him at that distant location, and that he considered
On this account
frequent interviews with them very essential.
the change of location
I

am

confident

was not made.
there

that

are

at

present

many

executive

companies who would like to call on the railroads, but are deterred by the long waits necessary and the uncertainty of being able to get any interviews.
I
believe some plan of the kind suggested would be to the
adxantage of both the railroads and the supply companies, and
1
am sure it would result in a great saving of time and money

officers of supply

R.mlwav Supply M.\x.

to the supply companies.

a

to get

uniform and comprehensive figures for industrial corporations
than for pubHc utility and railroad corporations, the Pcci's Industrial Manual contains a really remarkably accurate set of
income accounts and balance sheets, many of them in comparative form.

a

the co-operation of other railroad
telephone messages could be handled for the purchasing agent

need for an accurate and comprehensive manual of industrials
comparable to the need for statistics in regard to railroads in
the eighties.

for

frequently interrupted by other officials of his

Poor's published an authoritative and comprehensive manual of
statistics of railroads in the United States that was indispensable
in

definite

sirous of an interview, to call at the purchasing agent's office

the telephone.

and the Manual of Industrials. Long before the Interstate CotuCommission or any other government body had begun

growth

make

necessary

interview to be terminated at the expiration of the time allotted.
I
appreciate the fact that the purchasing agent at present is

to collect scientific and intelligible figures in regard to railroads.

the great

to

therefore

;

nierce

With

refer to the fact that a majority of the railway purchasing

strictly,

completes the Poor's Manual for 1914. which is in three
volumes, the Manual of Railroads, the Manual of Public Utilities

corporations within the past ten years there has

supply business, a practice exists on the
which puts the supply companies to a

and the same length of time in the
afternoon, say from 2 to 3 :30, for interviews. This time could
be divided up into ten minute intervals on a sheet and put into
these appointments to be adhered to
the hands of a secretary

York.

Manual

or

trials

to bankers and investors.

1914.

agents, especially those with offices in Chicago, are not willing

say from

686,701

Railroad Manual Company, 535 Pearl street.

railroads

purchasing agent

NEW BOOKS
Poors Manual

of

As

586

o|)<;r.il<.-d

Freight revenue

Taxes

7.

heavy, needless expense.
1

$2,000,000 eiiuipment trust certificates dated July

Miltagc

August

:

practiced by the railroads, and of necessity also by the concerns

Pittsburgh spent $1,629,030

ec|uipmcnt and $1,893,000 for additions and betterments

in 1914 as

111.,

the Railw.w Age G.\zette
At the present time when economy is being preached and
of

R.MLW.w ExTEXsiox

IX Argentix.v

of deputies has sanctioned a

way from Rosario

bill

— The

Argentine chamber

granting a concession for a

rail-

to Rufino.

—

Rolling Stock for Italian St.xte R.mlwavs. Contracts aggregating $10,446,974 have just been awarded to 17 Italian firms for
building 885 baggage and passenger cars and 4,481 freight cars
for the Italian State Railways.

System

Hill

Electric

Lines

Northwest

the

in

The Development
Freight

of High Grade Interurbans
as
and Passenger Feeders for Trunk Roads

In spite of the rapid development of electric interurban lines
throughout the country, the railroads, especially in the eastern
and central states, have given relatively little attention to the
possibilities of such lines as feeders for their main trunk lines.
The roads on the Pacific coast have been the first to realize the
opportunity for development in this direction on a large scale,

consolidated under one management in 1908.
quired by the Great Northern and Northern

and

here that the greatest progress has been made. Over
1,500 miles of such lines. are now in active operation under the

grade of 2 per cent and a maximum curvature of 12 deg., although only a few curves of this high degree are found. The

control of the Southern Pacific and the Hill Lines, the former in

longest grade

Los Angeles, San Francisco and Portland, and the
latter near Portland and Spokane.
These lines are more than
the ordinary interurbans in that they compete actively for all
classes of freight as well as passenger traffic, and have 'the same
standards of ef|uipment and construction as steam roads.

tance

it

is

the vicinity of

The

lines of this nature mo.st nearly

standards of construction, operation and

& Inland

approaching steam road
traffic,

are the Spokane

Erhpire system, e.xtcndlng south and east from Spo-

They

are

&

in

ac-

1911.

operated entirely

panies, but are

land

They were
Pacific

separately from the parent comunder the executive control of the Spokane, Port-

Seattle.

The Inland

out

maximum

division crosses a rolling country with a

is

nine miles against southbound

a short dis-

traffic

The ma.-;imum grade on

Spokane.

of

the

Coeur

d'Alene division is one per cent.
N'o reduction of grades has
been undertaken since the present owners assumed control of
the property, aithingh

numerous high timber

have been

trestles

Passing tracks are placed at intervals of about three miles
with numerous intermediate spiirs. The track is laid with 70 II).
rail on gravel ballast.

rilled.

For the

first

developing

fruit

20 miles the Inland division traverses a rapidly
country, which merges south of Freeman into

known as tlie Palouse country.
.The Coeur
d'Alene division traverses a country devoted largely to fruit raising, with many summer resorts in the vicinity of Coeur d'Alene
the wheat area

and Hayden Lake. The territory south of Spokane is competitive with the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company and the Northern Pacific, while the line east is paralleled
by the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul and the Northern Pacific.
At Spokane the passenger trains proceed over city streets for
about a mile to a terminal

shown

in the center of the city,

in

one of the accompanying photographs. Freight trains are assembled in a. separate freight yard located between the yards of
the St. Paul and the Great Nortliern, with transfer connections
with

all

roads.

Physical connection

is

also

made with

ern Pacific and the Oregon- Washington Railroad

Company

Moscow.

&

the North-

Navigation

The terminals

at Spokane are adapted
for the handling of all classes of traffic ordinarily found on
steam roads, while the station facilities at the smaller towns, including combination freight and passenger stations, house tracks
at

and side tracks, are also

similar.

The company has its own
power plant on the Spokane river, nine miles below Spokane, where it now generates about 11,000 h. p.. about
.\11

trains are operated electrically.

hydro-electric

The Inland dip. of which is sold to outside parties.
vision is operated on 6,600 volts, alternating current, while the
Coeur d'Alene division uses 650 volts, d. c. A 46,000-volt line

4,500 h.

supplies current to substations spaced at intervals of 12 miles

along the

Maps Showing Lines
Left

Oregon Electric and United Railways on
and Spokane and Inland Empire on Right
of

Inland division.

and the -Oregon

Railways line, in the
Willamette Valley south and west of Portland of which are
Hill properties.
These systems compete actively with the steam
roads for all classes of traffic in highly competitive territory and
participate in through rates with the owning and other comElectric-L'nited

panies.

PHYSICAL CH.NRACTERISTICS OF THE INLAND EMPIRE

The Inland Empire

is the older of the two lines, and extends
from Spokane south to Colfax, Wash., and to Moscow, Ida., and
also east to Coeur d'Alcne, Ida., and Hayden Lake, with a total
of 177 miles of main line.
In addition, this company also operates 36 miles of street railway lines in Spokane, which, however, will be excluded from this study.
The lines south, commonly termed the Inland division, are single track throughout,

while 18 out of 41 miles of the Coeur d'Alene division
track.

These two

lines

were

built separately in 1906,

is

double

and were

line

is

of

catenarj-

The motive power consists of six 47-ton and five 72-ton single
600 volt locomotives. On the
a. c, and two 37-ton d. c.
Inland division, two locomotives are commonly operated in mul-

—

phase,

kane,

The overhead

construction.

tiple on freight trains, two. of the lighter ones hauling 450 tons
and two of the larger ones 630 tons on the maximum grade. On
the Coeur d'Alene division they are operated singly, a 37-ton
locomotive hauling as high as 725 tons. Two of the a. c. locomotives make the trip from Spokane to Moscow and return, 180
miles, with a local freight carrying full tonnage daily, in 12 hours

and 45 min. regularly.
I.\I..\XD

EMPIRE TR.VFFIC

.

An

average of over 3,000 passengers are handled daily on the
Spokane & Inland Empire, and the number exceeds 4,600 on Sundays during the summer. The passenger receipts last year were
over $565,000. forming practically half the total revenue. Three
trains are operated each way daily from Spokane to Colfax and
The passenger business
to Moscow and nine to Coeur d'Alene.
is especially heavy on this latter line with a considerable com-
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muter

traffic

and two daily boat trains each way during the

season of navigation which connect with steamers for Harrison
and St. Maries. These latter trains run through without stops,

making the 32 miles

in 55 min., including crossing nine streets

grade entering Spokane. As indicating the heavy passenger
handled at certain times, 1.085 special trains were run
on this line during the 55 day racing season at Coeur d'.Alene
Parlor cars are operated on the four limited trains on
in 1912.
Great Northern express and United States mail
this division.
are carried on several trains on each line.
However, it is the freight traffic which presents the greatest
opportunity for development. .-Vbout 75 carloads of freight are
at

traffic

Passenger Terminal

handled
division.

two-thirds

daily,

This

traffic

of

at

which originates on the

Inland

One

regular freight train leaves Spokane

about midnight daily for each branch of the Inland division,
making the round trip in about 12 hours, while two freights
are operated each

way

daily to

Coeur

Extra freights

d'.\lene.

57,

No. 10

15 to 20 cars being given these two roads daily, aside from the
heavy wheat business, most of which is also long haul traffic.
The heaviest carload traffic consists of wheat from the Palouse
country, about 3,000 cars being brought into Spokane last year,
most of which were billed to Taconia, Seattle and Portland.
Forty -two warehouses have been erected at various points along
the line with a capacity of over 4,000.000 bu. Considerable lumber
is also hauled out for eastern points, an average of about 10
cars being turned over to the Inland Empire by the Washington,
Idaho & Montana at Palouse daily, in addition to some at other
points.

The carload

Spokane One Block North

consists principally of grain, lumber, fruit,

stock and merchandise.

Vol.

which much

fruit bnsintss is gri>wing rapidly, in addition to

of the

is

Post Office

handled by express and

the possibilities along this

line,

1.

c.

1.

."^s

indicating

13 cars of berries and several cars

of cherries were shipped in one week from one station, while a
special

12 cars of fruit

To accommodate

to Spokane.

was brought from

the heavy

1.

c.

1.

fruit

operated on
generally requiring two or more cars on each train.

business,
lines,

consisting of

train

Moscow

a

tri-weekly

About 18 cars of

1.

refrigerator

c.

1.

service

is

freight are loaded at

Spokane

all

daily.

Typical Combination Passenger and Freight Station on the Inland

Empire

Main Freight Terminal

in

at

Palouse, Wash.

Spokane
p. m. is despatched on night trains for
along the line at 6 o'clock the following
local ^freight received up to 11 a. m.
delivered at Coeur d'Alene at 1 o'clock the

Freight received up to 5
are run as required, an average of three being operated daily on

deliverj' at all stations

the Inland division during the fall

morning.

wheat rush.

Previous to

tlieir

acquisition by the Hill lines, through carload freight originating

on these

lines

was turned over

indiscriminately.

Now, however,

to different roads at

as

much

of

it

Spokane

as possible

is

routed over the Great Northern or the Northern Pacific, from

In

addition,

Spokane is
same afternoon. Solid cars are loaded for Colfax, Moscow,
Palouse and Coeur d'Alene, while two solid carS are loaded for
points on the Washington, Idaho & Montana points via Palouse,
daily at

September

4,
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and peddler cars serve other
gation at least three cars of

During the season of navi-

points.
1.

c.

1.

traffic

are also delivered daily

to the boats at Coeiir d'Alene for St. Joe, St.

mediate points.

As

Maries and

inter-

indicating the extent to which this road

is

Imes,
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and is another example of the competition existing between
and Harriman interests in the northwest, as it extends

the Mill

up the productive Willamette valley, long a stronghold of the
Southern Pacific. The Oregon Electric operates from Portland
south through Salem and Albany to Eugene, Ore., a distance of
122 miles, with a branch from Garden Home to Forest Grove
19 miles lorfg.
It was originally built to Salem and to Forest
as an interurban road and was purchased Ijy the Hill

Grove

in 1910.
Work was immediately begun on an extension
Eugene, which was completed in October, 1912. .\t the same

lines
to

time the Oregon Electric was purchased, the Hill lines also
secured control of the United Railways operating from Portland
west into the Tulatin valley, and have since extended it west
12 miles to Wilkesboro.

The United Railways

also possess valu-

able franchises for operation over city streets in Portland.

both lines are

now owned

operated independently

in

Since taking control, the

While

by the same interests, they are
all except executive matters.

new owners have

still

built these exten-

now conform
steam road standards of construction. The line to Eugene
is located with long tangents and light curves, having one 24-mile
tangent south of Albany and another 17 miles long north of
Salem. South of Salem the maximum curve is 3 deg. and the
maximum grade 0.4 per cent., while it is planned to revise the
grade north of Salem to a maximum of 0.5 per cent. As indicating the character of construction, the Willamette river is
crossed south of Harrisburg with three 200 ft. through truss
spans and a 100 ft. through girder span at each end. and a trestle
approach across the low lands, while the Santiam river is
crossed with seven 17S-ft. truss spans and 3.000 ft. of trestle
Tt each end.. The track is laid with 7S-lb. rails with heavy angle
liars, with welded Tsonds.
Eighteen ties, full tie plated, are used
South of
per rail with 8 in. of gravel ballast under the ties.
Salem 2,000 ft. sidings are provided at intervals of four miles.
Except in cities, the line is built throughout on private right
sions and have revised the old line so that they

to

Typical View on Inland Division Showing Track and Single Catenary

Construction for

enabled to meet competition,
I.

c.

1.

business frnm

it

a. c.

Operation

secures over 90 per cent of the

Coeur d'Alene

in

competition with two

other lines,

PHYSICAL CH.AR.^CTERIST^CS OF THE OREGON ELECTRIC
The Oregon Electric is a more recent development of the Hill

A

of

way of 100 ft. width.
Power is purchased by

contract

from hydro-electric plants

with auxiliary steam units and 33-cycle current is transmitted
It is deat 60.000 volts for a maximum distance of L20 miles.

Freight Train on the Ihland Division
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and locomotives from a trolley, carrying
by means of a trolley pole rather than a pantograph. This line was changed over from 600 volts d. c. in 1912,
at which time the spacing of sub-stations was increased from
The United Railways was changed over to the
12 to 18 miles.
same system in July, 1913. The sub-stations are of concrete
construction and contain one 500 k. w. generator with room for
livered

to

cars

the

1.200 volts d.

c.

another whenever

it

may

be needed.

A

triple

cottage

is

pro-

vided at each station for the three attendants and their families.
One 500 k. w. portable snii-station has been liuilt on a steel car

ing

Wheat

to

tractive effort

when running, and

required on the Orcg(in

32,000

lb.

when

starting, are

and one on the United Railways. These locomotives haul 500 tons on the ruling grades.
The overhead construction consists of a single 45 ft. pole
with a bracket supporting a catenary, which in turn carries the
aluminum strand transmission wire. Guy poles are placed on
curves. A telephone line was built independently at one side of
the right of way.
As a means of increasing the life of the
poles the Orr system of reinforcement is used, consisting of a

One

Electric

of the Larger Bridges

on the Oregon

the wholesale district and

residence

streets,

while

a

removes
similar

this
line

traftic

Xo. 10

from the main

has also been

built

TRAFFIC

O.N

THE OREGON ELECTRIC

Both passenger and freight traffic is actively soHcited in competition with the Southern Pacific and its subsidiary, the Portland. Eugtne & Eastern.
Five passenger trains are operated

way

in the

Palouse Country

between

Portland and Eugene, two of which
making the rim of 122 miles in four hours.
Two additional trains are run from Portland as far as ..-Mbany,
and three more to Salem. A\\ these trains carry at least two
cars and most of them three cars. .Buffet parlor cars are carried on the limited trains, and one sleeping car i< operated each
each

daily

are limited trains

Electric

concrete collar reinlirced at the ground line and costing abiut
$9 per pole. All pole butts are treated with creosote or carbolineum liefore setting and each pole is inspected annually.

Among the numerous improvements which have been made
on this line during the past few years is a five mile cut-off between Orenco on the Oregon Electric and Helvetia on the
United Railways, which will eliminate the necessity of hauling
freight through the streets' of Portland, and gives direct access
to the common yard of the Hill lines at that point.
.'Kt Salem
a detour line two miles long for freight traffic passes through

at

A

second track was also built south to Garden Home
last year.
In connection with the construction of this second
track, alternating current, automatic signals were installed.
Albany.

an Inland Empire Warehouse

for use at burn-outs and in handling peak loads.
It was also
used when changing over from 6C0 to 1,200 volts.
Eight locomotives weighing 60 tons each with 19.000 lb.

\oi.. 57.

Automatic Signals

at

Entrance to Passing Track on the Oregon
Electric

Seitember

4.
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way between Portland and Eugene

nightly.

All through trains

carry express, the Great Northern having replaced Wells Fargo

& Company

on August

1.

The express business has

1913.

de-

in milk and berry traffic, and
have recently been purchased for this special
-Although most of this line has been in operation less than

veloped very rapidly, especially
six express cars
use.

The

427

principal commodities shipped in carload lots are

wood. hops,
heavy, and

The hop movement

and lumber.

fruit

is

:

cord

especially

is
rapidly growing, over 200 cars being shipped
during the fall of 1912, shortly after the line was openc<l and
before complete facilities could be provided.
Hop warehouses
have since been built at several points along the line. Much
cord wood is also shipped locally to Portland for fuel, while

considerable quantities of fruit are handled for Portland and
for eastern points.
Practically all of the hops go to Xew York

and other eastern

the Hill lines securing the through
This illustrates an important advantage re-

points,

routing to Chicago.

from the control of these

sulting

lines as feeders,

over 25 per

of the carload freiglit handled on the Oregon Electric
being billed through over the other Hill lines.
In this concent,

nection

it
is instructive to ni)te that, whereas, the
Hill lines
secured only 40 per cent, of the freight moving through Portland a few years ago, they now secure over 60 per cent, of

On

Oregon

the

Electric

all

this

of

freight are being handled daily.
In

traffic.

addition to this road business, the United Railways does

a switching business
l;ind

proper about 50 cars

among

employed

in

industries along

its

tracks in Port-

Several tracks are laid in the city streets,

for all roads.

lhrr)ugh the w'holesale

district^,

switching

Ijpre

and two

electric locomotives are

during the night.

Cars are placed

opposite the different warehouses during the evening, and are

Oregon

Electric

60 Ton

Freight Locomotive

.

removed
given

two

years,

a

\ery

satisfactory

been developed.
Equally promising with

passenger business has already
'

the

rapid

development of the pasc. 1. and carload freight

senger traffic is the growth in both 1.
One through freight trrin is operated each way nightly
between Portland and Eugene, and another between Portland and
Forest Grove, while a local freight is operated between Portland and Salem three times weekly.
Merchandise, is accepted
traffic.

early in the morning.

railway

street traffic,

and

cars.,

In this

without

facilities-

way

noticeable

these industries are

inconvenience

to

can be loaded or unloaded without the

From 15 to 20 cars
necessity of truckiijg thfbugH the street.
are handled nightly in this Sway, this switching service being
performed for all roads.
'i
.AH trains on the Oregon Electric, the United Railways and
the Spokane & Inland Empire are operated under standard
steam road rules, modified where necessary to adapt them to
electric operation.
Many of the employees were- transferred

Limited Passenger Train With Parlor Car on the Oregon Electric

up to 5 :30 p. m. for these trains leaving at 8 o'clock,
and is unloaded at all stations for delivery at 7 o'clock the following morning.
Full cars of 1. c. I. freight are loaded for
Salem. Albany and Eugene w^th peddler cars for other points.
In addition to Portland, freight houses have been built at Salem
and Eugene with team tracks, eight such tracks with a capacity
of 25 cars being provided at Eugene. The regular night freights
place the cars on these tracks, and on the industry spurs, so as
to require no further switching.
at Portland

directly

from steam road

directly for this work.

service,

The

while other.s were recruited

trains are dispatched

by telephone

with auxiliary telegraph.

—

The state-owned Sicilian
SiciLi.xN Tr.'Kxsport Conditions.
railway system has a total length of 839 miles. This is all of
standard gage except for 46 miles of 3 ft. 1 in. gage. .\ train
ferry service is also maintained across the Straits of Messina, a
distance of 14 miles.
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HALE HOLDEN
Hale Holden,

vice-president

of

the

Burlington

Chicago,

&

No. 10

\"0L. 57,

Mr. Holden was picked for president of the Burlington in a
deathbed suggestion of Mr. Miller himself.
In his last hours
Mr. Miller asked Louis W. Hill to say to his father, James J.

Quincy, was elected president of the company to succeed the late
Darius Miller, at a meeting of the directors held in Chicago on
August 27, immediately following Mr. Miller's funeral.

Hill, that

Mr. Holden has been directly connected with the Burlington
But for several years before he had practiced law in Kansas City as a member of the tirm of Warner,
Dean, McLeod & Holden. who were local attorneys for the Burlington.
It was during this time that he attracted the attention
of the management of the road, and in July, 1907, went to Chicago to take the office of general attorney in charge of its inter-

given the place, so that the work of the Burlington organization
might continue without interruption. Mr. Miller's choice was

only since July, 1907.

commerce

state

litigation.

promotions have come rapidly, but naturally.
In
January. 1910, Daniel \\ illard, vice-president in charge of operation, left the Burlington to be-

His

later

come president of
more & Ohio. The
Darius

of

approved as logical by the directors, and
other officers of the road.

ities.

in

who

As general

attorney of the Burlington he represented

Commerce

'A

represented the stockholders of the Great Northern and was in charge of the
litigation extending over S'A
years of the Minnesota rate
case, involving the reduction
also

department being placed in direct charge of H. E. By ram.
who had been Mr. Willanl's
assistant, and the traffic department in charge of C. G.
Burnham, who had been Mj.
Miller's
assistant.
A few
weeks later George B. Harris
retired, and Mr. Miller was
made president Mr. Holden.
assistant to the president; Mr.
Byrani, vice-president in charge
of operation, and Mr. Burnham
in
charge of
vice-president
traffic.
On November 8, Mr.
Holden was promoted to vicepresident and also made a director of the company.
Both as assistant to the president and as vice-president Mr.
Holden performed duties assigned to him by Mr. Miller,

of state freight

the

of

policies

He was

Mr.

hand man.

the

relieving

various

steadily demonstrating

mended him especially to
James J. Hill. His experience in commerce cases gave
him a broad schooling in the
workings of the various departments of railroading, of
which he took advantage to
acquire a sound and enlightened perception of the relations of the railroad to the
public and to the regulating
authority of the government.

chief

and

his

The Minnesota

in-

Hale Holden

creasing usefulness and executive abilitv.

He owes

his

verv

rapid promotion and his election to the presidency of this great

system to the fact that he has shown the possession of remarkpower to the broad
knowledge he has gained*' and the broad training he has received to the fact that as Mr. Miller's "understudy," if such a
term may be used in such a connection, he had become very
able natural executive ability and driving

;

;

fully

conversant

with

his

chiefs

methods, plans and

policies,

would least disturb the organup by Mr. Miller and his predecessor, George B.
Harris.
The wonderful record made by the Burlington in recent years has been achieved by an organization in which verj'
few changes have been made and which undoubtedly owes much
of its success to that fact, and Mr. Holden's election made
and

to the fact that his election

ization built

necessary

fewer other

changes

estab-

subse-

Mr. Holden's work in this
is
said to have com-

and

departments,

principle

case

of the details of administration

of

technically
really

action.

right-

his

the

while
case,

quently explicitly upheld in
the Shreveport case, that the
paramount power of congress
over
interstate
commerce
may not be nullified by state

company.

Miller's

the

lished

carrying out the broad but general

roads,

losing

associ-

closely

and passenger

rates in Minnesota, in which

;

in devising

and

litigation

before the courts.
Among
these were the Mi.ssouri river
rate
case and the Pacific
coast lumber rate case.
He

was

departments, the operating

and was very
ated with him

it

Interstate

Conimis.sion

subsequent

the

in

was then extended over

traffic,

popular with the

some of the most important cases ever before the

Balti-

charge

in

is

In character, ability and personality, Mr. Holden long has
been recognized as a big and coming man. His railway work
has commanded the attention both of his superiors and other
railway men for its thorough, painstaking and brilliant qual-

jurisdiction

Miller,

vice-president

all

the

he need not worry about the future of the Burlington,
he had left him three men, any one of whom was big
enough for the presidency; but that Mr. Holden should be
that

in

would have been necessitated by the
higher officers of the company.

the

official

election of

personnel than

any of the other

as

well

as

rate

case.

others in whose

handling he participated, involved a physical valuation of the railways, and he became
such a recognized expert on this subject that he was made
chairman of the western presidents' committee on relations
to the Interstate
tion

Commerce Commission's valuation, a oosiuntil recently.
He also represei;ted the

which he held

Burlington in the recent arbitration of the
the trainmen and conductors of the road.

wage demands

of

A strong and vigorous man in appearance, direct in his
methods, plain and unassuming in manner, accessible to
everybody who has any business with him, keenly appreciating the importance of maintaining good relations between
the railways and the right way in which to do it. Mr. Holden
will prove a popular as well as an able railway president.
The new head of the Burlington was born at Kansas City,
Mo., on August 11, 1869, and was educated at Williams
College and the Harvard Law School.

Short

Steel

Baggage

Car

Long

the

for

Island

An

Exceptionally Light 40 Ft. Car Having Arch Bar
Trucks with Swing Bolsters and Self-Centering Couplers

The Long Island has recentlj- placed in service 20 steel baggage cars of a design possessing a number of notable features
well suited to the service conditions under which the cars operate.
They are 40 ft. in length over the end sheathing and have an
average weight of 50.600 lb.
Over

a

number

c^f

its

lines the

Long

Island handles a heavy

During the winter, when many of these cars are out of
a minimum investment is thus tied up in idle equipment.

service,

UNDERFRAMES

The center

are

in.
channels extending continuously
between the end sills. Continuous cover plates both top and
bottom are provided, ttie top plates being % in. thick and the
bottom Ys in. thick. The sills are further reinforced at the

sills

9

bolsters by additional Yi in. bottom plates, each 6 ft. 5 in. long.
Between the bolsters the side of the car acts as a girder to

support a portion of the load which is transferred to the truck
center by the cast steel body bolsters.

The

are 5

by 354 in. by 7/16 in. angles, and are
ends of the body bolsters.
Each is
stiffened laterally by four braces of 5 in. channel section.
Two
of these are located under the door posts and two at points about
side

securely

sills

riveted

in.

the

to

Arch Bar Truck with Swing Bolster Used Under Long Island Baggage Car
baggage and express business, in many cases the consignments
two or three stations completely filling a long baggage car.
The consignments for such a station may be loaded into one of
to

from the door

They extend from the top flange of
lower flange of the side sill and are placed
with the flanges downward. The side sills are stiffened under

26

in.

the center

sill

Light Baggage Car of Steel Construction for the
the side

to

the Z-bar posts.

A

thus materially reduced.
large part of this traffic moves during the summer only and advantage has been taken of this fact
to build a car of exceptionally light weight and low first cost.

Long

doorway by

the short cars, which

is set out at its destination.
The delays
passenger train service incidental to unloading express are

posts.

to the

7

Island

in.

channels riveted to the inside flanges of

The frame is designed to be equivalent in strength to the requirements of the railway mail service. In order to meet these
requhrements two 12 in. I-beam end posts have been included in
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the construction of the

bumper casting

end frame. These are framed into a steel
lower ends and are secured to the car-

at their

upper ends.

They

are located at points 20f^ in.
on either side of the center line. The center sills are also atlines at their

tached to the steel

bumper

castings, thus securely tying the

Sections Showing the Door and

end

sheathing

is

secured.

SUPERSTRUCTURE

The body frame members are
shaped without clerestory. The

3

in.

at the center of the roof

Z-bars.

The

roof

is

U-

carlines are extensions of the

corner and side posts, being formed

Window Framing, and

frame to the underframe and making a very rigid construction.
Extending from the corner of the car to the end post on either
side are 5 in. by 3^ in. by 7/16 in. angle sills, to which the end

431

two parts and welded

in

when placed on

the car.

A

Z-bar plate

Section Through the Corner Post

extends continuously from corner post to corner post except
where the web and one flange are cut away to allow the conThe corner, transom and
tinuous side posts to pass through.
dopr posts are made up of two Z-bars, one of which extends
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from the
y<i

in.

side

sill

to

The outside sheathing is
being required for each side of the

the plate only.

steel plate, four pieces

These pieces e.xtend continuously from the end to the side
door casing and are joined horizontally by a cover plate at the
belt rail, which is located just under the windows.
Longitudinal
stiffness is secured by means of a T-bar riveted behind the belt
car.

rail.

The

inside of

tlie

car

is

is

A wood

of the center

sills

floor at this point.
in.

on either

57,

No. 10

nailing strip secured to the top cover plate

on the center

line of the car supports the
Intermediate nailing strips located about 28

side of the center line are supported

by

2; 2 in.

by

lined with corrugated sheet steel,

the corrugations running lengthwise.
stiffness

side posts.

Vol.

Considerable longitudinal

secured in this manner and no vertical stiffeners are

The

required between the posts.

outside and inside

window

cas-

^

ings are each flanged in one piece from
in. plate to form a Zsection.
The outer flange of the outside section is riveted to the
side sheet and the inner flanges of the two sections are placed

back to back. The window is held in place in the outside casing
by means of- bolts passing through both inner flanges. The inner
casing

is

secured to a

the top and bottom

15<i

in.

by

I'yi

in.

by

;/4

in.

angle both at

two adjacent side posts, with the backs of the vertical flanges flush with
;

these angles extend between the

the inside flanges of the side posts.

Similar stiffeners are placed

in. and -19 in. below the side plate,
which points the corrugated lining sheets are joined.
The side door casing is made up of post covers formed from
i^ in. plate, which overlap the side sheets and are riveted to the
outside flanges of the posts. They extend to the inside of the
car and are secured to the inner flanges of the side posts by
means of angle connectors. On one side of the doorway a connector of special form is used which serves as a door stop. On
the other side the post cover is bent around parallel to the side
wall of the car, where its edge forms a seat for the weather
strip on the back side of the door.
The door is supported by
rollers, the track for which is a special Z-section flanged from
plate.
in.
This
secured
is
the
flanges
of the side posts. In
to
J4
order that the top casing may extend inside the car flush with
the side post cover, f^ in. filler blocks are included on either
side of the door track.
The floor is made up of two thicknesses of wood flooring, the

longitudinally at points 24'/2

at

sr.6.s*

End

2^

Elevation and Section Through the Side

by 3/16

Door

angles secured to the diagonal end braces and
to the top flanges of the cast steel bolsters.
in.

The roof

is

in.

covered with 3/32 in. steel
2^/2 in. by 2J4 in. by J^

roof supports of

Transom PosH

Corner

plate.
in.

Longitudinal

angle section are

Post.

Sections Through the Side Posts, Showing the Connections to the Side Plate

under side of which
galvanized iron.

is

protected by one thickness of No. 22

The ends

of the

first

course of flooring are sup-

ported by angles which are riveted to the inner flanges of the

placed between the carlines at points about 20 in. on either side
of the center line these serve to stiffen the roof sheets, but the
;

sheets are riveted onlv to the carlines.
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The truck

applied to these cars
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THE REARRANGEMENT OF THE

TRUCK
passenger equipment.
ing a wheel base of 6
a swing
lb.

The

bolster.

It is
ft.

4

in

,

but has been modified to include

cross frame

is

made up

of

two

12

A

in., 20J/2

cast steel

suspended from the frame by means of swinging
is supported on elliptical
springs.
The wheels are cast iron, 32 in. in diameter and are
mounted on standard M. C. B. 4J4 in. by 8 in. axles. Standard
4% in. by 8 in. freight car journal boxes are used.
is

hangers, from which the truck bolster

OTHER DETAILS

The

Sharon couplers designed

cars are equipped with special

to be self-centering.

FREIGHT HOUSE,

unusual for
of the unequalized arch bar type havof a design

is

channels securely riveted to the truck columns.

spring plank

433

The drawbar

is

of the usual long shank

ST.

M. K.

&

T.

LOUIS

of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas freight
Louis, a description of which was published in
Gazette of June 23, 1911, excited a great deal
of interest among railway men because of the novel features
in its CGnstruction and the mechanical equipment installed for

The construction

house at

St.

the Railzvay

Age

handling freight.

After the house was put in service it was
by many engineers and other railway men interested
in the handling of 1. c. 1. freight who desired to see whether
the telpher system installed was a success when handling the
wide variety of freight commonly received at the ordinary
freight house of this character.
This installation of the telpher system was an exceedingly
courageous experiment involving, as it did, the expenditure
of a large amount of money for equipment.
While the outcome was unfortunate, and the telphers were abandoned late
last year, the experiment should prove of great benefit to the
railways of the country at large because the results secured

visited

definitely disproved the claims

ment

made

for this class of equip-

particular kind of service.

in this

be recalled that the Missouri, Kansas & Texas freight
Louis is a two-level house with the upper or
street level floor devoted to the delivery and receipt of freight
by wagons, while the tracks are on the lower level. All
freight was handled by telphers running on tracks supported
It will

house

at St.

Broadv^ay.
'

W^^
[]

[]

^j5'
[]

403-0'

Wls^~to
[]

(1
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[1
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SJ.
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Arrangement

of Telphers in Original

Layout

above the upper floor and was dropped through hatchways
to platforms opposite the desired cars.

After over two years'
to the

the

unreliability

of the

daily delay because of

Coupler with Centering Lug on the Side
type used in passenger service.

A

of the

special lug

coupler body which acts as a stop to the guard

is

Head
cast

arm

on the

of the en-

gaging coupler and thus limits the angle between the center
lines of the two drawbars.
In designing these cars full advantage has been taken of the
requirements of the service to build a car having a capacity of
50,000 lb. and weighing but little more than 50,000 lb., and one

which meets the service conditions much better than would a
heavier car of

more expensive

construction.

—

Motor Omnibus Service in South America. The Argentine
Minister of the Interior has under consideration a project to
establish a motor omnibus service in the national territories of
Argentina.

growing

.It

is

proposed to

districts of

initiate a -service

San Javier and Tacaruare

in

the tobacco-

in the territory

of Misiones, where tobacco cultivators frequently suffer losses

because of lack of transportation

facilities.

trial,

system became evident.

several fundamental objections
One of the most serious was

telphers in

operation, the

breakdowns ranging from three

average
to four

hours and resulting not only in a corresponding direct loss, but
also in the demoralization of the working force. At times of
breakdowns or current trouble, the system afforded no alternative method of handling the business, while it was also
found to lack elasticity, as the telpher tracks more properly

covered a line than an area. The system offered no possibility
of speeding up under the pressure which comes in nearly all
freight houses during certain parts of the day.
The buggies were heavy and clumsy, blocking the platforms. As they were 4 ft. by 6 ft. in size and weighed empty
about 1,000 lb., they were too large and heavy to be run
directly into the cars, making necessary a rehandling of the
freight at each end. It was also impossible to counterweigkt
in any way to balance the dead load and the average live
load, in consequence of which an excessive use of electric
current was required. This system of overhead transmission
was found to be comparatively unsafe, causing numerous personal injuries and relatively heavy damage to freight, the latIn
ter item being estimated to average $1,000 per month.
addition, the repairs to equipment, platforms and scales were

:
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relatively heavy, while the telphers were noisy and interfered
materially with calling and checking freight, leading to frequent errors. There was also some damage caused by grease
and oil dropping from the carriers.
Because of these various conditions, the cost of handling
freight was not reduced to the figure expected when the house
was built, but on the contrary, it rose materially until in
October and November of last year it averaged $0,595 per
ton, exclusive of

damage

to freight, repairs to telphers, loss
of which were

on account of improper weighing, etc., all
to amount to a total cost approaching $1 per ton of freight
handled. Also, although there was a track standing capacity of
117 cars and an average of only 70 cars were actually handled
per day. the house had practical!}' reached the limit of its
capacity under the existing sjstem of operation and a change
became imperative. .Accordingly, careful studies of the situaesti-

mated

tion were made, as a result of which it was found that the
two-level house was well adapted for this particular location
that the construction of the building proper could not

Vol.

57,

No. 10

the truckers leaving or picking up their trucks at the
elevator and not moving from floor to floor.
In this way while the track standing capacity of the entire
side,

house has been reduced from 117 to 102

cars, the real capacity

of the house has been increased to this latter figure

from

75.

same time the cost of handling this freight has already
been reduced from approximately $1 per ton to $0.39. with a
.\t

the

This plan has the further
possibility of further reduction.
advantage that when additional capacity is needed it will be
possible to return to the two-level house for the M. K. & T.
outbound business, giving a total estimated capacity of 174
cars. While it is true that the investment in the telpher sjstem has been wiped out by these changes, the advantages of
the two-level house as installed here over the one-level house
commonly built in St. Louis and. elsewhere throughout the
country, have been sufficient to more than oflfset the loss in
this regard, and it is now being operated at a cost low

enough

to yield a

good return upon the

entire investment.

and

readily be improved upon.

Xo change

in the

building proper

DESIGN OF JOLIET INTERLOCKING

was therefore suggested.

The rearrangement

effected

is

shown

in the

The

accompanying

drawing and consists essentially of the following features.
On the lower, or track floor, the space between the outside
edge of the east row of columns and the inside edge of the
low next west was housed in and extended north almost to
Mound street, making a freight house 42 ft. wide by 550 ft. long.

Juliet interUicking. ilescribeil in the Kuilicay

Age

Cacclte

of -August 28. page 381, protects the crossing of the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe and the Chica.go &
Rock Island & Pacific and the Michigan

.Alton with the Chicago,

Central.

T. S. Stevens,

signal engineer of the Santa Ke, G. \V. Hulsizer, signal engineer

of

the .Alton,

and

.A.

G.

Shaver, then signal engineer of the

BrOQdiVOy.

Re-Arrangement

of

Lower Floor

of

M. K.

&

T. Freight

The two tracks Xos. 5 and 6 were removed, and the island
platforms extended to provide a floor for this house, which
was assigned to M. K. & T. outbound business in connection
with the five tracks Nos. 7 to 11, inclusive. The intermediate
island platforms were retained with the exception of the one
between tracks 9 and 10^, which was replaced with another
track.
The rails were removed from the Xo. 4 team track
immediately east of the house, and this area was saved to

House Showing New Platforms and Track Changes

Rock

making the design. The cost of conand maintenance is apportioned as follows

Island, co-operated in

struction, operation
xxz\vxiOT,.

Topeka & Santa Fe

38 per cent
32 per cent
30 per cent

Chicago & Alton
Chicago, Rock Island

&

Pacific,

and the Michigan Central

Xhe construction work was done by
credit for the design should not

(^ (hgj

the

Rock

Island, but entire

have been given

in

our

article

company.

serve as a drivewaj' for the use of trucks delivering freight

outbound house.
Track No. 13 was also taken up and a platform

to this

place with four elevators.

built in its

In connection with the upper or

used as an inbound house for both
\V. freight, as well as an outbound
house for the T. St. L. & W. Electric elevators were installed
and the drop truck system of operation was adopted on this
street level floor this

M. K. & T. and T.

is

St. L.

&

New Use for English Dixixc C.\rs.— In addition to its work
of carrjing the troops, the Great Eastern Railway of England is
converting its restaurant and kitchen cars into ambulances. The
interior fittings are removed, and the interior arranged with ambulance materials, everything being done on the most approved
principles.

—

Report

of

the

Joint

Committee

on

Pay

Mail

Bourne Committee Recommends Payment by Space;
21 Cents a Mile. Post-Office Department Criticized
The Joint Congressional Committee which has been studying the railway mail pay question since Januar}% 1913. issued
its report on Monday last, and a bill embodying the committee's recommendation was introduced in Congress bjSenator Bankhead. The report is a pamphlet of 124 pages,
and presents a well digested summary of all that the government has done in this matter since 1878. It recommends
that the calculations for paying the railway for their services
Iiy weight be done away -with; that the railway's be relieved
I carrying mails between stations and post offices and that
rates be fixed by law. and not in any degree left within the
discretion of the postmaster general, except in connection
with certain details named in the proposed bill. The basis
of the rates per car per mile is a proportion of the calculated
receipts of the railways per passenger train mile, the committee assuming that existing passenger rates are fair and
reasonable. Unlimited free transportation of railway postal
clerks to and from their homes is continued.
The committee consists of Jonathan Bourne, jr.. chairman, Harry A. Richardson. John H. Bankhead. James B.
Lloyd. Wm. E. Tuttle, jr., and John \V. Weeks. Senators
Bourne and Richardson are no longer members of Congress.
their terms having expired in March, 1913: but they have
continued to act on the joint committee, serving without pay
and paj'ing their own expenses.
The report, by order of the committee, was' prepared bj' the
chairman; and the assents of the other members are in the
form of letters printed in the preface to the report. Mr.
Richardson gives hearty approval; but the other members
decline to join Mr. Bourne in his severe criticisms of the
post office department, and also object to his unfavoralile
declaration on the general subject of government ownership of public utilities.
mittee's conclusions are
is

printed below, nearly

The

principal features of the

com-

embodied in a proposed bill which
full; and the thirteen chapters of
arguments supporting the

in

Commerce Commission, has been 25.3 cents
The car mile revenue for passenger service,
excluding mail, express and milk, is probably over 26 cents.
Other calculations confirm the view that 25 cents a mile is
fair to the government for hauling a 60-ft. mail car; but it
is recognized that more satisfactory data concerning the cost
of transportation might warrant giving the railroads a more
liberal sum.
This 25-cent rate includes terminal service. To make a
separate charge for this the committee examined the cost of
switching; and finally concluded that $1.25 would be fair for
each of the six movements usually made with a mail car on
the

Interstate

per car mile.

a

round

and

trip;

was added

to this

—

the different kinds of services are as

Joint Committee Rate!5 ON 60-FT. CaI>
-Average

Terminal
(round

Unit^

Terminal
Average (single

trip)

Line
Cents

distance

60-ft. R. P. 0. $8.50
60-ft. storage.
8.50
30-ft. apartm't.
5.50

4.00
1.00

21.00
21.00
11.00
6.00
3.00

301.0
556.0
185.0
80.5

.50

1.50

1

5ft. apartm't.

7- ft.

2-ft.

pouch...
pouch.

.Ml

.

.

(

S

3.5]

lieve 21

that

table that this

long

is

an important simplification. The adoption of
and three linear feet for pouches

in baggage cars
settles many difficult questions.
The assumption that the present average passenger car mile revenue is ample and reasonable is based on the fact that present rates of fare have been so generally approved by railroad
commissions, legislatures and courts. The average passenger revenue for the past five years, as shown by reports of
(

)

21.76
24.97
33.94
38.13
44.49

21.82

24.69

makes an estimated

dist.

1.000
miles

Cents

Cents.

22.41

25.25
25.25
27.50
32.00
29.99
35.00

21.42

of the

It will

total

For
_

Cents

2L42
22.55
24.80
26.13
30.50

committee bebe seen by the

compensation of 22.41

cents per mile per car, for the average distance, as

compared

the average for five years reported by the

Commerce Com.mission

ft.

100
miles

21.0
21.0
22.0
24.0
25.7
30.0

cents to be too low a rate.

combined

For

$4.25
4.25
5.50
8.00
4.29
5.00

some members

line

For
average

Line
Cents

Miles

state

15

following

60-ft. car basis

trip)

units

The report says

on

T erm'l an d

views embodied in the bill.
Chapter 1 explains the reasons for different features of the
bill
chapter 2 is a historical review, including a resume of
the testimony taken by the committee and of the statistical
studies made by Mr. Lorenz. statistician of the Interstate
Commerce Commission, temporarily employed bj' the joint
committee; chapter 3 discusses the weight basis of compensation, disclosing its defects; chapter 4 deals with the post
office department's claim that the railroads are over paid;
chapter 5 is a study of the question of reasonable rates;
chapter 6 compares mail with express and other chapters
make comparisons with passenger traffic and Pullman service. Chapter 10 declares against government ownership of
railway post office cars and chapters 11 and 12 criticize severely the conduct of the post office department in many

units of seven linear feet

raite

Rate per unit

25.3,

At the beginning of their studies the committee soon decided in favor of paying by space instead of by weight, and
also to establish a terminal charge separate from the charge
for transportation over the line. The adoption of a standard
length of car, 60 ft., and standard apartments 30 ft. and

in the

liAS.S

.

with

matters.

shown

table:

the report contain the facts and

;

two cleanings of

$1 for

This makes up the .rate of $8.50, named in the bill.
Calculating on the average length of the runs of mail cars
which average is admitted to be inexact the committee
adopts a line rate of 21 cents a mile, and the calculations for
the car.

Inter-

for all cars in passenger trains.

Because of the belief on the part of some of the committee
is too low, and because of the meagerness of the
information at the committee's command, a clause in the bill
provides for revision of the figures after the new rates shall
have been in force two years.
Under the rates recommended the committee estimates that
the cost to the government will be about $65,000,000. as compared with an appropriation of about $62,000,000 for the cur-rent fiscal year. The proposed rates are fixed, not maximum,
and the transportation of the mails by the railroads is made
compulsory. The fiction that railroads when dissatisfied may
refuse to perform the service should no longer be recognized.
If they have such a right public opinion forces them to forego
insistence on it.
In chapter 5 the committee gives the data justifying its
There is no
conclusions as to what is a reasonable rate.
reason why the government should not pay the same rate
It is claimed
for the use of a car as is paid by passengers.
that the mail service is a wholesale traffic; but the government
does not pay in advance, as do passengers, and, moreover.
that 21 cents

imposes penalties for delays. It also requires the mail to
be carried on fast trains without extra pay. The committee
makes rates universal throughout the country because there is
no practicable basis on which a difference can be made in
it

favor of lines where the traffic is light.
A chapter is given to comparisons of mail and express earnings, but the evidence is unsatisfactory and largely inconclusive. The post office department's attempt to show higher
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relative railroad earnings

from mail

is

rejected as reckless

Comparing with earnings from passengers and from mail
the committee finds that practically every expense
which improves the passenger traffic in speed, regularity,
frequency or safety, is also beneficial in a corresponding
degree to the mail service; and the mail service, therefore,
traffic

should yield to the railroads a revenue per car mile equal to
that found to be reasonable for passenger service.
Chapter 9 contains an analysis of the bill presented by the
committee. The provision that payment for a car must always be made for a round trip will put an end to unfair requirements of the post office department which have made

empty considerable distances without compensation, though it is provided that the Postmaster
General may, if he can, contract with a railroad (as. for example, for storage cars) to pay for single trips only. In some
cases the railroads may be able to use a storage car for other
necessary to

haul

cars

service in the return direction.

The committee considers at length the question of government ownership of railway post office cars, taking up particularly the statement of

Postmaster General Vilas

in

1887

government would profit greatly by having cars of
A comparison is made with rate charged by railits own.
roads for hauling special cars, owned by outside parties, and
the conclusion is reached that gove>rnment ownership would
be much more expensive than the present system of com-

that the

pensation.
state

left

to

the

discretion

the

of

"The record herewith presented

and misleading.

is

be

shall
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Calculating on

the available data, the Interwould be forced to allow higher

all

Commerce Commission

The
the committee now recommends.
committee points out that the government probably would
not be able to maintain and repair cars as cheaply as his
work is done by the government, and government service is
usually extravagant. In the parcel post service the government employs men at an average of $93 a month, whereas
the express companies pay an average of less than $50 a
month.
In chapters 11 and 12 the committee sets forth in strong
language the unbusinesslike way in which data desired by
the committee in its investigations \vas made up and presented by the post office department, and also by the representatives of the railroads. The post office department presented estimates of alleged overpayment by the government
to the ra*lroads, but under criticism changed these three
times, in each case having to admit that it had been unfair
The railroad companies in like manner
to the railroads.
varied their estimates of under payments from $15,000,000
were "either reckless or else had no
they
and
to $38,000,000.
The inadequacy of the statistics furnished
definite data."
by the post office department "is no more subject to criticism
than the seeming lack of frankness with which the department prepared statistics for submission to Congress."
Reference is made to the order issued in 1907 by which
the method of averaging the daily weight of mail was changed
so as to reduce the pay to the railways $5,000,000 yearly.
This, with the recommendation of Postmaster General Hitchcock that the railroads be paid actual cost of operation and
taxes with 6 per cent profit, no adequate allowance being
made for return on capital employed, is used as an argument
against clothing the postmaster general with discretion in

rates per car than

making rates.
These and other

such as sending magazines by freight
by Chairman Bourne to be evidences of
"bureaucracy gone mad."
acts,

post

office

department.

demonstrates the wis-

fully

dom of Congress in refusing to enact the legislation proposed
by the post office department in its four suggested plans.
believe it better for Congress to bear the unjust
.

We

.

.

of

criticisms

who

those

upon the

to place

are

misled

by

hasty

advisers

than

books laws which will be demonbe unworthy the approval of men

statute

strated by experience to
charged with the sacred trust of legislating intelligently for
all the people of the United States.
"It has been our view that it is not our duty to endeavor
to make out a case that is favorable or unfavorable to either

government or the railroads, but to ascertain with as
great accuracy as possible what is a reasonable compensation
believe that' the government should deal
to be paid.
justly with its citizens, for if it expects them to deal justly
the

We

with one another and with the government, the government
must set the example by dealing justly with them. To what
extent the rates we suggest will increase the total amount of
compensation is largely problematical for the reason that it
cannot be known in advance exactly what space the post office department will authorize for the transportation of mail.

We

however, on the showing made in the
enactment and operation of our suggested bill will not result in increased postal expenditures
of more than $3,000,000 over the actual appropriations carried
firmly believe,

Lorenz

table that the

post office appropriation bill for railway-mail pay,
including inland transportation by railroads, postal pay for
freight or exprcssage, and railway post oflfice car service.
"That there should be an increase in railway-mail pay need
not be surprising; in fact,, it must be expected. The volume

in the last

of postal revenue increased at the average rate of about 7
per cent per annum, or an average of about $13,000,000 a year
during the 10-year period from 1903 to 1913. This necessarily means a corresponding increase in the volume of mail.
No reasonable man can expect that the government can increase its postal revenues at an average rate of $13,000,000

per year without increasing its expenses in practically all
departments of the service, though perhaps at a smaller ratio.
In this connection it is pertinent to remark that although the
postal revenues doubled in that 10-year period railway-mail

compensation increased only 20 per

cent.

.

.

."

COMMITTEE BILL
Section
if

1.

practicable,

From January

1,

1915,

or from an earlier date

the postmaster general

is

authorized and

di-

rected to readjust the compensation to be paid steam railraod
companies for the transportation of mail on passenger trains,

cabooses of freight trains, and
connected therewith at the rates hereinafter
named Prozidcd, That where two or more railroads have varying distances between the same points, the compensation for

mixed
for

trains, mail trains, or

services
:

the longer distances

may

be reduced to that of the shortest dis-

tance by mutual agreement between the Postmaster General and
the railroad companies.
The Postmaster General may authorize mail service
Sec. 2.
of the following five classes, namely Full railway postoffice car
service, apartment railway postoffice car service, storage-car serv:

ice,

closed-pouch service, and side and transfer service.
railway postoffice cars and storage cars shall be of a

Full

measurement Provided, That
be authorized for the round trip in
the respective rates hereinafter named for 30

standard length of 60
30 or 15 ft. of space

baggage

cars,

at

ft.,

inside

:

may

Apartment cars shall be of two standft. apartment cars.
ard lengths, namely 30 ft. and 15 ft. inside measurements.
Closed-pouch mail service shall be the transportation of mail
in pouches, bags, or hampers in custody of railroad employees
on trains on which no full railway postoffice cars or apartment
Closed-iJouch service may be authorized
cars are authorized.
in units of three linear feet or seven linear feet, inside meas-

trains, are declared

or 15

In conclusion the report says:
are convinced that space should be substituted for
weight as the basis for compensation; that the rates should
be such as will yield a car-mile revenue approximating the
car-mile revenue derived from passenger service; that legislation on this subject should be drawn as specifically and
comprehensively as possible, and that as little as need be

urement: Provided. That not more than seven, linear feet of
space shall be authorized on any one train at the rates here-

"We

:
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4,

:

closed-pouch

437

and transfer
between railroad
stations and postoffices supplied therefrom and between railroad

For 30-ft. railway postoffice apartment-car service, a terminal
charge of $5.50 for each round trip, or $2.75 for each single
trip, of a 30-ft. apartment car, irrespective of the
distance run,

stations.

and in addition thereto a line charge at the rate of 11 cents
per mile run.

inafter

specified

for

service

shall

be

the

service.

transportation

Side

of mail

Authorizations of railway postoffice cars, apartment cars, and
storage cars herein provided for shall be for the round trip of
the car and the maximum space authorized in one direction
shall be determinative of the space to be paid for in the oppo-

upon between the PostGeneral and the railroad company in any particular
Provided, That authorizations may be changed only at
case
points where the switching of cars into or out of trains would
not delay the running of such trains
And provided further,
That not more than one apartment car shall be authorized on
any one train. Authorizations for mail service under this act
may be made upon any passenger or mixed train scheduled for
site

direction, unless otherwise agreed

master
:

:

upon the caboose of any freight

public use, or

may

mail trains

and

train,

fast-

be contracted for at rates not exceeding those

hereinafter named.
"

Service by railway postoffice, apartment, and storage
cars shall include the carriage therein of all mail matter equipSec.

3.

For 15-ft. railway postoffice apartment-car service, a terminal
charge of $4 for each round trip, or $2 for each single trip, of
a 15-ft. apartment car, irrespective of distance run, and in addition thereto a line charge at the rate of 6 cents per mile run.
For closed-pouch service, when a 3-ft. unit is authorized, a

terminal charge of SO cents for a round trip, or 25 cents for a
single trip, irrespective of the distance run, and in addition
thereto a Hne charge at the rate of lj4 cents per mile for the
authorized number of miles. When a 7-ft. unit is authorized,
terminal charge of $1 for a round trip, or SO cents for a
trip, irrespective of the distance run, and in additioti
thereto a line charge at the rate of 3 cents per mile for the authorized number of miles.
a

single

For storage car service a terminal charge of $8.50 for each
round trip, or $4.25 for each single trip, of a 60-ft. car, irrespective of the distance run. and in addition thereto a line

ment, and supplies for the mail service
Provided, That the
Postmaster General is authorized to return to the mail, when

charge at the rate of 21 cents per mile run.

space paid for and not
stamped envelopes, newspaper wrappers, empty mail bags, equipment, and other supplies of the postal service.
The rates fixed by this act shall also

by the

:

practicable

for

the

utilization

of

car

needed for the mails, postal cards,

cover ,the transportation of persons

who

are discharging

duties in connection with the railway mail service.

official

Such per-

Payment

from their homes to the beginning of a mail run to which
they have been assigned or to their homes from such mail run,
and all other persons while discharging official duties as inspectors or supervisors of the railway mail service or in any

manner assigned

other

to

duty

in

the administration

of

such

service.

The

provided for herein shall further cover expenses
and receiving mails at car doors and the

rates

of delivering within

switching, lighting, heating, furnishing of suitable drinking water,

'the

and cleaning of mail

cars.

Railroad companies carrying

mails shall furnish reasonable facilities for caring for and
in their custody.
They shall furnish all

handling them while

and distribution
of the mails, except as herein otherwise provided, and place
them in stations before the departure of trains at and for such
They shall
reasonable time as the department may require.
also provide reasonable station space and rooms for handling
the transfer of mails in transit, and for offices and rooms for
the employees of the postal service engaged in such transportation, when required by the Postmaster General.
Sec. 4.
Standard specifications shall be prepared by the Postmaster General for the construction and fittings of full railway
postoffice, cars, 30-ft. apartment cars, 15-ft. apartment cars, and
cars or parts of cars used in the transportation

named shall apply only to
accordance with such standard
Provided, That whenever a railroad company is unable to furnish standard cars or apartments of the length requested, the
storage cars,
cars

and the

constructed and

may

Postmaster General

herein

rates

fitted

in

accept cars of lesser length if sufficient
and pay only for the actual space

and transfer service

not be covered

shall

other persons for the performance of such service at the lowest
rates obtainable.

sons shall include clerks handling mail in cars, clerks traveling

for side

rates named herein.
The Postmaster General is authorized to provide, in his discretion, by regulation screen or
other wagon, automobile, or mail messenger service under existing law, or to contract virith the railroad company or with

Sec.
in

Railroad companies whose railroads were constructed
in part by a land grant made by Congress on con-

6.

whgle or

dition that the mail should be transported over their roads at

such price as Congress should by law direct shall receive only
eighty per centum of the compensation which would otherwise

be authorized by this act.
After the rates specified in this act shall have been
Sec. 7.
in

eflfect

two years, the Interstate Commerce
whenever requested by the Postmaster Gen-

for a period of

Commission

shall,

or by the representatives of railroads with an aggregate
mileage of at least twenty-five per centum of the mileage of
railroads carrying mail, make an investigation of the justice
and report
and reasonableness of rates then in effect,
eral

.

to Congress at the earliest practicable date.

.

.

.

.

.

All laws or parts of laws prescribing fines on railr
Sec. 8.
road companies for failing or refusing to perform mail service
and furnishing facilities therefor when required by the Postmaster General are continued in fofce and made applicable to
this

act.

companies carrying the mails shall submit under
oath, when and in such forms as may be required by the Postmaster General, evidence as to the performance of service.
Sec. 9. It shall be unlawful for any railroad company to refuse to perform mail service at the rates of compensation specified in this act when required by the Postmaster General so to
do, and for every such offense it shall be fined not exceeding
Railroad

refusal shall constitute a separate offense.
All laws or parts of laws in conflict with the provisions of this act are hereby repealed.
$5,000.

Sec

Each day of

10.

.

.

.

for the needs of the service,

furnished, the compensation to be a pro rata of that provided
for by this act for the standard lengths requested:

And

provided

General may accept cars and
apartments of greater length than those of the standard requested, but no compensation shall be allowed for such excess

further.

That

the

Postmaster

lengths.
Sec.

S.

The

rates of

payment for the services authorized

m

accordance with this act shall be as follows, namely
For full railway postoffice car service, a' terminal charge of
or $4.25 for tach single trip, of a 60ft. car. irrespective of the distance run, and in addition thereto
a line charge at the rate of 21 cents per mile run.

$8.50 for each

round

trip,

—

Experiments with All-Steel C.\rs in Indi.'^. At the present
time several Indian railway lines are carrying on experiments
with all-steel cars, and it is said that others will also probably
Metal freight cars have already been
undertake experiments.
used in India for some time, but passenger cars are usually
Owing to the
built of teakwood resting on steel underframes.
intense heat and in some cases the great changes in temperature
through which the cars run, the wood warps, swells or shrinks,
thus affecting the joints. The wood of which the cars are made
and
has been cheap, but lately the price of teak has been rising
that of steel has fallen.

Improvements

Pennsylvania

Cleveland

in

Separating Grades at Heven Street Crossings, Building
New Freight Station eind Altering Pcissenger Station
In the general plan to separate grades at

on

its

all

line entering the city of Cleveland, the

street crossings

Cleveland

&

Pitts-

one of the subsidiary companies of the Pennsylvania
Lines West, divided the work into five groups numbered conburgh,

secutively

from the Union

southeastern

limit

of the

on the lake front

station

city,

a distance

of about

7',2

to

the

miles.

Groups IV and V, embracing the section between the city limits
and Holton avenue, have been finished, and the work on group
II, extending from Central avenue to East Twenty-sixth street,

2'/^

II

and temporary subways over two

streets,

among which

are the most important thoroughfares serving the east side of
the

citv.

.According

the terras

to

In connection with this

elevating

to

of

ordinance under which this

the

the Pennsylvania handled all the

the

building

tracks,

work two main

tracks have

etc..

work

in-

walls

and

and the

city

retaining

bridges over the streets, depressing streets,

involved the elevation of tracks for

miles through a densely settled industrial and resi-

dential section, and the building of permanent subways over 11
streets,

the station.

cident

EXTENT OF THE WORK

The work on group

.0.8 per cent
grade, which is the ruling
grade on the division, so that it is improbable that any further
elevation of these tracks can be undertaken. If the new Union
station is located on higher ground on the steep hill facing the
lake, as is now planned, the two Pennsylvania passenger tracks
entering this station will probably be elevated so as to eliminate
the remaining grade crossings between Twenty-sixth street and

work was performed,

has recently been completed.

nearly

are on a continuous

repaved the streets and made the necessary changes in sewers
and water mains. The cost of right of way other than that
used for additional railway facilities, of retaining walls, em-

bankment under existing tracks, changes in existing side, switch
and industrial tracks, bridges to carry existing tracks over
Euclid avenue and streets south of that point, and to carry all
tracks over Windsor avenue and streets north, street paving,
changes to sewers and water mains, changes in street grades,
damages to abutting property and all other incidental expenses
were divided between the city and the railway in the proportion
of 35 per cent and 65 per cent, respectively. In addition to its
of the above expense, the railway paid the

share of 65 per cent

and all other work made necessarj'
which are being provided. The total
cost of the work w:js about $2,800,000. of which the city's share
was estimated at $912,000. This amount was authorized to be
paid from the grade crossing fund created by the sale of grade
total cost of bridges,

by the additional

filling

facilities

owning

tracks,

pipes, conduits, poles, etc., located in the streets affected

by the

All public service corporations

crossing bonds.

work were required

pay the cost of making changes to these
lines, with the exception that the relaying of the street railway
tracks in the permanent pavement was considered a part of the
cost of track elevation work, and divided between the city and
to

the railroad.

METHODS LSED IN SEP.\RATINC
All tracks were elevated on

CR.\DES

embankments between

retaining

and refuse in addition to 84,000 cu. yd. of excavation removed from streets and
foundations, most of which was used for fill, although this was
optional with the contractor. The former material was collected
along the division, hauled in in dump cars and placed in the
embankment by company forces. The remainder of the work
was handled under contract. The work of building retaining
walls and street bridges, and of placing the fill was complicated
by the necessity of keeping two traffic tracks open at all times,
and handling trains without interruption at intervals as short as
walls, requiring about 240,000 cu. yd. of slag

A

Portion of the City of Ctevelsuid Showing the Pennsylvania's

Entrance

been added on
will help

this

section,

making

it

a four-track

line,

which

materially in handling the heavy ore traffic from the

unloading dock on the lake front west of the Union station.
Also a new freight house and team yard have been built, and
some additions and alterations made to the Euclid avenue passenger station which handles fully half of the road's passenger
business at Cleveland.
New automatic signals were installed,
and electro-pneumatic interlocking plants were located at the
ends of the four-track section. The additional width required
for the third and fourth tracks made necessary some changes
between Hamilton avenue and Thirty-third street, where a small
brick round house had to be cut through and the leads to this
house and the local freight house a short distance east, had to
be rearranged. The east end of the local freight yard between
Thirtj'-third and Twenty-sixth streets had to be raised to conform to the new main line grade as the two passenger tracks
are carried through the center of this yard.
The freight tracks from Twentj'-sixth street to the ore dock

The

eight or nine minutes during the ore season.

right of

way

on which to handle this traffic, and to carry on the construction
work, has a maximum width of 60 ft., and in some places is
As all streets had to be kept open it
considerably narrower.
was necessary to drive continuous temporary trestles before the
traffic

tracks could be elevated.

caused some modification of the genmethod adopted was about as follows West of
Windsor avenue two trestles were driven along the south side
of the right of way and traffic turned over these temporar>'

Although

local conditions

eral plan, the

tracks.

:

The north

ments and
struction

After the

the.

trestle
fill

retaining wall, the north half of the abut-

north half of the

fill

were then

driven close to the north

had been widened

sufficiently

built

right

from a conof

way

line.

to carry a second

track, traffic was shifted to this track from the outside temporary
trestle on the south, and this trestle was used for construction

September
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purposes in building the south retaining wall, the remaining half
of the abutments and for placing the remainder of the fill.

On

the other side of

Windsor avenue

system could not
be used on account of the interference that would have resulted

Roof
to passenger traffic at the Euclid

of

this

New

avenue

Concourse

sation.

The

at

Euclid

old station

with two tracks at grade along the south side of the right of
kept in service while work was under way on the
north retaining wall and the north half of the fill. Then traffic

way was

4.39

was put up on the new grade on a temporary location between
two temporary platforms reached by .stairways from the street,
and from the old freight station which was remodeled to serve
as

a temporary passenger station.

Avenue

Station

The

old passenger

station

Under Construction

which had been

built only eight years before,

cellent condition,

was moved back about 40

and was
ft.

still in

ex-

to allow a cov-

ered concourse to be built between the station and the south
retaining wall.
This concourse has a reinforced concrete roof

Euclid .-\venue Freight

House and Yard

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE
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built

A

up of beams and

slabs,

and

is

lighted by prismatic skylights.

from the concourse under the
tracks to two island platforms. A baggage and express building
has been added adjoining the station on the south, and a baggage
subway extends from this building under the tracks with elevators reaching the two island platforms. The handling of the
work at Euclid avenue was also influenced by the desire to
20- ft. passenger

complete the

new

subway

freight

will lead

station

opposite

just

As many

station at as early a date as possible.

the

passenger

Passenger and Freight Station Layout

was

necessary- during the course of the work.

temporary approach grade was

0.8 per

cent in

siderably above the permanent grade.

64S(f

division forces.

SUBWAY AND RETAINING WALL CONSTRUCTION

In lowering this street

the construction of 11 permanent bridges

The work involved

and two temporary structures, one providing

a

10-ft..

and the

Avenue Showing Temporary Arrangements

signed

the

track standards are

up to the best Pennsylvania practice. 100-lb. rail being laid on
oak ties with rock ballast. The track work was handled by the

nther a

As

The

necessary to eliminate the facing point.

order to keep

20-ft..

to

driveway.

carry

four

avenue, just south

which

of

The permanent bridges were

tracks
the

with

the

exception

of

all

de-

Carnegie

the new freight yard,
The agreement with the city re-

entrance to

will carry five tracks.

quired the construction of bridges which would give the full
width of the street under the subway, these street widths varying

from 60 ft. to 132 ft. Curb supports were allowed in all cases,
and at Superior avenue, where the street is 132 ft. wide, two

SO

Sia.6400
Profiles of Old,

work was completed. No facing point switches
were used for these industrial tracks, a double rail track with
trailing switch being resorted to wherever this expedient was

at Euclid

operated tracks had to be elevated over Cedar avenue before
the work of lowering that street could be completed, the temporary trestle was driven at an elevation high enough to clear
the street car traffic on the old street level, which raised it con-

No. 10

one at the elevation of the temporary track, and another after

The maximum

within the limits of the ruling grade on the division.

57,

the permanent

as four mixers

were used in pushing the concrete work in this locality.
The accompanying profile shows the change in grade that is
made by the new improvement with the temporary grade that

Vol.

40

60

New and Temporary Grades on Group

II

of the

Cleveland Track Elevation

supports were

alkjwed between the curbs.

The

one street car track was kept in service continuously, a practice
which was followed in all cases.

intermediate

The reconstruction of industrial sidings to connect with the
new grade was left to the companies owning the industries,

proach grade was 4 per cent, although this maximum was
only used in three cases, and at important streets the grade was
two per cent or less. The clearance was 15 ft., except at three

and

in

some cases these companies had

to build

two

trestles.

maximum

street

depression was 8.7

ft.

and the

maximum

-apj-

September

streets
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where a lower

limit

was allowed.

At seven

of the streets

provision for street car lines had to be made.

The subways
abutments and

are in general trough floor bridges on concrete
steel

sign with spread

The abutments

columns.

no

are of mass de-

being used in the foundaThe columns are carried on concrete piers with grillage

tions.

footings,

piles

The columns support transverse

tops.

the troughs are run at

longest rim girder span

i^L

is

dlYz

ft.

and
column

girders,

right angles to the

at east Fortieth

441

In placing the retaining walls, a stratum of quicksand was
encountered in almost all cases.
On account of the lack of
right of way, the footings of the walls could not project beyond
the wall face, and the walls were designed with a toe support
of 13-in. square concrete piles 16 ft. long driven on six-ft.

general

in

lines.

The

street,

and

Jfc.-^^. ...I. :)^l\

L

HL^Jc mfl:

:>
1

Temporary

Trestle

struction

Over St. Clair Avenue, Showing Type
Used and Provision for Street Traffic

the longest trough span

is

45

ft.

avenue bridge, on account of

at
its

Con-

Payne avenue. The Superior
extreme length, is provided

with a high concrete parapet wall to improve

The

o(

its

appearance.

Typical Floor Construction on Trough Floor Subway, Using Blaw

avenue bridge is not of the trough floor type,
the tracks being supported on transverse girders with buckle

Steel

Clair

St.

plate covers.

The transverse

girders are supported by

web con-

The quicksand was

confined and was so near the
had been drained by the sewers, making the
difficult.
.\ two-inch jet was therefore used with very good results.
After turning on the jet a
pile would frequently drop of its own weight for half its
length. A No. 2 Vukan steam hammer was used very success-

centers.

nections and the lower flanges of the rim girders.

surface

In order to save concrete and decrease the dead load on the
trough floor bridges, the troughs were not completely filled with
A four-inch layer was placed in the bottom and along
each side, the latter supporting a steel arch form at an eleva-

driving of these piles very

concrete.

Finished

Subway Over Perkins Avenue — One

making

Arch Forms

that

it

of the Typical Bridges

highest point level with the top of the trough.
A continuous layer of concrete with a minimum thickness of
about seven inches was then laid over the, troughs and these arch
tion

iorms.

its

The water-proofing,

compound, was covered by
cement.

consisting of five-ply felt and asphalt
a protecting coat of two inches of

A Row

of

Concrete Piles in Place for Toe Supports, Under
Retaining Wall

:
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for

fully

driving the concrete

from 25 to 30

piles,

a good

day's

retaining wall

reinforced with one inch rods spaced

is

center to center, and

way line. The inside face of the wall is stepped down.
four-way conduits are carried on each wall with manholes
These conduits are designed to carry
low tension wires on one side of the right of way. and hi§h
tension on the other.
One section of retaining wall 1.500 ft.
long has been under load for more than a year, and as j-et no
settlement whatever is noticeable. The wall is in excellent line,
showing that the use of the concrete piles has proved very
satisfactory in securing a good piece of work.
The cost for a
design such as the one used is very little higher than would
have been necessary to build a wall with a wide toe. Some of
right of

Two

convenient points.

at

the

retaining walls were built with horizontal scoring for the

ornamental
city

it

but as this was not very well favored by the

effect,

conditions will in due course be restored, and

Xa
it

is

10

hoped

that the public will

is built in sections of 30 ft. with
expansion joints at 60 ft. intervals.
A three-inch coping is
placed on the walls, and the batter below the coping varies
with the height in order to place the toe of the wall on the

in.

More normal

run being

piles.

was stopped.

recognize the necessity for the special conditions, and
the general interest, accommodate themselves to the inconvenience

in

will,

The
12

Vol. 57,

involved.

The railway executive committee is composed of the general
managers of 10 of the leading railways in Great Britain, with
the president of the Board of Trade as official chairman and
H. .\. Walker, general manager of the London & South Western,
as acting chairman,
.-^n .American, H. W. Thornton, general
manager of the Great Eastern and formerly general superintendent of the Long Island, was not numbered among those chosen
at first, but the committee had been in charge of affairs only
two days when he was asked to become a temporary member,
which he did.
This committee, through Mr. Walker, immediately issued a
notice to the public explaining the situation, and stating that the
control of the railways had been taken over by the government
for the purpose of insuring that the locomotives, rolling stock

and

staff

could be used as one complete unit in the best interests

of the state for the

"The

plies.

parent," the

The

piles in the temporary trestles were from 2S to 32 ft.
and were driven with the jet. The stringers on these
trestles were lapped over the entire width of the caps to save
framing of stringers and corbels, and this plan was quite satisfactory.
The total length of the temporary trestle was 28.000
ft., 90.000 cu. yd. of concrete was required, 2,400 concrete piles
were driven. 6,000 tons of bridge steel were used, and 100,000
sq.
ft.
of waterproofing, 24,000 sq. yd. of street paving and
10.000 sq. yd of sidewalk were laid.
The contract for pile driving, excavation and concrete work
was let to the Brownell Improvement Company, Chicago; the
steel was fabricated by the Fort Pitt Bridge Company, Pittsburgh, and was erected by the Strobel Steel Construction Company, Chicago.
The work was handled under the direction of
R. Trimble, chief engineer maintenance of way North West
System, and H. W. Petersen, engineer in charge.

long,

movement

announcement

and food suponce become ap-

of troops, stores,

necessity for this action
said,

"when

must
it

is

at

realized that certain

ports through which the bulk of our food supplies enters this
country may be closed for the purpose of such food supplies and
in that event the rolling stock, locomotives, etc., may have to be

diverted to other lines for the purpose of serving other ports.

The

staff

on each railway will remain under the same control
and will receive their instructions through the

heertofore,

as

same channels as in the past."
The announcement also stated that in order to give due effect
to the instructions received from the War Office and the
.Admiralty for the

movement

of troops,

etc..

it

might be neces-

sary to discontinue, at short notice, a portion of the advertised
service or to close certain of the lines against ordinary

and

traffic,

American railway officers who have been inclined toward discouragement on account of the poor business conditions and the
resulting effect on traffic and earnings which have prevailed in
this country for several months, and which still exist, with con-

under such circumstances, no responsibility could be
accepted for any delay or loss that might arise.
The act under which control of the railways was taken by the
government provides that when the Crown by an order in council
declares that an emergency has arisen in which it is expedient
for the public service that the government shall have control
over the railroads or any of them, the secretary of state, by
warrants, may empower any person or persons named to take
possession of any railroad in the United Kingdom and of its
plant or of any part thereof, or may take possession of the
plant without taking possession of the railroad itself and use

siderable uncertainty as to the future, should be able to extract

it

EUROPEAN RAILWAYS

a grain of comfort

IN

WAR

from observation of the

TIME

far worse plight of
Europe railways in

the roads in Europe.

On

the continent of

the

by

war operations have been required

territory

affected

practically to suspend business except for the transportation of

that,

government service

for

state

may

one week only,
as. in

Any
but may

direct.

in

such manner as the secretar3' of
is to remain in force for

such warrant

be renewed from week to

week as long

the opinion of the secretarj- of state, the emergency con-

The

be-

compensation for
any loss or injury sustained by the railway companies by the
exercise of this power as may be agreed upon between the secretary of state and the railways and provides for arbitration in

In Great Britain, where the

the case of difference; and that while the railways are in the

railways are all owned by private companies, the government
immediately on the declaration of war with Germany on .•\ugust
For the
4, issued an order assuming control of the railways.
time being the railways practically cease to exist as individual
commercial undertakings and are merely parts of a great

hands of the government, all contracts for the operation and
maintenance of the road shall be enforceable by or against the
government.
The arrangements necessary for moving troops, horses and
materials by rail for mobilization have been constantly under
consideration by the military authorities, and the railways have
naturally been regarded as an important factor in any mobilizaThere is a war railway council and a railway
tion scheme.
staff corps attached to the Royal Engineers and there have
been various meetings at the Board of Trade to discuss methods
Imfor obtaining the maximum efficiency of the railways.
mediately following the taking possession of the railways by
the government, the London & South Western gave notice that

troops,

and

a

great deal of their property has been destroyed

or damaged, while the lines that are not directly affected by
military

operations

cause business

is

at

suffering

are
a

standstill.

from the

loss

of traffic

national system.

The announcement of
was as follows

this

step

made by

the

British

War

Office

Ad

order in council has been made under section 16 of the Regulation
of 1871. declaring that it is expedient that the governin Great Britain.
This control
will be exercised throil^h an executive committee composed of general managers of railways, which has been formed for some time, and has prepared
plans with a view to facilitating the working of these provisions of the act.
.\lthough the railway facilities, for other than naval and military purposes, may for a time be somewhat restricted, the effect of the use of
the powers under this act will be to co-ordinate the demands on the railways of the civil community with those necessarj' to meet the special requirements of the naval and military authorities.
of the Forces act

ment should have control over the railways

tinues.

in

act also provides

for

consequence of the requirements

ment of the forces

it

such

full

in connection

was not practicable

with the move-

to continue the

of the passenger train service as advertised, and that

be necessary to reduce and alter this service from

it

whole
would

.^ugtist

5

;

September

4,

further notice.

until
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The

notice stated that full particulars of

and alteration would be issued, and the company
also announced that it would be unable to guarantee the running
or punctuality of trains and could not be responsible for any
delay, loss or damage which might occur in passenger train
Similar notices of modified passenger train service were
service.
issued by other leading English and Irish railway companies,
several of which announced that their ordinary passenger and
goods train service would be subject to material alteration and

the suspension

discontinuance without further notice.
The publication of weekly traffic returns of the railways was
discontinued,

also

during the continuance of the war the

as

railways will be operated almost as a single system, the government compensating the companies for any loss or injury in paying for the

movement

government cannot be

With

As

sums

the

to be received

and import

traffic,

the business of the

railways would, of course, have been vitally affected even without the necessity for the use of their lines for military purposes.

European imports cmd exports

the practical cessation of

and the general interruption of all kinds of business, the
merchandise and general traffic has been heavily reduced and
the pleasure and ordinary passenger travel reduced to a minimum. Operating expenses will also naturally be affected by the
The declararise in the prices of materials and in other ways.
tion of dividends was postponed by several railways, pending
the

outcome of events.

The Railway News, of London,

in its issue of

August

8,

pub-

an estimate that over 20,000 railway employees had left
their employment in obedience to mobilization orders, their places
being filled by promoting men of lower grades or by taking on
new men for the less skilled occupations. The companies anlished

nounced that so
for the

men who

far

as possible they

return to

civil

life

would keep places open
when the war ends. At

South African war, the railways not only made
arrangements for keeping places open, but also for providing for
those dependent upon the men killed or incapacitated during their
military service. Similar arrangements are being made now.
The British railways have never yet been put to a complete
test as to their ability in the matter of handling such a volume
the time of the

of traffic as

would be necessitated

the transportation of an

in

have often been called upon
to handle large numbers of troops, horses and military' equipment for maneuvers and royal reviews, frequently at times when
their capacity was being subjected to a far greater strain by the

army

to resist invasion, but they

handling of holiday passenger traffic.
The British railways are admirably adapted to the handling
.\mong the factors which are conof troops in large numbers,
sidered advantageous are the duplication of lines and the proximitj^

THE TRAIN MASTER'S CHARACTER" AND
DUTIES*
By W.

from

the business of the country disorganized on account

of the obstacles to export

With

importance, and in addition most of the main lines are so located
as to have the greatest efficiency for military purposes.

General

As

of stations to each other.

the stations are rarely

than three or four miles apart, not

more

of the trains need go to

all

previous training should have been that of a despatcher,
trainman, engineman. station agent or office man is an unsettled
his

The

question.

what

line

fact

is,

it

he comes, as

it

complete installation of block signals,

and other

signals.

owned by the
have been built with reference to their possible use in war time and naturally the transportation of military' forces has been their first consideration.
Germany's arrangements for mobilization by railway have been
As

to the continental railways they are largely

governments and

many

a great

lines

make much

difference

the man, after all that counts.

from

He

sufficiently trustful to give to loyalty

and worth the confidence

that these qualities deserve.

He

should by no means have a fixed plan or schedule for
covering his division, but on the contrary should be prepared to
change from one train to another on a moment's notice so that
in no case will his men have a fixed schedule on which to look
for him.
But little time should be devoted to riding passenger
as

trains,

but where

ordinarily passenger trains take care of themselves;
it

becomes necessary

not doing well and

it

trainmaster should in

is

to ride a passenger train that is

necessary to improve the movement, the

all

cases ride in the

first

car of the train

where the work is
being done at stations and will be in position to see and observe
the movements of the train and station men. and know to what
so that he will be convenient to the place

extent each

is

putting forth a proper effort to avoid unneces-

You

sary station delay.

will frequently see trainmasters

on the

rear of passenger trains, but, except at night, and for the pur-

pose of observing switch lights, they have no business on the

They should, of course, go through
passenger train on which they ride, to observe the condition of the coaches and the general appearances and conduct
rear of passenger trains
everj'

of the crew.

Check of the more important yards should be made at least
once each month and an eternal and never-ending check of foreign cars should be made at all times, particularly cars set out
at blind sidings, as by the prompt release and handling of foreign cars alone the trainmaster can easily earn his salary in the
saving of per diem, to say nothing of adding to his available car

tions issued by the

in the

does not
is

should be constructive, analjtical and judicial.
He should be
both suspicious and trustful, sufficiently suspicious to hold every
man under observation until his worth is determined, and then

go to A, the second, fifth, eighth and eleventh
Should the trains run at 10
to B, and the remainder to C.
minute intervals, there would be half an hour to load or unload
Moreover, nearly
the first at A before the next train was due.
all of the lines are double track and two trains may therefore, in
emergency, be run in the same direction at the same time. Other
telephones, speaking instruments

Kansas & Texas

question of where a trainmaster should come from is a
matter involving considerable difference of opinion. Whether

supply.

tenth trains could

Williams
Missouri,

The

the same station. Thus if 12 trains are required for the district
served by stations A, B and C. the first, fourth, seventh and

advantages are found

E.

Superintendent,

dealt with in weekly installments, the

publication of these reports would, under the circumstances, be
futile.

throughout the country, capable of being put into force at the
shortest notice.
All railways are administered by the military
authorities in time of war, irrespective of whether the railways
are state or company owned.
The Russian railways have a different gage from the other
European lines and this difference has been maintained for
strategic reasons.
Short strategic lines built by Germany on the
French and Belgian frontiers naturally have been of the greatest

of troops and stores after the railways are

restored to normal conditions.
the

443

He

should, of course, be at

all

times familiar with instruc-

superintendent of transportation as to the
disposition and routing of various line cars in order that he may
He
that such cars are properly handled.
see
be in position to

should have each day a statement of the overtime made by individual crews the day previous, and a memorandum from the
chief despatcher showing tonnage handled on each train run

and where overtime appears to be unnecessarj- and excessive,
the matter should be handled immediately with the crew interHe should make it his business to spend sufficient time
ested.
with work trains to see that work is properly organized and
that there is no delay or lost motion so far as train service is

;

unusually complete.

A

war

manded, has always been

in

time-table, revised as occasion de-

the possession of railway officers

concerned.

He

should never camp at any place, only remaining sufficiently

•Extracts

June

22,

from

I9I4.

a

paper

read

at

staff

meeting

at

Galveston,

Tex.,

— ——

:

..

——

:
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long in any yard or on any train to see that the work is being
and then move to some other place.
The
trainmaster, to be of service, must be in action, up and going
He should be observant of track conditions and
at all times.
methods of track repairs, should work closely with the road-

Vol.

increase,

1912

The

sources

as trainmaster can be of wonderful as-

making

Operating expenses..
Net earnings (operating revenues less operating expenses)
Gross income, less operating expenses.
Deductions from in-

and he

investigations,

riding with the employee where you can have a quiet heart to
heart talk with him, point out his error and what will be expected of him in future. In no case, where possible to avoid it,

A

$250,504,627
247.553,999

390,276,347

235,997,005

120.4

27,911,511

11,556,994

309.5

18,418,813
332,896,356

11,556,396
251,309,252

2,950,628
142,312,597

524.2
133.9

publicly reprimanded or unnecessarily humiliated.

of any account at all, will, regardless of the jusyour action, resent a public reprimand and where discipline is such as to deprive a man of his self respect it is of a
character that, so far as the employee is concerned, absolutely
tice of

;

.

234,615,348

166,878,606

105,241,402

122.9

.

.

253,034.161

178,435,002

108,192,030

133.9

191,123,408
35,027,965

138,094,716
19,755,602

77,595,053
13,078.899

146.3
167.8

98.025,338

63,740,744

38,085,911

157.4

44,784.521
13.285.584
61,910,753
51.650.117
10,260,636

48.022.596
6.575.774
40,340.286
26,454.732
13,885.554

25.518.225
912,018
30,596.977
15.882,110

102.3
225.2

35,605.367

47.913,249

26,138,899

35,144,521
460,846

47,500,933
412,316

26,116,884
22,015

34.6

16,090,372

19,465,984

8^779,294

83.3

funded
and floating debt
and mortgages...
Rent of leased lines
and terminals
Miscellaneous

Net income
Dividends
Surplus
Lessor companies
Gross income
Rentals from operating companies...
Miscellaneous income
Deductions from in-

come
Interest on funded
and other debt..

STREET AND ELECTRIC RAILWAYS

1912

IN

18,030,522

8,376.559

81.9

856.240

1.435.462
28,447,265
28,030,542
416.723

402.735
17,359,605
17,157.061

112.6
12.4

4,708.568.141

3,774.772,096

2,308,282,099

104.0

Operating companies 3,956,718,023
Lessor companies..
751.850,118
2,384,344,513
2,324,223,628

2.811,876.374
962,895.722
2,097,708,856
1,677,063,240

1.775,468.781
532,813,318
1,315,572,960
992,709,139

122.9
41.1
81.2
134.1

4.596,563,292

3,637,668,708

2.167,634,077

112.1

19.514.995
19.342,101
172.894

Dividends
Surplus
Total

railways other than steam roads in operation during

any portion of the year.

Comparative

shown

statistics are also

The

for the censuses of 1907, 1902 and 1890.

statistics for elec-

trically-operated divisions of steam roads are included only in

cases where full reports could be

those for steam road operation.

companies
it

made

therefor separate from

In the case of electric railway

selling electricity for lighting

was impossible

and industrial purposes,

to obtain complete, separate reports for

the railways and for the electric light and
for

power operations, data

both branches are included in the report for the railway.

Comparisons for

some extent affected
by the inclusion of incomplete or estimated reports. The prindifferent censuses are to

cipal statistics are

shown

in the following

comparative summary

Capital stock
Funded debt
Cost of construction

1912

1907

1902

1,260
30,437.86
41,064.82

1,236
25,547.19
34,381.51

16,645.34
22,572.52

82.9
81.9

94,016
76,162
17,854
277

83,641
70,016
13,625
117

66,784
60,290
6,494

40.8
26.3
174.9

282,461
$200,890,939

221,429
$150,991,099

140,769
$88,210,165

100.7
127.7

23,271
$26,128,786

11,700
$12,909,466

7,128
$7,439,716

226.5
251.2

259,190
|174,762,153

209,729
$138,081,633

133,641
$80,770,449

93.9
116.4

...12,135.341,716
9,545,554,667
Transfer
2,423.918,024
Free
165,869,025
.Revenue car mileage... 1,921,620,074
Passenger
1,885,870,157
Express, mail and frt.
35,749,917

9,533,080,766
7,441,114,508
1,995,658,101
96,308,157

5,836,615,296
4,774,211,904
1,062,403,392

107.9
99.9
128.2

1,617,731,300
1,583,831,199
33,900,101

1,144,430,466
1.120,101,944
24,328,522

67.9
68.4
46.9

232,556

216,522

212,217

9.6

5.06

4.70

4.26

of companies....
Miles of line
Miles of single track
Rolling stock;

Cars,

number

Passenger
All other
Electric locomotives

.

.

1902-1912
987
27.7

3

Persons employed by operating companies:

Number
Salaries and wages
Salaried employees

Number
Salaries

Wage

The

total

capitalization

.

Wages
TraflSc:

Passengers

carried

Revenue

Average number of revenue passengers
Per mile of track operated

Per revenue passenger
car

in

1912

is

reported as $4,708,568,141,

an increase over 1902 of 104 per cent.

was

capital stock,

Of

Of

this

and $2,324,223,628 was funded

$2,384,344,513

debt.

amount disbursed for salaries and wages in
was for salaries, 47J4 per cent for wages of
conductors and motormen, and 39}^ per cent for all other wage
earners.
In 1907 wages of conductors and motormen con1912,

the

total

13 per cent

stituted 50.1 per cent of all salaries

and wages, and

in 1902, 55.1

per cent.

Of

the

total

operating revenues, 91.7 per cent was derived
in 1912, as against 93.3 per cent in 1907,

95.3 per cent in 1902.

The percentage

was

88.6 per cent in 1912, as against 91.4 per cent in 1907,

94.5

per cent in

1.8

1902,

and

derived from passengers

and

while the percentage from freight was

per cent in 1912, as against

1.3

per cent in 1907 and 0.4 per

cent in 1902.

A special table is presented showing a comparison of income
and expense on a passenger basis, showing that while the gross
income per passenger increased from 5.25 cents in 1902, to 6.14
cents in 1912, the passenger revenue per passenger increased from
4.9 cents to 5.27 cents, and the operating expenses from 2.98
cents to 3.49 cents, making an increase in gross income less
operating expenses from 2.27 cents to 2.65 cents, and an increase
in net income from 0.64 to 0.65 cents.

earners

Average number.

•

12.7

202.544—14.6

and

equipment

from transportation
Comparative Summary, Including Traffic, Income and Capitalization:
1912, 1907 AND 1902
Per cent of

Number

36.2

Capitalization

of the census has issued bulletin No. 124, includ-

ing statistics for street and electric railways for the year 1912,

virhen

14,714,867—30.3

15,234,132

tions

all

75.5

Miscellaneous deduc-

Net income

covering

133.9
129.2

Interest on

destroys his usefulness.

The bureau

1902-1912

.

come
Taxes

personal conference with the employee concerned; and this can
usually be accomplished by simply waiting your opportunity of

men be
man who is

$429,744,254
418,187,858

Operating companies
Gross income
$585,930,517
Operating revenues
567,511,704
Transportation
revenues
520,184,773
Non-transportation
revenues
47,326.931

should so arrange that his report will conclude the matter, so
that it will not be necessary for the superintendent to follow
after him and conduct an additional investigation.
The trainmaster, in dealing with his men, particularly in matters involving failure to properly perform duty can do best by

should

1902

Income from other

man

right sort of

1907

Condensed income accounts:

gation and supervision.
sistance to his superintendent in

No. 10

Per cent of

properly handled,

master, with the road foreman of engines and the division engineer, and thus relieve the superintendent of detail investi-

57.

mile

—

A Belt Railway for Peking. The Chinese ministry of communication has arrived at an arrangement with the Peking city
authorities whereby they will be able to connect the terminals
of the Peking-Kalgan, the Peking-Mukden, the Peking-Tungchow
and the Peking-Hankow railways.

Later a Peking central railwill be about seven miles
in length and will hug the wall the whole way.
To facilitate
the handling of traffic in and out of the city two tunnels will be
bored through the wall on either side of the existing arch forming the Chien-men.

way

station will be built.

The

line
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General News Department

I

The men in the shops of the Philadelphia & Reading are now
fifty-five hours a week, an increase of fifteen hours over
the schedule in force for several weeks past.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS

working

No passenger has been killed in any train accident on the
New York Central & Hudson River since February 1, 1911;
and during that time the number of passengers carried was
136,154,983.

Badgett, assistant superintendent, of the New Orleans, Texas &
Me.xico were killed and three others were probably fatally injured near Savoy, La., August 28, by an explosion of gasoline.
The gasoline car was in the freight train which had been deThe fire which caused the explosion is supposed to have
railed.
been started by a spark caused by a chain slipping.

The Baltimore & Ohio has issued general instructions to employees constituting them an organization of fire-fighters, always ready for emergency service. When fires are discovered
by enginemen. conductors or other employees in train service,
they must lend assistance in extinguishing them, and any delay
occasioned by assisting in putting out a fire must be reported at
the first telegraph station. At division points the road has provided fire-fighting apparatus and the men are drilled.
safety department of the Delaware, Lackawanna & WestSafety First Bulletin No. 8, gives the number of deaths
and injuries to employees during the first half of each year since
1910_1911^ 1912, 1913 and 1914 showing a decrease each year.

The

ern, in

—

The number of killed was reduced from 34 in 1911 to 7 in
and the number of injuries from 137 to 99. The bulletin

1914,

gives

the causes of the deaths of the seven men in 1914, and contains
a large number of suggestions for improving the safety record;
also a long list of commendable actions of employees shown on
discipline bulletins for four months of this year.

:

Motor Club grounds on Grand Island; dinner

will be served

on

followed immediately by the regular club
meeting, at which a paper on Locomotive Arch Brick will be
read by George Wagstaff of the American Arch Company, New
York. For the accommodation of members in New York and
vicinity arrangements are being made for a special Pullman
sleeping car to be attached to the train leaving the Lackawanna
station at Hoboken at 6:55 on September 10.
will

be

American Society

A

.•\IR

Bkake .\ssochtion.
convention,

May

—

F. M. Nellis,
4-7, 1915, Hotel

State St., Boston, Mass.

53

Next

Sherman, Chicago.

—

American Association of Demurrage Oiticebs.

A. G. Thomason, Demurrage Commissioner, Boston, Mass.
Annual convention in April.
American Association of Dining Car Superintendents. H. C. Boardman, D. L. & W., Hoboken, N. J. Next convention, October 22-24,

of

Mechanical Engineers

hearing will be held by the committee on standard boiler

specifications in the

rooms

of the society, 29

West

39th street,

on September IS at 10 a. m. The basic idea of this committee's work is the formulation of a standard of the highest
requirements in order to reduce the loss of life and property

from boiler explosions. It is the intention also to create a
standard which it is hoped will ultimately be adopted by the
federal government, and state governments -not now haying
boiler regulations.

A

considerable

number

of

associations

and engineering organizations have been invited to have representatives present and it is also desired insofar as is possible that all who have not already done so, prepare and
send a statement

in

in the deliberations.

Washington, D. C.

American Association of Freight Agents.
East

St.

Louis,

111.

— R. 21-24,
O. Wells,

May

.-Annual meeting.

Illinois Central,

Richmond, Va.

1915,

—

American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents. W. C.
Hope^ C. R. R. of N. J., 143 Liberty St., New York. Annual meetSeptember 15-16, Boston, Mass.
.American Association of Railroad Superintendents.
ing,

Room

101,

Union

Station, St.

Louis,

—E.

H. Harman,

Mo.

—

.American Electric Railway Association. E. B. Burritt, 29 W. 39th St.,
New York. Annual convention, October 12-16, Atlantic City, N. J.
-American Electric Railway Manufacturers' Association. H. G. McConnaughy, 165 Broadway, New York. Meetings with American Electric
Railway Association.
American Railway Association. W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York.
Semi-annual meeting, November 18, Chicago.
American Railway Bridge and Building Association. C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago. Next convention, October 20-22, 1914, Los Angeles,

—

—

—

Cal.

— E. H. Fritch, 900 Michigan
Chicago.
Next convention, March 16-18, 1915, Chicago.
.American Railway Master Mechanics' Association. —
W. Taylor, 1112
Karpen Bldg., Chicago. Annual meeting, June, 1915.
F. Shedd, C. R.
.American Railway Safety -Association. —
&
Chicago.
Next meeting, November, Chicago.
.American Railway Tool Foremen's Association. — A. R. Davis, Central of
Georgia, Macon, Ga. Annual meeting, July, 1915.
American Society for Testing Materials. — Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
American Society of Civil Engineers. — Chas. W. Hunt, 220 W. 57th
meetings,
Wednesday in month, exAmerican Railway Engineering Association.

S.

-Ave.,

J.

L.

I.

P.,

St.,

New

Regular
1st and 3d
July and -August, 220 W. 57th St., New York.
-American Society of Engineering Contractors. J. R. Wemlinger, 11
Broadway, New York. Regular meetings, 2d Thursday in month, at
2 P. M., 11 Broadway, New York.
-American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Calvin W. Rice, 29 W,
Annual meeting, December 1-4, 1914, New
39th St., New York.
York.
American Wood Preservers' Association. F. J. Angler, B. & O., Mt.
Next convention, January 19-21, 1915,
Royal Sta., Baltimore, Md.
Chicago.
Association of American Railway Accounting Officers. E. R. WoodAnnual
son, 1300 Pennsylvania Ave., N. W., Washington, D. C.
convention, April 28, 1915, Atlanta, Ga.
George W.
.Association of Manufacturers of Chilled Car Wheels.
Lyndon, 1214 McCormick Bldg., Chicago. Annual meeting, second
Tuesday in October, New York.
Association of Railway Claim Agents. C. W. Egan, B. & O., Baltimore,
Md. Annual meeting, 3rd week in May. 1915, Galveston, Tex.
Association of Railway Electrical Engineers. Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
N W., Room 411, C. & N. W. Sta., Chicago. Annual convention,
October 26-30. 1914, Chicago.
Association of Railw.^y Telegraph Superintendents. P. W. Drew, Soo
Annual meeting, June 22-25,
Line, 112 West Adams St., Chicago.
Rochester, N. Y.
Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers. G. P.
York.
Next
meeting, December 8-9,
Church
New
75
St.,
Conard.
1914, Richmond, Va.
Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association. L. D. Mitchell, Detroit
Meetings with American Railway Bridge
Graphite Co., Chicago, 111.
and Building Association.
_
Canadian Railway Club.— James Powell, Grand Trunk, P. O. Box 7, St.
Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in
Lambert (near Montreal), Que.
month, except June, July and August, Windsor Hotel, Montreal. Que.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers. Qement H. McLeod,176 MansRegular meetings, Ist Thursday in October,
field St., Montreal, Que.
November, December, February, March and .April. Annual meeting,
January, Montreal.
Car Foremen's Association of Chicago. Aaron Kline, 841 Lawler Ave.,
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except July and
Chicago.
August, Lytton Bldg., Chicago.
Central Railway Club.— H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in January, May, September and November.
.Annual meeting, 2d Thursday in March, Hotel Statler, Buffalo, N. Y.
Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.— Edw. J. Dugan, P. O. Box 654,
.August and September, Old State Capitol Bldg., St. Paul.
Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania. Edw. R. Dasher, Box 75, HarrisRegular meetings, 1st Friday after 10th of each month,
burg Pa
except July and August, 31 So. Front St., Harrisburg, Pa.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.— Elmer K. Hiles, 2511
Oliver Bldg,, Pittsburgh, Pa. Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Tuesday,
York.

cept, June,

—

—

—

Central Railway Club
regular meeting, the annual outing of the Central
Railway Club, will be held at Buffalo on September 11. The
Members will assemble at
program for the day is as follows
the Statler Hotel, the club headquarters, and leave there at 8:45
cars
to the foot of Austin street,
a. m. to go by the Niagara street
from whence a boat leaving promptly at 9:30 will convey them
down the west channel of the Niagara river around Grand Island
and up the east channel to either the Buffalo Lunch Club or the

The next

and

The foUovAng list gives names of secretaries, dates of next or regular
meetings, and places of meeting.

—

Following a derailment, and while the wreck was being picked
up by a derrick, four emploj'ees, one of whom was Homer S.

arrival

I

writing previous to the hearing to assist

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

„„,,,„

—

Pittsburgh.

Freight Cl.um .Association.— Warren P. Taylor, R. F. &
Va. .Annual meeting, June 16, 1915, Chicago.

P.,

Richmond,

General Superintendents' Association of Chicagc-^A. M. Hunter, 3^1
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday preceding 3d Thursday in month. Room 1856, Transportation Bldg.,
Chicago.
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—

Ihternational Railway Congkess. Executive Committee,
Next convention, June 23
vain, Brussels, Belgium.
Beilin.

11,

Rue de Lou-

to July 6,

Vol.
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Traffic
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—

—

—

—

W.

39th

St.,

New

York.

—
—

Niagara Frontier Car Men's Association. E. Frankenberger, 623 Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y. Meetings monthly.
Peoria .Association of Railroad Officers. M. W. Rotchford, Union StaRegular meetings, 2d Thursday in month. Jefferson
tion, Peoria, 111.
Hotel, Peoria.

Railroad Club of Kansas City.— C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St^ Kansas
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.
City, Mo.
Railroad Master Tinners, Coppersmiths and Pipefitters' Association.
Annual meeting, May,
U. G. Thompson, C. & E. I.. Danville, III.

—

1915.

—

Railway Business Association. Frank W. Noxon, 30 Church St., New
Annual meeting, December 10, 1914, Waldorf-.\storia Hotel,
York.

New

York.

—

J. B. .Anderson, Room 207, P. R. R. Sta.,
Regular meetings. 4th Friday in month, except June.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
July and August, ^fonongahela House. Pittsburgh.
Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' .Association. ]. Scribner,
Meetings with Association of Rail1021 Monadnock Block, Chicago.
way Electrical Engineers.
Railway Fire Protection Association. C. B. Edwards, Fire Ins. Agt.,
Mobile & Ohio, Mobile, Ala. Annua] meeting. October 6, 1914, Washington, D. C.
Railway Signal .Association.— C. C. Rosenberg, Times Bldg., Bethlehem,
Pa. Annual meeting, September 22-24, 1914, Bluff Point, N. Y.
Railway Storekeepers' .Association. J. P. Murphy, L. S. & M. S., Box C,
Collinwood, Ohio. .Annual meeting. May, 1915.
Railway Supply Mandfacturehs' Association. J. D. Conway, 2136 Oliver
Meetings with M. C. B. and M. M. .AssociaBldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.

—

—

—

—

tions.

—

.Association.
G. A. Nelson,
Meetings with Association of Railway
50 Church St., New York.
Telegraph Superintendents.
Richmond Railroad Club.— F. O. Robinson, C. & O., Richmond, Va.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June. July and
August.
Roadmasters' and Maintenance or Way .Association. L. C. Ryan. C. &
N. W., Sterling, 111. Next convention. September 8- 10, 1914 Chicago.

Railway Telegraph and Telephone Appliance

—

St.

News

—

International Railway General Foremen's Association. Wm. Hall, 829
W. Broadway, Winona, Minn. Next convention, July 14-17, 1915,
Sherman House, Chicago.
International Railroad Master Bl.acksmiths' Association. A. L. Woodworth, C. H. & D., Lima, Ohio.
Maintenance of Way and Master Painters' Association of the United
States and Canada.— T. L Goodwin, C. R. I. & P., Eldon, Mo.
Next convention, November 17-19, 1914, Detroit, Mich.
Master Boiler Makers' Association. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,
New York. Annual convention. May, 1915.
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' .\ssochtion of the United States
AND Canada. A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass. Next convention, September 8-11, Nashville, Tenn.
Master Car Builders' Association.— J. W. Taylor, 1112 Karpen Bldg..
Annual meeting, June, 1915.
Chicago.
National Railway Appliances Association. Bruce V. Crandall, 537 So.
Dearborn St. Chicago. Next convention, March 15-19, 1915, Chicago.
New England Railroad Club.— W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave., BosRegular meetings. 2d Tuesday in month, except June,
ton, Mass.
July, August and September, Boston.
New York Railroad Club.— Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.. New York.
Regular meetings. 3d Friday in month, except June, July and August,
29

No. 10

1915,

International Railway Fuel Association. C. G. Hall, C. & E. I., 922
McCormick Bldg., Chicago. Annual meeting, May 17-20, 1915, Chicago.

57,

Louis Railway Club.— B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station. St. Louis.
Mo. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June. July and
August.

St.

Louis.

—

Salt Lake City Transportation Club. R. E. Rowland, Hotel Utah Bldg.,
Regular meetings, 1st Saturday of each month.
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Salt Lake City.
Signal Appliance Association. F. W. Edmunds. 3868 Park .Ave.. New
Meeting with annual convention Railway Signal .Association.
York.
Society of Railway Financial Officers. Carl Nyquist. C. R. I. & P.,
La Salle St. Sta., Chicago. Annual meeting, September 15-17, Hotel
Aspinwall, Lenox, Mass.
Southern Association of Cab Service Officers. E. W. Sandwich, A. &

—

—

—

W.

P. Rv., Atlanta. Ga.
A. J. Merrill, Grant Bldg.,
Regular meetings. 3d Thursday. January. March, May,
Atlanta, Ga.
July, September, November, 10 A. M., Candler Bldg., Atlanta.
Interstate Despatch.
Marks,
.Agent.
Toledo Transportation Club. J. S.
Toledo. Ohio.
Regular meetings. 1st Saturday in month, Boody

Southern and Southwestern Railway Club.

—

—

House, Toledo.

Track Supply
N. Y.

—

.Association.
W. C. Kidd. Ramapo Iron Works, Hillsburn.
Meetings with Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Asso-

ciation.

Traffic Club of Chicago.— W. H. Wharton, La Salle Hotel. Chicago.
Traffic Club of New York. C. .A. Swope, 291 Broadway, New York.
Regular meetings, last Tuesday in month, except June, July and

—

.August. Waldorf-Astoria.

New

York.

Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.— D. L. Wells. Erie R. R., Pittsburgh. Pa.
Meetings bimonthly. Pittsburgh. Annual meeting. 2d Monday in June.
Traffic Club of St. Louis. A. F. Versen, Mercantile Library Bldg.,
Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings
St. Louis, Mo.
October to May.
Train Despatchers' Association of America. J. F. Mackie, 7122 Stewart
Annual meeting June 15. 1915. Minneapolis. Minn.
Ave., Chicago.
Transportation Club of Detkoit. W. R. Hurley. Superintendent's office.
Meetings monthly, Normandie Hotel.
L. S. & M. S., Detroit, Mich.

—

—

—

Detroit.

—

Traveling Engineers' -Association. W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. R.,
Next meeting, September 15-18, Hotel SherEast Buffalo. N. Y.
man, Chicago.
Utah Society of Engineers. Frank W. Moore, Newhouse Bldg., Salt
Regular meetings. 3d Friday in month, except
Lake Citv. Utah.
Julv and "August, Consolidated Music Hall, Salt Lake City.
Western Canada Railway Club.— W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707. WinRegular meetings. 2d Monday, except June, July and
nipeg, Man.

—

.August. Winnipeg.

Western Railway Club.— J. W. Taylor, 1112 Karpen

Bldg., Chicago.
Regular meetings. 3d Tuesday in month, except June, July and
August. Karpen Bldg.. Chicago.
Western Society of Engineers. J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,
Regular meetings, 1st Monday in month, except January,
Chicago.
Extra meetings, except in July and
July and .August. Chicago.
August, generally on other Monday evenings.

—

The
in

receivers of the Pere Marquette have asked Judge Tuttle,
charge of the receivership, for permission to advance freight

and passenger

rates.

On

.\ugust 9 the running time of the Chicago & North Western's Duliith-Superior Limited train, from Chicago to Duluth,
was shortened by 30 minutes.

The Panama Railroad

last

week

notified connecting carriers that

end of ninety days the road will withdraw from all agreements relating to through freight traffic.
In other words the
Panama Canal has superseded the railroad.

at the

The Department

of .Agriculture has issued an order that
food transported in interstate commerce must be
denatured, so that it cannot be eaten.
For example, spoiled
eggs, to be used in tanning, must be treated with salt, petroleum
or coloring matter, so that no one will attempt to use them as
spoiled

food.
Officers of a number of Texas railways recently appeared before a committee of the state legislature to protest against the
clause in the cotton warehouse bill now before the special session
of the legislature, requiring the roads to build sheds at all points
where cotton is received and to protect it from the weather while
in transit.

The railways entering Chicago have announced their intention
of assessing a charge for trap-car service in the Chicago district after October 1 of 4^ cents per 100 lb., with a minimum
of 8.000 lb. The charge will apply from all industries and universal freight stations.
The cost of trap-car service is now absorbed, the eastern lines requiring a minimum of 10.000 lb., and
the western lines, 6,000 lb.
The United States District .Attorney at New York City has
begun a suit in the Federal Court against the Lehigh Valley for
an injunction forbidding payments as commission or salary to
George W. Sheldon & Company, forwarding agents. Sheldon &
Company have been indicted for accepting rebates, the charge
being that they represent the shippers and are not properly to
be regarded as forwarding agents.

The

Louisville

&

Nashville and other roads in Southern terri-

tory have filed tariffs to be effective October 1, making advances
from points in Mississippi and
in certain rates on lumber
Louisiana to Ohio River points, as well as numerous advances
from Memphis to points in Iowa, North and South Dakota,
The increase
Minnesota and Western trunk line territory.
varies from 1 cent to 4 cents per 100 lb. on oak, gum and

Cottonwood.

The Chicago, St. Louis & Gulf Transportation Company,
which began service between Chicago and LaSalle, 111., on August 10. via the Illinois & Michigan canal and the Chicago river,
making tri-weekly trips with 150-ton capacity barges, is basing
The
its rates on a 20 per cent differential under the rail rates.
company announces that the tonnage is increasing with every trip
and that it is planned to make the service daily within the next
month. The company is agitating for a deepening of the canal,
with the idea of running boats from Chicago to New Orleans
via the Mississippi river.

The freight traffic department of the Chicago & Eastern
Illinois has issued "Lumber Specialization Circular No. 1,"
signed by E. S. Stephens, assistant general freight agent, describing the service that the road gives on lumber shipments,
which are handled as "Green Ball" freight at an average movement of 100 miles a day, and giving a brief outline of the various
The circular states the belief
rate bases applying on lumber.
that there will soon be great activity in the lumber trade and
giving closest attention to all
have
been
that officers of the road
Qther circulars are to follow.
details of the lumber traffic.
of grain to Galveston for exabout three weeks, were raised
all lines entering Galveston have notified
ready
to accept shipments. The
their connections that they are

The embargoes on shipments

which had been
on .August 27. and
port,

in effect for

•

September

4,
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embargoes were imposed on August

on account of the delay

4,

to export shipping caused by the outbreak of the European war,
and approximately 3.000 cars of wheat had been tied up at

during their continuance.

Galveston

The

Illinois

Central

an-
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gan Southern, the Lehigh Valley, the Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western and the Delaware & Hudson. The Reading proposes
to revise all of its fares, except for season tickets, on the basis
of 2'4 cents a mile.
Round trip fares will be no lower than

embargo at New Orleans on September 1. The Texas & Pacific last week modified its embargo to
of
wheat
at Westwego, near New Orleans.
clear the congestion

single trip.

Europe, which was
placed by the trunk lines soon after the opening of the war,

Texas &
and International & Great Northern that affairs in
Mexico have reached a state where traffic with the United
States is being resumed. The International & Great Northern, in connection with the Texas & Pacific and St. Louis,
Iron Mountain & Southern, previous to the trouble in Mexico
ran through trains via Laredo, Tex., to the City of Mexico
in connection with the -National Railways of Mexico.
The

nounced the

lifting of its

The embargo on

freight

August 29

was
would be accepted
lifted

if

for

export

to

the extent of announcing that freight
prepaid to the Atlantic seaboard, and if,
to

arrangements had been made with the steamNo through export bills of lading can be issued
ship agents.
until contract for ocean transportation has been made through
foreign freight agents, and all through export bills of lading
must have attached the ocean condition war clause, as required
by transatlantic lines. The export movement of flour during
There is no
the past two weeks has been unusually heavy.
before shipping

it,

Representatives of the Pennsylvania, the Pittsburgh & Lake
Erie, the Baltimore & Ohio, and the Bessemer & Lake Erie
appeared before the Pennsylvania Public Service Commission
September 1 concerning the general 5 per cent increase in freight
rates which has been decided on. following the recent order of
They requested the comthe Interstate Commerce Commission.
mission to grant blanket permission to all roads publishing Penntariffs
now under voluntary
sylvania intrastate rates to cancel the
suspension, effective on or before September 12, and also asked
authority to re-publish the 5 per cent rates, as modified on the
the Interstate Commerce Commission, on less
than statutory notice of 3, 5 or 10 days. The Commission agreed
as to the withdrawal of the present rates, but reserved its decision regarding the proposition to make effective the 5 per cent

down by

increase on less than the statutory time. The Commission also
made it plain that no matter what its attitude on the latter question may be. it would not affect the question as to the reasonableness of the increased rates. The matter only involves those lines
in the western part of Pennsylvania which come within Central
Traffic Association territory.

Rate clerks of the Trunk Line Association and the Central
Passenger Association comprising the railways east of the Misriver, are working day and night on the compilation of
tariffs advancing interstate passenger fares, as mentioned in last
week's issue. A meeting of the rate clerks of the Trunk Line and
Central Passenger associations was held on August 26 at Niagara
Falls, which was attended also by a large number of passenger
officers of the roads, at which some little progress was made.
The task of revising the tariffs is so large and so complicated
sissippi

that

may

it

be several months before

it

is

Roads m
advanced rates

completed.

trunk line territory have announced some of their
go into effect by October 1, as above noted, but on ordinary
ticket fares the advances in that territory will be of less importance than those in Central Passenger Association territory and

to

lines, because a large number of their rates are
the basis of 2;/^ to 3 cents, whereas in the Central Passenger Association territory the intrastate rates are on the twocent basis and have pulled down the interstate fares to some
can be
extent.
It will therefore be some time before the rates
or for
in Central Passenger Association territor>-.

on the western

now on

advanced
through fares.

The

general basis proposed

is

IVi cents a mile.

Increeises in Passenger Fares
filed with the
effect October
tickets from
mileage
1, increasing the price of interchangeable
The company announces that
two- cents a mile to 2^4 cents.
other changes are in contemplation. This action is taken in pur-

The Pennsylvania Railroad on September 1
Interstate Commerce Commission tariffs, to take

made by the Interstate Commerce Commission, in its recent decision on freight rates, to the effect that
passenger rates are too low, as compared with freight rates.
On Wednesday it was announced that the Boston & Albany.
suance of the suggestion

& Maine and the New York, New; Haven & Hartford
issued similar notices; and at Harrisburg. Pa., similar
notices were filed with the state commission by the Philadelphia
& Reading, the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, the Lake Shore & Michithe Boston

had

of Traffic to

Mexico

officers of the

Pacific

war caused the suspension of this traffic. Recently arrangements have been made with the Constitutionalists for an
interchange of traffic between the Gould lines and the Mexican railways

scarcity of vessels for grain.

basis laid

Resumption

Announcement has been made by

All freight in both directions is
at Laredo.
transferred in the International & Great Northern yards at
Laredo.
No through rates are in effect and through bills
of lading cannot be issued.
Through train service over the railroad between Laredo
and the City of Mexico was resumed on .August 26, the track
which was destroyed in connection with the operations of
the war having been made passable. Numerous branch roads
are being repaired rapidly.

Controversy Over Western Passenger Traffic
Pacific has received many protests from connecting lines on account of a notice issued by the traffic
department on August 13, closing the Ogden gateway both
eastbound and wesbound, to passengers desiring to travel on

The Union

through tickets via the Denver & Rio Grande and connecting
lines east of Colorado common points, the notice to be efThe notice says that on passenger
fective on October 1.
traffic originating at Colorado common points. Denver. Colorado Springs. Pueblo and Trinidad, or points east, south or
north thereof, destined to points on the Oregon Short Line,
or from points on that line, interchange at Ogden or Salt
Lake City will be discontinued and that such business must
be routed via the L'nion Pacific between Denver, Colo., or
authorized points of interchange east thereof on the one
hand, and Granger, Wyo., or Ogden, Utah, on the other.
Interchange on traffic to or from points beyond Huntington
is to continue as at present, and interchange on traffic originating on points west of, but not including Colorado common
points, destined to points on the Oregon Short Line or the
Connecting fines are
continue as at present.
is to
requested to arrange to eliminate from tariffs all routing in
of tickets
withdrawal
the
conflict with this notice and for
accordingly.
The Denver & Rio Grande issued a notice to the public
stating that should the Ogden gateway be closed the Burlington, the Rock Island, the Santa Fe, the Missouri Pacific, the
Colorado & Southern and Colorado Midland and their connections would be unable to ticket passengers to Oregon
Short Line points through Colorado and Utah, and the result
would be to divert from Denver, Colorado Springs, Manitou,
Pueblo, Canyon. Canyon City, Leadville. Glenwood Springs,
Grand Junction. Green River. Price, Provo. Salt Lake City
and Ogden. all travel originating in the east and the south
destined to Oregon Short Line points; also the very large
Yellowstone Park and other round trip tours in commercial
travel that has been moving through Colorado and L'tah.
The notice says that the major portion of the diverted travel
which has heretofore passed through Colorado and Utah
would be ticketed through St. Paul, Billings and other northwestern routes, to the disadvantage of Colorado and L'tah
cities and towns if the Ogden gateway were closed to the
Denver & Rio Grande and its connections.
On Tuesday of this week it was reported that the Union
Pacific would defer action, because of the vigorous protests
reverse,

from interested
was control of
the

Union

plish

its

lines.

tourist

The object of closing the gateway
business; but in recalling its notice
it will take measures to accom-

Pacific says that

purpose

in

another way.
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
New

Engleuid

Lumber Rates

Opinion by Commissioner Clements:
The commission finds that the carriers have justified proposed
increased rates on lumber and other forest products from points
on the Maine Central to points on the Boston & Maine. In justification of the proposed increases reference was made to the
general financial condition of the two roads. It was stated that
in order to maintain their present standard of service and to insure a reasonable return to investors it was necessary that means
be taken to increase revenues. In this connection it was shown
tliat, although the total revenue of the Maine Central for the
eight months ended Februarj' 28, 1914, increased $192,554 over
the total revenue for corresponding months in the previous year,
operating expenses increased $436,944, and that there was a decrease in net operating revenue of $227,018, with an increase in
taxes of $38,703. It was further shown that the percentage of
operating expenses to operating revenues during the eightmonths period referred to increased from 70.43 to 74.16 per cent
over the corresponding period in the previous year. It was also
asserted that the proposed rates are lower than rates generally
for equal distances in the same general territory and that they
are lower than lumber rates applicable on connecting lines in
Maine, such as the Bangor & Aroostook and the Canadian Pacific.

(31

I.

C.

C,

553.)

Fourth Section Violations

in

Rates on Sugar

Opinion by the commission:
The carriers have asked permission to continue rates on
sugar lower than to intermediate points (a) via certain routes
from San Francisco and from beet-sugar producing points in
California. Utah and Arizona to destinations on and east of
the Missouri river; (b) from Colorado beet-sugar producing
points to El Paso. Tex.;
(c) from New Orleans, La., arid
points taking the same rates to El Paso, Tex.; (d) from New
Orleans to various points in .Arkansas, Illinois, Iowa. Kansas
and other states and (e) to establish a rate of 46 cents on
sugar in carloads, minimum weight 60,000 lb., from San Francisco
and other sugar-producing points in California, Nevada,
Arizona and Utah to Chicago and rates from the same points
of origin to all points between the Missouri river and Chicago,
23 cents higher than the present rates to the same points
from New Orleans, while continuing higher rates to intermediate points.
Rates from California points to Chicago: The traffic is carried
via four routes and as a rule the rates increase to 55 and 60
cents
for
carload minima of 60,000 and 36,000 lb., respectively,

to

points

in

eastern

Nevada, which

rates

are

blanketed to points west of the Missouri, the rates to points
between the Missouri and Chicago being 5 cents higher. The
rates applying for the route over the Southern Pacific and
Union Pacific through Ogden. Cheyenne and Omaha already
accord with the fourth section. The commission does not
find any necessity for violations of that rule in the rates via
the route over the Western Pacific, Denver & Rio Grande
and the Missouri Pacific or that afforded by the Santa Fe
via Bakersfield, Cal., Albuquerque, N. Mex.. and Trinidad,
CaL The route via tlje Southern Pacific to El Paso, the El
Paso & Southwestern to Tucumari, N. Mex., and the Rock
Island beyond is circuitous as compared with the other routes.
It is held that the rates to the Missouri river should not be
exceeded at intermediate points via this line west of and
including Tucumari and that east of Tucumari they should
not exceed the rates to the Missouri by more than 10 cents

per lOO
Rates

lb.

to El Paso:
No justification is found for the maintenance of lower rates via the direct lines from Colorado beetsugar producing points or from New Orleans and points
taking the same rates to El Paso than to intermediate points.
The line of the Santa Fe from New Orleans is 23 per cent
longer than the short line, so that line will be allowed to
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carry rates to stations west of Vaughan, N. Mex., not more
than 10 cents higher than the rates to El Paso.
Rates from New Orleans to points in Arkansas, Oklahoma, etc.:
The commission finds no necessity for violations of the
fourth section in the rates to these points via the direct lines.
The rates from producing points on Morgan's Louisiana &
Texas Railroad, the New Orleans, Texas & Mexico, the New
Iberia & Northern and the Texas & Pacific intermediate to
New Orleans on routes from New Orleans to stations west
of the west bank of the Mississippi have or will have the
same rates as from New Orleans. To St. Louis, Cairo, Chicago and certain points east of the Mississippi the rates are
from 2 to 5 cents higher than from New Orleans. This
violation of the fourth section will be allowed.
The rate
on sugar from New Orleans to Cairo is 17 cents, to St. Louis
17 cents and to Chicago 23 cents and the short lines are east
of the Mississippi river. The rates via these lines were considered in 31 I. C. C. 495 and it was held that carriers east
of the river could maintain lower rates to Cairo and St. Louis
than to intermediate points. The rates to the Mississippi
river crossings have been influenced by water competition.
Rates grade westerly from the river towards the western
boundary of these states and traffic moving in a northwesterly
direction usually moves under rates conforming with the
fourth section. The opposite holds true of traffic moving in
a northeasterly direction.
The commission grants relief from the fourth section in
several cases. The Kansas City Southern is allowed to continue a rate to Fort Smith, .Ark., lower than to points north
of Texarkana.
Lower rates are also allowed to the Missisippi river points, Helena, Memphis. Cairo, St. Louis and
points north thereof than to points in Louisiana, Arkansas,
Missouri, Iowa and Minnesota.
Lower rates are also permitted to Chicago, Milwaukee and other points in eastern
Illinois and Wisconsin than to intermediate points.
The commission does not allow lower rates to Oklahoma
than to intermediate points in Texas on the direct lines.
The rate to Omaha is 32 cents. The Rock Island is allowed
to meet this rate and to continue higher rates to intermediate
points provided the latter do not exceed 40 cents at the highThe same carrier is also allowed relief as
est rated points.
to the rates via Keokuk and Burlington to Davenport and Clinton.
The Missouri Pacific may meet rates of 12 cents to .Arkansas
City, Helena, Memphis and 17 cents to Cairo and St. Louis,
provided the rates to intermediate points south of Arkansas
City do not exceed 22 cents, south of Memphis 24 cents and
south of St. Louis 28 cents. No relief is granted with reference to the rate of 28 cents to Fort Smith.
The Santa Fe because of its circuitous route is allowed to
continue lower rates to Kansas City, Mo., etc., and to

than to intermediate points in Missouri, Kansas and
Oklahoma.
The Chicago Great Western may continue lower rates to
the twin cities than to intermediate points and lower rates
to Chicago and Illinois points than to intermediate Iowa
and Missouri points.
The rate of 46 cents from San Francisco to Chicago: A rate
of 46 cents from San Francisco and beet-sugar producing
Illinois

points to Chicago will compare with a rate of 55 cents
to the Missouri river and points west thereof. The commission finds that the carriers may establish rates from San
Francisco to Chicago and points taking Chicago rates from
New Orleans 25 cents higher than the rates to the corresponding points from New Orleans, and to other stations between
Chicago rate territory and Missouri river points 23 cents

higher than the rates to the same points from New Orleans,
provided the rates to other intermediate points west of the
Missouri river are corrected as outlined in the preceding
portions of this report.
It was shown in the record that the total consumption of
sugar in the United States in 1913, including sugar for manufacturing purposes, was 3.600,000 tons, an average per capita
During that year the seven western states, Caliof 82 lb.
fornia, Nevada. Utah, Idaho Montana, Colorado and Arizona,
produced 573,000 tons of tieet-sugar and during the same
year approximately 280,000 tons of cane sugar, mostly from

was brought to San Francisco, refined
and distributed from that point. This total of 853.000 tons
to supply a population of 20.000,000 people, while
the total population in the 11 western states including the

the Hawaiian Islands,
at
is

enough

—
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above seven and Washington, Oregon,

—

Wyoming and New

Mexico was but 6,825,821 persons, according to the census
reports of 1910. It is obvious that a large part of the sugar
produced or refined in these 11 states must find a market in
the territory east thereof.
The rates made to the Missouri have enabled the cane-sugar
refiners at San Francisco and the beet-sugar producers in the
western states to market some of this sugar in the territory
bordering on the Missouri. It was represented, however, that
the rate of 23 cents made to Chicago from New Orleans and
by the lake-and-rail lines from the Atlantic seaboard was
so low as practically to prohibit the movement of western
sugar to Chicago on the rates now in effect.
It was also shown that about 270,000 tons of sugar move
from the Hawaiian Islands via the Isthmus of Tehuantepec
to New York, where it is refined and then distributed.
The
refiners at San Francisco and the carriers serving that point
desired to secure a larger proportion of this Hawaiian sugar
than they are now doing and in order to do so had to have
rates to consuming territory that would enable them to compete with the sugar refined at New York or New Orleans,
or the Louisiana sugar, coming mainly from New Orleans.
(31

I.

C.

C,
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The Minnesota Railroad and Warehouse Commission has allowed an extension of time from August 10 to September 10 for
eflfect

its
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recent order reducing freight rates in the

State.

The. Illinois Public Utilities Commission on August 26, ordered the suspension of freight tariffs by the Chicago & North
Western canceling the absorption of tunnel and lighterage
charges in Chicago.

The Texas Railroad Commission has announced

that a hear8 to consider a proposition of

ing will be held on September
canceling the special rates on all kinds of fruits, melons, vegetables in carloads and less than carload lots.

Railway Officers
Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

Hale Holden, vice-president of the

Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy, has been elected president, with headquarters at Chicago, to succeed Darius Miller, deceased. A portrait and sketch
of Mr. Holden appear elsewhere in this issue.

The office of car accountant of the Rock Island Lines, held
by W. H. Wallace, has been placed under the jurisdiction of
the accounting department. He will report to the controller
instead of to the superintendent of car service as heretofore,
will remain at Hamilton Park, Chicago.

and the headquarters

C. V. Lewis, freight claim agent of the Baltimore & Ohio, at
Baltimore, Md., at his own request has been relieved of the
duties of that position, and has been appointed special representative of the freight claim department.
B. M. Waldron,
freight claim agent of the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, at

Indiana railroads have announced that they will file new freight
with the Indiana Public Service Commission
on September 12, embodying advances made on the same basis as
that allowed by the Interstate Commerce Commission for interstate traffic in the 5 per cent case.

William J. Cunningham, assistant to the president of the New
York, New Haven & Hartford, has been appointed president's
assistant of the Boston & Maine, with headquarters at Boston,
Mass. Mr. Cunningham will continue as assistant professor of
transportation in the Harvard School of Business Administration.
A photograph and sketch of Professor Cunningham were
published in the Railway Age Gazette of October 17. 1913. page
722.

Operating

Fred N. Beal, general freight and passenger agent of the
Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes at Phillips, Me., has been appointed general manager, with office at Phillips, and the oflSces
of general freight and passenger agent, and superintendent, are
abolished.
Traffic

tariffs of class rates

The Missouri Pacific has filed notice with the Nebraska Railroad Commission that it intends to appeal from the commission's
order of August 5, making a reduction of about 19 per cent in
the class freight rates in Nebraska. The appeal will be taken to
the state supreme court. The rates will go into effect, however,
pending the appeal.

The Oklahoma Corporation Commission has announced

that

connection with the
application filed by the attorney-general of the state for refunds
amounting to approximately $6,000,000 on passenger fares
collected by the railways of the state while the two-cent fare law
was under injunction.
Claims for refunds of approximately
a hearing will be held

on September

22, in

$700,000 in express charges are also involved.

The Texas Railroad Commission has set November 23 as the
date for the public hearing of the application of the Texas railroads for authority to increase freight rates throughout the state.
The commission announces that the investigation will embrace
"First, do the present rates of transthe following questions
portation yield to common carriers by railroad operating in the
Second, if not, what general
state of Texas adequate revenue?
:

course will be pursued to meet the situation ?"

The Iowa Railroad Commission will hold a hearing on October 9, on a controversy between the Wabash and the Iowa
State Board of Control regarding demurrage charges on coal
shipped to the state school for the deaf at Council Bluffs. At
that point the Wabash turns cars over to the Street Railway
Company, which in turn places them on a side track at the
state institution.
Occasionally it takes three or four days to
switch the cars to the school. The state board claims that delivery is not effected until the cars are Received at its side
The Wabash claims that the street railway is an agent
demurrage begins 48 hours after that
road receives the cars. Both the board of control and the street
railway have refused to pay the demurrage charges, which, since
August, 1912, have aggregated nearly $1,000.

track.

for the school and that

iii

Cincinnati, Ohio, since February, 1909, succeeds Mr. Lewis.

STATE COMMISSIONS
putting into

449.

R.

W. Rigdon

Kansas

City,

has resigned as commercial agent of the
Mexico & Orient at Ft. Worth, Tex.

Leimbach; local freight agent of the Missouri Pacific
Hutchinson, Kan;, has been appointed commercial freight

P. J.
at

agent at that pface.

*"'
'

Baggs has been appointed traveling passenger agent of
the Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic, with office at -\tlanta. Ga.,
succeeding R. E. Camp, resigned.
H.

S.

J. R. Long has been appointed traveling freight and passenger agent of the Wabash, with headquarters at Philadelphia. Pa., succeeding C. H. Latta, resigned.

H. G. Locke, traveling passenger and freight agent of the
Chicago Great Western at Boston, Mass., has been appointed
district passenger agent with headquarters at Boston.
E. K. Garrison, district freight and passenger agent of the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul at Portland, Ore., has been
appointed general agent of the freight department at Seattle,
Wash., succeeding Robert M. Boyd, deceased.

H. C. Davis has been appointed traveling passenger agent of
the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, with office at Chattanooga, Tenn., succeeding J. H. Latimer, who was retired at
his own request on September 1, after a service of 57 years with
that road and its predecessors.
of the
J. H. Fitch, general agent of the traffic department
Louisville & Nashville at Detroit, Mich., has been appointed
division freight agent of that road and the Lexington &
Eastern, with headquarters at Lexington. Ky. L. G. Parsons,
commercial agent of the Louisville & Nashville at Indianapolis. Ind., succeeds Mr. Fitch and C. H. Ryan. Jr., traveling
freight agent at Chicago, succeeds Mr. Parsons. W. C. Diltraveling freight agent at Houston, Tex., has been
lard,
appointed division freight agent, with headquarters at Pensacola, Fla., succeeding J. W. Lurton, deceased. W. L. Dulaney,
soliciting agent at New Orleans, La., succeeds Mr. Dillard

and

J.

J.

Fred Mulberry,
been appointed travel-

Coburn succeeds Mr. Dulaney.

soliciting agent at Cincinnati, Ohio, has
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ing freight agent at Chicago, succeeding Mr. Ryan, and W. D.
Clary succeeds Mr. Mulberry. F. L. Salisbury, contracting
agent at Knoxville, Tenn., has been appointed traveling
freight agent of the Louisville & Nashville and the Lexington & Eastern, with headquarters at Lexington, Ky. D. M.
Goodwyn has been appointed general freight agent of the
Lexington & Eastern and R. D. Pusey has been appointed
general passenger agent of the Lexington & Eastern, both
with headquarters at Louisville, succeeding C. Scott, deceased.
Engineering and Rolling Stock

Guy, resigned.
R. A. Bitlingham has been appointed master mechanic of the
office at Xashville, Tenn.. succeeding J.

Tennessee Central, with
J.

Clark, resigned.

&

Alton
at Slater. Mo., has been appointed superintendent of shops of
the Oregon Short Line, with headquarters at Pocatello.
Idaho, succeeding D. J. Malone, deceased.
E. E. Chrysler, master

mechanic of the Chicago

W. J. Miller, master mechanic of the St. Louis Southwestern
of Texas at Tyler. Texas, has been appointed superintendent of
motive power of the St. Louis Southwestern, with office at Pine
Bluff, Ark., vice T. E. Adams, deceased, and J. M. Kilfoyle succeeds Mr. Miller.

W. D. Warren, division engineer of the Midland division of
the New York, New Haven & Hartford, at Hartford, Conn.,
has been appointed division engineer of the Providence division,
with office at Providence. R. I., succeeding W. T. Spencer, promoted. H. E. .Astley, division engineer of the Central New England at Hartford, succeeds Mr. Warren. C. F. Vardley. track
supervisor on the Providence division of the New York, NewHaven & Hartford at Providence, R. I., succeeds Mr. .Astley, and
R. L. Pearson succeeds Mr. Yardley.
Purchasing
C. B. Williams,

whose appointment

as purchasing agent of the
headquarters at New York City,

Central of New Jersey, with
has been announced in these columns, was born on
Beech Creek.
1873. at
Pa., and after leaving
the common schools was
a student at the Pennsylvania State College for ;i
In 1890, he
short time.
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING
The

Georgia Railro.ad

is

the market for 4

in

Mikado type

locomotives.

M. Buck has been appointed division engineer of the AtchiTopeka & Santa Fe, with office at Emporia, Kan., vice F. L.

C.
son.

Vol.

March

The Erie has ordered one Santa Fe type locomotive from the
Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Southern Railway has ordered one ten-wheel type locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The
wheel

Ch.\rleston & Western Carolina has ordered one sixswitching locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive

Works.

The Northwester.v Pacific has ordered four ten-wheel passenger locomotives, two ten-wheel freight locomotives and three
six-wheel switching locomotives from the American Locomotive
Company. The four ten-wheel passenger locomotives will have
20 by 28 in. cylinders, 63 in. driving wheels, and a total weight
in working order of 180,000 lb.
The two ten-wheel freight locomotives will have 21 by 28 in. cylinders. 57 in. driving wheels,
and a total weight in working order of 198,000 lb. The three sixwheel switching locomotives v\'ill have 19 by 24 in. cylinders, 50
in. driving
wheels, and a total weieht in working order of
124.000

lb.

CAR BUILDING
The Rutland is in the market for 75 50-ton steel hopper cars.
The Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton has ordered 1,000 box
cars from the Standard Steel Car Company and 1,000 gondola
cars from the Cambria Steel Company.

22.

IRON AND STEEL
The Intern.\tional & Great Northern has ordered 116 tons
of material for a Strauss bascule bridge across Buffalo Bayou,
Houston, Tex., from the Wisconsin Bridge & Iron Company,
Chicago.

graduated from
Eastman Business Col-

was

and

SIGNALING

July of the
following year began
railway work with the
Beech Creek Railroad.
now a part of the Pennsylvania division of the
New York Central &
Hudson River. He entered the service of the
Central of New Jersey
lege

on
a s

in

November

27,

stenographer

Nashville. Chattanooga & St. Louis on September 8
will change the colors of its signal lights on the Paducah &
Memphis Division, adopting green for the proceed indicaAt the same time long-time
tion and yellow for caution.
burners will be put into the lamps. Hand signals used to
indicate caution will be made yellow lanterns, flags and fusees.

The

—

Company. New York, has
completed an installation of "Stentor" loud speaking
telephone despatching apparatus on the Dillsburg division of the
Cumberland Valley, extending from Harrisburg, Pa., to DillsLoud speaking receivers have been installed in
burg. 16 miles.

The Stentor

recently

1893.

and

chief clerk to the general
superintendent.

all

Fro m

F"

e b r u a r y.

Electric Manufacturing

operating stations, thus making the use of selectors unnecesThe Stentor loud speaking telephone was described in the

sary.

Railway Age Gazette of July

1900. until

September. 1908. he was

31.

B. WiUii

chief clerk to the super-

intendent of motive power and then was appointed general storekeeper, which position he held at the time of his recent appointment as purchasing agent of the same road, as above noted.

OBITUARY
Francis B. Sears, formerly vice-president and director of the
Chattahoochee Valley, died on August 26, at his summer home
in Weston, Mass., at the age of 65.

Daniel E. Sullivan, formerly master mechanic of the L'nion
Pacific at Cheyenne. Wyo., died at Ogden. L'tah, on August 20,
aged 60 years. He was employed by the L'nion Pacific for 34
years, retiting July 1 last on account of illness.

Chilean Railway Contract.

—

It is

reported that probably one

of the largest contracts ever secured by Chilean manufacturers
was recorded on July 6. when the government placed a home
order for railway equipment to the value of $8,240,000.

—

Railway Construction in India. At the present time there
are in India 2.331 miles of railway in course of construction or
planned for construction during the year 1914-15. Of this total
1.575 miles are already under .jvay and 856 miles are merely proOf the former 220 miles are being constructed by the
posed.
Of the latter, 173
state and 1,355 miles by private companies.
miles will be constructed by the state and 583 .miles by private
companies. The total cost of the 2,331 miles of line is estimated
at $80,000,000.

September

4,
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The

Ogle Construction Company, Chicago, 111., has been
for the erection of a 150-ton balanced bucket
coaling station for the Chicago & Alton at Venice, 111.,
and a 200-ton station of the same type for the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville at New Albany, Ind. This company has also
received orders from the Louisville & Nashville for machinery
and equipment for a large concrete station at Paris, Ky., and
for one at Lebanon Junction, Ky.

awarded contracts

Supply Trade News

type
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Charles B. \ardley, Jr., formerly of Jenkins Bros., has been
appointed manager of the railway department of the United
States Metal Products Company, New York, effective September 1.

Henry D. Shute. whose election to the position of treasurer
of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, has
in these columns, was born at Somerville, Mass.,
and attended high school

been announced

Boston.
He graduated from the Massachusetts Institute of
in

Technology

in

1892,

and

following his graduation
spent a year in Germany
at the School of Mines.
Clausthal,

and

in

Dres-

den. In 1893 he entered
the works of the Westinghouse Electric Com-

pany

at Pittsburgh as an
apprentice, and spent his

two

years in the
testing department, following which he was engaged for a considerable
time
and
in
erection
laboratory work, part of
the
time as
assistant
foreman. In 1897 he entered the engineering department.
One year
Shute
later he was transferred
to the commercial department, and in ISOl was appointed head
of the latter's alternating current division.
Two years later he
was made assistant to vice-president L. A. Osborne, and in that
first

was

H. O. Fettinger has been appointed eastern railroad representative of the Ashton Valve Company, Boston, Mass., with
headquarters at 128 Liberty street. New York, to succeed W. H.
Foster, resigned to become associated with another company.
Mr. Fettinger formerly served for a number of years in the
motive power department of the Pennsylvania Railroad, and
resigned from the position of chief air brake and steam heat
inspector to engage in the supply business.

Fred. B. Corey, for eleven years in the engineering department
of the General Electric Company, and for the past three years
engineer of inspection and tests of the Union Switch & Signal
Company, reporting to the general manager, has resigned that
position and opened an office at 404 Arrott Building, Pittsburgh,
Pa.
He will conduct a consulting engineering business, making
a specialty of inspection methods and organizations for manu-

facturing companies. He will also give attention to electric
way signaling and allied subjects.

William M. Kinch, of the Gordon Primary Battery Companj-,
York, died at his home in that city on August 29, and was
buried at Altoona, Pa., on Monday, August 30. Mr. Kinch had
been connected with the Gordon Primary Battery interests for
over 12 years, and prior thereto was signal engineer of the New
York Central & Hudson River, and before that was in the sigHe was one of
nal department of the Pennsylvania Railroad.
the early members of the Railway Signal Association, and was a
meetings.
and
conventions
the
familiar figure at all

New

T. P. Gaylord, who has recently been elected acting vicepresident of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, succeeding Mr. Shute. as announced in the Railway Age
Gazette of last week,
was born at • Shelby,
.

Mich.,

particularly

The C & C

Electric

active

in

the

Mr.
Gaylord was engineer of
construcunderground
tion during the World's
Fair at Chicago, 1892-3.
At the close of the fair
he became assistant professor of electrical en-

building.

W. J. McKone. sales manager of the Edgar Steel Seal & Manufacturing Company, Chicago, has resigned to engage in other
and Graham Dodge, assistant general manager, has arranged to perform his duties temporarily.

gineering in the

business,

years old.

W. J. Johnson, formerly of the Western Electric Company,
has recently been appointed a member of the engineering department of the Stentor Electric Manufacturing Company, Inc., New
York. Mr. Johnson, who has had an extended experience with
the Bell Telephone Company of Pennsylvania, and the Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Company of Baltimore will look
after the installation work which the company has on hand at
the present time.

Insti-

tute of Technology.

& Manufacturing Company, Garwood,

James H. Van Dorn, president of the Van Dorn Iron
Works Company, Cleveland, Oliio, and the Van Dorn & Dutton Company, died at his home in Cleveland on Saturday,
August 29, 1914. Funeral services were held at the family
residence on Tuesday. September 1. Mr. Van Dorn was 73

attended

from the .\rmour

N. J., has removed its Detroit office in charge of R, K. Slaymaker, from 144 Seyburn avenue to 1111 Chamber of Commerce

A. T. Gardiner, for many years connected with the Landis
Tool Company, Waynesboro, Pa., has accepted a position with
He will cover the same
the Modern Tool Company, Erie, Pa.
territory as when with the Landis Tool Company.

and

school
at
preparatory
Academy, ChiAllen
He subsequently
cago.
attended the University
and in
Michigan,
of
189S received the degree
engineer
electrical
of

development of heavy
electric traction and single-phase railway work.
In 1910 Mr.
Shute succeeded Walter McFarland as acting vice-president,
Mr.
which position he held until his election as treasurer.
Shute is a member of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, the National Electric Light Association, and the Engineers' Club of New York. He is also a director of the Pittsburgh
Chamber of Commerce, and is closely identified with a number
of other technical and social organizations.
position

rail-

Institute,

and

Armour
retained

position until 1898,
when he became associthat

,

ated with the

Gaylord

Common-

wealth Edison Company
In July, 1899, he entered the

of Chicago as electrical engineer.
employ of the Westinghouse Electric

& Manufacturing Company as a salesman, and followed this line of work until 1903,
when he was appointed district manager at Chicago, which poMr. Gaylord is a member
sition he has held up to the present.
National
of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, the
numElectric Light Association, and is closely identified with a
ber of other engineering societies.
In

M.

New York
P.

Stearti

on August 26 C. Philip Coleman and Grayson

Murphy were appointed

Pump Company, New

receivers

York,

in

of the

International

an equity suit brought by

corporation itself
bond and stockholders and a creditor,
authorized
joining in the application. The receivers have been
It is stated that the receivership was
to continue the business.
the

fairly
necessarv because, although the company has been doing a
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prosperous business, and has been earning considerably more
than its interest charges, it will not be able to make the interest
pajment of about $235,000 and the sinking fund payment of
$250,000 due September 1 on its first lien twenty-year 5 per cent
bonds. It also lacks adequate working capital. The receivership
is not expected to involve the associated companies, among which
are the Henry R. Worthington Company, the Blake & Knowles

Steam Pump Works and the Power & Mining Machinery Company.

George A. Blackmore. whose election as vice-president and
Bryant Zinc Company, New York, has been an-

a director of the

columns, was born at Wilkinsburg, a suburb- of
Pittsburgh, Pa., on Januhe
When
ary 7, 1884.
was but 12 years old he
entered the service of

nounced

in these

the Union Switch & Signal Company as an office
boy, later becoming a

and

departments

mating

Swissvale.
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Canadian Northern.
new branch called the Brazeau subdivision has been opened for business on the Western division
from Warden, Aha., west to Nordegg 174 miles.
Canadian

Pacific.

— The

been opened for business

Mountain House

The new Gleichen
from Gleichen,

new .Mberta Central
from

Forth,

Alta.,

subdivision has

Rocky

west to

63.2 miles.

Alta.,

subdivision has been opened

for business

west to Shepard 41 miles.

The Esquimalt & Nanaimo has been extended from
Junction, B. C. formerly

(December

McBride Junction, north

19,

Parksville

Courteney

to

1207.)

p.

—

Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio. Announcement is made that
the first train was run over the extension from Dante, Va.,
north to Elkhorn City, Ky., 35 miles, on September 1.

—

Cincinnati, Indiana & Louisville. According to press reports surveys are now being made for this line from Cochrane,
which is a suburb of Aurora, Ind., via French, Rising Sun.
Xorth, Patriot, Florence, Markland and Vevay to Lamb, in
The company was organized recently in
Switzerland county.
Indiana to build from Madison, Ind., east, then north via
Aurora to Lawrenceburg, and eventually east to Cincinnati,
(April 10, p. 855.)
Ohio. L. S. Cook, president, Cincinnati.

esti-

at

In July, 1904,

however, he was transferred to New York and
was associated with Sidney Johnson in the work

Detroit. Bay City
from Snover, Mich.,

on the Interborough subway and other signaling
construction work in the
In March, 1909, he
was appointed assistant
eastern manager of the
company, with office at

p.

east.

York, and in April, I91I, was promoted to the position of
eastern managei; in direct charge of the company's New York,
Montreal and Atlanta offices and of sales and construction. Mr.
Blackmore at the time he resigned to enter the service of the
Bryant Zinc Company had completed 18 continuous y£ars of

Union Switch

&

Signal Company.

Jackman & Co.. agents of
Company, of McKeesport, Pa., have

the Firth-Sterling Steel
issued a circular calling
attention to the fact that the European war may seriously
interrupt the foreign supply of those American buyers who
have been satisfactorily served by the tool steel makers pf
other countries, and announcing- that "if, during this period
when business connections of long standing have been forced
apart, we can help such shops to continue their work and
usefulness, we shall be glad to respond with our best efforts
and in the true American spirit that the misfortunes of others
will be of short duration."
E. S.

& Western. — This
to

road has been extended

Sanduskv eight

miles.

(November

20,

1004.)

F.scjuimalt
Blackn

New

service with the

57,
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44.5 miles.

clerk and stenographer in
the office of the general
manager. In 1901 he was
appointed chief clerk in

the engineering

Vol.

& Nanaimo. — See Canadian

Pacific.

—

Illinois Roads (Electric). Financial arrangements have been
made and the right of way has been secured, it is said, for an
interurban line to be built from Mattoon. 111., southwest to St.
Louis, Mo. H. R. Budd, Bunker Hill, 111., may be addressed.

—

Indiana Roads (Electric). Residents of Liberty. Ind.. are
back of a project to build an electric line from Hamilton. Ohio,
northwest via Liberty, Ind., to Richmond, about 40 miles. The
plans also include a 10-mile branch from Liberty west to a connection with the Indianapolis & Cincinnati Traction Company's
The Liberty Commercial Club may be adline at Connersville.
dressed.

Kansas Roads
Long of Kansas

—

According to press reports R. A.
Mo., and associates have under consideration the question of building an interurban line from Kansas
City southeast via Lees Summit to Pleasant Hill, thence southwest to Harrisonville, about 45 miles.
(Electric).

City.

—

Louisiana Railway, Light & Power Company. Financial
arrangements are being made, it is said, to build an electric
railway from Lockport, La., northwest via Thibodaux. to DonW. Ohlmeyer. Plattenville L. P.
aldsonville, about 55 miles.
Caillouet, A. Picot and H. S. Smith, Thibodaux, are said to
;

TRADE PUBLICATIONS

—

Sprayers and Whitewashers. The Dayton Manufacturing
Company, Dayton, Ohio, has recently issued hand implement
catalogue No. 176, descriptive of Dayton spraj'ers and whitewashers.

—

Conduit Boxes and Fittings. The Sprague Electric Works
of the General Electric Company. New York, has recently issued
pamphlet No. 442 descriptive of the company's line of conduit
boxes and

be interested.

Mascot & Western.

The maximum grades will be
curvature 10 deg. The line is

'

fittings.

J.

—

— An officer

writes that contracts are to be

once to build a railway from the Mascot Copper Companies'
mines near Dos Cabezos, Ariz., west to Wilcox 17 miles. The
grading work will call for handling an average of 15.000 cu. yd.
.^bout 25 per cent of the work will be rock work.
to the mile,
let at

N. McCauley, president.

per cent, and the

3.5

maximum

to be built to carry copper ore.

C. R.

Weston, general manager and

Roofing Material. The Barrett Manufacturing Company.
New York, has recently issued a folder showing "Another Mile
of Barrett Specification Roofs" on the buildings of the Standard
Steel Car Company at Butler, Pa.

engineer.

Val\-es.— The National Tube Company has recently issued
bulletin No. 7D describing in detail the advantages of N. T. C.

Incorporated in Minnesota
with $250,000 capital to buy and .pperate steam and electric railways. The incorporators include W. D. Mitchell. W. Rumble

Three illustrations in the bulletin sh'ow a
regrinding valves.
valve which was opened and closed 327,094 times when the photographs were taken, and which after being reground several
times has since been opened and closed over 3,046.280 times,
and

is

still

in use.

—

Oregon Short Line. The Oregon Eastern branch of the
Idaho division has been extended from Juntura, Ore., to Riverside

19 miles.

Southern Minnesota Traction.

and G. Hoke,

St.

—

Paul. Minn.

Texas Roads.— A line will probably be built from Glen Rose,
Tex., south to Walnut Springs, about 14 miles. S. Lewis, Waco;

:

September

J.
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H. Farr, Walnut Springs, and

J.

P.

Lightfoot, Austin, are

453
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said to be back of the project.

Surveys are being made, and construction work is to be started
it is said, on a line from Luling, Tex., northwest to San
Marcos, about 20 miles. The proposed route is through San

Railway Financial News

soon,

Marcos

A

river valley via Prairie Lee, Fentress and Martindale.
syndicate of eastern capitalists are back of the project.
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Chicago, Rock Island

RAILWAY STRUCTURES

—

Hartford, Conn. An officer of the New York, New Haven &
Hartford writes that a contract has been given to the P. J.
Carlin Contracting Company, New York, at about $220,000 for
rebuilding the station at Hartford.
(August 14, p. 311.)

— An

the Norfolk & Western
Writes that a contract has been given to the Virginia Bridge &
Iron Company. Roanoke, Va., for the steel work of a bridge
over Tug river. W. W. Boxley & Co., Roanoke, has the contract
for the masonry work.

M.\TE\vAN,

\\".

\'a.

officer

of

York.

— Plans

have been

filed

by the

New York

Central

&

Hudson River

for the erection of a four-story office building as
an addition to the New York terminal. The building is to be
built on the block bounded by Forty-fifth and Forty-sixth streets

and fronting on Lexington avenue. The new building is to be
used iiy the express companies and for railway mail service, and
in the upper stories will have offices.

—

Pittsburgh, Pa. We are told that a contract has been given
to the Raymond Concrete Pile Company, New York, for concrete piles and concrete foundations for steel towers on the Ohio
The
Connecting Railway bridge, Brunots Island, Pittsburgh.
Seaboard Construction Company, Philadelphia, Pa., has the general contract.

—

Savannah, Ga. A contract has been given to the Phoenix
Construction Company, New Y'ork, for driving about 8,500 timber piles and building the reinforced concrete substructure for
the Ocean Steamship Company's terminal improvements at
Savannah.

—

&

WooDLAWN, N. Y'. The bridge of the New York, New Haven
Hartford, at Woodlawn, is to be replaced by two arches with

eteel girders

New England

Investment a Security Company.— This com-

pany is understood
and Springfield and

to own the street railways of Worcester
its preferred stock is guaranteed 4 per
cent dividends by the New York, New Haven & Hartford.
protective committee, consisting of Henry B. Cabot, Moses

A

Williams,
in

the

stock.

Jr.,

and E. V. R. Thayer, has been formed

interests

of

the

to

buy

stockholders the common
sent out- a circular which says in

preferred

The committee has

part

—

Mobile, Ala. An officer of the Southern Railway writes that
contract has been given to Hancock, Harbin & Hancock,
Mobile, to build a new freight house and office building at Mobile.
(June 26, p. 1607.)

a

New

& Pacific—The suit by preferred stockholders of the Keokuk & Des Moines against the Chicago,
Rock Island & Pacific has been transferred from the Iowa
supreme court to the United States district court.

The organization of this company is peculiar. The owners
of 1.000 common shares select four of its seven trustees, and
the owners of the 40,000 preferred shares select only three.
For several years all these properties, operating about 420
miles of street railway, have been controlled, now by one set
of owners of common stock and now by another set the whole

—

common
preferred

Worcester and Boston and of a par value of $4,000,000, has
been legally in the position of a minority.

The preferred stockholders, nearly all of whom reside in
Massachusetts, have become uneasy and restless at this
situation.
The frequent criticisms in the press and
officials, voicing the dissatisfaction of the patrons
of the street railways over such an unusual method of control
and complaining of unsatisfactory service and difficulty of obtaining relief, have now led influential preferred shareholders
to form a protective committee.
The committee announces,
as its purpose, the purchase of all the common stock in the
permanent interest of such preferred shareholders as wish to
co-operate.
If the plan is successful it will result in vesting
the control of the important Worcester and Springfield street
railways in the preferred shareholders, who have a substantial
financial interest in seeing that those properties are maintained
and operated in such a way as to give a service satisfactory
anomalous
by pnblic

to the

covered with concrete.

stock representing a par value of only $100,000. The
stock, largely held by investors in
Springfield,

public and under a

management

easily accessible

and

responsive to that public.

—

Freight Rate Increase Denied in Ireland. On July 24 the
Railway and Canal Commission rejected the application of the Great Southern & Western for a general 4 per cent
increase in merchandise and package rates. This decision affects
directly one-third of the railway mileage of Ireland and may
In the spring of 1913 the
also affect most of the remainder.
Irish railways simultaneously announced a 4 per cent increase
in rates.
traffic
of
1894
the roads were subject
Under the
act
to be called upon to justify the increase if challenged by the
trading public, but as it happened no protest was forthcoming.
The Great Southern & Western, which, with controlled lines,
operates 1,122 miles of line, or more than any other two railWays in Ireland, was in an exceptional position, however, owing
to provisions of an act of 1900 whereby it had been permitted
By this act the burden of proof
to absorb certain rival lines.
for justifying proposed increases was cast upon the company.
As the railway has now failed to justify the increases it seems
probable that the other railways which have been enforcing the
4 per cent increase will promptly be challenged on behalf of the
commercial public. The decision was based largely upon a
study of the facts as to both costs and efficiency of operation.
The commissioners found that the system had been so wisely
British

conducted that the rising expenses in connection with labor
and upkeep iiave been neutralized. "Notwithstanding that wages
have undoubtedly increased and hoiirs have been reduced and
local government rates (of taxation) have grown larger, this
company has been- so prudently and skillfully managed by its
board of officers by the introduction of improved methods of
working and by effecting the economies which the amaIgani?tion
v.as designed to effect, that the extra outlay has been recouped
and the net result has been advantageous to the company."

—

Pennsylvania Railroad. The Wall Street Journal has been
making an investigation of the extent to which stock of the
In
various American railroad companies is held in Europe.
regard to the Pennsylvania The Wall Street Journal finds
that of a total of 90.114 stockholders registered
Pennsylvania Railroad as of June 30, 1914,

the

on books of
11,822 were

European, holdings amounting to $74,490,442 (par value) of
On June 30, 1913,
a total outstanding stock of $499,265,700.
there were 84,244 stockholders, of which 11,215 were European,
number of women
value.
The
par
holdings totaling $73,003,614
stockholders on June 30, 1914, was 43,454 as compared with
40,325 on June 30, 1913. The total number of stockholders in
1906 was 40,153, and in 1901, 27,540.

Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern.— This company has
asked the Missouri Public Service Commission for permission
to issue $893,000 5 per cent equipment trust bonds.

St.

Exportation of Manchurian Lumber.

—

.\t

the present time,

one of the most important factors in the business of exporting
lumber from Manchuria is the possibility of changing the place
If such a chang;
of shipment from Vladivostok to Nikolaiefsk.
on the Chinese
is made it will be because of the heavy charges
Eastern whereby the cost of transporting the timber to Vladivotransportation
t
river
stok is 7.7 cents, whereas the cost of
Nikolaiefsk is only 4.6 cents. A Russian concessionaire owninj
1,318 square miles of timber land and three sawmills locate
near the Sungari river has planned to build his own narrow g3~e
railway to the river and then to ship via his own line and the
latter to Nikolaiefsk, at which port the timber will be shipped to
the southern ports of China and to Europe.
I

[Ad\irtisement,]

ANNUAL REPORT
TWENTY-NINTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE

BUFFALO, ROCHESTER & PITTSBURGH RAILWAY COMPANY,
FOR YEAR ENDING. JUNE

30th, 1914.

REPORT.

CAPITAL STOCK.

The Directors of the Buffalo, Rot hester and Pittsburgh Railway Company submit to the Stockholders the follow ng report for the year ending
June 30, 1914:

There has been no change during the year in this account. The total
outstanding Capital Stock of the Company amonnts lo $16,500,000, and
consists of $6,000,000 preferred stock and of $10,500,009 common stock.

ROAD OPERATED.

Trackage rights

367.06

Increase.
Miles.

360.30

6.76

89.90

87.29

2.61

129.52

128.87

.65

586-48

576.46

10.02

194.89

12.43

360.48

333.59

26.89

1,154.28

1,104.94

49.34

*
all tracks, all steel rail

1913.

Miles.

207.3.'
(,. ,.

Total miles of

FUNDED DEBT.

1914.

Miles.

The increase of road operated is due to the construction of 6.76 miles
of mine lines, 2.61 miles of additional line leased from the .-Mlegheny &
Western Railway Company, and an adjustment of .65 mile in trackage
rights, from remeasurement.
The second track was increased by the construction of 12.09 miles between Rochester, N. Y., and Scottsville. N. Y., .09 mile at Rirerside, N. Y.,
and an adjustment of .25 mile of trackage rights, from remeasurement.
Sidings were increased 26.89 miles.

CONSTRUCTION.

INXOME.
Inckbase.

Decrease.

Operating revenues. .$10,709,534.81 $10,947,246.06
7,665,891.28 $272,171.61
Operating expenses.. 7,938.062.89

$237,711.25

Rail Opebations:

1913.

1914.

In accordance with the provisions of the Consolidated Mortgage of 1907,
$1,051,000 4'A% bonds were issued and sold, and the proceeds applied to
payment of Additions and Betterments. The Trustee also delivered to the
Company $206,000 Consolidated Mortgage i'/i'.h bonds, representing 50%
of Equipment Bonds Series D, E and t retired during the year.
These
bonds, added to those in the Treasury of the Company, made a total of
$1,524,000, of which $349,000 were sqld during the year for corporate purposes, leaving a balance of $1,175,000 held in reserve.
Under the terms of the Sinking Fund for the redemption of Equipment
Bonds, $619,000 bonds were retired, as follows; $2,000 Series B; $50,000
Series C; $117,000 Series D; $117,000 Series E; $179,000 Series F; and
$154,000 Series G. The balance of Equipment Bonds Series G authorized
in 1910, was issued to the amount of $887,000.
To provide lor additional rolling stock, an issue of $2,000,000 five per
cent. Gold Bonds was authorized, to be secured by new equipment costing
These bonds were issued under an Agreement, known as
$2,200,000.
"Equipment Agreement, Series H" dated .luly 1, 1913, and were all sold
during the year. The agreement provided that both principal and interest
The bonds mature in annual
are payable without deduction for any tax.
installments of $125,000, commencing January 1, 1915, and ending January 1, 1930.
The net result is an increase of $3,668,000 in the bonded debt of the
Company, outstanding on June 30, 1914.
Capital account has been charged during
for additions and betterments, as follows:

the

year

with

$1,892,696.33

Land
Lackawanna, K. Y
improvements
Genesee dock improvements
Second track, Rochester, N. Y., to

New

$51,323.48
5,807.53
12,357.47
16,438.74
190,393.37

station,

Station

Xet operating rev$2,771,471.92
enue
Oltside Operatio.vs:
$25,213.99
Revenues
28,111.02
Expenses

$367.61

$25,581.60
32,946.34

4,835.32

$3,273,990.04

$505,415.15

$2,897.03

Deficit

Scottsville,

Riverside Junction, N.

N.

Y

Y

5,127.01
173,440.63
54,927.22
29,371.16
351,785.90
43,898.12
138,494.65
11,589.29
150,973.78
16,528.95
4,849.53
139,180.67
84,769.79
53,451.79
8,829.53
46,638.36
256,937.64
15,789.02
29,792.71

Improving bridges and culverts
:ight of rail, frogs

and fastenings

Stone ballast
Tearing Run mine line
Guthrie mine line
Sidings and yard extensions
Interlocking apparatus, C. & M. Junction, Pa.
Automati block signals
Telephon
:rain despatching lines
Roadway
achinery
i\ew roundhouse, Du Bois, Pa
Additions to shops, Du Bois, Pa
.'

Total

revenue. $2,768,574.89

net

Taxes Accrued
Operating

Inc

Other Income

234,000.00

216,000.00

$2,534,574.89

$3,057,990.04

821,223.05

1,018,717.73

$18,000.00

$523,415.15
197.494.68

Shop machinery
Water and fuel

."

stations

Storage warehouse, Rochester. N. Y
terminal, Lincoln Park, N. Y
Subway, Saxton St., Rochester, N. Y
Other items

New
Gross

corporate

in-

$3,355,797.94
come
Deductions for Inter2,001,013.78
est and Rentals ...

Xet

corporate

$4,076,707./7
1,949,713.70

$51,300.(

$1,354,784.16

$1,892,696.28

Total

in-

The following work, referred

$2,126,994.07

completed:
Telephone train despatching line between East Salamanca, N. Y., and
Punxsutawney, Pa., a distance of 119 miles.
.Automatic block signals for 76 miles, from Gainesville,. N. Y., to
East Salamanca, N. Y.. and Falls Creek, Pa., to Punxsutawney, PaSecond track, Rochester. N. Y., to Scottsville, N. Y., a disunce of
12.09 miles, turned over to the Operating Department on December 31,

Appropriations:
Pension and Fire In
$14,934.98

$16,432.49

$1,497.51

Equipment Agreement
Sinking Funds ...

348,351.67

448,795.68

$100,444.01

Total Appropriations.

$364,784.16

$450,293.19

$85,509.03

to in last year's report, is

1913.

The Tearing Run and Guthrie mine

Surplus

available

$990,000.00

Taxes amounted

$686,700.!

$1,676,700.!

$234,000, an increase of 8.33%, due to additional
higher assessments on Capital Stock, and the new-

to

property purchased,
Federal Income Tax Law.
>- . rA special appropriation of $348,351.67 was made from the Net Corporate
under
Income. Of this amount $125,000 was paid into the Sinking Funds
B
Equipment Agreements Series A, B and C, out of which $2,000 Series to
and $50,000 Series C bonds were retired, leaving $/ 3,000 lo be applied
the
of
one-halt
lepicsents
$207,000
stock;
rolling
new
the purchase of
year
the
during
off
paid
F
E
and
principal of Equipment bonds Series D,
Mortgage bonds held
the other half being refunded by AViVo Consolidated
is a part ot
in the Treasury of the C&mpany; the remainder. $16,331.6/
Series O. together
the appropriation to the Sinking Fund under Equipment
the
balances
with the interest accrued on the various Sinking Fund
,

m

Loss Account was charged with $138,433.05, the balance
Series O.
required for the Sinking Fund under Equipment Agreement
^Profit

and

DIVIDENDS.
Dividends in cash were paid on:
$6,000,000
Preferred stock

Common
Total

stock

lines.

yard near Rochester, N. Y.
roundhouse and extension of boiler

and

tank

shops

at

Du

Bois, Pa.
station was constructed at Lackawanna, N. Y.
.\mong the important work now in progress, may be mentioned:

A new

for

dividends

New
New

10,500,000

$16,500,000

1914.

6%
6%

1913.

$360,000
630,000

691 $360,000

$990,000

$990,000

67c

630,000

Since the close of the fiscal year, your Board of Directors has declared
semi-annual dividends of three per cent, on the preferred stock and two
per cent, on the common stock, payable August 15, 1914.

Storage warehouse at Rochester, N. Y.
Subwav. Saxton St., Rochester, N. Y.
Ex ension of power house, etc.. at Du Bois. Pa.
-Automatic block signals for 45 miles, from Buffalo Creek, N. Y., to
Ashford, N. Y.
Replacing various timber bridges, trestles and culverts in permanent
form.
.
,
In keeping with the policy of your Company to proinote efficiency and
economy in operation, other improvements were made, including the contracks.
and
yard
sidings
struction of 26.89 miles of additional

EQUIPMENT.
Expenditures were made for new rolling stock
Three passenger locomotives
Twelve freight locomotives
Twenty-seven steel passenger train cars
One thousand steel coal cars
Six caboose cars built at Company's shop
Three locomotive crane hoists

One

Two

as follows:

scale test car

derrick cars
Steel underframes applied on four hundred and eleven freight
,
train cars
Steel side stakes applied on two hundred and thirty-six freight
train cars
Sundry other betterments, including re-classification or transfer
of riretecn freight train cars and twenty-five work equipment
•
cars

$69,550.12
277,799.32
377,885.41
789,609.40
5,843.84
21,930.0/

^•'^^xS
3,866.72

26,321.36
3,954.34

47,963.33

$1,628,887.27

1

.
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In addition t* >he above, fift^-cn freight locomotives, two passenger locomotives, and one thousand steel underframe freight
cars for commercial traffic were purchased, but owing to late
delivery will be accounted for in next year's report.
There was credited for equipment sold, transferred or destroyed, the following values, charged in part to Operating
Expenses, and the balance, representing the depreciation
since June 30, 1907, charged to Reserve for Accrued De-

155

The ave-rage number of rcTcnue tons carried one mile per revenue
freight train mile, excluding the mileage of helping engines, decreased 16.44
tons, being 693.60 tons, against 710.04 tons a year ago.
"The average number of revenue tons carried one mile per revenue
freight engine mile, including the mileage of helping engines, decreased S
tons, being 454, against 462 a year ago.
The averages for the past ten years are as follows:
Train Load.

Ve.^e.

preciation.

One locomotive

$3,455.45

Seven passenger train cars
Six hundred and sixty-one freight train cars
Twenty-eight work equipment cars

13,056.08

290,776.20
11,222.27

507

1906
1907

525
543

374
418
435

1908

530
597
638
635
647
710
694

400
420
430
439
462
454

1909
1910

Making a

n»t

of

On
On

1911

$1,310,373.27

The total tractive power of engines aggregates 10,643,255 pounds, an
inirease of 710,362 pounds over last year.
The average tractive power of
each engine increased 765 pounds, being 34,782 pounds as against 34,017
pounds last year.
The total carrying capacity of cars in freight service now amounts to
737,498 tons, an increase ef 28,685 tons over last year. The average carrying capacity or efficiency of each freight car increased 1.03 tons, being
42.29 tons as against 41.26 tons last year.
The reserre for accrued depreciation of equipment on Jun
1914,
is as follows:
equipment owned
leased equipment

$1,912,961.95
190,949.67

1912
1913
1914

report,

as follows:

is

I

ASSENGER REVENUES.

of tons carried one mile

Passengers carried in 1914
Passengers carried in 1913

2.023,020

Passengers carried one mile
Passengers carried one mile

t.,

or

36.663

1914
1913

i

:

1.106.032

1.117.413

108,941,868

99,797,191

were made

leased

to

lines

for

and hcttermc:

additions

t

ex-

.Allegheny & Westekn Railway.

2.059,683

increase of 1.81 per

331,305
12.8»0,I61

penditures, as follows:

Land

$3,957.49

Track fastenings and other material
Sidings and spur tracks
Branch, Craigsville, Pa

93.195.74

55,632,097
54,573,203

and other

6.480.44
15,887.13

signal apparatus

5.018.26

Telephone and telegraph lines
New station. West Mosgrove, Pa
Terminal, New Castle, Pa
Other items

9,339.55

lilock

An

323,720
13,098,629

LEASED LINES.
-Advances

gross passenger revenue, the largest in the history of the Company,
amounted to $1,184,416.99, a gain of 5.04 per cent., or $56,804.87.
The average rate received per passenger per mile increased .063 cent,
being 27.01 miles, against 26.98 miles last year.
The average distance each passenger was carried increased .03 mile,
being 27.01 miles, against 20.98 miles last year.

1913.

1914^4

.Xumber of passengers
-Number of passengers carried one mile
.Number of tons

$2,103,911.62

The

371

The average number of revenue passengers carried one mile per revenue
passenger train mile is 40, being 1 more than last year.
The non-revenue traffic, not included in any of the other figures of this

Number
Total

Eugine Load.

1905

1.696.04

2,925.92
11 5.97

-An increase of 1.94 per cent., or.

Total

$138,616.54

:

FREIGHT REVENUES.
The average

per ton per mile increased .01 r
4.61 mills last year.
The average distance each ton was hauled decreased 2.31
161.04 miles, against 163.35 miles a year ago.
Pending an adjustment of the miners' wage scale most of the collieries
shipping over your line were idle for about six weeks from .April 1st.
In spite of this loss, the revenue coal tonnage moved was the largest in
the history of the Company.
All of the other general commod ties show
decreases, due to the depression of business, especially in the
steel trade.
The revenue
lue tonnage moved was as follows:
rate

received

Clearfield & Mahoning Railway.

compared with

4.62 mills as

m

:

1914.

Bituminou
Coke
.

coal

.

Iron ore
Pig and

I

om

iron

Pa.,

7,980,204

393,358

593,447

200.089

699,702

781,201

81,499

265,521

310,374

44,853
65,344

2,760,038

2,825,382

Total

12,295,049

12,490,608

2,213. i7
44.443.50
1

.020.45

$50,033.80

of the above
miles in

2.61

work

completed, including the branch at Craigsville,
to the Operating De-

is

length,

partment on November

8,176,430

Other freight

$2,356.48

Track fastenings and other material
Sidings and spur tracks
Other items
Total
-All

Increase.
196,226

1913.

.

Land

19,

which was turned over
1913.

FIRE INSURANCE FUND.
The assets
now amount

of this fund were increased $22,963.32 during the year, and
in interest-bearing securities and cash.

to $282,507.47

PENSION FUND.
The

assets of this

during the year,
195,559

decrease of 1.57 per cent., or

Tons moved one mile
Tons moved one mile

A

in 1914

1,980,012,951

in 1913

2,040,358,520

The result for the year
gross freight revenue.

is

a

loss

of 2.74

in

EXPENSES.
Operating Expenses increased $272,171.61 or 3.55 per cent., due princito advances made in wages, the employment of extra trainmen in
New York under the requirements of the so-called "full crew bill" and
the extraordinary expenses attending the large program of new work in
progress during the year.
The operating ratio increased 4.09 per cent., being 74.12 per cent., agamst
to

interest-bearing

in

on June

1912.

1911.

13.52

14.23

12.52

12.57

1910.
13.65

20.69

19.74

18.94

19.35

20.78

1.41

1.30

1.26

1.44

1.35

Transportation
General

36.23

32.71

,32.88

32.11

28.55

2.27

2.05

2.14

1.81

1.74

Total

74.12

70.03

67.74

67.28

66.07

paid a dividend of 5% for
of $12,485 received on the

By order

of the Board,

William

than

last

year.

per ton

per mile

is

3.23

mills,

being

.23

mill

T.

Noonan,
PresiJenl.

Rochester, N. Y., July

3l6t,

1914.

PROFIT .AND LOSS ACCOUNT.
30th,

1914.

CREDIT.
By Balance Surplus, June 30, 1913
By Miscellaneous Credits
Unclaimed wages, etc
Discounts on dJit rctirtrl

$4,199,713.41

—

$2,846.1

12.659.75
-^3

Sundry items
•

cost

se-

1914, a net

submitted herewith.

June
1913.

The average

30,

to be delivered the ensuing year.
The acknowledgments of the Board are renewed to the officers and
employes for their faithful and efficient services.
Statements and statistics of the operation of your road for the year are

gross earnings

1914.

Traffic

roll

Canada,

as follows:

Maintenance of way
Maintenance of equipment

upon the

Company's stock was credited to Other Income account.
To accommodate the increasing traffic, the Ferry Company has contracted for another boat, with the Poison Iron Works, Limited, of Toronto,

70.03 per cent, last year.
is

were increased $6,623.14

GENERAL REMARKS.

per cent., or $257,936.90

The percentage of each group of operating expenses

1903,

the vear ending
$249,700 of this.

pally

for the past five years,

1,

$197,575.92

The Ontario Car Ferry Company, Limited,
December 31, 1913. The sum

60,345.569

decrease of 2.96 per cent., or

to

and

cash.
There were fifty-seven pensioners
decrease of one during the year.

curities

A

fund, created July

and now amount

more
Total

15.506.69

$4,215,220.10

——

.
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DEBIT.

said

Series,

Dividends

158,198.06

12,485.00

12,485.00

—

securi-

and

loans

ties,

accounts
Release of premium

IO0.66/.03

3.402.71

2,384.58

12.863.26

13,669.59

21.223.05

$1,018,717.73

$197,494.68

$3,355,797.94

$4,076,707.77

$720,909.83

on funded debt.
Miscellaneous ....

4,787.59

Loss on abandoned tra

on

Interest

$13S,433.05
from Net Income
Premiums on funded debt retired. $2,775.00
100.892.63
issued.
..
debt
funded
Discounts on

$6,813.12

on

owned ....

stocks

balance being appropriated

tlie

165.011.18

rilities

of Equipment
To appropriation to Sinking Fund
of
Agreement Series G for retiring bonds

To Miscellaneous Debitsdjustments

Losses resulting fron
required to bring tc
'^

ties sold frc

Other

TOT.\

Securi-

ar,

In-

urance and

"

$4,312.53

Pension Fu js

11.01

Sundry items

Corporate

Gross

Income

DEDUCTIONS FROM GROSS CORPORATE INCOME.
$3^964^008^

.lune 30. .914 (page 17)

Bv BAL..NCE SUHPLUS,

Rents Accrued for Lease of Other Roads—
Allegheny & West$272,000.00

$272,000.00

ing Railway ....
Valley

86.500.00

86,500.00

Railroad

15.000.00

15,000.00

$373,500.00

$373,500.00

338,339.13

$5,849,292.16
529,047.49

2911497.08

3.033,539.00

$5,904,105.54

..

clt
^
Merchandise

298.005.03
16.883.87

302.989.55
17.314.38

430.51

$314,888.90

$3 !0.303.93

$5,415.03

Interest Accrued on Funded Debt—
First Mort. Bonds
$78,000.00
Roch. & Pitts.Rd.
Con. Wort. Bonds
235.200.00
Roch. & Pitts. Rd.

$78,000.00

$54,813.38
122,041.92

$9,153,941.75

1.127.6^.12

52.834.38

50,368.92

2,465.46

101,076.18

92,013.93

9,062.25
1,293.00

Milk
Switching

10,851.22

Sundry sources

16.732.63

15,439.63

93.138.59

120.260.15

6.241.13

4,757.27

B.,

1.483.86

and

train

privileges

I'.anson St.

Docks.

Sundry sources

.

.

•

&

R.

$4,984.52

235.200.00

Ry-

P.

&

R.

221,350.00

221,350.00

343,915.00

312,275.75

17,500.00

17,500.00

Bonds—

P. RyBonds
L.. P. & C. Rd.
AgreeEquipment
B.,

$293,691.12

$31,639.25

First Mort.

Other Operations—
Station

.

Gen. Mort. Bonds
Con. Mort.

$279,367.84

Total

— Miscellaneous
Total

$56,804.8

.

.

Mails
Express

Facilities.

Rents— Joint
«»

1,184.416.99
Passenger
Other Transportation
9.344.93
Excess baggage

—

Total

$190,708.36

$9,411,878.65

Total

Mahoning

Decrease.

IxcREASE.

1913.

1Q14
'914.

...

& Mahon-

Clearfield

OPER-ATING REVENUES.

„
Rail Operations —

^T^^^~

Railway

ern

COMPARATIVE INCOME ACCOUNT.

$201.89
178.00

4.058.93

3,857.04

21.866.00

21,688.00
78.466.50

16,588.00

61,878.50

10.052.63

6,047.83

4,004.80

$1,311,387.38

Total
Interest on

$1,255,909.;

$55,477.61

$1,949,713.70

$51,300.08

1,237.50

1,237.50

Loans

Deductions. $2,001,013.78

Total

23,838.36

391,584.02

415.422.38

ments

$91,808.23
In-

Net Corporate
Operating
Total
$10,709,534.81
Revenues

Carried

come,
forward

,o,,rnA

$ 10,947,246.06

$1,354,784.16
1914.

OPERATING EXPENSES.
:et

way

Maintenance of
and structures .. $1,447,952.93
of
Maintenance
2,216,194.01
equipment
Traffic expenses

Transportation

$110,010.35

$1.5o/,963.28
2,161,210.43

150,553.46

141,659.31

8,894.15

3,580,617.38

299,542.90
18,761.33

224,440.88

$7,665,891.28 $272,171.61

$2,771,471.92

$3,281,354.;

Net Operating RevOutside OperationsRevenues
Expenses

$509,882.86

Appropriations
Pension and Insurance Funds ....
New Equipment.
of
Retirement

$16,432.49
74.104.38

$1,497.51
125.795.68

Equipment bonds.

274 ••47.29

323,000.00

(No.

25,213.99
4,835.32

$7,364.74

$4,467.71

$2,897.03

"•?.«.ri1".r"":.-- "SS

$505,415.15

ble .\vg.

„„„.

1914.

Operating Income,
Brought forward. $2,534,574.89
Other Income
Rent s Hire of
561.079.12
Equipment

$3,057,990.04
1913.

„.„„„„„,

$3,057,990.04

3%

.

$14,934.98
$51,691.30
48,752.71

on

paya-

15.

1913

on
37c
41)
S6.000.000, paya1914.
15,
Feb.
ble

Common Stock
(No.

27)

—

37<.

$10,500,000,

...:»««

on
pay-

315,000.00

315,000.00

Charges.. $1,354,734.16

$1.440,293.1 9

able -\ug. 15. 1913

$523,415.15

28)

r/c

on
pay-

$10,500,000.
able Feb. 15, 1914

Decrease.
Total

$85,509.03

$523,415.15

—

63.046.87

tyjo
ono Q^
$772,209.91

(No.

(No.
forward. $2,534,574.89

40)

$6,000,000.
367.61

Operating Income,

„_
,
$2,126,994.07

—

32,946.34

—

$1,354,784.16

Dividends Declared
Preferred Stock—

28,111.02

Carried

Brought
£,fi/i*s'"

COME,
come,
forward

.

$7,938,062.S

Decrease.

—

.

Operating
Total
Expenses

Increase.

DISPOSITION OF NET CORPOR.XTE INCO.ME.

ex-

penses
General expenses

1913.

Oorpor.xte In-

$54,983.58

3,880,160.28

$772,209.91

$2,126,994.07

201.967.75

Balance transferred to
PROFIT AND LOSS
Account (page 15)

$686,700.88
*uo>,.-

.

.•

$686,700.88

September

11,
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appeals for help.

But no government can shoulder the burdens
and misfortunes of private business. Why then should the railroads ask special consideration? Precisely because the railroads
are not a private business.
This fact railroad presidents of
twenty years ago were loath to unreservedly acknowledge.
Since then the fact has been pounded home by legislators, by agi-
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CLEVELAND:

Transportation BIdg.

LONDON:

by courts and by overwhelming public opinion. There
can be no investor so blind to conditions as to have any doubts
that when he buys railroad securities the property he invests in
tators,

WooLWOETH Building, New York
Bldg.

Citizens'

subject

to public regulation.
This distinction between the
and that of other businesses that have appealed
government for some measure of relief is vital and fundamental.
The public have heretofore been mainly impressed
with only one side of this fact.
Now every consideration of
justice and integrity require the consideration of the other side
of the same fact.
The railroads' appeal is a modest one, the
facts are momentous.
The loss in 1914 in net operating income was $120,000,000. No government guarantee of railroad
is

Queen Anne's Chambers, Westminster.

railroads' case
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L. B. Sherman, Vice-President.
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is asked.
The President is simply requested to urge
on the people that no further immediate burdens be placed on
the railroads, and on the "appropriate governmental agencies"
that they seek a way by which additional
revenue may be
promptly raised.
The granting of these two requests would

securities

its

the recognition of the government's obligations, as well
prerogatives in the regulation of private capital engaged

in public service.

16 cents each

Its effect

on the

credit of the railroads

would

be incalculably great.

Engineering and Maintenance of Way Edition and four Maintenance of
Way Convention daily issues. North America, $1; foreign, $2.

New

Entered at the Post Office at
second class.

York, N. Y., as mail matter of the

WE

GUARANTEE, that of this issue 8.900 copies were printed; that of
these 8.900 copies 7,433 were mailed to regular paid subscribers to the weekly
edition. 250 were provided for counter and news companies' sales, 1.112 were
mailed to advertisers, exchanges and correspondents, and 104 were provided
for samples and office use that the total copies printed this year to date were
346,850, an average of 9,361 copies a week.
;

Volume

September

57

11,

Number

1914

11

Railroads, speaking generally, have a reputation for punctualitj-.

This reputation dates from the time, 60 to 80 years ago, when
railroad trains were compared with stage
Unpunctucdity
coaches.
A correspondent, in another
column, avers that today, in this respect,
roads deserve execration
rather than praise. How many there are
to which our correspondent's criticisms and admonition may apply we do not know; but ever>' one must agree that his position
as Affecting

is

Contents

many prominent

Reputation

sound.

A

passenger's loss of three minutes

EDITORIAL:

not produce
manager; but

who prevents those three-minute delays will
have greatly improved the general discipline of his forces for
only good men can perform the satisfactory service which the
the superintendent

Editorial Notes
Division of Maintenance of Way Expenses
Results of Municipal Ownership

457
458
459
459

:

New Books

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR:
Late Starting of Passenger Trains
Basis of Reasonableness of Competitive Rates

460
460

,

MISCELLANEOUS:
Conference Between the President and Railroad Executives
462
•The Erection Equipment for the Quebec Bridge; by H. P. Borden. 463
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466
Think of the Engiiiemsn
466
46>'
*Oxy-Acetylene Welding and Cutting on the Frisco
•Harry R. Kurrie
474
Ending the Mileage-Book Discrimination
474
•Controlled Manual Block for Opposing Movements; by C. C.
'.

Anthony
Quarter Century of Deficits in Passenger Service
Tar Weights and Refuse; by Arthur Hale
Express Company Pro.lts Near V'anishing Point

475
478
479
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A

GENERAL NEWS SECTION

;

punctuahty implies.
Any engineman (or conductor, or
station master) who is not alive to the arts involved in being
punctual can learn them any day, by a visit to the New York
best

subway, where time-intervals of 96 seconds are quite regularly
adhered to and the schedules are maintained too. Why not
send some of your men on such a visit? Premiums to enginemen for punctuahty could be made very useful and profitable,
at least temporarily. Again, on many runs, a satisfactory degree
of punctuality, once accomplished, would suggest a saving by
the use of lighter engines. How many thousands of tons do we
haul over the road daily, in the shape of monster locomotives,
far too heavy for their loads, simply to be able to make up lost
time? Punctuality is a fascinating study in many directions.
;

481

•Illustrated.

In connection with the efforts of the railways to carry out the

suggestions recently

Why

should the appeal of the railroads to President Wilson deserve a different consideration than that of the cotton industry
or any

President Wilson

hard

hit

of

the

roads'

by the war?

The magnitude

of

emergency both
case

to

the

entitle

President's

the rail-

consider-

ation, but not necessarily on these accounts alone to a different
kind of consideration than that given to other hard hit businesses.
The President having shown him'self a strong man, undisputed leader of his party and a director of the course of
is

Charging

other great industry desperately

for

Free Service

the property involved, the extreme urgency

and the
Railroad Situation

the country,

may

a grievance that ever will be felt by the general

in the

present crisis beset with

many and moving

dling

baggage.

made by

the

Interstate

Commerce Com-

mission in the direction of increasing passenger fares and charging for incidental
services now rendered free in freight
traffic, a suggestion has been made that
the railways impose a charge for han-

European

roads

generally

charge

for

han-

dling baggage in excess of a very small amount, and while the

adoption of such a plan in this country would undoubtedly raise
many reasons why a difference

a storm of protest, there are

should be made in the charges paid by those for whom the railroad checks baggage and those for whom it does not. Certainly
the idea is consistent with the gradual teiidency of the corn-

:
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The
mission toward the cost of service basis of rate-making.
equipment and labor necessary to handle baggage both at terwhom
the
for
minals and in transit cost money, and passengers
roads provide transportation and care for 150 pounds of personal property receive an appreciably greater service than those
The usual charge for
for whom it does not handle baggage.
This
checking a parcel at stations for 24 hours is 10 cents.
service is far less valuable to the patron and costs less to render

had not been rendered by the Supreme Court when the report
of the Hadley commission was made, and it is quite possible
that a majority of the Hadley commission would now agree
with Professor Ripley. The report of the commission made it

than the handling and transportation of baggage, yet the man
who cares for his o.vn hand baggage en route, but checks it
at a parcel room at either end of his journey, pays more than
the man who asks the railway to handle his 150-pound trunk.
Whether the charge should be a fraction of a cent per mile for

believes that a great deal of

each 100 or 150 pounds, or a certain percentage of the ticket
Excess baggage rates are based on
rate, is a matter of detail.
the latter plan, and under the prevailing mileage system of passenger fares both come to about the same. Even a flat charge

would yield a considerable
This suggestion should, but
the course of a year.
probably will not, appeal to the very numerous class of people
who are fond of pointing out examples of railroad discrimination in favor of the other fellow.
of

10 cents, regardless of distance,

income

in

looks as if the great European war were going to open up an
unusual opportunity for the railway supply manufacturers of
The railways of a
the United States.
It

country tend to purchase equipment and

Opportunity
for

_

,

supplies in the

American
„

same countries

thev are financed.

Concerns
Supply
*^*^

This

in

which

by no means

is

n
an mvanable rule, but is what usually is
For example, most of the capital invested in the railways of Argentina has come from England, the roads have
been built chiefly by Englishmen, and most of their equipment
and supplies have been bought in England. The railways of
.Australia, while most of them are owned by the governments,
liave been built by men of Enghsh birth or descent with capin England
ital raised in England, and they Hkewise have bought
.

•

,

done.

most of the equipment and suppHes which have not been made
in

Australia

itself.

Largely because of the fact that relatively

few of the railways of foreign countries have been financed by
American capital the railway supply concerns of the United
States have had great difliculty in winning foreign markets.
The war, however, has largely stopped the exportation of railway supplies and equipment from most of the countries on the
continent of Europe, and has most seriously interfered with their
This should
manufacture and shipment from Great Britain.
broaden the market of the railway supply concerns of America
-As long as the war
in all parts of the world outside of Europe.
continues there will be more destruction of railways in Europe
than building or equipping of them, but when the war is over
Europe's demands for railway supplies to be used in reconstructing and re-equipping the lines that are now being allowed to
deteriorate or which are actually being destroyed will be some-

Of course, the one large mark-et to which the
railways of Europe can turn will be that of America. While,
therefore, the war may have temporarily injured the railway
supply business of this country, it would seem that it will not
thing enormous.

be long until
will help

it

it

will begin to help

and that

it,

in the

long run

it

Professor William Z. Ripley, of Harvard University, has a very
current number of The American
article in the
Economic Review discussing public regu-

interesting

Approval on

„
J c
Railroad Securities
.,

.,..

of

the

majority did not believe that conflicting

was

desirable,

which he
comes to the conclusion that the power
to compel publicitv alone, as recom•••
tt ji
cr
mended by the Hadley Securities Com-

lation of railroad securities, in

,

,

,

,

mission, is not enough authority to give the Interstate Commerce Commission over the issuance of railroad securities to
It must be rememprevent interference by state authorities.
bered that the decisions in the Minnesota and Shreveport cases

and that

did believe that

it

its

state

elimi-

nation by the assumption of authority by a federal body was

On

desirable.

lation,

and

hand.

other

the

the

cites

work

examples

Professor

Ripley

apparently

good has resulted from state reguNew York and Texas com-

of the

prevention of overhowever, that one of the
earliest decisions rendered by the New York commission was
one in which it gave permission to the Delaware & Eastern to
issue $2,050,000 stock and $4,570,000 5 i-r cent bonds at not less
In the latter part of Febthan 80. That was early in 1909.
ruary, 1910, the company was put into the hands of a receiver,
and on March 2 The Wall Street Journal had the following
missions

as

He

capitalization.

to say

in

of

the

successful

to mention,

fails

regard to the affairs of the company

Receivers for the Delaware & Eastern are at work on the company's books
in an effort to straighten then\ out sufficiently to enable the bondholders to
As matters stand the exact
see just what sort of situation they confront.
the railway company's liabilities is unknown, and its assets
appear to consist of little more than a lease of the Delaware & Eastern
Railroad Company, an agreement with a foreign underwriting syndicate,
and a heap of overdue and unpaid bills.

amount of

This

is

a rather glaring instance of the failure of public regu-

lation of the issuance of securities to protect the investor,
is

worth while recalling just

for the regulation of securities

at
is

present

when

and

the federal

it

bill

under discussion.

MAINTENANCE OF WAY EXPENSES BETWEEN
PASSENGER AND FREIGHT TRAFFIC

DIVISION OF

DURING

the past two years there has developed a very
marked tendency on the part of regulating bodies to demand the division of railway expenses between freight and
The methods adopted by the Pennsylvania
passenger service.
Railroad and by the Oklahoma Commission, and those tentatively outlined by the Interstate Commerce Commission, were
reviewed in our issue of July 24, page 153. Among the most
difficult classes of expenses to distribute accurately between
passenger and freight traffic are those incurred in the mainteWhile the division of these
nance of way and structures.
charges is an accounting problem, the accountants must depend
upon the maintenance of way department for their basic data
and. therefore, the problem becomes primarily one for the
maintenance of way department.
It

is

necessary to assume some unit as a basis for the dis-

tribution of charges, and

it is here that the great difficulty arises.
Various units have been proposed which differ according to the
The most common one is the
degree of refinement desired.
revenue train mile, which is the unit adopted by the Pennsylvania and very generally by other roads in the distribution of
charges for the maintenance of joint tracks. The advantage of

this

unit

is

its

But,

simplicity.

it

is

inaccurate in that

it

as-

sumes that all trains cause equal damage to the track and
structures and ignores all the effects of tonnage and speed. A
light two-coach passenger train is assumed to cause as much

damage

a great deal.

Government Stamp

that

regulation

plain

to track

as a 4,000-ton

freight train or

a

high speed

passenger train with 10 or 12 heavy cars. To eliminate these
causes of error the "train speed ton mile" was proposed in
Oklahoma, although it was not adopted finally. This unit equates

wear on the track and structures resulting from
and high speed passenger trains and heavy freight

for the greater
the operation
trains.

known

But

it

also

is

subject to criticism because, while

that a locomotive

is

more

it

is

destructive to the track than

an equivalent weight of cars, the scheme of division in question
does not allow for this. The relative allowance which should
be made for a locomotive is a point on which there is a wide
Some authorities have estimated that a
diversity of opinion.
locomotive is five times as destructive as cars having the same

Seitembkr

1

1.
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weight.

dynamos was

the

cent of the total.

The committee on Economics of Railway Location of
American Railway Engineering Association concluded a year
ago that a locomotive does twice as much damage per ton of
weight as the rest of the train, while a passenger train
as destructive as a freight train of the

same weight.

twice

is

While

this

conclusion was not formally adopted by the association, it is
supported by results taken recently from the records of some

While the use of

roads.

this unit, called "the equivalent ton mile"

requires the collection of considerable data and statistics,

it

is

probably nearer correct than any of the others favored.
Unfortunately, very little accurate information throwing light

been collected.

There

however,
When it has been secured
a rapidly increasing need for it.
many points that are now doubtful will be cleared up, and the
expenses which must be divided arbitrarily between freight and
passenger traffic will be reduced to a small proportion of the
total.
Now that the railroads are beginning to face this problem

on

this general question has

is,

solution will be found.

squarely

its

SOME

mteresting figures bearing on the question of govern-

7.2

per cent, and their actual output was 4.7 per
The total number of persons employed in

municipal plants increased 132.4 per cent in 10 years, to produce
an increase of 174.4 per cent in output.
In the commercial
plants

an increase

of 165.3 per cent in the

number of persons

employed produced an increase of 375 per cent in output. The
commercial stations also were more successful in obtaining the
greatest efficiency from their plants, the kilowatt capacity of

dynamos increasing 333.7 per cent for an increase of output of 375 per cent, while in the municipal plants the kilowatt
their

capacity of

output of

Of

dynamos increased

225.2 per cent for an increase of

174.4.

stations are not railroads and
same as the federal government, but it
is noteworthy that the more the results of government activities
are studied, whether in relation to their own finances or to the
operation by them of the postoffice, railways, telegraph, telephone,
or other utilities, the more glaring becomes the showing made
of the inefficiency of political management as applied to business.

course,

central

electric

municipalities are not the

RESULTS OF MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP
ment ownership
central

electric

and power stations for

issued

just

1912,

by the Bureau of the Census. The figures include comparisons
of the operations of municipal and commercial plants. The bulletin shows that during the 10-year period, 1902-1912, the total

number of

stations

increased from 3,620 to 5,221, or 44.2 per

and that while the
from 2,805 to 3,659 or
stations increased from
Municipal ownership

number

cent,

rather popular.

NEW BOOKS

of public utilities are given in a bulletin on

light

of commercial stations increased

30.4 per cent,

the

number

of municipal

815 to 1,562 or 91.7 per cent.
of these utilities seems to have

become

popularity has been justified by an in-

If this

it would be expected
would be shown in the figures for income, output and
But during this 10-year period the total income of
commercial stations increased 254.2 per cent, and of municipal
the output of commercial stations in
stations 233.4 per cent
kilowatt-hours increased 375.8 per cent, and of municipal stations 174.4 per cent; and the total expenses of commercial plants

crease in efficiency or by improved service

Proceedings of the Sixth Anttual Con-.ciition of the International Railway
Bound
342 pages. 41 illustrations, 6 in. by 9 in.
Fuel Association.
Published by the Association, 922 McCormick building.
in morocco.
Chicago. Price $1 paper binding, 50 cents.
;

This book contains a complete record of the proceedings of
the convention of the International Railway Fuel Association
which was held at Chicago, May 18 to 21, 1914. Committee
reports and papers were presented and discussed relative to
many phases of the railway fuel problem. To those who are
interested in the efficient storage and handling of coal and the
various conditions affecting combustion, this book will be of
value; it contains much that is authoritative on these subjects.

that this

e.xpenses.

By R. D. Riley, instructor in Interstate Commerce, La
136 pages. 6 in. by 9 in. Bound
Published by the La Salle Extension University. 2550 Michigan avenue, Chicago. Price $1 postpaid.

Traffic

;

increased 246.1 per cent, while the increase in municipal plants
was 222.5 per cent. In other words, with three times the per-

centage of increase in numbers the municipal plants increased
both their income and their output in less proportion than the

commercial plants and had an increase of 222 per cent in ex|)enses to produce an increase of 174 per cent in output, while
the commercial stations, with only a slightly greater increase in
expenses, obtained over twice the increase in output.
This is not the kind of efficiency that is promised by advocates
of government ownership.
Reduced to units of output the expense of producing electricity in municipal plants in 1912 was 3.15
cents per kilowatt-hour, while that in commercial plants was
only 1.96 cents. On the other hand, the total income of municipal
stations grew faster than either their expenses or their output,
while the commercial plants had a gain of 254 per cent in income to pay for a 375 per cent increase in output, which enhanced their expenses by 246 per cent. This would indicate that
the commercial stations had their rates reduced, but that the
municipal stations not only were more successful in maintaining
their rates than the commercial stations, but were more successful in making rates high than in increasing production or controlling expenditures.

The

bulletin does not give statistics

for service, but by dividing the total

showing the rates charged
income by the number of

we obtain an average rate of 2.5 cents
commercial stations and 4.3 cents for the municipal starate of the commercial companies had been reduced
from 3.4 cents in 1902, while that of the" municipal plants had
been increased from 3.5 cents.

kilowatt hours of output
for the

tions.

The

Figures are not given separately

in the bulletin for the

wages

and salaries pai^. but it is significant that the number of persons
employed in municipal plants is shown as 10 per cent of the total
for both classes of stations, while the kilowatt capacity of their

Glossary.

Salle Extension University, Chicago.

in paper.

This book has been prepared especially for the use of students
of the course in Interstate Commerce and Railway Traffic
of the La Salle Extension University, and is devoted to defIt
initions of traffic territory and technical traffic terms.
Section A comprising the
divided into four sections.
is
larger part of the book, defines territorial traffic terms. These
are subject to changes from time to time to meet the various

changes

become

in traffic

obsolete.

requirements and section

For the

A

will gradually

benefit of the readers

who

desire

to keep in touch with these changes a list of territorial diSecrectories and freight association publications is given.
tion B defines technical traffic terms, section C contains a
list

of

abbreviations frequently used

and section

D

is

in

traffic

publications

devoted to the application of classifications

both to intrastate and interterritorial

traffic.

By H. W. Gillett. 287
United Stales.
Bound in paper. Published as
pages, illustrated, S% in. by 9 in.
Bureau of Mines.
Interior.
the
of
Department
of
the
73
bulletin No.
Washington, D. C.

Brass Furnace Practice

in

the

is issued as a contribution to the increase of
efficiency in the preparation and utilization of the
mineral resources of the United States. The object of the
investigation of brass furnace practice was to find out the

This bulletin
safety

and

in brass melting as practiced at present and to indicate as far as possible the methods by which
the losses may be reduced. The investigation deals with the
general types of furnaces in use and gives the result of the
General factors affecting the operation
investigation in detail.
of brass furnaces are carefully considered and considerable

melting and fuel losses

space is devoted to remarks on furnace types and parts.
Possible improvements in furnaces and accessories are discussed as well as some furnace problems which are awaiting
The latter part of the book is devoted to causes
solution.
safety.
of disease and danger and essentials for health and
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No.

11

The organization
prises

is

of our commercial and industrial enterinfluenced to a considerable extent by the construction

The relative rates on wheat and flour.
from the Kansas wheat fields to California, has a
direct influence upon the location of flour mills.
Since flour
made from California wheat must be mixed with the durum
wheat of Kansas, tlie margin between the rates on wheat and
flour from Kansas will determine where the mill had best be
located.
When the carriers increased the rate on flour from
$.65 to $.75, and kept the rate on wheat at $.58, the Kansas millers complained to the Interstate Commerce Commission (29
I.
C. C. R., 459).
This is one of the many examples of the
competitive rate problems.
The decision in this case was that
no proof had been made that the increase was justifiable. There
was no reason why the California miller be put upon a parity
with the Kansas miller to the detriment of the latter. The course
was open to the railroads to reduce the rate on wheat rather than
to increase the rate on flour in order to equalize the difference.
.As Mr. Hand suggests, such a readjustment of rates would
not mean extra traflic for the railroads involved, and so, from the
of our competitive rates.

Letters to the Editor

I

Vol.

for instance,

THE LATE STARTING OF PASSENGER TRAINS
New

York, August

1914.

20,

the Railway Age Gazette
In casting about for ways and means to please the public
some railway officers could well afford to devote more attention
to the matter of getting trains away from terminals on time.
There are roads on which it is a chronic condition for trains
to leave terminal stations from two to five minutes late, almost

To THE Editor

of

:

entirely because of waiting for late passengers

and late baggage.
argument that no one need worry as long
on time, no matter how late it is in leaving;
a great many cases the few minutes late in leaving are

Of course

there

the

is

as the train arrives

but in

made up. And then, again, what about the passengers
who get off at a local station before there is any opportunity
They are as much entitled to schedule time
to make up time?
service as those who go the full length of a division.
never

Passengers are largely to blame for this condition; they adopt
an "Oh, the trains are always late anyway" attitude, and get
into a habit of arriving at the station at the last minute, or later.

But, after

all,

the railways are responsible for this attitude on

the part of the traveling public.
for getting trains

away on time

If they

had made a reputation

instead of

late,

a

much

greater

percentage of the passengers would be on hand at leaving time.

who

complain about being left, but if the trains leave on time the majority will be on hand to leave with them, and will adopt a different attitude toward the road and its service.
There

will,

Some

of course, always be

some

stragglers

will

years ago a western road achieved such an unenviable

reputation
cular to

for

all

late

co-operate in every

A

trains

concerned

in

vice-president

that the

train operation, calling

possible

way

to

issued a cir-

upon them

bring about an

to

improve-

may

be accomplished by the prompt closing
of doors and giving of signals by trainmen, and by enginemen
being ready to receive a signal and act on it immediately. Parment.

great deal

ticularly in

suburban service, where schedules are often so ex-

acting that a two-minute or a three-minute delay in starting

is

never regained, there should be close co-operation among the
members of the crew. On a certain road which does a large
suburban business, a considerable proportion of the trains are

almost always two or three minutes late in starting, and in
most cases this time is never made up, the trains falling back
on the time of following trains and causing additional delays.
Holding the gates open in terminal stations until the leaving
lime of a train, of course makes

it

impossible for the train to

some of the large stations with their magnificent distances that must be traveled after the gates are
passed, the situation is more complicated, but it should surely be
There is no reason
possible to arrive at a solution even here.
get

away on

why
time.
time,

time.

In

a road should not have a reputation for starting trains on
If trains start on time they are more likely to arrive on

and the

officers of a

not need to worry
nicer cars.

moch

if

road that has such a reputation will
their competitors have a little
L. C. X.

some of

point of view of profit for the carrier such an increase

is not
Let us consider, on the other hand, a case where a
railroad has reduced its rates upon competitive traffic to that
point, which, in the estimation of the traffic manager, affords

justifiable.

the greatest net return, allowing a free

My

.\nn Arbor, Mich., July

10,

191-(.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette;
The discussion of "Economic Theory and Railway Rate Regulation," by Mr. Hand in the RaUuvy Age Gazette of February 27 has suggested to me one interesting problem-— namely, the
basis of the reasonableness of a competitive rate. Mr. Hand has
shown that there are today many cases of competition — competition of localities, facilities

and markets.

of the com-

what factors a commission
determining the reasonableness of a competitive rate which has been increased by a railroad for the purpose of securing a greater return from the traffic involved. This
question is complicated with the problem of a railroad absorbing
part of the prosperity of an industry; its analysis also will throw
light upon such issues as the present advance in rates case, the
reasonableness of the schedule as a whole, and "specific cost for
desire, therefore, is to discuss

should consider

in

the specific service."

The

increase in the rate on

Pacific coast

the issue.

to St.

(14

I.

fir,

Paul and

C. C. R., 1.)

hemlock and spruce from the

common

points directly presents

In order to utilize an empty car

movement eastward, the western roads in 1893 established low
rates on lumber moving to the central west.
By 1907 the empty
car movement, due, in part at least, to the lumber industry, whicl

had grown to enormous proportions, became westward. .At tliis
time the carriers raised the rate from $.40 to $.50. There were
many rates on lumber involved, but for illustrative purposes one
will suffice.
The problem for the railroads was to justify this
increase of a rate which,

when

first

established,

was admittedly

low.

The question is pertinent: what was the effect of this increase?
Did it mean that southern and northern lumber producing areas
would encroach upon the market of the Pacific coast? Did it
mean that those lumber concerns which operated upon the margin, under the least favorable circumstances, suffered, although,
as a whole, the lumber industry continued to be prosperous?
An analysis of these questions will throw light upon the theory
of competitive rate structure.

On economic

grounds, this increase was due to the great prosthe carriers realized that they were not

perity of the business

receiving

BASIS OF REASONABLENESS OF COMPETITIVE RATES

movement

—

modity but, after a period of years, the competitive situation
which necessitated the low rate has become less acute, or perhaps has entirely ceased to exist.

all

;

that the traffic could bear.

The

original

low

rate

because some return was made over and above
actual haulage cost, thereby reducing the burden of the constant
charges upon the non-competitive rates. As long as that com-

was

justifiable

petition exists,

and the rates are adjusted with reference

competition, should a railroad be allowed to construct
so as to secure the

maximum

to that
its

return from the commodity?

the competition of the southeVh

lumber regions

in

this

rate
If

central

territory should suddenly cease, the cause of the original low
rate

on Pacific coast lumber would no longer

exist.

If

that

competition continues, but not to so great an extent, the prob-

September

11,
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lem for the western railroads is to organize their rates with the
view o£ obtaining tlie largest possible return.
it is a problem of broad public policy to what extent a rail-

others.

If an increase in rates,
road must equalize economic factors.
in addition to decreasing profits for some concerns, forces others

more favorably located company.

into insolvency, that rate increase is

bound

to be opposed.

If,

we argue upon the hypothesis that the sole justification
rate when first made was to allow an industry to enter

however,
of the

•

461

a competitive market, that industry cannot with justice demand
a maintenance of this low rate whenever that competition ceases.
If, on the other hand, there enters a new and more acute competition, the shippers will request their railroad to

so that they

may

at

what point

in

reduce rates

manager

traffic

the readjustment of the

maximum

the railroad will secure the

rate,

The

continue in that market.

must then determine

return.

The

rail-

road will not be compelled to establish a rate so low that the
concern which existed "on the margin" under the former may
continue to earn a profit with the lower rate which the exiIn this case, however, the
gencies of competition necessitated.

competition did not continue to remain acute, and the railroad
felt it could secure a greater return from the traffic by an in-

Such an

crease in the rate.

although

justifiable,

all

increase, therefore,

ipso facto,

the concerns served by that rate

may

is

not

continue to enjoy prosperity.
The construction of rate schedules upon this basis of the pros-

open to the criticism that the
that industry, as w-ell as the advan-

perity of the industry concerned

gains of good

management

in

is

tages accruing to an industry because of

its

excellent location,

would thus be shared with the railroad. In answer to that it is
well to remember that no rate can be increased above the point
We realat which the principles of classification are operative.
ize that lumber should not be rated as high as sixth class, but
the

principles

underlying the basis of classification applied to

would determine the upper level of the lumber rate.
The success of an industry depends in part at least upon its
market. If now a market which is not naturally tributary to that
producing area is opened to that producing area by reason of a
low rate, is it justifiable that such a low rate continue when the
competitive forces which caused its inception have ceased? It is
fair that a railroad share in the prosperity which it has oclumber

casioned, not only through the increased tonnage, but also by

an increased rate, and what

whenever
structure,

it

is

The advance
ation.

when

I

securing a

maximum

it

is

right that

from

To some

competitive

rate

some extent such

a situ-

this theory is particularly applicable

many

carriers in a large district are

extent such a readjustment would

would secure

mean

that

tonnage of competitive
traffic.
I do offer the suggestion, however, that not only with
industrial tracks are the large industries securing revenue due to
the railroads, but also that these companies are not paying as
high a rate upon the competitive business as the railroads may,
certain

carriers

a

larger

with justice, exact.
It is

competition would result in severe rate wars. From the point
of view of the public, a repetition of the rate wars of the
eighties is highly undesirable.
If such competition is isdirect

we have

little to fear from fluctuating rates, and
But such a situation must be recognized in
the adjustment of the organization of our commercial and in-

cut-throat tactics.

dustrial resources.

The theory of the reasonableness of the competitive rates,
furthermore, has considerable importance in the question of the
reasonableness of the schedule as a whole. There has been, of
late, discussion as to the results of a physical valuation upon
the

structure of our rates;

it

is

claimed that

all

the railroads

same conditions so that what would
some carriers would mean insolvency for

are not operating under the
be a living rate for

road with severe grades to meet the rates of the

Is there not, however, a
tendency to exaggerate this factor? As a matter of fact, railroads do not compete at each and every point along the line.
Some rates are necessarily non-competitive so that, on a line of
heavy grades the class rate structure, on which the burden of the

constant charges naturally

falls, will

be relatively high.

Similarly, a road which enjoys a regular heavy tonnage, as
the case with the Pittsburgh

& Lake

is

Erie, will establish a lower

class rate than a road which serves a large passenger traffic
must maintain, because the passenger business is not only in
'

competition with interurban electric
the

sociological

from a large

necessity

of

a

lines,

but also because of

wide distribution of workers

city.

It is, in addition, important for a traffic manager to know
what is the lowest point at which he can place a rate upon a
commodity when requested by a shipper, that that article may
enter a competitive market.
The traffic manager knows that
every increase in the volume of the business does not, within

reasonable limits, incur a proportionate increase in the cost of
haulage.
see, therefore, that some cost figures must be
ascertained in order to determine this lowest possible level for

We

a competitive rate.

The

Commerce Commission

Interstate

in 22

I.

C. C. R., 623.

considered the reasonableness of an advance in rates on coal
from the West Virginia fields tCT the lakes.
rate unreasonable because it does not pay its full share of taxes,
charges and dividends?
At the end this is the question to which
in this case.
The carriers themselves having fixed these rates
under the mandate of the law that they shall fix just and reasonable rates,
have they justified higher rates by showing that the existing rates which
they had fixed fall somewhat short of meeting all the related expenses
which the carrier must bear, not only for transportation, but to secure
an adequate return upon its property?
I-et us see where this doctrine
would lead. If a carrier may raise all rates to a basis where each rate
will bear its share of the cost, including al! costs, and no lower rate is
reasonable, then it must follow that all rates are unreasonable which yield
Under such theory what
to the carrier a greater return than such cost.
Is

a

fixed

we come

would be the rate on tea or silks, or high-priced horses, or delicate
machines?
In all classifications consideration must be given to
what may be termed public policy, the advantage to the community of
having some kinds of freight carried at a less rate than other kinds.
.\nd this is the true meaning of the phrase "what the traffic will bear."
It expresses the consideration that must be shown by the traffic manager
We may not
to the need of the people for certain commodities.
say that a rate shall be fixed so as to meet the requirements or needs of
any body of shippers in their efforts to reach a given market, nor may
we establish rates upon any articles so low that they will not return outThere is, however, a zone within which we may
rif-pocket costs.
.
properly exercise "the flexible limit of judgment which belongs to the
A just and reasonable rate must be one which
power to fix rates."

...

.

.

.

.

...

It
alike the carriers' deserts and the character of the traffic.
cannot be a rate which takes from the carrier a profit and thus favors a
shipper at the carrier's expense, nor is it one which compels the shipper

respects

to yield for the transportation given a sura disproportionate either to the
The
service given by the carrier or the service rendered to the shipper.
words "just and reasonable" imply the application of good judgment and
fairness, of common sense and a sense of justice to a given condition

of facts.

also a question of considerable importance whether such

in its influence,

will force the

.

its

return.

in rates case involves to

do not claim that

the rate schedules of

at issue.

more important,

can claim, that

railroad

that

rates,

is

a railroad requests an increase in its non-competitive

In order to earn a fair return, a road with severe grades
rates than a water-level line, and competition

must have higher

We

realize

that the

economic basis. of the existence of

this

zone in which to exercise the flexible limit of judgment is the
law of increasing returns. We would Hke'to know, on the other
hand, what principles should guide judgment in ascertaining
whether the rate in a competitive situation is disproportionate
either to the service given by the carrier or the service rendered
It is our function to measure the value of a
transportation service given to one commodity that it may reach
must analyze the factors of that service,
a certain market.
and it is our firm conviction that the margin of profit for the

to the shipper.

We

shipper and the nature and intensity of the competition, so that
the railroad may receive the greatest possible return upon the
traffic involved, are factors of considerable importance.

Br.\dsh"aw Langm.\id.
University of Michigan.

:
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CONFERENCE BETWEEN THE PRESIDENT AND
RAILROAD EXECUTIVES
On Wednesday

week

of this

a committee of railroad execu-

The committee

tives held a conference with President Wilson.

was made up of Frank Trumbull, chairman, chairman, Chesapeake & Ohio and Missouri, Kansas & Texas Samuel Rea, pres;

Pennsylvania Railroad: Daniel Willard, president, Kal
& Ohio Fairfax Harrison, president. Southern Railway
E. P. Ripley, president, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
Hale
Holden, president, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.
The following statement was presented by the committee to
ident,

timore

;

57,

No.

capital whicii has heretofore been required to provide lor

11

normal

has been from $400,000,000 to $500,000,000
per annum, and railroads should not only be aide to keep abreast

development, but

this

of the times, but should even in this emergency be in a position
anticipate the demands of an expanding commerce.
Simultaneously with the great impairment of earnings, general credit conditions have broken down, and the absolute and
immediate necessities of both public and private borrowers of
to

money here and abroad have already

increased interest rates to

;

a level

;

unthought of a few months

present net earnings return

ago— rates much

higher than

upon the railroad property of

the

United States.

emergency was not contemplated when the Interstate
Commerce Commission rendered its decision in the eastern rate
This

President

the

Vol.

The purpose

of this conference is to lay before the President
terms the present situation of the railroads of the United
States 250,000 miles of great national highways. That the case
of the railroads deserves sympathetic treatment arises from the
fact that, although privately owned, their property is devoted to
public service.
The industrial health of the country depends
upon an adequate railroad service
such service cannot be
rendered and proper response to public needs cannot be made,
unless the financial soundness of the railroads is maintained.
in brief

—

yet

case,

menace

is

now

problems

the

transcend the

seriousness

now

confronting the

of those

railroads

greatly

The

which existed then.

not only to railroad credit but to the transporta-

tion service itself,

and

efficient

transportation

is

inseparably con-

nected with the welfare of our people.
Securities

of

United States railroads held abroad are com-

;

we believe,
now confronted by an emergency of
magnitude without parallel in history.
To understand the

The

credit of the railroads, seriously impaired as

before the war started,
a

puted at from three to five billion dollars. It is a certainty that
bond and note obligations of the railroads maturing before the

end of next year aggregate over $520,000,000.
public

is

import of the existing crisis, it is necessary to consider
briefly the antecedent conditions.
The purpose here is not to complain but to point out the one
paramount fact that by reason of legislation and regulation by
the federal government and the 48 states, acting independently
of each other, as well as through the action of a strong public
opinion, railroad expenses in recent years have vastly increased.
Xo criticism is here made of the general theory of governmental
regulation, but. on the other hand, no ingenuity can relieve the
carriers of the burden of expense created thereby. However desirable may have been the expenditures which have been forced
upon the railroads, no adequate provision has been made to pa>

met.

In

highest

the

imperative that these obligations shall bo

it

money

create such
tion

on

holdings of .Xmcrican securities regardless of the price

its

obtainable.

The New York Stock Exchange has now been

closed

for a

longer period than at any other time in its history. There
present market for railroad securities, either old or new.
States

L'nited

is

in

condition

a

of financial

i.solation.

is

no

The
If

the

Stock Exchange were to open (and

it
mu.st open some time"),
would inevitably be greatest against railthey go down, industrial issues will fall still

the pressure of selling

road securities.

If

more

The

seriously.

public necessity to stem this tide of selling

bill.

This great increase in expenses now coincides with seriously
depleted revenues, with no corresponding ability of the railroads
to reduce their costs in proportion.
Governments can proceed
with expenditures of all kinds by taxation, but railroads cannot.

While the

may

vary

eflfect

war upon

of the European

in diflferent sections, it is painfully

railroad earnings

evident that there

because of the unprecedented
marketing of cotton, the great decrease in imports, and the general dislocation of trade and industry.
Even prior to the existing emergency and to meet the antecedent situation, railroad expenditures generally had been reduced to absolute necessities. The difficulty of further contraction is enhanced by existing wage agreements, and, in so far as
the w'estern railroads are concerned, by the possibilities involved
in the arbitration proceedings to which they have recently
will be serious decreases in the total
difficulties in the

The

net operating income of the railroads of the United States

for the year

ending June

30, 1914,

was $120,000,000

the previous year, or about 15 per cent.

The

the year were $44,000,000 less than for 1913

less

than for

gross earnings for

—

expenses and taxes
were $76,000,000 more.
The maintenance of the credit of the railroads (and the credit

of the railroads establishes the standard for

all

industrial en-

depends upon their ability to increase their net earnThe railroads may have the most perfectly appointed

terprises)
ings.

and

reduce to the utmost

to

calls for the exercise of

Our
1.

its

plants in the

world, but

if

the net earnings are not adequate,

capital cannot be attracted.

In the important eastern rate case, the Interstate

Commerce

Commission unanimously found that the railroads in the richest
section of the country needed more revenue.
That finding was
based upon the situation prior to the first of July, this year;
indeed upon conditions of a year previous.
No emphasis need at this time be put upon the new railroad

destructive effect,

is

one that

every resource of statesmanship.

respectful requests are:

That the President

will call the attention of the

country to

the pressing necessity for support of railroad credit

liy

operative and sympathetic effort of the public and of

all

the co-

governmental authorities, and that the railroads be relieved as far as
possible of further immediate burdens involving additional ex
pense: and.
2.

That the President
emergency

will

urge a practical recognition of the

upon the railroads which requires, in
the public interest, that they have additional revenue and that
the appropriate governmental agencies seek a way by which
such additional revenue may be properly and promptly provided.
fact that an

is

THE ChIXESE PROVINCE OF

R.\II,WAV CoXSTRlTTION IN

agreed.

new

is

it

is evident that for a long time Europe will not be a
to .\merica.
On the contrary, the war will
enormous debts and involve such a general dislocaof industry and commerce, that Europe must realize largely

Yet

lender of

full

the

interest,

.Sh.^N-

—

TfNG. At present there are two railways in operation in the
Chinese province of Shantung the Shantung railway from Tsingtau to Tsinanfu. 256 miles, and the Tientsin-Pukow line. 690 miles
Both of
long, traversing the western portion of the province.
:

The former is German owned
The latter, likewise a standard gage road, is
and operated.
divided into two sections. The northern runs from Huschowfu
on the southern border of Shantung to Tientsin. It is 457 miles
long and was built by the Germans. The southern section is 235
miles long and extends from Huschowfu south to Pukow on the
Yangtse river. It was built by the British, but in common with
the northern section is operated by Chinese. There are, however
a few German overseers on the German section and a few British
The Chinese government administers
overseers on the other.
both sections as an undivided government railway. under a Eurothese lines are of standard gage.

pean engineer
of supplies.

in chief

who

of course has a voice in the ordering

The

Erection

A

Equipment

Quebec

the

for

Bridge

General Description of the Method Adopted
Built for This 1,800-Foot Span

and the Traveler

By H.
Assistant to Chief Engineer,

I

Hiriiii^

present

the

made towards

considerable

season

the erection of the

precedented weight and size of
created

problems unusual

in

progress

will

be

new Quebec bridge. The unmany of the members have

ordinary bridge

erection.

p.

Borden

Ltoard of Engineers. Quebec

This

phase of the work has been very carefully studied, the result
being that every step has been thoroughly worked out and

equipment has been designed to meet every emergency.
The center span is of the same length as that of the old bridge,
namely, 1,800 ft. center to center of main piers, being divided
into two cantilever spans 580 ft. long, and one suspended span
640 ft. long. The tw.> anchor arms are each 515 ft. long center

Owing

l^.tidge.

requirements of navigation, the center oi the
bridge for a distance of about 700 ft. is 150 ft. above extrr^me
high water. In order to provide sufficient clearance for ships it
was necessary to design the bridge with a one per cent grade
to

the

entering from the abutments to the ends of the cantilever arms,

suspended span, however, being on a level grade.
The
extreme height of the bridge above the water did not entail
any extra expense for approaches, due to the fact that the high
banks on each side of the river conformed approximately to the
required grade level.
the

In designing the plant recjuired

General View of the Traveler, Placing the Grillage

for the Last

Bent

of

f(ir

the erection, the St.

Law-

Falsework

to Center of piers.

The main posts over the piers are 310 ft.
high center to center, the cantilever and anchor arms tapering

rence Bridge Company, the contractors for the superstrunure,
spared no expense to develop an equipment that would comtiine

back to 70 ft. at each end.
The suspended span, being designed to be floated into position, is of a bow-string Pratt design 110 ft. higli at the center.
The trusses of the bridge are vertical, and are 88 ft. center to

the greatest efficiency
is

isolated district,

close radius

miles from Quebec in a

and the

was apparent.
and

for a large staff,

the anchor pier

tance from the work, the

I

if

the bridge

is

3,239

ft.

face to face of abutments.

fitting

up a model camp

provided for 250

men

difficulty

of obtaining labor within

a

In order to provide accommodation

them within
company went to a

to locate

center.

There are two approach spans on tlfe north side between
and the abutment 110 ft. and 157 ft. long, and
one span 140 ft. long on the south side. The over-all length

The bridge itsrlf
more or less

with absolute safety.

situated about seven

a reasonable dislarge expense in

Bunk houses were

at the bridge site.
with an up-to-date kitchen and dining-
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room, bakery, wash rooms, recreation rooms, laundry, as well
general offices, hospital and police quarters.
An efficient
water supply service was inaugurated with fire protection and
electric light.
For the use of the officers of the company,
several bungalows were also constructed in the vicinity.
As all the mechanical equipment is operated by electricity,
power was obtained from the City of Quebec and transformed
at the site to suit the various requirements of lighting, heating
and operating machinery. A compressed air plant, operated by
electricity, was also constructed on each side of the river.
In
the north and south handling yards, crane runways were established and equipped with traveling cranes having a capacity of
as

90 tons each.
ERECTION OF CANTILEVER SP.VNS

The main

traveler,

which

cantilever span proper,

is

used for the erection of the

will be

of heavy steel construction, weighing

when

fully equipped approximately 1.000 tons.
This traveler is
about 200 ft. high from base of rail, and is supported on four
buggies of six wheels each, running on four lines of tracks

The upper arms

at

the floor level.

ft.

fore and aft of the main tower.

two

electric

of the traveler extend 50

On

the top of the traveler

cranes are located, running on tracks parallel to

the center line of the bridge.
trolley hoists

running

.it

riglit

On

each of these cranes are two

arglcs to the center line of the

General View of the Crossing Showing the Traveler on the North
Shore
bridge, thus commanding every point within their radius. These
cranes have a capacity of llO tons with a 35-ft. overhang, and
have an out-to-out reach of 47 ft. 6 in. on each side of the
center line. All the movements of these cranes, as well as the

of the hoists, are controlled by one man at two
switch boards located on the bridge of the traveler at the lower
By this means the superintendent can stand by the
platform.

operation

side of the operator, and in an ordinary conversational tone
give instructions as indicated by the foremen at the different
points where the work is going on. The operator can also sec
all

operations at close range, and consequently can use better

judgment

in operating the hoists.
In order to avoid any possibility of accident, automatic electric
brakes are attached to every machine, which will prevent the ma-

away should anything happen to the electric curlowering a heavy member, the machines, operating
through electrical resistance, have to work just as hard as in
chine running

The Quebec Bridge Traveler Between

the

Main Trusses

rent.

In

September

11.
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the operation of lifting.
hle for the load to

made. By
proof as it

move

Should a fuse burn out, it is impossiuntil the proper connection is again

means the mechanism is made as nearly foolis possible to make it.
Four small gantry cranes with two six-ton hoists each are
also situated at the extreme ends of the crane girders on the
top of the traveler, and are used to handle pins and other small
material in line with the trusses.
These gantry hoists are also

fully

ers,

465

equipped, will cost

in

tlie

neighborhood of $500,000.

ERECTION OF APPROACH AND ANCHOR SPANS

this

The north approaches, consisting of two Warren-type truss
spans 110 and 157 ft. in length, respectively, were erected complete last fall. As the railway tracks are 32 ft. center to center,
each span is composed of two distinct bridges, each carrying one
track.

The railway

floor

is

trough-shaped, being

of through plate girder spans

in fact a series

with sub-floor beams and track

These track stringers are heavily reinforced with
gusset plates and inverted channel top flanges in order to provide
an extra factor of safety to the bridge as a whole in case of destringers.

railment.

In the case of the approach spans these track girders

One

Placing

of the

Four 40-Ton Castings That Form the Base of
Each of the Main Shoes

are carried directly on the top of the vertical posts of the trusses

View Looking Back from the Traveler Showing the Four Lines

of

Rails Carrying the Traveler

operated from the bridge at the lower level. At each of the
four corners of the main tower, steel booms have been installed
having a reach of 90 ft. and a capacity of 20 tons each. These

booms

are operated by four electric hoists on the lower deck,

and are used

to handle

smaller

members between

the trusses,

such as the floor system and lateral and sway bracing.

ff^,
.1

r

^

IC435

which posts extend through the top chords.
The approach spans were erected with two traveling derricks
before the main traveler was constructed. The shorter span, from
the abutment to the intermediate pier, was supported on wooden
falsework at the first and third panel points, the two outside
panels being cantilevered out to the intermediate pier.

The span

proper position on the pier members by means
The longer of the approach
on the falsework.
spans was erected in the same manner, with the exception that

was lowered

of

to its

sandjacks

^
^llll

:ri :iSo-

'

•:

View Showing One Half
In order to facilitate reaching all parts

of

Diagonal Tension

of this traveler

inspection or other purposes, an electric elevator travels

for

from

"

Member 108
steel

"'

"

ft.

Long on Cars

for

Shipment

falsework was used throughout. This falsework was so deit could be taken down and reused for the falsework

signed that

the main deck to the floor under the crane girders at the top.

of the anchor arm.

stairway around this elevator for emergency
liurposes.
In order that the progress of the work may not be
lield back, a second traveler, a duplicate of the one already
erected on the north side, is now being constructed for use on the

The falsework for the anchor arm consists of two distinct sets,
known as the inside and outside falsework, "^he inside falsework
carries the floor and the traveler up to the time the anchor arm
The outside falsework is of varying length from the
is swung.

There

is

also

a

south side and will be

in

operation next spring.

These two travel-

main

pier to the anchor pier

and supports

first

the bottom chords
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aoid finally the entire

The main

traveler

is

used to erect

this

place.

There are seven bents of falsework for the inside staging and
bents for the outside. This staging and flooring is now practically all in place between the anchor arm and the main north
These
pier, and the work of setting the shoes is going ahead.
si.x

shoes are approximately 26 ft. by 21 ft. at the base, are 19 ft.
high and are shipped in seven sections, the heaviest of which
weighs 70 tons. The shoe as a whole weighs over 400 tons.

no unexpected delay occurs,

it

is

expected that most of

the anchor arm, or in the neighborhood of 10,000 tons, will be

During the coming winter the
and next season work
both sides working simulThe cantilever arms will, naturally,

erected during the present season.

traveler for the south side will be erected
will

Home:

anchor arm falsework.

on the top flange of each of the outside track girders, the other
two lines of rails being placed on special erection girders located
about 4 ft. outside of these track girders and connected to the
falsework bridge floor by special inclined struts and bracing. As
each panel of the inside bracing is erected, the permanent floor
of the bridge is placed in position. This does not apply to the
main floorbeams which attach to the trusses of the anchor arm.
These are put in a temporary position to accommodate present
erection purposes and will not be put in their permanent position
until the web members of the anchor arm trusses are erected in

If

will advise soon as possible.
Advise by wire what is delaying.
Referring to my letter of
Very urgent, immediate attention and reply requested.

Hindrance:
Stimulate:
Searching:

of the lines of rails upon which this traveler runs are placed

be started on the south

taneously towards the center.

shore,

Will investigate and advise you.

There are others just as good. I heard an employee the other
day dictating a telegram, and by the use of four or five code
words a message that would have contained probably fifty words
was cut down to about twelve. It was a revelation, even to me,
of the economy that can be effected by an intelligent use of this
code.

our railway increases in mileage and cities increase in
and industries multiply, there will be a legitimate growth in
number of telegrams, and I have found the management
willing to meet this demand for additional facilities; but onwilling to have the telegraph service used for unimportant and
.As

size

the

long communications.

unnecessarily

fully 25 per cent of the messages now being
handled by wire could be handled by letter and serve every
purpose.
Recently on a certain middle west railroad the man-

believe that

I

agement came

to the conclusion that there

was too much

tele-

graphing being done, and in one relay office, where there had
been 24 men employed, they cut the force to 5. Clerks were
put on and it was left to the discretion of the manager as to
what messages should be sent by wire and what messages
should be sent by mail and, while their service has sufltered
to some extent, still it has been shown that a large proportion
of the messages heretofore handled were unnecessary.
;

be erected without staging. In order to save practically a year in
erection, the big su,spended span will be erected on the shore, in

and floated into position, being lifted
from the pontoons by means of enormous hydraulic jacks.
The work is under the direction of the Board of Engineers.
Quebec Bridge, a commission appointed by the Dominion government, and is composed of C. X. Monsarrat, chairman and chief
engineer, Ralph Modjeski, and C. C. Schneider.

H

Have matter up and

Hearken:

weight of the anchor arm with the exception

of the fioor system.

Two
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THINK OF THE ENGINEMAN

the vicinity of the bridge,

UNNECESSARY TELEGRAPHING*
By W. H.

H.\LL

Superintendent of Telegraph, Missouri, Kansas & Texa^
.

who

.

.

I

find that

believe that

we

still

have a few

officers

the telegraph rules, the telegraph code,

etc.,

;

code of about 75 code w<5rds, covering sentences used many times
each day by all departments. Some of the departments are using
this code, with a marked decrease in the length of telegrams.
Others are not making any use of it. I quote a few words that
can be used to advantage by all departments.
.\rrow:

Converse:

Referring to our conversation.
action has been taken.
if now 0. K.

What

Exact:

.\dvise

•.Abstracted from a paper read at a staff meeting at Galveston.
1914.

Jun

when

in tact,

had just whistled for Thompson, answered a signal from the
conductor, and had blown a road-crossing signal. The bell was
I

ringing also, but the driver of the auto evidently did not hear

any of the signals; for when

was only

for

a

short

I

distance,

came in sight of him, which
on account of a curve in the

track, he averted a collision by suddenly cutting his car to the

and

right,

who

one"

I

passed within 10 or 12

usually proves to be a witness
against the railroad; and jurymen

ment are
for

it

is

ft.

of him."

in cases like this says that the

And

the "some

engineman was

for the

who do

plaintiflt

in

a

at fault,

lawsuit

not believe his state-

Mr. Glenn's experience should go on record,
rare.
an instance where the runner's testimony was not

contradicted.

—

CANALS IX NoRw.w. An old scheme for a waterway between
Lake Mjosen, Norway, and the sea is again being given attention, and as a first step the part canalization of the Glommen is
being advocated. The building of several dams on the section
\"amma-M6rkfas will facilitate the solution of this important
question by the Glommen being made navigable from Oieren
Lock will have to be
to Sarpsborg and on to Frederiksstad.
built by the side of the dams already built, or about to be built,

The water
is not expected to present any diflficulties.
above the Sarpsfos Falls will have to be raised to a
mean of 77 ft. above the level of the sea, in order to make the
The passage round the
canalization of Glengsholen efficient.
Sarpsfos Falls, will be solved by means of a combination of locks
and tunnel, and the whole scheme is looked upon as feasible also
but this
level

All concerned are instructed to rush.
Urgent that we have quick action.

Decision:

automobile drivers are daily "flirting with death" by
failing to observe the highway regulation, "stop, look and listen," when approaching railway crossings; and, commenting on
this, the press agent of the Southern Railway, calls attention
to the experience of M. C. Glenn, an engineman of that road,
on September 3. "Yesterday," said Mr. Glenn, "I was engineer
on train No. 108 and at Williams Crossing, about four miles
west of Raleigh, I only missed striking an automobile by about
two seconds, and in this automobile were grown people and
children.
If I had struck the automobile some one would have
said that the engineer failed to sound the whistle;

and employees

were made for the other fellow, and do not apply them. Recently I was told that the traffic department people were using
the code to some extent and using symbol letters and numbers
on a large majority of their telegrams; but that the operating
department people do not seem to be doing so well. This was
to me an astonishing statement, but I found that, generally speak[Mr. Hall here quoted a telegram of the
ing, it was correct.
tratKc department of 33 words which ought to have been put
Other examples of lack of care were a message from
into 17.
a roadmaster ordering grass to be cut around bridges and diand one
recting responses, by wire, from 40 section foremen
from the passenger department, and one from the legal department omitting symbols, and thus necessitating unnecessary words
Six relaying offices found in one day 400 messages
in the reply.
lacking symbol letters or numbers.]
In August, 1913, the telegraph department issued a telegraph

Anxiety:

Many

from

a financial point of view.

Oxy-Acetylene Welding and Cutting on the Frisco
Large Savings Made by Use of Central Generating
Plant eind Piping System to Different Shop Departments
Alter about two years experimental

work with apparatus

did not prove satisfactory, the St. Louis

tliat

& San

Francisco decided
to install a complete modern plant for oxy-acetylene welding and
cutting on a large scale at the Springfield (Mo.) shops. With
the object of extending its use to the several departments of the
it was decided to install a cengenerating plant and to pipe the gases to the various de-

locomotive and car repair shops,
tral

partments,

providing outlets at the several points where this
This

process would be required, either for welding or cutting.

end it would prove more
economical to install and maintain such a plant than to follow
the practices either of bringing the work to a central point or
trucking the oxy-acetylene apparatus to the different places. A
study of the extent to which oxy-acetylene welding and cutting

was done

in the

belief that in the

is niiw being used throughout the shops and the resulting savings,
seems to amply justify this decision.
So successful has the plan worked out that similar installations
have been made at the old north shops at Springfield and at the

welding operators have been selected from the various departments of the shop and are assigned as nearly as possible with
reference to their trades and qualifications. The scope and variety of the work is continually increasing, as the welders become
more and more proficient in handling the apparatus and as the
shop management becomes more familiar with its possibilities.
Some idea of the extensive area which is served at the new
Springfield shops may be gained from the fact that there are
6,204 ft. of piping, divided as follows
For acetylene, 60 ft.
of 4 in. pipe, 745 ft. of 3 in., 1,677 ft. of 2^ in. and 620 ft. of 1
in.
For oxygen, 390 ft. of one 1 in. pipe, 2,092 ft. of J4 in. and 620
ft. of Vz in.
There are 21 outlets or stations in the machine and
erecting shop, four in the boiler shop, and six in the coach shop.
As shown on the diagram, the piping between the buildings is
placed underground, while that inside is carried overhead.
In
the erecting shop and in the coach shop, the outlets are placed
on the columns between the pits or tracks.
At the north shops in Springfield there are 4,500 ft. each
:

Paini- Shop.

Oxweld Qenerafor
House.

Plan of the Oxy-Acetylene Layout
reclamation plant at Springfield, which
sas City,

Fort Scott

& Memphis

is

at the Springfield

located in the old

Kan-

shops, which were practically

abandoned when the new Frisco shops were built several years
ago. Other small plants have also been installed at Birmingham
(Ala.), Chaffee (Mo.), Enid (Okla.), Kansas City (Kan.), MenThe railroad company
phis (Tenn.), and Sapulpa (Okla.).
was not put to any capital expense in building and equipping
these plants. They were furnished by a service company which
also provided in its contract for supervision and instruction as
to methods, free of charge, and conditioned only on the purchase
through the service company of oxygen, carbide and other necessary supplies at the usual and current market prices.

THE APPARATUS

The

installation at

what

is

known

as the

new shops

at Spring-

by far the largest of the nine plants thus far placed in
Twenty operators are regularly emoperation on the Frisco.
ployed; of these four are in the machine and erecting shop,
eleven in the boiler shop, three in the blacksmith shop, one in
The
the coppersmith department and one in the coach shop.
field is

New Shops

of the St. Louis

&

San Francisco

of acetylene and oxygen piping, with 25 drops or outlets. Three
of these outlets are in the erecting shop, three in the machine
shop, 10 in the freight car repair yard, two in the motor shop,

coach shop, three in the boiler shop and two in the
the reclamation plant there are 1,060 ft. of piping
and 16 outlets. This article will consider only the work whicli
is being done in the new shops and the north shops, that at the
reclamation plant being reserved for a later article descriptive

two

in the

tin shop.

At

of that plant.

The arrangement of the apparatus
new shops is clearly shown in the

in

the

the generator house at

illustrations.

The

greater

used as an acetylene generator room.
Here is placed the Oxweld low-pressure duplex generator which
The
consists of two acetylene generators and one gasometer.
generators may be operated independently of each other, the
generator
one
that
being
arrangement
advantage of the duplex
part

of the

building

is

may be in operation, while the other is being recharged. The
generators operate automatically and require only a comparatively small

amount

The oxygen

of attention.
containers are grouped

in

two rows

in

another

.
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for

which is indicated by the pressure
and a fresh tank is cut in; as soon as convenient the empty tank is then removed and replaced by a filled

shop superintendent, who personally checks the data to insure
The accompanying statement is taken at random
its accuracy.
from one of a large number of records on file in the shop|Super-

cut oil

one.

The reducing

is

11

report

a tank exhausts its supply,
it

Xo.

making similar repairs. At the itew shoiJs;\ for instance, a
is made on each operation on a special' form which is
shown iii one of the illustrations. This is made up by the shop
checker or foreman, and is referred to the chief clerk of the

room and are connected to a manifold by flexible copper pipes,
shown in one of the photographs. Only one or two of the
cylinders are opened into the manifold at one time. As soon as

as

gage,

\'oL. 57,

valve regulates the pre.<;sure to the piping

Yenfflalor

nr
rrr

^

I

r';

§T

•

Drain

'.

Wha-flMfo

I

_^r.

^l

'

I'nmk

1

K^
1

1

,

1

11
'

'

d

Oxweld Generator House

The cans containing

system.

the carliide are stored in

still

at the Springfield

an-

other part of the house, ns shown on the plan.

The

building at the

new shops

at

Springfield

is

a substantial

brick structure, agreeing with the style and architecture of the

At other

other buildings in the plant.

Work

and particularly

places,

intcndent's office and will give some idea of the care and thoroughness with which the railroad has checked the comparative
costs.

As noted, each item is separately considered, the cost by
Oxweld process being determined by totaling the labor cost,
New

Perfobmep with Oxwei.d Welding Plant

Shops, Spbi

Time
welding
Articles Cut or

Welded

or cutting

Welding frame 2 x 4
Welding crank arm 2yi x 3
Cutting eight frame bolts 1 ii in. diameter
Welding worn place in frame
Welding two brake hanger pins » orn

Hx4x5

piece 'A x 3 ft
445 staybolts 1 in. in diameter
one hole in smoke arch Jj x " and 10 holes 'A x '/i
two holes in running board li x 1 V^
top of cab '/i 10 ft. 8 in. and six holes J4 x J^
one hole in e;b ja x 4 in. and one hole 5i x 1J4
and four i-i x J^
Cutting two deck braces l!i x 4 in
Cutting ash pan H x 2 ft. 10 in. and two holes J4 x 2 in.
x4
x lyi and two
Welding two cracks in door collar
Heating two flue sheets corners
x 7
Cutting two patches on door sheet
Cutting ash pan 3/16 x 12 in
,«
Cutting tail piece "4 x 8

Cutting
Cutting
Cutting
Cutting
Cutting
Cutting

tail

off

.

^

H
H

Heating crown sheet
•This shows only a few of the items for January

the

smaller points,

much

less

pretentious

such, for instance, as the one at

shown

in

Eog.
Eng.
Eng.
Eng.
Eng.
Eng.
Eng.
Eng.
Eng.
Eng.

294
747
3707
3707
3707
3707
773
728
707
765

3 hr. 15 min.
2 hr. 30 min.
hr.
2 hr.
2 hr.
1

30 min.

lELD, A.ND

the

Cost During Janu/

Rate Amount
of
per hr.,
cents labor
41
41
41
41
41
41

$1.33
1.02
.41

.82
.82

4.10

Cost
per blow

Total

pipe hr.

cost

Labor

$3.70
2.85

$5.03
3.87

$44.10

$47.50

$42.47

1.14
2.28

1.55

6.35
3.96
7.60
7.60
2.64
23.10
3.30
1.98
4.62

6.35
3.96
7.60
7.60
2.64

2.48
2.41

2.28

3.10
3.10

11.40

15.50

Eng.
Eng.
Eng. 490
Eng. 816
Eng. 816
Eng. 816
Eng. 728
773

the

Total Saving

4.50

1.98
4.62

1.87
7.60
2.15
1.60
3.07

2.64
2.64
2.64
11.20

8.10

23.10
3.30

1.87
1.87
1.87
1.21

1-2.14

1

hr

Eng.

2.

buildings

Birmingham

(.-Ma.),

are used,

which

is

one of the photographs.
C0MP.\R.^TIVE COST OF DOING

New Shops

WORK

.\ccurate and thorough records have been kept of the comparative cost of doing the work with the use of the oxy-acetylene

apparatus and by the methods which were formerly employed

gas cost and the expense of supervision, operation and main-

tenance of plant.
The average cost per burning hour of the ga? consumed is
determined by dividing the total expenditure for gas and gas
making material by the number of hours worked by burner
The cost of gas per burner hour is influenced by a
operators.

number of

factors

and the lowest cost does not. necessarily de-

note the greatest efficiency of operation.

A

lower gas cost per

:

SsiTEMBtK

burner hour

11.
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may

lie

due to the large per cent of time

the operator during which the flame

is

lost

not actually burning.

by

A

higher cost, on the other hand, may be due to a wasteful use of
gas, accounted for by an improper mixture or by allowing the

4(.9

same plant, by using the economy effected by burner hours, or
per dollar expended for gas.
The cost of making repairs by former methods is arrived at
as follows
In

cases wliire, in

all

llie

absence of the Oxweld plant, the parts wrnild

have been scrapped, the cost is computed by deducting the scrap value of
the old parts from the cost of new material.
In all cases where it would have been necessary to remove the parts to
complete repairs by other methods, the cost of removing and replacing has
been added to the cost of effecting repairs.
In cases where, by either the C)xweld or other methods, the parts would
have been removed, the cost of repairs in the blacksmith, machine or
'jther shops is considered as against the cost by the oxy-acetylene process.

he following table shows in

I

were performed

wliich

at

detail

new

the

NeM

.^IMXi.S BY I.NniVlDV.l, ItE.MS— .SPKIXI.HELD

Jlxe
Parts

Oxweld Generator House

for the Frisco at

flame to burn while not actually welding.
per burner hour
ficiency.

is

The most

the performance at

Birmingham, /

la.

Obvi(iusly. the cost

not an acceptable measure of welding efequitable comparison
different

may

be

made between

plants, or dilTerent periods at the

30,

Pieces

^sh pans

637

l'..ackets

.591

I'-races

661
13

I'.olsters

liossheads and pistons
tenter castings
t
I

254
26

enter plates
ylinders

2

2i
240

ilriving boxes

Drawbars

12

Driving wheels

Door

collars

3

and sheets

400

Deck castings
Kqualizers

1

230

Engine frames
Front end ring

.^67

-Miscellaneous firebox

45
3,017

work

Lubricators
Mue sheets
.>hop

3

261

machines

692

Main rod brasses

8

Miscellaneous repairs
Main rods
.Miscellaneous
nil

473
146
4,914
531

parts

boxes

Pedestals

626
368
100
374

Keverse lever strips
Rocker arms
Running boards

Steam chests
Steam pumps

5

10

Side sheets
Steam pipes

495
62

Truck boxes
Tiuck frames

113

Triple

14

valves

2

Water columns

4

Total
!-"<-oxr>-.[V

the

welding operations
shops for the

Springfield

ShoI-S.

JuLV

1,

I'.M.i,

TO

1914

Other
method

Avetjlene

Saving

$456.44
S58.22

$904.34
332.04

2,562.42
231.57
3,873.68
172.44
98.50
6,105.88
1,644.21
127.08
133.58
6,974.09
71.30
735.23
9,172.80
404.65
20,733.12
105.00
3,866.53
2,891.58
141.89
1,455.36
1,184.90
19,640.32
1,790.64
2,080.05
989.01
788.53
770.61
45.99
190.00
31,512.10
249.11
437.71
531.58
23.00
151.00

1,066.34
24.87
572.37
63.18
6.44
89.21
355.74
11.93
36.13
1,955.39
3.02
416.65
2,316.86
140.88
10,210.40
3.54
1,137.97
990.39
10.46
560.21
404.99
8,865.29
678.95
742.78
471.70
181.24
383.02
22.37
19.95
3,918.31
102.96
201.51
65.80
2.48
30.71

$1,384.10
466.13
1,496.08
206.70

$120,532.12

$37,340.42

Oxy-

Effected by Use of Oxv-.\cETyLEXE Process
At-cvsT 31, 1914

— April

3,301.31
109.26

92.06
1,516.67
1,288.47
115.15
97.45
5,018.70
68.28

318.58
6,855.94
263.77
10.522.72
101.46
2,728.56
r,901.19
131.43
895.15
779.91
10,775.03
1,011.69
1,337.27
517.31
607.29
407.59
23.52
170.05
27,593.69
146.15
236.20
465.78
20.52
120.29

$83,191.60
1,

1913, to

Re

Kan
.Month
1913
.\nril
.\Iav

Tune

New

North

shop
$215

shop
$200
240
276
266
782
604
555

l,12i

1,367
2,034
August
3,247
September ... 5.652
October
9,861
November ... 5,248
December .... 5.683
Tanuary, 1914 6,773
6.783
'February ....
.March
11,875
April
9,390
M^ay
8,015
lune
8,662
11.691
Tulv
August
9,174
Inly

T..tr,l

1,140
1,518
2,579
2,077
2,364
2,492
3,430
3,353
4,022
2,951

tion
plant

Bit

Memphis

City pulpa

ham Enid

Chaffee Total

$415
1,361
1.643

2.400
4,029.
6.236
10.379
7,504
8.702

$163
1,116
1,501

639
1,403
1,942
$50
109
1,895
2.354
542
2,698 1,409
2,833 1,215
2,720 1,969

•

$48
!,095

$17 $148

288 690
2,312
129 1.970
2,480
2,116
869 1,047 $115
2.198 1,805 1,676 1,445

106,793 28.940 19,264 5,294 10.249 3,108 5,531 1,560

$69
582

9,991
10,263
16,279
15,146
17.598
20,701
23,977
24,520

651 1S1,364

twelve months ended June 30, 1914, giving also the direct labor
and material cost of the repairs made by the oxy-acetylene process, the estimated cost by former methods, and the estimated
saving effected by the use of the oxy-acetylene method. Xo attempt has been made to take into consideration the overhead or
indirect expenses as they practically offset each other in both

This saving does not include a large number of minor
of insufficient importance to justify the labor of
recording them separately. Nor does it take. into consideration
the indirect saving due to time saved. For instance, if a locomotive is assumed to be worth $25 a day and a freight car 45

cases.

operations

Oxygen Manifold

in the

Generator House
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amount saved by returning them to service sevdays sooner than would otherwise be the case would be

cenii a day, the
eral

very considerable.

The

chart showing the relative savings due to the use of oxy-

for various groups or classes of repairs is of more
than ordinary interest and indicates that its greatest use thus
far lias been in connection with lioiler repairs.

he

table

II

made by lessening the running repair work at the engine
houses and curtailing terminal delays. The Frisco now has in
more than four hundred locomotives in which firebox
sheets and patches have been welded.
Seventeen of these have
been reported as leaking. Careful inspection, however, developed
the fact that four had pin hole defects in the welds while tlic
remaining 13 had developed defects in other sheets than thnsc
welded.
\\ ben new staybolts are applied to fireboxes, the usual praoing

operation

acetylene

'J

No.

A'oL. 57j

showinif the

saving effected

by

o.xy-acetylene

the

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H
STATEMENT OF WORK PERFORMED
OXY-ACETYLENE

PROCESS
COST

pmmEmsS^^^-

.

-

OXY-ACETYLENE

DESCRI?TION OP HAIEEIAI,

1

OTHER METHODS

Gas and
LaOor Uaterlal
Total

Labor

|

Saving

Total

Hat'l

Pis'v"--

y^^B

E E-

^p^:^

1

Form Used
Oxweld Generator House
proce^^ from .\pril

1.

1^13, U)

at

the Springfield

June

30.

IV14,

New Shops
ii

aKu

oi

special

Recording Comparative Costs of Performing
by Oxy-Acetylene and Other Methods

for

tice is either to cut off the

hammer and

Work

protruding ends with a stay bolt nip-

because of indicating the extent to which this process
The variety of work performed
is used at the various shops.
at the north shops and at the reclamation plant is so great
that Its listing would occupy more space than is available.
Sometimes figures of economies claimed are questioned as to
In order that the officers of the
tluir accuracy and authenticity.

crushed and the
threads are held less securely in the sheets than they otherwise
would be. When the staybolt ends are cut off, either by the use
of an air hammer or the sledge and chisel bar, the hole in the
sheet is to a slight extent elongated, resulting oftentimes in a

company might not congratulate themselves with unwarranted

loose staybolt.

interest

i.ptimis-ii

or entluKin';m a thorough check of

tlu-'-r

accmintiiig

lig-

per,

an

air

chisel,

Where

V\hen

or a chisel bar and sledge.

the nippers are used the end of the staybolt

staybolts

are

is

carefully

driven up after

may

not immediately cause trouble,
but often within a short time leaks develop and after the bolt

being cut

off.

such defects

CD

Cylinders

IZZl

Engine TrucK Parts

Shop Machinery
UlBcel. other than Loco a Car

Miscellaneous Car WorK
Flue and Door Sheetc

Pramee and Braces

I]
I

klecellaneoue Boiler
Car Bolsters
Side Sheets

Locomotive Machinery
i 10 000

i 20 000

• 30 000

Diagram Showing Relative Saving on Various Classes of Work
Repaired With the Oxy-Acetylene Apparatus for 17
Months, Ending August 31, 1914

Oxweld Low-Preisure Duplex Generator
ures was

recently

I'ccountants.

The

made by Haskins and
result

Sells,

certified

has been calked a few times, and the metal of the head has
public

determined the substantial accuracy of

the figures quoted.

worked away,
the bolt

With

All firebox sheets and patches are welded in instead of using
The actual saving thus accomplished is
rivets and patch bolts.
very large, but even this is insignificant as compared to the sav-

way

of stopping the leak

is

to

remove

the use of oxy-acetylene cutting burner the protruding

may

be cut off in less timfr'and at no greater expense than
by the other methods when done in this .way neither the bolt
nor the sheet is injured and the end of the bolt.'is. also annealed
so that it may easily and properly ho tirivcn up.'

ends
BOILER -\ND FIREBOX REP.MRj

the only

from the sheet and apply a new one.

;

Two

or three typical cases of repairs to lireboxes

made

liy

:

Skctemblk

11,
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the oxy-acet}lene method are illustrated.

One of these shows a
welded door hole patch on engine 740. This patch saved the
renewal of a door sheet, and except for the discoloration of the
metal due to heat from the burner it is practically impossible
to detect the weld.

It

cost $21.10;

it

is

estimated that

if

done

471

and patched, nnd

st

matter to detect wh

it
:

to

the

north shops at Springfield.

the weld was made;

p

^Hjg^

Ready

lor

Welding, on Firebox Sheet

Driving

Worn

by

Firebox Patch

it would have cost $81.68.
One of the other
views shows a firebox sheet, which had been badly worn by a
driving wheel, with a patch in place ready for welding.
The

A
companion view

showe

the

HIh

Wheel

by toriner methods

Difficult

patch welded

now

as

:

It ie a hard
tiong as ever,

sheet has proved most sucset of

tubes welded in

11

1
m
^S ^^^^H
• ,'^^^^^^^^^^^bI
_

BSk?

in Place,

is

TUBE WELDING

The welding of tubes into the tube
cessful.
One engine had an entire

pl
Patch

it

and saved applying

'

.-«2

^^ I^^H

Welded

in

Place by Oxy-Acetylene

months ago and has been in continuous service since that time;
it
was recently inspected and the tubes were found to be in
splendid condition.
During this period no repairs have been

Frame Weld Accomplished by the Oxy-Acetylene Process
in

by oxy-acetylene

necessary to keep the tubes tight

As

in

the sheet

and

to prevent

process.

leaking.

Following is a brief extract from a report- made by one of the
master mechanics

has been adopted as a standard practice and all of the locomotives will be treated in this way as rapidly as the oxy-acetylene plants can handle the work.

Wt Iiave engine 975 with a collar patch on th^ firebox door, and it is
surpns-np to see the job that was done. There is no sign of a leak whatI also look guide yoke off of engine
1404, which was badly cracked

ever.

While the

a result of this experiment, the welding in of tubes

original or first

cost

of welding in the tubes

higher than the ordinary practice of rolling and beading,

is

tiiis
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additional expense

erly

roll

made

the maintenance cost

If the original

A considerable amount of work has been done in Tilling up
and re-enforcing worn side rods, some of which were originally
of poor design.

ng and working ordinarily done to stop

leaks,

the

life

is

giaaually worked out of the tube ends and the tube sheets are
necessitating renewals at more frequent intervals than
( i.<;<irtc(l.

estimated that the saving effected in form-

It is

ing and welding

on new ends amounts on the rods of a ten-wheel

engine to approximately $65.

The
are

flange joints at the end of the water columns and spouts

to frequent breakage.
Ordinarily this
scrapping of the column and its replacement with a

subject

With

the oxy-acetylene process broken flanges

in

the case with welded tlues wlierc no
illustrations

NORTH

The north

on the chart which shows graphically the relati\o
savings made by oxy-acetylene welding in the handlin.g of different classes of repairs, the welding of locomotive frames plays
Several
a most important part at the new Springfield shops.
of the photographs show repairs which have been made, either
This
by welding broken frames or lilling up worn places.
nelhod has given uniformly good results.
.^s indicated

';'r

tile

Making Welding Repairs

It was sent to the north shops on a night train and the iron
flange which was broken in several places was repaired and the
column was returned to Monett the following night.

MISCELL.XNECUS REPAIRS

Tiius

(or

by the Oxy-Acetylene Process

work is necessary. One
shows an installation of superheater tubes
which have been welded into the tube sheets.

is

of the

be welded

slight cost.
.As an instance of this sort, the water colunm
Monett, a most important point, was damaged in this way.

Preheating Forge and Bench

Door Patch Welded

may

means the
new one.

at a
at

Fire

Xo. 11

is

much more than compensated

for by the
welds are propreduced to practically nothing.
This is especially appreciated by those in charge of the
engine houses.
In addition to the reduction in engine house
work the life of both the tubes and the tube sheets will be increased, possibly as much as SO per cent.
With the continual
is

advr.ntages of the welded tubes.

\'oL. 57.

work accomplisbeil

.Tt

the

new

SPRl.VGFIELD SHOPS

Springfield shops are largely used for the finishing

nr iiiamifiiclurinL;

•

-i

niauriiil

to

a Depth

.iiul

inr

irci'.^lu

car repair-.

Hnw-

Si.riMi;''eM sh'iii>

Superheater Tubes Welded into Tube Sheets
has betu very largely

in

the line of boiler

althougii splendid use has been

made

and frame

repairs,

of the apparatus in repair-

ing broken machine castings and in welding various locomotive

and passenger car
vented,

parts.

or interfered

The volume

with,

this

of boiler

work has

miscellaneous class

of

This Frcune

pre-

Worn

Built

up

to Size

ol 5-8 in. by a Spring Hanger Was
by the Oxy-Acetylene Process

work.

Howcvir, it is steadily increasing in volume. A few of the articles «h-ch have been thus repaired are shown lying on the
bench and floor in the photograph of the pre-heating forge which
is used ly the oxy-acetylene welders in the machine and erect-

month and there is also a
work equipment and motor

ing shop.

of

several engines

ever,

ditions.

the

many

are

reftaired

special
cars.

in

possibilities are offered

oxy-acetylene apparatus.

the

erecting

sIk p

each

department for overhauling
Xaturally, under these c;n-

Tl:e

for the advanta-renus

greatest

\o!ume if

-'.se

this

'

:
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work:

connection with the repair of freight car castings.
making repairs to broken or worn parts of the
work equipment and motor cars can hardly he estimated, but is
great.
Many
very
of the parts for this class of equipment are
'1

in

is

he value

ni»t

in

regularly kept in stock, and

if

the oxy-acetylene plant were

not available extended and expensive delays for securing
terial would be unavoidable.

ma-

made to brass, bronze, special alloy castings, and
castings, as well as to those of cast iron,
important sav-

Repairs are
.steel

made in repairing the cases for air motors and other
of the smaller parts of these tools. Other interesting
jobs which
have been performed at the north shops are as follows:
In a
number of cases deck castings have been welded. A locomotive
ings are

of a

bell

Wonderful results have also been obtained at the north shops
in making repairs to machine tools and machinery.
Following

473

composition which had become cracked was

special

successfidly

welded without in any way affecting the sound
S|ilendid results have been obtained in repairing steel

c.ualities.

are a few instances of this sort

Engine 1000 came into the shop for repairs to a cylinder.
The planer upon which this work was to be done broke down.
Under ordinary conditions it would have required from ten
days to two weeks to .secure a new part for the planer and the
locomotive w'ould have been held out of service for that length
no repairs were necessary other than those to

of time, although

the

cylinder

With

casting.

the

use

of

the

oxv-acetvlene

aii-

A

Water Column and Spout Which Were Repaired by the
Oxy.Acetylene Process

passenger coaches by cutting, out worn parts of the ro (, thus
allowing new parts to be riveted in place. A cast steel frame

on a six-wheel coach truck was broken on both sides. There
were no extra castings of this sort in stock and the pieces were
successfully welded together, resulting in a very large saving,

would otherwise have had to be scrapped.
Instead of drilling the cylinder saddle holes in a new smokebox
they are burned through with the cutting burner.. Large savings have been made in repairing injector castings which have
as the 'steel castings

been cut by the wind sheet.
Particularly important results have been gained at the north
shops in welding cast steel bolsters. The average cost of these
bolsters when new, allowing for their scrap value, is $19 36; the
average cost of making repairs to a large number proved tti be
$2.46, a net saving per bolster of $16.90.
I'"xaiiiflcs

Pedestal

Jaw Broken Between the Top and Bottom
Was Welded by Oxy-Acetylene Process

Rail

of savings such as mentioned above, might be

iiiulti-

Which

paratus the jilaner was repaired and placed in service witliin 45
minutes.

The

was broken on a power forcing press, two
It would have required at least ten
new gear. With the oxy-acetylene apparatus
were built up and the press was again in operation on

internal gear

of the teeth being torn off.

days to procure a
the teeth

the following day.
The housing for a large roll was broken. The factory was
immediately telegraphed for a new part which reached the north
shops six weeks later.
Meanwhile the oxy-acetylene operator
got busy and welded

and replaced the housing within

a

day and

The new housing is still held in reserve.
long hole of large diameter was being drilled through a
locomotive trailer truck casting. There was pnly one drill of the
proper size in the shop and it broke through the middle. In one
a half.

.

A

and one-half hours

it

had been repaired with the use of the oxywas back in operation. This was sev-

acetylene apparatus and
eral

months ago and the

drill is

still

working.

The Ends

of Side

Rods are Reinforced by the Oxy-Acetylene
Process

plied

indefinitely,

adaptability
pairs of

all

but

those

cited

will

give

some

idea

of the

oxy-acetylene apparatus for emergency rekinds, as well as for the routine work in a loco-

of

the

motive and car repair shop.

Oxweld plants on the Frisco and the
progress of the work in these plants has been Carefully supervised by H. W. Jacobs, of the Oxweld Railroad Service Company, who was probably the first engineer to suggest the piping
The

of

installation of the

oxygen and acetylene gases

in thij

country.

for this purpose in railroad shops
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HARRY

R.

KURRIE

Vol.

versity at Bloomington, Ind.,

57,

No.

11

and he was graduated from both
In June, 1895. he began the
and on February 10, 1902,

the literary and law departments.

Harry R. Kurrie, general attorney of the Chicago, Indian&' Louisville, at Chicago, on September 4 was elected
president of the company at a meeting of the board of directors
apolis

New York, to succeed Frederic A. Delano, who recently resigned to become a member of the Federal Reserve Board. Mr.
Kurrie is 39 years old and is, therefore, one of the youngest railroad presidents in the country. He was selected by the execuin

committee which has had the matter under consideration
since Mr. Delano's resignation.
Mr. Kurrie is a lawyer, and for the past 13 years has been
connected with the legal department of the Monon; for the last
four years as general attorney. Having previously been engaged
in the private practice of the law he has never been directly
connected with any other corporation than the Monon. and in

practice of law at Rensselaer, Ind.,

he was appointed assistant general solicitor of the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville, in Chicago.
In January, 1910, he was
promoted to the office of general attorney.

ENDING THE MILEAGE-BOOK DISCRIMINATION
[New York World]

tive

work in the legal department he has commanded the
his

respect of his superiors for his

character and

and

ability

his

unremitting industry.
In announcing Mr. Kurrie's

The Pennsylvania and New England

railroads which have
in passenger rates are confining the advances to their mileage-books. If any change upward is t"
be made, and the commission has virtually sanctioned an upward change, this is the best way to go about it. A general
advance in passen.gcr rates would undoubtedly reduce passenger traffic. An advance in
mileage-book rates alone should
have slight effect in reducing
traffic.
There has never been
any sound reason for this dis-

announced increases

crimination against single-ticket

election E. C. Field, vice-presi-

travelers.

dent and general solicitor of
the road, gave out a statement

retail

in

which he spoke of Mr. Kurfollows:

rie as

of

character

judgment

"He
and

is

a

man

deliberate

and his proficiency
became well estab-

as a lawyer

He

lished throughout Indiana.

has always been a hard worker.
has

unusual capacity

for

the

details of transportation prob-

lems and is now the most
thoroughly equipped man for
chief executive on the Monon
road. He will have no outside
matters to embarrass him and
his sole ambition will be to

make

successful the

viable

most enunder the

reputation

splendid

fax

management

Harrison,

and

Frederic A. Delano.

of Fairlater

of

Mr. Kur-

knows practically every
man on the system and there
will be no disturbance either in
rie

the policy of the

organization.

While mileage is sold wholesale in the book form, its trans-

road or

The Monon

its
is

is
actually used reby the buyer as he pleases,

portation
tail

time or place or distance,
just as with the single-ticket
in

buyer.

He

is

as

incalculable

a traveling quantity to the rail-

road

in

the one case as in the

The money

of the handto-mouth buyer of transportation ought to be as good as
that of the man who buys his
transportation ahead of its use.
other.

[Philadelphia Public Ledger]

The

property

that has acquired the

The wholesale and

principle does not apply.

Interstate

Commission

is

Commerce

responsible for

the proposed increase in mileage-book passenger rates. The
commission is committed to

the

proposition

every

that

branch of the railroad business
should show a profit.
.

A

5

.

.

per cent increase in freight

rates would have distributed
the burden so widely that no
one would have felt it.
But the extra cost of every mile
one travels on mileage books,

an Indiana road,
mileage being in
that state.
Mr. Kurrie is the
will
be considerably greater
Harry R. Kurrie
first Indianian to have executhan the extra freight which
tive charge of the property, and
the railroad wished to charge on the pair of shoes that he wears.
I predict his appointment will be more gratifying to our patrons
The traveler will feel the increased cost of each mile, but the
than any other that has ever been made. He is a young man
yet and he is a very sensible man.
He will make as good a increased cost of the shoes would not have been discernible.
It is a beautiful theory that every branch of the railroad busipresident as any railraad man in the world."
ness should show a direct profit; but every practical man
Mr. Kurrie was born in Orange county, Indiana, on April 26,
knows that the indirect profits of an apparently unprofitable
1875, of German stock, and although of recent years he has
branch of his business are sometimes so great that he would
maintained a residence in Chicago, he has also spent much of
have to go into bankruptcy if it were not for them. It is the
his time on his farm at Paoli, Ind., his home town, and has almen traveling in the passenger trains who make the business
ways lived almost within sight of the Monon tracks. The Monon
that fills the freight cars. Theorists in Washington do not
road was built through Paoli soon after he was born, and he
seem to be able to con;prehend these simple business
has thus been constantly associated with it throughout his life
principles.
and has felt a real attachment to the company. Since being connected with the road he has had various opportunities to accept
Port Development in Costa Rica. The president of Costa
.other places at greater salaries, but has always felt a strong inclination to remain with the road.
Rica, subject 'o the approval of Congress, has rigned a contract
His early life was spent on
providing for the development of Port Tortugue'ro.
a farm near Paoli; later he became a student in the State Uniessentially

most of

its

.

—

.

.

;

Controlled

Manual
A

Block

Opposing

for

Movements

Short Two-Track Freight Railroad in New Jersey
the Functions of a Three-Track
Line

Fulfilling

By

C.

C.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has recently installed on two miles
manual block system designed to
permit movements to be made by signal indications in either

of double track a controlled
direction on either track

and

to protect against opposing trains

Anthony
I hat is, trains move normally under the automatic block signal
system varied by the use of a calling-on arm for movements past
an absolute stop signal at the entrance of the first block; while,

in the reverse direction,

they

every possible movement from a yard or over a crossover near

block system.

The installation is on a part of the
the middle of the section.
freight line connecting the four-track main line with the terminal yard on the Hackensack Meadows, near Jersey City. On
account of the large number of both slow and fast freight trains
passing over these tracks it was thought desirable to provide
block signal protection and, at the same time, to provide for
movements against the current of traffic by signal so that one
train could be run around another in the section in question,
without the use of train orders. It had been found necessary
to make such movements frequently (on one occasion sixteen
lor
trains were run against the current of traffic in one day
the purpose of getting trains of perishable freight into Jersey
City for the New York market when slow freights ahead of

the right-line plan. Fig.

them were blocking the normal track; getting fast freight, from
Jersey" City around slow trains that had pulled out of the
Meadows Yard, and getting trains into the yard within the six-

tection that

teen-hour limit.

tion, so that a clear signal

)

For movements with the current of

traffic

the two-mile block

Fig. 1

section

is

— Tracks

divided into three blocks by automatic signals

signals governing entrance to the two-mile section in the

follow one another the

The

normal

as they do under automatic block

same

—

provided with a second -"callingBoth arms must be horizontal when a train moving
against the current of traffic is at any point in the two-mile section.
When trains are moving in the normal direction, the top
arm may be set at caution if the block extending to the first

on"

each of these signals

is

— arm.

and that signal is at stop, or at proceed
and the first automatic signal is at faution
or proceed. If, however, the block is occupied (by a train that
has entered in the normal direction), the top arm is held in horizontal position by track-circuit control and the calling-on arm
automatic signal
if

the block

is

is

clear

clear

can be set at caution to allow a second train to enter the occupied block.

For movements against the current of traffic it was not thought
necessary to provide intermediate automatic signals and, on each
track, the block extends the entire length of the two-mile
section.
Entrance to this block in the direction against the current is governed by a three-position signal which is, of course,
locked

in

(absolute) stop position

normal direction, but can be

when

set at

trairts

are

moving

in the

proceed for a movement

in

if the block is clear; or at caution for a
second train to enter the block occupied by a preceding train.

the reverse direction,

the permissive

West

of
;

signals

manual

shown by

is

CG the tracks run throttgh
hence the absence of west-

signals at that point.

In working out the system

was assumed that the rear prosame as that afforded by the
simple manual block system; that it would not be justifiable to
complicate and increase the cost of the system for the purpose
of making it necessary to secure a separate unlock for each of
several successive trains in the same direction. The circuits and
it

tection to be provided should be the

controlling devices are designed primarily to prevent the admission of opposing trains to a section under any circumstances.
If, however, power-operated or electrically slotted signals are
installed, it is a simple matter to provide a degree of rear prothat

the

is,

position

is

not possible with the simple manual block system

movement

may

tion is'clear.

of a signal from the caution to the proceed

be controlled by

And, as

all

the track circuits in the sec-

cannot be given unless the whole seca matter of course, such a signal would

and Signals on Freight Line

direction are, however, necessarily absolute signals to hold trains
when opposing trains are in the section. To enable trains to

signals,

1.

move under

of tracks and

and are not block-signaled

a yard

ward

The layout

be

so that it would be set at stop by every
and manipulation of the signal lever for each

made semi-automatic

train passing

it,

would be necessary. The signals of the installation in quesmotor signals controlled in this way.
It is true that, if the system were designed for absolute blocking only, it might not be a difficult matter to arrange it so that a
separate unlock would have to be secured for each train. But

train

tion are

it

is

important to note that, to secure the

system, every train

movement

signal indication, or by

an outlying switch.
then, in practice,

it

its

full

protection of the

into a section should be

made

by

equivalent, such as the unlocking of

If absolute blocking is provided for and if
happens rather frequently that freight trains

are allowed, by caution card or train order, to pass stop signals
for the purpose of following other freights in the sections, the
checks applied by the system are ineffective in these cases; a

card or order may be issued in error to admit a train against an
opposing train. Therefore, if permissive movements are to be
made even occasionally, the system should be designed so that
proper signal indications can be given for such movements. To
accomplish this in a simple way it is practically necessary that
the apparatus be so arranged that an unlock, once obtained, can
be held until the section is clear. The only occasion for admitting trains under stop signals should be when there
rangement that prevents the clearing of a signal;
train

must be admitted

abled train; or

in the

when a

is

or

some

opposing direction to reach a

train has to be run over the

de-

when a
dis-

working
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limits of a

work

train that entered the section in the opposite

such cases on the Pennsylvania the despatcher
takes charge and issues the necessary orders, first assuring himself that any apparent derangement is not due to the presence of
an opposing train in the section.
In

direction.

all

The novel feature of
of movements into the

the system
section

is

the provision for control

The ap-

outlying switches.

at

paratus and the essential circuits are shown diagrammatically in
Fig.

Readers

2.

who

the possible train

are not interested in these details will find

movements and

the protection afforded, illus-

which are explained farther on.
Fig. 2 shows a block section with two outlj'ing switches, one
controlled from each block station.
For the control of an outlying switch the block instrument is made up of two manually
operated electric locks, C and D, interlocked by mitered metrated by the diagrams

in Fig. 3,

chanical locking clearly

shown

When

in the figure.

handles, c and d. of these electric locks are

or

to the right

the lock segments, of course, rotate in the opposite di-

left,

rection

the operating

moved

;

the three conventional symbols for the circuit-con-

in

( shown
below the lock the lower
ends of the contact arms are supposed to move in the same direction as the handle.
The signalman at station .\. to give an

troller contacts in each lock

)

Vol.

57,

Xo.

11

of d to the right breaks connection between wires 7 and 8 so
that the armature of
will fall, lock d against return to normal

D

position

and close a

from battery through wires 9 and

circuit

10 to the lever lock F, which then releases the signal.

When
normal

the signal has been cleared
position, d

may

be

moved

and thereafter returned to

to position

MR

to

break

cir-

and lock the signal lever; but it cannot be moved
farther until the train for which the signal was cleared has
passed beyond switch b then indicator E will clear and close
circuit 1, 2, 6, 7, 8. thereby unlocking D.
Handle d can then
lie moved to normal position, when it releases c, which is mecuit

10.

9,

;

chanically locked in position to the right
to the right or

when d

is

moved

either

left.

If B should now move c to the left he would close a circuit to
unlock A, exactly the same as the one first described. This circuit, however, would not be complete so long as the train was
on any track circuit controlling a relay h. i, J or I (relay h controls indicator E which prevents tlie giving of an unlock, by B
by opening the connection between battery and wire 1
while
relay H, although similarly preventing the giving of an unlock
by .A. does not prevent the receipt of an unlock at that station
.Vssuniing that
becai'sc wire 4 goes directly to instrument C).
;

;

STATION

Fig.

unlock to B. moves the handle
the

The

left.

circuit

of indicator E. which

is
is

(-|-)

ment
c is
J.

i,

is

that

closed

when

the signal at

1.

^

is

contact of

wire

;

locked

in

2.

would release the

signal

;

wire

3.

contact closed

when

moved

to the left, wire 4 through contacts of track relays I,
covering the middle portion of the block, between the out-

lying switches
at B, wire

man

is

tu

through contact

controlled by the track circuits extend-

armature contact of block instrument C.
closed when the instrument is locked against a move-

stop position

which

which

— Typical

of his block instrument,

c.

then from battery

ing to a point just beyond outlying switch a; wire
electric lock F,

2

at

B

chanically

5,

;

normally closed contact of the block instrument

electro-magnet

C

to

common

return.

The

signal-

then moves his handle c to the right, thereby mereleasing the

other part

closing the circuit from wire 6 to

of
7.

his

The

instrument.
circuit

D, and

from 4 to

5

remains closed so that after an unlock is received, the indicator
of C will show at any time whether the portion of the block
between A and b is occupied.
B is npw ready to clear his signal. To do this he must move
handle d to the right and this can be done only when indicator
E is clear, the circuit being from battery at B through contact
of E, wires 1, 2. 6, 7 and 8 to electro-magnet of D. Movement

Diagram
there

of Circuits

is

a train on the siding waiting to pull out at

a,

the crew

by telephone when the train moving from B to
then give A an unlock. -A. will mo\e handle
c to the right but cannot move d to the right, so as to release
his signal, because the circuit for unlocking D (1, 2. 6. 7. 8)
is open at indicator E while the approaching train is between
He is. however, free to move d to the left because
a and .\.
iflechanically released by c (moved to the right) and the
it is
will
.^

report

passes.

B may

D is not effective against movement of d to the
but locks only against movement to the right or return from
Movement of d to the left breaks conposition
to normal.
nection between wires 7 and 8 so that, when there is no train

electric lock of
left

MR

between .\ and
armature of D

D

a

and

will

circuit

fall.

1,

2.

6,

7.

8

is

closed at E, the

The same movement,

the armature

from battery
through wires 9 and 11, circuit controller G and wire 12 to
polarized relay g which closes a branch of the same circuit
through wire 13 to the electi;ic switch lock, a.
.\s the armature of lock a controls relay I and relay I controls the circuit of H. indicator E is open while the switch is
unlocked and while a train pulling out is on the track circuit of
It is therefore impossible, during that time, to move
relay I.
contact

of

being

closed,

completes

a

circuit

SEPTEMBhK

liaiulle
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11,

d to the right to release the signal and the train would
A if it should make the move illustrated by case
;

be protected at

Assuming

that it moves toward B, an unit is between a and b; concannot
be admitted to the block
sc(|uently an opposing
either by signal at B or by unlocking of the switch at b. After
it has passed b an unlock may be received and used to let a train
out of the siding at b but, as explained in the case of A, cannot
A, however, still retaining the
be used to release the signal.

4 or case

Fig.

6,

3.

B

lock cannot be received at

while

train

unlock obtained to

cleared the track circuit of relay

h;is

and give a caution signal
a train moving from B to

right
1

the train out at

let

1

to

A

a,
I,

may, after this train
move handle d to the

admit a following train.
has to enter the siding

There are various additions to these circuits where semi-automatic signals, electric distant signals, approach locking, etc., are
installed; but the block circuits remain the same and, as the
diagram shows, require but two line wires through each block
and one additional wire

a,

^^^

from which

dicator E, however, requires a line wire

if

it

is

there

controlled.
is

from
In-

a semi-auto-

matic distant signal between the block station and the farther end
of the track circuit for relay

I.

Turning now to Fig, 3, the results obtained in the way of protection and facility of movement may be explained with, the aid
of the diagrams
these show a block between block stations A
and B, the signals governing entrance to. that block and an outlying switch, a, controlled from block station A, with trains
passing and meeting under various conditions. X indicates that
Semathe switch is electrically locked; O, that it is unlocked.
phore arms in solid black indicate that the signals are, for the
time being, locked in stop position arms in outline are free to
;

# «» o o o

|f|»

P

',ismtm^aBXSt*i>isB00fi$dn's

e

J<

m-

for each outlying switch, extending

the switch to the block station

;

at

m

TJov

|A]
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Interior of

.

R O Cabin

The point
in caution position as indicated by dotted lines.
the end of an intermediate track circuit beginning at the

be set
c

is

switch and extending SCO feet or more.

^^
Fig.

3

— Diagrams

has entered the block at A and switch a cannot
train 1 has passed c, as in case 2, the switch
can be unlocked for train 2 to follow. Whether train 2 shall 1)e
allowed to follow permissively or shall be held on the siding till
if
the block is clear, is a matter of manual block operation; but
In case

lie

Protection and Possible Train

Illustrating

it

Movements
circuit controller

G

is

moved

from the
This relay then

to the left to close a circuit
g.

continues the circuit through wire 14, back contact of relay I,
wires IS and 13 to the switch lock which may thus be unlocked
when tl»e train is shunting relay I. Obviously the switch could
in this

way while

track or while the track relay

But

it

is

was passing on the main
was open because of some defect.
a train

equally obvious that,

if

electric switch locks are used,

must be made for unlocking switches at which
the arrangement illustrated is
trains have to enter sidings
reasonably simple and has been found satisfactory in practice.
soire provision

;

If a
llu-

switch

is

norrhally used only for trains leaving the siding,

circuits arc arrrn.gcd as at station

is

train

1

When

allowed to follow train

1, it

will be protected against

opposing

by the signal'at B, until it clears the block. In case 3 and
4 it is assumed that train 2 has taken the siding to meet train 1,
pulling
but, for some reason, will have to back out at a instead of
through the siding and going out at the other end. Again the
switch is locked until train 1 has passed c and may then be untrains,

negative pole of a separate battery to relay

he unlocked

1,

unlocked.

P..

this
locked for train 2 to back out and proceed toward A. In
cases
case the signal at .-K remains locked until train 2 clears. In
approaching from B.
5 and 7 the switch is locked while train 1 is
train
but may be unlocked as soon as train 1 has passed it, so that
and
2 may back out and follow train 1, as in case 6, or pull out

proceed to B, as in case

8.

if two or more trains are in
and 3. or a. in
the block, the last train in must pass c, in casesr 1
unlocked. In case 2. as
cases 5 and 7, before the switch can be

It is

hardly necessary to say that,

:
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c, the switch having been set and
locked for the main track, the signal at
is free to be set at
caution for a third train to enter the block at that point. Similarly

soon as Irain 2 has passed

A

in case 4,

after train 2 has cleared at A, a third train should

if,

A

before train

has cleared at B, the signat at
at caution for this third train to follow train 1
and

arrive at

be set

1

;

8, after train

1

has cleared and train 2 has passed

c,

A

can

in case

a third train

may be admitted at A on a caution signal. In cases 4 and 6,
however, the signal at B remains locked until train 2 clears the
lilock
it is hardly practicable, without undue complication, to arrange the circuits so that the signal at B, in these cases, can be
unlocked as soon as train 2 has started from a toward A (assuming that, in case 4, train 1 has cleared in the meantime). Nor is
such facility of much importance in practical operation.
In actual operation there is, of course, an understanding as to
the move to be made in each case but it is obvious that, so far
as Ihc signal system is concerned, the unlocking of an outlying
:

;

switch leaves a train free to enter the block and

move

in either

and must, therefore, be preceded by the locking of
from both directions. It is found to
be quite practicable, however, to release the signal at the block
station from which the switch is controlled, as soon as the rear
of a train that moves away from that block station has cleared a
track circuit at a point about 500 feet from the switch, as in case
It is assumed that, if the train stops on the main track
2. Fig. 3.
for the switch to be set normal and then moves in the reverse
direction,

signals against other trains

direction, as in case 4,

and

it

will not clear the track circuit in question

opposing signal locked until it clears the block.
-Vn indicator or electric signal might be used, instead of an
switch
lock,
to govern trains leaving a siding, with pracelectric
The electric switch lock
tically the same circuits and operation.
requires means for unlocking the switch to allow a train to enter
the siding, as explained in connection with the circuits.
.-Mthough the circuits and operation have been explained for the
one
typical case of one or two outlying switches in the block
will hold the

—

controlled from each block station

can be controlled

is

not limited.

— the

number

of switches that

In one block on another part of

the Pennsylvania, there arc four switclies, all of which it was
thought desirable to place under complete control because trains
might occasionally clear the main track at any one of them. An
additional section of the block instrument, with the necessary
switch-lock and controlling circuits, is provided for each addi-

from a given block station, and the same
protection and facility are secured for movements into the block
at any one of the switches as are obtained in the case of one
switch controlled from each block station. In practice complete
control is provided only at those switches at which trains are
ixpected to clear the main track in normal operation. The switch

Vol.

is

not electrically locked

and the instructions prohibit the regular use of that track for
passing of trains. If, in some emergency, an engine should get
clear on such a track and allow other trains to pass, its return to
the main track would be governed by train order.
-An example of a switch not controlled is the one at the spur
1
as there will practically never be
any occasion for even an engine to get clear on this track, the
cost of providing an electric lock fully controlled, as a part of the
block system, would not have been justified. The crossover between main tracks, near Hamburg Place yard, is treated, with reference to each main tr^ck, as a connection between that track and
Thus, if a train is on the westward main track waiting
a siding.
to cross to the eastward track, the crossover must be unlocked
by circuits connected with the eastward track the track that the

track near signal P87, Fig.

;

—

train

about to enter; and. as already explained in the case of a
switch on single track, these circuits permit the unlocking

is

sidin.g

of the crossover only
safely enter

and move

The presence of

when conditions are such
in either direction

the train on the

that a train

on the eastward

may

track.

westward track prevents the un-

locking of the crossover by means of circuits connected with that

Conversely the crossover must be unlocked by circuits
connected with the westward track when a train is to cross to
The connection between the yard and the westward
that track.

track.

No. It

track falls under the typical case of a siding connecting with a
single-track line
the circuits are necessarily arranged, as ex;

plained in connection with Fig.

to permit the unlocking of the

2,

switches for a train to enter the yard.

The

derived from the systen> in this application to
double track are the saving of the despatchers' time that would
have to be given to this section if movements against the current
of

benefits

were frequently made by

traffic

making such movements

and the facility for
moment's notice whenever

train order,

safely at a

conditions permit, without the delays incident to the issue of
train orders

—a

facility that

means, assuming a certain use of the

tracks against the current of

traffic,

maximum

the

capacity pos-

with such use of the tracks.
he same system is used on several sections of single track,
among them two that lie between sections of double track. In
one case, the first installation, the single track is about 8^ miles
sible
1

long,

divided into two blocks of SYz and 5 miles.
There arc
extending into the blocks from both ends of

passing sidings

double track and a passing siding with crossovers at the middle
Each block station is an interlocking and a certain
amount of benefit results, of course, from the saving of stops of
Double track was thought
trains that have to enter the sidings.
block station.

needed before the system was installed, seven years
from that time to the present there has been no serious
difficulty in handling the trains on the single track, and second
track, which would be quite costly, seems to be still some disto be urgently

ago

;

tance

in

the future.

The

latest installation

nection with a section of

new

line

about

has been made in conmiles long built to

five

secure a better grade on a single-track division.

and new

Both the old

equipped with controlled manual block and the
old line has one passing siding and one station spur track in the
block.
In this case passenger trains and local freights in both
directions have to run over the old line on account of intermediate
The installation permits the use of both lines to the
stations.
best advantage for the meeting and passing of trains, and at the
same lime gives some relief to the despatchers on a very busy
lines are

single-track line.

The system described

is

the subject of a patent issued to the

writer.

A QUARTER CENTURY OF

DEFICITS IN PAS-

SENGER SERVICE

tional switch controlled

of a short industry track, for example,

57,

The Bureau

of Railway

News and

Statistics

has

issueil

the

following

Twenty-one years ago more than one-third of the railway mileage of the United States was carrying its passenger business at
Taken in conjunction with the recent decisions of the
a loss.
Interstate Commerce Commission in both eastern and southwestern rates cases, finding present state-enforced passenger
and ruling that the railways need not apply
the excessively low rates forced by state
legislation, figures taken by the Bureau of Railway News and
Statistics from early reports of the commission show that at
least for a quarter century the passenger traffic of the United
fares unprofitable
to

interstate

traffic

States has either resulted in actual loss to the carriers performing the service or has failed to contribute its proper share to

railway revenues.

The commission's

recent decision, therefore,

is

seen as the re-

development in passenger traffic, but of the
fact that American passenger fares never have been adeiiuate
to the expensive quality of service demanded by Americans.
For six years after its creation the commission compiled fiiiures
showing not only the average revenue received by the railways
for carrying one passenger one mile, but also the average cost
sult not of a recent

of performing the service. For these six years the revenue, cost
and difference in cents per passenger mile are as follows:

Year

Revenue

Cost

Diflfcre'.'

188S
1889
1890

2.349
2.165
2.167
2.142
2.126
2.108

2.042
1.993

.307
.172
.250
.232
.187

1891

1802"
1893"

1.917
1.910
1.939
1.955

.15.^

:
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Taking these costs of a quarter century ago

how

when

slight could be the profit today,

may

it

be seen

the average revenue

has declined to 2.01 cents per passenger mile, forced upon the
railways by state legislation, while all elements of cost, particulabor,

larly

fuel,

equipment and terminal

facilities,

have risen

enormously.

By

mile:

Group

1890

V

1S91
'.217
.093
.176
.057

'.388
*.063

VII
VIII

026

IX

153

*Xet
in

1892
*.089

1893
.146
.151

.283
.212
.133

was an average

loss for every passenger

North and South Dakota, Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, eastern
New Mexico and Texas. These railways, paying more to furnish the passenger service than they earned from the service,
operated 58,843 miles of the 169,780 for the entire country, or

almost 35 per cent.

Todav American railways furnish

the highest class passenger

service in the world at a price as low or lower than that charged

by aay of the railway systems of Europe in their first class tariffs,
even disregarding the much greater value of the American cent
The comparative cheapness of Amerin these foreign countries.
ican tr.ivel is shown more truly in the length of journeys purchasable by an average day's labor, the wage taken being that
of railway employees

SwiUerland

Av.

point

something we

is

was

It

largest

tare weight was 1,000 lb. too much, was loaded with
lumber for a thousand mile trip, the railway makes a gift to
the shipper of $3.51, which is enough to clean, weigh and mark
the car several times.

The average

rate on bituminous coal is 4.7 mills per ton per
Coal does not move as far as lumber, but many cars of
miles, and on every such trip we are presenting
the shipper with $1.17 whenever we use one of these cars.
mile.

coal

move 50O

The situation has undoubtedly improved since the investigation.
The rule has been improved; the railways are weighing their
cars more frequently and it may be fair to presume that the
old status has been so far improved that we should use on an
average 500 lb. instead of 1,000 to indicate the difference in
light weight of cars which should be weighed.
Taking the
average rate of freight, 7K mills per ton per mile, and the

average trip of a ton of freight, 254 miles, we are on the average presenting each shipper 47 cents for each load if we neglect
the light weighing of cars.
The average freight car makes so

France
Belgium

0.87
0.85
1.35

United

2.49

'States

that

30.4
31.0
32.7
41.0
42.1

cents
cents
cents
cents
2.01 cents
2.93 cents
2.01 cents

•Tariff rate.

day's labor in the United States purchases thus almqst
much travel as would the same labor traveling

three times as

class in the nearest

testified

in this investigation by the superintendent of
weighing association that in light weighing over
30,000 cars under the old rule, it was found that the tare marked
on 7i per cent of the total exceeded the actual tare by an average of 1,008 lb. per car. Let us see what this means in freight
money. The last statistics of the Interstate Commerce Com-

the

month

it is an immediate economy to see
accordance with the new rules. It
may be safely stated that millions of dollars are being saved
to the railways by this more frequent weighing and marking
of their cars.
But this is not a question to handle by averages.
The average car is probably all right, but here and there a car
will be found which has not been weighed for several years
;^nd is dried out, so that it is
1,000, or even 2,000 lb. light.

First class for
day's labor

miles
miles
miles
miles
miles
46.1 miles
123.9 miles

*3. 26
•3.00
'3.52
2.12

1.15

Germany

rects. 1st class

per passenger mile

$0.99
0.95

Great Britain
Italy

first

is

that cars grow lighter, and as they
are growing lighter the light weighing of cars should be renewed from time to time to prevent losses by the railways in

many

Av. wage
per day

One

The important

marked

profit.

1893 there

Tennessee, Kentucky, Louisiana, Arkansas, southern MisOklahoma, Indian Territory, Kansas, Nebraska, western

sippi,

This

it.

will return to.

mission show that lumber pays the railways a little over 7 mills
per ton per mile. This means that if one of these cars, whose

.250
.050

carried by the railways of Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Missis-

souri,

than the stenciled tan- weight upon

carrying freight.

when

the commission abandoned the compu4 of the 10 territorial groups were shown
to be carrying passengers at a loss. The deficits for these groups
for the several years follow in fractions of cents per passenger
1893, in fact,

tations, the railways in

Thus
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European competitors above.

trips

it

is

per

light

Whenever

that

weighed

in

a shipper loads a car like this, the railroad

man

re-

may

be absolutely certain that he is going to
charge the shipper less freight than he should, and with a very
sponsible therefor

old car and high class freight this

may run up

to $10 or $20

for the trip, according to the freight rate per hundred.

TARE WEIGHTS AND REFUSE*

This weighing of a car rests primarily with

its

owner, but

away from home so much now that liberal' provisions
hav« been made to encourage railways to weigh foreign cars.
The rules provide for the light weighing of wooden cars every
cars are

By Arthur Hale
General Agent, American Railway Association

was abundantly proved by the recent investigation into
railroad weighing by the Interstate Commerce Commission that
on an average the tare weights marked on cars were higher than
the actual weights of the cars.

every three years, and any railway
line which has not been light
its
weighed as per the rule can weigh the car and make a charge
against the owner of $1 for the work, which charge is increased

age decrease

to $1.25 in the case of stock cars.

It

gradually

fall

This is because cars on an averweight by wear, rust and general decay, and
below the weight with which they were originally
in

marked.

seemed to surprise the commission and many of the shipis an advantage to the shipper.
But there is no doubt that whenever the tare weight of a car
is used in arriving at the net weight, and this tare weight is
It

too large by, say, 1,000

lb.,

the railway

is

moving

1,000

lb.

of

freight free for the shipper.

;

made and

that there used to be.
in

We

cars

steel

foreign

car

on

where a large number of empty
make very good money
by systematically examining and reweighing foreign cars and
this is as it should be. because in practice the railway which
understand that

at points

a car

there

;

out the lading of one of these light cars not only loses a
of its own revenue, but compels the other railways
which move the car to lose a portion of their revenue as well.
bills

portion

I

Of course, there are cases when the tare weight is too low.
Sometimes cars are repaired so thoroughly that they weigh
more than they did, and sometimes the addition of new wheels
or other new parts to cars increases their weigfit but the railways are growing more and more careful to reweigh cars after

left

finding a

foreign cars are handled, railways can

pers to find that this situation

repairs are

two years and

is

There

not near the
is

still

difficulty

and when the car with refuse

•Published in the Proceedings of the

St.

difficulty

in

when
it

with this
refuse

is

weighs more

Louis Railway Club.

know from

larly light

demand

for

experience

how

weighed and marked.

economy

is

such that

difficult

it

is

to get cars regu-

In times of car surplus the
it

is

sometimes

difficult to get

proper force assigned to this work but when it is fully understood, not only by the traffic department, but also by the transportation and mechanical departments that every time the
marked tare weight is reduced to the true figure there is an
;

important increase in the freight earnings, the difficulty of getwork done is very much lessened; and this paper >
written chiefly with the idea of getting this important question
ting the

—

:
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who arrange to have the cars
and the mechanical people who have to look
after the marking of the car after it is light weighed.
The moment that it is generally understood that the reweighing of the old car is likely to bring an immediate and lasting
reward in freight revenues, the difficulties in securing this light
weighing will be diminished, even in hard times.
There is great difficulty too in getting cars light weighed
when they are in demand. It seems hard to make a shipper
wait while cars are being light weighed and remarked, but on
the other hand it is very unfair to the railway to expect it to
continue to use cars which are so marked as not to give full

before the transportation people
light

:

weighed,

no way

see

I

in

57,

No. 11

which we can get definite figures on this subis undoubtedly there, and I believe that

but the expense

ject,

would

this

do

Vol.

think

I

more money than they
railways will get their cars
be practicable to take the next step

justify railways in spending

cleaning out cars.

in

cleaned,

it

will

the

If

which

will be to insist on consignees cleaning out cars, or
charging them with the expense of such cleaning.
Can we not then conclude that there is more than one reason
why the railways should see that their freight cars are clean

and that the tare weight marked upon them is kept up to date?
Not only will it pay the railways to do this, but it is the only
honest thing to do.

freight revenue.

one of the many things where railroad clubs, including as they do members of all departments, can help to improve
Normally the transportation and mechanical
railway practice.
railroad men know little about freight rates, and when the traffic
men are brought into contact with them the traffic men can tell
them readily what rates are in effect on the principal commodand they can work out together
ities weighed on track scales
the actual economy in securing true weights on the freight
which they are actually handling. If, for instance, there is a
10-cent rate on some iron pipe which is being shipped and the
only car available is one whose light weight has not been reThis

is

EXPRESS COMPANY PROFITS NEAR VANISHING
POINT
The Bureau
"With above

;

newed within two

years, the

that $2, or even $3 freight

agent can be pretty nearly sure

money can be saved

to the

company

weighed before shipment. This is also a
matter of great importance to shippers who sell their goods on
if

that car

is

light

railroad track scale weights.

If too

high a tare

is

used they

are going to be paid for less freight than they ship.

There is another way to look at this question, and
yardmasters and agents can be especially useful to the
The marked tare is an important thing when cars are
on track scales, but not when cars are not weighed

here the
railways.

weighed
on track

It makes no difference to the railways what the marked
on cars loaded with warehouse freight, or on cars loaded
by shippers with freight which moves under weight agreements.
When it is impossible to get all cars light weighed to date,
agents and yardmasters can do a great deal by using the cars
with the old light weights in business where the tare weight is

scales.

tare

is

not a matter of importance.

There is a matter related to this on which the shippers can
help the railways a great deal and where the railways can also
help themselves, and that

is

the question of refuse in cars.

Under the law, consignees should unload alt their freight, and
this means they should not leave refuse in the cars, more espe-

when that refuse is incidental to that
freight.
Our present difficulty, however, in
cially

consignees to clean out cars

is

that this

particular load of

trying to get the

rule

has never been

generally enforced, especially with open cars. Further, the railways, themselves, are not guiltless in this matter, and they do

not always clean out the cars which they unload themselves.
It is true, as above, that a consignee ought to clean out his
car, but on the other hand the railway ought to furnish a shipThe case is complicated where a conper with a clean car.
signee reloads a car and fails to clean it out before it is reloaded, and frequently a consignee objects to cleaning out the
car after he has unloaded it because he believes it contains refuse

from a prior carload.
This state of things was fully exploited

in

the

in

gregate that
ation.

It is

amount of refuse so great in the agit must make some increase in their cost of operby no means infrequent, when cars of coal are untheir cars an

loaded by hand, to leave in the bottom of a car. and especially
in the hoppers, slack coal and slate weighing 1,000 lb. or more.
If 40 such cars get into one train of empties, it would cost the
railway just as much to haul those 40 cars as it would to haul
41

really clean

cars.

Railway News and

4,000

more miles

Statistics

has issued the

of railway covered by their serv-

10

express companies operating in the United States during
months of the last fiscal year experienced a loss of 85 per cent

in

operating income.

ices 11

state

Official figures just

Commerce Commission show

published by the Inter-

for the 10 months to
income for these 11 companies was $628,per cent of the operating income for the correspondthat

April, 1914, operating
487, only IS

ing period in the year before, or $4,231,465.'

"So drastic an exhibit as this raises the question before the
American people whether they desire to see the express business
wholly taken from private management and given entirely to
the government through the parcel post.
The showing is the
direct result of the immense deflection of tonnage formerly carried by express to the parcel post, which in its competition for
the business has enjoyed the overwhelming advantage of being
its tonnage steadily through raising of the weight
on parcels admitted to the mails while refusing with impunity to bear the increased expenses entailed, as would be
necessary for a commercial enterprise, by withholding from the
railways increased remuneration to cover the heavier work of
carrjing the enlarged mail tonnage. At the same time rates on
the traffic left to the express companies have been cut 16 per cent.
"In gross receipts from operation for the 10 months, due

able to increase
limit

largely to these influences, there

Payments

was a

loss of

more than

$8,000,000.

to the railways for their service in the express busi-

ness consequently

fell

more than

$3,000,000,

while the tonnage

which would have saved this revenue for the carriers as express
was carried by the same railways without pay in mail cars. Operating revenues of the express companies thus fell $5,000,000, while
a reduction of only $1,500,000 in expenses left a loss in net of
$3,500,000, which was aggravated by an increase in taxes.
"For April alone, due to the same conditions, operating income
fell

from $437,826

"The

in

1913 to $48,747 in 1914.
months and for April are as follows

figures for the ten

Ten months^
Mileage
Gross receipts
Express privileges— Dr.
Total revenue
Expenses
Net revenue
Taxes
Operating income

1914

.'

.

.

Loss

303,986
$132,646,163
66,413,551
66,232,612
64.376,816
1.855.796
1,227,309
628,487

•4,213
$8,382,778
3,266,223
5,116.555
1,581,227
3,535,328
'67,650
3,602,978

$12,839,513
6,475,442
6,364,071
6,185,416
178,655
129.908
48,747

$970,175
373,537
596,638
226.738
369,900
•19,180
389,080

Weighing In-

and it was represented chiefly as a hardship on the
shipper who might be called upon to pay freight on refuse left
But the investigation did not fully
in the car by some one else.
develop another point, which is that the railways are now haulvestigation,

ing about

of

following

.\pril

Gross receipts

Express privileges— Dr
Total revenue

Evpenses
Net revenue
Taxes
Operating income
•Increase.

11 companies covered by the official figures, five reported operating deficits for the 10 months. One of the largest
express companies alone during that period took. in $466,258 less
than it paid out to operate, and after paying taxes reported a

"Of the

deficit of $635,657 for the ten

months' operations.

:
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KANSAS CITY RAILROAD COLLECTION BUREAU
The railways entering Kansas City have organized

the Rail-

road Collection Bureau of Kansas City, which began business
on September 1, for the purpose of making joint collections of
freight bills for all roads. The bureau is operated by the credit

Kansas City lines under the supervision of an
executive committee of the Credit Officers' Association.
The
expenses will be apportioned monthly to the lines according to
the number of bills and the amount of money collected.
of the

officers

All freight

except the following three classes, are to be

bills,

sent to the bureau for collection:

collected in advance

Bills

1.

of delivery or forwarding of freight,

known

as counter-collec-

covering freight interchanged with other lines.
3. Bills covering livestock collected by the Kansas City Stockyards Company. Fourteen collectors are employed and the cities
tions.

2.

Bills

City, Mo., and Kansas City, Kan., are divided into
with one collector assigned to each district. Each local
freight office lists in numerical order bills for delivery to the

Kansas

of

481

gating the financial standing of the applicants, their proposed
plan of making payment, etc., is to report to each agent.

The force of the bureau includes about 25 people, a manager, cashier, chief accountant, stenographer, 5 adding machine
operators, 14 collectors, and a messenger.
The plan of the
bureau was recommended by a committee of the Kansas City
Local Freight Agents' Association, which compiled figures showing that

tlie

total

number of

bills collected for all lines monthly
and that the total amount of money
collected by all lines monthly amounted to $2,792,000.
It was
estimated that a considerable saving would be made in the cost
of collections, as well as in the efficiency of collection, and that
the plan would promote the convenience of both the railways
and the shippers, as the latter would have to make out but one
check a day for all lines, instead of making separate payments

would amount

to 357,595,

to the di:Terent lines.

R. P. Isitt has been appointed

manager of

the bureau.

districts

form made

bureau on a

original to be

the

duplicate,

in

ceipted by the bureau and returned to the local office,

As

duplicate to be retained by the bureau.

fast as the bills reach

are to be charged to the collectors and dis-

the bureau they

tributed in cases provided for the collectors in the order of the

Each

names of the payees.
bills

The

received by him.

collector
bills

gives

receipt

a

memorandum,

receipt,

Each

attached together.

and

all

collector

all

cashier's

bill,

and, w'hen receipt from consignees for freight

form of

desired, a

for

for collection turned over to

the bureau are to consist of the original freight

parts of each
is

to

make

a

bill

list

PROGRESS ON VALUATION

re-

and the

is

are to be

of the bills

The loilowing statement has been

issued by

WORK

Thomas W. Hulme,

general secretary of the Presidents' Conference Committee on
Valuation on the Developments in Connection with Federal Valuation during July

and August:

"A. VV. Newton, general inspector permanent way and structures of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, was elected a member

of

the

engineering committee,

commissioner of the Chicago

and

F.

J.

Cleveland,

land

& North

Western, was elected a
member of tiie land committee, western group, to fill the vacancy
caused by the resignation of E. C. Carter D. W. Gross, valuation engineer of the Atlantic Coast Line, was elected a member
of the engineering and land committees, southern group, to fill
the vacancy caused by the resignation of Robert Scott.
"The engineering land and accounting committees met during
the first week in August. The engineering and land committees
will hold their next meeting during the third week in September; the accounting committee will meet in September, at a time
not now determined.
Special consideration was given at these
meetings to the subjects of depreciation, abandoned property,
and transportation charges for men and material in estimating
the cost of reproduction and for addition and betterment work
as provided from July 1, 1914, in the new accounting classification of the Interstate Commerce Commission. These subjects
are to be further considered at the meetings in September, at
which the equipment officers, selected to aid the engineering committee are expected to be present. The Land Committee is giving
consideration to the proper scheduling of land acquisitions (see
circular issued by the general secretary on August 10. 1914).
;

by him and balance them with the checks and cash
collected, turning all in together with the cashier's memoranda
collected

of bills collected.

The bureau
each

line,

to

is

make a

list

daily of

all

bills

collected for

separating them into the following classes

Inbound,

:

outbound, switching, demurrage and storage, using a form which
each line may use as a loose leaf sub-cash book. In case exception is taken to any bill the collector is required to obtain
written statement of the exception, and

a
all

parts of the

bill

receipt taken for them.

treated as a

new

such statement and

are to be returned to the local office and a

bill

and

When

correction has beea

made

it

is

will take the regular course.

The manager of the bureau is required to deposit daily the
full amount of cash collected for all lines and to draw a check
daily in favor of each line for the full amount of the collections made for it, and will make such disposition of the same
Each line is to designate the
as the proper officer may direct.
name of some officer or a bank to whom checks shall be made
depositoYy for the bureau is
not to pay any checks drawn in favor of any one
of the bureau is authorized, and it is his

payable and the bank acting as
instructed
else.

The manager

duty to check the local offices to prevent
to patrons for collection.

name

being sent direct

of the bureau manager.

Prepaid
tation

bills

All bills are to be receipted in the

bills

after

are considered as due and payable upon presenA reasonable
forwarding of freight.

loading or

time, according to conditions surrounding the business, with a
maximum of one week, is allowed for checking, auditing and

payment of

25 there was issued from the

communication

chanical process for reproducing

office

of the general

explanation of the me-

in

maps on tracing

cloth as con-

templated in the government map order.
"Referring to the circular communication of May 9, 1914, with
reference to transportation of government employees, the sundry

civil

passed,

appropriation

contained

the

bill,

as

amended

following

in

the Senate,

provision

with

transportation, which materially differed from the
the legislation

was introduced

in the

and

finally

reference

form

in

to

which

House

bills.

In case a patron refuses or neglects to pay bills according to

these conditions

the

manager

is

authorized to

call

upon him

and in a diplomatic way, without embarrassing any line, to endeavor to arrange to have bills paid satisfactorily. If such arrangements cannot be made the manager is to notify each agent
that the patron expects the railroad to discriminate in his favor,
and payment of bills in advance of the delivery of freight will
be required till the manager of the bureau can reach an under-

No
standing with him and get him to pay his bills promptly.
is to be granted by any line until the manager shall have

credit

made

"On June

secretary a circular

a report favorable to the applicant,

and new applications
who, after investi-

for credit are to be referred to the manager,

common

b>- railroad whose property
being valued under the act of March first, 1913, to transport the engiUnited States who are
employees
of
the
neers, field parties and other
actually engaged in making surveys and other examination of the physical
execute
said
act from point to point
properly of said carrier necessary to
on said railroad as may be reasonably required by them in the actual

It

shall be the

duty of every

carrier

is

discharge of their duties, and also to move from point to point, and store
at such points as may be reasonably required the cars of the United States
which arc being used to house and maintain said employees; and also to
carry Uie ^supplies necessary to maintain said employees and the other

property of the United States actually used on said railroad in said work
The service above required shall be regarded as a special
valuation.
service, and 'hall be rendered under such forms and regulations and for

of

such reasonable compensation as may be prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Qommission, and as will insure an accurate record and account of
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the service rendered by the railroad, and such evidence of transportation,
bills of lading, and so forth, shall be furnished to the commission as may
from time to time be required by the commission.

"It

is

my

understanding that government employees will purtariff charges for transportation of their

chase tickets and pay

in regular trains, but that where a special
provided by the carrier under survey, said carrier
should, pending the determination by the commission of the
'reasonable compensation' for said special service, render the

and supplies

outfits

service

is

same at the request of the government district engineer.
"The general secretary expects to issue in September a circular
communication for the assistance of carriers in determining what
shall be classified as abandoned property and advising of the
importance to the carriers in preparing the information contemIt is believed that an extension of time
plated by the order.
beyond February 1, 1915, can be secured to prepare the detail
information required by the order, but the list and general statement of the carrier's claim should be filed by February 1, 1915.
"The commission adopted on June 25, 1914, effective July 1,
1914, "Regulations to Govern the Recording and Reporting of
Extensions and Improvements or other Changes in Physical
Property of every Common Carrier,' but has not promulgated
up to tbis time the forms upon which to make the reports. It
order, carriers
is, however, to be noted that, by the terms of the
all

Vol.
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by means of

a Morse silent chain. The countershaft is supported in three hangers swung from a second shaft extending
across the frame. These hangers are in two parts to facilitate
the removal of the countershaft, and are equipped with S. K.
F. self-alining ball bearings. Large sprockets bolted to bosses
cast on the spokes of the two rear wheels are driven by
chains from smaller sprockets on the ends of the countershaft.
Independent adjustment of the side chains is effected by
means of radius rods between the axle and countershaft
hangers, the bearings maintaining proper alinement without
strain

on the countershaft.

Malleable iron pedestals of strong construction are riveted
to the side frames of the truck over each axle.
Spiral steel
springs are placed in these pedestals and supported on the
axles, the pedestals being closed at the bottom by means of
plate binders which hold the body of the truck firmly upon
the axles. The front axle is of I-beam section with steering
knuckles on each end. A steering rod connected to one of the
steering arms extends to the opposite end of the truck where
it is operated by means of a lever having a vertical movement, through a bell crank and a vertical rod extending
through the floor of the truck. This lever and the controller
handle are pivoted on a shaft which is supported by malleable
iron upriglits riveted to tlic frame. .\ foot pedai comeniently

which are not inventoried as of June 30, 1914, are only required
and not report the detail of what is commonly designated
It is possible that there
as addition and betterment records.
may be further conferences with reference to the form of these
reports between the accounting committee and the division of
to keep

this order is drawn particularly to enable the
keep up to date, as required by the valuation act,
inventory of the property of each carrier, it is of importance to
the carriers that they should see that the record is kept of all
quantities and elements of cost of each improvement, so that

valuation.

As

commission

to

there

may

ventory

"The

all

be no failure to include in the additions to the inproper charges.

Interstate

Commerce Commission on June

25,

1914,

adopted an order providing for the inventoo'ing of materials
and supplies as of June 30 of each and every year beginning
June 30, 1914. It is the understanding of the general secretary
that this order is intended to apply to the verification of the
balance sheet account "materials and supplies' and that it is not
intended to apply to other items of a movable nature which are

not embraced in said account.
"The division of valuation of the Interstate

Commerce Com-

mission has created a cost data bureau under the
M. A. Zook, resident engineer. Our engineering
expressed its willingness to co-operate with the
the gathering, preparation, and consideration of

supervision of

committee has
government in
such data and

Storage Battery Truck, Showing Motor and Transmission Suspension

has tendered its services through the group engineers.
"The general secretary desires to issue as of October 1 a
statement showing the progress of valuation work on all railroads, and therefore has made a request that each railroad
should send him by September 21 advice as t6 the progress of

upon the drum of the differential. Standing on the pedal
pushes open a spring which normally sets the brake, and

and, also, information as tothat has been done by each company in preparation

the government
the

work

for the

work on

its

lines,

government work."

STORAGE BATTERY TRUCK FOR' RAILROAD
'

STATIONS

and about railA
road stations, industrial plants, etc., has been developed by
the Electromobile Company, St. Louis, Mo. Three types are
built, each having a carrying capacity of 2,000 lb. and a tractor
capacity ranging from S.OOO lb. to 8.000 lb. Type A is capable
of speeds up to 10 miles per hour, type C up to seven miles
per hour and type E up to five miles per hour.
The truck is operated by a storage battery which is mounted
under the platform in a cradle hung between the side frame
channels. The motor is hung upon a shaft extending across
the frame and drives the countershaft through a differential
storage battery electric truck for use in

located

on the

operator's

platform

controls

the

band brake

Raising the foot
current and sets the brake. The
this position until the controller handle

closes the battery switch in the controller.

from the pedal cuts

off the

is locked in
When the
has been brought back to its neutral position.
truck is running the speed may also be regulated by raising
or depressing the pedal slightly. This effect is produced by
means of electrical contacts controlled by the pedal.
Ample battery capacity is provided for a full day's work on
one charge without changing the battery. The wiring arrangement is such that a maximum capacity fuse located directly in the battery circuit is removed when recharging, thus
making it impossible to start the truck while the batteries

pedal

are charging.

If

24-hour operation

is

desired the battery

may

be readily lifted out of its cradle and a fresh one inserted.
The trucks are regularly equipped with wheels 20 in. in
diameter over the tires, whicj» are of solid rubber. The plat-

form stands 22^ in. high and has a width of 40 in. The
length of loading space varies from 6 ft. to 7 ft., type A having the longest platform and type E the shortfest. The trucks
are designed to be operated by ordinary laborers and will
handle loads on 30 per cent grades.

General News Department
The annual convention of

New

York, Chicago

&

St.

the Veterans' Association of the
Louis was held on September S at

Cleveland, Ohio.

The four arbitrators who have been selected in the western
enginemen's and firemen's wage controversy have not as yet
agreed on the fifth and sixth members.
The Pennsylvania, in pursuance of its retrenchment policy,
announces that 68 trains are to be discontinued on the lines east
of Pittsburgh and Erie, September 15.
The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern has asked the approval
Ohio Public Utility Commission for a demurrage rule to
provide for an increase from $1 to $2 per day on refrigerator

hazardous conditions and practices. .Almost without exception
there was a fine increase in the total number of suggestions made
for the year ended June 30.
For the Pacific system over 50 per

more suggestions were received this year compared with
1913 and over 81 per cent more of them were found practical.
There was an improvement of over 108 per cent in the number
of practical suggestions per 100 employees in the service.
The
Shasta division ranked second on the northern district and the
San Joaquin second on the Southern district. The cost of improvements made as a result of these suggestions this year
amounted to nearly $130,000, with pending expenditures for
adopted suggestions approximating $160,000.
cent

of the

Sweetness Long Drawn Out

cars.

of equalization has declined to adopt
recommendations of the state tax commission to greatly increase
the assessed valuation of railroads in the state. The board expressed the opinion that the present assessments are on a basis

The Mobile & Ohio lately moved a trainload of
loaded with Cuban black strap molasses destined

of equality with assessments of other kinds of property, and only
allowed increases on some branch lines on which improvements
have been made. The total assessment of railroads for the state

was made by

The North Dakota board

is

Another tank steamer with a load of this freight was
due September 5. This is the traffic over which a strenuous fight
New Orleans lines when the Mobile & Ohio made
a low rate to Chicago.
Railway Maul Pay

passenger train of the Grand Trunk was boarded by two
masked robbers near Detroit, Mich., on the night of September 5, and a number of passengers in the parlor car were made
A passenger who refused to obey the
to give up their valuables.
orders of the robbers was shot, probably fatally, and they also
wounded another passenger. After the shooting they escaped

from the

tank cars
East St.

Louis.

$45,422,000.

A

train,

which was running at low speed.
two or three minutes.

The whole

lasted only

affair

17

for

The

railroads'

Committee on Railway Mail Pay has discussed

report submitted to Congress by the Joint Congressional
Committee, and Mr. Peters, chairman of the railroads' com-

the

mittee (representing 218 principal railroads) expresses gratification that the congressional committee so fully and unanimously
sustains the main contention that the railroads are now maand also that it agrees
terially underpaid for carrying the mails
that the railroads ought to be paid for the terminal messenger
"While the
Continuing, he says
service they now perform.
congressional committee does not see eye-to-eye with the rail;

:

divisions of the National Railways of Mexico
reopened, but there is such a shortage of cars and
engines that shippers are meeting with difficulty in having their
transportation orders filled. Through traffic between the United
States and Mexico is also inconvenienced because there is no
through billing. It seems likely that it will be many months,
even with internal affairs in Mexico undisturbed, before the
enormous amount of equipment that was destroyed during the

Most

have

of

the

now been

war can be replaced and

traffic

put on a normal basis.

The Mexican Northwestern has let the contract for restoring
the Cumbre tunnel, which was destroyed by Mexican bandits
some months ago. At present the tunnel forms a complete
blockade, and there can be no through travel on that road between Juarez and Madera. All of the timbers in the tunnel
were burned, and in many places the sides caved in. It is estimated that it will take five months to clear and re-timber the
As soon as the line is reopened the large lumber mills
tunnel.
at Pearson and Madera, which are owned by the same British
interests that

own

the railroad, will be put in operation.

of Massachusetts, acting under a special act of
the legislature, has appointed the "Western Massachusetts Transportation Commission" to study the general subject of transporThe chairman
tation throughout the wetscrn part of the state.
The studies of the committee
is Louis C. Hyde of Springfield.
lines to
will have to do especially with the question of electric
small towns, in the hills, which now have no railroad connection.
The New York, New Haven & Hartford, under President Mellen,

roads as to the total compensation due the companies for their
mail service, the railroad committee has expressed its willingness to accept the views of the Bourne committee upon this
main question of fact. The specific plan proposed by the Bourne
committee for hereafter meeting the underpayment due the comThe feeling of the railroad manpanies is open to question.
agers is that the present system of payment, based on the weight
distances
over which it is carried, is scienmails
the
of the
and
tific, and, that, if fairly administered, it should be satisfactory.
It actually measures and provides payment for the actual servThe proposed plan does not.
ice performed.
"That, however, is a technical matter. The Bourne committee has established the doctrine that the railroads should be compensated on a commercial basis for the services they render.

The railroad committee is now prepared to co-operate with Congress in establishing detailed standards of payment which should
place this purely commercial relation of the government and
the railways upon a sound business basis."

The governor

m

secured control of most or all of the existing electric lines
western Massachusetts, and had planned a number of new Imes.
present acIt is the failure of these plans which has led to the
The special commission has an approtion of the legislature.
priation of $10,000 for its expenses.

first

autumn meeting

of

Engineers

Western Society of Engineers
September 14, in the society's

of the

held on Monday night,
Two papers will be
in the Monadnock block, Chicago.
presented: one on "The Permeability of Gravel Concrete," by
M. O. Withey, assistant professor of mechanics at the University
of Wisconsin, and the other on "Reactions in a Three-Legged
Stiff Frame with Hinged Column Bases," by N. M. Stineman.

will be

rooms

American

Electric Railway Association

Electric Railway Association will hold its annual convention at Young's Million Dollar Pier, Atlantic City,
N. J., October 12-16, five days. Special trains will be run from
Chicago and St. Louis to Atlantic City. It is expected that the
copies of the papers to be read will be in the hands of

The American

Lake division on the northern district, the Stockton
on the southern district and the Sacramento general
the
shops have won the 1914 safety banners awarded annually by
Southern Pacific for sending in the largest number of practicable
and
suggestions for safety and the elimination of carelessness

The

Salt

division

Western Society

The

'

advance

members by

the middle of next week.
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gizes names of secretaries,
of meeting.

Air Brake Association.

—F.

M.

dates of next or regular

Next
53 State St., Boston, Mass.
Hotel Sherman, Chicago.
American Association of Demurrage Officers. A. G. Thomason, Demurrage Commissioner, Boston, Mass. Annual convention in April.
American .\ssociation of Dining Car Superintendents. H. C. Boardman, D. L. & VV., Hoboken, N. J. Kext convention, October 22-24,
Washington, D. C.
American .Association of Freight -Agents. R. O. Wells, Illinois Central,
East St. Louis, 111. Annual meeting. May 21-24, 1915, Richmond, \a.
Americ\n Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents. W. C.
Hope, C. R. R. of N. J., 143 Liberty St., New York. Annual meeting, September 15-16, Boston, Mass.
American Association of Railroad Superintendents. E. H. Hannan,

May

convention,

4-7,

Nellis,

1915,

—

—

—

—

Room

—

Union Station,

101,

St.

New

Mo.

Louis,

— E.

B. Burritt, 29 W. 39th St.,
.\i.nual convention, October 12-16, Atlantic City, N. J.

American Electric Railway Association.
York,

American Electric Railway Manuf.acturers' Association.
Broadway,
Railway .Vssccialion.
naugliy, 165

American Railway
Semi-annual

New

—H.

McCon-

New

York.

—

American Railway Bridge and Building
N. W., Chicago.

G.

Meetings with American Electric

York.

—

.Association.
VV. F. Allen, 75 Church St.,
meeting, November 18. Chicago.

.-\ssociation.
C. A. Lichiy, C. &
Ne.\t convention, October 20-22, 1914, Los -Angeles,

Cal.

—

American Railway Engineering Association. E. 11. Fritch, 900 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago.
Next convention, March 16-18, 1915, Chicago.
American Railway Master Mechanics' Association. J. W. Taylor, 1112
Karpen Bidg., Chicago. Annual meeting, June, 1915.
American Railway Safety Association. L. F. Shedd, C. R. I. & P.,

—

—

November, Chicago.
American Railway Tool Foremen's .Association. .\. R. Davis, Central of
Georgia, Macon, Ga. Annual meeting, July, 1915.
American Society for Testing Materials. Prof. E. Marburg, University
Chicago.

Ne.xt meeting,

—

—

of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

American Society of Civil Engineers.— Chas. W. Hunt. 220 W. 57th
New York. Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Wednesday in month,
cept June, July

and August, 220 W. 57th

St.,

American Society of Engineering Contractors.

New

St.,

ex-

York.

—

11
J. R. Wemlinger,
Regular meetings, 2d Thursday in month, at
2 P. M., II Broadway, New York.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
Annual meeting, December 1-4, 1914, New
39th St., New York.
York.
American Wood Preservers' Association. F- J. Angier, B. & C, Mt.
Next convention, January 19-21, 1915,
Royal Sla., Baltimoie, Md.

Broadway,

New

York.

—

—

Chicago.

—

Association of American Railway Accounting Officers. E. R. WoodAnnual
son, 1300 Pennsylvania -Ave., N. W., Washington, D. C.
convention, .April 28, 1915, Atlanta, Ga.

—

Association of Manufacturers of Chilled Car Wheels. George W.
Lyndon, 1214 McCormick Bldg., Chicago. Annual meeting, second
Tuesday in October, New York.
Association of Railway Clai.m .Agents. C. W. Egan, B. & O., Baltimore,
Md. Annual meeting, 3d week in May, 1915, Galveston, Tex.
Association of Railway Electrical Engineers. Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
Annual convention,
N. W., Room 411, C. & N. W. Sta., Chicago.
October 26-30, 1914, Chicago.
Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents. P. W. Drew, Soo
Annual meeting, June 22-25,
Line, 112 West .Adams St., Chicago.
Rochester, N. Y.
Association of Transportation and Car .Accounting Officers. G. P.
Next
meeting. December 8-9,
Conard. 75 Church St., New York.
1914, Richmond, Va.
Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association. L. D. Mitchell, Detroit
Graphite Co., Chicago, III. Meetings with -American Railway Bridge
and Building .Association.
Canadian Railway Club.— James Powell, Grand Trunk, P. O. Box 7, St.
Lambert (near Montreal), Que. Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in
month, e.Ncept June, July and .August, Windsor Hotel, Montreal, Que.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers. Clement H. McLeod, 176 MansRegular meetings, 1st Thursday in October,
field St.. Montreal, Que.
November, DLXcmber, February, March and .April. Annual meeting,
January, Montreal.
Car Foremen's Association of Chicago. Aaron Kline, 841 Lawler Ave.,
Chicago.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except July and
August, Lytton Bldg., Chicago.
Central Railway Club.— H. D. Vought. 95 Liberty St.. New Y'ork. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in January, May, September and November.
Annual meeting. 2d Thursday in March. Hotel Statler, Buffalo, N. Y.
Civil Engi-neers' Society of St. Paul.— Edw. J. Dugan, P. O. Box 654,
August and September. Old State Capitol Bldg.. St. Paul.
E.sgineers' Society of Pennsylvania.— Edw. R. Dasher. Box 75, Harrisburg. Pa
Regular meetings. 1st Friday after 10th of each month,
except July and August. 31 So. Front St., Harrisburg. Pa.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania. Elmer K. Hiles, 2511
Oliver Bldg.. Pittsburgh. Pa. Regular meetings. 1st and 3d Tuesday.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Pittsburgh.

Freight Claim .Association.— Warren P. Taylor, R. F. & P., Richmond.
Va. Annual meeting; June 16, 1915, Chicago.
General Superintendents' .Association of Chicago. -A. M. Hunter, 321
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Regular meetings. Wednesday preceding 3d Thursday in month. Room 1856, Transportation Bldg.,

—

Chicago.

International Railway Congress.
vain, Brussels, Belgium.
Berlin.

—Executive

Committee, 11, Rue de Louto July 6, 1915,

Next convention, June 23

International Railway Fuel Association.^-C. G. Hall, C. & E. I., 922
McCormick Bldg., Chicago. Annual meeting. May 17-20, 1915, Chicago.

57,

No.

11

—

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS
The following list
meetings, and places

Vol.

International Railway General Foremen's Association. Wm. Hall, 829
W. Broadway, Winona, Minn. Next convention, July 14-17, 1915.
Sherman House, Chicago.
International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association. A. L. Woodworth, C. H. & D., Lima, Ohio.
Maintenance of Way and Master Painters' Association of the United
States and Canada. T. I. Goodwin, C. R. I. & P., Eldon, Mo.
Next convention, November 17-19, 1914, Detroit, Mich.
Master Boiler Makers' Association. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St,
New York. Annual convention. May, 1915.
Master Car and Locomotive Painters" .Association of the United States
AND Canada. A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass.
Master Car Builders' Association. J. W. Taylor, 1112 Karpen Bldg.,

—

—

—

—

—

Chicago.
-Annual meeting, June. 1915.
Nation.\l Railway .Appliances .Association. Bruce V. Crandall, 537 So.
Dearborn St., Chicago. Next convention, March 15-19, 1915, Chicago.
New England Railroad Cluh. \V. E. Cade, Jr., 683 .Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in month, except June,
July, .August and September, Boston.

—

—

New York

Railroad Club.— Harry D. \ought, 95 Liberty St., New York.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, except June, July and August,
W. 39th St., New York.
Niagara Frontier Car Men's .-\ssociation. E. Frankenberger, 623 Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y. Meetings monthly.
Peoria -Xssociation of Railroad Officers. M. W. Rotchford, Union Station, I'e&ria, III.
Regular meetings, 2d Thursday in month, Jefferson
29

—

—

Hotel, Peoria.

—

R-MLROAD Club of Kansas City. C. Manlove. 1008 Walnut St., Kansas
City. Mo.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month. Kansas City.
Railroad Master Tinners, Coppersmiths and Pipefitters' .Association.
U. G. Thompson, C. & E. I., Danville, 111. .Annual meeting. May.

—

1915.

—

Railway Business Association. Frank W. Ncxon, 30 Church St., NewYork.
Annual meeting, December 10, 1914, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.

New

York.

—

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.

J. B. .Anderson. Room 207, P. R. R. Sta.,
Pittsburgh. Pa.
Regular meetings. 4th Friday in month, except June,
July and August, Monongahela House, Pittsburgh.
Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Association. J. Scribner,
1021 Monadnock Block, Chicago.
Meetings with Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.
Railway Fire Protection Association. C. B. Edwards, Fire Ins. Agt.,
Mobile & Ohio, Mobile, Ala. Annual meeting, October 6, 1914, Washington, D. C.
Railway Signal .Association. C. C. Rosenberg. Times Bldg., Bethlehem,
.Annual meeting. September 22-24, 1914, Bluff Point, N. Y.
Pa.

—

—

—

Railway Storekeepers' Association.— J. P. .Vlurphy, L. S. & M. S., Box C,
Collinwood, Ohio. Annual meeting. May, 1915.
Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association. J. D. Conway, 2136 Oliver
Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Meetings with M. C. B. and M. M. Associa-

—

tions.

Railway Telegraph and Telephone .Appliance Association.

— G. A. Nelson,

Meetings with Association of Railway
50 Church St., New York.
Telegraph Superintendents.
Richmond Railroad Club. F. O. Robinson, C. & O., Richmond, Va.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July and
August.
Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association. L. C. Ryan, C. &
N. W., Sterling. 111.
St. Louis Railway Club.
B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station. St. Louis.
Mo. Regular meetings. 2d Friday in month, except June, July and

—

—

—

.August, St. Louis.

—

Salt Lake City Transportation Club. R. E. Rowland, Hotel Utah Bldg..
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Regular meetings, 1st Saturday of each month.
Salt Lake City.
Signal .Appliance .Association.— F. VV. Edmunds, 3868 Park Ave., New
York.
Meeting with annual convention Railway Signal Association.
SociEiY or Railway Financial Officers. Carl Nyquist, C. R. I. & P..
La Salle St. Sta., Chicago. .Annual meeting, September 15-17, Hotel
Aspinwall, Lenox, .Mass.
Southern .Association of Cab Service Officers. E. W. Sandwich, A. &

—

W.

P. Ry., Atlanta, Ga.

Southern and Southwestern Railway Club.

—
— A.

J.

Merrill, Grant Bldg..

Regular meetings. 3d Thursday, January. March, May.
Atlanta. Ga.
July. September, November, 10 -A. M., Candler Bldg., Atlanta.
ToLEDci Transportation Club. J. S. Marks, .Agent, Interstate Despatch,
Toledo, Ohio.
Regular meetings, 1st Saturday in month, Boody
House, Toledo.
Track Supply .Association. VV. C. Kidd, Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn.
N. Y. Meetings with Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Asso-

—

—

ciation.

—

Traffic Club of Chicago. VV. H. Wharton. La Salle Hotel, Chicago.
Traffic Club of New A'ork. C. .A. Swope. 291 Broadway. New York.
Regular meetings, last Tuesday in month, except June, July and

—

August. VValdorf-.Astoria,

New

Vork.

Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.- D. L. Wells, Erie R. R.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Meetings bimonthlv, Pittsburgh. .Annual meeting, 2d Monday in Tune.
Traffic Club of St. Louis.— -A. F. Versen, Mercantile Library Bldg.,
Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings
St. Louis. Mo.
October to May.
Train Desp.\tchers' Association of .America. J. F. Mackie. 7122 Stewart
.Annual meeting June 15. 1915. Minneapolis. Minn.
-Ave.. Chicago.
Transportation Club of Detroit. VV. R. Hurley, Superintendent's office,
Meetings monthly, Normandie Hotel,
L. S. & M. S.. Detroit. Mich.

—

—

Detroit.

—

VV. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. R.,
Ne.\t meeting, September 15-18, Hotel SherEast Buffalo. N. Y.
man. Chicago.
Utah Society of Engineers. Frank W. Moore. Newhouse Bldg., Salt
Regular meetings. 3d Friday in month, except
Lake City. Utah.
July and Aueust, Consolidated Music Hall, Salt Lake City.
Western Canada Railway Club— VV. H. Rosevear. P. O. Box 1707, WinRegular meetings, 2d Monday, except June, July and
nipeg, Man.
August, Winnipeg.
Western Railway Club.— T. W. T^Ior, 1112 Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
Regular meetings. 3d Tuesday in month, except June, July and
August, Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
„,
Western Society of Engineers. T. H. Warder. 1735 Monadnock Block.

Traveling Engineers' .Association.

—

—

.

,

Regular meetings. 1ft Monday in month., except January.
Chicago.
Extra meetings, except in July and
July and .August. Chicago.
August, generally on other Monday evenings.

-

September
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Committee has announced hearon September 16, September 22, SepOctober 1, and October 6.

Classilication

Chicago office
September 30,

Freight, except perishable, for points in Great Britain, and
Ireland and also for Norway, is now accepted by American railroads witiiout requiring the inland American freight charges to
be prepaid.

The Southern

I

I

Pacific announces that during July out of a
of 7,632 local trains arriving at terminals on its Pacific
system, 6,821, or nearly 91 per cent, made schedule time or oettci, and 6,709 arrived on time.
Of the others 460 were less than
total

15

minutes

late.

The

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis took out of Nashville
the other day a solid train of 28 carloads of flour, 8,700 barrels,
destined for Europe by way of New Orleans. The train was

run through on a passenger schedule by way of the Mobile
New Orleans & North Eastern.

&

Ohio and the

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has announced that passenger service will be established over the new Galveston-Puget
Sound route about October 15, through the installation of
through service from Denver to the north branch. Later through
sleeping car service will be inaugurated between Galveston and
Seattle.

The Denver Clearing House Association has adopted

resolu-

Colorado representatives in Congress "at once
and work for the submission of a joint resolution
asking for such prompt revision by the Interstate Commerce
Commission of its recent decision as shall afford substantial and
tions u;ging the
to advocate

o

z %

adequate relief to

The

all

railroads in the present emergency."

a lighterage service on
the Chicago river for carload freight, has announced that beginning October 1 it will lighter !. c. 1. freight to and from indusThe notice
tries that have dock facilities on the Chicago river.
provides that the Erie shall receive the road haul, and the limit
is a minimum of 10,000 lb. outbound in a single shipment, or

fj

Erie,

which recently established

This
10,000 ib. inbound received for cne industry in one day.
service is in addition to the car float service, which was
established by the Erie some time ago.

new

The through night passenger trains of the Seaboard Air Line
between Savannah, Ga., and Montgomery, Ala., are not very
profitable, and the company recently asked authority from the
State Railroad Commission of Georgia to discontinue the trains
and at the same time announcing that day and evening trains
would be put on so as to largely take the place of the trains
discontinued. But because of a good deal of opposition from a
number of towns, the petition before the commission has been
withdrawn, and the night trains are to be continued.
2. the Grand Trunk Pacific began the operation
passenger service on its western division between
Edmonton and Prince Rupert. Passenger trains between Winnipeg and Edmonton have been in daily operation for some time.

On September

of through

tri-weekly service was established between
a bi-weekly service between
Prince George and Prince Rupert, the Pacific coast terminal.
will
leave Winnipeg on MonRupert
Prince
for
Through trains
days and Saturdays, and will leave Prince Rupert for Winnipeg

On September

a

2,

Edmonton and Prince George, and

on Sundays and Tuesdays.

The Northern

9
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Pacific

has

opened

a

new suburban

freight

building cost $20,000, and is
intended to afford a level haul for shippers and receivers north
The
section of the city.
wholesale
the
in
of Madison street
com.pany expended $750,000 in reaching this station, $200,000 of
The
which was paid to the city of Seattle for right of way.
station

at

Seattle,

Wash.

The

line at Ross station,
and follows Lake Union to the new terminal yards. It gives the
Northern Pacific valuable water front rights in the vicinity of
the new ship-canal which is to connect Lake Washington with
salt water shipping at Salmon Bay.

branch to the freight station leaves the main

_
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The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul announces the opening
its new
transcontinental train service through Spokane,

Wash., for September

On

14.

that date the

main

line

passenger

trains will discontinue the use of the 87 miles of the main line
between Plummer and Marengo. Wash., and will be run through
Spokane, the abandoned line being served with local trains. The
company plans to put on a local train running between Seattle
and Spokane, to be known as the "Cascadian." By the new
arrangement the distance between Chicago and Seattle has been

increased only fourteen miles. The time at both terminals will
be the same as before.
The service would have been begun
several months ago but for the delay in the construction of the
bridge at Spokane, which passes over the city bridge.

oS-i

Increases in Passenger Fares

A

general advance in mileage-ticket rates in the Eastern states
was noticed last week, page 447. Some additional details are
given by the Xcw York State Public Service Commission, Second district, as follows
On 500-mile books the rate is advanced from 2 cents to 2%
cents per mile by Boston & Albany, Boston & Maine, Xew York,
Xcw Haven & Hartford, and Rutland. The sale of SOO-mile
ticket books is discontinued by the Xew York Central & Hudson
River and its leased line, the West Shore. Thousand mile ticket
books arc advanced from 2 cents to 2' 4 cents per mile by Boston
& Albany. Boston & Maine. Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh,
Buffalo & Susquehanna, Delaware & Hudson, Lehigh Valley,
Xew York, New Haven & Hartford, Rutland, and Pennsylvania.
The sale of l.OOO-mile ticket books is discontinued by the Cen-
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Xew

England and

Erie.

The Xew York Central & Hudson River continues sale of
1,000-mile ticket books at 2 cents per mile, but use is restricted
to travel between points in New York state not interchangeable.
By all railroads the use of mileage tickets is practically con-
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own lines of road.
instances limits of tickets are changed from "Good
until used" to "One year from date of sale," and, except as to
the Delaware & Hudson. On the Delaware & Hudson tickets sold
prior 10 October 1, 1914, will only be honored to and including
September 30, 1914. but the company will redeem unusued
coupons of such tickets at the rate of two cents per coupon.
All companies selling trunk line interchangeable 1,000-mile
refund tickets have changed the regulations governing redemption value of cover of ticket from $5 to $2.50, which change has
the effect of increasing the cost of travel from 2 cents to 2}4
This form of ticket has not heretofore been
cents per mile.
good over the X'ew York Central or the Lake Shore, but such
tickets sold on and after October 1, 1914, will be good over those
lined to travel over their
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Car Balance and Performance
Hale, chairman of the committee on relations between
railroads, of the American Railway Association, in presenting
statistical bulletin No. 176. covering car balance and performance for May, 1914, says:
The miles per car per day were 22.2, compared with 23.0 for
.\rth-,ir

April.

This figure for May, 1913, was

25.0.

miles per car per day for May were 320, compared with
This is a decrease of 17.3 per cent compared
334 for April.
with the figure for May, 1913, which was 387.
The proportion of home cars on line was 68 per cent, compared with 64 oer cent in April. This is an increase of 12 points

Ton

over May, 1913.
:

1

:

1

The per cent of loaded car mileage' increased from 60.2 per
This figure for May,
cent in April to 68.0 per cent in May.
1913, was 68.7 per cent.
The average earnings per car per day for all cars on line deThis figure for May, 1913,
creased 23 cents to $2.18 in May.
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ii

$2.55.

The accompanying table
month covered by the

the

•j

lowing page shows car earnings and car mileage and different
car performance figures monthly from July. 1907.
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Car Location
on the following page, which was taken from bulletin No. 21 of the American Railway Association, gives a summary of freight car location by groups on August 1, 1914.

The

a.2<fr<<£.H

<

gives car balance and performance in
report, and the diagram on the fol-

table
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Car Locatio.n
^.Y.,N.J., Ohio, Ind
Del., Md.
Mich.,

Eastern

England.

Owned
Home Cars on Home Roads
Total Cars

Home

Cars on Foreign Roads
Foreign Cars on Home Roads
Total Cars on Line

Excess or Deficiency
Surplus
Shortage
Shop Cars
Home Cars in Home Shops
Foreign Cars in Home Shops

89,068

683,149
•1,692

8,157

August

W.

Iowa,
111.,

Wis.,

Minn.

Mont.,

Wyo.,

169,776

496,031

144,413

71,351

62,250
50,456

131,161
147,901

284,132

193,170
•15,511
11,886

157,982
•11,794
8,190

512,771

23,295

16,740
31,309

•722
4,566

22,594
49,055

Oregon,
Idaho

Colo.,

Neb.,
Okla.,
Dakotas. Mo., Ark.
24,017
162,477
12,971
109,104
11.046
53,373
10,324
59,005

208,681

50

New

Cana
J.

Nev.,

Mexico. Cal., Ari2

Lines.

Total.

33,631
19,945
13,686
22,995

138,687
88,363
50,324
54,248

154,502
112,665
41,837
24,048

2,421,864
1,606,232
815,632
827,708

168.109

42,940

142,611

9,309
1,983
54

3,924
20,295

136,713
•17,789
27,983

2,433,940

5,632
11,210
375

216

12,076
198,998
2,333

61,178

23,718

20.304

17,843

37,819
4,069

859
569

15,850
1,700

3,678
913

6,683
3,336

6,747
172

202,836
25,952

8,634

66,281

31,013

21,255

19,210

42,963

1,428

17,550

4,591

10.019

6,919

229,863

64.70
101.58
9.30

70.03

44.78
108.52

65.81
92.58
9.73

63.33
93.05

73.56
103.37
7.62

54.01

67.15
102.63
9.75

59.31

127.68
10.94

72.92
88.49
4.37

66.32
100.50

.99

2.71

63.71
102.83
4.82
2.40

.54

Total Cars in Shops

1914

1,

261,538

477

Per Cent to Total Cars Owned—
Home Cars on Home Roads
Total Cars on Line
Home Cars in Home Shops
Foreign Cars in Home Shops

10.51
.80

.82

96.99
3.58
2.37

.11

8.38
1.07

9.84

defic

'^"°

.>>s^

684,841

1,385
4,043
14

Total Cars in Shops

•Denotes

87,683
56,734
30,949
32,334

oN

Cy., Tcnn.
Va.,
Va.,
Miss.,
Western No. Si So.
Ala.,
Carolina. Ga., Fla.
,
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and also one

fine of

$500 against the Yazoo
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Mississippi

Valley.
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION

The Railroad Commission of Texas has announced its adoption
of the accounting methods and forms of the Interstate Commerce Commission. This will make a considerable saving for
the Texas lines by saving them extra bookkeeping which has
been required in the past to conform to the systems both of the
interstate and state commissions.

The commission announces

that its general investigation into
complaints relative to embargoes on freight will be made the
The
subject of a public hearing at Chicago, January 20, next.
investigation is in charge of Commissioner Daniels.

Switching Charges at Harrisburg, Pa.

&

Hooven, Owcits, Rentschler Company v. Cincinnati, Hamilton
Dayton et al. Opinion by the commission:
The commission finds unreasonable a charge of 4 cents per

100 lb. charged by the Pennsylvania Railroad for switching
service rendered at Harrisburg, Pa., and reparation is awarded
to the extent of the amount collected over a charge of 2 cents per
100

lb.

(31

I.

C.

C,

550.)

Switching Charges at Charlestown,
Jefferson Milling

Company

f.

Baltimore

&

W.

Va.

Ohio.

Opinion by

the commission:

The commission

4 cents per 100 lb. for
switching cars loaded with flour from complainant's spur track
Charlestown,
defendant
W. \'a., to points
the
line
of
the
at
on
on the Norfolk & Western, reached also by connections of the
defendant, is unreasonable and that the switching charge on that
competitive traffic should not exceed 2 cents per 100 lb., with a
minimum charge of $3 per car. (31 I. C. C, 547.)
finds that a charge of

Rates on Pulp

Wood

to Rhinelander,

Wis.

&

Sault
Rhinelander Paper Company v. Minneapolis, St. Paul
Opinion by the commission:
Ste. Marie.
The commission upon rehearing reaffirms its former decision
given in 26 I. C. C, 104, to the effect that the rate of 7.5 cents
on pulp wood in carloads from Whitedale. Bovee, Christiansen
Spur and Spur No. 447 to Rhinelander, Wis., was unreasonable
to the extent that it exceeded 6.5 cents, and that the rate of 6
cents from Trenary, Delta Junction and Manistique to Rhine(31 I. C. C,
lander was not unreasonable nor discriminatory.
555.)

Rates on Beer from the Twin Cities

to

Sioux Falls and Sioux City

In re beer and other malt products between stations in Iowa
and South Dakota and points in Minnesota and Wisconsin.
Opinion by Commissioner Harlan:
The commission finds that the carriers have justified a proposed increase in the carload rates on beer and other malt products from the special commodity rate of 15 cents per 100 lb. to
the fifth-class rate of 20.1 cents from St. Paul-, Minneapolis and La
Crosse to Sioux Falls, of 20 cents from the same points of origin
to Sioux City, of 20 cents from La Crosse to Pipestone, of 26
cents from La Crosse to Granite Falls, Minn., and of 18 cents
from La Crosse to Marshall, Minn. (31 L C. C, 544.)

Government Freight-Car Standards

&

Nashville. Opinion
Atlanta Milling Company v. Louisville
by the commission:
The commission does not find that the failure of defendant to
establish prior to May 'l6, 1S09, a transit privilege under which
grain could be forwarded from Cincinnati, Ohio, and Lexington, Ky., to Atlanta, Ga., there milled and reshipped to points
Comin Carolina territory, resulted in damage to complainant.
plaint dismissed.

(31

I.

C.

C,

485.)

STATE COMMISSIONS
of Mississippi on September 3 entered orders imposing fines on the St. Louis & San Francisco of
$S(X) for each of three failures to comply with orders of the
comniission requiring the construction of stations, freight houses.

The Railroad Commission

Canada

of Railway Commissioners for Canada, modifying
its general order of February 17, 1913, respecting safety appliances on trains, has granted an extension of time until July 1,
1916, within which to make the following changes

To change the location of brakes on all cars to comply with
the standard specifications prescribed in the regulations in respect of all brakes; to change cars having less than 10 in. end
;

ladder clearance within 30 in. of the side of car; to comply
with the standard prescribed in the regulations in respect to
hand holds, running boards, ladders, sill steps, and brake staffs,
except that when a car is shopped for work amounting practical to rebuilding body of car, it must then be equipped according to the prescribed standards regulations.
Railway companies are not to be required to make changes
to secure additional end ladder clearance on cars that have 10
or more inches end ladder clearance within 30 inches of side
of car, or to make the changes in end ladders, side ladders,
hand grips and steps which have been made in accordance with
the provisions of the general order above referred to, or to
comply with the board's regulations aforesaid, until the car is

shopped for work amounting to practically rebuilding body of
car.

And it is further ordered that railway companies shall not be
required to change the location of hand lolds (except end hand
holds under the end sills), ladders, sill steps, brake wheels, and
brake staffs on freight train cars where the appliances are
within 3 inches of the required location, except that when cars
undergo regular repairs they must then be made to comply
with the prescribed standards.

PERSONNEL OF COMMISSIONS
H. E. Kellenberger has been appointed as senior signal engineer

of

the

central

district,

division

of

valuation,

Interstate

He was
at Chicago.
formerly superintendent of signals on the Chicago Great Western.
Commerce Commission', with headquarters
J.

A. Lindstrand has been appointed senior architect

central district, division of valuation, Interstate

in

the

Commerce Com-

Mr. Lindstrand was
mission, with headquarters at Chicago.
for 15 years in the architect's office of the Oiicago. Burlington
& Quincy, and for the past eight years has been architect for
the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.

Fred M. Baumgardner has been appointed as senior inspector
of motive power in- the central district, division of valuation,
Interstate Commerce Commission, with headquarters at Chicago. His experience has been with the mechanical department
of the Union Pacific and the Illinois Central, having served as
roundhouse foreman, general foreman and master mechanic on
the latter road and having recently been made master mechanic
at

Transit Privileges on Grain at Atlanta

in

The Board

Clinton,

111.

D. K. van Ingen has been appointed second assistant field
engineer in the central district, division of valuation. Interstate
Commerce Commission, with headquarters at Chicago. He was
educated at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, and has been with
the Chicago & North Western, Choctaw, Oklahoma & Gulf and
New York Central & Hudson River, having been assistant engineer in charge of valuation work on yards and terminals in

Iowa on the Chicago & North Western since 1913, and within
the last month having been appointed as chief draftsman in the
Mr. van Ingen is a
valuation department of the same road.
member of the Western Society of Engineers.

W. E. Van Hook has been appointed to the position of office
engineer for the central district, division of valuation, Interstate
Commerce Commission, with headquarters at Chicago. He is a
graduate civil engineer of the University of Wisconsin. The
first five years after graduation he was on railroad work in lo^
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maintenance and valuation work with the
Western, the Chicago & Alton, and the ChiFor the past three years he
cago, Milwaukee & Paget Sound.
has been with the Illinois Railroad & Warehouse Commission,

491

cation, construction,

Chicago

& North

and

Commission of the state of
member of the Railway Signal Association.

later the Public Utilities

He is a
W. A.

Christian, formerly first assistant chief engineer of the
Chicago Great Western, has been appointed by the Interstate
Commerce Commission as senior civil engineer in charge of the
roadway and track department for the central
district, division of valu-

Mr. Christgraduated from the

at Chicago.

Universit)' of Cincinnati,

and

his early

with

work was

Baltimore

the

Ohio,

&
&

Chesapeake
and
Cleveland,
Cincinnati, Chicago & St.

Ohio,

Louis.

In

was

1894 he

assistant county engineer

Hamilton county,
Ohio, and from 1895 to
1S02 was with the United
States Army Engineer
Corps as assistant engiof

neer

in

charge of plans

and estimates for

and

harbor

river

ments.

He

«'"th the

C. C. C.

was

then

&

St.

Western as assistant chief engineer. He is a member
American Society of Civil Engineers and of the American RailAssociation, being chairman of the committee
of records and accounts.

of the

way Engineering

— The

Canadian Pacific has
cable from Sir Thomas Shaughnessy, its president,,

received a
to the effect that the positions of men who are called to the
colors will be reserved for them, and that they will receive full
pay for six months or for such shorter period as they may
ke serving their country.

—

Proposed Railway Electrification in Santiago, Chile.
The commission appointed to report on the proposed railway
from Santiago to Valparaiso via Casa Blanca. has advised the
The commission further proconstruction of an electric line.
poses the construction of branch lines to Melipilla and Talagante.
It is suggested that the former proposals for the elecrailway system should be
present steam
trification
of the

abandoned for the time, and that the $11,500,000 intended for
this undertaking be utiHzed in the construction of the proposed

new

line.

Railway Extension in Korea.— During the year 1913 133
The total length of
miles of railway were opened in Korea.
The
line now opened to traffic is. therefore, about 970 miles.
Honam Railway was completed in January, 1914, and the
expected to be finished in October or November next. During 1913 the Korean railways carried 4,143,803 passengers and 1,425,246 tons of freight, an increase, as
compared with 1912, of 1,695,075 passengers and 293,474 tons
of freight.
No light railway was constructed in 1913. Starting from the financial year 1914-15. the third railway program

Seoul-Gensan

Operating
T. D. Stafford has been appointed assistant superintendent of
the New Orleans, Texas & Mexico at DeQuincy, La., in place
of

line is

of the
to be undertaken and will include the reconstruction
Seoul-Fusan line, which was originally built in a hurry, owmg
then
to the exigencies of the time, and which, though since

H.

Badgett, deceased.

S.

Traffic

M.

Schultz has been appointed commercial agent of the
Detroit, Toledc^ & fronton and the Georgia & Florida, with
headquarters at Chicago.
L.

W. Hay,

traveling freight agent of the Louisville & NashFrankfort, Ky., has resigned, and the office of traveling
freight agent at that place has been abolished.

C.

ville, at

Willis Callaway, Florida agent of the Atlanta, Birmingham &
at Jacksonville, Fla., has been appointed commercial
agent of the Norfolk & Western, with headquarters at JacksonAtlantic,
ville.

improve-

w. A. Christian
L., for about a year on
maintenance work, and from 1S03 to 1507 was again with the
United States Army Engineer Corps as assistant engineer in
charge of plans and estimates for concrete movable dams in the
Ohio river. Since 1907 he has been with the Chicago Great

Canadi.\n Pacific Reserve Men.

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

H. R. Kurrie, general attorney of the Chicago, Indianapolis
& Louisville, has been elected president, with headquarters at
Chicago succeeding F. A. Delano. A portrait and sketch of Mr.
Kurrie appear elsewhere in this issue.

with headquarters

ation,

ian

Railway Officers

Illinois.

Claude P. Wilson, commercial agent of the Missouri, Oklaat Houston, Tex., has been appointed general agent
Dallas, Tex., succeeding F. S. Sleight, resigned on account

homa & Gulf
at

of

ill

"health.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

Gustave GuUickson has been appointed
Northern Pacific at Forsjah, Mont.

roadmaster of

the

Charles Manley has been appointed master mechanic of the
Missouri & North Arkansas, with othce at Harrison, Ark., succeeding J. P. Dolan, resigned.
J. W. Barrie, principal assistant engineer of the Florida East
Coast, with office at St. Augustine, Fla., has resigned, and his
former position has been abohshed.

William Schuman has been appointed general
shops of the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville
Ind., in place of

foreman of
at

Lafayette,

George Crumbo, resigned.

B. B. Kelliher, chief engineer of the Grand Trunk Pacific at
ill health, and H. A.
Wood.i, assistant chief engineer at Montreal, Que., has assumed
charge of the engineering department, with headquarters at

Winnipeg, Man., has resigned on account of

Winnipeg.

W.

S.

Moseley,

who

has been appointed mechanical engineer

of the Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio, with headquarters at Erwin,
Tenn., as has been announced in these columns, was born on
March 5, 18S0, at Bonsack, Va., and was educated in the public

schools and at Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg, Va.
He began railway work as a messenger boy in the auditor's
office of the Norfolk & Western, and from June, 1894, to JanuHe was
ary, 1899, was messenger and clerk in the same office.
then for three years machinist apprentice in the Norfolk &

Western shops and drawing office at Roanoke, \'a., and from
January, 1902, to Januarj-, 1909, was draftsman in the mechanical
engineer's office of the same road, with the exception of two
years, during which time he was an assistant shop instructor and
In Januspecial student at the Virginia Polytechnic Institute.
Carolina,
ary, 1909, he was appointed mechanical draftsman of the
Clinchfield & Ohio, which position he held at the time of his
recent appointment as mechanical engineer of the same road as

is

to

is

expected to be carried on to Hamheung.

above noted.
Purchasing

A

some extent improved, requires reduction in grades,
conline from Gensan to Yong-heung, 34 miles in length— a
Munchon
tinuation of the Seoul-Gensan track— passing through
extension
and Kowon, is also to be laid down later, and the
etc.

E.

O.

Griffin,

general

fuel

and supply agent of the

Inter-

purchasing

national & Great Northern, has been appointed
agent for the receivers, with headquarters at Houston,
and -will report to Thomwell Fay, assistant to receivers.

Tex.,

•
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Paul P. Rainer, superintendent of the joint rate inspection
bureau, with headquarters at Chicago, died at Brockville, Ont.,

on September

Vol.

Equipment and Supplies

8.
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Richard F. Stevens, formerh- secretary and treasurer of the
no.w a part of the Pennsylvania Railroad,
died recently at his home in South Orange, X J., at the age
of 82.

Camden & Amboy,

CAR BUILDING
The

Frank Barr, formerly vice-president and general manager of
the Boston & Maine, died recently at Winchester. Mnss., at the
age of 62. Mr. Barr was born at Xa?hua. X. H.. and licgan rail-

way work on March
1869, as freight clerk

&

Worcester

&

The Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, reported in the Railzcay Age Gazette of September 4, as having ordered 1,000 box
cars from the Standard Steel Car Company, has ordered that
equipment from the Mt. Vernon Car Manufacturing Company,
with the provision that the railroad has the right to cancel the
order any time before October 1, 1914. provided that the receivers
are unable to make satisfactory financial arrangements.

Nashua,
Boston

a part of the

From

Maine.

November,

1873, to

June.
1892.

he was general agent of
the same road, and in

November,

18?2.

was ap-

—

Improving the Uganda Railway of British East Africa.
has been proposed to relay the Airobi-Kisumu section of the
L'ganda railway with 80-lb. rails.
The cost would be about

pointed superintendent of
the Worcester. Nashua
& Portland division of
the Boston & Maine,
at

Nashua, N. H.
promoted to

was

sistant

It

$13,300 per mile, exclusive of the strengthening of bridges, but
it
would permit the use of locomotives having three times .the
tractive effort of those at present in service.

He
as-

manager

general

—

Free Transportation for Soldiers in London. The London
street and underground railways and the London General Omnibus Company have announced that until further notice men in
uniform, whether soldiers or sailors, will be permitted to ride
free on all their lines whether or not in possession of the necessary government warrants.

December. 1896. re
maining in that position

in

until July, 1903.

was

elected

president

manager

when he

third

and
of

the

vice-

general

same

—

German Southwest Africa Railway. It is reported that
1913 no new railways were constructed in German Southwest Africa with the exception of a few private lines for
mining purposes. The principal railway in the colony is the
Otavi Railway, which, during the year ended March 31, 1913,
had earnings of $1,209,815. Its total expenditures were $597,The total earnings of all the
165, leaving a surplus to $612,650.
railwavs in the colony were $2,107,705, and the total expendi-

road, and in July, 1912.
Mr. Barr was retired
under the pension rules of the ci>nipan\

in

—

Railway Construction in British Gui.\n.\. In 1913 a project
was seriously considered of constructing a hinterland railway
into British Guiana which would undoubtedly have been of great
The
advantage to the balata, timber and mining industries.
governor made a two months' tour of the inttrior of the colony,
going to the Brazilian boundary, accompanii-d by a railway exAt present there

tures $1,235,045.

—

Financial Returns of the Cuba Railroad. The annual reof the Cuba railroad for the fiscal year ended June 30,
1914, shows that the company had gross earnings of $5,164,671,
as compared with but $4,632,040 in 1913. The net earnings after
deducting taxes were $2,470,922 and interest charges were paid
There was paid in preferred divito the amount of $819,417.
dends $600,000, and a like amount in dividends on the common

a very earnest controversy

port

over the
advisability of constructing two railways immediately, one to be
a considerable e.\tension of the existing lines along the coastal
districts and the other to run into the interior with possible
connections with Brazilian points. A proposition was made to the
pert.

Gazette of Sep-

pany.

1,

and

telegraph operator on the

now

Age

Rutl.\nd, reported in the Railtiay

tember 4, as being in the market for 75 50-ton steel hopper cars,
has ordered that equipment from the Standard Steel Car Com-

is

secretary of state for the colonies for building these roads, but
it
was not favorably considered. The scheme has not been
abandoned, but it is unlikely that actual construction will be
undertaken for several years. At the present time a short extension of the existing railways along the coast is being built.

State Railways. 40.150;

employees, 13,126.

on Friday, August

for the vear
1913,

10.

when

is

but

$316,505.

comparing,

$1,000,000

of Switzerland.

— At

in

10:40

divi-

a.

m.

the Hauenstein tunnel on the Basle-Olten

was pierced. The tunnel is 5 miles 94
yards in length, and was commenced on February 1, 1912.
When completed it and its approach lines will replace the existOn the latter line there
ing line between Sissach and Olten.
line

Ceinture,

were enginemen and 13,891
were firemen. Conductors and brakemen numbered 14,161. and
there were 8.258 statipnmasters and assistant stationmasters.
Yard brakemen. switch tenders, etc., numbered 41.748 and the
Maintenance of
•cleaners, car inspectors, etc., amounted to 4,139.
way men numbered 42,406, crossing gate men 2,270 and signal
men, etc., 3,194. There was also a number of miscellaneous emThe Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean has more locoployees.
motives than any other railway in France and, as might have been
expected, has therefore employed the largest number of enginemen, 2.302. On the other hand the Nord employed the largest
number of firemen, its total being 3,429. The Paris. Lyons &
Mediterranean employed the largest number of stationmasters and
assistant stationmasters, 2,032. as well as of maintenance of way

in

The Hauenstein Tunnel

—

French R.mlw,\y Employees. Statistics recently issued by the
French commission which is charged with the duty of supervising
the work of railway employees show that in 1912 the total number of these was 171,240. These were divided as follows: Nord,
29,451; Est, 21,775; Orleans, 23,814; Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean, 40,090; Midi, 14,497;
1.463.
Of the total number

that the surplus

stock, so

however, with $414,280
dends was paid.

is

a

in

Switzerland,

tunnel

1

mile 968 yards in length, constructed in 1854-8.

There is practically no difference between the lengths of the
old and the new routes, but the new line will have much easier

11, 799.

On the old line there is a grade of 2.63 per cent for
about 4 miles, and on this incline the tunnel is situated. The
On
rest of the route has an average grade of about 2 per cent.
the new route the maximum grade will be 1 per cent, and in
the tunnel the grade will be .75 per cent for about 454 miles
and .15 for the remaining distance. As a result of the improved grade wear and tear of rolling stock will be saved,
economy of coal will be effected, and twenty minutes taken off
The conthe time of the journey between Basle and Olten.
tractors for the new tunnel were the Julius Berger Tiefbau
grades.

'

The
Berlin, and the contract price was $3,963,545.
timnel has been pierced about eighteen months' in advance of
contract time.
Company, of

September
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W. H.
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North Works of
Company, Chicago, died at his home Saturday
afternoon, September 5, 1914.
Funeral services were held on
Tuesday, September 8.

3iiii

ni

Alberta

Pratt, general superintendent of the

JIM,

mil

iMiill
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& Great Waterways.— See

iiiiiiii
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Edmonton, Dunvegan

re

&

the Illinois Steel

British Columbia.

Jay G. Coutant. formerly engineer of the plant of the Lima
Locomotive Corporation, Lima, Ohio, has gone with the Rail-

-Arkansas Valley I nterurban —.Arrangements have been
made, it is said, to build an extension from Halstead, Kan.,
west via Burrtcn to Hutchinson, about 30 miles. The Hutchinson & Northern, a separate organization, is al?o planning to
build from Hutchinson east to Burrton, about 15 miles, and may
extend the line to Halstead.

way Materials Company, Chicago,

111., to specialize in the design
of furnaces for burning powdered fuel and water gas, having
experimenting
in this work.
done considerable

Utilities Company, with general offices
30 Church street. New York City, has opened a branch office
at 1201 Virginia Railway & Power building, Richmond, Va.
This office is in charge of Frank N. Grigg, and is devoted exclusively to the appliances manufactured by the Transportation

The Transportation

at

Utilities

Company.

than two years ago and was at that time claimed to be the
largest in the world devoted exclusively to gear making, and is
platuiing to double the capacity of its casehardening and heattreating departments.

The. Gun-crete Company. Chicago, has acquired the interests
of the Cement Gun Construction Company and has absorbed the
construction department of the General Cement Gun Company.
The combined business will be conducted under the name of
Carl

Cement Gun Construction Company, with office at Chicago.
Weber is president, John V. Schaefer, secretary and treasand C. L. Dewev. construction manager.

urer,

.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS
—

Second H.\nd R.ailway Equipment. The Walter A. Zelnicker Supply Company, St. Louis, Mo., has recently issued
bulletin No. 159, an 80 page booklet containing an illustrated and
alphabetically arranged list of second hand railway equipment
which may be bought from the company.

—The

Royal Enameling & Manufacturing Company, Chicago, has issued a catalogue of the Royal line of
enameled iron signs. The booklet contains illustrations of a
large number of typical signs, many of which are intended for

Enameled Iron Signs.

use at railway stations, offices, shops,

etc.

Useful Spanish Words and Phrases.

— This

is

the

title

of a

20 page booklet recently issued by the Joseph Dixon Crucible
Company, Jersey City, N. J. The booklet, which is issued at a
very opportune time, contains a large number of common English words and phrases with their Spanish equivalents, and has
been compiled primarily for the use of tourists in the West Indies or South America.

—

Telegraph Poles. The Western Electric Company has recently issued a booklet entitled Western Electric Poles, describing
in brief the obtaining of telegraph poles and contaming the
standard specifications of white cedar products established by
the Northern White Cedar Association, several inspection cornments, shipping data relating to northern cedar poles and in
addition the official specifications of the Western Red Cedar
.\ssociation.

Sheet Metal.— The American Rolling Mill Company, Middletown, Ohio, has recently issued two booklets descriptive of

The Story of
Iron," and "Iron Roofs That Resist Rust," The former
booklet is divided into chapters having such heads as; Armco

Armco
Armco

Iron, entitled, respectively, "Defeating Rust,

Antecedents. Where Armco Iron Goes,
Engineers Say arid What Users Say.
variSeveral illustrations are given showing the Armco Iron
ous kinds of service. The latter booklet describes and illustrates
the various -\rmco products.
Iron

Has

What

Scientists Say,

it

is

said, for building

(June

final survey is now being
a section of an extension north of
route is via Gillett to Helena.

The projected

Monticello, Ark.
27, p. 1631.)

Canadian Pacific— The Railway Commission of Canada lias
authorized this company to open a section of the Weyburn West
branch from Shaunavon, Sask., west to Govanlock, 76.5 miles.

The New Process Gear Corporation, Syracuse, N. Y., is building an addition to its plant, which was doubled in capacity less

the

Ashley, Drew & Northern.- The
made,

Historical

What

m

New Jersey.—
are told that contracts have
the estate of Charles McDermott, Philadelphia, Pa.,
for the grading work and concrete abutments on the Easton &

We

Central of

been

let to

Western, a switching branch to be built from Glendon, a suburb
of Easton, Pa., into the manufacturing district of Easton, about
four miles.
(.April 3, p. 811.)

Charleston,

Parkersburg & Northern.— An

officer

writes

regarding the report that contracts are to be let to build a section
of this line, that contracts will probably be let next spring.
The plans call for building from Parkersburg, W. Va., south
via Guthrie, to Charleston, about 75 miles.
The cut and fill
work will involve handling about 28,000 cu. yd. to the mile
The maximum grades will be 1.75 per cent, and the maximum
curvature 9 deg.. There will be five tunnels on the line varying
in length from 800 ft. to 2,300 ft.
The company expects to
develop a traffic in coal, farm products and limestone. Henry H.
Archer, president. Robert Cutler, chief engineer, Parkersburg.
(April 24, p. 966.)

—

& Quincy. Track laying was recently
on the extension from Casper, Wyo., to Orin
completes the extension from Thermopohs,

Chicago, Burlington
finished,

it

is

said,

This
Wyo., via Powder River to Orin Junction.

Junction.

Easton & Western.

— See

Central of

New

(July

10, p. 80.)

Jersey.

—

Edmonton, Dun\'egan & British Columbia. Announcement
made that construction work will be continued on this line and
the Alberta & Great Waterways railways, now building in northern Alberta. About 1,5(X) men and 475 teams are now at work.
The Edmonton. Dunvegan & British Colimibia has completed 70
per cent of the grade between Sawridge and Smoky river, 133
miles, and the line between Edmonton and Sawridge, 160 miles,
has been completed. The .Alberta &: Great Waterways is being
built by the provincial government between Edmonton, Aha.,
and Fort McMurray, 180 miles. Grading work has been finished on 95 miles, and track has been laid on 25 miles. (June 5,
is

p.

1257.)

Hutchinson & Northern. — See Arkansas

Valley.

—

Indiana Roads (Electric). Surveys have been made, it is
said, for an electric line to be built from Boonville, Ind., north
to Lynnville, and it is expected that work on the line will be
started soon.

Surveys have been made, it is said, to build an electric line
from Evansville, Ind., northwest to New Harmony, about 30
Bonds are now being sold to secure funds for building
miles.
the line which may eventually be extended north to Mt. Carmel,
111.,

35

river.

miles

including a bridge over the Wabash
Evansville are said to be back of the

additional,

Capitalists

of

project.

—

Midland Pennsylvania. A syndicate has been formed to
take over the rights and property of this company, which was
organized in 1910. to build from Millersville, Pa., on the Susquehanna river northeast via Sacramento and Gordon to Ash-
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p.

Mobile & Chicago.

Orleans,

to financial conditions,

is

it

556.)

Pennsylvania Lines West.

— An

officer

writes that

work

is

the Lengeloth branch, building from Burgettstown, Pa., to a coal section southwest of that place. The work
bridges at Burgettstown.
putting
up
includes

now under way on

are being made,
111., with
Bedford. Princeton and Kewanee,

Rock Falls & Southern Traction.— Plans
it

is said,

Rock

to build an electric line to connect Sterling,

Falls,

Tampico,

New

A. S. Goodell, secretary. Rock Falls.

about 70 miles.

RossTON, Grand Rapids & Protection.— Organized in Oklahoma with headquarters at Doby Springs, to build from a point
on the Wichita Falls & Northwestern at or near Rosston east
to Doby Springs, 12 miles. L. A. Walton, president and general

manager;

J.

H. Butler, secretary, and

Teal Creek.— Incorporated
build a line

in

J.

D. Scott, treasurer.

Oregon with $10,000

capital to

Falls City, Ore., to timberlands in Polk county.

from

W. McCamant is an incorporator,
Van Horn Valley.— Contracts

Portland.

been given to E. G
from Van Horn,
Tex., to a point in southeastern New Mexico, about 100 miles.
further north,
line
the
extending
eventually
The plans call for
probablv to Roswell. The incorporators include J. M. Daugherty,
Y. Canon and J. Irby, all of Van Horn. (May 15, p. 1119.)

Beecher and F.

J.

Gumming,

it

is

have

said, to build

J.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES
Baltimore, Md.— It is understood that the Western Maryland
its
will soon start work on new piers and warehouses to increase
terminal facilities at South Baltimore.

No. 11

Railway Financial News

—

An officer writes that
doubtful whether actual construction work will be started in the near future on the proposed
extension from Beaumont, Miss., south to a connection with the
(March 13,
Louisville & Nashville at Ansley, about 80 miles.

New

57,
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land on the Philadelphia & Reading, 44 miles. About 10 miles
of the line have been partly completed. J. H. Williams, Pottstown, Pa., is secretary of the railroad company.

owing

Vol.
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—

Belt Railway of Chicag j. This road, which is owned jointlv
by 11 railways, each of which holds $240,000 of its S2,640,00(>
capital stock, leases from the Chicago & W estern Indiana the
latter's Belt division on a 50 year lease from November 1, 1912,
and also the equipment which it uses. In 1913 the Belt Railway's operating revenues were $3,088,798, $2,111,250 of which,
was for transfer and $924,675 for local switching. The total
operating expenses, on the other hand, were $1,975,736, so that
the net operating revenue was $1,113,062, as compared to $1,OS0.094 in 1912.
Taxes paid amounted to $118,105, operating
income to $1,001,363. The gross income was $1,168,999, from
which must be deducted rentals of $953,170, leaving a net income of $215,829. As dividends of $86,400 were declared the
surplus for the year was $129,429.
The company's property investment is in the form of leasehold estate, rights and franchises, and has a value of $1,200,000.

On December

working assets amounted to $2,444,was cash and $879,460 miscellaneous
the capital stock, which is
There are no bonds outall common, amounts to $2,880,000.
standing. The company on December 31 had working liabilities
of $545,404, of which $480,848 was audited vouchers and wages
unpaid. There was also a liability item of $109,508 of taxes
accrued. The surplus on December 31 was $81,940.
31, 1913, the

483. $1,262,871

of which

accounts receivable.

Boston & Maine.

As noted above

—

The Hampden Railroad has begun suit against
Boston & Maine, in the Superior Court, at Springfield,
claiming compensation for failure on the part of the Boston &
Maine to carry out its agreement to take a lease of the Hampden road. Damages are claimed to the amount of $4,000,000.

the

Canadian Northern.

—

It is announced in Toronto (as coming
from Sir William Mackenzie) that the financial blockade in.
the affairs of the Canadian Northern has been raised by good
news from the London underwriters and Sir William says
;

Burgettstown, Pa.— See Pennsylvania Lines West under

way

rail-

construction.

Mont.— Work on the proposed new passenger station
conof the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, which has thus far
indefinite
sisted only of grading has been discontinued for an
Butte.

completion of the transcontinental line can now be
Nearly ten thousand men are
carried forward at full speed.
now at work on the undertaking. It was generally understood that the enactment of the British moratorium was sufficient to place the plans of the C. N. R. in anything but a
happy condition and it was expected that the company would
have to fall back on the Dominion Government and ask for
The London underwriters had
further special legislation.
completed the purchase of the company's issue of $45,000,000
of Dominion-Govemment-guaranteed bonds and had sent to
Canada the first instalment of cash. Just as the flotation was
ready for the British market came the declaration of war.
Investors were not in an investing mood and the London
house was caught between two fires. Even when Lloyd George
blanketed all contracts by his moratorium act, that did not
relieve the underwriting concern from the legal loss of its
first payment to the Canadian Northern, amounting to several
Only by carrying out the agreement could the inmillions.
The only explanation that Sir Willitial payment be saved.
iam Mackenzie would make of the ultimate solution achieved
at the London end was that the underwriters had resources
of their own. These resources, it is said, are probably insurance companies' funds, which would be available independently
that the

'

;

period.

Chicago, III.— Following a meeting of the directors of the
Union Station Company on September 5, a statement was sent
for the
to the mayor asking an extension of time of one year
acceptance of the ordinances providing for the construction of

new L'nion station, on account of the impossibility of finanThe ordinances were to be accing the project at this time.
cepted by September 23. The mayor has announced that he is
special meeting
in favor of the extension and that he will call a
of the city council to consider it.
the

St. Louis Southwestern is building a
depot between Fiftli and Sixth streets on Terry
The structure is 34 ft. by 300 ft., and has a covered
street.
platform 140 ft. long. It is constructed of brick and concrete.
The west end of the building will be two stories high and deconvoted to office space. A. W. Black & Sons, architects and
have
tractors, St. Louis, Mo., are doing the work and expect to

Ft.

new

it

Worth. Tex.— The

freight

completed in four months.

Pennsylvania Lines West are reconstructing bridge No. 22 at Noblestown, by putting a concrete
masonry.
slab top on the old

Noblestowx.

Pa.—fhe

Oil City, La.— The Kansas City Southern

will erect a

new

This structure is to be similar to the old
The
station which was destroyed by fire on August 5, 1914.
approximate cost will be $1,5(X).
Plans are being made for putting up a
Washington. D.
concrete overhead highway viaduct over the tracks of the Philadelphia. Baltimore & Washington and the Baltimore & Ohio
The cost of the improvements will be about
at Benning Road.
$110,000, of which one-half is to be paid by the government and
passenger station.

C—

the other half

by the

railroads.

of the iron-clad policy of the banks.

—

Chicago, Rcck Island & Pacific. The Central Trust Company,
trustee under the 4 per cent collateral trust bonds of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railroad Company, began foreclosure proceedings in the United States district court at
New York on September 3, the company having defaulted on
the interest due on May 1 on these bonds amounting to $71,The collateral on which these bonds are issued is
353,500.
stock, for the same amount, of Chicago, Rock Island & PaThe amount of interest in default on
cific Railway Company.

May

1

was

$1,420,060.

New York Central & Hudson
this

—

River. The
company maturing on September 15

$5,000,000
interest.

have been extended for

per cent notes of
the amount of
one year at 7 per cent
5

to.

September

18,
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in

made by

a letter published elsewhere, referring u< the
Sir George Paish that a saving of from 60
to

Taxation Under

Government
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Ownership
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130 million dollars might be

made

in

the cost of railway capital under govern-

ment

ownership in the United States,
raises the question whether this saving
would not be reduced by the amount of

the
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officers of the traffic department of the Lehigh Valley propose to spend a week, and two weeks, or more, if necessary, in
explaining South American trade op-

to the manufacturers in the
dozen principal cities along the company's
lines between New York and Buffalo.
Trade Promoters
They are going to run a special train, and
stop in-- each place as long as may be necessary to see every interested shipper; and, as far as possible, they are going to give
out first-hand information.
For example, details of shipping
methods will be explained by a man experienced in exporting
goods to South America. Another man on the train will be the
manager of the foreign department of the National City Bank,
of New York, which has recently established branch banks in
Buenos Aires, Rio Janeiro and Valparaiso. New York consuls
of South American republics will go on the train or send
From teaching farmers how to plant corn and
representatives.
spread fertilizer, and their wives how to make and sell butter
and jam, the railway traffic manager has grown in a few years to
be the most versatile "promoter" in the country.
Banks and
boards of trade have copied some of the railways' educational
schemes, and at times it has looked as though the traffic man
might be called on with discouraging frequency to share his
laurels
but the action of the Lehigh Valley people indicates
that the watchful railway promoter is liable any day to find some
new field of effort. Not the least useful feature of this South
American propaganda is a fifty-page pamphlet, issued with the
"Compliments of the Lehigh Valley," summarizing in lucid form
the varied and voluminous information on this subject which
otherwise could be had only by extensive studies.
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In a paper entitled "A Practical Method of Handling Locomotive Smoke," presented before the ninth annual convention
of the International Association for the
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government would not actually lose, because as the owner of
it would be the beneficiary of the saving made in
the taxes that otherwise would be paid to itself. And as between the states and municipalities, on the one hand, and the
federal government on the other, what the former would lose
in taxes, the latter, as owner of the railways, would gain by
not having to pay them. Therefore, on the whole, in the matter
simply of taxes, the federal government would be the gainer,
while the states and municipalities would be just equally heavy
losers, and would he compelled to make up their loss by increasing the taxes on other property.
the railways

Treai.

EDITORS
Samuel
Roy
W. E. Hooper
B. B. Adams

135 millions paid in taxes by the railways in 1913. It is
Heigho suggests, that as federal government- property the railways would be relieved of taxation. But the federal
true, as Air.

Prevention of
of

Railroad

the

sociation

most

important

features

vigilance on the part of the
ities

Smoke

recently at

Grand

Mich., the writers, a committee

Rapids.

in

of

Smoke

Chicago,

smokeless

smoke

Inspectors'

As-

that

the

state

firing

are

eternal

inspectors and the author-

controlling the engine crews, the careful instruction of the

engine crews as regards the manner of firing and operating
locomotives and the special smoke-consuming devices, the cooperation of the engineers and firemen, and, if possible, the use
of one grade of coal. These points certainly cover the smoke
question very thoroughly, and when they are closely and consistently observed, there is no question that much will be done
towafrd the elimination of locomotive smoke. Perhaps the most
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important of these items

is

the careful instruction of the engine

Without this the value of any smoke-consuming device
placed on the locomotive will be lost. The instruction of the enOftentimes
gine crew should not be restricted to the fireman.
the engineer is the one who most needs to be told a good deal
about smoke prevention. He may have been brought up in the
old days when it was thought that an engine which was not
smoking was not steaming properly. This notion should be removed from his mind, and he should be made familiar with
the proper methods for smokeless firing in order that he may
properly control the work of his fireman. There is also need of
close co-operation between the engineer and fireman, and unless
the engineer is made to see the reasons why a certain method of
firing should be used and thoroughly understands it he is likely
crews.

not to give his firemen the support that it is necessary he should.
That smokeless firing may be properly maintained, eternal
vigilance on the part of the smoke inspectors is absolutely
necessary.

Perhaps the most

eflfective

and satisfactory plan of

That city covers an area
of 191 square miles, which is overspread with tracks and yards
on which operate engines of every road entering it. It would
be impossible for each road satisfactorily to inspect all of its
In order to secure
•engines operating over the entire district.
satisfactory inspection the Railroad Smoke Inspectors' Association of Chicago was formed under the direction of the General

smoke

inspection

is

Chicago.

in use at

Managers' Association, as has been previously described in these
columns. It is now the duty of each smoke inspector to report
locomotives of all roads impartially. Since this system has prevailed the average density of smoke emitted from locomotives
has been reduced from 11.99 in 1912 to 6.034 in 1914. The plan
has worked with very little friction and is recommended for
other large localities where operating conditions are similar.

silver lining?

its

THEstrong men

present in the United States

is

when

show their strength and weak men show their
Six weeks ago the outlook lor business throughout
the United States generally, and in the railway and railway
It looked as if,
supply businesses particularly, was promising.
weakness.

when the fiscal year was ended and the decision of the
Commerce Commission in the rate advance case was

Interstate

rendered,

the corner would be turned and prosperity would be renewed.
But the decision in the rate case was unexpectedly delayed and
Ijefore it was handed down Europe was involved in a terrible
war. It was unavoidable that the beginning of this war should
aflfect

business in the United States unfavorably and to a great
It was inevitable that it should force a painful readjust-

degree.

ment

in

many

directions.

We

are

now going through

this perind

of readjustment and almost everyone is keenly feeling the effects
of it. The consequence is most business men are assuming a
pessimistic tone and are disposed drastically to reduce their organizations and cut expenses in every direction.
Is this wise? Does the situation justify the adoption of such a

When

a storm comes up it is desirable to take in sail,
never considered desirable entirely to destroy the sails
because it is assumed that after the storm is over there will be
Now, under present conditions it is unfurther use for them.

policy?

but

it

is

doubtedly desirable for business concerns generally, and those in
the railway and railway supply fields particularly, to proceed
cautiously. But is there not great danger of carrying retrenchment so far as not merely to protect the solvency of the concerns
affected, but as to lose the opportunities which the w-ar is opening
up and make it impossible for the concerns which do the severe
retrenching to handle their business successfully and profitably

war is over ?
At home all the underlying conditions are sound. Abroad the
war is opening up for American manufacturers and exporters
markets in South America, Asia and even in Europe itself, which,
to a large extent, have been closed to them. Are we not thinking
too much about the dark side of this cloud and not enough- about

after the

No. 12

there not being manifested too general a

Is

American
is menaced, and not enough disposition to
meet the situation squarely, to confront the seeming menace
courageously, and to put up a good fight for better business?
It is a familiar fact that in almost every shake-up in any kind
of business concern the incapable men suffer while the capable
ones gain. The weak go down while in the long run the strong
keep on climbing almost regardless of what occurs. The same

business apparently

thing applies to business concerns in the same

same country, and

field

or in the

men and business
business men and busi-

applies to the business

it

concerns of different countries.

Are the

weak or really strong as compared with those of other countries? If they are weak they will
be injured both relatively and absolutely by the crises which we
ness concerns of America really

are going through.

If

they are strong they will benefit by

it

both relatively and absolutely.

There is opportunity as well as danger in the present situation,
and probably some concerns will be ruined by it and others will
take advantage of the opportunity it offers and profit by it. And
those which will be ruined will be those which assume the defensive, pull their organizations to pieces, quit seeking business

and think of nothing but saving money, while those which will
gain by it will be those which hold their organizations together
with a firm hand, assume the aggressive and make a real fight,
not merely to keep
that they

have and

down

expenses, but to hold

all

to get the business that their

petitors are letting slip

the business

weaker com-

away from them.

THE PROPOSED FREIGHT TAX AND THE PORK BARREL
r\ESP.\TCHES from Washingtun last week indicated that the
people of the country might have an opportunity to experi-

ence what would be. in

the kind of a lime

57,

disposition to take flight before the danger with which

"-^

KEEP A STIFF UPPER UP

Vol.

effect, to

consumers, a general advance

freight rates, despite the laudable efforts of the Interstate

in

Com-

merce Commission to hold down the cost of living. The House
Ways and Means Committee included in its emergency war tax
bill a provision for a three per cent tax on railroad, steamship
and express freight shipments, to be added to the freight bill
and collected by the carriers, the remainder of the war tax
Based on the freight earnings
to be levied on beer and wine.
for the fiscal year 1913, which the Interstate Commerce Coramission reports as $2,198,930,565, this would produce a revenue
of about $66,000,000 a year on railroad freight, which, as we
have often been reminded, would be a charge on the ultimate
consumer.
.\ five per cent advance in freight rates, for which the eastern
roads asked, but which they were denied, would amount to
about $110,000,000 if applied over the entire country.
This is
more than the proposed tax would amount to; but
the tax would be plenty large enough to test the extent to
which a general advance in freight rates would operate as a
hardship on the public. The railroad contention has been that
the general public would hardly notice the effect of a five per

544.000,000

cent increase in rates as reflected in the prices of commodities.
It

is

interesting to note, therefore, that the selection of freight

for taxation

is

ascribed to the desire of the Democratic leaders

distribute the burden as widely as possible by an "indirect

to

charge on the consumer imposed in such a way as not to annoy
man who was thinking of voting the Democratic ticket" and
it is easy to believe ;hat. as reported, the President favored a
tax on freight rather than on passengers.
Under other circumstances the raiKvays would have little
reason for objecting to being made tax collectors for the government. The machinery is provided. They could simply add
the

;

the United States to their interline accounts, and would receive

one per cent of the collections.

.\nd,

of course, there

is

no

real question that the traffic will bear the- tax.

But

the

rank

quickly disclosed.

absurdity
It

of

was seen

the
that

government's position was
it was proposed to make.

!

!

September

18,
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a general advance in freight rates, which the railways
need and have been refused, and to use the proceeds, not to
maintain the solvency of the railway companies, to improve the
in effect,

efficiency

of

and

transportation,

in wages and in
whose disbarsenient in this

country

throughout the
the purchases of equipment money
way is neded to revive general busidistribute

to

government the painful necessity
economy it has so long preached to the

ness, but rather to spare the

of practicing the sort of

and

order to escape levying a tax on whiskey, tobacco, patent medicines, legal instruments and other proper subrailroads,

in

jects.

The

had not objected to the live
advance proposed by the railways.
Many of them
And they probably would not seriously
openly advocated it.
object tu paying a three per cent tax on their freight shipments,
certainly not if they thought it were needed.
But they probably would organize a strong opposition to attempts to both
make a general advance in rates and impose a tax on freight.
per

shippers, generally speaking,

cent

The

railways needed an advance in rates before the develop-

ment of the emergency created by the war, which has so seriously interfered with the movement of their traffic and with the
marketing of their securities. While prices in other businesses
have advanced, the average freight rate per ton mile has been
reduced from 7.63 mills in 1903 to 7.2" in 1913; and meantime
railway expenses have greatly increased. Railway taxation has
already been increased from $57,849,569 in 1903 to $129,052,922
in 1913.
And yet, in the face of all these facts, it was nonchalantly proposed to raise $66,000,000 out of an estimated

war

tax of $107,000,000, not from the railroads directly, it is true, but
by laying a tax on the public in such a way as greatly to in:rease the difficulties

met by the railways

in

obtaining the ad-

vances in rates which they so sorely need

The railways have been censured

for wasting their revenues,

but the railway managers have less need for advice
ject

than for assistance in

some

putting

of

it

on

this sub-

into

practice.

Moreover, the worst forms of extravagance practiced by the
railways have been economy itself compared with the least extravagant practices of the United States government.
Our
government is so ill-managed that its extravagance and inefficiency have become proverbial.
Even while the President was
asking Congress for a war tax of $100,000,000 Congress was
about to appropriate $93,000,000 for the annual river and harbor
"pork barrel." Later reports indicate that the receipt of thousands of telegrams of protest from "back home" has induced
the senators in charge of the "pork" bill to cut off appropriations
tor all new projects, thereby reducing the total by about 50
per cent.
This would leave about $46,000,000 to be expended

What
when it

"drastic

largely for the benefit of politician-contractors.

economy"

this

represents will be appreciated

noted

is

and harbor imseven years has been $37,500,000, and

that the average annual appropriation for river

provements for the

last

that the appropriation

of $51,118,8^ for

1914

was

the largest

luring that time.
In other words, at a time

when

the

railways are struggling

desperately to keep up their earnings and to keep

expenses, at a time

when

down

the business of the country

is

in

their

bad

<hape largely owing to the situation in which the railways find
themselves, the leaders in Congress felt free to take from the
shipping public $66,000,000 a year which ought to go
in order that Congress might make "pork barrel" river
nnd harbor appropriations amounting to $6,500,000 more than
the average river and harbor appropriations of the past seven
to the rail-

ways

years

Fortunately the protests against this reckless stupidity came
all political complexions;

very promptly, and from the press of

and after a few days of hedging the freight bill tax was dropped.
The caucus decided definitely on the evening fii the 15th to draft
a bill imposing stamp taxes and other taxes which have been
shown by experience to be rational from a business standpoint,
and sound politically.
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HOW TO GET PROMOTED
NIAPOLEOX BONAPARTE, the greatest

organizer of
the world has ever seen, taught each soldier to
in his knapsack a marshal's baton; and
Vice-President Taylor, of the Mobile & Ohio, in his recent
address before the superintendents' association at New York

men

feel that

he carried

(Railway Age Gazette, August
railroad

officers,

lesson that

is

The

railroad

and

solidarity

among

that

And to
men

that

fill

page 389) declared that, for
the most important

carries

to be learned from the great general's career.
superintendent who would create enthusiasm
his

promotions
the speaker implied,
"home talent" should
to impress employees
many exceptions that
fact

28,

incident

this

forces

will

of

be

must impress on the men the

made from

course,

that

the

ranks.

policy

And

using
be the fact. It is out of the question
with a "fact" which is impaired by so
they cannot believe in its existence.
this

of

responsible positions from the ranks implies
ranks are all the time being educated for

in the

Innumerable appointments have been made
from the outside world because the appointing officer could

higher places.

among his own men the most suitable candidates. Instead
providing systematic education he trusted his men to
educate themselves, and they failed to do so. Mr. Taylor's
appeal, if we read between the lines, is, therefore, a call on
the superintendent (and his right-hand man, the trainmaster")
to educate employees to look upon that imaginary baton with
an intelligent appreciation of what a baton is for. Dreaming
of future power is a pleasant occupation in which many a
young man has spent far too many hours. It might be a
good thing, in this present humdrum world, to modify
Napoleon's dictum by telling the ambitious railway employee
to indulge in that dream for about seven minutes each week,
and to spend the rest of his available time in studying the
conduct of men who actually wield batons today, to see how
they turn the trick. For, in truth, we are here using highly
figurative language.
The real desideratum is not a symbol
of power, but actual ability to exercise power; a mental equipment which enables one, first, to know how to do railroad
work in the best possible manner, and, second, to successfully
guide other men in doing such work. The brakeman who
aspires to be a conductor ought to study conductors' work
ten times more assiduously than the average brakeman usually
does study. Conductors who make sad blunders in their first
six months' service simply because they neglected earnest
study beforehand are to be found on every hand. The farsighted fireman who aspires to be a locomotive runner does
not content himself with passing his successive examinations;
he studies, night and day, so as to attain to a 100 per cent
proficiency. The station agent who expects to rise to a superintendency—-or even halfway there not only studies the rule
book and the innumerable circulars which he receives from
headquarters; he studies the relations of railways to the public,
the knotty problems of the labor question and other
things far beyond his present duties. He realizes that if his
acts as a superintendent are to measure up to a fair standard
of efficiency, his thoughts or studies must go far beyond a
he must aim to know ez'erything bearing on
fair measure
the duties of a semi-public officer managing an important
not find
of

—

;

public service.

And, speaking of superintendents, this little lesson vN'hich
was set forth by Mr. Taylor was admirably supplemented, a
week later, by another, equally brief, by General Superintendent W. E. Williams of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas
(Railway Age Gazette. September 4, page 444). Mr. Williams,
writing of the work of the trainmaster, tells that officer that
he can do important tasks for the superintendent, and adds
this significant injunction: "In making investigations, so arrange your report that it will conclude the matter; so that
the superintendent will not have to follow after and conduct
an additional investigation." That is setting a pretty high

;
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standard;

what

but

One may adopt

a

which probably

(.not

one

lo\<er

can

be

satisfactory?

called

compromise theory; aim

to

make

reports

you by himself making

further investigations, will recommit the matter to you. That
But to make a report which shall be entirely satisis easier.

factory not only accomplishes the primary purpose of saving
it educates the man who makes it
the superintendent's time
;

and he gets more

from

than does the superintendent.
To make a report that will surely be acceptable it is necessary to explore a subject to its utmost limits. If it is necesprofit

it

sary to go to the biggest librao' or to visit a half dozen
If there

cities,

the situation must be faced in a business-like way.

another trainmaster on the road

whom

the superintendent

is

may

think could do the job better, the trainmaster must show him
that that supposition is unfounded. Can the superintendent have

any wavering of opinion as to what is the right conclusion in the
matter? The trainmaster should be prepared to compel him by
unanswerable logic to come to a decision. Does this task demand research and night work? The trainmaster should be
prepared to get someone on his staff to relieve him of a part of
his work, so that he can do the night work without impairing
These few suggestions will inhis general personal efficiency.
dicate the comprehensive nature of Mr. Williams' simple demand
for "conclusive" reports.

be able to command, one must first learn to obey. To
be capable of being a general manager, one must learn to serve a
George Findlay, former general
general manager efficiently.

manager of the London & North Western, in his book on the
Working and Management of an English Railway, gives four
rules for the conduct of his office,

and the second one

If

this rule

is

—why,

The new Rule 120 removes

M.

THE

home

of

routing

owner
It

believed that this rule will greatly expedite the handling of
cars in this condition, and by doing away with the home route
is

card

some very unhas been found that some roads

surely relieving the roads of hauling

is

it

desirable cars.

In the past

it

are very slow about advising as to what shall be done with

such cars, the delay running from a year to 18 months.
This
crowds the repair tracks of the handling line, and in several
instances it has been a cause of great annoyance.
All roads
should make

it

their business to reply to the report of the joint

soon as possible so that the handling

inspectors just as

may make

a prompt disposition of the car.

line

If the car is to be

rebuilt it is to the financial advantage of the owner to reply
promptly for per diem ceases on the date of the request for
the disposition of the car by the handling line, and if it is to
be destroyed the owner should be only too glad to extend the
courtesy of a prompt reply to the handling line.

Those making the joint inspection should be persons in whomowner can place the greatest confidence, and should be

the

men whose

experience

inspection

the

spectors.

sure

fectly

and

will be

is

this

If

justifies

be

to

policy
his

that

more

acting

their

men available
made should

that

in

be chosen

as

followed the owner will

is

interests

capacity.

in the locality in

which

joint

in-

per-

feel

have been carefully considered,

likely to give the

necessary authority promptly.

NORFOLK & WESTERN

so easy and amiable that he has not adopted

that

is

THE

growth of coal

last

coal

drawing near for the changes in the M. C. B.
Rules of Interchange to go into effect, and it is the duty
of every railway mechanical officer to see that the men under
his jurisdiction affected by these rules thoroughly understand
them. The important changes made this year are in Rule 1,
The change in
the footnote under Rule 42, and Rule 120.
Rule 1 requires each railway company to give foreign cars,
while on its line, the same care as to repairs that it gives to its
own cars, the previous rule mentioning only "running repairs."
is

This change was made to obviate differences of opinion regarding what constituted running repairs, and also to' obtain more
complete repairs to the railroad equipment. The chief purpose
of this rule is to eliminate bad order cars in so far as possible,
and if the roads will repair the foreign cars as conscientiously
as they do their own, no matter whether they are repairing defects for which the repairing road or the owner is responsible,
much good will come from this rule. The number of bad order
cars will be reduced, the cars will be maintained in a more
serviceable condition, the car shortage will be reduced, a smaller

number of

cars will be required, and the car situation will be

materially

improved.

'

The

without the co-operation of

railroads
all

& Western

in

the

remarkable, not only

the

Thus

the proportion of coal to other traffic has also increased.

bad for you!

RULES OF INTERCHANGE

C. B.

on the Norfolk

traffic

has been quite

years

five

actual tonnage carried having increased largely each year, but

in the fiscal

time

the necessity

the option of having the reported car rebuilt or destroj'ed.

is

the details filled in,

your boss

of defective

cars in a general worn-out condition, and gives the car

is this:

submitted to you for decision, insist upon having
and all the facts before you, so that you may not
have to apply your mind to it a second time, but may decide it once and
for all with a full knowledge of all its bearings.

Before any question

some extent the accumulation

to

No. 12

57.

cars.

In other words, the best

To

all

and thus eliminate

surely) will suit the superintendent and

trust that he, rather than humiliate

Vol.

must

pull

together,

for

the full benefit of this rule will

year ended June

was

carried

13,990,000 tons,

the total tonnage
coal

was

carried.

tonnage of bituminous

which was 55.04 per cent of

In 1914 the tonnage of bituminous^

23.220.000 tons, or 64.71 per cent of the total tonnage

The

carried.

30, 1910. the

gain

in

tonnage

coal

in

1914

It

was largely due

to this increase in

1913

was

coal tonnage that the

Norfolk & Western's earnings in 1914 compared favorably with
1913.
Total operating revenues amounted to $44,470,000 in 1914,
The total amount
an increase of $730,000, or 1.67 per cent.
available for dividends, however, was $9,350,000 last year as
against $10,190,000 the year previous, a decrease of over 8 per
cent.

It

be

will

tionately large

income.
penses
It

—

As

is

a

seen, therefore,

that

there

was

a

dispropor-

increase in expenses or deductions from gross
matter of fact, the increase came both in ex-

4.80 per cent

— and

in

deductions

particularly interesting to see

— 5.76

per cent.

why expenses

should have

increased to a greater extent than the increase in volume of
traffic when the greater part of the increase in traffic was in the

low grade commodity coal, and the tonnage of many other commodities which are generally more expensive to handle, such a*
manufactures, merchandise and miscellaneous commodities, deThe following table shows the per cent of each class
creased.
of operating expense to total operating revenues in 1914 and
1913:

not be realized.

The foot-note under Rule 42 is intended to eliminate the
present practice of holding a car for the owner's authority to
repair combinations of defects involving decayed parts, or longitudinal sills requiring renewal or splicing due to elongated
a joint inspection stateholes, or to sills split on this account

Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment
Transportation expenses
General expenses
Total

;

o

The Norfolk & Western operates
In

1914 there

1913
12.67
19.06
1.58
30.16
1.84

31.64
2.06

*'-^2

*'•"

2,036 miles of road.

an increase in the average operated
miles.

1914
11.24
20.72
1-66

Traffic expenses

—

ment serving as the necessary authority. Considerable good
may be expected from this change, for the roads can get the
authority for making the necessary repairs much more quickly.

over

2.060.000 tons, or nearly 10 per cent.

in

1914 over

This

i&

1913 of 15

was 491 miles of second-track and

1.230

:

SH'TEMBER

18,

:
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1914

miles of sidings and yard tracks,

i

here was an increase dur-

ing the year of no miles of second-track and 79 miles of sidings

and yard

:

499

ing table shows the charges for repairs, renewals and
depreciation
per unit of equipment

tracks.
,

Besides this coal

traftic,

In 19l4 manufactures furnished 9.98 per cent as against 11.02 per cent in the
jirevious year, and products of forests, 6.20 per cent as against

Even allowing

The
in

for the fact that the Xorfolk

of second-track, the

freight

&

Western has a

density

revenue tons carried one mile per mile of road

1914 and 4,380,000 in 1913.

The passenger

one mile per mile of road

carried

— was

113,000

is

was

density

—
in

heavy.

4,500,000

passengers
i9i4

and

During the year the

were the increased wage costs and an increase in fuel costs,
which will be mentioned later. The increase in freight trans[jortation expenses was in the face of a decrease of 1.59 per cent
in revenue freight train mileage and 1.05 per cent in freight
locomotive mileage, with an increase in average trainload of 38
tons, or 5 per cent. As has already been mentioned, the proportion of slow drag freight was greater in 1914 than in 1913, and
beside the better trainload there was better carloading per loaded

car— in

1914, 31.60 tons,

and

expected with an increase
increase in the

The

in

in

1513, 30.57 tons.

the coal

as

This would be
would also an

empty car mileage.

freight car mileage in

total

traffic,

1914 was 483,820,000, an in-

crease of 3.88 per cent, while the increase in eastbound empty
mileage was 9.33 per cent, and in westbound, 11.32 per cent. It
is interesting to note that while the mileage of all Norfolk &
Western cars increased 11.39 per cent and was 63 per cent of
the total car mileage, the mileage of foreign freight cars de-

creased 7.18 per cent and was 37 per cent of the total freight
The Norfolk & Western received a large number
car mileage.

during the year, and the average nu:iiber in
This,
in 1914 was 43,787, and in 1913, 41,174.
coupled with the fact that the increase in traffic was in coal, exdoes
but
mileage,
foreign
plains the much smaller proportion of
not explain why the hire of equipment credit balance should
freight

of

service

on

cars

all

roads

have been less in 1914 than in 1913.
Detailed figures for operating expenses show that by far the
largest single item in the increase in transportation expenses

was
in

road locomotives. This was $2,900,000
an increase of 13 per cent over 1913. Fuel per engine
was more expensive in 1914 than in 1913, both because there
an increase in the cost per ton of coal and because less enmiles were made per ton of coal. The average pounds of
per engine mile in 1914 was 2.15, and in 1913, 2.02. This is

in the cost of fuel for

1914.

mile

was
gine
coal

The average cost of
little less than 6 per cent.
per 100 engine miles was $11.19 in 1914 and $9,93 in 1913,
an increase of a little less than 13 per cent.
The increase in maintenance of equipment expenses was due
to considerably larger expenditures on repairs and also to larger
an increase of a
fuel

charges for depreciation.

The

increase in depreciation charges

cent; for passenger cars, 30.93
per cent, and for freight train cars, 12.35 p'er cent. Of course
there was more equipment in service on which to charge depreciation, but whether or not this would account for all of the
for locomotives

was

12.20 per

increase in depreciation charges

it

is

hard to

say.

The

follow-

994
103

power

tractive

able equipment

and the increase in coal cars probably in part
accounted for the large increase in coal tonnage, many times,
especially

in

siring to ship

Few

noted that the principal increases in operating expenses were in maintenance of equipment and in transportation.
Transportation expenses amounted to $14,070,000 in 1914, an increase over the previous year of 6.64 per cent. In its separation
of expenses as between freight and passengers, which is probably
made on the same basis as that of the Pennsylvania Railroad,
namely, largely on a train-mile basis where it is not easily possible to allocate direct, the Xorfolk & Western shows an increase in 1914 over 1913 in transportation expenses for freight
from $11,310,000 to $12,080,000, and for passengers from $1,The increase in passenger expenses is
880,000 to $1,990,000.
The increase in passenger mileage was
easy to understand.
4.44 per cent; in passenger train mileage, 2.66 per cent, and in
passenger locomotive mileage, 3.12 per cent. In addition there
will be

1913
$2,934

870
108

of total locomotives in
service increased 3.19 per cent; the seating capacity of passenger
train cars, 20.68 per cent, and the tonnage capacity of freight
train cars, 16,16 per cent. This is a very large increase in avail-

109,000 in 1913.
It

1914
43,120

Freight train cars

traffic.

7.10 per cent.

large proportion

Locomotives
fasseiiger tram cars

manufactures and products of forests

luraished the larger proportion of the

the early part of the year, in West Virginia demore coal than there were always coal cars for.

railroads in the United States are in a stronger financial
than is the Norfolk & Western.
Through skillful

position

—
— the

financing

bonds

recent years by the issue of convertible debenture

in

company has kept

its

proportion of funded debt to

At the end of 1914 there was
$111,645,000 funded debt outstanding and $130,760,000 stock. The
sale of convertible debentures cost the company less for its
money than would have the sale of stock. As the earnings grew
and the amount available for dividends increased, these debentures were converted, and while this increased the dividend requirements, it widened the margin of safety above interest
capital Slock comparatively low.

Thus, while the debentures outstanding increased dur-

charges.

ing 1914 by $10,726,000, this increase wiped off $17,139,000 subscriptions

for

debentures, the

common

stock

having been

in-

creased by $7,627,000, due to the conversion of debentures. Even
in 1914 the company earned a net available for dividends of 8.68
per cent on

on

its

its

common

stock after having paid the 4 per cent

$23,000,000 preferred.

Ther.e was appropriated from surplus $2,094,000 for additions
and betterments, and including this amount, there was $7,264,000
An issue of $10,000,000
spent for additions and betterments.
equipment trust certificates was sold during the year, and besides paying off $1,300,000 of matured certificates, a large amount
of new equipment was bought, which included 10 passenger
locomotives and 16 freight locomotives, 4,327 hopper coal cars of
57J^ tons capacity, and 748 flat bottom gondola cars of 90 tons
capacity.

In commenting

on the financial changes, President Johnson

has the following to say
of the requirements for additional facilities to be met by that
bonds was set forth in the circular dated January 30,

The urgency

issue of convertible

Early in the year, however, the unfavorable
the curtailment of expenditures for additions and betterments by postponing the less urgent and reducing the rate of progress
This left temporarily in the treasury a conupon the more important.
In order to secure
siderable balance of funds raised for such e.vpenditures.
a greater revenue therefrom than was obtainable from ordinary deposits
1913,

to

outlook

stockholders.

the

led

to

(suitable authority having been given by your board) these funds have
been utilized from time to time to purchase well secured short term obligaA
tions, maturing in conformity with the company's cash requirements.
substantial addition to the company's dividend and interest income has thus

been made.

These short term investments mentioned by President Johnson
all mature in 1914 and 1915, and include short term railroad
notes, equipment trust certificates and quite a number of municThey are carried on the books at $12,353,000. In
ipal issues.
addition the company has $8,010,000 cash, with total working liabilities of

but $3,550,000.

The following
in

table

shows the principal

figures for operation

1914 as compared w-ith 1913
1914
operated
Average mileage
v^
«

Passenger revenue
Total operating revenue
Maint. of way and structures
Mlint: °of eq'uipment
Traffic exnenses
4 t?spomtion expenses
General expenses
Total operaung expenses

gt^^L^'"^''"'^^'-XV, i„!-n„r
riiviHends

sirplu"

'''.

:

.;

1913

2,036
$38,038,622
4,908.679
44.470,619
4,998,612
9,214.007
737.690

2,023
$37,588,024
4,715,294
43,739,921
5.542.960
8.336,631
691,558

'"'Sf^'l"
» 6.954
29.935.842

^^'l??'?!;
80 ,/42
28,565,8.3

m;^«:293

If^tM

10,268,140
7,180.592
3,087,548

11.166.641
6,706,465
4,400,176
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Mr. Bourne's chief obgovernment ownership is apparently because of the
bureaucratic system which would be built up; and he concludes
irritation in all private enterprise.

jection to

Letters to the Editor

his discussion of this subject as follows:

"Governmental efficiency and economy of operation can never
equal that of private enterprise, and the whole desiderata of

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiMiiiiiiiii

RAILWAY TAXATION UNDER GOVERNMENT OWNERSHIP
New Meadows, Idaho, September
To THE Editor of the Railw.w Age Gazette:
In your issue of August 28,

1914,

I

3,

1914,

the personal or property rights of others.

note an article headed

"Savings Under Government Ownership," in which Sir George
Paish is quoted as estimating a saving in the annual cost of
railway capital, which could be made in the United States under

government ownership of from 60 million dollars
dollars per annum.
Is

it

not true that the taxes paid by the

of

as government property, would be relieved of taxaand therefore does it not follow that at the highest estimated saving from government ownership there would be a
loss of over 5 million dollars, and at the lowest of 75 million
railways,

all of the taxes are at the present time applied
purposes of government of one sort or another?
Briefly, would not the government, federal, state and municipal, actually lose the difference between the amount of taxes
now paid by the railways and the amount which would be
saved in other ways by reason of governmental ownership of

dollars since

to

Pacific

E. M. Heicho,
\ Idaho Northern Railway.

SENATOR BOURNE ON GOVERNMENT OWNERSHIP
New Vokk, September

15.

1914.

of the Bourne
committee against government ownership of mail cars (.Septemthe
committee's
report
will bear
This
part
of
ber 4, page 436).
further emphasis.
A positive and plausible statement from an
apparently reliable source, will always be accepted by most people
as true, however, erroneous it may be as a matter of fact. This
from a government
is particularly the case with a statement
official appearing in printed form, like that of Postmaster-Gen-

He declared that
Vilas in 1887, cited by the committee.
the government would save a million and a half dollars yearly
eral

by purchase and ownership of the railway postoffice cars. The
statement appeared plausible and there was no contradiction.
For more than 25 years this declaration has been accepted as
No proof on the subject
true by the great majority of people.

was presented.
But

in this report

the

cars and

Mr. Bourne shows that
paid the

if

the government

railroads the usually

prevailing

rates for transportation of similar cars, and paid the expense
of maintenance, repairs, inspection, icing, cleaning and lighting,
the government would pay more than it does today.

under government
ownership of railway postoffice cars the expense to the government would be greater than under ownership by the railroads,
Mr. Bourne asserted that purchase of the railway postoffice cars
would also be unwise because it would be the beginning of a
general government ownership policy, eventuating in bureaucratic paternalism, inertia, and, inside of a century, governmental
He cited the fact that under general government
dissolution.
ownership of public utilities there would be over three million
After

presenting

statistics

shc^wing

July

8,

1914.

To THE Editor ok the R.mluay Age Gazette:
The letter from "Operating Officer" in your issue

of June 19
which heretofore has been given very
That such is the case, operating officer
made quite clear, but it would not be well to embrace other
lines of railroad activity that have grievances of a more pressing nature. I make no complaint about my own salary, but wish
to call attention to the men under my jurisdiction, whose periods
')f service with the company for which I work range from S to
35 years in the capacity of concrete foremen and bridge foremen. Each one of these foremen before being appointed such
had seen not less than tive years service with this or some other
calls attention to a point
little

consideration.

railway company in the capacity of laborer, carpenter helper or

whose average monthly wages

carpenter,

for

laborer and

the

carpenter helper rarely exceeded $65 per month, while the carpenter generally obtained $15 more. Foremen, both concrete and
bridge, generally

draw $100 per month, or thereabouts, for servknowledge in the reading of plans and execu-

ices that call for a

To THE Editor of the Railw.w Age Gazette:
You have reported briefly the strong declaration

owned

..

the

tion,

Manager,

present drift to

WAGES NOT SALARIES

railways

United Slates for the calendar year of 1913 amounted to $135,and is it not true that under government ownership the

President and General

Our

departmental rule and regulation, instead of a government by
law. which is the greatest menace to the future of our country,
would, in our opinion, be greatly accentuated by governmental
wnership."
E. R. S.

to 130 million

321,866,

railways?

government should be equal legal opportunity for all and limitation on individual liberty only in the pruhibition of preying on

that

governmental employees; that in the last ten presidential elections
the President has been elected by a plurality of from 7,000 to a
little over 2,500,000, and that, therefore, government employees
could absolutely control the government, the tendency being more
pay, less service in governmental employment, resistless eflforts
on the part of outside labor to secure government employment,
because less onerous and more remunerative, and dissatisfaction

work

tion of

that

requires

many

years to acquire.

The men

above referred to are not complaining about the wages paid
them, but the purpose of this letter is to contrast such wages,
which, by the way, "operating officer" should have done for section forces, with the wages of brakemen and conductors and
enginemen. The former (brakemen) draw $100 per month and
over, probably for the first month's service they render, while
the conductors receive $165, and those on work trains exceed the
$200 mark. Brakemen and many conductors, spend their spare
time "studying" how to avoid work as per schedule, while any
common sense man would decide what they should do inside
their hundred mile run or ten hour day.
I have been on washout work where bridgemen were face to
face with real danger while brakemen and conductors sat nearby looking on if they were interested, but never volunteering to
give a

work
is

helping hand, the engineer being the only man of the
crew that was at work. Man for man the bridgeman

train

the equal

if

not the superior of the trainman.

A man who

bridge crew

work

is

unquestionably the most

is

me

that the

efficient unit in

railroad

now- vice-president of one of the big systems told
today.

In the matter of consideration the conductor and his family
can get passed on the best trains. Only a few mornings ago,
I
saw a conductor, his wife and two children on one of the
I had asked for a pass on the
best trains on the continent.
:-ame train, returning from a wedding trip, some time before

and was refused.
Does the bridge foreman draw as much as the conductor?
How do their duties compare? A readjustment of the wage
question is necessary not to give the trainmen more wages but
to take some away and give it out in dividends to stockholders,
if the company does not think the section foreman or the concrete laborer or bridgeman ei^titled to an increase over what

—

they are

now

getting.

Let us "side track" cataclysm referred
and bring about fair treatment of all
Ass't Engineer Bridge •& Buildings.

to by "Operating Officer"

Electric Interlocking at

Rome, New York

Speed Conditions Required No. 14 Turnouts. Restricted
Track Centers Necessitated Special Signal Supports
of Albany, the line of the New York
River expands from four tracks on the east to
six tracks on the west.
.A.t this point, an 80-lever electric inter-

At Rome, 109 miles west

Central

& Hudson

scribed

last

year

in

the

Railway Age

Gazette of August

15

1913.

As

the

layout

is

to

provide for high speed

traffic.

No. 14

Bracket Post, Looking West; Cantilever Signal Bridge, Looking East
locking has been installed to operate the crossovers and turn-

The improvements are on an entirely new line of road,
which was built to eliminate two crossings with the New York

outs.

State Barge Canal, as located, and which improvements

were de-

crossovers are used throughout, and turnouts from the ladder
leading to the fifth and sixth tracks are also No. 14. The use of
these long turnouts makes the interlocking plant a long one.

The speed

restrictions

through

Federal All-Electric Interlocking Machine, Rome, N. Y.

this

interlocking are

:

Tracks

Vol.
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and

1

maximum
THe

tracks 3 and
A M\
mile^^ an hour;
40 mile,
speed
hour.
speed 20 miles an
SUPPORTS
SIGNALS AND SIGNAL

cantilever

The

!,ding.

si^al

^^^^^^X^^

^f^

'
^3 t-'^^ ' '' '' ^^'
and one
'^\^"^-l'\^^^^ number 1
with °- -P/-:
cantilever section
°te idng The
No.

signals for tracks
plant.

mam

^^

part of-^J^^^,

4/"^^. '""^ j'"^. over tracks Nos. 4 and
.dm -d
_^^.^^^ ^^^

between track

second
projects over a

The accompanying

illustration

^^^^

adjacent
of the
at the east end
P--^J
the bracket post
westbound home s^ n
3 supporting the

5.

4,

maximum

2,

Ko.
73. 74
2 and 3 (signals
were made
o.- support

.0,

7

/^,

nes

^

J'j^3„,,„ent

as to

Nos.

^^^^
of

,.^,„„,

^^.^^ ^,^

1 2^o..i

::r^;r::;^
The signals

^9)

by

a

to track

^-^ -j^- j;'-^..

- ;h-P™' ^^^ 'silnllTompL.-s
The dwarf

non-stick signals.

rL^flfuTeHn

New York
dwarf signals

is

it

^

,,;„g exactly the
when used in

but

tt^tptTs^^als;

Central Signal Station.

mounted on

cast

Rome. N. Y.

iron

supports, which are

100-voU
"rcurrent used being
^^

m an 80-leNer trame.
and 24 levers operate 23

I„

""J

J^

spare spaces,

plant has but

--"-'"^^^i

^^^^^

ch

The

3.

The

signal tower,

^se

^j^^^

i.^der track
complete outfit of

^J'^^J" ^^

^^

r^s^^nnrrir a:lh:trt d-r^i
not needed.

top

-„^t>^

^^^

bolted directly to
^°""^^^.X"d
lighted.
electric
All signals are

signals

track

,„„3 be-

tracks, are

SIGNAL C-^BIN
17
12

(f
ft.

38
hv ^8
by

ft

"

two-story frame s"-^-\;^^\°",

4
/^

in.

outside dimensions.
{^„„dation. The

J""

L

a
and the relay
the ^^^^
machine,
lower floor contams
;^^fjj'''he interlocking
floor <^°n'7^
second
The
track.
indicators strung
a group °«
board,
operating
In the
table.
the
/^';
opera
the JJ^/^^^.-^
and
of the --"^ows.

is

J\

across the top

-Irtl::;S^;:^.f-^5^^sU

^^^^^

company's

type.
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CONVENTION OF TRAVELING ENGINEERS'

POWER

Power

power room at 220- 110- volts, threephase, 60-cycles, transformed from a 2,200-volt a. c. high tension
transmission line of the Rome Gas & Electric Company, which
is converted to d. c. by a mercury-arc rectifier and a
motor
generator set; the former for the indicator, interlocking and local

The switchboard arrangesuch that the local track batteries, one of the duplicate

ritory outside the interlocking limits.
is

and the main battery may be charged either
Overload and reverse

batteries,

six-cell

separately or in series in any combination.

current circuit breakers are provided to protect against excessive

charging or a reversal of power from the battery.
In addition to the ordinary rectifier equipment, a resistance

provided which

may

be cut in

when operating

is

the interlocking

This resistance has an

direct, in case of failure of the battery.

increased tube capacity to take care of the heavy current rushes

simultaneous movement of several switches or
The motor-generator set consists of two separate two-

incident to the
signals.

bearing machines mounted on a

The motor

flange coupling.
15 h.

p.,

r.

p.

sliunt

wound, 10

k.

in

1,800

is

common

base, connected by a

of the three-phase induction type,

and the generator

m., 220-volts, 60 cycles,
w., 600-volts, d.

is

c.

The storage battery has a capacity of 400 a. h. and is located
a separate room of the powerhouse. The main battery stands

on shelves

room, while the low voltage and
track batteries occupy a space in the center of the room.
The
low voltage and track batteries have a capacity of 120 a. h. The
at the sides of the

storage battery consists of 34 cells in duplicate, feeding 17 track

The powerhouse

circuits.

ASSOCIATION

supplied to the

is

track battery, and the latter for track batteries in automatic ter-

ment

503

is

heated from the hot water plant in

The twenty-second annual convention
neers' Association

was held

J. F. DeVoy, assistant superintendent of motive power, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, called
attention in an address to railroad conditions in this country,

how

showing

wages increased and
compared shipments of staple
commodities this year with those of last year, showing the decrease in business, and urged associations of this kind to take active interest in these affairs and exert all the influence possible
to better conditions.
Mr. De Voy also spoke of the development of tlie traveling engineer and his importance in railroad
work he must be capable of thoroughly instructing men and
should ride with all those under his charge at least once every
month. He should keep in close touch with conditions on the
road, and with the train despatchers.
President Roesch in his address advised everyone to make the
best of the conditions imposed on the roads by the commissions
and to educate the enginemen along the lines designed to bring
the best out of such improved devices as brick arches and super-

relay

box posts were

used

wherever

THE DIAGR.\M
drawing by numbers
which explain distances and track numbers. For example, signal
No. 24803, at the east end of the plant, is 248.0 miles from New
York, and is for track No. 3. At the other end are signals 251.6
miles from New York for tracks 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. The interlocked switch farthest from the machines is No. 64, in track No.
1, which is 1,122 ft. east of the tower.
The letters on the tracks
are used to identify the track circuit sections.
The tracks were laid by the engineers of the New York Central
& Hudson River, and the signal equipment was installed by the
signals are indicated in the

Federal Signal Company.

In

November

the

railroad

company

upon the Federal people for a quick job, so as to make it
possible to open the new line by January 1
and, responding to
this call, the manufacturers installed the whole of the interlocking in 41 working days. Much of the time the temperature w-as
around zero. Many of the men worked extra hours, at times,
and a small night force was organized.

called

;

Atlanta, Fourth Telegraph Center
says

that

Atlanta

is

the

fourth

—A

largest

heaters.

He

raised for

new men, and

stated

center

in

For the past four months the Western Union
has handled in Atlanta an average of 1.080,238 messages a month,
of which 191,792 originated in Atlanta. The traffic department is
composed of thirteen supervisors, 210 operators and forty-four
clerks.
With the other departments there is a total of 339 employees in the main office proper, eighty messengers and thirteen
offices.

The

payroll runs about $30,000 monthly.

—

Railway Construction in Portuguese East Africa. The
engineer in charge of the proposed Mozambique-Nyasaland has
been authorized to spend some $185,000 on commencing work.
The line will be about 342 miles long, of which 62 miles will be
in British territory and will extend from Mozambique on the
east coast of Portuguese East Africa inland to British territory
to

the west.

The

cost

is

the mental qualifications should be
firemen should be under constant train-

that

He considered that greater
necessary to operate the large power of today

ing for the position of engineman.
intelligence

is

than the small power formerly used. Enginemen should report
engine defects thoroughly, as he considered that they would find
inspectors.

SMOKE prevention
In

order

to

exist,

viz.,

must

oxygen of the

eliminate

dense

black

smoke,

to supply the fire with

conditions

three

sufficient

estimated at about $17,500 per mile.

air to unite.

air,

In stationary practice this

to thor-

is

much

found that inadequate draft is usually responsible for smoky chimneys
therefore it is evident that it is necessary to have a properly
designed front end, including the exhaust nozzle, ample grate
opening and ash-pan opening large enough to insure free access of air.
Grate opening is more generally found to be restricted by failure to clean clinkers from between the bars than
by faulty design. Trouble is sometimes caused in properly deThe effort
signed from ends, by air leaks in the smokebox.
easier to accomplish than in a locomotive.

to

overcome

fires

along the right of

It

way has

is

resulted, to

extent, in restricting the air opening in the ashpan.

pan openings are frequently permitted to
especially in winter on account of freezing.

The

brick arch

is

a great aid in

smoke

fill

some

The

ash-

up with ashes,

elimination, as

it

in-

creases the travel of the gases and gives them a chance to combine with the oxygen of the air before coming in contact with
When fresh coal is apthe comparatively cool firebox sheets.
plied,

telegraph authority
telegraph

the United States.

branch

declined,

also

oughly mix the combustible gases and air, and to maintain the
temperature in the firebox to cause the combustible gases and

necessary.

The automatic

He

;

trunking above ground and vitrified tile below ground
are used for carrying wires.
Loricated conduit is used in the

Concrete

have

earnings

freight rates decreased.

Wooden

powerhouse.

September 15-18, PresiThe convention was opened with

dent F. P. Roesch, presiding.
prayer by Dr. Samuel Fallows.

more than terminal

the tower.

of the Traveling Engi-

at Chicago,

helpful

the steam jets, beside giving a small mixing effect, are
Special
in furnishing the necessary air over the fire.

made to furnish a uniform grade of coal behard for the best fireman to obtain the best results

effort

should be

cause

it

is

with a grade of coal which is continually changing. Better results will be obtained if an inferior grade of coal is furnished
at all times, because where it is changed frequently the locomotive is drafted to burn the inferior grade and the better grade
is

In regard to the relative cost of fuel in connection
it
has been proved beyond reasonable

wasted.

with smoke elimination,

that where plants have been reovercome smoke a saving in fuel and increased efIn locomotive practice the same results
ficiency have resulted.
have been obtained where the smoke-preventing devices have

doubt

in

modeled

stationary practice

to

been judiciously used, but to obtain these results constant watchfulness

is

necessary.

Losomofives must be maintained

in

good shape

at all times

:

:
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Of course this costs
pays in the long run on account of the efficiency
this is done.

the crews to eliminate smoke.

to enable

money, hut

it

when

obtained

The question
country

frequently asked

is

:

"Why

smoke problem

control the

do railroads

in this

European countries?"

A

do in
communication from F. R. Wadleigh,

of the firm of Wadleigh

&

Osborn, consulting engineers, Philadel-

fail to

shows that conditions are

phia,

much more

entirely different in

smoke

favorable for

as well as they

Europe and

The following

elimination.

is

taken from his letter

at its

Vol.

maximum

57,

No. 12

order to reduce draft gear strain,
to provide smooth handling of

efficiency in

of wheels sliding, and

liability

The engineman should be responsible
and caring for the air brake apparatus

trains in so far as possible.
for properly inspecting

while

it

is in

his charge, or for the proper reporting of all exist-

defects on the arrival at terminals.
The committee is
unanimously of the opinion that the brake equipment should be
tested and inspected by the repair men at the terminals, and correct the defects without waiting for the report of the engineman.
On one of our large roads the official in charge of mechanical

ing

must be remembered that the European
railways pay much more attention to firing than \vc do
their
men are more carefully instructed, the observance of proper
methods is strictly enforced, and every appliance is made use

other air brake equipment on freight and passenger locomotives
should be tested each trip before the locomotive left the round-

of that will decrease fuel consumption.

failures

"In the

place,

first

it

;

"Then, they are much more particular as to size of coal used.
instance, on the French railways, each class of service has
locomotive fuel carefully divided as to lump and slack or
briquettes and slack, by weight; passenger ser\ice uses 20 per
cent slack and 80 per cent lump or briquettes; fast freight, 40
per cent slack yard engines, 80 per cent slack, etc.
"Large quantities of briquettes are used. The following contracts were placed in 1912 by the Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean
Railway, the largest in France
The total amount used is
1,830,000 tons, of which 600,000 tons was imported from England. Germany and Belgium
ninety thousand tons large Welsh
Monmouthshire steam. This is all double screened coal running about 25 to 29 per cent volatile. One hundred and forty
thousand tons Welsh smalls; this is for making briquettes.
Volatile, 13 to 15 per cent.
Sixty thousand tons German smalls
for making briijucttos: will run about 28 to 30 per cent volatile.
These two coals mixed in briquettes giving about 20 per cent
volatile.
Sixty thousand tons German briquettes. One hundred
thousand tons Durham coking unscreened will run about 23 to
27 per cent volatile. This is used as slack without briquettes.

matters has recently issued instructions that the compressors and

house for the train and by so doing has reduced the

air

pump

from 231 in 1912, to 123 in 1913.
The committee also included in its report complete instructions

For

for testing air brake equipment, together with instructions

its

repairing the various troubles.

The

report

is

for

signed by George

H. Wood, chairman, B. Hyanes, R. E. Anderson,

W.

V. Turner,

E. Bales.

;

:

;

ADDRESS BY H.

St. Paul &
Sault Ste. Marie, in an address called attention to the increasing
importance of the traveling engineer, especially in investigation
work connected with new locomotive devices. He also said that

there

is

large field

a

The balance

THE DUTIES OF A STATION AGENT*
By

to 13 per cent

Welsh,

9-

:

about 20 per cent."

Mr. \\'adleigh's

indicates that the use of briquettes

letter

a large factor in the elimination of

smoke from European

is

rail-

roads, but the cost of a good grade of coal is so small in this
country as compared to the cost of briquettes that their use
here is prohibitive.
The report is signed by Martin Whelan, chairman; A. M.
Bickel. P. K. Sullivan.

Discussion.

— The

instruction

W.

A. Heath and B.

discussion

and

brought

conscientious

J.

that

smokeless firing cannot be expected even though locomotives are equipped with efficient smoke consuming devices.
Engines must also be correctly designed, with not less than 90
per cent ashpan air openings and 46 per cent openings in the
crews,

Brick

grates.
Pratt,

Chicago

member

were strongly recommended by E. W.
North Western, for use on all engines. One

arches

&

reported ?0 per cent saving in fuel by increasing the

ashpan openings.
CARE OF LOCOMOTrVE BR.\KE EQL'n'MEXT

The

care of locomotive brake equipment on the line

men

in the service of

An

agent must be a

a ques-

in

concerned.

the train brakes.

and tenders

it

is

With

covers a multitude of duties.

He must know when

to

assume a stern and uncom-

when to sell a clergy ticket to a preacher. He
should also acquire early in his experience as an agent the art
of carrying from the train the pouch of United States mail, the
bundle of railroad mail, from three to five suit cases, the package
market, and

bills,

pulling at the

same time a truck of express, and

passing consult his watch and give the correct time to Old
Man Jones, who in all of his life never had occasion to hurry,
except to get a drink of ice water before the train pulled out
in

from the

station.

In other words, as a rule, an agent
see
for

is

company at his station.
that his company is well represented.
himself a good reputation with his

resentative of the

usually the sole repIt

is

up

to

If the agent

patrons, he

him to
makes

likewise

strengthens the reputation of his company, as the company is always governed by his representations concerning matters pertaining to its business and patrons at such stations. The agent

on the ground and can form more accurate conclusions regarding all matters concerning the company's affairs there, than
can be formed by others at a distance. He is in close touch with
conditions as they exist, and therefore must be the source of the
company's information, and his influence has everything to do
with the current opinion existing in reference to the company.
is

is

which the engineman, trainman and car inspector are
The engineman is concerned regarding the complete
equipment, the trainman in regard to the proper handling of the
angle and cutout cocks, hose and also the use of the retaining
valves. ;.ll efficient brakes, and to see that the brake pipe leakage
The car inspector is conis kept as low as possible at all times.
cerned as to the brake pipe leakage and the general condition of
tion

& Northwestern

applied to

promising manner, and also when to be gracious and appealing
He must have at his comin his attitude towards his patrons.
mand a regular bureau of information for the benefit of the
public, and be fully able to forecast future weather conditions,
as well as keep well posted concerning the conditions of the

of express

Feeny.

without the
co-operation of engine
out

railroads,

diplomat.

briquettes, 8 to 10 per cent.

;

Large steam coal must contain from 25 to 35 per cent
substance and the smalls and patent fuel (briquettes)

"Third

proper

Morgan

R.

General Manager, Savannah

:

—

volatile

increasing the efficiency of

in

of the proceedings of the convention will be pub-

The general term "agent" as

Coal must not produce adherent clinkers.
"Second: Ash large \\'elsh, 6 per cent; smalls.

"First

them

lished in next week's issue.

require

specifications

for

operation.

;

The

B.WLESS

C.

H. C. Bayless, mechanical engineer, Minneapolis,

Along this line it is well to mention the benefits to be derived
from the sociability of the agentT By this, it is not meant that he
should be sociable with those whose society would be distasteful,

the increase in the weight of locomotives

necessary that the braking power be maintained

but his disposition should be such as to reach as

•Addr

at

many

people

Station Agents' Meeting. Savannah, Ga., on August 16.

September

who

neighbor,

them
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making them

possible,

as

18,

will

go

feel

that they have a

to troubl^ to

tlie

benefit of such privileges as

will ably

and gladly represent them

Much

with the company.

friend and a
accommodate them, giving
are due them, and one who
their business

in

competitive

business

agents of such amiable disposition, which after

good and

the

credit of the agent.

business at his station,

time

and

will in

the

company

make

in

it

loaded

relations

the expense of the

at

and reprimand from

company, and the agent
his superior officer.

Or

is
if

open to
an agent

signs a bill of lading carrying the endorsement "Shipper's Load
for a shipment less than carload and the shipment
checks short of the number or quantity shown, then the agent
does not protect himself or the company, for less than carload
shipments should not be accepted as "Shipper's Load & Count,"
but should be checked by the agent before issuing bill of lading.
These are only a few of the instances of "self protection" and

increases his worth to his company,

promotion

properly loaded for transportation, he fails to proor the company, and the lumber is adjusted or re-

& Count"

amount of

warrant
which he has really

his services sufficiently valuable to

giving him

is

it

criticism

secured by
redounds to

is

all

increases the

It

ing that

tect himself

505

earned.

Personal neatness on the part of an agent is also to be comIt has its effect on old neighbors as well as strangers to
into your office and find everything in orderly and sys-

"company protection" on the part of an agent. There are many
other instances, and all agents should always e.xert their uttermost efiforts towards such protection.

tematic array, showing signs of having recently had a touch of

The manners and general behavior of visitors at the station
should also come under the observation of the agent. It is a matter of history that many people congregate around the depot who
would not be welcomed in ordinary good society, and unless it
is
compulsory, their behavior would not be becoming in the

mended.

come

a feather duster, floors clean and walls minus spider webs. Neat
station grounds will always attract the eye of the passenger

may

passing through on the train, and

some instances

in

town.

It is

at least, in

possibly have

some

effect,

inducing people to locate in your

not always things of

much magnitude

the casual observer, but sometimes

little

that influence

presence of ladies and gentlemen. This is where the agent must
be the diplomat, and if necessary put on the stern and uncompromising manner already referred to, in seeing that such visitors
conform to the demands of decent society. This will not only
meet with the approval of the better element of your patrons,
but will greatly add to the respect accorded you by the other

things have far-reaching

view of the minute
Therefore, do not
their origin is due.
wait until opportunity presents some great thing for you to do,
but perform the little duties, the little things that come up day
by day. The result will be gratifying, and it is certain you will
not have to grow old awaiting your opportunity.

and bring about
circumstances to which

effects,

It

is.

results astonishing in

well also for agents to benefit from observation.

It

element.

is

who could be benefited through means of observation.
Each class of employees could become more efficient if they
would observe closely the methods and plans of others in the
same line of work. If you observe a method of billing cotton
by another agent, that you are sure is an improvement over the
method you have previously used, it is the better part of judgment to adopt the same method. Or if you observe the loading
of merchandise by some particular agent is an improvement
over your method, you will benefit by adopting the same method.
If you find that the local freight train by following certain modes
and

at the

your yard work could thereby save time,

same time reduce the amount of work

make up your switch

list

additional into a timber section.

The Peking-Mukden Railw.w
Mukden

Unless

you observe closely the switching as performed in your yard,
you can hardly hope to be instrumental in improving the service.
"Safety First" has been extensively preached to trainmen and
all employees in yard service, but very little has been said in,
reference to this matter to agents.

railway, formerly

known

of

China.

— The

Peking-

as the Imperial Railways of

North China, earns the greatest revenue of any of the Chinese
government railways. The principal part of the railway was
completed in the early nineties. The main line extending from

"Safety First" cannot mean

and conductors than it means to an agent.
You can be the means of preventing many accidents in the course
of a long term of service. Leaving express trucks too close to

more

.

•

to be done,

so as to accomplish this end.

new

several

employees

of procedure in doing

—

Construction ix Honduras. The construction of
lines in Honduras was started in 1913, and it is expected that the work will be pushed to completion in the near
future. .The Tela Railroad is building a 90-mile line from Tela
to Progreso, through the banana lands along the Ulua river valley; about 10 miles of this line has been completed,, and a 2,000,ft wharf is to be built at Tela. This company is also building a
line to be about 15 miles long, to Colorado, where connection is
to be made with the line now in operation from a point 20 miles
up the Lean valley.
The Tropical Timber Company has in
operation about five miles of railroad and will build 10 miles
R.\iL\v.AY

not meant by this assertion that the agents are the only class of

lo engineers

the tracks oftentimes results in personal injury accidents.

.

This,

keeping a watchful eye on the parties
handling the trucks. The agent is probably the only one who
can prevent improper loading of inflammables and explosives,
which otherwise might result in serious accidents. It is hardly

you

can

prevent,

by

necessary to call attention to what "safety first" me^ns with reference to train orders. When the despatcher calls you to take

an order for a superior train giving certain rights to an inferior
train, the superior train then being due at your station, "safety
first" would mean that you should put out your signals to the
superior train, indicating that you have orders for it. This, of
course, should be done before you take the orders; otherwise
the train might possibly get by you, and the result be a serious
accident.
These are only a few instances of "safety first" as

There are many others.
Next to "safety first" agents would do well to' consider "self
protection first," which in almost every instance would also mean
company protection. The interests of the agent are so closely
allied with those of the company, that the protection of one invariably means the protection of the other.
For instance, if an
agent signs a bill of lading for a car of lumber before ascertain-

jeferring to agents.

The Peking-Mukden Railway
Peking to Mukden is 522 miles long. The principal branch, to
Newchapg, is 57 miles in length and there are other small
Sidings are
branches which make up the total of 606 miles.
numerous, totaling 148 miles, and extensions of the line have
miles.
The
line
for
aggregating
180
the most
been proposed,
part

is

buih

of 1,000

ft.,

in easy country.

The sharpest curve has a

and the heaviest grade

is

radius

6.9 per cent, but occurs in

The weight of rails from Peking to
Tongshan to Mukden it is only 60.
Japanese hard wood. The line has no com-

a few short lengths only.

Tongshan

The

ties

is

85

lb.,

are of

but from

it is said that rates on it are high and that
By means of the railway it is posfrom Peking via the Trans-Siberian to Europe.

peting railroad, and
facilities

are not of the best.

sible to travel

;

:
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TRAIN ACCIDENTS

AUGUST'

IN

Vol.

trainmen were injured.

The cause

No. 12

57,

was not

of the derailment

discovered.

Following is a list of the most notable train accidents that
occurred on railways of the United States in the month of
August, 1914:
Collisions.

Kind
Road.

Date.

Place.

23.
30.

Atlantic

15.

C.

L

of

Accident.

Kansas City So
Tipton Ford, Mo.
N Y. N. H. & H.... New London.
Mo. Kan. & Tex
Smithville.

•tS.

train.

P.

F.

&

F.

!

1

P.

&P.

d

S

xc.
be.

P.

Road.

Place.

Pitts. & L. E
Beaver Falls.
Southern
Tuxedo.
Tenn. Central
Mount Juliet
St. Louis & S. F
Kelleyvilk.
Kansas C. So
Marble City.
Lancaster, O. & S. .Tweedale, Pa

3.

12.
13.

25.
28.
29.

F.

Cause of

Kind of

Derailm't.

train.

b. flange

30

5

Kild. Inj'd.

F.

1

switch
unx.

P.

1

P.

11

d. track

P.

35

b. rail

P.

12

F.

3

d.

.

The

A:.

39

•

Deraihitents.

Date.

appears to have been due to water which had accumulated
Kil'd. Inj'd.

&

P.

xc.

Fa.vetteville.

Kind of

be.

2

6

on the Kansas City Southern near
Tipton Ford, Mo., on the fifth were a northbound passenger
of the Kansas City Southern and a southbound passenger of the
Missouri & North .-Krlcansas. the latter consisting of a single
car,

trains

in

a gasolene

collision

motor.

Thirty-six

and three employees were killed, all of them on the southbound train; and
twenty-seven passengers were injured. It is possible tliat other
persons were killed, the bodies of some being so badly burned
that identification

was

impossible.

The

cause of the collision

The

the 15th

was

a switching freight.

New

the side by a string of empty passenger cars and four cars were

wrecked. The fireman was killed and the engineman injured.
The cause of the collision was negligence in switching operations.
The trains in collision on the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, near
Smithville, Tex., on the 23rd. at about 3 a. m., were passenger
trains Numbers 1 and 2. The southbound train. No. 1, had been
brought to a stop. Both engines were badly damaged and five
passengers and three employees were injured. The collision was
due to an oversight on the part of the despatcher. He had given
these trains an order to

meet at Kirtley, five miles south of
and subsequently annulled this order; but the annulling order was not sent to train No. 1.
The trains in collision at Fayetteville, N. C, on the 30th were a
passenger and a freight, both of the Atlantic Coast Line; passenger No. 85 ran into the freight at a crossing of two tracks,
the main line and the Yadkin branch, and two freight cars were
wrecked.
Three passengers and two trainmen were injured.
The cause of the collision was disregard of signals on the part
Smithville,

of the passenger train.

The

rail.

The train derailed near Marble City, Okla., on the 28th, was
southbound passenger Xo. 1, and the mail car and first two passenger cars were overturned. Twelve passengers were slightly
injured. The cause of the derailment was a broken rail.
The train that was derailed on the Lancaster, Oxford & Southern, near Tweedale, Pa., on the 29th, was an eastbound mail
train, consisting of a single gasolene car.
Three men were injured. The derailment was due to a pile of stones on the track,
beheved to have been placed there maliciously.

THE PRESIDENT'S RESPONSE TO THE
RAILROADS
President Wilson, responding to the appeal presented to him

Beaver Falls, Pa., on the morning of
the 3rd, was an eastbound freight and six cars were wrecked.
The cause was a broken flange. Three trespassers were injured,
one of them fatally.
The train derailed at Tuxedo, N. C, on the 12th, was an excursion bound for Asheville, and the locomotive was overturned.
The fireman was fatally scalded and six passengers were injured. The accident was caused by a broken switch rod.
The train derailed on the Tennessee Central, near Mount
Juliet, Tenn., on the 13th, was an eastbound local passenger;
two passenger cars fell down a bank and nine passengers and two
train derailed near

Oarcttc, page 462)

——

sent to

the following reply

"Since you read it to me yesterday, I have read again the statement you made me on behalf of the committee of railroad presidents whom I had the pleasure of meeting and conferring with

my

office.

It is

"You ask me

a lucid statement of plain truth.

to call the attention of the country to the im-

perative need that railway credits be sustained and the railroads

every possible way, whether by private co-operative
by the action, wherever feasible, of governmental agenI am glad to do so, because I think the need very real.
"J cannot say that I entertain any deep anxiety about the matter, except, of course, the general anxiety caused by the unprecedented situation of the money markets of the world because the interest of the producer, the shipper, the merchant, the
investor, the financier and the whole public in the proper mainhelped

in

effort or

and

cies,

;

tenance and complete efficiency of the railways is too manifest.
They are indispensable to our wOiole economic life, and railway
securities are at the very heart of most investments, large and
small, public
i

am

"I

and private, by individuals and by

institutions,

confident that there will be active and earnest co-oper-

perhaps the one common interest of our
Undoubtedly men, both in and out of
position, will appreciate what is involved and lend their

ation in this matter,

whole industrial
official

life.

wherever
emergency is,

aid very heartily

"But the
there

is

it

them

possible for

is

in

common
and I am

a manifest

to lend

extraordinary,

fact,

we ought

interest

all

and

it.

where

of us to speak

glad to join with you in calling attention to it. This is a time for all to stand together in united
effort to comprehend every interest and serve and sustain it in

out

in its behalf,

every legitimate way.
"The laws must speak plainly and effectively against w^hatever
is wrong or against the public interest, and these laws must
be observed; for the rest and within the sphere of legitimate
enterprise, we must all stand as one to see justice done and all
fair

assistance

New
'Abbreviations and marks used in Accident List
re. Rear collision
be. Butting collision
xc. Other collisions
b.
Broken
d,
Defective
unf,
ITnforeseen
obstruction
unx.
Unexplained
^derail. Open derailing switch
ms. Misplaced switch
ace.
obst,, Accidental obstruction
malice. Malicious obstruction of track, etc.
boiler. Explosion of locomotive on road
fire.
Cars burned while
running
P. or Pass., Passenger train
F. or Ft.. Freight train (including empty engines, work trains, etc.)
.\sterisk. Wreck wholly or partly
destroyed by fire
Dagger, One or more passengers killed.

last week (Railway Age
Chairman Trumbull, on Thursday,

by the committee of railroad presidents

at

into at

was running about 45 miles an hour on a
and the tender was the first vehicle to jump the

train

straight line,

London, Conn., on

The engine was run

The

rains.

14.

train involved in the collision at

in

the ballast because of imperfect drainage, aggravated by heavy

passengers

is given as disregard of a meeting order by the men in charge
of the southbound train.
They should have waited at Tipton
Ford. This accident was reported in the Railn-ay Age Gacettc

of August 7 and August

The train derailed near Kelleyville, Okla., on the 2Sth, was
passenger No. 408. Four cars ran off the track, but remained
upright. Thirty or more passengers were injured but none seriously.
The cause of the derailment was a low joint, and this

rendered,

Mileage

of

and

rendered

Br.\zili.\n

Railways.

railways of Brazil put in operation

making

a total of 15,246 miles

ungrudgingly."

now

1,438

— During

miles

of

in operation, of

1913

new

the

lines,

which 2,185

miles are government lines, 5)716 miles privately leased roads.
enterprises by government conand 3,897 miles operated by private corporations under

3,447 miles granted to various
cessions,

state concessions.

.

Annual Meeting

of

Master Painters' Association

Discussions on the Finishing of Steel Pjissenger Cars,
Freight Car Lettering, and Apprentices

Standard

The forty-fifth annual convention of the Master Car and
Locomotive Painters' Association was held in Nashville, Tenn.,
September 8 to 11, Oscar P. Wilkins, master painter of the
Norfolk & Western, presiding. The opening prayer was made
by Mr. Spain, secretary of the Nashville Y. M. C. A., after
which the association was welcomed to the city by W. S.
and shop inspection for the state of
followed by Mattison Wells, secretary to

Mitchel, chief of factory

He was

Tennessee.
the

Mayor

President Wilkins spoke of the value of these annual conventions, and called upon the members to co-operate in the exchange of ideas, as without this the association could not hope
for success.
The master painter should be progressive, seeking
to increase the efficiency of his department.

Attention was also

young men in the painting
be called upon later to take charge of depart-

called to the necessity of developing

who

will

ments.

on cab

has been found

root's

to protect properly as

difficult

it

and cinders from the locomotive, which, with
forms an acid that will penetrate the paint.
Thj?
protection of steel under-frames of tenders and cars is also
a greater question than even the steel cab, and a careful study
should be made with a view of providing an absolutely produst

moisture,

An

tective paint.

elastic

paint film

necessary to stand the

is

equipment receives in railroad service.
When
red lead is used a pigment should be used that has a tendency
to minimize the o.xidizing influence of this material.
When
mixing paint for the second or protective coat of the primer,
vibrations

the

the facts that hnseed oil will absorb moisture,
ble

oils

are

and other

From
country

readily

acids,

tests
it

attacked

and that all vegetaand disintegrated by sulphurous

must be taken

made by

the committee in different parts of the

tains the lustre of the varnish,

than the air-dried plates.
bons, chairman, H.

The

that the baking process

and

S.

J.

Allen (D. L.

On

to rust.

Baldwin.

:

»

when

the

cars

are

built

The roof and deck are also very important. The paint should
be carefully applied and the surface thoroughly cleaned before
painting as this will save an endless amount of trouble. Where
is

possible, every sheet that goes

on the roof should be sandand primed with red lead immediately after it has been

Red

cleaned with the sand-blast.

From

the

discussion

that the metal should
rust

and

dirt,

the
first

grease,

etc.,

not at the regular
the

and carefully watched

that

the

use

it

properly,

it

to get too thin

well ahead of the rust and not
on account of wear.

INTERIOR WOOD FINISH FOR PASSENGER COACHES.

& M.

Almost the entire passenger
Michigan Southern is finished
in mahogany color.
On receiving a new car from the shops the
surface is carefully sanded and cleaned, and is then stained to
our standard shade. It is then covered with a coat of paste
filler tinted to the same standard shade.
After the paste filler
has been applied the surface is alternately sanded and covered
with a coat of rubbing varnish three times, and finally a fourth
(L. S.

coat of rubbing varnish

S.)

is

:

&

applied.

After this the surface

is

rubbed with water and pulverized pumice stone. The average
shop time for finishing a coach is about 19 days.
Mr. Breese closed his remarks by outlining in detail the
method of handling the headlinings, the saloon, doors, sashes,
seat arms, etc.

A. R. Given of the Canadian Pacific presented a paper exthe methods used in finishing colonist, tourist, suburban, first class, sleeping, dining, observation and parlor cars.

plaining

is used for finish.
Mahogused in the suburban and first class cars, and also in
parlor
cars.
Mr.
Given
went
sleeping, dining, observation and

In the colonist and tourist cars birch

J

believed

and maintain

but at certain times throughout

shopping,

keeping the paint

year,

allowing

num-

consensus of opinion seems to be
be carefully prepared by having all
removed from it, and then apply

carefully a coating of proper thickness

of

is

us the best

It is also a

results may be obtained in a much shorter time, but the
ber of coats should not be curtailed.

any

It

lead has given

good plan to sand on top of
the paint as it prevents the hot cinders from making holes
through the paint to a certain extent.
We do not sand the
entire' roof, but simply the parts most exposed to the flying
cinders.
We have experienced no trouble in painting or taking
care of the body of the car if it is painted according to a system
and the proper amount of care taken in applying the different
coats.
I do not think that a steel coach should be painted in
less time than 22 days, although with some elastic paint good
results as a primer.

necessary for their projection.
Our road has adopted the practice of sprinkling sand
n the last coat of paint on the roof in order to eliminate the
trouble caused by hot cinders which fall thereon, burning and
in service, repainting as often as

destroying the paint coating.

essential

the same car where the cement had not been apwas in splendid condition.

F. E. Breese

While it has been found that the
J. B. Wright (B. & O.)
baking oven has given very good results in painting steel equipntiAit, it is believed that it will not be universally used on accotmt of the expense of painting the equipment in this manner,
especially in establishing the plant.
This process also eliminates
the opportunity for doing other work on the cars while they are
being painted. While this is very advantageous from the painters' standpoint, it will require holding a car for a longer time.
The surfacers used in painting steel equipment are of great importance.
They must be inhibitive and elastic. In order to
decrease the number of rfecessary coats applied a smoother
metal surface must be provided by the metal workers.
The
decks, deck screens and roofs of the steel passenger equipment
cars are causing the greatest trouble.
These parts should be
well painted

The most

plied the paint

equipment of the Lake Shore

while

:

re-

FINISHING steel PASSENGER EQUIPMENT

•

& W.)

painting

or paste used to apply the insulation to the car
sheathing will eat the life out of the paint, and allow the sheet

more free from checks
was signed by J. W. Gib-

Hengeveld and A.

which frequently become

parts

the cement

is

report

repaint

to

begins with the man who inspects the cars
while they are being built. The greatest care should be exercised in seeing that every concealed part is well painted with
of

into consideration.

was proved conclusively

difficult

is

Discussion.— A.
part

blasted

In order to successfully cope with the ravages of rust on steel
equipment the designer must lend a helping hand providing a
consfuction that it will be possible to protect. The rain guard

catches

it

scratched or chipped.

it

test committee's report

*

finish

some good, elastic paint and all joints, especially, should be
red leaded, for I do not think that anything has as yet been discovered to take the place of red lead. I have also found that

of Nashville.

president's address

trade

plain colors for finishing the interior of steel cars will be found
very much more practical and economical, as with the grained

is

into the details of finishing these cars, laying particular stress

on the headlining.

McCarthy (G.

T.

i

:

Our

natural

wood

finish

consists

of

:

:
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corn starch made with pure linseed

oil to a serai-paste form
with a quantity of sienna and other staining colors to give the
required shade. This filler is thinned with benzine to a working
consistency. An interior wood finish that is well filled with the
required color and the necessary staining, shading, toning and

covered with two coats of good white shellac and
of good pale rubbing varnish, will when rubbed
down or polished with pure raw linseed oil or renovator produce a rich, silky appearance, and good, permanent results will
blending,

three

coats

be obtained.
(

57,

No. 12

McKees Rocks shops all large sand blast work is
an elevated track sand storage house. The sand used for
blasting is used again for sanding locomotives.
This also ehminates the trouble from dust in other shops.
The sand blast
can also successfully be used for glass ornamentation work, and
is, in fact, superior to the acid method of cutting.
There are,
nevertheless, cases where the chemical removers can be used
to much better advantage than the sand blast, especially on
small castings, driving wheels, dome and sandbox base castings.
F. .-K. Weis (C. R. R. of N. J.)
The sand blast not only removes the paint, rust and flash scale, but it leaves a rou^liened
metal surface to which the paint will readily adhere. This not
At

done

the

in

:

Mr. McC^arthy also included a more detailed description of

the practice

Vol.

followed at the Montreal, Que., shops.)

only better protects the metal surface, but gives a longer

SHOP .APPRENTICE SYSTEM

rAI.NT
B. E. Miller

has been

in

(

D.,

effect

L.

& W.)

:

The

painters' apprentice system

on the Lackawanna for

15 years.

instruction have been maintained at Kingsland, N.

J.

;

Schools of
Scranton,

and Buffalo, N. Y., for the past four years. The apprentices are entered between the ages of sixteen and eighteen, and
the average age is 16J/2 years. A four-year course is prescribed
for the painters as in the other trades, a total of 10,000 hours
being required before a diploma is issued. The rate of pay is
advanced at the expiration of every 2,500 hours as follows
11.5 cents per
First period 8.5 cents per hour; second period
hour; third period IS cents per hour; fourth period 18 cents
Upon the recommendation of the apprentice inper hour.
structors, the general foreman and other officials, a diploma may
be granted after serving three years of 2,500 hours each, if it
Pa.,

—

is

believed

—

—

—

apprentice

the

is

capable of earning a

mechanic's

wages.
No hard and

fast rule is followed as to the assignments and
periods of service in the various classes of work into which
In general si.x months is given
the four year term is divided.

varnish room
to the following work General locomotive work
work; general work on the floor; body wc-k and surfacing; interior finishing; general work and glass fainting; striping and
lettering; and the last six months' work i; governed by conditions.
Piece work is allowed in the fourth year.
It has been found particularly difficult to secure good ma:

terial

draw

for paint
the

more

:

shop apprentices, the other trades seeming to
Of the men that have taken

desirable applicants.

the paint shop course 25.35 per cent, of

all

apprentices employed

during 14 years are still in service. The greatest number leave
during the first year of service, the percentage being 45.09. The
percentage leaving the second year is 8.45, and for the third
and fourth year the percentage is only 2.82 and 2.81, respectively.
Discussion. It was believed that if more attention was given
the paint shop apprentice in the apprentice school and elementary lessons in chemistry pertaining to paints and oils given
in the place of other subjects they are now required to study

—

which do not pertain to their trade, much better results
would be obtained and a better class of boys could be interested
ili the work.

THE

S.\ND BL.AST

.\S

A P.\INT REMOVER

W. O. Quest (P. & L. E.) We are firm in the belief that the
sand blasting method of cleaning metal or stone surfaces is
the best, the most effective and the most economical to use. This

—

gives

much

everything

River

preparatory cleaning must be figured upon regardless of cost
in order to avoid making the costly mistake of painting over
If a sand blast system is
live corrosion or mill flash scale.
properly installed and handled its work can be depended on for

maximum

of service results.

The average

cost of

removing

from an 8,500 gallon tender tank by the sand blast is
less than eight mills per surface foot, and the total
piece work price is |3.33. The same tank cleaned with the best
known non-dry-hardening caustic mixture, soluble in water, will
cost $7.10, and even then the flash scale will not be wholly removed. The cost of chemically removing the flash scale, and
This leaves the
of neutralizing the acid used is prohibitive.
sand blast as the only practical metal cleaning method that will
paint, etc.,

life

cost of the sand blasting has been found to

be cheaper than chemical methods.
Discussion. The members were agreed that the
the best results, and

sand blast

cheaper than other methods
York Central & Hudson

is

The New

considered.

shops have sand blasted a

at the .\lbany

first

class vesti-

bule car in five hours with two men, but find that about

7^

If a good silica sand is used it
average time.
may be possible to use it over two and three times. Shot has
not given satisfactory results on cars. The advisability of using
the sand blast on the inside of cars was questioned by some

hours

the

is

members.
ST.\NDARD FREIGHT

The standardizing

of

CAR LETTERING
car

freight

was

lettering

strongly

favored by the association, and many instances were mentioned
where, on account of the lettering not being standard, considThe following resolution was
erable trouble had been caused.

adopted in this regard
"Whereas, The Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association recognize the advertising value of the trade

marks of the
it would be

railroads that have been in use for years, and realize

us

for

useless

medium

to

ask

them

dispense

to

with

this

invaluable

of reaching the public, but

"Whereas, A uniform stenciling of freight cars is very desirfrom the standpoint of shop efficiency and economy, and
efforts have been made in the past, both by this association and
by the M. C. B. Association, to accomplish this end, with more
able

or less success; be
"Resolved, That

end

sirable

;

it

•

therefore

we renew our efforts to arrive at this deand that we appoint a committee to design a

series of letters

and figures for

this purpose, said

confer with the M. C. B. Association for

on

all

its

committee to

general adoption

railroads."

OTHER BUSINESS
In

considering the subject of the classification of repairs

it

was the consensus of opinion among the members that by
classifying interior and exterior repairs separately a much more
accurate estimate of the total cost could be made. The Pennsylvania Railroad has been using this system very successfully.
Other papers were presented on Rust Inhibitive Paint and Non-

:

a

The

to the paint.

whiting

Varnish for Locomotive

Tenders.

The secretary reported a membership
The following officers were elected

of 292.
for

the

ensuing year:

President, T. J. Hutchinson, formerly of the Grand Trunk;
H. Hengeveld, Atlantic Coast Line; secfirst vice-president,
ond vice-president, John F. Gearhart, Pennsylvania Railroad,
and secretary-treasurer, Alfred P. Dane, Boston & Maine.
Detroit received the greatest number of votes for the next

.

place of meeting.

a fraction

provide a clean, inert surface to receive paint.

l,S07-ft.

—

in India. Work is now under way
tunnel for the^ Great Indian Peninsular Railway

New Railway Tunnel
on a

in the Western Ghats, about 100 miles from Bombay, India.
The contractors are Pauling & Company, Bombay. Work on
the tunnel was begun in December, 1913. and it is expected that*
the tunnel will be completed by July, 1915.

:

September

:
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RAIL-

of commodities and of international credits, though the American
people are at peace with all nations, the war in Europe has profoundly disturbed all lines of business in the United States and

In the course of an address on Labor Day at Spencer, N. C.
Fairfax Harrison, president of the Southern Railway, discussed

has brought about a curtailment of production and a consequent
falling off in transportation, the full extent and duration of which
no man can now predict with certainty. We know, however,
that, although the war is being waged three thousand miles from
our shores, its effects are being felt to a greater or less degree
by practically every family in the United States. We also know

as follows the effect of the European

war on the Southern Railemployees and the people of the south
We have on the rolls of Southern Railway Company a splendid
body of employees. I am proud to say that, individually and collectively, our organization will compare most favorably for efficiency and loyalty with that of any other railroad system in the
United States, be it north or south, east or west. In the broad
way,

its

word we are

As

words are generally used the organization is composed of officers and employees, but the line between these two classes is not a barrier.
Under the Southern Railway policy of filling vacancies -in the
sense of the

all

employees.

the

higher grades by the promotion of qualified and loyal subordin-

between employees and

ates the line

field

for promotion.

is

this

:

large

Aside from adhering to the policy which as-

may arise, the management of the company believes that it has shown its appreciation of its employees by just, and .even liberal, treatment in the
matters of wages and conditions of employment. For all classes
of skilled labor Southern Railway Company and the railways of
the south are paying as high wages as any railroads in the L'nited
States and higher than many, especially those north of the Ohio
and Potomac rivers and east of Chicago in territory where the
density of traffic which creates railway revenue is much greater
than along our lines. We have met most of the expectations of
our employees and, were it possible consistent with our whole
Nothing in my career
duty, we would be glad to rheet them all.
has given me more profound and sincere satisfaction than to be
connected with a company which has been able to advance so
notably as Southern Railway Company has done the social
welfare of the sturdy, hard working and faithful men who are
its responsible employees, and I feel this whenever I have the
privilege of shaking hands with and looking into the face of one
of our older men as 1 am always proud to do a man who has
known something of what conditions on the railroad used to be
and what they are today. These older men have, themselves,
largely made possible what we have been able to do for our employees generally and should have the credit for the advantages
the younger men now enjoy almost without knowledge of where
they came from. I look forward with confidence to the efficient
and sustained loyalty of these men making possible still further
improvement in their own condition and that of their juniors.

—

We

—

—

can not, however, accomplish this without regard to the

business conditions which

make

The

best practice of other companies for the prevention

being closely studied in connection with our own
initiative and every device and practice that is an improvement
of accidents

over what

is

we

already have

is

adopted so far as

it

is

practicable

level of

monopoly of the south, instead of being a source of
became an economic weakness. The market for cotton
was wiped out. Steps are now being taken by the federal government and by patriotic bankers to relieve the situation and
prevent widespread bankruptcy and distress throughout the

However

successful these may be, they can afford only
from foreign markets, a large proportion of the crop must be stored in the south and will not be
offered for shipment for many months.
The situation is made
south.

partial relief, for, excluded

worse by the fact that the activities of American cotton mills
are being hampered, not only by financial conditions, but also
by inability to secure dyes which in the past have been supplied
only by European countries involved in the war.
Likewise
southern farmers will have to restrict their acreage of leguminous
crops this year, because of inability to secure supplies of seed

from Germany and Austria.
find that, unless the

wages and conditions of employment

at least

as favorable as substantially all of the other railroads in the United

States were established at a time

pany was normal and when there
earnings rather than the reverse.

when the business of the comwas reason to expect increased
Suddenly we

find

the entire situation as affecting the business of the

today that

company has

been changed. LTnder the modern systems of world-wide exchange

war

Looking forward

to next year,

shall be of short duration, the

we

manu-

facture of some kinds of commercial fertilizers, which are an
important article of freight for the railroads of the south, will be
greatly restricted because Germany is the sole source of supply

of potash.

Under present conditions and prospects in the south all lines
of business have fallen off and railroad traffic and earnings are
showing substantial decreases.

We

hope for the best and are

We

doing all in our power to bring about improved conditions.
are continuing the extensive construction work for which, fortunately, capital funds

were secured before the war began. The
money in southern communities will be

disbursement of this
helpful, not only to the
enterprises generally.

men

We

employed, but to southern business

realize that, with all the great

manu-

facturing and commercial nations of Europe involved in the war,

splendid opportunity for the expansion of the export

is

trade of the United States, especially to the markets of Central

South America, and we are actively co-operating with
southern manufacturers and merchants who desire to enter this
field.
But, under most favorable circumstances, it will take time
for the business of our section to recover, and while we hope for
better conditions for the south and the Southern Railway, we
can not be blind to the present situation of declining traffic and

and

decreasing earnings.

It is

then a time for caution.

The Manu-

facturers' Record has this past week given an admirable statement of the duty which this situation imposes on us all. I ven-

ture to quote a paragraph

"Every responsible

for us to do so.

Our high

When Europe plunged into war, because of the fact that a
proportion of the crop must seek foreign markets, the

cotton

there

a railroad a living thing.

While the element of danger can not be entirely eliminated
from some kinds of railroad employment, the management of
Southern Railway Company is constantly endeavoring to reduce
this danger to a minimum and to safeguard its employees and the
public.
Accidents by which employees or others are injured are
systematically studied with a view to installing such appliances
or issuing such instructions as will tend to prevent them in the
future.

no part

strength,

sures promotion so far as opportunity

—

felt in

the w^orld with cotton, the southern people were looking with
satisfaction upon the bountiful crop maturing in the fields which
they had every reason to believe would be sold at a remunerative
price.

carries a field marshal's baton in his knapsack.

More than

war are being

seriously than in the south.

But a few- weeks ago the south was looking forward after a
winter of hesitating business to a season of unsurpassed prosperity.
Rejoicing in having a substantial monopoly in supplying

being

Like Napoleon's soldiers every one of us

more

of the United States

a wide

officers is constantly

crossed and in every department of the service there

that, unfortunately, the effects of the

calling he

may

be,

citizen

of the United States, in

whatever

should lose no time in adjusting his material

meet the economic emergency created by the temporary
parahsis of civilization in Europe. The very conveniences with
which civilization has equipped mankind have begotten a world-

affairs to

wide sensitiveness

to

any action anywhere interrupting the play

In
forces of civilization.
peoples of Europe, and indirectly
of the

war involving
all

directly

seven

peoples of that continent.
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advancement of the human race
Consequences are already felt in this
country. They will become more manifest day by day and will
Iiersist for a while even after w^holesale murder and rapine have
ceased in Europe. The people of the United States are today
Such
beginning to pay the bills for the destruction wrought.
the material iiiHuences for the

STRIKE THREATENED ON THE

mean resources taken from productive enterprises here
and unjustified burdening of every capitalist and wage-earner,
every farmer, every manufacturer, every banker, every merchant,
every broker in the United States."
In this situation the interests of

company are

the

all

and employees of

officers

identical with the interests of

its

owners.

Wages

and dividends are drawn from the same fund— the earnings of
the company with this important difference, that wages must

—

regardless of whether there is anything left for
But the owners of the property who have
adventured their money in the provision of this great railroad
system which gives employment to tens of thousands of southern
be paid

first

dividends or not.

people have rights wliich can not be disregarded, and, but for
the fact that it was anticipated that the company would <;arn
reasonable profits, it would have been impossible to secure the

money with which we

are

now making

carrier for the people of the south

our employees

may work,

it

not only a

more

efficient

and a safer plant on which

but are putting

it

in

a position to

employment to increased numbers of men when business
shall have once more revived.
The earnings of the railroad, which are at once' the source
from which its expenses must be paid and the basis of its credit,
can not be advanced by the mere volition of its managers. We
afford

are powerless to raise a single passenger or freight rate without
the approval of a state or federal commission, and we are now
faced with the fact that earnings are decreasing, and that since
first each week's revenues have been less than for the
previous week, though the falling off has as yet been rather an
indication of a tendency than of an actually serious condition.
my point
I do not anticipate any trouble for the company, but

August

no time for consideration of wage in-I should be lacking in frankness
by
if I did not say that these matters can not now be considered
the management of Southern Railway Company and if I did not
business
at the same time express the hope that our decrease in
is

that manifestly this

is

creases or the eight-hour day.

may

not become such as greatly to curtail opportunity for em-

ployment and make necessary a policy of strict retrenchment.
Like the general staff of one of the warring nations of Europe
we have long had a plan of retrenchment ready for the emergency
and I may say that, disagreeable as retrenchment always is, we
have the courage to put our plant into operation, if that shall
seem to be the best interest in the long run of the company and of
the southern people. But, please God, it may not be necessary.
What shall be the event lies largely in the demonstration of
character, and patience, and cheerfulness of southern men and
women, and I venture to believe that we, as soLUhcrn men and
he as ready, as ever our ancestors were, to accept
If such shall become
that shall prove necessary.
necessity of Southern Railway Company, the sacrifice

women,

will

sacrifices

the

when

men, but I pledge you my
keep the interests of our men and those dependent upon them faithfully in mind and that no sacrifice will
be asked until it shall be necessary. As one responsible for the
ultimate decision, I pray for strength to decide right and I ask
with confidence the understanding and the support of all you
will be

word

borne by

that

I

officers as well as

will

men and women here assembled with whom I am linked in a
Etrong bond of common service to the public and the attachment
of many years of association.

—
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LOUIS

Conductors and trainmen on the St. Louis Southwestern
have taken a strike vote because of the refusal of the management to reinstate a passenger conductor, J. R. Tillman, who
was discharged about 16 months ago on a charge of being intoxicated on May 16, 1913, while on duty on passenger train
No. 1 from St. Louis to Jonesboro, Ark. The controversy
arises from a dispute as to whether Tillman was intoxicated
When he arrived with the train at
at the time or sick.
Jonesboro on the day in question his actions while at the station were such that over a dozen employees of the road who
saw him made statements to the general yardmaster, on request, that he was intoxicated, and he was dismissed from
Nearly all of the statements were very positive,
service.
giving details of his actions while around the station, and
several said that they had smelled whiskey on his breath,
while a few were unwilling to state positively that the man
was intoxicated, but said that he bore every appearance of
being so.
Tillman claims that he was not intoxicated but sick, and to
offset the written statements obtained by the company produced an affidavit from a physician at Jonesboro that he had
treated him for acute indigestion and that he had found no
evidence to indicate that he was suffering from the effects of
alcohol in any form.
The matter was taken up by the officers of the Order of
Railway Conductors, who claim that Tillman had been a
marked man ever since he gave some testimony unfavorable
to the company's contention in a controversy regarding provisions of the schedule when the men had asked for an
additional crew on a certain passenger run. A strike vote was
taken, whereupon F. H. Britton, president of the road, agreed
to conduct a hearing of the case, and all of the witnesses who
had given statements were heard at a hearing in President
Britton's office in St. Louis, on August 28, 29 and 31, of this
year.

A complete printed transcript of the evidence taken at the
hearing before a notary public, amounting to 113 pages, has
been distributed by the company to all employees in the train,
yard and engine service. The hearing was conducted before
President Britton by General Manager J. W. Everman for
the road, and by W. C. Turner, vice-president of the Order
By agreement each
of Railway Conductors, for Mr. TiHman.
witness was assured by the general manager that he could
tell the whole truth in the Tillman case without fear or favor,
that the company would fully protect him, that he would be
in no danger of being dismissed from the service or disciplined
in any way for anything he might say, and Mr. Turner also
gave each witness assurance that nothing he might say would
thereafter result in causing him any trouble in the hands of
The physician was examined and crossthe organization.
examined at great length by Mr. Turner and by Mr. Everman
regarding Tillman's appearance and condition when he came
him for treatment late in the afternoon. He had arrived
on the train in the morning. The examination went into great
detail regarding the symptoms of intoxication and of indigesFollowing the doctor's examination the witnesses who
tion.
had made written statements were asked if they would change
them in any way. Two or three who had made positive statements that Tillman was intoxicated changed their testimony
to an expression of opinion, but only one reversed his opinion.
It was testified among other things that when Tillman arto

train in the morning he staggered when he
walked, could not write intelligently in attempting to make
out his delay report, could scarcely talk so as to be understood; that he smelled stronglybf whiskey; that he fell asleep
and was carried into a baggage room, where he spent the
afternoon asleep, having been left there by the employees
who thought he was intoxicated. There was no evidence that

rived on his

H.^RBOR Improvements at Antofogast.\, Chile. A bill for
harbor improvements at Antofogasta, Chile, to include the construction of a railway connecting Antofogasta with the LongiThe work
tudinal Railway is now before the Chilean senate.
will cost about $7,600,000. and will be completed in six years.
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liave virtually collapsed.
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Tillman had actually taken a drink during the run in question, and the physician attributed his whiskey breath to a
swallow of "Peruna." Several persons who had been on the

had shown no signs of intoxication during the trip from St. Louis to Jonesboro, and several witnesses
asserted that they had never known him to take a drink, although others had seen him apparently intoxicated. At the
conclusion of the hearing officers of the Order of Railway
Conductors summed up the evidence, asserting it had not
proved that Tillman was intoxicated, but that he had been
discharged at the first opportunity because the company had
decided to get rid of him.
But President Britton announced
that he could not change his decision and that the company
had evidence that Tillman had been in the habit of getting
•drunk. He said this evidence was not produced at the hearing because of the agreement not to go outside of the case in
question. Later, however, the company gave out an affidavit
signed by a traveling salesman who had known Conductor
Tillman for seven years, who said that he had seen him intoxicated w-hile on duty several times. On the day in question
he had boarded his train and found Tillman intoxicated and
asleep in the negro compartment neglecting his work.
train asserted that he

iNEW

PETITION

5

IN

PER CENT RATE

ADVANCE CASE
The
mission

petitioners,

thirty-five railroad
ties

to

Commerce Com-

:

"Your

the

112

railroad

systems in

companies,

comprising the

official classification territory,

above-entitled proceedings,

par-

follows

During the month of October, 1913, your petitioners
and filed with this commission the tariffs involved in
these proceedings. At the time of the filing of the report of the
commission, there were available for the information of the
-commission the annual reports of your petitioners for the year
ending June 30, 1913, as well as the monthly reports of your
petitioners up to and including May, 1914.
Since that time the
complete income accounts of your petitioners for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1914, have become available.
"The reports of your petitioners for the year ending June 30,
1914, as compared with the year ending June 30, 1913, show a
"First

:

•published

-decrease
.700,000,

in total operating revenues of approximately $44,while during diat same period operating expenses have
After deductions of taxes and def-

increased about $23,300,000.
icit

in outside operations, there

was

a decrease in operating in-

-come of approximately $74,700,000 notwithstanding an increased
property investment.
Thus the tendency toward a diminishing
operating income, found by the commission in its report, is emphasized by the figures covering the complete year to June 30,
1914, while the reports for July and such figures as are available for August, 1914, show a continuance of this declining
tendency, notwithstanding the extraordinary efforts that have

•

months amounting
it

is

imperative

in

A

obligations shall be duly met.

the public interest that these

large part of this

sum

owed

is

by your petitioners and they will further need from time to
time in the next few years large amounts of money to provide
for improvements which will be necessary in the public interest
to prevent a serious deterioration in the standard of transportation
capital

new

order to compete effectively for this

In

service.

they must have a material increase in revenues.

The commission

"Third:

in its report

made

certain tentative

suggestions as to measures which might be taken by the carriers to secure additional revenue.
Your petitioners are proceeding as rapidly as possible to put into effect the increase in
freight

rates

ized by the

in

Central

Freight

Association territory author-

report of the commission, and are giving earnest

attention to the other recommendations and suggestions of the

commission with respect to other rates and practices.
"It is believed, however, that the additional revenue which
may be secured by the adoption of means other than a general
advance in freight rates cannot be obtained in the near future,
and when secured will be inadequate to meet the needs of the
carriers for increased revenue in the present situation.
"Wherefore, your petitioners ask that the commission modify
the order aforesaid, so as to permit the carriers to

make

ef-

which were by said
order directed to be canceled, except so far as they have been
or may be superseded by advances filed in accordance with the
report of the commission and that your petitioners may have
such other and such further relief in the premises as the commission

the

rates

may deem

specified

in

the

tariffs,

proper."

respectfully petition the

commission for such a modification of the order of July 29,
1914. which will permit the carriers to make effective the rates
specified in tlic tariffs which were made by said order directed
Since the filing of the report and entry of the
to be canceled.
-order by the commission in these cases facts and circumstances
have arisen which, taken in connection with the facts already
before your commission, your petitioners believe, will justify
the relief herein prayed for. These facts and circumstances are
.briefly as

United States have obligations maturing in the
to well over five hundred millions

of the

fifteen

of dollars, and

fective

railroad companies in official classification territory have

the following petition with the Interstate

filed

panies

next
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THE PLEA OF THE RAILWAY BUSINESS
ASSOCIATION
executive committee of the Railway Business
Association, which held a meeting in Chicago, on September
16, authorized the following statement:

The general

The Railway Business -•\ssociation commends the spirit in
which the railway presidents recently conferred with the
president of the United States upon the grave conditions
confronting the railways aggravated by the European war,
and is profoundly appreciative of the appeal made by PresiWe are moved
dent Wilson on behalf of the railways.
thereby to say that the logical sequence of the president's
appeal

is

for business

men

merce Commission may

Com-

to plead that the Interstate

find a

way

to grant

immediate

relief

response to the petition which the eastern railways have
now filed. This association has always observed an attitude
of respect for the commission and has by its utterances ever
voiced our appreciation of the burdens imposed upon it and
of the perplexities involved in the issues presented for its
Our appeal to the commission now is made
adjudication.
with a friendly desire that it cope, as the exigency demands,
with a portentous situation, the factors of which have never
before existed in their deliberation.
The president in his conference with the railway executives
manifested earnest sympathy with them and showed great

in

familiarity with the facts as presented.
tifying that the statement

made

to

The

president in cer-

him by the railways was

a "statement of plain truth," called the attention of the country "to the imperative need that railway credit be sustained."
and in urging co-operative effort to that end included, "the

wherever

feasible, of

governmental agencies."

It

was

been

action,

serious.

unnecessary to specify the Interstate Commerce Commission, which is the only tribunal possessing information, facilities and authority to afford the immediate relief required.
The substitute methods of increasing income pointed out
in the decision of July 29, were volunteered by the commission to meet what it considered to be then existing condiIt seems to us that it would be entirely proper, as it
tions.

made to reduce expenses.
"Second: The unforeseen European war has brought about
an unparalleled destruction of wealth and dislocation of credit
throughout the civilized world.
It is certain that the competition for capital will be keener and interest rates higher for
some years to come than in any corresponding period within
living memor}-.
The emergency thus resulting is extremely
It

is

cnnscrvativelv estimated that the railroad com-
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body now to volunteer a solution
meet the unlooked-for emergency. The previous investigation was so recently concluded that the data already at hand
Legally, the tariffs suspended in that case have
is ample.
now been withdrawn but physically they exist. The com-

is

surely important, for that

to

mission has already given exhaustive consideration to the details of the decree which would have been issued had it been
decided to grant an advance to the trunk lines and to New
England. In any event, upon return of normal conditions the
commission can at any time readjust rates if revenue is re-

garded as too large.

Out of the war has risen an emergency affecting the railways which has no parallel and which demands extraordinary
Reports of earnings and expenses for the year
measures.
ending June 30. 1914, which were not yet available when the
commission decided the five per cent case, have now been
laid before the commission and show a serious decline of
operating income in face of increased property investment.
The war has influenced and is inflicting still further losses in
It was evidently the commission's expectation
gross earnings.
that, current earnings would be sufficient to tide the roads over
until the new sources of revenue should materiaHze into money.
The war has put an end to that hope. The roads are now vigorously taking steps to follow the recommendations of the commission as to passenger rates, unremunerative freight rates, free
services and other matters. It is, however, a work exceedingly
intricate and of large volume and considerable time must necessarily elapse before any of these resources can be made to yield
income. Neither the roads nor the country can afford to wait.
Immediate

relief

is

required in the interest of

all

in united effort to comprehend every- interest and
serve and sustain it in every legitimate way."
The price level and streng^th of railway securities has a
potent influence upon the financial transactions of all other

gether

If

tendency of income somewhat and the sanction

57,
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itself

would

m

substantial fashion the debe invaluable as making good
clared purpose of the commission "to aid, so far as we legally
may, in the solution of the problem as to the course that car-

may

pursue to meet the situation."
would respectfully urge upon Congress that in consideration of railway mail pay the recommendation of the
congressional joint committee points a way whereby the

riers

We

railways may be dealt with in a spirit of greater liberality
than is provided in the house bill now under consideration in
the Senate.
This is surely a time when the government
should be actuated by a desire to pay adequately for an important public service rather than to drive a hard bargain
with the carriers because it has the power to do so.
We earnestly hope that the prayer of the railway executives
that the roads be relieved as far as possible of further immediate burdens involving additional expense will be heeded
by legislative and regulatory bodies and thai railway employees will refrain from pressing at this time demands which,
if granted or awarded, would result in higher labor cost.

A

ExTENSIO.XS .^ND IMPROVEMENTS TO RAILWAYS IX HONDURAS.
10-mile railway, to be operated by the Trujillo Railroad,

was

from the port of Trujillo to Juticalpa, and it is
be extended this year for a considerable
distance.
Work has been started by the Cuyamel Fruit Company on an extension of its line from Vera Cruz to Omoa, nine
miles, and it is expected that work on a wharf 800 ft. long at
built in 1913,

probable that

Omoa

will

will

it

be finished this year.

concerned.

It would be difficult to overestimate the value and the importance of the stand taken by President Wilson in counting
the problem of railwaj' credit as among the imperative measures for national protection against the evils of the war.
"This is a time," says the president, "for all to stand to-

corporations.

Vol.

railways cannot renew their notes or refund

EXTENSIVE INTERLOCKING AT JAMAICA,
LONG ISLAND
An

unusual combination of interlocking plants has been inLong Island, on the Long Island Railroad,
A complete
to protect train movements through that terminal.

stalled at Jamaica,

description of the terminal track and station improvements was

published in the Railway

Age

Cacettc of August

1.

1913, page

184.

The

signaling

installation

consists

four electro-pneumatic

of

'

tiachne Schemp'f^
9 levers fbrti Snikhes * / Derail
3 Levers for e H,gh * s DmirC

S-grwIs

} Levers for ic^klnn betKeer,
Toners
ID Working Levers
13 Spare Spaces
^S lever frame

ni?'"

Track Layout, Jamaica Interlocking, Long Island Railroad- Continued on Next Page

maturing bonds this fact severely impairs the confidence
which lenders feel in other companies. Current prices for
old issues cannot decline far without destroying the market
for renewals and refundings. not to mention new securities,
of which no one at this moment thinks. The outbreak of hostilities caused the wholesale return to this country of American railway securities held abroad and prices slumped violently.
This sacrifice was temporarily suspended by the closing of
The governthe European and American stock exchanges.
ment cannot by legislation provide volume of tonnage; but
impairment of credit maj' be mitigated to some extent by an
advance in freight rates. This would stay the downward

interlocking plants, one east and three west of the station, to-

gether with a

considerable

matic block signals,
out, herewith.

The

all

number

of

of which are

electro-pneumatic auto-

shown

in

the track lay-

interlocking plant east of the station,

known

as "J E," has a machine of 71 levers, controlling 36 switches, 3
derails, 7 double-slips with movable-point frogs, 29 signals, and

This plant governs
from Rockaway
Junction, Springfield Junction, jnd the station, as well as mainline movements between Jamaica, Montauk Point, and intermediate stations.
The interlocking known as "J" is the largest- of the four and
27 dwarf signals, and has 11 spare spaces.

switches and signals for train

movements

to or

September

located, with

is
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two other

plants,

The ma-

west of the station.

chine has 86 working levers and 21 spare spaces, controlling 54
single switches, 4 derails, 9 double-slip switches with movable1 pair of movable-point frogs, 39 signals, 29 dwarf
and has 21 spare spaces. The other two plants are known
P," which has 22 working levers and 13 spare spaces,
and "R," which contains 10 working levers and 13 spare spaces.

point frogs,
signals,

as

"M

IXTERLOCKIXG TOWERS
interlocking towers are of brick, eacli two stories high,

The

and are of

artistic design.

Tlie upper floors contain

tlie

inter-

Jamaica Interlocking Looking
locking

machines,

while

the

ground

floor

houses

the

motor-

generators, switchboards and cabinets which hold relays, fuses,
etc.
etc.,

from 12

14 volts for the operation of all switch and signal

to

controlling magnets,

East,

Long

Power is furnished from the Woodhaven substation and is
transmitted at 2,200 volts, 25 cycles, a. c. Oil-cooled static transformers cut

this

down

to 220 volts for lights, motor-generator

and two small air-cooled transformers which supply the
Motor-generator sets supply direct current at 12
track circuits.
volts, through the medium of storage batteries for operating
sets,

lights

are

not needed,

for

59 Swikhei, 1 Derails, 3 Double Slips mlh

nPF s- inPF only

id Levers for 39 High t-?9 Dwarf Signals

'07 Lever

interlocking

frame

arranged that no

machines are the Union Switch

shown

in the illustration.

&

Signal

Small lamps, which illuminate small

model representing sections
whether the dilferent track sections are oc-

set in the sections of the

round disks

of track indicate
cupied.

Scheme JE

Derails. 7 Double Slips wrlh

H/orrring

so

place.

Compan)''s standard electro-pneumatic type, with equipment for
electric detector circuits, which are used throughout the plant
Each machine has a track model, as
in place of detector-bars.

SO levers for X Switches, J
X Levers for e9 High Signals

6(?

is

INTERLOCKING MACHINES

OLe\'ers for Lockin g

Levers fbr Locking beiween Towers

86 Working Levers
^1 Spare Spaces

apparatus

the

emergency shifting of connections takes

fhchine

Machine Scheme J
17 Levers

as well as to operate the generators as

Island Railroad

A basement is provided for storage batteries, transformers,
and also a heating apparatus and workshop for maintainers.
POWER SUPPLY AND DISTRIBUTION

etc.,

motors when for any reason the primary current is cut out. Each
of the duplicate power-generating sets is made up of a IS-volt,
A failure of
d. c. generator and an a. c. synchronous motor.
the primary supply causes the d. c. generator to be driven as a
motor by current from the storage batteries, and the synchronous
motor becomes a generator giving 220 volts 25 cycles a. c. Provision is made for automatic changes in the field connections,
so that the reversing of the motor-generator necessitates no field
adjustments whatever.
If the primary power fails when the

The

.

^13

i-

nff

1? Dwarf Signals

befween Towers

Levers

II

Spare ISpacea

71

Lever Frame

Page
Track Layout, Jamaica Interlocking, Long Island Raihoad— Continued from Preceding
switches and signal units.

Compressed

air is. supplied

from the

Morris Park carshops, for operating the electro-pneumatic signals and switches.
The storage batteries charged at 12 volts d. c. by motor driven
generators, consist of duplicate sets of seven cells each, and
have

sufficient

ampere-hour capacity

to supply direct current of

ELECTRIC LOCKING
.Approach electric locking is provided throughout. Indicators
are also provided to show the presence of trains in these approaching sections. Route locking is provided throughout, which,
through the track circuit, locks all levers governing any route as

soon as a train passes the signal governing that route.

The
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switch-levers are released as soon as the rear end of the train
passes the switch point of the trailing switches or the fouling
points of the facing switches, which allows for the maximum

number

of

movements

consistent with safety.

A system of locking is provided between towers, affording all
needed facilities for using tracks in both directions, and this is so
arranged that clear signals cannot be given for conflicting movements between towers but for emergencies there is a clockwork
time release. By the use of this release low speed movements
can be made into a section which is already occupied.
;

controlling valves

for

the compressed air are arranged

so that any failure of the controlling current will de-energize the
magnet controlling the valve and will prevent air entering the

Thus any

cylinder.

failure

result

will

in

the signal giving the

stop indication.

The

arms of the high speed

top

signals are used for indicating

57,
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FLANGE OILERS
W. Edwards, mechanical

engineer of the Ohio Injector
Company, presented a paper on this subject at the September
meeting of the Western Railway Club. Mr. Edwards briefly
F.

sketched the history of the development of the flange oiler,
in speaking of the advantages of the flange lubricator
he said in part:

and

There are numerous cases where
and after thirty days

into service
It

SIGN.ALS

The

Vol.

into

the

shops to

change

tires

new locomotive was

a
it

was necessary

because the

put

to take

flanges

were

worn down to the minimum; many other cases where 60 days'
service would wear the flanges to minimum, while on numerous roads 90 days appeared to be the absolute limit of
service for a set of new tires.
Every 1/32 in. flange wear
requires the removal of 1/16 in. of metal from the tread of
the wheel, and
in. flange wear would require the removal

%

of

li

in.

from the

tread.

On many

roads this represents

one year's tread wear. Taking this as our basis, we must
figure on the removal of ,J4 in. to ^i in. of metal from the
wheel

tread every

time a

pair of

wheels

is

taken into the

shop for turning, on account of the flanges being worn to the
minimum. This represents a loss of two years of actual mileage metal. The amount chargeable to the turning of a pair
of locomotive driving wheels when the flanges are worn down
It was found that on an average
to the minimum w'ill vary.
If this one expense could
it costs $40 for every pair turned.
be eliminated, it does not require very close calculating to
prove that a great saving has been made, and the cost of
the maintenance per engine mile greatly reduced.
The application of the flange oiler works in with one
the foremost subjects of today "Safety First." One instance
that stands out more clearly than others was a switching
engine in a Buflfalo yard. This engine was working on a
sharp lead going into the freight house tracks. The driving
wheel flanges had worn so that they came in direct alinement
with the worn sides of the rail, but were not down to the
minimum. Just as soon as these two lines come together, the
driving wheel flange would grip on the rail, raising the engine over the rail and off the track. This was an almost daily
occurrence. The flange oiler was applied in July, 1909, and
the engine placed in the same service, leaving the flanges
A careful record kept on this engine up lo
just as they were.
December, 1912, shows that the engine was not off the track
once during that entire time. Another engine in switching
service that could not be run longer than three months without its being necessary to turn the driving wheels on account
of sharp flanges was equipped with a flange oiler and oil
applied to the forward and back drivers on each side of tho
engine; this engine ran 20 months instead of three months
and made 39.785 miles, and the driving wheels were then
turned for tread wear only. On one road, four heavy Pacific
type passenger engines without flange oilers could make
about 39.770 miles when flanges were reduced to the limit.
These same engines in the same service with flange oilers
applied made an average of 91.850 miles. On another road
one Atlantic type passenger engine without flange oilers
would only make 20.000 miles, when the flanges would be
:.;'

—

Machine

All

routes.

"J" Tower, Long

at

Island Railroad

and the lower arms indicate for diverging

straight route only,
signals

are three-position, operating

in

the upper

quadrant.

CONSTRUCTION

The apparatus

in the

four plants was installed by the Union

Switch & Signal Company, under the supervision of E. M.
Weaver, engineer of maintenance of way of the Long Island Railroad, Charles Soper, supervisor of signals, and L. S. Vieillard.
inspector.

A CONCLUSIVE ARGUMENT
[From

the Portland, Ore., Oregonian.]

There has recently come to light a story which indicates the
present predicament of some of the railroads. In a small town
the city council determined that the railroad should build a

The

station.

that

no funds were

at

such a station.

"A way

hand and none could be borrowed
"

to build

have to be found." said the council.
"Well." said the railroad president. "rU tell you what
do.

I'll

new

president of the road pointed out to the council

will

give

you the

railroad.

I

don't

mean

sell

it

full
I

will

to you, but

You can have it. equipment, right of way, propand all. I'll turn it over to you right now."
The bended indebtedness of the road was large, there was an
annual deficit and the city refused to take the railroad that was
handed to it virtually on a silver platter. But the demand for
The argument of the railroad
a new station was withdrawn.
president had been conclusive.
give

it

to you.

erty, debts

worn to the minimum. .After flange oilers were
the same service this engine made 110.000 miles,
450 per cent, and the front tire flanges showed
and the back

tire flanges 1

3/16

in. full.

applied in
a gain of
1

5/32

in.

There are other

records of success fully as interesting.
In order to give some idea of the saving in dollars and
cents, we have one instance where a road in switching service
had one engine working in a yard by itself, and after one
jear's service with this engjne equipped with flange oilers they
showed a total saving of $496. On another engine doing
similar work in another yard. $160 was saved. The amount
of saving in both instances is based upon oil. driving wheel
These exaiiiples can be
tires, track mater'al and labor.

September
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duplicated on any division or any
flange
It is

wear

a source of

is

known

a

fact that

is

one

remedy

the

of divisions

where

where there

is

for the

excessive wheel flange

The

other.

tank under the boiler.

remedy

flange oiler

is

for

the

it has proven so effective that it would be a paying investment for the railroads if they equipped their engines

with flange oilers for the saving of the rails only. The flange
oiler is also an important factor in fuel economj% as it will
reduce the friction between the wheel and the rail.
cost of a flange oiler which will reduce the cost

initial

and track maintenance, and show econapproximately $75 to $85 applied to a locomo-

of locomotive repairs

omy
tive.

in fuel is

The

oil

will cost

from 16 cents

to 18 cents a gallon,

and one gallon is sufficient for from 500 to 800 miles of engine
service, which would make the cost about 2 cents or 3 cents
per 100 miles for oil. The cost of turning the tires on the
average locomotive and the value lost in service, which on
an average is about $125 to $200 per day, will more than pay
for the initial cost and application of the flange oiler, to say
nothing of the increased tonnage, fuel economy, derailments
eliminated, saving on switch points and frogs, higher speed
on curves with the greatest element of safety and more tb.in
doubling the life of rails on curves.
Discussion.

— The

discussion

brouglit

out that care

is

neces-

sary in the application and maintenance of flange oilers. Flange
wear is often due to incorrect alincment of driving wheels and

by placing more weight on the leading truck it has been found
The greatest benefit is found
possible to reduce it 50 per cent.

on curved track.

well lagged with

two thick-

and that next to the jacket being asbestos mill board.
extends below the boiler and forms the furnace
within which the oil tank is placed.

The

shows a portable steam

boiler

boiler

for sterilizing drinking water coolers in passenger cars as proIt. is sold by the West Disinfecting Company, 12

vided by law.

East Forty-second street. Xew York City. It consists essentially
of a steam boiler of 10 gal. capacity, which is heated by a kerosene vapor flame from three Lovett Giant flash burners in a

«^

is

constructed of galvanized

steel,

the joints being

welded by the oxy-acetylene process. It is built to stand a test
lb. steam pressure, which gives an ample factor of safety
for the working pressure of 40 lb. to 50 lb. The fuel tank is also
built of galvanized steel in the same manner, to withstand a
test pressure of 75 lb., the actual working pressure being about
7 or 8 lb., which is secured by means of a hand pump incorof 200

porated

in the construction of the tank.

The device is mounted on wheels so that
moved from one car to another throughout the
is

a

it

may

be easily

The steam

yard.

taken from the top of the boiler and is discharged through
outlet into the cooler, which is turned upside down over

I'i-in.

the outlet, as

shown

in the illustration.

With

this sterilizer

one

has sterilized 157 coolers from 34 cars in eight hours, using
4 gal. of low grade kerosene costing approximately 5 cents per
In this specific case the cost of
gallon, and 16 gal. of water.

man

labor for performing this

was found necessary

to

plenish the burner twice.

work was

To do

$1.52.

this

work

it

the boiler four times, and to reThe boiler is easily filled by simply

refill

removing the nozzle from the end of the discharge pipe,
placing a water hose thereon. The water is then turned on and
allowed to pass into the boiler in this manner, the top gage cock
being opened to provide the necessary vent. In this way it is
exnot necessary to draw all the steam off the boiler nor to
When being filled in this manner only 15
tinguish the light.
is

required to raise the pressure sufficiently high for operstarting up in the morning, however, 30 min. is re-

On

ation.

PORTABLE STEAM STERILIZER
illustration

is

jacket

niin.

The accompanying

boiler

soft fiber

Tlie

remedy and

The

The

nesses of asbestos, that next to the boiler being composed of

annoyance.

also excessive rail wear, and the

wear there
is

number
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have
quired to bring the boiler up to a working pressure. Tests
shown that it is only necessary to sterilize the coolers by this
obtained
being
results
method for one minute, very satisfactory
in this time.

While the number of coolers that can be handled by one man
believed
has been found to be about 160 per eight hours, it is
and 30O
that two men would be able to handle between 250
this syscoolers in the same time if necessary. The roads using
tem have found it more satisfactory than the yard steam line
machines are
system. Dryer steam is obtained, and where these
discontinued entirely,
in service the yard steam line has been
It is also esthus eliminating the losses due to condensation.
in the
timated that this device will save from 25 to 30 per cent

Each sterilizer
cost of labor for sterilizing the water coolers.
water glass, three gage cocks,
is provided with a steam gage,
washout plug and safety
lb.

when loaded

valve.

The whole

device weighs 325

for operation.

LEGISLATION RELATING TO OPERATION
Operation to
The Special Committee un Relations of Railway
that which has been
Legislation has compiled a table similar to
reproduced herewith, showing
issued in previous vears, which is

and laws enacted relatmg

M

Steam

Sterilizer (or

i
o1

Water Coolers

the classification of bills introduced
legislatures which were in sestn railwav operation in the state
The table shows that in 14 states in which the
sion in 1914.
special sessions. 236 bills
leoislatures were in session, including

were introduced of which only 27
is
comparison with the three preceding years

relating to railway operation

were enacted.

shown

A

in the following table;

..-.^^
,
Legislatures in sefiion

T

•

Bills introduced

Laws enacted

1914
'14
'-^

2«
2/

1913
4'

1912
*19

1911

^l'
48

="f

j

^-^^

230

37
,

•Including special sessions.
tThis data not compiled in 1911.

As

in

equipment
previous years laws relating to employees,

those passed.
and stations were the most numerous among
of which 6
There were 16 laws enacted relating to employees,
hours of service, 4 to service
relate to terms of emplovment, 4 to
full crew law, and 1 relates to
letters and time of payment. 1 a

—————

—
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There were 3 laws relating

shelter for employees.

including

pertaining to cabooses,

1

safety appliance law,

1

to

equipment,

a headlight law,

and there were 3 station laws.

and 1 a
Only one

law was enacted relating to crossing protection, in New Jersey,
and none were enacted relating to freight trains, cars, block sigThere was one law in
nals, clearances or maintenance of wiy.
South Carolina regarding the stopping of passenger trains, one
law regarding the time of payment of claims in Virginia, and
one law is classified under the head of miscellaneous. One law
regarding trespassing was enacted in Louisiana.
Thirty-one bills were introduced in Louisiana and in Missis-

Gu4lZETTE

and

it

urges

efforts

lowing

in

Vol.

No, 12

the employees and the officers to continue their

all

direction.

this

57,

The

concludes with the fol-

bulletin

:

"From

present unsettled

the

due to the European

outlook,

'car day' we can put
our savings banks.
"Let's watch the little car days, and make the slogan 'Save
the Car Days' next in importance to 'Safety First.'
"I'll be glad to get a note from any one any time, telling how
you have saved a 'car day.' Am sure the assistant general manager will take time to look at such notes as I may pass along

war, the company

away

is

going to need every

in

Bills I.vtrodoced and L.wvs Enacted in State Legislatures, Relating ro Railway Operation
(sessions of 1914)

Subjects
Colo.*

Ga.

Ky.

Md.

La.

Mass.

N.

Miss.

X. Y.

J.

Ohio'

R.

I.

•

S. Car.

Texas*

,=

Va.

a

tSi,£

Total

,5

a

Employees
rull crews

Hours

of service

Service letters and time of

payment

Terms

of

employment

Experience of

.'

.

.

Shelter for
Arbitration
a.

Compulsory

b,

\'oluntary

2

Equipment
Caboose
Headlighls

.^

•

Safety appliances
of
.Appliances

....
....

1

..

2

3
1

1

Rep.-iir

Passenger

To

be

required

1

3

1

Trains
run

I

Slops

1

Equipment of
Baggage
Make-up of
l-reight

..

1

1

1

.

.

I

2
2

1

.

1

2

..

.

2
2

1

I
1

1

Trains-

Speed of

Sunday

live

stock
4

trains

I

1

Handling of explosives
Make-up of

1

2

1

Cars—
To be furnished
Demurrage

1

1

Block and Other SignalsBlock and interlock
Crossings
Required

1

Separatioii

Maint'^nance

1

I

1

Prelection

1

of grades
<'f

3

Way — Gen-

Track scales and weighing
Burring weeds

1

1

..

3

1

1

3

..

3

1
1

.

.

••
1

1

1

1

1

Stations

Required

2

2

Equipment of
Track connections
Hospitals and Relief Dept's

3
1

.

-

2

I

2

Claims—

When to be paid
Trespassers
Reports
Accidents
Miscellaneous

2
1

4

Total
•Special

.

.

3

13

..

1

I

....

1

..

IS

1

1

2

5

31

13

I

:i

3

..

..

2

I

23

5

..

1

1

29

15

6 236

27

sessions

which five were enacted in each state. South Carolina
and Virginia each passed 6 bills out of 28 introduced in South
Carolina and 29 introduced in Virginia.

sippi, of

to him.

O. C. Castle, car service agent of the Sunset-Central Lines,
has issued a bulletin on the subject of "Saving Car Days," giving figures to show that during the fiscal year 1914 the system
made a saving in car hire balance of $430,865, a daily average
saving of $1,180. or the equivalent of 2,622 car days. The average mileage per car per day for all cars on the line increased
from 20.4 in 1912-13, to 21.9 in 1913-14, while the movement
of foreign cars increased from 21.4 to 28.6 miles per car per

The bulletin states that these results were accomphshed
by eternal vigilance and persistent "plugging" on the part of
hundreds of loyal employees in the campaign to save car days;

And

the president, too

about a piece of good work

will

— he

is

never too busy to hear

in the line of car

when you come to think of it.
here for — to move cars and if we move

".After
all

SAVING CAR DAYS

day.

I

31

all,

;

movement.
what we are

that's

the cars the 'days'

take care of themselves."

Xew R.mlway

—

Line fcr Greek Government. Early in 1914,
government of Greece made arrangements to secure contro^
of the railway known as the La Societe des Chemins de Fer
Helleniqiie. and the government also .entered into a contract with
La Societe de Constructions Batignolles to connect that railway,
with the railways from the port of Salonica to Monastir ant}
the

from Salonica to Scopia. It is expected that the work will be
finished and the' new line put irv'operation not later than April{
The contract price for the work is $2,316,000, and plans
1915.

now being made for the purchase of the necessary locomotives and other rolling stock.
are

Maintenance

In order to present a complete report of the convention of
the

American Railway Bridge & Building Association, which

will

meet

Los Angeles on October

in

20-22, inclusive, the

Oc-

from the regular

tober maintenance section will be postponed

date of October 16, to October 23.

An

interesting contrast of ideas

was brought out

in the discus-

sion of the curving of rails at the Roadmasters' convention last

The committee

week.

mended

The Curving

that rail for

originally rccom-

curves over six

all

degrees should be curved.

of

In the discus-

one member advocated curving all
D
rails for curves of three degrees and over.
Several other members opposed curving rails for curves of less
than 10 or 12 degrees and some would eliminate it under all
conditions.
The tendency on the better maintained roads is to
sion,

.1

curve

rails

for

down

curves

to

three

degrees,

course, being to obtain a better riding track

be maintained to line

On

more

easily.

It is

the object,

of

and one that can

evident that curving the

before placing them in track should promote these results.

rails

be

made known

Section

an early date. For this reason it is betplace experimental rails on curves of
high degree rather than on tangent. If a material or device
gives indications of possessing considerable merit it is of
as much advantage to the railway as to the manufacturer
to determine this fact, and both should co-operate fully in
the conduct of the test.
When the manufacturer furnishes
the material, frequently at or below cost, in order to have the
test made, it would seem only fair that the road should
co-operate to the extent of placing this material where the
most comprehensive results may be secured. Manufacturers
frequently complain that this is not always done.
Where
this condition exists the difficulty commonly arises from the
fact that the man who authorizes the test and arranges with
the manufacturer to secure the materials turns them over to
his subordinates to install with very incomplete instructions
and pays little or no further attention to them. Not knowing the purpose of the test, and taking very little interest
in it, the subordinates frequently place the materials where
they will require the least expenditure of energy on their part,
regardless of the purpose of the test.
for

ter,

at

instance,

to

the other hand, the general objection to this practice on the

part of the roadmasters

shows a serious

difficulty.

The

not to the

practice

sections of rails

but

itself,

and hard metal now employed.

It was for
recommend

started.

The curving

mind

of rails at the steel mills

probably meet with the opposition of the manufacturers,

and slow work on their part. It
will also add somewhat to the difficulties of loading and shipping
the curved rails. As an alternative, it would seem advisable for
since

it

will require additional

the roads to establish a
trally

power driven rail curver at some cenwhere rails could be curved
With the necessity for
as desired.

located point on their lines

particular

for

locations,

continually increasing standards of maintenance, the curving of
rails

is

to

be

desired,

and the

problem

is

how

to

do

WORK

this

be curved should be curved at the mill and eliminated the
recommendation regarding the degree of curve at which this

work should be

made

that

rails to

will

"HE

one of the papers on handling
*
material, published in this issue, that economy could be
promoted by fixing certain dates for some classes of maintenance
work that are seasonal in nature and requiring all foremen to
attend to such work at the specified time. The author had in

is

reason that the association finally decided to

FIXED DATES FOR SEASONAL MAINTENANCE

objection

based on the difficulty of
curving the rails in the field at a reasonable expenditure of time
and money. Various devices have been perfected which will
curve rails, but few give a sufficient output with the heavy
is

Way

of

this

economically and expeditiously.

I

suggestion

is

in

particularly classes of

work

requiring large quantities of

and that the plan he suggests would enable the store
department to carry a minimum stock of such material except
immediately in advance of the date specified, when a heavy dematerial,

mand
tie

could be anticipated.

plates,

bolts,

fencing

The

regular stock of crossing planks,

material,

etc.,

could

be

considerably

reduced the rest of the year with a resulting saving in interest
on the investment in such stock.
In addition to this advantage the suggested practice has another
strong point in its favor which alone has warranted its use to
some extent. On one eastern road a general order is issued each
year to all section foremen that the right of way must be mowed
during a certain week. The considerations which first prompted
order were the desirability of insuring the cutting of all
at the time when their propagation would be at least
partially arrested and of maintaining a uniform appearance along

this

weeds
It

to suggest that if any device
considered of sufficient merit to warrant a test
of it being made, such test should be
More Care
conducted in such a way as to secure
the greatest amount of comparative
in
Observation shows that
information.
Conducting Tests
A new type of
this often is not done.

would appear unnecessary

or material

crossing

is

is

inserted at a single intersection

or no data regarding the

life

where there are little
and where

of former crossings,

is no opportunity of comparing the life of the new
crossing with that of others carrying the same traffic under
the same conditions.
Again, a curve is laid entirely with

there

new composition, and an attempt is made to compare the results secured with those of standard rails laid on
another curve several miles away with dififerent conditions
rails of a

of grade, curvature and traffic instead of laying half of the
curve with the experimental rail and the remainder with
the standard material.
In selecting a location for a test it
is also advisable to choose a place where conditions are severe
to secure an accelerated test in order that the results may

:4m,

the line, particularly just before the early fall inspection.

Ex-

perience has shown, however, that the absolute check provided

on the performance of each gang on that particular work is one
Foremen
of the most important advantages of this system.
are poor organizers and who, as a result, waste considerable
time in changing from one job to another and moving around

who

over their sections are forced to apply themselves diligently to
the one task until it is completed. By this means a direct comparison between different gangs is afforded, due allowance being

made for differences in conditions on the various sections.
The same advantage would be gained in handling other maintenance work seasonally as in mowing the right of way, and in so
far as this system is applicable it would tend to attain the same
end as the equating of track sections which has been tried to a
limited extent oh some eastern roads. This consists in the establishment of some unit by which the performance of section
gangs can be measured, a thing highly desirable inasmuch as the
determination of a unit should be the first step in any attempt to

increase the output of laborers.
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assume that water

To

the Roadmasters'
THEweekconvention
Chicago, was one of the

of impermeability reliance is someimpermeability of the concrete, in other

of attendance, the discussions and reports were equal to those

structures

it

is

necessary to

secure this condition
placed on the

times

cases slacked lime, alum, or

some other ingredient

added

is

to

the mixture, and in probably the majority of cases a coating of

spread on the surface. In most
solid floor bridges, arch structures and foimdation walls below
the ground-water level it is considered necessary to adopt the
latter method, although for retaining walls, buried abutments,

some waterproofing material

is

opinion seems to be divided between three general views.
that no provision need be made for excluding water,

etc.,

The

first is

way

concrete mixed in the usual proportions and in the usual

being impervious enough

;

the second, that extreme care should

be taken in removing the water pressure by laying porous
lines leading to

tile

ma-

next to the concrete and by placing blind stone drains or

terial

weep holes

frequent intervals

at

;

and the

surface exposed to the water should be

that the entire

third,

and ample drains also provided.

carefully waterproofed

is

it

Baltimore

evident that the elaborate precautions taken in the

& Ohio

experience of

tionable, the

that at least in

more

tank work would be prohibitively expensive
a degree of permeability is less objec-

which

for structures in

many

many

engineers leads to the belief

cases, a slight increase in cost to secure

careful proportioning, mixing, placing and curing of con-

would be more than repaid by

crete

general,

In

it

its

impermeability.

has been recognized that a rich mixture and

wet mixing decrease permeability, but there has been a lack of
definite

men

data to guide

in

the field in attempting to place

concrete that would not require waterproofing.
line

have

in

Tests along this

the past been concerned chiefly with neat cement

and mortar. A series of tests now under way at the University
of Wisconsin are the basis for a number of interesting conclusions in a paper by Morton O. Withey, read before the Western
Society of Engineers on September 14, covering the degree to
which ordinary gravel concrete can be made to resist the passage
of water and suggestions for increasing its resistance to.
As to the most suitable mixture, a 1:Uj :3 by volume was

shown to be very impervious, although in nearly

all cises the

organization.

is,

of course, to be remembered that for

many

cases other

held last

best in the history of that

While

did not equal that of last year in point

it

of any previous meeting.

This association has made a very gratifying growth during the
three years.
But, while the active membership has now
passed 800, it includes only 40 per cent of the roadmasters of the
country, exclusive of their assistants. No association has a more
important field for study and the exchange of ideas.
Over
$350,000,000 is spent annually for maintenance of way and structures.
Over $225,000,000, or 60 per cent of this amount, is spent
under the direction of the roadmasters. In other words, the
average roadmaster is responsible for the proper expenditure
past

for labor

and material of over $100,000 annually. It is to study
sums that this association is

of the application of these large

devoted.

The comment

sometimes heard that the Roadmasters" As-

is

no longer necessary since the formation of the
American Railway Engineering Association, and that its work is
being done by the latter association, resulting in unnecessaryduplication.
However, a glance at the reports of these two associations will show that there exist the same distinct fields for
is

association

work

tions themselves.

that are to be found in the railway organiza-

The

two organizations should

activities of the

With the many important
be correlated but not conflicting.
problems now confronting the maintenance of way department,
is a demand for all the constructive work each association
can do without duplicating the work of the other. In planning
committee work for the year, the officers of these and other
maintenance associations should bear this point in mind, since
all of them are working to the same end, that of promoting the

there

efficiency of maintenance of way work. For this reason it would
have seemed advisable for the committee on Track Accessories
not to have attempted to reci>mmcnd definite dimensions for
frogs and tie plates, since the American Railway Engineering
Association has already adopted complete specifications and designs for these materials, and especially since this report was
prepared without considering these other designs and is ii»
conflict with them.
On the other hand, reports on such subjects
as The Laying of Rail, The Organization of Forces, and The
Policing of Right of Way, are distinctly within the province of
this association, as they discuss problems with which the roadmaster is continually confronted. There is a wide field for the
Roadmasters' Association in the investigation of economical
maintenance methods and organization in the track department.

More money
and

it

spent for track labor than for

is

in the

is

study of means for economizing

all

track material,

in

the use of this

labor that the greatest opportunity of the Roadmasters' Association should be found.

mixtures of 1 :7, or richer, showed a rate of flow for a 50-hour
period under a head of 40 lb. per sq. in. less than 0.0001 gal.
per sq. ft. per hr., which is negligible for ordinary structures.
It

Association,

of

in

sociation

The application of waterproofing coating to a concrete surface
adds materially to the cost, and some are questioning whether
an equal degree of imperviousness could not be secured at less
expense by paying more attention to the quality of the concrete.
It has been demonstrated repeatedly that watertight concrete can
be made, a notable example being the concrete water tank on the
Baltimore & Ohio, in the construction of which a l:V/i:3yi
mixture was used, slacked lime was added in mixing, and the
entire inner and outer surface was coated twice with a cement
coating.
Little data is available as to the amount by which
the cost of concrete is increased in making it impermeable.
While

No. 12

will not penetrate a concrete slab or wall.

many railway

design of

the

57,

THE OPPORTUNITY OF THE ROADMASTERS' ASSOCIATION

PERMEABILITY OF CONCRETE

IN

Vol.

BRIDGE AND BUILDING CONVENTION
The next convention

of the .American

Railway Bridge & BuildAlexandria hotel, Los
Committee reports will

objections in addition to the cost could be advanced against the

ing

and the author mentions the fact that a rich mixto greater changes in volume under alternate
wetting and drying, necessitating added provision for reinforcement and expansion >oints. The tests also showed that the
permeability of such concrete can be decreased by grading the
sand and gravel to reduce the voids, by increasing the fineness of
the cement for 1 :9 mixtures, by mixing the concrete longer than
is customary, with a short period of dry mixing of the aggregate
before the water is added, and by exercising more care in the

Angeles, on October 20-22, inclusive.
be presented on Ice Houses and the Preservation of Ice for
Raihvay Service; Warning for Overhead and Side Obstructions;

curing of the concrete.

From present indications
planning to attend. For the

rich mixtures,

ture

is

subject

When

Association

will

held

be

the

at

Towers,

Reinforced Concrete
Passenger Service; MeCare of Traffic W'hile Constructing
chanical Coaling Stations
Bridges to Eliminate Grade Crossings; Water Supply; Concrete
Culvert Pipe and Piles; Heating. Lighting and Ventilating
Roundhouses and Shops, and Concrete Posts, Poles and Signs.
Railroad

Bridge

Crossing

Work;

Gates,

Station

Buildings

etc.

;

for

;

a

large

number of members

are

were secured when the mixer with a rate of 30 r. p. m.
was run at least 1^ to 2 min. For richer mixtures 1 min. seemed

b«fiefit of those going from Chicago
and east, arrangements are being made by the secretary, C. A.
Lichty, C. & N. W., Chicago, for special cars going via the Santa
Fe with a stop at the Grand Canyon en route
Sufficient
resers'ations have already been made for two cars and it is

to be long enough.

probable that a third will be required.

minimum

a graded mi.xture approaches the theoretical curve of
voids,

the

pressures up to 40
tures

lb.

concrete
per

sq. in.

is

practically

The

watertight

best results with

under

1 :9

tnix'
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The Roadmasters' Thirty-Second Annual Convention
An

Abstract of the Committee Reports and Discusat the Meeting Held Last Week in Chicago

sions

The thirty-second annual convention of the Roadmasters' and
Maintenance of Way Association of America was held at the
Auditorium Hotel, Chicago, on September 8-11, inclusive. While
the

attendance did not reach the previous high record estabwas more than usually successin point of interest and value of the discussion to the mem-

lished last year, the convention
ful

while the exhibits of the Track Supply Association were
more numerous and representative of maintenance of way mabers,

terials

11

,

1^

Track Supply Association. In his remarks Mr. Aishton
emphasized the importance and responsibility of the
track department in the efficient and economical operation of the
railways, stating that over $1,100 was spent for labor and almost $900 for materials every minute by the track departments
of railways of the United States.
Past-presidents T. Hickey
M. C.) J. A. Kerwin (C. P. & St. L.) James Sweeney (C. &
T. Thompson (A. T. & S. F.)
E. I.)
A. M. Clough (N. Y.
C. & H. R.), and W. Shea (C. M. & St. P.), spoke on various
particularly

;

;

;

;

emphasizing the value of the association in general, and particularly the discussions to track men.
The officers of the association for the past year were PresiF.
dent, T.
Donahue (B. & O.) first vice-president, C. H.
Gruver (C. R. I. & P.) second vice-president, B. C. Dougherty
activities of the association,

:

;

;

M. &

N. W.).

P.)

St.

The

secretary and treasurer, L. C.

;

Ryan

(C.

&

reports of the officers reflected the healthy con-

new members having been received
largest number for any similar period

dition of this association, 170

during the past year, the
in

its

the

history of the

now exceeds

800.

membership
was equally encour-

while the total

association,

The

financial statement

aging, the report of the treasurer

members

showing

a balance of $1,075

on hand.

The following committee

NEW AND
During the

reports

and discussions were pre-

fXi^uiin, '^Vpai^s,- iiV mile!

To.

L^

good shape today under heavy power if track is maingood as formerly it has to be re-surfaced almost con;

is

plain that

if

our work

is

as nearly

complete at all times, as it should be, it would require twice the
number of men now apportioned for each mile of track.
diminish the necessity of putting on this

many

recommend the more general adoption and
power driven machinery and tools for all kinds
of work pertaining to the building and maintaining of tracks.
Section Motor Cars. The use nf section motor cars is considered by the committee an important development toward increase in efficiency.
There have been diverging views existing
among some railway men concerning the advisability of installing motor cars on sections and while their use may not be
urgently

installation

of

—

! !

1

!

!

:

!
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!
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!
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0034
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This

^""''^
is

a saving of $0.02 per mile in favor of the

In view of the above facts,

we recommend

motor

car.

the adoption

of

motor cars instead of hand cars, on the same basis of foremen
and men now allowed, as experience shows that greater efficiency
and long hours of work are secured and men are more easily
obtained on sections where they now have been installed, and,
therefore, their adoption will help to a certain degree to increase

the

amount of work accomplished per day per man.
Cars, Unloadcrs and Spreaders. In the handling

—

Ballast

of

waste material on improvement
work, the use of specially designed unloaders and spreaders is
large quantities

of

ballast

or

recommended.
Rail Handling Machines. There are a number of these machines now on the market and we do not feel that any certain

—

make ought
be

the

to

be recommended as the local conditions should

main factor

in

deciding the design most suitable.

order to prevent tieing up too

much

chines suitable for different kinds of

Where heavy

In

capital in machinery, nia-

work should be adopted.

ditching has to be done in the spring and au-

tumn, machines that can be utilized for ditching

and handling

should be assigned, while in territories where ditching is
\ ery light machines operated by air seem to answer the purposes
more suitably, but under all conditions rail should be handled
by power driven machinery, as this kind of work can be done at
rail

a cost of 50 per cent less

by power than by manual

Curvers.

—We

recommend

labor.

that

when we

We
find it necessarj to curve the rail, it be done at the mill.
also recommended the use of the lightest rail bender that will kink
rail is one of the big jobs we
have to contend with during the summer. It requires a large
force of men at the present time and. no doubt, even larger ones
in the future as all our work has to be done in such a manner
Accordingly it can
that there shall be no detention to traffic.

^^.^ Lay,>,^.-The relaying of

tained as

men we

!

.

while the gang

In order to

0006

Depreciation and wear of car per mile
Mens time, includings foreman, riding on car 20 miles fper hour...
&

could line track.
Today it takes six or eight and sometimes
more. In maintaining the track under light power it was only
necessary to go over the track twice during the summer and it

it

^laOToe

m^^^^^^

the rail used.

I.MPROVED TR.NCK

last

Accordingly

evident to the corn-

is

$0 0912

all

tinuously.

it

use

Labor cLrto run''hand'ckri2\;;i; VeV hVuV.'s
I^epreciation and wear of car

20 years, our track has increased in weight
37 per cent. With this increase in weight of track the unit load
hauled over it has in some instances increased over 300 per cent,
which in turn has increased our work proportionately. When
we had light rail and few ties to the rail, four or five men

in

the

Rail Benders and

sented at the four days' sessions

was

in

Total

of the

(

territories

all

and actual experience by some
of these power driven cars, that
there is absolutely no doubt of the economy and advantages in
their use as the following illustration will show
of

than at any previous convention.

Over 225 members were present, the average length of railway service of these men being 28 years.
^.
^,
J
r,
-T-T-T^
The convention was calledj^to order
by President T. F. Donahue (B. & O.) at 10:30 Tuesday morning, and was opened with
invocation by Past-President A. M. Clough.
The association
was welcomed to Chicago by Mr. Mathias, corporation counsel,
speaking in behalf of the mayor; by R. H. Aishton, vice-president, Chicago & North Western, and by Walter Allen, president

(C.

equally advantageous on

mittee, after careful investigation

easily be seen that
is

more or

less

time must necessarily be lost
If, however, machines were

waiting on trains.

substituted so that rails could be laid with a smaller force, a
great saving in the cost per lineal foot of track laid would thereby be obtained. There is now on the market a machine known

men" track layer that has been tested and approved
We recommend the general adoption
by practical track men.
of such labor saving devices,
Keeping the track, particularly
Machinery.
Handling
Snow
the switches and interlocking apparatus, in a serviceable condition during severe snow storms, constitutes a heavy item of
as the "three

—

Large size
expense on the railroads of the northern states.
snow plows are indispensable in cold climates, the rotary plow
equipped with flangers proving most satisfactory. All snow car
equipment should have the flangers operated by air.
In busy and complicated yards and terminals where train
movements are frequent, it is a physical impassibility to keep
the switches in an operative condition by the hand method of
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The unskilled laborers hired to assist in such emergdo not and cannot understandingly perform the duties required of them.
Therefore, any labor saving appliance that
will minimize the danger to the men and effectually keep switches
cleaning.

visable, the

encies

the

hand

the

men

operation should receive earnest consideration.

in

From

has been found that the method of cleanswitches by chemicals is more effective than

experience

it

ing snow from
any other. The switches, intricate mechanism of interlocking,
etc., in busy yards by this method are kept in working order

experienced forces during the heaviest snow
This method consists in melting the snow by pouring
It is applied to switches by hand disit.
The cans have a long
tributing cans which hold about 3 gal.
spout of 3^-in. pipe and a valve. The opening at the end of the
spout is 1/32 in. diameter and the spout is wrapped with asThis method is very
bestos for several inches from the end.
by

regular,

the

storm.
the

chemical upon

snow from the

removing

in

efficient

intricate

interlockings, switches, slip crossings, etc.

the efficiency of a

man

at

interlockings

is

It

is

mechanism of
estimated that

increased 200 to 300

per cent by using the chemical cleaning method.
Ditching Machinery The thorough draining of road bed

—

the

first

good

To

but practically

to be done in order to obtain
obtain this different methods have been used,

all

of

done by manual

is

it

labor.

This

is

a

slow and expensive process, especially when trains are frequent
and work trains have to spend most of the time in sidings.
Suggestions have been made to do the ditching by the use
This can be done to good
of wheelbarrows and ditching cars.
advantage if ditching is done to a side cut or short through
cut where material removed can be wasted at the end of the
cut over an adjacent embankment, provided there is no place
in the vicinity where the road-bed does not actually need to be
strengthened. In most cases the roads that have heavy ditching
Therefore, material should be
have very narrow fills.
hauled to these places and the ditching should be done by maquantity that possibly can be
the
biggest
chinery, in order that
moved in a short time will be removed from cuts while the
also

There are on the market for
train has the main track.
purpose several machines, all of which are good.
Miscellaneous. Under this head almost even' tool used in
In passing we might
maintenance work could be mentioned.
speak of lining jacks, ratchet track wrenches, tie adzing and
boring machines, appliances for drawing screw spikes, etc.
There is also a possibility of installing pneumatic tools in our

work

this

—

In nearly every yard of any size on all railroads,
distributed for the use of the motive power and
When air will drill steel plates on cars and
car departments.
engines, why can we not drill rails? When air will drive rivets,

department.

air

power

is

spikes? When air will lift cars and enbe utilized in jacks for lining tracks, etc.?
W. D.\HL (N. Y. C. & H. R.) Chairman.

why can it not drive
gines, why can it not
J.

— In

opening the discussion, the chairman stated
throwing track, men will ordinarily be distributed at
A 2-ft. section of track
intervals of 2 ft. along the track.
weighs 182 lb., while the resistance against throwing laterally is
Discussion.

that in

10 times
his

own

this

amount or

weight, or 142

times his

own weight

1.820

lb.

or 568

motor cars as
the foremen have

to install

With
lb.

The average man can

lb.

a lining bar he can

He

lift

lift

four

also deprecated the tendency

a substitute for section foremen, stating

alj they can do and that increasing the
that
length of sections adds to their duties and decreases their supervision and efficiency in direct proportion.

In discussing the benefits derived from the use of motor cars,
M. Donahoe (C. & .A.) stated that he did not believe motor
cars would make as great mileage during their life as hand
cars.

He

also called attention to several types of engines

which

can be attached to hand cars at an initial expenditure considerably less than the $200 referred to in the committee report.
W. F. Muff (A. T. & S. F.). stated that while he has several
such cars on his sections, his company does not allow the men
to purchase their

own

57.

No. 12

company purchases the engines and mounts them on
Other members stated that their roads allowed
own engines and mount them on the

cars.

to purchase their

hand cars

if

they desired.

P. J. McAndrews (C.
benefits he has secured

&

N. W.)

believed one of the obscure

from motor cars lies in the fact that
while it has not been practicable for him to reduce his forces
with the adoption of motor cars, he has been able to avoid the
necessity of increasing forces during the past two years in spite
of the continually decreasing efficiency of labor.
While unable
to show exact figures, he believed that on sections employing
seven or eight men, motor cars effected a saving of one man in
each gang.
J. Buel (Ark. Cent.)
five

for use

kept

when

motor cars for
cars were

stated that he has used

The hand

years, eliminating alternate sections.

the motor cars were in the shops for re-

has been found that whenever a gang was required
to go back to the hand car, the laborers left. J. P. Corcoran
(.C. & A.)
also stated that his laborers tend to move from sec-

pairs, but

it

equipped with hand cars to adjoining sections supplied
with motor cars and that he has no trouble keeping these latter
gangs to their desired quota. On the other hand, W. F. Muff
tions

is

and most important thing

track.

Vol.

cars, but that if they are considered ad-

stated that the

Mexican laborers employed on

plain about the increased hours of labor

now

his division

com-

spent on the track

where motor cars are used.

The consensus

of

opinion was

motor cars should be

that

strongly recommended, but that no sections should be eliminated.

Some opposed
traffic,

their use

on

lines

witli

many

curves or heavy

while others reported using them safely on such lines.

Ryan stated that during June and
Western paid $35 per minute for track
L. C.

July, 1914, the
labor.

cars saved only 20 min. per day for these forces the

North

the motor

If

economy

is

evident.

In the discussion of rail handling machines there

was a

di-

regarding the type best suited for different
D. O'Hern (E. J. & E.) stated that he uses a locomotive crane with a magnet in loading scrap, this machine picking up twelve 33-ft., 100-lb. rails at one time. It is also used to
versity of opinion

conditions.

It is used principally in
pick up angle bars, bolts and spikes.
yards where the ordinary air or steam-operated rail loaders are

too slow.

There was also a wide diversity of opinion regarding the
The committee report originally
for curving rails.
advocated curving all rails for curves of 6 deg. and over,
T. Hickey (M. C.) advocated curving all rails for curves over

necessity

3 deg.. stating that he has found that rails properly curved will

D. O'Hern, H. Van Gorder
N. W.) ; M. Burke (C. M. & St. P.), and others opposed
the curving of rails for all curves less than 10 deg., believing
that money so expended is wasted and that the necessity for
curving rails for such curves has disappeared with the gradual
change in the practice of laying rail with broken rather than
It was finally voted to amend the report to
square joints.
recommend that where necessary to curve rails they should be
stay in line as well as on tangent.

(C.

&

curved at the

mills.

and A. M. Clough (N. Y. C. & H. R.) detie tamping machine, 12 of
which are now in use on the New York Central. This machine
is mounted on a push car, is self-propelled and is driven by a
gasolene engine operating an air compressor. It works similarly
to a riveting machine with two tampers having a stroke of about
lyi in. This machine requires two men to operate it and will
tamp 350 to 450 ft. of track per day. replacing 10 men.
C.

King (L.

I.)

scribed the operation of a type of

PROPER

The roadmaster

or

METHOD

OF

R.^IL

supervisor of

RENEW.»iL

track

who

is

in

immediate

charge cf a division should be the one to recommend when rail
He sees it, under all conditions sees it
should be renewjed.
either too light or gradually deteriorating under traffic, and
knows from year to year just how much more difficult and expensive it becomes to maintain it. The question .of the weight
of the new rail to be laid should be determined by the chief en;

:

September
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conversant with the probable increase in
tonnage or acceleration of speed contemplated over
which is not always known to the man in charge

giriLcr or other official
traffic

or

that district

nearly always varies from that being taken out, rails should be
laid without regard for holding the joints on the old joint ties
rail anchors used to hold it from creeping until the
spaced and the joint ties properly spiked.
It is also

ties

Rail should be laid as early in the spring as possible, weather
and other conditions permitting. It should be furnished from

recommended

the mills on fiat cars

when

and

practicable

all

full

length rails

should be loaded separate from short lengths.
Rails loaded in gondola cars should be unloaded with a power
unloader operated by air or steam as provided. Rail can be unloaded with skids from the side of the car or by pulling them

from the ends of cars with an incline arrangement to permit
the rail to reach the ground easily, the main object of all con-

off

are

that a sufficient number of rail anchors be used permanently, according to conditions, to keep the rail from creeping, the idea being that in the past too much was expected of the
only way we had of holding the rail, viz. the slots in the flanges
:

of the angle bars.

joints tight
rails

would never get more than from 3

to
is

6

ahead of the center

in.

put

in.

Any

extra effort

keep joints properly broken is fully repaid in the proper
ties on curves, one of the most vital points.
Rails shorter than the standard lengths should be marked
green on the ends, except those cut special for curves, which
should be marked red.
All second quality rails should be
marked white. Full length rails, of course, do not need to be
marked.
WJiere conditions permit rail should be laid in track one rail
at a time and great care sliould be used to see that they are not
humped against the last rail laid in. Proper expansion shims
to

spacing of

should be used to keep the rails the right distance apart according to the weather conditions. The shims should be made
of hard steel. Rails of the same width of base should be laid
from the inside which will permit the ties to be ddzed and rail

up level without interfering with outside spikes, and all bad
spikes should be renewed.
If a rail with a wider base than existing rail is being laid,
one rail should be laid from the outside and one from the inside with the same care in adzing ties so that the wheel will
tread the full width of the head of the rail as in laying from the
inside.
The track should be put to true gage when the rail is
set

the proper tables for expansion are not given the tables

recommended by the American Railway Engineering Association
should be

used.

This

table

is

herewith given with a

slight

variation
20 deg
40 deg
60 deg

Xo

80 deg
100 deg

5-16 in.
1-4 in.

I-S in.
in.

3-16 in.

temperature below zero.
A foreman laying rail should be provided with a thermometer
to enable him to know what the temperature is and to use expansion shims accordingly and he should also have a steel tapeline to check frequently the positions of his joints and underrail

should be laid

in

all

defective

new rail, as nothing so
good work of a foreman in

feature in getting the best results from
effectually destroys or nidlifies the

getting rail laid with the proper expansion than to have

and some

loose, the heat or cold

apart or closing them up where there

is

some

always pulling the
the least resistance.

No

poor spikes should be redriven.
In handling relayer rail the same general methods should be
used; in addition care should be taken not to relay any poor

worn out joints. The proper place and time to guard
this is when the rail is being removed from track;
are easier detected then and the condition of joints is more

or

rail

against
flaws

readily seen.

Rail laid near depots or water stations

where

trains stop

and

worn down more than out in the open and this rail
should either be kept together or culled out entirely. All good
start will be

from one side should be loaded on the same cars and as
near in rotation as possible and unloaded the same way, so as
to put the rails back in as near the same relation to each other
rails

as possible.

Great care should be e.xercised to see that rail is properly in
When a new rail is laid where an old joint was slightly
it should be tamped or blocked up to prevent it being surface bent by the first train over it.

place.

low,

There are many other

details that the

foreman who

is

con-

sidered capable of handling a rail gang will see to of his

own

The organization

accord.

time of day to run

rail

of his gang, the rules of flagging, the

and the amount that can be well and
him and the prime object

safely laid, can reasonably be left to

should be, not

laid.

be required and

—

used on the inside of curves so that a joint on the inside
of the opposite rail until a short rail

may

Ties should be spaced as

renewed and track properly surfaced, gaged and lined as
soon as possible after the rail is laid. All bolts should be tightened to as near the same tension as possible a most important
ties

cerned being to use care so that rail will not be injured while
being unloaded.
Rail should be laid with broken joints.
!n laying rail around
curves, tails cut from 6 to 12 in. shorter at the mills should be
rail
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and enough

of the track.

When

;

:

well

laid

how

can be

mucli

and with the

least

but

laid,

how much

can be

interruption of traffic or anxiety

who are immediately responsible for its proper
maintenance and with the results that the higher
officials expect from the money expended.
The following is an outline of an arrangement of a steel
to

the officers

laying and

gang of 58 men
Two men, one flagman in each direction at all times when
is at work; two men, taking up and putting down crossings and handling insulated joints; one man, with hand car,
gang

switch point, rail bender, etc. four men pulling
men throwing in old rail ten men adzing ties
twelve men lifting in new rail two men barring in new rail
two men spiking joints and quarters; four men spiking; one
man adzing ties for new joints; six men or more putting on new
joints and wrenching; one man removing expansions shims; four
men throwing out old rail one man carrying water one foreman of the gang; two assistant foremen, and one time keeper.
A. M. Clough (N. Y. C. & H. R.), Chairman.

handling
spikes

;

tools,

;

three

;

;

stand the importance

of keeping the joints

uniformly broken,

without which uneven spacing of ties between joints and unsightly and improperly laid track will result.
Three or four bolts in a joint, properly tightened up during
the day while laying operations are going on, are sufficient to
permit traffic to go over, but all joints should be full bolted and

;

;

.

made reasonably tight and
work at night.

bolts

all

spikes driven

down before

Disciissio n.^-The extent to

quitting

The

practice of using switch points to

make temporary

con-

gradually losing favor and the safer
joints made to fit both sections of
rail that are being handled is recommended, haying in mind, of
course, to do the least cutting of full length rails possible. The
foreman should carry forward with him the portions of the first
cut rail and while laying rails longer than the existing rails or
nections while laying rail

way

of having

is

compromise

rails run away from the old location of joints, he can
always make his closure where a shorter rail will answer until
the full rail is used up.
As the proper expansion between the new rail being laid

where

which

rails

should be allowed to

wear before being renewed aroused discussion. Several memworn out is evidenced by the increased cost
of maintenance to keep the track in proper condition and also
by the increase in the number of breakages. There is no rigid
line of demarcation between safe and unsafe rail.
J. P. Corcoran (C. & A.) called attention to the economy in transferring
rail from main to branch lines before it has been entirely worn
out in main line service, the effect of this being to decrease the
cost of maintenance on both main and branch lines.
In reply to a question. Chairman Clough stated that one importa'nt advantage of laying rail in the spring is that the more
bers stated that rail
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unit'orm temperature enables the rail to be laid with less

from expansion.

culty

It is also possible to get

diffi-

more work from

a gang of men at this season.
To expedite the unloading of

rail

He

would rather load released
was

also stated that he

into stock cars than

on

flat

or gondola cars as there

danger of injury to the men.
H.. Prentice (L. S. & M. S.) stated that he has found
difficulty in preventing the tongmen from bumping the adjacent
rails and closing up the expansion so he leaves several shims
between the last rails laid. A. M. Clough stated that he avoids
this liy setting the rail on the tics close to the old rail and moves
less

G.

In discussing

which

line of spikes

should be removed, VV. Shea

stated that he has found ordinary spikes

on the outside of the
rail to be badly corroded and cut whenever the rail required
renewal and he did not believe it advisable to allow such spikes
He advocated pulling all spikes, which
to remain in the track.

when tie plates are used.
was the general opinion that rails should be laid
recommended by the committee, M. Griffin (C. R. R.

of course, necessary

is,

While

it

singly as

of N. J.) stated that on his subdivision it is impossible to secure the use of the track to exceed 15 to 30 niin. at a time.
Under these conditions he bolts up 100 rails on the ends of the
ties,

bonding
is

place and spiked.

rail is in

The

but the last joint and throws this stretch in at

On curves he places 25 tn 30 rails in a string. Exmaintained by holding the shims in position until the

one time.
pansion

all

original

reconimendatinn

of

vigorous discussion.

L. C.

Ryan

(C.

committee

the

should be spaced immediately after the

&

rail

is

N. W.)

that

ties

aroused a
stated that he

laid,

New York

Central track where care
He had also studied the
is taken to secure a supported joint.
Pennsylvania track where a suspended joint is used and had
gone over the Lehigh \'alley track where either suspended or

had recently examined a

the

traffic

PROPER

W. Shea

ties.

the

abandoned

Paul has

St.

and mainly

spacing of joint

They have found

ties.

chored on intermediate

With

tie plate.

ties,

although

single track

P.

Madden

(

joints

that rail can be laid

much cheaper than where

C.

M. &

St.

P.)

the

stated that he

had found the same results on double track. Other members
spoke of the practice of the Michigan Central and Lake Shore
along the same lines, the former road having abandoned the
spacing of ties when laying rail on some divisions for the
While other members strongly opposed this
past three years.
practice, the association decided to

amend

the report as printed

above.

The

original

recommendation of the association that

rail

in

double track be laid in the direction of the traffic was also atM. Donahoe (C. & A.) stated that he had found that
tacked.
A. M. Clough stated
rail could be laid better against the traffic.

when laying rail with the traffic on a
road equipped with block signals, there was less danger of a
W. F. Muff (A. T. & S. F.)
traili running into open track.
slated that until this year it had been his practice to lay rail
During this season he has laid rail against the
witli the traffic.

that on the other hand,

traffic

and

finds that

it

creeps

less.

He

also believed that there

danger of accidents when using point connections.
T. Thompson (A. T. & S. F.") and P. J. McAndrews (C. &
X. W.) stated that they are able to maintain the expansion
A. E. Muschott
belter when laying rail against the traffic.

was

less

rail

is

not battered at these connections.

AND

ECONOMICAL

USE

Additional supervision has been provided

track organization as existed as

much

would seem the time has arrived
needs

AND

LABOR

OF

in

all

other depart-

in the track

as 40 years or

more

ago.

It

for careful consideration of the

department for such supervision as

will

guard

against waste.

Under

the organization in effect on

superintendent has the

some

lines,

where the

di-

roadmasters or superthought that some measure

division

visors immediately under him,

it

is

because often the superintendent is not famatters and especially so during the early
years of his experience as superintendent before he has had
opportunity to study and absorb some of the essential principles
of efficiency

with

miliar

is

lost

track

of track maintenance.

Each division has a master mechanic under whose direction
road foremen of engines, traveling foremen and various inspectors are employed to supervise the
car builder
to

whose business

handle the

traffic,

it

is

men and machinery,

a master

to keep the cars in condition

trainmasters and

their

assistants

to

in-

and direct trainmen, each of those mentioned being a
There should therefore be an experienced
trackman at the head of the track department on each division
whose knowledge properly applied would enable his company to
get maximum results from all money expended for material and
labor used in track maintenance.
No plan of organization can be worked out that would exactly fit conditions on all railways nor perhaps on all divisions
of any large systems, but the following proposed plan with
modifications might be found suitable for many of the principal
lines with heavy or medium traffic.
struct

specialist in his line.

Division Superintendent or Division
Division or General Roadmaster.
Roadmaster or Supervisor.

Engineer.

General Foreman.
Extra Gang Foreman.
Section Foreman.

Student Foreman.
Laborers.

and the

this requires a special joint

new

ments of our railways as the need became apparent, but on many
important roads we find today practically the same scheme of

for this reason,

that rail can be fully an-

these tie plates he has found

and maintained on
ties are spaced.

spiking the

ways and could

(C. R. R. of N. J.)
road to lay rail with the

Griffin

MATERIAL

stated that anchoring the rail

slot

No. 12

switch points are used at connections but rails are
and it has been found that when laid with the

0RG.\NIZ.\TI0X

supported joints are used without the spacing of ties and found
He therefore questioned the necesall this track rode well.
sity of spending a large sum of money to secure a standard
spacing of joint

it

M.

in the results.

the practice on his

is

57,

cut as required,

that

to the joint ties loosens these ties

stated that he has laid rails both

E.)

No

traffic.

vision

lal-Tally into its final position.

it

&

J.

no difference

see

stated that

rail along the track, J. P. Corcoran stated that he has transferred rail from coal cars to flat
cars with a rail loader in a yard at a cost of $2.10 per car.
W. Shea (C. M."& St. P.) defended the shipment of rails from
the mills in stock cars as practiced on many western roads, because of the ultimate economy to the railroads in reducing empty

car mileage.

(E.

Vol.

.\

general roadmaster should have jurisdiction

in

the

same

as his division superintendent.
On heavy divisions,
roadmasters should have districts not exceeding 50 miles of
double track or 100 miles of single track while on lighter divisions through prairie country 125 miles should be the maxidistrict

mum

length of district.

All records should be kept at the office of the general roadmaster and the district roadmasters should only conduct such cor-

respondence as may be
men, a sufficient force
roadmaster to keep the
for material and labor
various

prescribed

necessary to direct the work of the foreto be employed at the office of general

necessary accounts showing expenditures
with correct distribution thereof to the

divisions

of

charges.

Through

the

elimi-

roadmaster would be in a position to spend the greater portion of his time out on the fine
among his foremen and laborers, giving the personal supervision and instruction which is essential to efficiency.
A general roadmaster should exercise supervision over his
assigned territory, carrying out the policy of the management,
distributing to his district roadmasters, necessary material and
making such allowances f-or labor on the various districts as
conditions warrant, placing the-^material and labor to the best
advantage. Necessary
general
instructions
to
roadmasters
should be issued from his office, proper data for cost records
should be secured and worked out to determine the efficiency
of those employed under liim and a careful survey shoidd be

nation of

office

work, the

district

September

made

18,
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of conditions

on the various roadmasters'

districts at

fre-

quent intervals.

pay rolls, vouchers, requests, etc., should be carefully scrutinized and a system of checking be adopted to insure the accuracy of all time rolls.
District roadmasters should devote their entire time to the
supervising of the work being done by the various extra gangs,
section gangs or other crews employed in track work on their
districts, looking after all material to avoid any waste.
They
should carefully watch the work done by all foremen and promote the most efficient men to better positions as opportunity is
.-Ml

52.5

it would at least tend to improve the quality.
General
roadmasters with a program of work covering all or nearly all
the year would be in a position to give the stores department
advance notice and get materials in such quantities and at suit-

supplies,

able times to avoid accumulation of large stocks.

McAndrews

P. J.

(C.

&

N. W.), Chairman.

—-The

discussion was devoted mainly to that portion relating to the proper length of roadmaster's and section

Discussion.

foremen's territories. It was generally agreed that these present
limits are too great for best results and that the recommendations

General foremen should report to the district roadmasters
working under their instructions, spending such amount of time
with the various extra gang and section foremen as will secure

of the committee, if followed, would improve conditions.
The
committee's suggestion that a general roadmaster be appointed
on those divisions with three or four roadmasters, also met with
general approval, the advantage being pointed out that this gen-

maximum

eral

presented.

and

efficiency and should pay special
foremen with least experience.
Extra gang and section foremen should render all accounts
of material and labor to general roadmasters and work under
the direction of the district roadmaster and the general foreman.
Student foremen should work on the section or extra gangs
under tl.e immediate direction of the foremen and be given 'instruction and opportunity to become familiar with the work, so
as to fit themselves for promotion to the position of foreman.

results in safety

attention to the instruction of

The maximum length of sections should be iYi miles of
double track or 6 miles of single track, and where a number of
sidings or yard tracks are included, the length of sections should
be reduced correspondingly.
Forces should be assigned to the various sections based on
the

number

of miles of

highway or

of

main

interlocking plants,

tracks,

track, miles of sidetracks, industry

number
The num-

extent of station grounds,

street crossings, etc.,

on each

section.

laborers that should be assigned to sections, depends
on the physical characteristics of the line, the amount
of traffic handled and the degree of excellence or refinement desired by the management.
Thus far organization has been discussed only as it pertains
ber

of

largely

to supervision, but unless the standard of track laborers can be
raised, all efforts

increase

to

amount

the

efficiency

of

supervising

the

but little.
In order to compete with
other industries in securing laborers, a reasonable rate of compensation should always be paid with an "all year round" prowill

officials

gram

work

of

to

for extra as well as section gangs,

and the ma-

The general

on most systems

practice at present

forces to the

minimum and

is

to reduce

dispense entirely with

all

extra gangs about the time of the first frost and tie up track
maintenance until the following May or June. This practice of
all the railways trying to do their year's work in a few months
creates an abnormal demand for labor during the short season
.'.nd makes necessary the payment of much higher wages than
would be the case if men were steadily employed and the work

The

spread out over the year.

cost of additional

recommended above would be more than saved
were kept

all

the year round as in this

way

a great

supervision
the

men

many

local

if

and extra gangs, dispensing
with the inferior class of foreign laborers that must be used
during the short season of track work.
Where it is necessary to use foreign laborers, good facilities

laborers could be secured for section

men should

with necessary attention to
sanitary conditions and an endeavor should be made to educate
for

the

provided,

be

the foreign laborers in a

coming better

manner

different

distribution of material.

C.

that will result in their be-

citizens.

King

(L. I.) described the practice

of his road of employing track forces

was described
and March 13,

the Railway

in

on a yearly basis, which'
Gasette of October 24, 1913,

Age

1914.

PROPER TYPE OF TR.\CK ACCESSORIES

—

sufficient

A plain four-hole angle bar joint, 24 in. long, with
weight and proper distribution of metal, in accordance

with the

rail

Rail-Joints.

section

The

recommended.

is

it

applied

to,

bolts for 90-lb.

to best resist deflection,

is

section should be one

rail

inch in diameter, U. S. standard thread, with a good
spring nut lock, square head tap, staggered in joint.

make of
Where

dense and heavy a separate plate is recommended.
should be about 3,-^ -in. thick. 2 to 3 in. wider
than the angle bar, turned up at ends of angle bar, and might
also have a longitudinal rib under center of plate to act as a
strengthener or truss for additional support under the rail ends.
traffic is verv*

This' base plate

Base plates can be eliminated where the traffic is
Szsntches and Manganese Separable Points. For

—

in

common

use the reinforced point

and planing
it

in.

switches

split

recommended, with length

is

be about 6
9-16

is

light.

accordance with the length of lead or angle of

in

commonly used with.
For plates we recommend

frog

a

Gage

-^-in.

long, by 6 in. or 6J4

in.

thick, insulated

iri.

plates

wide and not

rail brace.

The

should

less

where necessary and turned up

end to form a shoulder for a

jority of laborers should be retained in service continually.

section

roadmaster could so correlate and distribute the work of
roadmasters on the division to secure the most
economical operation of work trains and extra gangs and the

the

than

at each

slide plates should

thick, 6 in. wide and 12 in. long for plain
long for brace plates with a riser three to four
inches in width, rolled or planed and a shoulder for a brace to
be applied against. This brace should be a separate part of the

be at least 9-16

plates

and 20

in.

in.

punched and fitted to spike through the brace and plate.
These plates should be on every other tie from the gage plate at

plate

switch point to heel of switch, every other plate to be plain.
Special tie plates without braces should be used commencing
tie at heel of switch and extending some four ties
from the heel of switch to a point where the regular tie plates
can be applied. These long .special plates should be properly

with the joint

spike-punched for the road's standard turn-outs, the spike-punching for turnout rail to be made large enough to care for a ^-in.
variation in line.

For a heel
filler

and

joint,

be used.
traffic

rail,

It

it is

recommended that a 20-in. cast heel block
made to fit snugly between the joint

should be

bolted through the block

filler

and

joint to an

angle bar on the gage side of the point independent of the traffic
rail.
The bolt heads should be countersunk in the cast filler
traffic rail, answer
guard and be free from creeping of the traffic rail
under one-way traffic.
For yard use, at inside switches, where work is heavy, we

year round program of work would
such as rails, fastenings,
tie-plates, rail anchors, frogs, switches, etc., for-the same reasons
that economies for labor could be shown.
.\ more uniform demand for materials would enable the various mills and foundries

block so the latter will set up snug against the

produce a more regular output, thus employing a nearly uniform force of men steadily rather than increasing their outout

or sawing off of worn points and applying the manganese point
should be done at terminal roundhouses where there is a blacksmith employed and at local shops when they are not too far
distant. The stock rail supporting the turnout point in switching

It is

result

suggested that an

in

a reduced

all

cost of material,

to

spasmodically during the

summer months

as at present.

If this

improved practice would not result in a reduced price for track

for a foot

recommend

the

manganese separable switch

point.

The

cutting
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yards and at

inside switches

all

switch from being
fitting

switch

split

We

point.

shorter than 12

do not recommend a switch point

to

the

— In discussing

recommendation

ft.

—

Crossing and Other Frogs. The committee recommends the
manganese frog for crossings, other than where the traffic
In frogs
light and the wear in either direction only moderate.

where the inserted manganese filler is used, the common steel
rail should join onto the manganese with a square cut end. and
in such a manner that the track-iuen can renew the section of
common rail should it become necessarj'. We also recommend
solid manganese rigid frogs in all terminals, on busy switching
leads, and where the Bessemer or open hearth rail would wear
out in less than one year. Manganese crossings for steam railroads should be made up in two or four sections, depending
upon the angle The outside arms should be made as short as

such devices are not

frog, turnout rail at toe of frog to be

enough

longer than the lead rail, or tangent rail of frog, to square the
switch points at head block when enclosure rails of same length
are used between frog and switch.
Spring rail frogs should have tie plates attached in accordance
spacing, except under joint ties, at the heel and
where special detached plates should be used, slot
punched to mate with gain holes in the angle bar joints. .\n
anti-cree[Mng device should be used about midway between throat
tie

toe of frog,

The rail for a sufficient distance back
spring rail frogs, on one-way traffic, should be securely
ajichored with anti-creepers to prevent rail from crowding the
of

joint at toe of frog.

all

wing rail of frog.
Smitch Stands.— The committee recommends the automatic
switch stand for use on main line switches about yards and terminals where the switch is subject to being run through, as well
as to operate all busy yard or inside switches. We recommend
round holes in the base of switch stands instead of square ones
frog, or

•with the stand fastened to head blocks with H-'m. lag screws
When fastened with screws an adjustable
instead of spikes.
connection rod should be used.

curved out

rail,

inches from the

traffic

rail.

be bolted through a cast

d

— The

committee recommends an
ends to a clearance of five
The ends of the guard rail are to
to the traffic rail with one large size

Guard Rails and Fastenings.
eight-foot guard

filler

at the

to serve as a foot

This cast filler is
guard as well as to help hold the guard rail secure. A good
is
be applied at center of guard rail
clamp
to
make of guard rail
or opposite throat of frog. Tie plates should reach under both

bolt

in.

for a 90-lb. rail).

rail and traffic rail, slotted for spiking on outer side of
and guard rail. The guard rail should be planed on inner
for
side sufficiently to permit it setting up to the proper clearance
flangeway. In placing this style of guard rail, set the center of

guard
traffic

the guard rail opposite or at right angles to the throat of the frog,
or just ahead of the theoretical point of the frog.

6

Tie Plates.—This committee recommends a wrought iron plate,
in for S-in. 80-lb. rail, with a shoulder for
in. by 9 in. by

H

the outside flange of tha rail, punched for two spikes on the gage
Tie
side of the rail and one spike on the outside of the rail.
plates should be used on all curves, on all soft wood ties on tangents as well as on curves and on all ties where traffic is hea\T-

Anti-Rail

Creepers.— The boltless. self-maintaining, wedge,
in our opinion, is the best type of anti-

skew, spring or clamps,
creeper on the market.

chrome steel frog, crossing and track bolts, screw
and the "frictionless" rail were also discussed at length

in the report

M. DoNAHOE

(C.

&

A.),

Chairman.

Donahue (B. & O.)

re-

To

eliminate this difficulty the report

add that "the design of spring frogs should be
such that the wing rail may be removed to permit bolts to be
to

renewed."

The recommendations
adoption

of

automatic

regard to

of the committee with

switches

Referring to yard work,

W.

J.

created

a

tlie

discussion.

spirited

GufFey (S. A. & A. P.) stated
would run through auto-

that he has found that switching crews

matic switches rather than to stop to throw them for the desired
track and has had much difficulty in breaking up this practice.
D. O'Hern (E. J. & E.) has installed automatic switches in one
yard so that the switch engines can run through them without
stopping, facilitating their work.
M. Burke (C. M. & St. P.)
vigorously opposed this practice, believing that automatic
switches were never intended to be run through, but were designed to prevent damage when a switch was run through accidentally.
He did not believe a stand would endure such service
for any length of time.
There was an even greater -division of opinion regarding the
advisability of installing automatic switches on main tracks.
B. F. Brown (B. & M.) stated that automatic switch stands
Other
are used exclusively on main lines on his subdivision.
men opposed them and some roads were reported to forbid their
use in such locations.
W. Shea (C. M. & St. P.) objected to the recommendation of
the committee that guard rails should be bolted or clamped to
the main track rails. Where such bolts or clamps are used he
has found that they will loose the spikes holding the main rail,
resulting

in

better device

derailments.

He

pointed out the necessity for a

and advocated as one

pendent of the running

rail.

T. F.

solution, a

Donahue

guard

(B.

&

rail inde-

O.) avoids

with derailments by placing heavy tie plates under the
and running rails and applying from two to five rail
M. Donahoe (C. & A.) advocated
braces to each guard rail.
short guard rails, believing that a length of over 10 ft. was
detrimental and that the shorter length was sufficient to guard

difficulty

guard

rails

the point.

The committee's recummendations
attacked

and

after

standard

for size of tie plates

discussion

considerable

amend the report to recommend
minimum thickness of 54 in. and

it

were

was decided

to

that tie plates be used with a
of a width equal to that of the

tie.

CLE.\NING .\ND POLICING

THE RIGHT OF WAY

eastern trunk lines the right of way is given the
same care as the tracks. The weeds and grass are kept cut
down at stations each week and papers and refuse dropped from

On some

up each day.
Middle West the right of way should be mowed of
weeds and grass as soon after Jiily 1 as possible, or sooner where
weeds will go to seed before this date, to prevent fires from
spreading into wheat, oat and hay fields which annually cause
Where the ground is level, the
lieavv losses to the railroads.
trains are picked

In the

Nickel
spikes,

T. F.

sufficient.

ferred to the difficulty in renewing bolts on spring frogs without

was amended

and

raised

and there

Speaking on the second paragraph of the section on switches
and manganese separable points, A. E. Muschott (E. J. & E.)
objected to gage and slide plates less than }i in. thick on account
of their liability to buckle under heavy traffic. Several members
spoke in favor of plates with double shoulders, one for the rail
and one for the brace. A number of other minor suggestions
were adopted in this paragraph.
Referring to the recommendation of the committee providing
for three hold-down devices on the spring rails of frogs, B. C.
Dougherty (C. M. & St. P.) stated that he has found that two

cutting the frogs apart.

with proper

used

be

plates

was considerable diflference of opinion as to the value of joints
It was finally decided to receive the section on rail

frogs of planed "T" rail, we recommend the cast
filler bolted frog with spring nut lock and square head lock nut.
Rigid frogs of a flat
bolts to be of Mayaria heat treated steel.
angle can be used right and left hand, by having the short point
rigid

on turnout side of

base

of this type.

possible for better service as well as saving in material.

For

some objection was

rail joints,

that

joints as information.

solid
is

Discussion.

should have the double kink

from excessive wear and to prevent the
by a wheel flange on account of a loose-

to protect the switch point
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right of way should be cut with a mower and team, paying from
$8 to $10 per mile.
As soon as the weeds and grass are dry the section men should
go over the ground and burn off the right of way, either by

placing a piece of waste at the end of a wire and drawing it
over the right of way cut, or by using a 2-in. pipe, 8 or 10 ft.
long, filled with waste and soaked in kerosene oil. This pipe has
very small holes bored in it to allow fire to work from the

the waste.

oil in

In burning of right of

way

great care should

foreman to do the work when the
blowing from the field, to prevent the fire from
away from the section gangs. Every vestige of old wood,
trees and other rubbish should be burned while cleaning the
right of way.

Particular

525

attention

should be paid to drainage at frogs,
crossings and street and highway crossings.
The remedy depends on the local conditions. This depends, in
turn, on the matter of providing sufficient rapid drainage and
switches,

railroad

supplementing

it

by

subdrainage

wherever

drains of cobble stone, broken stone, or

necessary.

Blind

laid parallel to the

tile,

track four inches outside of the

bottom of the

tie,

will

puddling of the joints

tie and six inches lower than the
carry off the surplus water, avoid the
crossings and save considerable work

in

be exercised by the section

and money.

wind

Fences. Right of way fences should be built substantially with
the posts set firmly in the ground and in good line.
Corner
posts should be well braced and anchored so that fences will not
sag. Light convenient gates should be provided at private cross-

is

getting

Rail.

— New

distributed

or

or relay

rail,

when unloaded, should be properly
right of way on the ends of

and not scattered along the

down

but should be set off the ends of ties onto
new rail is laid the old rail should be
unbolted and loaded as soon as possible to be taken to head-

ties

the ballast.

as the

or to points where

luarters
•

in ditches

As soon

it

is

to

be used.

Every vestige

scrap, such as old bolts, spikes, short pieces of rail, old frogs

if

and switches, should be picked up by the rail loader and the
right of way should be left clean.
It is much cheaper to load
rail with a rail loader than by hand with section labor and at
the

same time injury

Ties.

— Ties

to laborers

unloaded

work should be

is

in the fall

avoided.

and the hearty co-operation of the farmer and land owner
should be solicited in keeping those gates closed when not in use.
It is economy for each supervisor or roadmaster to have a fence
gang of five or six men and foreman, to repair or rebuild fence
ings,

out of face.

In this

cheaper than

if

built

manner

a uniform fence

and winter for next season's

Water

so that the section forces will not have

them for spring work. These
should be set up out of ditches on high ground so that
spring freshets will not wash them into openings of bridges
and block the water, thus causing it to go over track.

barrels at bridges should be

dry

freight trains should be stopped to

prevent them catching

away from each

fire

two inches of

dirt to

and weeds and grass should be cleaned
prevent fire and give it a tidy

pile of ties to

appearance.

When

ties

are distributed on outlying sections they should not

he placed between tracks as this might invite boys or mischievous persons to place them on the main track. Ties used in
yards should be distributed as used.
Old ties removed from
track should be picked up each night and not allowed to remain

between tracks to cause some switchman or trainman to be

in-

jured.

Where

removed from tracks in cuts should be
If burned in the cut the dirt
likely to wash down and fill the ditch.
Foremen should be
working close to the spots where ties are burning to prevent fires
spreading to adjoining fields and also to see that all ends of ties
practicable ties

hauled out of the cut for burning.
is

are properly burned.

—

Scrap. All track scrap such as old spikes, bolts, splices, rail
and frogs, should be picked up at the close of each day's work
and taken to the scrap pile. Crooked or bent spikes should be
sorted out and set in tool house and on rainy days the section
gang can straighten them and use them in side tracks. Old bolts
picked up should be sorted over and bolts found good for use in
<ide tracks should be oiled
and nuts placed on them, so that,
when wanted, they will be ready for use.
Ditches. Section forces should watch their ditches and waterways very closely and keep them cleaned out and open. In the
fall the section men should go over their sections, clean out all
ditches and waterways and, where possible, use the dirt for sub-

—

grade..

Ditches to drain the ballast are better than none at

all,

but they

maintaining good surface. All ditches
should be deep enough to properly drain the, subgrade.
The
bottom of the ditch should be from tvifo to three feet below the
bottom of the tie, depending on the nature of the soil. Such a
ditch, if properly constructed, will keep the roadbed fairly well
drained and aid materially in maintaining the surface and. in
will not aid materially in

;

addition, will reduce to a considerable extent the liability of track

heaving during the winter months.

much

from under the bridges to avoid catching. All bird's nests in pile
wooden bridges should be removed by the track walker
as he passes over the track each day, to prevent the bridges from
catching fire from cinders dropping from the engine.

ties

treated ties should be covered with

secured

5n(f^w.— Section foremen passing over bridges and culverts
should note their condition and see that they are safe. Weeds
should be cut from around all wooden and pile bridges, and taken

too long a haul in distributing

AH

is

by section gangs.

trestles or

piled in accordance with the standards, the piles

set at certain distances,

—

weather,

where there are long

The Track IValkcr.— The

fill

filled

at intervals; and, in

bridges,

trestle

the

local

the water barrels.

track walker should be the best and

intelligent man in a section gang.
He should be able to
read and write and should study the rules of track work and

most

flagging, so that in case he

how

found a broken

to flag trains imtil he could send

rail

word

he would know

to his

foreman to

come and replace it.
The track walker's

duties are numerous.
In passing over the
section he should examine and open every unlocked switch,
switch stand and guard rail each day and know that they are
positively safe for the day; he should tighten any loose bolts

found drive down any loose spikes to the rail change any
broken angle bars found; reset, if possible, any planks found
heaved up in road crossings which are liable to catch the pilots
of engines watch fences and farm gates as he passes over the
track, patch any broken fence wires and close farm gates which
are left open. The track walker should keep a very close watch
for track spreading and spike it back to gage.
If it continues
to spread he should call the foreman's attention to it.
Cleaning Around Yards, Freight Houses and Station Grounds.
In cleaning freight yards at terminals the dirt and scrap scattered between the tracks should be gathered up in piles on
three or four tracks so there will be no delay to work train
waiting for the dirt to be gathered up to load. A work train with
12 or 14 flat cars should then be furnished to load up this <firt
the same day it is put in piles to avoid injury to train or switching crews. To handle this material with a wheel-barrow or box
is too expensive and dangerous for men working between tracks
where cars are being switched.
In cleaning around freight houses a side dump car should
be set and litter and dirt cleaned from the cars should be wheeled
A
to and thrown in this car by the freight house employees.
wagon with two wheels that will hold a half yard of dirt should
be furnished to freight houses and in that way no rubbish or dirt
This committee
is allowed to accumulate at freight house tracks.
has investigated two railroads where this method is employed
and freight house tracks are only cleaned once a year by the
section men.
Driveways at freight houses and stations not over 1,000 ft.
long should be cleaned by using a wheelbarrow with a car to
wheel it on. Where drives are longer a horse with a dump cart
should be used to pick up the dirt and take it to a car to load.
:

;

;

—

—

;:
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All old paper and litter around station grounds should be picked

up and burned at

least twice a

week

to give the station

grounds

—

Sign Posts. All sign posts, mile posts, crossing and whistling
posts, etc., should be watched closely, kept set up plumb and
weeds and grass kept cleaned from around them to give them a
tidy appearance.
J.

Discussion.

men

m

later

are cut in

grow

to

&

A.), Chairman.

work before July 1, and again
Chairman Corcoran stated that where weed?
July and the ground then burned over, few weeds will
fall.

subject

of

drainage,

would be unable

W. Shea

M. &

(C.

to maintain track in cuts

deep with the heavy motive

his division with ditches three feet

power operating on that line. He
amount of cinders under the track,

is

forced to place a large

to install subdrainage

and

then to construct shallow ditches.

THE .\.VNUAL BANQUET

The

Track Supply Association for
Way -Association was held
in the Auditorium hotel on Thursday evening, with about 200
members of the two associations attending. President Walter
Allen of the Track Supply Association acted as toastmaster. In
introducing the first speaker. Mr. Allen compared the duties of
the roadmaster during recent years with those of the oflficer
who "carried the message to Garcia." He referred to the fact
that in spite of reductions in appropriations and forces, the roadmasters were expected to keep their lines open for traffic in
times of storm and to keep them safe for operation at all times.
J. A. Spielman, district engineer maintenance of way, Baltimore & Ohio, Pittsburgh, Pa., spoke on the conditions under
which the track department is operating today. He referred to
the advantages of precedents in methods and variety of appliances the roadmaster now has as compared with 25 years ago and
third annual banquet of the

the Roadmasters'

& Maintenance

of

that he thought the manufacturers of track appliances'
might be considered one department of the railways, taking the
burden of developing new devices off the roads themselves. Efficiency has replaced the dollar as the standard of track maintenance today and with this in view, he strongly urged that the
Roadmasters' Association go on record as protesting against

stated

the present limits of the fiscal year.

Donahue, president of the Roadmasters' Association,
spoke briefly on the necessity of the roadmasters spending more
time among their men on the track, endeavoring to develop them
as track men and to increase their efficiency. He also urged the
T.

F.

roadmasters to take more interest in public affairs affecting the
railways and to use their influence against adverse legislation.
W. C. Kidd. secretary of the Track Supply Association; E. M.
P. J.
Fisher, president-elect of the Track Supply Association
Mc.\ndrews, president-elect of the Roadmasters' Association, and
past president A. M. Clough of the Roadmasters' Association
;

also spoke briefly

on various phases of

their organizations.

CLOSING BUSINESS

The

convention aroused
considerable discussion between the advocates of Chicago and
New York. The vote was so close that on the first ballot, when
St. Louis was also being considered, Xew York stood one vote
ahead of Chicago, but did not have a majority. A second ballot
from which St. Louis was dropped, showed a slight majority for
Chicago. It was then proposed that the selection of Chicago be
made unanimous and a motion to that effect was carried. It was
decided to hold the next convention the second week in September, 191 5,- convening on Tuesday, September 14.

The

selection of a location for the 1915

election of officers resulted in the choice of the following

(C. & N. W.), Belle Plaine, la;;
Coleman King (Long Island). Jamaica, N. Y.
second vice-president. M. Burke (C. M. & St. P.), Chicago;
President, P.

first

secretary and treasurer, L. C.

W. H. Kofmehl

J.

M. &

(C.

and A.

Rjan

& N. W.),

(C.

St. P.), Elgin,

was

111.,

57,

No. 12

Sterling.

111.;

mem-

elected a

(G. T.), St. Thomas, Ont., was elected to

Grills

McAndrews

vice-president,

fill

the

vacancy on the executive committee caused by the election of
Mr. McAndrews to the presidency.
P. J. McAndrews (C. & N. W.) suggested that it might be
wise to publish in the form of a manual of recommended practice, a resume of the important action taken by the association
at recent conventions and after a short discussion, a motion was
passed to request the executive committee to consider this matter
and act if it is deemed advisable.

TRACK SUPPLY ASSOCIATION

any considerable height that season.
stated that he

St. P.)

P. CoRCOR.^N (C.

discussing the proper time to cut weeds, sev-

discussing the

In

on

— In

preferred doing this

the

Vol.

ber of the executive committee for the full term of three years,

a tidy appearance.

eral

;

The meeting

of the

Track Supply .Association held

in

connec-

with the convention showed that organization to be in a
flourishing condition. The officers for the past year have been
tion

Company viceMorse & Co. secretarytreasurer, W. C. Kidd, Ramapo Iron Works, and members of the
executive committee, Henry Fisher, Verona Tool Works, and
L. P. Shanahan, American Steel & Wire Company. The exhibit
in the corridors of the hotel was larger than ever and as in the
past, was exclusively an exhibit of track appliances.
At the annual meeting held on September 10, the following
President, E. M.
officers were elected for the ensuing year:
vice-president, F. A. Preston,
Fisher, Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
secretary-treasurer, W. C. Kidd, Ramapo
P. & M. Company
President, Walter H. Allen, Pennsylvania Steel

president,

E.

M.

Fisher,

;

Fairbanks,

;

;

;

Iron

Works

Steel

& Wire

Sellers

;

director for one year, L. P. Shanahan, .American

Co.

;

director

for

two

years, R. A.

Van Houten.

Manufacturing Company.
EXHIBITS

The following companies had

exhibits at the convention.
Rail .\nchor Company, Chicago.
Double grip rail anchor.
Represented by H. C. Llfborg.
American Guard Rail Fastener Company, Philadelphia, Pa. Vaughan guartt
Represented
David
Vaughan.
rail clamp.
by
L.
American Hoist & Derrick Company, St. Paul, Minn. Transparency and
Represented by
photographs illustrating American railroad ditcher.
Edward Coleman and C. C. Austin.

—

Ajax

—

—

— Steel

American Steel & Wire Company, Chicago.
Represented by L. P. Shanahan, C.
J.

W.

J.

fencing, posts and gates.
J. r. Alexander and-

Boon,

Collins.

—

American Valve & Meter Company, The, Cincinnati, Ohio. Anderson interlocking switch stand and safety switch lock, quick repair and economy
Represented by F. C. Anderson and J. T. McGarry.
switch stands.
Buda Company, The, Chicago. Motor cars, switch stands, grinders, jacks
and drills. Represented by G. J. Slibeck and Emil Johnson.
Carnegie Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. M-28 insulated and non-insulated steel ties, various sections of Duquesne bars and Braddock in-

—

—

Represented by Robert Coe.
Commercial Acetylene Railway Light & Signal Company, New York City.
Acetylene flash light signal lighting and acetylene signal lighting. Rep
reseiited by H. G. Doran.
Creepcheck Company, The. New York City. Dinklage Creepcheck rail
anchor.
Represented by. O. Metcalf, John R. C. Long and M. S.
Schmalholz.
Calumet track drill. Eureka bonding drill.
Crerar. .Ad.nms & Co., Chicago.
Represented by
carbic liqht, Mac-it set screws, enameled signs, jacks.
Russell Wallace, W. J. Clock, J. .\. Martin and G. D. Bassett.
Represented by
Bull dog nut.
Daniels Safety Device Comnanv. Chicago.
C. W. Rhoades and B. E. Dettman.
Represented
Duff Manufacturing Company, The, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Jacks.
by C. W. Thulin ard G. A. Edgin.
Fairbanks, Morse & Co., Chicago. Kerosene and gasoline motor car
Represented bv E. M. Fisher, L. H. Matthews. E. C. Golladay, F. M
Condit and A. A. Taylor.
Fairmont Machine Company, Fairmont, Minn. Fairmont engines. Repre
sented by F. E. Wade and H. E. Wade.
Represented by T. F
Frictionless rail.
Frictionless Rail, Boston, Mass.
Dwyer, Jr., and Geo. H. Bryant.
Represented by A. E
Gosso Company. The. Chicago. The Gosso bed.
Gosso and T. J. Burke.
Repre
Hatfield rail joint.
Hatfield Rail Joint Company, New York City.
sented by T. B. Bowman and C. P. Williams.
Hayes Track Appliance Company, Richmond. Ind. Hayes derails. Rep
resented by S. W. Hayes. E. L. Ruby and E. W. Brown.
Heller Forge Works, East St. Louis, III. Holdfast guard rail connector
R. S. A. switch stand. Rep^sented by C. T. Coates and W. J. Webb
Represented by Edward
Hubbard & Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. Track tools.
Youngquist.
Indianapolis Switch & Frog Company- Springfield, Ohio.—The Eymon conRepresented by E. C. Price, James H. Eymon and
tinuous crossing.
W. E. Harkness.
Kellv-Derbv Company. Chicago. Combin?ticn rail brace and tie plate, rail
laying'machine. Represented by C. W. Kelly and W.. B. Holcomb.
Keystone Grinder Manufacturing Company. Pittsburgh, Pa.— Keystone tool.
Represented by H. C. Holloway.
grinders and attachments.
sulated rail

joints'.

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

September
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—

Steel Company, Buffalo, N. Y.
Lackawanna hook shoulder tie
Abbott rail joint plate, spikes and bolts. Represented by C. H.
Hobbs, F. E. Abbott and A. H. Weston.
.Madden Company, The, Chicago. Three-man track layer Brown rail loader.
Represented by T. D. Crowley and H. C. Holloway.
.Morden Frog & Crossing Works, Chicago. Guard rail clamps, rail braces,
compromi^se joints.
Represented by Arthur C. Smith, W. J. Morton

Lackawanna
plate,

—

—

and W. H. Hartz.

Mudge &

— Motor

Co., Chicago.
Sinclair and George

carj

Represented by B.

W. Bende

W. Mudge,

R. D.

—

National Lock Washer Company, The, Chicago.
Hi-power nut locks. Represented by John B. Seymour, Jesse Hough and John T. Patterson.
National Malleable Castings Company, The, Cleveland, Ohio. Rail braces,
tie plates, wrecking hooks and washers.
Represented by J. J. Byers.

—

—

Northwestern Motor Company, Eau Claire, Wis. Casey Jones engines.
Represented by R. R. Rosholt and F. W. Anderson.
P. & M. rail anchors.
P. & M. Company, The, Chicago.
Represented by
P. W. Moore. F. A. Preston, A. R. Sutter, W. W. Glosser, S. M.
Clancey, George E. Johnson and R. Harris.
Pennsylvania Steel Company, The, Steelton, Pa. New Century switch
stands, steel and positive switch stands, Never-Turn bolts, Mayari
Represented by W. H. Allen and Stanley H. Smith.
shovels.
Wire fencing, nails, staples and
Pittsburgh Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
barbed wire. Represented by W. Sidney Lewis and H. C. Woodside.
Pocket List of Railroad Officials. Copies of publication.
Represented by
Dinsmorc.
Alexander
Brown
and
Charles
L.
J.
Positive rail anchors, Betts
Positive Rail Anchor Company, Louisville, Ky.
Represented by W. M.
anti-creeper tie plate. Economy switch points.
Mitchell, W. E. Marbel, J. A. Shoulty, John C. Haswell and Charles J.

—

—
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truck system on two levels, was described and illustrated in the issue of
September 4, page 433. An editorial comment calling attention to the value
of the experiment on mechanical apparatus for handling freight at this
point, was published in the same issue, page 417.

—

Pennsylvania Improvements in Cleveland. ^The structures and methods
used in elevating about 2^i miles of the Pennsylvania's line in a densely
settled portion of Cleveland and the construction of a new freight station
and improvements to the Euclid avenue passenger station, were described
in the issue of September 4, page 438.
Division of Maintenance of Way Expenses
Between
Freight Traffic.
The difficulty of dividing maintenance of

—

tentatively

outlined

by the Interstate

Passenger

and

way expenses
Commerce Commission and some

as

of
the units that might be taken as a basis for such a division were discussed
editorially in the issue of September 11, page 458.

—

The Erection Equipment for the Quebec Bridge. A description of the
method adopted for the erection of the new Quebec bridge with its l,800.ft.
span and the details of the unusual traveler which was built for this purpose, was published in the issue of September 11, page 463.

—

THE SUPERIOR DERAILER

—

—

Webb.

—

PrinceGroff Company, The, New York City. Wedglock track drills, KwikRepresented by Shergrip wrenches, Pressurlokd water gage systems.
man W. Prince and C. B. Groff.
Q & C Company, The, New York City. Vaughan rail anchor, Bonzano
rail joint, O'Brien insulated joint, Q & C special guard rail clamp.
Represented by J. V. Westcott, E. M. Smith, A. R. Horn and A. E.

—

Stokes.

The Superior derailer consists essentially of a main casting
and two eyebolts. one of which has an enlarged head to permit
it,
to which a padlock may be
This derailer is designed for either hand throwing,
fastened.
or for connection with an interlocking tower. To apply this
derail, it is only necessary to remove the two center bolts of any
rail joint, and to substitute therefor the two eyebolts furnished
a locking pin to pass through

—

Company, The, New York City. Weber, Continuous, Walhaupter
and 100 per cent rail' joints, reinforced angle bars. Represented by

Rail Joint

E. A. Condit, D. C. Isbester, R. W. Smith, W. C. Boyce, Chas. Jenkinson, C. B. Griffin, G. T. Willard and G. H. Larson.
RepreRailroad Supply Company, The, Chicago. Tie plates and derailers.
sented by A. H. Smith and H. G. Van Nostrand.

—

—
—

Railway Age Gazette. Copies of publication. Represented by E. T. Howson, H. H. Simmons, K. L. Van .•\uken and Walter M. Ford.
Railway List Company. Copies of publication. Represented by William E.
Magraw, W. A. D. Short and Dalton Risley.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y. Solid rolled double shouldered switch
Represlide plate, manganese switch points, automatic switch stands.
sented bv W. C. Kidd, Thos. E. Akers, A. Germunder, Denby Germunder and E. P. Bigelow.
Reading Specialties Company, Reading, Pa. Rail straightener, reversible
rail bender, guard rail clamps, rail joints, compromise step joint, trolley
Represented by B. J. Buell, F. G. Dunbar
car rerailer, car replacers.
and George W. Sargent.
Represented by
Tie plates.
Sellers Manufacturing Company. Chicago.
R. A. Van Houten. G. M. Hogan and T. F. Geraghty.
Southern Railway Supply Company, St. Louis, Mo. Saunders car stopper.
Dick
Achuff.
Represented
by
Barnes
tools.
Whitman &
Spencer Otis Company, Chicago. Tiger steel bunks, absolute lock nuts.
Economy tie plates. Represented by T. W. Blatchford, H. H. Hart and

—

—

—

—

—

W.
Suggitt,

L.
J.,

D
Minneapolis

Mil

-Reversible side guard plo

Represented

by J. Suggitt.
Represented by
Templeton, Kerly & Co., Ltd., Chicago. Simplex jacks.
A. E. Barron, W. B. Templeton and Arthur Lewis.
Union Switch & Signal Com.pany, Swissvale, Pa. Keystone insulated rail
Represented by J. J. Cozzens.
joints.
Verona Tool Works. Pittsburgh. Pa. Track tools, nut locks, levels, gages
Represented by H. Fisher, E. Wooding and Howard C.
and jacks.

—

—

—

Derailer in an

Open

Position

A shaft is inserted through these eyebolts on
which the main casting hinges. Thus the device can be applied readily in a very few minutes' time.
In one of the accompanying illustrations the derailer is shown
open, in which position it clears standard snow flangers and low
hanging equipment, while it does not permit the packing of
snow. The other illustration shows the derailer in position for

with the derail.

Mull.

Wharton, Wm.. Jr.. & Co., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.— O'Brien insulated switch
Represented by
rod, guard rail clamps, switch stands, car placers.
Thos. O'Brien and George R. Lyman.

ABSTRACT OF ENGINEERING ARTICLES
articles of special interest to engineers and
maintenance of way men, and to which readers of this section
may wish to refer, have appeared in the Railway Age Gazette

The following

since .-\ugust 21, 1914:

—

The Present Status of Clearance Legislation. A discussion of existing
conditions as to side and vertical clearances, a review of the legislation in
force on this subject, and a study of the need for more legislation of this
The article
was published in the issue of August 28, page 377.
showed that only 1.4 per cent of all deaths and only 3.2 per cent of
fatalities to employees resulted from limited clearances and that accidents

Derailer in Position for Service

kind,

of this kind have decreased 33 per cent in the past five years.
New Shop Building Construction on Sunset Central Lines.

—The

con-

struction of several shop buildings by the Sunset Central Lines at Houston,
Tex., entirely of reinforced concrete and including 65-ft. roof girder spans,

which are thought to be the longest ever attempted in shop building work,
was described in an illustrated article in the issue of August 28. page 394.
The Re-arrangement of the M. K. & T. Freight House, St. Louis.— A description of the changes which have been made since the use of the telpher
system was discontinued in order to fit the house for operation by the drop

from which it can be seen that it permits of cars trailing
backwards over it without derailing the car, while it is stated
that tests have shown that it would derail empty freight cars
moving forward at a speed of 30 miles per hour. This derailer may be attached to any standard interlocking switch
stand, ground target, or other device that the signal or maintenance department may require. It is manufactured and sold
service,

by the Track Specialties Company.

New

York.

—

—

Rebuilding a Pontoon Bridge on the
This

One

ui

[lie

Road Has Recently Completed a 209-ft. Span
Unusual Type at Prairie du Chien, Wis.

lew ruads uu uliich the timber pontoon bridge

is

Milwaukee & St. Paul, where four are
two crossing the east and west channels of the Misin service
river between
Prairie du Chien, Wis., and North
sissippi
McGregor, Iowa, one crossing the Mississippi river at Wabasha,
Minn., and one on the Missouri river at Chamberlain, N. Dak.
used

the Chicago,

is

—

The one over

the east channel of the Mississippi river at Prairie

du Chien, Wis., has been entirely renewed during the past year
and was swung into place on August 2, while it is expected that

work

undertaken in the near future on the reconstrucpontoon across the west, or North McGregor chanThe deterioration of the old structure and the increasing
nel.
weight of motive power made this work necessary. The new
structure is designed for Cooper's E-50 loading, and in addition
to allowing the operation of heavier motive power, it is an inwill be

tion of the

-•

,o -^

'%o

To

Paul

This

of

still

St.

comes necessary to swing the pontoon open for periods ranging
from a few hours to two or three days at a time, requiring all
to be diverted via La Crosse, Wis., 60 miles north, or
Savanna, 111., 100 miles south. With the network of lines in this

traffic

however,

vicinity,

much

the

of

traffic

river at this point can be diverted with

normally

little

crossing the

increase in mileage.

Preliminary to the renewal of this pontoon, permission was
secured from the United States- government to reduce
of the span from 396

ft.

to 209

ft.

tlie

length

since the rafts which formerly

comprised the main traffic through the east channel have now
disappeared and the movements consist mainly of launches and
small steam boats, the larger passenger boats using the west
channel. As a part of the reconstruction a 160-ft. through truss
was added to span the interval between the west piers of the
new and old pontoons, enabling small boats to pass under this

To Prairie

North McGregor

Du

Chit

Jla hinge pier /#/> sfond'rfy excepr

Mhere piles

-116-9'

interfered.

Old
neirr

lock pier remodeled for „

hinge pier*

r°o

l60'-0'Clear opening.

Plan and Elevation of Pontoon Bridge at Prairie du Chien, Wis.

example

teresting

.:'

modern design

in this

unusual form of con-

span

at

ordinary stages of the water without swinging the pon-

struction.

toon.

Pontoon bridge> liave been used at this point ever since the
was first opened for operation over 60 years ago. \\ hen
it became necessary to renew
the structure at this time it was
decided to rebuild it in kind, principally because of the heavy
expenditure which would be involved in the construction of a
steel bridge and in the raise in grade which would be required
with the construction of a permanent structure since the extreme

new pontoon is 209 ft. 4 in. long, 55 ft. wide
deep from the bottom of the sheathing to the top of
the deck at the center.
It is built of creosoted material and is
sheathed with 4-in. planks. As far as possible all material was
framed before treatment and wherever cut or bored in the field,
The
the exposed surfaces were painted with Carbolineum.
deck is also of 4-in. planking and is provided with three inspection and eight ventilating hatches, each 20 in. by 30 in. in size.
The hull is braced laterally by 2-in. rods extending from the
bottom to the deck, while it is divided longitudinally into six
compartments by five bulkheads constructed of 8-in. timber.
The track structure is carried on 10 steel floor-beams spaced
12 ft. center to center and a 60- ft. steel approach girder span
These floor beams are supported on blocks and are
at each end.
moved vertically between four guide posts at each end to main-

line

high water level
base of

is

at

practically the elevation

of the present

rail.

The present structure consists of a pontoon span across each
channel with a pile trestle on an island between them and at each
end. To offset the smaller first cost, this type of structure possesses several disadvantages.
cost of a timber structure

is

In the

first

place the maintenance

high, the life of the untreated tim-

ber pontoons previously used being only about IS years. With
the treated timber employed in the new structure a considerably

The cost of operation is also high. On
the old pontoon two men were required day and night, while
in the winter it was necessary to keep the ice cut away from
the hull to prevent it being damaged.
Also in the spring when
longer

the ice

life is

is

expected.

moving and

at

times of extreme high water,

it

be-

The

and 6

hull of the

3

f'.

in.

tracks at a uniform elevation with varying stages of

tain the

the river.

These guide posts ^orm the

vertical posts of

two

of

extending the full length of the
pontoon. These trusses are spaced 9 ft. 2 in. and 19 ft. 2 in.,
respectively, from the center line of the barge and are designed

the four

to arive

it

longitudinal trusses

5tabilitv.

The

vertical

members

of these trusses con-

September

191

18,

sist of four posts
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spaced 2

inclined truss rods.

2-in.

<;enter are also

ft.

between centers and connected by
trusses on each side of the

The two

connected by inclined timber cross bracing and

diameter horizontal truss rods.
floor beams rest directly on the blocking in the center
The .iniount of blocking inserted depends upon
posts.
the stage of water, a maximum variation of 18 ft. being permitted in these guides
As the greatest known variation between
I'i-in.

The

group of

high and low water elevation

is

22.5

ft.,

ment

is regulated by passing this chain over a sprocket wheel
in the machinery boat, which is attached to the free end of the
pontoon and swings with it. Under normal conditions the current is sufficient to swing the span open, while it is pulled back

to its closed position by the engine on the machinery boat. Each
end of the pontoon is protected by a pile fender, leaving a clear

channel of 160

Between

ft.

3

and 4 min. are required

are set in each direction before the bridge

vals,

trains are required to stop

floor

beams are provided with hooks

at

each end to which

attendant before coming onto the pontoon.
of trains is set at 10 miles an hour.

The
it

are attached

cables

running over sheaves

to

hull

was launched on May

The maximum speed

floated into position

which the super-

22, 1914, after

on August

2.

To

As

stated above,

reduce the inter-

Launching

the tops

in

was

Flags
opened, while all

is

and wait for a hand signal from the

structure and lifting apparatus were applied.

The Pontoon Nearing Completion Previous

open

.An average of about 10 trains cross this bridge daily.

conditions,

The

to

and close the span.

extreme high water

which are encountered only at considerable interare met by raising the tracks on the approach trestles at
each end.

329

of

the

guide posts and then to a drum in the machinery boat. When
it is necessary to raise or lower the track the floor beams are
raised one at a time
sired.

and blocking

The minimum depth

is

inserted or

of block used

is

7

removed as deminor vari-

in.,

ations in water level being taken care of by the approach gird-

About one hour
The approach girders

ers.

is

required to raise or lower the track.
supported on ordinary steel shoes

are

and nests of rollers resting on pile abutments at each end of the
bridge and on cross girders carried on blocking on the pontoon.

View From Deck

of

Pontoon Looking Up Under the Track

ference with the operated lines tu a niiniinum while placing the

new pontoon

in position, a detour trestle was built 38 ft. downstream from the permanent location and the old pontoon was
floated to this offset line in January, 1913.
Traffic was then
directed to this line while the new pile abutment for the girder
span arid the concrete abutment at the west end of the steel
spars were built. Permission was secured from the government
to close this channel for four days while .placing the new pontoon. It was started from its location on the bank
mile above
the bridge at 5 a. m., and the first train was- run over at 4 o'clock
Shortly after the pontoon
in the afternoon of the same day.
was connected up so that it could be opened for river traffic.
This structure was designed and built under the direction of
C. F. Loweth. chief engineer, and J- H. Prior, formerly engineer
of design.
It was built and floated into position by company
forces under the direction of Chas. Lapham, district engineer,

%

Cross Section of

Praiirie

du Chien Pontoon

These cross girders are raised and lowered in the same manner
as the floor bears
The track is given a camber of 8 in. when
the pontoon is unloaded.
Three stringers are provided under
each rail with the ties resting directly on the stringers. Miter
joints are inserted in the rails at each end of the pontoon, and
they are raised before the bridge is swung.
The new pontoon is hinged at the east end. Its movement is
controlled by a chain anchored to a pile buried in the bed of the
river 100 ft. north of the fender piling at the free end of the
bridge and also to a second pile cluster near the location of the
swinging end of the pontoon in its open position. This move-

and

.\.

.\.

Wolf,

district carpenter

South Americ.w
IN-

Brazil.

—A

R.ailw.^y Construction

total of 471

Company's Lines

miles of railway controlled by the

South American Railway Construction Company
ation in Brazil.

The company

is

is

now

in oper-

building 29 miles on the line

from Fortaleza to Macapa. three miles on the branch from Ico,
from Fortaleza to Itapipoca, 21 miles on the line from
Camocim to Therezina, and 12 miles from Amaracao to Campo
Naior. a total of 96 miles now under construction. In addition
the company plans to build 709 miles of approved proposed line.
31 miles
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Vol.

By W.

F.

The "bulldog"

lock nut has recently been placed on the market
by the Daniels Safety Device Company, Chicago, and a number

Rench

Considerable economy is effected in the wear of switch
points in yards at points where the service is extreme by
moving the point of lesser wear back a distance of 26 in.,
so that the first lug of the one point'and the second lug of
the other are opposite, and introducing a guard rail 9 or 10
ft. long curved sharply through 12 in. at the end which covers
the switch and in the standard manner at the other end. The
guard rail is set close to the one point which permits 12 in.
This greatly
of 2 in. flangeway opposite the longer point.
increases the life of the point and is an excellent protection
One set of lugs must be conagainst derailment as well.
nected with the standard head rod and for entire safety each
with
the one diagonally opposite.
connected
should
be
lug
If made on a standard plan these rods may be of regulation
design, but if resort must be had to makeshift designs a flat

made rod

of

2'/z

in.

by

material

in.

^4

is

quite satisfactory.

Care should be taken that the guard rail, which is subject to
by anchor clamps and at least one
tie plate guard rail fastener.
been
used in a number of places
This arrangement has

Curve

of

On

is

feature being secured by the insertion of a small piece of temsteel into the face of an ordinary nut, as shown in the ac-

companying photograph.

severe,

Approximately

these switches every day.
At each one of the switches the high side point, applied
formerly lasted just two
material,
R.
100-lb.
new of P. R.
months, it being a matter of actual knowledge that 12 switch

movements

are

made over

points were consumed in the two places within a period of
one year. Besides, it was the rule for a derailment to herald
the time for renewal which by reason of the difficulties of
access to this location usually involved an expense for the

wrecking and repair of equipment equal to the value of
point.

It is

which represents at least $1,200 in money. As derailments have ceased there is the further saving along that
line.
It is doubtful if any single device or method in switch
work is capable of effecting one-tenth the saving in expense
of maintenance as the one herein described and illustrated in
detail in the accompanying cut.
years,

—

Safety First for R.mlroad Crossings. At a certain particudangerous crossing on the Central Vermont the following
"Danger This railroad crosssignificant sign has been erected
ing is a well designed death trap and is a disgrace to the state of
larly

:

Connecticut."

when an attempt

on, but

is set

!

at such

an angle that

when the nut is turned
to reverse the nut the sharp

made

is

edge of the pawl immediately cuts into the threads and effectually
locks the nut against loosening.

A

variation of 1/32

in.

in

the

diameter of the bolt thread does not interfere with this action
of the nut. In case of the wearing away of the surface or of the
stretching of the bolt the nut can be turned on further and will
lock itself in the

and

new

when

position as effectively as

vibration

claimed that in locations where the bolt
lock nut will
the
tend to tighten

nut

also

the

it

is

first applied,
is

can

crown

in

subject to

The

itself.

'

made with the pawl on the outside
order to make it possible to unlock it with
be

on

or

a nail

or wedge.

The
s.'ivc;

principal advantages claimed for the
in

tin-

lenirtli

"f '"'h

•

new

nut are that

it

omnpared with devices using two

;is

Bulldog" Lock Nut

and the labor and

in-

convenience of applying such extra devices. It is impossible to
put the bolt on the wrong way, as the locking pawl prevents
its

being turned in the wrong direction.

the bolt the "bulldog" nut cannot be

When

removed

once started onto

two threads

after

of the bolt have been engaged.

The

&

Chicago, Milwaukee

bolts in frogs

and

joints in

St.

its

Paul put 26 of these nuts on

Western avenue coach yard, Chi-

cago, in December, 1913. which up to the present time have given

The Chicago & Western Indiana
satisfactory service.
equipped a crossing at Burnside, 111., with the new nuts in March,
ft has been necessary to tighten these nuts once on ac1914.
count of the expansion of the bolts, but since the application of
the new nuts no bolts have been broken, which is attributed to the
fact that the nuts keep all of the bolts uniformly tight, making
each take its share of the strain. Other roads that have test invery

a

three years since the points now in track,
which were then close to the limit of safe wear, were cut
back and the guard rails applied and it is quite probable the
points will still last two years longer. At this one location
60 switch points will have been saved in a period of five

new

This pawl

will slide freely over the bolt threads

it

nuts, a cutter pin or washer, in the cost

(

30

design

nuts, the locking

pered

The

Heavy Wear

and spring from the inside of a 17-deg. curve.

The

test.

a

but perhaps in none where the
conditions are as extreme as at two switches in the Midvale
Branch, a siding leading to the Pennsylvania's Nicetown
Philadelphia) freight station, and to the plant of the Midvale
Steel Company. These two switches follow each other closely

where the wear

a thorough
and separate

of this lock nut eliminates washers

a severe strain, is braced

Sketch Showing Arrangement of Staggered Switch Points

new nut

of railroads have given the

Pennsylvania Railroad, Perryville, Md.

Supervisor,

\:

A NEW LOCK NUT

STAGGERED SWITCH POINTS FOR SPECIAL
SERVICE

No.

57,

stallations of the

new

&

bolts include the Elgin, Joliet

the Chicago Great WesterTi, the Chicago

&

Eastern

Eastern,

Illinois

and

the Illinois Central.

An
stores

English Railway Storekeepers' Association.
superintendents'

representing

practically

Britain and Ireland.

association

the

The

has

recently

whole of the

— A railway

been

railways

of

formed
Great

objects of the association are defined

follows
The promotion of the interests of railway companies in matters connected with the purchase and storage of
material by (a) confidential interchange of information concerning markets, conditions of purchase, etc.; (b) the reading
as

:

and discussion of papers on matters connected with the purchase, manufacture, sale, storage and distribution of material.

—

New Railway in Morocco. The Spanish government has entered into a contract to build a railway from Tangier to Fez,
Morocco.

The Handling

New and

of

The Second
portant

Series

Problem

Scrap

of

from

Koadmaster, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Pueblo, Colo.

consider the distribution of

1

new

material with intelligent

discrimination the most important item in a discussion of the
handling of track material not the restriction of distribution.
\\ hen material is needed it is usually needed at once.
Delays
are always expensive and to have made plans which cannot be carried out, due to lack of material, is expensive not
only to the job in view, but to other work which is being done
pending the receipt of the material required.
In nearly all discussions which I have heard or read relative
to the unnecessary holding of materials, the division engineer,

—

roadniaster, supervisor or foreman
tures have been addressed.

On

Are

is

the one to

whom

the lec-

these people always to blame?

nearly every division of every railroad there

to be

is

found

some piece of good material not in use which is being held to
take care of some emergency which the store department is not
able to handle with celerity. I have always found it advantageous to have on hand one left hand and one right hand standard
main track frog. This, I know, is contrary to established "best
However, by so doing I can usually take care of a
practice."
broken frog in one-third the time required by the storehouse.
I do not think that everj' roadmaster should hold two emergency
frogs I do think that the store department should be able to
deliver a frog so expeditiously, in case of emergency, that there
would be no necessity of the roadmaster having them on hand.
Aside from the handicap of a necessarily small stock, I have
found greater efficiency in the division storehouse than in the

—

large centralized storehouse.

maforemen must

.\nother thing which encourages the collection of unused
terial

is

the

requirement, on

many

roads,

that

month in advance of the receipt of
This causes the foremen to try "to be sure to have
enough stuff to work with." Since the conditions of track work
are variable and the right kind of foremen are naturally inter-

make

their

Papers Discussing This ImStandpoint of the User
than a hatful of bolts would be subject to discipline. Jobs which
can be timed can be handled satisfactorily both from the labor
and material standpoint.

P. COSTELLO

J.

Materials

the

THE SYSTEMATIC USE OF MATERIAL
By

Maintenance

requisitions a

the material.

A proper balance should be maintained between material ordered and the amount of help allowed to use that material. A
man may order a lot of material with the best intentions in the
world, but due to a reduction in force it may be impossible to
apply that material. Managements of various railroads do not
object so

new

much

new

to

material in use as they do to unused

unused new material is to
be measured by the loss of income which the capitalized value
of this material would produce, then in the force allowance due
material.

If the wastefulness of

regard should be given to the supplying of sufficient help to
utilize

this material.

Section foremen sliould gather up daily all scrap that comes
hand easily, but should not go to extraordinary pains to get
it all unless the work being done
is of such a nature that the
scrap might be lost.
systematic "clean up" should be made
to

A

about four times a year and the resulting scrap should be loaded.
Foremen should be furnished full instructions as to the sorting
of old material, s'o that various kinds can be loaded in separate
eliminating further sorting.
If a sorting or reclamation
is maintained and all "pick up" material is sent
there, it
be more economical to simply load all the stuff indiscriminately on cars and depend on the reclamation yards for sorting.
Much second-hand material is as good as new and such reclaimed articles should by all means be used. However, when a
cars

yard
will

piece of material

is used, it is certainly the intention to improve
and the use of certain pieces of second-hand material is not consistent with the improvement desired or in keeping with the other material being used on the job. Considering
the desired improvement, the cost of application, and the longer
life of new material, the scrap value of the second-hand material would offset the saving of using it in preference to the
new. I once worked for a railroad that was so parsimonious in

conditions,

ested

furnishing spikes that about 90 per cent of the spikes in the
This is not economy.
Repairs to tools and material is an item of great importance.

it

To

in having sufficient material to make the work progress,
seems to be asking too much of the foremen to expect them to
foresee needs so far in advance? Why not cut this time down
If the store department takes three weeks to
to about a week?

a

fill

requisition,

then

it

is

guilty

of

holding

material too.

Requisitions for certain materials, of which tie plates have been
a striking example, have been held up from month to month
until an accumulation sufficient for a mill order has been received ynd then the material comes in a deluge and quite likely
at a time of the year when, on account of the other work, it is

impracticable to use

be able to secure tools, which, though second-hand, are in

and a pleasure. A road
equipment and materials
a good spirit
among the workmen. Tools should be repaired properly and
when the repairing is done on a large scale the quality of the
work should receive more consideration than the amount of the

good shape for use is a
which takes proper tare
not only saves

money

it.

maintenance work there are many jobs, the accomplishment of which can be set for a certain date. For instance, bolts
should be tightened in the spring and fall. Tie plating of curves
Replanking of road crossings can be
can be done in winter.
done in the spring and fall. A complete job of tightening will
Repairs to road crossings will require
require many renewals.
many new planks. Likewise tie plating requires a lot of necessary material. If jobs of this kind were set for a certain time,
then unusually heavy requisitions about this time should be ex-

minimum amount of material for
work should be on hand. I believe if I were engineer of
maintenance of way or the corresponding official 'of a railroad I
would set a certain time in the spring and also in the fall when
every bolt in the main track should be tightened. I would see
I would further see
that sufficient new bolts were furnished.

pected and at other times the
this

that no special job encroached on the allotted time.

After that

who had more

satisfaction

of

its

tools,

directly but also develops

Where a divisional repair shop is maintained each foreshould receive the same tools which he sent in for repairs.

output.

man

Of course where

In

time any foreman, other than a yard foreman,

track were "cutthroats."

a

large

centralized plant

is

maintained this

might not be practicable.
Credit should be given a division for tools or material sent
and this should be done with fairness so

to reclamation plants

would be no necessity for making extensive checks
and accounting of material, except at the plant. When a shipment is made figures should be furnished to the officers instrumental in the reclamation so that they would have the satisfaction of knowing the result of their efforts to save.
Measuring up scrap material merely to satisfy accounting purposes is useless ard extravagant. When a rail is taken out of a
side track because it is no good, it is scrap, and then the weight
and not the lineal measurement is of interest. Definite but simple
methods in the handling of scrap material should be adopted.
It is unfortunate that railroads either have no definite methods
of handling scrap and accounting for it or else the methods are

that there

so elaborate that they are not understood by all interested.
True economy in the handling of materials will depend more
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upon the education of the foremen who have the direct handling
than upon any other feature. This means the retaining of men
in service long enough for them to learn the road's methods
and to apply them.
The supervision of an engineer of maintenance of way or a

matches and other material of this nature.
Only under thiscondition does he receive any material from the cars.
Should
new tool be needed for which there is no old material to be
turned in, the division officer directly responsible must person-

general superintendent

cars arrive back at the stores, the

necessarily superficial, hence the cur-

is

by him must be to a certain extent arbiare standardized.
The adoption of a
standard allowance of tools and materials for ordinary work is
practical.
The reason why it has failed has been not so much
the fault of the foremen as the fault of the officers who should
have allowed the tools. It is argued against the adoption of a
standard list of tools that the size of the gang varies, hence, in
order to have enough tools for a heavy section force we would
have, at times, unused tools on hand. These unused tools comprise principally just picks and shovels, and picks and shovels
are too cheap to interfere with a good system. I believe there
are enough fair-minded roadmasters on any road to choose a
standard allowance of tools.
Expeditious handling of reijuisitions, prompt deliveries of supplies, good repair work handled promptlj', consideration as to
the timeliness of certain work, education for foremen and others,
tailing of requisitions

unless allowances

trary

standardization of tool allowances, figures showing in dollars and
the extent of any

cents
that

aid

will

reclamation

project

economic and

the

in

— these

are

things

handling

satisfactory

of

materials.

A SYSTEM FOR THE DISTRIBUTION OF MATERIAL
Bv

D.

1-'.

Stevens

Hahimore & Ohio, Baltimore, Md.

The reason men

carry an o\ ersupply of material

is

due

pri-

marily to the indiscriminate manner in which requisitions are
"chopped." On one road this important item is turned over to

a $25 clerk, unfamiliar with the road, the men or their various
The usual procedure, when the operating head tinds
requisites.
material is going up over last year's figures, is to get out a letThis letter is repeated until every one is
ter on the subject.

imbued with the idea of using just as little material as possible-.
The "ultimate consumer" then puts in a requisition for exactly
the amount of material he can get through the month on.
Every official from yardmaster or track supervisor up through
the

all

various steps

the

to

whack at it. and when
the man who ordered it,

head of the department takes a

the material

is

eventually delivered to

reminds him of a 100 lb. piece of ice
left out in the sun for hours in July, and next month he orders
four times what he needs to allow for the cuts. A freight conductor once ordered two markers for his caboose and was surprised and amused to find that somewhere it had been cut to
one. They might just as well have laid the main line with one
rail instead

of two.

The following system
eral

storekeeper

who

it

orders

is

based on divisional stores. The genmaterial through the purchasing

his

has it shipped direct from the factory to the
and thus avoids extra handling. The individual
requisitions are assembled in the division superintendent's office
and, after being approved by him, are forwarded direct to the
division storekeeper.
On each division is a supply car which
moves once a month over the division on the way freights. On
agent,

in turn

divisional stores

the receipt of the requisitions the supply cars are loaded with
each order and a triplicate blank filled out for each requisition.

Before the trip is started all material in the cars are charged to
The necessary empty
the supply men, who go with the cars.
scrap cars are carried with these loaded cars. An advance notice
is

sent out on the division outlining the

All scrap
is

is

located so

it

movement of

the cars.

can be loaded where the good material

unloaded.

On

arrival at a station, yard, section house,

met by the man receiving the
secret of success of the plan.

He

supply cars, scrap, second-hand or
piece of

new

At

supplies.
is

etc.,

the cars are

this point

comes the

required to turn into the
class material for every

first

material he receives, except in the case of waste.

ci

ally

When

the

man who accompanied

the

sign the requisition and explain the necessity.

cars and distributed the material is obliged to check back an
equal amount of scrap; second-hand or new material for every
article he took out of the stores except in the case of matches,
<,tc.

The superintendent

of the division assigns a trainmaster,

chief despatcher, track supervisor or other officer to

accompany

cars each month.

tlie

The success of this system is apparent. It teaches men tobe economical with the material entrusted to their charge; it
puts back into service first class material not applicable and
second-hand material which is repaired and put back into stores;
collects scrap regularly to a common point which is sold and
keeps the railroad from being cluttered up with a lot of material which takes up room, looks bad and goes to help swell
it

non-revenue producing investment. No cutis necessary here and an opoprtunity is afforded the division superintendent each month to check the supplies on his division.
Old brooms eke out the last of their lives
on engine decks or sweeping snow out of switches. Shovels
are straightened up, track chisels are sharpened, lantern frames
adjusted and all go back into service again, except the scrap.
.\ 40 per cent saving can be effected in six months.
There arc cases where the size of the division will not permit the supply of cars to be handled on the way freights and
here a supply train is run, but the distribution is accomplished
in half the time.
When this system is installed for the first
time it should be preceded by a general clean up of scrap. One
year of this system cleaned up $380,000 worth of scrap material.
This figure is net and not original cost.

grand

tlie

total of

ting of requisitions

LOCAL SUPERVISION IN THE DISTRIBUTION OF NEW
MATERIAL AND THE COLLECTION OF SCRAP
Bv

R. B.

Division Engineer, Philadelphia

l"or a

number of years

Abbott
& Reading,

Harrisburg, Pa.

has been the practice on our road

it

to-

keep the emergency and maintenance supplies down to the lowest point consistent with safety and good judgment as to the
probable requirements. As an aid to this plan, a monthly statement is prepared showing the material on hand as referred to
an established basis of requirements determined jointly by the
material and supplies department and the engineer maintenance
of way.

money

As

this

statement

itemized

is

values, a very satisfactory check

is

and worked up into
afforded on the sub-

sequent requisitions and it is very easy to see at a glance just
where oversupply exists and how the excess can be distributed

and interchanged.
Supplementary storehouses are located at each supervisor's
headquarters and this prevents to a great extent the duplication
and multiplication that would exist if the materials were shipped
from the general storehouse direct to the foremen out along the
line.

Some

extra handling

visor's storehouse, but this
in

is
is

of course caused at the super-

many

times offset by the saving

quantities.

The only

materials sent direct to the foremen are

New

oil

and

bat-

are usually unloaded as
soon after receipt as possible and distributed direct from the
This saves
cars to the point where renewals are to be made.
double handling of heavy material and permits a prompt release
tery renewals.

rails

and

fittings

A

monthly report is submitted showing the mill
rail on hand for sale or interchange and orders
for shipment are usually given first place on the work train

of the cars.
rail

and relaying

schedule.

%.-

Years ago the loading of miscellaneous scrap was dependent on
the market price of such material and much delay in cleaning
up was occasioned by long waiting for orders to' load and ship.
Our plan is now, however, to load once a month regardless of

September
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market conditions and send the scrap to the general storehouse
where it is picked over and properly arranged ior disposition.
Much waste is checked in this way as the reclaim is considerable.
The assembUng and loading of scrap is too often neglected, as
it is work that does not appear important to the section foremen
and they are usually so busy at other things that the collection of
Hard and fast rules
scrap will be put off as long as possible.
covering this can hardly be carried out, but the supervisor and
engineer should

division

general plan

is

make

their

it

business to see that a

outlined and followed as rigidly as conditions per-

and right of way can be kept as clean as
and the money value of the scrap promptly

mit, so that the tracks
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surplus stock or scrap that can not be used in the work that we
have to do. In spite of this care, we often have a surplus; sometimes from our own carelessness, at other times because the
storekeeper will insist on sending us something "just as good,"

or duplicate orders.
It would, perhaps, be a good idea in making requisitions to
bear in mind that a large amount of timber taken from a struc-

ture that

is

rebuilt can be used for other purposes as at stock-

where no great weight is to be sustained, around scales
About 60 per cent of timber from such

yards,

or in similar places.

points should be as few as possible to save delay

or, in very shallow openings
under highway approaches at railroad crossings.
About 20 per cent can be used for repairs to other bridges, and
15 per cent perhaps will have an inch or two of rot on the exposed face or under the ties and other bearings which can be
trimmed off, allowing the balance of the timber to be cut into

to the worktrain, and each foreman should send a statement to
On minor
the supervisor showing where the piles are located.

planks suitable for stockyard fences or light platforms. Five per
cent will go to the wood pile, to be cut up for kindling fires in

possible

all

the time

recovered.

Section foremen should assemble the scrap at junction points
of branch lines, near the entrance to yards

The

quarters.

branch lines

head-

at their

often possible to load the scrap without the

is

it

and also

This can be accomplished by starting
a car at one end of the line and moving it along by local freight,
setting it off at each section foreman's headquarters and forassistance of a worktrain.

along in turn as the scrap is loaded.
to be followed is variable and must be selected to
suit the different conditions, but I think it will be generally conceded that the greatest difficulty lies in the fact that section foremen do not appreciate the importance of gathering their scrap
and must be stirred up occasionally. This is where the supervisor enters into the scheme and the results obtained are in di-

warding

it

The method

rect proportion to the degree of supervision raaiptained.

bridges can be used as bulkheads
for

;

drains,

locomotives.

Short pile heads, say from 2 to 4 ft. long, or old piles removed
from a renewed bridge, are used for platform supports. Sometimes they are used for stubbing piles in repairing bridges whose
we also split and use them for fence
life has about expired
posts.
If the piles are good cedar and the fiber has not been
;

damaged in driving, they are used in making shingles.
Washers and spools are used in renewing the structure. Old
good threads are used for the same purpose. If the
heads are broken off, we use them for drift bolts and dowels.
We also cut them to shorter lengths for car repair and other
work old iron of every kind is scrapped for melting for cast-

too badly

bolts with

;

ings, etc.

DISTRIBUTING, RECLAIMING

AND COLLECTING BRIDGE

MATERIAL
By
General

F. L.

Burrell

Foreman. Bridges and Buildings, Chicago & North Western,
Fremont, Neb.

Our plan

is

to

make

the division, being

a careful inspection of all structures on
a representative of the engi-

accompanied by

by the general bridge inis to be done
and submit the results of our inspection to the proper department, where decision is made as to just what will be done the
coming year. Schedules are written up in detail, showing what
neer of maintenance, and,

if

spector or his representative.

possible,

We

We
^ible,

we

recommend what

renewals or permanent work is to be done.
From these schedules we make up a bill of material required
We then take an inventory of all the mafor the work shown.

gather this scrap from time to time by local trams if posand by worktrain, where locals can not be used. Before
we use all the material needed in making repairs to

pick up,

nearby bridges.
We attempt to eliminate obsolete material by paying close attention to our monthly check and sending such material that we
may not be able to use to the shops. The clean up must be made
once a month and include an inventory that will force a surplus
of any material upon the attention of the official in charge

COLLECTING MAINTENANCE SCRAP
By

terial

on hand and check over the unfinished work for the curmaking allowance, as emergency material,

rent year, or period,
for at least one

15-span bridge.

We

then deduct the material

work from our stock on
requisition for the work of

required for the current and emergency

and apply any surplus
coming year.

hatid

the

Separate requisitions are
terial.
IS,

We

to the

made

ask that the piles be

April 30 and

May

maMarch

for the different classes of

made

in three deliveries,

15; also three deliveries for timbers, April

Bolts and other iron should be on hand
Cast iron or concrete pipe for culverts,
cement, crushed rock, sand and stone, for permanent work, depending upon the amount of work to be done, should be de10,

May

20 and July

not later than

May

IS.

1.

livered not later than

As

the material

is

June

15.

received and unloaded in the yards

it

is

checked and a daily report of all material is made at the close
of the day to the office. We also receive a daily report of all

We do not send the material out until the
gangs are ready for it. As the material is received, especially
the piles, each piece is measured and marked as tcS length. Any
piles that we can not use in bridges, on account of serious defects, are used for "stubbing."
Once a month an inventory is taken and checked against the
in and out shipments.
This method calls to our attention any
material sent out.

R.

Huber

Roadmaster, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, Brookfield, Mo.

repairs,

Our system

of loading

and picking up scrap

is

as follows:

section foremen have instructions to keep scrap cleaned
up on their sections at all times. Adjoining the section tool
house is a bin for the assembling of all small scrap. All
.\11

scrap found along the right of way is brought in at the end
Scrap rail is
of each day on the car and put into this bin.
At the end of each month the local
piled next to the bin.
freight trains carry a stock car for the loading of small scrap
and a flat car for the loading of scrap rail, frogs, etc. These
cars are placed next to the caboose. On this day all section
foremen pile the scrap near the depot, so that a couple of men

— who

have been left to clean up station grounds and put
everything in order around the yards can readily load this
material, while the merchandise is handled at the station.
This eliminates delay to the train and inconvenience to the
This system has proved successful, not only
station force.
inasmuch as it adds no expense whatever to train service, but
it requires only one day to pick up all scrap on the entire
While trains are being made up at the division
division.
point the yard maintenance force look over the contents of
this car to see if there is any material that could be used in
repairs around the yards, and thus avoid ordering new

—

material.

We

Our
use an air rail-loader for picking up our rail.
first examined and marked by the inspector in three
grades, thus: I, II and III and O for scrap. We generally

rail

is
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have more of grade
is picked up first.

and

11,

men

this

being the largest quantity,

and aid
It
requires seven
to
in the loading of rail.
One man handles the air and three
men stay on the ground; one to handle the hook and one at
We have two
each end of rail to steady it on the car.
men on the car, one to unfasten the hook and one to place
The seventh man has general supervision of the
the rail.
work and gives the necessary signals, etc. We also have a
car for the loading of scrap bolts and spikes, and usually
employ two men in doing this work.
We have picked up as many as 700 rails in a day, but the
average day's work is about 500 rails.
All

new

the

material

anglebars, bolts,

etc., is

operate

that

is

left

the

over,

loaded by one

rail-loader

such as tie plates,
the rear end

man on

This keeps all new material cleaned up,
the rail-loader.
thus avoiding the making of extra trips over the division to
such
material.
pick up
When unloading new material, such as rail and fastenings,
Rail is unloaded
handled with the same worktrain.
it
is
of

from

cars and the car containing angle bars is unloaded
who throw off one pair of anglebars with every

flat

by two men,
rail.

We

same

time,

is

in

also distribute bolts, spikes and nut locks at the
and when we have the rail distributed everything

readiness for the

rail

Vol.

his

hand car

daily

and place

laying gang to

as rapidly as he can secure sale for

The foregoing suggestions
actually pursued

on

My

provide for the proper ordering and distribution of new
I would suggest that a storeroom be established at
some point on each division and the supervisors be given instructions from the office of the division engineer to furnish
the storekeeper at a certain period of every month a complete
list of the material that wmU probably be needed for the next

To

30 days.
The storekeeper can then compile all these statements to
determine the amount of material to be kept in stock. This
material can be ordered directly from the manufacturer and
when received kept on hand for distribution to the section
foremen.
Section foremen will order material as needed from the
supervisor, who in turn will request the same from the division engineer, by furnishing the necessary order. The division engineer will then approve such order and forward to
the storekeeper as authority to furnish the material to the
received, the section

foreman

will

unload where needed. The kinds of material coming under
this heading are frogs, switches, guard rails, clamps, switch

tie

plates,

each

section

as

ties,

rail,

anglebars

foreman should go over

his

re-

spective section each year, accompanied by the supervisor,
to ascertain the amount of material needed for the following
Orders should then be made to have the material
year.

shipped directly to the supervisor. When received the supervisor will arrange to have his worktrain distribute the material
where needed.
In the event of cross ties being received in the winter time.
they should be unloaBed in piles of SO, located as close as
If ties are received in
possible to the point where needed.
the spring, however, they should be unloaded and scattered
along the line where they are to be used, in order that the

one handling

As

will suffice.

to the collection of scrap material,

all

heavy material

such as frogs and switches accumulating from the track should
be picked up and placed in piles by section foremen daily
all other heavy scrap placed in the same piles as soon
as discovered along the track. To take care of light scrap
material, each section consisting of three miles or less should

and

when

the best price

some

of the

is

include

methods

this subdivision.

NEW MATERIAL AND
By

Supervisor,

material,

and

it

prevailing.

DISPOSITION OF

SCRAP

W. Cakev

stands, bolts, nut locks, spikes, etc.
To properly care for such material

nearest or most Convenient

The supervisor should make arrangements for a worktrain
to go over his subdivision at least once a month for the
purpose of picking up all scrap material, mill rail and old
frogs and switches.
The worktrain on such occasions should
be provided with three cars, one to receive the mill rail, one
for scrap frogs, switches, stands, etc., and the other for
worthless scrap. When loaded, cars should be shipped to the
storeroom and the storekeeper ^iven a correct report of the
amount and weight of the rail contained in the mill rail car,
which will enable him to dispose of rail, without unloading,
providing he has sale for it. All scrap frogs and switches
and other scrap can be separated into bins at the storeroom
while being unloaded and then disposed of by the storekeeper

AND

Clerk to Supervisor, Pennsylvania Lines, Bellaire, Ohio.

When

in the

box.

COLLECTION OF SCRAP

section foreman.

12

be provided with a scrap box, located at the center of the
section, while all sections consisting of four or more miles
should be provided with two boxes, located about one mile
from each end. As such material accumulates the section
foreman should pick it up while running over the section on

DISTRIBUTION OF

J.

No

commence work.

DISTRIBUTION OF MAINTENANCE MATERIAL
By

57,

New York

expericnee

A. M. Clough

Central

leads

me

& Hudson
to

River,

believe

Batavia,

that

the

N. Y.

following

way department maprove most satisfactor.y under present conditions.
Rails, ties and switch timbers are furnished in accordance with
the annual budget compiled in the office of the engineer of
maintenance of way from estimates furnished by the various
methods
terial

of distributing maintenance of

will

supervisors of track, after a careful inspection of their territory as to necessary track repairs and renewals for the coming
year. The supervisor always advises the most advantageous
point for this material to be shipped to prevent back haul
or unnecessary handling.

New

unloaded as

fast as received and set up between
where it is to be laid, the anglebars being
handled in the same manner. The released rail is assigned
to other tracks or subdivisions the same as the new rail and
is loaded and shipped promptly when taken out of track.
rail is

tracks at points

When the ties are received late in the fall or during the
winter they are unloaded into standard piles as near as possible to the points where the foremen will use them when they
start the spring work.
This refers more particularly to untreated ties, as our tie-treating plant does not usually start
operations until about .fXpril 1, and when these ties are received they are distributed along the track on which the foreman is working, thus obviating the expense of more than one
handling.
The annual allotment of switch timber is received during
the fall and winter and is unloaded at headquarters, where
it is sorted according to lengths and is sawed into sets to fit
the various turnouts before being taken out on the road.
Frogs, switches, miscellaneous track material and tools are
ordered monthly by the supervisor of track and are stored
at headquarters, with the exception of a small amount of
material, especially frogs and switches, at various points along
the division for emergency use.
Everything that can be
should be placed under cover to prevent deterioration from
weather and no more of any material should be ordered at
one time than is needed as a supply for two months or the
length of time required to get it from the manufacturer.
The section foreman should send in on the first day of each
month a requisition to his supervisor for such track material,
tools and supplies as he will need for the month. This is checked
by the supervisor and given to the storekeeper to furnish. This is
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shipped by local freight except in cases where it can be handled to better advantage and with more economy by a work
train.

The foreman should keep an accurate record of all material
on his section on blanks furnished him for that purpose which
should show the material on hand at the beginning of the
month, the amount received during the month, the amount

call

together as

535

many men under

at different times

his supervision as possible

and not only instruct them, but have them

discuss between themselves the question of handling material
and scrap.

There should be as few

special

All requisitions should cover the

requisitions as

amount

possible.

of material required

until the following requisition is filled.
This is very imporhave to do unnecessary work, or have work held
up on account of shortage of tools or material is equally as
bad and expensive as to order and carry on hand too much.
.\ supply of material is usually kept on hand at the division
headquarters. This should be well taken care of and a careful
record and check kept of it. Each division officer whose duty
it is to supply foremen under his supervision with tools and
material should keep a record of the exact amount and date
of tools and material received by each foreman from time to
time. This will enable him to handle the foreman's requisition in such a manner as to prevent wastefulness, as by referring to his record at any time he can ascertain just which
foreman is ordering more material or tools than is really

used and the balance on hand at the end of the month, at
which time it should be sent to the supervisor for his information and file and to enable his office intelligently to
furnish foremen with material required and avoid any surplus
material accumulating.
Each supervisor of track should prepare each month a
statement showing a list in detail of all surplus and obsolete
material he has on his division, these statements to be sent
from one supervisor to another, thus enabling the various
If
supervisors to see what is on hand at various points.
they can use any of the material they furnish shipping directions. If this method is followed up vigorously very little
surplus material will remain inactive for any great length of

tant, for to

time.

required.

Scrap material should be handled in just as systematic a
The worktrain should make regular trips over the
manner.
division to pick up all such material, loading separately each
class of scrap, that is, car scrap in one car, miscellaneous
track scrap in one, frog and switch material in another and
considerable sorting at
rail in another, as this will save

should be made from time to time, and all excess tools and
material should be collected and put into use where needed,
or, if obsolete, scrapped.
All material that is affected very
readily by the weather should be kept under shelter. Metal

headquarters.
All miscellaneous car and track scrap should be shipped in
carload lots when possible to a scrap platform located at
some central point where it is sorted as to iron and steel

and wrought, cast, malleable, etc., after which it is advertised
for sale by the purchasing agent, who keeps in close touch
with the market value of this material and sells it when the
price

is

right.

steel rail, frogs and switches. This should
be divided into three classes: First, straight rail free from
frogs, switches and guard rails and over 5 ft. in length and
weighing more than 50 lb. to the yard; second, all cropped
rail ends under 5 ft. and over SO lb. section; and, third, all
sections of rail not coming under Classes 1 and 2, and including frogs, guard rails and switch points which are free from
Rail is to be reported under these classes
plates, fillers, etc.
each month by the supervisor, who is furnished with a sale
order later by the purchasing agent.

Regarding scrap

An

By
Supervisor, Delaware,

piled,

Geo. E.

Lowe

requisition for new material, preserving it
condition without loss or deterioration until
used and assorting and reclaiming usable material from scrap
amounts to a large saving to a railroad company. A large
part of the gain in scrap is up to the maintenance of way
department, as that department must gather all scattered
scrap on the right of way.
Therefore every man in the
maintenance department should be instructed and drilled in
the best method of handling scrap, which of course varies to
some extent owing to the different conditions on the different
roads, but the general principle of instruction can be the same.

Making proper

in

first

class

Very good

results have

been accomplished by calling

to-

gether as many of the division officers as possible.
Going
over the whole question of material and scrap, then spending
one day on an inspection and observation tour over certain
parts of the road and in the maintenance shop and scrap yard
with the head officer of the maintenance department as pilot,
will do more in the way of educating the men to the proper
method of handling material and scrap than any number of
circular letters could do, if not followed up with these meetings.
These instructions should be passed along down the
line
to
every man in turn and each division officer should

houses, tool cars and scrap yards

and either painted or

and switches, should be neatly
enough to prevent

oiled often

This can be handled at a very small cost, if painting
done by the painters as they go over the division painting
way fixtures, and each foreman having a supply
of material on hand is furnished with a barrel of oil and a
sprinkling can or even a broom. The barrel of oil should be
planted in the ground near the material yard, and should have
a cover and lock. This will eliminate the necessity of keeping it in a car or tool house and lessen the danger of fire.
On the average section outside of yards the amount of
material held in stock for repairs and emergency cases may
be materially reduced by pairing the sections off in twos, then
placing the rail posts or rail racks and supply material at
the intersection of the two sections paired together. This will
rusting.

is

..other right of

amount of material of this kind down to
one-half that necessary under the individual section plan.
The gathering and collection of reclaim and scrap material
would be necessary from a safety standpoint, if from no other,
practically cut the

it is very dangerous to the traveling public to allow scrap
lie around where someone may fall over it, or some mischievous boy may place it on the rail, where it may cause a
wreck. Also it is very dangerous to life and limb of employees, whose duty requires them to move around moving
trains and cars, especially at night. A very good system to
follow and one which has given excellent results is to have
maintenance of way men from laborers up consider it part
of their duty to remove every piece of scrap they may see at
One day
least 8 ft. from the nearest rail, wherever possible.
of the week, preferably Saturday, should be set aside for
cleaning up, gathering and sorting scrap, classifying it as
much as possible, placing all small scrap in old kegs or boxes,
so that it may be loaded by the worktrain gang without sorting
and with as little delay as possible to the worktrain and traffic.
Each division should be cleaned of all scrap material at
least once a month, it being the custom of most roads to
hold scrap material until the market is good. This being the
case, it should be neatly piled up along some siding where
cars can be placed and unloading and loading done without
the aid and expense of a worktrain.
On nearly all roads more or less good reclaim material
will accumulate, especially metal fastenings, which on account
of the increase of weight of load and weight of rolling stock
After
necessitates the use of larger and heavier material.
being removed from track this should be sorted from scrap
material, neatly piled up and preserved, and a list of such

to

Lackawanna & Western, Elmira, N. Y.

all tool

material, including rails, frogs

as

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE HANDLING OF MATERIAL

inspection of
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material furnished the head of the maintenance of way department, who will order it shipped to minor divisions or
points where it can be used, thereby saving the ordering of
new material where this reclaim or second-hand material will

answer as

well.

ECONOMIES THROUGH LIMITING EMERGENCY STOCK
AND THROUGH PROMPT DISPOSAL OF SCRAP
By W.

F.

Vol.

57,

No. 12

The cost would of course be very
greater loading it along the road, but with average
opportunity to work would probably be no more than 6 cents
per ton. Such a contrivance run special over the' road, say
every other Saturday, would result in a clean division for
the holiday travel and would bring the scrap under the eye
to be as low. as one cent.

much

of the proper authority.

Rench

A PORTABLE MOTOR DRIVEN SHEAR

Suptrrvisor, Pennsylvania Railroad, Perryville,

Md.

of semi-depression through which the railroads
have operated of late has brought with it new economies that
Chief among these are the
will be of benefit for all time.

The period

great reduction in the amount of surplus and inactive material
and the more active assembling and disposal of scrap material.
It used to be the opinion of operating officers that
every important switch layout should be protected by duplicates of the frogs and by an ample number of surplus
A slip crossing was not protected unless there
switches.

was a complete set of rails, frogs and switches and even
But now a half slip set is recognized as
plates and chairs.
supplying ample material and a length of rail that could be
used to continue main line movement, together with a single

A

motor driven alligator shear has been mounted on a truck
by the Canton Foundry & Machine Company, Canton, Ohio, in
order to make the shear easily portable and facilitate the cutting of scrap material in various parts of u yard or at different
The advantage to a railroad of cutting
points along the line.
its

scrap

scrap

is

is

when

evident

it

realized that

is

much

of the light

sold to dealers at prices as low as $0.50 a ton, while

the same dealers after cutting

sell

it,

for as high as $6 per

it

ton.

These shears are made

mum

capacity of V/z

in.

in

two

square

No. 1 having a maximachinery steel or iron

sizes,- tlie

in

soft

The
is sufficient to cover an important interlocking.
ordering of material for new work a long time ahead of its
now
that
disitem
extravagance
is
prospective use is an
of
continued. A case is known of material for new work to the
amount of $20,000 having been ordered and received two
years in advance of its application. Fortunately the exigencies
of the hard times uncovered the error before much was lost
through interest accruing on this large investment in unproductive material. A closer "scrutiny of requisitions and conparison with amounts on hand, a more exhaustive check of
material one section lacks against the excess on another section and even the interchange of lists of material surplus on
the different divisions of the road have resulted in a reducit
is no idle guess— of
tion in the surplus stock accounts
switch,

—

fully one-half.
It

is

what

it

doubtful

means

if

the average operating officer appreciates
company in money to dispose promptly

to his

from the source of
and of damage to equipment in passage. It is no
unusual circumstance to find in various secluded places at
times when its loading is mandatory as many as 30 carload?
This amount,
of scrap on a single superintendent's division.
if the material were all scrap, represents a value of perhaps
$20,000, and if held three months longer than necessary involves a dead loss of $250, which, applied to a grand division,
means $1,000, or to an entire system $5,000. But the material
When it reaches the storehouse and is sorted
is not all scrap.
at least half is found to be usable and no small part entirely
of the scrap that accrues constantly, both
repairs

new

material.

No system

of scrap reclamation will furnish the desired re-

On many

automatic and routine.

roads the
be the entire working day or the short day, that is more common, is given over
to policing and the general cleaning of the roadbed, which
includes the collecting of small scrap. Every tool house is
provided with a bin where this small stuff is stored, often until it
overflows, but not infrequently the Saturday's collection lies
in the center ditch awaiting a convenient time for trucking
If
the supervisor were
it
to the section headquarters.
equipped to run a train over his division every Saturday afternoon this unsightly material might be disposed of at once.
but the considerable time required for hand loading necessults that is not

rule

is in

force that Saturday, whether

it

postpones the collection.
There is in use at some of our shops a type of locomotive

sarily

crane with magnet, generator and switchboard which handles

small scrap quickly and with a minimum of expense. Such a
contrivance requires only the attendance of one man and the
cost per ton of loading the scrap at the shop has been found

Portable Shear tor Cutting Scrap

and making 50 cuts per minute. It has a 13-in. knife with a
6-in. opening at the widest point, weighs 4.200 lb. and requires
3 h. p. to operate it. The No. 2 size has a maximum capacity of
154

in-

square,

making 45

cuts

requires 5 h. p. for
in the

same way

if

its

operation.

18-in.
It has an
weighs 8,000 lb. and

per minute.

knife, a lyi-'m. opening at the widest point,

Larger

sizes could be

mounted

desirable, although the larger shears are not

as easily portable.

made, having wheels of good
oak plank bed to which the s^ear is bolted.
The front axle turns under to facilitate the turning and backing of the shear, while the tongue or pulling handle can be
This makes it posfastened to either the front or rear axle.
sible to draw the shear up to a pile of scrap and after cutting it,

,The trucks are

diameter and a 3

substantially

in.
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rear of the machine and pull it out
backwards without turning or backing. The bed of the truck
does not extend out to the front of the machine, so that in cutting scrap none of it can accumulate in and around the machine.
The shears are driven by a motor belt connected to the shear
pulley.
This method of driving has the ^advantage over direct
gearing that in case of an accident which would overload the

attach the tongue to the
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much more marked if the established superelevation
becomes as little as 1 in. in places through breaking
down of the surface. Bad maintenance would soon be apparent, both in the line and the surface.
Uniform superelevation is the most important element in
ference

is

of XYz in.

curve maintenance.

This requirement can only be attained
by consistent supervision. The track foreman is ordinarily
quite faithful in his use of the track level

when

surfacing

is

being done, but he is not so apt to carry his level with him
to try his curves for this defect.
If the surface of the rail
sights properly the track is in his view all right.
A test
under his eyes with the level is the best lesson that can be
given.
The line having beea made correct, the maintenance of
good surface is necessary to its continuance. But even with

maintenance there is a certain amount of slight shifting under the traffic which cannot be controlled and which
requires periodical correction. If neglected these slight detail
defects soon increase to the extent of a general deficiency
and eventually the line of the curve is lost and another relining
with the string is necessary. In no other feature of track
work is the old saw regarding the stitch in time more aptly
faithful

illustrated.

no permanent means of marking the correct line
Stakes are struck by dragging parts of cars and
sometimes only slightly disturbed when they become worse

There

is

of a curve.

A

Motor Driven Alligator Shear Mounted on a Truck

machine either the gears or the motor must break

if

the con-

secured by direct gearing, while with the belt drive
the belt can slip the fly wheel and no damage will be done. The
Canton shears are double geared, making them smooth and easy
Tunning and prohibiting the breaking and twisting of the crank
nection

is

and countershafts. This is also said to decrease the amount
of power required per square inch of cutting capacity.

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

IN

CURVE

MAINTENANCE
By
Supervisor,

\V. F.

Rench

Pennsylvania Railroad,

Perrj'ville,

Md.

physical requirements of a curve having been amply
met in perfect alinement and correct superelevation and the

The

in proper proportion and location,
supervisor is confronted with the task of maintaining
the excellence of these features.
It is well known that each
Perfect line will not continue if
is co-related to the others.
the surface becomes deficient; the surface breaks down more
quickly when the line is allowed to deteriorate, and the easement and the run-off suffer if one or the other develops

easement and run-off being
the

defects.

The maintenance of good surface is more necessary on
curves than on tangents. A J4 in. variation in the level of
a tangent, provided it is continuous, cannot be regarded as
poor maintenance. Such a condition might exist for some
time and its presence be undiscovered until a critical test
was made with the level board. In ordinary practice no attempt would be made to level up a tangent track having no
greater variation than this until a raise in face was being
made, when, of course, the surface would be made true.
But on curves such a defect would be' immediately objectionable. While superelevation is generally chosen to the
nearest half inch, care is taken that any error is in excess
rather than deficiency.
Many main line curves are of light
degree, 20 min. being most in favor.
Experience has shown
that at high speed Yz in. variation in superelevation makes
the difference between satisfaction and discomfort. The dif-

than useless. Steel pins, old rails, even stone monuments are
disturbed by frost and in any event their usefulness depends
upon measurement with a varying tape line held in every
position except the horizontal.
Maintenance of the correct
line by continued watchfulness is the better practice.
The correction of the short depressions often no more than
two or three rail lengths in extent is an important item in
curve maintenance. These dips are very unfavorable at any
point, as they render fine lining impossible and, no matter
how perfect the work with the level, their presence prevents
fine results in surface.
But they are particularly objectionable
on curves.
Doubtless in theory they cause no defect if
symmetrical with the cross section. But the depressions in the
two rails are seldom directly opposite and a rolling of the car
is the inevitable result, which under extreme circumstances
may become a lurch. They should be regarded as defects
and carefully eradicated in the general surfacing program.
.\ raise in face is periodically necessary for all main tracks,
the intervals depending upon the kind of roadbed and the
character of the traffic. When such raising is being done on
curves, it is customary for the low rail to be selected as the
grade rail. But a very distinct advantage may be gained by
using the opposite rail. In raising tangents it is very desirable to raise both rails together and usually against the
current of traffic.
But on curves many foremen prefer to
raise the high rail to a proper grade, introducing for the
time being added superelevation, and to follow this by bringing the low rail to the grade required for proper superelevation, and this procedure is usually the better one when
the raise is moderate.
The basic requirement for curve maintenance is an ample
renewal of the cross-ties to provide a firm bearing at all
times.
Generous tie replacement is desirable in all kinds of
road, but it is essential on curves. This is not alone needed
for maintaining the gage, although that is the prime con.iideration. but it is also necessary for conserving the surface,
which in turn contributes to permanence of the line. A main
line curve can hardly be considered adequate track for heavy
service unless well tied and having each tie protected by a
tie

plate.

The importance of correct gage on curves cannot be overestimated.
The superelevation of a curve is of course adjusted to just one speed. If the movement is at a very much
slower speed the wheels will impinge upon the inside rail,
Iji either case a variation in
if faster upon the outside rail.
The tendency
the gage becomes immediately noticeable.
of" every curve to spread can only be met by a full equipment
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These should be provided with a single rib
tie plates.
across the axis of the tie, both on the top and on the bottom,
the one to maintain the plate in its established place on the
tie and the other to supply a bearing surface tor the rail base.
The tie plate should carry a third spike to draw the plate
close against the rail base and to help hold it in place. When
tie plates are being applied the gage should be made Vs in.
tight, so that when the rib of the tie plate has settled into the
tie the gage may be neat 4 ft. 8^ in.
The gage should only
of
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AN INTERESTING USE OF PORTABLE TRACKS
An

interesting use of portable tracks in construction

illustrated in the filling of a large

is

work

hollow at Golden Gate

Park, San Francisco. Here one mile of 20 lb., 24 in. gage,
portable track is laid, over which 75 steel dump cars of 36

be widened when the degree of the curve exceeds 10 deg.
and should never be made more than 4 ft. 9 in. The best
means of detecting imperfect gage by a casual inspection i>
to run the eye along both rails of the track. If an irregularity
shows upon one rail and not upon the other the trouble is
surely in the gage.
Even where the track is plentifully
equipped with tie plates there is constant need of gage correction and to this end

it

many

the practice on

is

divisions

gang of three men constantly employed
If the leader of this gang is efficient the gage correction may
be made a means of correcting the detail line as well.
The order of correction for the various defects of curves
to keep a gaging

that are generally deficient should be:

First,

a roughing in

more

of the line to render the test with the string

effectual;

second, adjustment of the line after a careful study of the
ordinates obtained; third, application of a proper superelevation, including the run-off, or correction of any deficieni-y that
may be found in the existing superelevation; fourth, the re-

gaging, which

is

Lifting Section of Portable

cu.

ft.

Track

off

Street Car Rails

capacity are used to transport sand from a high bank

to the hollow, the cars being loaded by specially designed
excavators operated by gasoline and capable of loading 10
cars every 10 minutes. These cars are hauled down a city

readily apparent after the line rail has been

made true, and, fifth, a fine
The general correction of
operation, because

if

detail lining.

the line

nearly always the

is

first

the throws should be several inches the

surface would be disturbed and in the event that the

fine

established superelevation were excessive for the curve

made

amount

when

might be necessary
even for safety at points on the curve where sharp plactexist.
Further, the proper superelevation and its limits aiui
the approach and run-off can only be determined by the line
study of the curve. A careful examination of the present
run-off is quite essential, as it is no unusual occurrence to
find the run-off improperly located, sometimes as much as
several hundred feet from where it should be.
A very common defect which is of the tangents, but perregular, this

of elevation

Loading the Cars

tains to the curve adjustment,

from the point of excavation to the fill, crossing one
street car line, where a man is stationed who removes the
section of portable track whenever a street car approaches,
as shown in one of the illustrations.
Both the cars and the

of the curve outside the line of the tangents.

track

is the protruding of the ends
This defect
through the tendency of a curve to make its own easement and through the invariable practice of maintainers lining
out the ends of curves to obtain the advantage of an easement. It is found when the curve is provided with proper
easements in the relining, the natural shifting ceases and there
is no longer a tendency of the foreman thus to distort the
line in endeavoring to make a seeming correction.
The
elimination of this defect should be one of the main con-

street

arc

of

Orenstein-.Arthur

Koppel Company construction.

arises

siderations in the preliminary lining, as
a proper adjustment of the line.

When

its

presence precludes

AN UNUSUAL ARTESIAN WELL FOR A WATER
STATION
By

accurately adjusted and faithfully maintained curves

any other track. Although
once the opposite of comfortable, the presence of curves is
scarcely noted by the ordinary passenger and this result has
been reached through the greater consideration that is now
being given to curve maintenance.

Knowles

Two

things are essential to an artesian water supply.

First,

that the porous water bearing bed receive

its supply at a point,
comparatively high
and second,
that it be enclosed by comparatively impervious beds.
If the
enclosing beds permit no water to escape and completely surround the reservoir, except in the region of supply, then when

region where

or in a

are just as comfortable in riding as

R.

C.

General Foreman Waterworks, Illinois Central, Chicago.

the reservoir

is

it

lies

;

penetrated by a well the water will rise to the

height of the lowest point of supply.

This

condition

is

never

fully

The

realized.

so-called

im-

pervious beds are never absolutely water tight and but few wa-

—

Aeropl.\ne Accidents. The number of aeroplane accidents
from various principal countries in the first six
months of this year in which the pilots were naval or military
flyers, and which had fatal results either to pilot or passenger,
Russia, eight
Great
Germany, seventeen
was as follows
reported

:

Britain,

two

;

seven

Italy,

two

;

France, seven

;

;

;

Turkey, two.

Austria,

;

three

;

United States,

The following was

the

of fatal accidents in which the pilots were civilians

Germany, four; Great
four; Russia, two; Ttalv. one.

fifteen:

Britain,

four;

:

United

by impervious material.
The head of artesian water is therefore somewhat lower
than the source of supply and it may be very much lower. It is
a common belief that the head of water increases with the
ter

bearing beds

are

completely enclosed

depth of the well, or that flowing wells

where

if

may

be secured any-

are sunk to a sufficient depth, but experience
that the sinking of wells far below the principal

wells

number

has shown

France,

water bearing strata has commonly resulted in highly mineralized waters rather than an increased head.
Flowing wells are by no means uncommon, particularly in

States,

:
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the southern states, but a well delivering water sufficient for
over one hundred locomotives daily at 50 ft. elevation deserves
special mention.
Such a well supplies the new water station
of the Illinois Central at Roseland, La., which eliminates the

Tangipahoa.
Roseland is located on the
the Louisiana division, 72 miles north of
location of a water station at this point
provides a better spacing, and permits an increased tonnage
over this district.
The qualifications for an ideal railway water station are, first,
an abundance of good boiler water; second, proper location with
reference to grade, curvature and spacing; third, low cost of
pumping. The new station at Roseland embodies all of these
qualifications, the distinctive feature being the flowing well
which delivers water direct to the tank without cost for pumping.
This well is 6 in. in diameter and is drilled to a depth of
924 ft.
It flows over 700 gal. per min. at the surface of the
old steam plant

at

McComb district of
New Orleans. The

Illinois

to supply 125 trains daily.
ft.

for

The

The

quality of the water

locomotive use.

solids per 1,000 gal.

It

is

head of the well is
excellent both for drinking and

total static

contains less than Yi lb. of incrusting
analysis is as follows

The chemical

Iron, aluminum and silica oxides
Calcium carbonate
Magnesium carbonate

93 grains
1.16 grains

.\lkali

chloride

88 grains
93 grains

-\lkali

sulphate

70 grains

-VIkali

carbonate

72 grains

Total solids

5.32 grains

The flow was encountered

in white Sand at a depth of 720
This stratum of sand is 204 ft. thick with an overlying
stratum of hard clay 122 ft. thick. There is also a stratum of
clay beneath the flowing sand, the thickness of which was not
ft.

The

down

was drilled by company forces with a
This method of drilling consists of ro-

well

rotary well machine.
tating

the casing under water pressure, the water

wash-

ing out the sand and clay as the pipe is lowered.
In drilling in sand strata great difficulty is experienced from
caving and loss of wash water through the sand unless a mud
laden water is used. No suitable mud could be found at Rose-

land for mixing with the water used for drilling and a sticky
clay, or gumbo, was brought from Harahan for this purpose.
It required a carload of this gumbo to complete the well.
About
IS per cent of clay is mixed with the water.
The action of
this mud laden fluid on sands, or other porous formations may

muddy water

be likened to the action of
filter.

filter

as

Most of
and some

the filtering

in passing through a
deposited on the surface of the
enters the filter, the portion diminishing

the sediment
of

it

medium

is

is

penetrated.

The

from a

clay

mud

laden fluid in a well will penetrate a porous formation in the

Central Water Station at Roseland, La., Securing Supply from an Artesian Well

ground, and the flow through the overflow pipe after filling the
tank 45 ft. above the surface is over 400 gal. per min., sufficient
90

ilctermiiicd.
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same manner, the penetration depending on
formation and pressure of the fluid in the
more water will go through and the result
When the well
nicely walled up with mud.
required depth, a strainer

is

the porosity of the
well,
is

but finally no

that the well is

completed to the
placed in the bottom of the well
is

and the casing withdrawn until the strainer is exposed. The
Roseland well has 125 sq. ft. of strainer exposed to the sand.
The water is deHvered to locomotives through two 12-in. penstocks located so as to serve both north and southbound mains.
These penstocks are supplied by a 100,000-gal. cypress tank on

The foundations of the tank are of
a 20-ft. creosote frame.
concrete set on 48 creosoted piles 25 ft. long.

—

Contentment. W. Hanley, a signalman on the North Eastern
Railway of England near Selby, has been 40 years in one signal
bnx. anil

It

i>

61,000 miles.

calculated

t!iat lie hL;b.

swilkcd

t...

..ii.i

fr.

;.i

1,;-

\\"\\s

.
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COST ACCOUNTING ON THE COLEMAN
CUT OFF
By

J.

B.

;

Sc

Santa Fe, Los Angeles, Cal.

government now under way, as well as the valuation of railroads by various state commissions, makes the subject of
The rigid investigation of
cost keeping an important one.
the carriers' records by the valuation engineers will, without
doubt, bring to light the fact that with most roads this fea-

new

little

lines in the past,

that additions

consideration in the construction
it will probably also be found

and

and betterments have not been recorded

in

enable the roads to compile an appraisal
of their property readily without an immense amount of
searching of old records and files and extensive field
sufficient detail to

investigations.

When the above work was commenced a system of bookkeeping in line with past practice on construction on this road
was inaugurated on a plan that contemplated a completion
report at the close of the work that would reflect the exact
cost of each individual structure and facility, divided between
labor, freight and material, with a further separation of
charges in the case of bridges and like structures as between
The simplest and most
sub-structure, superstructure, etc.
direct methods were employed, and if the results attained

were more than ordinarily satisfactory, they were due to
close application of the principles of accounting as prescribed
by the Interstate Commerce Commission for expenditures of

road and equipment, and a proper appreciation of the value
of individual cost records that could be relied upon.
As charges accrued they were recorded by I. C. C. accounts
in a journal provided with suitable headings for that purpose. This journal was balanced monthly with the auditor's
books and any discrepancies were adjusted while matters

were fresh, without waiting, as is often the case, until the
completion of the work, to correct errors that are likely to
creep in on work, involving expenditures of $500,000 to $1,000.000 per month.

A

set of job ledgers covering the detailed cost of all strucwas opened and every charge that it was possible to

tures

was entered in such a manner as to give a reference
where the minute details making up the charge could be

locate
to

expense of train and enginemen distributing maexpense, etc. This expense was carried in the
books as "Miscellaneous Charges, Account 206," and prorated as above over individual structures on a cost basis at
the completion of the work.
The total of the located charges and miscellaneous expense
for each account was balanced each month with the account
distribution, which, as before stated, was balanced monthly
with the auditor's books, and errors in accounting, either in
the engineering or accounting department, were more readily
located, and adjustments made easier than if only costs by
accounts were kept.
On a piece of work of this magnitude the economical orderIn
ing of material and supplies is a problem within itself.
this case this problem was solved in the following manner:
A purchasing agent and storekeeper was installed in a field
office at a point convenient to the headquarters of department
heads directing the field work. Tentative orders for track,
bridge, building, fence material, etc., were placed at the beginning of the work and the materials were stored at yards
Large amounts of other supplies
at either end of the line.
were also ordered in a like manner. In order to avoid the
ensue were the general practice
that
would
necessarily
delay
adhered to, of requiring an approved requisition before issuing
material and supplies and to fully protect the storekeeper in
his issues, parties authorized to order material were supplied
with memorandum requisition forms and orders for nraterial
and supplies were made on this form, the original going to
the storekeeper and a copy to the chief engineer's office.
nicni.is
given
departmental
These
were
and consecutive
numbers and the storekeeper was instructed to fill all such
orders, unless requested by chief engineer's office by wire
to the contrary, after examination of the copy which reached
the chief engineer's office about the time the storekeeper
terial, office

description of the construction of the Coleman
Cut-Off was published in the Railway Age Gazette of February 13, 1914. It has been suggested that an outline of the
methods of keeping the records on this piece of construction
work would be of more than passing interest at this time, as
the physical valuation of common carriers by the federal

of
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supplies,

brief

ture has been given

57,

dividual structures during the progress of the work. These
Items consist of the cost of pile driving equipment, tools and

Skeen

Assistanj Engineer, Atchison, Topeka

A

Vol.

Labor charges were posted in monthly order as they
located.
were incurred, the amount being entered under individual
Material
jobs and the source of the charge being given.
charges were entered in a like manner, entries only being
made of requisition or voucher number, amounts and a brief
description of the material covered. All papers supporting
expenditures of whatever nature were filed in monthly order,
and the details of each transaction were readily located by
reference to the ledger for the date charged out. Thus the
same result was attained as though the details had been
posted directly in the ledger, at a great saving of time and

received the original.
At the end of each

month regular

requisitions

were made

from the memos furnished during the month and the storekeeper was furnished with approved form. They were then
priced by him. covering the entire cost of the items furnished,
including the cost of handling by the store department,
freight, etc, and the invoice portions were forwarded to the
chief engineer's office, where they were used in the scheme
of cost keeping as above.
Special attention was given to the preparation of map data.
Very complete right-of-way and station maps, profiles, bridge
and building plans, yard layouts, ravine sections, etc., delineating the property as it was constructed, were prepared
during the course of construction. In addition to the usual
map data, there was compiled in considerable detail the
following: Bridge list, station list, ballast statement, rail' record, railroad crossing record, stock yard record, clearance
chart,

tie

plate

record, rail joint record,

tie

record,

fence

record, building record, side track record and water service

record.

The value of the maps, records and cost data covering the
construction of this line was fully appreciated in the preparation of the valuation of the property for the Texas railroad
commission and will doubtless be appreciated as fully
valuation for the federal government.

in

the

expense.

Many charges accrued every month that could not be located to definite jobs. To care for these, a "Miscellaneous"
account was carried in connection with each I. C. C. account
and at the completion of the work such unlocated items of
expense were absorbed bj' applying them to the located expenditures on the basis of the relation of the unlocated
charges to those that could be located, each account, of
course, being treated separately in this respect.
many thousands of dollars chargeable to

For instance,
Account 206.

Bridges, Trestles and Culverts, could not be located to in-

A \ew

—

ToLTtisTS. The through passenger and
between Fort William and Prince Rupert,
annoimced recently by the Grand Trunk Pacific, wmII place Prince
Rupert in direct touch with eastern Canada and the United States
and provide a new avenue of commerce to Canadian agriculture
and industry. The thriving townships in Central British Columbia which have grown up along the main line of the Grand
Trunk Pacific, but which have hitherto been reached only by stage

Field

for

freight train service

or river steamers, will quickly feel beneficial effects. -The Grand
Trunk Pacific now has Z195 miles of main line in operation

—

General News Department

I

|
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Congressman Bryan of the state of Washington has introin the House a bill for the construction by the governof a railroad from Marysvale, Utah, southward into the

ment refused

to reinstate a conductor who had been accused of
drunkenness.
The five conductors said a majority of the engineers employed
by the road had voted against a strike and that the engineers'
brotherhood had withdrawn from the federation when it appeared that the strike order would be issued. The defendants
must show cause next Tuesday why the injunction should not be
made permanent.
Soon after the injunction was granted the railroad company
asked the Federal Board of Mediation to use its offices to avert
the strike.
President Britton.said that this action was taken in
order to leave no stone unturned toward preventing the strike.

duced

ment

National Forest in Arizona.
Marysvale is the southern
minus of a branch of the Denver & Rio Grande.

ter-

Retrenchment on the Pennsylvania Railroad has extended
to the closing of a number of small passenger stations, and
it is announced that the following stations on the Pittsburgh
division will be discontinued after October 3: Weaver's Old
Stand, Brinkerton, Shoup, United, Trauger, Udell, Hecla,
-Mutual.

Crossing,

Calumet, Rumbaugh,
Marguerite,
Leith,

Mammoth,
Pennsville,

Pleasant

Chambers

Unity

and

Riddle.

The creosoting plant of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas
West Denison, Tex., has suspended operations because of

Traveling Engineers' Exhibitors

at

a

The following

shortage of creosote oil.
Large quantities of timber and ties
are on hand ready to be treated, but the company's sources of
supply have been Germany and England, and both of these are
now cut off. The Pennsylvania Railroad has on hand a supply of creosote sufficient for the needs of its timber preserving
plant for a considerable time to come.

Thomas Cooper, land commissioner and assistant to the president of the Northern Pacific, has issued a statement announcing
that during the last fiscal year the road has sold 800,000 acres
A large area of
of land, chiefly in Washington and Montana.
eastern Washington land, suitable now only for grazing, brought
The company estimates the total
75 cents to $2.50 per acre.
land grant from Lake Superior to Puget Sound at 40,000,000
acres.
The total sales to June 30, last, appro.ximated 30,000,000
acres.
Of the 10,000,000 acres remaining about half is still unThese figures were made public
surveyed and unpatented.
to refute many incorrect statements made during pohtical campaigns, in which it has been alleged that the railway delayed
Mr. Cooper
federal surveying of its land to escape taxation.
says that for 10 years the company has urged the government
to hasten surveys, thereby enabling the company to sell its land
and push development of its tributary country. The company
has applied for a survey of practically all of the 5,000,000 acres
still unsurveyed.
Passenger Train Disaster at Lebanon, Mo.

Twenty-seven persons were drowned early on the Tnorning of September 15. before daylight, when a St. Louis &
San Francisco westbound passenger train was derailed in a
flood, caused by a cloud burst, two miles west of Lebanon,
Mo.. 182 miles southwest of St. Louis. Two passenger cars
Eighteen pertoppled into a deep gully filled with water.
sons were injured, but none seriously. Ninety-nine persons,
including the train crew, were on the train. The fireman is
among the killed, but the engineman escaped. The engine-

man had been running

cautiously, because of the rain, and
A
the train was moving about 15 or 20 miles an hour.
twelve-foot embankment on which the track crossed a
ravine had been partly washed away by the rush of water.
The locomotive and first two cars passed through on the
sagging track, but the chair car and the smoking car rolled
over into the torrent.
The locomotive and the mail and
baggage cars finally left the rails and fell into three feet of
water.
Four sleeping cars remained on the track. The
chair car and the smoking car were submerged, and some of
the occupants were

drowned while they

slept.

Brotherhoods Enjoined

-

Five conductors of the St. Louis Southwestern went into court
at St. Louis on Wednesday and secured -a temporary injunction
restraining five vice-presidents of railwaymen's unions from
bringing about a strike following an ultimatum delivered to the
management of the road. The trouble arose when the manage-

a

is

list

Traveling Engineers'
tember 15-18:
the

of the exhibitors at the convention of
Association, held in Chicago, Sep-

—

.American Arch Company, New York. Models of Security arch.
Represented by Le Grand Parish, W. L. Allison, H. D. Savage. T. P. Neff,
J. T. Anthony, M. K. Tate, R. J. Himmelright, E. H. Cook, T. M.
Ferguson, T. F. Kilcoyne, T. Mahar, W. \V. Neale, G. Wagstaff, L. S.
Allen, G. M. Bean, C. E. Miller, G. E. Crisp, F. G. Boomer, C. T.
Pfeiffer, G. C. Denney and C. A. Coons.
.\merican Steel Foundries, Chicago.
Simplex couplers, coupler pockets,
Vulcan and" Andrews trucks, Simplex bolsters, cast steel bolsters; Ajax,
Hercules and Vulcan brake beams. Economy draft arms. Davis cast
steel wheels.
Represented by F. A. Lorenz, Tr.,W. A. Wallace and
W. G. Wallace.

—

.

.\shton Valve
appliances.
Fettinger.
IJarco

Brass

Company, Boston, Mass.

&

Represented by
Joint

J.

W.

—Valves,

and cars, flexible
and L. W. Miller.

and gage testing
and H. O.

gages

Milliwell, J. F. Gettrust

— Metallic
Represented

Company, Chicago.

by

joints.

connections for tenders
F. N. Bard, C. L. Miller

—

Bird-Archer Company, New York. Boiler chemicals. Represented by J. M.
Robb and John Barnes.
Buda Company, The, Chicago. Buda-Ross headiighting s€t£. Represented
by J. W. Cleary, M. A. Ross and H. P. Bayley.
Chambers Valve Company, New York. Chambers throttle valve.
Represented by F, H. Clark and C. E. Coffee.
Chicago Car Heating Company, Chicago. Car heating apparatus.
Commercial Acetylene Railway Light & Signal Company, New York.
Acetylene railroad signals.
Dearborn Chemical Company, Chicago.
Represented by J. D. Purcell,
W. S. Reid, J. F. Roddy, C. S. Murray, A. W. Cfoofey, F. Fosdick
and C. B. Hennessy.
Detroit Lubricator Company, Detroit, Mich.
Cylinder and flange lubricators.
Represented by A. D. Homard and A. G. Machesney.
Dixon Crucible Company, Joseph, Jersey City, N. J. Graphite products.
Represented by L. W. Brooks and J. E. Simpson.
Economy Devices Corporation, New York. Ragonnet power reverse gear.
Universal steam chest. Economy engine truck, Economy exhaust nozzle,
radial buffer.
Represented by J. L, Randolph.
Edna Brass Manufacturing Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. Lubricators, injectors, water glasses, water gages, boiler checks, coal sprinklers and
fire extinguishsers.
Represented by E. O. Corey and H. A. Glenn.
Equipment Improvement Company, New York. Solid end main rod, lateral
motion plates, ffangeless shoe and wedge, removable driving box brass,
packing.
Represented by F. H. Qark, R. H. Weatherly and C. W.

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

Cross.

—

Flannery Bolt Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Tate flexible staybolts.
Represented by W. M. Wilson and B. E. D. Stafford.
Franklin Railway Supply Company, New York. Franklin locomotive drifting valve, Franklin iire door, Franklin water joint, Franklin strainer
Represented by W. L. Allison, W. H. Coyle, R. G. Coburn,
valve.
J. Sinkler, C. W. F. Coffin, J. S. Coffin, Jr., and S. D. Rosenfelt.
Represented by W. O. Taylor,
(lalena-Signal Oil Company, Franklin, Pa.
E. V. Sedwick, J. E. Linahen, Ed. McVicker, Louis Gleason, J. S.
Brown, J. S. Graham, J. A. Roosevelt, P. H. Stack, M. Meehan, Fred
Smith, D. L. Eubank, W. E. Brumble, Wm. H. Holmes, W. J. Walsh,
W. F. Walsh, F. J. Walsh, J. G. Am, H. H. Hale and Chas. Royal.
Garlock Packing Companv, Palmyra, N. Y. Fibrous packing. Represented
by M. E. Hamilton and G. H. Green.
Represented
Greene, Tweed & Co., New York. Palmetto steam packing.
by Victor B. Nickerson and F. M. Thomson.
Grip Nut Company, Chicago. New York pump nuts, Westinghouse pump
Hooper.
Represented
by
B.
C.
nut^.
knuckle
pin
nuts,
Ilammett, H. G., Troy, N. Y. Trojan packing, Trojan bell ringer. Represented by E. C. Sawyer.
Henry Manufacturing & Grease Cup Company, Terre Haute, Ind. Grease
Represented by M. Henry.
cups.
Cylinder packing
Hnnt-Spiller Manufacturing Corporation, Boston, Mass.
and bushing, valve packing and bushing, crosshead shoes, bull rings,
Reprepiston heads, side rod bushing^ driving box crown bearings.
B. Leach. J. G. Piatt, V. W. EUet, T. M. Monroe and
sented bv

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

W

E. J.

Fuller.

—
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New

Jenkins Brothers,

York.

— Extra

Represented by B.

heavy valves.

Neely.

J.

—

Keystone Lubricating Company, Philadelphia, Pa. Model of Keystone drivRepresented by J. N. Mowery.
ing box.
King & Company. Packing. Represented by J. K. King.
Steam heat regulators and eleetric
Leslie Company, The, Lyndhurst, N. J.
Represented by S. I. Leslie and J. J.
headlight pressure regulators.

—

Cizek.

—

—

—

Wilson.

Dunlap.

—

Chicago.
Force feed lubricator, pressed steel journal
box. Represented by O. H. Neal and H. E. Creer.
Nathan Manufacturing Company, New York. Steam boiler appliances,
Nathan Simplex and Monitor lifting injectors, Nathan Simplex nonlifting injectors, Nathan Simjrfex lifting injectors, Bull's-Eye lubricators.
Represented by George Royal, A. S. Work, W. R. Walsh and J. S.

—

Seeley.

National

Boiler

Washing Company, Chicago.

model of locomotive cleaning
Varney and E. B. White.
Graphite Lubricator Company,

fire

Represented

by

device.

door,

Scranton,

National

E. L.

— ModelRepresented
of Safety First
by H.

Pollock.

Pa.

A.

—

Railway Devices Company, Chicago. Model of Shoemaker fire
Represented by J. D. Robinson, E. J. Gunnison and M. M.
Auerbach.
National Tube Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Kewanee specialties. Represented
by F. J. Kelley.
New York Air Brake Company, New York. Represented by R. G. Parker,
W. Owens, L. W. Sawyer, G. Kleifges, B. Hyanes and O. Trieglaff.
Ohio Injector Company, Chicago. Chicago lubricator, Chicago non-lifting
injector, Ohio injector, Chicago Sange oiler, hose strainer, boiler checks.
Represented by F. W. Furry, W. S. Furry, F. W. Edwards, F. Wipperman and A. C. Beckwith.
National

door.

—

—

Okadee Company, Chicago.
valve, locomotive
Vissering.

— Hose

sander,

coupler, drain valve, water gage,
Represented
packing, sand dryer.

blowoS
by H.

—

O'Malley-Beare Valve Company, Chicago. Multiplate valves. Duplex blowRepresented by Edward and Thomas O'Malley.
outs.
Parkesburg Iron Company, Parkesburg, Pa. Represented by J. H. Smythe,
L. P. Mercer. G. Thomas and W. H. S. Bateman.
Represented
Paxton-Mitchell Packing Company, Omaha, Neb. Packing.
by C. A- Coons.
ReprePilliod Company, The, New York.— Model of Baker valve gear.
sented by R. H. Weatherly, F. E. Pilliod, R. Graham and F. Wilcoxen.
Pyle National Electric Headlight Company, Chicago Electric headlights.
Represented by J. Will Johnson, R. C. Vilas, W. A. Vilas, W. T.
Bretherton, G. E. Haas, C. E. Kinnan, C. F. McGinnis, W. Miller

—

—

and L. H. Steger.
Sellers & Co., William, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.— Lifting
sprinklers.
boiler checks, coal
strainers,
jectors,
John D. McClintock and L. H. Burns.

and non-lifting
Represented

in-

by

Simmons-Boardman Publishing Company, New York. Railway Age Casette,
Mechanical Edition; Railwav Age Gazette. Represented by L. B. Sherman, F. H. Thompson and R. R Thayer.
Southern Locomotive Valve Gear Company, Knoxville, Tenn. Model of
valve gear. Represented by L. D. Tyson and E. L. Chollman.
Standard Heat & Ventilation Company, New York City.
Represented by T. Brown.
Storrs Mica Company, Owego, N. Y.
Strong. Carlisle & Hammond Company, Qeveland, Ohio. Sheet lubricator
and set screws. Represented by B. E. Carpenter and H. B. Prescott.
United States Graphite Company, Saginaw, Mich. Lubricating graphite,
Represented by J. G. Draught and
boiler graphite and graphite paint.

—

—

—

•

J.

W.

Eviston.

—

King type piston, valve stem and air
Metallic Packing Company.
ptunp packing. Leach type pneumatic Sanders, Gollmar bell ringers.
Represented by B. Brewster, Harry M. Wey and James J. Grogan.
Vissering & Co., Harry, Chicago and Louisville, Ky. Sanders, bell ringers
and metallic packing. Represented by Harry Vissering. G. S. Turner.
W. H. Heckman and M. E. Keig.
Westinghouse -Mr Brake Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Represented by .\. K.
Holmyer.

U.

S.

—

Fsderation of Trade Press Associations

The ninth annual convention of the Federation of Trade
Press Associations will be held at the Congress Hotel, Chicago, Thursday, Friday and Saturday, September 24-26, 1914.
Tlie opening addresses and committee reports will be made
on Thursday morning, and on Thursday afternoon there will
be an editorial symposium followed by a circulation sympoFriday morning will be devoted to an advertising
sium.
symposium and Friday afternoon to a subscribers' and advertisers' mass meeting, while the annual banquet will be
held in the gold room of the Congress Hotel on Friday
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symposium on Saturday morning

publishers'

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS
Th4 following list gives names of secretaries,
meetings, and plates of meeting.
Am Bkake Association. F. M. Nellis, 53 State
convention,

May

—

4-7,

dates of next or regular
St.,

Boston, Mass.

Next

Sherman, Chicago.

1915, Hotel

—

Ambeican Associatiok of Demckkage Officers. A. G. Thomason, DemurAnnual convention in ApriL
rage Commissioner, Boston, Mass.
AuESicAN Association of Dining Cae Superintendents. H. C. Boardman, D. L. & W., Hoboken, N. J. Next convention, October 22-24,

—

Washington, D. C.
American Association of Freight ACents.

—R.

O. Wells, Illinois Central,

East St. Louis, III. Annual meeting. May 21-24, 1915, Richmond, V a.
American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents. W. C.

Hope, C. R. R. of N.

—

Mudge & Company, Chicago. Model of spark arrester. Represented by
Burton W. Mudge and G. W. Bender.
Murdoch & Co., H., Pittsburgh, Pa.— Babbitt metal. Represented by A. L.
McCord & Company,

A

57,

completes the program.

—

Locomotive Stoker Company, New York. Represented by L. V. Stevens.
RepreLocomotive Superheater Company, New York. Superheater parts.
sented by H. B. Oatley, F. A. Schaff, G. E. Ryder, R. M. Ostermann,
R. R. Portertield, G. E. Spengler, W. G. Tawse, W. Houghton, G. Fogg,
B. G. Lynch, J. E. Mourne, A. C. MacLacklan, A. S. McDonald, C. D.
Hilferty, W. A. Buckbee, J. Bell and C. M. Wickham.
Long, Cbas. R., Jr., Company, Chicago and Louisville. Railway paints.
Represented by Chas. R. Long, Jr., G. S. Turner, \V. H. Heckmao
and M. E. Keig.
Manning, Maxwell & Moore, New York. Hancock inspirators, Consolidated
Represented by C. L. Brown and
safety valves, -Ashcroft gages.
F. J.

evening.

Vol.

J.,

143 Liberty

New

St.,

—

York.

—

American Association of Railroad Superintendents. E. H. Hannan,
Room 101, Union Station, St. Louis. Mo.
.American Electric Railway Association. E. B. Burritt, 29 W. 39th St.,
New York. Annual con%ention, October 12-16, Atlantic City, N. J.
H. G. McCon.-\MERicAN Electric Railway Manufacturers' Association.

—

—

naugby, 165 Broadway, New York. Meetings with American Electric
Railway Association.
.\mericah Railway Association. W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York.
Semi-annual meeting. November 18, Chicago.
American Railway Bridge and Building Association. C. A. Licbty, C. &
N. \V., Chicago. Next convention, October 20-22, 1914, Los Angeles,

—

—

Cal.

—

American Railway Engineering Association. E. H. Fritch, 900 S. MichNext convention, March 16-18, 1915, Chicago.
igan Ave., Chicago.
American Railway Master Mechanics' Association. J. W. Taylor, 1112
Karpen BIdg.. Chicago. Annual meeting. June, 1915.
American Railway Safety Association. L. F. Shedd, C. R. I. & P.,
Next meeting, November, Chicago.
Chicago.
American Railway Tool Foremen's Association. A. R. Davis, Central of
Annual meeting, July, 1915.
Georgia, Macon, Ga.
American Society for Testing Materials. Prof. E. Marburg, University

—

—

—

—

of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Chas. W. Hunt, 220 W. 57th St.,
Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Wednesday in month, exand August, 220 W. 57th St., New York.
American Society of Engineering Contractors.—J. R. Wemlinger, II
Broadway. New York. Regular meetings, 2d Thursday in month, at
2 P. M., 11 Broadway, New York.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
Annual meeting, December 1-4, 1914, New
39th St., New York.
York.
Ammxicas Wood Preservers' Association. F. J. Angier, B. & 0., Mt.
Next convention. January 19-21, 1915,
Ro^al Sta., Baltimore, Md.

American Society or Civil Engineers.

New

York.

cept June, July

—

—

Chicago.

—

Association of American Railway Accounting Officers. E. R. WoodAnnuml
son, 1300 Pennsylvania Ave., N. W., Washington, D. C.
convention, April 28, 1915, Atlanu, Ga.
Association of Manufacturers of Chilled Car Wheels. George W.
Annual
meeting,
second
Chicago.
Lyndon, 1214 McCormick Bldg.,
Tuesday in October, New York.
Association op Railway Claim Agents. C. W. Egan, B. i O., Baltimore,
Md. Annual meeting, 3d week in May, 1915, Galveston, Tex.
Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. 4
-•Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.
N W., Room 411, C. & N. W. Sta., Chicago. Annual convention,
October 26-30, 1914, Chicago.
P. W. Drew, Soo
-Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.

—

—

—

—

Line. 112 West Adams St.,
Rochester, N. Y.

Chicago.

Annual meeting, June

22-25,

—

.Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers. G. P.
Next meeting, December 8-9,
Conard. 75 Church St., New York.
1914, Richmond, Va.
Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association. L. D. Mitchell. Detroit
American Railway Bridge
Meetings
with
111.
Graphite Co., Chicago,
and Building Association.
Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk, P. O. Box 7, St.
Lambert (near Montreal^, Que. Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in
month, except June, July and August, Windsor Hotel, Montreal, Que.
Camadiak Society of Civil Engineers. Clement H. McLeod, 176 MansRegular meetings, 1st Thursday in October.
field St., Montreal, Que.
November. December, February, March and ApriL Annual meeting,

—

—

January, Montreal.

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.

—Aardh

Lawler

Kline, 841

.Ave.,

Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except July and
Lytton Bldg., Chicago.
Central Railway Club.— H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in January, May. September and November.
Annual meeting. 2d Thursday in March, Hotel Statler, Buffalo, N. Y.
Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul. Edw. J. Dugan, P. O. Box 654,
August and September, Old State Capitol Bldg., St. Paul.
Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania. Edw. R. Dasher, Box 75, HarrisRegular meetings, 1st Friday after 10th of each month,
burg, Pa.
except July and August, 31 So. Front St., Harrisburg, Pa.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania. Elmer K. Hiles, 2511
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Tuesday,
Chicago.
.August,

—
—

—

Pittsburgh.

Freight Claim .Association.— Warren P. Taylor, R.
Va. .Annual meeting, June 16, 1915, Chicago.

F.

&

P.,

Richmond.

—

General Superintendents' .Association of Chicago. A. H. Hunter, 321
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday preceding 3d
Chicago.

Thursday

in

month,

—

Room

1856,

Transportation

International Railway Congress. Executive Committee,
Next convention. June 23
vain, Brussels, Belgium.
Berlin.

11,

Bldg.,

Rue de Lou-

to July 6,

1915,

September

18,
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McCormick

BIdg.,

C. & E. I., 922
17-20, 1915, Chi-

TiON.—C. G. HaU,

A:

Chicago,

ual

meeting,

May
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Intebnatiokai. Railway General Fokeueh's Association. Wm. Hmll, 829
W. Broadway, Winona, Minn. Next convention, July 14-17, 1915,
Sherman House. Chicago.
International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association. A. L. Woodworth, C. H. ^ D., Lima. Ohio.
Maintenance of Way and Master Painters' Association of the United
States and Canada.— T, I. Goodwin, C. R. I. & P.. Eldon, Mo.
Next convention, November 17-19, 1914, Detroit, Mich.
Master Boiler Makers' Association. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,
New York. Annual convention, May, 191S.
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association of the United States
AND Canada. A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass.
Master Car Builders' Association. J. W. Taylor, 1112 Karpen Bldg.,
Chicago. Annual meeting, June, 1915.
National Railway Appliances Assoclation. Bruce V. Crandall, 537 So.
Dearborn St., Chicago. Next convention, March 15-19, 1915, Chicago.
New England Railroad Club. W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in month, except June,
July, August and September, Boston.
New York Railroad Club. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, except June, July and August,
29 W. 39th St., New York.
Niagara Frontier Car Men's Association. E. Frankenberger, 623 Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y. Meetings monthly.
Peoria Association of Railroad Officers. M. W, Rotchford, Union StaRegular meetings, 2d Thursday in month, Jefferson
tion, Peoria, 111.

—

—

—
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Hotel, Peoria.

^

<^^

—

Railroad Club of Kansas City. C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.
City, Mo.
Railroad Master Tinners, Coppersmiths and Pipefitters' Assoclation.
U. G. Thompson, C. & E. I., Danville, 111. Annual meeting. May,

—

1915.

—

Railway Business Association. Frank W. Noxon, 30 Church St., New
Annual meeting, December lU, 1914, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,
York.

New York.
J. B. Anderson, Room 207, P. R. R. Sta.,
Regular meetings, 4th Friday in month, except June,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
July and August, Monongahela House, Pittsburgh.
Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Association. J. Scribner,
Meetings with Association of Rail1021 Monadnock Block, Chicago.
•
way Electrical Engineers.
Railway Fire Protection Association. C. B. Edwards, Fire Ins. Agt.,
Mobile & Ohio, Mobile, Ala. Annual meeting, October 6, 1914, Washington, D. C.
Railway Signal Association. C. C. Rosenberg, Times Bldg., Bethlehem,
Annual meeting, September 22-24, 1914, Bluff Point. N. Y.
Pa.
Railway Storekeepers' Assoclation. J. P. Murphy, L. S. & M. S., Box C,
Collinwood, Ohio. Annual meeting. May, 191^.
^AY Supply Manufacturers' Associatio
Meetings with
Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
R.MLWAY Club of Pittsburgh.

—

—

—

—

—

tions.

p

-H so

^ O

—

Railway Telegraph and Telephone Appliance Association. G. A. Nelson,
Meetings with Association of Railway
50 Church St., New York.
Telegraph Superintendents.
Rich.MONO Railroad Club. F. O. Robinson, C. & O., Richmond. Va.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July and
August.
Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association. L. C. Ryan, C. &
N. W.. Sterling. lU.
B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis.
St. Louis Railway Club.
Mo. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June, July ana
August, St. Louis.
Salt Lake City Transportation Club.— R. E. Rowland, Hotel Utah Bldg.,
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Regular meetings, 1st Saturday of each month.
Salt Lake City.
Signal Appliance Association. F. W. Edmunds, 3868 Park Ave., New
Meeting with annual convention Railway Signal Association.
York.
Society of Railway Financial Officers. Carl Nyquist, C. R. I. & P.,

—

—

—

—

—

La Salle St. Sta., Chicago.
Southern Association of Car Service Officers.

W.

P. Ry., Atlanta, Ga.

— E.

W. Sandwich,

A.

&

—

Soi^THERN AND SOUTHWESTERN RAILWAY Club. A. J. Merrill, Grant Bldg.,
Regular meetings, 3d Thursday, Januarj', March, May,
Atlanta, Ga.
July, September, November, 10 A. M., Candler Bldg., Atlanta.
Toledo Transportation Club. J. S. Marks, Agent, Interstate Despatch,
Regular meetings, 1st Saturday in month, Boody
Toledo, Ohio.
House, Toledo.
Track Supply Association. W. C. Kidd, Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn,
N. Y. Meetings with Roadmasters' and Maintenance pf Way Asso-

—

—

ciation.

—

Traffic Club of Chicago. W. H. Wharton, La Salle Hotel, Chicago.
Traffic Club of New York. C. A. Swope, 291 Broadway, New York.
Regular meetings, last Tuesday in month, except June, July and

—

August, Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.— D. L. Wells, Erie R. R., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Meetings bimonthly, Pittsburgh. Annual meeting, 2d Monday in tune.
Traffic Club of St. Louis. A. F. Versen, Mercantile Library Bldg..
Annual meeting in November, Noonday meetings
St. Louis, Mo.
October to May.
Train Despatchers' Association of America. T. F. Mackie. 7122 Stewart
Annual meeting June 15. 1915, Minneapolis, Minn.
Ave., Chicago.
Transportation Club of Detroit. W. R. Hurley, Superintendent's office,
Meetings monthly, Normandie Hotel,
L. S. & M. S., Detroit. Mich.

—

—

—

Detroit.

—

Traveling Engineers' Association. W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. R.,
East Buffalo, N. Y.
Utah Society of Engineers. Frank W. Moore. Newhouse Bldg., Salt
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, except
Lake City, Utah.
July and August, Consolidated Music Hall, Salt Lake City.
AVestern Canada R.\ilway Club.— W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, WinRegular meetings, 2d Monday, except June, July and
nipeg, Man.

.SOo

—

-S

2

"o

August, Winnipeg.

Railway Club.— T. W. Taylor, 1112^ Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
Regular meetings, 3d Tuesday in month* except June, July and
August, Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
Western Societv of Engineers.— J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,
Regular meetings, 1st Monday in month, except January,
Chicago.
Extra meetings, except in July and
July and August. Chicago.
August, generally on other Monday evenings.

Western
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1,557
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—3,6

—1.1
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365

509

932

?993
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352
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352

131

311

3,633
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14,432
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2,3i5

658

042

735

172

129

000

000

222

017

597

454

804

070

272

032

540

463

180

2,059

631

1,339

126

569

40

431

2,777

45

1,170

—80,022

—3,490

25,118

2,094

25
149

709

583

219

584

503

000

3,568

5.030

1,267

174

253

ii
1,.14,!

The twenty-eighth annual convention
Agents' Association will be held
on October 6, 7 and S.

at the

of the Canadian Ticket
Hotel Sherman. Chicago,

After resisting the state authorities in the courts for several
years, the Louisville & Nashville, it is said, has finally accepted
a tariff of reduced freight rates prescribed for it in Alabama.

66

336

Passenger service between the City of Mexico and El Paso,
was resumed on September 9, when the first through pas-

304.X2O

39.ts8

—36,360

$186,240

75,337

—23,979

—41,673

981

—30.717

—42,647

—880

85,480

Tex.,

369.'.

senger train for public service arrived at the border at Juarez.
354,/2l
14,900,'.7i.'

1,145,(.S5

.i43

632,407

246,244

538,292

325,974
9,117,227

2,691,886

3,465,474

9,589,270

1,248.852

2,168,332

74.<.(.6^

286,869
4,845.958

27,072,749

15,330,162

31,793,208

710,566

11,825,570

625,390

21,346.290

18,10-'.

08
83'>,.S56

1,411,263

1.823,712

2,766,953

38,296,679

5,796,187

10745,269

17,783,045

2,515,403

11,987,900

2,271,261

1,017,0/;.

6,038,874

21,776,08.'

1,129,951

48,515,350

41,472,053

52,603

15,348

162,751

52,264

1.362,569

49.'.705

578,185

53,241

445,888

69,781

229,330
1,247,015

38,571

841,007

90.164

1,924,120

1,063,258

788,191

5,206

The New York Central, in conjunction with the American ExCompany will send two agents to the principal cities of
South America with a view to promoting more intimate commercial relations between this country and Brazil, Argentina,
L^ruguay, Chile and Peru.
press

44,782.;

138,942

The principal railways in Missouri on Wednesday of this week
tiled with the Missouri Public Service Commission applications
for authority to increase passenger rates to three cents a mile
on main lines and four cents on branches.

R.

870,620

reau
tion
.Mo.,

a
784,997
1,375.044

1,155,175

406,584
2,213,179

22,189,351

4,963,489

8,803,493

1,394,418

5,599,737

1,392,177

472,191

3.364,384

531,386
11,179,598

26,828,688

21,710,988

16,440,045

447,831

466
5,910
52,554

82,432

31,146
119,963

465,058

429,583

381,524

59,249

271,630

'.S,2S9

30,955
502,020

680,954
1,334,264

L

Q

519,858
1.270,88!

M2,304

.--iniilar

position in Toledo.

10,112,758

2i„'.38,428

170.40X

D. Sangster. who has been manager of the Traffic Buof Muskogee, Okla., has been appointed transportavommissioner of the Commercial Club of Kansas City.
to succeed H. G. Wilson, who recently resigned to take

649,132

Representatives of the tap-line railroads of the southwest
held a conference last week in Chicago to discuss the denial
of milling-in-transit privileges in the tap-line order recently
issued by the Interstate Commerce Commission. A conferouc with the trunk lines will be asked

The Official Classification Committee has announced a preliminary hearing to be held in New York on September 22, on
proposed changes for the next issue of the classification. A preliminary hearing will also be held in Chicago, in the offices of
till'
Central Freight Association, on September 17.

a.

Congressman Clark, of Florida, has introduced in the House a
directing the Interstate Commerce Commission to equalize
on fruit and vegetables. The purpose of the bill appears
to be either to reduce the rates on fruit from Florida or to increase those on similar commodities from California, with a
view to removing existing differences.
bill

rates

An agreement has been reached between the Sunset-Central
Lines and their telegraph operators in the wage controversy in
which the employees some time ago took a strike vote. The
agreement provides for an increase in wages of 5 per cent with
no change in hours. The men had demanded a 125^ per cent
increase in wages and a reduction of hours.
The Erie Railroad has made use

of the

Cape Cod Canal.

One

company's tugs which is engaged in the coal
carrying traffic between New York and Massachusetts ports,
returning from Boston. August 11. passed through the canal on
the 12th. towing three empty barges. The trip through the canal
took two hours, forty minutes. For a part of the time the tide
was running against the vessel, the speed of the current being
estimated at about two knots an hour.
of the

railroad

Gerrit Fort, passenger traffic manager of the Union Pacific,
explains as follows the recent action of the Union Pacific in
closing the Ogden gateway to through passengers via the Denver & Rio Grande, which has aroused a controversy among
"What we have actually done is to rethe western railways
quest our eastern connections not to 'short haul' us on business
:
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destined to territory which is strictly local to the Union Pacific
system. Only the state of Idaho and a small part of southern
Montana are involved, and we have not cut off a single privilege
The Union Pacifvf has its own
affecting the Colorado cities.
line to Colorado, Utah and Idaho, and owns the short and direct line between Denver and Salt Lake City and all points on
It has eight daily passenger trains
the Oregon Short Line.
operating over its main line and furnishes adequate service

—

—

—
September

18.
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for all passengers desiring to reach

Oregon Short Line

points.

In deciding that it does not wish to longer divide this business
with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad it is simply following
a well-established precedent, as all the railroads of the United
States undertake to secure, wherever possible, their long haul
For example, the Misto and from their own local territory.
souri Pacific Railway, a part of the Gould system, issued on
May 6, 1913, a circular. No. 681, calling in all forms of one-way
tickets destined to Colorado points and beyond reading over
The
lines other than the Missouri Pacific west of Kansas City.
Gould system is, therefore, in the inconsistent position of objecting to a policy to which one of .he units of tliat system is

already committed."

The Department

of Agriculture estimates that the total of

all

the grain crops of the country this year will be 4,853,000,000 bushels or 302,000,000 bushels more than the quantity actually har-

Because of the
\ested last year, an increase of 6}4 per cent.
corn crop shortage, the estimated total is less by 680,000,000

545

bushels than the great harvest of 1912; but the aggregate value
of the three principal grain crops wheat, corn and oats is
$3,400,000,000, whereas their estimated value after harvest last
year was $2,741,000,000.
The wheat crop amounts to the unprecedented total of 896,000,000 bushels, which, it is estimated
by the department, will allow for an export surplus of 300.000,000 bushels, exceeding all previous figures and more than
doubling the export from the large crop of 1913.

—

—

Car Surpluses and Shortages

Arthur Hale, chairman of the committee on relations between
railroads of the American Railway Association, in presenting
statistical bulletin No. 175, giving a summary of car surpluses
and shortages by groups from May 1. 1913. to September 1, 1914.
says: The total surplus on September 1, 1914, was 165,244 cars;
on August 15, 1914, 174,260 cars, and on September 1, 1913, 73.576 cars. The report for this period shows a further decrease in
the total surplus of 9,016 cars from August 15, all of which de-

Car Surpluses and Shortages
—Surpluses

-Shortages
Coal.

Coal,

No. of
roads.

Group

'
"

*1.

Seple ruber

2.—
3.—
4.—
5.—
6.—
7.—
8.—
9.—
10.—
11.—

1

1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914

9

32
30

nd hopper.

426
148
762

1,601

1,410

4
15
14

22

7,961

5

21,885

1,022
1,118

194

76,386

7,356

24
27

Total

Flat.

7,620
2,498
18,676
5.055
7,512
2,058

12

Other

gondola
Box.
817
703

343
1,271
55

623
178

kinds.

622

Total.

1,848
241
2,i2^

510
3,477
941
9,378
2,668

3,153
17,262
24,030
13,678
8,125
29,472
6,285
13,460
3,418
20,690
25,671

46.141

35,361

165,244

1,288
11,343
18,394
3,176
2,779
4,078

5,068
3,273
1,472
2,505
5,447

665

123

1,464

——
—

gondola

Other

and hopper.

kinds.

Total.

13

213

429
206
846

265

1.9IS

66

•Group 1 is composed of New England lines; Group 2 New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland and Eastern Pennsylvania lines; Group 3 Ohio,
Indiana, Michigan and Western Pennsylvania lines; Group 4
West Virginia, Virginia, North and South Carolina lines; Group 5 Kentucky, Tennessee,
Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin and Minnesota lines; Group 7 Montana, Wyoming, Nebraska, North
Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia and Florida lines; Group 6
Texas, Louisiana and New Mexico lines;
Dakota and South Dakota lines; Group 8 Kansas, Colorado, Missouri, .Arkansas and Oklahoma lines:_ Group
Group 10 Washington, Oregon, Idaho, California, Nevada and Arizona lines: Group 11 Canadian lines.

—

—

Shoriuge

sSurp/us

Shoriage

Surplus

Surplus

Shfg.

Mar. X
Apr. I

/

"/

100.000

Car Surpluses and Shortages, 1907 to 1914

zoo.ooo

•Surplus

zoo.oco

in coal cars.

There is an increase in surplus box cars in the southern and
western states of approximately 7.000, about half of which is in
Montana, Wyoming and Nebraska (group 7). with reductions
in eastern and central states and Canada.

The

Dec.
Jo"n '"l

is

—

lOO.OOO

zoo.ooo

crease

largest decreases in surplus coal cars are in the eastern

and central freight association territory (groups 2 and 31.
with a smaller reduction on the Pacific coast, while a slight increase is noticeable in the northwest.
The total shortage on September 1. 1914, was 1,918 cars; on
August 15, 1914, 2,115 cars, and on September 1, 1913, 15,270 cars.
The shortage shows a further slight reduction.
The accompanying table gives car surplus and shortage figures
by groups for the last period covered in the report and the dia.yr.-un shows total bi-weekly surpluses and shortages 1907 to 1914.
states

•July ^l

oA

Shortage

Surplus

1911

IOO.00O

Shig.

9—

—

—
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Vol.

cents to $1 for single-deck cars, and from $1 to $2 for
double-deck cars, on the ground that the average cost of
sanding single-deck cars is $1.25 and double-deck cars in

proportion.

The Michigan Railroad Commission has rendered
that the Delray Connecting Railroad

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
11 received a protest against the
by important eastern roads increasing by
1254 per cent the prices to be charged for mileage tickets.

tariffs recently issued

The Interstate Commerce Commission has postponed the
date of its recent order in the southeastern fourth
section case from October 1 to April 1, 1915, in order to
give the roads more time to make the necessary readjustments in their rates, and to compile tariffs. The commission
has also postponed the effective date of its orders in the
intermountain case from October 1 to November 15.
The
commission has also issued an order allowing the roads in
Central Freight Association territory to file tariffs embodying the 5 per cent advance on 10 days' notice.
effective

Rates on Coal to Geneva, N. Y.
Empire Coke Company i>. Buffalo & Susquehanna et at. Opi^'Chairman Harlan:
Rates for the transportation of coal from mines in the Clear-

ion by

region of Pennsylvania to Geneva, X. Y., not found to be
unreasonable or unduly discriminatorj'.
The withdraw^al of a
rate of $1.25 per ton applicable only on coal to be coked ir
transit at Geneva, N. Y., is held to have been justified by the
carriers, on the ground that it was a preferred rate to a smgle
city and industry, and was not in fact a true milling-in-transit
Complaint dismissed.
(31 I. C. C, 574.)
rate.
field

Rates on Salt from Michigan Field

&

Colonial Salt Company el al. v. Chicago, B.
Q., et al; Same
Opinion by Chairman Harlan:
V. Illinois Central et al.
Present rates for the transportation of salt from the Michigan
field to destinations in various western states are unduly prejudicial as compared with salt rates from Chicago and Milwaukee
to such destinations. Salt rates from the Michigan field to points
in Illinois should not exceed by more than 2}^ cents per 100 lb.
those from Chicago and Chicago rate points to the same destinations.
No change should be made in the present relationship

A rein salt rates as between the Ohio and the Michigan fields.
adjustment should be made which will place the salt rates from
Chicago, Detroit and Akron to the Ohio river crossings upon a
more equitable basis. Subsequent hearing will be had upon the
Reparation denied.
fourth-section applications.
(31 I. C. C,
559.)

Switching Rate at Arcade, N. Y.

&

& Arcade Railroad v. Buffalo Susquehanna
Opinion by Chairtnan Harlan:
rate on interstate traffic moving between the
junction of the Buffalo & Susquehanna and industries and team
tracks on the Buffalo, Attica & Arcade, at Arcade, N. Y., on
commodities other than coal and coke is prescribed at $5 per
car, and on coal and coke at 15 cents per ton, with a minimum
Buffalo, Attica

et al.

The switching

charge of $5 per car.
This proceeding follows and is closely related to the case enArcade, N. ¥., 30 I. C. C, 501 (Railway Age
Gazette, p. 1560) the two roads could not agree and so this probegun.
The commission increases the switching
was
ceeding
rate from $3 a car to $5 a car and expects the B. & S. to absorb
If, in 60 days, the roads do not act
all or a part of the increase.
(31 I. C. C, 583.)
the commission will order a through rate.

No. 12

SO
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The commission on September

57,

is

a decision
a plant facility of the

Solvay Process Company and the Semet Process Company of Detroit, and that trunk line railroads need not absorb its switching
charges on business for these two companies. The commission
holds, however, that the road is a common carrier as to other
traffic and that the railroads must absorb the charges.

The railways in Central Freight Association territory have
filed petitions with the state commissions of Ohio, Indiana
and Pennsylvania for permission to publish tariffs embodying the five per cent advance in freight rates allowed by the
Interstate Commerce Commission for interstate traffic, on
less than statutory notice.
The commissions have all reserved decision, and will probably ask for hearings.
The Washington Public Service Commission has recently
had the novel experience of an application from a shipper
for an advance in rates.
The Granger Brick Company, of
Yakima county, set forth that it had established its plant
at Granger while the rate on brick from Seattle to North
Yakima was 12 cents. Subsequently, when North Yakima
needed a large quantity of brick for street paving, the rate
from Seattle was reduced to 9 cents, greatly to the detriment

of the

Granger company's business.

E. Quan. chairman of the Illinois Public Utilities Commission, has announced that the commission is contemplating a
strong recommendation to the legislature for more stringent
The commission in investigating
legislation against trespassing.

James

accidents has come to the conclusion that the state laws on this
point are inadequate. "We hope, said Mr. Quan," to make railroad trespassing a serious offense so that the public will stay
off the railroad property, such as bridges, yards and right of
way.
would also include in the proposed legislation measures providing a penalty for the railroads that fail to do their
share toward keeping the public off their property."

We

COURT NEWS
In the United States District Court at Nashville, Tenn., September 9, a decree was entered denying the government the right
to have free access to the correspondence files of the Nashville,
Chattanooga & St. Louis. This suit is the one which was brought
by the attorney general in seeking to carry out the resolution of
the Senate calling for a sweeping investigation of the doings of
the Louisville

&

Nashville and

its

controlled lines.

Federal Court at Philadelphia, September 15, the
Pennsylvania Railroad Company and Harvey C. Miller, and
John F. McLoughlin of the grain firm of L. F. Miller &
Sons, pleaded guilty to four counts of an indictment charging them with unlawful rebating. The court imposed a fine
of $1,000 on each of the defendants for each count, aggregating $12,(X)0. One of the charges was that the grain men
made false reports of the weight of grain, and that the
railroad in accepting these reports was in effect granting rebates.
The government agreed to drop the other counts in
the indictment and also six other indictments.
This is the
case in vi^hich a jury disagreed last summer after a six weeks'
In the

trial.

titled Szvitching at
;

STATE COMMISSIONS
The Arizona Corporation Commission has issued a genorder to the railroads authorizing free carriage of
household goods and personal effects of employees who
are transferred between points in the state.
eral

agent for the Pacific Freight Traffic Buhas asked th^ California Railroad Commission for
authority to increase the charge for sanding stock cars from
F.
reau,

W. Gomph,

In the federal court at San Francisco, Cal., September 14,
Judge Maurice T. Dooling issued a permanent injunction, restraining Attorney General L'. S. Webb and the state railroad
commission from enforcing the punitive provisions of the California pipe line act, passed by the last legislature, against the
Associated Pipe Line Company, a subsidiary of the Southern
Pacific Company.
It was held that the fine, $15,0(X) a day, was
excessive, and the effect of the decision is to remove what the
court called the "dread of excessive and unreasonable penalties,"
until the state courts, or if need be. the United States Supreme
The pipe
Court, can pass on the constitutionality of the~act.
line act. which became effective August 10, 1913. declared all
companies
line
pipe lines common carriers, and ordered all pipe
file their rates with the commission, or stand liable to a fine
The .'Associated Pipe Line has a
of 50 cents a barrel a day.
capacitj- of 30,000 barrels a day.

to
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sition of traveling passenger agent at Pensacola, Fla., has been
abolished.

Railway Officers
iiiiiiHiiiiiiMiiiiimiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiillilHliHliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilllliliiiiiiiiiiiriiiirii

Elxecutive, Financial, Legal

Frank W.
Marquette

and Accounting

one of the three receivers of the Pere
Detroit, Mich., has resigned.

Blair,

at

White, general attorney of the Missouri Pacific-Iron
Mountain system at Kansas City, Mo., has been appointed
general solicitor, with headquarters at St. Louis, succeeding
the late Martin L. Clardy, and E. G. Merriam, assistant to
vice-president and general solicitor, has been appointed assistant general solicitor, with headquarters at St. Louis.
E.

J.

Operating
agent of the Wheeling & Lake
Erie at Toledo, Ohio, has been appointed inspector of yards
B.

J.

Mertes, local

freight

and stations, with headquarters at Toledo.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

Elmer H. Brown has been appointed roadmaster
Northern Pacific at Dilworth, Minn.

E.

Linn, transferred.

W. E. Price,
lina & Yadkin

superintendent and
River, at

High

manager of the CaroC, has been appointed
High Point, and the office

traffic

A. E. Reid has been appointed supervisor of signals of the
Chicago & North Western, at Boone, Iowa, succeeding K. E,
E. H. Peck, assistant engineer of the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy, has been appointed engineer Missouri district, with headquarters at St, Louis, Mo., to succeed F. M. Paterson, resigned.
C. A, Zweibel has been appointed supervisor of car repairs
of the Atlantic Coast Line, with office at Wilmington, N. C,
succeeding E, A, Sweeley, resigned, to go to another company.
S, S, Senter, engineer of construction of the Wheeling & Lake
Erie, at Brewster, Ohio, has been appointed superintendent of
bridges and buildings, with headquarters at Brewster, and bis
former position has been abolished.

Ohio,

N, M. Markley, for

many

buildings of the Peoria
land, Cincinnati, Chicago

F. Jones having been relieved of the duties of superintendGrand Trunk on account of ill health,

ent of terminals of the

McKee, acting superintendent of terminals at Port Huron,
Mich., has been appointed superintendent of terminals, with office
F. J.
at

OBITUARY
Barney F. Keefe, general agent of the Chesapeake & Ohio,
with office at Covington, Ky,, died on September 6 at Toledo

Point, N.

general manager, with headquarters at
of superintendent has been abolished.
J.

the

Kellenberger, resigned,

B. C. Cooper, trainmaster of the Peoria division of the
Vandalia at Decatur, 111., has been transferred to Logansport, Ind., as trainmaster of the Michigan division, succeed-

ing O.

of

Port Huron.
Traffic

M. Andrews has been appointed livestock agent of the
Texas & Pacific at Ft. Worth, Tex.
J.

&
&

Arcanum, Ohio, September

Amos Howard

years supervisor of bridges and
Eastern division of the CleveSt,

5,

Louis, died at his

home

in

aged 67 years.

and treasurer of the Missouri
York, died on September 16, at his
summer home at Seabright, X, J., at the age of 71, The cause
of his death was acute indigestion and heart disease, Mr. Calef
was for many years closely associated with the Gould railroad
interests,
Mr, Calef was born in Gloucester, Mass., and began
railroad work as a clerk.
He was with the Kansas Pacific and
Pacific,

with

Denver

Calef, secretary

office at

New

now

J. A. Scheurman has been appointed assistant general passenger agent of the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton, with headquarters at Detroit, Mich.

the

C. E. Jordan, Jr., has been appointed contracting agent of the
Louisville & Nashville, with office at Knoxville, Tenn., succeed-

of motive power of
headquarters at
Pine
Bluflf, Ark,, died at his home in that city on August 25
at
the age of 63 years,
Mr, Adams had been in railway service
since August,
when he began as a fireman on
1865,
the Illinois Central,
He was consecutively locomotive engineer on that road, the Illinois Midland, the St. Paul.
Minneapolis & Manitoba and the Great Northern, from November, 1870, to February, 1893, when he was appointed
division master mechanic on the Great
Northern,
Three
years later he became superintendent of the Dakota division
of that road, and from February, 1897. to April, 1901, he

ing

Frank

L. Salisbury, transferred.

Dalton has been appointed general agent freight
department of the Chicago & Alton at Chicago, succeeding
B. J. Libbe, resigned, to engage in other business.
E.

L.

W. S. Smith, traveling freight agent of the Frisco Lines,
with headquarters at Houston, Tex., has been appointed asagent of the St. Louis, Brownsville &
Mexico, with headquarters at Kingsville, Tex.
sistant general freight

F. J. Sizemore, assistant traffic manager of the Carolina &
Yadkin River, at High Point, N. C, has been appointed traffic
manager, with headquarters at High Point, succeeding W. E.
Price, promoted; and the office of assistant traffic manager has
been abolished.

G. C. Whitney, traveling freight agent of the Queen & Crescent
at Dallas, Tex., has been appointed commercial agent
with headquarters at Greensboro, N. C. This is a new agency

Route

and forrnerly this territory was under the jurisdiction of C. C.
Rider, commercial agent at Charlotte, N. C. G. F. Kay, soliciting
eight agent at Houston, has been appointed traveling freight
luent succeeding Mr. Whitney.
;

George E. Herring, district passenger agent of the Louisville
Nashville, at Nashville, Tenn., has been appointed division
passenger agent, with office at St. Louis, Mo., succeeding R. C.
Wallis, who has been appointed district passenger agent at Nashville, succeeding Mr. Herring,
C. H, Mann, traveling passenger
agent at Houston, Tex., has been appointed district passenger
agent At Pensacola. Fla. H, H, Milner, city passenger agent at
-Atlanta, Ga., has been appointed traveling passenger agent at
D. W. McDonald, traveling
Houston, succeeding Mr. Mann.
passenger agent at Pensacola, succeeds Mr. Milner, and the po-

&

Pacific,

1880 he went to

a part of the Union Pacific system. In
as secretary and treasurer of the

New York

Missouri Pacific system,

Thomas

the

St,

E,

Louis

Adams, superintendent
Southwestern,

with

was successively master mechanic of the Fergus Falls
division and at Superior, Wis.
He then went to the St.
Louis Southwestern as general master mechanic, and in July,
1905, was promoted to superintendent of motive power.

—

Export Coal

Tr.'^ffic.
With a view to aiding the coal operaof the United States to expand their markets at a time
the exporters of other coal-producing nations are inactive,
the Bureau of Mines has issued a bulletin describing American
coals, which, printed in Spanish, Portuguese and English, will
be distributed among the large coal-users and importers of
South and Central .\merica.
The bulletin lists as available
for
this
trade
seven
promising export
groups of coal
fields.
These are the Pocahontas and New River coals of West
Virginia, with Norfolk and Newport News as shipping ports;
the Maryland and eastern Pennsylvania coals, to go through
Baltimore or Philadelphia the Virginia, Kentucky and Tennessee coals, through Hampton Roads or Charleston
the Alabama
the western Pennsylcoals, through Mobile or New Orleans
vania coals, through New Orleans the Illinois and Indiana coals,
and the Washington coals, through
through New Orleans

tors

when

;

;

;

;

;

Seattle.
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Supply Trade News

Equipment and Supplies
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING
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^\

.

Mikado

W. R. Grace & Co New York, are making inquiries for three
2-8-0 type locomotives for a railroad in Chile.
,

The Louisville & Jeffersonville Bridge Company, LouisKy., has ordered one superheater six-wheel switching locoThis locomotive from the American Locomotive Company.
motive will have 21 by 28 in. cylinders, 51 in. driving wheels and
a total weight in working order of 163.000 lb.

ville,

CAR BUILDING
Ri\'ER, reported in the Railway Age
Gazette of August 21, as being in the market for 20 50-ton steel
ore cars, has ordered that equipment from the Pressed Steel

The Lehigh & Hudson

Car Company.
The Rutland, reported in the Railway Age Gazette of last
week as having ordered 75 50-ton steel hopper cars from the
Standard Steel Car Company, has ordered 100 of these cars
from that company.

E. Marvel, recently elected vice-president of the Positive
entire interest in the M-C-B

Anchor Company, has sold his
Company, Chicago, to R. L. Brown.
Rail

Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake has ordered one
type locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The San

The Raymond Concrete Pile Company. New York, has been
awarded a contract for the design and construction of concrete
ore, coke and limestone bins, and ore and yard trestles, by the
Pennsylvania Steel Company, Steelton, Pa. The work calls for
several thousand concrete piles and a large yardage of concrete
construction.
.^t a meeting of the board of directors of the American
Locomotive Company, held September 16, S L. Schoonmaker
was elected chairman of the board, succeeding Pliny Fisk, resigned, and i\ndrew W. Mellon, president of the Mellon National Bank of Pittsburgh, was elected a director succeeding
James McN'aughlon. Mr. McXaughton will continue as vicepresident of the company. Mr. Schoonmaker is a director of the
General Electric Company and the American Telephone & Telegraph Company.

American Locomotive Company
predicted by President Marshall in March, the American
Locomotive Company earned little more than expenses in the
second half of the fiscal year ended June 30, 1914. During the
first half of the year, however, the company had earned its fixed
charges and 7 per cent dividends for the entire year on its $25,It, therefore, completed the fiscal year
000,000 preferred stock.
with a surplus of $326,127. This compares with a surplus, after
dividends in 1913, of $4,435,305. The
cent
the payment of 7 per
new locomotive orders received during the entire year amounted
to but $14,454,831, which, as President Marshall points out in
his annual report to stockholders, is only about 25 per cent of
As a matter of fact, during the first
the company's capacity.
half of the year the company's plants averaged 67 per cent of
their capacity, and in the last half of the year, 29 per cent; but
at the beginning of the year unfilled orders amounted to $17.Business was
156,388, and at the end of the year, $4,162,365.
taken on a very small margin of profit consequently it was improportion
as the loss
same
in
the
expenses
down
possible to cut
Thus, the gross earnings in 1914 were but
in gross earnings.
$29r987,438, a decrease of $24,880,737, whereas expenses, including maintenance and depreciation, were $27,425,187, a decrease of
.-\s

SIGNALING
Automatic Signals on the Burlington

in

Colorado

&

Quincy has put in service 24
miles of automatic block signals near Akron, Col., the work
being done by the Federal Signal Company. The section
now completed is that from .\kron, westward to and including the Brush (Col.) yards, at which place the BillingsDenver line forms a junction with the Chicago-Denver line.
This installation comprises 19 one-arm home signals, 19
one-arm distant signals, 9 two-arm home and distant signals
and one signal equipped with a calling-on arm in addition
to home and distant arms.
"4"
All signals have the Federal Signal Company's type
mechanisms fitted with enameled corrugated steel blades,
deg. to 60 deg., in the lower
operating in two positions,

The Chicago, Burlington

quadrant.
Separate distant signals are used, and they are set approximately 2,500 feet in the rear of the home signals, e.xcepting the distant signal of the home signal governing
movements out of the passing tracks. These distant signals
are located on the same mast as the home signal at the
entering end of the passing track.
The day indications are distinguished by the different
Absolute home signals have square end
types of blades.
blades enameled red with a white stripe; distant signals fishTwo pertail blades enameled green with white stripe.
missive home signals, one between Akron and Xenia, and
one between Story and Brush, have yellow blades with
These have yellow glass and
square end and black stripe.
arc governed by special instructions.
An "absolute permissive" scheme of wiring, using neutral
railline circuits, developed by the signal department of the
road company, is used throughout this section. A selecting

designed and
is used in this
One set of contacts is mechanically locked by
example,
a train
releasing of another set. For
interlocking

relay,

especially

by the Federal Signal Qompany,

manufactured
arrangement.

;

but $20,616,505.

The company made the best of the falling off in business- by
strengthening its financial position. At the beginning of the year
there were $13,326,031 accounts collectable, and the company had
At the end of the year there were
$1,562,474 cash on hand.
$5,114,531 accounts collectable, and cash and cash items, including a little over $1,000,000 New York City stock certificates and
Materials and
city of Newark revenue bonds, of $8,411,467.
supplies, which amounted to $5,749,234 at the beginning of the
had been reduced to $2,707,505, the market value of maand supplies having fallen very much during the year
and the company having written down the book value of mathat
terials and supplies by a substantial amount and charged
amount against the year's income. Total current liabilities, inof
end
cluding gold coupon notes, amounted to $7,085,917 at the
the
the year" as compared with $13,726,383 at the beginning of

year,

terials

vear.

the electrical

moving west-

releases one side of the interlocking relay which preopening of the contacts on the opposite side,
through which the westbound signals are controlled. Perare displayed for following movements
indications
missive
section, are
as soon as all track circuit sections, in a block
For the opposite direction the other side of the in-

ward

vents the

clear.

terlocking relay is similarly released.
with
All switches leading into the main tracks are fitted
indicators.
style "D" switch boxes and style "C" switch
service
in
put
will
be
miles
88
An additional length of
about the middle of October.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS
New York, has just
of the
issued a remarkably attractive booklet called "The Making
the
Voice Highways," describing the processes entering into
making of lead' covered copper cables for telephorm's. The bookproduction
the
wire,
copper
the
let describes the production of
the antimony, the
of the paper, the production of the lead and
pairing .and twisting,
testing of the raw materials, insulating,
The
final testing.
and
the
sheet
stranding, drying, putting on the
booklet is beautifully illustrated and printed.
Cable*.— The Western Electric Company,
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Wheeluck, superintendent of terminals of the Queen
Chattanooga, is president of the new company.
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&

Crescent

at

Railway Construction
Sir

Louisiana Railway, Light

& Power Company.—An

officer

writes that this company has secured a right of way, 75 ft.
wide, for the electric line to be built from Lockport, La., northIt is
west, via Thibodaux, to Donaldsonville, about 56 miles.
expected that arrangements will be made to carry out the work
in the near future.
W. Ohlmeyer, president, Plattenville. (Sep-

iliiiiiiiiumMllluHailnlllllllllimiuiliiitmiiiiniiiiulllllllllinillllliliiiiiniuiiHlluillltHtllluilllllllltuuillHllllliuiiininuin;

Alabama Great Southern. — In connection with the construcof new double track between Chattanooga, Tenn., ter-

tion

tember

station and Wauhatchie, improvements to cost $80,000
are to be carried out on the Belt Railway of Chattanooga,
including the construction of second main track between Blast
End avenue and the wye where connection is made with the
extension line now being completed through the Lookout Moun-

minal

4,

452.)

p.

—

Missouri Roads (Electric). Plans are being made, it is said,,
to build an electric line from Keokuk, Iowa, west to Wayland,
Mo., thence south via Williamstown, La Belle, Newark, Bethel,
Shelbyville, Shelbine, Paris, Mexico and Fulton to Jefferson
H. W. Knight of Chicago, represents a
City, about 140 miles.
number of capitalists who are back of the project

tain tunnel.

—

Arkansas Mining & Development Company's Line. According to press reports, this company plans to build a railway
from Hoxie. Ark., west via Smithville. Poiighkeepsie, Evening
Shade and Melbourne to Calico Rock, about 70 miles. J. A.
Gay, Poughkeepsie, may be addressed.

—

New York Subways. The New York Public Service Commission, First district, is asking for bids until October 9, for the
construction of section No. 1 of route No. 48, the Park Place,
William street and Clark street subway, in the borough of Manhattan.

—

Chicago & North Western.- This company has awarded a
contract for the building of a logging road from Kingston, Wis.,
westerly a distance of five miles, to Cleary, White & Duffy.
Chicago.

—

will

Norfolk & Western. The report of this company for the
year ended June 30, 1914, shows that the double track work
under way at the end of the previous year was completed and
double track work is now in progress west of Suffolk, Va., on
This
1.60 miles and between Zuni and Disputanta on 26.6 miles.
doable
work is expected to be finished by January, 1915.

tended east via Cannelton and Corydon.

track tunnel 1,257 ft. long was built at Glen Alum, W. Va., and
a twin tunnel, 1,000 ft. long, for second track, was completed

—

& Chisney (Electric). It is expected that work
be started in October on an electric line from Boonville,
The line may eventually be exInd.. east to Chisney, 15 miles.
Evansville

& Huntsville

Fl«rence

Interurban.

— Incorporated

in

A

m

to build an electric line from Florence, Ala., east to Huntsville, about 65 miles.
branch line is to he built from Killen

A

northeast to Lexington, IS miles, which is ultimately to be extended to Pulaski, Tenn. T. H. Allen, president; T. W. Pratt,

and

vice-president,

N.

Thompson,

F.

secretary-treasurer,

—

Fourche River Valley & Indian Territory. An officer of
company writes that in addition to the 14-mile line from
Bigelow, Ark., to Bellevue, a 5-mile extension was recently put
in operation.
The company plans to build an extension of 38
miles, but the work will not be carried out in the near future.

this

Frontier

& Brunswick. — See Hagerstown & Frederick.
Electric. — An officer writes that the company

is

just completing the purchase of a right of way between Niagara
Falls, N. Y., and Buffalo, and may possibly do some grading on
the line this fall, so that the line may be completed early next
spring.

J. S.

gust l5,

Falls,

may be

addressed.

(Au-

p. 313.)

Greenville

name

Simmons. Niagara

of

the

& Northwestern
Greenville,

(Electric).

— This

is

& Northern

Whitewright

the newTraction,

which was organized in 1912, to build a 25-mile electric line
from Greenville, Tex., northwest. The new company will have
and plans to build from that
its headquarters at Greenville,
place northwest via Merit, Blueridge and Westminster to Anna,
thence west to Denton and then north to Gainesville, about 110
miles.
A branch is also projected from Westminster northA. R, Nicholson, president,
east to Bonham, about 25 miles.
Greenville.

&

&

WniTEvyRiGHT

Northern

Traction.

— See

Northwestern.

Hagerstown & Frederick
work is to be started
The plans call
Brunswick.
ports

(Electric).
in

— According

November on

to press rethe Frederick &

for building from Jefferson,
(April 24, p. 966.)
to Brunswick, about .seven miles.

Md.,

—

Jefferson & Northwestern. An officer writes that a grading contract has been given to C. T. Fitts, Greenville, Tex., for
be reduced from
2 per cenf to 1.5 per cent and the curvature reduced from 5 and
handling
involves
degree.
The
work
and
2
9 degree curves to 1
30,000 cu. yd. of earth, and clearing four acres of land.

work on

a

the valley of Tug river. Work is now under way on 1.5
miles of this line, including a bridge over Tug river, and is expected to be finished by June, 1915. On the North Carolina division grading work was completed during the year on 21 miles
and was approaching completion on 28 miles; bridge work was
well advanced, and 8.8 miles of track was laid and surfaced.

The New River, Holston & Western is
from Rocky Gap to Suiter's in Bland

building an extension
county, Va., about 14
miles, grading has about been finished and 8.1 miles of track
has been laid.

—

North Carolina Roads. AppHcation has been made by J. T.
Deal, of the Kinston Manufacturing ("ompany, for a franchise
The plans call for buildto build a railroad at Kinston. N. C.
The
ing from Kinston south to Maple Hill, about 50 miles.
Kinston Manufacturing Company now operates a logging line
from Pink Hill to Beulaville, about nine mines, which is to
form part of the new

change of

line.

The grade

—

is

to

Jellico Coal & Railroad. Under this name a company has
been organized at Chattanooga, Tenn., it is said, to build a railroad from a point near Pine Knot, Ky., on the Queen & Crescent Route southwest to Jellico, about 18 miles. It is understood
W. E.
that construction work is to be started in October.

line.

—This

company has completed work on a
short connecting line, it is said, from Cedar Lake. Minn., northwest to a connection with the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste.
Marie at Ironhub.

Northern

Pacific.

to press reports a
recently for building from Shreveport, La., east
Jefferson.
president,
about 100 miles. A. B. Blevins,

North Louisiana (Electric).— According
contract was
to

Greenville,
Greenville

I

down

Florence.

Frederick

W. Va. The Tug River & Kentucky was organized
January, 1914, to build a 17-mile line in Pike county, Ky.,
and Mingo county, W. Va., to reach coal deposits. The line
has been located from a point in Pike county, at or near the
mouth of Poplar creek, and up the valley of Poplar creek, the
valley of Peters creek, and the valley of Blackberry creek also
at Hatfield,

Ala-

bama

Monroe,

(April

3, p.

let

812.)

S.vlisbury Interurban.— This company was recently incorporated in Maryland, and will soon begiR construction work, it js
north via
said, on an electric line from Nanticoke Point, Md.,
Bivalve, to Tyaskin, thence, east via Salisbury to Willards, about
E. R. White, W. H. Bedsworth, H. J. Messick and
(April 10, p. 856.)
insley are said to be interested.

40 miles.

W. H.

Sutherlin, Coos Bay
to the McAllister
it

is

said, to build

& Son

& Eastern.— A contract has been let
Construction Company, Portland, Ore.,
Ore., east about 27 miles to a

from Sutherlin,

Calapooya creek, and the line is
Surveys are said to
eventually to be extended further east.
Sutherlin west to Coos Bay.
from
extension
an
be made for
Sutherlin, are
G. H. Glynn, A. Stark and C. E. Lemon, all of
(August 14. p. 310.)
incorporators.
tract of timber at the heal of

West
be

made

Virginia Electric— Under
in

West Virginia

this

name

for a charter to build

application

will

from the eastern
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terminus of the Little Kanawha, at Owenport, in Wirt county,
W. Va., east to Weston, about 50 miles. The plans also call
for building a branch from a point near Creston south to
Spencer, about 10 miles. Residents of Parkersburg are said to
be back of the project.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES

A

A

new
turntables were installed at various places on the road.
1,200-ft. coal pier on concrete foundations was completed and
put in operation at Lamberts Point, Va. and new shop buildings were built and extension made to the existing structures
The company also carried out a large amount
at Roanoke, Va.
;

of bridge improvement

work during

the year.

—

Buffalo, N. Y. An officer of the Grand Trunk writes that a
contract has been given to Metz Bros., Buffalo, for putting up a
combined freight station and office building on Niagara street in
Buffalo. The proposed structure is to be of brick construction,
two stories high, SO ft. by 200 ft. on the first floor and 30 ft. by
The improvements will cost about
125 ft. on the second floor.
$75,000.

Chicago, III.— The city council has extended from September 23 until December 23, the time within which the railways may
file their acceptance of the ordinances for the new Union station,
the Pennsylvania Lines freight terminal and improvements in
The Union Station Company had asked
connection therewith.
for an extension of one year on account of the impossibility of
financing the project at this time.

Jackson, Miss.— The Illinois Central has awarded a contract
for the construction of a mechanical terminal at Jackson, Miss.,
The improvement conto Geo. B. Swift & Company, Chicago.
roundhouse having five 100-ft.
sists of structures as follows:
of
stalls with walls of concrete and brick construction, and roof
wood, covered with composition roofing; an 85-ft. turntable
ft.
by
room
40
boiler
electrically operated; a machine shop and

A

by 16 ft. high, with brick walls and a flat concrete roof
covered with composition roofing; an oil house and storeroom
30 ft. by 60 ft. one story high, with a low wooden platform
40 ft by 75 ft. at one end; a shelter and shop building 20 ft.
by 140 ft. by 11 ft. high, of wooden construction, and sand bins,
9 ft. by 98 ft. by 9 ft. high, also of wooden construction. A 500ton wooden coal chute which is being built by the Ogle Construc75

ft.

tion

Company, Chicago.

Jefferson, Tex.— An officer of the Jefferson &
writes that the company has under consideration the question
of building a combined passenger and freight station at Jefferson.

Northwestern

of the Southern Railway writes
that a contract has been given to the Ragland-Baxter Morford
Company, Nashville, Tenn., for the construction of shop buildF.
ings at Memphis, and a contract has been given to the R.
Creson Company, Memphis, for putting up a pump house, also

Memphis, Tenn.— An

officer

transformer house at Memphis.
Public Service Commission, First
construction of the
district, will open bids on October 6, for the
of the
diagonal subway station under Fortj'-second street in front
Grand Central station. New York. The diagonal station will be
of
south
just
subway
existing
the
built on the line connecting
Forty-second street with.the new Lexington avenue subway just
will
north of that street. Tt will be more than 100 ft. wide, and
platforms serving four tracks. A concourse is to be

New York.—The New York

have two
with the Grand
built above the level of the station to connect
subCentral station, the Lexington avenue subway, the existing
extended
to this
when
tubes
way, and the Hudson & Manhattan
tunSteinway
the
with
connect
to
used
will
be
Elevators
point.
nel, which is at a lower level.

Southern Railway writes
White & Son, Richmond,
Richmond, and a confor the construction of shop buildings at
Company, Richmond,
Wilson
T.
the
J.
tract has been given to
building a transformer house at South Richmond.

Richmond Va.—An

officer

of the

that a contract has been given to P. J.

for
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Railway Financial News
Central

BoYCE, \'a.— The report of the Norfolk & Western for the
year ended June 30, 1914, shows that during the year passenger
stations and freight houses were built or enlarged at Boyce.
Galax, Wilson and Evergreen, Va., at Willardsville, N. C;
number of new
Roderfield, W. Va., and Waverly, Ohio.

Vol.

New

England.

per cent interest on
ended July 1, 1914.

—This

its

company has declared the full 5
general mortgage bonds for the year

Chicago & Western Indiana.

—

This company is owned jointly
by the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, the Wabash, the Grand
Trunk Western, the Chicago & Erie and the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville, each of which owns $1,000,000 of the capital
stock.
In the fiscal year ended. December 31, 1913, as shown
by the annual report the company's total operating revenue
was $174,769; the operating expensci $152,123, and the net
The rentals from lease of road,
operating revenue, $22,646.
however, made up the larger portion of the company's income
and in 1913 amounted to $2,781,646. The total other income
inclusive of this amount, other rental taxes collected from
parcel room receipts, etc., was $3,351,946, and the
income $3,374,592. From this income there was paid in
on bonds. $2,256,296; taxes, $+40,338, etc., leaving a net
income of $637,095. Dividends were paid, in addition, to the
amount of $300,000, and $210,000 was paid out as the division
of surplus under the inter-tenant agreement of November,

tenants,
total

interest

1882. The surplus for the year was $83,476, so that the total
December 31 was $533,655.
The company's total property investment on December 31,
There was also an item of securities _
1913, was $59,892,582.
The company's working assets
issued pledged of $1,351,000.
1,

surplus on

turn amounted to $5,907,035, $478,414 of which was cash in
was cash in hands of trustees, $748,980
was consolidated mortgage bonds in treasury, $783,730 was in
The deferred debit
miscellaneous accounts receivable, etc.
The company's outstanding
items amounted to $2,153,598.
stock as noted above amounts to $5,000,000. The bonded debt
in

treasury, $3,051,988

The working liabilities on December 31
$61,180,083.
$1,981,622, $1,043,873 of which was included in audited
vouchers and unpaid wages, and $835,320 in matured interest

is

now

were

due on January 1. In 1913 the Chicago & Western Indiana
expended $3,265,144 for additions and betterments, the principal
improvements being those on the clearing yard and on track
elevation.

—A

special meeting of stockholders has been called for OcErie.
tober 13, to vote on the approval of a "refunding and improvement mortgage covering the railroad properties, rights and

franchises."

declared the regular 4 per
cent dividends on the guaranteed stock.

Grand Trunk.—This company has

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie.— The stockholders
at the annual meeting approved the plan of the directors to
increase the capital stock from $42,000,000 to $62,000,000. No

new

stock is to be issued at this time.
O. C. Wyman, of Minneapolis, has been elected a director to
succeed C. H. Petit, deceased.

Pere Marquette.— Frank W.

Blair,

one of the three receivers,

has resigned.

Southern Railway— President Harrison,

in

a letter to stock-

holders, says in part in regard to the annual meeting on October 13:
"An effort will be made to make this meeting more than the
conventional routine, which current criticism finds to be characteristic of the meetings of stockholders of American railway
'

companies, and the co-operation of the stockholder is necessary
anto that end. The principal officers will be in attendance to
swer questions directed to the management or as to any deduring the
tail of its business, and the report of operations
last

year will be before the stockholders for discussion."

Addition Service for VAXcom-ER— A large number of new
various
steamships and sailing vessels are to be added by the
port
shipping companies that now maintain a service out of the
increase in trade
of Vancouver, B. C. to meet the anticipated
incident to the opening of the Panama Canal.
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New

and published elsewhere in this issue, he is apt to
conclude that the commission is nowadays being given somewhat less consideration than it deserves from those who
discuss its work, and somewhat too much criticism which is
misdirected and unjust.
Commissioner Clark evidently had
some such thought in mind when he made his address. So
far as the Railway Age Gazette is concerned, it probably
publishes more discussion of the work of the commission than
any other publication in the country; and it therefore gives
us satisfaction at this particular time to express the most
unreserved confidence in the ability, the public spirit and the
honesty of purpose of the commission.
We do believe that
it would be a more useful body if it contained more members
with experience in the businesses of the concerns which they
regulate; but certainly no man in private or public life has
ever worked harder or more faithfully to fit himself to perform his duties according to the highest standards than have
the members of the commission, and of no member of it is
Criticism of the
this more true than of Mr. Clark himself.
commission does not necessarily imply lack of confidence in
it, as indicated forcibly by the fact that some who criticize it a
good deal at the same time advocate giving it universal
Agents,

WooLwORTH Building, New York

L. B.

Commerce Commission becomes

Interstate

manly and able address like that delivered by Commissioner
Clark to the American Association of General Passenger

Published Every Friday and Daily Eight Times in June by the

LONDON:

the

object of many criticisms, some just and some unjust. When
one considers the complexity and magnitude of the work of
the commission, especially just after having read a frank,

liotbtm$
CHICAGO:

things,

551

York, N. Y., as mail matter of the

authority.

WE GUARANTEE,

that of this issue 8,900 copies were printed; that of
these 8,900 copies 7,430 were mailed to regular paid subscribers to the weekly
edition, 250 were provided for counter and news companies' sales, 1,098 were
mailed to advertisers, exchanges and correspondents, and 122 were provided
for samples and othce use; that the total copies printed this year to date
were 866,050, an average of 9,S86 copies a week.

Volume
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Number
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There is on almost any railway more or less friction between
the minor operating officers and the engine house forces, but it
is difficult to find a good reason for it.
The Trainmaster
There is no question that trainmasters,
yard
masters and despatchers frequently
and the
exercise poor judgment and very little
Engine House
tact

house
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and

is

it

their

in

possible that

if

relations

tactless

moves on

a target for criticism. Some of the criticism is bound
be just, because every man and every body of men makes
mistakes that justify criticism. Some of the criticism is bound
to be unjust, because critics are, perhaps, of all people, the

most

liable to

make

mistakes.

And

so, in the natural

course

a great

depart-

dealings with the transportation department.

He

is

likely

to overlook the fact that locomotives are intended to haul trains

and not to stand

in

There
considerable numbers who have

the roundhouse undergoing repairs.

are engine house foremen in
nothing but contempt for the ideas of a trainmaster or despatcher
on the terminal handling of locomotives such men go around
with chips on their shoulders awaiting an opportunity to make
;

sarcastic replies to inquiries

the

in

many

engine house
of

these

from the despatcher's office. And
defense it must be said that

foreman's

inquiries

are

calculated

to stir

up resentment.

in the great riin of cases the transportation officer has this

in his favor; he realizes that he

to

;

the part of the transportation

is

man

is

probably a
shop and he

man whose

move traffic and all
The engine house fore-

there to

his efforts are used in that direction.

become

little

ment officers can be directly traced to a lack of knowledge of
the main essentials of engine house practice.
On the other
hand the engine house foreman is prone to a lack of tact in

But

Interstate Commerce Commission deals with subjects
which are highly controversial by their very nature. The way
in which a body dealing with such subCriticism
jects does its worlc is certain itself to
become a subject of controversy; and
of the
'" ''^^ course of such controversy the
Commission
body in question is sure, at times, to

engine

the

which he always has confronting him

realize the task

many

•Illustrated.

The

with

they were to spend a

time periodically with the engine house foreman, getting better
acquainted with him and his problems, they would more fully

his

Practical Considerations in Design of Large Stations; by A.
Society of Railway Financial Officers

staff

training has been almost entirely

it difficult, unless he be broad
minded, to see beyond the engine house conditions and surroundings.
When an engine house foreman is appointed one
of the points which should be most forcibly brought home to
him is that he is there to help in every way possible in the
moving of traffic that he is expected to keep the locomotives

in the

is

likely to find

;

good condition but above all to furnish them quickly when
they are required. On the whole what is needed on both sides
in

is

a

little

broader viewpoint of the other fellow's side of the
all that their efforts should be

question and the realization by
all

toward one end. the movement of

trains.

;
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The New York Railroad Club paper on

delays in the handling of
Boston freight houses, which is reported in this issue,
affords an interesting example of careful
Freight House
and scientific study of a subject which
seems almost to defy systematic analysis.
Delays at
These investigators, in spite of the obBoston
stacles, have made a good beginning. They
make no formal and definite recommendations, as they were
commissioned only to get the facts, but, so far as wagon delays
are concerned, they have plainly suggested the principal remedy
whether they meant to do so or not and in a single sentence
that the main thing is the teamster.
In other words, when you
put teams in charge of the most energetic men that can be
found, yoit have met the chief demand of the situation.
The

packages

in

—

—

theorist

57,
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by adopting government ownership of all kinds of business concerns and turning over their management to thp very men or
kind of men who are now engaged in frying fat out of the tax-

paying pubhc by means of the pork barrel
Some people think, and some people just think they think.
The bones in the heads of those who just think they think have
varying degrees of thickness and power of resistance to facts and
logic.
But for real solid ivory we commend the skulls of those
I

whose investigations and whose thinking that they think lead
them at one and the same time to the conclusions (1) that government is dishonest and imbecile, and (2) that it is essential
to the public welfare for government to be intrusted with the
management of many or all of the business concerns of the
country.

can construct a perfect freight terminal, where boxes

and barrels
piece moves
real

Vol.

will
in

a city

life

move

as smoothly and rapidly as a

fifty

the cash carrier of a dry goods store;
freight house

is

cent

but in

a great bunch of costly prob-

Such a large share of the obstacles and hindrances are
so difficult to deal with by rule or at arm's length, and so peculiarly amenable only to vigorous executive ability on the spot,
that the personality of the man at the helm is by far the biggest
factor in the whole business. As to the remedy for slow yard
movements of inward cars, the investigators give us very little
light
but the statement that large numbers of shipments, every
day, are ready for the consignees an hour, or two hours, before
the clerk is ready to hand them their freight bills, indicates rep-

THE TRUE FUNCTION OF THE COMMISSION
'T'HE prompt
•*

;

rehensible slowness on the part of someljody besides the switch-

ing crews.

In both these features

more

detailed information

Commerce Commis-

Interstate

majority, not

is

gratifying.

only of students of transportation

questions,

but of the general public think that

was wrong.

case

But regardless of

original action in this

its

that,

everj'body recognizes

the fact that a great change has taken place in the railway situation

since

The commission

then.

said

in

its

opinion that

it

had found that the earnings of the railways in eastern territory were too small either for their own good or that of the
public, and while granting a relatively small increase to the central

freight

association

lines,

various means by which

it

it

recommended

believed that

all

the

adoption of

the lines concerned

is

Such dilatory handling of .way-bills would come in for
if it should come up for investigation before those officers of the government who investigated the express companies a year or two ago. Whether or not our present
needed.

pretty severe criticism

investigators"

,A

decision of the

sion to reopen the eastern rate advance case

lems.

imposing array of average delays will afford a
which to raise the level of efficiency, and to con-

suitable lever by

vey lessons to the managers of other freight houses, it is imlittle doubt that a lot of the
n:a.rii)ium delays, if suitably studied and explained, would be
very instructive.
Most freight agents and yardmasters who
read this paper will look upon the investigation as having been
only just begun.
possible to say; but there can be

could increase their net income.

The disturbance to business in the L'nited States, and the
consequent reduction in railway traffic, caused by the war in
Europe, have led to a heavy reduction in railway earnings,
thereby making them still more deficient than they were before.
The loss of earnings thus brought about has come suddenly,
while the means for increasing net earnings which the commission

suggested

The

situation

the railways could not be applied quickly.
aggravated by the fact that the war has not

to
is

only reduced railway earnings, but has also increased and will
for an

ready

indefinite
it

has

time increase the demands on earnings.

made

it

practically

new

impossible to market

Alse-

and has caused a sharp advance in the return which
must be paid on both new securities and those issued for recurities

SOLID IVORY

'HE remedy

advocated by most of the professional radicals
*
and muckrakers for commercial and industrial ills is either
government ownership of numerous industries, including railways, public utilities, coal mines, water power sites, and so on,
or out-and-out socialism.
Pearson's Magazine clains the distinction of publishing articles
muckraking business and advocating government ownership
which are of such a character that no other magazine would
publish them. And its claim is valid. It is the only publication
in the country which impartially vilifies all classes of business
concerns and it regards socialism, or the practical equivalent
of it, as the only avenue to social and economic salvation.
Imagine our astonishment, then, on finding in the current issue
'

I

•

;

of Pearson'* an article muckraking the Congressional "pork
The most notorious railway wreckers in the country,
barrel."
the editor asserts in an introductory note to this article, have
done nothing worse tboii the members of Congress who rob the
public by habitually voting for such legislation.

who run the
and zeal for
the public welfare to the malefactors of great wealth who run
Is it possible that
the railways and other business concerns?
our statesmen take advantage even now of such opportunities as
they have to use their official positions to further their own selfish ambitions, and the interests of friendly business concerns and
communities? The writer in Pearson's so asserts, and cites evidence. And yet. recording to Pearson's, virtue can be enthroned
and the social and economic welfare of the public promoted only
Is

it

not true, after

government are

all.

then, that the politicians

vastly superior in ability, honesty

funding purposes.
Furthermore, this increase in the rate of return which must
Every day the war
be paid on capital is not a temporary one.
It is thereby
is causing the destruction of millions of capital.
tending to reduce the ratio of the supply of capital in the world
to the demand for it and thereby to push up the rate of inWhen the war is over there will be an enormous deterest.
mand in Europe for capital with which to restore to their former condition the industries which are now deteriorating or
being rapidly destroyed there, either because of their inability to
get labor or hold markets for their products, or by the militaiV
operations themselves.
It seems probable, therefore, that the
rate of interest which will have to be paid on capital for a long
time will be much higher than it has been within recent years;
and. of course, a high rate of interest -makes it necessary
to pay proportionately hi.gh dividends on stock in order to market it at a reasonable price, for nobody will accept a dividend
of 6 per cent on stock with the risks attendant on its ownership
if he can get almost an equal rate of interest on bonds, the
ownership of which does not involve such risks. If the railways
are going to have to pay much higher rates of interest and dividends in the future in order to maintain and market their securities at fair prices, they must have larger earnings.
It is to be hoped that in reopening the case the commission
will consider the important matters involved in a somewhat difIt complained in its
ferent spirit from what it did before.
opinion that during the original hearings it was the object of
did
not
hasten
its decision, and the
because
it
many criticisms
recipient of

many

letters,

resolutions,

etc..

petitioning

it

to dis-

.
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pose of the application of the railroads quickly and favorably

means

as a

of improving business in general.

efforts to influence

it.

It

It

said in one place in

its

resented these
opinion,

"The

law fixes the standards by which the rates and practices of carriers must be judged, and the commission can act only in accordance with those standards and after a full hearing we have
;

no authority to approve rate increases with a view to stimulating
business."
Elsewhere it said, "These questions involved the
exercise of quasi-judicial functions, and the law requires us to
afford to all parties an ample opportunity to introduce evidence
and to be heard in support of their objections to the additional
The
burdens upon their traffic proposed by the carriers.
law did not confer upon us the power of aiding general prosperity or of introducing new economic policies through railroad
rates."
These statements indicate tliat the commission was acting according to a somewhat different idea of its functions from
It will be
that which it had expressed on former occasions.
recalled that in one decision it held that it was not necessary
.

for

it

.

.

in deciding a case to confine itself to a consideration of

the record

made

in that case,

but that

it

might also consider

it

itself has expressed such views regarding its functions?
Again, the commission in one of its annual reports declared,
in the course of a denunciation of the way in which the Com-

merce Court had been reversing some of its decisions, that in
the fi.xing of rates it performed a legislative function delegated to it by Congress, and that therefore the court could review its decisions only to ascertain whether it had violated any
statutory or constitutional provision.

Xow, the commission doubtless is justified in resenting efforts
to make it decide a case before it has ascertained the facts involved or to make it decide contrary to the facts which it beances

it

has found to

referred to in

exist.
its

But

it

would seem that

opinion in the

rate

that,

as

it

it

it

;

lowest rates which constitutionally can be fixed, but maximum
reasonable rates. While, therefore, the commission cannot constitutionally fix rates that are confiscatory,

expedient for the public and

maximum

fix

it

can consider what

or permit the railways to

which would be reasonable in the circumstances. Consequently, in saying, "The law did not confer
upon us the power of aiding general prosperity." the commisIt is quite proper
sion expressed an entirely erroneous view.
the

a

rates

court to take this attitude, but entirely

wrong

for the

commission to do so.
The commission cannot constitutionally fix rates that are confiscatory, but over and over again it has said in its opinions
that it is its duty to so adjust rates as to cause enough capital
to flow into the railway business to enable the carriers to
adequate improvements in and additions to their property.

function which the courts cannot perform,

ing a

solving a great problem of public policy.

It

viz.,

that

of

ought to act reit should act

gardless of public clamor, but on the other hand,

for the express purpose of promoting the public interests.

If,

because of lack of ability or courage, or of an improper conception of its place in the machinery of government, it seeks to

hedge itself about with the formalities, technicalities, traditions
and precedents of the courts, its days of usefulness will be few
in number.
It has a great opportunity in passing once more on
the eastern rate advance case, to show whether it has a proper
conception of its duty and responsibilities and a disposition to.
live up to them.

TRAVELING ENGINEERS' CONVENTION

GRE.^T

credit

is

due the members of the Traveling Engineers'

Association for the splendid attendance at their recent convention, for the large number present at every session and for
the thoroughness with which the subjects were discussed. Nearly
50 per cent of the membership of the association registered. Two
sessions a day

were

The morning

held.

sessions started before

9:30 o'clock and the afternoon sessions closed some time after
five in the afternoon with only about an hour and a half for
lunch.
It made a long day for men not accustomed to the con-

was intense from
and the discussions, while not always carefully
restricted to the subject of the paper, were full of interesting,
serviceable information for the members and the railroads they

work

fining
first

to

of a convention, but the interest

-

last,

The point-of-view and the information obtained by the road
foreman of engines in the performance of his duties is of great:;
importance to the mechanical department, to the transportation"
department and to the railroads as a whole. Being on the road

make

it

a large part of the time he

service

render a de-

disregarding the facts, it ought to hear and give heed
to individuals and organizations that are in a position to inform

is

in a position to

observe

be improved and how the real work of a
the transportation of freight and passengers,

may

how

the

railroad',,

may be
is,
performed in a better and more economical manner. He, therefore, fills an important position, and his suggestions for improvements should be given careful consideration. Likewise, he mv.st
realize the importance of his position and take advantage of his;
opportunities to better the service. In order to do this he must
be constantly increasing his knowledge of locomotive design with
a view of understanding why certain things must be done to
By thus enlarging his technical knowlobtain certain results.
that

edge the road foreman of engines with his highly developed
knowledge will be in a position to eft'ect and recommend
improvements that will greatly benefit locomotive operation.

practical

year that were of special value in
mechanical stokers, smoke eliminaand the practical chemistry
equipment
tion, locomotive air brake
The papers and discussions by the various
of combustion.
mechanical experts have provided the association with information that will make its 1914 proceedings a text book worthy of.

The papers considered

this

referred

respect

this

to

careful study.

NEW BOOKS

But

is

with petitions and resolutions intended to
cision

an ad-

and created for the express purpose >A perform-

tive functions,

make

regulating rates so as to cause an adequate amount of
capital to flow into the railway business but so regulating them
as to promote the general prosperity?
Since the commission should consider the questions of public
expediency involved it follows that while, it should not be pelted

what

is

represent.
case,

has said on other

delegating to the commission authority to fix rates has clearly
authorized it to consider questions of expediency as well as of
law.
Congress has authorized and required it to fix not the

for

Commerce Commission

but the Interstate

in the utter-

advance

performs legislative as well as judicial functions.
It is a judicial function to determine what is a reasonable rate,
and doubtless the commission should proceed in the performance
But it has always been
of that duty much as a court would.
held to be a legislative function to fix a rate, and it is a recognized duty of law-making bodies in the performance of their
functions to consider not merely questions of law or constituand Congress in
tionality, but questions of public expediency
occasions,

fix

;

ministrative body having at once legislative, judicial and execu-

-

somewhat too completely forgot

is

law suits

had special knowledge.

sion

lieves

mind on the broad question of public policy involved. Thecommission's continued usefulness depends upon it getting out,
and keeping out of its head, the notion that it is a court trying
law suits.
The Commerce Court was merely a court trying
its

facts

The supreme court reversed
this ruling.
Is it surprising that some people have not looked
upon the commission as they do on a court, when the commis-

of which
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Foiindalioiis.

By Malvert

.\.

Howe,

profess

Polytechnic Institute. Size 6 in. by 9 in.
Bound in cloth. Published by John Wilt

of civil

engineering, Rbse-

110 pages, 56 illustrations.

& Sons. Xew York.

Price

$1.25.

book covering the supHowe's "Foundations," is
porting capacity of soils, wall footings and column footings, pilesand pile foundations, chimneys and towers, bridge piers and abutments and methods employed in difficult foundations. The aua short text

—
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thor has attempted to treat the fundamental principles of design in an elementary fashion and draw the illustrations from

most of the descriptive matter and
depending on references to previously published descriptions of
such work.
actual practice, eliminating

Rational Slock Speculation. By Walter Thornton Ray. 86 pages, 15 plates,
lOH •"• by 6Ji in. Bound in cloth. Published by the author, Spartanburg, S. C. Price $2.

This book

intended as a help to putting stock speculation on a

is

in the light of the past.

It is

based on the theory that the long

swings of stock fluctuation are in relation to the variations in
fundamental conditions, and that therefore the general course of
prices may be estimated in advance by a correlation of the various factors which enter into the causes of such variations and

by comparison with the existing records for previous years. The
author states that the book is intended as an aid in forecasting
long swings of stock prices, that such studies can never replace
studies of the prospective and comparative futures of individual
stocks and that he does not hesitate to place his investigations
The book consists mainly of tables and
in the second rank.
charts giving the history of New York interest rates, foreign open

market

interest rates, foreign banks' official discount rates, prices

of iron and

steel,

prices of non-ferrous metals, prices of

com-

modities in general, iron production in the United States, bond
transactions on stock exchanges and bond and security prices,
volume of stock sales on the New York stock exchange, state-

ments of

New York

City clearing house banks, bank

Letters to the Editor

1

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiti(iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiMiii[iiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiuiiiiiimiiirr

SIMPLICITY

AND DIRECTNESS

By E. W. Kerr, M. E., professor of
Third Edition,
mechanical engineering, Louisiana State University.
Pubrevised.
373 pages, 6 in. by 9 in., illustrated. Bound in cloth.
Price
$2.
York.
lished by John Wiley & Sons, Inc.. New
editioa

of this
It

has

in 1901 and
revised and contains 24
more illustrations than the

book was published

now been

more pages of matter and 61
previous edition. The book is divided into three parts. Part
contains an
1, which deals with machinery and mechanics,
introductory chapter dealing with definitions, terms, etc.,
and the other chapters in this section consider such subjects
as shafting, bearings, friction and lubrication, friction wheels,
pulleys, belt gears, toothed wheels, the screw, cams, the

work and pipe fitPart 2 is devoted to steam power with chapters dealtings.
ing with elementary steam power plants, the simple steam
engine, automatic cut-off engines and high speed engines,
indicators, compound engines, condensers, valves and valve
gears, valve diagrams and rotary engines and steam turbines.
Part 3 is devoted to pumping machinery, internal combustion
engines, water power and compressed air.
some

lever and

of

its

modifications, link

342 pages, illustrated, 6 in. by
Fuel Association Proceedings.
Bound in Morocco. Published by the association, C. G. Hall,
9 in.
Price $1; paper binding,
Secretary, 922 McCormick building, Chicago.

Railway

50 cents.

the official proceedings of the sixth annual convention of the International Railway Fuel Association held
May 18-21, 1914. It contains a very interestin Chicago,
ing address by Dr. W. F. M. Goss, reports of committees

This book

is

Also
Firing. Practice and Fuel Stations.
papers on Honeycomb and Clinker Formation, The Relation
of Front End Design and Air Openings of Grates and Ash-

on Fuel

30, 1914,

To THE Editor of the Railw.\y Age Gazette:

me why

has always been a puzzle to

It

the initials of a super-

intendent or chief train despatcher should have to be added at

make

the bottom of a train order to
issue the order, are not

aware of

it

valid.

They do not

and often are made
old custom; and it also

contents,

its

appear ridiculous because of this
cheapens their positions. The names of the train despatchers
should be printed on time-tables; and then if any initials must
be used it should be those of the despatcher who actually gives

to

the order.

This would give the despatchers the standing they ought to
have and also make them more careful in their work. It would
save all bother in having to search the records to see who authorized a certain order, in case of any exception being taken
I
to it, or when necessary to produce an order as evidence.
hope officers will give this matter careful thought when they
next revise their rules. The attention of the Train Rule Committee of the American Railway Association

invited.

is

H.

THE MACHINES

FoRMAN.

\V.

Tests,

pans to Fuel Consumption and Sparks, Uniform Methods of
Computing Fuel Consumption, Sizing of Coal for Locomotive Use, Storage of Coal, Morden Locomotive Coaling Station, Reheating Locomotive Boiler Feed Water, Fuel and
Failures, and Economies in Roundhouse and Terminal Fuel

IN

R O CABIN
Chicago, September

14,

the Railway Age Gazette
have read the article, "Controlled Manual Block

To THE Editor

Power and Power Transmission.

first

TRAIN DESPATCHING

clearings,

the various factors and instructions for interpreting them.

the second in 1907.

IN

Nashville, Tenn., August

building permits, and percentages of return on stocks and bonds.
With these are given comments on the importance to be given to

The

No. 13

57,

jiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiii[iiiriiiiMiiri)Hiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiirti)iiiriiiiiiiiiMiii(iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii)iiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiii)iiii)iiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiti:

basis by furnishing the data for estimating the future

more secure

Vol.

I

of

1914.

:

for

Op-

posing Movements," in the Railway Age Gazette for September
11, page 475, and think I correctly understand the application
of the system on the double-track freight line, as described, except

as

to

the

R O

shelf in

— taking

use of

the

Cabin, Fig.

eight

4.

By

electric

locks

shown on

the

"putting two and two together"

account the statement on page 478 that an adof the block instrument is provided for each
additional switch controlled from a given block station I conclude that one of the electric locks forms the block instrument
for the eastward track in which, I assume, R O controls no
switch, and that three locks form the block instrument for the
into

section

ditional

—

westward track

in

which

R O

probably controls two switches.

Possibly the other four locks serve as levers for operation of
the

signals.

Is this so?

[We

are informed by Mr.

standing

is

correct.

.\nthony that X. Y.

X. Y. Z.
under-

Z.'s

Editor.]

—

As might be expected, all
have lost, for the present at least,
have enlisted in the ranks.
who
employees
large numbers of their
The Navy and Army Reservists and Territorials who have
English Railwaymen Enlist.

of

the

English

railways

joined the colors from the Great Western Railway, for instance,
4,000. There are 1,775 from the locomotive, 721 from
the goods, 617 from the engineering, 566 from the traffic, and 158
from the signal departments. The general manager has an-

number over

nounced that the posts hitherto filled by the men
possible, be kept for them on their return to civil

will, as far as
life,

and

if

the

The
identical positions are not available, others will be found.
company will make good at its own expense the men's contribuand Widows' and Orphans' Fund,
and arrangements will be made to see that the men's respective
The general
families do not suffer financially by their absence.
manager of the Great Central has likewise announced that
tions to the Pension, Society

Consumption. These proceedings contain valuable information on the subjects above mentioned and may be considered
authoritative in questions pertaining to fuel economy on

men who join the colors for the period of the war will
be treated as on leave with pay. Their subscriptions to the company's superannuation fund, or the mutual provident association,
Scales of pay will
will be paid by the company in their absence.

railroads.

continue to advance until their return."

"Single

Considerations

Practical

Design

in

of

Large

Stations

Features Which Should Be Studied in Planning a
Large Passenger Terminal to Reduce Operating Costs

By
Assistant Engineer,

A. H. Stone
Kansas City Terminal Railway

In view of the number of large passenger stations in prospect and under construction at the present time, it may be
interesting and helpful to those having the responsibility for
their arrangement and design to discuss briefly some practical
features affecting the general layout of the building and its
operation that have come up during the construction of one
Little if any
of the new stations now being completed.
published information is to be found bearing on these points
and, while exactly the same situation may not be met in
another terminal, yet the discussion may serve to call attention to modern requirements and thus help to prevent
awkward and expensive operating conditions in other stations.
Designs for most of the large passenger terminals have
been turned over to architects, working more or less independently of the railroad company; but unless full and fi^e
discussion is had with the operating and engineering officers
as the preliminary plans are under way, the result is likely
to be more ornamental than practical, owing to the difference
in. the viewpoint of the architect and the railroad man.
The

former is intent on producing a structure which will reflect
credit on his ability as an architect, while the latter is more
concerned with a proper layout for handling the business
at the minimum of expense.
A harmonizing of both ideas
is the end to be sought.

The

inspection of other stations should include not only
and building appointments, but

a study of the general layout

also a careful study of operating conditions and their cost.

The

size and extent of a modern passenger terminal make
very expensive to operate, and the opportunity of reducing
these costs without impairing the service rendered to the
it

public

is

worthy

of the best efforts of the engineer.

SITE

The
difficult

AND GENERAL ARRANGEMENT

selection of a site for a

task and but

little

new passenger

station

is

a

of a general nature can be said,

as the circumstances affecting

it

are distinctly local in char-

from the public standpoint, accessibility to prinand the city's transportation system is of prime
importance. Where there is more than one terminal in a
city, the one most accessible will get the greatest share of
acter, but,

cipal streets

the competitive business.

One of the principal factors influencing the layout of a
station is the track arrangement, that is, whether it shall be
a stub end or a through terminal.
Both have their advantages and disadvantages, although the consensus of opinion
now seems to favor the arrangement of through tracks as
enabling a greater number of trains to be handled with the
same layout. In the case of a union station caring for a large
number of roads, involving the transfer of a great number
of passengers, baggage and mail from train to train, many of
the operating problems are simplified with the stub-end arrangement, but these problems are made greater at a through
terminal by the necessity for elevating or depressing the
railroad tracks to remove grade crossings with streets.
The general outlines of the building should not be fixed
until after a comprehensive scheme for operating trains and
handling the baggage, mail and express has been tentatively
agreed upon. Plenty of time should be allowed at this stage
for a full and free discussion of the plans by all members of
the operating staff to eliminate all chances for introducing
faulty operating conditions, and those leading to unnecessary
operating expenses. As soon as a definite arrangement has

been agreed upon, the detailed designs of the building caa
proceed rapidly.
A secondary consideration to be given attention at this
time, but one that is essential in securing additional revenue
to offset the expense of the new building, is whether the designs shall be modified to include an office building which will
necessarily detract somewhat from the appearance of the
structure, or whether the owning company prefers as a matter
of pride to omit this feature and assume the expense of operation and maintenance with such help as can be secured
from the rental of concessions usually found in a railroad
station.
Whichever policy is decided upon, the location of
these concessions should always be kept well in mind in order
that the public, which has come to expect such conveniences,
may be well served, and also that the revenue accruing to the
railroad company may be the maximum.
A slight change
in the location of these concessions frequently increases their
earnings by many thousand dollars a year, so the advice of
someone experienced in handling them should be obtained in
order that their value to the public and as a revenue producing medium may receive the proper consideration. The
modern idea is to make these concessions regular stores,
provided with ample facilities to display wares for sale. As
an indication of the revenue to be obtained from a well
located concession, a certain store selling general travelers'
new stations, is reputed to do a yearly
business in excess of $200,000.
Prior to the construction of the Pennsylvania station in
New York, but little attention was given in this country to
the separation of incoming and outgoing traffic, yet it is a
subject which is growing in importance owing to the rapid
increase in travel at the large railroad centers and to the
congestion which occurs at certain hours of the day even in
supplies, in one of the

some

of th6 smaller stations.
This separation can be more
what might be called true terminals than
those stations which are, in effect, way stations, because
the latter stations are usually junction points and provision
must be made for the prompt handling of those passengers
who must transfer from one train to another with close con-

easily provided in
in

nections. Such a situation is found at Kansas City, where the
larger proportion of those using the station are through passengers, and failure to make the outgoing train may mean
a delay of possibly 12 to 24 hours.

No information can be found that will enable one to determine the proper size of public rooms to care for a given
number of passengers. The size of the same rooms in other
large stations per passengers handled varies between wide
limits and leads to the conclusion that the dimensions selected
were largely guess work. Where the new building takes the
place of an old one, some idea of the amount of space required can be obtained from estimating the increase in size
by a comparison with the business at the old station. The
accompanying table shows the dimensions of the principal
rooms in a number of modern stations, together with an estimated number of passengers handled.
WAITING ROOMS AND

LOBBffiS

terminal stations like those of the New York
Central and the Pennsylvania in New York City there is not
the necessity for providing a large seating capacity that there
is at a large junction point like St. Louis and Kansas City
because the frequent train service enables those passing
In

large
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through to reach their destination with little delaj-. In tlie
western cities where there are fewer trains serving a given
territory, through passengers have longer layovers and consequently a greater area in waiting room must be provided
per passenger using the station. The special retiring room
for women and the smoking room for men should be located
adjacent to this room.
Most modern stations have a space known as the concourse
interposed between the waiting room and the train platforms,
arranged with entrances and exits so that those w'ho wish can
reach trains without passing through the waiting room.
There is some advantage in having such a space in that it

sq. ft.
sq. ft.
sq. ft.

sq.
?q.
sq.
sq.

Men's

ft.

:q. ft.
sq. ft.
sq. ft.

toilet

Parcel room

Baggage room
Ticket office, windows
Restaurant

sq. ft.
sq. ft.

Lunch room

•Same

as

m

Station

Station

Station

Station

Chicago

91,770
22,932
15.912

339,270
33,000
131,400

202,573
17,156

132,526
26,280
98,800

6,000
3,140
6,000
3,600
2.780
50,000

140.030
26.100
24,290
2,000
22,060
1,806
1,482
1.978
3,498
2,040
74,648
24

52.480
14.625
54,900

2,704
1,350
1.500
2,033

48.480
10,068
36,360
3,590
8,940
4,000

69,760
25,000
17,000
14,285
21,900
2,900

750
19
4.056
.2,028

16

6.900
6,900

5.000

Grand Central

48
10.090
.

421
75.000

are

train departs.

The room around which

are

the

ticket

offices,

baggage

has various names; in the Pennsylvania
station it is known as the general waiting room, although
there are no seats in it; in the Grand Central station it is
known as the concourse; in the Northwestern station, Chiit

is
is

1,496
1,796
2,146
1,525
2,100
27,794
27
4,356
4,891

3,891

4.920
3,956
314

4,830
260
25.000

784
100.000

C.

Station,

1,850
1,200
1,450
1,456

66,650
20
4,000
4,600
310
50,000

more or less inexperienced in traveling, and require considerable assistance from the station attendants. Since most
western roads are interested in the colonization of their lines,
special facilities for taking care of the women and children

from the waiting room to the trains, which is
In the new
thought by some to be a serious objection.
Kansas City station this space is eliminated and the gates to
trains are located along the sides of the waiting room, enabling passengers to sit close to the gates from which their

it

1,622
3,930
1.198
1,475
42.000

Boston
South

main waitirg room.

distance

tion

Kansas City
Union

Loui

Union

3,150
1,482
1.998
1,743
1.020
41.683
8
8.000
3.000
241
15.000

are

cago,

St.

*

81,122
2,927
4.599
3,779
4,516

provides a place for those wishing to meet friends to get
close to the exit from any platform and it further acts as an
unobstructed passageway for outgoing passengers to find
On the other hand, it increases the
their particular train.

check stand,

& N. W.

Washington
Union

315

Schedule trains, daily.
Passengers handled, daily

make use of it, especially if there is a lunch
counter in connection where they can supplement their meals
with warm food. The revenue received would no doubt be
more than sufficient for keeping tiie room, in order.
More and more consideration is being given in modern
stations to providing special facilities lor women and children
that make for their comfort and convenience in traveling.
those stations where the
This is of greatest importance
colonist and homeseeker travel is heavy, because those taking
advantage of colonist rates comprise whole families. They

the public to

Station,

Penn.

•
•

tables

New York

ft.
ft.

ft.

main waiting room and should be equipped with
and chairs. There should be little difficulty in inducing

ing the

Station,

sq.ft.

Women's toilet
Smoking room

Xo. 13

New York

M. C.
Detroit
Station

Main building
Main waiting room
Cor.courSf
Emigrants' waiting room
Grand lobby
Women's waiting rtom

\'oL, 57,

etc.,

known

as the public space; in the Washington stawhere the seats are located; in

the waiting room,

the

Kansas City

far

as

possible,

station
all

it

is

facilities

known

as the grand lobby. As
passenger in pre-

required by a

paring for a trip should be located around this room where
they can readily be seen.
If there is any considerable number of emigrants to be
taken care of, as is the case in most western cities, comfortable quarters easily accessible to trains should be provided w-here the emigrants can be protected from confidence
men and those ready to take advantage of their ignorance.
There should be a lunch room in connection where wholesome food can be obtained at reasonable prices and this food
should be such as they are accustomed to in the fatherland
and not what an American would expect. In addition it may
be advisable to provide a laundry room with a stepm dryer,
such as is furnished in the Northwestern station at Chicago.
Another room that will, be found extremely useful is what
might be called an isolation room where passengers whom it
is desirable to keep away from the general public, such as
prisoners, insane patients, or those who have been taken sick
with some contagious disease en route, may stay. This room
should be so located that it can be reached from incoming
and outgoing trains without having to go through the
waiting room and should be provided with toilet facilities.
.Another desirable room is one where those bringing lunches
may eat them in comfort without having the main waiting
room littered up. This room should be immediately adjoin-

considered a necessary adjunct of the women's
room should be set aside for children where they
may run around without being in the way. It should be provided with beds where the little ones may sleep, and with
rattan couches for the mothers, who may jecure rest knowing that their children are safe. There should be a woman
attendant in charge to render assistance and give information.

now

rooms.

Besides

.A

this,

a

more

isolated

room

for

elderly or

invalid

may

be alone and practically
undisturbed between their trains. Private bath rooms, shoe
shining stands and telephones are also considered necessary
In some stations the matron's duties are
in this department.
more like a chief janitress, while in others she takes a more
active part in seeing that those in her charge reach their

travelers

is

needed, where they

proper train and secure the services of the ushers. Where
the latter is the case, she should be provided with means for
quickly calling the ushers, with wheel chairs if necessary.
The rooms for the exclusive use of men should be grouped
together, such as the barber shop, smoking rooms, bath rooms
and toilets. Not nearly so much space is needed in the smoking room as was formerly considered necessary, as custom
in this respect has changed until the room has become simply
an ante room to the toilets. A desirable location for a cigar
stand should be adjacent to the smoking room, if not in it.
The barber shop should have private bath rooms and a shoe
shining stand as well as a small stock of gentlemen's furnishings, such as collars, shirts, etc., provided these articles cannot be purchased elsewhere in the building.
P.\RCELS

A

well located parcel

AND

BAGG.^GE

room with ample

facilities for

doing

business will prove to be one of the best revenue producers
in the station and its importance in this respect is frequently
Investigation shows that the space devoted to
overlooked.
this business will net $1 or more per square foot used per day.
To secure this rev-enue it is necessarj- to provide a convenient
location with well designed layout of shelving so as to handle
the maximum business with the minimum of attendance. Too
frequent! J' it is located in some out of the way corne'r in which

September

the shelving

is
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25,

crowded

or another floor

is

in without allowing adequate aisles,
used to provide the requisite amount of

shelving considered necessary. All this tends to increase the
cost of operation and to reduce the profits that would other-

Shelving made of iron pipe is found the most
it is cleaner and does not allow
dust
and dirt to collect. Provision should be made for checking
overcoats and umbrellas; for the former a rod to which coat
hangers are attached will be found the best arrangement, as
more coats can be taken care of in a given space than by any
other means. After the station has been in operation a short
time quite a number of unclaimed umbrellas will be accumulated which can be rented on rainy days. The receiving and
delivery windows should be located on one side of the room
only, because they can be watched better than if located in
any other way, but there should never be less than two such
windows so that a separation of the receipt and delivery can
be made. As a rule people do not call for their hand baggage
until just before train departure and cases are not unknown
where trains have been missed owing to delays at the parcel
window, due to a rush of inbound business. An analysis of
the business done at a number of the large stations has developed the fact that two parcels are handled every 24 hours
per lineal foot of shelving.
The location of the baggage check stand should be as close
wise accrue.

satisfactory because

as possible to the direct line of travel

from the

ticket office

the waiting room.
Provision should also be made for
handling the occasional pieces that come on a conveyance
with the passenger, so that a claim check can be issued for
It
it without delay and with the least inconvenience to him.
is
usually necessary to provide for the handling of considerable hand baggage and this should be done at a point
where it can be received and delivered promptly from trains
and where it is convenient to the public. In most modern
stations the checking of baggage is done at a different location from that at which the baggage is handled, necessitating
some rapid means of sending checks back and forth, as well
as informing the check stand of the receipt of baggage, its
claim check number, and condition. This is usually accomIn large
plished by installing a pneumatic tube system.
union stations used by a number of railroads, it is not usually
considered advisable to have the checkman collect the excess
charges on baggage, on account of the difficulty in keeping
them posted on the various changes in tarififs and rules. This
work is turned over to a cashier who should be located convenient to the public and the checkmen. He should be provided with cabinets for filing the tariffs and for the safe
keeping of the C. O. D. and excess checks which are charged
to him the same as money. The office of the official in charge
of the baggage department should be accessible to the public
so that claims for lost or damaged articles, the release of
bonded baggage and all other matters of this character may
be handled by the office force without taking up the time of
to

the checkmen.

A

great deal of thought should be given to the arrangement

of facilities on the floor

tually handled, that the

minimum

where the baggage and mail are acwork may be prosecuted promptly

force.
The necessity for this is more
those stations where there is a large amount of
transfer business from train to train.
Frequently mail connections have to be taken care of in 10 or IS minutes with
connecting trains at opposite ends of the station. Again some
trains will arrive with a full car of baggage and express, the
greater part of which is destined for the city and would warrant switching the car- to tracks adjacent to the baggage
room, but, in addition, they have a small number of pieces to
go forward on connecting trains. All this means that plenty
of platforms with cross connections should be provided, that
the greatest flexibility in operation may be obtained without
interfering with the passengers.
Where the distances are
great, motor driven trucks can be used to advantage. A suffi-

and with
apparent

a

in
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number of scales should be provided with quick reading
attachments that individual pieces of baggage received by
each expressman may be weighed promptly. If the station
is a junction point for a number of roads, it will be the

cient

business of the station company, to take care of the transfer
of the mails, and, for mail weighing periods, scales of a size
and capacity to take trucks should be so located as to require
as

little

extra hauling as possible.

TICKETS AND INFORM.\TI0N

The
at the

mum

location of the ticket office should be

made prominent,

same time providing quarters that will allow the maxinumber of patrons to be served with economy and des-

Where the station is in use by only one or two railroads,
customary for each road to have quarters of its own, and
each ticket seller has his own stock of tickets. In a union
station used by a number of railroads, individual ticket offices
are not practical, so only one stock of tickets is provided,
which is used by all the sellers. Dififerent designs of offices
are required for these two cases; for the former, a long
rectangular office best meets the conditions; while for the
latter, one with the windows on a semi-circle will prove more
desirable. By this arrangement the cases containing the local
card tickets, which are in most demand, can be placed equidistant from all the windows, with the coupon forms behind
them. It is possible to arrange the cases so that there is very
patch.
it

is

interference between the sellers, and so that the dis-

little

between the cases and the windows is reduced to the
For the economical operation of the entire department, the ticket stock should be kept in a storeroom close at
hand, but it need not be on the same level. With a little
study odd space not otherwise available for use can be made
be reached directly from the ticket
to do, provided it can
office.
Quarters should also be provided for visiting auditors
so that in checking the office there is little interference with
the work of the regular office force. Plenty of natural light
should be provided if possible, both for the ticket office proper
and for the auditing force. It will be found that a baggage
rack placed under the ticket windows will reduce the chances
of passengers' hand baggage being stolen while they are buyAttention is also called to the fact that the
ing tickets.
marble plate at the ticket window is frequently made so thick
that passengers have difficulty in gathering change into their
hands without some of the pieces dropping to the floor.
tance

minimum.

The information bureau is one of the most important features in a station from the standpoint of the traveler and its
location should only be

made

of the service to be given

after thorough consideration
and the necessity for keeping the

expense of operation low. In the first place, a separation
should be made of the telephone calls and the personal calls.
It will be found desirable to place the attendants handling
the telephone calls in a remote portion of the building where
The
it is quiet and where the operators cannot be disturbed.
room should be provided with special desks fitted up so that
Each opfolders and guides may be referred to promptly.
erator should have a special headpiece with a transmitter and
receiver combined, allowing both hands to be free. The wires
should end in a jack board to permit calls to be held until
answered. With the telephone calls handled at another location, the main information bureau can give better service
than if the attendants are continually interrupted by the
telephone.

There
stations

is another room which is needed especially in union
where the depot passenger representative of the in-

dividual lines can give information to prospective passengers.
It frequently happens that on Sundays or holidays when the
city

passenger

offices are closed,

people go to the station to

get information concerning long trips and other information
which would take considerable time to give even if the attendants could keep posted. This interferes with the regular

work

of the bureau

and the idea would be to

call the

depot

:
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representative of the line over which the person
wishes to travel, who would conduct him to this room, where
the necessary time could be taken to answer fully all questions. The same room could also be used as an appointment
room where an incoming passenger en route through the city
with a layover could keep his business engagements without
loss of time. Arrangements for the use of this room could
•be made through the station master.

passenger

to be solved in the restaurant

and lunch room

maximum number

of people in the minimum
consideration should be to locate the kitchen
as close as possible to the dining rooms, not onlj' to reduce
the time required by the waiters to pass back and forth, but
to enable the food at the tables to be received in good condiThe arrangement of the kitchen equipment should
tion.
receive the attention of an expert restaurateur and the selection of the manager of this department should be made as
•early as possible in order to have the benefit of his advice
The lunch room especially
in the first stages of the design.
should be laid out to give quick service, as a greater net revenue can be made from this room than the restaurant, since
more people will patronize it. Proper arrangements should
be made so that silverware, glasses and linen can be handled
close to the points where they will be used, to reduce the time
In this connection
-a waiter must be away from his station.
it will be found advisable to consider some means for communicating orders to the kitchen without the need of the
By a satisfactory solution of these
waiter's going himself.
requirements the only time a waiter need be away from his
station is when it is necessary to bring food from the kitchen.
An entrance for the employees of this department should be
j5rovided so that they will not have to use the public entrances
in reaching the kitchen.
As I indicated at the beginning of this article, it is impossible to make general statements concerning the size, layout
is

to serve the

time and the

and design

first

of the different departments in a large passenger

station that will be applicable in
ever, that

all

places.

the above brief review of

modern

considerations in

stations

may

It is

hoped, how-

some

of the practical
be of interest.

in

is

made by

ported to

and

accounts.

The

consolidated
plan

is

by

now

in

the

auditor of miscellaneous

between the Pennsylvania

effect

system lines and the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, Baltimore
Ohio, and Central Railroad of New Jersey.
It is expected
to prove a great saving in financial transactions if foreign lines

&

and adhere to the principle of making one draft

or check for the balance due to or by them in connection with
the adjustment of Pennsylvania system accounts.
Charges and
credits reported by the system lines to the Pennsylvania Rail-

road during a calendar month are settled by one draft for the
balance on the fifth of the following month.
Secretary Nyquist read the report of the executive committee,

which reported that important progress had been made during
the year in the direction of the general railway clearing-house

settlement plan.

The membership

now

is

141,

net

a

increase

during the year of 21.
A. O. Wellman presented a paper by E. L. Copeland, secretary and treasurer of the Sante Fe, on "Curtailment of Credits
by Railroads in Establishing Collection Bureaus."
Odell Smith, secretary and treasurer of the Norfolk
ington Steamboat Company, presented a paper on

& Wash-

"The Relations

and Financiers to Stock Values."
L. B. Frankhn, vice-president of the Guaranty Trust Company of New York, addressed the society on the subject of "The
Effect of the War on American Railroad Bonds."
A resolution was adopted expressing the sense of the meeting
that the society's
committee on Clearing-House Settlements
should be continued, and that the meeting favored a sustained
of Railroads

continuance of the efforts already

made

to bring about the es-

tablishment of a railroad clearing-house, in which the co-oper-

American Association of Railway Accounting OffiIt was also resolved that the meeting suggest the redistribution to members in pamphlet form of

ation of the
cers

of course, essential.

is,

col)ies

of the last report of the clearing-house committee, with

printed copies of the exhibits, together with the latest available
estimate of the cost of establishing and operating the proposed
clearing-house, to the end that each
efforts

member may

which

is

it

lend his best

bring to the attention of his chief executive officer

to

and saving

the scope of the plan, the benefits, advantages
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favor of the Pennsylvania system one draft will
the treasurer of the Pennsylvania Railroad against a
foreign line which will embrace the charges and credits as re-

be

will co-operate

RESTAURANT AND LUNCH ROOM

The problem

balance

Vol.

believed will flow from

it,

in cost

with a view to ascertain-

ing as soon as possible the attitude of each carrier.

The annual meeting

Hotel .\spinwall, Lenox. Mass^, on September IS, 16 and 17. The society had a well-attended and instructive meeting, taking up among other things the matter of a
imiform form of vouchers and agents' drafts, general railway
clearing-house, loose-leaf system for treasury department records,
methods of paying large shop forces, freight collection bureaus
cers

was held

the

at

and other items of general interest.
President George A. Walker, assistant treasurer of the Penn-

in large cities

presented the president's addre.ss. in which
he discussed the effect of the European war on the business
situation, the rate decision of the Interstate Commerce ComHe also
mission, the proposed war tax, and railway mail pay.
sylvania

President, A. O.

&

officers

Wellman,

were

Santa Fe, Topeka, Kan.;

Wheeling

president.

&

Pennsylvania
under which settlements are to be
made on a net basis. The system embraces 23 separate reporting railroad companies and the plan involves the transfer of all
charges and credits through the Pennsylvania Railroad, where
railroad companies through the treasurer of the
at

Philadelphia,

they are consolidated in the office of the auditor of miscellaneous
accounts.
The consolidation will thus permit a foreign line
making one draft for the balance in its favor, or one draft for
several classes of accounts.
•clude car repairs

It is

the intention ultimately to inIf the
in fact all items.

and overcharges, and

elected

for

the

ensuing year

assistant treasurer, Atchison,

Lake

first

vice-president, J.

Erie, Cleveland,

Topeka

G. Stidger,

Ohio; second vice-

W. Rhodes, assistant treasurer, Baltimore & Ohio,
Baltimore secretary and treasurer, Carl Nyquist, assistant secretary, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, Chicago.
The time and place of the next annual meeting of the society
president, C.
;

will not be decided until after the first of the

Railroad,

described a plan by which the lines of the Pennsylvania Railroad system, both east and west, beginning with July, 1914, established a system of clearing all their accounts with other

Railroad

The following

of the Society of Railway Financial Offi-

L.\BOR

Unions in

Politics.

— Pennsylvania's

coming

year.

state police force,

which has attracted general attention by its efficiency in dealing
with labor disturbances and has afforded protection from tramps
by patroling large sections of the rural districts of the state, is
being made an issue in the election of members of the state's
Men connected
general assembly which will meet in January.
with the State Federation of Labor are buttonholing legislative
candidates on the subject of voting for the abolition of the force.
On the other hand many property owners, especially in rural districts, are insisting that the police force be increased, because it
furnishes protection to large areas where tramps formerly annoyed farmers and endangered bams. The Pennsylvania Conservation Association's committee on agricultural conservation has
endorsed the police for rural patrol work, while the PennsylAssociation
launched bv the labor leaders.

vania Manufacturers'

is

combating the movement

:

Convention

Traveling

of

Address by Frank
Stokers, Operation

McManamy

Papers on Mechanical
Locomotives and Speed Recorders

of

The opening sessions of the Travehng Engineers' Association
convention were reported in the issue of last week on page 503.
The following is a report of the remainder of the convention:
ADDRESS BY FRANK

den change

A

be of assistance to each other. Attention was called to the
increasing number of locomotives inspected by the 50 government inspectors, and the decreasing number of locomotives

may

and

a credit to both the inspectors

In the year 1912, 74,234 locomotives were
65.7 per cent were found with reportable
fects; in 1913, 90,356 locomotives were inspected and 60.3
cent were defective, and in 1914, 92,716 locomotives were
railroads.

which

spected, of

fects.

law.

in-

de-

per
in-

were found with reportable deAll of these, however, were not in direct violation of the
which

spected, of

Those

that

52.9 per cent

were

in

1912, 5.2 per cent in 1913,

violation represented 4.5 per cent in

and

ber of locomotives inspected.

decreased during this period,

3.6 per cent in 1914, of the

The number
as shown by

num-

of accidents has also
the following report-

able accidents due to the failure of locomotive boilers

and

their

ried by the draft onto the brick arch or lodged in the flues, re-

ducing the draft.

The

of
accidents

killed

injured

91

l.OOS

36

911
^^^

locomotives at present being used in the heavy transfer service
within the limits of large

cities,

resulting in practically complete

Although all types of stokers are not
showing an improvement in smoke prevention, the good results
of some types indicate that future developments may be expected to produce good results along this line.
Those engaged in stoker firing do not have to devote as much
time and attention to the use of the methods employed in hand
elimination

firing,

of smoke.

but are required to operate the mechanical stoking

ma-

chine which furnishes them with a practical experience in the

This mechanical education
of steam driven machinery.
should greatly aid in the development from fireman to locomotive
engineer. This, we believe, is an improved condition and should
care

greatly

increase the possibilities of securing a higher type of

We

Number

Number

Number

from
smoke abatement and there are some stoker

application of the stoker has proved to be a benefit

the standpoint of

candidate for the position of locomotive engineer.
have not received any information which indicates that

appurtenances
Year

firebox temperature which produces contraction

properly adjusted mechanical stoker will reduce the use of
hook or rake on the fire bed, as the distribution of coal can

This is an advantage, as the
frequent use of the rake disturbs particles of fuel which are car-

which the traveling engineers and the government inspectors

the

in

of sheets or tubes.

^^ regulated to prevent banking.

McManamy, chief inspector of locomotive boilers,
interstate Commerce Commission, addressed the association
Wednesday afternoon, calling attention to the many ways in

is

;

fire

MCMANAMY

Frank

found defective, which

Association

Engineers*

development of the mechanical stoker has reached a point
,•,•,r
i.
u
y u /
accomplished.
been
where the utilization of cheaper tuel has
j

856
820
^'*

1912
1913
I'l''

It

is

^'

In conclusion,

believed that these figures represent the results of the

inspectors and the effect of the law.

The

from

greatest trouble

accidents has been with the failure of arch tubes and four out
of every five of the accidents are caused by their improper apI

plication.

The

careful

cleaning of them

is

,

,

also

of vital

im-

portance.

stallation

ferent

we

will

i:

,

not attempt to

state

and maintenance of the mechanical

types

will

ments up to date

vary
it

is

in

these

items,

but

the

cost of in-

stoker, as the dif-

from the develop-

safe to say that the advantages

may

be

expected to greatly muhiply with the service of the machines
and by the efforts of the various stoker manufacturers.
The report is signed by J. H. DeSalis, chairman S. V. Sproul,
O. E. Whitcomb, T. B. Bowen, O. B. Capps, T. B. Burgess,
;

All roads should insist on a proper inspection of the loco-

motives before they leave the terminal, and some roads provide
blanks to be filled out by the engineer for this purpose. Some
difficulty is being found in having the boilers washed out propAll wash out plugs should be removed at every washing
and the work should be done in a thorough manner. The
government inspectors want to co-operate as much as possible
with the railroads in correcting defects, and so far have found
that most of the railroads are anxious to co-operate with them
so that it has been unnecessary as yet to file suits in the courts
erly.

regarding the violation of the boiler inspection law.

•

H. F. Hensen and A. L. Lopshire.

—

Discussion. Those members familiar with mechanical stokers
were very enthusiastic regarding their use. The Norfolk &
Western is operating the Street, Hannah and Standard stokers
and is obtaining good results from them all. It was stated,
however, that a stoker failure usually meant an engine failure,
as it was very diflficult for a fireman to build up a stoker fire

with the scoop without permitting the steam pressure to drop,
on account of the light fire the stoker carries. Reports regarding the Standard stoker indicated that 7,670 miles have been

made by one engine during July and August, with an average
ADVANTAGES OF MECHANICAL STOKERS

from stoker firing of locomotives
is the ability to fire the engine continually up to its capacity, and
it is found that the stoker-fired locomotive can either take the same

The advantage

to be derived

tonnage as the non-stoker over the road
train can be handled in the same time.

pressure of 198 lb., and without once hooking the fire.
grates were shaken on an average of every 98 miles in July
and every 71 miles in August. The efficiency of that stoker was
99.7 per cent in July and 100 per cent in August.
Fred Kirby (B. & O.) stated that between 225 and 250 stokers
j^^jj^^.

in less time, or a larger

The

excess of that

They have found that the efficiency of
locomotives has been increased 15 to 20 per cent on account of the mechanical stoker. A smaller number of firemen
will be required for the stoker engines and a better grade of
men may be obtained. A cheaper grade of coal can be used on

which could be maintained by hand firing.
It has also been demonstrated that mechanical stokers have
permitted the enlarging of the exhaust nozzle area from 5 to

The
stoker engines which, of course, means economy in fuel.
On the second dibest results are obtained with a gas coal.
vision of the Baltimore & Ohio, where there are a large num-

of this fact

we note

As

a concrete

example

that in a recent test for the capacity of

locomotives a stoker-fired engine was operated for six hours,
firing an average of 7,800 lb. of coal per hour, which means a
continual

capacity

of

the

locomotive firing in

which means an increase of about 3 sq. in., thus giving
Other advantages are obtained
by not Opening the fire doors, viz.: doing away with the glare
or dazzling light which is produced after dark and which makes

5%

in.,

the locomotive greater efficiency.

the observation of signals

more

difficult.

It also

prevents sud-

are in use on his road.
the

ber of stoker engines in service, there was a period of 45 days
acin which the trains were not delayed over five minutes on
count of the stoker locomotives. The stoker engine makes the

work much
tunity

lighter

and training

for the fireman
to

and gives him the oppor-

better prepare himself for the position
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On

of engineer.

this

railroad the stoker engines are pooled.

Regarding the economy

Mr. Kirb}- believed that the
more coal than the hand fired engines,
and E. A. Averill, Standard Stoker Company, quoted from tests
showing that the stoker engine maintained an evaporation of
about 6.S lb. of water per pound of dry coal, whereas a hand
fired engine of the same dimensions and working under the
same conditions showed an evaporation of 6.37 lb. of water
in

fuel,

stoker engines used no

per pound of dry coal.

EFFICIENT

CPER.VTIOX

OF

LOCOMOTIVES

in view of the broadness of the subject, has
under nine heads which will be taken up separately.

it

Assignment of Power.— It

mum

minimum
made with due

be

self-evident that to obtain

maxi-

cost the matter of assigning

power

is

efiiciency at

should

consideration

from

operating

both

and mechanical points of view, observing not only the physical
condition of the road bed and bridges, the capacity and fitness
of terminal facilities for the care, up-keep and turning of the
power assigned, but also its adaptability to meet the requirements of service, in either freight or passenger, taking into
consideration the weight and schedule of trains.
Shopping Engines. The most profitable time for shopping
of power depends very largely upon local conditions.
Density

—

of traffic in

some

For such purposes the accompanying form

be found very-

convenient.

Superheaters and Brick Arches.— The advantages derived
from high degree superheated steam, are many, and with proper
and care superheater locomotives w'ill produce remarkable results in increased efficiency and economy over saturated
steam power of equal size and similar build.
Brick arches
liandling

wlien used should be kept in perfect condition in order to in-

maximum efiiciency from their use. Locomotives drafted
with the use of an arch will, as a rule, be more severe on fuel
should the arch fail and the locomotive be run without it.
Engine Crews. In selecting, promoting and employing new
firemen, care should be exercised to secure men of good habits and
possessing at least a common school education. Many railroads

with

localities

many high

—

now using the first, second and third year progressive examination questions for the edification and advancement of their
firemen. Such examinations as a rule stimulate general interest,
are

not only among firemen but among engineers as well. Coaching
and training enginemen is an important factor in paving the way
for skillful and efficient service and should be encouraged by all
officials.
Employees should be encouraged to take an interest in
this work, to organize clubs and hold meetings at stated intervals
for the discussion of subjects relating to their work.

Terminal

may

freight or switch service,

Facilities.

class freight trains,

and other important traffic with an increasing public demand
for better service, would not warrant the working of power in
other than first class condition, while branch lines, unimportant

— The

matter of prompt handling and turn-

•L0<"•

•

&

St. LOUIS

San Francisco Railroad

provide suitable places to obtain

wear from locomotives between shoppings.

additional

will

No. 13
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sure

The committee,
considered

Vol.

Power

ROUNDHOUSE RECORD OF ENGINES HANDLED

received from the general repair sliops after overhauling should

known

be

to

be in perfect condition before being returned to

the operating department for service.

ton

Belt,

has

said

that

ROUNDHOUSE

Mr. Adams, of the Cot-

power overhauled

for

the

first

h

time
1

should

be

in

better

condition

than

when

received

from the

and in a measure justifies this statement by adding
that power once in service usually develops certain weak points
that should be changed and strengthened at the first shopping.
Injectors, Lubricators and Boiler Attachments. Location of.
all boiler attachments for safety, accessibility and convenience
of operation and repairs, is a matter which may appear to some
to be of small importance yet may involve great expense if not
properly placed.
An injector or lubricator placed beyond the

si

:i

i!

builders,

4

'

J

'

—

convenient reach of the engineer docs not receive the attention

adjustment that economical service would demand, or
Sander valves,
that the device might receive if properly placed.
hydrostatic
flange oilers
and other boiler attachments are

and

fine

.1

»
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Maintenance. Modern equipment
matter of increasing importance,
and whether done by engineers or inspectors is an item worthy
of close attention.
A record should be maintained of the assignment of work, with a view to fixing responsibility for improper repairs, oversights, etc.. which should be guarded against
as an item possible of destroying efficient service and producing
increased cost of operation. Terminal care for all locomotives
is essential to good service, and beyond doubt has greater bearing on locomotive performance than any other one item.
Periodical inspection should be made of all draft appliances and
a perfect measurement maintained of the sizes of the exhaust

power is an important factor on any railroad as the earnings depend on the movement of locomotives and the service delivered.
Terminal facilities suitable for prompt handling and
up-keep of power are therefore correspondingly important. There

nozzles, location of draft_ sheets, etc.

of the way,

Terminal

renders

The

Inspection

careful

and

inspection

a

maintenance and up-keep of power can be greatly
reduced with an increasing benefit and training to enginemen
by the enforcement of strict rules requiring close inspection and
Double inspection
properly defined work reports from them.
should make the engineer more careful in reporting work, espeEngicially if his attention is called to oversights on his part.
neers should be in a better position to locate and report necesengine
who
catches
an
at
rest.
than
inspector
sary work
an
Proper record of the time that engines are at terminals should
be maintained, this for the purpose of checking mechanical or
transportation delays to power terminal fuel consumption, etc.
cost of

Roundhouse Record

of

Locomotives Used on the Frisco

ing of

should

be co-operation between yardmasters, despatchers and
roundhouse foremen, in order to get best results in turning power
quickly.
Another item of importance is the prompt placing of
supplies, delivering coal to the coal chute, pulling cinder cars out
etc.

Handling and Firing Locomotives.
locomotive

is

made

better by

— The

special

most poorly designed

care and handling, while

best designed locomotive will not do well if improperly
handled or fired. Railroad operating costs are great, and the
fuel bill is the largest single item of this expense.
It is not unusual foi a locomotive to burn from $20 to $40 worth of coal
per trip, or per daj-. or from $600 to ? 1,200 per cticnth, and all
locomotives on some divisions burn from 20.000 to 50.000 tons
of coal per month. Of this vast amount of fuel burnecfrin locomotive operation, considerable of it does not corne under the
the

control of engineer or fireman.

At

least

10 to 25 per cent of

September

used by any one locomotive is consumed in the terClose co-operation should prevail between the heads

fuel

all
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25.

minals.

the transportation and the mechanical departments in the
matter of ordering power and firing up before needed.
In conclusion, the committee has endeavored to review this
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recorders of any type for the purpose of ringing a bell when a
certain definite speed has been reached.
If the rate of speed is

of

more than two miles above

subject in a general

decreasing speed reaches and passes below the limit at which the
device is set. This has been tested out on six different engines
and has proven successful. If the recording gage should become

this

we

way without regard

to equipment.

In doing

are not unmindful of other possible losses through lack

Locomotives may be kept in
perfect condition at great cost, may be operated and fired in
a manner 100 per cent perfect, loaded to full tonnage capacity,
yet fail in good returns. The matter of hauling empty or halfloaded cars of great weight and size, increases operating expenses and proportionately reduces net returns, therefore,
should be a matter of mutual concern to every railroad in the
of proper car or train loading.

land.

The

report is signed by J. R. Scott, chairman; P. J. Miller,
McXeil. W. L. Robinson, C. W. Hyde, F. \V. Edwards,
H. Haig and W. G. Tawse.
Discussion. The unnecessary stopping of trains does not
permit of good locomotive performance, tests with an ordinary
passenger train with a superheater engine showing that an aver-

«M.
J.

J.

—

age of 300 lb, of coal and 2,100 lb. of water are consumed at
each stop in addition to the wear of the brake shoes and equipment. The question of pooled engines versus regularly assigned
engines was thoroughly discussed. The members were strong in
their approval of the system of regularly assigned engines.

member from

the

St.

Louis

& San

regularly assigned engines there

A

Francisco stated that with

was an average of

18,000 miles

per engine failure in a recent six-months period, as against an

average of 6,000 miles per engine failure when the pooled system was in effect. He also stated that by changing from the'
pooled system to the regularly assigned engines there had been
a decrease of 6 per cent in fuel used with an increase of 2.33
per cent in tonnage hauled. It was believed that in most every
case the engineers would take better care of their engines and

numerous cases were mentioned where the mileage between shoppings had been increased by adopting the regularly assigned engine plan.

system

it

While more engines are needed than with the pooled
was believed that the additional investment would be

broken or for any reason is out of service the bell will operate
which is a great advantage.
The chief advantage derived from the use of the speed

just the same,

recorder

is

the factor of safety.

vided with the time curve, the time at stops is readily ascertained.
The speed recorder is also a great factor in settling disputes in
regard to the speed at times of accidents and the speeds at which
the engines run by slow orders.
By thus controlling the speeds
it 'has been stated that the roads using them are not as liable to
have over-heated bearings. It also gives an engineer a better idea
as to the speed he

is running and helps him to make better time
without the necessary spurting. Some roads claim that the fuel
consumption has been increased on account of the speed restric-

on descending grades, as a higher rate of speed will have to
be maintained on the ascending grades. The cost of maintaining
speed recorders has only been estimated.
One road states the
tion

cost

from $120

is

to

roundhouse foreman may know when to clean them again, no
matter on what part of the road the engine may be. The water in the boiler of a superheater locomotive should not be car-

ried too high, as the temperature of the steam at the cylinders

not then be as high as

it

should be.

It

is

believed by

that the use of a special grade of oil for the lubrication

of the cylinders

is

not necessary, but

when

drifting the throttle

should always be opened slightly.
Some roads give particular attention to the arrangement of
the engine cab. seeking to have everything as convenient for
This was believed to be good practhe engineer as possible.
If the engineers

tice.

tion

were required

reports the terminal

inspectors

to make thorough inspecwould be greatly assisted,

may be more readily
running than when standing.

for oftentimes a defect

engine

is

Several

I

$140 a year, while another road estimates

$75 a year.

—

Discussion. Those roads using the speed recorders reported
favorably as to their use, believing that derailments have been
materially reduced. It has also been found that the number of
hot boxes was decreased. The enginemen like them as it gives
them a guide by which they are better able to maintain schedule
speed.
A leeway of five miles per hour was believed fair before disciplining an engineer for a violation.
The El Paso &

Southwestern

the recorders in case of a violation of the

test

speed limit before the engineers are disciplined as the gages
do not always register in accord with the record. All recorders

should be carefully maintained, and on some roads the engineers
are required to check the reading of the gage by taking the time
between mile posts.

OTHER BUSINESS

Superheater engines must be carefully maintained in order
to obtain the full benefit of the device. One road keeps a record
of the date when the flues were last cleaned in order that the

will

can also be used to advantage
and with those recorders pro-

It

for checking the speed of trains,

warranted.

many

the limit the bell will ring until the

members spoke

of very

detected while the

A

paper was read by Alonzo G. Kinyon, supervisor of locomotive operation, Seaboard Air Line, on the "Practical Chemistry of Combustion," which describes methods similar to those
used on the Northern Pacific, a description of which was published in the Railway Age Gazette of May 1, 1914, on page 976.
W. H. Corbett, chairman of the committee on the Revision of
Progressive Examination for Firemen for Promotion and New
Men for Employment, reported that a new book of rules has
been made and will be distributed in the near future. The following is the list of subjects for 1915
What effect does the mechanical placing of fuel in fire boxes
and the lubrication of the locomotive have on the cost of
:

operation

"

?

Recommended practices
new men for firemen.
The advantages of the
other

for the

employment and training of

use of superheaters, brick arches and

modern appliances on

large

engines, especially those of

the Mallet type.

How

marked success with the use

on locomotives that had previously given conInstances were mentioned
siderable trouble from worn flanges.
where the mileage of the driving wheel tires had been tripled
by the use of the flange oiler and in some cases derailment
troubles have been entirely eliminated.
of flange oilers

can the road foreman of engines improve the handling

modern trains?
The electro-pneumatic brake.
The effect of properly designed valve gear on locomotive
economy and operation.
of the air brakes on

Scientific train loading;

fuel

tonnage rating.

constitution and by-laws of the association were amended
The following offito include a fourth and fifth vice-president.
President. J. C. Petty
cers were elected for the ensuing year

The

SPEED RECORDERS

Frederick

S.

this subject, in

Kerby (Baltimore & Ohio) presented
which he

a paper

briefly described the different

on

kinds of

speed recorders in service on the railroads replying to a circular
he sent out in preparation for this paper. He also mentioned the
use of an electric annunciator that can be attached to the speed

:

&

(N. C.

St.

vice-president, J. R. Scott (St.
vice-president, B. J. Feeny (111. Cent.);

L.)

;

first

L.

&

third
second
fourth vice-president,
vice-president, H. F. Henson (N. & W.)
W. L. Robinson ( B. & O.) fifth vice-president, G. A. Kell
S.

F.)

;

;

;
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T.)

(.G.

W.

O.

;

treasurer.

D.

Thompson (N. Y.

Meadows (Mich.
C.

& H.

Cent.);

secretary,

Mr. Thompson was

R.).

paid special tribute by being elected to the office of secretary^
He is one of the three living charter members of the
for life.
association.

At

the close of the convention the secretary reported a total

membership of

1,137,

of which nearly 50 per cent were regis-

tered at this convention. The treasurer reported a cash balance
Chicago received the greatest number of votes for
of $3,190.
the next place of meeting.

The Oregon Short Line has recently
construction of a new passenger station

let

a

contract for the

at Pocatello, Idaho, to

Lynch-Cannon Engineering Company, Salt Lake City, Utah.
The main portion of the building is 11 ft. by 89 ft. in area,
and is three stories high, with a two-stor>' wing on each end
60 ft. by 68 ft. The building is of fireproof construction throughThe first story is of gray stone, and the second and third
out.
the

dark red brick

cut stone trim.

The

first

The

roof

is

laid in

ornamental patterns, with

of asbestos shingles.

floor contains the usual facilities for the

accommo-

dation of passengers and for handHng baggage and express. The
main entrance is from the south. To the left of the outer and

inner vestibules, are the women's rest room and the secondary
On the right is the men's smoking room. The space
stair hall.

on the opposite side of the general waiting room is devoted to
A
the ticket office, with an exit to the tracks on each side.
newsstand and toilet room are located on the right, and the
main stair hall and depot master's room on the left. The general waiting room is 41 ft. by 89 ft., with a balcony around it
on the second floor. The left wing of the first floor is devoted
to a lunch room on the track side, and a dining room, pantry
and kitchen on the street side. In the right wing adjoining the
general waiting room, are an emigrants' waiting room, a public
space and the mail clerk's office. Next to these is the baggage
room which is 30 ft. wide and 60 ft. long and extends over the
entire width of the wing. At the end of the wing is the express
room and express office. The floors in the general waiting room,
public space, inner vestibule, rest and smoking rooms, stair hall
tile, all others being of cement.
devoted entirely to the railroad company's
of
offices, those of the Montana division occupying the left half
the floor and those of the Idaho division, the right half. There
wing, and a telegraph
is also a file room and a vault in each

and dining room are of

The second

floor

is

Street Front of Proposed

No. 13

PACKAGE DELIVERIES AT BOSTON FREIGHT
HOUSES
The

subject for discussion at the meeting of the

Railroad Club, September

IDAHO

57.

room in the right wing. The building will be heated with a hot
water system. The interior of the building will be decorated
with a color scheme of chocolate red and gray stone color.
This station was designed by Carrere & Hastings, New York,
and will be built under the direction of Ccrl Stradley, chief engineer. All endeavor will be made for its completion in time to
handle the travel during the Panama-Pacific Exposition.

NEW PASSENGER STATION AT POCATELLO,

stories are of

Vol.

18,

New York

was the delivery and handling of

miscellaneous freight at the Boston freight terminals, a paper
being presented by Harold Pender, H. F. Thomson and C. P.

who made a study of this matter on behalf of the elecengineering department of the Massachusetts Institute of
Most of the work was done about a year ago.
Technology.
The paper was read by Dr. Pender, who is now a member of
the faculty of the University of Pennsylvania; and the discus-

Eldred,
trical

was closed by Mr. Thomson.
This investigation was undertaken because of complaints on
the part of shippers, consignees and teamsters, of delays due
to the methods employed in delivering freight and in sending
out notices of arrival. The institute had already made an insion

vestigation of the use of

motor

trucks, in Boston, in the placfe

the street.
The New York,
Hartford and the Boston & Maine contributed
between them the sum of $2,000 toward the expenses of the investigation and it was chiefly the freight houses of these roads
which were investigated. The New Haven road has in Boston
11 freight houses and 2 piers, and the Boston & Maine has
of horses,

for

moving

freight

in

New Haven &

35 freight houses.

number of observations, it was found
team spent about one-third of its time each day
The studies were confined to package
in the railroad yard.
freight, brought to or taken from the doors of the freight houses.

As

the result of a large

that the average

It

was found,

more time at the
The average time spent
house was found to be 46.7

incidentally, that teamsters lose

store doors than at the railroad yards.

by a wagon at an inward freight
minutes; of which 10.3 minutes was spent in moving in the yard;
8.5 minutes at the cashier's office; 4.1 minutes searching for
16.2 minfreight, including searches when nothing was found
utes loading; 2.2 minutes with the delivery clerk, 1.0 helping
other drivers, 2.3 minutes roping, etc., and so on. The total in;

cludes 3.5 minutes charged to loafing.
Another observation showed a larger percentage of time spent

Oregon Short Line Station

at Pocatello,

Idaho

September

25,
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searching for freight, and Dr. Pender said that during the
men were making their observations, there was a

in

time that his

marked improvement in this matter; the freight agents saw that
more systematically placed in the house so that a
teamster could find his shipment more readily.
In one set of observations it was found that about one-fifth
of the calls of wagons at the doors were ineffective, the man
got no freight. A part of the time shown in this calculation is
due to going to the wrong door, and then having to go to another one.
This delay was due to errors on the part of the
clerks in making out the delivery checks, and also to mistakes
the goods were

by the drivers.
It was found that complaints by drivers of delays because of
waiting for their turn at doors were largely without any real
The average at inward freight houses was only
basis in fact.
The fig1.5 minutes, and at outward freight houses 4 minutes.
ures include the congested morning and evening hours. Figures
quoted from reports of studies at Chicago, Detroit and New
York City, show that Boston makes a much better record in
this

matter than the places referred

In all of the studies

it

was found

to.

that,

on the average, wagons

Studies in
about one-half their normal capacity.
other cities have given results about the same as this.
Part second of this paper deals with the time elapsed between
carry

only

and delivery of freight. Excluding certain traffic, the conditions of which were not quite normal, it was
found that the average time between the arrival of a train and
the minute when the freight was ready for delivery was about 8
hours. In some, perhaps many, cases shipments were ready for
delivery from one to two hours before the delivery checks were
The
in the clerk's hands ready to be delivered to the teamster.
average time required to unload a car was from 30 to 45
arrival of train in yard

minutes.

While large quantities of freight are taken away promptly, it
was found that, on the average, at the terminal of the Portland
division of the Boston & Maine, freight was not taken away
This average, however, seems
until 18 hours after it was ready.
to refer to what may be called the active freight; for, outside
of this, there were 1,027 consignments, amounting to 476 tons,
which were not called for until after the third day. It is the
goods left more than 12 hours. Again,
it
was found that large quantities of freight were left in the
house for 24 hours or more after the teamster had taken his
rule to charge storage on

delivery check from the clerk.

Most of the cars coming into Boston with l. c. l. freight were
loaded far below their full capacity; and the average of the
cars examined was, at the New Haven Terminal 6 tons, and

& Maine

4 tons.
The authors of this paper profess to make no recommendations; first, because they were engaged only to report facts, and
second, because they lacked the time and money to go further
They do, however, offer a number of observainto the subject.
One of these
tions which have the effect of recommendations.
is that, in curing wagon delays, the prime factor is the driver.
Some estimates also are given of possible reductions in the time
at the

Boston

taken by the teamsters in making inquiries, searching for freight,
and in moving about in the yard. They think that with the cooperation of the railroad the teamster who spends 67 minutes
at the inbound freight house might possibly reduce this to 54
minutes and that the time at outbound houses, 39 minutes,

might be reduced to 33 minutes. But, though it is held that
these reductions could be made by the railroad, the reasons for
One road has put
this conclusion are not very fully set forth.
on sorting gangs, whose duty it is to keep freight properly
sorted in the houses, and to move forward, each night, all un-
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having the goods ready for delivery in the house, the obvious
recommendation is made that delivery checks ought always to
be ready as soon as the goods are ready. It appears that at the
New Haven terminal, the majority of the waybills do not arrive
in advance of the freight; and some of the studies also showed
that the preparation of dehvery checks was not begun until the
freight arrived, even if the waybills were in hand before.
Delivery checks cannot be given to the teamster until the freight is
unloaded, as the clerk must

mark on the check
may be found.

first

of the door where the goods

New Haven

At one

the

number

terminal freight was available on the floor

of the freight house on the average two hours before the delivery checks were ready.
about one hour.

At

the Boston

& Maine

this time

was

DISCUSSION
In the discussion D. B. Rushmore, an engineer of the General
Company, commending the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology for making this scientific study of a branch of industry which has been largely neglected, called for co-operation
Electric

by engineers generally. Why should not the large number of
manufacturers who make devices for use in handling freight in
It is
freight houses combine to promote their common cause?
a shame that so little progress is made. Recently, in New York,
a pier has been built costing a million dollars and it has no devices for handling freight more modern than were in use fifty

The General

years ago.
studies

time

and experiments,

is

Electric
biit

Company

has

made numerous

as yet has not got anywhere.

ripe for doing something,

The

and all interested should get
up as consulting engineers in

men have set
no progress is reported as yet. Possibly the government should take a hand and try to correlate the efforts of
men in different fields. However, the railroads should be wise
enough to forestall the government.
S. G. Thompson, consulting engineer of the Public Service
Several

together.

this line, but

New

thought the railroads should feet
in this paper, which refutes the
charges of those critics who say that freight yards are not well
managed. The paper shows that the best possible saving that
could be made would save teamsters only 7 per cent of their
time and this 7 per cent, which is equal to 38 minutes a day,,
Therefore,,
is not enough to enable them to make another trip.
the teamster would not be helped. Mr. Thompson thought that
the "loafing" time shown in the records ought not to be charged
They were warming themselves or taking
to the teamsters.
corporation of
flattered

Jersey,

at the record

shown

;

reasonable rest and were making good use of their time.

William McCellan commended the Boston railroads for havminds to study a problem
which for so long a time has been left to those who use only rule
like
these will demolish the
facts
Scientific
of thumb methods.
ing, as in this case, called in trained

allegations of those

who have adjured

more economy, but have not

told

the railroads to practice

them how the advice could be

carried out.

Mr. Thomson, replying to Mr. Thompson, observed that the
average of 7 per cent to be saved by teamsters did not mean 38
minutes for each teamster; it meant rather a much longer time
for

some

of

them and much

less for others.

In

many

cases the

time saved could, no doubt, be profitably used. He said that the
time shown in the records as loafing time meant time really
wasted, as where teamsters were found engaged in conversation
for a half hour.

York
was a

The

freight congestion in

West

street.

New

having been referred to Mr. Thomson said that that
place where the experiment of keeping freight houses open

City,

24 hours a day might be hopefully tried. It would be necessary,
shipof course, in any such plan, for a considerable number of
pers and consignees to co-operate.

called for consignments.

as they

The recommendations deal only with the conditions
To make improvements in the honses or in the general
system would cost much money, and it is beyond the scope of

are.

this study to estimate these costs.

In regard to the time lost between the arrival of a train and

K0RE.\N Light R.^ilwav.— From the graphite mine at Denksu
light railin North Choong-Chung province of Korea, a
the
way. 13 miles in length, runs to Whang-Kan, a station on

A

Dong,

Seoul-Fusan Railways.

;

:
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RAILWAY SIGNAL ASSOCIATION
The Railway Signal Association opened

its

nineteenth annual

convention at Hotel Champlain, Bluff Point, X. Y., on Tuesday
morning of this week, President F. P. Patenall in the chair.

Mr. Patenall

his

in

opening address complimented the com-

mittees on their arduous and successful labors, referring espe-

Vol.

uroposes that at night this indicator be
light.
This committee reported a code
indicators, to be used as switches on
block signals, which after explanations

57.

No. 13

illuminated by reflected
of requisites for switch

roads having automatic
of

.a

number

of clauses

bv the chairman was adopted and ordered sent to letter ballot:
and it was voted that if the letter ballot should be favorable, the
code should be sent to the American Railway Association for its

The meeting adopted as "correct information" a
code of requisites for automatic train control, corresponding to

to the Manual of the association, which is a monument
marking a great amount of valuable work done during the past
few years. This manual now contains 150 standard designs and
the association, through it, is a real power in the railroad world,
and in the commercial world as affected by signal work.

information.

The financial standing of the association is good, but the
speaker reminded the members that it is a voluntary association

properly delayed by signals and for summarizing the records of
signal performance, as discussed at several previous meetings

and that members must constantly work to increase its influence.
There are now 1,250 members this ought to be increased within
the next 12 months to 2,500.
There are large numbers of railroad men who are eligible, and who ought to be brought in.
The work of the signal engineer is expanding, and this must
continue in spite of hard times.
He is called upon more and
more each year to devise means of checking the human equation
and this means more expensive and more delicate apparatus.

and as further revised by a special committee, \V. N. Manuei,
chairman, were adopted for submission to letter ballot for inclusion in the manual of standards.
The committee on storage battery, R. B. Ellsworth, chairman,
reported specifications for a concrete storage battery box which,
after slight modifications were ordered to letter ballot.
This committee reported a code of specifications for nickel
iron alkaloid storage batteries, which after a long discussion

cially

;

;

The

now

use of alternating currents in automatic signaling has

become extensive, and even much larger

may be expected in
To be thoroughly

installations of this kind

many

in

improvement

up-to-date the signal engineer of today must

The

places.

money otherwise thought

of

rail-

now

successful accomplishment of this

defer the expenditure of considerable

will

sums

to be necessary for double tracking.

Continuing. Mr. Patenall said

"Other signal engineers tell me that to complete their lines
from a standpoint of complete signaling will require expendi-

amount spent in the last
work for us

tures in the future equal to the total

20 years
to do.

.

left

is

vast amourit of

a

Signal engineers of the present day are supposed

.

.

know

to

so that there

;

the physical as well as

roads, and very properly so

if

all

other characteristics of their-

they expect to aspire to other im-

Their position in the
portant positions in the operating field.
engineering and operating department is becoming more imknow
how,
when and where
portant all the time, and they must
Congress has
to spend money that will insure the best returns.

deemed

it

roads and

necessary to obtain a physical valuation of our

rail-

estimated that the cost will be at least

mil-

is

it

fifty

This amount must be earned, as well as the diviof our best railroad men have taken service with
the government in this work, and I hope when this is completed,
lion dollars.

Some

dends.

w-e shall be able to get a similar

American Railway Association, as reported by

amount assigned

for signaling

this

committee.

The forms

of

was disapproved

blanks for reports of trains stopped or im-

as a standard, because certain paragraphs re-

ferred to an exclusive design; but the whole

A

be printed as information.

the near future.

be ready to meet the demand for operation of single track
roads safely by signal indications alone, for this demand

appears

those of the

was approved

lyte for lead type storage battery, after slight modifications

adopted and ordered to

to

code of specifications for electro-

was

letter ballot.

were also ordered on plans Xo. 1.340 1.241,
1,343 and 1,342, which were fully discussed at the March meeting; and a glass jar (plan 1,224) and a storage battery separator
(plan 1,341) presented at this meeting were likewise
Letter

ballots

adopted; but the kind of wood for the separator was not specified.
The afternoon of the first day was taken up with long
and detailed discussion of lightning arresters and of insulation
Concerning arresters there were so many differences
for wires.
that the subject was recommitted, to be taken up again on the
second or third day. This committee, E. G. Hawkins, chairman,
has done much original work, on a difficult subject, and the
questions of members were varied and almost innumerable. .Ml
of the three codes of specifications

choke

coil

— were

finally

— air

gap,

vacuum

gap.

and

accepted as progress reports, the senti-

ment of the meeting being that the committee had made the

work of this nature.
The wire committee, W. H. Elliott, chairman, had

best beginning possible in a

to

answer

code of specifications for galfinally, with a number of changes,
ordered to letter ballot. It was the sense of the meeting that
inches (decimals) should be the only terms in which diameters
of wire should be expressed, the time-honored names "B. W. G.",

about a hundred questions.
vanized messenger wire were

Its

being abandoned. A table of recommended sags was acSpecifications for rubber
cepted and ordered to letter ballot.
insulating tape, after a number of changes, including a clause
etc..

purposes.

made by

"Investigations are frequently being

the

many automatic

sistance

.

work

fore us; but the

is

most

difficult

.

.

again assure you

support during

The

my

term

task has been placed be-

being prosecuted with diligence and

expect to surmount these obstacles.
"
.
The time has arrived for
I

as-

making the use of
ordered to letter

tin foil

ballot.

wrappers for packages optional, were
action was taken concerning

The same

.

.

ditions on our railroads, a

.

and

train control devices brought out,

being rendered the inventors, both technically and
Taking into consideration the variable con-

is

financially.

out.

the railroads of

all

of

my

we

friction tape.

C. C.
ciation

.

me

.

to step

down

but not

appreciation of your hearty

<jf office."

showed transactions during the eleven
months since the last meeting of over $10,000, and cash now on
hand $2,245. The assets of the association are about $5,000
treasurer's report

Anthony and six other prominent members of the assopresented three amendments to the constitution which

were adopted and sent to letter ballot. These broaden the qualifications for active membership in the association so that members and engineers of national and state commissions, editors,
college professors and others, not engaged in the supply business, may be active members; establish a new class of "life
members" so that old members may be kept on the roll without
and provide for a variable date
rer.uiring them to pay dues
The board of direction are to be free
for the annual meeting.
to fix the time of the meeting, or to change the place, when
;

above the

liabilities.

The report
recommended

of

the board of

that for the

more

directors,
efficient

reviewing the year,
conduct of committee

work, which is the life of the association, regional committees
be formed; this would facilitate full and regular attendance.
On recommendation of Committee Xo. 1 the meeting after
brief discussion adopted and ordered to letter ballot, the disk
indicator,

"Take Siding." for use

at

non-interlocked

as reported r.nd discussed at the last meeting.*

switches,

The committee

necessary without going througli the formality of a-ietter ballot.

This amendment also entitles the board

of

direction

to

call

special meetings.

The remaining

sessions of the convention will be. reported in

next week's issue.
'Railway Age Ga:et'e. June

5,

1914. page 1229.

;

Methods

of Artificial Lighting for Railroad Offices
Four Requirements
versally

Lighting Almost Uni-

of Artificial

Demanded.

Advantages

of Indirect Lighting

By John A. Hieveler
Illuminating Engineer, Chicago.

Practically

only

the

difference

between railroad

offices

the offices of any large corporation lies in the greater scope

and
and

and rapid fatigue when working under
was necessary to resort to the use of deep bowl

of eye strain
It

wider range of activities carried on in the former. A railroad
building houses a large clerical force, a statistical department, an engineering department, a drafting department, telegraphers', despatchers' and numerous executive offices, and in

totally

many

causes practically as

office

.

The illumination problems
encountered are manifold and quite different in their essential
instances, a city ticket office.

enclosing

indirect lighting,

measure of

glassware,

serai-indirect

and of these the
In

relief.

lighting

light.

reflectors

and

totally

latter results in the greatest

recent investigations

fact,

tliis

direct lighting has the qualities of well

show

that in-

diffused daylight,

and

fatigue of the eye, as the result of

little

The consequence

several hours' work, as daylight.

is

very greatly

improved lighting conditions, which merely demonstrates that
constantly increasing lamp e.liciencies are an incentive to more
and better lighting. The standards of today are far in advance
of what they were a few years ago today we believe in plenty
of well-diffused light everywhere.
Good lighting is cheap and
yet the benefits it bestows are vast.
Poor lighting is expensive

I

;

Mefal or

—>-J

C^rtpone bowl.

Eye comforf

even when obtained for nothing.
Four requirements for the artificial lighting of offices are now
almost universally demanded
First, sufficiently low brilliancy

reflectorReflecfo,

:

of the lighting units to avoid uncomfortable
Fig. 1

—A

Shallow Type Indirect Bowl Equipped with X-Ray
Silvered Glass Reflectors

in

the eyes

much

from the

light

source

;

and injurious glare

second, the elimination, as

as possible, of the irritating glare of specular reflection

from the glossy

surfaces,

particularly

of

books and papers

However, they are not characteristic of the railroad
business only, but are the same that countless other concerns in
Hence, the railroad may
lines
other
of business must solve.
features.

readily benefit by the experiences of others.

The standard
observation one

of
is

lighting

is

rising

continuously,

led to believe that the rise

is

and from

inversely pro-

portional to the decrease in the cost of light per unit of lumin-

Fig.

3

— A Large General

Office Illuminated

by Indirect Fixtures

of sharply defined shadows, which make
and fourth, the use of correctly designed, scien-

third, the elimination

vision difficult
"X

ray eye com fori

tific

and

The

ref/ecfon

fourth

Opal glass diffuse/:

efficient lighting

first
is

;

are the most

show how the application
demands of good lighting.

this article, the writer will

Taking up the requirements
"Metal ornament.
Fig.

2

—A Luminous Bowl Indirect

Fixture Equipped with a Silvered

ous energy, resulting from the ever increasing efficiency of the
incandescent lamp.
In the days of the carbon lamp, localized
lighting at each desk and table cr file with comparatively little
general illumination,

was the order of

things.

With

the

coming

of the more efficient lamps in larger sizes, however, general
overhead illumination, with its decided advantages, became more
generally used. However, the highly efficient tungsten lamp, with
its greatly increased intrinsic brilliancy, brought with it the evils

In

of indirect

order, with indirect illumina-

in

tion the light flux of the lamps

Glass Reflector and an Opal Glass Diffuser

important, while the

usually essential to the attainment of the others.

lighting meets these

Gloss bom/l.

equipment.

three of these

directed to the ceiling rather

is

than directly to the desks. A relatively large area of the ceiling
The extremely brilliant tungin this manner is made luminous.
sten lamps are completely concealed, and the only source of
illumination visible to the eye

enlarged effective source of
diffuse illumination in the

is

the low brilliancy ceiling.

light,

room.

The

the ceiling, produces a very

This minimizes the bad effects

of glare, due to specular reflection, since even with very glossy
surfaces, there can be

of the light from
glare from

reflection when there are no
The more nearly perfect the diffusion
more nearly completely will

no specular

specular sources of light.

the ceiling, the

paper be eliminated.

Deeply defined shadows are
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annoying and harmful to the eyes for two reasons the density
of the shadow in contrast to the surrpunding bright area makes
With invision diflBcult, and sharp edges magnify this effect.
There are what
direct lighting, there are no sharp shadows.
might be called shaded areas, i. e., shadows with indiscernible
«dges. Shaded areas merge so gradually into the lighter areas
that vision is comfortable, even with the most densely shaded
:

areas it is possible to obtain ordinarily with indirect lighting.
It has been demonstrated that a shaded area of 50 per cent
•density, with indirect lighting, causes no difficulty of vision,
whereas with direct lighting, it makes comfortable vision im-

Vol.

57.

Xo. 13

illuminated by two hundred eighty-eight 100-watf tungsten lamps,

equipped with silvered mirror reflectors, supported
metal receptacles, hung from lamp cords.
formity of illumination
that glare

from paper

is

obtained,

A

in

inexpensive

remarkable uni-

and the diffusion is such
and the shaded

practically eliminated

is

areas characteristic of indirect lighting are of such light density
as to be barely noticeable.

What may

be

accomplished

in

the

illumination

of

private

possible.

In order that the light flux may be directed to the ceiling in
the proper manner, so that the first three requirements may be
attained, it is necessary to design the reflectors scientitically for

the special conditions encountered in indirect lighting practice.

For economy, they should be

Up

efficient.

to the present, the

mirror reflectors have been most widely applied for
A complete line of reflectors, dis-

silvered

indirect lighting purposes.

tributing and concentrating, for

all

sizes of lamps,

and

interior

supporting equipment have been standardized for the lighting
of interiors of
Fig. 1

all

shows a

types and sizes.
typical

opaque bowl, whereas Fig. 2 shows a

5

Fig.

offices

tral

—A

Large Drafting

by indirect means

fi.xtures

Room

is

furnish ample

Illuminated by Indirect Lighting

illustrated in Fig. 4.

illumination to

all

The

single cen-

portions of the

working area. The diffusion is good. The fixtures are ornamental and especially appropriate, since they have a monogram
In fact,
one of the important advantages of indirect lighting. The
need
but
good
lighting
suit
the
fancy,
fixture may be designed to
not be sacrificed, since the same efficient reflectors and lamps
of the railroad incorporated in the design of the bowl.
this is

Fig.

4

— A Private Office of

luminous bowl indirect

the Canadian Northern at Winnipeg

The

fixture.

latter requires

some addi-

tional explanation.

There

exists a considerable

demand

for fixtures of the semi-

indirect type due chiefly to the ornamental features of a lighted

However, semi-indirect is only modified direct
and does not have the advantages of low brilliancy, reduction of specular reflection and elimination of sharp shadows
Therefore the luminous
to as great a degree as is desirable.
It produces truly
bowl indirect fixture has been developed.
indirect illumination, and at the same time has a softly illum-

glass

bowl.

lighting

inated bowl.

In the fi.xture of Fig.

light flux of the

of the

reflector,

2,

a small portion of the

lamp passes through the opening at the bottom
This glass
in whiclj the opal glass cup rests.

Fig.

6— The

City Ticket Office of the

Canadian Northern

at

Winnipeg

diffuser cup redirects the light rays against the side of the outer

glass bowl.

The

diffuser cup

is

designed of varying thickness to
The percentage of

insure a uniform illumination of the bowl.
light flux utilized for illuminating the bowl

is

so small that the

brilliancy of the latter does not exceed that of the ceiling.

OFFICE LIGHTING.

As an example

be employed as are used with the most utilitarian and inexpensive fixtures.

may

of general office lighting which satisfies the

four requirements of good illumination. Fig. 3 is shown. This
The size
is not a railroad office, but the conditions are similar.
is 150 ft. by 170 ft., making a floor area of 25,500 sq. ft., which is

DR.\FTING ROO.M LIGHTING.

conditions to be satisfied in the illumination of a drafting
are somewhat more exacting than those ordinarily enThe illumination must be exceptionally
countered in offices.

The
room

and intense. Sharp shadows cause no end of trouble
and eye-strain to the draftsman, making the exact setting of
the T-square, triangle and other instruments very difficult, and

diffuse,

:

September

25,
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causing errors which require laborious erasing.
Therefore, the diffusion must be such as to completely eliminate

frequently

The

any sharp deep shadows.

make
At

it

intensity

must be

to

sufficient

possible to see pencil lines through tracing cloth.

a closer spacing of fi.xtures than

ordinarily required for office

is

room in which some
40 draftsmen are accommodated, and which is lighted by means
of twenty-eight 250-watt fixtures, equipped with silvered glass
reflectors.
This installation was planned to insure the best of
lighting.

Fig. 5 illustrates a large drafting

As

shaded areas on the plane of the tables

a
are so very light and blend so gradually into the lighter areas
diffusion.

result,

The

as to be scarcely noticeable.
the table
.\II

is

intensity of illumination

and proves ample for

on

exception that

make

contrasts,

satisfactory.

From

the

illumination

lighting

of

a city

ticket

lighting

fixtures

should

be

more

Fig. 6 shows a ticket office of the Canadian Northern,
which the novel idea of incorporating the monogram of the

petition.
in

railroad in the design of indirect fixtures has been applied. The
fixtures are ornamental in appearance, harmonize with the in-

and have a considerable advertising value. All of the
above illustrations shown are night views, taken by the light of
terior

the indirect fixtures alone.

FREIGHT TRAIN HANDLING

most comfortable

An

the practical standpoint, this installation

;

lighting units are constructed with

the

tracing.

has the advantages that every square foot of working space is
changes in arrangement of office equipment entail no shifting or changing of the locations of lighting
units; lighting units are overhead and out of the way, and
adequately illuminated

the

for

for general office hghting, with the

ornamental and attractive in character.
They present an
appearance of elegance and unquestionably the lighting fixtures
add to this effect. The cause of this appears to be the fact that
even in the sale of transportation it is necessary to meet com-

of these factors combined with the total absence of great

brightness,

and

eight foot-candles

CITY TICKET OFFICE LIGHTING

The general requirements
office are about the same as
possible

the present time, the practical and economical means of
producing a highly diffuse illumination is by making the entire
ceiling of the interior the luminous source.
This usually means
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detachable arms permitting

the reflector to swing free and facilitating cleaning, without the

interesting paper on the proper handling of freight trains

was presented

January meeting of the Western Railway

at the

Club, by F. B. Farmer, of the Westinghouse Air Brake

Com-

Mr. Farmer presented a number of inwere compiled after

pany, St. Paul, Minn.

structions for freight train engineers that

many

years' study of the break-in-two question.

these rules to the club Mr.

The

need of removing the lamp or reflector from the bowl.

Farmer spoke

instructions are not self-enforcing,

In presenting

in part as follows

and habits are hard

to

Conductor's Break-in-Two Report
.

Eng.

No

Date

Direction

Engineer
CAR on CA»S DAMAGED

Total Cars

Were

Coupled

Mts.

Was Train

No.
from

1

Initials

i

Number

,

Mts.

S
<

o.

-g

m

w5

of

.£

c
Lds.

Eng.
1

55

Defect

Part Failed

j2

f

;

Coupler

E
6.

3

s

H

E'g

6 Q 5

•r.

!

In (1), (6) and (7)

state

how many

Ereak-in-Two
CAUSE

(1)

Burst Hose

(2)

Brakes Applied from Rear

1st

2nd

1

3rd

.

Emergency

(3)

Intentional

(4)

Releasing at Slow Speed

i

(S)

Start Before Brakes Released

(6)

Knuckle Slipped By

(7)

Coupler Unlocked

Speed of Train?

Was

Air Cut in to Rear End?

Were Eng.

or Train Brakes

Used?

COSDUCTOK

Make

report in duplicate.

Mail original to T^ain Master and copy to Travel Engr

cars

3

X

--

Indicate following causes by X, but also give full explanation in every case.

Delay

II

bo

1

from engine.

S
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Therefore, while an impTovement may be expected by
placing copies of the instructions in the harids of engineers and
conductors, yet the possibilities of betterment will not be ap-

break.

proximated

and the tiainmasters

the traveling engineers

until

understand and enforce them, and until their superiors keep in touch with the results. There has been too much
instruction car work, and too little service instructions and superSome roads have wisely closed these cars, so far as
vision.
regular and general instructions to the enginemen and trainmen
tlioroughly

are concerned, using the instructors in the field to co-operate
with and instruct the division officials whose duties are to see
that the enginemen and conductors perform their work properly.

Brcak-in-twos

is

measure

the best

of

quality of train

the

Without reasonably accurate and complete records
of every break-in-two, division officers are working ffirgely in
the dark, and accurate and complete reports are impossible without suitable forms. The conductor and engineer must lie shown
handling.

bv such forms just what information

is

The

wanted.

best de-

\'oL. 57,

No. 13

On one

large road the general
monthly tabulations.
It is manifest extravagance of time and money to start out of
terminal with a modern freight train any cars of which have

and different divisions.

division

manager takes personal
a

interest in the

draft rigging defects, which, with fair handling, are quite liable
to result in

The logical preventatives are,
mcoming trains and the immediate

brcak-ni-twos.

careful inspection of

first,

a

repair-

ing of any defects found or sending the defective cars to the
repair tracks; second, as

some

of the defects on incoming trains

be found, and as others will be made in switching, an
thorough inspection of out-going trains at terminals

will not

equally

where much switching
ing terminals. While

is

done, especially at the main or originat-

it

is

quite undesirable to hn\c tn set out

or switch to the rear a car or cars after a train

is

made

up, yet

should invariably be done where a defect discovered is one
The general tendency on
that is liable to cause a break-in-two.
the part of conductors, despatchers and trainmasters is to avoid
is

the immediate delay,
tent this

and "chance'' the probable one.

To an

ex-

be justifiable, but the line should be drawn well

may

beyond the point of almost certain failure.
In one investigation each of the two Westinghnuse men was
accompanied by a first-class car inspector, who made a record
of any draft rigging which should not have been allowed to pass
This investigation was
the previous terminal without repairs.

Eogineer's Break-in-Two Report

the result of excessive break-in-twos, following the introduction

power and greater tonnage. Some engineers claimed
was due mainly to defective draft gear. Some car
was due mainly to rough handling by the engineers.
In 34 trains of from 40 to 69 cars there were three trains having
no seriously defective draft rigging. Of the remaining 31 trains
two had each one draft gear that was not in fit condition for
service, 22 had from 2 to 5 each, 3 had 6 each, 1 had 7, 1 had 9,
1
had 14, and 1 had 17. While this apparently proved that the
engineer's contention was right, yet as none of these trains was
;broken-in-two while the inspecting and instructing men were
of heavier

Total

Can

Dflaji

roiti

Hn

.

Were brakaa being reUatldr
Were engine or

How

_Sj)e«d

Heai'v^

Light

tteam being ueedf

men

SuHlrtiiiS-

Baekini

Runnini
Hotet

woe ataek takenf

t

fl(

breofc-in

uhat epetdf _

_Sppfd

train 6roJ(*< being t

tchen ahutting offt^

long be/ore brakee applied

_How

Am't. final reduetion

far from etop—

Where engine

^Total reduced jnat before

finot

brakes, independent or etraight-oir used, give brake

previous severe shoeksf.

said

it

present (one

man always on

the engine directing the engineer or

demonstrating for him), the proof was equally good that the
It was a case of honors even
car men's contention was right.
and need for both to improve, the usual condition. The fundamental idea in the following instructions on freight train
handling is control of the slack, on how to prevent it from runThe fact that if this end is accomplished no
ning harshly.

fulinder pressure where reduel,on asked for.)

Ang

trouble

tlu-

Ntarett mflc poet or station iGiva branch letter)

Mil
Stoppvig

Slartinp

1/ Starting

U^umber Emptu.

_Empli£

Cmipltd LoetU—

.^^

So. of ears tn/m engine iehere break oeeurredt^
State fuUy gour reason for break-in.ttca:

damage

will follow

where draft rigging

tion emphasizes its importance.

The

is in

fair to

how

the slack

is,

good condi-

successful engineer

one who by study, observation and intuition knows

at all

is

tlie

times

recognizes the different factors that will change

and so uses the steam, the brakes and the sand as
sudden and harsh changes.
it,

to avoid

DISCUSSION

H. Wood, general

brake instructor of the Santa Fe,
spoke highly in commendation of the rules as presented by Mr,
Farmer, and stated that they had been used on the Santa Fe
with a few minor exceptions, with the resultant effect of the
reduction of 1,000 break-in-twos. The Santa Fe has also found
the practice of stretching trains just before leaving the terminals
G.

Mtk« reporU

in doplloite

Hud man

orijinll to Tr«»elinj

Eniineer uid danliou to Ttiin

Huter

signed forms, one for the conductor and one for the engineer,
shown
are those used by the Duluth, Missabe & Northern, and are
herewith. The engineer is the man most concerned, and the one
who is usually assumed to have caused the damage. There-

him demands his report before attempting to
Both trainmaster and traveling engineer
place responsibility.
They are the men on "the firmg
get copies of these reports.
Both need the same information and promptly. If reports
line."
are too numerous for them to read carefully, and take action on,
investigation.
it is certainly time for a special and general
The superintendent should receive a monthly tabulation of
break-in-twos, and should compare months on a train-mileage
basis so as to note promptly and take action on any decrease
This tabulation is made up easily by the receiving
in efficiency.
clerk making an entry on a suitable form as each report passes
fore

justice

to

throuiih his hands.
eral

superintendent

A

copy of these tabulations sent to the genhim to compare months for each

allows

highly

be

to

brakes in the

air

This

satisfactory.
last five

is

done by setting the hand

or eight cars, and giving the train a good

then setting the air brakes and disconnecting the engine.
ii»spectors then pass along the train looking' for "longnecks" and any other defects that might possibly tie up the
stretcli,

The

on the road.

train

Mr.
use

Wood

of

the

also stated that the Santa

instruction

car

in

Fe has discontinued

scheduled

service,

finding

the
that

much

better results could be obtained by sending the air brake
inspectors out on the road, giving practical instructions on the

engines,

and sending the instruction cars around tQ.-various

vision points for the benefit of those

men who

di-

desire, of their

improve themselves in air brake construction and
manipulation.
Other members attending the meeting spoke
highly of the rules, and believed that their adoption would tend

own

volition, to

to relieve a large

number

of break-in-twos.

September

25,
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AMERICAN PASSENGER SERVICE*
By
Interstate
I

E, E.

nation in any form or through any device is prohibited. There
can be but one lawful charge for a given service and that charge

Clark

must be collected

Commerce Commissioner

congratulate you on the part you have played in building up

most comfcirtable and luxurious passenger service in the
world, and when quality of service is considered, it is the cheapThe reckless freedom with which free
est in the world.
passes were granted in the years gone by and the liberality with
which cheap excursion fares were accorded, led some, perhaps
many, to think that passenger service on railroads cost the railroads nothing, or that the cost was very much below the compensation received from those who were unfortunate enough to
pay full fare.
ticket scalper thrived, assisted in his transactions, in

instances, by representatives of the road.

Even

many

the clergyman's

wife boasted of riding under an assumed name on a contract
The feeling seemed to be enterticket belonging to another.
tained quite generally that it was no wrong to defraud a railso grew up a general expectation that every exposition,

convention, fair or other gathering was to be

made

a success

through cheap railroad fares, while those who clamored most
loudly for low, and still lower fares, spent their evenings
marking up the prices on the things which they expected to sell
to the excursionists, and filled the hallways with cots for the
railroad business

is

necessarily done in a hurry.

Nearly

subordinated to expedition, and unThe quesfortunately sometimes safety is given second place.
tions that must be decided are multitude in number. Frequently
everything except safety

make room

for others that are

railroads were not built to serve sections of developed

country or of established towns and industries. They have, as
a rule, been projected into undeveloped territory upon the
Government, states,
faith of the resources to be developed.
counties and municipalities often extended aid.

The

great part

which railroads were to play in development of our vast domain
was recognized and the advent of a new road was hailed with
seems to have been the generally accepted
idea that the railroad had the transportation to sell and that,
like a private concern, it could sell it to whom it chose and at
any price it chose. Each railroad sought to encourage and assist
Efforts, sometimes overdone,
development along these lines.
were made to afford the shippers on its line access to widely
a long time

it

Xaturally, discriminations grew
up and having sprung into being, grew apace. Finally it became
necessa,ry for the government to put forth a restraining hand and
to assume regulation to some extent of these arteries of communication upon which the industrial and commercial life of the
nation depends, and which serve in every walk and phase of

separated competitive markets.

The

life.

railroads were created and exist by virtue of grants of

authority extended by organized governinent.

They never could

liave been built without the right of eminent domain.

From

the

beginning they and their operations were subject to the constitutional provision that the jurisdiction of Congress over comCertain powers to be exthe states is plenary.
ercised within definite limits are delegated by the Congress to
an administrative commission. There are many angles to the

merce between

many

by the commission and that, therefore, the finding of the
commission on a question of 'fact is not reviewable by the courts
if

there

is

substantial testimony in the records to support the

finding.

some quarters we are accused

In

of being unduly friendly to
In other quarters, at the same time, we are ac-

the railroads.

As is generally
declarations coming from extremists on either side,
neither of these accusations is true and neither of them is in any
true of

all

The term and principles of the law and our
accurate.
sense of justice and right under the facts disclosed by the
investigations are our guides.
In so far as we exercise our
sense

own

judginent.

wc do

worry

as to

Among

is

right, just

whether or not the decision

dispositions or natures

the

is

it,

the

carrier

and to the

carrier's

patrons.

Unjust discrimi-

"conservative."

There

a conservatism which means to get
There is a conservatism which means
Another form of conservatism is nothing
And still another form of conservatism
means to move along with and help the progress of the age approaching important and far-reaching changes in such a way as
to reach the desired end by degrees, never losing sight of the
in a rut

and stay

is

there.

nothing but laziness.
short of cowardice.

goal sought, but avoiding precipitate steps, which,
destruction or do irreparable

if

taken, will

injury.

I

am

and of such conservatives the Interstate Commerce Commission is composed.
Some of the extremists on one side suggest freely that a commission composed of others than experienced railroad officials
cannot be competent to deal with these questions. .•Knd yet we
have the satisfaction of knowing from the mouths of railroad
officials that our work is and has been helpful in many ways to
that kind of a conservative

the railroads.

A
self

captain of a steamboat on the Mississippi river found him-

without a

A

pilot.

native approached the captain and tend-

The

captain asked him if he knew
which the native replied, "Xope."
"Then." said the captain, "how do you expect to be of service
as a pilot?"
The native answered, "I know where they a'int."
It is far better to expend energy trying to find where frictions
and obstructions "a'int," than to hunt them up and then face
the necessity of removing them. It was because, after years of
trial of the plan of leaving all these matters in the hands of
the railroads, it was found to be generally unsatisfactory and
in some directions, intolerable, that the government employed a

ered his services as

pilot.

where the sand bars were,

new

pilot

We

to

and drew some new charts for his guidance.
you and other officers of the railroads

desire to assist

best, the cleanest, the fairest

•.Address before the annual convention of the American Association of
General Railway Passenger and Ticket Agents, Boston, September 16, 1914.

word

however, you ask those who use that description to define
you find that the word means one thing to one and another

If,

merce, and yet the fundamental principles of the law and

its

will be popular.

the terms which are frequently used to describe man's

making

requirements are few and simple.
All charges for services rendered bv the carrier must be
reasonable and just, that is, they must be reasonable and just

and having satisfied our
and lawful, we are free from

in a judicial spirit,

it

questions that are presented, or that present themselves, in
connection with the administration of the act to regulate com-

to

is

fact

work unnecessary

joy.

private

service

decided. The Supreme Court of the United States has said that
the uniformity required by law would be destroyed if the several
courts in different jurisdictions were to pass upon findings of

thing to another.

treading on their heels.

For

that

might, and probably would be, entertained by those whose interests are involved on either side.
Hence the necessity for a
form in which such controversies may fully be presented and

is

they must be decided quickly to

Our

whom

The reasonableness and justice of a charge and the discriminatory or non-discriminatory character of a charge, rule or practice are questions of fact upon which widely divergent views

conscience as to what

use of which they charged advanced bedroom prices.

The

for

all

cused of being bitterly hostile to the railroads.

road company.

And

from

alike

rendered.

the

The

569

in

the railroad service of the United States the safest, the

and the most efficient in the world,
and to render that service to your patrons at charges that are
with fair and liberal returns
commensurate,
possible,
low
as
as
We know full well that the
to the owners of the railroads.
American people demand and will demand efficient railroads.
Every one knows that the railroads' revenue must come from
Every one should be willing, and if he
selling transportation.
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not willing he can be compelled, to pay what the service is
On the other hand, the
worth, including a reasonable profit.
railroad being a public servant, operating and existing under
is

public franchise, has no right to expect, and should not be permitted to extort more than, a reasonable return upon the investment in the property devoted to the public service.
Some day we will have better understandings between the railroads and the public, between the railroads and the commission
and between the commission and the public. When that day
comes, it will be generally realized that much apprehension was
based entirely on misunderstandings or on lack of understandings as to facts, intentions, inclinations and policies.

We

Vol.

57,

No. 13

shape with the air ramming faces arranged transversely to the
These faces are pressed in the form of a K
at each side of the center line and at right angles to the ventilator opening of the car, the V shaped surfaces being inclined
toward the exhaust outlets from the interior. The purpose of
line of car travel.

formation is to prevent the air displaced by the ventilator
from escaping around the side of the monitor type roof or over

this

the top of the arch type roof.

The

view,

sectional

Fig.

2,

shows the action of the out-

desire

do a constructive, not a destructive work. We hope to help
in bringing about these better understandings.
Sometimes the whole school is deprived of recess because the
teacher is unable to locate the guilty one or two scholars, but

to

.AH criminal
great majority are good boys, nevertheless.
laws are necessitated by a small minority who have criminal
tendencies. All civil law is necessitated by a minority who are

the

unwilling to do right or by the necessity for a

common

rule of

custom recognized by a community as representing
There
the right and just course often becomes a rule of law.
is, in the railroad business, a law of competition that, in some
ways, to some extent, is inexorable. The most direct way to the
poor-house would be an effort to charge more on desirable comAll railroads
petitive business than is asked by competitors.
action.

.\

cannot be equally profitable to their owners. Differences of location, development, capitalization, management and physical
condition

The

all

have their

effect.

effort of every loyal officer

and employee

The law

success of the operation of his road.

is

make

to

a

requires only

patrons shall be accorded just and equal treatment under
If
similar conditions of service rendered by the same carrier.
we can be helpful in bringing about conditions satisfactory to
the great majority of their patrons, and satisfactory to the owners of those roads that are operated and capitalized upon sound
business principles and not as stock-jobbing concerns, we shall
that

feel

Fig.

2— Sectional

View

o( the

Mudge-Peerless Ventilator Showing

the Action of the Air Currents

all

that the

world

will be better

for

our having

lived,

and so

shall be content.

side

as

air

and under

the

exhaust openings,

from the car body through the ventigreater the velocity of the air passing over
lator opening.
these openings the greater will be the efficiency of the ventiOn the arch or turtle back car roofs the operating prinlator.
ciple is identical except that the vacuum pockets are formed
vitiated air

The

at the

exhaust opening on the sides of the ventilators.

lustration

MUDGE-PEERLESS VENTILATOR

passes over

it

drawing the

in

Fig.

3.

of the ventilator

The

for these tv'pes

of roofs

is

interior construction of this ventilator

An

il-

shown
is

hex-

The new Mudge-Peerless ventilator, which is made and sold
Mudge & Company, Chicago, is being applied on a large
order for equipment now being built by the Pullman Company,
by

at Chicago.

This ventilator, as shown

in Fig.

1,

is

box-like in

Fig.

3—Ventilator for Arch

Type Roof

agonal in form, the rear end fitting tightly over the opening
into the car while the front is solidly joined to the outside wall.
Protecting exhaust outlets are provided for practically the full

on both sides directly behind the air ramming faces.
baffle plates which virtually form the roof prevent
rain or other elements from dropping down into the interior,
and the outside ventilator face prevents down drafts being
caused by side winds. Two small openings are provided in the
length

The angular

Fig.

1

-Type 4 Mudge-Peerless Ventilator Showing
Arrangement

Interior

bottom plate to discharge the condensation in case the atmosphere contains a great deal of moisture.
The efficiency of this ventilator and the ratio of .the exhaust
This chart was compiled
to train speed is shown in Fig. 4.

September

I
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from anemometer readings taken on a wooden frame car with
doors and windows closed during the test. Tests have also
shown a strong exhaust action with the trains standing, if side
all

k
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1
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X

^

1
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no soldering or

fitting,

as

it

is

simply

bolted or screwed to

The standard deck sash behind the ventilator
is then used for regulating the flow of air.
The arch or elliptical roof type ventilator is shown in Fig. 6.
It is applied
in a different manner, since it is made to conform to the curvathe screen board.

A

ture of the roof.

1}4 in. flange is provided for soldering it
the roof sheets to insure water tight connections.
Venti-

to

lation with this type of ventilator

is controlled individually by
operating registers applied to the headlining beneath each ven-

/

tilator.

r-<

shows the application of

Fig. 7

this ventilator in

conjunction

1

J;
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1
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Speed
Fig.

4 — Exhaust-Speed Curve

Miles
of

_i_LI

Per Hour.

Mudge-Peerless Ventilator

winds are blowing from any angle. With a side wind blowing
at a velocity of 4.25 m. p. h., an exhaust of 3,600 cu. ft. per

Fig.

7

— Combined

Ventilator and Blower

with an electric blower making a complete combination for the
ventilation of dining cars which require the expulsion of fumes^

smoke and kitchen odors while the car is standing. This type
provided with louvres as shown by the dotted lines. Its out-

is

side application to the screen board in the monitor roof car

the

same

carefully

is

as the type previously described.

Simplicity has been

sought

and application of

both

in

the

construction

these various types of ventilators with a view to reducing the
first

cost

and cost of maintenance.

ENGINEMEN'S EXPERIENCES*
Fig. 5

— Application of

Teaching the Fireman.
Ventilator to Monitor or Clerestory Root

hour was obtained and at 7.5 m. p. h., 6,480 cu. ft. was obtained,
the same car being used as mentioned in the running test.

fair to

—When

Tell

him, patient.

you get a green fireman be
Don't tell
digest.

him what he can

him about lap, lead, etc., as he cannot digest that just
him about the foundation of his work, which is

talk to

:

yet,

but

How

to

burn coal and how to keep from burning coal ; in other words, an
Impress upon him
intelligent and economical system of firing.
the importance of economy with fuel, as well as other supplies.
Let him know that this coal is charged up to you as well as
himself, and that you have an average coal record, and don't
want him to spoil it besides, he is wasting his energy if he puts
Let him know that
in two scoops of coal when one is sufficient.
;

it

is

poor fuel economy

to put in a fire at certain points, or un-

and then hear her "pop" for ten or
him know that it takes coal and water to
keep a pop valve open, and both represent money which is being
wasted and never will be recovered let him know that fuel
represents more cash than any other article the company buys,
der

certain

fifteen

conditions,

minutes;

let

;

Application ot Ventilator to Arch Root

The
in Fig.

application of the monitor roof type ventilator
5.

It is

made

in

one standard

size

is

shown

and design requiring

•This is one of a half dozen aticles to be printed in these columns, made
up of useful hints to locomotive runners, which were written in connecThese will give not enly different
tion with the recent prize competition.
views of topics treated in the articles printed last winter but also interesting;
experiences not before touched upon.

—
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except labor, and that he can save or waste

handles

much by

the

way he

one of these tenders each day, and the coal costs two dollars a
ton to put on the lender, it will amount to twenty-five tons a
This
day, which equals fifty dollars a day, or $18,250 annually.
sum would pay the interest on $450,000 bonds at four per cent.
From these figures we can see the importance of keeping the
fireman and the coal chute men, as well as ourselves, lined up
for fuel economy. When you show your fireman these things he
.1/.
will make an effort to help you maintain your coal record.

—

C. Glenn.

—

A Sobering Experience. I was called to double head passenger train 136 (at 8 p. m.) from Paducah to Princeton, Ky.
Mine should have been the second engine, but to save the delay
of switching the engines, mine

was about 40 minutes

was put

We

late.

The

in the lead.

train

received several orders before

which read: "No. 136 engines 1,200 and 1,198
meet No. 51 engine 16 at Clarks." No. 51 was a second class
train, and as we only checked the register against first class
trains we, of course, did not know how many overdue second
On arriving at Clarks I whistled
class trains were on the roadi
for the station and discovered a train in the side track, without
The fireman took his lantern and held it out the cab
signals.
leaving, one of
will

to see the engine

He

it

train 51.

I

and got a

called for the block signal

No. 13

the track

is

Give Whistle Signals with Care.

He
the second engineer whistled me to stop.
asked me if the train in the siding was No. 51.

came over and
I told him the

fireman got the engine number and it corresponded with the one
on the order. It was our custom to rely on the fireman, in case

was on

his side, for this information.

was No.

We

came

to

and prowhere we found a red board

the conclusion that the train referred to

—

It is

a great help in acquiring

the habit of keeping a perfect lookout ahead to take care in giving

correct crossing, station and block signal whistles, as provided

by the rules. This is being done by only a very few engineers.
To go on and on merely looking ahead and whistling now and
then as an especially dangerous crossing is approached is the
worst possible habit.

A Word

the

to

— C.

H. Purcell.

IVise Is SutHcient.

—As

a

made a study

of two or three older runners

be successful.

This, with a

on one occasion

— and

has helped keep

me

word

young engineer

whom

I

knew

I

to

of advice from a train director

always pays to listen to older heads
far.
The admonition from
the train director was very simply done.
He stopped me one
day and said "Young man, you came into this yard too fast."
I
ran slower afterward.
We are often tempted to disregard
distant signals, but it is a bad habit to get into, and is sure to
lead to trouble sooner or later.
One may think the block is
long or the grade is in favor of a short stop, and keep pulling the
train.
In the meantime your attention is taken up with other
duties, when all at once you are face to face with a stop signal.
In such a case you make a very rough stop at least, and possibly
something more serious happens. JValtcr J. Propcrt.
it

out of trouble, so

:

—

COMPACT PORTABLE HOIST

clear block

Just after passing the block office

to Stiles, the next station.

the siding

57,

good for the speed I am making. The idea of
down the embankment for the sake of a
good run would be no pleasant memory. Thus a constant lookout to know where you are is requisite even where there are no
obstructions to encounter.
jrHliam A. Murphy.
fied

number of the train in the siding.
was engine number 16. therefore I was convinced it

window
said

Vol.

putting 1,000 people

it.

When \ oil take coal get enough, but do not heap it up on your
tender so that you will lose a hundred pounds before you have
gone ten miles. The company I work for coals about 1,000 enIf there is 50 pounds of coal wasted from each
gines a day.

was

—

51,

A portable hoist whicli has a lifting capacity of 1,000 lb., and
weighs less than 300 lb. complete, has recently been introduced
by the IngersoU-Rand Company, 11 Broadway, New York. The
base is arranged so that it may be bolted to a timber foundation
or clamped to a circular member such as a column, shaft bar
or pipe, to which it may be quickly attached.
The

dinH-nsi.ms of

tlic

hoist are 21 '4

in.

tiy

16' < in., the height

ceeded to the next block office,
and No. 51. engine 16, going into the siding for us. The train
we met at Clarks was No. 71 engine 36, seven hours late. The
investigation disclosed the fact that since we did not check the
it was our duty to stop and
ask the crew of the train we met if they were No. 51. Had this
been done we should have remained at Clarks until No. 51 arrived; had it not been for the blcck signal a disastrous collision
would surely have occurred. Both engine crews, also the con-

register against second class trains

were dismissed from service for their concern in the afwere all rein tated a year later. /. H. Glenn.
Be Sure You're Right. One rule that I have adopted is not to
accept signals unless I positively know they are for me. It is no
use to have a vigilant lookout unless it is an intelligent lookout.
ductor,

—

fair; but

—

One New

Year's night at

C

there

was a passenger

train

on siding giving proceed signals as we were rounding the curve
high
on fireman's side. The fireman called cut "All right
I knew no one had a right to give me such signals, as
ball."
ever\' train should have been in the clear; I was the superior train
and had no meet orders. So I set my brakes in emergency and
turned on the sand. I barely got stopped in the clear. The
rear coach of their train was just on the frog, and in the rearmost part where, had I_not stopped I should have struck, was
a happy family of mother and children. The conductor was giv:

:

ing desperate signals to his engineer to pull in to clear, for
he had no flag out. The engineer, however, had coupled into
other cars on the siding and could not move. The thought of
what might have happened has greatly influenced me in being
careful and keeping a constant lookout, even where ever>-thing
could be expected to be clear. Once I had an excursion train
of over 1.000 passengers, and my engine struck a bad place in
How the engine regained
the track and made a double lunge.
its equilibrium I cannot tell, but it held to the rails, and nothing
happened except the effect upon me. Since then I must be satis-

Portable Hoist for Attachment to a

Column or a Timber

Foundation

20^

The drum

is 6 in. in diameter with a space beThis will accommodate 700 ft. of ^ in.
The capacity ,«f 1,000 lb. is
rope or 450 ft. of 5./16 in. rope.
obtained at a rope speed of 85 ft. per minute and a steam or
air pressure of 80 lb. per sq. in.
The motor is of the reversible square piston type giving four
impulses per revolution of the engine. There are no dead cen-

being

in.

tween flanges of 7

in.

September

25,
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lln manufacturing and power plants it is very handy for moving
machinery, for hoisting ashes and other waste material,

and it was easier for them to co-operate, and easier
me to harmonize them with the various problems.
For example when a crew working at one end of the yard
heard signal calls or saw a train entering the other end of the
yard at 3.30, the program indicated that, in all probability, it
was E.xtra 1652 and that the men at that end were heading it
onto track 4. They knew the character of the train and the
relation of their duties to it if it was of direct concern.
As I
altered plans or decided upon new ones it was my practice to
make everyone familiar with them as soon as I could. Closely
allied with this feature, is the necessity for rapid communica-

'for loading trucks, etc.

tion throughout the yard.

ters and the hoist will start in any position.
The drum is
mounted independent of the motor shaft and is operated through
wormclutch
and
gears.
Safety
is
provided
powerful
by a
a
All moving parts
operated band brake lined with Raybestos.

with

the

exception

against accidents to

of the drum are enclosed, thus
workmen who might be in danger

insuring
of catch-

ing their clothing in the gears.

Due

to its light

weight this hoist

of service wherever loads within

its

is

adapted to a wide range

capacity are to be handled.

llight

It

is

particularly suited for service in

whole,
for

In ship yards, railroad
foundries in lifting flasks and ladles.
shops and on construction work it can be put to a variety of

strategic points.

uses.

officers are

IN

Telephones should be located

possibility of

good

from rapid means of communication
or

GENERALSHIP

The

THE YARD

is

inexcusably short-sighted

at

all

results to be obtained

so apparent that division

when

they do not provide

recommend provision for such facilities.
There are many yardmasters and line officers

too,

who would

themselves and the interests they serve if they would try
develop wiihin themselves those personal qualities which

profit

By
Executive

Office,

E. E.

Swergal

Southern

Pacific,

to

San Francisco.

Ihold himself in reserve as a
'poised in mind so that he
of operation

When

and dispose
become

commanding general

may
his

correctly analyze

men and

;

sufficiently

all

the phases

materials

accordingly.

extremely complicated because of
extraordinary conditions he should then take active charge and
encourage and direct the men in such a way as will arouse enthusiasm and greater activity; there is an element of psychology
in this as important as are the elements of a material nature.
One of the principal causes of failure in yard operation is a
operations

lack of a realization of the value of time.

The

for success in the lives of men who have been
prominent in successfully directing the operations of
an organization of men. The yardmaster should learn the value
of a kindly smile and an encouraging word at trying times.
The men must be made to feel that their good will and cooperation is necessary for success in the yard, and in order to
instill this in their minds they must be dealt with as men and
fellow workers not as mere wage earners, for in the yard, as
in all other endeavors, men are dependent upon each other either
largely

The, qiiestion of efficient results in a given standard of j-ard
facilities and traffic, depends almost wholly upon the ability of
the men directly in charge to conceive and skillfully execute plans
of operation suited to current and contingent conditions in the
The active operations should be under the direction of
yard.
experienced men who are capable of clear thinking and prompt
Operating a yard is playing chess in another form.
action.
When conditions are complicated openings will occur that are
opportunities if the yardmaster is sufficiently alert to recognize
and take advantage of them.
The duties of the terminal trainmaster or general yardmaster
should be administrative in character with a view of coThe condition of the power and its
ordinating all activities.
assignment, the employment of men, the administration of discipline, the accounting of records, and the management of the
relations between the yard and the division at large or connecting lines, are matters of such importance that his thought
In other words he should
.should be given chiefly to them.

failure of plans

made

historically

—

directly or indirectly,

regardless of position.

upon the part of the yardmasters and the crews.

all

operations in the yard are interdependent,

a lineup showing the trains of

all

character that would arrive

during the night. The freight traffic was largely manifest, of
which there was a large volume, and there were several transcontinental passenger and mail trains in each direction that required considerable switching in addition to other coincident
duties.
After reviewing all information obtainable I condensed
it and added thereto a tentative plan of operation for the niglit,
showing particularly the standirig of tracks. I made 10 or 12
sheets of this by manifold, giving copies to the engine foremen,
the roundhouse foreman and the call boy, posting one in the
yard office and keeping the original. By this method every man
in

the

yard

became generally familiar with conditions as a

We

estab-

lished the rule of taking the trains into the yard with the least

and generally with no

for this treatment, the road

As

in

because of congestion primarily due to the heavy traffic of the
then prosperous times, but partially due to lack of studious effort

failure of final results.

should be cognizant in a general way of what the plan of operWhile night yardmaster at a
ation will be during the shift.
junction yard in the southwest, it was my custom to go to the
yard office early enough in the evening to enable me to study
the transfer book and to obtain from the division despatchers

was

rather than the exception, that trains could not get into the yard

possible delay,

employees

I

We cultivated friendly relations with the train and enginemen
working into our terminal, and I personally resorted to political
methods with a view of harmonizing them. It had been the rule,

shrewdly conceived, in- yard or other active operations, is often
due to tardiness in putting them into execution. Briefly stated,
a few minutes, or even a minute, wasted or made use of after
plans are formulated may largely contribute to the success or
all

When

charge of yard work, if occasion required me to write our officers regarding conditions, unless there were reasons of policy
to the contrary, I took the interested men into my confidence,
allowing them to examine letters and reports regardless of their
This pleased them, as it indicated I
educational qualifications.
had respect for their opinions regarding the work. Occasionally, when conditions permitted, I would relieve a man long
enough to enable him to go to the eating house or loiter about
for a little recreation, or if a train was due in during supper
hour 1 personally relieved the switch tender at the end of the
yard so that he might eat with the crowd.

delay, hurried cabooses to

the assigned track near the eating house, and frequently,

if

power along the road was dragging because of

heavy

failures or

the

we ran outside the yard and helped trains in. In return
men often picked up cars or threw
out bad order cars as conditions developed at such times as the
yard crews were rushed with work. Whenever I was confident
trains,

of the result, rather than wait for extras to

come up and

signal

wired them briefly that certain switches would be open for them, and they were usually
safe in inferring from this that an engine would promptly
switch their caboose. I suppose Webster would define endeavors
for switches or inquire by wire,

I

of this character as the gentle art of dissimulation, politicians
would say it was practical politics, conservatives would say it

was something
respectful
that

radical,

history

is

while cynics would apply to it a less
call it, the fact remains
with evidence that mankind generally

Whatever they may

term.

replete

I believe that a tactin a generous measure.
under conditions such as I have described will acthan
a policy of aggression,
complish very much more for good
or in other words the yardmaster, or any man in charge of
men. can obtain good results if he works with his men upon a
is

ful

responsive to

it

policy

basis of frankness

and

fair dealing.

;
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INCREASING THE CAR LOAD*

The demand

By

Traffic

J. Fred Townsend
Manager, National Tube Company

Rapid strides have been made during the
habilitating

eliminating

property

railway
the

generally

reconstructing

curves,

last

decade

— reduction
the

in re-

grades,

of

roadbed,

replacing

bridges and structures with larger and stronger material, and
laying heavier steel

care for the motive

rails, to

power and

roll-

ing stock that has been doubled in capacity, building second and
third tracks

yard

and making extraordinary improvements

in terminal

facilities.

About 35 years ago, the maximum

was 24,000
The New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad was conlb.
structed at that time. It was built and equipped upon the most
advanced ideas, which prompted some one to suggest its popular
freight carload

name, "Nickel Plate," and its new freight cars were all of 40,000
This car would carry nearly double the load of
lb. capacity.
the cars then generally in use.

railroads throughout the country commenced enlarging
equipment, and during the next 10 years the 50,000 and
Today we have the 100,000
60,000 lb. capacity cars appeared.
and the 140,000 lb. capacity cars, and it would be hard indeed to

All

tlieir

convince some people that the limit has not been reached.
However, when such a bulky commodity as coke can be loaded
to the highest limit in the

modern

freight car,

i.

e.,

to 10 per cent,

above marked capacity in the 100,000 lb. cars, it would seem to a
layman that the unit of transportation should be increased, and
instead of going through the slow and expensive changes of raising the limit 10,000 or 20,000
lb.

lb.

at a time, a 200,000 or a 300,000

capacity car should be adopted.

And

it

seems

to

me

the railroads' opportunity to increase their

wages and expenses is here,
and that they can accomplish this by following the example of
the iron and steel manufacturers in increasing their facilities
and then making the best use of them. This can be accomplished by doubling the capacity of freight cars, making tli.

net revenue irrespective of increased

The

per car with six-wheel trucks.

limit 300,000 lb.

of such cars loaded would not be

as

much

gross weii

as the

new Mallet

locomotives that are being very generally adopted.
During the last 20 years, the maximum freight car capacity
has increased only 100 per cent., while the locomotive capacity

during the same period has increased 400 per cent. The wide
difference between the increase in the capacity of the locomotives
as compared with the carrying capacity of the freight cars has
necessitated the very long freight trains in order to give the
heavy locomotives an economical load. This has resulted in an
in the maintenance of the small freight cars.
question will naturally be raised as to why the railroads
do not adopt a very much more substantial car of 150 tons capacity. The answer can be found in the records of all railroads

enormous increase

The

in this country,

which show- that during the

last ten years

over

60 per cent, of the increased capacity of the freight cars has been
unused in practice, while the extra cost of hauling the greater
dead weight and the extra cost of maintenance have been incurred.

The

fact

is

that everybody

is

complaining.

Engineering ex-

study these questions, as well as the railroad executives and operating officers, are surprised and disappointed because big engines and big cars have apparently failed to accomShippers whose business has been
plish expected economies.

perts

who

disturbed by periodical increases

in

minimum weight

require-

ments are disposed to complain because the railroads disregard
commercial conditions, which demand the small carload unit;
while the railroad traffic managers, pressed on one side by their
operating and executive officers to get bigger loads for the bigger cars, and on the other hand meeting shippers' protest against
further increase in the minimum weight conditions of the tariffs,
are discouraged and almost desperate.
•Abstract of a paper presented before the .American Iron
tute,

New York

City,

on

May

22,

1914.

Vol.

&

Steel Insti-

for a small carload unit

No. 13

57,

would not enter

into the

shipment of such commodities as coal, coke, iron ore, grain,
building material and other commodities which are sold and handled in lar.ge quantities, under conditions which would make the
shipper indifferent as to whether they moved in carloads of 20
or 100 tons, assuming the cost of loading and unloading to be the
same.
The attitude of the shippers toward the big carload does noi
depend entirely upon the capacity or the cost of loading or unloading, but rather upon the way in which it is bought and sold
whether sold by a man who has a large quantity to sell or
bought by a man who wants a large or small quantity the desire of the retail merchant to get the minimum carload of flour,
because of the original investment,, interest in insurance cost of
carrying the stock, depreciation in quality, chance of falling market, and so on.
The same thing is true of sugar, canned goods,
beans, and everything in the list of goods Iiandled by small jobbers or very large retailers. In fact, when you get outside of the
limited list of very large jobbers, nearly every buyer wants the
smallest quantity on which he can get the minimum delivered
price.
If the railroads expect such people to buy a large quantity and co-operate in the loading of cars to capacity, their freight
tariffs must not only offer indemnity for the greater cost of
handling such larger quantities; and to get complete co-operation
on the part of shippers, the tariffs should offer some material
inducement to trade in large quantities, thereby loading cars to

—

—

capacity.

SHOULD NOT THE "WHOLESALE"

PRI^"CIPLE -IPPLY

?

any remedy must involve some practical application of the wholesale principle to the transportation business
and for the same reason that the price paid for the most commod-

would seem

It

ities

the inverse ratio to the

in

is

that

amount purchased,

maximum
man who makes the

the rail-

roads should, within the limit of their

car capacity,

give the lowest rate to the

largest ship-

ment.

The

freight tariffs of the

wholesale principle,

all

European railways are based on the

rates, generally speaking,

being graduated

according to the quantity shipped. The American railroads have
made what seems to be the mistake of limiting their rates to
two base units the carload, which is anything more than 36,000

—

lb.,

may

or whatever

be the prescribed minimum weight, and the
is anything under 36,000 lb. and within

less-than-carload, which
the limit

of the

money charge which would

minimum carload shipment.
To have only the two units

be

made

for the

for rate making, the carload lot

was not advisable even 25 years ago,
when the minimum was 20,000 lb. and the carload rate was apLender the present day
plied upon relatively small quantities.
and the less-than-carload

conditions,

when

the

lot.

shipper

is

expected to furnish

full

loads

and 50 tons capacity and requested to load not

for cars of 40
less

than 18 or 20 tons in order to get the carload rate, there

stil!

less justification for the failure of the carriers to

some graduated

is

work out

scale of rates, according to the weight of such

way make freight tariffs which
would permit the forwarding of any shipment, however large or
small, at a rate which would bear some consistent relation to the
consignments, or in some other

cost of service.

Grain

tariffs

generally provide that the rates will apply only

In other words, the minimum
weight is the marked capacity of the car in case of corn, wheat,
etc.. while the minimum weight for oats or other bulky grain is
Railroads are not
based upon cubical capacity of cars used.
building cars of capacity less than 80,000 lb. Therefore a ship-

when

cars are loaded to capacity.

per could not get the car load rate, which
per 100

lb.,

smaller car.
lb.

unless he forwarded .80.000

But

it

is

difficult to

we

lb.,

will say

or

is

is

15 cents

able to get a

get cars of 60.000 or 70,000

capacity, and- almost impossible to get cars

oF capacity

less

than 60.000 lb.
The question has been raised as to why the present method of
rate making is considered better than the European method, or
if not better, why the European method is not to a greater or

:
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extent observed in making American railroad

tariffs.

The

average railroad traffic manager is usually obliged to say that
any tarifif which would fairly meet requirements of small carload

due encouragement to those who would load
would be altogether too complicated. And the
same traffic manager is also likely to say that it is difficult, if not
imposible, to change rules and practices which have obtained for
long periods of time and on which business has been organized
and built up. He will further say that the graduation of rates
on carload shipments according to weight loaded, could not be
shippers,

and

offer

575

unloading heavier cars, when they are made to realize that it
means increased car supply; for there is nothing that interferes
more with the general business of the country than a shortage
of cars.

cars to capacity,

made without loss of gross revenue, because the carload rates are
now subject to minimum weights, which usually represent about
SO per cent, of the average car capacity, and any attempt to in-

would meet the proand federal authorities. It
loading only by offer-

crease the rate on small carload shipments'

and the veto of
would be possible to encourage

test of shippers

state

now

certainly result in a loss of revenue.

some extent recogThe most numer-

nized in railroad freight tariffs in this country.

ous examples of such rate making are found in tariffs of the soIn the case of canned salmon
called transcontinental roads.
and several commodities which are commonly carried eastbound,

make two rates. For example, the rate on canned
salmon from Seattle to eastern common points is 85 cents, subject to minimum weight of 40,000 lb., and 70 cents, subject to
minimum weight of 60,000 lb.
A similar differentiation of rates according to minimum weights
has been made to some items in the westbound tariffs of the
transcontinental roads with result that nearly all of the tonnage
moves under the lower rate, subject to the higher weight, thus
proving that shippers can and will accommodate themselves to
increased minimum weight requirements if there is any incidental
these roads

saving in the rate.
Except as the trainload unit
Ts

the only useful basis

may

be employed, the carload unit

for estimating railroad transportation

When

any attempt is made by the railroads to measure
from any traffic, they consider the earnIf the load is 80,000 lb., the revenue will be twice
ings per car.
as much as it would be if the load was only 40,000 lb. But who
will say whether it costs more to transport the 80.000 lb. load,
and how much more?
Engineering experts have furnished various rules for determining the tractive resistance, or what is commonly called "the
drawbar pull" of cars carrying different loads. With knowledge
of conditions as to grades, curvature, wind resistance, and so on,
these experts can estimate the weight resistance, wheel friction,
and all other items to be considered in determining the relative
cost of moving a car loaded with 20 tons of freight, and the cost
of moving the same car loaded with 40 tons of freight, between
two given points under the same conditions. But it has been impossible to state any rule or formula which may be commonly
cost.

pow'er to improve the situation in a very simple manby issuing graduated commodity rates based on increased
carload minimum weights, i. e., commence on the present basis
of rates with the present minimum weight and have a table of
higher minimums with lower rates.
For instance, from Seattle to New York, the table of rates on
lumber could be made as follows
it

in their

Minimum weight
20,000
30,000
40.000
60.000
80,000

able, in

Nevertheless, this principle has been to

We

same freight in cars half loaded.
Consider what the shippers of the Pittsburgh

district generally

could accomplish in the way of creating a car supply by increasing the average load per car. Based on the total Pittsburgh district tonnage for the year 1912, an increase in the average carload of, say, two tons per car, would have resulted in the same

tonnage moving in 409,524 fewer cars.
While the Pittsburgh district tonnage is merely used for a
basis of computation, there can be no question but that even a
•could be made ih increasing the average carload throughout the country generally, if the railroads
would bring this subject before the shipping public. Shippers

more remarkable showing

and consignees will be convinced that it is to their best interest
to go to additional expense, if necessary, both in loading and

Rate

lb
lb
lb
lb
lb

$1.25

85
75
60
50

per
per
per
per
per

100
100
100
100

lb.

100

lb.

lb.
lb.
lb.

The present freight rate on lumber from the Pacific coast to
New York is 75 cents per 100 lb., with 25 or 30 minimum carload
weights that are based upon the cubical capacity of the car. The
same method could be used by establishing graduated

rates in

Take, for instance, the iron
and steel commodities that are produced in large quantities in the
East and needed along the Pacific coast.
Objections might be raised to the large number of carload
minimum weights and various rates. To avoid this, the suggestion has been made by Henry S. Prichard to use, for instance,
the same minimum weights and basis of rates that are in effect
..today, charging for the excess w-eight over the prescribed minimum carload weight, say, one-fifth of the tariff rate. Applied
to the above example, under the Prichard method, $1.25 per 100
lb. would be charged for the minimum of 20,000 lb., and 25 cents
per 100 lb. for the excess over the minimum, and the total resulting revenue would be the same as in the graded table above.
A similar schedule of graduated rates could be established between any other points and upon any other class of traffic, and
perhaps even better examples could be made with flour and
the opposite direction, westbound.

grain rates that are in effect today.

TRANSCONTINENT.^L TRANSPORTATION

the net revenue arising

know only in a very general way
used with confidence.
that the cost per ton of transporting freight in cars loaded to
capacity is very much less than the cost per ton of carrying the

that the traffic officials of the railroads have

ner,

And

one way or another, to get a
large proportion of their carload shipments on a capacity loading basis, any attempt to graduate the rates on a consistent basis

would

A SUGGESTION TO R.«LR0ADS

me

seems to

It

maximum

ing rates considerably less than the present carload rates.
since the railroads are

:

method of making all-rail rates to the
must be entirely changed if eastern manufacturers
are to enjoy any share of the Pacific coast trade. To see this
clearly, it is only necessary to bear in mind the recent large reductions in import duties and ocean freights, and the near approach of the opening of the Panama canal, which will, if present
All will agree that the

Pacific coast

all-rail

rates of freight are maintained, shortly deliver the en-

business

tire

to

Very much of

German and Belgian manufacturers.

British,

the business has already been delivered to

them

because of the causes narhed. But it seems to me that the railroads, by promptly adopting some such plan of making rates as I
have illustrated, can hold the business for themselves and for

American manufacturers and do so

at a substantial direct profit.

This will further have the beneficial effect of equalizing their
traffic east

Some

and west.

people

may

reach the conclusion that this

is

a drive to

does lower rates it spells increased
net earnings for the railroads, because every buyer in the land
would specify the very largest carload in every instance, hence
heavy loads. The result would be an actual saving in freight

lower freight

rates.

But

if it

costs to the shippers that

up the heavier

would compensate them for building
same time, result in a marked in-

loads, and. at the

crease in net earnings to the railroads.
With a graduated schedule of rates to select from, the low

carload shipments would become the exception, and
the small capacity cars would disappear entirely. There would
be three of the present minimum carload shipments forwarded in

minimum

one

car.

To

fully appreciate the value of this saving in equipment, con-

sider the following items
Ffrst.

The more

desirable traffic to the railroads

means lower

:
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and naturally lower basis of freight

cost of transportation

The saving

Second.

rates.

switching expenses, avoiding conges-

in

and expediting the movement of

tion in the freight yards

cars,

Vol.

transport.

to

It

is

practically impossible to secure a rate that

compensate for the light load on such
do much toward helping the situation

will
will

both for the shippers and the railroads.

The value

crease in

to the railroads in having

saving in

The

saving to the railroads, in dollars and

actual

number of

and the additional
operating and maintenance expenses, and the valuable

room

track

in terminal yards.

cars,

The heavier loading of

in itself, really create increased terminals

cars will,

without the expenditure

of a dollar by the railroads.

For months past we have all, I have no doubt, been watching
with a great deal of interest the effort being made by the railroads generally to secure permission from the Interstate Commerce Commission to charge rates of freight that would give
them

sufficient

revenue to operate their properties properly, and

give the public the service that the public

The

mands.

is

and de-

entitled to,

strongest argument that has been

made

in

opposi-

tion to the views of the railroads has brought forward the fact

themselves largely increase their net
earnings by the practice of various economies. And while I am
the
case pro and con, I know of nothing
here
argue
rate
not
to
that has been advanced in the field of economics that would do
more to stop the present waste of our transportation facilities,
could

railroads

that the

than some such basis of rate making as enumerated above. There
are untold values of railroad equipment today that are not being
utilized to their capacity or greatest efficiency because we are
rate making.

bound by an antiquated system of
Seriously,

I

members

believe that the

of the

American Iron

and Steel Institute can do a great deal toward greater car efficiency by taking up the campaign for heavier loading of cars
that will naturally encourage the railroads to build cars of very
much heavier capacity, and I ask your co-operation in this movement, which, viewed from the standpoint of transportation, commerce, economies or efficiency seems to spell progress.

lb.
lb.

22.000

lb.

Canteloupes ....
Rags and waste paper ... .'.23,000
24,000

lb.

Apples
Grapes
Cabbage
Tobacco
Oranges

1b.

Onions

Excelsior
'.

W.

Cooke, vice-president and general
of the Erie, discussed this paper as follows

Delos

traffic

manager

of larger capacity undoubtedly
economize in transportation cost.
Whether this was the desire of the prosperous line to increase
its profits or was forced on the weaker lines, as a clever lawyer

The movement toward

originated

in

desire

a

cars

to

once said, "By the scourge of crass necessity," is of little consequence; it was sound business policy.
With it, however, came the building of heavier power. The
old-style car with the wooden underframe and weak draft gear
connections passed out because it would not stand the strain of
The car that took its place is of steel
the hundred-car train.
or steel frame construction. The most natural thing in the worl
increase

to

its

capacity since the structural strength

was

If the

master minds of the earlier day

built the large car

were disappointed

who

decided upon and

that the carload did not in-

crease in proportion to the increased capacity, the truth may here
be stated that when they built the large car they probably gave

commercial conditions
if

little

or no consideration.

they had the car so constructed that

it

They knew

that

could be hauled in the

somebody would be very busy trying to find
a load for it no matter what its capacity might be. This had to
do chiefly with the box car, which probably sees the greatest

longest possible train,

variety of service, but encouraged by the co-operation of shippers
we are now building cars of 70 tons capacity for the iron and
steel

trade without a block of

wood

in

them.

The

railroads

must carry everything from feathers to pig lead, and, as Mr.
Townsend says, commercial conditions and it might be added
the character of the commerce govern the load.

—

—

The

car of large cubic capacity

is

cases like:

of great service to the rail-

roads in enabling them to increase the load of light and bulky
articles, which the varied character of commerce compels them

implements.

.

.

.

.33,000
.^o,uuu
26,000

lb.
lb.
ID.

[29,0001b.

'.

.'.28,500 lb.

30,000

lb.

Progress is being made, however, in securing heavier loading.
On one trunk line the average loading on brick is 70,180 lb.,
where the average minimum is 40,000 lb., and on the same line
the average on wheat is 71,463 lb., the average minimum being
60,000 lb. The average load of iron and steel on another trunk
line which handles most of that traffic is 60,000 lb., showing that
there is still room for improvement.
unit were the universal basis of commercial
might be less difficult, even in these times, to
endorse Mr. Townsend's suggested basis of scaled rates for inIf

the carload

transactions

it

creased loading; but the fact that in

all

big business the carload

do with the basis of sale, makes it seem that
the already unjustifiable spread between carload and less-thanunit has little to

carload ratings

is

as far in rate reduction as the railroads can

be expected to go.

There can be no doubt of the soundness of Mr. Townsend's
suggestion, that the scaled rate would induce heavier loading
in many lines of traffic, but this is by no means free from
danger, especially in the mixed carload.
The Supreme Court
has decided that a railroad has no right to questioa the ownership
of the goods in the application of carload ratings. This is developing the so-called forwarder or scalper to an extent that is
positively startling, and it must be in some way corrected.
Recent instances show that these forwarders by consolidating lessthan-carload shipments of miscellaneous merchandise into carloads, and thus securing the carload rate, have a margin of 45
lb.. Xew York to Chicago, to divide with their pamaking the railroad losses in many instances, as compared

cents per 100

with their less carload rates to which they are entitled, over $100
per car. The loading secured by the forwarders is more than

double the average merchandise loading of the trunk line railroads, and the scaled weight basis applied to this traffic would
simply increase the profits of the scalper and diminish those of
the railroad.

In this situation

we have

the

anomalous condition

of the railroad being required by law to publish and maintain
rates for certain quantities, while the scalper with

and absolutely no responsibility

is

able to

make

no investment

rates as

much

as

50 per cent, less than the railroad over the same line and divide
his profits with the shipper.

This, too, under a decision of the

Commerce Commission

Interstate

sustained

by

the

Supreme

Court.

The four

items of value to the railroads which Mr. Townsend
from the saving in equipment are convincing,

gives as resulting

except as to the

there of necessity.

1

Sisal

trons,

DISCUSSION

was

Agricultural

12,000
20,000

Str

Fourth.

in

carload

Automobiles

Hay

capital.

cents, of the cost of a large

but large cars

traffic,

Average

an enormous inthe car supply without the investment of any additional

Third.

No. 13

57,

first,

in

which

it

could not be wholly agreed a

reduction in rates naturally followed a reduction in transportation cost.

In the steel business

no

top.

make
if

it

The

it

has been said that there

top on railroad rates

is

is

a bottom but

so securely fastened as to

absolutely necessary to keep any margin of profit intact,

any such thing

exists.

The

railroads cannot afford to reduce

and we must appeal
you to continue your good work in helping us in this direction
if for no other reason than it is to your interest to do so.
It needs no argument following Mr. Townsend's paper to
show that we must get the heavier load, and it is likewise true
The
that the heavier car must be built for the heavier load.
great importance to the iron and steel industry of co-operation
their rates even to secure heavier loading,
to

is almost too manifest to permit Suggestion, but
be said that every part of the fieavier car. from axle to running-board, calls for an increased use of metal and that metal

in this direction
let it

is steel.

motive.

The heavy train and the big car
line I know has just built one

A

call for- the big loco-

containing 853,000

lb.

September
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which is capable of hauling a train of loaded freight
and three-quarters miles long, if the cars would stand
it.
Bridges have been strengthened to the extent of 30 per cent,
axle-load capacity in the past ten years, which means that most
of them have been renewed with steel.
Heavier rails and fastenings call for steel, steel.
Have we not found in this, therefore, the ideal basis for cooperation between our great industries?
You have only to do
your part. We must do ours.
of

steel,

cars four

NEW

D. L.

&

W. FREIGHT STATION AT UTICA,

The new Delaware, Lackawanna & Western inbound freight
house at Utica, N. Y., embodies a number of advanced features
of design for this type of building.

It

is

51

ft.

4

in.

wide and

402 ft. 4 in. long, the frame work being of reinforced concrete
with the panels filled in with brick. The main floor contains a
freight

room 382

cashier's office,

ft. 8 in. long and 48 ft. wide, and a public lobby,
and locker and lunch rooms occupying 20 ft. of
A second

space for the entire width in one end of the building.

New Inbound
story covers 82

ft.

4

in.

of the length, containing private offices for
office,

and a

A

basement is provided under the office portion of the
which the heating and lighting plants are located.
new house, identical in most of the details, has also been built
in Syracuse, N. Y.
The basement walls are of concrete, 1 ft. 8 in, thick with
spread footings to keep the bearing pressure on the soil within
the allowable maximum. The walls above the main floor level
room.

building,

in

A

are

1

ft.

thick with pilasters at 20

ft.

intervals.

The outer

sur-

bush hammered. A timber floor is
used in the freight room laid directly on a cinder fill. It consists of a y^-'m. maple wearing surface on creosoted planks running diagonally over creosoted sleepers.
The wearing surface
will be replaced when it has worn down Yz -in.
This floor is
pitched 54 in. to 1 ft. towards the street side to assist in moving freight.
A scale is provided in the .floor of each bay. A
concrete floor is used for both the first and second stories in
the office portion of the building, interior column supports being
provided in line with the pilasters.
face of the concrete walls

is

ing a concrete slab.

In order to improve the lighting

in

the

freight room the roof is raised high enough to provide for a
row of Lupton steel sash above the canopy on each side of the

house.

Ventilation

is

Pond operating device

also

secured by the installation of the

The higher
roof allows the use of a deeper and correspondingly lighter steel
roof truss. The clear height under the trusses is 10 ft., and their
for a portion of the sash.

depth at the walls is 6 ft., this being increased by the roof pitch
in. per foot to 7 ft. 6->4 in. at the ridge.
Timber purlins
over these trusses carry the 2 in. plank roof which is covered
with a surface coat of tar and gravel. The roof on the office

^

portion consists of a concrete slab carried by reinforced concrete beams and girders.
An 8 ft. concrete platform on the
is carried on the house foundation and a 12
under the outer edge.

track side

in.

wall

The

freight room is divided by three fire walls of brick with
covered doors equipped with the Wilcox fixtures. The building is fitted with both gas and electric light. The offices on the
tin

Freight Station on the

the freight agent and the chief clerk, a general clerk's
file

The freight doors along both sides of the building are
counter-balanced and are equipped with the Wilcox horizontal
bearings. They are 10 ft. wide and 8 ft. high, and are covered
by canopies 9 ft. 4 in. wide, consisting of a steel frame support-

of

N. Y.
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Lackawanna

at Utica, N. Y.

second floor arc well lighted by windows on three sides and are
The record room
in size to care for all requirements.
is fitted with cases in which can be filed all records for seven

ample
years.

A dumb

waiter connects the two floors for the transfer

between the clerk's office and the cashier.
room under the offices is kept warm
m the winter by the steam pipes under the platform on the car
side and perishable freight is stored in this bay.
.'Adequate fire protection, viz., a hydrant and hose stored in a
Toilets and wash room are also
rack, is provided in each bay.
installed for the freight handlers, on the house floor, and separate toilets, locker rooms and lavatories for the male and female
of

bills,

The

receipts, etc.,

portion of the freight

help in the

offices.

Three tracks parallel the house and team tracks with a total
capacity of about 74 cars join one end of the house. The driveways between the team tracks and along the house are paved
with granite blocks.

This freight house was designed and built under the general
of G. J. Ray, chief engiaeer, F. J. Nies, formerly

direction

architect,

and C. E. Wickham, division engineer.

:
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RAILROADS EARN LESS FROM MAILS THAN
FROM EXPRESS

Vol.

Post

Subject
Construction; maintenance

The

interior fittings and special sanitary fixtures and

requirements.
Light
(electric or gas) is especially expensive, so much
being needed.
Hence
high cost of construction and maintenance.

says

"The committee has reported to Congress that the mail service
more and yields them less than the express
service; that the comparison of mail and express receipts furnishes no basis to support the claim that the railroads have been
overpaid for carrying the mails, and that the express payments
have been responsive to the growth in traffic, while the mail pay-

The

Loading

9.

Employees

Probably

in cars.

route.

The

ac-

cars that the

the

ompany

railr

supply and is
with
ordinary
and very little

can
content
service

artificial

Hence low

light.

cost

and

construction

o f

maintenance.

exfiress

companies

bear this expense themselves.

railroad

the
froi n

railroad
company
any responsibility
of

injury or death
thei r employees.
for

companies are responsible for their lives and

that in a typical

safety.

Substantial
amounts are paid annually
on account of
accidents.

passenger train the express car earned $6 while the mail car was
earning

cepts

four Expre ss companies relieve

or

three

as many railway
postal clerks are carried
for sorting the mails en

times

not.

"The evidence before the committee showed

The express company

companies The

railroad

pay for loading and unloading mail cars.

costs the railroads

ments clearly have

law

requires
steel
railway post office cars,
and the Post Office Department prescribes the

Ralph Peters, chairman of the railroads' committee on mail
pay, commenting on the report of the joint congressional committee on railway mail pay, recently published, wherein it is
found that the railroads are better paid for serving the express
companies than for serving the government in carrying the mails,

No. 13

Express Companies

Department

Office

57,

$5.

"Tlie report says
" 'Railway

employees help to load and unload mail but not express matter, except where employees are jointly paid by the railExpress cars are cheaper than
road and express companies.

10.

Station

room

If the Post Office Depart-

press matter
ployees.

A

is

handled

railroad

at

without

company not only handles the mail

in stations, but in a great

many

and

at

11.

Messenger

service. Post

Subject
Contracts

Post
Post

Office

Office

many

of

them

at

will

without consultation.

ally

contract

with

railroad companies.

t

controlling

h e

party

Differences

England.

ride:

Pay adjustments..

Department Express
Post
Office
compi
weighs the mails and
adjusts the pay every
four years and practigives itself a rebate on the increased
business for the intermediate period.
cally

4.

Transp'n

facilities.

^.^--- companies strictly
,j^...,.,.
Department
'Office
i^^p«. v...^... Expre
limited to certain train
limi
demands unlimited fremovements.
on
quency practically

Post
j^i.

every
Post

—
train.

Office

Department Express

requires excess car space
for sorting the mails en
route far beyond what
the load requires.

The

post
office
railway
cars are largely occupied
by pigeon-holes and iron
availare
not
racks and
able for general railroad
use when not occupied
by the mails.

traffic

loads

more

compactly and therefore

more economically,

Exp

,

traffic

does not reequipped

specially

serve the purpose and
are available for general
use.

packvaluable
for the rail-

etc.,

Department No such requirement exrequires railroad compaists in connection with
nics to erect and mainthe express service,

Post

Mai) cranes.

Office

these

tain

devices

at

several thousand places
throughout the country.
14.

Advance

loading. Post
Office
Department Express companies own or
rent their own unloadexpects cars to be placed
in terminals several
ing or loading warehouses and pay all costs
hours before leaving
and expenses.
time for distribution in
addition to loading, and
thereby avoids renting
space in post offices for
that purpose.

15.

Handling

traffic.

16.

Loss or damage.. The

.

.

Post
Office
Department Express company contributes to the salary o.f
pays nothing extra to
railroad employees acttrain baggagemen nor to
station baggagemen for
ing in the joint capacity.
handling the mail traffic.
Post

Office

company accepts
responsibility for loss
damage to express

Depart- Express

ment has not, so far as
known, asserted the

all

the railroad
companies are pecuniarresponsible for the
ily
general mails, but has
imposed fines to cover
the loss of registered
mail or of mail bags or
locks lost or destroyed
as in railroad wrecks.

traffic.

claim
3.

is

express

pany operates.
13.

and reserving important

Differences with Post Of- Arbitration would be naturally resorted to, and
fice Department not submany contracts so project to arbitration as in

service
for the

road company, not only
on the contracting railroads, but also over the
connecting
lines
over
which the express com-

power.
2.

tickets,

ages,

rail-

road companies, the railcompanies
being
road

d

Office
Department The express company usumakes no concessions to
ally carries free, money,

Express Companies
Department
Department Express companies form-

seeks to stipulate all the
conditions and reserves
change
to
right
the

such

company.

Reciprocal service. Post

Differences in the Requirements Imposed Upon the Railroads

I

Department No

Office

places.
12.

an amazing amount of reckless assertion on this subject.'"
V. J. Bradley, general supervisor of mail traffic of the Pennsylvania Railroad, presented a comparative statement of the differences between the two services. This, says Mr. Peters, shows
the following facts

them
light,

requires railroad compa
nies to carry the mails
between the station and
the post office at many

**

Transportation of express employees is reciprocated by free services rendered by the express companies for the railroads.
" 'Certainly there is no warrant in the oft-repeated assertion
that the government is being robbed in its mail payments by comparison with what the express companies pay. There has been

them

charge

iced water, etc.

instances bears the expense of

Mail
transporting mail between the station and the postoffice.
must be carried on all trains, including the fast trains, while exservice.
speed
of
press matter is limited in frequency and
'Postal employees are carried free on railroads while on official
business, whether connected with railroad mail service or not.

special

and also furnish
and sunnly heat,

Extimes by express company em-

all

provide

panics

Railroad companies are liable for injuries

equipped mail cars.

rent for any space occupied
in
stations,
or
builds
its
own struc-

the

to mail clerks but not for injuries to express employees.

The express company pays

that

or

Office
Department Express company acceptsPost
Iroad company's
imposes fines and dedu
efficiency
standard
of
many cases,
and has no superior
deof which
privileges of supervision.
pendent upon the idea

that the

particular

mail

(perhaps -relatively unimportant) must be given
preference over passenger and other traffic.

Protecting the Forth Bridge of Scotland.— Special precauguard the Forth Bridge, and passengers
are not allowed to take any hand luggage in the compartments,

tions are being taken to

while crossing the bridge.

General News Department

|
i

I
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connection

In

with

the

buy-a-bale-of-cotton

movement

which has been discussed in the newspapers, the Nashville,
Chattanooga & St. Louis has announced that it will buy 125
bales of cotton at 10 cents a pound.

On September 1 the Illinois Central acquired from the Central
Fruit Despatch, a subsidiary company, all its refrigerator cars
and such cars not already lettered "i. c. R. R." will be relettered,
to be operated hereafter by the railroad

The

company

direct.

committee of the Order of Railroad ConPennsylvania has recommended an employers'
liability law to the legislature which will meet next January.
The legislative committee of the Brotherhood of Locomotive
Engineers has declined to take any action.
legislative

ductors

The

in

diary of a certain general superintendent shows that in

one year he spent 101 days conferring with railroad commissions,
committees of organized employees, city and town officers and
officers of the courts; he was traveling over the road ISS days
and spent 109 days at headquarters transacting business connected
with the administration of the railroad.

The railroad companies have formally accepted the city ordinance governing the project for a new $65,000,000 union station and yards in Chicago to be used by the Pennsylvania, the
Burlington and other roads, and to be completed within five
years.
In return for closing certain streets and alleys the city,
will

receive $825,805

On Tuesday
ferry which

from the Union Depot Company.'

was

week

Henry M.

the carbuilt for the Florida East Coast for service

of this

the

Flagler,

at the Cramp
ship yards at Philadelphia. The ferry is built to accommodate
30 freight cars. It is 351 ft. long with 57-ft. beam. Its speed
when loaded with 2,300 tons will be, it is estimated, about 12
knots.

between Key West and Cuba, was launched

In the derailment of passenger train No. 2 on the Alabama
Great Southern near Livingston, Ala., on the morning of
September 18 about 3 o'clock, eight passengers and two
trainmen are reported to have been killed and 30 persons
were injured. The wreck was due to a misplaced switch and
the reports indicate that the switch had been tampered with.

An

investigation

by the Interstate Commerce Commission

the

wooded

parts

Barnstable county a strip varying in
has been cleared on either side of
the railroad's right of way.
Pine trees have been left standing
in these strips, as their leaves act as a screen. The areas cleared
will be kept in that condition by the section gangs.
all

width from 60

ft.

of

to 130

ft.

Louisville & Nashville and the Nashville, Chattanooga &
Louis have entered suits in the United States Court of Claims

The
St.

Washington for $184,204 and $46,739, respectively, sums claimed
to be due from the Government for carrying the mails since the
parcel post was established.
The petitions presented set forth
the conditions of the contracts under which the roads carry the
mails and allege that by the addition of the parcel post the
Government has made an unreasonable addition to the quantity
of matter carried in the mail cars and therefore has violated the
spirit of the contracts under which the mails are carried.
at

At the regular monthly meeting of the board of directors of
New York, New Haven & Hartford, held in New York on
September 17, the officers were authorized by the board to purchase power from the New York Edison Company. This purchased power, together with that now obtained from the power
plant of the New York Central and that of the New Haven at
Cos Cob, will enable the road to increase the number of trains
operated electrically between New York and New Haven from
37 per cent to 70 per cent of the total. In order to have 100

the

it will be necessary to purchase
additional electrical equipment and additional power for the
eastern section of the electric zone between New York and New

per cent of electrical operation

Haven. At the present time all of the important passenger
and a number of the important freight trains running between the two cities are hauled by electric locomotives.

trains

Figures recently compiled show that the number of stockholders of the New York, New Haven & Hartford is rapidly
increasing under the management of Chairman Elliott in
spite of investigations and scandals growing out of acts of
the old management.
While the average increase from
1901 to 1912 was 1,194, the increase from 1912 to 1913 was
1,162,

and from June

30,

1913, to

The totals, with the number of
43 per cent, are as follows:

August

women

has been asked by the railroad company.
of a Philadelphia & Reading
train were killed by suffocation when the train stopped in a
tunnel near Phoenixville, Pa. The train had run down and
killed a woman at the entrance to the tunnel and was brought
to a stop by the emergency application of the brakes, and
the train crew and some of the passengers got out, but were
overcome by smoke, and when a rescue party were later able

June 30, 1901
June 30, 1906
June 30, 1912
June 30, 1913
August 31, 1914

The engineer and conductor

Street Car Disaster at

1914,

31,

was

2,305.

stockholders, about
Total

Women

9.667
12,627
22,806
23,968
26,373

9,710
10,474
11,184

Memphis

On

eflfect that telegraphing be done only where necessity requires
the use of wires. Next to train orders, such messages as relate
to car service to shippers and other messages of equal importance
must take precedence. Abbreviating proper names is suggested.
On the Baltimore & Ohio 30,000 messages are handled each day
and the importance of being brief is obvious, .^s a substitute for
the telegraph the railroad has adopted a "mailgram" service,
messages of this character being handled by train with great

the Illinois Central near Memphis, Tenn., on the evening
of September 17 an electric car, run into by a freight train at
a crossing, was overturned and many persons reported from
10 to 30
were killed and 10 or more were injured. The
wrecked car, a trailer, was thrown down a bank and the foremost freight cars toppled over on it. The motor car drawing the trailer cleared the railway tracks ahead of the engine.
The accident occurred at a time when two freight trains
were switching over the crossing. The street car conductor,
the signal to go ahead after
it is said, gave his motorman
the first train passed and the car and its trailer were on the
second
train coming from the
crossing when struck by the

despatch.

opposite direction.

go forward they found the engineman and conductor
both dead.
to

General Manager C.

W. Galloway

has issued a circular to the

The New York, New Haven & Hartford reports that its plan
for reducing the number of forest fires on Cape Cod by clearing
wide strips along its right of way has met with marked suc-

May

August ixiclusive there were only
eleven fires attributable to sparks from locomotives and the
In
over
amounted
to not more than 6]4 acres.
burned
territory
the same period last year there were 150 forest fires which
burned over an area estimated at about 2,000 acres. Through
cess.

This year from

to

—

—

A

Device Which Records Telephone Messages

is an instrument recently perfected by Thomas
A. Edison and his staff, capable of reproducing on the wax cylinder of the ordinary dictating machine both sides of an ordinary telephone conversation. The apparatus is in two essenone is an amplifying device which intensifies the
tial p^rts

The

"Telescribe"

;

:

:
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sound from the regular telephone receiver, the latter during
the conversation being merely placed in a rest on the amplifier
and not electrically or mechanically connected with it, the speaker
meanwhile hearing through an additional receiver cut-in on the
telescribe.
The sounds are then, in reality, telephoned to the
other part of the device, a micro-recorder attached to the ordinary dictating machine, and are recorded on the cylinder of the
latter to be preserved on the wax or copied in typewritten form
as may be desired.
The telescribe has not yet been placed on
the market, so its possibilities in railway work are yet to be
determined.

Air Brake Story Prizes

The judges in the Westinghouse Air Brake Company prize
story contest have made their decision, awarding the first prize
of $1,000 to James Cain, engineer of the Wabash Railroad at
Peru, Ind.
The second prize of $500 was awarded to H. C.
VVoodbridge, general manager's special representative, Buffalo.
Rochester & Pittsburgh, Rochester, N. V. the third prize of
$200 to Alexander
M. Stewart, engineer, Illinois Central,
McComb, Miss.; the fourth prize of $150 to D. Oxenford, road
foreman c5f engines, Lehigh Valley, New York City the fifth
prize of $100 to Carl H. Fuller, chief engineer, Macon Railway
& Light Company, Macon, Ga., and the sixth prize of $50 to
Millard F. Co.x, assistant superintendent machinery, Louisville &
Nashville, Louisville, Ky.
Considerably over 300 contributions
\vere entered in this contest, the judges being W. E. Symons,
consulting mechanical engineer, Chicago Willard Smith, editor
of the Railway Review, Chicago, and Roy V. Wright, managing
editor of the Railway Age Gazette, New York City.
;

;

Vol.
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few examples of such special features of construction are:
Sunken embankments. Old excavations filled up. Trestles and
other structures which have been filled with earth embankment.
Sink holes. Cuts which were wet during construction and therefore caused extraordinary costs, but which are now dried out.
Disintegrated or earth covered rock cuts, which might now be
classified as earth at a low price when compared to the original
cost of rock excavation.
Temporary roads, trestles, tracks, embankments, dams, and other structures required during construction, traces of which have disappeared.
Excessively costly foundations of bridges, buildings and other structures. Unsuspected
drains and culverts. Conduits, sewers, catch basins, water pipes,
dikes, dams, cribbing, retaining walls, flumes, ditches, riprap,
mattresses, etc.. not readily discovered, and especially those which
are outside of the right of way.
Roads, channels and streams
which have been diverted, but knawledge of which cannot be
had from mere inspection.
Materials which were originally
ballast, but which have settled below the subgrade.
Items incident to eliminating grade crossings, elevating, depressing or
changing tracks, particularly under traffic, and similar extraordinary construction costs.
Penalties paid contractors for delay in furnishing material or facilities. Extra cost of work owing
to extraordinary weather and labor conditions, strikes, etc., or
on account of suspension and later resumption of the construction.
Curbing, paving, drainage, etc., of streets, and other improvements of various kinds off the right of way, paid for wholly
or in part by the railroad companies. Special assessments levied
against the railroad companies for general public improvements,

;

etc., etc.

It is evident that

information concerning such items as these

many cases, best be ascertained from A personal recollecand knowledge of conditions attendant upon the construction, improvement and operation of the property.
Tlierefore, in
order that a comprehensive investigation and study of the constructiori records may be made, any person having information
of the nature desired is earnestly requested to communicate in
can, in

:

tion

Foreign Electrification Projects

Among

many

important engineering imlarge and
undoubtedly be seriously delayed because
of the war are the electrifications of steam railroads in Germany,
France and other countries. The greatest delay may be expected
in Germany, partly because of the diversion of government funds
to war purposes and partly because of the fact that the latest
In
electrification, that in Silesia, is close to the Russian border.
any event, the railroads will be so overcrowded because of troop
and supply transportation that no such interruptions as are incident to a change from steam to electricity would be permitted.
It is doubtful also whether the state railway electrification will
be furthered in a time of such financial stress.
the

provements which

will

New York

State Barge Canal

The engineers of the western division of the New York Barge
Canal are preparing plans for the construction of sections of the
canal imder six railroad crossings each of Rochester and six
west of that city. The work on this part of the canal has been
postponed because of litigation as to the right of the State to
take the land occupied by the railroads. A recent court decision
aflSrms the right of the State to exercise eminent domain in
these cases but the State must build and maintain the bridges
necessary for the crossing of the railroads.
State engineer
Bensel reports that the terminal facilities for the canal in
Rochester, Syracuse, Oswego and other cities will be ready by
.About 70 per cent of the work
the time the canal is finished.
on the canal between Buflfalo and Albany has been turned over
by the contractors to the State.
;

Old Construction Data

The valuation committee of the Central of New Jersey and
Philadelphia & Reading, Was sent the following bulletin to all
employees and former employees
In order to co-operate with the Interstate Commerce Commission, under the federal valuation act, in the preparation of an
inventory of the properties embraced in the "Central of NewJersey system." representatives of the railroad will accompany
the government survey parties to point out the nature, locality,
extent and corporate ownership of such properties. In addition
to being familiar with the maps, profiles, plans and schedules of
the properties, these representatives should have knowledge of
all obscure and extraordinary items, quantities and costs that
are not readily visible or determinable upon a field inspection.

regard thereto with

Carl Tombo.
Principal Assistant \'aluation Engineer,
143 Liberty street. New York.

important that such communications should give,

It is

if

pos-

and location of old field books, maps,
estimates, vouchers, reports of engineers,
"authority for expenditure" reports, and any other records containing information of the nature above described which may
be in the general, division or other offices of the company or in
sible,

the

profiles,

description

plans,

final

the possession of contractors or others who have had connection
with the construction, extension and improvement of the road,
but who are not now in the employ of the company; also the
names and addresses of retired or former officers and employees
and others who may have knowledge of the construction, ex-

tension and improvement of the prroperty.

The San

An army

men

Francisco Fair

now

busily engaged in completing the
landscaping of the Panama-Pacific International Exposition. The
era of construction on the exhibit palaces has passed and the inWithin a few weeks thousands
stallation of exhibits has begun.
of exhibitors, with their army of attendants, will be installing
their displays. Altogether more than 70.000 tons of exhibits will
be brought to the grounds, the freight charges on which, it is
The
estimated, will entail an outlay of more than $4,000,000.
traffic department of the exposition estimates that more than

of

is

1.000,000 people will cross the

Rocky Mountains

to the

Pacific

coast next year.

Railway Fire Protection Association

The second annual meeting of

the

Railway Fire Protection

Association will be held at the Hotel Raleigh, Washington,
D. C, on Tuesday and Wednesday, October 6 and 7. The program for the meeting is as follows

Tuesday Morning Session 10 A. M.— Roll Call. Reading of
Minutes of Last Meeting, Address of President,.. Report of
Executive Committee.
Afternoon Session 2 P. M.— Report of Committee on Fire
Hazards.
Wednesday Morning Session 10 A. M.— Report of Committee

September

on

Statistics

25,
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and Forms, Report of Committee on Fire Fighting

Organization.

—

Afternoon Session 2 P. M. Report of Committee on Fire
Fighting Apparatus, Unfinished Business, New Business, Election of Officers and Executive Committee.
It is announced that if necessary the meeting will be continued on Thursday, October 8.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS
Tlic jollo-nniig itst gives names
tneetings, and places of meeting.

dates of next

of secretaries,

regular

—

—

—

—

—

—

Room

101,

Union

Mo.

Station, St. Louis,

—

.\merican Electric Railway Association. E. B. Burritt, 29 W. 39th St.,
New York. Annual convention, October 12-15, Atlantic City, N. J.
-Xmerican Electric Railway Ma.vufacturers' Association. H. G. McConnaughy, 165 Broadway, New York. Meetings with American Electric
Railway Association.
-American Railway .Association. W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York.
Semi-annual meeting, November 18, Chicago.
.\iiERiCAN Railway Bridge and Building Associ.^tion. C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. VV., Chicago. Next convention, October 20-22, 1914, Los Angeles,

—

—

—

Cal.

—

.\merican Railway Engineering Association. E. H. Fritcb, 900 S. MichNext convention, March 16-18, 1915, Chicago.
igan Ave., Chicago.
American Railway Master Mechanics' Association. J. W. Taylor, 1112
Karpen Bldg., Chicago. Annual meeting, June, 1915.
American Railway Safety .Association. L. F. Shedd, C. R. I. & P.,

—

—

Next meeting, November, Chicago.
Chicago.
A. R. Davis, Central of
Annual meeting, July, 1915.
Georgia, Macon, Ga.
.American Society for Testing Materials. Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
.American Society of Civil bNGiNEERS. Chas. \V. Hunt, 220 W. 57th St.,
New York. Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Wednesday in month, except, June, July and August, 220 W. 57th St., New York.
.American Society of Engineering Contractors. J. R. Wemlinger, 11
Broadway, New York. Regular meetings, 2d Thursday in month, at
2 P. M., 11 Broadway, New York.
.American 'Society of Mechanical Engineers. Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
Annual meeting, December 1-4, 1914, New
39th St., New York.

.American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.

—

—

—

—

—

York.

—

American Wood Preservers' Association. F. J. Angier, B. & O., Mt.
Royal Sta., Baltimore, Md. Next convention, January 19-21, 1915,
Chicago.
Association of American Railway Accounting Officers. E. R. WoodAnnual
son, 13U0 Peni.sylvania -Ave., N. W., Washington, D. C.
convention, April 28, 1915, Atlanta, Ga.
George W.
.Association of Manufacturers of Chilled Car Wheels.
Lyndon, 1214 McCormick Bldg., Chicago. Annual meeting, second
Tuesday in October, New York.
C. W. Egan, B. & O.. Baltimore,
.XssociATlON OF RAILWAY CLAIM AGENTS.
Md. Annual meeting, 3d week in May, 1915, Galveston, Tex.
-Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.
Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
N. W., Room 411, C. & N. W. Sta., Chicago. Annual convention,
October 26-30, 1914, Chicago.
-Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.
P. W. Drew, Soo
Line, 112 West Adams St., Chicago.
Annual meeting, June 22-25,
1915, Rochester, N. Y.
G. P.
-\5sociATio.\ OF Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.
Conard, 75 Church St., New York.
Next meeting, December 8-9,
1914, Richmond, Va.
.'sidce and Building Supply Men's -Association.
i^. D. Mitchell, Detroit
Graphite Co., Chicago, 111. Meetings with American Railway Bridge
and Building .Association.
Lanadian Railway Club.— James Powell, Grand Trunk, P. O. Box 7, St.
Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in
Lambert (near Montreal), Que.
month, except June, July and August, Windsor Hotel, Montreal, Que.
V-ANADiAN Society of Civil Engineers. Clement H. McLeod, 176 MansRegular meetings, 1st Thursday in October,
field St., Montreal, Que.
November, December, February, March and April. Annual meeting,
January, Montreal.
Car Foremen's .Association of Chicago. Aaron Kline, 841 Lawler Ave.,
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except July and
Chicago.
August, Lytton Bldg., Chicago.
ENTRAL K.MLWAY Clud.— H D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in January, May, September and November.
-Annual meeting, 2d Thursday in March, Hotel Statler, Buffalo, N. Y.
:viL Engineers' Society of St. Paul.
Edw. J. Dugan, P. O. Box 654,
August and September, Old State Capitol Bldg., St. Paul.
Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania. Edw. R. Dasher, Box 75, Harrisburg, Pa.
Regular meetings, 1st Friday after 10th of each month,
except July and August, 31 So. Front St., Harrisburg, Pa.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania. Elmer K. Hiles, 2511
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. Regular meetings, I'st and 3d Tuesday,
Pittsburgh.
Freight Claim Association. Warren P. Taylor, R. F. & P., Richmond,
Va. Annual meeting, June 16, 1915, Chicago.
General Superintendents' -Association of Chicago. A. M. Hunter, 321
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday preceding 3d Thursday in month. Room 1856, Transportation Bldg.,
Chicago.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

'

—

i

—

—

—

—

—

Inter.national Railway Congress. Executive Committee, 11, Rue de Louvain, Brussels, Belgium.
Next convention, June 23 to July 6, 1915,

—

International Railway Fuel Association. C. G. Hall, C. & E. I., 922
McCormick Bldg., Chicago. Annual meeting. May 17-20, 1915, Chicago.

—

Inteen.\tional Railway General Foremen's Association. Wm. Hall, 829
W. Broadway, Winona, Minn. Next convention, July 14-17, 1915,
Sherman House, Chicago.
International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association. A. L. Woodworth, C. H. & D., Lima, Ohio.
Maintenance of Way and Master Painters' -Association of the United
States and Canada.— T. I. Goodwin, C. R. I. & P., Eldon, Mo.
Next convention, November 17-19, 1914, Detroit, Mich.
Master Boiler Makers' Association. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,
New York. Annual convention. May, 1915.
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' .Association of the United States
and Canada.— a. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass.
Master Car Builders' -Association. J. W. Taylor, 1112 Karpen Bldg.,
Chicago.
Annual meeting, June, 1915.
National Railway -Appliances Association. Bruce 'V. Crandall, 537 So.
Dearborn St., Chicago. Next convention, March 15-19, 1915, Chicago.
New England Railroad Club. W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 Atlantic -Ave., Boston, Mass.
Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in month, except June,
July, August and September, Ijoston.
New \ork Railro.\d Club. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, except June, July and August,
29 W. 39th St., New York.
Niagara Frontier Car Men's Assochtion. E. Frankenberger, 623 Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y. Meetings monthly.
Peoria Assochtion pf Railroad Officers. M. W. Rotchford, Union Station, Peoria, HI.
Regular meetings, 2d Thursday in month, Jefferson

—

—

or

Next
F. M. Nellis, S3 State St., Boston, Mass.
convention, May 4,-7, 1915, Hotel Sherman, Chicago.
.\merican Association of Demurrage Officers. A. G. Thomason, Demurrage Commissioner, Boston, Mass. Annual convention in April.
.\MERicA.\' Association of Dining Car Superintendents.
H. C. Boardman, D. L. & W., Hoboken, N. J. Next convention, October 22-24,
Washington, D. C.
.\merican Association of Freight Agents. R. O. Wells, Illinois Central,
East St. Louis, 111. Annual meeting, May 21-24, 1915, Richmond, Va.
.American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents. W. C.
Hope, C. R. R. of N. J., 143 Liberty St., New York.
.American Association of Railroad Superintendents. E. H. Harman,
Air Br.\ke Associ.^tion.
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—

—

—

—

—
—

Hotel, Peoria.

Railroad Club of Kansas City.— C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas
City, Mo.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.
Railroad M-\ster Tinners, Coppersmiths and Pipefitters' Association.
U. G. Thompson, C. & E. I., Danville, 111. Annual meeting. May,

—

1915.

—

Railway Business

-Association.
Frank
.Annual meeting, December

York.

New

W. Noxon,
1914,

10,

30 Church

St.,

New

Waldorf- -Astoria -Hotel,

York.

207, P. R. R.
— B. Anderson, Room month,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Regular meetings, 4th Friday
except June,
July and August, Monongahela House, Pittsburgh.
Railway Electeic.\l Supply Manufacturers' Association. —
Scribner,

Railway Clue of Pittsburgh.

J.

Sta.,

in

J.

1021 Monadnock Block, Chicago.
Meetings with Association of
way Electrical Engineers.
Railway Fire Protection -Association. C. B. Edwards, Fire Ins.
Mobile & Ohio, Mobile, -Ala.
Annual meeting, October 6-7,

—

Rail-

Agt.,
1914.

Hotel Raleigh, Washington, D. C.
-Association.
C. C. Rosenberg, Times Bldg., Bethlehem,

—

Railway Signal
Pa.

—

Railway Storekeepers' Association. J. P. Murphy, L. S. & M. S., Box C,
Collinwood, Ohio.
Annual meeting. May, 1915.
Railway Supply Manuf.acturers' Association. }. D. Conway, 2136 Oliver

—

Pa.
Meetings
Master Mechanics Associations.
Bldg.,

Pittsburgh,

Master

with

Car

50 Church St., New York.
Telegraph Superintendents.

Builders

and

—

Railway Telegraph and Telephone Appliance

-Association.
G. A. Nelson,
with Association of Railway

Meetings

Richmond Railroad Club.— F. O. Robinson, C. & O., Richmond, Va.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July and
August.

—

Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association. L. C. Ryan, C. &
N. W., 'Sterling, 111.
St. Louis Railway Club.
B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,
Mo. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, e.xcept June, July and

—

.August,

St.

Louis.

Salt Lake City Transportation Club.— R. E. Rowland, Hotel Utah Bldg.,
Salt Lake City, Utah. Regular meetings, 1st Saturday of each month.
Salt Lake City.
Signal Appliance -Association. F. W. Edmunds, 3868 Park Ave., New
York.
Meeting with annual convention Railway Signal Association.
Society of Railway Financial Officers. Carl Nyquist, C. R. I & P.,
La Salle St. Sta., Chicago.
Southern -Associ.ation of Car Service Officers. E. W. Sandwich, A. &

—

—

W.

—
—
A.
Thursday,

P. Ry., -Atlanta Ga.

Southern and Southwestern Railway Club.

J. Merrill, Grant Bldg.,
Atlanta, Ga.
Regular meetings, 3d
January, March, May,
July, September, November, 10 A. M;, Candler Bldg., Atlanta.
'Tr.xnsportation Club.
Harry S. Fox, Toledo, Ohio.
Regular
meetings, Ist Saturday in month, Boody House, Toledo.
Supply -Association.— W. C. Kidd, Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn,
N. \'. Meetings with Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way -Asso-

—

Toledo

Track

ciation.

—

Traffic Club of Chicago. W. H. Wharton, La Salle Hotel, Chicago.
Traffic Club of New York. C. .A. Swope, 291 Broadway, New York.
Regular meetings, last Tuesday in month, except June, July and
August, Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh. D. L. Wells, Erie R. R., Pittsburgh. Pa.
Meetings bimonthly, Pittsburgh. Annual meeting, 2d Monday in Tune.
Traffic Club of St. Louis.— -A. F. Versen. Mercantile Library Bldg.,
Annual meeting in November. Noondav meetings
St. Louis, Mo.
October to May.
Train Despatchers' .Association of -America. J. F. Mackie, 7122 Stewart
.Annual meeting June 15. 1915. Minneapolis, Minn.
-Ave., Chicago.
Tr.\nsportation Club of Detroit. W. R. Hurley, Superintendent's office,
L. S. & M. S.. Detroit, Mich.
Meetings monthly, Normandie Hotel,

—

—

—

—

Detroit.

—

Tr.^veling Engineers' Association. W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. R.,
East Buffalo, N. Y.
Utah Society of Engineers. Frank W. Moore, Newhouse Bldg., Salt
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, except
Lake Citv. Utah.
July and '.August, Consolidated Music Hall, Salt Lake City.
Western Canada Railway Club.— W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, WinRegular meetings, 2d Monday, except June, July and
nipeg, Man.
August, Winnipeg.
Western Railway Club. J. W. Taylor, 1112 Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
Regular meetings. 3d Tuesday in month, except June, July and
August, Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
Western Society of Engineers. J. PI. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block.
Chicago.
Regular meetings, 1st Monday in month, except January,
Extra meetings, except in July and
July and August, Chicago.
August, generally on other Monday evenings.

—

—

—
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Traffic

News

The Western

Classification

A

merchant

in

2,

Committee has announced a hearon electric fans.

Winnipeg, Man., has received a shipment of

26 carloads of apples direct from

Nova

tory

to the departure of the trains on the transcontinental.
Special train and freight handling crews were likewise held
readiness.
The Southern Pacific is trying to make San
Francisco the main point for the routing of Oriental freight
destined to the East.
Great Britain has barred the vessels
of belligerent nations from the use of the Suez canal, and
this means that the great bulk of Oriental merchandise consigned to New York and other eastern points must come to
the Pacific Coast, here to be unloaded and re-shipped by rail.
In this connection, the Southern Pacific and the Pacific Mail
want to make San Francisco the transshipment point.
in

-iiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiriiiiiiitiHitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiittiiiiiiiitiiiitiiiiuiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiii

ing in Chicago on October
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Scotia.

The semi-annual convention
sociation

to be held
10 and 11.

is

November

at

of the Railway Development Asthe Hotel La Salle, Chicago, on

Traffic Club of

New York

The next

The committee on

railroads of the Amerthat the total freight car

relations between

Railway Association reports
surplus on September 15 was 136,049 cars, a decrease of 27,277
The total shortage was 2,059 cars, an
cars from September 1.
increase of 141.

ican

The Boston & Maine announces that not more than two mileage books will be sold to a single customer. Since the announcement that the cost of mileage books is to be advanced on October
1, traveling men are said to have been buying up large quantities
of books at the present rate of two cents a mile.

At a conference last week between representatives of the
transcontinental railways and the Interstate Commerce Commission it was decided to extend the agreement covering
reparation on shipments affected by the Spokane rate case to
cover shipments made to and from intermediate points between Chicago and Spokane, made between July 15, 1912, and
August

1,

1913.

regular meeting of the Traffic Club of New York
will be held at the W'aldori-Astoria on Tuesday evening.
September 29. Addresses will be made by Charles S. Whitman, district attorney, on current events, and Alex. C. Humphreys, president of Stevens Institute of Technology on National Economic Conditions.

sociation,

Panama-Pacific International Exposition in San Francisco will last throughout the period of the
exposition, from February 20 to December 4. 1915. Competitions
in the department of live stock will take place in October and
November of next year. In addition to $175,000 which has been
set aside for cash premiums, other sums have been appropriated
by interested live stock associations, bringing the total to $227,000.

live stock exhibit at the

A

like

amount

is

offered in prizes for trotting races.

A

remarkable record for regular and fast freight service has
been made recently by the fast freight train No. 51 from Chicago
to Atlanta, Ga., over the Illinois Central and the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis. The train leaves Chicago at 11 p. m. and is
scheduled to arrive at Atlanta at 12 :30 a. m. the third day. From
August 26 to September 6 its arriving time at Atlanta was 2 a. m.,
12:10 a. m., 12:40 a. m., 2 a. m., 1 :20 a. m., 12:50 a. m., 1 :25 a. m.,
5:30 a. m., 6:30 a. m. and 12:50 a. m., and with the exception
of only two days the distance of 850 miles was made in 49 to 51
hours.

A

preliminary hearing of the Official Classification Committee
for the benefit of western shippers was held in the rooms of the
Central Freight Association, Chicago, on Thursday, September
17, for the consideration of a large number of subjects enumerated
in docket No, 20, including a large number of recommendations
of the committee on uniform classification respecting uniform
classification provisions and other matters.
Among the items on

which changes were proposed, based on recommendations of the
committee on uniform classification, were acids, boats, boilers,
furnaces and heaters, locomotive parts, machinery and machines,
oils,

ores, clay, coffee,

fiber,

fish,

furniture, honey, rice,

sugar cane, fire-fighting apparatus,
making or refrigerating machinery.

goods,

glassware,

rubber

and

ice

The largest cargo of merchandise that ever entered the
harbor of San Francisco arrived from China and Japan on
the Pacific Mail liner "Manchuria" on September 17 and was
sent eastward in bond to New York on five special Southern
Pacific trains.
The cargo consisted of 270 tons of raw silk
and silk pieces, and 2,700 tons of tea, matting and other
•Oriental merchandise; the total shipment requiring over 165
cars, 15 of which are of an especially constructed design to
meet the requirements of the silk. For a week, the Southern
Pacific had been obtaining every available car of the highest
type of equipment in the neighborhood of San Francisco.
These were lined up near the Pacific Mail dock, with several
switch engines assigned to the duty of handling them prepara-

is

quoted as follows

Manufacturers' As-

Illinois

:

"The Illinois Manufacturers' Association
movement which will mean better business

is

in

favor of any
We op-

conditions.

posed former efforts on the part of railroads to obtain higher
rates, because we did not believe that conditions in the country
warranted the changes and because we would be the ones to
suffer.

"We

want

our goods just as cheaply as possible,
Conditions are now such that they
cannot always be shipped, partly because there is no market and
partly because the railroads cannot afford to supply the needed

but

The

Manufacturers' Association for Higher Freight Rates

Illinois

John M. Glenn, secretary of the

still

to ship

we want them

shipped.

equipment.

"The

railroads are in trouble, and because they are in trouble
The railroads are the agencies for deare in trouble also.
There is no sentimental desire on our part
to aid the 'poor railroads' for themselves alone, nor are we taking
this attitude out of sympathy to the widows and orphans who
own the securities. It is simply a business proposition."

we

livering our goods.

American Association

of Traveling

Passenger Agents

The forty-second annual convention

of the American Association of Traveling Passenger Agents is to be held in San Francisco on October 12 and 13.
It is expected that this convention
will have the largest attendance in the history of the association,
as acceptances have already been received from 350 members.
Special trains will be run from Chicago over the Chicago &
Northwestern, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, and possibly the

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, and it is expected that there will
be two specials out of St. Louis over the Missouri Pacific. The
members will be entertained by the officials of the PanamaPacific International Exposition and will be afforded an opFollowing
portunity to inspect the fair grounds and buildings.
Among the
the convention a tour of California will be made.
subjects to be discussed at the convention are the following:
'Of what value will the Panama-Pacific International Exposition
and the opening of the Panama Canal be to the World?" and
"Why is the Traveling Passenger Agent of more importance today than he was during the old days of rate cutting?" A special
train will be provided by the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe for
the return trip from San Diego to Chicago.

—

The Towing Lccomotives on the Pan.'\m,\ Can.\l. Forty
three-phase towing locomotives have been built for the Panama
Canal, having tractive effort up to 47,500 lb. Four of these, two
No
on each side, will propel steamships through the locks.
vessel is allowed to go through the locks under her own power.
Each locomotive is propelled by a rack rail while towing at a
speed of two miles per hour when running idle the rack pinion
The
is released and the speed increased to five miles per hour.
locomotive is driven by two 75 h. p. motors in the center there
which
ft.
the
capacity
of
is
800
drum,
is a vertical windlass with
of one-inch steel hawser cable.
;

;
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accordance with the recent decision of the Missouri Suin the Missouri Southern case, holding that the provision in the public service commission law authorizing the commission to prescribe reasonable rates in effect repealed the maxirate laws passed by the legislature.

filed in

preme Court
I

Commission and Court News

|

mum

aiiiiniiniiiimiiiiinminwUMiinituniminiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

i

i

The

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
The commission has announced

that

it

The voters

will begin hearings

on

October 19 in relation to the petition of 112 carriers in official
classitication territory, asking a modification of the recent findings
in the

points.

The railroads that were defendants in the San Francisco and
Los Angeles switching cases, in which the Interstate Commerce
Commission issued an order requiring them to cease making and
collecting charges for switching cars placed on industrial spur
incidental to the line haul of the delivering carrier,

when

have filed a petition for a rehearing before the Interstate Commerce Commission announcing that they propose to demonstrate
transportthat the switching charges imposed by the carriers for
ing freight to and from industries are lawful and reasonable,
performfor
charges
collect
and that the carriers are entitled to

mam

ing these services in addition to the rates collected for the
Particular stress is laid upon the decisions in, the
line service.
comindustrial railways case and on the statement made by the
The
mission in its opinion in the 5 per cent rate advance case.
respectfully subpetition includes the following: "It is therefore
eviintroduce
mitted that these defendants should be permitted to
dence in support of their contentions that this industrial switchservice;
ing service is separate and distinct from the main line
ancillary service
that this service is in the nature of a special and
so that
made,
properly
be
should
charges
for which reasonable
policy apthese defendants may conform their practice to the
proved by the commission, thereby removing the discrimination
and
which will be engendered against the team track shippers
given industhe unjust preference and advantage which will be
and that, to this
trial shippers if the charges are not imposed;
granted."
end, the cases should be reopened and a rehearing

STATE COMMISSIONS
The New Hampshire Public

Service Commission has refused

permission to the Boston & Maine and Grand Trunk to increase mileage book rates from 2 to 2J4 cents per mile.

The California Railroad Commission has rendered a decision
authorizing the Southern Pacific, Western Pacific and Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe to make certain increases in their freight
At the same time,
rates between San Francisco and Stockton.
their
the commission denied the railroads authority to increase
Berkeley,
rates between San Francisco, San Jose, Niles, Oakland.
and
Vallejo
South
Point,
Leandro, Crockett. Benicia. Bay
San
numerous other points west of Stockton.

State Public Service Commission, Second disMarch
has decided to suspend for another si.x months, to
charge of $2
1915, the tariffs filed by the railroads making a

The New York
trict,

20,

industrial raila car for "spotting"' cars on private sidings and
numbers of shiproads. Protest was immediately made by large
proposed rates
pers, and as a result the commission suspended the
pending a hearing and decision of their necessity. The commisdecommission
federal
sion is expected to delay action until the

cides the cases,
York shippers.

embodying the same question, which

affect

briefly

noted

15,

in last

filed

expected to appoint Samuel W. Gould, a former congressman, as the democratic member of the board, succeeding
the late Joseph Williamson; and he will name a chairman
in the place of Luere B. Deasey, of Bar Harbor, who declined
to serve. William B. Skelton, of Lewiston, is the other member of the commission. Mr. Gould's appointment will carry
with it*a salary of $4,000 a year. He is one of the leading
lawyers of the state and a graduate of the University of
Maine, holding the position of president of the board of
trustees of that institution at the present time. He has been
prominent in democratic politics, having been candidate for
governor on that ticket and elected to Congress in 1910. It
is understood that George F. Giddings, of Augusta, the present clerk of the state board of railroad commissioners, which
is abolished under the new act, is to be appointed clerk of
the commission at a salary of $2,500 a year. This law was
passed in 1913 and would have gone into effect on July 12
of that year but for the fact that a petition was presented callThe Statute is Chapter 129 of 1913.
ing for a referendum.
The law contains in general all of the stringent and sweeping
provisions which have been embodied in recent state statutes
An
of this kind such as Massachusetts and West Virginia.
abstract of it was printed in the Raihivy Age Gazette, July
The salary of the chairman is to be $5,000 a year
11, 1913.
and of the other commissioners $4,500 each. The objectors
said that the new law would cost the state $100,000 a year
and that this would be an unnecessary expense, the present
state of affairs being satisfactory.

PERSONNEL OF COMMISSIONS
is now engaged on the appraisal of the Pere
Marquette for the Michigan Railroad Commission, has been appointed senior inspector of motive power, division of valuation,
Interstate Commerce Commission, for the Southern district, with
headquarters at Chattanooga, Tenn., effective on October 1.

M. E. Wells, who

K. E. Kellenberger, whose appointment as senior signal engineer, central district, division of valuation. Interstate Commerce

Commission, was reported in the Railway Age Gazette of September 11, was superintendent of signals of the Chicago & North
Western, not the Chicago Great Western, as stated.

Frank M. Patterson has been appointed

field

engineer of

the central district, division of valuation. Interstate

Commerce

Mr. Patterson
Chicago.
was educated at the University of Iowa, and has been conin various
Quincy
nected with the Chicago, Burlington &
capacities, from 1887 until his recent appointment, having
been assistant engineer on construction of the St. Louis
terminal; resident engineer in Chicago; resident engineer at
Hannibal, Mo.; roadmaster on the Missouri lines; engineer

Commission, with headquarters

at

charge of construction on the Chicago & Alton and
Burlington joint line from Mexico to Old Monroe, Mo.;
assistant to the engineer of the Illinois district, and later
engineer of the Missouri district.
in

COURT NEWS

New

week's issue the Missouri railways on
with the state public service commission a
three
petition for an increase of passenger fares from two to
same time
cents per mile, and four cents on branch lines. At the
for which
rates,
freight
in
advance
general
for
a
asked
they
they submitted tariffs, and a restoration of the old excess baggage rate, which the commission had reduced from 16?^ to 12^
was
per cent of the passenger fare for each 100 lb. The petition

As

September

creating the public utilities commission and the provisions
Governor William T. Haines
of the act are now effective.
is

Five Per Cent Case.

The New Orleans Cotton Exchange has filed a complaint
with the Interstate Commerce Commission against 30 railroads, charging discrimination against New Orleans in favor
of other southern and eastern ports in the failure to publish
through rates to New Orleans from local cotton-producing

tracks

Meiine Public Utilities Commission

Maine

in the referendum held with the recent
September election have approved the act of the legislature

of

Judge John G. Slate, of Jefferson City, Mo., last week overruled the demurrer of the Missouri Pacific to the suit brought
by the attorney general of Missouri for the recojery of overpassenger rates while the state two-cent fare law
injunction, and appointed W. S. Hoke as master
overin chancery to receive and pass upon all claims for
which
may be filed. The ruling sustained the right
charges
of the attorney general to sue for the shippers and passengers

charges

in

was under

collectively.

September

25,
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& Alton, and R. N. Golden has been appointed general agent of the traffic department of the Minneapolis & St.
Louis, with office at Cincinnati, Ohio.
the Chicago

Railway Officers
Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

Edward D. Robbins,

general counsel to the board of directors
York, New Haven & Hartford, with headquarters
Haven, Conn., has resigned.

New

of the

New

at

C. L. Sivley has resigned as general attorney of the Illinois
Central and •the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley, at Chicago, 111., to
engage in the general practice of law at Memphis, Tenn.

Farrar L. McCain has resigned as judge of the Superior Court

Muskogee county, Oklahoma, to become general counsel of the
Midland Valley Railroad for Oklahoma and Arkansas, with headquarters at Muskogee, Okla.
of

Frank Scott, vice-president and treasurer of the Grand Trunk
and the Grand Trunk Pacific, with heaquarters at Montreal, Que.,
has been appointed vice-president, in charge of finances, also of
the Central Vermont, succeeding M. M. Reynolds, deceased.

David Van Alstyne has been appointed assistant to the vicepresident in charge of operation of the Xew York, New Haven
& Hartford and the Central New England, with headquarters
Mr. Van Alstyne will have charge of the test
at New York.
and store departments, and of handling scrap he will also have
supervisory authority over the mechanical department in regard
to organization, shop practice, approval of design, standards
;

and

Samuel Wilson, assistant general freight agent of the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul at Seattle, Wash., has been transferred to
Tacoma, Wash., in a similar capacity. R. J. Daniels, commercial
agent at Tacoma, has been appointed division freight and passenger agent at Butte, Mont., and the former position has been
abolished. A. J. Hillman, whom Mr. Daniels succeeds, has been
appointed general agent freight department at Seattle.

George M. Henry, whose appointment as general passenger
agent of the Detroit, Toledo & fronton, with headquarters at
Detroit, Mich., has already been announced in these columns, was
born September 3, 1876, at Toledo, Ohio.
He began railway
work in May, 1893, with the Wheeling & Lake Erie at Toledo,
and was successively clerk and chief clerk in the passenger department until 18S8, when he went to the Detroit & Lima Northern
at Detroit, Mich., as chief clerk in the passenger department.
From 1900 to 1902 he was general freight and passenger agent
of the Rapid Railway, an electric hne, and the following two years
was general passenger agent of the Detroit Southern. He was
then engaged in the coal business at Detroit for one year, returning to railway service in 1905 as general freight and passenger
agent of the Detroit, Monroe & Toledo. For three years from
1906 he was in the advertising business, taking up railway work
again in 1909 as chief clerk in the passenger department of the
Ohio Electric Railway at Springfield, Ohio. Mr. Henry became
connected with the Detroit, Toledo & fronton in 1910 as assistant
general passenger agent, and was appointed general passenger

agent on August

Engineering and Rolling Stock

Operating

W.

F.

Martin has been appointed inspector of operation

of the Erie at Cleveland, O.
chief despatcher on the Northern Pahas been appointed trainmaster at Jamestown, N. D.

John B. Glasgow, night
cific,

1.

requisitions.

William V. Wicks has been appointed road foreman of engines
Jamestown, N. D.

of the Northern Pacfic, at

W. H. Seward has been appointed assistant engineer of the
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, vv-ith headquarters at St. Joseph,
Mo., succeeding E. H. Peck.

M. A. Mulligan, trainmaster

of the Lehigh Valley at Jersey
N. J., has been appointed general yard inspector with office
South Bethlehem, Pa.

City,

at

C. H. Hmton, formerly agent of the Frisco lines at Newton,
Tex., has been appointed superintendent of the Orange & Northwestern, with headquarters at Orange, Te.\.

John L. Terry, general manager of the Denver, Laramie &
Northwestern at Denver, Colo., has resigned to go to the Rail
New York, effective October 1.

Joint Company,

Traffic

W. B. Wells has been appointed general agent of the Frisco
Lines at Dallas, Tex.
F. P. Jeffries has resigned as general agent of the Chicago
Illinois at Evansville, Ind.

&

Eastern

B. L. Abberger has been appointed soliciting freight agent of
the Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic, with office at Tampa, Fla.

H. A. Willie has been appointed traveling freight and passenger
agent of the Wabash, with headquarters at Salt Lake City, Utah.
H.

Garrett has been appointed soliciting freight agent of
the Queen & Crescent Route, with headquarters at Jacksonville,
Fla., succeeding L. F. Malum, resigned.

'

F.

W. H. Kinard, traveling freight agent
road at Macon, Qa., has been promoted
with headquarters at Spartanburg, S. C,
soliciting freight agent at Charleston, S. C,
E.

&

J.

Alton

Naylor, general agent
at

San Francisco,

of the Georgia Railcommercial agent,

to

and H. A. Ansaldo,
succeeds Mr. Kinard.

department of the Chicago
has been transferred to Peoria,

traffic

Cal.,

in a similar capacity, succeeding E. C. Coffee, deceased, whose
was assistant general freight agent. The .latter position has
been abolished. Frank Carnahan has been appointed commercial
agent at Peoria.
III.,

title

J. R. Shannon, commercial agent of the Minneapolis & St.
Louis at Cincinnati, Ohio, has been appointed general agent at
Chicago, succeeding E. L. Dalton, resigned to take service with

William Schmalzried, foreman of car shops of the Texas &
Worth, Tex., has been appointed master car builder,
with office at Marshall, Tex., succeeding W. D. Minton, resigned.
Pacific at Ft.

Frank L. Fox has been appointed general foreman, car department, of the Pere Marquette, with headquarters at Detroit, Mich.
Mr. Fox will have jurisdiction over all matters pertaining to the
car department.
George Searle, formerly for seven years general roundhouse
foreman of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, at San Bernardino,
Cal., has been appointed master mechanic of the Los Angeles division of the San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake, with headquarters at Las Vegas, Nev., succeeding W. A. Rogers, resigned.
J. Q. Anderson, roadmaster of the Atlantic Coast Line at
Florence, S. C, has been transferred to Petersburg, Va., in a
similar capacity.
W. M. Funk, roadmaster at Darlington, S. C.
has been transferred to Florence, succeeding Mr. Anderson, and
B. E. Haley, roadmaster at Kissimmee, Fla., has been transferred
to Darlington, succeeding Mr. Funk.

A.

New

Trumbull, mechanical superintendent of the Erie at
York, has been appointed assistant to the general me-

G.

chanical superintendent, with headquarters at

New York;

E. S.

FitzSimmons, mechanical superintendent of the Ohio division,
at Cleveland, Ohio, has been appointed mechanical superintendent of the Erie division, with headquarters at New York;
Charles James, master mechania at Jersey City, N. J., succeeds
F. H. Murray, master mechanic at Port
Mr. FitzSimmons
George Thibaut, general
Jervis, N. Y.. succeeds Mr. James
T. S.
Pa., succeeds Mr. Murray
Susquehanna,
foreman at
Davey, master mechanic at Stroudsburg, Pa., has been appointed
shop superintendent at Buffalo, N. Y., car shop, and W. H.
Snyder, general foreman at Stroudsburg, succeeds Mr. Davey.
;

;

;

Purchasing
G. A. Secor. storekeeper of the Minneapolis & St. Louis, at
Minneapolis, Minn., has been appointed general storekeeper of
the Chicago & -Mton, with headquarters at Bloomington. III., succeeding Daniel Downing, resigned.
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C. M. Wester has been appointed storekeeper of the Baltimore & Ohio, with office at Parkersburg, W. Va., succeeding

D, L. Donaldson, transferred, and
pointed assistant storekeeper, with
ceeding W. D. Stone, promoted.

J.

Mayhall has been ap-

\'.

Parkersburg,

at

office

Equipment and Supplies

suc-

limiitiiiittiiiiiiiiiniiit)iii[|iltriiuin

agent of the New York, New
Haven, Conn., has been appointed
purchasing agent of the Connecticut Company, and will also
buy for the Rhode Island Company, tlie Housatonic Power Company, the Berkshire Street Railway, the New York & Stamford
Railway, the Westchester Street Railroad, and the Westport Water Company.
Mr. Sanford will have his headquarters at New
Haven. In line with the policy the New Haven is now pursumg

H.

J.

purchasing

Sanford,

Haven & Hartford,

at

New

of curtailing expenses in every way possible, it is thought that
H. A. Fabian, director of purchases, can handle the business without Mr. Sanford's assistance. The appointment of an independent
purchasing agent for tlie trolley companies is the last step in giving
those companies a complete organization of their own, entirely
independent in every way of the New Haven management.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has ordered one locomotive for exhibition purposes from the Baldwin Locomotive
Works.

The Southern- P.vcific has ordered one Mikado type locomotive for exhibition purposes from the Baldwin Locomotive
Works.

The Reed Construction

Comp.'\ny, Mishawaka, Ind., has or-

dered one Shay geared locomotive from the
Corporation.

Lima Locomotive

CAR BUILDING
OBITUARY

The

Charles A. Pettibone, general agent of the
land, Ore., died on

September

16,

Wabash

at

Port-

aged 53 years.

William S. Crane, formerly car accountant of the Missouri
Pacific at St. Louis, Mo., died on September 20, at his home
in that city.
John G. Haun, supervisor of bridges and buildings of the Virginia & Southwestern, with headquarters at Bristol, Tenn., was
A motor
killed in an accident on that road on September 14.
car in which he was traveling was derailed while crossing a
near Bluff City, causing his death.

trestle

D. M. Hamilton, claims attorney of the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe, with headquarters at Topeka. Kan., died at a
He was born
hospital in Kansas City on September 20.
on July 18, 1851 at Pittsburgh, Pa., and was educated at
Knox College and at the St. Louis law school. From 1879
to 1898 he was local attorney for the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy at Fort Madison, Iowa, and was for a time mayor
From 1881 to 1890 he was also attorney for theof the city.
Fort Madison & Northwestern. He entered the service of
the Santa Fe as assistant attorney and in June 1898 was made
He has been a leader in the safety first
claims attorney.

Geokgi.s

Railro.\d

is

in

the market

for 500 40-ton bo.x

cars.

The New York Centr.\l & Hudson River has ordered 2,000
underframes from the Merchants Despatch Transportation Company.

The Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis is in the market
for 500 to 1,000 40-ton single sheathed box cars, or 500 to 1,000
40-ton double sheathed box cars.

The Northwestern P.\cific reported in the Railway Age
Gazette of August 14, as being in the market for 11 coaches, 3
mail and express, 4 baggage, 3 smoking and 4 chair cars has ordered 25 all-steel passenger cars from the Pullman Company,

J.

movement.
Frank W. Chaffee, general car inspector of the
tral

& Hudson

September

New York

Cen-

River, with headquarters at .\lbany, N. Y., died on

He was born on December

-15.

17,

1850, at Spring-

Mass., and began

field,

company

to

go

eral

West

foreman
Albany,

N.

Y.,

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific has ordered 600 tons
for a highway bridge at Des Moines, Iowa, from
American Bridge Company.
for a bridge over Tunica

steel

has orBayou, La.,

line

Pacific

between Addis,

is

installing automatic block signals

La.,

and Donaldsonville, 24

on

miles.

—

Fuel Economy on the Egyptian Railways. When the news
was received at Cairo that a general European war had broken
out the various railway administrations at once took steps to
examine their supplies of coal. The results were satisfactory as
far as the amounts on hand were concerned, but in view of the
all the companies began to cut down
The Egyptian State Railways led the way with a
diminished time-table which came into effect on August 7. Four
of the Cairo-Alexandria expresses two each way have been
withdrawn, also the night service in each direction between those
places, and six of the main line trains on the Upper Egypt section.
Thirty trains a day on the Cairo (Port Limoun)-A'Iataria suburban line have been taken off, thereby reducing that service by
one-third. In order further to save the coal bill, all lights at the
Cairo main station are being put out at 8 p. m., while many stations are not being lit at all.

uncertainty of the future
their service.

to

Central
as genthe
of

137 tons of steel in

Paducah, Ky., from the

The

its

1884, left

New York
& Hudson River

at

SIGNALING

the car building

the

has ordered

of material

The Texas &

He was
ton & Albany.
then for three years in
the service of the Baltimore & Ohio at Camden station, Baltimore,
that

Illinois

form of I-beams and girders for use
.\merican Bridge Company.

The Louisiana Railway & Navigation Company

department of the Bos-

1,

IRON AND STEEL
The Paducah &

from the American Bridge Company.

Manufacturing Company,
and then to June, 1881,

and on June

steel

dered 215 tons of

September, 1870, to December, 1872, he was
Car
with the Wason

in

Cincinnati, Hamilton & DayTon is in the market for
coaches, 8 all-steel passenger and baggage cars, 4
baggage and mail cars, 5 all-steel baggage cars, one
dining car and 2 wrecking cranes. The same company is also
planning to build 105 caboose cars in its own shops.

the

railway work in 1868, as
car repairer on the Connecticut River Railroad,
now a part of the BosFrom
& Maine.
ton

was

The

12-all

all-steel

—

W.

Chafle

He remained in
shops.
that position until March, 1895. when he was promoted to master car builder at the same shops, and since February 1, 1901,
Mr. ChafTee was general car inspector of the same road.

—

September
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R. L. Brown was elected a
M-C-B Company, Chicago, at

director and vice-president of the
a special meeting of the board of

directors.

John L. Terry, general manager of the Denver, Laramie &
Northwestern, has resigned from that position, effective October 1, to become connected with the Denver office of the Rail
Joint Company, New York.

The Ogle Construction Company, Chicago, has been
awarded a contract for the erection of a 340-ton all-steel
balanced bucket type coaling station at Hollow Rock Junction,
Tenn., by the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis.
The U. S. Metal & Manufacturing Company, New York, has
been appointed resident purchasing agent in America for the following companies Underground Electric Railways of London,
Ltd., the London General Omnibus Company, Ltd., the Metropolitan District Railway, the London Electric Railway, the Central London Railway and the City & South London Railway.
:

Alberta Central.— See Canadian

Pacific.

Altus, Lubbock & Roswell.— Announcement has been made
that work on the section from Memphis, Tex., southwest to
Lubbock, 86 miles, will be pushed to completion and will probably be put in operation this year.
This work was started in
1911.
The plans call for building an extension from Lubbock
west to Roswell, N. M. An extension is also projected east to
Altus, Okla.
E. Kennedy, president, Houston, Tex.

Canadian Pacific— The Alberta Central is now open for
from Red Deer, Alta., west to Rocky Mountain house,
64.8 miles. The new route from Montreal, Que., via Glen Tay,
Trenton and Agincourt, to Toronto, 182.6 miles, is now known
as the Lake Ontario Shore Line.
This new line has ruling
traffic

gradients of only 0.4 per cent each v.ay and the
ture is 4 deg.

Florence

& Huntsville Interurban.— An

the plans call for building

from Florence,

maximum

curva-

officer writes that

Ala., east to

Hunts-

about 75 miles, and about 12 miles of spur lines. A branch
projected from Killen, northeast via Lexington to
Pulaski, Tenn.
Surveys are to be started at once on the line.
The same interests have organized the Allentown Power Company to develop the water power on Cypress creek and to build
two hydro-electric power plants.
Surveys have already been
made of the various water powers, and the plans for dams and
power stations are now being prepared. T. H. Allen, president,
and M. S. Bingham, chief engineer, Florence, of the railway
ville,

is

TRADE PUBLICATIONS
—

Pacific. The passenger department has issued a
folder, on San Francisco, describing the principal points of interest of the city and of the Panama-Pacific exposition to be
held next year.

Southern

Sectional Buildings

— The

Chicago

Pneumatic Tool Com-

pany, Chicago, general sales agents for the Ruby Manufacturing
Company, Jackson, Mich., has recently issued a bulletin descriptive of Ruby all-steel sectional buildings for railroad purposes.

Pacific Type Locomotives.

— The

Baldwin Locomotive Works,

Philadelphia, Pa., has recently published its record No. 79, which
and gives dimensions of the recent Pacific type loco-

describes

The

motives which have been built by this company.
is

booklet

well illustrated.

—

Sand Blasting. The De La Vergne Machine Company, Mott
Sand Blasting Department, New York, has issued in pamphlet
form a paper read by H. D. Gates, sales manager, at a recent
meeting of the Associated Foundry Foremen of New York and
vicinity, entitled "The Sand Blast from the Users' Viewpoint."

—

Pneumatic Tools. The Independent Pneumatic Tool Company has just issued circular V, descriptive of the lines of Thor
roller bearing piston air drills, pneumatic chipping, calking and
flue beading hammers, turbine drills, staybolt drivers, air hose
and couplings manufactured by that company. This circular
will be sent free on request.
Automatic Train Stop-— The Automatic Railroad Appliance
Company, Inc., Rochester, N. Y., has issued an 18-page pamphlet
descriptive of the Lawn-Ryan automatic train stop for steam and
Illustrations of the mechanism are shown, and
electric roads.
the description, with, references to these illustrations, explains
the

method of operation and

Furnace Heats

— The

W.

S.

Rockwell Company,

New

York,

—

Appliances for Burning Fuel Oil. Tate. Jones & Company,
Pittsburgh, Pa., have recently issued a catalogue having
this title which aims to show the reasons why oil is the most
economical fuel and to name all and illustrate s'ome of the types
of furnaces and industries in which oil burners can be used to
Inc.,

advantage.

The

first

part of the

catalogiue

in

addition,

illus-

and describes various types of oil burners produced by the
company. The second part likewise describes and illustrates the
company's systems for pumping, heating and regulating oil flow

to burners.

company.

—

Marble Creek Valley (Electric). Incorporated in Idaho with
$100,000 to build an electric line from Clarkia, Idaho, northeast to
Pocono, about 20 miles, also to build a line south to a point in
Clearwater county. F. Herrick, Lac du Flambeau, Wis., may be
addressed.

—

New York Subways. The New York Public Service Commission, First district, opened bids on September IS for the construction of Section No. 2 of Route No. 48, the William street
part of the Park place, William and Clark street subway. This
section begins at a point under Beekman street, in the borough of
Manhattan, about 62 ft. west of William street, curves thence
southerly under private property into William street and runs
southerly under William street and easterly under Hanover
Square to a point about opposite the easterly building line of
The contract has been let to Smith, Hauser &
Pearl street.
Mclsaac, Inc., the lowest bidder, who offered to do the work
for $2,254,670.
(August 28, p. 408.)
The New York Public Service Commission, First district, has
approved a contract made by the New York Municipal Railway
Corporation with the Empire Construction Company, the lowest
bidder, at $115,987, for the installation of tracks and line equipment on the Liberty avenue extension of the elevated railroad in
the borough of Brooklyn and on the elevated connection between
the Lutheran Cemetery hne and the Myrtle avenue elevated
railroad.

installation.

has issued a card, 9 by 11 inches in size, on which is printed a
comparative scale of Fahrenheit and Centigrade degrees and
tables of temperature conversion factors, and hardening and tempering heats. The card is meant to be hung in laboratory or furnace rooms and to be used in connection with heating operations.

trates

also

—

North Georgia Mineral. Application has been made for a
charter in Georgia by this company with $1,250,000 capital, and
The plans call for buildmg from Atlanta,
office at Atlanta.
Ga., northwest through Fulton, Cobb, Cherokee and Bartow
The incorporators include J. Spalding,
miles.
about
50
counties,
A. E. Thornton, H. Spalding, W. J.
J. Morris, D. Macdougald,
Morrison and

J.

S. Floyd.

Rocky Ford & Southwestern.

— Plans

have been made,

it

is

build a line from Rocky Ford, Ga., which is on the
Central of Georgia and the Sylvania & Girard southwest to
Henry B. Griffin, formerly of Hamlet.
Portal about 12 miles.

said,

N. C,

to

is

said to be interested.

—

RossiON, Grand Rapids & Protection. We are told that this
company, which was recently organized ill Oklahoma, has a surIt is thought that money can be
vey finished on ten miles.
raised locally to build the line from a point on the Wichita

:
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Falls & Northwestern at or near Rosston, Okla., east to Doby
Springs.
The line may eventually be extended further east.
L. A. Walton, president, Alva, Okla.
(September 11, p. 494.)

—

Tampa & Gulf
is

it

said,

Coast. This company has completed work,
on the extension from Clearwater south along the

Vol.

St.

Railway Financial News

I

—

—

Cal.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES

—

Plans for a viaduct to be built on Comstreet in Greenville have been submitted by the Louisville
Nashville to the city officers of Greenville.
The proposed
structure is to be of steel, concrete and stone construction.

merce

&

—

An officer of the Nashville, Chattanooga &
Louis writes that work is now under way by the company's
forces putting up a passenger station 116 ft. long, to cost $14,412,
also a freight house 125 ft. long to cost $17,896, on Gay street
in Lebanon.
The structures are to have wood frames with
stuccoed walls.
Lebanon, Tenn.

St.

—

Philadelphia, Pa. Plans are being made for a steel and
concrete bridge to be built on the line of Glenwood avenue,
near Seventh street, Philadelphia, over the tracks of the Richmond branch of the Philadelphia & Reading. It is understood
that contracts will soon be let for the work which is to be carried out to eliminate a dangerous grade crossing.
The cost
of the improvements will be about $40,000.

—

Richmond, Va. The Southern Railway has given a contract
White & Son, Richmond. Va., for the construction of a
office at South Richmond, and a contract to J. H. Campbell

to P. J.

yard

&

Brother, Richmond, for the installation of a steam heating
in the new freight house at Richmond.

system

Baltimore & Ohio Felix M. Warburg has been elected a director, succeeding Paul M. Warburg, resigned to become a

member

of the federal reserve board.

—

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific. The joint committee, of which
James N. Wallace is chairman and the members are James
Brown, Bernard M. Baruch, Henry Evans and Frederick
Strauss, announces that about $18,000,000 of the Railroad collateral trust bonds have been deposited in this country and
$7,000,000 in Holland, with a committee which is co-operating
with the \\'allace committee, and that the trustee for the bonds
has brought proceedings for the foreclosure and sale of the
collateral.
The committee says that no distribution of the
pledged stock to bondholders is possible except through purchase under foreclosure.
The committee- is engaged in the
preparation of a plan to buy at foreclosure sale this Railway
company stock. The committee says in conclusion
"The committee desires to make it perfectly plain to the
bondholders that such a plan will require for its successful
carrying out the concurrence of practically all the bondholders,
who on the acquisition and distribution pursuant to the plan,
of the pledged stock, will, as stockholders, be entitled to full
voting rights and to take action as they may deem best, for
future financing. The plan above referred to is under preparation and its formal announcement may be expected next
week."

—

J. P. Morgan & Co.. New York, are offering to exchange
one-year 5 per cent notes at 97;/^ for the $4,550,000 notes
maturing October 1. The new notes will be secured bj"
$7,000,000 first mortgage bonds and will be ready for de-

Erie.

livery

October

in 1913.

— The

report for the year

1913 of the Nigerian Railways shows that, while the receipts increased from S2.440.530 in 1912 to $3,461,096 in 1913, the expenses
only rose from $1,717,056 to $1,867,780. so that the ratio of expenses to receipts was but 53.97 per cent in 1913. as against 75.52
per cent in 1912. The growth of traffic has been so great that
additional rolling stock has had to be obtained from English
equipment companies. Tenders were also asked for locomotives,
but the orders for these had to be sent to this country because
British makers were unable to promise early delivery.

Diesel

—

Electric

Motor

Coaches

Introduced

in

German

State. The Saxon State Railways have had constructed two
Diesel electric motor coaches, which they propose to try on the
line between Dresden, Coswig, and Meissen, for passenger traffic.
The Diesel motor is of the six-cylinder type and develops 200 to
250 horsepower at 400 to 450 revolutions per minute. Coupled
direct with the motor is a direct current dynamo of about 190
horsepower, which supplies energy to the motors, of which there
are two, each wound for 300 volts. The car is on two trucks,
one of which has three axles and the other two axles. The Diesel
motor and the dynamo are carried on the three-axle truck and
the working motors on the two-axle one. At each end of the
car are third class compartments with accommodation for ninety
passengers, as well as cabs for the driver. The car weighs about
70 tons. It is able to run at a speed of 43.4 miles per hour on the
level, or to haul a trailer at a lower speed.
The car is fitted with
the Westinghouse two-cylinder air brake. For electric lighting a
battery is provided, charged from the dynamo. The Diesel motor
cylinders are water-cooled, the heated water being discharged in
summer, but in winter passed through tubes to heat the car.

1.

International & Great Northern.

— The committee which asked

for the deposit of the $11,000,000 3-year 5 per cent notes
fell due on August 1 announces that a large majority
of the notes have been deposited and that further deposits
will be accepted to October 22.

which

—

Kansas City, Mexico & Orient. Applicatio'n has been made to
the Texas railroad commission for authority to issue $1,458,000 bonds on the new completed line between Alpine
and Girvin.

The Nigerian Railways

|
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Petersburg,

Verde Tunnel & Smelter Railroad. An officer writes that
this company has finished work on a line from Clarksdale,
Ariz.,
on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, to Hopewell
tunnel of the Verde Copper Company's mine, 14 miles. T. C.
Snider was the contractor. The ruling grade on the line is 4
per cent, and the maximum curvature 24 deg.
The line was
built to carry ore from the mines of the \'erde Copper Company to the new smelter just erected at Clarksdale. W. L.
Qark, president, Jerome, Ariz., N. E. Bailey, general superintendent, and R. D. Perkins, consulting eneineer. Los Angeles,

Greenville, Ala.

No. 13
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west coast of Florida to Davista, thence east to
22 miles. (July 24, p. 190.)

57,

This

is

at the rate of $16,000 per mile.

San Antonio, Uvalde & Gulf.

—

The receiver has asked permission from the court to issue $145,000 receiver's certificates
for improvements.

—

Taxi-cabs Popular in India. It is said that taxi-cabs have
proven so popular in Colombo and Calcutta that in the latter
every man and woman who manages to save enough to buy
a second-hand motor "that has some pretensions to style" will
hire it out; and times are indeed dull when a car fails to bring
the owner a clear profit of 300 rupees ($1(X)) a month.
city

—

Swedish-Danish Power Cable. An interesting project is at
present under execution by which Sweden will be able to sell to
Denmark a considerable part of the electric energy obtainable
from her numerous waterfalls. The Sound, which divides the
two countries, is only 3' i miles in width at its narrowest point,
and the electric power cable crossing it at this point has just been
completed and will shortly come into use. According to the project, current produced at the Swedish power stations will be
transmitted by overhead cable at a pressure of 50,000 volts, to'
Helsingborg, where it will be transformed to 25,000 volts and
transmitted by an underground cable three miles long to the
Swedish coast. The submarine cable above mentioned will convey
the current across to the Danish coast and this current will then
be transmitted by an underground cable one mile.-long to Helsingor (Elsinore), where it will again be transformed to 50,000
volts. From Helsingor the current will be carried to Copenhagen
by overhead connections. For the most part the cable rests on the
bottom of the sea, except at the coast at each end, where it is
embedded in the earth.

October
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should not deal with railway rates as if it were a court, but
should deal with them as an administrative body charged
with the duty of solving a great problem of public policy.
Mr. Acworth's article was not received until after that
editorial was published, and in view of the position he occupies in the railway world, it is highly gratifying to us, and
probably is not without significance, that his criticism of the
commission's attitude is based on exactly the same ground
as ours.
We pointed out, and Mr. Acworth now points out
in his article, that commissions were created to deal with
the problem of railway regulation because the legislatures, and
especially the courts, had demonstrated their unfitness to solve
it.
Mr. Acworth, as he recalls in his article, had accepted
the commission scheme of regulation as adopted in the
United States with hope and recommended it for imitation
in Great Britain, but the attitude assumed by the Interstate
Commerce Commission in its opinion in the five per cent case
was so different from that which he thinks such a commission
should assume to cause him to express apprehension lest
regulation by commission may prove a failure because of a
disposition on the part of the commissioners to forget that they
are not courts.

Subscriptions, including 52 regular weekly issues and special daily editions
published from time to time in New York, or in places other than New
York, paynble in advance and postage free:

United States and Mexico

$5.00
6.00
8.00

Canada
Foreign Countries (excepting daily editions)
Single Copies

15 cents each

propaganda of the automatic train stop makes very slow
and halting progress if, indeed, it is not, a part of the time,
moving backwards. Still, "the world do
Activity in
move." The American Railway AssociaTtie

—

Automatic

Engineering and Maintenance of Way Edition and four Maintenance of
Way Convention daily issnes. North America, $1 foreign, $2.

WT

New

York, N. Y., as mail matter of the

GUARANTEE,

that of this issue 8.900 copies were printed; that of
these 8.900 copies 7,429 were mailed to regular paid suhsciibers to the weekly
edition, 250 were provided for counter and news companies' sales, 1,099 were
mailed to advertisers, exchanges and correspondents, and 122 were provided
for sanaples and office use that the total copies printed this year to date were
874.960, an average of 9,374 copies a week.
;
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One

of the most interesting of the discussions which have
appeared regarding the Interstate Commerce Commission's
decision in the Eastern rate advance
Mr. Acworth on the
case is that by W. M. Acworth, which
's published elsewhere in this issue of
Rate Advance
*^^ Railway Age Gazette.
Mr. Acworth
Decision
is well known to American readers as
the highest foreign authority on railway affairs in the United
States, and, therefore, his criticism of tTie decision will carry

much weight.and should be given

most serious consideration by the commission. In our issue of last week we published an editorial expressing the view that the commission
the

served notice

would have perfection or nothing.

mitted themselves to the doctrine that the engineman's lookout is
not an all-sufficient safeguard against collisions.
The Railway
Signal Association has dutifully adopted as its own the view

American Railway Association.

the

But individual roads
encourage experimenters here and there.
The
Home & Crane speed-control stop (described in Tbe Signal Engineer last January) is being exhibited this week on the Central
of New Jersey. A prominent western road is going to have installed on its lines one of Dr. Wooding's devices which has been
exhibited in Denver, Colo., and in New York City, and also the
stop patented by GoUos and tried in October, 1912, on the Chicago Great Western. Some inventors go into eclipse; but others
rise; and all seem to have persistent vitality.
And, lastly, we
have the conservative British Board of Trade coming out on
the side of the stop. With its last annual review of train accidents the Board of Trade issues a memorandum, signed by the
three inspectors. Colonel von Donop, Major Pringle and Colonel
Druitt, in which those collisions of the year which were due to
overrunning signals are reviewed, with special reference to their
causes and after some general observations on cab signals and
automatic stops, the inspectors say that they "hold that some
system of this description should be generally adopted in the
future."
And they call on the railways to go forward with the
experiments necessary to clear up doubtful points. Incidentally,
American railway officers will be interested in the Board of
Trade's statement, in this review, that track circuits, for locking
levers at interlockings, are now in use at 1,500 places in Great
continue

57

it

On the other hand, the railroads of
France, prodded by the government, showed, by the papers read
at Paris three months ago, that they have pretty definitely com-

of

Volume

tion, in its last deliverance,

that

gjg

;

Entered at the Post Office at
second class.
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to

;

Britain.

A

little

more than

a year ago,

August

15, 1913,

we

described the

extensive plant for reclaiming scrap which had been established
at Corwith, III., on the Atchison. Topeka
Frisco

Reclamation
Plant

&

Santa Fe.

Umt

It

was estimated

that half a million dollars'

at

that

worth of

materia! had been reclaimed for the year

At the time that
30, 1913.
was the most extensive plant of its
the country, and possibly still is. Within the last year,
ending June

the article

kind in

was written

it

however, the Frisco has established a similar plant at Spring-
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Mo., which

scribed

to

of the shops which were formerly operated by the

make use

will

railways to increase the rates on mileage
books, and urging the traveling men to

in

want you

says: '"We

the

want
same

all

to sign this letter

and mail

it

the letters to reach theni. if possible, at about
make as good an impression as pos-

time,' so as to

(it

you

like,

Certainly, neither
to decide in favor of higher freight rates.
the railways nor anybody else ever tried to influence it in

any coarser, balder or more disreputable way than that outlined by the secretary of this commercial men's organization.
If the commercial men carry out their secretary's plan consistency will demand that the commission make a few wellchosen remarks regarding their conduct which
repetition of

prevent

a

it.

THE FREIGHT

THE

will

CAR SURPLUS

by the Committee on RelaBetween Railroads of the American Railway .Association, giving the figures for car surpluses and shortages for September IS. affords grounds both for pessimism and for optimism.
The business situation, of which it is one of the most valuable
latest statistical bulletin issued

tions

indexes,

is

shown

as deplorable, but

it

gradually improving.

is

surplus on September 15 was 138,108 cars, which is
greater than for the corresponding period of any year since 1908.
when the total on September 16 reached 175,000. For the corre-

The

total

sponding date

in recent

vears

it

has been as follows: 1907, 17.251

:

1908, 173.587; 1909. 78.798; 1910. 54,890; 1911. 70,722; 1912. 27.380.

and

1913, 61,753.

size of the surplus for this year cannot lie e.xplained by
the fact that there are more freight cars this year than in the
The car location bulletin of the .American Railway .Associapast.
tion for September 1, showed a total of 2,408,466 cars owned, as

The

compared with
65.375.

But cars

2,343,091
in shop,

on September

an increase of
figures for cars owned.

1,

while included in

1913,

movement has

However, this grain is yet to be moved, and that the situation
improving is shown by the fact that the surplus on September
15 represents a reduction of 27,136 cars since September 1. the
largest decrease reported since that for the last two weeks in
July. The box car surplus decreased approximately 19,(XX), practically all in the states west of the Mississippi river and in Canada.
This is attributable, of course, to the increase in the grain movement since the lifting of the embargoes on export shipments at the
Gulf ports, where thousands of loaded cars stood on the tracks
for the last two or three weeks in August.
There was also a
heavy reduction in the surplus of coal cars in the eastern states,
where the total number of surplus cars was reduced one-half, or
from 17.262 to 9.522, and the number of surplus coal cars from
is

D. C.

would be best to write your own letter, wording it
and sending it instead of the copy I am enclosing,
but be sure and send in something and do it at once)." Those
to whom the letter is addressed are also advised to write letNo exters of protest to their representatives and senators.
ception whatever could be taken if the association should
commission
duly appear by proper representatives before the
and present valid arguments, if there be any, against the
proposed advance in rates on mileage books. But can the
members of the Illinois Commercial Men's -Association themselves indorse the very raw method of agitation suggested
by their secretary? The Interstate Commerce Commission,
in its opinion in the Eastern rate advance case, protested
against the use of alleged improper methods to influence it
sible

as

available for grain loading, while the grain

delayed liy the fact that farmers have been holding their
shipments for higher prices.

liccn

immediately

Commerce Commission, Washington,

to the Interstate

We

come

protest against the action to the Interstate
The circular
Commerce Commission.

Mileage Rates

indication that the annual predictions

)

secretary of the Illinois Commercial Men's Association has
100,000 traveling salesmen, bitterly
a circular letter to
criticizing the steps being taken by the

Against

little

made only a few weeks ago, will be borne out.
These predictions, made at a time when the surplus stood at a
higher figure than at any time since 1909 (240,000 on July 1
were, of course, based on the unprecedented figures of the government crop reports. Since that time the European war and the
failure of the railways to receive a general advance in freight
rates has kept general business at a minimum, and cars which
otherwise would have been used for merchandise traffic have be-

of a car shortage,

generally to other large roads throughout the country.

Advance

hardly be reached for about a month yet, a study of the

current figures gives

tention from other railroads that the practice of installing central reclamation plants may possibly be extended more or less

Protest

;

the surplus this year

Of even more importance than this is the
plant is maintained.
thorough check which is being kept on each class of material
which is reclaimed, to make sure that the work is being done at
a profit and that time and effort are not wasted on useless maThus far these two plants have attracted so much atterial.

sent

14

is about 75,000 greater than it was a year
ago the number of cars actually in service for which there was
no demand was about 117,000 more this year than last year.
The total shortage on September IS was 2,059 cars, practically
negligible, whereas on September 15, 1913, it was 21,594.
.Although the peak of the demand for cars, according to precedent,

Fort Scott & Memphis, and which had been
abandoned by the Frisco. A ver\- noticeable feature
about the installation is the neat and orderly way in which the
City,

practically

The

No

car surplus as an index of business conditions,

in

Kansas

57,

and in taking the
it must be noted
that the number of cars in shop on September 1 was 222,868, or
9.25 per cent of the total, an increase of 42,586 over September 1,
As
1913, and of these 197,538 were home cars in home shops.

are not included in statistics of car surpluses

is giving an excellent account of itself, as deIt is somewhat more
another part of this issue.
compact in arrangement than the plant at Corwith and the buildings are of a more substantial nature, as it was found possible

field.

Vol.

11.343 to 5,232.

From March

15 to July 15 there was little change in the total
which varied from 213.324 to 228.384. Since July 15,
however, there has been a steady decline, averaging about 10.000
cars a week, or slightly greater than that usually shown for this

surplus,

season of the year.

NEW CLEARING YARD
'T'HE

completion of the new transfer yard of the Belt Railway
*•
at Chicago marks a significant step in the solution of tlie
problem of handling interchange traffic. The three belt lines

around Chicago are well adapted to handle transfer freight between the trunk lines entering the city, and it is probable that
if
they were used to the best advantage in connection with
break-up and classification yards on all the roads well outside
the built-up portions of the city, the through freight could be
entirely removed from the congested area. This ideal has never
been even approximated, partly because many of the roads do
not have outer yards and especially because of the lack of cooperation between the roads.
The failure of the first Clearing project, which was promoted

by a private company, demonstrated that the provision of ample
yard facilities without the co-operative support of the trunk lines
will not solve the problem. In the new project greatly improved
facilities are provided by a company which is assured the support of the twelve owning roads and which will probably also
have the co-operation of a number of non-owning roads having
large

amounts of transfer business

The

to handle.

result

will

be closely watched, for if a joint yard on so large a scale can be
operated with satisfaction, the plan would have much to recom-

mend it at numerous other transfer points.
The new Qearing yard is conspicuous for
represents an investment of about

$10,0(X).0(X).

its

jnagnitude.

It l)as

It

the great-

October

est
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car standing capacity, the largest

number of

largest

the

push-button

electro-pneumatic

interlocking

instal-

lations in the country for operating the switches along the lad-

ders at the receiving ends of the classification yards.

will

It

unusual organization for the maintenance of track

require an

and for the repairs to cars in the four light repair yards, as
ivell as the heavy repair yard at the adjoining shop.
Aside from the size of the yard, its design has many interesting

The use

features.

of a single

hump

for classification

both

in

directions has here the advantages of facility of operation due
to

ease with which car riders and

the

interchanged, of

economy

hump

engines can be

of operation in combining the

for the mechanical operation of switches at one point,

low

relatively
all

yard
all

since the

of the yard

site

is

and of
flat

and

The

arrangement and the layout is such that
except possibly bad order equipment, move through

compact

is

cost,

first

plant

material had to be brought in from a distance.

filling

cars,

in its

without reversing direction.
The care with which the design was worked out is evidenced
by the compensation in the eastbound hump grade for the pre-

As the general direcvailing winds, which are from the west.
tion of the wind is parallel to the axis of the yard, the eastbound hump was made one foot lower than the westbound, and
the four per cent accelerating grade in the former case was made
eiglit

feet shorter than the other.

of the four per ctnt grade

miles per hour, which

is

is

The

car velocity at the foot

estimated to be between 12 and 13

somewhat higher than usual

for similar

is offset by the lower rate of grade tlirough
It is
ladders and body tracks of the classification yard.
expected that changes in the elevation of the hump tracks will
be made on account of variations in conditions throughout the
year, if necessary. The entire elimination of slip switches in tbe

conditions, but this

the

track layout, the general use of Xo. 9 turnouts, manganese steel

and of stone ballast on all important
all of which will have an important bearing on the maintenance of the yard.
Operating officers recognize that ample standing capacity and
proper construction details will not make a yard successful without a well thought out plan of operation and an arrangement
So far as it is
of facilities that fits in with this operating plan.
frogs

and guard

rails

tracks are noteworthy details,

possible

to

foresee

before

the

yard

is

actually

operated,

the

plan proposed for handling cars to and from and through the
Clearing yard seems well adapted to conditions. The road en-

owning roads can bring

gines of

solid trains of transfer cars to

the receiving yard and take back solid trains to their lines from
the adjacent departure yards, operating over the Belt Railway

This will eliminate entirely the switching charges, and
tracks.
allow these trains to be handled directly from the road's breakup yards to one central classification yard instead of being
transferred to the Belt at the junction point for movement by
its power to a number of small classification yards, as is done

method a reduction will be effected both in the
delay to cars in moving through Chicago and in the cost of
Non-owning roads
transferring such cars between trunk lines.
now.

By

this

which so desire can turn over trains of transfer cars to the Belt
as at present, paying the standard charge for such transfers,
and will gain the advantage of decreased delay which will naturally result from such an improvement in the Belt facilities.
The operation of the yard will be paid for by the owning
roads on a car basis, and it is expected that some plan of charging for the use of the portions of the Belt Line over which
these roads operate in moving trains to and from the yard will
also be

worked out on

a similar basis.

The

provision of engine

convenient points to eliminate the delay to road engines, the two approach tracks for each hump track to secure
the maximum capacity over ths hump, and other features of the
yard contributing to the efficiency of its operation are covered
facilities at

in

THE SIGNAL ENGINEERS' STANDARDS

tracks over a

hump, the largest number of classification tracks leading
from a single hump, and therefore the greatest hourly capacity
over the hump of any yard in the country. It contains one of

single

the description published elsewhere in this issue.
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Railway Signal Association deals

affecting large expenditures.

The

w-ith

vital

results of the

questions

work

of

some cases been realized rather slowly
because of ineffective committee work (due largely to the long
distances to be traveled and the difficult nature of the problems
encountered) and by lack of money; but still, important progress
the association have in

recorded every year.

is

These things are

called to

mind by President

Patenall's state-

ment, at the recent annual meeting, that the association's man-

now contains drawings dealing with ISO subEvery year committees, reporting on their work in con-

ual of standards
jects.

nection with standard drawings and uniform specifications, find

necessary to emphasize the need of prompt action, by making

it

the statement that railroad companies are deferring purchases of

material or the adoption of improved practice, pending the acof the

tion

association

in

establishing

standards.

departments of the railways

now expend many

work

deals directly with

yearly,

lars

tions

and

their

The

signal

millions of dol-

two vital quesand economical use of
Mr. PatenThese standards affect

— safety of passengers (and property)
—and the importance of the points

set forth in

tracks

address cannot be overestimated.
many thousands of miles of railway.
To the signal engineer, studying the details of his problems,

all's

practice on

the question of standards presents

two

difficulties.

First, there

the case of materials embodying qualities which are the exclusive property of a single manufacturer by reason of his patent
is

As was pointed out at the meeting last
of value to the railroads and nothing of
making an association standard out

right or secret process.

week, there

is

little

credit to the association in

name and a settled
The committees can be employed more usefully in

of a design or a process which already has a
reputation.

other directions.

Secondly, there is a demand, and perhaps a need, for standards
where, possibly, by reason of the complicated nature of the work,
the formulation of standards must cost more than the result
Xeeds, in such cases, must be forcibly modified
will be worth.
The report of the committee on automatic
to suit conditions.
block signaling brought out this question. In plans for single
track operation, the arrangement of the apparatus, and the decision as to

how

far

finements which are

it

is

practicable to

demanded

go

in furnishing the re-

for theoretically perfect service,

involve questions at once so numerous, so perplexing and so
found itself unable to make any prog-

costly that the committee

In this dilemma the sub-committee having the matter
charge took the wise course of laying its case before the
This report commanded the
association in a minority report.
closest attention of every signal engineer in the room. The Question
whether automatic block signals, with all conceivable refinements, are demanded on single-track railroads is one on which
there is still such a varietj' of sentiment that the throwing of
ress.
in

the

subject open to general discussion was not only wise but
Xot only all signal engineers but all operating offi-

necessary.

There was
cers should take an interest in this broad question.
a general feeling at Bluff Point that at the next meeting of the
association (in Chicago next March) there should be allotted
to this subject a

whole day.

The minority report presents

a circuit plan designed to pro-

duce a series of automatic block signals embodying as many
electric and mechanical safeguards as are to be found in the
controlled manual system when arranged for single track operation.* The authors of the report desire to have all critics make
frank comparisons between the merits of this plan and those of
manual system. And as was pointed out at the
meeting, there is the further question, constantly before the eyes
of the practical railway manager, whether any automatic or unthe controlled

attended block signal apparatus or system whatever, is to be accepted as fully equivalent to a system which, like the controlled

*A
Age

single-track controlled manual
Gazette, September 11, page 475.

was described in the Railway
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manual, has always on duty the signalman to check possible deThe theory of the controlled manual system
fects or failures.
is that both a man and a machine must go wrong before anything can happen with the signals which will endanger a train.

CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE &

"PHE
'•

ST.

PAUL

Paul, in 1914, largely through increasing

St.

trainloading,

was

its

freight

able in part to offset a loss of $2,300,000

revenue by a saving in transportation expenses of
While maintenance of way expenses increased in
$1,100,000.
1914 over 1913, and may be expected to further increase from
year to year for some years as the materials used in the Pacific
coast extension require renewal there was a considerably smaller
The final result
expenditure for maintenance of equipment.
was that the company has operating income of $26,607,000 in
in operating

1914 as against $27,551,000

in

Vol.

57,

No. 14

The average revenue trainload in 1914 was 380 tons, as against
357 tons in 1913, and the total tonnage, including company freight,
was 454 tons

This gain in

in 1914 as against 415 tons in 1913.

was made despite a smaller carload of revenue
tonnage which was barely offset by a larger tonnage of com-

trainloading

pany freight per loaded

car, the total tons of freight per

car being 19.72 in 1914

and

On

19.52 in 1913.

loaded

the other hand,

there were on an average 23 loaded cars per train in 1914 as

against 21 in 1913, and 9 empty cars as against 7 in the year

This made the average freight train nearly four cars,
The increase in trainload and the

before.

or about 14 per cent longer.

traffic resulted, of course, in a materially smaller
mileage run by freight trains. This mileage in 1914 amounted
to 19,700,000, and in 1913 to 22.280.000.

decrease in

Detailed operating expenses reflect quite strikingly this change.
for road locomotives cost $7,752,000 in 1914 as against

Fuel

1913.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul operates 9,613 miles of
road, 73 miles having been added to the average in the fiscal
year ended June 30, 1914. This system includes the old Chi-

$8,119,000 in 1913, a saving of $368,000 in this item alone.

cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul east of Mobridge, with its mass of
branch lines, operating in well-settled territory and with a large
passenger business, and the Pacific coast extension, which is
largely main line, running from Mobridge, S. D., west through
Montana and Washington to Seattle and Tacoma. The first
year in which the operations of the Pacific coast extension were
combined with those of the old St. Paul, was 1913, and in 1914

able gain

made

in

the efficiency of yard operation, or else a

which necessitated less switching,
wages of yard conductors and brakemen amounted to
$2,075,000 in 1914 as against $2,177,000 in 1913, and the wages
of yard enginemen to $1,197,000 in 1914 and $1,288,000 in 1913.
Besides the saving in transportation expenses there was less
spent for repairs of locomotives and repairs of freight cars. In
change

in

traffic

conditions

since the

Kansas Cfy

The Chicago, Milwaukee
the

details

of the consolidation were further carried through,
Milwaukee & St. Paul now owning and operating

the Chicago,
entire

the

system.

The

Pacific

operation for about four years.

coast

For the

been

in

three years of

its

extension
first

has

operation each year, of course, showed very large gains in traffic.
In 1914, however, the entire road carried less traffic than in
The St. Paul has a very diversified traffic, 10 per cent
1913.

&

1914 repairs of locomotives cost $5,492,000, or $218,000 less than
in

1913,

and repairs of freight

cars, $4,929,000, or $555,000 less

than in 1913.
Apparently, insofar as possible the St. Paul undertook no
new work during 1914 and carried on only such work as had
In
already been begun and was uneconomical to discontinue.
1913 the company spent about $40,655,000 on new equipment and

and betterments;

1914

the

company spent

additions

lumber, 5 per cent by wheat, 4 per cent by corn and 17 per cent
by manufactures. The total tonnage of products of forests in
1914 was 6.038,000 tons, and in 1913, 6.186,000 tons. The annual

by a smaller expenditure for new equipment.

report shows a considerably smaller tonnage of lumber, laths and
shingles, and a considerably larger tonnage of other forest prod-

five

This may, however," be simply a change in classification.
is a falling off in the tonnage of most other commodities
with the exception of a considerable gain in the tonnage of
stone, sand, etc., which tonnage in 1914 amounted to 2.319,000,
and in 1913 to 1,961,000. The gain in this low grade traffic would

There

in

some measure help

to explain the increase in trainload, but

be short-haul business, and therefore
although the tonnage is over 7 per cent of the total tonnage, the
ton mileage is undoubtedly a very much smaller percentage of
the total ton mileage, so that the effect on the average trainload
this traffic must, of course,

is

probably but

slight.

\_

St Paul

of the total tonnage being furnished by bituminous coal, 11 per
cent by products of forests other than lumber, 7 per cent by

ucts.

The

saving in wages of road enginemen and road trainmen amounted
There was also either a very considerto more than $500,000.

435,000.

The

was spent on

in

principal part of this difference

this

is

$34,-

accounted for

In 1913 $12,415,000

account, and in 1914, $2,979,000, and at the

end of the year authority had been given for the purchase of
locomotives and 39 passenger-train cars, while at the end of
the previous year authority had been given for the purchase of
41 locomotives, 4.062 box cars and a small number of passengerApparently some of the authorities for new purtrain cars.
chases given at the beginning of the year had been withdrawn,
In 1914 a»
since but 33 locomotives were bought during 1914.
in 1913 the largest expenditure for additions and betterments,
exclusive of equipment, was for second main track, on account
of which $10,573,000 was spent in 1914 and $12,558XXX) in 1913.
Construction work planned or under way is mentioned in the
construction news columns of this issue.
During the year the St. Paul sold $17,500,000 general and
refunding mortgage 4J^ per cent bonds, $9,741,000 general

I

October

2.
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mortgage Ay^ per cent bonds and $1,193,900 convertible A]/z per
The total amount of bonds outstanding in the hands
of the public increased during the year by $33,753,000.
With
operating income, therefore, of $26,607,000 in 1914 as compared
with $27,551,000 in 1913, net corporate income, after the payment
of rentals and interest charges, amounted to $15,476,000 in 1914
cent bonds.

At the beginning of the year the
company had on hand $17,361,000 cash, and at the end of the
year $16,746,000. At the beginning of the year there were no
loans and bills payable, and total working liabilities amounted
to $10,259,000, while at the end of the year there was $5,030,000
bills payable, and total working liabilities amounted to $14,221,000.
As was previously mentioned, the purchase and consolidation
as against $18,141,000 in 1913.

of the Pacific coast extension, which had been built by separate

companies and consolidated into the Chicago. Milwaukee & Puget
Sound, were carried out and $154,489,500 Puget Sound 4 per cent
bonds which were in the St. Paul's treasury were exchanged for
a like amount of general and refunding 4's of the St. Paul. The
profit and loss account of 1913 shows a charge of $1,816,000 as
adjustment by reason of the acquisition of the property and acThe 1914
counts of the Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound.
profit and loss account shows a further charge of $1,144,000.
There was nothing on the 1913 balance sheet to show that there
would be a still further profit and loss adjustment required, nor
is there anything on the 1914 balance sheet to show that any
further sums will have to be charged to profit and loss.
In 1914 as in 1913 the St. Paul paid 7 per cent on its $115,846,'000 and 5 per cent on its $115,941,000 common stock.
After
the payment of the preferred dividend the company earned in
1914 6.2 per cent on

The following

its

table

common

stock.

shows the principal figures for operation

1914 compared with 1913:
1914

Average mileage operated
Freight revenue
Passenger revenue
Total operating revenue
Maint. of way and structures
Maint. of equipment..

9,684
$65,266,420
18.961,225
91,782,691
10,704,519
13,112.978
1,799.610
33.960.582
1,752.573
61,330.061
4,106.557
26.606.555
30,081.656
15,476.286
13.928.977
1,547,309

Traffic expenses

Transportation expenses
General expenses
Total operating expenses

Taxes
Operating income
Gross corporate income
Net corporate income
Dividends
Surplus

1913
9,613
$67,964,161
18,457,136
94,084,055
10.648,785
13,871.985
1.894.343
35.065.842
1,403.012
62,883.968
3.823.833
27.551.003
31.523,542
18,140.745
13.912.534
4,228,211

in
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CHICAGO & NORTH WESTERN

DASSENGER

business is a far more important source of
revenue on the Chicago & North Western than on the majority of western railroads.
In the fiscal year ended June 30,
lSfl4, although there was a decrease of a little more than 1 per
cent in freight revenue as compared with the year before, there
was an increase of 4.78 per cent in passenger revenue, with some
increase in other transportation revenue, so that total operating
revenues amounted to $83,677,000 as compared with $83,036,000
There was an increase in operating expenses of $1,in 1913.
But the remarkable
152,000. the total in 1914 being $59,405,000.
thing about the North Western's operations in 1914 was that
with the substantial increase in passenger business on a road
where nearly a third of the revenue is derived froin the oper-

^

ation of passenger trains, there

was

a decrease in transportation

In recent years it has been the almost universal rule
for any increase in passenger revenue to be accompanied by a
disproportionately large increase in passenger train mileage,
expenses.

with, of course, a corresponding increase in transportation ex-

On

penses.

the

North Western

in

1914 the passenger mileage

increased 5.35 per cent, and the mileage of revenue passenger
and mixed trains but 0.74 per cent; in other words, the average

number of passengers per train-mile increased from 52 to S4.5.
With a decrease of 0.84 per cent in ton mileage there was a decrease of 0.74 per cent in freight and mixed train mileage. It
will be seen, therefore, that the total train mileage was less in
1914 than in 1913 by only a small fraction of

R

A

D

Fuel for yard locomotives cost $1,126,000 in 1914, a
decrease of $267,000, and fuel for road locomotives cost $6,047.000, a decrease of almost $800,000, so that the reduction in
transportation expenses would have been even greater than it
for fuel.

wages of station emand increases in
amounts paid for loss and damage to freight and injuries to
persons, the increases being $222,000 and $223,000 respectively.

was

if

ployees,

it

had not been for increases

the

total

increase

&

North Western and the Chicago,

St. Paul,

Minneapolis

in

being $152,000,

O

The Chicago

per cent.

total

MONTANA

O

1

wages paid by the North Western amounted to
This is an increase over 1913 of $959,000, of which
$33,871,000.
little more than half was due to higher rates paid, and a little
With almost no reless than half to increased time worked.
duction in train mileage and with some increases in wage scales
it is evident that the decrease in transportation expenses must
have come about from economy in the use of fuel or other materials.
As a matter of fact, the economy was in the expenses

The

& Omaha

.
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An

increase in the

wages of

station

employees

is

Operating income
Gross income
Net income
Dividends*
Surplus

one of the few

increased expenses which railroad security holders ought to be
Station employees are one of the

cheerfully meet.

willing to

now

very few classes of railway labor which are

A

•Includes $200,473 in 1914 and $199,991

T^HE

ern from Peoria into the Illinois coal fields where the North
Western owns mines. Previous to the fall of 1913 fuel coal from

of road,

;

but there

of course,

included,

to sinking

is

was carried by foreign roads and the

these mines

the

foreign

roads'

freight

21,197.277
24,660,796
14,875,013
11,100,088
1,206,055

underpaid.

is probably due to the use of heavier
another factor which is very important in
this fuel saving, that is, the opening of the St. Louis, Peoria &
North Western, which was built for the Chicago & North West-

part of the saving in fuel

engines

20,004.969
22,925,730
12,306,142
11,099,606
3,775,408

cost of fuel

Since

charges.

PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS & OMAHA
& Omaha is a sulisidiary
the Chicago & North Western.
It operates 1,748 miles
much of which might be called branch line mileage in

CHICAGO,
*

1"13 appropriated

in

funds.

ST.

Chicago. St. Paul, Minneapolis

of

In the fiscal year ended June 30, 1914,

an agricultural territory.

the road carried 2.47 per cent

more ton mileage and

— the

13.70 per cent

North Western of
from the mines to the point of
delivery has undoubtedly been very much cut down.
If a con-

more passenger mileage

siderable part of this fuel

is

$65,000, as against a small surplus, $192,000. the year before.

may

is

tlie

company has

its

own

line the cost to the

the transportation of the coal

be that the

company

hauled in regular revenue trains

it

charging against the cost of fuel a
very small part of the train expenses; but if this is the case
there have been economies in other ways in transportation expenses to ofTset it, since the final point is that the North Western
is getting its fuel delivered with a much smaller charge against
the fuel and no increase in other transportation expenses which
would be caused by the North Western's doing the hauling of the

some foreign

coal instead of

In 1914 the North \\ estern spent substantially larger sums for
maintenance of both roadway and equipment than in 1913, the
principal increases in roadway being for ties, rails, and roadway
and track labor. In respect to ties especially considerably more
replacement work was done in 1914 than in 1913. The total spent
on this account last year was $1,762,000, or $364,000 more than
in the previous year, and 3,042.000 new ties were put in track as
against 2.718,000 in 1913. In maintenance of equipment the principal increases were due to a considerably larger amount being

spent for repairs of freight cars

—

— $4,271,000

in

1914 as against

$3 956,000 in 1913 and apparently a more liberal policy in
charges for depreciation, although the increased depreciation
charges may be entirely accounted for by the larger amount of
cqi'.ipment in service at the

ning

— 1,830

end of the year than at the begin1.722, 1,918 passenger cars

locomotives as against

and 65.950 freight cars as against 61,263.
P>esides making larger expenditures for maintenance the North
\\ estern spent $12,912,000 for additions and betterments and additional new equipment in 1914. which compares with $7,832,000
spent on property account in 1913. The company also took over
the St. Louis, Peoria & North Western, as mentioned above, a
115-mile road from near Peoria to the coal fields in Macoupin
county. 111. The cost of this road to the North Western in 1914
was $9,897,000, and in addition the North Western guaranteed
SIO.OOO.OOO first mortgage 5 per cent bonds of this company,
which l)onds were issued to the North Western by the construction company to reimburse the North Western for its advances.
These bonds were, of course, sold by the North
Western.
.^t the end of the year the Chicago & North Western had
as against

— but

1,796,

payment of dividends, showed

after the

with

considerably

larger

was out of

Omaha

$9,079,000 at the end

of the year, as against $10,420,000 at the beginning of tlie year
The principal reduction in working liabilities was in audited
vouchers and wages unpaid, which amounted at the -beginning

economy

in

is

the

presumably indicative of greater
accounting department,

port reflects remarkable gains in good

in

fact

efficiency

the

and

whole

railroading on

a

re-

road

that was already one of the best run in the country.
The table shows the principal figureys for 1914 and 1913.
1914

mileage operated
revenue
Passenger revenue
Total ooerating revenues
Maint. of wav and structures
.\vera2e

Fl^eight

MaiT-t. of equipment
Traffic expenses

Transportation expenses
Genera! expenses
Total operating expenses
Ta.xes

8,071

$53,989,473
21,540.543
83.677.051
12.179.690
12,187,123
1,357,643
31,941,194
1,739.491
59,405.142
4,252,790

1913
7.974
S54.661.588
20.557.623
83,035,921
11,501,186
11,568,496
1.348.982
32,241,258
1,592,858
58,252,780
3.597,160

The

expenditure

the

of

structures, the total in

The

proportion to the increase in busi-

all

out of

is

proportion to

all

its

earnings or

its

mileage.

was consumed

by taxes, the total amount paid being $973,000. The increase in
maintenance of way expenditures was the result of extraor-

and a considerably larger
trestles and culverts and for track
end of these remarks shows the comparison between tlie income accounts for 1914 and 1913.
Transportation expenses in 1914 amounted to $6,940,000, an indinarily large appropriations for ties

amount spent

The

lalxir.

bridges,

for

table at the

crease of but $193,000 over 1913, the largest single item of increase

being that for injuries to persons, on which there was spent $312,000

The

1914 as against $180,000 the year before.

in

fact that this

North Western as well as the North Western

subsi<liary of the

itself showed very considerably heavier charges for injuries to
persons in 1914 suggests that probably the company is settling
new claims more promptly and is cleaning up old claims. Elimi-

nating this increase of $132,000 for injuries to persons, transportation expenses increased but $63,000, or less than

1 per cent.
numlier of tons carried amounted to 8.467,000. an increase of 3.18 per cent over the previous year, and the passengers carried 4,882,000, or 8.47 per cent over the previous year.

The

This

total

is

a

good showing.

The average revenue
307

t<ins.

trainlnad increased by 11 per cent, being

and the lading per loaded

car,

1.26 per cent, the total

being 19.23 tons in 1914. The gross earnings per ton-mile were
The average haul
8.8 mills in 1914. a decrease of 2.33 per cent.
for freight

was 153 miles

1914 and 154 miles in 1913.

in

the other hand, the average passenger journey
in

was

On

54.63 miles

1914 and 52.11 miles in 1913. an increase of 4.84 per cent.
In

1914 a total of $2,097,000

of which $939,000

ments,

and the

with $2,413,000
abilities

was

was spent

for property account.

for extensions or additions

remainder.

$589,000

net,

and

better-

new equipment.

for

and at
compared
Total working li-

sold $1,700,000 debenture bonds of 1930,

at

had on hand $1,016,000

the beginning of the year.

amounted

to

$1,939,000

as

against

cash, as

$2,771,000

at

the

beginning of the year.

The following

of the year to $5,245,000. and at the end of the year to $3,924,000.

This decrease

were

'

1914 5.41 per cent of total operating revenue

the end of the year

amounted to

deficit,

1514 being $2,613,000, and an increase in taxes of $141,000.
increase in taxes

The company

liabilities

slight

ness and the airiount of earnings that are required for taxes on the

and

working

business

a

a deficit as against a surplus

more on maintenance of way and

$404,000

$19,459,000 cash as against $9,647,000 at the beginning of the year,
total

showing of

principal factors in this

In

line.

freight revenue being greater by 5.25

per-cent and the passenger revenue by 8.65 per cent than in 1913

in

table

shows the

principal

figiires

for operation

1914 as compared with 1913;
1914
.Average mileage operated
Freight revenue

1.748

Passerger revenue
Total operatiig revenue
Maint. of way and structures
Maint. of equipment
Traffic expenses
Transportation expenses
General expenses
:

Total operating ex|>enses

Taxes
Operating income
Gross income
Net income
Dividends
Surplus
•Deficit.

$11,427,563
5.415.710

1913
1.747

$10,857,207
4,984,595
17,992,371
16.993,005
2,612.610
2,208,294
2,283,926
2,188,946
353.956
348,515
6,939,604
jS.746,792
442,474
394,915
12,632,571
11,887.461
973,283
832,263
4,402,684
4,268.469
4.636.089
4,504,272
2,021,615
2,278,933
2,086.910
2.086,910
65,295*
192,023

Reclaiming

The
for

The reclamation
has
is

many

housed

property."

(Mo.) a

&

San Francisco,

than a year ago,
In the first place, it

less

what might be termed "scrap buildings on scrap
is not nearly as bad as it sounds

This, however,

the buildings, at least the

fur

little

features of special interest.
in

two main ones, are of substan-

construction and were originally built as the main shops
of the Kansas City, Fort Scott & Memphis, but were practically abandoned when the new Frisco shops were built on
The plant is
the other side of the town several y^ears ago.

tial

A

General View of the Reclamation Plant

located about one-quarter mile south of the passenger station
That part of the yard which is used for the

unloading and storage of scrap formerly consisted in large
This
part of the low, uneven and eroded slope of a creek.
lias been leveled and filled e.xcept for the channel bed and
views
serves its purpose admirably, as indicated in the general
of the plant.

The

more or
made to keep the plant in a
From the very nature of things

buildings are kept well painted and a

and orderly condition.
is

a

difficult

taik,

Louis

&

ticularly

Francisco

less

neat
this

hut the moral effect upon the force, par-

a

in

plant of this kind, cannot but be felt in the

which are obtained from its operation as a whole.
The scrap which is collected from the various divisions
and shops is delivered to the reclamation plant at the rate
of about 4,000 tons a month. The force required for handling
and sorting it and carrying on the work of reclamation consists of about 255 employees.
These are in direct charge of
a superintendent, who reports direct to the chief purchasing
officer, and include a general foreman, a dock foreman, an
office staff of six m.en, a

Louis

&

San Francisco

machine shop and

at Springfield

air

room

force of

(Mo.)

14 men in the bolt shop, 37 in the blacksmith shop,
the track material and frog shop, 14 in the carpenter
shop, eight in the O.xweld department and about 150 in the
15

men;

five in

miscellaneous force.
.^s the cars containi\i.g scrap arrive

they are unloaded by a

The sorting
equipped with an electric magnet.
is done by small gangs of men under the supervision of a
foreman who thoroughly understands material. A large part

Brown

hoist

is of no use as far as re-application to cars and
locomotives or roadway is concerned and this is merely
sorted into piles according to the class and grade and is

of the scrap

General View of Scrap Yard aod Reclamation Plant

ill

San

results

of the St.

at Springfield.

successful attempt has been

St.

Extensive Plaint Established at Springfield (Mo.)
This Purpose Is Developing Surprising Results

plant of the St. Louis

established at Springfield

on the

Material
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again loaded on cars by the hoist and shipped and sold to
The remainder, possibly from 20 to 25 per
scrap dealers.
cent of the total, furnishes the basis of the reclamation plant's
profitable operation.

In developing this work of reclamation, it was recognized
it might easily be overdone and thus neutralize all of the
gain which could be made if the efforts were concentrated on
To guard
that part which might be reclaimed with profit.
against mistakes of this kind each item is carefully studied
and analyzed and where tlurc is any question as to the
that

Vol.

57,

No

14

which house the machinery are located

at one end of the
scrap yard. The other smaller buildings, which have been
constructed at a comparatively small cost from scrap lumber
and old metal car roofs, are so located as to facilitate the
movement of the various classes of material which they handle, cutting down lost motion and wasteful moves to a

minimum.
BOLT .\XU NITS
.•Ml

the bolts which are sorted from the scrap are sent to

one of the smaller buildings, which

is

equipped with a shear

Unloading Scrap With a Three-Ton Hoist Equipped With an Electric Magnet
Strength or durability of the part for the purpose for which
As
it is intended, efforts are made to follow it into service.
all of the reclaimed metal parts are dipped in an asphaltum
mixture before they are sent to the shops and storehouses.
it is easy to spot them in the storehouse stock and to recog-

y

I

,fci '}

and three small air operated hammers. The damaged ends
are cut off and the bolts are straightened under the hammers.
They are then sorted by diameters and lengths and are sent
There is
to the machine shop, where they are re-threaded.
provided for this purpose one single-head bolt cutter, three

-^

_-j..

\\^3

^—
>
-

fmi

/v

*o

V'
A

Group

of Bolt Cutters in the

Machine Shop

them when they are replaced on cars and locomotives.
thus possible to more or less readily locate any breakage
or failure on a large scale of parts which have passed through
The mechanical department officers
the reclamation plant.
are constantly on the lookout for possible cases of this kind.
As may be seen from the photographs, the main buildings

Two

Nut Tappers Which
from Scrap

ot the Multiple-Spindle

Were Reclaimed

nize

•It is

The
machines and one triple-head ntachine.
scrap nuts are first annealed and are then placed in a rattler
and cleaned; they are then sorted in sizes and retapped on
four tapping machines, each of which is equipped with seven
double-head

spindles.

In

all

cases nuts are screwed on the newly threaded

October
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bolts before they are sent to the storehouse.
It is true that
before the establishment of the reclamation plant, many of
these bolts and nuts were reclaimed. It was a more expensive
process, however, because the machines were scattered at the
different shops and were not worked as efficiently as is pos-
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AIR BR.\KES

The main

building,

AND

AIR

HOSE

which contains the machine shop and

the bolt and nut machinery, also has a section for repairing
and cleaning air brake apparatus and for working over air
and steam hose. The hose and fittings are first stripped with
home-made devices about SO per cent of the fittings are
practically as good as new when they have been cleaned and
new gaskets have been applied. The greater part of the hose
;

useless, although a certain proportion of it is fit for splicing
and using on work equipment or for working over for dummy
is

Good

Material

Which Has Been Picked from Scrap

for Future

Use

where they are grouped together in one tk-partnient
sutficient amount of work to keep them working to
capacity at all times. In all cases it has been found possible
to speed up the machines and thus increase the output.
Practically all of the work in the reclamation plant is il'inc on a
piece work basis.
A large number of new bolts and pins are also nia<lf from
sible

and have a

A

Pile of Shovels with
at the

Right and a

Broken Handles and Bent Blades

Number

of

Repaired Shovels

is

Shown

at the Left

round iron which

In one month, for instance, 230 steam heat hose were
the old fittings being applied to new hose in
In the same way 2,505 air hose were overhauled,
cases.
706 air hose were spliced and 53 dummy hose were fitted up.
In this department triple valves, angle cocks, relief valves

to

and various other pipe and

is taken from the scrap, straightened and cut
proper lengths. For the heading of these bolts two machines
arc used which were reclaimed from scrap.
Practically all of

*. -?%^'^^:

1

^^•^

hose.

overhauled,

most

placed

in

a

air

fittings

are overhauled and

serviceable condition, often at a comparatively

-

-'

-%^'-PPfeT--

-:-11

»-lS
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-
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-^^
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Reclamation Plant Machine Shop

on the railroad are now being reDuring one month
bolts were reclaimed or made from scrap or
new material at an estimated saving of $1,953.50 as compared
to the value of new bolts. This is on the basis of direct labor
and material cost, plus a proper allowance for supervision and
overhead expense.
the bolts which are required

claimed or
157,082

made

machine

at the

reclamation plant.

small expense. A typical month shows the overhauling and
reclaiming of 247 angle cocks, 29 cut-out cocks, and 283

globe valves.

A large portion of this same building is used for the repairing of damaged lanterns, markers, gage lamps, classification lamps, switch lamps, oil cans and other locomotive
supplies. The item of locomotive supplies will probably not

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE
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amount

to a very large factor, however, because of the steps
which are being taken by the mechanical department to
standardize and give special attention to the proper use and
maintenance of this material, as will be described in a later

the reclaiming of 23 track
jacks. 45 hand cars. 6 baggage wagons. 48 warehouse trucks,
8 push cars, and 5 station settees, with an estimated saving

article of this series.

of

trucks, track drills, jacks, track levels

A
of

large part of the

damaged hand

anc

main shop
pi's'.i

used for the rebuilding
cars Vihich are picked up zv.d s;ni
is

approximately

Another part

ROADWAY MATERIAL

interest,

is

re-1-.andIcil

and station

skids.

As

month showed

an example, one

$1,000.

which is of more than ordinary
which the shovels, ^coop^ and scythes are
and siraightened up,
Thi- ii..rti"ii
tlie
shop
of the shop,

that in

.,i'

Pneumatic Spike Straightening Machine
to the reclamation plant as scrap. In some cases where the
cars are badly damaged it may require the good parts from
two or three cars to make a new car. When this has bfien

done and the car has been properly painted it is usually difficult to tell it from a new car.
This is also true of hagijage

Crane and Vat

for

Immersing Reclaimed Material
Asphaltum

in

Mixture of

shown in one of the photographs. The 12 in. shovels are
back a maximum of 2 in. About 90 per cent of the
shovelj which come to the- reclamation plant in the scrap
may be reclaimed in this way. A typical month shows the
reclaiming n\ 418 track shovels with a saving of between $90
is

cut

and $100.
.\nothcr

>i)ecia!

feature

The Oxweld

that of cable repairs.

is

of

this

roads because of the lack of an expert
ing the cables.

large

Station at the Recleunation Plant

amount of valuable material
Part of Carload of Reclaimed Material Ready for Shipment to the
Store Department

A

Realizing

lamation plant deliberately

this,

set

the

sort

is

on many
and repair-

lost

in splicing

superintendent of the rec-

out to locate a competent

man

to

October

do

sort

this

The

2.
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of work,

preferably with

experience

in

the

navy.

result has been nidst gratifying.

TR.\CK SPIKES

Hundreds

BU.\CKSMITH SHOP

day.

The blacksmith shop works over a large number of parts
it more or less damaged, and manufactures a
considerable amount of material from scrap. It is showing
which come to

a profit of from- $1 500 to $1,800 a

week.

Track tools

599

of all

of track spikes are annealed

and reclaimed each

these are sorted out from the scrap pile they are
transferred to a small building which is fitted with a pneu.-\s

matic

hammer and

used only for the

straightening of
standard
are, of course, scrapped, but the large number that can be
reclaimed is surprising.
Scrap washers after being rattled
with the spikes, nuts, air hose couplings, etc., are treated in
spikes.

is

Such spikes as do not come up

to a certain

same way.

the

CEMENT

Cement sacks used

S.\CKS

connection with construction work
are carefully gathered and forwarded to the reclamation plant.

><

in

-

1

Welding Car Bolsters with the Oxy-Acetylene Process
kinds,

including adzes,

spike

maul^. clay picks, clau

bars,

and tamping bars are straightened and re-dressed.
I'roken coil 5prin,gs are heated and drawn out with an air
machine and are then made into jack bars, lining bars, drift
lining bars

and similar parts. .\ large shear is provided for shearin.g
the coupler yoke rivets and the good parts are reclaimed.
-\ shear is provided for cutting bars and rods to length.
A
pins

?^^^^^^^

A

Broken Coupler and a Similar One Which Has Been Repaired
by the Oxy-Acetylene Process

Usually these are torn and damaged from rough handling in
opening; an old box car has been fitted up for handling these,
and one of the older employees gives all his time to sorting and
repairing them. As many as 1,365 sacks were reclaimed in one
month, resulting in a net saving of about $84.
OIL .\ND W.\STE

One
driven

Repairing Car Bolsters,

a Journal

of the smaller buildings

centrifugal

separators

is equipped with electricalhwhich thoroughly clean the

Box and a Coupler with

Oxy-Acetylene
considerable nun.bcr ot brake rods arc strai,i;!.tencd and in
many cases new ends are welded on.
The manufacture of material from scrap relieves the l)lack-mith shops at the different shop plants of nuich of this work.
l''or instance, round iron is cut into suitable sizes and hearltcl

and made into pins: bar iron which conies t t' e
scrap is worked up into drawbar shims, carrier
irons and other locomotive and car parts.
One end of the
smith shop is used for relining journal brasses. Exceptional
results have been obtained by welding carbon steel points on
picks.
These have given excellent service and are said to be
even better than the new tools.
for bolts

plant

as

Broken Signal Post and Relay Box Awaiting Repairs

soaked waste which has been taken from jourand also reclaims the oil. The net return from
department runs from $200 to $300 a month.

soiled

i

and

oil

nal boxes,
this

BR.\SS SCS.^P

Special attention is given to the brass scrap because of its
value, even as scrap. A small house has been built from old
car timbers and metal

c; r

rrofs which has a

number of

bins
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all

of this material.

of brake

beams

which was described

similar to that

BRAKE BEAMS

The reclaiming

57.

No

14

or for cutting.
The generating apparatus and the oxygen
tanks, as well as the supply of carbide, are housed in a small
building centrally located.
In all essentials the plant is

for the different classes of brass, a scale being placed at the
entrance to the building in order to accurately keep a check

on

Vol,

in

the article on oxy-

segregated in a small
building because of the danger of flying rivet heads in strip

f

A Worn ][Crossing

is

Frog and a Similar One Repaired by the
Oxy-Acetylene Process
Cutting a Scrap Underframe,

All brake

made

beams

are

in

tor the

Parts and

Scrap

acetylene welding and cutting on the Frisco, September 11,
The piping at the reclamation plant is entirely
page 467.
underground and consists of about 1,000 ft. each of pipe for

blacksmith shop from scrap
Brake hangers which have been damaged or dismaterial.
In one
torted are straightened and fitted for further use.

these

Thus Saving the Usable

Securing a Higher Price

beams which

are not too badly twisted or
damaged are straightened in a bulldozer and are refitted with
new heads and fulcrum castings if necessary. Truss rods for
ping.

the

oxygen and for the acetylene

gas.

There are 12 outlets or

1

<^

BM

^>?kI

W^-

laJJ^—
K.

_

•

T

1^

f

\

iT^
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/^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^;

bi
Tne Shop

in

Which Frogs and Switches Are Repaired and Reassembled

month 1.692 brake beams were reclaimed with a saving of
almost a dollar a beam, and 456 brake hangers were reclaimed.

and at present a force of eight welding
kept steadily at, work.

stations on this line

operators

is

OXWELD PLAXT
Probably the most interesting part of the plant and that
in which the most spectacular savings are made is that in
which the oxy-acetylene process is used, either for welding

CASTINGS

One

most interesting classes of work reclaimed by
the oxy-acetylene process is that of castings, whether of cast
of the

iron, cast steel, brass or other alloy.

Many

brake cylinders

October

2,
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lugs are repaired at a very
small expense where otherwise it would be necessary to scrap
the entire casting; even if the part which was broken off is

or air reservoirs with broken

601

development which has been made necessary is a campaign
education among shop and engine house employees to
emphasize the necessity of tying broken pieces of castings,
which may be reclaimed, together so that time may be saved

of

supplying the missing parts.
in the reclaiming of
castings. As may be understood, the possibilities in this line
are practicallj' unlimited.
Many cracked or broken car bolsters are welded and reinforced so that they are as good as
new, and in some cases, even better. In possibly as many as
25 per cent of these cases the good ends of two badly damaged bolsters have been cut off and combined into one perfect
bolster.
Many couplers have been reclaimed which were
cracked on the face or in the neck of the shank, or which
have had broken knuckle pin bosses or lugs; in some cases
repairs have been successfully made by filling in worn contours. One of the illustrations shows repairs being made to
two bolsters, a journal box, a coupler and a center plate
at the

The

reclamation plant
illustrations

show

in

typical jobs

casting.

Locomotive buffer castings which have been broken or in
which the holes have been worn out of round are reclaimed
at a

comparatively small cost.

Many

cast iron signal posts

and relay boxes used in connection with the block signal
system are repaired, the cost of welding usually varying between $2 and $3 per casting as compared to from $16 to $24
for a new part. A broken signal post and relay box which
may easily be repaired is shown in one of the illustrations.
SWITCH AND CROSSING FROGS

Old Boilers and Fireboxes are Cut with

the Oxy-Acetylene Burners

Into Pieces Convenient for Handling

possible in many cases to build up the
material or to break a similar piece off of
another scrap casting and weld it in place. An important

not available
casting with

it

is

new

separate building, the interior of which is shown in one
of the illustrations, is used for the repairing and reassembling
of switch and crossing frogs. Ordinarily when these become
worn they are rebuilt at a high cost. With the oxy-acetylene
process the broken points and worn rails are built up to the
As a typical
original standard at a very small expenditure.
.\

Old Locomotive Tanks Which Have Been Cut

to Sizes

Convenient

(or

HandHng

;
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which costs $45.25 new was reclaimed with an
One of
expenditure of $7.50, making a net gain of $37.75.
the illustrations shows a frog which had become badly worn
and a similar frog which had been just as badly worn, but
which had been repaired with the oxy-acetylene process. In
building up the rails and points the metal is applied over a
small area at a time and is hammered down while hot, thus
avoiding the necessity of subsequent machining.
case, a frog

Several of the illustrations show large parts, such as old
boilers, fireboxes, tender tanks and car frames, being cut up
with the oxy-acetylene cutting burner. This class of scrap
commands a very low price, not more than $2.50 a ton. When
it is cut into sizes for convenient handling it will bring at

amount; the cost of cutting is comparatively
so that there is a net gain of several hundred per cent.

least double that

The s.wixg
That

the

best

may

results

be

obtained

at

the

reclamation

it is necessary for the mechanical department officers
over the entire system to understand the work which is being
carried on there and to realize the possibilities of co-operation.
It is proposed to have all of the master mechanics, roadmasters, general foremen and others who handle material,
pay periodical visits to the plant to study its workings and
By seeing that parts broken from expensive
its possibilities.
castings are wired to them when they are forwarded to the
reclamation plant they can help to increase the saving; in
many cases the}' will send parts for repair direct to the plant
rather than to let them take the roundabout method of going
forward mixed up with a miscellaneous lot of scrap.
A careful record is being kept of all the work which is
done at the plant with the idea of determining as accurately
as possible the saving which results. Of course, these savings are not in all cases net, for much of the material, if it
were not forwarded to the reclamation plant, would be reclaimed at the other shops on the system. There is little
question, however, but that with the special organization at
the reclamation plant the work can be carrie<l on more economically and more thoroughly than it can at the other
plants, allowing for the cost of transporting the material to

plant.

Statements are issued monthly

TRAFFIC
The annual convention

showing the number of

new

material used,
the value of the scrap material used, the total labor cost, a
charge for supervision and overhead expense, and miscellaneous shop expense. This in each case is compared with
the cost of similar material purchased new and a column is
different parts reclaimed, the value of the

total saving for each item and the saving
The officers of the road have given the matter
per unit.
attention
and
thorough study, and are emphaticall)' in
careful
favor of the plant. Started as an experiment, it was watched
more or less critically with the idea that after all most of the
saving might prove to be on paper: that this has not proved
true is indicated by the fact that the work is gradually and
steadily being extended and enlarged, although in many cases
practices have been discontinued because it was found that
certain parts.
In making
it did not pay to trj- to reclaim
out the monthly performance sheet those items which do not
show a saving indicate the loss in red and thus attention is
focused on them. Xeedless to say an item showing up on
the wrong side more than once or twice means either that
prompt attention will be given in the attempt to reduce the
cost of reclamation, or no further work will be done on such
parts. The plant is in charge of Superintendent R. F. Whalen.

added showing the

9.0(X)

either left

Xorth-Western for active

— Up

The

:

the

31S:

over

London &

figures ai'c as

Reserv-sts,
X;<v;l
.Army Reservists. 2 32S
and Volunteers, 4,097: total, 9,265.

2.532,

to the present

or are about to leave
service.

PASSENGER

of the .-Knierican .Association of licn-

Passenger and Ticket Agents was held in Boston on September 15 and 16. It was decided to change the name of the
association to the American Association of Passenger Traffic
eral

Officials.

complete report was presented by the committee on Economthe L^i.stribution of Folders, and the committee, with
J. Phelps, general passenger agent of the Illinois Central,
as chairman, was continued with instruction to carry on its investigation.
The committee recommended a continuance of the
ies

in

H.

method of distributing folders by distriliuting agencies
modified form, recommended' the discontinuance of placing

present
in a

folder boxes in hotels in cities of less than

50.000 inhabitants,

closer co-operation between the Official Railway

Guide and the

discontinuance of the distribution of folders on trans-Atlantic
steamships for the reason that the Official Guide will answer
the requirements.

The committee on
tinued,

and

follows:

Territorials,

this

Digest

of

I'ares

and Divisions was cona permanent fea-

now become

publication has

ture of the association wcrk.

It

was decided

to discourage the

of furnishing liusiness colleges and commercial schools

liractice

with samples of tickets.

The question of curtailment

of expenses in

ticket offices in foreign territory

maintaining

cit.\

where the lines do not have inthorough discussion, and a com-

was the subject of a
was appointed to continue further investigation of this
subject.
It was believed that a great saving could be made in

itial

rails

mittee

this direction.

The committee on Limitations of Local Tickets made a comwhich was endorsed and referred to the different
The new multi-route tickets
associations for action.

plete report,
territorial

of horizontal and vertical forms have

now

received the endorse-

ment of the association and a number of lines are experimenting
with these forms with a view of determining which of the two
forms will be most convenient and effective. It is hoped by the
use of these forms to reduce coupon ticket form representation
by ^3yS per cent.
The committee on Telegraph Code for the
Handling of .Association Matters reported progress and is expected shortly to be able to complete

Addresses

were

presented

associations, as follows:
traffic,

.A.

by
J.

the

its

work.

representatives

of

Other

Gillingham. auditor of passenger

Pennsylvania Railroad, representing the American AssoAccounting Officers George A. Morton, general bag-

ciation of

;

gage agent, Xew York, Xew Haven & Hartford, representing
the .American .Association of General Baggage -Agents George J.
.Alexander, president of the Canadian Ticket .Agents' Association
I'rank J. Burke, ticket agent at the L'nion Station, Chicago, representing the International .Association of Ticket Agents, and
H. M. Fletcher, passenger agent, .Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe,
representing the American .Association of Traveling Passenger
-An address was also presented by E. E. Clark of the
.Agents.
Commerce Commission on ".American Passenger
Interstate
;

Howard
which was published in last week's issue.
chairman of the Xew York. .\ew Haven & Hartford.
Sum-Advantages
and
address
on
-Vatural
also presented an
the
mer Traffic of Xew England. Those in attendance at the convention were taken on an inspection trip over the electrified zone
of the Xew York. Xew Haven & Hartford, between X'ew York
?nd Xew Haven, accompanied by General Manager Bardo and
Service."
Elliott,

Consulting Engineer Murray, wl o explained the principal features of the work.
Officers

English Railway K.mplovees Enlist.

men have

OF

OFFICIALS

railways in disseminating information of this character, and the

plant

and from the

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION

14

.\

REDUCING SCR.\P

slight,

.\\>

were elected rs follows:

President. Gerrit Fort, pas-

senger traffic manager. Union Pacific, Omaha. Xeb. vice-president, -Alexander Hilton, passenger traffic manager, St. Louis &
San Francisco, St. Louis secretary, W. C. Hope, general passenger agent. Central Railroad of Xew Jersey, Xew York. The
;

:
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BUILT BY BELT RAILWAY OF CHICAGO AT CLEARING

Clearing Interchange Yard for Chicago District
Reconstruction of Big Hump Yard by Belt Railway
to Relieve Downtown Terminals of Transfer Freight

[With an Inset]
The operation
handle

all

of a large yard in the vicinity of Chicago to

her of loaded ones as the average for roads in this district, the

or a large part of the interchange of through carload

approximately 390,000 in and the same
loaded cars are for Chicago delivery, and half for points beyond, so that applying this
ratio to the total car movement, about 195,000 cars must be transferred from one road to another at Chicago every month, or 6,500
cars every day. At present about 30 per cent of these cars are
handled by belt lines and the reinaining 70 per cent, or about
4,500 cars a day, are hauled into the congested district of the
city to be delivered by direct switching to the connecting roads.
The clearing yard in its reconstructed form is adapted by location and design to become a central "clearing house" for all

freight in order to decrease the switcliing within

the city

and

downtown district lias been more
considered since 1899 when the Chicago TransCompany was organized to build such a yard at

rciiuce the congestion in the
less seriously

iir

&

i\r

Clearing

t'learing,

about 10 miles southwest of the center of the

he yard built by that

company and

city.

by the Chicago Union Transfer Company has remained practically unused, but early in 1912 an agreement was reached by 12 railways entering the city, under which they became joint owners
of the Belt Railway with the understanding that the Chicago
& Western Indiana would buy the old yard, rebuild and enlarge
I

rebuilt in 1898

car

total

number

movement

is

Practically half of the

out.

railways entering the city and will thus solve this most

General View of West Half of Clearing Yard from the Hump, with the Four Eastbound Approach Tracks on
Tracks Leading to Classification Yards on Right
it, and
lease its Belt divisions, including the yard, to the Belt
Railway as formerly. This reconstruction work has now been
practically completed, and it is expected that the yard will be

put in operation in the near future.

THE PROBLEM AND THE PROPOSED SOLUTION
Since

more

freight is interchanged between roads at Chicago
than at any other point in the country, the need for a comprehensive plan of handling such transfers promptly and econom-

most keenly there. This heavy interchange of busicaused by the fact that 24 trunk line railways enter the
of which terminate there.
In addition there
are 14 terminal, switching and industrial roads in and around

to enable
It

is

its

owned by

now under way will
ample capacity to handle the interchange business of the

ing the city and extensive improvements

give

the city, originating
IS

and delivering large amounts of freight which

received from or transferred to the trunk lines.

freight car

movement

into the city excluding fempties,

The
is

total

approxi-

mately 260,000 cars per month and about the same number of
loaded cars are taken out of the city. On the assumption that
the

number of empty cars bears the same

relation to the

num-

Hump

if satisfactory operating agreements can be
advantages to be realized to the fullest exthe Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, the
Chesapeake & Ohio, the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, the Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy, the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, the
Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville, the Erie, the Grand Trunk,
the Illinois Central, the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sauk Ste.
Marie, the Pennsylvania and the Wabash. The line of the Belt
Railway makes direct connections with every trunk line enter-

made

ness

is

and Two

interchange problem,

tent.

ically is felt

city, practically all

Left,

difiiicult

it

other roads as well as the owning companies. The fact that
some roads not interested in the control of the Belt have been
giving

more
in

it

large

amounts of transfer freight indicates that even
from such roads after the new yard is put

will be received

operation.

lies between the Belt and the Indiana Harbor Belt,
it possible for the roads interested in the latter line to
send their transfer business to Clearing by that route if they

The yard

making
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his line is owned by the Lake Shore & Michigan SouthMichigan Central, the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul,
and the Chicago & North Western, so that with the exception
of the Baltimore & Ohio, the Chicago & Alton, the Chicago
Great Western, and the Pere Marquette, every trunk line entering the city is interested either through ownership or affiliation in one or the other of the belt lines and three of these
exceptions, the Baltimore & Ohio, the Chicago & Alton, and the
Pere Marquette, have direct connections of their own to the new

verse movements.

yard.

sides of the yard with Y-connections

prefer.

I

ern, the

The

design of the yard provides a standing capacity of about

12,400 cars

and makes

it

possible to handle 400 cars an

hour over

The former

trains.

will ultimately contain

the latter 21, although only 16

and 12

57,

No. 14

30 tracks each and

tracks,

respectively, are

being laid at present, with a view to adding the others as the
capacity is needed. The present capacity of these yards will be
2,240 cars for the receiving and 1,680 for the departure and the
ultimate capacity will be 4,200 cars and 2,940, respectively.

The

receiving and departure yards for opposite directions are located
side by side at the extreme ends of the layout, eliminating re-

movements

to

Thoroughfare tracks are provided along both
under the hump, allowing
be made easily between any portions of the yard.

Two flat switching yards of 176 cars capacity each are provided near the end of each classification yard with direct leads
These. are designed primarily to handle

into the departure yards.

the business originating in the industrial district around Clearing,

which

will be

brought in

in

small lots by switch engines.

The Corn Products Refining Company's
single

industry

in

this

district

at

plant

present,

is

the

largest

although numerous

smaller plants are grouped near the yard and further develop-

ment

in

this

territory

probable.

is

The

four car repair yards

adjacent to the classification yards have a total capacity of 224
cars and are equipped to make light repairs only.
Cars requiring heavy repairs will be switched to the heavy repair yard at

hump. A bad order track leads from the
yard and tracks for bringing back car riders
to the hump will be located just outside these bad order tracks.
.\s the main line of the belt crossed the site of the proposed
the shops north of the

hump

Interlocking
the

hump.

cars which
is

Tower on Bridge Spanning

the

Hump

Tracks

This would mean a daily capacity of 8,000 to 10,000
in excess of present demands and ample property

is

available for the addition of similar units

the present yard should ever

become

if

the capacity of

insufficient.

The yard

is

centrally located with respect to the breakup yards of the vari-

ous

through

resulting

lines,

The

transfer business.

break-up yard

is

minimum average

a

in

haul

on

distance from Clearing to the farthest

approximately 20 miles.
REVISED DESIGN OF YARD

The

old

consisted

facilities

of

a

hump between two

single

yards with two tracks over the hump, one leading
in each direction.
The receiving yards were located alongside
the hump requiring reverse movements.
No departure yards
classification

to each repair

receiving and departure yards at the east end, a new double
track line was built along the north side of the yard location
extending from the Grand Trunk crossing at Hayford to a connection with the old location at about Sixty-seventh street. In
order to provide a direct connection to the west end of the yard,
a new double track line 4l4 miles long was built west from the
old line on Fifty-ninth street and south to the yard.

are duplicated on the two sides of the
expected that in general trains from southern and
eastern roads will be brought into the yard from the east end
and depart for northern and western connections at the west
end and that cars from the latter roads will move through the

The yard

hump.

It

facilities

is

yard in the opposite direction. The trains will be brought to the
yard by road engines of the respective companies running over
the Belt tracks.
The road engines will pull into one of the receiving yards, cut off, and go to the corresponding engine facil-

Power

Locomotive Shop.

Panoreima of the Belt Railway Shops Located Just North of the

were provided, although two five-track overflow yards at the
outer end of each classification yard were intended to serve the
same purpose. This old layout was inadequate for the proposed
method of operation, requiring the enlargement and rearrangement of the facilities.
The new design retained the old hump between the two classification yards, its width being increased to allow four tracks to
be operated simultaneously,

two

in each direction.

cation yards are each divided into
unit being served

provision

is

two

hump

tracks have a capacity of 45 cars each,

The

tracks, although

for either of the tracks in one direction to

serve either of the corresponding yard units.
in the classification

classifi-

units of 26 tracks, each

normally by one of the

made

The

The

making the

classification

total capacity

yards 4,685.
departure yards are designed for 70-car

receiving and

Ho

Hump

Hump

and take water and sand. The
engine can there be turned and the same crew can pick up a train
Endestined for its road from the adjacent departure yard.
gine facilities are provided at both ends of the yard and the
proximity of these facilities to the receiving and departure yards
ity

layout to coal, clean

will reduce the delay to

fires,

road crews to the minimum.

and making
up outgoing trains will be performed by the Belt Railway. A
four-track lead is provided from each receiving yard to a point
about 200 ft. from the hump where the four tftcks merge into
This arrangement allows two
the two leading over the hump.
trains to be pushed up almost to the hump, while two other
trains are being classified on the other tracks so that they are
in position to begin classification immediately when the others
This will effect an important saving in time
have finished.

The operation

of classifying the incoming trains

October

2.

the hump engine has to run
over the usual system under which
train before work can
Lack to the receiving yard for another
Ijroceed.
is 0.6 per cent.
The grade on the approach tracks to the hump
hump includes a short ache profile on the other side of the
cent through the ladders,
lerating grade of 4 per cent, 0.9 per
body of the classification yard.
,nd 04 per cent through the
to com1 ft. higher than the eastbound
l,e westbound hump is
The switches
winds.
prnsate for the force of the prevailing
will
yard
classification
ilrmg the ladder track leading into the
interlocking system from
;.,•
operated by an electro-pneumatic
a tower on the hump.
I

;

.

"l

The

RECONSTRUCTION OF THE YARD
new yard made it possible to

design of the

sired height

fill

above the yard track and a locomotive crane was

room for the
then used to shift the dumping track to make
cu. yd. of
next plowing. In addition to the sand fill, 177,000
placed in
was
earth removed from miscellaneous excavations
the

fill.

.

single track
steam shovel was used in making the cut for a
the west enconnection to Argo, passing under four tracks near
part of the new
trance to the yard, and a team outfit graded
were contracted
connecting line. These portions of the work
change
Andrew Ward & Sons, Chicago. The grading on the

A

to

and the new connection totaled 117,300 cu. yd.
subway,
cut through the hump for the new
with a clam shell bucket was
a 25-ton locomotive crane rigged
face of the excavation
used, operating on a track laid from the
the fill was needed.
back parallel to the hump to a point where

in the old line

utilize the

hump, a portion of the old track material,
and oflice building, the sewer
the power house, freight house
The first work
and a portion of the water system.
s^'stem
sand
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in the old

In

making the

This crane handled 9,000 yd.

of the classification
undertaken was the raising of the outer ends
The
up to the new leveh
tracks on a sand fill to bring them
for the additional classification
old hump fill was then widened
new
the
to
being shifted
and approach tracks, the old tracks

at a price less

than the contractors

which 22 miles
new yard contains 134 miles of track, of
position and the remainder
old track shifted into the proper
was laid with
new track, or old track relaid. The old yard
well ballasted with cinties and 75-lb. rail, and was

^'•The
is
is

soft

wood

Storehouse Nearing Completion
Locomotive Shop, Roundhouse and
locations

The conlaid as the filling progressed.
departure yard of 12 tracks at the west

and new ones

struction of the

new

for receiving large
end was pushed in order to provide a place
in over the Inquantities of sand for filling which was brought
diana Harbor Belt from Dune Park.
two switch layAs soon as switch material could be secured,
tracks, the classification
ing gangs were started on the ladder
in order to give the
yard switches at the hump being laid first
Ihe
start his work.
interlocking- contractor an opportunity to
connections bethoroughfare tracks were then laid to provide
makhump,
over the
tween the ends of the yard without going
which had been deing it possible to rebuild the hump subway,
enlarged to carry
was
and
team traffic

signed only for foot and

two tracks.

A
This

total of 1,051,500 cu. yd. of

material was handled

in

j cti
sand was placed in the yard till.
Haskell ^ Barker cars using a

In making the hU
plow and spreader to unload and place it.
which have a maximum
for the approach tracks tn the hump
body of the yard, the
difference in elevation of 8 ft. above the
the fill to the dewing of the spreader was elevated to build up

lateral dram
It contained 11 miles of
ders gravel and slag.
for sub-drainage was repipes so that no additional provision
in the new
The old ties that were suitable were used
quired
All new ties are
plates.
vard in less important tracks with tie
The old ballast
being tie-plated.
iiard wood, those on curves
ballast was used for
was reclaimed whenever possible. Stone
running tracks witK cinders on the
all ladder and important
of cinder ballast and 22 miles
other tracks. A total of 112 miles
rad in the
All of the 94 miles of 7S-lb.
of stone was placed.
reconstruction and 80-lb. new or reold yard was used in the
and running tracks. There were
laving rail was laid on ladders
switches in the old yards, and
353 turnouts and 58 double slip
new yard, all double slips having
there are 845 turnouts in the
are standard throughout. The
been eliminated. No. 9 turnouts
yards,
yard have been placed in the caboose

frogs from the old
new
less important tracks^ The
shop tracks, repair yards and the
a special design by the Chicago
frogs are of solid manganese of
Aj ax one-piece man& Western Indiana. The guard rails are
stands
15 ft.- long and the switch
ganese; the switch points are
lines.
Mansfield for
are Economy for yard tracks and

mam
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South Cicero avenue

carried over the yard on a ten-span
and through steel girders encased in
concrete. The spans vary from 38 ft. 2 in. to 69 ft. 8J4 in. The
approaches are made of sand fill with a street grade of 3.S per
The sand fill at each end of the viaduct will be restrained
cent.
from overflowing the tracks by crib walls built up of concrete
moulded in pieces about the size and shape of cross ties and laid
in the same manner as ordinary tie cribs.
A similar viaduct
will probably be built ne.xt year to carry Crawford avenue over
is

viaditct of concrete piers

locomotives used by the Belt, but in the majority of cases, the
engines will not go into the house, when out of service temporarily.
A four-track storage yard is provided for such engines, only those requiring work to be done on them going into
the house.

The storehouse

The subway under
opening 30

clearance

line.

It

the

hump

is

a double-track structure with

wide and 17

high from top of rail to
consists of re-enforced concrete abutments

ft.

ft.

and transverse girders encased in concrete. The total yardage
of concrete placed in the yard work was about 2,250.
The two-story interlocking tower which houses the yard plant
is set up on a structural steel bridge spanning the hump.
The
walls of the tower are of metal lath and cement mortar, and the
roof is of asbestos shingles.
Two machines of 12 levers, each
operating 65 switches and two signals, control the two classification yards. The machines are located on the upper floor of the
tower in operating rooms at the ends of the building, facing the
yards they control. The space between the operating rooms is
occupied by a clerical ofiice and the lower floor of the tower
contains the relay rooms.
The machines are of the Union Switch & Signal Company
standard push button electro-pneumatic type and the switches
are operated by motion plate type switch and lock movements.
he track circuits controlling the indicators in the machines use
220-volt, 60-cycle a. c. power.
The signals controlling movements over the hump tracks are mounted 'on the lower chord of
I

No. 14

57,

Pond operating device. The National boiler washout system
was installed, and a 90-ft. turntable is provided, operated by a
Xichols electric tractor.
The capacity of the roundhouse is
not as large as would ordinarily be necessary for the number of

the east approach.

a clear

Vol.

a brick building, 230

is

ft.

wide, with a material platform surrounding
is

long by 42

10

ft.

in.

A

second story
provided across one end of this building for the master me-

chanic's office,

ment.

and the

oil

storage

The Bowser system

of

room

it.

located in the base-

is

handling is used, with square
order to economize space.

oil

tanks instead of round ones in

The wood mill is 203 ft. 6 in. long by 61 ft. 6 in. wide, having
brick walls, steel roof trusses, a Brooks roof and wood block
floor.
The rough lumber will be stored west of the wood mill
and after finishing will be run out into the car repair yard east
i>f the building on industrial tracks.
The engine facilities east of the roundhouse include a 400-ton

Roberts & Schaefer concrete coaling station with provision for
locomotives to take coal and sand on four tracks; three 100,000gal.

&

conical bottom steel tanks of the Chicago Bridge

Works

design, supplying penstocks and service lines

pits of the

;

Iron

and cinder

receiving-hopper type under three tracks.

The improvements
new 450-h.

powerhouse and its equipment
& Wilcox boiler, Green automatic stokers, the reconstruction of the headers and breeching
and the construction of a new Wiederholdt tile and reinforced
concrete chimney. 200 ft. high and 8 ft. in diameter.
include a

to the old
p.

Babcock

the bridge.

The low voltage control current for the machines, switches
and signals is furnished by a 400 a. h. storage battery at the
power house which is charged by two motor-generator sets.
The a. c. power for the track circuits is fed from a separate
transformer at the power house. The compressed air is supplied
I'v the same compressor that serves the shops.

NEW

LOCOMOTIVE AND CAR SHOPS

work now under way will make necesabandonment of the Belt shops at Eighty-third street,

.\s the track elevation

the

.sary

and the completion of the yard
operating methods on the Belt

will effect

important changes in

seemed best to provide adeThese shops were located
north of the hump and not far from the existing power

quate shop
just

new

facilities at the

it

yard.

The principal new buildings include a locomotive shop,
roundhouse, storehouse and wood-mill.
The locomotive shop is of the transverse lift-over type with
six pits
the blacksmith and boiler shops being included in the
same building. It is a steel frame structure, 172 ft. 8 in. by
293 ft. 9 in., with brick walls and a composition roof on wood
.sheathing.
It is unusually well lighted by side and monitor
windows, which are equipped with David Lupton steel sash and
house.

;

the

Pond operating

device.

bays, the heavy machine, 60

wide, and the erecting, 70

ft.

The building
ft.

is

divided into three

wide, the light machine. 40

wide.

A

150-ton crane

is

ft.

provided

in the heavy machine bay and 10-ton cranes in the light machine
and the erecting bays. The building is heated by warm air, the
circulation being secured by Sirocco blowers through ducts, part
of which are overhead and part under the floor. A track connection is provided through the locomotive shop which passes
directly over the turntable at the roundhouse and connects to
the wye tracks under the hump allowing an engine to be brought
in from either side.
A track also leads into the shop from the
center drop-pit in the roundhouse for bringing wheels to the

shop.

The engine house has 20

stalls,

of timber frame construction. 90
crete

and gravel
those on the inner

footings,

anced sash,

tar

ft.

It is
with three drop-pits.
deep, with brick walls, con-

roof,
circle

cast

iron

jacks and

bal-

being equipped with the

ORGANIZATION
Practically

all

ing installation

work on the yards except the interlockwas handled by company forces in charge of the
of the

engineering department of the Belt Railway, of which E. H.

Lee

is

The

vice-president and chief engineer.

was handled under contract by George
pany, Chicago.
The interlocking system was
L'nion Switch & Signal Company, Swissvale,

the shop

construction of
B. Swift

& Com-

installed

by the

Pa.,

under the

supervision of F. E. Jacob, signal engineer of the Belt.

Morrow,

principal

F. E.

was in charge of the
work connected with con-

engineer,

assistant

preparation of plans and the

office

V. R. Walling, first assistant engineer,
charge of the work in the field and was assisted by
an engineer for the yard work, and one for the shops. The
track work was directed by a supervisor of track and the conExcellent co-operation
crete work by a supervisor of bridges.
between the assistant engineers, the supervisors, the chief clerk
and material agent and the car-tracer, was secured by holding
daily meetings at 1 o'clock, at which all of these men suggested
plans for improving methods and discussed their various restruction

was

operations.

in direct

quirements for the following day's work. The cost of supervision was reduced by the free use of motor cars, as the work
extended over a distance of five miles, exclusive of the Fiftyninth street line. Four cars were used, one for the first assistant
engineer, one for the supervisor of track, and the other two

running on a regular schedule each way from the hump.
A maximum force of about 1,200 men was required in 1913,
Labor was very scarce in 1913, but by
in 1914.

and about 800

authorizing the

work

early,

enough men were secured before

they shipped out in large numbers.

The

supply

was

irregular

throughout the season, however, as many as 900 time checks
Conditions were
being issued in one month for men leaving.
much better in 1914 and no difficulty was experienced in getting

enough good men.

A

camp was maintained

for the laborers at
to the^ Consolidated

the yard, the contract for boarding being
Hoarding & Supply Company. Chicago.

let

scribed in the Raihaiy .Igc Gazette of

May

dition,
station.

a

dnily

work

train

This camp was de16.

1913.

was run from the Dearborn

In adstreet

!

What

the Press Thinks
Welcome

that the Interstate

Advance in Cheirges Recognize
and Demand Prompt Action

Prospect of

Needs

Carriers'
The announcement

About the Rate Case
;

Commerce Commission

make both ends meet

year or so in order to

trains have been

;

has granted the petition of the railways in Official Classification

discontinued, employees reduced in number, and betterments post-

Territory for a reopening of the advanced freight rate case, de-

poned.

cided on August

claim that they are

and the setting of the date for a rehearing
on October 19, have aroused widespread editorial comment in
With a remarkable approach to
the press of the country.
unanimity the daily newspapers are supporting the position of
the railways in the emergency which has come upon them, and
are demanding not only that the commission accede to their
request for higher rates, but that it act promptly in reaching its
Following are some extracts from the editorial utdecision.
terances on the case which have come to our exchange desk in
No attempt
the last few days from all parts of the country.
has been

made

1,

to select those favorable to the railways.

It

is

one paper comes out squarely in opposition
Several are non-committal and two or three

significant that but

to higher

rates.

But notwithstanding these economies, the roads generally
still unable to keep their heads above water
owing to the increasing cost of everything they have to buy, the
advancing wage scale, and the reduced passenger rate. No fairminded citizen desires to see the roads hampered by regulation in
such degree as to destroy their prosperity. We must display the
live-and-Iet-live spirit toward them, the same as toward the humIf it can be disclosed that their rates,
both freight and passenger, have been regulated to the degree that
they are no longer capable of yielding a fair return upon the

blest citizen of the land.

money invested in them, then it is obvious that the
Commerce Commission should grant some measure

in the interest of

the

commerce

of the

country.

AS EARLY AS COMPATIBLE WITH JUSTICE

of

relief

and the public accept the same uncomplainingly.

WIDESPREAD HOPEFULNESS

express regret that rates apparently are to be increased, but the
great majority demand immediate relief for the railways in the

form of higher revenues

Interstate

[From

Milwaukee Evening Wisconsin]

the

There is widespread hopefulness over the announcement from
Washington that the Interstate Commerce Commission has decided to reopen the freight rate case and will begin hearings October

19.

[From the Cleveland Plain Dealer]

MORE SUBSTANTIAL

will be agreed that to give the roads another chance to

It

present their case

was

just,

are likely to complain because the matter

more promptly.

Though

[From

though friends of the roads' demands
is

JUSTICE

Kansas City Journal]

The reopening of the eastern railroad rate cases by the InterCommerce Commission holds out the hope that more sub-

not to be attended to

the date of the opening hearing has

the

state

rendered than was accorded in the recent
granted in the previous decision was

been set later than one might believe wise, under the emergency
condition, the commerce commission ought to be able to proceed
with its full inquiry with reasonable speed. The delay in render-

stantial justice will be

was widely criticized. But in this new investigation the commission will necessarily go over much of the
covered
before.
It will be to the interest of all to
same ground

the experts studied the so-called "assistance" doled out by the

ing the other decision

have a decision reached as early as compatible with justice, which
presupposes thoroughness.
IF

THEY NEED

IT,

THEY NEED

IT

NOW

[From the Chicago Herald]

The hearings should be speedy. No nine months, nor six
months, nor even one month, should be consumed in reaching a
decision.
Especially there should be no time wasted in reviewing
ancient history, nor in considering theories about

how

railroads

might be run, under government ownership, or any other plan
different from that under which the railroads have been created.
In the well-knowrr words of a late president of the United States,
"a condition, not a theory," confronts the railroads, and with them
It

is

a plain business proposition that the

country cannot prosper

if

the railroads are squeezed into bank-

the

whole

c.ountry.

The

being suffocated by iron
governmental power limiting the
They should be able
price of the only thing they have to sell.
(o prove it easily, or it should be easily disproved if they are
It's all a matter of plain figures, already
not telling the truth.
collected or easily obtained.
If the railroads need a pulmotor,
and they are visibly gasping for breath, they need it now, not in
nine months, or six months, or even one month hence, but
ruptcy.

rings

railroads

say they are

around their throats

— by

NOW

COMMISSION SHOULD GRANT RELIEF
[From the Daily Oklahoman, Oklahoma

The consensus of
that the

intelligent opinion

njads are entitled, in

City, Okla.]

throughout the country

common

is

fairness to the greatest

single line of liusiness, to an increase in rates: perhaps not to five

some per cent which will represent
between prosperity and bankruptcy. We have seen
drastic economies practiced on the part of the roads in the past

per cent, as demanded, but to
the difference

The

decision.

increase

proved to be nominal rather than helpful or
commission, the more
net result

was

fair.

hollow and unsatisfying

when

a pittance,

it

The more

appeared.

The

there should have been generous

It
if very serious consequences were to be averted.
nonsense to regard justice to the railroads or the big business interests of the country as injustice to the people generally
or to so-called "small business." "Big business" cannot be cudgeled into financial insensibility without destroying general prosperity, and it is earnestly hoped that the new conditions which

concessions
is

have arisen
the situation

will bring about a
all

along the

line.

new fairness that will ameliorate
The Interstate Commerce Com-

mission has the opportunity to do on a comparatively small hut
helpful scale what ought to be done by the legislative authority
of the government and of the several states on a much larger
scale.

ENTITLED TO

A

FAIR HEARING

[From the Chicago Tribune.]
It

really should be a

work

of supererogation to urge a fair

and unbiased consideration of the
merits.

carriers'

The sentiments expressed by

application on

the President in his

its

let-

which every unter to Chairman Trumbull
fully.
jjrejudiced and enlightened man of business must share
are the sentiments

The

railroads are not asking

for special

or preferential treat-

ment they are not resisting or belittling the reforms which the
commerce commission advised in its decision of July last. The
recommendations that were then made with regard to retrenchbeing
ment, abolition of favors, and correction of abuses are
But the direct claim made is that a more
carried into effect.
;

reforms
increase in revenue is needed than all the
The radpointed to by the commission are capable of yielding.
are asking
roads have assumed the burden of proof, and they
sympathetic and fair hearing. To this they arc

material

merely for a
entitled.

To

this

curities is entitled.

the great

To

body of investors in railroad seand welfare of the na-

this the interests
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tion are entitled.

Private industry

free to advance rates or

is

Vol.

higher taxes.

Equally certain

try to raise

the direction of revenue increase without the consent and sanc-

sort over again.

The commission

tion of the commission.

independent and

is

in

commission

of rates, but the

a

hand

is it

money by any means

charges; the railroads are not free. However adversely affected
by the war and loss of freight, they cannot take a single step in

it

is

14

them

useless for

to

other than through an increase

will

want

to be told things of that

Fortunately, however, the President

is taking
has a habit of inducing results.

He

performance.

in the

that

No

57,

a position to take a large, judicial, fair view of the question.

A CONDITION, NOT A THEORY

PROBLEMS CALL FOR IMMEDIATE SOLUTION
New York

[From the

[From

of the seven commissioners dissented on grounds which

were carefully and vigorously

set forth,

At

majority of their colleagues.

from the decision of the
on cer-

best, the decision rested

presumptions whose correctness could be established only
by experiments, and on certain suggestions of economies whose
But months of time
effectiveness could be tested only by time.
and experiment, in doubtful and disputed questions, where the
facts may eventually not bear out the commissioners' contention,
tain

are precisely what cannot be awaited, in the present extraor-

And

dinary juncture.
cial

he discussion of the needs of American railroads has passed
the stage of the question of fairness. The interest of the public
1

Two

the

they could, there would

if

still remain
upon the finan-

dislocation which has been brought

immense

—

world by the European war some of the urgent problems
from which call for immediate solution.

arising

MOVING TOWARD HIGHER RATES
[From the Lincoln, Neb., Daily Star]

When

the Interstate

Commerce Commission

now

vitally involved.
Past sins and the responsibility thereno longer be regarded as the issue. In the language
Grover Cleveland, a condition and not a theory confronts
us.
The railroads are not making money and have not been for
some time. The public is vitally concerned in more ways than
one.
Nothing would be more immediately disastrous than such
a paralysis of our transportation system as would seriously impair the service to which American business has been accustomed. We have grown so used to excellent service that it is
almost impossible to conceive how business was done in oxteam days. Should our transportation system break down it
would spell ruin for general business. Putting our railways on
a paying basis is not simply an act of justice.
It is a consummation that is vital to the entire public. It should be with a
is

fore can
of

realization

full

recently ordered

more

a reopening of the rate case involving the application of

of this fact

treatment of railways that are hard to overcome.
Notice is given that the associations of shippers who have contested the application of the eastern railways for higher freight

CRISIS
[From

liberal

continue

will

rates

means

that

it

protest

their

an ex parte

will not be

we

stances indicate that

are

war abroad.

for an

justification

new

is

to be

hearing,

but

affair,

moving toward

railroad rates, excuse for which

created by the

the

at

which

the circum-

all

a period of higher

found

These conditions

in

will

conditions

be urged as

increase that could not be justified to the

satisfaction of the Interstate Commerce Commission before the
war began. Thus there will accrue to the American people another war tax arising from the blondthirstiness nf other countries.

The

Interstate

the Manufacturers'

—

investigation

when

—

European war. The "near decision" made by the commerce
commission was based upon conditions as they existed a year
or two ago, about the time the commission, as a body, w-ent
hibernation.

that there

obtain any

Now

that the commission has been advised

a war in Europe and the railroads are unable to
money for improvements the commission, no doubt,
up to date. The commission

is

OBVIOUS

IS

New York

Tribune]

There is fortunately no occasion for the long
which preceded the commission's denial of the rewas first presented. The commission went into

it

the matter exhaustively at that time.

new

It

has

all

the facts, ex-

which the railroads offer in their latest letter,
and these recent developments are patent. They need no study
cept the

facts

or long consideration.

The

Conunerce Commission

is

ion

crisis

is

obvious.

will enable the railroads to face

it

If the Interstate

not utterly blinded by pride of opinit

at once.

AFTER FREIGHT RATE INCREASE
[From

the

into

the

Commerce Commission should approve without

News, Chicago]

is

the

Omaha

lice]

Xot content with the substantial victory won
the Interstate Commerce Commission on their
per

cent

freight

rate

increase,

112

railroad

in the ruling of

petition

in this procedure by the knowledge that the commiswas divided over the mtrits of their sliowing, and that
its decision was rendered by a majority with a vigorous disTaken altogether, it seems to us that
sent from the minority.

encouraged
sion

asking a reopening of their case thus early the railroads are,

in

to use a colloquial phrase, trying to rush things, as

should not

The

Commission 'needs

a

more

deliberate experiment might lose to

The

if

fearing

them the force of

the argument.

NO ROOM FOR DOUBT

freight decision of the Interstate
revision.

com-

railway systems operating in the territory affected,
have come back for a further modification to accord with their
There is no doubt the railroads have been
original demands.
[irising 35

undoubtedly means well. Give it a chance. It has at least two
members, those in the confidence of President Wilson, who
know what is going on. Commissioners McChord and Daniels
might with perfect propriety tell the other commissioners that

Commerce

for five

companies,

will be glad to bring its decision

conditions aher decisions.

increased

freight rates.

in

quest

STILL

perhaps unfair to jump upon the Interstate Commerce
Commission because that body did not render a satisfactory decision
to anybody
regarding freight rates.
Conditions have
been altered materially in this country, as in other countries, by
It

for

delay the railroads' renewed request for a five per cent increase

GIVE THE COMMISSION TIME
[From

that the applications

rates are considered.

than 50 eastern railways seeking a live per cent increase of freight
rates, its action was some evidence that forces are at work for

more

the St. Louis Globe-Democrat]

Evening Post]

[From

commissioners

the Salt

Lake Tribune]

way

[From the Brooklyn Eagle]

was room for doubt as to the necessity of an increase three months ago, there can be little doubt on that point
now. The war has supervened to still further reduce railroad
If the Interstate Commerce Commission had acted
revenues.
generously in the first instance the railroads would not be re-

There will be hearings, of course. As usual, volumes of testimony will be taken, but little or nothing not already known

duced to their present plight. Jugglers of statistics were able
to demonstrate w-ith astounding facility that the railroads should

let pride,

or ethics, or even

politics,

stand in the

of the welfare of this countn,'.

NO EXCUSE FOR DELAY

will

be

that

the

developed.
railroads

What
are

is already known to a certainty is
carrying burdens which constantly in-

crease, thanks to such legislation

as

the full-crew

law and

to'

If

he

there

in a

prosperous condition, but, strange to say, the actual con-

confounded the theorists. Now that the petition of the
railroads has been renewed they may look forward with more
dition

October
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COMMISSION SHOULD FACE ABOUT

favorable issue, inasmucli as their financial re-

lo a

coiifidciKt;
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ports absolutely demonstrate that while their operating revenues

have been constantly decreasing for months, their operating expenses have just as constantly increased.

VERDICT MUST BE EXPEDITIOUS
[From

The

Philadelphia Press]

the

Commerce Commission

Interstate

I

the

of

railroads.

the

it

has the solving of the problem of

It

it will do real and substantial justice, or whether it
again be led astray by theory and chimerical schemes of

whether
will

economy.

has the opportunity to act promptly and well, and

It

so save financial conditions in the United States.
be sufficient to decide right after a

must be expeditious

verdict

This

avoided.

if

There

errors of the past.
is

to be

is

not a time for the commission to go into the

is

and to dig up and exploit any

history of railroad financiering

It

will not

It

long interval of time; the

disastrous situation

a

much at stake in the present.
how many different elements

far too

is

time to realize to the

full

are involved in the case of the railroads, and that the question

them extends even

of doing justice to

to the protection of the

small depositors in the savings banks of the country.

new

It is to

be

them the commission will
not sit at the feet of Mr. Brandeis, of Boston, and seek from
him the path to take. It is a crisis that needs no oracular adThe commisvice from any apostle of a theoretical economy.
sion has a duty to perform. That duty it should meet in square
clamor
of
the
mob and the
of
the
man fashion, fearless alike
hoped that

in

this

.

And

pleading of the advocate.

first
is

of all

before

it

should recognize

[From

the Albany Journal]

has come to the Interstate

Commerce Commission.

has .granted, with unusual promptness, the appeal of the eastern railroads for a reopening of the rate case which was decided

mostly against them shortly before the war began. There is a
report that the organizations of shippers which opposed the
If they do,
original application will again make opposition.

show themselves even more unreasonable than

before,

constant effort to advance the .prices of most
The rehearing should be before the
things that are shipped.
commission minus Brandeis, and the decision should be such
since

now

is

meet the requirements of a condition embarrassing to
which is now more or less aggravated by the

as will
the

there

railroads,

indirect effects of the war.

every business to a higher plane of prosperity as a quick
It would be notice to the whole world that the
United States means in this crisis to preserve its institutions

rise in rates.

and to permit them to live in prosperity. Such notice
would do what nothing else will be able to do toward persuading
Europe to keep our securities. The Interstate Commerce Coramission can now deliver a fatal blow to American trade, or it
can by an act of patriotic duty in one day start a thousand
industries to humming and send back to work many thousand
intact

idle

men.

COMMISSION SHOULD ACT AT ONCE
[From The Economist, Chicago]
Thirty- five railroad systems have asked the Interstate Commerce Commission for a rehearing on the application for a five
per cent increase in rates. What they want is not the half-loaf
that the

The

fiddling

to

no certain consequence

this

way

Another year of uncertainty among shippers and in
the markets for railroad securities?
Another year of that
colossal exhibition of administrative vacillation which month
after month preceded the inane decision rendered a few weeks
ago?
or that?

One

thing

elasticity

to

in

is

evident.

the control

quick changes in

unforeseeable war.

The

railroads are entitled

of their income.

traffic

They

are

to greater

subjected

and credit conditions, as from

They should be enabled

this

to adjust themselves

changes with equal rapidity.
If through the Interstate Commission the roads are not so
enabled readily to readjust themselves, it is no body to exercise
the rate-fixing power.
It should know from month to month
what are the just needs of the roads or their unjust charges.
If it does not know, or if it is not able to decide promptly on
what it does know, it is out of place where it is. The present
commission is on trial before the country as a body competent
to perform the duties imposed upon it.

to these

its

recent decision, but the

operation of the properties the roads say that for the year ending

June

30,

1914, as

compared with the year ending June

30, 1913,

was a decrease in total operating revenues of $44,700,000,
while operating expenses increased $23,300,000, and a decrease
in operating income of approximately $73,700,000, notwithstanding
there

an increased property investment.
the certainty that high rates for

In addition to these facts

money

is

have to be paid for
a long time yet, and the roads have obligations of over $500,000,000
maturing in the next IS months. The president has spoken for
the roads, the public is beginning to see the merits of the case,
and the Interstate Commerce Commission should act at once.

[From

letter

around

in

it,
and failure to give it to
on the whole country a great deal of
trouble.
There was reason enough for the increase before the
European war came on, and that reason has been doubled, or
more likely multiplied by 10, for one cannot measure the possible
difficulties that the roads will have in their finances.
As to the

entitled to

will

INCREASE SHOULD GO TO RAILWAYS

.

ment and

They are

likely to entail

New York World]

the

on the railroad situation showed that
he' was personally convinced of the. need of higher rates.
But what then? Another year or more of figuring and argupresident's

commission gave them

thing.

is

THE COMMISSION ON TRIAL
[From

Europe.

lift

them

It

they will

in

freight rates without argument.
Nothing that the president
could do, nothing that congress could do, nothing that all our
bankers and trades bodies combined could do, would so instantly

whole

it.

SHOULD BE EX-BRANDEIS
light

anywhere

The hour has come in this war-troubled day when the
Commerce Commission should face about and advance

.

Interstate

case before

the extent of the question that

More

the Philadelphia Public Ledger]

railroads to procure one dollar of capital

has again before

.

case

From

war has driven European investors to the necessity
of selling billions of American railroad securities provided our
exchanges open and give them the opportunity to do so. This
means that for years to come it will be impossible for American
I'-tirupe's

the Houston Post]

an advance in rates may have to be made
is reason enough why the added burden of a tax on freights
should not be laid upon railroads and shippers.
One of the
immediate causes of business depression throughout the country
They have abandoned
is the plight of the transportation lines.
hundreds of trains and otherwise reduced their service. They
have curtailed operations in their shops and offices, halted betterments and laid off tens of thousands of employees. It is a
condition confronting them, not a theory. Their credit is badly
impaired because of the lack of earnings to meet their financial
engagements. Their tonnage has decreased. If there must be
any increase of freight rates, it should by all means go to the

The

possibility that

companies so that they may resume as far as possible the operation of their properties to the limit of efficiency and re-employ
as

many

of their idle

men

as possible.

NECESSITY FOR RELIEF EXISTS
[From

The

the Iron Age,

New

admitted

York]

by

President Wilson on
September 9 to a committee of railroad executives, of some
measure affording relief to the railroads of the country at this
necessity

exists,

as

time of contraction in railroad revenues.

The proper way

in
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which to afford such relief would be by giving them pcniiissiuii
advance their freight rates. It is to be hoped that the hearing
will be granted and that an early and favorable decision will be
to

rendered. The railroads are in practically as serious a condition
as the government so far as revenues are concerned and imperatively need to have their interests considered.

been most unfortunate indeed

It

[From

the San Antonio Express]

of

all enterprise at present in this country
have to contend with the question of capital, credits and
commercial interruption. We take it tliat the eastern roads will
have to produce overwhelmingly powerful proof that their credit
largely depends on the grant of the desired increase before they
can persuade the commission to alter its ruling, which it is

lot

to

remembered

—

— called

remedy

the roads' attention to the

that lies

extravagances of operation and in increasing passenger rates. For it is not unreasonable to remind
that the tightness is but temporary, that it is agreed on all hands
that the current stringency will be succeeded by a record era of
trade prosperity an era in which, of necessity, the roads would
have a tremendous share. Thus if there is any possible way out
of this tight situation for the roads, if there is any way to tide
over the straitness until the wheels of commerce shall turn in
this country more freely than ever before, without asking the
people to supply the funds at this time, certainly the roads should
cutting out

in

useless

—

adopt that more just and patriotic expedient.

the

Dallas

Important representations must have been made to the Interstate Commerce Commission to induce it to consent to a rehearing of the plea of the railroads for permission to increase
their freight rates by five per cent. That the ultimate consumer
would in the end be compelled to pay the increase is well understood by the commissioners.
The railroads will not be permitted, nor do they expect, to go again over the ground covered
in the last hearing, despite the

fast-growing impression that the

commission has borne down upon them with undue severity.
They will be limited to the presentation of facts and circumstances which have arisen since the last proceedings since the
democratic tariff law went into effect and before the war in
Europe had begun to produce much effect upon this countr>'. One
of the facts newly ascertained is an immense falling off in rail-

—

road net earnings.

In spite of an increase in property invest-

ment it amounted to $73,700,000 for the eastern railroads alone.
It would have been much greater if drastic economies had not
been enforced. And the stockholders have not suffered alone.
Purchases of supplies have been cut down, affecting the concerns producing them even to the extent of suspending dividends

and confessing bankruptcy. Trains have been withdrawn and
men have been laid off work because they could not be emAll this affects the general public.

loss.

are

What

suffering also.

branches

other

suffering
is

forthcoming rate hearing before the
mission will have a strong and peculiar

grant the latest request of the eastern railroads, the proceeding
intended is not, strictly speaking, a rehearing. It does not intend, evidently, to reopen the case adjudicated.
What it does
intend is to determine whether conditions coming on since that

every citizen of the United States.

was made render it necessary to afford these railroads
further relief. The chief and most immediate problem confronting the railroads

is

that of refunding bonds about to

money market,
be expected for some time

In the present state of the
state

that

as

well

to

anxieties of the railroads

is

the

as in

the greater reluctance to lend to them.

BRANDEIS SHOULD BE ELIMINATED
[From the

the

Salt

Lake Tribune]

Commerce Commission has decided to reopen
advance rate case.
The shippers' organizations,

Interstate

eastern

which have previously fought the increases, will be represented
by counsel, and the questioi;.of right or wrong will be thoroughly
ventilated.
Both sides are entitled to a hearing before the commission finally makes up its mind as to the necessity of granting
the increases asked.
This time, however, Lawye* Brandeis
should be eliminated and the controversy settled upon its merits,
without taking into consideration the fads, fancies and foibles
of the Boston reformer.
The railroads have been hard hit by
the depression of the past year or two and the European w-ar
has put the finishing touches upon an already deplorable condition in the business of the carriers.

road
feared

securities

disaster

The

shelving of the rail-

was an indication that the administration
would follow, placing the railroads at a still

bill

the Interstate

handed down
eastern

Lenders knowing, as of course they do, the increasing predicament of the railroads, feel less certain of the security which
their bonds offer.
It is the fear of receiverships, and it will
undoubtedly be the object of the railroads to show that a further
advance in rates is necessary to remove this fear. The commission will hear a new case, and not rehear an old one.

The

[From

When

granted

to

If the

must

industry

be

political

interest

for

ADVICE REPUDIATED

mature.

come, they will
have to pay a higher price for financial accommodation than it
would have been necessary to pay a few months ago. This will
add to their annual expenses just as certainly as an increase of
wages would.
But what probably chiefly gives rise to the
is

of

The chances are that the
Interstate Commerce Com-

the cause?

While the press despatches use the word "rehearing" in speaking of the decision of the Interstate Commerce Commission to

decision

cases are to be

A LOOK INWARD

railroads

News)

rate

[From the Cleveland Leader]

ployed without

A NEW CASE
[From

that the

fact

14

reopened may be taken as proof that President Wilson believes
making their request and that
he will not be disappointed if the request is granted.

if

THE COMMON LOT
common

The

further disadvantage.

No

57,

that the railroads are justified in

would have

such a complication had been
injected into the situation as the imposition of a tax on freights.

It is the

Vol.

the .Mbany Journal]

Commerce Commission some weeks ago

long delayed decision on the application of the

its

railroads

for

permission

to

increase

freight

rates,

it

of what was asked but gave a great deal of advice
Among
as to how by other means revenue could be increased.

other

little

things,

suggested

it

"spotting" cars

that

;

is,

that

charges

should

be

made

for

for placing cars on tracks maintained

by shippers.

Having received
that

they

if

had reason to believe,
would be forthwith
Accordingly, they promptly filed

this advice, the railroads

acted

upon

their

it,

sanctioned by the commission.

action

a schedule of charges for "spotting" of cars, expecting that the

commission would approve it. Instead, the commission received
protests from shippers and then suspended the operation of the
schedules filed upon its advice, until next March. In the meantime the protesting shippers are to be heard.
Eventually, the
schedules may be approved, or not. In view of this development,
one is more than ever before at a loss to understand the mental

When

processes of the commission.

form,

is

it

mind

his

to

upon

action

as

advice

is

given

in

definite

be believed that the adviser

it

is convinced that
remains no doubt in
the merit of his suggestion.
Yet the comtold the railroads what ihey ought to do.

is

to

m

order;

that

there

having
does not permit them to do it, but decides that the proposed
action shall be debated during a long time between those who
have accepted the commission's advice and those who are moved
bj- self-interest to offer opposition.
Such methods of the commission enable it to keep the railroads indefinitely on the anxious
mission,

seat,
.\t

while

the

same

their

time,

financial

w hen

additional revenue because

condition

is

steadily

the administration
its "tariff

deteriorating.

sees that

for revenue only"

is

needs
proving

it

is promptly prepared which imposes a tax upon everything in sight. No opportunity is given
for protest. "The government needs the money," is offered as

to be a tariff for deficit, a bill

[

October
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sufficient reason for the imposition of extraordinary taxes
aggregating $105,000,000.
That the railroads, too, need more
money to give the service that is expected and demanded from

COMMISSION CONTROL ON

a

them, and to keep their credit sound,

is

611

not regarded as an
I

impressive argument.

am

invited to

say wliat

Rate Advance Case.

GOVERNMENT SHOULD UNDO THE WRONG
[From

The roads

freight

rates.

phcation, extending investigation in uncalled-for directions, then
finally

giving a decision disappointing to the transportation com-

condemned by such
understanding of the
impartially judging the merits of
public welfare, the majority of
panies and

of the people as have an

in-

telligent

conditions.

Instead

of

the request

.

.

and

.

its

bearing on

the commissioners, no one of
man, assumed to lecture the managers
on how the roads should be run with impracticable and illogical
suggestions.
The transportation interests and the interests of

them a

practical railroad

business at large are so interdependent that unless the railroads

prosper no general prosperity can exist. The government should
It should undo
consider this incontestible proposition at once.

wrong committed by
Commerce Commission.

the

blundering agent,

its

.

.

the

Interstate

.

TONIC SHOULD BE ADMINISTERED AT ONCE
[From

the St. Joseph, Mo., Gazette]

The Gazette is in hearty sympathy with the effort being
made by American railway men to have justice done the transportation lines of the country. For years now we have been
railroads.
Their every act has been closely
by government agents, and no forward step has
been made by any one of them without having first gained
the consent of the government to the proposed action. This

fighting

the

scrutinized

period of investigation was, perhaps, necessary in order to
place the roads in a proper light before the public, but in
our enthusiasm to see that justice was done there is grave

we have gone too far. This newspaper does
not believe that any country can be prosperous for long while
its transportation lines are in the condition now occupied
question whether

by American railways. Permit them to charge rates sufficiently high to make them prosperous, to enable them to meet
their just obligations, and to go on with their improvement
plans, and every line of business in the country will immediIf, however,
ately feel the impulse of their good fortune.
the request of the roads is not granted we shall see conditions go from bad to worse until business becomes paralyzed.
the trust funds of the people invested in railroad securities
greatly depreciate in value, and millions of men be thrown
out of employment. The tonic needed by the roads should
be administered at once.

CRISIS

OF THE RAILWAYS

[From the Independent
The railways of the United States are facing a crisi%. It
is a crisis not brought on by the great war. but rendered immeasurably more acute by it. It is more than a crisis for
the railways, it is a crisis for the American people as a whole.
In the words of President Wilson, "the interest of the producer, the shipper, the merchant, the investor, the financier

and the whole public

in

the proper maintenance and complete
is
manifest. They are in-

efficiency of the railways

.

.

.

dispensable to our whole economic life." In the prosperity
of the railways we all share. In their ill fortune we all suffer.

time for the Interstate Commerce Commission to congravely whether it shall not reopen the just-decided
rate case and, in its reconsideration, give the railways the
It is a

sider

benefit of every

doubt on behalf of their 'plea for increased
m the words of President Wilson,
all stand as one to see justice done and all fair assistance rendered and rendered ungrudgingly."
revenue.

"we must

It

is

a time when,

think of the recent 5 Per Cent'

my own
1

per-

started to

my little book, "Elements of Railway
Economics." Several of its chapters as they were written
appeared in the Railway Age Gazette. One chapter concluded
in these words:
"A law court is not the proper body to decide questions of railway rates.
On the other side of the
Atlantic they seem to be gradually working out a system
of regulation much more logical in theory, and likely in the
long run to be much more satisfactory in practice." I then
held the belief— justified I think by the then evidence— that
commission control was going to afford a satisfactory solution of the problem.
And I accordingly went on to sketch
its gradual development in the United States, showing how
write a continuation of

These had remained stationary while literally everything related to operation and maintenance had largely increased in cost. For an inexcusably long
time the Interstate Commerce Commission dwelt with this aptheir

I

me

begin by making
Three or four years ago

Let

sonal attitude clear.

the Buffalo Courier]

east of the Mississippi last year petitioned for au-

to raise

thority

TRIAL

ITS

By W. M. Acworth

commissions and legislators had sown their wild oats, and
how the railroads had come, first reluctantly to submit to,
and then almost to welcome, reasonable regulation.
And then two years ago my writing abruptly stopped;
for the facts unfortunately ceased to fit the theory on which

was proceeding. Legislators refused to be guided by exand passed two cent fare laws, full crew laws, and the
like, by scores, for reasons quite other than those of general
public interest.
Commissions failed to become more expert.
They still regarded it as their duty to establish, not just and
reasonable rates, but low rates. Some of them even, in defiance of the spirit of the Constitution, which forbids any
state to lay any imposts or duties on imports, manipulated
I

perts,

local

own

rates
state.

so as to prejudice the

There

remained

still

.

freighters
the

outside

Interstate

their

Commerce

Commission.
And to that commission, strengthened in
authority, in nuinbers, and in personnel, one could surely look
to uphold the credit of commission control. And now comes
the decision of that commission in a case, not only the
most important that has ever been submitted to it, but surely
the most important in the magnitude of the interests involved
that ever has been submitted in the world's history to any
tribunal.
That the decision will be a landmark in the story
of the relations between railways and governments, I have
no doubt. That it will inspire confidence in commission control as a system
can anyone hope?
I am not going to attempt to criticize the decision in
detail; as it seems to me details are out of place in a case going
down to the whole financial basis of the railroads of America.
Three years before the commission inquired into the same
question, whether an advance of rates was required. Though

—

they came, as I believe, to a wrong conclusion, they dealt
with the matter in a broad and statesmanlike manner. They
based their judgment that an increase was not required on the
view that new net revenue was not then needed, and on the
expectation that neither wages nor cost of supplies would
much advance; and added that, if they were proved wrong,
they would not hesitate to give their sanction to increases
that would be reasonable.
In 1914 the commission finds that
expectations of its predecessors of 1911 were wrong
fuel costs have largely increased, and "the net
operating income of the railroads in official classification
territory, taken as a whole, is smaller than is demanded in
the interests of both the general public and the railroads."
But thereupon the commission decide that the railroads in
official classification territory, taken as a whole, shall not

the

Wages and

receive at their hands any increase of

The commissioners
was

of

1911

income whatever.
were bad prophets. But

fate

them than to the prophets of 1914,
the very day on which the stock exchanges in New
and London closed their doors, and two days before

at least kinder to

who — on

York
Germany

—

declared war on France and Russia put out the
"Shortly after the commencement of this proceeding
there began another period of depression from which we

opinion,

—
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"Subsequent deappear now to be recovering."
velopments have shown that there was little foundation for
any such view" as that "carriers would encounter great
difficulty in renewing their maturing short term notes and
With the growing ease in the money
other obligations.
markets this difficulty has largely disappeared."
in
truth
this
But
was not a case either for detail or for
In England our courts take judicial cognizance,
prophecy.
as it is called, of certain facts that do not need to be proved.
They take it for granted, for instance, that the sun goes
around the world; that New York time is always five hours
behind London; that the United States since 1776 has been
an independent nation, and other similar facts that are part
of our common consciousness. And so, it seems to me, the
commission might have taken judicial cognizance of the
elemental facts of the railway situation. We all know, for
example, that American railways have been built and operated
hitherto with an economy unknown in older countries; but
that of recent years the standard of construction, and the
.

.

.

a

hearing,

We

world have gone down rather than up of recent years.
We know that operating costs have increased faster owing
to increased prices than could possibly be offset by increased
economies. We know, to put it in the broadest possible way,
that it cannot in the long run be possible, in a country where
$1 purchases less than almost anywhere else in the world, to
in the

what

is

the advantage in

lem; for this question the Interstate Commerce Commission
their latest decision has raised in so acute a form that
it cannot now be evaded.

by

RAILWAY SIGNAL ASSOCIATION
The annual meeting of this Association was held
Point, N. Y., on Lake Champlain, last week, and

pages of statistical tables do nothing more than confirm
though they do abundantly confirm our pre-existing impres-

—

at Blufl

the pro-

day were reported in the Railway Age
page 564.
25,
On the second day,
business was the report of Committee
No. 3, on power interlocking, F. B. Wiegand, chairman. This
committee presented a code of specifications for incandescent
ceedings of the

first

September

Gazette,

Wednesday, the

lamps,

first

which, after brief discussion, was accepted as

for vitrified clay conduit,

these things at the back of our heads, and 1,000

the commission being

have long thought that the proper method of control over
is that a body of experts, such as the commission, should consider the question, and, instead of deciding it,
should publicly give their advice to a cabinet minister, and
that he should then act on his own responsibility, being himself in turn responsible to Parliament.
Under our form of
government in England there is no difficulty in establishing
machinery of this kind. But it would, I imagine, be impossible under your constitution with its rigid limitations of the
spheres of legislative, executive and judicial action. But you
will, I think, have to face the question, how the statesmanship
of the country can be brought to bear on the railway prob-

help having

all

14

I

electric

—

No

railway rates

give the European standard of service at the old American
standard of price.
including the commission cannot

We—

57,

only "semi-judicial"?

standard of operation have been rapidly raised, implying the
expenditure of vast additional capital and a much larger proportion of income.
know that freight rates the lowest

Vol.

in

A code of specifications
presented by the committee, was

the nature of a progress report.

approved

and ordered

submitted

to

letter

ard cartridge enclosed fuse was ordered to

ballot.

A

stand--

letter ballot.

sions.
And yet the answer of the commission is a refusal,
and ten items of paternal advice.
One would have thought the natural course of the commission, having found the net revenue inadequate, would have
been to go on to say: "Take then, as an interim measure,
this 5 per cent increase for which you ask, for you have
abundantly discharged the burden of proof laid upon you that
your rates as a whole are too low. But the general increase
must of course be subject to the right of any individual complainant to show that his case is an exception; and, if that is
proved, the money must of course be refunded. But we do

The report of Committee No. 4, on automatic block signalling,
was presented by A. R. Fugina, vice-chairman. A
code of specifications for caustic soda primary battery, after
a very brief discussion, was accepted for reference to letter

not think that a general S per cent increase is the best thing
that can be done. Let us all get together, commission, railroads and freighters, and see if we cannot work out a better
scheme, it being understood that the commission has made
up its mind, on the one hand, that the railroads must have
increased revenues, and therefore increased rates; and, on
the other hand, that no trade and no locality must be unjustly discriminated against."

On the subject of typical circuit plans for automatic block
signalling, this committee was unable to agree upon a recommendation, wide differences of opinion developing among
the members.
A sub-committee, of which G. H. Dryden is
chairman, made a thorough study of the subject and prepared typical circuit plans for single track automatic signalling.
These were not acted on by the whole committee, but
Mr. Dryden presented to the meeting a minority report, accompanied by a plan for single-track signalling, which differs
materially from that of any system now in service. There was no

But, far from taking this course, the commission have intrenched themselves in a semi-judicial dignity against "the
general impropriety" of what they call "the campaign of
publicity." Why there was any impropriety in the action of
the Traffic Association which "oflfered to deluge the commission's offices with thousands of telegrams"
presumably to
declare that, in the opinion of the members of the association, the proposed increases were just and reasonable
it is
difficult to understand.
I had always hitherto believed that

—

—

the great advantage "of a commission of the

American type
over our purely judicial commission in England was precisely
that with you the commission was responsive to public
opinion, both guiding it and being guided by it in turn;
and was not confined to the consideration of .sworn evidence
produced in court. In our procedure there is no method
by which the interests of the public at large can be brought
before the court. But. if with you the public at large, who
are expressing their opinion through hundreds of leading
articles or through thousands of telegrams, are to be refused

ballot.

Committee No.
graphs of the

4 presented revisions of a

number

of para-

standard specifications for highway crossing bells. The views of the committee expressed
in this report were criticised and were discussed at some
length; but the specifications were finally accepted as pre.'Kssociation's

sented.

discussion of this report,

members generally expressing

the desire

again before expressing themselves on the views of the
sub-committee. The subject will be discussed at the March meeting (in Chicago).
to read

it

Committee No. 6, on standard designs and nomenclature,
C. Mock, chairman, presented standard drawings for mounting mechanism cases on bracket posts; mechanical dwarf

J.

switch rod insulation; a double lever stand to be
used on table or wall in offices, and other details; also a
of designs which had been presented at the March
and the May meetings. All of these were accepted and
ordered to letter ballot, except that the spectacle of the
dwarf signal was referred back to the committee for certain
alterations, and except also that the handle of the lever
stand (drawing No. 1197) were ordered to be made two
inches longer than shown in the plan presented by the comEight existing standard designs which had been
mittee.
signals;

number

OcTOBt.B

2,
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modified by the committee were accepted and ordered

slightly

to letter ballot.

On
to

a number of other designs this committee proposes
send out letter ballots for information before making

recommendations.
This committee again presented its report, embodying an
elaborate system of symbols and nomenclature for use in
the preparation of working drawings, which was very briefly
discussed at the meeting last May. This code of symbols
introduces a radical change in the general practice on all
railroads; but, evidently, it had been carefully examined by
the members, and after very brief discussion it was adopted unanfinal

imously, to be sent to letter ballot.
Committee No. 8, C. H. Morrison,

chairman, presented
automatic block signals on railroads where trains are propelled by electric
power, these descriptions filling about 40 pages. These were
accepted by the association as historical data to be embodied in the proceedings; and also perhaps, to be printed,
with similar matter presented before now, in a separate

descriptive

accounts

of

installations

of

volume.

Committee

In connection with the specifications for a generator the

Electrical Engineers.

meeting

approved

made

the

in

electric wires.

certain

specifications

Changes

changes which are
overhead crossings of

slight

for

in the specifications for track relays,

after correction

of typographical

ordered sent to

letter ballot.

errors,

were adopted and

On Thursday

the meeting took up the report of ComNo. 2, on mechanical interlocking, C. J. Kelloway,
chairman.
Standard Drawing No. 1207, for leadouts from
towers, with low bearings, was adopted and ordered to letter
ballot.
The same action was taken on six proposed standards
for derails, which had been presented at the May meeting.
These, however, are treated as examples of good practice, not
standards to be printed in the manual.
The changes which had been made in the specifications
for mechanical interlocking construction were approved, after
a large number of errors in details had been corrected.

mittee

This report presented a
installation

list

of interlocking at

of requirements for the proper

drawbridges, embodying a

num-

ber of additions to what had been presented on this subject
at former meetings.
After a long discussion these requirements were accepted as a progress report.

A special committee, J. B. Latimer, chairman, which had
been directed to prepare a form of contract to be used in
establishing

signals

at

where two roads are

junctions,

or

crossings

other

places

reported that, before anything useful could be done, it would be necessary to adopt
a better standard table of operated units and the values to
be assigned to each, than is now available
and a list prescribing such values was presented.
Objection was made
to the list presented on the ground that it went too much
into detail.
In the great majority of cases where there is
a joint interlocking the division of the cost on the basis of
one-half to each company would not be far out of the way,
and this simple plan has a great advantage over the complications of a set of values based on distinctions carried
out to the last small detail. After 'a long discussion, however, the report was accepted, the word "points" being substituted for "units" as the name to be used in assigning the
interested,

;

block

signalling,

Geo.

S.

when apparatus is out of order.
report of the committee on signalling requirements
railways was accepted as a progress report.
Further conferences with Committee No. 1, on signalling

The

for

electric

will be necessary before
taken by this committee.

practice,

The committee on

named

Lake City

Salt

and the date September 21, 1915
mously adopted by the meeting.

The

action

decisive

;

and

this

be

as the place,

report was unani-

which was by

election of officers for the ensuing year,

Atchison,

can

selection of place for the next meeting,

R. E. Trout, chairman,

president

committee was authorized to make additions, before publication, to make the specifications correspond with those
adopted, or to be adopted, by the American Institute of

manual

locked signals

impedance bonds and for alternating current electric generator, after slight corrections, were accepted and ordered
The association endorsed the view of the
to letter ballot.
committee that oil should not be used in impedance bonds.
in

be

on

3,

It was voted to recommend to the American Railway Association certain rules, discussed at a previous meeting, relative to the use of caution cards for moving trains past inter-

Stevens,

The

No.

table will be

Pflasterer, chairman, presented revisions of the rules governing maintenance of block signals, which were adopted and ordered
to letter ballot.

for petrolatum for use

oil,

The

values as prescribed by the committee.
referred to letter ballot.

letter ballot, resulted as

Specifications for transformer

to
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follows: For president,

Topeka

&

Santa Fe;

for

Thomas

S.

second vice-

second vice-president, W. J. Eck, becomes first vice-president), C. A. Dunham, Great Northern;
for secretary (eighth year), C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa.
(the

present

REPORT ON DERAILMENT AT ATTICA,
The
phlet,

Interstate

not

Commerce Commission has

dated,

giving

the

conclusions

of

issued

IND.

a

pam-

Chief Inspector

H. W. Belnap on the derailment of eastbound passenger train
No. 4, of the Wabash Railroad, at Attica, Ind., April S, last,
three persons were killed. As reported at the time,
this derailment was caused by running the train on to a
bridge which had been weakened by a previous derailment.
This first derailment occurred at a frog, and the present report gives a view of the track, in which this frog is seen, but
there is no study or explanation of the cause. The train, a

when

freight

train,

was moving west.

train, the twelfth car,

The

ran against the

left

car derailed in

this

or south batter post

and weakened it seriously. Subsequently the
freight engine had been backed over the bridge; and as this
engine went over safely, and as the passenger engine was.
lighter than the freight, the passenger train was allowed to
move over the bridge at about four miles an hour; but it
broke through when on the span of which the weakened end
of the bridge

post

was

a part.

Howard, engineer of the commission, examined
and he says that, while the passenger engine was
lighter than the freight, it, with its adjacent car, caused a
greater stress on the weakened post than did the freight engine and one car, because it was headed eastward. He calculates that when the passenger engiHg was on the weakened
span the load on the end post was 186,800 lb. and that when
the freight engine was on the same span, this stress was
James

the

E.

bridge,

147,800

lb.

was reported

at the time that the responsibility for allowing the passenger train to enter upon the weakened bridge
was chargeable to the track supervisor, but Mr. Belnap says
that, "while this man was apparently in charge, he did not
personally notify the despatcher that it was safe for the passenger train to proceed over the bridge." After reviewing
the testimony, Mr. Belnap says that, owing to the conflict in
the evidence, responsibility for permitting the bridge to be
used in its weakened condition cannot be definitely placed.
The conductor of the freight, the station telegrapher and
It

others testified at the inquiry, but the discrepancies in their
testimony are not cleared up in the report.
Engineer Howard says that the weakened condition of the
bridge was clearly manifest and of a nature so serious that
its dangerous condition should have been realized and traffic

—

:

:
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immediately suspended. This opinion appears to be based
on the evidence of a photograph showing ruptures and distortion of the batter post, but this photograph is not reproThere is a halftone reproduction of a view of the
duced.
bridge, but the details are not sufficiently distinct to enable

form an

the observer to

The

intelligent opinion.

testimony of the track supervisor indicates that he looked at the batter post and saw that it was
"bent about 6 in. to the south," and yet he seems to have
been so much influenced by the fact that the freight engine
had passed over the bridge in safety that he took no measures
to forbid the passage of the passenger train.
the

of

abstract
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OTHER COUNTRIES

IN

The annual Corean consular

57,

report

that

states

during 1913

were opened in Corea, making the total
length of line now open to traffic about 970 miles. A new Hne
is to be opened in October or November, and some extension
work is now being planned. During 1913 the Corean railways
carried 4,143,803 passengers and 1,425,246 tons of freight, an increase of 1,695,075 passengers and 293,474 tons over 1912.
A
133.2 miles of railway

large railway hotel

The Journal

is

being erected at Seoul.

des Transports, in

making a study of the

effects

of syndicalism on French railway labor problems, has compiled

ENGINEMENS EXPERIENCES -MAN FAILURES*

the following table, giving the total

number of employees on the
number and percentage of

various railways of France, with the

By Joseph D. Clyde
I

those

who

when I had been running about two and a
has made me watch my hand ever since. I was

are

members

of the National Railway Syndicate

Number

Total

of
syndicalists

number of

Percentage
of

employees

syndicalists

8.783
1,139

73,127
51,471
26.268
56.546
49,600
86.124

9
percent
2.2 per cent

learned a lesson

half years that

on the Parral branch of the old
one afternoon for an extra
had thirty minutes to go to
I
Aristole for Xo.. 412, the northbound passenger train, and as
we had about seven kilometers (4^2 miles) of pretty good grade
right out of Parral, our thirty- minutes allowed just about time
to go to Aristole (which is fourteen kilometers from Parral)
without exceeding speed restrictions.
We had made about ten kilometers when I sighted a bunch of
horses on a road crossing. When I blew for the crossing the
horses started to run; but one of them jiunped into a cattle
guard and got fast between the slats. I stopped all right, before striking him
and it took the whole crew to pry him out.
We used 12 minutes doing this and getting under way again.
All of us forgot No. 412 in the meanwhile and we proceeded
on down the hill. Just about a mile from Aristole I came to my
senses and saw I was on 412's time. I set the air in emergency
and blew for brakes; and just at that moment 412 shot out of a
cut and into us. The outcome was about $20,000 damage to the
engines and equipment, and the loss of three lives, a man, a
woman and a little girl, all of them passengers on No. 412.
It also made both myself and the conductor fugitives from
running a

ten- wheeler

little

Mexican Central, and was

When we

south.

left

called

;

the rather questionable justice that

or myself

— has

To show

was

dealt out in

don't think that either one of us

I

Mexico

— the

ever overlooked his hand since.
I profited by the foregoing incident

that

at

conductor
I

will re-

was working for the old National out of Mexico
City about ten months after my trouble on the Parral branch,
and was on a passenger run that left the main line at Tolucca
Junction and went to Acambaro. We made each way a day. I
was coming south one night and was running about fifty
minutes late.
About one mile out of Tolucca the track
swung around a curve on to about half a mile of straight
As I came around this curve I reached up to blow
line.
for the town and jus# glanced at the track as the engine
took the straight line, and saw an object lying on the right
hand rail. I shot the works into her and got stopped with the
late another.

touching an old style coupler knuckle (the kind that
has the slot cut in the middle) which had been driven down
over the rail, forming a derailer. The track at this point was
on a fill about 75 ft. high; so you can see what would have taken

had been thinking about my past
besides the job I was on. I-can't take all the
if

I

or something
credit, though, be-

life,

had an electric headlight.
This was found to be a deliberate attempt to ditch the train,
and the perpetrators were caught and dealt with according to
the quickest method; that was, letting the rurales in for a little
cause

802
2.347
1,083
2,349

Orleans
Paris-Lyons-Mediterranean

be noted that both the

3.1

per cent

4

percent

2.2 per cent
2.7 per cent

number and

the proportion of
on the State railway than
ownership, but that even in this instance
the proportion of syndicalists is far too small to exercise a controlling influence.
It is stated, moreover, that the majority of
It will

syndicalists are considerably greater

on the

lines of private

the syndicalists are shop employees or

newcomers

to the service.

The first electrification of a steam railway within the polar
zone has been practically completed by the Swedish government
on the Kiruna-Riksgraensen section of the line from Lulea,
Sweden, on the Gulf of Bothnia, across the Scandinavian peninsula, to Narvik, Norway, on the Atlantic ocean, 293 iriles.
Electrification was determined upon for the section from Kiruna,
which is about 87 miles north of the Arctic circle, to Riksgraensen, on the border line between Sweden and Norway, a
.distance of 80 miles, for the purpose of increasing the capacity
of the line in preference to double-tracking. Practically the only
freight business is the transportation of iron ore, of which
3,000,(X)0 tons was hauled in 1913 by steam.
It was desired to
increase the capacity to S.0(X),(X)0 tons a year and electricity was
adopted to permit heavier trains and an average increase of

The

about 25 per cent in speed.

large

amount of

available

wa-

I

pilot just

place

Midi

Nord

Parral

;

that time.

Railway
State
Est

I

were also important factors.
through an uninhabited country where
temperatures of from 25 to 35 deg. below zero are common in'
January and February. Although two years was allowed in the
contract for completing the work the actual time available for
work, on account of weather conditions, was only seven months.
The power station is located at Porjus Falls, 74 miles south
of Kiruna, and power is transmitted at 80,000 volts by a tower
ter

electrified

stepped

down

scarcity of coal

line

transmission line

to

is

substations

four

where

the

potential

to 15,000 volts for the contact trolley line.

is

Elec-

locomotives hauling passenger trains of 200 metric tons and
ore trains of 1,855 tons will be used, and the contract specifies
speeds of 31 miles an hour over level track and 18.6 miles an

tric

hour on 1 per cent grades. The equipment
senger and 13 freight locomotives.
»

*

will

include 2 pas-

*

be remembered that the railways of Great Britain are
being operated by the government under a board of control

It will

now

consisting of several general managers, headed by H. A. Walker
London & South-Western, the latter being responsible to

of the
the

cheap target practice.

power and the

The

government rather than

to the directors

and stockholders.

trip

The method of compensation for operation under this plan is
shown by the following announcement issued by the Board of

*This is the second of a series of articles, made up of useful hints to
locomotive runners, which were written in connection with the prize com-

Trade
"The Regulation of the Forces Act, 1871, under which His
Majesty's Government have taken possession of most Of the rail-

So

just

make

"Safety First"
is

is

a resolve, brothers,
all

you are going

when you

register out, that

to think about

till

your

completed.

The first of this series was printed in the
petition of several months ago.
Editor.
issue of September 25, 1914, page 571.

roads of Great Britain, provides that

full

compensation shall be

OCTLBER
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paid to the owners of the railroads for any loss or injury they

the lines in which he

may have

structive,

amount

sustained thereby, the

of such compensation to

be settled by agreement, or,

if necessary, by arbitration.
"His Majesty's Government have agreed with the railway companies concerned that, subject to the undermentioned condition,
the compensation to be paid them shall be the sum by which the
aggregate net receipts of their railways for the period during
which the government are in possession of them fall short of the
aggregate net receipts for the corresponding period of 1913. If,
however, the net receipts of the companies for the first half of
1914 were less than the net receipts for the fii^t half of 1913, the
sum payable is to be reduced in the same proportion. This sum,
together with the net receipts of the railway companies taken
over, is to be distributed among those companies in proportion to
the net receipts of each company during the period with which
comparison is made.
"The compensation to be paid under this arrangement will
cover all special services, such as those in connection with mili-

tary and naval transport, rendered to the
w-ay companies concerned,

and

it

government by the

will therefore be

rail-

unnecessary

make any payments in respect of such transport on the railways taken over."
The Statist, of London, a leading authority, is under the im-

to

pression "that the net earnings guaranteed to the railways by the

government during the time the railways are worked by the state
will not be much less than were the net earnings in 1913, and that,
consequently, railway shareholders will not suffer any serious loss
of dividend."

HOW CAN

ENGINEERS BEST UTILIZE THE
TECHNICAL JOURNALS?*
By John W. Alvord
Consulting Engineer, Chicago

That we cannot keep abreast of the times without reading the
is obvious.
That if we carefully read all
the engineering journals in our chosen specialty we shall have
no time left to earn a living is easily capable of demonstration.
What, then, is the proper attitude to adopt toward this ever increasing flood of information that pours in upon us so relentengineering journals

is working.
Nothing can be more inbroadening and enlightening to a man doing a particular kind of work than reading about similar work at the
same time. It follows, therefore, that the young engineer should,
is early as possible, take at least one good, first-class engineering journal, and own it himself; bind it, if he can afford to, but
lay it away in an orderly manner, in any event.
If he can af-

ford two journals so

much

the better, especially

if

they are se-

widen his outlook.
In the matter of indexing for the young engineer,

lected so as to

be

left to

the

judgment and

neering indexes are very complete and useful in

The mind

days.

much must
The engithese modern

taste of the individual.

a wonderful indexer.

It is safe to say
reading an article which impresses him as useful and valuable can, without effort, remember for many years after the name of the journal and the ap-

itself is

man

that the average intelligent

proximate year in which the article appeared.
It is probably not wise for the young engineer to indulge extensively in card inde.xes and filing systems for topically arranging his available engineering journal articles.
Few men
know very early in life where fate and interest will land their
future attention.
Filing systems and special indexes are expensive and time consuming, and when indulged in without definite aim nearly always quickly become too voluminous and thereby useless.
If any suggestions are made along this line, it would be to
start a loose leaf letter size (8>2 in. x 11 in. page) notebook,
and note in it, with separate pages for separate subjects, only
what appears to be extremely useful, either in exceedingly brief

from engineering articles or diagrams, costs, etc.
These notes will be most useful if they are confined to that
kind of work in which the compiler is immediately engaged, and
has on his mind at the time, or at the most, work very similar
to his own, which has perhaps had his personal inspection.
To the man in early middle life, actively engaged in his profession, the problem with the technical journal is the lack of
time.
Absorbed in a multitude of responsibilities, how shall
he derive any useful good from the multitude of journals which
his more ample income can readily afford, but which pile high
on his table after every brief absence from the office. The averabstracts

It we look about to see how our fellow engineers solve
matter we shall find a great variety of attitudes toward the
problem. Some engineers simply do not take engineering journals, reading one occasionally here and there as opportunity
offers.
Others take all they can afford and let them pile up
around the office, often unopened, and unused. Others still limit
themselves to a select few, which they carefully bind and shelve.
Still others read journals when they can, and throw them away

age editor can judge of a technical article with only a brief inspection.
The working engineer who has had some experience
with technical literature can form the same habit, and save

when they move on.
The problem of the engineer with

strong ground, their less trodden side slopes, and their twilight
zone of knowledge, and they should not be blindly accepted as

lessly?
this

affected by his age, station, and

his technical

aim

in

life.

To

is much
man who

paper
the

much time.
Much light

is

thrown on engineering

general acquaintance with the author.

experience

author's

authority in

all

has

been.

by personal or

One can more

what an author says when he knows

preciate

the

literature

All

fully ap-

fairly well

men have

their

what
high

of the fields in which they sometimes venture an

is engineering only to get money and more money, the engineering journal is a newspaper, in which he may notice mainly

opinion.

where there are better jobs than his own that may be sought
after and perhaps obtained.
To the man who is anxious to fit
himself for something better, it is an opportunity for a great
variety of study. To the young engineer the engineering journal, properly read and noted, is a part of a post-graduate course
in engineering.
To the middle-aged man, it is a mine of data,
bearing in all sorts of ways on his work. To the mature specialist only does it begin to become burdensome by its repetition
of experience and its volume of matter on subjects which have
already, to him at least, been well digested.
The young engineer and the college graduate need, most of

when once he thinks he has separated it from the flood
He may
of raw material? Several courses are open to him:
rely on his memory and the published index to his bound

all,

practical

experience.

It.

is

safe

to

say that

engineering

have any proper perspective for him until
he has been connected in some capacity with engineering work
With the actual
himself, be it in ever so modest a capacity.
doing of engineering work, however, should come contemporaneously the reading of technical journals, particularly along
literature will never

•Abstract of a paper presented before the ninth annual convention of the
Federation of Trade Press Associations, Chicago, September 25, 1914.

What

shall the engineer

do with his special selection of ma-

terial

volumes.

It

make much

is

safe to say, however, that

practical use of this method.

few engineers

He may

really

keep a spe-

card index of important data and reference to valuable
This at once involves labor and attention, which few
busy men can give, and which, if done by assistants or librarians,
He
largely loses its personal value to the one who needs it.
cial

articles.

may abstract important data in a limited way on loose leaf
transparent paper, standard letter size, and he may remove or
detach articles of special value from his journals, to be filed in
regular

office

file

system, like correspondence.

all of the above methods at considerable
and patience, and has, for many years, settled upon
the third method outlined. With all its admitted limitations it
seems to be the best for an offi.ce which is expected to find out
information on a great variety of subjects in a limited time
and with the least amount of effort.

The

wTiter has tried

cost in time

:

General News Department
The Canadian Pacific announces that within the next two
months 6,000 extra men will be employed by the company, the
object being to relieve distress brought about by the war in
Europe.

The White Audit System
adopted on October

&

of

checking passenger fares was

by the Florida East Coast, the Louisville
Nashville, the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis and the
1

Mississippi Central.

On account of decreased passenger revenues due apparently to
occasioned by the European war, the Southern
Railway has temporarily reduced the number of ticket collectors
employed on its passenger trains.
uncertainties

A

recent statement issued by the New York Public Servdistrict, reports that the total number
of tickets sold for passage in the Broadway and Lenox avenue
subways operated by the Intcrborough Rapid Transit Company
during the year ended June 30, 1914, was 340,413,103, an increase
for the year of 12,941,593. As the commission treats Sundays as
half days, the daily average for the first time in the history of the
subway exceeds 1,000,000 passengers, the average having been
1,001,215. The daily average for the previous year was 963,152.
ice

Commission, First

Representative Rupley, of Pennsylvania, introduced on Wednesbill to amend the interstate commerce law, providing that
after the physical valuation of the railroads has been completed by

day a

Commerce Commission the government may buy
the price set as the actual value of the roads as
may in the opinion of the commission be desirable, and that if
at the expiration of 90 days from the offer to the railways the
companies decline to sell, the government may enter the open
market to buy such securities as may be necessary to obtain
control.
The price to be paid, however, must not exceed that
An initial appropriation of
set
by the physical valuation.

the Interstate
It is reported from Mexico that the constitutional government, now in control of most of the railways of the country,
has announced that none of the official positions are to be
Most of the American employees and
filled by Americans.
officers have already been replaced by Mexicans.

In the federal court at Birmingham, Ala., September 22, the
fined $300 for violation of the
Safety Appliance law, and the Central of Georgia $100 for a
similar ofiFense. At Louisville, Ky., on the 25th, the Illinois Central pleaded guilty in three cases of the same kind and was fined
Both of these courts also imposed heavy prison sentences,
$300.
tinder the federal law, for stealing from freight cars.

Alabama Great Southern was

Vice-President W. R. Scott of the Southern Pacific has issued,
through the division superintendents, an appeal to all employees
of the company, especially train and yard crews, for the benefit

He asks them to increase their
of passengers in sleeping cars.
efforts to eliminate all unnecessary nocturnal noises, and furtherimprovement
of the service in this
suggestions
for
for
calls
more,
He wants renewed attention given to the problem of
regard.
doing away with the clanging of bells, tooting of whistles, hissing and sputtering of locomotives and shouting of trainmen in
the vicinity of sleeping cars.
All
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There was a decrease of 5.7
decrease of $56, or S.O per cent.
per cent in freight revenue per mile, and a decrease of 4.7 per
cent in passenger revenue per mile.
Operating expenses, which include all the costs of maintaining
track and equipment, operating trains, securing traffic, and of
This was $5,728,228
administration, amounted to $173,747,857.
These operating expenses per mile of
less than for June, 1913.
averaged $768 in June, 1914, and $801 in June, 1913, a decrease of $33 per mile, or 4.1 per cent.
Net operating revenue, that is, total operating revenues less
operating expenses, amounted to $70,375,571, which was $4,580,931 less than for June, 1913. Net -operating revenue per mile of
line

line averaged $311 in June, 1914, and $334 in June, 1913, a decrease of $23 per mile, or 7.0 per cent.
Taxes for the month of June amounted to $12,333,210, or $55
per mile, an increase of 9.3 per cent, over June, 1913.

which

revenue from rail and
auxiliary operations, less taxes, averaged $256 per mile of line,
and in June, 1913, $284, thus decreasing $28, or 9.8 per cent.
Operating income for each mile of line for each day in June
averaged $8.54, and for June, 1913, $9.47. Operating income is
that proportion of their operating receipts which remains avail-

Operating

income,

net

is

able to the railways for rentals, intsrest

for betterments, improvements,

new

on bonds, appropriations

construction, and for divi-

dends.

The operating

617

Examine

carefully fire apparatus, hydrants, hose, couplings,
barrels, buckets, etc., to insure efficient service in
case of emergency.
Inspect stoves, stove pipes and flues and remedy all defects.
Remove birds' nests from eaves of buildings to prevent engine

water

spark

fires.

Remove accumulation

of old straw, hay,

etc.,

from stock yards

and pens.
Provide metal boxes for storage of matches.
Post "No Smoking" signs, as called for in Insurance Rule No.
Thoroughly clean out all bunk cars.

S.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS
list gives names of secretaries, dates of next or regular
meetings, and places of meeting.

The

folloiving

—

Next
53 State St., Boston, Mass.
Sherman, Chicago.
A. G. Thomason, Demurrage Commissioner, Boston, Mass. Annual convention in April.
American Association of Dining Car Superintendents. H. C. Boardman. D. L. & W., Hoboken, N. J. Next convention, October 22-24,
Washington, D. C.
American Association of Freight Agents. R. O. Wells, Illinois Central,
East St. Louis, 111. Annual meeting, May 21-24, 1915, Richmond, Va.
American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents. W. C.
Hope, C. R. R. of N. J.. 143 Liberty St., New York.
American Association of Railroad Superintendents.— E. H. Harman,

Air Brake Association.
convention,

May

F.

4-7,

M.

Nellis,

1915, Hotel

American Association of Demurrage Officers.

—

—

—

—

May

the per cent of total
operating revenues absorbed in operating expenses, was 71.2
per cent, which is comparable with 70.5 per cent in June, 1913,
and 68.5 per cent in June, 1912.
The railways of the eastern district show a decrease in total
operating revenues per mile of line as compared with June,
1913, of 6.9 per cent, the railways of the southern district a decrease of 0.2 per cent, and the railways of the western district
Operating expenses per mile dea decrease of 3.9 per cent.
creased 5.1 per cent in the East, increased 1.3 per cent in the

20-21,
Room 101, Union Station, St. Louis, Mo. Next meeting,
1915, San Francisco, Cal.
American Electric Railway Association. E. B. Burritt, 29 W. 39tb St.,
New York. Annual convention, October 12-16, Atlantic City, N. J.
American Electric Railway Manufacturers' Association. H. G. McCon-

South, and decreased 4.4 per cent in the West. Net operating
revenue per mile decreased 11.5 per cent in the East, decreased
4.5 per cent in the South, and decreased 2.7 per cent in the West.
Taxes per mile show a decrease of 4.6 per cent in the East, an
increase of 41.6 per cent in the South, and an increase of 13.4
per cent in the West. Operating income per mile decreased 12.0
per cent in the East, decreased 14.1 per cent in the South, and
decreased 5.9 per cent in the West.
When the returns for the six months of the calendar year
1914 are compared with those of the corresponding months of
1913 they show a decrease in total operating revenues per mile
of 6.4 per cent, a decrease in operating expenses per mile of 4.0
per cent, and a decrease in net operating revenue per mile of
13.1 per cent.
This net operating revenue per mile decreased
21.1 per cent, in the East, as compared with the correspondmg
period of the previous year, decreased 4.2 per cent in the South,
and decreased 8.3 per cent in the West.
The following table shows the per cent of operating revenues
consumed by each class of expenses

igan Ave., Chicago.
Next convention, March 16-18, 1915, Chicago.
American Railway Master Mechanics' Association. J. W. Taylor, 1112
Karpen Bldg., Chicago. Annual meeting, June, 1915.
American Railway Safety Association. L. F. Shedd, C. R. I. &'P.>

ratio

for June, that

is,

Per Cent of Total Operating Revenues
Fiscal year ending

June 30

June
revenue
Passenger revenue
Other transportation
Non-transportation
Maintenance of way and structures...
Maintenance of equipment
Traffic expenses
Transportation expenses
General expenses
Freight

1914

1913

1914

1913

1912

67.2
23.9

67.7
23.8

68.9
22.8

69.8
22.2

68.7
23.2

7.5
1.4

7.3

2.2
33.9
2.9

1.2
14.9
16.2
2.2
34.4
2.8

Total operating expenses (excluding
outside operations and taxes)
71.2

70.5

IS.

16 6

7.1
,1.2

6.9

13.6
17.5
36.2
2.6

13.3
16.4
2.0
3S.2
2.4

72.0

69.3

2.1

1.1

7.1
1.0

12.7
15.9
2.1

35.9
2.5

69.1

—

—

naughy, 165 Broadway, New York. Meetings with American Electric
Railway Association.
American Railway Association. W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York.
Semi-annual meeting, November IS, Chicago.
American Railway Bridge and Building Association. C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago. Next convention, October 20-22, 1914, Los Angeles,

—

—

Cal.

American Railway Engineering Association.

— E.

H. Fritch, 900

on the Mobile

&

Ohio

General Manager R. V. Taylor of the Mobile & Ohio has
October 9, as "Fire Prevention Day" on that
road.
The purpose of this day is to make a fall clean-up of
premises before the setting in of winter..
All concerned are
instructed to observe the day in the following manner
Remove rubbish, grass and all other inflammable material from
under and around buildings, platforms and bad order cars.
Give the interior of all buildings a thorough house cleaning.
set aside Friday,

Mich-

—

Chicago.

Next meeting, November, Chicago.

—

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association. A. R. DaTis, Central of
Annual meeting, July, 1915.
Georgia, Macon, Ga.
American Society for Testing Materials. Prof. E. Marburg, University

—

of

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

American Society of Civil Engineers.— Chas. W. Hunt, 220 W. S7th St.New York. Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Wednesday in month, exSt., New York.
J.
R. Wemlinger, II
Regular meetings, 2d Thursday in month, at
2 P. M., 11 Broadway, New York.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
39th St., New York.
Annual meeting, December 1-4, 1914, New
York.
American Wood Preservers' Association. F. J. Angier, B. & C, Mt.
Royal Sta., Baltimore, Md. Next convention, January 19-21, 1915,

cept, June, July

and August, 220 W. 57th

American Society of Engineering Contractors.
Broadway,

New

York.

—

—

—

Chicago.

—

Association of American Railway Accounting Officers. E. R. Woodson, 1300 Pennsylvania Ave., N, W., Washington, D. C.
Annual
convention, April 28, 1915, Atlanta, Ga.
Association of Manufacturers of Chilled Car Wheels. George W,
Lyndon, 1214 McCorraick Bldg., Chicago. Annual meeting, second
Tuesday in October, New York.
Association of Railway Claim Agents. C. W. Egan, B. & O.. Baltimore,
Md. Annual meeting, 3d week in May, 1915, Galveston, Tex.
Association of Railway Electrical Engineers. Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
N. W., Room 411, C. & N. W. Sta., Chicago. Annual convention,
October 26-30, 1914, Chicago.
Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents. P. W. Drew, Soo
Line, 112 West Adams St., Chicago.
Annual meeting, June 22-25,
1915, Rochester, N. Y.
Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officeks. G. P.
Conard, 75 Church St., New York.
Next meeting, December 8-9,
1914, Richmond, Va.
Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association. L. D. Mitchell, Detroit
Graphite Co., Chicago, 111. Meetings with American Railway Bridge
and Building Association.
Canadian Ivailway Club. James Powell, Grand Trunk, P. O. Box 7, St.
Lambert (near Montreal), Que.
Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in
month, except June, July and August, Windsor Hotel, Montreal, Que,
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers. Clement H. McLeod, 176 Mansfield St., Montreal, Que.
Regular meetings, 1st Thursday in October,
November, December, February, March and April. Annual meeting,
January, Montreal.
Car Foremen's Association of Chicago. Aaron Kline, 841 Lawler Ave.,
Chicago.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except July ana
August, Lytton Bldg., Chicago.
Central Railway Club.— H D. Vought. 95 Liberty St., New York. Regtilar meetings, 2d Friday in January, May, September and NoTcmber.
Annual meeting. 2d Thursday in March, Hotel Sutler, Buffalo, N. Y.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania. Elmer K. Hiles, 2511
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Tuesday,
Pittsburgh.
Fksight Claim Association. Warren P. Taylor, R. F. & P., Ricbmoad»
Va. Annual meeting, June 16, 1915, Chicago.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Fire Prevention

S.

—

—

—

—
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57,

—

General Si'pexintendents' Association op Chicago. A. M. Hunter, 321
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday preceding 3d
Chicago.

Thursday

Room

month.

in

1856,

Transportation

iNTEBXAriONAL RAILWAY CoNCRESs.— Exccutivc Committee,
vain, Brussels, Ilelgium.
Next convention, June 23
Berlin.

11,
to

Bldg.,

Rue de LouJuly

6,

1915,

—

International R.ml\vay Fuel Association. C. G. Hall, C. & E. I., 922
McCormick Bldg., Chicago. Annual meeting. May 17-20, 1915, Chicago.

—

International Railway General Foremen's Association. Wm. Hall, 829
W. Broadway, Winona, Minn. Next convention, July 14-17, 191S,

Sherman House, Chicago.
International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.

—

A. L. Woodworth, C. H. & D., Lima, Ohio.
Maintenance of Way and Master Painters' Associ.^tion of the United
States and Canada. T. I. Goodwin, C. R. I. & P., Eldon, Mo.
Next convention, November 17-19. 1914, Detroit, Mich.
M.^ter Boiler Makers' Association. Harry D. V'ought, 95 Liberty St.,

—

New

—

Annual convention. May, 1915.
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association of the United States
AND Canada— A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading. Mass.
Master Car Builders' Association.— J. W. Taylor, 1112 Karpen Bldg.,
Chicago.
Annual meeting, June. 1915.
National Railway Appliances Association. Bruce V. Crandall, 537 So.
Dearborn St., Chicago. Next convention, March 15-19, 1915, Chicago.
New England Railroad Club. W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 -Mlantic Ave., BosYork.

—

—
meetings,

ton, Mass.
July, August

Regular
2d "Tuesday in month, except June,
and September, Boston.
Railro.\o Club.— Harry U. Vought. 95 Liberty St., New York.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, except June, July and August,
29 W. 39th St., New York.
Ni.\GARA Frontier Car Men's Association.
E. Frankenberger, 623 Brisbane Bldg.. Buffalo, N. Y. Meetings monthly.
Peoria -Association of Railroad Officers. M. W. Rotchford, Union Station, Peoria. III.
Regular meetings. 2d Thursday in month, Jefferson

New York

—
—

Hotel, Peoria.

—

Railroad Club of Kans.« City. C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas
City, Mo.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.
Railroad M.aster Tinners. Coppersuiths and Pipefitters' Association.
U. G. Thompson, C. & E. I., Danville, 111. Annual meetinK. May.

—

1915.

—

Railway Business .Association. Frank W. Noxon, 30 Church St., New
York.
Annual meeting, December 10, 1914, Waldcrf-Astoria Hotel,

New

York.

Railway Clue of Pittsburoh.

—

J. B. Anderson, Room 207, P. R. R. Sta.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Regular meetings. 4th Friday in month, except June,
July and August, Monongahela House, Pittsburgh.
Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Association. J. Scribner,
1021 Monadnock Block, Chicago.
Meetings with Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.
Railway Fire Protection Association. C. B. Edwards, Fire Ins. Agt.,
Mobile & Ohio, Mobile, Ala.
Annual meeting, October 6-7, 1914,
Hotel Raleigh. Washington, D. C.
R.\iLWAV Signal Association. C. C. Rosenberg, Times Bldg., Bethlehem,
Pa.
Railway Storekeepers' Association. J. P. Murphy, L. S. & M. S., Box C,
Collinwood, Ohio.
Annual meeting. May, 1915.
Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association. J. D. Conway, 2136 Oliver
Bldg., Piltsburgh, Pa.
Meetings with Master Car Builders and

—

—

—

—

—

Master Mechanics -Associations.

Railway Telegraph and Telephone .Appliance Association.

—

G. A. Nelson,
50 Church St., New York.
Meetings with Association of Railway
Telegraph Superintendents.
F. O. Robinson, C. & O., Richmond, Va.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July and
August.
Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association. L. C. Ryan, C. &
N. W., Sterling, 111.
B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,
St. Louis Railway Club.
Mo. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June, July and

Richmond Railroad Club.

—

—

Hi
1

1

s-s

—

-August,

St.

Louis.

—

Salt Lake City Transport.ition Club. R. E. Rowland, Hotel Utah Bldg.,
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Regular meetings, 1st Saturday of each month.
Salt Lake City.
Signal .Appliance Association. F. W. Edmunds. 3868 Park -Ave., New
Y'ork.
Meeting with annual convention Railway Signal Association.
Society of Railway Financial Officers. Carl Nyquist. C. R. I. & P.,
La Salle St. Sta., Chicago.
Southern Association of Car Service Officers. E. W. Sandwich, A. &

—

—

—

W.

P. Ry., Atlanta Ga.
A. J. Merrill. Grant Bldg.,
Regular meetings, 3d Thursday, January, March, May,
Atlanta, Ga.
July, September, November, 10 A. M., Candler Bldg.. Atlanta.
Toledo "Transportation Club. Harry S. Fox, Toledo, Ohio.
Regular
meetings, 1st Saturday in month, Boody House, Toledo.
Track Supply .Association. W. C. Kidd. Ramapo Iron Works, Hillbum,
N. Y. Meetings with Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Asso-

Southern and Southwestern Railway Club.

—

—

—

ciation,

—

Traffic Club of Chicago. W. H. Wharton, La Salle Hotel, Chicago.
Traffic Club of New York. C. .A. Swope, 291 Broadway, New York.
Regular meetings, last Ttiesday in month, except June, July and
August, Waldoi f-Astoria, New York.
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.— D. L. Welts, Erie R. R., Pittsburgh. Pa.
Meetings bimonthly, Pittsburgh. -Annual meeting. 2d Monday in June.
Traffic Club of St. Louis. A. F. \'ersen. Mercantile Library Bldg.,
Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings
St. Louis, Mo.
October to May.
Train Despatchers' .Association of Amei ICA. J. F. Mackie, 7122 Stewart
-Ave., Chicago.
Annual meeting Ju
1915, Minneapolis, Mil
Transportation Club op Detroit. W. R. Hurley, Superintendent's office,
Meetings montlily, Normandie Hotel,
L. S. & M. S., Detroit, Mich.

—

—

—

Detroit.

—
Association. —W.

Tr.^veling Engineers'
East Buffalo. N. Y.

.

.

O. Thompson, N. Y. C.

&

in

S

~

H. R.,

1^

Western Canada Railway Club.—W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, Winnipeg, Man.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday, except June, July and

I

.August, Winnipeg.

&K

Railw.^y Club— J. W. Taylor, 1112 Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
Regular meetings. 3d Tuesday in month, except June, July and

Western

Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,
Chicago,
Regular ..meetings, 1st Monday in month, except January,
Extra meetings, except in July and
July and August, Chicago.
August, generally on other Monday CTcnings.
-August,

Western Society of Engineers.

—

eua

uSS

t4

2'2 s H 5

I

No
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—

:

October
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the same date last year, showing an increase of 11,750,457
bushels.
Western Canadian farmers have already received

Traffic

approximately $20,000,000 for this, or about $14,000,000 more
than the amount realized last year at the same date.

News
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The Western
at

its office

in

Classification Committee has announced hearings
Chicago on October 8, 9 and 13.

Illinois roads have announced the cancellation of tariffs filed
last year with the Illinois railroad commission providing for
an advance of 1 cent per 100 lb. in grain rates. The advance
was suspended by the old commission and again by the new
Illinois

The Southern Pacific has issued a new lumber tariff naming
through rates by way of the Northern Pacific and Southern
Pacific from points in Washington on the Portland-Tacoma
line and the Gray's Harbor and Willapa Harbor lines to
points in California, Nevada and New Mexico. This places
the Northern Pacific points on the same basis as those on the
Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company and
makes an important reduction below the former combination
of

local rates.

Public Utilities Commission.

According to advices received by the Canadian Pacific, 21,195,857 bushels of wheat had been marketed on all lines west
Winnipeg to September 16, as against 9.445.400 bushels on

of

Car Surpluses and Shortages

Arthur Hale, chairman of the committee on relations between
railroads of the American Railway Association, in presenting

Car Surpluses and Shostaces
-Surpluses-

'

-Shortages

^

Coal,

D
Group

*1

— September

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

15,

"

l.S,

"

i.s,

"

l."i.

"
"
"

l.S,

"

l.S,

*'

LS,
l.S

n,

'*

IS,

"

15,

Box.
822

1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914

572
2,150
6,588
2,416
15,166

Total

«

200

Flat.

276
185
1,141
1,637

594
1,629
25

J

Other

nd hopper.

kinds.

Total.

629

3,053
9,522
24,003
12,741
9,598
24,597
3,378
9,604
2,857
17,719

1,326
5,232
16,957
3,194
4,096
2,823

3.533
3,755
1,322
2,492
4,979

963

815
3.163

•

1.575
4,151
1.569
5,379
17,111

322
216

1,968

258

814

1,160
1,316

2,741

8,439
2,609

21,036

57,499

8.501

39,558

32,550

138,108

gondola
Other
and hopper. kinds.

Total.

317
47
317
144
2

19

205
9

21

1,514

114

—
——

89

2

6
87

4
10

191

240

509
16
166
520
2,059

—

composed of New England lines; Group 2 New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland and Eastern Pennsylvania lines; Group 3 Ohio,
Indiana, Michigan and Western Pennsylvania lines; Group 4
West Virginia, Virginia, North and South Carolina lines; Group 5 Kentucky, Tennessee,
Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia and Florida lines; Group 6
Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin and Minnesota lines; Group 7— Montana, Wyoming, Nebraska, Nortk
Dakota and South Dakota lines; Group 8 Kansas, Colorado, Missouri, Arkansas and Oklahoma lines; Group 9-— Texas, Louisiana and New Mexico lines;
Group 10 Washington, Oregon, Idaho, California, Nevada and Arizona lines; Group II Canadian lines.

•Group

is

1

—

—

I

Coal,

gondola

te

Shortage

•Surplus

—

—

Shoriaffe

/0O.0OO

Surplus

5hfg.

Surplus

^hig.

Surplus

Shoriage

iSurp/us

ZOO.OOO

tOO.OOO

zoo,ooo

No. 17S-A, giving
and shortages by groups from May
statistical bulletin

a

summary
IS,

of car surpluses

1913, to

September

15,

1914, says

The

surplus on September 15, 1914, was 138,108 cars;
on September 1, 1914, 165,244 cars, and on September 15, 1913,
61,753 cars.
The surplus reported for this period totals 138,108 cars, a decrease of 27,136 cars since September 1.
Box car surplus decreased approximately 19,000; this decrease
is practically all in states west of the Mississippi river and in

Jane /4

'*'

rJ'

Dec.

total

Canada.

/

There is also a heavy reduction in coal j:ars in the eastern
(group 2), where the surplus is reduced more than one-

states
half.

Car Surpluses and Shortages, 1907

to

1914

The

total shortage

on September

15,

1914,

was

2,059 cars;

on

—
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September

1,

1914, 1,918 cars,

and on September

57,

No

14
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15, 1913, 21,594

A

very slight increase is noticeable in the shortage.
The table on the previous page gives car surplus and shortage
figures by groups for the last period covered in the report, and
the diagram shows total bi-weekly surpluses and shortages from
1907 to 1914.
cars.

Vol.

Commission and Court News

I

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION

CommercieJ Travelers Protest Increased Mileage Rate

The

Commercial Men's Association is sending out a
letter to 100,000 commercial travelers protesting against the action of the eastern railways in advancing the rates for mileage
books to 2% cents a mile. The letter says "This is a direct slap
at the commercial traveler and should not be submitted to without a good, hard fight. They are striking at your bread and butter, at your very existence, and it is time we rose en masse and
showed them what it means to get 500,000 live wires after them."
With the letter is enclosed a form of a protest to the Interstate
Commerce Commission, which the recipients are asked to fill out
and mail immediately so that all the letters will reach the commission about the same time. It is suggested, however, that it would
be best to write individual letters, and also to write to United
States senators and representatives. The form letter to the commission says: "If this increase is permitted the burden will fall almost entirely upon the shoulders of the commercial traveler, because it is only the commercial traveler who uses the mileage
book, and I do not believe that your honorable body will sanction the railroads doing an act which will place this unjustifiable
burden upon it. It may be true that the railroads would be justified in increasing the rate on single trip tickets or round trip
tickets in certain localities, but mileage books containing 1,000,
Illinois

:

2,000 or

more

selling at,

miles, should be sold at the price they are

and have sold

at for

more than 35

now

The Omaha Grain Exchange has

mercial traveler is entitled to be designated the advance agent
of business, and just now what this country needs more than anything else is more business." The letter states also that if such
an increase is granted it is not the manufacturer or jobber who
will pay it, but the commercial traveler.

•

•

The National Industrial Traffic League has protested to the
Interstate Commerce Commission against reopening the California switching cases, as asked recently by the California roads.

The commission has suspended from October 1 to January 1
of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe and other western
railroads proposing to withdraw the concentration rates on eggs,
butter and poultr)' at Omaha, Neb., and other western points.
tariffs

The Nebraska Railroad Commission has filed a complaint
with the Interstate Commerce Commission asking a readjustment and reduction of rates on wheat and corn from
Nebraska and other middle western points to ?!. Joseph and
Kansas City, Mo., and Atchison and Topeka, Kan.
The commission has announced that a hearing will be held in
Chicago on January 20, 1915, for the purpose of inquiring into
the question of embargoes, the conditions under which they are
established and the manner in which notice is given, it having
been alleged that certain coal roads have established embargoes
which resulted in discrimination against certain shippers.
to

Western railways are filing with the commission supplements
their demurrage tariffs imposing higher rates on refriger-

ator cars,

when used

for perishable freight shipments, effective

on October 15. The proposed charge is $2 per car for each of
first two days after free time and $3 per day for each sucIt was recommended by the American Railway
ceeding day.

the

The commission has entered

The accompanying table, which. was taken from bulletin No.
22 of the American Railway Association, gives a summary of
freight car location by groups on September 1, 1914:

a long and short haul order afand commodity rates of New York, PhiladelBaltimore and related points to Norfolk, Port Norfolk,
Pinners Point, Portsmouth and Old Point, Va., granting the
fecting the class

phia,

Car Location on Septeubes

England.

complaint with the

Association.

Cai Location

New

filed a

commission asking a reduction in the rates on wheat and corn
to Omaha, South Omaha and Council Bluffs.

The com-

years.

|
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Ky., Tenn.,
N.V.,N.J., Ohio.Ind.. Va..
W. Va.,
Miss.,
Del., Md., Mich..
Eastern Western No. & So.
Ala.,
Pa.

Pa.

Carolina.

Ga., Fla.

1,

1914

Iowa,
111.,

Mont.,

Wyo.,
Neb.,
Dakotas.

Kans.,
Colo.,
Okla.,
lo..

Ark.

Texas,

Oregon,

New

Idaho,
Nev.,

Mexico.

Cal., Ariz

La.,

Grand
T.tal.

Total

Cars Owned
Home Cars on Home Roads
Home Cars on Foreign Roads
Foreign Cars on Home Roads

87,557
54,345
33,212
35,833

683,063
450,262
232,801
225,978

263.555
109,985
153,570
177,331

215.763
141,563
74,200
59.903

175.279
109,546
65.733
51,675

495.435
359,174
136,261
159,834

25,165
13,227
11,938
10.689

154,812
105.399
49,413
51,364

33.874
20.872
13,002
23,407

119,342
77,933
41,409
44,431

154.621
108,498
46,123
26,425

2,408.466
1,550.804
857,66^
866,870

Total Cars on Line
Excess or Deficiency
Surplus
Shortage
Shop Cars
Home Cars in Home Shops
Foreign Cars in Home Shops

90.178

676,249
•6,823
17,262
206

287,316

201,466
•14,297
13,678

161.221
•14.058

519,008
23,573
29,472
176

23,916
•1,249
6,285

156,763

44,279
10.405
3,418
53

122,364
3,022
20,690
129

134.923
•19,698
25,671

32

2,417,674
9,208
165,244
1,918

2,621
3,153

429

Cars in Home Shops
Foreign Cars in Home Shops

Home

Total

Cars in

Shops

846

8,123

1,951

13,460
47

61,274
5,563

25,881
7,319

20,341
1,002

17,092
1,302

32,634
4,592

951
541

15,350
1,507

3,733

823

5,283
1,968

6,541

556

157

197,538
25,330

9,014

66,837

33,200

21,343

18,394

37,226

1,492

16,857

4,556

7,251

6.698

222,868

49.69
105.44

6S.92
99.00

72.50
104.76
6.59

52.56
95.04
3.78

68.08
100.22

65.30
102.53
4.43

64.39
100.30
8.20

.81

2.78

.46

.92

2.15

61.62
130.72
11.02
2.43

70.17
87.26

8.97

65.61
93.37
9.43

62.50
91.98

7.58
.98

41.73
108.90
9.82

8,458

Total Cars in Shops
Per Cent to Toul Cars Owned—
Home Cars on Home Roads
Total Cars on Line

23,761
24,030

9.75
.74

9.91
.90

1.65

4.23
.10

1.05

8.56

•Denotes deficiency.

—

The San Franosco Fair. The traffic department of the
Panama-Pacific International Exposition has received word from
eastern freight forwarding agents that the interruption of transatlantic travel caused by the European war will not interfere
with the shipment from Holland of the hundreds of thousands of
bulbs for the exposition gardens. Orders for the bulbs in great
quantities were placed with Dutch nurserymen by the landscape
As the tulips, iris and other
department of the exposition.
flowers included in the order will form an essential part of the
landscape decoration considerable apprehension was felt over
the possibility that Holland growers would be unable to export
the bulbs. The shipment will be the largest of the kind ever received in this country.

carriers authority to continue charging lower rates to the Virginia cities named than to intermediate points; but it is directed

on and after December 1, the rates to the Virginia cities
shall not be any lower than the rates from the northern points
north of Cape Charles, Va.
that

A

hearing will be held at Reno, Nev., on October 23, on the
complaint of the Nevada Railroad Commission against tariffs
filed some time ago by the western railways requiring the payment of two full fares for passengers having the exclusive use of
a drawing room and one and one-half fares for a compartment
The Canadian railway commission has recently sustained a complaint against a similar tariff filed by the Canadian roads, sug-

October

2.
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gesting as a compromise that drawing rooms and compartments
may be reserved for two or more persons, but that no extra
charge be made for one person if the compartment or drawing

room would otherwise be
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Railway Officers

vacant.
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STATE COMMISSIONS
The California Railroad Commission has ordered a hearing
on November 30 in its investigation of the rates, practices
and regulations of the Pullman Company.
The Idaho Public Utilities Commission has granted the application of the Pacific Northwest Demurrage Bureau for permission to increase demurrage charges on refrigerator cars.

The Tennessee Railroad Commission is taking measures to
compel the Illinois Central to reduce all passenger fares in that
state to the basis of 2"^

cents a mile.

All of the other principal roads in the state have complied with the wishes of the
authorities by making reductions to this basis.
The Illinois
Central is expected to contest in the courts the Order issued,
or to be issued, by the commission.

The New Hampshire Public Service Commission,

in

refusing

the request of the Boston & Maine and the Grand Trunk for
approval of a proposed increase in mileage ticket rates in that
state from 2 to 2% cents a mile, quotes the statute which re-

quires the issuance of SOO-mile tickets at a rate of two cents a
mile, and holds that "we should not enter upon a long and
expensive hearing to determine whether the rate fixed is com-

pensatory until it has been determined by the Supreme Court
it i? our duty to do so."

that

The Railroad Commission of Louisiana has issued an order
that no regular freight or passenger station, or flag station, shall
be closed or discontinued by any railroad operating in the state
without the consent of the railroad commission, except for causes
beyond control of the railroad. No railroad telegraph office shall
be closed, abandoned or discontinued without the consent of the
commission, except for causes beyond control. In case any station or telegraph office is closed for causes beyond the control
of the railroad, a full report of the causes shall be made to the
commission immediately and arrangement to reopen it must be
made within IS days. The commission has also ordered that
wherever through trains are operated in the state through tickets
shall be sold from any agency station to any agency station at
which the train stops. When passenger trains are scheduled to
make connections at junction points with trains of other railroads through tickets shall be sold between points on the different
railroads.

PERSONNEL OF COMMISSIONS
R.

F.

Aransas

Peters, mechanical engineer of the San Antonio &
Pass, has been appointed senior mechanical engineer,

division of valuation, of the Interstate
with headquarters at Kansas City, Mo.

Commerce Commission,

COURT NEWS

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting
L. A. L'arquhar has been appointed auditor of the Norfolk
Southern, with office at Norfolk, Va., succeeding W. L. Bird,

resigned.
J. R. McCoy has been appointed assistant auditor for the receivers of the Denver, Laramie & Northwestern, with office at

Denver, Colo.

W. C. Bowhay has been appointed freight claim agent of
the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, with office at Cincinnati,
Ohio, succeeding B. M. Waldron, resigned to accept service with
the Baltimore & Ohio.
H. L. LTtter. assistant secretary and assistant treasurer of the
Missouri Pacific at New York, has been elected secretary and
treasurer, with headquarters at New York, and S. N. Rice, assistant to Mr. Utter, has been appointed assistant secretary and
assistant treasurer, with headquarters in New York, succeeding

Mr. Utter.
J.

A. D. Vickers,

who

has recently been acting vice-president

and general manager of the American Express Company, at
Chicago, has been elected vice-president and general manager,
succeeding George C. Taylor, who recently was elected president.
Mr. Vickers was until recently general manager of the
National Express Company.

Thomas Hackney, of the firm of Thomas & Hackney, of
Carthage, j\Io., has been appointed general attorney for the
Missouri Pacific and the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern
for Jackson County, Mo., with headquarters at Kansas City,
Mo. The firm has represented the system at Carthage since
1903.

Thomas

been

appointed

L. Phillips, assistant to the general solicitor, has
valuation attorney, with headquarters at St.

Louis.

Operating

McKee

has been appointed superintendent of the Port
Huron, Mich., terminals of the Grand Trunk, succeeding J. F.
Jones, resigned, on account of ill-health.
F. J.

George A. Hoag, whose appointment as superintendent of car
service of the Canadian Northern, Eastern lines, with headquarters at Toronto, Ont., has already been announced in these
columns,

May

31,

educated

was born
1866.

on

He was

Kingston
public schools and at the
Kingston Business College.
On June 8, 1884,
he began railway work,
as a switchman on the
Grand Trunk, serving in
in the

same capacity at
various places until May
1886, when he was
3,
appointed night operator.
He remained in that position
until
January,
1888, and then was promoted to day operator
and relief agent.
In
1899 he was appointed
agent at Trenton. Ont.,
and from 1901 to 1905
the

The Southern

was fined $100,000 in the United States
District Court at Los Angeles on September 21, on a charge
of rebating in offering a Redlands, Cal., orange growers'
association preferential rates from St. Louis to Chicago.
Pacific

The attorney general

of Missouri has filed a suit in the

state court at Jefferson City to enforce a statute requiring the

railroads to transport the Missouri National Guards at a fiat
rate of one cent a mile.
The railroads are contending that
the statute in question was repealed by implication by the act
creating the commission and empowering the state railroad
commission to fix just reasonable rates.

he

French Train Services Resumed.

—

It is

reported from Paris

Northern railways are about to resume their train
places previously occupied by .Germans.
On the
which already travel to Plerrifitte, Pontoise,
Argenteuil, and Sevran-Livry will soon be run as far as Chantilly,
Crecy in Valois, and Dammartin. On the Eastern line trains go
to Lagny.
On the Belfort line the service is normal.
that

the

services

Northern

to

line trains

was

yardmaster

at

Belleville.
He then entered the service of the
G. A. Hoag
Central Ontario, a Canadian Northern line, and from October, 1905, to March, 1908,
was trainmaster on that road. He was promoted to superintendent on March 1, 1908, and in July, 1914, was appointed
superintendent of car service of the Canadian Northern, Eastern
lines, as above noted.
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T. F. McCarthy, general yardmaster of the Lehigh Valley at
Jersey City, N. J., has been appointed trainmaster, with office at
Jersey City, succeeding M. A. Mulligan, promoted.

Johnson, general manager of the Chesapeake &
Ohio, at Richmond, Va., has resigned, and at present no sucappointed, the work being divided among other
will
be
cessor

George

Vol.
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING

officers.

H. C. Grout, assistant general superintendent of the Canadian
St. John, N. B., has been appointed general super-

Pacific at

intendent of the Atlantic division, with headquarters at St. John,
succeeding William Downie, retired.

The N.\shville, Chattanooga & St. Louis is considering the
purchase of 10 Mikado and 7 Pacific type locomotives.

CAR BUILDING

Traffic

Smith, traveling freight agent of the Frisco Lines at
Houston. Tex., has been appointed assistant general freight agent
of the St. Louis. Brownsville & Mexico, at Kingsville, Tex.

W.

57,

S.

Claude P. Wilson, commercial agent of the Missouri, Oklahoma
Gulf at Houston, Tex., has been appointed general agent at
of ill
Dallas. Tex., succeeding F. S. Sleight, resigned on account

&

The hearing on

the application of the receivers of the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, for authority to issue certificates tor
purchase of additional equipment as mentioned recently in the

Railway Age Gazette has been
tion was taken in view of the

indefinitely postponed.
financial

believing that too high a rate of interest
at this time.

This ac-

situation, the receivers

would have

to be paid

health.

W. T. Webster, division freight agent of the Chicago, Ingendianapolis & Louisville at Bedford, Ind., has been appointed
O. C.
eral freight agent, with office at Chicago, succeeding
Carter, resigned.
F. R. Darbv, traveling passenger agent of the

Western Mary-

Cumberland, Md., has been promoted to the new position
Pittsburgh, Pa.,
of district passenger agent, with headquarters at
ami William E. Zirckel has been appointed traveling freight
Ohio.
Cleveland.
agent, with headquarters at

IRON AND STEEL
The Denver Union Terminal
for a

O. E. Shaw has been appointed general car foreman of the
Chicago & Eastern Illinois at Danville, 111., succeeding Harry
G. Love, resigned.

W. H. Snyder, whose appointment as master mechanic of the
Erie, with headquarters at Stroudsburg, Pa., has been announced
in these columns, was born on July 14, 1874, at Ashley, Luzerne
coimty. Pa. He began railway work on March 18, 1894, as machinist apprentice in the Central of New Jersey shops at Ash-

remaining with that road until July, 1901, when he went to
In October,
Stroudsburg as a machinist in the Erie shops.
1903, he was promoted to tool room foreman, and in November,
He remained
1905, was appointed assistant to general foreman.
to
in that position until January, 1912, when he was promoted
general foreman, which position he held at the time af his appointment on September 1, as master mechanic of the same
ley,

road, as above noted.

OBITUARY
George L. Rhodes, formerly assistant general passenger
agent of the Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific, died on September 23 at his residence in Chicago, aged 65 years.
E. B. Gilbert, formerly superintendent of motive power of the
Bessemer & Lake Erie, died at his home in Greenville, Pa., on
September 7. Mr. Gilbert was born at Windsor, N. Y., on December 13. 1843. He took up the trade of machinist, and later
was employed on the Erie Railroad, both at Youngstown, Ohio,
and at Galion, in the latter place holding the position of foreman. He went to Greenville about 28 years ago. and entered
the service of the Pittsburg, Shenango & Lake Erie, now,- the
Bessemer & Lake Erie. He was promoted from machinist foreman to master mechanic, and later to superintendent of motive
power, which position he held until his resignation in 1909.

An English Employee's Revenge.— On September 10 in a
London court a foreman on the London, Brighton & South Coast
was sentenced to 12 months' imprisonment for having cut elecwires connected with signaling apparatus on his railroad.
declared that his motive was revenge on the companv for not allowing him to work overtime.

tric

The prisoner

has ordered 703 tons of

station at Denver, Colo.,

steel

from the American

has ordered 465 tons of mafor a bridge over Little Calumet river, near Dalton, 111.,
the .American Bridge Company.

The Chicago & Western Indiana

land, at

Ejigineering and Rolling Stock
George Strasding has been appointed roadmaster of the Pasco
division of the Northern Pacific, at North Yakima, Wash.

new Union

Bridge Company.

terial

from

Pass Privileges for Wives of Enlisted English Railway mes.
various railway companies of England have announced
that they will continue to grant passes and privilege tickets to the
wives and families of Reservists or Territorials who have been
called out from the service to join the colors, exactly as though
the men were still in railway employ.

— The

—

Locomotive Exports Decline Because of War,
of locomotives exported from the United Kingdom
August decreased sharply as compared with like business for
previous months. The value of the engines shipped was $1,019,760, as compared with $1,460,335 in August, 1913, and $559,568
British

The value
in

Depression in Argentina has greatly reduced
for August, 1912.
the demand for British locomotives in that quarter and engines
to the value of only $44,100 were shipped in August as compared

There was a good demand for
$436,650 and $106,456.
British locomotives in Australia in August, but the value of the
engines despatched to India during the month declined to $241,with

360 as compared with $483,089 in August, 1913. The aggregate
value of the locomotives exported during the first eight months
of the present year, on the other hand, was $12,811,702 as compared with $8,672,823 in the first eight months of 1913 and $6,427,750 in the

first

eight

months of

1912.

—

When a locomotive makes
along the rails in an out-of-the-way place the naThe Chinese, for example, would
it with awe.
not allow the "fire devil" to move until Li Hung Chang mounted
After a while, on the other hand, this feelbeside the driver.
ing of dread is changed to one of overwhelming confidence,
Trespassing Reduced to a Science.

its

first

trip

tives look

upon

on the part of men employed on the line and of people
The familiarity thus engendered leads to most
it.
of the fatalities among maintenance of way employees, tresoassers, people at grade crossings and others walking along the
It is said that in India the right of way is a favorite restline.
ing place of cowherds in particular and that the space between
the rails has been proved many times to be quite safe to lie
down in. When women and children are employed to unload
heads
ballast from a train they are fond of sleeping with their

especially

living close to

walk
rails during the dinner hour, and it is necessary to
to
along the train and awake them before it is moved in order
the
on
occurred
incident
A
recent
decapitation.
avoid wholesale
Eastern Bengal State Railway in which thres. natives engaged
watch the line
in maintenance of way work who had been set to

on the

rails,
by which the governor was to travel laid their ears on the
sleep and
the better to hear the approaching train, went to
were run over.

;

October
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Alabama Great Southern. — A

F. J. O'Brien has been appointed general sales agent of the
Globe Seamless Steel Tubes Company, Chicago, effective Oc-

H.

tober

work between Birmingham,

1.

The Chicago & Alton has contracted with the Hupp Automatic
Exchange system for the installation of its mail exchange system on mail

cars,

and

at 33

stations

between Chicago and

St.

C.

gust

Elkins,

14,

p.

Baltimore,

The Central Trust Company of Illinois has been appointed receiver of the Crawford Locomotive & Car Company at Streator,
111.
An involuntary petition in bankruptcy was filed against the
company last week.

The Monarch

Company, Detroit, Mich., announces the opening of an exhibit of Lion and Monarch couplers.
Lion coupler pockets for locomotives and Lion cast steel yokes
Steel

Castings

H. F. Wardwell, their Chicago representative

in the office of

at

548 Railway Exchange, Chicago.

Wellington B. Lee will henceforth handle the Superior rail
anchor for the Track Specialties Company, New York, in eastern territory. It is also announced that the Sargent Company,
1418 Fisher building, Chicago, will represent the Track Specialties
Company in the Chicago district.

Al H. Hoffman, president of the Wimo Supply Company, 304
Oriental building, Seattle, Wash., the representative of the In& Frog Company, Springfield, Ohio, in Seattle
and vicinity, has also been appointed to cover the territory formerly handled through representatives at Spokane and Portland.
dianapolis Switch

Ala.,

contract is
11
miles

for

reported let to
double-track

of

and Mobile Junction.

(Au-

310.)

Bellingham & Northern.— A
Henry & McFee, Seattle, Wash., to
from Bellingham, Wash.,

Louis.

Md.,

to

contract is reported let to
build a three-mile extension

Whatcome

lake.

This

company

is a
subsidiary of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, and
operates 44 miles of railway from Bellingham, Wash., north to
Sumas, thence southeast to Glacier.

—

Canadian Pacific. The Railway Commission of Canada has
authorized the Canadian Pacific to open for traffic a single track
diversion of the Moose Jaw subdivision, from Indian Head,
Sask., mileage SO to Qu'Appelle, mileage 59.8; and new second
track from mileage 59.8 to 67.7 near McLean, Sask.
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.— The report of this company for the year ended June 30, 1914, shows that construction
work has been in active progress during the year on the second
main track and grade reduction work on the Chicago and Council Bluffs division in Iowa, also on the Hastings and Dakota
division, and it is expected to have the improvements finished
and the new tracks open for operation before the coming winter
between Green Island, Iowa, and Manilla, 270 miles.
Work
is now under way depressing the tracks on about three miles
along the Hastings and Dakota division, in the city of Minneapolis, Minn., which will eliminate 37 grade crossings.
About 35
per cent of the work has been completed, and it is expected that
the work will be finished early in 1916. The elevation of the
tracks along the Bloomingdale road in the city of Chicago on
all

Cambria Steel Company, now
be removed within a few
weeks to Philadelphia, it being the desire of the company to
have the general sales offices and the executive offices in the
same place. It is expected that not later than November 1 the
entire sales offices will be located on the seventeenth floor of

The general

located

at

sales offices of the

Johnstown,

Pa.,

are

to

the Morris building in Philadelphia. It is also the intention of the
company to establish sales offices in the near future in Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil; Mexico City, Mexico; Buenos Aires, Argentina,
and London, England. The company proposes to seek foreign

trade vigorously, and in this the location of the sales offices in
Philadelphia is expected to prove advantageous.

Muther, eastern sales manager of the Gisholt MaMadison, Wis., with headquarters in New
York, has been appointed general sales manager of the company, with office at Madison.
It is also announced that J. E.
Ellis

chine

F.

Company,

Brandt, hitherto representative in Philadelphia and vicinity,
has become associated with the Swind Machinery Company,
which has been appointed a Gisholt agency in that city. J. L.
Osgood has been appointed exclusive agent in Buffalo and
R. D. Heflin, formerly representative of the
Rochester, N. Y.
company in New England, has been placed in charge of the
New York office, and will henceforth attend to the interests of
Gisholt customers and users in the entire eastern territory.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS
Hall Switch & Signal
York, has issued a 16-page pamphlet, 6 in. x 9
with illustrations, its "audible-visible" highway
crossing signal.
This signal is an enclosed disk, like the well
known Hall block signal, with a bell added. By day a red disk,
and by night a red light furnishes a warning for the automobilist,
even if he be deaf. An interesting installation of this tj'pe of
signal at a crossing on the Lehigh Valley was described in the
Railway Age Gazette, June 19, last, page 1522. The Lehigh ValThe pamphlet
ley has 47 crossings protected by these signals.

Highway Crossing Signals.— The

Company,

in.,

New

describing,

the fact that this signal is_ time-tested, the design of the apparatus being substantially the' same as that which
has proved eminently successful in block signals in all parts of
the country for forty years.
calls attention to

is under way, and when completed will eliminate 35
grade crossings. Elevation of tracks in the city of Milwaukee,
Wis., is now under way on 1.4 miles, and is about 15 per cent
completed the work will be continued over a period of two
years, and when finished this improvement will eliminate 14
grade crossings. Work was begun in February of this year on
the elevation of tracks on the Chicago and Evanston division,
from Montrose avenue to Howard avenue, Chicago, on 4.4 miles,
and this work is now about 15 per cent completed. The work
will extend over a period of three years, and will eliminate 36
grade crossings. Work on the extension from Crystal Falls,
Mich., to Iron River is about finished, and the main line and
connections with the various iron mines have been completed
and are in operation. The line from Lewistown, Mont., to Great
Falls, 137 miles, is also finished, and will be opened for operation in September.
Construction of the Choteau line from
Great Falls, Mont., to Agawam, 70 miles, has been temporarily
suspended, and will not be completed before next season
The
lines from Hilger, Mont., to Roy from Roy Junction to Winifred
from Lewistown to Grass Range, and from Colorado Junction to
The
Cliff Junction have been completed and are in operation.
line into Spokane. Wash., has been completed and is in operation, the C. M. & S. P. having entire ownership of the line from
Plummer, Idaho, to Bell, Wash., 21 miles, and joint use with
the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company of
In the city of
that company's line from Bell to Spokane.
Spokane the terminal tracks and buildings and freight house
Work on the
have been completed and are in operation.
New'wood River line, a logging rood extending 17 miles northwesterly from Merrill, Wis., was started in October, 1913, and
up to June of this year the grading was completed on about
8 miles, and the track was laid on about 4 miles. The construction of the Snoqualmie tunnel, at the summit of the Cascade mountains, is nearing completion, the work being carried
on from both portals, and it is expected that the tunnel will be
open for traffic early in 1915. This improvement will provide a
route 3.6 miles shorter than the existing line; it will also avoid
all trouble caused by snow slides on the Coast division, and the
heavy grades will be eliminated.

2.4 miles

;

;

Chicago & North Western.
the year ending June 30. 1914,

— The

report of this

shows that work on

company for
the elevation
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of the six main tracks on the Galena division in the village of
River Forest, 111., 0.6 miles and the construction of an elevated
yard with a capacity for 300 cars is now under way, and it is expected that the improvements will be completed during 1914. At
Milwaukee, Wis., the company has undertaken the elevation of
the main tracks and certain yard tracks on the Wisconsin division on 1.04 miles and on the Madison division on 0.77 miles.
In connection with the elevation of the existing tracks, provision
has been made for the construction of two additional tracks on
These improvements include the conthe Wisconsin division.
struction of two subways on the Wisconsin division and two on
The total miles of main, yard and side
the Madison division.
tracks to be elevated are equivalent to 14.81 miles of single track
Work is now under way on important revisions of
railway.
grade between Nelson, 111., and Peoria. During the year substantial progress has been made in the filling, and a protection
crib has been completed in connection with the filling in and
occupying with additional tracks, about ten acres of submerged
lands east of the company's present holdings on the shore of

Lake Michigan

in

The Macoupin County Ex-

Milwaukee, Wis.

tension Railway, organized to build from a connection with the
Macoupin County Railway near Benld, south about nine miles

under development in Macoupin and Madison counties, Illinois, was finished during the year from Benld to Staunton, 4.36 miles, and the Iowa Southern, organized to build from
a connection with the C. & N. W., in Monroe county, Iowa.
southwest for about 25 miles, was completed during the year
from a connection with the C. & N. W., at Miami, Iowa, to the
to coal fields

company's coal

fields

in

Monroe

county, 12.25 miles.

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha.— The report of
this company for the year ended June 30, 1914. shows that during the year work was finished on the extension from Kaiser,
Wis., to Park Falls, 5.99 miles, and the line is now in operation.
Work on second track was also completed and is now in operation between Truax, Wis., and Northline, and on additional
Filling for a
yards at Hazel Park and at Minneapolis. Minn.
new coach yard at Minneapolis, Minn., has been finished, and a
Eastern and
the
traffic
between
new yard for the interchange of
at Northline, Wis., containincrease in sidetracks and in

Northern divisions was constructed

ing 2.98 miles of track. The net
yard tracks during the year was 12.01 miles.

—

Georgia Roads. Plans are being made to build a line from
Ga., northwest to Lula on the Southern Railway about
In addition about 3 miles of sidings are to be con15 miles.
Prices are now wanted by
structed also a 40-ft. span bridge.

Homer,

D. G. Zeigler

&

Sons, Lula, for supplying

rails,

switches, frogs,

spikes, etc.

Kentucky Road.< (Electric).— A franchise has lieen granted
by the city of Middlesboro, Ky., to Godfrey Hunter to build
about 5.5 miles of electric lines to connect Middlesboro with
adjoining towns.
,
Lorain,

Ashland & Southern.— An

officer writes that in ad-

dition to the line in operation from Custaloga, Ohio, northwest
to Ashland, 23 miles, a section of 24 miles on the extension
building from Ashland north via Wellington to Lorain hasbeen

A
completed and was opened for business on September 5.
and it is expected that
at
opened for business

total of 67 miles of track has been laid,
the remaining section to Lorain will be

an early date.
Louisville & Nashville— This company is securing rights of
way, it is said, for building an extension from the line now
ending at Cartersville, Ga., southeast to a connection with the
It is thought that
line ending at Marietta, thence to Atlanta.
the Louisville & Nashville is back of the North Georgia Minnorthwest about
Atlanta
from
build
to
incorporated
recently
eral,
50 miles.

Minneapolis. St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie.— .\n officer writes
point
that track will be laid in October on an extension from a
four miles w^est of Makoti, N. D., on the Plaza line, west to Van
eventually
to
line
is
The
miles.
23
county,
Hook in Mountrail

Vol.

tween Murphysboro.

De Menil

111.,

No

57,

Edward Flad &

and Carbondale.

14

Co.,

building, St. Louis, Mo., engineers.

North Georgia Mineral. — See
South Florida & Gulf.

—Work

Louisville
is

&

Nashville.

now under way,

it

is

said,

from Kenansville, Fla., to a point on the Kissimmee
about 37 miles. The construction work is being carried
out by the company with day labor, and about 6 miles of track
has been laid. C. H. Armstrong, president, Kenansville, Fla.
on a

line

river,

RAILWAY STRUCTURES
Albert Lea, Minn.— The Minneapolis & St. Louis has
awarded a contract for the erection of a passenger station at
Albert Lea, Minn., to C. F. Mayer & Co., Humboldt, la.
The
structure

mated

to be of brick with a red tile roof.

is

The

cost

is esti-

at $30,000.

Elkins, W. Va.

— The

Western Maryland has given a contract
Company, Elkins, it is said, to
house at Elkins recently damaged by fire.

to the Enterprising Construction

rebuild the freight

—

The Southern Railway has given a conLaBarre, Birmingham, .\la., for building a new
frame passenger station 31 ft. by 88 ft., with tile roof, at
Hawkinsville.
The present combined passenger station and
freight house will be remodeled and used exclusively as a
freight house.
Some track changes and paving are also included in the work to be carried out.
Hawkinsville. Ga.

tract to R. V.

Huron, S. D.^The report of the Chicago & North Western
June 30, 1914. shows that the more important
additions and betterments carried out during the year include
A brick passenger station, also a two-story brick
the following
freight house and six additional parallel yard tracks were conModern brick passenger stations
structed at Huron, S. Dak.
were completed or are nearing completion at Rochelle, Barringfor the year ended

:

Woodstock, Des Plaines and Crystal Lake, 111. De Pare
and Jefferson, Wis.; Iron River, Mich.; and at Rapid City,
Combined freight houses and
Sturgis and Redfield. S. Dak.

ton,

;

office

buildings of brick construction are nearing completion at

Green Bay, at Manitowoc, Wis., and at Ironwood, Mich. Other
improvements were completed at Green Bay, Wis., consisting of
a 40-stall brick engine house, power house, machine shop, store
and oil house, and other structures, also additional trackage.
Work is now under way at South Pekin, III., and at Norfolk,
.Additions
Neb., putting up two-story brick office buildings.
were also made during the year at the Chicago shops. The
machine shops, power house and store and office buildings at
Clinton. Iowa, under construction last year have also been completed, and at Escanaba, Mich., the company's coal dock has
been extended 300 ft., and two bridges, each consisting of one
truss span 163 ft. long, and connected with present towers, have
been

installed.

—

A building permit has been issued to the
Nashville for the construction of a 12-stall roundhouse and repair shops in the yard at Lexington, and work on
these improvements is now under way.
Lexington. Ky.

Louisville

&

North Toronto, Ont.

—The

Railway Commission of Canada

has approved the plans submitted by the Canadian Pacific and the
Canadian Northern for a proposed subway to be built at Dovercourt road, North Toronto.

Wayne, Neb.—The report of the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha for the year ended June 30, 1914, shows thata brick passenger station was built at Wayne, Neb. new frame
passenger stations were constructed at Woodville and Solon
;

Springs, Wis., and combined passenger and freight stations were
A number of new strucbuilt at Nicols, Minn., and at Wilder.
Improvements to
tures were also put up at Park Falls, Wis.
the enginchouse facilities at Altoona, Wis., were completed, and
a 4-stall brick enginehouse

was

built

at

Duluth. Minn.

Work

is

now under way on an

be extended further west to Fairview, Mont. Foley Brothers,
Welch & Stewart, St. Paul, Minn., had the contract for the
grading work, which involved handling about 37,000 cu. yd. to

brick enginehouse, also on a
water tank, sand house, cinder pit and turntable at Sioux Falls,
During the year work was finished on the viaduct at Earl
S. D.
viaduct
street, St. Paul, Minn., and work has been started on a

the mile.

at

Nicholas

Illinois (Electric).- This company
has prepared plans for an 8-mile electric railway to be built be-

Mtnu'HYSBORO

& Southern

cific

street,

and the

This w-ork

is

Omaha.

Omaha

8-stall

Neb., jointly with the Missouri Pa-

Bridge

& Terminal Railway

expected to be finished

companies.

in the fall- of 1914.

;
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considerable decrease from the $1,929,902 of the year before.

—

of

New

Jersey,

succeeding

H.

C.

—

Rock Island & Pacific. N. L. Amster, holding
$350,000 of the railroad collateral 4's, has asked by advertise-

Chicago,

ment

that bondholders send

him

their

names and

that a meet-

ing of the bondholders be called to select a committee other
than the Wallace committee, the new committee to be empowered to co-operate in securing the deposit of bonds as
promptly as possible for the purpose of procuring the sale
of the stock and its acquisition by the present bondholders;
to enforce and receive the distribution of the railway stock
represented by their bonds and its deposit with the new committee; to adjust the charges properly payable as their share
of the expenses incurred by the trustee in securing the return
of their stock; to procure the election of a new board of directors of the railway company that will represent exclusively
their interests; to enforce the recovery for their benefit of
$7,500,000 which is claimed to have been improperly paid
from the funds of the railway company to the holding company, and which is largely responsible for the present plight
of the railway company; to inaugurate a drastic investigation
of the accounts and transactions of the past management with
a view of further recoveries wherever warranted by the facts
and to provide a plan for financing the future money requirements of the railway company.
Erie.

— Holders

of a substantial part of the $4,550,000 notes ma-,
1 accepted 3-year 5 per cent notes in exchange,
the remainder of the new 3-year notes, it is understood,

tured October

and
have been

sold.

the New York Public Service Commission, Second district, for permission to issue $900,000 4J^
per cent car trust certificates, series BB. Arrangements have
been made for the sale of the notes to Drexel & Company,
Philadelphia, at 97.

The Erie has asked

Maine Central.

.

—

As shown by tlie annual report this company,
operating 1,207 miles, in the fiscal year ended June 30, 1914,
had net income after the payment of expenses, rentals, taxes
and interest of $1,348,061 as compared with $1,118,544 in 1913.
There was a slight increase of 1.43 miles in mileage operated.
The road operates a main line from Portland, Maine, to
Vanceboro, which is part of the route from Boston to the
provinces via the Boston & Maine, the Maine Central and the
Canadian Pacific. There are also lines to St. Johnsbury, Vt.,
Lime Ridge, Que., and Kineo, Rockland, Belfast, Calais and other
points in Maine. For some time this road has been controlled
by the Boston & Maine, but in April an arrangement was
made as noted below whereby the Boston & Maine stock was
purchased by Maine Central interests. During the fiscal year
just closed the road earned a freight and passenger revenue
per mile of $6,166 and $3,374 respectively, comparing with
The freight revenue,
$5,912 and $3,361 for the previous year.
constituting 63.66 per cent of the total, increased from $7,The
mile
rate
in 1914 was 1.050
ton
126,071 to $7,440,035.
cents, as against 1.086 in 1913, but the ton mileage increased

The tonna|e was made up
to 708,894,306.
potatoes, coal, lumber, pulp wood, pulp and
receipts showed little change, there
having been a slight increase from $3,511,171 to $3,517,583.
The passenger mileage decreased, but there was an increase in
the revenue per passenger mile from 2.083 to 2.184 cents to
from 656.351,489

principally

paper.

a note of $3,000,000 issued to permit the company to pay for
the entire $3,000,000 capital stock at par of the Maine Railway

Companies formed to purchase from the Boston & Maine its
entire holdings of 159,601 Maine Central shares.
At the end
of the year the Maine Central had on hand $704,778 cash, a

Central of New Jersey. Frederick G. Bourne, of the Singer
Sewing Machine Manufacturing Company, has been elected a
director of the Central
Fahnestock, deceased.
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The passenger

The average trainload of revenue freight in
The company in 1914
1914 was 271 tons, and in 1913 259.
paid dividends of 6 per cent, which called for $1,491,797. The
net income, however, was but $1,348,061, so that $143,736 had
The funded debt on
to be carried to the contingent fund.
June 30, 1914, was $4,000,000 greater than in 1913, $6,000,000
of 5-year 5 per cent coupon bonds having been issued on May
1914, to provide funds for the payment of the S-year
1,
coupon notes amounting to $2,000,000 maturing April 1, 1914;
compensate.

to provide funds for various corporate purposes,

and

to

pay

Muscatine North & South —Charles N. Voss and E. H. Ryan
have been appointed receivers of this road. The road runs
from Muscatine, Iowa,

to Burlington, 53 miles.

New York Central & Hudson River.—This company has asked
J. P. Morgan & Co., New York, to manage a syndicate to
take $40,000,000 notes, of which half are to be 5 per cent six-

months notes and the other half one-year coupon notes. The
Wall Street Journal says that the railroad company will secure

its

money

probably, at approximately 7 per cent.

New

York, New H.\ven & Hartford.— William Rockefeller,
George F. Baker, Charles F. Brooker and James S. Elton
have resigned as directors of the "New York, New Haven &
Hartford, and J. Horace Harding, of C. D. Barney & Co.,
New York, has been elected a director.

—

New

York, Ontario & Western. This company, operating 568
miles in the fiscal year ended June 30, 1914, had net income,
after the payment of expenses, rentals, taxes and interest, of
$663,692, as against $1,211,633 in the previous year.
There
was no change in the mileage operated, and the decreased net
was due to a loss of 4.37 per cent in gross, an increase of
2.98 per cent in expenses, and a slight loss in other income
by slightly lower interest charges due to the payment
of maturing equipment trust notes.
The New York, Ontario
& Western is controlled by the New York, New Haven &

offset

Hartford. Its main line runs from Weehawken, N. J., opposite New York city, to Oswego, N. Y., with two important
branches, one to Scranton, Pa., and the other to Utica, N. Y.
In 1914 the road earned $12,109 from freight and $3,480 from
passenger per mile, comparing with $12,926 and $3,470 per
mile in 1913. Of the total earnings from freight—$6,893, 176—
1914, $4,334,679 was from coal traffic
milk, with $1,013,462 from local freight.
freight revenue was due to a falling off in
in

and $787,339 from

The
all

falling off

in

classes of freight

tonnage, and the slight gain in passenger revenue was due to
a higher average passenger-mile rate because of a larger proThe ton-mile rate in
portion of local passenger business.
1914 was 7.84 mills, as against 7.83 mills in the previous year,
the total ton mileage carried being 878,519,133 in 1914, as
The average passenger receipts
against 933,144,824 in 1913.
per passenger-mile in 1914 amounted to 1.970 cents, and in
1913 to 1.934 cents. The average trainload of revenue freight
The company had been
in 1914 was 301, and in 1913 308.
paying two per cent dividends, which called for $1,162,130. No
dividend, however, was declared in 1914, so that the $663,482
net income was available as working capital, no new securities
At the end of the year the company had on hand $513,204 cash, with loans and bills payable
The expenditures for additions and betterments
of $149,855.
in 1914 totaled $264,179. and for necessary addition to equip-

being sold during the year.

ment, $1,016,977.

Old Colony Railroad.

&

— James

Hustis, president of the Boston

Maine, has resigned as a director of the Old Colony, and
has been succeeded by Frank A. Farnham.

Pere Marquette.

drawn

— The

first

their appeal against

mortgage bondholders have withJudge Tuttle's order in the United

States district court permitting the issue of $4,000,000 receivproceeds of which $2,000,000 was to be
used to pay taxes in Michigan and thus avoid a tax penalty of
$5,000 a month. Arrangements for the sale of the certificates
have not as yet been made.
er's certificates, of the

—

The Railway Mileage of Great Britain. The preliminary
returns of the British railways for the year 1913 show that in that
year there were 40,689 miles of line open for operation. Of this
but 23,718 miles, or 59 per cent, was single track. The prelimary
return does not divide this into English and Welsh, Scottish and
Irish, but taking the returns for 1912, where it is divided as a
basis, it is found that 33 per cent of the English and Welsh, 58
per cent of the Scottish and 80 per cent of the Irish are singletrack lines.

.

[Advertisement.]

ANNUAL REPORTS
CHICAGO AND NORTH WESTERN RAILWAY COMPANY

—

REPORT OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

sder Trackage Rights
Peoria & Pekin Union Railway (in the

To the Stockholders of the Chicago and Xorth IVestern Railuay Company:
The Board of Directors submit herewith their report of the operations and
affairs of the Chicago and North Western Railway Company for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1914.

Average number of miles operated, 8,070.61.

Operating Revenues:
Freight Revenue
Passenger Revenue
Other Transportation Revenue
Non-transportation Revenue

Peoria,

Chicago, Indiana

2.02

& Southern Railroad

to Ladd, 111.)
Union Pacific Railroad
Council Bluffs, Iowa, to
Missouri Valley and Blair

cent, of

Operating Revenues)

2.80
8.73
3.36

& Omaha

Rail-

way;
Blair to

Omaha, Neb

24.70
22.79
2.28

Elroy to WyeviUe, Wis
In Sioux City, Iowa

(Sioux City to Wren.

Illinois Central Railroad

Total Operating Revenues
Operating Expenses (70.99 per

(Churchill

(Broadway Station,
South Omaha, Neb.
Railway and Bridge

Company's track
Chicago. St. Paul, Minneapolis

$53,989,475.43
21,540,542.79
7.028,438.19
1,118,594.38

city of

111.)

$83,677,050.79
59,405.141.53

Iowa)

10.10

76.78

$24,271,909.26
14,149.85

Net Revenue— Rail Operations
Outside Operations— Net Deficit

Net Railway Operating Revenue
Tax Accruals (5.08 per

LWAV

$24,257,759.41

In

Operating

of

cent,

Railway Operating Income

824.53

Illinois

In Wisconsin

2,170.03

519.88

$20,004,969.12

In Michigan
In Minnesota

Other Income:

In

$198,540.63
1,579,236.39
5,650.00

Income
Dividend Income
Income from Funded Securities
Income from Unfunded Securities and Accounts, and Other Items

1,137,333.77

650.30

Iowa

1,620.26

In North Dakota

14.28

In South Dakota
In Nebraska

1,063.15

In

1,102.05

Wyoming

130.46

!,920,760.79

Total Other Income.

$22,925,729.91

Gross Income, carried forward

Deductions from Gross Income:
Rental Payments
Interest Deductions for Funded Debt

$1,265,866.98
9,239.007.59
114,713.13

Other Deductions

The deuils of Freight Traffic for the year endn
pared with the preceding year, were as follows

$54,661,588.23

914

1913
$200,472.61

Sinking Funds
Dividends—

Tons of Frf.ight Carried...
lo.ss uf

1.791,600.00
9,108.015.00

on Preferred Stock
on Common Stock

l-REiGiiT

Carried

44,839,071

09,643

6,282,916,222

6,229.944.171

$1.22

$1.25

Mile
11.100,087.61
$ 1.206.054.60

results as compared with the preceding
Passenger Revenue increased
Non-transportation Revenue increased

year were

fiscal

follows:
$982,919.54
394.196.19

2.46 Increase

Average Revenue Received per

Ton per Mile
The

.84 Decrease

rsit

Ton
Balance Income for the year

1.23

Percentage
of Increase
or Decrease
3.41 Decrease

One

.Average Revenue Received

Total

Per Cent.

$672,112.80

$53,989.47

$12,306,142.21

Net Income
Disposition of Net Income:

T't

Freight Revenue.

-\mount

1914

1913
10,619,587.)

Total Deductions

8%

8,094.94

4,252,790.29

cvenues)

Rental

Total miles of railroad operated June 30. 1914
The above mileage is located as follows:

Average

87 of a cent

.87 of a cent

140.12 miles

143.85 miles

18.055,815

17,922 137

Each Ton

Distance

Was Hauled

2.66 Increase

Mileage of Revenue Freight
.Ml

Decrease

.74

Average Number of Tons op
Carried
Freight
Revenue
PER Train Mile:
East of Missouri River

West of Missouri

Freight Revenue decreased
Other Transportation Revenue decreased.

River.

.

152.26

.

Whole Road
AvER.tGE
$641,129.71

Total Operating Revenues increased
Operating Expenses increased
Railway Tax Accruals increased

Operating Expenses and Railway
Accruals increased
Net Deficit from Outside Operations

^''ll?'??Ji
i
655,630.49

Number

Revenue

347.61

of

Tons of

Freight

Carried

PER Loaded C-\r Mile
Average Freight Revenue per
Train Mile

18.38

18.44

.33 Increase

$3.03

$3.01

.66 Decrease

Tax
$1,807,991.80

passenger traffic

in-

25.446.20

creased

1,833,438.00

The details of Passenger Traffic for the year ending J
pared with the preceding year, were as follows:

30,

1914, com-

\
Increase
Amount Per Cent.

f

$1,192,308.^
Railway Operating Income decreased
Of the Operating Expenses for the current fiscal year $33,871,483.08,
or 57 02 per cent., was paid employes for Labor, as compared with $32,The
911,995.31, or 56.50 per cent., paid during the preceding fiscal year.
increase of $959,487.77 in the amount paid is accounted for as follows:
$534,506.41
Increase account higher rates of compensation.
424,981.36
worked.
'time"
Increase account
i

$959,487.77

MILES OF RAILROAD
The

nbcr of miles of railroad owned .Tune 30, 1914, was

total

In addition to which the company operated:
of Entire Capit.m. Stock
Wolf River Valley Railway (Junction east of
Van Ostrand, Wis.)

—

Through Ownership

Elton

to

•

Under Lease

De

—

Pue, Ladd

&

Eastern Railroad

Scatonville, 111.)
Belle Fourche Valley
to

(Ladd

3.23 miles

Newell, S. D.)

•••• 23.52

Staunton.

I'll.)

$20,557,623.25

$21,540,542.79

$982,919.54

4.78

Percentage
1914

1913

of Increase
or Decrease

32.441,450
Passengers Carried
Passengers Carr:ei*One Mile. 1.113,831,352
Average Fare Paid per Pas63 cents
senger
Average Rate Paid per Pas1.85 cents
senger per Mile
Average Distance Traveled per

33.389,428
1,173,435,140

2.92 Increase
5.35 Increase

65 cents

3.17 Increase

P.\ssENCER
Mile.ace of Revenue P.issenger

34.33 miles

35.14 miles

AND Mixed Trains
Average Passenger-Train Revenue per Train Mile

21,378.704

21.537.781

.74 Increase

$1.23

$1.26

2.44 Increase

1.84 cents

.54

Decrease

2.36 Increase

4.36

The total Operating Expenses of the CQmpan>7 for the year ending June
30, 1914, were $59,405,141.53; of this amount |12,179,689.85 was for charges
and Structures. IncludeTT in the-e
pertaining to the Maintenance of
charges is a large part of the cost of 82.741 tons of steel rails, the greattr
portion of which was laid in replacement of rails of lighter weight in 600.62

Wav

Rail-

39.55
wav (Blunt to Gettysburg. S. D...)
Macoupin County Extension Railway (Benld
to

LE.

MAINTENANCE OF WAY AND STRUCTURES

to

Railway (Belle Fourche

James River Vallev and North Western

1914

1913

Passenger Reve

__

miles of track; also the cost of 3.041.197

new

ties.

.

,

,

The charges for Maintenance of Way and Structures also include a
portion of the cost of ballasting 89.51 miles of track with crashed stone.

October
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343.75 miles with gravel, and 16.92 miles with cinders; the erection, in
place of wooden structures, of 42 new steel bridges on masonry aggregating
3,846 feet in length and containing 3,858 tons of bridge metal; and the
replacement of other wooden structures with masonry arch and box culverts
The wooden
and cast-iron pipes, the openings being filled with earth.
structures replaced by permanent work aggregate 11,396 feet in length.
The charges on account of Maintenance ot Way and Structures for the
ending
compared
with
the
preceding
year
June 30, 1914,
year, were as

toUows:
Increase

Cost of Rails:

New

steel

rails

Usable and re-rolled

Less value of old

rails

rails

.

.

1913

1914

or Decrease

$1,608,212.85
589,407.15

$1,212,258.90
996,460.61

$395,953.95 Dec.
407,053.46 Inc.

$2,197,620.00

$2,208,719.51

$11,099.51 Inc.

1,582,238.40

1,484.363.53

97,874.87 Dec.

$615,381.60

$724,355.98
1,762,313.18
227,056.25

$108,974.38 Inc.
363,953.73 Inc.
33,411.79 Inc.

CAPITAL STOCK
There was no change during the year in the Capital Stock and Scrip of
Company.
The Company's authorized Capital Stock is Two Hundred Million Dollar*
($200,000,000.00), of A-hich the following has been issued to June 30, 1914:
Common Stock and Scrip held by the Public. .$130,117,028.82
Common Stock and Scrip owned by the Company
2,338,502.15
the

Total Common Stock and Scrip
$132,455,530.97
Preferred Stock and Scrip held by the Public $22,395,120.00
Preferred Stock and Scrip owned by the

Company

3,834.56

Total Preferred Stock and Scrip
Total Capital Stock and Scrip, June 30, 1914

and

other items

627

22,398,954.56
$154,854,485.53

FUNDED DEBT
Net charre for rails
Cost OF Ties
Cost OF BAU.AST
Cost of Other Track Material

Roadway and Track Labor
AND Other Expenses
Total Charges for

1,398,359.45
193,644.46

525.805.53

539,118.33

13,312.80 Inc.

4,949.338.52

5,073,539.12

124,200.60 Inc.

C.

Plants

$643,853.30 Inc.

8,326,382.86

tificates

Sinking

Fund Debentures
$4,000.00

B

300,000.00

Fund

Sinking

& N. W. Ry. Sinking Fund

Pay-

C.

&

of

6%

1879,

90,334.18 Inc.
5,973.78 Inc.

N.

1879,

$37,000.00

W.
5%

Ry. Sinking

Fund

of

93,000.00

7,785.11 Inc.

1,175.886.10
214,950.50
483,468.65
139,863.67

1.229,244.45
53,975.41
489,352.50
150,540.57

180,291.27

201,904.31

53,358.35
160,975.09
5,883.85
10,676.90

130,000.00

Total Bonds Purchased or Redeemed

Inc.

434,000.00

Dec.
Inc.
Inc.

21,613.04 Inc.

Account
Charges
Maintenance
of
Way
and Structures
$11,501,186.43 $12,179,689.85
$678,593.42 Inc.
The above charges for Maintenance of Way and Structures for the current
year amount to 20.50 per cent, of the total Operating Expenses, as compared
Total

with 19.74 per cent, for the preceding

of 1912, Series

ments:
C.

and

Grounds
Docks and Wharves
Superintendence
Roadway Tools and Supplies
Miscellaneous
Sundry
Charges

5%

Bonds Redeemed with

444,175.32

Fixtures

& N. W. Ry.
of 1933

Equipment Trust Certificates Redeemed:
C. & N. W. Ry. 4'/!% Equipment Trust Cer-

Roadway

and Track
$7,682,529.56
Other Charges Account Maintenance of Way and Structures were as follows:
Bridges, Trestles and Culverts
854.794.52
325,226.84
Road Crossings. Fences, etc.
Signals and Interlocking
Buildings,

At the close of the preceding fiscal year the amount of
Bonds held by the Public and in Sinking Funds was
$193,259,000.00
The above amount has been decreased during the year ending June 30, 1914, as follows:
Bonds Purchased:

And the above amount has been increased by
Bonds and Equipment Trust Certificates sold
and assumed during the year, as follows:
C. & N. W. Ry. General Mortgage Gold
Bonds of 1987, 4%, sold to reimburse the
Company for past expenditures .made for
construction and in redeeming matured
bonds
$8,054,000.00
C. & N. W. Ry. 4K% Equipment Trust Cer-

$192,825,000.00

.

tificates of 1912,
St. Louis, Peoria

fiscal year.

5%

MAINTENANCE OF EQUIPMENT

First

Series C, sold

4,000,000.00

and North Western Ry.
Mortgage Bonds assumed
10,000,000.00

The charges on account of Maintenance of Equipment for the year ending
June 30, 1914, compared with the preceding year, .were as follows:
Locomotives
Passenger-Train Cars
Freight-Train Cars

Work Equipment
Shop Machinery AND
Superintendence

Sundry

1913
$4,688,207.05
1,088,442.30
5,016,122.00
132,975.41
Tools
229,505.27
335,106.49

Miscellaneous

Charges

78,137.67

Total Bonds held by the Public and in Sinking Funds,
June 30, 1914
$214,879,000.00

Increase
or Decrease
$143,259.31 Inc.
9,395.47 Dec.
429,367.09 Inc.
10,471.23 Inc.
415.88 Inc.
23,554.08 Inc.

1914
$4,831,466.36
1,070,046.73
5,445,489.09
143,446.64
229,921.15
358,660.57
99,092.63

20,954.96 Inc.

Charges
Account
Maintenance of Equipment
$11,568,496.09 $12,187,123.17
$618,627.08 Inc.
The above charges for Maintenance of Equipment for the current year
amount to 20.52 per cent, of the total Operating Expenses, as compared
Total

Net Increase during the year
Public and in Sinking Funds

Bonds held by the
$21,620,000.00

BONDS IN THE TREASURY AND DUE FROM TRUSTEE
At the close of the preceding fiscal year the amount of the
Company's Bonds in its Treasury and due from Trustee was.
The above amount has been increased during the year
ending June 30, 1914, as follows:
C. & N. W. Ry. 5% Sinking Fund Debentures OP 1933, Purchased
$4,000.00
C. & N. W. Ry. 4'A% Equipment Trust Certificates OF 1913, Series D, Issued
C.

with 19.86 per cent, for the preceding fiscal year.

in

RESERVE FOR ACCRUED DEPRECIATION ON EQUIPMENT

4,000,000.00

& N. W. Ry. General Mortgage Gold
Bonds of 1987, Due from Trustee in Exchange FOR Bonds Retired, viz:
C.

& N.
of 1879,

close of the preceding fiscal year there was a balance
the credit of the Equipment Reserve Accounts of
$4,665,712.28
During the year ending June 30, 1914, there was credited
to the Equipment Reserve Accounts on account of charges to
Operating Expenses and Profit and Loss, and for salvage....
3,336,032.63

At the

C.

.to

$7,519,000.00

&

N.

W.

Ry.

Sinking

Fund

Ry.

Sinking

Fund

6%
W.

$41,000.00

94,000.00
of 1879, 5%
M. L. S. & W. Ry. Extension and

Improvement Sinking Fund Mortgage,

5%

11,000.00

$8,001,744.91

146,000.00

-And there were charged during the year against the above
amount the original cost of Equipment retired and other items,
as follows:
17 Locomotives
$148,486.01
7 Passenger-Train Cars
28,610.67
2,467 Freight-Train Cars
1,360,288.60
172 Work Equipment Cars
31,141.18
Other Items
343,979.08

C.

Leaving a balance to the credit of the Equinment Reserve
Accounts on June 30, 1914, of
$6,089,239.37

TRANSPORTATION EXPENSES
of the Company for the year ending June
cent", of the total Operating Expenses.
Of this amount $19,862,352.33, or 62.18 per cent., was charged for
labor; $6,905,727.12, or 21.62 per cent., was charged for fuel for locomotives; and $5,173,114.91. or 16.20 per cent., was charged for supplies and
miscellaneous items.
The decrease in the Transportation Expenses for the
year ending June 30, 1914, as compared with the preceding fiscal year, was
$300,063.32 or .93 per cent., distributed as follows:
Increase in amount charged for labor
$236,274.32
Decrease in amount charged for fuel for locortiotives
1,020,161.01
Increase in amount charged for supplies and miscellaneous item;
483,823.37

The Transportation Expenses

30, 1914.

were $31,941,194.36. or 53.77 per

.

.

$300,063.32

& N. W. Ry. General Mortgage Gold
Bonds of 1987, Due from Trustee on Account OF Construction Expenditures Made
During the Year

1,000,000.00

The Bonds on hand and due from Trustee have been decreased during the year, as follows:
C. & N. W. Ry. General Mortgage Gold
Bonds of 1987, 4%, sold to Reimburse the
Company for Past Expenditures Made for
Construction and in Redeeming Matured
$8,054,000.00
Bonds
Southern Iowa Ry. First Morthage,
431,000.00
Bonds. Canceled
M. L. S. & W. Ry. Extension and Improve-

3%%

ment Sinking Fund Mortg.^ge 5% Bonds
Retired

11,000.00

Total Bonds in the Treasury and due from Trustee,
June 30, 1914

Net Decrease during the year
ury and due from Trustee

in

Bonds

$4,173,000.00

in the Treas-

$3,346,000.00

——
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At Green Bay, Wisconsin, a brick freight house 40 feet x 250 feet with
oflice portion 40 feet x 50 feet; at Manitowoc, Wisconsin, a brick
freight House with two-story office portion 40 feet x 180 feet; and at Ironwood, Michigan, a brick freight house 41 feet x 131 feet with office portion
at one end, are nearing completion.
At South Pekin, Illinois, and at Norfolk, Nebraska, two story brick office
two-story

charges

for

the

year endii g June

30,

1914,

On Account

of Elevating Tracks, viz.:
In River Forest, Illinois
Greenfield Avenue north, Milwaukee, Wis..

$124,384.93
61,161.83

buildings are being constructed.

At Chicago Shops

the

following additions to the plant have been com-

pleted:

Enlargement of Wisconsin Division engine house.

Sundry Construction':
Right

Way

of

and

Additional

Depot

Brick extension to locomotive tank shop 30 feet x 324 feet.
Enclosing of space 66 feet x 300 feet between Car Shops 1

and

Yard Grounds

$184,532.21

Buildings and Fixtures

1,069.551.05

Shop Machinery and Tools
ridges. Trestles and Culverts
Interlocking,
Block and Other

Also at Chicago shops, a considerable expenditure has been made for the
installation of a sprinkler system, the erection of fire walls and the rearrangement and enlargement of the facilities for sup, lying water, in ord r
to provide for additional fire protection and thereby reduce the cost of

Ap481.452.24

Improvement of Grade Crossings
Reduction of Grade between Nelson

102,321.98

insurance.

At Green Bay, Wisconsin, the improvements consisting of a 40-stall brick
engine house, power house, machine shop, store and oil ho-ise, ice hou e,
coal and water facilities, and addi.ional trackage, to which reference was
made in the last annual report, have been completed.
At Clinton, Iowa, the machine shops, power house and store and office
buildings under construction at the close of the previous fiscal year, have
been completed.
The installation at this station of a car repair yard with
suitable shop and other buildings is in progress.
At Escanaha. Michigan, the Company's coal dock has been extended 300
feet and two britlges, each consisting of one truss span 163 feet lang, ;uk1
connected with present towers, have been installed.
Between Nelson and Peoria, Illinois, important revisi ns of grade, ti
permit a material increase in the train tonnage on this line, are in progress.
Reference was made in the last annual rciort to the strckhoMers. to ar*
agreement with the City of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, by wi;ich th s Comiany
acquired the right to fill in and occupy with additional tracks, approximate y
len acres of submerged lands cast of its prc-ent holdinps on the shore of
During the yejr covered by t'lis report subLake Michigan in that city.
stantial progress has been made in the filling, and a protection crib has been
completed.
The installation of automatic block signals has been completed during the
year, or is nearing completion, as follows;
Evansvillc to Madison, Wisconsin
22 5 miles
'*
Baraboo to Elrov. Wisconsin
37.3
"
Fond du Lac to Duck Creek, Wisconsin
«
69.0
Missouri Vallev to Sioux City, Iowa
74.7
"
34.0
Ames .to Des Moines, Iowa

and
69.629.21

111

Betterment of Roadway and Track
Miscellaneous Construction, including
minal Yards, Docks and other items

1,073,570.59

Ter196.281.44

Equipment;
30

Locomotives,

66

Steel,

Passenger-Train

Cars, 1,000 Freight-Train Cars and 4 Work
Equipment Cars
$2,088,737.07
Improvement of Equipment
397,860.75
Trust Equipment of 1912 added
4 Locomotives and 4.005
Freight-Train

Cars
Trust Equipment of 1913 added
71 Locomotives, 67 Steel, Pasenger-Train
Cars and 2.035 Freight-Train Cars

Equipment

retired

4,005,925.04

4,007.414.31

$10,499,937.17
1,912.505.54
8.587.431.63
$!2,911.51<).92

Account Cost of Milwaukee, Sparta and North Western

2.

Brick extension to coach paint shop 14 feet x 300 fe t.
Installation of two 70-foot electric
transfer
tables
for
coaches, and one 38-foot electric transfer table for locomotives.

823.210.81

Signal

paratus

Peoria,

and

137.992.00

Rail-

way

Between Clybourn and Mayfair,

Illinois,

and between Elmhurst and West

t'hicago, Illinois, new up >er quadrant semaphore signals are being installei)
Upon completion of the work now in proart-s,.
in place of disc signals.
1.135 miles of the Company's railway will be protected by automatic signals.

60,604.91

Account Cost of Pes Plaines Valley Railway
Account Cost of St. Louis, Peoria and North Western

NEW RAILWAYS

4,483.50
Rail-

AND North Western Railway Company, orj; nlis
Company and owning a railroad from n ar
Peoria to the Company's coal fields in Macoupin County. Illinois, a dis'ance
of 114.64 miles, conveyed its entire properly to the Chica o and N!)rth
Western Railway Company on December 15, I9I3, subject to an in' bted
avahle
ness consisting of $10,000,000 First Mortgage 57o Gold Bonds.
July 1, 1948. which were assumed by the Chicgo and North Westerrii
Railway Company.
Railway
Company,
County
Extension
organized
in the
Macoupin
The
interest of this Company to construct a railway from a connection with the
.Macoupin County Railway near Benld, in a general southerly direction for a
distance of about 9 miles, to reach cert in coal fields under deve opnient
in Macoupin and Madison counties. Illinois, has been completed di ring tie
year from Henld to Staunton, a distance of 4.36 mi!e^. This ralway was
leased to the Chicago and North Western Railway Company for a term of
iwenly-five years bejrinning January 1, 1914.

The

way

9,896,745.59
$22.873. 353.<*2

St.

Louis. Peori

i

TRACK ELEVATION
elevation of the Company's six main tracks on the Galena Divisinn
in the Village of River Forest, Illinois, from the overhead crossing of the
Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway to the Des Plaines
River, a distance of 0.6 miles, and the construction of an elevated yard
with a capacity for 300 cars, are in progress and it is expected will be cumpleted during the present calendar year.
At Milwaukee. Wisconsin, the Company has undertaken the elevation of
1
tracks and certain yard tracks of i;s Wisconsin Division, from
the Kin: lickinnic River to the Milwaukee River, a distance of 1.04 miles,
and alst the elevation of the main tracks and certain yard tracks of its
Madison Division from Kinnickinnic Avenue north to a connection with the
Wi scons in Division, near Mineral Street, a distance of 0.77 miles. In con
nection with the elevation of the existing tracks, provision has been made
for the construction of two additional tracks on the Wisconsin Divi'^ion.
This work includes the construction of subways on the Wisconsin Division
at Washington Street and National Avenue, and on the Madison Division
The total miles of main,
at Greenfield Avenue and Washington Street.
yard and side tracks to be elevated are equivalent to 14.81 miles of single
track railway.

The

I

The Iowa Southern Railway Company, organized in the interest of
connection with this Company's
Company, to con
Iowa, in a f:eneral southwesterly direction, it
lilway in Monroe County
of about 25 miles, has be* n pract'cally coma connection with the Chicigo 3' d North
Iowa, to the Company's coal fitTds in Monroe
"Iway was leased to the Chicago
a term of twen;y-five years b.-and North Westtrn Railway Compa:
ginning July 1. 1914.
that county, for a distanc
pleted during the year fr

Western Railway

n

Miami

County, a distance of 12.25 miles,

LANDS

ad

SUNDRY ADDITIONS AND BETTERMENTS
Among

the more important sundry additions and betterments to the property of the Company during the fiscal year are the following:

Modern brick passenger stations have been completed, or are nearing
completion, at Rochelle, Harrington. Woodstock. Des Plains, and Crystal
Lake, Illinois; De Pere and Jefferson, Wisconsin; Iron River, Michigan;
and at Rapid City. Sturgis, and Redfield, South Dakota.

8' town lot
Duri'-C the yar ending June 30, 1914, 8.809.93 acre^
of the Company's Land Grant lands were sold for the total consideration o
The numLer of acres remaining in the sevi-ral G' nts Jun
S245.862.52.
30. 1914, amountei to 330,434.65 acr<s, of which 18,030.19 acres wcr
under contract for sale, leaving unsold 312,404.46 acres.

.

1

South Dakota, a commodious brick passenger station, twostory brick freight house 40 feet x 212 feet, and six additional parallel yard
tracks have been constructed.

At Huron.

.\ppended hereto may be found statements, a
the business of the fiscal year, and the cond
Tune 30, 1914.
Bv order of the Board of Directors.

$1,013,396.85

62,288.48
844,497.20

35,998.882.89

s

and

f

the

WILLIAM

A.

statistics relating

Company's

affairs

GARDNER,
President,

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT, TL^'E
Db.
Depreciation

accrued prior to July 1, 190". on equi^mtnt
retired or changed from one cla s to another during the
current fiscal year
Net loss on property sold or abandoned and not replaced....
Debt discount extinguished through surplus
Balance Credit, June 30, 1914, carried to Balance Sheet

at

30, 1914

$36,438,744.36Balance. June 30, 1913
Balance Income for year ending June 30. 1914, brought for1,206,054.60
ward from Income Account

transferred from "Appropriated Surplus" on account
Madison Extension and Menominee
Extension First Mortgage Sinking Fund Bonds
Adjustments in sundry

Amount

of the retirement of

180,678.20
93,588.26

$37,919,065.42

—
October

2,

——

5
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GENER \L BALANCE SHEET, JUNE
Assets
Pboperty Investment:
Road and Equipment
Balance to Debit of
i ij bundry
i" J
Add

•

•

,.

and

Equip-

statement

see

of

Louis,

St.

& N. W. Ry.
$130,117,028.82

& N. W. Ry.
22,395,120.00

Common

Stock and Scrip, C. & N.
Co., owi ed by the Company
Preferred Stock and Scrip, C. & N.
Co., owned by the Company

else-

12,911,519.92

60,604 91

W.

Ry.

W.

Ry.

-

3.834.56
2,342,336.71

.

.;9!657.75

$154,881,143.28

9,896,745.59

$359 528,602.22

—

Mortgage, Bonded and Secured Debt:
Bonds held by the Public
$192,709,500.00
Equipment Trust Certificates held by the

1.451,013.15

Public
C.

held by the Public, issi ed for
purchase of Stock of C. St. P. M. & O.
Ky- Co
1933,

13,135,367.57

$374,114.982 94

Assets:

...

Stock and Scrip, C.
Co., held in Treasury
Preferred Stock and Scrip, C.

& N. W.

Ry.

&

Ry.

W.

by

Working
Traffic

Treasury

140,000.00

4,000,000.00

Liabilities:
and Car-Service

Balances

Due

to

$1,424,635.10
3,924,446.10
200,953.07

paid

Other Working

9,079,070..'5

-XccRt'ED Liabilities Not Due:
Unmatured Interest Payable

4,000.000.00

$1,979,350.83
60,000.00

Taxes Accrued

2,039,350.83

10,337.152.29

Deferred Credit Items:
Reserve
for
Accrued Depreciation
Equipment
Other Deferred Credit Items

3,910,575.93
769.251.00

Other Companies
Net Balance Due from Agents and Con-

on
$6,089,239.37
258.202.65

83.855.10

ductors
Miscellaneous Accounts Rcceitable
Materials and Supplies
Other Working Assets

6,347,442.02

Appropriated Surplus:
Sinking Fund on North Western Union Ry.
Gold Bonds

2,747.719.58
2,209.238.17
5,463,707.81
171.218.67

$1,599,408.97

W. &

St. P. R. R. Extension Gold Bonds

51.666,725 10

Deferred Debit Items:
Advances
Insurance Paid in Advance
Cash and Securities in Sinking and Redemption Funds

—

2,393,636.47
3,993,045.44
35,998.882.89

Profit and Loss

$299,011.34
62,592.66
3,994,062.99
1,256.559.78

Other Deferred Debit Items

$431,393,934.81

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF INCOME ACCOUNT
Year Ending
June 30, 1913

Year Ending
June 30, 1914

Increase
or Decrease
96.37

Average Mileage Operated
7.974.24
Operating Revenues:
Freight Revenue
.$54,661,588.23
Passenger Revenue
20,557,623.25
OfierTransportation Revenu e 7.092,311.41
Non-trarsportation Revenue
724.398 19

$53,989,475.43
21.540.542.79
7.028,438.19
1.118.594.38

—$672,112.80

Total Operating Revenues. .$83,035,921.08
58,252,780.22

$83,677,050.79
59,405.141.53

$641,129.71
1,152,361.31

— Rail Opera
— Net De .$24,783,140.85

$24,271,909.26

--$511,231.60

.

Operating Expenses

Net Revenue
tions

.

8.070.61

982,919.54

—63,873.22
394,196.19

$431,393,934.81

Income from Unfunded Securities and Accounts, and
Other Items
Total Other Income

Gross Income

Deductions
Funded Debt
Other Deductions

1.137,333.77

$2 920,760.79

$24,660,769.32

Deductions from Gross
come:
Rental Payments
Interest

1,381,927.54
$3,463,491.91

Total Deductions

1,194.268.52

1,265,866.98

?l,59S.-i6

8,529,266.49
62,220.84

9,239,007.59
114,713.13

709,741.10
52,492.29

$9,785,755.85

$10,619,587.70

-$833,831.85

$14,875,013.47

$12,306,142.21

—$2,568,871.26
481. .^6

Disposition of Net Income:
Sinking Funds

Operating

199,990.75

200.472.61

1.791.600.00
9.108,015.00

1,791,600.00
9,108,015.00

$11,099,605.75

$11,100,087.61

Dividends—

Railway Tax Accruals
Railway Operating Income. .$21, 197, 277. 41

$20,004,969.12 —$1,192,308.29

Other Income:

8%
7%

on Pieferred -Stock...
on Common Stock

Total

Rental Income

Dividend Income
Income from Funded Securities

191.209.04
1.836.922.00

year, carried to Profit

and Loss

53,433.33

.t
c.
ti ,j
the
^stockholders

I

of

.1
rithe
Chicago,

Railway Compariy:

.^,

c^n
ir'
..ISaint
Paul,
Minneapolis
andJ
.

.....

,

^
Omaha

.

'

Freight revenue

,

,c.u
of Directors submit herewith their report of
the opera ions
and affairs of the Chicago, Samt Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha Railway
Company for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1914.
Average number of miles operated, 1,748.39-

The Board

$481.86

Balance Income for the

CHICAGO, SAINT PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS AND OMAHA RAILWAY
REPORT OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Operating Revenues.
T
10

—$542,731.12

$22,925,729.91 —$1,-35,039.41

for

Net Income
Railway

—244.593. ,"7
'

In-

Outside Operations
Net

•

3,372.802.29
156,233.79

Liabilities

4,000.00

D.

149,200 Shares of Capital Stock of the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis &
Omaha Ry. Co
41.715 Shares of Preferred Stock of the
Union Pacific Railroad Co
Bills Receivable
Traffic and Car-Service Balances Due from

Company

(Jther Companies
Audited Vouchers and Wages Unpaid
Miscellaneous Accounts Payable
Matured Interest, Dividends and Rents Un-

29,000.00

& N. W. Ry. General Mortgage
Gold Bonds of 1987, due from
Trustee
4,000 C. & N. W. Ky. Sinking Fund
Debentures of 1933 held in
Treasury
4.000.000 C. & N. W. Ry. Equipment Trust
Series

the

3,834.56

140,000 C.

Certificates of 1913,
held in Treasury

3.078,500.03

of 1913 owned

Certificates

219.052,000.00

Co., held in Treasury
$29,000 M. L. S. & W. Ry. Ext. S Imp.
Sinking Fund Bonds held in

.

9,691,000.00

$211,800,500.00

173,000 00

Equipment Trust
2 338,502.15

N.

Bonds held by Trustee account Sinking
Funds
Bonds owned by the Company and due from
Trustee

$19,458,669.84

Common

9,400,000.00

& N. W. Ry. Sinking Fund Debentures
of

^

Cash

.

1

Peoria

of Proprietary, Affiliated and
Controlled Companies Unpledged
Other Investments
Advances to Prop-ietary, Affiliated and
Controlled Companies for Construction,
Equiiment and Betterments
$11,667,030.69
Miscellaneous Investments
1,468,336.88

Working

-,3

$2,338,502.

,j
,
^
,
D
J
Premium
Realized
on Capital Stock

4,483.50

and North Western Railway
Securities
Securities

Stock and -Scrip, C.

held by the Public
Preferred Stock and Scrip, C.
Co., held by the Public
Co.,

for the year end(including trust

where herein
Account Lost of Milwaukee, Sparta,
and North Western Railway.
tost of Des Plaines \alley
Railway

Liabilities

Stock:

Common
$336,655,248.30

Construction

Cost

1914

30,

c.

Capital
Account, June

this

•--•

as

629

(7,945:50 Miles)

ment Expencitures
ing June 30, 1914
equipment),

'

$3,775,407.72

$1,206,054.60 —$2,569,353.12

COMPANY
$11,427,563.24

Passenger revenue
5 415 710 19
Other transportation 'revenue! '.!!'.!!!!!!!'.!!• i;036;609;69
Non-transportation revenue
112,487.47
'

Total operating revenue

$17,992,370,59

.

.
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Opeeating Expenses

(70.21

per cent of ope

Average

ating revenues)

Average

.

revenue)

Net Railway operating revenue

$5,375,966.47

(5.41 per cent of oper

ating revenue)

973,282.83

venue received per
ton per
Average distance each ton
hauled
Mileage of revenue freight and

other

al

?1.3-'

$1.35

2.27 Increase

.88 of a cent

2.33 Increase

153.91 miles
15J.91

15 J.85 miles

4,575,954

4,212,289

7.95 Decrease

-'76.01

307.23

11.31 Increase

18.99

19.23

and

1.26 Increase

$2.37

$2.71

14.35 Increase

loaded car mile

Average

freight

revenue

40,072. OS

P.\SSENGER TRAl-FIC

income.

233,405.02

The
P"

details of passenger traffic for the year
"th the preceding year, were as follows:

1913
$S15,i84.10
2,052,901.43
32,735.53
13.652.25

Interest deductions for funded debt
Interest deductions for unfunded debt

Other deductions

Passenger

revenue

1913
.

IS et income
Disposition of Net Income.
Dividends:
7% on preferred stock
T^/c on common stock

Average

paid

rate

per

4.500,947
234,545,623
110.75 cents

^

Per Cent

$431,114.88
8.65
Percentage
of Increase
1914
or Decrease
8.47 Increase
4,881,961
266,685.999
13.70 Increase
110.93 cents
.16 Increase

pas-

senger per mile

Dec ease

2.125 cents

2.031 cents

4.42

52.11 miles

54.63 miles

4.84 Increase

4.489,183

4,510,639

.43 Increase

$1.31

$1.39

6.11 Increase

Average distance traveled per
$787,976.00
1,298,934.00

passenger
Mileage of revenue

passenger

and mixed trains
Average passenger train
enue per train mile

Total dividends

rev-

year

MAINTENANCE OF WAY AND STRUCTURES

the previous year, the results were as folio
$570,356.31
Freight revenue increased
431,114.88
Passenger revenue increased
18,149.03
Non-transportation revenue increased

As compared with

The total operating expenses of the company for the year ending June 30,
1914, virere $12,632,570.52; of this amount $2,612,609.99 was for charges pertaining to maintenance of way and structures.
Included in these charges
arc $168,965.84 for rails, $525,024.76 for ties, and the cost of re-ballasting
70 miles with gravel and cinders, also part cost of replacing 1,514 feet of

Other transportation revenue decreased...

wooden bridging with permanent work.
During the year 12,395 tons of new

Total operating revenue increased
Operating expenses increased
Railway tax accruals increased

Operating expenses and railway tax

steel rails and 6,188 tons of usable
and re-rolled steel rails were laid in track, a greater portion of which
replaced rails of lighter weight; 843,544 ties of all descriptions were laid in
renewals.
The details of the charges to maintenance of way and structures for the
year, compared with the previous year, were as follows:
Cost of Rails.

$745,109.24
141,019.56
ac-

$886,128.80

cruals increased

revenue

— Increase

Amount

1914
$5,415,710.19

$4,984,595.31

Passengers carried
Passengers carried one mile.
Average fair paid per passenger

Total deductions

Net

ending June 30, 1914, comr-

Deductions from Gross Income.
Rental payments

deficit for the

Decrease

per

mile

train

ac-

$4,636,088.66

Ket

.69

revfreight carried per train

tile

Dividend income
Income from funded securities
Income from unfunded securities
counts, and other items

14

.86 oi a cent

Average number of tons of revenue
freight
carried
per

$134,921.94
46,351.00
1 2.060.00

No

i

mixed trains
Average number of tons of

Railway operating income

Other Income.
Rental income

57,

venue received per

ton

—Rail Operations.
IONS (net

;

Railway Tax Accruals

Vol.

from outside operations

in-

20.978.02

creased

865,150.78

$134,215.13
Railway operating income increased
The operating expenses for the current fiscal year include $6,895,806.12
paid employes for labor, as compared with $6,720,074.48 paid during the
preceding fiscal year, being an increase of $175,731.64, accounted for as
follows:

Increase account higher rates of compensation
Increase account more time worked

$51,924.14
123,807.50

$175,731.64

Total increase

MILES OF RAILROAD
The

total

number

of miles of railroad

owned June

30.

1914,

was
In addition to which the

1.683.22 miles

company operated:

Under Trackage EUghts—
Northern Pacific Railway (Superior, Wis., to
1.59 miles
Rices Point, Minn.)
Great Northern Railway (St. Paul to Min"
1 1.40
neapolis, Minn.)
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad (Minneap"
27.00
olis to Merriam, Minn.)
(LeMars to Sioux
Illinois Central Railroad
"
25.20
City, Iowa)
Sioux CTity Bridge Company (bridge across
Missouri River and tracks at Sioux City,
"
3.90
Iowa)
Railway (Sioux
CThicago and Northwestern
"
.50
City to Sioux City Bridge Company's track).

Total charges for

366,663.79

*107,521.27

$203,737.34
326,294.47
34,448.52
99,577.84

$168,965.84
525,024.76
51,996.80
89,442.67

•$34,771.50
198,730.29
17,548.28
•10,135.17

$1,696,179.11

$243,131.23

89,095.57
228,478.02
54,627.14
20.629.17
239,467.58
1,043.85
23,742.77
98,161.62

108,713.97
295.994.49
70.010.91
30,288.21
243.322.66
2,636.23
23,742.73
141,721.68

19,618.40
67,516.47
15,383.77
9,659.04
3,855.08
1,592.38
•.04
43,560.06

$2,208,293.60

$2,612,609.99

$404,316.39

788,989.71

Roadway and

$1,453,047.88
Track
Other Expenses Account of Maintenance of Way and Structures
were as follows:

Bridges. Trestles and Culverts.
Road Crossings. Fences. Etc

.

.

Signals and Interlocking Plants.
Buildings. Fixtures and Grounds.
.
Docks AND Wharves
Roadway Tools and Supplies
Sundry Miscellaneous Charges.

.

Total charges account of Maintenance of Way and Structures

Total miles of railroad operated June 30, 1914
is located as follows:

•Decrease.
The foregoing expenditures for maintenance of way and structures for
the current year amount to 20.68 per cent of the total operating expenses,
as compared with 18.58 per cent for the preceding fiscal year.

Wisconsin

Minnesota
Iowa
South Dakota
Nebraska

Net charge for rails
Cost of Ties
Cost of Ballast
Cost of Other Track Material..
Roadway and Track Labor and
Other Expenses

Superintendence

The above mileage
In
In
In
In
In

$535,629.63 '$142,292.77

474,185.06

102.04
88.20
308.39

MAINTENANCE OF EQUIPMENT
account of maintenance of equipment for the year
The charges
June 30, 1914, compared with the preceding year, were as follows
-

Total

1.752.81

addition to the foregoing, the company
of second track, located as follows:
In Wisconsin

In

owned and operated

"
183.03

Locomotives

liles

In Minnesota
In Nebraska

157.09 miles
"
24.23

*.

1.71

"

183.03

Total

FREIGHT TRAFFIC
The details of freight traffic for the year ending June 30, 1914, compared with the preceding year, were as follows:
v
r~ Increase
1914
Amount Per Cent
1913
5.25
$570,356.31
$11,427,563.24
$10,857,206.93
Freight revenue
Percentage
of Increase
or Decrease
1913
1914
8,466,632
3.18 Increase
8,205,947
Tons of freight carried
Tons of freight carried one
1.294,143.291
2.47 Increase
1,263,998.028
mile

—

Passenger-train cars
Freight-train cars

Work equipment
Shop machinery and tools
Superintendence
Sundry miscellaneous charges

1913
$897,790.57
263,636.58
870,962.72
33,649.40
29,937.33
59,815.81
33,153.65

Total charges account of Main..$2,188,946.06
tenance of Equipment

Inc. <
1914
$920,442.73 $22, 652.16
273,896.38
10, 259.80
924,1 13.26
53, 150.54
33,067.42
• 581.98
33,788.02
3, 850.69
62.988.77
3, 172.96
35.629.63
2, 475.98

$2,283,926.21

$94,980.15

•Decrease.

The above charges

for

maintenance of eguipment for the current year

to 18.08 per cent of the total operating expenses, as coajfared with
18.41 per cent for the preceding fiscal year

amount

RESERVE FOR ACCRUED DEPRECIATION ON EQUIPMENT
At the close of the preceding fiscal year there was a balance
$1,321,312.99
to the credit of the equipment reserve accounts of

:

October

:

:

2,

:
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During the year ending June 30, 1914, there was credited to
the equipment reserve accounts on account of charges to
Operating Expenses and Profit and Loss, and for Salvage.

BOND:? IN

THE TREASURY

On June

30, 1913, the amount of the company's bonds and
the treasury was
amount of bonds and scrip was increased during the
1 he
year as follows:
Chicago, Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha Railway Consolidated Mortgage Bonds of 1880, issued at the rate of
$15,000 per mile on the extension of the line from Kaiser
to Park Falls, Wis., a distance of 5 5135/5280 miles

.

scrip

There was charged during the year against the above amount
the original cost of equipment retired as follows:
9 Locomotives
$85,500.00
7 Passenger-train cars
661 Freight-train cars

631

39.792.00
379,428.89

Ml

$51,046.02

89,588.07

Total

Leaving a balance to the credit of the equipment reserve
counts on June 30, 1914, of

ac-

$1,574,172.82

TRANSPORTATION EXPENSES
The transportation expenses

the year were $6,939,604.01, or 54.93
per cent of the total operating expenses.
Of this amount $3,825,879.76, or
55.13 per cent, was for labor; $2,044,091.93, or 29,46 per cent, was for fuel
for locomotives; and $1,069,632.22, or 15.41" per cent, was for supplies and
•ther iten
The total ncrease in the charges as compared with the previous year was
$192,812.47. distributed as follows:
increase in iraount charged for labor
$31,645.45
t charged for fuel for locomotives
17,659.88
larged for supplies and other items
143,507.14

Total

sold during
the year, as follows:
Chicago, Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha Railway Consolidated Mortgage 6% Bonds of 1880

90,000.00

Total bonds and scrip in treasury, June 30, 1914.

for

increase

$140,634.09

T,
Ihe above amount was decreased by bonds

$50,634.09

CONSTRUCTION
The constni

harges for the year ending June

follows

30,

1914,

Balance cost of second track Truax to Northline, Wis
Account of extension of line Kaiser to Park Falls, Wis
sundry Construction:

Account

cost

of

terminal

Minneapolis, Minn
Balance cost of terminal
Altoona, Wis

$192,812.47

Balance

cost

Earl

of

St.

Mmn.

CAPITAL STOCK

improvements

at

improvements

at

$178,058.43

^

98,434.10

viaduct,

Paul,

St.

34,294.07
11,913.37
111,160.72
101,758.06
145,132.33
76,019.60
29,725.27
41,559.36
75.076 72
35,578.14

Account Nicholas Street viaduct, Omaha, Neb.

No

stock was issued or sold during the year.
The company's authorized
stock is fifty million dollars ($50,000,000), of which the following
has been issued to June 30, 1914:
Common stock and scrip held by the public... $18,559,086.69
Common stock and scrip in treasury
2,844,206.64
421 403 293.33
Preferred stock and scrip held by the public... $11,259,911.63
Preferred stock and scrip in treasury
1,386.921.66
12,646,833.29

Automatic block Signals

Permanent bridges (cost of new over
Betterments of roadway and track
Sidmgs and spur tracks

capital

Terminal

yards

Buildings

...

old)

Machinery and tools
Miscellaneous charges

.

$360,360.80
208,903.99

Equipment
Total

Eqiiipment

$34,050,126.62

:

acquired (22 locomotives, 1 steel
dining, 2 combination mail and baggage, 6
baggage, 14 steel first class, 5 steel second
class and 15 caboose cars)
$1,058,108.45

FUNDED DEBT
.At the close of the preceding fiscal year the amount of
onds held by the public was
$37,547,000.00
•The above amount has been increased by bonds sold during
le year ending Tune 30, 1914, as follows:
Cliicago, Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha
Railway Consolidated Mortgage Bonds of

1880,

6%

equipment

to

equipment

i'/,

589.236.72

Total

$2.097,21 1.68

EXTENSION OF LINE

1,790.000.00

The
Total bonds held by the Public. June 30, 1914
$39,337,000.00
In addition to the foregoing. Chicago. Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha Railway Consolidated Mortgage 6% Bonds of
were
issued
for
like
amount
of
the
following
under1880
a
lying bonds retired:
Chicago, Saint Paul and Minneapolis Railway First Mortgage of 1878, 6%
$55,000.00
North Wisconsin Railway First Mortgage of
9,000.00
1880,6%
$64,000.00

35,849.16

retii

$90,000.00
1,700.000.00

r

Debenture Golds Bonils of 1930.

Improvements

line

5.99 miles,

tended from Kaiser to Park Falls, Wis., a distanc
and placed
operation April 1, 1914.

SECOND MAIN TRACK
The work on the second track between Truax and Northline, Wis., mentioned in the two previous years' reports, was completed, and the final
portion placed in operation on October 30, 1913.
_

SUNDRY ADDITIONS AND BETTERMENTS
New

frame passenger depots were constructed at Woodville

GENERAL BALANCE SHEET, JUNE

30,

1914

Assets
1,683.22

Capit.\l Stock.

PjtopERTv Investment.

Common

stock and scrip outstanding
Preferred stock and scrip outstanding

Road and Equipment
Balance
to
debit
of
this
account,
June 30, 1913
$72,085,442.75
Add sundry construction and equipment
expenditures for the year ending Tune
.
1914
30,
2,097,211.68

Common

stock

and

scrip

stock

and

scrip

company
Preferred
$74,182,654.43

Securities
Securities of proprietary, affiliated
controlled companic>.
unpledged

Miles
$18,559,086.69
11,259,911.63
$

owned

by

the

owned

by

the

$2,844,206.64

,

company

1,386,921.66

and
210,200.00

Other Investments
Advances to proprietary, affiliated and
controlled companies for construction,
equipment and betterments
:

Miscellaneous

Mortgage, Bonded and Secured Debt.
97.49
200,465.69

investments

$74,593,417.61

Working

Working

Liabilities.
and car service balances due
other companies
.Audited vouchers and wages unpaid
Traffic

Assets.

Cash

M. & O. common stock on hand
M. & O. preferred stock on hand
Consolidated mortgage bond scrip due from

C,
C,

Bonds outstanding
$39,337,000.00
Bonds and scrip owned by the company...
50,634.09

St. P.,
St. P.,

Central Trust Company
S. M. & S-W. Ry. Co. first mortgage
bonds on hand
Minneapolis Eastern Ry. First Mortgage
bonds on hand
Minnesota Transfer Ry.
first
mortgage
bonds on hand

$1,016,097.38
2,844,206.64
1,386,921.66

to

accounts payable
Matured interest, dividends and rents unpaid
Other working liabilities
Miscellaneous

634.09

$312,969.53
1,388,526.22
130,487.35
102,770.00
3.914.16

S.

receivable
and car service balances due
other companies
balance due from agents and
ductors (including working funds)
Miscellaneous accounts receivable
Materials and supplies
Bills

Traffic

from

Net

con-

Other

50,000.00

$1,420,750.82
61 1,056.80

191,000.00
1,855.83

Deferred Credit Items.
Reserce for accrued depreciation
Unextinguished premium on fimded debt sold
Other deferred credit items

184,322.40

.448,434.39
528,368.20

Profit and Loss

1.389,931.64
6,223.90

working assets

8,172,996.13

•

Debit Items.
Advances
Other deferred debit items

Accrued Liabilities, not Due.
Unmatured interest and dividends
Taxes accrued

125,000.00

DftTEltitEi)

$6,008.32
618,789.05

624,797.37
$83,391,211.11

$1,574,172.82
115,474.10
195,902.32

:
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Springs, Wis., and a brick passenger depot at Wayne, Neb., replacing
Passenger and freight
structures now used exclusively as freight houses.
depots were constructed at Nicols and Wilder, Minn., to replace similar
structures destroyed by fire.
Wooden water tanks on steel towers were erected at Altoona, Wis.,
Adrian, Minn., and Craig and Omaha, Neb., those at Adrian and Craig
replacing tanks worn out.
The improvements in the enginehouse facilities at Altoona, Wis., menWork is in progress on
tioned in the previous report were completed.
an 8-staIl brick enginehouse, water tank, sand house, cinder pit and turnA 4-stall brick enginehouse was built at
table at Sioux Falls, S. D.
Dulutli. Minn., to replace one destroyed by fire, and the old enginehouse
at Minneapolis was abandoned and torn down.
There was constructed at Park Falls, Wis., a frame passenger and freight
depot, coal hoije, water tank, pump house, brick-lined enginehouse, wye
and cinder pit.
An electric interlocking plant, joint with the C. & N. W. Ry., was constructed at Wyeville, Wis.
the last report, has
The viaduct at Earl Street, St. Paul, mentioned
been completed and work has been started on a viaduct at Nicholas Street,
Omaha, Neb., joint with Missouri Pacific and Omaha Bridge and Terminal
Railwav Companies, which will be completed in the fall of 1914.
The additional yards at Hazel Park and Minneapolis, Minn., mentioned
in the previous report, were completed during the year and a 100-ton
Howe track scale is now being installed at Hazel Park. The filling has
been completed for a new coach yard at Minneapolis. A new yard for the

You

14

regulations.

The length of wooden bridging was decreased
By construction of permanent bridges

By
Bv

construction of iron pipe culverts
construction of concrete pipe culverts

By

filling

1,514

ft.

as follows:
1,076 feet

49 feet
343 feet
46 feet

Total

1.514 feet

r.AXD

DEPARTMENT

The

net receipts from all grants were $834.03.
3.500.06 acres were disposed of, leaving 75,390.50
1914.

acres

unsold

June

30,

.Appended hereto

may be found

statements, accounts, and statistics revear, and the condition of the company's

lating to the business of the fiscal
affairs on June 30, 1914.
By order of the

Board of Directors.

WILLIAM

A.

GARDNER,
President.

THE FIFTIETH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE DIRECTORS OF THE CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE &
COMPANY TO THE STOCKHOLDERS
THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE

30TH,

ST.

PAUL RAILWAY

1914.

EQUIP.MENT.

The Directors submit to the Stockholders the following report of the
operations of the Company for the year ending June 30, 1914, and of the
condition of its property and finances at the close of that year.
The operations for the year show the following results:

During the year thirty-three locomotives and two thousand eight hundred
and thirty-one cars of various classes have been purchased or built as
follows

$91,782,690.74
61,330,061.17

Operating Revenues
Operating Expenses

Xo

interchange of traffic between the Eastern and Northern divisions was
constructed at Northline. Wis., containing 2.98 miles of track.
The net increase in sidetracks and yards was 12.01 miles.
Electric headlights were applied to 184 locomotives to comply with stale

m

1-OR

57.

2732 Box Cars
69 Cinder Dump Cars
2 Pile Drivers
1
Track Scale Test Car
2 Office Cars
10 .Mail and Baggage Cars
2 Bridge Derrick Cars
During the year sixteen locomotives and one thousand six hundred and
eighty-three cars of various classes were destroyed by wreck or fire, sold
or taken down on account of small capacity, as follows:
16 Locomotives
32 Ore Cars
32 Refrigerator Cars
3 Passenger Cars
1
Dining Car
9 Vegetable Cars
Baggage Car
1
15 Ballast Cars
18 Caboose Cars
7 Mail and Express Cars
1257 Box Cars
15 Cinder Dump Cars
69 Stock Cars
41 Work Train Cars
183 Flat and Coal Cars
The original cost of the equipment retired has been credited to Property
Investment Road and Equipment.
33 Locomotives
3

Dining Cars

10 Postal Cars

$30,452,629.57
260,483.24

'.

Net Operating Revenue
Net Revenue—.Outside Operations

$30,713,112.81
4.106,557.41

Total Net Revenue
Taxes Accrued

Operating Income
Other Income:
on Bonds
Dividends on Stocks
Interest on Other Securities.
counts
Rents— Received
Hire of Equipment
Miscellaneous

$26,606,555.40

$234,841.80
51,143.00

Interest

Loans

and

.Xc-

2,065,327.68
402.547.04
272,635.87
448,605.43

Net Corporate

$13,254,822.89
765,362.80
585,184.62

solely

by

this

30th,

Credit
9,578.48
924.95
21. /2
, „„5-i, ,,,^^,f
3,083.07 13,566.46

and spur tracks

jointly with other Companies:
Main track
Second main track
Third main track
Fourth main track
Connection tracks
Yard tracks, siding and spur tracks

Used by this Company under contracts:
Main track
Second main track
Third main track

102.90
5. .".9
1

^*

1-^^

*-"8
1 63.67

solelv
jointly

page 35 of this report. $34,434,951.82

1-14

9.683.95

Total average miles operated

road of

this

Company

Wisconsin
Illinois

Construction work has been in active progress during the year on the
second main track and grade reduction work on the Chicago and Council
Bluffs Division in Iowa, and on the Hastings and Dakota Division. Between
October 1st, 1913, and July 1st. 1914. the unfavorable financial conditions
caused a suspension of a larse part of the work on the Hastings and Dakota
Division and a portion of that on the Chicago and Council Bluffs Division
in Iowa.
Since July 1st, 1914, track laying has been resumed, and it is
expected to have the Chicago and Council Bluffs Division in operation before
winter between Green Island and Manilla, Iowa, a distance of 270 miles.
On June 30th. 1914, the following new sections of second main track
were completed and are now in operation:
Chicago and Council Bluffs Division in Iowa
19.42 miles
Green Island to one mile east of Delmar Junction
"
80.31
Lost Nation to Elberon
"
86.02
Capron to Coon Rapids

,,. „371.87

I'WAo
':-„„,

Minnesota
North Dakota
South Dakota

••

.<

379.93

'-''^^J

„

il^H

,.

140.27

Mis-ouri

Michigan

,

1,051.86
197.5?
615. 9=

Montana
Idaho

Washington
track

ed solely and jointly

M.\i.n'

—

liles

are located in the following States:
1,805.34 miles
41.-04
;;

Iowa

Tr-\cks

.Addition.\l

305.92
"-••»'

IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED.
Equipment

.,„,-,

'-'I?-^^
102.90
301.81

Used under contracts

Total length of

oi

283.01

.Average miles of main track in operation during the year:

lines of

retired or converted.

.Authority has been given for the purchase or building of additional
equipment as follows:
5 Locomotives, 10 Passenger Coaches, 16 Sleeping Cars, 1 Dining Car, 4
Parlor Cars, 2 Observation Parlor Cars, Z Cafe Observation Cars, 2 Passenger and Baggage Cars, and 2 Mail and Baggage Cars.

Total miles of track.

The

— Property

Total as shown by detailed statement

Owned

Owned
Owned

$2,978,916.21
9,228.615.60
10,573,229.72
1,336.633.08
762,778.97
544.540.79
9,776,549.35

'3-'l

Connection tracks
tracks, sidings

Equipment
New Branch Lines adn Extensions
Construction of Second .Main Track
Reducing Grade and Improving Line
Yard Improvements
Shop Improvements
Other .Additions and Betterments

1914.

Company:

Main track
Second main track
Third main track
Fourth main track

Yard

PROPERTY INXEST.MENT— ROAD AND EQUIPMENT.
•

,„,„„,,

14,605.370.31

$15,476,285.91

I

MILES OF TRACK, JUNE
Owned

—

3,475,100.82

$30,081,656.22

Gross Corporate Income
Deductions:
Interest Accrued on Funded Debt
Rents— Paid
Miscellaneous

185.75

Total

liles

—

Hastings and Dakota Division
Hennepin .Ave., Minneapolis, to Hopkins
Cologne to Glencoe
Hector to Bird Island
to Montevideo
Milbank to .Aberdeen

Wegdahl

Total

6.17 miles
'"
18.88
"
8.79

5.1>
99.98

"
"

138.94 miles

;;

9,681.38 miles

.Automatic Block Signals
.Authority was civen for the installation of automatic block signals on
the line between Chicago and Minneapolis, and a portion of the line between

October

2,
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^linneapolis and Aberdeen, also on the line between Chicago and Manilla,
Iowa, on the Chicago & Council Bluffs Divisions in Illinois and Iowa.
About 60% of this work was completed during the fiscal year. It is expected that the balance will be comiileted by the close of the calendar year.
The installation of block signals heretofore authorized on the Puget Sound
line and as set forth in the annual report of 1913, was completed and
placed in operation during the year.

633

It has been decreased as follows:
Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound Ry. Company 4 per cent
bonds exchanged for a like amount of General and Refunding Mortgage Bonds
$154,489,500.00
General and Refunding Mortgage
17,500,000.00
bonds sold
General Mortgage 4;4 per cent bonds sold
9,741,000.00
Convertible Gold 4yi per cent bonds sold
1,193,900.00

4K%

Elimination of Grade Crossings
The depression of tracks, for a distance of about three miles along the
Hastings and Dakota Division, in the City of Minneapolis, extending from
Hiawatha Avenue to Hennepin Avenue, contemplates the
thirty-seven grade crossings.
The work is now in progress,
about

Total decrease

$182,924,400.00

Net decrease

At the

It is expected to be entirely completed early
35%
1916.
The elevation of the tracks along the Bloomingdale Road, in the city of
Chicago, a distance of about 2.4 miles, is progressing satisfactorily. When
completed it will eliminate thirty-five grade crossings.
Elevation of tracks in the City of Milwaukee is in progress.
This work
which extends from Kinnickinnick Avenue to Fowler Street, and from
Ointon Street to First .\venue, a distance of 1.4 miles, is about 159c comwill
continued
over
pleted, and
be
a period of two years.
When completed,
fourteen grade crossings will be eliminated.
The elevation of tracks on the Chicago and Evanston Division, from Montrose Avenue to Howard Avenue. Chicago, the northern city limits, a distance of about 4.4 miles, was begun in February of this year and is now
about 15% completed. This work will extend over a period of three years,
and will eliminate thirty-six grade crossings.

completed.

$2,722,711.64

close of this fiscal year,

the treasury
tieneral and

amount

June 30th, 1914, bonds

in

$153,572,500.00 as follows:

to

Refunding Mortgage

$153,413,500.00
159,000.00

General Mortgage 4 per cent

$153,572,500.00

OPER.\TING REVENUES.
The Operating Revenues for the year were $91,782,690.74
$2,301,363.95 compared with the previous year.
The

revenue

from

freight

was

—a

decrease of

$65,266,420.18—71.11%

track laid for about 4 miles.

of total
a decrease of $2,697,740.92 or 3.977c.
The number of tons of freight carried was 33,007,277— a decrease of
1,798,214 tons, or 5.17%.
The following classes of commodities show a decrease compared with the
previous year: Products of Agriculture, 128,881 tons; Products of Animals,
6.940 tons; Products of Mines, 812,650 tons; Products of Forests, 148,321
tons, and Manufactures, 739,048 tons.
There was an increase in Commodities Not Specified of 37,626 tons.
The number of tons of all agricultural products carried during the year
was 7,162,250 tons a decrease compared with the previous year of 1.77%.
.Agricultural products comprised 21.70% of the total tonnage carried, compared with 20.95% of the total tonnage of last year.
The number of tons of commodities other than agricultural products carried during the year was 25,845,027 tons
a decrease compared with the
previous year of 1,669,333 tons, or 6.07% the per cent of the total being
78.30% against 79.05% last year.
The number of tons of revenue freight carried one mile was 8.079,689,505
The revenue per ton per mile was
a decrease of 490,371,906, or 5.72'/c.
The average miles each
.8078 cent— an increase of .0148 cent, or 1.87%.
ton of revenue freight was carried was 244.79 miles a decrease of 1.44
miles, or .587c.
The number of tons of revenue freight carried per loaded car was 16.498,
The number of tons of
against 16.776 last year
a decrease of 1.667c.
revenue freight per freight and mixed train mile was 379.78, against 356.93
The revenue from freight per freight and
last vear— an increase of 6.40%.
mixed train mile was $3.0678, as against $2.8308 last

Terminal Yards

8.37%.

All of the improvements on the terminals and yards mentioned in last
year's report were completed during the past year, and are now in operation.

previous year.

New

revenue

Lines and Extensions

The work on

from Crystal Falls to Iron River, Michigan,
The main line and connections with the various
is practically completed.
iron mines have been completed, and are in operation.
line from Lewistown to Great Falls, Montana, a distance of 137
miles, is practically completei
ill be opened for train ser
rly
the extension

September.
Construction of the Choteau L

—

extending from Great Falls to Agaw
Montana, a distance of 70 miles
s been temporarily suspended, and
not be completed before next
Roy Jv
The lines from Hilger to Roy, Mont
to Winifred,
Montana; from Lewistown to Grass
Colorado
Junction to Cliff Junction, Montana, h,
been ompleted and a
in opera-

——

]

tion.

The

line into Spokane, Washington, has been completed,
tion, this company having entire ownership of the line from
to Bell, Washington, a distance of 21 miles, and joint
Washjngton Railroad & Navigation^ Co. of that Company

and

is

in opera-

—

mer, Idaho,

Oregonfrom Bell
Spokane, Washington.
In the City of Spokane, the terminal tracks and
buildings and freight honse are completed and in operation.
Work on the Newwood River Line, a logging road extending 17 miles
northwesterly from Merrill, Wisconsin, was commenced in October, 1913.
l)n June 30th, 1914, the grading was completed for about 8 miles and the
th

t:

—

traflic

—

—

•

The

from

nger

pas:

traflic

20.667o of the total

Tu.VNELS

increase of 302,541

The construction of the Snoqualmie Tunnel, at the summit of the Cascade
Mountains, is nearing completion, the work being carried on from both
portals.
At the present rate of progress the tunnel should be open for
When completed, the
traffic Fhortly after the close of the calendar year.
line will be shortened 3.6 miles, practically all trouble caused by snow
slides on the Coast Division will be avoided, and heavy grades will be

•

lue per
r
2.947c.

passenger per
The average

-an increase of 2.06

eliminated.

Electrification
The work on the electrification of the Puget Sound Line was started in
April. 1914, and on June 30th, 1914, thirty miles of poles were set and
ready for wiring.
It is expected that the work of stringing the wires
from Three Forks to Deer Lodge will be completed by July 1st, 1915.

RESERVE FOR ACCRUED DEPRECIATION.
At the close of the fiscal year, ending June 30th, 1913, there was at the
credit of Reserve for Accrued Depreciation the sum of $5,649,820.07.
.\ certain percentage of the total ci^t of equipment, aggregating $961,233.64, has been credited to this Reserve for accrued depreciation of locomotives, passenger train cars, freight train cars and" work train cars.
There has been charged to this Reserve an amount of $212,263.81, representing the accrued depreciation, previously credited, on locomotives and
cars destroyed, sold or taken down.
The balance of this Reserve, June 30th, 1914, as shown on page 22, is
$6,398,789.90. which reiresents the estimated depreciation of rolling stock
subsequent to June 30th, 1907.

last fiscal

year the Funded Debt of the

Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound Railway Company 4% Bonds, and by
the issue of the following bonds for the acquisition of additional lines of
railway and for additions and improvements to property: $16,424,000.00
General and Refunding Mortgage Bonds; $8,138,988.36 Chicago, Milwaukee
& Puget Sound Ry. Co. 4% Bonds; $1,149,200.00 Convertible 4'/z% Gold
Bonds; and $5,319,000.00 Twenty-five Year 4% Gold Bonds.
It has been decreased during this fiscal year by $154,489,500.00 Chicago,
Milwaukee & Puget Sound Railway Co. 4% Bonds exchanged for a like
amount of General and Refunding Mortgage Bonds.
The amount of bonds at the close of the year is $486,881,154.66, of
which $153,572,500.00 are in the Treasury of the Company and $333,308,654.66 are outstanding.

TREASURY BONDS.
close of the last fiscal year, the amount of the Company's bonds
treasury was $156,295,211.64.
This has been increased during the year as follows:
General and Refunding Mortgage bonds issued in exchange
for a like amount of Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound
$154,489,500.00
Ry. Co. 4 per cent bonds
Bonds issued for acquisition of additional lines of railway
and for additions and improvements to property *as follows:
$16,424,000.00
General and Refunding Mortgage bonds
Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound Ry. Company 4 per cent
8.138,988.36
bonds
1,149.200.00
Convertible Gold ^'/z per cent bonds

At

in

the

its

Total increase

$180,201,688.36

1

ceni

passenger

miU

OPERATING EXPENSES.

260.49.

Duri ig the year 43 steel bridges, aggregating 4,009 feet in length and 6
replacing 3,430
bridges, aggregating 676 feet in length, were built
feet of wooden bridges. 1,013 feet of iron bridges and 242 feet of embankment; and 13,568 feet of wooden culverts were replaced with iron
and concrete pipe. About 3.9 miles of pile bridges were filled with
length by
pletely filled and 70
having bee
90 br

—

masonry

filling.

SUBSIDIARY COMPANIES.

Company was

$455,849,966.30.
It has been increased during this fiscal year by $154,489,500.00 General
and Refunding Mortgage Bonds, issued in exchange for a like amount of

2.078

The Operating Expenses for the year were $61,330,061.17,
$1,553,906.43 comi>ared with the previous year.
The expenses of Maintenance of Way and Structures were $10,704,519.01
-Equipment, $13,112,977.98; Traflic Expenses, $1,799,609.65
Maintenance 'if
c
Expenses, $33,960,581.52; and General Expenses, $1,752,
1 ransportatioi
373.01.
Ther e was in increase in Maintenance of Way and Structures of $55,
733.95 and in General Expenses of $349,361.09.
Ther e was a decrease in Maintenance of Equipment of $759,007.49, in
Traffic Expen ies of $94,733.49 and in Transportation Expenses of $1,105,-

FUNDED DEBT.
At the close of the

was 912,375,815—

of 50,146,132, or 5.82%,.

The operations for the fiscal year ending June 30th, 1914, of the Suball of the Capital Stock of which is owned
sidiary Companies named below
by this Company— show the following results:
These Companies are operated independently and their Revenues and Expenses are not included in the statement of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
Paul Railway Company, shown on page 7 of this report.

—

TACOMA EASTERN RAILROAD COMPANY.
Operating Revenues
Operating Expenses

442,;

Net Operating Revenue
Taxes Accrued

$138,;

).088.82

Operating Income
Rents Received
Hire of Equipment
Gross

Corporate

$18,174.02
27,858.13

Deductions:
Accrued on Funded Debt
paid Chicago, Milwaukee &

Interest
Interest

$44,200.00
St.

Paul

Ry.
109,363.48

Companv
Rents Paid
Miscellaneous

Net Corporate

),032.15

Income

l'?!?'^^
l./17._Deficit

i.499.45

,378.48

———

:

——
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NORTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY.

Operating Revenues
Operating Expenses

$331,205.22
196,009.44

Net Operating Revenue
Taxes Accrued

$135,195.78
25.880.75

Operating Income
Rents Received

$109,315.03
3,297.90

57,

No

14

GENERAL BALANCE SHEET.
ASSETS—JUNB 30th, 1914.
Property Investment:
Road and Equipment
Reserve tor Accrued Depreciation

— Cr.
$546,844,555.15

Securities:
Securities of Controlled

Companies

Unpledged
Gross Corporate Income

$112,612.93

Stocks

$9,033,502.34
5,480.000.00

Funded Debt

Deductions;
Interest Accrued on Funded Debt

$30,303.87
18,220.00
32.97
565.00
780.00

Sinking Fun..
Hire of Equipment
Rents Paid
Miscellaneous

Other Investments:
Advances to Controlled Companies for
Construction, Equipment and Betterments
49,901.84

Net Corporate Surplus

$62,711.09

$31,971,333.27

Miscellaneous Investments:
Physical Property
Investment Securities Unpledged

482,833.18
51,082.05

—

Total Capital Assets

GALLATIN VALLEY RAILWAY COMPANY.
Operating Revenues
Operating Expenses

Working
$107,376.64
83,795.10

Net Operating Revenue
Outside Operations Net

$23,581.54

—

1,812.32

Taxes Accrued
Gross Corporate Income
Deductions:
Interest

paid

Chicago,

Milwaukee &

St.

Paul

Net Corporate

$16,745,787.97
456,649.11
2.036.091.85
3,071.118.13
7,723,038.00
360,098.18

and Car-Service Balances
Due from Agents and Conductors
Miscellaneous Accounts Receivable
Materials and Supplies

Traffic

Other Working Assets

$25,393.86
9,922.47

Accrued Income not Due:
Unmatured Interest

$15,471.39

Deferred Debit Items:
Working Funds

Ry.

Company

Special

30,392,783.24

282,328.(7

$217,844.37
55.258.98

Deposits

Taxes

$54,621.41
10,439.11

Hire of Equipment

$593,863,305.9>

-Assets:

Cash

65,060.52

$49,589.13

Deficit

Paid applicable to period subsequent to June 30th, 1914
Cash and Securities in Sinking Funds...
Securities in Insurance Fund
Other Deferred Debit Items

$57,181.94
412,089.02
2,806.600.00
1,875,599.92

$630,762,993.13

MILWAUKEE TERMINAL RAILWAY COMPANY.
Operating Revenues
Operating Expenses

GENERAL BALANCE SHEET.

$92,733.28
86.699.36

Liabilities— June

30tu,

1914.

Capital Stock
Common Stock
:

Net Operating Revenue
Taxes Accrued

$6,033.92
8,956.22

Operating Deficit
Rents Received

$2,922.30
25.00

$2,897.30

Gross Corporate Deficit

In

Hands

of Public.

..

Held by Company

.$116,850,100.00
5,300.00 $116,855,400.00

Preferred StockIn

Hands

$115,845,800.00
429,100.00

of Public

Held by Companv

116,274,900.00

Deddctioks:
Interest

paid

Chicago.

Milwaukee &

St.

Paul

Company

$33,064.36
1,040.56
210.00

Rents Paid
Hire of Equipment

Net Corporate

niuras

Ry.

$233,166,483.87

Total Capital Stock
34,314.92

$37,212.22

Deficit

BLACKFOOT RAILWAY COMPANY.

BIG

Realized on Capital Stock.

Operating Revenues
Operating Expenses

$63,211.31
43,380.85

Funded Debt:
Mortgage Bonds
In Hands of Public
Held by Company
Debenture Bonds
In Hands of Public
Held by Company
Total

Net Operating Revenue
Taxes Accrued

$19,830.46
1,525.00

Income
Income from Non-Operating Property

$18,305.46
50.00

Operating

$199,784,000.00
155,551,500.00 $355,335,500.00

$131,443,454.66
102,200.00

$486,881,154.66

Total Capital Stock and Funded Debt.
Less Stock and Bonds unsold, held ir
Treasury of the Company

Total Capital Liabilities
Gross Corporate
Deductions;
Interest

paid

'$18,355.46

Income

Chicago,

St.

Paul

$20,166.24
14,867.84
5,306.54

Rents Paid

40,340.62

IDAHO & WASHINGTON NORTHERN RAILROAD.
the year, this Company acquired approximately 83% of the
stock and all of the outstanding bonds and notes of the Idaho &
Northern Railroad^ with the exception of sixty thousand
dollars of first mortgage bonds, in exchange for its four per cent bonds.
The railroad of that company extends from a connection with this Company's Coeur d' Alene branch at McGuire, Idaho, to Metaline Falls, Washington, a distance of 106 miles, with a branch extending from Coleman to
Oagstone Junction, a distance of about 7 miles. Its equipment consists of
Its railroad shops and
13 locomotives, 9 passenger cars and 448 freight cars.
equipment were built during the years 1907. 1908 and 1909, and are all of
modem construction.

During

capital

Washington

For details of operation, reference
General Auditor, appended hereto.
By order of the Board of Directors.
August, 1914.

made

the

to

A.

J.

statements

of

the

Earling, President.

153,915,500.09

$566,132,138.53

.'

Payable

and Car-Service Balances.
Pay Rolls and Vouchers

$21,985.16

Deficit

$720,047,638.53

Liabilities:

Traffic

Ry.

Hire of Equipment

Net Corporate

Working
Bills

Milwaukee &

Company

131,545.654.66

Funded Debt.

Miscellaneous Accounts Payable..
Unclaimed Dividends
Interest Coupons not Presented..

Matured Funded Debt
Other Working Liabilities

Accrued Liabilities not Due:
Interest Accrued on Funded Debt
French Government Tax European Loan

—

$5,030,280.20
516,327.13
7,592,102.61
340,973.72
4,415.50
115,994.14
5.000.00
615,955.47

14,221,048.77

$5,001,099.23

928,459.10

of 1910

Deferred Credit Items:
Insurance Department Fund

Reserve...

Other Deferred Credit Items

Appropriated Surplus:
Reserves from Income or Surplus:
Invested in Sinking Funds

Profit and Loss
Surplus

— Balance:

$589,902,095.95
40,860,896.18

$430,762,992.13

OcTOBEg

'-),
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and

his thorough knowledge of conditions in that country, espewas shown by his articles on the railways of Argentina,
published in the issues of the Railway Age Gazette for March 27
and April 3, 1914, Mr. Lavis is not entirely optimistic regarding
the opportunities for the early development of a large market
cially,

KathtrogAg
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for
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Henry Lee,
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company

Tile address of the

is

American manufacturers

&

Sec'y

Treas.

the address of the officers.

South America, but with respect

in

to the general subject neither

Xew York

he

is

at

all

pessimistic.

He

be-

a large potential market to the south of us which

is

our manufacturers of railway supplies and other articles can
capture if they will undertake to do so systematically and persistently, and can secure the co-operation and support of the
large financial interests of this country.
Mr. Lavis' article is
one of the best discussions of the subject that have appeared,
and will well repay a careful reading by those interested in the
matter.
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Canada

effect,

on another page. At first thought this might seem to be
and questionable treatment of a very serious subject; but love and tragedy are skilfully combined, and no one
who sees Mr. Dow's pictures will question their effectiveness.
Surely, no one who has noticed the romances and the very readable pages of domestic fiction which fill some of the brotherhoods' monthly magazines can doubt that railway employees apThe safety-first movepreciate matters of "human interest."
ment is essentially one which depends on exhortation and apand
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that of this issue 8.9^0 copies ware printed; that of
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mailed to advertisers, exchanges and correspondents, and 204 were provided
for samples and -jlfice use: that the total copies printed this year to date
w»re 383.900. an average of 9,363 copies a week.
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tellect alone,

are wholly legitimate.

And

men who

the

can de-

from this movement are, probably, the
those from whose everyday life the lessons
freight train men
here shown have been taken. For women and children and for
general audiences, some of the scenes are of a pretty startling
rive

the

most

benefit
;
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At

Railway Age Gazette, F. Lavis has writTrade Opportunities in South America, which

the request of the

is

Trade Opportunities
in

The
show what
of American

published elsewhere in this issue.

article is especially intended to

are the openings for the sale

railway supplies in the markets of South
America, what difficulties must be overwinning these markets and how, this may be done. Mr.

South America

come
Lavis

in
is

cently he

well fitted to discuss this

was engaged

in

;

percentage of their fellow-workmen are killed or injured by
carelessness each vear.

That the members of the Illinois Commercial Men's Association
are not unanimous in opposing the advance in rates for passenger
mileage books, and that the secretary of
Increase in

Mileage

ID.
Rates
Book
r,

661

•Illustrated.

ten an article on

bordering on the class which, in ordinary shows,
but
has been condemned in some quarters as too harrowing
for men who work about trains and in freight yards the lessons
are none too vivid. For. in sober truth, most of these men, for
some reason or other, do not fully realize what a considerable
character,

subject,

railway enginering

for until

work

quite re-

in .\rgentina.

that organization apparently
ally

responsible

for

the

is

individu-

circular

letter

containing blank forms of protest to be
,
r~
filled out and sent to the Interstate Com-

......

,

merce Commission, which was discussed in our last week's issue,
is indicated by another letter on the subject by Lorenzo Norvell,
In
of Fairbanks, Morse & Co., which is published elsewhere.
the meantime, moreover, the Interstate Commerce Commissii:>n
has allowed the increase to go into effect on October 1, without
suspension, subject to investigation on any complaint that may
be filed. This was no more than fair, since the suggestion for
increasing passenger rates came from the commission itself. Mr.
Xorvell enters a most emphatic protest against the attempt to
incite the commercial travelers into a movement against the increase, and proposes to institute a counter-campaign by sending
copies. of his letter to the press and to other large firms that he
feels are in

accord with him on this subject.

His action suggests

R.A.IL\VAY
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an opportunin- for those who believe that the prosperit>- of the
country will be enhanced by impro\Hng the condition of the railways. Mr. Xorvell cites some ver>- strong reasons why com-

in the terminal district of

mercial houses and traveling salesmen, instead of considering

that practically ever}- road in

that they are to be the victims of the increased cost of mileage

which

books, should be

among

the

first

two or three roads

of

was unable

it

The

No

Chicago was caused by the

IS

inability

from connectand the ultimate result was
that district was blocked with traffic

to accept interchange traffic

ing lines because of lack of

to aid in placing the railway

57,

facilities,

to deliver to other lines.

larger the yard the greater

the necessit>- for the general

is

passenger service on a paying basis. He says, "Our great need
today is service. We want trains in plenty to enable traveling
men to get over their territorv- quickly without loss of time. We

yardmaster to be free to observe conditions.
Entirely aside
from the advantage discussed above, close supervision is a most

and when we get service
we should be fair enough to pay for it." That sums up the
whole argument He adds that he cannot see why traveling
salesmen should get a better rate on transportation than in-

and the introduction of economical methods.

also

want jur

freight handled promptly,

dividuals, especially

when

in nine cases out of ten

their firms

pay their expenses. It is often said that mileage books should
be sold at a lower rate than single tickets, on the principle that
wholesale prices should be less than retail, and this idea is still
recognized in the new rate.
While the mileage book rate has
been advanced from 2 to 2}4 cents the roads are preparing to
advance their ordinar>- rates to 2J4 cents, so that the mileage

book rate

will

still

represent a 10 per cent discount.

of wholesale senice

is

•

But the

based on the fact that the cost
less than that of retail service.
In the

principle of wholesale rates

is

case of mileage books the only reduction in cost to the railways
lies in the sale of a book at one time instead of numerous tickets,

and in the prepayment The se^^•ice rendered to those travelers
making use of mileage books is in all other respects a retail
one.

THE YARDMASTER AN E.XECUTIVE

/^ N'E

which desenes special emphasis, and which is
brought out by several contributors to the discussion of
the Operation of Terminal Yards, some of whose papers are
published elsewhere in this issue, is that the general yardmaster
in charge of an important terminal is an executive officer who
should be freed of petty details and clerical duties to a large
extent, so that he will be able to spend a large portion of his
time out in the >'ard, where the work is being done and the
money spent
It is only by being free to go from one point of local congestion or difficulty to another that he can direct operations most
intelligently, and it is only in this way that he is able to secure
a first-band knowledge of the exact conditions in the yard and
is able to improve practices to the end that a high standard of
efficiency may be maintained.
The yardmaster who permits himself to be tied to his desk continuously by clerical duties reduces
himself verj- largely to the rank of a clerk, while the railroad
company which requires him to devote a large portion of his time
to such work is pa>-ing a yardmaster's salar)- for no more than
a clerk's work.
It is generally observed that the yard is best operated in
which the yardmaster appears to have the least to do with
the handling of routine business.
By this it is not meant
to imply that he should have no actual duties, but it is distinctly to his credit if he so organizes his forces that routine
work requires only his casual attention. It has been said
of the late E, H. Harriman that he considered that a man
who would allow his deck to become stacked up with papers
was not fit for an important executive position since, in
allowing himself to be burled in a mass of details, he overlooked
the larger opportunities. The same criterion can be applied to
the work of a >-ardmaster. If he is engrossed in a multitude of
routine details, he will not obse^^•e a congestion arising in some
fact

portion of his j-ard until

it

has become so serious as to

aflFect

the operation of the entire yard.

The analog>' drawn by one contributor between a yard and a
stream of water is pertinent Let any facility of a yard, even
one classification track, become congested and the effect is soon
The serious blockade of 1907
felt in all other parts of the yard.

potent factor in the elimination of expensive switching practices

HANDLING LESS THAN CARLOAD SHIPMENTS THROUGH
THE FREIGHT HOUSE

K

a recent issue of the Railway Age Gazette a description was
published of an investigation of freight house conditions in
Boston. Other cities have encountered many problems pertain-

I

*

ing to the handling of merchandise shipments through the local
freight houses, and our attention has been called to a method of

improving conditions

St

ful in

in

which has proved success-

this respect

Louis.

few years ago complaints from shippers concerning the handling of less-than-carload shipments at the local freight houses
became so numerous that the Traffic Bureau of the Business
Men's League of St. Louis made an investigation. It was found
that it was the custom of all the carriers to compel shippers to
peddle their outbound shipments from door to door at each
freight house so that the freight might be trucked across the
platform as directly as possible, to the car into which it should
be loaded in station order, and to wait indefinitely for a receipt.
In some cases this required resetting of a wagon from
.\

eight to ten times in order to dispose of a single

wagon load

for

a single station.

The

felt that this was an unreasonable burden and
would be mutually advantageous if the carriers would
provide arrangements for discharging entire wagon loads at
some door designated for the purpose. A standing committee
was appointed representing all of the local agents of the railways at St Louis and East St. Louis, to work with a like com-

that

shippers

it

representing

mittee

shippers

the

in

connection with the bu-

reau.
.\s

a result of the joint

was established

work of

this joint

freight houses

at all

what

is

committee there
termed the "one-

dump" system that is, the shippers are permitted to discharge
their entire wagon loads at a door designated by the freight
house foreman. The freight is immediately checked and receipt
;

given, thus avoiding delay to the drayage facilities of the ship-

Through

pers.

various

details

the

committee from time to time

with

respect

to

receiving,

all

checking,

of the
loading,

issuing receipts, and other incidentals to the handling of freight

shipments which might cause friction or controversies, have been
thrashed out

As an aid to the committee in determining from day to day
the conditions at the freight houses, the Traffic Bureau of the
Business Men's League has a station service inspector

who

re-

ports daily the general conditions so that the standing committee

may be

called together

if

necessary-.

system is now working so smoothly that
the standing committee has had verj- little to do for the past
two j-ears; and the results obtained have been due to the pracIt is stated that the

and earnest co-operation of the shippers and carriers
through representatives having an intimate knowledge of all the
This is but another example of the addetails and conditions.
vantages to be derived from such co-operation between "the railways and the shippers, which is rapidly taking the place of the
tical

The
may perhaps prove an

old condition of protracted controversy.
in the city of St.

many

Louis

other cities that have been

house problem.

results-TDbtained

object lesson to

struggling with the

freight

October
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DENVER & RIO GRANDE

INSTEAD

with

usual rather perfunctory thanks to officers
and employees with which so many annual reports close, Mr.

•^

of

the

Bush concludes his letter of transmittal accompanying the Denver & Rio Grande annual report for the fiscal year ended June
30, 1914, by saying; "The company and its officers have undertaken to warrant the confidence of the peoples served so that the
relations between all are established on sound, substantial principles." This was not always the attitude of the management of
the

Denver & Rio Grande, and

noteworthy.
directly

.

The

reflect

therefore,

is,

it

all

the

more

figures in an annual report cannot, of course,

progress

undertaking "to

the

in

confidence of the peoples served"

;

nevertheless,

warrant the
has been the

it

good operhand with better service. There

pretty general rule, especially in recent years, that

ating results have gone hand in

are plenty of theoretical exceptions to

but in practice the

its

637

eastern terminus at Salt Lake City, Utah.

The

part of

&

route formed by the Denver

this

Rio Grande and Western
is, however, a very mountainous one.
On competitive
business, theerfore, both passenger and freight, the Denver &
Rio Grande is at a disadvantage when compared with the Union
Pacific, Northern Pacific and Great Northern on the north, and
with the Southern Pacific on the south, although, of course, the
Grand gorge scenery is a real asset insofar as passenger business
Pacific

is concerned.
On the other hand, the Denver & Rio Grande taps
resources of the wonderfully rich state of Colorado, which no
other railroad has access to. The local business in precious ores,

and vegetables

fruit

is

expensive to handle, but

is

the real back-

bone of the Rio Grande's earnings.

Of

the total 11,230,397 tons of freight carried in 1914, 38 per
cent was precious ore and 29 per cent bituminous coal, 5 per cent

was products of agriculture and

Pittsburgh, the

fruit, and 6 per cent manufacBecause of the nature of the traffic the ton-mile rate on
the Denver & Rio Grande is good— 1.201 cents in 1914.
The
passenger rate, however, is low 2.04 cents in 1914.
The Denver & Rio Grande used its credit in helping to build the

of a reduction of 4.80 per cent in passengers carried one mile

Western Pacific. The \\'estern Pacific was opened in July, 1911.
It was built avowedly, because in competition with the Union
Pacific the Denver & Rio Grande was at a disadvantage for Cali-

this,

economically managed road gives good service and any number
of examples could be cited the Delaware, Lackawanna & West-

—

& North Western, the Buffalo, Rochester &
Union Pacific, the Burlington, etc.
In 1914 the Denver & Rio Grande's earnings amounted to $23,This was the result
167,000. or 5.26 per cent less than in 1913.

ern,

and

the Chicago

6.23 per cent in tons carried

The

one mile.

falling off in

was accompanied by a decrease of 8.19 per
passenger-train miles and 17.04 per cent in freight-train
Notwithstanding, therefore, unusually heavy snow, fol-

tures.

—

fornia

business.

This

ambition

share

to

was the hope of a

through

in

man

business, however,

continental business

cent in

an operatmg man. It is one thing to be able to
business and quite another, to be able to handle

miles.

The Denver
lowed

later in the

&

expenses amounted to $7,249,000, a decrease of $4«9.000, or 6.32
per cent, from the corresponding expenses of 1913. The saving
in transportation expenses was in greater part directly due to a
saving in train mileage. The saving in train mileage, disproportionately larger than the falling off in business, was the result
of a larger revenue trainload 337 tons in 1914 as against 305
tons in 1913. a gain of 10.57 per cent

— and

through

economically

and expeditiously. With its grades and location the Denver &
Rio Grande is at a disadvantage wholly regardless of its relations with roads to the east and west of it.
The following
table shows the percentage of each class of traffic in 1911 to 1914:

—

1914

1913

1912

5.3
1.6

5.4
1.4

4.9
1.2

1.1

80.9

79.9

82.6

84.2

2.2
5.9

2.8
6.3

2.3
5.5
1.6
1.9

3.9

Products of agriculture
Products of animals
Products of mines
Products of lumber
Manutactures
Merchandise
Miscellaneous

66 passengers on an

average per train as against 64 in 1913, a gain of 2.50 per cent.
In addition to the larger revenue trainload there was also more
company freight 52 tons as against 40 tons carried per train,
so that the total trainload was 3S0 tons in 1914 as against 345

—

solicit
it

trans-

rather than

Rio Grande and the Western Pacific

year by unusually heavy rains, transportation

—

traffic

1.7

1.7

2.4

2.5

1911
3.9

5.5
1.5
1.6

percentage of loaded car-miles to total car-miles was 66.23 in
1914 and 66.35 in 1913. In view of all the conditions this is cer-

traffic nor
Western Pacific had brought a great deal of through business to the Denver
& Rio Grande. The tonnage of fruit shows a steady increase
from 106,000 tons in 1911 to 146.000 in 1913, with a slight falling off in 1914; but no great part of this fruit tonnage is furnished by California, most of it being Colorado fruit shipped
east, and the growth in traffic is due to the growth in produc-

tainly a very creditable record.

tion in the state of Colorado, the falling off in 1913,

tons in 1913.
cars, the

jear

— 23

was

17,

.\11

of the gain in trainload

was made

in addiiig

carloading per loaded car being about the same
tons.

The average number

as against 15,

and the empty cars

The Denver & Rio Grande

in

each

of loaded cars per train
7.6 as against 6.7.

operates a

totail

The

mileage of 2,585

is standard gage and
abCut 197 miles of secondtrack and 700 miles of sidings and spur tracks.
The Denver & Rio Grande forms a connecting link in the
Gould transcontinental system between the Missouri Pacific, with

miles, of

which approximately
There

769 miles narrow gage.

its

1,795 miles

is

in all

western terminus at Pueblo. Col., and the Western Pacific,

Neither the percentages of the various classes of

the actual tonnage figures would indicate that the

was

when

there

year in Colorado, bearing out this assumption.
This brings us back to President Bush's statement about the
establishment of confidence between the people served and the
a

bad

railroad.

fruit

The Denver & Rio Grande

originating and distributing road.

It

is

essentially a local

and

originates traffic for the

Missouri Pacific and distributes traffic delivered to it by the
Missouri Pacific; but its success depends very largely on the
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prosperity of Colorado, and to a less extent on that of Utah.

The

recognition of this fact by the present

management

of the

and hopeful sign.
road is
The Denver & Rio Grande in 1914 spent $1,938,000 for adNo bonds were sold and the funded
ditions and betterments.
debt was decreased by $321,000 through the redemption of a
small block of first and refunding 5's and the payment of $150,000
maturing equipment trust obligations. No dividends were paid
on either the preferred or common stock, so that the entire $1.056.000 su:plus from income account was credited to profit and
The cash on hand at the end of the year amounted to
loss.
$2,607,000, $258,000 more than at the beginning of the year, and
the amount loaned to the Western Pacific by the Rio Grande inIn addition there is now
creased from $593,000 to $2,420,000.
$3,125,000 interest due on the Western Pacific's second mortgage
bonds, all held by the Rio Grande, which is unpaid. There were
no Denver & Rio Grande loans and bills payable at the end of
the year, and total working liabilities amounted to but $3,677,000.
a significant

§240,000 less than at the beginning of the year.

The Western Pacific earned $6,100,000 in 1914. or $74,000 less
than the previous year, and had operating expenses of $4,996,000,
or $517,000 more than the previous year. .After the payment of

15

VV/HEX
"'''

it

control of the Chesapeake

was figured

& Ohio was bought

in

1909

that the property could earn on an average

of about 10 per cent on

its

stock.

Since 1910 unforeseeable in-

creases in wages and taxes accumulated until they

now aggre-

per cent a year on the stock. If, therefore, the
estimate of 1909 of the investors in Chesapeake & Ohio stock

gate about

was

4?/4

company would have earned approximately 5l4
stock in the fiscal year ended June 30. 1914. and

correct, the

per cent on

its

the fact that

it

actually earned but 4.73 per cent

either that the original

that

there

1909 estimate was a

would

little

indicate

too high or

were temporar\' causes adversely affecting net

in-

come which may under ordinary circumstances be expected

to

be no longer effective.

Operating revenue was greater in 1910 than in 1905 by 50 per
an average increase of a httle less than 10 per cent per
year.
From 1911 to 1914 the average yearly increase in operating revenues was only between 3 and 4 per cent. Total operating revenues in 1914 amounted to $36,690,000. an mcrease of
The question then is as to whether the
4.57 per cent over 1913.
4'^ per cent increase in gross in 1914. which is slightly larger
than the average since 1911. but only half of the average from
cent, or

"^Noriolh

The Chesapeake

&

Ohio System and the Kanawha

taxes the company had $322,000 available for interest charges as
It will be seen, therefore,
against $1,040,000 the year before.
that the Denver & Rio Grande had to advance the Western Pa-

1905

to

1910,

&

may

Michigan
be considered normal

in

estimating future

cific

earning power.*
During the years 1911 to 1914, because of particular problems
and circumstances, the Chesapeake & Ohio has not shared to

Pacific's $50,000,000 first

the extent that

about $2,200,000 to pay the interest charges on the Western
mortgage 5 per cent bonds.
The following table shows the principal figures for operation

in 1914

and 1913:
1914
2,583
$17,058,080
5,077,408
23.167,051
3.393,968
4,245,325
497,431
7,249,240
632,231
16,018,196
1,009,144
6,123,564
7,386,498
1,400,375
263,889

Average mileage operated
Freight revenue

Passenger revenue
Total operating revenues
Maint. of wav and structures
Maint. of equipment
Traffic expenses
Transportation expenses
General expenses
Total operating expenses
..:
Taxes
Operating income
Gross income
income
Net

Appropriations to sinking funds
Appropriations for additions and
terments
...:.::.::
surp™5

1913
2,555
$18,078,140
5,299,081
24.452,965
3,545,938
4.538,251
546.432
7,738,496
678.055
17,047,172
948,739
6,450.560
7,698,498
2,094,180
247,808

80,928
1,055,559

389,000
1,457.372

ought

in the increase in

general business, espe-

did not share in the increase in tidewater coal business, which has apparently been so profitable to
the Norfolk & Western, because the Virginian's competition cut
It

and because both the Virginian and the Norfar better facilities for dumping coal into
than had the Chesapeake & Ohio: and,
vessels at
furthermore, the Chesapeake & Ohio could not keep its coal cars
on its own lines at the very times that it needed them most
when there was the largest amount of coal pressing -for shipment to tidewater. The Chesapeake & Ohio could not share in
into this business

folk

& Western had
tidewater

the full increase in the

l

ake coal movement partly because of

911 because
1910 and
is made in this comparison between
the first year in which the earnings and expenses of the Chicago
By comparing 1910 with 1905 and 1914 with 1911, like
line are included.

*A

1911

bet-

it

cially in coal business.

is

•

break

is

compared with

like.

October

9,
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on western connections, especially the Cincinnati.
Hamilton & Dayton at Cincinnati partly because its own Chicago line, which was bought to develop general business rather
than coal business, probably was not in physical shape to economically handle much coal business, and partly because of the uneconomical way in which the Chesapeake & Ohio had to route
Shortage of cars also prevented the company
coal to Toledo.
from fully sharing in the increase in coal business in its territory.
With these disabilities removed it appears quite safe to
congestion

;

say that 4 per cent increase in operating revenues
terially less

is

very ma-

than a normal increase.

The company has been building and put in operation on June 1,
This pier
1914. a new all-steel dumping pier at Xewport Xews.
cost about $1,630,000,

The completion

and has a capacity of 5,000 tons per hour.

of this pier not only removes the disability under

which the Chesapeake

& Ohio had

been laboring in regard to
facilities that are even more

tidewater coal business, but gives it
modern and of greater capacity than either of

On

its

competitors.

the other end of the line a project has just been started which

should give the road an economical outlet for lake coal that will
both make it independent of the congestion on connections at
Cincinnati and give it a far better division of the rates than it
is now getting on coal which moves over the Kanawha & Michi-

gan to the Hocking Valley. During the past two years the
Chesapeake & Ohio has also added very largely to its equipment.

639

mainder 5 per cent, by the sale of $33,000,000 5 per cent
notes and by the interest charges on equipment contracts.
The
interest on the new $33,000,000 notes began in March, whereas
the interest on the notes retired did not cease until June 1.
There was, therefore, an overlapping of interest charges, so
that in 1915 interest charges ought not to be any higher, if as
high, as in 1914. despite the fact that interest for the full year
be called for on the new notes.

will, of course,

There has been a great deal of money spent on expansion
betterment of the Chesapeake & Ohio since 1909. On the
other hand, the tinancing of this expansion and betterments,
that is, the issue and sale of securities against this new investment in property, has been notably conservative. In the five

r.nd

years

since 1909 the property has been extended through the
purchase of stocks of other companies, principally the Chesapeake & Ohio of Indiana (the Chicago line), the Hocking
Valley and a part interest in the Kanawha & Michigan, at a
cost of $21,506,000, to which should be added the cost of the
bonds of the Chicago line and of the Elkhorn & Beaver Valley,
$6,381,000, and other properties bought outright, $4,193,000.
In addition, during these five years $15,692,000 has been spent
for additions and betterments, including 173 miles of secondtrack, and $16,875,000 net for new equipment.
This is a total
,of $64,646,000.
Against this expenditure there has been issued
net.

including the

new

$33,000,000 5 per cent collateral notes,

but $54,888,000.

The new

outlet to the lakes is to be furnished by a line
being built from Portsmouth, Ohio, on the main line
Chesapeake & Ohio, to Columbus, Ohio, on the main line
Hocking X'alley. This line is being built under the direct

is

of

vision

M.

J.

Caples.

who

built

the

Ohio, which argues well, therefore, for

Carolina,
its

which

The company had falling due on June
In March an arrangement was made

notes through the sale of $33,000,000 5-year 5 per cent notes.

super-

&

being an economical

Total operating expenses on the Chesapeake & Ohio in 1914
to $25,654,000, an increase over 1913 of $1,202,000.

The

company

pledged

rate

it

;

These increases are by no means
emcompany might reasonably expect

in fact, with the exception of station

would seem as

if

the

increase transportation expenses only slightly more than
proportion to the increase in revenue train-mileage.
to

Maintenance of way expenses amounted

to $4,138,000 in

in

1914.

renewal
and smaller expenditures on track labor, tie renewals having
Maintenance of equipment cost $7,693,000.
increased, however.
Maintenance of equipment expenses
an increase of $417,000.
a reduction of $205,000, largely because of a smaller rail

were extraordinarily high because up till about a year ago there
was so large and pressing a demand for cars, especially coal cars.
and so many cars were off the line, that as soon as the demand
became more normal and cars began to return from the west,
an extensive repair program was entered on.
If the above conclusions are right, the Chesapeake & Ohio
had a smaller gross and larger expenses in 1914, because of particular circumstances and conditions which have been or are
being changed. Just how much difference this would make in
it is. of course, imposought to be more than one per cent on the
The faith of the owners in the property is shown by
stock.
their willingness to postpone dividends in order that the surplus which belongs to them may be inveeted in betterment of

the net income available for dividends,
sible

to say.

It

the property.
Interest charges in 1914 were more by $615,000 than in 1913.
Part of this increase was due to the refunding of $28,000,000
notes, of which
$25,000,000 were AVz per cent and the re-

spend

out

of

net

income

during these five years for additions and betterments, this expenditure to be made prior to any dividend payments.
In other words, the stockholders agreed to. if necessary, sacrifice a part or all of their 4 per cent dividend (the
the property as an added

conductors and brakemen.

to

itself

for refunding these

$17,000,000

an increase of 4.92 per cent, with an increase of 9.2 per
cent in passenger mileage and 5.5 per cent in revenue ton mileage, with, however, an increase of but 0.2 per cent in passengerThe
train mileage and 2.3 per cent in freight-train mileage.
greater part of the increase in expenses was in transportation.
These expenses in 1914 amounted to $12,168,000. an increase
over 1913 of $787,000, the largest increases being $132,000 in payments for loss and damage to freight, $99,000 in fuel for road
locomotives, $96,000 in station employees and $74,000 in yard
is

necessarily permanent

$28,500,000

of the

Clinchfield

amounted

ployees,

1914,

notes.

line to operate.

This

1,

of the

paid in 1914)

in

order to make a further investment in
margin of safety behind the first lien

and improvement mortgage bonds which are the collateral

se-

curity for the $33,000,000 notes.

At the time of the purchase of the majority stock of the
Hocking Valley the Chesapeake & Ohio also bought a half interest in the majority stock of the

Kanawha & Michigan.

The

&

Michigan Southern owned the other half interest.
The cost to the Chesapeake & Ohio of its Kanawha & Michigan stock was $2,901,(XX). This purchase was the subject of
litigation, and in March, 1914. the United States district court
held the ownership of the Kanawha & Michigan control by
the Lake Shore and the Chesapeake & Ohio as a violation of

Lake Shore

the

Sherman

anti-trust

law.

\'aluable

as

is

the

Kanawha &

Michigan, control of the half interest in it. except as an investment, was not particularly advantageous to the Chesapeake &
Ohio, and rather than fight the suit through to the Supreme
the company agreed to sell its Kanawha & Michigan
stock to the Toledo & Ohio Central, which is controlled by the
Court,

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern. During the time that the
Chesapeake & Ohio held this stock it had appreciated materially in value and the company sold it for $4,029,000, realThis stock was pledged under the
izing a profit of $1,100,000.
first lien and improvement mortgage, and the proceeds of the
sale will, therefore, be available for additions and betterments
or other capital purposes permitted by the mortgage securing
With the building of the connection between the
these bonds.
Chesapeake & Ohio and the Hocking Valley the necessity for
a voice in the management of the Kanawha & Michigan will
have entirely disappeared.
At the beginning of 1914 the company had on hand $2,928,000 cash, with total working assets, including this cash, of
There were $95,000 loans and bills payable, and a
$6,468,000.
total, including the bills payable, of $5,228,000 working liabilities.
On June 30. 1914. the company had $1,793,000 cash, total
working assets being $5,979,000, the same $95,000 loans and bills
payable,

Jun£

30,

with
1914,

total

working

liabilities

of

$5,774,000.

however, the sale of the Kanawha

As of

& Michigan

:
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Payment for this stock is
stock had not been consummated.
made $2,000,000 in cash and the remainder by note matur-

to be

ing September

The

table

1,

2,346
Average mileage operated
$28,866,516
Freight revenue
6,098,059
Passenger revenue
36,690,021
Total operating revenues
4,138,092
Maint. of way and structures...
7,692,748
Maint. of equipment
669,283
Traffic expenses
12,167,906
Tr?.i5portation expenses
985,909
General
25,653,937
Total operating expenses
1,330,935
Taxes
9,705.149
Operating income
11.859,681
Gross income
2,971,816
Net income
2,511,264
Dividends
460.552
Surplus

& SANTA

Atchison, Topeka & Santa
THE
few railroad companies which

in

FE

have continued expendi-

mileage, in addition to $13,284,000 spent for additions and
betterments and additional equipment. The net increase in
the property account after making adjustments for reducIn President Ripley's
tion in book values was $11,165,000.

borrow
it has now become prohibitively difficult to
new capital for a railroad company such as the .\tchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe. President Ripley says in his annual
report to stockholders: "Under these conditions it is the
intention of your directors to make no additions or betteropinion

ments, however desirable, which cannot be paid for out of
current earnings, and to continue the policy of incurring no
floating debt." In 1914 the surplus current earnings available
for expenditure on additions and betterments or extensions,
of interest charges and dividends, was
be seen, therefore, how radical and drastic
would be the change in the course of the Santa Fe if increased earnings do not make available a larger sum than
$2,700,000 for additions and betterments, or if there is no

The

Atchison,

1897 to $10,186 in 1914.
one will stop to think

conditions which will war-

management.
10,909

miles

what this development of the
Santa Fe has meant to the territory which it serves it will
be easy to see how vastly important it is to the future development of this country that a continuation of development
of this and other great railroad properties may be made
possible.
As President Ripley says, the development of the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe business and of its efficiency
has been due principally to the very large expenditures (over
$298,000,000) which have been made in the extension and
improvement of the property since January 1, 1896.
The 1914 annual report of the Santa Fe contains a very
striking table showing the property investment, income applicable to bond interest, dividends, improvement of property
and strengthening of credit, and the per cent of this income
In 1897 the total property investto property investinent.
ment, excluding working capital, amounted to $387,957,000,
and the income for that year amounted to 1.57 per cent
By 1907 property investment had inon this investment.
creased to $519,004,000 and the income to an amount equal to
In 1909 total property inthis
investment.
6.31 per cent on
vestment was $548,251,000 and income $33,535,000, or 6.11 per
In 1914 property investment was $651,429,000, an incent.
crease of more than $100,000,000 since 1909, while income
was but $33,070,000, or slightly less than in 1909 and represented but 5.08 per cent on the investment.
The fiscal year 1914 was not a prosperous one for the
Santa Fe. Total operating revenues amounted to $111,110,000,
Operata decrease of $5,786,000 from the revenues of 1913.
ing expenses amounted to $73,469,000, a decrease of $4,173,000.
revenues
was
of
the
decrease
in
greater
part
far
the
By
caused by a falling off in freight business. The total tonnage
carried in 1914 was 25.034,000 tons, or only a comparatively
small number of tons less than in 1913 (25,062,000 tons>. On
the other hand, the average length of haul was but 292 miles
The tonnage of prodin 1914 as against 311 miles in 1913.
ucts of mines in 1914 was 10.244,000 tons; in 1913, 9,334,000
short-haul business.
comparatively
This tonnage is
tons.
The tonnage of products of agriculture amounted to 5,000,000
If

Fe has been one of the

It will

IS

and the increase in mileage from 1913 to 1914 was
During the years from 1897 to 1914 the average
earnings per mile of road operated have grown from $4,752

2,319
$27,549,696
5,858,138
35,085,278
4,342,745
7,275,439
669,016
11,380,998
783,362
24,451,560
1.375,863
9.257,855
11,483,392
3,298,503
3,139,080
159,423

payment

No

190 miles.

to completion so that a return might be had on investment
already made. Even in the fiscal year ended June 30, 1914.
$2,673,000 was spent for construction and acquisition of new

the

57,

of road

1913

tures for extensions in the past few years as well as expenThis was so because
ditures for additions and betterments.
the Santa Fe had very extensive work in hand when the presbusiness began and
railroad
the
ent period of depression in
work should be carried
it was of utmost importance that this

after

money

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe operates

shows the principal figures for 1914 and 1913

ATCHISON, TOPEKA

for the better in

rant a change of policy on the part of the

1915.
1914

$2,719,000.

change

Vol.

.

Topeka

&

Santa Fe

:

.

October

9,
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c. 1. tonnage of merchandise on the Santa
1.
In 1914 1,499,000 tons, or S.99 per cent of the
total tonnage, was merchandise; in 1913, 1.563,000 tons, or
6.24 per cent of the total tonnage.

amount

Fe

is

of

large.

operating expenses to an
The
offset the decrease in business.
reduction in operating expenses of $4,173,000 was effected
through a smaller expenditure for maintenance of way by
of
$2,746,000. and a reduction in transportation expenses
Detailed expense accounts show that the prin$1,317,000.
cipal reductions in maintenance of way were in the amount
spent for track labor, for bridges, trestles and culverts, and
for buildings, for fixtures and grounds.
The economies in transportation expenses were due, apparently, to a reduction in freight-train mileage, which reduction, however, was not quite commensurate with the fallThe decrease in ton mileage was 8.07
ing off in ton mileage.
per cent; the decrease in freight-train mileage, 6.98 per cent.
The average trainload in 1914 was 420 tons and in 1913, 425
tons; the average carload per loaded car, 18.75 tons in 1914
and 19.14 tons in 1913.
No additional securities were sold by the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe in 1914 and interest charges were reduced by
$939,000 through the conversion of $4,975,000 4 per cent bonds
into stock.
At the beginning of 1914 there was $30,096,000
cash on hand, with, of course, no loans or bills payable and
liabilities of
At the end of the
total working
$13,024,000.
year there was $20,063,000 cash, with total working liabilities
of $10,413,000. If the income statement of the Santa Fe were
as satisfactory as its balance sheet there would be no need
for President Ripley's warning to stockholders.
The Santa
Fe is in a sounder position, insofar as the relation of the
amount of its debt to its stock is concerned, than most other
roads.
At the end of 1914 there was $309,985,000 stock outstanding and $313,194,000 bonds.
The following paragraph in President Ripley's letter of transmittal of the annual report is worthy of most careful consider

was impossible
amount that would
It

to

"Your

directors feel that heavy responsibilities devolve

on them

the present state of governmental activities directed at the rail-

road industries. It has been found almost impossible to make
even an approximate estimate of the cost of 'regulation' which has
been imposed on us by the state and national governments. Without criticizing the policy of proper supervision, it is fair to say
that many of the laws are not only expensive, but in the opinion
of your officers unnecessary and superfluous.

Constant whittling
of rates, plus constant legislation which adds to your expenses
without adding to revenue, have had their inevitable effect. Your
own company has been less crippled by these conditions than
some of those less fortunate, but by reference to page 14 [income
account] it will be seen on how narrow a margin we have been
working. There are some evidences of a disposition on the part
nf those in authority to realize that great injustice has been done
in

the guise of regulation and that

it is

time to

call a halt,

but the

which the railroads need cannot come until this disposition
=hall he transmuted from mere expressions of friendliness into
positive remedial measures. General words of sympathy will accomplish nothing if governmental agencies continue in each specific instance to impose additional burdens or to find excuses for
not granting specific relief. Hence your directors deem it their
rtlief

HOCKING VALLEY
""THE

majority stock of the Hocking Valley is owned by the
•*
Chesapeake & Ohio, and besides the great importance of
the Hocking Valley as an outlet for lake coal for the Chesapeake & Ohio, the investment as an investment is a good one.
This fact was as clearly demonstrated in 1914 as in previous
net earnings of the Hocking Valley were very much
In 1914 there was a coal miners' strike in the Hocking
district which resulted in the almost entire suspension of coal
mining in April, May and June. Since the Hocking depends

years

on coal for about 70 per cent of
terial

AveraRe mileage operated
revenue
Passenger revenue

10.909
.$73,638,388
28,497,233
.

reduction

in

its

Total

operating

rev-

dividends calling for $880,000.
1914, 40 per

$956,000, the regular 8 per cent

Of

10,487,000 tons of coal carried in

the total

..

cent originated on the

Hocking Valley and 60 per cent was

ceived from connections.

Of

the total tonnage 78 per cent

re-

was

products of mines and 11 per cent manufactures. The average
haul was 125 miles in 1914 as against 130 miles in 1913. There
was, therefore, a decrease in the revenue ton mileage of 9.5 per
cent, the total in 1914

being 1,315,000,000.

of 9.5 per cent in ton mileage there

was

With

this falling off

a decrease of 10.6 per

cent in freight-train mileage, the total freight-train mileage in
1914 being 1,316,000, and a reduction in locomotive mileage of
13.3 per cent, the total

locomotive mileage in 1914 being 1,513,000.
in 1914 was exactly 1,000 tons,
This is an increase
1,036 tons.

The average revenue trainload
and including company freight,

of 13 tons, or 1.3 per cent, over the trainload in 1913.
ing per locomotive mile was even better, 901 tons

The showin

1914 as

against 862 tons in 1913, an increase of 4.5 per cent. The greater
part of the gain was made in length of train, carloading per

loaded car being 36.9 tons

in

1914 and 36.3 tons in the year

1913.

The Hocking Valley had on hand

at

the

end of the year

$973,000 cash, with a total of $1,844,000 working assets, excluThere were loans and bills paysive of materials and supplies.
able

amounting

to $1,400,000,

which are included

in total

work-

connection it should be
pointed out that the company has just finished building a new
dock and terminal at Toledo, which is described elsewhere in
The new dock is
this issue, and which cost about $1,450,000.
across the river from the old dock which the Hocking Valley
ing

liabilities

owned, and

of

$3,057,000.

this old

dock

is

In

this

to be sold to the Pennsylvania,

and a

very considerable sum will be realized from this sale.
The following table shows the principal figures for operation in
1914 as compared with 1913:
1914

Average mileage operated
Ffeight revenue
Passlnger revenue
•

Total operating revenues
Maint. of way and structures
Maint. of equipment
Traffic expenses
Transportation expenses
General

Total operating revenues

Taxes

1913

352
$5,601,382
910,311
7,021,145
668,455
1,460.653
107.576
2,391,640
175.422
4.803,747
451,136

^, ,,„ ^x?
$6,365,735

75,731

651.461

929,991
7.817.644
781.109
1,595,266
106.384
2,332.475
168,609
4.983.843
477,900

1913
10.751

$78,190,923
29,425,922

ma-

tonnage, this caused a

revenues.

operating

enues in 1914 amounted to $7,021,000, which is less by $796,000,
No corresponding
or 10 per cent, than the revenues in 1913.
increase was made in operating expenses, which in 1914 amounted
to $4,804,000, or but $180,000, or 4 per cent, less than in 1913.
Nevertheless, after the payment of expenses, interest charges and
rentals, there was a net income available for dividends of

any other source."
The following table shows the principal figures for operation in 1914 as compared with 1913:
1914

when

larger.

duty again to warn stockholders that their interests are more
endangered by the various governmental regulations than from

Freight

6,046,264

reduce

ation

in

116,896,252
18,054,413
19,415,225
2,455,785
35,135,649
2,581,463
77,642,535
4,662,152
34,591,565
37,107,189
22,153,734
16,107,470

111,109,770
Total operating revenues
Maint. of way and structures.. 15,308,780
Maint. of equipment
19,100,725
Traffic expenses
2.521,453
Transportation expenses
33.818.433
General expenses
2,719,943
73,469,334
Total operating expenses
Taxes
5,525,585
Operating income
32,114,851
Gross income
34,289,204
Net income
20,183,965
Dividends
1 7,400,440
Appropriations for additions and
betterments and sinking fund..
2,783.525

tons in 1914, or 19.97 per cent of the total tonnage, and in
1913 to 5,237,000 tons, or 20.90 per cent of the total tonnage.
Lumber and forest products furnished 2,164,000 tons in 1914,
or 8.64 per cent of the total tonnage, and in 1913, 2,627,000
The proportiontons, or 10.48 per cent of the total tonnage.
ate
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INVESTMENT BANKERS' ASSOCIATION TO
TAKE PART IN RATE CASE
In a letter addressed to the members of the Investment BankAssociation of America George H. Caldwell, president of the
association and chairman of the special railroad bond committee,
urges an expression of opinion to be submitted by the bond
ers'

committee to the Interstate Commerce Commission,
well's letter is as follows

"President

M

tention to the

Mr. Cald-

:

ilson, in a letter recently published,

has called at-

of paramount importance in the
present crisis to maintain the credit of the railroad industry in
the United States.
fact

that

it

is

"Tlie

clientele of the members of the Investment Bankers'
Association embraces almost the entire investing public of the
country. A very large proportion of this clientele owns railroad

therefore of particular importance to the membership of the association that the value of railroad securities
securities.

the

your

clients

We

refer to the steadily decreasing margin of
earnings of the railroads, which has already resulted in
placing corporations with over $500,000,000 of outstanding securities in the hands of receivers.

net

"For the purpose of placing before the proper tribunal the
broad facts as they have developed, and are developing, your
committee has asked that you write them a letter which may
be considered a composite representation of the opinions of your
clients to whom you have in times past sold securities (espe-

own

cially railroad securities)

and which will state their impressions
as to the safety of their investments— say 10 years ago and at
the present time. If such statements show an increasing lack of
confidence in the intrinsic safety of these securities, has this lack

—

of confidence been brought about through the various increases
in labor cost enforced by arbitrations sanctioned by the govern-

No

15

toward the purchase of railroad

"6. Do you anticipate that unless there is an increase of rates,
or some other method devised, which will stem the tide of declining earnings of the steam railroads, it will be possible to place

with your clients the large amounts of securities which must
necessarily be floated to cover maturing obligations,

amounting

over $500,000,000 prior to January 1, 1916, and should be
floated to provide added facilities for the increased business
which will be necessary if this country continues to grow in
wealth and population?
to

"The Investment Bankers' Association of America has been
accorded a hearing before the Interstate Commerce Commission
at Wasliington, October 19, 1914.

"The demand

for quick action

is

urgent and your answer, to

be of value, must be sul)mitted promptly."

The

Special Railroad Committee representing the association

is

George B. Caldwell, president Investment Bankers'
chairman John E. Blunt, Jr., Merchants' Loan &
Trust Company, Chicago Frederick Strauss, J. & W. Seligman
& Co., New York; Moritz Rosenthal, Ladenburg, Thalmann &
as follows

:

.Association,

"For several years a situation has been developing in the
United States which vitally affects every owner of a railroad

bond or share.

of

57,

bonds?

It is

should remain as far as possible unimpaired.

attitude

Vol.

;

;

Co., New York; S. L. Fuller, Kissel, Kinnicutt & Co., New
York; A. G. Hoyt, N. W. Halsey & Co., New York; Lawrence
Chamberlain, Kountze Brothers, New York Warren S. Hayden. Hayden, Miller & Co., Cleveland; Stedman Buttrick, Estabrook & Co., Boston; R. B. Young, E. H. Rollins & Sons, Boston
Howard Graham, Graham & Co., Philadelphia R. Lan;

;

;

Middendorf, Williams & Co., Baltimore; J. R.
Edwards, Fifth-Third National Bank, Cincinnati; W. R. Comp<on. Wm. R. Compton Company, St. Louis: R. T. Field, Field,
Richards & Co., Cincinnati; B. B. Veech, United States Trust
Company, Louisville; Lynn H. Dinkins, Interstate Trust &
Banking Company, New Orleans; W. G. Lackey, Mississippi
Valley Trust Company, St. Louis
J. Herndon Smith, Smith.
Mcore & Co., St. Louis; John A. Prescott, John A. Prescott &
Co., Kansas City; Gardner P. Stickney, Wisconsin Trust Comcaster, Williams,

;

ment through the reduction in rates enforced by state legislatures and commissions acting independently and by the Interstate Commerce Commission?
Are these the principal causes?
If not, what others are stated?
"Your committee believes that statements of this character,
representing the opinion of hundreds of thousands
of
in-

oany, Milwaukee

who have in times past furnished money
for extensions and improvements of the roads and from whom
the money must come to provide for future e?ctensions and improvements, will be of great value in considering the merits of

of the North-Eastern Railway of England have
asked Lord Kitchener's authority to enroll a North-Eastern Railway battalion for his new army. One thousand one hundred

dividuals in the country

the situation.

"The following questions are submitted with a view of outsome phases of the situation which the committee be-

lining

lieves should be
"1.

covered

During the

last 10 years have you noticed any change in the
requirements of your clients in the matter of preferences for

municipal,

industrial

previously

they

or public utility bonds or stocks where
have purchased steam railroad bonds?
Give

their reasons.

lying issues?
"3.

Give their reasons.

expressions 'of opinion have you had from your
regard to the necessity of an increase in the rates of
well-managed, conservatively capitalized railroads, as being
necessary for the protection of their investments?

Give their

reasons.
"4.

Has

there been, to any great extent, a disposition to exchange steam railroad securities for other classes of corporate

any other reason than possibly a larger return on the
investment?
issues, for

"5.

What

effect

do you believe the European war will have on

Co.,

—

directors

the

men are required, and a sufficient number are willing to join.
Already over 4,000 of the company's employees from all departments have enlisted as Regulars and Territorials. The directors
have undertaken to make adequate provision for dependents of
men who enlist, to keep their positions open, and to make the
arrangements for equipping and clothing the battalion

—

Brake Levers on English Railway Cars. The English
Board of Trade by authority of the act of 1901 ordered on
November
all

7,

brake lever be provided on each side
and established time limits varying with the
For those companies or persons owning

1911, that a

freight cars,

number

of cars owned.

under 3,000 cars ten years was given
for those with over
and under 20,000, 15 years, and for those over 20,000
;

3,000 cars

cars the limit

What

clients in

Eugene M. Stevens, Stevens, Chapman &

An English R,mlway's B.xttalion. To meet the case of
men who would prefer to enlist among those whom they know,

of

Has

there been a growing reluctance on the part of your
clients to the purchase of the newer, and therefore junior, securities of steam railroads and a growing preference for under"2.

;

Minneapolis.

was 20

years.

It will

therefore be seen that

possible that not until the end of the year 1931

be so

fitted.

The companies

to

whom

will

it

is

every car

the twenty years'

limit

applies are the Caledbnian, Great Central, Great Eastern, Great

Northern, Great Western, Lancashire and Yorkshire, London
and North-Western, Midland, North British and North-Eastern.
The railway companies are, however, making good progress with
their equipment, and it is most unlikely that they will take ad-

vantage of their powers.
It is, generally, the private owner
is hindering progress, and he has until the end of the year
1921
seven years hence to get his work finished,

who

—

—

Our Trade Opportunities

in

South America

Extent of Openings There for American Goods, Especially Railway Supplies and How Markets May be Gained

By

F. Lavis

Consulting Engineer*

poor Spanish, that the needs of the people are not studied,
we will not or cannot adopt the metric dimensions, which
are almost universally used throughout South America, that
goods are not properly packed to withstand the rough handling
of ocean transport and frequent transshipment, or in small packages for pack trains, that we have no banking facilities for exchange except through London, that we have no ships of our
own and have to depend on foreign bottoms, and so on.

During" the past few years there has been an ever increasing

into

by the people of the United States in the countries
to the south of us, and a great deal has been said and written
about South America, which term, for the purpose of the present
article may generally be understood to include all the countries

that

interest

United States or at ^ny rate south of Mexico.
probably quite generally understood that there is here a
vast area, mostly as yet undeveloped, but still at the same time
supporting in the aggregate large numbers of people as highly
to the south of the
It

is

and with needs for manufactured products on the whole very large, and which they are obliged to
Heretofore these
supply by imports from foreign countries.
needs have been met almost wholly by European manufacturers,
and it has been assumed that there must have been something
radically wrong with the manufacturers of the United States
that they have not secured a share of this business, in some degree proportionate to the relative importance of the United
States as one of the foremost manufacturing countries of the
as

civilized

ourselves

world.
Sjjeaking generally,

it

may

be said that there are no manu-

factured articles produced anywhere south of the United States.

South America, therefore, needs all kinds of manufactured prodand steel, from locomotives and steel bridges to
and needles cement for masonry, coal, structural timber,
in short, all kinds of
all kinds of wearing apparel, etc., etc.
manufactured articles. The classes of goods we have been able
to supply so far, in spite of the many disadvantages under which
we have labored, as compared with European manufacturers,
are principally rolled steel products, such as rails, structural
steel for buildings, bridges, etc., which, in spite of our high
labor costs, are sold in competition with European manufacturers largely, owing to the aggressive policy of the United
States Steel Products Company, and the specialties, such as
agricultural machinery, sewing machines, typewriters, phonographs and articles of a siinilar nature, which the native inventive genius of the American has produced, which are necessary
to modern methods of working and doing business, and which
ucts of iron

pins

;

;

All other classes of

could not be obtained elsewhere.

manu-

factured products have been most generally bought in Europe.
South America has to offer in exchange the products of the
soil,

agricultural, pastoral

including coal or iron.

and mineral, the
It

will

be

seen,

latter,

however, not

therefore,

that

what

mostly the things we ourselves
have in abundance, but which are required in Europe, especially
in England, France, Germany, Belgium, Holland, etc., all of
which are importers of food stuffs and have a large and continuous excess of manufactured products to offer in exchange, and
for which they have for many years had to find markets outthey have to offer in trade

side of their

own

countries.

is

It

may

be noted that owing to the

almost entire absence of coal and iron, at any rate in sufficiently
close relation and proper quality to build up a successful manufacturing industry of steel products, it is entirely probable that

South America

will

always continue to be a market for steel

products.

NEED FOR STUDY OF SOUTH AMERICAN CONDITIONS

Many

reasons have been advanced to account for the fact that
amount of the

the United States has failed to obtain any large

These are usually, that Anierican
salesmen are incompetent, that they do not speak the language
(all Spanish, except in Brazil, where Portuguese is spoken),
that catalogs and circulars are printed in English or translated

business of South America.

•Mr. Lavis' address

is

50 Church street.

New York

City.

it is true that all these things and many other minor
have been neglected either wholly or in part, that they
must be attended to, and that the lack of attention will prevent
the development of business, but all these things have been overcome either wholly or in part by at least some American manufacturers, and on the whole they are really unimportant and
may in a sense be said to be almost trivial, compared to the
real underlying causes which have compelled the Latin Americans to do their trading in Europe rather than with us.
In
saying this, the point should be emphasized that these matters
are only unimportant by co.mparison. They must on no account
be overlooked or neglected, nor must we think that we can force
the Latin Americans to do business our way, simply because it
is our way, or to buy what we offer, whether it is what they
want or not. Our manufacturers must study the needs of the
countries and the people, they must employ competent salesmen
if they want to do business at all, and deliver the goods in the
shape in which they can be handled and in the kind of packages
which are required. Perhaps many of these things apply more
particularly to ordinary merchandise for what may be called
household consumption, than to railway supplies, ;'.ie matter
which the editor has especially asked me to refer to, but the general situation is much the same for any lines of manufactured
articles, and of course, in the small space of a single article
little more than generalities can be attempted.

Now,

details

American manufacturers, except

in the special lines

previously

have had no occasion to really attempt to consistently
develop foreign markets for their products. When times have
been good, as they usually have been with only comparatively
infrequent intervals until the last few years, there has been a
market here at home for all they could produce. We have been
busy developing our own country, we have been opening up new
areas and our problem has been, not to find markets for our
goods in order to keep a dense population busy and earning,
but to find sufficient laborers to do our work. We have had a
surplus of food products, and these we have been able to exreferred

to.

port to pay our debts abroad.

no question, however, that we are now about at the
We are finding it necessary to import such food
products as corn (maize) and beef very little, it is true, but
little as it is, a beginning, and one which unless we materially
change our farming methods, is bound to grow. We have a
larger and ever increasing proportion of our population employed in factories and rolling mills and our manufacturers have
expanded their plants to such an extent that, with only the requirements of our own domestic needs to supply, they are finding it increasingly difficult to keep them running at full time,

There

is

turning point.

—

and must necessarily look for other markets. The proportion
of consumers of food products to producers is, therefore, becoming all the time relatively greater, we are consuming more
and more of our ow-n food products, we shall export less and
we shall import more this must, therefore, be offset by the sale
of our manufactured products in foreign countries, and the
most logical market is naturally the nearest, namely, that of our
neighbors in South America. That this expansion of our foreign
;

—
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trade

is

bound

to

come

in the not far distant future,

we must develop it in South America, is
But
that we must continue to progress.

as sure

as

is

and that
the fact

that the present Eurogoing to help in this matter, is extremely doubtful,
seems
much
more
likely
that it will tend
and to the writer it

pean war

is

temporarily to retard

at least

WHY

OUR SOUTH AMERICAN TRADE IS SMALL
why the manufacturers of the United
States have not done more business with South America are:
Because the development and exploitation of the resources of
these countries have been carried out almost entirely by Euro-

The

principal reasons

pean capital.
Because of the extensive system of credits granted by Europeans and the co-operation of the bankers with the merchants.
Because of the higher cost of production in the United States.
Because of the lack of incentive heretofore for American merchants to continuously seek foreign markets and further
Because of the direct shipping lines, banking connections, and
facilities of intercourse both for passengers and mail.
South America has been and for quite a long time will continue to be almost entirely dependent on foreign capital for the

managed by themselves, and therefore,
goods have been sold under credit conditions more nearly
resembling the practice in England, and practically to their own

their

representatives abroad.

Another very important consideration governing the possibilour being able to sell to South America is, that, speaking

generally, the cost of production in the United States, due principally

its

resources, and not only this,

to the very

The question

of the effect

that of shipping.

instance,

should

prefer

materials

with

which he

has been accustomed to work and which he has been trained to
The railways of the Argentine, for example,
believe are best.
the country in which the greatest railway development in South
America has taken place, are controlled very largely by British

and
managers

interests,

the

it

is

a fact

beyond dispute

thai as a rule neither

in the .Argentine, the directors in

London, nor

their

engineers or purchasing agents care to even hear anything about
railway supplies or other materials not made in England. There
are exceptions, of course, but they are only frequent enough to

cause surprise

when they happen.

It

must be remembered,

also,

have
been built up very largely by the immigration of Europeans,
and a large part of their people naturally lean towards and
sympathize with their mother countries.
Another phase of the situation is, of course, the extensive system of credits which has been developed by European banks,
working with the manufacturers, and which has been largely
the cause of the great over-extension in Brazil and the Argentine

that both the Argentine

and

Brazil, principally the former,

which has almost brought them to bankruptcy within the last
year or so. The Germans especially have been willing to sell
to anyone who had any kind of reasonable security, whether
convertible into cash or not, they have added anywhere from
20 per cent to 200 per cent to their bills, the notes in payment
have been discounted by the banks, and the manufacturers have
been free to go ahead and manufacture more goods to be sold
on the same terms. It is needless to tell an American manufacturer how fruitless it would be, or at least has been, to get a
New York bank to discount any kind of a note on South America,

except on the personal security of the firm offering
particularly have also maintained at

The Germans

all

im-

portant points in South America agents, bright young men working for what we should consider almost meager salaries, who

have kept close watch on the financial situation and who have

made it their business to make collections at such
money has been available. Without a man like

times as the

on the
ground, thoroughly well posted as to what is going on, and able
and ready to take advantage of any turn to get a payment on
account, they would have made very few collections, and as a
result they have now what must be in the aggregate a very large
outstanding account.

The

British financing has been

The
banks

that

much more

is

American owned

one which

it

is difficult

question of the establishment of branches of American
in

South America

is

also on a

somewhat

similar basis to

we are to develop our trade it is undoubtthat we should be able to do business through

If

edly to be desired

our own banks, but it seems no more reasonable to ask the
bankers to be pioneers in the establishment of banks before
there is any business for them to do than it is to ask our merchants to tie up their capital in extended credits to compete
with Europeans merely as a matter of sentiment, and just so
that we as a great nation may do as much business in South
America as other great nations do. As a matter of fact, the
two must be pushed along together, and one bank at least has
already taken steps in the right direction by the establishment
of branches in Buenos Aires and Rio. It has been stated within the past few days that the government is seriously considering two-cent postage and direct exchange of postal money orders.
This is desirable, but almost everyone who does business would
rather pay five cents and have frequent and prompt service, say
direct mails a week to each coast and by reasonably fast

two

boats, than a cheaper rate.

The

postal

money order

feature

is

up to the present, if my
business has been done through Belgium.

a desirable step in the right direction, as

memory

serves,

all this

THE QUESTION OF RAILWAY SUPPLIES
Turning now to the question of railway supplies, these have
been very largely furnished heretofore by England, Germany,
Belgium and France, probably about in the order named, and I
should think with England very largely in the lead. Germany
and Belgium are, of course, practically eliminated by reason of
the war.
Just how long they will be kept out of the markets
of the world depends on the length of the war, and the decimation of the laboring classes due to death, wounds, etc.
It

seems probable, though, that the decline of their influence
some time to come, even if the war should stop

will be felt for

be said of France, to some
no embargo on French shipping.
There seems to be no reason, however, to expect that England
nearly
is not, and will not continue to be, able to supply all or
all the demands made on her for practically all lines of manuat once.

it.

of the lack of

America

So far as the writer
a great cry for American owned ships.
can see. however, the effect of this on our prospects of future
trade with South America cannot be very great one way or the

thus financed, and therefore, not only exercise a strict
control over the necessary supplies, but aside from this it is
only natural, that a British, French or a German manager of a
for

difficult

available ships belong to one or other of the belligerents there

other.

railway,

it

So long as there was general peace, of course, it apto answer.
parently had little effect on the business and the shippers had
Now, when nearly all the
little difficulty in finding bottoms.

mercial enterprises. The capital has been supplied by European
bankers, they naturally have a great deal to say as to the selection of both the European and resident managers of the enterprises

higher wage scale, makes

ships on our trade with South

is

it

much

and in many cases almost impossible for us to compete with
Europe. The writer believes he has no prejudices in regard to
either political party and does not pretend to understand the
intricacies of the tariff, but it does seem that we must necessarily enter the world's markets with our manufactured products
and he does not see how that is .going to be possible with the
continued artificial maintenance of a very high wage scale as
compared with that of the rest of the world.

has been necessary to employ foreigners, i. e., Europeans
and some Americans to supervise this development, that is to say,
as builders and managers of its railways, mines and other combut

15

generally of enterprises

—

exploitation and development of

No

57,

ity of

rather than help.

it

Vol.

extent,

The same may probably

though there

is

factured products, and in view of the greatly decreased purchasing power of the South American nations, it would seem
that England alone could easily supply all the demands which

made by South America in the immediate future and for
some time to come.
for the
It must be borne in mind that not only is the demand
products of South America by Europe decreased to the lowest

may

quite

be

October
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most necessary articles of food supply, The Argentine has some 20,000 miles of railway owned as
follows :*
and desire of Europe to lend money
Length
Capital invested
or extend credit has been practically entirely suspended for at
British
22,908 Itra.
$875,000,000
French
least a year now, and of course will so continue not only until
3,770 km.
112,000,000
Argentine
269 km.
9,000,000
the end of the present war, but until most of its depressing efArgentine government
5,907 km.
122,000.003
fects on the general financial situation of the world have been
32,854 km.
$1,118,000,000
overcome.
The Argentine government has always bought freely of AmerThe purchasing power of South America has, therefore, been
ican railway supplies whenever money has been available, but
decreased, lirst by reason of the fact that it is largely indebted
of course the British and French companies look to their own
to Europe and there is, therefore, an actual dearth of real
countries.
money; second, by the fact that its credit has been strained by
In Chili where there are a little over 4,000 miles, the lines are
over-speculation and too rapid development (too rapid only in
mostly owned and operated by the government or by British inthird, entire susrelation to the supply of the world's capital)
terests. In the rest of South America, with a total of about 4,500
and fourth, depension of European ability to make loans
miles of railway, the lines are largely British, with some few
This latter,
creased demand for South America's products.
under local control, though the Guayaquil & Quito in Ecuador is
however, is to some extent offset so far as some sections are
at least partly controlled by American interests.
concerned by an increased demand for food products at higher
The 1,500 miles of railway of Central America are controlled
prices, tempered by some lack of transportation facilities.
quite largely by interests associated with the United Fruit ComIn estimating the possibility that American manufacturers may
pany, are operated by American methods and their supplies are
lake advantage of the present war situation to introduce their
generally bought here.
goods into South America, and especially so far as regards rail.Summing up the situation, therefore, it seems to the writer that
way supplies, the factors which seem to the writer most imthe time has come when the manufacturers of the United States
portant are, that Great Britain will not have to materially curmust find the means of extending their business with foreign
her production, that while the shipping facilities of ihc
tail
countries in spite of, rather than because of the war.
This is
world are considerably decreased by the practical withdrawal of
an economic necessity which is beginning to be realized by all
all the German boats, and the use of some commercial vessels
those who are in any degree far-sighted. We must extend our
for the purposes of war, yet with the largely decreased volume
foreign trade in manufactured products because we must proof business of all kinds throughout the world, the available
gress, because the proportion of consumers to producers of food
shipping will probably be able to take care of it, that South
products within our own borders is continually increasing, beAmericans have been quite generally educated to and have decause our exports of food products are becoming a less and less
veloped the habits of trading with Europe and that so far as
proportion of the values of our imports, and there must necesregards England and France they have little reason to change
sarily be some compensation.
now, and most important of all. due to the quite universal finanA PLAN OF CAMPAIGN FOR TRADE
cial depression which has existed in southern South America
point and

is

but also that

for only the
ability

tlie

;

;

for

the past

18

months and which has been greatly accentupower of these coun-

ated by the present war, the purchasing
tries is

very largely decreased, or almost entirely destroyed for

moment, unless at extremely long credits.
The writer recently received a letter from a friend in Buenos
Aires dated early in August, which contains the following: "All

the

the railways in the Argentine have reduced their train services

by about SO per cent in the last few days, due to lack of traffic
and shortage of coal. The Buenos Aires & Pacific has cut out
thirty-two

daily

trains

in

its

local

service

The banks

alone.

opened yesterday after being closed for ten days, but all managed to come out well except one which cannot pay its claims
and remains shut."

FINANCIAL SITUATION OF SOUTH AMERICAN RAILWAYS
year ending June 30, 1914, the gross reArgentine Railways were somewhere near fifteen
million dollars less than for the year previous, only three lines
Both the Argentine and
out of fifteen showing any increase.

For the

last financial

ceipts of the

Brazil have suffered greatly during the past year,

necessary

curtailment

of

credits

owing

by Europe, due

first

to the

to

the

ably be generally desirable for manufacturers of similar lines

down one or two thoroughly well posted and equipped representatives rather than to
attempt to each send its own more or less mediocre man, and
be prepared to continue the campaign for several years before
there can be any hope of very substantial results.
It may be
desirable to select men of different types, one to first cover the
ground carefully and fully to investigate the possibilities of the
sale in any particular locality of a particular line or lines, he to
be followed later by men more of the salesmen type to prosecute the campaign in certain specified localities.
of goods to combine together and send

Dependence can hardly be placed on the ordinary commission
houses or export agents to carry on a really aggressive campaign
or to make the investment it would require. This can only be
accomplished by direct representatives having a definite object
in view.
Immediate or quick results cannot possibly be hoped
for, as only the long continued, persistent campaign will get
final results, and the expense will not be small.

Balkan war and also to the fact that previous to that time they
were greatly over-extended and there has been considerable

During the
must be taken

over-speculation.

of the customers, even at considerable expense to the manufac-

In Brazil the practical failure of the valorization scheme to
sustain the price of coffee and the great drop in the price of
rubber due to the great competition of plantation rubber, has

turers,

and

profit.

Above

Argentine has
have been
In regard to Chili,
strained to nearly the limit everywhere.
the writer is not very well posted, but that country is at least

accentuated

the

greatly suffered

.

The campaign to secure this business, or a greater proportion of
the business of South America, will be a long and expensive one
and large results will probably only come slowly. It will prob-

financial

difficulties,

from over-speculation

equally a sufferer

while

the

in lands. Credits

from the necessary curtailment of

their credit

Europe.
has about 12,000 miles, of which about half is controlled by a company incorporated in the United States, but of
which the capital has been supplied by Engflish. French and
Belgium banks. The rest of the mileage is mostly British, with
quite a little owned and operated by the government.

in

Brazil

initial

period

if

orders are obtained, every care

to see that they are filled to

meet the requirements

no margin of
some means of determining that
any kind of machinery) shipped are
reasonably sure to meet the requirements, and even further,

the

goods

possibly, even probably, with little or
all

there must be

(especially

that they are properly used.

It will

be far better to refuse or-

goods that will not be useful to the buyer,
and of course, this is one of the phases of the campaign where
There must be
exceptionally good judgment will be required.
absolutely no attempt to foist left-overs and unsuitable goods on
remembered
America.
The
fact
must
be
South
of
the people
that these people are generally able and intelligent, and the
They have not
higher classes almost always highly educated.
ders

than to

sell

•For more particulars see
and April 3, 1914.

article

in

Railwav Age Gacette of March 27
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usually

genius

the

for

persistent

attention

to

details,

Many

foolish or ignorant, as has been too often assumed.

of

them have been educated either in Europe or the United States,
and are well posted in regard to the affairs of our times and
in modern progress in the arts and sciences.

As

already indicated, the writer believes there

is very little
extension of American trade with
South America, owing to the generally prevailing financial depression and the great curtailment of the purchasing power of
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POSTOFFICE DEPARTMENT ECONOMY

the

or

business ability which makes the Anglo-Saxon the successful
manager of commercial enterprises; but they are by no means

Vol.

J. E. Sexton, general manager of the Eureka-Nevada Railway, declares that the postoffice department in refusing to
send the mails over his road is imposing on the citizens along
the line a gross injustice; and he has written a letter of
protest to President Wilson. In this letter, dated Palisade,
Nev., September 20, he says, in part:

—

prospect of the immediate

"Dear Sir; Is the postmaster general of the United States
honest? I respectfully submit this question to you, firmly
convinced from the facts following that you cannot answer in

Above all, it is no time to send a flock of
South America with big trunks of samples,
who will return with nothing but expense accounts bigger than
their sample cases.
It is, however, a time when a properly organized campaign may well be started, as it will be much easier

the affirmative.

these countries.

all

young salesmen

now

to

many places heretofore more or less
was when the South Americans would only
lending them money.
Gradually with the extension of our trade, which must and
to obtain a hearing in

inaccessible

than

it

who were

listen to those

can only be built up hand-in-hand with our bankers and with
and effective co-operation of the government, and
with our more intimate knowledge of the people and their coun-

the assistance

tries,

it

should be possible to build up and establish a reason-

on a satisfactory basis, that is, that payment
must be made promptly at the time specified, though not necessarily as now, cash against bill of lading.
The long extended
able credit system

now

system

credit

much

prevalent

is

probably

the

result

quite

as

of too great a desire to sell goods under any conditions,

on the part of the South Americans to buy goods
they could not pay for. It is to be remembered also that after
this war tfie European nations will be in no better position
than we are to extend credits, and that from now on, or as soon
as our banking and financial machinery is adapted to it, we shall
be in quite as advantageous a position as they are in this reas of desire

spect.

INVESTMENTS UNDER AMERICAN MANAGERS NEEDED

Any

fused.

serious campaign for the extension of our trade

must
eventually contemplate a considerable investment of American
capital in South' American enterprises, under the direction of
American managers, but in view of the fact that we ourselves
always have been and still are (or would be) borrowers of
European capital for the development of our own resources, it
is

not easily apparent just

now how

this

is

to be accomplished.

There have been, however, certain recent indications that

it

may

not be altogether impossible in the not too far distant future in
spite of

our

own

great needs.

It will,

of course, only

come with

the co-operation of our bankers after they realize from the direct

information

received

through

the

agency
hoped

of

their

own

most
important centers, what the needs and resources of South
America are. Heretofore, of course, European capital which
could only count on very low returns at home, has been obliged
branches, ultimately to be established

it

is

to seek fo.reign investments for greater returns.

could earn as

much from investments

our

in

own

in all the

We

is

going to change

The
bound

financial

many

more or

even

now

now

existing in

and

South America

is

less

the worst of

cattle will partially

make up

.

justify sitting in silence

and administering a law that robs

its

"Assume that a condition existed where the postoffice department had contracted the two routes referred to herein
for $6,800 per annum service to be performed in 33 hours, and
for some reason the statute were to forbid any consideration
of a bid by a member of a labor organization in excess of
$1,795, although the means of conveyance he would employ
would perform the service 300 per cent more efficiently. How
long do you suppose there would be any tranquillity around
the postoffice department or the homes of members of

are that the increased prices which will be received for the
cereals

met the prayer of said petitioners.
"What excuse can a person, having taken an oath to support
the constitution and perform the duties of any office, offer to

we
The war

temporary, in spite of the war.
it may nearly be over,
especially in those countries which produce the staple foods the
world must have and which it must pay for. There may be
some little difficulty for a while in regard to transport, but
this also will quite likely be only temporary and the chances
to be only

It is possible that

and amounts to robbery, and
railroad can and will perform the service for more
than $1,500 per annum less and with 300 per cent more
efficiency the case presents an instance of unwarranted and
offensive discrimination, to say nothing of the injustice imposed on the people whom we could and would serve, and
who have petitioned the department and members of congress
with sufficient frequency to have impelled the department, if
it were honestly conducted, to have found a means to have
of the United States wrongfully

when our

treasury?

of these conditions.

depression

"I submit that the difference between what is now being
paid for a 33-hour service and what the service could be performed for in eight hours is being taken from the Treasury

ourselves

country as

could obtain abroad and without the additional risk.

submit that with the know-ledge and through the unof the postoffice department the United States is
being robbed; its taxpayers being unreasonably discriminated
against as well as having the grossest character of injustice
imposed upon its citizens residing at Eureka, Nev.
"I am the general manager of a little narrow gage railroad
(that has been twice in the hands of a receiver in the last 15
years) operated semi-weekly between Palisade and Eureka,
a distance of 84 miles. Alongside of this railroad is operated
a mule-drawn vehicle carrying the United States mail, route
No. 75,148, tri-weekly between the points indicated in 33 hours
for the sum of $5,970 per annum; while our line makes the
run in eight hours,- and the postoffice department contend that
they cannot under existing statutes, according to their interpretation, pay us more than $1,795.
"We are willing to perform the service tri-weekly in eight
hours, or with 300 per cent more efficiency, for $5,300, and
in addition perform the service of route No. 175,023, for which
the department is paying about $875; or in other words, saving the United States more than $1,500 per year.
"Under date of January 12, 1914, I submitted a bid to perform service on both routes, and to serve two additional postoffices that have since been discontinued, for the sum of
$6,269, as against the present combination price of $6,845. in
eight hours as compared with 33 hours, but my offer was re"I

fairness

for other losses, so that

sooner or later the purchasing power will be restored, and if
begin

we are to be in a position to take advantage of it, we must
now to make our preparations and lay our lines.

.

.

.

congress?

"Can you do anything in this case to see that we are permitted to enjoy the equal protection of the law?
"Those who administer the affairs of the postoffice department are, as you can see, too narrow between the eyes to
initiate anything that will free a railroad from abuse."

New Hocking

Dock

Coal

Valley

Ohio

Toledo,

East

at

Two Tipples, Each With a Capacity of 40
Cars Per Hour, and a 3,000-Car Yard and Approaches

Providing

The Hocking Valley Railway has had under way

some time sylvania tracks and is now routed to the Clover Leaf terminals.
Maumee The present improvements, comprising new docks with inderiver, at East Toledo, Ohio, to replace the coal and ore handling
pendent approaches, is the last step in the removal of the Hockfacilities formerly owned and operated by this company on the
ing Valley trains from the tracks of the Pennsylvania Company
west bank of the river and reached over the tracks of the Pennin order to reduce the congestion on the latter road.
The consylvania Lines.
The new terminal includes IJ^ miles of run- tract between the two companies, covering the trackage agreening track approaching the dock, a 3,000-car storage yard, a
ment, contemplated the abandonment of the Hocking Valley
dock and machinery to the Pennsylvania Company when the
trains of the former road should cease to use the line and
Summit street yard of the Pennsylvania, and the present dock
for

a comprehensive improvement on the east bank of the

development

is

in fulfillment of this agreement.

The coal trade
Hocking Valley

for the Northwest, which

is handled over the
Toledo and loaded on lake boats at that
point, is very important and it was essential in the design of the
new dock that ample facilities be provided for the economical

to

handling of increasing quantities of this business.
The coal
at about 95 mines along the Hocking Valley, the

originates

Kanawha & Michigan and the Norfolk & Western in the southWest Virginia fields, requiring a haul of from 200
to SOO miles.
The maximum tonnage handled at Toledo by the
ern Ohio and

Hocking Valley during a

single

navigation

season

movement
The new dock

been

has

2,700,000 tons, with a daily loaded car

into the ter-

minal running as high as 458 cars.

facilities will

make

possible the loading of about 10,000,000 tons in a season, a

vessel of 12,500 tons cargo,

the lakes, being filled in

which

6'/^

is about the largest in use on
hours by one machine. In addition

more than doubling the rated dock capacity, the improvement
provides a much more direct line from the company's northern
to

freight terminal at Walbridge, five miles south of Toledo,

much improved yard serving
of the

Maumee

river

is

the dock.

The

and a

long, high crossing

also avoided.

CONNECTING LINE AND YARDS
.^s shown in the accompanying map, the new dock will be
reached from Walbridge by using about 314 miles of the line of
the Toledo Terminal railroad, an interchange belt line encircling

and V/i miles of new

line extending from the belt line
This new line passes through a thinly settled secsuburb of East Toledo, and on account of the commercial advantages of the location of the new dock in this por-

the city,

to the river.

Map

of

Toledo and Vicinity Showing Hocking Valley Entrance and
the Belt Line

Used

to

Reach the New Dock

tion of the

the company was allowed to occupy certain
with the understanding that other necessary streets be
donated to the city. No grade crossings are involved in the new
work, one street being carried under the tracks and one street
tion

coal-loading dock with two tipples, each having a capacity 'for

handling 40 cars per hour, and an ore-loading dock, although the
operating machinery for the latter dock has not been placed.

The Hocking Valley has been operating
Penn.5ylvania tracks since 1877.

into

Until recently

Toledo over the
all of this com-

4(
General Plan

of the

cent dock frontage.

New

head.

In order to handle the additional

traffic

over the belt

line

Coal Pier, Yards and Approaches

Passenger trains entered by the same route
In the

few years the passenger traffic has been diverted to reach
the Union station over the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern.
All freight, except coal, has also been diverted from the Pennlast

and the tracks of the Wheeling & Lake Erie being carried over-

/

pany's freight trains crossed the Pennsylvania bridge over the
Maumee river and used the Summit street yard and the adjauntil 1896, using a station located near 'the freight yard.

of the city,

streets

between Walbridge and the dock connection, this portion of the
road has been double-tracked.
The economical separation of grades at the crossings with the
two streets and the Wheeling & Lake Erie was one of the prinThe country adjoincipal problems in the location of the dock.
ing the river near the dock is generally level with an abrupt
river bank about 28 ft. high. In order to approach the dock at
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was required, running out to the ground surface about
one-half mile from the river. As Front street is parallel to, and
only a short distance from the river, it was only required to be

ft. wide and about 850 ft. long, in each of which four vessels
can be docked. These slips are dredged to a depth of 23 ft. The
down stream slip is only being finished to a width of 125 ft. at
present, the remaining width to be completed when the ore dock

elevated about four feet to secure the necessary clearance over

on that

the proper grade a cut with a

depth of 21

ft.

river

new
new

the

the

At

tracks.

cut

is

the crossing of the

Wheeling & Lake Erie

only about four feet deep, requiring the elevation

of the Wheeling tracks about 16

taken from the excavation

made

ft.

This

fill

was made of earth

250

side

The dock
rows of

is

required.

wall surrounding the coal pier

45-ft.

is

white oak piling, with a row of

steel sheet piling driven just inside the

founded on four
30-ft.

Lackawanna

second row of support-

for the dock approach tracks,

involving, in addition to the structure carrying the old line over

new dock

the

the elevated

A

connection, a subway to carry

Seaman

street

under

line.

Wheeling crossing the new line
This ravine is
crosses a ravine 600 ft. wide and 35 ft. deep.
skirted on the south by Seaman street. A subway was built to
carry this street under the tracks, and a reinforced concrete
box culvert was constructed in the bottom of the ravine to the
short distance beyond the

This ravine afforded a convenient point to
street.
waste the material excavated from the adjacent cut.
A receiving yard occupies practically the entire distance between the Terminal belt line connection and the crossing of the
Wheeling, and a storage yard extends from the latter crossing to
Front street. Two running tracks extend through the center of
The receiving yard contains 8
these two yards to the dock.
tracks and the storage yard will ultimately have 60 stub tracks,
although the development of this yard will depend somewhat on
the growth of the business. The receiving yard has ladder connections with the running tracks at both ends, but the storage
yard is fan-shaped, with ladders only at one end, this layout
being necessarj' in order to lay the yard tracks practically on
the original ground surface, while the running tracks are on a
north of the

lower grade

in the cut.

The

ultimate capacity of the yard will

General View
be 3,000 cars.

The yard

of

New Dock Showing

the

tracks are laid with 67-lb., relay

rail,

rail

frontage along the river

is

ing piles, to retain the wet sand

dock.

The dock

wall

is

fill

Were Laid Under

1,600

ft.

in length, of

which

1,200 ft. will be occupied by the new coal and ore docks. The middle
of the frontage is occupied by the coal pier, which is 170 ft. wide
and about 900 ft. long. On either side of this coal pier is a slip

It

which forms the body of the

of concrete, reinforced in both directions,

extending 4 ft. below mean water level and 10 ft. above it. The
maximum width of the wall over the heads of the piles is 16 ft.
6 in. The side walls of the coal pier are anchored together by
2%-\n. tie rods, and the end wall is similarly anchored to pile
The face of the concrete along the
clusters driven in the fill.
dock line is protected from damage of boats by the insertion of

Slip

three 10-in., 25

lb.

Wall Under Construction
I-beams, flush with the surface of the con-

Eye-bolts and rings for attaching guard timbers are located in recesses along the face of the dock. Cast iron mooring
posts are spaced 50 ft. center to center along the dock face secrete.

curely anchored to the concrete wall.
The wall enclosing the ore dock on the up stream

NEW DOCKS
The water

Street Viaduct Before the Tracks

Two Dumpers and

on the running tracks and ladders. No. 8 rigid
Manganese guard
frogs are used on ladders of No. 7 angle.
rails and frogs are used throughout.

with 80-lb.

The Front

sicle

of the

After the
is supported on cribbing.
dredging had been done, heavj' timber cribs built up of 2-in. by
10-in. and 2-in. by 12-in. timbers were floated into ffosition and
sunk.
They were anchored in position by piling driven in the

coal pier and across the slip

October
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inside corners

and were subsequently

filled

with sand.

On

these

cribs as a foundation a reinforced concrete wall, similar in general design to the coal pier wall,

The two
midway of

tipples

was

built.

located on opposite sides of the pier about

steel, occupying a ground
by 60 ft., and having a height of 100 ft. They are
designed to handle any type of coal cars up to 52 ft. in length
and 270,000 lb. in weight at a rate of 40 cars per hour. The

area 40

its

length are of structural

ft.

Profile of

level.

The empty

car run-off track on the other side of the

dumpers has a grade of

4.4 per cent,

ending

in a

switchback from

Typical Cross Sections ol

which the cars go down an easy grade to two 30-car empty
dumper located between the tipples. A switch
is

able to place 20 loads

weight of each tipple complete

The
pull ouf 30 empty cars.
approximately 1,500,000 lb., the

and
is

concrete footings being designed to stand this loading under the

most severe

strain.

in diameter

by 16

ft.

in length,

with a rated capacity of 375

h.p.

Automatic stokers, suspended ferro-inclave coal hopper,
feed water heater, pumps, and force draft under automatic control
each.

its

Approaches

are provided.

empty tracks

A
is

separate spur track connecting with one of the
used to deliver coal to a hopper serving these

boilers.

The machine shop

contains

shop

necessary for making quick repairs.

two 75-k.w.

d.c.

lighting the dock

Dock Walls on

tracks for each

engine

The power for the operation of the dock is generated in a
power house, 42 ft. by 112 ft. in size, located near the end of the
pier between the two switchbacks.
It is divided by a fire wall
into a boiler room and combined engine room and machine shop.
The boiler room contains three Scotch marine boilers, 12 ft. 6 in.

Tracks on the Dock and

loaded cars are set down a grade of 1.2 per cent from the storage
yard into three 20-car tracks for each dumper, the cars running
singly by gravity from these tracks down to the foot of the
tipple track inchne.
This incline has a grade of 7.625 per cent,
reaching an elevation on the cradle 18 ft. above mean water

649

Piles

generators which

tools,

lathes,

planers,

The engine room
supply electric

etc.,

contains

current

for

and for operating the telescopic spouts on the

and Cribbing

dumpers.
The steam required for the operation of the large
steam engines, located within the framework of the two dumpers,
is carried through large steam pipes in a 5-ft. by 6-ft. reinforced
concrete tunnel about 260 ft. long. The power house is a brick
structure with a 125-ft. concrete stack.
The operation of each
machine requires five operators, one oiler and 14 laborers. It is
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estimated that 25 tons of slack will operate the power plant for a
day when both dumpers are in operation.

center support are also encased in concrete to give the structure
the appearance of a concrete bridge. The floor troughs are filled

with concrete, with the exception that a line of 12-in. vitrified tile
laid in each trough to effect a saving in the amount of conThe reincrete and to reduce the dead load on the structure.
forced box culvert at the bottom of the ravine is 300 ft. long and
is

by

12-ft.

No. 15

OTHER COUNTRIES

to leak out thus far regarding the railway activities

The Seaman street bridge, carrying 12 tracks, is a two-span,
trough floor structure, designed to harmonize with a proposed
The floor
boulevard development contemplated by the city.
troughs are 19i/i in. wide and 21 in. deep, spanning from the
abutments to the center support parallel with the tracks which
cross the street at a slight skew. Concrete facia girders are provided along the ends of the structure and the end columns of the

10-ft.

IN

57.

For rather obvious reasons hardly anything has been allowed
on the Euro-

STRUCTURES

has a

Vol.

pean continent

connection with the present war.

It is only
about the part that the railways arc playing by correlating various items of information that
may have appeared in the daily papers. The reports agree that
the various administrations are performing the emergency duties
put upon them remarkably well. The German railways, in particular, seem to have done some remarkable work.
The railways

in

possible, therefore, to obtain

facts

of Belgium

and France have not had similar burdens put upon
them, but the engineers of the latter are now engaged in a
reconstructive work of great importance.
The French possess
a

very

and enthusiastic force whose duty

efficient

damaged railways and bridges

build the

it

is

to re-

army moves

as the

for-

opening.

the two tracks of the Wheeling & Lake
Erie over the Hocking \alley is a through girder structure, a
center girder being provided in order to allow the use of a shallow floor of IS-in. I-beams, spaced 16 in. center to center. The
rails are fastened directly to these I-beams by Ritter adjustable
The Front street viaduct is a steel structure encased
rail clamps.

The bridge carrying

1

being 380 ft. long and 66 ft. wide. It is designed to
span 16 tracks on the lower level and to carry a double-track
street railway in a 40-ft. roadway with U-ft. sidewalks on each
Three-column steel bents with collision piers enclosing the
side.
bottoms of the columns support transverse steel girders, on
which are supported the I-beams encased in concrete which com-

^j^^H^^^HHjI

in concrete,

prise the bridge floor.

An

ornamental concrete balustrade

is

"^^

pro-

vided along the faces of the bridge to prevent pedestrians from
falling over and to shut out the view of the yard below.
The grading work for this improvement required the handling

was a hard, tenacious,
was very difficult to excavate and distribute. Explosives had practically no effect on it and steam shovels were
of 400,000 yd. of material, most of which
blue clay, which

able to

make

but slow progress.

The dredging

in the slips

channels out into the river involved the handling of 650,000 cu. yd.
of material. The concrete in the bridge abutments, footing and
piers

amounted

25,000 cu. yd.

portion of

about 7,600 cu. yd., and in the dock walls
All concrete on the work was mixed in the proto

1 ;3 :5.

Smith, assistant engineer, and

W.

L.

Roller, resident engineer.

The Great Lakes Dredge & Dock Company.

Cleveland, Ohio,

had the contract for the construction of the dock and the power
house and for the dredging. The Fritz-Rumer-Cooke-Grant Company, Columbus, Ohio, placed the bridge masonry, and the Toledo
Bridge & Crane Company, Toledo, Ohio, and the Mt. Vernon
Bridge Company, Mt. Vernon, Ohio, fabricated the bridge superstructures.
The erection of the bridge was done by company
forces. The grading was done by J. T. Adams, Columbus, Ohio,
and the car dumpers were designed and erected by the Brown
Hoisting Machinery Company, Cleveland, Ohio. The work was
started in December, 1912. and the first dumper was ready for
operation at the expiration of the company's contract with the
Pennsylvania on July 1, 1914.

—

Peat as Fuel on the Swedish Railways. The question of
employing pulverized peat as fuel for locomotives has been under
consideration by the Swedish railway authorities since 1909, and
several experiments have been made with a view to ascertaining
the cost of the material as compared with coal, and also its suitability for the various types of engines.

One

altered so as to

of the State Rail-

employ the new

by Lnjcriccnl

Underwood, N.

iS-

Y.

Railway Bridge Destroyed by Germans at Battle of the Marne

The organization

ward.

Particulars

fuel.

now for some time past been used in regular
between Stockholm and Upsala with favorable results,
loth from the technical and economic points of view.

of

the

all

of the body appears to be excellent.

destroyed

structures,

known and arrangements have been made
The

rebuilding of the

form part of the work

also

for

instance,

are

for the restoration of

moved clear of
Belgian railways may very likely

structures as soon as the invaders have

these

them.

This improvement work has been carried on under the direcW. Michel, chief engineer of the Hocking Valley; D. W.

tion of

way locomotives has been

CTyighl

and

to be

accomplished by the French

remembered that the Belgians
despatched a considerable number of locomotives and cars for
safety into France some weeks ago.
The Germans also appear
niilitar)'

engineers.

It

will

be

have brought many of their troops across the frontier

to

their

own

in

cars.

The Northwestern Railway of India has recently completed
new locomotive repair plant which ranks among the largest
of its kind in the world.
The Northwestern of India operates
j.bout 5,000 miles of 5 ft. 6 in. gage track, and the new shops
a

Moghalpura near Lahore have been designed to handle the
eavy repairs on about 800 engines. The pay-roll numbers 5,000
The shops are laid out on either side of a 45 ft. transfer
pit 1,160 ft. in length and will accommodate 80 locomotives, the
output being 36 repaired engines per month.
The principal
building of the plant is 537 ft. 4 in. wide by 703 ft. long, parallel
at
1

n;en.

and

to the transfer pit,

is

contains the tender shop,

divided into 12 transverse bays.
erecting shop,

fitting

shop, wheel shop, millwright shop, tool shop and
shop.

shop,

It

machine

brass finishers'

In a separate building near one end of the main building

located a foundry where both gray iron and brass castings

is

are made.

The

main building

This engine has

the

traffic

which

will

foundry has four cupolas, tHe aggregate
20 tons of metal. Near the other end of
the locomotive paint shop, a small building

iron

capacity of which

is

is

house six locomotives and tenders.

On

the opposite

side of the transfer pit are located the stripping pit, the boiler

:

October

9,
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shop, the copper and tin shop, the smith shop and

tlie

locomotive

material stores.

shop differs from that followed in

this

transfer table

used.

is

Intsead of ar-

ranging the erecting shop in a bay parallel to the transfer table,
with individual pits each served by the tabic, the erecting shop
occupies three bays extending entirely across the building, the
within the shop requiring the services of
overhead cranes. Locomotives pass over the transfer table only
when entering the shop. After the repairs have been completed
the engine and tender leave their respective shops from the side
opposite to the transfer pit, where the engine is fired up and
After receiving a
tested in a shed provided for that purpose.
trial trip the locomotive is run into the paint shop for finishing.
of

not sufficient business to afford a controlled manual system, the
question arises

The arrangement of
this country, where a

moving

engines

CORRECT THEORIES OF AUTOMATIC BLOCK
SIGNAL CONSTRUCTION*

Is it possible to design circuits for single track
automatic blocking, following the general principles of controlled
manual, or the equivalent?

5 of

Committee No.

4,

having

in

hand the

of designing circuits for single track automatic block sig-

:

In single-track automatic signaling

governed by track

trolled apparatus,

we have

electrically con-

circuit relays, and, with sig-

nals in both directions usually indicating proceed, block sections

are usually from one to three miles in length.
are in

slots

all

Signal motors and

cases controlled by line relays, the latter being

governed by
wire

all track relays throughout the block section.
Line
generally located on telegraph poles and below telegraph

is

wires.

The

common return system is in general
are compelled to depend for our signal indications,

single control with

use; but as

we

both opposing and following, upon the making and breaking of
line relays which are susceptible to crosses and grounds, resulting
too frequently in the relay coils remaining energized and either
following or opposing signals indicating "proceed" when the block

we believe that it is important that something be
produce greater safety, even if not the equivalent of that
obtained through the use of a controlled manual system.
occupied,

is

Sub-committee No.

work

651

done

to

.

.

naling, has
in

.

.

.

made

a careful study of the various schemes

use on the railroads of the United States.
In our study of single track blocking,

we

latter,

embody

the

no automatic

same characteristics as those of the
manual control features.

omitting, of course, the

Controlled manual systems, each differing from others in minor

have been used on a number of our principal railroads for
the past 20 years, and nptwithstanding the differences in matters
of detail, all are designed to prevent the clearing of opposing
signals between passing sidings.
The system that appeals to us as being the safest and best
details,

provides
(a) Continuous track circuit between passing sidings, control-

and semi-automatic

signals,

(b) Traffic levers in adjacent towers, located at passing sidings,

each equippe'd with normal electric locks.
(c) Electric locks controlled (a) by all track circuits between
opposing signals governing from passing sidings, (b) by circuit
breakers, closed only when the signals between passing siding

and (c) by an operator in the ne.xt tower
conjunction with the operator at the home station.

outlets indicate "stop."

working

in

(d) Traffic levers controlling direction relays, wired in such a

manner
"stop"

if

cause the signals in both directions to indicate
for some unknown reason both traffic levers should be

as

to

unlocked at the same time.
(e) Semi-automatic signals, controlled by the direction relays,
and arranged to permit trains to follow one another as in double
track signaling.

This system provides an absolute check on each track circuit
and on each signal mechanism between passing sidings,
whenever the direction of traffic is changed and it is this feature,
the equivalent of indication locking, which makes controlled
manual systems safer than straight automatic systems. The direction of traffic cannot be changed if the section between passing
sidings is occupied by a train, or if
one of the signals should
be stuck at clear, when the traffic lever which was reversed is put
normal. The controlled manual system requires seven line wires
section

;

between passing sidings, viz. Lock, traffic in each direction, home
one direction, and distant, serving both directions, combined
bell and telephone, and common.
This number is increased within
:

in

the passing siding limits in proportion to the

.

used, such as

and open-faced relays, clock-work and disk banner
were first introduced, many of us felt that the day of perfection had arrived. This apparatus was good, but not good
enough. Progress has been made because there were men who,
recognizing the faults, set out to remedy them. If the first trial
proved too costly or ineffective, they tried again, and kept on
signals,

trying until today

it can be truly said that the signal system is
second to no other branch of transportation service.
Notwithstanding this fact, however, we are doing some things
today which must be improved upon. We must have greater pro-

tection against opposing trains than our present systems afford.
The single control automatic system is identical with that of the

number

of units

from the home station.
In comparing automatic systems now used, with the controlled

directly controlled

manual system already explained, we find that equal safety is riot
provided, and seeing that the average single track railroad has
"Report of sub-committee No. 5 of Committee No. 4 of the Railway Signal
Association.
Presented at Bluff Point meeting, September 23.
The proceedings of this meeting were reported September 25, page 564, and October 2, page 612.
•

power apparatus, without indication locking and
who would depend for his
indications at interlocking plants entirely upon the making

interlocked
there

ling electrically locked traffic levers

now

the oldest types of signal apparatus

fuse shunt

find that

system compares favorably with the "Lock and Block'' or "Controlled Manual'' systems, and in the design of the circuits submitted at this meeting the sub-committee has endeavored as far
as possible to

When

is

signal

;

not a signal engineer present

A

and breaking of circuits by the controlling lever,
check or indication lock, checking the position of the signal against that of the
controlling lever is demanded, for neither the power apparatus
nor the controlling

immune from mechanical
have recently heard of one road which,
requires both the positive and the
negative sides of signal circuits to be broken by the controlling
or electrical defects.

circuits are entirely

We

interlocking plants,

at

now

lever, in addition to the indication locking, unless cross protec-

tion of

As

some

description

is

provided.

no one seems to know what is claimed
by the different manufacturers. However, the research rrr'le by
this sub-committee leads us to believe that no individual c- company can broadly claim a system wherein the direction of traffic
is

to the patent situation,

automatically established by trains.

The nomenclature and method of drawing employed in our
plans now presented show present practice, but are subject to
change whenever

we

this association

recommend that no
which does not clearly show the
earnestly

adopts a standard system

;

but

set of plans

be accepted as final
location of each wire terminal,

each lightning arrester, each fuse, ground plate, wire location, reand junction box; in fact, every part that goes to make
up the complete plan. Using a complete plan, we are enabled,
first, ta reduce the cost of construction, by having the details
worked out by competent engineers, and, second, to better maintain the apparatus, and with men of less experience than would
be required if the plans were not complete.
Progress in the art of signaling enables us to accomplish today
that which was formerly considered unsafe, viz.
to meet and
pass trains on a single track railroad without issuing written orders to trainmen. On the Baltimore & Ohio we do this through
the use of a controlled manual system. It is the ideal system for
handling heavy traffic over a single track railroad, and in the
design of circuits for automatic blocking, the question which naturally arises is How can we, through the use of an automatic
system, obtain protection equal to that provided by the controlled
lay bo.x

.

.

.

:.

:

.

;
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when every other safety factor has failed the signal may
upon.
Good maintenance is not, of itself, sufficient

be

do not claim to have succeeded in all that
have' set out to accomplish, but we do claim to have improved
the circuit requisites, and to the best of our ability we have designed plans covering those requisites.
The circuit requisites on which the plans now offered are based

obviate false clear indications caused by grounded circuits. How
many signal repairmen are there today who possess the knowl-

are as follows

sulation

Signals so located as to provide adequate spacing and proAt a meeting of the full
tection against opposing movements.
committee in Buffalo it was agreed by a majority of the members

foreseen unless the circuits are arranged in such a

manual system?

we

.

.

.

(a)

present that outgoing signals from passing sidings should be located at or near the fouling of the passing siding, rather than beyond the main switch. At interlocking plants, and where con-

manual systems are in service, signals are always located
The same location system should be used whether
The location of signals in
in manual or automatic territory.
single-track territory should be so arranged that trains, where

that

relied

meeting, will be separated a sufficient distance apart to allow for
a slight over-run without resulting in a collision the incoming
signal at passing sidings 50 ft. from the switch point, and the out;

the necessary instruments for measuring the in-

Grounded

resistance of a circuit?

grounds

tain combination of

way

:

Is

it

the

And what

scheme practicable?

that cer-

possible to design signal

no combination of grounds

will cause the energiza-

tion of the controlling or signal operating devices?
is

cannot be

circuits

will cause a stop signal.

The question may now be asked
circuits so that

is

And.

if

so,

the additional cost?

In double-track signaling, the direct control of both sides of

trolled

at the foulings.

who have

edge or

to

the signal motor through the track relay affords reasonable in-

surance against the effect of crosses, and this practice is followed
on the pnncipal- railroads.
In semi-automatic territor>' the indication or back check provides the safety features desired. In single track automatic sig-

nahng we must have

direct control through

a breaker on the

going signals at the fouling. This affords a safe stagger, and at
the point where needed; at the point where it will allow the incoming train to take siding. At intermediate signals between
siding outlets, the signaling arrangement should provide that opposing trains be stopped by signals not less than 1,000 ft apart.
(b) The control of signals to be such as to provide (1) positive
block indications against opposing trains between passing sid-

opposing signal, closed only when the signal indicates stop or
else double control, as shown in plans now presented, must be
provided. This is the only solution known to this sub-committee.

(2) whether in terminal territory or on the line-of-road, the
giving of a signal at the entrance of a block should depend upon
the opposing signal governing into the same block indicating stop;

ing trains to

ings

;

Two
7

These

other points must be considered.

will be

numbered

and

8.

(7)

That two opposing signals governing into the same block

shall not display the

proceed indication simultaneously, authoriz-

move opposing each

other.

;

(3) stop, caution, or clear indications for following movements,
on double track; (4) that two trains meeting at a passing

as

siding shall each

receive a caution indication before reaching

first

a stop signal; (5) protection for switches and switching movements as on double track; (6) cross and ground protection, such
that neither a single cross nor any combination of grounds will
cause the energization of the controlling or signal operating
devices.

This requisite

is, I

correct,

if

believe, principally responsible for the divi-

Committee No.

sion-of opinion in

4.

However,

if

requisite "b"

is

the control of signals should be such as to aflford posiopposing trains, then it is essential

tive block indications against

that the control of the opposing signal shall be as positive as

can be made.

Under

controlled

the

manual system, we have, through the

electric locking, a physical

check against the opposing block signal

indicating stop, and under the system used on the Baltimore

&

Ohio we have a further check through the controlling circuits
being arranged so as to require joint operation between trafiBc
levers.

Without

this joint operation the signals in both directions

will indicate stop.

This means that

in case the electric locking

should

fail,

so as

to enable the levermen to each secure traflSc combinations at the

same

time, the signals controlled by the traffic levers, instead of

indicating proceed, as
ritory-,

must

is

the normal condition in automatic ter-

indicate stop in

both directions, because the control-

ling circuits are open.

In automatic blocking the safest scheme would be to break the
control wire through opposing signals, and a tracing of this character

was prepared by the sub-committee, of which

and presented

to the full committee, but as the

wires required

is

excessive, the plans

now

I

am

chairman,

number of

line

offered are considered

The sub-committee has

recently checked

and

criticised plans

that are so arranged that the overlapping sections are ineffective

under certain conditions.

This

is

unsafe.

It is

desirable to avoid

but safety must not be sacrificed.
(8) That two opposing signals governing into the same block
shall not display the proceed indication simultaneously, authorizstopping trains unnecessarily

two trains to move
There are in service
under what is known
mostly without what is
ing

tion."

Under

;

from passing sidings opposing each other.
several hundred miles of signaling wired
as the A. P. B. system, some with, but
known as the "siding overlap in one direc-

the A. P.

B

or

assigning system

traffic

we have

short blocks for following movements, and long blocks extending

from one passing siding to the next for opposing movements.
Paragraph No. 8 refers to the long opposing block. This system of signaling enables us to place signals opposite, under cerBut
tain conditions, thus cheapening the cost of construction.
requisite Xo. 8 is not covered except where the siding overlap is
direction
for
trains
in
one
only
This
serves
an
overlap
used.
as
and is sometimes referred to as a provisional overlap. The wiring
of the traffic-assigning stick relay is more complicated than at
points where the signal circuit breaker is used as a timing element. However, on account of trains meeting at the passing siding and the necessity for incoming trains flagging past signals
indicating stop,
at

it is

essential that the traffic-assigning stick relays

sidings shall operate for incoming trains whether or not the

signal indicates proceed.

The improvements added over present methods (in the drawings
now presented) are: First, double control as against single control.
The latter requires three line wires between passing sidings
and the former four line wires and two extra relay contacts. The
added cost per signal (spaced one mile apart between passing
ing outlets)

is

$35.

Second, the use of a siding overlap.

sub-committee contends that the siding overlap,
"b" to the

letter, is necessary- in single

sid-

This

fulfilling requisite

track signaling, and. there-

an addition.

best suited to meet general conditions.

fore, should not be classed as

We have shown that under the single control system a cross
between the control wire and any other wire carrying battery will

outgoing signals from passing sidings at the fouling point instead
of beyond the main switch conforms to general principles in
signaling used elsewhere and is therefore a correction, the cost
of which should not be considered.
W^e advocate the use of a separate and distinct signaHndication
for the government of trains going out of passing sidings. We
should forget what is being done on the X Y Z Railroad and
confine our thoughts, first, to providing correct single track cir-

result in a false clear indication being displayed, with the block

We have also shown that almost any combination of
grounds will cause a false clear indication with the block occupied
and if the false clear signal is one for movements opposite to the
direction of traffic, something other than the signal system must
be looked to to prevent a butting collision. It is important that
we avoid having false clear signals, particularly in single track
territorj', and if practicable we must design our signal system so
occupied.

.

cuit

requisites,

.

Third, the placing of

.

and, second, to the design of circuits properly

meeting those requisites.

.

.

.

.

;

on Operation

Hints

Practical

Papers

First Set of Contest

in

Yards

Terminal

of

Which Operating Men

Discuss All Phases of This Very Important Problem
Twenty-nine papers were received in the contest on the OperaTerminal Yards, which closed on September 15. These
W. J. Jackson,
papers were turned over to the following judges
receiver and general manager. Chicago & Eastern Illinois; H. G.
Hetzler, president of the Chicago & Western Indiana, and F. C.
Batchelder. president. Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal. The
judges awarded the first prize to the paper submitted by William
L. Burt, assistant freight trainmaster. Pennsylvania Railroad,
Jersey City, N. J., and the second prize to that prepared by F. L.
Hutchins, Baltimore, Md. The judges were very favorably impressed with a number of other papers and felt that special mention should be given to those submitted by D. S. Farley, division
superintendent, Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe, Kansas City, Mo.,
and F. H. Garner, transportation inspector, Union Pacific, Omaha,

PERSONNEL

As no system or organization can be more

tion of

:

Xeb.
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Pa.;

its

operation,

;

I.

W.

C. Copley, freight trainmaster. Pennsylvania, Altoona.

T. Tyson, assistant trainmaster. Philadelphia

Port Richmond, Philadelphia, Pa.

Bellwood,

;

R.

&

Reading.

M. Baker, Pennsylvania

O. C. Hill, assistant superintendent.
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, Kansas City. Mo. J. E. Campbell,
R.
freight agent, Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, Bessemer, Pa.
J.
Hamilton, terminal trainmaster, Delaware, Lackawanna & WestNorth
Chicago
ern, Buffalo, N. Y. G. B. Schrand. trainmaster,
&
Western, Chicago G. D. Brook, division superintendent, Baltimore & Ohio, Chillicothe, Ohio W. L. Derr, superintendent, Chicago Great Western, Clarion, la. J. H. Hopkins, Pennsylvania
Lines West, Columbus, O. J. W. Roberts, superintendent of car
service. Vandalia, Terre Haute, Ind., and R. R. Farmer, trainmaster. Missouri, Kansas & Texas. Parsons. Kan. The first prize
paper is published below and other papers will appear in later
Railroad,

Pa.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

it

proficient than those

necessarily follows that great care

should be exercised in selecting employees for the various positions in the organization of a large terminal yard. The selection
is of course of paramount importance.
Experience has proven that no established rule of succession can
be followed in this respect. It does not necessarily follow that a
man who has given satisfaction as an assistant yardmaster posSome may be
sesses the proper qualifications for a yardmaster.
able to execute faithfully and satisfactorily the work allotted to
efficiency
and at
them and manifest a high degree of subordinate
the same time be entirely lacking in the administrative ability required of a yardmaster. He should be a man whose predomi-

of a suitable yardmaster

nating characteristic

Other contributors to this contest were
W. T. Sutphen, general yardmaster. Southern Railway, Macon, Ga. W. B. Hinrichs,
superintendent of terminal, Chicago, Milawukee & St. Paul, Milwaukee. Wis. Fred P. Grossman, general yardmaster. Chicago. St.
Paul. Minneapolis & Omaha, Minneapolis, Minn. C. A. Pennington, superintendent of terminals, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &
V. R. C. King, division superintendent,
St. Louis, Louisville, Ky.
H. H. Larson, yardAtlantic Coast Line, Wilmington, N. C.
Richard
master. Union Pacific, Council Bluflfs, Transfer, la.
Brooker, yardmaster, Canadian Pacific, Portage la Prairie, Man.
Z.
Middlebrook, trainmaster, Atlantic Coast Line, Florence,
M. A. Mulligan, trainmaster. Lehigh Valley, Jersey City,
S. C.
N. J. James M. Fox, yardmaster. Southern Railway, WinstonSalem, N. C; E. C. Tucker, yardmaster, Norfolk & Western,
Portsmouth, Ohio G. G. Butler. Southern Railway, Washington,
D. C.

responsible for

is

the obtaining of results with the least

Other than the regular qualishould also be taken into consideration, age, physical condition, regularity in attendance to

amount of

friction

and confusion.

for the position there

fications

duty, capacity for

and judgment

management and administration,

in the

intelligence

handling of men, education and moral de-

portment.

Too much care cannot be exercised in selecting assistant yardmasters as this is the usual line of succession to the position of
yardmaster. As in the selecting of a yardmaster, there should be
no established grade from which to choose. In some localities
it is the practice to use only trainmen for these positions, but this
has

many

decided objections, not the least of which is the eleIn
to their loyalty to the company's interests.

ment of doubt as
selecting

assistant

organization

it

from various positions

yardmasters

stimulates

all

in

company in the increased
from this method.
As yardmasters and assistant yardmasters are developed largely
from clerks, trainmen, etc., it is important to exercise care in
The practice of requiring satisfactory
their initial employment.
This
references from former employers has become universal.
should also be augmented by an educational test and physical exurally redounds to the benefit of the
efficiency resulting

amination

in

order to eliminate

those

all

who may

not be

advancement
All applicants for employment

either physically or intellectually, for

to

fitted,

a higher

in any grade
grade of the service.
whatever should be interviewed personally by the trainmaster or
assistant trainmaster. They should be cautioned to avoid the use
of intoxicants, to observe the rules of safety, to avoid the company of those showing a tendency to violate the rules of the cornpany and to report such violations, and to become conversant

with the orders and instructions displayed on bulletin boards.

issues.

the

to a spirit of emulation which nat-

At

the end of 90 days they should be given an examination as to

FIRST PRIZE— PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN

THE

OPERATION OF A LARGE TERMINAL YARD
By Wm.

L.

While there are many things

in

common

in

J.

additional 30 days in case they

the methods of

operation of a purely classification yard and of a terminal yard,
the latter presents

many

knowledge of the book of

tion.

to pass the second examinaexamination, they should be

dropped from the service.

complications which do not exist in a

which are the receiving and
despatching of trains through the same throat of the yard the
;

placing of loaded cars at various parts of the terminal for unload-

ing and the placing of empty cars for loading

;

the serving of the

individual sidings, warehouses and industries,

regulations covering the

fail

Failing to pass the third

RECEIVING, CLASSIFYING

classification yard, not the least of

station,

rules,

handling of explosives, rules of safety, special instructions, etc.
Failing to pass a satisfactory examination, they should be given
30 days for further preparation for a second examination and an

Burt

Assistant Freight Trainmaster, Pennsylvania, Jersey City, N.

their

many

of

At tide
which demand the most exacting switching service.
water terminals the despatching of cars on floats to various destinations and the assembling of cars from floats for despatching
in road trains is also a very important feature.

AND DESPATCHING

necessary for a terminal yardmaster to have a detailed report of every train destined to his yard as it is despatched from
the other end of the division and to be advised when it is within
It is

a certain distance of the terminal in order that preparations

be

made

to receive

it

without delay.

may

Several passing sidings just

found to be of great adbeyond
vantage in permitting trains of live stock and other high class
freight to pass around those of less importance when there is
the limit of the terminal will be
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not sufficient room

in the receiving

Upon

the trains without delay.

yard to accommodate

of

all

arrival at the terminal the air

hose should be uncoupled between each car of all trains of mixed
before the train is classiried.
This can be done

classifications

Vol.

No. 15

57,

where they attribute the damage to defective equipment
such as slack chain or inoperative brake they should call a car
inspector and have him determine at once whether or not the
alleged defect exists. Failure to call a car inspector should be
cases

quickly with an uncoupling fork without going between the cars

considered as an acknowledgment of responsibility and proper

— a good

discipline imposed.

position for a crippled trainman.

If this rule is strictly

observed

it

will result

Upon the arrival of the train in the yard the conductor should
send his waybills and mail to the yardraaster's office at once together with a list of the initials and numbers of the cars in the

in

order in which they stand in his train. This list and waybills are
then checked for any diversions, hold for orders, changes in

added to the draft with the defective brake in order to ride it
safely to its proper track.
Care should be exercised, however,

after which the train is ready to be marked for
Every yardmaster's office should keep a classified
car record which provides for the entry of a certain car number
in but one place in tl»e book.
When orders are received in advance of the arrival of a car for diversion, hold for order, change

tn see that the additional car is

destination,

etc.,

classification.

in destination, etc., the

number

of the car should be entered in

order that the instructions may
be brought to the immediate attention of the car record clerk in
checking up the train. While this work is in progress the car inspectors should be inspecting the train in order to have the inthis particular space in red ink in

spection completed by the time the train is marked for classification.
The date of arrival should be placed in numerals at the
corner of each car. This will be found to be valuable information
in avoiding delays to cars, as every car in the yard will then have
the date of arrival marked in plain view and save considerable
time in checking the yard for delayed cars.

The writer has long been an advocate of equipping large yards
with pneumatic tubes, having stations located at each end of the
yard connected with the main office. This will permit the immediate despatching of

all

waybills, mail,

etc.,

to the

main

office

from incnming trains, effect a saving of at least one-half hour in
the checking and classifying of every train taken into the yard
and avoid the delays incident to the wanderings of messenger
boys or some

member

of the train crew discovering t!ie mail in
hours after arrival at his home miles away
from the terminal. Where this tube system has been installed it
has effected a saving estimated at approximately $500 per day in
the handling of about 175 trains. In marking cars for classification the following method will be found to be of considerable advantage
If the first draft consists of four cars for "A yard"
"A 4" should be written in chalk on the front of the first car
where it can be plainly seen by the switchman. The last car in
each draft should also show the classification and number of cars
in the next draft.
For instance
If the second draft consists of
his pocket several

:

:

"B yard" the notation "B 3" should be made in
chalk on the back of the last car of the first draft and also on the
front of the first car in the second draft. This method will enable the switchman or leverman to read on the last car of each
draft what the next classification will be before it reaches him.
All yards should be well lighted so as to give a good volume of
three cars for

light for all operations.

The
all

clerk at the

hump

or the car cutter should keep a

cuts ridden by each car dropper.

This record

is

list

of

beneficial in

many ways and serves a threefold purpose. First It discourages
any inclination on the part of car droppers to "soldier" as with
proper supervision any tendency in that direction is quickly detected and corrective measures taken. Second
A notice posted
:

:

on the

bulletin

board

at the

end of the month showing the num-

ber of cuts ridden by each car dropper will incite rivalry to attain
the top of the list, resuhing in greater activity on their part.
Third: It is of considerable assistance in placing responsibility
for cars damaged during classification. It is possible if car droppers are placed on a piece work basis it might result in quicker
handling and at the same time in a greater number of damaged
cars, although this fact could only be determined by experiments
along that line.

A

positive rule should be established and observed in all yards
requiring trainmen to report immediately all cases of damage to
cars and to call at the yardmaster's office at the close of their

tour of duty to give a statement in connection with the same.

In

a decided decrease in the

number of

cars damaged.

Brakes

should always be tested before the cars are classified over the
hump and where defects are discovered another car should be

tion as
.\ list

soon as the cars
of

all

returned to

in the draft

its

have been

proper

classifica-

classified.

cars traveling under refrigeration should be sent to

who should make a prompt inspection of
such cars, keeping a detailed record of the amount of ice found

the ice house attendant
all

bunkers upon arrival and the amount of ice added daily
unloaded by consignee. A similar practice should obtain with cars traveling under ventilation. A record
should be kept of the position of ventilators, weather conditions,
A full and complete
etc., until the final disposition of the car.
in the

until the cars are finally

icing

and ventilation record

ing claims for alleged

damage was not due

is

invaluable in contesting or defend-

damage when

it

can be shown that such

to lack of protection given by representatives

of the railroad company.

A

complete seal record should be taken
In the case of inbound cars it is well

inbound loaded cars.
have the conductor accompany the seal clerk around his train
in order to check or explain any discrepancy in their respective
seal records.
This practice has a tendency to create greater
watchfulness on the part of conductors while trains are in their
possession cnroute over the road.
The shifting of cars to and from team tracks, stations, warehouses, piers, docks, etc., should be controlled by the issuance of
drill orders prepared by the agent or his representative.
All drill
orders should be numbered consecutively and a receipt obtained
from the assistant yard master or conductor to whom delivered,
who places the time he receives it on the back of the order and
also the time he completes the work or makes a notation explaining his failure to do so. These drill orders should be sent to the
office of the yardmaster or trainmaster at the close of each tour
of duty and carefully examined. They will show in detail all the
internal shifting performed and call immediate attention to any
work left undone.
The interchange of cars with foreign lines should be conducted
according to a prescribed schedule. The sending of shifting engines for work on connecting lines should be discouraged or reWherever possible interchange tracks
duced to a minimum.
should be placed at junction points and where conditions will permit certain tracks should be assigned for the delivery and other
tracks for the receipt of cars. Designate certain hours for interchange with the understanding that stock and perishable shipments may be interchanged at all hours, sufficient notice being
given in advance of such deliveries. Where it is necessary for
shifting engines to work a portion of the time on connecting lines
a spirit of reciprocity on the part of interested operating officials
together with special reports of detentions and work performed
from conductors of the engines while so engaged will permit of
close supervision of their movements.
Arrangements for the interchange of cars by float movement
depend entirely upon the number of cars so interchanged. W^here
one or two floatbeds daily will provide for the interchange an arrangement of the schedule is a simple matter, but where the interchange amounts to 35.000 cars or over monthly the closest supervision is necessary over the yard, transfer bridge and float operations to secure the best results.
Modern yard facilities are of
course necessary for the satisfactory handling of such a volume
of business. The most satisfactory results are obtaine(J_hy having
a system of "gridiron" tracks located immediately in front of
each transfer bridge, each track having a holding capacity of one
float load. There should be sufficient room for at least five tracks
in front of each bridge.
With this arrangement of tracks floats
of
to

all

October

9,

can be handled in about one-half the time required when the float
yards are located some distance from the transfer bridges. As in
all other operations a closing hour should be established between
all

for the receipt

lines

and delivery of cars for certain train

connections.

The

movement

of vegetables, peaches, berries,

etc.,

of market freight consisting
are of course so arranged

that trains arrive at the terminal in sufficient time to have the
cars placed on team tracks or floated to the market pier stations

before the opening or closing of the market hour. The greatest
despatch is, therefore, necessary in the handling of these trains
both in the road movement and after their arrival at the terminal

order to avoid claims for delays. When cars are shipped from
the far south the revenue billing forwarded by United States mail
will arrive at destination in sufficient time to have the delivery
in

receipts prepared before the arrival of the cars, but

when

ship-

ments originate within a radius of about 200 miles the billing
must accompany the cars as market trains run at such speed as to
arrive at destination ahead of the billing when the latter is forwarded by United States mail.
Some scheme must, therefore, be adopted to avoid the delay
incident to the preparation of delivery receipts after the arrival
of the cars at destination, as while this work is in progress the

time for the market to open has arrived, the truckmen and consignees are clamoring for their freight and confusion and chaos
reign until the identity of the various shipments have been established with the result that a

number of shipments miss

the market,

shippers and consignees are disgruntled, claims are presented, and

becomes a wearisome burden. The remedy is to send
messengers out to meet the incoming trains, preferably at the last
yard through which they pass for changing engines and crews.
Have them secure the billing, prepare delivery receipts and all
terminal papers and hasten to the home station by passenger
train if there is one available that will arrive at the terminal in
advance of the market train, otherwise continue to destination on
the market train with all necessary papers prepared. The result
is that when the market opens consignees and truckmen know the
exact location of their cars and chaos and confusion are changed
to system and order, unloading begins at once, the shipments are
placed on the market in satisfactory time, all empty cars are removed from the yard, room is made on the team tracks for the
early morning merchandise traffic and everj'body is in a happy
frame of mind.
The floating of market products to a pier station presents a different proposition from that of delivery on tearri tracks for the
reason that the shipments are unloaded from cars on floats to
various assigned locations on the pier by longshoremen wherein
enters the labor proposition. For reasons of economy the force
engaged in unloading should not be too great and for reasons of
efficiency should not be too small.
This can be regulated to a
nicety by a system of advice quickly and accurately transmitted
to the terminal and station organizations of the number of cars
en route in each train and the probable time of arrival at destination.
This advice not only enables the pier agent to bring his
force of longshoremen on duty at the proper time, but also enables the terminal operating department to make proper arrangements for the yarding and floating of cars without delay. Under
this system it is not an uncommon practice for market trains to
run the last one hundred miles of their journey, be yarded, loaded
on floats and placed at the pier for unloading within a period of
from three to four hours.
life

for

all

OPERATING DETAILS
charge of details of operation should perfect a
system of advice whereby he will receive accurate reports at least
every six hours showing the cars on hand for various destinations; the amount of traffic en route to the terminal; the cars
ready and to be available for movement during the next six-hour

Every

period
the

;

officer in

the power, crews and floating equipment available, and

number of

cars on

hand and en route

and private terminals. After a close study of such advice he
the
should map out a campaign of action, having in mind always
requirements of the next six-hour period with all branches of the
the
organization working in harmony for the accomplishment of
campaign outlined. A telephone selector system at the terminal
accomplish this
will be found invaluable in fact, indispensable to
lines

;

M.\RKET FREIGHT
schedules for the
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to

and from connecting

selector system should be located at every vital point
purpose.
yardmaster, assistant
in the terminal wherever there is located a
ceryardmaster, freight station, float bridges, etc., or where any
it imperatain part of the terminal work is concentrated. Make
Many
once.
at
tive that a call on the selector shall be answered
and complicated situations are avoided by this quick

A

embarrassing
means of communication and many prompt and important moves
offers
accomplished, which would otherwise be impossible. It also
means for the closest supervision of operations and for complete
this
of action throughout the terminal. While discussing
well to
particular feature of the terminal proposition it might be
details
suggest that the official in direct charge of the operating

harmony

but
should not carry the outline of his plans around in his head,
in his mind and
it in two places clearly outlined, both
on paper. One does not know at what moment he may be called
from the office either for a brief or extended period and his organization should bfe such that an assistant may be able to take up
and see at a glance the work in hand and continue along
rather keep

the reins

the plan outlined.
An invaluable adjunct

to

a

trainmaster's

organization

is

a

young man to make daily checks of the terminals. The
enable him to
dates of arrival shown in chalk marks on all cars
inclination to form
spot immediately any cars which may show an

hustling

permanent part of the landscape of the terminal and he takes
immediate steps to have them forwarded. He also searches for
route.
delayed foreign cars and starts them via the proper home
a

He

examines

all

card waybills of loaded cars, held in the terminal

from the time stamped on the back the date of arimmediately rerival of the cars and any which show a delay are
findings,
ported for movement. He makes a notation of all his
trainmaster.
the
also
reports the same to the yardmaster and
When he makes his trip the next day he is careful to see that his

to ascertain

He
findings of the previous day have received proper attention.
and makes a note of any
is also used as an efficiency inspector
special inviolations of the rules of safety, book of rules and
structions.
It is at the

terminals that the company's representatives

come

most with the public. Hundreds of inquiries are reto
ceived daily by letter, telephone and personal call in regard
shipments en route, changing destinations, holding cars for orders,
This feature has grown to such magnitude at large terminals
etc.
in contact

All
is necessary to handle it satisfactorily.
such inquiries should be referred to a car-tracing clerk in order
should be furto centralize and systematize the work. This clerk

that an organization

nished with a system which will enable him to locate messages
telephonor other business at once when consignees or others are
Courtesy on the part of this clerk is of
ing for information.
frame
pleasant
in
a
course imperative as patrons are not always
mind when making inquiries as to delayed cars and tact, judgof

ment and diplomacy are necessary

in dealing with them.

If an

taken in their troubles and a disposition shown
company.
to assist them he is gaining friends and business for the
Shifting crews and employees at stations are also in constant
touch with the public, the former in the shifting operations at

active interest

is

public
various industries and the latter in their dealings with the
The conduct and attitude of these employees are
at the stations.
a large factor in securing business for the company.
Economy of operation consistent with a proper degree of efIt should not be necessary to
ficiency is always to be desired.

await a call for a reduction in expenses before shifting power is
This should work automatically with the car movecurtailed.
ment, which should be made a matter of record and advantage
taken of any decided reduction in car movement to secure a corresponding reduction in shifting service. With a proper system of
reports or advice the opportunities for reductions

may

be fore-
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seen at least 48 hours before being made effective.
forces at stations may be similarly regulated where it

The
is

labor

of a tran-

by the incoming billing indicating the probable
tonnage sufficiently in advance of arrival to regulate the force of
sient character

laborers.

operation of a terminal or any other organization. Without it
the best of organizations, personnel, equipment and facilities are

should prevail not only within the terminal
organization, but with every interest with which it comes in
contact. Where a terminal forms a separate division it is of the
utmost importance that a spirit of co-operation should exist between the connecting divisions. Each should be familiar with the
troubles of the other and the energies of both centered in the
accomplishment of one purpose. Have a frequent consultation
and exchange of ideas between the traffic department and operaIt

Make

ting officials.

freight solicitors feel that the latch string

is

hanging on the outside of the door of the trainmaster's office and
that considerable is to be gained by both in team work between
these two important branches of the household.

run faster than 12 miles an hour, it passed over this distance in
than seven seconds, and the air valve opened, on reaching
manganese rail, and the brakes were applied. When
the speed was below the prescribed rate and the period of seven
seconds expired before the second rail was reached the dashpot
circuits so that the brakes were not applied.
speed to 24 miles an hour the non-magnetic rails
(the time element on the engine remaining unchanged) would
be placed 246 ft. apart; for 36 miles. 359 ft. To control speed
limit the

between

30.

the

train-carried elements, and which includes speed control
adjustments, by which enginemen can be compelled to graduate

speed from the caution to the stop signal according to
any predetermined rate.
The tests were made with Central of New Jersey locomotive
No. 528, on a side track; and, because of the impossibility of
moving the engine on this track at high speed, the speed control apparatus was adjusted to apply the brakes in case it exceeded a speed of 12 miles an hour. The brakes were applied in
satisfactory shape.
Running past the brake-applying points at
Uy2 miles an hour, the stopping apparatus remained unaffected.
The apparatus was described in The Signal Engineer in
January, 1914. Briefly, it consists, on the locomotive, of a valve
their

the air brake system, controlled by a dashpot adjusted to
cause the opening of the air valve, and the application of the
in

brakes,

after a predetermined interval of time following the
opening of an electric circuit. This electric circuit is controlled
by an electro-magnet carried in a box about 20 in. long, suspended

hand equalizer of the front truck, and adjusted so
as to be less than an inch above the rail.
The condition of
the electro-magnet is constantly affected by this nearness to
the
raih
The magnet box is immediately behind the
front wheel, and of the same width as the wheel tread; so that
the wheel serves constantly as a guard to prevent the magnet
from being damaged or disturbed by obstructions on the track.
Normally, the brakes of the train are held off by air pressure,
the integrity of which pressure depends on the fact that the
steel of the rail attracts the armature of the magnet.

On
track,

right

the ground,
right

hand

the
side,

first

element

which

is

is

a piece

composed

in

of

rail,

part

in

of

the

man-

ganese, and which, because of this, is practically non-magnetic.
Tt has
no appreciable effect on the engine-carried magnet.
W^hen the engine truck passes over this rail the magnet is released from the influence of the steel rail and the timing circuit
is

broken.

The manganese

rails

are inserted in the track in pairs.

At

Cranford Junction the second rail of the pair was 123 ft. in
advance of the first; and the timing dashpot on the engine was
set for a time element of seven seconds.
When the engine was

rails

would be
ft.

be-

tween them; another pair half way between the distant and
the home spaced 246 ft., and a third pair close to the home signal spaced close enough together to insure a stop, whatever
the speed.
For higher speeds the rails can be placed farther
apart or the timing dashpot can be made to operate in shorter
time.

When

ahead of the home signal is clear, and the
is not required to be reduced, the effect of
the manganese rail is neutralized by the action of an electromagnet fixed in a brass box at the side of the rail. In such a
case, this electro-magnet, energized by a current controlled by
the track relay of the track section to which this brake-applying
the line

speed of the train

section appertains, practically puts the track into the

so far as

it

the stopping apparatus,

affects

were continuous

rail

Since the publication in

Crane, 114 Liberty street. Xew York City, on Sepbefore a large party of railroad officers, gave an

exhibition at Cranford Junction, N. J., on the Central of New
Jersey, of their automatic train stop, an apparatus which works
without requiring physical contact between the roadside and

from the

and a home signal a pair of

a distant

installed at the distant signal, with, say, a space of 359

the

HORNE & CRANE'S AUTOMATIC STOP
tember

15

less

dition,

Home &

No

the second

To

:

to failure.

57,

had restored the

CO-OPERATION
has been well said that co-operation is like faith
"The
substance of things hoped for and the evidence of things unseen."
This is one of the greatest contributing elements to the successful
It

doomed

Vol.

same conas

though

steel.

Tlie

Signal Engineer the inventors

have made some slight changes in the magnet parts. The Iocch
motive magnet formerly comprised a movable core or pole,
which was adapted to open the circuit controlling the valves in
passing over the manganese rail. The device is now arranged
so that the poles and core of the locomotive magnet swing at
right angles to the

rail.

track magnets have been simplified and considerable elecenergy is saved by placing them alongside of the head of
the rail. In this position a light armature, carried in the locomotive magnet case, is attracted toward them, and this closes

The

trical

(when the track is clear) so as to prevent the
magnet valves from responding to the condition produced by
a parallel circuit

the absence of the ordinary steel

rail.

The

entire device

is

de-

signed on the "closed circuit" principle, and a failure of electric energy, the breaking of any spring or wire, or a cross on
any of the leads, would at once cause an automatic application

The proprietors are planning to install manof the brakes.
ganese sections suitable for maximum speeds up to 90 miles an
hour, and when this is done and the necessary adjustments
are made, will conduct another test, at a location where much
higher speeds can be demonstrated.
Russi.AN Railway for China.— It is reported that the Russian
minister at Pekin has received the consent of the Chinese government to the construction by Russian capitalists of a railroad

from the island of Sakhalin along the right bank of the Amur
and thence to Harbin

river to a point opposite Blagoveshchensk,

with a branch to Tsitsihar.

Russian Railway Ties.— Before the war ties in Russia cost
about 71 cents, which is double the price they cost twenty years
ago.
Say they cost 75 cents each laid in the road, the amount
works out at about 9'X cents a year, as they only last, on an
average, eight years. Steel ties are not favored, and it is maintained that their use in Germany is not due to their actual merits
and that, moreover, they are not used on the Austrian railways.
Possibly one reason for the disfavor shown in Russia towards
steel ties is that the track is

poor and the

ties will not, therefore,

Neither are ferro-concrete ties liked, but if
a reliable one could be found they would probably be extensively
used, particularly on the lines in Central Asia. AbouhTSO million
No attempts would appear to have been
ties are required a year.
made to lengthen the life of wooden ties by first treating them,

remain

in position.

although it is computed that one-fifteenth of the .known forest
wealth of Russia would suffice for its tie requirements.

Lackawanna

Pacific

Second Order

of

Cylinders Include

The Delaware. Lackawanna & Western has

Type

These Engines

New Type

recently received

14 Pacific type locomotives for fast freight service

which were

designed under the supervision of H. C. Manchester, superintendent of motive power and equipment, and built by the Lima
Locomotive Corporation. This is the second lot of Pacific type

Elevation and Sections of Delaware,

Locomotive

Freight
for

Freight Service;

of By-pass Drifting Valve

service

and the same general design has been followed

the

in

new engines.
The principal change

in the new engines is the introduction
of a 36-in. combustion chamber in the boiler with a consequent

reduction in the length of tubes

Lackawanna

&

from 20

ft.

to

17

This

ft.

Western Fast Freight Locomotive

change has necessitated the enlargement of the boiler

locomotives to be placed in freight service by the Lackawanna,
The original locomotives which have been in service for about

greatest diameter and has slightly increased the weight with a

one year, were described in the Daily Railway Age Gazette,
June 14, 1913.
They have proven very satisfactory for this

decrease in total evaporative heating surface of 432 sq. ft. The
superheater heating surface has been increased, however, and

^^

Delaware, Lackawanna

&

Western

Pacific

Type Locomotive

.A

^r^

for Fast Freight Service

M

at

its

:
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Vol.

the total equivalent heating surface

when

over 4 per cent

tank, thus providing against freezing.

is only 234 sq. ft., or a little
than that of the former engines. The better
distribution of the heating surface should benefit the steaming

less

and add slightly to the locomotives' hauling capacity
the service for which they are designed.
qualities

The

in

Xo.

57,

15

closed permit blowing the.water in the hose back into the

Vanadium

cast steel has

been used in the frames. The principal dimensions and weights
are given in the following table

provided with auxiliary manhole domes.
These offer a clear opening 16 in. in diameter so that the boiler
may be entered and inspected without the removal of the throttle
boilers

are

falve from the

main dome.

The cab

turret

is

a special

form of

che single manifold type, so arranged that it can be removed
for repairs with the full steam pressure on the boiler.
The cylinders are provided with the Lackawanna standard by-

pass drifting valve arrangement recently developed and patented
by H. C. Manchester, superintendent of motive power and equipment, and S. S. Riegel, mechanical engineer.
It provides for
the automatic delivery of steam directly from the boiler into the
cylinders during periods of coasting, and also performs the ordinary function of a by-pass valve. The valves are of the piston type operating in chambers opening from the cylinder ports,
the two

on each cylinder being connected by a 5 in.
which serves as a by-pass. .-K sectional view
through one of the valves and its chamber, slightly distorted for
the sake of clearness, is shown in one of the engravings. Live
steam from a globe valve in the cab is conducted through a
13/16 in. copper pipe into the annular chamber surrounding the
valve.
When the throttle is open and the engine is using steam,
steam chest pressure is communicated to the chamber at the
outer end of the valve through a pipe under the cylinder jacket
leading from the live steam cavity at the center of the valve
chamber. This pressure, acting against the end of the valve,
ports

wrought iron

holds

it

ing.

.'Xs

pipe,

in the closed position as

shown while

the engine

is

work-

soon as the throttle

is closed, however, the pressure
steam pressure, acting on an effective
area equal to the difference in the area of the smaller and larger
pistons, forces the valve to the open position.
In opening, the
packing rings on the smaller or inner piston travel over grooves
leading from the annular chamber, thus admitting live steam diis

removed and the

rectly into the

36,

Shee ^3

Backhead and Section Through the Boiler, Showing the Rear
Tube Sheet

live

entire

cylinder space in sufficient quantities to

maintain the temperature of the cylinder walls and to break up
This prevents an inrush of air with the attendant

the vacuum.

carbonization of lubricating

Engines equipped with

oil

and damage

this device are

to the cylinder walls

very free coasters and

its

Fuel
Tractive effort

Boiler for the Delaware,

is

Lackawanna

claimed to have effected a considerable increase in the

&

The main driving boxes used on
in length.
The main pedestals are

these locomotives are 21

life

in.

increased in width by means
of steel castings between the frames. The engines are provided
with the Woodard self-centering engine truck and the Miner
friction draft gear has been included on the front end. Economy
type grate shaker brackets, which insure against dropping of
fuel

The

through the deck, and low type tank wells are also used.
valves for these wells are operated from the ground and

43,200
291,000
188,000
456.500

lb.

lb.
lb.
lb.

13 ft.
in.
33 ft. 10 in.
66 ft. 4 in.

Ratios

Weight on drivers

-4-

tractive effort

Total weight -t- tractive effort
Tractive effort X diam. drivers
ing surface*

Western Fast Freight

of both cylinder and piston rod packing.

coal

Bit.

Weight in working order
Weight on drivers
Weight of engine and tender in working order
Wheel base, driving
Wheel base, total
Wheel base, engine and tender

~

4.35
6.74

equivalent heat-

total

589.3

U

use

sl'Rues.

Pacific

41-

>t<

isi"-

Type Locomotive

Total equivalent heating surface* -^ grate area
87.2
Weight on drivers
total equivalent heating surface*
37.2
Total weight -~ total equivalent heating surface*
57.5
Volume of both cylinders
15.9 cu. ft.
Total equivalent heating surface' -^ vol. cylinders
318.0
Grate area -r vol. cylinders
3.7

~

Cylinders

Kind
Diameter

?-rSimple
aiid stroke

25

by 2%

in.

Kind
Greatest travel

Outside lap

in.

Piston
.'.

1

.

.6^^ in.

1/16

in.

H

—

:

October
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9,

2

Inside clearance
in full gear

3/16
3/16

Lead

"I

officials to

69

,

by 21
by 13

bread and butter of traveling salesmen. On the contrary,
they are making a last effort to conserve their properties and I
share the opinion of a great many business men that the men
who are now handling our great railroad properties are to be
at the

:

:

30

by 12
50

by 14

commended
Boiler

Working pressure
first

ring

IIIH

and width
Tubes, number and outside diameter
Flues, number and outside diameter

'Firebox, length

>n.

W.

T.

200
78

in.

by 75'A
265
36

Tubes, length

17

Conshnf Boiler

lb.

—

\n.
in.

5H

in.
in.

ft.

(*"

Pressure

ticularly
is

"We

Sql^/is^a

Drip Va/re

Section Through By-Pass Drifting Valve

Chamber

i

Heating surface, tubes and flues
3,279
Heating surface, firebox and combustion chamber.. 279
Heating surface, total
3,558
Superheater heating surface
about 1,000

sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
5,058 sq.
,....
58 sq.

equivalent heating surface*
Grate area
Total

ft.
ft.

ft.
ft.

Water bottom

Weight
Water capacity

165.500 lb.
9,000 gal.
10 tons

Coal capacity

=

total evaporating heat•Total equivalent heating surface
ing surface -}- 1-5 times the superheater heating surface.

INCREASE IN MILEAGE BOOK RATES FAVORED
in last

magnificent

when

in nine cases out of ten the firm for

traveling pays the

are

now

facing a very grave condition

was

Norvell,

is

week's issue, the secretary of

is some division of opinion on
members of the association. Lorenzo
Fairbanks, Morse & Co., at St. Louis, Mo.,

apparent that there

among

manager

of

the

has addressed a letter to R. A. Cavenaugh, secretary and treas-

before us now, as the railroads throughout the country are los-

stitution in this country.

"There has been entirely too much agitation against railroads
and the cause for this agitation which originated long ago has
passed, but the railroads are still reaping the results, and I submit to you that any travehng salesman in this organization knows
of many railroad towns where the shop forces and maintenance
forces have been cut down to such an extent as to seriously impair the business of the merchants with whom that salesman does
business in that town.

"According
and keep the
to put bread
and I submit

to

your theory, you would cut down their forces
employees at a minimum in order

salaries of their

and butter into the mouths of traveling salesmen,
you would be fooling yourself all the time be-

that

"You would appeal

Commerce Commission for
and yet you have lost sight of the fact that
30 years ago we did not have an Interstate Commerce Commission and that the existence of the Interstate Commerce Commis.sion at this

time has

made

movement.

necessary for the railroads to spend
purpose
order that the commission may supervise

hundreds of thousands of
of keeping records in

the organization to take

indissohibly connected with that

relief in this matter,

their business

of the organization he enters an emphatic protest against

is

to the Interstate

member

members of

let live,' it

jng money every day they operate, regardless of their utmost
efforts to economize in every direction.
"You propose to ask the Interstate Commerce Commission to
fix a price on a service without any reference whatever to their
gross income and expenses, and yet there isn't a man in our
entire organization that would consider it anything but an outrage if the same doctrine were applied to any commercial in-

urer of the Illinois Commercial Men's Association, in which as a
the attempt to incite the

and

is

of the railroad man.

it

—not a theory — and

a time for the doctrine of 'Hve

there ever

letters to 100.000 traveling salesmen, asking them to fill out a
blank form of protest to the Interstate Commerce Commission
against the increase in rates for mileage books on the eastern

subject

the

if

cause the salesman's welfare

this

whom

bill.

the Illinois Commercial Men's Association has sent out circular

railways,

courage against such over-

that they should receive the united support of

ft.

ft.

Tender

Tank

Although, as mentioned

their

commercial houses and traveling salesmen throughout the counThey are our natural allies, and their mission is just as
try.
important as that of the traveling salesmen.
"Our great need today is service. We want trains in plenty
to enable traveling men to get over their territory quickly without
loss of time.
We also want our freight handled promptly and
when we get service we should be fair enough to pay for it. You
have stated that the railroads have not increased their mileage
rates for a period of 30 years, and I submit to you in all fairness
that it is time for an increase, as there is no comparison between
the service of the present day and 30 years ago.
You have
stated that there will be no objection to raising passenger rates
on single-trip tickets. Why look at the question from your side
only? As a matter of fact, I cannot see why traveling salesmen
should get a better rate on transportation than individuals, par-

man

Qroore %')Yide'XDeep.

for

whehning odds and
.E.

Style

is

antagonize traveling

that their attempt to

Driving, diameter over tires
Driving journals, main, diameter and length... 11 in.
Driving journals, others, diameter and length. 10^4 in.
Engine truck wheels, diameter
Engine truck journals
6y2 in.
Trailing truck wheels, diameter
Trailing truck journals
9 in.

any disposition on the part of railway
men as a class. I further deny
secure increased rates is in any way striking

deny that there

:

Wheels

Outside diameter of

659

it

dollars, in f^ct millions, for the

methods for the

benefit of the people of the

United

States.

Mr. Norvell concludes his letter by saying
accorded the same privilege that the secretary
has used in sending out his letter broadcast, by having circular
copies of it printed and sent to each member, he will solicit
the aid of the press of the country, having reason to beheve

"I also desire to call your attention to the fact that railroad
bonds are largely held by our leading insurance companies and a
depreciation of their value is a blow at the integrity of the insurance policies held throughout the country.
"It is my understanding that the Illinois Commercial Men's

movement. He
managers
acquainted, and solicit their

was organized for the purpose of conducting a
mutual accident insurance business among its members. You
should, therefore, be debarred from making any such campaign at
the probable expense of leading insurance companies in which
nearly all of your members have policies."

up

this

that unless he

that

it

is

will willingly join in a protest against the

states that he will also

of

many

send copies of his

large firms with which he

is

letter to the

which he feels will be wilHngly given.
Mr. Norvell says in his letter

assistance,

Association

;
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trhe Boylston street subway, in Boston, which has been under
construction for the past two years, was opened for traffic OcThis subway is about 114 miles long, extending from
tober 3.
the north-and-south subway near the Public Garden westward
toward Brookline.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western has

just finished,

at

Hoboken, N. J., as a part of its wireless telegraph equipment,
The Hoboken office now has a five
a steel tower, 402 ft. high.
kilowatt Marconi apparatus, and messages have been sent from
Hoboken to Buffalo, 410 miles. The wave length is 2,250 meters.
president of the Old Time Telegraphers' and Historical
Association for the present year is Andrew Carnegie; and the
annual meeting next year is to be held in New York City. No
meeting was held this year, the decision to omit it having been
due to the disturbances caused by the European war, and the
The secelection of officers was by the executive committee.
retary of the association is F. J. Scherrer, 30 Church street.

The

New York
Members
filed

suit

of the Switchmen's Union of
the
Dallas, Te.x., against
at

North America have
Missouri, Kansas &
the Houston & Texas Central, the

The management of the Pennsylvania Railroad has begun a
campaign to keep passengers from standing on the platforms
Letters have been sent to the variof moving passenger cars.
ous industries around Pittsburgh, requesting them to post notices in their factories warning their employees (hundreds of
whom ride on Pennsylvania trains daily, going to and from
their work) of the danger of standing on the platforms of moving cars; and a general notice to passenger trainmen has been
posted on the bulletin boards calling for a concerted effort on
the part of trainmen to keep passengers from riding on platforms or steps of cars between or approaching stations.
C. H. Hudson, a passenger conductor on the Georgia &
Florida, running between .Augusta and Valdosta, proposes that
railways and street railways aid the cotton growers, in their
financial distress, caused by the cessation of the European demands for cotton, by ordering the general use of cotton cloth

khaki) for uniform suits for employees. By prompt action a
supply of this material could be provided in time for use for
(

Mr. Hudson calls attention to the
in 1915.
Buy-a-Bale movement, by which individuals relieve the market by buying and storing cotton, does not afford
permanent and final relief; the cotton is likely again to come on
the market; whereas his plan would use it up.

summer uniforms
that

the

Samuel O. Dunn, editor of the Railway Age Gazette, addressed the Chicago Engineers' Club at its weekly luncheon in
Chicago on October 1, on "Government Ownership of Railways." Charles Evans, commissioner of the Queensland (Australia)

;

The University of Pittsburgh has arranged to establish an
evening school of engineering this fall, giving graduate courses
under the direction of Dean Bishop, in which men who are
properly prepared and who have received their bachelor of
science degree may obtain an engineering degree.
Courses will
be offered in the valuation of public utilities, and mechanical,
civil, electrical, sanitary, mechanical railway and concrete engineering.
The faculty will include Paul N. Lincoln, professor
of electrical engineering at the university and president of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers Louis E. Endsley,
professor of mechanical railway engineering at the university
D. F. Crawford, general superintendent of motive power, Pennsylvania Lines West, who will co-operate with Professor Endsley in the work of mechanical engineering
Prof. R. T. Stewart,
head of the department of mechanical engineering at the university; Prof. J. Hammond Smith, head of the department of
civil engineering, and Professor Morris Knowles, director of
the department of sanitary engineering, who with Prof. G. W.
Case and \\ illiam F. Moorehead will give the course in the valu;

;

City.

Texas, the Texas & Pacific,
International & Great Northern, the St. Louis Southwestern,
the Gulf. Colorado & Santa Fe, and the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, to cancel contracts by which the roads are said
to employ only members of the trainmen's union to the exclusion of members of the Switchmen's Union.

fact

and in Great Britain, which would not be afforded by government owned railway systems and that if he were to criticize our
railways he would say there are too many millions spent on
"brass work and marble halls."

government railways, was

present,

and added a

ation of public utilities.

The Firemen's Comprehensive Program
At

meeting of the Illinois legislative committee of the
Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen at Springfield last week, it was decided to advocate a change in the federal hours of service law, to reduce the maximum hours of
trainmen from 16 to 10 hours a day. Other legislation is to be
advocated which would provide for a limitation on the number
of cars in a train, a uniform code of signals, giving trainmen
a right to vote when they are away from home on election
day, standardization of overhead and side clearances, and giving
a

the Interstate Commerce Commission power to specify the type
of steel cars to be used in passenger trains.

Armspear Lenses

The Armspear Manufacturing Company, New York

City, has
published a record of tests of lenses of signal lamps showing the
superiority of the Armspear spheroidal lens, over the ordinary
signal lenses, when the measurement is taken at any point other
than on the axis of the lens. For example, at a point on the
axis 575 ft. from the light the stellar magnitude of an inverted
At a point 2,260
lens is 5.75; and of the spheroidal lens 5.00.
ft. from the light and 2^ deg. from the axis, both lenses measure
3.00; in other words, the ordinary lens has lost 48 per cent,
while the Armspear has lost only 40 per cent. At 9(X) ft. from
the light and 15 deg. from the axis, the inverted lens measures
At 1,890 ft. from the lamp and IS
0.50 and the spheroidal 4.25.
deg. from the axis the light from the inverted lens is entirely
These
lost, while the Armspear at that point measures 3.(X).
tests were made on a clear night (August 31) with the moon

seven-eighths

full.

brief, in-

formal discussion. Mr, Evans said he would not care to dispute any of the arguments made against government ownership
of railways in the United States, but that the situation was different in his country, where it was necessary for the government
to undertake railway construction in order to develop its territory, because the state could not depend on private enterprise
He also remarked that with all the regulating comto do so.
missions in the United States the American railways have all
the government control they can stand without government
ownership, and that actual ownership by the government would
be "too much of a good thing." He thought the problems were
He
too big and complex for the government to undertake.
added that competition under private ownership had developed
a luxuriousness of passenger traffic, both in the United States

A

Safety-First Motion-Picture Play

Marcus A. Dow, general safety agent of the New Y'ork Central Lines, has recently had produced a rather remarkable motion-picture play entitled "Steve Hill's Awakening" for use in
connection with the safety-first work now being conducted by
the Central. The picture, a brief description of which is given
below, is one of the first produced under railroad auspices for
this purpose, telling a story of human interest with -its principal
The scheme was carried
parts played by professional actors.
out with the idea of departing from stereotyped methods, Mr.
Dow, who some time ago introduced the safety exhibit car on
the New York Central Lines (Railway Age Gazette, August 8,
1913, p. 228), having seen the necessity of introducing a feature
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would create

that

sufficient

interest

among

widow and two

children, a boy

and a

girl.

Soon

after this the

57,

No

15

Master Mechanics' and Master Car Builders' Associations

employees to

the

bring them into the safety meetings willingly. And, of course,
a "human interest" story will leave on their minds a more lasting impression than the ordinary didactic lecture. It is the intention of the company to show the "movie'' in a specially
equipped car, to be run over all of the Central lines, as has
been done with the safety exhibit cars, stopping at the principal
points.
The pictures will also be used at large safety meetings
conducted in halls or theaters in the various cities on the line.
The story is in brief as follows
Henry Hill, a trainman, at the end of his run, coming in to
the yard and jumping off the caboose, starts, against the advice of a fellow employee, to take a short cut along the tracks
to his home, and is struck by an engine and killed, leaving a

Vol.

The executive committees

of the .\merican Railway Master
Mechanics' Association, the Master Car Builders' Association
and the Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association will hold a
meeting at the Hotel Biltmore, New York, at 10 a. m. on October 22. It is very urgent that all members of these committees
attend because the place for the 1915 meeting will be decided
and arrangements made in relation thereto.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS
The following list gives names
leetings, and places of meeting.

Am

Brake Assochtion.
convention.

May

— F.

4-7,

M.

dates of next

of secretaries,

regula

53 State St., Boston, Mass.
1915, Hotel Sherman, Chicago.
Nellis,

N'ext

—

family is dispossessed, the widow later dies in poverty and the
two children are sent to an orphan asylum. Fifteen years later,
the son, Steve Hill, becomes a brakeman in the yard where his
He is of careless habits and is shown on
father was killed.
the screen taking the usual risks, such as kicking a drawbar with

Americ.\n Assochtion of Demurrage Officers. A. G. Thomason, Demurrage Commissioner, Boston, Mass.
Annual convention is April.
American Association of Dining Car Superintendents. H. C. Boardman, D. L. & W., Hoboken, N. J. Ne.xt convention, October 22-24,
Washington, D. C.
.\merican Association of Freight Agents. R. O. Wells, Illinois Central.

a moving yard engine.
reproved by the yardmaster. Jack Warren.
The "human interest" of the story comes in when "Steve" meets
Mary, the yardmaster's daughter, and courts her. The father's
consent to marriage is withheld because of Steve's careless
habits in his work. Steve, nevertheless, does not take the lesson
to heart, and a short time after, disregarding a blue flag, he
causes a slight collision on a repair track, and knocks a car
body off Its supporting horses, thereby causing serious injurj- to
He is then discharged, at once and is also
a car repairer.
Going home in a disconsolate mood, he
repudiated by Mary.
throws himself on his bed, falls asleep and has a dream, in which
For instance, he
he sees himself taking all sorts of chances.
crosses the track between two cars and barely escapes being

.\MER1CAN .\SS0CHTI0N OF GENERAL P.^SSENGER AND TICKET AcENTS.— W. C.
Hope, C. R. R. of .\. J., 143 Liberty St., New York.
.\merican Association of Railroad Superintendents. E. H. Harman.

his

foot

For

this

and jumping on the front of

conduct he

is

;

crushed. He is hurled from a side ladder by a car which stands
out beyond the fouling point. Walking across a track without
looking where he is going, he is almost run over by an engine.
Finally, however, he takes one chance too many and loses his
He awakes from his dream with a start, overjoyed, to be
leg.
sure, to find that his leg is not gone; but taught a lesson that

makes him begin anew with "Safety First" as his motto. He is
The scene then
reinstated in his job, and marries the girl.
passes to thirty years later showing him and iiis wife, both gray
haired, in their happy home. "Steve" is telling a party of friends
that his policy of Safety-First has made him a successful rail-

road man.
picture is in two reels, and takes about half an hour to
show. It is well done, and is to be classed as better than the averMr. Dow says that the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe; the
age.
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, and the Delaware, Lackawanna
& Western have made arrangements to use the tilm.

The

—

—

East St. Louis,

111.

May

.\nnual meeting.

21-24, 1915, Richipond. Va.

—

Room

101, Union Station, St. Louis, Mo.
Next meeting. May 20-21,
San Francisco, Cal.
.Vmerican Electric Railway Association. E. B. Burritt, 29 W. 39th St.,
New York. Annual convention, October 12-16, Atlantic City. N. J.
.American Electric Railway Manufacturers' Association. H. C. McConnaughy, 165 Broadway, New York. Meetings with -American Electric
Railway Association.
.\merican Railway Association.— W. F. Allen, 75 Ghurch St., New York.

1915,

—

—

Semi-annual meeting, November 18, Chicago.
.\merican Railway Uridine and Building Association. C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago.
Next convention, October 20-22, 1914, Los Angeles,

—

Cal.

—

-American Railway Engineering -Association. E. H. Fritch, 900 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago.
Next convention, March 1618, 1915, Chicago.
American Railway Master Mechanics' -Association. J. W. Taylor, 1112
Karpen Bldg., Chicago. Annual meeting, June, 1915.
American Railway Safety Association. L. F. Shedd, C. R. I. & P.,

—

—

.Next meeting, November, Chicago.
American Railway Tool Foremen's Association. A. R, Davis, Central of
Georgia. Macon, Ga.
-Annual meeting, July, 1915.
.\merican Society for Testing Materials. Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
.\merican Society of Civil Engineers. Chas. W. Hunt, 220 W. 57th St.,
New York. Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Wednesday in month, except June, July and August, 220 W. 57th St., New York.
.American Society of Engineering Contractors. J. R. Wemlinger. II
Broadway, New York. Regular meetings, 2'd Thursday in month, at
2 P. M., 11 Broadway, New York.
.X-WERicAN Society of Mechanical Engineers.
Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
.Annual meeting, December 1-4, 1914, New
39th St., New York.
York.
.American Wood Preservers' Association. F. J. Angier, B. & O., Mt.
Royal Sta., Baltimore, Md.
Next convention, January 19-21, 1915,
Chicago.
.\SSOCIATION OF AMERICAN RAILWAY .ACCOUNTING OFFICERS.
E. R. Woodson, 1300 Pennsylvania -Ave., N. W., Washington, D. C.
Annual
convention, -April 28, 1915, .Atlanta, Ga.
.\ssociATlON OF MANUFACTURERS OF Chilled Car WllEELS.
George WLyndon, 1214 McCormick Bldg., Chicago. Annual meeting, second
Tuesday in October, New York.
.\ssociation of Railway Claim Agents.
C. W. Egan, B. & O., Baltimore.
Md. Annual meeting, 3d week in May, 1915, Galveston, Tex.
Association of Railway Electrical Engineers. Jos. A. -Andreucetti, C. &
N. W., Room 411, C. & N. W. Sta., Chicago.
Annual convention,
October 26-30, 1914, Chicago.
-\ssociATioN OF Railway Telegraph Superintendents.
P. W. Drew. Soo
Line, 112 West .\dams St., Chicago.
Annual meeting, June 22-25.
1915, Rochester. N. Y.
G. P.
.\SS0CIATION OF TRANSPORTATION AND CaR .ACCOUNTING OFFICERS.
Next meeting, December 8-9.
Conard, 75 Church St., New York.
1914, Richmond, Va.
L. D. Mitchell, Detroit
IlRiDGE AND BuiLDiNG SUPPLY Men's Associ.\tion.
Graphite Co., Chicago, 111. Meetings with American Railway Bridge
and Building Association.
Canadian Railway Club.— James Powell, Grand Trunk, P. O. Box 7. St.
Regular meetings. 2d Tuesday in
Lambert (near Montreal), Que.
month, except June. July and August. Windsor Hotel. Montreal. Que.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers. Clement H. McLeod, 176 MansRegular meetings. 1st Thursday in October.
field St.. Montreal. Que.
November, December. February. March and April. -Annual meeting.
January. Montreal.
Car Foremen's .Association of Chicago. .Aaron Kline. 841 Lawler .Ave..
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except July and
Chicago.
August, Lytton Bldg., Chicago.
Central Railw.w Club.— H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.. New York. Regular meetings. 2d Friday in January. May. September and November.
Annual meetings, 2d Thursday in March, Hotel Statler, Buffalo, N. Y.
Engineers' Society- of Western Pennsylvania.— Elmer K. "Hiles. 2511
Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Tuesday,
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Chicago.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

National Association of Railway Commissioners

has been issued for the twenty-sixth annual conthe National Association of Railway Commissioners to begin in Washington, D. C, on November 17. and
provides for
to continue for four or five days. The program
two special addresses, one by Chairman Harlan, of the Interstate Commerce Commission, and one by C. A. Prouty.
The time of t'.ie
director of valuation of the commission.
convention will be largely devoted to the presentation and discussion of reports of 19 committees with 9 subcommittees.
and sent
It is hoped that all the reports will be completed
days
to the secretary for printing and distribution at least 30
in advance of the meeting. The committees to report include
Commerce;
the following; Amendment of Act to Regulate
Car Service Demurrage; Reciprocal Demurrage; Storage
Rules and Charges; Express Service and Express Rates;
Grade Crossings and Trespassing on Railroads; Legislation:
Powers, Duties and Work of Railway Commissions; Railroad
Taxes and Plans for Ascertaining Fair Valuation of Railroad

A

call

vention

of

Property; Rates and Rate-Making; Railway Capitalization;
Railway Service and Railway Accommodations; Safety Appliances; Statistics and Accounts; Shippers' Claims; Statistics
and Accoimts of Electric Railways: Telephone and Telegraph
Rates and Service; Uniform Classification and Simplification
Valuation.
jjf Tariffs; Rails and Equipment, and Physical

—

—

—

•

—

—

—

Pittsburgh.
I'REir.MT

—

Warren P. Taylor, R.
.\nnual meeting, June 16. 1915. Chicago.

Claim .Association.

Va.

F.

&

P.,

Richmond,

October

9,
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General Superintenpents' Association of Chicago. A. M. Hunter, 321
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday pre-
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ceding 3d Thursday in month. Room 1856, Transportation Bldg.,
Chicago.
IxiEBN.MloNAL R.\iLWAY CoNCBESS. Executive Committee, 11, Rue de Louvain, Brussels, Belgium.
Ne.xt convention, June 23 to July 6, 1915,

—

Traffic

News

Berlin.

INTER.SATIONAL RAILWAY FuEL ASSOCIATION. C. G. Hall, C. & E. I., 922
McCormick Bldg., Chicago. Annual meeting. May 17-20, 1915, Chicago.

I.MEB.VATIONAL RAILWAY GENERAL FOREMEn's ASSOCIATION. Wm. Hall, 829
W. Broadway, Winona, Minn. Kext convention, July 14-17, 1915,
Sherman House, Chicago.
Inter.natiunal Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association. A. L. Woodworth, C. H. «: D., Lima, Ohio.
Maintenance of way and Master A'ainters' Association of the United
States and Canada. T. I. Goodwin, C. R. I. & P., Eldon, Mo.
Next convention, November 17-19, 1914, Detroit, Mich.
Master Boiler ALakers' Association. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,
New York. Annual convention. May, 1915.
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association of the United States
and Canada.— .a. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass.
-Master Car Blilders' Association. J. W. Taylor, 1112 Karpen Bldg.,
Chicago. Annual meeting, June, 1915.
-National Railway Appliances Association. Bruce V. Crandall, 537 So.
Dearborn St., Chicago. Next convention, March 15-19, 1915, Chicago.
New England R.mlroad Club. W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave., Boston, MassRegular meetings. 2d Tuesday in month, except June,
July, August and September, Boston.
New York Railroad Club.— Harry U. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, except June, July and August,
29 W. 39th St., New York.
Niagara Frontier Car Men's Association. E. Frankenberger, 623 Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo, N. \'. Meetings monthly.
I'EORiA Association of R.\ilroad Officers.
M. W. Rotchford, Union Station, Peoria, 111.
Regular meetings, 2d Thursday in month, Jefferson

The Canadian railways

have made a rate of one
Calgary from
all Canadian points for the International Irrigation Congress,
which opened its sessions there on October 5.
fare for the

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Railroad Club of Kansas City. C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas
City, Mo.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month. Kansas City.
Railroad Master Tinners, Coppersmiths and Pipefitters' Association.-U. G. Thompson, C. S: E. I., Danville, 111. Annual meeting. May,
1915.

—

Railway Business Association. Frank W. Noxon, 30 Church St., New
York.
Annual meeting, December 10, 1914, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,

New

York.
Railway Club of Pittsburgh. J. B. Anderson, Room 207, P. R. R. Sta.,
Pittsburgh, Pa. Regular meetings, 4th Friday in month, except June,
July and August, Monongahela House, Pittsburgh.
Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Association. J. Scribner,
1021 Monadnock Block, Chicago. Meetings with Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.
Railway Fire Protection Association. C. B. Edwards, Fire Ins. Agt.,
Mobile & Ohio, Mobile, Ala.
Railway Signal Association. C. C. Rosenberg, Times Bldg., Bethlehem,
.

—

—

—

—

Pa.

—

Railway Storekeepers' Association. J. P. Murphy, L. S. & M. S., Box C,
Collinwood, Ohio. Annual meeting. May, 1915.
Railway Supply &L\nufaciurers' Association. J. D. Conway, 2136 Oliver
Meetings
lildg.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Master Mechanics Associations.

with

—Master

Car

Railway Telegraph and Telephone Appliance Association.

and

Builders

— G. A. Nelson,

Meetings with Association of Railway
50 Church St., New Y'ork.
Telegraph Superintendents.
& O., Richmond, Va.
Richmond I^ailroad Club. F. O. Robinson,
Monday
in month, except June, July and
Regular meetings, 2d
August.
ROADMASTERS' AND MAINTENANCE OF WaY ASSOCIATION. L. C. Ryan, C. &
N. W., Sterling, 111.
St. Louis Railway Llub.— B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,
Mo. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June, July and
August, M. Louis.
Salt Lake City Transport.ition Club. R. E. Rowland, Hotel Utah Bldg.,
Salt Lake City, Utah. Regular meetings, 1st Saturday of each month,

—

C

—

—

Salt Lake City.
Signal Appliance Association.— F. W. Edmunds, 3868' Park Ave., New

M

fork.

Society of Rai:
La Salle St.

Sta.,

Chicago.

Southern Association of Car Service Officers.

W.

P.

Ry., Atlanta, Ga.

Southern and Southwestern Railway Club.

—E.

— A.

J.

W.

Sandwich,

.\.

&

Merrill, Grant Bldg.,

Regular meetings, 3d Thursday, January, March, May.
Atlanta, Ga.
July, September, November, 10 A. M., Candler Bldg., Atlanta.
Regular
Toledo Transportation Club.— Harry S. Fox, Toledo, Ohio.
meetings, 1st Saturday in month, Boody House, Toledo.
Track Supply Association.— W. C. Kidd, Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn,
N. y.
Meetings with Roadinasters' and Maintenance of Way .Association.

—

Traffic Club of Chicago. W. H. Wharton, La Salle Hotel, Chicago.
Traffic Club of New York.— C. A. Swope, 291 Broadway, New York.
Regular meetings, last Tuesday in month, except June, July and
August, Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.— D. L. Wells, Erie R. R., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Meetings bimonthly, Pittsburgh. -Annual meeting, 2d Monday in June.
Traffic Club of St. Louis.— .\. F. Versen, Mercantile Library Bldg.,
Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings
St. Louis, Mo.
October to May.
Train Despatchers' -Association of America. J. F. Mackie, 7122 Stewart
Annual meeting June 15, 1915, Minneapolis, Minn.
Ave., Chicago.
Transportation Club of Detroit. W. R. Hurley, Superintendent's office,
Meetings monthly, Normandie Hotel,
L. S. & M. S., Detroit, Mich.

—

—

Detroit.

Traveling Engineers' -Association.

—W.

O. Thompson, N.

Y'.

C.

& H.

R.,

East Buffalo. N. Y.

Western Canada Railway Club.— W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, WinRegular meetings, 2d Monday, except June, July and
nipeg, Man.
August, Winnipeg.

Railway Club.— J. W. Taylor, 1112 Karpen Bldg., Chicago
Regular meetings, 3d Tuesday in monfh, except June, July and
August, Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
Western Society of Engineers.—J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,
Regular meetings, 1st Monday in month, except January,
Chicago.
Extra meetings, except in July and
July and August, Chicago.
August, generally on other Monday evenings.

Western

generally

on the

certificate plan to

The increase in the price of mileage tickets on the first of
October led to very large sales, at many places, on the last day
of September, of tickets at the old rate of two cents a mile.
-\t Pittsburgh, Pa., one large corporation bought 1,500 books
paying $30,000.
At Winchester, Va., one man bought $10,000
worth. The receipts of the Boston & Maine for September were
$400,000 above those of last year, and it is to the extra sales of
mileage tickets that the increase is principally attributed. The
Public Utility Commissioners of New Jersey on September 30
decided not to suspend the new tariffs filed by the railroads in
that state advancing the price of mileage tickets.

—

Peoria.

trip

The Southern Railway has applied to the Corporation Commission of North Carolina for authority to temporarily suspend the operation of a number of passenger trains, including
the second sections of Nos. 37 and 38 on the main line; Nos. 15
and 16 on the Danville division and 145 and 146 on the Durham
& Raleigh division. This request is made because of a falling
oflf, in both passenger and freight business, on account of conditions due to the war in Europe.

—

Hot«l,

round

A conference of the chief traffic officers of the St. Louis rail28, at St. Louis, to consider the
controversy that has arisen over the payment of the bridge tolls
ways was held on September

,

on through

traffic crossing the Mississippi river.
For many
years all traffic between eastern and western roads had been
interchanged at the east bank of the river. In 1906 a municipal
commission prevailed on the eastern roads to make rates from
St. Louis the same as those from East St. Louis.
The western
roads now demand that the eastern roads take the freight at
St. Louis instead of at East St. Louis
by which action they
would have to absorb the bridge toll. At the meeting the eastern
roads unanimously declined to do so and no adjustment was
reached.
;

conference which had been called for last week between intraffic managers
of Cleveland, Cincinnati, Columbus,
Dayton, Springfield and other Ohio cities, with the
traffic officers of the Ohio railroads before the Ohio Public Util-A

dustrial

Toledo,
ities

rates

Commission
in

to discuss the 5 per cent advance in freight
Central Freight Association territory recently allowed

by the Interstate Commerce Commission, has been postponed
because of the decision of the commission to reopen the case.
Many representatives of the Ohio shippers had opposed the application of the 5 per cent advance to the Ohio intrastate rates
and complained that the decision of the Interstate Commerce
Commission constitutes a discrimination against shippers in Central Freight -Association territory as compared with those outside of that territory.

The traffic department of the Chicago & North Western, in cooperation with the Upper Peninsula Development Bureau, has
aided greatly in the development of the potato growing industry
in the Cloverland district of Michigan during the past year.
The railway paid all the expenses in establishing five potato
patches, consisting of 1,000 hills in each patch, on its right of
way in Menominee county. Delta county and Marquette county.
This ground was prepared, cultivated and plowed by the section
meti at the respective stations. The seed was purchased by the
railway and a liberal amount of commercial fertilizer was purchased and applied. The care and culture of the potatoes have
been under the supervision of the roadmaster, and the service
Each patch has been
has been rendered by the section men.
located on a different variety of soil, and the crops at all five
stations have far exceeded many of the adjacent potato fields
that have not been benefited by the same amount of cultivation
and care. The object, of course, was to prove to the farmers
residing in each locality that their efforts would be crowned
with greater success if they would adopt more careful methods.
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No change
11, 9yi, 12, 17 and 17 cents respectively.
ordered in the rates to Omaha aiid Kansas City.
The complainant will be awarded reparation on past shipments
of starch and corn oil.
(31 I. C. C, 587.)
excess of
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STATE COMMISSIONS

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
Interstate Commerce Cijnimission has suspended tariffs
by the Union Pacific closing the Ogden gateway after October I, to through traffic from eastern points via the Gould
lines to certain points on the Union Pacific system in Idaho
and other northern territory.

The

filed

Examiner Thurtell began

a hearing at

Chicago on October

on the application of the transcontinental railways for a
modification of the commission's order in the interniountain
rate case as to 107 commodities, which are especially subject
to water competition at the Pacific coast and as to which the
roads desire to make low rates to the coast without making
corresponding reductions to intermediate points.
6

The chambers of commerce of .\lexandria and Shreveport,
La., have filed a complaint with the Interstate Commerce Commission against the Alabama & Vicksburg. and other carriers
participating in traffic to Shreveport, attacking the class rates
from St. Louis, Memphis and Kansas City to Alexandria and
Shreveport, which were advanced on April 1 from one to five
cents per hundred pounds on the first six classes. The complaint
is that the through rates from the gateways mentioned are in
many instances higher than the combination of intermediate

sion to increase intrastate passenger rates to three cents a mile
and freight rates by various percentages.

The Boston & Maine has filed with the Massachusetts PubService Commission tariffs, to become effective November 1.
making increases in the rates of fare on many classes of commutation tickets. The Public Service Commission will hold a
hearing October 13, at which remonstrances will be heard.

lic

The Montana Railroad Commission has given permission

to-

the railroads of the state to increase the demurrage rate on
refrigerator cars loaded with perishable freight to two dollars
a day for the first two days after the expiration of free time
and three dollars daily thereafter, effective on November 15.

The Michigan Railroad Commission has issued an order permitting the railroads of the state to make a 5 per cent advance
in conunodity rates, with exception of plaster, ore, iron, starch,
An increase is
coke, clay, tile, cement, brick and sugar beets.
also allowed in lumber rates, but less than the railroads had
asked. The commission withheld its decision on class rates.
The

Public Utilities Commission has issued a notice
hearing in Chicago on October 12, it will take up and consider the matter of industrial
The commission will
switching at all points within the state.
hear all facts and statements that may be presented pertaining
to the subject, and will adopt a rule to be used in lieu of canIllinois

to all railways in the state that at a

rates.

The Sioux City Commercial Club has filed a complaint with
Interstate Commerce Commission which raises questions
similar to those recently decided by the Supreme Court and the
Interstate Commerce Commission in the Shreveport rate case.
The Sioux City club complains against new rates included in a
general reduction of about 20 per cent in the state rates of
the

Nebraska, which became effective on September

under order

6,

of the Nebraska Railroad Commission, on the ground that the
new rates in Nebraska are lower than rates charged for like
distances from Sioux City to points in Nebraska, and that this
constitutes a discrimination against Sioux City merchants in
favor of those in Lincoln, Omaha, Fremont, Norfolk and other
jobbing centers; and that Sioux City firms cannot compete with
them in north Nebraska territory, except by sacrificing a part of
their profits to

overcome the disparity

in

rates.

The commis-

asked to issue an order requiring the railroad defendants
to cease the alleged discriminations and to publish and maintain
rates, rules and specifications which will be fair to Sioux City.
This will give the roads a chance to plead before the Interstate
Commerce Commission that they have reduced their rates within Nebraska under compulsion by the state commission.
sion

The Missouri Public Service Commission on Tuesday of this
week refused to grant the petition of the railroads for permis-

is

Rates on Starch from Cedar Rapids,

la.

&

Douglas
Co. V. Illinois Central et at. Opinion by Commissioner Harlan:
The comfiiission is of the opinion that corn starch is not to be
deemed a like kind of traffic with corn meal, hominy, grits,
brewers' grits, corn flour and other uncooked product of corn.
It therefore holds that the railroads in refusing transit privileges
on that commodity at Cedar Rapids. Iowa, do not discriminate
against the complainant. It is held, however, that certain of the
It
rates on corn starch from Cedar Rapids are unreasonable.
is therefore ordered that the rates to St. Paul and Duluth be not
in excess of ITyi cents; to^St. Louis, lOH cents; to Texas common points, 66 cents, and that the all rail rates to Galveston and
Houston, Tex., be not in excess of the all rail rates contemporaneously maintained from Keokuk.

The present rates to destinations in Kansas and Oklahoma, to
points in Arizona and New Mexico and to California terminals
and North Pacific coast destinations are not found unreasonable.
It is also found that the rates from Cedar Rapids and Ohio river
crossings to southeastern and Mississippi valley destinations are
not unreasonable nor discriminatory.
The commission also finds that the rates on corn oil from
Cedar Rapids to Qiicago, Peoria, St. Louis, St. Paul and Winona
are unreasonable, and it is ordered that these rates be not in

celed rule No. 2i of the Illinois Railroad and Warehouse Commission to govern the rates, rules and regulations pertaining to
industrial switch movements within the state.

principal railways of Massachusetts have asked
of an increase in mileage ticket rates from 2
cents a mile to 2Vi cents. .\t a public hearing before the
Public Service Commission in Boston on Monday they said
that under the present conditions they were unable to meet
The petitioners were the Boston & Maine, the
expenses.
Boston & .-Mbany, the New York, New Haven & Hartford,
and the Central Vermont. William J. Hobbs, vice-president
of the Boston & M^iine, testified that in the year ended June
30, 1914, his road showed a corporate loss of $2,014,742; and
that during July and August of this year the company ran

The four

for approval

$46,022 short of the

amount needed

to

p?y charges.

The

California Railroad Commission has denied the applicatioiv
of the railways of the state for permission to increase the present
rates to passengers occupying drawing rooms and compartments.
railways contended that when a single person occupied such

The

accommodations he received an additional service and should be
required to pay an additional fare. The commission holds that
passengers occupying accommodations mentioned do receive an
additional service, but that such service is paid for in the cost
of Pullman tickets, and that if the carriers do not receive additional compensation their contract with the Pullman Companyis

at

pay

fault,

and that the passengers should not be required to
increased cost of Pullman tickets the in-

in addition to the

creased fares applied for.

The Boston & Maine Railroad has notified the New Hampshire Public Service Commission that it will not accept the tariff'
of freight rates framed by the commission, which has been on
By the terms of the act of the legislatrial by the railroad.
ture of 1913 the Public Service Commission was to frame such
to try its operation until October 1,
or return to the rates in force prior to
the consolidations of roads in 1883 and 1889. The determination
of the railroad to return to the old rates is based upon the
decision of the Supreme Court in the case of Clough and Martin against the railroad whereby the road is allowed to fix such
rates upon any commodity as in the aggregate shall not be
higher than the aggregate of rates charged upon -that commodity prior to the consolidations.

a

tariff,

the railroad

and then either accept

was
it

October

9,
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position
solicitor,

at

A. D. Lightner, chief officer, operating and traffic, of the New
Orleans, Texas & Mexico, and the Louisiana Southern, has been
appointed general manager for the receiver, having jurisdiction
over all departments, with headquarters at New Orleans, La.

Executive, Financieil, Legal and Accounting

B. I. Spock, counsel of the New York, New Haven & Hartford for Connecticut, has been appointed general solicitor of
the company, with headquarters at New Haven, Conn.
Mr.

Leslie,

assistant

controller

Montreal.
T.

J.

Kennedy has been elected president and general manthe Algoma Central & Hudson Bay and the Algoma

ager of
Eastern, with headquarters at Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.

Toledo & Ohio Central,
has been appointed auditor of the company, with headquarters
at Toledo, Ohio, succeeding John Landgraff, Jr., deceased.
J.

the time of his recent promotion to general
with headquarters at St. Louis, as above noted.
at

Railway Officers

of the Canadian Pacific at
Montreal, Que., has been appointed controller, \iJith headquarters

John

667

B. '"Wagner, acting auditor of the

Herbert L. Utter, who has been elected secretary and treasurer
of the Missouri Pacific, with headquarters at New York, as has
been announced in these

columns was born on
1,

1868,

at

May

1903, as claims attorney for New York, Connecticut and westHe subern Massachusetts, with headquarters at New Haven.
sequently served successively as assistant attorney and attorney,
and at the time of his recent appointment was counsel for the
state of Connecticut for the same road, as above noted.

John A. D. Vickers, whose election as vice-president and
general manager of the American Express Company, with
headquarters at Chicago, has already been announced in these
columns, was born May
1858, at Toronto,
Ont.
He entered the
express business in
Canada under his father,
who was the founder
of
Vickers'
Express

Morrisville,

He was

N. Y.

Spock was born on December 31, 1872, at New Haven, and
was graduated from Yale University, academic department in
He entered the serv1895, and from Yale Law School in 1897.
ice of the New York, New Haven & Hartford on September 1,

22,

a student

Wayland Academy,
Eeaverdam, Wis., until
and later was
graduated from the Canandaigua (N. Y.) High
School, and from Eastman's Business College.
at

1886.

Company, and became
superintendent

company

Poughkeepsie. N. Y. On
April 4. 1S91. Mr. Utter entered the service
of

Missouri

the

and has been
tinuous

road
1908

ever

he

tion

as

secretary

and treasurer

ot

that

since.

In

Mr. Vickers was appointed superintendent

secretary,

he

White, whose appointment as general solicitor
and the St. Louis, Iron Mountain &
Southern has alreadv been announced in these columns, was
born February 11, 1869,
J.

Mo.

He

1889,

National Express Company's
lines
in
the
West, with headquarLater
'"^" ^^ Chicago.
J. A. D. V.ckers
he was promoted to
general superintendent and subsequently became general manager of the Western department. Upon the recent election
of Mr. George C. Taylor as president of the American Express Company, Mr. Vickers was made acting vice-president
and general manager of the Western lines, and on September
28 he was elected to that office, as above noted.

attended public school
at Springfield. Mo., and

Operating

Joplin later; from 1883
to 1885, was a student
the University of
at

D. Dale has been appointed superintendent of the Bevier
& Southern, with headquarters at Bevier, Mo. This road has
taken over the operation of the Missouri & Louisiana.

Arkansas.

Fayetteville.
Ark., and in 1888 entered the University of

Missouri at Columbia.
Mo., graduating in 1891.
He was admitted to the
bar that year and com-

menced the

practice of

law at Aurora, Mo. He
entered railway service
1903 as assistant attorney for the Missouri
Pacific, w'ith jurisdiction
over counties in southwestern Missouri, retaining his headquarters
In April.
at, Aurora.
in

While

in

of the Canada division
of the latter company.
In 1891 he was made
superintendent of the

wa? appointed

Louis.

Company

of

of the Missouri Pacific

St.

Express Company
American Ex-

the

press

held at the
time of his recent electhe same road as above

at

by

con-

noted.

Edward

ers'

Pacific,

and
in 1911 was promoted to
secretary and
assistant
assistant treasurer, which
position

the

Upon

in the

service

assistant

of

in 1882.

the absorption of Vick-

he was appointed
general attorney, with office at Kansas City, with jurisdiction
Mr. White held the latter
over Jackson county, Missouri.
1911.

Joseph H. Butler, assistant to the general manager of the
National Express Company, has been appointed superintendWestern department, with headquarters at Chicago.

ent.

O. E. Linn, trainmaster of the Michigan division of the
Vandalia at Logansport, Ind., has been transferred to Decatur,
111., as trainmaster and road foreman of engines of the Peoria
division.

D. B. Lantry, superintendent of the Superior division of
the Great Northern at Superior. Wis., has been transferred to
Sioux City, Iowa, as superintendent of the Sioux City divi-

succeeding W. D. Mason, who has been appointed trainmaster at Willmar, Minn. The Superior and Mesaba divisions
have been combined and G. E. Votaw, superintendent of the
Mesaba division at Superior, Wis., will have charge of the
sion,

consolidated division.

M. J. Foley, assistant division superintendent of the Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy at Greybull, Wyo., has been appointed,
superintendent of the Casper division, with headquarters at
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Wye,

effective October 1.
This is a new division comthe line between Billings, Mont, and Orin Junction,
Wyo., including the Cody branch and commencing October 18
the track between Orin Junction and Hartville Junction will
be leased from the Colorado & Southern and operated and
maintained by the Casper division.

Casper,

prising

;

B. C. Byers, superintendent of the Cairo division of the Cleveland, Cincinnati. Chicago & St. Louis, has been appointed super-

intendent of terminals at Indianapolis, Ind. E. H. Zeigler, trainat Terre Haute, Ind., succeeds Mr. Byers at Mt. Carniel,
111.,
as division superintendent, and F. Jones succeeds Mr.
Zeigler.
The headquarters of J. V. Kennedy, division superintendent, have been removed from Cleveland, Ohio, to Bellefontaine.
P. T. White, trainmaster at Cleveland, has been appointed superintendent of Cleveland terminals also.

master

A. M. Acheson, chief engineer of the Missouri, Kansas &
at Dallas, Tex., has been appointed superintendent of the
Trinity district, with headquarters at Trinity, Tex., to succeed
W. P. Danforth, assigned to other duties, and the former office
is abolished.
C. A. Thanheiser, engineer maintenance of way
at Dallas, has been appointed superintendent of the Smithville
district, with office at Smithville, Te.x., succeeding J. F. Hickey,
who has been appointed superintendent of the Mc.\lester district, with headquarters at Muskogee, Okla., in place of F. Ringer,
transferred.
(See Engineering and Rolling Stock.)

Vol.
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succeeds Mr. Lonnbladh at Parsons. The office of chief engineer
at Dallas is abolished.
(See Operating Officers.)

Harold Knight, division engineer of the Erie at Jersey City,
N. J., has been appointed signal engineer, with headquarters at
Jersey City, succeeding W. H. Willis, resigned. O. F. Barnes,
trainmaster of the Delaware and Jefferson divisions at Susquehanna, Pa., has been appointed division engineer of the New York
division, with office at Jersey City, succeeding Mr, Knight J. W.
Foote, division engineer of the Allegheny and Bradford divisions at Salamanca, N. Y., has been appointed trainmaster,
with office at Susquehanna, Pa., succeeding Mr. Barnes
Arthur B. Caldwell, division engineer of the New York, Susquehanna & Western at Jersey City, N. J., succeeds Mr. Foote, and
Ransom L. Dyke, assistant engineer of the Erie at Hornell.
N. Y., succeeds Mr. Caldwell.
;

;

Purchasing

Texas

O. C. Wakefield, supply agent of the Northern Pacific at St.
Paul, Minn., has been appointed general storekeeper, in charge
of materials and supplies, with headquarters at St. Paul.
S. H.
Robson, supply agent at South Tacoma, Wash., has been apThe titles
pointed assistant general storekeeper at that place.
of supply agent are abolished.

OBITUARY

Traffic

E. E. W'ieland has been appointed general agent <if the Chi& Eastern Illinois at Evansville, Ind., succeeding F. P.

cago

Jeffries, retired.

International & Great
J. M. Ball, general cotton agent of the
Northern, has been appointed assistant general freight agent,
with headquarters at Houston, Tex.
E. Bode has been appointed general freight agent, and
W. P. Potter, general passenger agent, of the Illinois Traction
system, both with headquarters at Springfield, 111. The position
C.

of

traffic

C.

manager

is

W. Westbury,

abolished.
assistant

general

agent of the

traffic

de-

partment of the Southern Railway at Wa.shington, D. C, has
been promoted to general agent, with office at Washington, succeeding L. S. Brown, deceased.
S. MacClurkan, district freight agent of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul at Chicago, has been transferred to Mil-

waukee, Wis., as commercial agent, succeeding A. A. Wilson,
who has been appointed division freight and passenger agent at
Davenport, Iowa.
Engineering and Rolling Stock
C.

H. Blackman has been appointed principal assistant engi-

neer of the Louisville & Nashville, with headquarters at Louisville, Ky., succeeding J. Werness, deceased.

William R. McMunn has been appointed general car inspector
of the New York Central & Hudson River, with headquarters at
Albany, N. Y., succeeding F. W. Chaffee, deceased.
Paul A. G. Tilniot. assistant roadmaster of the Northern Paat Tacoma. Wash., has been appointed roadmaster of the
South Bend and Grays Harbor branches, with headquarters at

cific

Tacoma.
H. Wood has been appointed supervisor of locomotive
J.
operation of the Oklahoma and Panhandle divisions of the Rock
Island, with headquarters at El Reno, Okla.. succeeding C. S.
Yeaton, transferred.

W. S. Johns, Jr., supervisor of the Pennsylvania Railroad at
East Brady, Pa., has been appointed supervisor of division No.
with office at Tyrone, succeeding J. D. Lovell, transferred,
and N. A. Camera, assistant supervisor at Mifflin, has been appointed supervisor of division No. 34, with office at Irvona, succeeding H, S. Trimble, transferred.

21,

L. F. Lonnbladh, engineer maintenance of way of the Missouri.
at Parsons, Kan., has been appointed engineer
maintenance of way of the Texas lines, with headquarters at
Dallas, Tex., succeeding C. A. Thanheiser, assigned to other
F. Ringer, division superintendent at Muskogee, Okla.,
duties.

Kansas & Texas

J. P. McCuen. formerly superintendent of motive power of
the Queen
Crescent Route, died at his home in .\vondale,

&

Cincinnati. O., on October 2, aged 70 years.
He was connected with the mechanical department of that system for 30
years, retiring about three years ago.

William Stewart, formerly from 1892 to 1897 freight traffic
of the Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh, at
Pittsburgh. Pa., died on October 3.
He was born in July.
1833, in Ireland, and began railway work in May, 1852, as
a clerk in the freight and passenger office of the Cleveland
& Pittsburg at Pittsburgh, and his entire service was
with that and other lines now included in the Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh. From 1858 to 1864 he was
agent of the same road and the Pittsburg. Columbus & Cincinnati; he was then for four years general freight agent of
the Pittsburg & Cleveland, and during the following three
years was superintendent and general freight agent of the
same road. From 1871 to 1892 he was general freight agent
of the Pennsylvania Company and the Pittsburg, Cincinnati
& St. Louis, and then to April, 1897. was freight traffic manager of the Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh.

manager

Marshall E. Johns, superintendent of terminals of the New
York, Susquehanna & Western and the Wilkesbarre & Eastern,
with office at Jersey City, N. J., died on September 30, at his
home in Paterson. N. J. He was bom on April 17, 1860, at
Washington, D. C, and was educated in the public schools of
New York City. He began railway work in July, 1876, as a
brakeman, and was later train baggage master and conductor on
the Montclair & Greenwood Lake, now a part of the Erie. In
July, 1880, he went to the New Jersey Midland, now the New
York. Susquehanna & Western, as brakeman, and was then comsecutively to September, 1894. freight conductor, passenger conductor and yardmaster. During the following ten years he was
In September.
trainmaster on the Wilkesbarre & Eastern.
1904, he was appointed superintendent of the New York, Susquehanna & Western and the Wilkesbarre & Eastern, which
form a part of the Erie system, and on January 1. 1914, was
appointed superintendent of terminals of the same roads.

New

Line in German South-West

.Africa.

— .An

English con-

was constructed in
German South-West Africa, from Kolmans Kuppe to Bogenfels,
sular report

for 1913 states that a railway

It runs through diaa distance of 66 miles, during the year.
mondiferous country practically all the way, and will facilitate
Gesellschaft_claims,
as
the exploitation of the Deutsche Diamant

The Pomona mine is
well as many which it passes en route.
traversed by the line. The report also states that the locomotives
employed on the line will be driven by electricity generated on
the engines with benzol as fuel.

October

9,
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Pilsen Lumber Company, Chicago,

'

in the

is

market for

one 50-ton locomotive.

W.

E. Jenkinson, formerly western railroad representative of
S. F. Bowser & Co., Fort Wayne, Ind., has resigned from that
position, effective

CAR BUILDING
The

Illinois Central has ordered 4 gas-electric cars from the

General Electric Company.

SIGNALING

ber
for the material for a mechanical interlocking plant at Dollar
Bay, Mich., on the Copper-Range Railroad.

Chicago, South Bend & Northern Indiana electric
has contracted with the Union Switch & Signal Company

The

for A.c. automatic block signals, to be put up on
Northern Indiana, 64 signals in all. They will be

upper

left hand quadrant semaphores, operating
The signals
deg. and 45 deg.
between

its

in

lines

in

Style "B,"

two

posi-

will be concontinuous A.c. track circuits, and the materials
and "construction will be similar to the installation already
in service on that road, recently installed by the Union

tions

trolled

by

company.

—A

bill has
reRailway Construction in South Africa.
cently been passed providing for the construction of a light railway in the Cape Colony from Prieska to Upington, a distance of
about 150 miles. The line, which is intended primarily for the

transportation of produce and other freight, will be of 3
gage, and its estimated cost is $1,687,500.

ft.

6

in.

—

The Ways of Train Thieves in India. The following remarkable story is being told by Indian papers: At the instance
of the commissioner in Sind, a practical demonstration of the
methods of expert train thieves was arranged for by the superintendent of the North-Western state railway police, for the
purpose of illustrating to the traffic officers of the railway the ease
with which closed "wagons" could be opened and despoiled of their
contents while a train was in motion. Three expert thieves were
A
stationed on the line, about 100 yards from the spectators.
train consisting of an engine and about a dozen open "trucks"
and closed "wagons" was then run into the city station yard
Before the train
at a speed of from IS to 20 miles an hour.
had proceeded 100 yards from the point where the thieves were
stationed three closed "wagons had been boarded and entered.
Three closed "wagons" without any kind of foothold were then
The train steamed in at the same speed as
selected for trial.
before and the above-mentioned performance was repeated with
amazing ease.
'

English Railways and Recruiting.

— The

toll

placed upon the

by the loss of those who. were
enrolled in the territorials who had to take up arms at mobilization and second, by the loss of those who have since enlisted
has been very heavy. As the London & North Western turned in
4,736 of the former and the Great \\'estern 6,000. it has been estimated that over 50,000 railway men must have left the service
when war was declared, and yet these figures are independent of
As there are
those that have since enlisted in large numbers.
only about 650,000 men in the British railway service, such a
withdrawal, even if the number be less than is estimated, would
English railway company,

September

30.

Charles M. Schwab, president of the Bethlehem Steel Company,
has resigned as a director of the American Locomotive Company.
Andrew Fletcher has been elected a director to succeed him.
Jesse C. Bader has been placed in charge of the western sales
branch of the McMyler Interstate Company, Cleveland, Ohio,
with offices at 1503 Fisher building, Chicago, effective Septem-

The Union Switch & Signal Company has taken an order

line

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiniii

The name of the Canton Culvert Company, Canton, O., has
been changed to the Canton Culvert & Silo Company.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING
The

.iniliiiiiiimiiitiiiiiiiiiiniiimnmiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiii

15.

Van Dorn, first vice-president of the Van Dorn Iron
Works Company, Cleveland, Ohio, has been elected president of
the company, succeeding his father, J. H. Van Dorn, who died
T. B.

recently.

W. T. Kyle has joined the sales force of The Okonite ComMr.
pany at their general office, 253 Broadway, New York.
Kyle for the past six years has been connected with the Duplex
Metals Company, Chester, Pa., as district sales manager.
F. N. Rumbley and J. W. Stjernstedt, of the Western Engineering Sales Company, Rialto building, San Francisco, Cal.,
have been appointed representatives of the Track Specialties Company, New York, in that city and vicinity. E. C. Gaumitz, of the
Washington-Alaska Purchasing Bureau, Mutual Life building,
Seattle, Wash., will represent the Track Specialties Company in
that territory.

W. Allen, formerly vice-president and sales manager
Reading Specialty Company, and manager of the railway department of the Reading-Bayonne Steel Casting Company, Reading, Pa., has become connected with the Q & C
Company. New York, efifective October 1. Although Mr. Allen's
Charles

of the

office will

be at 90

West

street.

New

reside as at present in Reading.

and
of

a

photograph were published

December

12,

1913, p.

A
in

York, he will continue to
sketch of Mr. Allen's life
the Railway Age Gazette

1146.

National Railway Appliances Association.

The National Railway Appliances Association has

issued

on the exposition to be held at the Coliseum and
at Chicago on March 15 to 19. 1915,
in connection with the sixteenth annual convention of the
American Railway Engineering Association. The bulletin
a bulletin

First

Regiment Armory

states that applications for space at this time
An increase of space has been
as last year.
some firms, and there seems to be no question
of the past exhibitors as to the advisability of
the coming year.

are the

same

asked for by
in the

minds

exhibiting in

Westinghouse Air Brake Company

first

be inconvenient to the railway administration, especially as it
has adopted the motto of "Business as Usual," and it might
It is said, therefore,
even seriously affect the military traffic.
that some companies have tried to prevent wholesale enlistment.
depleted
of its staff that
railways
was
so
One of the Scottish
representation had to be made to the government and a body of
men who had enlisted sent back.

The Westinghouse Air Brake Company

in the fiscal year ended
July 31, 1914, had net earnings of but $3,482,994, a decrease of
$2,851,785 from the $6,064,779 of 1913. The company's plants are
now valued at $6,069,862. This amount has been increased from
last year's total of $5,048,776, partly because of new construction
and equipment and partly because of adjustments amounting to
$550,165 made as a result of recent appraisals and inventories.
The company, which formerly charged off depreciation on the
basis of net earnings has now created a special reserve for contemplated extensions and betterments, and plans in the future to
charge off depreciation at a predetermined rate as a part of the
This reserve, now amounting to $1,850,165.
cost of production.
includes also a former reserve to cover inventory adjustments
and will be held to provide for renewals, replacements, for adjustment of inventories and for extraordinary losses by fire, etc.

The companv on July

31, 1914,-

had

total assets of $30,145,827.

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE
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This amount includes the item of $6,069,862 for factories, already
mentioned; real estate other than for factories of $1,870,000;
patents and good will valued at $2,785,896 and investments in
The cash on hand as comsubsidiary companies of $8,126,329.
pared with that on July 31, 1913, had decreased from $4,050,495
to $4,479,096, and the accounts and bills receivable from $4,865,762 to $3,132,723. Inventories, however, had increased from $4,The company's capital stock on the same
307,505 to $5,625,024.
date was $17,638,467; there are no bonds outstanding. The ac-

atiiiitiiii

—

Al.abama Roads Electric. Work will be started soon, it is
on the electric line from Opelika, -Via., southwest to .Auabout 10 miles.
F. Pace is chief engineer, and W. S.

burn,

Lounsbury, Opelika,

—

Overhe.ad Tr.^mr.ml Equipment. The Whiting Foundry
Equipment Company, Harvey, 111., has recently issued catalog
No. Ill, descriptive of the company's line of overhead tramrail
equipment.

TiES.^The National Steel Tie Company, Harrisburg, Pa., recently issued a 16-page booklet devoted to illustrations and the
It also contains a brief discussion on
description of steel ties.
ties.

&

—

Monor.ml Cr.vnes. The Sprague Electric Works of the General Electric Company, New York, has issued bulletin No.
The
48,700 relating to the Sprague Electric monorail crane.

—

P.\eum.\tic Drills and Hoists. The Ingersoll-Rand Company,
Y'ork, has recently issued Forms No. 8.207. 8.013 and 4,033.
descriptive respectively of "Little David" Drills for metal and
wood flooring. "Little David" Pneumatic Chipping, Calking and
Scaling Hammers and the "Little Tugger" .Air Hoist for mines,

Each bulletin
contractors, manufacturing and power plants.
contains excellent illustrations of the tool to which it relates.
It also contains views showing the method of using the latter,
and in each case a few pages are devoted to showing wherein
these Ingersoll-Rand tools are best adapted for the work for
which they are intended.

.Atlanta & St. .Andrews Bay.
Terminal.

Branchville & Bowman.

Bruce Mines

booklet contains descriptions, views and illustrations of the
various monorail cranes manufactured by the company. There
are also several views of typical installations showing the
cranes in actual use.

New

way men published by steel manufacturers, as in addition to the
data on standard structural shapes it contains considerable information on rails, angle bars, track bolts, spikes, etc. It also
contains the usual mathematical and structural tables for use in
designing and the manufacturer's standard specifications for
structural steel, boiler steel, open hearth steel blooms, billets and
slabs, concrete reinforcement bars and the standard practice of
The book is well printed and
sampling for check analysis.
bound in flexible leather, the size being that commonly adopted
for handbooks which is readily adapted to desk, drafting table
or tield use. The book is sold at $2 a copy by the Lackawanna
Steel Company. Buffalo, N. Y.

(..April

24,

p.

966.)

— Ste

— See

& Algoma. — See

Si.

.\nilrcws Hay Railway

Savannah Western.

Lake

Huron & Northern

Ontario.

—

Eastern Maine. Final location is now being made and conwork is to be started soon, it is said, on the section
from Houlton, Maine, south to Bancroft, 32 miles. The company was incorporated in Maine and started survey in 1911,
for a line from Bangor northeast to Great Pond, thence north
struction

•

head of Nicatous lake and via Carroll, Prentiss. Bancroft
and Hayncsville to Houlton. 108 miles. G. W. Maxfield, president, Bangor.

to the

—

Goodyear Locgixc Company's Line. We are told that this
company is building with its own forces a 5-mile standard gage
logging line from West Clallam, Wash., on Clallam bay to timberlands. About two miles of the grading work is finished and another mile is nearing completion. The company expects to begin
track laying soon. James Manary, manager, and L. C. Tobias,
purchasing agent, Clallam Bay, Wash.

—A

Grand Trunk P.\cific.
contract has been given to
Cavicchi & Pagano, Ottawa, Ont., it is said, for constructing a
wye track at Cape Rouge, Que., and the completion of the St.
Malo line for the National Transcontinental Railway.
Great Northern.
county. Mont., and

Newlon

— This company has
is

laying track on

resumed w-ork
its

to Lambert, a distance of 22 miles.

plete this

—

Structural Steel, Rails, and Track Accessories. The 1915
edition of the Lackawanna Steel Company's handbook has just
appeared. This is one of the most valuable handbooks for rail-

interested.

—

—

position.

is

-Atchison, Topeka & Sa.xta Fe. The report of this company
for the year ended June 30, 1914, shows that the Minkler Southern, which was under construction at the close of the previous
year, extending from Minkler, Cal., to Exeter, with a branch
line connecting with the Visalia branch at Cutler, a total of 40
miles, has been completed to Exeter since the close of the year.
The Northwestern Pacific, which is owned jointly with the Southern Pacific Company, is building from Willits, Cal., north to
Shively, 105.64 miles, and had completed up to the first of the year
64.47 miles; during the year 29.10 additional miles were completed, leaving only about 12.07 miles still to be constructed, and
at the end of the year the grading work on this remaining section was nearing completion. The company has secured 30 acres
of land at Oakland. Cal., with extensive water frontage, and is
now putting up necessary facilities for the handling of .the increasing business. The extension of the Coleman-Lubbock line
from Lubbock, Te.x., to Texico. N. Me.x., was completed during
the year, and was opened for traffic on March 1, 1914. The mileage of second track in operation on June 30, 1914, was 974.65
miles, an increase of 76.33 miles as compared with 898.32 miles
in operation at the close of the previous year.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS

—

|
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said,

Despatchers' Selector System. The General Railway Signal
Company, Rochester, N. Y., has issued pamphlet 2024. an advance
notice of the company's despatchers' selective signaling system.

Snow Fl.\ngers. The Railway -Appliance Company, Chicago,
has recently issued an elaborate 16-page booklet in which are described and illustrated, various types of improved Ray snow
flangers. A change has been made as to the method of operating
Formerly it was raised and held up in the clear
the flanger.
position by means of an operating rod or air pressure, and allowed to fall to the operating position by virtue of its own weight.
The new flanger is forced down to the operating position by air
pressure, and when air is shut off a spring raises it to the clear

Railway Construction

I

over the value shown on the company's books.
The company's pension fund has now been charged off the
balance sheet. On July 31 it amounted to $229,779, and $59,961
has been paid from it since its inception in October, 1908.

wood

No. 15
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counts payable, amounting to $942,490 in 1913 were but $427,377.
The liabilities also included the reserve of $1,850,165 above noted;
a contingent liability on account of sales of $797,615, a surplus of
$5,648,865 and a contingent surplus of $1,750,000 covering the excess of the par value of the capital stock of subsidiary companies

steel ties versus

\\<L. 57,

work by November

contemplated

in that territory

in

Dawson

Newlon
It is

branch, from
hoped to com-

No other construction work
1.
during the present season.

Lake Huron & Northern Ontario. — -A

is

contract for the ex-

tension of the old 17-niile line, formerly the Bruce Mines &
-Algoma, from Bruce Mines, Ont., on Lake Huron, northerly,
has been let, it is said, to the Ontario Northern Construction
Company. The plans call for a hne having a total length of
325 miles.
G. P. McCallum, president; H. .Appleton, vicepresident and general manager, Bruce Mines, Ont.

—

Monongahela Valley Traction. A franchise has been
granted this company, it is said, to build a branch from RivesW. 'Va., northeast to Morgantown, 15 miles.

ville,

—

Plans are being made, it is said, to build
from Campton Junction. Ky.. east t(? Campton.
The company has a capital of $25,000. and may use both steam

Mountain

Centr.\l.

a 12.5 mile line

October
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The incorporators include
electricity as the motive power.
Day, Winchester, Ky., and E. B. McGlone.
Nashville-Gallatin Interurban.— This company has under
consideration the question of building a branch line, it is said,
to Springfield, Tenn., from a point on the line now in operation
between Xashville and Gallatin, 28 miles.

and
F.

Railway Financial News
Hiiniii

•

Atlantic Coast Line has given a conit is said, for putting up a
station, with tile roof and

Parker, Tampa, Fla.,
and concrete passenger

real, call for a

three-story building. 100

below the

The new

street level.

and concrete construction.

(July

3,

ft.

by 150

station

is

station to be
street,
ft.,

Mont-

one story

to be of steel

p. 40.)

—The

New York Public Service Commission, First
opened bids for the construction of the diagonal
station under Forty-second street and the connecting link between the existing subway in Park avenue and the new Lexington avenue subway. The station includes a connection with
the Steinway tunnel as well as the Hudson river tube and an en-

New

York.

company has begun

Steel

—

floors, at Clearwater.

to be

—This

H. Gary, chairman of the United
Corporation, has resigned as a director of the
„
Southern Railway.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES

—

Hartford.

—

States

;

Montreal, Que. The plans for the temporary
by the Canadian Northern on Lagauchetiere

New Haven &

Southern Railway.— E.

—This

built

iiiiiiiiiMiii

ii

Louis & San Francisco. An arrangement has been made
between the receivers and the protective committee representing the Ozark & Cherokee Central by which the first mortgage
cent
5 per cent bonds of the latter are to be extended at 5 per
for six months and at 6 per cent for six additional months.

wharf is to be constructed at St Andrews. J. H. Drummond,
Andrews, is furnishing most of the funds, and will own perThe
sonally some of the trackage at the St. .Andrews terminal.
main line will be operated by the Atlanta & St. Andrews Bay.
.\.
B. Steele, president, Atlanta, Ga., and E. L. Wood, chief
(August 14, p. 310.)
engineer, St. Andrews, Fla.

— The

i

Samuel Hemmingway.

St.

W.

York,

St.

a

brick, stone

miiiiiimiiMiiiiiiimiiiiii

a suit to recover $3,900,000 from John L. Billard, a former
director; Edward D. Robbins, former general counsel; Samuel C. Morehouse, Charles F. Linsley, Henry Whipple and

the line, which will be about 3.5 miles long, including a wye.
grading and track laying.
J. M. Willis has the contract for the
There will be about 25,000 cu. yd. of excavation and 15,000 cu.
The maximum grades will be 1 per
yd. of embankment work.
There will be a pile trestle 125 ft. long on the line, and
cent.

tract to E.

i

ration, has resigned as a director of the Erie.

New

Andrews Bay Railway & Terminal. — An officer writes
that work is now under way building from St. Andrews, Fla.,
to a point on the .'\tlanta & St. Andrews Bay about one mile
Money has been secured to complete
north of Panama City.
St.

Clearwater, Fla,

iiiiiii

—

—

company, which was recently incorporated in South Carolina, to build from Estill, northeast to
St.. Paul, about 90 miles, has started construction work, it is
It is understood that the company has an
said, at Bowman.
option on the Branchville & Bowman, operating a ten-mile line
from Branchville northeast to Bowman, and this road may
form part of the through line. The incorporators include G. H.
V. W^alker and A. M. Rea, NewMilligan, Charleston, S. C.
(August 28, p. 408.)
bern. N. C.

iiiiiimiimiimiiiiiiMii

Erie. The New York Public Service Commission, Second district has authorized the $900,000 4^2 per cent equipment trust
notes mentioned in these columns last week, and the notes
have been taken by Drexel & Cotnpany, Philadelphia, at 97.
E. H. Gary, chairman of the United States Steel Corpo-

Rocky Ford & Southwestern. An officer is quoted as saying
that the plans call for building from Rocky Ford, Ga., southwest to Portal, 12 miles, and that a bridge about three-quarters
of a mile long will be built over the Ogeechee river. The plans
H. B. Griffin,
also include putting up two or three stations.
(September 25. p. 587.)
president. Rocky Ford, Ga.

S.wANNAH Western.

mill

riiiiin

i

district, recently

Toledo, Peoria & Western. This railway, operating 248 miles,
in the fiscal year ended June 30, 1914, had a net deficit after the
payment of expenses, rentals, taxes and interest of $187,842
as compared with a net income of $37,672 for the year before,
the change from net income to net deficit being due to a decrease in freight revenue from $826,586 to $723,351 combined
with an increase in operating expenses from $1,135,248 to $1.-

A

236,155.

large part of the stock of this

company

owned

is

by the Pennsylvania Company and the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy, but it is operated independently of either. Its main line
where
is in two sections, the eastern extending from Effner, 111.,
connection is made with the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St.
Louis to Peoria and the western from Hollis, 111., eight miles
from Peoria, to the Keokuk bridge, connection between the two
sections being made by trackage rights over the Reoria & Pekin
Union. The company also has a branch to lona Junction, 111.,
and trackage rights over the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy to
Burlington, Iowa. In 1914 the company earned passenger revenue per mile of $1,963, comparing with $1,942 in 1913. The
freight revenue per mile, on the other hand, dropped decidedly
from $3,337 in 1913 to $2,920 in 1914. a decrease of 12.49 per
cent. This revenue constitutes 56 per cent of the total and the
tonnage is made up mainly of grain aYid bituminous coal, both
of which showed decided decreases. The ton-mile rate in 1914
was 1.23 cents as against 1.28 cents in 1913, the total ton mileage

being 58,649.413, as against 64,532,455 for the previous year.
The average passenger receipts per passenger mile in 1914

trance to the Grand Central Terminal. The lowest bidder was
the Rapid Transit Subway Construction Company, at $3,097,000.

amounted to 1.95 cents, as against 1.97 cents in 1913. At the
end of the year the company had on hand working assets of
and
$284,972; $87,990 of this being cash and $56,181 material
$1.supplies.' The working liabilities, on the other hand were
and bills
446,201, of which more than half. $738,000 was loans

(September

payable.

18, p. 550.)

— Bids

Portland, Maine.
Cumberland county

are wanted until November 2, by the
commissioners at Portland; Maine, for

building a bridge connecting Portland and South Portland over

Portland Terminal Company Railroad and Commercial street. The proposed bridge is to be 3.527 ft. long, and
there will be a short connecting viaduct 303 ft. long. It will be

Fore

river.

of reinforced concrete and structural steel construction, and will
carry double tracks for the operation of street railways.

Van Buren, Maine. —The

Railway Commission of Canada

has approved the location plans for the line of the Van Buren
Bridge Company from the terminus of the International Railway
of New Brunswick, St. Leonard, N. B., to the international
boundary in the middle of the St. John river, one mile. The
state of Maine has already approved the location plans for the
bridge and approach on the Maine side of the river in Van
Buren, and for its connection with the Bangor & Aroostook.
(October 17, 1913, p.
R. Pavson, president, Portland, Maine.
728.)

—

A New Railway in the Federated Malay States. -\ new
railway hne extending from Bukit Mertajam, a railway junction near the town of Penang to Alor Star, the capital of
Kedah, 56 miles north of Bukit Mertajam, has recently been
opened to traffic in the Federated Malay States. The line is
part of the government railways and one of several extensions
now under construction. This particular branch traverses nearly
the entire length of the state of Kedah, its northern terminus
being at the river of that name. It passes through a still slightly
developed territory, and it is believed will have a very advantageous influence on the progress and opening up of that native
The connecting up of this branch line brings the railway
state.
from Alor Star
still closer to the Siamese frontier, the distance
with
Perlis to the frontier being 30 miles. Further progress

via
Railthe view of ultimate connection with the Royal Siamese
way, thereby forming a line frorn Penang to Bangkok, is looked

forward

to with considerable interest.

[Advertisement.]

ANNUAL REPORTS
THE DENVER AND RIO GRANDE RAILROAD COMPANY
St. Louis, Mo.,

To

September

10,

Railroad and the C.istle Valley Railroad, aggregating J2.5 miles, extending:
from Price to Mohrland, serving e.xteiisive coal mines. Details of changes
mileage operated are recorded on page 35.

1914.

the Stockholders of

'"

The Denver and Rio Grande Railroad Company:
The Board
The

of

Directors submit the following report for the

results 'were as

J9J3

2,583.27

Amount

1.11
,

Opekating Revenues:
Revenue from Transpor-

•....,.

"^

t3(io„

Freight

$17,058,080.21 $18,078,140.01 —$1,020,059.80
5 077 407.62
5 299 080.89
—221673.27
Passenger— Other...
99,604.16
111,951.77
—12,347.61
Mail.
308 938:97
296454.47
12484.50
Express
312,464.04
368 297.48
—55,833.44
Miscellaneous
194391.11
177 122.93
17 268.18

^''^*''

''"!,

4.21
15.16
9.75

.

from

6d-

eration Other than

Transportation
*^

116,165.23

...

'_

5.26

.

—5.752.0S

121,917.31
'

4.72
.

Total Operating Revenues
... .$23,167,051.34 $24,452,964.86 —$1,285,913.52
•

\_\^

'

traffic on January 27th, 1914.
.„ .,.„.
, steel
strucCity of Denver, by ordinance, requires the erection „f
of a
known as the •'Colfax-Larimer Viaduct "over freight, main
This Company's proportion of the aggregate cost is
''"^ ^"'' ^'^'^ tracks.
estimated at $81,000
Construction was begun in the latter part of the
fiscal year and $1 830.00 expended.
,
, ,
,
'''" ordinance also requires rearrangement of tracks and laying of brick
^™""' ""'""''•' '° '°'' $30,400.00; ex"«""-"'
penaed to °H"/'-*i\°n°n''n,?""''
date, $4 500.00.
.
1,
. j /•
u.
'^' OB^en a new freight depot and more centrally located freight terminals
were completed in January.

"l«ned for

5.26

'

'.""•«

$3,545,938.45

Expense;-::::;
497,43i:40
Transportation Expenses 7,249,240.29
General Expenses.
632 230.60
*^
.

.

4.29

292 92 ; 59
-149,000:99

6 45

546:43i:3l
7,738,495.55
678,054.64

.

—489,255.26
—45,824.04

^^

^

'

T__L_!

Net Operating

$7,148,855.35

$7,405,792.85
»
.

from Outside

Operations
^

16,148.22

Total Net Revenue. $7432,707.13

Operating
* Income.
'

.

$1,009,143.53

*:^1"?" "7'' "'& '" "1"' t*"?" ^"'I '""""?' faejlities at Salida. deluding
modern coal chutes and ash pit. Coaling facilities at Malta,
Minturn and Thistle were enlarged and improved.
A new 24-stall brick engine house with 100-foot turntable, together with
modern coal chutes, were constructed at Grand Junction.
.-.,..,
^\ „^^ 6-stall frame engine house with turntable was erected at Thistle,

3.47

.

made necessary by introduction

9.653.68 148.64

$?48,738.67
______[

$60,404.86

6.37

$6,450,559.64

-$326,996.04

5.07

Eaiiipment
Credit Balance

w

,

of

—$9,434.33

10-29
6.42
2.32
20.97
31,218.75
114.60 765.53

$82,218.36
200,524.78
800.000.00
180,061.58
129.57

$91,652.69
188,427.44
819.000.00
148,842.83

Total Other Income ^
$1,262,934.29

$1,247,937.93

$14,996.36

L20

Gross Income

$7,698,497.57

—$311,999.68

4.05

Rent
Dividend Income

....

Interest

Miscellaneous Income.

$7,386,497.89
^
'

Deductions from Gross
IncomeRent
Interest

Deductions.

Total

.

Net Income
DlSPOSlTlON OF

14.97

Net

12,097.34

—19,000.00

$360,088.16
5,626,034.44

$359,877.89
5.244.440.02

$210.27
381.594.42

0.06
7.28

$5,986,122.60

$5,604,317.91

$381,804.69

6.81

$1,400,375.29

$2,094,179.66

—$693,804.37

33.13

$247,807.92

$16,080.90

6.49

In-

•

and Ogden

.

„

-

at a cost of $37,800.

,

DPFRATTON
urcR^viiuii.

The total Operating Revenues were $23,167,051.34, a decrease of $1,285,913.52, or 5.26 per cent under the previous year.
The revenue from freight traffic decreased $1,020,059.80, or 5.64 per cent.
largely attributable to the protracted coal strike in Southern Colorado, fruit
crop failure on the Western Slope in Colorado and inactivity in the build'ng industry reducing the demand for lumber from Southern Colorado and
^'ew Mexico territory.

Total Appropriations

ferred

the provisions of a contract dated November 1, 1913.
To facilitate operations new passing tracks were installed at two places,
'nvolving construction of 1.1 miles and existing passing tracks were extended at various other points, involving the building of 4.5 miles of track.
Industrial sidings and yard tracks were constructetT and extended to serve
new industries or to make provision for growing tramc involving the build™'''^^
,
.
'"^a °/ ,'^.
. 11 j
k ,
r-„ j Junci
dispatching system was installed
between
Grand
A telephone train j-

Approxiniately 43 miles of additional right of way fence was constructed.

Appropriations to Sinking and Renewal Funds $263,888.82
Appropriations-for-Additions and Betterments
80,927.52

Profit

'

tion

come;

Income

of Mallet locomotives.

New tools and machinery were installed at various shops.
Second main tracks betw-een Castle Gate and Kyune (7.7 miles) and be,
Iween Detour and Thistle (15.5 miles) were completed.
The double track detour line from Soldier Summit to Detour (a new
station), intersecting the existing main line at a point about one mile west
"513 was placed in operation NoveraP^ "^^f ''"<;, ^""Tf""''
q^°'"'"i"^'
bcr
miles.
Continuous double track now extends
16, 1913, distance 13.96
irom Helper to Thistle, 54.6 miles.
Construction of second main track from Thistle to Provo (21 miles).
begun in August 1913 is about 92 per cent completed
This is the property
of the Utah Railway Company, but wdl be operated by this Company under

Other IncomeHire

,

.

3.60

Z.

.

installation of

6.04

—$266,591.18
^

'

"$6,123,563.60
^

-$256,937.50
-

,

-

!

"$7,399,298.31

'

Railway Tax Accruals.

•

6,494.54

____^!

...

,

Rev

enue
Deficit

1:97
6.32
6.76

I

Total Operating Expenses
7. .. .$16,018,195.99 $17,047,172.01 —$1,028,976.02
^

Net

,

"','"'

,

4 S'iR aso 98

TrX

.

-$151,970.14

*

'

.

The

'

Operating Expenses:
Maintenance of VVav
and Structures .... $3,393,968.31
*
Maintenance of Equipment
A 24^ t?^ '^1

i

,

\

Total Revenue from
Transportation ...$23,050,886.11 $24,331,047.55
-$1,280,161.44
•>
»

.»a

''?*''^
j -.= nnn
^''M''°^?o
nSo tie plates
f^.'
u
Approxiniately
and
were installed.
388,000
25,000 rail anchors
.^ he main line roadbed was widened to standard dimensions between
Littleton and Larkspur (32 miles on Colorado Lines), and between Ruby
Tunnel and Utaline (U miles on Utah Lines
which latter improvement
'"eluded the riprapping of the widened roadbed at various points along the
Orand Kiver.
Rectifications of grade were made at several places, but particularly be'"^=" Thistle and Castella Springs Utah, where a ruling grade of 65 per
^^m ^.^^ established on easlbound traffic with no adverse westbound grade.
^'^^ ^'^^' bridges aggregating 1,719 lineal feet in length were installed.
replacing inadequate ones and 4.372 lineal feet of wooden bridges were
eliminated by permanent filling.
The Fourth South Street Viaduct in Salt Lake City was completed and.

5.64
4.18
11.03

Passlnger

Revenue

and betterment charges, aggregating $1,'J37,are the more important items:

The following

^^.^.^.^
purchased and laid in track, 1,363 tons of 90-pound section
"'' ^""^ '•'^'' '""^ "* 85-pound section rail, the 90-pound rail being applied
to the "Detour Line" Soldier Summit to Detour; the balance was employed
in replacing worn rail of similar section, or displacing lighter sections, and
""' •^H= ''^I'^ased was laid on less important main, branch, or narrow
Sauge lines
.
,
Details of composition of track as to rail as constituted at the end of

pi^^^.^

Cent

28'.27

2,555.00
\

.

detailed list of addition
570.33, appears on page 18.

T„^.,3„ nr)„,,,..
increase
or i^ecreas^e

J914

Average Mileage Operated

ADDITIONS AND BETTERMENTS.

year

iiscal

^

follow^-

Balance
to

$344,816.34

389,000.00

—308,072.48

79.20

$636,807.92

—$291,991.58

45.85

$1,457,371.74

— $401,812.79

27.57

— $602.52

6.30

Transof

Credit

—

and Loss

$1,055,558.95
'.

Operating Revenue per
Mile of Road
$8,968.11
Operating Revenue per
3.10.167
Revenue Train Mile..
Operating Expense per
6.200.74
Mile of Road
Operating Expense per
2.14.456
Revenue Train Mile..
*
Net Operating Revenue
2,767.37
per Mile of Road
Net Operating Revenue
.95.711
per Revenue Train Mile
Ratio of Operating Expense to Operating Rev69.14%
enue

$9,570.63
2.87.153

6,672.08
2.00.186
2.898.55
.86.967

69.71%

.23.014

S.Ol

— 471.34

7.06

.14.270

7.13

— 131.18

4.53

.08.744

10.05

— 0.57%

....

CAPITAL STOCK.
.

There has been no change

in the Capital Stock.

FUNDED DEBT.
The funded debt decreased

$321,000. as exhibited in detail on page 17.
^,_,,, . ,vTT-c-

NEW

LINES.

purchase a line from Helper to Storrs, 5.09 miles.
and called Spring (Canyon Branch, has been acquired and was placed in
By virtue
It serves an important coal property.
operation July 15th. 1913.
of contracts there is included in the operated mileage the Southern Utah

Under contract

of

The number of tons of revenue freight handled declined less than 3 per
although the resulting tons-one-mile decreased 6.23 per cent, due to
shorter average haul of 4.43 miles.
Reference is made to the comparative commodity statement on page 33.
The revenue from passenger traffic decreased $221,673.27, or 4.18 per
cent— about equally apportioned between local and through travel. The
number of passengers carried decreased 1.24 per cent; the number carried
one mile decreased 4.80 per cent; the average revenue per passenger per
mile w.->s 2.04 cents.
Complete details of Operating Expenses with comparisons are recorded
on pages 25 and 26. the total exhibiting a decrease of $1,028,976.02. or
6.04 per cent.
Continued progress has been made in improving the condition of track
and particularly as to bridges. The total charge to Maintenance of Way
and Structures was $3,393,968.31, and equalled $1,314.00 per mile of road
operated.
The decrease in total charges to Maintenance of Equipment amounted to
Power and cars have been well kept up. and
$292,925.59. or 6.45 per cent.
satisfactorily met the demands of traffic.
Based upon the equipment list as it stood July 1st. 1913, the maintenance
charges this year, per locomotive have equalled $2,493.20: per passenger
car (exclusive of those leased to other companies), $570.76; per freight
car. $84.86.
Traffic Expenses were reduced $49,000.99, or nearly 9 per cent.
Unprecedented falls of snow during the winter months, followed by
unusual rain-falls later in the year, resulted in many interruptions and consequent added expense in moving traffic: likewise the strike of coal miners
in Southern Colorado necessitated the purchase and long haul of a large
tonnage of Utah coal for locomotive consumption in Colorado, and abnormally added to operating costs, but notwithstanding these disadvantages
','1^,
*P4 charges against Transportation Expenses were decreased $489,255.26, being in a greater ratio than the decline in Operating Revenues,
e.. 6.32 per cent versus 5.26 per cent.
The number of tons of revenue freight per freight train mile averaged
Freight train mileage declined 15.2'
337.44 against 305.18 previous year.
per cent.
The reduction of 7.11 per cent in passenger train 'mileage contributed to the decrease in Transportation charges.
cent,

'

i

October
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1914

9,

General Expenses present a reduction of §45,8J-t.U4, and include the
charges against "Valuation Expenses," which amount to $4,180.41.
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Western

first

A

Operating Income, after sustaining an increase of more than 6 per cent
in direct taxes ^with a decline of 5.J6 per cent in Operating Revenues),

1912-13
$6,173,628.29
4,478,835.06

—$74,054.92

Net Operating Revenue
Outside Operations— Deficit

$1,103,681.73
27,152.26

$1,694,'793.23

-$591,111.50

11,635.28

15,516.98

Total Net Revenue

$1,076,529.47
379,259.40

$1,683,157.95
278,096.13

—$606,628.48

$321,506.95

$1,040,330.07

—$718,823.12

results after all deductions, amounted to a decrease of 33.13 per cent
against last year, but an increase of 22.33 per cent compared with two
years ago.

Fund and Sinking

Fund under First and Refunding Mortgage
For .Additions and Betterments

$263,888.82
80,927.52

Taxes

Total
$344,816.34
leaving a credit brought down to Profit and Loss, for the year of $1,055,558.95
With the exception of ordinary current accounts the Company has no

already mentioned, the Denver and Rio Grande,
all American railroads, was adversely affected as
ues by the shrinkage in the demand for manufacto Its tonnage
lured and mis ellaneou
dities in the general markets, and the full
burden of forci
tariffs in the previous year, including also
some made witl
aterially reduced earnings.
At the close
the general crops throughout the territory,
particularly encouraging, practically guaranteeing
especially as to fruit.
to the growers, mainly in Colorado, splendid returr.s.
The future augurs
well also for the State of L'tah, the constant development of whose coal
industry, along with its horticulture and agriculture, mskes for prosperity
in that rapidly grow-ing state.
The Company and its officers have undertaken to warrant the confidence
of the peoples served, so that the relations between all are established on
sound, substantial principles.

517,056.58

$101,163.27

Surplus without making deductions therefrom for in-

floating debt.

addition

ending

Increase
or Decrease

1913-14
$6,099,573.37
4,995,891.64

Operating Revenue
Operating Expenses

per cent compared with the previous year.
Net Income, distinguished from Operating Income in that it represents

-Appropriations from Net Income were:
For contributions to the Renewal

Railway.

of the operations of this property for the n^cal yea
30th, 1914, compared with preceding year is presented:

exhibits a decrease of 5.07
final

r.\ciFic

summary

June

OPER.^TING INCOME.

terest

IS

figures presented in the report last year were subsequently adjusted
to Income $19,145.76, to comply with the regulations of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
The extent to which the Company suffered in earnings by reason of the
business situation in general is best indicated in the figures giving the
results of its interchange with the Denver & Rio Grande, in that the combined revenue of the latter road from freight and passenger traffic to and
from the Western Pacific refiects a decrease slightly in excess of 5 per cent.
The increase in total Operating Expenses was entirely attributable to
necessarily heavier expenditures for maintenance both of roadway and equipment.
There was a substantial decrease in Transportation Costs, in Traffic

*The

by increasing the Net Debit

and

General Expenses.

in

By' order

of the Board of Directors.

June
1914.

30,

1913.

Compai

;d

,

with Previous Year.

Increase
or Decrease.

LIABILITIES.

1914.

1913.

$38,000,000.00
49,775,670.00
4,130.00

$38,000,000.00
49.775,670.00
4,130.00

$87,779,800.00

$87,779,800.00

STOCK:

Road and Equipment

$174,316,509.85 $172,351,364.26

Reserve for Accrued
preciation—Credit

1914,

„.,„„
BUSH,
Presidtnt.

CONDENSED GENERAL BALANCE SHEET.
ASSETS.
PROPERTY INVEST.MENT:

E. F.

$1,965,145.59

De1,952,958.59

Total

1,432,921.27

$172,363,551.26 $170,918,442.99

Capital Stock:
-Outstanding

~

520,037.32

)
(

...

Outstanding.
In Treasury.

$1,445,108.27

Total Stock

Securities:
of Proprietary,
Affiliated and Controlled

Securities

Companies— Pledged.
Securities

of

SECURED DEBT:
$14,796,433.92

$14,316,627.39

$479,806.53

207,620.00

206,820.00

800.00

$15,004,053.92

$14,523,447.39

$480,606.53

at cost. $29,263,131.45

$29,262,953.93

$177.52

5216,630.736.63 $214,704,844.31

$1,925,892.32

.

.

.

Proprietary.

and Controlled
Companies
Unpledged.
.Affiliated

—

Total Propertv
vestment

Held

in

:

Issued

sumed—Held

in

.$123,644,000.00 $123,965,000.00
7,026,000.00
10,159,000.00

—$321,000.00

$133,803,000.00 $130,991,000.00

$2,812,000.00

'.$221,582,800.00 $218,770,800.00

$2,812,000.00

.

Total Debt

WORKING

3.133,000.00

or
AsTreasury,

Securities

Loans Receivable:
Western Pacific Railway
Salt Lake & Alta Railroad
Grand Valley Fruit & Wa-

$2,607,342.14

$2,349,346.04

$257,996.10

2,989,130.00
4,298,155.46

2,989,130.00
3,997,930.51

300,224.95

2,420,454.11
14,287.50

593,272.58

LIABILITIES:

•

and Car Service Bal-

Traffic

Cash
Marketable

ha

Treasury.

In-

WORKING ASSETS:
Securities

in

Public

Total Securities

Other Investments,

Funded Debt:
OutsUnding

ances

Audited Vouchers and Wages

Unpaid

1,827,181.53
14,287.50

Misc.

Accounts Payable....

Matured Interest Unpaid...
Other Working Liabilities...
Total

Working

439,861.67

1.940,184.08
35,535.09
1,673,823.46

$3,677,398.41

$3,917,424.08

—$240,025.67

$1,076,089.46
95,519.81
368,637.12

$1,082,010.88
105,279.06
370,461.83

,759.25

$1,540,246.39

$1,557,751.:

180,511.26

—6,733.26

Lia-

516.06

and Car Service Balances
from Other
due
Companies
Net Balance due from -Agents

——2.933.79

1,500,322.41
32,601.30
1,854,334.72
36,165.01

Traffic

Miscellaneous

Accounts

987,564.90

932.417.63

193,227.28

134.376.52

559,664.05
691,144.03
1,623,385.44
12,326.07

350.677.29
796,723.65
1,825,790.23
12,043.26

—105.579.62
—202.404.79

$16,397,197.04

$13,981,707.71

S2. 415.489. 33

55,147.27

Unm.\tured Interest:
Accrued Interest (Including Bond Coupons due

Re-

ceivable:

Western Pacific
Other Companies

Railway

Materials and

Supplies
Other Working Assets

Working

Total

ACCRUED LIABILITIES
NOT DUE:

208.986.76

July isO
Accrued Rental
Taxes .Accrued

921.42
824,71

282.81

.*\s-

DEFERRED CREDIT ITEMS:

DEFERRED DEBIT ITEMS:
Fund
Working Funds
Western

Pacific

.Accrued

Interest on Second Mtge.
Bonds owned bv D. & R.

serve

$134,906.45
113.184.86

Total Deferred Credit
Items

$164,650.65

$248,091.31

— $83,440.66

.$226,965,095.45 $224,494,067.16

$2,471,028.29

..

3.S03.561.45 —3.325,302.10

APPROPRIATED SURPLUS:

3,730,000.00

2,96^,000.00

111,117.00

126,166.56

Additions since July 31, 1908,
through Income
Reserves from In
Surplus ....

333,660.22
114,474.16

21,722.26
8,859.31

$10,630,115.02

$399,299.38

$244,057,348.07 $239,316,667.04

$4,740,681.03

Funds

Other Deferred Debit Items

Total Deferred
Items

$21,256.96
143,393.69

Total Liabilities.

G. R. R. Co. (Unpaid).
Insurance Paid in Advance.
Special Deposits:
Cash
Proceeds.
-Adjustment Mtge. 7% Bonds..
First and Refunding Mtge.
5% Bonds, with New
York Trust Co., Trustee.
Cash and Securities in Sinking and Redemption Funds,
Cash and Securities in Re-

—$113,649.49

Operating Reserves
Other Deferred Credit Items
.'.

-Advances:
Provisional

.'0,208.83

$2,519,108.00

$2,288,180.48

$23i'. 927.52

591,549.04

443.660.22

147.888.82

$7,828,751.43

$7,187,914.73

$640,836.40

$244,057,348.07 $239,316,667.04

$4,740,681.03

PROFIT -AND LOSS:

Debit
$11,029,414.40

Balance

i

"
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.

Compan

Ji°f'''_,^"dto_,l,a,

fo

.m^P?o\;^£i;?V4"'^-'S'"nde'r"tlfa?^^ "^ P"«eds of

r- ""m-n^^t 'd<Fy^^-^^"&:;^r^VY^^^^-

12.

no« aggregate about
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ANNUAL REPORT

^"ur Lompanv's
First Lien

£«Pende;i''f^=

"'•' S^^ schedule
wageo and
ir,,) ;
on page
taxes since 1910

the

for dividends

1914

57,

"abilities

Capi

oUating Revenues

.l?"""'

ancreasej51,604.742.r9,'
(Increase

u
i'oV^a^e

Revenue

(In,

.

'

'

'-""^'eral

Collateral- -Trusi

'^°

NoteV"

.

T„

"

Trust Notes

rease $402,366.32
axes were
(Decrease $44,S>28.od
peratintr

5%

$1,201^,376.47,

Net rPerating
i

General .Mortgaee 4i'r'
^.gt_^Conso,idltfS

or V.57^;y

Operating Expenses

^^^""^

o^'.°s[-^so'°'"

'°^ ^-^ VEAR.

^'^''CoilatePal-Trus;

'N;te'/"

(Inc
Jl.scellaneous

RH^fS^"-.'"^'"'

Income

(Decrease $71,005.49, w
or 3.19%.)

a^^^-"'^o^e«i
>o^^^ «?i'a;co:>;„i

'antrea^"e^?^^^l7?^/r?o^l1JIncome for

the v^a,.

(72 7W. „f
(Increase •$615,489.40.°

Net

.,

1

!fP\i^JUy'^^-co:
.?°"''5-

^MroUTt^t^J
•-":),"

(Increase
Interest

Income

for

the

stock outstanding

year
•

Equipment

,

"^lU'^lent

•

(Decrease $J!2,''6-87.59^r'

"':"'

"

•'

••

9'^9'o7r,

'''1X?Ai4^"^"-'^-:;

'

debt

in

the

uary

Series

Equip;nient

"le

Southwesiern Ry. P.Vsi

"St

(3b!igations

Bonds

B.s

bandy Ry.

pep
Bonds'-

^.'-.•^.'^"I''-;-''-'

publ

f-ds
General

^

^'O-^OOOO

.'.'.
'

tndel^S
30. 1914
5 perr cent. First

'o"n

Mortgage
Novemb'er

were

Tien' ••"d
-.^a

..."

^^^'•^"•OOOOO $30,218 39' (ilT
"'''-'"'

unie;

'-^O'^OSOO

t

Improvement MortContra-c-,s---G-e-

^ai

Increase
^^-''^'OOO-OO

Con-,-ra-c-,--s-,anda-r;i

'^'^^OOO
'•""•OOO.OO

Equipment Contraci^ \„;:;.'_:i;
"'comotiveTo:""':"'. .':°""-''"--\meri-can-L'o-.

95,250.00

•

"

?8.07(U40M
7,920.187.19

,.

p-

Ft"- -^«^S¥"l""^"-n;s^'-r
V
vonr

"'^^'^

bonds, $37

I

121.000.00

^°

ii'^'yA

130.852.81

48.601.686.33

AcQuisirroNsStocks of-

$54,887,978.67

''<ha:;a^-°''="'-^C„. ofln^=^^"' VVlie-;

$5,898,800.00
-Rair.

30.000.00

$150,152.81

^onds we,
pu
u.

the retirement
of

w=v r ^1"'Pment, improvecom;

$48,294,392.00

$19,300.00

sofdPo°=urt^^th?^S

ir%rij^:t

98.000.00

15.000.00

Costing

°""^'' capital

^i Ofln f,

"

and Southwestern
Rail ,Uv r

244.000.00

^'-

Pav

tt't.„-l--J3,5,o^onoo^°«rT:f.';L-.:^-.-ri£|?cu^^red Gold Notes,

stock

Ra"itev'^Co'"'Fir,

Morl^g-V 4t'teds^°-

'^'vvav'co."''

per cen,

for

2.000.00

25,000,000,00
3,500.000.00
9.673,392.00

SanT

446.590.00

Net Increase

as collateral

^"''^^d

wlfc^o"<'pf-«\-s.er„-R-:,:
-^^""^'eage 4%
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...1"

^'^y
^Equi^,neiirron-tract-_-Cenir-a-|--Lo.

five

'Isi^""^

7,302.000.00

S^^^^'^d^--^'-

^heet of June

"^"'=*

"'strer'-Car^'ci'""^'"

The

^.59.000.00

T"-

Ry.' -Pirsi
'Wo-rigage
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'

? ^^' P^:".-.
^'"^^
^"'

One^Vear5%Colla',-e-,-ai-Tr-„-3i--

Fi;sV 'Morigage

J

..,„„„..

KundinV V-nA'

^T^^t^/es^^^-^'i^-'i^i-Vai

.'00,000.00

^
nfh. ^"i"-"^'^

,

rede^;^:d-'V°;^f^«.^/r^

'

.

V^llJ"'''^

maturing Jan-

J

GrTe^^ri-yr""|

B.-«

6

?103.489.665.00

'

'"^^?o.='?frsr^i«ive.:Raii.

''^''""'•OO

T'-usi^'CeVtificateV.

..

'

per cent.

191

1,

'

$2,000,000.00

hands

%3^-^^«<Ji?'^^fe;-.oo^Z.oo
^yin^itttt
4Mper:;:;nr^<^r''^

?' 09.072.340.00

Realizing
Less:
APirX, On,

$2,971,815.79

rcir dividends
Of 1% each.

FINANCIAL,

The changes in
funded
year were as
folloxvs

ificates

...

i-quipment Contract's

73« „„

4

to

TFust

\

Series

='"«'"«»d

or' s'4?i^1'"^

The Hockmg Vail.
lley^Raiiw-ayCo-.
The
Kanawha
Michigan
Railway Co
l-ogan and Southern
-Railw-n-v'rV
Lev^a River
Railrlad'co" Iti
'''""'

116,300.00

4.029.200.00
280.600.00

50.000.00
'^='''^°=''d'

^'('f'v-rT

W-iwha

.

7. 671. 800.00

Co:

Brid-g-e--ani--Te™-inai

50,000.00

SiK-er Grove
'Land and -B-uilding

400.000.00

White^SulVhur

200,000.00

'

First

National

Mi^ce^e-

-Springs.' IncoVpi,:
'

"Bank-

-

R..'; j-

'

"^c'-nf.-V^-",«

2.357.000.00

,3o,„„„„„
12,300.00

$21,506,146.39

6.380.500.00
a

nr.^.^^

lliL

.

-

Kanawha and

CoUll
\\\.\,

4.192,869.42

—
October

9,

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE

1914

Construction of:
Branch
Extensions
of

15,691,577.50

an incerase of 3.7 per cent. Tons of revenue freight carried one mile per
mile of road were 3,011,617, an increase of 4.3 per cent.
There were 6,491,256 passengers carried, an increase of 10.8 per cent.
The number carried one mile was 291.653,817, an increase of 9.2 per cent.
Revenue
Passenger revenue was $6,098,058.96. an increase of 4.1 per cent.
Number
per passenger per mile was 2.091 cents, a decrease of 4.7 per cent.
of passengers carried one mile per mile of road was 124,330, an increase of
8.0 per cent.
Passenger train mileage was 5,230,376, an increase of 0.2 per
cent.
Passenger revenue per train mile was $1,166, an increase of 3.9
per cent.; including mail and express, it was $1,369, an increase of 4.4 per
cent.
Passenger service train revenue per train mile was $1,401, an

16,875,111.91

increase of 3.9 per cent.
There were 13,645.5 tons of new rails (4,280.4 tons 100-Ib. and 9,365.1
tons 90-lb.), equal to 93.5 track miles, used in the renewal of existing main

Lines,

$1,548,551.64

costing

Second Track (173.1 miles) and
and
Betterments,
Additions
14,143,025.86

costing

(Excluding $2,119,704.98 expended on Chicago Line to April
1914, for which securities
30,
have been acquired.)

Equipment:
equipment

Additional
(less

acquired

retirals)

ex(Excluding
$44,236.77
pended on Chicago Line to April
1914, for which securities
30,

tracks.

have been acquired.)
Costing

The average amount expended for repairs per locomotive operated was
$2,738.18; per passenger train car, $802.74; per freight train car, $73.83.
The Board takes this occasion to make appreciative acknowledgment of
of officers and employes during the year.
By order of the Board of Directors.

$64,646,205.22

efficient services

Your Company acquired during

the year additional shares of stock of
Springs, Incorporated of Logan and Southern Railway
of Gauley and Meadow River Railroad Company, and excommon stock of Elkhorn and Beaver
holdings
of
part
of
its
changed a
Valley Railway Company for a like amount of preferred stock which was
Additional first mortgage
later surrendered for first mortgage bonds at par.
bonds of Elkhorn and Beaver Valley Railway Company were acquired at
par in reimbursement for advances made that Company for construction
Further shares of stock and first mortgage bonds of The Chesapurposes.
peake and Ohio Railway Company of Indiana were issued in respect of the
cost of certain additions and betterments made to that line, and were
pledged under your Company's First Lien and Improvement Mortgage.
A statement of charges to property accounts will be found on pa^'e 16,
showing a net addition of $17,058,584.66, that is, $1,834,867.10 was added
This
to cost of road, and $15,223,717.56 was added to cost of equipment.
includes equipment represented by securities of The Chesapeake and Ohio
Equipment (;orporation heretofore carried in securities owned account but
amounting
this
year,
to
$11,166,743.30.
to
of
equipment
transferred
cost
A schedule of securities owned June 30, 1914, will be found on page 17.

White

GEO. W. STEVENS,

Sulphur

President.

Company and

FRANK TRUMBULL,
Chairman.

GENERAL INCOME ACCOUNT.
For Year ended June

TABLE

The equipment inventory
Locomotives owned

as of

Tune

30. 1914,

was

'

586
239

Inc.

825
366
29

Inc.

395
22,308
22,322

Inc.
Inc.
Inc.

652
267

44,630

Inc.

919

Locomotives leased
Total

Passenger train cars owned
Passenger train cars leased
Total
Freight train and miscellaneous cars
Freight train cars leased

owned

Total

Dec.

Inc.

$817,363.02

Charges to account for:
Accrued depreciation on equipment
tired

re-

locomotives,

4

passenger.

4.1

37,441.01

6.2

—17,477.75
—12,288.32

4.4

$36,690,021.11 $35,085,278.32

$1,604,742.79

4.6

$4,138,091.55

$4,342,744.60

—$204,65.^.05

4.7

7,692,748.18

7,275,439.48

5.7

Structures

Maintenance
ment
>

Equip-

of

669,283.00

669,016.32

417,308.70
266.68

12.167,905.54

11,380,998.32

786,907.22

6.9

985,908.51

783,361.59

202,546.92

25.9

.''.^."."."^.....!'! $25, 653,936. 78

$24,451,560.31

$1,202,376.47

4.9

$402,366.32

3.8

TraflSc

Transportation
General

°p"nscs

69.7%
69.9%
Net Operating Revenue..$l 1,036.084.33 $10,633,718.01
Other
from
Income
Sources
$598,740.44
$684,832.80
Hire of Equipment....
from
InvestInterest
1,322,328.25
ments and Accounts'.. 1,168,027.93

.0

:

Gross Income
$4,212,541.93

Balance to credit of account June 30, 1914
1914
to

4.2

Rev-

$86,092.36

14.4
11.7

^

301,670.58

304,468.11

—154,300.32
—2,797.53

$2,154,531.31

$2,225,536.80

—$71,005.49

3.2

$13,190,615.64 $12,859,254.81

$331,360.83

2.6

$7,319,158.44

$615,489.40

8.4

1,375,862.89

^4,928.00

3.3

883',223.55

„,.,.,,
—48,146.23

5.5

.9

4,585.62

709.193.03

Revenues

4.8

1,521

during year

108,169.99

Operating

Per

Cent

10.4

.

class

Increase
or Decrease.

$1,316,819.99
40,327.12

freight and work cars and 1 tug. .$103,584.37
Accrued depreciation on cars changed in
•

1913.

239,920.74

Miscellaneous

during year

1913.

Operating Expenses.
Maintenance of Way and

14
18

The changes during the year in the accrued depreciation of equipment account were as follows:
$3,503,348.90
Balance to credit of account June 30, 1913
Amount credited during year ended June
30, 1914, by charges to:
$797,888.28
Operating expenses
19,474.74
Outside operations expenses

30,

1914.

operating
Total
enues

50
36

18

and Comparison with Year ended

1914,

June

$28,866,516.16 $27,549,696.17
Freight Traffic
5,858,138.22
6,098,058.96
Passenger Traffic
386,639.91
426,967.03
Transportation of Mails.
599,344.74
636,785.75
Transportation of Express
396,978.48
379,500.73
Other Transportation
294,480.80
...
282,192.48
Non-Transportation

as follows:

.'

30,

2.

Operating Revenues.

GENERAL REMARKS.

20

675

Increase

1913

amounted
$36,690,021.11

$11,036,084.33
Net Operating Revenue
69.9%
Operating Ratio
Tons of Revenue Freight car7,064,650,082
ried one mile
870
Revenue train load, tons
30.9
Revenue tons per loaded car..

$35,085,278.32
$10,633,718.01

$1,604,742.79
$402,366.32

69.77^

.2%

843

369,770,795
27

29.8

1.1

6,694,879,287

At Newport News. \^irginia, the .\tlantic tidewater terminus of your
Company, an all steel dumping pier has been constructed, one side of which
was completed and put into operation June 1, 1914. This pier is electrically
operated and equipped with every modern appliance for the expeditious
loading of coal into cargo vessels and bunkers. The cost of this pier, with
its accompanying facilities, is about $1,630,000, nearly all of which has been
expended at the close of the fiscal year. The pier has a rated capacity of
5,000 tons per hour when both sides are in operation, the road cars being
dumped into conveyor cars which are lifted to the top of the pier by electric
elevators, and the service which your Company can give at this pier promises
a record for fast transferring of coal from the railway car to vessels.
In view of the desirability of providing a connection from your Companv's main line at or near Portsmouth, on the Ohio River, to the main
line' of The Hocking Valley Railway Company at or near Columbus, Ohio,
the
in order to facilita'te the constantly increasing shipments of coal t'
Lakes and the northwest. The Chesapeake and <5hio Northern Railway Com-

pany has been incorporated in Kentucky.
Extensions of the Gauley Branch, and of Logan and Southern Railway rnd
construction of Elkhorn and Beaver Valley Railway aggregating 31.6 m:les
have been completed.
The revenue coal and coke tonnage was 19,251.488, an increase of 17./
per cent.; other freight tonnage was 8,470,527. a decrease of 3.9 per cent.
Freight
Total tonnage was 27,722,015 tons, an increase of 10.1 per cent.
revenue was $28,866,516.16, an increase of 4.8 per cent. Freight tram
Revenue ton
mileage was 8.119,349 miles, an increase of 2.3 per cent.
revcr'-e
Ton
mile
cent.
miles were 7,064,650,082, an increase of 5.5 per
was 4.09 mills, a decrease of 0.7 per cent. Revenue per freicht tram nnle
was $3,555. an increase of 2.4 per cert. Revenue »onmge per train nvie
was 870 tons, an increase of 3.2 per cent.; includina Company's freigh'.
the tonnage r^er train mile was 927 ton=. an increase of 2.9 per cert.
Tonnage per locomotive, including Company's freight, was 827 tons, .'n
Revenue tonnage per loaded car was 30.9 tons.
increase of 4.7 per cent.

Deductions from Gross
Income:
$7,934,647.84
Interest on Debt
1.330,934.89
-..
Taxes
Rentals Leased Roads.
835,077.32
Joint Tracks, &c
^"itevrtor' .^....
Miscellaneous
Total

'..."'."

62,616.28

Cr. 17,493.45

55,523.52

55,523.52

deductions

tc

80,109.73 457.9
...

....$10,218,799.85

$9,560,751.43

$658,048.42

6.9

$2,971,815.79

$3,298,503.38

—$326,687.59

9.9

Net Income
Amount to credit

$2,514,680.78
of Profit and Loss June 30, 1913
.'\mount of Net Income for year ended June 30, 1914, trans2,971,815.79
ferred to Profit and Loss
$5,486,496.57

Deduct:
Dividend No.
Dividend No.
Dividend No.
Dividend No.

28 of
29 of
30 of

1%
1%
1%

31 of

1%

paid September 30, 1913.
paid December 31, 1913.
paid March 31, 1914...
paid June 30, 1914

$627,816.00
627,816.00
627,816.00
627,816.00

$2,975,232.57

Discounts on Bonds and Equipment
$414,/71.80
Notes sold during year
Value of property abandoned prior
795,633.89
to current year
Refunds under West Virginia two
311,300.00
cent fare law
$1,521,705.69
108,306.51

Siindfy adjustments

edit of Profit

and Loss June

30, 1914.

$1,561,833.39

'

—

.

,
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GENERAL BALANCE SHEET

.TL'NH

LIAUlUTltS
Rv. Co. of Indiana

(Excluding stocks ^andBonds^owned^o^he^C.^&^0__^^
Co. of Indiana

of The C. & O. Ry
(Excluding Stocks and Bonds owned
rporation.)
Corporatio:
and of The C. & O. Equipment

Capital Stock.

Common

•

•

•

•

$62,792,600.00
3,000.00
jOO.OO

•

First Preferred

Second Preferred
'^'"'

Cost

;
of

?°±,;i„v
Equipment.

47,932,910.59

way

$62,795,800.00

Chesapeake and Ohi(

Common—The

•::•.:::•..

$62,797,000.00

Accrued Depreciation of Equipment-

Funded Debt.

Coal Co., STc Bonds,

First Mortgage, K)

•

^' •;,"

Bonds
Convertible.

4J4%

Mortgage, R.

First

$16,839,146.63

Securities— Issued or .Assumed— Pledged.
Bonds-See Schedule, page 18
(Includes First Lien and Improvement
See
Mortgage 5% Bonds $37,123,000.00.

37,123.001.00

First

^

Contra.)
First"M*ortgage,'

.

.

.

G^eenbrieV-

40,000.00

irst

_

^

600,000.00

BondL
FifsfMortgage,-

Line Railway, 59

A

a.

R.'

&" A.' •Division,-

&

R.-

'

A.'

"^ivi^on;

and Supplies.. .......

First Lien and Improvement
Bonds (see Contra)

'

Working

wages
Unpaid Wage
•

$4,711,748.77
1.497.902.00
6.209.650.77

and
Proprietary
Companies ,••••••';,.
Funds (Fast Freight
with

••

;;'".•'

Trustees.

Various

.,

'

65,174.17
89 940.74
°'^'

Liabilities

Liabilities.

Unmatured

Interest

$5,773,878.18

$1905 602.71

and Rents

I32:i68;35
84

i

Taxes Accrued
Sundry Accounts

163.492.85

Advances, Working

$95,000.00
364 793.58
4 Q59 865.32
"'"ii'S^i50,936.47
229,240.25
818,927.65

i>„ii^
Rolls

L-.;:,-.'.

Deferred

$107,490.94
1

5%
'='•'"

irLJ'hu
Miscellaneous Aecounts Fa>ao '
Unpaia. ^ ... •••
Interest and Dividends
unMatured Mortgage and Secured Debt
paid

Deferred Assets.
Interest and

Pay

.\udited Vouchers and

•

17;.;

••"

Balances

Traffic

$5,978,550.92
2,879,642.62

Mortgage.

Liabilities.
Bills Payable

Loans and

,1 oXvin
34.805.10

Other Working

Mortgage Funds
Cash and Securities
demption Fund
Cash and Securities

$166,847,000.00
8.381,971.19
$175,228,971.19

108414860

1*7

Schedule, page

Lines, etc.)
Special Deposits

1,000.000.00
48,129.000.00

1992

Contract.
Equipment Trust Obligations and

65,174.17
211,560.00
984,393.12
877.045.08

— Unpledged.

Stocks— See Schedule, page

Controlled

6,000,000.00

112,000.00

Bills Receivable
Balances
Conductors
Agents and Lonauciors.
Miscellaneous Accounts Receivable
Other Working Assets

Unmatured
Advances to

900,000.00

J4|
^4%

,"

Loans and

Bonds— See

539,000.00
2,879,000.00

'^^'

First Mortgage, \

$1,792,957.73
816.467.12

Traffic

Treasury

4,756,000.00

'

Generaf Morti^-ge,- 'i'X% Bonds

•

400,000.00

^4%

Bonds

i.iw.i

".
Principal
1
"i^"
Cash deposits to pay Matured Bonds and
Scrip
U •••"" 't^;

in

Railway,

'

Second' Mortgage;

•

650,000.00
1.821,000.00

Branch,J%

'

.Assets.

Mate

29.858,000.00

Springs

'

'

'

885,000.00

Bomb^

-kVifwkyi^W

Big Sandy

'

'

$271,253,431.63

ecurities

S'//

Fifsriiortgage; Paini Creek bV^"'!-; , ,^5
FifsfMortgage'. CoaV River' Raiiwky, 4%

$42,338.75

$56,667,611.89

Cash in Treasury
«''2°Hf51^
•/ j'
Cash in transit
'iTCash deposits to pav Interest and Dividends
Cash deposits to pay Equipment Trust

3,698.000.00
31,390,000.00

1929
loin
4^r
Railwav ^4
Railway,
a

"

Mortgage;-

Wara

Firs"" Mortgage',

.

and Equipment

W
W.

Mortgage, Craig Valley Branch,^|^j

Fi^" Mo;t^ge.-

$53,962,147.63

J

Bo-JJ*'
& S.

Fifs"" Consoiidated

Uiscellaneous Imestments.
Physical Property
d Funded Debt Issued and
Spectal Funds, —'
Reserved.
^ ,
••jPotts Creek Branch- Cash.
Raleigh and Southwestern Railway Bonds
authenticated in advance of construction.
Construction
of
account
Deposits
Special

$200,000.00
33.000,000.00

lf;S^1^o^gXe!'¥l^iS.:-eic.;-6%B||
5%
General Funding and Improvement

ConSecurities of Proprietary, AHiliated and
trolled Companies— Pledged.
.1 3 7 qo 718 6'
*
Stocks-See Schedule, page 8
3.0/9.4uy.ui
,'o79408'oi
Bonds— See Schedule, page 18

Working

l,200.0a

Co. of Indiana

'i5<; Q";s

37.628.83

80.046.28

Income
operty through
since June 30,
Reserve Invested TsinkiWg-Fund;.;:.
Funds.
Reserve
;n
Other
sted in
Reserv

.

Sinking and

Re-

Additions

47,097.07

.

Insurance Reserve
9,239.13
1,622,500.00
570,347.73

Unextinpiished Discount on Funded Debt.

Sundry .Accounts

2,637,842.83

Profit

and

Li

,g^ 3^5 ,3
17,101.75
y.-j^.

i.J

Balance
$4,57 :.539.5&

$288,959,118.77

Western

following
also liable as a guarantor of the
»*
„
t»
Morf
Ohi^o ^Grain Elevator Co., First

^^^^^^^^^

First Mortgage
No^rMic^Term^inal and Transportation Co.,

500,000.00

This Company

is

^pptirities in

The^Chet^eVke .and

Mortgage Vj^%
-

WelS°"Pocthon'taf -Corpo-raiio-n,-

.-Fi-rst-

"

750.000.00

Bonds due 1945.

THE ^^^^i^,I^^-;,^XLli7^Xli:^Y
Columbus. Ohio. September

•

17.

•

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

-

•

•

^^Qf^(,(^

Mortgage No.

Tr
Ri-chmond-Wasbington Co. Collateral
1943.
prop'n, 1/6) ^% Bonds due

^^^^^^^^^„„
10.000.000.00

O.

Miscellaneous Income "as.^
(Decrease $323,558.67 or 41.899c.)

were.
Rentals and other payments
(Increase $13,133.02 or 13.43%.)

.$7,021,145.07

—

4 803,746.51
;

$2 217,398.56
451,136.27

—

$1,766,262.29
»
•

Extension

fiscal

•

.

•

Extension Mortgage No.

O.
& w.
(t,.^ «
Mortgage (C.
Lo'uis''.1l?a^nTteff™tfle- Bridge Co.

Income

.

Corporation.

COMPAN^^^mTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT

1914.

Directors, for the
•""TSSmeen^i'^Iinua. Report of. the Board of
submitted.
vear ended Tune 30, 1914, is herewnth

.
Operating Revenuea were.
(Decrease $796,498.79 or 10.19^r.)
Operating Expenses were
3.6191.)
or
$180,096.61
(Decrease
Net Operating Revenue was
(Decrease $616,402.18 or 21.7591.)
Taxes were .... ;_•_•
(Decrease ?26./ 63./ 3 or 5.60 ,.)
was
Operating Ircome, Taxes deducted,
(Decrease $589,638.45 or 25.03rt)

^^hontas

4'/j% Bonds due 1945.
Western Pocahontas Corporation

hands of the public

for the ye%''„^,''/"*'^!f„

t°/„'f

""

(Decrease $926,330.14 or 30.579;:.)
available)
Interest (54.589fc of amouni

ai

^,^,

(Increase $34,333.05 or 3.089'f.)
amounted to..
Net Income for the year
(Decrease $960,663.19 or 50.139'c.)
>|ear:^
Dividends paid during^the
""
aggregating.
Four dividends of' 29'f each,

Remainder

$2,104,243.76
1,148.503.05

lounted.o
.$

955.740.71

.

October

<:>.
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FINANCIAL.

4H%

4K%

During the past five years your Company's expenditures
and other additions and betterments have been as follows:
Additional equipment acquired (less retirals)
Additions and Betterments

for

equipment

$2,931,182.75
3,259,745.68
$6,190,928.43

GENERAL REMARKS.
The equipment in service June 30, 1914, consisted of:
148
Locomotives owned
8
Locomotives leased under equipment trusts

Decrease

1

Increase

8

156

Increase

7

86

Decrease

Total

Passenger train cars owned
Freight train and miscellaneous ":ars owned
Freight train cars leased under equipment trusts

2
Increase
227
Increase 1,206

9,655
4,556
14.211

by coal miners

in

entire suspension of mining during April, May and June in the
territory covered by your line, resulted in a heavy loss of freight traific

almost

The changes in funded debt shown by balance sheet of June 30, 1914,
as compared with June 30, 1913, consisted in the retirement of $14,000 par
amount of The Hocking Valley Railway Company First Consolidated MortBonds through the sinking fund; in the annual payments of
fage
316.000 on equipment trusts; in the retirement of $4,000,000 face amount
two-year 4H9i gold notes by the issue and sale of $4,000,000 face amount
one-year 5% gold notes maturing November 1. 1914; and in the sale of
$1,800,000 face amount of equipment trust obligations to provide funds
for the purchase of 2,000 steel gondola cars of 115,000 pounds capacity,
6 Mikado freight locomotives, and 2 ten-wheel passenger locomotives.
Your Company acquired 3,872 shares of The Toledo Terminal Railroad
Company capital stock under an agreement with other interested companies
providing that the companies holding the stock will be responsible (severally but not jointly) for any deticiency in working expenses and in
interest on $4,000,000 First Mortgage
Bonds of The Toledo Terminal
Railroad Company in the proportion which the stock held by each company
bears to the total stock outstanding, your Company's proportion being 9.68%.
accounts
will
An analysis of the property
be found on pages 12 and 13,
by reference to which it will be seen that additions and betterments were
made during the year to the amount of $2,966,061.09, of which $1,122,490.87
was added to cost of road, and $l,843.57t).22 was added to cost of equipment.

Total freight train cars
The prolonged strike

the

Hocking

Increase 1,433
causing

district,

and earnings sa follows:

Tons of revenue

1913.

1,453,682,875
$7,817,643.86
$2,833,800.74

Operating revenues
Net operating revenue
The revenue train load increased from 988

Decseasb.
138,256,980
$796,498.79
$616,402.18

to 1,000 tons, and revenue
tons per loaded car from 36.3 to 36.9 tons.
Steel water tanks were built at Marion, Upper Sandusky and Toledo
and modern water softening plants were erected at Carey. Marion, Hyatts
and Linworth. The work of separating grades at South Columbus, required
by the city authorities of Columbus, was completed and the South Columbus
freight station remodeled.
At Marion a suitable site was purchased for
engine house.
The operation of the new coal dock and terminal yard on the east side
of the Maumee River at Toledo, undertaken last year, was commenced on
June 17, 1914. The dock is equipped with two car dumpers, which are
operated by steam power, the maximum capacity of the dumpers being
8,000 tons per hour, which is about double the present needs of the Company.
The coal is dumped directly from the road cars into vessels. The
terminal yard tributary to the dock has fifteen and one-half miles of track
with a working capacity of 1,500 cars, and is capable of considerable
enlargement. The cost of the new dock and terminal, exclusive of a large
part of the real estate which has been owned by your Company for many
years, is about $1,450,000, nearly all of which has been expended at the
close of the fiscal year, this expenditure forming the major part of the
additions and betterments, except equipment, for the past two years.
It
was necessary to change the grade of two important streets in the city of
Toledo; Front street being elevated over and Seaman street being carried
It was also necessary to elevate tracks
under tracks of your Company.
of Wheeling and Lake Erie Belt Railway at the entrance to the terminal
yard.
The new dock is directly across the river from the dock heretofore
used and is better located than any other railroad dock in Toledo, being
nearer the mouth of the river, and is readily accessible to your Company's
line over the double track of the Toledo Terminal Railroad, an interest in
which has been acquired by your Company, as hereinbefore stated.
Your
Company is under contract to sell the old location to the Pennsylvania
(Company, which owns the adjoining water front, and it is expected that a
very considerable sum will be realized from the sale of this valuable dock
property.
The coal and coke tonnage was 7,323,139 tons, a decrease of 8.1%;
other freight tonnage was 3,163,909 tons, a decrease of 1.6%. Total tonnage

30,

1914.

LIABILITIES.

ASSETS.

TABLE

1914.

1,315,425,895
$7,021,145.07
$2,217,398.56

freight carried one

mile

GENERAL BALANCE. SHEET, JUNE
3.

Capital Stock

Property Investment.
Cost of Road
Cost of Equipment
General Expenditures

Funded Debt.

$29,586,170.38
13,620,329.60
23,363.35

Consolidated
Mortgage
1999
$16,030,000.00
C. & H. V.
1,401,000.00
4% Bonds, 1948

First

4J^% Bonds,

Mortgage

First

$43,229,863.33

Accrued Depreciation of Equipment— Cr

R. R.

First Mortgage Cols. &
R. R. 4% Bonds, 1955

1,019.628.37

One Year 5% Gold

Securities of Proprietary. Affiliated and Controlled Companies Pledged.

Tol.

2,441,000.00
4,000,000.00

Notes, 1914

Equipment Trust Obligations..

—

Stocks

108,088.66
300,000.00

Bonds

Working

408,088.66
Securities of Proprietary. .-IKI,ated and Controlled Companies

26,695,000.00

Liabilities,

Loans and

Bills Payable
$ 1,400,000.00
Balances
498,669.49
Audited Vouchers and Wages

Traffic

— Miscellaneous— Unpledged..
Other Investments.
Miscellaneous
Investments —
Securities — Pledged
-

,

677

5,808.00

Unpaid

Special Deposit account Equip-

ment

648,871.69
92,023.69

Miscellaneous Accounts Payable
Matured Interest, Dividends
and Rents Unpaid
Other Working Liabilities

1,566,718.24

800,000.00

368,826.50
48,405.60

$44,990,849.86

Working

Assets.

Cash
Loans and
Traffic

Deferred
$

Bills

Receivable...

Balances

Agents and Conductors
Miscellaneous
Accounts

973,423.81
102,346.46
50,060.15
361,502.28

Materials and Supplies
Unpledged.
Securities in Treasury

—

Stocks

$

Bonds

Additions

Advances, Working Funds
Insurance, paid in advance...
Cash and Securities in Sinking

and Redemption Funds
Cash and Securities in Insurance Fund
Other Deferred Debit Items..

Property through
30, 1907.$
Sinking
in

$

Reserve Invested

35,312.50

181,409.11

Invested

Fund

190.097.14
in

Insurance

Fund

Advances to Proprietary, Affiliated and Controlled Companies

to

Income since June
Reserve

Interest

138,616.68
284,506.36
17,516.68
344,388.55

Appropriated Surplus.
501.00
2,785,000.00

Deferred Assets.

Unmatured

$

Operating Reserves
Other Deferred Credit Items..

338,594.82
17,996.63

ceivable

Interest, Dividends

and Rents Payable
Taxes Accrued

Re-

Other Working' Assets

Liabilities.

Unmatured

Profit

53.163.63
771.69
3,852.91

34,703.07

and Loss—Balance

29,836.99
34,703.07
66,433.49

$50,628,648.76

$50,628,648.76

This Company, jointly with the Toledo and Ohio Central Railway Company, guaranteed in 1901 5% First Mortgage Bonds of the Kanawha and
Hocking Coal and Coke Company due 1951 ($2,878,000 outstanding), and in
1902 SCr First Mortgage Bonds of the Continental Coal Company due 1952

quo warranto proceedings
not represented, have pronounced these guaran-

The Ohio

courts,

in
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was 10,487,048 tons, a decrease of 6.2%. Freight revenue was $5,601,381.91,
Freight train mileage was 1,315,637 miles, a decrease
a decrease of 12%.
of 10.6%.
Revenue ton miles were 1,315,425,895. a decrease of 9.5%.
Ton mile revenue was 4.26 mills, a decrease of 2.7%. Revenue per freight
train mile was $4,258, a decrease of 1.6%.
Revenue tonnage per train mile
was 1.000 tons, an increase of 1.2%; including Company's freight, the
tonnage per train mile was 1,036 tons, an increase of 1.3%. Tonnage per
locomotive, including Company's freight, was 901 tons, an increase of 4.5%,
Revenue tonnage per loaded car was 36.9 tons, an increase of 1.7%. Tons
of revenue freight carried one mile per mile of road were 3,742,321, a
decrease of 9.5%.
There were 2,156,150 passengers carried, a decrease of 5.3%.
The
number of passengers carried one mile on steam trains was 49,193,241, a
decrease of 6.5%.
Passenger revenue was $910,310.72. a decrease of 2.1%.
Reverue per passenger per mile of steam trains was 1.S04 cents, an increase of 4.8%.
The number of passengers carried on steam trains one

Vol.

57,

Xo. IS

mile per mile of road was 139,952, a decrease of 6.5%.
Passenger train
mileage of steam trains was 778,581, a decrease of
revenue per train mile of steam trains was 51.14. an increase of 2.6%);
including mail ar.d express it was $1,296, an increase of 1.5,t.
Passenger
service train revenue per train mile was $1.35, an increase of 1.7%.
There were 2,268 tons of new 100-lb. rails, equal to 14.4 track miles,
and 1,603 tons uf new 90-lb. rails, equal to 11.3 track miles, used in the
renewal of existing main tracks.
The average amount expended for repair; per locomotive was $1,968.67;
per passenger train car $436.14; per freight train car $62.20.
Appreciative acknowledgment is hereby ir ade of efficient servi :es during
the year of officers and employees.
By order of the Board of Directors:

GEO.

NINETEENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY COMPANY
The

During the fiscal
of $120,000
received as the
net proceeds of sales of land embraced in the Santa Fe
ific Land Grant.
but this was directly written off the book value of Raili Dads. Franchises
and Other Property, and the transaction does not appeal in the Income
.Account.

Office of
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway System,
No. 5 Nassau Street, New York City.

Seftehbek
To the Stockholders:
Your Directors submit the following report
1913, to June 30, 1914, inclusive.

the

for

fiscal

is,

1914.

year July

1,

The Lines comprising

the Atchison System, the operations of which are
embraced in the following statements, are as follows;

June
Topeka & Santa Fe Railway

.Atchison,

30, 1914.
8,339.72 miles.
"
20.22
"
1.595.89
"
569.79

..

Rio Grande, El Paso & Santa Fe Railroad...
Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe Railway

Pecos & Northern Texas Railway
Pecos River Railroad*
Panhandle & Santa Fe Railwayt
Texas & Gulf Railway
Gulf & Interstate Railway of Texas
Concho, San Saba & Llano Valley Railroad.

179.16
125.49
71.33
59.63

"
"
"

June 30, 1913.
8,237.55 miles.
"
20.21
"
1,595.77
"
481.79
"
54.24
"
124.92
"
125.49
60.15

CAPITAL EXPENDITURES AND REDUCTION OF BOOK VALUES.
The total charges to Capital Account, as shown by the General Balance
Sheet, page 26^ at June 30, 1914, aggregated $651,428,708.11 as compared
with $640,263,756.10 at J
1913
during the year of
$11,164,952.01, which analyze
IS follows;
Construction and acquisition
f
new mileage, in( iding the acquisition of
railway and termi: 1 companies:
bonds and stocks of oth<
California, .Arizona & Sa
Fe Ry
Concho, San Saba & Llano Valley R. R
Dodge Citv & Cimarron Valley Rv
Eastern Ry. of New Mexico
Ft. Worth Union Passenger Station Co

$

7,462.57
17,952.50
114,984.07
515,696.54
533.02
14,633.62
702,500.00
10.000.00
845,606.30
360,000.00
3,000.00
80,483.24
170.13

$

290,158.15

Grand Canyon Ry
Gulf. Beaumont & Kansas City Ry
Union Depot Co

Joliet

10,961.23

•Ojierated by Panhandle & Santa Fe Railway under
July 1, 1913.
tFtirmerly known as Southern Kansas Railway of Texas.

10,771.45

lease

effective

Ircrease during the year 189.78 miles.
The average mileage operated during the fiscal year ending June 30.
was 10.908.52 miles, being an increase of 158.21 miles as compared
with the average mileage operated during the preceding fiscal year.
In addition to lines covered by this report there were completed on
June JO, 1914, 39.26 miles of additional line, all of which will be ready
for operation on October I, 1914.
1914.

The Company also controls, through ownership of stocks and bonds or
purchase contract, other lines aggregating 228.92 miles, and is interested
with other companies in 593.85 miles.
For detailed statement of present mileage and of changes in mileage
since last Annual Report, see pages 42 to 46.

jointly

INCOME ST.\TEMENT.
The following is a summary of the transactions of the System for the
years ending June 30, 1913 and 1914.
1913.

Operating Revenues
Operating Expenses

1914.

$116,896,251.98 $111,109,769.86
73,469,333.68
77,642.534.73

Minkler Southern Ry
Union Passenger Depot Co. of Galveston
Union Terminal Co. of Dallas
Verde Valley Ry
Western .Arizona Ry
-Additions

and Betterments

Right

of
Estate

Way,

— System
Lines:
Grounds and

Station

Real

Widening Cuts and Fills, including Protection
of Banks
Grade Reductions and Changes of Line
Bridges, Trestles and Culverts
Ballast, including cost of spreading and putting under track
Increased Weight of Rail
Frogs. Switches. Track Fastenings and Ap-

Equipment

6,437,635.13
49,913.75
159,530.24

Betterments to Equipment
Other -Additions and Betterments
$37,107,188.83
1,128,129.10

$13,283,753.38

$35,979,059.73

$33,070,376.92

13.825,325.40

12,886,412.23

Interest on Bonds, including accrued interest

on -Adjustment Bonds

From

only
$22,153,734.33

$20,183,964.69

—

(2J4%) paid Aug.

32,

2,854.345

Dividends on Common Stock
No. 33 (1J4%) paid Sept.

$

Santa Barbara Tie & Pole Co
Fuel Lands
Reserve for Accrued Depreciation

1,

1914

684.317.52

$16,859,670.90

Total Charges
Reduction of Book Values:

Ice Plant. Belen
Ice Plant. San Bernardino

$2,854,345.00

1914

139,060.41
19,706.49
59,811.11

Gulf. Beaumont & Kansas Citv Ry
Santa Fe Pacific R. R.— Land Sales
Texas & Gulf Rv

the net corporate income for the year the following

sums have been deducted:
Dividends on Preferred Stock
No. 31 (2!^%) paid Feb. 2,
No.

Fuel Lands and Other Properti(
Real Estate held for future ui
Tie and Timber Lands
Miscellaneous Items

Other Investments

Net Corporate Income (representing amount
available for dividends and surplus and
for necessary but unproductive or
partially productive expenditures)

356.140.15
210,584.33

purtenances
435.338.48
951,524.83
Additional Main Tracks
718,279.10
Sidings and Spur Tracks
418,982.97
Termfnal Yards
Track Elevation, Elimination of Grade Crossings, and Improvements of Over and Under
4,921.09
Grade Crossings
;
Interlocking, Block, and Other Sigiial Ap470,291.61
paratus
79,627.99
Telegraph and Telephone Lines
Buildings. Shops, Dock and Wharf Property.. 1,594,440.34
220.932.81
Shop Machinery and Tools
-Additional

Gross Corporate Income
Rentals and Other Charges

315,666.39
117,651.55
461,976.65

702,500.00
120,000.00
2.250.00
9.950.00
75,798.28
21,455.98
1,050,000.00
3,712,764.63
$ 5.694,718.89

$5,708,690.00

—

$11,164,952.01

Capiul .Account during the ye

2,

$2,914,732.50

1913

(lji%)

No. 34

paid Dec.

italics.

1,

2,916,637.50

1913

No. 35

(15^%)

paid

Mar.

The

2.

(1!4%) paid June

for

analyz
$

„. Locomotives

1,

122 Passenger-Train

2,934,502.50

.Appropriation for Fuel Reserve Fund
California-.Arizona Lines Bonds Sinking Fund
.Appropriated for .Additions and Betterments.

$6,437,635.13

of

Equipii

folio

2.925.877.50

1914
No. 36
1914

"Additional

Cars

487 Miscellaneous

''•f^f '^V!?!

1/4,041.64

Cars

$7,234,439.50

-Value

of

equipment

retired

during

the

year

as

folio
1

credit of Profit an

I

Loss .Adjustments.

30,

1913

$20,569,800.81

20,569,800.81
Loss June 30. 1914
credit of Profit an
from sources other than earnings from operation consisted of
interes
cash in banks ai d sums collected as interest and dividends
ipanies, the operations of which are not in*
bonds and stocks of
eluded in the System accounts.

Surplus
Incon

)

99?.603."
''^^^'ti?'??

3.334 Freight-Train Cars

11,691,750.00
51,485.83
12.721.10
2,719.317.76

43 Locomotives
21 Passenger-Train Cars
1,310 Freight-Train Cars
31 Miscellaneous Cars

$171,336.85
84,528.23
531.118.26
9.821.03

October
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MAINTENANXE OF EQUIPMENT,
ing statement shows the sums charged

Average Operated

Year ending Ju

Mileage.

).

to_

The following

Total
Expenditure.

$534.45
$3,443,884.82
671.75
4,659,277.99
18
684.07
4,810,795.64
1899...
717.56
5,267,832.40
1900...
801.49
6,257,456.57
1901...
1,001.22
7,864,951.25
...
1902...
1,068.48
8,510,543.09
...
1903...
1,223.31
10,006,135.41
1904...
1,314.19
10,914,864.47
1905...
1,271.05
10,720,040.43
1906...
1,270.32
11,779,846.64
1907...
1,513.18
14,246,621.44
1908...
1,419.51
13,903,897.37
1909...
1,569.13
15,560,047.44
1910. ..
1,612.17
16,686,145.45
1911...
1,554.51
16,521,231.41
1912
1,806.02
19,415,224.63
1913
1,750.99
19,100,724.51
1914
For the year ending June 30, 1914, maintenance charges, including renewals and depreciation, averaged as folL
^'*'''^^?^„
Per locomotive
Per locomotive mile
j.'k-t
l,l/4.t)J
Per passenger car, including mail and express
0137
Per passenger car mile
120.32
Per freight car
.0124
Per freight car mile
The foregoing average maintenance charges include a proportion of unlocated expenditures for Maintenance of Equipment charged to Superintendence, Shop Machinery and Tools, Injuries to Persons, Stationery and
Printing, Other Expenses, and Maintaining Joint Equipment at Terminals.
Repairs to motor equipment of motor coaches, which are chargeable to
averages.
repairs of locomotives, are excluded in determining the locomotive
Refrigerator cars are not taken into consideration in arriving at freight car
Despatch
averages, such cars being operated by the Santa Fe Refrigerator
Company, which bears the expense of their maintenance.
A statement of the locomotives in service and of their tractive power
will

be found on page 41.

MAINTENANCE OF WAY AND STRUCTURES.

The following statement shows the sums charged to Operating Expenses
since July 1,
for Maintenance of Way and Structures during each year
1896:

is

System

a consolidated statement of the business of the
January 1, 1896:

for each fiscal year during the period since

Operating Expen

6.443.81
0,936.02
7,032.62
7,341.34
7,807.31
7,855.38
7,965.13
8,179.59
8,305.40
8,433.99
9,273.15
9,415.01
9,794.86
9,916.33
10,350.13
10,627.92
10,750.31
10,908.52

1897

679

Fiscal

Average

Year
Ending
June 30.

Miles
Oper-

Expenses,
Including
Taxes,
Rentals and

Gross
Revenues,
Including

Income from

ated.

Other

Other

Sources.

Charges.

Interest

on
Bonds.

^

Net

Corporate
Income.

1897
$53,785.78
(18 mos.) 6,443.81 $44,532,628.99 $36,038,455.30 $8,440,387.91
1.836.584.94
39,396,126.41
30,513,553.17
7,045,988.30
1898...
6,936.02
4,187.997.34
29,332,964.11
7,241,972.00
1899...
7,032.62
40,762,933.47
9,739,304.98
7,345,166.50
7,341.34 46,498,899.04 29,414,427.56
1900...
12,474,529.08
7,830,810.83
7,807.31
54,807,379.78
34,502,039.87
1901...
15,564,526.88
8.438,985.00
36.272,432.45
1902...
7,855.38 60,275.944.33
13,898,329.27
9,134,485.24
63,668.390.99 40,635,576.48
1903...
7,965.13
15,359,771.31
44,641,434.10
9,418,770.00
1904...
8,179.59
69,419,975.41
11,742,346.06
9,611,510.09
47,835,883.50
1905...
8,305.40 69,189,739.65
17,733,209.12
10,622,184.22
79,390,749.05
51,035,355.71
1906...
8,433.99
21,168,723.82
11,487,934.70
61,779,916.16
9,273.15
94,436,574.68
1907...
13,678,886.17
12,579,301.77
91,289,770.61
65,031,582.67
1908...
9,415.01
20,417,990.83
13,548,081.93
95,424,091.89 61,458,019.13
1909...
9,794.86
20,425,784.26
11,984,151.36
75,133,314.54
1910...
9,916.33 107,543,250.16
19,660,241.25
13,660.859.50
77,001,227.38
110,322,328.13
1912... 10,627.92
21,371,067.55
12,712,319,31
1911... 10,350.13 109,772,481.69 75,689.094.83
22,153, 734.3J
13,825,325.40
1913... 10,750.31 119,411,875.94 83,432,816.21
20,183,964.69
12,886,412.23
1914... 10,908.52 113,284,122.98 80,213,746.06
The following statement shows the gross operating revenues of the
operated
mile
of
road
per
System (exclusive of income from other sources)
for each fiscal vear since July 1, 1896:
Average per
Gross Operating
Mile of Road.
Revenues.
Year Ending June 30.
$4,752.04
$30,621,230.10
1S97
5,653.69
39,214,099.24
1898
5,760.80
40,513,498.63
1899
6,297.49
46,232,078.23
1900
6,977.41
54,474,822.61
1901
7,527.97
59,135,085.53
19(12
7,827.92
62,350,397.28
1903
8,334.31
68,171,200.18
1904
8,232.70
1905'
68,375,837.25
9,253.55
78,044,347.25
1906
10,102.65
93,683,406.91
1907
9.624.82
90,617,796.38
1908
9,624.00
94,265,716.87
1909
"
10,587.91
104,993,194.67
1910
10,392.63
107,565,115.62
1911
10,138.61
107,752,359.91
19P
10,873.75
116,896,251.98
1913
1914.'.'.'.'.'. ..'.'. ..'.'.
10,185.60
111,109,769.86
;

Year

nding June

30,

Averag:e Operated
Mileage.

Total
Expenditure.

6,443.81
6,936.02
7,032.62
7.341.34
7,807.31
7,855.38
7,965.13
8,179.59
8.305.40
8,433.99
9,273.15
9,415.01
9,794.86
9,916.33
10,350.13
10,627.92
10,750.31
10,908.52

$6,282,923.15
8,281,397.88
7,672,107.62
6,354,372.10
6,433,840.36
6,141,466.39
9,304,892.04
9,170.234.07
11,385,418.33
12,475.407.97
15,286,062.66
14,120,828.02
12,884,406.81
17,807,136.20
16,059,786.90
16,076,833.75
18.054,413.03
15,308,780.25

1897...

1900. ..
1901...
1902
1903

1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914

The following statement shows the development of the freight and passenger revenues of the System since July 1, 1896:
Passenger
Freight

$975.03
1,193.97
1,090.93

865.56
824.08
781.82
1,168.20

Year Ending June
1897
1898
1899
1 900
901
,902
901
,904
one

1,121.11
1,370.85
1.479.18
1,648.42
1.499.82
1.315.43
1,795.74
1,551.65
1,512.70
1,679.43
1,403.38

COMPARISON OF OPERATING RESULTS.
is

Opeb.\ting Revenues;
$73,638,388.01
Freieht
28,497,232.68
Passenger
Mail, Express and Miscel8.974,149.17
laneous

78.190,923.18 —$4,552,535.17
—928,689.76
29,425,922.44

—305,257.19

Total Operating Revenues.$lll,109,769.86 $116,896,251.'

—$5,786,482.12

Operating Expenses:
°'
^'s't"ucTu"res

^g|^.

'^". .'"%1 5,308.780.25
Equipment.

19 100 724.51

.....'.

"

'

.

$73,469,333.68

$18,054,413.03 -$2,745,632.78
19,415.224.63

-

.

::

qi,
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

J9J4

PROPERTY INVESTMENT ASD

1S96
,S96

900
90?
9^2
qnl
]l°„l
\l?,i
\l?.i

mile increased from
"^The' average' /reighrrevenue per revenue freight-train

\l%

mile de*\\\'°ale';i^e°Uss°eigrr^"v"e'nue per revenue passenger-train
creased from $1.24 to $1.17, or 5.65 per cent.
„;ie
,„:„ mile
t-assenger-train
The average passenger trnin revenue per revenue
„,„„J
decreased from $1.54 to $1.45, or 5.84 per cent.
¥he tons of freight carried one mile (revenue -."lircfrs^loaded and
run
782,191,703, or 8.07 per cent., while miles
^J- f'"e^}J"Jiy^fg%% ^"f
decrea^'=f
empty) in frciRht, mixed, and company-supply t"'"^^
o^
//.-y^t or
trains decreased 1,591,3^1.
or 4.75 per cent., and the mileage of such
°'
decreased
mile
^*-S2^J^^
*-The"numSer of passengers carried one
mixed
and
oassenger
while miles run by passenger cars in
oer c"nt
1
of such trains
.03 per cent., and the mileage

„

A

IrL-ns'^Yncreased

40,066.

or

30th.

$372,104,262.77
387,957,477.68
::;::.... 392.169,842.02
399,527,444.30
::::.... 407,187,811.22
419 541,440.17
439,911,035.33
454,290,057.89
...
466 273 139.3-1

months)
(6 montnsj....
(6

898
Sqq

loaded car mile
""The'average tons of freight (revenue and company) per
^
decreased from 19 14 to 18.75, or 2.04 per cent.
i..
company) earned per freight^
''"The averag? tons of freight (revenue and
decreased from 425.41 to
train mile (freight, mixed, and company-supply)
-

R.\TE OF RETURN.

Income Applicable Per Cent,
Income
to Bond Interest,

Propertv
Investment.*

$77,642,534.73 -$4,173.201.05

_

$5,574,288.31
7,347,361.59
8,126,141.85
9,334,661.57
11,678,017.25
13,439,384.57
13,469,985.78
15,433,773.63
16,045,380.27
18.013,988.56
21.171,629.08
21,643,427.49
22,734,505.32
25,437,181.98
27,204,867.66
27,453,525.41
29,425,922.44
28,497,232.68

have
The development of the Company's business and of its efficiency 000)
(oyer $298,000
been due principally to the very large expenditures
of the property
which have been made in the extension and improvement
In order to make such expenditures your Comsince January 1, 1896.
the sale
pany has raised since 1896 over $217,000,000 of "new money" by
the case of many of the
of bonds which are now outstanding or which (in
now outstanding.
Convertible Bonds sold) are represented by Common Stock
.investof
amount
year
the
each
The following statement shows, for
interest, dividends
ment, the amoSnt of net income applicable to bond
rate of
improvement of property and strengthening of credit and the
amount of the investment.
return which such net income represents on the

.

$37,640,436.18 $39,253,717.25 -$1,613,281.07
Net Operating Revenue
Ratio of Operating Expenses
,(,
-iv
66.42
66.12
to Operating Revenues ...
on pages 36
The following averages are deduced from tables set forth

increased 657,069, or 2.77 per cent.

.'.:

g i

Year Ending June
Total Operating Expenses

;

gV

System for
a statement of revenues and expenses of th
with the previous year:
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1914, in compa
Increase
Year Ending
Year Ending
or Decrease.
une 30, 1913.
June 30, 1914.

The following

$22,067,686.77
28,588,716.76
29,492,586.65
33,729,332.83
39,052,557.43
41,815,607.05
44,622,438.71
47,762,653.23
47,408,982.36
34,598,902.82
65,500,309.42
61,848,638.51
64,212,638.10
71,194,055.59
71,787,200.89
71,529,574.67
78.190,923.18
73,638,388.01

.'.

906
007
908
009
gin

Revenue.

Revenue.

30.

-

473020998.79
496 782,342.33
519 004:129.48

?2f
'S°
\l°l
ll]°
'

....

541,727,328.96
548 251.270.97

:;:

579793768.23

',

gH
l?}'::::::::::;::::;::.'..::
.\nnual .\verage

609.287.764.18
621,869.989.29
640.263,756.10
651:428.708.11

7495

'Ordinarlfy
$35.doo.ooo.

ti^h

of

-^^^.^/J-^'/^^, ^{^1!-'
of Credit.t
$2,432,870.06
6,070,364.45
8,871,947.26
11,409,315.36
17,064,850.91
21,196,714.38
23,921,018.14
23,032,814.51
24,778,541.31
21,353,856.15
28,355,393.34
32,724,274.07
25,633,510.34
33,523,437.28
32,387,712.39

mem.
.65

1.57
2.26
2.86
4.1?
5.0.
..44
5.07
5.31
4.51
5.7

33,321,100.75
36.078,744.55
33,070,376.92

6.31
4.73
6.11
s.ss
5.59
=.36
..63
5.08

$24,288,073.19

4.90

.34.102,511.86

"Property Investment" do not include
and.
Capital such as materials and supplies
exceeds.
neceslary' working capital considerably

•The amounts above shown
:uf^,.r,;retsarv working
?as\'

810.135.11

Dividends, Improve-

as
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In the years 1901 to 1908 the "Property Investment" was reduced by
"writing off" sums aggregating $21,066,685.78, which sums are excluded
from the "Propertv Investment" as above stated.
In the vears 1910 to 1914, sums ranging from $8,211,433.32 in the former
year to $19,790,186.11 in the latter year, representing depreciation of equipment accrued pursuant to the rulings of the Interstate Commerce Commission, have been deducted from the amounts shown as "Property Investment"
and are excluded in the above statement.
tThe 'Income" shown above is determined after allowing for adjustments made through profit and loss.
The foregoing statement emphasizes the striking fact that the total
net income is now barely in e-tccss of five per cent, per annum upon
the investment, and of course not all of this income can be distributed
appropriate
vi the way of interest and dividends since it is desirable to
a substantial amount of net income each year to Additions and Betterments
for the due preservation of the credit of the Company.
reflected
by this
conditions
under
the
Company,
your
The ability of
statement, to pav six per cent, on the common stock is explained by the
fact that it pavs an average of very little more than four per cent, on
de'ot,
much of th^ bonded debt having been created when
its bonded
money could be borrowed at or near four per cent. But for several yearj
of money for railroad
it has been impracticable to borrow large amounts
purposes at as low a rate or even as low as four and one-half per cent^
and under present conditions it is believed the rate of interest which
greater.
substantially
would have to be paid would be

CAPITAL STOCK AND FUNDED DEBT.
The outstanding
30,

Capital
1913. consisted of:

(deducting stock

Stock

Common
Preferred

in

treasury)

June

1914:

30,

$193,81 1,500.00
114,173,730.00

$309,985,230.00

:

The outstanding Funded Debt of the System (deducting
bonds in the treasury) amounted jon June_30, 1913, to. .... -$319,146,148.50
Funded Debt occurred dur
the —
The following changes
-

ing the year:
Obligations Purchased or Retired:

Debenture

Serial

Series
Scries

49'r

Bonds,

K

$

L

Convertible 4':'r Bonds
Miscellaneous Divisional Bonds.

5,000.00
270,000.00
4.975,000.00
702.500.00

5,952.500.00

Funded Debt outstanding June

Total System

30, 1914

$313.19J,648.S0

Interest charges for vear ending June 30, 1915, will be approximately
In making
$12,809,000 or an average monthlv charge of about $1,067,417.
this approximation, exchanges of Convertible Bonds for Common Stock
made since June 30, 1914. aggregating $364,000, are considered.

TREASURY.
Neither this
outstanding.

Company nor any

of

its

auxiliaries has

any notes or

bills

in its treasury on June 30. 1914, $20,062,/ 58.99 cash,
and had available $3,780,000 General Mortgage Bonds, including bonds not
The Company also has in the treasurv
yet certified by the Trustee.
unpledged a large amount of stocks and bonds of other companies, of
which part are carried in the balance sheet as Investments and part are
included under Railroads, Franchises and Other Property.

The Company held

FUEL RESERVE FUND.
The fund has been
income, as follows;

increased

Amount to credit of Fund lune
Added during the year

during

30.

year

the

by

appropriations

of

$1,726,846.19
51,485.83

1913

$1,778,332.02

In Fund June 30, 1914

SOUTHWESTERN RAILWAY COMPANY.

K.\NSAS

During the year your Company acquired from the Receivers of the St.
& San Francisco Railroad Company that company's interest in the
and notes of The Kansas Southwestern Railway Company (the stock
of which company has heretofore been owned jointly by your Company
and the St. Louis & San Francisco Railroad Company!. However, under
the terms of the transfer the St. Louis & San Francisco Railroad Company and its successors have the option of re-acquiring such securities
within five years from .\pril 17. 1914, upon payment to your Company
of one-half of the sums expended by it in the maintenance, operation and
improvement of the property.
Louis

stock

MINKLER SOUTHERN RAILWAY.
which was under construction at the date of the last annual
extending from Minkler to Exeter, California, with branch line
connecting with the \"isalia Branch at Cutler, a total of about 40 miles,
has been completed to Exeter since the close of the year and will be
opened for traffic October 1,, 1914.
This

line,

report,

,

OAKLAND WHARF PROPERTY.
for the increasing business of your Company at
points, 30 acres of land with extensive water frontage,

In order to provide
situated

Company
business

at
is

California, have been acquired, upon
present erecting necessary facilities for the

Oakland,
at

offered

which your
handling of

it.

WZST TEXAS CONSTRUCTION.
The extension

of

the

ST. LOUIS, ROCKY MOUNTAIN AND PACIFIC RAILW.\Y.
On August 1, 1913, your Company took possession of this line under

St. Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pacific Company
of the capital stock of the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain
Companv) under a contract of purchase, provided
transfer can be made free of all liens, the consideration being $3,000,000
of 4 per cent, fiftvyear bonds of your Company secured by a mortgage
This line is
on the St. Louis, Rockv Mountain and Pacific Railway.
106.04 miles in length, extending from Des Moines. New Mexico, to L'te
Park, New Mexico, with two branches, one to Raton and one to Koehler,
New Mexico. This line serves a coal mining territory, a large part of
the product of which is used for companv fuel and the balance of which
Company's lines.
is distributed chiefly to points on your

an agreement with the
(the

owner of

and

Pacific

all

Railwav

ADDITIONAL MAIN-TRACK MILEAGE.
The mileage of second track in operation on June 30, 1914, was 974.65
miles as compared with 898.32 at the close of the preceding year, being
an increase of 76.33 miles.

TAXES.

menacing increase in the taxes imposed
Your Company's taxes for the year 1914 were
This represents more than 14>i9<- of the total net income
$5,525,585.30.
which the Company had available for the payment of taxes, interest,
is

called to the

Coleman-Lubbock Line from Lubbock, Texas,

Your Company's taxes have increased 188% in the last ten years,
although the investment in the property has increased in that time less
than 40% and although the net income available for taxes, interest and
dividends has increased in that time less than 45%.
In the last five years the Company's taxes have increased over 83%,
although the investment has increased less than 19% and the net income
available frr taxes, interest, dividends, etc., has increased less than 5%.
While there arc various contributing causes to this condition (including

the exi»iration of some tax exemption-: iv .Arizona and New Mexco), the
principal cause, which continues iri apparently increasing force, is the disposition to increase public expenditures shown by practically all governmental agencies of the States, cities, counties and taxing; districts (not
to mention the Federal Government, whose tax burdens to a large extent
reflected in
fall on the railroads indirectly and therefore are not fully
Governmental agencies generally
the amou.it of railroad taxes paid).
counsel the railroads to increase their economies and to improve their
efiiciencv, and stern necessity, even if there were no other motive, has
forced the railroad companies to do this; but there is nothing to indicate
that the governmental agencies themselves have practiced what they have
The evidences of extravagance in all grades
preached in this respect.
of governmental activity arc very numerous and the evidences of govThe result is proving dangerernmental economies are exceedingly rare.
ously burdensome to the railroad properties of the country.
The movement which has for its aim the assessment of all property at
full value has indirectly largely contributed to the prevailing extravagance.
Rarely have tax rates been reduced in the same measure that assessments
have been increased. Even where State bodies have increased assessments
of all property two and three fold it has been exceedingly difficult to
.Although still in its infancy the
biing a'oout any reduction of local r.ites.
good roads movement has already received large appropriations. Expenditures for this purpose are likely to assume large proportions in the near
future.

GENERAL.
Your Directors feel that heavy responsibilities devolve on them in the
resent state of governmental activities directed at the railroad industries,
has been found almost impossible to make even an approximate estimate
of the cost of "regulation" which has been imposed on us by the State
and National governments. Without criticising the policy of proper supervision, it is fair to say that many of the laws are not only expensive but
Constant
in the opinion of your officers unnecessary and superfluous.
whittling of rates, plus constant legislation which adds to your expenses
Your own
without adding to revenue, have had their inevitable effect.
Ccmpany has been less crippled by these conditions than some of those
less fortunate, but by reference to page 14 it will be seen on how narrow
"There are some evidences of a disa margin we have "been working.
position on the part of those in authority to realize that great injustice
has been done in the guise of regulation and that it is time to call a
halt,
but the relief which the railroads need cannot come until this
disposition shall be transmuted from mere expressions of friendliness into
General words of sympathy will accomplish
positive remedial measures.
nothing if governmental agencies continue in each specific instance to
impose additional burdens or to find excuses for not granting specific
Hence your Directors deem it their duty again to warn stockholders
relief.
that their interests are more endangered by the various governmental
regulations than from any other source.
But in making the foregoing statement the threatening attitude of the
labor organization? must not be lost sight of as a vigorous second in the
Your Company has always shown the utmost
menace of the times.
consideration for its employes, and as a class they are a credit to themLeft to themselves there would be little of which
selves and to the road.
to complain, but the organizations as a body_ have been aggressively demanding increased wages for their members with no regard for the ability
of their employers to pay, and have been steadily demanding, and frequently
with success, many varieties of legislation, such as full-crew bills, designed
Between the repressive forces of (jovernto increase operating expenses.
ment and the demands of organized labor it is evident that the sum
remaining as the share of invested capital is in serious danger.
Under these conditions it is the intention of your Directors to make
no additions or betterments, however desirable, which can not be paid for
out of current earnings, and to continue the policy of incurring no
f

t

.

NORTHWESTERN PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY.
Reference was made in the last annual repo-f-t to the construction of
the line of this company (whose capital stock is owned, one-half by your
Company and one-half by the Southern Pacific Companv) from Wiilits to
Of this mileage 64.47 miles had
Shively, a distance of 105.64 miles.
been constructed at the beginning of the year, 29.10 miles were completed
during the year, leaving only 12.07 miles still to be constructed, the
grading for which was nearing completion at June 30, 1914.

San Francisco Bay

1,

of

dividends, etc.
4 ,975.000.00

retired

Preferred

New Mexico, was completed

March

lines

the

Special attention

$305,010,230.00

Common

Xo. 15

upon railroad propeity.

Issued during the year:
Common Stock issued in exchange for Convertible Bonds
Capital Stock outstanding

57,

during the year and was opened for
The completion of this line closes the gap between
1914.
The Pecos and Northern Texas Railway and the Gulf,
running southeast to the Gulf
Companies
Railway
Santa
Fe
Colorado and
of Mexico and the lines of your Company extending west from Texico
to the Pacific Coast, and places in ser\ice the shortest line between GalIt is expected that through
veston, Texas, and San Francisco, California.
passenger service over this line between the Gulf of Mexico and the
Pacific Coast will be inaugurated during the current year.
Texico,

traffic

on .Tune

$190,836,500.00
114,173,730.00

'

Vol.

to

floating debt.
is the sorrowful duty of your Board to record the death on March
1914, of Byron L. Smith, a member of the Board of Directors since
His active interest in the aflFairs of your Company
14, 1900.
and his knowledge of the territory served by it made him a rn^ost valuable
counselor.
He was a man who realized his responsibilities as a director
and discharged his full duty in serving the interest of others in all
his business affiliations.
It is appropriate that there be placed before the
stockholders this expression of appreciation of his services in their behalf,
and of the loss which has been sustained by his death.
Your Directors take pleasure in acknowledging the faithfml and efficient
ser\-ices of the Companv's officers and emploves during the vear,
EDWARt) P. RIPLEV.
President.

It

22,

November

October

16,
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Vanadium has become favorably known through
alloy in rolled

immroQ

and cast

The
Vanadium
cj

SIMMONSBOARDMAN PUBLISHING COMPANY
WooLWORTH Building, New York.

CHICAGO:

Bldg.

Citizens'

Queen Anne's Chambers, Westminster.

principal application of this metal in

locomotive frames and tires, main rods
and piston rods, crank pins and springs,
I

in all of which it has been in service- long
demonstrate its ability to improve the quality of the
steel either by reducing the breakage, increasing the wear, or
both. This success has prompt.ed an experiment in the apphca-

enough

CLEVELAND:

Transportation BIdg.

LONDON:

to

On

tion of this alloy to rail steel.
L- B.

E. A. Simmons, President.
Sherman, Vice-President.
Henry Lee, Sec'y 6*
The address of the company is the address of the officers.

of
Treas.

rail

process,

account of the service required
in the manufacturing

and the differences inherent

particularly

the

impracticability

heat

of

The reduction in the cost of
more than sixty per cent, is
present, as ^his makes it commercially

mate measure of their value.
vanadium, which has amounted
.

the important feature at

Foss

to

and insures further

possible for this alloy to enter the rail field
tests,

which

number of

will increase the

possibilities of solving

the rail problem.
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October 19 has been set as the day for a rehearing in the eastern
rate case.
Now comes the announcement by the Interstate

Commerce Commission

York, N. Y., as mail matter of the
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samples and oiiice use: that the total copies printed this year to date were
392,700, an average of 9,350 copies a week.
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public a report

own

inherent defects.

Is

it

possible that the

Interstate

Com-

going to permit the confusing, either in
its own deliberations or, still worse, in the public mind, of the
questionable practices of a few men a dozen years ago and the
broad, vitally important economic question of the present straits
of the transportation system of the United States? We venture
to predict that every important fact which the Interstate Commerce Commission is going to "discover" about Rock Island
affairs has been made public already, and the subject has been
is

discussed in the Railway

Age

Gazette.

Is

it

possible that

on them

at present that

they will

minds of even the

let

this

least think-

ing people in connection with the reopening of the rate advance
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One

of the serious drawbacks to efficient yard operation

is

a

lack of appreciation of the importance of high standards of track

MISCELLANEOUS:
•Practical Hints on Operation of Terminal Y'ards
•Eight-Wheel Steel Caboose for the Pennsylvania
Effect of the War on Prices of American Railroad Bonds
•The New Algoma Central Engine House
Railway Affairs in Other Countries
Effect of the Panama Canal on Coastto-Coast Traffi'c

made

New

particular stale scandal cloud the

EDITORIALS:
L^se of

investiga-

Just before the

York, New Haven & Hartford affairs which, regardless of the accuracy of the facts, was presented in a yellow
manner wholly unworthy of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
For years every right-thinking railroad man and banker
has deplored the Rock Island situation. The holding companies
scheme, which vested control of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific Railway in the hands of Daniel G. Reid and Judge Moore,
was and is indefensible. It has fallen to the ground through its

on the

sponsibilities resting

Editorial

with

16,

the commissioners take such a small view of the tremendous re-
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commissioners announced their refusal to grant an increase of

fully

Volume

Rock

Pacific has been set for
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Chicago,
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time, but the service of these rails in the track will be the ulti-
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treating

commonly practiced for locomotive parts, the result of this
experiment will be looked forward to with much interest. The
laboratory tests reported elsewhere in this issue show favorable
comparisons with untreated open hearth rails rolled at the same
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691

694
698
700

and maintenance and the
good locomotives. New 100and
rock
ballast on yard tracks
Maintenance
could not be justified, but on the other
ci
J J
and Standards
•,
,r n.
,.
hand 65-lb. rail and no ballast
are not
economical on yard ladder tracks which frequently carry more
line,
and the same locomotives, alcars
than the main
The importance of better track
though at reduced speeds.
construction in yards is being realized on a number of roads
construction

Yard

necessity for
'b.

rail

,

701

704
706
708

,

,

:
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which are laying heavier rail and using better ballast.
At
the same time the condition of the tracks in the average yard
far below what it should be.
is
As a result there is too
much repairing of tracks after derailments have occurred
and not enough upbuilding to prevent derailments. A derailment not only results in the destruction of track and equipment,
but, more important, it interferes with and ties up the operation
of that portion of the yard until the damage is repaired. Fully
important is the question of proper switching locomotives.
road locomotives which require overhauling are assigned
to switching service for a time to secure a greater mileage be-

is

When
fore

making

trains

repairs

on the main

tion suffers.

Worn

or locomotives too

light

to haul tonnage

line are sent into the yard, the

number

drivers increase the

and are destructive of

yard opera-

of derailments

yard the same as on a main
line.
Likewise, engines too light to handle a full cut of cars
delay operation through the entire yard. J.t is coming to be the

more general
cially

for

operation.

power

practice to equip yards with engines designed espe-

switching service, which

The

is

in

line

with economical

old feeling that as long as the track and motive

will stand

up they

will

do for the yard

is

fast disappear-

ing.
As about forty per cent of the total .time of the average
loaded freight car is spent in yards, an entirely disproportionate part of a railway company's total operating expense is in

and as the

yards

always the first
points of congestion, at least the same effort should be made
to provide facilities necessary for the economical operation and
proper handling of railroad traffic in the yards as on the main
terminals,

its

freight

are

line.

Circular

or Rectangular

Engine Houses

and

furnishes a
good illustration of
proper adaptation of uncommon designs
In most cases where

to local conditions.

such liouses have been

built, as on Eurqpean railways, and in a few instances in this country, the considerations governing their choice have been a desire to economize space or to eliminate the turntable with its possibility of
tying up all engines in the house when it is out of commission.
Neither of these advantages is secured by the Algoma Central

design, for the turntable

is

retained in the center of the house,

and by the use of radial tracks the economy of space inherent
in parallel track arrangements is sacrificed. The controlling factor in this case was the severe climatic conditions prevailing
during the winter months, making it extremely desirable to place
all facilities for handling engines under cover and to provide for
the economical heating of this enclosed space.
In view of the
improvements in turntable design and standards of construction,
and the fact that the table will always be protected from the
weather, the danger of tying up the house by a turntable failure
The slight disadvantage which the
is not worth considering.
house possesses as to the space occupied
for the required engine capacity

was ample and the

was

is

also

unimportant

small, the available space

arrangement of tracks with the conthe outer ends contributes to economy

radial

sequent wide spacing at

working on the engines

in the

house.

The

size of the build-

ing was practically fixed ..by the standard roof truss span adopted
for the adjacent shops, since by using this standard tfuss on the

engine house as well, at least as large a saving was effected as
could have been secured by reducing all dimensions to the allowable minimum.
The use of steel for the frame of the engine
house is also uncommon enough to attract attention. Reliance
is being placed on an English product which is reported to have
the ability to preserve the structural steel against injury by cor-

rosion.
If such protection can be demonstrated to be entirely
adequate for this purpose, it is quite probable that steel construction will be more generally adopted in buildings of this

nature.
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ENGLAND

Railway Inspecting Officers of the British Board of
Trade have recommended the general use of automatic

•*•

train

control

(stopping

apparatus actuated from outside the
Railway Age Gacettc two weeks ago. Not
only that; they realize the likelihood of delay in reaching an
agreement as to what type of apparatus should be used, and
under what conditions, and they go on. therefore, to "strongly
recommend an extended use" of torpedo placers, controlled by
the signals or the signalman, "as a temporary expedient."
(These devices are already used in England to a very limited
extent.)
The inspectors summarize their recommendations as
train), as noted in the

follows

That railway companies should be urged (1)

to take all pos-

ensure that their regulations are strictly adhered
to by their employees, and that the conditions under which the
latter work admit of their so doing
(2) to extend the use of
track circuit in connection with the control of signals or block
instruments; (3) to carry out combined experiments with differsible steps to

;

systems of cab-signaling and automatic control, with the

ent

object of supplementing the present system of semaphore signaling; and meanwhile to extend the use of detonator-placing

ma-

chines.

The
in

significance of these

recommendations

lies in

the fact that

matters affecting safety on railways, these three inspectors,

when

agreed, come pretty near to being the mouthpiece of the
They are not the Board of Trade, and the
Board of Trade takes no radical action without specific authority
from Parliament but the inspectors' opinions are, in effect, the
British government.

;

Rectangular engine house designs are not new, but the one
adopted by the Algoma Central at Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., and
described elsewhere in this issue, is unique

in
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track, while defective locomotives in gen-

eral are inefficient in operation in a

Vol.

government's guide in legislation. And these conservative officers of the Royal Engineers seem to be not in the least worried
about the dangers of "open circuit" schemes. A torpedo machine might be out of order and inoperative, and the failure not
be discovered till a train was wrecked but here we find the
Torpedoes, in
machine recommended without qualification.
enormous numbers, have been and are used in England to repeat
the indications of distant signals in time of dense fog; but here
the inspectors call for their use in clear weather as well. Moreover, they say nothing about a proceed or "all-right" indication,
though the all-right signal of the fogman who attends to the
torpedoes, which is given by hand or hand-lamp, is an important
element in the "fogging" as practiced in England for the last
;

forty years.

.American signal engineers have turned the cold shoulder to
the torpedo machine for the reason

— or for one main reason— that

The conservative
not sure to disclose its own failures.
Englishman is apparently not so conservative as the progressive
it

is

-American.

wrong.

But

It is

this

is

not saying that our British friends are

not for an American to criticize them

if,

instead of

looking to this young country, they take their lesson from their
near neighbor, France, where one large road, as was recently no-

has used torpedo machines for fifty years and claims a
This does not mean that the
machines have never got out of order; the French officer's statement means, we assume, that they have never failed when needed.
The whole system of train running, of which the torpedo apparatus is a part, has never failed in this particular feature;
there is no record of an engineman running past a stop signal.
ticed,

record of 100 per cent efficiency.

Why is the British government taking this advance step? It
can hardly be said that there has been any very marked change
in the safety record of the English roads, as regards passengers'
Are enginemen found to be less careful than
lives and limbs.
formerly?

Some

English railway

Whatever the reason, or motive,

officers

say that they are.

this systematic effort or pur-

pose to prevent all collisions is in every way commendable. Of
the three recomrnendations formulated by the inspectors, the first
one the one which, as a preventive of enginemen's errors, the

—

.'American Railway Association seems to
dently, held to be adequate to

that need to be remedied.

To

deem

sufficient

—

is,

evi-

meet only a part o{ the troubles
what extent the conditions on the
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American roads are different from those in Engfend cannot
perhaps be told with precision; but there will be no dissent from
the proposition that perfect conduct in the locomotive cab is as

a publication devoted primarily to the interests of a particular

best

to be of any real service in establishing satisbetween its constituency and the public, it
must frankly and courageously criticize its constituents when it
thinks they do wrong, as well as defend them wlien it thinks they
class of concerns

factory

much needed here as anywhere, and as greatly desired. When
we get perfect conduct in the cab. or when American railways
generally shall have come as near to it as have the Interborough
and Hudson Terminal subways in Kew York, or as near to it

Intelligent and friendly criticism from such a source is, or
ought to be good for those who receive it. and probably it also
tends to cause the general press and public to respect and be
convinced by what publications having expert knowledge say
in extenuation or defense of the methods and policies of the
concerns with which they are closely identified.
It is for these reasons that the Railway Age Gazette follows
the policy of not only defending railway managements when it

we can purge our rule-books of that perennial source of perAt the same time we. shall relieve
plexity, the flagging rule.
passengers from the annoyance of unnecessary torpedoes and

w

calls in the

flagman.

WHAT WE ARE TRYING TO DO
E

published

John W.

thinks they are unjustly criticized, but also of criticizing them

when it thinks they deserve it. There have been cases where
railway men have found fault with this paper, because they have
thought either that things which it has said were unjust to the railways or were things that should have been left to be said by other

in a recent issue a brief abstract of a paper by
Alvord, an eminent consulting engineer, on the

"How Can

Engineers Best Utilize the Technical Journals?" One answer to Mr. Alvord's question is that neither engineers nor any class of readers can utilize technical papers at
subject,

all

a

make them

unless they are so edited as to

proper function of

all

classes

of

really useful.

periodical

is

relations

are unjustly attacked.

as appears to be the case on the Orleans Railway, of France,

from the midnight whistle that

683

if they were to be said at all.
But it has been a
cause of satisfaction and encouragement to us that apparently a
large majority of railway officers have endorsed our policy of

publications

It is

publications

to

we have

times what

publish matter regarding current affairs which has merely the

saying at

purpose and effect of satisfying the curiosity of their readers as
But the trade and technical press has
to what is going on.
more important functions and to be really useful they must per-

establishing better relations between the railways and the public,

form those functions.
Their main functions, the functions without which they would
have no excuse for their existence are First, to aid in establishing and maintaining good relations between their constituencies and the rest of the public; and, second, to help their
readers to do their work better, and thereby contribute toward
increasing the efficiency of industrial and commercial operations.
The Railway Age Gacette ventures at this time, with more or
less modesty, to say to its readers, that it is trying as hard as
it can to perform in the field of railway transportation all of
:

all

can be no question that
it

<

is

chiefly because

it

if

this

honestly thought, and there

paper

contributing toward

is

does follow this policy.

As important as is the work of a trade or technical paper in
helping to establish good relations between industries with which
it

is

and the

identified

work of helping

importance

public, of yet greater

is

its

management and
The Railway Age

to increase the eflSciency of the

'operation of the concerns in

its

special field.

Gazette has decided that it may best do. this in its field, by keeping in close touch w'ith the problems of those actively engaged
in practical work for railways and railway supply concerns, and
then making its columns a clearing house for the exchange of

do we have

most illuminating experiences of these
and this is the chief thing that we are trying to
do. For example One of the main problems of railway operating
officers is to get more effective service out of freight cars.
The
Ion miles per freight car per day and year are too small, and one

news, but

of the principal reasons

long,

enough

the proper functions of a technical paper.
the curiosity of

its

It is

trying to satisfy

readers regarding the developments taking

place in their field by publishing current railway news.

Not only

a large department devoted solely to current railway
it is seldom that we publish an article, either short or
which does not possess the element of timeliness. But
what we are trying most to do is to accomplish the other two
great purposes above mentioned.
A publication devoted to the interests of any class of large
concerns cannot at the present time set for itself any more difficult or important task than that of helping them to establish
and maintain good relations with the general public. Large concerns of all kinds are under fire and their future will depend
very largely on the kind of treatment they shall receive from
the public.
Of no class of concerns is this more true than of
;

the railways.
relations

It is essential to

the establishment of satisfactory

between the roads and the public that the public shall

be to the largest

extent possible

supplied

with

all

the facts

which tend to show how well managed the railways are and
what they are doing to promote the interests of the public. But
the relations of railways and large concerns to the public are
not going to be made and kept satisfactory merely by telling
the people how virtuous and well-managed they are. There have
been so many disclosures of shortcomings in the management of
large concerns of various kinds in recent years that the public
that the way in which many of them have been managed has been far from perfect, and it is not going to be fooled
by partisan attempts to defend what is indefensible. Therefore,
publications intelligently devoted to the interests of classes of
business concerns which are the subjects of popular discussion
realize that they would not render their constituencies the best
possible service, to say nothing of doing their duty to the public,
if they told merely the good things their constituencies did or
tried to defend everj'thing that they did, or even if they told and
defended only what they did that was defensible and passed over

knows

in silence the things that they did

which were not defensible.

If

the best

ideas and the

practical

men

;

:

is

that cars are not handled expeditiously

and terminal yards. It seemed, therefore,
and terminal yards was
a subject needing thorough discussion, and it was to secure this
that we advertised sometime since for papers on the handling of
cars in classification yards, and that we later advertised for papers on the handling of cars in terminal j'ards. Articles on the
handling of cars in classification yards were published sometime
ago, and, it is hoped and believed, proved of much value.
More
recently a large number of very able papers on the handling of
cars in terminal yards has been received. The first of them was
published last week, and the rest will follow in later issues. It
was to contribute what we could toward increasing efficiency in
railway mechanical departments that our Mechanical Edition
was established; and it was to contribute toward increasing the
eflSciency of maintenance of way work that our monthly Maintenance of Way section was established. We believe the various
discussions of means of increasing efficiency have accomplished
their objects because they have been participated in by railway
in classification

that the handling of cars in classification

men who are among the best equipped in the country to deal
with the subjects on which they have written.
The extent

which a publication such as this can be made
depends, however, very greatly on the
it secures the confidence, support and co-operation
of its readers. We have the co-operation of our readers to such
an extent as to encourage the hope and belief that we have their
confidence. But, we venture to confide to them that if they are
satisfied with the Railway Age Gazette and what it is doing they
to

of real practical value

extent to which

think better of

it

than

its

it

can be

made much

We

editors do.

out a good and useful paper; but
better and

of the country will help us.

The

we

more
best

think

we

are getting

are but too well aware that
useful, if the railway

way

men

they can help us, and

:
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is to make the Railway Age Gazette more
and more a clearing house for their own ideas and experience.
doing our level best for you. but you can
reader,
we
are
Gentle
help us do better for you. If you have any suggestions to offer
or any criticisms to advance, which you think might tend to help
us to make this paper more useful to railways and railway men,
don't hesitate to communicate them to us. What we are tn,ing
to do is to make every issue of the Railway Age Gazette such
that it will be of real practical scnicc to men in every rank and
branch of the railway organizations of America.

thereby help themselves,
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meal and cake, and oil was an additional 2.73 per
however, the price received for the cotton crop
represents a large proportion of the income of a great number of
people in Southern Railway territory, the loss in revenue to the
railway from the inability of the cotton planters to sell their
cotton is by no means measured by the loss that would result
from the non-movement of 5 per cent of the total tonnage. On
the other hand, since the growth in prosperity, both of the Southern Railway and the people served, has been sound, the problem
presented by the cotton situation is one which, if met in the
proper spirit, should entail but a temporary loss and may in
the long run have actually beneficial results, in that it may lead
seed, hulls,
cent.

Since,

more diversified agriculture in the South. How the situation
being met cannot be better expressed than in President Fairfax
Harrison's own words in the annual report to his stockholders

to

""PHE
^

south

war

is

at

present

principally,

of

seriously affected by the

course,

because of the

European

difficulties

of

While the prosperity of
financing and selling the cotton crop.
the rest of the country has had both ups and downs since 1907,
the prosperity of the south has grown steadily during these

is

The loss in revenue since the beginning of the European war and the
outlook for the immediate future have demanded a strict policy of retrenchThe consequent reduction of service
ment, always a disagreeable duty.

The Southern Railway System
years and this growth has been sound as well as rapid. One of
the most, if not the most, important factors in this growth in
prosperity has been the improvement, both in aims and ideals and
in actual quality and quantity of service, of the transportation sys-

tem of the South. Even in the fiscal year ended June 30, 1914,
there was no serious interruption to the Southern Railway's
progress. Total operating revenues amounted to $69,534,000, an
increase

over the

previous year

of 1.47

per cent;

expenses

to $18,963,000. an increase of 6.38 per cent over the
previous year; and after the payment of taxes and interest there
was available for dividends $4,840,000 as against $7,079,000 the

amounted

The

actual tonnage of cotton carried by the Southern Railway
In the fiscal year
its total tonnage.

not a large percentage of

ended June

annum have been voluntarily and loyally reduced in fair proportions. Under
these circumstances the board has deemed that it was fair also for the preAccordingly,
ferred stockholders to share the necessities of the situation.
although the full 5 per cent on the preferred stock was safely earned for the
year before the current acute conditions were apparent, the dividends declared
Furthermore,
for the year were reduced from 5 per cent to 413 per cent.
the dividend for the second half of the year was declared payable not in
cash but in scrip, redeemable in five years and meanwhile be^ng interest
at the rate of 4 per cent per

annum.

judge adequately of the results of operation of a great
railway property like that of the Southern in one year as com-

To

year before.
is

of employees means a reduction of the opportunity of many men to earn
the livelihood to which they have been accustomed, and it has seemed fair
to the officers that they too should share the sacrifice, so that as a temporary measure the salaries of all officers earning in excess of S2,500 per

30, 1914,

it

was but

2.48 per cent,

and the tonnage of

pared with another it is essential that a general picture of the
property, the requirements of its service and the sources of its

:

October
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income be kept vividly

in

mind;

The company operates

miles of road, the greater part of which

a

is

7,010

network of branch

connecting one community with another, built originally in

lines

the majority of cases irrelevantly to any general scheme of trans-

To have

operated this great mass of intersecting mileage as separate local lines would have not only been impossibly
expensive if any kind of service were to be given, but it would
portation.

have failed utterly to develop the natural resources of the counand of its people. The line running from Washington to
Atlanta naturally forms a main artery of traffic on which the
movement of both freight and passengers must be uncongested
and performed so economically as to offset the cost of running
trains on branch lines where traffic conditions make such operation unprofitable, although such operation is necessary to meet
the requirements of public service.
The old main line of the
Southern Railway was single-track, 60 and 70-lb. rail, with an
almost constant ascending or descending grade of 1 per cent.
The Washington-Atlanta line now is about two-thirds of it
double-track, the total road mileage being 649 miles, of which
about 400 miles has double-track. The double-track is stone ballasted, laid with 90-lb. rail, and has a maximum grade of 0.5
per cent. Arrangements have been made for the completion of
this double-track work and the company has available for sale to
pay for this work $20,000,000 Atlanta & Charlotte Air Line bonds.
This capital expenditure on betterment of the main line, although
the most expensive single piece of work, is typical of the policy
of improvement which, however, must of necessity proceed only
so. rapidly as can be justified by increasing business as a whole.
try

Mounting

expenses have been one of the great problems of

the Southern

amounted

One source

Railway as of other railways.

expense

creased

deserves

special

Taxes

mention.

of in-

in

191+

to $2,679,000, an increase of 8 per cent over the pre-

This is out of all proportion to the increase in railway revenues or increased land values in the South and shows
a shortsighted attitude on the part of the public authorities that
Nevertheless, the manin time public opinion ought to correct.
vious year.

agement has consistently stuck to its conviction that the growth
of the railway property and the growth of the prosperity of the
people served were so intimately connected that nothing which
be reflected in adversity
to the other. A retrenchment which meant a saving in dollars and
.cents directly to the railway company, but which adversely afadversely affected the one could

fail to

make

fected the ability of the people served to

opportunities

This
tistics

is

was

a shortsighted

the most of their

economy.
traffic sta-

ended June

axiomatic

30,

1914.

It

is

that the shipper does not suffer, but that the railway does gain

economy

of service, especially in local passenger service,

is

not enough that

go from

all

may

who

trains.

desire within the

week

of 0.15 per cent.

membered,

made by

the Interstate

extra passenger-train mileage

competition, a reduction in this mileage

is

is

the result of

generally a profitable

for the railroad and not a loss to the public; but a re-

duction in passenger-train mileage which represents an impairment of Service, even where the service is unprofitable, or a
failure to increase passenger-train mileage to meet a reasonable

increased demand for it, even where such additional train mileage
This at least is
is not profitable, is an uneconomical economy.
the view that the Southern Railway management takes and it
might be called the statesmanlike way of regarding rates and
service as contrasted with the Interstate

Commerce Commission's

leaning theoretically toward making each branch of the service

pay

its

lis

own way.
i*:

odities

assuming, of course, that ther
moving to market. There wa

in 1913.

52 per cent of the total revenue train-miles and exceeded the
total freight-train mileage by 2,607,000, while revenue from passengers was but 27.62 per cent of the total revenue from transportation,

striking.

is

will

It

be seen, therefore, that the pro-

portion of trains to travelers was maintained in 1914, the average

number of passengers per

On

The revenue

and 1913.
was materially
was 275 tons

train being 46 in both 1914

the other hand, the trainloading of freight

increased.

freight-trainload in 1914

as against 260 tons in 1913, an increase of 6.14 per cent, and the

company freight, was 339 tons in 1914
The trainload is not small when we
proportion of train-miles run on main line to the

total trainload, including

as against 321 tons in 1913.

consider the

proportion of train-miles run on branch

The

total

tonnage carried

The average

450,000.

The average
in

in 1914

length of haul

ton-mile rate was 9.83

lines.

was 29,650,000; in 1913, 29.was 155 miles in both years.
mills in 1914 and 9.82 mills

1913.

The economies in the handling of freight would have been in
more clearly reflected in comparative transportation expenses were it not for two principal factors — increases in wage
1914

scales

and the addition of passenger trains and passenger trainwhich offset these economies.
in 1914 amounted to $25,052,000,

mileage

—

Total transportation expenses

an increase of $1,447,000 over 1913; but of this increase $566,000

was an increase

in

payments for injuries

to persons, so that leav-

ing out this probably abnormal factor, transportation expenses in-

creased but 3 per cent.

Maintenance of way was $8,780,000
1913.

in

in 1914 as against $9,040,000

In addition there was spent for what the Interstate

which

but

the

additions, and betterments,
Railway management considers ex-

classifies

Southern

as

penditures for upkeep, $2,540,000 in 1914 as against $2,083,000 in
1913.

The Southern Railway

financed

its

company

notes and $1,250,000

sold $10,000,000 3-year 5 per cent collateral

first

consolidated mortgage 5 per cent bonds.

net increase in outstanding bonds and notes
in

was

$11,226,000,

equipment trust obligations, $3,238,000.

The following

table

shows the principal

figures for operation in

1914 as compared with 1913
Average mileage operated
Freight revenue
Passenger revenue
Total operating revenues
Maint. of way and structures
Maint. of equipment

expenses
Transportation expenses
General expenses
Traffic

Total operating expenses

Taxes ... ..
Operating income
Gross income
Net income
Dividends

1913
1914
7,036
7.033
$45,077,048 $44,943,748
19,004.783
18,220,489
68.529,490
69.533.697
9,098,912
9,275,553
11.290,337
11,974,090
2,243,556
2,094.010
25,051,780
23,605,046
2,202.836
2.008,977
48.273,924
50,571,175
2,480.387
2,679,390
17,855,715
16,310,958
21,221,686
19,578.364
7.078,625
4.839.706
2,700.000*
3,000,000

Appropriations for additions and better-

ments
Surplus

no undue delay in handling
such delay on the Southern.

—

—

and

economy

in

the decrease in

freight-train locomotive mileage, the
being 16,586,000 miles, which is less by 5.81 per cent
In this connection the fact pointed out by President
Harrison that passenger train-miles for the year aggregated over

than

merce Commission, apparently, ignores in its theoretical dictum
that each branch of the service should bear its share of the total

Where

was 15,756,000,
it must be remixed-train miles; and an even better showing is
freight-train mileage in 1914

total in 1914

The

It is this fact that

4,584,000.000 in 1914, an increase

a decrease of 5.31 per cent, with a decrease also,

Com-

expenses.

The

was

the year the

Athens, Ga., to Lula should within the week have a

train provided for them.

of ton-miles handled

It

be of even

community than the speed of

the people

—

number

to

in

greater importance to the

an increase over 1913 of S.15 per cent. Passenger-train mileage
was 18,362,000 in 1914, an increase of 5.63 per cent, with, however, a considerable decrease in mixed-train mileage
887,000
mixed-train miles in 1914 as against 599,000 in 1913. The total

is
particularly fortunate in having
immediate needs before the European war began.
At the end of the year the company had on hand $15,393,000 cash,
with total working liabilities of $13,892,000, which included but a
nominal amount $455,000 of loans and bills payable. During

proportion to the reduction in train-miles of freight
trains necessary to handle the total freight business.* This statement, however, does not apply to passenger business. Frequency

•in

what the Southern Railway is doing, the
was 888,300,000 in 1914,

illustration of

of passengers carried one mile

Commerce Commission

rather strikingly illustrated in the train and

for the fiscal year

As an
number

685

91.929
2,047,777

48,660
4,029,965

*The serai-annual dividend on the preferred was reduced in second half
of the year from lYi per cent to 2 per cent and was paid in scrip and
not in cash.
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basic principles of terminal operation are simple, but their
application is difficult because of lack, or inconvenient layout, of

tracks and warehouses; irregularities in road service; unfavorable power conditions; orders for special services; or lack of

support on the part of superior officers.
The most important requirement is order and regularitj'. Run
of business settles into a rut in which it continues with but few
and infrequent interruptions, season fluctuations here being considered as regular. All yard work should follow its regular rou-

some irregular occurrence makes necessary the master's
That terminal is necessarily inefficiently operated and
direction.
is most easily disorganized and thrown into confusion, where the
tine until

directing head has to give orders for details of ordinary routine.
The criterion by which to judge of the qualifications of a super-

intendent of terminals or of a yardmaster, is in the minimum of
direct attention he is obliged to give to the ordinary details of
operation.

At the outset conditions must be made to secure the greatest
degree of order and regularity. Patrons must be made to understand that yard work, to be effective, must be in regular routine,
that their requests for cars, switching, or forwarding, may not be
attended to at any time to suit their convenience, but that they
anticipate their needs

between man and man.

The man who allows

tion to affect his treatment of those

Md.

The

must

ing of avoidance of rough handling and errors of other kindsThe foundation of discipline is found in an even observance of
justice as

Lincoln Hutchixs
Ohio, Baltimore,

This Subject

Yardmaster and Superintendent

SECOND PRIZE REGULARITY THE FIRST ESSENTIAL
THE OPERATION OF A TERMINAL
By

Discussing

Yards

Terminal

of

and give such timely notice as

will

permit of doing their work in the regular order laid down for
the guidance of the switching crews, with the assurance that only
Interference
in this way can they be best served all of the time.

his diges-

under him. or who does not

recognize their individuality, cannot secure that discipline that is
requisite in all railroad work. Treatment of men as though they

had sold

their individuality for a per

diem

is

a most expensive

method, while interested consideration of the welfare of subordinates pays large dividends.

necessary for the efficient control of any
a thorough knowledge of conditions and requirements of operation love of order and regularity love of justice
and the "square deal" tact in handling men. both employees and

The

qualifications

terminal are

:

;

;

;

patrons

resourcefulness in emergencies, and ability to secure and

;

men with
adequate remuneration.
use records, and

all

these qualifications are entitled to

Upon large systems it is not enough to have competent men in
charge of its terminals. There should be a staff of men familiar
with conditions and methods at all terminals. A competent man
with good observing powers, having the all-round information
which a study of all the terminals would give him, would be able
to suggest efficiencies now undreamed of and to reduce the unit
costs which have grown to such large proportions during the past

He

decade.

could formulate a code of best practices and assist in

establishing schedules and standards of operation.

The breaking up
arrive,

if

of trains should proceed as fast as the trains

that be possible, so that the receiving tracks

may always

The neglect of this has been a fruitful cause of special orders to make quick delivery of cars arriving
times, when they have been aldifferent
trains
different
upon
at
be open for incoming trains.

lowed to accumulate upon the receiving

tracks.

A

regular order

with such orderly procedure leads to
a demoralization of the work, and prevents adherence to schedule
performance, if indeed it does not prevent the adoption of any

rush cars containing perishable, or immediate
demand, freight should be adopted and no iiiterference with it
tolerated. This is particularly true if prompt delivery of all such

schedules for the work. Such interference greatly increases the
terminal costs; increases which cannot be located in any item and
consequently are undiscoverable in any analysis of costs.
In all railroad operation time is almost the most important ele-

business is to be maintained. \r\ order for special service for one
consignee will seriously interfere with the orderly delivery of all
other similar consignments, even if it does not affect materially

by

traffic,

ment and

or other,

particularly so in

superintendent will
all

officials

know

all

yard work

;

hence a good yard

by actual study the standard time for

the different operations and hold his subordinates as closely

thereto as may be possible. It is entirely practicable to determine
the average time for breaking up trains, making deliveries to each
particular siding, switching at houses, industrial layouts, private

and to secure the actual time
each of these services with the number of cars handled

for

handling

all

other routine.

As

it

takes no longer to marshal cars before, rather than after

all cars for outbound freight houses should be
put in order for forwarding before being placed in the houses.
This provision adds to the surety of proper loading, as the cars

they are loaded,

for certain points will always be at the same berths. The freight
house men soon learn the location of these cars and misloading

also permits of the localizing of receiv-

tracks, stock yards, icing, weighing,

naturally diminishes.

used

ing doors, so that shipments

in

may

be received at points nearest

which they are to be forwarded. These houses and
perhaps warehouses are the only ones which should have stub
the cars in

in each.

Records are necessary to the efficient operation of any terminal.
superintendent should have placed upon his desk at regularly
showing not only the work done as a
whole, but the efficiency of each switching crew. Unit records,
made contemporaneously with the work, are simple and feasible,
while tabulations are cheaply made by sorting and entering upon
properly prepared tables. The use of tickets, similar to the transfer slips used by trolley car conductors, provide a cheap and efIts

stated times a tabulation

means for the making of such records.
Employment of men is a matter of the greatest importance, yet
one which has received scant attention. Because a man has two
arms and two legs is no sign that he will make a good yard man.
There are certain simple tests which will very clearly determine
a man's characteristics and these should be applied before setting
the man at work. The personal injury column would be largely
reduced were men of careless disposition eliminated, to say nothfective

*Thc first prize article submitted in the recent contest on
was published in the Railway Age Gazette of October 9.

It

this

subject

tracks.

Cars should flow regularly from the breaking up tracks into the
tracks leading to inbound freight houses, which should have a

shght downward grade so that freight house men can bar them
along as needed, thus saving the attendance of a switching locomotive and crew the only requirement being the removal of all
empties before they block the house tracks.
Switching upon team tracks should be done at definite times,
even if two, three, or more puUings should be established during
the 24-hour day. Such times should synchronize with the business
;

habits of the

these tracks

community

may come

so that the disturbance of cars

at times

when

least

upon

used by patrons and

also at such times as loading, or unloading, naturally finishes.

Switching at other times leads to waste of car time

in that

it

in-

upon these tracks, prevents the
opportune setting of other cars and reduces the time of cusunloading.
tomers for loading and

creases the time of empty cars

October
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points there should be reciprocal relationship with

At junction

the head of the connecting terminal in order to secure an ef-

Frequent consultations

of cars.

ficient transfer

smooth out the

frictions before they

little

to interfere with the orderly flow of traffic.

by both roads

marshahng

make
it

we

again have the neces-

results in trains being

elimination of

Yard and despatching forces need to
harmony in this respect. Fifteen minutes waiting for
very much more economical than crew waiting 15 minutes

costly delays in the yard.

work
crew

in
is

for train.

In transferring heavy freight there must .be co-operation between the freight house and yard forces, and a man should be put
in charge of this work who can bring about such co-operation.
Exact records of costs of this work, put up to the proper official,
often lead to a cure of the causes
sary, especially

when

In conclusi£>n, the

mined only by

the cause
efficient

intelligent study of that yard, the introduction of

records of actual results to compare with the

Supplementing
all

terminals,

this there is

need for some one

whose whole duty

to secure

is

standards.

to be familiar with

most

tlie

efficient

yard

operation throughout the road's territory.

THE ADVANTAGES OF A CAR DESPATCHER

'

By
Division

D.

S.

Farley

Superintendent, .Atchison, Topeka

The operation

& Santa

of a large terminal yard

Fe, Kansas City,

Mo.

very similar to flowIf obstructions are placed in the stream the water

ing water.

dams back immediately, and
aster occurs.

If business

is

if

is

there are enough obstructions, dis-

well handled and the system perfect,

move through without delay or confusion the shipping puband the management is pleased. But let the system

cars

;

lic is satisfied

be poor and the organization bad, cars go wrong, and delays follow, the stream

is

dammed, confusion ensues and then follow bad

feeling, diversion of business
tion.

The two most

and a generally deplorable condi-

essential things to obtain the best results are

organization and system.

ORGANIZATION

To

get the best results the superintendent in charge of a ter-

minal must surround himself with loyal and competent men.
Once having formed an organization he must outline his policy

heads and then leave it to them to obtain the
can run the same job at the same time and
no two men ever do things in the same way. By placing the responsibility squarely up to the individual, it tends to make him
use his own head at all times, and he will manage to overcome
difficulties that otherwise would stall him.
A man that cannot or

to his subordinate
results.

No two men

assume responsibility should be dispensed with, not only
for the good of the service, but also of the man himself.
A system of reports, daily, weekly and monthly, can easily be
arranged which will keep the superintendent advised of what is
being accomplished, leaving him time for more important things.
will not

The superintendent who

tries to

handle detail places himself in
is being paid a

the class of cheaper help, or, in other words, he

superintendent's salary for doing

work

that the messenger or a

clerk could do, leaving the office of superintendent vacant.

Frequent meetings of all heads of departments, preferably
weekly, should be held in the superintendent's office to discuss
matters of importance and a free discussion should be indulged
by

The superintendent can

well afford t<i have his departhaving such meetings in order
to get the benefit of their ideas, and any new ideas advanced
should be given careful consideration. Such meetings do much to
bring about harmony and good feeling, eliminating the old and
erroneous departmental feeling, and help the service wonderfully.
in

all.

ment heads understand

that he

is

The superintendent should
be sure that he has

all

be very careful in his discipline, to

the facts before him before he assesses

A

kind talk to a loyal and well-meaning employee,
make a better and more loyal man,
while a harsh letter of reprimand may destroy his loyalty. Habitual carelessness should not be tolerated, but no man who can
be made into a good man should be dismissed, unless the case is
so grievous that it would be bad policy to retain the culprit in the
discipline.

pointing out his error, will

service.

SYSTEM

So
and a

operation of any yard can be deter-

schedules with standards of performance, and the setting up of
unit

meate the lower classes and business will be handled with the
least expense.
In other words, through a good organization of
loyal men, economy of operation can be reached and through no
other way.

making such transfers neces-

bad loading.

is

They make each man feel that he has a personal interest in the
welfare of the company and that he should remove all obstacles
that make it hard for another department to do business.
Once
such a feeling exists among the heads of departments, it will per-

made up and ready

crews and the

of the

regular calling

be gained
endeavor to

easier for "the other fellow."

trains for forwarding

sity for regularity as

for the

it

do much to

Much may

their respective terminal heads will

if

so deliver cars as to
In

will

become large enough

66/

far as possible there should be a time for doing everything
set

way

for transfers

of doing

it.

that

from one yard

is

;

a regular time should be

made

to another, deliveries to connecting

and setting team tracks or
will occur which
necessitate some variation, but it is surprising how few exist

lines,

setting of the house, pulling

Emergency cases of course

handling industries.
will

When a time is
understand the work to that time, it
eliminates special runs, leaving the power that would be so occupied, to do its regular work.
This reduces overtime and moves
the business with regularity.
Each yardmaster should be assigned a yard or territory, over
which he has control so far as the handling of the business is
concerned, and he must understand that he will be held personally
responsible for the proper handling of all business through that
particular yard or territory. The yards should then again be divided into yard clerk's or yard checker's territories, and they
should understand that they must keep a complete check of their
territory and not allow cars to be delayed for any cause.
They
will make reports as directed by the offices and work directly with
the offices on the telephone, or with the yardmaster in their
when

a regular system has once been adopted.

set for

doing work and

all

locality.

In the superintendent's

office

there should be a car despatcher,

who will keep a check from reports sent him, of all movements.
On inbound business, the bills or their equivalents should be kept
on the inbound carload desk, for every car until some disposition
is given for it.
As soon as disposition is given, the bills should be
removed from the case and the car ordered and carded. At regular intervals, a report of all cars ordered, showing the number,
initial, contents and destination, should be given to the car desoffice, who will copy these onto a
sheet which he keeps constantly before him. until the car reaches

patcher in the superintendent's
its

destination.

If a car does not reach

industry, a connecting line, house or

should consult his

last

clerk by telephone, in

on

until he locates

it,

its

team

destination, be

it

an

track, the despatcher

location of the car, and reach the yard

whose territory it was last reported, keeping
and then keeping after the yardmaster until

moved. A delayed car should be given preferred attention.
The yard clerk's reports must go to the car despatcher in the superintendent's office where delays, movements of cars, etc., can be
checked, and reports should be made frequent enough to permit
of every car ready to move, being traced by the despatcher quickly
enough to prevent serious delays.
Under normal conditions 95 per cent of all cars in a terminal
move with regularity, but the 5 per cent are the ones which become lost, placed on sidings, overlooked or delayed, causing complaints, claims, correspondence, bad feeling and diversion of business. Let one car be delayed or poorly handled, and it will cause
more hard feeling than can be offset by the perfect handling of 99
other cars. The yard checks turned in to the despatcher makes
it possible for him to keep after delayed cars and keep them moving before they have caused trouble. By this plan it will be noted
it

is

that every car, regardless of its contents or importance, has a

:
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-tracer after

The same

it.

plan should be followed on outbound

the

Vol.

57,

resourcefulness and
alertness of the officers
That under normal conditions it takes about

No. 16

in

charge.

long to
move a car of freight through one terminal as to haul it 100
miles in road movement. Were it not for this condition, thousands of freight cars would be available in times of shortage
which are now tied up in their snail's pace movement through
our terminals, and thousands more would need never have been
2.

-cars.

Each day's reports when completed should be closed up and
These records will give a complete
for future reference.
history of the movement of every car through the terminals, and
will furnish valuable information in handling claims and other
filed

correspondence, as well as eliminate a vast quantity of unnecessary correspondence. The completion of these daily sheets consists of showing every car at its destination, the time ordered,

as

built.
3.

That appro.ximately 70 per

cent, of the total freight trans-

bad order, the time
consumed in getting to and from the repair track and the time
on this track; if held for any purpose, the time and reason there-

portation expenses pertain to the direct cost of yard and road

This furnishes the superintendent immediately, information
concerning delays wliich otherwise might go on for a long time

position of our yards in the

time set and the average time in moving.

If

movement which represent about

35 per cent, of the total operat-

ing expenses chargeable to freight.

for.

In view of the strategical

movement

of traffic, this percentage

has added significance and becomes worthy of equally as much
careful research and highly trained thought as is devoted either
On
to the maintenance of way or motive power departments.

and do much damage before being corrected. Also, these reports
are totaled and averaged, which gives him a correct idea of the
average time consumed in switching the entire terminal or any

how many

attention given to the science of
is this
road and yard operations? It should be noted
W.
& S. expenses run about 20 per
by comparison that M.
cent, and M. P. expenses 25 per cent, of the total operating

railroads

part thereof.

transportation

cost of maintaining the despatcher's force is more than offby the elimination of expense in other directions. As all cars
move promptly and in regular connections, the old plan of making
special moves to get some delayed car to its destination is eliminated. The prompt moving of all business stops correspondence,

expenses.

The

set

— to

In special

While we cannot, then, prescribe a formula for yard practhere .are a number of controlling factors that deserve
special emphasis, and which demand as much training and

cases where the detailed handling of a car is asked, the information can be given immediately from the despatcher's sheets, as

thoughtful study as each of our organizations can acquire.
Road Power and Engine Terminals. The necessity {or ade-

not only with the public, but

among

the employees.

^Ba&e

for

dered until

set,

fWefbssenger

and the cause for any delays

it

it

is

may have

or-

en-

ANALYTICAL STUDY OF YARD DESIGN AND OPERATION
By

J.

H. Hopkins

Pennsylvania Lines West, South West System, Columbus, Ohio.

man

railway transportation the operation
of terminal yards is a factor too variable to fall within the
scope of those phases of the railroad problem for which "plans
and specifications" may be drawn up and a standard practice
Each location of a
adopted with higher efficiency as its aim.
the practical

terminal yard,
its

own

in

each breaking-up point for through traffic has
for solution dependent upon a variety of

difficulties

influences.

yard becomes an individual study in transportation efficiency, and as has been suggested, in public servThat this involves a vital factor in our transportation probice.

So we

^01^-

quate road power and engine terminal facilities is of first importance if a yard is to be kept open and receiving tracks clear
for the free entrance of incoming trains.
hear the yardmaster say "Take the trains

countered.

To

trac/(_

a Large Classification and Tenninal Yard at the JuncHon o< Four Main Line Divisions

the entire liandling of the car from the time

show

they

Suggested Design

—

I

l-OJOr.

A

tice,

find every

lem we need only be reminded
1. That terminal yards are the gateways through which the
entire volume of our freight traffic must pass and when we allow
any of these gateways to become clogged, the whole train of
traffic on one division, or as frequently happens, on a number
of adjoining divisions, becomes affected, perhaps completely
paralyzed, depending upon the severity of the blockade and

Oqe

will

frequently

from me as

fast

as

made up, and I can classify all that arrive without holding them
To do this we must have ample power for outbound
out."
movement, and. equally as important, engine facilities that will
insure the prompt handling and preparation of the locomotives.
It is wasteful to have an excess of power to oflfset the unnecesThe design of
sary delays in preparing engines for service.

engine terminals should provide for such water, coal, ash pit,
inspection pit and turntable facilities, and track arrangements
that engines will move through in minimum time and with least
interference to

traffic.

Yard Power.— Yard power, more frequently proving inadequate as to quality than quantity, is a feature too often neglected, resulting in locomotives unsuited to the work required,

and

in

frequent interruptions to classification as well as indus-

work, a loss which is always permanent, offset by no advantages whatever. The. amount of time lost in switching with
old and wornout power frequently breaking down in service,
or with engines too light for quick movements with average
Using such power at
loading, is more than we often realize.
trial

busy points is a false economy, too commonly practiced. More
or
particularly should this be guarded against at outlying points
intermediate yards through industrial districts where shop facil-

October

ities
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are lacking and engines must be run to the nearest terminal

for light repairs of almost any nature.

Inconvenience to manufacturer, interruption to work and loss of crews' time are, in
such instances, aggravating and costly to all concerned.
Yard Design. The design of a yard, like its operation, is de-

—

pendent on too many indeterminate factors to allow of a standard plan, even for yards of the same type. In the accompanying
diagram, drawn to typify an ideal arrangement for a large
classification j'ard at the junction of four divisions,

features

may

mentioned as applicable

be

some

salient

any terminal of

to

this character or of less extensive proportions.

arrangement of engine terminal and
movements and the
crossing of traffic wherever possible.
The grade of receiving
yards, while depending often on the contour of site selected,
should approximate, where possible, the ruling grade of the
division over which incoming trains arrive.
In this way the
road engine performs a good share of the work of lifting the
The yard power
cars up to the summit for gravity switching.
Attention

called to the

is

running track

facilities

to avoid conflicting

then required to shove trains over the hump will be considerably
than were the receiving yard level with a sharp rise to the

less

summit.

The apex

hump

of the

should be placed sufficiently

fall through the ladder tracks to the
and thence a continuing grade which will
carry cars as far along as desired. The hump profiles shown on
the accompanying diagram have been designed to give this

high to give an effective
yard,

classification

689

from
movements

pulling out tracks

the classification or advance yard so as

main

and clear the yard as
and air
tested.
Advance tracks should be provided to allow for emergency room where trains cannot be taken promptly by despatcher, for classification tracks must be cleared to avoid blocking operations at the hump.
Where road engines get their trains from the classification yard
it is not necessary to
have yard power to haul the cars to a
departure yard. At large yards this will save two engines at
each classification yard.
This plan requires that classification
to

facilitate

to the

line

rapidly as possible after road engines are coupled on

tracks
to

be of 50 per cent

hold the

maximum

such that cuts will

greater

capacity

than that required

and the grade of tracks must be
run freely and couple up to cars ahead.
train,

While

it is true that with this practice the engine provided for
returning car droppers will be needed often to make couplings

and shove down cuts, and that a road engine will occasionally
meet some delay in throwing out shop cars or the like, it is
doubtful whether these drawbacks offset the saving of yard
power that can be effected where the classification yard can be
designed with the proper grade and sufficient capacity for this
method.
Where yards are located on single or double track railroads,
it is important that freight running tracks should be provided at
either end of the yard that outbound trains may get away
promptly and the throat not be congested by holding trains for

•'"SZ-,

4 ;,->

oioxs
^Caboose yard

A

Suggested Design

for

a Large Classification and Terminal Yard

ideal condition as nearly as possible, though

it

is

realized that

loaded and empty cars, difference in rolling
resistance, and the season of the year are important influences
to be reckoned with.
With this design a second hump engine
should be unnecessary under normal conditions where the train

such

factors

as

of a single road engine

The grouping
double

fan

of

style

is

here

to

the

classification

shown enables

the

more rapid

cars

to

at the

them indiscriminately onto one or more classificaIt will be noted that this work can proceed without interruption to trains pulling from the classification yard, or
to other movements to advance tracks located each side of the
two pulling out tracks.
The caboose has long been the yardmaster's annoyance, and
often will take more time to "classify-" than the whole train
which it follows. The scheme shown on accompanying plan
provides a simple, effective means of disposing of the cabin
car at entrance of receiving yard as the arriving train pulls
feature

in

yard design

crossings, or other interfering factors that tend to retard road

movement.

Freight tracks to take care of inbound movements

humps can keep

Industrial Yards.

— The

is

clear receiving

the

tl

e

keynote tJ

value of regularity in switching at in-

may

be realized as often in the increased business diverted to the line affording most reliable and efficient
dustrial plants

freedom from blockades and congestions which
run switching costs away up, with reduced capacity for service,
and lowered efficiency of the plants both of railroad and manufacturer.
A little foresight on the part of a yardmaster and
adequate supervision from division headquarters would often
service, as in the

ends of classification yards

drilled

essential

length of such out-

on the grades, railroad

prompt despatch of outbound trains, which
efficient handhng of any terminal.

tion tracks.

An

The

the

afford a place to classify local cars in station order after having
first

freight tracks will depend largely

reach

minimum

shown

where any appreciable amount

encountered.

tracks at all times, and this in turn will depend largely on

classifying

gridiron yards

bound

is

the

carried with safety a greater distance.

The

the passenger tracks

of this class of service

in

yard

distance from the hump, insuring
and avoiding the danger of blocking the
ladders, a frequent trouble where cars must run long distances
to clear, and the short, steep grades near the summit cannot be

clearance point at a

movement on

Junction of Four Msiin Line Divisions

are not so important where the

to be handled.

ladders

at the

is

the

in.

arrangement of

avert such paralyzing of business as has too frequently occurred
during periods of heavy traffic. Yards serving industrial territory should never be too crowded for the most expeditious handling and disposing of cars, and the heavier the business the

more care should be exercised that the switching work is not
hampered. The reverse is too commonly true, so that as business
increases, the facilities for doing it are reduced or worked at a
disadvantage, with the effect of increasing the congestion until
*an embargo is called or freight is set off at intermediate points.

:
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to the interference of other operations

expense of

The

final

and adding much

to the

delivery.

loss in claims, detention of equipment, providing of extra

switching power, interruption of road movements, and actual
losses of business will run into thousands of dollars in an amazingly short period by failure to act quickly and decisively at
the strategic time.

might be said that the four factors most essential to the efficient operation of terminal yards are
to the services of the practical yard man that
1. Adding
exhaustive study and special training which have accomplished
In conclusion,

it

in the maintenance and mechanical departments.
Providing adequate motive power and facilities for caring
for it, that our yards may be free from congestion and able to

so

much

2.

take trains as fast as they arrive.
3. Giving design in each instance the subject of

all

possible

care and study, with a view to providing track facilities commensurate with the business, and so arranged that movements

across or against the traffic will be avoided wherever possible,
and switching will not be interfered with by trains arriving or
departing or by other operations within the yard.

Assuring regular and adequate service to industrial plants,
that their deliveries may be made as fast as they can be prevailed upon to take them, at all times guarding against a sur4.

plus of cars that will cause congestion, reducing the capacity of
switching power, and thereby threatening a blockade, the thing

most
tion

to be avoided

and give

if

we

are to look for high efficiency in opera-

reliable service to the public.

SYSTEMATIZING YARD OPERATION
By

F.

H. CORNER

Transportation Inspector, Union Pacific, Omaha, Neb.

things enter into the successful operation of any large
industrial terminal. The first and most important essential is to

Many

have the proper man at the head of the terminal organization. The
general yardmaster in charge of a large freight terminal should
not only be a man who can handle men and who thoroughly
knows every detail of the operation of his yard, but he must also
be an executive, and a diplomat in the handling of the patrons of
the line. In order to operate a large yard successfully a general
yardmaster must have absolute charge of operation. I find that
in yards where the general yardmaster reports direct to the superintendent the results are much better than in yards where he
reports to a local agent or to a trainmaster. The interference and
supervision of a trainmaster in large terminals has never helped
anyone, but, on

the other hand, has tended to disorganize the

The yard
mistake

is

A

clerks should all report to the general yardmaster.
at some terminals by having the clerical force

made

A yardmaster should have sufficient
keep his office records and should have a
chief clerk who is competent to reheve him of all clerical work.
In nearly all yards the clerical force is watched closer than are
the noon hours and the engine house. A good yardmaster can

could be located quickly after being
switching territory divided into

filed

districts,

record on the switch orders which we^re always kept in the

in the yard for his territory, with the date of their arrival,
together with the track location, so that he would know just
where to find his cars and also so that he could, unless otherwise
ordered, place the oldest cars first. I had a track assigned in the

yard for the reception of industry cars for each district, and as
the trains were broken up the cars were put on the different
tracks which were reserved for industry cars.
In addition to the switching clerk, I had a clerk, whom I called
the industry clerk, who was, in fact, a trainmaster over this
switching territory. It was this man's duty to watch the industry
switching, riding over the different districts watching for delayed
cars, and calling on the patrons to see that work was being hanAs the engines left the yard in the
dled to their satisfaction.
morning and at noon, this man would take a check of all the cars
each engine handled out, sending this clieck to the switch clerk
at the general yard office for his information, so that he would be
in a position to say just what cars would be spotted that morning
or afternoon. I found out that if one is in a position to tell a
shipper when he will get his cars, and if he makes him any particular promise on the delivery of a car, and keeps that promise

he

is making a friend for the railroad.
There are several different tagging systems

terminals.
colors,

I

believe the best system

or a combination of colors,

is

a tag

A

on accoimt of the

A

of different

This tag can be seen for some distance and
Another important thing is for industry engines to leave the yard on time, so that the patrons along
each man's route will know what time to expect to have his
switching

district.

helps to expedite switching.

switching done.

One
for

of the bad features, in

disposition.

One

all

large yards,

is

the holding of cars

of the best ways to eliminate delays to

have a track set apart for these cars only, and
In one yard we
this track should be switched on schedule.
switched this track at 5 a. ni., 11 a. m.. and 5 p. m. This assured that
is

to

dustry drag, morning, noon and night.

of which perhaps could be applied to all yards

in effect in large

made

each color representing a

the "hold" cars which had been released

save enough
gines to pay the salary of two or three clerks.
number of systems are being used in large terminals, not one

office.

Every morning the engine foreman of each district was handed
a switch list made up by the switching clerk showing all the cars

report to the local agent.

day by getting out and looking after his en-

away. ^^ e had the
each engine foreman

having a certain district to serve and he was held responsible for
the switching in his territory, as well as for any delay that might
occur to loads or empties in and out of any industry tracks located on his territory. This engine foreman kept a record, on a
switch list of the car numbers, where placed or taken out, which
list was turned into the office at noon and night for the information of the switching clerk and to enable him to complete his

clerical help to properly

everj-
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from the hold track. These orders were numbered consecutively
with a Bates numbering machine and for ready reference the car
number and the switch order number were entered up in a terminal number book, so that after the orders were completed they

"hold" cars

organization.

Vol.

request cars, that

is,

would

get into the in-

The handling

of special

cars that have been delayed en route, or

which for some special reason the shipper wants rushed to his
track, is a problem in every yard. In order to keep down the yard
expense the general yardmaster does not hke to cut off an engine, and make a special run with some car to an industry, on
which patrons of the line are given regular switches about the
same time every day and where all cars which are in the yard at

When-

system in office work must
be instituted so that the general yardmaster can keep an accurate
check on his yard work from the office. The yardmaster should
know at all times how much work has been done, how much there

the time the industrj' engine leaves are delivered to them.
ever I had a shipper who was continually asking for

to do and when it will be done.
A few years ago I was connected with one of the largest terminal yards on the Pacific coast and one of the first things I had
to work out was a system of office records that would be so complete and kept so nearly up to the minute that at any time, day
or night, my switching clerk would be able to answer almost any

him about the good service he was getting. I
operating man this clerk could do more good with the patrons of

difference in operating conditions.

is

handhng of any industrial car in the yard. To
do this we made a regular switch order for all industrial cars
immediately on arrival and for cars as soon as they were released

question on the

switching

I

sent the industry clerk over to explain

ganized our good service to

make

how

special
it

disor-

and also to tell
found that as an

this special run,

the line than our traffic department could.
I have also found that much benefit can be derived "from a
weekly staff meeting in the general yardmaster's office, which
should be attended by the assistant yardmasters. It pays when
possible to have the industry engine foreman attend this meeting,
where yard operating problems are talked over, and schemes and
systems worked out for better and cheaper operation

Eight-Wheel

Caboose

Steel

for

Pennsylvania

the

Another Step Taken by This Road Toward Providing
Equipment of Steel Construction; Design Not Standard
The Pennsylvania Railroad
Altoona an all-steel cabin car
This car has not been made
and will be thoroughly tried
before a decision

is

made

has recently designed and built at

is

the

ft.

9,'/2

in.

Caboose

in.

UNDERFR.AME

of

two 10

construction of the underframe

on the Pennsylvania's
in. 25-Ib.

steel freight cars,

channels, a 21

in.

by

yi in.

is

similar to

being composed

cover plate riveted

M

in.
sills, and a 4 in. by 4 in. by
angle riveted to the bottom of each channel on the inside, and
extending continuously between back draft' lugs, the total area

the full length of the center

being 36

sq.

in.

This construction

plate at each end, a

J4

12j4

to the center

in.

off the center

and side

sills.

1 he

tie plate, which extends across the
and outward to the ends of the side

in.

sills

bearing castings.

The

side sill, or side floor supporting member, is a 4 in. by 4
by j?-^ in. angle, with the back turned outward. This angle is
continuous between the side and end sill connecting castings,
which form the side supports of the platforms and connect the
side sills, the diagonal braces and the end sills, and are shaped
at the outer ends to form corner push-pole pockets. The diagonal

is

on the Pennsylvania

reinforced by a striking

^

braces are of U-shaped

with 3

in.

flanges

in. thick,
section, 6 in. wide and
turned downward.
They are flattened out

end and riveted to the top flange of the center sills and
and end sill connection.
The end sill is also a pressed U-shaped section, which is fastened to the striking plate and the side and end sill connecting

at either

the side

The entire underframe, with the exception of the platcovered with 1 4 in. steel plate, which extends from the
center sill cover plate to the side sill angle. The brake rigging
supports and the equipment box, which is 4 ft. long, 23 in. deep,
and 21^ in. high, are secured to this floor sheet. The equipment
box is made of 14 in. sheets, with a door at the front which swings
casting.

form,

is

down.
SUPERSTKUCTURE

center plate reinforcing casting above the

and pressed steel spreaders between the diaphragms.
The front and back draft lugs are cast integral with the striking
Two dished
plate and the center plate reinforcing castings.

•center plate,

and are riveted

center sills and to a
bottom of the center

Built for Service

high over the cupola

wide over handholds. There is a 30 in.
platform on each end, with a l->4 in. floor and side box steps.
Ratchet hand brakes are used.

that used

line of the car,

is

in.

First All-Steel

face to face of drawheads, 14

sill

on either side

are supported by steel cantilever castings, which are riveted to the

suitability.

its

first all-steel caboose ever
through the passageway, the
platform floor and the window sash being the only parts for which
wood is used. The car weighs 38,000 lb., and is 31 ft. long from

center

7 13/16 in.

The severe con-

as to

built, the inside lining, the flooring

The

ft.

usual body bolster has been eliminated and the body side bearings

convenience of the trainmen.
So far as can be learned, this

Zyi

thick are located 3

out on different parts of the road

made it necessary that
the construction be as strong as that of heavy steel freight cars,
and very careful consideration has been given to each feature of
the design, including those which tend to add to the comfort and

ft.

in.

of the center line of the cupola, which

ditions to wiiich the car will be subjected

lamp, and 10

diaphragms ii

or caboose designated as class N-5.
standard, but is a tentative design

There are no posts used
stiffness being obtained

in the superstructure, the transverse

through the end construction and bulk-

heads, which form the sides of the lockers at the center of the
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car.
These bulkheads are so located that they are directly above
and riveted to the diaphragms of the underframe, thus forming

four stiffeners at the center of the car each 3

and ends of the car are made up of yi

in.

ft.

deep.

The

sheets and a 4

sides
in.

by

of the

Vol.

57,
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same general

design, the sheets being fastened to the
'"• angle, as well as riveted beby 2 in. by
neath the corner cover plate, the belt rail and the end door frame.
The end is further supported by two 4 in. channels, which act as

is

underframe by a 2

%

in.

-^Sa OnrSfrik/ng Phfci30 % 8«ffyef.n Insrde /bees of krwcklesElevations of the Pennsylvania Steel Caboose

Yi

in.

belt

rail.

The bottom

panel

is

composed of two

sheets,

joined on the center line of the cupola by a butt strip, and butting
against the top side sheets beneath the belt rail, which is 4 ft. 2
in.

from the bottom of the side

sill

angle.

The

top panel

is

com-

door posts.
steel

These channels are fastened

at the

bottom to a cast

threshold plate and the underframe, while at the top they are

secured to the roof sheets.

On

the inside of the belt

rail,

and

at the eaves,

extending from

Underframe Construction Used on the Pennsylvania Steel Caboose
posed of three sheets, which are connected by the window frames.
At the corners, the side and end sheets are connected by a 3/16
in. cover plate, which acts as a corner post.
The end construction

end sheet

to bulkhead,

is

a U-shaped section, which stiffens the

sides of the car at these points

and also provides a means of

curing nailing strips for the support of the lining.

se-

October

The

side

16.
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window

frames, which are riveted to the outside of

outside

in. thick.
A
in. by 3/16 in. filler extends along the top of the side sheets, between the window frames,
so that it is possible to extend them up under the roof sheets,
making the construction waterproof and at the same time forming a straight surface to which the roof sheets can be attached.

H

the side sheets, are 3/16

are

is

693

to leave the interior smooth.

inclined

towards the center

line

The
of the

sides of the cupola^

car to

allow for

tunnel clearance.

ROOF

The roof

which are 3/32

sheets,

the car in three panels,

in.

thick,

extend lengthwise of

two of which, forming

side panels, ex-

Zf'q'Om-endSlteefs

Floor Plan Showing the Location of the Different Interior Fittings

The cupola extends 2

ft. 6 in. above the body of the car and
same general type of construction. The side and end
windows of the cupola are all hung on the outside, a top guide

is

of the

down over the sides of the car and fasten to the side sheets
and eaves; a central panel, which overlaps the two side panels,
Tar paper is
is secured with J4 in- rivets spaced 1^ in. apart.
tend

ftnriVirn'^
SecHon Through Cerfsr Lme of

SecHon Through Cenfer Line of Side ^ihdons.

Cupo/a.

Cross Sections Through the Pennsylvania Caboose
rail

placed between the lap of the center and side sheets, to insure

weathertight construction.

The main roof is supported by U-shaped
which extend from the end sheets of the car to the
cupola end sheets. The cupola roof is of the same construction.

being incorporated with the eaves, 'while the window sill
forms the bottom guide. This construction is such that when the
window is pushed up against the end projection strip it forms a

The

object in placing the

windows

a watertight joint.
purlins,
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These purlins answer the double purpose of supporting the roof
and providing a means of securing nailing strips for the ceiling.
The main roof extends over the platform 2 ft. 2^ in., and has a
2 in. by 2 in. by 34 in. angle extendmg around the edge, which
lends stiffness to the structure and also acts as a weather strip
for leading the water away from above the platform.
INTERIOR ARR.\NXEMENT

Convenience, comfort and safety were given great consideration
up the inside. The car is equipped with a stove for heat-

in fitting

ing and cooking purposes, a drop table, water cooler, washstand,

and hopper, as well as

drawers and
cupboards for the men's personal belongings. Three pairs of
bunks, upper and lower, are located along the sides, one at the
stove end and two at the opposite end. The lower bunks are of
a box type, 6 ft. 10 in. long and 2 ft. 5 in. wide, and are arranged
for the storing of equipment necessary to the car in the bottom.
The upper bunks, which are of the same dimensions, are attached
to the belt rail by means of a cast steel hinge bracket, and when
not required may be lowered and used as a back for the lower
refrigerator, desk

lockers,

Vol.

57,

No. 16

TRUCKS

The
S

equipped with specially designed arch bar trucks of
wheelbase, having axles with 3J^ in. by 7 in. journals. The

ft.

car

is

usual column castings are replaced by a malleable casting which
serves as a column casting, brake hanger support, spring seat,

The

and spring plank extension.

bolster

is

of the inverted

U-

shaped type, with malleable iron stiffening castings, spring seats
The springs are full elliptical, 34 in. long, and
there are three in each group. The spring plank is U-shaped,
in. thick and 8 in. wide, with H-^ in. vertical legs turned upward.
It extends across the truck 4^i in. beyond the center line of the
arch bars, and is flattened at either end and bolted to the bolster
guide spring seat and brake hanger support.

and bolster guides.

^

WAR ON

EFFECT OF THE

PRICES OF

AMERICAN RAILROAD BONDS*
By Lewis

B.

Franklin

Vice-President of Guaranty Trust

The normal

Company

of

New York

factors governing the prices of securities are

by the present war
and any
discussion of the trend of prices of American railroad securities involves a consideration of the economic effects of
the conflict. In the effort to determine what this effect will
be, it is natural to refer back to other occurrences of similar
nature and endeavor to forecast from them something of the
to

a

large extent" rendered ineffective

and the consequent international

financial situation,

future.

Upon

careful analysis

comparable

in its effect

we

find that

upon

no war

in

history

is

financial transactions with the

present upheaval.

The Balkan wars involved no nation of importance in commerce or finance, and the theatre of war was strictly localized.
Neither Russia nor Japan was a large factor in international business and their operations were confined to the
far east. The war between Russia and Turkey in 1876-7 was

The Boer war was carried on entirely in
and had no large immediate effect on inter-

of similar nature.

South

.Africa

business relations, while our conflict with Spain
scarcely caused a ripple in the waters of finance.
During
all these conflicts, communication between the great capitals
national

Interior o( the Pennsylvania

bunk when used

as a seat.

of the world remained open and international trade was not
disturbed.
It must not be understood, however, that these
wars did not have their effect on the finances of every civilized country. Such a destruction of capital as was involved
in even the least of these conflicts has a deep underlying
effect on the finances of the world that may take years to

Caboose

The upper bunks, when

raised, are

overcome, even though no immediate change is apparent.
Not since 1870 have two nations which might be ranked

held in position by chains secured to the roof purlins, and hooked
to the side of the bunk frame, which is composed of 1J4 >n. by

as

among

in

war, and for this reason

1^

of

in.

by J4

for tacking

in.

angles, to which

down

has sleeping

wooden

the canvas top.

facilities for eight

nailin,g strips are

secured

Including cupola seats, the car

men, the cupola seats being the

same width and length as the bunks.

The lockers, which are located between the bulkheads and the
lower cupola seals, contain the refrigerator in the lower center
section, on the side opposite the stove and the hopper in one of
the end lockers on the other side. The arrangement is such that
there is ample room for dishes, food, lamps, oil and waste. All
locker doors, drawers, shelves,

The

etc.,

are 1/16

in.

thick.

and end windows are above the belt rail, so that the
light is not cut off when the upper bunk is raised. Tlie side windows are fixed, while those at the end, including the end door
windows, may be dropped. All locks or catches, with the exception of the refrigerator door lock, are flush, thus eliminating projections against which a man might be thrown by a sudden lurch
of the car. The cupola is also equipped with a safety rail, extending between the end sheets of the cupola on the center line
of the car, which is of convenience as a handhold when descending from the cupola seat.
side

the leaders in

commerce and
it

is

finance been engaged

natural to review the effect

the Franco-Prussian war upon international
general and American finance in particular.

finance

in

War was

declared by France on July 15, 1870.
Prior to
and after the declaration there was a rapid fajl in prices of
securities on the London stock exchange, such American
stocks as were listed there sharing in the decline, while in
our market there was no great excitement and only a moderThis was followed here by a considerable rise durate fall.
ing the progress of hostilities and immediately thereafter.
During this period our money market remained undisturbed,
except for a seasonal stringency at the end of the year, due
to internal causes, while foreign exchange with the leading
of Europe continued normal, except with Paris during the siege of that city. The amount of our securities sold
to us by Europe was inconsiderable and it was not necessary
to resort to any extreme expedients, such as the closing of
capitals

the stock exchange.

It

may seem

heaval involving, as

it

did,

some

strange that any such up1,700,000

men engaged

in

October

16,
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warfare and costing over $2,500,000,000, should have such a
limited effect on our markets, in comparison with the effect
of the present struggle, and yet the reason is not hard to
find.
During the calendar year 1869 our total imports were
valued at $463,424,421, and our exports at $394,731,999, a total

that American securities to the extent of from four to seven
Europe, and while it is evident that
a large part of these are not for sale at any price, it is quite
certain that the drain on the resources of the belligerent nations will be so tremendous as to necessitate enormous liquidation. Their own securities are due to suffer more than ours
and our markets are therefore likely to be the most available.
This problem must wait until our international credit
and commercial relations have been placed on a more normal
footing.
cannot buy securities unless we can sell commodities.
billion dollars are held in

foreign commerce of $858,156,420, while for the year 1913
our imports were $1,892,168,000 and our exports $2,638,593,000,
making a total of $4,530,761,000, or an increase of about
500 per cent over 1869.
The interchange of credits involved
in transactions of such magnitude is enormous, and this interchange has through the disturbance of financial systems been
seriously deranged in some cases and entirely stopped in
others.
With Germany alone our foreign commerce in

1913

amounted

now

to the

stupendous

total of $520,647,283,

We

If

which

These

facts

leaders

in

demonstrate that whereas

weak and unimportant, we
international

finance.

In

1870

in

the

we were

now among

are

middle

ages,

fi-

the

merchant trader sent out his ships with gold in their strong
boxes or domestic products in their holds, and they returned
from their voyages laden with the products of foreign

From

method of barter commerce
has progressed until the present complex system of international credits has been established, a system far more intricate than that in existence even in 1870, and it is evident
countries.

this primitive

that no consideration of the effects of that conflict can be

of value at the present time.

We

have, therefore, in the past

no safe guide to point the way to the solution of the problems which have arisen and will arise on account of the
crisis.
A study of the probable effects of the war leads
naturally to a division of these into two classes, namely:
those of a temporary or artificial nature and those of a per-

manent or basic nature.

We have already experienced
We have seen the system of

most

of the

immediate

international

credit

results.

relations

at the first blow.
Moratoria have been generally
declared throughout Europe, and payments due us are held
up, while we, as a neutral country, are expected to meet our
obligations at maturity.
American securities held abroad

disrupted

have been dumped into our markets in such volume that
self preservation compelled us to call a halt by the closing
of our principal stock exchange and the cessation, by agreement, of the sale of all unlisted securities.
Our enormous
exports of gold and the consequent strain of our banking
facilities have forced us to resort to the expedients of clearing house certificates and emergency currency.
Our foreign commerce, except in foodstuffs, is almost at
a standstill. The bureau of agriculture in its recent report
gives promise of one of the largest cotton crops in the
history of the country.
Normally we export approximately
60 per cent of this crop, and at the present time, through
the shutting down of foreign mills on account of scarcity of
labor, lack of demand for the finished product or inability
to finance, hardly a bale of export cotton is moving, and extreme measures are being taken to care for the surplus which
is

to

the

sure to exist.

Despite the fact that the stringent measures already adopted
have prevented panic and to some ext&nt opened the channels
of trade, we have still to face the problem of meeting the
wave of foreign liquidation which is likely to break upon us
upon the reopening of our markets.
It has been estimated

,

now

are unable to take care of our securities

by Europe how can we expect to

find a

offered

market for

which corporations are so anxious
maturing obligations and necessary
improvements and extensions? The prospect is indeed not
a favorable one.
There is no market for bonds now, and
it is hard to say when there will
be one and what prices
bonds will command when the market opens. In any event,
our. railroads on the average have now an overproportion
of bonded debt compared with the investmerft represented
by capital stock, and it should be by additional issues of
stock that present necessities should be financed. How this
can be done under present business conditions and the public prejudice against railroad securities is a difficult problem.
Against such an array of unfavorable factors as the immediate result of war, what have we that may be of benefit?
In a few lines of business increased activity is indeed noted
on the expectation of increased exports of goods to neutral
countries
heretofore
supplied
belligerents,
here
by
but
again we are confronted with the difficulty of financing any
such shipments and the lack of neutral ships to act as carriers.
In one respect only is there an immediate benefit and that is
in the larger demand at increasing prices for our food supplies, and despite the difficulty of transportation and payment, such shipments are being made in quantity.
It is probable that this abnormal demand for foodtuffs will
continue long after the war has ceased.
The farmer of
Europe has been turned into a soldier, and while his place
has been taken to some extent by the women and children,
it is evident that the output of the agricultural districts will
be greatly reduced both this year and next.
In this emergency, our executives, legislators and bu.siness
men have been co-operating with a single purpose, to solve
some of the intricate problems now presented, and I am hopeful that this close relationship may lead to a better understanding on the part of each and be productive of a more
liberal attitude on the part of the government toward our
the

at

nancially

we

for sale

an absolute standstill, while our commercial relations with other countries are heavily restricted.
In 1870 our country was just emerging from the chaos of
the civil war, our currency was depreciated to the extent of
over 10 per cent, and we had practically no stock of gold
in our banks.
On June 9, 1870, our national banks reported
liabilities subject to reserve of $406,140,873, against which
there was held in the reserve, specie to the extent of only
$2,912,275, or less than 1 per cent.
On June 30, 1914, our
national banks reported gold or gold certificates in their reserve of $626,000,000.
is
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additional

sell

to

securities

provide

for

great railroad and industrial corporations.

Having discussed

in

a

very general way the immediate
deeper into the situation

effects of the conflict, let us delve

and see
manent

if

we can determine

results

The first and foremost
enormous destruction

the

the basic factors and the per-

upon our economic condition.
factor of an unfavorable nature
of fixed capital

which

is

is

occurring,

and the consequent expectation of higher rates for its use.
as there will be an enormous demand to make good the
ravages of war. Just let us consider for a moment the difference between fixed and liquid capital. To reduce this to
the simplest distinction, fixed capital is wealth represented
by permanent plant, such as factories, rails, cars, steamers,
etc., while liquid capital is wealth represented by cash, bank
balances, loans and other readily convertible items.
Much has already been written on the cost of the present
war and its effects on money rates and the supply of capital,
but the mistake has frequently been made of confounding
currency with capital and expenditures with waste. From
an economic standpoint, the waste of capital incident to war
is not the total expense of the nations involved, but is made

up chiefly of the destruction of productive property, such as
merchant ships, factories, houses and harvests and the tern-
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porary loss in the productive capacity of the nations engaged
through the enlistment of such a large proportion of their
producing population and the permanent loss in productive
capacity by death and mutilation.
In a recent article
destruction

Roger W. Babson points out
and

battleships

of

fortifications

is

'not

that the
in

itself

a destruction of capital, as such property is not productive.
The destruction of capital in this case took place when the
It as usual to allude
fortifications and battleships were built.
to the tremendous loss which will take place if a super-dreadcosting

nought,

upwards

of

$10,000,000,

is

destroyed.

The

date of the loss from
an economic standpoint was the date on which her builders
turned her over a completed engine of destruction. She has
never produced or helped to produce a single dollar of wealth,
loss has taken place, but not then.

The

she has been a constant drain on the resources of her owner
to keep her running and her destruction is a gain rather than
a loss to mankind in general. Another loss will occur when

she is replaced, but to this I will refer later.
Neither is the feeding and clothing of an army a waste of
capital, as these men must be fed and clothed even in times
of peace. The enormous loss in capital which is taking place
comes from neglected harvest fields, idle factories, deserted

mines and wasted towns and villages, and in the killing and
of hundreds of thousands of citizens who have heretofore been producers, and many of whom through wounds
and illness are destined to become charges upon the common-

maiming

In the aggregate this actual consumption of capital
enorfnous, but we must not be deceived by some of the
Professor Charles Richet, of
figures now being published.
the university of Paris, in discussing the possibility of a war
such as is being carried on today, estimated that it would

wealth.
is

cost $50,000,000 a day, but of this amount, $25,050,000 is made
up of the items of food, pay to soldiers and workmen and the

support of helpless poor, none of which can be considered
as capital destruction. The item of transportation, amounting to $6,300,000 per day, should probably be divided as being
a partial economic waste, while he estimates an actual expenditure for munitions of war of $11,000,000 per day, which
is an actual waste of capital, in so far as such miTnitions are
In all, his estimate shows a capital loss
being replaced.
No attempt, however, to make
of over $20,000,000 per day.
an exact estimate of either the expenses of the conflict or the
amount of the economic waste is of any great value to us,
but we may rest assured that the whole world is sure to feel
the effects for a long while to come. Capital which for the
past few years has been difficult to obtain will be in still
greater demand to
reasonable to look
interest

capital

we can

rates

and

make good
forward

the losses of war, and it is
a
long period of higher

to

new

on fixed investments, a small supply of
lower prices for investment securities unless

discover ofT-setting factors of a sufficiently

favorable

nature.

Let us look then and see what we have on the other side
Possibly there may be a ray of sunshine
of the picture.

somewhere.

One

of

the

first

results

of

a condition

of

affairs

such

as

experiencing is increasing 'Economy on the part
of practically every class of society.
I believe that the generally prosperous condition of this
country during the last twenty years has led to a gradual
reduction in the proportionate amount of savings which has
in the last few years contributed to our higher cost of living
and our higher cost of capital. It is generally conceded that
the maximum of saving does not take place in periods of
great prosperity and an upheaval such as the present crisis
is often the signal for a return to a simpler scale of living
and an increased proportion of saving. It will not take a
very large increase of savings per capita to make a radical
In this
increase in the amount of capital available yearly.
connection, it is interesting to note that our people in gen-

we

are

now
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behind those of other countries in the habit of
has recently been stated that the ten leading
nations of Europe boast of 373 savings bank depositors per
thousand of population, while in the United States the proHere is room for importion is only 99 to the thousand.
provement. The increase or decrease in the wealth of a

eral

are

saving.

far
It

.

person or a nation

is

the difference between income and ex-

penditure.
I

have already referred to increased activity in certain
one of the immediate results of the war,

lines of business as

likely to be permanent results of a similar
Efforts are already being made looking to the restoration of our merchant marine to its former place of prominence in the commerce of the world, which, if successful,

and there are
nature.

result in many millons of dollars per annum formerly
paid to foreign carriers remaining in this country.
Our imports of drugs, dyes, chemicals, toys, gloves, clothing, etc., from Germany have been stopped and supplies of
will

American
are diminishing and prices rising.
already at work in an effort to manufacture in
If
this country much that we have heretofore imported.
this effort is crowned with success, our productive capacity
will be permanently increased and our trade balance benefited.

these

articles

ingenuity

is

Markets heretofore held by belligerents, principally Germany,
is now at a standstill, are now open to
our manufacturers, and if our opportunities in this respect
are not neglected our export business should be permanently
The favorable factors just mentioned redound to
benefited.
our benefit as a neutral nation and although of importance
can scarcely offset the effect which the general destruction
of capital will have on the civilized world and in which we
must suffer with the rest. Is there any result of the conflict
which may in any way counteract the evil influences upon
I believe there is, but to
the general economic condition?
discover what it is we must consider carefully the underlying
causes which led to the outbreak of the war.
It is generally conceded that the massacre of Archduke
Francis Ferdinand of Austria and the consequent ultimatum
from Austria to Servia was the pretext for the war and not its
cause.
It has been held by some that Germany's ambition
to extend her influence through the Balkans to the .Aegean
sea, to control the Dutch and Belgian harbors, and to further
extend her colonial possessions was at the bottom of the
trouble.
Russia, of course, has always had a jealous eye on
the Balkans, and hope for the ultimate possession of Constantinople,
and apparently it was the probable increase
of German and Austrian influence in southeastern Europe

whose foreign trade

case of the overthrow of Servia that lead the Czar into
France was bound by treaty obligathe present struggle.

in

and her people saw an opportunity
England
regaining the beloved territory lost in 1870.
and Belgium stepped in upon the violation of the latter's
With the prospect of an absolute upsetting of
neutrality.
the balance of power, self-preservation demanded that Great
Britain take a hand in the struggle.
The immediate cause of the general outburst seems to have
been the support offered by Germany to Austria in her demands upon Servia and Russia's protest against this action,
but we must look below the surface and see if we can discover a motive for this radical move on the part of the German
tions to support Russia,

of

statesmen.

Germany's appropriation for the year ended April 1, 1913,
army and navy amounted to the
equivalent of $285,000,000, an increase of approximately
for the -maintenance of her

$85,000,000

over

1911.

This

is

capita on the entire population.

equal to about $7.32 per
This enormous sum and a

greater amount proposed for the year 1914 could only
be met by the irhposition of an onerous direct tax. This
rapid increase in military appropriations was apparently
forced upon Germany by the action of- Russia, who increased
her military budget from $335,555,000 in 1911 to $463,690,000
still
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1913.
Both Germany and France have also recently increased the term of compulsory military service.
Such a competition in expenditures and in military service
could not continue indefinitely. Germany, in addition to the
protests against the heavy taxes, was confronted vi^ith an
evergrowing wave of socialism. The socialist has always
been arrayed against war and in favor of peace, and this
in

movement

was of sufficient strength to threaten even the
form of monarchical government.
Something
had to be done to stop or justify the mad competition of
military expenditures to quiet the socialistic element, and
established

to re-establish

ready

Germany was

the "divine right of kings."

her enemies not so ready as they would be in a few

;

War was the only solution and a pretext was not
find.
In other words, I believe that Germany's action
was inspired by causes internal rather than external.
Granting if you will that this hypothesis is correct, what
bearing has it upon the subject of capital and interest rates?
There seems to me to be three possible terminations to

years.

hard to

the struggle:

— Mediation
2nd — Complete

before complete victory by either side.
victory for Germany and Austria.
3d^Complete victory for the Allies.
In case the war is settled before a decisive victory, it seems
to me that while there may be important adjustments in
1st

the

map

of Europe, no radical changes of an economic nature

Europe

continue to be an armed camp, and
it is not unlikely that the struggle would be renewed some
years later. Military equipment, battleships, forts and guns
destroyed in the conflict would have to be replaced and military appropriations would continue on an even heavier scale.
In this connection, it must be remembered that Europe is
even now staggering under a load of national debt approxiwill result.

mating,

the

for

demanding

will

principal

five

only

nations,

at 3J4 per cent $700,000,000 per

The world, already

$20,000,000,000,

annum

suffering under

for interest

present load
of debt and useless expenditure, and with the ravages of war
to be paid would indeed be in a bad way, while the condition
of Europe, from a financial standpoint, would be appalling.
Under such circumstances what can we expect the effect
to be upon our securities and upon the future financing of
alone.

its

our great corporations.
Europe until recently has been a
constant and heavy purchaser of our stocks and bonds and
has been of immense assistance in developing the natural
resources of the country, but

if

I have outlined, we need look for no more
from that quarter and would indeed be compelled to repurchase many of our securities now held abroad. With such

help

a prospect before us

we cannot

but anticipate higher interest rates

for fi.xed investments, greater difficulty in selling securities

Germany and
Germany has been

In case of a complete victory for
also easy to forecast.

is

Austria, the
created, en-

larged and solidified by the "blood and iron" policy enunciated by

Bismarck

1863.

in

Her

military organization again justified by

suppose that she would agree to
abandon the sword which has brought her into power? And
if Germany retains her army and navy in undiminished strength,
can others afford to adopt a different policy? We think not.
victory,

The

is

it

third

reasonable to

possible

outcome presents

case of complete victory for the Allies,

England

a

making of terms of peace. Every nation involved
enormous strain of military expenditures, and in the
event of an ultimate victory for the Allies, is it a wild dream
to expect that as the only remedy the practical disarmament of
Europe, nay, of the whole world, may be the outcome? Germany
beaten, with its military organization unjustified, would hardly
factors in the

has

own

people

to be allowed

under the terms of settlement.
Russia, with its monarchical government, seems to be the key
to the problem, yet it must not be forgotten that, whatever his
motives, it was from the present Czar, even then disturbed by
the growth of military expenditure, that there came in the year
1898 the

first

tentative proposition

If this could be accomplished,

for

universal

what would

disarmament.

mean

it

to

Europe

and to the world?
During the last fiscal year for which

figures are available the
estimated expenditures of the principal nations of Europe for
military purposes amounted to the huge total of $2,000,000,000.

Imagine,

if

you can, what

it

would mean

if

this

sum were

be

to

diverted from the support of the destructive forces and used in
the development of the natural resources of the world.

Such
sum added to the present amount available annually for investment would mean an abundance of capital for industrial development, both here and abroad, lower interest rates and probably

a

lower cost of living. Add to this the transfer of some 4,500 000
men which make up the standing armies of Europe on a peace
footing, from a life of economic waste to productive pursuits.
and it is not hard to believe that Europe would require very

few years

to recover from the ravages of war and enter upon
a long period of prosperity from which we would be one of
the greatest beneficiaries.
Under such conditions, capital would
accumulate with surprising rapidity, and Europe would soon be

a hea\'y buyer of our securities, and we would witness in the
country an era of expansion and prosperity such as we have never
before experienced.
If disarmament can be accomplished, the

outlook

is

indeed bright, but under no other conditions can

I

feel that there is anything to look forward to except a long
period of retrenchment, lack of capital, high interest rates and
general business depression in which Europe will be the princi-

pal sufferer, but in

The United

which America

is

bound

to share.

States, as the greatest neutral nation, with nothing

at stake except the progress of

humanity is in a position to exert
her strongest influence with her friends on the other side of
the water that permanent good may result from this awful catastrophe.

Under such circumstances,

is

it

not the patriotic duty of every

American, regardless of his present sympathies, to work unceasingly to the end that public opinion both here and abroad may
be so united and strengthened in the resolve for complete disarmament that it can be disregarded by neither Congress nor
Parliament, Czar nor EmperOr?
In making these suggestions as to the possible outcome I do
not want to be understood as taking a partisan attitude or violating the injunction of our president as to strict neutrality, in
thought, word and deed. It is surely not partisan but Christian

hope that the outcome may be such as to relieve the world
burden of militarism and usher in an abiding era of peace,
prosperity and happiness.

to

of

will have a predominant position in the making of
She wants little or nothing in the way of territory and
desires chiefly the prosperity of her people and the peace of
Europe. England only a short time before the war is reported
to have made, without result, a suggestion to Germany for a
mutual reduction of the naval program.
This indicates that
England, despite her small standing army, has felt the strain
of military expenditures even in times of peace, and the attitude of her diplomats prior to the outbreak clearly demonstrated
her desire to prevent the conflict.
France, with all her war-

were

to rebuild the organization, if such a thing

In

aspect.

the

felt

be in a position to protest or even to persuade her

seems evident that

different
it

Servia and Japan cannot be considered as important

trality.

and

a consequent period of retrenchment.
result

like history, is a peaceful nation at heart, while Belgium desires
only reparation for damages and an effective guaranty of neu-

her burdens are to be increased

to the extent that
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its

terms.

English Railway Emplovees to Assist is Railway Operation IN France. The British war office has recently called for
1,000 special railway men to proceed to France to assist in the

—

operation of the French railways.

Several enginemen, telegra-

phers, inspectors and officers have volunteered

are

all

from Crewe.

experts in their particular branch of work.

who go

rank as officers
inspectors as non-commissioned officers.
that the officers

will

in

the

They

It is stnted

army and

the

The New Algoma

Central

Engine

House and

Shops

Novel Features Designed to Meet Climatic Conditions
Characterize the Terminal at Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.
The Algoma Central Railway

recently

completed

extensive

the consideration of a square house as the

terminal facilities in Sault Ste. Marie. Ont., which include an

of building,

engine house, shop layout and miscellaneous facilities embodying
a number of unusual features of design. The terminal is com-

be cut

paratively small but

it

was

essential in the design of the buildings

that unusual precautions be taken to insure

its

ation throughout the winter wt-alluT wliich

is

satisfactory oper-

severe and

is

ac-

and since the number of doors

down

most economical forrrr
in such a house could

to two, thus greatly reducing the difficulty of heat-

ing the house, and the structural features of the building could

be readily standardized with the machine shop, storehouse and

proposed car shop, this type was finally adopted.
The house is designed to contain 24 stalls, but as

this capacity

General Plan o( Algoma Central Terminal at Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., with Detail of Engine House and Shops

companied by almost continuous heavy snow. As the exposed
turntable is one of the greatest sources of expense and delay
under such climatic conditions, it was determined to enclose the
turntable in the engine house.
This necessity naturally led to

New

Rectangular Engine House

at Sault Ste.

is

not required at present, a portion of the building covering 14

with provision for extending this to the full
The pits are kept close to the turntable, for
with the comparatively few radial tracks only about 12 ft. is repits

has been

size

when

built,

desired.

Marie, Ont., Showing Typical Winter Conditions

October

<5uired
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between the end of the

80-ft. table

and the

70-ft. pit to se-

cure the necessary clearance. These dimensions would require a
house at least 250 ft. square to cover the complete circle, and in
order to allow space around the ends of the pits for an industrial
track and to enable the roof construction to be arranged in 44 ft.

which was desirable for the shop buildings, the sides of the
engine house were made 266 ft. The present width is 178 ft. 10
that it can be easily rein., and the front wall is so constructed
moved and the material used in the corresponding wall of the
complete house when it is desirable to make the addition of 88
of the complete circle. The
ft. and provide the remaining 10 pits

units,

triangular spaces in the corners of the building are utilized lor
boiler equipment for
a foreman's office and locker room, and the

heating the buildings.
The foundations are of concrete, which

is

carried up to a height

Interior

of 5
is

ft.

6

in.

View

of

ft.

center to center.

The

long spans, the advantage of fireproof construction, and the abiluse the same details as in the other buildings of the group
brick
led to the adoption of steel roof trusses supported on the
ft.
walls and on latticed steel channel box columns. Monitors 22

ity to

wide are provided over each bay running parallel with the direction of the prevailing wind in order to reduce the accumulation
Pond
of snow on the roof. The monitors are all equipped with
continuous steel sash hinged at the top for ventilation.
trusses carry steel purlins on

which

is

laid

2'-in.

wood

The

operated by a pneumatic tractor,
11 ft. 6

crete, liberal in size, being

concrete pit floor
gutter 14

ft.

5 in.

is

fhe center pier is of consquare at the base. The

in.

thick pitched to drain to a circular
pit, which carries the drain-

from the center of the

age to a large sump connected with the sewer. The pits under
the engine stalls are 70 ft. long and 3 ft. 11 in. wide, varying in
depth from 2 ft. 8 in. to 3 ft. 2 in. The 80-lb. pit rails are
spiked to 6 in. by 8 in. by 1 ft. 4 in. creosoted cross ties, anchored in the concrete walls of the pit. The floor consists of
paving brick laid on a 6-in. concrete base. A driving wheel
drop pit is provided under two tracks and a truck wheel drop
These drop pits have a 24-in. gage
pit under two other tracks.
track from end to end for .transferring wheels, which, when
lifted to the floor level, can be run out on a narrow gage track
connected to the circular industrial track at the ends of the stalls.

Rectangular Engine House

above grade, for the outside walls, above which brick

used, with 3-ft. pilasters spaced 22

is

699

roof

sheathing

covered by a S-ply Barrett specification roofing, finished at the
edges with a graveled copper guard. The steel roof trusses are
protected from corrosion by a special preservative paint known
preas "Ferro-Rubron," an English product, and the additional
•caution of allowing ample metal in all trusses was taken.
The turntable is 80 ft. long, has a capacity of 200 tons, and

The smokejacks

are

of

sectional

cast

iron

construction,

fur-

nished by the Paul Dickinson Co., Ltd.
The building is _heated by the indirect system, consisting of a
heater
steam driven fan and Green "Positivflow" horizontal
The hot air is forced through underground concrete tuncoils.
engine
vitrified tile ducts to the turntable pit and all
nels

pits.

and

The heating

ard practice.
of ISO h.

p.

provisions are

Steam
each.

somewhat

in excess of stand-

supplied by three internally fired boilers
The building is lighted with large capacity
is

the
Tungsten units and flaming arc lamps. Electric power for
company.
shops is purchased from a local hydro-electric
The machine shop is 112 ft. wide and 221 ft. long, connecting
extend through both
directly with the engine house. Two tracks
shop, served
buildings passing over engine pits in the machine

locomotive
by a 10-ton electric crane and an electrically operated
the full
screw jack. A space 54 ft. wide extending practically
machine tools and black'ength of the shop is devoted to the
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smith shop, the foreman's

office,

tool

room and

toilet

room

oc-

The foimdations and walls of the machine shop are of the
same type as in the engine house. The building is divided into
two bays, one 44 ft. wide and one 66 ft. wide. The former is

straps.

monitor framing extending the

full

length of the building.

Steel

and Pond operating devices are used throughout. The
roof consists of reinforced cement tiles 1J4 in. thick, cast in
These slabs bear dislabs about S ft. 6 in. long and 2 ft. wide.
rectly on the steel purlins and on the walls, and are covered
with S-pIy Barrett specification roofing finished in the same

No. 16

and

posts rest on concrete footings with heavy steel plate anchor

all

sash

57,

entirely of timber well over-sized to allow for deterioration,

cupies one end of this space.

covered by a single pitch steel truss roof supported by steel
columns at each end, with a clearance above the floor of 18 ft.
2 in. The 66-ft. bay is covered by double steel trusses with steel

Vol.

The supply of coal for the winter months must be
summer when it can be delivered in

chased during the

purlake

and it is stored on the ground adjacent to the coaling
Only a limited storage is provided in the 13 inclined
station.
bottom coal pockets in the house, the supply being conveyed from
the storage pile to the dock in quantities to meet the daily demand. The coal is loaded into one-ton steel buckets with bales
which are moved to the ends of the coal dock. The buckets are
boats,

then hoisted to a trolley track extending longitudinally over the
elevated delivery bins by a plain inverted pneumatic hoist operating in conjunction with a jib crane to allow the buckets to be

swung around and
the runway track.

who pushes

the bale

The

hooked on a plain I-beam

hoist

on

trolley

then released by the operator,

is

the loaded bucket along the track directly over the

filled, and, by releasing an automatic catch on the
bucket empties the coal into the pocket and is then

pocket to be
bale,

the

conveyed back to the storage pile for refilling. The delivery
pockets are designed to deliver predetermined amounts of coal
to locomotive tenders, the capacity ranging from two tons to
B'Sheafhing
iTiller /Z'xii'posfs

—

Each pocket is equipped with an Ogle delivery gate
and spout which is said to be frost-proof. The entire structure
is covered with a wood-sheathed roof and composition roofing.
This work has been carried out under the general direction
The plans were made by
of R. S. McCormick, chief engineer.
The Arnold Company, Chicago, who were also the constructors
of the Arnold
vice-president
L.
P.
Battey.
of the entire plant.
company, supervised the work and construction was carried out
under the direction of H. H. Dickinson.
eight tons.

r-
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RAILWAY AFFAIRS
Financial conditions

and

1913,

in

IN

OTHER COUNTRIES

Brazil were not of the

best

during

this state of things is reflected in the recently issued

This company,
of the Brazil Railway for that year.
which was incorporated in 1906, operates directly some 3,280
miles of railway in southern Brazil, and has a large interest in
the Paulista and Mogyana Railways, which own 1,795 miles of
report

in the state of Sao Paulo.
Madeira-Mamore Railway and

has a large interest in the
Uruguay Railway, and in
subsidiary enterprises, which are expected eventually to produce
a profit in themselves and also to bring new traffic. An all-rail
connection between Sao Paulo and Montevideo was established
during the year by the completion of the bridge over the River
It

line

Uruguay and

the

of the connection with the

Central

Uruguay

at

Sant' Anna.

From

the

lines

in

southern

Brazil

directly

company, gross receipts were secured

sists

on the engine house.

as

of 5

in.

The

floor of the building con-

of concrete covered with a 1-in. sand cushion on

maple paving blocks. The buildheated in the same manner as the engine house, except
that the hot air is partially distributed through overhead gal-

which are
ing

laid 3-in. creosoted

is

vanized sheet metal ducts.

The

storehouse, which

is

68

ft.

by 91

ft.

in

size,

is

located

with reference to a proposed development of freight and passenger car repair shops arranged along a covered runway for a
traveling crane and the storage of material so that in severe
weather all work can be handled between the various portions
The central connecting passage with
of the shop under cover.

shops extending at right angles to it allows any desired expansion to be made in the size of the individual shops without
affecting the general plan as long as a longitudinal shop is not
objectionable.

The

coaling station

details to a

number

is

of an unusual type, similar in general

of stations that have been developed for use

northern portions of the country where the operating
The building is
conditions are very severe during the winter.

in

the

1913

of

$14,479,920,

representing an increase of $1,422,228, or 10.89 per cent. Operating expenses ($9,200,534) were, however, higher by $1,716,639,

Typical Cross Section Through the Coaling Station

manner

in

operated by the

or 22.94 per cent, leaving net receipts lower by $261,074, or 5.28
Receipts show increases under nearly all headings,
because of the stimulus given to low-grade traffic by reductions
per cent.
in tariffs

and because of improved

percentage of operating expenses

train facilities.

(63.54 against

The
57.31)

higher
is

due

partly to the greater mileage of line in operation, 154 additional
There was also a
miles having been opened during the year.

heavier renewal of

ties,

and an increase

in

tonnage and train-

mileage, consequent on the better service given both for passengers and merchandise, which entailed a heavier coal consumption

and

a larger

wages

bill.

In spite of the commercial crisis in Brazil the receipts of the
Paulista and Mogyana Railways, in which the Brazil Company
is largely interested, showed a steady expansion, and the same
dividends of 12 and 10 per cent, respectively, as in the previous

were declared by each company, and their reserves further
augmented. This was done in spite of the increase in working

year,

expenses.

The earnings of the Madeira-Mamore Railway, on the other
hand, were affected by the severe depression in the Amazon
valley following a severe crisis in the rubber industry.

Effect

of

the

Panama Canal on

Coast-to-Coast

Traffic

Improved Service and Reduced Rates Take Business
from Rail Lines. Ask Relief from Fourth Section
Interesting testimony showing the effect of the Panama
canal on water rates from the Atlantic to the Pacific coasts
was presented at a hearing before Special Examiner Thurtell
of

the

Interstate

Commerce Commission

in

Chicago

on

October 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10, on the application of the transcontinental railways for relief from the recent fourth section
order of the Interstate Commerce Commission, to enable them
to make reduced rates to the Pacific coast terminals on 107
commodities

sufficiently

low

to

meet water competition with-

out making a reduction in the rates on these commodities to
the intermediate points.
The hearing was held pursuant to a petition filed by the carriers with the commission on July 9, following the decision of the
Supreme Court sustaining the commission's order in the Intermountain rate case, in which the roads submitted to the comSchedule A is a list of
mission three schedules of rates.

commodities on which the rates to Pacific coast terminals will
apply as maxima to intermediate points and on which no relief
Schedule B consists of commodities subject to
is requested.
water competition at the Pacific coast terminals, but on which
the rates from the Missouri river to the Pacific coast by rail are
generally not less than $2 for less than carload lots and $1 for
carload lots, and as to which the carriers will observe the fourth
section rule of the commission, applying only such percentages
over the through rates at the intermediate points as were designated for the respective zones in the original order of the
commission, 7 per cent from Mississippi river and Chicago territory, IS per cent from the Buffalo-Pittsburgh and CincinnatiDetroit territories, and 25 per cent from New York territory.
Tariffs are now being compiled by the carriers of the rates on
commodities named in schedules A and B to become effective on
November IS. Schedule C is a list of 107 commodities covering
generally manufactured articles subject to the most severe water
competition, on which the rates to the coast are less than $1 in
carloads and $2 in less than carloads, which rates the carriers
consider subnormal to a marked degree, measured by any
recognized standard that has been fixed by the commission as
reasonable, but which are necessary to move a share of this
water competitive traffic by rail, also to enable manufacturers
and shippers at points of production not located directly on the
Atlantic seaboard to share in the trade of the Pacific coast.
These rates are so low that the carriers consider they should
not be used as a basis for rates to interior points. As to these
rates the carriers asked permission to present to the commission
such evidence as in their opinion would

completely justify a

greater degree of relief from the provisions of the fourth section

than was granted in the order.

THE CONTENTION OF THE R-AILWAYS

An

opening statement outlining the position of the railways
was made by Charles Donnelly, assistant general counsel of the
Northern Pacific. Mr. Donnelly said that the order of the commission, which was sustained by the Supreme Court, provided
only for a relation of rates, and the carriers might have complied with it literally by advancing all terminal rates to the level
of the intermediate rates complained of.
In the meantime, the
conditions existing at the time when the order was entered had
changed radically. The carriers were confronted, therefore, with
the necessity of adopting that method of compliance with the
order which woufd best conserve their reveriue. Their position
is that upon the commodities in schedule C the existing rates to
intermediate territory tried by the standards afforded by the
decisions of the commission in other cases involving rates into
the intermountain territory are just and reasonable for the
service performed, and that the roads ought to be allowed to
make rates to the terminals without reference to the existing

The general

intermediate rates.

justification

which has always

existed for the maintenance of lower rates to the Pacific coast

terminals

that they

is

moving

carriers

traffic

were necessary primarily
from the Atlantic coast

coast to get any of that

who were moving

The

transportation.

traffic in

enable
the

rail

Pacific

competition with other carriers

same destination by cheaper means of

to the

it

to
to

proposition of the carriers has always been

can be given to a boat in New York, and
carried to San Francisco for SO cents they ought to be allowed
that

if

this

traffic

movement

to charge a rate of 60 cents for the

of the

traffic

to

such a rate would yield something in excess
of the out-of-pocket expense, and to charge it without in any way
that destination,

if

same time collected to
maintained that that was
true not only of traffic originating in New York, but as well of
traffic originating in territory immediately adjacent.
They also contended that if in point of fact railways having
their eastern termini in the Middle West could find that same
commodity produced or manufactured there, they ought to be
permitted to pick it up at that point and deliver it at the
affecting those rates

which were

intermediate territory.

upon

Pacific coast

The

at the

carriers

which would enable them

rates

to

do so

in

competition with the rates established by the water carriers upon
the same traffic originating at the Atlantic seaboard, and that
they ought to be permitted to do so without any reference to
the rate to the intermediate points.
He cited, for example, that

from Youngstown, Ohio,
combination rate of 18

from

plus 35 cents

was moving
upon the
cents from Youngstown to New York

time 15,000

at the present

New York

while the existing

53 cents,

of wrought iron pipe

lb,

to a Pacific coast destination

to the Pacific coast, or a total of

rate

rail

is

65

cents.

The

rate

cannot move the business in competition with the rate established
by the rail and water route. Can any conceivable reason be
assigned, he asked, why, if the carriers can under existing
operating conditions move the same traffic from point of origin
to the same destination at rates only slightly in excess of this
combination they ought to be penalized by the depression of
rates otherwise just and reasonable to intermediate territory?
No conceivable reason can be assigned, he said, why, as the
condition of allowing carriers to compete for such traffic, they
should be compelled to forego what they might otherwise lawfully
and reasonably ask for the service they render to interior points.
The question also involves, he said, the interests of the Middle
West. The interests of the interior communities are no more
affected if the carriers are allowed to pick up the same traffic in
the interior and move it to the Pacific coast on rates which will
allow them to compete with water carriers than they would be if
the carriers are allowed to compete from the Atlantic seaboard.

The question
carriers, in

involved, therefore,

is

:

Shall the transcontinental

view of the conditions existing now as the result of
Panama Canal, be compelled to go out

the construction of the
of the business of

they

move

it

at

all,

moving

to the

they must

move

Pacific coast traffic which,
in

if

competition with the water

carriers?

NEW
The

first

CONDITIONS CRE.^TED BV THE CANAL

witness for the carriers was P. P. Hastings, assistant

general freight agent of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe coast
Mr. Hastings said that the sea
lines, at San Francisco, Cal.

competition within the past few months has been increasing by
leaps and bounds, particularly because of the opening of the

The opening of the canal has resulted in much
by water the time is shorter and the dates of
sailing are more frequent on the lines which were doing business across the isthmus either of Panama or of Tehuantepec,
prior to the opening of the canal, and new lines have gone into
the business and are still going in, which make the sailings from

Panama
better

Canal.

service

;

;
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the ports on both the east and west very

Moreover, water

than they were before.

much more

and there

is
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57,

put out only on the heavier articles, or those which moved
now applied to the iron list generally by
the water lines in carloads. Wine has been quoted at 30 cents
fencing,
formerly 65 cents, is now quoted at
carloads.
Wire
in
30 cents. In addition there have been a great many reductions

frequent

first

in largest quantity, is

lines are loading vessels

at additional ports, principally gulf ports,

Vol.

no longer

the necessity of trans-shipment from sea to rail and from rail to
sea again in crossing the isthmus with the intervening rail haul
Whether entirely because of the
between trans-shipments,

on schedule B commodities. Even before the opening of the
canal there was a considerable movement from points west of
the Pittsburgh-Buflfalo territory, which is very materially increasing, but at the time the shipments moved, the movement
by sea was largely from those territories. There is also a great
amount of traffic by water of practically all commodities from
New York City. There are also shipments from Boston,
Charleston, S. C, and Gulfport, Miss.
Mr. Hastings introduced a stateinent showing the tonnage of
freight handled westbound by water lines from the Atlantic sea-

opening of the canal or of the new lines entering the service,
there has also been a very radical reduction in the rates of the
water lines since the opening of the canal, and the roads are
daily receiving reliable information about further reductions
These things have served very materially to inbeing made.
crease the tonnage moving by water lines, not only on schedule
C commodities, but also on other commodities. Advice had been
received within the last day or two from railroad representaNew York and San Francisco and Los Angeles, and

tives at both

on the north coast, of a reduction announced on October 1, on
from 300 to 400 commodities, these reductions being either
further reductions or reductions on commodities not formerly
announced. Even prior to these reductions by the water lines
the rail rates did not, in most instances, fully meet the sea competition, but the rail lines were able to obtain a considerable
share of the traffic because of their better service. Pending the

board to Pacific coast ports, for the years 1907-13, inclusive,
compared with that moving through the Panama Canal in
September, 1914, the first full month since the canal has been

decision in this case the rail carriers did not feel at liberty to
make any changes in their terminal rates to meet the new con-

451,582;

not

of the rates on the schedule

ditions.

Most,

modities

must be reduced

share in the

if

traffic at

all,

open for business. The total tonnage to American Pacific coast
ports, excluding that via the Straits of Magellan and Cape Horn,
which was not available, has been as follows: 1907, 139,448;
1908,

397,974;

1911,

carried 8,400 tons

;

the

&

1912,

1914, the

Panama

Rail-

Steamship Company, 13,482; the American-Hawaiian Steamship ComCompany,
12,277, makpany, 43,312; the Luckenbach Steamship
road Steamship Company, 444 tons; the Atlantic

the terminal points.

ing a total of 77,915 tons.

RATES VIA THE CANAL

This, multiplied by

12,

Pacific

equals 934,980

which would be over twice the tonnage moving by water
The figures for September do not include
in any previous year.
any business via two of the new lines from the South Atlantic
and Gulf ports. Mr. Hastings explained that as the canal was
tons,

Mr. Hastings then presented an exhibit showing the water
and the rates quoted as
of September S, 1914, and also the movements by sea for the
rates prior to the opening of the canal

Summary

1910, 290,122;

For the month of September

1913, 434,115.

Emery Steamship Company

C com-

the railroads are to continue to

if

1909, 254.387;

141.484;

Water Lines Between Atlantic and Gulf Ports and Pacific Coast Ports Since Opening of Panama Canal

of Service via

Time
N'umber
of.

Steamship

vessels

line

an Hawaiian S.S. Co.

26

Ports

Ports

from

capacity

260,000

in
transit
to San

Frequency

Total

tonnage

New York

to

San Diego

of
sailings
5

days

Francisco
23 days

Los Angeles Harbor

Remarks

Have

San Francisco

make Gulf

declared intention to

ports,
5. C,

eastljound,

and

Charleston,

westbound, soon.

Portland
Seattle

Tacoma
luckenbach S.S. Co

S

40,500

New York

Los Angeles Harbor

•Philadelphia

San Francisco

10 da.vs

27 days

15 davs
to

20 days

(Cargo for North Pacific
Coast
ports
transshipped at San
Francisco)
R. Grace & Co
lAtlantic & Pacific S.S. Co.)

\V.

Emery

S.S.

Co

4

30,000

2

40.000
17,000

New York

to

Boston

(Boston & Atlantic S.S. Co.)

Los Angeles Harbor
San Francisco
Puget Sound
Los Angeles Harbor
San Francisco

20 days
35 days

27 days

to

40 days

Swayne & Hoyt

3

15.000

New York

Sudden & Christiansen

6

27,000

New York

•Effective October

Los
San
Los
San

Angeles Harbor

30 days

23 days

13 days

24 days

Francisco

Angeles Harbor
Francisco

Announce

will

make Gulf

cluding Mobile,
Galveston.

New

ports,

in-

Orleans and

8.

year 1913, on the items' covered by schedule C. These rates were
quoted by the American-Hawaiian Steamship Company. Since
September S many other reductions have been announced. For
example, the carload rate on calcium chloride, which before the

opening of the canal was 45 cents per 100 lb., has been reduced
to 35 cents in carloads oil-canned goods from 55 and 60 cents to
;

45 cents: coffee, 55 to 45; telegraph line material, 55 to 35;
window glass, 75 to 60 ink 90 to 75 a large number of iron and
steel articles, from rates ranging from 45 to 60 cents to 30 cents
;

;

from 50 cents to 30 cents; oils from 60 to 50; paints, 65 to
50; white lead, 55 to 50; paper and articles of paper, 75 to 60;
roofing materials 75 to 65; tin 55 to 50; wire and wire goods,

opened on August 15, and was in complete operation during the
last half of August, any freight that was held back awaiting the
opening might reasonably be supposed to have got through before
September, so that the figures for September should indicate a
normal month, except for the fact that rates are going down and
new lines and new ports are entering into the traflFic, so that it
may be reasonable to expect an increase, unless there should be
a change in the rate situation.
SERVICE VIA

THE CANAL

nails,

55 to 30; rail fastenings, from SO to 30. The general item of
hardware, formerly quoted at $1, both 1. c. 1. and carloads, is
now quoted at 80 to 85 cents. Pipe fittings and connections have
recently been reduced from 40 to 30 cents cast iron pipes from
;

40 to 35

cents.

On

iron and steel articles the 30-cent quotation,

Another exhibit showed the lines which are now engaged regularly, or will be within the coming month, in the traffic through
the canal, and some information regarding the proposed service.
From this
This exhibit is shown in the accompanying table.
table Mr. Hastings estimated a monthly capacity of }11,600 tons.
Moreover, he had just received an announcement of the inauguration

of

a

fleet

by the

Panama-Pacific

Line,

to

begin

October

16,
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New York

operations between San Francisco and

May,

in

1915,

to

east
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the west coast.

Mr. Baird said that as to the north
C commodities
the neighborhood of 45 per cent of the

Pacific coast terminals, the tonnage of schedule

with two boats of 4.000 tons each.

would be somewhere

PROPOSED R.^TES

Another exhibit showed the tonnage of schedule C commodities
moving by rail from the east to Pacific coast terminals during
the year 1913, with a column showing the movement of the same
commodities by sea. Another showed the commodities covered
by schedule C, with the rates now in effect to California terminals,
and the suggested disposition of schedule C items in terminal
rates under which the rail carriers might hope to hold a reasontraffic.
The publication of the tariff which
become effective on November 15, under the commission's
will
cancel
a considerable number of the
recent
order,
more
commodity rates which have formerly been carried to the
terminals only, 460 items in less than carloads and 151 in carThese rates were eliminated on business where it was
loads.
thought that the volume of the movement was not sufficient to
He said that this would improve the
justify their continuation.
relationship of the rates from the standpoint of the intermediate

able portion of the
will

commodities will then take the class rates,
class rates are no lower to the coast than to any intermediate points, and are lower to Phoenix, Reno and many other
Schedule B also will inpoints than they are to the terminals.
clude 58 less than carload and 389 carload items, on all of which
the rates from the Missouri river will be the maxima at intermediate points with the percentages added from points further
east.
These rates will in most instances materially reduce the
rates' to Reno and other interior points, probably oil 85 to 90 per
points, because the

and the

cent of the commodities.

in

He

introduced a number of exhibits as to the rates
to the North Pacific coast terminals and intermediate points,
He said that a
similar to those presented by Mr. Hastings.

total traffic.

number of commodity rates had been eliminated from the
terminal tariff because the tonnage was so small that the carriers
thought they could better afford to eliminate the rates and surrender the business to the water carriers, than to make those
rates the basis of their rates to the intermediate territory.

He

produced a statement showing the movement of empty
from January 1 to August 31,
1914, showing a great preponderance of empty car movement
westbound, to show that the Northern Pacific could handle a
very much larger tonnage of westbound traffic to Pacific coast
territory than it is handling, without materially increasing its
The cars could be moved westbound
transportation expense.
fully loaded, he said, without materially changing the present
engine mileage, and with very little additional cost, except such
Passing
as would be involved in the consumption of fuel.
also

cars over the Northern Pacific

Billings, Mont., this table

showed about 24,000 empties

Pacific could increase its loaded

that,

the revenue because

it

was expected

amount.

taking the basis used by

If the carriers are

enabled to participate in this

the Pacific coast terminals, he said,

on a basis by which

they will earn something over the out-of-pocket cost,

much

it

will con-

overhead expenses and other items of
expense which are not included in out-of-pocket cost, and so contribute to the total earnings of the road, so that the burden will
not be laid entirely upon the other traffic hauled by the transtribute that

to the

continental carriers, that

forced

to

discontinue

is,

the traffic left to

participation

the

in

them

if

terminal

they were
business.

Moreover, the rail rates to the interior would be reduced by
the combinations on the terminals if the roads are allowed to
put in the rates which will meet this competition and this will
not only reduce the actual volume of the rates, but will also
;

establish a different, a-nd for the interior

man

a better, relation

compared with the terminals. The interior man could
have the advantage of water service and water rates by

of rates as
also

trans-shipment at the Pacific coast ports

;

but

if

the rail carriers

are permitted to carry these rates to the terminals on a basis

which they can afford, the interior man will have the same
combination on the terminals at a very much better service by
the rail line than he would were he dependent on trans-shipment
at Pacific coast ports.
If the carriers cannot be given relief and
are forced to abandon the terminal traffic to the sea carriers,

no possible advantage would accrue to the interior points.

RATES TO THE NORTH COAST
J. B. Baird, freight traffic manager of the Northern Pacific
Railway, gave supplementary testimony applying to the northern
lines.
Mr. Baird introduced an exhibit showing the present rates

to the

on schedule C commodities, and
thought necessary for the carriers to es-

Pacific coast terminals

the rates which

it

is

to get business under those

Many

of

no business now.
This preponderance of eastbound movement has prevailed for at

purpose of roughly computing the out-of-pocket cost of transporting traffic, it had been figured that the out-of-pocket cost on
the Santa Fe for transporting the commodities in schedule C
would average 3.28 mills per ton per mile, and that the rates
suggested by the carriers would all yield a greater revenue than
that

to the extent

rates that could not be secured at the present time.

These are substantially the same as
some
slight variations.
The class rates which were lower to the coast
than to Spokane at the present time grade normally frnm the

tablish as to the terminals.

the rates to the California terminals, although there are

secure practically

least 10 years.

the commission in the southeastern fourth section case, for the

traffic to

westbound tonnage

100 cars per day without a considerable increase in
operating expense. Mr. Baird said it was not believed that the
reduction in the terminal rates would involve any reduction in
of about

the present terminal rates

RATES COVER OUT-OF-POCKET COST

Mr. Hastings then explained

in excess

of the loads for the period of eight months, so that the Northern

MR. PLAISTED's TESTIMONY

H. Plaisted, assistant director of traffic of the Southern
Pacific, explained how the opening of the Panama Canal had
Mr.
changed the conditions affecting transcontinental rates.
Plaisted said that the water service had now been extended to
apply not only to New York territory, but to the South Atlantic
and Gulf ports, so that these ports are now placed in the same
status as the territory adjacent to New York. Water service has
also been extended to some of the Missouri river territory, including Galveston and New Orleans. He cited an example of a
shipment of pipe and pig iron from Birmingham to the Pacific
F.

coast at a rate of 15 cents for the rail haul
to

New

Orleans, and 35 cents

from Birmingham
from New

for the water haul

Orleans to San Francisco, making a through rate of 50 cents.
Such traffic has previously moved
all-rail rate is 65 cents.
by rail in large quantities, but the roads are now unable to hold
water
competition
at that rate, and it is
that traffic against the
proposed to make a rate of 55 cents if it can be done without
reducing the intermediate rates, in order to share in the traffic.
Mr. Plaisted took the position that the low rates proposed by
the carriers to meet water competition would have no effect in
the intermediate points, because if the railroads do not meet the

The

rates the traffic will

For example, he

go by water.
from Sand
The former rate

cited a shipment of paper bags

Hill, N. Y., via the canal at a rate of 55 cents.

by water was 65 cents and the rail rate is $1. Formerly there
was no water service from Boston to the Pacific coast. On
August 25, the steamship Atlantic sailed from Boston carrying
2,500 tons of nails, 4,500 tons of structural iron originating in

Pennsylvania. lOOOO tons of wire fencing originating in Pennfrom Massachusetts, 1 car of

sylvania, 5 cars of automobile tires

paper from Maine, 8 cars of electrical machinery from Lynn,
Mass., Schenectady, N. Y.. and Pittsfield. Mass., 20 cars of
printers' ink from Massachusetts, 1 car of canned goods from
Massachusetts and 4 cars of boilers from Massachusetts. He
also cited a shipment of 1,200 tons of rails from Lorain, Ohio,
to San Francisco, which moved by water at a rate of 30 cents
from New York to San Francisco, a reduction of 50 cents under
the former rate. In 1913, the total tonnage of rails shipped by
water was 6C9. He also cited a shipment of wrought iron pipe

:
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from Wheeling, W. \'a., at a rate of 30 cents from New York
to San Francisco and 16 cents from Wheeling to New York.
This business has moved almost exclusively by rail in the past.
He also cited shipments from Youngstown, Ohio, which had
formerly always moved by rail. He also mentioned a company
which formerly supplied San Francisco from its Milwaukee
branch.
Shipments are now made from tlie New York branch
by the Panama Canal. The Sherwin-Williams Paint Company,
he said, having plants at Newark, N. J., and Cleveland, Ohio,
now ships from Newark. Paper oyster pails, formerly moving
from Chicago by rail to the coast, are now moving by the canal.
It makes no difference to the interior points whether this traffic
goes by sea or by

rail,

even

if

the rail rates are lower than those

Referring to the rails from
Birmingham, he said that the 5S-cent rate proposed by rail was
not considered as fairly remunerative, nor did it actually meet
the water competitive rates, but it was believed the rail service
available

the

to

was worth

interior

points.

more, and that the railroads could get 55
cents, but no more.
He said that if he was figuring on a rate
that would meet all expenses and a return on the investment he
5

cents

would have to make the rate higher than 55 cents, but that this
would meet the out-of-pocket cost. He said that the boat lines
can make rates without notice, while the railways cannot change
their rates except on 30 days' notice and the approval of the
Interstate Commerce Commission. The roads, of course, do not
expect to be able to fully meet the water competition for this
reason, but desire to have the restrictions imposed by the longand-short-haul clause removed as to this traffic, in order to
obtain a share of

reduce their rates too low,
lines cannot follow them.
Mr. Plaisted said

it.

of course, the rail

If the boat lines

taken up, but that

same

it

would have to be
had not been included in this case. Howwould apply. The roads would have to

principle

meet water competition at the points of origin, but not at the
points of destination. Mr. Baird, on cross examination, said that
out of the rates from Chicago to Seattle, 15 per cent would go
to the lines between Chicago and St. Paul, out of the rate from
New York to Seattle 25 per cent would go to the eastern lines.
Representatives of the state railway commissions of Nevada.
Arizona. New Mexico, Idaho, Kansas, Nebraska, Montana and
Minnesota were present and cross-examined the witnesses for
Representatives of the chambers of commerce
the railways.
and other commercial organizations were also present from
the principal commercial centers of the United States, including
both eastern cities and terminal and intermountain cities in the
west.
The Nevada, Arizona, New Mexico, Idaho and Montana
commissions, and shippers from the intermountain territory, opposed the plan of the railways, arguing that to make lower rates
to

the

coast

would be discriminatory against

their

shippers.

Representatives of shippers' organizations in the middle western

appeared in support of the railroads' position.
H. C.
Barlow, traffic director of the Chicago .Association of Commerce,
said that unless the commission allows the railways to make
lower rates to the coast the entire mid-western section of the
country will lose its business with the coast to the Atlantic seaboard cities. It is much cheaper at present, he said, to send
goods by rail to New York and thence by water to San Francisco, than to ship across the continent by rail and the eastern
cities therefore have an advantage over the middle west.
cities

Mr. B.Trlow submitted the following ex'nibit, comparing the
water-and-rail rates from Chicago to San Francisco since the
opening of the canal with the transcontinental rail rate:
Combination
rate, C. L.

Cotton piece goods
Starch
Pickles

Shoe findings
Tinware
Paper articles
Ij:ather

Iron and steel
Paints

Hardware
Earthenware

Twine
*L. C. L.

$1.55

85
1.20
1.50
1.55
1.40
1.35

60
90
1.35
1.40
1.10

Rail rate,
C. L.
$1.60
1.00
2.45
1.90
*1.70
•1.90
1.95
.80
.95
1.90
1.50
2.45
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TESTS OF VANADIUM STEEL RAILS
Convinced from results along other lines that the use of
vanadium in rail steel will reduce rail failures and increase the
wearing quality of the rails, the manufacturers of this alloy
recently had several heats of basic open hearth vanadium steel
rolled into rails for test purposes by the Cambria Steel Company. Although the price of vanadium until the past year has
been too high to make it commercially practicable in rails, it is

now

possible to sell rails with this alloy for about $40 a ton.

Three heats of vanadium

were made

steel

to

following

the

chemical specifications
Heat
Carbon

2

1

45 to .65 per cent
1.10 to 1.40 per cent

Manganese
Silicon

Phosphorus
Sulphur

....

Under
Under
Under

3

.40 to .52 per cent
to 1.30 per cent
Under .20 per cent
Under .05 per cent
Under .05 per cent
4 lb. to ton

1. 00

.20 per cent
.05 per cent

.05 per cent
4 lb. to ton

Vanadium

.60 to .75 per cent
.73 to 1.00 per cent
Under .20 per cent

Under
Under
4

.05 per cent
.05 per cent
lb.

to ton

manganese specified is higher than
usual, as previous investigations have shown that with manganese
somewhat higher than usual the effect of the vanadium on the
physical properties of the steel is still further increased.
The
third heat, however, conforms to the usual specification for rail
In the

first

two

heats, the

steel.

The chemical compositions of
Heat
Carbon

the beats were as follows
2

3

.51 percent
l.llpercent

.558 per cent

l.Slpercent

Silicon

17 per cent

.12 per cent

Phosphorus
Sulphur

015 per cent
019 per cent

.010 per cent
.029 per cent
.146 per cent

1

55 per cent

Manganese

Vanadium
.Actual per cent

vanadium

The manganese

the question of eastbound rates by the canal

ever, the

:

:

148 per cent
added .168 per cent

in the first heat

.16

percent

.78

percent

.158
.017
.025
.156
.177

per cent

percent
per cent

percent
percent

higher than called for due

is

manganese addition not being nearly

to the percentage of loss in

The percentage of
carbon in the third heat is about 5 points below the limit called
for due to various mill delays.
The following chemical specifications were used for the carbon
steel rails with which the vanadium rails were compared

as great as allowed for in usual

Carbon

Manganese

.62 to .75 per cent

.60 to .90 per cent

The production percentage
rails

practice.

Phosphorus

Silicon

Under

.20 per cent

vanadium

of the

Under

.04 per cent

steel or yield of

per ton of ingots was higher than usual, as shown thus

Heat

2

1

Ingots, weight

104,4001b.
79,900 lb.

121.0001b.
89.500 lb.

Rails, weight
Rails, number

Per cent yield

1b.
lb.

73— 1st; 1— 2nd

73— 1st; 2— 2nd

None

None

None

74.0

76.9

75.9

77— 1st; 5— 2nd

Rails— Scrap

3

108,000
82,000

vanadium steel heats rolled perfectly, and the blooms
were all clean and free from seams and cracks. The standard
gages were used, indicating that the shrinkage of the steel is
the same as for standard carbon steel and that no change in this
Nothing developed in the heating and
respect is necessarj'.
rolling to indicate that the mill output would be in any way
reduced by the use of vanadium steel. The top portion of some
of the ingots from the first heat was a little soft or green when
bloomed, and they were cropped heavily on this account.
.Ml three

DROP TESTS

When
tests

was made, it was arranged
on crop ends from both the "A" and "B"
the

first

heat

to

make drop

rail

of three

middle and end of the pourwas not carried out on the
second heat, and only three drop tests were made from this heat,
one being from a "C" rail crop, as the top blooms from the
ingots were rolled into three-rail lengths. The arrangement for
two drop tests from the beginning, middle and end of the third
heat was carried out, excepting that the tests were made on "C
rail crops instead of "B" rail, ori account of the top blooms all
ingots, representing the beginning,

ing.

Through misunderstanding

this

having been rolled into three-rail lengths.
The usual requirements for the drop test were followed, the
height of the drop being 15 ft. for the carbon rails and 18 ft. for
but two of the vanadium rails. One vanadium r^il was tested
.\1I the others were tested in the usual
with the flange up.
manner with the head up. Six one-inch spaces were laid off on
all

:

OCTUBtR

the

16.
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bottom of the flange in order to determine the ductility or
after each blow of the drop, the requirements being 5

stretch

two adjacent inch spaces.
met the ductility requirements in all of the
one of the 12 tests made with the 18-ft.
drop, the requirement was met under the first drop.
The deflection in inches under the first drop in the two cases in which
a 15-ft. height was used was 0.7 and 0.9 in., respectively.
The
similar figures for the 18-ft. drop are 1.0 in four cases, 1.1 in
seven cases and 1.2 in one case. The carbon rails in three such
drop tests also met the requirement as to ductility, the deflection
in two cases under the first drop of 15 ft. being 1.0 and in the
third case 1.1. The fractures of the vanadium steel test pieces
showed sound interior metal in all cases but one in which a small
per cent or 5/100

The vanadium

15 tests

and

in.

stretch in

steel

in all but

the rail.
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made from

Tensile tests were also

the middle section
which were broken under the
gag press. Corresponding tests for comparison were made from
an "A" and "B" 100-lb. section carbon steel rail. Due to the
more rapid cooling of the rail crops, the tests from these show
a little higher in elastic limit than the tests from the mid section
of the three rails broken in the gag press, as these rails cooled
much more slowly on the hot bed.
The average elastic limit of the vanadium steel as shown in

vanadium

of each of the

61 tests

was 95,000

carbon

steel

tests

steel rails

per

sq. in.,

being

65,000

lb.

the corresponding figure for 16

per

lb.

in.

sq.

The

tensile

vanadium specimens averaged 129,000 lb. per
and of the 16 carbon steel specimens 119,000 lb. per sq. in.
The ratio of the elastic limit to tensile strength was 70 per cent
or more for the vanadium steel as compared with about 57 per
cent for the carbon steel. The per cent elongation in two inches
averaged 12.1 for 57 vanadium steel specimens and 10.9 for the
16 carbon steel specimens. The per cent reduction of area was
29.2 for the vanadium and 15.9 for the carbon steel.
The bend tests were made on rectangular pieces about 8 in.
long.
The load was supplied 6 in. from the fixed end of the
test piece.
The radius of the jaws holding the bend specimen
was not over ]i iri., and the edges of the specimens were not
rounded.
The alternating impact tests were made on bars
turned to ^ in, diameter. The bar was held firmly in a vise and
tlie upper end moved backwards and forwards by means of a
slotted arm, through a total distance of 54 in. at the rate of 600
movements per minute. The distance from the vise to the slotted
arm was 4 in. Each movement was accompanied by an impact
or blow on the bar by the slotted arm.
strength of the 61

sq. in.,

The

results of these tests

show

that the

vanadium

steel

com-

pares favorably with the carbon steel in these respects.

The hardness

tests were made by the Brinell method.
This
measuring the impression made by a standard steel
ball under a standard load.
The tests were made on sections
from the same rail crops from which the other tests were made.
Tlie sections from the first heat showed an average hardness
of about 340; from the second heat about 302, and from the
third heat about 293; carbon rail "A" about 248, and carbon
rail "E" about 269.
The wear test was made by rotating a test piece 1 in. long by
in. diameter between three manganese steel rollers of 3 in.
1
diameter. The two bottom rollers were driven by gears with a
different number of teeth, giving the rollers different speeds and

consists of

causing the test piece to

slip

action of a car wheel on the

as

well as

rotate,

imitating the

The

test pieces were all taken
from the head. A direct load of 110 lb. was applied to the test
piece by loading the top roller.
In previous tests a load of
220 lb. was used, but owing to the great tendency of soft rails
like carbon rail "A" to flow and form a fin or bead the weight
was reduced to 110 lb. It was found that the abrasion of the
test

piece

was

The

load.
loss in

better

rail.

with this weight than with the heavier

were weighed before and after test. The
milligrams was divided by the original weight

test pieces

weight

in

of the test piece in order to obtain comparative figures and allow
for variations in weight of test pieces.

50,000 revolutions.

The

The

tests

were

relative loss for all specimens

all

was

run
as

follows

Etched Cross Sections

of

Vanadium and Carbon

Steel Rails

Heat
1

shaped piece

".\"— Crop

16.3
13.1

".'\"— Crop

12.8
12.2
28.8

"B"—Crop

1

showed on one side of the wedgewas broken out when the rail was fractured under

indication of piping which

2
3

—

"A" Crop
"A"
"B"

Carbon
Carbon

the drop.

21.1

CHEMICAL AN.\LVSES

from each
of the three vanadium heats was broken into ten pieces and the
fractures carefully examined.
Every fracture was found to be
free from any evidence of piping.
In addition to drop tests, one full length "A"' rail

PHYSICAL TESTS

'

Tensile tests, alternating impact, and bend tests and also wear
and hardness tests were made from rail crops from each heat.
The crops from the "A" rails were taken from the top end of

Chemical

were made of rails from each of the
determine whether there was any tendency to

analyses

vanadium heats

to

how the vanadium steel compared in this respect
For this purpose drillings were taken
steel.
from two locations in the head of the rail. One sample was
taken from the top corner of the head, corresponding to the outer
portion of the ingot, and the other sample was taken from the
junction of the head with the web, corresponding to the axial
segregation and

with the carbon

:

. ..
,

No

certain to be found.

vanadium

steel

was found

segregation

in the case of

the results all being within the limit

rails,

of analytical error.

heat showed a small

web and

in the

web.

of this etched section

amount of piping

"A" of

Rail

Exports from United Kingdom (1913)

new

Rails,

was a little soft or green when bloomed. A few of
from this heat were heavily cropped at the bloom
shears on this account. Rail "B" of the first heat showed a few
small streaks in the web. Rail "A" of the second heat showed
a perfectly uniform, dense structure with no evidence of residual
piping.
Rail "A' of the third heat showed a uniform, dense
the ingots

with only the verj' slightest

Carbon

piping.

rail

"A"

is

typical of

indication

most "A"

of

is

really better than

rail

structures

many

marked on the left side of the etching.
The time required for etching the vanadium steel rail sections
was several times longer than for the carbon rails. The average
time required was about 30 minutes, as against about 5 minutes
for the "A"' carbon steel rail and about 15 minutes for the "B"
carbon steel rail. The difference in length of time of etching
a very good indication of the comparative resistance to wear.

is

frames,

From the results of the tests made on these three heats, the
American Vanadium Company recommends the following chemical specification for vanadium steel rails

Canada

"

Australia

"
"

Norway
Denmark

"

France
Spain

"
"

Portugal

4

lb.

Kingdom and

all

destinations

to the principal

To
"

$200,000
300,000
450.000
995.000
70.000
140.000
200,000
195.000
50.000

"

"

"
"

"

Italv

$1,375,000
60,000
65,000
160,000
310,000
440,000
80,000
315.000
70,000

Turkev
Ecvpt
Dutch East Indies
China
Japan
-Argentina
Brazil
Chile

"
"

British exports of railway wheels and parts, including tires
and axles to the various colonial and foreign markets, in the
year 1913, were as follows
Railway
wheels and
axles complete

To

British India

••

Canada

"

.-Xustralia

1,075.000
5,000

115,000
20 000
51 0,000
175,000
80,000

23,000
10,000
7,500
1,000
2,500
55,000
3,500
35,000
35.000
415,000
75,000
25,000

25,500
40,000
10,000
1,000
5,000
60,000
3,500
150,000
55,000
1,425,000
250,000
105.000

$3,822,000

$2,227,500

$6,050,000

$330,000
130,000

Norway
Denmark

**
•'

"
"
"
"

France
Spain

2,500
30,000
2,500

Portugal
Italy

Turkeyin-Asia

•

2.500
5,000

Eej-pt

"

Dutch East Indies
China
Japan (and Formosa)
Argentina

"
'

Chile

"

Brazil

The

total

of British exports to the above markets exceeds

those of Germany, but while the United
the

Tires and
axles

Total
$2,305,000
190,000
1,420,000
5,000

$1,975,000
60,000
345,000

Total

per cent
per cent
per cent
per cent
per cent
added per gross ton

.60
1.00 lo 1.25
Over .10
Not over .05
Not over .05

Vanadium

exported from Germany to

British India

"

45 to

Phosphorus
Sulphur

etc.,

1912 to the United

neutral markets of the world were as follows

••

Silicon

$25,948,000

To
United Kingdom
•

"
"

CONCLUSIONS

Carbon
Manganese

$17,289,000
782,500
3,724,500
4,052,000

residual

because more than the usual discard was made from the top of the ingot* in rolling this lot of
rails.
Carbon rail "B" shows evidence of residual piping, more

and

for use on steam or electric railways,

values of railway axles, railway wheels and parts, hubs,

the year

in

of the ingot

structure,

The
tires,

of the center of the head
that the center of the top

rails,

Total

the

would indicate

perfect

and conductor rails for electric traction
rails, with grooved heads
Chairs and sleepers (of iron or steel)
Railroad iron or steel, unenumerated

at the top of the

The appearance

No. lo

57,

Tram

Sections from the rails tested were polished and etched in
boiling dilute sulphuric acid and photographed.

Vol.

would be most

center of the ingot where any segregation present

first

:

:
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the

,

Kingdom

easily takes

place in supplying this material to British India and

first

Germany has taken the bulk of the trade in the other
The Board of Trade memorandum reports
competition from Germany with British manufacturers of

.Argentina,

AND GERMAN EXPORTS
RAILWAY MATERIAL

BRITISH
The

OF

that

Board of Trade has recently compiled statistics
regarding British and German exports of railway supplies and
equipment to the principal markets of the world, which should
be of great interest at this time to American railway supply
British

companies that are

now

studying the possibility of extending

During the year 1912 the

Of

this

Germany

total value of railway material ex-

to all destinations

amounted

$6,844,200 consisted of railway wheels

parts of railway wheels, hubs, tires, frames,
of

other

railway

material.

British

etc.,

exports

to 529,490.200.

and axles and
and $22,656,000

in

the year

1913

amounted to $6,050,000 for railway wheels, axles and their
parts, and $25,948,000 for other railway material, making a total
of $31,998,000. Exports from Austria-Hungarj- in 1913 amounted
to $194,350. of which $7,000 was for railway wheels, axles, hubs,
tires, and parts, and $187,350 was for other equipment.
The value of exports of railway material, other than rolling
stock and railway wheels, tires and axles, exported to all destinations from Germany, United Kingdom and Austria-Hungary,
are shown in the following table:
ExPOBTEtf FROM Gf.B.MANY

(1912)

Rails, including tramrails
?>leepers of iron

Fishplates and bedplates
Fishplate screws and wedges,

$14,503,000
3.819,000
1,646,500
bolts

for

sleepers,

now

be fulfilled in that country.
table oti the following page shows for the year 1912 the
values of the principal descriptions of railway material other

1,250.000
377,000
596,000

Parts of railway switches, parts of signals
Railway carriage springs, buffer springs

464,500

Total

$22,656,000

Germany

United Kingdom and, the principal neutral and

to the

colonial markets.

The following statement shows

for the year 1913, the exports

from the United Kingdom
and neutral markets principally served by Ger-

of certain classes of railway material
to the colonial

many

:

Chairs and

Exported

to:

British India
British East .Africa.
Htish Sou

Australia

Norway

Denmark

.

.

.

sleepers

$2,700,000
55,000
42,500
16,500

22,500
86.500
162,500

etc.

$178,300
9,050
$187,350

-

Miscellaneou^

$1,297,500
13,500
474,500
555,500

1,000
3,500

.

Netherlands
Belgium ...
France
Switzerland
Spain
Portugal
.

Rails

$4,063,000
94,000
2.138,000
4.595.000
5.500
20.500

•

3.500
4.000

.

78.500
36.500
28,500
1,000

500-

.

327.000
34,000
652.000

60.000
6.500
191,000

Italy

Greece

10.500
8.000
2.000

Serv-ia

Roumania
Russia

Turkey
Egypt

.

.

1,000

Exported from Adstma-Hungary (1913)
Rails for railways, pierced or not
Other railway material, including fastenings, frogs, buffers,

than rolling stock and railway wheels and axles exported from

.

gage bars,

clamp plates, hooked nails
Railway carriage metal fittings, railway buffers

Total

railway axles, wheels and tires during the last few years has
been extremely keen. In many foreign and colonial markets,
large contracts have been placed with German manufacturers.
.\ number of the contracts which were under e.xecution, or
which had just been placed in Germany before the war cannot

The

their business in foreign markets.

ported by

m.arkets specified.

Portuguese East Africa.
Portuguese West Africa.

Morocco
Dutch East Indies
China

641.500
2,000

.

OCTOB-^R

Kxported
Japan

:

.

Chairs and

Mis-

sleepers

cellaneous
1,000
132,500
555,500
77.000
11,000

Rails

to;

4,000
319,500
1,942.000
87,500
76,000

Brazil

Argentina
Chile

Uruguay

500
40,000
27,500
500

707

for locomotives, tenders

and cars from Germany amounted in
value to $27,678, and $326,082 respectively.
AUSTRALIA

There

Mexico

1

Total to above markets.
all

20,000

57,500

.$15,542,000

$3,419,000

$3,604,500

destinations. .$18,071,500

$3,824,500

$4,052,000

.

Austrian exports of railway material are insignificant when
compared with those of Germany or the United Kingdom. The
hulk of the exports were rails and were sent mainly to Rouma$153,050, and Servia, $24,350.
Germany's principal market for railway material in 1912
and the aggregate amourtts sent to each, were as follows; Dutch
i:ast Indies, $2,594,500; Turkey, $2,366,000; Argentina, $1,595,500;
iiia,

.Sweden,

$1,516,500;

488,000;

Chili,

Switzerland.

$969,500;

Brazil,

$1,440,000;

S905.500;

Netherlands,

United

$1,-

Kingdom,
The most

The following were

axles

firm in

the values of

rails,

fish plates, fish bolts,

and rods, switches, points, crossings, and intersections
for railways and tramways, imported into Australia from the
undermentioned countries in 1910, 1911, and 1912:

ing for fully one-half of the total.

All countries

$1,997,735
169.320
4,103,385

1911

1912

$2,498,145
1,053,785
5,399,640

$4,223,665
438,665
6,500,425

particulars are given as to the special require-

ments of some of these markets

The following

table

shows the values of railway cars and

imported into British India from the United Kingdom,
Germany and Belgium in the years 1910-1911, 1911-1912, and

parts

C.\XAD.\

The British trade commissioner in his last annual report for
Canada, stated that of the gross imports of railway material

1912-1913
191011

the British imports represented the proportion of 7.6 per cent,

but over 90 per cent of the railway material has been classed as
non-competitive, including rails, etc., which for various reasons
British firms do not normally supply to the

Of

A

tie-plates,

United Kingdom
Germany

The following

steel,

Sydney reported that instead of ordering 500 sets from the
United Kingdom, as at present, they would order 3,000 sets if
British manufacture would closely follow the American pattern
and quote a lower price. At present the difference in price is
said to amount to about 30 per cent in favor of the American
axle. The trade in light springs is mostly with the United States.
The trade in heavy axles and springs is very largely with the
United Kingdom.

Japan, $834,500; and Denmark, $752,000.
important item exported was rails, the exports of rails account-

$900,500:

demand for wrought
American pattern being preferred.

said to be a large

is

in Australia, the

United States

Total to

:
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16.

—

:

the balance, consisting of axles

and

parts,

Canadian market.
springs and parts.

United Kingdom

"54.845,860

1911-12

1912-13

$4,419,940

$7,474,890
322.985
108,490

Belg

The values of the imports from Germany show large increases
during the three years under view as compared with those from

German Exports. 1912
Fish-

exported to:
United Kingdom

.

British

India
Australia
British East Africa..
British

South Afric;

Norway
Sweden
Denmark

fittings,

and

buffers

signal parts

Rails

ties

tie plates

$649,500
192,500
272,500
70,000
161,500
323,000

$80,000
93,500

$85,000
7,500
7.500

$13,000
25,000
8,500

146.566
47,500
108.500
119,000
82,000

61,000
37,500
8,500
31,500
101,000
18,000

536,500
1,054,500
227,000
98,500
753,500
52,500
64.500
183,500

Italy

Metal car

gage-bars, clamp

plates,

1.363,000

Netherlands
Belgium
France
Switzerland
Portugal
Spain

l*ishplate screws
bolts,

and wedges,

Steel

13,000
102,000
11.000
27,000

plates,

16,500

478.500

Roumania

Portuguese East Africa
Portuguese West Africa.
Dutch East Indies
China
Japan

1,447.000
50.500
713,000

776,500
79,000

Brazil

Uruguay
.Argentina
Chile

1.188,500

43,500
47,500
6,000
652.000
10.500
5,500
23,500

United States
Total to above markets
all

markets

Germany secured 20.18 per cent. During
ended March 31, 1913, the imports of axles and parts
into Canada from all countries amounted to $775,130, including
$33,139 worth from the United Kingdom and $713,848 worth
from the United States. The imports of springs and parts
from all countries amounted in value to "$108,381 including $783
worth from the United Kingdom and $107,203 worth from the
United States. The imports of tires for locomotives, tenders,
and cars from all countries amounted to $548,148. including
$134,916 worth from the United Kingdom, and $87,150 worth
from the United States. Imports of axles and parts, and tires
nf

11'/$

per cent, while

the year

5,500
12,500
54,500
49.500
49,009
27,500

26,500
76.000
29,000
10,500
38,500
5.000
28,000
15,500

12,000
18,000

8,000
113,500
8,000
25.500
14,500
16,500
64,000
13,000

$1,031,500

$13,405,000

switches and crossings, and tires for locomotives, tenders and
cars, the imports show a proportion for the United Kingdom

buffer
springs

$69,500

29,500
47,000
12,000

22S 500

$14,503,000

Car springs,

Switch

205,000
10.500
46,500
22,500

143,500
9,500
20.500
41,500

587.000
70,000
82,500

Mexico

Total to

999,000
320,000
56.000
374,000
166.000

nail

9,500
21,500
29.000
12,500
10.000

Russia
Greece

Turkey
Siam
Morocco
Egypt

hooked

$1,250,000

$1,250,800

$372,000

$596,000

the United Kingdom.

In 1910 and 1911, according to consular
reports, the German exports of tires amounted to 3,700 metric
tons, and railway axles to 1,400 metric tons. Wheels are said to
he imported for the most part from the United Kingdom.

EGYPT

The following were
into

the values of iron and steel rails imported

Egypt from the undermentioned countries

United Kingdom

Germany
All countries

in

1912 and 1913

1912

1913

$176,885
301,635
583,250

$532,115
99,900
924,900

The position of the United Kingdom improved greatly
afthe expense mainly of Germany.

in 1913
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THE INCREASE

MILEAGE BOOK RATES

IN

self,

V'oL.

57,

Nu. 16

namely, the right to do business on a fairly remunerative

The latest authentic information the writer has been
able to locate on the subject of passenger rates is found in
report of the Interstate Commerce Commission recently
issued, after exhaustive research, and is so widely at variance
basis?

E.

Leigh,

B.

president of the

Chicago Railway Equipment

letter to all company representafrom the
Commercial Men's Association urging
the Interstate Commerce Commission

Company, has sent the following

directing attention to the recent circular letter

tives

secretary of the

members

to

Illinois

protest to

*\ against the proposed increased price of mileage books already

granted by the commission subject to revision.
"This ill directed move on the part of the Illinois Commercial
Men's Association (voiced by its sefretary) is not only illogical
but manifestly unfair; to say nothing of being directly opposed to
universally held by industrial and commerof the country, which are substantially a unit in the
belief that railways are in sore need of increased revenue, and

now almost

the view

cial interests

which end they are now lending their aid. Furthermore, we
look upon this effort as being moSt presuming on the part of
the secretary of the Illinois Commercial Men's Association, who
to

seems to overlook the very pertinent fact that in the case of
probably over 90 per cent of the firms and corporations employing traveling salesmen, cni/'loyers pay their bills, and are consequently the interested parties, )Wt the individual members of
the Illinois Commercial Men's Association or similar organ-

and any independent action of such employees

izations,
festly

mani-

is

of the

first

and foremost duties of the

selling representa-

by the policy of his employer, and, knowing
our views on the railroad rate question, we feel it
wholly unnecessary to more than call your attention to this matter, in full belief you will lend your hearty aid to overcoming
any recognition of, or action upon, this attempted undertaking.
"On the other hand, we are equally confident of your active cooperation with us in making the railroad situation better undertive

to stand

is

you

as

traveling public.

"One

most hopeful signs

of the

of the present depressed

the rapid change taking place in public sentiment,
and indicates that the American business man is beginning
to realize that upon the prosperity of American railroads his

time

is

success

a

to

is,

marked

degree,

directly

or

indirectly

dependent.

"The writer
the

many

is

not attempting to justify or apologize for

indiscreet acts of railroad officials, either past or

many methods of handling
should and will ultimately be improved
These changes.
upon, resulting in substantial economies.
however, will result from intelligent effort rather than by
muck-raking methods which appeal only to the vicious ami
present, and believes that there are

unwarranted.

"One

with your ideas as to make a protest based purely upon selfinterest, prejudice and unsupported generalities highly presumptuous.
"When railroads, the largest individual purchasers of material
ill America, are denied the privilege of earning sufficient money
to buy material with which to keep pace with absolute maintenance requirements, to say nothing of carrying forward
contemplated and much needed improvements, a condition
anything but healthy is created; a condition that promises
anything but safe, comfortable and expeditious service to the

do,

now

in force that can,

unsophisticated."

PRIVATE RAILWAYS EXCEL

IN

RUSSIA

do all possible within the radius of
your personal acquaintance and influence to bring about gen-

The Bureau of Railway News and Statistics has issued the
following:
"Had Russia's government railways been operated

eral business prosperity."

as economically in 1910 as

stood,

and

in

your

efforts to

In last week's issue there was published a letter written by
Lorenzo Norvell, of Fairbanks, Morse & Co., to the secretary
of the Illinois Commercial Men's .Xssociation, protesting

against his action in attempting to incite the members of that
organization to protest to the Interstate Commerce Commission against the increase in mileage book rates on the
eastern roads. Among other similar letters sent to Secretary
Cavanaugh is the following by C. R. Wescott, president of

M-C-B Company:
"Your favor of the 18th inst. captioned 'Attention, Traveling
me and after reading, as you suggest, have
arrived at the conclusion that the Illinois Commercial Men's

the

Men!' has reached

is drifting in decidedly hazardous territory.
"It is certainly to be regretted that the management should
have so far forgotten the objects of the association as to per-

Association

mit

its

good name

to be

dragged into and

its

resources dis-

document notable only for
the extremely low tone in which it is pitched and the suggestion contained that the membership be further humiliated
by being made the cat's-paw of politicians.
"The Illinois Commercial Men's Association, as an accident
insurance company, has interest in transportation only, so
sipated in scattering broadcast a

far as

it

relates to

safety— its membership and travelers

in gen-

securing safe, comfortable and expeditious service. Such
service, however, costs money to produce and can be reasonably expected only when a fair margin of profit is derived

were her private lines the saving in
Such a
operating expenses would have exceeded :f37,O0O,O00.
discrepancy in comparative efficiency of state and private railway
operation in Russia is brought out in the annual report for 1910
"Private companies in European and Asiatic Russia operate
13,256 miles of railway against 28,366 miles operated by the state.

companies paid out $59 to operate, for every $100
.^gainst this showing the state railMoreover, whereas in 10 years since 1901 the
private comp*iies effected a reduction in operating expenses
from $68 for every $100 revenue to $59, a saving of over 13.2
In 1910 these

received in gross revenues,

ways spent

$70.

per cent, the state railways in the same time contracted their
expenses only 1.4 per cent, from $71 to $70. With over $342.000,000 in gross business the government railways would have

saved

exactly

$37,644,903

had they equalled the private com-

panies' performance.

"Overstatfing of the government railways
for this unfavorable showing.

handle a relatively larger

traffic,

Whereas

is

largely responsible

the private companies

$12,989 per mile against $12,426

on the government roads, they accomplished the work with only
169 employees for every 10 miles against 203 for every 10 miles
on the state railways. Even more striking than this discrepancy
is the gap between Russia's most efficient roads and railways of
the United States, which in 1910 operated with only 70 employees

eral, in

for every 10 miles of line.

from

"Comparison of rates charged in the two countries likewise
demonstrates the efficiency of the United States railway system,
for with higher cost of materials, wages four times those pai'l
to Russian railway employees, and with the value of the cent
correspondingly higher in Russia than in this country. United

its

rendering.

your appeal to the membership was warranted it should
have been accompanied by something material— data showing that American railroads are performing a less safe, a less
"If

given for
a like amount in other parts of the civilized world, that Ameriearning
a fair
can railroads collectively are at present rates
return on passenger service rendered. In the absence of such
evidence, why should the membership, blindly following your
lead, attempt to deny railroads that which is claimed for itcomfortable, or a less expeditious service than

is

States railways received only 0,75 cents per ton mile against 0.94
Average receipti per pas-

cents received by Russian carriers.

senger mile were only one-third ours, but 91.5 per cent of the
travel was third and fourth class against '/S of 1 per cent first
class.
One day's wage, 70.5 cents, will buy 103 miles of this
third and fourth class travel in Russia against 124 miles of first
class travel for a day's wage in the United States."

General News Department
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The Grand Central
by

on October

tire

and

5,

station at Houston, Tex., was damaged
the loss being estimated at between $10,000

$15,000.

The Kansas City Commercial Club is planning a two-day celebration on October 30 and 31, in connection with the opening of
the Union station of the Kansas City Terminal Railway.

An unfinished pier of the Philadelphia & Reading Railway at
Delaware avenue and Catharine street, Philadelphia, was destroyed by fire on the night of October 14; estimated loss $250,000.
The

Department

.Agricultural

at

Washington reports

August came from three roads, the Chicago, Rock
Chicago & North Western and the Chicago,
For violation of the live stock quarantine
St. Paul.
law the Fort Worth & Denver City was fined $100. The company
was convicted of moving cattle affected with scabies from one
in

Island

&

company on

this account is relatively small,
interest of all those who draw their
railway company has been the controlling
dreds of the employees are earning less

mon

Pacific, the

Milwaukee &

Watch

On

fire

notice recently issued the Baltimore

&

Ohio has furnished trainmen with blanks to notify trackmen of
the existence of minor fires.
When a trainman discovers a
small blaze in the grass along the right of way which is not sufdangerous to justify stopping the train, he is instructedout a printed form, locating the blaze, and throw it off
to the first track gang or trackwalker or station agent passed.
The blank is marked conspicuously "Go Back and Put Out Fire."
ficiently

to

fill

than before the de-

the Details; "Trifles

Make

Perfection"

Pittsburgh division of the Pennsylvania Lines West,
conductors of trains that pick up cars labeled "inflammable" or
"explosive," whether empty or loaded must make the fact known
to ei^ery member of the train crew, including the engineman.
At
terminals the yardmaster must give such notice on a prescribed
form.
the

Evening Engineering Courses

state to another.

Supplementing the

the principle of comlivelihood from the
motive.
Many hun-

pression.

that fines

imposed on railroads during the month of August for the violation of the 28-hour law regulating the transportation of cattle
amounted to $25,000. In July the aggregate of the fines was
More than half the penalties col$9,001, and in June $4,972.
lected

A

reductions on a descending scale.
raan receiving a salary of
$2,700 will be reduced 2 per cent.
Thre officers affected have
all accepted the situation with loyal appreciation of the necessity
of a spirit of mutual sacrifice.
While the actual saving to the

An

at University of Pittsburgh

evening school of graduate courses

in engineering will be
feature mtroduced at the University of Pittsburgh this
by the Dean, F. L. Bishop. It is stated that in the Pittsburgh district there are more engineering graduates than in any
other district of equal size in the United States, and the University will provide for men who do engineering work during the
day an opportunity to study engineering in the evening. Courses

a

new

fall

will be offered in the valuation of public utilities; civil, electrical,

mechanical, railway and concrete engineering.
The
faculty will include Paul M. Lincoln, professor of electrical engineering; Louis E. Endsley, professor of railway engineering;
sanitary,

Pierpont

Morgan has informed

the Secretary of the Interior
that the owners are willing to sell or lease to the United States
the Copper River & Northwestern Railroad in Alaska. It is the
desire of his firm and others interested to co-operate with the
government in building the government railroad by placing the
Copper River property at the government's disposal. The Copper River road is 196 miles long and extends from Cordova, its
southern terminus on Prince William Sound, in a northeasterly
It passes
direction to Kennicott, the location of copper mines.
J.

within thirty miles of rich coal

fields.

A

hearing in the government suit to terminate the Southern
Pacific's ownership of the Central Pacific was held in Chicago on
October 7 and 8, before Special Master Frank R. Hanna. W. H.
Connor, general agent of the Union Pacific at Cincinnati, and
formerly general agent of the Southern Pacific at Cincinnati, tespresent and former competition between the
tified regarding

Union

Pacific

and Southern

Pacific.

J. .\.

Munroe, vice-president.

in charge of traffic of the Union Pacilic. also testified regarding
The hearing was postponed to a later
competitive conditions.
date on account of the illness of an important witness. Further
hearings will be held in San Francisco.

Wells Fargo & Company report gross express receipts for the
year ended June 30, 1914, of $31,862,932, a decrease of $3,071,881
compared with the previous year. Operating income after taxes
Other income of $1,was $1,072,161, a decrease of $596,587.
272.432, brought the year's surplus up to $2,344,595, which is equal
to 9.78 per cent on $23,967,400 gapital stock, against 12.71 per cent
earned on the same stock the previous year. President Caldwell,
speaking of the new rates which went into effect February 1,
1914, said that they had not been in operation long enough to
determine to what extent the reductions may be expected to
The lower rates have influenced a return to
stimulate traffic.
the express companies of some of the business which had been
previously diverted to the parcel post.

President Fairfax Harrison of the Southern Railway, announcing a reduction, from 5 per cent to 4'/3 per cent in the dividend
on the company's preferred stock, says that the officers of the
company have also been asked to make a sacrifice. He has reduced
his own salary 20 per cent, and has asked all the other officers
receiving annual salaries in excess of $2,500 to accept temporary

R. T. Stewart, head of the department of mechanical engineering;
Hammond Smith, head of the department of civil engineering,
and Morris Knowles, director of the department of sanitary enJ.

Professor G. W.
all of the University of Pittsburgh.
S. Moorehead will also assist in the course in
the valuation of public utilities, and D. F. Crawford, general
superintendent of motive power of the Pennsylvania Lines
West of Pittsburgh, will co-operate with Professor Endsley in
the work of mechanical railway engineering.
gineering,

Case and William

Twelve-ton Pacific Type Engines

The Panama-Pacific

International Exposition at San Franhave on the grounds a steam passenger
is not absolutely supreme and ail-pervasive.
However, the track is to be of 19-inch gage and the locomotives
are only 17 ft. long. As in the case of the Centennial Exposition
cisco

next year

railroad.

at

is

to

Electricity

Philadelphia in 1876, the

to ride over but also to be

of road

There

and

5 miles of track,

little

looked

railroad
at.

is

There

designed not only
will be 21/2 miles

work on which has

just been begun.

will be eight or ten Pacific type locomotives equipped with

standard couplers and electric headlights. Each little
giant will haul a train of ten miniature passenger coaches, and
running on regular schedules on a double-track system. Each
air brakes,

of the coaches, with a width of 42 in. and a length of 20 ft., will
contain ten transverse seats, and will seat twenty passengers.
With, ten coaches to each train and eight trains in operation,
1,600 people can be put in motion at once.
The route, commencing at the terminal at the southeast corner
of the Palace of Machinery, will be northerly across the plaza
of the exposition ferry slips, to the water front, thence west
along the Marina, around three sides of the Yacht Harbor, diagonally across the gardens of the California building, and thence
by way of the bayshore and the many state buildings to the race
track.
The main loading station, at the beginning of the line at
the Machinery Palace, will be 300 ft. in length, with five tracks;
between which will be elevated loading platforms. The entire
line will be double tracked, with rails weighing 39 lb. per yard.
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Chicago.
Internation.u, R.\ilway Congress. Executive Committee, 11, Rue de Louvain, Brussels, Belgium.
Next convention, June 23 to July 6, 1915,

—

Addresses of welcome were delivered on behalf of city
and by W. K. Pattison, president of the British Empire
Association. As one feature of the program William P. Leffingwell delivered a stereopticon lecture on the routes to the Pacific
coast and features of the Panama-Pacific Exposition to be held
next year. The progiawi also included a lake trip, an inspection
of the elevated railroad, system of the city, and an inspection of
the new passenger terrtiinal of the Chicago & North Western,
following a luncheon in the dining room of the terminal, at
which the members were the guests of the North Western.
families.

Berlin.

International Railway Fuel Association.

McCormick

Air Brake Association.
convention.

May

— F.

4-7,

M.

of

C.

Dearborn

—

—

—

—

N. W., Chicago.

Next convention, October

Cal.

— C.

A. Lichty, C.

&

Los Angeles,

20-22, 1914,

—

American Railway Engineering Association. E. H. Fritch, 900 S. MichNext convention, March 16-18, 1915, Chicago.
igan Ave., Chicago.
American Railway Mister Mechanics' Association. J. W. Taylor, 1112

—

Annual meeting, June, 1915.
American Railway Safety Association.— L. F. Shedd, C. R. I. & P.,
Next meeting, November, Chicago.
Chicago.
American Railway Tool Foremen's Association. A. R. Davis, Central of
Annual meeting, July, 1915.
Georgia, Macon, Ga.
American Society for Testing Materials. Prof. E. Marburg, University

—
Chas. W. Hunt, 220
—and
3d Wednesday

of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

American Society of Civil Engineers.

New

York.

Regular meetings, 1st
and August, 220 W. 57th

cept June. July

St.,

New

W.
in

57th

month, ex-

York.
11

Regular meetings, 2d 'Thursday in month, at
2 P. M., 11 Broadway, New York.
.\merican Society of Mechanical Engineers. Calvin W. Rice, 29 _W.
Annual meeting, December 1-4, 1914, New
New
York.
39th St.,
York.
^
American Wood Preservers' Association. F. J. Angler, B. & O., Mt
Next convention, January 19-21, 1915,
Royal Sta., Baltimore, Md.

Broadway,

York.

—

—

—

Association of .Xmerican Railway Accounting Officers. E. R. WoodAnnual
son. 1300 Pennsylvania .\ve., N. W., Washington, D. C.
convention, April 28, 1915, Atlanta, Ga.
Association of Manuf.\cturers of Chilled Car Wheels. George W.
Lyndon, 1214 McCormick BIdg., Chicago. Annual meeting, second
Tuesday in October, New York.
.^ssocnTioN OF Railway Claim -Agents. C. W. Egan, B. & O., Baltimore.
Md. .Annual meeting, 3d week in May, 1915, Galveston, Tex.
AssocnTioN OF Railway Electrical Engineers. Jos. A. -Andreucetti, C. &
N W. Room 411. C. & N. W. Sta., Chicago. Annual convention,
October 26-30, 1914, Chicago.
Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents. P. W. Drew, Sod
Annual meeting, June 22-25,
Line, 112 West .Adams St., Chicago.
1915, Rochester, N. Y.
Association of Transportation and Car .Accounting Officers. -G. P.
Next
meeting, December 8-9.
York.
Conard. 75 Church St., New
1914, Richmond, Va.
Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association. L. D. Mitchell, Detroit
Meetings with .American Railway Bridge
Graphite Co., Chicago, 111.
and Building Association. *
Canadian Railway Club.— James Powell. Grand Trunk, P. O. Box 7, St.
Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in
Que.
Montreal),
Lambert (near
month, except June, July and August, Windsor Hotel, Montreal, Que.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers. Clement H. McLeod, 176 MansRegular meetings. 1st Thursday in October,
field St., Montreal, Que.
November. December, February, March and .April. .Annual meeting,
January, Montreal.
Chicago. Aaron Klme, 841 Lawler Ave..
of
.Association
Car Foremen's
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except July and
Chicago.
August, Lytton BIdg., Chicago.
,.
,,
Central Railway Club.— H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York. Regular meetings. 2d Fridav in January. May. September and November.
.Annual meetings, 2d Thursdav in March. Hotel Statler, Buffalo. N. Y.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.— Elmer K. Hiles. 2511
Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Tuesday,
Oliver BIdg., Pittsburgh, Pa.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Pittsburgh.

Karpen

BIdg.,

—

—

Regular meetings, 3d Friday
W. 39th St., New York.

"

in

month, except June, July and August,

—

—

Hotel,

Peoria.

—

Railroad Club of Kansas City. C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas
City, Mo.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month. Kansas City.
Railroad Master Tinners, Coppersmiths and Pipefitters' Association. U. G. Thompson, C. & E. I., Danville, 111. -Annual meeting. May,
1915.

—

Railway Business .Association. Frank W. Noxon, 30 Church St., NewYork.
Annual meeting, December 10, 1914, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.

New

York.

207, P. R. R.
— B. Anderson, Room month,
Pittsburgh. Pa. Regular meetings, 4th Friday
except June,
July and August, Monongahela House, Pittsburgh.
Scribner,
Railway Electrical Supply NL\nufacturers' .Association. —
1021 Monadnock Block, Chicago.
Meetings with Association of
way Electrical Engineers.
Railway Fire Protection .Association. — C. B. Edwards, Fire Ins. Agt.,
Mobile & Ohio, Mobile, Ala.
Railway Signal Association. — C. C. Rosenberg, Times BIdg., Bethlehem,
Pa.
Railway Storekeepers' Association. — P. Murphy, L.
& M.
Box C,
Collinwood, Ohio. Annual meeting. May, 1915.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.

Sta..

J.

in

J.

Rail-

Pa.
Meetings
Master Mechanics Associations.
BIdg.,

Pittsburgh,

S.,

S.

J.

Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association.
with

D. Conway. 2136 Oliver
—Master
Car Builders and
J.

—

Railway Telegraph and Telephone Appliance Association. G. .A. Nelson,
Meetings with Association of Railway
50 Church St., New York.
Telegraph Superintendents.
Richmond Railroad Club. F. O. Robinson, C. & O., Richmond, Va.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July and
August.
ROADUASTERS' AND MAINTENANCE OF WaY ASSOCIATION. L. C. Ryan, C. &
N. W., Sterling 111.

—

—

B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,
Mo. Re^lar meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June, July and
August, bt. Louis.
Salt Lake City Transportation Club. R. E. Rowland, Hotel Utah BIdg.,
Regular meetings, 1st Saturday of each month.
Salt Lake City, Utah.

St.

American Society of Engineering Contractors.— J. R. Wemlinger,

New

St.,

1112

Taylor,

—

Niagara Frontier Car Men's .Association. E. Frankenberger, 623 Brisbane BIdg., Buffalo, N. Y. Meetings monthly.
Peoria .Association of Railroad Officers. M. W. Rotchford, Union Station, Peoria, 111.
Regular meetings, 2d Thursday in month, Jefferson

Karjien BIdg., Chicago.

—

W.

29

Board-

—

J.

ton, Mass.
Reg\ilar meetings, 2d Tuesday in month, except June,
July, August and September, Boston.
.\'ew York Railroad Club.
Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York.

Next

man, D. L. & W., Hoboken, N. J. Next convention, October 22-24.
Washington, D. C.
American Association of Freight Agents. R. O. Wells, Illinois Central,
East St. Louis, 111. Annual meeting. May 21-24, 1915, Richmond, Va.
American .\ssociation of General Passenger and Ticket Agents. W. C.
Hope, C. R. R. of N. J., 143 Liberty St., New York.
American Association of Railroad Superintendents. E. H. Harman.
Room 101, Union Station, St. Louis, Mo. Next meeting. May 20-21,
1915, San Francisco, Cal.
.\merican Electric Railway Association. E. B. Burritt. 29 W. 39th St.,
New York. Annual convention, October 12-16, Atlantic City, N. J.
American Electric Railway Manufacturers' Association. H. C. McConnaughy, 165 Broadway, New York. Meetings with American Electric
Railway Association.
.American Railway Association.— W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York.

—

.Annual meeting, June, 1915.

Railway Appliances .Association. Bruce V. Crandall, 537 So.
Next convention, March 15-19, 1915, Chicago.
St., Chicago.
New England Railroad Club. W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 .Atlantic Ave., Bos-

•Vatio.nal

—

Semi-annual meeting, November 18, Chicago.
American Railway Bridge and Building Association.

—
—

Chicago.

— H.

E. I., 922
1915, Chi-

—

American Association of Demurrage Officers. A. G. Thomason, DemurAnnual convention Ik April.
rage Commissioner, Boston, Mass.

American Association of Dining Car Superintendents.

&

17-20,

Sherman House, Chicago.
International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association. .A. L. Woodworth, C. H. S: D., Lima, Ohio.
.Maintenance of w'av and Master Painters' Association of the United
States and Canada.— T. I. Goodwin, C. R. I. & P., Eldon, Mo.
Next convention, November 17-19, 1914, Detroit, Mich.
.Master Boiler Makers' .-Association. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,
New York. .Annual convention. May. 1915.
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' .Association of the United States
AND Canada.— .A. P. Dane, B. & .M,, Reading, Mass.
Master Car Builders' .Association.

53 State St., Boston, Mass.
Sherman, Chicago.

Nellis,

1915, Hotel

G. Hall, C.

International Railway General Foremen's Association. Wm. Hall, 829
W. Broadway, Winona, Minn. Ne.xt convention, July 14-17, 1915,

regular

next

— C.

Annual meeting. May

BIdg., Chicago.

cago.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS
dates

Xo. 16

—

officers

ccrcui'ics,
of sccrcui'Ui,

57.

Freight Claim .Association. Warren P. Taylor. R. F. & P., Richmond,
Va. .Annual meeting, June lb, 1915, Chicago.
General Superintendents' .Association of Chicago. .A. M. Hunter, 321
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday preceding 3d Thursday in month. Room 1856, Transportation BIdg.,

Canadian Ticket Agents' Association

The twenty-eighth annual convention of the Canadian Ticket
Agents' Association was held in Chicago on October 6, 7 and 8,
and was attended by about 250 members, with members of their

The followwe ''" S'f" •""»"
meetings, and places of meeting.

Vol.

Louis Railway (Jlub.

—

Salt Lake City.
Signal Appliance .Association. F. W. Edmunds, 3868 Park .Ave., New
York.
Meeting with annual convention Railway Signal Association.
Society of Railway Financial Officers. Carl Nyquist, C. R. I. & P.,
La Salle St. Sta., Chicago.
Southern .Association of Car Service Officers. E. W. Sandwich, A. &

—

—

—

W.

P. Ry., Atlanta, Ga.

Southern and Southwestern Railway Club.

—

A. J. Merrill, Grant BIdg.,
.Atlanta, Ga.
Regular meetings, 3d Thursday, January, March, May,
July, September, November, 10 A. M., Candler BIdg., Atlanta.
Regular
Toledo Transportation Club. Harry S. Fox, Toledo. Ohio.
meetings, 1st Saturday in month. Boody House. Toledo.
Track Supply Association. W. C. Kidd, Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn,
Meetings with Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way AssoN. Y.

—

—

ciation.

—

Traffic Club of Chicago. W. H. Wharton, La Salle Hotel, Chicago.
C. -A. Swope, 291 Broadway, New York.
"Traffic Club of New York.
Regular meetings, last Tuesday in month, except June, July and
August, Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh. D. L. Wells. Erie R. R., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Meetings bimonthly, Pittsburgh. .Annual meeting, 2d Monday in June.
Traffic Club of St. Louis.— -A. F. Versen, Mercantile Library BIdg.,
Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings
St. Louis, Mo.
October to May.
Train Despatchers' Association of America. J. F. Mackie. 7122 Stewart
.Annual meeting June 15, 1915. Minneapolis. Minn.
-Ave., Chicago.
Transportation Club of Detroit. W, R. Hurley, Superintendent's office,
Meetings monthly, Normandie Hotel,
L. S. & M. S., Detroit, Mich.

—

—

—

—

Detroit.

Traveling Engineers' .Association.

—W.

O. Thompson, N. Y. C.

& H.

R.,

East Buffalo. N. Y.

Western Canada R.mlway Club.— W. H. Rosevear,

P. O.

Box

1707,

Win-

Regular meetings, 2d Monday, except June, July and
August, Winnipeg.
nipeg,

Western

Man.

Railway Club.— J. W. Taylor,

Regular
-August,

meetings'. 3d
BIdg.,

Karpen

Tuesday

in

1112

month,

Karpen
except

BIdg.. -Chicago,

June,

July

and

Chicago.

—

J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block.
Chicago.
Refiular meetings, 1st Monday in month, except January,
Extra meetings, except in. July and
July and .August, Chicago.
August, generally on other Monday evenings.

Westeen Society of Engineers.

October

16,
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.\fter several conferences, the traffic officers of the eastern
lines at St. Louis have decided to submit to the
Interstate Commerce Commission the controversy regarding
whether bridge tolls between St. Louis and East St. Louis on
through freight shall be paid by the eastern or the western
lines.
A complaint is to be filed on behalf of the western
lines asking for an order by the commission.
For many
years the east bank of the river has been recognized as the
point of interchange at St. Louis, and the western lines have
been absorbing the bridge tolls in the through rate, but they

and western

Traffic

News
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The Augusta-Aiken

electric

road has requested the South

Commission

Carolinia State Railroad
of the passenger rates
two cents.

to authorize the increase

on the road from one cent a mile

to

wish to discontinue doing

The southwestern railroads have filed tariffs with the InterCommerce Commission, to become effective December 1,
making an advance of 10 cents a ton in the freight rates on coal
state

from points in Arkansas, Oklahoma, Louisiana, Mississippi, Xew
Mexico and Texas to all destinations in the southwest and south.
.\ similar advance both on coal and coke is proposed from

so.

Car Surpluses and Shortages
.'\rthur Hale, chairman of the committee on relations between
railroads of the American Railway Association, in presenting
statistical bulletin No. 177, giving a summary of car surpluses
and shortages by groups from June 1, 1913, to October 1, 1914,

C ^R Surpluses and S HORTACES
-Surpluses-

•

.^

Coal,

gondola
up •!.— October
"
"

2.—
3.—
4.—
5.—
6.—
7.—
8.—
9.—

1,
1,

"

1,

"

1,

"
"

1,
1,

"

1,

"
"
"

in.—
II.—

1,

1,
1,

1,

1914.
1914.
1914.
1914.
1914.
1914.
1914.
1914.
1914.
1914.
1914.

Flat,

186

515
417

1,254
4,509
4,770
2,074
12,788
1,794
3,395
1,232
7,347
16,266

Total

55,615

composed of New England Uni
Western Pennsylvania
Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia and Florida Ime
Dakota and South Dakota lines; Group 8— Kar
Group 10— Washirgfon, Oregon, Idaho, Califo

•Group

Box.

1

is

Indiana, Michigan and

1

Surplus

Shoriage

—

a nd

hopper.

Other
kinds.

Total.

591
2,784
3,602
1,073
1.994
5,285

132

212

889

1.011
1,521

2,004

8,964
1,922

2,299
8,557
26,453
11,993
8,527
22,888
2,771
8,394
2,465
19,326
19,709

9,296

37,996

30,475

133,382

1,333
1,616

696
1,558

1,007
4,102
17,009
4,534
3,763
3,257

29
468

384

564
1,544

2,987

Flat,

484

563

gondola

Other

and hopper,

kinds.

772

536

—

—

—

Surplus

Shortage

loaooo

southern Illinois points and Mississippi river transfer points, including Cairo and East St. Louis, Memphis, Vicksburg and New
Orleans to all destinations in Texas.

—

Surplus

Shor-tage

ZOO.OOO

lOO.OCO

StJrpfus

3htg.

^hfg-

zoo,ooo

Surplus

Practically complete tariffs have been filed with the InterCommerce Commission by the railroads in Central
Freight Association territory, making an advance of five per
cent in the rates as allowed by the commission in the Eastern
rate case decision.
state

P.

H. Burnett, industrial commissioner of the Lehigh Valley,

has been named by the governor of New York as a representative
of the state to the 34th session of the Farmers' National Con-

Dec.

being held this week in Fort Worth, Tex. Mr.
Burnett expects to gather at Fort Worth many bits of information which will be of benefit to the farmers along the line of
gress,

the

which

Lehigh

is

\'allcy.

2,355

—

Group 2 New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland and Eastern Pennsylvania lines; Group 3 Ohio,
Group 4 West Virginia, Virginia, North and South Carolina lines; Group 5 Kentucky, Tennessee,
Group 6 Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin and Minnesota lines; Group 7 Montana, Wyoming, Nebraska, North
IS, Colorado, Missouri, Arkansas and Oklahoma lines:
Group 9— Texas, Louisiana and New Mexico lines;
ia, Nevada and Arizona lines; Group II— Canadian lines.
es:

Car Surpluses and Shortages, 1907 to 1914

;
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says:

The

total surplus

on September

15,

1914.

on October
138.108 cars,

1,

1914,

was

133,382 cars;

and on October

1.

1913,

41,994 cars.

The reduction

in surplus

is

coal and miscellaneous cars.
car surplus.

about equally divided between box.
There is very little change in the

flat

The

total

September

The

September

The

shortage on October

15.

1914. 2,059 cars;

1.

1914.

on October

was
1,

2.355

cars;

on

1913, 31,620 cars.

shortage shows an increase of 304 cars since our

total

15 report.

on the preceding page gives car surplus and shortage
groups for the last period covered in the report, and
the diagram show? total bi-weeklv surpluses and shortages from
table

figures by

1907 to 1914.

Car Balance and Performance

Arthur Hale, chairman of the committee on relations between
railroads of the American Railway Association, in presenting
statistical bulletin No. 172. covering car balances and performances for June, 1914, says

Vol.

57,

No. 16

The committee presents herewith statistical bulletin No. 178,
covering car balance and performance for June, 1914.
The miles per car per day were 22.7, compared with 22.2 for
May. This figure for June, 1913, was 24.3.
Ton miles per car per day for June were 345, compared with
320 for Maj'. This is a decrease of 8.5 per cent compared with
the figure for June, 1913, which was 377.
The proportion of home cars on line was 69 per cent, compared with 68 per cent in May. This is an increase of 13 points
over June, 1913.
The per cent of loaded car mileage decreased from 68.0 per
cent in May to 67.6 per cent in June. This figure for June, 1913.
was 69.0 per cent.
The average car earnings per car per day for all cars on line
increased 28 cents to $2.46 in June. This figure for June, 1913.
was

$2.47.

The table on the following page gives car balance and performance in the month covered by the report, and the diagram
shows the earnings and car mileage and different car performance figures monthly from June, 1507.

Freight Car Mileage, Earnings and Performance,

1907

to

1914

;

.

October

16.
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
A hearing was held at Toledo, Ohio, on October 9, before Examiner Carmalt on the relations between the trunk lines and the
industrial roads.

Storage-in-Transit

Rates on Cotton

The commission has

iS

issued the following statement
For the purpose of assisting the cotton people and carriers in
meeting the extraordinary demand for the storage of cotton occasioned by the European war, and for the purpose of providing
temporary warehousing space under arrangements approved by
the secretary of the treasury and the federal reserve board; and
for the purpose of permitting the carriers to recognize the warehouses as points for the storage of cotton in order that such
points should be given the benefit of transit privilege, the commission has authorized the carriers to publish tariffs establishing regulations and charges governing storage during the cotton
year ending August 31, 1915, in substance as follows:

.-s

Hi'

1.
Cotton shipped for warehousing must be consigned to the
warehousing point and freight thereto paid on basis of the

full local rate.
2. Upon reshipment the shipper will be required to surrender
agent of the line bringing the cotton into the warehousing point the paid freight bill covering that identical cotton.
The number of bales, marks and weights, as forwarded from
the warehousing point, must conform to the paid freight bill,
and in addition the shipper will be required to certify on the
back of the paid freight bill that the cotton tendered is the

to the

if
S

^

received thereunder.
The shipper will also be
required to surrender to the railway agent at the time of reshipthe bill of lading covering the movement of the cotton
into the warehousing point, unless the bill of lading for such
shipment shall have been previously surrendered to the railway.
3.
Thereupon the agent will issue a through bill to the
further final destination at the through rate from the point of
origin to such final destination in effect at the time of the
original shipment into the warehousing point, plus three cents
per 100 lb., provided such final destination is a point to which
there are established through rates in effect from the original
point of shipment via the warehousing point (provided, that at
the option of any interested line the minimum through rate
will be that from the warehousing point plus the stoppage charge
of three cents per 100 lb.).
Shipments will be waybilled out of the warehousing point at
the balance of the rate, plus the stoppage charge of three cents

'

identical cotton

i

ment

<

-J

cS

i
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STATE COMMISSIONS
The

application of the Illinois railroads for permission to
increase grain rates five per cent has been denied by the
Illinois Public Utilities Commission.

The Missouri Public Service Commission has suspended tariffs
recently filed by the western railways canceling the concentration privilege on poultry and dairy products.
of both North Carolina and South Carohave given approval of the discontinuance of certain
trains on the Southern Railway, as applied for by the company, on the ground that income had been seriously dimin-

The commissions

lina

S

:

ished by the dullness of general business.

s

The Kansas Public Utilities Commission has filed complaints
with the Interstate Commerce Commission against the proposed advance of five cents per 100 lb. in the rates on codfish
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goods from points east of the Mississippi river to points
Kansas; also against new tariffs filed by the western roads
erasing the demurrage charges for refrigerator cars.
jft
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Citizens of East Berlin, Adams county, Pennsylvania, have appealed to the Public Service Commission of that state to compel
W.* G. Leas to show cause why he does not operate the East
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Berlin Railroad.
This road extends from East Berlin south
about 7 miles to a junction with the Western Maryland, between
Hanover and Gettysburg. The property was bought at receivers'
sale in July, and on September 9 its operation was discontinued.
Now the residents of East Berlin have no railroad facilities and
the nearest railway station is New Oxford, seven miles distant.

The Illinois Public Utilities Commission at a hearing in
Chicago on October 12, which was attended by a large number of shippers and railroad officials, announced its intention
of formulating a new set of switching rules and regulations
for the state.
The present rules, reached by agreement of a
committee of railroad men and shippers about three years ago,
have been the subject of many complaints, and the commission has decided to make an investigation of the entire subject.
Two committees, one representing the shippers, and
another representing the railroads, will be appointed to meet
with one of the commissioners to draft uniform rules.

without first obtaining authority to do so from
the commission. The commission declined to issue any such
order without a protracted investigation, and therefore denied
the petition.
It announced, however, that it would consider
the application of the roads for increased rates at a hearing
to begin at Jefferson City on October 27, when it will underliling tariffs

take a detailed investigation.

The New York

State Public Service Commission, Second
district, has received petitions from large numbers of citizens
asking the commission to forbid the discontinuance of passenger and freight trains on the line of the Buffalo
Susqueh.anna Railway between Buffalo and Wellsville, which has
been announced to take effect November 1. It is said that
milk to the amount of 6,000 gallons is brought into Buffalo
each day by this road. Justice Charles H. Brown of the
State Supreme Court tells the commission that "consternation
seems to have swept the whole of the Genesee Valley" because of the proposed suspension of traffic, which is looked
upon as a calamity. It is said that the Pennsylvania Railroad
has made a proposition to operate the line in question, which
is 90 miles long.

&

PERSONNEL OF COMMISSIONS
H. Bagley, signal supervisor of the

the Louisville terminals of the Louisville

& L. division and
Nashville, has taken

L. C.

&

a position as senior signal engineer with the valuation

of the Interstate

Commerce Commission

department

of the southern district.

His headquarters are at Chattanooga, Tenn.

COURT NEWS
The

appellate court of Kentucky has sustained the decision of a
lower court imposing a fine of $1,900 on the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis for failure to make reports of values required

by the state auditor under the taxing laws of the

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

G. F. Buskie has been appointed auditor of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, with headquarters at St. Louis. Mo., succeeding
E. B. Pierce, resigned.

The United States Department of Agriculture announces that
a railroad company and two individuals have been fined in court
tor shipping lumber from an area quarantined by the government on account of the gipsy and brown-tail moths. The fines
Boston & Maine Railroad Company,
$125 L. M. Perkins, agent for the B. C. Jordan
The
estate, Alfred, Me., $75; L. L. Clark. Mollis, Me., $50.
quarantine became effective on November 25, 1912, and was designed to prevent the spread of the injurious insects named.
five violations,

;

:

W.

Grice, assistant general manager of the Chesapeake &
Richmond,. Va., has been appointed assistant to president, with headquarters at Richmond.

E.

Ohio

at

G. K.

Weeks

has been elected president of the San FranciscoRailways, with headquarters at Oakland.
succeeding W. A. Bissell, resigned.

Oakland

Terminal

George P. Johnson, who resigned recently as general manager
of the Chesapeake & Ohio, has been elected president of the
Virginia-Carolina and the New River. Holston &
cstern, succeeding W. E. Mingea, resigned.

W

Bryan Snyder, secretary and

&

traffic

manager

of the

Mar-

Texas, has been elected vice-president and
general manager, with headquarters at Marshall, Tex., in
place of J. E. Votaw, resigned. Mr. Snyder will have charge
of all departments and the position of traffic manager is
shall

East

discontinued.
J. W. Comiskey has been appointed car accountant of the
Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio, the Texas & New Orleans, the Houston & Texas Central, the Houston East & West
Texas and the Houston & Shreveport, with headquarters at
Houston, Tex., succeeding D. B. Reiser, retired under the penMr. Comiskey has been chief clerk in the
sion regulations.
office of Mr. Keiser.

L.
folk

A. Farquhar, whose appointment as auditor of the NorSouthern, with headquarters at Norfolk, Va., has been

announced in these columns, was born on July 17, 1880. near
Hempstead, Tex., and graduated in 1896 fmni the Hempstead
high school.
He began railway work on August 1, ISOO. as a
clerk in the local office of the Houston & Texas Central, at
Hempstead, Tex., and subsequently was cashier in the same
office.
In November, 1905, he was appointed joint station ticket
agent of the Houston & Texas Central and the Missouri. Kansas & Texas at Austin, and in August of the following year
became chief clerk to division superintendent of the Houston
& Texas Central. From June 9, 1909, to November 18, 1911, he
was in the service of the Sunset-Central Lines consecutively as
chief clerk in the general accountant's office, traveling and general office accountant, chief clerk to auditor, and accountant iii
He was then special accountant
the auditor's office at Houston.
on efficiency work in the controller's office of the Union Pacific
and Southern Pacific Systems at New York until January 31.
1913, and then became special accountant on efficiency work in
Ihe controller's office of the L'nion Pacific System at New York,
which position he held at the time of his recent appointment as
auditor of the Norfolk Southern as above noted.
Operating

state.

Judge Adams of the United States Circuit Court at St. Louis,
in charge of the receivership of the Wabash, has ordered the
receiver to apply to the Interstate Commerce Commission and
the various state Public Service Commissions for authority to
increase passenger and freight rates. The order was issued after
Receiver Pryor had submitted the annual report showing that
with the second largest gross earnings in the history of the road,
it was unable to pay its fixed charges.

were imposed as follows

No. 16

6,

issued an order denying the application of the Missouri railways to put into effect increased passenger, freight and excess baggage rates which were filed with the commission on
September 15. The commission said that the roads were
without authority to change rates fixed by statutes by simply

F.

57,

Railway Officers

Cal.,

The Missouri Public Service Commission, on October

Vol.

W.

T. Tyler has been appointed division superintendent of the
Northern Pacific, with headquarters at Pasco, Wash.

E. C. Penn has been appointed chief despatcher of the Virginian Railway, with headquarters at Princeton, W. Va..
succeeding A. A. Owen, deceased.
R. T. Arthur has been appointed trainmaster of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas at Denison, Tex., succeeding A. N.
Williams, resigned, to take service with another company.
E. D. Hogan has been appointed superintendent of transporof the New Orleans. Mobile & Chicago, with office at
Laurel, Miss., succeeding D. W, Davis, assigned to other duties.
tation

of the Baltimore & Ohio SouthJ. B. Purkheisef, trainmaster
western at Cincinnati. Ohio, has been transferred to Seymour,
Ind.. as trainmaster of the Cincinnati & Louisville district, and
E. J. Lampert lias been appointed trainmaster of the Cincinnati
terminals.

OCTOBtR

16,
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T. S. Mahoney, superintendent of the New Orleans division
of the Texas & Pacific, has been appointed superintendent of
the Transcontinental division, with headquarters at Texarkana,
Tex., succeeding R. B. Ayres, resigned.
Mr. Ayres has been
with the Texas & Pacific continuously since 1880.

Walker, assistant to general manager of the Chesapeake
& Ohio at Richmond, Va., has been appointed superintendent
of passenger transportation, and E. P. Goodwin, superintendent
of transportation at Richmond, has been appointed superintendent of freight transportation, both with headquarters at Richmond, Va.
C. C.

Traffic

W.

Dovve has been appointed live stock agent of the
International & Great Northern, with headquarters at Eagle
Pass, Tex.
Robert

Gordon Alexander, traveling
Chicago

&

freight agent of the

Louis at

Cleve-

New

York, has been
appointed general eastern freight agent, with headquarters at
New York.
land. Cincinnati.

St.

W. P. Hinton. assistant passenger traffic manager of the Grand
Pacific at Winnipeg. Man., has been appointed assistant
passenger traffic manager also of the Grand Trunk, and his
headquarters have been transferred to Montreal, Que.
Trunk

Stuart A. Allen, general agent, freight department, of the
Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern and the Cincinnati, Hamilton
& Dayton at Cincinnati, Ohio, has been appointed general manager of the Continental Line and Central States Despatch, to
succeed T. H. Noonan, deceased.
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Systern, has been gazetted a lieutenant in the Engineers' Corps,
his company for active

Canadian Contingent, and has left with
service in England and France.

C.
S.
Yeaton, supervisor of locomotive operation of the
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific at El Reno, Okla., has been
appointed road foreman of equipment at that place, succeeding
O. F. Covalt, assigned to other duties.

Harold Knight, whose appointment as signal engineer of the
Erie, with headquarters at Jersey City, N. J., has been announced
in these columns, was born in October, 1881, at Stockport, Pa.,
and was graduated from Lawrenceville school in 1901, and from
Yale university in 1504. In August of the latter year he began
railway work as a rodman on the Susquehanna division of the
Erie.
The following March he went to the Pennsylvania Railroad as rodman at Elmira, N. Y., and in July, 1905, returned to
the service of the Erie as transitman on the Susquehanna division. Shortly afterward he was appointed assistant engineer on
the same division, and in June, 1908, he was made division engineer of the Allegheny division. On November 1, 1912, he was
appointed division engineer of the New York division, which position he held at the time of his recent appointment as signal engineer of the same road as above noted.

OBITUARY
C. J. Drurv. division master mechanic of the St. Louis & San
Francisco at Sapulpa, Okla., died on September 30, at the age

of 36.

O! P. Bennett, general agent, freight department, of the Chicago & Alton at Minneapolis. Minn., has been appointed general
C. R. Murray,
agent, traffic department, at Kansas City, Mo.
district passenger agent at Detroit, Mich., has been appointed
western passenger agent at Kansas City. W. C. Mueller, general agent, passenger department, at Kansas City, has been appointed general agent, traffic department, at Milwaukee, Wis.
\V. J. Dibble, commercial agent at Kansas City, has been appointed general agent, traffic department, at Minneapolis.

George N. Mills, who had been real estate and tax agent of
the Missouri district of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy since
1897, died at his home in St. Louis, Mo., October 7.

William T. Grier, general coal and freight agent of the Lehigh
Valley at New York, has been appointed to the new position of
general traffic manager in charge of passenger and freight business, with headquarters
at New York.
He was
born on April 8. 1886, at

George A. Goodell, general manager of the Northern Pacific
east of Paradise, Mont., with headquarters at St. Paul.
Minn., died on October 3, aged 59 years.
Mr. Goodell had
been in railway service since July, 1868, when he began as messenger boy for the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.
He was
successively telegraph operator, station agent and train despatcher of that road until July, 1876, when he became ticket
agent of the Toledo, Peoria & Warsaw at Burlington, Iowa.
The following October he went to the Burlington. Cedar Rapids
& Northern, and was consecutively telegraph operator, station
agent, train despatcher, superintendent of telegraph, assistant
superintendent and superintendent, until March. 1902. when he
was appointed general superintendent of the Chicago Great

Philadelphia.

was

Pa.,

and

in

the

educated

common
began

schools.

-\ugust,

1883.

boy

iiffice

He

work in
and was

railway

and

stenog-

r.Tpher in the coal traffic

department of the Philadelphia & Reading until

He was

1888.

then

to August, of the folassistant
lowing
year,
cliief

clerk in the freight

department of the same
August,
road.
From
1889. to

November,

he was chief clerk
freight

coal,

and

1895,
in the

pas-

departments of
Beech Creek Rail-

senger
the

,,,,.„.

road,

now

a part of the

\ ork Central &
to June. 1906, general manager of
the Delaware River & Union.
In June. 1906. he was appointed
coal freight agent of the Lehigh Valley, and in January, 1912,
was appointed general coal and freight agent, which position he
held at the time of his recent appointment, as general traffic
manager of the same road as above noted.

New

Hudson

River, and

was then

Engineering

aind Rolling'

Stock

G. F. McKenzie, section foreman on the Houston & Texas
Central, has been appointed roadmaster at Corsicana, Tex.
R. F.

Morkill,

signal

engineer of the

Grand Trunk Railway

Oliver S. Lyford, vice-president of the Chicago & Eastern
Illinois, died at the home of his son, W. H. Lyford, at
W'heaton, 111., on October 12, aged 91 years. He had been
connected with the Chicago & Eastern Illinois since January.
1878, and had been in railway service 68 years.

lines

Western at St. Paul. He left that road in December. 1907, to
become general superintendent of the Central district of the
Northern Pacific, and in November, 1909. he was promoted to
general manager of the lines east of Paradise.

George A. Clark, president of the Tennessee, Kentucky &
Northern, died at the Hyde Park Hotel, Chicago, on October
He began railway work in 1880 with the
11, aged 45 years.
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul as messenger, and subsequently w^as employed with that road, the Chicago. St. Paul.
Minneapolis & Omaha, the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, the
St. Paul & Duluth, the Chicago Great Western, the Great
Northern and the "Soo" Line successively as clerk, agent,
telegraph operator, train despatcher and trainmaster. From
1895 to January. 1903, he was with the Illinois Central as
trainmaster, superintendent of the Omaha division at Ft.
superintendent of the Springfield division at
Dodge, Iowa
Clinton. 111., and superintendent oi the Tennessee division at
Fulton, Ky. He then became general manager of the Tennessee Central, and subsequently was vice-president and general manager until December. 1905, at which time he went to
In
the New Orleans, Texas & Mexico as vice-president.
July. 1908, Mr. Clark returned to the Tennessee Central as
reappointed
he
was
1909.
October,
in
general manager, and
ceiver of the Cincinnati-Nashville Southern, which office he
held until he became president of the Tennessee. Kentucky
& Northern in September. 1912.
;
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Equipment and Supplies
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& Company, New

York, are

iiiiimimjMiniiiiiiR

type locomotives.

The Richmond,

Fredericksburg

& Potomac

is

in the

market

for 5 Pacific tjT)e locomotives.

The New
number

Ze.\land Government Railways are inquiring for a

of Pacific type locomotives.

States Gypsum Company, Chicago,
ket for one six-wheel switching locomotive.

is in

the mar-

The Citizens' Gas Company, Indianapolis, Ind.,
ket for one six-wheel switching locomotive.

is in

the

The United

m

aiininniMiiui

i

iiiiiiiiii

Spencer Van Cleve, president of the Erie Foundry Company,
died on September 29.

market for 3 0-4-2

in the

Supply Trade News

|

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING
MiTSLi

VuL. 57, No. 16

mar-

I. H. Case, railroad representative of the Dearborn Chemical
Company, Chicago, has resigned from his position with that com-

pany.

The Independent Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago, has appointed V. W. Robinson its representative in Michigan, with
headquarters at Detroit. F. J. Passino, the former representative in Michigan, has been appointed representative in the southwest to succeed H. F. Finney, promoted to a position in the
general sales office at Chicago.
Frank W. Skinner, for many years senior associate editor of
Engineering Record, has opened consulting offices at 45
Broadway, New Y'ork, and in the Crabtree Annex, St. George,
Staten Island, and is associated with C. E. Fowler, of Seattle.
Wash. Mr. Skinner will continue in the field of bridge and
structural steel work, foundations and general civil engineering
field construction methods, operations and plant with which he
has long been extensively identified, and will also specialize in the

the

The Hoboken Manufacturers' Railroad has ordered one
switching locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Cuban-American Sugar Company, New York, has ordered one Mogul type locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive
Works.

The Randolph MacDonald Company, Toronto, Ont., h^s ordered one four-wheel switching locomotive from the American
Locomotive Company.

The Cr\nford Company, Brooklyn. N. Y., is reported to have
ordered one four-wheel switching locomotive from the American
Locomotive Company. This item has not been confirmed.
The Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, reported in the
Railway Age Gacctic of October 2 as being in the market for 7
Pacific and 10 Mikado type locomotives, is now reported to have
postponed its inquiries until after the first of the year.

preparation of engineering cases for litigation, expert witness research and testimony, preparation and mediation of cases in controversy, and in the preparation of technical, commercial, popular and miscellaneous descriptions of engineering construction.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS

.

The
steel

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis
passenger and 2 steel postal cars.

is in

the market for

Okura & Company, New York,

are asking prices on 1,000 30
and 40-ton standard gage cars for export.

The Southern Pacific is in the market for 16 coaches, 6
combination passenger and smoking cars, and 2 combination passenger and express cars.
The

Louisville

& Nashville

has ordered 1,000 underframes

own

shops. The same road is also planning to place an order for 870 cars in the near future.

which

it

will apply in its

IRON AND STEEL
The Union Terminal Company
Union
Bridge Company.

steel

for the

has ordered 1,285 tons of

station at Dallas, Tex.,

from the American

The Missouri Pacific has ordered 228 tons of material for
a viaduct at Atchison, Kan., from the Morava Construction
Company. Chicago.

The Northern Pacific has given the Union Switch & Signal
Company a contract for a mechanical interlocking plant at
bridge, Washington.

The Queensland Government Railway Shop — The

prin-

shops of the government owned railways of Queensland,
These shops were established about
Australia, are at Ipswich.
1869 and over $2,500,000 has been expended on them. The emThe
locomotives
and other rolling stock of
ployees number 1,700.
the railways are built and repaired here, and the yearly output
has recently been about 16 large locomotives, 50 passenger cars
and 500 freight cars. There are, it is claimed, no car shops in the

cipal

in which native timbers of such great variety and beauty
of grain and color are utilized as at Ipswich.

world

& Machine Comnew

—

Electrical .Appliances. The Sprague Electric Works of the
General Electric Company, New York, has issued bulletin No.
48701, descriptive of

Pneumatic Tools.

Sprague Electric Dynamometers.

—The

Monarch Pneumatic Tool Company,

Louis, 111., has issued bulletin No. 18-.-\, illustrating a
large number of the Monarch line of pneumatic tools.

East

St.

—

The .American Well Works, Aurora,
has issued a folder illustrating and treating of the advantages of the American deep well turbine centrifugal pumps.

Pumping Machinery.

111.,

—

Railway Signal Apparatus. The Union Switch & Signal
Company has recently issued bulletins Nos. 79 and 80 descriptive,
respectively, of the Model 14 Electric Crossing Gate and the
Model 13 Low Voltage Direct Current Switch Movement.

—

Iron. The American Rolling Mill Company, Middletown.
Ohio, has recently issued a booklet, the idea of which is well
expressed by the quotation from Thackeray that is printed on the
cover "Next to excellence is the appreciation of it." The booklet contains 28 pages of letters from persons and companies who
have used Armco-.American ingot iron and have desired to ex:

it.

—The

General Electric Company has
The first
recently issued bulletins No. 48014, 42800 and 46390.
deals with mine hoist equipment, takes up the question of the
economy of electric drive, and treats of the general subject of
underground hoists, their operation and control. Bulletin No.
46390 describes the Thomson direct current test meter, type CB-5.
which combines in one standard several capacities covering a
range from light load to full load, and thereby makes possible
rapid testing, since no time is lost in changing standards.

Electrical

lift

Canton Foundry

Fire Shovels. The National Malleable Castings Company,
Cleveland, Ohio, has recently issued circular No. 53, descriptive
of the company's line of malleable iron fire shovels.

press their appreciation of

SIGNALING
Steilacoom Creek

—The

pany, Canton, Ohio, has issued a leaflet descriptive of the
Canton back geared portable floor crane and hoist.

—

CAR BUILDING
6

Cranes and Hoists.

.•\pp.\ratus.

Bulletin No. 42800 is a reprint of an article on air compressors
for foundry use which appeared in the General Electric- Review.
This article compares centrifugal compressors with the ordinaryfan blower and the positive pressure blower. It aims to show
the superiority of the centrifugal compressor for foundry work.
All three bulletins are profusely illustrated.

October

16,
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Railway Construction

j

(

north of Lake Wales, to about 1.6 miles east of Hard Luck lake.
A grading contract was let in the early part of this year to A. F.
Langford. Valdosta, Ga., and track has been laid on about 35
per cent of the line.

Southern-
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Lake

Lake Ontario & Western.— See Canadian

Campbellford,
Pacific

—

Canadian Pacific. Plans have been made for extending
'Georgian Bay & Seaboard from Bethany Junction, Ont.,

Pacific— The

to

an extension of the Campbellford, Lake OnShannonville to Kingston.
The extensions have been sur\'eyed, but the company has no intention of
extending these lines in the near future.

& Western from

The route map

for a projected line from Dunelm, Sask.,
southwest to Instow has been approved by the minister of railways, but the company does not expect to start the construction
work in the near future. Dunelm is nine miles south of Swift
Current, on the line to Vanguard, and Instow is about 28 miles
south of Gull Lake.

sub-division of the Alberta division has been
extended from Monitor, Alta., east to Kerrobert, Sask., 74.6
miles. The Suffield sub-division has been extended from Retlaw,
Alta., west to Lomond, 27.1 miles, and the Columbia Valley subdivision of the British Columbia division has been extended from
Spillimacheen, B. C, south to Edgewater 18.5 miles.

—

Ced-\r Rapids & Iowa City. The Mt. Vernon division has
been extended from Mt. Vernon, Iowa, to Lisbon, two miles.

—

FouRCHE River Valley & Indian Territory. This road has
been extended from Bellevue. Ark., to Thornburg, 5.6 miles.

&

Seaboard.

— See

Canadian

Pacific.

—

Jonesboro. Lake City & Eastern. This company, which
'perates a 63-mile line from Jonesboro, Ark., to Barfield, is
planning to build two extensions, it is said, to timber lands.

—

McKiNNEY. Bonham & Paris Interurban. Preliminary surveys have been made, it is said, and rights of way are being
secured to build a 60-mile line in Texas. L. A. Scott, president,
and J. F. McReynolds, director, McKinney, Tex.
Missouri

Roads.

— Preliminary

work

is

now under way,

it

for a line to be built from Springfield, Mo., southeast
lo Mountain Home, Ark., about 80 miles. E. C. Mc.\fee, Woodruff building, Springfield, is interested.
is

said,

—

New York Subways Bids were recently opened by the New
York Public Service Commission, First district, for the section
<if the Park Place, William and Clark street subway from the
.Seventh avenue subway in West Broadway through Park Place
and under the postoffice building and Beekman street to William
The contract was given to
street in the borough of Manhattan.
Frederick L. Cranford,

Inc.,

the lowest bidder,

do the work for $1,571,363.
The commission has approved

the

award by

who
the

offered to

of

the

Salt

West-

Cal., to

;

—

Waycross & \\'estern. This road has been extended from
Sirmans, Ga., to Newgrade, two miles.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES
Bentley, Iowa.

—The

Chicago Great Western

is

contemplating

the construction of a small passenger station at Bentley, Iowa.
This company has also under construction a passenger station at
Mason City. Iowa, which is of brick, hollow tile and stucco construction with a green tile roof. It is 107 ft. 6 in. by 32 ft. 6 in.
in area and one story high.
D. L. Stratton. Mason Citv-. Iowa, is
the contractor. -The work is expected to be completed in about
a month.
At Conception, Mo., the Chicago Great Western and
the Wabash are juintly building a passenger station. At this point
the Wabash is elevated, while the Chicago Great Western runs
below grade. The station is placed between the two elevations
and will be used by both roads. T. S. Leake & Co., Chicago, is
Small passen.ger depots are also being built at
"the contractor.
Randolph. Minn., and at Dewar, Iowa. John Jacobs, Marshalltown. Iowa, is diiing the work. The work completed by this railroad company consists of three 100-ton Holmen type coaling stations at the following points: Carroll. Iowa; St. Joseph. Mo., and
Kenyon. Minn., and a wooden 50-ton coaling plant, Holmen type,
Roberts & Schaefer, Chicago, were the conat Red Wing, Minn.
tractors. At Kansas City, Kan., four additional grain tanks have
just been added to the company's grain elevator at that point.
These tanks are of concrete construction and are 28 ft. in diameter
and 85 ft. high, each, and have a total added capacity of 86,500 bu.

—

Carthage, N. Y. Contracts have been let by the New York
Central & Hudson River for the elimination of the present grade
crossings at West End avenue, at John street and at Pannery
For the sub-structures to W. M.
street, in Carthage, as follows
Ballard, for the superstructures to the Fort Pitt Bridge Works
.md for the waterproofing to Bird & Son, New York.
:

—

A contract is reported let by the AtW. Parker, Tampa, Fla., for putting up
The proposed structure
storage building. 130 ft. by 267 ft.
is to have retaining walls, foundations and floors of reinforced
The
cost of the improvesuperstructure.
concrete with a wood
Jacksonville, Fla.
Coast Line to E.

lantic

New York

the Thomas Crimmins Coniracting Company at $197,442, of the contract for the installation
of the third-rail, etc., in the Fourth avenue subway, borough of

Municipal Railway Corporation

sub-division

from SusanTille.

Uvalde & Norther.v.— Arrangements are now being made, it
said, to resume construction work on this line, which was
suspended on account of the financial stringency. Several miles
have been graded on the first section under contract from
Uvalde, Tex., north to the kaolin mines near Leakey.
It is
understood that the line is to be extended north to San Angelo,
about 200 miles. L. J. Hurd, president, Kansas City, Mo. F. H.
Dillon, chief engineer, Sansom, Tex.
(June 5, p. 1257.)

The Coronation

Georgian Bay

Susanville

division has been extended

wood, 29.4 miles.
is

the

Belleville, also for

tario
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to

Brooklyn, between the Manhattan bridge and Eighty-sixth street.
It has also approved the award made by the same corporation
lo the Terry & Tench Company, Inc., the lowest bidder at $321,of the contract for the construction of additional tracks
(in the Broadway elevated railroad in the borough of Brooklyn
Tjetween Havemeyer street and Myrtle avenue.

^Kte

a

ments

will be

about $45,000.

—

Jane Lew. W. \'a. The station at Jane Lew. W. Va., on the
West Virginia & Pittsburgh division of the Baltimore & Ohio,
which was recently destroyed by fire, will be rebuilt by the rail-

Work will be started at once.
New York.— The New Y'ork Public Service Commission,

road company's forces.

First

been incorporated

has given the contract to the Rapid Transit Subway
Construction Company at their bid of $3,097,312 for building the
diagonal station under Forty-second street and the connecting

said,

link

Niagara
to

Conette,

Niagara

Rin-er

& Eastern. — Under

this

name

a

company has

in New York with $1,500,000 capital, it is
The incorporators include F. C.
build a railroad.
Buffalo; C. Hickey, Lockport. and I". .A. Dudley.

— Incorporated

quarters at Jennings, Okla., to

Oklahoma, with headbuild from Jennings, south to
in

Drumright. thence west to Gushing, about 25 -miles. It is understood that the line is eventually to be extended south into Lincoln
county. Surveys are now being made. C, N. Haskell, Tulsa, for-mer governor of Oklahoma, is back of the project, and H. Fulchief engineer.

—

An officer writes that it is undecided
-when the construction work will be carried out to complete the
Seaboard Air Line.

.22-mile line

between the existing subway and the new Lexington avenue
subway, in the borough of Manhattan. (October 9, p. 671.)

—

Falls.

Oil Belt Termin.\l.

\'<n is

district,

from Bartow,

Fla..

east

via

.Mturas. and

a point

The Public Service Commission of PennPhiladelphia, Pa
sylvania has approved the track elevation contract entered into
the city of Philadelphia and the Philofficers
of
the
between
adelphia & Reading. The contract provides for the opening oi
Emerald and Tulip streets, which are to pass under the P. & R.
elevated tracks between Lehigh avenue and Somerset street.
The cost of the work, about $1,000,000. is to be equally divided
between the city of Philadelphia and the railroad company.

Waycross, Ga.
Coast Line, it
rrfachine shops

—Work

now under way by the Atlantic
is
on the foundations for an addition to the
Waycross.

is said,

at

:

:
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much

of so

Vol.
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\t>

of the pledged stock acquired by the committee as
amount of the deposited bonds,

shall be in excess of the face

and that

Railway Financial News

shall not have been disposed of by the committee as
provided toward meeting the cash requirements; (3) a certificate entitling the holder to $1,000 face amount of deposited
bonds when stamped as required in the foreclosure suit to indicate the payment of the amounts paid or credited thereon
out of the proceeds of sale of the pledged stock.

tIiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

—

Atlantic Coast Line. See Florida Central
Baltimore & Ohio. The following is an abstract of a

—

circular

sent to stockholders

the stockholders' meeting to be held on Xovember 16,
1914, the stockholders will be asked to consider a plan for a
general refunding and improvement mortgage, which will pro-

At

comprehensive way for present needs and future
financial requirements of the company.
This company has
now outstanding bonds secured by its several mortgages as
follows:
Prior lien bonds $75,000,000, maturing July 1, 1925;
first mortgage bonds $81,000,000, maturing July 1, 1948; redeemable on and after July 1, 1923; Pittsburgh junction &
middle division bonds $6,125,280, maturing Xovember 1, 1925;
Southwestern division bonds $45,000,000, maturing July 1, 1925;
Pittsburgh, Lake Erie & West \'irginia system refunding mortgage bonds $43,441,500. maturing November 1, 1941, redeemThis company has also
able on and after Xovember 1, 1925.
outstanding its convertible bonds $63,250,000, maturing March
In addition
after
March
1. 1933. redeemable on and
1. 1923.
there are outstanding bonds secured by underlying mortgages
on railroads forminrg a part of the system and subsidiary lines
aggregating $30,781,000 and maturing at different dates.
The market for other securities not having been favorable
vide

in

a

in the recent past it became necessary for the company to issue short-time notes for its requirements; the issue of such
notes at present outstanding amounts to $35,000,000, maturing

June

1,

1915.

the e.xception of the first mortgage, which provides for
a further issue of $1,000,000 of bonds each year for nine years,
the several mortgages of the company afford no provision for
future requirements. Consequently, there has been under consideration for some time past a plan for making a mortgage
covering the entire system and subsidiary lines, under which
bonds may be issued to retire existing indebtedness as it matures, and to provide funds needed from time to time for ad-

With

and extension of the company's railroad and prop-,
necessary for the further development of the important
territory occupied by your lines and to care for the constantly
ditions to
erty.

expanding

traffic.

will be asked to consider a plan to meet
the financial requirements of the company as above indicated
and, if approved, to authorize the execution of a mortgage
covering the entire system and subsidiary lines, under which
bonds may be issued in series from time to time for refunding and other corporate purposes. Each series as issued will
bear such rate of interest and generally be in such form as
but all will be equally
to best meet then existing conditions
It is proposed to limit the
secured by the same mortgage.

The stockholders

;

of bonds which may be issued under the mortgage to
$600,000,000. unless the stockholders should later give further
consent to additional issue, but at no time shall the amount

amount

outstanding, together with all prior debt, exceed three times
the capital stock of the company.

Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific— Judge Mayer, in the federal
district court, has denied the application of some of the railroad collateral bondholders to delay the sale of the collateral
under the Railroad 4's, and has ordered this collateral sold.
The protective committee, of which James N. Wallace is chairman, has announced the plan which this committee has for the
purchase of the collateral. The plan provides for the purchase
by the committee of the* Railway company stock which i.^ colRailroad bonds, and the distribution of this stock
bondholders on the basis of ten shares of stock to
each $1,000 bond. If all the bondholders do not assent to the
plan it will be necessary to raise cash to pay ofif the nondepositing bondholders. This is the only cash to be called for.
Holders of certificates of deposit for the bonds, who shall
have complied with the conditions of the plan and the deposit
agreement, and paid their proportionate share of the cash requirements, are to receive, on the completion of the plan and
lateral for the

to depositing

surrender of their certificates, for each $1,000 bond represented:
Pacific
(1) ten shares of stock of the Oiicago, Rock Island &
Railway, the operating company; (2) their proportionate part

— Robert

W. Pomeroy, of Buffalo, N. Y., and
of Chicago, have been elected directors,
Charles A. Peabody and H. P. Davidson.

Erie.

M. D. Fol-

lansbee.

succeeding

—

Central. This road, running from Thomasville, Ga.,
Fanlew, Fla., 47 miles, has been sold under foreclosure to
the Atlantic Coast Line for $22,000, subject to a mortgage which
the Atlantic Coast Line holds for $200,000.

Florid.^
to

Xew York

Central

& Hudson

Ru'er.— Of the $40,000,000

4'/i

per cent bonds which were offered by bankers in April at a
price to yield 4.70 per cent, about $8,000,000 remain unsold and
these bonds are being offered at a price to yield 5.03 per cent.
The Xew York Public Service Commission, Second district,
has unanimously approved the plan of consolidation of this
company and of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern. In
part the commission safs
"We find nothing to indicate any intent on the part of the
The
petitioners to over-capitalize either in stocks or bonds.

proposed stock issue of about $250,000,000 by the new company is some $.^O,00O.(XX) in amount less than the combined
capital stock of the constituents; while the outstanding bonded
indebtedness of the new company on account of the Xew York
Central-Lake Shore collateral trust bonds can at no time exceed the precise amount at that time unpaid of the original
debt, whether represented by the original bonds or by the new
The commission approves heartily of the system of finan4's."
cing to be adopted under the merger, and says that the consolidation of the properties would inure to the advantage of the
general public.
In settling the question raised by opponents of the merger,
as to whether or not an increase in the interest rates from 3'/2
per cent on Lake Shore collaterals to 4 per cent on new bonds
to be issued in exchange therefore, constitutes a violation of the
state railroad law in connection with the issue of additional securities, "in connection" or "in consideration for" consolidation,
the commission is of the opinion that if the law were interpreted as argued by the objectors to the consolidation it would
efltectually prevent the issue of all refunding bonds in consolidation proceedings.

Xew

York,

Ontario & Western.

— F.

L.

Lovelace

has

been

elected a director.

Ohio Ru'er & Columbus. — This

road, which runs from Ripley.
Ohio, to Sarginia, 22 miles, has been placed in the hands of
Charles J. Finger, general manager, as receiver. The receiver
was appointed on the application of the minority stockholders.

—

See comments on the annual report and the
reduction of dividends in the editorial columns; also reduction
in salaries noted in general news columns.
Dr. Edwin A. .Alderman, president of the University of Virginia John Kerr Branch, a banker of Richmond Dr. John C.
kilgo, bishop of the Methodist Episcopal Church and a resident
of Durham, X. C. and Robert Jemison, of Birmingham, Ala.^
have been elected directors, succeeding W. W. Finley and
H. C. Fahnstock, both deceased, and George F. Baker, Jr.,
and E. H. Gary, resigned. Charles Steele, of J. P. Morgan &
Co., was re-elected, as were the other directors.

Southern Railway.

;

;

L'NioN Pacific— The monthly statement of revenues and expenses for August contains the announcement that "in order to
save the expens'e of issuing these statements monthly they
will be discontinued, and hereafter a statement of operating
revenues and operating expenses will be enclosed with the quarterly dividend check."

A

The Swi.=s State Railways.— press despatch states that
the federal railways of Switzerland in August of this-"year, the
month in which as a rule their earnings are largest, had traflSc
receipts of only $2,002,000. showing a falling off of $2,036,185 as
compared with .\ug\ist, 1913— more than 50 per cent. The operating expenses, on the other hand, amounted to very
than in 1913— $1,963,400 as compared with $2,199,288.

little

less

(Advertisement]

ANNUAL REPORT
TWENTIETH ANNUAL REPORT^SOUTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY
Richmond.
To

\ a.,

Octobev

1914.

li.

the

Stockholders of Southern Railway Company:
The Board of Directors submits the following report of the affairs of
the Company for the year ended June 30, 1914;
This is the twentieth annual report of the Company and concludes the
record of the administration under the \"oting Trust, which was created
on its organization in 1894. It is. therefore, a fitting time for retrospect,
and the Board of Directors deems it apiiropriate to submit again to the
stockholders,

as

part

a

of

this

report,

tiie

circular

issued by the

Voting

Trustees under date of June 30, 1914, announcing the surrender of their
trust.
It will be found at page 12.
This circular is not only a history
of what this Company has accomplished, but, as it illustrates the growth
of the industrial South during the past twenty years, serves also as an
earnest of the future which may reasonably be expected for this Company.
The actual result of the operations for the year, and the financial condition of the Company at the close of the year, will appear by reference to
the Income Statement (page 30) and the General Balance Sheet (pages
34 and 35), which are part of this report.
It will be observed that the
operating revenues continued to increase during the year, but that the
rate of such increase (1.47 per cent.) was less than in recent years, while
the rate of increase of operating expenses (4.76 per cent.) continued undiminished.
The slackening in the general volume of business done in the
United States, which has been so marked during the past year, was felt
last of all in the South, but had become part of the problem of management
of this Company with the opening of the calendar year 1914.
The high
level of expense of operation is maintained not so much by any natural

economic law, not by any deliberate intention or neglect of management,
as by general social tendencies which are in substantial measure abnormal
of management.
It can
hardly be expected that
the operation of an .American railroad shall be again on a normal basis

and beyond control

unless, and until, the
in American politics.

question of the railroads shall cease to be a factor
To state this fact is but to repeat the statement
the contemporary plight of the railroads which has been so frequently
It is mentimied here
ureged upon the American public in recent years.
simply to illustrate its application to the fortunes of Southern Railway
cif

Company.

An

intelligent

what
obscured for

appreciation of

company

is

meant by the Income Statement

many

people by the very size of the
even of expenses and debts,
therefore, illuminating to reduce the
results of such a company as this to a smaller and more comprehensible
unit, such as that applied to their own affairs by many of those who do
To that end we have adopted for the
business with a railway company.
following statement the unit of $100., and submit it here to show what
have been the results for the year just closed and in order to demonstrate
There are added similar units for the two three-year
general tendencies.
periods included in the past six years of the history of the Company.

of a ;-aiIway
figures

which make

seems to some

to

it

is

up.

To

be riches.

talk in millions,
It

is.

OPERATING RESULTS RKIUCF.l) TO BASIS OF

$100.

Three Years
Ended Tune 30,
I

Year
Ended
Jdne30,
.

*

,

V

1911.

1914.

1914.

$94.77

$95.18

$95.51

5.23

4.82

4.49

$100.00

$100.00

$100.00

$64.20

$67.22

$69.44

3.41

3.59

3.68

ncoine:

From Operations
From Interest, Dividends,

Rents,

Privi-

leges, etc

Gross Income
Disposition of

Income:

For Operating Expenses
For Taxes
For Rents of Roails Leased, Trackage
Rights, Equipment, Privileges, etc
For Interest on Bonds, Notes, Equipment
Obligations, etc

4.24

4.72

5.22

18.70

15.62

15.02

For Discount on Securities Sold, charged
to

Income

For Additions
Surplus

-52
to

Property through Income

.04

.11

.09

.12

8.82

8.72

6.52

$100.00

$100.00

$100.00

would not under ordinary circumstances be called to the question of taxes,
but the growth of the item is becoming serious. The nature and use of railroad property make its earning power the obviously fair test of its duty
to contribute to the support of government.
It is expected that reasonable
increases may be looked for as the revenues increase, but the current
practice of arbitrary assessment of nominal value upon railroad property
for the purpose of taxation and the ease with which such assessed values
be increased have made such projierty a main source of securing
adtlitional governmental revenue for purposes upon which the owners of
railway property are not consulted.
That the taxes of this (Company have
been increased out of proportion to the increase in its revenues will be
apparent from the following statement of a ten year tendency:

can

Increase in revenue 1914 over 1905
Increase in expenses 1914 over 1905
Increase in taxes 1914 over 1905

44.42 Per Cent.
50.06 Per Cent.
93.90 Per Cent.

THE ADDITIONS TO CAPITAL ACCOUNT AND TO PROPERTY
INVESTMENT.
The investment in Road and Equipment, exclusive of depreciation, increased $4,137,859.79, of which $3,000,698,08 was in Roadway and Structures and $1,137,161.71 in Equipment.
This increase represents net additions made during the year.
(See pages 36 and 37.)
There was an increase of $11,225,700 in outstanding Mortgage and Collateral Trust Bonds and Notes and $3,238,000 in Equipment Trust Obligations.
tSee pages 39-41.)
On February 13, 1914, there were sold $1,250,000 Southern Railway
Company First Consolidated Mortgage Five l*er Cent. Bonds, theretofore
held by the Company.
On March 2, 1914, there were sold $10,000,000 Southern Railway Company Three-Year Five Per Cent. Collateral Gold Notes, issued, pending a
market for the sale of long term bonds, to provide funds for Additions and
IJetterments, chiefly

terminals.

There were retired, at maturity, July 1, 1913, $34,3^)0 Charlottesville and
Kapidan Railroad Company First Mortgage Six Per Cent. Bonds and $5,000
Franklin and Pittsylvania Railroad Company First Mortgage Six Per (I^ent.
Bonds; $39,400 First Consolidated Mortgage Five Per Cent. Bonds were
drawn on account thereof and placed in the treasury. By reason of these
;ind previous drawings for similar purposes, and the sale of $1,250,000
Southern Railway Company First Consolidated Mortgage Five Per Cent.
ads, there remained free in the treasury on June 30, 1914, $154,200 of
till

bonds.

During the year there were drawn and taken into the treasury $5,000,000
Development and General Mortgage Four Per Cent. Bonds, which, under
the terms of that mortgage, could be drawn for the calendar year 1914 for
.\dditions and Betterments.
There were also drawn and taken into the
treasury $1,131,000 of such Bonds representing the proportion of Equipment Trust Obligations paid during the year and charged to capital account.
The total amoui.t of Development and General Mortgage Four Per Cent.
Bonds owned bv the Company on June 30, 1914, was $32,123,000, of which
$16,667,000 are' pledged as collateral under Southern Railway TTiree-Year
Five Per Cent. Collateral Trust Indenture, dated March 2, 1914, leavini;
$15,456,000 free in the treasury.

Double Track:
Negotiations were concluded during the year with The Atlanta & Charlotte Air Line Railway Company by which that Company undertook to
issue its First Mortgage Bonsd to the authorized amount of $20,000,000., of
which $5,500,000. of A'/z per cent, bonds were issued and sold on July 1,
1914, to retire a like amount of outstanding bonds of that Company heretofore acquired and pledged under the First Consolidated Mortgage of Southern Railway Company, but subject to call, as they were called, by the
obligor. .The proceeds of the Atlanta & Charlotte Air Line bonds so sold
bus made available to this Company a sum sufficient to complete the additional track on all of the main line between Washington and Atlanta
(except the .Atlanta & (Charlotte Air Line), and this work is now in progress.
The remainder of the $20,000,000. of bonds authorized by the Atlanta &
t!harlotte .Air Line mortgage are available for sale at any time and the proceeds will be applied to complete the double track on the Atlanta & Charlotte
With the completion of the work for which this plan makes
.\ir Line.
financial provision, the entire main line from Washington to Atlanta, 649
miles, will be double track.
The total double track in operation at the close of the year was 402.64
miles, of which 17.25 miles were put in operation during the year, viz.;
between Amherst and Monroe, Va., Cross Keys and Armour, Ga., between
J7th Street, Birmingham, and east end of the Finley Yard at North Birmingham, .Ala., and short stretches elsewhere.
I

Yards and Terminals:
Investment in Property:

Per $100 of Revenue
.\verage return on Investment in Property..
Dividends Paid:
Per $100 of Income
Average Rate of Dividends
Discount Charged to Profit and Loss:
Per $100 of Income

The most

$592.41

$528.68

$518.48

1.49%

1.65%

1.36%

$3.96

$3.71

$0.67

0.67%
$5.02

significant item in this statement

is

4.67%

4.5%

$0.92

$0.26

the m.irked decrease in the

average return on the investment in property, accompanied by constant
This has
additions to property through income and through new capital.
resulted despite an increase in operating revenue and a decrease in the
fixed charges and discount, and has been brought about chiefly by the
increase in operating expenses and taxes.

TAXES.
that the stockholders and those of the iiuelligent
this report are generally' familiar with the causes
and conditions which have contributed to the increase in operating expenses,
but it seems appropriate to say a word here on the subject of the increase
in taxes.
For the year the Company paid out for taxes $2,679,389.6/, an increase
of $199,002.39 over the previous year, or 8.02 per cent., aj compared with
Special attention
" revenues.
operating
an increase of 1.47 per c<

may be assumed
public who may read
It

'

Substantial progress was made during the past year in the construction
of important and long needed additional terminal yards at Richmond, Va.,
at Silencer and Winston-Salem, N. C, at Mobile and at Finley (near Birmingham), Ala., and at Forrest (near Memphis;, Tenn. Other work of
this character is planned and will be undertaken with the proceeds of the
note issue made during the year. New and additional spur and side tracks,
aggregating 42.70 miles, were constructed.

Autnmatic Block Signals:
Electrical automatic block signals were conipleted and put in operation on
the main line between Cameron Run and Orange, Va., a distance of 75
miles, making a total of 189.5 miles of such signals in operation at the close
Similar signals are under construction on all other double
.if th'e
year.
track.

OPERATING CONDITIONS.
has been made to supply in the report of the Vice-President
and General Manager, and in the tables making up the report of the Compfor a
troller, which are hereto attached, all the details which are necessary
comprehension of the problem arising in current operations, but it is fitting
The most striking
lo call ottention here to some of the more salient facts.
of
item in the year's accounts is the adverse balance in the item of hire
The increase of the debit to this account was $606,786.79 as
equipment.
For several years past the account of
compared with the previous year.
beginbut,
Company,
of
the
income
to
the
contributed
hire of equipment has
us and so
nine with September, 1913, the balance began to turn against
continued throughout the year. This is explained by two conditions:

The

effort
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(a) The actual leduclion in the items of freight car equipment owned
the Company and by it contributed to the general car pool of the
United States; such decrease resulting from retirement of old freight car«i
which had passed the stage, of economical maintenance or, by reason of
their original standards of construction, had become of obsolete tvpe.
This
accounts for the fact that the average number of freight cars in service
decreased 2.93 per cent., while the average capacity of freight cars in service
increased 2.52 per cent.
The result is that while the carrying capacity of
the Company's equipment has not been materially diminished, the car hire
account, which is based on a per diem per unit of equipment without regard

TR.^FFIC CONDITIONS.

(b) The heavy movement throughout the year of empty foreign cars on
the home route.
Such a movement is always an acute symptom of a general
business depression and is a measure of self defense to which every railroad
has recourse under such circumstances.
Its effect is felt most heavily by
the lines like those of this Company which in times of prosperity have
handled large numbers of cars originating their ladings in other territories.
With steady confidence that the prevailing business depression is temporally, the Board of Directors has dealt courageously during the year with
the tirst item of this condition.
To keep up and refresh the car supply
normally required by the Company and so to balance the car hire account,
orders were placed for 5,945 items of new freight cars, as well as for additional power and passenger equipment.
The total cost of this equipment
was $7,828,688, a figure actually large but representing an investment at a
most fortunate time for the purchaser, for, because of lack of other business,
the equipment manufacturers made unprecedented prices.
The result was
that for the same money the Company secured a largely increased number
of itemis of equipment as compared with any previous purchase, and, as the
new equipment is of contemporary type and construction, was so enabled
to make substantial progress in raising the general level of its equipment
to modern standards.
The constant and unremitting effort of management under existing conditions of operation is, of course, to check the current tendency of encroachment of operating expenses upon operating revenues by the practice of
greater efficiency, without too great demands for new capital.
This is the
most difficult, as, when successful, it is the most admirable, achievement
in the operation of a railroad to-day.
This Company's results have shown
steady improvement and warrant cordial approval by the stockholders of the
faithful and resourceful work of the technical operating officers.
The elements of efficiency gained in operations during the past six years,
by reason of increased operating efficiency, as well as by what it has been
possible to do in the way of elimination of grades and curves, enlargement
of yards, construction of double track, additions to and lengthening of
passing tracks and the substitution of heavier power, may be briefly stated
as follows:

Pig Iron, Steel Rail and Fastenings, Manufactured
Iron and Structural Steel
108,698 tons
Cement. Brick, Lime and Fire Clay
48,527 tons
Lumber. Shingles, Staves, Headings, etc
99,466 tons
256,691 tons

Abundant grain crops
resulted in

By reason

25.6

in net tons per train mile

48.6

in tons per loaded car

in locomotive tractive
in coal

8.2

power

12.3

its

consumed per 100 ton miles

many branch

31.4

rtlation to

"

July,
1914.

1,442 tons
97.4

881 tons
73.4
1,163 tons

86.7

-

in the revenues of the Company since the clo'ie of the fiscal year.
The
Stiuth particularly has been hard hit, for it is peculiarly dependent upon
the stability of the price and market for its cotton crop.
While the tonnage
'>f this staple represents a comparatively small percentage of the total tonnage hauled by this Company, any disturbance which affects its .sale has
far reaching influence on business generally, as it limits the purchasing
power of the producer.
While the Company may be expected to suffer alike with other forms
of industry in the South, it behooves it to set an example of patience and
fortitude, which qualities, together with faith in the future, are most
needed in this period of distress.
In such a crisis, when more than ever it is apparent that the interests
of the Railway Company arc identical with those of the public it serves
and that it can prosper only as the communities which it serves develop
and grow, it is gratifying to be able to state that there has never been a
time within its history when the relations of Southern Railway Company
were more close and cordial with the people of the South than now. The
determination of the management at all times to deal frankly and fairly
uiih the public has been instrumental in bringing about this condition.
The era of suspicion and distrust on the part of the public seems to be
nearing an end, and the purposes and ideals of the Company are beginning
to be understood and approved.
No better omen for the future of t heCompany can be found than that discernible in the growing good will in
the public mind.

The loss in revenue since the beginning of the European war and the
outlook for the immediate future have demanded a strict policy of retrenchThe consequent reduction of service
ment, always a disagreeable duty.
of employees means a reduction of the opportunity o^f many men to earn
the livelihood to which they have been accustomed, and it has seemed fair
to the officers that they too should share the sacrifice, so that as a temporary measure the salaries of all officers earning in excess of $2,500. per
annum have been voluntarily and loyally reduced in fair proportions.
Under these circumstances the Board has deemed that it was fair also for
Acthe preferred stockholders to share the necessities of the situation.
cordingly, although the full five per cent, on the preferred stock was
safelv earned for the year before the current acute conditions were apparent, the dividends declared for the year were reduced from 5 per cent,
Furthermore, the dividend for the second half of the
to 4J4 per cent.
rear was declared payable not in cash but in scrip, redeemable in five
years and meanwhile bearing interest at the rate of 4 per cent, per annum.

Cost to Maintain:

SERVICE OF EMPLOYEES.

(Exclusive of renewals and depreciation.)
1913.

The

mile of track
locomotive
freight-train car

paesenger-train car
ratios of

the total of

.\f.iintenaiice

of

Equipment

Maintenance

1914.

$1,413.68

$1,387.86

2,621.17

2.729.S8

64.29

76.44

739.11

786.20

such expenses to rev-

enues have been
Maintenance of W.^y and Structures

Total

it.

DIVIDENDS.

The maintenance accounts reflect the continuance of the policy of keeping
the physical condition of the property up to a constantly increasing standard.
The management would be glad to apply more money than has ever yet
been spent on these accounts. The actual appropriations have been liberal,
considering the revenues from which the funds are derived, and a review
of what has been accomplished during the year brings the comforting assurance of substantial progress. There is great need of a reliable unit for
measuring the efficiency of maintenance of railway property. The accepted
units, based on dollars alone, may mean efficiency, or, when compared with
the similar units of other companies having different physical conditions
and maintenance equipment, they may mean parsimony or they may mean
extravagance, but in no event do they reveal any of these things.
It may
be said that the management of this Company believes that under its conditions it has got a dollar's worth of work for most of the dollars disbursed in these accounts, and with that statement the following figures are
submitted, viz.:

A

45,013 tons
530,193 tons

BUSINESS CONDITIONS.

Maintenance:

A
A

228,489 tons

The effect upon business in the United States of the European war,
coming on top of a period of general business hesitation, has been apparent

"

While the tonnage transported during the year was practically the same
as that transported during the preceding year, the mileage made by freight
trains decreased 5.31 per cent, and the tons handled per train mile increased 5.74 per cent.

A

of grain,

That there should have been an increase of 200,867 tons in the total
movement, and an increase of $133,300.02 in revenue from Freight Traffic,
regardless of the heavy decreases in these five important items, indicates
the rapid development of diversified industry and general business through
out the South, and the strong position of the Southern Railway \wth

lines

Gross tons per train mile:
1913.
In the direction of heavy traffic
1,301 Ions
Per cent, of locomotive efficiency utilized....
92.1
In the direction of light traffic
721 tons
Per cenC of locomotive efficiency utilized
65.4
In both directions
1,017 tons
Per ceiu. of locomotive efficiency utilized....
80.7

movement

Total

*'

October- November,

the

failure of the Georgia peach crop resulted in a
decrease in the movement of that commodity of....

"
"

over which, of necessity, arbitrary
train service must be maintained, the average tons per freight-train mile is
relatively low.
This disability, however, is being largely overcome through
the systematic rating of engines and loading of trains between termini on
the main lines.
Substantial progress Has been made during the year in
this respect, as will be noted from the following comparison:
of

Southern Railway territory

grain products and hay, principally from the West,

8.3

freight car miles

in

decrease in

of

36.3 per cent.

in freight-train miles

a

The

Comparing 1914 with 1908:

in

No. 16

It will be noted from the statistics that while the revenue derived from
the transporation of passengers increased $784,293.27, or 4.30 per cent., the
passenger-tram miles increased 5.63 per cent.
This increase in the Company's passenger trains reflects its policy and desire to provide adequate
passenger train service. This policy has been liberal to the point uf daring
and It has accomplished much for the upbuilding of the South. It ha^,
however, an effect on income which should not be overlooked.
Passenger
train miles for the year aggregated over 52 per cent, of the total revenue
train miles and exceeded the mileage made by freight trains by 2.607.216
miles, while revenue from passengers was only 27.62 per cent, of the
total revenues from transportation.
The general depression in business conditions that prevailed throughout
the United Slates and more particularly during the last six months of the
fiscal period,
while less acute in the So,uth than in other parts of the
country, was responsible for decreases in important items of this Company's freight traffic, as follows:

to capacity, has suffered;

in ton miles

57,

While the chai ge to expenses on account of Maintenance of Way and
Structures showed a nominal decrease of 1.90 per cent., the actual expenditures for upkeep, as shown in detail in the Vice-President and General
Managers report, were $197,696.85 greater than for the previous year.
Thi«: i«; explained hy a mndification of »hc technicality- of arrovinting.

!•>

Increase
Decrease
Increase
Increase
Increase
Increase
Decrease

Vol.

ratios

I3.S4

13.09

16.48

17.22

30.02

30.31

faithfulness, loyalty and ability of its officers and employees constione of the prime assets of Southern Railway Company. In tendering
each officer and employee for the faithful and intelligent
its thanks to
service rendered during the past year, the Board desires to express its
gratification at the high morale that obtains among the great number of
individuals in the rank and file, and to record its confidence in, and its
Not only departappreciation of. the men making up the organization.

The

tute

mental unity but individual loyalty exists. As a result co-operation amoriK
the officers and the tnen and between the men themselves has been de
This growing spirit of c*-veloped to an extraordinarily high degree.
hesiveness and unity of purpose is a source of pride to the management
and foretells for the future better results both for the public and thc
organization
of such generally
Individual membership in an
Companv.
recognized ability and high character may well be. as it is, "considered n
badge of honor.

:

October

10.

.
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D. C, on November 25, lyi3, of William Wilioa Finley, late President of this Company.
It has also been the sad duty of your Directors to record the death,
which occurred at his home in New York, on June 4, 1914, of their
esteemed associate, Mr. Harris C. Fahnestock, who had been a faithful and
valuable member of the Board since the organization of the Company.
ton,

Statements uf the accounts and statistics of the Company in detail will
be found in the tables hereto annexed.
The accounts have been examined, as usual, by Certified Public Accountants. Messrs. Patterson, Teele & Dennis, and their certificate is made a
part of this report.

Respectfully submitted, by

of the

Board.

inute of the resolution adopted by the
'ing the death at his home in Washing-

GENERAL BALANCE SHEET, JUN E

30,

1914,

AND JUNE

LIABILITIES.
June

June

30, 1914.

30, 1913.

Property Inicslment:

June

to

June

30,

$120,000,000.00
60,000,000.00

1907:

Road
Equipment

$287,434,900.33
46,672,108.87

Common
Total

Road

Mortgage, Bonded and Secured Debt:
Mortgage Bonds:
$1 95,276,300.00
Outstanding

$23,528,767.94
19,967,276.62

Equipment

29,356,800.00

Total Investment since June 30, 1907

$224,633,100.00

on Equipment

tion

Total

14,995,466.18

$19,790,700.00
42,000.00
$19,832,700.00
5.107,000.00

Secueit:es:
Securities of Proprietary, Affiliated and

Controlled Companies, Pledged:
Stocks

$2,505,086.26
21,508,920.74

Bonds

$24,014,007.00
18,667,000.00

Bonds Issued or Assumed, Pledged

$249,573,800.00
15.146,000.00

$116,887.21
673,416.75

Bonds

$790,303.96
$43,471,310.96

Total

$26,791,812.96

$29,800,700.00
42,000.00

$455,000.00

to

Proprietary,

Affiliated

and

1,071,555.36

6,945,724.58
270,825.39

38,673.80
1,949,703.92

Companies for ConstrucEquipment and Betterments

Controlled
tion,

Total

Equipment Trust Obligations (See Table

Unpledged

Total

:

Securities Issued or

Assumed, or Held

Liabilities:

Loans and Bills Payable
and Car Service Balances due to
other Companies
Audited Vouchers, Accounts and Wages
Unpaid
Miscellaneous Accounts Payable
Matured Interest, Dividends and Rents
Unpaid, including amounts due July 1
Matured Mortgage Bonds not presented
for Redemption
Other Working Liabilities
Total

$455,000.00
1,189,414.73
7,462,688.21
237,830.09

2,796,932.42

4,673.80
1,745,800.04

Accrued

$13,892,339.29

Liabilities

Unmatured

Not Due:

Interest and

Rents Payable..

$1,571,827.65
982,398.61

$43,819,149.97

$2,554,226.26

$15,392,707.51

Deferred Credit Items:
Operating Reserves
$1 ,286,086.33
1.886.103.62
Other Deferred Credit Items

in

Treasury

$384,102,900.00

$43,402,557.83

Working Assets:
Cash

$265,718,900.00
18,384,000.00

$416,592.14

$431,019.64
33,650,943.91
9,320,594.28

,

Pledged

Securities,
Securities,

6)

Total

$13,665,016.73

MiscEi-i-ANEOus Investments:
Physical Property

$29,842,700.00
5,107,000.00

Traflic

Other Investments:
Advances

Total

Other Notes, Outstanding

$264,718,800.00

3,933,534.68

27,148,800.00

Certifi-

Outstanding
Held by Company

Working

Controlled Companies, Unpledged
Stocks

$8,295,928.23

and

i

Securities of Proprietary, Affiliated and

$401,844.24
33,640,943.91
9,283,027.94

$230,769,200.00

Collateral Trust Bonds, Notes
cates:

Total Net Road and Equipment.... $362,607,587.58

$359,143,447.30

$23,996,507.00
2,000,000.00

$196,492,000 00
34,277|200.OO

Held by Company

$43,496,044.56

Total Road and Equipment
$377,603,053.76
Less: Reserve for Accrued Deprecia-

14.321.746.67

$180,000,000.00

$334,107,009.20

Investment since June 30, 1907:

$373,465,193.97

$120,000,000.00
60,000,000.00

Preferred

$180,000,000.00
Total

$334,107,009.30

30, 1914.

Capital Stock:

Road and Equipment:
Investment

r913.

30,

ASSETS.

1

Taxes
Total

$1,803,379.34
1,045,011.58
$2,848,390.92

$1,747,071.73
2,072,841.35

5,652,200.00

$3,U2,189.95

Total

$3,819,913.08

Marketable Securities:
$256,522.00
179,060.04

Stocks

Bonds

826.707.66
449,968.74
2.932,361.60
5,343,032.61
774.248.79

$46,605,032.52

Loans and Bills Receivable
Traflic and Car Service Balances due from
other Companies
Balances due from Agents and Conductors
Miscellaneous -Accounts Receivable
Material and Supplies
Other Working Assets

$435,582.04
820,074.75

$1,500,000.00

785,793.91
300,384.25
3,465.942.13
5,080,699.04
686,347.05

410,161.02
989,354.41

$42,619,730.68

Total

Appropriated Surplus:
Dividend No. 26, 2J4

Per Cent, on Preferred Stock, paid in October, 1913...
28 on Preferred
Scrip Dividend No.

Stock— 2%

$2,899,515.43

$1,200,000.00

Additions to Property since June 30, 1907,
through Income
Insurance Reserve Fund

$17,374,558.20 Profit and Loss

500,331.96
920,208.73
$2,620,540.69

Total

:

$18,676,904.51

Accrued Income Not Due:

Unmatured

Interest, Dividends

and Rents
$984,400.61

Receivable

695.737.86
355.034.61
986.782.28
1,486.68
29,089.11
2.718.164.33

39.398.80

Deferred Debit Items:
Temporary advances to Proprietary,
ated and Controlled Companies

Working Funds
.
Other Advances
Insurance Premiums Paid in Advance
Taxes Paid in Advance
Unextinguished Discount on Securities...

Special

Deposits

Cash and Securities in Sinking and Re-'
demption Funds
Cash and .Securities in Insuranca Resty ve

Vund
Other Deferred Debit Items
$7,147,719.05

$484,384,306.57

Affili-

Total

Grand Total

•.

$954,707.21
264,430.35
845,930.41
869.89
31,887.07
190,166.84
7,331,247.35
4,948.80

920,208.73
1,914,392.04

$12,458,808.69

$505,960,988.49

$484,384,306.57

Grand TotaI

$505,960,988.49
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TABLE 1.
INCDMK STATEMKNT FOR YKAR KNDKU JUNE 30,
PARED WITH YEAR ENDEII JUNE 30, 1913.

COM-

57,

Operated Properties..
Amortization
Discount on
of
Debt
Interest on Unfunded Debt
.Miscellaneous Deductions

No. 16

.Separately

167,633.10
1914,

12,017.04

244.56
1914.

1913.

Vol,

S7, 509.61

37.93

87,436.05

Ufernting Revenues:
$44,943,747.82
18,220,489.43

330.547.81
1.379,165.00

2,008,008.99

924,656.90
722,874.25

Freight Revenue

Passenger Revenue
Miscellaneous Passenser-Tiain Revenue..
Mail Revenue
Express Revenue
Other Transportation Revenue
Revenue from Opcvations other than Trans-

$45,077,047.84
19,004,782.70
407,560.71

Totai. Deduction

Total .\vailable Income

$18,117,599.57

1,902,563.25

Interest .Accrued on
Table 2)
Interest Accrued on
tions (See Table 2)

978,043.76
$10,105,356.65

720,547.40

portation

706.809.75

Total Operaiini; Revenues

$68,529,490.20

$15,779,301.97

1.443,151.58

Funded Debt (See
$10,053,022.78

Equipment Obliga660.565.59

Dividends Accrued on Southern Railway

$69,533,697.24

— Mobile

and Ohio Stock Trust Cer226.008.00

tificates

O Iterating
$9,275,553.17
11,290,337.19
2,094,009.69

23,605.046.02
2,008,977.48

Expenses:

Maintenance of Way and Structures
Maintenance of Equipment
Traffic Expenses
Transiiortation Expenses
General Expenses
.

.

.

Total Oper.^tino Expenses

$48,273,923.55

$9,098,911.83

$10,939,596.37

11,974,089.80
2,243,556.47

Balance

$7,078,625.17

2,202,836.14

From Which

80,535.87

$20,336,102.52
2,480,387.28

$17,855,715.24

$65,000.00
5,072.83

210,696.09
108,095.03

27,396.19
1.318,235.55
1,390,490.35

Net Operating Revenue
.\i)xiLiAuv Operations— Net Revenue

$18,962,522.70

NetRevenie
Taxes

$18,990,347.48
2,679,389.67

Operating Income

$16,310,957.81

Other Income:
Rents for Lease of Roads
Hire of Equipment— Balance
Joint Facility Rent
Miscellaneous Rent
Net Income from Rail Lea^.ed
Dividends on Stocks
Interest on Bonds and Notes
Interest on

214.434.38
26.550.08

$3,365,970.50

$21,221,685.74

Unfunded

Securities

1,500,000.00

27,824.78

48,660.48
$4,029,964.69
110.291.69

TABLE

26,123.51

131.722.78
10,044.53

Total Other Income

35,920.74

Additions

$2,139,705.60
91,928.91

Balance Carried

to Credit of frofil

and

$2,047,776.69

Z.

3.

Balance at Credit of this .Account June

30.

30.

1914.

$17,374,558.20

1913

Credit Balance of Income for the Year
Net Miscellaneous Credits

2,047,776.69

88,764.18

$19,511,099.07

Discount on

Securities

charged

during the
$189,320.00

Abandoned

21,870.01

to Property occasioned by cx|ilosion of
dynamite at Jellico, Tenn., September, 1906,

and
$39,682.45

provision

for

claims

and

damages not
565.765.87

yet docketed

.\dvances

to

Delta

Southern

Railway

written
57.238.68

down

601,713.96
,

o(T

,.ar

Damages

1,790,637.01

Table 2)
Hire of Equipment— Balance

Rent
Miscellaneous Rent

Preferred

for

Deduct:

in Mississippi, .\labama State
Line to Columbus, Miss
Rents for Lease of Other Roads (See

Facility

on

$3,267,406.36

$19,578,364.17

Total Gross Income

Joint

Balance over Dividends
Stock
Appropriation of Income
AND Betterments

Add:

and Ac-

counts
Miscellaneous Income

Company

969.219.82

1,200,000.00

Dividends

PROFIT AND LOSS FOR YEAR ENDED JUNE

1,331,794.24

1,380.317.26

Deductions from Total Cross Income:
Income from Operation, Southern Railway

1.783,327.58

$1,500,000.00

212,112.35

;

1

Pre-

$65,000.00

I'niperty

$48,2 3.72

Total

$3,000,000.00

$4,078,625.17

Depuct Dividends on

ferred Stock;
Nos. 25 (Z<A%) and 27 {2'A%) paid in
April
No. 26 (2Vi%) paid in October. 1913
No. 28 (Scrip Dividend— 2%)

$50,571,174.54
$1.500.0011.00

$20,255,566.65

Inco.me Over Ciiaik;

oi-

25,051,780.30

834.194.56

1,052,062.51

38,276.45

Credil

Balance June

30,

1914

$18,676,904.51

October

23,
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The Canadian Xonhern has issued an air brake instruction
book designed especially for conductors and brakemen, leaving out those intricacies which have to do
Air Brake
with the engineman's or inspector's work,
""id which do not concern the trainmen
Instruction for
''^'^'^
This is a sensible
°^ ^^^ tender.
Trainmen
idea.
In the progress of developing and
perfecting the air brake the equipment has been constantly becoming more complicated, until now there are few men in railway work, aside from those whose duty it is to look after its
maintenance, who have more than an elementary knowledge of
the details of its operation.
It is even doubtful if enginemen
in any great number are thoroughly acquainted with the apparatus in all its intricacies.
The trainmen must, of course,
know well the foundation principles of the brake, and also, in
some detail, those parts with which they have to deal directly;
but to obtain this knowledge it is not necessary to wade through
the mass of material which generally is found in instruction
books on the air brake in general. There is no need for a trainman to be such an authority on air brake matters as a general
air brake inspector, or even to have as much detailed information concerning it stored away in his head as the engineman
needs.
The Canadian Northern's book was developed on the
Toronto division, is of vest pocket size, and is made up of questions and answers.
It gets away almost entirely from the complications of engine equipment and its management.
It cannot
be doubted that the use of similar methods would prove satiscertainly this comparatively small
factory on almost any road
book, with its 28 pages and 114 questions, should prove encour:

aging to trainmen. A careful study of it should do away with
the disheartenment that sometimes follows the poor results obtained in endeavoring to pick out the necessary information from
the general instruction books. If a trainman desires a inore extensive knowledge of the air brake there is, of course, nothing
to prevent his obtaining
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books on these problems, such as Droege's "Freight Terminals
and Trains," are few. This is surprising, in view of the fact that
the main business of a railway is to operate trains and the engineering and mechanical departments are subsidiary to this.
the

methods

promotion of the men

in these

for this condition doubtless

and the

lines of

is

Many of those in the engineering and
departments have received technical educations in
universities where they were taught to study their problems from
a scientific standpoint and to put their information and ideas in
writing.
On the other hand, in the transportation department a
various

Editorial Notes
•-Accurate Maintenance of

•Illustrated.

little

statement to a surprising degree. Several papers are devoted
in part or wholly to railway engineering, mechanical and signal-
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but lack of time or energy on his part.

president of a large eastern road made the remark some
t'me ago that while the engineering and mechanical departments
of the railroads were well supplied with
The Lack of
literature regarding their respective prob-
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Their early work did not tend to train them
to analyze their problems in the same manner or to discuss them
in writing.
It may be largely owing to this that there is only a
small amount of railway literature dealing with the handling of
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cars, engines and trains.
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in the train service

similar branches.

field

for thorough investigation

and study and for the exchange
and it is

of ideas than in the conduct of railway transportation
to be

more

literature along this line,

there

is

for

:

will see the production of

hoped that the next few years
it

is

along the lines where

the freest exchange of ideas that the greatest develop-
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The Railway Age Gazette is trying to do
is likely to occur.
The
part in the development of a literature of this kind.
contest on the handling of cars in large classification yards, which
we conducted a short time ago, and the later one on the handling

ment
its

of cars in large terminal yards, have called out numerous excellent discussions of some exceedingly important transportation
problems; and the more discussions these problems receive the
farther their solution will be advanced.

Elsewhere

in this issue

is

Commerce Commission's

published a criticism of the Interstate
recent eastern freight rate decision by

the
Criticism

Foreign

o( the

Rate Decision

official

journal of the

German Railway

Zeitung des Vereins
Deutscher Eisenbahn-verwaltungen, which
compares the commission's report to a
"not too weighty scientific treatise." In a
Association,

the

recent issue (October 2, page 611) there was also published a
discussion of the decision by W. M. Acworth, the eminent EngIt is somewhat remarkable that these
lish railway authority.
closely coincide with the most
opinions of the commission's work that have been exIf criticism of the attitude assumed
pressed in this country.
by the commission by those most qualified to discuss the situdisation here may be open to the charge of not being wholly
interested, or at least of prejudice in favor of the railways,

two foreign views should so
critical

the utterances of an English economist and of an
publication from the land of the most pre-eminent exof government ownership cannot be so characterized.

certainly
official

ample

The German

publication finds that "thorough treatment of the
is conspicuous for its absence," and

results of actual inquiries

arguments of the commission make no lasting, consuch as might have been expected from
body."
"so high and, because of its power, so very respected a
Most thoroughly in accord with the American opinion of the
is a
there
"Throughout
decision perhaps, is the following:

that "the

impression,"

vincing

more or less judicial decision
Repeated introduction of the misdeeds of inis not in place.
suggestions
dividual enterprises and the vehement rejection of
certain irritable tone which in a

from outsiders were better left out." It would seem
made to
regarding the
that the unanimity of the opinions expressed
might
decision in this case by those best quahfied to discuss it
of
well lead the members of the commission to a searching
itself
hearts and a recognition of the fact that the commission
it

evaded,
has a responsibility in the matter that cannot be properly
and which nobody but five members of the commission seems
to think

is

being satisfactorily borne.

Vol.

world

than any other railways in the
and waste more money in
lu.Kuries in passenger service
their passenger business than

and

Marble

HaUs"

the railways of Europe, he said, but he
had not seen any lines equal in many

ways to those of this country. He deprecated the idea of government ownership here on the ground that the task of taking
over and managing such an enormous system of railways as
ours would be too great for the government. But he had one
This he expressed
criticism to offer regarding our railways.
by saying that they go in too much for "gilded stairs and
marble halls"; in other words, that they spend too much money
This criticism,
in providing the luxuries of transportation.

which

applies,

senger train

of course, only to passenger stations and pasThe railways of the
service, is entirely valid.

have gone mad on the subject of providing
enormous marble passenger stations with immense amounts of
waste space in them, observation cars, buffet smoking cars,
valets, maids, barbers and barber shops, stenographers, unnecessarily duplicated passenger train service and scores of other
luxuries which cost money and which are unknown on the railways of any other country. Our railways handle freight cheaper
United

States

No. 17

and then they turn around
for elegancies and

;

expenditures

proportion to the amount of

in

any other railways in the world.
]f the public were willing to pay for these things the situation
would be different but it is not willing to pay for them and
does not do so. Our good sleeping car and parlor car service is
far superior to the first class service of any railways in Europe;
but the first class rates in Europe probably average more than
our passenger rates plus our sleeping car or parlor car rates;
and the European first class rate plus the sleeping car rate is
far higher than the similar combination of rates in this country.
The passenger service of the United States is usually unprofitas it clearly ought
able.
If it is ever to be made profitable
to be it will be necessarj' to get the rates for it on a substantially higher basis and reduce the number of expensive and
extravagant luxuries. The duplication of passenger service on
competing lines ought to be reduced
the number of trains
carrying observation, buffet smoking and other similar cars, and
stenographers, maids and so on ought to be reduced; it ought
to be made a rule to charge excess fares on trains on which
such special equipment and service are provided, and the com;

—

—

;

petitive rivalry in building

mammoth

magnificent passenger terPassenger service should be made

minals should be moderated.

convenient, comfortable, regular and safe; but the "gilded stairs

and marble halls" business

being carried entirely too far

is

all

over the country.

WHY THE RAILWAY

CASE

IS

UNIQUE

nPHHRE

can be no doubt that the public opinion of the nation
overwhelmingly supports the appeal of the railways for

•*

permission to advance their rates.

But

in some
made by

quarters there

is

opposition, and one of the arguments

is

that all of the business interests of the country are suffering

from the

effects

railways to

of the

increase

war

their

shift their share of the

in

rates

the opposition

Europe, and that to allow the
would be to permit them to

burden to the shoulders of other classes

of concerns.

But the case of the railways for action that will give them reThere are numerous important circumstances
is unique.
which differentiate it from the cases of all other classes of

lief

In the consideration of the rate question

business concerns.
is

vitally

Among

weight.
1.

important that
these

all

it

these circumstances be given proper

circumstances are the following:

During both good and bad times most other

classes

of

concerns have been free to adjust their charges or prices ac-

cording to changes in conditions.

Club some
In a brief impromptu talk to the Chicago Engineers'
railways
days ago Charles Evans, chief commissioner of the state
of Queensland, Australia, paid a high
tribute to the railways of the United
"Gilded Stairs
He had traveled quite widely on
States.

57,

When

the

demand

for their

commodities was large they were able to raise their prices as
much as the market would stand, and did so. When the demand
for their commodities became relatively smaller they in many
cases reduced their prices or charges; and they were comparatively able to do so because of the fact that they had been

make relatively high prices or charges before. Even
war began many concerns and producers have been
enabled to make heavy advances in their prices. On the other

able to

since the

hand, for years the rates of the railways have been stationary.

They have not been permitted by

public authorities to

make any

considerable advances in them, and today their average rates
are lower than they have been at any time since the period of

depression following the panic of 1893.
2.
It may be said, as Louis D. Brandeis did say in his brief

advance case, that public utilities, like railways, have been unable to advance their rates, they also being
in the original rate

But the conditions under which public
have operated have been widely different in two important respects from those under which railways have operated.
One of these is that each public utility usually is a
subject to regulation.
utilities

monopoly, and therefore is not subject to the competition in
service which has been such an important factor in increasing railway expenses, especially passenger expenses, year by
year.

Still

more important

is

the fact that while the rates of
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railways have

been kept

stationary

by public

regulation,

and therefore their earnings, have undergone the
Their earnings were large in 1907, and
widest fluctuations.
were $300,000,000 less in 1508. They were large in 1910 and
were badly off again in 1911 and 1912. They were large in
i,H3 and underwent a heavy slump in 1914.
In consequence,
while their rates have been stationary, they have been under the
their traffic,

necessity

public

of

utilities

earnings

readjusting

incessantly

of

and earnings.

traffic

is

it

expenses

their

the other hand,

it

is

to

their

characteristic of

almost every kind that their business and
increase year by year, and that if

steadily

usually

they decrease

On

to such a small extent as not to render neces-

sary any very important readjustments in operating expenses.
These differences between the conditions with which railway

managements and the managements

of public utilities have

to deal have been very

A

had

concern the increase in
whose earnings and expenses is uniform and predictable can
adjust itself to stationary rates far better than one whose busiimportant.

ness and earnings undergo wide fluctuations.

The railway

3.

business has been carried on with an aver-

age percentage of return on capitalization smaller than that
with which any other important class of business concerns has
been carried on. It is often replied to this statement that one
reason for this is that the railways have been enormously overcapitalized.
Well-informed students of railway problems repeatedly have given their reasons for disputing this charge. It
true that there are many
Suppose,
but there are still more that are under-capitalized.
however, it be conceded for the sake of argument that the

railways that are overcapitalized,

is

railways as a whole are overcapitalized to the extent of 50 per
cent; what then has been their maximum annual net return on

Not over 6 per cent. Suppose it be conactual investment?
ceded for the sake of argument that they are overcapitalized to
the extent of 100 per cent what then has been their maximum
annual net return on actual investment? Less than 8 per cent.
For on their total actual capitalization the railways have never
earned an average in any year of more than 4 per cent. Every
man who is interested in or familiar with some other line of
business, will, if he be honest, concede that the average return
earned by concerns in that other line far exceeds the average
earned on the capitalization and actual investment represented
:

by

railways.

.A.11

the

talk

of

overcapitalization

of

railways

comes with poor grace from the publishers, the manufacturers,
the bankers, the farmers, and every other classes of business
men in the United States. When it comes to the art of capitalizing business concerns in excess of original investment the
railway managers of America are mere amateurs compared with
the publishers, manufacturers, farmers, bankers and other busiWith their narrow margin of reness men of this country.

and

for the

last

ten years probably have been greater in promade to any other classes of working men;

most

difficult

all

the

American business concerns held abroad and diAmerican
railways constitute an overwhelming majority. In consequence,
when the stock exchanges are opened, European investors
if,
begin to dump their American securities on our markets, the
securities

of

affected by the present war, the securities of

rectly

railways will be the

first

of our business enterprises to be sub-

jected to the attack, and they will be subjected to the most se-

The effect produced upon general business
all.
dumping process will be determined
this country by this
mainly by the way in which the railways stand up under it;
and the way in which they will be able to stand up under it will
depend largely on what action is taken by the government authorities to increase their earning capacity either by relieving
them of some of the burdens now imposed upon them or by
vere attack of

in

letting

them increase their rates, or by both.
numerous and important conditions which

In view of the

now occupied by the railways entirely unique,
absurd to talk about them trying to shift their share of
the burden of the war on the shoulders of other American inThe railways were carrying such burdens as no other
dustries.
make
it

the position

is

American industry was carrying before the European war began.
That war has imposed heavier burdens in proportion on them
than on perhaps any other industry in America, except the
cotton-growing industry, because it has reduced their traffic
without their being able to make any advances in their rates,
and because a larger amount of their securities is held abroad
It is
than is true of any other class of American industries.
because the situation of the railways is unique that they ask
relief; and it is because the regulation to which they are subjected

is

THE

during the

it

value or in the earning capacity of the property.
7.
Again, the railway situation is unique because of

Unlike almost all other business concerns, they have been
unable, because of the nature of their business and the attitude
of the public towards it, to allow wage disputes with their emUnlike other business
ployees to go to the length of strikes.
concerns, they have had applied a federal law which, with the
almost
compulsory for
made
it
opinion,
has
backing of public
them to submit such disputes to arbitration by government
The consequence has been that while in many other
boards.
lines of business the power of the labor organizations has been

portion than those

find

5.
Unlike most classes of business concerns, the railways
have been subjected, through government regulation, to many'
other increases in their expenses besides the advances in wages
resulting from arbitration.
Among the different kinds of regulation which have caused increases in their expenses have been
legislation relating to the hours of service of employees, to the
number of men employed in train crews, to the kind of safety
appliances to be used, to the kind of locomotive headlights to
be used, to the periods at which employees should be paid
their wages, and so on.
6.
The railways have been subjected to an unique increase in
The taxes paid by them advanced from $57,849,000
their taxes.
No other class of property has
in 1903 to $129,052,922 in 1913.
had to bear such an enormous addition to its burden of taxes,
an addition out of all proportion to the increase either in the

Interstate

reduced or broken, in the railway business the power of labor
organizations has increased day by day. With the increase of
In every
their power has gone an increase in their demands.
case where a railway wage dispute has been submitted to arbiConsein.
wages.
increases
in
resulted
award
has
tration the
quently, practically under government compulsion the railways
have made increases in the wages paid to their employees which

same reasons they would now

to reduce wages.

turn most railways are less able to stand such conditions as the
present than most concerns in other lines.
4.
The conditions with which the railways have had to deal
have been unique in respect to the increases in wages paid by

them.
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unique that

it

is

necessary for them to appeal to the

Commerce Commission

for that relief.

THE NEW ARGUMENT AGAINST THE RATE ADVANCE
it

commission refused the rate advance in 1910 because
was held that the railroads did not need increased rev-

enues; in 1913, because although the roads did need additional
revenue, there were other and better ways of obtaining it than
a 5 per cent advance in rates; and now it is argued in opposition to the renewed demand that although circumstances

have changed, the stockholders of the roads flow paying dividends should forego a return on their investment to enable the
The argument as it was deroads to meet war conditions.
veloped in the cross-examination of Mr. Willard and Mr.
plausibleness about it that
superficial
has
a
Shriver on Monday
is

apt to

Baltimore

The
The argument appears to be this
has been paying 6 per cent dividends on its
To enable the company to do this it has twice

mislead.

& Ohio

stock since 1906.

:

been necessary to pay a small part of the dividend from preTo enable the company to mainviously accumulated surplus.
tain the 6 per cent rate it was also necessary to cut down excosts by various economies,
operating
penses to meet increased

—
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including the deferring of maintenance of equipment in the last
year.
Now there comes a time of emergency. All business
men are feeling the effect of this emergency. It is being met

on

sides

all

by retrenchment and

Why

sacrifice.

JtiiiiitiniMiiriiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiii

was decided is the change caused
by the war, is it not fair for the owner of railroad stock, that is,
the owner of the business, to take his loss just as other owners

The argument is fallacious.
In the first place, not all
of the 38 roads asking for relief are paying dividends; in the
second place, no governmental agency is limiting the profits of
business men either now or in good times
and there is the
point.
If the economic law of supply and demand
of charging
for a commodity what some one is willing to pay for it is to
hold, there should be no limitation on the owner of a railroad
property to make the profits which business conditions will permit of; but if the government is to limit these profits in this one
business because the capital invested in it is engaged in public
service, then by every law of equity capital invested in public
service should be treated differently in a time such as this than
;

—

—

capital invested in private business.

All this, however, is academic discussion.
The railroads
might have all the theoretical justice in the world on their side
and still might fail to get their rate advance from the Interstate
Commerce Commission, because the commission apparently feels
that its duty under the law is to protect the public against the
railroads. But this is really not the question that is involved in
the present rate advance case. The question is so much larger,
so much more momentous and so grimly practical that the one
hope of a satisfactory outcome in the present case, probably, is
that the commission will grasp, either through the railroads'
presentation of the case or through their own study of general
conditions, some comprehension of the responsibility which they
are now arguing about in so theoretical a way.
Take the question of dividends alone. The savings bank laws
of the various states generally contain a clause which forbids the
investment of savings bank funds in mortgage bonds of railroad
companies which are not paying a certain rate of dividend on
their stock and which have for a series of years been paying
In 1913 the savings banks of the United
this or a higher rate.
States held $794,000,000 railroad bonds and stocks. Imagine for
a moment what would happen if dividends were to be suspended
on roads like the Baltimore & Ohio, the Xew York Central and

ttiiiiiiiiiiiiilllliiiimiiiiiiiliiiiiittii
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ANOTHER EXAMPLE OF SAFETY LAST

place since the 1913 rate case

are doing in other lines of business?

hiiitiiii)
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Letters to the Editor

should not

the railroad stockholder sacrifice his dividends as business men
are sacrificing their profits? If the only change that has taken

Vol.

SE.4TTLE, Wash.,

To THE Editor of the

R.^ilw.\y

In your issue of September
"Think of the Engineman."

Age

September

G.-\zette

17,

1914.

:

11 there is a short article entitled

Cases

such

which was
week our road
(the Great Northern) came near having a dozen or more law
suits on its hands, under the claim that "the engineman was
to blame."
I was pulling the "Flier" which runs from Seattle,
there described are frequent enough.

as

Only

that

last

Wash., to Vancouver, B. C. I rounded a curve at a speed of
perhaps SO miles an hour, over which was a crossing at grade
the "Pacific Highway."
I
always give this crossing a particularly long and loud crossing whistle for the reason that I
can see the crossing but a short distance, and a driver on the
highway also has a short view of a train approaching.
On the day to which I refer I whistled as usual. As I came
in sight of the crossing I saw a cloud of dust rapidly approaching; I threw on the brakes and whistled again, long and loud.
But an auto stage loaded with 20 or 25 people reached the crossing at the same time I did.
The driver had approached the
crossing at a terrific speed, either with the intention of "beat-

ing

me

to it" or else he did not hear

my

first whistle.

He made

an emergency stop, pulling up not more than one foot from the
train, as I whisked by, my brakes, not being able to bring my
train to a stop under a half mile, owing to a slight down grade.
The engine bell had been ringing from the time I first whistled
till I had passed the crossing.
Had there been a smash up, the survivors undoubtedly would
have sworn that neither did the bell ring nor the whistle sound.
F. H. George.

CRITICISM OF

THE SIXTEEN HOUR LAW
.\lbany, N. Y., October 13, 1914.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette:
The half dozen proposed new laws suggested by

the

loco-

transfer of savings bank funds

motive firemen's union, as noticed in your issue of October 9
certainly cover a broad field. To the distant observer it looks as
though the Illinois scheme must be simply a peg to be used as a
As we all know, wire
convenient support for political wires.
pulling is the life of the politician who has no legitimate issues
to promote, and as the firemen have no real need for further

to other

legislation

the

ings

Pennsylvania, necessitating not only a closing of the savbank market for additional railroad securities, but the

now invested in railroad bonds
forms of investment, with the consequent dumping on
the market of the great volume of securities now held at the
time that Europe is demanding that this country buy back a conenormous volume of railroad securities
abroad by American
railroads.
To find a market for their holdings at a time like
have
would
to
accept
a loss that cannot
this the savings banks
be viewed with anything but alarm.
This is one of the ways in which a blow to railroad credit
would be a disaster, reacting on the community as a whole.
siderable

part

of

which have over a

the

series of years been sold

The commission cannot

moment

for a

delude

itself

into the

which it has reiterated time
and again in its opinions the axiom that although it will not
permit a state of affairs by which public service a natural
monopoly will afford an opportunity for excessive profits to
capital, neither will it do anything to make the investment of
belief that after all

the years in

—

—

capital

in

public service securities less attractive than in other

lines of business.

What

the commission has continually implied

that although the railroad stockholder cannot
expect large profits which might be the reward of risk in an
industrial enterprise, on the other hand investment in railroad
in its decisions

is,

stocks has an element of security which
speculative industrial business.

To deny

is

lacking in the

more

now would

be to

this

deal an unbearable blow to railroad credit

the present time their hired politicians naturally

at

cook up every sort of scheme which promises to be useful in
dickering with idle-minded legislators. What sense is there in
the firemen's agents' proposal to stir up the legislators on the
subjects of uniform signals, the proper number of cars in a
The legislatures will pass
train, and the other things mentioned?
enough useless or harmful laws without the help of the firemen.

But what

want more particularly to

I

proposal to limit trainmen's

work

call to j'our notice is the

to ten

hours a day.

Is this a

serious proposition, or merely a convenient postulate for use in
Do they really want shorter
bargaining for something else?

hours, or only to get legal approval of a scheme to get more
"overtime" pay? It is understood that there is always a considerable percentage of trainmen

and brakemen
duty

12,

14,

16,

good pay for
ride

— who

it.

—firemen,

engineers, conductors

are not only willing but anxious to stay on
or even 20 hours at a time, if only they can get
Does this legislative committee propose to over-

of such an important element of its constithard to believe that this proposal will be soberly

the wishes

uency?
pushed,

It

is

when

it

comes

to definite action.

But, with proper limitations and qualifications, it'bught to be
pushed.
In other words, this committee, wisely or unwisely,

with good intentions or otherwise, has touched a live issue. The
16-hour law is a great fraud. It has elements of good, for with-

'

October
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men would work

18 hours, and occasionally 24 hours; but
combined with the provisions for eight hours'
rest, is to foster the utterly irrational working-hour schemes
w-hich now prevail all over the United States. The arrangement
of working hours of men on freight trains constitutes the most
absurd, unreasonable, unhealthful scheme for the regulation of
personal habits that anybody ever heard of. The plan is worse
than the customs on shipboard, where men sleep only four hours

out

it

main

its

effect,

To

at a time.

irregular

as

it

plan deliberately to
is

possible

to

make men's

rest

make them would be

hours as
justifiable

only (1) in case of dire necessity, or (2) regardless of necessity, where their work is so easy or so unimportant that it does
not make any difference whether they do or do not come on

duty fresh and rested.
of America.

No

such conditions

e.xist

on the railways

—

in

"first

first

out"

—

is

used to make the hours of freight

trains as irregular as possible; to impair the men's health so far

as rules for

working hours can be made

to impair

The

it.

than they do,

is

men can and do rest a good deal while
For conductors and brakemen this is quite

that the

they are on duty.

For the fireman the

easy.

only

harm

reason that these very irregular hours do not do more

situation generally

is

bearable

if

he

is not the maximum day but the
This being settled, the desideratum
is to provide regulations for keeping always as close as possible
to the normal.
H. R.

the enginenian can get a

cially

yvhen waiting on

little

10 hours.

A SIGNIFICANT PROTEST
St.

To THE Editor of the

Louis, Mo., October

Age G.azette

Rail\v.\y

5,

1914.

:

I have before me the October 2 issue of the Railway Age
Gazette, and note with particular interest the editorial on page

590 protesting against the action taken by the secretary of the

Commercial Men's Association.

Illinois

As one member

of this organization, I made an immediate
Cavenaugh, the secretary, and in addition to
have addressed a letter to the Interstate Commerce Com-

Mr.

protest to

mission

calling their attention to the agitation that is being
by Mr. Cavenaugh, and mentioning that this does not
all and probably not the majority of
the members of this organization.
To the writer's personal
knowledge, there have been a great many protests made by
members of the Illinois Commercial Men's Association to Mr.
Cavenaugh, the secretary, regarding his action, and I am very
glad to know that you found the subject of sufficient importance
to mention it in the terms which you have on a prominent page
of the Gazette.
F. V. Roy.

raised

represent the attitude of

is

brakeman occasionally.
relief now and then, espe-

a side track, by entrusting the engine to

THE FOLK-LORE OF ROCK ISLAND
New York, October 19, 1914.
To THE Editor of the R.'vilway Age Gazette
"'What is truth?' said jesting Pilate, nor stayed for an
:

the fireman.

The establishment
good

element

first

— say

able to get the assistance of a friendly

Even
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rational rule the

normal day

this

The plea of the labor-union law-makers is that railroading is
such a dangerous business that trainmen, with their delicate responsibilities, must take extra good care of their health.
As a
matter of fact the 16 hour rule, combined with the "chain gang"
list

!

of a ten-hour

thing, if in connection with

work day by law would be

it,

were possible

it

a

to establish

proper provision were made for
hours were necessary, temporarily.
Regulation of this matter by statute is difficult at best but let us
The legitimate
be rational in whatever legislation is enacted.
reason for reducing hours of labor is to increase the hours of
law, however, cannot compel a man to rest when he
rest.
prefers to go to the theater or to work to excess in his garden.
The most useful thing that any legislature could do for the trainmen would be to enact that ordinary common sense should apply in the arrangement of their hours
as it does in the preparation of work-hour schedules in most other employments. It is
reasonable for a man to work ten hours a day, six days in the
week. This implies that he should rest six nights in the week.
The man who works six nights should rest six days. This principle is so axiomatic that I would not use the ink and paper
to state it, but for the idiotic violation of it which so widely
14-hour rest day, and
emergencies when longer
a

if

Such

answer."

the volatile vague vanishing volplaning con-

is

duct by Joseph W. Folk of the Interstate Commerce Commission's inquiry into Rock Island.
He starts 20 trains of thought
per minute, but nary a one does he despatch to destination.

;

A

—

prevails.

To work

rest 12,

16,

and so

so absurd that

16 hours, rest 8 hours,

work

10, rest 28,

work

on, never recognizing either night or day,

we should

ourselves laugh at the scheme

if

is

once

we examined it soberly. Why does the government tolerate it?
The ten-hour day would be a very attractive idea if its administration were put into the hands of the right kind of men.

The

railroad superintendent (making proper reports to the government) should have extensive leeway to provide for unforeseen
difficulties.
Twelve hours a day does no harm for a week at a
Sixteen hours is untime, if circumstances are favorable.
The main
objectionable, on occasion, with proper safeguards.
thing to keep in view is to have the matter controlled by a man
the superintendent or trainmaster who desires and aims to
have the men work normal, healthful hours.

—

—

A

rational plan

would be opposed.

Some men would make

But regularity frequently costs money. Some would
have to sleep away from home an ordinary night's rest instead
of sleeping five hours (calling it eight) and rushing back home
This would require the substitution of
regardless of health.
good sleeping rooms for many which now are so poor that a
trainman is actuated by an abnormal desire to get home. But
that substitution is called for, anyway.
Our present law merely sets a maximum 16 hours. In any
less

money.

James Bryce has never
it,

that the

string

men

counsel

to

trouble
get

into

the

commission

occupant's rating,

Let us
that

first

may

nail

thus enabling us to beat him to

first-string

the

investigation

this

said,

with democracy

this
lie,

was

is

is

that

of

the

too

The

places.

many second-

position

magnitude.

first

narrative eloquently

of chief

Of

its

tell

from Washington,
by a resolution of Con-

repeatedly told
instituted

Neither Congress nor the Senate, nor the
House ever adopted the resolution proposed by Green of Audubon, Iowa a name and habitat suggestive of the open air,
not of hot air nor did the House Committee on Interstate
gress.

It w-as

—

Commerce

not.

—

ever

report

it

favorably.

the committee
its own, an action
This "resolution" its

Instead,

dodged the issue by passing a "resolution" of
utterly devoid of legal status or dignity.

chairman mailed to the commission. The commission entered
an order which mentioned the above "resolution" in its preamble.
But the order rests solely upon the commission's authority to investigate "carriers." and the responsibility for making the order is squarely upon the commission.
So it alone
must be held blameworthy for the investigation itself and, as
well, for dragging it out on the Friday and Saturday just preceding Monday's rehearing of the eastern rate case.
Here- is specimen No. 1 of Folk's arithmetic and love of
truth.
He could hardly contain himself until witness Sharood,
a fair and capable examiner, had stated that the aggregate capitalization of the two holding companies was $3S0,000,(X)O, thus
enabling Folk to mouth the phrase, "swimming in water five
times its volume." Now, bad as is the Rock Island's corporate
overhang, it is not so bad as that. Folk computes
:

New
New

Company preferred
Company common
Iowa Company stock
Iowa Company bonds
Jersey
Jersey

$49,000,000
90,000,000
145,000,000
71,000,000

'

—

$3S5.000,000

But he declines to admit that all the Iowa company stock is
held by the New Jersey company, unsold and unsalable, thus
This
reducing his total by $143,000,000,. or to $210,000,000.
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method of treating stocks of
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subsidiaries is not only sanctioned
but required by the commission's own rules of accounting.
It

The Railway Age Gazette said last week that Mr. Folk would
not disclose a single new important fact.
Nor did he. The

fair also, we venture, to deduct some $20,000,000 of
Jersey company stock issued solely upon the acquisition of
thus leaving a total of $190,000,000.
There was

companies themselves reported the 1909 Frisco transaction in
their next ensuing annual reports in the fall of 1910, and were
then and thereafter soundly castigated in the public prints. The

would be

New
the

Frisco,

$71,000,000 of old Railway stock exchanged, so instead of five

times

its

volume, the "water"

less

is

than 2J4 times

its

volume, or

about half what Folk's question asserted.
At this point we might inquire. What is water? In the curious Rock Island structure, no one paid any money; and the
very thing he surrendered was held intact to support what he
took in exchange. Call it inflation of par values, if you like,
but not "water." Watering, ever since Daniel Drew drove his
intentionally thirsty kine to the trough, has

vestor paid for something that

was not

meant

there, for

that the in-

aqueous

sir-

But the Rock Island stockholders neither paid a cent
nor lost any values they possessed. If they held till today what
loins.

they got in 1902, they are entitled to receive their old railnjay
stock back.
Indeed and here is a really reprehensible feature,

—

— they

New Jersey
through the Iowa company
bonds, their rights in the old railway stock up to $100 per share.
As events have turned out, it is worth less than par, a result
presumably never dreamed of in 1902, and the Iowa company
bondholders will get all the old railway stock, the New Jersey
stock thus becoming valueless. It is idle to say that this result
was inherent in the situation, or that bankers, brokers and finanoften sharply criticized

company stock and

cial

writers

still

invariably

that the stock

pointed out

this

possibility.

The

was created and made purchasable, so

thinking investors could pay
controlled (as

could have sold their

retained,

it

the old railway,

money

for

the belief that

in

it

fact

that unit

did while the sun shone) the earning power of
is

much

to be deplored.

Still

more deplorable

were certain restrictions in the fundamental documents of the
two holding companies, notably the right of the New Jersey
preferred stock to elect a majority of the

New

Jersey board,

and the covenant in the Iowa bonds never to increase the old
railway stock.
This latter feature was financial hari-kari. A
corporation which as late as 1912 could sell mere debentures
on a 5.3 basis, could certainly have sold preferred stock in the
years preceding and thus have obviated the stringency resulting
from its unwisely limited annual bond issue for improvements
and new property. This stock financing should have been easy
for the Rock Island, as it has less than one-third as much stock
outstanding as the Burlington has, or the Milwaukee or the
Santa Fe, or the North Western.

—

—but

not too darned far be it from me to suggest that
Indeed, there were
critic Amster and critic Folk ever confer.

Far

a few minutes when patriot Folk urged that the Iowa bondholders refrain from enforcing their collateral for a few years,
so that something might be left for the New Jersey stockholders, this being a paramount issue which patriot Amster has
But let a plain chronicle suffice. Late
thus far overlooked.
Saturday afternoon, James N. Wallace was put on the stand,
plans
of the Iowa bond committee. Folk
and quizzed about the
actually read from Samuel Untermyer's brief on behalf of
Amster, and used the arguments of Amster's counsel to support Folk's claim that the old railway stock ought not to be sold
at the present time, despite the fact that a federal court not
Mr. Wallace's committee has already ordered it sold. And
now observe a further curious coincidence. Counsel for the
Rock Island read a passage from Amster's own petition, which

—

—

he swore to and from which brief-writer Untermyer deviated
for devious reasons, to the effect that the immediate sale of the
Late Saturday
old railway stock is imperatively necessary.
there was served in New York a further Amster
amended, inter alia, to conform to brief-writer Untermyer's belated convictions, and on Monday morning Amster's

afternoon
petition

advertisements
stock!

I

flared

in pretty

the

iniquity

of

early

sale

of

the

coincidence;

that this is other than a
if it were other, then the commission would
poor business.

do not say

but do say that,

be

forth

loss,

it

is true,

was only some

$7,300,000,

though Folk unblush-

ingly endeavored to create the impression that

To do

was

it

$35,000,000.

he used the book entry in the property accoiuit of
the Iowa company, which was made up by adding together its
$17,000,000 or so of "Frisco 5s," and the $18,000,000 of New Jersey common stock delivered to former Frisco stockholders. But
these are obviously par values only, mere counters. The New
Jersey stock cost nothing in cash, and against the $17,000,000
of Frisco 5s the Iowa company received from Yoakum and asthis,

which (adding to the bonds their
on redemption) left the Iowa company $7,300,000 to pay to redeem its bonds, which is the sura
total of the loss on Frisco.
Yet Governor Folk would stamelessly foist upon the public a mere book entry, made up, as the
commission requires, on the basis of par values, to lead us to
believe that the Frisco loss, bad as it was, was 400 per cent
sociates

$10,850,000

premium and

cash,

interest paid

bigger.

The loss on the Alton transaction has long been generally
known and denounced. But it also was made to appear greater
than the facts warrant.
It will be recalled that the Rock
Island sold most of

its

ing the latter's bonds.

Alton stock to the Clover Leaf, receiv-

The

stock cost

some

$9,000,000, against

which Counsel Folk allows the proceeds of Clover Leaf bonds
sold, but does not allow any value whatever for the unsold
$5,447,000 of these bonds, beyond the value of the pledged Alton
stock.
Despite the fact that the Clover Leaf stock has a market
quotation, the commission's witness declined to concede that its
promise to pay, though senior to the stock, has any value whatsoever!
He excused this by claiming that the trust agreement
gives no recourse beyond the pledged stock, which is his opinion and unfortunately is mistaken.
This witness acknowledged that books had been thrown open
to him and every facility afforded, and his testimony showed
that he had dusted every cranny, and yet under Brother Folk's
guidance we find him taking these strenuous measures to make
a loss greater

than

it

can conceivably

be.

What

can

it

profit

and own that its sins are
ever before it, if its penitent candor is to be abused by stretching plain figures beyond recognition?
a corporation to

acknowledge

its

fault

Throughout the hearings ran the claptrap that the public

is

"taxed" to pay interest and dividends on the mass of watered
Rock Island securities. If so, the rate of taxation has been
very light.
The New Jersey common has never paid a divi-

and the Iowa
1905
bonds, par for par of the old railway stock, paid 4 per cent to
and including November 1, 1913. Not heavy taxation for some
dend, the preferred has paid none since

8,000 miles of railroad.
illustration

In fact, the

;

Rock Island

of the circumstance that no railroad

is

an excellent

whose

securi-

have ever been called "watered" is paying any returns
whatever on the water. The Rock Island Jiever has claimed
and never could have claimed that rates should be fixed so as to
allow dividends on the stock of its overlord, the New Jersey
company. Yet these sessions were replete with suggestions that
ties

If
capitalization is the basis for a plea for higher rates.
commission had ever for a moment considered fixed charges
determining rates, or if the commission were not now engaged in physical valuation in order to escape from security
standards and stock market values, there would be a shred of
merit in these suggestions. As the facts stand today, however,
Railway Bondholder.
they are the silliest buncombe.
this

the
in

—

Notes from Chili. The Howard Syndicate notified the Chilian
government that it would make delivery of the Soutlrern LongituIt is stated that there was danger
dinal Railway on August 1.
of a general railway strike in Chili owing to the dismissal of a
number of employees on the state railways.

:

:

The Rehearing on

Advance Case

the Rate

Statement is Given in Full and
Cross-Examination is Also Given

Deiniel Willard's Opening

a

Summary

of the

eleven months of the year ended June 30,
now able to furnish complete reports for

At the hearings in the reopened rate' advance qase at Washington on Monday, Mr. Willard, president of the Baltimore &

including the

Ohio, presented the following statement on behalf of the railroads

the entire fiscal year of 1914, and
ditional

MR. willard's statement

The

railroads

and parties

operating

in

to the so-called

Official

Territory,

Classification

now appear

"Five Per Cent Case,"

before this commission as petitioners and respectfully require
that such modification be

made

of the report

and order of July

1914, as will enable the carriers to put into effect the rates

29,

which were therein directed to be canceled.
Subsequent to the filing of the report and entry of the order
of the commission in the cases known as Docket No. 5860 and
I. &
S. Docket No. 333, facts and circumstances have arisen
which could not possibly have been foreseen upon the date when
the order was entered. A war of unprecedented proportions has
broken out, and this, taken in connection with the facts already
with such additional information as the carriers
such a situation as
your petitioners believe fully justifies the relief now prayed

in the record,

now

are

able to furnish, clearly indicates

for.

The

tariffs

above referred to were originally

by the

filed

rail-

roads in October, 1913, and are intended to provide for a general
advance, with some exceptions, of approximately 5 per cent, of
all

freight rates in Official Classification Territory.

the advanced tariffs the carriers pleaded,

among

inadequacy of revenues and the commission

in

In support of
other things,
its

report on

July 29 used these words
"In view of a tendency towards a diminishing net operating
income as shown by the facts described, we are of opinion
that the net operating income of the railroads in official classifi-

cation territory, taken as a whole,

is

smaller than

is

demanded

and
our duty and our purpose to aid, so far as we legally may,
in the solution of the problem as to the course that the carriers
may pursue to meet the situation."
It should be kept in mind that the words just quoted were
in the interest of both the general public
it

and the

railroads,

is

written previous to the 29th of July, 1914, and before

it

was pos-

weigh the great events which have transpired
since that date. However, with such facts before it as were developed in the original record, and in furtherance of its announced purpose to aid so far as it legally might in the solution
of the problem then confronting the railroads, the commission
approved of certain rate advances in Central Freight Association
Territory, and suggested the propriety of other advances and
changes of practices which, if found practicable, would inure in
varying degree to the advantage of all of the roads involved in
sible to foresee or

this

proceeding.

The carriers are not unmindful of the great significance of the
words just quoted from the commission's report in this case, and
they do not doubt that, with the assistance of the commission,
additional net revenue

may

eventually be obtained along the lines

suggested, and definite action has already been taken concerning
many of the subjects referred to, and all are receiving earnest consideration, but the needs of the carriers are pressing and immediate, and the measures of relief proposed by the commission
will not in

our opinion adequately meet the existing situation.

In order that the commission

may

intelligently

consider the

whole subject as affected by present conditions, it would seem
necessary to supplement the original record with such additional
facts and figures as are now available, showing operating results of these carriers since the case was submitted on May 29.

The

railroads, in support of their claim of inadequate revenue,

statements showing the result of their operations for a term
of years to June 30, 1913, and in its report the commission considered also the monthly statements of the railroads up to and
filed

The

1914.

to a

first

carriers are

we

desire to offer this ad-

and supplementary evidence, believing

it

to be essential

proper determination of the case.

The combined statements of

all the railroads
involved in
proceeding for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1914, show
roundly that the total operating revenues during that year were
approximately $48,000,000 less than during the previous year,
while the operating expenses during the same period were approximately $22,000,000 greater. The net operating income of
these companies for the same period amounted to $260,000,000,
or approximately $76,000,000 less than was earned during the
previous year, and equal to but 3.98 per cent upon the property
investment, a lower return than was shown at any time in the
preceding fifteen years. The income, applicable to interest, dividends and surplus during the fiscal year just closed, was $265,700,000, or 4.06 per cent upon the total capital obligations, this
return also being lower than any in fifteen years. The operating
figures for July and August have been tabulated and will be presented to the commission, and they also serve to emphasize the
tendency towards diminishing net income, which the commission
found in the facts in the record as originally submitted.

this

The

documentary evidence and witnesses, if deprepared to support the general statements just made.
figures now submitted clearly establish
a continuation of the recognized tendencies toward a diminishing
net income, the actual situation which confronts the railroads
today, as revealed by the information now available, and because
of the unforeseen and unprecedented events which have taken
place since July 29, has become extremely critical. The problem
is no longer one of tendencies, but has become instead one of
carriers by

sired, are

While the additional

actual reality.

A

war such as that now raging causes great and immediate
disturbance to industry, commerce and finance. It causes contraction of credit and great restriction, if not the actual stoppage
of international trade as well as serious disturbance to domestic

commerce, and as we have seen,

it

has thrown the security mar-

and then into suspension of
been the immediate, direct and
clearly apparent consequences of the war which began less than
three months ago; but the ultimate and more lasting consequences
are almost as plainly to be seen and will certainly follow, if they
do not accompany, the conditions mentioned. These are: enormous destruction of wealth, with great diversion of labor and
capital to unproductive employment, thus causing a check to the
world's accumulation of new capital, and a serious and prolonged
rise in the rate of interest, and the effect of such higher interest
kets of the world, first into panic

These have

operations.

in

fact

rates will continue long after the present

emergency has passed,

because they will be reflected in the basis upon which the newsecurities will be issued from time to time as required for refunding and other purposes and in so far as the war and its
;

consequences tend, as I have just shown, to change the conditions
surrounding the enlistment of new capital, they tend to change
the fundamental relation between railroad and shipper.

The

cost of capital

is

one of the important elements of the cost

of transportation.
It is

known

that the railroads of the United States have over

obligations which will mature and
must be met within the next twelve months alone, and it was

$520,000,000 of outstanding

shown

in the original

Official

Classification

$200,000,000 per

record in this case that the railroads in
Territory

annum upon

and extensions during the
necessary

to

continue

such

had spent approximat :y
improvements
ten-year period, and it will be
only,

their properties for

last

expenditures

if

the

roads

are

to

:
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maintain their standard of service and provide for the growing
needs of the future. Further, as nearly as can be ascertained,
there are more than $3,000,000,000 par value of American railroad securities held abroad as investments. The demands for
cash in Europe, growing out of the present situation, will doubtless result in large seUing of such securities when the markets
or exchanges are again opened, and the possible effect of such

upon railroad

selling

credit

and related subjects

is

causing

much

pointed to the fact that the city of

mind it will
supply of and probable demand
all

of this in

readily be seen that the available

New York

57,
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recently paid

what amounted to 7 per cent for money.
"Is not this situation an argument for a reduction of your
dividend?" asked Mr. Brandeis.
Mr. Willard replied that in July last when he recommended
the continuance of the 6 per cent dividend, he felt justified in
the hope that conditions might get better

and he intimated that

would receive consideration.

the subject

Mr. Brandeis then said that the figures showed that the Bal& Ohio and other carriers had reduced maintenance

concern.

With

Vol.

timore

capital, as well as the

charges, equipment charges, discharged employees, but had not

interest rates thereon, are matters of great importance, not only

reduced dividends. He criticized the former connection of the
Baltimore & Ohio with the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, and
asked Mr. Willard if this connection had not cost the Baltimore

new

for

to the railroads, but also to those

who depend upon them

for

transportation, and in our opinion a proper determination of this

case cannot be

made

unless these matters as affected by existing

conditions be given full consideration.

upon

this

who

others

be heard

The

shall not dwell further

I

important phase of the question, however, because
are deeply interested in the subject have asked to

in that

connection.

case of the railroads, as so frequently pointed out,

The

unlike that of a private undertaking.

is

quite

railroad, because of

the terms of the charter under which

it is
its public character and
permitted to operate at all, is subject to governmental regulation,
not only as to the charges which it shall impose, but also as regards many of the details of operation, and on that account is

unable, like the private enterprise, to readjust
tices to

meet such a situation as now
it

is

rates

until the

respectfully submitted that whatever the

outcome

is

obtained.

as concerns these railroads might have been, had there been no
war, as a matter of fact there is a war and a grave emergency
now exists. It is hardly necessary to suggest that if the commission in view of the present situation, should

consideration of

all

now

$22,000,000 in actual money and possibly obligations
amounting to more than $20,000,000.
Mr. Willard said that the Baltimore & Ohio had a tangible
surplus of more than $32,000,000 today, and he declared that on
the last quotation the Baltimore & Ohio holdings of Reading
showed a profit of $13,000,000 which had not been included in
He insisted there was nothing in the record to
this surplus.
prove that the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton obligations would

have to be taken up.
"Is

conclude, after

the facts, to approve the tariffs as requested,

it

levy a

not

a

war tax

"Xo,

and prac-

and

necessary approval
Finally,

its

exists unless

& Ohio

sir,

I

you are asking

that

fact

in favor of the railroads?"

do not think

this commission to
asked Mr. Brandeis.

Mr. Willard.

so," replied

Mr. Willard was asked by Commissioner Clements as to the
significance of his statement that $3,000,000,000 of American
He replied that it was beroad securities were held abroad.
lieved that when the stock exchanges here are opened the
demands for cash in Europe will result in a very large selling
of these securities and make the condition of the railroads
worse.
Mr. Willard said that if the railroads were permitted
to

increase

rates

would serve

it

to

reassure

the

holders

of

and should it at any time later on appear that the situation had
changed and the emergency had passed, and should it further
appear that the carriers involved in this proceeding were then,

these securities and stabilize matters.

taken as a whole, in such condition as to earnings, maintenance,
charges and return on capital obligations as to justify a reconsideration of the action now prayed for, this commission would
have ample power to order at any time such reductions as might

Mr. Willard contended that when the stock exchanges were
opened if this country were obliged to take back a flood of
American securities held in Europe it would be impossible for
the railroads to raise money for needed improvements.

be

fair and reasonable, and I am of opinion that the carriers
would not oppose such action by the commission when conditions
such as I have enumerated shall have been established.

~
Commissioner Hall suggested that perhaps favorable action
by the commission along Mr. Willard's line of thought might
result in still larger dumping of securities on the market by

Following the presentation of the above statement, Mr. Shriver,
of the Baltimore & Ohio, offered a number of
statistical exhibits, after which Mr. Willard returned to the stand

foreigners.

vice-president

for cross-examination.

Qark began

the cross-examination of Mr.
him if all the roads in the case showed up like
whether there would
the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
be any justification for the advance in rates.
"I would not think so," replied Mr. Willard.
Mr. Willard said that on the Baltimore & Ohio there had
been a large retrenchment in expenses and he believed that a
similar step had been taken on other roads both before the war
and since.
Louis D. Brandeis then questioned Mr. Willard as to the
necessity for additional revenue for the Baltimore & Ohio. Mr.
Willard said among other things that the railroad needed additional money to meet $35,000,000 of notes which are to mature in June next. These notes bear 4% per cent interest. He
said the road had 30,000 stockholders and the last dividend was
partly out of surplus, $2,000,000 being taken, which left about
He added that he still adhered to the
$32,000,000 surplus still.
contentions made by him at the hearing of the case last spring.
"The effect of the war," said he, "has been that it has ac-

Commissioner

AXillard by asking

;

centuated the falling off in business."

He

said the Baltimore

per cent

in

June

last,

& Ohio was

money at 4-'/i
now changed, and he

able to get

but that this was

"If this commission will allow an increase the foreigners will
get a bigger price than now," suggested Mr. Brandeis.

"Xow,

Commissioner Clements, "is
purpose of getting more out of the proposed rates for net revenue or for the purpose of establishing

want

I

to ask j'ou," said

this application for the

credit?"

"Replying to that question," said Mr. Willard, "I reply simply
& Ohio. In my opinion the
Baltimore & Ohio is a going property, is fairly capitalized, well
worth its outstanding obligations and much more. If we are
to judge the future by the past it will be necessary for us
I
to spend about $15,000,000 a year for some years to come.
as chief executive of the Baltimore

to people who
cannot conscientiously
at the present time recommend to any one to purchase under
present circumstances and I therefore think that we ought to

would
write

like

me

to be in

a position to

recommend

the purchase of securities, but

have the rates advanced.

I

I

think the

rates

ought to be

in-

creased so we can make the necessary improvements to meet
the conditions presented."
Then Commissioner Clements, addressing Mr. Willard. said

"Many

industries,

large

what

industries,

well

managed, are now

going to happen that how-ever bad
we think our situation is, it is better than any one else's in the
world. Export commodities are being stored and the cotton
This condition applies to many lines of
people are in distress.
business and affects many industries. Is that a situation which
standing

still

should be

to see

left

is

out of view

;

when you come

to consider an

in-

:

October

23,
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crease of railroad rates, particularly to keep up long standing
dividends ?"

"The railroad

is

semi-public

a

institution,"

President

said

Willard. "It cannot close its shop for instance, 30 per cent, of
our passenger mileage does not pay for the running."
;

Commissioner Meyer then asked "Do you mean that conditions since July 29, when the commission handed down its decision, have changed, or is it that you want to shift the burden
from the shareholders to those who pay the freight?"
:

do not think it will have that effect," said Mr. Willard.
"You propose an increase of S per cent," said Commissioner
McChord, "which is, roundly speaking, $50,000,000 additional
revenue. Will that not be enough?"
"I do not think so," replied Mr. Willard.
"Now," continued Mr. McChord, "the idea then is that this $50,000,000 will put the railroads on their feet and improve business
"I

in the country."

have not spoken of the country," President Willard re-

"I
plied.

"The country seems arguing for this," said Mr. McChord.
it in petitions and in the press and from reports from

see

"I
dif-

ferent portions of the country."

President Willard quoted the commissioner's words in
cent decision

"The

:

demands not only

public interest

its

re-

the ade-

quate maintenance of existing railroads but a constant increase
of our transportation

to keep

facilities

pace with the growth

and requirements of our commerce."
"I simply wish to be recorded as having stated under oath,"
added Mr. Willard, "that in my opinion with the understanding
which I have of the railroads involved in this proceeding they
are not as a whole today being adequately maintained; they are
not conforming to that condition which the commission set up
as a desirable standard, nor are they making proper provisions
for the constant growth which they may expect.
"I wish also to state that in my opinion, based upon such
knowledge as I have of the business and of the conditions of

these carriers,

when we

shall again be confronted with a condi-

tion of business activity, as

we may

reasonably expect

in the

not

distant future, the railroads in this territory, unless they are in

some way put in such position as to justify them to begin immediately to provide facilities, will fall short of being able to
take care of the business to a much greater extent than occurred
in 1907.

mind

"It should be kept in

are not adding to their

all

facilities

the time that

if

the railroads

they are going backward.

It is

common knowledge

today that the railroads are not
buying freight cars, they are not buying locomotives, they are
not providing additional facilities, and that constantly locomoa matter of

tives

and freight cars are wearing out."

Charles A. Conant was then called to the stand.

He

said in

"The
not

be

capital

cost of the war,

materially less

if

than

lasts

it

$15,000,000,000.

war purposes and

for purely

approximately a year, will

The demand

for

for the settlements which

succeed the war will be so great as to absorb an amount equal
made in all civilized coun-

to the entire savings for investment

period of several years. The effect of this abnormal
which is being consumed without economic
profit, will be to raise the rate of interest on investment securitries for a

demand

for capital,

ties higher

than

it

has been for

many

years.

"The fact that such enormous sums to pay the costs of the
war are sought almost exclusively by means of Government
impossible to obtain capital for other purposes, except at a rate of interest considerably higher than that
paid by Governments. The financial disturbances which will

loans will

make

it

American railways and

therefore,

"If,

are to obtain any
years,

new

capital

will be necessary to

it

industrial

enterprises

whatever during the next few
issues of securities very at-

make

not only in respect to the rate of interest but in re-

tractive,

spect to the evidence that the

interest

and dividend payments

are absolutely secured by adequate earnings."

Conant quoted authorities indicating that the world's
normally available for investment amounts to about

Mr.

new

capital

He

$4,000,000,000 per year.
"If the cost of the

amount

war

then concludes:

for one year has to be paid out of the

of annual savings indicated by these figures, then every

dollar of new capital for approximately four years will be absorbed in government loans, and there will not be a penny
available in any financial market for building a railway spur,
putting up a new station or terminal out of capital account,
adding a bobbin to the equipment of woolen and cotton mills,
or making a single public improvement in the city of New York
or any other municipality, except out of current revenue.
"What part the railways will be able to play in wresting a
portion of the world's savings from the outstretched hands of
the powers which have been blowing away thousands of millions
They
in powder and ball becomes an interesting consideration.
must come into the open market and bid against the greatest
states in the world for some scanty portion of the supply of in-

vestment

capital.

"Leaving aside the question of averting panic, the most important question involved in the return of .American securities
held abroad is the manner in which it will diminish the fund of

which

capital

normally available for new investments.

is

this direction the effect of the
felt

country, even

this

in

appears as a bidder for the

if

In

European war loans will be acutely
not a dollar of American money

new

loans.

"The newer states of the West could never have been equipped
with railways, banks, grain elevators, barns and homes, if foreign
capital had not been poured into them in hundreds of millions

What will be involved, in effect, if Euroafter our Civil War.
pean investors undertake to market a large part of their holdings
of American securities in New York, will be the conversion
of this gigantic time loan, payable only over long terms of years,
into a call loan, payable as rapidly as the securities can be
It would hardly be
sold on the New York Stock Exchange.
within the range of the capacity of the banking system of the
country to absorb the entire amount of $6,000,000,000, estimated
by Sir George Paish to represent foreign investments in the

United States.

"The amount in such securities which is returned to the
American market will influence directly the amount of investment capital remaining in the United States available for other
It is at this point that the problem comes directly
purposes.
home to American railway managers and their bankers.
"If the

part:
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country

take back from

subjected to a severe strain, in order to
securities rep-

is

European holders an amount of

resenting the fund usually available for investment for one year
or for several years, there will be practically no surplus left for
investment in new railway issues."
Moritz Rosenthal, representing the Investment Bankers' Association of America,

submitted the proposition that in fixing

commission take into consideration factors other than
the railroads and the shipper and receivers of freight.
Mr. Rosenthal said he did not assert or propose to discuss
the question as to whether the government, either Federal or
rates the

state,

was

question

ment

is

actually

is,

said he:

antagonistic

to

the

Does the investor

antagonistic to the railroads?

railway

systems.

The

believe that the govern-

To

the extent

and dur-

occur during the process of distribution of' these Government
loans to investors, extending over several years, will involve the
sale on the American market of railway and industrial securities now outstanding to an amount which will in itself absorb

The
it exists, railroad credit must pay the penalty.
argument concluded by quoting the words of President Wilson
"We must all stand as one to see justice done and all fair
assistance rendered and rendered ungrudgingly."
Frederick Strauss, of J. & W. Seligman, representing the in-

so much of the new capital available in the United States that
it will be extremely difficult to obtain any for new enterprises.

vestment bankers, was the next witness.
Questioned by Mr. Brandeis as to his apprehension over the

ing the time
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made with

probable outflow of gold, Mr. Strauss pointed out that exports
showed a much larger falling oflf than imports. In order to extend to any extent trade in Japan, China and South America, it

objection can be

would be necessary

state traffic are fixed

to

opinion, this country

is

advance long time credits, and, in his
not now ready to do that. Those who

way

in the

57,

No. 17

justice that great difficulties stand

tariffs, wholly aside from the
states passenger rates for intraby law, and that from a technical as well

of raising passenger

fact that in a large

as an economic

number of

standpoint

it

is

inadvisable to raise interstate

look for large increases in export trade, other than in staples

fares higher than state fares.

and munitions of war, he thought would be disappointed. Exports of manufactured articles to belligerents are bound to decrease, because they will all try to supply their needs at home.
Germany, for instance, will do everything possible to keep her

which in a more
Repeated introduction
of the misdeeds of individual enterprises and the vehement rejection of suggestions made to it (from outsiders) were better

own manufacturers

left out."

going.

Commissioner Meyer said he had heard of no proposal

make such a movement popular.
"Have you been accustomed," asked Commissioner Meyer, "to
have the head of a great concern come to your office and offer
you $20,000,000 of an issue of securities, at the same time stating
he would not invest in them himself? In your opinion, how
would that affect the credit of his company?"
to

it

would tend

to shake confidence," the witness

replied.

Reverting to the question of dividends, Mr. Meyer asked

if

the

witness did not believe a clientage of stockholders could be built
up who would look upon property improvements as a part of
their legitimate dividends.

Mr. Strauss thought not.
in your opinion," said the com-

"Then the average stockholder,

"buys income, not property?"
has little personal pride in the property," was the reply.

missioner,

"He
"It

is

too remote from him.

He

is

interested in

what he gets

out of his investment."

A GERMAN VIEW OF THE RATE DECISION
The Bureau of Railway News and Statistics has issued the following extract from a commentary published in Zeitung des
Vereins Deutscher Eisenbahnverwaltungen, the official journal

German Railway Association, on
Interstate Commerce Commission in

The review

to start

He asked Mr.
a "buy a share of railway stock" movement.
Strauss if the statement of witnesses for the railway as to the
prospects for railway securities were in his opinion calculated

"Undoubtedly

"Throughout there

a certain irritable tone

is

or less judicial decision

is

not in place.

German
when they were granted

closes by contrasting the experience of

roads in a similar petition 40 years ago,

an increase of 20 per cent

EDUCATING THE PUBLIC
The Southern

and wages.

to offset higher costs

IN

"SAFETY FIRST"

during the past ten months, has given
many thousands of people, not
employees citizens in the larger towns on its lines; and at the
same time has advertised its own efforts in the same line by
exhibiting models of semaphore signals, hiring rooms for the
purpose and employing a regular lecturer. The visual instruction in cautiousness is conveyed by means of large photographs,
about a hundred of them displayed in a booth and whatever
Pacific,

instruction in "safety first" to

—

;

urging

may

be necessary to induce people to walk in and ex-

amine the pictures is accomplished by means of the semaphores
which are so manipulated as to be an attraction even to the
careless.

The

pictures illustrate those accidents

commonly involving the

automobile drivers approaching crossings not under control, and passengers unnecesIn adsarily assuming dangerous positions on trains in motion.
dition to these the results accomplished by the company's "safetyfirst" organization are illustrated by views of machinery before
public,

and

such as

trespassing on

after safeguarding

tracks,

and other well known precautions.
together with statistical accident charts,

All of the pictures,

are displayed in a portable booth 24
high.

The booth

ft.

long, 15

ft.

wide and 14

a counterpart of the one used for the

of the

the recent decision of

ft.

the

the rate advance case:

Southern Pacific display at the International Exposition of
Safety and Sanitation, held in New York last year. The exhibit
travels on an itinerary similar to those of theatrical companies.
Advance press notices are published, giving the date and purpose of the exhibition. After the installation of the exhibit, accounts showing accident statistics and other interesting narIt requires but a day
ratives are published in the newspapers.
to install and a half a day to dismantle the booth. Where available a vacant store in the business district of each town is se-

"Thorough treatment of the results of actual inquiries is conspicuous for its absence. For months, witness after witness and
expert after expert were examined. From them a mass of facts
for and against the case of the railways must have been brought
out.
In the decision there is as good as nothing covering all
The new statistics on capital, traffic, receipts and expenses
this.
could have been secured easily from figures already on file with
the commission or from reports which could have been made in
There was no necessity of spending many
the shortest time.
months.
"Since there

a lack of concrete foundation the arguments

make no lasting, convincing
he was reading a not too weighty

One

of the commission

impression.

would think

scientific treatise,

instead of the decision of so high and, because of

its

power,

so very respected a body.

"The occasion surely was important enough for exceptional
Yet there is lacking adequate grounds
for the sepaartion of the territory into one part where the increase
was granted and another where it was refused. The few figures
on average rates charged on individual roads in the affected
handling.

.

.

lected for displaying the exhibit.

The
is

.

.

.

.

is

model of the automatic block and

display of the miniature

interlocking signals

is

ested in learning the

popular.

manner

in

The

public generally

is

inter-

which signals operate and the

demonstrations attract many. At the conclusion of each signal
demonstration attention is directed to the accident pictures and
a brief statement of the purpose of the exhibit is made by the
demonstrator in charge. Few people leave the booth without
studying the pictures and descriptive data.

A

chart setting forth statistics relevant to the carelessness of
when crossing tracks at grade is

the great majority of people

"The impression is given, involuntarily, that the commission
had been driven most unwillingly to a decision favoring the increase
and, to please both sides, railroads and shippers, had
found no other way out than this, so to speak, local division of

also displayed. These figures, compiled from tests made last year
by the Southern Pacific, show, as has been shown elsewhere, that
exceedingly few persons stop and look in both directions before
crossing tracks, 69 per cent of automobile drivers observed took
no precautions whatever, neither stopping nor looking in either
Emphasis is given to the fact that the greater prodirection.
portion of trespassers killed are wage earners and not hoboes,

spoils.

as

"Concerning the gratuitous advice given as to how the railways may find relief, there is not much to be said beyond what
But through the thoroughly
railroad men have said already.
impracticable proposal for an increase in passenger rates the comThe
seriously
very
to attack.
itself
has
opened
mission

exhibit has been en tour since January of this year and
with the fulfilment of the itinerary it will have been displayed
in all the larger towns on the Southern Pacific system, and will

areas are insufficient as a" basis for a discrimination so seriously
disturbing and cutting so deeply into the industrial structure.

;

.

.

.

is

commonly supposed.

~'

The

have been attended by 100.000 people; and approximately $5,000
will have been expended in its management.

—

:
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The Design

of Injector

Steam Pipe Connections

Recommendations Covering the Design and Material for
Brazing Rings, Beaded Rings, Coupling Nuts and Flanges
By Strickland
The

report

the Interstate

of

the

chief

of locomotive boilers

inspector

of

the period from

Commerce Commission covering

August, 1911, to April, 1913, includes references to certain failures of the copper pipe connection between the turret steam
In the opinion of the inspectors some
valve and the injector.
of these failures might have been prevented if proper care had
been used in brazing, or if a better quality of material or an

AbouHO

ty

(v»

t^j

Kneass

L.

the American Railway Master Mecommittee was there appointed, consisting of S. L. Kneass, chairman, F. L. Edwards, L. Kassander and B. T. Williston, to report on the subject. The following is taken from a report on the subject by the chairman:
The usual method of supplying steam to the injectors of locomotives is by a copper pipe brazed at each end to ball joint
rings and held to the turret steam valve and to the injector
branch by threaded coupling nuts. This method has been in
use since the injector was introduced in this country in 1860
by Wm. Sellers & Company, and follows the general practice
of the railroads and injector manufacturers of the continent;
on certain foreign railroads brazed flanges are substituted for
The questions to be discussed cover meththe threaded nuts.
ods of brazing, its use, the design of coupling nuts and the
advantages of other means of holding the pipe connection to

1913

the

convention

of

A

Association.

chanics'

terminal branches.

cvj'

Break at R
Pressure /8, 700Poi/r7ds
Brazing fnfered f^ only

Firsf

An
Tes/:

investigation

was made of the strength of brazed con-

nections without change of existing design of the brazing rings.

The

strain to which the steam connection is subjected in servdepends upon the steam pressure carried, the relative change
of position of the injector and the steam valve, expansion and
contraction of the copper pipe and the vibration of the locomotive when running rapidly. Tensile tests were preferred to
hydrostatic pressure as approaching more closely to service
strains.
The actual strain due to the pressure of the steam is
easily calculated, but the other elements are variable and indeterminable, depending upon the bending and fitting of the
pipe and the rigidity of the attachment of the injector to the
boiler bracket.
The strain, due to the steam pressure on a
2% in. copper pipe carrying 200 lb. steam is about 600 lb., while
the tensile strength of a well brazed joint is 18,000 to 20.000
A brazed joint, supported by the collar of a screw couplb.
ling nut, is rigid, so that the strain of bending due to the motion of the locomotive, is borne by the unsupported part of
ice

'of

Brazed

Brazed

Same specimen

Screwed ireru
Hghf

as aboye

Pipe dislorled as shoivrj
and netv connecfion C"

Pulled oulaf

Second

S

Test.

Pressure 20,400 Pounds

the copper pipe; as this pipe is more or less flexible it yields
Within the connection the brazing material
without damage.
forms a chemical weld between the copper of the pipe and the
metal of the ring, and has a higher elastic limit than the cop-

Break af

Third Test.

per pipe

Pressure ZO,900 Pounds

itself.

Tensile tests were

made upon

short lengths of

2%

in.

copper

pipe with brazed connections at each end held against concave

by standard coupling nuts, using a 100,000 lb. Emery
machine at the works of Wm. Sellers & Company. Inc.

ball seats

testing

The

results, as well as the design of

brazing ring, the location of

and the point of failure are shown in Fig.
These connections failed under the following tensile strains

the brazing material

A

18.700
J0.900

B
O^

(\J

CVJ

(M-"

OufAl Brazinff X
Pressure = 17,800 Pounds
Brazing Entered 4 only
Pulled

Fig. 1

Tests

Copper pipe SlongaHon in
7,000 lb.' ^2
10,

000 lb.

'

/I"

F,

F

l£^.000lb.=f^
/ 7, 800 Ib.-^'

Fourth TesA
Made on Brazed Connections by Wm.
Company,

D

3

Sellers

&

Inc.

improved design of connection had been supplied. These queswere brought to the attention of the locomotive builders,
and manufacturers of locomotive injectors were invited by Wm.
Dakon, chief engineer, American Locomotive Company, to meet
After an informal discussion, a subat Schenectady, N. Y.
sequent meeting was called, and held at Atlantic City during
tions

lb.
lb.

Over 19,000 lb.*
Over 20,900 (not broken)
Copper pipe broke, 17,800 lb.
Not broken

C

*

1.

•Specimen consisted of the usual type of union with the copper pipe
beaded over the ball joint, but without internal grooves in the ring, and not
The specimen failed by the copper pipe pulling from ball
brazed to it.
joint even though the coupling nut was frequently tightened.

In each of the above cases the copper pipe showed a marked
elongation, reducing in diameter under the tensile strain from
Further, the faily% in. to 3/16 in. before failure of the points.
ing pressure

was many times in excess of the strain due to
The coupling nuts showed no indication

service steam pressure.
of the strain to

The

which they had been subjected.

results of a similar series of tests, conducted

ing department of the Baldwin Locomotive

by the

test-

Works, are shown

—
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A variety of joints is shown, including cylindrical
and taper brazed connections, with and without beads, as well
as a reduced length of ring, so that the brazing material would
in Fig. 2.

penetrate as far as the collar. The minimum breaking strength
was 17,700 lb., and the maximum, 25,000 lb. These tests were

on a collet,
clamping jaws. They show conclusively the strength of a properly brazed copper joint.
There is no doubt but that the method of brazing and the
care with which it is done play an important part in the results.
Experiments show the advantage of recessing and shortening
the ring so that the strain may not come upon the lighter part
of the sleeve, which in many cases is thinner than should be;
the real brazed joint between the ring and the copper pipe
should be at the ball joint collar, which is held by the coupling
The preferred method of brazing is by means of radial
nut.
jets of the Bunsen type, which can be regulated so as to prevent overheating. This method is superior to the charcoal or
coke fire, more easily handled and less liable to burn the metal.
Temperature tests were also conducted by Wm. Sellers &
Company upon standard rings of injector manufacturers, to

made on

a Riehle machine, the collar resting loosely

and the copper pipe held

in

Vol.

of 352,000 connections.
Of these connections, 30 have
been reported to have failed during a period of 21 months, an
average of 18 per year this is seven thousandths of one per cent
per year, a factor so small as to be negligible compared with the
more serious causes of accidents, and one which raises a doubt as
total

;

may

design of connection which
standards.

It is

destroy accepted interchangeable

considered desirable rather that more stringent

regulations be adopted for methods of brazing and for the com-

and

position of the alloy used in rings

Is - Thread -SO*-loa^)
rj
„,
,^.._
Mor,ifor-5-6 (StearT,.mkr. Delivery),
,

2

h

—

Sehrs-S'-ek-7i
Fig.

ever, should be

may

SfrvmrfK

3

ZZZOO

4

moo

S

23900
23100
ZSOOO

6

7
AfoiV :

3

•

— Brazing lUngs for Copper Pipe

made

to reduce the

A

chance of failure and to

test

probable that the present brazing

mor«

positive chemical

it

substitute for the brazed joint

is

a mechanical connection

and flanging it over the lower face to form the ball joint
This operation presents no difficulties to locomotive build-

the ring
seat.

ers or large railroad shops.

The

flange

is set

face of the ring without special tools, but care

a true ball joint.

The

or rolled over the
is

required to form

cost of the operation probably does not

exceed that of brazing and from data furnished by the .American

copper pipe.

and

It is

consisting of beading the copper pipe into internal grooves in

mfh a shxt'gh^puU ar70te

1.2.3,4

Thr.^-77-io (3-^)

certain sizes.

Supported under fhnge and

broken

(3fi)
(Steam. Del/very).

and the copper pipe. Tests have shown that
shortening the ring and brazing it directly to the collar of the
ring make for security. These changes are shown in Fig. 3 for

Breakina

.'B800

S

' „l'„7,fr .l^^^l'^rf.'

(SMaru.Oe,in.r,).

be modified so as to insure a

weld between

20600

how-

^^

any practical suggestions.

z

7^'"-

^u^^^.g^-g^

effort,

2fb-

Y

ring

Every

nuts.

2'- Thread-

I

lz-Thread-eo-IO(2g4)

1

any change of method or

to the necessity or advisability of forcing

determine the action of these rings when subjected to the heat
Two sets of 2% in. rings
required to melt brazing material.
were placed in non-oxidizing atmosphere in a steel crucible;

T

No. 17

57,

7

Brazed

^M

spelter sc/der.

Sand $ Brazed mfh sheet brass.
-%>^'^.
Fig.

2

—-Tests

Made on

Injector Steeim Pipe Fittings

by the

Baldwin Locomotive Works
k1^'-

was then immersed in a lead bath and the temperature raised to 1,850 deg., measured by an electric pyrometer.
The rings were then removed and showed no deterioration;
One of
each was flattened in a vise from 2^ in. to 154 >"
the crucible

Thread -SO^ -10 (1%']

/Monitor

-S-6

(Sfeam.tfahr.Delireryj

4'-

Y

2's-

Z - Thread- 76.S-8
Sellers

,

.

(.3^)

-8^-9^ (Steam De/irery)

-H

these rings fractured at the ball joint; the others stood the test

without change.

was found
that as

now

perature

of

The melting temperature

to be 1,400 deg. to

1.450 deg.

of the brazing wire

These

tests

— —

proved

the

brazing material

ll

and the destructive service

Sellers

which they may be later subjected.
Commerce Commission submitted to the committee a list of failures of injector steam connections due either

~

yThread -iO-IOH (2^1
1%'-

supplied the rings will stand both the melting tem-

-Sf-i^-T^

(Steam Delirery)

H

2j

2 '- Thread - 77-/0

^
(3s^)

Monitor -a- (nbfer)

stresses to

The

to defective brazing or material covering a period of 21

from August,

1911,

brazing failure, the
lessly.

Fig.

Interstate

The

to April,

1913,

inclusive.

months

In each case of

work had been obviously done most carewas due in one case to

failure of the coupling nuts

poor material, and in the second, to the thread being of too

fine

pitch.

Each of the 63,000 locomotives under the control of the commission is equipped with two injectors, and each injector has
two terminal connections to steam valve and injector, making a

4 — Unions

for

Beaded and Flanged Copper Pipe

Locomotive Companj' after using a special form of pipe beading
machine the cost may be somewhat less. This form of mechanical
connection has the distinct advantage of a direct joint between
the copper steam pipe and the injector or valve. This method
comparatively new as applied to locomotive injectofS; it is of
undoubted value for stationary or fixed joints, but should be
thoroughly tested in locomotive injector service before recommendation for general adoption by railroad or locomotive builders.
There are certain objections to this type of injector connection;
is

:

October

liability

of
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2i.

damage

to the ball joint during the

application of the injector

;

;

seat in case of destructive injur}'; the necessity of shortening or

replacing the copper steam pipe in case of replacement of the ring.
These several operations can be more easily handled in large
but the value of this type of connection can only be
determined by extensive service tests on a number of railroads
and under a variety of operating conditions.
This mechanical joint can be used with standard injector
branches and coupling nuts, and manufacturers of locomotive inshops,

jectors hold themselves in readiness to supply either form.

dimensions for four sizes are shown

The

735

This method has an advantage over

removal or re-

the difficulty of reaming or refacing

a tixed ball copper seat without special tools the difficulty of
removing and renewing such mechanically connected ring or ball

The accepted

:

to

remove the flange when detaching the

injector

The end

collar.

The composition

of brazing rings should be

within the following limits
Copper
Zinc

Lead
Tin

87 to 90 per
8 to 12 per
to Wz per
per cent, and to replace
1

Not

Beaded Rings.

— Rings

to

exceed

.4

may have one

Mon

Sellers

Connecting Flanges

loco-

of the copper pipe should be beaded tightly into

bevel of ball collar.

or

more

.

Sellers

from the

—

and

most foreign countries for attaching connecting pipes to injectors
and steam valves has been by threaded coupling nuts. There are

As

motive there is practically no wear on the threaded branches.
Designs of flanges which are applicable to standard injector connections, giving diameters of bolt circles interchangeable for the
several manufacturers, are shown in Fig. 5.
The following recommendations were made by the committee
Brazing Rings. To be made shorter; counterbored or tapered
internally to permit brazing material to form a joint with ball

in Fig. 4.

practice of the railroads in the United States

thread nuts in view
it is not necessary

fine

of their occasional failure and stripping.

(or Iron

cent
cent
cent
zinc

internal grooves

Bolls.

Thread -4^"-3

and Copper Pipe

two accepted standards of injector threaded branches, their diameter and pitch, and their relative position. In view of the
acknowledged advantage of retaining these standards, it would
be a backward step to make any change that might affect the
present interchangeability of injectors unless there were a marked
gain in efficiency or in safety to the operatives. As the same ends

about J4 in- wide and at least 1/32 in. deep. Composition of
metal may be left to choice of manufacturer. Rings should be
firmly held in split collet fitting closely to outside diameter. Cop'per pipe may be rolled into grooves by bevel prossering tool or
any special device preferred.
Flanged ball joint, preferably

can be obtained without such change, existing standards should
not be discarded.

Coupling Nuts. Diameter and pitch of two accepted standards,
and Nathan, should be maintained. No threaded coupling
nuts should be used or recommended having a pitch less than
1/10 in. for diameters over ly^ in. or less than % in. pitch for
3 in. or over. Metal should be strong but not brittle, preferably
It is considered advantageous
left to choice of the manufacturer.
to have a different and somewhat harder mixture than that used

As a substitute for the threaded coupling nut, a method employing a pair of flanges for each connection is now being tested
and non-lifting injectors, and valves. This method
includes one flange screwed on the injector branch, the other
bored to fit the collar or ring surrounding the connecting pipe;
the two flanges are drawn together by fgur bolts, holding the

with

lifting

flange of the copper pipe or

of the injector branch.

its

brazed ring against the ball seat

rolled.

—

Sellers

;

for the bodies.

Flanges.
tests,

—

style,

It

is

form

considered advantageous to use

and dimensions of

flanges

in

now

any future
applied

to

:
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Hancock

injectors,

except that the diameter, pitch and thread

may

be varied to suit accepted standards of the manufacturer.
Material of the same composition as in injector body may be used,

but preferably drop forging or cast

— Pipes

connecting turret

steam valve or operating valve with injectors should be provided
with one or more easy bends of as long radius as admissible, and
the total length should be

much

minimum

greater than the

dis-

tance between the terminal joints.

Steam pipes should be designed so as to allow easy flexure during expansion and contraction.
Bends should be made so that the outer radius is not
strained or flattened and delivery pipes should be attached to the
boiler with

due allowance for creeping, yet

sufficiently firm

to

prevent distortion of alinement under pressure.

driven air compressor, such as in the reservoir line of trains
operated by multiple-unit control equipment, and straight air

emergency

line in city trailer operation.

provide for two classes by grades,
is

subject to

Upon

ELEC-

Railway Association held

Electric

is

thirty-

from October 12 to 16 inIn the engineering section of the association there were

number

of reports and papers presented that possessed mat-

of interest

ters

primarily

dealt

to

exist.

investigation, however,

it was found that very little data
are available at the present time, with respect to an oil resisting
tube on which a specification could be based, and it was, there-

recommended

fore,

the officers of steam railways though they

with those pertaining to the electric railway.

that the subject be continued next year for

with a special view of investigating requirements and tests for oil resisting inner tube, and to consider
such changes as may be found necessary or desirable after putting the proposed specification in effect.
investigation

The treatment

third annual meeting at Atlantic City

a

i.
e., one for use where hose
and the other for general use where these con-

oil,

do not

ditions

lamps used

The American

In order to obtain the

resisting qualities of the tube, the fact was recognized that
strength and flexibility of the hose must to some extent be sacrificed, and it was therefore decided that the specification should

further

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE AMERICAN
TRIG RAILWAY ASSOCIATION

clusive.

is

of car lighting in so far as

those of electric railways.

The. committee report on lamps says

in part

"The regulation of
brilliancy

changes

of

the

a carbon lamp
filament
varying

in the current passing

very poor, the intrinsic

is

through

at the lamp, the intrinsic brilliancy of the filament is constantly

proportion to the brilliancy of the filament.

;

of those papers that contained matters of particular interest to
steam railway officers.

BLOCK SIGNALS

The use

of light signals for daylight indication on high-speed

interurban lines is of comparatively recent origin a trial of the
apparatus of the General Railway Signal Company on the Michigan United Railways showed that, with the sun shining directly,
;

into

1.500

the face of the signal, the red light could be seen about
ft.

and the green

Discussion.

— The

about 1,000

light

discussion

was

ft.

limited to that pertaining to

the acceptance of the various recommendations of the committee
as to the adoption of standards. To this may be added the state-

ment made that in the formulation of these recommendations
it was seen that there were many things that had been successfully worked out in steam railway practice that could be successfully applied to that of electric railways, and that, before any
recominendations were made in these particulars it would be
well to consult with the engineers of the steam roads and adapt
their results to electric railway practice. A number of these engineers hai* been added to the American Electric Railway Asso-

committee membership, and it
committee to embody their experiences
ciation

is

in

the intention of the

next year's report.

EQUIPMENT
In

wrought carbon steel wheels, the
that, while the number of wheels included in
was not large enough to serve as a basis for any

dealing with the solid

lamp

the carbon filament

with

amount of light obtained from the
amount of light varies directly in

also varying, as the

is

its

is

such that

temperature.

As

its

The

electrical

the carbon

heated,

is

this

change

in resistance

but sufficiently to materially affect regulation.

good as could be obtained.
"The life of the carbon lamp
minate
carbon
during
reduce

length, depending largely

is

reduced to one-third the
\\'ith

this in view, the

life

was

committee endeavored to formulate a

specification that would provide a hose of sufficient flexibility and
strength to meet the severe strains imposed by the sharp curva-

ture of track.

was

Such hose

to

have also an

oil resisting

inner tube.

decided that an oil resisting tube should be provided for service where the hose is subject to oil from a motorIt

finally

As

more or

of a

upon the

it,

the voltage

less

indeter-

definition of life.

A

lamp will often continue burning for an indefinite period,
which the filament is undergoing changes which materially
Among
the amount of light obtained from the lamp.
other things, the carbon from the filament is gradually oxidized
and deposited on the inside of the bulb in such a way as to cloud
the glass and cut down the amount of light emitted to a considerable extent.
After the carbon lamp has been in service
from 1,000 to 1,500 hours, it has usually depreciated to such an
extent as to warrant discarding.
"The Mazda lamp utilizes a tungsten filament, which does not
vary in resistance with temperature changes to any such degree
as does the carbon filament.

In fact through a certain range of

in temperature, consequently the light obtained

was found that the
normal when oil was present.

resistance

on the lamp drops, the current through the lamp drops also, reducing the temperature of the filament. The filament on cooling increases in resistance, and thus causes an even greater reduction in the current passing through it, which explains the
fact that with a slight change in voltage there is a great change
in the amount of light emitted by the lamp.
"The efficiency of the carbon lamp is low, but until the advent
of the tungsten lamp, the efficiency of the carbon lamp was as

temperature, there

it

its

occurring only through a limited range,

the reports

In the case of air brake hose,

character of

resistance varies

gradually drops, permitting more current to flow through

committee stated

general conclusions, a surprising lack of positive evidence on this
point was manifest and the figures seemed to show, so far as
they showed anjthing, tlfat there was not sufficient justification
for a strong insistence on mating by carbon content.

slight

With varying voltages

it.

Prevention; Block Signals; Transportation Engineering; Equipment; Buildings and Structures; Life of Railway Physical Property; Engineering Accounting; Power Generation; Way Matters and Heavy Electric Traction.
The following is an abstract

;

with

considerably

varying, and therefore the

;

;

relates to the

it

applicable to steam railway cars as to

quite as

The papers were presented were as follows: Constitution and
By-laws Power Distribution Standards Electrolysis Accident
;

No. 17

57,

oil

steel.

Copper Steam and Delivery Pipes.

Vol.

is

a slight increase in resistance with increase

from the lamp

does not change as much with changes in voltage as is the case
with the carbon lamp. This is a great advantage under variable
voltage conditions, as the illumination of the car can be main-

more constant.
"The Mazda lamp is a more expensive

tained

article to

buy than the

be obtained may compensate for the increased cost of replacements. The life of the
Mazda lamp is assumed to be 1,500 hours of burning, as after
this point is reached the light produced drops below 80 per cent
of normal, which value has been determined as the economical

carbon lamp, but the saving

in current to

point to discard a lamp.

"There are two important reasons given for using

reflectors in

—
October

23,

:

:

:
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car lighting work, one of which
sign a reflector can be

made

is

eyes of passengers, and the other

means of proper delamp filament from the

that by

to hide the
is

that the efficiency of the

lamp may be increased from SO per cent to 100 per cent, depending upon the type of reflector used. Either reason by itself appears sufficient to warrant the use of reflectors, the main requirements of which are as follows in order of importance:
Hiding lamp filament.
1.
Correct distribution of light.
2.
3.

4.
5.

"The

High efficiency.
Good appearance.
Economy.

1.

Prismatic clear glass.

2.

Heavy

3.

Medium

4.

Light density opal glass.

density opal glass.
density opal glass.

Among
efficient, as

per watt
per sq. ft.

Equipment
Bare carbon lamp
Bare Mazda lamp

Light density opal reflector with Mazda lamp..
Medium density opal reflector with Mazda lamp
Heavy density opal reflector with Mazda lamp.
Prismatic clear reflector with Mazda lamp

the matter of air

with

stated that

it

was a

oil,

some

places the civic betterment

0.44
1.43

3.75
1.16

2.22
2.60
3.16
3.20

...."

tenance, the use of holders of larger diameter for globes and
reflectors

2^

It

in.

had been found on one road that

diameter had

been substituted

WAY MATTERS

near of kin to that used on steam railways, especially in the
ballast.
Many city roads are, however, still
with the ties resting directly on the subgrade.

matter of the use of
constructed

brake hose the statement

was

practical impossibility to avoid the presence

where motor-driven pumps are used,
and that there was no specification that would provide a hose
which was resistant to the action that followed. It was found
that the best means of securing a hose that would give satisfactory ser\'ice was to buy by brand, using one that gave the best
results.
This had been the practice on one large system for a
number of years, and though the cost of hose had been high, it
seemed at present to be the most satisfactory solution of the

But

A

in these cases careful attention is paid to

table

is

proper drainage.
given of the bearing value of various soils taken
of the 1914 convention of the American Con-

from the report
crete Institute.

It is as

follows

of oil in the air system

The

detail

Safe load in
tons per sq. ft.

Material

Quick sands and wet

soils

Dry earth according to depth below surface....
Moderately dry clay, confined
Dry, stiff clay
Sand, confined
Sand, compact and cemented
Gravel, cemented

Rock

As

0.1 to
1.0 to

2.0
4.0
2.0
4.0
8.0
25.0

1.0

3.0
to
4.0
6.0
to
to
6.0
to
8.0
to
12.0
to 200.0

to ballast materials they

vary about as they do on steam
and include crushed stone, gravel, cinders, slag and sand
with a preference for crushed stone, which is also most exroads,

difficulty.

of attention

for

those of 2J4 in. a considerable reduction of maintenance expenses had followed.

is

It

was suggested.

where holders of

report gives a .comprehensive statement of the present
condition of track matters, and shows how the experience
of street railways has led to the development of a roadbed that

....

was emphasized.

other suggestions leading to the better lighting of cars

without extra expense was the use of frosted back globes, while
for general economy it was recognized that the Mazda lamp was
much superior to the carbon filament.
As an item contributing to a lessening of the expense of main-

The

per
candle

of the committee to the effect that the desirable feature of hose,

namely, that of the resistance to

in

outside action.

Efficiency of Various Types of Lighting Units
Foot candles Watts

—-In

of the eyes of the passengers.

campaign against the railways
in the matter of better car lighting, and it was suggested that
it would be advisable to forestall any action of this sort by the
railways taking the matter up on their own initiative and doing
all that is possible beforehand instead of being forced into it by

them it is possible to redirect the light in any direction desired,
which permits of accurately meeting each lighting requirement.
Their first cost is comparatively high, but is quite often justified
where efficiency is of first consideration.
"Opal reflectors vary in efficiency, the heavy density being the
most efficient and productive of the best light control.
"The following table shows the efficiency that may be expected
from these various types of reflectors

Discussion.

it was thought to be
have a standard arrangement, but it seemed to many
as though a standard would be worth while.
Another point suggested was the use of indirect lighting with
which experiments are being made. It has been found that the
system makes it possible to reduce the number of lamps, which
reduces the power consumption and at the same time possesses
the great advantage of keeping the direct rays of the light out

There are indications that

"Prismatic clear glass reflectors are the most

I

for the arrangement of the lamps,

difficult to

societies are planning a regular

principal types of reflectors are

Table

As

72>7

of

the

report that

was that relating

received the greatest

to car lighting.

In

it

amount

the electric

was the only thing considered, and it was repeated several
times that it had been found that the high wattage lamp was
much more economical than the low. While photometric tests
showed that the distribution of the light was fully as good with
a few high wattage lamps as with a greater number of low ones.
light

In this distribution of the light the color of the side walls

and the head lining has a great influence on the efficiency of
the light.
The case of the Interborough and the Brooklyn
Rapid Transit railroads was cited as an example of what can
be accomplished. The Interborough cars that were built several
years ago were green up to the advertising line, and a light
buff above it.
The cars are 50 ft. long, and are lighted with
S6-watt lamps on six circuits. In the case of the Interborough
cars it is the present intention to have them white from the top
But, if they caimot be kept clean
of the seat backs upward.
down as low as that, they will be white from the tops of the
windows up. Elaborate photometric tests have been made, extending over several months, and it has been found that these
cars can be lighted on three circuits of S6-watt lamps, and these
cars are 67 ft. long and 1 ft. wider than' the Interborough. The
lamps are to be shaded with the Soudan globe.

tensively used.

There is one statement that differs somewhat from the pubreports on the subject of rail and track deflection of
steam railways. It is that neither headway nor speed has much
influence on foundation excepting that where joints are poor or
corrugation is present in rails the speed undoubtedly adds to the
damage resulting from such conditions. Experiments with a
deflectometer in Chicago show that there was no appreciable
difference in deflection under car load whether the speed was
constant, accelerated or retarded
(Second Annual Report,
Board of Supervising Engineers, Chicago Traction, 1909, page
184). The report definitely states that "only the actual weight
of the car seemed to affect deflection and no wave motion in
rail existed for no deflection could be discovered except when
the car was actually over the point of reading."
lished

In considering the subject of alloy steel

rails,

the data given

were almost entirely those obtained from the steam railways. At
the outset attention was called to the fact that the tonnage of
alloy steel being rolled into rails of all

sections has been de-

The table on the following page
shows the tonnage produced of the various kinds of steel rails in
recent years and the total for each year.
clining for the last three years.

.

^

:

:
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Tonnage of Steel Rails Rolled

—

Alloys of

f

Manganese
Year
IS97
1906
1909...
1910...
1911...
191 J...
1913...

Ti-

copper

Total

tanium

nickel

alloy

13,450
565

35,945
256,759
152,990
141.773
47,655

Electric

49,395
257,324
153,989
149,267
59,519

999
7,494
11,864

The following

462
3.455
2,436

Total
openhearth
500
186,413
1,256,674
1,751,359
1,676.923
2,105,144
2,527,710

Total

Total

Bessemer

tons
1,647,982
3,977,887
3,023.845
3,636,031
2,822,790
3,327,915
3,502,780

1,644,520
3,791.459
1.767,171
1.884,442
1,053,420
1,099,926
817.591

table gives the production by processes of alloy-

treated steel rails since 1903, in gross tons
Open-hearth

and

These

electric

13,696
27,389
38,539
40.393
33,567

Total for 1909
Total for 1910
Total for 1911
Total for 1912
Total for 1913

Bessemer

Total
49,395
257.324
153,989
149.267
59.519

35,699
229,935
115,450
108,874
25.952

from the published records of the .AmerSteel Institute show that the production of Bessemer

figures taken

&

ican Iron
steel

:

has been steadily declining, while the production of
rails has been increasing at a nearly corre-

rails

open-hearth steel

sponding

The

rate.

first

separation of production

records to

the amounts of alloyed steel made into rails was
and since 1910 the tonnage produced has been declining.

show

of these figures

is

given

A

compared with the

is

now

the eye rather than by the accurate, though delicate instruments,

may readily follow.
The only American records published showing the
failures, and in some instances wearing qualities,

so that misleading figures

results of

are those

rail

of

American Railway Engineering Association. But very
accurate data were obtained by the committee as to the

the

little

efficiency

that the

alloy

of

for

rails

wear of manganese

other than

railway service,

street

was about

steel rails

one-fifth that

Notwithstanding

toward the increasing use of open-hearth rails,
which, from the records, indicate greater wearing qualities than
Bessemer rails, and as open-hearth rails cost seven per cent more
than Bessemer rails, purchasers are loath to add to this the
is

demanded for the alloyed steel. In the case- of openhearth steel made with the usual addition of 0.1 per cent metallic
titanium, the cost is roughly 12 per cent more than the cost of
plain Bessemer steel, while with manganese steel at $80 per ton,
the cost is 186 per cent more. The first cost of alloyed steel rails
therefore may be not only prohibitive in some instances, but in
extra cost

this paucity of data the

statement

empha-

is

sized that girder and high T-rails, as well as standard sections,

can be easily rolled from the following special steels possessing
the general characteristics mentioned

Kind

total

ing the extra prices for alloyed steels added to the already increased rate for the open-hearth. In other words, the indisputable tendency

best tests are those of individual character

where different kinds of steel are laid in line on the same type
of roadway and subjected to equal conditions and maintenance.
Results from such experimental track afford good comparison,
but the tendency even then is to often measure the rail wear by

plat

tonnage of rails
This condition is no doubt a natural one, for with the
rolled.
cost of open-hearth rails $2 per ton more than the cost of
Bessemer, purchasers probably have some reluctance over havquite insignificant as

The

exaggerated.

1909,

point that as use of open-hearth rails has increased the tonnage
it

dependent on a number of factors in addition to the metal itself.
The mere fact of adding 0.1 per cent of metallic titanium or 13
per cent of manganese, for example, to the steel will not in itself
effect a panacea for the ills to which track and rails are subject,
and reported results of breakage and wearing qualities therefore
are inclined to show divergent results in many cases, and even
average results for any particular kind of steel may be greatly

of ordinary steel rails.
in

in the report to illustrate graphically the

of alloyed steel rolled into rails has decreased until

No. 17
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General properties

Steel containing

anticipated

Titanium

0.1

per cent metallic

Less segregation, cleaner
metal, hence longer life.
Increased life.
Increased life by being tough

tita

3.5 per cent nickel
Nickel
Nickel chrome. .Containin)! varying percentages
nickel and chromium.
Manganese .....About 12 per cent manganese.

—

and hard.
Very tough and hard, cannot
be

easily

or

cut

drilled,

wears slowly.

Made

Electric

High

silicon..

.

Discussion.-

the

in electric

Very clean

furnace....

— The

from

impurities, thus adding life.
Increased life. Much used in
England.

..About 0.35 per cent silicon...

movement

free

steel,

discussion was devoted almost exclusively to

of rails in

urban tracks and

in

methods of

the

paving.

HEAVY ELECTRIC

TR.\CTI0N

This report dealt for the most part with overhead clearances,
which were pfacd as follows, for

others so high as to render return on the investment extremely
TJiese matters
slow, especially when a large sum is involved.
have doubtless militated against the production of alloyed steel

Trainman with lantern
Trainman without lantern

25

ft.

24

ft.

Without trainman on cars
High voltage wires
Minimum for 600 volt overhead contact

18
16
16

ft.

in.

10

ft.

in.
in.
in.

in.

ft.

and purchasers have contended themselves with the adoption of open-hearth steel on the reasoning that for 7 per cent
greater first cost. 50 per cent longer life for the rails might

was recommended that the subject
be continued for another year. The same recommendation was.
locomotives, because of the nummatter
electric
made in the
of

follow.

ber of varied designs
Xo Discussion.

rails

Under
benefits

special

conditions

may ensue

to

of

quick

w-earing

track,

sufficient

warrant the adoption of an alloy

-As third rail clearances

now

it

in process of development.

steel

and for such purposes particularly the demand for alloy
The question then of what alloy to
rails seems to emanate.
use is an important one, and eliminating matters of cost entirely the purchaser has ferro-titanium, manganese, nickel, high

ELECTION OF OFFICERS

rail,

choose from. The fact that rail sections are of an intricate and unbalanced character, the girder
and high T-rails being especially so, is indeed unfortunate; for
these odd shapes quite preclude opportunity for successful heat
silicon

and

electric steel to

treatment— a process for increasing strength and wearing qualities in which direction much progress has been made in recent
years on such articles as axles, rail joints, bolts and sundry automobile parts. However, some attention has been given to the
heat treatment of rails, and while no resuhs have been published,
method will
it is within reason to expect that a satisfactory
eventually be found for overcoming the difficulties encountered.
This review is therefore confined to the experience with those
alloy steels mentioned, all of which are more or less readily obtainable in any section for street
It

and interurban railway work.

must be appreciated that experience with alloyed

steels

is

At the annual
the

engineering

election the following officers

section

:

President,

engineer, Cleveland Ry. Co.

superintendent

rolling

;

first

stock

and

L.

P.

were elected

vice-president,

shops.

in

electrical

Crecilius,

John

Lindall,

Elevated;

Boston

second vice-president, B. F. Wood, chief engineer. United Gas
Electric Engineering Corporation of New York; third viceEast
equipment,
superintendent
Phillips,
R.
president,
F.

&

Pittsburgh

Railway;

secretary

and treasurer,

E.

B.

Burritt;

P. Barnes, general manager, Syracuse
and Suburban; G. W. Palmer, electrical engineer, Bay State;
H. F. Merker, engineer maintenance of way, East St. Louis &
Suburban; W. G. Gore, superintendent equipment, Brooklyn

executive committee,

J.

Rapid Transit.

Venezuelan Imports of Railway M.\terial.— In

1912 Vene-

zuela imported railroad material having a total value of $164,000,
$23,000 of this representing supplies from Germany.

Mechanical Stokers

Locomotives*

for

Essential Features to Be Considered in Designing Maihines for This Work; Increcise in Tonnage Obtainable

Bv Clement

The tiring of a locomotive with a shovel is the most crude operon our railways to-day, as is shown by the
almost continuous series of experiments which have been carried
on during the past twenty years, with a view of producing a successful locomotive stoker.
When these experiments were first
begun, it was with the idea that the stoker would be, primarily,
ation being performed

a fuel-saving

device,

and

its

labor-saving features were consid-

ered as secondary. With the advent of the large locomotive this
view has changed, as the limit of the size of the locomotives
which could be built has been fixed by the capacity of a man to
shovel coal. With the advent of the successful stoker, this limit
has been removed, and it is now possible to build locomotives to
burn any quantity of coal which may be desirable. In addition
to this, the use of the stoker has increased the capacity of
.

locomotives already

day the

first

in

service.

The question

of capacity

many
is

to-

consideration, and any question of fuel saving, al-

though important, has become secondary.
Locomotive stokers in substantial numbers, about 850, are now
in regular daily successful operation and are considered an essential part of the equipment of the largest
locomotives being
The Baltimore & Ohio has just placed in service 30, and
built.
the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy 25 locomotives of the 2-10-2
type, which have a tractive effort of about 71,000 lb. and which
would never have been built had it not been known that a stoker
could be secured which would fire them properly. The Norfolk
& Western has 105 Mallet locomotives fitted with stokers, which
could not be shovel-fired in the service in which they are used.

F. STREEif

it successfully, after having received instructions during only one
or two trips over a division.

It must have the opening through which coal is admitted covered with a screen which will reduce to a minimum the liability

of the admission of foreign matter which will cause clogs.
It

must handle wet coal.
must keep a locomotive hot under

all conditions with a
lower grade of coal than is required for shovel-firing.
The first requirement of a successful stoker is reliability. The
machine must not break down, and any machine which is liable

It

to frequent

break-downs

ried by a stoker

haust nozzle

man who

is

foredoomed

is

The

to failure.

much hghter than with

is

fire

car-

shovel-firing; the ex-

and a

larger for a stoker-fired locomotive,

has been trained to stoker-firing, finds

fire-

very difficult
indeed to take up hand-firing, or, if he has formerly been handfiring, go back to it.
Consequently, it is of vital importance that
it

and not subject to failure.
Very few locomotives will burn a fire evenly all over the grate
and a successful stoker must, therefore, be constructed to meet
this characteristic and feed continuously and steadily a larger
proportion of the coal to that section where it is burning heavy
than to the section where it is burning light.
A successful stoker fireman will at all times know just what
condition his fire is in and he can do this only by making frea stoker be reliable,

quent inspections of

it.

If

so hot he cannot see

is

it

it

he will put

stoker and

hook in and feel it. With the best of machines and under
the most favorable conditions it may be found that a few shovels
of coal added at a certain place will help out materially, and conditions are liable at any time to arise which make this absolutely

tically

essential for securing the best operation.

It is

not at

all

a difficult matter to

fire

a locomotive with a

it does not seem to be generally known that pracevery stoker ever applied to a locomotive has fired it and

done a very good job. The actual firing of a locomotive is only
the beginning, and a very small beginning, of the solution of the
problem of producing a successful stoker. A locomotive stoker
of the scatter tj'pe in order to be a successful and a commercial
machine must do, if not all, at least most of the following;
It must not break down.
It must do at least 90 per cent of all manual labor in taking
coal from the tender and distributing it over the grate.
It must distribute coal evenly over the grate and provide means
for firing heavy on any one section or zone in case the locomotive
does not burn an even fire.
It must be constructed so that the fireman can at any time inspect the fire, rake it, and do shovel-firing without shutting off

must have several

and marked rates of feed, have a
capacity in excess of the maximum requirements, and feed coal
continuously at any definite rate at which it is set and maintain
that rate regardless of variations in steam pressure or grade
amount, or condition of the coal fed to it.
It must be constructed so that feeding to it bolts, spikes, rocks
and any other foreign matter which may be in the coal will not
result in a breakage and so that such matter or articles can be removed without taking the machine apart, in case they cause a
definite

must have all parts easy of access for making inspection,
and lubrication.
The cost of inspection and running repair? must not be in exIt

repairs

cess of 75 cents per 100 locomotive miles.
It must be so simple in construction that the average fireman
can understand the function of each part and be able to operate
_

•Abstract of a
20, 1914.
tV'ice-president,

thirty minutes,

paper read before the Western Raihvav

Locomotive Stoker Company.

New

York.

Club,

October

and the stoker should be constructed so that

can be done without interfering in any
certainly without shutting

The

at not

or large

slate,

way with

its

this

operation and

down.

it

driving engine of a stoker, under normal conditions,

working

is

more than four or five horse power. A piece of
lump of coal, or some foreign substance entering

the machine, will immediately double or treble the load on the

There must be somS sort of an automatic governor on this engine, which will take care of these wide fluctuastoker engine.

Without

tions in the load.
rate at

which coal

is

this,

a fireman will never

entering the firebox, and

is

know

the

working en-

tirely in the dark.

that

of the things a stoker designer has to figure on

it is

is

the fact

impossible to keep foreign matter out of a stoker.

The

properly designed machine should be able to withstand without

breakage the feeding to it of an obstruction which will stop it
instantly.
In order to do this, all of the different parts of the
machine must have more strength than the engine, and the only
result of a clog of this nature must be that the machine will stop.
One of the most important characteristics of a stoker is that it
shall be easy to inspect

and

lubricate.

so that an inspector can start

and see that

clog.

In order to secure the

best results the fire should be thoroughly inspected at least every

One

the stoker.
It

the

it

is

in

it

A

machine should be built
all its working parts

up, inspect

operating condition, in not more than ten to

fifteen minutes.

Some of the coal being used in stokers contains so much
when it becomes wet it forms a sticky paste, which will

that

dirt

not

run and which plasters onto anything it comes in contact with,
and forms a hard cake as it dries. This is about the hardest
proposition the stoker has to contend with, but the successful
machine must handle it.

One

of the

the stoker,

first

things to be discovered in experimenting with

was the

fact that

it

was

possible, with

it,

to

bum

a
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poorer grade of coal than could be used with shovel-firing. One
of the problems which the railways are always up against is that
of poor coal, and a properly designed locomotive stoker will
eliminate practically

With a

for a considerable

is

proportion of the dust and finer particles to be carried out of the
stack by the hea\'y draft, and in order to secure the best results

from
vent

machine, some provision should be made to preof the methods, which has been successfully em-

this type of

One

this.

ployed

is

and

to provide a screen, which takes out the dust

finer

and deposits them across the back end of the bridge.
considered a very important feature of a stoker of this

particles,

This

is

type,

and while a machine not having

locomotives successfully,

economy

as a machine having this feature.

results as to fuel

undoubtedly

will

it

economy are

If,

fire

lb.

or over,

of coal per hour, continuously, for periods of one hour or over,

should be fitted with a stoker. In passenger service there are
very few locomotives of over 50,000 lb. tractive effort which are
not fitted with stokers, and they all should be, if it is expected to

work them

to their full capacity, as

A

can shovel a

much

in freight service,
is

so

much

is

out of the question to do

fireman in passenger service, however,

amount of

larger

shorter that he

end of a

not liable to become exhausted be-

is

object of applying a stoker to a locomotive

times and under

all

its

full

conditions, and this object

wherever stokers have

been applied.

On

is

is

capacity at

to
all

being attained

one division of a rail-

Mikado type locomotives havmg

a tractive effort of

without superheaters, and with
shovel-firing, was 4,750 tons. Superheaters were applied and the
rating was made 5,000 tons. Stokers were applied and the rating
54,000

the tonnage

lb.,

was made

rating,

5,250 tons; then 5,500 tons, 5,750 tons,

and

it

is

now

At the same time the rating of the shovel-fired superheater locomotives, was pushed up to S.500 tons. It was found,
however, that it was not practical to run shovel-fired and stokerfired locomotives on the same division, as even with the less tonnage, the speed of the former was so much less than that of the
latter that they could not keep out of the way, were continually

6,000 tons.

delaying

traffic,

and now

all

trains

on

this

division are being

hauled by stoker-fired locomotives.
On another division of the same road, before stokers were applied, these locomotives were hauling 5,000 adjusted tons.
After
the stokers were applied, this tonnage was gradually increased to
6.500 tons, and at one point on the division, with a river grade,
they are hauling 85 to 115 all-steel, 70-ton coal cars, giving a ton-

nage of from 8,600 to 8,900 tons.

At another point on this same
two divisions a total
same engine crew. Before the

—

road, fast freight trains are being run over

distance of 187 miles

—with

the

stokers were apphed, the firemen were always changed at an in-

The reason

that the increase in tonnage

fact that the fireman can secure

not an

uncommon

all

is

possible

and maintain the

times and under

show very

clearly that,

under average condi-

with an equal grade of coal, a stoker-fired locomotive will

not burn any more coal than a shovel-fired, in proportion to the
amount of work done. It is, however, an invariable rule, that
stoker-fired locomotives are worked harder than the shovel-fired
locomotives, and are also given a poorer grade of coal.
On

many roads

using stokers, they are giving the

all

is

from the

maximum

steam

conditions.

It is

occurrence, on heavy freight trains hauled by

the locomotives referred to above, for the engineman to

work

locomotives

on and maintain a speed of 18 miles an hour. There is no difficulty in maintaining full steam pressure under these conditions
and at this speed.

it

fitted

cannot be used

than

the

chemical

analysis,

and better

results

are

often secured from coal of inferior quality, in proper physical

form, than from that of a better grade, in improper

size.

The

is secured by passing run of mine
about two-and-one-half inch square
openings. When coal of this character is spread over the grate
by means of the scatter type stoker, it gives a uniform, even fire,
and produces very rapid combustion. If coal is to be burned at

for stoker-firing

ideal coal

coal

over a screen

with

the rate of from 100 to ISO pounds of coal per square foot of

grate per hour,

it is vital that it be very nearly of a uniform
any lumps of 3, 4, 5 or 6 inches applied to a stoker fire
uneven burning of that fire, and in unsatisfactory

size, as

will result in
results.

In conclusion I wish to emphasize the importance of at all
times maintaining a large view of the subject and not allowing

any detail to acquire undue importance. Each of the points
touched on has its own importance, but they are all secondary
to the one large reason for applying a stoker to a locomotive.
A railroad is built for the purpose of earning money, which
must be earned by its locomotives. The only reason for applying
a stoker to a locomotive is to enable it to earn more money.
Railroads no longer control the amount of compensation which
they can receive for service performed.
They are continually
confronted by increased cost of operation, increased taxes and
legislative requirements
in order to live they must increase the
;

earning power of their locomotives.
Statistics

show

power

many of the
use will result in increasing the earning

that the application of a stoker to

now

in

The use of
new locomotives having
more earning power than those commonly

of those locomotives from 10 to 20 per cent.

the stoker

from 20

makes

it

possible to build

to 30 per cent

in use at the present time.

DISCUSSION

his

cylinders at full stroke, with the throttle wide open, both injectors

so poor that

the safety valve.
My reply to this is that a fireman who will
waste steam through the safety valve with a stoker will do the
same thing with a shovel.
In order to secure the best results from stoker-firing a locomotive with bituminous coal, the physical characteristics are more

large locomotives

termediate point, and sometimes the enginemen.

pressure on the boiler at

tions,

fire.

actual results

important

division.

enable the operation of that locomotive to

road, with

hour than he can

coal per

because the length of time which he must work

fore reaching the

The primary

it

does a shovel

The

show, as a result of this, that it remuch time to clean a stoker fire as

all.

stoker and any freight locomotive, which burns 4,000

so with shovel-firing.

it

in that

stoker

This same thing applies to the amount of water evaporated per
pound of coal. The boiler of a stoker-fired locomotive is, as a
rule, not worked at as economical a point as one which is shovelfired, and the rate of evaporation is, therefore, not so good.
I regret very much to have to say that there are no absolute
figures to demonstrate this.
On all roads which are using any
appreciable number of stokers, the question of fuel saving has
been given very little, if any, consideration, as the advantage to
be gained by the increased tonnage and increased speeds is so
great that any questions of fuel economy sink into insignificance
in comparison with it.
It has been stated that one of the objections to a stoker on a
locomotive is that it makes it too easy to waste steam through

or over, should be fitted with a

lb.

statistics

is

both at terminals and on the
fire clinkers much less than

fires,

successfully for shovel-firing at

this

any locomotive, freight or passenger, which has a maxi-

tractive effort of 50,000

and

fire,

quires less than one-half as

A

something of

line train service will

mum

reduced.

therefore, the best

to be obtained

is

ditions,

much

is

very evident that in the near future all locomotives in
be fitted with stokers, but the question
to-day is where to begin, and to which class should they be applied first.
It can be confidently stated that, under average conIt

very

with them a grade of coal which

nature must be provided.

main

is

No, 17

fuel

good

will certainly not give as

it

57,

Anotlier advantage which follows the use of stokers
the time required for cleaning
road,

a shovel

complaints of poor coal.

all

scatter type of stoker, the tendency

Vol.

It

was brought out

in the discussion that there

$1,250,000 spent for stokers up to the present.
stoker,

it

was

The Burlington

is

of the

maintenance cost for firenow using coal 'for stoker-

stated, has lessened the

boxes and tubes.

has been about

The use

October

23,
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fired locomotives, which costs about 75 per cent as much as that
used for hand-fired engines and has 90 per cent of the heating

value of the latter.

It

was

also stated that special

men

741

gents and excessive wear of the flanges of leading driving wheel
tires.

These conditions have led to the development of a

are neces-

sary for proper inspection and repairs to the stokers and that

tion bolster device for locomotive trucks which,

firemen must watch the

will

results.

No

A

fire

stoker will do

carefully in order to obtain the best

much

work than two

better

trouble has been experienced from plugged

tubes

lateral
is

mo-

claimed,

meet these exacting requirements more fully than the three
link suspension which heretofore has been almost uni-

firemen.

point

when

versally used.
In principle it provides a constant resistance regardless of the lateral displacement of the bolster instead of a

a

used and by the use of the stoker a greater locomotive capacity is obtained. The use of the scoop was recommended
brick arch

it

is

low

initial

resistance increasing with the lateral displacement, as

One road has a record of
order to fill holes in the fire.
3,000,000 locomotive miles with stoker failures averaging one in
It was also claimed that stoker-fired locomotives
54,000 miles.
will maintain a more uniform speed over a division.
in

IMPROVED DESIGNS OF ENGINE AND TENDER
TRUCKS
The change
size

in wheel arrangement, together with the increased
and weight of the modern locomotive, has imposed a duty

upon the leading truck of the prevailing design out of
portion to

its

guiding capacity.

As

a

all

rCore.
j

pro-

kl

1

k—

'-^l

!

i

-

rPin
1

1

!

'"

/?eam for

consequence the work

)

• rv.oo

/gi'L

—

>\

Rocker Used

in the

Engine Truck

obtained with the three point suspension links.
Variations,
such as high initial resistance, with a constant resistance folis

lowing a predetermined bolster movement, can be obtained by
slight modification of the surfaces in contact.

One

of the illus-

shows the heart shaped rocker in detail. The swing
bolster bears directly on these rockers which are connected to it
by links to insure their remaining in the proper position.
Service results with this truck show a marked reduction in
the flange wear on leading drivers, a steadying action while running on straight track, an absence of jerky motion on curves and
withal a better riding engine under all track conditions. This
bolster arrangement, on account of its doing more work in guidtrations

Economy Tender Truck
which should devolve upon the truck consistent with the load carried at the centerpin has been, to a considerable extent, taken

up by the leading drivers, resulting

in lack

of stability

on tan-

4^ \<--—>\

Arremgement

of the

Economy Constant Resistance Engine Truck

Y^'
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ing the engine, requires a high duty truck frame. The design
here shown eliminates the separate, bolted-on pedestals, combining the four pedestals at each end of the truck in a single cast
The use of axle collars
.«teel transom with renewable shoes.
jhaving been found desirable, this arrangement enables the cellars

packed without removing the pedestal tie bars.
The aim in tbe desimi of tlie Eo'Uiomy tender truck,

Vol.

Xo. 17

ordinarily obtains with the arch bar truck, permitting the truck
to

accommodate

itself to

uneven track conditions without caus-

ing undue stresses upon any of the coil springs, or unequal bearing pressures. The riveted connections between the truck frame

and the spring plank are of such ample proportions, and the
spring plank of so great a width as to insure the truck remaining

to he

illustra-

square.

The

bolster arrangement to provide for lateral motion consists

of an auxiliary bolster located within the main bolster and rest-

ing upon three point rockers.

The rocker bearing

surfaces can be

so arranged as to provide for a resistance curve identical with

two point offset hangers. This arrangement eliminates the use of cross transoms. The curve of
resistance can be changed by changing the contour of the bearing
surfaces.
If lateral motion arrangement is not desired a plain
bolster can be substituted for the swing motion bolster without
any alteration. It will be noted that few parts are used in providing for a pedestal type truck having a swing motion bolster.
The side frames are designed to give ample lateral as well as
vertical strength, and brake hanger bosses are arranged to use U

that obtained with the use of

The Economy Engine Truck

is

Designed

to

Provide Constant

Resistance Regardless of the Lateral Displace-

ment

shaped hangers, without offset.
Both these trucks are the product of the
Corporation, 30 Church street, New York.

of the Bolster

Adventures of
was

tions of which are also included,

truck

having

flexibility

combined

to secure an easy riding

with

the

ability

to

remain

square, in conjunction with either a lateral motion or rigid cen-

Easy riding qualities have been obtained by
use of the pedestal type of frame w'ith coil springs resting on

•tering
-;fhe

arrangement.

—72-

—

Economy Tender Truck, Showing
an equalizer centrally located over each box. in combination with
elliptic bolster springs.
The coil springs arranged in the manner

shown

will accommodate any axle load that it is possible to
with the idea of always providing surplus capacity to obviate breakage.
The spring plank arrangement provides for the flexibility that

utilize,

Economy Devices

.\

French

R.^ilw.^y

C.^rri.^ge

— The

parlor

car courteously placed by the French government at the disposal

Baron von Schoen, the German Ambassador, when he left
Paris on August 3, has found its way back to France, after various vicissitudes. It reached Berlin on the morning of WednesAfter a
day, August 5, where it was seized by the authorities.
of

->j

the Double Bolster Arrangement
day's arrest it was released, and sent to Munich, which-it reached
on the following Friday morning. Thence it was sent on to
Lindau, where it was seized for the second time, and for a second
From Lindau it reached Neufchatel by way of
time set free.
Constance, and finally, somewhat wayworn, it came to rest at a
siding of the Gare de Lyon at Paris.

Maintenance
experienced

Difficulty is often
pipe, as

mentioned

Wrought

in securing genuine wrought iron
committee report on Water Pipe of the
Bridge & Building Association, abstracted
elsewhere in this issue. In this connec-

in the

Iron

"lay interest users of pipe to

and

tion

't

Steel Pine

''^^'

^^'^ ^^^

''^"'

°^

''^°"

''"

^""^

know
^''^^^

manufactured in this country is
steel and only 12J4 per cent wrought iron, as shown by a recent statistical bulletin of the American Iron & Steel Institute.
These figures have changed from 68'/2 and 31^, respectively,
since 1905, and it is only 27 years since the first steel pipe was
made. Undoubtedly a very large part of this steel pipe is used
under conditions much less severe than are common in railway
work, which would render the superior qualities of wrought iron
But. this rapid growth and present preponderless important.
ance of steel- emphasize two things first, the de,=irability of investigating each installation to see whether the more expensive
material, wrought iron, is justified and second, if it is found to
be justified, the necessity of specifying the material very carefully and then taking steps to see that the desired quality is
pipe

;

;

furnished.

Deformed bars are used as the reinforcing material in reinforced
concrete structures on 17 of the 25 important roads reporting on
this point to a committee of the American

Bond

Strength

Railway Bridge

of

Of

&

Building Association.

these 17 roads, 8 did not use any other

In contrast to
form of reinforcement.
this showing for the deformed bars, only
8 roads allow the use of plain bars and only 1 of these 8 uses
them exclusively. Further, a comparison of the values assumed
for the adhesion of steel and concrete in designing the structures
shows a marked difference between plain and deformed bars in
favor of the latter. The A. R. E. A. manual of recommended
practice gives the bond strength of a plain Taar as 80 lb. per sq. in.
and of a deformed bar as 100 to 150 lb. per sq. in., but the dif-

Reinforcing Steel

ference as

shown by the

greater than

this, for

tabulation of actual

practice

is

even

the plain rods are credited with a strength

lb. per sq. in., with the average about midway
between those values, while deformed bars range all the way
from 50 to 200 lb. per sq. in., with the average between 100 and
150.
If recent tests, referred to in the committee's report, which

of only 50 to 80

show

bond strength

that plain bars develop a

fully as great as the

special shapes, are to be accepted, these assumptions in favor of

deformed bars should be carefully considered with a view to
revision, even though other considerations, such as resistance to
vibration, may warrant the continued use of deformed bars.

The

designs of foundations for bridges, buildings, tanks, walls,

etc.,

are always

subject to modification in construction on ac-

Accurate Records

count of unforeseen conditions affecting
work.
Even when comparatively

the

accurate information as to the nature of

of

Construction

Work

*«

ground water,
fore the

limitation

design

is

in the plans.

in

work

has been secured behandling the work, or

plant,

Ordinarily,

record accurately the changes that are
pletion of the

level of the

etc.,

made, expediency

of available construction

some changes

amount and

material, the

may make

little effort

made and

the original plans are

filed.

is

advisable

made

after the

to

com-

This lack of an

accurate record of the details of a structure as actually built is
responsible for unnecessary expenditures in later years

often

Way

of

Section

when improvements
work is under way.

or alterations are required, or
Also, in

many

when adjacent

cases of accidents involving

structures such records of construction

would be very valuable

fixing the responsibility or determining the cause.

in

A

note-

worthy example of practice in direct contrast to the common
method was furnished recently by a large eastern trunk line in
the construction of a considerable amount of concrete trestle.
A record sheet was made up for each of the nearly 300 piers.
As practically all of these had been built to one standard plan
it was possible to reproduce the same drawing of plan, side and
end elevations for all the piers of one design, filling in on the
individual sheets the data referring to that particular pier.

This

information included the elevations of the top and bottom of the
foundation masonry, of the heads and points of the supporting
piles, and approximate depth that the piles sank under the weight

hammer, the number of blows required for the last foot of
and a complete record of the date of beginning and
ending of each portion of the work. In addition, the names of
the inspectors on the work and special notations covering any
defects that appeared during construction and the method of
correcting them were added. The inspectors kept the notes for
these records in connection with their other duties, and a draftsman in the field construction office made the record sheet.
Handling the matter in this way, the expense of preparing the
record was trivial, and one occasion to use the data thus made
available would more than compensate for the time and trouble
of the

penetration,

of keeping

it.

Railway engineers have been familiar in a general way with the
use of manganese in frog, crossing and other special track construction

The

Standardization

of

T

Co

t

for

years

several

manganese

is

The

first

considerably higher

Aa"

Manganese
k

cost of

ct'a

'hat of standard open hearth or
Bessemer construction, and this has na-

turally been a serious detriment to its
This objection has led to an endeavor on the
part of the manufacturers to reduce the amount of manganese to
the minimum consistent with the service required in order to

general adoption.

reduce the

cost.

The purchasing agents of

the railroads, and in

definite knowledge
manganese track work or of the
These conditions
problems connected with its manufacture.
have gradually led to the partial demoralization of the manganese
industry.
Relying on the lack of standards on the part of- the
roads, some few manufacturers have reduced the amount of
metal in their designs below the safe limit in order to underbid
their competitors and secure the business. In most instances the
railroad men have had to rely on the statements of the manufacturers, and as a result a low first cost has been the main

most cases the engineers as

well,

have had no

of the principles of design of

consideration.

This has forced other manufacturers to reduce

manganese in their designs in order to secure any
of this business, and has led to many failures of manganese
track work in the past few years which have tended to prethe

amount

of

In an attempt to check this
judice engineers against its use.
tendency several manufacturers of manganese track work, conof
the
output,
have recently organized
cent
over
per
trolling
80
the Manganese Track Society for the purpose of standardizing
manganese track construction. This organization has already
prepared standard designs for solid and rail-bound frogs and for

and is now engaged on other track work units.
These standards have been submitted to the .American Railway
Engineering Association for investigation and approval and are
now being considered by a committee of that association. .Standsolid crossings
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of keeping these locomotives

should

curves, on

way by the manufacturers and the users
from the standpoint of both, and once
adopted they should provide standards on Which the roads can
secure bids knowing that the material obtained will be in accordance with the best knowledge available. Manganese track
construction is of direct economy in numerous forms of track
work and this action of the manufacturers to improve and
standardize their product deserves commendation.
practical

ACCURATE MAINTENANCE OF GAGE
track
maintenance
THEcurves
not receiving

on tangents and
from track men today
While no one will intentionally
that its importance deserves.
allow rails to spread until there is danger of the wheels dropping
of

to accurate gage

the attention

is

ties, small inequalities are not considered of sufficient
importance to demand regaging the track and they are permitted
to increase until considerable work is required to bring the track

onto the

back to its proper condition.
This problem is of increasing importance on curves, and
it is

regard

now

is

is

passing through a transition, partly because of im-

provements in locomotive truck design providing greater flexibility, but mainly as a result of greater study of actual track condiFive or ten years ago it was considered good practice to
tions.
begin widening the gage on curves of 4 deg. and over. Later
practice has shown this to be unnecessary and the recommended
practice of the American Railway Engineering Association now
provides that curves of 8 deg. and under should be maintained
to standard gage, while curves sharper than 8 deg. should be
increased

]/$

for each 2 deg. or fraction thereof.

in.

Some

all

climb over the

One phase

.

divisions on

rail

of

when

this

striking

it

at a slight angle.

problem frequently

lost

sight

of

is

increased destruction of material resulting from wide gage.

the

The

lateral movement of the truck which gives the effect of
rough riding track causes a wear on the rail and wheel flange
whenever they come in contact which is more severe when the
flange engages the rail at an angle. Especially on curves where
rail wear is normally more severe it has been found that decreasing the extra gage allowance has had a marked effect in
On one 10-deg. curve on the
increasing the life of the rail.
Santa Fe records showed that the life of rail was increased from
18 to 26 months by eliminating the additional width of gage.
Aside from accelerating the grinding wear on the side of the
gage head, wide gage contributes materially to the flowing of rail
as shown by the accompanying sketch. As the wheels, and particularly the heavy engine drivers, are allowed to slide laterally
over the top of the rail, they force the metal to the sides of the

same

it

neglected to the greatest extent. In the first place,
there is a wide divergence of opinion regarding the degree of
curvature at which the gage should be widened. Practice in this

here that

No. 17

on the track, especially on 10-deg.
which they were operated except one.
Investigation showed that while the curves on all the other
divisions had been laid with the increased width of gage required
by the standards, the rail was laid on the one division to the
standard gage of 4 ft. 8^ in. when screw spikes were inserted
with the expectation that the gage would increase slightly under
trafiBc.
However, this had not occurred. Since the locomotives
were passing over these curves without difficulty the curves on
the other divisions were brought to this same gage, after which
no further difficulty was encountered. The standard practice of
this road now provides that no curves 10 deg. or under shall be
widened. This seems reasonable when one considers that track
laid to tight gage holds the wheels in their proper position,
preventing their lateral motion and decreasing the liability to

ards prepared in this
be

57,

believe

head, creating the

lip

commonly found.

The

effect of the false

which was made from actual
wheel and rail contours taken on a 10-deg. curve and 1.85 per
In
cent grade after the rail had been in service 12 months.
numerous instances where the rail has flowed badly this difficulty has been alleviated or removed by bringing the track to
standard gage. This destruction of material is not confined to
the rail alone. As the gage is widened the trucks are allowed
more play and therefore deliver heavier lateral blows to the rail,
which in turn are transmitted to the spikes and the tie, causing
the wood fiber supporting the spike to crush and contributing
flange

-^Canted ^

Canted ^-^
Level

Wheel and

Rail Contours

is

capable of accurate determination, the conclu-

sions reached by theoretical reasoning have not always been borne

Greater dependence should therefore be placed
which have been secured on several roads which
have given this subject careful attention than on the various
results

theoretical analyses.

The
the

evil results

first

materially to the spike killing of the

of wide gage are evident in several ways. In
gage tends to hold the

place, while track in accurate

Size

By Richard T. Dana, consulting engineer.
of Construction Plant.
Bound in 8exible
5 in. by 7 in., 702 pages, 312 illustrations.
Published by the

leather.

cago.

equipment
of

the

represent averages of

making periodic
track inspections on the Pennsylvania Railroad, in which wide
gage, with the resulting more or less pronounced lurch of the
car, is indicated by the movement of a pendulum.

as

is the influence of wide gage on deContrary to what might be expected, wide gage aids
rather than prevents derailments. This is illustrated by an experience on the Santa Fe. Several years ago a number of new
After a
locomotives were distributed over several divisions.
short time there were numerous complaints about the difficulty

important, however,

Company, Chi-

and devices required for special work many
book will undoubtedly discover shortcomings.
The aim, however, is commendable and the information included will undoubtedly be of service to many contractors and
The purchase prices of equipment quoted in the
engineers.
book are in general bona fide bids made to the author and often
of

users

price of materials

More

C. Clark Publishing

The author of this volume has set himself a difficult task in
presenting complete data on the performance and cost of all
On account of the wide variety
types of construction plant.

permits them to shift back and forth laterally, giving the effect
of swinging or rough riding track. This has been shown strikingly by the track inspection instrument used in

Myron

Price $S.

trucks in their proper course, irregular or uniformly wide gage

railments.

tie.

NEW BOOKS
Handbook

data.

out in practice.

on the

in this sketch

on a 10-Deg. Curve with Wide Gage

While theoretically the point at
which the gage should be widened to accommodate a certain type
of locomotive

shown

fine

that this limit is still too low and that no curve of less than 10
deg. should be widened, supporting their conclusions with con-

siderable corroborative

also

is

many such

bids.

makes many of these

The

fluctuation in the

figures subject to ques-

but for purposes of estimating, the accuracy is probably
The statements as to the capacity of
plant have been carefully checked and a large part of the material contained in the book has been subject to daily use in
In order to facilitate the
the author's office for some time.
tion,

great as necessary.

securing of bids on material where more accurate prices are
list of dealers in construction plant is included in an
appendix, and in most cases dealers' names are omitted through
The subjects are arranged alphabetically with a
the text.

needed a

view to easy reference and,
is

supplied.

in addition,

a very complete index

Recent

Developments
A

Track

in

Review of the Increases in Loading
Improvements in Details of Its

It

frequently

is

stated

steam

that

them with the proper factor of
track

the

these

has

structure

loads

pace

While

with

of our present track construction

not

are

placed

upon

increase

the

in

by no means the
one of great importance

this

is

is

and the question of the

the present time,

tracks

are

and that the design of

safety,

kept

not

recent years.

in

consensus of opinion, this subject
at

railroad

strong to carry the loads which

suflSciently

giving

is

relative

many

strength

railroad

men

cause for grave concern today.

INCREASE IN WHEEL LOADS AND SPEED

is
it

In discussing the present strength of the track, the first step
to determine the extent to which the service demanded of

has

increased

recent

in

The two most important

years.

factors affecting the stresses in the track are the weight of the
trains

and

their speeds.

The weights
years have not

of locomotives built

in

the

much

as

in

increased

as

two or three

past
earlier

periods,

but

very large measure to the fact that designers have
been able to meet the demands for increased train loading on
the .part of the operating department by the adoption of the

this

is

due

in

the brick arch, the mechanical stoker, and other
important improvements.
Developments of this nature cannot
be expected to continue indefinitely, and it seems reasonable
to expect that the weight of locomotives will soon increase

superheater,

The two most important developments

again.

designing

year

locomotive

in

passenger
engine of the Pennsylvania Railroad, weighing 240,000 lb., with
133,100 lb. on the drivers, or 66,500 lb. per axle, and the
past

the

in

are

the

Atlantic

type

type locomotive recently completed by the Baldwin
Locomotive Works for the Erie, which weighs 853,050 lb. complete, with 24 drivers spaced 5 ft. 6 in. between axles and
The average weight, exclusive of
61,900 lb. on each axle.

triplex

tenders,

of

the

locomotives

service

in

in

1911

was reported

by the Interstate Commerce Commission to be 150,800 lb., or
The average load on drivers
for the more recent locomotives now ranges between 50,000 and

33 per cent heavier than in 1902.
60.000

lb.

per axle.

Of almost equal importance with the
power is the corresponding

increase in the weight

increase in the weight
and capacity of freight and passenger cars. The freight car of
100.000 lb. capacity has now largely replaced those of 60,000 and
of motive

lb.
capacity, which were standard a few years ago.
Cars of 115,000 lb. capacity have been largely adopted by the
Only a few
eastern roads for coal, coke and ore traffic.
months ago the Chesapeake & Ohio ordered 1,000 cars of 140,000
Norfolk & Western built 750 gondola
lb. capacity, while the
These cars
cars last year with a rated capacity of 180,000 lb.
weigh 263,000 lb. with the allowable 10 per cent overload, and
although provided with six-wheel trucks, the axle loads reach
43,900 lb., or almost as much as on a locomotive. The Chesa-

80,000

peake
this

& Ohio

will

will

weigh 210,500

cars will

be distributed between

axle loads of 52,625

lb.

probably be run

on the track can be

in

When
solid

lb.

with overload and, as

four axles only,

it

is

it

will

give

considered that these cars

trains,

the

tremendous burden

realized.

This tendency to increase the weight of equipment extends
passenger cars also, in whose construction steel is rapidly
Although the steel passenger car has come
replacing wood.
into use only within the past seven years, practically no wooden
cars are now being built, and all new equipment of this character
to

•.Abstracted from Bulletin No. 167 of the American Railway Engineering
Association.

T.

Track and

of

the

By Elmer

Construction*
Construction

Howson

being built of steel or with steel underframes. On January
1914, 227 roads reported to the Special Committee on Relations of Railway Operation to Legislation that they owned
58,660 passenger cars, of which 9,492 were all steel and 4,608
is
1,

had

Of

underframes.

steel

the passenger cars ordered in 1913,

2,765

were of

steel

underframes, while only 177 were of wood.

all

steel construction

and 171 were provided with

When

it

is

remembered that the steel cars weigh from 10 per cent to 25
per cent more than wooden cars of the same design, it can
readily be seen that they will result in greater loads upon the
track, especially as they are operated in solid trains and on the
fastest runs.
Recent extensive tests made on the Canadian
Pacific and the Pennsylvania have shown that the steel passenger equipment has created as high stresses in the track as
m.any of the locomotives.

While the weights of

all classes

be increasing, the statement

now reached

is

of equipment are thus seen to

occasionally heard that

we have

the limit of this development because of clearance

It is true that on some roads the clearances now
form the limitations, especially in the East. However, it is
on the Pennsylvania Railroad, operating through one of the
oldest and most congested parts of the country, that these new

conditions.

passenger

locomotives with
country are now operating.

the

heaviest

axle

loads

in

the

Also the present indications are

that clearance legislation of a more or less radical nature will
be quite generally enacted, in which case many of these sarrow
clearances will be removed.
It should not be assumed, therefore, that clearances will present a permanent barrier, especially

area of prairie country west of Chicago.

in the large

Not only have the weights of the various units of equipment
increased greatly, but the amount of traffic and therefore the
frequency

of

application

The

multiplied.

of

the

load

on the track have also

ton-miles of freight hauled per mile of main

track increased from 509,348 in 1892 to 938,313 in 1911, or 84

per

cent

likewise

in

19

years.

increased

main track

in

from

The passenger
77,134

accurate comparison, however,

Taking the

service

passenger

miles

rendered
per

1892 to 122,756 in 1912, or 70 per cent.
is

has

mile

A

of

more

secured from five-year periods.
compared with

five-year period ending with 1911 as

that of 1892-96 inclusive, the ton-miles per mile of

main track

Likewise the passenger density per mile
of main track increased 60 per cent.
Speed is an important factor in any discussion of the stresses
increased 90 per cent.

in track.

Here conditions are more nearly

stationary.

In

some

instances schedules for freight as well as passenger trains have

However, it is safe to say that, with the neceseconomy and retrenchment, during the past few years
at least an equal number of schedules have been lengthened.
The days of ruinous speed wars for passenger traffic seem to
be almost over, while, with the growing realization of the
economy of operation of heavy tonnage trains, freight schedules
are being lengthened and more cars added wherever the traffic
Thus the effect of speed has not been to increase
will permit.
the burden upon the track to any appreciable extent.
DEVELOPMENTS IN THE RAIL
been shortened.
sity for

As shown above, the weights of the motive power and equipment and the density of traffic have steadily increased while
The net result
the speeds have remained practically constant.
The
has been, therefore, an increased burden on the track.
rail is the portion of the track which receives this load directly,
and its function is to distribute it to the supporting ties. The
rail has been materially improved within the past ten years

:
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in

composition, in section, in weight and in methods of

manu-

This development has been especially pronounced during the last two years, following the deluge of broken rails
during the severe winter of 1911-12.
facture.

The most important improvement has been
of the metal.
this

Bessemer

rails

steel

were

first

the character

in

manufactured

in

country about 1866 and with the rapidily increasing wheel

loads

rapidly

they

iron

the

replaced

rails

until

maximum

a

of 3,791,459 tons were rolled in 1906.

Increasing wheel loads,
however, caused signs of distress and the exhaustion of the
high-grade Bessemer ores made it impossible to maintain the
previous standards of material. To supply this deficiency openAlthough only appearing first in
hearth rails were adopted.
any appreciable quantity in 1903, they have already passed the
Bessemer rails in point of tonnage produced and reached the
high figure of 2.527,710 tons in 1913, while the production of

Bessemer rails has declined until last year it was only one-third
amount. On Januarj- 1, 1912, the open-hearth rails in track
were 11.43 per cent of the total as compared with 87.47 per
cent of Bessemer and 1.10 per cent of special alloy rails.

this

Considerable

has been

attention

given

to

the

use

of

alloy

Prominent among the
alloy metals used are nickel-chromium, manganese and ferroNickel-chromium rails have been used in limited
titanium.
quantities on the Central Railroad of New Jersey, the BaltiThe tests on the
more & Ohio, and other eastern roads.
Central Railroad of New Jersey did not prove entirely satisfactory, while those on the Baltimore & Ohio are still in progress.
.\lthough these rails have shown considerably increased rerails

as a substitute for Besserner steel.

sistance

to

wear,

the

number of breakages has been

high.

seems probable

Without further improvement

in composition,

therefore that this alloy will

not meet with general adoption.

it

Manganese steel has come into wide use for frog, switch and
crossing construction within the past ten years and to a limited
extent for rails in certain locations of very heavy traffic. The
advantage of manganese

is

its

of breakage.

.Although not properly termed an alloy, as it does not appear
in the finished product but passes out with the flux, ferro-titanium

has been largely used in recent years.

It acts

as a scavenger in

more
met with wide adoption about
1909 when there was so much difficulty with segregation and
other allied troubles and the tonnage of ferro-titanium rails
reached 256,759 tons in 1910. With the change from Bessemer
to open-hearth and with the more strict supervision and imthe molten

steel,

collecting the

sound and homogeneous metal.

impurities and leaving a

It

proved methods of rail manufacture, however, the use of titanium has decreased.
Although of doubtful value, small quantities of copper alloy
rails have been rolled at intervals for different roads, the latest
being an order for the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul last year.
The basis for the use of this alloy is the composition of some
old rails imported from England many years ago which gave
excellent service and which

were found on analysis

to contain

Closely related to the change from Bessemer to open-hearth
steel are the new specifications of the American Railway En-

gineering

Association

and of several individual railroads

re-

more frequent and careful tests of the finished product
well as more careful attention to the methods of manufacture
the n-ills. The various measures adopted under these speci-

quiring
as
in

have not brought the metal up to the highest point debut they have nevertheless resulted in great improvement.
It is unfortunate that defective practices may be detected frequently only after extended service and the remedies
are then difficult to apply. In the same way the full benefits of
fications
sirable,

not be evident for some time.
of the most important developments

will

One

past ten years has been in section.

No. 17

rails

during the

The American

Society of

in

Engineers standard sections were generally used and gave
satisfaction until a few years ago, when the deterioration in the
Bessemer ores combined with the heavier wheel loads resulted
in a large number of base failures in these rails with their thin
Civil

To

flanges.

increase the strength of these flanges a

own

roads

then

using,

while the American Railway

designed their

sections

number of

which they are

Association

for

section

still

designed two

which have been adopted on many roads. One
use where great stiffness is desired, as

sections

a high

is

in

high-

a lower section with
a heavy head for use in tracks carrying a very heavy, slow-

speed passenger tracks, while the other

is

Both of these sections have now been used for
have shown a great improvement over
There is a feeling among some engineers
that the sections can be still further improved but there is at
present a stronger sentiment that no more changes should be
made until the .\mcrican Railway Association sections have
received a more thorough trial.
.
It would be assumed that the weight of rails has increased
during the past decade with the increase in wheel loads, and
an examination of the statistics shows this to be the case. In
1897, 20 per cent of the rails rolled were of 85-lb. sections and
over, while 75 per cent were between 45-lb. and 85-lb. section.
Five years later these percentages were 22 and 70, respectively.
In 1907, 49 per cent of the rails rolled were of 85-lb. section or
larger, while in 1913, 64 per cent were of 85-lb. section and over
and 28 per cent were between 45-!b. and 85-lb. A summary of
the weights of rail in track on January 1, 1912, shows the folfreight traffic.

five

or six years and

the earlier sections.

lowing percentages
5.85 per
8.32 per
32.94 per
12.81 per
8.56 per
18.16 per
13.36 per

lOOlb. and over
90-99-!b
80-89-lb
75-79-:b

70-741b
60-691b
Less than 60

cent
cent
cent
cent
cent
cent
cent

the percentages of the various weights of rails

As shown by

rolled during 1913, the proportions of the heavier sections, es-

between 85-lb. and 100-lb.. have increased considerably
during the intervening two years so that it is safe to assert

pecially

A

now in the track is 85-lb. or heavier.
recent canvass of the sentiment of railway men regarding the
proper weights of rail and the advisability of adopting heavier

that over half the rail

rail
it was the consensus of opinion that
should not be rolled, but that for the present
it was not considered advisable to go to heavier sections than
100 lb. because of the frequent unfavorable results with these

sections

showed

lighter than 80

that

lb.

heavier sections.

THE

TIE

has received the most attention in
Efforts have been directed principally along the
recent years.
lines of timber treatment to increase the resistance to decay, of
the more extended use of tie plates and of screw spikes to reduce the mechanical destruction of the timber and the development of substitute ties of steel or concrete. The greatest progStarting in this counress has been made with the treatment.

Next

to the

rail,

in the erection

the

the

tie

and growing slowly

try about 1875

a small quantity of copper.

57,

recent improvements in material and in improved mill practice

The
great resistance to wear.
high cost, about $90 per ton,

most serious objections are its
and the difficulty of drilling or cutting it in the track. It is
in service in a number of places of heavy wear where it is
While originally cast, it is
showing considerable economy.
now rolled, improving the quality and decreasing the liability

Vol.

at

first,

this industry resulted

of 12 treating plants by 1900.

growth has been

especially rapid until

now

Since that time
there are nearly

The
operation and several under construction.
treated annually likewise increased until over
Aside from increasing
39.500.000 were thus prepared in 1913.
the life of any timber, the great advantage resulting from
timber treatment lies in the practicability of using the so-called
100 plants

in

number

of ties

inferior

woods which, without treatment, would not

resistance

to

decay- sufficient

to

justify

their

offer

insertion" in

a

the

track.

The

cost of treatment varies with the process

and with the

October

amount
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However, the

of preservative injected into the timber.

cost of creosote treatment, injecting

10

of creosote per cu.

lb.

averages about $0.40 per tie, of zinc chloride $0.17 and of
the Card process with a combination of zinc chloride and creosote $0.25, according to Forest Service Bulletin No. 118, by
ft.,

Howard
With

F. Weiss.

may

it

now

being

made

for timber

be assumed that more attention

is

being

given to the selection of the treatment best adapted to the parLittle definite
ticular locality in which the ties are to be placed.

now available, but
information from test
sections placed at representative points on the system and conAt the present time
taining ties treated in various manners.
and accurate information of

many

roads are

now

this character is

collecting detailed

towards the adoption of the creosotdid not meet with general favor because of the higher cost of treatment, and W. F. Goltra has
estimated that up to 1900, only 500,000 of the 15,000,000 ties
treated up to that time had received this treatment as compared
the tendency

is

ing process.

At

with

distinctly
first

this

14,500,000 treated

over twice as

many

ties

However, in 1912
with zinc chloride.
were treated with creosote as with zinc

chloride.

The

increasing use of creosote has produced a very severe

shortage of this material with a resulting rapid increase in price.
quantity of creosote consumed in the preservation of ties

the

ties,

and

numier of

treating plants to close down.

summer

To

as to force a

alleviate the short-

age somewhat, a practice originating about five years ago of
mixing refined coal-tar with the poorer grades of creosote oil
If this is done
to improve their quality, is fast gaining ground.

under proper supervision and with no intention of adulteration,
it appears to be justified as a commercial expedient where the
oils cannot be secured.
Intimately associated with the treatment of ties as a protection against decay is the use of tie plates to protect them against

high-grade

The adoption of tie plates has been very
mechanical wear.
rapid within the past decade, owing to the increasing value of
wheel loads, and the use of the softer
plates were of small area and only about
As a result they soon broke or buckled, or were
Yi in. thick.
To
forced deep into the tie by the increasing wheel loads.
eliminate these conditions, the size of the plate has been in-

the

ties,

the heavier

The

woods.

early

tie

creased to provide a bearing area on the tie sufficient to distribute the load without any serious breaking down of the wood
fiber beneath.

This has required plates up to 7

in.

by 9

in.

on

thickness of the plate has likewise been increased until Yi in. is now regarded as minimum good practice
and y% in. is standard on several roads.

many

roads.

The

The mechanical adzing of ties before insertion in the track is
meeting with increasing adoption. There is secured in this way,
a uniform bearing on the tie for the tie plate, and therefore,
the rail. While most of the adzing is now done at the treating
plants previous to treatment, some ties are adzed without treatThis practice will undoubtedly become more
merit becomes evident.

ment.
its

Next

to the rail cutting, spike killing

is

common

as

the most destructive

mechanical agent tending to shorten the life of ties. The common chisel-pointed spike is universally recognized as being very
destructive to timber. This has led to the experimental use of

screw spikes, which are not only far less destructive to the
of the wood, but also give considerably greater rigidity
and strength to the track. Many tests have been made of the
relative resistance offered to displacement by cut and screw
spikes, which show that the screw spike binds the rail more
securely to the tie, and gives a stronger track construction.
Over 800 miles of screw-spike track is now in service in this
country, all of which has been installed' since 1905, and 95 per

fiber

cent of which has been placed within the past five years.
The principal objections raised to the use of screw spikes are

making

claimed are the increased

the decreased cost of maintenance

track-

the

of

and greater strength

At the present time screw-spike confor lines of light traffic where the
low and the economy isgreatest where the maintenance expenditures are high and a
stability of the track.

not

is

maintenance
higher

first

practical

charges

cost

is

are

relatively

justifiable.

In addition to these various measures for the protection of
the timber tie a great deal of study is now being given to the

development of substitute ties of concrete or steel, and many
hundreds of such ties have been designed. Studies along this
line are prompted not only by the desire to arrest the continually increasing cost, but also to secure a tie which will give
greater strength to the track.

Any

substitute tie

of the

ticity

wooden

must combine
tie

in

large

measure the

elas-

must
be manufactured readily and must

with the requisite strength.

It

also be of such form as to
have a strong and easily-applied fastening for holding the rail
and with the i:icrease in automatic block signal mileage, it must
Nearly all the ties developed so far
also be readily insulated.
Concrete
have failed in one or more of these requirements.
ties do not possess the first requirement of elasticity and break

wheels.

last

difficulty of

life

or

was so severe

and the greater

other hand, the advantages

has increased from 56,000,000 gal. in 1508 to 108,373,359 gal. in
The shortage of
1913, over 62 per cent of which was imported.
oil

cost

On

The

high-grade creosote

first

repairs and renewals requiring the removal of the spikes.

struction

the increased expenditures

preservation,

the increased

7\T

under the severe hammering of the moving
Because of its inherent characteristics, it is doubtful if

disintegrate

any concrete

tie

can be

made

practical, at least

for high-speed

main tracks.
While some of the ties now undergoing test will probably
prove practical, and others will undoubtedly be designed, the
only one which has stood all tests satisfactorily so far and
which is being used in any considerable quantities is the Carnegie
steel tie.
This is an unsymmetrical I-beam section to w-hich the
Over 2,000,000 of these ties are
rail is held by bolts and clips.
now in service. The Bessemer & Lake Erie is the largest in-

By 1915 this road
dividual user, having over 900.000 in track.
its 300 miles of main tracks entirely equipped

expects to have

ties.
They have been in service on the Bessemer
road over nine years and the present indications are that they
They cost about $2.50 each,
will have a life of over 20 years.
complete with fastenings and have a scrap value of about $0.75.
With the increasing attention now being given to the protec-

with these

tion

of the

wooden

tie

and

to

the

intelligent

conservation of

our forest resources, it is doubtful if the timber tie will disappear as rapidly as the conservationists would have us believe.
The adoption of a substitute tie will therefore be a gradual
process, brought about more by the increasing price of timber

than by the absolute shortage of

it,

and also by the demand

for

a stronger track structure.

TRACK F.^STEN'INGS

While the

rail joint is a

very important factor in determining

the strength of the track as well as in protecting the rail from
battering at the ends, there has not been a radical change in
The
this detail of track construction in the past few years.
joints of the Continuous, Weber and similar
which were very generally adopted for main line use

base-supported
types,

Several types of
about ten years ago, are still widely used.
"100
joints with depending flanges, such as the Bonzano and
Per Cent" are also used in large numbers. During the past
two or three years, however, there has been a tendency to return to the anglebar strengthened to carry the increasing loads.
The anglebar generally adopted has a heavy, reinforced head

and to enable higher carbon to be used is heat-treated and oil
tempered in most cases to secure the requisite strength. One
condition prompting the adoption of the anglebar is the pracin
tice on a few roads of laying rail without respacing the ties
which case a non-slotted joint without base supports or depending flanges is necessary.
The track bolt has undergone no important change within the
past decade except in the nature of the metal used.

A

track-
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now
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57,

being given to the

man

loads evenly.

beyond

feasibility of using a

To

expensive material, covered with broken stone to secure the desired depth at less expense and to provide a more easy-riding
track, while at the same time preventing the stone from cutting

with the ordinary 33-in. wrench will stretch a ^-in. bolt
its elastic limit, making it impossible to keep joints tight.
eliminate this difficulty, a bolt is meeting with wide adoption

during the past three years, which

is

made

of special steel with

This not only
with stretching but in some instances
allows a smaller bolt to be used. Vanadium is also being used
experimentally in bolts, while high-carbon steel bolts oil quenched
are used in large quantities. Nut locks are being generally used

an

elastic limit of 75.000 lb. instead of 45,000 lb.

eliminates the

difficulty

with joint bolts.

The

increase in the density of traffic referred to above has

increased the stresses developed in the track in another way, not
As this traffic has increased, second,
previously mentioned.

and fourth tracks have been added and the traffic on each
As a result, the creeping of the
track is all in one direction.
rails found occasionally on heavy grades on single track, becomes
severe on double track and frequently introduces very high
This condition has called
stresses in the rails and fastenings.
for another track appliance known as the rail anchor or anticreeper, whose adoption has received its greatest impetus during
the past three or four years, one road of 2,000 miles ordering as
many as 225,000 at one time and another over 600,000. Several
designs are on the market, and most of which are generally efTheir use does not increase the strength of the track
ficient.
in any way, except as they prevent the addition of stresses due
They are, however, economical in reducing
to rail movement.
maintenance expenses.
third

FROG,

SWITCH AND CROSSING CONSTRUCTION

other elements of track construction receive more severe
wear than frogs, switches and crossings and with the rapid

Xo

increase in the density of traffic

there arose a

demand

for

some

form of construction which would give a longer life than the
ordinary Bessemer or open-hearth construction. While these
latter steels are

still

generally used in locations of light or

there has been a rapid development in the
manufacture and use of manganese steel at these points of
heavy wear. At first considerable difficulty was encountered
from the breakage of the manganese castings in service.
Within the past two or three years, however, this danger has
largely disappeared. As a result this material is now meeting

medium

traffic,

with wide adoption wherever the life of the adjoining rails is
2 or 2Y2 times that of a Bessemer frog.
The Pennsylvania and several other eastern roads are using
full-length switch points made of this metal. Other roads are
using short points of manganese, fastened to the main switch

and absorbing the severe wear at the point.
Another detail of track construction in which manganese is
coming into use is in guard rails and within the past two
years two or three different types have been introduced which
Considerable improveare meeting with ready adoption.
ment has also been made in the design of clamps and filler
rails
rigidly
in position, thereby
guard
blocks to hold the
giving greater protection to the frog. The Conley frog with
a raised wing to guard the wheel flanges in their proper
course, thereby eliminating the necessity for a guard rail, is
This frog has recently been
also being more widely used.
made of manganese and has also been designed as a spring
rail

frog.

BALLAST AND ROADBED

While the

ballast

and roadbed are

more properly the

foundation for the track cftnstruction than essential elements
of it, the same general increase in strength is found here. As
the wheel loads and the traffic have become heavier, there has
been a gradual but continuous movement from the unballasted
or mud section to the sand, gravel, slag, or cinder ballast and
On those roads with the heavier
finally to crushed stone.
traffic the depth of stone ballast has been steadily increased
until on the Pennsylvania it has reached a standard of 18 in.
Extensive laboratory tests show that an approximate depth
of 24 in. of good ballast is necessary to distribute the wheel

Considerable attention

is

bottom layer of gravel, cinders or other

less

into the subgrade.

The same general situation exists with reference to the
With the lighter loads, banks 14 ft. and 16 ft. wide
were common. Increasing maintenance charges have made
roadbed.

it economical to widen these banks to 18 ft., 20 ft., or 22
and also to give more attention to their drainage.

ft.,

THE PRESENT SITUATION

From

it can be seen that the development in all
been marked during the past
In spite of all these improvements there is a prevalent impression among railway men that even more money
should be spent for heavier rail, more and better ballast,
wider banks, etc., to secure a still stronger track. It will be
instructive to endeavor to ascertain to what extent this impression is sustained by the facts, and also to what extent

the above

details of track construction has

decade.

is showing fatigue as compared with former years.
measures by which the relative strength of the track can
be estimated roughly with reference to the traffic it carries,
are the trend of maintenance expenditures and the number of
derailments due to defects of roadway and track.
The average annual expenditure for maintenance of way
and structures per mile of line has increased from $877 for

the track

Two

the five-year period 1892-96, inclusive, to $1,451 for the five
years ending with 1911, the last year for which the complete
statistics of the Interstate

able,

showing an increase

Commerce Commission

are avail-

of 66 per cent in 15 years.

Since

these figures are on the "per mile of main line" basis, the
increase in main line mileage has already been taken into
account. However, during this period the percentage of other

main and side tracks has risen from 31 to 45 per cent of the
Therefore, while the proportion of
first main track mileage.
other than first main tracks has risen 14 per cent in this time,
since these tracks only require about 40 per cent of the expenditure of first main tracks, it may be assumed that 6 per cent
of the increase in expenditures per mile of the line has been due
to this cause.

Likewise, the growth in traffic has contributed to this increased cost of maintenance, although it is difficult to determine the exact extent. Some items such as repairs to fences
and buildings are independent of the traffic. Others such as
ties and ballast are afl^ected to some extent, while still others
such as rail are aflfected almost directly. In his monograph
describing the studies made on the Union Pacific prior to
its reconstruction, J. B. Berry has estimated that 27.2 per cent
of the charges for maintenance were aflfected directly by the
Distribution of Maintenance Expenditures

Net
Per cent
Maintenance of
Superintendence

Way

and Structures

of total

Percentage

increase
for

expenses

affected

traffic

0.00

0.963

Ballast

•

-423

Ties

2.992

Rail

897

Other track material
Roadwav and track
Removal of snow, sand and
Tunnels

1021
7.023

217
049

ice

1565

Bridges, trestles, culverts
Over and under grade crossings

10

068

Grade crossings, fences, cattle guards and signs.
Snow and sand fences and snowsheds
Sienals and interlocking plants
Telegraph and telephone lines
Electric power transmission
Buildings, fi.xtures and grounds
Docks Ind wharves....
Roadway tools and supplies

.

Injuries to persons
Stationery and printing

.•:,.•
Other expenses
Maintaining joint tracks, yards, and other facilities— Dr
;
Maintaining joint tracks, yards, and other facilities— Cr
•

0.106
0.748
0.897
0.715
4.214
0.00
0.00
0.157
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.220
0.018

25
25
100
70
60

.

.348
021

550
183
026
1.778
165

242
104
040

40
16

0.00
0.00

10
60
33

0.0 7

144
0.035
0.00
"'"'
0.

-O^"

"

"28

40

0./i»J

-555

40

0-222

_-

18.872

7.341
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number of trains. In the accompanying table, showing the
distribution of maintenance expenditures for 1911 for class A
roads comprising 88 per cent of the entire mileage of the
country, as reported by the Interstate Commerce Commission,
together with an estimate of the extent to which each item
is aflected by traffic, 38.8 per cent of the expenditures for
maintenance are shown to vary with the traffic.
The wear upon the track is dependent upon the tonnage and
also upon the number of trains.
It is evident that in view
of the large increase in the average train load during the
past 20 years, the wear on the track has increased more
than 8 per cent, which is the increase in train miles. On the
other hand, the average load per car and the percentage of
revenue to dead load have so increased that the wear on the
track has not increased the 98 per cent that the revenue tonmiles have, since 1892. The increased wear due to traffic lies
somewhere between the 8 per cent increase in train-miles
and the 98 per cent increase in ton-miles. Simply as an approximation and with a desire to be conservative, we will
assume that the increase in the wear of the track is influenced
two-thirds by the revenue ton-miles and one-third by the
revenue train-miles.
This is equivalent to an increase of 68
per cent in those maintenance charges directly affected by
traffic.
Upon the basis of the two analyses made above, 38
per cent of this increase will be reflected in increased maintenance charges and is equivalent to a net increase of 26 per
cent in these expenditures.
The average rate paid for labor increased 18 per cent in
this period. As approximately 60 per cent of all maintenance
expenditures are for labor, this accounts for 11 per cent more
of this total increase.

While it is impossible to determine accurately the extent
which the expenditures for maintenance materials have
increased in unit costs, the increased wear having been accounted for under the increase in traffic, it will be ample to
place this at 25 per cent (ties having increased perhaps 60
per cent and rails less than 10 per cent). As only 40 per
cent of maintenance expenditures are for materials, this is
equivalent to an increase of the total of 10 per cent.
Deducting 6 per cent for the increased proportion of secondary track mileage, 26 per cent for the increase in traffic, 11
per cent for the increased cost of labor and 10 per cent for
the increased cost of material, or a total of 53 per cent from
the total increase of 66 per cent, there still remains 13 per
cent or practically one-fifth of the total increase unaccounted
for.
From the necessarily approximate nature of some of
the assumptions made, it cannot be said with absolute certainty that the remaining increase of 13 per cent is due either
to higher standards of track maintenance or to the necessity
of spending more money to maintain the tracks to their proper
standard. However, such is the natural and reasonable conclusion, especially in view of the wide margin of increase
otherwise unaccounted for.
to

A

close check

upon the trend

maintenance expenditures
required to maintain a unit
The above conclusion is borne out by the fact that
the number of men employed per 100 miles of line has increased 45 per cent in IS years. Deducting the same increase
of 6 per cent for increased track mileage and 26 per cent for
increased traffic, we have a net increase of 13 per cent in the
number of men required to maintain the tracks, checking the
13 per cent increase in expenditures.
Turning to the record of derailments due to defects of
roadway and track, the quarterly accident bulletins of the
is

given by the

number

of

of

749

due to defects of equipment increased 174 per cent and the

number increased

total
is

not

fair to

149 per cent in the same period. It
assume that the increase of 149 per cent in the

number of derailments in
total number of derailments

total

this period fairly represents

in these years, for undoubtedly a considerable portion of this increase is due to greater
completeness and accuracy of the derailment reports as a
result of increased attention to this subject on the part of the

the

Interstate

Commerce Commission and

the railways.

How-

ever, the relative proportions of this total due to defects of

track and of equipment, with reference to each other and to
the total, should not be materially aflected.

Analyzing these derailments due

to defects of

roadway and

track for the ten-year period and eliminating those due to

bad ties and sun kinks, which combined form less than five
per cent of the total, it is seen that those due to irregular
track have increased 253 per cent, those due to soft track 215
per cent, those due to spread rail 100 per cent, and those due
to broken rails 93 per cent. Thus there are three classes of
derailments which are increasing faster than broken rails, all
of which are due to a very large extent to lack of labor rather
than material. The logical conclusion is that the track is
not as strong relatively as it was 20 years ago, and that it
should be strengthened in design and materials to decrease
the number of failures, and to reduce the ultimate cost of
maintenance.
Unlike other engineering structures, the track is capable of
analytical design only to a limited degree. The only practical
way by which this subject can be intelligently studied is by
making an elaborate series of tests, carefully planned, to
secure information under a wide variety of conditions. It is
therefore highly gratifying to know that a joint committee
of the American Railway Engineering Association and the
American Society of Civil Engineers has been formed within
the past six months to study this subject and that sufficient
funds have been placed at its disposal to insure a thorough
investigation.
The results of this, the first elaborate study
of its kind, should go a long way towards securing a track
construction based on scientific principles and of sufficient
strength properly to carry the loads placed upon it.
CONCLUSIONS

The

loads imposed on the track by locomotives and
cars have materially increased within the past few years and
bid fair to increase still further.
(2) Almost every part of the track has been materially
strengthened or improved within the past few years.
(3) It would appear that the cost of maintenance has increased faster than the traffic, while the number of derailments due to defects of roadway has materially increased at
the same time.
(4) One is therefore forced to conclude that development
in the construction of track has not been and is not keeping
pace with the increase in the service demanded of it.
(1)

men

of track.

Interstate
Commerce Commission classify all derailments
resulting in personal injuries or damages In excess of $150
under certain general heads. This record shows that those

derailments due to defects of roadway and track were 257
per cent more numerous in 1913 than in 1902, when these
accidents were first published in tabular form, while those

A COMBINATION POCKET RULE AND LEVEL
The Lufkin Rule Company, Saginaw,

Mich.,

is

manufacturing

a 2-ft. folding boxwood rule fitted with a spirit level on which
patents are pending. The three 8-in. rule sections are each 1 in.

The
thick and united by substantial brass joints.
graduated for its entire length on both sides, one
The
side in inches to eighths, and the other side to sixteenths.
spirit level is neatly set into and flush with the upper edge of
the middle section of the rule where it is most convenient for
use and securely protected by the two outer sections of the rule
which fold against it on either side when closed for carrying in
the pocket. Closing pins especially designed for the purpose hold
the sections of the rule in proper alinement insuring a perfect
bearing surface.
wide, 3/16
rule

is

in.

fully
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of

articles

interest

special

to

—

should be studied in planning a large passenger terminal to reduce the
operating costs were very carefully considered by the officers of the Kansas
A discussion
City Terminal Railway in designing the new union station.
of these features as applicable to all large stations, written by A. H. Stone,
assistant engineer, Kansas City Terminal, was published in the issue of
Pocatello,

at

Idaho.

—

.\

short illustrated descrip-

tion of the passenger station which the Oregon Short Line is building at
Pocatello, Idaho, was published in the issue of September 25, page 562.

—

Methods of Artificial Lighting for Railroad Offices. A discussion of the
requirements of artificial lighting and the advantages of indirect lighting
and drafting rooms by .Tohn A. Hoeveler, an illuminating engineer,
was published in the issue of September 25, page '565.
New D. L. & VV. Freight Station at Utica, N. Y. ."Vn illustrated description of a modern inbound freight house recently built by the D. L. & W.
at Utica, N. Y., was published in the issue of September 25, page 577.
Clearing Interchange Yard for Chicago District. The important features
of design and construction of the new clearing hump yard at Chicago,
in offices

—

—

the largest gravity yard in the world, were described and illustrated in the
issue of October 2, page 603.
An editorial discussion of this design was published in the same issue,

page 590.

How Can

Engineers Best Utilize the Technical Journals?

— An

abstract

Alvord, consulting engineer, Chicago, containing
methods of retaining for future use, data from
current periodicals, was published in the issue of October 2, page 615.
New Hocking Valley Coal Dock at East Toledo. O.— An illustrated description of the new coal dock of the Hocking Valley at East Toledo, Ohio,
of a paper by John \V.
useful suggestions as to

providing two tipples,

with

each

capacity

a

40 cars per

of

3,000-car storage yard, was published in the issue of October

New Algoma
house of

steel

No. 17

IN

engineers and

maintenance of way men, and to which readers of this section
may wish to refer, have appeared in the Railway Age Gazette
since September 18, 1914:
The features which
Practical Considerations in Design of Large Stations.

September 25, page 535.
New Passenger Station

57.

THE PRESENT STATUS OF FERRO-TITANIUM
RAIL MANUFACTURE

ABSTRACT OF ENGINEERING ARTICLES
The following

Vol.

9,

—

hour,

and a

In the widespread investigations of the rail problem during
past few years one of the defects most frequently encountered has been that of segregation.
So common has this

the

condition become that

it was stated on the floor of the convention of the American Railway Engineering Association
a year ago that 50 per cent of the rail failures would be eliminated by securing sound metal of comparatively even composition. As a result attention has been directed very largely

toward the making of sound metal, free from segregation,
and various methods have been advanced, prominent among
which has been the addition of titanium to the metal in the
ladle previous to pouring. When used in moderate quantities
the commercial alloy, ferro-carbon titanium, is a powerful
which

deoxidizer,

the

liquefies

slag

and

assists

in

removing

the oxides and other impurities, passing off with the slag and
leaving but slight trace of its presence in the finished product.

was

commercially as a scavenger of
it has been widely adopted in
the manufacture of steel for a wide variety of uses.
Naturally, one of its early applications was in rail steel.
At the
time of its introduction into this field the production of Bessemer rails had reached its high point and had started on its
rapid decline, being replaced by open hearth eteel. However,
the tonnage of Bessemer rails produced still exceeded that of
open hearth rails until 1911, so that the first applications of
ferro-titaniuni were with Bessemer steel.
A number of difficulties were encountered here. In the first

Titanium

first

steel in 1907, since

used

which time

page 647.

Central Engine House and Shops.
A rectangular engine
frame construction has recently been built by the Algoma

Central at Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., the design being adopted principally on
account of climatic conditions. The reasons for this design and the details
of

construction

October

16,

were

included

in.

an illustrated

article

in

the

issue

of

page 698.

.\n editorial

comment on

this rectangular

Phm Open

the same issue, page 682.
Tests of Vanadium Steel Rails.

£rst steel rails ever

rolled with

engine house was published in

—A

description of laboratory tests on the'

vanadium

was published

alloy

in

Hfotfh

editorial

comment on

appeared in the same

this

new development

in

rail

place, the specifications
in

MAINTENANCE OF WAY MASTER PAINTERS'
CONVENTION
The

eleventh annual convention

Master Painters' Association
Detroit,

Mich.,

November

will

17-19,

Maintenance of Way
be held in the Hotel Tuller,
cif

the

inclusive.

The program

in-

Proper Glazing, by Fred Rieboldt,
Ingeneral paint foreman, C. M. & St. P., Milwaukee, Wis.
terior Finish and Painting of Concrete, by W. R. Parker, John
Lucas & Co., Inc., Chicago; Bridge Staging, by C. H. Plummer,
foreman painter, C. R. I. & P., Topeka, Kan., and H. B. Wilson,
B. & L. E., Garric, Pa.; Fire Retardant Paint (.illustrated by
stereopticon) by H. A. Gardner, Institute of Industrial RePaint Defects, Their Cause and
search, Washington, D. C.
Cure, by J. H. Wykes, National Lead Company, Chicago, and
the Economy of Skilled Mechanics, by William H. Brown,
Painters' Magazine, New York.
In addition to the regular
program the following open questions will be discussed Does
Pay to Use Good Paint on Stations; Best Methods of
It
Enameling Woodwork
Sanitary Conditions and Cleanliness
Around Bunk Cars Priming and Patchwork Done by Carpenter Gangs; Making Estimates on Bridge Painting; Is it
Economj' to Use Putty on Roundhouse Windows Safety First
as Applied to Handling Bunk Cars; Does Painting Roofs Act
as Fire Protection
Is it Economy to Have Switch Stands
The officers of this
and Targets Done by Section Forces
association for the past year include, C. H. Plummer, president,
C. R. I. & P., Topeka. Kan., and T. I. Goodwin, secretarycludes the following papers

:

;

:

:

;

;

;

;

:

treasurer. C. R.

I.

&

P.,

Eldon, Mo.

Open Hearth

Rails from

T.fonwm Open Heo"^

Rails Selected from

Another

manufacture

page 681.

issue,

P/a< n

Wear on Low

One Road and High

of October 16, page 704.

An

r^ar.jm Open Heorfh

Typical Comparisons of Rail

the issue

stand

in

governing the use of ferro-titanium

that the steel shall be allowed to
the ladle three minutes after the alloy has been

Bessemer

steel

require

added before pouring, to enable the titanium to permeate
the entire charge, and that the slag from the ladle shall be
dumped after each pouring. As the mill men are paid on a
tonnage basis, and this delay tended to decrease the output
of steel, this requirement met with their opposition and they
disregarded it as far as possible. Furthermore, as the application of ferro-titanium to rail steel

was

a

new

departure later

developments have shown that certain errors were made by
the manufacturers of the alloy in the amount of titanium recommended for use and in other details. These conditions,
encountered at the time when the Bessemer ores were
rapidly deteriorating, gave rise to several failures, which have

more general adoption of this alloy.
However, numerous other orders rolled at this time have

seriously retarded the

given verj' satisfactory results.
With the rapid substitution of open hearth for Bessemer
rail steel, and the prospects that the production of Bessemer
rails will continue to decrease, efforts directed toward the
more general introduction of ferro-titanium have now been
concentrated on open hearth steel. Here the reception has
naturally been slow, although the tonnage of titanium open
hearth rails in the track has been increasing steadily. With
the adoption of open hearth rails with the consequen-t increase
of about $2 per ton in cost, there was a natural hesitancy
on the part of the railroads about incurring further expense
for titanium until there was an opportunity to see to what
extent the substitution of open hearth steel alone would accomplish the desired improvement. It was soon found that

October

23.
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same problems of segregation
Accordingly, a number of roads
have used titanium with open hearth rails in considerable
open hearth

steel presented the

that were present before.
quantities since

1910.

The advantages claimed

for the ferro-titanium

treatment

number of
what extent

are increased resistance to wear and a reduced

breakages. With the desire of ascertaining tothese results are accompanying the addition of titanium to
rail

the manufacturers are conducting careful and ex-

steel,

tensive investigations in the laboratory, and at the

same time

are watching closely the service of these rails in the track.
Beginning with last year, samples of A-rails have been secured

from each rolling of titanium-treated rails, accompanied,
wherever possible, by similar samples of untreated rails rolled
under the same specifications in the same mill order, and
under as nearly as possible the same general conditions. These
samples are selected by the inspectors at the mills at the time
of rolling, and are sent to the laboratory, where unusually
thorough investigations have been conducted.
Seventeen
such comparisons have already been completed and made pubby the manufacturers through a series of seven rail reports.
These tests include not only the ordinary chemical analyses
and physical tests for elastic limit, ultimate strength, elongation and reduction of area, but in addition four special physical
tests, including the Brinnel hardness test, an impact resistance
test, the White-Souther test, whereby a specimen is subjected
to a reversal of stresses at the rate of 2.600 reversals per

However, the greatest attention has been directed towards
made for inrails because of
the claims
creased wear.
Wherever possible, the manufacturers have
endeavored to have experimental sections of rail so laid that
direct comparisons may be made with other rails rolled in
the same year, under the same specifications and at the same
mill and carrying the same traffic under the same conditions
of grade and curvature.
In most cases this has not been
titanium-treated

realized

until

failure

or

maximum

a

of

40,000,000

is

shown by

the clause inserted in the tentative specifications

of one important eastern road requiring that the percentage

of carbon in the
the

web

shall not

over 12 per cent.

rail

titanium

in

reducing

the

To

exceed that in the head of
determine the influence of

segregation

within

these

limits,

79

of plain open hearth and 31 of titanium-treated open
hearth rails with the standard percentage of 0.10 per cent of
heats

titanium were rolled recently under the same conditions and
with the standard discard of 9 per cent at one of the eastern
steel mills for three eastern roads as a part of larger commercial orders and analyses of the A-rails were made in compliance with these proposed specifications. The average variation in the carbon content of the samples from the heads and
webs of the specimens rolled from untreated steel was 17
per cent and the maximum variation 40 per cent, while only
29 of the 79 heats were under the required maximum limit of
variation of 12 per cent.
On the other hand, the analyses
taken from the 31 heats to which 0.1 per cent of titanium had
been added showed an average variation of 3.1 per cent and
a maximum variation of 11.5 per cent, the one heat with this
maximum being the only one which failed to comply with

rails

to the limited time that titanium-treated

have been

at this

in the track,

and

the

since

are laid by the
has been found that

rails

it

given below.

The

of

tests

longest

duration are those on the

Boston

&

& Hudson

Maine, the Boston Elevated, the Delaware

and the
Lehigh Valley. Although recent measurements have been
the
are
rails
on
some
these
roads,
results
made of these
of
not yet available and since the data secured at the last previous measurement have already been published it will not be
repeated here.

One

of the

more recent measurements

&

is

made on

that

the

Paul during the past summer.
Titanium rails of 90-lb. A. R. A. type-A section were laid on
an 8-deg. curve and two per cent grade near Grace, Mont.,
After 9;4 months' service, measurements
in August. 1913.
showed a total average loss of head of 0.0717 sq. in., or 0.018
The closest comsq. in. per million tons moving over them.
parison that could be made on any curve laid with standard
open hearth rail was a 10-deg. curve on a 1.7 per cent grade
near Garcia, Wash., where 90-lb. open hearth A. R. A. type-A
After 8^ months' service
rails were laid in September, 1913.

Milwaukee

Chicago,

showed

these rails
sq. in.

St.

a loss

per million tons of

by wear
traffic.

of 0.14 sq.

in.,

or 0.0639

This gives a ratio of wear

favor of the titanium, although the differences in
the location of these curves introduce an element of inaccuracy. Similar comparisons of the wear per million tons on
of

1

all

10-deg. curves on the

in

:3.55

Rocky Mountain, Columbia and Coast

showed the following ratios:
Titanium 1.00, open hearth rails on Rocky Mountain and Columbia divisions 1.52 and open hearth rails on the Coast division
of

divisions

the

St.

Paul

2.72.

Measurements have also been taken on 10 ferro-titanium
open hearth rails with 0.1 per cent of titanium, and two standard open hearth rails in the eastbound track of the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe between Morely. Colo., and Wootton.
These rails were laid in 10-deg. curves on a 3.5 per cent compensated grade descending. The titanium rails were laid in
in August. September and October. 1912, while the
standard open hearth rails were laid in September, 1913. Calculated upon the basis of one million tons moving over the rails,

the track

wear of the 0.1 titanium-treated rails was 0.0335 sq.
and of the standard open hearth rails 0.12 sq. in. Assuming the wear on the 0.1 per cent titanium-treated rails as 1.0.
the relative wear on the untreated rails was 3.58.
Because of the small number of standard open hearth rails
measured in the eastbound track, three rails of this same character were measured in the westbound track after having been
Again assuming
in service from August, 1913, to March, 1914.

the average

the specifications.

Owing

entirety

its

where titanium-treated rails have been laid on curves, the
entire curves have been relaid, making a direct comparison
impossible. As a result, it has been necessary to compare
the wear of these rails with that on other rails on similar
curves carrying similar, but not the same traffic. Measurements of the wear of the rails in these test sections in the
various locations have been made from time to time by R.
W. Hunt & Co., acting for the manufacturers, and the results
of several such tests so far as they have now progressed are

reversals,

and the Landgraf-Turner endurance test, in which a specimen
is bent backward and forward through a small angle at the
rate of 400 blows per minute. As the complete results of all
of these tests have already been made public through the
series of rail reports, the results will not be discussed here
other than to point out the more uniform character of the
material and the greater endurance of the treated rail.
In actual practice the importance attached to segregation

in

railroad companies with their forces,

lic

minute,

751

open hearth

no conclusive data can be secured

time, either regarding decreased rail

failures

or in-

creased wear. However, as these rails have now been in service up to a maximum of four years, considerable data are available for comparative purposes.
With reference to breakage, the records of the Chicago &
This
Alton, while limited, are perhaps the mos't accurate.
road purchased 22,000 tons of 90-lb. open hearth A. R. A.

type-A rail in 1913 from five different mills. 6,000 tons of
which were treated with 0.1 per cent of titanium. These rails
have now been in the track from 15 to 18 months and up to
September 15 there have been 14 failures in the untreated rails
and none in the titanium rails.

in.

the loss per million tons for the 0.1 per cent titanium-treated
open hearth rails as 1.0. the wear of the standard open hearth
While the service derails in the westbound track is 3.43.

manded

of the rails at this point on the Santa

severe, the small

ured
sive.

for

number

comparison

Fe

is

unusually

of standard open hearth rails

renders

the

result

somewhat

meas-

inconclu-
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gage the distribution by the posiwhich are spaced at standard distances and can be seen without trouble by the men on the

UNLOADING MATERIAL

etc.),

an easier method

is

to

tion of telegraph poles,

By Chas.

L.

Van Auken

cars.

Consideration of the fact that the cost of handling freight
at terminals is frequently greater than the cost of transportation between the terminals, and also that the demoralization

gang when material has to be redistributed, shows
that while unloading track material cheaply and with the least
amount of labor is a problem of great importance, it is of
equal or greater importance that the correct quantities of
to a track

materials be unloaded, and that these quantities be correctly
spaced along the right-of-way. Economy in unloading track
material may be very easily offset by the increased cost of
track laying if there is too much or too little material, or if
This is especially true when
it is not placed conveniently.
relaying rail, building double track or putting in new switches.
If track is being laid with a track laying machine, the materials are used immediately as distributed in order to provide
a track on which to move the machine forward; thus the
distribution of rails and angle bars is correct, the ties are
usually handled correctly by the machine, and the problem
narrows itself to the proper loading of the material, and to
the distribution of the finishing material behind the machine.

Again, even if there is poor distribution of spikes, bolts, etc.,
behind a track laying machine, the "dumpy" may be used
advantageously to redistribute the material, and anything
lacking is easily obtained from frequently passing material
trains.

When

building a second track the material is usually diswork train, which necessarily uses a track on

tributed by a

which there

is

more or

less traffic,

distribution of materials

becomes

a serious one, requiring the

best of supervision. The material
ahead of the track gang; in fact,

been taken

off the

work

and the problem of proper
is

generally distributed far

work

the

train

may have

when

track laying begins;
the track gang will be forced

entirely

then if there is a shortage of rail
to transport rails by hand or "dumpy" until a work train can
It is better for the
be procured to distribute more rails.
track laying gang if there are too many rails and ties rather
However, all surplus material must afterthan too few.
wards be loaded, which is an unnecessary expense. Shortage
of ties tends to temporarily break up the organization of
the track layers, for if the men are properly placed to handle
the work when the ties are properly distributed some part

underworked or overworked when there
a shortage of ties. Also when fill-in ties arrive, after the
track is laid, the organization must be broken up to go back

important to have the proper amount of switch matrain and to see that the complete material
for each switch is unloaded. While advisable, the distributing of the different parts is not so important as in track
It is

terial

on the work

laying.

The importance of having on hand all the material required
Lack of
before starting a job cannot be over-estimated.
material causes loss of money while a gang is being delayed,
The
gang
organization.
the
demoralization
of
and causes a
men soon find out that there is a delay, and become indolent
on the work which the foreman improvises in order to kill
Then when real work starts again, it is a hard task
time.
for the foreman to get the laborers in the habit of working.
It is easy to obtain tables which show the number of spikes
and track bolts per keg, and nut locks are also furnished in
boxes containing a certain number. These materials and
angle bars or joints can be unloaded while the train is in
motion. It is necessary, of course, to exercise care on high
embankments, for if a keg falls on its side, it will roll to the
bottom. In general, however, it is possible to drop the keg
The writer once
so it will fall on end and will not roll.
distributed spikes, bolts, nut locks, angle bars and joint ties
for four miles of relaying, without stopping the train more
than two or three times. The gang was composed of American hobos, who are more easily handled on work of this kind
than foreigners.

Trainmen who have seen much construction work and
are willing to constantly assimilate new ideas, make the
best men for work trains. It is advisable to keep the same
crews on the same kinds of work as far as practicable. Spot-

who

necessary in loading and unloading track
reason the engineer should use the air
consistently, so that the trainmen can estimate just when to
give the stop signals. Some engineers never make two stops
the same, and they are the despair of the foreman, and of
the conscientious trainman. Too great emphasis cannot be
laid upon the importance of spotting unloading trains systematically by reference either to rail joints or to telephone
poles, and then having exactly the same amount of materials
unloaded at each spot.
ting cars carefully

of the gang will be

finish

When

up the track.

distributing rails with a

work

train

on

a track

under

traffic, the train is frequently run to a siding to let
another train pass. In these intervals the gang should be
kept busy setting up the rails end to end on the shoulder of
If there is time to set up all the rails in this
the grade.
manner, the distribution will be absolutely correct, giving a
corresponding advantage when laying or relaying track.
If just enough rails and ties are unloaded, and yet they are
not properly placed, i. e., if they are unloaded in bunches,
the redistribution must be made with a "dumpy" on the main
track, and the "dumpy" must usually be protected by flagmen,
which again means the breaking up of the rail gang

regular

organization.
All of these arguments may not be necessary to prove that
track material should be properly distributed; that fact is
apparent, but nevertheless it is true that many times track
Correct distribution
material is not properly distributed.

from the main track can be obtained by noting the standard
length of track rails, spotting the material train with respect
to the rail joints, and unloading spikes, angle bars, ties, etc.,
If it is desired to keep the train
in the proper proportion.
in motion while distributing any material or materials (such
as is frequently done in distributing bolts, spikes, angle bars.

is

this

A NEW TYPE OF SHEET

is

and

For

material.

A
steel

new

PILING

type of steel sheet piling which is cold rolled from
has recently been placed on the market by the

plates

Steel Company. Buffalo, N. Y. This section has a
width of eight inches between joints, the metal is 3/16 in. thick
and the completed wall 2 9/16 in. thick. The weight per sq. ft.
of wall is 11.5 lb., and the weight per lineal foot of section is

Lackawanna

7.66

lb.

This sheet piling

is

particularly adapted to use as a cut-off

The Lackawanna

Plate Sheet Piling

wall in levee construction, a core wall in an earth
around a masonry foundation in saturated

cut-off wall

dam

or a

soil.

The

advantages under these conditions are its low weight and cost
per sq. ft. of wall, the higher resistance offered to the passage of
water and its immunity from attack by the teredo an3 natural
decay which would affect timber. It is claimed that its method
of manufacture insures uniformity in all sections and that the

form of interlocks used gives

free driving as well as great re-

sistance against the passage of, water.

:

Wood

.

.

Preserving

:

May

Industry

From War

Suffer

Suggestions for Avoiding Possible Injury Resulting
from a Shortage in the European Creosote Supply

By Clyde H. Teesdale
In Charge of

Wood

Preservation Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wis.

The present European situation has had a very serious effect
upon the wood preservation industry in this country. At the
beginning of 1914, there were 94 treating plants in the United

with zinc chloride would become the lower, and

with an aggregrate annual capacity of over 300,000,000
Actually 153,613,888 cu. ft. were treated in
1913. Of this, over 106,000,000 cu. ft. were treated with creosote,
36,000,000 cu. ft. with zinc chloride, and 8,000,000 cu. ft. with

2.
Empty Cell Treatments. A large amount of timber has
been treated with creosote by the so-called empty cell processes.
Usually ties, bridge timbers, etc., are treated with 10 or 12 lb.

States,

cu.

ft.

of timber.

and zinc chloride. A total of over 108,Of this, 41,700.000 gal.
373,000 gal. of creosote was consumed.
was produced in this country, and over 66,673,000 gal., or 62
the
per cent of
total used, was imported, principally from Germany and England. The present crisis in Europe has cut off
entirely the supply of oil from Germany, and much of that from
England, and consequently a very serious shortage is imminent.
It would seem possible for the United States to be wholly
independent of Europe for its wood preservatives, and it should
a mixture of creosote

not be necessary to shut down a single treating plant, or to reduce the amount of timber now being treated because of the
threatened creosote shortage.

An

1.

There appear

to be seven pos-

4.
5.

Mixing creosote with crude

3.

of wood-tar creosote.
of sodium fluoride.
Zinc Chloride. The best known preservative that could be

7.

—

1.

substituted

for

creosote

is

zinc

chloride.

The value of

this

preservative has been thoroughly tested out during the past 80
years.

it does not add as much to the life
and with the prices which have prevailed

In some situations,

of timber as creosote,

large

a

annual charge against a creosoted crosstie has been less
than for one treated with zinc chloride.
The following table
(from Forest Service Bulletin 118) gives the estimated saving
due to the treatment of crossties with preservatives
the

Estimated

ft.
By the empty cell process, however, this
can be reduced to S or 7 lb. per cu. ft.
3.
Mixtures of Creosote and Zinc Chloride.— In 1913, 8,000,000

of creosote per cu.

cu.

of timber was treated with a mixture of creosote and

ft.

In this case, about 3

zinc chloride.

into each cu.

injected

ft.

of timber.

lb.

of creosote

Untreated

Yrs.
20
12

Black locust

Redwood
Cedar

11

Cypress
White oaks
Longleaf pine
Chestnut
Douglas fir
Spruce

10
8

Western pine
White pine

7

7
6
6
5

5

Lodgepole pine

Tamarack
Hemlock
Red oaks

5
5
5

4
4

Beech
Maple

4
3

Gum

Yrs.

and in the last
seems likely that the present situation can be parrelieved by an increased use of such methods, in which a

esses possess merits,

widely.
tially

smaller

It

amount of creosote

is

required to treat a given volume

of timber.
4.

,

Water-gas-tar

had by

Creosote.

— Further

water-gas-tar

.

sition to

seems

It

creosote

and coal-tar creosote were practically

Untreated*

lb.

much

of the water-gas-tar creosote

Annual charge

creosote
per cu. ft.

ZnClj
per cu.

ft.

Untreated

10 1b.
creosote
per cu. ft.

untreated

/2lb.

10

ZnClj
per cu.

ft.

1b.

ties

Hlb.

creosote
ZnCl,
per cu. ft per cu. ft

$0,080
.104

..
..

t.60
t.52

$0.89

11
11
11

.44

.81

.41

.78
.86
.90
.80
.83
.78
.70
.82

.49
.53
.43
.46

12
10
11

U

.41

11

..'3

12
12
12

t.4S
.36

11

.52

MS

In this table, creosote was assumed to cost about 8 cents a
placement in the track IS cents a tie, and tie plates
Should the
25 cents a tie with interest charges at. 5 per cent.
present situation result in a material increase in the price of
is

water

of treated over

y, lb.

t$0.60

.

gallon,

it

now being made.

Annual saving

in track

Treated

.73

.82
.89

obvious that the annual charge for

ties

treated

.103
.104
.155
.159
.145
.160
.175
.215
.192
.199
.187
.169
.240
.214
.240
.338

$0.61
.58
.66
.70
.60
.63
.58
.50
.62
.53
.62
.69

* In most cases, prices quoted were taken from report on "Crossties Purchased 1909,"
t Prices quoted based on general observations..

creosote,

A

Yrs.
.S3
-46
.41

20
18
16

service.

possible, therefore, that piling for service in salt

ties

..

20

in

than to drive piling that has not been protected from the borers.

..

15
14
17
14
16
15
15

still

could be treated with water-gas-tar creosote with excellent reCertainly it would pay much better to use this product
sults.

..
..
..

be

amount

was removed from Pensacola bay, Florida, after 33 years
An analysis of
of service and was in fairly good condition.
the oil in this pile showed that it was very similar in compo-

..

20
14

also

large

pile

10

y, lb.
ft.

A

now burned

is

sound, however, after two years and are

Treated

ZnClj

could

relief

utilizing creosote -from water-gas-tar.

now being made by the Forest Products Laboratory,
untreated specimens of southern pine were destroyed, after nine
months' exposure in the Gulf of Mexico. Specimens treated with

Cost of

life

per cu.

usually

is

Both of the above procfew years have been used

'

Species

substitution

—

Treated
10 lb.
creosote
per cu. ft.

its

would be warranted on the

degree,

periments

oil.

The use
The use

6.

to

or thrown away.
Much has been used for treating timber, usually in mixtures with
In composition it is very similar to the latcoal-tar creosote.
In exter, but probably has less value in preventing decay.

increased use of zinc chloride.

The use of the so-called empty cell processes.
The use of mixtures of creosote and zinc chloride.
The use of water-gas-tar creosote.

2.

creosote,

of the water-gas-tar produced

of solving the question

sibilities

for

basis of cost.

$0,103
.122
.114
.127
.115
.121
.113
.114
.106
.098
.090
.104
.119

$0,056
$0,121
.118
.127
.123
.129
.124
.118
.108
.114
.104
.114
.131

.033
.046
.048
.100
.071
.086
.073
.063
.142
.124
.136
.219

$0,024
.042
.048
.092
.063
.075
.069
.061
.126
.110
.126
.207

Bu

Creosote and Crude Oil Mixture.-^One of the important
of a wood preservative is its toxic property, or its
to poison the food supply of the organism that causes
decay. In experiments made at the Forest Products Laboratory
by the so-called "Petri dish" method, 0.55 per cent of a coal5.

qualities

power
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prevented

creosote

tar

the

0.225 per cent prevented the

which are wood-destroying

growth of Foiites annosiis, and
growth of Fames pinicola, both of
If these figures could

fungi.

plied directly to the case of treated

creosote per cu.

of

lb.

be ap-

wood, only 0.343 and 0.140
would be required to

respectively

ft.

These data indicate that the amount usually injected into wood is from 20 to 50 times greater than the amount
prevent attack.

actually required to prevent attack.
0.50 per

cent

was required

to

In the case of zinc chloride,
prevent the growth of Pomes

and 0.75 per cent for Fames pinicala. This corresponds
and 0.468 lb. per cu. ft. respectively. Usually 0.5 lb.
is injected into the wood, and excellent service
have been obtained. It would seem obvious, therefore,
comparison with zinc chloride, much more creosote is

aiinosus,
to 0.312

57,

No. 17

Products Laboratory, 0.225 per cent prevented

Forest

the

at

Vol.

Fames aiinasus, and 0.15 per cent prevented the
Fames pinicola. In these cases it was from 2 to 5

the growth of

growth of

and about the same as the
soluble in water in all prosodium fluoride can
be dissolved in water.
Furthermore, it is only about 10 per
cent as corrosive in its action on flange steel as zinc chloride.
Very good results have been obtained from the use of
fluorides in Europe, especially in Austria, where several thousand telephone poles have been treated.
The excellent prostimes

toxic

as

zinc

as

chloride,

Zinc chloride

coal-tar creosote.

portions, while only

i'/z

is

to 4 per cent of

of zinc chloride

pects of the successful application of this

results

Forest Products Laboratory to institute service tests of timber
treated
with it.
Several hundred mine ties treated with

that in

being introduced into timber than

is

required to prevent decay.

Petroleum oils tested by the petri dish method appear to be
without to.xic properties. They have been used to some extent
in timber preservation, and with a certain degree of success,
because of their property of excluding water from the timber,
water being essential to the growth of fungi. In view of the
highly toxic properties of coal-tar creosote

why

could this not

were

fluorides
Ala.,

installed

and 300

district,

in
ties

preservative led the

January, 1914, in the Birmingham,
treated with sodium fluoride are

in a test track on the Baltimore & Ohio.
preservatives have been tested by the Forest Products

about to be installed

Many

Laboratory, and the results of these experiments
lished

as

January

a

bulletin

of

w-ill

be pub-

Department of Agriculture about

the

1915.

1,

mixed with petroleum

be

the timber?

If

oils and still successfully preserve
above toxic limits of these preservatives

the

would hold when applied
per cu.

of

ft.

amount

to treated timber, 0.5

timber should preserve

it

better

lb.

of creosote

than a similar

Why

should not, therefore, a mixture
oil be used, in proportions even as low as 10 per cent of the former, with e'xcellent assurances of success?
Had all of the timber treated with creosote in the United
of zinc chloride.

of high grade coal-tar creosote and crude

Stales in 1913 been treated with a mixture of 10 per cent creo-

and 90 per cent crude oil, the consumption of creosote
would have been 10,837,000 gal. Since 41,700.000 gal. of domestic oil was
used, there would have been a surplus of over
30.000.000 gal.
There are, of course, many situations where the
use of such a mixture should not be considered, for example,
sote

the treatment of piling for salt water, or the brush treatment

Should such a mixture be used for

of telephone poles.

alone, however, this country could produce a large

creosote

oil.

Waod-tar Creasote.

6.

tives in this country

ties

surplus of

—

may

.\ further source of wood preservabe found in the tars produced by the
These are of two kinds, those

destructive distillation of wood.

from hardwoods and those from coniferous woods.

At present,

these tars are a nuisance to the plants producing them, and are
either

burned or thrown away.

wood

In the crude state they are ab-

It is possible, however,
comparing very favorably with
One sample of creosote produced from hardcoal-tar creosote.
wood tar was submitted to the Forest Products Laboratory that
was more toxic than the coal-tar creosote mentioned above.
Its toxic limit in the case of the fungus Fames annosus was between 0.12 per cent and 0.24 per cent. Its specific gravity, range
of distillation, specific viscosity, ease of penetration into wood,
and volatilization from wood were about the same as the creosote
used for comparison, the latter being a commercial product of
good quality. It was much more corrosive in its action on

solutely unsuited for

them and produce

to refme

flange
little

steel

oils

than the coal-tar creosote, although this was but
the corrosive action of a 3 per cent zinc

greater than

chloride
this

preservation.

oil.

solution.

and remove

would

It

this

seem possible

to

further

refine

objection.

now prepared to manufacture refined
and it seems likely that at least 10,000,000
gal. could be placed on the market annually.
Sodium Fluoride. One of the most promising of the new
7.
preservatives that are now being experimented with is sodium
This is a water soluble salt, and can be produced
fluoride.
At least one company is now
very cheaply in this country.
Several

Rardwood

concerns are
creosotes,

TRACK INSPECTION ON THE PENNSYLVANIA
The annual award of premiums for the maintenance of
roadbed on the Pennsylvania Railroad, amounting to $5,400,
was made on September 22 after an annual inspection made
by General Manager S. C. Long and a party of about 300
operating

As

oflicers.

these awards are based on monthly inspec-

in the past,

made by

tions

consisting of

committee

a

maintenance of way

of

officers

W.

G. Coughlin, engineer maintenance of way,
B. Clark, assistant engineer maintenance of way,

chairman; .\.
in charge of roadw-ay and track; J. J. Rhoads. superintendent
of the Media division, and E. J. Cleave, superintendent of the
Cresson division. The prizes were awarded as follows:
The first premium, that of $1,200, of which $800 goes to the
supervisor and $400 to the assistant supervisor having the
best line and surface between New York and Pittsburgh and
Philadelphia and Washington, was awarded to C. M. Wisman.
supervisor, and H. M. Grimm, assistant supervisor, who have
charge of the track between Tullytown, Pa., and Deans, N. J.
The other prizes were:
Four premiums of $800 each, $600 for the supervisor and
$200 for the assistant for the best line and surface on a main
line superintendent's division between New York and Pittsburgh and Philadelphia and Washington, awarded as follows:
C. Z.

W.
in

Moore, supervisor,

C. L. P. Russell, assistant supervisor,

charge of track between Dillerville and Harrisburg, Pa.

in

Hanley,

T.

supervisor,

J.

B.

Baker,

assistant

supervisor,

charge of track from west of Rockville bridge to

Thomp-

W. S. Wilson, supervisor, C. W. Barwis, assontown, Pa.
sistant supervisor, in charge of track between Altoona and
Portage, Pa., including the Horseshoe Curve. G. H. B. English,

C. M. Hursh, assistant supervisor, in charge
between Wilmington, Del., and Perryville, Md.
improvement
premium of $1,000, $700 to the
special

supervisor,

of track

A

supervisor and $300 to the assistant, for the greatest improve-

ment made in line and surface on the main line between New
York and Pittsburgh and Philadelphia and Washington, was
awarded
Pierce,

to

A.

assistant

W.

McClellan,

supervisor,

Donohue and Wilmerding,

former supervisor, and H. L.
section of track between

for the

Pa.

—

prepared to produce it in large quantities. Its principal advantage compared with zinc chloride is its high toxic properties,
and its low solubility in water. In the petri dish experiments

Service Between Argentin.^ .^nd Chile Susview of the fact that no passenger trains had been
able to pass over the Chilian section of the Transandine Railways since the end of May, the National Direction of Ttailways
Office has authorized the suspension of the international train to
and from Buenos Ayres until further notice.

Through Train

pended.

— In

October

23,
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FATIGUE OF RAILS

influence the configuration of the lines of individual breaks,

By Paul Kreuzfointner*
In recent issues of the Raihuay

transverse

of

fissures

in

rails

Age

and

Gazette the phenomena

their

causes

have

been

by high authorities, the conclusion being
drawn that their origin must be sought in improper mill

ably

discussed

work rather than

in the overloading of rails due to the rails
being too light for the present weight of rolling stock and

speed of trains.

If

the origin of these interior transverse

fis-

with subsequent fracture of the rail, or rails, is due
to mill work then the cause would be either slag inclosure,
segregation with the resulting lack of homogeneity of structure, or internal strains due to irregular cooling.
Upon the
other hand, if overloading of the rails produces transverse
fissures, breakage of rails would be due to fatigue of the
metal with all the characteristics of fatigue fractures.
The peculiarities of the fractured surfaces of broken rails
would then materially help us to draw safe conclusions as
to whether the cause was improper mill practice or fatigue
due to overloading of the broken rails. During all the discussions on the subject of transverse fissures the writer has
sures,

Fig

1

Fig 2

755

Fig 3

not seen any mention of the difference in appearance of fracmaterial due to improper mill practice
and fatigue, or to fatigue
alone with an otherwise properly treated metal of uniform
structure.
Frequent comparisons of fractures of the same
class of structure, and subject to the same forces of destruction, will furnish us with suflScient proof that there are
characteristic differences in the appearance of fractures of
structural material indicative of the physical condition of the
metal when it went into service, thus strengthening the
tures of structural

alone, or to improper heat treatment

but it does not alter the character of the break, hence the
appearance of the fracture in Fig. 1 is as representative of a
detail fracture of an overloaded structure of wrought iron or
steel as may be found.
Nor is this appearance influenced
much by the degree of hardness of steel below the hardness
of tool steel; there may be no distinct lines indicative of
individual breaks with a slightly different texture of the break
from lower grade steel, but the character remains the same.
Neither does the speed at which the structure is broken seemingly change the general character of the fracture caused by
fatigue.
The general character of the detailed fracture of
a firebox sheet, ruptured by the slow pulsations of the sheet,
does not differ from the general character of a fatigue fracture of a fast running axle. Any deviation then from these
general and uniform characteristics of a fatigue fracture of
a physically sound steel structure indicates a disturbed
physical condition of the metal, producing a variety of results
destructive in their nature and due to improper treatment of
tlie steel in its fluid or subsequent solid state.
How mill practice aflfects the nature of the fracture of a
steel structure as revealed by its appearance is shown in
the following illustrations. Fig. 1 is an ideal detail, or fatigue,
fracture with a number of well-defined concentric rings, the
axle breaking little by little and the journal having dropped
off into the box without doing any damage.
Fig. 2 illustrates
the influence of a mechanical defect upon the nature of the
fracture, the break starting at a seam or elongated blowhole
and the metal being good otherwise. Fig. 3 started to break
in detail, but was interrupted by segregation, producing sudden fracture of two different types, the segregated portion
coarse and open with a closer grain for the rest. Fig. 4 shows
a seam formed by a succession of blowholes joining each
other and their walls, tearing on being stretched under the
forging process, united into one continuous seam. In Fig. 5
we have a combination of seam and internal transverse fissure, extending outward with segregated spots in the center.
Fig. 6 presents a well-defined internal fissure due to internal
stresses caused by improper heat treatment. That the shape
of the fissure is round and not oval as in a rail may be accounted for by the shape of the structure and the uniform

observations made in other directions.
If we claim that overloading of the rails is the cause of
present vexatious troubles in railroading we then assume
that the metal was in a normal physical condition, free from
the disturbing influences of segregation or internal stresses
and therefore the fracture of the rail, broken in service, should
all the characteristics of a detail fracture due to
by overloading.
Leaving out of consideration the possibility of the design
of the rail being so faulty and weak as to cause sudden fracture under overloading without fatigue, we should find the
fracture of a rail broken through overloading exhibiting two

Fig 4

exhibit

Fig

5

Fig 6

fatigue induced

or

more

elliptically-shaped lines of greater or less distinction,

caused by shocks and vibrations.
The "creases" are indicative of internal stresses due
to improper heat treatment.
"Creases" of this kind are aldistribution of the vibrations

ways a sign
wedge-like

head or in the foot, and, beginning at the surface,
the texture or grain of the broken area included between
each two lines, varying from very fine in the first of these

of

a

disturbed

condition of the

steel,

acting

in forcing the steel apart.

either in the

CAUSES OF DIFFERENCE IN FRACTURES
In the foregoing

we have

seen

how an overloaded

steel

areas to the well known coarseness of a sudden fracture, the
texture being uniform without being marred or broken by
slight or heavy creases. In Fig. 1 we have an example of the

structure breaks slowly in detail due to fatigue without showing transverse fissures, provided the physical condition of

characteristic fracture of an overloaded structure, in this case

from too much segregation, from spongy center, and
of uniform texture and without internal stresses due to
incomplete heat treatment.
find the causes for this difference in fractures of structural steel in good condition or

the detailed fracture of an axle.
It must be remarked here that the shape or outline of the
structure does not influence the characteristic feature of a
fatigue or detail fracture.
The shape may, and often does,

*Mr. Kreuzpointner was connected with the physical laboratory of the
and was in charge of the physical

Pennsylvania Railroad for 31 years,
testing of materials during that time.

the metal

is

good, that

is,

free

from the admixture

of im-

purities
is

We

disturbed by defective treatment in the plastic and elastic
properties of iron and steel, the former permitting the metal
to flow under the application of extraneous forces and the
latter

allowing

it

to recover

from the destructive influences
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This ability to reof shocks, vibrations or excessive strains.
cover is greater in structural steel than in wrought iron and is
the reason for steel being given the preference over wrought
Elasticity, which is inherent in
iron for structural purposes.
all metals, and varies in degree only, but not in kind, possesses
the ground

the peculiar quality of recovering, at least partly,

Vol.

No. 17
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A NEW TRACK SPIKE
The

designed ro present a greater re-

"safety" track spike,

and

sistance to side thrust

vertical pull than the ordinary spike,

has received a maximum test of nearly one year and is now
being tried by a number of important roads, including the Ches-

loses when the metal is subjected to strains and stresses,
it
producing the so-called elastic reaction in metals, this elastic
reaction being more pronounced and of longer duration* in steel
than in iron. This elastic reaction tries to establish an equilibrium when the limit of strength and of elasticity has been lowered by overstrains, establishing new limits of strength and
elasticity.
If forces deforming a metal act quickly and are reIf, however, the
leased quickly, the elastic reaction is slight.
forces act slowly, reaction then becomes effective, trying to
counteract the effects of the destructive forces by establishing

apeake & Ohio, the Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac, the
Seaboard Air Line, the Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio, and the New
York, New Haven & Hartford.

Hence large forces acting quickly are less
than many small forces acting more or less continu-

movement is increased more than 300 per cent.
The new spike is made of low carbon steel, ranging from

a new

equilibrium.

destructive

The

distinguishing features of this spike are the two project-

ing wings on

power

the

sides

to the lateral

the body to

of

movement

sistance to

an upward

of fiber by this spike

ordinary

the

track

pull.
is

It

and

.12 to .20 per cent of carbon,

5,500 to 6,500

effects are required in

per

lb.

sq.

is

resisting

its

and the notches on

in.

that

in.

the

re-

greater than that of
resistance

and having a

The

its

stated that the displacement

only .012 cu.

spike,

another direction, as it
were. In other words the metal has not had time to come to
rest, the first reaction being diminished by the second one following.
If. then, the metal is in good structural and thermal
its

increase

rail,

the front and back edges below the wings to increase

ously, the reaction in the latter case not having completed its

cycle before

of the

spikes are

to

lateral

tensile strength of

made by

the drop

forge process, giving uniform strength, particularly at the throat
where the common spike is apt to be weak on account of its

condition the plasticity will permit uniformity of flow, while the
uniformity of the structure, uniformity as to size of crystals and

IS

uniformity of the nature of each individual crystal, will permit
uninterrupted transmission of the elasticity throughout the mass
of crystals with consequent uniform reaction producing a detail
fracture,

if

fracture

does

take

place,

of

kind

the

shown

r

\

in

and 2.
If,
however, slag inclosures prevent close cohesion of the
crystals in any part of the cross-section of the structure, or if
the center of the ingot is spongy, producing similar effects, or if
segregation should produce a variety of physical conditions of
the crystals in size and chemical composition, or if thermal conditions have induced internal stresses with consequent unstableTiess and unpreparedness for resisting extraneous destructive
Figs.

1

1

^"

J

forces, there will be different degrees of plasticity in different

parts of the structure, the flow of the metal caused by shock
and pressure will be irregular and jerky, as a consequence of
which there will be impaired transmission of the elastic wave,
and the intensity of elasticity will vary in different parts of the

-1-

metal counteracting each' other, while elastic reaction can assert
It is obvious that under such
itself but imperfectly, if at all.

circumstances and conditions the separation of the crystals will
take place in a variety of form and manners, altered, or modified by the nature of the forces trying to destroy the structure,

with any chance condition influencing the final result. Thus we
perceive why and how the appearance of the fracture is an indication of the treatment of the steel in the mill, the frequency
of internal fissures in rails and their similarity in

form point-

ing to an unstable thermal condition and not to overloading. If
overloaded with good conditions of steel a true detail fracture

would

A

result.

Argentine

Rmlway

Employees' Pensions.

states that the Argentine

consideration
ployees.

legislation

The nature of

report, but

it is

Chamber
relating

—A

of Deputies

to pensions

press

now

for

report

has under

railway em-

this legislation is not given out in the

stated that representatives of the Great Southern,

Buenos Ayres Western, the Argentine, the Central Argentine
and the Pacific Railway companies have visited the vice-president
of the republic to present a petition asking the government to
withhold its immediate sanction to the law. The railway representatives referred to the unsatisfactory economic situation
now prevailing, and to the heavy decline in freight receipts experienced by most of the companies. The vice-president has replied that the government has already communicated its favorable
opinion as to the proposed law, but he has promised to consult
•with the minister of public works regarding the present petition.
the

Sketch of the Safety Track Spike

manufacture by the upsetting process. The throat is reinforced
by additional metal on the back just under the head, giving it
added strength when reversed to be used in the slot of an
anglebar.
It

is

most
ing

thought that the advantages of the new spike will be

on curves and at switches where rail spreadmost common. It is declared that the use of these spikes

fully realized

is

will allow rail-braces to be eliminated at such points, saving
the cost of these devices and reducing the number of spikes
about 60 per cent. The spike can be applied with a maul and

same manner as an ordinary spike.
designed, also, by the Railway
Safety Spike Company, Richmond, Va., which is pUcing the
new spike on the market, for use with those spikes if tie plates
are desired on curves. The punching in this plate is designed
pulled with a dawbar, in the

A

special

tie

plate has been

October

23,
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new

to allow the use of the

of rails between 80

lb.

spikes with five different sections

and 100

new

crossings were in place and were surfaced up on blocks,
foundation consisting of iron borings mixed with salammoniac, was placed under and around the new ties and
well tamped. This "rust bed," as this foundation is termed,
extends 6 in. below the base of the ties, and is brought up
to about the level of their upper surfaces, giving a solid
block 14 in. in thickness, and extending to the ends of the
a

lb.

The Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac placed

a

keg of

track on a 4 deg. curve with a grade of 0.5
James River branch, in September, 1913. The
track is laid with 8S-lb. rail and carries a heavy traffic.
With
rail-braces on this curve, it had previously been necessary to
these spikes in

per cent, on

its

its

regage the track once or twice a year. Up to the present time
the new spikes have held the track to true gage without special
attention from the maintenance force. The test on the Seaboard
Air Line is being made in the Brown street yard, in Richmond,
Va., on a 7 deg. curve near a water tank, where the ties are
wet and the rails are therefore more likely to spread. Although
tie plates and three ordinary spikes have failed to hold this
track to gage, the two safety spikes have held the rails to
proper gage for seven months. Tests on other roads are also
proving satisfactory, although they are not of sufficient length
to furnish absolute proof as yet.

ties for

the full length of the crossing.
of foundation eliminates water pockets and
reduces the noise, while at the same time it does not give
as rigid a foundation as concrete, thereby decreasing the
impact of wheels, and increasing the life of the crossing.

This

type

Actual experience at other crossings has shown that the
frog points do not wear down any more rapidly here than

on ballasted foundations. When it becomes necessary to
renew a crossing on this foundation, all that is required is
to loosen and remove the "rust bed" sufficiently so that
can be turned at a slight angle and lifted out, the
track having, of course, first been raised slightly on track
jacks.
By inserting ties of the same dimensions the "rust
the tie

A COMPLICATED CROSSING RENEWAL

bed" proper

renew a set of crossings known
as the Chattanooga Belt Railway crossings at the East End
avenue entrance to the Chattanooga passenger station without interference with a very heavy and almost continuous
movement over these crossings. Because of a back-up moveIt

was recently necessary

is

then

left

undisturbed.

to

passenger trains of the Alabama Great Southern
and of the Memphis division of the Southern approaching
ment,

757

all

or leaving the station, pass over^hese crossings twice. The
passenger trains of the N. C. & St. L., the C. N. O. & f P.,
the Chattanooga Southern, and the Knoxville and Atlanta
.

divisions of the Southern also pass over these crossings in
going to or from the station, while all passenger locomotives
have two additional movements over these crossings in going to or from their respective engine houses.
With the

OPERATION OF A GRAVEL
By H.
Roadmaster, Canadian

O.

PIT*

Whitney

Pacific,

Medicine Hat, Alta.

no way that money can be wasted or saved faster
in the maintenance of way department than in work train service.
The high wages paid train and engine men, the mechanical
charges and fuel and other expenses connected with the present
day work train, all contribute to the opportunity for efficient
management. Where in service for any length of time, the prin-

There

is

cipal uses of

work

trains are in gravel or dirt

moving

service,

and such work affords a greater opportunity for proper planning
and organization than where work trains are put on for a short
period to do odd jobs.
Before work trains are started the roadmaster usually knows
just what work he is to do, the amount of money allowed and
the equipment he can expect to receive.
If traffic is heavy he
cannot expect to secure the best power and he has to be satisfied with what he can get.
However, this can be overcome to a
certain extent by a little personal talk with the master mechanic.
An explanation of the conditions and length of haul, the class
of equipment to be used and other details will help him to assign
the best available power for those conditions. And last, but not
least, he should confer with the master mechanic about assigning
good engineers, firemen and watchmen to these positions. An
engineer who can keep his engine in shape for a week or two
without seeing the roundhouse and who is always ready to go
when he receives signals or orders and a willing fireman contribute a large .share to successful work.
It is

a practice

on some roads

train service exclusively

The Four Crossings

(in the

Foreground) After Renewal

and switching business there

is

an average

movements over

these crossings daily.
The renewal of this crossing was made by the C. N. O. &
T. P., on which road considerable study has been given to
the subject of the drainage and proper foundations for crossof 400

ings.
The method of procedure in this regard at this point
conforms to the general practice of this rjDad.
In renewing the crossings the foundation was first removed around the old ties, and they were blocked up just
enough to insure safety to trains operating under slow orders.
The old ties were then replaced with new ones, one at a
time, and spiked sufficiently to maintain the correct gage
of the track.
The four crossings were then replaced, one at
After the
solid manganese
crossings.
a time, with 85 lb.

but on the average

work

work
trains

does not apply.
If
there is no work train trainmaster appointed it is well to confer
with the regular trainmaster regarding the assignment of crews
service,

in

additional freight

to appoint a trainmaster to

where there are a number of these
this

and it is a good practice to ask him to come out on the work for
a few days when starting.
A good conductor in charge of each
train is absolutely necessary.
I have found that it works out
well to appoint the oldest experienced conductor pit foreman
with full charge over all crews in the pit and giving him a small
gang of men in charge of a good foreman to look after pit tracks,
coal engines, assist car repairers and do any odd jobs around
the

pit.

Never

start

work

trains until the

equipment

is

collected

and

shape for service unless it is absolutely unavoidable. To start
with half enough cars not properly equipped not only means

in

high cost on the start but often will be the cause of poor equip-
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ment for the whole season. Cars, plows, Lidgerwoods, spreaders
and other equipment should be collected and put in condition
before the work starts. With a plant in first class shape good
work can be done from the start and running repairs can be

anism

kept up.

either

The

should have two or more car repairers, one of
whom should act as inspector and all equipment should be kept
m good repair, to save long delays on the road. I have always
pit staff

kept a blacksmith and a forge in a pit and have found plenty of

work

to keep

have a

them busy. The foreman in charge of tracks should
gang to keep the tracks and switches in conmeans delays, not only to the pit
all trains dependent on its output.
I have always

sufficient

dition, as a derailment in a pit

train but to

made

it a practice to lay tracks behind a steam shovel, instead of
throwing the old loading track, when the shovel is ready to
move back, thereby avoiding all delays to work trains and also
always having a strong track.
The ordinary gang in the pit
lays this track each day as the shovel moves ahead, thereby making it unnecessary to move in an extra gang for this work.
Besides loading tracks pits should have a long storage track
for loads and one for empties to avoid any delays to hatUing
crews.
Considerable delay is often caused through coaling engines in districts where no coal shutes are available.
I have
made it a point to build a short depressed track in pits and
stand engines there at night when tied up giving them a full tank
of coal.
Keeping a car or two of coal at convenient points on
the road where engines can fill up while waiting to meet trains
or while engine crews are eating will practically avoid delays from

graph,

the

Vol.

cars

No. 17

now built with two complete sets
may be operated in either direction.

are

wings so that they

The

57,

of

flanger blades with their raising and lowering mechcan be mounted on any car of suitable construction,

open or closed. The flanger blades are curved similar
plow so that when lowered in position for
operation the edges project under the snow or ballast, lifting
it and crowding it outside the track.
The blades are provided
with removable flanger tips which can be renewed when worn.
They are so designed that they are free to recede backward
and upward if they should strike a frog, crossing or other
obstruction, dropping back to the normal position after passing the obstruction.
When flanging ice or leveling heavy
to an ordinary

ballast material, the blades can be held rigidly in their lower

operating position by the application of air through a fourvalve if desired. It is claimed for this device that it is
cheap in construction while it is durable and the cost of
maintenance is small; its combined use enables it to be used
throughout the entire year; it can be run in either direction
and it is operated by air taken from the train line without

way

this cause.

a cable

If

gang

is

necessary the best foreman available should

A foreman
must see that his unloading equipment is always in shape and
must be ready to unload day or night. He should know beforehand just where ballast or dirt is wanted and in what quantities,
leaving his finishing work for daylight unloading. A good foreman can save many delays by watching trains and not allowing
them to become bunched up.
be in charge and his gang should be picked men.

View Showing the Condiiir.

>)

Ballast with the

tne Track After Leveling Heavy
Lawrence Spreader

interference with the brakes, thereby eliminating extra con-

nections on the engine.

THE LAWRENCE SNOW AND ICE FLANGER
AND BALLAST SPREADER
As
and

its

name

indicates, the

Lawrence snow and

ice flanger

designed for use either as a flanger
for removing snow and ice from the track in the winter or
for widening the shoulder of the roadbed and spreading balballast spreader

is

This car has been used on the South Buffalo Railway for
the past three years, during which time it has been given
severe tests. It has not been necessary to use a snow plow
this road at any time during this interval.
has also cleared the ash pit tracks of ice and frozen cinders,
while it has spread five cars of heavy ballast on a track in less
One of the accompanying photographs
than five minutes.
shows a track cleared of heavy brickbats with this spreader.
It has been designed by the B. F. Lawrence Co.. Buffalo, N. Y.

on the tracks of
It

A METALLIC TAPE THREADER
The Lufkin Rule Company. Saginaw,

Mich., has just put out
patented measuring tape attachment known as a "threader,"
which will hereafter be furnished with its "metallic" woven

a

tapes without extra"charge.
is a loop and stud arrangement, by means of
though securely fastened to the winding drum
of the case when in use, can be readily detached from it and a

The "threader"

which the

new

tape,

tape as readily attached, without manipulation of the case,

case screw or drum.

The Lawrence Snow Flanger smd Ballast Spreader
Lowered Ready for Action

with Blades

summer. It consists of two blades designed to
remove the snow or ballast to the desired level and by means
of the side wings to push it out onto the shoulder. Although
only one set of wings is shown in the accompanying photo-

last in the

Woven tapes are sometimes torn by accident or through long
use often become soiled and worn in such a way that they must
As
be replaced while the case is yet in very fair condition.
the case represents approximately half the value of the outfit it is of considerable importance that it be possible for any
one to insert a new tape in the old case as often as necessary,
and thus get the fullest measure of use out of the case as well
Metallic tapes without cases are quite generally
as the tape.
kept in stock by hardware stores, etc., and can alway? be easily
obtained.

:

Convention

and

Bridge

of

Building

Association

Abstract of Committee Reports and Discussions at
Twenty-fourth Annual Meeting at Los Angeles, Cal.
The twenty-fourth annual convention of the American Railway Bridge and Building Association was held at the hotel Alexandria, Los Angeles, Cal., October 20-22. A special train was run
over the Santa Fe from Chicago to Los Angeles to carry members and guests to the convention.
This train brought nearly

and the

100

&

Erie

wen,

Mass.

Pacific,

Cal.

St.

;

cluding concrete,
Especially where

Louis,

Mo.

Western, Chicago
Maine, Boston, Mass.

;

secretary,

;

treasurer,

;

L. D. Hadsecond vice-

Hartford, Bos-

Rear, Southern Pacific,

fourth vice-president, C.

& North

E.

Smith, Mis-

A. Lichty, Chicago

C.

P.

J.

Canty,

Boston

&

OPENIXG BUSINESS.
President Penwell called the convention to order at 10 o'clock

Tuesday morning.
Reverend Charles Edward Locke opened the sessions with
prayer. The convention was welcomed to Los Angeles by H. V.
Piatt, .assistant general manager of nhe Southern Pacific, and
W. H. Whalen, division superintendent of the Southern Pacific;
and Vice-President Hadwen responded for the association. The
reports of the secretary and treasurer were then read and
showed a balance of $1,100 and a membership of over 600. The
secretary, in addition, reported 38 new members.
The committee reports and discussions presented at the business sessions follow

HOUSES

that can economically be adopted
depends on the cost of construction, maintenance
and operation of the house and on the loss suflfered through
shrinkage of the ice. The percentage of shrinkage in stored ice
is dependent on the efficiency of the insulation of the house and

type of construction

can be reduced, but not entirely eliminated.
has been considered sufficient to store

and build four walls and a roof over

it,

some cases

In

ice directly

it

on the ground

decreasing the shrinkage

by covering the ice with hay, sawdust, or similar material. The
loss suffered by such practice depends on the cost and supply
of ice and the condition of

may

its

use.

The cheapest

type of con-

northerly points immediately adjoining
large lakes that freeze over every winter where the cost of ice
in
hot southern countries where natural
is very small, while
ice

suffice

must be hauled

factured at

all

at

in

during the winter or

artificial

ice

manu-

times, very expensive types of construction

are

The problem

of providing better insulation cannot be solved

by merely changing from a

wood frame

to brick or concrete

for in either case insulation must be provided.
considered that brick and concrete houses cost from
$4 to $6 per ton of ice storage capacity, as compared with $2
to $3 per ton for well constructed and insulated wooden houses,
it is questionable if under all conditions the more expensive type

construction,
is

it

of construction

house

A

is

be trapped to prevent air currents entering the house through
The air entering a room through a 4-in. pipe can easily
melt 1,000 tons of ice in a single season.

them.

Ice storage rooms vary in capacity from SO to 1,500 tons, the
average being about 1,000 tons. The usual dimensions are 30 ft.
wide, 40 ft. deep and 30 ft. high. Although many dififerent arrangements, thicknesses and designs of wall construction are

used, the general trend is towards vertical studs 6 in. to 12 in.
wide, covered on both sides with wood sheeting, building paper,
etc.
The best construction requires double sheeting inside and
out, with waterproof building paper between the layers, the

spaces between the sheeting from stud to stud being
insulating material.

with

filled

Air spaces have been considered to afford excellent insulation,
but

it is necessary to prevent circulation in the air space to
secure the best results.
This can be done by proper framing
to cut such spaces into smaller spaces or by filling them with

suitable porous insulating material

full

which

will

fill

the space but

it, consisting of pores
in the
of air so separated as to prevent circulation.

maThe

sawdust and ground cork which have been largely used to fill
these spaces decay rapidly on account of the continual dampness
and start decay in the timber walls.
At present various materials are used which are specially treated and manufactured
for this purpose, principally from flax, cork and limestone. Flax
is made up into blankets enclosed by sheets of waterproof paper.
Cork is made up into cal<es pressed together and cemented with
asphaltum or other waterproof cement. Limestone is heated to
3,500 deg. and when liquefied is blown into shreds, making a
sort of rock wool, enclosing a large percentage of air bubbles.
Partitions are insulated

somewhat

similar to the walls, but, as

two sizes is not so great,
same care is not justified.
The two principal objections to wood frame ice houses are
the danger of fire and the decay of the timber,
.^s timber lends
the diflference in temperature on the

the

well to ice house construction, safety against

itself

fire

can be

obtained by covering the exterior walls with expanded metal

justified.

When

brick, wood blocking, posts, and pile studs.
masonry foundations are used, care must be

taken to secure proper insulation.
In porous soil the water
from the melted ice is permitted to go directly into the ground,
but at other points drains must be installed. Such drains must

terial,

for ice houses

struction

air spaces are from 6 in. to 12 in. deep.
for the walls can be of the usual types, in-

yet leave the greater part of
ICE

The

These

ice.

The foundation

of-

New Haven &
W.

The

port of the

N. Peftwell, Lake

Chicago

Paul,

St.

J.

vice-president,

first

;

York,

third vice-president, G.

;

San Francisco,
souri

New

members.

140

President,

:

Milwaukee &

president, G. Aldrich,
ton,

were

Western, Tipton, Ind.

Chicago,

was

registration

total

for the past year

ficers

the shrinkage from this cause has been largely reduced
by providing air spaces between the ice and the ground usually by
placing joists and covering them with a slat floor for the sup-

is

At the present time the wood frame

justified.

used almost universally.

feature that has been given but slight consideration

insulation

of

the

floor.

A

is

the

have
the ground and

great majority of designers

would be sufficient to level off'
upon it, sometimes covering the surface
with cinders, boards or concrete. Heavy Josses due to shrinkage at the floor line in a number uf houses indicate that the
stored ice will not overcome the ground heat which continually
thought that

it

place the ice directly

rises to the surface

and melts the

ic?.

In

more

recent houses

and stucco and covering the roof with a fireproof material. Any
openings into which birds might enter and build their nests
should be covered with a galvanized iron mesh. Decay can be
postponed for many years by treating the timber.

There

very

is

little diflf^erence in

the types of roofs used.

Steel

trusses are seldom or never used on account of the rapid cor-

Wooden trusses
rosion that would result from the dampness.
are usually so built that the roof covering can be applied to the
top chords, while the ceiling for the ice chambers can be applied
bottom chords. This affords an air chamber between the
roof and the ceiling of the house through which air can circuThe height of
late, resulting in a good insulating air cushion.
to the

this attic

S or 10

The

space

ft.,

as in

is

usually not less than 3

some cases machinery

is

ft.

and varies up to

located in this space.

insulation of the ceiling must be just as effective as that
and practically the same type of construction is

of the walls
used.

Great care ipust be taken

at the

connections of the walls

.
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to the foundation,

titions in

and also of the

and par-

ceiling to the walls

order that no opening will be

left

through which

air

can enter.

The doors

are usually of ordinary refrigerator

with several sections separated..

i>y

air spaces

construction

which are some-

filled with insulating material.
In some houses the doors
extend vertically from the top to the bottom of the house in
each chamber, although in such construction there is more like-

times

lihood of the entrance of

warm

and greater

air

keeping the joints between the doors
ice laid in contact

the ceiling as possible.

It is

in

entirely

up as close to
use some means to keep

and

necessary to

filled

filled

the ice apart in order that the cakes will not melt together.

The

former practice of using sawdust to fill all crevices has practically been abandoned on account of the shrinkage resulting when
Recent experiments have been tried in the
the ice is washed.
use of waterproof paper to separate the layers of ice, which
eflfectually prevent the cakes from freezing together and also

When ice must
prevent the circulation of air between layers.
be stored for many months for rapid use when demand arises,
it

is

well to cover

it

with a thick layer of some insulating ma-

such as hay or straw.
length and width of the platform for handling ice between
the cars and the house depend upon the requirements, but as a
rule when conveyors are not used and ice is handled in buggies,
a platform 16 ft. wide will be found very convenient, although
terial

The

narrower platforms have been successfully operated.

Where

a

comparatively small number of cars are iced, short platforms
are sometimes built in front of the house, long enough to accommodate S to 10 cars, a switch engine being required to handle

when there are more than can
Where many trains require icing, it is of
the cars

be placed at one time.
considerable advantage

have an icing platform the full length of the train, so that
one spotting, especially at engine terminals
it can be iced at
where such trains do not need to be broken up otherwise. Where
many trains have to be iced and the platforms are long, it is of
advantage to use continuous platform conveyors to carry the ice
from in front of the house to the point where it is put in the
to

The report included abstracts from replies received from
number of railways, detailing at considerable length, the prac-

cars.

a

tice in

the construction and operation of ice houses.

Smith (Mo. Pac), chairman; A. Ridgway
(D. & R. G.), W. A. Pettis (N. Y. C. & H. R.l, G. A. Manthey
(M. St. P. & S. S. M.), G. S. Kibbey (M. & St. L.), and J. F.
Parker (A. T. & S. F.).
Committee:

C. E.

This report was accepted without discussion.

WARNINGS FOR OVERHE.VD AND

SIDE OBSTRUCTIONS

is

across the track near the obstruction so as to strike the man a
Different systems are emlight blow and thereby warn him.

ployed to accomplish this end.

The one

in

is temporarily stopped under the warning.
The warning
should not be too far from the structure, certainly not more than
200 ft., and in yards where much switching is done immediately

under the structure, the location should be closer, probably 100
ft.
The warnings should be used at all overhead obstruc-

to 150

ft.
The advantage of using a
can span a number of tracks, but it has the disadvantage that it is liable to sag and require a good truss cable
with turnbuckles so that it can be tightened up from the ground.

tions with clearance less than 21

cable

most extensive

that

is

it

good back-staying or else must be
avoid the necessity of a back-stay.
In

post requires

enough

to

tions there

is

the drops so that they can be repaired easily

or otherwise damaged.

use,

of the important essentials

is

to prevent the

is

also

used,

rope from

becoming entangled or thrown over the support by the wind,
engine exhaust, or more particularly, by the trainmen when a

up

Although

Wire drops are sometimes

used,

Iron rods are

which rope drops are attached, the

to

to arrange
off, tied

expensive to maintain on account

but are very easily bent, making them dangerous.

latter

being

not longer than the rods to prevent their catching and hanging
over the top of the cable or crossarm.
The committee believes the vertical rope system to be the best
under most circumstances and recommends its adoption for

Where two

more tracks are to be spanned, steel
diameter at the bottom and 5 in. at
the top, set in a concrete base, should be used. The supporting
cable of ?^^-in. solid copper, copper covered pliable steel (sixstrand) or galvanized wire rope, should span between these
general use.

poles not less than 8

in.

or

in

poles at a height of not less than 21

ft.

Wooden heads

should

be fastened to the cable with hanger clamps. On the lower side
of these heads, dished washers should be provided, held in place

by eye-bolts, to which are attached ':i-in. rods. The washers
prevent the drops from being thrown over the top of the truss
To the lower end of the rods can be fastened- ^-in. or
cable.
5^-in. manila rope drops, the length of which is governed by

The truss cable should
the least clearance of the obstruction.
be supported by saddle caps on top of the poles and should extend down the back side of the pole to a point about 5 ft. above
the ground and there attached to a tumbuckle fastened to the
This allows the truss cable to be
pole by means of a clamp.
tightened while standing on the ground.
The approximate cost of a warning for one approach over
four tracks is $127 for material, $48 for labor, or a total of
$175.

For

single track the

same

style of pole

may

be used by

having a longer wooden head and a 2-in. wrought iron pipe for a
brace. The approximate cost of such a warning for one approach

^.

$58 for material, $28 for labor, or a total of
side clearance warnings, several roads use an iron post
to which are fastened a number of wooden blades with rubber
These blades are fastened to a rod which
ticklers on the ends.

For

operated by springs on both sides so that when struck it will
swing either way and come back to the proper position. Another
which is
style of side warning consists of an iron post around
fastened several rings of rubber garden hose, forming a cylinder
is

in diameter

(L. v.), T. E.

One

it

of the rusting of the screen.

ported on the outside of the track by upright posts set in the
ground and properly braced and back-stayed. For single track
an arm is extended from a counterweighted or braced post and
the same style of warning can be used. The ropes are generally
spaced from 3 to 10 in. apart for a distance of S to 8 ft. across
each track, the lower end being about 6 in. below the lowest
point of the overhead structures for which they are to give

warning.

torn

number of roads use galvanized wire

.\

a good warning,

this is

about 3

as the vertical

if

screens from which are suspended wire or rope drops.

rope system, consists of light ropes or
wires known as tell-tales, whipcords, ticklers or danglers, sus-pended over the track from a rigid horizontal wooden or iron
bar, or a flexible wire oj cable, the latter being suitably sup-

known

from a maintenance standpoint

also ifcportant

It is

made strong
many loca-

not sufficient room to use stays.

is

no doubt as to the necessity and value of giving
to men on the top and sides of cars when a train is approaching some structure or tunnel with less than the requisite
clearance.
In general, some appliance is suspended or swung

There
warning
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57,

car

The

In storing the ice the individual rooms should be

between walls with

difficulty

tight.

Vol.

ft.

which

is

free to revolve

The report included detailed descriptions
nn a number of roads, with drawings and
Committee: E. G. Storck (P.

Thomas

(B.

&

&

O."),

when

it

is hit.

of the warnings used
prices.

R.), chairman: F. E. Schall
M. M. Barton (P. R. R.).

Discussion

road used
G. Aldrich (N. Y., N. H. & H.) stated that his
as it lasted
tarred rope instead of plain manila rope for telltales,
placing of the turnlonger. F. A. Taylor (B. &• O.) urged the
(P. &
buckle up out of reach of mischievous boys. E. G. Stowk

on the
R.) stated that he places turnbuckles in reach of men
weeks.
ground and sends two men to tighten them every two
He also said that he finds low turnbuckles more con.venient and
a
placing
has had no trouble. F. E. Schall (L. V.) suggested

October
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23,

small sheet iron box with a key over the turnbuckle.

W.

C.

Rtchey (Penn.) stated that he has several hundred such warnHe criticised the side
ings and likewise has found no trouble.
warning proposed in the report as being almost as dangerous
A.
Markley
S.
( C.
& E. I.) has tried rattan
as an obstruction.
The commitstrips, but was unable to keep them from warping.
tee was continued another year and instructed to pay special

and

attention to side clearances

ments of the various

to tabulate the present require-

states.

of the results of this canvass.

is

shows

table
It

is

a

likely that

roads would be found on which reinforced concrete is not in
use, as some of the roads failed to send in reports because they

had no structures of

The two

this kind.

types of structure most in favor are the box culvert

and the deck

On two

slab.

own.

its

Only one road

large systems the deck slab

the

is

Following these are

only type of reinforced structure in use.

and the trestle. These four leading
ahead of any of the others in the number of roads
If
they are used and in the mileage of those roads.
by the total aggre.gate of structures, their lead over

the retaining wall

types are

far

on which
measured
the other

A

considerable

variation

exists

OF REINFOPOD CONCPETt STRUCTUHES IN USE

1 i ll
§1

5

30

15

if
II
Number oTfisetii an which
fyix ii npor/eJ m use

16

15

MiktjeerHbdds on xhkh
6/270 106372
type is repcrM in use.

ms}

1

//

/S

5

%
^ §5

i=!

have

the

in

28

IT

strength

of

the

v^dds reporlinj

IS

^4
16

-

U4.1

_

15

246S4

&

would probably be even greater.
P. alone has

St.

For instance, the

uncertainties in both analysis and construction can best be
covered by a liberal excess of strength in the design.
Tests recently conducted at the Engineering Experiment Station of the University of Illinois, and published in Bulletin No.
71, covering the strength of the bond between concrete and
steel, show a very creditable record for the plain round bars.
The bond resistance per unit of surface for square twisted bars

was only 88 per cent of that developed by

made

the cross section of the bar be
it

plain

C.

M.

approximately seven miles of the deck slab

accepted as correct for fully reinforced structures.

Three types of reinforcing bars are in quite general use, plain
round bars, square bars straight and twisted, and deformed

Many

erally

roads use

all

three types, the latter

preferred to the plain round bars.

forcement appear to be

very

two being gen-

Unit systems of rein-

used

little

for

railroad

bridge

work as none of the reports showed this type in use. There
are marked differences in the arrangement of the bars in the
structures and this is apparently due more to methods of construction than design.

Some

roads use only straight bars, or

bars simply with short bends at the end, while others do not
hesitate to use bars with four to six bends.

accepted that bent bars
in

the

structure

will

if

made

fulfil

true to

the

that

enter

into

quite generally

form and properly placed
design

requirements of

There

than a combination of straight bars.
considerations

It is

the

better

are,

however, other

of

reinforcement,

selection

such as methods of handling, shipping and placing bars, facilities for bending bars in the field and the. skill and training of
the
tion

men on

the work.

Manifestly a road with a good organiza-

of well trained foremen and

men and ample

bending and handling bars would be

round

bars.

If

the basis of comparison,

found that the square twisted bars developed pracas round bars of the equivalent
it is concluded that, "the refound with the twisted square bar does not justify its

will be

same bond resistance

tically the

In the light of these tests

section.
sults

These

tests also

prove that under ordinary laboratory conditions the deformed
bar is no more efficient in developing bond resistance than the
plain round bar.
However, the fact should not be overlooked
so large an element in

is

a security against vibration
justifies

working condi-

feel that the

and against

facilities

for

less restricted in the type

pf reinforcement than a road dependent on contractors or with

deformed bar

offers

initial failures that fully

use in spite of the excellent showing

its

made by

round bar in the laboratory test.
Committee: O. F. Dalstrom C. & N. W.), chairman;

the

plain

(

Simmons

&

(C. B.

on a single track basis.
There is a considerable diversity among the roads in specifications, design and details of practically every type in use.
On
only a few points is there anything like uniformity.
A 1:2:4
mixture and a moduli ratio of 15 appear to be quite generally

bars.

their

in

concrete can be brought even near the uniformity that obtains
in the working stresses specified for steel structures and the

(C. R.

I.

&

P.), L. D.

Hadwen

P.ohland (G. N.), A. Montzheimer (E.

Tabulation Showing Use of Reinforced Concrete Structures
types

and

analyze the conditions of the structure under load.
not to be expected that the working stresses for reinforced

The designing engineers may

675S0 523S2 55332 7680S 104776 31120 '0/6J

•d
no remfbreetf anerete ifnjclures

that designing

it,

material

tions, could not enter into the results of these laboratory tests.

23

Mikite tfPosds reper fin( ni reinforced concrete ifacfures

working

to

that vibration, which

1 11

!(/

h'umber

\

re-

specifica-

allowable

the

in

present popularity as a reinforcing material."
Ti'PE.S

its

of both steel and concrete which cannot be fully accounted for by the differences in the materials used in the concrete and to the impact allowances in the load.
They must be

It is

reinforced concrete

information could be had an even larger proportion of

full

if

of

stresses

of the United States

The accompanying

designs.

for

organization

includes re-rolled deformed bars in

never yet been available.

engineers

used for bridges, the types developed and in most general use
and the practice of different roads regarding standard types and

summary

it

and added that none has been used because they have

tions

ability

The committee canvassed the railways
and Canada to determine to what extent

specifications

effective

less

ported that

attributed in part to the confidence, or lack of

REINFORCED CONCRETE BRIDGES
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761

Zook (P.

Q.), and D. C.

L.

(C.
J.

&

M. &

L.

I.

A.
Scribnei

St. P.), J.

E.), C.

J.

W.).

Discussion
(C. & N. W.) called attention to
wide variation in the specifications for reinforcing steel
ranging from soft rivet steel to high carbon steel.

In a letter O. F. Dalstrom

the

HIGHW,\Y TR.VFFIC WHILE CONSTRUCTING BRIDGES TO
ELIMINATE GRADE CROSSINGS.

OF

C.\RE

W'hen tlie volume of traffic on a railway requires more than
two tracks, the ordinary safeguards at grade crossings are inadequate and in order to reduce the menace to safety it is necessary to eliminate the grade crossing. In many cases early railroad promoters and locating engineers selected lines which
would allow grade crossings in preference to over or under

As much as such
when contemplating the

crossings.

present
ings,

locations

may

be

regretted

at

cost for eliminating grade cross-

must be recognized that such construction was necesstart in order to secure a development of traffic
today produce income sufficient to pay for the elim-

it

sary in the

which

will

ination of these grade crossings.

The high value
the

ruling

planning
stances
walls

it

of land in cities

consideration

to
is

eliminate

in

grade

tlie

is

in

method

crossings.

the majority of cases

be adopted when
Under such circum-

to

frequently necessary to build trestles or retaining

with solid

filling

between the walls

bridges required at street crossings.

in

addition

The performance

to

the

of con-

work and the maintenance of traffic within such restricted limits create involved problems for the solution of
which it is necessary to have an intelligent plan well studied
and worked out in advance and a well organized and properly
directed working force equipped with all necessary machinery
struction

:
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The continuance

and appliances.

of regular

necessarily

traffic

work and it should
sufficient money must

increases the difficulties of accomplishing the
be considered in planning such

work

that

be provided to pay for the increases above ordinary unit costs.

As an

illustration of the

method used

in

handling

a

traffic in

complicated problem of eliminating grade crossings, the chair-

man
lie

work on

describes the

^'ork,

New Haven &

was

New

Boston division of the

the

Hartford, performed in 1910-11, with which

This work consisted of eliminating 10 crosson the Third dis-

familiar.

ings in a thickly populated section of Boston

between Savin Hill and Neponset on the main line and
and Field's Corner on the Shawmut
The train service on these lines was very frequent, the
main line handling as many as 133 passenger trains and 9 freight
trains in each direction in 24 hours with occasional extras. The
trict

lietween Harrison Square

branch.

construction

service

required

the

following

One

trains:

train

and delivering of material to contractors, one for
gang on track work and three gravel trains for hauling

for shifting

the extra

Two

lining material for a distance of about 11.5 miles.

of these

worked day and night for a period of about
three months, hauhng a total of 611,000 cu. yd. of filling.
The control of all gravel and construction trains was placed
in the hands of a traveling yardmaster who assigned their work
and saw to it that all work trains were properly employed and
safe limits.
Engineers, contractors,
also were kept within
supervisors and construction foremen explained their needs to
this traveling yardmaster when switching service was desired.
Work trains were not allowed on the main track at the scheduled
On this account no work trains
time of any first-class train.
could use the northbound main track from 7 to 9 a. m., nor the
southbound main track from 4 to 6 p. m., the period when trains
Work trains were
to and from the city were most frequent.
given rights on the main track up to the scheduled time of
second-class trains by faithful and proper protection with flags
or lanterns, according to the book of rules.
A complete set of standard signals was installed for all tracks
used as main track- in each temporary location as well as for
permanent tracks and all switches in main line track were progravel trains were

tected by mechanical interlocking plants.

On the main line the general plan adopted was to keep two
main tracks for regular traffic at all times. In the first temporary position the two tracks were laid on the original low
grade as near the west property
east portion of the right of

new

of one

track at the

new

way

line as practicable, leaving the

available for the construction

elevated grade and for the widening

of the elevated roadbed for a second track, the buihling of one-

masonry bridge abutments and
work of bridges for two tracks on these

half of the length of each of the

the placing of the steel

abutments.

As

the bridges were plate girders in

all

cases, the

second half of these bridges could be added with economy and
The steel bridge work on the main line was
erected on tracks which did not have regular traffic on them at
convenience.

the time, an advantage of no

When

mean importance

in

the cost of the

two tracks on the new high grade were available, regular main line traffic was turned over them and the two
tracks in the first temporary position on the low grade were
abandoned to allow filling, masonry and bridge work to he completed at the new high grade on the west side, completing the
work for a four-track permanent roadbed for the entire diswork.

the

Vol.

,

'

branch line, regular traffic in both directions was
handled over a single track during construction work. At the
first temporary move the northerly track was continued in serv-

On

the

ice at the original level,

of

way

making the southerly part of the

available for the construction of one track

A

right

on the new

timber trestle was required to support this track
right of way width was too
narrow to allow earth filling to be made at first. The narrowest
width, 30 ft., was near the street which had the greatest volume
of traffic, and as the adjoining property was so closely built oy^r
high

level.

for a considerable length, as the
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and so valuable that it was not economical to purchase land for
widening the right of way, it was necessary to place niches in
the back of the south retaining wall to receive bents of the
temporary trestle which supported the track at a high grade.
The highways which were crossed at grade by any of the
tracks, temporary or permanent, were protected at all times by
lawful safety appliances.
The crossing signs and gates were
maintained and the latter operated for the full 24 hours. At
the passenger stations, proper platforms were always kept available for the use of patrons.
It was necessary at times to have
temporary platforms at different stages of the work, and while
the temporary buildings were not always up to the track level,
they were safelj- accessible to the platforms, and none of them
remained below grade for any great length of time.

W. F. Strouse, assistant engineer, Baltimore & Ohio, presented
method used on that road for handling such
work. In building a 30-ft. concrete arch, the tracks were carried on pile bents until the excavation was finished and the
masonry work completed to the elevation of the springing line
of the arch.
The bents were then cut down, and plate girder
spans of 64 and 66 ft., respectively, were substituted for the
purpose of carrying the traffic while building the arch proper.
As soon as the masonry was finished the space below the girders
a discussion of the

was back filled with cinders and other suitable material to approximately the under side of the girders. Cinders were then
dragged out upon the track, filling the space to approximately
When the concrete was sufficiently hard,
the base of the rails.
the girders were lifted out with wrecking cranes, one at each

was restored and additional cinders
Both girders were removed the same day, the traffic on
each track being cut out for a period of about two hours.
In constructing abutments for supporting steel girders, the
end, after which the track

added.

driven

piles are

first,

then the street

depressed, bracing being

is

work progresses. This method, of course, cannot
where rock is encountered above the foundation line.

applied as this

be utilized

In cases of this kind it is customary to support the tracks by
excavating trenches to the elevation of rock, in which timber
bents are placed with the necessary stringers to carry traffic
while removing the rock to a lower level. The new timber bents
are then placed before the removal of the other bents for the
purpose of removing the rock under the same. This process is

repeated until the material

When

removed

is

to the proper elevation.

of course, detour lines

possible,

are built

to

avoid the

necessity of expensive trestle work.

Committee: G. T. Sampson (N. Y., X. H., & H.), chairman;
R. H. Reid (L. S. & M. S.), J. P. Canty (B. & M.), W. F.
Strouse (B. & O.), F. E. King (C. M. & St. P.), W. H. Wilkinson (Erie), H. V. Smith (W. & L. E.). and E. N. Layfield.
The report was accepted without discussion.

WATER

PIPE.

preferable to cither wrought iron or steel
repipe for underground water mains because of its greater
There are considerable data which go
sistance to corrosion.

Cast iron pipe

to

show

is

that cast iron pipe

coated i-nder almost any

good for 100 years when properly

is

The following

conditions.

soil

approximate cost of laying

the

gives

pipe,

as

table

determined by

actual railroad practice
4

Diameter of pipe

Loading and handling...
Trenching and refilling

.01

cover)
caulking,

(4

ft.

Laying,

Total

per

The above

lin.

6 in.

Sin.

$0..';4

$0.78

in.

$0.36
Pine at S30 rer ton
at $0.07 per ib....'. 0012
031
Lead at $0.05 per lb

YaTn
tance.

57,

*

.002
.0425
.015

10 in.

.003
.05
.02

$1.06
.0035
.07

12 in.
$1.38
.004
.08

.025

.03
.

11

13

.6

.18

.20

etc...._05

_0^

_^

_1^

_'^

ft.. ..$0.56

$0.82

$1.46

$1.84

figures are based

$1.11

on

class

"C" pipe for a

14 in

$1.53
.00,
.09
.04

„

^
...

$3.06
.^dO-ft.

of the 14-Jli. pipe,
head and 130-lb. pressure, with the exception
Pipe of
86-lh. pressure.
which is class "B" for a 200-ft. head and
cominstalled only for penstock lines with a
this size

is

usually

paratively low head.
Joints in cast iron pipe

may

be

made with

lead, cement, lead-

;

October
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In making a lead joint the packing
lead wool, or rust.
should be twisted to form a rope a trifle larger than the joint
space and cut so that the ends will meet when driven home.
Care should be taken that the packing is driven up evenly so
ite,

answer for general service above ground, but wrought
is preferable for underground work.
A cheap and
method of protecting pipe laid underground is to coat
with asphaltum or pitch and wrap it with burlap.
Where

pipe will

irun

pipe

effective
it

uniform lead space of about one-third the length of the bell
is left. Tarred jute can be driven tighter than plain packing, but
as it is much harder to handle, the latter is usually given the
preference. The lead roll should be carefully placed around the
pipe so that it fits firmly against the hub to avoid leakage of the
lead. A break in the pouring to stop a leak usually leaves a seam
in the joint where the lead has cooled so that it is never as good
The bottom of the joint
a joint as one continuously poured.
should be caulked first, working up each side of the pipe, leaving the top for tlie last.
The joint should be driven up until
the caulking tool rebounds slightly from the lead.
A cement joint is much cheaper than lead and more rigid. A
pipe laid with cement joints will not come and go as much as
one using lead joints under excessive expansion and contraction,

the water

vibration or settling.

worst.

that a

Settling of the pipe will cause a fracture
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is used for drinking or other sanitary purposes, galvanized or tin-lined pipe should be used as certain waters are

affected by contact with iron.
to

more or

less vibration

tight necessitates the

wrought iron

in

Suction lines for

and the

use of a threaded pipe, which should be
steel. Steel well casings are subject

preference to

decay and the increased life of wrought iron pipe would
justify its use for this purpose. Aside from suction lines and well
casing the use of either steel or wrought iron pipe larger than

would not be justified for underground service.
In laying underground water pipes it is necessary to consider
the soil conditions as affecting the life of the pipe as well as the
three inches

quality of the pipe
best

itself.

It

is

When

evenly with cement to a point

about half the depth of the bell and then adding another roll
of jute driven against the cement until the moisture shows on
the jute. The bell should then be filled evenly with cement to
the face of the hub.

Leadite

is

a composition in the form of a black powder, the
is sulphur, and which is used in the same man-

base of which

ner as lead with

Great care

is

the

exception

that

necessary in handling

it,

no caulking

is

required.

as too high a temperature

cannot be run into the joint and the sulLeadite is 25 to 30
per cent cheaper than lead. A small leak in a leadite joint will
soon be filled by rust, as part of the composition is iron.
Lead wool is used in the same manner as jute and is useful
in water and where it would not be convenient to pour a joint.
It is also useful in making repairs to leaking or blown out lead
thickens

phur

it

so that

will ignite

The

joints.

it

allowed to get too hot.

if

cost

is

about 25 per cent greater than joints

made

with pig lead.

Rust joints made of iron chips, sal ammoniac and water are
seldom used now, although in former years they were used
frequently for low pressure cast iron steam and hot water lines.
Wood stave pipe is constructed of staves, machined to a circle
and held together with a flat, soft steel band wound spirally
around the pipe, the finished pipe being coated with asphaltum

The use of this pipe
in sawdust or wood shavings.
developed very rapidly on the Pacific coast where the cost of
transportation of cast iron pipe made its use almost prohibitive
and an abundance of suitable timber was close at hand. For
many installations wood stave pipe will not answer the purpose
and rolled

as well as cast iron, although

where the pressure

is

constant or

should give satisfaction.
The term "wrought iron pipe" as generally used designates
both wrought iron and steel pipe, while as a matter of fact there
Genuine wrought iron
is a wide distinction between the two.
pipe is rarely furnished unless so specified and purchased on
highly charged with acid,

the water

is

analysis.

The advantage

in

its

to cut

it

of genuine wrought iron pipe

greater resistance to corrosion, although

and thread more

easily than steel pipe.

it

is

will be

Its cost is

chiefly

found
about

20 per cent more than steel. As in many instances the cost of
the pipe is a comparatively small item in the total cost of conduit, wrought iron pipe would seem to be justified regardless
of the

first cost.

may be

put

is

One

of the most severe usages to which pipe
service, either for overhead steam,

roundhouse

water, or air line, or for heater pipes in pits, since the coal gases
quickly attack the overhead lines and the moisture corrodes the
Wrought iron pipes will easily last SO per
pipes in the pits.
cent longer than steel under these conditions.
is stronger than wrought iron, and where the pipe
not subject to excessive corrosion, common merchantable steel

Steel pipe
is

that clay forms the

expense by flooring the ditch and
Although it is not always possible
condilions, in many cases slight changes

to find

filling

known

laying pipe through cinders, an effective protec-

neat Portland cement by driving a roll of dry jute tightly to

then

well

covering for underground pipe, and cinders the

possible

tion can be secured at a small

bell,

subject

to rapid

when cement joints are used, and for that reason they cannot
be recommended for general use. A cement joint is made with
the bottom of the

pumps are

irriportance of keeping such lines

covering the pipe with clay.
favorable soil

may double the life of the pipe
through securing a better soil. In preparing the trench, the
bottom should be uniform so that the joints will not be cramped.
Pipe laid along the right of way or near tracks should be as far
from the tracks as possible on account of the effect of vibration
from passing trains and the possibility of track changes throwing the pipe under the tracks. The trench should be deep enough
in the location of the pipe line

below the frost

to permit laying the pipe

line.

may

be classed under ojie of the following causes settling of the pipe expansion and contraction
deterioration through corrosion; electrolysis, and poor joints.
All leaks in water mains

;

;

In general,
the pipe
it

is

little

trouble will be experienced from settling unless

laid in

is

new-made

possible to avoid

it,

fill

or very soft ground.

Whenever
new fill

pipe should never be laid in a

Where pipe is laid
it has had time to settle thoroughly.
through soft soil the ditch should be well floored or piling driven.
Little trouble will be experienced with underground mains from
expansion and contraction where cold water is used, but where
hot and cold water are alternately pumped through the line, as
is the case at some mechanical terminals, trouble from leaks
due to expansion and. contraction of the pipe is unavoidable.
Leakage in mains laid under or near tracks may be reduced by
burying the pipe to the maximum depth and placing as few
The trouble may sometimes
joints as possible under the track.
be eliminated by bridging over the pipe with heavy timbers to
until

support the

ties.

Leakage from corrosion in a cast iron pipe is very remote
and is hardly worth considering, except that caused by elecElectrolysis caused by the passage of stray current
trolysis.
from power lines or electric railways, along the underground
pipe occurs only at the points where the current leaves the pipe.
At such points corrosion of the iron from electrolysis will take
place, which, theoretically, will amount to a loss of 20 lb. of
iron per year for every ampere of electric current leaving the
Experiments have shown that this theoretical corrosion
iron.
For a given curis at least equalled and sometimes exceeded.
rent leaving the pipe there is practically no difference in the
wrought
iron and
iron,
cast
amount of iron destroyed between
steel.

The

electrical

resistivity of cast iron

is,

however, about

10 times as great as that of wrought iron or steel, and the usual
lead joint cast iron pipe also has a resistance 20 times greater
than the screw coupling joints usual with wrought iron and steel

For these reasons a given voltage drop will cause a much
smaller current to flow on a cast iron pipe than on a wrought
iron or steel pipe, thus making cast iron pipe practically much
less subject to electrolysis than wrought iron or steel.
The principal cause of leaks is poor joints. Proper attention

pipes.

leaks deto joints will always pay, the only safe course when
Wherever possible, joints
velop being to stop them at once.
,

)
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maximum

should be tested to the

pressure before being covered.

Incrustations and deposits in water pipe seriously

aflfect

the

carrying capacity of the pipe and by increasing the friction very
materially increase the cost of pumping. The frictional loss in
dirty water

mains

is

far

of the actual reduction in

e-xcess

in

area due to the roughness of the pipe.
interior coating of

much
it

is

may

pipe

of fact, the

affect the carrying capacity as

as 20 per cent due to the care

and smoothness with which

applied.

The
in

new

As a matter

question of water

a water pipe

is

hammer caused by
The

frequently bursts the pipe.
pipes

stopping the flow

of great practical importance, as the shocks

from water hammer

is

to

simplest

method of protecting

The

use slow closing gates.

duration of closure should be proportional to the length of the
pipe line. Air chambers of adequate size placed near the valves

and gates eliminate almost entirely the hydraulic shock and do
not allow the pressure wave to pass through them, but they
must be very large and it is difficult to keep them supplied with
Safety valves allow pressure waves with only such intensity
air.
as correspond to the elasticity
valves to pass through them.

of

the

of

springs

the

safety

Committee: C. R. Knowles (I. C), chairman; J. B. White
& N. W.), James Dupree (C. T. H. & S. E.), John Ewart
(B. & M.), C. F. Warcup (G. T.), and M. G. Manning (C. G.
(C.

W.).

figures relative to the cost of laying pipe aroused

James Dupree (C. T. H. &
pressed the opinion that the figures were too low,

S. E.

siderable discussion.

con-

Ry.) ex-

especially those

reference to leading joints. He said that he used two pounds
Several members thought
of lead per inch diameter of pipe.
that there was practically no difference in the cost of e.xIn
cavating for pipe from four to twelve inches in diameter.
in

discussing cemented joints for steel pipe Mr. Dupree said that
A. H. King (O. S. L.)
he always found them unsatisfactory.

reported the same experience. J. B. Sheldon (N. Y. N. H. & H.)
said that he overcame the difficulty in maintaining tight joints in
water pipes subject to water hammer by the substitution of
flanged joints for leaded joints. .J. S. Robinson (C. &. X. W.)
said that he

had found the gaskets wearing

in the flanged joints

thereby causing leaks. A. A. Wolf (C. M. & St. P.) said that
he overcame this difficulty by using metal gaskets. R. Henderson CB. & O.) reported that he had laid three miles of pipe
with flanged joints satisfactorily by placing a wood block under
In discussing the water hammer several members
each joint.
reported satisfactory results following the installation of air
chambers or slow closing valves, while others reported these

W.

practices ineffective.

C. Frazier (S. P. L.

.\.

&

St.

L.)

de-

ranging from
four to eighteen inches in diameter at Las Vegas, N'ev., with
redwood staves one inch thick which proved unsatisfactory because of the difficulty in keeping the bands on. He stated that
it requires three or four men working continuously to replace
the bands and that galvanized iron bands were found but little
scribed an installation of

wood

stave pipe lines

reported
A. H. King (O. S. L.
said that he had had difficulty with alfalfa and other roots entering at joints and that it was necessary to take the pipe apart
He never found any mossy growth inside. .\. A.
to clean it.

better than

common

iron bands.

trouble w-ith root growths in

J.

wood

F. Fisher (S. P.)

pipe.

P.) on the other hand, said that he had had
In laying iron pipe under
tracks he has placed tfie pipe in a larger conduit of concrete
culvert pipe, thereby eliminating leaky joints.

Wolf
to

(C.

M. &

St.

remove pipe clogged by moss.

CONCRETE POSTS AND POLES

—

Concrete Posts. At the present time wooden posts are as
in many instances cheaper in first cost than
cheap and
any substitute which has been brought forward, but because of their short life and liability to destruction by
there is a question whether any wooden post with
fire,
the exception of one or two kinds of wood, is as cheap

57,
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and well manufactured concrete post. Many
persons have studied concrete as a suitable substitute for wood
in posts, and naturally some errors in design have been made,
many posts have been poorly manufactured, and a good many
as a well designed

failures have resulted.
Also, as is usual in a new field, there
have been some whose enthusiasm outran their judgment and
extravagant claims which could not be backed up were made.
The posts were found to be difficult to handle on account of their
weight and were easily broken.
Considerable difficulty was
experienced in finding a satisfactory method of fastening the

fence to the post, especially as

had a very

many

of the earlier designs were

Notwithstanding these
drawbacks, concrete posts have established themselves permanently and as the supply of wooden posts continues to diminish,
straight

or

slight

taper.

their use will rapidly increase.

Any fence post, to secure extended use, must fulfil the requirements of stability, durability, efficiency and economy. Experience has shown that the concrete post is as stable as the
wooden one. The very quality, weight, which makes it difficult
to handle during manufacture and while being distributed, is a
marked advantage in securing stability after it has been set.
Again, when used in low, wet places and in localities subject to
overflow, the advantages of the concrete post are apparent.

Concrete posts have not been

in

use a sufficient length of time

to enable accurate data to be secured as to their

Discussion

The

Vol.

life,

but judging

by the performance of concTete under other circumstances it
is felt that a life of 40 years may be safely predicted for a properly designed and manufactured post.

shows

E.vperience
the

wooden

one.

that

It

subject to destruction by

evidence

is

in

the

concrete

post

is

as

efficient

as

has the further advantage of not being
fire.

As

to

economy, the weight of

favor of the concrete post.

Wooden

posts cost

depending on the kind of wood used and the
locality.
The average for those most commonly in use is conservatively $0.16 to $0.17 and their average life from 12 to 15
years. Concrete posts cost from $0.16 to $0.20, with the average
for the heavier posts about $0.18.
It therefore requires no complicated calculation to determine the relative economy of wooden
concrete
posts.
They
have
the
further advantage that they
and
can be made near the point where they are to be used.
Many ideas as to the best designs of concrete posts have been
advanced.
The shapes vary from square and rectangular to
round or triangular. There are also T-shaped posts and semicircular, or rather semi-elliptical and rectangular sections with
one end semi-circular. In size they vary from 3 in. to 6 in.
In some
at the top and from 4 in. to 8 in. at the bottom.
instances the posts are spread at the bottom.
Many of the
early posts were made straight or with a very light batter. The
committee believes that in general those sections having the
smaller perimeter for any given section will prove more satis-

from $0.10

to $0.30,

factory.

Experience has shown that straight posts or those with a
very slight batter are apt to heave with the frost.
In these
designs it is also difficult to prevent the fence slipping down on

For these reasons posts are now generally made with
and the committee believes the taper should
It has been found that the
be uniform from top to bottom.
lighter posts could not always be depended on to resist the
strain to which they are subjected, especially in those sections
of the country where stock is plentiful, and the recent tendency
seems to be toward the use of a heavier post. The advantages
of the lighter post are the small decrease in cost due to less
material used and the lighter weight of the post, which is some
advantage in handling and shipping. The latter advantage is
offset somewhat by the fact that greater care must be used to
prevent breakage.
The committee recommends that the minithe posts.

a decided batter,

mum
5'4

diameter at the top should be 4

in.

;y»d

at

the bottom

in.

The methods

of

reinforcing are nearly as numerous as the

shapes of the sections.

They can be divided

into

two general

,

October

23,

those

classes
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with core reinforcing and those in
placed near the circumference. Rein-

reinforced

which the reinforcing

is

forcing material consists of plain round or square rods, hoop
sheet

wire,

steel

steel,

shapes,

twisted

steel

and

cut

pressed

corrugated bars, and

or

into

required

some instances a

in

from the molds. After removal it should be stored under cover
and in such manner that it can be kept moist for the period
specified.
Great care must be exercised in handling the posts
at this period as they are

is

near the surface of the ground and frequently extra
is placed at this point.
The committee does not
believe that this is called for, but it may be found desirable

it

is

reinforcing

under special conditions where posts are subjected to unusually
hard service.
concrete for posts

In general,

made

is

screened gravel, though bank gravel
latter

material usually

is

of

crushed rock or

The

frequently used.

not as clean as the screened gravel

is

and under these conditions as good

results cannot be expected.

Better proportioning of the materials can also be obtained with

and sand. The concrete should be
This adds somewhat to the strength of

the stone or screened gravel
as dense as possible.

the post, since by decreasing the

amount

creases the chances of corrosion of the

of absorption

it

de-

reinforcing and to

a

considerable extent prevents deterioration of the posts due to

For

the action of frost.

this

a corrvparatively rich mixture.

reason posts should be made of
cost of the cement is a small

The

of the total cost of the post, and the cost of the
cetnent which makes the difference between a lean
and a rich mixture is negligible.

proportion
additional

On

account

of

comparatively

the

small

post and the placing of the reinforcement,

section
is

it

of

a

fence

undesirable that

coarser aggregate should be of a large size.
Experience
has shown that the gravel or crushed rock should not exceed

the

y?

•

in.,

nor be

less

than 54

in. in size.

The committee recommends

a mixture consisting of one part of cement,

two parts of

clean,

in

strength and the bond between the concrete and reinforcing

increases rapidly up to 30 days and only slightly less

made. Difficulty is frequently experienced in casting posts
on account of the concrete sticking to the molds. For this
reason it is customary to oil the surface of the mold or to brush
with a solution of soap.

a

stiff

equipment sufficient for a daily output of at least 400
This will require molds for 1,200 to 1.600 posts, depending on whether they are left in the molds three or four days.
The handling and shipping of concrete posts are fully as important as the actual manufacture. Wooden posts can be thrown
about, piled in cars or on the ground and handled very roughly
without impairing their value. This cannot be done with concrete posts. When shipped, the posts should be carefully packed
in straw or sawdust.
In unloading, they should not be thrown
on the ground, particularly if it is hard or uneven.
Concrete posts are set in the same manner as wooden ones
and under normal conditions a man can set as many concrete
as wooden posts.
Many methods of fastening the fence to the
posts have been devised.
Small holes were made through the
posts at stated intervals and nails or wire run through them
to be bent around the fence wires. Wooden blocks were inserted
and anchored in the posts during manufacture. In some instances staples were placed in the posts while the concrete was
green.
None of these methods proved satisfactory. Holes or
staples could not be located where the fence wire would come, as
it is seldom possible to set the posts at exactly the same depth.
posts.

Irregularities

four parts of gravel

is

and

is

necessary that

it

be protected by the concrete.

On

this

recommended, that it be placed H i"- below the
surface.
It is also recommended that the reinforcing material
he long enough to permit turning it down at the end. Recent
account

it

is

experiments develop the fact that slightly rusted reinforcement
bond with the concrete than does the
clean, bright metal, or metal with the mill scale on.

gives a decidedly stronger

Wherever

possible, concrete for posts should be mixed in a
Machine mixed concrete is recognized as superior
hand mixed, as the cement is more thoroughly incorporated
with the sand and stone and the stone itself is more uniformly
distributed.
All materials should be measured.
The amount
of water added should produce a quaking mi.xture.
This consistency will be wet enough to cause the concrete to settle
around the reinforcing and produce a smooth surface. If it is
made wetter there is danger of part of the cement being washed
off the sand and stone and rising to the top.
This results in
an inferior product which will give a larger percentage of breakage and a shorter life.

batch mixer.
to

Posts should never be made during freezing weather.
On
account of the small volume of a post it is more easily affected
by low temperatures than concrete in large volumes.
For the

same reason the concrete
in

in

hot or very dry weather.

posts
It is

is

apt

to

dry out rapidly

therefore essential that they

be kept moist for the first week or ten days and during this time
they should not be exposed to the sun. Posl^ should be retained
in the mold for three days after it is cast and it is better to
allow four days. As soon as the concrete is set, water should be

poured over

it

in

the

ground also caused

difficulties

with this

Again, this type of fastening sooner or later
out and cannot be replaced.
Holes and wooden inserts
weaken the posts and are in every way unsatisfactory. The
rusts

recommended.

While reinforcement should be placed near the outer surface
it

or soap should be used

oil

plant

type of fastening.

used, a mixture of one part cement

Either

The molds should be scrubbed and cleaned with
broom frequently. In general, it is desirable to have a

sparingly.

When bank

is

rapidly

during the next 30. At the end of 90 days this strength has
developed so that the post can safely be used if care is taken in
handling.
No post should be used earlier than 90 days after it

sharp sand and four parts of broken stone or screened gravel.
gravel

They should be
Concrete gains rapidly

very easily broken.

stored upright with the larger end down.

combination of two of the above. In some instances the rods
are wound with wire and in others crimped wires are used.
The committee believes that reinforcement should be placed
near the circumference of the post where the greatest stresses
are likely to occur and where it is reasonable to expect the
tendency to crack is the greatest.
The critical section of the
post

765

and the post kept thoroughly wet

until

removed

most satisfactory method of attaching the fence is to use tie
wires around the posts, attaching them to the fence wire by
means of the "Western Union twist." Care must be exercised
to have the tie wires tight and the fence wire drawn up snug
to the fence post, otherwise the fence will slip down on the
post and stock running against it or trying to get through will
raise or press the fence down.
This method of fastening the
fence to the post will be most satisfactory where the post is

made with a

taper.

Concrete Poles.

wooden

— In

considering concrete as a substitute for
is found.
While the con-

poles, a quite different situation

crete posts can be easily manufactured

the same as the

wooden

handling of the forms

is

and handled substantially

posts, the concrete pole

is expensive, the
troublesome, and the erection of the pole

requires radically different methods

from the wooden one on account of its great weight. In spite of these drawbacks there are a
number of points in favor of these poles. A number of telegraph
lines have been put in service with concrete poles, notably on
the Pennsylvania, where it is understood that they proved very
satisfactory during the unprecedented winter of 1913-14.
The
extra expenditure for a concrete pole may be justified in order
to safeguard heavy and important lines, but the committee does
not believe it can be justified for lighter and less important lines.
Committee: George E. Boyd (D. L. & W.), chairman; A. S.
(C. & E. I.). C. W. Wright (L. I.), F. J. Conn
(C. N. O. & T. P.), and W. E. Elder (C. B. & Q.>.

Mark-ley

Discussion

A.

S.

Markley (C. & E.

I.)

thought

posts 90 days before using them.

He

it

unnecessary to hold

also thought the prices

;;
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given in the report were too low.
He has found reinforcing
separators detrimental to the strength of the posts.
CLOSING BUSINESS

At

closing

the

elected for the

business

session

coming year:

the

following

President, L. D.

officers

were

Hadwen, engineer

of masonry construction. Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, Chicago first vice-president, G. Aldrich, bridge supervisor. New
York, New Haven & Hartford, Boston, Mass.
second vicepresident, G. W. Rear, general inspector. Southern Pacific, San

Vol.

57,
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The external discharge chute is pivoted above the discharge opening, projecting two-thirds of the way through
the drum. The length and steep angle of this chute are made
possible by the concave face of the drum.
This discharge
chute can be used to measure small quantities of concrete
with accuracy or to discharge the entire batch rapidly. When
the discharge chute is not in the discharging position, it

;

;

Francisco, Cal.

;

third vice-president, C. E. Smith, assistant chief

engineer, Missouri Pacific, St. Louis,

Mo.

;

fourth vice-president,

Ashby, chief engineer. Lehigh \'alley. Xew York
secretary, C. A. Lichty, general inspector. Chicago & North
Western, Chicago treasurer, F. E. Weise, chief clerk, engineering department, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, Chicago.
E.

B.

;

Detroit was selected as the place for next j-ear's convention.
The subjects selected for next year's committee work include:
(1) Locomotive Cranes in
Material;
Conditions
(2)

Construction

Bridges Should Be Repaired.
(3) Railway

Work and

Handling

Which Pile and Timber
Reinforced, Renewed or Replaced

Under

Water Tanks;

(4)

Coaling Plants for Small Sta-

Compilation, Analysis and \'alue of Cost Data; (6)
Efficient Methods for Handling Work.
The following committions;

(5)

were continued (2) Warning for Overhead and Side Obstructions; (4) Reinforced Concrete Bridge
Work; (5) Station Buildings for Passenger Service Only, and
(9) Concrete Culvert Pipe and Concrete Piles.
On Tuesday evening, 234 members and guests attended a banquet in the .Alexandria Hotel. G. W. Rear (S. P.) was toastmaster, and the speakers included W. H. Whalen. division superintendent of the Southern Pacific at Los .\ngeles E. A. Baley,
who described the Los Angeles aqueduct H. B. Titcomb, engineer maintenance of way of the Southern Pacific
President
Penwell and others. Late Wednesday afternoon there was a
trip to Ocean Park, where the party remained for the evening.
On Thursday evening there was a trip up Mount Lowe. There
were also various other rides arranged for the ladies.
tees for this year also

;

;

;

SUPPLY

On

k

^^V^^l

:

The Smith-Chicago Mixer

with Gasolene tngine, Power Charger
and Enclosed Water Tank

swings out and up, draining back into the drum. In this posiit does not interfere with the wheelbarrows or hoisting
On self-loading machines this spout can be operated
either from the feed or discharge side of the machine.
The new type of mixer can be equipped with a standard feed
chute, a vertical acting power charger, or a gated batch
tion

buckets.

.\SSOCI.\TION'

cost of sending exhibits and
Los Angeles, very few of the supply firms
that hold membership in the Bridge and Building Supply Men's
Association were represented at the convention. It was agreed
before the convention that no meeting would be held at the
convention and that the existing officers would continue their
duties for another year.
President, J. .\.
These officers are
Meaden. Paul Dickinson, Inc.
vice-president, D. A. Bonitz,
National Roofing Company; treasurer, H. A. Neally, Joseph
Dixon Crucible Company secretary, L. D. Mitchell, Detroit

account

of

the

excessive

representatives to

:

;

;

Company

Graphite

Ward, U.

S.

;

members

of the executive committee, C. E.

Wind Engine & Pump Company, and W.

A.

Hemen-

way. Asphalt Ready Roofing Company.

THE SMITH-CHICAGO CONCRETE MIXER
An

improved type of the Chicago mixer formerly sold by
the Chicago Concrete Machinery Company, Chicago, will be
under the name of the Smith-Chicago mixer
Smith Company. Milwaukee, W'is. In distinction
to the other Smith mixers, the new type has a non-tilting
handled

in the future

by the T.

L.

discharge.

The

cylindrical

drum has

a centrally located ring encircling

which combines the main driving gear and the main roller
track in one substantial casting, the rollers being protected
by the overhanging drum heads. No movable parts are located in the drum where they can come in contact with the
mix. The mixing action is secured by large scoop blades with
deep converging sides which pour the batch to the center of
the drum.
The action of these blades combined with the
action of the drum itself, produces a movement in the mass
which distributes the loads evenly and produces an efficient
mixture without splashing.
it,

The Smith-Chicago

Mi.xer with Steam Engine. Boiler, Power Charger
and Enclosed Water Tank. The Chute is Shown
in

Discharging Position

hopper.
The power charger consists of a skip carried by
four rollers traveling on curved guides. The skip, is hoisted

by cables, the wide nose projecting well into tTie drum in
These chargers are equipped with

the discharging position.

a device automatically to disengage the clutch when the skip
has reached its highest position, forming an effectual safeguard against accidents.

piiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin^

General News Department

I

The new union station of the Illinois Central, the Yazoo &
Mississippi Valley, the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, and the
St Louis & San Francisco, at Memphis, Tenn., was opened on
October

The

Xovember 9 has been set as the date for the beginning of
hearings at Chicago in the arbitration proceedings on the deof the enginemen and firemen of the western railways,
although the board of arbitration is not yet complete. The two
arbitrators representing the employees and the two representing
the railroads have been selected, but they have not yet agreed
upon the two neutral members.
mands

The Interstate Commerce Commission has postponed to March
31, 1915, the date on which carriers must have complied with its
order under the transportation-of-explosives act, requiring gas
cylinders to be supplied with certain safety devices. Owners of
such cylinders placed orders in Europe for the required devices,
but now have informed the commission that their orders cannot
be filled within the time limit fixed.
The' voters of Roseburg, Ore., last week voted to authorize a
$500,000 bond issue to assist in the construction of a proposed
railroad from Roseburg to Coos Bay, Ore., in order to secure
rail communication with the Pacific ocean, which has been projected for nearly 40 years.
The town elected a railroad commission of 10 members to represent the people's interest in the
matter. The money is not to be expended until the people are
assured by a sufficient bond that a standard gage road will be
constructed between Roseburg and Coos Bay to be operated for
a term of years under conditions satisfactory to the members
of the commission.
In that case the $500,000 will be appropriated to assist in the work. The proposed line has been surveyed and a part of the grading has been completed under a

former project.

W. Everman,

13.

The

manager of

the St. Louis Southafter 33 years' service
Pacific, was presented with a silver service of
$1,200, by a committee representing the 10,000
Texas & Pacific, at a luncheon at Dallas on
committee was composed of 40 of the Texas &

western, who took
with the Texas &
186 pieces, costing
employees of the

general

that position

on July

employees, and the presentation was made by George
Thompson, general attorney for the Texas & Pacific. In addition to the Texas & Pacific men the principal officers of the
St. Louis Southwestern were present at the luncheon, including
President F. H. Britton, Vice-president H. E. Farrell, General
Solicitor S. H. West, Chief Engineer C. D. Purdon, Purchasing
Agent Ernest Baxter, General Attorney E. B. Perkins, Superintendent F. J. Hawn and W. C. Connor, president of the Dallas

Terminal Railway

&

Union Depot Company.

The Baltimore & Ohio,
it,"

has ordered

W.

in order to "see itself as others
E. Lowes, assistant general passenger

agent, to make a tour of its lines on an inspector's gasolene tricycle to collect first-hand information.
Accompanied by a photographer and a supervisor of track, Mr. Lowes has already
covered a portion of the main line and some of the branches
of the eastern divisions.
In the Shenandoah Valley, along
the south branch of the Potomac river and in eastern Ohio, a

number

A

press despatch from Pas-de Calais, France, October 19,
says that between forty and fifty passengers were killed and
eighty injured in a butting collision on the 17th at Marquise,
between Calais and Boulogne. The trains carried soldiers and
refugees. The cause of the collision is given as a broken signal
wire, which allowed a signal to change from "stop" to "proceed."

Repeal the "Full-Crew" Laws!

The following

appeal,

has been posted in

all

issued by the Pennsylvania Railroad,
the stations along the company's lines,

and also on trainmen's bulletins:

—

"It is in the interest of the public
whose chief concern is.
service and safety that the extra crew law now on the
statute books of Pennsylvania, New Jersey and New York
be repealed. This law causes a waste of $1,100,000 annually
in the employment of unnecessary men on the Pennsylvania

—

good

system alone.

No

vania Railroad

Company

one

more concerned than

the Pennsylsecuring maximum safety on its
train on this railroad has a full crew, and this
extra expenditure adds nothing to safety or public convenience. The same money had much better be spent to remove
grade crossings, improve tracks, signals and bridges and buy
lines.

is

in

Every

steel cars.

"This extra crew law. which compels unnecessary expendiis one of the factors which menaces the ability of this
to pay present rates of wages to that great body of
employees whose activities are needed. The Public Service

tures,

company

Commission should see to it that all trains are properly
manned. Such action would amply protect employees and

We

the public.
appeal to the people in their .own interest,,
to our employees in their best interest, to ask their
representatives in the next Pennsylvania, New Jersey and
New York legislatures to repeal the extra crew law."

we appeal

1,

Pacific

see

and gives and receives

Disastrous Collision in France

freight house of the

October

in,

21.

Northern Pacific at Duluth, Minn.,
sustained considerable damage from fire on the night of October 11.
The loaded cars in the shed were all saved. The
damage is estimated at $20,000.

J.

ing machinery and articles shipped
information about markets.

|

of exquisite photographs of historical interest and
scenic beauty have been taken and will be used in advertising.
this
time Mr. Lowes has traveled from fifty to si.xty
Up to
miles a day, stopping to talk over business ponditions with
agents at small stations, as well as with farmers in the fields and
workmen in industries along the route. From farmers he
obtains information concerning the fertility of soil and its
adaptability to particular phases of farming, learns the yield
per acre in the community and the amount of fertilizer, farm-

Trespassing Reduced*
In New York state we have a definite law prohibiting trespassing on railroads and making it a punishable off'ense.
have within the past year employed a special man to personally
visit the judges of all courts having jurisdiction in trespassing
cases along the entire road, to obtain their co-operation in the
enforcement of the law. Not only in New York but all other

We

through which our lines run the editors of newspapers
visited and their aid procured in giving wide
publicity to our campaign. We posted at frequent intervals warning notices in various languages along the entire right-of-way,
warning the public that arrest or injury would be the probable
penalty for track walking. We prepared graphic maps indicating
the number and location of trespass, death and injury cases,
which we displayed in prominent store windows in important
cities along our lines.
We distributed pamphlets and circulars
to the superintendents of schools and heads of industrial plants,
enlightening them and obtaining their co-operation.
And, because we did all of these things in a persistent manner, thereby
educating and warning the public against the dangers of trespassing, there were during the year ending June 30, 1914, on the
four principal roads of the New York Central Lines 109 fewer
trespassers killed and 83 fewer trespassers injured than during
the previous twelve months.
Let us, then, make education our watchword as well as safety
our creed. Let us light the torch of prudence and hold it aloft
that its rays may penetrate the remotest corners of the land,
eradicating the darkness of ignorance which cloaks the chance
states

were personally

•Extract from an address by Marcus A. Dow, general safety agent of
New York Central, before the annual convention of the National
Council for Industrial Safety, at Chicago, October 15.
the

—
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taker, and those who are careless, thoughtless or indifferent to
Let us spread the gospel of safety broadcast and train
safety.
our citizens, both present and future, to think before they act
and not go mechanically and irresistibly into certain danger where
danger is known to exist.

American Association

of

Railway Surgeons

eleventh annual meeting of the American Association of
Railway Surgeons was held at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, on
October 14, IS, and 16. In addition to a large number of technical
medical and surgical papers the following were presented:
"Lighting as a Preventive of Accidents in Car Shops." by J. R.
Lantern demonstration
Cravath, consulting engineer, Chicago
of special qualities of glass used in railway signaling and worn
for protection of employees, by Dr. Nelson Miles Black, of Mil-

The

Vol.

57,

No. 17

of the central safety committee of the St. Louis & San Francisco,
St. Louis, Mo., also presented an address on "The Safety Problem of the Railroads." This was discussed by R. H. Newbern,
superintendent of the insurance department of the Pennsylvania
Lines, who described the methods of keeping accident statistics
on the Pennsylvania, and by M. A. Dow, general safety agent.
New York Central Lines, who explained the necessity for the
education of the public concerning the danger of careless habits,
particularly in connection with highway crossing accidents.
He
said that out of observations of 7,779 persons crossing the tracks
at various places on the lines of the New York Central during
one day last December, only 359, or less than 5 per cent, looked
in both directions before crossing.

;

waukee, Wis.
(I. C.)

;

"Why

Morgantown,

Surgeon," by M. C. Murphy
"The Company Surgeon," by Charles

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS

a Railway
Ind.

;

Blickensderfer (C. R. L & P.) Shawnee, Okla. "Ethics of the
Railway Surgeon," by William Reid (M. St. P. & S. S. M.)

The following list gives names
teetings, and places of meeting.

;

Deerwood, Minn. "The Railway Surgeon at Terminal Points,"
James M. Miller (C. & E. L) Villa Grove. Ind.; "Prevention
as Applied to Railway Surgery," M. J. Kenefick (C. M. & St.
P.) Algona, Iowa; "Advisability of Repeated Examinations of
Employees Connected with the Operating Department of a Railway System," by F. M. Crain (C. & N. W.) Redfield, S. D.;
"Railway Sanitation," D. J. McGurren (M. St. P. & S. S. M.)
"Psychology of Railway Accidents," by
Devil's Lake, N. D.
111.
At the concluding sesJ. H. Sealy (C. & N. W.) Freeport,
sion Dr. John B. Murphy of Chicago, consulting surgeon of the
Soo Line and Illinois Central, presented a paper on "Management
of Joint Injuries in Railway Accidents," and the safety first
movement was discussed by R. C. Richards, general claim agent
of the Chicago & North Western; Peter M. Hoffman, coroner
of Cook county; L. F. Shedd, safety supervisor, Rock Island
Lines, and H. L. Brownell, safety inspector, Chicago surface lines.
Officers were elected as follows: President, Dr. G. F. Beasley,
surgeon for the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville and the Cleve;

;

land. Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis at Lafayette, Ind.; vicepresident, Dr. J. P. Raster, Toledo, Ohio; secretary-treasurer,
Louis J. Mitchell. Chicago.

Air Brake Association.
convention,

May

— F.

of secretaries, dates

M. NeUis,

of

regular

next

Boston, Mass.
4-7, 1915, Hotel Sherman, Chicago.
State St.,

S3

Next

—

American Association of Demurrage Officers. A. G. Thomason, Demurrage Commissioner, Boston, Mass.
Annual convention in April.
.\merican Association of Dining Car Supejiintendents. H. C. Boardman, D. U & W,. Hoboken, N. J. Next convention, October 22-24,

—

Washington, D. C.
American Association of Freight Agents.

— R.

O. Wells, Illinois Central,

East St. Louis, 111. Annual meeting. May 21-24, 1915, Richmond, Va.
.Vmsrican Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents. W. C.
Hope, C. R. R. of N. J., 143 Liberty St., New York.
American Association of Railroad Superintendents. E. H. Harman,

—

—
meeting.

Room 101, Union Station, St. Louis, Mo. Next
May 20-21,
1915, San Francisco, Cal.
American Electric Railway Association. E. B. Burritt, 29 W. 39th St.

New

—

York.

American Electric Railway Manufacturers' Association.

—H.

C.

McCon-

naughy, 165 Broadway, New York. Meetings with American Electric
Railway Association.
American Railway Association. W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York.
Semi-annual meeting, November 18, Chicago.
American Railway Bridge and Building Association. C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago.
American Railway Engineering Association. E, H. Fritch, 900 S. Mich-

—

—

—

Next convention, March 16-18, 1915, Chicago.
American Railway Master Mechanics' Association. J. W. Taylor, 1112
Karpen Bldg., Chicago. Annual meeting, June, 1915.
American Railway Safety Association. L. F. Shedd, C. R. I. & P.,
Chicago.
Next meeting, November, Chicago.
American Railway Tool Foremen's .Association. A. R. Davis, Central of
Georgia, Macon, Ga. Annual meeting, July, 1915.
.\merican Society for Testing Materials. Prof. E. Marburg. University
igan Ave., Chicago.

—

—

—

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers
of the Association of Railway ElecEngineers is to be held at the Hotel La Salle, Chicago,
An exhibit of supplies will be held on
on October 26-30.
the nineteenth floor of the hotel in connection with the

The annual convention

trical

At the first session on Tuesday morning Presiconvention.
dent C. R. Gilman, illuminating engineer of the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul, will present the opening address, which will
be followed by reports of the committee on Loose Leaf Binders
for Filing Specifications and to Keep Specification Standards to
Date, the committee on Reciprocal Relations, the committee on
Specifications for Wire Crossings for Potentials above 100 Volts,
and the committee on Data and Information. On Wednesday
reports will be presented by the committees on Standards, Electric Headlights, Industrial Trucks, Electric Traction and Wire
Specifications, and at the morning session Dr. F. H. Milner,
experimental engineer of the Union Pacific, will present a paper
on "Communication to and between Trains by Telegraph WireAt the session on
less, Telephone Wireless and Telephone."
Thursday reports will be presented by the committees on Axle
Equipment, Head End Equipment and Standard Rules for Car
Wiring, Outside Construction and Yard Lighting, Illumination
and Shop Practice, and Yard Facilities. At the Friday session
reports will be presented by the committee on Yard Facilities
for Charging.

National Council for Industrial Safety
third annual safety congress of the National Council
for Industrial Safety held at the Hotel LaSalle, Chicago, on October 13, 14 and 15, one session on Thursday afternoon was deMartin J. Insull,
voted to transportation and public service.

At the

vice-president of the Middle West Utilities Company, Chicago,
acted as chairman of the session and presented an address on
"Safety as a Means of Bettering the Relation Between the Public
and Public Service Corporations." W. B. Spaulding, chairman

—

of

Pennsylvania,

Pliiladelphia,

Pa.

—

Chas. W. Hunt, 220 W. 57th St.,
Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Wednesday in month, exYork.
cept June, July and August, 220 W. 57th St., New York.
American Society of Engineering Contractors.— J. R. Wemlinger, II
Broadway, New York. Regular meetings, 2d Thursday in month, at
Broadway, New York.
2 P. M.,
American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
Annual meeting, December 1-4, 1914, Nejv
39th St., New York.
York.
American Wood Preservers' Association. F. J. Angier. B. & O., Mt.
Next convention, January 19-21, 1915,.
Royal Sta., Baltimore, Md.
Chicago.
Association of American Railway Accounting Officers. E. R. WoodAnnual
son, 1300 Pennsylvania Ave.. N. W., Washington, D. C.
convention, April 28, 1915, Atlanta, Ga.
Association of Manufacturers of Chilled Car Wheels. George W.
Annual meeting, second
Lyndon. 1214 McCorniick Bldg., Chicago.
Tuesday in October, New York.
Association of Railway Claim Agents. C. W. Egan, B. & O., Baltimore,
week
May,
in
1915, Galveston, Tex.
Md. Annual meeting, 3d
Association of Railway Electrical Engineers. Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
Annual convention
N. W., Room 411. C. & N. W. Sta., Chicago.
October 26-30, 1914. Chicago.
Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents. P. W. Drew, Soo
Annual meeting, June 22-25,
Line, 112 West Adams St., Chicaso.
1915, Rochester, N. Y.
Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers. G. P.
Next morning, December 8-9,
Canard, 75 Church St., New York.
1914, Richmond, Va.
Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association. L, D. Mitchell, Detroit
Meetings with American Railway Bridge
Graphite Co., Chicago, 111.
and Building Association.
Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell. Grand Trunk, P. O. Box 7, St.
Regular meetings. 2d Tuesday in
Lambert (near Montreal), Que.
month, except June. July and Au.sust. Windsor Hotel, Montreal, Que.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.— Clement H. McLeod, 176 MansRegular meetings. 1st Thursday in October.
field St., Montreal. Que.
November. December, February, March and April. Annual meeting,
January, Montreal.
Car Foremen's Association of Chicago. Aaron Kline. 841 Lawler Ave..
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except July and
Chicago.
August, Lytton Bldg., Chicago.
Centr.\l Railway Cluj.— H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.. New York. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in January. May. September and November.
Annual meetings. 2d Thursday in March, Hotel Statler. Buffalo, N. Y.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.— Elmer K. Hiles, 2511
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. Regular meetings. 1st and 3d Tuesday,

American Society of Civil Engineers.

New

n

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

-

Pittsburgh.

•

October
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23, 1914

—

Freight Claim Association. Warren P. Taylor, R. F. & P., Richmond,
Va. Annual meeting, June 16, 1915, Chicago.
General Superintendents' Association of Chicago. A. M. Hunter, 321
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday, preceding 3d Thursday in month. Room 1856, Transportation Bldg.,
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—

Chicago.

—

International Railway Congress. Executive Committee,
vain, Brussels, Belgium.
Next convention, June 23
Berlin.

11,

to July 6,

1915,

cago.

—

International Railway General Foremen's Association. Wm. Hall, 829
W. Broadway, Winona, Minn. Next convention, July 14-17, 1915,
Sherman House, Chicago.
International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association. A, L. Woodworth, C. H. & D., Lima, Ohio.
Maintenance of Way and Master Painters' Association of the United
States and Canada. T. I. Goodwin, C. R. I. & P., Eldon, Mo.
Next convention, November 17-19, 1914, Detroit, Mich.
!Master Boiler Makers' Association. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,
New York. Annual convention. May, 1915.
!Mast£r Car and Locomotive Painters' Association of the United States
AND Canada.— A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass.
.Master Car Builders' Association.—J. W. Taylor, 1112 Karpen Bldg.,
Annual meeting, June, 1915.
Chicago.
National Railway Appliances Association. Bruce V. Crandall, 537 So.
Dearborn St., Chicaeo. Ne.xt convention, March 15-19, 1915, Chicago.
New England Railroad Club.— W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in month, except June,
Tuly, August and September, Boston.
New York Railroad Club.— Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, except June, July and August,

—

—

—

—

W. 39th St., New York.
E. Frankenberger, 623 Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y. Meetings monthly.
Peoria Association of Railroad Officers. M. W. Rotchford, Union Station, Peoria, III.
Regular meetings, 2d Thursday in month, Jefferson
29

—
—

Niagara Frontier Car Men's Association.

Peoria.

—

Railroad Clue of Kansas City. C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.
City, Mo.
Railroad Master Tinners, Coppersmiths and Pipefitters' Association.
Annual meeting. May,
U. G. Thompson, C. & E. I., Danville, 111.

—

1915.

—

I^AiLWAv Business Association. Frank W. Noxon, 30 Church St., New
York. Annual meeting, December 10, 1914, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,
New York.
Railway Club of Pittsburgh. J. B. Anderson, Room 207, P. R. R. Sta.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Regular meetings, 4th Friday in month, except June,
July and August, Monongahela House, Pittsburgh.
Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers^ Association. J^ Scribner,
Meetings with Association of Rail1021 Monadnock Block, Chicago.

—

—

way Electrical Engineers.
Railway Fire Protection Association.
Mobile & Ohio, Mobile,
Railway Signal Association.

— C.

B.

Edwards, Fire

Agt.,

Ins.

.Ala.

—

C.

C.

Pa.

Rosenberg, Times Bldg., Bethlehem,

—

Railway Storekeepers' Association. J. P. Murphy, L. S. & M. S., Box C,
Annual meeting, May, 1915.
Collinwood, Ohio.
Railway Supply Manufacturers' Associaiion. J. D. Conway, 2136 Oliver
Pa.
Meetings
Master Mechanics Associations.
Bldg.,

Pittsburgh,

with

—Master

Car Builders and

Railway Telegraph and Telephone Appliance Association.

Nelson,
— G. A. Railway

Meetings with Association of
50 Church St., New York.
Telegraph Superintendents.
Richmond Railroad Club.— F. O. Robinson, C. & O., Richmond, Va.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July and
August.
Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association. L. C. Ryan, C. &

—

N. W., Sterling,

III.

^

—

^

.

St Louis Railway Club. B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,
Mo. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June, July and
August, St. Louis.
Salt Lake Transportation Club.— R. E. Rowland, Hotel Utah Bldg.,
Salt Lake City, Utah. Regular meetings, 1st Saturday of each month.
Salt Lake City.
Signal Appliance Association. F. W. Edmunds, 3868 Park Ave., New
Meeting with annual convention Railway Signal Association.
York.
Society of Railway Financial Officers. Carl Nyquist, C. R. I. & P..
La Salle St. Sta., Chicago.
Southern Association of Car Service Officers. E. W. Sandwich, A. &

—

—

—

W.

P. Ry., Atlanta, Ga.

Southern and Southwestern Railway Club.

—A.

J.

Merrill, Grant Bldg.,

Regular meetings, 3d Thursday, January, March, May,
Atlanta, Ga.
July, September, November. 10 A. M., Candler Bldg., Atlanta.
Regular
Toledo Transportation Clue.— Harry S. Fox, Toledo, Ohio.
meetings, 1st Saturday in month. Boody House, Toledo.
Tr.\ck Supply .Association.— W. C. Kidd, Ramapo Iron Works. Hillburn,
AssoWay
of
Maintenance
and
Roadmasters'
Meetings with
N. Y.

„

ciation.

,

Traffic Club of Chicago.— W. H. Wharton, La Salle Hotel, Chicago.
Traffic Club of New York.— C. A. Swope, 291 Broadway, New York.
Regular meetings last Tuesday in month, e-xcept June, July and
August, Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.— D. L. Wells, Erie R. R., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Meetings bimonthly, Pittsburgh. Annual meeting, 2d Monday m June.
Traffic Club of St. Louis. A. F. Versen, Mercantile Library Bldg.,
Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings
St. Louis, Mo.
October to May.
Train Despatchers' Association of America. J. F. Mackie. 7122 Ste\yart
.Annual meeting June 15, 1915. Minneapolis, Minn.
Ave., Chicago.
Transportation Club of Detroit. W. R. Hurley, Superintendent's office,
L. S. & M. S., Detroit, Mich. Meetings monthly, Normandie Hotel,

—

—

—

Detroit.

Traveling Engineers' Association.

—W.

O. Thompson, N.

.,.,-,

v. C.

o
tt
H.
&

t>

K.,

East Buffalo, N. Y.

Western Canada Railway Club.— W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, WinRegular meetings, 2d Monday, exctpt June, July and
nipeg, Man.
August, Winnipeg.

Railway Club.—J. W. Taylor, 1112 Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
Regular meetings, 3d Tuesday in month, . except June, July and
August, Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
"Western Society of Engineers.— J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,
Regular meetings, Ist Monday in month, except January,
Chicago.
Extra meetings, except in July and
July and -August, Chicago.
August, generally on other Monday evenings.

Western

News
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—

I&ternational Railway Fuel Association. C. G. Hall, C. & E. I., 922
McCormick Bldg., Chicago. Annual meeting, May 17-20, 1915, Chi-

Hotel,

Traffic

Rue de Lou-

The

railways on October 16 filed tariflfs with the
Public Utilities Commission increasing freight rates in
the state by S per cent, effective on November IS.
Illinois

Illinois

Plans are being made by the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
for establishing through passenger train service between Galveston and California points about November 1, via the Texico-

Coleman

cutoff.

The Panama Canal was

closed to traffic five days, October
by a landslide in Culebra Cut. Fifteen ships were detained one or more days each, and will have claims on the government for demurrage.
15-20,

Agents of the Grand Trunk Pacific are taking measures to get
Belgian settlers for the territory opened by the company's lines
in western Canada.
It is expected that the European war will
result in a rush of settlers to Canada.
Belgian farmers are very
thrifty people.
It is hoped to settle a large tract in the Stuart
river district.

The Boston & Maine has notified the governor of New
Hampshire that it will enter suit in the Federal Court to
enforcement of the law of New Hampshire requir-

resist the

ing the railroad to sell 500 mile books of tickets for $10.
Service Commission of that state has refused to
approve the proposed increase of the mileage rate of 2J4 cents
a mile.

The Public

The executives of the principal Missouri railroads held a conference on Monday, at Jefferson City, with Governor Major on
the financial condition of the railroads in connection with the
Among those
application of the roads for increases in rates.
present were President B. F. Bush of the Missouri Pacific, E.
B. Pryor, receiver of the Wabash; W. C. Nixon, receiver of the
St. Louis & San Francisco; F. H. Britton, president of the St.
Louis Southwestern, and C. E. Schaff of the Missouri, Kansas

&

Texas.

first time in several years the railroads of Texas are
take care of the autumn traffic without experiencing
blockades of loaded cars of cotton at Galveston and at interior
There is no complaint of car shortage.
concentrating points.
The traffic departments of the principal railroads of the state report that notwithstanding the absence of any general cotton
movement a good business is being done. The marketing of this
year's cotton crop will be so gradual and cover such a long period that, it is expected, there will be no burden on general

For the

able

to

traffic.

The production of explosives in the United States during
calendar year 1913, as reported by the United States
Bureau of Mines, on the basis of figures received from manufacturers, was 231,757 tons, as compared with 244,696 tons in
1912. The total for 1913 is made up as follows: Black powder,

the

194,146,747 lb.; "high" explosives other than permissible explosives, 241,682,364 lb., and permissible explosives, 27,685,770
How much of this enormous quantity of dangerous stuff
lb.
was transported by railroad is not stated. The total amount of
explosives used for the production of coal in 1913 was 209,352,938

lb.

Railroads leading from Richmond and Norfolk, Va., into
North Carolina have reduced their interstate rates on potatoes and other vegetables. This reduction was made at the
combined request of the Chambers of Commerce of Richmond,
Norfolk and Petersburg. The former rates are restored. Two
months ago the roads increased the rate by nearly 50 per cent.

Producers and commission merchants immediately began to

The green vegetables particularly included are
complain.
cabbage, potatoes, onions and turnips. The former rate from
Richmond to Raleigh was 21 cents per 100 lb., and this was
increased to 32 cents. Other changes were of similar character.
At the convention of the American Bankers' Association held
Richmond, Va., last week, a resolution was adopted declaring: "A prompt and liberal increase in railroad rates throughout
the United States is essential in order to enable the railroads
at
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finance their maturing obligations.
Such increase in rates
must be made before we can hope to secure the confidence of
the investing public both at home and abroad in railroad securities."
The Interstate Commerce Commission was urged to act
promptly and favorably upon pending applications for an increase of railroad rates, and to take such action as may produce
a general and adequate increase in railroad revenues of this
to

country.

The

Illinois

Manufacturers' Association has adopted resolu-

tions to be placed before the Interstate Commerce Commission,
endorsing the principle that the transcontinental railways should
be allowed to put into effect such freight rates to the Pacific
coast as will enable the central western territory to do business
with the coast by rail, in competition with the industries of the
eastern states. The resolution says "The opening of the Panama
canal has largely reduced the all-water rates between the [At:

seaboard and adjacent territories and Pacific coast terminals.
The Panama canal was built by public taxation, borne
All parts of the country
equally by all parts of the country.

lantic]

should therefore share equally in the benefits of the canal."

The Southern Pacific reports that during the period of
colonist rates to California this year, from September 24 to
October 8. over 10,000 people took advantage of the low rates.
The tickets w^ere all one-way tickets, which means that in
the majority of cases the newcomers remained in California
and had gone with the intention of remaining. That the newcomer may not be at a loss as to which way to turn upon arrival the company maintains a colonization bureau where information about every locality on the Pacific coast and the
various agricultural, industrial and commercial opportunities
The company's record of the colonist movement
is dispensed.
shows that the greatest travel was through the Ogden gateway.

Many complaints are being received by the North Carolina
Corporation Commission that the intrastate freight rates recently put into effect in that state in accordance with the
legislative action following the passage of the "Justice act"
have worked serious disturbances in freight routes because
of the rigidity of the long and short haul clause of the act.

A

number of short railroads are said to have been deprived
much business that they will have difiiculty in earning
operating expenses. Following the adoption of tlic new class
of so

rates as agreed to under the Justice act, which agreement
covers interstate rates, the principal roads filed tariffs discontinuing a large number of intrastate commodity rates; but
the Corporation Commission refused to allow these new
tariffs

to

go into

effect.

Beginning November 1, shippers of grease, tallow and certain
other inedible animal products who do an interstate or export
business, must file certain declarations with the Secretary of
Agriculture in Washington, and must furnish transportation
companies with a shipper's certificate. The blanks for filing the
required declarations may be procured from the Chief of the
Bureau of Animal Industry in Washington. The regulations
apply to grease-rendering establishments which prepare products
unfit

for

human

swine or goats.

which are derived from cattle, sheep,
Many of these products, though intended only
food,

for industrial use. cannot be denatured. In such cases the regulations provide that they may be transported in interstate or
foreign commerce if both ends of the containers are painted
white and conspicuously stenciled or burned with the true name
of the product and the word "Inedible" in letters not less than

two inches

high.

California wine shippers will be saved thousands
annually as the result of a new San Francisco-New
rate just

announced by Hhe Southern

Pacific to

of dollars

York wine

go into

effect

rate gives the shipper a barreling-inenable him to ship in bulk in large
transit privilege that
tank cars to New Orleans, there transferring the wine into bar-

November

15.

The new

will

rels for further shipment to New York by the Southern Pacific
steamers. Under the old way, the shipper either sent the wine
through by rail all the way in tank cars at 75 cents per 100 lb.,
or by rail and steamer in barrels at 55 cents per 100 lb. But to
take advantage of the lower rate he had to pay the cost of transporting his cooperage products from the Middle West states
The new rate, which is also 55 cents per
to San Francisco.
100 lb., enables him to make use of the all-wood or steel and

Vol.

glass lined tank cars

ment

is

to

New
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Orleans, at which point the ship-

transferred to barrels.

The transportation committee of the Cleveland Chamber of
Commerce, through Traffic Commissioner D. F. Hurd, has submitted a report making an analysis of the Interstate Commerce
Commission's decision allowing a 5 per cent advance in rates in
Central Freight Association territory, as it affects Cleveland shippers.
The report states that "the commercial relationships heretofore existing between Cleveland and many competing markets
will be disturbed in a manner which it is quite evident will be
unfavorable, if not detrimental, to Cleveland and other cities
similarly affected."
It is also stated that the carriers have construed the decision as giving permission to increase rates in
Central Freight Association territory to apply in traffic destined
to and from points west of the Mississippi river to the gulf of
Mexico and the Great Lakes, exclusive of points covered by
transcontinental tariffs, and that if rates to and from the western
territorj' are made on the combination of locals based on Chicago
and Mississippi river, or other established points, any increase
in the rates from Cleveland and the other Central Freight Association points to those basing points will increase the total transportation cost. The report, therefore, objects to the inprease in
rates from Cleveland to Central Freight Association territory
points while there are no increases from trunk line territory to
those points.

American Association

The annual convention

of Traveling Passenger

of the

American

Agents

.-Kssociation of Travel-

ing Passenger .Agents was held on October 12, 13 and 14, at the
Palace hotel in San Francisco, with over 300 members in attendance, the record for any convention of this association.
Eighty-eight new members had been received during the past
The principal topics of discussion at the meeting were:
year.
"Of what value will the Panama-Pacific International Exposition
and the opening of the Panama Canal be to the world," and
"Why is the traveling passenger agent of more importance today than he was during the old days of rate-cutting, rebating,
Thornwell Mullally addressed the meeting on behalf of
etc."
the Panama-Pacific International Exposition, and Charles S.
Fee, passenger traflSc manager of the Southern Pacific, also addressed the meeting. On Tuesday afternoon a trip was made to
Mount Tamalpais, and one day was spent inspecting the terminals on the bay and in going through the exposition grounds.
On Friday the party left on special trains for a tour of southern
California, stopping at Del Monte, Monterey,
San Diego. Those returning east planned to

Los Angeles and
spend a day

in-

Officers were
specting the new Union station at Kansas City.
President, S. W. Manning, general New
elected as follows
England agent, .Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Boston, Mass.;
vice-president, W. D. Wood, traveling passenger agent, Wabash,
secretary and treasurer, Elliott Monett. general westSt. Louis
ern passenger agent. New York, Ontario & Western, Chicago
(re-elected).
Next year's convention will be held in Boston.
:

;

Railway Development Association
of the Railway Development AssociaChicago on November 10 and 11. The program includes an address of welcome by Mayor Harrison of
Chicago, with a response by F. H. LaBaume, president of the
"Personal Work with Farmers" will be discussed
association.
by M. V. Richards of the Southern, and H. M. Rainer of the
"Diversified Farming and Its
.\tchison. Topeka & Santa Fe.

The annual convention

tion will be held in

Relation to the Cotton Grower" will be discussed by J. C. Clair
of the Illinois Central, and J. F. Jackson of the Central of
H. B. Fullerton of the Long Island will present an
Georgia.
address on plans for increasing the tonnage of agriculture for
F. A.
railroad transportation, illustrated with lantern slides.
Spink, traffic manager of the Chicago & Western Indiana and
Railof
the Belt Railway of Chicago, will discuss "The Relation
way Terminals to Industrial Development," and R. W. Cook of
and
the Pennsylvania Lines West will discuss the "Advertising
Exploiting of Industrial Advantages." The semi-annual dinner
of the association will be held on Tuesday evening,__November
vice-presi10, at which addresses will be made by W. L. Park,
dent of the Illinois Central: George A. Blair, assistant freight
Paul, and
St.
Milwaukee
&
traffic manager of the Chicago,

Samuel O. Dunn, editor of the Railway Age Gazette.

;

October
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
Examiner George N. Brown, of the Interstate Commerce Commission, held a hearing at Kansas City on October 14,
on rates on iron and steel products from Pittsburgh and Chicago
and Missouri river points to Kansas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Colorado and Utah.

not discriminatory to the former commodity. It being held that
the present rates are reasonable, it is found inadvisable to sanction the estabhshment of carload and less than carload rates in
place of the any-quantity rates, because the result would be increased less tlian carload rates. The commission is also of the
opinion that the any-quantity rates are entirely suited to the
traffic on which they apply.
(31 I. C. C, 623.)

Export Rates on Grain from Kansas City

Special

On

the

petition

of

the

Shreveport,

La.,

Chamber

of

Com-

Commissioner Hall, of the Interstate Commerce Commisison, will hold a hearing at Shreveport on October 27, on
details of the Shreveport rate case which have not proved enmerce,

tirely

to

all

One purpose of the hearing is to obtain a
ruling to the original order to make it apply
instead of only to the Texas & Pacific and the

satisfactory.

supplemental
lines,

Houston, East

& West

Texas.

Refrigeration Rates from

New

Orleans

Opinion by Commissioner McChord:
The commission finds that the carriers were justified in making a proposed increase in less than carload refrigeration charges
from New Orleans and other points on the Illinois Central and
Vazoo & Mississippi Valley to Chicago of 5 cents per 100 lb.,
minimum weight 10,000 lb., the service in this case being in
charge of the Central Fruit Dispatch, a private car line, owned
by the Illinois Central and furnishing refrigeration cars and
service over the lines of the two defendants.
(31 I. C. C, 637.)
Rice Rates from Helena, Ark.

Opinion by Commissioner Clark:
The commission finds that the carriers have justified proposed
increases in rates on rice and rice products from Helena, Ark.,
to New Orleans and Vidalia, La., and Natchez, Miss., from 10
cents to 20 cents per 100 lb. in carloads, and from IS cents to
25 cents per 100 lb. in less than carloads.
For a number of
years the carriers have maintained blanket rates on rice from
points in the rice producing section of Arkansas, limited
substantially in the territory extending about 140 miles north of
Helena, and about the same distance south and west, of 20 cents
per 100 lb. on carload and 25 cents on less than carload lots
there seems to be no reason why the rate from Helena should

not be the same as the blanket rate.

Hide Rates

to

(31

I.

C.

C,

614.)

Los Angeles, Cal.

Opinion by Commissioner Clark:
The commission finds that the carriers are justified in increasing to $1,20 a rate of 80 cents on hides to Los Angeles, Cal.,
from Lordsburg, N. Mex., and Southern Pacific main-line points
west thereof; and also from Phoenix, Ariz., and points intermediate on the Arizona Eastern and a rate of ?1 from points
on the main line of the Southern Pacific east of Lordsburg to
and including El Paso, Tex., and from Nogales, Ariz., and points
between Benson and Nogales. These rates were established to
permit or facilitate concentration of hides at Los Angeles, from
which shipments of that commodity are made to eastern manufacturing points.
It was found, however, that competition at
El Paso and Phoenix was put at a disadvantage by comparison.
;

(31

I.

C.

C.

633.)

Rates on Flour from the Valley of Virginia
Stuarts Draft Milling Company et al. v. Southern Railway
et al. Opinion by Commissioner Clark:
The commission finds that the present rates on flour and other
grain products from mills at points on the' Southern, Baltimore
& Ohio, Chesapeake Western and Norfolk & Western in the valley of Virginia to Carolina territory, are not unreasonable, it
being of the opinion that the present rate adjustments which are
of long standing are apparently fairly adapted to the needs of the

The commission likewise
affected.
holds that the higher rates applying on flour than on wheat are
communities and interests

775

Re export

rates on grain and grain products from Kansas
and Kansas City, Kan., to Port Arthur, Tex. Opinion
by Commissioner Clark:
The Kansas City Southern, operating a direct line from Kansas City to Port Arthur, Tex., now maintains proportional rates
on export grain and grain products from the former to the latter city of 18^2 cents per 100 lb. on wheat and products of wheat,
and 17J/2 cents on corn and products of corn regardless of point
of origin. The commission finds that the carrier would be justified in establishing varying proportional rates, ranging from
13.6 to 18 cents on wheat, and from 12.1 to 17.72 cents on corn,
dependent upon the point of origin on traffic originating at
named points north of, but not including, the main line of the
Union Pacific extending west from Kansas City. Ifce tariff
proposed, in reality, to establish through combination r;:aw from
the points of origin named to Port Arthur, which are equal to
available through rates from the same points to Galveston, Tex.,
via other lines, whether the rates via the latter were jointly or
were made on combinations. The commission finds, however, that
certain unlawful features contained in the present tariff must
not be permitted to become effective. It is ordered that certain
violations of the fourth section contained must be avoided and
that the tariff should contain a statement that the rates therein
shall not be applicable to grain or grain products other than that
which moves from point of origin subsequent to its effective date.
The tariff should also specifically state that grain and grain products transported under the rates shall be governed by the rules
and regulations prescribed in transit and reconsigning circulars
of the Kansas City Southern. The tariff under consideration is
to be cancelled, but another fulfilling the above requirements
filed within three months of October 6 will be allowed to become effective upon not less than five days' notice. (31 I. C. C,
City, Mo.,

616.)

STATE COMMISSIONS
Public Utilities Commission held a hearing at
Chicago on October 20, on complaint from shippers at Granite
City and East St. Louis that the railways have established a
spotting charge of $2 per car at those points in addition to the
usual switching charge.

The

Illinois

At the request of the railways the Missouri Public Service
Commission has changed from October 27 to December 1 the
hearing on the carriers' application for authoritj'
and excess baggage rates throughout the state. The postponement was granted to give the roads
more time in which to prepare data in support of their applicadate

for

its

to increase freight, passenger

tion.

The Arkansas Railroad Commission has issued a decision that
claims for the payment of money under the commission's order
providing a penalty of $5 per day for .failure of railroads to
transport freight at least 50 miles every 24 hours, must be prosecuted by the complainants in the courts and not before the commission. The ruling of the commission was handed down over
the protest of Chairman McKnight, who contended that the commission had the power to hear such complaints and to assess the
penalties.

of Virginia has ordered
companies, of a
new tariff and classification for the transportation of mer"block system" of dividing the territory of the
chandise.
state has been adopted. It is like that of the Interstate Cornmerce Commission, but with modifications. The new tariff
will make considerable reductions from the rates now in efOn large packages of food products the rates are made
fect.
in many instances considerably less than are those of the
Interstate Commerce Commission for equal distances.

The

the

State Corporation
adoption, November

A

Commission
1,

by the express
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The California Railroad Commission has rendered a decision
denying the application of the Southern Pacific to advance the
trans-bay commutation fares between San Francisco and Oakland, Berkeley, Alameda and other Alameda county points. The
commission stated, however, that the Southern Pacific should
not be compelled to further extend the present 10-cent single
The commission held that the
fare and $3 commutation zone.
company's apportionment of its investment and expenses as between main line service and suburban seryice was erroneous,
taking the view that the suburban trans-bay service was in the
nature of an auxiliary service, and that the commutation rates
must necessarily be in the nature of wholesale rates. "Suburban
traffic," said the commission, "is essentially a wholesale traffic;
therefore, it is violative of fundamental rules of rate-making to
apply units of expense and enforce divisions of property on an
equality with a service which is essentially different and essentially retail."
The commission also held that many of the
Southern Pacific lines were built for competitive purposes and
that where unnecessary duplication of investment has been made
the burden should fall upon the Southern Pacific and not upon
the patrons.
"We do not think," said the commission, "that
under the circumstances under which certain suburban lines
were constructed in Oakland and Berkeley, this company has
any right to impose upon its patrons a rate sufficient to return
it the amount which otherwise should be returned on the ground
that it has constructed facilities in excess of the necessity of the
patrons." The case was originally instituted by the residents of
one of the suburban communities, who filed a complaint for the
purpose of compelling a reduction in the fares from San FranThe company presented evidence showing that on the 877
cisco.
suburban trains operated daily out of the Oakland and Alameda
moles in connection with the trans-bay ferry service, carrying
nearly 14,000,000 passengers per year, the loss for the fiscal year
ended June 30. 1913, approximated $364,000. without taking into
consideration interest on the investment, the valuation of which
was placed
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Railway Officers
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Executive, FinancieJ, Legeil and Accounting

A. R.

Antonio

Wood

has been appointed assistant auditor of the San
Pass, with headquarters at San Antonio, Tex.

& Aransas

Thomas John Kennedy, whose
manager of the -Algoma Central

and general
Bay, and the Algoma
Eastern, with headquarters at Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., has already been announced
in
these columns, was
born at Campbellford,
Ont., and was educated
in
the high school at
Port Hope.
He began
railway work in 1874, on
the engineering staff of
election as president

& Hudson

the Canadian Pacific,
in 1881.

and
became engineer

for contractors

at

work

on a section of the same
road.
In 1885 he was
appointed roadmaster on
the Lake Superior division of the Canadian
Pacific
in 1892 he was
appointed superintendent
at Chapleau, Ont, and in
;

1899 was transferred as
superintendent
to
the
North Bay division of
the same road. He was

at $46,209,560.

consecutively gensuperintendent and
traffic manager of the Algoma Central & Hudson Bay and the
Algoma Eastern manager of the International Transit Company and the Trans. -St. Mary's Traction Company, with headquarters at Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., and was president of the
Superior Construction Company, Ltd., at Sudbury, Ont., at the
time of his recent election as president of the Algoma Central
& Hudson Bay, and the Algoma Eastern as above noted.

Kennedy

PERSONNEL OF COMMISSIONS

57,

then

eral

;

A.

J.

Cunningham, general foreman of the Atchison, Topeka

&

Santa Fe at Barstow, Cal., has been appointed inspector of
motive power for the Pacific district, division of valuation, Interstate Commerce Commission, with headquarters at San Francisco, Cal.

W.

J.

for the

Thomas has been appointed
Pacific

district,

division

of

inspector of car equipment
Interstate Com-

valuation.

merce Commission, with headquarters at San Francisco, Cal.
Mr. Thomas recently has been employed in the United States
Interior Department at Los Angeles, and formerly was in rail-

wav

Thomas A. Clarkson, for the past seven years secretary to
E. C. Lewis, chairman of the board of directors of the Nashville,
Chattanooga & St. Louis, has been elected secretary of that
company, with headquarat Nashville, Tenn.
Mr. Clarkson has been
in railway service for 26
years, having begun railters

service.

COURT NEWS

way work
the

Spencer, of Elizabeth, X. J., filed suit in the United
States Court of Appeals at Cincinnati, on October 1, to enjoin
the proposed consolidation of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern and New York Central & Hudson River.

Charles

W. N. Jones has been
appointed claim agent of
the Western
the Chicago

The Ann Arbor Railroad has applied to the United States
District Court at Detroit for an injunction restraining the state
authorities from interfering with the road in case it advances its
Judge Dyer of the United States District Court at St. Louis,
Mo., has rendered a decision that the federal courts have no
in the cases of the state against the Atchison.
Topeka & Santa Fe and the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, involving the return of alleged overcharges on state freight and
passenger rates for the time during which the state rates were
under injunction. The decision sustained the contention of the
Attorney-General of Missouri, that the cases be remanded to the
state courts, from which they had been taken by the railroads.

claim

agent

Northern

jurisdiction

of

division,

the
in

place of H. S. Simpson,
resigned.

Arthur

New

S.

Pierce;

as-

sistant treasurer

and as-

secretary

of the

sistant

ern at

—

division of

& Alton at
Mexico, Mo., succeeding
B. A. Sturdevant, who
has been transferred to
Bloomington,
111.,
as

passenger fare from 2 cents to 3 cents a mile.

Railw.-w Extension in Argentina. The government of the
Argentine province of Entre Rios has given its sanction to a
project for the construction of a light railway between the port
of Parana and the irrigated zone of the Las Conchas river.

as a clerk in
depart-

accounting

ment.

J.

Chicago & North "WestYork, has been elected treasurer and assistant sec-

Van Zandt, deceased. The following appointments have also been announced
T. W. Arundel,
assistant treasurer and secretary, and H. W. Rush, assistant
treasurer and assistant secretary.
All will have their headquarters at New York.
retary, succeeding Milton B.

:

October

23,
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J. W. Everman, general manager of the St. Louis Southwestern
of Texas, has been elected first vice-president and general manager, and first vice-president of the Stephensville North & South
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Texas, with headquarters at Tyler, Tex.

C. D. Thompson has been appointed general agent of the
Great Northern at Spokane, Wash., in place of D. G. Black, who
has been transferred to St. Louis, Mo., succeeding R. K. Pretty,
who has been appointed agent at Seattle, Wash.

Fred Zimmerman, general freight agent of the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern at Cleveland, Ohio, has been elected vice-

Frank B. Humston, city passenger and ticket agent of the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville at Bloomington, Ind., has been

&

appointed district passenger agent at Indianapohs, Ind., succeeding H. G. Alexander, resigned to engage in other business.

-president in charge of traffic of the Chicago, Indianapolis
Louisville, with headquarters at Chicago, effective November

1.

A

photograph of Mr. Zimmerman and a sketch of his railway
career were published in the Railway Age Gazette of March
20, 1914, page 700.
Operating
T. E. Coyle has resigned as superintendent of the Pasco division of the Northern Pacific at 'Pasco, Wash.

R. M. Johnson has been appointed superintendent of transportation of the Coal & Coke, with headquarters at Gassaway,
W. Va., succeeding C. S. Wilkins, resigned.
inspector of transportation of the Texas &
has been appointed superintendent of the Rio Grande
with headquarters at Big Spring, Tex., succeeding
W. M. Lynch, who has been transferred to the New Orleans division as superintendent, with oflSce at New Orleans, in place
R. B. Ayres, superintendent of
of T. S. Mahoney, transferred.
the Trans-Continenta! division at Texarkana, Tex,, who has
been assigned to other duties, is succeeded by T. S. Mahoney.
L.

M. Dooley,

Pacific,

division,

H. F. Harden, traveling freight agent of the Cincinnati, New
Orleans & Texas Pacific and the Alabama Great Southern at
Jacksonville, Fla., has been appointed commercial agent of both
roads, with headquarters at Indianapolis, Ind., succeeding S. A.
Williams, resigned.
C. E. Stone, president of the Kaslo & Slocan Railway, Land
Grant Development Company, Limited, of St. Paul, Minn., and
formerly general passenger agent of the Great Northern, has
been appointed general traffic manager of the Great Northern
Pacific Steamship Line, with headquarters at San Francisco, Cal.

E. P. Cockrell, assistant general passenger agent of the Chi& Louisville at Chicago, has been appointed
general passenger agent, with oflice at Chicago, succeeding
Frank J. Reed, who requested relief from the responsibilities of
that position on account of illness, after 29 years' service, and
has been appointed a special representative of the passenger department.
Charles M. Woodman, chief clerk in the passenger
department, succeeds Mr. Cockrell. Effective January 1.
cago, Indianapolis

Traffic

Engineering and Rolling Stock

A. D. Pinkerton has been appointed commercial agent of the
International & Great Northern at Galveston, Tex.

Frank Koch has been appointed general agent,
ment, of the International

&

Great Northern at

freight depart-

New

Orleans, La.

Logan A. Mizener, commercial agent of the Chicago, St. Paul,
Minneapolis & Omaha at Minneapolis, Minn., has been appointed
general agent at Sioux City, Iowa, succeeding H. G. Wiringer.

W. T. Webster, whose appointment as general freight agent
of the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville, with headquarters at
Chicago, has already been announced in these columns, was
born August

21, 1872, at

Jackson, Mich., and was
educated in the public
schools at Jackson and

Kalamazoo.

He

began

railway service in 1886
with the Chicago, Kala-

mazoo & Saginaw, and
for four years was eraployed in the accounting
an^ traffic departments
of that road at Kalamazoo.
From 1890 to
-May, 1896, he occupied
various

positions

in

the

departments of
the Grand Trunk, the
Michigan Central and
the Pere Marquette, infreight

cluding that of chief rate
clerk
in
the
general
freight

department

the latter road at

of

Grand

Rapids, Mich. Mr. WebW. T. Webster
ster then went to the
Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville as Michigan representative,
and subsequently was for 15 years commercial agent at Grand
Rapids. In July, 1911, he was appointed general agent at Chicago, and one year later became division freight agent at Bedford, Ind., from which position he was promoted to general
freight agent on October 1, as above noted.

at

E. P. Vernia, agent of the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville
New Albany, Ind., has been appointed division freight agent,
office at Bedford, Ind., succeeding W. T. Webster, promoted.

with

G. M. Schaefer, traveling
Wabash, with headquarters

freight

and passenger agent of the

has been appointed general agent at that place, succeeding C. A. Pettibone,
deceased.
at

Portland,

Ore.,

The statement published

in

nouncing the resignation of
of the

Minton

Texas &
still

our issue of September 25, anD. Minton, master car builder

W.

Pacific at Marshall, Tex.,

was

in

error.

Mr.

retains the position mentioned.

D. Lovell,
J.
Tyrone, Pa., has
succeeding W. S.
at Buffalo, N. Y.,

supervisor of the Pennsylvania Railroad at
been transferred as supervisor to East Brady,
Johns, Jr., transferred. R. R. Nace, supervisor
has been transferred as supervisor to the office
of the valuation engineer at Philadelphia, Pa. J. S. Considine,
supervisor at Driftwood, Pa., succeeds Mr. Nace. H. S. Trimble,
supervisor at Irvona succeeds Mr. Considine, and R. A. Klein,
supervisor of the Camden Terminal division and the West Jersey
& Seashore at Camden, N, J., succeeds Mr. Pitcairn. A. E.
Preble, supervisor of the Cumberland Valley at Chambersburg,
Pa., succeeds Mr. Klein, and N. B. Pitcairn, supervisor at
Verona succeeds Mr. Preble.

Joseph Billingham, whose appointment as superintendent of
motive power of the Grand Trunk Pacific, with headquarters
at Transcona, Man., has already been announced in these columns, began railway work as machinist apprentice on the Great
Northern Railway of England, and subsequently was a maHe
chinist in the shops of the Chicago & North Western.
served later as a locomotive engineer and road foreman of enDecember,
Paul.
In
gines on the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
1890, he was appointed road foreman of engines of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe. He was subsequently master mechanic and
general master mechanic on the same road, and the division master mechanic on the Baltimore & Ohio. In January. 1904, he was
appointed representative of the Galena Signal Oil Company at
London, Eng., and at the time of his recent appointment as
superintendent of motive power of the Grand Trunk Pacific, wasgeneral inspector of the American Locomotive Company at
Schenectady, N. Y.

OBITUARY
Stephen W. White, formerly assistant secretary of the
Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh and secretary of the
Northern Central at Philadelphia, Pa., died on October 16,
He entered
at his home in Philadelphia, at the age of 74.
the service of the Northern Central in 1875 as assistant secretary; two years later he was appointed secretary of the same
road, and from 1881 was also assistant secretary of the Pennsylvania Lines West until his retirement in 1910 under the
pension rules.
Charles Otey Gwatkin,

who

in recent years

had been engaged

work for the Northern Navigation Company and the
Grand Trunk Railway, died at Sarnia, Ont., October 9, at the
in special

—
;
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He was born at Lynchburg, \'a., November 9,
and began railway work in 1880 as agent for the Great
Western Despatch Fast Freight Line at Binghamton, N. Y. In

age of 64 years.
1850,

October, 1885, he was made traveling freight agent of that line
Boston, Mass., and subsequently was with the Wisconsin
Central Lines as New England agent, commercial agent at Boston, and general eastern agent at New York, until May, 1900.
Later for a period of two years he was general manager of the
Guatemala government railways, and previous to his connection

Equipment and Supplies

\

at
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING
The Union

with the Grand Trunk and the Northern Navigation Company
he was employed as traffic manager for an industrial concern

Pacific has ordered one snow plow 12
from the American Locomotive Company.

in the

The Minneapolis & St. Louis has ordered 15 Mikado type
locomotives from the American Locomotive Company.

east.

Charles J. Drury, master mechanic of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe, whose death was noted in our issue of October 16, was
36 years of age. He was born at Chicago Junction, Ohio, and began railway work in July. 1895, as machinist apprentice for the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. After completing his apprenticeship
the
in July. 1899, he was employed as machinist for that road,
Southern Pacific, the Kansas City Southern, the El Paso &
other
and
Pacific
Island
&
Southwestern, the Chicago, Rock

ft.

cut,

CAR BUILDING
Atlantic Coast Line.
October 7 to the

—A

in the Advance Sheet
company was in the market

report

effect that this

of
for

500 freight cars, has been denied.

roads for seven years, becoming roundhouse foreman for the
Santa Fe at La Junta, Colo., in July, 1906. He remained with
the Santa Fe until February, 1913, filling the positions of genbonus supervisor of the
eral foreman at Albuquerque, X. M.
Western Grand division; master mechanic of the Oklahoma division at -Arkansas City, Kan., and master mechanic of the Plains
He then became master mechanic
division at Amarillo. Tex.
the
of the St. Louis & San Francisco at Ft. Smith. .\rk., and
following February was appointed superintendent of shops at
master
division
to
promoted
was
Mr. Drury
Springfield. Mo.

The Northern Pacific is in the market for 47 coaches and 18
combination mail and express, 4 combination mail and baggage,
17 baggage, 6 dining and 3 tourist cars.

Sapulpa, Okla., on September 1, just prior to his
typhoid fever, from which he died on September 30.
Mr. Drury's father, M. J. Drury, is superintendent of shops of

Mount Vernon Car Manufacturing Company.

;

mechanic

at

The Louisville & Nashville, reported in the Railway Age
Gazette of last vi-eek as having purchased 1,000 underframes,
will use part of these underframes for the following cars to be
450 50-ton drop bottom gondola cars
built in its own shops
200 40-ton box cars and 75 40-ton refrigerator cars. The underframes for 250 of the gondola cars were purchased from the
American Car & Foundry Company, and the remainder from the
:

illness of

the Santa

Fe
S.

_

at Mount Vernon,
His record is
Maine.
one of the most remark-

1823,

1851,

to

was a
ductor.

--^pril,

1869,

& Great Northern

has ordered 852 tons

Long Lake, Tex., from

the

SIGNALING
Buffalo,

signals.

The Central of Georgia has awarded the Union Switch & SigCompany the contract for installing an electro-pneumatic
push-button switch apparatus at its classification yard, at West
Macon, Ga. also a mechanical interlocking plant at the west
end of the receiving yard at Macon, and automatic block signals
between Macon Junction and Terra Cotta. The semaphores will
be style "S." The push-button machine will have 22 buttons.
nal

October, 1855,
passenger conIn October, 1860,

;

1863, to

1,500 tons of 8S-lb.

Rochester & Pittsburgh has put in service
automatic block signals on its line between Buffalo and East
Salamanca, about 63 miles. With this addition the company
now has 215 miles of road equipped with automatic block

November,

he became joint station
agent of the Erie and
.\tlantic
the
& Great
Western at Salamanca,
N. Y. from November,

Louis has ordered
Company.

Milwaukee & St Paul has ordered 238 tons
deck girder spans, from the Wisconsin
Iron Company.

Intern.\tional

The

ger conductor. He then
went to the Erie as shop
clerk at Dunkirk, N. Y.,

from

St.

Illinois Steel

Chicago,

&

successively

watchman, assistant
baggage man, ticket
agent and extra passenas

and

The

from the

of steel for five 90-ft.

The

in January, 1846, with the Boston & Lowell, remaining
with that road until Feb-

1851,

steel rails

of steel for bridges at Riverside and
Wisconsin Bridge & Iron Company.

began work

ruary,

The Minneapolis &

Bridge

able in railroad history.

He

IRON AND STEEL

Topeka, Kan.

at

Lyford, vice-president of the Chicago & Eastern
railroad servIllinois, who died on October 12, after 68 years of
was born June 19.
ice, as mentioned in our issue of last week,
Oliver

;

O.

S. Lyford

was

superintendent of the latter road, and then until NoThe folvember, 1871, was assistant general superintendent.
lowing eight montlis he was superintendent of the Buffalo and
1872,
in
road
July,
that
leaving
Rochester divisions of the Erie,
to become general superintendent of the Hannibal & St. Joseph,
From December,
where he remained until 'November. 1873.
1874, to November, 1876, Mr. Lyford was general superintendent
he became con1878,
in
January,
and
Pacific,
the
Kansas
of
nected with the Chicago & Eastern Illinois as superintenderit.
He was appointed general manager in February, 1886. and in
November of the following year became vice-president and
division

He relinquished the duties of general mangeneral manager.
ager in February, 1890, but retained the office of vice-president
Of recent years
imtil he was formally retired on July 1, 1913.
he had not been active in railroad service, but went to his office
nearly every day until his retirement and occasionally afterward.

—

.K party of Russian engineers
.\ Russo-Persian Railway.
which late in June reached Enseli for the purpose of surveying
for the proposed railway route from Enseli to Resht and thence to
Kasvin, must by this time have made considerable headway. The
survey is being conducted under the guidance of the engineer
Yarosh. The proposed line is to serve as an extension of that
already selected from the station of Alyat, near Baku, to Astara,
and thence along the shore of the sea to Resht. The EnseliResht-Kasvin route, the total length of which is 228 miles, will
follow the existing paved road crossing the high Elburg mountain
range near Kuin. The projected railway from Alyat station to

Kasvin, about 400 miles long,
Russia.

There

is

distance, 90 miles.

a

is

to connect Central Persia with

good paved road from Kasvin to Teheran
The most important section is that connecting

Enseli and Kasvin, as this gives an outlet to the sea Trom the
provinces of Persia— Chamse, Kasvin and Hamadan.
This line also will facilitate the transport of Russian goods into
richest

Persia.

October
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Supply Trade News

Railway Construction
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The Q. & C. Company, New York, has taken over the
exclusive license and control of the Ross-Schofield system of
water circulation for locomotive boilers for the United States

Arizona Roads.— Announcement
Thompson Company will build a

is

made

that

the

Gunn-

railroad from a connection
with the Arizona Eastern at Webster, Ariz., northeast to its
mines at Superior, about 20 miles.

and Canada.

—

in

Athabasca Valley. Application is being made to the Alberta legislature for an extension of time in which to build
this projected line from near Independence, Alta., on the

re-elected to serve for the following year.

Assiniboine. about 75 miles.
is the principal promoter.

At the annual meeting of the American Locomotive Company
Xew York on October 20, retiring directors W. H. Marshall,
A. H. Wiggin and A. W. Mellon were re-elected to serve for
three years. The present officers of the company were likewise

Edmonton, Dunvegan

Henry H. Westinghouse, brother of
house,

the late George Westingwas elected president of the Westinghouse Air Brake
at the annual meeting on October IS.
Mr. Westing-

pany.

Brake Com-

He worked

suc-

cessively in the foundry,

machine shop and drafting room, and occupied
the positions of general

general manager,
vice-president and acting
president.
He was also one of the founders of the firm of
Westinghouse, Church Kerr & Company,, and for many years
was the guiding spirit in its management. Mr. Westinghouse
is a man of quiet tastes and unostentatious manner.
He is a
member of the Grolier, Century, Engineers' and Cornell clubs
of New York, and the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
He is also a trustee of Cornell University.
agent,

John Steele Patterson, for the past 24 years resident manager
of the Galena Signal Oil Company, Franklin, Pa., at Cincinnati,
Ohio, died at his home in that city on October 13. Mr. Steele
was born in Baltimore, Md., on February 13, 1839. He served
his term as machinist's apprentice in the shops of the Baltimore
& Ohio at Cumberland, Md., and was later general foreman in
When he
the Baltimore & Ohio shops at Portsmouth, Ohio.
was 24 years of age he was appointed master mechanic of the
Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St. Louis & Chicago, now the Big Four,
For the
at Cincinnati, and served in that position for 25 years.
past 24 years he had been connected with the Galena Signal Oil
Company as noted above.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS
Automatic STOKERS.^The Sanford Riley Stoker Company,
Ltd., Worcester, Mass., has recently issued a well illustrated
catalog descriptive of the Riley Self-Dumping Underfeed Stoker,
and showing some of the installations that have been made. This
stoker is an improvement on many, in that there is a continuous
movement of the fuel bearing surfaces, together with a continuous automatic cleaning. The reciprocating movement of the fuel
bearing surfaces in it automatically gives a slicing effect in the
fuel bed and tends to prevent the formation of clinker.

Enlistments of English Railway Employees.
number of the Great Western Railway's magazine
company has 7,595 of its men with the colors.

—The

October

states that the

J.

Canadian Northern.— A

contract is reported let to the NorthConstruction Company to build south from Macleod,
and a contract has been given to the McArthur Construction Company to build a section of about 25 miles on
a line to St. Paul de Metis.
.\lta.,

house has been associated
with the company for
over 40 years.
He was
born at Central Bridge,
Schoharie county, N. Y.,
on November 16, 1853.

house Air

Columbia northwest to Fort
D. McArthur, Winnipeg, Man.,

British

ern

Company

He received his early
education at Union High
School, Schenectady,
graduating in 1870.
In
1871 he entered Cornell
University to take up the
study of mechanical engineering. In 1872 he went
to
Pittsburgh and became identified with the
business of the Westing-

&

—

Carmack Railway & Power Company. Plans are being
made to build a 7-mile line, it is said, from Opelika, Ala., southwest to Auburn, as soon as financial arrangements can be made.
H. A. Bedell, president; W. L. Carmack, vice-president and
general manager, and F. Pace, chief engineer, Opelika.

—

Horse Creek Land & Mining Company's Line. We are told
company is planning to build a line along Peter Cave
in Lincoln county, W. Va., and that the work includes

that this

Fork,

cuts and fills on about 2.2 miles. When completed the line is to
be operated by the Chesapeake & Ohio.
report says that the
line may be extended an additional 10 miles.
L. E. Poteet, general manager, Charleston, W. Va.

A

.

—

KiNSTON Carolina Railroad & Lumber Company. It is said
company, which now operates a 20-mile line from
Kinston, N. C, south to Pink Hill, will build an extension as
soon as financial arrangements can be made. The projected
route is from Pink Hill south to either Chinquapin, 20 miles,
or to Maple Hill, 35 miles.
that this

Lake Huron & Northern Ontario, — An
the contract has been

officer

writes that

Ontario Northern Construction
Company, with headquarters at Bruce Mines, Ont., on a percentage basis to build a 32S-mile extension from Bruce Mines
northerly. Work may be started in January on the heavier sections of the line, and the company expects that about SO miles
will be completed, by July or August of next year.
The maximum grade north will be 1 per cent, and south 0.6 per cent,
and the heaviest curves will be 6 deg. The principal commodity to be carried on the line for the first few years will be
timber.
G. P. McCallum, president
H. Appleton, vice-president and general manager, Bruce Mines.
(October 9, p. 670.)
the

let to

;

Mexican Roads.

— Colonel

Federico Montes, governor of the
adopted plans, it is said, for the construction of several hundred miles of railroad, in order to give employment to the many idle men in that state. Surveys are now
being made for a line to be built from Queretaro, Mex,. northeast to the port of Tampico, also for a line from Queretaro southwest to Acambaro.
state of Queretaro, has

—

Norfolk, Yorktown & Washington. Surveys are now being made, it is said, to build the line projected last year from a
point in Gloucester county, Va., north via Fairfax, about 160
miles. W. H. Edwards, Newport News, Va. ; C. T. Hobart and
W. W. Terry, of Norfolk, may be addressed.

—We

are told that residents of Roseburg,
Oregon Roads.
Ore., on October S, voted to issue $500,000 of bonds in aid of
a projected railway from Roseburg west to a point on the PaThe Rosecific coast, probably at Coos Bay, about 90 miles.
burg Railroad Commission has been created to carry out the
construction of the line and to sell the bonds. W. H. Richardson,

secretary,

Roseburg.

(May

29,

p.

1215.)

—

Interurban. This company is
building a line from New Orleans, La., west to Kenner, about 14
miles, and on completion of the work will build an extension,
H. K. Johnson, president,
it is said, from Kenner, northwest.

Orleans-Kenner

New

Orleans.

Electric
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Pacific Great Eastern. This company, which is building
from Vancouver, B. C, north to Prince George, 480 miles,
has been authorized to open for traffic the section from Lonsdale avenue, North Vancouver, to Horse Shoe Bay or WhiteThe line is under construction from this
clifTe, 12.7 miles.
point to Squamish, at the head of Howe Sound, and is in
operation north of Squamish via Cheakamus on about 20

The grading work is finished to Lillooet, 100 miles
from Vancouver, and track laying is now under way. It is expected that track laying and ballasting on this section will
be finished this year. The remaining section from Lillooet
north to Prince George on the Grand Trunk Pacific is all
under contract. (July 10, p. 80.)
miles.

Princeton Power Company's Line.
been started

at Princeton,

W.

Va.,

it

— Construction

is

said,

to be built to Bluefield, 12 miles.
Falls Mills, Va., are the contractors.

Swift Lumber Company's Line.

on an

Walton

way

— This

work has

electric rail-

& Company,

company has under
line, it is said, from

consideration the question of building a
Meigs, Ga., southeast via Coolidge to Pavo.

No. 17
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Cincinnati, Hamilton & DAVTON.^Gordon Abbott, a director
of the Old Colony Trust Company, Boston, has been added to
the protective committee of the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, which consists of Charles H. Sabin, Harry Bronner, S. L.
Fuller and J. H. McClement.

Baltimore & Ohio.

—

The Quemahoning branch, a subsidiary of
& Ohio, has filed a notice with the Pennsylvania
Public Service Commission of an increase in funded debt of

the Baltimore
$5,000,000.

—

Chesapeake & Ohio. Frank VanderHp has resigned
rector and as a member of the executive committee.

Denver & Rio Grande.

— Edwin

Gould has resigned

as a

di-

a

di-

as

rector.

—

Van Horn Valley Land & Railway Company. This
company has awarded a contract to King & Runquist, Duluth,
Minn., for the construction of a standard gage railway extending from Van Horn, Tex., up through the Van Horn Valley to
a point near the New Mexico boundary. This line, when completed, will be 90 miles long and will tap a 350,000 acre tract of
land owned by this company in the Van Horn valley in El Paso
and Culberson counties, Tex. Construction work is to begin

immediately.

—

West Penn Traction Company An officer writes that all
the material has been bought to carry out work on an extension of its Oakdale and McDonald branch to Burgettstown, Pa.

—

Wilmington & Carolina Beach

57.

Residents of
(Electric).
Wilmington, N. C, recently voted to grant a franchise to this
Wilmington
to Carolina
company which proposes to build from
In addition the company plans to build 11
Beach, 13 miles.
miles of city lines. C. C. Chadbourn, president, and
ward, chief engineer. (August 21, p. 370.)

J.

F.

Hey-

—

Hocking

Valley. This company has made arrangements
through Kuhn, Loeb & Company and the National City bank,
both of New York, for the refunding of $4,000,000 5 per cent
notes, maturing November 1, 1914, through the sale of $4.(XX),000 one-year 6 per cent notes, due November 1, 1915.

New York

Central & Hudson River.

—The

suit

brought by

minority stockholders to prevent the carrying out of the
merger plans of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern and the
New York Central & Hudson River has been dropped by the
consent of both parties and by consent of the United States
district judge, before whom the suit was brought.

New

York,

New Haven &

Hartford.

— The

final

dissolution suit proceedings, the form of which

decree in the

was worked out

by the various interests, has been signed by Judge Mayer,
the United States district court.
William Skinner and Morton F. Plant have resigned as

in

di-

rectors

Wabash.

— The

organization

committee

last

week

notified

the

public service commissions of Illinois and Missouri of
the withdrawal of the plan of reorganization submitted last
May, with the explanation that it is useless to attempt to carry
state

RAILWAY STRUCTURES
Ludlow, Ky.— Plans have been made for building a new concrete viaduct at

Queen

&

Elm

Crescent

in

street,

it

Ludlow

over the tracks of the
an estimated cost of $34,600.

is said,

at

—

Louisa, Ky. A contract has been given by the Chesapeake &
Ohio, to the Virginia Concrete Company, Roanoke, Va., it is
said, to build a bridge over the Levisa Fork of the Big Sandy
river, about three miles from Louisa.
contract for building the post office, express
building for the New York Central & Hudson River
in the Grand Central Terminal has been let to the John Peirce
The
Co., New York, and the work will be started at once.
structure will cover an area of about 52,230 sq. ft., between

New York.—The

and

office

Lexington

avenue

and

and Forty-sixth streets,
Depew place, and will harmonize in architectural features with
Forty-fifth

At the present time the buildthe adjacent terminal buildings.
ing w^iil not be erected above the fourth floor, though provision
additional floors. The floor
eight'
of
erection
is made for future
Lexington avenue level will be arranged to accommodate
increased express business handled at the terminal, and wagonloading space, also drives to street and connections to the track
The two next floors above will be oclevel will be provided.
cupied by the railway mail service and the New York post office
Wagon-loading
in handling second class an'd parcel post matter.
space will be provided along the private street at the west side
of the building, and a comprehensive system of mail conveying
equipment will be installed to distribute the mail within the buildat the

ing and to and from the trains beneath.

(September

4,

p.

453.)

Ogden. Utah.— A contract has been given to C. F. Dinsmore,
Ogden, Utah, it is said, for putting up a union station to be
used by the Ogden Rapid Transit Company and the Salt Lake
& Ogden Railway. The proposed structure is to be built on
Twenty-fourth street, and will be 50 ft. wide by 270 ft. long.

The

cost of the

work

is

about $25,000.

The committee explained the situation in part as folit out.
lows:
"In reaching its decision to take the course now indicated
the committee has not treated as a decisive condition of this
matter the unparalleled catastrophe of the war which now
devastates Europe."
"With the largest volume of business and the largest amount
of gross earnings realized in any year, except one, in the history of the property, with completed expenditures of $10,500,000 in improvement and equipment, the operating income of
the property was for the fiscal year just closed the smallest
realized in any year, save two, during the period of 10 jxars
last past.

"Increased operating costs, increased taxes and reduced rates
tlie result that for this year of large business
the earnings of the property applicable to the payment of fixed
charges fell over $375,000 short of providing for the interest
on underlying mortgages, and provided no return whatever
on the large capital expenditures made during the receivership.
"Since 1908 the taxes on the property have increased 44

have produced

per cent.

"Passengers are now carried on the Wabash Railroad at the
rate of one-tenth of a cent per mile less than it costs the railroad to run its passenger service; freight is carried at a revenue of only a little over one-tenth of a cent per ton per mile
over the cost of carrying it.
"There can be but one of two outcomes disaster to the
railways and all the railways represent in their relations to investments, savings, insurance and to general business, as well
as to public requirements and convenience; or an intelligent
reversal of the policy which has been carried so far beyond

—

the interests and demands of the people and so far beyond the
remedy for evils sought to be corrected."
Judge Mayer, in the United States district court, refused to
grant a stay in the proceedings looking to the foreclosure of
the mortgage, of which the Central Trust Company is trustee.

;
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the

in

all

the rail-

case

Clements asked him whether the application was for the purpose of getting more out of the proposed rates for net revenue or for the purpose of establishing credit. Commissioner
Meyer asked Mr. Strauss what effect he thought it would have
on the credit of a great concern for its head to come to Mr.
Straus^' office and offer him $20,000,000 of an i<;sue of securities while at the same time stating that he would not
invest in them himself? Commissioner Meyer also asked Mr.
Willard whether he thought that conditions had changed
since July 29. when the commission handed down its decision.
or whether he simply wanted to shift the burden from the
shareholders

Foss

it

showed up like the
Lackawanna & Western
Delaware.
there would be any justification for
Commissioner
an advance in rates.

ways

the

railways

to

of the Interstate

those who paid the freight.
Commerce Commission have

been, presumably, appointed to their present positions on the
assumption that they are peculiarly qualified for them by

reason of their expert knowledge, their fairness of mind and
How can the course of commissioners in asktheir ability.
ing such questions as the foregoing be reconciled with any
such assumption? Were they joking, or are these questions
If they were joking, their jokes were
to be taken seriously?
If they were
in very poor taste under existing conditions.

what has got the matter with some members of the
commission? They were hearing a case of the utmost seriousIf
ness, and therefore we must suppose they were serious.
the}' were serious these questions do no credit to their inserious,

They are such questions as
we expect to emanate from the Clifford Thornes. the Charles
Edward Russells and gentlemen of that stripe, but not from
members of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
telligence, fairness or dignity.
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Mr. Ripley makes the interesting suggestions that
issue.
steps shall be taken to reduce the wastes of railway competition, to have the government guarantee a minimum on
investments in railways and to give it representation on their

this

Simmons-Boardman Publishing Company,
By E. A. Simmons, President.
Sworn

and desperation which the present
arousing in the minds of railway men
are illustrated by the address which
President Ripley, of the Santa Fe, made
at the dinner of the Knife and Fork
Club in Kansas City on October 24.
The address is published elsewhere in

feelings of disgust

system of regulation
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criticism of our present system
seeks to stimulate rather than to prevent wasteful competition and that it gives public officials
great authority to regulate railways without imposing on
them or' the public any responsibility for the results. Mr.
Ripley would eliminate the wasteful competition by combinHe would gi\e
ing various groups of competitive railways.

boards of directors.

The main

of regulation

it

is

that

representatives of the government authority by putting them
on the boards of directors where they would become active
and influential in the direct management of the properties;
and he would cause them and the public to feel responsibility
for the results by the system of guarantees of profits whic'i
he suggests. Mr. Ripley's great reputation as an able, public
spirited and eminently successful railway manager, together
with the shock that the suggestion of such a scheme by a
prominent railway man will give, will cause his plan to be
widely discussed. A plan similar in some important respects
has been proposed by W. W. Cook, the eminent authority on
the law of corporations. Such expressions from men of such
prominence show that many who are most competent to judge
do not believe that our present system of regulation is bearing up under the crucial test of navigation in foul weather as
wclKas in fair. .\ vessel which threatens to eri to the bottom
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in

every storm can hardly be regarded as one in which it is
go to sea. Our present system of regulation must be

safe to

improved or

it

Maine have made
against the appointment of three lawyers
citizens of

bers

of

the

new

a vigorous protest

as the three

public

utilities

memcom-

The Personnel

mission of that state. The story is told
elsewhere in this issue. Lawyers should
of
'""^^^ ^^^ '""s' capable public servants
Commissions
in many lines of governmental work.
Their education and experience teach them what has been
and is being done by governments; and this should aid them
in forming sound opinions as to what governments ought to
do.
But the ordinary lawyer does not have much actual
business experience. His relationship to business is usually
that of one who advises what legally may or may not be
done, rather than that of one who undertakes to solve practical problems of administration, and who has the opportunity
of making profits if he solves them correctly, while taking
the risk of incurring losses if he solves them incorrectlj'.
Many lawyers have made successful administrators and business
men; but this has been because they have had
qualities not developed by the ordinary education and experience of the lawyer.
Now, the problems presented xi>
public utility commissions are partly legal, but preponderantly
business problems.
Therefore, the public utility commissioners
should contain some lawyers, but they should also have sonic
members with the knowledge, the experience and the point of
view of business men and of public utility experts. The objectors to the appointment of three lawyers to the Maine

commission demand the appointment of a lawyer, a business
man and a practical railroad man. This is so obviously a
reasonable and sensible demand that it is difficult to understand how anyone can fail to endorse it. In this connection.
however, it should, of course, be borne in mind that even
more depends on the character and ability of the men appointed than on their previous experience. Many men very,
successful in their

own

line of professional or business activity

are yet extremely narrow and wholly unfit for public utility

commissionerships. We need for public office above all things
men who are high-souled and broad-minded, studious and
energetic, public-spirited, courageous and foresighted. These
things are of fundamental importance, however much we may
and should strive to get men who are also acquainted with
railroading, gas-making, telephones, trolley cars or tax laws.

THE YARDMASTER AND THE FREIGHT SOLICITOR
VV/'ITH

the exception of the

word

no term has been
during the past few
years than co-operation. In the universal endeavor to improve
the standard of railway operation, emphasis has very properly
been placed on the necessity for hearty co-operation between
all departments.
With the high degree of specialization of the
modern railway organization, all departments are more or less
inter-dependent, but it is probable that no officer comes in intimate contact with more branches of the service in the daily
routine of his duties than the terminal yardmaster or superintendent.
In reality, his activities are related directly to the
traffic as well as the operating department, for in spite of all the
arguments the traffic department can present, in the final analysis,
inner.
service counts with the
It is the yardmaster and his
force who come in contact with the shipper in giving this service
and who aid in securing or holding the traffic.
It might be s5id that if a yardmaster did not provide proper
service for the industries within his. jurisdiction, he would soon
be replaced by another. This is true, but there is a wide zone

*'

more abused

in

No. 18

road by giving service above the average.-

He

should, therefore, acquaint himself fully with the needs of pres-

On
Numerous

57.

ent and prospective shippers, and then endeavor to meet them.

doomed.

is

his

to

traffic

Vol..

railroad

efficiency,

parlance

•-'

between the maximum service and the low limit of efficiency
It is to men within these limits that
resulting in discharge.
we emphasize the importance of this relation. In some cases a
yardmaster may not be the means of losing any traffic or creating
con jilaints, but he may be losing an opportunity of bringing more

the other hand, the freight solicitor can further the in-

of his road by exercising care in making promises or
In the
acceding to requests for special or expensive services.
endeavor to secure traffic under highly competitive conditions,
requirements are often imposed which are expensive and burdensome for the operating department. Traffic which cannot be
terests

handled at a fair profit had usually better be allowed to move
over the other road. Within the category of these uneconomical
services are frequent special services out of regular schedule,
the "hold" or "reconsignment" privileges, etc. If the officers of the
freight traffic department would familiarize themselves with the

and thus see that in many cases the evident
would not solicit such traffic so actively
or insist on the operating department rendering such service. In
the end, the interests of the yardmaster and traffic agent are
identical and are best served when the revenues of the company
A knowledge of each other's problems is
are best conserved.
the first and most important step towards this result.
cost of such services

gain

a final loss, they

is

LICENSES FOR ENGINEERS

A CCORDIXG

to the terms of a bill approved in July, 1913,
by the governor of the state of Pennsylvania, an act is
being prepared by a commission provided for in the bill, to reAlthough this is
quire the licensing of professional engineers.
by no means the first time such a measure has been discussed,
nor the first case in which the objections to such a measure
have been set forth, it seems that the futility and disadvantages
of such a law have been summed up as clearly and concisely as
possible by D. F. Crawford, general superintendent of motive
power, Pennsylvania Lines West. In a letter addressed to the
members of the commission, Mr. Crawford shows, first, that
the bill is unnecessary, and second, that it would result in hardship to large organizations, to the engineering profession and

^*

to individual engineers.

Two

reasons are stated

why

the

bill

is

unnecessary,

first,

since

depends on his experience and
common sense, it cannot be adequately judged by his ability to
solve catch problems in an examination, and further, the tagging of a man as a professional engineer could not insure his use
of correct judgment and the public would be much less secure
than would be the case if proper laws were passed regulating
details of construction affecting the safety and life of the people.
Second, since a man's capability is measured entirely by the results of his work, and consulting engineers are employed or
regular employees promoted according to the results secured,
the capability of any engineer

incapable engineers are automatically eliminated with greater
accuracy than would be possible with any commission.
Three specific hardships are enumerated by Mr. Crawford

would

that

the

bill

result

if

such an act were put in force. First, since
men engaged in the general super-

includes specifically

and maintenance of public and private
would prevent corporations from employing men of
excellent business ability and no professional training, who
have shown themselves capable of picking the proper men for
handling various engineering problems incident to the work and
securing results as good as, and in some cases better than, proSecond, the law would deprive large orfessional engineers.
ganizations of the services of capable and experienced men
thoroughly competent to meet the specific requirements of the
work in which they are engaged, but unable to satisfy a coinvision of the operation

works,

it

men
members of

mission of nine

a^

to

their

professional

ability.

Third,

commission would be appointed by
the governor and three of the nine would retire every t\yo years,
••'
the commission would of necessity become a political Body.
would be in position to refnse or withdraw certificates to satisfy
petty grievances, or for pclitical pull reasons having no refersince

the

the

ence to the merits of the case.
T he above arguments are so clear and conclusive as lo need

no comment.
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GOVERNMENT REGULATION ON TRIAL
IT

is

a question of great

importance what

As

effect the decision of

^ the Interstate Commerce Commission in the pending rate advance case will have on the railway situation, and more especially
on the general business situation. Of hardly less importance is
the question

what

effect

it

will

have on the future of government

regulation of railways.

The nation

midst of a crisis. The railways are, of
cotton-growing industry, the most
acutely and directly affected. The present system of government
regulation was not adopted merely to give some body, or bodies,
authority to control railways. It was adopted as a means to an
in the

is

industries,

all

except

the

was the promotion of the general welfare.
taken by certain attorneys and members of the Inter-

end, and that end

The

line

Commerce Commission in questioning witnesses who appeared at the hearings in Washington last week strongly suggests that they have confused the means employed with the end
which it was adopted to accomplish.
state

Certain questions were asked of the witnesses for the

rail-

ways which might be interpreted to imply that those asking
them do not believe that the commission has any power to permit an advance

in

rates

for the purpose of so

increasing the

revenues of the railways as to enable them successfully to meet
the present emergency. The inference which might be drawn is
that they hold that the
late railway rates

commission

is

empowered only

to regu-

and not railway earnings, and that when the

commission restricts the railways to reasonable rates it may not
legally concern itself with the results, directly to the railways,
astounding that at this late day such a theory
should be suggested by persons opposing an advance in rates
and even, apparently, by members of the commission. From the
surely

is

inception of the present system of government regulation
theories as to the

way

two

rates should be regulated have been ad-

Railway men and others who concur in their point of
view have contended that the sole function of the commission

vanced.

in the regulation of rates

made unreasonably

not

main

criterion of

service

rendered

—in

They have argued
ings
the

what

or should be, to see that rates are
and they have argued that the
reasonable should be the value of the
is,

high,
is

under present conditions railways are enon either theory, if correctly understood and applied, to
general increases in their rates. The past IS years have been a
Consequently, throughperiod of advancing wages and prices.
out this time it would have been possible for railway traffic to

other words, "what the

traffic

will

bear."

that the cost of the service and the net earn-

received are factors to be considered, but that after all.
that if the rates exis the value of the service

—

main factor

ceed this they are unreasonable, even though the carrier make
no profit at all, and that, on the other hand, if they do not exceed this, the fact that some or all railways make large profits is
by no means conclusive proof that the rates are unreasonable.
Many persons have contended, on the other hand, that the
chief measure of the reasonableness of rates is the net return on
their investment received by the railways, and that if their net
return becomes very large the rates should be reduced, no matter

At present the prices of some commodities,
such as cotton, are relatively depressed, but on the other hand,

bear higher rates.

the general level of prices and wages

they may appear when tested by other standards.
This latter theory, in spite of all the efforts of those who
have criticized and opposed it, has tended to prevail. It has
been accepted by the commission to such an extent that that
body has advocated a physical valuation as a basis for the regulation of rates, and by Congress and the public to such an extent that a law providing for such a valuation has been passed.
Is it possible that, after having been accepted, when railway net
earnings were relatively substantial the theory that net earnings
are the main test of the reasonableness of rates and used it as a
ground for causing reductions or refusing advances in rates,
the commission is going to entirely abandon it now, because

railway net earnings have reached the' lowest ebb in years and
in consequence the theory has become an argument for wholeSuch a reversal of attitude could be
sale advances in rates?

construed to mean only one thing, and that is that certain members of the commission are willing to act without any regard
whatever to justice or consistency if by so doing they can find
what may appeal to themselves or others as a defensible reason

needed

is

much

higher,

compared

with the general level of railway rates, than it was a decade ago.
Therefore, on the value of the service theory the railways might

make

substantial advances in the rates on most of their traffic

without rendering the rates unreasonable.

As

to the other theory, the net return of the railways

now

that

earnings

are

smallest

net

it

has been

the

in years,

greatest

is

the

while the demands on their
they

that

have been

in

years.

Therefore, on that theory also, the railways are clearly entitled
In fact, their net reto make general advances in their rates.
turn has been heavily reduced while the current rate of interest
has been heavily increased, so that even though we acceptetT
the theory that they are entitled to earn only the current rate of^

even on that theory they are entitled to

interest,

advances

But

it

make

subsantiat

in their rates.
is

Interstate

said the present situation

is

an emergency, and the

Commerce Commission has no authority
In other words, we have adopted

to deal with'

system ot
which so ties the hands of the railway managers
that they cannot meet emergencies, and which at the same time
gives no one else the power to deal with them. What this means
emergencies.

a

regulation

is, that every time anything out of the ordinary happens the Interstate Commerce Commission should placidly fold
its hands over its diaphragm, lift its eyes to heaven, sit pat and
pass the buck to Congress. And, of course, Congress will take

such action at the time, not as business exigencies demand, but
as the political exigencies of

relief.

its

members demand.

If it is correct it means
government regulation which
is admirably adapted to preventing the railways from prospering
when the rest of the country prospers, but which is incapable of
giving them any aid or relief when they need it and which,
therefore, in both good tinges and bad times, is a drag on the
wheels of progress and a menace to the public welfare. It is
the theory of a narrow, academic, hairsplitting, bureaucratic and
imbecile system of regulation. It is a theory of ignorant meddlesomeness and not of helpfulness. It is a theory of cranky interference and not of progress. It is a theory of destruction and
not of construction. If it is correct, those who have ^opted the
present system of regulation merit nothing but the curses and
kicks of the public, and the sooner the system itself is cast into
the scrap heap the better. If the theory is not correct, anybody
who propounds it is utterly lacking in the qualifications for contributing toward the solution of a great question of public policy.

This

that

is

certainly a lovely

we have adopted

We

how low

for denying the railways

a matter of fact,

titled

apparently,

or indirectly to the nation.
It

783

theory.

a system of

do not believe that the public

will accept the doctrine that

merely a system for cranky,
bureaucratic, wasteful, destructive meddling with business, and
is not intended or adapted to be of any use in promoting the
public welfare when the public welfare most needs promoting.

the present system of regulation

We

is

do not believe that the public

will accept the doctrine that

the theory on which railway rates are regulated should be con-

them from being
changed as to maintain or increase railway net earnings.
Furthermore, we still hope, in spite of certain questions asked
by certain commissioners at the recent hearing, that the Interstate Commerce Commission will not accept any such doctrine.
One thing is certain, however, and that is, that while the acceptance by the commission of such a baneful and detestable
principle would do great immediate harm to the railway and
business interests, it would do still greater harm to government
The expressions of newspapers and
regulation of rlailways.
stantly juggled about so as always to prevent

so

men all over the country show that the public is informed and aroused regarding the railway situation as it never
Everywhere the question is being raised
has been before.
business
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is not doing more harm
Commerce Commission probably \\a>

whether the present system ol regulation

The

than good.

Interstate

\'oL. 57.

Xo. 18

was so easy for two or three oi the directors to carry out, without opposition or advice, the vast plan of development in which

company was involved when Mr. Morgan

The

astonished at the way in which its original decision in the 5
per cent case was received. If it acts in the present case on any
such theory as the one we have been discussing it will be still
more astonished at the way in which its decision in this case

the

In the former case the railways were on trial.
Probably the commission thinks the same thing is true now. It
This time regulation and the commission itso. it is mistaken.
self as at present constituted are before the bar of public opinion

Morgan firm was the director of the policy of the Xew
Haven, this mattered very little, since new capital for the refunding of maturing obligations was hardly a concern of the
operating management, the bankers taking care of this end of
Xow. however, the management of the
the company's affairs.
company, instead of being able to rely on unlimited- financial
support from the greatest banking house in the country, is
thrown completely on its own resources. Its credit and not that
of the bankers must be used to sell securities to refund maturing
but its credit has been the
obligations and to raise new capital
subject of an extraordinarily bitter attack, and to add to this
almost insurmountable difficulty, the company is forced to divest
The stockitself of its assets under governmental pressure.
holders, therefore, are a tremendous responsibility to the manageXo wonder the widow, part of
ment without being a help.
whi>se funds were invested in Xew Ha\i.n stock at 175. feels

will be received.

I

NEW YORK, NEW HAVEN & HARTFORD
NEVER, probably, in the history of .\merican railr. .ading

has

complicated a problem as that
which faces the management of the Xew York. New Haven &
Hartford.
In the fiscal year ended June 30. 1914, the company
earned gross $66,618,000. which is less than the earnings in 1913
there

developed

quite

so

Expenses amounted

by $1,996,000

to $48,515,000.

an increase of

$1,288,000; and the net result of the year's operation

owners of

to the

the property

— the

stockholders

as against $S.fi54.000 in the previous year.

It

— of

is

was a

profit

but $269,000

only,

however.

knowledge of the

telligent study of the compatiy's

full

situation that

any

in-

annual report for 1914 can be

made.

The Xew Haven operates

2,046 miles of road. Only very slightrevenue is derived from freight, the remainder
coming from the operation of passenger trains. The peculiar
nature of the Xew Haven's business and its vulnerable position
in regard to competition tor both freight and passengers, have
ly

over half of

its

been pointed out before in the Railuay

.-Igc

Gucettc

It

was. of

course, the desire to protect the business of the steam railroad
that

led the

late J.

active agent, xo use the

and steamship

The stock of

Morgan and Charlef

P.

Xew

S.

Mellen. as his

Haven's credit to buy trolley roads

:

the

Xew

^ ork.

Xew Haven &

Hartford

is

very

widely distributed and a very large proportion of it is owned by
small investors in Xew England, the great majority of whom, of
course, are quite incapable of voting from their own knowledge
This was one reason why it
on any que-'ion of railroad policy.

&

Hartford

abused and bewildered under present circumstances; and tliere
can be no doubt that the interests of this class of stockholder
weigh as a fearfully heavy responsibility on the present management, despite the fact that it is in no way to blame for what has
taken place.
The operation of the

was

left

to

subordinate

,

X<tw Haven under the Mellen regime
officers.
There was, however, at that

time no imperative need for drastic economy.
rigid

economy

popular.

To

is

put

ticularly difficult

absolutely essential.
it

Economy

Xow
is

the most
always un-

now on the Xew Haven is parup resentment both among the comthe eft'ect of this retrenchment and among

into effect

and

stirs

pany's forces that feel
the

lines.

great

the

The New York, New Haven
in the light of the

died.

majority of the stockholders of the Xew Haven neither have
the means nor the knowledge of financial affairs to support their
company in a time of very great financial stress. As long as

community served.

The taking

trains raises a storm of protest,

all

off of unprofitable_passenger

the louder because the

com-

bad strategic position to defend itself.
The management finds itself, therefore, without adequate financial support, with credit seriously impaired, without the backing
of "big interests." with an I'rganization which if it is not dis-

pany

is

in a

October

30,
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organized was at least on the verge of it, and has only been
saved by the courage and skill of the present management, and
with the grave responsibility of tlie small stockholder.
The 1914 annual report, therefore, is a record of housecleaning,

on the -New Haven is like that on the Central of
.\ew Jersey. Another important factor is the economies in handling this kind of business that may follow from complete elec-

and as such is particularly inIt must be
teresting.
remembered, however, that in setting
forth so frankly the difficulties which the management of the
Xew Haven now has to face it is not meant to imply by any
means that their task is either hopeless or without possibilities
of being rewarded in time by great success.
Some of the Eng-

Total operating expenses in 1914 amounted to $48,515,000, an
increase of $1,288,000.
.-Mi
of the increase, however, was in
maintenance expenses, maintenance of way costing $8,831,000,
or $938,000 more than in 1913, and maintenance of equipment

railways carry a very large proportion of passenger business;
they are capitalized far higher than is the New Haven, and in

$335,000.

many

tenance

of clearing the decks for action,

lish

fundamental conditions, not the particular
problems just mentioned, are much like those of the New Haven,
and they are notably successful both in giving satisfaction to
the public served and returning a profit to their stockholders.
The New Haven has what they have a very dense business.
The New Haven is, moreover, an originating road insofar as
freight is concerned, and as such gets now and should continue
to be able to get a high ton-mile rate, due to a good division
of the through rate.
The company operates 2,046 miles, of which iS41 miles has
second-track and about 130 miles third and fourth-track.
The
the

respects

—

total

tonnage of freight carried

amounted

in 1914

to 24,997,000,

compared with

1913, the average haul
being 92 miles, a decrease of 4.63 miles. This meant a falling
otf of ton-mileage in 1914. as compared with 1913 of 9 per cent.

a decrease of 1,269,000, as

The. freight density

means

road, which

in

a

1914 was 1,152,000 ton-miles per mile of

very heavy density

when we

take into con-

good many hundred miles of
line on which there is no through freight business and only a
business,
small local freight
and also bearing in mind the passensideration the fact that there are a

Of

ger density.

the total tonnage carried in 1914, 31.23 per cent

was products of mines, and of
bituminous

per cent, of the total tonnage

ber only about

5

:

about half was furnished by

this

The tonnage

coal.

of manufactures furnished 20.18

merchandise, 16.29 per cent

;

lum-

per cent, and products of agriculture only about

9 per cent. An extraordinarily large proportion of 1. c. 1. freight
adds very much to the expenses of handling the freight business,
and also, of course, gives the .\'ew Haven a high average tonIn 1914 this was 1.415 cents.

mile rate.

The

total

number

was

of passengers carried

87,184,000,

an

in-

crease of 370,000 over 1913, and the average passenger journey
was 18.36 miles. In part this very low average trip is due to the
large

commutation business which the New Haven does. In
13.025,000 commutation passengers carried, an

1914 there were

increase of 686,000

The passenger

density

With

carried one mile per mile of road.

is

this

train service

New

trification to

Haven.

'

more than in 1913. On the other hand,
transportation expenses amounted to $26,869,000, a decrease of

$10,389,000, or $789,000

fast

liberal,
is

With

the large

freight service,

of

is

it

amount of passenger business and the
of the utmost importance that main-

way expenditures on

in revenues and the more liberal expenditures
maintenance resulted in a net income amounting to $14,620,is less by $3,697,000 than in 1913.
This is not at all
a bad showing.
The remainder of the loss to the company in
1914 as compared with 1913 came as the result of a smaller return on the company's outside investments.
There was but
$3,522,000 dividends received on stock owned, a decrease of
The company's profit and loss surplus has now been
$2,966,000.
reduced to $1,822,000.
At the beginning of the year it was
$7,916,000.
The dividend paid on September 30 from profit and
loss called for $2,357,000; the loss on the sale of the Merchants'
and Miners' Transportation amounted to $3,595,000, and the unamortized loss on the New York, Westchester & Boston bond
sale prior to 1914 was $1,265,000.
At the end of 1914 the company had on hand $6,067,000 cash, or $6,208,000 less than at the
beginning of the year. On the other hand, it had but $4,252,000
loans and bills payable, which is a reduction in this current liability of $38,347,000 from the 1913 figures.
The net increase in
the funded debt was $33,976,000.
During the year the company
spent $3,291,000 for additions and betterments.
The relations of the company to the government have been
commented on at length in these columns at various times previously.
It is to be hoped that with the signing of the dissolution decree a short time since, the worst of the New Haven's
troubles in this respect are at an end.
There is a very interesting statement in President Elliott's report this year, showing the number of stockholders, their resi-

dences, etc.

The

total

number

386, as against 22,716 in 1913.

Of the total, 10,920 were
and guardianships, and 802 insurance com-

women,

3,551 trustees

situation of the

miles, the

company reduced

its

mileage in 1914 being 7,378,000.
one per cent less passenger business measured in passenger miles, the company reduced its passenger-train
mileage by a little over one per cent.
The average trainload in 1914 was 304 tons. This is low, but
is a gain over 1913 of nearly 4 per cent, and there are particular
circumstances in regard to the New Haven conditions which
the

Handling

explain

total

freight-train

a fraction of

the

light

trainload

The

large

proportion

of

in

some ways the density of

c.

:

"Stock-

company, to explain the difficulties in their reand to use their active influence to help the
management in its efforts to reduce expenses and to increase
rates slightly, and to obtain favorable consideration for the company at this time, when the help of everyone interested in the
welfare of New England is needed in order to maintain efficiently the transportation system that is so closely interwoven with
the industrial, financial and social life of this part of the country"
The following table shows the principal figures for operation
in 1914 as compared with 1913:
spective communities

1913.

1.

;

traffic

President Elliott says

holders are urged most earnestly to inform themselves about the

1914.
1.

mentioned is one the small proportion of coal
already mentioned is another; the very heavy passenger density
Freight trains have to be
is another and very important factor.
run at high schedule speed to keep out of the way of passenger
It may well
trains, and therefore cannot be very heavily loaded.
be on the New Haven that experience will show that gains in
economy can be made without materially increasing the revenue
When W. G. Besler went to the Central of
freight-train load.
New Jersey he inaugurated a program which resulted in smaller
train-loads, but in more efficient and economical operation, and
freight already

26,-

New

the year before.

cent,

was

the total in 1914, 46 per cent

Massachusetts, 22 per cent in Connecticut and 16 per
York. Of the total number, 12,127 held 10 shares

lived in

cent in

of stockholders in 1914

Of

or less and 9,651 from 11 to 50 shares.

business measured in tonfreight-train mileage by 15 per

be

000, which*

803,000 passengers

freight

should

transportation expenses

a clear indication of effective economies.

very dense passen-

—

New Haven

The decrease

panies and other corporations.

less

in

for

ger business the New Haven is able to get a high average num1)er of passengers per train
96 in 1914. an increase of one over

Handling 9 per cent

the

and the substantial reduction

and frequency of passenger-

Mdeage operated
revenue
Passenger revenue
Total operating revenues
Maint. of «ay and structure*.
Maint of equipment
Traffic expenses
Tran<iportation expenses
General expenses
Total operating expenses
Taxes
Operating income
Cross income
Freight

V^-t

incme

.

.

.

2.046
$32,476,373
27,400,673
66.617,693
8.831.064
10.389.458
502.020
26.868.688
1,924.120
48.515.350
3,568,219
14,619.604
21.867,594
268.663

iv.H.-cU
-

-

-Deficit.

..

•

268.663

2,092
$34,071,975
37.896.300
68.613.503
7.893.090
9.600.669
582,310
27.203.271
1.947.999
47.227,339
3.714.756
18.316.855
28.380.640
8.922.2.'R

13.486 563
4. 564.325*
'
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MISSOURI PACIFIC

'T'HE
^

Missouri Pacific's financial condition and the results be-

ing obtained by the operating department are almost dia-

metrically opposite.

On

the one

hand the company escaped

re-

ceivership last year only by the narrowest possible margin; on

the other hand, with a very slightly smaller

and with the full-crew law

in effect for the

volume of business
whole year as com-

pared with part of the previous year, the management was able
Of
to actually reduce transportation expenses by 5.49 per cent.
course transportation expenses in the fiscal year ended June 30,
1914, might be expected to show some of the results of expenditures for additions and betterments in 1911, 1912 and 1913;
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June 30 the combined companies had $1,164,000 cash, with loans
and bills payable of $825,000. The cash on hand was about the
same as at the beginning of the year, but the loans and bills
payable were increased by $400,000, and in addition the audited
vouchers and wages unpaid amounted to $5,188,000, an increase
of $411,000. This is not an abnormally high amount of audited
vouchers and wages unpaid, nor would the increase of $400,000
in loans and bills payable be anything at all remarkable if the
company had a strong working capital or any arrangement by
which its extended notes which mature June 1 next could be
met; but $1,164,000 is a very much smaller working capital than
a

company operating more than

7,000 miles of line needs.

but the reduction of Syi per cent in the face of the trend upward of almost all of the costs which go to make up transportation expenses

The most
saving made

was a

real achievement.

notable reduction in transportation costs was the

road locomotives. This cost $3,387,000
A second large saving was
in the payment for loss and damage to freight.
PajTnents on this
account in 1914 amounted to $711,000, which was less by $329,000
than in 1913.
It is impossible, of course, to say whether the
payments on this account in 1913 were extraordinarily high, or
those in 1914 unusually low. There was a reduction of $154,000
in road enginemen's wages and $174,000 in road trainmen's wages,
and also some reduction in yard expenses.
The Missouri Pacific is living on the ragged edge. Expenses
and interest charges in 1914 called for 99.88 per cent of the total
revenue and income accrued. This and all other figures in these
comments refer to the Missouri Pacific system, which includes
the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern.
The total mileage
operated is 7,225 miles. On June 1, 1914, the Missouri Pacific
had about $25,000,000 note* maturing. Pledged as collateral for
these notes was $9,800,000 Denver & Rio Grande preferred, and
$15,000,000 Denver & Rio Grande common, besides $22,000,000
St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern 6 per cent series A bonds
and various other collateral. The Denver & Rio Grande stock,
although not of great market value, is an important factor in
the Gould control of that company and of the Western Pacific.
After prolonged negotiations the bankers finally consented to the
renewal of these notes for one year at 6 per cent on the deposit
of $3,000,000 additional Iron Mountain bonds as collateral. This
arrangement amounted, of course, to a postponement of the company's financial difficulties rather than a solution of them. On
in fuel for

in 1914, or $364,000 less

than in 1913.

In 1914 a total of $1,932,000

was spent

for additions

terments, including additions to equipment.

No

and betwere

securities

sold by the Missouri Pacific, and although the St. Louis, Iron

Mountain & Southern issued $4,144,000 series A bonds, these
were not sold to the public, so that the total system funded debt,
including equipment trust certificates outstanding in the hands
of the public, was less at the end of the 1914 fiscal year by $500,000 than

at the begrinning of the year.

In the year ended June 30, 1914, the system earned $59,794,000,
which is less by $2,362,000, or 3.80 per cent, than the gross earn-

October

'1

ings in 1913.
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1914

30,

he falling

oft in freight

earnings equaled 3.83 per

and in passenger earnings, 4.02 per cent. Of the total
revenue about 74 per cent comes from freight and 19 per cent
from passengers. There was very little falling off in the tonnage of freight, but, on the other hand, the average haul was
shorter, so that the total ton mileage handled in 1914 was 5,505,000,000 ton-miles, which is less by 2.88 per cent than the tonmileage in 1913. This, it will be noticed, compares with a falling off in freight revenue of 3.83 per cent, the average ton-mile
cent,

rate received in 1914 being 7.99 mills as against 8.07 mills.

The

which were held legal by the Supreme Court in
the Missouri river rate case were put into effect in July, 1913.
The effect on freight revenue does not appear to be very great,
possibly because of changes in the proportion of the various commodities carried, which offset what would have otherwise been
a larger reduction in the average ton-mile rate.
In passenger
business, however, the effect of the decision is striking.
The
total number of passengers carried one mile was 548,800,000 in
1914 as against 502,100,000 in 1913, an increase of 9.31 per cent
in passenger business, while the revenue from passengers amounted to $11,160,000, a decrease of $468,000, or over 4 per cent.
Of the total tonnage of revenue freight, amounting to 23.281,000 in 1914, 35.59 per cent was furnished by products of mines,
and 22.34 per cent by lumber and lumber products. Products
of agriculture furnished 17.36 per cent, and manufactures 14.01
rate reductions

per cent.
Traffic

explain in part the decrease in transporta-

statistics

tion expenses.

The average

trainload in 1914

was 389 tons

as

against 373 tons the year before, an increase of over 4 per cent.

The average carloading per loaded

car

was very

slightly less in

1914 than in 1913, 17.99 tons as against 18,06 tons.

average trainload

more of

is

a gain than

The gain

in

would appear from the

percentage because of the very large increase in empty car mileTraffic conditions largely determine the proportion of
age.

empty to loaded car mileage, and, of course, last year the empty
car mileage was very much increased by the general movement
of cars returning to their

home

ing the effect of this to a

marked extent because

Missouri Pacific feelit is an intermediary road. The total mileage of loaded freight cars on the
The mileage
313,900.000.
system in 1914 was 305,900,000; in 1913,
of empty cars

was

lines, the

127,800,000 as against 103,400,000 in the previ-.

ous year. In other words, "loaded car mileage decreased 2.52 per
cent, while empty car mileage increased 23.60 per cent. To show
a gain in trainloading under such conditions is noteworthy.
The Missouri Pacific has been immensely improved in the last
three years but in 1914 there was, as already noted, comparatively little money available for additions and betterments, with
;

no prospect of any more

in 1915.

It

was, therefore, important

that a liberal policy should be adopted in regard to maintenance.
The amount spent for maintenance of way and structures in 1914

was $8,536,000, which was less by $727,000 than in 1913; but the
amount spent on maintenance of equipment was $10,252,000, or
In 1914, however, there were no
$392,000 more than in 1913.
extraordinary expenditures. President Bush says, for flood repairs or other adverse conditions,

and nearly

way

all

of the smaller

accounted for by a large
decrease in the amount spent for track labor and for grade crossings, fences, cattle guards and signs, an extraordinarily large
sum having been spent on this latter account in 1913.
From all this it would appear that if the company could get its
financial difficulties adjusted, as well as its operating problems
are being met, its security holders should feel much encouraged.

expenditure on maintenance of

The

table

shows the

is

operated
revenue
Passenger revenue
Total operating revenue
Maint. of way and structures

Main,

of equipment

expenses
Transportation expenses
General expenses
Total operating expenses
Traffic

Taxes
Operating iacome
Gross income
Net income

.

.

.

.

;

7,285

$43,995,027
11,159,634
59,793.900
8,536,046
10,252,256
1,530.087
21,292,357
1,711,627
43,122,373
2,513.432
14,084,731
16,532,511
74,692

LOUIS SOUTHWESTERN

Louis Southwestern is a carrier largely of lumber
and agricultural products and as such suffered severely
in earnings in the fiscal year ended June 30, 1914, because,
on the one hand, of the very poor market for lumber from
the Southwest and, on the other, because of the extraordinarily
bad weather conditions, especially in Texas. Not only would
revenues suffer under these conditions, but transportation expenses were higher per unit of business handled, but not by
any means to the extent that might be expected under the
conditions which prevailed.
In 1914 the company earned
about half a million dollars less than in 1913 and its expenses
were about half a million dollars greater; but almost the entire additional expense was for maintenance of equipment.
Total operating revenues in 1914 amounted to $12,745,000
as against $13,297,000 in 1913. This is an average on the 1,735
miles operated in 1914 of $7,346 per mile and on the 1,609
miles operated in 1913 the earnings in that year averaged
$8,263 per mile. All of the falling off in revenue was due to
a decrease of 4.44 per cent in the tonnage of freight carried
and a decrease of a little less than one per cent in the ton-mile
The average length of haul of freight remained about
rate.
the same in 1914 as in 1913 and is quite long 237 miles.
The total ton mileage carried in 1914 was 830,000,000 tons, a
decrease of 42,000,000 tons, or 4.81 per cent. Passenger revenue amounted to $2,662,000, an increase of 1.66 per cent over
The number of passengers carried one mile was 113,1913.
600,000, an increase of 13,400,000, or 13.38 per cent; but the
average receipts per passenger per mile fell to 2.34 cents from
the 1913 average of 2.61 cents.
This was the result of the
Supreme Court's decision in the Missouri and Arkansas rate
St.

*

—

cases,

which became

effective

in July,

1913.

The company

estimates that the loss in passenger revenue due to these
decisions was $340,000, or enough to have in considerable part
offset the effect of the adverse weather conditions and trade
conditions on

freight

revenues.

great pity that the people of the Southwest fail to
appreciate their own railroad situation. In most of the sections served by the St. Louis Southwestern the people are
prosperous; they are fond of travel, like luxury and good
service when traveling, demand it and are able to pay for it.
It is a

Louis Southwestern passenger service is very good
Its dining car service is excellent, and this dining
car service is carried on at a dead loss for each diner served,
simply as a part of the expense of giving good passenger servIf the Interstate Commerce Commission's conclusions in
ice.
regard to the undue burden which passenger service puts on
freight service in eastern territory where passenger density
is heavy are correct, how much more true this is on a road
like the St. Louis Southwestern where passenger density is

The

St.

indeed.

light?

The St. Louis Southwestern has for some years tried
wholeheartedly and intelligently to co-operate with the people whom it serves in building up the prosperity of the country.
The road now needs the co-operation of its patrons to
take the next step forward in its own development, and the
reduction made in passenger fares in Missouri and Arkansas
was a stupid and short-sighted failure to extend this cooperation.

$45,748,269
11,627.481
62,155,506
9,263,360
9,860,188
1,425,168
22,528,447
1.621.834
44,698,99/
2.314,349
15,049.156
17,512.755
1,562,734

betterments which are paid for from the sale of these securities as is the salary of the engineer in charge of the improveIn other
ments, cannot be charged to property account.
words, all additions and betterments must be paid for, at
If
least in part, from the earnings of the railroad company.

and 1913:
1913.

1914.

Freieht

ST.

"PHE

There is another point analogous to this question of passenger rates. Texas laws are such as to very seriously discourage the expenditure by a railroad of any money at all for
It is so obvious that a road like
additions and betterments.
the St. Louis Southwestern cannot sell securities bearing any
reasonable rate of interest at par, that it seems almost unnecessary to mention the fact. Nevertheless, the discount on
new securities, which is as much a cost of the additions and

figures for operation in 1914

Mileage
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^he

St.

.

Louis Southwestern

successful in

is

its

ma-

efforts to

prosperity of its territory, it will, to a
certain extent, share in increased earnings from this prosperity
but with the increase in prosperity of the people served will

terially increase the

come new demands on the transportation plant. It is quite
proper that some part of the additional earnings which would
come under these conditions should be devoted to the payment of interest on an improved and more adequate plant.
The people in the Southwest, prosperous as they are, are
continually reinvesting their

own

capital

in

their

own
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Of the total tonnage 3.49b,000 tons of freight carried by
the St. Louis Southwestern in 1914, 37.06 per cent was furnished by lumber and lumber products. 21.75 per cent by products of agriculture and 25.06 per cent by manufactures and
miscellaneous. The tonnage of lumber in 1914 was 1,295,000
tons, a decrease, as compared with 1913. of 168.000 tons, or

This falling oft' in lumber, combined with the
\cry narked inipro\ enient of car~ returning empty to their
11.47 per cent.

busi-

From their own
nesses and in improvement of their land.
point of view it is very desirable that outside capital should
transportation
facilities
but the way in
in
their
be invested
which such investment can be induced is to make it attractive.
.\fter the payment of expenses and taxes the St. Louis
;

This comin 1914 had net income of $336,000.
pared with net income at the end of the 1913 fiscal year of
51.886,000; but ZVz per cent was paid on the preferred stock
in 1914 as against 5 per cent in 1913: but even so, the 2^4
per cent called for S497.0OO. which left, of course, a slight
deficit as compared with a substantial surplus for the previous
year after the payment of the full 5 per cent dividends.

Southwestern

.\t the end of 1914 the company had on hand $957,000 cash,
which is less by $598,000 than at the beginning of the year.
There were no loans and bills payable, and total working
liabilities at the end of the year amounted to $2,015,000. an
increase of $470,000. due almost entirely to a larger amount
On the other hand, the
if audited vouchers and w.-iges unpaid.
company had in its treasury a little over $3,000,000 securities
cost
of capital expendirepresenting
the
partial
own,
of its
This
tures, which, when conditions are favorable, it can sell.
was an increase in securities held in the treasury of $1,791,000.
The increase in expenses mentioned above in maintenance
of equipment was due to very much larger sums spent for
heavy repairs aP'i renewals of fri.i.i,'ht-train cars, as President

I

own

in

Inies.

large part accounts for the fact that whereas

the total freight-car mileage was 80,923,000 in 1914, an increase
of 1.55 per cent over the previous year, there was a decrease

oaded car mileage of
22.30 per cent in the

5.41

empty

per cent, with an increase of
Loaded mileage in

car mileage.

This in turn ac1914 was 53.998,(X)0, and empty, 24,221,000.
counts for the smaller average trainload, which was 294 tons
in

1914 as against 300 tons in 1913. a decrease of 1.90 per cent.
the principal figures for opera-

The following table .show.s
tion in 1914 as compared with

1913:
1914

.\veiagc mileage operateti
Freight revenue

measure by the age
of such cars.
Since June 30. however, the company has been
receiving under the equipment trust of .^pril 1, 1914. 1,500
steel underframe box cars. 400 steel underframe flat cars and
100 steel underframe and steel coal cars, and arrangements
have been concluded fi^r the rebuilding of all freight cars
acquired under equipment trust agreements which were destroyed up to June 30, 1914. This means that the heavy expenditures for maintenance of equipment will continue, probably up to November 30, at which time it is expected that all
Britton says,

of

made necessary

in a

large

Maim,

Total

Transportation expenses
Ceneral expense^
Total

t

oper

Taxes

.

.

Operating
G;

Net
Dividends
.\ppropriated

1913
1,609
$9,864,4911

2,618,176
13.296,950
1,899,484
2,219,390
508.894
4,039,413
548,616
9,215,797
468,697
3,599,816
4,644,141
1,886,191
994,682

for

ments
Surplus

The following table shows the percentage of each class of
expenses to total operating revenues in 1914 and 1913:

Traffic expenses

of way^and structures
of equipment

Traffic expenses
Transportation

the replacements will be completed.

Maintenance ot way and structures
Maintenance of equipment

1.735

$9,295,143
2,661,551
1 2,744,555
1,920,035
2,635,700
505,802
4.116,729
589,451
9,767,717
601,886
2,356,217
3,354.886
335.771
497,341

Passenger revenue
perating revenue

1914

1913

15.07
20.68

32.30
4.62

14.29
16.69
3.83
30.38
4.12

"6.64

69.31

3.97

•Deficit.

MINNEAPOLIS,

ST.

PAUL & SAULT

PRESIDENT PEWIXGTON'.
^ Minneapolis. St. Paul & Sault
bly the
in

STE.

MARIE

annual report fi.r the
Ste. Marie, expresses admirahis

in

feeling of the majority, probably, of railroad presidents

the L'nitcd States

when he

says.

•.
.

under the present gen-

1

O.T..BHR

tral

M

rinancial

:ou
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operating ratio in pari, altlmugh it would not mean more expensive operation to handle the same amount of business.
Expenses, however, were higher actually in 1914 than in 1913,
but only for maintenance. Transportation expenses amounted to

superhuman wisdom and courage would be required
10 predict the business possibilities of the current year."
Almost
every railroad president is living from day to day and from
hand to mouth
The Soo is in much better shape than a great

$5,664,000 as

many

trainload in 1914

the world,

other roads, although

experienced a rather unprosperous
The surplus after the payment of 7 per cent dividends on both preferred and common

year

stock

it

1914 as compared with 1913.

in

was $207,000

in

The

1914 as against $2,881,000 in 1913.

•company had on hand, however, at the end of 1914, $4,479,000
cash, with no loans or liill.s payable, and with total working liabilities of but $4.7S4.000. and with no bi>nds or notes falling due,
except installments on equipment trust certificates, before 1926.*
The Minneapolis. St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie is a subsidiary
of the Canadian Pacitic. and itself owns and operates as its Chicago division the Wisconsin Central. The Soo proper operates
2.982 miles of road, and the Wisconsin Central 1.120.
The table
at the end of these comments gives the income account for the
Soo only, the incnme which the Soo derives from the Wisconsin
Central being included, of course, in gross income, but not in
operating income. It will be seen that the Soo is a line of comparatively light

traffic,

the gross earnings per mile in 1914 being

$6,276.

The Wisconsin Central earned,

but

operating

its

cent.

was

ratio

67.5

in

1914, $9,425 per mile,

as against

Furthermore, the Soo's operating

Soo's 65.2 per

the

ratio

in

1914 was ex-

traordinarily high for reasons mentioned later, whereas the

Wis-

consin Central's was only about normal.

The Soo

carried, in 1914. 7.203,000 tons of freight as against

7,761,000 in 1913.

The average

year as against 267 miles

in

length of haul

was 225 miles

last

the previous year, so that freight

density, ton-miles per mile of road, was 543,000 in 1914 as against
711.000 in 1913
Oi the total tonnage carried 31 per cent was

falling

off

The average

against $6,090,000 the year before.

in

was 404 tons as against 422 tons

trainloading being

due,

apparently,

in

to

1913, the

a

greater

empty car mileage, the average number of empty cars per train
being 7.18 in 1914 as against 6.67 in 1913. There was also some
falling off in carloading. the average
car-mile being 18.29 as against 19.23.

number of tons per loaded

1914 the Soo spent $2,384,000 for maintenance of

In

against

$2,293,000

in

1913,

way

as

and $3,071,000 for maintenance of

equipment as against $2,604,000 in 1913. The principal increases
in maintenance of way expenses were in the amounts appropriated
for buildings, for bridges, tor ties and for rails. President Pennington explains in part that these larger charges were due to
the amounts chargeable to operating expenses for structures
which were renewed with modern or more permanent structures.
In 1914 the

company spent

a total of $3,229,000

on poperty

ac-

count, which included $1,198,000 on the .Ambrose extension and

and betterments.
The company sold during the year $4,638,000 first consohdated
mortgage bonds and $1,280,000 equipment trust notes, and $1,011,000 equipment trust notes were retired. .\t the beginning of the
year there was carried on the balance sheet $372,000 unextinguished discount on securities.
During the year $29,736 was
charged to profit and loss for the extinguishment of discount.
and at the end of the year there was $679,000 unextinguished
discount carried on the balance sheet.
The Wisconsin Central had a net corporate income, after the
payment of expenses and interest, of $518,000. Its 4 per cent
$1,465,000 for additions

and 27 per cent in 1913. and 20 per cent was grain
and 23 per cent in 1913. In 1914 10 per cent of the
total tonnage wa.s ores, and in 1913 about 8 per cent was ores.
The average ton-mile rate in 1914 was 7.87 mills, and in 1913
lumber
in

in 1914.

1914,

7.40 mills.

The

total

number

of passengers carried in 1914

as against 2.249,000 in the previous year,

of journey

was S2 miles

was

2,555,000

and the average length

as against 88 miles the year before, the

passenger density being 70.649 in 1914 and 67,978 in 1913. The
average passenger-mile rate was 2 106 cents in 1914 as against
2.303 cents in 1913. With as low a ton-mile rate as the Soo gets,
and with its comparatively light traffic and small proportion of

—

—

was re56.5 per cent
coal and ore, its operation ratio in 1913
markably low. The increase to 65.2 per cent in 1914 is not hard
to explain. Apparently the refunds necessitated by the Minnesota
rate case were debited to 1914 freight -revenue and passenger
revenue.
This of itself would explain a bookkeeping higher
Tiie Wisconsin

r: i;-al

lias

$776,000 divisional mortgage falling due in

dividend on the preferred slock called for $450,000. so that there

was a

The

slight surplus for the year.

table

shows the

figures

for

operation

in

1914.

-Mileage operated

revenue
Passenger revenue
Total operating revenues
Maint. of way and structures
Freight

Maint. o{ equipinert
expenses
Transportation e.xpenses
General expenses
Total operating expenses
Traffic

Taxes
Operating income
Gross income
Net income
Dividends
Surplus

2,982
$12,748,506
4,436,911
18,717,689
2,383,740
3,070,671
375,815
5,664,285
427,715
11.922,226
1,182,367
5,326,095
6,409,338
2,853,502
2.646.714
206,788

1914 and 1513.
191J.

2,915
$15,330,648
4,564,257
21,410,672
2,292,993
2.603,669
357,518
6,090,41
458.418
11,803,009
1,298,968
8.015,490
8,886,540
5,527,415
2.646,714
2,880.701

Terminal Yard Operation Papers

—Third

Series

Four Papers Which Discuss System, Order of Placing
and Discipline in the Terminal Yard

Cars, Organization

EVERY CAR

IN ITS

By W.

T.

PLACE ON TIME

gine, that can go anywhere to take care of emergency and accommodation work, and also to help out any other engine
which, for any reason, has gotten behind with its work. What
all shippers want is prompt and dependable service, and if tht

SuTPHEN

General Yardmaster, Southern Ry., Macon, Ga.

Among

the problems

and

difficulties

encountered

in the opera-

tion of a terminal yard, the matter of handling cars for freight

houses, team tracks,

etc.,

is

of primary

importance.

the most important essential in

the handling of such cars is
tracks upon which to classify them
shoved over the hump (if a hump yard), or
switched out from the trains and transfers in which they are
received, thus reducing to a minimum the cost and work of
that

having

of

sufficient

when they

are

classifying

them

A
ly

the
It

list,

should be "pulled" and "spotted" by the
night crews, and nothing put in or taken out of the house during
freight houses

the day except that which

is

absolutely necessary.

Trying to

switch cars at the local house or transfer platforms that are
only party loaded, causes trouble and confusion.

Also nothing

more exasperating or discouraging to an agent than for him to
go down in the morning and find his house not "spotted," and
The freight houses
a big gang of men idle on this account.
should be "pulled" on a regular schedule, except where special
is

package cars have to be gotten out to go on certain trains before the regular closing time of the house, and these package
cars should be loaded in the head of one or

they

may

on such

more

and

tracks.

Team

tracks should be worked, as far as possi-

by the "house" engine, and handled in the same manner as
"house" work. Where such tracks are isolated from the "house"
yard, then they should be handled and worked the same as
ble,

private industries.

As
for

far as possible, a regular schedule

working

all

industries.

should be maintained

All cars for each of the outside runs

should be assembled in the classification or train yard, so as to
get each engine started as early as possible after the crew comes

on duty, instead of having them go into the multifarious tracks
and try to switch up their own trains, with the probability of
blocking each other while doing so.

Each engine foreman should have a

specific

territory

as-

This tends not only to familiarize him with his
work and increase his efficiency, but is a means of minimizing
complaints. He should not have more work assigned to him than
he is able to clean up each day, but he should be made to undersigned to him.

when the work on his particular territory is finto come in and help out in some other place, if
needed.
Good assistants will insure the enforcement of such
instructions.
The foremen should also be instructed to telestand

that

ished,

he

is

phone the chief clerk occasionally, while on their outside runs,
to see if any special orders have come in which will be necesEach foreman should be resary for them to take care of.
quired to book all cars put in or taken out of private sidings,
showing the time the service was performed, and turn in the
book, at the completion of each day's work, so that it can be
copied into a permanent record.
The engines assigned to outside work should gather up all
outbound loads and empties, and deliver them into the receiving
yard, properly tagged, so that the foreman working that yard
All cars received in trains or
will know what to do with them.
transfers should be tagged with a good, substantial tag, securely

showing the date received, contents, consignee and
home route of car and if "order notify," it should be so stated
fastened,

:

on the tag. All "order notify" shipments should be kept in a
"hold" track until the agent authorizes such cars to be delivered.
Where possible, there should always be a "roustabout" en-

to

or

it

is

absolutely neces-

being unnecessarily

are

and

is

bills.

a very important factor in a terminal organ-

make himself almost

can
the

delayed.

constantly scrutinize the "no-bill"

keep after the agent for

chief clerk

necessarily,

representative

principal

invaluable,

and

as

reliance

he

is,

of

the

yardmaster or terminal head in the handling of the
and answering the majority of the calls on the telephone.
of the terminal, or his assistants, should endeavor
to cover all of his territory daily, and see all of his foremen at
least once a day, with view of satisfying himself that they are
keeping up with the work. It is important, also, for him to get
acquainted with all the shippers or heads of industries located
on the terminal, and where possible, they should be personally
visited every few days, or called over the telephone, with a view
of ascertaining if their work is being properly taken care of, and
general
office

The head

if

tracks, so that

be taken out without moving the balance of the cars

getting old

especially important to

The

into trains or cuts for the different routes or

are

cars
is

ization,

The

complaints,

and systematic check of the entire terminal is absoluteessential, with a view of determining, at any time, if any of
daily

first

each outside engine works.

districts

down

railroads expect to keep

sary to furnish such service.

Perhaps

they are satisfied.

No

organization

is

perfect,

and the only way

to

have

it

any-

by constantly watching and trying to correct
Every man, of
the mistakes that come up from day to day.
course, is expected to be loyal to the company and its officers,
and any man found wanting in this respect should be dropped

where nearly so

from the

is

service.

Last, but of not least importance,

is

the feature of cost of

operation, which the head of the terminal should closely watch

each day, and make such changes, from time to time, as may be
necessary to keep the expenses and cost per car down to a minimum. He should have, every morning, a complete report showing the number of cars handled on the terminal the previous
24 hours, ending at midnight, the number of men and engines

worked, and the total money expended, including office exand thus be fully
pense, as well as the average cost per car
informed, at all times, as to what he is doing, and what it is
;

him every day.
Summarized, terminal yard operation consists in having a
place for every car, and putting every car in its place when one
costing

first

takes hold of

it.

SYSTEM

IN

YARD OPERATION

By W.
Division

Superintendent,

L.

Derr

Chicago

Great

Western.

Clarion,

la.

A modem

yard has its receiving tracks, classification tracks,
sorting tracks, and advance tracks, and any yard not so arranged
must have certain tracks set apart for each of these functions. It
may be that your yard consists of a set of parallel tracks only if
so, certain of them must be set aside as receiving tracks, others as
classification tracks, and still others as advance tracks.
The modern development of railroading has rendered it necessary for a yardmaster to acquire an ever increasing burden of
;

knowledge, so that to-day he is one of the hardest worked ofWhatever may have been his earlier trainficers on a railroad.
ing, the best training for yard men is yard work.
Every yard should contain a fair number of seasoned men who

have had actual experience in yard work. Military experts understand the inestimable moral effect which the presence of vet-

October
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«rans has on untried recruits, and this condition holds good in
railroading generally, and yard work in particular.
A yard cannot be handled successfully without a most complete
record of each car entering the yard, its moves while in the yard,
and its departure from the yard. There are numerous methods of
keeping such records, but any method which does not show who
had charge of the car and was responsible for its movements
every minute of the period during which the car was in the yard,
defective.

is

The reason

for putting a train into a yard

into lots tor various points,

is

to classify the cars

and sometimes, but

To

the various commodities.

start

rarely, to classify

with, the train

must be

re-

Ahead of the receiving tracks are the
•classification tracks, and ahead means in the direction which the
car lading is moving, for nothing so much indicates bad yard design as an arrangement of tracks making a backward car movement necessary. The blocking of even one classification track
ceived on certain tracks.

system of a yard, hence the necespromptly relieving a filled classification track. This can
best be done by having a series of tracks in advance of the classification tracks
advance tracks in which the classified cars can
be placed, and from there sent onward in trains.
On a railroad the engine holds about the same position as the
artillery does in an army
with plenty of it, you win, without it,
you lose; therefore, the quick handling of engines is one of the
most important functions in yard working. Yardmasters should
keep in close touch with the roundhouse foreman and aid him in
€very way. especially seeing to it that engine coal is promptly
placed at the pockets and that cinder cars are handled quickly,
tilocks the entire classification
sity far

—

—

—

;

for the cinder pit
•especially

is

the critical point in the locomotive terminal,

during severe weather.

words to the yard designer
Always provide a track holding eight to ten cars, at the outgoing end of a
yard, upon which disabled cars can be placed. Keep in mind that
In closing, just a few

:

defect may be found in a car after it is placed on an advance track, or a drawbar may be pulled out just as a train is
it necessary to set out the car and do it
quickly. If left on the advance track the car often has to be han•dled over and over while waiting to be taken to a repair track.

some

leaving the yard, making

THE ORGANIZATION OF INDUSTRIAL SWITCHING
By Fred
General Yardmaster, C.

The methods

to be

P.

Grossman

P.

M. &

St.

employed

O., Minneapolis,

The hardest prob-

which will run smoothly under
and when this has been done to preserve it.
This is specially difficult during a rush of business, when one is
putting on more engines, and the old helpers are placed in
all

is

to perfect an organization

—

conditions,

new crews.
The next important problem

charge with

houses, team

tracks,

industries

is

the placing of cars at freight

and

for

connecting

cars containing perishable freight are given

the delivery of freight at the house
for the

team

is

first

lines.

All

preference, as

just as important as that

track, this rule also applying to such traffic for the

industries, as well as the

the handling of such

meat houses.

A

very important part

in

with the traffic department,
as well as with the agent, and when those departments work in
harmony with the general yardmaster, and give him the necessary information, there should be no fall-down.
We are advised directly by our

traffic

traffic

rests

department and

solicitors,

as well

as by the agent, regarding promises which have been made in
order to secure the business, and the prompt switching service
required to hold it; we are given the car numbers and are told
in what train the cars will arrive.
The time Of arrival is given
us by the chief despatcher.

Should a car come in bad order, it is promptly removed to
In this conrepair track if heavy repairs are necessary.
nection, where team track cars come in and are placed before
make
the repairs
inspection, especially fruit, our car repairers
the

track, so as not to delay any car that may be diverted to a connecting line at the last moment, or re-consigned to

on the team

some point on our

line.
These diversions are always made after
and the cars are delivered to the connecting line by
Team tracks are pulled twice every 24 hours, and kept
p. m.
free from all empties and diverted cars, giving us room for all
inbound freight.
In the fall when receiving a rush of apples or other fruits and
vegetables, the agent should make special arrangements with
the consignor to warehouse them in private storehouses, after

4

p.

m.,

a reasonable length of time has elapsed, in order to release the

cars

and also

to provide

more room

for other

team track

cars.

This serves a double purpose by giving room on the team track,
and also obviates the necessity of "round-housing" cars containing perishable freight to prevent damage by frost, while no additional help
ers

is

required on team track to take care of the heat-

for these cars.

The

icing of refrigerator cars

overlooked, and

on team tracks must not be

attended to by our fruit inspector on the
arrival of the cars.
Therefore, when there is a diversion we
is

know immediately

if

the car

must be iced or

not.

As

iced re-

frigerators are run in special schedule at the outbound freight

house,

we pay no

further attention other than to keep a supply

on hand to fill the demand.
have regular hours for the handling of connecting line
business, at which time all orders for empties are filled. As our
business is principally the hauling of flour and grain, we furnish
the empties. Inspection of flour and grain empties is made during the daylight hours, as the sun will shine through cracks that
cannot be found by using a torch at night. Marks left by rain
leaking through the side or roof of a car are also easily detected during the day.
In the fall when business is heavy, we call upon connecting
For instance, it we
line yardmasters and exchange orders.
have an order for so many foreign cars for grain loading, and
we have that number of cars being unloaded at one of our elevators, we call up the yardmaster and advise him that the order
can be filled from cars being unloaded, which avoids handling
cars unnecessarily, and keeps the yard free from surplus box
cars.
Every assistant yardmaster receives a copy of the empty
order to be filled, and by keeping a careful check of his yard,
of refrigerators

We

can so handle his loads as to enable him to get the cars to fill
The chief clerk in the general yardmaster's
the empty order.
office is kept posted by the assistant yardmasters regarding

Minn.

in taking care of the business in

a terminal are, and have been, a live issue.

lem

791

everything going on, and he in turn gives them the information
which it is necessary for them to have, facilitating the handling
of the business.

Engines must be assigned to each class of work, and the extra
foremen are required to have a working knowledge of all parts
of the yard. A meeting of our yardmasters is held every two
weeks for the purpose of bettering our organization in every
possible way. Each switch engine is worked but ten hours, thus
cutting out the overtime.

During the fall when business is heaviest, our grain comes in
between 8 p. m. and 8 a. m., which gives us the use of receiving
No grain
tracks which would otherwise have to be held open.
is inspected after 8 a. m., as the inspectors have to get the samThis also
ples to the Chamber of Commerce before 10 a. nj.
avoids any congestion that might be created by connecting lines
pulling their transfers in during the day, and allows the switch
engines to work more freely on account of not being blocked
The grain business is the
by trains pulling in at all hours.
slowest moving of any handled in a terminal, as it changes
hands more frequently than other commodities. This results in
a large number of cars being held up, but this has been overcome to a great extent by pressing demurrage charges.
When possible to do so, all grain should be set for unloading
in the opposite direction from the loading, which avoids the
double handling of empty cars out of an elevator. Thus if you
unload thirty cars of grain, you can immediately pick up these

empties and set them on the loading track, as they are already
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coopered and do not need much attention, whereas new empties
must be inspected and perhaps re-coopered. This also makes it
possible to place just the kind of cars for unloading that the
elevator wishes to load in most cases.
Our industries are all set during the night, consequently we
only give them a switch at noon to offset the morning's unloading. All the day men are educated to lint up all cars themselves
in fact, every man from the helper to the office man can
tell any time of the day on just which track to look for any car,
as we never deviate from the assigned tracks. Just as soon as
disposition is given, the hold cars are carded.
The hold tracks
;

are pulled at 6

p.

m. and at 12 noon.

Each foreman has been assigned tu a certain territory and
works on schedule time. Our patrons understand this, and if
they are not ready when the engines come to do their work,
they agree to wait until his schedule has been carried out before

doing their switching.

tracks are seldom pulled dur-

when one disturbs
away from

ing the day, as

while teams drive

idle

the cars

in

Our team

in

such shape that

it

the unloading, the engine

the cars, and freight
is

liable

to

fall

is

is

left

and become

damaged.

THE IMPORTANCE OF DISCIPLINE
Bv

\'.

R. C.

IN

TERMINAL YARDS

King

Division Superintendent, Atlantic Coast Line, Wilmington, N. C.

immediate charge

In a classification yard the yardmaster in

degree of visual supervision.
In an industrial
yard the yardmaster in charge of a specific territory is largely
limited to checking the service rendered, after it has been performed. This difTerence in supervision is a very important feahas a

certain

ture which
fully

is

not always grasped by superior

recognized

it

will

call

for

a careful

officers.

If

organization,

it

be

rigid

discipline, and an even more careful selection of every class i>f
yard employee, both office and field, than in the case of classifi-

cation yards.

Any

organization naturally starts from the head.

The ques-

upon the importance of a terminal
yard, and it, and, incidentally the pay, should be commensurate
Regardless of title, the head of the
with the responsibility.
yard should be given absolutely free rein, and made to feel that
tion of title depends largely

Besides being
reposed in his ability.
an exceptionally well qualified yard man, with ability t" handle
men, he must be a diplomat, as he has to deal directly with the
public.
His organization should be left free and untranimeled,
the

fullest

confidence

is

subject only to the general policy of the road toward

specific

satisfactory to the

good service as a possible

W hen

the best fitted

and the case decided and closed to prevent recurrence.
Punishment in some cases of error will do more harm than
good, as they may possibly be due to lack of understanding, or
even training, where advice would be better than discipline. The
proper disposition of all cases, however, should rest upon the
judgment of the head of the yard organization, and his wisdom
It is
in such matters will help make him a success or a failure.
a grave mistake to ever discipline a \ardmaster. particularly in
these days of reluctant submission to authority upon the part of
the yard man, as they must control other men, and should not
If yardmasters make too many errors, or mainbe humiliated.
tain poor supervision, they should be entirely removed, or reduced to yard conductors, if they are otherwise good men.
When every member of the organization of an industrial yard
has been carefully selected for fitness, a long step has been
taken toward successful operation. No member is too insignificant to be slighted, for even the call boy or messenger may be
sent upon some errand which may bring him into contact with

some patron.

In a classification yard, conditions

may

be un-

tiie

public,

an

in

offset to discourtes>

man

has been chosen for each position, no

the esprit-de-corps and personal interest in tlK
company's work than the introduction of an outsider to fill a
position which means a promotion. An industrial yard demands
the personal interest of

each

member

of the

force,

as

it

a

is

proposition from a broad point of view, and an unlim-

traffic

of bringing additional business to the company.

means
The records

ited

in an industrial yard must be promptly and caremade, and accurately filed for future reference. There ino failure for which a yard conductor should be more quickly
and thoroughly disciplined, after he has onci been instructed,
than the keeping of inaccurate records in regard to the seals
and placement of loaded cars. .\ny yardmaster who knowingly
permits slackness of this kind should himself be removed. Yard
conductors should not only keep a careful record of empty cars
placed for loading, but also of loaded cars moved from indus-

fully

A

tries.

glance at these records will readily disclose the amount

particular yard engine, but,
any complaint about the car supply, the yard conductor should turn in a summary of the car situation at any.
or even all. industries which he serves, if the work does not
warrant the record being taken by a clerk.

work being performed by any

of
if

there

is

Ah industrial yard requires so many records and so much
knowledge of the fundamental relations which should e.\i>t
between shipper and carrier, and of the rules of track rental,
car service, per diem, terminal warehouse, and mterchange, that
the head of such a yard must be well informed upon these practical

matters, in addition to his other qualifications, in order that

may

he

accurately transmit his

own

knowU-diit u

every

member

of his force.

Local conditions govern the amount of work which each yard
engine can perform, and the route which it can properly serve.
It is clearly the duty of the executive, or general yardmaster,
to apportion the work of the entire terminal in such a way that
various yard engine routes will produce a maximum
minimum of crews, and consequently of cost.

the

sion,

by

destructive to

ciency for a

a

felt

opportunity should be neglected to constantly train and educate
him in his special duties, and for promotion. Nothing is more

wide difference between a disciplinarian and a
martinet.
It is possible to maintain high class discipline and
All discipline should
yet meet the vagaries of human nature.
be firm and unbending, but it should be absolutely fair. When
an organization has been outlined, and proper rules promulgated, the slightest deviation should be handled to a concluis

management but not

yard a railroad makes the largest part of its true
reputation with the very best section of the public.
By reason
of this intimate contact with the public the demeanor of each
and every employee is of the very highest importance. The
finest kind of service will be nullified In
discourtesy.
At a
matter of fact, an industrial yard where discourtesy exists will
almost invariably have other weaknesses which will prevent
industrial

questions and discipline.

There

No. IS

57,

efti-

His

personal grasp of the daily situation should be such that he
should never be afraid of not being able to explain why he had

work an

to

informed
the

He should be equally well
a yard crew to the detriment of

additional yard crew.

to avoid cutting

oflf

service.

Overtime'is excusable when made for a definite purpose. Two
yard crews doubling up on an abandoned route, with a total of
four hours' overtime, is cheaper than the cost of the crew
formerly assigned. If the dinner hour coincides with that of a
large steamer or industry, which

may need

a

mid-day

shift,

it

inexcusable not to pay the yard crew for their dinner hour
and make the shift, instead of keeping forty or fifty truckers
is

idle for

One

an hour later in the day.

vital

principle of organization applying

to

yards, regardless of their size or local conditions,

all
is

industrial

the relation

between the agency and the yard. The yard force owes its
existence to the agency, and is simply the humble servant of the
With the exception of placing and handling empty
agency.
cars, strictly speaking, no service whatsoever should _i)e per-

formed unless by

specific

regulated yard will have

authority of the agency,

.^ny well-

some simple system of acting upon

all

agency instructions, which should be in duplicate, and of
acknowledging same by endorsing thereon the completion of the
service when it has been rendered.

OCTUBER

The

30.

supply

car
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for

industries, and storage warecheck for the car distributor or
chief despatcher. That for the package warehouse is fairly constant, and the general business can usually be well estimated.
Each loaded car being unloaded is a potential empty. A comall

cars on his route are kept

moving, and will place all empty cars to the best advantage. He
will also keep the yardmaster fully posted as to the car supply
on his route. This prompt placing of empty cars, however, which
have not passed an inspection force is a prolific cause of bad
order loaded cars for movement, and hence delayed cars and
business. The yard conductor, therefore, should use the utmost
care in observing, as far as he can possibly do so, the condition
of all cars which he places for loading.
Whenever possible in-

make

should

while the car

repairs

accessible

light

is

placed for loading.

The larger the terminal, the greater the chance of higher
money value of each facility. Delayed or slow moving cars
mean larger per diem bills and loss of equipment. Ordinary
car service does not pay for the use of valuable track space.

The congestion on the storage tracks

of other loaded cars wait-

down

ing for track space for delivery slows

the yard work, and

acts as a drag, in addition to increasing the risk of errors

possibly serious

To

and

trouble.

most etificient use of terminal facilities, the
question of demurrage must be given vigorous attention, and be
closely followed up by the agency force.
The question of track
space is often more important on a terminal than the prompt
handling of equipment. An energetic and business-like terminal
force, both yard and agency, will have its efifect upon the pasecure the

The

trons.

IN

OTHER COUNTRIES

dailx

petent yard conductor will see that

spectors

RAILWAY AFFAIRS

vessels,

houses requires a careful

793

principal objective of a railroad

is

move

to

The annual

report for the gd\ernment railway lines of tlie
I'nion of South Africa for the 12 months ended December

recently issued by W. W. Hoy. the general manager,
contains this significant remark: "Having regard to the industrial troubles and the season of drought during 1913. it is
31, 1913,

satisfactory that the tonnage of traffic and the number of
passengers carried should show an improvement." f'n December 31, 1913. the mileage of the government lines totaled,
8.281, of which 7,807 miles was of 3 ft. 6 in. gage and 474
miles of 2 ft. gage, during the year the mileage having been
increased 433 or approximately 5.5 per cent.
In 1913 there
was carried a total of 12,402,526 tons of revenue freight, including 6,985,832 tons of coal, these being increases of 634,928
tons and 461,997 tons, respectively. Although the total tonnage thus showed an increase of 5.58 per cent, the total freight
revenue decreased 2.03 per cent, mainly because of rate deductions made in 1912. The total freight revenues were $38.645.456, a decrease of $801,125, and the coal revenues were
The revenues from pas$9,208,190, a decrease of $381,725.
senger traffic in 1913 were $16,447,173. This was an increase
of $335,524 over 1912, or 2.08 per cent, but compares with
increases in 1912 over 1911 of 7.47 per cent and 1913 over
1910 of 20.07 per cent. The gross earnings for the lines operated were $60,333,237. The gross expenditures were $43,658.040, thereby leaving a surplus of $16,675,197 as compared

freight,

to store it.
Not only the agency, but the central yard
should be conveniently located for the patrons.

and not
office

Not much

industrial service can be

performed

at night, unless

that whatever
advantage should be done. Rapid mobilization at the close of the day's work plays no small part in attaining the goal of quick, accurate yard service, but damaged cars
or contents mean delays and claims so that a happy medium
must be found between excessive speed and slovenly movement.
If the interchange business be heavy there should be suffiIt is
cient adjacent trackage upon which to digest the receipts.
simply impossible to handle a heavy interchange upon one track
and there should be separate tracks for receipt and delivery.
the

plants are working, but

work can be done

Bad interchange

it

naturally

follows

to

facilities

are

apt

to

lead

sharp

to

practices

yard forces to the detriment of the
interchange business and the ultimate disadvantage of each
line interested.
The clerical feature of interchange warrants
careful organization and accurate records.
A joint force is
probably the most satisfactory solution when it is justified by

between the respective

the

Copyright by Underwood

local

volume of business.

Chinese Railw.w Extension.

—A

recent British consular re-

Ruins

of

&

Underwood. N.

Y.

a Red Cross Train Thrown Into the River Marne
Wrecked Railway Bridge

with $21,299,836 in 1912 and $23,803,094 ni 1911. The operating ratio was thus 72.36 per cent as compared with 64.97 per
cent in 1913.
The capital expenditure during the year
amounted to $11,911,265, the total at the end of the year being
$408,032,190. or $48,856 per mile.

The

report states that

all

the French railway continues to be the subject of negotiations;

mileage operated by the South .African Railways
proximately 9.318 miles.

traffic is

officials,

nor the people are

in

favor of

not considered to be sufficient to justify

its

it.

as the

agreement has recently been made with the Banque Industrielle of Tientsin, a Franco-Chinese institution, for a loan to
build a railway from Ch'in Chou. west of Pakhoi in Kuangtung,
and. according to the Chinese press, the line will
to Yunnanfu
pass through Nanning. Poseh, Singyi and Lo ping. ."Kt Singyi it
will, presumably, link up with the line from Shashih. the contract
for which has been awarded to a British firm. The construction
of these two lines, which will place Yunnaniu in railway communication with the Yangtze on the north and the ocean on the
;

south, will be of great benefit to the trad^ of this province as well

Kweichow,

for not only will the

monopoly now held by

the existing line be broken, but. as both these lines will be entirely in

Chinese territory, the heavy transit dues

be avoided.

in

will

be ap-

construction.

An

as that of

when

the lines under construction at present are completed the

port states that the projected line from Kochiu to Pishihchai on

but neither the

at a

Tonkin

will

Lord

former prime minister of Englaiic. ha^
London School of Economics
and Political Science for the endowment of a prize to be
the
department
of railway transportation
awarded annually in
Regulations givat that school of the LIniversity of London.

made

R(_>scbery.

a donation of $6,000 to the

ing the conditions for the

award

will shortly be

drawn up

by the advisory committee on railway subjects, which
cludes

among

its

of the Great Central: Sir

in-

Samuel Fay. general manager
George Gibb, formerly genera! man-

members

Sir

London & South \\estern Sir Charles Ow ens.
London & South Western: Francis H. Dent,
Frank
general manager of the South Eastern & Chatham
Potter, general manager of the Great Western, and H. A.
Walker, general manager of the London & South Western.
ager of the

;

director of the

;

:

:

:
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TRAIN ACCIDENTS

IN

SEPTEMBER^

A

precision.

Vol,

Cause of
Road.

Place.

Derailm't.

train.

Grand Rapids &

flood

P

J.

Missouri, K.

Chase.

unx

P.

Lebanon, Mo.
Klondyke, Ala.

flood

P
P

19.

St Louis
Alabama G. S
Ball. & Ohio

25.

Louisville

715.
tl8.

.... Kalamazoo.

The

Woodlyn.
Turners
Waverly.

& N

Chicago G.

t28.

first,

1

W

malice
b. journal
,1.

Kil'd. Inj'd.

OS
11

28

27

11

42

P

track

d bridge

6

F.

2

1

P

2

6

that was derailed near Kalamazoo. Mich., on the
was a northbound passenger. Five passengers were sHghtly
train

The cause of the derailment was the weakening of a
bridge abutment by a flood.
injured.

The

train derailed near Chase, Tex.,

on the first, was southand two cars were overturned. Eleven
these cars were injured. A bridge was badly dam-

bound passenger No.
passengers in

29,

aged by the derailed cars, but the bodies of the cars were of
steel and were not crushed.
The tender was the first vehicle to
leave the track.

The cause

of the derailment

is

reported as not

discovered.

The derailment near Lebanon, Mo., on the 15th was reported
in the Railway Age Gazette, September 18, page 541.
Westbound
passenger train No. 5 was derailed about 2:50 a. m., because of
a weakness in the track due to a flood, the flood having been
caused by a cloudburst. Twenty-seven passengers and one employee were killed, nearly or quite all being drowned, and 26
passengers and 1 employee were injured. The train had been
running about 45 miles an hour, and had been nearly stopped
before it struck the defective track.
One coach fell into deep
water.
It was stated by residents that eight or nine inches of
water had fallen within the space of three hours.

The

Klondyke, Ala., on the 18th was northbound passenger No. 2. Nine passengers and two trainmen were
killed and 42 passengers were injured.
The train ran over a
misplaced switch about 3 a. m., and the engine and first three
cars were thrown violently against a loaded freight car standing
on a side track. The engineman was killed. M. J. McDonough.
commercial agent of the St. Louis & San Francisco at Birmington.

train derailed at

was

also

among

the killed.

The switch had been

maliciou.sly

misplaced immediately before the train reached it. A reward of
$1,000 was offered for the capture of the perpetrator of the deed.

The train derailed at Woodlyn, Pa., on the evening of the 19th
was a southbound passenger, and five cars left the rails. The train
was running at about 50 miles an hour, and one car fell down a
high bank.

and only

si.x

All of the passenger cars, however, were of steel
passengers are reported as injured. .\ bridge across

a small creek was destroyed.
breaking of a journal.

The

the

way down

to the water.

The

en-

five others, who were inside of the cars, received slight
One bridgeman at work underneath the structure was
and one injured. The same engine and train passed over
the bridge in the opposite direction about an hour previously.
The train was moving about four miles an hour.
Electric Car Accidents.
Of the nine notable electric car accidents reported in the newspapers as occurring in the United
States in the month of September six are charged with one or
more fatalities each. At Memphis on the 17th a freight train
ran into a car on a crossing and eleven passengers were killed,
24 others being injured. The car was struck by a northbound
freight (of 90 cars) just after a southbound freight had cleared
the crossing.
The engineman saw the street car (as soon as
the southbound freight had passed him) about 330 ft. before
reaching the crossing. He saw that it was about to cross and

killed

;

killed

Kind of

1.

& T
& S. F

all

was not derailed but the tender hung suspended, as did a
coach.
One passenger who was standing on the platform was

gine

injuries.

Derailments.
Date.

No. 18

combination baggage and passenger car sank with

the span, but did not go

The following is a list of the most notable train accidents that
occurred on the railways of the United States in the month of
September. 1914

57,

The derailment was caused by

the

—

applied the brakes, but could not stop;

from 16 miles an hour

he reduced his speed

to about 10 miles an hour.

In a similar

J., on the 8th four persons were killed,
and in a butting collision at W'enham, Mass., on the 16th, three
were killed. .Occidents at South Thomaston, Maine, at Mahanoy
City, Pa., and at Wilkesbarre, Pa., caused the death of one each.

accident at Bridgeton, N.

THE MAINE PUBLIC
As

UTILITIES COMMISSION

has been announced in these columns, the state of Maine

has provided for a new commission to take the place of the railroad commission which has supervised railroad affairs
that

m

The new law was adopted

state for the last 55 years.

but

last year,

has only gone into effect this present month, because the

it

voters of

Maine have

to wait

September, 1914, to settle whether those opposed to
law were to have their way. The present status of
set forth by a correspondent writing from Bangor, who

the

a referendum privilege,

and the people had

till

new

affairs is
-=ays

The

voters of Maine have retained the act creating the Maine

Public Utilities Commission by a vote of 67,365
37,(X)8

opposed.

It is

now

Haines, despite vigorous opposition from

all

over the

made up

his

There

strong opposition to this procedure, but

is

mind

favor and

in

pretty well determined that

Governor
state,

has

to create a board consisting of three lawyers.
it

appears cer-

chairman of the new board will be Associate Justice A. M. Spear, of the Supreme Court of Maine, who will resign his position on the bench to accept the new appointment.
The other two members of the board, it is believed, will be
Samuel W. Gould, of Skowhegan, ex-congressman— as previously
announced in the Raihuiay Age Gazette— and W. B. Skelton, of
Lewiston, ex-state bank examiner. All three are lawyers, and
tain that the

has led to the presentation of a large number of prooffice.
Arthur Chapin, of Bangor, the
president of the state board of trade, calls for the rational plan
of a lawyer, a business man and a practical railroad man. "There
this fact

train

derailed near Turners, Ky., on the 25th

freight No. 39.

The engine and

five cars

was

fast

ran off the track and

knocked down five spans of a bridge. The engineman and fireman were killed and a brakeman was injured. It is supposed
that the tender was the first vehicle to leave the track.
The
cause was not discovered neither was there any evidence that
the bridge had been weakened.
The train derailed near Waverly, Iowa, on the 28th was mixed
train No. 92 on the Sumner- Waverly branch of the Chicago Great
Western. A wooden bridge was being torn down to be replaced by
a steel structure; and one span of this bridge collapsed after the
;

engine passed over.

The cause could not be

ascertained with

'Abbreviations and marks used in Accident List:
re. Rear collision
be, butting collision
xc. Other collisions
b
Broken
d,
Defective
unf.
Unforeseen obstruction
unx.
Unexplained
derail. Open derailing switch^— ms. Misplaced switch
ace.
obst.. Accidental obstruction
malice, Malicious obstruction of track, etc.
boiler. Explosion of locomotive on road
fire.
Cars burned while
running
P. or Pass., Passenger train
F. or Ft.. Freight train (including empty engines, work trains, etc.)
Asterisk, Wreck wholly or partly
destroyed by fire
Dagger, One or more passengers killed.

tests

at the governor's

should be a practical financier on the board," said he. "for the
protection of

interests."

all

A

prominent railroad

officer,

who

seconds Mr. Chapin's proposal for a lawyer, a business man and
a railroad man on the new board, expresses similar sentiments
"If the governor appoints lawyers alone," said this officer, "all
they will look after will be the legal end of the questions that

come before them.
and that

is

their

They are

trained to look at the law

sole business.

training should also be a

member

A

business

man

first,

of practical

of the commission for the rea-

son that the gas and electric coroporations, telephone companies,
are under its jurisdiction."
Before the referendum was taken upon the act creating the
commission. Governor Haines had decided to appoint three lawetc.,

yers,

and

it

is

the belief of

many

citizens

largely responsible for the referendum

on the

that this
act.

fact

was

—

A New

Plan

Government

of

Control

Regulation Has Failed, and the Public Should
antee

By

all

know how

fashionable

it

their

misleading statistics accepted as

now become apparent

ill;

that the patent medicines

until

facts,

to all that the patient

is

—

ance companies, colleges all fiduciary and benevolent institutions, whose assets consist largely in railroad securities?
With a shrinkage of values of unknown size, they will be
practically bankrupt.

it

I am not an alarmist, and I do not wish to paint a gloomy
view of the situation, yet I do not think I have exaggerated
the crisis to which hysteria and systematic muckraking have
brought us.
It would be a foolish thing to prophesy disaster and to offer
no remedy or palliative. The present system cannot last.
It may almost be said to have broken down already, and
talk of flying to government ownership as being the only
recourse is getting more and more common. But the public
knows too well what the operation of the railroads by govern-

have wholly failed and that

The government
the securities of

its

own home

roads.

The

attitude of

in

Con-

gress and of many of the state legislatures has been to regard
the railroads as a criminal class every statute has bristled
with prohibitions and penalties and the most influential politicians have been those who could devise new means of torture
for railroad stockholders and managers.
Unfortunately enough, there has been developed certain irregularities, perhaps dishonesties in the management of certain corporations, and these have been seized upon as a
justification
for putting a strait-jacket on the entire transportation business of the country.
I hope it is needless for me to say that I do not approve
some of the methods that have been pursued, but these cases
of corporate
mismanagement or incompetency are the exception and not the rule. For seven years the books of the
railroads have been open to the inspection of the Interstate
Commerce Commission, and every facility offered to enable
that body to ascertain the facts.
I maintain that during the
last ten years no other business has been conducted on any
higher moral plane or with greater regard to economy or
efficiency.
To condemn all because of the shortcomings of
a few is as unjust as to condemn all banks because some of
them are badly managed. The crowning act of injustice as
well as folly is the practical disfranchisement of railroad securities as a basis for asset currency. The railroad securities
of this country have been regarded as "gilt-edged"; they have
been favorite investments for savings banks and insurance
companies safeguarding the savings of the thrifty of our
population, and they were beginning to be popular in Europe.
also.
An eminent authority on financial matters says:
"The exclusion of railroad and industrial securities as bases
for emergency currency was not the result of wise and
patriotic lawmaking, but was done in response to ignorant
popular clamor against railroads and big business to spite

—

—

—

capital."

The government passes on and approves
of

our fiduciary institutions

—

it

the investments

says in effect that railroad

good enough to secure your money and mine,
but not good enough for acceptance by government as basis
securities are

for issuing currency, thus putting all the world on its guard
against the securities of the largest industry of the country.
In the strained conditions that prevail in .Europe it is alto-

gether likely that as soon as our exchanges are open European investors will seek to return us l^rge quantities of our
securities.
Who will buy them? Why should anybody buy
them, since our own Congress has said in effect that they are
ed before the Knife and Fork Club, Kansas City, Mo.,

-icurity to bonds of municipalities or states?
Picture to
no buyers there will be no price.

yourself the result of a flood of securities on the market and
no buyers. What will be the effect on savings banks, insur-

seriously

has, so to speak, befouled its own nest
has destroyed the confidence of the American investor

in

there are

If

other methods must be followed.

it

Topeka & Santa Fe

secondary

has been to acquire no-

by abuse of the railroads. You remember Louis
Brandeis, Tom Lawson, Senator Cummins and LaFoIlette.
to say nothing of our friends Murdock and Bristow. who,
knowing but littfe, protested much and forcibly against granting to the railroads any relief. You remember that for many
years the quack nostrums prescribed by such men wtrt; in
has

Guar-

E. p. Ripley

toriety

favor,

Railways

and Have Representative Directors

Securities

President, Atchison,

You

of

ment agencies would mean
,

—the

waste, the inefficiency, the

No

one can point to any business enterprise
successfully and economically conducted by government, and
to exchange the efficiency of present methods for those of a
government bureau would be a bad bargain, indeed.
I said that no business had been well conducted by government, and I repeat it, but some people point to the post oflice
political pull.

and to the Panama canal construction
government can do things.

As
in

its

to the post office,

administration

it

is

— such

archaic in

as

its

efficiency as

it

evidence

that

methods, wasteful
possesses comes

mostly from the service rendered by the railroads, for which
they are underpaid. I would guarantee to form a syndicate
which would give a better service for less money and pay

same time.
Panama, the work has doubtless been done well and

the railroads fairly at the
.\s to

promptly, yet it may be permitted us to doubt if a private
corporation might not have done it as well for much less
money; and it should be remembered that the reason for such
success as it has had lies in the fact of its entire divorcement
from politics. We cannot trust Congress to keep its hands
out of business matters. It interferes in our post office service, our diplomatic service, our navy and army matters and
our Interstate Commerce Commission. What would the conI
ditions be if government attempted railroad operation?
believe that there is not at present in this country any considerable sentiment in favor of government ownership in
view of its probable consequences, and yet those who study
conditions and who realize that the present system cannot
stand have not as yet perceived any other alternative.
The proper settlement of this railroad question concerns
every man, woman and child and is likely to have most imShall we
portant bearings on the future of the country.
continue the policy of starving the railroads into inefficiency
and semi-paralysis, or take them into the absolute ownership
and control of government, or turn them loose to shift for

themselves free of

The

first

method

to demonstrate

its

all
is

restraint?

being tried and has gone far enough

impracticability; the second would, in the

opinion of most of us. be disastrous. I do not favor the third,
I believe the public should be considered and should have
a voice in railroad questions which concern its welfare.
for

The present system

of so-called "regulation"

is

failing, if

—

N
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It

has not failed already.

Is there

ment ownership and operation?

no

governnot try at least ex-

relief save in

Why

perimentally a middle course?
Every night five magnificent trains leave Chicago

at

prac-

same hour for Kansas City. Each train carries
every modern device for the comfort of passengers and not
one of them is loaded to its capacity.
Six trains leave Chicago for Omaha nightly and five for St.
Paul, and of all of them the same may be said.
Probably one of these trains certainly two of them would
amply care for all the business and a great saving would result
tically

the

—

—

from discontinuing the other four. This is only one instance
what could be accomplished by co-operation which, by
the way, is forbidden bj- law.
Every one knows that if all the roads reaching Kansas
City were under one management the business could be done
better and cheaper.
Suppose the government should say to each of the lines
we will guarantee that your net
serving certain territory,
earnings for the next i\\e years shall not be le>s than the
average for the last five, and you shall also be guaranteed six
per cent on any additions and betterments which (with our
consent) may be made on the property. In return we demand
one or more seats on your board and the power of absolute
veto upon any act or proposed act which we consider deleterious to the community or otherwise improper.
Would not this give us all the admitted benefits of common
control, all the economies incident to common ownership,

same time protect the rights of the public? Would
not do away with the enormous waste of the competitive

and
it

at the

system and permit the business

to

follow the line of least

resistance, with the result of lessened expenses

lower rates?

Who

would be injured by

it?

and probably

Would anybody

by
Suppose the establishment of railway "groups" somewhat
each group
after the manner of "Regional Reserve Banks"
governed by a board of directors in which the government
may be fully represented. Suppose all unnecessary train
service be dispensed with, all ticket and freight solicitors and
their offices eliminated, with the consequent expense. Would
not net earnings be at once improved and the guaranty of the
government at once rendered safe? Would not the result be
I
do not belittle
the immediate restoration of confidence?
the difficulty of such an arrangement, and I realize that everything would depend on the men selected for such control.
.\nd further, I wish it understood that the suggestion is
wholly that of an individual, and that I am not making it
officially.
I
do not know that my own board of directors
would approve it, still less what view others may take of it;
it is simply a possible solution of a difficult problem, and it
may perhaps serve as food for thought for abler minds than
lose

it?

—

In the celebrated case of Bardell vs. Pickwick we read that
one Mr. "Phunky" was intrusted with the duty of "opening
the case," and the chronicler adds that when opened the "case"
appeared to have very little inside of it. If it shall appear
to you that the same remark would suitably apply to what 1
have said remember that it was your worthy secretary who
procured for you the affliction.

LOCOMOTIVE PERFORMANCE ON THE
CHICAGO GREAT WESTERN

To me
der

The Chicago Great Western has made

it seems perfectly clear that the present system unwhich private individuals are expected to furnish the

a very interesting

Com-

parison of the performance of 10 Consolidation, 10 Mallet and
the 12 months ending March 31.
view of determining which class of engines proved to.
be the most efficient. These 30 engines were operated over the
Eastern division between Stockton, III., and Oelwein, Iowa, under
as nearly comparable conditions as possible throughout the 12
months. A careful record was kept of the mileage, tons hauled,
operating expenses and repair expenses, together with the amount
of coal consumed, these figures being included in the aecompary-

Mikado locomotives during

10

1914, with a

ing table.

Ten

.\VER.VCE I'EKH'KM.VNCE OF

l.t'COMUTlVES IN

KxDi.Nc .March 31.
Class of locomotive

EacH ClasS

FOR 12

Mikado

Consolidation

Mallet

.'0,609.8

Operatins

9.170.4J
1,543.30
1,196.86
2.740.16
11,910.58
3,124.5
34.045,358
24,819.920
72.90

14,035.8
7,463.73
1,444.68
2,568.34
4,013.02
11,476.75
2,509.9
27,296,555

cxpeii>i-s"

Kunring rcpair^•
Shop repairs
Total repairs
Total operating expense and repairs
Coal consunu-.r (tons)
Potential ton miles
Gross ton miles (incl. lading and cars)..
Percentage of gross to polertial ton miles
Gross tons per mile
Coal consumed per 100 gross ton miles

22,876,360
83.81
1,909.5

1.204.3

33,764.8
13.944.64
2,971.96
1,944.67
4,916.63
18,861.27
4,746.4
71,565,805
62,195,000
86.91
1,842.0

.

24.11
303.21
4.58
57.79

(lb.)

Coal consumed per engine mile (lb.)...
Cost per 100 gross ton miles (cents)...
Cost per engine mile (cents)
Cost of maintenance
Per 100 gross ton miles (cents)
Per engine mile (cents)

19.79

357.64
4.32
81.77

1.102.
13.30
2.85
66.8

Per work unitt (dollars)
Per road unittt (dollars)
•Includes enginemcn,

MONTHS

191-t

Total niileagr

enginehouse expenses,

fuel,

1.752
28.60
3.52

15.2.'

281.
3.ii.

55. .-<o

0.b>7
14.55
2.6

=

66.x

93.1

lubricants

and otlur

supplies.

••Includes running repairs made at Oelwein shops and at other points.
tWork unit equals tractive effort multiplied by locomotive miles, divi<if,l
b.v

1.000,000.

ttRoad

unit equals weight

on drivers

in

pounds

nuiltiplieil

by locomoti\r

miles and .livided by 100,000,000.

—

Note. The tigure for shop repairs for the Consolidation engines is bast-j
on the average cost of the repairs of all Consolidation engines and divideti
between the 10 engines under consideration on the basis of mileage made
by each engine against the total mileage made by all Consolidation engines.

The locomotives used
.ind

mine.

No. 18

cash, while a group of lawyers at Washington provide a management out of their own theories, cannot possibly continue.
Something will certainly have to be done very soon.

—

of

\'oL. 57,

all

three

classes

in each class were of the same dimensions
were equipped with brick arches. Thv

Mikado engines were the only ones equipped with superheaterThe Consolidation engines weigh 19S.850 11). on drivers, and ha^

Chicago Great Western Mallet Type Locomotive

>

:

.

October

30,
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•9U

lb.
The Mallet engines have a wciglit
on drivers, and a tractive effort of 81,175 lb. The
have a weight on drivers of 218,000 lb. with a
tractive effort of 55,000 lb. The general dimensions of the engines
are given in the table at the end of the article.
It will be noted from the table showing the average performance
• f the different classes, that the Mikado type engines performed

a tractive effort oi 40,630
of 307,000

Mikado

lb.

engrines

a greater

mileage than either the Consolidation or the Mallet

Profile of the Division of the

repairs per 100 gmss tjn miles shows a marked efficiency
Mikado type engire but it should be remembered that the
in which the Mikado engines was used permitted of

for the

service

amount

of gross

Consolidation and the Mikado very nearly on a par, with the
much more expensive to maintain. This, however, is to be

Mallet

expected of the .Mallet locomotive. The general dimensions and
proportions of the three types of locomotives follow
General Data

Type

2-8-0

.

Service
Fuel ..
Tractive effort

Weight
Weight

1

2-6-6-2

Freight
Bit.

working orde

46,630

ll>.

-'J.'.650

111.

198,850

111.

.'.!.8(!0

lb.

in

economy in fuel The cost of maintenance, that is, the running
and shop repairs per 100 gross ton miles, also shows a material
.saving to the credit of the Mikado type engine.
These two sets
of figures show, perhaps, to better advantage the actual cost of
operation of the different types of locomotives. Without a doulit.
a large part of the savings made Ijy the Mikado type engine is
accounted for by the use of the superheater.
However, credit
must be given to the Mikado design, which has in so many- cases
proved to be a very economical design of engine for freight

2-8-2

Freight

coal

i^'.rcutcr

Consolidation Type Locomotive

service.

surprising to note the relatively small

is

tons per mile for the Mallet locomotives with such a high percentage of gross to potential ton miles. This, of itself, would
speak very favorably for the Mikado design for road service,
especially with the designs of engines under consideration.
The
cost of maintenance per work unit and per road unit shows the

Chicago Great Western Over Which the Locomotives Were Operated

This may be accounted for liy the fact that the .Mikado
engines were given the preference in fast freight runs.
However, the number of gross tons per mile for them was very much
greater than that handled by the Mallets in proportion to tlic
power of the two kinds of engines. The cost for operating ;inc',
engines.

:

It

797

Bit.

coal

81.175
353,100
307,000
21.900
24,200

111.

lb.
lb.
lb.

lb.

Freight
Bit.

coal

55,000
233.000
21S,000
25,000
40.000

lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.

Service on the Chicago Great Western
Weight on engine and
der in

Wheel
Wheel
Wheel

len-

wtirking order...

base, driving
base, total
base,
engine

434.000
17
5

ft.

lb.

502.100

ft.

8

in.

45

10

ft.

ft.

4

lb.

371,650 lb
ft. 6 in
ft. 2 in

16
in.

35

and

tender

Weight on drivers
tive

H-

trac-

effort

3.96

Total weight -H tractive ef5.15

fort

Tractive effort
X diam.
drivers
total equivalent heating surface*....
Total
equivalent
heating
stirface* -^ grate area...

~

.

.

:
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It

total
53.5

53.1

60.0

61.0

52.2

commodities: Fruit, 8.14 per cent; grain, 8.04 per cent: live stock,
5.02 per cent; oil, 4.15 per cent, and household goods, 3.17 per

24.20

19.86

cent, responsibility for the various claims being placed as follows:

15.66

defective equipment, 3.1

24 in. by 30 in.

5 per cent

Compound
j

Simple

35 ;„ by 32

in.

truck

wheels,

fire,

.05

per cent

;

wreck, 0.5 per cent

The Santa Fe has a very

63 in.

57

in.

33 in.

30

in.

,^n

in.

it

di-

ameter

concealed

;

loss,
;

loss

;

delay,

mostly damage,
from improper

freezing, 0.7 per cent.

i

large

and important

number
has handled has increased more than
In the past five years the

stock.

ameter

;

concealed damage, 10 per cent

;

packing, 7.5 per cent; loss from bulk shipments, 7.5 per cent;

by 30

IV heels
Driving, diameter over tires
Engine truck wheels, di-

per cent

1.4

3.22

3.16

Kind

per cent

239

237
Cylinders
Simple

Trailing

pubhshed in Mr. Lake's article.
was shown, for example, that the highest per cent of the
amount paid for loss and damage was on the following

to those
4.32

5.36

.

Diameter and stroke

No.

57,

several reports were read that give interesting facts in adflition

Ratios- -Continued

Firebox heating surface -~total
equivalent heating
surface,* per cent
Weight on drivers -^ total
equivalent
heating surface*
Total weight -=- total equivalent heating surface*.
Volume
both
equivalent
simple cylinders (cu. ft.)
Total
equivalent
heating
surface* -H vol. cylinders
Grate area -=- vol. cylinders

Vol.

traffic

in

live

of cars of stock which
10 per cent, but at the

innie time there lias lieen a reduction in the average

payment on

Mikado Type Locomotive Used on the Chicago Great Western
Boiler
Style

Outside
ng

diameter

200
of

June

lb.

first

—
—

—

49.5 sq.

117

in.

by 96

450— 2 !4

in.

84 in. by 120

262—2

in.

21 ft.
5,539 sq.

25 sq.

225

i

in.

36~5H
ft.

ft. 6 in.
3,833 sq. ft.
31.4 sq. ft.

sq.

ft.

235 sq.

ft.

5,789 sq.

ft.

4.099 sq.

ft.

880

sq.

ft.

3,419 sq.

ft.

70

sq. ft.

Tender

Water Bottom

Water Botton

33

Water capacity
apacity

from $2.93 per car

1910, to $1.25

in

the

fiscal

year ending

1914, a decreas*. of 57 per cent.

in

.

t
heating 51
uperheating

total

evaporative

to direct its efforts, between this
next semi-annual meeting, towards the reduction in the
damage account on less than carload shipments. Thus far, but

and

its

headway his been made in this direction, and whereas the
payment for loss on less than carload shipments has been reduced
20 per cent in a year and for damage on carload shipments 35
per cent, the amounts paid for damage on less than carload shipments have been reduced but two per cent. As part of the
little

in.

20
ft.

ft.

Water Bottom

Wheels, diamete
Coal

30,

The committee has planned

Firebox, length and width. 66 in, by 108 in.
number and outside
•.
diameter
413 2 in.
Flues numbor and outside
diameter
Tubes, length
16 ft. 4 in.
Heating surface, tubes
3,514 sq. ft.
Heating surface, water tubes
28 sq. ft.
Heating surface, firebox...
171 sq. ft.
Heating surface, total
3,713 sq. ft.
Superheater heating surface
Total
equivalent
heatiag

Tubes

Tank

claims

live-stock

Straight

Working pressure

campaign the committee has adopted a book illustrating the
proper method of loading less than carload freight, which is to
be placed in every freight house, .^n expert will also be sent
out to lecture to freight handlers on the subject and he will be
able to give point to his remarks by means of a display of
miniature loaded cars which he will take with him.

That the officers of the company are taking great interest in
and damage work is shown by the following message
from President E. P. Ripley which was read at the meeting

heating

this loss

SANTA FE LOSS AND DAMAGE COMMITTEE
On
article

the

Tupeka & Santa Fe, as was noted in an
by H. R. Lake in the Railway Age Gazette of August 7.

the Atchison,

given to
of

and damage reports has been
the operating department and is primarily in the hands

investigation of

the

chief

clerks

over-short

to

the

general

superintendents.

The

co-

operation of other departments, however, is secured by various
loss and damage committees, the most important of which covers
the entire system and meets semi-annually. At the last meeting
of this committee, held at Pueblo, Col., on September 28, there
were present 125 representatives of the operating, traffic, mechanical and accounting departments from all over the system and

"I am sending this to express my appreciation of the results
already obtained in the loss and damage movement, and the hope

that as

much progress be made during the coming
damage payments are net reductions.

year.

All

We

paid

these loss and
last

year a

little

remembered
would have
Putting

it

in

over $700,000 in such claims, and
make a profit of a

that in order to
to

add about two and a half million

another way

:

half of one per cent of our

The

$700,000 paid out

common

that the cause of this paj'ment

is

stock.

nearly

all

should be

it

like

in
is

more than

When we
human

sum we
earnings.

consider

carelessness

The encouraging feature of it is that it is
it looks very large.
Here's hoping that its pace can be acon the down-grade.
celerated."

The New Kansas
This

Is

viding

City, Mo.,

One

of

Facilities

the
for

Union Passenger Station

Largest
All

The opening fur traffic of the now Union passenger station
at Kansas City, Mo., next Sunday, November 1, marks the
completion of the main unit in one of the most comprehensive
railway terminal developments ever undertaken in this counThis project, involving an expenditure of over $40,000,000. not only provides a new, modern passenger station for
all the roads entering the city, but also includes the construction of a belt line around the city with the reduction of grades
on a portion of the existing line from 1.5 per cent to 0.9 per
cent, the separation of all grades with streets within the limits
of the improvements on the existing line, the building of two
new freight yards for the interchange of traffic, the construction of four local freight houses and one new team track yard.
Work on this project has been prosecuted actively for the
past four years and it is now practically all completed with
the exception of the construction of a double deck, double
track bridge across the Kaw river and an 8,000 ft. double
track steel viaduct, which, combined, provide a direct entrance to the station for the four roads entering from Kansas
City. Kail., and which latter work has been delayed by neeotiatry.

in

Roads

the Country,
Entering the

ProCity

1 uenty-sccond
street on their way in to the old Union
All of these stations have been badly congested for
several years and they did not afiford the modern facilities

and

depot.

now demanded by

the traveling public.

to the construction of the

use of

all

There

new Union

These conditions led
station for the joint

the roads entering Kansas City.

is

no suburban

traffic

at

Kansas City and a large

proportion of the passengers are ticketed through, transferring
from one road or train to another with the consequent waiting in the station between trains.
With this very heavy
transfer much greater space is required for waiting rooms
and attendant facilities and for the handling of baggage, than
is customarily found in modern terminals, especially in a city
of 250,000 population.
Over 260 scheduled trains, exclusive
of extra sections and special trains, entered and departed
from the Union and Grand Central stations daily. The maximum number of scheduled trains in one hour was 30. The
number of passengers handled in 24 hours varies from 20,000
to 35,000, over 30 per cent of whom are ticketed through in
addition to a large

number who buy

locally to

Kansas City

Front View of the Station Building Showing Office Wings and Carriage Concourse

Kansas City, Kan. The entire development was described in detail in the Railway Age Gazette of
May 23, 1913. This article will, therefore, refer only to the
passenger station.
This project has been carried out by the Kansas City
Terminal Railway Company, a corporation formed for this
purpose. The stock is owned equally by 12 roads, the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe, the Chicago & Alton, the Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy, the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.
the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas, the Missouri Pacific, the St. Louis & San Francisco,
the Union Pacific, the Wabash, the Chicago Great Western,
tions with the city of

and the Kansas City Southern, which, together with the
Quincy. Omaha & Kansas City, a subsidiary of the Burlington, include all the roads entering the city. With the exception of the Kansas City Southern, the Chicago Great Western
and the Quincy, Omaha & Kansas City, all the roads formerly
used the old Union station, while the three roads mentioned
occupied the Grand Central station at Second and Wyandotte
streets.

Certain trains

of

Santa Fe also stopped at

the
a

Rock

Island.

third station

at

St.

Paul and

Grand avenue

and then to destination.

commodate

1,500

persons

It

was frequently necessary

in

the waiting

room

of

to ac-.

the old

Union station alone at one time.
While most of the trains terminate here, the Santa Fe, the
Rock Island and the Missouri Pacific operate a number of
Practically all of these trains
trains through Kansas City.
require the inserting or cutting out of dining cars, connecting
line sleepers, or other cars in the station with the minimum

This requires a flexible track layout, permitting switching to be done without interference with other trains.

delay.

THE NEW STATION

The new

located at Twenty-third street between
Grand avenue and Broadway, near the present Grand avenue
>tation and about two miles southeast of the old Union station.
It is thus situated midway between the business center
of the city on the north and the principal residence district
station

is

The station is a massive building of stone and
concrete, costing $6,000,000, or with the land, tracks and other
appurtenances, about $11,000,000. It is built in the shape of

on the south.

a

"T" with

the head house facing on a plaza fronting which
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is

a

park

down and

area of about

eight

acres,

which

will

graded

be

by the city. The head house is 510 ft.
wide and six stories high, the upper two floors

beautified

long by 143

ft.

wings of the building being devoted to offices for the
terminal company and tenant roads. The stem of the "'T"
410
ft.
long by 165 ft. wide and extends out over the tracks.
is
in the

The new building
up to the

first

is

of steel construction with concrete walls

story or plaza level.

.Above

this,

it

is

faced

OL
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windows separated by massive columns. The
main entrances lead from this driveway under the two end
windows and are protected by canopies extending to the curb
line.
These main entrances to the station will be used by all
passengers arriving on foot, on street cars or by private
large arched

automobiles. Up to the present time the local street railway
system has made no provision for street car service nearer
than the existing line on Grand avenue and a recently con-tructed line on Union street, although the Terminal com-

pany has left a space for tracks directly in front of the station.
Taxicabs and most automobiles will discharge their passengers under a covered driveway at the west end of the
station, from which access to the main lobby is gained through
the corridor between the baggage and parcel checking counter.
Inclines lead down to the basement floor from Grand avenue and from Broadway, for the use of baggage, express and
mail wagons, which will deliver their loads directly to the basement.

THE CR.\XD LOBBY

The main entrances
concourse. 242

ft.

lead directly into the grand lobby or
ft. in area and 92 ft. high, about

by 103

which is grouped all the facilities a passenger will require in
arranging for his journey. This lobby will he kept entirely
Kasota marble up to the top
It is finished in
free of seats.
of the pilasters, above which point Scagiola marble is used,
trimmed with Great Bend. Tenn.. brown marble. The room
lighted by three large chandeliers >uspended from the
is
ceiling and eight groups of side wall lights.
On the south side of the lobby between the two main entrance-^ is the semi-circular ticket office with 19 railroad and

four I'ulln.an ticket windows. These window> are trmlmed in
bronze with baggage racks below an3 are so designed that

<igns f.ver the

windows

windows are illuminated automatically as the
The ticket stock room is directly below

are opened.

the ticket office and connected with it by a spiral stairway,
while the terminal ticket auditors are located on a mezzanine

above the rear of the ticket office.
Immediately adjacent to the ticket office on the east is the
telegraph office, while on the opposite side are placed the
telephone booths.
\n octagonal information bureau is located in the center of the east end of the lobby, while a
similar booth is provided for the transfer company in the
A bulletin of trains is installed in front of the
west end.
station master's office on the mezzanine floor just to the
left of the waiting room, on which the information is pre-ented by means of small metallic letters placed in slots according to a system devised by the Commercial Sign Company. -Ashtabula. Ohio. Xo train announcing system will
installed at present and all trains will be called by_^ usher-.
floor directly

Scs.einft

Floor Plan of

New Kansas

City

Union Station

with Bedford limestone trimmed with Maine granite on the
prominent faces and bush-hammered concrete elsewhere. It
is founded on rock throughout, except for a few piers in the
trainshed, which are in an old creek bed and are carried on
concrete piles driven to rock and capped by a concrete slab.
.\n 80-ft. driveway and a 20-ft. sidewalk have been provided
in front of the station.
Facing on this driveway are three

1

THE WAITING ROOMS
Directly opposite the ticket office and opening from the
grand lobby is the general waiting room. 352 ft: long by 78
This area is given up largely to seats, having 44
ft. wide.

October

(loubk-

room

30.

mahogany
is
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This
Great Bend

scats witli a capacity of 750 persons.

finished in terra cotta with a base of

marble and a paneled plaster ceiling. Natural illumination is
provided by large triple windows over each train gate while
large light clusters are placed along each side wall.

On

each side of this room are eight train gates, directly

back of which is an exterior concourse are stairways leading
Each gate is equipped with two
to the platforms below.
In this way the passengers are
National train indicators.

enabled to remain seated in the waiting room until their
trains are ready and by collecting in those seats adjacent to
the train gates through which they must pass, they are advised at once when their trains are ready without the necessity of standing about the gate.
The concourse on each side outside the train gate is also
f.sed a^ an e.xit I'r' mi trains by incoming passengers, who.

rectly with the concourse on each side, eliminating the neces-

the main
room or coming in contact with the other passengers.
Leading off from the northeast corner of the grand lobby
is the women's waiting room, 45 ft. by 45 ft. in area, attractively finished in molded plaster panels decorated in imitation tapestry with white trimmings.
Connecting with this
are the women's rest room and the lavatory, with free and
pay toilets and a shoe shining stand.
Directly over the
lavatory on a mezzanine floor three private bathrooms arc
provided for the use of women passengers. Directly below
the women's waiting room and accessible only from this
room is a children's playroom, where children may be left
in the care of the maid in charge.
Connecting with this
children's room is another small basket lunch room.
In a similar location in the west wing are located the men's
sity

move

this conflict.

Just north of the main waiting room is a basket lunch room
with a small lunch counter for the use of passengers carrj-ing their own lunches.
Beyond this in the extreme north
end of the building is an immigrants', waiting room with seats
for 150 persons

and with access to the opposite side of this
.-Kn isolation room for convicts, persons

same lunch counter.

etc.. is also provided here.
The
and immigrants' waiting rooms are connected di-

with contagious diseases,
isolation

for this class' of passengers passing through

waiting

The Grand Lobby Looking Down on
however, do not pass through the main waiting room, but
directly into the grand lobby, through doors opposite the
main entrance. In this way incoming and outgoing passengers are entirely separated except on the stairways leading to the track platforms, and the plans will permit the construction of escalators, which, if found necessary, will re-

801

the Semi-Circular Ticket Office

smoking room, shoe shining stand and

free

and pay

toilet.-.

Leading oiT from the same corridor is a nine-chair barber
shop, while directlj' above the barber shop and entered
through it are five bathrooms.
B.\GG.\GE .\ND

The baggage checking

EXPRESS F.\CIUTIES

counter. 90

ft.

long,

is

located at the

west end of the grand lobby to the left of the taxicab enWhile land
trance and is attractively finished in bronze.
baggage is checked directly at the counter, heavier pieces
brought in by taxicabs are delivered at an entrance on the
court at the west end of the building and immediately lowered
to the basement or track level floor, where they are weighed.
Baggage delivered by the transfer company is unloaded diPassengers may exchange taxicab
rectly on the lower floor.
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or transfer checks for baggage checks at the baggage counAll baggage is weighed as received
ter on the main floor.
and no checks are issued until the weight has been ascertained and any excess charges paid. While only hand baggage will be received and delivered on the main floor, the
passenger is able to arrange for the checking of all baggage
It is also planned to weigh all baggage transat this counter.
ferred from one train to another and to attach excess tag;?
Eleven Kron dial automatic
destination.

\\,L. 57.

So.
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Express and mail matter is taken to and from trains
through the subways on the sub-basement level referred to
above, while all city mail and express deliveries are made
from the driveways on the basement level.
forces.

THE DINING

F.\CILITIES

With the exception of the small lunch counter in the basket
lunch room at the north end of the main waiting room, all

have

the dining facilities are grouped at the east end of the grand
lobb3'. Connecting directly with the lobby in the center is the

devoted entirely to the handling of
city baggage. All baggage transferred from one train to another will be assembled and held in the sub-basement. To
move the city baggage to and from trains it is lowered to
the sub-basement by elevators, from which floor a subway
leads under the tracks near each end of the train shed, with
elevators at each platform. In this way all trucking across
tracks at grade is avoided, while city baggage is kept entirely
Ten Elwell-Parker electric motor
separate from transfer.
The
trucks have been installed to transport the baggage.

lunch room, with a seating capacity of 75 at the counter, in
addition to tables grouped along the wall on each side. Additional tables are also placed on a balcony over the east end
of the lunch room for those passerigers who desire a modThis luntfh room is finished in
erate priced dining room.
American Pavanazzo marble wainscot with a base and top
of Verde antique marble with plaster above, stippled to secure
a tapestry eflfect. The counter is equipped with solid bronze
swivel seats with renewable cane backs and seats. All orders
are transmitted to the kitchen by telautograph.
At the right of the lunch room and entered from the grand

for collection at

ranging from 500
been installed for this purpose.
scales of

capacities

The basement

floor

lb.

to

10,000

lb.

is

Interior of the

Main Waiting Room

baggage rooms on the main and basement levels have 2-in.
maple floors laid diagonally over pine flooring on concrete.
Directly across the corridor from the baggage counter on
the main floor is the parcel check room with a 45-ft. counter.
Special attention was given to the design of this room to
make it accessible to the public and convenient for the employees. The storage racks are of pipe with special racks for
overcoats, umbrellas, etc. ' A storeroom with dumbwaiter

connection is located directly above for the storage of unclaimed parcels.
All express and mail is handled in the three-story express
building immediately west of the station. The east 160 ft.
of all three floors is occupied by a branch raihvay postoffice
and the remainder is divided between the American, Adams
and Wells-Fargo express companies. As in the baggage
room, the basement floor is devoted to the handling of city
business, while all transfer traffic is kept in the sub-basement.
The basement mezzanine fioor is occupied by the clerical

lobby
142.

is

the

main dining room, with

This room

is

finished

a seating capacity of
with tapestry glass on the lunch

Elsewhere it is finished in Italian Skyros marble
side.
Semi-indirect lighting is
wainscoting with plaster above.
adopted. A private dining room with a seating capacity of
20 is located over this main restaurant for the use of special
and private parties. These dining facilities have all been designed in close co-operation with the Fred Harvey Company,
which operates this concession.

room

THE STORES

Much

study was given to the location and arrangement of
the various stores in the station to provide those articles customarilj' desired by the traveling public and at the same-fime
to bring the maximum rental to the terminal company. This
business is expected to be especially remunerative here because of the large number of passengers waiting for some
time between trains.

OncBLR

30,
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At the northeast corner of the grand lobby adjoining the
women's waiting room is the drug store, with entrances from
This stor< is elaborately
the lobby and the east midway.
finished in native walnut with bronze hardware and illuminated showcases. A soda fountain is provided of Travernelle
Kleury marble trimmed in Belgian Black marble with a black
glass top. In addition to carrying a complete line of drugs
and sundries with a prescription counter on the balcony, a
public postal substation is also located in this room.
Directly across the exit corridor

is

the news-stand, while

on the opposite side across the main waiting room is the
candy booth, both of which are finished in silver wood. A
cigar stand is located at the west end of the lobby near the
entrance to the smoking room and barber shop. All these
concessions in the station except the barber shop and the
The
parcel room are operated by the Harvey Company.
parcel room is operated directly by the Terminal company.
Other facilities in the station include a hospital over the
main floor baggage room with separate wards for men and
women, quarters for nurses and a small operating room; a
special room on the track level floor for receiving funeral
parties without the necessity of their passing through the

The

Station Building,

THE TRACK LAYOUT
Sixteen through tracks are provided under the train shed,
each of which is of sufficient length to accommodate two
trains, the trains pulling through the station so that the engines are at the far end. The tracks are spaced alternately
12.5 ft. and 31.5 ft.
To give a greater flexibility of operation
it is planned to install double crossovers between each two
adjacent tracks in the center of the train shed, but this has

Provision has been

In addition to these through tracks, two stub tracks have
been built east of the station for the loading of mail cars and
one along the retaining wall of the Grand avenue incline for
the unloading of theatrical scenery. At the west end of the
station eight depressed stub tracks have been built for the
All tracks are laid with 90-lb. rails

loading of express cars.

below
below the stone. The
platforms are of concrete with the surface 8 in. above the

and plain angle bars on
the ties with 6

top of

in.

8

in.

of crushed stone ballast

of sand or cinders

rail.

The train sheds arc of an extended umbrella shed type
connected by steel trusses extending over the track. The
roof of the shed is of Federal cement tile with prism glass at
regular intervals to illuminate the platforms below. Federal
cement tile was also used on the main building, while prism
glass was inserted in the platform above the trucking subways. The train shed is 1.370 ft. long and extends over eight
platforms.

THE POWER HOUSE

The power house is located near the west end
press building. The principal equipment includes

of the ex-

Babcock

& Wilcox

teries of 1,016 h. p. high reverse-setting

three bat-

West Trainshed and Express Building

main waiting room; a common office for the depot passenger
agents of all the roads, located near the barber shop, and
lounging and locker rooms with bathrooms for passenger
trainmen, porters and station ushers on the basement mezzanine floor, lockers being provided for 250 conductors and
80 station ushers.

been postponed temporarily.

803

made

for

with space for a fourth battery when required; two
v. a., 2,300-volt, 60-cycle turbo-generator sets with
on the ends of the shafts; two Nordberg crosscompound Corliss air compressors with a capacity of 3,500
cu. ft. of free air per min.; one 60-ton and one 30-ton Carbondale exhaust system refrigerating plans for cooling the drinking water and serving the dining room and other concessions
in the station.
The exhaust steam vacuum system is used
Over 85,000
for heating the station and adjacent buildings.
sq. ft. of direct radiation is provided in the station alone in
addition to an even greater amount of indirect radiation proboilers,

1,250 k.

exciters

All public rooms are
Live
with air washed and tempered.
steam is also furnished by the power house for heating up
locomotives at the roundhouse.

vided in

all

artificially

the larger public areas.

ventilated

TERSONNEL

on the north when traffic condemand, two of which tracks will be used for the
present for the storing of sleeping cars en route and surplus
equipment.
Beyond these tracks are the two main freight

the direction of John V. Hanna, chief engineer, and his staff,
consisting of A. C. Everham. assistant chief engineer; A. H.

tracks.

Storie

eight additional station tracks
ditions

This entire development has been designed and built under

and G. M. Walker,

Jr.,

assistant engineers;

J.

Tuthill,
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building engineer; S. O. Swenson, electrical engineer; G. E.
Tebbetts, bridge engineer; G. E. Ellis, signal engineer, and
J.

M. Hammond, D.

S.

McCalman and

E. P. Weatherley, divi-

Jarvis Hunt, Chicago, was the architect for the
working in co-operation with the engineering department. The George A. Fuller Construction Company, Chicago,
was the general contractor for the station and auxiliary
sion engineers.

station,

buildings, with E. S. Belden, engineer in charge.

IN

MISSOURI

At the election on November

3,

the voters of the state of

Missouri, will be called upon to vote upon the "full crew" law
passed at the last biennial session of the Missouri legislature in 1912, which was by petition referred to the people in

accordance with the referendum act. The railroads of the
state have been conducting a campaign, aided by many of
the commercial and othier interests of the state, to defeat the
bill by presenting to the people facts and arguments v.'hich
show that such a bill is unnecessary and would in no way promote safety and that its only purpose is to create jobs for
members of the Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen, at whose
instigation the bill was introduced and passed.
The bill as passed prohibits the operation in Missouri of
any freight train composed of less than 40 cars not equipped

57,
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and by the general assembly of 1912, and in a short time the
signatures of 97,971 citizens were secured, many more than
were required by the constitutional amendment. The invoking of the referendum by petition automatically suspended the
enforcement of the bill until the voters could pass on it.
The railroads have been greatly handicapped in the efforts
to obtain publicity for their arguments by a Missouri statute,
which provides:

...

lawful for any corporation
to directly or indiinfluence or attempt to influence the result of any election
procure or endeavor to procure the election of
any person to a public ofllce by the use of money belonging to such corporation, or by subscribing any money to any campaign fund of any party
shall

It

CAMPAIGN AGAINST THE EXTRA CREW LAW

Vol.

rectly

not be

.

.

.

to be held in this state, or

or person, or by discharging or threatening to discharge any employee of
such corporation for reason of the political opinions of such employees,
or to use or offer to use any power, effort, or influence, or other means
whatsoever to induce or persuade any employee or other person entitled to
register before, or vote at any election, to vote or refrain from voting for
any candidate, or on any question to be determined or at issue at any
election.

Any

law

is punishable by forfeiture of
law applies only to corporations
it docs not militate against the labor unions, who are working
for the full cre\v law and who are said to be expending large
sums of money for publicity. Flaming posters and billboards

violation

of this

charter or franchise,

.^s the

cities
inform the public that every seven
is killed because of the lack of safety appliances on the railways, posters placed in all saloons where

in

the

all

large

minutes a trainman

Everybody Works But Extra
with a crew consisting of at least one engineer, one fireman,
one conductor, one flagman and one brakeman. or any freight
train composed of 40 cars or more not equipped with a crew
consisting of at least one engineer, one fireman, one conductor, one flagman and two brakemen.
The status of this law and its liability to repeal by the
people as a court of last resort is peculiar as relates to Missouri, as this is the second state in which an extra crew bill
has been enacted which has a constitutional amendment providing for the initiative and referendum.
In this respect the
railways of Missouri may be considered as fortunate, for
they are, by this means, able to appeal direct to the people for
relief from legislation which they allege is unfair and discriminatorj'.

While the

bill

was pending

the railroads endeavored to oppose
show its true purpose, and that it

in

the legislature

by presenting
was in no way
it

facts to
a safety

measure, and when their efforts in this direction failed
they immediately decided to take advantage of the referendum
provision to endeavor to defeat the bill bj- the public
first

sentiment.

Referendum

petitions were circulated by employees of the
roads and others immediately after the passage of the bill,

a union bartender tell the patrons that the full crew
an aid to safety first. Posters are circulated illustrated
with views of head-on and rear-end collisions to emphasize

there

is

bill is

the necessity of a

full

crew law.

Many of the newspapers of the state, however, and- commercial and farmers' organizations have come to the aid of
the railroads and have assisted greatly in publishing the artruments against the passage of the law. The railways of Missouri were the first to take advantage of the referendum to
test public sentiment on legislation, and for this reason, in
part, the

newspapers have given a great deal of publicity

to

the campaign.

In all publicity issued by the railways it has been pointed
out that the railways cannot afford to be forced to neglect or
abandon safety first for their general plans for making travel

more

safe, and that a third brakeman on freight trains and a
second on passenger trains is not in the interest jof safety
and that the state public service commission has full power

to deal with the situation.

In the first circular letter issued
to the public there appeared the following:

"What
"Based on

the

Law

Will Cost the Railways

last year's business, this law,

if

made

effective.

October

30,
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will cost the railways of Missouri more than $500,000 a year.
This sum equals 5 per cent interest on $10,000,000. Ten milwould build 500 miles of additional railway at
lion dollars
$20,000 a mile, or equip 6,666 miles of road with automatic
block signals at $1,500 a mile, or purchase 1,000 steel coaches
at $10,000 each, or eliminate 2,000 grade crossings at $5,000
Five
each, or construct 1,000 new depots at $10,000 each.
hundred thousand dollars a year taken from the railways of
Missouri by the adoption of this law will reduce their borrowing capacity $10,000,000, and to that extent will prevent the

physical improvement
Naturally the railways are proceeding with caution, and yet
with considerable energy to inform the people of the facts in
of existing lines of railways."

the case. Extensive statistics have been prepared to offset the
arguments of the labor leaders, which are in no way backed
up with specific instances, that a full crew law is conducive
to safety first, showing the number of accidents that occur on
trains having less than 40 cars and those having more than

40

It

cars.

vote of
lin

are

St.

be necessary to offset the large union labor
Kansas City, St. Joseph, Springfield, Jopby the votes of the farmers and there

will

Louis,

Carthage

and

many

indications

that

the

latter

are

now

inclined

to

been maltreated by legislators
who have been under the spell of the union labor lobby at Jefferson City, and who apparently believe that their interests and
believe

that the

railways have

those of the railways are closely allied, at least in this particular
instance.

campaign O. M. Spencer, general
Burlington & Quincy lines in Missouri, sent a circular letter to all attorneys for the Burlington
in Missouri, asking their assistance in defeating the law. This
letter quoted the statute regarding the use of money in elections and continued: "I am forced to ask you and such of you

At the beginning

of the

solicitor of the Chicago,

only as feel kindly enough disposed to give this

company

the work on election day, to advise me
in reply if you are willing to attend the conference of all
attorneys of the Burlington in Missouri in order to discuss
and adopt the best means of informing the people of the

your services gratis

in

purpose and effect of the law, with the hope that the same
may be rejected at the election. I feel we can well afford to
lend a hand to the company in this emergency, because we
owe it to ourselves as good citizens of the state of Missouri
to protect her commerce from the unjust burden which this
law proposes without conferring the least benefit upon the
public."

The

arguments
compiled by

circular also included the principal

against the law, and quoted

some

statistics

C

general manager of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe, which were presented to the joint railroad committee of
the House and Senate of the Kansas legislature last winter
to show that the long trains are no more liable to accidents
than the short, local trains, and that therefore there is no
necessity for a third brakeman to reduce the liability.
On September 22 an appeal to the shippers and passengers
of Missouri was published in the St. Joseph Gazette, over
the signatures of 50 of the most prominent farmers, livestock
commission men, wholesalers and jobbers in St. Joseph and
vicinity, as an advertisement set in large type and occupying
with the signatures a full newspaper page. Among the arguments presented in this appeal were the following:

W. Kouns,

"At the present time, through and local freight trains are
equipped as follows: One engineer to run the engine; one
fireman to run the fire; one conductor to run the train; one
flagman or brakeman to flag the train; one brakeman for such
other services as emergencies may require. The above enumeration would seem to show enough men in the operation
of any through train. To the above number the law proposes
to add another brakeman. There would seem to be no room
for another job on such a train, especially when it is remembered that all such trains are equipped with air brakes, and
the brakes are set and released by the engineer on the engine.
"The best argument against this proposed law is, perhaps,
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the fact that at the same legislature a public service commission was created, which commission has full power to regulate
the

number

of

men

to be

employed on

trains in exact propor-

tion to the service necessary to the proper operation of such

This commission could make its requirements of certain companies whose road and character of freight might

trains.

require a greater service and a greater number of brakemen
for the protection of a train than it would of some other com-

number of cars, because of the
under which the two companies operate;
hence it would seem to be the part of wisdom, instead of
adopting a hard and fast rule like this law would prove to
be for all time to come, to allow this question of regulating
the number of employees on trains to rest with the tribunal
created for the specific purpose of regulating the operation of

pany with

its

train of an equal

different conditions

railroads.

"We

the public's attention to this law and

its purpose
This extra expense, if imposed, must come to
the railroad companies through increased rates.
Rates are
paid by the shippers and passengers; therefore, the shippers
and passengers are asked by this law to vote this increased
expense upon themselves. Can they afford to do it? We

and

call

effect.

think not."

The tendency
ways

of

a square deal

many

of the

newspapers

was indicated

to give the rail-

annual
Missouri Press Association, held at the
in St. Louis on September 16, 17 and 18,
when resolutions were adopted, following an address to the
300 editors present by B. F. Bush, president gf the Missouri
Pacific, saying that it is essential for the future agricultural,
commercial and industrial welfare of the nation that the railroads be permitted to receive sufficient remuneration to enable
them to render high-class service and to make such betterments and improvements from time to time as the needs of
at the forty-eighth

meeting of the
Planters' Hotel

different

communities

may

require,

and

to re-establish

Ameri-

can railroad securities as a highly respected and sound investment. These resolutions were general in character, but
they were soon followed by many editorial utterances strongly
condemning the full crew bill. For example, the Princeton
Post pointed out that business men are just beginning to
realize that the tendency of government by commission has
spread from its original restrictions on the railways to other

forms of business, and that the restrictions which were urged
upon the transportation companies are now being turned
against themselves, and are found exceedingly irksome as
applied to their branches of commerce and industry.
The
editorial further says that Missouri farmers have resented
with spirit and energy, legislation that might and would undoubtedly militate against them, Missouri manufacturers
would be as quick and as keen to resent discriminatory legislation and Missouri railways are resenting the enactment of
a bill which would entail an annual increased expenditure of
$500,000 on their part, unless the business men and farmers
of Missouri repeal it as a part of fair play and in the interest
of

justice,

not

only

to

themselves,

but

to

the

railways

as

well.

The Plattsburg Leader, in an editorial on safety first,
pointed out that as the originators of the safety first movement the declaration of the railroads that the full crew bill
is not conducive to safety first should carry weight and conviction to the public.

The Gallatin North Missourian pointed out that no farmer
would be willing to have the farmers of the state assume the
burden of an added $500,000 taxation annually on Missouri
farm land, that they would resent any efforts to compel them
to apply a hired man for every 10 acres of land owned by
them, and that the $500,000 would, if used for betterment to
stations, stock yards and service, give the farmer a benefit.
"Hence the farmer and business man will serve his own interest by voting 'no' on referendum No. 9, and will also aid the
railways to escape from legislation which had its origin at

•

.. .

the

same source as did
two years ago."

The

:
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of

:

the obnoxious single tax

amendment

duced herewith, which is accompanied by the following, a
parody on "Everybody Works but Father":

MOTIVES
In the October 16 issue were presented

some statistics on British
and German exports of railway materials, compiled by the British
Board of Trade. The following table from the same source
gives a comparison of the British and German exports of railway
locomotives to the principal neutral and colonial markets for the
years 1912 and 1913, 1912 being the latest year for which official
figures are available for

Germany:

Principal Colonies and Neutral
to

Countries
which exported

India

British

Norway
Sweden
Denmark
Netherlands
Belgium

;

France
.

Servia

.

.

Greece

.
.

.

Roumania
Russia

.

Turkey

.

Morocco
Egypt
Dutch East Indies
China
Japan
Korea
Brazil

Argentina
Chile

$55,500
42,500
54,000
167.000
178,000
77,000

Total to above markets
Total to

924.000
354.000
88.000
234,000
203,000
271,000
438,000
50,500
46,500
149.500
378,500
194,500
277,000
126,000
836,500
383.000
1.051,500
67.000

Cuba

Some

(1912)

1,463.000

Spain
Italy

From
Germany

all

markets

all

From United
Kingdom
(1913)
$4,192,500
1.500
450
311,000
24,500
6,000
148,500
1,000

72.500
15.000
51.500
35.000

394]666
3.478,000
368,000
1,500

$8,559,500

$9,120,250

$9,287,500

$13,909,500

regarding the market for locomotives in some
shown in the following paragraphs.
The imports of locomotives and parts into the Union of South
Africa in 1912 and 1913 from the United Kingdom and Germany,
and the total imports from all countries, were as follows
details

of the principal countries are

1912

rides in the caboose

No. 18

AND GERMAN EXPORTS OF LOCO-

BRITISH

United Kingdom
Germany

Everybody works but Extra,

He

57,

The managers don't know nothing
The Legislature holds the line.
Everybody works but Extra
If you overlook Amendment Nine.

St. Joseph, Mo., Gazette, printed an editorial contain-

ing the following; "Profitable farming is not opposed to organized labor, but it can see no reason why organized labor
should be so conducted as to compel the commerce of the
state to pay it an unjust tribute. It is plain to the most simple minded that whatever added expense the railroads are put
to in order to perform their daily service to the people of
this state must, in the final analysis, be paid by the commerce
of the state. The 'full crew' law adds an unnecessary expense
to every railroad operating trains in this state, and ought to
be voted out of existence by scratching Yes and leaving No."
At a meeting of the officers and directors of the Commerce
Club of St. Joseph on October 16, resolutions were passed
against the law.
Similar resolutions were passed by the
executive committee of the Federation of Missouri Commercial Clubs in an appeal to the farmers and business men of
Missouri generally to vote against the law.
Forward St. Louis, the official organ of the Business Men's
League of St. Louis, on October 19 published an article attacking the full crew law, saying in part; "The number of
men who should compose a full crew is a technical question.
It is exactly such a question as the Public Utilities Commission is expected to settle. The Public Utilities Commission
was created and exists to decide, among other problems, matThe number of men who should constitute a
ters like this.
full crew is not a subject for legislation, but a question for
determination by the state commission.
"Greater safety is not obtainable by increasing the number
of train employees."
These and many other resolutions have been given wide
circulation in the press of Missouri, and the railroads also have
furnished the newspapers of the state from time to time with
news letters containing items against the bill which have been
generally published.
An interesting feature of the campaign is a cartoon depicting the arduous duties of the extra brakeman, which is repro-

Vol.

All

day.

countries

$46,790
15.100
61,905

1913
$277,610
22.605
300,740

A

Belgian consular report for the year 1912 remarks that during the five preceding years the total number of locomotives imOf this total the United
ported into Eg>pt amounted to 113.

Reads the daily papers,
And smokes his pipe of claj-.
He makes a full crew fuller.
He gets in everybody's way.
Everybody works but Extra
And the people have to pay.

Kingdom furnished 48 and Germany S3 locomotives.
The following figures, taken from an Austrian consular

report

from Barcelona, indicate the fluctuation which has taken

place

in recent years in the value of the imports of locomotives and

tenders into Spain

Chorus

You must

you want

If

to

1909
1910

YES.

scratch

VOTE

XO.

1911

$2,080,000
980.000
2.220,000

Locomotives weighing over 35 tons came principally from Germany, lighter engines from Great Britain.

The

railroads can't do a "hooter"

When
As

the Brotherhood has

how many men

to

On

trains that run

With nothing

No

its

say

are needed
all

day,

to do but keep moving,

cars to set out or

in,

Everybody works but Extra,

And

What

the people put up the tin.

right have the owners to meddle,

With the way we run their road.
The stockholders have no duty.
Except to carry the load.

English Railw.'w Receh'es Suggestions from Employees.—
time ago the Great Western Railway of England on the

Some

its general manager, established a suggestion commitwhich proposals from the company's employees as to improved methods of operation, measures for greater safety to the
public and staff, etc., were to be sent. Quite recently 20 awards—
made
17 in the passenger department and 3 in the freight— were
About 1,500 suggestions, on
in respect to suggestions submitted.
the comthe most diversified subjects, have been sent in since
most
mittee was established, and it is stated that some of the

advice of

tee, to

gifted with
helpful proposals have been received from those least
The committee has
the art of fluently expressing their ideas.
consideration.
still about 300 suggestions unHer

:
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION- RAILWAY RATES-GENERAL PROSPERITY
By

E. B.

rates, general prosperity,

and the function of the Inter-

1914, in the "Five Per Cent Advance Case."
The commission held, "the law did not confer upon us power
of aiding general prosperity." A propaganda, of which the commission disapproved, had proceeded "as if the commission had
•the legislative power in that form to stimulate business activity
and promote the public welfare." The commission concluded
"We have no authority to approve rate increases with a view to

stimulating business."
is
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constituted, with the broad scope and power delegated
by Congress, and as suggested and virtually defined by the

Supreme Court, is not the Interstate Commerce Commission today
more of a legislative than a judicial body?
It would seem that the fundamental purpose of the creation
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upon the

law, the commission clearly has the responsibility.
The decisions of the Supreme Court in the "Shreveport Case"
and the "Inter-Mountain Rate Case" seem clearly to suggest not
only this responsibility, but the broad inherent powers of the
comrtiission and the consequent necessity of its wise and prudent

to general

905 I906

effect

The general railway problem has been committed by
Congress to the commission. Whatever the precise terms of the

—^-RAILROAD

CARS
ORDERED
SEMI-

its

collateral as well as general

welfare.

Commerce Commission in connection therewith were the
subjects of comment by the commission in its decision of July 29,

manifestly of the utmost importance that

all

business interests.

Congress

Equipment Company

state

It

sweeping powers, and not only in

railroads themselves, but upon

Leigh

President, Chicago Railway

Railway

of such
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Chart Showing Relation of Railroad Purchases to General Business Conditions

•our government, responsibility shall

lie

for that specific promotion

which consists of protecting the railways
-against influences, governmental and otherwise, which tend to impoverish the roads, and with them, the whole people.
If the Interstate Commerce Commission does not perform that

•of the general welfare

function,

who

will?

undoubtedly true that, as originally organized, the functions of the commission were largely confined to an administrative or semi-judicial consideration of complaints and alleged
It

is

Under these
it for adjudication.
conditions the decisions and orders of the coijimission did not
broadly affect the railroads' prosperity, or the general business
abuses, specifically referred to

•of the country.

But with the enlargement of its powers, and particularly when
Congress delegated the rate making power to the commission,
that body was logically and inevitably vested with the re-sponsibflity of that which would naturally flow from its exercise

of the commission, with
that of conserving the

its

enormous, delegated power, must be

good and

benefit of the people as a whole,

and not merely that of partisan or isolated

interests.

As railway

prosperity affects general prosperity (or the people
as a whole), to just that extent is the commission responsible for

such general prosperity.
Not only have the railways developed the agricultural, mining,
manufacturing and commercial activities of this country but be;

cause of their enormous requirements for the maintenance and
extension of their own properties, have become the most potent
single, contributing factor to general business prosperity.

The commission

held,

"The law did not confer upon us power

of aiding general prosperity."
law conferred upon them the

It

can hardly be claimed that the
right) of imfairing or

power (or

gave the commission the power
of legislating upon that which virtually affects general prosperity,
may we not assume that the law (surely intended for good, and
retarding general prosperity.

If

it

:

:

:

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE
not evil) did confer upon the commission not only the power,
but the obligation of aiding prosperity?
Its now defined scope and authority make the commission the
possible controlhng factor not only in the measure of prosperity

Vol. 57, No. 18

Thus, for the first time were "railway purchases" controlled
by abnormal rather than normal conditions, and have so continued, more or less, from 1908 to the present time.

of the railways, but of the whole people. The commission is thus
invested with the greatest power for the possible confiscation of

The year 1908 was notably the leanest of business years, notwithstanding bumper crops, plentiful money and absence of disturbed political conditions the three recognized elements mak-

private property the world has ever seen.

ing for good business.

On

the other hand,

its

authority carries with

it

the ability of

the commission to be the greatest conservator of the public good,
and the greatest direct contributor to stable, normal business

—

It

and morally bound

In 1912 heavy purchases continued throughout Lhe year, carrjilie high peak, at the end of the year.

Is not the commission
execute this sacred trust in the interest of not one or a few
elements of our national activities, but in the interest, and for

Just here it is again
"railway purchases"

the benefit, of the people as a whole?

historically

thus

legally

to

The necessities of the railways have not only been proven, but
The necessities of the
formally admitted by the commission.
country are equally obvious, and more than proven.
For many months past a large number of the industries wholly
dependent upon the railways have been practically prostrated,
while others more or less dependent upon the railways have experienced most serious curtailment.

This is not due to the European war, but is a condition of
steady growth from about the middle of 1913. The effect of this
prostration upon business in general had been clear for many
months not only to those engaged in railway and cognate in-

—

and banking, but

The commission

to the shippers

But

it

is

and

general public.

July mentions protests against

in its decision of

the advance sought.

significant that not a single busi-

ness organization located in "Ofiicial Classification Territory,"
where advances were sought, is listed as opposing a general
advance.
On the contrary the country today is almost a unit

and solicitude for the welfare of business are as vitally important as supervision and restriction.
Railway purchases as a measure of general business prosperity were discussed last December by the author of this article
in an address which undertook to show from statistics covering
a period of years, that general depression had uniformly followed a marked decrease in railway buying, while general business activity had regularly succeeded resumption of substantial
the relation between railway prosperity and general

How

business prosperity?

is

it

measured, and

how

can

it

be

demonstrated ?

a "presidential" year, proverbially and
poor business year, and fraught with more of
those "uncertain" elements normally operating to check or hold
back business than in ahnost any previous year.
The "Banking Index" throughout the year ranged at about
But it is believed
"normal," with crop conditions "good."
neither of these fundamentals would have offset the drastic
change in politics, early and clearly foreshadowed.
Just why was 1912 the one exceptional "presidential" year?
Why were the political conditions and political policies almost

ignored

?

If there

purchases,

had been any doubt as to the basic factor of railway
it was brought into bold relief in 1912, and that year

furnishes the answer.
At this point it may be interesting to note a comparison of
conditions prevailing in 1908 and 1912.
Economists recognize three great fundamental factors as fore-

shadowing and affecting business

MONEY

1, 1914, inclusive, and the rebetween "railway purchases" and the trend of "general
business" clearly shown.

ten year period 1S04, to October
lation

is

not possible, within the limits of this

article,

to

movements from month to

the relative
ten Vear period, the chart clearly confirms

trace in graphic detail

month during

this

the soundness

of the

doctrine that railway purchases measure

general business prosperity.
("railIt should be noted that up to 1908 these two factors
way purchases" and "general business") moved in normal relation; but in 1908 a new condition or factor appeared, due to
the investment of the rate making power in the hands of the
Interstate

Plethoric Reser ve>. 1

1912

Bumper Crops

No

Railn ads
Bu ing

R

V

Disturbing PoConditions

litical

\

Normal Crops

:sult:

Very low ebb

J

of

in the

Railway Age

Gazette, De-

Railroads Buying
Result:

Normal Resenres

Not

I

business

Vry Disturbed Po-

|

Conditions

/

litical

In 1913, the heavy purchases of

Business very
nearly boom-

new equipment continued

dur-

three months; but sharply declined at the beginning
of the second half of the year almost immediately sinking to
the lowest level reached these several years.

ing the

first

—

The conditions clearly foreshadowed at the middle of the
year eventuated, and have remained, not only throughout 1913,
but in more accentuated form during the present year to date.
While it is true that the railway supply industry is logically
the

first

to

recognize, and to participate

the effects, of

feel

ciple

in,

a revival of gen-

and
impending decline, nevertheless the prinfabric
holds good, and exerts itself throughout the entire
and

is

likewise the

first

to detect the signs,

its

general

The

business.
natural and conclusive deductions to be

made from

the

foregoing are
That while general financial conditions are essentially fundamental to all industry and commerce of every character, the
railways, consuming, directly or indirectly, between 40 and SO
per cent of the production of the steel and iron industry— itself
a basic industry— clearly are the basic factor in initiating a genbusiness movement, and whose cessation of purchases
eral
retards such movement.
In other words, and regardless of favorable money conditions,
crop conditions, political conditions, or any of the otlier fundamentally contributing factors to a sound business condition, unless the railways are placed in a position to make purchases,

(conversely)

and do make purchases on a normal
from general business.

scale,

normal prosperity

is

liHthheld

It is this great, salient feature of the

Commerce Commission.

article referred to was published
cenfter 19, 1913, page 1161.

*The

POLITICS

CROPS

1908

of

each year taken as a unit,
The number
and termed "railway purchases," has been projected on the
well known chart of the Brookmire Economic Service for the
of freight cars built

it

consider the effect of

a

eral business,

outlays by the railways.*

While

to

Let us apply this to the years

These facts sufficiently reveal the extent to which the people
have been directly "touched in their pocketbooks" by the distress
arising from the inability of the railways to operate and develop
as they would under normal conditions.
The Interstate Commerce Commission is not only as good a
place as any, but the logical place, for the United States government to begin applying the principle that encouragement

is

illuminating

The year 1912 was

for an advance.

What

num-

and the minimum of

ing general business to

conditions.

dustries,

likewise recorded the smallest

ber of cars ordered during the period,
railway purchases for many years past.

question which the Inter-

urged to recognize, as
been recognized by the industrial and commercial world.
state

Commerce Commission

is

it

,

has.
j

General News Department
Announcement has been made by the Illinois State Board of
Equalization that the assessments on railroad property in the
state will not be decreased for 1914, as requested by a

of railroad tax officers last week, but in

committee

some instances

will be

advanced.

The date for the beginning of arbitration proceedings in Chicago on the demands of the western engineers and firemen for
advances in wages and changes in working conditions, has been
changed from November 9 to November 30, because although
four members of the arbitration board representing the railroads
and their employees have been selected no agreement has yet
been reached on the two neutral members of the board.
The New York State Civil Service Commission announces comexaminations to be held November 14 for engineers
under the Public Service Commission, First district. It is expected that a number of appointments will be made to positions
in charge of the construction of the tunnels to be built under
the East river between New York and Brooklyn. For the position of resident engineer, the salary will be from $3,000 to $4,200;
junior engineer, grade 8, from $1,500 to $1,800, and grade 7
from $1,200 to $1,500. AppUcants are wanted also for the positions'of draftsman and of inspector of steel.
petitive

National Tehuantepec Railroad say that
the Mexican government has ordered the immediate rehabilitation of that line. New ties will be laid the entire length of the
road, Salina Cruz to Coatzacoalcos, and this will be followed
More than 100,000
later by relaj'ing the track with heavy steel.
cross-ties have arrived at Nonoalco station from the central
Tehuantepec has
traffic
National
part of Mexico.
The
of the
fallen oflf considerably during the last few months, due partly
to the opening of the Panama Canal, but chiefly to the unsettled
of

Officers

the

condition of political and business affairs of the country.

A. A. Robinson, for many years chief engineer of the AtTopeka & Santa Fe, later president of the Mexican CenRailway and one of the most prominent of the pioneer railway builders of America, was the guest of honor at a dinner
given on October 21 at Topeka, in honor of his seventieth birthday, by a number of prominent officers of the Santa Fe and
other men who had served with Mr. Robinson during his active
career.
Among those w-ho responded to toasts were President
President H. U. Mudge of the
E. P. Ripley of the Santa Fe
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, and W. C. Nixon, receiver of
and the guests included about
the St. Louis & San Francisco
150 prominent railway officers, including the principal officers of
the Santa Fe.
chison,

tral

;

;

Steel Corporation

Reduces

Now, Mr. Burley, I think the railroad should protect
innocent people against such crooks. This man told me his
name was John Smith. He is about S ft. 5 in. tall and probably weighs about 140 lb.
He is dark complected. I expect
to be in Salt Lake some time next January and hope you will
have some good news for me."
ticket.

Defects in Government Regulation
E. P. Ripley, president of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe,
and Frank Trumbull, chairman of the board of the ^lissouri,
Kansas & Texas and the Chesapeake & Ohio, were the principal speakers at the dinner of the Knife and Fork Club held
at Kansas City on October 24.
Mr. Ripley's address is published elsewhere in this issue.
Mr. Trumbull's talk was im-

promptu. He said in part:
"For many years everybody seemed to be wanting to regulate the railways.
We told you that if you went ahead indiscriminately you would soon find your own business regulated.
The trade commission bill has this significant provision; 'Unfair competition shall be unlawful.'
Business men may not
know exactly what unfair competition means, but they know
that this declaration means trouble.
It also means a good
deal of work for the lawyers.
"In the railway business, you must not only not do any
wrong, but you must not make any mistakes. Such is the
nature of the regulation to which we are subjected. And do
you suppose that any railway company would have dared to
spend $375,000,000 upon any such project as the Panama
canal? That will cost you $500,000,000 before it makes re-

turns and then it won't pay a profit. You people will have
to foot the bills.
Can you imagine what would be done to a
railway company that had done as the government has in this
instance?
"The rising tide of democracy expresses itself in the criticism of the individual and of the conduct of business. It used
to be a matter of pride when a bank was so well managed that
it could return
a profit of 50 per cent, but if a bank now returns a profit of 25 per cent, it is at once assumed that there
is something wrong and that there must be an investigation.
"But the bank legislation is much more intelligently planned
in the United States than the railway legislation.
We are
punished if we attempt to co-operate. The banks who do not
co-operate are punished. They are made to act together for
the common good; we are forbidden to do so.
"The trouble with regulation of industries in the United
States is a division of responsibility, which amounts to a lack
of responsibility. The bank has but one master. The railway,
for instance, has 50 the federal government, 48 states composing the nation, and that other great state the state of

—

Queirterly Dividend

States Steel Corporation on October 27 reduced
its quarterly dividend from 1% per cent to one-half of one
per cent, thereby placing the common stock on a two per cent
basis.
It has been on a five per cent basis since June, 1910.

The United

Protection for Innocents

mind.

—

"There are many strong men in the country who are now
at great personal sacrifice attempting to work out solutions of
this problem.
\\'e need more of them.
We need more of
that high patriotism which attempts to handle these matters
intelligently for the good of all."

The Union

Pacific Bulletin publishes the following letter
D. E. Burley. general passenger agent of the Ore-

received by
gon Short Line the "innocent" writer demanding protection
from a railroad he had attempted to defraud. It shows, however, that ticket manipulation is becoming a thing of the past:
"Last week while I was in Salt Lake I had an extra railroad ticket good from Salt Lake to Chicago which I did not
have no use for. I tried to sell it to several people, including
hotel runners, hack men, hotel clerks and porters who. I was

—

told,

made

a business of handling railroad tickets.

them wanted to pay me any cash for
sell it to some one else.
I finally gave
of the

hotel,

next day. When
he ever saw me.

I

it,

it

None

of

except if they could
to one of the porters

who promised me he could sell it for me
asked him for the mone}' he denied that
It is simply a case of robbing me of my

New Haven Annual Meeting
The annual meeting of the stockholders of the New York,
New Haven & Hartford was held at New Haven on Wednesday
of this week.
The number of directors was reduced from 27
17, and the board was authorized to establish an executive
committee of nine (a majority of the board). The agreement
which had been made with the federal authorities at Washing-

to

ton for the relinquishment of the control of the Boston & Maine,
in accordance with authority conferred by the stockholders, last
April, was ratified by a vote of 899,877 shares to 14.097!
The new members of the board are Benjamin Campbell, vicepresident of the road, in charge of traffic; Frank W. Mattison,
of Providence; Joseph B. Russell, of Boston, who served on th»
Meyer minority stockholders' committee of a year ago; EIi

:

:
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Whitney, of New Haven, also a member of the Meyer committee, and Harris Whittemore, of Naugatuck, Conn., whose father
John H. Whittemore, was long a director. The old members
re-elected and the dates of their first election are F. F. Brewster
and H. K. McHarg, 1907; T. DeWitt Cuyler, 1910; Francis T.
:

Maxwell and Edward Miiligan, 1911; John T. Pratt, 1913;
W. Murray Crane, 1913; Howard Elliott, September 1, 1913;
Arthur T. Hadley, September 18, 1913; James L. Richards, October 22, 1913; A. S. May, August 11. 1914, and J. H. HardThe election of all directors was
ing, September 29, 1914.
Among the members now retiring
substantially unanimous.
from the board are D. N. Barney, J. S. Hemingway, Robert W.
Taft, A. H. Robertson and Samuel Rea.
The Pennsylvania
Railroad

still

has a representative on the board

in the

person of

Mr. Cuyler.

Howard

Elliott,

in

"This board of directors for

his

whom you

On this list of directors there are no men who participated in those transactions most of them seven or eight years
ago which have been the subject of much discussion during

erty.

—

—

So that this board comes to thf
the last two or three years.
care of your property fully unprejudiced.
"I feel that if there is a little uplift in the volume of business,
a little increase of var!^,us rates which we are asking the commissions to grant us, with more efficiency and economy, this
road will weather the storm and start, perhaps, to rehabilitate
itself and do better for its owners, whether they are bondholders

or stockholders."
of

Boston

&

Maine

An adjourned annual meeting .if the stockholders
ton & Maine was held at Boston Wednesday of this

of the Bos-

week.

The

of directors was reduced from eighteen to fourteen, and
Five dithe personnel of the board considerably changed.
rectors, Richard Olney, A. W. Sulloway, Lucius Tuttle, E. F.
Greene and Alexander Cochrane, resigned and C. S. Cook, of

number

Portland, Maine, and N. G. Eastman, of Exeter, N. H., were
added to the board.
The five trustees agreed on by the federal authorities to manage the majority stock formerly held by the New York, New
Haven & Hartford were also added to the directorate. One of
the trustees, Frank P. Carpenter, belonged to the old board.
The new board is made up as follows: James H. Hustis,
Frederic C. Dumaine, Samuel Carr, James M. Prendergast,
Charles W. Bosworth. James D. Upham, George H. Prouty,
Frank P. Carpenter, Marcus P. Knowlton. James L. Doherty,
Henry B. Day, Charles P. Hall, Charles S. Cook and E. G.

Eastman.

Former Chief Justice M P. Knowlton, one of the trustees,
made a brief statement. He said
"The corporation is fortunate in its president lately chosen,
and experience give the trustees great hope that,
taking advantage of the improved external conditions, if we are
favored with them, we shall see the dawn of a brighter day in
the financial life of the company.
"With some hesitation, but in accordance with the expressed
expectation of the parties to the suit in which they were apfor
pointed, the trustees have decided to vote for themselves

whose

ability

directors."
The election

was unanimous, 315,513 shares out of 416,543 out-

standing being voted.

No. 18

—

I

McNeil.
Crouse-Hinds Company, Syracuse, N. Y. Conduit fittings for cars, stations,
roundhouse and sliop requirements, panel boards, knife switches and
battery charging outfits.
Represented by A. F. Hills, F. F. Skeely,
C. M. Crofoot, Walter Fagan, T. J. Fleischer, Charles Dembsky, Edward C. Otto, C. H. Bis.sell and E. G. Smith.
Geo. Cutter Company, South Bend, Ind.
SoUux lighting units, Mazda arc
and Cutter cut-outs. Represented by Otis Duncan, Fred Duncan, C. A.
Howe and C. Fuller.
Delta-Star Electric Company, Chicago, III.
.\utomatic and non-automatic
train connectors for car lighting; axle generator; charging, welding and
shop plugs and receptacles; high tension out-door sub-stations, disconnecting switches, bus-bar supports, choke coils, carbon-tetrachloride
fuses, roof and wall entrance tubes, portable high tension testing equipRepresented by H. W. Young and .-\. b.

—

—

—

tridge

fuses.

—

Chicago, III.
Renewable carRepresei.ted by A. E. Tregenza, W. J. Guntz and J. B.

Griffith.

—

Edison Storage Battery Company, Orange, N. J. Battery plates in different
stages of manufacture; three tvpes of car-lighting cells; two types of
signal batteries.
Represci ted by H. G. Thompson^ W. F. Bauer, F. V.
McGinnis and C. A. Luckey.
Electric Storage Battery Company, Philadelphia, Pa.
Axlc-Iighting system,
new farm lighting, self contained, mounted on skids, for shipment as
one unit, Exide and Iron-Clad batteries, standard chloride battery for
car lighting.
Represented by J. L. Woodbridge, H. M. Beck, Godfrey
H. .\lkin, T. Milton, F. G. Beetene, O. R. Shortall, J. L. MacBurney
and H. B. Marshall.
Federal Sign Company, Chicago, 111, Electrical s
Represented by F.
car inspectors' flashlights.
Shcpard.
Flexible Steel Lacing Company, Chicago, III.
Alligator bell fasteners and
lacing machines.
Reprei^cntcd by O. E. Purple.
General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. New 6-volt turbo-generator
equipment for headlight and cab light on steam locomotives; complete
Represented
conduit and wire arrangement for locomotive installation.
by C. C. Bailey, C. H. Jones, B. F. Bilsland, R. H. Parker and S. W.

—

—

—
—

McCune,

Annual Meeting
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Central Electric Company, Chicago, III. Okonite wires, cables, tapes;
D. & W. fuses aiid cut-outs, boxes, maxolite and alexalite lighting
units; Abryl glassware; Ralco receptacles and plugs; Diehl fans.
Represented by J. M. Lorenz, R. N. Baker, D. W. Woodhead and Allen

Economy Fuse & Manufacturing Company,

review of the year said
have voted today,
containing, as you know, some new names, will devote the best
of their time and talents and ability to safeguarding this propPresident

Vol.

Jr.

—

Gould Coupler Company, New York. Gould simplex system for lighting
Repcars, new stoneware jars for replacing lead-lined wooden tanks.
resented by George G. Milne, G. K. Berger, John T. Dickinson, M. R.
Shedd and W. F. Bouchc.
Harter Manufacturing Company, Chicago, 111. Interior and exterior electric
Represented by W. N.
lighting for railway stations and buildings.
Soffe, C. G. Fries and G. A. Harter.
Holophone Works of G. E. Company, Cleveland, Ohio. New line of reflectors for scries lamps, new prismatic refractor for high candle power
wide angles, complete line of metal and glass reflectors, new nitrogen
lamps for both out-door and in-door use. Represented by L. C. Doane.
Kerite Insulated Wire & Cable Company, New York.— Samples of insulated
Represented by Azel Ames, B. L. Winchell, Jr.,
wires and cables.
P. W. Miller, J. W. Young and G. A. Graber.

—

—

Belting Company, Philadelphia, Pa.— Reception booth for guests.
Represented by VV. E. Fawcett and F. A. Zimdars.
National Lamp Works of G. E. Company, Cleveland, Ohio.— All train lighting lamps, locomotive headlight lamps; regular 110-volt multiple lamps;
nitrogen lamps, including multiple and street series; lighting units for
Represented by C. W. Bender and L. C. Kent.
1000 watt lamps.
Sherarduct conduit,
National Metal Molding Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
completely wired metal molding board, flexible steel conduits, boxes,
lock-nuts and bushings, conduit in different stages of manufacture,
Repreillustrations of buildings equipped with Sherarduct conduits.
sented by H. C. Moran and I. A. Bennett.
Oneida Steel Pulley Company, Oneida, N. Y. Keystone axle pulley, corrugated steel bushing, special steel pulley with 2-in. flaring flange. Represented by N. G. Stark.
Okonite Company, New York. See exhibit of Central Electric Company.
Represented by L. G. Martin, Walter Candee and W. J. Kyle.
Peerless V belt drive in connection
Peerless V Belt Company, Chicago, III.
Represented by J. R. Shays, Jr., and
with axle lighting systems.
J. E. Cagney.
Pyle National Electric Headlight Company, Chicago, 111. Type E and S
"
generators, improved headlight cases for road and jwitch engines
resented by J. Will lohnson, William Miller, J.
Dahl.
Safety Car Heating & Lighting Company. New York. Safety axle-lighting
Represented by
system, electric car lighting fixtures, distributing fan.
A. C. Moore, J. H. Rodger, C. A. Pinyard and George E. Hulse.
Sangamo Electric Company, Springfield, 111. Meters, watt hour and ampere;
Represented by M. B.
meters for electrically lighted passenger cars.
Southwick.
Western Electric Company, New York City. Sunbeam lamps, Malin elecRepresented by George Porter.
tric interphones, ever-readv flashlights.
P. W. Green and G. F. Kelly.
Westinghouse Lamp Company. New York.— Incandescent electric headlights; all forms of multiple Mazda lamps for railway, industrial and
residential lighting; Type C Mazda lamps and fixtures for railway yard
and station lighting for all forms of multiple and_ series lightirnd J.
M. Br
Represented by A. J. Cole, W. H. Rollins.

Main

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Railway Electrical Engineers

The seventh annual convention of the Association of Railway Electrical Engineers was held at the LaSalle Hotel, Chiengineer
cago, October 27 to 30, C. R. Oilman, chief electrical
report
of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, presiding.

A

The
of the convention will be published in next week's issue.
following is a list of the companies exhibiting at the convention
lighting
car
electric
Adams & Westlake Company, Chicago. III.— Adlake
Repfixtures.
fixtures. Adlake unity roundhouse and factory lighting
resented by G. L. Walters and C. B. Carson.
Benjamin Electric Manufacturing Company. Chicago. III.— "Safety First"
lightand
shop
shed
train
reflectors for Type C Mazda lamps for yard,
Represented by
specialties.
ing; Benjamin lamp grin socket; lighting
H E Watson, A. E. lubeck, G. B. Weber and R. C. Mons.

Harvey.

June Mechanical Conventions
of the executive committees of the .American
Railway Master Mechanics' Association, the Master Car Buildthe Railway Supply Manufacturers' .Assoand
ers' Association

At a meeting

ciation,

held

at

the

Hotel

Biltmore.

New

York,

October 22.

.

October

30,
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it was decided to hold the 1S15 conventions at Atlantic City, N.
J.,
June 9 to 16 inclusive. Everything went off very harmoniously,
although the conventions missed going to the Pacific coast by a
hair; the first test ballot was a tie between that place and Atlantic City as a first choice.
Chicago came forward with a
strong bid and had quite a number of supporters. It took several ballots to finally decide on Atlantic City.
The convention
hall will be enlarged about one-third and the entertainment feawill
tures
probably be about the same as in 1914, the matter
being left in the hands of the presidents of the three associations.
Headquarters, as before, will be at the Marlborough Blenheim.

The following list gives names
and places of meeting,

dates of

of secretarie

next or regula

itieetings,

Brake Association.

— F.

M.

Boston, Mass.
Next
convention, May 4-7, 1915, Hotel Sherman, Chicago.
American Association of Demurrage Officers. A. G. Thomason, Demurrage Commissioner, Boston, Mass.
Annual convention, 1915, Richmond, Va.
Nellis,

State St..

53

—

American Association of Dining Car Superintendents.
man, D. L. & W., Hoboken, N. J.
American Association of Freight Agents.

— R.

— H.

Board-

C.

St.

Louis,

O. Wells. Illinois Central,

111.

—

Hope, C. R. R. of N. J., 143 Liberty St., New York.
.\merican Association of Railroad Superintendents. E. H. Harman,
Room 101, Union Station, St. Louis, Mo. Next meeting. May 20-21,
1915, San Francisco, Cal.
American Electric Railway Association. E. B. Burritt, 29 W. 39th St.,

—

—

New York.
.American Electric Railway Manufacturers' Association. H. C. McCon^aughy, 165 Broadway, New York. Meetings with American Electric
Railway Association.
American Railway Association.— W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York.
Semi-annual meeting, November 18, Chicago.
.American Railway Bridge and Building Association. C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago.
American Railway Engineering Association. E. H. Fritch, 900 S. Mich-

—

—

igan Ave., Chicago.

Next

—
convention, March

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.
Karpen

Eldg.,

Chicago.

16-18,

—

Annual meeting, June

City, N. J.

American Railway Safety Association.

— L.

J.

Shedd,

F.

Chicago.
Taylor. 1112
Atlantic

1915,

W.

1915,

9-11,

R.

C.

I.

&

P.,

Next meeting, November, Chicago.
.American Railway Tool Foremen's Association. A. R. Davis, Central of
Georgia, Macon, Ga.
Annual meeting, July, 1915.
American Society for Testing Materials. Prof. E. Marburg, University
Chicago.

—

—

of Pennsylvania,

Philadelphia,

Pa.

New

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk, P. O. Box 7, St.
Lambert (near Montreal), Que.
Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in
month, except June, July and August, Windsor Hotel, Montreal, Que.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers. Clement H. McLeod, 176 Mansfield St., Montreal. Que.
Regular meetings, 1st Thursday in October,
November, December, February, March and April. Annual meeting,

—

January, Montreal.

Berlin.

—

Aaron Kline, 841 Lawler Ave.,
Chicago.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except July and
August, Lytton Bldg., Chicago.
Central Railway Club. H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in January, May, September and November.
Annual meetings, 2d Thursday in March, ITotel Statler, Buffalo, N. Y.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania. Elmer K. Hiles, 25U
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Tuesday,

—

—

—

Freight Claim Association. Warren P. Taylor, R.
Va. Annual meeting, June 16, 1915, Chicago.

F.

&

P.,

Rue de Lou-

11,

to July 6,

1915,

—

I&ternational Railway Fuel Association. C. G. Hall, C. & E. I., 922
McCormick Bldg., Chicago. Annual meeting. May 17-20, 1915, Chicago.

—

International Railway General Foremen's Association. Wm. Hall, 829
W. Broadway, Winona, Minn. Next convention, July 14-17, 1915,
Sherman House, Chicago.
International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association. A. L. Woodworth, C. H. & D., Lima, Ohio.
Maintenance of Way and Master Painters' Association of the United
States and Canada.— T. I. Goodwin, C. R. I. & P., Eldon, Mo.
Next convention, November 1719, 1914, Detroit, Mich.
Master Boiler Makers' Association. Harry 1). Vought, 95 Liberty St.,
New York. Annual convention. May, 1915.
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association of the United States
AND Canada.— A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass. Next convention, September 14-17, 1915, Detroit, Mich.
Master Car Builders' Association. J. W. Taylor, 1112 Karpen Bldg
Chicago.
Annual meeting, June 14-16, 1915, Atlantic City, N. J.
National Railway Appliances Association. Bruce V. Crandall, 537 So.
Dearborn St., Chicaco. Next convention, March 15-19, 1915, Chicago.
New England Railroad Club.— W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in month, except June,
July, August and September, Boston.
New York Railroad Club. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, except June, July and August.

—

—

—

—

W.

39th

New

York.
E. Frankenberger, 623 Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y. Meetings monthly.
Peoria Association of Railroad Officers.— M. W. Rotchford, Union Station, Peoria, 111.
Regular meetings, 2d Thursday in month, Jefferson
St.,

Niagara Frontier Car Men's Association.

Hotel,

Peoria.

Richmond,

—

—

Railroad Club of Kansas City. C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas
City, Mo.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.
Railroad Master Tinners, Coppersmiths and Pipefitters' Association.
U. G. Thompson, C. & E. I., Danville, 111.
Annual meeting. May,

—

1915.

Railway Business Association.— Frank W. Noxon, 30 Church St., New
York.
Annual meeting, December 10, 1914, Waldorf-Astoria 'Hotel,

New

York.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.

—

J.

B.

Anderson,

Room

207, P. R. R. Sta.,

Regular meetings, 4th Friday in month, except June,
July and August, Monongahela House, Pittsburgh.
Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Association. J. Scribner,
1021 Monadnock Block, Chicago.
Meetings with Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.
Railway Fire Protection Association. C. B. Edwards, Fire Ins. Aet
Mobile & Ohio, Mobile, Ala.
Railway Signal Association. C. C. Rosenberg, Times Bldg., Bethlehem,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

—

—

—

Pa.

—

Railway Storekeepers' Association. J. P. Murphy, L. S. & M. S., Box C,
Collinwood, Ohio.
Annual meeting. May, 1915.
Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association. J. D. Conway, 2136 Oliver
Pa.
Meetings
Master Mechanics Associations.
Bldg.,

Pittsburgh,

with

—Master

Car

and

Builders

— G.A.Nelson,
Association

Railway Telegraph and Telephone Appliance Association.
50

Church

St., New York.
Superintendents.

Richmond Railroad Club.

Meetings with

of

Railway

—

F. O.
Robinson, C. & O., Richmond, Va.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July and
August.
Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association. L. C. Ryan. C. &
N. W., Sterling, III.
St Louis Railway Club.— B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,
Mo. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June, July and
August, St. Louis.
Salt Lake Transportation Club. R. E. Rowland, Hotel Utah Bldg.,
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Regular meetings, 1st Saturday of each month.

—

—

Salt Lake City.
Signal Appliance Association. F. W. Edmunds, 3868 Park Ave., New
York.
Meeting with annual convention Railway Signal Association.
Society of Railway Financial Officers.- Carl Nyquist, C. R. I. & P.,

—

La Salle St. Sta., Chicago.
Southern Association of Car Service Officers. E. W. Sandwich, A. &
W. P. Ry., Atlanta, Ga. Next regular meeting, January 21, 1915,

—

-Atlanta,

Ga.

Southern and Southwestern Railway Club.

—

A. J. Merrill, Grant Bldg.,
Atlanta, Ga.
Regular meetings, 3d Thursday, January, March, May,
July, September, November, 10 .A. M., Candler Bldg., Atlanta.

Transportation Club.— Harry S. Fox, Toledo, Ohio.
Regular
meetings, 1st Saturday in month, Boody House, Toledo.
Track Supply Association.— W. C. Kidd, Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn,
N. Y.
Meetings with Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Asso-

Toledo

ciation.

Traffic Club of Chicago.- W. H. Wharton, La Salle Hotel, Chicago.
Traffic Club of New Y'ork.— C. A. Swope, 291 Broadway, New York.
Regular meetings last Tuesday in month, except June, July and
August, Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh. D. L. Wells, Erie R. R., Pittsburgh Pa.
Meetings bimonthly, Pittsburgh. Annual meeting. 2d Monday in June.
Traffic Club of St. Louis. A. F. Versen, Mercantile Library Bldg.,
St. Louis, Mo.
Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings
October to May.
Train Despatchers' Association of America. J. F. Mackie, 7122 Stewart
Ave., Chicago.
Annual meeting June 15. 1915, Minneapolis, Minn.
Transportation Club of Detroit. W, R. Hurley, Superintendent's office,
L. S. & M. S., Detroit, Mich. Meetings monthly, Normandie Hotel,

—
—

—

—

Detroit.

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.

Pittsburgh.

—

International Railway Congress. Executive Committee,
vain, Brussels, Belgium.
Next convention, June 23

Telegraph

—

Chas. W. Hunt, 220 W. 57th St.,
York.
Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Wednesday in month, except June, July and August. 220 W. S7th St., New York.
-American Society of Engineering Contractors. J. R. Wemlinger, 11
Broadway, New York. Regular meetings, 2d Thursday in month, at
2 P. M., 11 Broadway, New York.
-American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
39th St., New York.
Annual meeting, December 1-4, 1914, New
York.
American Wood Preservers' Association. F. J. Angier, B. & O., Mt.
Royal Sta., Baltimore, Md.
Next convention, January 19-21, 1915,
Chicago.
Association of American Railway Accounting Officers. E. R. WoodAnnual
son, 1300 Pennsylvania Ave., N. W., Washington, D. C.
convention, April 28, 1915, Atlanta, Ga.
Association of Manufacturers of Chilled Car Wheels. George W.
Lyndon, 1214 McCormick Bldg., Chicago.
Association of Railway Claim Agents.— C. W. Egan, B. & O., Baltimore,
Md. Annual meeting, 3d week in May, 1915, Galveston, Tex.
.Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.
Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
N. W., Room 411, C. & N. W. Sta., Chicago.
Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents. ^P. W. Drew, Soo
Line, 112 West Adams St., Chicago.
Annual meeting, June 22-25,
1915, Rochester, N. V.
Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers. G. P.
Conard, 75 Church St., New York.
Next meeting, December 8-9,
Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association. L. D. Mitchell, Detroit
Graphite Co., Chicaco, 111.
Meetings with American Railway Bridge
and Building Association.

American Society of Civil Engineers.

Chicago.

29

Annual meeting, May 21-24, 1915, Richmond, Va.
.\merican Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents. W. C.
East

—

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago. A. M. Hunter, 321
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday, preceding 3d Thursday in month. Room 1856, Transportation Bldg.,

—

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS
.\iR

811

Traveling Engineers' Association.
East Buffalo, N. Y.

— W.

O. Thompson, N. Y. C.

Western Canada Railway Club.— W. H. Rosevear,

P. O.

Box

& H.

1707,

R.,

Win-

Man.

Regular meetings, 2d Monday, except June, July and
August, Winnipeg.
nipeg,

Western Railway Club.—J. W.

Taylor,

1112

Karpen

Bldg.,

Chicago.

Regular meetings, 3d Tuesday in month, except June, July and
August, Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,
Chicago.
Regular meetings, 1st Monday in month, except January,
Extra meetings, except in July and
July and August, Chicago.
August, generally on other Monday evenings.

Western Society of Engineers.

—
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advanced. The result as a whole will be a much more
and logical set of rates and a slightly higher basis.
freight tarifts will be filed with the proper commissions be-

will be

scientific

Traffic

The

News

tween now and January

and

1,

it

is

hoped that they

will

be

approved."
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Car Surpluses and Shorteiges

The Chicago

North Western and the Chicago, Burlington
& Quincy have announced a reduction of passenger fares in the
state of Wyoming from 4 cents a mile to 3 cents a mile, applying
between all stations in the state. A similar reduction was made
several years ago by the Union Pacific.
&.

The advance
in

of approximateh- five per cent in freight rates
Central Freight Association territory allowed by the Inter-

Commerce Commission went into effect on October 26.
increase applies to all interstate class rates and to most comrates, vvith the exception of heavy, low grade articles,
such as coal, coke, iron ore, cement, plaster, etc

state

The

modity

Arthur Hale, chairman of the committee on relations between
railroads of the American Railway Association, in presenting
statistical bulletin Xo. 177-A, giving a summary of car surpluses
and shortages by groups from June 14, 1913, to October 15,
The total surplus increased approximately 21.000 in
1914, says:
the past two weeks, and stands at 154,342. the largest for the
same period in any year since the publication of these bulletins.
The total surplus on October 15, 1914, was 154,342 cars; on
October 1. 1914, 133.382 cars, and on October 15, 1913, 37,198
cars. The prior maximum record was on October 14, 1908, when
the surplus

was

115,036 cars.

Car Sorpluses and S SORTAGES
^

'

'

'

Coal,

Coal,

Xo. of
roads.

Group

•!.-

October
"

•'

15,
IS,
15,
15,
15,
15,
15,
15,
15,
15,
15,

1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914

Box.

9

33
30
12
26
30
4
16
14
22
6

202

Total

3.288
5,649
5,212
1,337
17,402
1,834
2,574
1,000
8,067
17.552

63,915

Flat.

550
472
1,977
2,081

939
1,722

29
420

gondola

Other

and hopper.

kinds.

492
5,249
20,826
5.8:9
4,206
5,717
584

557
2,869
4,070
995

1,703
167
2.454

2,752

987
8,879
1,629

20.587
20,869

47,217

31,986

154,342

159
1,187
1,688

11,224

gondola
Total.

1,542
7,322

384

1,599

11,878
32,522
14,107
8,024
32,163
2,831
7,449
2.313

Box.
443

Flat.

10
130

Other

and hopper. kinds.
7

450

268

402

20
4

30

30

2

4

2

30

185

215
32
6
50
461
24

40
33

10

273

155
16

8

788

——

Total.

562

88

40

690

600

584

388

2.360

—

•Group 1 is composed of New England lines: Group 2 New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland and Eastern Pennsylvania lines; Group 3 Ohio,
Indiana, Michigan and Western Pennsylvania lin s; Group 4 West Virginia. Virginia, North and South Carolina lines; Group 5 Kentuck-y, Tennessee,
Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin and Minnesota lines; Group 7 Montana, Wyomingj Nebraska, North
Group
Mississippi, .Mabama, Georgia and Florida li
~
Arkansas and Oklahoma lines; Group 9 Texas, Louisiana and New Mexico lines;
Dakota and South Dakota lines; Group 8 Kansas, Colorado, Missou
a lines; Group 11— Canadian lines.
Group lO^Washington, Oregon, Idaho, California, Nevada and Ari;

—

6—

'

—

—

—

The Portland Commercial Club has issued a call for a meeting of the commercial bodies in the northwest to be held in
Seattle on November 5, for the purpose of organizing a
protest against the arbitrary of $17.50 which is to be charged
by the Southern Pacific between San Francisco and North
Pacific coast points. Transcontinental round trip fares to the
Panama-Pacific Exposition next year for those who travel
by the northern route will be $17.50 higher than the fare by
the direct route.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford announce that a
new tariff, adjusting the merchandise and class rates, is being
prepared, and one adjusting the commodity rates. "Every effort
has been made to eliminate discrimination and remove inequalities.
Some rates in the new tariffs will be reduced and some

Car Surpluses and Shortages, 1907

to

1914

—

:

October

Almost
class

group
is

of
1

30,
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a slight decrease.

I

west.

The total shortage on October 15, 1914, was 2,360 cars on
October 1, 1914, 2,355 cars, and on October 15, 1913, 43,246 cars.
There is practically no change in the total shortage.
The accompanying table gives car surplus and shortage figures by groups for the last period covered in the report and
the diagram shows total bi-weeklv surpluses and shortages from
;

Increased

Illinois Intrastate

Rates Opposed

Asst)ciation of Commerce has announced its
intention of opposing before the Illinois Public Utilities Commission the putting into effect of the five per cent increase in
intrastate freight rates, tariffs for which were recently filed by
the roads. This association did not oppose the five per cent
increase in interstate rates before the Interstate Commerce
Commission, except as applied to lake and rail rates, but will
oppose the Illinois rates on the ground that the situation is
different, in that the Illinois rates are already considerably
higher than the prevailing level of rates in Central Freight

The Chicago

Association

territorj'.

tion has not yet

Waste

The

announced

Illinois
its

Manufacturers' Associa-

position.

Claim Payments

in Personal Injury

H. G. Askew, statistician for the Texas railways, reports that
35 of the companies in the fiscal year ending June 30 last, paid out
for personal injury claims $2,846,117, an increase of $80,118 over
Mr. Askew says
the amount paid for the preceding year.
"Those who have given the subject of personal injury payments the closest study aver that not over one-half of the vast
total paid by railroads in settlement of personal injury cases
reaches those injured or the heirs of those who are victims of
accidents incidental to transportation. If this statement is to be
accepted, it is apparent that for the last fiscal year 35 railroads
paid out $1,423,058, which amount under any system of economics
having standing can be denominated only as waste. At 10 cents a
pound this wasted sum would be sufficient to purchase over 56,922 bales of cotton. At the average yield of cotton in Texas during the present year it would require almost 170.(X)0 acres to produce the cotton that could have been purchased by the waste incidental to methods that prevail under legislative sanction for the

handling of personal injury cases.
"This wastefulness is accounted for in many ways. It should
be borne in mind that all expenses of railroads, except legal expenses, in handling personal injury cases, are by law charged to
operating accounts. The prevailing contingent fees charged by
attorneys for claimants will run from one-fourth to one-half of
the sums recovered. The court and witness expenses of railroads
and claimants will bring the total amount paid out by railroads
to a figure that makes the estimate of 50 per cent reasonable
that is, those who have suffered the injuries, in the long run, receive but half the sums paid out by the railroads. Payments for
personal injuries are by law made a part of the operating expenses of railroads. The higher these operating expenses are,
necessarily the higher must be the freight rates, for railroads have
but one way of collecting money that must be charged by them
in payment of damages, and that is from the producers and consumers who pay the rates of freight that are fixed by agents of
As long as this wasteful
the people selected by the people.

method of handling personal injury cases is permitted to premust themselves bear the entire bur-

vail in the end, the people

den thereof, either in depreciated service or in other inconvenience that necessarily follows lack of suflScient funds."

—

Railway Construction in Cuba. Papers were recently signed
Havana for the organization of the Ferrocarril del Norte Oc-

cidental, with a capital

of $60,000,

which

will build a

railroad

along the north coast of Cuba from Havana to Mantua, touching
several important towns in the provinces of Havana and Pinar
del Rio.

Commission and Court News

|
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
Interstate Commerce Commission has adopted a conference ruling providing that on all claims accruing on and
after November 1, 1914, for overcharges on freight, interest shall
be awarded in connection with reparation granted on the informal docket in the same manner as it is now awarded in con-

The

tested cases.

The Oklahoma Traffic Association has filed with the Interstate
Commerce Commission a complaint charging discrimination in the

1907 to 1914.

in

Miiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:

one-Iialf of the surplus increase is in coal cars.
This
equipment increased generally in all sections except
(New England) and group 9 (southwest) where there

Surplus box cars show a large increase in group 6 (northwest) and lesser increases in eastern states, central freight association territory and on Canadian roads.
There is also a considerable increase in surplus miscellaneous cars in the north-
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rates on agricultural implements from St. Louis, Chicago, Moline
and Rock Island, 111., and other points to Oklahoma City, as
compared with the rates to Kansas City, Joplin and Springfield,
Mo., and other points.

Divisions Determined by

Commission Order

In re rates on lumber and other forest products from points
in Arkansas and other stales to points in Iowa, Minnesota and

other states. Opinion by Commissioner McChord:
In original report in this case given in 30 I. C. C, 371, and
reported in the Railway Age Gazette of May 29, page 1210,
the commission refused to sanction an increase of approximately
one cent per 100 lb. on the rates of lumber and other forest
products from points on the St. Louis Southwestern in Arkansas and other states to points in Iowa, Minnesota and other
states proposed primarily as a result of a controversy concerning divisions. At the end of 60 days the carriers have been unable to determine the divisions of the existing rates with the result that the commission finds it necessary to prescribe divisions
as follows On lumber destined to points on the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, the revenue is to be divided on the basis of
18 cents to East St. Louis and the balance to the lines beyond;
on lumber shipped to Des Moines, Iowa, "via the Wabash division
will be made on the basis of 65.4 per cent to East St, Louis
and 35.4 per cent beyond, the result being a division to the St.
Louis Southwestern of 16.5 cents per cent, and to the Wabash
of 8.5 cents.
(31 I. C. C, 673.)
:

Sleeping Car Fares Upheld

Commercial Club of tlir city of Sioux Falls v. Pullman Company et al Opinion by Commissioner Daniels:
The commission finds that the sleeping-car rates of $2 for a lower
and $1.60 for an upper berth between Sioux Falls, S. Dak., and
This
St. Paul and Minneapolis, Minn., are not unreasonable.
service is performed by the Pullman Company, operating over
and
the
Great
Paul,
Minneapolis
&
Omaha,
Chicago,
St.
the
Northern operating its own sleeping cars. The commission
finds that although the rates to some nearby points are lower,
principally because of competition, the service to some of them
It was alleged that the berth-mile
is actually operated at a loss.
rate of 8 mills is unreasonable, but the commission in its report
"The value to the
gives the following expression of opinion
passenger of sleeping-car occupancy can not be gaged by exactly
the same standards as passenger transportation by day. To the
:

mileage, in the absence of unusual conditions, may be applied as a fair rule of the value of the service. The bare service
of transportation to the occupant of a sleeping car, however,
has been covered in the first instance by the passenger fare paid.
latter,

the occupancy of a sleeping car over and above the
value of being carried a certain distance is found primarily in
obtaining a night's rest under as comfortable conditions as compatible with railroad, travel, essentially a night's lodgings; and
secondly, in the keeping intact for the transaction of business
the daylight hours which otherwise would be spent in covering
distance.
If the physical conditions under which transportation
is conducted were invariably the same, if the speed of sleeping
cars were uniformly the same, if the traffic density on all sleeping-car lines were the same, and if detraining during the night
imposed no discomfort, mileage might possibly be taken as a
measure of the value of sleeping-car occupancy. But it then
would be a fair test because it would roughly measure the advantage of a night's occupancy of the sleeper to the passenger

The value of
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and the cost of service to the carrier. \\ hat the patron of a
sleeper seeks first is a night's rest, and for this he pays as he
would for a hotel room, for a unit service, and this service is
approximately the same whether the car be hauled 200 or 300
miles during the sleeping hours.
Whether a berth has been in
use 4 hours or 10 hours, as a rule it can not again during the
same night be made a source of revenue to the carrier. Hence,
berth-mile rates are of little comparative value, and are not controlling in fixing rates for the occupancy of sleeping cars."
(31
I.

C.

C,

654.)

Rates on Coal to Weatherford, Tex.

Weatherford Chamber of Commerce et al. v. Missouri, Kansas
Texas et al. Opinion by Commissioner Daniels:
The commission finds that the present carload rates of $2,50
per ton on lump coal and $1.70 per ton on slack coal from mines
in Oklahoma and western Arkansas to Weatherford, Tex., are
unjust and discriminatory, and it is ordered that rates not exceeding $2.25 per ton on lump and $1.65 on slack coal be estab-

&

(31

lished.

I.

C.

C,

665.)

The Eastern Rate-Advance Case
The
ation

application of the Easten railroads for further considerof their request for authority to increase freight rates,

with

the

testimony of

others, before the

Messrs.

commission

at

Conant, Strauss and
Washington, was reported in

Willard,

part last week, page 729.
On Wednesday the commission heard Lawrence Chamberlain,
of Kountze Brothers, the New York bankers. Mr. Chamberlain

appeared as the representative of the Investment Bankers' AssoHe gave reasons why the commission should
grant a 5 per cent increase in freight rates, if only, to keep up
the credit of the carriers.
The investment bankers believe it
would be a wise thing for the commission to grant the increase
even if it were solely for the purpose of renewing confidence
in railroad securities.
They wanted the increase for its psychological effect.
For some years there had been an increasing reluctance to buy railroad bonds and this reluctance became so
acute during the past year that American investors have refused
to buy the highest grade of standard railroad bonds at better
than panic prices. He mentioned a series of American railroads,
with details, whose bonds were lower than at any time in 16
years.
He had been informed by the committee which regulates
transactions since the close of the Stock Exchange that no railroad securities have sold as high as on closing day.
Samuel Rea, president of the Pennsylvania, testified at length.
He said that he considered the situation Caused by the European
war a sufficient reason for the commission to grant what the
railroads ask.
The commission in its report of July 29 recognized the need for more revenues for the carriers and the 1914
financial returns clearly indicate that this necessity has now beciation of America.

The returns for July and August show a decline
earnings of about 6 per cent, as compared with a loss
of less than 3^ per cent for the entire year 1913.
The companies have been compelled by reason of this to continue the
But the retrenchforced retrenchment in operating expenses.
ment policy and practice will not produce real savings in expenses or real increase in net profits, for sooner or later the
property and equipment must be brought up to standard. It may
be that since June 30 as the result of drastic retrenchments some
railroads will show slightly better net operating results.
"Such apparent improvement is of little mutual benefit. It
must also be remembered that the railroads are continually increasing their investment in road and equipment, on which increase they should earn an. adequate return.
"Had the railroads before the war been in a sound, healthy
condition it might have been claimed that in so far as their
volume of business was temporarily affected thereby the burden
The
was one which the railroads should have assumed.
railroads, however, are subject to regulation by public authority
covering not merely the rates they shall charge but many of the
conditions affecting their operating costs and methods they are
and have been placed in a category entirely distinct from that
of industries not subject to such regulation. They should be in
such a position of health that they could withstand their proper
burden during a period of general adversity such as this, so
that with an improvement in business they might be in a position
to render a proper and adequate service and earn a fair return
come

vital.

in gross

.

.

.
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vance rates merely in order to sustain security prices, or even
to continue dividends; although important, that is but one phase
of a big question. This petition is for an advance in rates, which
it
is hoped will result in enabling the carriers to provide the
proper facilities, improvements and service needed by the public
and earn an adequate return on property investment.
"The existence of a crisis in the affairs of these roads can no
longer be questioned. Having earned a return of only 3.99 per
cent in 1914 on the property investment, with operating revenue
progressively diminishing since the close of the fiscal year, with
practically all improvement work suspended, with forces largely
reduced, with passenger and freight train service curtailed and
maintenance of roadway and equipment deferred, this is a time
for very definite and certain relief.
"In addition to whatever may be eventually realized from the
methods for obtaining additional revenues suggested tentatively
by the commission the situation is one that calls for positive
and immediate treatment on the broadest scale within the powers
of the commission."
%
Mr. Rea said that the Pennsylvania now had 35,000 freight
cars in need of repairs and out of use on account of the inadequacy of revenue and that 329 locomotives were likewise tied
up for the same reason.
Clifford Thome made the final statement to the commission.
"The railroads are asking for a sort of war tax," said Mr.
Thorne. "They are asking the government to lift the burden
off a part of the community and shift it over on to the shoulders
of others. They ask the wage earner who has lost his job, the
cotton planter who cannot sell his cotton and the manufacturer
who has been compelled to close his shop to carry the burden
of the railroads in addition to their own." He said that the present emergency could be met either by the use of accumulated
surplus or by a slight reduction in dividend rates.
The very
purpose of allowing the railways to accumulate the large surpluses shown in their reports had been to meet just such a
situation as now confronts the country.

STATE COMMISSIONS
The Michigan Railroad Commission

after a number of hearings has authorized the railroads of the state to increase class
The commission some time ago
rates approximately 5 per cent.
allowed a number of commodity rate increases asked by the
railroads to go into effect, but in its decision on class rates made
some modifications in the request of the railroads.

The Indiana Public Service Coinmission has suspended the
freight tariffs of Indiana railroads on intrastate business, showing increased rates, which were to have gone into effect October 26 and November 16.
The suspension order was for
thirty days, to November 20, and it is expected that a hearing
on the entire rate question will be held before that time and the
controversy settled by the commission.
It is said that some
members of the commission are extremely busy in a political

way

just

now.

Public Utilities Commission has handed down a
decision that the issue of transportation by railroads for adverThe commission declares that to autising space is illegal.
thorize such an exchange would defeat the purpose of the law,
which requires the filing of rates and schedules with the commission. The commission says that no information of real value
would be obtainable where an effort was made to ascertain what
rates and charges were being made for service rendered in the

The

Illinois

of transportation. "If compensation for transportation may
be paid by advertising in newspapers," said the commission,
"then on the same principle transportation may be paid for
under any arrangement of barter, exchange or trade on the same
Values
basis that property is transferred from one to another.
of property other than money rest solely within the judgment
of men. There is no fixed standard by which a certain quantity
of property of any kind can be said to equal at all times a
Confusion, discrimination and inequaldefinite sum of money.

way

ity

would

certainly

attend

such

contracts

if

permitted under

;

on

their property investment.

"The question here

is

not whether the commission shall ad-

the law."

PERSONNEL OF COMMISSIONS
W.

B. Nantel, formerly minister of inland revenue in the
Borden cabinet of the Canadian government, has been appointed
a member of the Railway Commission of Canada, succeeding

N. E. Bernier.

:

October

30,
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COURT NEWS
The Arkansas Supreme Court has
crew law passed by the

the extra

The
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sustained the validity of

of

Illinois

on October

26,

the petition at $80,000,000.

in

Railway Officers

last legislature.

through the attorneygeneral, filed a petition in the circuit court for a writ of mandamus compelling the Board of Review to impose a tax on
the Illinois Central on certain property which it is claimed
the railroad has never filed for taxation, consisting of securities of other corporations and real estate, of a value estimated
state
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Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

Walter L. Ross, president of the Toledo, St. Louis & Western,
wjth headquarters at Toledo, Ohio, has been appointed receiver
for that road by Judge John M. Killits.

W. H.
Suit Against Atlantic Steamship Conference

January

4.

Biggar, general counsel of the

Grand Trunk

Dismissed

at Xew York has handed
by the government on
comprising the .Atlantic Steamship Conference, charging conspiracy in restraint of trade, under

The United States circuit
down a decision in the suit

815

court

instituted

1911, against the lines

Sherman anti-trust law.
The decision dismissed all but one of
by the government. The court restrains
the

the contentions made
the steamship lines in
the conference from sending out "fighting ships" or steamers
selected by the members of the conference to carry passengers
at lower rates than competing lines, and thus drive the comIn all other respects the court
peting lines out of business.
gives a clean bill of health to the steamship conference which,
according to the government, comprised steamship lines carrying upward of 90 per cent of all the steerage passenger traffic
between Europe and North America at the time of the institution of the suit. The fixing of rates charged against the conThe decision was
ference only appertained to steerage rates.
reached by Judges Lacombe, Coxe, \\'ard and Rogers, sitting
as an expediting court in order to eliminate the intermediate
Special Assistant Atstep in the appeal which is to be taken.
torney General Henry A. Guiler has announced his intention of
carrying the case to the United States Supreme Court.
Judge Lacombe was selected by his associates to write the
decision.
He applies the rules of reason established in the
Standard Oil and Tobacco decisions by the Supreme Court.
The Atlantic conference, he holds, is not an unreasonable
monopoly, but has done much good in the way of insuring betThe defendants are not even required
ter service to the public.
The decision exempts the Canato defray the costs of court.
dian Pacific and the Allan Line from the "fighting ship" injunction, because those two lines desisted from the practice of

Trunk

Pacific.

James Moore, who has been paymaster of the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe for 43 years, will retire on account of ill health on

November 1. He will be succeeded by
headquarters at Topeka, Kan.
E.

Clark,

Nashville, Tenn.

Operating

H. Adkins, general superintendent and chief engineer of the
Tennessee, Kentucky & Northern, has been appointed general manager, with headquarters at Nashville, Tenn.
A. N. Williams, formerly trainmaster of the Missouri, Kan& Te.xas at Denison, Tex., has been appointed trainmaster
of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific at Estherville, Iowa.
sas

John Malcolm
Northern Pacific,

manager of the

Rapelje,

assistant

been

way

of safety, speed, sanitary conditions, physical comforts,

etc..

;

gation

Company, Ltd. (White Star Line).

was

born

Mr.
on

January 22,
1857,
at
Chippewa, Ont., and was
educated
schools.

way

common
He began rail-

in the

work

in

August,

brakeman on
the Grand Trunk, and
then became a fireman
on the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe. From May,
1882, to November, 1887,
he was conductor on the
Canadian
Pacific,
and
from January of the fol1879,

as a

lowing year to June,
was conductor on

1898.

the Yellowstone division
of the Northern Pacific.
He was then appointed,

and

before the
is now given to the passenger than was given to him
agreements and conferences were entered into."
The defendant companies were: The Hamburg- .\merican
Line; Allan Steamship Company; Canadian Pacific Steamship
Company; the International Mercantile Marine; the International Navigation Company; Cunard Steamship Company,
Ltd.; British and North Atlantic Steam Navigation Company.
GerLtd. (Dominion Line"); Holland-American Line; North
man Lloyd; Red Star Line; Russian East Asiatic Steamship
NaviSteam
Company, Ltd. (Russian-American Line") Oceanic

abolished.

Rapelje

the

:

manager of the
been appointed general
Mont., succeeding E. A.
Goodell, deceased, and
the position of assistant
general manager has

general

at St. Paul, Minn., has

lines east of Paradise,

:

business
by the methods of the conference, and that the conference, after
prices.
artificial
to
their annihilation, raised the steerage rates
"The testimony fails to satisfy
Judge Lacombe further states
us that the defendants, or any of them, have charged excessive
or exorbitant rates for the transportation of passengers of any
the
class, especially when it is considered that vastly more in

C. Reichenbach, with

vice-president of the Tennessee, Kentucky &
has been elected president, succeeding George A.
Clark, deceased, and T. C. McCampbell, general auditor, succeeds P. E. Clark as vice-president; both with headquarters at
P.

ciation."
fleet

W.

Northern,

using these vessels before the government's bill was filed.
In reference to the "fighting ships." Judge Lacombe says
"Upon occasion when some steamship owner or charterer,
not a member of the conference, has put a vessel on a berth adjoining the one from which vessels of the conference were about
to sail and has oflfered to carry passengers at a lower rate than
that asked by such member, an extra vessel has been put on.
ostensibly by one of the lines of the conference, but really by
the conference itself, at the same or a lower rate, and all have
co-operated to furnish such a 'fighting ship,' and thereby keep
out competition. This seems clearly to be within the prohibition
of the act the case is analogous to that presented in the United
States versus the Eastern States Retail Lumber Dealers' Asso-

The government claimed that the Russian volunteer
Uranium Steamship Company were driven out of

Grand Trunk and the

with headquarters at Montreal, Que., has
been elected vice-president and general counsel of the Grand
Pacific,

M. Rapelje

trainmaster on the same
and subsequently became conductor until June, 1902,
when he again became trainmaster on the same division. From
.\pril, 1905, to July, 1908, he was superintendent of the same
division at Glendive, Mont., and then to May, 1910, was superintendent of the Rocky Mountain division at Missoula, Mont.
He was then superintendent of the Idaho division at Spokane,
Wash., until .-^pril, 1912, when he was appointed general superintendent of the lines from Mandan, N. D., to Paradise, Mont.,
with headquarters at Livingston. Mont. In May, 1914, he was
appointed assistant general manager at St. Paul, Minn., which
position he held at the time of his recent appointment as general manager of the same road as above noted.
division,

Traffic

H. L. Shepherd has been appointed foreign freight agent
of the Rock Island Lines at Galveston, Tex.

:
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Hamilton, assistant general freight agent of the Lehigh
Buffalo, N. Y., has been appointed general freight
agent, with headquarters at New York, and S. A. Story, through
freight agent at Buffalo, has been appointed assistant general
freight agent, with office at Buffalo.

H.
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C.

Valley,

at

Equipment and Supplies
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Engineering sind Rolling Stock

Bradley has been appointed division engineer of the
division of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific at
El Reno, Okla., in place of Garrett Davis, who has been promoted
to a position in connection with the valuation work, with office
A.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING

C.

Oklahoma

in Chicago.

Kimble, division engineer of the Erie at Marion,
Ohio, with jurisdiction betw^een Kent and Dayton, has been
R. H. Boykm,
transferred to the Alarion-Dayton division.
supervisor of the third division at Marion, with jurisdiction
division
appointed
been
has
Salem,
West
and
Kent
between
engineer with jurisdiction between Marion and Kent. K. W.
Collister, supervisor of the fourth division at Marion, has

W.

P.

resigned.
T. McHattie, master mechanic of the

Grand Trunk

at

The

Russi.\n Government R.mlw.ws are inquiring for prices

on a number of locomotives.

The Georgi.\ Railro.\d has ordered three Mikado type locomotives from Lima Locomotive Corporation.

The Carden.\s-American Sugar Comp.\ny, New York, has
ordered one switching locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive
W'orks.

The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chic.\go & St. Louis has ordered 10 switching locomotives from the American Locomotive
Company.

Mont-

Que., has been appointed master mechanic of the Eastern
with headquarters at Montreal; W. H. Sample, master
mechanic at Ottawa, Ont., has been appointed master mechanic
of the Western lines, with headquarters at Battle Creek, Mich.,

CAR BUILDING

real,

lines,

succeeding G. Vliet, deceased; J. Markey, master mechanic at
Toronto, Ont., has been appointed master mechanic of the Ontario lines, with headquarters at Toronto: J. R. Donnelley, master mechanic of the Northern division at AUandale. has been
appointed assistant master mechanic of the Ontario lines, with
headquarters at AUandale. and the titles of master mechanic
of the Ottawa division, and the Northern division, are abolished.

The Russian Government Railways

Hull Browning, formerly president of the Northern of NewJersey, a subsidiary of the Erie, died on October 26, in NewJ.

York,

at the

age of

72.

Brayton Ives, formerly from October, 1893, to 1896, president
of the Northern Pacific, died on October 22, at his summer home
He was born in 1840, at Farmington, Conn.,
in Ossining. X. Y.
and was graduated from Yale University in 1861. He served in
during the civil war and rose to the poarmy
States
United
the
Mr. Ives was presisition of brigadier general of volunteers.
dent of the New York stock exchange from 1876 to 1880. and
National bank of
Western
of
the
was
president
subsequently

New York. He was then president of the Northern Pacilic for^
about three years, and later served as president of the MetroHe also was a director and president
politan Trust Company.
of a number of industrial corporations.
Edward Francis Winslow, formerly president of the St.
& San Francisco, died on October 22, at Canandaigua,
He was born on September 28, 1837, at Augusta, Me.,
and began railway work in 1860. He then served in the
army during the civil war and rose tojthe posiStates
L'nited
From 1867 to 1868
tion of brigadier general of volunteers.
Louis
N. Y.

he was the chief contractor engaged in the construction of the
VanSt. Louis, \'andalia & Terre Haute, now a part of the
He was then to 1873 president during the construcdalia.
Louistion of the St. Louis & Southeastern, now a part of the
ville & Nashville, and during 1872 was also engaged as a contractor on the construction of the Cairo & Vincennes, now a
part of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis. From
1875 to 1876 he was receiver of the Burlington, Cedar Rapids

& Minnesota and then to November, 1879. was vice-president
and general manager of the same road, which was reorganized
as the Burlington, Cedar Rapids & Northern and is now a
part of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific. He was subsequently vice-president of the Atlantic & Pacific, now a part
of the Santa Fe System; vice-president and general manager
of the Manhattan Elevated Railways of New York City, and
in March, 1880, became president of the St. Louis & San Francisco.
The following year he became president also of the
New York, Ontario & Western and in addition was president
of the North River Construction Company, the chief contractor engaged in the construction of the
Buffalo, now the West Shore.

&

New

York, West Shore

reported

in

the

The

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis has ordered 500
from the American Car & Foundry Company, and
500 cars from the Mount \'ernon Car Manufacturing Company.
freight cars

The Great Northern
steel

is in the market for the following allpassenger equipment for the Spokane, Portland & Seattle
and express, 2 70-ft. baggage, 3 73-ft. smoking, ]0
first class coaches and 3 73-ft. parlor cars.

3 70-ft. mail
73-ft.

OBITUARY

are

market for 400 freight cars, to be used for carrying grain.
This item has not been confirmed.

The Northern Pacific is in the market for 21 standard
sleeping cars in addition to those reported in the Railway Age
Gazette of October 23. The corrected list now stands 21 standard sleeping cars, 3 tourist sleeping cars, 6 dining cars, 47
coaches, 7 baggage, 10 dynamo baggage, 4 dynamo mail and baggage and IS mail and e.xpress cars, a total of 116 cars, all of
which are to be of all-steel construction.
:

—

Swedish St.\te R.\ilways. According to a report handed to
the government by the Board of the Swedish State Railways, the
receipts for last year amounted to $24,443,864, in addition to
which there were state grants for new railways, etc., amounting
The expenditure was $18,528,645, leaving a surto $5,308,339.
The right of way, rolling
plus on the working of $5,901,219.
stock, etc., were estimated at the end of the year to be worth
$169,452,600.

—

Equipment Orders Placed in Germany Cancelled. A
number of orders placed in Germany before the war by

large
rail-

England and its colonies have now been cancelled and
bids asked from firms in the United Kingdom and, in some
Included are the following:
cases, from firms in this country.
Railways of the Union of South Africa, 10 heavy locomotives
and 34 passenger cars South Indian Railways, 16 superheater
freight engines and 178 all-steel freight cars, and others for the
Assam-Bengal and the Taff Vale railways. An order for 50
freight cars for the Royal Siamese State Railways also has been
transferred to an English firm.
roads

in

;

—

Railway Construction in S.\lvador. It is reported that work
on the Salvador section of the International Railways of Central
America is progressing satisfactorily. The surveys have now
reached San Salvador and work has been taken up at Santa Ana
The Salvador Railway has continued its
on the same line.
schedule train service between San Salvador, the capital, and the
from
the town of Sitio del Nino to the secand
Acajutla
port of
ond city of the republic, a distance of 25 miles. The work of
reconstructing the branch line from Ateos to Santa Tecla,
which has not been in operation for several years is nearly^tomAnother new project is the construction of a line from
pleted.
the port of La Libertad to San Salvador and Santa Tecla. This
concession has already been granted, and it is planned^to begin
work on the road this fall and to complete the construction within two years.

October

30,
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the Garlock Packing Company
In 1898 he entered the employ
Manufacturing Company, leaving that
to become mechanical expert of the
which position he occupied at the time
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Supply Trade News

Pittsburgh

special

with

at

agent.

Homestead Valve
company in June, 1904,
Flannery Bolt Company,

as

of the

of his death.
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The Warner-Reiss Sales Company, St. Louis, Mo., has recently been succeeded by the Warlic Heater Manufacturing Company of the same city.

Charles Moulton Gould, vice-president and treasurer of the
Gould Coupler Company and the Gould Storage Battery Company, New York, died at his home at Bayside, Long Island, on

October 20. Mr. Gould
had been associated with
Gould Coupler Company for many years.
He was born in Buffalo,
N. Y., on September 7,
and received his
1873,

Charles Hyland, for many years foreman boiler maker in
the Jackson (Mich.) shops of the Michigan Central, has resigned to accept the position of boiler expert with the Flannery Bolt Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., succeeding Tom R.
Davis, deceased.
Charles F. Pierce, formerly

in

the

education in the public
schools of that city and
in De Veaux College at
Niagara Falls. In 1895,
shortly after graduation,
he entered the plant of

charge of the railroad depart-

ment of the Ross-Schotield Company, X^ew York, has been appointed special representative of the Q & C Company, Xew
York, which has taken over the exclusive license and control
of the Ross-Schofield system of water circulation for locomotive
boilers for the United States and Canada, as was noted in the
Railway Age Gazette of last week.

The Bnda Company, Chicago,

Gould Coupler Company at Depew, N. Y.,
founded by his father,

the

has taken over the repair
link for wrecking chains patented by John E. Buckley, former
foreman blacksmith of the Illinois Central. This link is of special
advantage in wrecking equipment v/here chains are often broken,
and has been used on the Illinois Central for some time. Tensile
tests have shown it to be stronger than the other links of the
chain to which it is attached. This device is illustrated in the
1912 edition of the M. C. B. Dictionary on page 881.
111.,

a 200-ton Holmen type coaling plant with weighing
The Illinois Central awarded a
at Henderson, Ky.
contract to this firm for a large barge loading plant to be built
immediately at Harahan Incline, New Orleans.

ing of

Gould,

now

for

had

several
large

a

years and
share in

development and
of
Depew
the
town
which grew up around
them, finally going to the
their

The Roberts & Schaefer Company, Chicago, has been awarded
a contract for the equipment for a 1,000-ton reinforced concrete
Holmen type locomotive coaling plant at Nashville, Tenn., by
the Louisville & Nashville. This company also received a contract from the Louisville, Henderson & St. Louis for the build-

A.

Charles

the company's president.
He served in the works

C.

Xew York

M. Go

and treasurer as noted above.
Mr. Gould was very much interested in yachting, and was a
New
York
Yacht Club and the Manmember
of
the
prominent
hasset Bay Yacht Club.
office as vice-president

facilities

The Smith Locomotive Adjustable Hub

Plate

reorganized,

recently

still

has

its

:

Wolfe, W. O. Van Pelt and C. W. Moore.
just completing an order for hub plates for
10 Mountain type locomotives for the Seaboard Air Line, and
has an order for plates for 20 locomotives for an eastern line.

McCormick,

\V. G.

The company

The

is

Electric

Storage

Battery

Company.

Philadelphia.

Pa.,

MV-19

"Ironclad-Exide" cells for a
has supplied 100 type
storage battery locomotive recently put in service at the Watertown arsenal, Watertown, Mass. The locomotive was built by
It weighs 50.000 lb., and is
the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The one hour performance on level track
of standard gage.
with clean dry rails will be a draw bar pull of 5,950 lb. at a
speed of approximately two miles an hour based on the average
discharge voltage of the battery. When hauling a trailing load
of 100 tons on clean dry rails, the speed will be approximately
3.75 miles an hour on level track, and approximately 1.7 miles
an hour on a 3 per cent grade. The maximum draw bar pull on
level track with

sand

will be

from 12.000

Mine

Company, which

headquarters in suite
207-8 Commerce building, Pittsburg, Kan., but the personnel
A. J. Sams, presihas been changed and is now as follows
dent; A. H. McCormick, vice-president, and W. G. Wolfe, secSams, A. H.
A.
are
The directors
retary and treasurer.
J.

was

TRADE PUBLICATIONS

to 14,500

lb.

R. Davis, mechanical expert of the Flannery Bolt Comon
pan)', Pittsburgh, Pa., died at his home in Dravosburg, Pa.,
October 12, 1914, after a long illness. Mr. Davis was born in
the
in
educated
was
1854.
He
Allegheny City, Pa., on July 13,

Tom

public schools and began work in 1872 as a machinist apprentice
the
in the shops of the Allegheny Locomotive Works (now
In
Pittsburgh plant of the American Locomotive Company).
1875 he became a fireman on the Pittsburgh, Ft. Wayne & Chicago, and in the following year passed his examination for engiIn 1877 he became a special salesman for the Cro.sby
neer.
Steam Gage & Valve Company, Boston, Mass., but left in

1880 to accept the managership of the Monongahela ManufacIn 1883. he returing Company at Monongahela City, Pa.
turned to the Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Company and remained in its employ until 1893 when he became associated

Jacks. — The

Buda Company, Chicago.

III.,

has recently

issued bulletin No. 177, illustrating and describing the
502-B and the Buda No. 504-B Ratchet Jacks.

Buda No.

Insul.\ting BRiCK.^The Armstrong Cork & Insulation Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., has recently issued a booklet descriptive of
The booklet denonpareil insulating brick for boiler settings.
scribes the brick, treats of its various merits, illustrates the
method of application in connection with common brick and fire
brick, and contains a number of views of actual installations.

Electric R.\ILW.^Y Equipment.— The Westinghouse Electric
Manufacturing Company in connection with the convention
of the American Electric Railway Association, held at Atlantic
City on October 12 to 16, has recently issued a half dozen
interesting pamphlets dealing with electrically operated railway
Railway Data Exchange No. 10 contains much inforlines.

&

street railways, dealing
particularly with such subjects as improvements of volton performance of
voltage
age on interurban lines, effect of
*
Circular
motors, cost of stops and trailer operation, etc.
1549 entitled "Heavy Traffic Centers," contains several illustra-

mation pertaining to the operation of

more

heavy traffic centers in various large cities throughout the country where surface lines are equipped with Westinghouse apparatus. Circular No. 1550 deals with the company's
1,500-volt Direct Current Sub-station Equipment, and gives dethe^^counscription of a number of different roads throughout
Circular No. 1546, "Train
try which are using this apparatus.
conService,"
Operation for City, Suburban and Interurban
showing the
tains a number of illustrations with brief notes
advantages to be derived from the use of multiple unit trains.
Following its usual custom, the company has this year issued
Progress Leaflet No. 1552. in which is outlined the progress
made by the company in electric railway apparatus. Among
Termmal electhe items included this year are the Philadelphia
electrification of
trification of the Pennsvlvania Railroad: the
Western; the recent
the Bluefield Division of the Norfolk &
and a numaddition to the New York, New Haven & Hartford
and surface, eleelectrifications
ber of other steam railroad
and abroad.
vated and subway lines in cities both at home
tions of the

;
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Railway Construction

I

Alabama Roads

—We

Ala.,

has

—

Canadian Roads Electric. At a recent election, a by-law was
carried in eleven municipalities, authorizing their respective
councils to enter into contracts with the Hydro-Electric Power
Commission of Ontario for the construction of a proposed line
from Toronto, Ont., north to Newmarket, thence east to Port

known as the Hydro-Electric Municipal Railway.
Gaby, Toronto, chief engineer of the Hydro-Electric Com-

Perry, to be
F. A.

railway

No. 18

is

from Palo Y'erde Valley, Cal. Grading for the
W. H. Tharpe, Parker, Ariz.,

to be started at once.

interested.

is

are told that the Allentown
under consideration the
question of building a line from a point on the projected Florence & Huntsville south to Decatur, about 15 miles.
C. F.
Thompson, president, Birmingham.
(Electric).

Power Company, Decatur,

57,

given to this company by the Department of the Interior, it is
said, to build an electric line through the Colorado River Indian
Reservation. The projected route is from Parker, Ariz., south
to a point near Ehrenberg, where a ferry is to be established to
receive freight

aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHliitiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiilillliiiiHiilillnitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiirilllllllliliiliiniiiiiiiiiiitiiitfi

Vol.

QuiNCY & Hamilton.— Incorporated in Illinois with $500,000
and headquarters at Hamilton. 111. The plans call for
building from Quincy, 111., north to Hamilton, about 35 miles.
The incorporators include C. S. Carscahon, New York; C. D.
Warren, Toronto, Ont.; C. H. Petsche. St. Paul, Minn.; E. D.
Parmelee, Chicago, and E. W. Wood, W. H. Orr and R. Walcapital

lace.

Hamilton,

Texas Roads.

III.

— Plans

are being made to build a railway from
Austin, Tex., northwest to Big Springs, about 275 miles.
The
construction w'ork will probably be started early next year.
John D. Kinney, Austin, is back of the project.

mission.

The Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario has been
asked to make a report on a proposed electric line to be built
in Ontario from a point on Georgian bay, through Guelph to
Hamilton and to the Niagara peninsula. -Mayor Carter of
Guelph is quoted as saying that the line would be built.

—

Carolina, Atlantic & Western. Track laying on the Charleston Northern, which is building from .Xndrews, S. C, south to
Charleston, 57 miles, is nearing completion, it is said, and the
bridges over the Santee and the Cooper rivers are expected to be
finished so that the line can be opened for operation about November 1. A brick and stone passenger station has been completed
at North Charleston, and work is nearing completion on brick
freight terminals -at the foot of Society street in Charleston.
W. R. Bonsai, president, Hamlet, N. C. (May 8, p. 1055.)

Charleston Northern.

— See Carolina, Atlantic &
— This company, which

Cherry River Southern

(December

5,

Hiawassee Valley.

p.

company, which was organized

last

Andrews has been given to T. McFarland, Knoxville,
Tenn. The plans call for building from Andrews, N. C, on the
Southern Railway, southwest via Marble to Peach Tree, thence
R. E.
southeast via Hayesville to Hiawassee, Ga., 35 miles.
Mason is superintendent of construction, and C. N. Matone,
miles near

is

said to be interested.

—

Niagara Rtver & Eastern. Incorporated, in New York, to
build a 20-mile line from Lockport, N. Y'., west to the Niagara
The company plans to use both* steam and electricity as
river.

The incorporators include F. A. Dudley,
the motive power.
Niagara Falls; F. C. Conant. Buffalo, and C. Hickey, Lockport.

—

Northern Pacific. This company has awarded a contract to
grade separation work in
J. Hoy Co., St. Paul, Minn., for
Spokane, Wash. The work extends from Hilliard street west to
Sixth avenue, a distance oi two miles through the central portion
of the city. For a large portion of the distance six tracks will be

W.

There are 19 separate street crossings where bridges
Most of these will be of reinforced concrete.
For a distance of about 15 blocks the fill for tracks between
streets will be enclosed on all sides by concrete retaining walls
The average height will be 17 ft. from
of the gravitj' type.
ground level to base of rail. The work will include new conmaintained.

will be required.

crete concourses, stairways,
quantities of material used

etc.,

at the depot.

and two

It will

be 220

ft.

by 140

slories high.

—

Grand Canyon, Ariz. The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe is
preparing plans for a new hotel to be built at Grand Canyon,
Ariz.
The building will be of wood and will have a log house
appearance. It is 180 ft. by 162 ft. in area and two stories high.
Bids will soon be received by G. W. Harris, chief engineer of
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Coast Lines, Los Angeles,
Cal. It is planned to have this hotel completed in time to accommodate the tourists to the Panama-Pacific Exposition in 1915.
London, Conn. An officer of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford writes that a contract for improvements in
the vicinity of the Thames river bridge, west of Hallam street.
New London, and across Winthrop cove, has been let to Ryan
& Keon, Boston, Mass. The work consists of a concrete culvert
and fill across the cove in place of the existing timber trestle,

year, to build a 35-mile line, has given the general contract to
R. L. Herbert, it is said, and a sub-contract for work on four

Asheville,

ft.

The approximate

1099.)

— This

crete with a brick facing construction.

Western.

last year to build a line in West Virginia, has completed
the permanent survey, it is said, from Curtin in Nicholas county,
W. \'a., to Bay's Ferry, about 30 miles. It is expected that contracts will be let in the near future for carrying out the work.
The proposed route is along the Gauley river and Hominy
creek, also Angling creek to Meadow river, thence along that
stream. The line is to be built to develop coal and timber lands.
The incorporators include S. W. Richey, Cincinnati, Ohio
H. L. Kirtley; G. McClintic and W. G. Mathews, Charleston,

Va.

—

was incor-

porated

W.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES
Gallup. N. M. The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe is preparing
prcHminary sketches for a combination station and hotel to be
built at Galhip, N. M.
This building will be of reinforced con-

The approximate

are 80,000 cu. yd., plain concrete,
17,000 cu. yd., reinforced concrete and 120 tons reinforcing steel.
Steel work and grading is not covered by the present contract.

Parker & Colorado River (Electric).— A franchise has been

cost will be $65,000.

—

New

Plans
together with certain street changes.
river bridge have not yet been completed.

North Toronto, Ont.

— The

for

the

Thames

Railway Commission of Canada

has issued an order for the removal of the grade crossing at
Yonge street, in North Toronto. This is to be accomplished
by the construction of a subway for highway traffic under the
railway tracks of the Canadian Pacific.

Pa.— Mayor Blankenburg has signed an orauthorizing the city officers of Philadelphia to entef
into an agreement with the Pennsylvania Railroad for the elimination of the grade crossing and elevation of the company's
The estimated cost of
tracks on Lehigh avenue, Philadelphia.
the work is $300,000 for construction and $160,000 for right of
way. It is expected that this work will be placed under contract
Philadelphia.

dinance,

in the

St.

near future.

Paul, Minn.

— Plans

have been made,

it

is

said, for build-

ing a new single track bridge over the Mississippi river at St.
Paul, to be used by the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha
and the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul. It is understood that
work on tlje new structure will be started during the coming
winter.

—

South Amboy, N. J. An officer of the Raritan River Railroad
writes that this company will build a steel and concrete bridge
10 have three spans each 30 ft. long, and a height of 30 ft. over
Washington avenue at South Amboy. The railroad company will
carry out the work with its own forces. The estimated cost is
$9,000.

Wilkesbarre, Pa.— The Public Service Commission of Pennsylvania has approved plans for a viaduct at Kidder street in
Wilkesbarre. The city officers are directed to enter into' a conThe city is to pay 40 per cent
tract with the various railroads.
of the cost, the Lehigh Valley 25 per cent, and the Central of
Hudson each 17:5 per cent.
&
Delaware
New Jersey and the

The improvements

will cost

about $87,000.

OcTdDER
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dated Xovember 2, 1914, to be sold at not less than 97;4, the
proceeds to be used to refund $4,000,000 5 per cent notes maturing

Xovember

1,

1914.

|

—
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—

Central X'ermoxt. This company, the Grand Trunk's \e\v
England Line, operates a main line from Xew London, Conn.,
to Montreal, Que., with branches to Rouses Point, Vl., WaterIn
loo, Que., etc., which bring the total mileage to 536 miles.
the fiscal year ended June 30. 1914, the road had gross operating revenue of $4,500,111 as compared with $4,577,550 in
1913.
There was an increase in the freight revenue of $72,591
but the passenger revenue, on the other hand,
Operating expenses
decreased $112,616 and was $1,150,247.
increased from $3,658,247 to $3,946,074, largely because of increased maintenance ol way expenses due to the severe winter
and because of increased charges for maintenance of equipment. The net operating revenues, accordinglv, decreased from
to $3,030,773.

$919,343 to $554,038. In 1913 there was a net deficit of $9,796.
In the fiscal year 1914. however, the company earned but .$492,994 with which to pay t'lxed charges of $752,252, and had to
draw upon the Grand Trunk under the latter's guarantee for
In 1914 the Central X'ermont carthe difTerence, $259,258.
ried 4.187,550 tons of freight as compared with 4.323,512 tons
in 1913— the total ton mileage being 331,141,087, as against
318,758.408 ton miles. The earnings per ton per mile fell from
It was figured that the expenses per ton
9.3 mills to 9.2 mills.
per mile were 7.9 mills ard 7.7 mills respectively, the net earnings thus being 1.3 mills per ton mile in 1914 and 1.6 in 1913.
The number of passengers carried on the other hand was
The earnings
1.840,922, as compared with 2,115,8^9 in 1913.

per passenger mile decreased from 2.32 cents in 1913 to 2.30
The expenses per passenger mile, figured at
cents in 1914.
2.63 and 2.20 cents respectively, thus left a net loss per passenger mile of 3.3 mills in 1914. as against net earnings of 1.2
At the end of the year there was
mills in the previous year.
cash on hand of $246,331. and loai>s and bills payable of
$5,881,978.

& Pacific— Judge Mayer, in the United
States district court, has granted a temporary stay in the sale
stock pending an appeal from his
company
of the Railzivy
This
decision refusing to grant a postponement of the sale.
was at the request of the protesting minority ))ondboIders. who

Chicago. Rock Island

are headed by X. L. .^mster.

DuLLTH, South Shore & Atlantic— This company, operating
the fiscal year ended June 30, 1914, had a net
payment of expenses, rentals, taxes and interest
of $550,989. as compared with a similar net loss of $537,520
The Duluth. South Shor« & Atlantic is controlled by
in 1913.
the Canadian Pacific. Its main line. 409 miles in length, runs

628 miles,

in

loss, after the

from Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., where it makes connection with
the Canadian road, west along the southern shore of Lake
Superior to Superior.' There are also important branches to
In 1914
St. Ignace (43 miles) and to Houghton (48 miles).
road earned freight revenue per mile of road of $3,33o
and passenger revenue per mile of road of $1,948, as compared
with $3,597'^ and $1,738 respectively in 1913. The total freight
revenue in 1914 was $2,091,597. of which $204,403 was from the
carriage of iron ore. As compared with 1913. there was a decrease in earnings from ore traffic of $65,432. but this was
partly oflfset by increased traffic in forest products and other
the

The ton mile rate in 1914 was 8.04 mills, as
commodities.
against 8.65 mills in 1913. the total ton mileage carried being
The average receipts per
260.289.207. as against 2^0.406,913.
passen.ser mile in 1914 amounted to 2,449 cents, and in 1913
The average haul per ton of freight increased
to 2.460 cents.
from 75,37 miles to 80.93 miles: and the average trainload of
The
revenue freight was increased from 245 .to 269 tons.
company has paid no dividends for several years, and its net

Op June
loss this year is the greatest for some time.
.\t
the companv had on hand cash to the amount of $32,204.
the same time it had working assets of $1,232:888 and working
representing
$950,000 of the' latter
liabilities of $12,704,731
loans and bills payable. $8,033,635 matured interest unpaid and
$3,000,000 matured income certificates unpaid.
30. 1914.

:

Utilities Commission of Ohio has
approved of an issue of $4,000,000 6 per cent one-year notes

Hocking Valley.— The Public

N.\TioNAL Railways of Me.xico. J. J. Hanauer and H. H.
\Vehrhane have been elected members of the Xew York board
of directors, succeeding Felix M. Marburg and James H.
Perkins, resigned.
The executive committee of the company
is now as follows:
Carlos Bassave. Luis Cabrera. Modesto
RoUand, Elia S. de Lima and Rafael Xieto.

—

he regular quarterly dividend of 1 per
.Seaboard Air Line.
cent on the preferred slock has been passed because of general industrial conditions.
The company has outstanding $23,894,100 preferred stock, and has been paying dividends at the
regular rate of 4 per cent on this stock for a year,
I

—

Toledo, St. Louis & Western. W. L. Ross, president, has been
appointed receiver on th-; application of creditors of the road.
In regard to the receivership The Wall Street Journal says:
"Xot long after the Rock Island people tired of holding it
and in 1907 D. G. Reid. witli characteristic facility, sold the
Alton to the Clover Leaf, then under control of Edwin Hawley
and his associates. In this transaction the Clover Leaf acquired $14,420,000 Alton common and $6,380,000 preferred,
giving in exchange $6,480,000 series A 4 per cent bonds and
$5,047,000 series B bonds to bear 2 per cent interest to July 31,
1912, and 4 per cent thereafter.

"In the year of this sale Alton paid 4 per cent on its preferred stock and 4 per cent .on the prior lien participating preferred stock.
In the following year an initial dividend of 1
per cent was paid on the common. 4 per cent on the preferred
and 5 per cent on the prior lien stock, and subsequently dividends went up and dovv-n as follows: 1909, common, 4; preferred, 4; prior lien, 8: 1910. common. 2; preferred. 4; prior
lien, 6: 1911. common. 0; preferred. 2: prior lien, 4, 1912, 2 on
none on any of them
the prior iien and none on the otliers
:

since.

"Inability

of

the

Alton to maintain

its

dividends

obliged

the Clover Leaf in 1911 to pass the 4 per cent dividend on its
preferred stock which had been paid regularly from 1907 to
Xo dividend has been paid on the preferred
October. 1911.
since that time. The burden of carrying the Alton bag was too

onerous.

"Clover Leaf has outstanding $9,995,000 common and $9,In addition to the bonds secured by the
952,000 preferred.
.\lton stock the company has outstanding $9,550,000 prior lien
mortgage 35^ per cent bonds due in 1925, $6,500,000 first mortgage 4 per cent bonds due in 1950 and redeemable after 1925

and about $1,000,000 equipment notes.
"The company defaulted interest on its series A and B gold
bonds, secured by Alton stock. August 1, and a bondholders'
protective committee was formed to protect their interest.
This committee has been working on various plans to meet the
situation, but to date has not arrived at any final conclusion.
One suggestion was to make the bonds income bonds, and an^
other contemplated the bondholders exchanging their holdings
for Alton stock and a proportion of Clover Leaf stock. This'
last, it is said, was not seriously considered.
"By the terms of the bond issue, ninety days must elapse
after the date of the interest default before any legal action
can he taken by bondholders. The committee, including foreign holdings promised, liut not delivered, has had deposited
with it about 80 per cent of the outstanding bonds.
"For the fiscal year ended June 30, last. Clover Leaf showed
a total income of $1,213,545 to apply to charges as compared
with $1,150,561 the year preceding. whei» tlie surplus after
charges was $63,762. In the year ended June 30, 1914, a deficit was shown, because of heavier charges due to the sale
direct to car manufacturers during the year of about $1,000,000

equipment notes.
"Clover Leaf paid par for the $6,480,000 .Alton preferred stock
owned and $35 a share for the $14,420,000 par value common
.\lton preferred was quoted at 12,
stock, paying in bonds,
when the market closed last July and the common at 9. Thus,
the investment in the preferred, which cost $6,480,000. is now
worth only $777,6(K) at market prices, and the common, which
cost $5,047,000, would be worth $1,297,800 on the same basis.
"It is not believed that the Clover Leaf interests would be
at all loath to part with the Alton investment."

—

—
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[ADV-ESTiSEMEXT.]

ANNUAL REPORTS
ST.

LOUIS SOUTHWESTEIRN RAILWAY CO.
BOXDS IX COMP.\XVS TRE.\SURY— UXPLEUGED.

CuAiavjut

Xew

Yoke, September 15

1914.

Si. Lvmis

SomSkwat^m RoUwcj Comtpcmy:

Report of Toar Company, for the nscal year
ended June 30, 1914, ^ herewith presented.
Detailed exhibits shovine the traffic and operating results for the year.

The TvectT-third

.\iiiiiial

and physical condition of the property at^ the close of the
fomid in the accompadyins report of the Presidentthe pi u pei ly has been well maintained and substantially improTid by additioits and betterments to the roadKay and t^ack
Cthe treasnry banng been only partially reimbnrsed for such expenditures
by the tssnance of First Terminal and Unifying Vortgage Bonds), and
also by the acquisition of addition al rolling stock, mainly under equipment
trust agreements, the deferred payments thereunder extending over a
Expenditures for
period of ten years from the dates of the agreements.
additions and betterments to roadvay and track and for terminal facilities,
aggregating the sum of $522,721.06, hare been adranced from the treasury,
for shich it has not yet been reimbursed, and which expenditures remained
onfucded at the dose of the year.
I; :s appropriate to state that, under existing GoTcmment regulations,
C2rr:erf are unable to obtain lexmbDrscment in toll for expenditures made
Bonds for additions acd betterior additions and betterments to property.
aents can only be issued for the actual eapeudit iucs, excluding discount on
the bonds as a charge against the property, and your ownpa n y has not
been able to ''Hf"^ of its bonds and equipmciit trust obli gati ons at par,
thus making it necessary for it lo assume and pay the disconnt on such
During the past fire years the discount on funded ddit charged
securities.
In addioon to
ofi agaic5t "Pro6t and Loss" amoimted to $2,276,249.76.
this, it may be stated, as a matter of infonnatian. tint equipnest trust notes
issued to acquire equipment represent only partial payment for the eqmpment. as the trust agreements, by their terms, require initial cash payments
of abont 15% of the raise of the eq uipment: initia] cash payments of this
character during the past Sre years anrccated the snm of $921,027.40,
which was paid out of current funds. There has also been paid out of ^t
treasnry. from cu r re n t ftmib, on account of equipment tmst notes matured
during the past frre years, the snm of $I,046,892.7»—these paymcntshariivg
Thus, it
serred to redoce the book liability on account of sixh notes.

and the

Your compan y holds in its treasury, unpledged, the following mong^.r
bonds, subject to future sale or other disposition:
St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company:
First Term. & Unifying Mtg. Bonds S^t
par value
$2,756,0OC'
Southern 111. acd Mo. Bridge Companv:
\'^
First Mortgage Bonds
par vafue
600,000. u
Paragoold Southeastern Ry. Co.:
First and Ret-g Mtg. Bonds
par ralue
SI 1,000.00
5T<

—

To the StxkkaUers of the

—
— —

ft"a»w-<al

Total

year, vill be

The ^ysical cnaditioa of

will

be noted, a large portion of the expenditures for additions and betterto roadway and track and for additional equipment has not been

menu

Ymrrampany has no Boating debt. .At the close of the fiscal year its
cnnent assets were largely in excess of its cnrrent liabilities, as folly set
forth in Exhibit "N" lo be foond on images 38, 39 aiid 40.
.
a condensed form, an analysis of
Exhibit '"O" on page 41 furnishes,
the fiscal
all resources; showing. »!«>. •»" *« »»"* "*" applied during

$3,867,000.00

SOUTHEASTERX

P.\R.\GOl"LD

R.\IL\VAY

Effective January 1, 1914, the railroad and property of the ParagouiJ
Southeastern Railway Company, a line beginning at a point in Paragould,
Greene County, .\rkansas, where it connects with the track of the St. Louis
Southwestern Ry. Co., and Ihcnce extending m an Easterly direction a
distance of 8,84 miles in Greene Ccur:-.v. .\7-.-: sa?, 20.46 miles in Dunkli:i
:i — County, .\rkansas, to thr
County, Missouri, and 7.96 miles
;

r.
City of Blytheville. .\rkansas. ha-.
track mileage of 37.26
™il^< was leased by the St. Lc
r.
Ry. Co., for a period
:::crged with, and operated
of thirty years, and on and after
Th;« icasc was duly authorized h\
as a part of your company's lines.
the Boards of Directors of both companies and approved by the Public
Service Commission of the State of Missouri, in its order dated December
Your company has acquired all of the stock ($100,000 par value
15, 1913.
and all of the bonds ($511,000 par value) issued by the Paragould Southeastern Ry. Co., which securities are now held in the treasury, unpledged.
:

>

DIVIDENDS OX PREFERRED STOCK.
Three quarterly dividends, aggregating 2%%, were declared by thBoard during the 6scal vear, pavable as follows: 1<^ on October 15, 191.^.
1% on January 15. 1914. and H of 1<% on .April 15, 1914. No dividend
was declared for the last quarter of the fiscal year, as the Board did nrt
approving a dividend for that period in view of the results

feel justified in

from operations and prevailing

financial conditions.

William Hickok Taylor. Senior Vice-President and Director, died sud
The great loss susuined by your compar>
denly on February 7, 1914.
and his associates was expressed by the Board of Directors in a resolutio!
unanimously adopted at a special meetinE, held on February 13, 1914,
copy of which will be found on page 6 of this report.

r,

The Board acknowledges
services of

its officers

appreciation of the faithful and efficie:.*
emploves during the iiscal year under review.
For the Directors,

and

its

EDWIN GOULD.

m

'*""

Chairman.

-COTTON BELT ROl'TE"

CATYTKL STOCK.

Xo

change has been made in the capital stock of your company during

ST.

OrncE

in.JVs shown br the condensed balance sheet, the funded debt has been
creased $4,345,000.00 expluned as follows:

Tenmnal and Unifying Mortgage Bonds issued:
For reimbnisemest of treasury on account of expenditures
for additions and betterments made by the St. Louis
Southwestern Ry. Co., and adrances made to Proprietary, Afiliated and CoatroOed Companies, corermg
similar expenditures made by them to December 31,
Southwestern Ry. Co

St. Lol-is, Mo., September

Goin.D.
Ckairwttu of the

To

acqoire a like amooat of First Refnnding and Exten.
Myrtgace Bonds of the Gray's Point Terminal Ry.

sion

Kaprire a 'fiki 'iio'iiiV of' Fiiit' Mortoge Biiids of the
Stephenrille Xorth and South Texas Ry. Co
Equipment Trust Obligations issued:
Series— Special Equip. Trust with The Phib.
Trust, Safe Deposit and Ins. Co.,
June I, 1913. corering:
3 Steel underframe dining cars..
2 Steel nnderfiaiiK parlor cars..
200 Genera] service sted underframe
$660,000.00
coal cars
10 Corns<didation locomotives
10 Ten-wheeled locomctiTcs .

To

IV:

I submit herewith the Annual Report of the Company for the n^
year ended June 30. 1914, showing the results from operation during
year and the financial and phjrsical condition of the property at the c'.^:
of the year.
During the year the average main track mileage operated was 1.754-'
miles, an increase of 125.6 miles over the preceding year.
The main jrac'.
f -'-r -^sr^l year, June 30, 1914, was 1.75?
mileage operated at the clr.^^
'
-rrain track mileage as of Jure
miles, an increase of 145
'eases, of the Stephenville N:1913. winch is due to ac^.
the Paragould Southeasterr. 1<
& South Texas Ry. Co..
cage figures heretofore used.
Co., 37.3 miles, and ad;--.-.--.
-

"

:

.

125,000.00

^

. , ,^
184,00a00
,

^^

.

1.1 miles.
detailed exhibit of the mileage operated on June 30, 1914, sho-v
line and branches separately, as well as mileage in eaich of the si:r!througfa which the company operates, will be found in table Xo. 1 of
appendix to this report.
In the condensed comparative statement, immediately following. w:i!
found the fiwagw-^al results from operation for the year ended June 30. - -

A

-

.

main

:

1

FROM OPER.ATIOX— ENTIRE SYSTEM
INCOME STATEMENT FOR FISCAL YEAR.

FIX.AXa.AL RESLXTS

-

Year ended
Year ended
June 30. 1914. June 30. 1913.
1,734.9

"D" with C. S. Tmst Co. of N. Y.,
dated Fekmary 1. 1914, corermg:
205 GenT senrice steel frame coal cars I
<
J
g Gas-ekctric motor cars .

I,

Board of Directors:

Dea» Si»:—

$«05.603.«)
718,396.20
158.000.00 $1,482,000.00

S-W. Ry. Co. of Texas
Dalfa^^iminal Ry. & U. D. Co

or ike PiEsiDE.tT.

lb. Eowix

First

StI Lotris
St. Loois

LOUIS SOUTHWESTERN RAILWAY CO.

___
FL-XDED DEBT.

the cnrrer.t bscal year.

COMP.\XY—LEASE.

Incr«

-Deer

1.609.3

Series

R.\ILWAY OPER.ATIXG
COME:

34O.OOO 00

Series "E" with Guaranty Tmst Co. of
S. Y.. dated April !, 1914. covering:
I
1500 Steel underframe box cars
I
400 Steel underframe flat cars...
100 Steel tmderframe and steel frame 1
'
coal c*s . . .:

Xet Revenue

Net

Eqniproent Tmst Obligations matured and
paid during year:
Peiin. Co. for Insurances
Series
on Lires and Granting AnnmS34.000.00
Series '•.V with U. S. Mort and , ^,^ __
46,000.00
Trust Co. of X.
with
Trust
Series Special Eqmp.
The Phila. Trust. Safe Deposit
co.^.fr. . . r^vTr. 66.000.00
iid

Deficit

$

—$1,104.3:

47.349.20 $
66,083.49

43,971.15
56.610.21

+%

.'.."

+

9,47

18.734.29 $

12,639.06

+t

6.055

Net Railway Operating Rev-

—

I™

Xet

Railway Operating Income. ..$ 2.356.217.49 $ 3,599.816.44

Y

—

increase, this year.

i46.ooo.oo

2.554.00000

OTHER INCOMES
GROSS INCOME
DEDUCTIONS FROM GROSS
INCOME

998.668.36
3.354.!

— $L243.5'?

1.044,324.53—'

45.65

85 $ 4,644.140.97 —$1,289,25

3.019.114.93

2.757.949.91

5

261.165

$4,345,000-00

issuance of the ••'cnrities. as abore shoin. was andior«ed, after foil
of ICssonn.
hearing, by the PuMic Serrice Cotnmission of the State

Tbe

.$ 2.976,838.12 t 4.081.152.69

OcTSioE OraaATioits:
Revenues
Expenses
$2,700,000.00

Total

^

IX-

Rah. OrexATicirs:
Revenues
Expenses

IxcoKE Balasce T«AjrsrE»mn)
TO CazDiT OF Paorrr axd
Loss

$

335.770.92 $ 1.886, 191.04 —$1,550,420.12

October

30,

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE

1914

PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT.
-j-

Item.
Credits:
Credit Balance (at beginning of

Year ended
Year ended
June 30. 1914. June 30, 1913.

fiscal period;
$4,873,538.91 $ 4,402,584.80
Credit Balance transferred from
Income
335.770.92
1.886.191.04
Miscellaneous Credits
57,809.40
15,350.93

Total

$ 5,267,119.23 $ 6,304,126.77

Increase.

— Decrease.

Average load.
ended

+$

+

June

30.

1903

470,954.11

1908
1909
1910

1,550,420.12
42,458.47

—$1,037,007-54

1913
1914

Dps its:
plus:

On

Preferred Capiul Stock,
not held by Co., $19,893,650.00, Current jear 2J491:
—Preceding year 57c
$
Appropriations of Surplus for
AddiUons and Betterments
Funded Debt Discount Extinguished through Surplus
Retired
Loss
on
Road and

Equipment— Road
Retired
Road and
Equipment— Equip't
Miscellaneous Debits:
S. N. & S. T. Ry. Co., Gen'l
Acc't written off
P. S-E. Ry. Co., Gen'l Acc*t

994,682.48—$ 497,341.23

497,341.25 S

—

163,110.61

220,110.00—

148.069.24

163,110.61

72,040.76
11,315.40

9,926.23

-f-

1.389.17

210,495.92

33.659.34

+

176.836.58

on

written off

H-

550,620.47

9.099.20

+
+

43,977.94
32.319.15

4,873,538.91

—

1.033.629.77

550.620.47
43,977.94
41,418.35

Sundry Items
Balance, Credit, Carried to General Balance Sheet
Total

$,859,909.14

$ 5,267.119.23 $ 6,304,126.77

-$1,037,007.54

OPERATING REVENUES.
The

operating revenues for the current fiscal year amounted to
$12,744,555.24. a decrease of $552,394.35, or 4.157c compared with the preceding year. On page 26, Exhibit **.\," will be found a statement giving the
detail of total operating revenues by the several revenue accounts.
Freight revenues decreased S569.346.42 or 5.77%.
The general depression in* business which prevailed throughout the entire country, in connection with unfavorable weather conditions in the southwest territory,
adversely affected the freight traffic movement on these lines.
Droughts,
floods and early frosts occurred at intervals during the year, resulting
in an almost complete failure of the fruit and vegetable crops in Eastern
Texas and a decreased yield of other products of agriculture. The tonnage of lumber, and other forest products, which constitutes a large
percentage of the company's traffic, decreased 11.477c as compared with
the preceding year.
Passenger revenue increased $43,374.50 or 1.66^. which is attributable
principally to an improved local passenger movement in Texas.
The reduction in passenger rates in Missouri and Arkansas, following the decisions
of the United States Supreme Court on June 16, 1913, resulted in a substantial decrease in the company's revenue.
volume
travel
in
those
The
of
States shows its usual normal increase, due to the natural growth and
development of the countrj', and had the rates inhibited by the Supreme
Court decisions prevailed during the year, the company would have enjoyed
The estimated loss to
a very material increase in its passenger revenue.
the company during the year by reason of the reduced passenger rates
resulting from these decisions, is $340,0U0.00.
decrease in express revenue of $18,470.65 or 6.18% resulted from an
enforced reduction in express rates effective February 1, 1914, and to the
inroads made on the express business by the Parcels Post.
Non-transportation miscellaneous revenue decreased $45,527.42 or 75.06*v^,
which is explained by the abnormally large receipts in the preceding fiscal
year, for detouring trains of other carriers over this line during the high
water troubles in the spring of 1913.
total

A

OPERATING EXPENSES.
During the fiscal year ended June 30. 1914, the total operating expenses
show an increase of $551,920.22, or 5.99%. as compared with the preceding
year.
The per cent of expenses to revenues was 76.64 as against 69.31%
for the preceding year, or an increase of 7.33%.
Notwithstanding the loss of revenues and the further burdens imposed
by 'the steady increases, from year to year, in the railroad's "cost of living,"
on account of the increased cost of supplies, increased wages, and the flood
of anti-railroad legislation, the management has felt in duty bound to maintain the property to the high standard demanded for safe and efficient
operation.
The principal increase in operating expenses was due to the large outlay
for heavy repairs and renewals of freight-train cars, made necessary, in a
large measure, by the age of such cars, as indicated by the general account
"Maintenance of Equipment."
In accordance with the rules prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission effective July 1. 1907, there has been included in "Maintenance of
Equipment," during the current fiscal year, and also during the preceding
six years, adequate charges for depreciation and obsolescence, based on the
average life of the equipment.
The general operating expense accounts show increases and decreases,
as compared with the preceding year, as follows:

Increase $ 20,551.35 or 1.08%
Maintenance of Way and Structures
Increase 416,310.59 or 18.76%
Maintenance of Equipment
Decrease
3,092.39 or 0.61%
Expenses
1.91%
Increase
77.315.46 or
Transportation Expenses
Increase
40.835.21 or 7.44%
General Expenses
In Exhibit "B," on pages 28 and 29, will be found a comparison of
operating expenses in detail, by primary, as well as by general accounts.

Traffic

TR.\IN

AND CAR LOADING.

The following tables show the average load per freight train and per
loaded freight car for the past ten years.
Average load, in tons, per loaded car (including company material).
Year ended
St. L. S-W. Ry. Co;
Entire System.
St. L. S-W. Ry. Co.
of Tex.
June 30.
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914

18.19
18.79
19.01
19.25
17.84
18.58
18.78
18.02
18.36
18.22

St.

St.

L S-W. R> .Co
385.02
415.15
425.92
407.61
394.23
434.16
423.70
447.25
461.11
455.14

company material;

L S-W. Ry.

Co.

of Tex.
177.33
194.49
202.81
189.99
190.34
196.27
200.04
211.19
214.50
199.32

Entire System.
295.50
315.06
323.35
311.19
301.61
326.11
320.16
340.58
349.49
337.65

RATE LITIGATION.

Dividend Appropriations of Sur-

Loss

in tons, per train (includi ig

\ ear

This Year.

—

821

15.54
16.63*

17.06
17.34
16.67
16.89
17.30
16.44
16.44
16.19

17.43
18.13
18.40
18.69
17.49
18.14
18.32
17.54
17.78
17.62

In the annual report for the preceding year reference was made to the
decision of the Supreme Court of the United States, on June 16, 1913.
adversely affecting the passenger and freight tariffs of this company and
other carriers operating in Missouri and Arkansas.
In pursuance of this
decision both the Missouri and Arkansas rate cases were remanded to the
respective district courts, with instructions to dismiss the bills therein
without prejudice.
In the Missouri rate case, the United States District Court for the
Western District of Missouri dismissed the complaint and refused to appoint
a Master in Chanceo' to hear the claims for alleged overcharges on intrastate traffic.
The Attorney General of Missouri, in the name of the State,
thereupon instituted suits against all carriers involved, seeking to recover
the alleged overcharges both on freight rates and passenger fares, covering
intra-staie business, during the pendency of the injunction.
In the Arkansas rate case, the United States District Court for the
Eastern District of Arkansas appointed a Special Master in Chancery to
hear and report upon all claims for alleged overcharges on intra-state traffic,
during the time the rates were enjoined, and fixed a time within which the
claims should be presented.
large number of claims have been presented
to the Master, who is now engaged in investigating the same, but he has
not yet made a report to the Court.
The reduction in the intra-state tariffs has forced a reduction in interstate tariffs, but the carriers will avail themselves of all proper means to
secure a restoration of the tariffs previously in effect, or an increase in the
present tariffs.
In view of the expressions of the Interstate Commerce
Commission relating to passenger fares, in its recent decision in the matter
of the application of the Eastern lines for a 5% increase in freight rates,
a petition has been presented to the Interstate Commerce Commission,
which, if granted, will enable the carriers to increase inter-state fares in
Missouri and Arkansas, and favorable action on this petition is anticipated.
Negotiations are also pending with the Missouri Public Service Commission
looking to an increase in Missouri intra-state passenger fares, and altogether
the outlook for increased passenger fares is now more favorable than at
any time since the United States Supreme Court's decision referred to

A

w-as

rendered.

AGRICULTURAL AND INDUSTRIAL.

During the current fiscal year, the agricultural development work has
been continued along educational lines, including the improvement of home
and living conditions, the methods of saving the waste products of the
farms, the improvement of breeds of live stocJc and better cultural methods
in growing of farm crops.
In certain well adapted sections the dairy
industr>' has been encouraged and special attention given to the matter of
saving feeds for feeding live stock during the Winter months.
As a
result of this company's efforts, and those of the agricultural experiment
stations, the Government Farm Demonstration Service, and the agricultural
press, the farmers of the southwest have begun to adopt the silo as a means
of preserving rough foods for Winter feeding.
During the past year a
great many silos have been built along this company!s lines, and, in most
cases, the results have been highly satisfactorj-.
An agricultural special train was operated over the entire system during
the Winter months. 195 stations located on this companj-'s lines were visited
and approximately 90,000 people visited the train. The agricultural special
train has proven a splendid means of reaching a large number of people
for the purpose of disseminating agricultural information and instruction.
Considering the general business depression, the industrial conditions
along this company's lines are fairly satisfactory.
The lumber industryhas suffered greatly during the past year, but it is hoped that general conditions may soon admit of a revival in that business.

EQUIPMENT.
The following equipment, contracted for i der trust agreement with The
Philadelphia Trust. Safe Deposit and Insur :ce Co., during the preceding
year, was received during the current year
10 consolidation locomotives.
10 ten-wheel locomotives, 200 general
steel underframe coal cars.
and 2 steel underframe parlor cars.
During the fiscal year there was acquired from the Stephenville North
and South Texas Ry. Co., 1 coach, 1 combination baggage and express car.
1
caboose car, 20 box cars, 3 flat cars and 2 wrecking cars; and from the
Paragould Southeastern Ry. Co., 2 locomotives and 1 box car.
The following cars were rebuilt to replace cars destroyed or worn out
from old age, and paid for from current funds: rebuilt at Company Shops,
4 furniture cars, 281 box cars, 28 flat cars, 7 coal cars and 1 boarding car:
rebuilt by the American Car and Foundry- Co., 500 box cars.
New equipment built at Company Shops, 4 combination caboose and
coach cars.
The following equipment was contracted for during the fiscal year under
Trust -Agreements:
Agreement with the United States Trust Company, of N. Y.. executed
February 1, 1914, covering:
205 General service steel frame coal cars.
8 Gas-electric motor cars.
Of the foregoing equipment the 205 general service steel frame coal cars
were received during the current fiscal year; none of the 8 gas-electric
motor cars was received during the current fiscal year; however, 5 of them
have been received since June 30, 1914, and the remaining 3 will be
received soon.
Agreement with the Guaranty Trust Co. of New York, executed April 1,
1914, covering:
1500 Steel underframe box cars.
400 Stee! underframe flat cars.
100 Steel underframe and steel frame coal cars.
foregoing equipment was received during the current fiscal
year; however, at date of this report the following has been received: 400
steel underframe flat cars; 100 steel urderframe and steel frame coal cars:
716 steel underframe box cars; and delivery of the full complement will
be completed at an early date.
Arrangements have been concluded for the rebuilding of all freight cars.
acquired under equipment trust agreements, which were destroyed up to
Tune 30. 1914. These replacement cars will all be delivered prior to November 30, 1914, and at that date, there wnll be no vacant numbers in any
series of freight cars, covered by the company*s outstanding equipment
trust' obligations, on account of cars destroyed prior to the close of the
fiscal year under review.

None

of the
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ADDITIONS AND BETTERMENTS.

The

Expenditures for Additions and Betterments Road, during the current
year amounted to $896,079.16 and for Equipment, after allowing for value

and

—

of equipment retired, $715,755.58, making the total amount expended for
additions and betterments during the year $1,611,834.74.
The exhibit styled "Property Investment Road and Equipment" on
page 33, shows, in detail, the expenditures for additions and betterments
during the current fiscal year.

—

NEW BRIDGE OVER THE

TENN.

S7.

Xo. 18

capital stock of this company is
& Pacific Ry. Co., St. Louis,

owned equally by the Chicago. Rock
Iron Mountain & Southern Ry. Co.
company. Work has progressed on this bridge during the current
and at the date of this report the substructure work is practically completed.
The prevailing stringency in the financial market due
to the disastrous European war, may result in temporarily suspending work
on the bridge, but it is hoped that matters will be so adjusted that it can
be completed without extended delay.
Island

this

fiscal

year,

NEW PASSENGER TERMINALS AT

MISSISSIPPI RIVER AT MEMPHIS,

In the last annual report announcement was made of the organization
of the Arkansas & Memphis Railway, Bridge and Terminal Company for
the purpose of constructing, maintaining and operating a double track
railway and highwav bridge over the Mississippi river at Memphis. Tenn.

Vol.

DALLAS, TEXAS.

The work of constructing the new union passenger station and facilities
The Union Terminal (.orapany at Dallas. Texas, is now under way.
As stated in the preceding annual report, the St. Louis Southwestern
Railway Company of Texas owns a one-eighth proprietary interest in these
new terminals and will make use of the facilities when completed.
of

FORTY-THIRD YEAR-GENERAL STATEMENT OF THE AFFAIRS OF THE

NEW YORK, NEW HAVEN AND HARTFORD

RAILROAD COMPANY
FOR THE VEAR ENHIXG JL'XE 30, 1914.
Freicht revenue decreased SI. 595.601, 4? 4 TO. and passenger revenue
INCOME ACCOUNT OF THE NEW YORK, NEW HAVEN AND
Express revenue fell off $307,378.75, 9.77c, due partly
S49=,62/.40. 1.8%.
RAILROAD COMPANY.
HARTFORD
"> reduced express rates ordered by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
,
,.
,„,„,..
^
.u V
lou
For the \ear ending June 30. 1914, in Comparison with \ear 1913.
,~

,.

,

-„ ,,k
2046.29
miles operated.

OpERATixc Revexle:
Freight Revenue
Passenger Revenue
.\11
Revenue
other

-

$32,476,373.26
27,400,672.89

An

c

.lo

^**"'o-*^?7'in

493,627.40
„

4,655. /6

4,772,208.85

Transportation

Revenue

pos,

Decrease.
46.20 mtles.

from

Operations

from

100,074.39

1,968,437.82

other than Transportation.

Total Oterating Revenue. .$66,617,692.82
and

^

I, „ ",f""
Mai^nlenance of' Equipmint

Expenses
Transportation Expenses
General Expenses

1

——

$8 831064 18

$937 974 14

10:389,'458:iO

788;789:54

502,019.87
26,868,687.50
1,924,120.16

Traffic

..

,?"'l2?-^f
334,583.45
23.8/9.04

„ ,., ,,. „,

..

-, ooo

,

^

,

itit oji in
$3,283,H.i!l.lu

85 480.03

559,967.17

$18,187,823.04
3,568,219.04

$3,843,788.27
146,536.94

$14 619 604 00

$3,697,251.33

Opfrations
operations

___!iZl__

Total Net Revenue
Railway Tax Accruals

!

.

'

'

INCOME FROM Other Sources:
$2,965,755.73

$3,521,760.93
Dividends on Stocks
273,243.58
Interest on Bonds
Income from Unfunded Se-

Rents Received
Hire of Equipment
Sinking and Other Reserve

Funds

-, t,o j-)
1/2,219.42
206.561. /6
13.550.55

,,„oocc

202,229.33

^7tr.°".'!'." .."'

Miscellaneous Income

90,185.98

6^028^3

.

separately

.

ll2,/48.69
293,034.17

.

T
V
Accruals
Tax

„

,,„..,.„

,,, ,-. .,
615,48/. 3l

$1,1 18,/36.00

„^ „„„ „„
864,000.00

„, ,.„„„
86,230.00

95,324.68

137,905.55

,

W-f'V.
73,911.84

Loss -Account y '^^ ••:;;••,•,
-jV^' 1:h
paid ^len,%n
Sept. 30,
Dividend ^»- 1^6 for 1^%
Note.
1913. was charged to ^Profit and Loss Account....

,
**''*=^''^-'-*'

T
I ncome

~

_

-

.-

,
Net Income Transferred to Profit and
;:

„

'

-!-» otr~f
^
rwere 72.83%
Expenses
The Operating

_.

*i
T^.-i Operating
/~i»A,.,»:„,T
Total
oft the

Increase over 1913, 4.00%.

The Operating Expenses and Taxes were 78.18% of
Revenue.

»<..-»r,„/^
Revenue.

Dnera.in.,
the Total Operating

Increase over 1913, 3.94%.

OPERATING RESULTS.
Miles Operated.
There was a decrease in average miles of road operated of 46.20 miles.
The average miles of track maintained was 4,397.75 compared with 4,452.55
These decreases were mainly
the previous vear, a decrease of 54.80 miles.
due to giving'up certain trackage rights on the Boston & .Albany and Boston
to the Central New England assuming the operation of the

& Maine and
line

between

"

•.

"V.

302;927.62

^^^
20.577.28

This account decreased $80,290.35.

in^nTjT

7ijft;JB/;j
2,140,328.64

ToTAL Deductions. FROM

|

"

Transportation Expenses.

Q,'So;
92.690.93
^45,717.41

01 eoooji ni
21.598.931.03

.r

^>'-reX W^od

^:;J^

"

$1,773,365.79
Total
The equipment of the Company, other than the freight cars, is in good
condition. In 1906-07 08 a large number of new freight cars were purchased.
^^^^ ^0 000 and heavy repairs are now needed on these cars and charges
Because
for this 'class of work will be heavy' for several years to come
of the decreased volume of business this class of work was deferred aild
there are about 2.500 more bad order freight cars on the road than should
Repairs are now being made more
y^ ,1,^ ^3^^ under normal conditions.
rapidlv
and the number of bad order cars is decreasing.
"^
Traffic Expenses.

58|»-5"*1

.

1

^

SSpSi?

"„"

•.

^^

|^|

TTftTanair^
„

Pi-^Ven^eJ- TraTc/rs

^f ^

W

...

^|-

$6,513,046.21

erties: Loss Boston R. R.
Holding Co Guarantee...
N. Y.,
& B. Ry. Co. Guarantee (Bond Interest)
B. & A. R. R. Operating
Guarantee

Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous

This account increased $788,789.54, due to some increase in wages, work
electric locomotives deferred in 1912. increase in repairs to freight cars
of $351,985.82. and an increase in thc charges for depreciation of $476,738.67.
Since Ii'.ly Ist, 1913, charges to depreciation have been made as required
by the interstate Commerce Commission, based on the original cost of
equipment, as follows:
Total charge for year. .$ 298,633.94
2 9!. on Steam. locomotives

^n

$21,867,593.90

„
PropOperated D
.

in previous years.
There were 2,060,485 ties laid in renewals as compared with 1,814,190 in
This includes 157,907 creosoted ties
^^^ previous year, an increase of 149}-.
with screw spikes and tie plates put in between New Haven and Woodlawn
and on the Harlem River Branch, compared with 123,672 last year, an
increase of 287c. There were 25.783 tons of new rail laid, an increase over
the previous year of 3 173 '""s, "r 14'/J.
^
.
Removal of snow and ice cost $108.3/8.90 more than in the previous ye_ar.
and the maintenance of the electric power transmission system cost $l34,plants.
signals
and
interlocking
on
more.
Much
work
was
done
969.00
The track, bridges and structures of thc company are in safe and serviceable condition, but expenses for maintenance of way must be liberal heciuse
of 'h' heavy equipment and the great number and speed of trains.

^2,815,794.88

Interest on Bonds. Debentures and Other Uabilities.$ll,839.722.50
4,658,342.27
Renta s of Leased Lines.
2,684,177.22
Rentals other than above..
,

account increased $937,974.14, caused in part by hioher wages and
bv the larger amount of renewals required because of work that was

$7,247,989.90

--^ul^^r-.-..":TOTAL INCOME
Deductions irom Income:

13,988.55

163.609.60
84,209.51

^^^-^^

Maintenance OF Equipment.

31,899.46

2,049,876./7
708,878.81
244,181.37

curities

rentals at

deferred

.,

„.

$18,102,343.01
Net Operating Revenue
Net Revenue from Outside

increase of $100,074.39, largely on account of additional

Grand Central Terminal. In this connection, however, it should be noted
tbat thc net payment for entrance to and use of the passenger terminal
^t New York for the year ending June 30th, 1914, amounted to $3,150,947,
The net charge against the Comas compared with $2,983,969 for 1913.
Pa"y during 1914 was equivalent to about 31 cents for each passenger into
and out of the lermmal.
Maintenance of Way and Mkvctures.
in part

n.n o.

$1,288,010.84

Total Operating Expenses. .$48,515,349.81

^.^^ ^„ increase of $198,177.34 in other passenger train revenue, mainlv due
,„ „,p inclusion of a full vear's receipts from the Pullman Companv and
fttra fares on Limited trains, the previous year's accounts having been
credited with only six months' proportion, as the Pullman contract became
effective January 1st, 1913.
Net revenue from outside operations decreased
$559,967.17, largely because the Pullman Company operated equipment formerly operated by the railroad. Revenues from operations other than trans.
poriation, after deducting decrease of about $100,000.00 account of falling
off in revenue from discharging, wharfage, hoisting and car service; shows

a net

$1,995,810.26

.

OftB.Tiv,- F-vT-FvsirsM^in ^n^nrV of Wav

February 1st, 1914, and to the increase in shipments by Parcels
for which no adequate compensation has as yet been received.
There

effective

'-"'"N'^'-ro" I"''' 191J.
r

Increase.

Danbury. Connecticut, and Hopewell Junction, New York.
compared with Tune 30,

Details of changes in mileage as of June 30, 1914,
1913, will be found on page 60.

Revenues and Expenses.
The general business depression during the greater part of the

fiscal year
caused a decrease in the operating revenue of $1,995,810.26. while operating
expenses increased $1,288,010.84, resulting in a decrease in net operating
revenue of $3,283,821.10.

The miles run by trains of all
This account decreased $334,583.45.
The cost per revenue
classes were 25,254,718. a decrease of 1,559,166.
^^^.^ ^.,^ j^_. ,r3„5p„r,a,ion expenses was $1.12. compared with $1.07 for
The average number of paslast vear, an increase of 5 cents, or 4.7<;t.
^^^'^^^^ ^^^ ,r3i„ ^.^^ gg 3^ increase of 1, and the average number of tons
of revenue freight per revenue train mile was 303.96, an increase of 13.81
There was an increase in wages, the greater part of which
,ons, or 4.5';^.
was the result of awards under Federal Arbitration .\cts, and increases in
terminals so as to take better care of power and insure
^^
greater regularity of sen,ice.
The cost of fuel decreased $356,045.96.
injuries to persons required the large sum of $1,181,735.59, an increase
of $37,966.92, due to the settlements for the sad and disastrous accidents
19,2.1913
Of the $1,181,735.59, $318,324.93 was charged to the .Accident
^^^ Casualty Operating Reserve, and the balance, $863,410.66 to Operating
there remains in tbe .Accident and Casualty Operating ReserveExpenses
$1,042,597.17, which will be used to take care of the unadjusted personal injurv claims prior to the current fiscal year, so that the charges to Operating Expenses account personal injuries for the current hscal year wilt
probably be materially less than for the past fisc-1 veir.
Loss and Damage accounts of all kinds amounted to $1,96«,492.6.'», or 5

m

...

...

cents per train mile.
.
Very earnest efforts have been made during the year to reduce accidentand damage and to improve the practice in the consumption of fuel.

General Expenses.
This account decreased $23,879.04 although the Company fiad to sustain
unusual burdens, the result of negotiations with The Feieral Government and
investigations bv the Public Service Commissron of Massachusetts, the Department of Justice of the United States and the Interstate Commerce

Commission.

October

30,
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The Federal Act requiring valuation of railways increased expenses $24,The Com176.77, and this expense will be more during the coming year.
missioners advise that they will begin to value the property of the Company
April 1st, 1915, and by that date the Company expects to have compleleil
the resurvey of 1,000 miles of road.

FINANCIAL.
Of the total authorized outstanding capital stock of 1,800,170 shares,
228,991 shares are in the treasury and 1,479 shares are owned by The
Rhode Island Company. During the past nscal year there has been no individend of 1 J^'/( was paid Sept. 30, 1913,
crease in the capital stock.

A

to Frofit

and Loss Account.

Temporary Fi.vancing.
In 1913 the Company had a

large floating debt, because of the Massachusetts law prohibiting any funded debt exceeding in amount the paid in
This law was changed in July, 1913. so as .
capital of the Company.
permit the issue of bonds to an amount equal to twice the amount of th'j
capital stock.
Ill order to fund the floating debt under this new law and to provide tor
the purchase of steel passenger cars and for other improvements the Directors in July, 1913, arranged for an issue of six per cent, convertible
debentures to the amount of $67,552,000, to be offered to the holders of the
General
stock and the outstanding convertible debentures of the Company.
financial conditions at that time were not favorable, and to make certain
that the Company would have its money when needed the Directors caused
The stockholders
this proposed issue of debentures to be underwritten.
approved this arrangement at a meeting August 22, 1915.
The issue of tl cse debentures though opposed before the Public Service
Commission of Massachusetts, was on October 14, 1913, finally approved by
An appeal was taken from this decision to the Supreme
that Commission.
Court of Massachusetts, which on January 9th, 1914, decided that the proposed issue was not lawful.
There were $40,000,000 of notes maturing on December 1st, 1913 and
Therefore, it became
$5,000,000 of bonds maturing February 1st, 1914.
necessary pending the decision on the application for the issue of the proposed six per cent, convertible debentures to borrow on November 18th.
1913, $45,000,000. to retire the notes maturing on December 1st, 1913 and
Later other amounts were
the bonds maturing on February 1st, 1914.
borrowed to pay for new equipment and for improvements which could not
be stopped or postponed, the whole amount to be provided aggregating
The decision of
nearly $54.000,000., all payable prior to July 26th, 1914.
the Massachusetts Supreme Court made necessary an alternative plan of
immediate financing, to take care of the maturing short term notes and to
until
1915.
requirements
meet capital
With the assistance of Messrs. J. P. Morgan S: Co., the First National
Bank and the National City Bank of New York, and Messrs. Kidder, Peabody & Co.. Lee, Higginson Co., of Boston, there were sold $50,000,000. of
Notes dated May 1st, 1914, as follows:

The New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad Company One Year 5% Collateral Gold Notes, callable at lOO-'/Z/r
The Harlem River and Port Chester Railroad Company One
Year 5% Gold Notes, Series "A," guaranteed by The New
York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad Company as to
principal and interest, callable at 100-H7o.
The New England Navigation Company Three Year 6% Col-

$20,000,000.
$10,000,000.

$20,000,000.

at 101-16%. all dated May 1st, 1914.
take within six months' time, at their
(fk Notes of The New York, New Haven
and Hartford Railroad Company without collateral. The collateral pledged
under the New Haven and Navigation Company notes, mentioned above, consisted of some of the securities in the treasuries of the companies.
It was expected to market some of the collateral and to retire the notej
in part.
From the proceeds of collateral sold, notes to the amount of
$435,000 have been cancelled; but the war and general financial conditions
made further sales of securities impossible.
Y'our directors have had in mind the urgent necessity for a broad plan for
permanent financing, but the laws are conflicting and circumstances and conditions have not been favorable.

lateral

Gold Notes, callable

The Bankers further agreeing
option, $10,000,000. of One Year

.May 1st, 1915, The Harlem River & Port Chester Railroad Co.
10,000,000.00
Five per cent, one year Gold Notes, Series "A"
$31,840,000.00

Total

statement of your Company's Contingent Liabilities in the hands of
All of the companies therein mentioned
public is shown in this report.
were able to meet their obligations for interest and dividends without recourse to your Company's guaranty except the Boston Railroad Holding
Company and the New York, Westchester and Boston Railway Company.
.V

tlie

Capital Stock.

and charged
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to

Insurance Funds.
.\s no appropriations have been made by the New Haven Company to the
Fire Insurance and Coal Insurance Funds since June 30, 1911, the current
losses being charged to Operating Expenses, it was thought unnecessary to
continue these Funds, and they were cancelled and contracts for insurance
placed; the securities and assets of the various Funds turned into the treasury of the New Haven Company, and the reserve in those funds credited
to the Profit and Loss Account of the New Haven Company.
No appropriation has been made to the Accident and Casualty Fund since
For the 1913 fiscal year there was
lune 30, 1911, and it was cancelled.
charged to the Accident and Casualty Reserve $337,744.21, for the 1914
fiscal year $318,324.93, leaving $1,042,597-17, which has beeri set up as a
reserve to take care of unadjusted personal injury claims prior to July 1,
1914.
The New England Steamship Company Marine Insurance Fund was cancelled and contracts for insurance placed, the securities and assets turned
into the treasury of the Steamship Company and the reserve in the Fund
The
credited to the Profit and Loss .\ccount of the Steamship Company.
securities were subsequently sold to the New Haven Company.

Merchants and Miners Transportation Company.
Because of the attitude of the Federal authorities and the very serious
condition of this Company, the securities of the Merchants and
Additional
Transportation Company were sold in April, 1914.
was needed to finance the Merchants and Miners Transportation
Company which the New Haven Company was unable to furnish. On account of unfavorable conditions the sale resulted in a loss of $3,594,500.00.
These securities were held by The New England Navigation Company
and their cost was reflected in the capital stock of that company. The
capital stock of The New England Navigation Company was reduced by
35.945 shares, the New Haven Company's investment in the Navigation
Company was reduced a like amount, and the amount of the reduction in
value of the New Haven Company's investment in the Navigation Company
was charged to the Profit and Loss Account of the New Haven Company,
Profit and Loss.
The Profit and Loss Surplus of $7,916,557.24 as of June 30th, 1913, has
been reduced by transactions shown on page 39, to $1,822,246.14 as of June

financial

Miners
Capital

30th,

1914.

Equipment Trust.
.Under date of April 1st, 1914, an arrangement was made with the Farmers' Loan & Trust Company for an Equipment Trust, under which the Company is to make semi-annual payments for fifteen years, when the title to
the equipment will be vested in the Company.

NEGOTIATIONS WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE OF THE
UNITED STATES.
On April 11th, 1914, a pamphlet was mailed to each stockholder giving
some account of the negotiations with the Department of Justice for a
peaceful solution of the so-called "New England Railroad Situation."
At a meeting of the stockholders on April 21st, 1914, the Directors were
authorized to complete negotiations and to arrange for the segregation of
Since then there have been
the various properties that were under dispute.
[irolonged conferences with the Department of Justice.
The Department filed its petition in the District Court of the United
States, Southern District of New York, on July 23, 1914, and the Company
filed its answer on September 17, 1914.
.•\n
•

agreed decree

is

to

be entered which produces the following results:

The New Haven Company transfers to Frank P. Carpenter, of
New Hampshire, Henry B. Day, of Newton, James L. Doherty,
Springfield, Charles P. Hall, of Newton, and Marcus P. Knowlton, of

First.

Increase in Debt.

Manchester,

The outstanding indebtedness of the Company and its leased lines in the
hands of the public (not including that held in the treasuries of subsidiary
companies) has been increased during the year by the amount of $4,522,-

of
Springfield, all in Massachusetts, as trustees, 31,065 shares of the common
stock and 244,939 shares of the preferred stock (being all of the common
and all but 28,000 shares of the preferred stock) of the Boston Railroad
Holding Company, the latter being the holder of 6,543 shares of the preferred and 219,189 shares of the common stock (a majority of all outstanding stock) of the Boston & Maine Railroad, in trust to sell the Boston and
Maine shares under the order of the Court,
The trustees shall hold the shares and exercise all the powers the owners
of the shares of the Holding Company are entitled to exercise, excepting
the right to sell or dispose of them until otherwise ordered.
No order directing the sale of any of the shares of the Holding Company
shall be made by the Court until after July 1st, 1915, unless the New Haven
Company shall in writing consent thereto. If no sale is made before July
1st, 1915, the Court, on application of any party, and after a hearing at
which the Commonwealth of Massachusetts shall be invited to appear, shall
determine when a sale shall be made and fix the terms and conditions
thereof.
The trustees shall also use their best efforts to complete the sale of the
shares of the Boston & Maine Railroad before January 1st, T917.
The New Haven Company transfers to the same trustees, the
Second.
following shares of corporations, the railroad lines of which are leased to
the Boston & Maine or Maine Central Railroad Company:
922 shares of capital stock of the Northern Railroad (of New Hamp-

250.00,

follows:

as

Increases.
$19,927,000.00
Five per cent. Collateral Gold Notes
Providence Securities Company 4% gold debentures assumed
as a direct instead of an indirect liability (heretofore an
19,180,000.00
obligation of The New England Navigation Co.)
Six per cent, six months notes dated Nov. 18, 1913 (balance
40.000.00
matured but notes not presented by holders)
400,000.00
Six per cent, three months note dated April 13, 1914
2,000,000.00
Five per cent, six months notes dated Tanuarv 14, 1914...
250,000.00
Five per cent, six months notes dated January 26. 1914
Four and one-half per cent, five year promissorv notes dated
222,000.00
May 7, -1914
550,000.00
1914
26,
six
months
notes
dated
June
Five per cent,
375,000.00
Five per cent, four months note dated lune 26, 1914
The Harlem River & Port Chester R. R. Co. one year 5%
gold notes, guaranteed by The New York, New Haven &
1 0,000,000.00
Hartford Railroad Company
$52,944,000.00

New Haven

St.

Rv.

1913

Four

5%

first

Decreases.
mortgage bonds, paid

3599,000.00
5.000,000.00

r

"

per'ceiit. non-convertible debentures, paid Feb.
convertible mortgage bonds,
St. Ry.

New Haven

shire),

in .\ugu5t.

5%

1,

1914.

paid in

229,000.00
2,575,000.00
39,995,000.00
23,750.00

June 1914.
Four and one-half per
1-ive

Note

cent, notes, paid in lulv, 1913
per cent, notes, paid in November and December, 1913.
in favor of City of New Haven, paid .September 16, 1913.

$48,421,750.00

1.015 shares of capital stock of the Connecticut River Railroad Company,
63 shares of capital stock of the Manchester & Lawrence Railroad,
246 shares of capital stock of the Hereford Railway Company,
2,469 shares of capital stock of the Concord & Montreal Railroad,
184 shares of capital stock of the \'ermunt & Massachusetts Railroad.
193 shares of capital stock of the Lowell & Andover Railroad Company,
412 shares of capital stock of the Boston & Lowell Railroad.
710 shares of capital stock of the Pemigewasset Valley Railroad,
1,464 shares of capita! stock of the Connecticut & Passumpsic Rivers Rail-

road
$4,522,250.00

Total In

Maturing Debt.
There

will

mature between October

1st.

1914.

and June

Bonds
December 26th, 1914, five per cent, six months notes
January 14th, 1915, five per cent, six months notes
January 27th. 1915, five per cent, six months notes
Mav 1st, 1915, five per cent, one year Collateral Gold notes..
Total issue
Less, paid off

1915, the

30th.

following obligations for which your Company is responsible:
October 26, 1914, five per cent, four months note
December 1st, 1914, Middletown Horse R. R. Vh Isl Mortgage

.„„„„.

$375,000.00
50.000-00
550.000.00
1,000,000.00
200.000.00
1

$20,000,000.00
435,000.00

Company,

stock of the Upper Coos Railroad.
stock of the Concord & Portsmouth Railroad.
stock of the Wilton Railroad Company.
stock of the Peterborough Railroad,
stock of the Nashua & Lowell Railroad and
354 shares of capital stock of the Massawippi Valley Railway Company.
The trustees shall hold these shares and exercise all the powers in the
management of the corporations which the owners of the shares are enThev shall sell the shares, whenever in their judgment
titled to exercise.
such sale or sales can be made to the best advantage, so long as they remain subject to sale and upon such terms as the New Haven Company shall
request in writing signed by its President or Chairman of .the Board of
iTfT
Directors and approved at a meeting by said Board.
The trustees shall exercise their best efforts to complete thersale of said
shares before January 1st, 1917.
73 shares of caoital
18 shares of capital
98 shares of capital
86 shares of capital
84 shares of capital

.

19,565,000.00

-,
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iHE Interstate Commerce Commission.

now

In response to a resolution of tlie United States Senate of February 3rd,
a prolonged investigation was made by the Interstate Commerce
Commission of the financial transactions of the New Haven Company since
Their report was published on July Uth, 19M.
1^03.
While statements
tu the contrary have been circulated, Jt is proper to point out that the
Ctmpany co-uperaled to the fulies^t extent in furnishing information to
the Commission, and no books,, papers or documents in the possession of
or within the control or jurisdiction of the Company were burned or
destroyed, either before, during or sirce the investigation.
The records of
the Company have been preserved carefully and the general orders of the
Commission applicable to the preservation of all records have been complied with.
Explicit instructions were given and obeyed that the files of
the Company should remain open at all times to the most complete investigation ar.d inspection by the representatives of the Commission.
The
custodians of the records of the Company assisted the Commission's examiners, and the latter were granted every facility within the power
and control of the Company to aid them in their investigations.
For nearly two years prior to this investigation in VVashington, examiners and representatives of the Commission have been almost continuously
qt the offices of the Company,
at one time as many as sixteen.
They
have examined the books, documents and files of the Company, and no
information has been kept from them and all information obtainable having
a bearing on the subjects under investigation was furnished promptly and
fully by the otticers and empioyei^s of the Company.
The following is an illustration of the action taken to respond to requests
for information:
Within a period of forty-eight hours, from Friday afternoon until Sunday afternoon, 504 clerks were taken from their regular duties and worked
6,230 hours, equivalent to 111 clerks for one day, at a cost of $1,400.,
ui order to segregate ce.tain records, which were then sent in a special
car to Washington so as to be there Monday morning.
All of the suggestions made in the report of the Commission which are
of a helpful nature and which will in any way aid the Company in sustaining itself under the present conditions, which are so adverse to all
railroads, and particularly to those in New England, are now being made
use of and steps are being taken to give effect to the various suggestions
1914,

—

recommendations.

Special counsel were assigned Inst Sprine to an investiization of the affairs
of the Billard Company as far as they affect the New Haven Company.
Requests for information having proved ineffectual, orders have been given
to institute judicial proceedings to compel an accounting.
Counsel are alto carefully considering whether, in the testimoney obtained
by the Commission or elsewhere, evidence can be found that will enable the
Company to bring an effective suit against any other parties to recover funds
alleged to have been improperly diverted from the Company's treasury.

ADDITIONS AND BETTERMENTS.
As shown in table on page 51, $3,290,549.97 was spent for additions and
betterments and charged to Capital Account.
New Equipment: Under the new Equipment Trust (Farmers Loan &
Trust Co., Trustee) then; have been added during the year:
72 Steel Coaches.
"
28
Smokers.
"
IS
Postal Cars.
"
12
Multiple Unit Motors.
24

and

in

"
"
addition:

New Ehuifment:

"

Trailers,

(Not under the Efjuipment Trust.)
'

3 Electric locomotives,
34 Steel coaches,

I

change.

During the year the same high standard of maintenance of these properties has been continued and the/ are in better physical condition now
at any time since iheir purchase.
In common with all transportation
companies throughout the eastern part of the United States, the electric
properties have not maintained the customaiy growth in gross revenue,
and, coupled with very L-xIcnsive requirements by the municipalities served
by the various lines for improved street conditions and new pavement, the
expense for operation has increased in much greater ratio than the gross
than

revenue.
Larj,e undertakings for im;'rovemenls and betterments of the properties
at the beginning of the year have been carried
to completion, so that thtse lines are now in very much better position to
take care of any increase in business which may come to the transportation
companies with a revival in general business and industrial ^conditions in

which were well under way

territory served.

the

Berkshire Street R.mlway Company.
This Company o lerates through ownership or lease 144.86 miles oi track
wcsici n .\Iassachusetts and southwestern Vermont.
The New
ork. New Haven & Hartford Railroad Company holds all the

in

'i

of

stock of the Company at a
The \'ermont Company at a cost

It

also

capital

cost of $6,371,395.58, and all the stock
of $571,164.31, a total of $6,942,559.89.
holds bonds of the Berkshire and V'ermont Companies and notes
ot the Berkshire Company amounting to $4,344,000.00.
During the year there was spent $681,823.89 for additions tu the property, the principal item being for completion of an extension from Lee
through East Lee to Huntington to a connection with the street railroad
lines running westward from the city of Springfiehi. this line not as yet
being in operation.
In addition to this there were expenditures for track
improvements necessitated by state highway construction and city road
betterments.
During the year the net revenue of the Company was sufficient to provide interest on all underlying bonds and rentals of leased lines; but not
sufficient to pay the total amount of interest due the New Haven Road,
the deficit being $72,507.17.

The Connecticut Company.
This Company operates through ownership, lease and trackage agreement 705 miles of track, all in the western half of Connecticut; in addition
which it owns 88.1 miles of track under lease to The Shore Line ElecRailway Company in New London, Norwich, Willimantic, Danielson
and Putnam.
The New England Navigation Company owns all of the capital stock of
the Company, at a cost of $40,000,000.00.
The New Haven Company also
holds the 6% demand notes of this company amounting to $2,125,000.00, all
of which have been issued to provide funds for additions and betterments.
During the past year there was spent for additions to the property the
sum of $1,214,535.70. by far the greater part of which was for track betterment and paving to meet the requirements of the various municipalities
served by the company, other large expenditures having been made to
improve power conditions at a number of points.
During the past year the Company earned sufficent to pay all operating
exDcnses. taxes and interest and returned to the Navigation Company
$1,500,000.00 as dividend and showed a surplus of $1,072.42.
The following table shows the results of the operations of the company for the past
to

tric

1913

1914

5,656,400.74

5,561,547.31

5,868,526.09

5.767.388.57

1,909,111.75
148,415.12

2,469,073.63
62,541.28

2.586,098.81
62,077.64

2,318,010.13
260,522.82

2,057,526.87

2,531,614.91

2,648,176.45

2.578.532.95

939,464.25

1,012,539.29

1,039,154.86

1,077,460.53

1,118.062.62
1,000,000.00

1,519,075.62
1,500,000.00

1,609,021.59
1,500,000.00

1,501,072.42
1,500,000.00

118,062.62

19,075.62

109,021.59

1.072.42

Total Operating In-

come

car floats.

on locomotives, the Company paid $1,054,659.07, the entire amount of
which was charged to the equipment account. There are also due on 1913
orders, ten steel smoking cars and four multiple unit cars and on 1914
orders, fifty steel baggage cars, thirty steel passenger coaches and twenty
combination cars.

At the present time, with the exception of baggage cars and four dining
cars, all of the regular express passtnger train service is handled with allYork and Boston via the three
sieel or steel underframe cars between
The same is also
routes, Shore Line. Springfield and Hartford-Willimantic.

New

New York-Springfield, New York-Winsted. New York-Pittsfield,
New York-New Haven, and, with the exception of two trains, New Haven-

true of the

Boston & Maine service.
As stated above, equiament is under order, the early receipt of which is
expected; these cars and reinforcement of four dining cars now under way
will complete the above trains with all-steel or steel underframe equipment.
Abandonment of New Work: All construction and betterment work
has been stopped except that which is so far advanced that its completion
is required and that which the Company is compelled under legal orders to
compleie.
This policy must of necessity continue until the Company can
obtain money from increased earnincs and through some plan that will permit financing its floating debt at lower rates of interest than are now current.
Therefore many improvements cannot now be undertaken, that would add
to the comfort and convenience of the public and eventually produce
economies in the operation of the railroad.

ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT.
Between

New York and New Haven,

including

all

yards and sidings, and

the Cedar Hill yard at the latter point, your Company has 518 miles of
track equipped for electrical operation, excluding that part of the New York
Central Company between Woodlawn and Grand Central Terminal used
The volume of passenger
under lease but maintained by that Company.
and freieht business moving between New Haven and New York is very
heavy and the necessity for the most effective organization is very essential.
The investment in the electrification between New York and Cedar Hill
transmission lines, distributing system, electrical
in power, locomotive,
shops, when all the business is handled electrically, will be about $20,000,000.
For the purpose of supervising closely and making the most effective use
of these large investments and because the operation and maintenance of
this extensive electrical installation is very technical, an Electrical Department was organized on March 18th, 1914, consisting of a Consulting Electrical Engineer, with necessary assistants, having advisory jurisdiction over
matters pertaining to the engineering, constructiorf and operation of the
Better results are being gradually obelectrical system and equipment.
tained by having this new department acting in co-operation with the
divisional operating officers.

THE TROLLEY COMPANIES.
During the
electric

manaeement

New

Taxes

Non-Operating Income

this

Gross Corporate

etc.,

the

1912

1911

and

equipment, the conversion of certain cars from one class to
another, providing safety appliances, also superheaters, pumps, flash boilers,

steel

been given independent organizations septhus giving to the electric properties a comwhom give their entire time and attention
greater efficiency will be obtained by this

Operating Revenue .. .$7,565,512.49 $8,030,620.94 $8,454,624.90 $8,085,398.70
Operating
Expenses

Transformer,

3 Steel

have

New Haven,

plete staff of officials, all of
thereto.
It
is expected
that

four years:

.

Steel .-^moker,
20 Milk cars,
6 Steel postal cars,
1
Steam crane,
1
Rail unloader,
1

For

prir-ctpaT units

arated from the

.

ar.d

the

825

York,

past year a change has been made in the method by which
Heretofore the details of
traction properties are operated.
have been larcelv centralized in the general offices of The

New Haven &

Hartford Railroad Company

in

New Haven;

but

In-

come
Deductions for Interest

and Rentals

Net

Corporate

in-

come
Dividends
Corporate Surplus.

.

New York & Stamford Railway Company.
This Company operates through ownership or lease 37.51 miles of track in
Westchester.
The New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad Company owns all the
capital

stock

of

the

Company

at

a

cost

of

$610,643.40.

It

also

owns

property between the Mianus River and the State line between New York
and Connecticut, which is leased to the New York & Stamford Railway
Company at an annual rental of $20,000.00. The New Haven Company

owns first morteage bonds of the New York & Stamford Railway Comat a cost of $599,880.00, and also holds 67c demand notes of
the New York & Stamford Railway Company in the amount of $185,000.00,
the notes all having been issued for additions and betterments, chiefly for
double tracking a large portion of this line to care for the large distribution
of commuting travel between New York and the various suburban points.
The amount spent for additions and betterments during the current vear
was $58,184.89, for new double tracking.
During the year the Company did not earn an amount sufficient to pay
operating expenses, taxes and interest on the outstanding bonds, the deficit
being $5,824.17.
also

pany carried

The Rhode

Island Company.

This Company operates through ownership or lease 345.3 miles of electric
railroad track, and 8.43 miles of steam operated trackage of the Narragansett
This includes
Pier Railroad Company, all in the State of Rhode Island.
all of the electric railroad in the cities of Providence, Pawtucket and Woonsocket and the large industrial communities adjacent.
The New York.^ New Haven & Hartford Railroad Company owns the
entire capital stock of the Company at a cost of $24,352,336.41, in addition
to which it now holds 6% demand notes of the Company in the sum of
$3,500,000.00, all issued to provide funds for expenditures for betterments
and improvements of the propertv. The Rhode Island Companv has also
outstanding $1,000,000.00 in notes for monies borrowed from outside sources.
During the current year the Companv has spent $1,568,914.21 for betterments and improvements, consisting of" the following:
A tunnel under the hill to connect the -business and residential portions
of the city of Providence has been comileted and put in operation, elimvery
inating an expensive and cumbersome operation by gravity plane.
large amount has also been spent for additions to the power house to meet
An extension of
the requirements of the Company for a number of years.
10 miles from Centerdale to Chepachet was built to provide transportation

A
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facilities for territory heretofore without direct connection with the city of
Providence.
The earnings of the Company were sufficient to take care of the operations and pav all interest, rentals and taxes, and leave a sur^^lus of

$347,642.94.

The Company leases the property of the Sea View Railroad Company and
& Danielson Railway Company, owned by The New England
Company and representina a total investment for stock and
bon.ls of $1,266,379.37. on which The Rhode Island Company pavs rental
the Providence

Navigation

of $83,132.00 annually.
The following table shows the operating results for the past four years:

1912

1911

1913

1914

Operating Revenue ..$4,675,942.97 S5.045.006.29 $5,322,646.93 $5,379,148.55
Operating
Expenses
and Taxes
3.094,124.53
3,577.337.58
3.561,613.37
3,896,798.53
Total Operating In-

come

..A...

Non-operating Income.

1,581,818.44
100.281.96

1.467.668.71
94.933.55

1.761.033.56
134.336.15

1,482,350.02
144,658.84

1,682,100.40

1.562,602.26

1,895.369.71

1.627.008.,v6

1.080,543.86

1.175,003.38

1,225.319.00

1.279,365.92

601.556.54
581.130.00

387,598.88
290.565.00

670.050.71
581,130.00

347.642.94

20.426.54

97.033.88

88.920.71

347,642.94

Gross Corporate In-

come
Deductions for Interest and Rentals

Net

Corporate

In-

come
Dividends
Corporate

Surplus..

.

Railro.\d Company.
This Company operates through ownership or lease 30.67 iniles of track
Westchester County, New York.
During this year the Public Service Commission for the 2d District of
New York authorized the Company to issue 7,000 shares of stock to repri
sent the cost of the property to the New Haven Road.
This is carried at a
cost of $896,379.63. in addition to which the New Haven holds notes of thv
Westchester Company to the amount of $255,771.21 issued for capital im
provements of the Company's property since acquisition.
The amount spent for additions and betterments during the current year
was $56,625.54, for improvements of and additions to the track and lintin

construction.
During the year the Company earned an amount sufficient to pay the interest on outstanding notes: hut paid no dividends, the surplus from operations amounting to $4,883.99.

WATER
The causes
lines

that

LINES.

adversely affected the results on the steam and trolley
affect on tht- various water lines owned and

had a somewhat similar
by your Company.

controlled

The Hartford and New York

Transport.\tion Company.
The gross earnings of The Hartford & New York Transportation Company were $1,096,499.16 as compared with $1,157,337.82 for the previous
year; but by careful operation the expenses were reduced so that the net
income of this Company for the fiscal year just past was $85,965.42 as com-

pared with $64,285.70 for the previous'year.
This Company reduced its equipment by one barge which had become obsolete, but on account of the depression in business did not replace it.
The property of this Com >any is in good condition.
New Bedford. Martha's X'ineyard & Nantucket Steamroat Company.
On account of considerable activity in Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket
the earnings of the New Bedford. Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket Sleaniboat Company increased from $209,469,82 to $232,704.45; by careful operation the expenses were reduced somewhat, so that the net income of this
Company for the year just past was $62,708.25 as compared with $25,630,17
for the previous year.
Just as soon as financial conditions permit this Company should add to its
equipment a modern steamer to care for the growing business between the
main land and the two islands.

The New England Steamship Company.
The gross earnings of The New England

Steamsbi:^ Company were
In spite of this decrease in gross
$4,697,211,94, a decrease of $219,512.25.
earnings, by careful operation and rearrangement of work on some of the
piers in New York, the deficit in meeting the fixed charges of this company
of $355,070.50 for the year ending June 30th. 1913, was reduced to a
deficit for this year of $77,802.62.
One steamer, the ''City of Rridgeport," which was not needed, was sold
for $100,000 in cash, and one transfer tug was dismantled and put out of

Com-

During the investigation of thu Company's
merce Commission, some criticism was m.-ide upon the character of the
stemships and the operation thereof.
As a result, the Secretary of Commerce caused a very thorough investigation to be made by the Supervising
The United States Steamboat InInspectors of New York and Boston.
spection Service has prepared a very complete report on this steamship
property and it is now a matter of record with the United States Governof
interested
parties.
Space does not
ment, open to the inspection
all
affairs by the Interstate

permit the publishing of this report, but the following extract summing
the Government's report will be of interest:
*"This office is therefore of the opinion in view of the nature
of the safeguards placed upon these vessels and the excellent
discipline that prevails, that danger from fire is a minimum,
and that a menace to the lives of the patrons of this line does
not exist."

Other buildings are projected, work upon which
future,

\\\*

To utilize the real estate an3 "aerial rights" adjacent to the
in New York, the following buildings have been constructed:
Biltmore Hotel. Merchants and Manufacturers Exchange. Adams Express
Company and United Cigar Stores. The New Haven Company being a
joint user of the Terminal and its approaching tracks joined with the New
York Central in advancing money for the development of the property not
required for railroad use.
The total amount advanced bv vour Company during the oast fiscal year
was $1,628,190.35. and its aggregate advances to June 30th. 1914. for these
Terminal

yield

a

satisfactory

interest

rate

and the

pay ground rents and taxes, which reduce the expenses of the Grand Central Terminal, and in addition the lessees pay annual sinking fund payments, which, together with accretions to the fund,
will in about twenty-seven years return to the owning Companies the sum^
advanced.
The lollo.ving buildings ire "ow under construction:
Todd Building, for which the Company must advance. ,$325,000.00"
250,(00.00
Yale Club, for which the Company must advance
.

•$40^,000 of this

amount has been paid since June

the near

the cost of the office building located at the Grand Central Terminal, which
is to be repaid with interest in annual instalments extending over
a period of twenty-five years, and of which amount $104,800.00 has been
repaid, leaving $1,205,200.00 to be repaid.

amount

Increased Efficiency and Safety.
Last year's report referred to the effort of officers and employees to raise
the railroad and service to a higher standard of efficiency, safety, discipline
and economy. The North Haven accident of September 2d, 19r3. following
as it did other serious accidents, made it imperative that the rules and
regulations of the Company be of such a character as to safeguard to the
greatest extent possible the lives of the public and the employees.
For some time previous to this accident negotiations had been conducted
with committees representing the engineers and firemen to revise rules
which were not in accordance with nxodern railroad practice.
The new
management felt that it owed a duly to the public as well as to the em?loyees to put the new rules into effect at once. The engineers and firemen
elt aggrieved at this position of the Comiiany and voted to strike.
On October 18th, 1913. however, the matter was adjusted amicably with the employees, and rules containing the principles for which the management coneffect.

These negotiations, in the judgment of your officers, tended to establish a
better understanding and improved relations between the employees and the
management, and have assisted materially in restoring confidence throughout
Every effort is being made by officers and men to promote a
the service.
spirit of helpful cooperation, so necessary to maintain and operate the
properties efficiently, safely and economically, and to give good service
to the public.

Safety and Efficiency Bureau.
At the i>rcsent time the Company has fully organized safety and efficiency
bureaus as follows:
1
Central Committee.
7 Divisional Committees.
13 Shop, Engine House and Terminal Committees,
1
Telegraph Department Committee.
1
Electrical Department Committee,
Regular meetings are held and considerable has been accoinplished in
the way of removing obstructions, securing better clearances, elimmating unsafe practices, improving view at grade crossings, etc.
New Haven Railroad Cli*b.
The New Haven Railroad Club was organized on February 26th, 1914,
and is composed of officers, assistants, chief clerks, bureau foremen, or
other employees of The New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad Company, or affiliated companies, holding co-ordinate positions.
The object of the Club is to promote knowledge on all matters relative
to the maintenance, operation and general administration of railroads, and
to encouracc social relations and a common understanding between departments.

Monthly meetings are help (excej>t in June, July and .August) in the
Railroad V. M. C. A. building at New Haven, preceded )>y a dinner at a
nominal cost.
The average attendance

at these meetings has been about one hundred and
There is much interest taken in the Club and its object, and good
sixteen.
lesults are already being accomplished.

Rates.

During the year the passenger rate between Boston and New York,
229.15 miles, was increased from $4,75 to $5,00 with corresponding increases
intermediate points.
Tariffs have been filed increasing the rates for mileage books from 2c.
Tariffs are now being prepared adjusting local passenger
to 2'4c. a mile.
A new tariff adrates, outside of the commutation zones, to 2^c. a mile.
justing the merchandise and class rates is being prepared, and one adjusting
These tariffs are very complicated and in preparing
the commodity rates.
the new schedules every effort has been to eliminate discrimination and
remove unequalities. Some rates in the new tariffs will be reduced and
some will be advanced. The result as a whole will be a much more
The freight
scientific and logical set of rates and a slightly higher basis.
tariffs will be filed with the proper Commissions between now and January
1st, and it is hoped that they will be approved.
at

Service.

Every effort has been made to give regular and safe service, both freight
and passenger, and to economize, some of the non-remunerative passenger
trains have been discontinued with the result that 284,897 miles less were
fiscal year than last.
of all passenger trains operated by the Company earn
than 50c. and approximately 30^^ earn 50c. and less than $1.00 a mile,
or 62% earn less than SI. 00 per mile. The average cos« of running all trains
(passenger and freight) on the New Haven road for the last fiscal year for
transportation expenses, maintenance of equipment and taxes, and not including anything for maintenance of way or administration expenses, or interest on the investment, was $1.69 per mile.
These figures emphasize the fact that the road is performing a large

run by passenger trains this

Approximated 32^

less

service for the public at a loss and justify
the nassengcr rates and some decreases in service.

amount of

some increases

in

STOCKHOLDERS.
of stockholders of the
is of interest:

New Haven Company,

Classification
,—of Capital Stock June 30.—n

Grand Central

made

in

and their location and holdings

CiRand Central Terminal.

I.urposes. $4,153,161.75.
All of the advances
lessees of the buildings

begin

as follows:

The following statement

REAL ESTATE.

will

Xo. 18

Postoffice Building, between East 45th and East 46th Streets.
Apartment House, 50th Street and Park Avenue.
Apartment House, 51st Street and Park Avenue,
As to these the Company is under no present obligation to advance money
but retains an option to participate at any time within two vears.
The New Haven Company has also advanced $1.310,000'00. one-half of

tended remained in

The Westchester Street

\'oL. hi,

30. 1914.

Shares Held Is:

1914

Massachusetts
Connecticut

570.166—

New York

529.167—33^%

Rhode Island
Miscellaneous
Treasury

36'/r

264,491—17%

1913

1912

35%
19%
33%

19%
34%

359''-

166.892—11%

3%>
10%.

3%
9%

100%

100%

100%

48%

11%'

48%
23%
15%
3%
11%

100%

100%

40.463—
1.571.179
228.991

2Vi%

1.800.170

Number

of Stockholders is:
Massachusetts
Connecticut

New York
Rhode Island
Miscellaneous

12.215— 46^4%

5.728—21^%

,23</r

4.257— 16'4%

15%

803—

3%

3,383— I2fi%r
26.386

100%

3%

:

October

30,

:

.

:
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THE XKW YORK. NEW HANEN AND HARTFORD RAILROAD COMPANY.
General Balance Sheet, June

30,

1914.

Assets.

Liabilities.

C

Comparison with June

1914.

1914.

Property In7cstme>tt
Road and Equipment:
Investment to June 30th, 1907:

Sloch

Capital

Road

Stock

Premium

$78,378,611.83
35,126,455.57

F.quipment

Increase.

30, 1913.

Decrease.

:

$180,017,000.00

on Capital

realized

Sold

Stock
1909)

(Since July

1,

19,282,887.50

$113,505,067.40

Stack an.l Premium
«e,i/i>ci/i,nfi-yi./.v 1, 1909.. $199, 299,887. 50

Total

'

"

'

^^

Mortgage, Bonded and Secured
Debt:
Mortgage
Bonds,
including
Bonds of Merged Roads as-

sumed (Exhibit

$58,929,000.00

.X)

Gold Notes (Exhibit.XI)
Plain Bonds, Debentures and
Notes, including Debentures

$850,000.00

Collateral

of Merged Roads assumed
(Exhibit XII)
157,964,450.00

.Securities:

Securities of Proprietary,
filiated

19,927,000.00 $19,927,000.00

$236,820,450.00

and Controlled Com-

—

panies
Pledged
Stock (Exhibit I)

Funded Debt

I4,.><99.000.00

.Af-

(E.\hibit

Ilj.

Notes

{Exhibit III)
Securities Issued or Assumed

$18,595,340.92
88,502.50
4,169,781.71

18.595,340.92
88,502.50
4,169,781.71

2.430.000.00

2.430,000.00

Obligations for Advances received
for
Construction,

Equipment and Betterments

—Pledged;

Mortgage,

Total

Funded Debt (Exhibit VII")
Securities of Proprietary, .Afand Controlled Companies
Unpledged
Stock (Exhibit IV)

Bonded

and Secured Debt

filiated

—

474,803.98

$237,295,253.98 $33,976,000.00

under Contract with
Neze York Central, for this
Company's half interest in
Equipment of B. & A. Equipment Trust of 1912

Liability

21,084,064.42

518.594,536.92

$46,367,689.:

Investments:
to Proprietary. AffiHated and Controlled Companies
Construction,
for
Equipment and Betterments
.Miscellaneous Investments:
Physical Property
Securities
Pledged
(Ex-

$174,000.00

$2,436,000.00

'(3ther

Advances

—

^ hibit

V)
-Unpledged

VD

(

Audited Vouchers and Wages

Unpaid
Matured

33.954.797.45

Ex.

Interest, Dividends
and Rents Unpaid
Matured Mortgage, Bonded
and Secured Debt Unpaid,
Other Working Liabilities...

95.736.311.66
$139,6-18.780.28

Total Propertv Investment. $379,774,261.55 $14,715,616.78
Investment in buildings, Grand
Central Terminal. Nen- York.
5,358,361.75
1,575,790.35
.

Total

.IVorliing .-Issefs:

Cash

$6,066,957.80

208,472.47

22,901.450.00

231,000.00

VIII)
Marketable
Securities
(Ex
hibit IX)
Loans and P.ills Receivable..
Traffic and Car Service Ual
ances due from other Com'.

panies

irorking

Liabilities..

.Iccrucd Liabdities^Xot

Unmatured

Securities Issued or .Assumed
—Held in Treasury (Ex
hibit

$4,251,957.98

3.277,918.70

panies

8,331.679.34

33,954,797.45

'.

Working Liabilities:
Loans and Bills Payable
Traffic and Car Service Balances due to other Com-

$1,625,991.83

not

1,588,238.54

1,263,084,37

!.679,091.41

28.512.68
435,919.15

$41,922,909.19

$14,071,353.96

Due:

Interest.

Divi-

dends and Rents Payable..
Taxes Accrued
Total

4,813.961.08

$2,812,266.17
187,796.11

Liabilities

.-Iccrucd

Due

$37,904.47

$3,000,062

319.259.11

Pcfc,
2,826,408.45

Other Working
Total

.Assets

IVorking

.4ssels.

Income not Due
Unmatured
Interest,
dends and Rents Rece

.

.

$1,042,597,17

Ops

5,276,068.38
5,642,340.20
552.202.15

Materials and Supplie

Other Deferred Credit Items
Possible
Representing

—

Credits to

$26,726,114.10

$79,868,413.;

Income or

Profit

and Loss
Other Deferred Credit Items

.able

Total Deferred

Deferred Debit Items:

Temporary Advances
prietary,

Controlled

to

.Affiliated

Companies

$6,860,651.26

908,515.29

'ccnicii

Cr

Proa n

<l

Appropriated Surplus

....

Betterments on Leased Lines.
Distributed as rental over
term of Leases

Working Funds
Other Advances
Rents and Insurance Paid

Sur

Re
plus:

$3,526,506.04
840,637,22
3,031.387.97

$466,787.01

Invested in Sinking and

1.836.878.00

in

Adv

Re

demption Funds:
Railway and
Connecticut
Lighting Co. Sinking Fund

623,188,03

$94,745.77

9.474.943.16

85.260.03

5.825.98

Unextinguished
Securities
Special Deposits

Dis

Equipment and Personal Property Leased
.4cconnt
Profit
and
Loss
(Page
For Contingent Liabilities Pee
Pages 40 and 41.

341.118.96

.

m

Cash and Securities in Sinking and Redemption Funds:
Connecticut
Railway and
Lighting Company Sinking

Fund

1.822.346.14

94,745.77

Worcester and Connecticut
Eastern
Railway
Sinking

Fund

23;ooo.oo

1.953.883.93
1,698,666,31
29,470,74

and Casualty Fu
Insurance Fund....
Deferred Debit Iter

ident
I

-Oh

Total Defe<

$476,834,698.77

$13,570,359,91

$476,834,698.77
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llSTRiaUTtON OF HOLDINGS:
10 shares inc..
1 to
••
••
11 ••
50
••
••
51 ••
100
•
•
101
500
••
'
501 • 1,000
l.COl and over

Iranchise and other taxes at Urand Central Terminal prior to July Ist, 1913
R^rital, Grand Central Palace, N. Y., for station
facilities during construction of permanent station buildings, charges accruing prior to July
1st, 1913, the amount not determined until re-

2 363
1,891

207
147

cently
of net charges to Profit and Loss made by
the Boston \ Albany K. R.. assumed by the

Cori-orate

New Haven Company

Stock-

I'ema'.es

Trustees and Guardianships
Insurance C'o's and other corporations

83.686.-tj

50%

26,386

sd;v!dual
and
holders;
Males

111,592.57

.•

12,127
9.651

11,113
10.920
3,551

8,185
10.102
3,666

8.079
9,710
3,584

802

763

733

26,386

22,716

22,106

under

agreement

to
share equally in the net results of the operation of the Boston & Albany, which agreement
was cancelled as of January 31st, 1914

71.749.81
218,779.45

Miscellaneous charges

8,495,912.72

•

Balance June 30. h, 1914, as per balance sheet..
.\vERAcE Shares Per Stockholder:
59.5
69.06
71.32
The Company is pre-eminently one that is owned and controlled by stockholders living along the line of the road.
There are only 77 stockholders
living in Europe.
There are 147 stockholders owning more than 1,000
shares with total holdings of 507,916 shares, and there are 26,239 stockhoUiers owning 1.063,263 shares.
Stockholders are urged most earnestly to inform themselves about the
situation of the Company, to explain the difficulties in their respective •communities, and to use their active influence to help the management in its
to reduce expenses and to increase rates slightly, and to obtain
favorable consideration for the Company at this time, when the help of
everyone interested in the welfare ot New England is needed in order to
mamtain efficiently the transportation system that is so closely interwoven
with the industrial, financial and social life of this part of the country.
efforts

ORG.\NIZATION.
past year has been a most trying one for the Company, the owners
That the Company has
securities, employees, officers and directors.
been able to sustain itself under the very disturbed conditions is evidence of
its inherent strength.
It has had to meet great loss in revenues, large
investigations
the
of
exhaustive
increases in expenses; it has been
subject
and of much hostile criticism, of which no complaint is now made, but
instead an appeal for fair treatment and constructive aid.

The

of

its

.\mong the conditions necessary for the success of the Company are:
rirst; Freedom from disturbance and the opportunity for constructive
work.

"There is much truth,*' said the Interstate Commerce Comits report of June 20, 1913, on the New England
situation, "in the claim of the carriers that they have been so
occupied with investigations and so criticized by the public
that no fair opportunity has been given for the operation of
railro; 1 properties.
Second: The rei loval of restrictions and conflicts in the laws and policies
mission in

of the various Nei England States which prevent the Company from adoDting a comprehens ^e flnancial plan enabling it to meet its obligations by

mortgage bonds.
.\ readir
the part of Commissions, both State and National,
readjustment and increase in freight and passenger rates; and
in the pay received for the carriage of mail and parcels post.
Fourth Adequate time for the Company to dispose of its investments in
other companies.
The Directors, as trustees for the stockholders, as well
as in a large measure for the community served by the lines, should, ^for
the protection of the property, its owners and the business of the NewEngland States, not he forced to sacrifice these investments and at a time
when values have been depressed by adverse criticism, controversy and generally poor business conditions.
The Directors end Officers .ire endeavoring most earnestly to conduct the
affairs of the Company in a lawful, prudent and efficient manner, and are
continuing to compact, improve, maintain and preserve the property in
order to meet adequately the public demands and to benefit the stockho'ders.
They will continue to strengthen its working organization, fully
realizing that only with public confidence and support, and especially the
co-operation of Lhe various Commissions and governmental authorities, can

Third:

to permit

_

:

the success of the Company be assured.
Your attention is directed to the tables hereto attached giving additioital
information about each of the properties in which your Company is interested.
The year opened with the staff of officers and the employees seriously
disturbed and somewhat demoralized and discouraged because of the condiThe efforts of the officers
tions and obstacles to be met and overcome.
and employees have been directed to bringing about a better feeling towards
the Company from the communities served, as well as to improving the
operation of the various properties. The thanks of the owners of the property are due to the many loyal officers and employees who have rendered
faithful service during the year under the most serious and most unusual

conditions and obstacles.
Respectfully submitted by order of the Board of Directors.

HOWARD

ELLIOTT.

Chairman of the Board and President of the Company.

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT.
Credit.
Balance brought forward from June 30th, 1913
Credit balance of net income for the year
Balance in Insurance Funds transferred to this Account
Adjustment of securities to par value
Miscellaneous Items

$7,916,557.24
268,662.87
1.983.354.67
123.720.53
25,863.55

$10,318,158.86

Debit.
$2,356,768.50
Dividend paid September 30th. 1913
Loss resulting from the sale of securities of the
Merchants & Miners Transportation Co... 3.594,500.00
Unamortized loss on the New York, Westchester
& Boston Py. Co. bonds, which bonds were
received in payment for advances to the NewYork, Westchester & Boston Ry. Co. and the
bonds sold to the public by the New Haven
1.265.295.62
Company prior to the past fiscal year
Loss on Treasurv securities sold or reduced to
426.361.37
Par
Depreciation on equioment assigned to the Boston & Albany R. K. prior to July 1st. 1913,
under "Boston & Albany Equipment Trust of
1912"
237.108.36
Depreciation prior to Juiv 1st. 1913, on equip.'

ment put out of

service

Xu. 18

\'oL. 57,

130,070.61

STATEMENT OF CONTINGENT
June 30th,

$1,822,246.14

LIABILITIES.

1914.

Under

the provisions of Section 4, Chapter 519, of the .\cts of the GenCourt of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, passed at its 1909 SesThe New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad Company promises
when they shall be sold, to guarantee the principal of, and the dividends
and interest upon the capital stock, bonds, notes and other evidences of
indebtedness of Boston Railroad Holding Company acquired by it.
On
June 15th, 1910, the General Court of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
passed an act authorizing the issue of preferred stock (without voting
.lowerj of Boston Railroad Holding Company, in exchange for its four per
cent, fifty-year Debentures dated November 1st. 1909; and on January 10th,
,1911, the $20,012,000 Debentures owned by The New York, New Haven
and Hartford Railroad Company were exchanged for preferred stock. On
June 30th, 1914, thcte were held by the public 28,000 shares of preferred
stock of Boston Railroad Holding Company, on which the guaranty had
iieeii executed;
and on the same date Ihe New York, New Haven and
Hartford Railroad Company held the following stock:
31,065 shares of Common Stock of Par Value. .$3,106,500.00
244.939 shares of Preferred Stock of P.tt Value. .24,493,900.00
The New York New Haven and Hartford Railroad Company
Is liable jointly with other roads for any deficiency on foreclosu e of
bonds of the Boston Terminal Company.
Is liable by endorsement on $200,000 six per cent, demand notes dated
.May 1st, 1914, of the Central New England Railway Company deposited as
Collateral under Indenture dated May 1st, 1914, securing $20,000,000 one
year 57r Collateral Gold Notes of The New York, New Haven and Hartford
eral
sion,

.

Railroad Company.

Guarantees the payment of principal and interest of the four per cent.
Gold Bonds of the Central New England Railway Con.i.any

First .Mortgage

1st. 1911, to the amount of $12,012,000.
Is liable bv endorsement on $1,325,000 six per cent, demand notes dated
-May 1st. 1914, of The Connecticut Companv deposited as Collateral under
Indenture dated May 1st. 1914. securing $20,000,000 one year 5% Collateral
Gold Notes of The New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad Company.
Is ii.ible bv endorsement on 53.000.000 six per cent, demand notes. Series
"E." dated May 1, 1914, of The Harlem River and Port Chester Railroad
( ompany
deposited as Collateral under Indenture dated May Ist, 1914, securing $20,000,000 one year 5% Collateral Gold Notes of The New York,
.\cw Haven and Hartford Railroad Company.
Guaranlees the payment of principal and interest of The Harlem River
and Port Chester Railroad Company one year 5% Gold Notes, Series "A,"
dated .May Ist, 1914. to the amount of $10,000,000.
Is liable by endorsement on $819,781.71 five per cent, demand note dated
September 22nd, 1911. of the Hartford and Connecticut Western Railroad
Company (previously endorsed by the Central New England Railway Co.)
deposited as Collateral under Indenture dated May 1st. 1914. securing
$20,000,000 one year 5:4 Collateral Gold Notes of The New York. New
Haven and Hartford Railroad Company.
Is liable by endorsement on $1,150,000 six per cent, demand notes dated
May 1st. 1914. of Housatonic Power Company deposited as Collateral
under Indenture dated May 1st. 1914, securing $20,000,000 one year 5%

of the issue of January

Gold Notes of The

Collateral

New

York.

New Haven and

Hartford

Rail-

road Company.

Guarantees the payment of principal of $300,000 and interest on the 6%
one year Notes of the Housatonic Power Company dated March 31st, 1914.
Guarantees four per cent, dividends on preferred stock of the New England Investment and Security Company. $4,000,000. and payment of principal at one hundred five per cent- on liquidation; also guarantees the

payment ol principal. $5,000,000 and interest of the New England Investment and Security Company fifteen-year Funding Gold Notes dated .April

1st. 1909.
Guarantees the payment of principal and interest of the Gold Debenture
of The New England Navigation Company in case of termination of
lease of the Old Colony Railroad Company, $3,600,000.
The New York. New Haven and Hartford Railroad Company and the
Pennsylvania Railroad Company, jointly and severally, guarantee the payment of the princioal and interest of the outstanding $16,000,000.00 First
-Mortgage four and one-half per cent. Gold B-nds dated August 1st. 1913.
due August 1st, 1953, of the New York Connecting Railroad Company.
Guarantees the payment of principal and interest of the four per cent
fifty-vear First and Refunding Mortgage Gold Bonds of the New York and
Stara'ford Railway Company, of the issue of November 1st, 1908, to the
amount of $925,000.
Is liable bv endorsement on $185,000 six per cent, demand notes dated
Mav 1st 1914, of New York and Stamford Railway Company deposited as
Collateral under Indenture dated May 1st, 1914. securing $20,600,000 one
year 5% Collateral Gold Notes of The New York, New Haven and Hart-

ford

Railroad

Company.

Guarantees the pavment of principal and interest of the four and oneFirst Mortgage Gold Bonds of The New York, Westchester
and Boston Railway Company of the issue of July 1st, 1911, to the amount
half per cent.

of $21,200,000.

,

,

^

,

.^^

j

by endorsement on $1,725,000 six per cent, demand notes dated
The Rhode Island Company deposited as Collateral under
indenture dated May 1st. 1914, securing $20,000,000 one year 5% Collateral Gold Notes of The New Y'ork, New Haven and Hartford Railroad
Is

May

liable
1st.

Comoanv.

1914. of

,

.

Is' liable by endorsement on $150,000 five per cent, demand note-dated
under
1st. 1914. of Rutland Railroad Company deposited as Collateral
Indenture dated May 1st. 1914, securing $20,000,000 one year 5% Collateral Gold Notes of The New Y'ork, New Haven and Hartford Railroad

May

Company.

..

,

.

^

£

u

(iuarartees four per cent, dividends on preferred stock of the Springfield
Railway Companies, $3,387,900, and payment of principal at one hundred
five per cent.- on liquidation.

October

30,

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE

1914

Of the Above Contingent

E

the interest or dividends were all

Form

ent

&

Security Co.

..

Preferred Stock.

Preferred Stock.
^Boston R. R. Holding Co
Isl .Mtge. Gold Bonds.
Y'ork Connecting R. R. Co
One Y'ear Notes.
Housatonic Power Co
The Harlem River & Port Chester R. R. Co. .One year S% Gold Notes.
Series "A."

Sole
.

& Hartford

llDid not earn dividend on preferred stock.
Paid by The Xc
R. R. Co.
§Not complete or
operation.
Interest charged to constiuctii

m

PLEDGED^
SECURITIES OF PROPRIETARY, .\FFILL\TED AND CONTROLLED
COMPANIES.
of

4%

and

First

5%

Boob Value.

1946

July

or

Dn idends.

$507,500.00
9,880.00
480,480.00
864.000.00

135.516.00

4%,

4%
4%
4/,%

6%
57<.

Aug.
Mar.

31,

May

1,

IbO.OOO.OO
112.000.00
7-0.000.00
18.000.00
500,000.00

1953
1915
1915

1,

Refunding

Mortgage

1,052,335.91
1,201,063.69

.

38,000.00
2.000,000.00

678,000,00

5'"), 880,00

846,000.00

846,500,00

Rate of Interest.
1,150,000.00
185,000,00
1,325.000.00
1,725.000.00

6%,
6
6

The Rhode Island Co

6

Total

13,105,185.62

9.150.00

J5,300,0O

Gold

Mortgage Gold Bonds due 1931

First

6,l'i0.5S

$

$33,954,797.45

These securities comprise part of the CoUaterSl Pledged under
denture dated May 1st, 1914, securing 5% Collateral Gold Notes,

3,212.00
2,364,977.15

tlie

In-

Exhibit VI,
Exhibit

MISCELLAXEOL'S IX VESTMENTS,— UXPLEDGED,

II.

Par Value.

New England

First

1,

4/.%

Notes.
Housatonic Power Co
New York and Stamford Railway Co
The Connecticut Co

$868,566.55

Funded Debt.

4%

1961

Par Value.
& Telegraph Co.
6,300.00
4^2% Gold Bonds due 19J3
$
Chicago, Burlington 6i Quincy R. R. Co. (Ill, Div.J
i'/2% Bonds due 1949
10,000.00
Chicago & Eastern Ilinois R. R. Co.
22,000,00
5%i Bonds due 1937
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific R. R. Co.
38,000.00
4% General Mortgage Bonds due 1988
New Y'ork, Westchester & Boston Ry. Co.
4)4% First Mortgage Gold Bonds due 1946... 2,000,000.00
New York and Stamford Railway Co.

Total

Central

1,

Bonds due 1958
The Vermont Company.

I.

shares.

Stocks.
Central New England Railway Co.
Common Stock
47,920
Central New England Railway Co.
Preferred Stock
37,360
Hartford & Conn. Western R. R. Co, 17,482
New Y'ork, Ontario & Western Uy.
Co. Common
291,600
New York, Ontario & Western Ry.
Co. Preferred
22
Rutland Railroad Co
2i,S20'A

1947
1958

.American Telephone

New Haven & Hartford

Number

1,

1,

Bonds.

R. R. Co.

Exhibit

Feb.

Nov.
Jan.

300,000.00
10,000,000.00

Sole

'Interest on Bonds paid out of Rentals re;ceived from Coinpan
Terminal.
JDid not earn interest on bonds. Paid by The New York, Ne

iyi'/o

4%
4%

and payment of
principal at 105%
on liquidation.
4,000.000.00
and payment of
principal at 105%
on liquidation.
2,800,000.00
16,000,000.00

Joint with Penn U. R.
Sole

Date U.\ic.

Rate.

J47,00Q.00
12,012,000.00
19,200,000.00
3,387,900.00

Sole

§New

Annual Interest

otal Aiiionnl
Liability.

1

$U, 500, 000.00

Joint with other Co's.
Sole
Sole
Sole
Sole

.

In

of

Guaranty.

A'ature of Obligation
.Same of Comfany.
Bonds.
•liostuii Terminal Co
Xew York & Stamford Ry. Co
1st Kef. Mtge. Gold Bo
1st Mtge. Gold Bonds
Central New England Ry. Co
JNew York, Westchester & Boston Ry. Co.. 1st Mtge. Gold Bonds
Preferred Stock.
Springfield Ry. Co

New England

,S29

I'uLLOWING Are in THE Hands of the Public.
BV ISSUING COMPANIES UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.

Liabiliti

6%

Railway Co
Mortgage Gold Bonds

$85,000.00

Exhibit

III.

Rale of Inte
Notes.
Central

New England Railway Co
The Harlem River & Port Chester

look Value.
$200,000.00
$88,502.50

Book Value.

St.

6%
Co

R. R.

$200,000.00
3,000,000,00
819,781,71
150,000,00

6

Hartford S; Conn. Western R. R. Co
Rutland Railroad Co

5

5

Total

$4,169,781,71

These securities comprise part of the Collateral Pledged uiuier the
May 1st, 1914, securing 5% Collateral Gold Notes.

Number

of
Shares.

Stocks.
Berkshire Street Railway Co
Boston Railroad Holding Co. Preferred
Boston Railroad Holding Co. Common
Millbrook Co
The New England Navigation Co
New York & Stamford Railway Co
New York, Westchester & Boston Ry.
and Scrip

The Vermont Co

Wood

24,493,900.00
3,106,500,00
100,000.00
53,322,899.48
610,643.40

Co.

Stock
6.241 ,951.76
571,164.31

49,249
6,500
336
7,000

Co

21,477.50
896,379.63

In-

denture dated

Exhibit

244,939
31,065
1,000

:

Street R. R.

$ 6,371,395.58

494.055
5,000

River Branch R. R. Co

The Westchester

Btnk Value.

53,981

Total

$95,736,311.66

Exhibit VII.

IV.^

AND CONTROLLED

SECURITIES OF PROPRIETARY, AFFILIATED

SECURITIES

ISSUED

OR ASSUMED.— PLEDGED.

COMPANIES.— UNPLEDGED.

Par Value.

of
Shares.

Stocks.
Boston & Providence R. R. Corporation

The Boston Terminal Co
Central New England Ry. Co.
Common Stock and Scrip
Central New England Ry. Co.
Preferred Stock and Scrip
The Harlem River & Port Chester R. R. Co
Holyoke & Westfield R. R. Co
The New York Connecting R. R. Co
Norwich & Worcester R. R. Co
Old Colony R. R. Co
Providence, Warren Si Bristol R. R. Co. Common..
Providence, Warren & Bristol R. R. Co. Preferred.
Providence & Worcester R. R. Co
Roxbury Central Wharf Co
South Bay Wharf & Terminal Co

5,246
2,000

Book Value.

Funded Debt.

Number

Book Value.
1,582,443.18
200,000.00

$

.New York, Providence &
4% General Mortgage

Boston R. R. Co.

April

1st,

Bonds

due
$247,000,00

1942

$247,000,00

The New York, New Haven & Hart-

6% Convertible Debenture certificates, due Jan. 15th, 1948 600,800,00
3J4% Non-tTonvertible Debenture cer2.100.00
tificates, due April 1st. 1954
3'/2% Convertible Debenture certifi852,100,00
cates, due Jan, 1st, 1956
ford R. R, Co.

30

543.90

10
10,000

281.60
1,000,000.00
20,000.00
1,527,204.33
219,038.19
3,065,341.80
730,212.67
220.00
2,738,762.75
7.00
9.00

200
15,000
971
98,132
4,867

1

1

9,551
7
9

Total

$21,084,064.42

3H% Non-Convertible Debenture certificates, due March 1st, 1947,...
Providence Securities Co.
4% Fifty year Gold Debentures, due
May

1st,

1957

600,800,00
2,100.00

852,100,00

9,000,00

9.000,00

719,000.00

719,000.00
$2,430,000.00

Total

Thesf securities comprise part of the Collateral Pledged under the Indenture dated May 1st, 1914, securing 5^-5 Collateral Gold Notes,

Exhibit VIII.

Stock.

SECURITIES ISSUED OR ASSUMED, HELD IN TREASURY.—

Exhibit V.

UNPLEDGED.

MISCELLANEOUS INVESTMENTS.—PLEDGED,
Number
Stocks
American Telephone & Telegraph Co
Concord & Montreal R. R
Connecticut & Passumpsic Rivers R. R. Co
Northern R, R, (of New Hampshire)
Pennsylvania Railroad Co

The Rhode Island Co
Waterbury Gas Light Co

314
'

.Xumberof
Shares.

of

Book Value.

Shares.

2,469
1,464

922
1,168
96,855
8,374

$

37,782.56
395,765.70
208,162,44
130,750,27
71,907,64
24.352,336.41
847,971.88

Book Value.

Stocks.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford R. R. Co
Funded Debt.

228,991 $22,899,100.00 $22,899,100.00

Air Value.

The Consolidated Rv.
3,

3!/5

and

Total

4%
...

Book Value.

Co.

Debentures and Scrip. $2,350.00

$2,350.00

2,450.00

$22,901,450.00

.

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE

830

Vol,
Exhibit XII.

Exhibit IX.

NEW

MARKETABLE SECURITIES.
Number

of
Shares.

YORK, NEW HAVEN AND HARTFORD RAILROAD COMPANY
DEBENTURES, INCLUDING DEBENTURES OF MERGED
ROADS ASSUMED.

Book
Value.

Stocks;

Boston & Lowell K. R, Corporation..
Citv National Bank. Holvokc
Connecticut River R. R. Co
Concord & Portsmouth R. R. Co

Hereford Railway Co
Iron Works Aqueduct & Water Co.

& .\ndover

Lowell

R. R.

..

.N'augatuck R. R. Co.

608.50

Ida

1

Mch.

1,

Mch.

1

Sept.

1

10,000,000.00

.Apr.

1,1954

Apr.

1

Oct.

1

15,000,000.00

July

1,1955

Jan.

1

July

1

15,000,000.00
27,985,000.00

May

1,

Apr.

234,000.00

Oct.

1947

May

1

Nov.

1

1,

1956
1922

Apr.

1

Oct.

1

1,

1930

Apr.

1

Oct.

165,000.00

Jan.

1

1,

1930

Jan. 15

July 15

972,000.00
4,255,000.00
2,309,000.00
1,340,000.00
2,011,000.00

Feb.
Jan.
Jan.

1

Aug.

1

1,1930

Feb.
July

1,
1,

1

July
July

1

Jan.

Apr.

1,1955
1,1956

Apr.

1

Oct.

1

Jan.

1

July

1

1957

May

Jan.

1954
1955

1

1

^

May

19,899,000.00

1,

1

$157,964,450.00

RENTALS OF LEASED LINES.
Fob ihe Ve.\r E.nding June

56,500.00

Comparison with Year 191.^.
Comparison with 1913.

30, 1914, in

38,000.00

1914.

•Old Colony Railroad
Boston & Providence Railroad
Providence & Worcester Railroad
Norwich & Worcester Railroad
The Harlem River & Port Chester

and Coal Co

Warren &

Sept.

Debentures
Debentures
Debentures
Debentures
4%
Providence Securities Co.
4% Gold Debentures

Increase.
$21,769.23

$2,107,393.48
494,807.50
416.000.00
290.537.00

$3,856.05
11.70

86,778.38

1,197,100.96
46,000.00
Providence, Warren & Bristol Railroad.
55,158.89
Chatham Railroad
3,610.00
Betterments to Leased Lines irrecoverable, distributed as rental over term of
leases
47,934.44

Holyoke

Te-xtile

Decrease.

Rail-

road

Bristol R. R. Co.

Manufacturing Co
Shearer Realty Trust Co.*
Rutland Railroad Co..
Trustees of the Massachusetts Automobile Club Trust
Watcrburv Lumber & Coal Co
Salts

1

4%
4%
4%

200,000.00

Rate

Providence,

1

Mch.

tures
:

320,000.00

Notes:
City Lumber
P. C. l.arkin

5,000,000.00

July

Mch. 1,1947

3V4%

5,000.00

5% Bonds

5,000,000.00

M

ParTalue.

July 15

1

Debentures
Hartford Street Railway Co.
4% Debentures Series
The Consolidated Railway Co,
37c, 3'/i7o and 4% Deben-

...

Jan. 15

1,1956

4% Deben-

European Loan of 1907...

9

Funded Debt:

Rv. Co.

Jan.

Jan.

tures

Non-Convertible

98

Jan. 15, 1948

9,765,450.00

Deben-

Non-Convertible 3!4% Debentures
Non-Convertible 3J4% Debentures
Non-Convertible 4% Deben-

73
184

Berkshire Street Ry. Co.
5% 20 year Gold Debentures
S200.000.00
Central New England Ry. Co.
STc Income Bond Scrip
608.50
Central New England Ry. Co.
(D. C. R. R.) 4'4% First Mortgage

4%

tures

354
84
710
86
50
38

Miscellaneous

$39,029,000.00

3>^% Debenture

Certificates

Non-Convertible

193
63

Interest Payable.

Maturity,

Debenture

Certificates

Convertible

246
1/12 Interest

Co

6%

Convertible

1,015
18

Manchester & Lawrence R. R. Co...
Massawippi Valley Railway Co
Nashua & Lowell R. R. Co
Pemigewasset \alley R. R. Co
Peterborough R. R. Co
Pittsfield & North Adams R. R. Corp
Quincy Quarries Co
Upper Coos R. R. Co
\'ermont & Massachusetts R. R. Co..
Village Water Co., New Hartford...
Westinghouse Air Brake Co
Wilton R. R. Co

Date of

Total
Outstanding.

412
100

Cold Bonds
Park Square Theatre Co., Inc.
5</''
Second Mortgage Notes
Wood River Branch R. R.'Co.
S'/.'/,
First Mortgage Bonds
Pawtuxet \allcv Electric Street

No. 18

57,

Westfield Railroad

S:

1,098.18

6,970.65

\<'hitney

\'.

ToT.^L

ViPRK.

NEW

11.

WEN AND

H.\RTFORD RAILROAD CO.MPANV liONDED DEBT INCLUDING BONDS OF MERGED
ROADS ASSUMED.
Rale and Cliaracter of Debt.

C.

N. v.. N. H. & H. R. R. Co.— H. R. & P.
New York, Providence & Boston R. R. Co
Housatonic Railroad Company
Danbury & Norwalk Railroad Company

4%
5%
67,
SVc

47^

New Haven and Derby

Railroad Company
Providence and Springfield Railroad Company.
Naugatuck Railroad Company
Boston and New York .\ir Line R. R. Co
Proviilence Terminal Company
Worce.-ter and Conn. Eastern'Rv. Co

57,
57c

4%
4%

'.

New Haven and

Centerville St. 'Rv.

47r

4?49{

Co

57,
57r
57,
57,
5Vt
='A

Meriden Horse R. R. Co
Norwich Street Railway Co
Montville Street Railway Co
New London Street Railway Co
Middletown Horse R. R. Co
Portland Street Railway Co
Hartford, Manchester and RocKville Tram. Co.
Hartford Street Railivay Co
Greenwich Tramway Co
*Branford Electric Co
Torrington & Winchester St. Ry. Co
Meriden. Southington and Compounce Trc;nwa^
Pawtuxet Valley R. R. Co
Ne\v England R. R. Co
'.

57,
57,
47c
57,
57,
57,
57,
47,

'.

4%
57,

Springs Street Ry. Co^ ............

57,

..

New Haven and Northampton Co

Total
Outstanding.

Mortgage
General Mortgage
Consolidated Mortgage
Consolidated Mortgage
Consolidated Mortgage
General Mortgage
First Refunding Mtge. Gold
Consolidated Mortgage
First Mortgage
First Mortgage
First Mortgage Gold
First Mortgage Gold
First Mortgage Gold
First Mortgage
Consolidated Mortgage
First Mortgage
First Mortgage
First Mortgage
First Mortgage
First Mortgage
First Mortgage
First Mortgage Gold
First Mortgage
First Mortgage
First Mortgage
First Mortgage
First Mortgage
Consolidated Mortgage
Consolidated Mortgage
First Slortgage Gold
Refunding Cons. Mtge.
Gold Bonds
First

4'/f

5%

Stafford

$112,748.69

•There has been no increase in the Capital Stock of the Old Colony Railroad Company during the past fiscal year.

Total

THE NEW

$4,658,542.27

47,

$15,000,000.00
1.000,000.00
2,839,000.00
100.000.00
400,000.00
150.000.00
350.000.00
575.000.00
750,000.00
2,500,000.00
3,777.000.00
4,000,000.00
1,992,000.00
283.000.00
415.000.00
350,000.00
250.000.00
150,000.00
150,000,00
30.000.00
200.000.00
2,500,000.00
320,000,00
63.000.00
150.000.00
175.000.00
160.000.00
10.000,000.00
7.500.000.00
400.000.00
2.400.000.00

Date of
Mati

May

1,

April

,,

Nov.

:,

July
July
Apr.

June

,
,
.

,.

May

.

July

.

May

,

.,

Mch.
.Tan.

Sept.
Jan.
Oct.

May
Oct.
Dec.

,
.

,
.

2.
,

2,
.

Nov.

,

Oct.
Sept.

,

July

,

Oct.

,

Dec.
July
Apr.
July
July
Tub-

June

,

.

1931
1937
1917
1928
1925
1945

.

194.T

.

19,=;6

.

1956

,
,
,

Interest Payable.

May

1954
1942
1937
1920
1920
1925
1955
1918
1922
1954
1955
1956
1943
1933
1924
1923
1920
1923
1914
1916
1924
1930

1.

April

1.

May

1.

Tan.
Ta

1.

Apr.

1.

Oct.

June

1.

July
July

1,

Dec.

May

1.

Nov.

Tan.

1.

May

1.

Nov.
Aug.

Feb.

1.

Mch.

1.

Jan.

1.

July

Mch.

1.

Sept.

Tan.

1.

July

Apr.

1.

May

1.

.\pr.

1.

June

May

Sept.

Oct.

1.
1.

Apr.

Mch.

1.

Oct.
Sept.

Tan.

1.

July

Apr.

1.

Oct.

Dec.
July

1.

Tune

1.

"Tan.

1.

Apr.

1.

Oct.

July
July
July

$58,929,000.00

—

Note. Certain
ortgage_of the
Bo.ston

Te

al

property of this

Company

is

New York & New England
Bonds of

that

Company

to

subject

to

a

lien

under a

Railroad Company to secure
the amount of $1.500.000..

pril

1,

ncipal,

Hav

THE NEW YORK. NEW HAVEN AND HARTFORD RAILROAD
COMPANY COLLATERAL GOLD NOTES.
Gold Notes dated

May

1st,

Union and New

ADDITIONS AND BETTERMENTS.

Exhibit XI.

5^; Collateral

1939, bearing interest at 4 per cent.
and interest to maturity deposited with the

Trust Co.

1914, due

May

1st.

1915.

Total

Outstanding $19,927,000.00.
Interest payable May 1st and November 1st.
For list of collateral pledged
as security see pages 42—44—45.
Exhibits 1—2—3—5—7.

Year Ending June
Real

30,

1914.

Estate

New or Improved Bridges:
New London, Conn
New Haven, Conn
Midland Division (Various)
Providence. R. 1

$274,186.35
$68,114.97
24,173.12
24.548.52
16.136.95

•

:

October

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE

1914

30,

Y

Mt. Vernon, N,

N.itick.

R.

New
New
New

1

Sundry Places

$3,029,010.50
186.681.21
955,610.47
216,660.36
192,369.61
153,094.76
124,251.06
67,839.99
51,910.10
31,061.79
24,902.19
22,878.05
22,603.71
19,954.78
19,759.02
18,946.15
16,977.78
14,718.34
13,984.35
12.534.68
233.913.84

Conn.— New Haven. Conn., Electrification
New Haven. Conn.— Springfield. Mass., Signals
Stamford, Conn. New Haven. Conn., Signals
Berkshire Jet., Conn.— New Milford, Conn., Double Tracking.
Woodlawn, N. V.— New Haven. Conn., Re-distribution System.
Glenbrook,

—

Woonsocket, R. I., Improved Freight Facilities
Cos Cob, Conn., Power Plant
Hartford, Conn., .\dditional Tracks
Middletown, Conn. Willimantic, Conn., Improvements
Bradford, R. I., Improved Freight Facilities
Stonington, Conn.. Track Improvements
Tr.rrington, Conn., Freiuht House Improvements
New Rochelle Jet., N. Y., Revision Track layout
Stamford, Conn.— Woodlawn, N. Y., Circuit Breakers
New Haven. Conn., Re-arrangement Telephone Facilities....
South Bav Jet., Mass.. Paving and Drains
Soi'.th Boston. Mass.. Pier No. 1, Improvements

—

Olnevville, R.
F.limination of

Temporary Freight
Grade Crossings

I.,

16.571.17
64,831.51
24,105.58
248,663.65

or Improved Stations
or Improved Yards and Sidings
or Improved Cross-overs
Sundry Other Additions and Betterments

13,452.91
8,348.48
6,257.76
5,490.50
5,000.03
15,157.97

Conn

Hazardville,

South Boston, Mass
Whately, Mass

831

Facilities

New Equipment,

consisting of
coaches, 6 steel postal cars,

3
1

electric locomotives, 34 steel
steel smoker, 20 milk cars. 3

floats, 1 steam locomotive crane, 1 transformer, 1 rail
unloader, 20 passenger and freight cars converted to freight
and freight train cars converted

steel

train cars and 262 passenger
into work cars and tool cars

1,054,659.07

$4,083,669.57
Less:

Equipment put out of Service and Equipment transferred
Equipment Trust

to

793,1 19.60

$3,290,549.97

Total

These expenditures were disposed of as under:
Charged to Cost of Road
Oiarged to Equipment
Charged to General Expenditures

$3,025,057.88
261,539.47
3,952.62
$3,290,549.97

DEBT OF LE.VSED ROADS. INTEREST ON WHICH IS P.\ID BY THE NEW YORK, NEW HAVEN AND HARTFORD RAILROAD
COMP-\NV AS P.\RT OF RENTAL.
-INTEREST.

Date

Name o f Road.
Old Colony R. R

of Issue.

Jan.
Feb.

1,

Dec.
Julv
Julv

1,

Oct.

1,

1,

1,
1,

Mar.

1,

Jan.
Jan.

I,

lulv

1,

1,

1888
1894
1895
1902
1888
1897
1897

Character of Debt.

I.
1,

Interest.

$160,000.00
120,000.00
223.920.00
35.000.00
86.800.00
60.000.00
48,000.00
•t564.795.00
tlO.450.00
t35. 300.00

Jan.

1938
1924

..Dec.
..July

and July
and July
Apr. and Oct.

Jin

"
..July
Boston and Providence R. R
..Oct.
First Mortgage ...
Providence & Worcester R. R
Mar.
Debentures
Norwich & Worcester R. R
First and Refunding Mtge..Jan.
Connecticut Ry. & Lighting Co
;
Jan.
Connecticut Lighting & Power Co.. .First Mortgage
•'
"
July
Bridseoort Traction Co

1901
1899
1893

.-Jin.H.i/

^

IVhe n Payable.
and July
Feb. and Aug.
lune and Dec.

Due.

'It

B

1.

1927

Mar. and Sept.

1,

1951

1,

1939
'9-3

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

1.

and July
and July
and July

$1,344,265.00

$31,934,000.00

ed by The Connecticut Co. and the Ilousatonic Powe

Hunting to $378.36 outstanding do
Po.

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE MINNEAPOLIS,

ST.

FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED JUNE

30,

PAUL & SAULT

MARIE RAILWAY CO.

STE.

Mortgage Bonds; $783,000 of the

Including Chicago Division (Wisconsin Centr.\l)

last

named Bonds

1914

Equipment Trust Notes, $56,000 Wisconsin Central Railway
Company First General Mortgage Bonds and $7,000 MarshfieW and South
Eastern Division Bonds were retired during the year.
$1,010,993

Submitted hen with is a report for the fiscal year ended June 30. 1914.
The Gross Ea nings. Operating Expenses, Fixed Charges, Surplus, etc.,
shown in the following condensed statement.
Chicago
Soo Line
Division
System
Soo Line
Gross Earnings
$18,717,689.36 $10,588,533.23 $29,306,222.59
Operating Expen ses
19,354.258.70
12,209,227.62
7,145,031.08
re as

The early prospects of the season promised a record breaking grain crop
the Northwest this year, but the indications are that only an average
While the business condition in the Northwest
matured.
seem sound and have the factors for local prosperity, under the present
general financial and political complications prevalent throughout the
ct the bus
superhuman wisdom and courage would be required to p
in

crop has been

probabilities for the current year.

Respectfully submitted,

PENNINGTON,

E,

Net Earnings
ome from other
Total Income

$6,508,461.74

$3,443,502.15

$9,951,963.89

1,083,243.69

46.709.49

1,129,953.18

.

$7,591,705.43

Fixed Charges, Tax

4,738,203.13

Surplus

Income

$2,853,502.30

$517,696.02

7,710,718.75

$3,371,198.32

Dealing with the entire system and comparing the year's results with
those of the preceding year, the Gross Earnings decreased $2,998,439.91.
the Total Income decreased $2,838,321.28, and the Surplus Income decre.ised
$3,249,567.62.
The percentage of Gross Earnings required for Operating Expenses for
the year was 66'/r. The preceding year it was 59.8%.
.\nalysis shows the decrease of Gross Earnings to be the result of several
principally, the loss of grain tonnage caused by the
factors;
first and
lighter crop of 1913; a considerable loss of manufactured products and
merchandise tonnage resulting from the depressed business conditions; a
loss of passenger revenue on account of lower passenger rates established
by some of the states through which the lines operate, and the refunding
of overcharges, both passenger and freight, in consequence of the Court's
decision in the Minnesota Rate Case.
\ substantial increase in revenue from livestock and other miscellaneous
farm products handled, supports the theory that the agricultural development of the Northwest is becoming more diversified in its character and
should be an ercouragement for the future.
The increased cost of operation is found principally in the increased
cost of maintenance of way. structures and equipment, and reflects the
higher cost of labor and materials, the necessity of displacing temporary
structures, and the increasing cost of depreciation in obsolete equipment.
The increases in the other items of expense denote the increasing cost
tendencies occasioned by the higher cost of materials and constant pressure
for higher wages.
During the year the mileage was increased by compl !tion of the exte
nbrose. N. D.. to Whitetail. Mont., 85.77 miles, by the Ir(
Cuyur Iron Range, 11.:
and th.
ton Bi
Mountain Br,
progress at this t ne is an extensit
The niy new construct
River, a dista ice of thirty-thr
ari
•ight

operation
Central
controlle

since

Terminals
April

at
last

1st

The
npany,

Line

by the

npleted and ha
nals
the nropertv

Ch

of

the

,

corporation owned and
of that Company is therefore em-

1

OPERATING REVENUES AND EXPENSES.

$3,490,211.64 $11,081,917.07
2,972,515.62

Illinois

Revenue from Transportation:
$12,748,506.27
Revenue
4,436,911.33
Passenger Revenue
47.334.51
Excess Baggage Revenue
391,770.88
Mail Revenue
343.133.97
Express Revenue
l,IjS.38
Other Passenger Train Revenue
63,361.83
.Switching Revenue
6,046.37
Special Service Train Revenue
18,104.19
Miscellaneous Transportation Revenue
Freight

•

Total Revenue from Transportation

Revenue from Operations Other than Transportali.

sed during the year by the sale
The Company's funded debt
Railway Company
„ Sault St
„,. Paul &
of $4,638,000 Minneapolis, St.
^... solidated
Mortgage Bonds, $1,280,000 Equipment Trust Notes
...
d $150,000 Wisconsin Central Railway Company First and Refunding

$13,166.73

Station and Train Privileges
Parcel Room Receipts
:
Storage, Freight
Storage. Baggage
Car Service
Telegraph Service
Rents of Buildings and Other Property

l'^?;)?
i-l,,\l

••

,rSi,,i
33.9/2.38

^"b—^Al
''j'ji?'5i
5,473.24

Miscellaneous
Total

Revenue

from

Operations

Other

Than Transportation
Joint Facilities

Revenue
$18,274,379.10

Total Operating Revenues

Operating E.rpenses
$2,383,739.99
and Structures

Maintenance of Way
Maintenance of Equipment
Expenses

Traffic

Transportation Expenses
General Expenses

bodied h
.

autho

issued.

Total

Operating Expenses

,

Vet Operating Revenue

^'VJ'All'^'l.

JZHl-n\

5,664.28;.03
427./I5.15

:
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1914

LIABILITIES
Capital Stock:

Common
Equipment

Preferred

$115,960,985.69

Total

Less Reserve for Accrued Depreciatio

$113,685,292.48

First

$3,658,337.09

Wisconsin Central Ry. Co. Stock
St. Paul Union Depot Co. Stock
Minnesota Transfer Ry. Co. Stock.
Sault Ste. Marie Bridge Co. Stock..
Sault Ste. Marie U. D. Co. Stock...
Belt Ry. Co. of Chicago Stock
Central Terminal Ry. Co. Stock...
Western Express Company Stock...
Central Terminal Ry. Co. Bonds
Minnesota Transfer Ry. Co. Bonds.

103,600.00

St.

P.

&
56,863,000.00

S. S.

500.00

Second Mortgage M. St. P. &
Ry. Co. 47o Bonds
Equipment Trust Obligations

50,590.56

240.000.00

$286,000.00
8,136,000.00

Consolidated Mortgage M.
M. Ry. Co. 4% Bonds

First

7,000.00

S.

S.

M.
3,500,000.00
7,057.000.00

1,140,000.00

50.000.00

75,842,000.00

Total

139,500.00

64,000.00

Working
5,453,527.65

Ry.

and Car Service Balances due t
Other Companies
Vouchers & Wages Unpaid
Miscellaneous Accounts Payable
Matured Interest and Dividends Unpaid.

.\udited

$25,200.00

Flour Milling Co., Ltd.,

5% Bonds

Liabilities:

Traffic

Co.

5% Bonds
Pillbbury-Washbur

Mortgage M. & P. Ry. Co. 4% Bonds
Mortgage M. S. S. M. & Atl. Ry. Co.

4% Bonds

Total

$215,655.29
2,871,634.82

306,067.57
1,390,585.00

4,700.00

Bonds
Equipment Contracts

C. Ry. Co.

Total

4,000.00

Village of Alexandria

W.

Mortgage, Bonded and Secured Debt:
First

Companies

Miscellaneous Investments
d'Alene & Pend d'Orielle
C<

12,603,400.00

2,275.693.21

Securities of Proprietary, AMIiated and Controlled

$25,206,800.00

20,859,560.68

1,871,931.58

Land Company Stock
Bank and Soo Line Building
Company Slock, part of Subscription of

Tri-State

Accrued

25,000.00

Liabilities not

Unmatured

First National

Due:
$140,657.67

Interest

Taxes Accrued

502,629.51

50,000.00

$375,000.00
Miscellaneous Stocks

151.00

Total

Deferred Credit Items:

iV or king Assets:
Cash
Traffic and Car Service Balances due from

Operating Reserve
Other Deferred Credit Items.

$4,479,428.45

291,600.92

other companies
Net Balances due from .\gcnts
Misc. Accounts & Bills Receivable
Material and Supplies

$189,882.08
84,970.74
274,852.82

Total

1,210,474.68

Pro6t and Loss

14,576,889.82

867,387.07
2,841,486.18

$133,931,172.50

Total

Accrued Income Not Due:

Unmatured
Unmatured

Contingent Liabilities:
$111,696.00

Dividends

joint maker with the Central Terminal Railway Company of Illinois of Bonds secured by mortgage on property of the Central Terminal Railway Company
4% Leased Line Certificates of the Minneapolis, St. Paul
& Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company, issued in e:
change for Preferred Stock of the Wisconsin Centr

As

17.086.01

Interest

Total

Deferred Debit Items:
Special Deposits for Equipment, etc....
Tri-State Land Co
Land Sales (Deferred Payments)

Other Deferred Debit Items

Working Funds
Unextinguished Discount on Securities.

$748,083.98
1,350,590.73
100,000.00
37,962.04
77,754.63
677.819.10

$6,000,000.00

Railway Company, held therefor

$11,169,600.00

Total
$133,931,172.50

INCOME ACCOUNT, FISCAL YEAR ENDED

.TUNE

30,

1914

$6,352,153.54

Net Operating Revenue
Outside Operations:

Revenues
Expenses

Deductions from Gross Corporate In
Interest on Bonds
Interest on W. C. Ry. Leased Line Ce
Interest orr

Rental
156,308.20

Net Revenue from Outside Operations

446,764.00

tificates

$443,310.26
287,002.06

of

Equipment Notes

316,899.17

Terminals

Total Deductions

153.144.36

fri

Income
$6,508,461.74

Total Net Revenue.
Taxes .\ccrued

Operating

1,182,366.94

Other Income:
Dividends on Stock Owned
Hire of Equipment
Interest and Discount
Rents Receivable
Interest
on Wisconsin Central
Equipment Contracts
Interest on Bonds Owned

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT TO JUNE
By Balance June

Income
$458,110.00
371,472.09
69,476.61

10,278.34

914
$14,468,468.22
2,853,502.30

$17,321,970.52

Deductions for Year;

Dividend on Preferred Stock
per cent Dividend on Common Stock
Extinguishment of .Discount on Bonds and
Equipment Trust Notes

7 per cent

Equipment Depreciation Prior

to July

Total Other Income.

Bala

Gross Corporate Income

1

for

7

75,086.00

30,

30, 1913.

Net Corporate Income
June 30, 1914

98,820.65

Railway

3,555,836.19

$2,853 502.30

Corporate Income

Credit June 30, 1914.

1,

1907

$882,238.00
1,764,476.00

29,735.90

68,630.80
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THE MISSOURI PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY- FIFTH ANNUAL REPORT
St. Louis,

To

Mo., September 10th,

1914.

the Stockholders of

The Missouri

Pacific R.^ilway Company and the
Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern Railway Company:
The Boards of Directors herewith submit their report of affairs for the
fiscal year ended June 30, 1914.
The summary of results from operation
St.

is

as

follows:

Increase or Decrease.

Per
1914.

Average Mileage Operated

7,284.53

1913.

7,257.00

Amount.
27.53

Cent.

Operating Expense per
revenue train mile
Net Operating Revenue
per mile of road

Net

72.12%

There has been no change

$43,995,027.21 $45,748,269.39 —$1,753,242.18
11,159.634.09
11,627,480.60
—467,846.51

3.83

—16,285.31

8.16

.

4.02

183,343.24

199,628.55

1,507.422.53

1.450,607.97

56,814.56

3.92

1,513,059.78

1,711,305.35

934,168.02

—198,245.57
—9.142.40

11.58

925,025.62

0.98

in

in the Capital

Transportation ...$59,283,512.47 $61,671,459.88 —$2,387,947.41
Noniransportation Revenue
510,387.70
484,046.26
26,341.44

3.87

5.44

Total Operating Rev-

enues

—

$59,793,900.17 $62,155,506.14 —$2,361,605.97

3.80

7.85

Ex-

penses:

Way

of

$8,536,046.14

$9,263,360.32

-$727,314.18

Maintenance of Equipment
10,252,256.29

9,860,187.54

392,068.75

3.98

Traffic E.xpenses

1,330,086.51

1,425,167.92

-95,081.41

6.67

21,292,356.67

22,528,447.44

—1,236,090.77

5.49

1,711,627.08

1,621,833.83

89,793.25

5.54

$43,122,372.69 $44,698,997.05 —$1,576,624.36

3.53

anJi Structures

Trans portation

Ex-

penses
General Expenses
Total Operating E.x-

penses

—

Net Revenues Rail
Operations
$16,671,527.48 $17,456,509.09
Net Deficit from .\uxiliary Operations
93,004.62
73,363.79

Net Railway Operating Revenue
$16,598,163.69 $17,363,504.47
.^ccru.als.

0.21%

effected during the year in the funded debt
hands of the public:
Missouri Pacific Railway Company
Funded Debt decreased
$34,000.00
Equipment Trust Obligations decreased
952,000.00

—

Total Decrease

$2,513,432.41

$2,314,348.73

—$784,981.61

4.50

—19,640.83

21.12

—$765,340.78

4.41

$199,083.68

8.60

—

$986,000.00
Sl

Income

$14,084,731.28 $15,049,155.74

—$964,424.46

6.41

Rent

$574,894.20

$519,527.98

$55,366.22

10.66

61,265.75

78,751.50

22.20

1,808,051.65

1,833,771.35

3,567.64

31,548.07

—17,485.75
—25,719.70
—27,980.43

Total Other Income. $2,447,779.24

Dividends from Stock.
Interest

Miscellaneous Income.

1.40

88.69

$2,463,598.90

—$15,819.66

0.64

$16,532,510.52 $17,512,754.64

—$980,244.12

5.60

Rent
Equipment Rents

$998,580.08

$48,693.56

4.88

— Debit

Balance
Interest

$1,047,273.64

$3,707,000.00

Company Common Stock;
828,380 face value. The Texas & Pacific Railway Company 5 Per cent
Gold Notes, due June 1, 1915;
490,000 face value, Concordia Coal Company First Mortgage 5 Per cent
Bonds, due October 1, 1945;
150,000 par value (1,500 shares). Baring Cross Bridge Company 7 Per
cent Stock;
125,000 par value (1,250 shares), Pueblo Stock Yards Company stock;

1,000,000 par value
Stock.

(10,000 shares). Western Coal and Mining

477,240.27

309,769.42

64.91

14,408,124.59

167,621.72

1.16

47,788.42

66,075.82

—18,287.40

27.68

Deduc-

tions

Iron Mountain & Southern Railway Company, due to remeasurements and
abandoned track, details of which are shown on Page 55.

EQUIPMENT.
The following new equipment was acquired and taken

$74,692.46

into

the accourrts,

at a cost of $989,091.23:
7 Mountain Type Locomotives,
5 Pacific Type Locomotives,

30
1

Mikado Type Locomotives,
Business Car,
Caboose,

2 Steam Pile Drivers.
Orders were placed for the purchase of the following additional equipment, but delivery had not been made at close of year:
3 Steel Letter Cars,
4 Steel Paper Cars,
18 Steel Baggage Cars.

Steel

Baggage-Mail Cars,

9 Steel Divided Coaches,
27 Steel Chair Cars,
1

Steel Passenger-Baggage Car,

1

Steam Wrecking Crane,

Locomotive Cranes,
Locomotive Pile Driver.
Bridge Erecting Derrick.
1
25 Caboose Cars.
Comparisons of inventory and capacity of equipment appear
on Pages 50 and 51.
3
1

$507,797.30

3.18

$1,562,733.88 —$1,488,041,42

95.22

Total Deductions.... $16,457,818.06 $15,950,020.76

Net Ir.come or Loss.

Company
'

LINES.

No new lines or extensions were constructed during the year. An increase of 0.32 miles is recorded in the main line mileage of the St. Louis,

11

787,009.69
14,575,746.31

437,000.00

Statements on Pages 25 and 31 give the detail of these changes.
Under an Extension Agreement dated May 11, 1914, the Three Year
Five Per cent Secured Gold Notes, issued by The Missouri Pacific Railway
Company under its Trust Indenture dated June 1, 1911, (the total amount
of such notes now outstaoding being $24,942,000), were extended to June 1
1915, with interest at the rate of six per cent.
Additional collateral wa-.
deposited with the Trustee, The Union Trust Company of New York to
the extent of $3,000,000.00 face value of the St. Louis, Iron Mountain &
Southern Railway Company First and Refunding Mortgage Six Per cent
Forty Year Geld Bonds, Series "A."
The collateral now pledged as security for these notes is as follows:
$25,000,000 face value, St, Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern Railway Company 6 Per cent Forty- Year Gold Bonds, Series "A" (nonconvertible), due July 1st, 1952, secured by the first and
refunding mortgage and indenture supplemental thereto;
1,070,000 par value (10,700 shares), St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern
Railway Company Stock;
1,972,000 face value, The Missouri Pacific Railway Company First and
Refunding Mortgage Fifty-Year 5 Per cent Gold Bonds,
Series "B" (non-convertible), due September 1, 1959;
9,800,000 par value (98,000 shares). The Denver & Rio Grande Railroad
Company Preferred Stock;
15,000,000 par value (150,000 shares), The Denver & Rio Grande Railroad

1

DEDUCTIONS FROM
GROSS INCOME:

$4,144,000.00

Total Increase

NEW

OTHER INCOME:

Gross Income

Southern Rail-

Funded Debt increased
Equipment Trust Obligations decreased

Operating

Miscellaneous

I.4J

Stock.

The

Iron Mountain
way Company

Revenue from

Railway

71.91%

.00891

CAPITAL STOCK.

St. Louis,

Railway Tax

.62.874

FUNDED DEBT.

Passenger— Other

Maintenance

2.45

4.86

The following changes were

Passenger

Rail Operations

.03939

—116.85

2,405.47

.63765

— Rev-

Freight

Total

1.60.993

Revenue

Operating

Revenue

0.38

INXOME:

Mail
Express
Miscellaneous

2,288.62

per revenue train mile
Ratio of Operating Expense
to
Operating

RAILWAY OPERATING
Rail Operations
enue:

•

1.64932

in statements

ADDITIONS AND BETTERMENTS.
Operating

Revenue

per

mile of road

Operating Revenue per
revenue train mile
Operating Expense per
mile of road

$8,208.34

2.28697
5,919.72

$8,564.90'
2.23.867
6,159.43

—$356.56
.04830

—239.71

4.16

2.16
3.89

For the acquisition of right-of-way for extensions to tracks and station
grounds, $25,887.74 were expended.
The expenditures for widening cuts and fills were nominal. The charges
against this account were almost wholly attributable to bridge filling.
For protection of navigable channels and to prevent further encroachments of the Arkansas River, a large expenditure was recorded and accounts
for almost all of the charge against "Protection of Banks and Drainage."

—
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Except to conform to newly established grade line of levee along the
Mississippi River at Helena and near Fulton, Arkansas, involving a betterabdlit $10,000, no grade reductions or changes of line were

ment charge of
undertaken.

Because largely in replacemert of inadequate structures for waterways,
betterment charges for bridge work were relatively small (approximately $30,000), but the results of total expenditures, including maintenance
the

work performed and

charges, are reflected in the

New steel spans placed
Culverts constructed (Concrete)
(Cast Iron Pipe)
Wooden
The

in of
material.

yards of

wooden

follows:

listed as

311 lineal feet.

.

.

bridges eliminated

filling

New

rail

New

Ballast, involving the handling of 221,859 cubic yards of material,
applied as follows:
85.52 miles.
(Iravel

Rock

99

was

'•

2.05

Cinders
Chatts

10.80

'•

99.36 miles.
tracks as to Rail ai d Ballast.

Page

Main

I-ine

and Itranches,

49.

Additional second track, aggregating 1.29 miles, was added to that installed
in previous year at Omaha.
.Additional yard facilities were provided at Karsas C:ty, Missouri. Omaha,
Nebraska, Horace. Kansas, and .Mcxandnc. t-ouinana. uhich. wi'.h newly
constructed sidings and spurs at vaiious points. ii.cii.a?ed the track mileage
11.59 miles.

Right-of-way fencing to the extent of 47.18 miles, were constructed.
By the construction of sub-ways or over-head ctossings, in order to comply with State laws and City ordinances, giade crossings were eliminated at
six important points, and work is progressing upon viaducts at Nicholas
Street, Omaha, and Tower Grove .\vcnue. St. Louis, which are expensive,
and will require several months to complete.
Interlocking plants were installed at three crossings with foreign lines.
Automatic block signals were extended eight-tenths of a mile, and crossing signals, including alarm bells, automatic flag-men and other mechanical
contrivances, were installed at a large number of points, involving a betterment expenditure of more than $28,000.
Telephone train dispatching circuits were increased 143./ 2 miles, and
existing telegraph circuits were extended 10.29 miles.
New stations were constructed of Brick, 9; Frame 11; other stations were
remodeled, improved or extended at 16 points.
New car repair shed was constructed at Paragould, .\rkansas. and existing car repair sheds were extended or enlarged at four terminal points.
Extensions have been made to the water and fuel stations at eleven
points, involving an expenditure to betterments of about $2^.000.
.\n ice station for East-bound shipments was established at Osawatomie.
and one at Hoisington, Kansas, necessitating the construction of a 500-ton
capacity ice house at the former, and a 4000toii capacity ice house at the
.
r
The net expenditures for .\dditions and Betterments (including Equipment) for the year, of which the foregoing are the most important itcnvs
aggregated $1,931,518.56, and are enumerated under "Road and Equipment
on Pages 32 and i3,

latter.

—

industries, to the number of 547. were established on or adjacent
to the right-of-way; additional sidings or extensions thereof were constructe<i to meet industrial necessities, to the number of 124.

handling of 409,543 cubic

$56,000.

statemei.iized on

figures e.xhibit a further refinement in these branches of the service, which
directly and largely concern the shipper and passenger; the results reflect
the ardent efforts of all Officers and Employes.
General Expenses increased 5.54 per cent, which includes $57,265 for
"Valuation Expenses" a Federal requirement.
There have been some increases in compensation to employes, affecting
Maintenance of Equipment,- but more particularly in the Transportation
Department, which were not in effect throughout all of the previous year,
necessitated by Federal or State action, like the so-called "Full Crew
Law," which have burdened Transportation Expenses without resulting in

any compensating advantages.

in

Total
The composition of

-

,

j-

The

transactions

of

Page 59.
During the year, a
Louis, Iron Mountain

Land Department may be found recorded on

the

of 129 shares of the capital stock of the St.
& Southern Railway Company were acquired by
Pacific Railway Company, and are held in its treasury.
Negotiations looking to tlie construction of a new bridge across the
Mississippi River at Memphis, have finally led to the formation of the
Arkansas and Memphis Railway Bridge, and Terminal Company, having
an authorized capital stock of $100,000, of which $10,200 is paid in, and a
The
5 per cent Bond First .Mortgage, issuable not in excess of $5,000,000.
stock is equally divided between the St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company, the Chicago. Kock Island & Pacific Railway Company, and the St.
Louis. Iron Mountain & Southern Railway Company, each of the companies subscribing to an opeiating agreement extending a period of 50
years, and guaranteeing the principal and interest of the bonds.
Not only will the new bridge afford adequate facilities for each Company, but will insure their accommodation at a reduced cost. It is estimalid
that the economy to the Missouri Pacific System will be in excess
$100,000 per annum. The foundations and seme of the piers are partially
completed, and it is hoped to place the bridge in commission in the coiirsi'
of another year.
The desirability of the System having a direct outlet and access to the
gulf port of New Orleans, has led to a 99-year contract with the Texas &
Pacific Railway Com|>any for the use of its tracks between .Mcxandria and
New Orleans. Louisiana. Permanent terminal facilities at the latter (loint
are assured by the St. Louis. Iron Mountain & Southern Railway Company
acquiring one-half of the stock of the Trans-Mississippi Terminal Company, which will, by deed or lease, have immediate control of all the terminals in and about New Orleans which are es|>ecially necessary to ili>
transaction of the business of the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southti
total

The Missouri

•

Railway Company and the Texas & Pacific Railway Company, which r.
panics jointly guarantee the principal and interest upon, not to excf
$7,500,000. of the First Mortgage 5 Percent Bonds of the Trans-Mississipi
Terminal Company. This transaction will shortly be submitted to the st.'.
holders of the Texas & Pacific Railway Company and the St. Louis, li
Mountain & Southern Railway Com|)any for ratification.
The Companies' investment in the capital stock of the Wabash Railf
Company was adinsted to market value of lune 30th, 1914. resulting in
charge of $2,468,527.45 to Profit and Loss during the year covered by Ui!:

i

repoit.

There is presented on Pages 18 and 19 a consolidated balance sheet ol
The Missouri Pacific and the St. Louis. Iron Mountain & Southern Railway
This exhibit is prepared in the same form as the individual
Comiianies.
balance slieets shown herein, excluding all accounts between the two Companies; the Securities Issued or Assumed, held in the Treasury of either
Company, having been deducted from the total securities issued, resulting
in a statement of the securities out^trnding in the bands of the public.
By order of the Board of Directors.
_

OPERATIONS.

THE MISSOURI

The total operating revenues were $59,793,900.1". a decrease of $2,361,605.97 or 3.8 per cent under last vear; applied to the average operated
mileage of the Svstem. the revenues amounted to $8,208.34 per mile.
The decrease 'in revenue from freight traffic was $1,753,242.18 or 3.83
Herein is recorded the direct effect of the unfortunate, if not
per cent.
misguided, insistence upon reductions in tariffs, the legal right, although
not necessarily the propriety, of exacting which, was finally confirmed by
the United States Supreme Court, and which reductions were made effective
during luly, 1913; for the number of tons of revenue freight handled this
year was but 29,533 (0.13 per cent) less than the previous year, against
which the revenues for transporting the tonnage show a shrinkage of 3.83
per cent. .\ similar, although grosser jiresenlation. is found in the revenue
of passengers carried, which declined $467,846.51. or 4.02 per cent., although
Combining
the number of passengers carried increased 13.36 per cent.
the returns from both freight and passenger transportation, and striking
an average, arrived at by utilizing all of the active factors involved, it is
tariffs,
passenger
and
in
freight
reductions
enforced
the
that
estimated
have caused a loss in revenue, based upon the volume of this year's traffic,
of rot less than $1,300,000. even though the facilities and appointments
necessary for such transportation and involving large capital expenditures
have been substantially increased.
„
„
.\s partial compensation for the enforced handling of Parcel Post, the
Post-office Department has allotted the System about $55,000 advance, which
revenue.
in
mail
accounts for the increase
The important effect of the introduction of the Parcel Post has naturally
been to force Express Companies to reduce their rates, which in turn has
an adverse effect upon the revenues from that business to the railroads.
The volume of the combined Parcel Post Mail and Express traffic was
greater than last year, vet the combined reienues therefrom were less
by $141,431.
The detail of Operating Expenses with comparisons, are recorded on
Pages 46 and 47. The total expenses were $43,122,372.69. a decrease of
The operation of
$1,576,624.36. or 3.53 per cent compared with last year.
the property was rot confronted with any extraordinarily adverse conditions.
The expenditures for Maintenance of Way and Structures, and
Maintenance of Equipment, together, equalled 31.43 per cent of total
operating revenue.
The condition of road-bed. locomotives and cars, genThe particular increases in
erally,
has been substantially improved.
charges for road-work were against ties and against bridges, which make
for greater stability and permanence.
.Applying the Maintenance of Equipment charges to the equipment list
as it existed at the beginning of the year, the exnenditure equalled, per
locomotive. $3,240.57; per passenger-train car. $882.96; per freight-train
car. $112.40.
Traffic Expenses declined 6.67 per cent.
A reduction was accomplished in Transportation Expenses, equalling
5.49 per cent; the ratio of the total of such expenses to total Operating
These
Revenue, was this vear 35.61 per cent last year 36.25 per cent.

—

,

—
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1,909
16,8-»3

trestles involved the

Vol.

1,262

replacement of lighter sections, was laid in main tracks to
the extent of 83.59 miles, more than 92 per cent being standard yO-pound
section; 131.13 miles were laid with re-rolled section, and 2.13 miles of
This work involved a betterment charge of
released rail were relaid.
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R.MLW.W COMPANY.

P.ACIFIC

PROFIT AND LOSS.
JcsE
Credit

1914.

30.

$6,597,988.98

Balance, June 30th, 1913
Income Credits

$3,797.^5

Delayed

5,871.36

.Miscellaneous Credits

$9,668.61

Less:

Debit

Balance

from

Transferred

Income .\ccount

$979,447.49

Debt Discount Extinguished through
Surplus
Loss on Retired Road and Equip-

ment

61,830.07
135,977.54

Delayed Income Debits
.Miscellaneous

60,833.34

Debits

55..607.7I

Reduction in Investment in Preferred Stock Wabash R. R. Co.
1.733.715.45
to Market Value

3.027.411.60

ST.

LOUIS. IRON

3.017.742.99

$3,580,245.99

Credit Balance. June 30th, 1914

MOUNTAIN

&

SOUTHERN RAILW.W

CO.VIPANV.

PROFIT AND LOSS.
JiNE

30,

1914.

$405,291.13

Credit Balance, June 30th. 1913
Credit Balarce Transferred from In-

come Account
Miscellaneous

$1,054,139.95
51.548.81 $1,105,688.76

Credits

Less
Debt Discount Extinguished through
$443,051.92
Surplus
Loss on Retired Road and Equip89.124.80
ment
4.967.56
Miscellaneous Debits
Reduction in Investment in Preferred and

Common

Stock,

Wa-

bash R. R. Co. to Market Value
Credit Balance. Tune 30th. 1914

^

734.812.00

1,271,956.28

166,26/ .52

$239,023.61

November
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placed on a piecework basis with the idea of increasing their
individual output as well as automatically correcting defective
methods and practices which had passed unnoticed when day-

Gradually some of the roads tried to scienshops by introducing shop schedules and
systematically studying each operation with the idea of elimi-

work was
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That there is any possibility of doubt as to which of these
two conjectures is true throws an interesting light on the reIf the majority of the commissioners still continue to
get a comprehension of the question which they must decide
by looking at it through a microscope instead of a telescope,

hearing.

Almost every
they will probably decide against the railroads.
exhibit submitted by the railroads in the rehearing, can be
viewed in such a way as to fail, taken by itself or picked to
pieces and the pieces studied separately, to be a convincing

of all previously acquired knowledge, experience
and judgment and approach the question with a mind blankutterly blank.

The
in

and system of regulation that have been adopted
country have forced on the railway managers the
necessity of showing before they can

principle

this

and Railway

A

most decided improvement has been effected in railroad shop
operation and organization during the past decade. Because of
the growth in the size of locomotives and
Efficient
the increased amount of motive power, a
movement had been started a few years
Shop
prior to that time for improved shop
p
When the new and larger shop
facilities.
plants were placed in operation it was found' that the cost of
making repairs was not decreased as had been expected. This
focused attention on the necessity for Improving the organ.

and methods of operation in order to make the best use
In many instances the men were
of the improved facilities.
ization

,

only.

Truth-Telling
* Illustrated.

,

,

themselves

the Press Thinks About the Rate Case
•Mechanical Department Progress on the Frisco
Railway Affairs in Other Countries
The Final Arguments in the Rate Advance Case
•The Jersey City Passenger Station Improvements

What

Bill

,

preparation
lock the door of their conference room and, as a
divest
for the study of the evidence and arguments submitted,

MISCELLANEOUS:

The Clayton

It may have
not characteristic.
been that the commission s special counsel
did not believe that the railways had made out any case; that
was the point of his final argument. It may have been that
•the case of the railroads was so strong that opposition to it
on the part of the commission's counsel was for form's sake

tainly

839

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR:
The Reduction

There was a curious lack of snap to the final arguments in the
rate advance rehearing which was held Thursday and Friday of
Especially was this true of
last week.
Mr. Brandeis' argument. It might almost
Final Argument
have been called perfunctory; it was ceri„ tp,e

836
836
837
838
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Notes

The Statesmanlike Argument

of

proof of the railroads' needs. The railroads' case is so large,
present
so fundamentally right, that the real exhibit is the
condition of the country itielf. It is so obvious that the commissioners will have to use some artificial means to avoid seeAbout the only way they could do this would be to
ing it.

EDITORIAL:
Editorial

Many

Imis no excuse for their not being adopted generally.
provements which have been made in the mechanical department
of the Frisco and which are described elsewhere in this issue
are of special interest, in that they indicate those features which
the officers of the mechanical department of that road thought
to be of greatest value for the special conditions which they may

,.,

6.00
8.00

Edition and four Maintenance of
foreign $2.
$1

North America,
at

resulted

all

the roads, however, have not followed up these matters to the
extent which they should, probably because of a lack of ap-

„ , Case
Rate

$6.00

Canada

.Engineering and Maintenance of

These things

a reduced cost per unit.

have had to meet.

W. Kraeger
Van Auken

Subscriptions, including 52 regular weekly issues and special daily editions
published from time to time in New York, or in places other than New
York, payable in advance and postage free:

Way

at

K. L.

W. Foss

C.

inefficiency.

there
Treas.

Samuel O. Dunn, Editor
Roy V. Wright, Managing Editor

W.

motion and

preciation on their part of the returns which might be effected.
Some of the things have stood the test of time so well that

E. A. Simmons, President.
Henry Lee, Sec'y
Sherman, Vice-President.
The address of the company is the address of the officers.

B.

"L.

lost

the

in increased production

CLEVELAND:

Transportation Bldg.

vogue.

in

operate

tifically

get general advances in their rates that
t^^ey are needed to enable the roads to

To say
earn an adequate net return.
that a road must have higher rates to

earn an adequate return is equivalent to saying that it must
have higher rates to enable it to pay its interest and reasonable dividends and thereby maintain the value of its securities
and its credit. Yet, every time railway managers appear before the Interstate Commerce Commission and say the reason
why they want advances in rates is that they must have higher
net earnings in order to pay their interest and dividends and
maintain their credit, some lawyer or commissioner asks them
do not think that by saying these things they injure
if they
the credit of the railways! Of course they do. It also hurts
a man's reputation for health to tell his physician he is sick.

—

:
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It hurts liis reputation for earning capacity to admit that he is
But are
out of a job and ask somebody to give him one.
these reasons why men should not call physicians, or hunt
jobs when they need them? The railways have to appeal to
the Interstate Commerce Commission for the opportunity to
increase their net earnings just as a man has to appeal to
The railway managers do not
his physician when he is sick.
tell the commission that they need higher earnings to injure
the credit of the roads, but ultimately to strengthen their
They cannot tell the facts without injuring the road's
credit.
credit temporarily and the reason why they take their troubles

commission and thereby make them public is to get
enable them to escape from their troubles
other words, the granting of which is essential in
order that the carriers may not only have good credit, but
may deserve it. Which is worse: For the inanagers to tell
to the

relief that will
in

relief,

when temporarily this will injure the railways'
conceal the facts or tell lies in order teinporarily

the facts, even
credit, or to

to bolster

up?

it

^

the

in

before the Interstate

ariiuintnt

rehearing of the

hnal

live

Commerce Commission

per cent rate case,

L.

J.

Minnis said

"At a time

like this,

savings invested
is

when many

railroads and

in

apprehensive and more or

ments, a clear

and

of our people have lost their
the

general

less suspicious of

investing public
railroad invest-

explicit definition of the attitude of the govis not only demanded by
honesty and fair dealings as

ernment with respect to railroad credit

common

the public welfare, but by

between the government and

its

citizens.

The people

are entitled

know the attitude of the government expressed through the
commission, and to determine for themselves whether they wish
further to promote the railroad industry of the country by their
savings, and this applies as well to those who now have investments as to those who may have a surplus to invest.

to
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WHAT THE COMMISSION MIGHT DO
is

which have raised

it,

and the various ways

mission can dispose of
'1

1'.c

it,

in

which the com-

shall be clearly understood.

original application of the railroads for increases in rates

was not based on the ground that their total earnings vtere deIt was bused on the ground that while their total traffic
and earnings were increasing, their operating expenses, taxes and
property investment were increasing so much faster that their net
earnings were relatively declining, and that therefore they had
become unable to pay a satisfactory return either on the capital

clining.

had invested, or on the new capital which they
The statistics for the fiscal year 191,3 supported
Those for the fiscal year 1914,
this contention in every respect.
which have been made public since the commission's decision in
the original case support it in a far more conclusive and striking
manner. It is necessary to go back to the panic years of the 90's
to reach a time when railway net earnings were relatively as
they already

needed

The
his

57,

important to a fair consideration of the question of rate
advances in eastern territory, as it is now pending before the
Interstate Commerce Commission, that both the developments

IT

to raise.

small as in the

THE STATESMANLIKE ARGUMENT OF MR. MINNIS
fX

Vol.

fiscal

Interstate

year 1914.

Commerce Commission conceded

in

its

de-

cision in the 5 per cent case, before the bad figures for the fiscal
year 1914 were available, that the net operating income of the
railways in eastern territory was insufficient for either their wel-

fare or that of the public.

In other words, before the European war, with its demoralizing
on the financial markets of the world, had begun the statis-

efltect

tics

of these railways demonstrated conclusively their great need

for an increase in net earnings.
this as to the eastern lines,

The commission had conceded

and had

also, in effect,

conceded that

if the railways could not obtain the needed net revenues by the
small advances in rates which it permitted in Central Freight
Association territory, and by the other methods which it sug-

gested, these things should be supplemented by

still

further

in-

creases in rates.

"That attitude cannot be announced in mere words, but if expressed it must be expressed in the application of a rule or meas-

Now, what effect has the war had on the situation? Has it
created the pressing needs of the railways? No; it has simply
rendered very much more acute the pressing needs which al-

ure to the facts

ready existed.

Never

in this case."

before, so far as

we know,

has this

fact,

which everyone

who has studied the railroad question at all knows to be a fact,
been so frankly, so clearly and so comprehensively put before the
commission. If the railroads of the country are to be developed
and kept abreast of the requirements of business through the
use of private capital, private capital must be induced to enter
this field.

It

would not make one

iota of difference in the pres-

Developments have shown that it is impracticable
most of the various measures
which the commission suggested in its opinion in the 5 per cent
Furthermore,
case as means of increasing their net earnings.
the investigations which have been made by the railways show
that the amount of additional net revenues which can be derived from these various sources is far less than the commission
for the railways to apply speedily

and

its counsel believed.
In view of the statistics showing the results of the operations

ent case whether or not the securities issued against railroad

year 1913. and

property in this country had a face value grossly in excess of the
actual money investment in the property. It is the duty of Con-

of the railways in eastern territory- in the

gress to pass such laws as will prevent the misuse of railroad

operations in the

and it is the duty of the courts to enforce such laws. It
is, however, a vitally important duty of the Interstate Commerce
Commission to so conduct its regulation of railroads as to in-

net results and return on investment are to be given any considerable weight in determining the reasonableness of entire

credit,

sure continued investment of private capital in this
is sometimes a word
Commerce Commission's

field.

Ex-

In the Inter-

pediency

of disparagement.

state

regulation of the railroads

it

is

synonymous with statesmanship.
The Supreme Court of the United States has fixed a limit below which profits on an inrestment of private capital cannot be
forced either by the legislature or a legislative body. The upper
limit of the profits of investors in the stock of railroad companies is a question of expediency. As Mr. Minnis says, "1 he

the public they

when they

must take

all

thc-'r

investments, while the public

year 1914,

it

is

results of their

clearly manifest that

if

schedules of rates, then it could not be held by any rational tribunal, entirely in the absence of any such emergency and change
in conditions as those precipitated by the European war, that rates

averaging only 5 per cent more than those now in effect in eastern territory would be unreasonable. Therefore, entirely in the
absence of this special emergency and these special conditions
the proposed rates on the whole could not be held to exceed a
reasonable maximum. And, in addition, the war actually is go-

most a reasonable return on

who

filed

invest their

money

for the use of

the chances and hazards, with a

ircre possibility of earning at the

fiscal

fiscal

showing the

it has created actually do exist
add their compelling force to the argument.
In view of all the facts, what are some of the plans which it
m.iy appear that tlie co'iiniission might adopt"
1. It might hold all of the advances proposed by the raiivvays
reasonable and permit the tariffs to go into effect immediately.
2. One of the objections which has been made to the tariffs

moral sense of right and justice of the investors has caused
them to revolt, and will continue to cause them to revolt, against
the suggestions that

especially in view of the statistics

uses the product of the

investment assumes no obligation or hazard whatever."

ing on and the conditions which
to

some

by the railways in the so-called "S per cent cafe" is that
Thf
of them provide for advances exceeding 5 per cent.

:
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5 per cent advance reathereby requiring the roads to eliminate all advances
exceeding this percentage.
3. The commission might recognize the needs of the railways

commL-sion might merely hold a general

THE NEWSPAPERS AND THE INTERSTATE COMMERCE
COMMISSION

sonable,

for immediate relief, but have

some doubts as
would in

to

whether rates

all cases be reacarrying 5 per cent inIt might therefore let
sonable.
previously
passing
on their reasonwithout
effect
into
creases go

5 per cent higher than those in effect

tariffs

There is no doubt about its authority to do this. The
law does not require it to hold up all advances before passing
If it should take this action
specifically on their reasonableness.
the roads would be given the immediate relief which they need
and the commission would be left free to investigate later any
specific rates or schedules of rates whose reasonableness might
ableness.

be challenged.
4. The commission might recognize the fact that the railroads
need immediate relief, but feel that in the long run their needed
increases in revenues should be secured by other methods than
increases in rates. In that case it might let a S per cent increase
go into effect for a certain specified period, as a year or two
years. This would afford the railways immediate relief it would
give the commission time and opportunity to investigate the
questions of spotting charges and so on, and, if at the end of the
specified period the commission should decide that the higher
rates should not be continued, they would automatically expire.
5. The commission might merely give the trunk lines a 5 per
;

increase

cent

in

certain

Freight Association

The evidence

rates,

as

Central

did Ihe

it

that the railways need not only a 5 per cent in-

crease, but more,

how

of their

lines.

so conclusive that

is

it

is

difficult to

the commission can possibly convince itself that

not hold such an increase reasonable.

But

if

it

conceive
it

should

should have

its

should grant such an advance without
retaining the power of withdrawing it in case it should later de-

doubts as to whether

it

it had not existed or had passed, that is
no reason why it should not permit the advance to be made now.
There is good ground for believing that some agreement could
be reached by the commission and the managers of the railways
to put the advance in effect only until it could be found out what

cide that the need for

going to bring forth. The concluding sentences of the
made by President Willard of the Baltimore & Ohio
to the commission on October 19 seem to be quite significant.
Mr. Willard said

time

is

statement

is hardly necessary to suggest that if the commission, in view of the
now conclude after consideration of all the facts
approve the tariffs as requested, and should it at any time later on
appear that the situation had changed and the emergency had passed, and
should it further appear that the carriers involved in this proceeding were
then, taken as a whole, in such condition as to earnings, maintenance charges
and return on capital obligations as to justify a reconsideration of the
action now prayed for, this commission would have ample power to order
at any time such reductions as might be fair and reasonable, and I am
of the opinion that the carriers would not oppose such action by the commission when conditions such as I have enumerated shall have been estab-

It

present situation should
to

lished.

The railways' case may be summed up in two sentences
under the conditions which existed before the war began,
and which would have continued to exist if it never had begun,

First,

rates

averaging 5

per

cent

higher than those

now

in

efifect

would not have been unreasonably high, and probably would
have not been high enough. Second, the conditions produced
by the war have made the needs of the railway greater and
more pressing, and on the "fair return" theory itself, have, by
increasing the return which must be paid on capital, made
higher the "fair return" to which railways are entitled.
There are numerous ways in which the commission might deal
with the situation. There is only one way in which to so deal
with it as certainly and effectively to promote the public welfare, and that is by permitting the eastern railways to make
the advances for which they are asking at the earliest practicable date.
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GENERALLY

the newspapers of the country
have been hostile to the railways for years past. Even
papers that occasionally have recognized in their editorial
columns the changed conditions in the railway business and
in the relations between the roads and the public have been
less disposed to publish matter of this sort than news articles

speaking,

giving the outbursts of the irresponsible, notoriety-seeking
In the past year or two, however, there
critics of the roads.
has been evident a strong tendency on the part of the newspapers to change their tone on railroad matters, and to showthat the old abuses have largely been corrected, that the railroads have been both tamed and educated and that they now
need co-operation rather than further chastisement.
This change has been the result of several causes, chief
of which perhaps are that the ethics of railway management
have been improved, that the railroads have been rendered
comparatively powerless by legislative restrictions, and the
wide publicity that railroad officers have given to their affairs
and to their arguments, and the consequent better understanding that the public has gained regarding the railroad situation.
This reversal of form on the part of the newspapers is

strikingly reflected in their editorial utterances on the rate
advance case before the Interstate Commerce Commission.
In the general rate advance cases in 1910 and 1911 the newspapers were almost unanimously against the roads, and their
columns were filled with inaccurate statements regarding railroad affairs emanating from sources unfriendly to the roads.
When the roads were denied any advances in rates by the
commission the decision was approved, and for two or three
years almost every action of the commission was given hearty
approval by the press.
But when the commission's predictions as to the future

prosperity of the railroads failed to be sustained by the outcome, and when the net earnings of the railways grew worse
instead of better, the newspapers began to question the wis-

dom

of continued raids on the railroads

by shippers seeking

by labor unions seeking higher wages, and
by legislation requiring increased expenditures. During the
progress of the hearings before the commission in the case
rate reductions,

recently decided a large number of newspapers supported
the petition of the roads for higher rates, while others that
formerly were eager to embrace any opportunity to ridicule

assumed a waiting attitude. They
took the position that if the roads needed the advance they
would be able to convince the commission, and that the commission's decision could be depended upon to meet the
the claims of the roads

situation.

This view might have prevailed had not the commission's
excursions under the tutelage of Special Counsel Brandeis
into the byways of "free service'' and spotting charges, in
the effort to increase rates indirectly, while denying a general
advance, so complicated the situation with which the commission was attempting to deal and so delayed the rendering
of the decision, that the country became impatient. The impression had become general that the commission would allow an increase, and this prospect was generally hailed
throughout the country as a harbinger of returning prosNaturally, the press began to criticise the delay. Had
the decision been rendered promptly and upon the clear-cut
issue presented it would undoubtedly have been accepted as

perity.

both by the roads and by the public. If the commission
had held that the roads were so prosperous that they did
not need an advance in rates the press and the pubKc might
have believed it, and the railroads might have been compelled to adapt themselves to that fact.
Instead the commission found that the net operating infinal,

of the carriers in official classification territory considered as a whole, was smaller than was demanded in the

come
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mileage,

public interest, but granted only a very small increase in
rates in part of the territory and held forth suggestions as
to how the net income might be increased, some of which

c;.r

were vague, illusory and impracticable. Therefore, when to
the disappointment of an unfavorable pronouncement of such
a character that it has been referred to as "S per cent decision
and 95 per cent indecision," was added the circumstance that
it was not rendered until a disastrous war had upset business
and created an unprecedented emergency the tone of the press
was changed to one of almost unanimous denunciation of
the commission.
On October 22 we published extracts from about 30 leading

in the

newspapers of the country, taken without selection as they
came to our exchange desk, demanding an immediate reopenin view of the changed conditions created by
Only one of these editorials squarely opposed
war.
higher rates and nearly all contained severe criticism of the
commission for its previous decision. In this week's issue

ing of the case

the

collection of editorials, most of them
by the attitude assumed by the commission in
questioning railroad witnesses, and unanimously demanding a
prompt advance in rates, not only for the benefit of the roads,
but for the welfare of the country as a whole. But two of

we present another
called forth

these oppose the position of the railways.
The Raikiay -igc Gazette has frequently criticised the
newspapers for their unfairness to the railroads. Some of
the present criticism of the commission is perhaps equally
unfair.

ing.off

Many papers which have found their advertising fallhave come to the conclusion that the railroad situation

bottom of the dull business conditions, and so, right
or wrong, they are now for higher rates. But most of the
newspaper comment seems to show an increased knowledge
In any event, the change in the
of the railway situation.
is

at the

tone of the press is highly significant as an indication of the
extraordinary change in public sentiment which has taken

Vol.

tinued to

transportation

but

mount

still

expenses' per

No. 19

train-mile

con-

All of the figures, moreover, in

higher.

the 1914 annual report are affected by the flood

own

57,

damage caused

previous year, and furthermore, the Baltimore

&

Ohio's

somewhat entangled with that of the
The table at the end of these
Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton.
principal
figures in the income accounts of
remarks shows the
1914 and 1913.
The Baltimore & Ohio operates 4,478 miles of road. Like the
financial

position

is

it is both a coal road and a through trunk
Pennsylvania Railroad it combines both
Freight Association territory and one in

Pennsylvania Railroad,
but

line;

a

line

unlike

the

Central

in

territory and furthermore, it is nearly all main line.
Congestion of the main line is the problem which is constantly
When
pressing upon the operating department for solution.
Mr. W ilbrd took hold of the management of the property he
at once began to add to both the equipment and track capacity
With the increased average
and to increase the trainload.

Trunk Line

;

however, there were quite considerable increases in
The gradual building
expenses per train-mile.
up of a better operating organization was to be combined with
the added track facilities to eventually lower the train-mile
It is safe to assume that by no means all of the improvecost.
ments, additions and betterments which were originally planned
trainload,

transportation

have been carried out because of the business depression, the
flood and the impossibility of selling long-term railroad bonds.
The operating organization is immensely better than it was a
few years ago, and yet the net income per mile of road in 1914
is

the

smallest

in

more than

ten years.

The operating

ratio

in the last ten years from 66.78 to 75.29.
The cost per hundred locomotive-miles run of wages, repairs,
engine house expenses, fuel and other supplies has risen in
these ten years from $25 5p to $38.37; in 1913 it was $36.66.
Economies in transportation costs will probably be more

has steadily

risen

clearly reflected in the 1915 figures than in the 1914 figures, be-

cause various special circumstances, such as the large increase
in empty car movement, the falling off in tonnage of products

place.

BALTIMORE & OHIO

AS and

in the course of alternating periods of business prosperity

business depression it is difficult
given pause in progress is simply a period of
a further advance, or a sign of the turn of
lowed by depression, so it is difficult to say

The Baltimore

&

stocktaking before

time, until further quite considerable expenditures for additions
and betterments will have to be made to increase the capacity

the tide to be fol-

of the transportation plant.

whether the

new

to

tell

Ohio and

whether

Its

a

Balti-

in

the

face

of a

capital

The

large increase in

empty

ability of the

company

on reasonable terms will then become a

Controlled Line the Cincinnati, Hamilton

more & Ohio's showing in the fiscal year ended June 30, 1914,
was a pause before a further advance or foreshadows a
more or less lengthy period of depression for the road. Earnings fell off and expenses increased; maintenance of way was
ample, but no new improvements were undertaken; additions
were made to the equipment but repairs to a quite considerable
number of freight cars were deferred; the average trainload
remained stationary

of agriculture and of bar and sheet metal, and the after effects
On the other
of the flood, temporarily offset these economies.
hand it is only a question of time, and that of- a not very long

&

to raise

vitally im-

Dayton

portant question, not only to the railroad company, but to the
shippers

whom

it

serves.

Insofar as the present relation of working capital to current
liabilities and the volume of business is concerned, the Baltimore & Ohio is in a thoroughly sound condition. In addition
to the $20,000,000 which it had in cash to pay off $20,000,000
notes matured July 1, the company had $14,486,000- cash and,

excluding the notes,

$11,157,000 total

working

liabilities

June

;

November

30,

1914.

6,

:
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It is interesting to

note that the effect of pr.ying

all

wages semi-monthly has been to almost cut in half the amount
In 1914 this working
of audited vouchers and wages unpaid.
liability amounted to $4,596,000, a decrease from 1913 of $4,-

On

278,000.

the

other hand, the company

000,000 notes by the sale of $35,000,000

4'/,

refunded

its

Letters to the Editor

$20,^llllllllllllHIlllllllllllllllllimillllliiitlllluililliiliiitiillllllltllllliliiililli

permit of their sale to the public at par. With Xew York city
paying 6 per cent for short-term money since the outbreak of
the war, the prospects for refunding Baltimore & Ohio $35,000,000 notes in June of next year at any reasonable rate are

bad unless conditions materially change and the public gains
it does
The Interstate Commerce Commission's attinot now have.
tude is, of course, of the utmost moment in this respect.
In 1914 the Baltimore & Ohio carried a total revenue tonnage of 69.382.000. Of the total revenue 77.80 per cent came
from freight. Of the total tonnage carried in 1914, 66.60 per
cent was furnished by products of mines, bituminous coal alone
Manufurnishing 46.51 per cent of all the tonnage carried.
factures furnished 15.88 per cent, products of agriculture 5.08
per cent, and merchandise 2.86 per cent. As was already mentioned, there was a very considerable falling off in the tonnage
of products of agriculture, the total tonnage carried in 1914
being 3,522,000 tons, or 499,000 tons less than in 1913. .There
was also a very large falling ofif in the tonnage of coke, whicli
tonnage in 1914 amounted to 3,891,000 tons, or less than 1913
by 912.000 tons. On the other hand, the tonnage of 1. c. 1. freight
a confidence in railroad securities as investments which

an increase of 106,000 tons.
Ohio's trainload of revenue freight

to 1,987.000,

in 1914
The Baltimore &
averaged 619 tons as against 620 tons in 1913: but the average
number of loaded cars in trains was 23.99 in 1914 and 24.39 in
1913, while the average number of empty cars per train in 1914
was 12.96 as against 11.70 in the previous year. The average

length of haul was 194 miles as against 198 miles in 1913; the
average ton-mile rate was 5.64 mills in 1914 and 5.60 mills in
1915.

The following table shows the repairs, renewals and depreciation charges per unit of equipment in 1914 and 1913
Repairs per locomotive
Repairs per passenger-train car
Repairs per freight-train car

1914

1913

$3,157

$3,589
797
88

564
81

Total transportation expenses amounted to $38,699,000, an increase over 1913 of 3.82 per cent, and they

amounted

to 39.73

per cent of total operating revenues as compared with the transportation ratio of 36.70 per cent in 1913. As Mr. Willard points
out in his annual report, the congestion following the flood
necessitated detouring traffic in the earlier months of the year
when business was heavy. In addition there was a full year
of the higher

wage

scale

for trainmen,

which alone accounted
There

for an increase in transportation expenses of $805,000.
was also a large increase in the payments for loss and
to

freight

and injuries

to

persons, the total

damage
amount on these

accounts in 1914 being $1,593,000 and $719,000 respectively, the
total increase in the two accounts over the previous year being
a

little

over $500,000.

The following
in

table

shows the principal

figures for operation

1914 as compared wnth 1913:
1913

1914
4.478
Mileage operated
$75,784,287
Freight revenue
15.893,721
Passenger revenue
97,411,441
revenue
operating
Total
12,207,191
Maint. of way and structures.
16,681,986
Maint. of equipment
2,151,887
Traffic expenses
38.699,493
Transportation expenses ....
2,314,336
General expenses
72.054,892
Total operating expenses
3,226,466
Taxes
21,244,837
Operating income
27,262,556
Gross income
9,250,024
Net income
49,457
Sinking fund
11,473.395
Dividends
2,223.371*
.::.
Sirplus
•Deficit.

r

tti

I

per cent one-year

THE REDUCTION

These new notes were sold before the beginning of the
European war and the company's credit was high enough to

notes.

amounted

839

4,456
$80,194,490
15,537.078
101.556,132
14,019.620
18,323,210
2,026,274
37,274,397

S-"^.!"
•

73,779,638
2.960,905
23,941,278
29,153,484
13,382,111
47.861
11,473.653
1.908,458

IN

LOCOMOTIVE ORDERS
Chicago,

To THE Editor of the

111..

September

Ace G.\zette

R.\ilw.\y

1914.

28,

:

There are several barometers of general business, such as
grain and steel production and prices, but for the railway sup-

man a more direct indication may be taken.
The buying situation for the past year or more, on railroads,
has been affected in various ways by general business conditions;
by the wait for the rate decision by the shadow of the wage

ply

;

on the western lines and then by financial and general
business reasons as imposed by the European war.
All these
are on top of a sort of a climax of financial stringency, brought
about by increased taxation, expenses on account of state and
governmental legislative regulations, wise or otherwise, all serving to reduce the purchasing power of one of the greatest buyers in our markets and have very materially contributed to the
lessened market for the staples as well as the specialties used in
strike

railway maintenance.

How

bad,

at

least,

one phase of the situation has been

is

shown by a comparison of locomotives purchased this year as
compared with past years. -Taking the reports of the Railway

Age

Gacettc, and for the sake of comparison with former years,
including only orders placed by railroad or industrial companies
in the United States, Canada or Mexico, we find that the orders

have

1914

in

been

January
February

43
139
167

March

reported

month

April

by

month

as

follows

July

May

99
45
17

-August

June

September

Total for nine months (locomotives)

The

818

any month is not necessarily that of the orders
placed in that month, but is the total of the orders reported.
The result, however, is the same. The average for the year,
at this rate would be about 1,091, but the last three months give
no promise of maintaining the average, and the total may not
be above 900 or 1,000.
From the table showing cars and locomotives ordered, during
the past 13 years, in the issue of January 2, 1914, we find that
the average number of locomotives purchased per year, during
figure for

the period 1901-1913 inclusive,

was

3,798 per year.

number ordered

in

ber being 6,265

the lowest being 2,538 in 1904.

was

;

any one of these years was

The

greatest

numThe next lowest

in 1905, the

The orders

for 1912 were 4.515, or above the
average, while 1913 indicated the tendency towards present low
level by going below the average, the orders being 3,467.
2.850 in 1911.

The figures show that the railroads are purchasing, in an important line of their requirements, but about one-quarter of the
average for 13 years past, a reduction of between $50,000,000
and $60,000,000 for the year, and this covers many lines of materials and will account for some features of general depression.
-\ further deduction would be that these conditions may prevail for some time and that the problem of railroad executives
and motive power officers is to maintain their present equipment at the highest standard of efficiency and availability until
the time does come when renewed purchasing of new equipment is made possible by increased revenues.
C.

A. Seley,

President .\merican Flexible Bolt Company.

—

Argentine R.mlway Construction. The public works comof the Argentine Chamber of Deputies has reported
petition of the Buenos Aires Central for

mittee

favorably upon the

the right to construct the following lines of railway:
starting

from the

city

One

which,

of Cordoba, shall connect with the line

authorized to the company by a previous law in the neighborhood of Villa Maria, and a branch connecting the company's
main line with the citv of Luian.

What

About the Rate Case

the Press Thinks

Sharp Criticism of Attitude of Interstate Commerce Commission. Papers Almost Unanimous for Rate Advance
In the issue of October 22, page 607, were published extracts
editorials from newspapers in all parts of the countrj' on

from

the reopening of the rate advance case, nearly

all

of which sup-

ported the contention of the railways that the emergency created
by the European war is such as to warrant a modification of the
Since the hearing in the
commission's decision of August 1.
reopened case the newspapers of the country have been almost

unanimous in criticising the attitude assumed by the commissioners, and especially by the attorneys, Brandeis and Thome,
in the questioning of the railroads' witnesses.
W'e present herewith extracts from the editorial utterances on the case which
have come to our exchange desk in the last few days. As before,
no selection has been made of those favorable to the railways
and it is again noteworthy that out of 35 but two of those we

securities to the amount of many millions, reasons the Journal
of Commerce, are still held abroad. "If the credit of the American railroads is made sound again, foreign holders will be well
content to keep their holdings unless need of cash compels them
sell.
But if the commission should again refuse to comply
with the reasonable request of the railroads, or should again

to

would be

The question should not be decided under class pressure of
sort.
The commission should keep its eye fixed on the

LET US HAVE ACTION
[From

The Times
which

It

difficult to believe that

is

member

of the Interstate

Com-

merce Commission would put the question attributed in the reports to Commissioner Clements, when he asked President Willard if he thought the railroads should be granted relief denied
The question imother industries affected by war conditions.
plies either ignorance or bias, and it is not pleasant to ascribe

man

Judge Clements' responsible position.
It is obvious that the railroads would not be before Judge
Clements and his colleagues except for the fact that they are in
What
an entirely different situation from "other industries."
they may charge for their commodity, transportation, is fixed by
commisAny
the will of Judge Clements and his colleagues.
either to a

in

who

should be capable of losing sight of this basic factor,
or, worse still, of ignoring it, would be unfit for a place on the
commission.
Mr. Clifford Thorne, whose anti-railroad sentiment somewhat weakens the credit we are disposed to give arsioner

gument,

is

He

concedes foundation for the railroad claim that
He therefore concedes a flat question of broad
policy, and we believe it is one of the most critical ever presented to the commission.
If this question of policy is determined against the railroads
and the railroad managers are correct, the results will be serious
dividends.

a crisis exists.

not merely to the security holders of the railroads, but to all
business and all industry, including most emphatically the industry of agriculture.
If

the railroads are granted the rate increase, on the other

is right, it may result in a temporary insome classes of shippers, or even a slight increase of
burden to consumers. But it will be a temporarj' injustice, for
it can be corrected when it is shown to be so, and when the present acute conditions have passed. And at worst the increase of
rates cannot bear as heavily upon the public as would the consequences predicted by financiers and railroad experts.

hand, and Mr. Thorne
justice to

it

it

RAIL RATES SHOULD BE RAISED

[From

the

Milwaukee Evening Wisconsin]

The New York Journal

of

Commerce

a

few days ago voiced

the sentiments of liberal-minded and practical citizens

when

it

expressed the hope that the commission will regard the embarcondition of the railroads, which affects detrimentally
employees, their shareholders, their stockholders and the
general credit situation, whose foreign ramifications are of ex-

rassed
their

traordinan,' importance in this critical time.

American railroad

interesting phases, one of

—

presented to the commission it is expensive
Another is that presentation must be reto say, facts already recorded must be dupli-

first

is

third

is

that after protracted hearings, involving large

takes the commission about three months to reach a

Unfortunately, this sort of thing cannot be dismissed as farcical.

It is serious.

more

Apparently, the commissioners think that the
deal with the railroads, the greater the

drastically they

It is useless to remind
them that adversity for the carrying corporations spreads, so to

protection they afford to the public.

all over the face of the earth.
It is, or appears to be, a
waste of breath to tell them that an ugly problem is clamoring

speak,

for solution, that the case

is

desperate and that the patience of

the public has reached a limit.

It

is

exhausted.

Let us have

action.

NEEDS OF THE ROADS
[From

the

Albuquerque Journal]

Should permission be withheld, the decision apparently would
be based upon the sins of a few of the companies, for which all
of the other railroads and the public must suffer.
The argument of Mr. Thorne, of Iowa, in opposition to the increase was puerile.
His declaration, that if the railroads were
permitted to increase their freight rates he would back a movement to pay every Iowa farmer for losses if each of his hens
failed to lay an egg a day, might have sounded catchy in a stump
speech, but it had no place in an important semi-judicial hearing
on a matter of the gravest public importance.
The opposition to the application for advancing rates is based
chiefly on the reckless speculation in the New Haven and Rock
In the
Island, and to a less degree in the Baltimore & Ohio.
face of present conditions, which call aloud for strengthening
the credit and the service of the railroads by a rate increase,
there can be no other basis for opposition.

PUTTING MONEY AT
[From

WHY

some

cost the companies $5,000,000 to prepare

conclusion.

confident that the railroads are fortified against pres-

conditions by accumulated surplus or by the reduction of

ent

A

cated.

Brooklyn Eagle]

request.

peated, which

outlays,

the

attention to

calls

the fact that

make a

to

Chicago Tribune]

a

is

the schedules

AND THE RATE RAISE

the

then a flood of foreign selling

decision,

larger interests of the whole people.

have received come out squarely opposed to the plea of the

[From

its

inevitable at the first opportunity."

any

railways.

PUBLIC POLICY

delay

indefinitely

WORK

the Toledo Blade]

Money for the railroads can be obtained only if the railroads
can show earnings assuring the interest upon the money borrowed. For some time, the railroads have been unable to give
any such assurance. Earning power has slid down. Operating
expenses have gone up.
So it has been.irhpossible for the transportation companies to
replace rails, lower grades, reconstruct bridges, put in branch
lines,

extend the block system, buy locomotives and order cars,

as these things ought to be done in order to meet the

demands

November

6,
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traffic and answer the cry for betterments.
Buying has been
from hand to mouth. Little construction has been undertaken
which could be postponed. And because of this condition, mills
have not run to capacity, locomotive and car works have been
running on part time, ore carriers have been tied up in the lake
harbors, equipment houses have been wrapped in gloom, and
labor, instead of being in demand, has had to plead for work.
It would be foolish to be sentimental over the woes of the
railroads.
But if. by increasing their earnings, the railroads can

and the commission

of

It

ist.

is

[From

One

The two

their

freight

rates

—

can present

States.

a

The storekeeper and the manufacturer are at liberty to charge
higher prices when the cost of materials and labor advances.

principal factors in the increased costs of operation

are undeniably the higher rate of wages paid for railroad

The consumer

em-

But besides these two factors of increased op-

erating costs there enters into the situation a third and that
the rapidly advancing taxes paid by

railroad companies.

is

This

increase is well illustrated by comparative statistics of the fiscal
years 1911 and 1914 as compiled by competent authorities. Net
earnings of 15 of the largest railroad systems of the country for

shown to have been $372,730,802, compared with $362,258,931 for 1911, the percentage of increase for
the three years being 3 per cent.
The taxes paid by the same
companies for the fiscal year 1914 were in the aggregate $58,the fiscal year 1914 are

compared with $45,621,165

973,229,

in

In the case of the

1911.

then appears that the rate of increase has been 29 per
cent during the three years under consideration.
taxes

It is

stood

it

is

'

tween the rate of improvement of net earnings on the one hand
and the increase of taxes on the other obviously is too great not
to call for some remedy.
It is one of the phases of the rate question which might well
be investigated by the Interstate Commerce Commission with a
view to remedial measures.

RAILWAY FINANCES
[From

the

New York Evening

Post]

That inducing foreign investors to renew their loans to American corporations or to refrain from selling back the stocks and
bonds they hold, would be greatly simplified if the question of
earning power were cleared from obscurity, through some further advance in rates, it is hardly necessary to argue. We are
perfectly well aware that the argument is dangerous, for the
reason that it might be applied with even greater force to a
sweeping increase of rates. But no one expects such action as
that, and no one has asked for it.
The question really hangs on
the commission's withholding, in

its

July order, of the

full five

per cent increase applied for by the railways.

[From

The

[From

The mental

attitude of the

members

of the Interstate

Com-

merce Commission

in so far as it is exhibited by the character of
questions they put to witnesses in the eastern rate hearing does

not seem to us to be strictly right.

commission

is

It does not indicate that the
possessed of the open mind which is the first es-

body at least semi-judicial in its nature. Questions
which have for their purpose the eliciting of all of the facts are
not only right, but necessary; but questions which seem studiously framed to embarrass witnesses and which indicate an antagonistic attitude by the commission will not leave a satisfactory
impression upon the public mind. It is a business proposition
sential of a

not likely that they

now would

the St. Louis Globe-Democrat]

argument used against the granting of the application of the eastern railways for an increase of rates was an
attempted parallel between the railway and ordinary private business.
The comparison of railway with ordinary business is not
altogether fair.
Furthermore, the government has done everything in its power to aid ordinary business. It has extended the
Aldrich-Vreeland currency act and enlarged it to care for the
emergency in credit conditions. But ordinary business is not
run by the government as the railways are. They must in all
practical matters submit to the judgment of the Interstate Commerce Commission and llie various state commissions and to
the acts of Congress and the various legislatures.
They must
submit every schedule to the scrutiny of commissions, who hold
Since the government has
seen fit to exercise these large powers, which experience showed
to be necessary, it has morally bound itself to do justice to the
hearings on complaints of shippers.

railways as well as to the public.

THE INTERSTATE COMMISSION AND THE EMERGENCY
[From

That the

the Baltimore

Sun]

situation following the war, taken in connection with

shown

to exist prior thereto, has created a crisis

The railroads' executives and
and even Mr. Clifford Thorne, who
has appeared so persistently in opposition to the general advance
in rates, admits that "today the railroads have some foundation
for their claim." How will the commission meet this emergency?
By permitting a uniform advance of 5 per cent of all the rates
in the territory the immediate necessities would be met.
The
slower processes, proposed in the commission's previous order,
of correcting objectionable or inequitable practices and the ad-'
justment of abnormally low rates, could be proceeded with. If
few

others have testified to

the St. Paul Pioneer Press]

it is

principal

the conditions

MUST BE OPEN-MINDED

10,

PECULIAR STATUS OF RAILWAYS

in railroad affairs

IT

be called upon at any time to pay

for supplies.

be carrj-ing on an argument in Washington.

not the contention that the value of railroad property has
during the three years mentioned; on the other hand

unquestionably has increased in value and therefore some increase in taxes was to have been expected, but the disparity be-

more

the ordinary rules of business

still

it

liable to

But the railroads for years
have been deprived of the right to increase their incomes to meet
higher taxes, the demands of labor, extra expenses forced upon
them by new laws and rising prices of commodities. Four years
ago the Interstate Commerce Commission rejected an application
for rates corresponding to new conditions; last summer the commission acknowledged that the revenue was inadequate, and offered advice as to augmenting earnings without disturbing the
present rate schedules to any appreciable extent, and now the
petition is up again because the previous decisions did not give
the relief needed.
If the railroads had been allowed to follow
20 or 50 per cent

ployees and the advance in prices exacted for railroad supplies

and equipment.

the Providence Journal]

of the questions asked at the hearing on the rate sched-

—

point of view, at least, the railroads which are seek-

increase

it

ules
should railroad stockholders not be willing to lose dividends when business is poor? does not apply to the present
situation, notwithstanding its plausibility.
There is a difference
between railroads and industrial enterprises in the United

[From the New York Commercial]

to

when

AND RAILROAD CREDIT

BUSINESS

RAILROAD TAX INCREMENT

permission
strong case.

judge, not as proponent or antagon-

develop.

money into circulation, they should
have that opportunity. Anything promising to set the hoarded
money of the country at work ought to be given a trial.

From one

sits as

a proposition fraught with great importance

was submitted, but doubly important now that the depressing
hand of foreign war has been laid upon the world and we must
accept our share. The public would have greater confidence in
the wisdom and justice of the final decision if the commission
presented a more judicial mind to the proceedings as they

set millions of dollars of idle

ing

841

will deny.
it,

upon the basis of rates so established, the railroads should
earn more than a fair and reasonable return upon the property
devoted to the public use, the commission should order such reductfons as would be fair and equitable. It would seem as if the
then,
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railroad

as well as the railroads

policy.

:

THE HEART OF THE RATE QUESTION
[From

the

Xew York

Times]

\\lien the railways again are in the market there will be no

The reduction
question about the dividend upon Steel shares.
of its dividend heretofore has been an early sign of the turning
affairs

when

PREJUDICE HAS NO PLACE IN THE RATE CASE

tide.
Those who have based their judgment of business
upon the steel trade always have done well by expanding

[From

now

lower

than it has been
over any extended period of time since the formation of the Steel
Corporation. It is not a prophecy of worse to come, but is a
the iron trade

is

low.

It

is

sign that the worst has been passed.
Interstate

Commerce Commission

than the war.

It also

light of reason will
is

is

is

dawn upon

a

more depressing

the commission a

—

if

factor

easily controlled.
little

the commission

is

The

before

number of
The attitude

that

the

prudent.

New York Timol

The counsel for the Interstate Commerce Commission has
made a plea before it. and in its behalf before the country, unlike
anything which previously has come from the commission. Hitherto the commission has always asked, and has always received,

more power

to deal with the crises which

for the

first

its

policy has raised.

time the commission admits

its

inability

to

deal with the situation, and refers the subject back to the source

of the commission's power.

The

decline of credit which

THEY WANT

adequate to the country's growth is no
"concern of the commission. That is something apart from the
reasonableness of rates, and is a question, in the words of the
commission's counsel, of "financial policy of the government,
traffic

[From

The

the

San Jose Mercury

I

ler-.ld

It is

must be sustained

has been going, carrying

its

if

railroad finance

mind the

which dividend payments
strike the average man of
the right one.

is

to

It

is

load of "water."

the perfect privilege of the railroads to so argue.

Commerce Commis-

plight of other kinds of business in
fall

off if earnings

affairs that the

In plain phrase,

it

is

decrease.

It

will

commission's attitude

a case of shortened in-

comes generally and the necessity of getting down to economies.
General business is accommodating itself to the condition. Why
should not the railroads fall into line?

1

FAIR

the railways of the United States has not been characterized by
a sufficiently broad spirit of fairness in many important par-

TREATMENT FOR THE RAILWAYS AN URGENT
NATIONAL DUTY
IFicm

Questions asked
indicate that

the

New York

Trihunej

at the railroad rate rehearing in

some of

the

members

Washington

of the Interstate

Commerce

Commission do not grasp the problem with which they are dealTheir point of view seems still to be that of the railroad
ing.
baiter in the good old times when railroad baiting was supposed
'

to be a patriotic pastime.

was the case of the eastern railroads, which had unsuccessfully appealed for a 5 per cent increase in freight rates, orManifestly it was because the war in
dered to be reopened?

Why

Europe had made the commission's decision of August

1

look

preposterous.

A

decision like that, which talked peace when there was no
Public opinion
lie expected to give satisfaction.
almost unanimous in regarding it as one of the most inop-

peace, could not

vailing conditions.

was

RAILROADS
[From

it

sion to hold in

administration towards

ticulars and the result has been an impairment in efficiency
which has reacted upon the people at large in the shape nf reduced convenience in transportation facilities. While everybody
recognizes in most of the railroad companies a willingness to
charge all the traffic will bear, there is no general desire to deprive these corporations of a just return upon their capital invested and proper pay for the service they render. The cultivation of antagonism against the railways luerely because they are
powerful corporations will never adjust differences which may
If there could be more
arise between them and the people.
harmony and a more cordiaT spirit of co-operation between government and railroads, mutual results would be better and the
people would be benefited more acceptablj than under the pre-

Washington stated their
must be main-

said that dividend payments

also the perfect privilege of the Interstate

PLIGHT OF THE RAILWAYS
of the present national

when they

fealty of the investor

go on as

the railways' troubles.

(From

News]

tained regardless of conditions which affect income, because the

is

attitude

ANYHOW

THEIRS,

the Detroit

railroad officials in the hearing at

wliole case

with which another government agency is called upon to deal."
Others have suggested that the commission was in water too
deep for its comfort, and that it might be well for Congress to
give it assistance, if the credit and u.sefulness of the commission,
and the theory of regulation, were to survive the storm which
the commission has raised, and which it now admits it cannot
compose. No doubt the situation is made worse by the conditions growing out of the war. but the war is not the cause of

The

of the Interstate

dis-

ables the railways from meeting the necessities of the country

for facilities of

investors.

Commerce Commission which
most amazes the public is its apparent hostility to the railroads.
It was created to weigh facts and hear testimony, but not to
perform the duties of a prosecuting attorney.
What the public, which must pay all the bills of both railroads
and shippers, would wish is the commission sitting as a judicial
tribunal to hear cases.
It ought to be equally friendly to both
sides and antagonistic to neither.
In resenting what bankers and others interested in this vast
railroad property are doing to protect it. the commission displays
an attitude wholly unjustified. It is still the privilege of every
.American to guard what he owns.

it

A QUESTION OF RAILWAY POLICY
[From

Ledger]

the Philadelphia

One-eighth of all the wealth of the L'nited States is in railroads.
Congress has seen fit to place this one-eighth of our
national possessions in the hands of seven men. \o other similar body is endowed with such power over the destinies of
twenty billions of capital, two million employees and more than

In that restricted sense the

more

a factor

dazzling the eyes of everybody

Now

Xo. 19

men were reminded that the people of the L'nited States
needed relief.
This important fact was lost sight of
The people of the
United States fix their own prices for what they offer for sale
or for their services. There is no commission that holds to the
lowest level short of confiscation the value of their products or
of their services. If the railroads enjoyed this privilege that is
accorded to all other classes they would not be now complaining.

commission, with the co-operation of the railroads, might devise
some method which would permit of the carrying out of such a

of the

\'oL. 57,

the

IN

A DIFFERENT SITUATION

Jacksonville

(Fla.)

Times-Union]

From the grilling administered to the railroad men who appeared at the hearing, it looks as if the Interstate Commerce
Coiiiinission, as at present constituted, is composed of men more
prejudiced than the average of the .American people against the
Each witness was rigidly cross-examined, and the
railroads.

portune official judgments ever delivered.
Yet although the commission's belated discovery that a great
European war had broken out was the only intelligible ground
for granting a reargument we find the commissioners asking
questions indicating that the extraordinary depression caused by
the

war

further

is

opinion no ground for granting the railroads
According to one account of the hearing on Mon-

in their

relief.

November
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Commissioner Clements asked Mr. Willard, the president
& Ohio Railroad, "if he thought that the railroads should be dealt with in any other manner than other industries affected by war conditions."
Such a question is little short of amazing. Other industries
are left free by the government to regulate their own affairs.
They may raise their prices as they please without interference
from Washington. But the railroads have no free hand. Their
earning power is limited for them by the Interstate Commerce
Commission's decrees, and they may be made to starve, even in
the midst of general plenty, if the commission thinks it advisable

more recent

daj-,

the

of the Baltimore

not

to starve them.

Interstate Commerce Commission needs to enlarge its
and deal in the broadest national spirit with the rate
Starving the railroads is a dead policy.
question.

The

vision

843

— and

revelations in the

do not

— prejudice

THEM OUT OF THEIR

LIFT

Two incidents of the opening session at the rehearing granted
by the Interstate Commerce Commission to the railroads on the
rate increase question strike unpleasantly the reader who has no
personal interest in railroad property, but who realizes that industry cannot prosper

transportation service be crippled.

if

One

the immediate appearance and active participation of Clifford
Thorne, who was, and may be yet, Iowa's railroad commissioner.
is

Mr. Thorne first attracted national attention with a scheme for
government ownership whose financial mathematics were simply
ridiculous and whose estimates of "profits for the public" qualified him for the illustrious company of Colonel Mulberry Sellers
and J. Rufus Wallingford.
The other was the attitude of Louis D. Brandeis, counsel for
the commission. Mr. Brandeis at once took the tone of a prosecutor and appeared to assume that the railroad officials who
were trying to show the need of higher rates were somehow
criminals or witnesses for criminals.
The opening of the hearing does not augur well for a practical

Meanwhile the
growing worse daily, and with it the situation of industry and commerce, which want low rates, of course,
but want still more adequate and improved service, and are saying so in no uncertain tones.
Therefore it is respectfully suggested to the commission that
it repress the volubility of Mr. Thorne, moderate the prosecuting
zeal of Mr. Brandeis, and detach the inquiry from any sort of
is

assumption that the railroads are

still

criminals

who

recently consented not to push certain legishad had in mind, affecting the roads. Certainly,
in thus receding from his purpose his conviction of their embarrassment must be very strong. We can recall no other proHe is anxious
test of business that has had any affect upon him.
that relief in some form shall be extended to them and we. know
of no other form than that in wliich it is asked that will lift them

out of their

difficulties.

PUBLIC POLICY AND RAILROADS

the evidence accumulates that the railroads, as an industry,

are gasping for breath.

in

a

demand

for reduction.

they suffer through
rates

may

the Indianapolis

far exceed any saving they

ing.

The

long as
as

it

shipper
is

is

and that the service given him

grant of a fair general increase

readjustment

in

is

good

as

it

is

as low

that of his

in

rates,

to be followed

by a

the

Duluth

Herald]

There's an answer to that. Obviously, it is that the railroad
is the only business whose charges are subject to the

business

will of public authority.

MEET THE EMERGENCY
[From

The

the Galveston Tribune]'

railroads were urging increased rates before the

European

war, and that conflagration has hit them as hard as all other
Now they come into court with
lines of American industry.
in
to

rates.
And until the United
go into the railroad business it

as well to allow sufficient rates to take care of reason-

and improvements.

PLEA OF THE DEMAGOGUE
[From

the Kansas City Journal]

railroads are not asking for a
trying to secure any special favors.
are demanding at the hands of the

The

government

whom

as

other line of business?"

ness of the country by

But acknowledging this,
the maximum number of stock and bondholders is small compared to the body of the public. It is the shipper first, but the
public ultimately, that must bear the bu'rden of any general rate
It can be truthfully said that the railroads are no
increase.
longer under a cloud. Even the New Haven investigation, and

is

"Why," it is asked on every hand, "should the railroads be any
more entitled to relief from war-created difficulties than any

(hat the

small shareholders, each of

of the rate, so

RAILROAD RATES
[From

quickly felt by the steel and iron business.
It is said that railroad stocks and bonds are no longer held
by small groups, but that such systems as the Pennsylvania are
of

amount

detail.

The

vitally interested in the rate question.

low

a reduction,

competitor. From the standpoint of public pohcy, the wise course
for the Interstate Commerce Commission seems to be the prompt

justice.

owned by thousands

make through

less interested in the

able dividends, interests

is

service under too

reasonable, than in the assurance that

the meantime been further embarrassed. The general trade disturbance was quickly felt by the carriers, and their hesitation

about buying

damage

delays and

loss,

railroad

or the denial of an advance, in rates. If by paying a rate 5 per
cent higher shippers could be assured that goods would arrive
in Portland from New York in 14 days and in good condition,
they might gain far more than if at the lower rate goods were
kept three or four weeks on the road and arrived with packages
broken in wrecks or otherwise damaged and some of them miss-

would be

News]

Various railroad commissions throughout the Middle West,
prominent among them being the one in Iowa, are resolved to
combat the case. The shippers are ably represented. Among
the counsel engaged is the commission's special attorney, Louis
Brandeis. The question is even more complicated than it was
during the previous hearing. The railroads undoubtedly have in

But the

inefficient

added arguments for a raise
States government gets ready

RAILROADS NO LONGER UNDER A CLOUD
[From

the Portland Oregonian]

Shippers have been accustomed to consider their interests best
served by low rates and they have generally been ready to join

punished.

And

DIFFICULTIES

The President has

should be

That aspect of the situation may well be left to
the courts. What the railroads need is help, that they may render the service without which trade and industry cannot prosper.

trans-

lation that he

solution of the problem, nor for speedy action.

railroad situation

the

[From the Boston Transcript]

(From

the Chicago Herald]

financing, should

against

opinion

portation business as a whole.

ARE THE RAILROADS STILL CRIMINALS?
[From

Rock Island

public

great

fact
iias

"war tax" nor are they
All that the railroads

government

is

common

seems to have been lost sight of
undertaken to run the railway busi-

means

of the Interstate

Commerce

Commission. That body has established rates and prescribed
methods which have hampered and harassed the railroads
If the government had not handcuffed the transfor years.
portation interests they would not be asking anything. But
since the government has assumed the responsibilitj- of
dictating to the railroads how they shall run their business,
where else can they turn in time of trouble but to the cause
Commissioner Thorne fairly represents the remnant
of it all?
of that feeling of antagonism toward railroads and other
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Vol.

as he

business interests which prevailed so generally a few years
ago. But a spirit of fairness and of reason has largely sup-

its

owner can take such measures

to

planted the unreasoning hostility of the political demagogues
in the popular mind.

money with which

If he
deal with the situation.
to operate, or

LIFE

[From

War

the

ican

New York World]

Europe merely accentuates the plight of the railroads, which are suffering from too much taxation, too much
in

much harmful

political agitation, too

railroads

the

is* in no position
renew old loans, and
finds in the prices of American railroad
proof of the distrust with which investors regard

greatest

borrow money
the whole world
securities

industries

Arrierican

of

for betterments or to

In a country so extensive as this, the transportation interest cannot be starved without weakening every
Its credit
other industry.
Its property must be kept up.
the situation.

must be sustained.

prices

If

Public regulation that

rise.

soon or

late

and wages
is

rise,

its

never constructive

rates
is

must

certain

to be destructive.

CARDS ON THE TABLE
[From Manufacturers' News, Chicago.]

We

are interested in

who

knowing

just

now who

the shippers

opposing the application at present pending
Commerce Commission. We read a
before the
piece in the newspaper a day or two ago a couple of columns
long stating that the shippers were attacking the railroads'
pUa for freight rates, and we have seen more or less about
a politician named Clifford Thorne of Iowa, who always
bobs up when any controversy having to do with the railroads is on hand, representing shippers. Mr. Thorne comes
from a state that has been going backwards for a number of
years.
We have no criticism to make of him. He is a
lawyer, an office holder and not a shipper, and wants to
make himself politically strong with the people of his state.
He knows the sentiment in his state as to the carriers, and
consequently figures out that it is good politics for him
to oppose the advance.
We think perhaps he is right from
his viewpoint.
But we would like to know the viewpoint of
the shippers who are opposing the advance in rates.
We
cannot quite figure them out. We do not see why they do
not take the witness stand and produce the figures. If the
railroads should not have an advance, let us know why.
are

are

Interstate

up shop until the clouds roll by.
There is no danger that the AmerThere appears to be
stop operating.

railroad.
will

[From the Virginian

Argued from any angle, it seems pretty hard to get awaj'
from the justness of the principal position maintained by
organized shipping interests and their counsel before the
Interstate Commerce Commission that is now holding court
on the petition of eastern railroads for "relief" through a
general increase of at least five per cent in freight rates.
This position is that our railroads are confronted with no
condition as a result of the European war or any other
cause that does not equally affect every other industry.
The people may have become never so well disposed to cooperate in relieving the railroads, but it is obvious they will
not worry much, at this time, over the interests of investors
if the merit of the rate increase proposition is to be urged
solely upon such a basis.

—

—

the

crisis

loss

than

special

who

[From the Sioux City Journal]

point

is

that railroads as

common

carriers are public

and anything that tends seriously to impair their
efficiency must injure the public.
This being true, and it
being likewise true that the public has undertaken to supervise the railroads, it is not unreasonable to expect the public
to take an interest in protecting them from deterioration.
If a private business suffers by reason of war emergency
utilities,

and Norfolk Landmark]

other interests and had no ground for asking
This was the contention of Mr. Brandeis

relief.

stands in the peculiar relation of amicus curiae to the
are not able to see the situation that way.

commission.

The

We

railroads are public institutions

first;

benefit of their stockholders secondly.

enterprises for the

The

crippling of their

and curtailment of the service they render to
every branch of production and trade in the land tends to
spell general calamity.
The issue is not alone that of enabling them to return dividends to investors, though that
is an equitable consideration not to be lawfully disregarded,
but is besides one of momentous concern to the people at
large.
A crippled transportation system emasculated of
means vital to its vigorous operation would necessarily
react with injurious effect on every business and industrial
activity in America, while to force the railroads into costly
resources

sacrifices,

in

disordered

times

for

protecting their credits

and caring for their outstanding obligations, must necessarily
have an evil inlluencc on the financial situation, already complicated by the disturbed situation ahead.

THE ROADS AND THE PUBLIC
[From

the

Lincoln

(Neb.)

Journal]

Eastern railroads renew their plea for a five per cent rate
increase on the ground that the war has increased their
But the war has hampered and embarrassed nearly
needs.
Why should the railroads be allowed
all forms of business.
to shift their share of the embarrassment to the rest? The
cotton growers have just tried this in Congress and were
properly refused. It is a time for everybody to do the best
Few businesses have
he can at standing on his own legs.
strength just now to bear the burdens of other business.

THE TRUE REMEDY
There

is

the

Dallas

no fallacy more popular

any

individual, firm or corporation

fact

is

News]
in this
is

country than the

precisely the case of

engaged in business. This
again illustrated by questions put to President Willard
of the Baltimore & Ohio during the consideration of the
application of the eastern railroads for an advance in freight
rates.
Mr. Willard had stated that the revenues of the
railroads had decreased to a degree that threatened their
solvency, whereupon he was asked if the revenues of all
other enterprises in this country had not likewise suffered.
Undoubtedly they have; but the case of such industries is
When a private'
not analogous to that of the railroads.
industry, a manufacturing industry, for example, finds that
its cost of production is increasing, it has recourse to the
simple expedient of increasing the price of what it has to

Or when

it

finds that the

demand

it

can readjust

its

for its commodities
expenses to its income
either by reducing wages or by diminishing its output. The
railroads enjoy no such freedom of action.
As we have
often said in the past, the true remedy would be to permit
the railroads to accumulate and maintain a surplus fund
sufficient to bridge over such embarrassments as the^ one
now confronting them; but our policy seems to be opposed
to that idea, and so long as it is, we shall be confronted by
the alternative of increasing rates or of suffering the roads
tc become bankrupt.
sell.
is

THE ROADS AND THE PUBLIC
The

Pilot

idea that the case of the railroads

San Antonio Express]

if

of rate increase insist that in the present
railways of the country are suffering no more

[From

the

impaired

The opponents

RAILROADS AND INDUSTRIES AFFECTED ALIKE
[From

getting

DO JUSTICE TO THE RAILROADS

legislation, such as the

from the higher cost of supplies and
constantly increasing payrolls. With income outstripped by
outgo,

expedient
in

the business becomes

danger that their efficiency will be seriously
they are not permitted to earn more revenue.

full-crew laws, and

to

trouble

No. 19

unprofitable, he can shut

Not so with the

OR DEATH FOR RAILROADS.?

may deem

finds
if

57,

decreasing,
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:

Mechanical Department Progress on the Frisco
Work Checking System, Shop Schedules, Machinery and
Tools, Centralized Manufacture, Locomotive Supplies
In connection with the other developments* toward increased

and economy which have taken place on the Frisco
within the past year or two, a number of important and farreaching improvements are being made in the mechanical deWhile several of these are only fairly under way,
partment.
the results obtained thus far justify describing and commenting

efficiency

basis, and until recently no attempt has been
to check accurately the output of the individual workman.
Piece-work has automatically performed this function on roads
on which it has been introduced, and at the same time has deIt was not
veloped more adequate and efficient supervision.
deemed advisable, however, to introduce this system on the

on a day-work

made

Date Sheet —Ten-Wheel Engine— IFTEEN Davs

Day

Erecting Floor

3

— Engine shop
— Engine stripped
— Parts cleaned and

5

— Cylinders

1

2

Boiler V^ork

Bench Work

in

Shop

Machine Shop

Blacksmith Shop

Ox weld

Plant

in

Flues removed
delivered

Valve rods and stems
Link work

Cylinder heads

bored
Valve chambers bored

6-

Cylinder bushings
Valve bushings

Valve rods and stems
Link work

piston rods

Piston rods

Guides, yoke nrd blocks
Misc. motion work
Brake rigging
Spring rigging

Crossheads

Tumbling shaft

— Cylinder

Dry

pipes

Eccentrics and
Tumbling shaft

S— Valve

chamber bored

Throttle and dry pipe applied

— Frames

9

Tumbling shaft boxes

and cylindefe lined
Guide yoke up
fittings ready

Kocker boxes

shaft applied

straps

Engine truck work
Crossheads

Flues applied

Rocker boxes applied
Dry pipe and throttle applied
Shoes and wedges laid ott

Engine truck ready
Guides and block ready

Spring rigging
Engine truck work
Guides and blocks
Reverse levers
Brake rigging

Guides and blocks
Engine truck work
Spring rigging
Brake work
Rocker boxes
Tumbling shaft boxes

Boiler brackets

Misc. motion work
Misc. brackets
Reach rod

Steam chests
Wheels

Frame braces

Rods
Frames
Frame braces

.Spring rigging

Cab

10— Tumbling

Rods

ITirottle

bushings applied
Valve bushings applied

7

Crossheads

Motion work
Driving boxes

Frame braces applied
Eccentric strape applied
Center casting applied

U— Drivinf

boxes

Staybolts applied

fitted

Frames and cylinders bolted
Running board bracket up
Spring rigging up

12— Boiler

Itoiler

work

corapleteil

Steam chests ready
Crossheads
Reverse levers

Rods and brasses

Brake rigging
Links

tested

Steam chest applied

Shoes and wedges
Steam pipes

Pistons

Reverse lever applied
Lagging applied
Engine wheeled
Steam pipes ready
13

— Front

end door and ring applied Ash pan up
Cab and running boards applied
Goides applied
Shoes and wedges applied
Motion work applied

— Brake
Air

Side rods
Pistons

beam applied

Pilot

14

Main rods

cylinders applied
applied
pipe applied

pump

Front end netting opplied

Steam and exhaust
and tested
Valves set

Pilot applied
Jacket applied
Cab fittings applied
Piston applied
Grate rigging applied
15

— Brake

rigging applied

Rods applied
Pipe work completed
Engine trial tripped
Engine painted

Shop Schedule or Date Sheet
on them at this time. The most important of these steps of
progress will be considered briefly in the following article

for a

Ten-Wheel Locomotive

was felt to be vitally necessary to develop
it
some method whereby a careful check might be made of the

Frisco, although

itemized output, and in a constructive manner, so that the fea-

WORK CHECKING

—

The locomotive and coach repair shops at Springfield both
new shops and the North shops— are administered

the so-called

•See Studies in Operation, March U. 1914, pag:e 501; The .\gency Plan,
March 20. 1914, page 671; Economical Locomotive Performance, May 8,
1914, page 1018; Development Work, May 22, 1914, page 1125; 0.xyAcetylcne Welding and Cutting, September 11, 1914, page 467; and Reclaiming Material, October 2, 1914, page 595.

tures which restricted the output, such as lack of proper knowledge and training on the part of the individual, unsuitable tools

and machinery, defective material, poor design of parts, inadequate supervision, and other features of this sort, might be located and remedied in order to bring the efficiency to a maximum.
Under the old methods s record was kept by a time clerk of
the .time when the men started and left off work in the mom-
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ing, at noon and at night.
The actual account against which
was charged was based largely on the workman's statement or upon an approximation by the timekeeper. As a result the times charged against different jobs were not of suf-

the time

ficient accuracy to make it possible to intelligently check against
abuses or defects such as those above mentioned.
To overcome this the Frisco has adopted a rather unique and
unusual scheme. Work checkers have been provided, each one
of these looking after from SO to 100 workmen, depending on

Among

the

system as
(a)

it

Vol,

No, 19

most important advantages of the time checking
has been developed thus

The recording

far,

are the following:

of the detailed progress of the work, thus

making the work of supervision

less burdensome for the shop
superintendent and general foreman, (b) The detection of waste
of time and effort at its occurrence, thus enabling the foreman

to

promptly take the matter in hand, eliminate delays and reduce

of work and the department in which they are emThere are two of these checkers in the erecting shop at
new shops, three in the machine shop, one in the
blacksmith shop, two in the boiler shop and one in the tank
and cab shop. These men constantly observe the progress of the
work in the department which they serve, but have nothing to
the

57,

class

Boiler

and Floor Work, No.

1

ployed.

the Springfield
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Form Used by Work Checkers in Recording
o( Time

the Distribution
VaUe ctuunbcn

do with the distribution of the work. The checker has a card
for each workman, similar to the one which is reproduced in
the illustration, on which he enters in detail the operations which
are performed, noting the times at which the work was commenced and completed and the engine or shop order to which
each job is charged. These cards are 5'^ in. by 8 in. in size. In
the illustration spaces have been left between the different items
in order to preserve a neat appearance in reducing the size of the
form this is not done in actual practice.
The checkers were selected from among the best of the mechanics in each department, and the training which they receive
in following up the work will fit them admirably for positions
It should be understood
as foremen, if such openings occur.
;

ROUTING CARD

Criiadu biubioi iD

_

_
Shop Work
the cost of performing the work,

(c) Absolute accuracy of the
charges to the various accounts or to individual locomotives or
shop orders, thus making possible a correct analysis of ex(d) Cost data, which permits comparisons to be
penditures,

made and weaknesses

to be located

ROUTING CARD
1

Date
Expected!

Operation

.:::":•.

1

Date
Comple'd

1

STEAM

GANG

PIPE

Operation

|

Rocker boxes and arms ready

Tiimbting shaft and bones ready

Reverse levers ready

Links ready

Dry Pipes removed

Reverse levers applied

Links applied complete

Throttle

Reach rod ready

Walscharet gear ready

Steam

Reach rod applied

Walscliart gear applied complete

Dry Pipes applied

lever

Throttle

lever applied

which may be corrected by

Engine No.
tINK GANG

1

e4:;-.i

Throttle

J

Part of a Department Schedule Sheet (or Boiler amd Erecting

ROUTING CARD

Engine No.
REVERSE LEVER GANG

Operation

Valve bulLinl in

Steam

ready

pipes

t

Date
Expected

Date
Comple'd

1

|

removed

Box Removed
pipes

Throttle box

applied

applied

.

1

1

1

Routing Cards Used by the Reverse Lever, Link and Steam Pipe Gangs

men check the quality of the work and accuracy of
workmanship, as well as the time of performing it. They are
paid practically the same as lead men, which is at a somewhat
that these

higher rate than the standard for first-class mechanics.
cases, in

foremen.

In

all

making suggestions or changes, they work through the

improving the facilities or methods or by rearranging the force.
Much has been published in the past concerning the best methods of comparing the efficiency of one shop with another, the
great difficult being to define and decide on a standard unit of
measurement. The value of the comparisons of a shop or a department as a whole on the basis of such units as have been

XOVEMBER

suggested

is
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questionable as far as it concerns the accurate deor the relative value of different prac-

tection

of weaknesses

tices or

methods.

The most

or effort, and of ehminating
tail

and make sure that

The

upon.

provision of

it

logical
it,

is

is

way

of detecting lost motion

to study each operation in de-

the best

and cannot be improved
the Frisco and the

work checkers on

way

in which their efforts are being utilized is successfully accomplishing this and is very greatly increasing the efficiency of
the departments and the shop as a whole in a way which must
appeal to shop officers and foremen as being a most logical one.

WORK

847

sheet covers an ordinary overhauling where no special work, such

new cylinders or new frames, is required. Repairs of this sort necessitate lengthening the schedule by a certain number of days, depending on the nature of the special
as firebox sheets,

work.
Similar date sheets have been prepared for every class of
power and for every combination of repairs. As soon as a locomotive arrives at the shop a thorough inspection is made and a
report is drawn up of the necessary repairs, from which it is pos-

DESP.\TCHING

seems strange that the railroads generally have been so slow
in systematically planning the progress of the work through the
shops in order to balance the strength of each of the various departments and to schedule the work of repairing the cars and
It

locomotives
closely

and

of the

first

in

way that the entire staff may co-operate
The Chicago & North Western was one
inaugurate such a system. This was many

such a

effectively.

roads to

ROUTING SYSTEM— CHECK SHEET
ERECTING SHOP NO.
1

ENGINE NUMBER

[late

Engine

in

Shop

Enpected

Dale Complt'd
Defav

Dale E.pected
Engine Siripped

Da(e Compll'd

Boxes

Delay

of Surplus

Tools Which

Were Gathered Up and Returned
Stock

to

Date E.pected
Pirts Cleined

Date Complt'd
Delay

Date Enpected

Frames dowh

Date Complt'd
Delay

Date Enpected
Cylinders Bored

Dale Complt'd
Delay

Cylinders Bushed

Date Complt'd

determine exactly what schedule should govern. This
makes it possible to set the dates for the completion of each
item and routing cards are filled in and issued to each gang or
department foreman as a guide for handling the work. Sample
sible

to

cards, such as used by the reverse lever gang, link gang and
steam pipe gang, are reproduced in the illustrations.
For the use of the shop foreman who supervises the work of
these gangs a special form is made out which applies particularly to the work of his department rather than to the handling

Delay
Date Exoeded

Frames up Complete

Date Complt'd
Delay

Date Ejipeded

Guides Lined

Date Complt'd
Delay

Throttle Bo« m,

Date Complt'd
Delay

Rocker Boies and
Tumbling Shafts up.

Date Complt'd
Delay

Check or Delay Sheet Used With the Shop Schedule System
years ago, and in spite of the fact that

it was given wide puband that the whole scheme was most logical, other roads
took it up very slowly and even today shop scheduling in its best
form is used in a comparatively few shops. The methods which

licity

are being used on the Frisco are not essentially different in a
way from those introduced on other roads but are arranged to meet the special needs of the shops on that system.

general

Not only are the dates set for the completion of repairs to
each locomotive, but the intermediate times in which each of the
numerous operations must be finished are also designated. The
general plan of this scheme is indicated on the accompanying
form, which is known as a date sheet, and outlines the work
which should be done on the various parts of the locomotive in
each of the different departments for a ten-wheel engine which
to be

overhauled in 15 days, or rather I'SO hours, for arrangements have been made to adjust the schedule for any lengthening
or shortening of the working hours per day. This particular
is

Eleven High Speed Tools Which Were Formerly Used With the
Driving Wheel Lathe
of the locomotive as a whole, as

sample sheet of this sort for
partment is reproduced in one
The despatching system is
tically becomes an assistant to

on the large date sheets. A
work and the erecting de-

boiler

of the illustrations.

handled by a foreman who practhe .general foreman, relieving that
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officer to a great extent of the detailed supervision of the

of repairs.

He makes

progress

out the despatching sheets, timing the vari-

ous operations to correspond with the date sheet for the type of
engine and class of repairs. It is, of course, necessary for him
to maintain a master sheet covering all of the engines in the
shop and arranged in such a way that he can see that the work
in the various departments is properly balanced, and from such
reports of the progress of the work as he receives and enters
on the master sheets he can determine practically at a glance
whether the schedules are being lived up to. A daily delay report is prepared each evening showing just what operations are
behind schedule
provided with this the general foreman can
go directly to the gang or department which is responsible for
;

the delay and see that provision

made

is

to

Vol.

57,

No. 19

The problem was approached from several angles. It has involved the appointment of a supervisor of tools, who has had
general charge of the work, which in general includes the standardization and centralized manufacture of small tools and a sys-

tematic method of checking them and seeing that a complete and

adequate supply, but not an over supply, is maintained at all points
on the system. It includes also the strengthening and speeding
up of machine tools and the providing of jigs and other apparatus
for the accurate and rapid handling of the work.
It should be
noted, however, that in this latter respect the Frisco, particularly
at the Springfield new shops, has not been in the rear ranks in the
This is indicated by the shop kinks from that system which
past.

overcome the de-

ficiency.

This system,

in addition to

maintaining a balance between the

annoying and costly deand securing a maximum, output consistent with the force and

different departments, thus eliminating

lays

facilities,

has the additional not inconsiderable value of insuring
at a date determined

prompt delivery of completed locomotives

well in advance, and thus enables the mechanical department

offi-

more intelligently handle the problem of the distribution
of power. The shop schedule system to be a complete success

cers to

must have the hearty support of

all

of the mechanical depart-

Tool Holder Now Used
on Slotter

Forty-One Tools Formerly Used

on

Slolter

have been published

in

the

Age

Railivay

Gazette, Mechanical

Edition, from time to time, and particularly in the collection which

appeared in July, 1913, submitted by
time assistant machine shop foreman,

J.

C.

prize in the shop kink competition in which

Breckenfeld

One

is

now

Breckenfeld, at that

who was awarded
it

the

was submitted.

first

Mr.

supervisor of tools.

campaign was to make an absomachinery and tools on hand
This resulted in the
at the different shops and engine houses.
collection of a large amount of obsolete tools, which have either
been worked over or sold as scrap, and also in the gathering up
of the

first

steps in the

lutely correct inventory of all the

Tool Holder and Tools

ment

officers

eral

supervision.

schedule

is

preferment,

Now Used With

Driving

and particularly of those higher
If

this

it

having genand the
order to give certain locomotives

condition

interfered with in

Wheel Lathe

would greatly hamper

does

its

officers

not obtain

usefulness and disorgan-

ize the entire shop.

SHOP M.^CHINERY
,

.'\ND

TOOLS

No

one who has ever tried to use a dull axe, saw or chisel,
and who has then taken time to put them in proper condition
and has marveled at their greater effectiveness, will belittle the
effort to see that all of the tools and machinery in a large locomotive or car repair shop are kept in first class condition. Possibly a given amount of energy and expense invested in work of
this kind has resulted in more striking improvements in efficiency
and output than any other one thing that has been advocated in
the general campaign for improved shop production within the
past few years. Many of the more progressive roads have been
prompt to take advantage of this, although some of them have
not as yet fully awakened to its possibilities. It was one of the
first things which were done by the Frisco in its campaign for
improved shop efficiency, and the results thus far have been startling, in that the maintenance expenses for shop machinery and
tools have been surprisingly decreased, although this equipment is
much improved and maintained in better condition.

Special Furnace lor

Making

All Lathe, Planer

for the

and Similar Tools

System

which have been turned back into the stock and
have been reissued as required. For instance, one of the illusshows a number of boxes filled with perfectly good tools,
but which were in the nature of surplus stock and were turned
over to the general store, the shops from which they were colThis is only one of a
lected being given a credit of $2,005.41.
number of similar lots of surplus tools which were gathered up.
of surplus tools,

trations

number of antiquated air. motors were
and disposed of which were using 300 per cent more air

In another case a large
collected

;

November
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Other tools were gathered which were
which at a reasonable expenditure
were put in first class condition and reissued as new tools. Meanwhile a stock book has been prepared which shows all small tools
on hand each month at each point and those which have been
ordered. A continuous inventory is thus provided which makes
it possible for the supervisor of tools quickly and accurately to
check the requisitions and thus avoid overstocking.
Not the least important of the improvements has been the selec-

849

than the standard tools.

the cost of the old tools

damaged and

large clumsy ones.

laid aside, but

and they are more

effective than the

In keeping a check on the small tools a record is maintained at
each of the shop tool rooms showing just what tools each man
lias and requiring him to turn in any tools, which he may have

taken from the tool room, every Saturday night for inspection
If any of the tools are fotind missing the man is
on Monday morning that if he does not immediately turn
ihem in he must get a release from the general foreman. If a
tool is broken the workman must turn in a report which must be
passed upon by his foreman. In this way weak or poorly designed tools are located and improved and careless handling is

and

repairs.

notified

reduced to a minimum.
It was found that there were a great variety of makes of tools
of all kinds scattered over the system.

As

rapidly as possible

it

reduce the number of different types in the case
of jacks, for instance, from 12 to four, and to standardize four
IS

proposed

sizes of air

to

;

hammers and

five sizes of air

motors.

Manufacturing

Finished Tools Ready for Issuance to Shops

and the centralmanufacture at the main shops. As a typical example, the heavy bulky tools' formerly used on the driving wheel
lathes have been replaced with tool holders and high speed steel
cutters, as shown in the illustrations.
This has not only delion of standard designs for the different tools

ization of their

creased the cost of these tools, for only the cutters are

now

of

high speed steel where formerly the entire tool was of this material, but it has greatly increased their efficiency, because of
the better design,

and has made

it

possible to

more

easily maintain

Double Planer Head

tor

Machining Shoes and Wedges

the small tools on a large scale at a central shop reduces their

cost very greatly since

Locomotive Parts Manufactured

at Central

As another

Shop

illustration, one of the
weighing more than 900 lb.,
70 per cent of the tools being of high speed steel and representing in all an investment of over $500. These were replaced with
two tool holders similar to those shown in "one of the photos,
and a full set of small tools of high speed steel. The total cost
of these new tool holders and tools was less than 20 per cent of

the tools in proper condition.
slotters

was found

to have 41 tools

it

is

possible to furnish special facilities

and specially trained mechanics. The tools shown ready for issuance in one of the illustrations, for instance, are now made
at a cost of less than one-half that under the old methods.
In brief, then, the principles which have been applied and which
have resulted thus far in an increased efficiency of machine equipment with a decreased cost of maintenance are an intimate constant supervision of tool purchase, manufacture and distribution
the establishment of standards of design for

all

small tools

;

the

central manufacture of these tools in quantities to insure mini-

mum

cost

and adherence to standards; the designing and

in-

—
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stallation of time and labor saving jigs to facilitate shop output,
and the strengthening and rebuilding of machine tools to increase
their capacity and their facility for turning out accurate work.

CENTR.\LIZED

MANUFACTURE OF MATERIAL

Considerable progress has been made in the standardization
of certain locomotive parts and the manufacturing of this
material on a large scale at the central shops. The practice

Special Device for Holding Shoes and

Wedges on

Planer

57,

Xo. 19

maintained at a high point of efficiency. This means fewer
engine failures, a reduction in running repair costs and an
increase of mileage between shoppings. This is particularly
important where the practice is to haul heavy tonnage trains,
utilizing the full capacity of the locomotives, as has been done
on the Frisco during the past year.
At present a considerable number of parts are either wholly
or partially machined in large lots at Springfield and are
shipped to the smaller points where the machine operations
are reduced to a minimum.
Many locomotive parts may be
finished in quantity with special jigs and machinery at a small
part of the cost which would be required at one of the smaller
shops where the investment in special tools and machinery is
not warranted. As an illustration, the centralized manufacture of shoes and wedges may be mentioned. When these are
machined at a small shop or engine house in small quantities
the labor cost runs from 40 to 75 cents apiece. With the special jig and double planer head arrangement at Springfield,
shown in one of the illustrations, it is possible to machine

these in lots of 40 at a cost of 10 cents each. The plan is to
carry this development to a point that finished parts such a fireboxes, back ends and frames will be kept in stock, thus making
it

furnishing material in the rough to the small shops and
engine houses is usually an expensive one because of inadequate tool equipment at such places. While the reduction in
the cost of the finished material when manufactured in quantity^ at a central shop is an important advantage, it is not the
greatest one. Where a supply of finished material is on hand
of

Vol.

possible to return an engine requiring such repairs to service

in a

very

much

shorter time than would otherwise be necessary.

RAILWAY AFFAIRS
The Swiss correspondent

IN

OTHER COUNTRIES

Railway Gazette of London has written a letter from Berne under date of September 21 which indicates that the Swiss railways are hard
pressed because of the war. The following is an extract from
of the

the letter:

"The Swiss Federal Railways are economizing in every
possible way.
International traffic is almost at a standstill,
and ordinary traffic, not to speak of the tourist traffic, is about
one-fourth of what it should be normally, while freight traffic
is suffering, if possible, even more heavily still.
As a matter
of economy, work upon the second Simplon tunnel has been
stopped. Excavations on the north side ceased on .August 4
and masoning over on .-Xugust 22, while on the south side the
work was very considerably reduced on August 3 and most
of the workmen dismissed. At present only a few men are
employed to insure the safety of the completed and uncom-

As for the private railways in Switzerland,
they are quite as seriously affected as the Federal lines, especially the tourist railways. There are no less than five mountain railways in the neighborhood of Lucerne. In August, the
\'itznau-Rigi Railway carried altogether 3,694 passengers,
as compared with 39,589 in the previous year
a difference
pleted tunnels.

—

The Rigi-Kulm line, in the same month carried
only 2.147 people, as compared with 29.271 in August, 1913
a falling off of 27,124. The Pilatus Railway, in the week from
of 35,895.

-\ugust

30

to

September

5,

carried

only

65

persons,

while

number of travelers since it was opened this season
only amounted to 21,452, as compared with 39.312 in the
the total

Finished Locomotive Parts on Storehouse Platform Ready for

Shipment

ready for immediate application to the locomotives, the time
for making repairs is ver,v greatly decreased, whether these repairs are made at the larger shops or in the smaller shops and
engine houses. Moreover, parts which are continually being
worn out and broken in service may be replaced with little or
no loss of time and the condition of the power is thus always

corresponding period of last year. In August, the principal
tourist month, it can hardly have carried more than a thousand passengers, while the receipts up to the end of July
The Stanserhorn and
liad decreased by more than $6,000.
Yet
Rigi-Scheidegg Railways ceased running in August.
Lucerne, even in this month, was by no means without visitors, but few of them seem to have had the slightest desire
to

make

excursions."

English Railway Will Transport Belgian Refugees Free.
directors of the London & North-Western Railway have
informed the Lord Mayor of Dublin that they are willing to give

— The
free

transport

to

Belgian

refugees

and

their

London and Dublin and London and Greenore.

escorts

between

—

The

Arguments

Final

in

Rate

the

Basis for the Petition for the Modification of the

Order; Arguments of Mr.

The

final

arguments

the rehearing of the rate advance

in

case were presented to the Interstate Commerce Commission
on October 29 and 30. George Stuart Patterson, chief counsel
for the railroads, opened the argument as follows:

ARGUMENT
the commission should grant

MR. P.VTTERSOn'S

The carriers do not urge that
the relief which is asked for as a matter of grace. They do
not claim that it is the duty of the commission to increase
rates on the general principle of promoting the prosperity of
those industries whose prosperity is dependent upon the welfare of the railroads, regardless of whether or not the proposed rates are reasonable. The carriers recognize that it
is the function of the commission to determine what are
reasonable rates, in view of all the circumstances of the case.
They do claim, however, that in this case they have shown
the proposed rates to be just and reasonable in that these
rates are required to supply a part of that inadequacy of the
carriers' present revenue which has been found to exist and
the existence of which is admittedly contrary to a sound public
policy. They further urge that the plight of the railroads is
one of the gravest dangers in the present situation, not only
by reason of the vital importance to the community that its
transpoi'tation machinery shall at all times be in a state of
health and efficiency, but also because railroad credit is the
very backbone of the in\ estment structure, now so gravely
threatened by the present emergency.
For this reason they consider that nothing can be done
more effectively to promote the welfare of the country as a
whole at this time than to relieve upon the broadest possible
lines

open

to the

commission trouble that

is

at the heart of

the railroad industry.

The

carriers, parties to this proceeding,

tion asking the

made

carriers to

have

filed a peti-

commission for

in the so-called five

make

a modification of the order
per cent case, so as to permit the

the rates specified in the

effective

tariffs,

which were by said order directed to be cancelled, except
so far as said rates may have been or may be superseded by
advances filed in accordance with the report of the
commission.
The authority of the commission to grant this relief is contained in Sections 16 and 16-a of the interstate commerce act.
Section 16 provides: "The commission shall be authorized
to suspend or modify its orders upon such notice and in such

manner

as

it

shall

deem

Section 16-a provides: "In case a rehearing is granted the
proceedings thereupon shall conform as nearly as may be to
the proceedings in an original hearing, except as the commission may otherwise direct; and if, in its judgment, after such
ing since the former hearing,

it

all facts,

including those aris-

appear that the original dein any respect unjust or unreverse, change, or modify the

shall

cision, order, or requirement is
warranted, the commission may

same accordingly."

The

duty, therefore,

is

Former

Mr. Brandeis

much worse than had been expected and 2, The war in
Europe has confronted the carriers with a problem wholly withtion

;

out precedent.

These

when taken

into consideration with the other
upon this record, justify the belief of the carthat the order should be modified so as to permit the
facts

facts appearing

riers

tariffs in

question to become effective as requested.

remembered

that the statements filed by the carsystems showed that between 1903 and 1913
the property investment account had increased $1,980,000,000,
and during that same period net operating income had increased $85,316,000, or an amount equal to 4.31 per cent on
the increased property investment, while between 1910 and
1913, the property investment had increased $659,862,000, and
the net operating income had showed an actual decrease of
$16,311,000.
During this same period, the per cent of surplus
(after payment of interest and dividends) to total capital
obligations, decreased from 1.83 per cent in 1903 to 1.54 per
cent in 1910, and to 1.19 per cent in 1913.
It will

be

riers for the 35

So, also, taking into consideration the combined figures of the

& Ohio, the New York
Central and the Pennsylvania, which the commission had treated
(page 420 of the opinion) as properly typical of the situation, it
three principal systems, the Baltimore

appeared that between 1903 and 1913 the property investment
has increased $1,100,000,000. and net operating income had increased $39,745,000. an amount equal to 3.59 per cent on the increased property investment, while between 1910 and 1913 their
property investment had increased 423,0OO.CX)O, with a decrease
in net operating income of $8,380,000, and the surplus, or margin
of safety, which in 1903 had been 2.18 per cent, and 2.03 per cent
in 1910, had fallen to 1.51 per cent in 1913.
It was these facts,
together with the result of the eleven months of 1914, which led
the commission to state

imposed upon the commission of

considering not merely the facts arising since the former
hearing, but, in the language of the Statute, "all facts, including those arising since the former hearing."
At the time (July 29, 1914) the commission rendered its
opinion in this case, the commission had before it the financial
statements of the carriers from the fiscal year 1898 up to and
including May 30, 1914.
Since that date two fundamental considerations have

developed:
1.
The figures for the entire fiscal year 1914, now available,
showing as they do an extraordinary reduction in the return
earned on the investment, disclose the existence of a condi-

on page 384 of their report:

"In view of a tendency towards a diminishing net operating

come

as

shown by

operating income of the railroads in

net

in-

the facts described w-e are of opinion that the

territory, taken as a whole,

is

smaller than

interest of both the general public

official
is

classification

demanded

and the railroads

in the

and it
as we legally may,
;

is

our duty and our purpose to aid, so far
in
the solution of the problem as to the course that the carriers
may pursue to meet the situation."

The commission

said in

ing the returns for the

proper."

rehearing and the consideration of

Thome and

Advance Case

ending June
at

hand

come

it

30, 1914:

is

its

first

"When

report (page 423) after considereleven months of the

year

not improbable that the ratio of net operating in-

to property investment will be

as 4.35

fiscal

the returns for the full year are

found to have been as low

per cent, or 1.01 per cent less than for the preceding

year."

The commission

fore

the figures showing the increase in property investment

it

did not, of course, at that time have be-

which had been made during that year, and now that those figures are available, it appears that the return on property investment for that period has fallen to 3.99 per cent, the lowest figure
in

the last 15 years.

The complete

returns for 1914

show

for the 35

systems

—

in

round figures

An increase in
An increase in
A decrease in
An increase in

A
An

A
A
A
A

total capital obligations of $159,000,000.

Property Investment of $249,000,000.
operating revenues of $48,000,000.

operating expenses of $22,000,000.
decrease in net operating revenue of $70,500,000.

increase in taxes of $3,0(X),000.
decrease in net operating income of $76,000,(XX).

decrease in net corporate income of $96,000.(XX).
decrease in dividends paid of $12.0(X),0(X), and
decrease in surl^lus over dividoids of $84,000,000, the sur-
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plus

nearly

of

$76,000,000

in

having disappeared and

1913

a

being shown in 1914.

deficit of $8,000,000

preceding fourteen years, seems to indicate something
fundamentally wrong with the railroad industry.
The figures for the fiscal year 1914 disclose their true significance better when compared on a proper basis with similar
years in the past than they do when compared solely with 1913.
the

prosperity

is

—

years

meant large operating revenues

comparative

of

years 1900 to 1914 inclusive, it is easy
of comparative prosperity and by

fifteen

several

discern

to

depression

1907,

—

and several years

when operating revenues

actually

For example, the years

declined or remained stationary.

parison 1911 with 1914,

we

57,

No. 19

find a great change, precisely similar

which we found in the "peak" comparison, 1910 with 1913.
Operating revenue increased 9.6 per cent; operating expenses
increased 17.6 per cent; net operating revenues decreased almost
10 per cent and net operating income decreased over 16 per cent.
This is a very plain story, indicating something decidedly wrong
to that

A comparison of the details of the 1914 figures, not only with
the corresponding figures for 1913, but also with the figures for

Looking over the

Vol.

1903.

1910 and 1913, were years of comparative prosperity, and

the years 1904, 1908, 1911 and 1914 were years of comparative
For convenience, we may term the years of prosdepression.

with conditions.
One other series of comparisons is necessary in order to bring
out the full significance of the 1914 returns, and that is a comparison of what

mean

I

may

call

the "slump" periods, and by that

I

the period covered between a peak year and the bottom

of the depression immediately following.
the period which

we

It

so happens that in

are considering, the valley year

cases the year following the peak year

— that

is

was

in all

to say, the valley

year 1908 immediately succeeded the peak year 1907 the valley
year 1911 immediately succeeded the peak year 1910, and the val;

ley year

1914 immediately succeeded the peak year 1913.

The

perity "peak years"

and the years of depression "valley years.'
In order to avoid multiplying comparisions, the years 1903 and

year 1911 was in one sense of the word not a true valley year,
in that there was a very slight increase in operating revenues

1904 will be taken as a starting point.
The first series of comparisons that naturally suggest them-

as

comparison of "peak" years with "peak" years, and
with 1903. We then have figures for the four
It is not necessary to conyears, 1903, 1907, 1910 and 1913.
sider anything more than the items of operating revenue, operating expenses, net operating revenue and net operating income,
for these items will give us sufficient information as to the
selves

we

is

start the series

conditions in the transportation industry as a whole, or at least
of the conditions of the industry as disclosed in the operations

of the thirty-five systems.
If we take the first comparison, 1903 with 1907, we find an
increase in operating revenue from $871,000,000 to $1,141,000,000
an increase in operating exin round figures, or 31 per cent
penses from $585,000,000 to $781,000,000 or 33 per cent; an in;

compared with 1910, but it was a true valley year in the
matter of net results, and for the purpose of this compatison
may fairly be considered as constituting a "slump" period.
In 1908 operating revenues decreased 4 per cent, operating expenses decreased one-half of 1 per cent, and net operating revenue decreased 11.7 per cent, and net operating income decreased
Thus, with a decrease of 4 per cent in operating
13 per cent.
revenue, net operating income decreased 13 per cent.
compared
with 1910, operating revenues increased
In 1911 as
1.4 per cent; operating expenses increased 6.6 per cent; net
operating revenues decreased 9.2 per cent, and net operating income decreased 12 per cent. It will be noted that in this slump
period results were materially worse from the carriers' point of
view because without any decrease at all in operating revenues

income was almost as great as it was
when operating revenues decreased 4 per cent.
Now when we come to consider 1914 as a slump perior following the peak of 1913, we find a decrease in operating rev-

the loss in net operating

1908

crease in net operating revenue from $286,000,000 to $360,000,000.
or 26 per cent; and an increase in net operating income from
$251,000,000 to $318,000,000 or about 26 per cent. There is noth-

in

ing in this comparison to indicate anything unfavorable in the
industry from the carriers' point of view.
Taking the second comparison, namely, 1907 with 1910 I will
not repeat the figures in dollars, but merely the percentages—
an increase in operating revenues is shown of 8.5 per cent an

enues of only 3.4 per cent an increase in operating expenses of
2.2 per cent; a decrease in net operating revenues of 17.5 per
cent and a decrease in net operating income of over 22.5 per
cent.
Comparing this period with the 1908 period, we find that
with a smaller ratio of falling off in operating revenues, the
falling off in net operating income was proportionately very much

—

;

an increase
per cent
in net operating revenue of 12.5 per cent, and an increase in net
operating income of 11 per cent. Here again the conditions so
far as disclosed by these figures arc not unsatisfactory.
increase

in

operating expenses

of 6.6

;

When we come, however, to the third "peak" comparison
namely, 1910 with 1913, a marked change in conditions is apOperating revenue increased 15 per cent; operating
parent.
expenses 22 per cent; net operating revenue decreased seventeriths of one per cent, and net operating income decreased 4.6
These results are unsatisfactory in a high degree.
per cent.
Nothing but the fact that 1913 was a year in which the carriers'
business and operating revenues were the highest in their history
could for a moment disguise the great change for the worse
that had taken place in the industry, which change chiefly showed
itself in

To

the increased cost of operation.
Up to 1910 so far as "peak"

recapitulate:

show, the industry was

from the

in at least

carriers' point of view.

comparisons

a not unsatisfactory condition
Since that time it has become

decidedly unsatisfactory.*

Now

taking what

we may

the

call

"valley" comparisons

we

Between 1904 and 1908
a substantially similar showing.
operating revenue increased 22 per cent; operating expenses increased 25 per cent; net operating revenue increased 13.3 per
cent, and net operating income 13 per cent, a showing on the
find

"valley" comparison, 1908 with 1911,

In other words, 1914 was much the worst of the three.
thus have cumulative evidence from all these comparisons
pointing to the most recent period in the history of these carThe nearer we come to the present
riers as the worst of any.
larger.

We

day the more unfavorable do we find the conditions. Furthermore, if we consider these results with reference to the mileage
of track operated, the unfavorable character of the exhibit becomes even more marked. The year 1914 showed tlie largest
first main track operated of any
year in the fifteen that the commission took for its review, with
The operating revenue per mile of
the sole exception of 1913.
main track in 1914 was $23,466, whereas in 1903, the starting
point for my present comparisons, it was but $16,243. Yet, when
we consider net operating income per mile of first main track we

operating revenues per mile of

find that in 1914 this

was

shows operat-

ing revenue increased 14.6 per cent operating expenses increased
14.2 per cent; net operating revenue increased 15.6 per cent;
and net operating income increased 12.4 per cent nothing very
When we come, however, to the com-.
unsatisfactory here.
;

—

$4,441, as against $4,690 in 1903.

growth of these systems in business
and operating revenues between 1903 and 1914 amounting as if
In other

words the

entire

did to $7,223 per mile of first main track has vanished in increased operating expenses and increased taxes, and $249 per
mile additional has gone in the same way.
It must be remembered in considering these figures that all
through the entire period under consideration there has been a

continuous investment of money
erty investment in 1903

whole not extremely unsatisfactory.

The second

;

was

in

in these properties.

The prop-

round figures $4,300,000,000.

In

Th'e result
property investment was $6,500,000,000.
to the carriers is that in a year when their business was within
3.4 per cent of the highest ever recorded, the return shown on
their property investment has fallen not only befow the ratio

1914 this

of any one of the past fifteen years chosen by the commission for

;

-
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its review, but as Mr. Rea pointed out, lower even than in the
two years, 1898 and 1899, which were expressly excluded by the
commission from its comparisons because they were not repre-

sentative years, being years of great depression.

In order to save time,

I shall

not treat the figures of the three
& Ohio, New York Cen-

or short lines of railroad.

and the Pennsylvania,

The

systems.
the

tially

detail

similar to that of the 35

such comparison would be substan-

of

results

same and lead

in

same conclusions.

to the

These three

strong systems disclose a condition of inherent weakness, just
as does the general group of railroads in official classification

Comparing, the complete returns for 1914 with those
show an increase in capital obligations of
$112,800,000, an increase in property investment of $135,200,000,
a decrease in operating revenue of $31,200,000, an increase in
operating expense of $4,800,000 (notwithstanding the smaller
amount of business handled), and a decrease in net operating
income of $41,476,000. This was the smallest net operating income shown in ten years. The net corporate income decreased
These three com$46,690,000, and was the smallest since 1900.
panies had a surplus in 1914 (after payment of dividends) of
territorj'.

for 1913, the 3 systems

1 per cent on total capital obligations of
and that after an average rate of dividend paid
of 5.53 per cent, the lowest average rate since 1906.
With regard to the returns for July and August, I can only
say that they show an aggravation of the carriers' difficulties in
that the tendency towards progressive diminution of operating

only $461,000, or .014 of
$3,200,000,000,

revenues

was

6.7

is

The decrease

evident.

in operating revenues in July

per cent, and that in August

per cent.

5.9

The

carriers

have been compelled to institute economies in operations of a
known as forced economies. As Mr. Willard and
Mr. Rea pointed out, savings of this kind are not true savings
nor can they be continued for very long. The railroads have
been driven to them by stress of necessity, but in so doing they
are in effect borrowing from the future and sooner or later
debts now contracted in this way must be paid.
It is most unfortunate that the carriers should, while in such
a condition of inherent weakness, be compelled to encounter a
storm so serious as that which the war has brought upon the
world. Even had their condition been fully recognizable when
the commission made its report last July even had the commission recognized that condition and granted them all the relief
they prayed for. they would still have had before them a hard
kind that are

;

struggle in the future.

After finding in its opinion the inadequacy of the net operating
revenues of the carriers, and specifically authorizing certain in-

The most important

of these cancel-

lations have been set aside by the public service

commissions of
New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio and other states, and the revenue which was expected to accrue to the carriers from the decision in question has not materialized.

so-called typical systems, the Baltimore
tral
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Following the

Commission

lines as laid

same

down by

the Interstate

Commerce

have imposed charges
for spotting cars at plants having what is known as a plant system of railways. These tariffs have been suspended by the
public service commissions of New York, and certain other
states, as well as by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
So,
also, the western trunk lines have filed tariffs imposing additional
charges for the trap or ferry-car service at Chicago, which
charges have been suspended by the Interstate Commerce Commission, as well as by the Public Utility Commission of Illinois.
A bare recital of these facts is sufficient to indicate that no
substantial relief to the carriers can be expected in the near
future from changes in practices on the lines above indicated.
The question of an increase in passenger fares has also received the earnest attention of the carriers, and an increase has
been made from 2 to 2J4 cents per mile in the charge for mileage
books in trunk line territory, and the Interstate Commerce Commission as well as the New Jersey commission, though complaint
has been made, have declined to suspend these tariffs. Other
passenger readjustments are under consideration, but it should
be pointed out that there are two-cent fare laws in effect in

New York

in that

case, the carriers

on a portion of the

New York

in the states of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,

gan.

It

may

Central system, and

West Virginia and Michi-

also be noted in this connection that nothing has

been done by congress to remedy the conceded inadequacy of
railway mail pay revenues, and there does not seem any possibility of securing any increased compensation to the railroad
companies for the transportation of express matter.
The carriers propose to increase the rates on certain commodities which were particularly referred to by the commission.
The proposed increases, as it appears from the testimony, are
in

many

of these cases

will also be

made

more than

5

per cent, and they doubtless

the subject of separate investigation and de-

termination by the commission.
It therefore appears that there

is no possibility of securing
from these sources, in the near future, the relief which is so
urgently demanded by the carriers.

It is therefore submitted that a consideration of all facts including those arising since the former hearing show conclusively
that the needs of the carriers can only be met practically by the

remedy of a general advance

in freight rates,

such as that sug-

creases in central freight association territory, the commission

gested by the carriers.

made

That under these circumstances the commission has the power
to grant that general advance cannot be questioned, but that
matter will be more specifically dealt with by counsel who will
follow. It may be said, however, that the mere physical inability
of the commission to consider each particular rate involved in a

tive

certain suggestions which

expressly designated as tenta-

it

and subject to further consideration by the commission as
means which the carriers might pursue to secure additional

to the

net revenue.

at

As appears from the record, the carriers have been diligently
work investigating these suggested sources of revenue, the ex-

which they are available, and the time in which they
Such investigation has embraced subjects such
as the storage of freight
charges for the reconsignment and
division of carload freight
expense of bracing shipments of
lumber or other articles the privilege of completion of loading
tent to

may

be secured.

;

;

;

of livestock

;

trap or ferry-car service

allowance for weight of

;

dunnage; charges for refrigeration; charges for the return of
containers, and for furnishing dunnage milling in transit, elevation allowances, and many other subjects.

general advance in freight rates does not constitute a reason for
not permitting that advance.

This proposition

is

conclusively established by the decisions of

the commission in the Express Cases 24

I.

C. C. 381, the .Arling-

C, 148 and the Inter-Mountain Case —
the decisions of the commission in the last two cases having
been affirmed by the Supreme Court of the United States.
ton Heights Case, 19

It is

I.

C.

also quite clear that the needs of the carriers for addi-

by the commission be made the subject of separate inquiry by
the commission.

burden of proof in the case of a genThat appears to be conceded in
Commissioners Prouty and Lane in the 1910
cases, and by the express decision of the commission in Railroad
Commission of Texas vs. Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, 20
I. C. C, 464. where the commission sustained an advance in class
rates from St. Louis to Texas common points, as well as an advance in many of the commodity rates, upon the ground of the
general financial condition of the carriers and expressly de-

remembered that following the

clined (page 468) to investigate the reasonableness of individual

;

It

as

many

should be pointed out that

of these practices, such

storage, reconsignment, trap or ferry-car service have been

in existence for

many

years,

and

position of additional charges will

shippers

generally,

and

In this connection,

it

will

their curtailment, or the im-

meet the

doubtless

will be

as

bitter opposition of

heretofore

indicated

decision of the commission in the industrial railways case, the
carriers published tariffs cancelling the allowances to industrial

tional revenue sustain the
eral

advance

in

freight rates.

the opinions of

rates.

Neither can

it

be successfully asserted that

in

order to justify
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a general advance in all rates, it is essential to establish that the
cost of transporting each perticular class of traffic has increased
proportionately. This must be so for two obvious reasons.

In the

first place,

class of traffic

it

is

practically impossible to segregate eacn

and determine

its

cost of transportation.

The

in-

do this necessarily prevents any determination of the
fact as to whether the cost of each class of traffic has increased
Secondly, the commission has repeatedly held
proportionately.
ability to

(West Va. Coal Case, 22 I. C. C, page 623; Connellsville Coke
Youngstown Coal Case, 29 I. C. C,
I. C. C, page 132

Case. 27

;

page 436) that the cost of service though a possible factor in
the determination of a reasonable rate, is not a conclusive factor,
and, therefore, even if it were possible to determine whether the
cost of transportation of each class of traffic had increased in
the same proportion, the mere fact that it had not so increased
would not be conclusive as against the reasonableness of a gen-

advance in all freight rates.
These matters however will be dealt with

eral

in

greater detail by

other counsel.

Mr. Commissioner Lane said
Case, 20

I.

in

the

Western Advance Rate

C, 307:

C.

"We do not say that the carriers may not increase their income. We trust they may and confidently believe they will. If
the time does come when through changed cnnditiohs it may be
shown that their fears are realized, or approaching realization,
and from a survey of the whole field of operations there is evidence of a movement which makes against the security and lasting value of legitimate investment and an adequate return upon
the value of these properties, this commission will not hesitate
to give its sanction to increases which will be reasonable."

The following

is

the

full

text

of

the

argument by Mr.

Minnis:
MR. MINXISS'S ARGfMENT.

This proceeding has been altered in substantial respects
At that time the commission
since the previous argument.
had before it, for approval, tariffs which, exclusive of the

minimum provision, carried substantially a five per cent increase in freight rates in official classification territory, except
rates on anthracite coal moving to the .\tlantic ports, which
are before the commission in another proceeding, and the
major body of the rates between points in New England.
which had recently received separate consideration.
The subsequent progress of the case has drawn into it
tariffs carrying an advance in passenger rates to substantially
a uniform basis of 2^ cents per mile, and other tariffs carrying very substantial increases in rates on a number of commodities which were previously carried at what the commission has denominated "unremunerative rates"; and still other
tariffs carrying charges for services which the commission has
denominated "free services."

The

carriers in central

in addition,

filed tariffs,

freight association territory have,

which have become

effective, carry-

ing substantially five per cent increases in their freight rates
in
that territory, exclusive of the rates on nine so-called
heavy commodities, which comprise a substantial portion of
the tonnage of that territory.
The case, as thus developed, embraces substantially
of the carriers in official classification territory.
The carriers claim that all the tariffs which have not
effective should be approved and put in force, on the

all

rates

become
ground

that they are in need of all the revenue the tariffs will produce.
Now, what is the proper rule or measure for determining

that claim?

Obviously the claim ought not to be determined in a haphazard way. The determination of the appropriate rule or
measure which should be applied is of the gravest importance,
viewed from any standpoint. It is not only important to the
public, and those interested in the
time being, but it will bcome a precedent
and will be regarded as a declaration of the attitude of the
government with respect to the financing of the railroads.

shippers, the

consuming

carriers, for the

Vol.
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On the previous argument, attention was called to the
doctrine often announced by our Supreme Court, that the
duty to afford railroad transportation is a function of the
government and one it owes to its citizens.
Attention was also called to the traditional policy of
government, and the only one compatible with our free

the
in-

which has been, from the early railroad era. to rely
and depend upon private investors, who owe no duty in the
premises and invest voluntarily, if at all. to furnish the money
necessary to construct and develop our railroad transportation facilities. And it was observed that the continuation of
the policy depends upon railroad investments being safe and
attractive to private investors, because if they be not so in.^titutions,

vestors will not furnish the

and the government

money and

itself will fail in its

the policy will

duty to

its

fail

citizens.

And attention was also called to the statutes enacted by
Congress in execution of that policy, culminating in the
statute under which the commission is now proceeding, Irom
which it appears that the policy of the government, in so far
as it affects the credit of the carriers, no longer reposes in
statutes of fixed and definite terms which may be understood
and relied upon, but manifests itself only in the rulings and
decisions of this body.

Ai

a time like

this,

when many

their savings invested in railroads

of our people have lost
and the general investing

public is apprehensive and more or less suspicious of railroad investments, a clear and explicit definition of the attitude of the .government with respect to railroad credit is not
only demanded by the public welfare, but by common honesty
and fair dealings as between the government and its citizens.
The people are entitled to know the attitude of the government expressed through the commission, and to determine
for themselves whether they wish further to promote the
railroad industry of the country by their savings, and this
applies as well to those who now have investments as to those
who may have a surplus to invest.
That attitude cannot be announced in mere words, but if
expressed it must be expressed in the application of a rule

or measure to the facts in this case.
The uniform courtesy shown by the

members

of the

com-

mission to every person who has appeared before them in
this proceeding, and the indulgent and considerate manner
in which they have received suggestions from all sources,
howsoever humble, and the spirit of earnest and impartial
inquiry which has characterized their deliberations throughout the trial, assures me that I shall not be regarded as altogether presumptuous if I venture to express my opinion with
respect to what that rule or measure should be.

The rule so often referred to by the commission in previous cases, that a reasonable rate is one which will produce
the legitimate outlays of the carrier and a reasonable return
on the value of its property, is not appropriate or adequate
a case like the one we are considering, because it is inapplicable and contrary to the policy of the government to
finance the railroad enterprise by private capital.
In the first place, the rule does not measure the rights of
The rule had its origin in a case brought by
the carrier.
a carrier to enjoin the enforcement of rates on the ground
that they would confiscate its property in violation of the
constitutional guarantees which vouchsafe to every man that
his property shall not be taken without due process of law
or for public use without compensation. The evidence showed
that the body of the rates of the carrier did not afford sufficient revenue to defray its legitimate outlays and a reasonable
return on the value of its property, and the court held that
in

were confiscatory.
was promulgated as a measure, not of the
rights of the carrier, but as a measure of the rights guai'anteed
by the constitution.
the

rates

Thus

the rule

Constitutional guarantees do not limit or define the rights
of persons; they were designed to limit the extreme aggressions one may be forced to suffer.

November
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by the

the constitution, as construed

rule,

that a carrier shall enjoy the right to produce

its

guarantees
legitimate

outlays and a reasonable return on the value of its property.
But it may lawfully make more, and, according to the general
understanding of equity and justice, it ought to be permitted

make more.
The rule, then,

to

is

a proper measure of the rights guaranteed

it may lawfully enjoy.
In the second place, the constitution does not guarantee

to the carrier, but not of the rights

the carrier will make enough money to defray its outand pay a reasonable return on its property; so, under
the rule, investors in railroads may, at the utmost, make a
reasonable return on their investments. They may not make
any return on their investments, or if they fail to make a
return for a period they have no right during a subsequent
that

lays

period to recoup their losses, even

do

if

they

may

be able to

so.

I
do not believe any one circumstance has been more
harmful to railroad credit than the necessity which called

for the application of that rule to protect the constitutional

guarantees to the carrier, and the significance of the rule
itself.

Investors say, why invest our money in an enterprise which
is forbidden the right to earn more than a return on our investments, without any assurance that it will earn any return
whatever, and if it fails to earn a return during one period
it has
not the right to recoup our losses in the event it is
able to do so, when we can invest our money in enterprises
whose right to earn money is unlimited?
The moral sense of right and justice of the investors has
caused them to revolt, and will continue to cause them to
revolt, against the suggestions that when they invest their
money for the use of the public they must take all the chances
and hazards, with a mere possibility of earning at the most
a reasonable return on their investments, while the public
who uses the product of the investment assumes no obligation or hazard whatever.
Obviously, no man of sense will invest his money on the
theory that he may, in case of necessity, take refuge under
the constitutional guarantees to prevent the public from destroying his investment.
In the third place, the rule is an inflexible rule of law
which measures an existing situation, and takes no account
whatever of the future. It, therefore, does not admit of
"taking time by the forelock" or the exercise of foresight in
dealing with the needs of the carriers.

Under

it you cannot adjust rates to meet a foreseen change
transportation conditions which greatly enhances the cost
you must wait not only until the foreseen event happens, but, as the rule has been applied, until

in

of doing business, but

your losses therefrom have continued a

sufficient length of
time to justify the certain belief that the changed conditions
are permanent and then the carrier may be allowed a reasonable return on its property, but nothing to recoup its losses.
No business can prosper or thrive under such circumstances, but in time must inevitably perish.
That this is true accords with the universal experience of
mankind. The word "foresight" and the phrases "take time
by the forelock" and "an ounce of preventative is worth a
pound of cure," are by-words of the people, and were coined
to express an indispensable element to the success of any
enterprise or achievement in life, whether great or small.
Men who make money and have a surplus to invest have
no time to theorize they are men of practical judgment and
their common sense teaches them that they cannot safely
invest their money in an enterprise which cannot avail itself
of foresight in the conduct of its business.
In the fourth place, the commission' is an administrative

—

—

body,

created

to

administer

the

great

railroad

properties

—

of

from a court in this respect that,
whereas a court administers fixed and rigid rules of law without flexibility, the exercise of the powers of the commission
the country.

It

differs
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involves a flexibility limited only by the almost numberless
exigencies which arise from time to time in the conduct of
the railroad business.

A judge applies his knowledge of the law, whereas the commission must apply sound business judgment in the administration of great properties.
The rule, therefore, if otherwise sound, would not be useful to the commission; in fact, no tight and fast rule of law
can be of value in performing administrative functions, except
in an argumentative sense.
In the fifth place, from the standpoint of the commission,
there is no means at this time of ascertaining the value of
the property of the carriers— an ultimate fact indispensable to
the application of the rule.

The rule, therefore, in a case of this kind, not only fails
to measure the rights of the carriers, but its application would
be contrary to the policy of the government, in that it would
destroy

the

credit

of

the

carriers

and,

in

time,

the

railroad

And, as the facts which call for its application cannot be found in the record, to attempt to apply the rule would
result only in confusion, especially at a time like this, when
the public interests and the property rights in a great industry involving the business structure of the country deindustry.

mand

a declaration of a definite policy or rule which will
leave no doubt with respect to the attitude of the government

toward railroad

credit.

My

study of the question has convinced me that, as the
government itself is under a duty to its citizens to afford
railroad transportation, and as it has adopted the policy of
discharging that duty by depending and relying on private investors to furnish the money for that purpose, it must have engaged to make railroad investments reasonably attractive
as the foundation of

because of a breach of that enby depriving the
people of transportation or necessitating its conduct by the
its

policy,

gagement would destroy the
government

And

policy, either

directly.

where the carriers complain
depleted revenues and greatly impaired credit,
and that the financing of the European war, which experts
say will throw upon the market for some years to come, in
competition with railroad securities, large government loans,
naturally preferential in the eyes of investors, the safeguardof

that in a case of this kind,

already

ing of the present and future credit of the carriers

is

the over-

shadowing question.

When we

consider that the credit of the carriers

is

now

dependent on their revenues, the true rule would seem to
be that the commission ought to allow such advances in
rates as, in the exercise of sound business judgment and
foresight, the evidence shows reasonably necessary to make
railroad investments sufficiently attractive to enable the carriers to obtain from private investors the money which they
must have in order to afford facilities reasonably adequate
for the transportation demanded of them by the public.
I do not mean to suggest that the rates should be advanced
regardless of whether the advanced rates would be reasonable.
In this proceeding the commission has before it sub-

body of rates of the carriers, which, presumably, sustain a proper relationship to each other in respect to service and the burden of transportation. This relationship, as to given rates, cannot be inquired into unless
the examination covers each and every rate of the entire rate
structure, because it cannot be said that any one rate bears, in
relation to service, a greater burden of transportation than
it should bear, unless a similar ascertainment be made with
respect to each individual rate of the many millions of rates
involved confessedly a task impossible of accomplishment
in this proceeding.
The inquiry, under the rule I have suggested, is, whether
the body of rates of the carriers should be advanced in order
to continue the policy of the government to conduct and develop railroad transportation by private capital. And if it
be-found that an advance ought to be made for that purpose.
stantially the entire

—
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advanced rates would be reasonable, because reasonable
in view of the policy of the government could not, in

the

rates,

VuL.

57.
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has been or will be fully presented by my associates; but I
wish now to briefly refer to some relevant facts relating to the

the nature of things, be lower than a level of rates required to

condition of the railroads

execute that policy.

Maxwell's exhibit 9 shows a decline in net operating income
group 1, in 1914 as against 1913, of $41,305,494, or 39 per
cent
and that the ratio of net operating income to property
investment in 1914 was 2.79 per cent as compared with 4.65 per

the

power, from time to

commission has ample
time, to ascertain whether individual rates

bear,

service,

If

in

rates

are

relation

put

to

in

force,

the

more than

their

proper share of

the total burden of transportation.

The

cent in 1913.

founded on necessity, because it is obvious that unless the rates of the carriers are high enough to
make their securities attractive, under all the circumstances, the
carriers will not be able tc obtain the money they must have
order to discharge their public duties.
It will be noted that the rule imposes on the commission
the duty of not only exercising sound business judgment, but
in

That the operating

was equivalent
per cent on $70,483 per mile of first main track owned
and $42,900 per mile in 1914, as compared with property investment of $90,940 per mile in 1913 and $92,727 per mile

under the

If,

legislation

before
of

6

1913,

in 1914.

the

commission has
foresight which

may

be essential to enable the carriers to obtain the capital
necessary to discharge their public duties, the government has
itself

from executing

its

policy

income was equivalent
all

and

discharging

its

to 6 per cent

track operated, and $19,333

1914.

in

That the net operating income of group

not the power to exercise the judgment and

disabled

that the net operating

1913 on $32,050 per mile of

HI

it.

Congress,

hat the net operating income of that group

1

to

in

(-)r

During the progress of the hearing, observations were made
with respect to the power of the commission to deal thus with

ratio was, in 1913, 74.61 per cent; in 1914,

S0.23 per cent.

likewise reasonable foresight in the interest of the carriers.

now

association territory

;

rule, after all, is

a situation like the one

in central freight

of

mission held to be

was

1913,

in

tj'pical of railroad

$38,700,000,

and

in

1914,

3,

which the com-

conditions in the territory

$19,400,000— a decline of

50 per cent.
hat

1

the

come was,

ratio

of

property

investment to

net

operating in-

in 1913, 2.61 per cent; in 1914, 1.29 per cent.

That the

duty to our citizens, because, manifestly, the carriers have no

operating ratio was in 1913, 79.03 per cent; in 1914. 84.48 per

power

cent.

to exercise as a finality either judgment or foresight.
Obviously that construction involves a misapprehension, because prior to the congressional act of 1910 the carriers had

power

the

to exercise

needful in the

way

judgment and foresight and do

all

things

of increasing rates to protect their credit.

That act did not expressly deny any power to the carriers,
but it conferred power on the commission to determine the
circumstances under which rates may be advanced, and thereby inferentially denied to the carriers the power to make
advanced rates effective. The act, therfore, could not have conferred on the commission less power than it took from the
carriers, and as it conceded that it took from the carriers the
power to determine when their rates ought to be advanced in
order to sustahi their credit, it follows that the power previously
enjoyed by the carriers must have been vested in the commission.
The commission, therefore, has as complete power to deal
with the subject as the carriers had prior to the act of 1910.
If the rule I have suggested be sound, the question then
is,
whether it is reasonably necessary and proper to make
effective the proposed advanced tariffs in order to enable the
carriers to finance their present needs and their needs in the
future, which can now be foreseen, and that question must be
determined on the evidence in the record.
In my view, the determination of the question involves sound
business judgment, based upon the results of the operations of
the carriers up to the present time, the effect of the European
war, in so far as it may be relevant, and the fact that the carwithin the next year, raise as much as $750,000,000
order to meet maturing obligations and keep up their propand all other circumstances which may have a bearing on

riers must,
in

erties,

record that scandal and dishonesty have
attended the management of a few carriers, and it has been
asserted that that circumstance resulted in making private
If that be true,
investors suspicious of railroad investments.
in determining the case we must take account of that circum-

appears

in

the

stance, as well as

any other circumstance which may have im-

paired the credit of the carriers.
Manifestly, the nature of the causes

which have impaired
If investors have become suspicious, their suspicions must be overcome if we obtain
their money which we must have.
The management of the railroads is precisely where the lawhas placed it, and if any fault may be found on that head, it
must be with the law, which cannot be corrected by ^he comthe credit of the carriers

is

immaterial.

mission.
I

shall

first main track owned in 1913, and
compared with property investment of $75,500 per mile in 1913 and $75,700 per mile in 1914.
Or that the net operating income was equivalent to 6 per
cent on $20,600 per mile of all track owned in 1913, and $10,183
in 1914, as compared with property investment of $47,400 per
mile in 1913 and $47,200 pev mile in 1914.
Or that the net operating income was equivalent to 6 per
cent on $18,100 per mile of all track operated in 1913 and $8,900

1914.

in

.\s

have

I

said,

group 3 was adjudged by the commission

The Illisituation in the territory.
included in that group, but its business consists largely of tonnage controlled by the southern and western classifications and intrastate rates, and is not, to a great
typical

nois

of

the

Central

railroad

is

low rates in central freight association
and for that reason the commission did not require
answers
to
the
78 questions.
make
we exclude from group 3 the Illinois Central, the group

extent, affected by the
territory,
it

to
If

then contain a mileage of 17,969 miles and, exclusive of
Central the group earned net operating income
1913 of $27,200,000, equivalent to 2.24 per cent on property in-

will

the
in

Illinois

1914, $6,600,000 or 0.55 per cent on property
net operating income was equivalent to 6 per
cent on $30,100 per mile of first main track owned in 1913 and
$7,200 in 1914, as compared with a property investment of

vestment, and
investment.

in

The

$80,700 per mile in 1913 and $80,200 per mile in 1914.
Or the net operating income was equivalent to 6 per cent on
all track owned in 1913 and $4,600 in 1914
compared with a property investment of $51,200 per mile in
1913 and $50,400 in 1914.
Or the net operating income was equivalent to 6 per cent on
$16,300 per mile of all track operated in 1913 and $3,900 in 1914.
The Wabash, which is in the hands of a receiver, and has
been heretofore regarded as among the more unfortunate roads,
group 3,
is as prosperous as the average of the roads included in

$19,100 per mile of

the case.

In

.^nd that the net operating income was equivalent to 6 per
cent on $32,800 per mile of

$16,300 in 1914, as

not examine the evidence in the general case, as that

as

including the Illinois Central, and very far above the average of
if the Illinois Central be excluded.
The net operating income of the Wabash in 1913 was $3,700,000 in 1914, $2,100,000, which amounted in 1913 to 2_.09 per
the group

cent on the property investment, and in 1914 1.12 per cent— as
compared with 0.55 per cent, the average of group 3 exclusive

nf the Illinois Central.

The net operating income of the Wabash was equivalent to
6 per cent on $30,300 per mile of first main track owned in 1913,
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and $17,300 in 1914, as compared with $7,200, the average of
group 3, exclusive of the Illinois Central.
The net operating income of the Wabash vi^as equivalent to
6 per cent on $19,750 per mile of all track owned in 1913, and
$11,000 in 1914— as compared with $4,600 in 1914, the average
of group 3 exclusive of the Illinois Central.
The net operating income of the Wabash was equivalent to
6 per cent on $15,100 per mile of all. track operated in 1913 and
as compared with the average of group 3, ex$8,400 in 1914

—

clusive of the Illinois Central, of $3,900 in 1914.

The ratio
Wabash was

of

expenses and taxes to gross

or 4.08 per cent less

The

revenue on the

and 84.77 per cent
than the average of group 3.

80.58 per cent in 1913

1914

in

was due almost
doing business and taxes.

that group 3 has no unappropriated suramounting to more than $72,000,000.
These figures show that the tendencies of which the carriers
complained in 1910 and again throughout the trial of this case,

The evidence shows

plus, but

a deficit

have culminated

in

central

freight association territory in

The same tendencies

aster.

in

dis-

the lines in trunk line territory

for some time to Mr. Willard, to
Mr. Rea, and other trained railroad men who are responsible to
stockholders
and creditors for their proper
the public and their

are obvious and have been

management.
The. cause of that tendency became manifest to them in 1910
when expenses increased enormously without any increase in
That is the disease which has almost destroyed the railrates.
roads in central freight association territory, and it is obvious
to those skilled in railroad management that the same germ
at

road

work

men

trunk line territory, experienced

in the lines in

the

recognized

effect

physician recognizes from early

of

that

symptoms

tendency,

just

rail-

as

a

a deadly disease.

the public interest that an advance in rates in trunk
line territory be postponed until great lines like the Pennsylvania, the Baltimore & Ohio, and the New York Central shall
have reached the present condition of the central freight lines?
Is

it

in

have been and are now lower in central
freight association territory than in trunk line territory, the
evidence, I think, shows that the increase in the cost of doing

While the

business has

rates

grown out

of proper relationship to the rates in

The lower rates in centra! freight assotrunk line territory.
ciation territory co-operated with the high costs to bring the
disaster on them first, but it is not unreasonable to conclude
that the same cause will, if not timely arrested, produce in time
trunk line territory.
on the evidence exclusive of the 1914
proof
figures, that the carriers had not discharged the burden of
with respect to the reasonableness of the rates on brick, lile,
the

same condition

The commission

in

held,

cement, iron ore, and plaster,
for the 17.900 miles in group 3.
exclusive of the Illinois Central, which produced net operating
income equivalent to 6 per cent on only $7,200 per mile of first
main track owned, or $4,600 per mile of all track owned, or

clay,
I

freight association

coal, coke,

starch,

submit the 1914 figures

$3,900 per mile of

all

track operated, discharges the burden of

proof as to those commodities.
The ratio of operating expenses and taxes to gross revenues
The high cost of
of those lines in 1914 was 90.96 per cent.
doing business demonstrates, in connection with the other testimony, that the carriers are. under present rates, transporting the
witha substantial part of their tonnage—

above commodities—
those
out adequate profit, and that the proposed advance on
commodities would not be unreasonable.

The evidence shows that the increase in the -revenues of the
Wabash from the tariflfs carrying the advance of 5 per cent.
figures of
which have just become effective, will, bas^d on the
per year, or
1914. produce about $230,000 additional revenue
freight
central
$139 per mile on the lines of the Wabash in

association territory.

The evidence

territory.

under consideration which the carriers will file, and
which it is hoped will become effective, will, in the event they
become effective, add about $110,000 to the revenues of the
Wabash, making the total additional revenues now in prospect
Tariffs

$660,000 per annum, or about $400 per mile of

We

great decline in net operating income, in 1914 as against

wholly to the increased cost of
The figures show that the gross revenues of group 1, 1913
over 1914, declined 4.4 per cent, and of group 3, 1.9 per cent.

is

increases which have recently been filed, some of which
have not become effective, the Wabash it is estimated will receive $320,000 per year, making in all about $550,000 per annum
which the Wabash will likely receive. This estimate includes the
revenue which may be derived from the proposed increase in
passenger fares, and amounts to $332 per mile of road in central

ing

its

lines in central

freight association territory.

of the Central Freight Association lines,

1913,

857

carryfurther shows that from the other tariffs

are

not

justified

believing

in

that

the

other

lines,

or

any great number of them, will derive as much revenue from
the above sources per mile of road as the Wabash, because
the commodities excluded from the advance comprises only
about 33 per cent of the tonnage of the Wabash, whereas those
commodities comprise as much as 85 or 90 per cent of some
lines of heavy tonnage, snd it is estimated that they comprise
more than SO per cent of the tonnage of the territory in fact,
those commodities likely comprise as much as SO per cent of
the tonnage of group 3.
These added earnings, or the bulk of them, will be absorbed
in expenses which must continue to increase.
.\s a rule the companies have no credit, and are, therefore,
bound to pursue a "hand-to-mouth" policy, which, after all,
amounts merely to wearing out their properties.
Obviously their operating expenses will continue to increase
until their earnings entitle them to credit which will enable
them to finance the acquisition of new equipment and other
facilities necessary to operate the properties in a normal way

—

a reasonable expense.
I have said, the lines are, as a rule, without credit, and
obtain credit until their earnings show they are
cannot
they
entitled to it, and their present earnings will be largely absorbed in expenses. So an increase in rates is absolutely neces-

and

at

As

sary to enable them to make a showing which will justify the
financing of much-needed facilities.

out by the

pointed

.'\s

commission

in

its

report,

adequate

can only come by a readjustment of the body of rates to a level with the rates in other tertaken
ritories, traffic density and other relevant matters being

relief to the lines in that territory

The evidence shows that such a readjustment is
into account.
well in hand, but that obstacles will likely delay its accomplishment for, say, a year. Those lines will, in due time, take up
with the commisison the subject of the readjustment and earnits
estly invite its co-operation, which I think is necessary to
success.

meantime the lines in that territory ought, if posand at the earliest moment.
In my judgment the restoration of railroad credit is essential
credit cannot be
to even effective temporary relief, and railroad
But

in the

to have relief

sible,

trunk line
if it be true, as claimed, that the hnes in
the lines
territory are tending towards the present condition of
The unquestioned credit
in central freight association territory.
essential to esof the lines like the Pennsylvania Railroad is
If the credit
tablish the credit of the railroads of the country.
suffers, the
of the Pennsylvania Railroad and lines of that kind
established

credit of the

weaker

rates
tirely

to

lines will collapse.

my judgment, is to advance all the
enwhich have not already been advanced. That will not
If the commission does not see fit
relieve the situation.

The remedy,

make

therefore, in

the least that
effective all the tariffs, then T submit that

central freight
can be done, in view of the condition cf the
in the rates on the
association lines, is to authorize advances
in trunk
9 excepted commodities and in the rates between points
line

and central freight association

THE .-ARGUMENT OF MR.

territory.

BR.XNDEtS .\ND

JIR.

BROWNELI.

argument of Mr. Brandeij. as special counsel for the
Mr. Brownell s
commission, is not as yet available, and since
the two
argument was quite directly the answer to Mr. Brandeis,

The

oral
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arguments will be published in these columns next week. Below
is given a brief summary of the main points of Mr. Brandeis'
argument and of Mr. BrownelFs answer.
Mr. Brandeis stated that the commission itself had confined the
decision in the rehearing to matters which had come up since
the original hearing and since the decision of the commission
in the earlier case had been arrived at.
He claimed that only
evidence bearing on matters which had transpired during this
time should be considered by the commission, that it was entirely wrong to go back and rehash the case as it was presented
to the commission originally and on the facts of which the commission had already decided.
With this as his premises Mr. Brandeis claimed that the 1914
figure?, which have become available since the closing of the
original hearing, threw no new light on the case since they simply bore out the estimates which had been made in the original
case.
Furthermore, he argued that the two months since the
close of the fiscal year July and August had shown much better returns to the railroads than the corresponding two months
of the fiscal year ended June 30, 1914. He then pointed out that
the one single and only factor which was new in the case was
the war.
The war affected everybody, he said. This being so,

—

—

the stockholders of the railroads should suffer their

same way

ills

in the

which every other investor in the country had to
suffer, and he argued that it would be wholly wrong for the
commission to permit the shifting of this burden of the war,
which was common- to everyone, completely off railroad stockin

Furthermore, he argued that the commission would be going

powers in taking into consideration some of the
matters brought up by the investment bankers. His point was
that the commission's responsibility under the law was to decide
in regard to the reasonableness of rates and that many of the
broader general questions v. hich had been injected into the case
were not matters which were within the jurisdiction of the commission to consider.
He pointed out that in his opinion no
specific showing had been made as to the injustice of the existing rates and that if the commission saw fit to grant the advance,
thereby modifying its previous ruling, it would exceed its legal
powers and invade the province of Congress, that such invasion
would amount to a declaration by the commission of governmental policies, and that it was plainly outside of the province
of the commission to inaugurate governmental policies. Congress
alone having that power.
Mr. Brownell pointed out that the roads were not asking that
the commission undertake to exercise any powers not conferred
on them by law, but that all the considerations which were presented to the commission were proper for them to take into conits

legal

sideration in determining the question at issue.

He

pointed out

Hepburn act in 1906 there was no
interstate commerce act for rehearings.

that until the passage of the

express provision in the

At

that time Congress, anticipating,

perhaps, that emergencies

might arise when the commisison clearly should have the power
to grant a rehearing on all the facts, including those arising since
the original hearing, added a new section to the act, 16A, providing specifically for a rehearing of the same or any matter
determined in the original case, and providing further that if the
commission, in its judgment after such rehearing and a consideration of all facts, including those arising since the former
hearing, should find the original decision unjust or unwarranted,
it might reverse, change or modify the same.
Mr. Brownell pointed out that for reasons which had been
testified to by Mr. Conant. Mr. Strauss and others, there was
grave danger that the financial disturbances which will occur during the process of distribution of government loans necessitated
by the war to investors will cause a serious further depression in
American railroad securities, and that in the judgment of competent witnesses, this apprehended liquidation of United States
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Furthermore, Mr. Brownell pointed out that until 1887 Congress had not assumed control and regulation of the railroads

them post roads. By the interamended, Congress has declared a new
made them
instrumentalities of the federal government with new duties and
obligations to which they were not subject, Mr. Brownell thought,
under the common law or under the laws of the states that
created them, but which have been newly imposed by Congress.
By this law the railroads were required to provide and furnish
on reasonable request all transportation. Mr. Brownell pointed
out that this provision placed a duty on the railroads and that
when the Interstate Commerce Commission was given its broad
powers of regulation, one of the duties which it was clothed with
was that of seeing that this section of the law was complied with.
It was, therefore, Mr. Brownell pointed out, perfectly obvious
that the commission must take a sufficiently broad view of any
situation involving rates to include a consideration of whether or
not its action would enable the roads to provide transportation
or would prevent them from providing transportation, and that
so far. from being illegal or extra-legal for the commission to
take this broad view, it was very plainly illegal for them to take
any narrower view than this.
The following is the full text of Mr. Thome's argument opposing the rate advance
generally, except to constitute
state

commerce

act as

public policy toward the railroads and has adopted and

.ARGUMENT BY MR. TIIORNE.
Public regulation has been a great benefit to the shippers of

holders' shoulders onto the rest of the general public.

bej'ond

;

through the partial removal of discriminations in
it has been of benefit to the consumers,
But regulation has been of
possible.

this country,

some cases. Indirectly
by making competition
very
is

little

direct benefit to the

The

concerned.

consumer, so far as freight

traflSc

introduction of the tonnage system in making

up freight trains has retarded the speed of

trains.

The

larger

cars and larger trains have reduced the costs to the railroads,

but not to the public.

This commission has not enabled the consuming public, the
90 per cent

who

foot the

reduced costs on freight

bills,

to share the financial benefits of

traffic,

growing out of the marvelous

inventions and improved methods that have revolutionized the
railroad industry during the past fifteen years.

So long as competition lasted there was a constant decline
freight charges, as a whole.
cline stopped.

The average

When

in

competition ceased, that de-

freight revenue per ton mile today

where it was 16 years ago. Now, when regulation has finally
become a reality; now, just as we have given you the power
and the funds to find the value of these properties, which both
the courts and this commission have said shall be the basis for
is

determining the reasonableness of an entire schedule of rates
now, these gentlemen propose to increase the freight tax on the

American

public.

Not only

are

we denied

the opportunity of

sharing in these great benefits brought about by
but the

ta.x

increased as

burden

is

to be increased.

much during

Your

human

ingenuity,

net revenues have

these past 16 years, as in

the prior

all

years since the steam engine was invented.

Stock that originally was given away as a bonus, has gradually
acquired some substantial value under the kindly care and protection of a beneficient Uncle Sam.
Your rate of dividends on
all outstanding stock in this district averages almost double
what it did 16 years ago, and almost treble what it did 25 years
ago.

During the past 10 years the average rate of dividends in this
has been more than one-half greater than it has been
during the same period in Great Britain, according to the official
district

reports to Parliament.

These dividends vary slightly from year to year. Not one
year during the entire 10-year period did the average rate of
dividends in Great Britain reach as high as 4 per cent ncjt one
;

year during the entire 10 years did the average rate in this

be substantially retarded or accelerated, according as to v.hether the railroads are now permitted to charge such just and reasonable rates as will secure them

district fall as

adequate net revenues.

increased about $100,000,000, while freight charges declined 25

foreign

held

securities

will

low as 4 per cent.
During the decade immediately prior

to 1898,

your

n.et

revenues

:
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Today your net revenues in the United States, as a
whole, are $400,000,000 greater, annually, ihan they were 16 years
ago while freight charges, as a whole, have not declined one
per cent.

;

iota.

This

the old, old

is

game

of "heads

I

win, and tails you

lose."

But you railroad men are not even satisfied with this. You
to raise American freight rates to a higher level.
Not content to leave it on the same level, you propose to increase
the freight ta.x. These freight rates have all the essentials of a
tax, for they are levied on practically everything we eat or wear,
buy or sell.
You propose to increase this tax burden on the American public when a world-crisis is pending which it is admitted may af-

now propose

railroads

fect the

;

but

it

will likewise affect other lines of in-

dustry and some are prostrated as a result thereof; you propose
this at a time when a lull, a depression, in business generally pre-

during a depression and low rates during
prosperity as has been suggested by one or two of your chief
witnesses would be directly contrary to the needs and welfare
Your stockholders should share the results of
of the public.

High

vails.

rates

Others are doing so.
burden when the credit of
American railroads, as a class, is proved by your own witnesses
to be better than that of companies engaged in any other line of
business in the United States, either telegraph, telephone, electric light, street railway, industrial, public utility, manufacturing,
or any other class of companies, engaged in any line of business
the general financial situation.

You propose

in

this

whole

to increase this tax

nation.

Ydu propose

to increase this tax

burden

at a time

when

the

railroads have been able to maintain their properties better than

Your maintenance allowances last
according to your own exhibit

ever before in their history.
year, right here in this
in this case,

district,

were $9,000,000 greater than ever before.

In 1913

they were not as high as in 1914, but they were $60,000,000
greater than any other year in your history.

You propose to increase this tax burden on the basis of a
property investment which this commission itself has previously
declared that no accountant or financial writer of any consequence would accept as any evidence of either original cost or
present value.

You

railroad

men propose

to

increase

this

tax burden

on

which no recognized accountant in
the United States would claim is sound, because your own records prove, and one of your chief witnesses conceded, that the
method of compiling that property investment has changed durFurther, this record proves,
ing the years that are compared.
and your own witnesses concede, that the method of accounting
for depreciation and maintenance has changed during the years
the basis

:

of a comparison
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the twentieth century will be the transformation of water into

This will be done by the magic wand of the Interstate
No other event in all recorded History
is comparable to this, since that wedding feast two thousand
years ago.
The alchemists of the middle ages tried to turn
metal into gold, but they failed. They should have tried water.
If the fair value of these railroad properties justified an advance in freight rates, we could not object; and, as we previously
stated, even in the absence of a valuation, if they had not been
able to maintain their properties as in former years, or if their

gold.

Commerce Commission.

was

credit

ruined,

due to inadequate freight

new money

ordinary times they could not get

we could not have a vaHd objection. But in the
absence of a valuation, and at a time when they have been able
to maintain their properties, as a whole, better than ever before,
betterments,

at a

when

time

the credit of

American

of these companies in particular,
better than that of

all

is

other great railroads in this territory.
You propose to increase this tax burden at the end of a decade
of unparalleled prosperity, at a time when under ordinary cir-

cumstances you have been able to earn a return above all operating expenses and interest and taxes, ranging from 7 per
cent to 9 per cent on all your capital stock, water and all, that
is held by the public in any of these railroads, the strong and
the weak, the Erie, Wabash, the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton,
the New Haven, and all the rest put together -in one lump.
If you railroad gentlemen are able to put that over on the
.^merican people. I shall congratulate you, for your consummate

have earned your handsome salaries for all
on this earth.
you gentlemen are able to put that over, that thing which
famous
for all time, the great miracle of
epoch
this
make

ability.

You

will

the rest of your days
If

will

I

The Bureau

of Railway

News and

Statistics

RAIL-

has issued the

following
"Increases in freight rates of 10 per cent and in passenger fares
5 to SO per cent are the means by which the government railways of New South Wales, Australia, have undertaken to
combat the world-wide advance in costs of railway operation.
The annual report of these railways presents detailed outlines of
the advances, and attributes them almost wholly to the expansion
in wages and costs of materials. This is looked upon as the most
striking recent instance of the facility with which state-owned

ranging from

railway systems have been adopting advances in rates to cope
with the rapid rise of late years in operating expenses, and is in
sharp contrast to the experience of the private transportation

systems of the United States, where in spite of recognition by
Commerce Commission of pressing need, eastern

the Interstate

railways have been refused a 5 per cent advance covering only
freight rates, and under emergencies caused by the European
war the roads have had to petition for a reopening of their case
owing to actual threatening of their credit structu'es.

"Increased charges for freight transportation placed in effect
by the New South Wales government roads are uniformly 10 per
cent, and the estimated annua! increases in freight revenue are
as follows
First

:

and second

Class A, B and
Livestock rates

Total

$350,000
230,000
300,000

class freight rates
mileage rates

C

a mile first class

;

and

parties to be

NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT
WAYS ADVANCE RATES

that 'cheap excursion fares' already

—

all

believe a S per cent advance in freight rates to be unjustified.

together.

burden on the basis of a
You propose to increase this
property investment which includes all the water of that notorious example of high finance the Erie on the basis of a property investment which exceeds all the capitalization of twenty

railroads, as a class,

admitted by

other lines of business in the country,

compared.
You propose to increase this tax burden on the basis of a socalled property investment which, for about two-thirds of the
companies, is greater than all their bonds and all their stocks put
ta.x

so that in

rates,

for additions and

added freight revenue

"Advances have been made

in

$880,000

passenger fares despite the fact

were on a basis of 4 cents
and 2 cents a mile second class, while 'special
cheap excursion week-end fares' were V,/2 cents a mile first
class and 1^ cents a mile second class, compared with an average of only 2 cents a mile received for all passenger traffic by

United States railways in 1913.
"The increases range from 5 per cent in the case of through
With the
fares to SO per cent in second class excursion fares.
percentages of increase, and the estimated annual additions to
follows
revenues the advances are as
Season

$285,000

20 per cent

tickets,

460,000
Through fares. 5 per cent
Cheap excursion fares from 4 cents to 5 cents per mile first class
("25 per cent) and from 2 cents to 3 cents per mile second class
week-end
fares
from
cheap
excursion
iyi
special
fSO per cent);
cents to 4 cents per mile first class (14 per cent) and from 1^
cents to 2 cents per mile second class CI4 per cent)
fares increased to basis in effect in 1907

50,080
75,000

Workmen's

Total added passer ger revenue

"Total

new

$1,7SO,000, or
in 1913.

A

yearly revenue from both services

more than

5.3

is

estimated at

per cent of gross operating revenues

similar increase in the United States

to .almost $169,000,000."

$870,000

would amount

The

Jersey

Passenger

City

Improvements

Station

Central R. R. of New Jersey Has Built New Ferry
House and Train Shed and Remodeled Station Building

A

much needed

increase in capacity of the Central Railroad
Jersey passenger station at Jersey City, N. J., has been
secured by the construction of a new double deck ferry house

of

New

slips, a new 20-track Bush type train shed and a new train
concourse more than double the size of the old one, and a general rearrangement of facilities in the station building.
The

and

Jersey City station

is

terminal station, since
all

unusual

in

being both a through and a

trains terminate there, but practically

all

passenger, mail, baggage and express business must be trans-

service includes about 12 trains each way.

On

account of the

commuting business the density of traffic is much greater
during the morning and evening rush hours, the total number
of passengers shown by a recent count during a one hour pelarge

the evening rush being 8,600 outbound and 2,200 inThis traffic was handled by 27 outbound and 11 inbound
trains between 5 and 6 p. m.
riod

in

bound.

The ferry boat service consists of 129 movements per day each
way between Jersey City and the foot of Liberty street, and 57
movements per day each way to Twenty-third street. The Liberty street boats run on an interval of 7.5 minutes during the

rush hours and the Twenty-third street boats at 20 minutes intervals during those periods.

the station
ing

is

heavy,

from or destined

it

to

is

While the baggage movement through
comYork. The amount of mail handled

practically all transfer business,

New

has not been very large, but this traffic is being increased by
changes in the method of handling mails, especially that coming
in on ocean steamers.

NATURE OF THE IMPROVEMENTS
The principal requirement for the efficient handling of passenger traffic in this station, particularly during the rushes, is the

number of direct passageways between
and the train platforms. In the old station all
of the facilities were on a single level. A boat had to be loaded
and unloaded over two gangways and a large part of the people
were forced to use the main waiting room, located in the center
of the station building, as a passage way between the ferry concourse and the train concourse, which seriously interfered with
the comfort of passengers sitting in the waiting room and with
provision of an ample
the ferry boats

The New

Jersey Central Ferry

House and

Slips

ferred with the least possible delay to and from the ferry boats

operating across the river to
TR.\FFIC H.\NDLED

New York

City.

THROUGH THE STATION

the proper conduct of business at the ticket offices.

The total number of passengers using this station daily was
shown by a one day's count to be between 27,000 and 28,000 in
each direction, including the passengers for the Philadelphia &
Reading, the Baltimore & Ohio and the Lehigh Valley, which,

Layout
in

of Jersey City

addition to the Central Railroad of New Jersey, use this staas an entrance to New York City.
The Lehigh Valley

was transferred

reconstruction, adding

to this station during the course of the

somewhat

to the difficulty of handling the

work without interruption to traffic.
About 200 trains in each direction use
Jersey

Central

Baltimore

operates

& Ohio

The Lehigh Valley

the

the station daily.

Philadelphia

trains in the

operates

and
rect

at

Two

pas-

each end of the building connected the ferry

train concourses, but in

many

cases these formed a less di-

route for passengers than through the waiting room, and

even when they were direct, they were inadequate for the maxi-

Passenger Terminal Showing Ferry House, Station Building, Train Shed and Elxpress Building

tion

traffic

sageways, one

its

&

same manner as

own

The

Reading and the
its

own

service.

trains into the station over

the Jersey Central tracks for a distance of about 10 miles.

This

mum

crowd. In the present improvement the four wooden slip
houses and the wooden shed over the ferry concourse have been
replaced by two-story slip houses of permanent construction and
a two-level concourse structure.
As both of the ferry houses on the New York side were
equipped for two-level operation when they were rebuilt a».-few
years ago, and as the boats in this service were already of the
two-level type, the completion of the new Jersey City ferry house
made possible the immediate use of four gangways for loading

and unloading boats, and by alterations

in the station building

:

XOVEMBER

6,
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of the connecting passageways between the ferry
house and the train concourse has been at least doubled. On
the lower level, the two-end passageways remain unchanged, but
by a rearrangement of the space in the station building, the waiting room has been removed from the central portion, which will

861

NEW

the capacity

considerably facilitate the

movement

of passengers

who

will use

that space as a passageway.

In addition to these improvements
on the lower level, two new passageways have been provided,
one at either extreme end of the building, intended primarily
for trucking baggage, papers, etc., between the ferry house and
the train platform.
By the removal of this trucking business
from the other passageways an equivalent increase in capacity
of those facilities

is

The new
five

FERRY HOUSE

ferry house comprises

two-story

slip

entire structure

is

four slips with pile fenders,
houses and a two-story ferry concourse. The
founded on wooden piles with reinforced con-

beams and girders supporting a continuous reinforced concrete floor slab and the framework of the slip houses

crete pedestals,

and concourse superstructure. The building has a steel frame
with concrete floors and roof and hollow tile and concrete walls.
The lower concourse level is paved with creosoted wood blocks
for the accommodation of a heavy teaming traffic, using the
ferry boats m addition to the passengers.
The teams enter the
concourse at both ends as a large amount of traffic from the hill

secured.

On the upper level three new passageways are provided. Near
each end of the building a ramp on a grade of 9.5 per cent leads
down from the upper ferry concourse to the train concourse and
a broad stairway connects the middle of the upper

ferry con-

course with the corridors leading through the central portion
of the station building.

As passengers using

this

stairway mingle

with the passengers coming through the central corridors on the

lower
the

level, this

route can scarcely be considered as adding to

capacity of the passageways.

It

does serve a very useful

purpose, however, in allowing passengers coming in on the upper
level to

reach the waiting room, restaurants, or other

in the station

The

facilities

building by the most direct route.

old train shed covered 12 station tracks, 8 under the

shed and 2 under extensions, on each

side.

main

In addition to these

12 covered tracks, there were two short tracks on the south side
which were not covered.
The old shed was 512 ft. long, of
which one 32 ft. section adjacent to the station building was
All
used for a concourse.
of the platforms extended beyond the
shed, however, the longest being about 925 ft. .'\t the time the
old shed was built the roof trusses, which were 142 ft. 7 in. long,
were the longest simple truss spans in service. The new train
shed will have a maximum length of 817 ft. 6 in. and a width of

Upper Level Ferry Concourse
and Newark comes in at the north end
and from the company's team tracks use the

section of Jersey City

and

teams

all

to

south end.
In order to handle this business properly, the

new concourse

was made wider than the old by moving out the ends of the
slip houses. On the two floors of the slip houses are located
the railway mail service, emigrant waiting rooms, the baggage
room, stationer's room, storage space for the news company, a
drug store and barber shop. The lower ferry concourse is 75 ft.
wide and 348 ft. long, and the upper is SO ft. wide and 302 ft.
6 in. long.
The upper level is lighted by skylights in the roof,
and the lower level by two large skylights located between the
station building and the upper concourse level. The accompanying illustration of the upper level shows the skylight, roof
The illustration of the lower
trusses and the tile wainscoting.
level shows the steel framework, the girder and slab floor for the
upper level, and a portion of one of the slip houses.
The bridge at the end of each slip is suspended from the ferry
house structure and is raised and lowered by 20 h. p. a. c. mo-

A specially designed
ft. per minute.
used to absor bthe shock of landing boats. The pivoted
end of the bridge has its bearing near the outer end of a spring
platform, 18 ft. 10 in. long, which transmits the shock through
heavy coil springs to a buflfer platform 23 ft. long, which is sepators at a speed of about 7
bufifer is

Lower Level Ferry Concourse Showing Ferry House and Bridge
390

ft.,

covering IS tracks.

long and the other two 675

Eight of the platforms are 800 ft.
The approach to the station will

ft.

improved by increasing the number of tracks in the throat
from five to nine. This work is a part of the extensive yard
changes, which are also now under way.

also be

A

three-story express building, extending along the north side

new

was

about three years ago. Although not a part of the station development, this building was
designed to house some of the offices that had been located in
of the

train

shed,

the old station, which
cilities

in

made

built

possible the r'earrangement of fa-

the station building.

The following

figures

indicate

the size of the general development

Area of station and ferry house
Area of train concourse
Area of completed train shed
Length of tracks in completed shed

102,000 sq.
22.650 sr|.
313,000 sq.

ft.
ft.
ft.

2.96 miles.

rated from the heavy concrete bulkhead by similar springs.

The

timber piles supporting a timber
deck, and the bufifer platform of timber piles supporting a timber
framework, which is entirely independent of the deck carrying
spring

platform

consists

of

the floor over the platform.

In order to handle the ferry boats without delay during the

new ferry house, a temporary slip was built
on each side of the old layout with temporary wooden concourses
connecting with the trainshed concourse. The temporary slip on
the south side will be maintained indefinitely for emergency use.
When the two temporary slips were ready for operation the two

construction of the

northerly permanent slips were thrown out of service and work
was started on the foundation for the north half of the ferry
house and on the construction of the new bridges and racks.
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The

concrete in the foundation was placed from the river side,

the mixer being located on a fixed platform and the material
brought to it by scows. As soon as the two northerly permanent

sHps could be put in service again, the erection of steel for the
ferry house, including the slip houses and the bridge-operating
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The foundation under the train shed rests on piles, this type
construction being made necessary by the character of the
surface material.
The entire site of the station and approaches
was originally a mud flat, partially exposed at low water. The
road was first built on a timber trestle, which was later filled.
of

The same general course was followed
two southerly slips. The floor of the lower ferry concourse was built in four parts in order to delay the traffic as
Httle as possible.
While each pair of permanent slips was out

Solid rock underlies the fill, and in most cases the piles were
driven to this rock stratum.
This made necessary the use of
piles ranging in length from 50 ft. at the east end of the shed

of service, the portion of the concourse directly opposite these
slips and covering one-half its width was rebuilt.
The construc-

these long lengths, the splices being

machinery, was begun.
for the

to

about 90

ft.

near the west end.

Spliced piles were used for

made by dowel

times adding a wrought-iron collar over the head.

someUntreated

pins,

were used which were cut off below low water level. The
reinforced concrete platforms are carried on concrete beams
and girders over the pile-supported footings. Heavier footings,
which support the shed columns, arc located along the center

piles
6-in:

line of

each platform

of these 27-ft. panels
a

transverse

beam

tween columns.

A

Portion of the

New

Train Shed

was ready

for

traffic.

NEW

TRAIN SHED AND CONCOURSE

While the train shed is similar to others of the Bush type
which have been built recently, a number of details have been
improved. The smoke duct is tapered at the top in order togive better protection from the weather and at the same time to
present a bottom opening wide enough to catch most of the
locomotive gases. The width at the bottom is 3 ft., and the
minimum width at the top is 1 ft. 9 in. The skylights have been

made smaller than those used

in earlier

Dettiils of

designs in order to re-

cluding bolts, nuts, rivets, flashing and ventilating ridge, are of
Monel metal. All skylights are raised on concrete curbs to keep
out water and snow. A 3-in. water shed is provided in all gut-

age
lead

The

floor slab

brightly lighted shed.
pipes for water, air

All wires are carried in conduits,

and steam are located

in a pipe

and

all

tunnel un-

der the concourse platform, with leads out to the track platforms.

The

train shed was removed without interruption
by the use of a special traveler built up from three
signal bridges.
The details of the method used in dismantling
the old structure were described in the Railway Age Gazette
of July 18, 1913. Temporary butterfly sheds were erected on the
to

old high

traffic

Spring and Buffer Platforms to Absorb the Shock of Landing Boats

duce the amount of breakage, which in some cases has proven
an expensive item of maintenance. The two side lights in each
span are 4 ft. 7 in. wide, and the ridge light is 5 ft. wide. All
of these are 24 ft. long. Rolled steel bars, sealed with lead, support the ^-in. rough wire-glass.
All exposed metal parts, in-

ters

An

expansion joint is provided at every eighth
is reinforced with No. 38 triangular mesh.
The tracks are laid directly on the fill.
The roof is supported by cast-iron columns, the transverse
spans varying from 39 ft. to 43 ft., depending on the width of
platforms, which vary from 16 ft. along the edges of the shed
to 20 ft. in the middle.
The wider platforms could not be used
in all cases, as the layout was limited in width by the team
tracks which adjoin the station on the south.
It was thought
advisable, therefore, to place the wider platforms in the middle
of the shed, where baggage, express and mail must be trucked
to the through trains, which use those tracks.
The bumping
posts are of structural steel, on heavy mass concrete, supported
on piles. The shed is lighted by Tungtsen lamps, with special
reflectors designed to concentrate all light on the platforms and
reduce the difficulty which engineers find in running into a
bent.

tion of the remaining width followed as soon as the first section

at

intervals of 11 ft.
The floor in each
supported by three longitudinal beams,
each column support, and one halfway beat

is

from the center of each panel toward both ends. The draincarried down the inside of the columns to drains which
to a 24-in. outfall main.
The upper ends of the down-

old platform, as a protection for the passengers during the dis-

mantling of the old shed and the early stages of the construction
work on the new shed. Before taking any of the old station

two new platforms, serving' four additional
were built on the permanent location south of the old
shed and one platform and a half, serving three additional
tracks, on the north side were completed.
A separate- interlocking machine, located in the old tower, was used to operate
tracks out of service
tracks,

these outside tracks.

The

is

spouts are closed by cast-iron strainers.

ly

to

construction of the new shed was carried on' consecutivefrom the south toward the north. The general practice was
take two or three tracks out of service at a time, drive the

November

6,
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for the foundation, place the platform, erect the steel for

piles

course roof.

863

A

total of 116,000 sq.

the shed structure, place the roof concrete and connect up the

lights,

more tracks out of servthan 15 station tracks in service during the course of the work, and usually 16 were available.
To
handle the special holiday crowds the schedule of work was

was required for the

tracks in the throat before taking any
ice.

There were never

less

of the monitor

The

by the

installed

is

National

entire building.

of the multiple unit sky-

The

Co.,

New

York,

roof on either side

of concrete slabs.

train platforms are separated

usually arranged to give the operating department 18 tracks on
these days.

The

ft.

Ventilating

from the concourse by

;i«ir~^"
.

>..

slid-

q^^^^^^^^H^H

construction plant used on the shed and concourse con-

two pile drivers, one drop and one steam, two Ransome
mixers, one of ^-yd. capacity and one 1 yd., both mounted on
cars, and a 10-ton locomotive crane.
The foundations and
the platforms were placed by chuting the concrete direct from
sisted of

flat

the mixer.
A high tower was impractical for placing the roof,
and it was finally found best to mount a system of Insley chutes
and gates on a flat car so that four or five bays of the roof
could be placed from one location of the mi.xer.
Two tracks
were required for the concrete plant, one for the mixing car
and placing car and one for the material. In very few cases
were more than three tracks required for construction purposes.
The steel work was all erected by the locomotive crane.
Tlie old high train shed extended to the wall of the station
building, one 32-ft. bay adjoining the building being used as a
concourse. This concourse was 215 ft. 6 in. long, giving it an
area of about 6,900 sq. ft. The new concourse is structurally
independent of the shed and station building, occupying the
space 63 ft. 6 in. wide and 383 ft. long between the train shed
and the station. Its area is 22,600 sq. ft., an increase as compared with the old concourse of more than 350 per cent.
The floor is a reinforced concrete slab, supported by concrete

k1

^^^^H

The Train Concourse
ing gates

with Entrances to Train Platforms on Left

equipped with

Hutcliinson

indicators

and

a

system

of

light signals for starting trains.
This system, which was
worked out by the company's engineering department, differs
in some respects from that used in a number of large stations.

Hd^^'Hd*'
Details of Train

Shed Foundation and

girders and beams on pile bents.

Structural steel columns support transverse roof girders connected by two stiffening trusses.
central monitor, with skylights of the same type as those in-

A

stalled

on the train shed, extends for the

full

length of the con-

Steel

Frame Work

from the ferryand conductor, but does not answer except by
lining up the route and displaying the clear signal at the end of
in

that the tower operator receives the signals

master, gateman
the shed.
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During the construction of the new concourse a temporary
shed was buih on the old platform as a protection for the
passengers, and numerous temporary runways were built to connect the passageways with the train platforms that were in
service in various stages of the construction work.
The west
half of the concourse floor was built first, as this did not interfere with the old platform.
During the construction of the east
half of the new floor, traffic was handled around the ends of the
building onto the completed section. The erection of the steel
work was carried on during the progress of the work on the
floor, all steel being placed over the heads of the passengers
without interruption to

boom was used

A

trafiic.

15-ton

crane with a

70-ft.

for this work, the heaviest piece handled weigh-

ing about 13 tons.

station

building

a

is

steel

In order to leave the central
portion of the building free for passageways between tjie ferry

new

quarters were found outside of the
station building for the railway offices which formerly occupied
train concourses,

end of the building, and the main waiting room,
ladies' rooms and smoking room were located in this space.
The waiting rooms are finished with terrazo floors, tile wainscoting, plastered walls and ceiling, decorative glass skylights and
oak benches and woodwork. The public space or lobby in the
the

north

central part of the building

is

The work was

started

May,

1512,

and

THE CLAYTON
The Clayton

divided into two passageways by

is

practically completed.

BILL

supplement the anti-trust laws, which has
been under discussion in Congress for many months, became a
law October 15.
As adopted it consists of 26 sections; and
it
deals chiefly with "commerce" which word, in the Act, is
used to mean interstate and foreign commerce, substantially as
defined in the interstate commerce law.
This law deals with

frame structure, with brick

walls resting on pile foundations.

and

can Bridge Co. fabricated the steel for the ferry house and train
concourse, and the Pennsylvania Steel Co. that for the train
shed.
The old train shed was dismantled by Terry & Tench,
Xew York. All work was handled on a force account basis.

bill,

to

carriers specifically only in sections

THE ST.MION BUILDING

ALTER.ATIONS IN

The
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if

7,

9 and

10.

Section 7 forbids one corporation to acquire stock of another,
such acquisition will restrain commerce or lessen competition;

and one of these provisos is that Seccarriers from aiding or buying
or feeders where competition is not lessened by

but with certain provisos
tion 7 shall not prohibit

branch lines
such action.

Section 9 makes

it

;

common

a felony for an officer of a

misapply funds

maximum

common

carrier

imprisonment and a fine limited only by the discretion of the court.
Section 10 is designed to forbid collusive contracts for supThis section goes into effect October 16, 1916, and reads
plies.
wilfully

to

;

penalty,

ten

years'

as follows:

Section 10. That after two years from the approval of this
Act no common carrier engaged in commerce shall have any
dealings in securities, supplies or other articles of commerce,
or shall make or have any contracts for construction or maintenance of any kind, to the amount of more than $50,000, in the
aggregate, in any one year, with another corporation, firm, partnership or association when the said common carrier shall have
upon its board of directors or as its president, manager or as its
purchasing or selling officer, or agent in the particular transaction, any person who is at the same time a director, manager,
or purchasing or selling officer of, or who has any substantial
interest in, such other corporation, firm, partnership or associa-

unless and except such purchases shall be made from, or
such dealings shall be with, the bidder whose bid is the most
favorable to such common carrier, to be ascertained by competitive bidding under regulations to be prescribed by rule or
tion,

No bid
by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
name and address of the bidder or
the names and addresses of the officers, directors and general
managers thereof, if the bidder be a corporation, or of the memotherwise

shall be received unless the

A Portion

of the

Central Lobby

in the Station Showing the Ticket
Foreground Which Divides the Area

Office in the

Into

Two

Passctgeways

it be a partnership or firm, be given with the bid.
person who shall, directly or indirectly, do or attempt to
do anything to prevent anyone from bidding or shall do any act
to prevent free and fair competition among the bidders or those

bers,

if

Any

new ticket office, information booth, telephone and telegraph
booth and parcel checking room, which occupy the center of the
space.
A new tile floor was laid in this room, and it was redecorated and equipped with steam heat. The space occupied
by the restaurant in the south end of the building was practically
doubled, and the appearance of the room was much improved.
It has a tile floor and wainscoting and plastered walls and ceiling.

the

A new

service building, located north of the station,

a part of

new

this

in

where

it

is

the terminal.

was

also

Electric power, generated at the

Communipaw,

engine terminal at

ice building,

used

improvement.

is

transmitted to this serv-

transformed to a voltage that can be

An. installation of

1,500 boiler h. p. fur-

nishes heat for the station, and the other equipment includes
ah air compressor, a fire pump and a 100.000-gal. service tank.

All piping and power, signal, telegraph and telephone wires

in

desiring to bid shall be punished as prescribed in this section in
the case of an officer or director.

Every such common carrier having any such transactions or
making any such purchases shall within thirty days after making
the same file with the Interstate Commerce Commission a full
and detailed statement of the transaction showing the manner
of the competitive bidding, who were the bidders, and the names
and addresses of the directors and officers of the corporations
and the members of the firm or partnership bidding; and whenever the said commission

shall,

after investigation

the

and

transaction to the attorney general.

This improvement work has been carried on under the direction of the engineering department of the C. R. R. of N. J., J. O.

fined not exceeding $25,000;

chief

engineer.

The foundation and racks

for

the

ferry house were built by G. B. Spearin. Xew York; the superstructure of the ferry house and the remodeling of the old station were contracted to C. T. Wills, Xew York, and the train

shed was

built

by R. P.

&

J.

H. Staats,

New

York.

The Ameri-

If

any common carrier

ager or

officer

rected the act

or abetted in

demeanor and
jail

in

said

the terminal district are carried underground.

Osgood,

or hearing,

and about
purchases or transactions it shall transmit all papers
documents and its own views or findings regarding the

have reason to believe that the law has been violated

shall

violate this section

it

shall

be

and every such director, agent, manthereof who shall have knowingly voted for -er diconstituting such violation or who shall have aided
such violation shall be deemed guilty of a mis-

shall be fined not exceeding $5,000, or-confined in
not exceeding one year, or both, in the discretion of the court.

—

Charles

Francis
The Lesson
Roads

A

Adams'
of

New

as Applied

to

on the railroad situation in the United States
New England, has been sent to
the President by Charles Francis Adams of Massachusetts.
Mr. ^\dams for ten years was a member of the Board of
Railroad Commissioners of Massachusetts, and for seven
years was its chairman.
The following is his letter:
South Lincoln, Mass., October 24, 1914.
My Dear Mr. President: You will excuse my troubling
you with a somewhat lengthy screed; but the topic I have in
mind to deal with is important, and, for reasons which will
at once suggest themselves, I feel something in the nature
of a "call" to express myself thereon.
You need give to
what I write such amount of consideration only as it may
seem to you to deserve, either consigning it to the files or
letter

to the

it

Commerce Commission.

Interstate

For

personal reasons, unnecessarj- to dwell on, I do not care to
appear in person before that body; and so doing would
necessarily involve on my part a responsibility for statements
made, imply perhaps on my part an amount of investigation for
which I have not time. I see also no compensating advantages,
public or private, likely to ensue there.
I cannot afford to get
myself involved in either an inquiry or a controversy.
in
I
believe
are
aware,
earlier
life I devoted myself
."^s
you
for twenty years to matters connected with railroad development and management. I did service, both as public official
and as the head of a great railroad company. Although this
experience terminated in 1890, and I have given little or no
study to what has since taken place in railroad development,
yet, as a member of the community, I now feel so impressed
with the extremely critical condition of aflairs and the significance, so far as public interests are concerned, of what is
now going on in my immediate field of observation, that, as
I have said, I feel moved to submit certain conclusions.
In doing so, I wish to premise I do not propose to go into
details, to use exact figures, or to fortify what I have to
submit by statistics or an attempt at argument. I shall deal
only with generalities and conclusions, perhaps merely impressions, and that tersely.

Forty years ago

had much

I

to

do with the origin and

early development of the Railroad Commission.

am

now

A

pioneer,

realizing sense of what
from the movement then initiated; nor
has the course of development altogether commended itself
In connection with our form of governto my judgment.
I

was

free

say

to

I

had

little

finally to result

ment

still

I

question in

many

respects

its

wisdom or

its

practical results.

However, what now leads
che conviction
fully
it

As

are

am

to the writing of this letter

is

under that the present situation is not
the elements of danger involved in

appreriated, and
far

that

over,

I

no

more considerable than

problem presents
effort, at

to deal with

is

commonly supposed.

my

mind, I see, moreonce intelligent and comprehensive, made
itself

to

it.

Confining mj-self to the situation as it comes under my
daily personal observation in eastern Massachusetts though
I am satisfied the conditions prevailing here are general
I am unable to escape
the conclusion that so far as our
transportation machinery is concerned we ar-e rapidly falling
behindhand, and getting also into a well-nigh inextricable
snarl.
The situation, too, while most portentous for it is
basic so far as prosperity is concerned does not admit of
solution except through treatment both drastic and com-

—

—

prehensive.

—

the

to

President

England's Financially Crippled
the Crisis in Railroad Affairs

generallj', but practically in

referring

Letter

—

Let

me come
we

at

once to the point:

I

am

satisfied

that

miles of Boston, there is an
immediate call for a capitalized railroad expenditure, fresh
money outlay, of at least $100,000,000. Nor, comparatively
speaking, is this outlay excessive; for in New York City

here within,

will say,

fifty

alone within the last ten years two railroad companies have
spent, or are now spending, in the neighborhood of $300,000,000. This outlay was, moreover, required; nor is there
any allegation that it has been wastefully made.
Had it
not been made, it would not now, under existing conditions,
be possible; fortunately, it has been made, and is secure.
That we have.
In eastern New England it is not, therefore, a question of
dividends or interest on existing investment, or of a restoration of credit in this respect.
It far exceeds those limitations, for to bring our railroad system up to the proper
standard, including a renewal and replacement of rolling
stock, the reconstruction of permanent ways and bridges,
the separation of grades, and the development of proper
terminal facilities and connections necessary to modern competitive conditions would, on a rough estimate, unquestionably call for the amount of fresh money above named
$100,000,000. Moreover, unless that investment is made eastern New England cannot maintain itself industrially. Is the
fact generally appreciated that the case thus involves not
merely rehabilitation but a costly development essential to
continued prosperity?
Meanwhile, from causes unnecessary to enter upon, the
corporations owning and managing the railroads in eastern

Massachusetts

cannot

remunerate the capital already inmoney. They are financially
crippled.
This is a matter of common knowledge.
Such a state of affairs calls indisputably for prompt remedial action.
The existing position is also from a common
sense, business point of view impossible of long continuance.
I have not time to argue the matter or to enter into details.
I will merely state the fact.
Here is the largest investment
and active business management of the country, and those
managing it control neither outgo nor income. They are
told what they must do and pay, and have no voice in what
they are to charge. Such a situation is economically unheard
of, absurd.
It needs only to be stated.
It is financially
impossible of long continuance.
I next find myself further forced to the conclusion that
the railroad system generally has outgrown local lines, and
that it is futile to expect any adequate remedial action
through state legislation or control, partial or complete.
The state machinery is, as respects large-scale transportation, antiquated.
To indulge then even in an expectation
that the problem can or will be dealt with in any comprehensive and constructive spirit through local legislation
\ested,

much

less secure fresh

—

is,
I submit, futile
so futile, indeed, as to be little better
than puerile. This we may regret and deplore. I certainly
both regret and deplore it; but the fact remains.
Moreover, as recent scandalous disclosures show, the effort
to flounder along and accomplish results under existing con-

ditions

leads inevitably to indirect action and consequent
and other corruption what are known as 'deals."
Glaring instances of this are fresh in public memory. Yet
they are mere incidents of an outgrown system, inevitable
as they are morally and politically destructive. They simply
cannot continue.
legislative

—

The remedy is obvious, even if accepted reluctantly and
with apprehension.
It must be sought in a system of na-
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tional incorporation; and, in so far as

this
lost

it

is

required, in na-

Every day thoughtful consideration ot
grave fact is deferred is just so much time lost, and time
The
in a condition of aflfairs rapidly growing worse.

tional

supervision.

consequent

and

difficulty

cost

of

ultimate

rehabilitation

is

enhanced.
public
I do not propose here to enter into the question of

ownership and management, whether state or national. Under our system of government, personally, in whatever form
attempted, I do not believe it can result satisfactorily. I am
certain that under state control and authority it is simply
Its consideration is a delusion, and a
out of the question.
mischievous one, indicating incapacity and failure to size
a situation.

It

This, however, though it cannot be lost sight of. is remote.
involves considerations, financial, political and social, only

long debate. What is needed
immediately is manifest a restoration of financial standing.
situation
is
rapidly to grow worse, and
existing
Unless the
that to an extent involving safety as well as prosperity, fresh
capital on a large scale must be forthcoming.
and daily observation con
If I am correct in all this
The
firms it the conclusion would seem to be irresistible.
to be dealt with as a result of

—

—

—

delusive

prevails

idea

that

the

existing

railroad

manage-

and extravagant as well as corrupt,
only economy and good business judgment are required to
results.
Personally I have no financial
produce all desirable

ments being

inefficient

interest in railroad securities.

Watching

the course of events

and legislation, I long since ceased to feel confidence in
While the demands for increased compensation of
them.
labor and improved facilities have been incessant, and almost
uniformly complied with, the call for fresh money absolutely
necessary to the conduct of the business or to meet requirenu nts imposed by government authority has been quite as
Meanwhile engineering
insistent and even more pressing.
and other constructive changes necessary for the convenience
and safety of the public have been to a large extent at a
standstill, and. under existing conditions, cannot receive attention.
The necessary capital is not forthcoming. How
The situation is
could it be expected to come forward?
unbusinesslike, illogical and absurd, as well as impossible.
Under these circumstances, personal experience advises me

upon to do business at less than
remunerative rates; and to such a degree is this the case
that I have had frequent occasion to remonstrate with traffic
managers, both tra\el and freight, at receiving from them
That, taken as a whole,
service at a price less than cost.
the railroad business pays, and shows a profit, goes without
Were it otherwise, it would stop. On the other
saying.
hand. I am clear in mj- conviction that an inquiry by any
that the railroads are called

reasonable, intelligent and judicially

minded

tribunal

would

develop the fact that the return on traffic received today is,
as a whole, not sufficient fairly to remunerate the capital
already invested far less, in the case of the eastern New

—

England
tional

spective

is,

A

and

the present case that start can only be

in

inevitable, and that result spells widespread disaster.
This letter has already run to a length I had not anticiThe conclusion, however, as it rests in my mind,
pated.
The existing situation, imhardly needs to be set forth.
possible of continuance, involves danger danger as respects
both the safety and prosperitj- of the community. To remedj' it locally calls for the command and output of a large
amount of fresh capital a hundred millions. On the present
basis of remuneration for services rendered that capital cannot
be obtained. It will not he forthcoming. Rates meanwhile, are
unreasonably low. We all know it. We all equally know that
an increase of charges for public service is never popular, much
Nevertheless, there is, I further and
less favored politically.
finally submit, no escape from it in the present ease, and to
is

—

—

palter with the

situation

simply implies delay, continued stag-

nation and ultimate irremediable disaster.

Whether, therefore, obtained through government action
through corporate management, directly or indirectly,
the service required must be secured, and to be secured must
or

It may be, in this matter, the
be adequately remunerated.
conimunitj- will like to be cheated, or insist on somehow
aeceiving itself, meeting indirectly an outlay much larger
than that from which it recoils when directly imposed. This,
however, I submit, will be mere self-delusion; and the one
Vet the
party always most dangerous to deceive is one's self.
inclination thereto is politically well-nigh universal and irresistible.

which I have now found myself forced
and inescapable. The railroad candle
has. so to speak, for some time past now been "burned at
Expenses, especially for labor, equipment and
.both ends."
construction, have increased and are still increasing; rates
meanwhile have tended steadily to reduction. The calls for
new development and improvements of a permanent character and most costly nature have been and now are imFrom such a situation there is but one
perative, incessant.
escape if the community wishes safety and convenience,
with a sj'stem of transportation equal to the demands and
standard of the times, it must make up its mind to pay
therefor; nor is the increased remuneration requisite in any
lespect inordinate. For Eastern New England the improved
service would more than justify the increase of cost. Moreover, we must have it.
Excuse the length of this communication, but to deal with
our entire railroad situation even in a most condensed fashion
does require space. Believe me, Mr. President, most respectfully yours,
Charles Francis Adams,

The conclusion

is.

to

therefore, manifest

—

To

pay interest on the hundred million addiindisputably required for immediate develop-

one possible
escape only.
The community in its own interest, and in
order that it may not find itself put out of business and in
physical jeopardy, must submit to pay for the service it
requires what the service required is reasonably worth.
This,
this situation, I further admit, there is
'

it

is

not doing.

equally delusive to say that in the past, and the recent
past, there have been scandals and glaring abuses connected
It is

with our railroad management. I would like to know of any
business management on earth, public or private, large or
small, where instances of abuse and misdoing do not occur
and could not be unearthed. We all know such is the case;
nor will it ever cease to be the case. When, however, such
a condition of affairs as now exists forces itself on the atten-

made from

the basis of proper and adequate remuneration for services
rendered and construction called for. Otherwise, the result

the President,

Chilean Traxsandixe Railway.

From

Xo. 19

of

sj-stem, to

capital

57,

IrreI submit, but one way to deal with it.
the past or of stories of mismanagement and
misdoing, whether well or ill-founded, it must be dealt with
fresh start must be made,
in accordance with actualities.

tion there

ment.

today,

Vol.

— .After

a

Woodrow

Wilson.

long cessation of

operation, resulting from the severe winter for which there
insufficient

opened

preparation,

on August

20,

the

Transandine

with

the

was

Railway

passage

of

the

first

was

again
mail

The most difficult part of the journey,
in some time.
however, still had to be done on muleback for several weeks
following and for a while the postal authorities would accept
Under
letters onlj-, newspapers and packets being barred.
ordinary circumstances, the Andes route should be in full
running order early in October, but it is doubtful this year
The Chilian Transanif it be in full running order even now.
train

dine Railway,
in

if

such things as this continue in the future as

the past, will rank as one of the most unfortunate railway

enterprises ever undertaken in South America.
one of the most costly and difficult to build.

It

was

also

;:

:

General News Department
ill

The new

car shops of the Chicago & Alton
were formally dedicated on October 29.

111.,

at

Bloomington,

In a great fire at North Tonawanda, X. Y., on October 29
the New York Central and the Erie roads lost many thousands
of dollars' worth of freight cars.

At the annual meeting of the Association of Manufacturers
of Chilled Car Wheels on October 27, George W. Lyndon, secretary of the association, was elected president, succeeding T. A.
Griffin.

low the railroads the right to advance their freight rates, and
there are no reasons other than political why the carriers should
not be allowed the relief in the present emergency. The banks
of the country came to the relief of a distressed financial situation, and it is beyond their power to help the railroads if the
government of this country will not make it possible for them
to

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa
was boarded by train robbers in

Fe's California Limited train
the yards in Chicago

on the

night of October 31, and several passengers who were sitting
on the observation platform were robbed of their valuables.

Postal service has been established on the Grand Trunk Pacific
through to the Pacific Coast, and Prince Rupert now receives
mail from the east in two days' less time than before. Hitherto
the mails have been carried by steamer from Vancouver.
The
distance from Liverpool to Yokohama by way of the Grand
Trunk and Prince Rupert is 10,085 miles, said to be 773 miles less
than the distance by way of New York and San Francisco.

At

so.

whether or not higher rates are
but the commission should, in point of absolute necessity
many transportation companies out of the hands of receivers, grant temporary relief and adjust the inequitable features afterward.
"The largest shipping interests in the countrj- are not opposed
to paying more for
transportation of their products.
They
fair,

to

The court at Buffalo has changed from November 1 to December 1 the date on which the receiver of the Buffalo & Susquehanna Railway is to discontinue the operation of passenger
and freight trains.

do

"It should not be a question of

keep

know

that the

railroads

enormous increase

in

must have more revenue to offset the
operating expense, and they know

their

the carriers do not get this it will be only a question of
a short time when shippers must suffer the consequence in the
form of curtailed transportation facilities.
that

if

"The Interstate Commerce Commission's advisers are beating
tom-toms to attract attention of the public. There is too much
politics and too little application of scientific principles in handling these matters, which are widespread and vital in effect."

Missouri Full-Crew

Law Defeated

the third annual convention of the Investment Bankers'
Association, to be held at the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel. Philadelphia, on November 12 and 13. the programme will include
a committee report on "Railroad Bonds and Equipment Notes,"
by Samuel L. Fuller of New York, an address on the "Five
Per Cent Railroad Rate Case." by Howard S. Graham, president of Graham & Company, Philadelphia, and an address on
"Railroad Maintenance and Depreciation." by William H.
Coverdale, president William H. Coverdale & Company, Inc.,

the referendum in Missouri at the election last Tuesday
the "full-crew" law of that state was rejected by an overwhelming majority.

New

the following papers, with a general
discussion: Friday morning: "Valuation of Railway Property
for Purposes of Rate Regulation," by Pierce Butler, valuation
counsel western railways
"The Investor's Interests in Valuation," by Prof. W. Z. Ripley, Harvard L^niversity
"Valuation of

York.

The Brown News Company, which

on the Pacific
and Atlantic systems of the Southern Pacific, and the \'an Noy
Hotel & News Company, operating between Chicago, Kansas
City and New Orleans, have been consolidated under the name
of

the

operates

Van Noy Brown News Company.
Kansas

The headquarters

but the headquarters for the western
district, including all of the Southern Pacific trains and stands,
will be in San Francisco, under the management of J. J. Mobley.
The policy of the new company in purchasing its supplies
will be, as far as practicable, to patronize local producers and
to advertise in its wares the communities through which it
operates.
will

be

in

City,

A

report from Trenton. N. J., says that after long continued
litigation the railroads of New Jersey, with the exception of the
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, apparently have withdrawn
their contention that they are not obliged to honor passes or
transportation certificates issued by the Secretarv' of State to
state officers entitled under the provisions of the New Jersey
laws to ride free on the railroads. A circular letter has been
sent to all pass holders, signed by the Pennsylvania, the Lehigh
Valley, the Erie, the Central of New Jersey, the Philadelphia &
Reading, the Atlantic City and the New York Central, calling
attention to the fact that these passes are not good in connection

with any other form of transportation for interstate trips.
There is still pending in the First District Court of Jersey City
a test suit brought by the Pennsylvania against Secretary Colby,
of the State Civil Service Commission, to collect from him a
bill of about $70 for railroad transportation between Trenton

and Camden.

By

Western Economic Society

The Western Economic
American railway problems

(or

Higher Rates

Mitchell, president of the Illinois Trust and Savings

Bank, is quoted in the Chicago Herald, as follows
"There is every logical reason why the commission should

al-

will hold a conference on
Hotel Sherman. Chicago, on

;

Railway Property for Purposes of Taxation." by Prof. T.

S.

Adams. Wisconsin state tax commission.
Friday afternoon
"Shall Improvements Made from Earnings Be Capitalized or Included in \'aluation." by A. W. Bullard, E. H. Rollins & Sons;
"Cost of Service and Rate Making." by Halford Erickson, Wisconsin Railroad Commission.
Saturday morning: "The EcoSignificance of Interlocking Directors in Railway Finance," by Prof. F. H. Dixon of Dartmouth College "Railway
Accidents and the Safety First Program," by R. C. Richards,
chairman central safety committee, Chicago & North Western
"Freight Car Surpluses and Shortages," by Arthur Hale, general
agent, American Railway Association.
At the banquet on Friday evening at the Hotel Sherman, E. P.
Ripley, president of the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe, will speak
on "The Railways' Need for an Increase in Freight Rates" Prof.
John H. Gray, of the L^niversity of Minnesota, on "The Public's
View of the Railways' Need for an Increase in Rates," and Samuel O. Dunn, editor of the Railway Age Gazette, on "Efficiency
of Railway Operation in Relation to an Increase in Freight
Rates."
Tickets for the banquets may be obtained by application to the
secretary, H. G. Moulton, Fifty-eighth street and Ellis avenue,

nomic

;

;

Chicago.

L. G.

Banker
J.

at the

;

McPherson Retires from Bureau

On November
John

Society

November 13 and 14.
The program includes

1

of Rziilway

Logan G. McPherson

Economics

retired as director of

His
the Bureau of Railway Economics, at Washington, D. C.
retirement followed the adoption of resolutions by the general
executive committee of the bureau to the effect, "That the purposes and aims which the subscribers had in view in establishing
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and maintaining the bureau have been largely accomplished, as
is evidenced by the well deserved reputation which it enjoys
as a repository of information and statistical data available for
the study of general railroad questions," and that, "It is deemed
inexpedient, under prevailing conditions and in view of the
state of development which the bureau has attained, to further

m

continue its present extensive organization." The committee,
deciding on this action, adopted a resolution directing, "that in
notifying the director of this action the chairman be requested
to express to him the appreciation of the committee of the services he has performed in inaugurating the bureau and developing
it to its present recognized standard."
On October 31 the employees of the bureau at Washington
joined in sending to Mr. .McPherson a handsomely bound set of
all the publications which had been issued by the organization
under his directorship. This present was accompanied by a
"We cannot
letter signed by all the donors in w-hich they said
permit the delightful relations of these last few years to cease
without an expression of the genuine pleasure we have had from
our association with you and the deep regret we feel at the
severance of these ties. You have insisted upon and exemplified
:

You have administered
the highest standards of loyal service.
wisely and justly. You have been ever courteous, unselfish and
deeply appreciate it and we thank you
thoughtful for us all.

We

Vol. 57, No. 19

parties in ascertaining the facts

also to furnish the carriers op-

;

portunity to present ;ill the claims they desire to make on account of aliandoned property. The suggestions contained in the
circular include the following
Property gradually consumed in
the business of the carrier and replaced in ordinary maintenance
should not be included as abandoned property.
Property n6t
now in use but intended to be used in the future should not be
included. The carriers may and in most cases probably should
claim that the actual cost of abandoned property to date of
abandonment should be included in the original cost to date
which the commission is to ascertain in the report, and if abandoned property would be recreated in a reproduction of the
property, the estimated present cost of the same should be included in the cost of reproduction new.
Abandoned property
includes all fixed physical property, whether or not physical evidence of the existence of such property now remains. The estimated present cost of temporary tracks used until the comple;

and other structures

built in aid of construction
completion, even though permanently
abandoned, should be included in the cost of reproduction new
and the actual cost thereof should be included in the original cost.
Loss resulting from the abandonment of property should be included in the schedule, this loss being the difference between the
original cost and the salvage, if any.

tion of a tunnel,

of a line or to hasten

its

sincerely."

Mr. McPherson was the originator of the plan for the establishment of the bureau, and to him is due the chief credit
He will
for the high plane on which its work has been done.
move to New York and devote some time to work in the field
of general economics which he began long ago and which his
labors in recent years have interfered with his completing.
Circulars

Two

on Land Valuation and Abandoned Property

circulars have just been issued by the

Presidents' Con-

Committee, one referring to the land features of the
federal valuation work now under way and the other to a valuation order of the Interstate Commerce Commission covering
The committee recogthe scheduling of abandoned property.
ference

nizes the magnitude of the task of valuing the land owned by
the railways and also the difficulty of determining various items
In the absence of well recognized
entering into this value.
methods of determining land value the committee suggests a

plan by which it is believed the experiences of the roads can
be made of value to the commission in dealing with this subThe plan suggested is based on the interpretation of the third
section of the act authorizing the valuation, that a division of
present value into two items is required, one of which will be
the land and the other the damages and expense of acquisition.
blank form has been prepared by the committee for scheduling the data to be used in making this separation. This form
shows the record of the deed and the grantor for each piece
of property, the purchase price, the naked land value ascertained by two methods and the difference between the purchase
Attention is called to the fact
price and each of these methods.
that the purchase price should include not only money paid by
the carrier, but the money value of all work done or expense inFour methods are sugcurred as a part of the consideration.
gested to be used in determining the naked value of the land,
namely: the assessment method, the opinion method, the sales
A separate form is
method, and the enhancement method.
provided for recording the data necessary to secure the value
by the assessment method and another form for scheduling
vouchers covering expense of acquiring property. It is not expected that the data so collected will produce a single or uniform rate of excess of actual value over naked value, but rather

ject.

A

a large number of such excesses from which the commission can
select that which it deems best adapted to each particular case.
The other circular contains ten suggestions to the carriers intended to assist them in complying with the requirements of the
commission's valuation order No. 2, which requires each carrier

with the commission before February 1, 1915, complete
schedules of all property abandoned with the original cost of
such property to the date of abandonment. This order was issued after it had been found by the government parties that in
many cases little or no evidence remained upon the ground of
to

file

the former existence of
intended to secure aid

abandoned lines and Structures and was
from the carriers for the government

Opening

of the

Kansas City Union Station

The new

L'nion station of the Kansas City Terminal Railway,
Kansas City, Mo., which was fully described in last week's issue
of the Raihivy Age Gacetlc, was formally dedicated last week
with a two days' celebration, held under the auspices of the
Kansas City Commercial Club. The mayor declared a halfholiday on Friday.
The formal dedication of the station was
held on Friday afternoon and the station was actually opened
to trafiic at 12:01 a. m., Sunday, November 1. The program on
Friday began with a manufacturers' parade in tlie morning, consisting of 140 floats, 16 bands and motor cars carrying officers
of the Commercial Club. The parade was nearly two miles long.
In the afternoon was held a civic parade, including members of
the principal commercial organizations of the city and repreFollowing this parade the opening
sentatives of the railways.
was held at the station, when President H. H. Adams of the
Kansas City Terminal Railway Company, formally presented the
Mayor Jost responded with a speech of
station to Kansas City.
acceptance. In the evening a dinner was given by the Commercial Club to the officers of the railways at the Hotel Baltimore,
and later in the evening a display of fireworks and a final illumination of the old station was given from the hill opposite the
new Union Station. The Saturday program included a golf
tournament for the visiting railway men, followed by a luncheon
and a motor ride about the city.
It was estimated by tlie newspapers that the largest crowd
ever assembled at Kansas City attended the opening of the
new station. The dinner of the Commercial Club was attended
by the presidents and other executive officers of the 12 roads
which are partners in the new station, and by nearly 100 other
prominent railway officers, and the principal city ofiicers and
business men of the city, including two former mayors of the
city.
Among the speakers were Hale Holden, president of the
B. F. Bush, president of the
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
Missouri Pacific B. L. Winchell, director of traffic of the Union
Pacific
E. B. Pryor, receiver of the Wabash, and Gardiner
Lathrop, general solicitor of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.
Most of the speakers lauded the railroads for their enterprise
in building such a magnificent station, adequate to the demands
of a city several times the size of Kansas City and many speakers spoke of the justice of co-operating with the railroads in
;

;

;

;

the future.

Central Railway Club

regular meeting of the Central Railway Club on
November 13, a paper will be presented by Milton L. Sims, manue.xpert
of the Sherwin-Williams Company, Cleveland,
facturing

At

the

Ohio, entitled "Painting of Steel Car and Locomotive Equipment." It has also been arranged that on the afternoon of The
same day the members of the club will visit the plant of the
Hewitt Rubber Manufacturing Company, Buffalo, N. Y.

;

November

6.
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American Railway Association

The

869

meeting of the American Railway Association will be
held at The Blackstone, Chicago, on Wednesday, November 18.
Reports will be presented by the committees on Transportation
on Maintenance; on Automatic Train Stops; on Relations between Railroads; on the Safe Transportation of Explosives, and
on Electrical \\'orking.

International Railway Congress. Executive Committee,
vain, Brussels, Belgium.
Next convention, June 23

fall

Berlin.

—

International Railway Fuel Association. C. G. Hall,
McCormick Bldg., Chicago. Annua! meeting. May
cago.

11,

Rue de Lou-

to July 6, 1915,
C. & E. L, 922
17-20, 1915, Chi-

—

International Railway General Foremen's Association. Wm.
W. Broadway, Winona, Minn. Next convention, July 14
Sherman House, Chicago.
International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association. A.
worth, C. H. & D., Lima, Ohio.
Annual meeting, August

—

ITall, 829
17, 1915,
1

Wood-

.

17,

1915,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Reiilway Business Association

The Railway Business Association will hold
meeting and dinner at the Waldorf-Astoria,
December

The program

10.

be given out

of speakers,

is

it

sixth annual
York, on
announced, will

its

New

New

Nellis, 53 State St., Boston, Mass.
Next
Hotel Sherman, Chicago.
A. G. Thomason, Demurrage Commissioner, Boston, Mass.
Annual convention, April, 1915,
Richmond, Va.
American Association of Dining Car Superintendents. H. C. Boardman, D. L. & W., Hoboken, N. J. Next meeting, October, 1915.
American Association of Freight Agents. R. O. Wells, Illinois Central,
East St. Louis, 111. Annual meeting. May 21-24, 1915, Richmond, Va.
American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents. W. C.
Hope, C. R. R. of N. J., 143 Liberty St., New York.
American Association of Railroad Superintendents. E. H. Harman,
Room 101, Union Station, St. Louis, Mo. Next meeting, May 20-21,

May

4-7, 1915,

—

—

—

—

—

San Francisco,

Cal.

American Electric Railway Association.

—

—

Semi-annual meeting, November 18, The Blackstone, Chicago.
American Railway Bridge and Building Association. C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago. Next convention, October, 1915.
American Railway Engineering Association. 12. H. Fritch, 900 S. Mich-

—

—

Next convention, March 16-18, 1915, Chicago.
American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.
J. W. Taylor, 1112
Karpen Bldg., Chicago. Annual meeting. Tune 9-11, 1915, ."Atlantic
igan Ave., Chicago.

—

City, N. J.

—

Railway Safety Association. L. F. Shedd, C. R. I. &
Chicago.
Next meeting, November 10, Chicago.
American Railway Tool Foremen's Association. A. R. Davis, Central
.\merican

—

Georgia, Macon, Ga.

P.,

of

Annual meeting, July, 1915.
Prof. E. Marburg, University

-American Society for Testing Materials.

—

of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

American Society of Civil Engineers.— Chas. W. Hunt, 220 W. 57th
New York. Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Wednesday in month,

St.,

ex-

and August, 220 W. 57th St., New Y'ork.
American Society of Engineering Contractors. J. R. Wemlinger, 11
Broadway, New York. Regular meetings, 2d Thursday in month, at
2 P. M., 11 Broadway, New York.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
Annual meeting, December 1-4, 1914, New
39th St., New York.
cept June, July

—

—

Y'ork.

—

American Wood Preservers' Association. F, J. Angier, B. & O,, Mt.
Royal Sta., Ealtiraore, Md.
Next convention, January 19-21, 1915,
Chicago.

—

Association of American Railway Accounting Officers. E. R.' WoodAnnual
son, 1300 Pennsylvania Ave., N. W., Washington, D. C.
convention, .April 28, 1915. Atlanta, Ga.
Association of Manufacturers of Chilled Car
Lyndon. 1214 McCormick Bldg.. Chicago.

Wheels.

— George

W.

—

—

October, 1915.

—

P. W. Drew, Soo
Annual meeting, June 22-25,

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.

Adams

St.,

Chicago.

1915. Rochester, N. Y.

—

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers. G. P.
Next meeting, December 8-9,
Conard, 75 Church St., New York.
Richmond, Va.
Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association. L. D. Mitchell, Detroit
Graphite Co., Chicago, HI. Meetings with American Railway Bridge
and Building Association.
Canadian Railway Club.— James Powell, Grand Trunk, P. O. Box 7, St.
Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in
Lambert (near Montreal), Que.
month, except June, July and .August. Windsor Hotel. Montreal, Que.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers. Clement H. McLeod, 176 MansRegular meetings, 1st Thursday in October,
field St., Montreal, Que.
November, December, February, March and April. Annual meeting,
January, Montreal.
Car Foremen's Association of Chicago. .\aron Kline, 841 Lawler Ave.,
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except July and
Chicago.
August, Lytton Bldg., Chicago.
Central Railway Club.- H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in January. May. September and November.
Annual meetings, 2d Thursday in March. Hotel Statler, Buffalo, N. Y.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania. Elmer K. Hiles, 2511
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Tuesday,

—

—

—

—

Pittsburgh.

—

Freight Claim Association. Warren P. Taylor, R. F. & P., Richmond,
Va. Annual meeting. June 16, 1915, Chicago.
General Superintendents' Association of Chicago. A. M. Hunter, 321
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday, preceding 3d Thursday in month. Room 1856, Transportation Bldg.,

—

Chicago.

—

Regular meetings. 3d Friday
29 W. 39th St., New York.

in

New York.
month, except June, July and August,

—
—

Niagaga Frontier Car Men's Association.

E. Frankenberger, 623 Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y. Meetings monthly.
Peoria .Association of Railroad Officers. M. W. Rotchford, Union Station, Peoria, 111.
Regular meetings, 2d Thursday in month, Jeffersoir

Hotel, Peoria.

—

Railroad Club of Kansas City. C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas
City, Mo.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.
Railroad Master Ti.nners, Coppersmiths and Pipefitters' Association.
U. G. Thompson, C. & E. I., Danville, 111.
Annual meeting. May,

—

1915.

Railway Business AssociATioN.^Frank W. Noxon, 30 Church St., Nev»
York. Annual meeting, December 10, 1914, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,
York.

Railway Club of Piitsburgh.

—

B. Anderson,

J.

Room

207, P. R. R.

Sta.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Regular meetings, 4th Friday in month, except June,
July and August, Monongahela House, Pittsburgh.
Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Association. J. Scribner,
1021 Monadnock Block, Chicago.
Meetings with Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.
Railway Fire Protection Association.— C. B. Edwards, Fire Ins. -Agt.,
Mobile & Ohio, Mobile, Ala. Next meeting, October, 1915.
Railway Signal Association. C. C. Rosenberg, Times Bldg.. Bethlehem,
Pa. Annual meeting, September 21-24. 1915, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Railway Storekeepers' Association. J. P. Murphy, L. S. & M. S., Box C,
Collinwood, Ohio. Annual meeting. May 17-19, 1915, Hotel Sherman^
Chicago.
Railway Supply Manufacturers' .Association. J. D. Conway, 2136 Oliver
Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Meetings with Master Car Builders and'
Master Mechanics' Associations.

—

—

—

—

Railway Telegraph and Telephone Appliance

-Association.

— G.

-A.

Nelson,-

50 Church St., New York.
Meetings with Association of Railway
Telegraph Superintendents.
Richmond Railroad Club. F. 0. Robinson, C. & O., Richmond, Va,
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June. July and
August.
Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association. L. C. Ryan, C. &
N. W., Sterling, 111. Annual meeting, Septetmber, 1915.
St. Louis Railway Club.
B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,
Mo. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June, July and
August, St. Louis.
Salt Lake 'Transportation Club. R. E. Rowland, Hotel Utah Bldg.»
Regular meetings, 1st Saturday of each month.
Salt Lake City, Utah.

—

—

—

—

Salt Lake City.
Signal Appliance Association. F. W. Edmunds, 3868 Park Ave., New
York.
Meeting with annual convention Railway Signal Association.
Society of Railway Financial Officers. Carl Nyquist. C. R. I. & P.,
La Salle St. Sta., Chicago. Annual meeting, September, 1915.
Southern .Association of Car Service Officers. E. W. Sandwich, A. &
W. P. Ry., Atlanta, Ga. Next regular meeting, January 21, 1915,

—

—

—

Atlanta, Ga.

Association of Railway Claim Agents. C. W. Egan, B. & O., Baltimore,
Md. Annual meeting, third week in May, 1915, Galveston, Tex.
Association of Railway Electrical Engineers. Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
Annual meeting,
N. W., Room 411, C. & N. W. Sta., Chicago.
112 West

Mich.

July, .August and September, Boston.
York Railroad Club. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,

New

— E.

B. Buritt, 29 W. 39th St.,
New York. Annual convention, October, 1915, Atlantic City, N. J.
American Electric Railway Manufacturers' Association. H. C. McConnaughy, 165 Broadway, New York. Meetings with American Electric
Railway Association.
American Railway Association. W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New Y'ork.

Line,

14-17, 1915, Detroit,

Master Car Builders' .Association. J. W. Taylor. 1112 Karpen Bldg.,
Chicago. Annual meeting, June 14-16, 1915, Atlantic City, N. J.
National Railway Appliances Association.— Bruce V. Crandall, 537 So.
Dearborn St., Chicago. Next convention, March 15-19, 1915, Chicago.
New England Railroad Club. W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in month, except June,

—

dates of next or regular

secretaries,

Association.— F. M.

convention.

September

—

American Association of Demurrage Officers.

1915,

—

tion,

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS
BR.A.KE

—

New York. Annual convention. May 26 to 28, 1915, Chicago, 111.
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association of the United States
AND Canada. A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass. Ne.xt conven-

later.

The folhwing list gives names of
meetings, and places of meeting.

Air

Maintenance of Way and Master Painters' Association of the United
States and Canad.\.— T. I. Goodwin. C. R. I. & P., Eldon, Mo.
Next convention, November 17-19, 1914, Detroit, Mich.
Master Boiler Makers' Association. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,

—

Southern and Southwestern Railway Club. A. J. Merrill, Grant Bldg.,
Atlanta, Ga.
Regular meetings, 3d Thursdav, January, March, May,
July, September, November, 10 A. M., Candler Bldg., Atlanta.
Regular
Toledo Transportation Club. Harry S. Fox. Toledo, Ohio.
meetings, 1st Saturday in month, Boody House, Toledo.
Track Supply Association. W. C. Kidd, Ramapo Iron Works, Hillbum,
N. Y.
Meetings with Roadmaster's and Maintenance of Way .Asso-

—

—

ciation.

—

Traffic Club of Chicago. W. H. Wharton, La Salle Hotel, Chicago.
Traffic Club of New York. C. A. Swope, 291 Broadway, New York.
Regular meetings last Tuesday in month, except June, July and

—

August, Waldorf-Astoria,

New

York.

Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.— D. L. Wells, Erie R. R., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Meetings bimonthly, Pittsburgh. Annual meeting, 2d Monday in June.
Traffic Club of St. Louis. A. F. Versen, Mercantile Library Bldg.,
Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings
St. Louis. Mo.
October to May.
Train Despatchers' Association of America. J. F. Mackie, 7122 Stewart
Ave., Chicago.
Annual meeting June 15, 1915. Minneapolis, Minn.
Transportation Club of Detroit. W. R. Hurley, Superintendent's office,
L. S. & M. S., Detroit, Mich.
Meetings monthly, Normandie Hotel

—

—

—

Detroit.

East Buffalo, N. Y.

Western Canada Railway Club.
nipeg,

Man.

—

W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. R.,.
.Annual meeting. September, 1915. Chicago.
W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, WinRegular meetings, 2d Monday, except June, July and

Traveling Engineers' Association.

—

August, Winnipeg.

W. Taylor, 1112 Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
Regular meetings, 3d Tuesday in month, except June, July and
August, Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
Western Society of Engineers. J. H. Warder. 1735 Monadnock Block,
Regular meetings, 1st -Monday in month, except January,
Chicago.
Extra meetings, except in July and
July and August. Chicago.
August, generally on other Monday evenings.
Western

Railway Club.— J.

—
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Traffic

News
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The New York, Philadelphia & Norfolk has applied to the
State Corporation Commission of Virginia for authority to increase passenger fares on its line in that stale.

The

•a^i

the

supplement has followed
by the western roads in eliminating the

Official Classification in its latest

example

set recently

allowance of 500

lb.

dunnage on shipments

for

in closed cars.

Agricultural exhibit cars of the New York Central Lines began
a six weeks' trip through Ohio, Indiana and Illinois on November 2, for the purpose of advertising opportunities along the
New York Central Lines in New York. After the trip the entire
exhibit will be taken to the Panama exposition.

t;'is£i

The New York, New Haven & Hartford has filed new freight
to go into effect December 1, making general increases,
though there are some reductions. A sample change is that in
the rates from Providence to Boston, 44 miles, which at present
tariffs

are for the six classes,
they are 19, 16, 13, 10,

17,

14,

II, 8, 7,

6; while in the

new

tariffs

9, 8.

The Minnesota Railroad & Warehouse Commission has comshow that some railroads of that state have refunded $2,305,081 to shippers and passengers since August 1,
1913, for overcharges collected while the state rate case was pending in the courts.
Of this amount $258,742 was for passenger
rates and $2,046,338 for freight rates.
piled figures to

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe last week issued a notice
of an embargo on grain shipments to Galveston on account of
a lack of ships at that port to take away the grain.
Although
shipments aggregating approximately 3.000.000 bu. were sent
out from the port during the month of October, the number of
loaded cars has increased from day to day, while the number
of ships available has decreased.
Last week it was reported
that there was an accumulation of about 2,000 cars at Galveston.

i27

The
e

railroads entering Chicago have

on December

announced

that, effective

a charge will be made for less than carload trap
car service of 4 cents per 100 lb., with a minimum of 10,000 lb.,
or $4 a car; this in addition to the rates to or from main line
freight stations.
The charge must be paid by the consignor on

"5

1,

outbound business, and by the consignee on inbound business.
For quantities less than 10,000 lb. an additional charge will be
made ranging from $1 for amounts between 9,000 and 10,000, to
$6 for amounts less than 5.000 lb. per car.
is reported from Galveston that approximately $80,000
demurrage charges has accrued against export grain at
Galveston for the past two months. When the European war
began cars were arriving at the port at the rate of 400 to 500 a
day, and when there was a delay in securing vessels for the
transportation of the grain several thousand cars were tied
up on the railroad tracks in the vicinity of the port, and it
was necessary to impose an embargo for nearly three weeks.
Ship agents are opposing the payment of the bills for demurrage because the delay was caused by unexpected conditions.
Demurrage has accrued at the rate of $4 per car per day after

It

in

five days' detention.

'is. si

The

now

single contributor
Ohio. The Cuban Motank at Mobile which is
Blackstrap is the waste
kept filled with blackstrap molasses.
product from the sugar refineries of Cuba. It is carried from
Matanzas, Cuba, to Mobile in tank steamers which hold from
Since September 15 the quantity re500,000 to 1,500.000 gal.
The Cuban
ceived at Mobile has been nearly 3,000,000 gal.
Molasses Company operates 200 tank cars, with a carrying caThese carry blackstrap to St. Louis
pacity of 8,000 gal. each.
and Chicago, where, mixed with alfalfa, corn, oats and other
feeds, it is made into food for animals.

Ills.

blackstrap traffic

is

the largest

to the freight receipts of the Mobile
lasses Company has a 2,000,000-gal.

'5

2 *

o

&

The Greenbrier, Cheat & Elk River Railroad has made
c c«3 c

D>>>> I^SS^

&5>:S

appli-

cation to the West Virginia Public Service Commission for permission to proceed with plans for doing passenger business and
with,

making up

a tariff

and time

table.

The

line connects

with
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the Greenbrier division of the Chesapeake & Ohio at Cass and is
now being completed to Webster Springs, 35 miles west of Cass,
where connection is made with the Baltimore & Ohio. In June
the company was required by the state to establish itself as a
common carrier of freight and it is probable that the request
of the railroad now will be granted at once.
The road was
built several years ago as a private line for the hauling of the
company's own timber only. The passenger and freight service
will benefit the residents of eighteen stations on the hne, six
of them being Cass, Spruce, Laurel Bank, Bergoo, Fish HatchThe total population now to be served
ery and Hopkinsville.
by the railroad is between ten and fifteen thousand.

National Industrial Traffic League

The annual meeting
is

of the National Industrial Traffic

League

on November 12
be on Thursday, November 12,

to be held at the Congress Hotel. Chicago,

The annual dinner is to
13.
Congress Hotel, at which the speakers will be Edgar E.
Clark of the Interstate Commerce Commission and Walter L.
Fisher, ex-Secretary of the Interior. Among the committee reports will be those of the Executive Committee on dunnage allowances and proposed charges for trap car service, of the
committee on Car Demurrage and Storage on code of storage
rules, notification of consignor of refused and unclaimed freight,
postal card notices of arrival of freight, and demurrage charges
on refrigerator cars loaded with perishable freight; of the Speand

at the

limitation of liability of comCommittee on rate construcand reports of the committees on Weighing and Freight
Claims, the Advisory Committee on proposed charges for spotting of cars, the Special Committee on Uniform Classification
and the Special Committee on Relation with the National AssoOther subjects to be disciation of Railway Commissioners.
cussed include the National Traffic Conference and the establishment of an Information and Tracing Bureau. On Friday, November 13, there will be a luncheon followed by a trip through
the Chicago terminals, taking in the Union Stock Yards, the
Central Manufacturing District, the L'nion freight station of the
Chicago Junction, the union boat house of the Chicago River &
Indiana, Chicago river facilities and other points of interest.
cial

mon

Committee on Legislation on

carriers, of the Classification

tion,

Embargo on Live Stock

Traffic

A

widespread hoof-and-mouth epidemic is affecting cattle in
At Chicago on Tuesday Dr. S. E. Bennett
the middle west.
of the bureau of animal industry, declared that extensive
slaugther of suspected animals might be necessary. Among the
packers it was said that the immediate situation should make
for lower prices, as it was thought that cattle growers, rather
than risk disease among their herds, would rush their live stock
A thousand
to market, where it must be killed immediately.
men were engaged at the yards disinfecting the pens and runways.
One case of the malady appeared and was isolated for
On Wednesday the
complete observation by the scientists.
L'nion Stockyards, the largest cattle market in the world was
prevalence of the
of
the
because
ordered closed for several days
disease.
New York and Mar>-land were added to the states in
which quarantine were ordered by the government, cases being
Quarantines were aldiscovered at Buffalo and Hagerstown.
ready in force in Illinois, Indiana, Michigan and Pennsylvania.
The first appearance of the disease, it is said, was at Niles, Mich.
Increasing Revenues by Increasing the Commercial

Load

of Chicago, representing some
of the largest lumber shipping interests of the country, is actively
campaign
towards increasing railway
promoting a co-operative

The Lumbermen's Association

revenues on lumber

by securing heavier loading per car.
The association is educating lumber shippers and users in the
importance of heavier loading, recognizing that as the commercial
load of each car is increased it decreases the dead-weight percentage of the total load thus increasing the operating efficiency

much

of the carriers as to net returns on the traflic as well as conserving car supply in times of shortage. These efforts are bearing
fruit.
The Chicago S: Eastern Illinois reports an increase in
average loading on lumber traffic from 22.9 tons per car in 1910
to 24.5 tons per car in 1914
an average increase of 1.600 lb. per
car or 4 per cent, or 1 per cent per year.
As the minimums
in the tariffs naming rates on lumber have not been increased

—

57, inu.

19

of the improvement in the average loading must be credited

to energetic missionary

Advances

work.

in Freight Rates

on Central and Western Roads

The Western Trunk Line and Trans-Missouri roads have
filed tariffs with the Interstate Commerce Commission, effective
on December 1, which represent the first step in the programme
for increasing a number of commodity rates which are deemed
too low, and for following out the suggestions made by the Interstate Commerce Commission in the eastern 5 per cent general
advance case for the elimination of free services performed for
shippers.
Grain, grain products, hay, packing house products
and dressed meat, coke, apples and dairy products are affected
by the tariffs. The tariffs provide for a general advance of one
cent a hundred pounds in the rates on grain and grain products
from the western grain producing territory to points east of
the Missouri river, a general advance of two cents a hundred
pounds in the rate on hay from the same territory, a general
advance of 3J4 cents in the rates on packing house products
and fresh meats from western trunk line territory to Chicago,
Peoria and St. Louis, and points east thereof, an advance in
the minimum carload weight on flour and other grain products
from 30,000 lb. to 40,000 lb., and a similar advance in the minimum weights on coke. A charge of four cents a hundred
pounds, with a minimum of $4 per car, is proposed for less than
Another rule eliminates all arrangecarload trap car service.
ments for stopping cars in transit to finish loading or to partly
A charge of 1.'.4 cents a hundred
unload carload shipments.
pounds, with a minimum of $5 per car, is made for storing
apples in transit.
The storage privilege is eliminated on dairy
The local
products, such as butter, eggs and dressed poultry.
rates on hay and grain are not advanced west of the Missouri
river.
The tariffs pertaining to stopping in transit, trap car
service and storage apply both in Trans-Missouri and Western
Trunk Line territory. Similar tariffs have been filed with the

various state commissions.
The Central Freight Association roads have filed tariffs similar to the above.
These make general advances in rates on
grain
and grain products from central freight association
points to trunk line territory of one cent per 100 lb. A thorough
check has been made of unremunerative rates and a large number arc being transferred from exceptions back to a higher
The roads also have filed a number of
classification basis.
changes in rules, imposing a charge of 4 cents per 100 lb for
trap-car service and eliminating stop off privileges except for
live stock.
Charges are to be made for storage, and the charges
for reconsigning and diversion are advanced from $2 a car to
The rate on dressed beef from Chicago to New York will
$5.
soon be advanced from 45 cents per 100 lb. to SO cents, and
the minimum weight per carload advanced from 20,(XX) lb. to
21.000 lb.
Proportionate advances will be made in live stock
rates.
More tariffs are to be filed November 15.

Advances

in

Passenger Fares

in Central Territory

railroads in the Central Passenger Association have filed
tariffs with the Interstate Commerce Commission advancing interstate passenger fares in the territory west of Buffalo and
Pittsburgh, east of the Mississippi river, and north of the Ohio
and Potomac, to an approximate basis of 2^ cents a mile. The
present rates vary from 2 to lyi cents per mile. The tariffs are
to become effective on December 1, unless suspended by the

The

Interstate

some of

The following

Commerce Commission.
cities

in

the territory.
Present.

Cincinnati

Cleveland

$ 6.00

(standard)

7.75
6.75'
5.80

(differential)
St.

show
and other

figures

the changes in through fares between Chicago

important

traffic

—

Vol.

Louis
(standard)

BuiTalo

12.00
10.50

(differential)

New.
$ 7.00
8.55
7.55
7.50
13.10
11.60

rates do not change in any way the rates now effectbetween points within each state. No changes have yet been
for increases in fares between the Central Passenger Association territory and the Trunk Line territory, although increases in these rates are contemplated, and tariffs are to be
It is understood that the
filed as soon as they can be prepared.
standard fare between New York and Chicago will- be increased
from $20 to $2L10.
^

The new

ive

filed

_

.

.

November

6,
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hours thereafter, file a copy of such embargo, together with a
statement of the conditions rendering such embargo necessary,
the action required to remove such conditions, and the probable
time such embargo will be continued.
The commission states
that "it can not be said, of course, that the investigation to be

conducted by

this

commission

will

result in

any similar order.

commission to receive from both carriers
information as to the necessity for embargoes,
their frequency, their misuse (if any), their advantages, the
practicability or impracticability of requiring carriers to notify
the public generally as well as the commission of each
embargo, either before or after it takes effect. And to receive
any information which will assist the commission in determining
whether or not it is advisable for the commission to take any
action in the premises." The hearing in this matter will be held
It is the desire of the

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
Examiner Gutheim of the

Interstate

and shippers

Commerce Commission

heard evidence at Shreveport. La., on October 27, on the application of the Shreveport Chamber of Commerce to have the orders
of the commission in the Shreveport rate case apply to all of the
Texas railroads, instead of only those that were defendants in
the original case.

Commerce Commission has announced a hearmg
Chicago on November IS, on the question of the
absorption of tunnel and lighterage charges at Chicago by the
The

Interstate

in

Chicago on January

20.

to be held at

The railroads recently filed tariffs cancelling the
absorptions which were suspended by the commission on complaint of the Chicago Association of Commerce.

Rates on Coal (rem

railroads.

Examiner Dow of the Interstate Commerce Commission held
a hearing at Sioux City, la., on October 27, on a complaint of
Sioux City shippers that the low intrastate express rates in
South Dakota, which are lower to South Dakota points than the
interstate rates applicable from Sioux City, la., are discriminatory
against their business and have brought about a considerable
decrease in traffic
Examiner Bradley held a hearing at St. Louis on October 26,
on the complaint of the Merchants' Exchange of St. Louis and
the Southwestern Missouri Millers' Association on complications
arising from the variation of grain rates from points in Missouri,
as applied to state and interstate shipments. The St. Louis grain
shippers complain that they are discriminated against by a requirement of the eastbound carriers that inbound freight bills

showing an interstate rate has been paid shall be surrendered in
order to secure reshipping rates on grain to eastern cities from
Where no such inbound freight bill can be shown the
St. Louis.
roads charge a rate of 4 cents per
grain and flour from St. Louis and
The complaint of the Southwestern
the railroads will not apply the low

100

Ih.

East

higher for shipping
Louis to the east.

St.

Millers' Association

is

that

intrastate rate prescribed by
shipments from points in Missouri to

the Missouri statute on
points outside the state, unless the shipment
point within the state, such as St. Louis.

is

delivered at a

A hearing was held at Chicago on October 27, before Examiner
Gartner on the classification rules regarding articles too long
or too bulky to be loaded in box cars through the side door. The
hearing was held on complaints from a large number of iron and
steel manufacturers who ask the commission to reopen the case
on account of the ambiguity of the present rules adopted by
order of the commission. The present rules provide that when
1.
c. 1. shipments of articles are loaded on a flat or gondola car
on account of their being too bulky to be loaded in a box car
through the side door thereof, they shall be charged at actual
weight and 1. c. 1. class rates for each article, provided that in
no case shall the charge for each article be less than for 5,000
lb. at the first class rate.
For articles too long to be loaded
through the side door of a box car the charge is not less than
for 5,000 lb. at first class rate for each shipment for one consignee.
Objection was made by the representatives of the shippers
against the minimum on bulky articles as penalizing each article.
instead of applying to entire shipments, and because the rules are
open to question and to various interpretations as to when an
article is too long or too bulky.
The commission in connection with its investigation in the
matter of embargoes, docket 7,0S0, calling for a general inquiry
regulations and practices of carestablishing embargoes." announces in reply to a number of communications that it is not able to outline in advance
In May, 1914, the
the exact scope or extent of the inquiry.
Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada ordered all carinto "the subject of the ru-es.
riers in

riers subject to its jurisdiction to show capse why an order
should not be issued prohibiting the issuing of an embargo
for a period longer than four days without at least 10 days'
previous notice. In November, 1912, the board issued an order
requiring that any railway issuing an embargo shall, within 48

Points on the Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal
R2iilway

&

Pittsburgh
Southwestern Coal Company et al. v, WabashPittsburgh Terminal et al. Opinion by Commissioner Daniels:
The commission finds that the combination carload rates on
bituminous coal from points on the Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal
in Pennsylvania to destinations in other states on and reached
via the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie and the Baltimore & Ohio are
unreasonable and prejudicial to complainants to the extent that
they exceed by more than 10 cents per ton joint carload rates
on bituminous coal for hauls to the same destinations from
mines on the West Side Belt. The defendants are therefore
ordered to establish joints rates from these points on the
Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal, which shall not exceed by more
than 10 cents per ton the rates to the same destinations from
points on the West Side Belt.
(31 I. C. C, 660.)

Rates on Deciduous Fruit from California

Railroad Commission of the State of California v. Alabama
Great Southern et al. Opinion by Commissioner Meyer:
Complaint is made against the reasonableness of the minimum carload weight of 26,000 lb., applying on deciduous fruit
shipped under refrigeration from points in California and the
reasonableness of the existing refrigeration rate on carload
shipments of deciduous fruit from points in California to DenKansas City, St. Louis, Chicago, New Orleans, Philadelphia,
New York and points common to each of these destinations.
Practically all of the deciduous fruit traffic moves under refrigeration.
very large portion of the service is furnished by
the Pacific Fruit Express and the Santa Fe Refrigerator Dispatch
company. The commission, following the lines laid down in
the Arlington Heights case (20 I. C. C, 107), relating to refrigeration charges on California citrus fruits, finds that the
present refrigeration rates on deciduous fruits are not unreasonable.
In its investigation the commission made a study of
costs of this service.
Since over half of the traffic moves to
Chicago and points east, 24 cars of the total list, destined to
Chicago, were taken as typical of the entire movement.
It was found that the average ice consumption per car of the
The total tonnage of
cars destined to Chicago was 13.69 tons.
the cars in question was 310.03. The total cost of this tonnage
was found to be $785.73, giving an average minimum cost per
ton of ice of $2.53. .Accordingly the average minimum ice cost
per car to Chicago, using this cost per ton and the proper average tonnage of 13.69 was found to be $34.64. The other charges
included in the refrigeration cost were as follows hauling cost

ver,

A

:

additional cost of supervision, $3.00; additional
damage to car, $5.00; extra switching, $1.75; a total of $66.89.
The present refrigeration rate to Chicago is $75 per car.
The commission also finds that the present minimum weight
which was changed some time ago from 24,0(X) lb. to 26.000 lb.,
The commission states that while it is very
is not excessive.
probably the fact that the increase in the minimum weight with
some resulting increase in the average height of the load of
fruit in the car has resulted in increased deterioration, it is not
warranted in prescribing a reduction on the basis of the evidence submitted by complainant, this evidence consisting mainly
of statements and figures showing the difference between the selling prices of the fruit in the lower tiers and that in the top tier
and the percentage of loss in the value of the latter. The commission also holds that the bare comparison of the minimum ap-

of

ice,

$22.50;

:

:
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from other States is not
sufficient to alter the conclusion induced by a consideration of
the California minimum considered by itself that it is not unreasonably high. (32 I. C. C, 17.)
California Fruit Growers' Association ct

al.

z:

Alabama Great

Opinion by Commissioner Meyer:

et al.

Upon

a complaint attacking the refrigeration rates on deciduous
fruit shipped from California to destinations in other states, the
freight rates on deciduous fruit from California points to points
in certain southeastern states, and the present minimum weight

The Southern Railway

Pacific el

al.

on shipments of deciduous

fruits

Ot<inion by

from California points
and a

for the establishment of lower rates than the existing
ones adopted in 1912, the commission in accordance with the
conclusions in Railroad Commission of the State of California
V. Alabama Great Southern (32 I. C. C. 17) holds that the existing refrigeration rates are not excessive and that no reparation
should be awarded for the diftcrence between 1911 and 1912
petition

(32

I.

C.

in the

Southeast

Opinion by the commission
The carriers affected by the order in "l-'ourth Section \'iolations in the Southeast" (30 I. C. C. 153) reported in the Railway Age Gacette of May 15, 1914, page 1067, have found that in
endeavoring to check rates in response to that and various other
orders, some of the restrictions have the eflfect of preventing
them from establishing a properly related rate adjustment. They
therefore ask for such modification of the order as will permit
the establishment of rates that will preserve certain long-standing
group relations. The commission has therefore modified the
order along the following lines
The original report contained a scale of average rates which
was adopted as a basis. The supplemental report corrects this

I.

from Baltimore.
In the original report it was stated that carriers operating circuitous routes at least 15 per cent greater in length than the lines
described in the report, could meet the competition of the direct lines at the more distant points. It is now ordered that the
distances on which the 15 per cent is to be figured will be computed from the gateways on the various routes and not from
the original points of origin.
The carriers will be'authorized to include Helena in the group
containing such points as Valdosta, Quitman, etc., provided the

C.

C.

61.)

STATE COMMISSIONS
Public Service Commission on October 30
filed by the railroads increastickets from 2 cents a mile to 2%
tariffs took effect November 1.

The Massachusetts
approved
ing

table in the case of certain rates for a two-line haul which were
less than for a one-line haul of equal length.
The rates named in the corrected scale will be observed as
maxima in establishing rates on both numbered and lettered
classed from Baltimore to intermediate points on routes to more

distant lower rated points, but the rates named in the scale when
applied from New York or Philadelphia over the constructive
mileage as computed in the report will be . increased by the
amount of the differentials on these classes by which the rates
from New York or Philadelphia now usually exceed the rates

make changes

accord with the fourth section. The proviso is made, however,
that the rates to points south of Jackson and Meridian shall not
exceed the rates for like distances shown in the corrected scale.
The order is also so modified as to permit a realinement of
rates from Cairo, Cincinnati, Louisville, St. Louis and Chicago
to points intermediate to Memphis.
Carriers operating routes from Chicago, St. Louis and the
Ohio river crossings may continue the same rates to Jackson
and Meridian that are maintained to these points by the direct
lines, and also continue rates to points between Jackson and
Meridian on a prescribed scale of differentials ranging from
three cents on first class to two cents on class H higher than the
(32
rates concurrently applicable to Jackson and Meridian.

C, 48).

Fourth Section Violations

be authorized to

to

scribed scale.
The carriers will be authorized to establish a new scale of
rates from Louisville and other Ohio river crossings to local
points between the Chattahoochee river and Bainbridge, Ga.
The original order is modified so as to permit a realinement of
the rates from Cairo, St. Louis and Chicago to Jackson and
Meridian and points north and south thereof, so that they will

to destinations in other states during the season of 1911,

rates.

cities

from Memphis, Cairo and other points north thereof to Jackson
that are maintained by the direct line of the Illinois Central, and
higher rales to intermediate points between Memphis and Jackson, provided the rates to these points are so corrected as not to
exceed the rates for like distances shown in the corrected pre-

a complaint against the reasonableness of the refrigeration

rates paid

will

points on its Memphis division
necessary to correct fourth section violations.
The Yazoo & Mississippi Valley may continue for two years
after the effective date of the order in this case the saiiie rates

from eastern

rates

in

;

On

No. 19

Andrews Bay, the Georgia Coast & Piedmont, the Georgia &
Florida, etc., may meet the rates at their junction points established by their trunk line connections and continue higher rates
to intermediate local points for two years from the date of this
report.

of 26,000 lb. applicable to the deciduous fruit traffic from California, the commission finds that as to the refrigeration rates
and the minimum weight there is no evidence in this case warranting a different conclusion from that reached in Railroad Commission of the State of California v. Alabama Great Southern
(32 I. C. C, 17) and that as to the freight rates to southeastern
destinations the meager evidence introduced is not sufficient to
warrant the extensive reductions sought. Complainants are referred to the decision in Pacific Fruit Exchange v. Southern Pacific 31, I. C. C, 159, which dealt with the rates to Tampa, Fla.,
and Montgomery, Ala. (32 I. C. C, 51).
Pacific Fruit Exchange v Southern
Commissioner Meyer:

57,

The order in Board of Trade of CarroUton, Ga., v. Central
of Georgia (28 I. C. C, 154), is modified to the extent that the
carriers will be allowed to establish class rates from Baltimore
to CarroUton equal to those to Cedartown, Ga., and from Louisville to CarroUton the same as to Newnan, Ga.
The carriers operating certain short roads in this territory,
such as the Alabama, Tennessee & Northern, the Atlanta & St.

plicable to shipments of deciduous fruit

Soutlwrn

Vol.

the

cents.

which have been

tariffs

price

of mileage

The new

The Railroad Commission
tion of

has
'

of Louisiana, acting on the applicain the city of New Orleans,
railroads entering that city to close their
p. m., on Saturdays throughout the year.

commercial organizations

authorized

all

freight houses at

1

A

delegation of prominent negroes has appealed to the North
Carolina Corporation Commission concerning the "Jim (_row
service on the railroads of that state. Their principal complaint
is that the railroad companies are using old \vooden cars for
the "Jim Crow" service and sandwiching them between the big
steel coaches for the white people and the steel express and
mail cars and powerful locomotives where, in case of wrecks,

they are smashed and the lives and limbs of the negroes far

more greatly imperiled than those of any others on the
They want an order requiring all steel or all wood trains.

train.

PERSONNEL OF COMMISSIONS

to points in Atlanta territory between Eufaula and Macon, and
between the Chattahoochee river and Cordele, lower than those
to intermediate points in Montgomery subterritory between Mont-

nominations made by Governor Haines of Maine are
confirmed by the executive council the new public utilities commission of that state will be composed of three lawyers. The
salary of $5,(XX)) Hon.
governor has nominated for chairman
Benjamin F. Cleaves, judge of the municipal court in Biddeford,
and for the two other commissionerships William B. Skelton and
Samuel W. Gould, as heretofore noticed (October 30, p. 794).
Judge Cleaves is one of the best-known lawyers in the state and
has been prominent in Republican politics. In view of the fact
that sentiment is strongly against a board of three lawyers it is

gomery and

thought that there

rates established from Cincinnati and the other Ohio river crossings and from New Orleans are not exceeded at intermediate

points on any reasonably direct line.
The carriers may continue rates from Louisville and lower
Ohio river crossings to Opelika, Ala., and paints in Montgomery
subterritory lower than those to intermediate points south of
Atlanta in Atlanta subterritory, and also rates from Cincinnati

the Chattahoochee river.

If the

(

may

be opposition in the council.

:

XOVEMBER

6,
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despatcher

at that point; F. T. Milligan, trainmaster on the
Cascade division at Everett, Wash., has been appointed train
despatcher at Spokane, Wash., and C. D. Meily, trainmaster on
the Butte division at Great Falls, Mont., has been appointed
yardmaster at Cut Bank, Mont. All these trainmasters formerly
held the positions to which they are again appointed, owing to
a retrenchment policy.

Railway Officers
Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

H. D, Chamberlain has been appointed acting freight claim
agent of the Delaware & Hudson, with headquarters at Albany,
N. Y., succeeding C. W. Nash, freight claim agent, resigned.
H. C. Pribble, freight claim auditor of the Atchison, Topeka
Santa Fe. has been appointed general freight claim agent,
with headquarters at Topeka, Kan. The position of claims attorney, formerly held by the late J. D. M. Hamilton, has been

&

abolished.

G. B. Herbert has been appointed freight claim agent of the
Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio, the Texas & New Or-

Houston & Texas Central, the Houston East & West
Texas and the Houston & Shreveport, with headquarters at

leans, the

Houtson, Tex., to succeed R. A. Taylor, resigned.
F. A. Lehman, assistant to the vice-president in charge of
operation of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, has been transferred to Newton, Kan., as acting general superintendent of the
eastern lines. Western district, succeeding Edward Raymond,
who temporarily takes the place of Mr. Lehman, with office at
Chicago.

William Hodgins Biggar, whose election as vice-president and
general counsel of the Grand Trunk Pacific, with headquarters
at Montreal, has already been announced in these columns, was

born

on

1852,

at

September 19,
Carrying Place,
Ont., and was educated

Traffic

Joel L. Priest, industrial agent of the Oregon Short Line at
BoisCj Idaho, has been appointed general agent at that point.

John A. Miller, general agent of the freight department of the
Great Northern at Seattle, Wash., has been promoted to district
freight and passenger agent, with headquarters at Bellingham. a

new

position.

Tobron, division freight agent of the Lake Shore & MicliSouthern at Youngstown, Ohio, has been transferred to
Toledo in a similar capacity, succeeding A. E. Billings, retired
under the pension rules of the company. F. D. Hurst, general
agent at Pittsburgh, Pa., succeeds Mr. Tobron, and J. J. Monks,
commercial agent at Omaha, Neb., takes the place of Mr. Hurst.
B.
igan

J.

Hamilton, who has been appointed general freight agent
Lehigh \'alley, with headquarters at New York, as
been announced in these columns, began railway work as a clerk on the Philadelphia & Reading at Philadelphia, Pa., and subsequently was local freight agent and soliciting freight agent on that road.
He then was appointed
agent of the Reading Despatch Fast Freight Line, with head-

H.

of

C.

the

has

already

quarters at Philadelphia, leaving that position to become division
freight agent of the Lehigh Valley, at Newark, N. J.
He was
then consecutively New England freight agent division freight
agent at Buffalo, and at the time of his recent appointment was
assistant general freight agent of the same road.
;

Toronto, Ont. Mr.
Biggar entered the serv-

Edward P. Cockrell, whose appointment as general passenger
agent of the Chicago. Indianapolis & Louisville, with headquarters at Chicago, has already been announced in these col-

Grand Trunk

umns, was born October

at

LIpper

Canada

Col-

lege,

ice

of the

on February 1, 1881, and
on December 31, 1S02,
was appointed assistant

1.

and

the

Pacific,

the

W. H.

Grand Trunk

Grand
and on

clerk

sition

at

Operating

C.

M.

Mitchell, trainmaster of the third district of the Cin-

New

Orleans & Texas Pacific, at Oakdale, Tenn., has
been transferred as trainmaster to the second district, and T. C.
Blackwell, chief despatcher at Danville, Ky., succeeds Mr.
Mitchell.

A. B. Woodward, trainmaster on the Montana division of
the Great Northern at Havre, Mont., has been appointed chief
Nile Shaw, trainmaster on the
train despatcher at that place
Kalispel division at Whitefish, Mont., has been appointed chief
;

1891,

which po-

to

assistant

general passenger agent,
which office he will re-

Fisher has been appointed chief train despatcher of the
Canadian Pacific at Lethbridge. Alta., succeeding W. J. Manley.

cinnati,

April,

he held until AuHe was then

promoted

W.

T. Cantrell, supervisor of transportation of the Baltimore
& Ohio, has been appointed assistant superintendent of the Monongah division, with headquarters at Grafton, W. Va.

until

gust, 1909.

Mr.

S.

1889,

when he was advanced
to chief clerk,

Pacific,

H. W. Buskirk has been appointed assistant manager of the
Continental Line and the Central States Dispatch, with headquarters at Cincinnati, Ohio.

1,

with the Chicago & AtIn .September of
the followin.g year Mr.
Cockrell
went to the
Chicago, Indianapolis &
Louisville,
with which
road he has remained
ever since
He was rate

Biggar also retains the position of general counsel of the Grand
Trunk.

C.

in

lantic.

15

with headquarters
Montreal, Que.

Biggar

educated

way work April

he was
elected
vice - president
and general counsel of

September

Kinmundy,

at

He was

public
and
high
schools, and began rail-

general counsel.
About
two years later he was
appointed general solicitor of the same road.
On January 10, 1910, he
was appointed general
counsel of the Grand

Trunk
Trunk

1870,

111.

the

Cockr,

with

headquarters

at

Chic;

f

January 1,
appointment as
general passenger agent,
the same road becomes eftain

until

when

his

fective.

M. V. Richards. land and industrial agent of the Southern Railat Washington. D. C, has been appointed commissioner in
charge of the industrial and agricultural department, recently
formed by the consolidation of the land and industrial department, the department of farm improvement work and the live

way

This department takes in the following roads
Southern Railway. Geo-gia Southern & Florida, Mobile & Ohio.
Southern Railway in Mississippi, Northern Alabama and Virginia
& Southwestern. H. E. Waernicke has been appointed assistant
commissioner, and Z. P. Smith has been appointed immigration
agent at Washington. D. C, and the following industrial and immigration agents have been appointed: O. J. Stephens, Atlanta,
Ga.; T. G. Wood, Charlotte, N. C. J. W. Paige. Chattanooga,
Tenn.: H. R. Buckev. Jacksonville, Fla., and W. L. Henderson,
stock department.

;

—
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Mobile, Ala. C. S. Chase has been appointed western industrial
and immigration agent, and F. B. Ayres, G. W. Lee and R. G.
Hanson, Jr., have been appointed traveling industrial and immigration agents, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.

William Pittman Hinton, whose appointment as assistant passenger traffic manager of the Grand Trunk and the Grand
Trunk Pacific, with headquarters at Montreal, Que., has already been announced in
these columns, was born

on August 30, 1871, at
Ottawa, Ont.. and was
educated at Ottawa Col-

Equipment and Supplies

He

Institute.

May

in

is

The

in the

market for 2 pas-

Hook Proving Grounds.

Central recently classed a large number of
cars as unfit for the heavy and continuous service
of them under normal conditions, and is scrapping

Illinois

freight

its

required

them

at the rate of 300 a month.
However, these cars are also
for sale and a purchaser has the privilege of selecting any kind
of car or cars in the series.
price has been affixed each car,
which is approximately the scrap value of the car. The company will deliver these cars free of charge to any point on its

until

installing

an inter-locking plant

at

—

his

in

when

is

Helena, Ga., the crossing of the Atlanta division with the Seaboard AW Line.

Railway Construction in Venezuela in 1913. The only conwork carried on or under consideration in Venezuela
the extension of the Central
during 1913 was the following
Railway to its present terminus at Santa Teresa the e.xtension of
the Tachira Railway at its southern end, and building operations
on a branch of the Bolivar Railway which will extend from
Palma Sola to San Felipe.
struction

;

;

the

remaining in that position until January 1, 1S07, when he was appointed assistant general passenger
agent of the same road at Montreal. On May 1. 1909, he was
appointed general passenger agent of the Grand Trunk Pacific
at Winnipeg, Man., and on January 1, 1914. was promoted to
assistant passenger traffic manager of the same road at Winnipeg, and now became also assistant passenger traffic manager
of the Grand Trunk, with headquarters at Montreal, Que., as
atlantic passenger traffic,

above noted.
Engineering and Rolling Stock

Cyrus Miller has been appointed roadmaster of the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe at Moline, Kan., in place of Lee Claiborne.
C. Doherty has been appointed roadmaster at Plainview, Tex.,
R. B. Ball, division engineer. Coast
to succeed H. S. Bruce.
lines, at Los Angeles. Cal., has been appointed engineer Grand
W. D. Cloud has been appointed asdivision at Los Angeles.
sistant signal supervisor. Coast lines, at Los .Angeles, Cal., in

W.

States Government

SIGNALING

Grand Trunk absorbed
y\,
p Hinton
the Canada Atlantic he
became general agent in the passenger department of the Grand
Trunk at Ottawa, Ont., in charge of immigration and trans-

place of

planning to reinforce 4,500 wooden

senger cars to be used at the Sandy

The Southern Railway

February.
1903, as general freight
and passenger agent of
the same road.
In Oc1905,

The United

is

From

general
agent.
freight
and then was general

tober,

Rutl.\nd R.\ilroad
stock, box and flat cars.

desired by the purchaser.
There was a total of approximately 10,000 cars, of which 5,451 are left, divided as follows:
fiat, 542 coal and
487 refrigerator cars.

March, 1898, to July,
1901, he was assistant

agent,

CAR BUILDING
The

the traffic

department.

appointment

for export to Cuba.

3,567 box, 78 furniture, 605 stock, 68 fruit, 104

Canada Atlantic, and in
September 1891, became
clerk

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING
Carr Brothers, New York, have ordered one 0-6-4 type narrow gage locomotive from the Davenport Locomotive Works

line,

the au3, 1887,
ditor's department of the
in

freight

|
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A

began railway work on

rate

No. 19

Elliott,

fund association, and his former duties have been assumed by
Mr. Elliott was born
the assistant passenger traffic manager.
on August 22. 1860, and began railway work in 1882. as city
In
ticket agent on the Central N'ermont. at Montreal, Que.
May, 1897. he entered the service of the Grand Trunk and has
been in the continuous service of that road ever since, holding
various positions in the traffic department until his appointment
in May, 1900, as assistant general passenger and ticket agent.
He subsequently served as first assistant general passenger
agent at Montreal, and later at Chicago, until March, 1911,
when he was appointed general passenger agent at Montreal.

legiate

57,
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general passenger agent of the Grand Trunk
at Montreal, Que., owing to a rearrangement of the duties of
the general officers of the passenger department was retired on
October 31, under the rules of the superannuation and provident

H. G.

Vol.

F. Price.

—

from Asuncion

This
to Encarnacion, a distance of 230 miles.
connection with \illa Rica, the second city of the
republic.
Freight trains are run as needed. Almost all the important towns are on the rivers and freight can be sent by river
steamers. The wagon roads are pcc^r and travel over them said
to be almost impossible.
is

gives

rail

—

Destruction of Railways by Warfare. The destruction of
railway permanent way, stations, plant, rolling stock and general equipment will by the end of the war have been stupendous,
and manufacturers will for a long time be busy replacing the
The Boulogne correspondent of the London
awful wastage.
Daily Telegraph writes, September 26, that "a German patrol
has blown up the railway bridge across the river Ancre, at
Mivaumont, Somme. This bridge is on the line to Paris, via
The railway lines have suffered greatly in
Lille and Amiens.
Sometimes it was the French who blew the bridges
the north.
up to prevent the enemy's advance, and sometimes it was the
enemy, as they did at Corbehem. It was. however, more often

Germans than French. Up to now
de Fer du Kord has lost about 179

OBITUARY
Walter Lee McGill, secretary of the Southeastern
Association at Atlanta, Ga., died on October 28, at his
that city, at the age of 50.

George Morrison Roberts, formerly for many years

—

Railway Facilities in Paraguay. Transportation between
points in the Republic of Paraguay is by rail or river steamer.
There is one railway the Centra! Paraguay Railway. Its line

Freight

home

New

in

is

A

Eng-

land passenger agent of the Pennsylvania Railroad at Boston,
Mass., died on October 27, at his home in Maiden. Mass., at the
age of 76.

the

Compagnie du Chemin

From .\ntwerp,
bridges."
reported that recently Belgian military engineers succeeded
in passing through the German lines and blowing up a railway
viaduct at Bierghes, between Mons and Brussels, and about fiftelegram from Weihsein says that
teen miles from the capital.
Chinese troops have blown up and destroyed a railway bridge
over the Tayu-ho. These are, of course, only a few instances
of the work of destruction which is going on in all parts of the
vast field of hostilities. The Engineer.
it

November

6,
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Supply Trade News

Railway Construction

I

f
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The American Car & Foundry Company has announced
its

plants at St. Louis,

on December
R.

way

Mo., and Madison,

that

will be closed

III.,

1.

Harvey White, southern representative of the Chicago RailSignal & Supply Company, Chicago, was promoted to the

position

of

signal

engineer of that company, October

1,

1914.

H. C. Hequembourg, who has been the general purchasing
agent of the American Locomotive Company since its organization, has resigned to accept the vice-presidency of the Standard Chemical Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. This company is said
to be the largest producer of radium in the world.

M. Wuerpel, assistant general manager of the General Railway
Signal Company, Rochester, N. Y., has been appointed assistant
to the president of that company, effective November 1. Effective
on the same date S. G. Johnson, who was recently elected vicepresident, will be in full charge of the sales department (including all branch and foreign offices, commercial engineering,
commercial inspection and contract installation) reporting to the
Mr. Johnson will have headpresident and general manager.
quarters at Rochester. All those in the sales department formerly
reporting to the president and general manager or to the assistant general manager or the sales manager will now report to
department of
and receive instructions from Mr. Johnson.
publicity and education has been created and H, M. Sperry has
been appointed the manager of it, reporting to the president and
general manager and co-operating closely with all departments.
This department will take over the advertising and catalog
work, and in addition will undertake an educational campaign
along the lines that have proved successful in other corporations.

A

—

Baltimore & Ohio. The report of this company for the year
ended June 30, 1914, shows that with the exception of the
Magnolia cut-off the more important improvement work authorized by the company has been completed.
A third track has
been completed and put in operation between Green Spring,
W. Va., and Little Cacapon, 7.6 miles. At Winchester. Va., a
2,100-ft. line was built to a connection with the Cumberland
Valley Railroad. Progress has also been made during the year
on the double tracking of the Chicago division. The second
track between Defiance, Ohio, and The Bend, 8.96 miles, was
completed and put in service. The Chicago division is now all
double track, with the exception of 1.10 miles through the city
of Defiance, Ohio, and 23.27 miles between Milford Junction,
Ind., and LaPaz Junction.
Work has also steadily progressed
on the new double track line, and relocation of parts of the old
line

known

as the

Cherry River Southern.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS

— The Lutz-Webster Engineering Company,

Philadelphia, Pa., has recently issued a leaflet entitled
"Bulletin No. 4," illustrating and treating briefly of a number of
Lutz tools, and ajso a leaflet describing briefly the proposed prize
contest covering the use of Lutz compression tools.
Inc.,

probably be

—

Sprocket and Traction Wheels. The Lehigh Car, Wheel &
Axle Works, Catasauqua, Pa., has issued catalog No. SO, en-

The booklet is primarily a
"Fuller Quality Products."
covering the company's line of face hardened sprocket
and traction wheels, but it also gives general descriptions of the
company's special castings for all uses requiring resistance to
abrasive wear.
titled

price

list

;

to start either at kilometer 35 or at the terminal of the
small branch already built toward the north and to run 62 miles
in a northwesterly direction. These lines wil be of meter gage, as
are the other lines of the Santa Fe Railway. The act provides
that the contract for construction must be signed within six
months after promulgation of the law. Plans are to be submitted to the government within one year after the signing of
the contract, and work is to commence six months after the approval of plans, and to be terminated within two years from
line

date of commencement.

—An

and

officer

in February,

let

this work
December

1915,

to

is

1.

Chicago Great Western.

— This

company has awarded

a con-

dyke along the
east bank of the Missouri river at a point just opposite Leavenworth, Kan., to Dewitt & Shobe, Glasgow, Mo. U. S. standard
piles will be used.
The cost will be approximately $30,000.
tract for the construction of 1,700 lineal feet of

—

Illinois Central.- This company has awarded a contract for
the grading work involved in the building of a 2.5 mile spur line
running from Oakridge, III., to the Peabody Coal Company's
mines No. 3, located in Williamson county. 111., to M. H. Windham, Centralia, 111. The yardage is estimated at 33,(XX) cu. yd.

—

Norfolk & Western. An oflScer writes that a contract has
been given to J. J. Boxley & Son, Roanoke. Va., to build five
miles of branch lines with a short tunnel from the Dry Fork
branch at Rift, near Berwind. W. Va. The new branches are
to be known as the Jacobs Fork and Cucumber branches.

—

Argentine Railway Construction. On September 29 the
Argentine Chamber of Deputies passed an act authorizing the
Santa Fe Railway to construct and operate the following lines
in connection with its system:
(1) A line starting at the present station of Charadai to run westward 59 miles, this to include
authorized
of
47
miles
already
the branch line
(2) a branch

improvement, between Or-

expected to be finished on the other
About 25 miles of the work will be
difficult and heavy, and the other ten miles will be comparatively
light construction.
The estimated cost of building the line will
be $15,000 a mile.
The maximum grade will be 1 per cent,
and the maximum curvature 16 deg.
There will be eight
trestles ranging in length from 100 to 450 ft. each.
The principal commodities to be carried will be lumber and timber.
H. L. Kirtley, president; E. H. Venable, chief engineer,
Charleston, W. Va.
(October 30, p. 818.)
located,

—

B.\LL Bearings. The S. K. F. Ball Bearing Company, New
York, has recently issued bulletin No. 16, entitled "S. K. F. Ball
Bearings Applied to Electric Motors." The catalog aims to show
wherein S. K. F. ball bearings excel and to indicate their advantages for application on motors, the latter subject being treated
under such heads as lubrication, maintenance charges, compactness,
durability, etc.
Several views are given of various installations.

cut-off

writes that contracts
build a 35-mile line
from Curtin, W. Va., which is on the Baltimore & Ohio. The
projected route from Curtin is along the south side of Gauley
river to the mouth of Hominy creek, 20 miles, thence up
Hominy creek eight miles, thence along Angling creek five miles
to Meadow river and along that stream two miles to Bays
Ferry near the point at which the counties of Nicholas, Greenbrier and Fayette meet.
About 25 miles has been permanently
will

10 miles by

Compression Tools.

Magnolia

Road, W. Va., and Little Cascapon, which will effect a
saving of 5.8 miles in distance and 877 deg. of curvature. It is
expected that this work will be completed and placed in operation during the coming fiscal year.
leans

Piedmont

& Northern

build an extension,

it

is

(Electric).

— This

company plans

to

from Spartanburg, N. C, north to
to complete the gap between the north-

said,

Gastonia, about 32 miles,
ern and the southern lines. The company also plans to build
from the present terminus of the northern line at Charlotte north
(April 17,
via Concord, Salisbury and Greensboro to Durham.
p.

927.)

—

An officer writes confirming the report that a contract has been given to Walton &
Princeton Power Company's Line.

Co., Falls

Mills, Va.,

and grading work

is

now under way on

a line between Princeton, W. Va., and Bluefield. 12 miles. There
The maximum grade will
will be five steel bridges on the line.
be 7 per cent in city limits and 3.5 per cent outside the cities.
G. H. Hill, chief engineer,
S. J. Evans, president. Princeton
;

Bluefield.

(October

22,

page 11^:)
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Southern Electric.

— This

company has completed

Vol.
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work on

18 miles of electric line between St. Paul, Minn., and
Hastings and this section is now open for business. The plans
call for building an extension south of Hastings to connect
Cannon Falls, Zumbrota. Pine Island, Oronoco, Douglas. Roches-

Red Wing and Lake
now under way on the

is

construction

It is said that

City.

ter,

36 miles.

from Cannon

work

Zumbrota,
I. Todd, Jr., viceT. Hutchinson, secretary and treas-

section

and

Z.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES
Minn.

— The

Great Northern will build a new passenger
depot at -Ada. Minn., in accordance with an order of the Railroad and Warehouse Commission of Minnesota, which provides that the station shall be constructed by December 1, 1915.
Ad.a,

—

B.\LTiM0RE, Md. The report of the Baltimore & Ohio for the
year ended June 30, 1914. shows that at Elkridge. Md., the work
of eliminating grade crossings at Washington road is well under
way and at Frederick Junction, Md.. an overhead bridge has
The work of eliminating grade crossings
been reconstructed.
in Baltimore. Md., Cincinnati, Ohio, and Chicago has been continued in accordance with the arrangements with those cities,
and this work will extend over a period of years. Arrangements have also been made for the elimination of an important
grade crossing at Lorain. Ohio.
The new passenger subway
under Baltimore street. Cumberland. Md.. has been finished
and is now in use, and at South Cumberland new engine facilities, consisting of engine house, boiler house, machine shop,
coaling station, ash pit and sand house were completed and put
in service.
Combined passenger and freight stations were built
at Lore City, Ohio, and Lexington, and the passenger station
.\dditional freight facilities,
at Lexington. \"a.. was remodeled,
including freight houses, station tracks, etc., were built at NewYork City, Baltimore, Md., Clarksburg. W. Va.. Cumberland,
Md., Akron. Ohio, and Canal Dover. .-Kt New York City the
improvements included an eight-story steel and concrete warehouse, and at Locust Point, Baltimore, Md., open pier S was
reconstructed and extended, and is now in operation for the
The new yard at
handling of ore and similar commodities.
Somerset. Pa., for assembling coal has also been completed and
is

now

in operation.

—

Brighton Park, III. The Chicago & .\lton is building an
roundhouse and a small machine shop and power

eight-stall

house

at

Brighton

Park,

The

111.

buildings

are of

concrete

and brick construction. The work is being done by the company's own forces, and work is expected to be completed about
December 1, 1914. The estimated cost is $45,000.
Brooklvn. N. Y.

— The

New York

Public Service Commission,

|
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Falls to

P. G. Heintz. president. Rochester,

president, Hastings,
urer, St. Paul.

Railway Financial News
—

Chic.\go Gre.^t Western. President S. M. Felton has issued to
stockholders a circular in which he says
"On September 1
the property passed from the voting trust into the hands of
stockholders.
The gross earnings for the year ended June
30. 1914, were the largest in the history of the road.
There
was a decrease in net as against the previous year, because
of the general upward trend of operating expenses from which
we could find no escape.
While the officers are doing
everything in their power to secure better results, they stand
in need of the active assistance -of every stockholder.
.\g'ents
along the line, and in the principal cities in the L'nited States
where located, will eagerly work with you toward securing
any traffic you may be able to influence. Communicate with
them freely or write the undersigned at any time you have
suggestions to offer. There is now a general feeling that railroads have been overregulated, their rates unnecessarily reduced and that they are entitled to more consideration. The
need of the country is rather for better facilities than for reduced rates. It is time that the owners of railroad property
should assert themselves, and your frank discussion with
senators and congressmen, and with the members of the State
legislatures of matters affecting railroad operation cannot but
:

.

prove

beneficial.

N.\tion.\l

.

.

.

.

."

R.mlw.ws of Mexico.

— The

Treasury Department

at

Mexico City announces that the New York banks holding the
papers have granted an extension of time on the $1,000,000
interest due on the bonded indebtedness of the railway corporation.
The Government has under consideration a plan
to raise the necessary fund? by asking the foreign mining
companies to deliver $1,000,000 bullion in exchange for Mexican paper money at the rate of $4.70 paper to $1 gold. It is
believed that the railway will be delivered to the stockholders
by the Mexican Government within a very short time.

New Mexico

—

Central. The sale under foreclosure of this road,
which has been set for October 14, has been indefinitely postponed. The road runs from Santa Fe, N. Mex., to Torrance,
116 miles.

New

York.

New Haven &

Hartford.

—The

grand jury,

in

the

L'nited States district court at New York city, which has been
investigating the affairs of this road for many months, finally
returned criminal indictments, on Monday of this week, against

members of present and past boards of directors for conspiracy to monopolize interstate commerce by acquiring conThe
of competing lines, both railroad and steamship.
directors named were William Rockefeller, George Maccul-

21

First district, has approved the plans submitted by the New York
Municipal Railway Corporation and the form of contract for

trol

the construction of elevated stations on the Liberty avenue line
at Hudson street, Boyd avenue, Rockaway boulevard, Oxford
avenue. Greenwood avenue and Lefferts avenue, also for a frame
building for trainmen at the Lefferts avenue station.

loch Miller. Charles F. Brooker, William Skinner, D. Newton
Barney, Robert W. Taft, James S. Elton, James S. Hemingway,

—

PoRTL.\ND.
Oregon. The Oregon-Washington Railroad &
Navigation Company has under construction a new dock on the
Willamette river. This structure is 160 ft. by 580 ft. in area
and is covered with corrugated galvanized iron. The interior
frame work is of timber and the roof is of asbestos. The building is served by a double track trestle. The estimated cost, in-

cluding the cost of dredging,

Prince George, B. C.

— The

is

$85,000.

Grand Trunk

Pacific has given a
contract to Carter, Halls.& .\linger, Winnipeg. Man., at $300,000,
it is said, for constructing terminals at Prince George, at Endako.
The construction work has already
at Smithers and at Pacific.
been started and will include round houses, machine shops and
other railway buildings. The company will probably let a contract soon for similar work at Prince Rupert, the coast terminus.

—

Toledo. Ohio. The Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dajton is asking bids for the construction of a coal dumper at Toledo. Ohio.
The machine will be of the most modern type and will cost,
including the expense of incidental track changes, approximately $300,000. The new facilities will be ready for service
early next spring.

Pratt. A. Heaton Robertson,
Frederick F. Brewster. Henry K. McHarg, Edward D. Rob.Alexander Cochrane. John L. Billard. George F. Baker,
Thomas De Witt Cuyler, Theodore N. Vail, Edward Milligan,
and Francis T. Maxwell.
Of the foregoing those now on the board are Messrs.
Former
Brewster, McHarg. Cuyler. Milligan and Maxwell.
President Charles S. Mellen testified at length before the grand
jury and is not indicted.
The indictment mentions about fifty other persons, some of
whom are now dead, as having conspired with the directors,
but who are not indicted, .^mong these are Chauncey M. Depew. Lucius Tuttle. John M. Hall. Richard A. McCurdy, Alexander Cassatt, J. P. Morgan, and a number of former officers
of the road. The four last named are now dead.
Those of the indicted directors who have appeared in court
have been released on bail bonds of $5,000 each.
The charges deal with corporate acts as far back as 1891,
and 160 corporations are named in the list of lines on which
the attempt to monopolize commerce has been exercised.
It is not expected that the accused directors will be brought
The maximum penalty for the
to trial before next Spring.
offense alleged is one year in prison and $5,000 fine.

Lewis Cass Ledyard, Charles M.

bins.

I
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ANNUAL REPORT
BALTIMORE AND OHIO RAILROAD COMPANY-EIGHTY-EIGHTH ANNUAL REPORT

I

Office of Th£ Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Compahy,
Baltimore, Md., October 15, 1914.
To the Stockholders of The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company.
The President and Directors herewitJi submit report of the affairs of the
Company for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1914.
Except where otherwise indicated, the comparisons herein shown are with
the figures of the preceding fiscal year.

Mileage and Equipment.

The statements
lines di

;tly

in this report

operated by

show the

The Baltimore

f

detail
suits

of the operations of the

Ohio Railroad Company,

;

era-

bracing

track.

TOTAI. ALL MAIN
TRACKS, SIDINGS,
ETC.

4,403.54
74.68

8,719.48
188.87

FIRST
.

ckage Rights

than would have been required for the sa
ice had the rates of
pay and conditions of employment prevailing
the preceding year continued
in Traffic Expenses of $125,612.66 is due almost entirely
icident to compiling and printing new tariffs which were considered
recent application for advances in freight rates.
The increase in General Expenses of $178,198.55 is principally due to
larger charges to this account for Pensions, referred to hereafter more in

main

on Page

12.

The comparisons shown

in Table 7 indicate the general increases and de
Operating Expense accounts.
The Net Revenue— Rail Operations was $25,356,549.08, a decrease of
$2,419,944.56, and Outside Operations show a deficit of $885,246.25, making
the Net Railway Operating Revenue $24,471,302.83; from this amount kas
been deducted Railway Tax Accruals for the year, $3,226,465.69, an increase
of $265,560.60. or 8.97 per cent., leaving as Railway Operating Income
$21,244,837.14, a decrease from preceding year of $2,696,440.50, or 11.26

creases in

per cent.
Total Operated Mileage
4,478.22
8,908.35
a; iliiiwn in detail in Table 28.
There has been an increase of 21.89 miles in first main track, due mainly
lo reclassification of tracks and to remeasurement.
Your Company's equipment at June 30, 1914, consisted of 2,365 Locomotives, 1,292 Passenger Cars, 88,055 Freight Cars, 3,407 Work Cars, and 146
pieces of Floating Equipment, as shown in detail in Table 27.

Income for the Year.
The General Income Account of the Company will be found in Table
The total Operating Revenue (including Outside Operations), was

1.

$99,-

032,150.11, a decrease of $4,297,842.21, or 4.16 per cent.

The

total

Operating Expense

(including Outside

Operations),

was

$74,-

560,847.28, a decrease of $1,866,962.31, or 2.44 per cent.

The Net Railway Operating Revenue (including Outside Operations), was
$24,471,302.83, a decrease of $2,430,879.90, or 9.04 per cent.
The Total Operating Revenue from Rail Operations only, was $97,411,441.48, a decrease of $4,144,690.14, or 4.08 per cent.
The revenue from Freight Traffic was $75,784,287.09, a decrease of
$4,410,202.86, or 5.50 per cent.
The tons of revenue freight carried were 69,382,145, a decrease of
3.078,919. tons, or 4.25 per cent., and the tons of revenue freight carried
one mile were 13,425,552,328, a decrease of 887„575,905, or 6.20 per cent.
The ton miles per mile of road were 2,997,966, a decrease of 213,899, or 6.66
per cent.
The average distance each ton was carried was 193.50 miles as
compared with 197.53 miles the previous year. The revenue from freight
per mile of road was $16,922.86, a decrease of $1,072.78, or 5.96 per cent.,
and the revenue per freight train mile was $3.49^/ioo, an increase of
The average earnings per ton per mile were
$.02*"/joo, or 0.69 per cent.
This increase is due primarily to
"*"/io(io cents, an increase of "^/loyo cents.
the shorter- average distance each ton was handled, as shown above, but
apjilies principally to the Products of Agriculture, on which the average
haul decreased 52 miles or 14.25 per cent, under last year.
Freight Traffic
Statistics are given in Tables 12 and 13.
From the Statement of Commodities Carried, Table 14, it will be seen
that as compared with the previous year marked decreases are shown in the
commodities grouped as Products of Agriculture, Products of Mines, Products of Forest, and Manufactures, with increase in Products of Animals.
There was an increase in less carload shipments, which are classified in the

grouping of Merchandise.
The revenue from Passenger Traffic was $15,893,721.39, an increase of
$356,643.56, or 2.30 per cent.
The number of passengers carried was 22,718,932, a decrease of 160,307,
or 0.70 per cent., but the number of passengers carried one mile was 826,672,210, an increase of 21,465,683, or 2.67 per cent,
nber of
miles each passenger was carried was 36.39, an increase of 1.20 i
3.41 per cent.
The number of passengers carried one mile per mile
was 184,598, an increase of 3,910, or 2.16 per cent. The average
lings
from each passenger were $.69"'/ioo, an increase of $.02'*/ioo, and the average
earnings per passenger per mile were $.01''^/iooo, a decrease of ^/looo cents.
The increase in the passengers carried one mile and the decrease in the rate
per passenger per mile are due chiefly to the increase in long haul passengers, principally immigrant traffic, and a decrease in short haul traffic,
mainly commuter travel. Passenger Traffic Statistics will be found in Tables
10 and 11.
The revenue from the Transportation of Mails was $1,212,071.96, an increase of $6,913.01, or 0.57 per cent., and from Express Traffic $1,848,704.33,
a decrease of $60,847.63, or 3.19 per cent.
The Operating Expenses Rail Operations for the year were $72,054,892.40, a decrease of $1,724,745.58, or 2.34 per cent.
The ratio of Expenses to Earnings increased 1.32 per cent., being 73.97
per cent, for the present fiscal year compared with 72.65 per cent, for the
preceding fiscal year.
and Structures were $12,207,The expenditures for Maintenance of
These expenditures
191.25, a decrease of $1,812,428.32, or 12.93 per cent.
include $2,112,084.98, on account of directly locatable expenses incident to
the flood damage and $493,354.49 covering replacement and revision of existing facilities.
The roadway and structures have been well maintained, and
the property generally is in good condition.
The expenditures for Maintenance of Equipment were $16,681,986.08, a
These expenditures include
decrease of $1,641,224.31, or 8.96 per cent.
The equipment has been
$2,607,881.38 covering depreciation of equipment.
satisfactorily maintained, and is in a condition generally to better meet
present operating requirements.
The total maintenance expenses for the year were $28,889,177.33, as against
$32,342,829.96, for the preceding year, a decrease of $3,453,652.63, or 10.68
per cent.
The total amount expended for maintenance was 29.66 per cent,
of the Gross Earnings and 40.09 per cent, of the total Operating Expenses.
The total Transportation Expenses were $38,699,492.90, an increase of
$1,425,095.84, or 3.82 per cent, over the preceding year. The ratio to Total
Operating Revenue was 39.73 per cent, as compared with 36.70 per cent, for
the preceding year.
This increased ratio was due in part to the unusual
distribution of the tonnage handled over the lines of your System, and to
The congestion
the exceptional conditions that prevailed during the year.
following the flood which necessitated much detouring over longer routes,
of the year, and at a time when the
extended through the
later when there was a heavy shrinkage in traflic,
These
the percentage of empty car movement was disproportionately large.
conditions, together with the effects of severe weather prevailing during the
Increased
winter months, are directly reflected in the increased expense.
servic
in
train
employes
conditions
of
orking
rates of pay and changed
It of Arbitration awards, caused an expenditure of $805,000

—

Way

Other Income amounted to $6,017,719.18, an increase of $805,513.15.
making the Gross Income for the year $27,262,556.32, a decrease of $1,890,927. 3S, as compared with last year.
There was deducted from Gross Income for payment of interest on funded
debt, rents, etc., $18,012,531.94, as set forth in the Income Account, leaving
as Net Income $9,250,024.38, being a decrease of $4,132,087.00 under that
of the previous year, from which dividends were paid at rate of 4 per cent,
nn Preferred Stock, $2,354,633.64, and some minor appropriations made to
sinking and reserve funds, leaving a balance to be transferred to Profit and
Loss of $6,845,933.46. With this transfer and after deductions for interest
accrued during the year on advances to the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton
R'y Co. and uncollected, amounting to $909,271.71, miscellaneous adjustments, and charges for discount on securities sold during the year, the net
balance to the credit of Profit and Loss was $41,922,950.21, against which
dividends were charged at rate of 6 per cent, on your Common Stock, aggregating $9,118,762.47, leaving a balance to the credit of Profit and Loss
at June 30, 1914, of $32,804,187.74.
Largely because of the extraordinary flood expenditures of over $2,000,000,
already referred to, and which were charged to operating expenses during
the year, together with the recession in business, the net operating income
fell short of the full amount required for the six per cent, dividend which
has been paid upon your common stock for the last seven years. By reference to Table 8 in this and previous reports, it will be seen that the Company has earned and carried to surplus during the past ten years over
$38,000,000, and the Profit and Loss Account this year, after necessary
adjustments, showed a balance of $41,922,950.
In view of these circumstances, your Board felt justified in continuing the established dividend on
the basis of six per cent.
In reaching this conclusion consideration was
given to the apolication for an increase in freight rates then pending before
the Interstate Commerce Commission, as a result of which it is hoped your
Company may be permitted to so adjust its charges as to offset, in part at
least, the increased expenses of a permanent nature, such as higher rates
of pay, increased taxes, etc., and thereby be enabled to earn a fair return
upon your property investment. In this connection it was shown in the
rate hearing in the so-called Five Per Cent. Case, that the expenses and
charges of your Company for the year 1913 were $4,712,000 greater than
they would have been had the rates of wages and taxes alone remained the
same as in the year 1910, an amount equal to more than three per cent,
upon your entire common stock.

Assets.

The General Balance Sheet will be found in Table 2.
Property Investment Road and Equipment shows an

—

—

increase

for the

$12,796,952.18

year of

made up of the following items:
Net increase for Road (see Table 6)
Net increase for Equipment (details on

$7,021,132.62
5,837,208.70

page 10)

$12,858,341.32

Less:

Sundry adjustments

61,389.14

—

$12,796,952.18

In the grouping of Property Investment Se
the changes in those Pledged and
curities
Unpledged are occasioned by the transfer of

—

from the latter grouping to the forThe net increase in this grouping of
due to:
Purchase of additional securities of the
following companies:
Baltimore and Ohio Chicago Terminal

securities

$2,279,914.00

mer.
is

R. R. Co.,

Bonds

$1 ,800.000.00

Hampshire Southern R. R. Co., Bonds.
Various subsidiary companies

388,960.00
90,954.00
$2,279,914.00

$11,510,425.26

Other Investments increased
accounted for in the following manner:
Acquisition at maturity, July 1, 1913, of
Cincinnati, Hamilton and Dayton R'y
Co., Purchase Money Collateral Notes

and Coupons
Advances

Capital

$11,788,140.00
to

Sundry Companies...

28,611.34

$11,816,751.34

Net decrease in Physical
Property due to disposition

Less:

of certain real estate

Miscellaneous

Working Assets show

$286,137.26
20,188.82

a net increase of.

.$21,3S7.«15.«1.

—

:

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE
Included in this grouping is the item of Cash, in which there is shown
an increase of $23,821,608.48 over last year, which is due to the provision
made for the retirement of $20,000,000.00 One Year Gold Notes, payable
on July 1, 1914. The decrease in Securities Issued— Held in Treasury—
of $2,017,700.00, was caused by the sale, during the year, of $2,000,000.00
par value of First Mortgage Bonds, and some minor transactions.
Loans
and Bills Receivable increased $1,901,084.76, included in which is $2,899,827.52 advanced Cincinnati, Hamilton and Dayton R'y Co., and secured by
collateral, which amount, less payment of sundry other loans, makes the
increase in question.
Materials and Supplies decreased $1,420,760.35, due
to heavy purchases of material late in the previous fiscal year and to retrenchment made necessary this year by general business conditions.
Deferred Debit Items show an increase of $1,117,804.40. due mainly to
the increase in Special Deposits, which grouping includes an item of
$1,847,648.80, representing balance of proceeds from the sale of Equipment
Certificates of the Trust of 1913, to be applied to the purchase of additional equipment for that Trust.
Other Deferred Debit Items show a decrease of $961,770.39, due to the adjustment of departmental accounts, including the clearance of items awaiting

final

distribution.

Liabilities.
It will be noted, from the Balance Sheet, that there has been no change
Company during the year.
Mortgage, Bonded, and Secured Debt increased
$36,659,450.76

in the Capital Stock of the

—

explained in the following manner:
Increases:
First

Mortgage Bonds

$1,000,000.00

Issued under provisions of the morfgage in recoupment of construction
expenditures.
One Year Collateral Gold Notes, dated
June 1, 1914. and due June 1, 1915
Issued to retire $20,000,000.00 One Year
Notes due July 1, 1914, and for other
corporate purposes.
Certificates of Interest. B. & O. Equipment Trust of 1913
Issued for purchase of equipment:
Real Estate Mortgages and Ground Rent
Liens on property acquired and capitalized

35.000,000.00

9,000,000.00

40,800.00
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Additions to Road and Equipment.

The total capital expenditures for equipment during the year aggregated
$9,137,448.09, due mainly to the acquisition of equipment under the BalUmore and Ohio Equipment Trust of 1913. Table 27 shows the equipment id
service and the various changes during the year.
The capital expenditures for improvements during the year amounted ta
$7,113,696.09, as will be seen from Table 6, where these expenditures aic
shown imder the more important groupings of the Road and Equipment
Classification.

Road.

With the exception of the Magnolia Cut-off, the more important ia^
provement work authorized by your Board has been completed, and no
extnsive new work has been inaugurated during the year.
At Elkridge, Md., the work of eliminating grade crossings with the
Washington Road is well under way.
At Frederick Junction, Md., Overhead Bridge No. 35-A has been reconstructed to increased height and width to afford standard clearance.
A third track has been completed and put in operation between Green
Spring and Little Cacapon, W. \'a., a distance of 7.6 miles; making a continuous three-track line from Little Cacapon to Patterson Creek, W. Va., a
distance of 14.4 miles.
The new passenger subway under Baltimore Street, Cumberland, Md.,
has been finished and is now in use.
At South Cumberland, new engine
facilities, consisting of engine house, boiler house, machine shop, coaling
station, ash pit and sand house were completed and put into service.
At Winchester, Va., a connection 2,100 feet in length for the interchange
of traffic with the Cumberland Valley Railroad was completed and put in
operation during the year.
Combined passenger and freight stations have been erected at Lore City
and Lexington, Ohio, and the passenger station at Lexington, Va., has been
remodeled.
Additional freight facilities, embracing houses, station tracks,
etc., were constructed at New York Citv, N. Y., Baltimore, Md., Clarksburg,
W. Va., Cumberland, Md., Akron and Canal Dover, Ohio.
The double tracking of the Chicago Division has progressed during the
year.
The second track between Defiance and The Bend was completed and
put into service, adding 8.96 miles of additional second track. The Chicago
Division is now all double track with the exception of 1.10 miles through
ihe city of Defiance, Ohio, and 23.27 miles between Milford Junction and
La Paz Junction, Ind.
During the year 9 new interlocking plants were built, one reconstructed
and six rearranged. Automatic signals were installed on 24.7 miles of double
track and 151.1 miles of single track. In addition, line control blocking system was proWded for 3.8 miles of track; lock and block system for 28.S
miles of track; and a large number of safety devices were installed for
protecting switches, grade crossings, etc
Additions to Track and Betterment of Road.

Work has steadily progressed on the new double track line and relocation
of parts of the old line, known as Magnolia Cut-off improvement, mentioned
in the last report.
It is expected this work will be completed and the line
placed in operation during the coming fiscal year.
As stated in the report
of last year, "this improvement will effect a saving "of 5.8 miles in distance
and 877 degrees of curvature, and in connection with the extensive improvements heretofore made, will give a continuous three-track road all of the
way (and four tracks part of the way) between Patterson Creek and Cherry
Run, W. Va., a distance of 57 miles. This district has the highest traffic
density of the system.

$45,040,800.00

Decreases
Collateral

Notes dated June
and due Sep-

1913,

30,

tember

1913
$6,250,000.00
O. Equipment Trust
1912
1,000.000.0^
Series "B" paid at maturity.
B. & O. Equipment Trust
of 1913
1.000.000.00
Series "A" paid at maturity.
Real Estate Mortgages and
B.

30,

&

of

Ground

Rent

Additions to Teruinai. Facilities.
The new ei^ht story steel and concrete warehouse, at 26th Street and
North River, ?»ew York City, N. Y., mentioned in the last report, was completed and put into operation during the year. This warehouse with 155,000

Liens,

Liquidated

31,349.24

8,381,349.24

$36,659,450.76

Working

Liabilities

show an

of

$16,279,108.91.

Going to make up this amount is an increase of $19,900,000.00 in Matured
Mortgage, Bonded, and Secured Debt Unpaid, which is occasioned by the
inclusion in this account of $20,000,000.00 of One Year Gold Notes maturing
July 1. 1914, the day following that on which the books were closed (See
Contra Cash in Working Assets available for payment at maturity and as
presented).
There is shown a decrease in Audited Vouchers and Wages
Unpaid of $4,277,631.31, which decrease partly reflects the change in pay
roll settlements.
With the passage of laws in several States in which the
Company operates, requiring semi-monthly payment of wages, your Company
adopted this practice generally with the result that the payment of one-half
of the pay roll is made during the month in which the labor is performed,
resulting in a lesser amount accrued and unpaid.
The other increases and
decreases in this grouping are of a normal character incident to the business.
On June 1, 1914, the Company issued $35,000,000.00 One Year Four
and One-half Per Cent. Secured Notes, maturing June 1, 1915.
These
obligations were issued in part for the purpose of retiring the $20,000,000.00
Notes maturing July 1, 1914. In providing funds in advance of these maturing obligations advantage was taken of the favorable money conditions then
existing, and it may be of interest that the entire issue of $35,000,000.00
was taken by the public at its par value.

—

Elimination of Grade Crossings.
The work of eliminating grade crossings in Baltimore, Md., Cincinnati,
Ohio, and Chicago. 111., has been continued in accordance with the arrangements with those cities, and will, as previously stated in other reports, extend
over a period of years. Arrangements have been made with the city authorities for the elimination of an important grade crossing at Lorain, Ohio.
•

Equipment.
Total Book Value of Equipment, June 30, 1913, was
During the year there were added to the
equipment the following:

$99,995,581.56

1 50
Locomotives, 111 all steel Passenger
Cars, 2,144 Freight Cars, 23 Work Cars,

and

1

Car Float, on which payments were

made amounting

And

2

and

$8,161,390.89

to

Passenger Cars, 4,358 Freight Cars
Work Car were reconstructed at

1

a net cost of

976,057.20

9,137.448.09

$109,133,029.6?

Equipment Trusts.
During the year $9,000,000.00 of

Certificates of Interest in the Baltimore

& Ohio Equipment Trust of 1913 Were disposed of.
The status of the Equipment Trusts at June 30, 1914, follows:
Baltimore & Ohio Equipment Trust of February, 1912:
Total

square feet of available storage space, is fireproof throughout, supplemented
with a complete sprinkler system, affording storage with minimum insurance
rates, and places your Company in a strong position to conveniently serve a
large commercial section of the City.
Open Pier 5, Locust Point, Baltimore, Md., was reconstructed and extended and put into operation during the year, for the handling of ore and
similar commodities.
The new yard at Somerset, Pa., for assembling coal in the extensive
Somerset coal fields, was completed and is now in operation.

Issue

During the year the following equipment
was put out of service and credited to
Property Investment-Equipment:

2

Loco-

motives, 9 Passenger Cars, 3,429 Freight
Cars, 451 Work Cars, 1 Tug Boat, and 6
Lighters, having a book value of

$10,000,000.00

1.376.982.93

Matured and oaid
Series

ruary

"A"— Paid

1913.?
Series
"B" Paid
ruary 1, 1914
1,

—

Making the Gross Book Value of Equipment
From this should be deducted:

Feb$1,000,000.00

Feb-

Accrued
1,000,000.00

2,000.000.00

Depreciation

on

Equipment

Making

$8,000,000.00

tion,

$13,101,814.89
deprecia-

year ended June 30, 1914

2.652,739.43

$15,754,554.32

Less:
$9,000,000.00

Equipment Trusts outstanding
$17,000,000.00
Each of these Trusts was issued in ten series of $1,000,000.00, one series
of each Trust maturing annually.
total

in

Service, as follows:

Amount of credit, June 30, 1913
Amount charged to Expenses for
Outstanding June 30, 1914
Baltimore & Ohio Equipment Trust of 1913:
Total Issue
$10,000,000.00
Matured and paid
Series ".\"— Paid April 1. 1914
1,000,000.00
Outstanding June 30, 1914

$107,756,046.7:

Charges

account for depreciation accrued o" equipment
put out of service during the year
to

this

Balance to Credit of Accrued Depreciation
on Equipment in Service, June 30, 1914...

Lca\Hng Net Value of Equipment, June

30, 1914.

15,025.07! 35

...$92,730,975.37

,
I

I

|

;

i

November

6,
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1914

Continuing the policy inaugurated several years ago of strengthening
certain classes of equipment, during the year 4,358 freight cars were rebuilt
with steel underframes and bolsters and equipped with heavy draft gear to
better meet the present operating requirements.
The percentage of steel freight cars, including cars with steel underframes and steel center-sills, to the total revenue freight equipment at
June 30, 1914, was 72.77%, as compared with 38.83% at June 30, 1909.
Of the new equipment acquired during the year, 150 locomotives. 111 steel
passenger cars, and 2,030 steel freight cars, were purchased under the provisions of the Baltimore & Ohio Equipment Trust of 1913.
There are now
under construction for this Trust thirty-one heavy freight locomotives,
which will be delivered and placed in service during the coming year.

arately

Wells Fargo and Company Express.

The

and not included in the Income Account of The Baltimore and
Ohio
Kailroad Company, are shown in the following Exhibits, viz.:—

"A" The
"B" The

Staten Island Railway Company
Staten Island Rapid Transit Railway Company...
The Sandy Valley and Elkhorn Railway Company
"D" The Baltimore and Ohio Chicago Terminal Railroad
Company

stockholders

^hP
the

this

Department:

fur-

nishes office room and furniture; gives the services of its officers and employes and the use of its facilities; becomes the custodian of its funds with
full responsibility therefor, and guarantees the true and faithful performance of the obligations of the Department.

Relief Feature.

A

statement of the operations of this Feature, which provides accident,
sick, and death benefits for employes, are shown on the first page of
Table. 26.
The total number of members of this Feature is 52,971. The
total payments for all benefits since the inauguration of this Feature May 1,
_

1880,

to

June

1914,

30,

amount

to

$18,680,935.81.

"
'*

obligations

Mortgage Boi.Us and
^ upon
application of

the

on

certain bonds of which it was
Irustee of its First and Kef undine

district of Ohio, Western Divismn, was, on
July 2, placad.in
the "^""^
hands
of Judson Harmon and Kufus B. Smith.
^ ""^^ '" """
Receivers.
";e '^"°"='' i^eport of your Company for
the year ended June 30,
iQiiQ
1909,
statement was made of the proposed acquisition in
1916 of the Cincinnau Company which, for convenience in reterence, is
herein repeatedAegotiations pending during the year have been
concluded recently
and made effective July 1, 1909, whereby your Company
will acquire, at
the expiration of seven years, at a price then
to be agreed upon or determined by arbitration, the controlling stock of the Cincinnati,
Hamilton &

Dayton Railway Company.

not be generally advised of the activities of
thought well at this time to give some general

Department, it is
review of its operations.
^The Railroad Company assumes general charge of

77 13

Cincinnati, Hamilton and Daiton Railway Lo.
^"'l .""'""seen circumstances, the CinCompany thereinatter referred to as
"in?
I
r
Lmcinnati
Company' ) btcame unable to meet its various

fhP
„n = ., , or.
the guaran

may

this

30.50

Lin'^at,"^H»™iH '"'^r,°'
°
^ "^> """"f"^')
" i<a'l^'ay
"(

Relief Department.
the

12.65 miles.
"

10.89

•|C''

The United States Express Company, which had operated over the lines
of the System since 1887, having determined to retire from business, gave
notice of its desire to discontinue operations after June 30, 1914.
Coincident with the termination of the contract with that Company, negotiations were concluded with Wells Fargo and Company for the conduct of
express service over Baltimore and Ohio Lines commencing July 1, 1914.
It is anticipated that the alliance thus effected will be of mutual advantage
and result in increased traffic.
The Wells Fargo Express, for a number of years, has been operating
over many of the larger railroad systems of the West, and with the addition
of your Company's lines is afforded new routes to New York and other
eastern termini and its 6r5t direct entrance into the cities of Philadelphia
Pa., Wilmington, Del,, Baltimore, Md., Washington, D. C, etc.
The
Wells Fargo Company now has under operation 75,028 miles of railroad
lines, 4,186 miles of electric lines and 32,889 miles of steamer and stage
lines, a total of 112,103 miles, with over 9,000 agencies throughout the
United States, Mexico and Europe.

Aa

881

""'^ connection a plan wa^ effected for adjustment of future
interest
.hlr"
charges
and the payment or adjustment of the floating debt of the
Cinliamilton it Dayton Railway Company, and providine
aoDroxi$7,000,000 for improvements and working capital.
Lnder
th^
plan your Company will guarantee $12,500,000 of
the Cincinnati. Hamilton 6c Dayton Rai way Company's First and
Refunding Mortgage 4</o
oO-year bonds, dated July 1. 1909, and $11,557,000
of that Company's
4% notes, due July 1 1913, secured by a deposit of $13,000,000 of the
i-irst and Refunding Bonds.
Also, upon the acquisition under the agree-

cinnati,

mately

.

ment of

the stock of the Cincinnati, Hamilton

& Dayton Railway Company

'*'"'"' ?"?"
'°,P!?r''^'^ ^' eighty-five or guaranty
??Snnn
nnn"""/
fl,%°r
^.20,000,000
ot that
Company s General
Mortgage Bonds, due July 1 1939
"It IS expected the closer relations of the Companies will
be productive
of results mutually beneficial."

These negotiations were concluded in 1909 after a thorough investigation
by a committee and full consideraion by your Board.
The gross earnings of the Cincinnati Company in 1909 were $7 897 000
and the committee estimated that following, and largely because' of
the'
.closer association of the two properties, the gross earnings would
rapidly
increase, their estimate for the year 1913 being
$10,700,000.
The actual
earnings in 1913 exceeded $10,000,000. and but for the interruption
of
traffic for several months incident to the floods, no
doubt would have
closely approached the estimate of the committee for that year.
The year
1914 was relatively much more unsatisfactory, for the Company was able
only to maintain its earnings to the basis of 1913. and failed to
realize
the anticipated increase
gross, because of the continued interruption to
'

Savings Feature.

A

statement of the operations of this Feature will be found in Table 26,
page 40. This Feature combines all the advantages of a savings and loan
association, through which employes and their immediate dependents may
accumulate their savings, and from which they may obtain funds to purchase homes to be repaid through reasonable monthly instalments.
As an
incentive to employes to save, the Railroad Company guarantees four per
During the past fiscal year this Feature
cent, interest on all deposits.
earned sufficient from its operations to pay four per cent, on all deposits
and in addition declared a dividend of one per cent., making a total of
five per cent, paid on deposits, amounting in all to $407,217.60, after which
there was a balance of $60,393.91 carried to the Surplus Account of the
Savings Feature.
This Feature loans money to employes on first mortgages on real estate only, at reasonable rates and liberal terms for repayment. As an indication of the activities of this Feature, on June 30,
1914, there were 8,949 depositors, with total deposits of $8,804,530.39, an
average of $983.86; there were 5,020 loans, amounting to $4,756,852.67,
in effect July 1, 1913; during the year 1,321 new loans were made and
1,080 loans were paid off, leaving in force and effect at June 30, 1914,
Since the inauguration of this
5,261 loans, amounting to $5,110,299.68.
Feature, August 1, 1882, loans to the aggregate amount of $14,911,752.06
have been made, assisting employes in acquiring this amount of real estate.
A committee, composed of representatives of the Executive, Accounting,
Real EstatCj and Legal Departments, appointed to investigate the operations of this Feature with respect to loans made to employes, made a
thorough and exhaustive examination and reported that all loans were
supported by deeds, abstracts and other title papers, properly executed,
assigned and recorded; that fire insurance policies of sufficient amount
to cover unpaid loans were on file, together with papers relating to property appraisals.
As the amount of a loan is based upon the apprised
value of property, the committee had test appraisals made of over 400 properties, and found
the loans amply secured.
Such suggestions as the
committee offered have been made effective.

Pension Feature.
As stated in the report of last year, pensions, which are paid to superannuated and infirm employes, now constitute a special payroll and arc
charged to Operating Expenses, the total amount so charged during the
Heretofore these pensions have been paid in
year being $231,819.92.
part from amounts charged to General Expenses and in part from a surplus
accumulated in the past when the contributions for pensions were in excess
of payments.
During the year 145 names were added to the pension roll and 84 were
removed by reason of death, leaving 923 as the total number of pensioners
on June 30, 1914. The total payments to pensioners from October 1, 1884,
the beginning of this Feature, to June 30, 1914, aggregate $2,220,671.86.
The average age of pensioners at June 30, 1914, was over seventy years.

A

to

report

of the

operations

of the

several

features

will

be

distributed

members.

Industrial Department.
One hundred and sixty-seven new industries, manufacturing and commercial, were located on or immediately adjacent to your line during the
year, from which the Company should derive substantial freight revenues.
One hundred and ninety- four side tracks were constructed: one hundred
and four to newly located industries, and twenty-seven to industries previously located but without side track facilities; the remainder being additions to or extensions of facilities at existing plants.

Insurance Fund.

A summary of the operations for the year ended June 30, 1914, and a
statement of the assets and liabilities are shown in' Table 25. The surplus
in this

Reserve Fund

at .Tune 30,

1914,

was $1,479,073.63.

Subsidiary Lines.
The Income Accounts of the following

lines,

owned but operated

'

m

traffic from the effects of the flood in the early part of
the year, and in
the later portion to the marked decline in general business.
The committee estimated also that there would be an additional source
of profit to your Company resulting from the increased interchange
of
business between your Company and the Cincinnati Company.
The Committee placed the increased business to your Company from this source
at an average of $1,000,000 per year, and their estimate in this
respect
has been exceeded by the actual figures, the revenue to your Company on
interchange business with the Cincinnati Company for the calendar vear
1913 being $1,753,000 in excess of that of 1909.
Because of events which were not foreseen, and some of which clearly
could not have been foreseen, the costs of operation and charges exceeded
the committee's estimate, so that there was not realized the net income that
was anticipated. The chief causes were the increases in rates of pay, 1913
over 1909, of $507,000, increase in taxes of $130,000. and the devastating
effects of the flood in March, 1913, which, in addition to severely wrecking
tne line, practically caused a suspension of traffic for several months and
seriously affected the operations in both the fiscal years 1913 and 1914, and
entailed direct property losses in excess of $1,500,000.
Of the $12,500,000 First and Refunding Mortgage Bonds of the Cincinnati Company guaranteed by your Company only $7,500,000 are now outstanding, the remaining $5,000,000 not having been sold, but instead your
Company has advanced from time to time for additions and betterments
$3,989,000.
In addition your Company has advanced $1,915,227 for equipment obligations, $3,296,866 for general treasury purposes, and $1,200,000
for the reconstruction of property destroyed by the flood.
For these
advances your Company holds as collateral security $6,994,000 First and
Refunding Mortgage Bonds, and other collateral security of an estimated
value of not less thtan $3,000,000. These advances, aggregating $10,401,093
are carried in Balance Sheet grouping "Loans and Bills Receivable."
When, on July 1, 1913, following the disastrous flood, the Cincinnati
Company's $11,557,000 Purchase Money Notes matured, that company
found it impracticable to refinance this obligation, and your Company, in
fulfilment of its guarantee, took up these Notes, which were secured by
$13,000,000 First and Refunding Mortgage Bonds, and now holds the
Notes and collateral, the same being carried in Balance Sheet grouping
"Miscellaneous Investments Securities Unpledged."
Among the assets in the Treasury of the Cincinnati Company on the
conclusion of the negotiations in 1909 was approximately forty per cent,
of the capital stock of the Pere Marquette Railroad Company, which had
cost the Cincinnati Company over $13,000,000.
The Marquette Company's
revenues had also been seriously depleted through the increases in rates
of pay, etc., and when in 1911 it became evident that it would need large
additional sums of money, which the Cincinnati Company could not advance, it was deemed advisable to dispose of these shares.
Accordingly
this stock was sold for $2,530,000, payable December 1st, 1916, at the same
time The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company agreeing that the price
of the Cincinnati Company's stock, which it had agreed to acquire in 1916,
should not be less than this sum.
Subsequently the Pere Marquette Railroad Company was placed in the hands of receivers.
To avoid possible
misunderstanding it should be stated that The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company is in no way obligated with respect to any of the Pere

—

Marquette Railroad Company's securities.
In 1909, the year before your Company became interested in the operaof the Cincinnati Company, the deficit in income was $1,691,000.
Following proportionate reductions in 1910 and 1911, the deficit in 1912 had
been reduced to $617,000, notwithstanding the large increase in expenses
Against
due to increased rates of pay since 1910 and increased taxes.
tions

sep-
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these deficits your Company had the profit derived from the interchange
which was constantly growing. Consequently up to the time of the
flood in March, 1913, there had been justifiable expectation that the forecast of the committee would be realized, and that the road would shortly
be self-sustaining.
The management had been so confident as to this that
in October, 1912, your Company entered into a supplemental agreement
with Messrs. J. P. Morgan & Co. conditionally fixing $740,970 in addition
to the $2,530,000, as the maximum price of the stock when acquired.
This
arrangement was considered reasonable and advantageous, as any improvements made to the property of the Cincinnati Company before the consummation of this agreement would enhance the value of the stock and
necessarily influence the arbitrators in arriving at the price to be paid
traffic,

by your Company.
While your Company had advanced the funds necessary for the restoration of the property after the flood, and while this work had been done in
a most substantial manner, the direct cost of the work and the increased
expense due to the congestion of traffic, which it took months to overcome, resulted in the operations for the years 1913 and 1914 being so
unprofitable that it became clear that the Cincinnati Company could not
continue its operations and meet the increasing fixed interest charges.
Consequently, under these existing conditions, and especially in view of the
anticipated demand, which was subsequently made, growing out of the
Pere Marquette Company's default on certain of its bonds, bearing the
guaranty of the Cincinnati Company, and following consideration and
recommendation of a committee, your Board decided it would be inadvisable
for your Company to make further advances or payments, other than those
It is probable the receivership
for which it was under legal obligation.
will lead to a readjustment of the Cincinnati Company's obligations and the
The ultimate effect on your
placing of its finances on a sound basis.
Company of such reorganization cannot now be determined, but, having in
mind the value of the various current assets of your Company, your Board
does not feel justified at this time in making charges in anticipation of
losses, other than the interest on advances made, accrued and not collected
for the year ended June 30, 1914.

The President and

Directors acknowledge

efficient services of the officers

with

pleasure the loyal

and

and employes during the past year.

By order

of the Board,

Vol.

Total Deductions from Income: Rents,
Interest, Hike OF Equipment, Etc.
.

Net Corporate Income

18,061,989.22

.

$9,200,567.10

;

Net Corporate Income
Dividend payments on Preferred Stock,

57,

2.242.756.24

Int.

$4,133,683.59 Dec.
$9,200,567.10

4%

2,354,633.64

Income Balance Transferred to Profit and Loss
-Amount to Credit of Profit and Loss, June 30,
1913

No. 19

—Net Debit Balance..

$6,845,933.46

$37,410,162.08

Less Sundry Adjustments

2,333,145.33

35,077,016.75

$41,922,950.21

Dividend Charges

Amount

to Surplus,

Common

to Credit of Profit

Stock

6%

and Loss, June

30,

9,118,762.47

1914

$32,804,187.74

Condensed General Balance Sheet for Year.
.\ssets:

1914.

Increase or
Decrease.

Total Property Investment
$361,611,592.88 $14,720,208.64
Less: Accrued Depreciation on Equip-

ment

SerWce

Inc.

Cr. 15,025,071.35 Cr.l,92i,2S6.46

Inc.

Net Property Investment
$346,586,521.53 $12,796,952.18
Proprietary, AffiliTotal Securities:
ated and Controlled Companies
219,451,358.64
2,279,914.00
Total Other Investments
46,490,749.42
11,510,425.26

Inc.

Property and Other Investments. $612,528,629.59 $26,587,291.44
Working Assets— Cash, Securities, etc. 76,171,241.41 21,357,615.01
Deferred Debit Items
5,414,683.04
1,117,804.40

Inc.

in

Inc.
Inc.

DANIEL WILLARD,
Pretidtnt.

THE BALTIMORE AND OHIO RAILROAD COMPANY.
CONDENSED INCOME ACCOUNT AND BALANCE SHEET, YEAR
ENDED JUNE 30, 1914.
Condensed Income Account for

Gross Earnings, Rail Operations
Total Expenses, Rail Operations

Percentage of Expenses to Earnings...

Grand Total

Total Net Revenue

Railway Tax Accruals
Operating Income

Other Income
Gross Corporate Income

Inc.

Inc.

1914.

Increase or
Decrease.

$97,411,441.48

$4,144,690.14 Dec.

72,054,892.40

1,724,745.58 Dec.

73.97

$2,419,944.56 Dec.
1.32

Inc.

Liabilities:

Common

Stock
Preferred Stock

$152,317,468.00

Total Stock Liability
Total Funded Debt

$212,317,468.00

Total Capital Liabilities

Working
Outside Operations

$694,114,554.04 $49,062,710.85

Inc.

Ye.^r.

$25,356,549.08

Net Earnings from Operation

Tot.il

Def. $885,246.25
$24,471,302.83
3,226,465.69

$21,244,837.14
6,017,719.18

$27,262,556.32

$10,935.34 Dec.
$2,430,879.90 Dec.

265,560.60

Inc.

$2,696,440.50 Dec.
805,513.15

Inc.

$1,890,927.35 Dec.

Liabilities

Accrued Liabilities not Due
Deferred Credit Items

60,000,000.00

$402,333,776.47 $36,659,450.76

$614,651,244.47 $36,659,450.76

Inc.

Inc.

31,156.796.63

16,279,108.91

Inc.

8,466,226.48

214,624.36

Inc.

4,329,266.03

539,719.03

Inc.

Surplus:
to Property through Income since June 30, 1907
Invested in Other Reserve Funds...
Profit and Loss Balance

Additions

Grand ToUl

1,227,759.06
1,479,073.63

32,804,187.74

24,217.87 Dec.
4,605,974.34 Dec.

$694,1 14,554.04 $49,062,7 10.85

Inc.

«
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boards in the state with misleading

statistics

make

intended to

the voters believe that train crew laws were needed to reduce

SHED EvEKY Friday and Daily Eight Times in June

railway accidents. The railways likewise conducted a state-wide
campaign, taking the form chiefly of newspaper articles and advertisements.
Their two great arguments were first, that the
legislation would not reduce accidents because accidents were
not due to the alleged fact that train crews were not large enougk,

B'
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The

politicians in varidiis state legislatures

politician

have passed and the

governors of various states have signed so-called "full
crew" bills on the assumption that such

Crew

would be popular. The first
complete and satisfactory test of its popuReferendum in
larity was made in Missouri at the elecMissouri
tion last week.
The state legislature had
passed a typical train crew law. The railways appealed to the
people on the referendum ballot.
The representatives of the
Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen left no stone unturned to
prevent the law from being repealed, and plastered half the billFull

legislation

the

and

one

rate

which

loudest

of undue
families,

liberality

this

in

looseness

E.xcepting specific cita-

furnishing
of

private

statement

cars

character-

whole of the commission's chapter on passes. The
president of one of the Trunk Lines, quoted in the New York
Evening Post, now says that on his road the passes issued in
June (the month specially cited by the commission) numbered
8,717 of which 4,486 were for officers and employees of his own
company and 3,408 were for their families. This leaves 823 for
all others, including officers and employees of other roads.
In
other words, the abuse, insofar as it is an abuse, is of less than
one-tenth the magnitude which the commission's figures, as commonly interpreted, would make out. This president further says
the

;

To

Railway Affairs in Other Countries

The Progress of Public Enlightenment; by Frank W. Noxon
The Arguments of Mr. Brandeis and Mr. Erownell

cases

directors'

ized

EDITORIAL:

July,

elicited

traveling on business for the carriers."
13,

per cent freight

5

last

applause
from the galleries. Less prominent was the qualifying clause
that "some of these passes were no doubt issued to employees
tions

November

57

1913 represented travel,

in

would have brought in $18,520,000. This
statement was one of the shining passages
in the Interstate Commerce Commission's

for,

Alleged

York, N. Y., as mail matter of the

WE GUARANTEE,

Volume

to get

The result in Missouri should encourage them to appeal more frequently from legislatures, commissions and courts to the people. It should also help to defeat
the senseless train crew bills in states where they are pending
and to secure the repeal of the laws on the subject that already

W. Foss
W. Kraeger
L. Van Auken

E. G.

Canada

great trouble has been that

enough and hard enough

their case before the public.

Subscriptions, including 52 regular weekly issues and special daily editions
published from time to time in New York, or in places other than New
York, payable in advance and posfage free:

Entered at the Post OfRce at
second class.

One

the railways have not tried often

Samuel

what the people want and that

that poHticians often misrepresent

decide intelligently and fairly.

EDITORS
RO!

expenses of the railways and the passenger and freight rates that
must pay. The railways won. The people knocked
out the law by a decisive majority. The result illustrates the fact
their patrons

Queen Anne's Chambers, Westminster.

traffic

cut off passes for employees would not materially increase passenger
or revenue.
Most of this travel is of a character which would not

all if passes were not issued, and practically all the remainder
is travel the expense of which would be reimbursed by the company.
Free
transportation to employees induces a better feeling among them; far better
results are obtained from them in a business way, and a loyalty to the

be done at

company developed which brings

actual results to the stockholders.
They
patronize the dining cars and other facilities of the road, bringing in
increased revenue. .
None of the figures here given apply to the
issuance of annual passes.
It is the custom of general officers to ^ send
.

.

annuals to general officers of other companies; but business of their own
company, with a constant demand for travel upon their own lines, makes
their journeys for pleasure on other roads very infrequent.

That the views here expressed are eminently sound, has been
evidenced by long experience.
Free rides for employees and
their families, a large proportion of which are for pleasure trips,
constitute, when properly regulated, one of the most rational
expenditures of a railroad. Even the brotherhood leaders, whose
wishes usually prevail at Washington, agree to this. The actual
cost of this passenger service

money value

of the

good

will

is,

undoubtedly, far less than the

which

results.

Free rides for emMoreover,

ployees of other roads are almost equally justifiable.

most of the interstate passes allowed by law, outside of those
for railroad men, are for charitable or philanthropic purposes.
Is there any public sentiment .opposed to this use of railroad
facilities?

:
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Arthur Hale has prepared for the Western Economic Society a
very interesting paper on Freight Car Surpluses and Shortages,
which we publish elsewhere in this issue.
Car Surpluses
That Mr. Hale or any one else is able to
discuss this subject intelligently is due to
and
'''^

Car Shortages

^^'^^

''^^^

following

the

great

car

shortage of 1906, the American Railway
Associaticvn began the compilation of the statistics to which Mr.

Hale

Nobody was

refers.

was begun

able before the compilation of these

any certainty whether the railways of the United States had provided enough equipment to
move their normal traffic, and in consequence when a severe car
shortage did come the railways were subjected to widespread
and severe criticism and to drastic laws specifying the conditions
under which they must furnish cars to shippers and penalties that
would be imposed if they failed to do so. The compilation of the
statistics

statistics since that

what the car

We

years.

to say with

time renders

it

possible for us to

know

just

more than seven
there have been during these years some

situation has been fortnightly for

know

that

and comparatively small car shortages and taht there have
been numerous prolonged and very large car surpluses. In other
brief

words, the figures afford a complete answer to any criticism
which may now or in future be made of the railways regarding
the facilities provided by them during this period at least. Aside
from their value in showing what the car situation has been and
thereby serving as a protection against unjust criticism and legisthe statistics undoubtedly have been of some value as

lation,

means of increasing efficiency in the operation of the railways.
For example, the comparative statistics regarding car miles per
day on the different roads undoubtedly have had a stimulating
The statistics have been of such
effect on their managements.
great and unmistakable value in numerous ways that it is to be
hoped their compilation will be continued indefinitely.

THE

Burlington was fortunate in the fiscal year ended June
1914, in that the crops in its territory were good and
there was actually a larger movement of grain than in the
previous year. The result was that although the Burlington
'

30,

the

felt

business
tons

as

depression

general

— the

total

against

tonnage

33,458,000

to

some

carried

tons

in

in

extent

in

1914

being

1913— the

total

its

freight

32,389,000
loss

was

tonnage delivered to it by other roads, the tonnage originating on the Burlington being 22,547,000 tons in 1914 and
Passenger business was considerably
22,531,000 tons in 1913.
in

in 1914 than in 1913, so that despite the considerably
lower passenger-mile rate, due to the Supreme Court's decision in
Total
the two-cent fare law cases, passenger earnings held up.
operating revenue in 1914 .amounted to $92,751,000, compared
with $94,374,000 operating revenue in 1913. Expenses decreased
to a small extent, other income slightly decreased and rents
The result was that net corporate income in 1914
increased.
amounted to $17,114,000 as against $19,431,000 in the previous

better

and after the payment of the regular 8 per cent dividends
there was appropriated for additions and betterments $5,716,000,
and there remained in addition $2,531,000 which was credited
This compares with an appropriation of $7,648,000
to surplus.
for additions and betterments in 1913 and a surplus of $2,916,000
year,

few railroads

in

any country combine these three factors to the

.extent that the Burlington does.

operates 9,264 miles of road, of which 836 miles
second track and 42 miles third track, with a total of 2,920

The company
ihas

No. 20

About 140 miles of new line
was opened during the year, this new line being the extension
south from Laurel, Mont., to Orin Junction, to connect with

& Southern, the principal subsidiary of the BurThere was 72 miles of second track added during the
year, and 19 miles of third track and about 66 miles of yard
tracks and sidings.
Since a very large proportion of the Burlington's mileage is branch line mileage, or what might more

the Colorado
lington.

properly be called feeder mileage,

west of Chicago

it

it will be seen that for a road
has a large proportion of second track and

especially of sidings.

Of

comes from

the total revenue about 68 per cent

On

and 23 per cent from passengers.
the total mileage of freight trains

was

freight

the other hand, in 1914
17,066,000,

and passenger-

mileage 17,721,000.
The freight and passenger density
appears smaller because of the large proportion of feeder mileage;
but the density on main line is actually remarkably heavy. The
train

average for the whole road was 126,000 passengers one mile
per mile of road in 1914 and 125,000 in 1913, and 942,000 tonmiles per mile of road in 1914 and 965,000 ton-miles per mile
of road in 1913.
The average passenger journey is short, 49 miles in 1914,
with no change from 1913. The receipts per passenger per mile
are low for a western road, 1.888'cents in 1914 and 1.921 cents
in 1913, the reduction being due, at least in part, to the Supreme
Court's decision upholding the two-cent fare laws.
The average length of haul of freight is long for a road with
so much branch line mileage, 266 miles in 1914 and 263 miles in
1913.
The receipts per ton per mile are not high for an originating road, 7.29 mills in both 1914 and 1913.
As was previously mentioned, all of the loss in freight business came from a reduction in the tonnage received from connections, the total tonnage of all commodities carried in 1914
being 32,389,000, of which 22,547,000 originated on the road and

was

from

received

In

connections.

1913

the

total

tonnage was 33,458,000 tons, of which 22,531,000 tons originated
on the road and 10,927,000 was received from connections. The
principal decrease in 1914 as compared with 1913 was in the

The
tonnage of bituminous coal received from connections.
total tonnage of bituminous coal carried in 1914 amounted to
10,069,000 tons, or 31.09 per cent of the total revenue tonnage,
and of this total 8,339,000 originated on the road and 1,730,000
In 1913 the bituminous
tons was received from connections.
tonnage totaled 10.349,000 tons, or 30.93 per cent of the
revenue tonnage in that year, and of this total coal tonnage 7,764,000 tons originated on the road and 2,584,000 tons
was received from connections. The total tonnage of grain in
coal

total

1914 amounted to 4.309,000, or 13.30 per cent of the total rev-

enue tonnage, comparing with a grain tonnage of 3,919,000 in
1913, or 11.71 per cent of the total revenue tonnage carried in
that year.
in 1914 amounted to $62,148,000 as
be seen that expenses were not reduced in proportion to the loss in revenue the operating ratio
was 67.01 in 1914 as against 66.59 in 1913. The following table
shows the percentage of each class of operating expense to

Total operating expenses

against $62,843,000.

It

will

;

total

operating revenues
Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment

after this appropriation.

The Chicago, Burlington' & Quincy seems such a remarkably
It serves a rich
wealthy property because of three factors.
Its outstanding securities are at an unoriginating territory.
usually low ratio to the total property investment, this investment
having been consistently added to from earnings belonging to the
owners. The road is particularly well managed. Comparatively

57,

miles of yard tracks and sidings.

9,842,000

CHICAGO, BURLINGTON & QUINCY

Vol.

Traffic expenses

Transportation expenses
General expenses
Total

The

reduction

of,

roughly,

$500,000 in

1914

1913

12.94

13.28

17.13

17.10

1-76

1.68

32.59

3 1.79

2.59

2.74

67.01

66.59

maintenance of way

accounted for by a reduction in the amount spent for rails,
other track materials and roadway labor, and by a considerable
reduction in the amount spent for buildings, fixtures and
grounds, the amount on this latter account being $1,262,000 in
1914 and $1,693,000 in 1913. In part these reductions, are offset
is

November
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1914

by an expenditure of $2,112,000 on

as

ties,

compared with

$1,-

In maintenance of equipment the reduction of $245,000 is entirely due to smaller amounts charged to renewals of freightcars,

$855,000 being charged on this account in

1914 as

reduction was offset
by larger charges for repairs and for depreciation. Since the
renewals charge represents the original cost, less salvage and
against $1,698,000 in

depeciation

1913.

on equipment

In

part this

retired,

is

it

a

bookkeeping matter

and not a matter of actual money expenditure. In 1914 3,179
freight cars were retired as against 3,995 in 1913.
On the other
hand, 12,601 cars were added in 1914 as against 4,004 cars in
1913.

Transportation expenses amounted to $30,225,000 in 1914 as
This is an increase of less than 1
per cent, with a decrease of about 2 per cent in ton mileage
and an increase of about 1 per cent in passenger mileage. The
against $29,998,000 in 1913.

increase

in

transportation expenses

is

due almost entirely to

increases in the amounts paid for loss and

damage

damage

to freight,

and injuries to persons. This may, of
course, be due to more prompt settlement of claims or to the
payment of claims arising out of the previous year's business.
There was some saving in the expense for fuel for road locoto

property

The Chicago,

Some

of the increase in trans-

can be explained by a much larger empty
also the decrease in average revenue
trainload in 1914 was 479 tons, and in 1913 484

portation expenses

movement,

as

can

The
The mileage

trainload.

of loaded cars was 452,000,000 in 1914, a denearly 9,000,000 miles, while the mileage of empty
cars was 212,000,000, an increase of about 18,600,000. The avertons.

crease

of

age loading per loaded car remained about the same
years,

in the

The Burlington spent

in

all

$19,073,000 for

extensions,

some years previous

to

1907,

since before that the

had been charging additions and betterments

Burlington

income account
without carrying these accounts as appropriated surplus on the
balance sheet. Since both surplus and appropriated surplus represent excess of assets over liabilities, what this means, stripped
of accounting technicalities, is that there has been something

more than

no

in the Burlington property
have been issued, and, of course,

invested

$120,000,000

against which

securities

the greater part of this excess in assets
capital

The
the

—property,
was

is

in the

form of fixed

not money.

net increase in

public

to

outstanding in the hands of
during the year, there having been

securities

$5,825,000

mortgage 4 per cent bonds and some
additional bonds of this issue to cancel bonds paid at maturity.
The unextinguished discount on funded debt amounted to $2,329,000 on June 30, 1914, as compared with $657,000 on June 30,
sold

1913,

$5,000,000 general

&

Quincy

and

in

addition $45,000 was

charged to income of the

year for discount on securities, on the other hand other deferred debit items decreased being $975,000 in 1914 and $2,593,000
in 1914.
There was $4,815,000 cash on hand at the beginning
of the year, with total working liabilities of $11,469,000, with no
loans and

bills

payable, and at the end of the year $6,516,000

cash on hand and $15,180,000 working liabilities, which included
In other words, despite Qif$1,900,000 loans and bills payable.

ford Thome's opinion to the contrary, one of the very strongest
railroad companies in the entire country could not sell AYi per

new

cent bonds, even to a comparatively small amount, except at a

Of this
and betterments in 1914.
amount $2,216,000 net was for new lines, $6,085,000 for adequipment.
ditions and betterments to road, and $10,772,000 for
Of the expenditures for road $3,719,000 was charged to propand additions

measures the surplus which would be shown if the present
Interstate Commerce Commission rules had been in effect for

two

19 tons.

equipment

to

Burlington

motives, $5,771,000 being spent on this account in 1914 as against
$5,935,000 in the previous year.

car

and $2,367,000 to income, and of the expenditure
was charged to property and $3,358,000
income.
Since 1S07 the company has charged $27,146,000
spent for additions and betterments to income, and in addition
has a surplus of $93,000,000, which, however, by no means
erty account

for equipment $7,414,000

711,000 in 1913.

train

885

very considerable
large

discount;

and despite the

fact

that

amount of money representing surplus belonging

stockholders

is

a
to

very
the

invested each year in property, nevertheless, the

Burlington will have to come into the market for new capital

:
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in the not distant future

if

is

it

pohcy of ex-

to continue the

tensive expenditures on additions and improvements each year.

The following
in 1914 as

table

shows the principal

figures for operation

compared with 1913

Mileage operated
Freight revenue
Passenger revenue
Total operating revenue
Maint. of way and structures
Maint. of equipment
Traffic expenses
Transportation expenses
General expenses
Total operating expenses

Taxes
Operating income
Gross income
Net income
Dividends
Appropriated for additions and better-

1914
9,264
$62,799,188
21,743,507
92,750,934
12,002,628
15,888,686
1,634,672
30,224,524
2,397,888
62,148,398
4,028,900
26,433,388
27,934,465
17.114,407
8,867,128

$64,046,856
21,895,691
94,374,486
12,535,863
16,133,215
1,586,803
29,997,717
2,589,293
62.842,891
3,563,359
27,840,545
29,800,475
19,430,746
8,867,128

5,715,875
2,531,404

7,647.743
2,915,875

ments
Surplus

1913
9,129

^^

better measure of the equity back of Southern Pacific
common stock could be given than the way in which

the plant and the organization have withstood the extraordinary strain put on them in the fiscal year ended June 30, 1914.

and unprecedented rains caused interruptions to
an extent never before recorded for a railroad covering such a vast territory as does the Southern Pacific. On
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Notwithstanding all this, total operating revenues decreased
but 2.87 per cent and expenses increased by less than one per
cent.
After the payment of expenses, taxes and interest
charges the Southern Pacific had in 1914, $20,452,000 available
for dividends, compared with $26,868,000 available for dividends in the previous year. Six per cent on the common
stock outstanding calls for $16,361,000, so that there was a margin of safety back of the dividend, even last year, of $4,091,000.

The Southern Pacific system consists of the Southern Pacific Company and proprietary companies.
It is divided for
convenience of the operating management as between lines
east of El Paso and lines west of El Paso. The lines west
include, of course, the Central Pacific, running from Ogden
to

San Francisco.

The annual report for 1914 is the thirtieth of the company.
The Southern Pacific and the Great Northern are the only
two of the great transcontinental systems which have never
been through a receivership. Under Collis P. Huntington,
the Southern Pacific had
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plowed

into

it

a huge surplus, and

days of the Southern Pacific especially, the
Golden State was indeed a golden state for the railroad, which
had so large a share of its transportation business. The
Huntington regime was a generous one, both to officers and
employees and in maintenance of the property. The Harriman regime which followed continued a liberal policy of
maintenance and was fortunate in inheriting the Southern
Pacific organization.
This, then, is the reason why, even
after two years of strikes and other misfortunes, the property could go through such an extraordinary severe strain
as that put on it in 1914 and still make such a thoroughly
creditable showing.
In the fiscal year ended June 30, 1914, the system handled
31,960,000 tons of freight, or exactly one per cent more tonnage than in 1913. The average length of haul, however, was
219 miles, as compared with 222 miles the year before, so that
the ton mileage handled was less by about half of one per
Of the total tonnage in 1914, 36.74 per cent was prodcent.
ucts of mines, but of this the greater part was ore, stone and
sand and other mine products, exclusive of coke and coal.
Only a comparatively few carloads of anthracite coal were
carried, and bituminous coal furnished only 2 per cent of the
total tonnage in 1914.
Apparently the results of the purchase of the Arizona EastIn 1912 the tonnage
ern, an ore carrying road, are marked.
in

the

early

amounted

to but 593,000 tons; in 1913 to 2,957,000 tons,
Products of agriculture fur1914 to 3,626,000 tons.
nished 18.16 per cent of the total tonnage in 1914, products

of ores

and

in

\ARKAN5/IS,

The Southern

Pacific

System

lumber 17.89 per cent, and manufactures 14.88 per cent.
There was a large falling off in the tonnage of manufactures,

the 10,477 miles of road operated in this system there were
227 interruptions to traffic, with an average delay of three

of

In every
30, 1914.
Mr. Rruttschnitt, chairman of
washouts
from
the executive committee, points out, damages
and landslides were frequent and embarrassing. Added to
the loss in both freight and passenger traffic caused by the
peculiarly perverse weather conditions, there was a distinct
loss in passenger traffic because of the number of passengers
who might have gone to California, but who preferred to

4,755,000 tons being carried in 1914 as against 5,115,000 tons
in the previous year, and a considerable falling off in products

days each,

in the fiscal

year ended June

month except November,

as

put off their trip until the

Panama

exhibition.

of forests, 5,717,000 tons being carried in 1914 as against 5,910,000 tons in the previous year. The average ton-mil^ rate
Total freight
in 1914 was 1.110 cents; in 1913, 1.123 cents.
revenue was $78,369,000 in 1914, as against $80,141,000 in the

previous year.

As in the case of the number of tons of freight, the number
of passengers carried decreased, being 42,745,000 in 1914, as

November
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against 42,006,000 in 1913; but the average length of journey
decreased, being 40.92 miles last year as against 43.67 miles

previous year, a decrease of 6.30 per cent. The passenger mileage, therefore, decreased by 4.66 per cent. The
average revenue per passenger per mile was 2.247 cents in
1914 and 2.248 cents in 1913.
Total passenger revenue
in the

amounted

to

$40,486,000 in

1914 as against $42,490,000 in the

year 1913.

With a decrease in the ton-miles handled of 0.66 per cent
and in the passenger-miles handled of 4.66 per cent, there was
an increase in total operating expenses of 0.81 per cent, a decrease of 3.02 per cent in freight-train mileage, an increase of
2.15 per cent in passenger-train mileage, and an increase in
the average trainload of all freight of 2.25 per cent, the average in 1914 being 471 tons and in 1913 461 tons.

In expenses for the year an increase of $475,000 in maintenance of way was in part offset by a decrease of $361,000 in
maintenance of equipment, and a decrease of $226,000 in
traffic expenses was more than offset by an increase of $249,000 in general expenses. Maintenance of way and structures
amounted to $16,064,000 in 1914. It is estimated that repairs
of flood damages amounted to an extraordinary expense of
$880,000, and in California alone $1,284,000 additional will be
required to complete these extraordinary repairs.
Of this
amount $475,000, it is estimated, will be chargeable to operating expenses next year and $809,000 to additions and betterments.

Maintenance of equipment cost $18,934,000

in

1914.

This

included charges of $609,000 for depreciation of locomotives,
$279,000 for depreciation of passenger cars and $1,060,000 for
depreciation of freight-train cars. The Southern Pacific has

never before included a charge for depreciation, but has at
acquiesced in the Interstate Commerce Commission's
requirements in this respect. Besides the charge in 1914 a
charge of $22,458,000 was made to profit and loss and credited
to accrued depreciation on the asset side of the balance sheet
for estimated depreciation between July 1, 1907, when the
last

Interstate
to July

1,

Commerce Commission's ruling went into effect,
The following table shows the expenditures

1913.

for repairs per unit of equipment, exclusive of depreciation

and renewals,

in

1914 and 1913;

Repairs per locomotive.
Repairs per passenger car
Repairs per freight car

1914

1913

$3,920
838

$4,721

93

865
94

The state of repairs of locomotives was not quite so good
end of the year as at the beginning. Thirty-eight per
cent of the total number of locomotives in service were in
thorough order at the end of the year, as against 40 per cent
at the beginning of the year, and 29 per cent were in good
at the

order as against 28 per cent at the beginning of the year, and
32 per cent required repairs or were in shop under repair as
against 28 per cent at the beginning of the year.
Transportation expenses amounted to $40,937,000 in 1914
and the principal increases are in cost of fuel for road locomotives, operating joint yards and terminals, train supplies
and expenses, and injuries to persons. The increase in cost
of fuel was largely due to the higher price paid for fuel oil,
the cost per ton of coal being $2.87 in 1914 and $2.90 in 1913,
while the cost of four barrels of oil, which is figured as the
equivalent of a ton of coal, was $2.59 in 1914 as against $2.37
in 1913.
Thus the average cost of fuel per ton was $2.60 in
1914 as against $2.40 in 191i The number of miles run per
ton of fuel was 14.83 in 1914 and 14.23 in 1913.
During the year the Southern Pacific sold to its own stockholders at par $54,534,000 20-year 5 per cent convertible bonds.
The conversion privilege permits of exchange of bonds for
stock at par at any time up to June 1, 1924. The proceeds of
the sale of these bonds were used in part to pay off $26,000,000
one-year 5 per cent notes, which fell due June 15, 1914. In
addition there

was

$7,130,000

equipment trust

certificates sold

88/

and $6,000,000 one-year

5

The

per cent notes.

net

expendi-

ture during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1914, for equipment
and additions and betterments was $19,756,000. As of June
30 the company had on hand $19,170,000 cash and deposits,
about $148,000 less than at the beginning of the year, and in
addition to the expenditures on its own property mentioned
above, had advanced to affiliated companies during the year
$14,578,000, making the total now $105,525,000. There are no
loans and bills payable, and audited accounts and wages payable at the end of the year amounted to $8,259,000, a decrease
of $4,588,000 in

this

account during the year.

The Southern Pacific has an enormous
carried at any money value on its balance

which

is not
This is the
title to oil lands belonging to the Southern Pacific Railroad
Company and the Kern Trading & Oil Company. The Supreme Court held in June, 1914, that except where title to
these lands had been obtained by fraud, the title could not
be attacked because they were now found to contain oil. In
Mr. Kruttschnitt's opinion the Southern Pacific's title to the

may now

valuable lands

There
is

now

asset

sheet.

be regarded as unassailable.

Pacific merger
slowly being fought through the courts.
is,

of course, the Central

suit,

which

Mr. Kruttschnitt, like the late E. H. Harriman, is by nature
an optimist. His remarks, thert.ore, in regard to the present
state of the railroad business are particularly impressive:

"Your Board repeats the suggestion made last year that
you take an active part in repelling the attacks of demagogues
on your property. Unfair treatment of railroads is due in
great part to the belief of politicians that only financial magnates suffer therefrom.
The surest remedy for the evil is
for railroad investors to give unmistakable evidence of their
numbers, and of their resentment of unfair legislation or
regulation.
You now number over 30,000, and with the
stockholders of other railroads and with investors in their
a million or more voters,
ballots, can lawfully exert
treatment by your servants
in Congress, in legislatures, and on commissions.
The common interests of railroad shareholders and of investors in
every community, no matter how small, should cause them
to actively participate in every election and to perform
faithfully all other duties of citizenship, in order to secure
proper representatives and protection for their interests.
While your company has cheerfully made such expenditures
as were required by Federal or State commissions or by
legislation, many unreasonable laws have been enacted, which
serve no public good, and which add unnecessarily to the cost

securities

whose

you form a body of
backed up by

protests,

force to compel

sufficient

of operation.

.

.

fair

.

"The reduction of our surplus over fixed and other charges,
due to causes largely beyond control, has imposed on your
company the necessity of reducing the expenditures for new
construction, additions to and betterments of the property,
The uncompleted work, listed
to the lowest possible limits.
above, is being slowly carried on to protect the investment
already made, but no extensions or improvements of any
description, not imperatively needed for protection of the
property, are being authorized or even considered."
The following table shows the principal figures for operation in 1914 as compared with 1913:
1914

Average mileage operated
Freight revenue

Passenger revenue
Total operating revenue
Maint. of way and structures
Maint. of equipment
Traffic expenses
Transportation expenses
General expenses
Total operating expenses

Taxes
Operating income
Gross income
Net income
Dividends
Surplus

•

•

10,422
$78,369,414
40.485,949
126.614,537
16,064.457
18,934,335
2,889,419
40,936,821
3,975,035
82,800.068
7,162,625
37,695,367
51,799,058
20,452,216
16,361,088
4.091.127

1913
10,311

$80,141,499
42.389,837
130.353,693
15,589,027
19.295,725
3,115,079
40,408.954
3.726,326
82,135.109
5,697,286
44,208.009
56,558,542
26,867,807
16,160.932
10,506,875

Construction of the

New York

Connecting Railroad

Ten Mile Line Involving Large Bridges and Viaducts
Will Connect the Pennsylvania and New Haven
now been

in progress for more than
Connecting Railroad, which will
provide a direct connection between the New Haven and the
Pennsylvania Railroad Systems, and the first section of the new
line, which will be used for passenger traffic only, is nearing
On account of the location of this line in wellcompletion.
improved sections of the boroughs of Queens and the Bronx,
and the heavy structures required to span the East river. Little
Hell Gate, and the Bronx Kill, the cost of this 10-mile road
will probably approximate $30,000,000, or $3,000,000 per mile.
It will form an important link between two great systems,
however, making possible direct connections for both freight and
passenger traffic between New England and the central west
and the south. The northern end of the new line, which is

Construction work has

two years on the

New York

Hudson

ing under the East river, Manhattan Island, and the

and connecting directly with
The freight line, which is also a
the main line for the west.
part of this project, but is not yet under construction, will continue east and south to a connection with the old Manhattan
Beach road of the Long Island system, over which freight
river in the Pennsylvania's tunnels,

trains

operated

be

will

Greenville,

N.

Bay Ridge,

to

freight yards of the

J.,

opposite

directly

A

Pennsylvania.

the
ferry

service connects these points.

The

construction of this connecting road

New Haven

of the

and the Pennsylvania.

is

a joint enterprise

The

portion

known

East river bridge division, extending from the New
Haven connection in the Bronx to Stemler street in Long Island
City, is being built by the New York Connecting Railroad, of
the

as

which Gustav Lindenthal is chief engineer, and the portion from
Stemler street to the end of the passenger connection at Sunnyside yard, known as the Southern Division, is being handled by
the engineering department of the Pennsylvania Railroad, A. C.
Shand, chief engineer, and H. C. Booz, assistant chief engineer.

The new

line

is

elevated

for practically

its

entire length in

order to reach the necessary height at the crossing of the East
river, and also to eliminate grade crossings with the streets in

Erecting the Superstructure o( the Bronx Viaduct
the

Bronx and

rising

from the

in

Long

Island City.

New Haven

The grade

is

continually

connection to the Hell Gate bridge,

The grade

is

connection

at

over the
maximum being
per
arch bridge, and then descends on a maximum grade of 0.72 per
The maximum elevation attained is
cent to Stemler street.
over the East river, where the base of rail is about 145 ft. above
the

Map

of

New York and

Showing Location of the
Connecting Railroad

Vicinity

New York

1.2

mean high

—

first

tends to the

expected to operate through trains between Boston and
Chicago, Cincinnati, New Orleans, Washington, and southern

viaduct,

it

is

Atlantic coast points, over this connecting line. Former President Mellen of the Ne\v Haven estimated that the new line
would handle at least 40 passenger trains a day.
The road will leave the New Haven's Harlem River branch,
at 142nd street in the Bronx, cross the Bronx Kill to Randall's
island, then across Little Hell Gate to Ward's island, then turn-

ing sharply to the left will cross Hell Gate to Long Island
City on an arch bridge having the longest span in the world.
connection is made in Long Island City with the Pennsylvania
System through the Sunnyside yard, which is the end of the

A

present work.

Passenger trains

will use this

connection, pass-

at

the

New Haven

section of the line,

being bnilt at present, will have four tracks two for passenger
and two for freight traffic. On the completion of this section

The

level

water.

Beginning
the

cent.

Bronx

known

Kill bridge

as the

Bronx

142nd

street,

viaduct, ex-

about seven-eighths of a mile.

section over Randall's island,

known

as the Randall's island

about three-eighths of a mile long, and from 75 to
100 ft. high. After crossing the Little Hell Gate bridge another
viaduct is used to cross Ward's island, a length of about oneThis viaduct reaches a maximum height of about
half mile.
135 ft. The line makes a 3 deg. 10 min. curve to the left over
is

island, approaching the Hell Gate arch bridge, the cenangle being nearly SO deg. The section south of this bridge
includes the Long Island viaduct and the Eastern viaduct, having a combined length of a httle over one mile. With the exception of short sections at the two ends where retaining walls

Ward's
tral

carried on sffeel and
fill are used, the entire line is
concrete viaducts and bridges. About 150 viaduct piers were required, the masonry work containing 450,000 cu. yd. of concrete,

and earth

—

November

13,
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The

with about 5,000 tons of steel reinforcement.
structure will total about 90,000 tons.

steel

super-

BRONX VIADUCT TO HELL GATE

The four New York Connecting tracl^ join the four New
Haven tracks at 142nd street in the Bronx, the New Haven
tracks being spread to allow two of the new tracks to be located
The other two new tracks are
in the middle of the old layout.
constructed on the east side of the old
laid

line, all

four tracks being

between retaining walls as far south as 138th
The retaining walls and the additions to the bridge

on earth

street.

fill

I

N.

/

Y Connecting

889

handling the sections of the steel forms and other material
required around the work.
The Bronx Kill bridge consists of two 17S-ft. through truss
spans designed for a double-leaf bascule bridge, but built tem-

While

this channel is not navigable
contemplated which will deepen
it in
order to relieve the severe tidal current in Hell Gate.
The center pier and the tower spans at each end for the
operating machinery of the proposed bascule bridge are of
concrete with granite facing at the water level.
The center
pier and the southerly abutment are founded on rock, which

porarily as
at present

fixed

spans.

an improvement

is

\
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Cross Sections of

Roadway

abutments

at street crossings,

additional

tracks,

are

Nejir

Connection

of

New Haven and New York

which are necessary to carry the
founded on spread footings supported
of retaining wall was required for this

by piles. About 900 ft.
work, the fill between the walls being furnished by the

New

Haven.

From

138th street to

132nd

new

street,

where the difference

tracks and the old

is

in

too great to

embankment,
rectangular concrete piers are used under each of the two
double-track portions of the line.
Each pier is supported on
two cylindrical columns, 10 ft. to 13 ft. in diameter, extending
up to the ground level. These piers are placed about 64 ft.
apart, the superstructure consisting of two lines of deck plate
the'-

use of the retaining walls

The Mixer

and earth

the

in the

Bronx
footings under

the northerly abutment.

The

Randall's island viaduct consists of 24 deck plate girder

varying in length from 80

ft.
to 87 ft., supported on
These piers are founded on rock which was
comparatively close to the surface on this island, and are designed with buttresses or pilasters at each end with an arch
between.
For the lower piers derricks supported on raised
platforms were used for handling concrete into the forms on
account of the economy effected in the handling of other maThe contractor located a conterial,
as mentioned above.

spans,

Plant for Placing the Viaduct Piers

Between 133rd and 132nd streets
which are carried in the middle of the
layout to that point, swing over the two easterly New Haven
tracks, and join the other two Connecting tracks to form a
four-track line, which is carried from that point to the Bronx
Kill bridge on a viaduct consisting of deck girders on concrete piers.
These piers, which have an arch opening at the
base, rest on cylindrical concrete caissons at each end cargirders

Connecting Railroad

rapidly to the north, necessitating spread

concrete piers.

elevation between the

allow

dips

under each

two new

ried

down

less

than 50

One

track.

tracks,

to
ft.

hardpan.
it

Since

the

average

pier

was found more economical

height

was

for placing the

concrete in these piers to use guyed derricks in preference to
distributing towers, as the derricks could also be used for

High Piers on
Ward's Island

of the

Arrangement of Forms for Building High Viaduct Piers

dock on Randall's island for handling the material
used in the work.
The new line crosses Little Hell Gate at a sharp skew on a
consisting of
inverted bowstring
four-span
steel structure
trusses.
Two spans are 292 ft. 6 in. long each, and two spans
struction

The water is very shallow in this channel, rock
ft. 3 in.
outcropping at frequent intervals. The three piers are skewed
to the channel and consist of two circular piers conA granite facing is
nected by a reinforced concrete /arch.
280

parallel
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provided at the water level. The foundations were built in open
cofferdams, the excavated material and concrete being handled

on a construction

The viaduct over Ward's
on Randall's

ft.

island consists

to 93

ft.,

of 30 spans,

the design being the

same

the arches, to transmit the load from the stringers to

island,

due to braking trains.
The towers are 125

founded on hardpan. although
in a few cases the footings were located on rock.
The conthe
tractor built a dock on
island with a storage capacity of
1,200 cu. yd. of stone and 600 cu. yd. of sand.
Derricks were
used to unload the materials from barges lying at the dock
onto a belt conveyor, which transported them to covered storage bins. Cement was also handled in the same manner and
chuted down to the cement house, adjacent to the storage
bins.
The bins were constructed at a height sufficient to permit of charging, cars being pushed under the bins and there
filled with sand, stone
and cement. Each of these charging
cars carried sufficient material for about 12 cu. yd. of concrete.
Two cars were used, one being loaded at the bins, while the
other was discharging at the mixer plant.
The concrete was
mixed in one-yard Lakewood mixers, located at the base of
high distributing towers, serving three piers on each side.
The sand and stone were kept separate in the charging car,
allowing the proper amounts to be drawn off with the least
delay into the charging hopper of the mixer. The towers supporting the hoist and steel chutes were built of timber in interchangeable sections, which could be arranged to give any deThe maximum height required was about 224 ft.
sired height.
The form sections were handled by tackle attached to the guy
tically

lines

all

of

these

piers

No. 20

vary-

except that the continually rising
grade makes the piers from about 80 ft. to 120 ft. high. Pracas that

57,

of the bridge.
Other noteworthy points in design are the use
of special rocker joints at splices between chord members, the
specification of high carbon steel and large rivets, and the use
of girders in the floor at the intersection of the roadway with

trestle across the stream.

ing in length from 86

Vol.

ft.

by 140

ft.

in

area,

tlie

arches,

and arc of a hoi-

are

11

^Ir^Sli

i

¥
m

supporting the concrete chutes.
.
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HELL GATE ARCH BRIDGE

The
in

crossing of the East river, even at

Hell Gate, was the most

difficult

problem

its

narrowest point

in the construction

entire line, its solution calling forth the design of a
arch bridge with the longest span in the world. A single
span structure over the river at this point was necessary on
account of the depth of the water and the strength of the
current, and for the same reason the structure had to be deA cantilever bridge,
signed for erection without false work.

of

the

steel

involving anchor spans at the ends, was not feasible on account of the 3 deg. 10 min curve over Ward's island, which
commences approximately at the end of the bridge.
The structure is unusual in a number of respects, in addiThe adoption of an arch bridge
tion to the length of span.

Ward's
usually presupposes excellent
island end of the Hell Gate bridge the surface material and
foimdations,

but at the

1«^

1*

The Construction

Plant

Used

in

Building the

East

Abutment

of

the Hell Gate Arch

low concrete construction, faced with Maine granite, above the
ground, and extending to a height of about 220 ft. The roadway is carried through the arches of these abutment towers.
In addition to their architectural value the weight of these

Elevation of the Hell Gate Arch Bridge

underlying strata were of such a poor quality that pneumatic
This is also the first
long span bridge to be designed for four railway tracks.
A
loading practically equivalent to Cooper's E-60 was used in the
caissons were used to support the tower.

design,

the

dead load amounting to 53,000

lb.

per lineal

foot

towers serves to decrease the size of foundation necessary and
The two arches
increase the stability of the arch structure.
are spaced 60 ft., center to center, and each consists of two
chords 140 ft. apart at the ends, and about 40 ft. at the crown.
The rise in the lower chord is 220 ft. The roadway level is

XOVEMBER

13.
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between the two chords at the end post, crossing the lower
chord three panels out from the end, and being suspended
more than 150 ft. below the crown of the arch in the middle
The arches are two-hinged, although they will
of the span.
be erected as three-hinged, and maintained in that way until
The clearance above mean high
all dead load has been placed.
water is 135 ft.
On account of the enormous dead load the
chord members are never in tension, and the sections required
Th; lower chord is a box section with
are unusually heavy.
a middle diaphragm having a width of 6 ft. 6 in., and a maxi-

891

would have to be sunk, it was decided to build this
part of the tower with company forces under the

caissons
particular

of the engineering department.
The plant consisted
compressors, boilers, electric light, etc.
Each circular

direction

of

five

was provided with two shafts, and each rectangular
caisson with three shafts, with separate material and men locks.
The material was handled by four derricks and one hoist tower
caisson

The excavation was wasted behind the sea wall,
along the edge of the island. The sinking of the caissons
was accomplished in seven months.
In the construction of the approaches to the arch bridge

for concrete.
built

six piers

are being omitted on each side to provide space for

the back stays and counterweight, which

be necessary in

will

An important economy will be effected in this erection by utilizing
for the back stays and counterweights a large portion of the
steel designed for the superstructure of the arch and of the
the erection of the arches by the cantilever method.

approach viaducts.
It is expected that erection of the arch
span will be commenced early in 1915.

HELL GATE TO SUNNYSIDE YARD

The Long

viaduct is of the same type as that on
Randall's and Ward's islands, the only difference in construcIsland

being that the piers are founded on gravel or sand, the
to a depth of from 10 to 30 ft.
The

tion

footings being carried

rock was at too great a depth along this section to be reached
this fact was an important consideration

by these footings, and
the

in

The Caissons

in the

West Abutment

o( the Hell

adoption of the concrete pier and plate girder type of

Gate Arch

mum

depth at the lower end of 10 ft. 6 in. The upper chord
an inverted U section, and is of course considerably lighter.
Continuous ballasted tracks are carried across the structure on
concrete slabs, this construction being standard over the enis

tire

elevated portion of the

The tower on

the

depth of about 20

Long

ft.,

line.

Island side

is

founded on rock

at a

the foundation being placed in open cut.

The westerly

tow-er, however, is founded on rock at depths
Twentyft to 120 ft. below the ground surface.
one pneumatic concrete caissons were used in the construction

varying from 58

One

Arches in the Eastern Viaduct Showing Also
Thin Retaining Wall Construction

of the Street

for all viaducts.
.-Xs
the bearing pressure could not
exceed three tons per square foot on the gravel and sand under

structure

Long

the
able

Island approach,

cost

heavier

of

it

was impossible

foundations

suitable

types

for

to secure at a reason-

concrete

The

construction.

footings

arches
of

the

or

other

concrete

were necessarily made wide to secure the required bearand this is even more important, as the strata in which the
footings are located are water bearing and are above tide level,
although with the future development of this district they may

piers

A

Portion of the Long Island Viaduct Showing Concrete Towers

Used

in its Construction,

Eastern Viaduct in the Background

These caissons were arranged in five groups,
extending across the tower area parallel to the line of the
Three of these groups consisted of five 18-ft. cylinders
arches.
each, and the other two. located in the vertical planes passing
of the foundation.

through the arch ribs, consisted of three rectangular caissons,
under each arch. The three caissons
ft. by 40 ft. in plan
under each truss arc interlocked by keys, extending from the
top to within 10 ft. of the cutting edges. The material through
30

which these' caissons were driven consisted of
gravel and boulders, some of the latter being very
On account of the diflficulty which was expected in
material, and the uncertainty of the exact depth

sand,

coarse

ing,

be completely drained.

which extends from Lawrence street
Long Island viaduct on the
high concrete retaining walls heavily reinforced, with an earth fill placed in thin, convex, well-compacted
layers.
Some streets are crossed by reinforced concrete arches,

The Eastern

to

Stemler

viaduct,

street,

.

adjoining the

east, consists of thin,

others by deck truss bridges of frotn

The

retaining walls reach a

spaced 57

ft.

6

in.,

maximum

is

the wall under the coping is 3
8 in. 16-lb. channels, spaced 10

to

which the

1.

to 40,

ft.

to

166
ft.

ft.

span.

and are

back to back. The outer face of the walls
and the back is plumb. The thickness of
They are reinforced with
ft.
ft. apart, vertically and hori-

large in size.

handling this

battered

120

height of 72

:

:
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and bolted together

zontally,

at

the

Tie

intersections.

Vol.

57,

No. 20
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rods

are provided to connect the two side walls at each point of

Short pieces of these
rods were attached to the reinforcement before the concrete
was poured, and turnbuckles are used to connect these short

The following

intersection of the reinforcing channels.

ends with the 2j4-in. rods, extending through the fill, which
Solid concrete cross
are being placed as the filling progresses.
walls, which also contain tie rods, are provided at intervals
Provision is made to carry the drainage down
of about 70 ft.
the

backs of the walls

The

filling

and through holes near the surface.

material for this section of the

work

is

being secured

from the Sunnyside yard, the estimated quantity being 180,000
The fill is made with narrow gage equipment from a
cu. yd.
track laid on timber trestles supported on the tops of the walls,
and is being carefully tamped in place in order to secure a fill
that will exert practically no lateral pressure on the retaining

The design

walls.

of

these

walls

presupposes

a

fill

walls serving rather as facing for the

character, the

of

this

fill

than

all

built

as actual retaining walls.

The

reinforced concrete arches over the streets are

maximum

In one case an elevated railway structure is carried under the arch, the span in
In two cases three-centered arches were
this case being 102 ft.
The arch rings are
used where a flatter ring was desired.

on a skew, the

being 57 deg.

1-in.
rods and wire mesh, the
reinforced with
lower face of the arch is bush-hammered, and the upper surface is waterproofed by the membrane method, with a protective
High distributing
layer of brick laid over the waterproofing.
towers were used in placing the concrete on this section, the
concrete material being hauled in motor trucks from a dock
on the river, about two miles away.
The section between Stemler street and the Sunnyside yard

heavily

no work of unusual nature or of great

involves

size.

The

streets are crossed by concrete arches, or plate girder spans,
and the tracks are carried on earth embankments without retaining walls between the streets. The material used for these

embankments was secured from the Sunnyside yard, the total
amounting to about 500,000 yd.
The masonry and foundation work was contracted to three'
firms as follows, beginning at the south end Arthur McMullen,
New York City; the Patrick Ryan Construction Company, New
York City, and the T. A. Gillespie Company, New York City.
The Snare & Triest Company, New York City, is building the
towers of the Hell Gate bridge above the bases. The American
Bridge Company has the contract for fabricating and erecting
the superstructure of the arch bridge, the Long Island viaduct
and the Ward's island viaduct, and the McClintic-MarshaU
Construction Company is fabricating and erecting the remainder
fill

:

Mr. Lindenthal, we are indebted to O. H.
and H. W. Hudson, construc-

In addition to

assistant chief engineer,

tion engineer, of the

New York

Connecting, for the foregoing

information.

Car Lighting in India —It

is

reported that the Railway Board
all the passenger

of India has decided to install electric lights on

cars of the lines operated by the state. This official announcement will also mean that other lines eventually will have to do

the same.

in Corea OpENfeD.

—A

British consular report

Keigen (Seoul-Gensan) line was thrown
on August 16 last, on the completion of the Seoul-

states that the entire

open to

traffic

Kozan

section,

17

miles

in

length.

The railway has a

total

and it traverses the provinces of
Kyeng-Ki, Kang-Won, and South Hamgyeng. There are 22 intermediate stations, and through trains from Seoul accomplish
Gensan occupies the third
the journey in about eight hours.
place in the foreign trade among the open seaports of Corea,
and is the chief port on the east coast.
of

Case, dealing with allowances to short lines of railroad serving
industries,

the language of the commission being preserved in

so far as possible

This proceeding is an investigation instituted by the commisThe original report, held that all allowits own motion.
ances to, or divisions of rates with, any of the so-called indusNo distinction was made between
trial roads were unlawful.
the industrial roads, although their physical characteristics and
the conditions surrounding them varied widely.
As a result of that report, although no order was entered, the
line-haul carriers promptly withdrew all allowances, divisions
and demurrage and per diem arrangements with the industrial
roads in the proceeding, and also with other similar roads. Protests against such cancellations led the commission to suspend
them in a number of instances. In so far as the industrial roads
that were before the commission are concerned no such allowances, divisions or demurrage or per diem arrangements are in
sion on

effect.

After our original report was issued, the Supreme Court
handed down its decision in the Tap Line cases, 234 U. S., 1.
In its opinion the Supreme Court referred to decisions of the
commission, such as the General Electric Company and Solvay
Process Company cases, 41 I. C. C, 237 and 246, and said
It thus becomes apparent that the real question in these cases is the true
Are they plant facilities merely or
character of the roads here involved.
common carriers with rights and obligations as such?
It is insisted that these roads are not carriers because the most of their
traffic is in their own logs and lumber and that only a small part of the

carried is the property of others.
But this conclusion loses sight of
is in fact used does not
determine the fact whether it is or is not a common carrier. It is the right
of the public to use the road's facilities and to demand service of it rather
than the extent of its business which is the real criterion determinative of
traffic

the principle that the extent to which a railroad

its

character.

The

court said that

it

was doubtless true

that

abus^

existed

conduct and practices of these lines and in their dealings
with other carriers, which resulted in unfair advantages to some
tap lines and discrimination against others. It pointed out that
in the

because the conclusion was reached that the tap lines were common carriers of both proprietary and nonproprietary traffic, and
therefore entitled to participate in joint rates with other common
carriers,

it

did not follow that divisions of joint rates might be

made with them

at the will of the carriers

and without power of

the commission to control the same.

In fundamental principles the instant case does not differ from
Tap Line cases. There may be a distinction as to the ap-

plication of the commodities clause, but that can not properly

commission.

affect the conclusions or action of the

modities clause

is

violated,

that infraction of law

If the
is

com-

not to be

corrected or punished by rate adjustment.
Our findings in the original report in the instant case have
been given general and substantial effect by the trunk line roads.

The withdrawal

of allowances to

many

of these industrial roads

seems to have been accepted as proper without much question,
but as to a few of them there is insistence that our findings
invade the legal rights of the so-called industrial roads, and we

may be tested
have concluded, however, that it is our duty
to refrain from issuing an order and to avpid the delay which
would be attendant upon such litigation. We think that in the
light of the decision of the Supreme Court in the Tap Line cases
it is our duty to so modify our findings in the original report
herein as to permit the trunk line roads, if they so elect, to arrange by agreement with any of the industrial roads mentioned
in our former report which are common carriers under the test
are urged to issue an order so that those questions

New Railway

length

an abstract of the commission's supplemental

the

of the steel superstructure.

Ammann,

is

report given by Commissioner Clark in the Industrial Railways

about

138 miles,

in the courts.

original decision (29 I. C. C. 212)
Gazette of January 30, 1914, page 233.

•The

Age

We

was abstracted

in the Railuiay

:

:

November

13,
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Supreme Court in the Tap Line cases, and which
perform a service of transportation, for a reasonable compensation for such service in the form of switching charges or divisions of joint through rates. Each road that becomes party to
such an agreement must file with us immediately upon the consummation thereof a full statement of the arrangement entered
into showing specifically the allowances or divisions granted
thereby. We shall, in the exercise of the duty pointed out by the
Supreme Court, undertake at the earliest available opportunity to
inquire carefully into any of these allowances or divisions which
may seem to be unwarranted or unreasonable or to effect unjust
discrimination. What we have here said relative to establishment
applied by the

of allowances
to

or divisions

with the industrial roads

referred

not to be understood as a finding by us that those indus-

is

roads can resume these relations with the trunk line carwithout transgressing the provisions of the commodities

trial

riers

If infractions of that

clause.
in the

proper

way

law come to our notice,

we

shall

bring them to the attention of the Department

of Justice.

We
here

shall expect the

made

trunk line roads, under the modification

of our original findings, to re-establish allowances, di-

demurrage or per diem arrangements with
in which the transaction is
and in which it is clearly lawful and proper. Each
be judged by its own facts and merits. Each of the
visions, or

roads only in instances

railways
it

is

or

is

common

not a

entitled to all the rights

is

tions.

provided in the

carrier.

If

it is

and subject

a

industrial

bona

industrial
carrier,

to all of the limita-

act.

Commission Harlan

opinion says

we condemned

in

the elimi-

we also
nation of demurrage and in the benefit of reclaims
condemned the furnace allowances and the free services, and
;

held upon the fact before us that in each of the cases dealt with
in the report the industrial railway was a part of the plant
facilities of the industry and performed no service of transportation.
S^bsequently petitions for rehearing were filed by several
of the parties in interest, which after due consideration were
Although no order was entered the carriers later
overruled.
The
filed tariffs to give effect to our findings and conclusions.
results have been accepted and recognized as proper by nearly
all of the industries operating plant railroads under conditions

the general principles of the original report applicable
More recently, however, several of the larger industrial lines, as well as some shippers served by them, have expressed a desire that an order might be entered so as to give

made

also to them.

by application to the courts, to test the
our findings.
In my judgment an order should be entered on the basis of
the original report so that the matter can be taken into court,

them an

The

carrier.

supple-

common

carrier

is

it

and subject

entitled to all the rights

to all

the limitations provided in the act."

This statement

is

coupled with an expression of the expec-

commission that the carriers will re-establish allowances "only in instances in which the transaction is bona fide and
in which it is clearly lawful and proper."
The line carriers are
not required, but are permitted, if they so elect, to re-establish
tation of the

allowances with any of the industrial roads mentioned in the
original report "which are common carriers
and which
perform a service of transportation." A statement of any arrangement so entered into by a line carrier with any such industrial road must be filed with the commission which undertakes at the earliest opportunity to inquire whether the allowance is "unwarranted or unreasonable or effects unjust discrimination."
This was precisely the object of the whole investigation, and so far as I can see we are thus brought back
by the supplemental report practically to the point where we
.

started nearly four years ago.

(32

I.

C.

C,

.

.

129.)

RAILWAY AFFAIRS

OTHER COUNTRIES

IN

The Railway News of London has compiled figures showing
the number of railway employees of great Britain that have
compaAllowing for the figures of other companies not yet
the total must be at least 40,000 for the United
Kingdom. The North Eastern men were formed into a special
battalion.
This company's contribution of 5,000 represents
about one-tenth of the company's force. The figures for the
nies.

the allowances and the

advantages enjoyed by the industries in question

that

were performing

lines

common

mental report closes with the statement that each of these industrial railways "is or is not a common carrier.
If it is a

enlisted for the war, a total of over 35,000 for eleven

in a dissenting

In the original report

mine whether any of these industrial
a service of transportation as a

fide,

case must

common

893

opportunity',

legality of

and some definite principle established by which we may be
guided in the disposition of the many similar cases now pending
The propriety of so
before us and that may hereafter arise.
burdening the revenues of the trunk lines is not only a matter
of importance to the trunk lines themselves, but to the general
shipping public by which all such burdens must ultimately be
It is important also that other industries not receiving
borne.
these benefits and privileges at the hands of the trunk lines
should know what their rights are and it is most important that
this commission, in its administration of the law, should know
;

published,

principal companies are as follows
Great
Great
Great
Great

Central
Eastern

Northern
Western
London & N.-Western

London & S.-Westem

London Brighton

1,300
1,500
2,500
7,600
9,400
2,000

Midland
North-Eastern
S. -Eastern

& Chatham

Tube Lines
Total

*

*

1,300
3,000
5,000
1,500

150
35,250

*

Since the declaration of war on

Germany by Great

Britain

early in August, completely equipped ambulance trains have been

prepared by a number of the railroads of Great Britain and
turned over to the war office for use in transporting wounded
soldiers from the cost to hospitals at various inland points.
These trains were made up of existing rolling stock, the interior
of which was altered and refitted in accordance with plans approved by the war office ; the work of conversion was conducted
with such despatch that some of the trains were ready for service
by August 14. Each train is made up of from nine to ten vestibule coaches and in effect constitutes a completely equipped
hospital capable of caring for about 100 wounded men, together
with accommodations for the necessary staff of doctors, nurses
and orderlies. Each ward car will accommodate from 16 to 20
men on spring cots, which are arranged in two tiers on either
side of the car. A treatment car is provided, one end of which
Next to the pharmacy is
contains a well equipped pharmacy.
an operating room opening from a side corridor, in the fitting of
which special care has been taken to provide for proper sanithird compartment is fitted up as an office, and the
tation.
remainder of the car is arranged for the storage of clean and
dirty linen.
The trains all include dining or kitchen cars, and

A

on these great questions. The
majority report, however, while modifying the original report,
establishes no rule for the future guidance either of the carriers,
or of the industries, or of ourselves with respect to any of the
The facts are all before us. Before the
questions involved.
hearings were undertaken the examiners of the commission
spent some months in the field making investigations, and many

ample mess room and sleeping accommodations for the entire
Everything possible has been done to promote comfort
staff.
and convenience, some of the trains having telephone installations
for communication between the various cars.

days were subsequently given to the hearing of testimony at different points. The record so made consists of some thousands

to have

the views of the court of last resort

With the enof pages of testimony and hundreds of exhibits.
tire situation before us the original report undertook to deter-

—

SoMALiLAND RArLw.w Shelled. A German cruiser is reported
bombarded and destroyed part of the railroad, which is

being built by a French company, between Jibuti and Addis
Abeba, Somaliland.
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THE PROGRESS OF PUBLIC ENLIGHTENMENT
By Frank W. Noxon
Secretary, Railway Business Association

Some manufacturers and

wholesalers have been surprised
commercial travelers' organizations to which their salesmen belong circulating protests against the advance in price
of mileage books, when the concerns themselves had gone on
record as favoring larger hicome for the roads. They find that
to find

a

representative

may

not

know

he

is

company unThe executive of a very

the policy of the

informed of
large enterprise sometimes sniffs
less

directly

it.

at the

heads of smaller

insti-

tutions for obstinately clinging to the anti-railroad habit in con-

versation and thus tending to restra-'n the restoration of general
prosperity by continually

stirring

up

political

antagonism

yet

;

same manufacturer may have in his employ numerous men
with whose line of conversation he does not make himself familiar, and men, too, of stature equal to that of the small shipper
criticized and of equal or greater influence in their neighborhoods and among other business men. Some concerns in the
United States employ as many as 500 or more salesmen each.
Not only is there danger of serious damage, but a great opthis

is lost, when an institution sends men over the country
without placing in their hands facts about questions upon which
public opinion must be set right if anybody is to sell goods

portunity

at

all.

An

Interstate

Commerce Commissioner,

since retired, confided

to a visitor soon after the denial of rate advances in 1911 that

the railroads would never obtain an increase
public opinion should be in favor of

he added.

"I

responsible

mean

for

the general public."

railway

prosperity

exerted themselves accordingly
interesting account

it.

could he

in

made

or
tlie

"I don't

Some
deeply

in

freights until

mean

shippers,"

of those directly
interested

months following.

in

of the gradual enlargement

felt that much harm had been done by controversial attacks,
upon the railroads in connection with rates and that organized
advocacy of advances might evoke a renewal of such assaults.
They believed, too, that the advance would almost certainly be
They therefore refrained from public approval.
sanctioned.
Traffic commissioners of bureaus and of individual concerns
were permitted to participate in the hearings, to present statistics and arguments in rebuttal and to cross-examine the railway witnesses. Their surprise at the failure of the advance was

but

unmistakably genuine.

By these executives of large institutions, therefore, after 1911
more public acquiescence in rate advances was made. The
result was that practically all the larger shippers went on record
and before the end of 1912 many thousands of others had folWhere industrial traffic commissioners
lowed their example.
gathered in their organizations there was a sudden and marked
absence of anti-rate advance conversation. It was the abstention
a

entering appearances before the commission
in 1913 in connection with the 5 per cent advance case that is
understood to have led to the retention of Mr. Brandeis by the"

men from

commission to present "the other side."
The next wider circle was the shippers in the smaller cities
and towns. Railway officials visited towns throughout the terBusiritory for exchange of views face to face with shippers.
ness men particularly earnest in advocacy of higher rates laid
the

reasons

systematically

before

fellow

members

of

local

and trade organizations. One analysis of the result was given
by a magazine, the Railway World, which asked secretaries of
business organizations throughout the eastern territory what
Out of 261 comtheir communities thought about the advance.
mercial organizations heard from, only 11 were unfavorable.
Of the others, 127 were undecided and 123 actually favorable.
The most significant feature was the much more numerous bodies
not sufficiently wrought up against advances to reply at all. The

No. 20

belong more largely to smaller communities."
Here then in the smaller communities was a circle not yet
fully reached; and the business men who had communicated
their policy to the traffic commissioners find in 1914 that their
salesmen, talking weekly with scores of tradesmen and others,

have been so little solidified as a craft that the officials of salesmen's mutual benefit associations see no reason for not starting
a propaganda against the very increase in income which manufacturers and merchants have advocated and the Interstate

Commerce Commission

sanctioned.

are more promptly discussed and
understood in large cities. By sheer force of numbers organizations can be supported there without a heavy tax upon any individual, and bureaus maintained to study and report upon
such problems. The business man in the large city, too, comes
into direct relation with the railway officials at headquarters,
who speak with authority upon ma.tters of policy and show
forth at first hand whatever spirit of conciliation and accommodation may animate the management. Business men located
in the smaller cities and meeting railway representatives a good
way down the line do not absorb a situation as quickly or as

Transportation

questions

clearly.

Every manufacturer, merchant or railway manager has his
organization the men whose livelihood depends upon the
same economic and governmental factors as his own. Every
man lives somewhere, and in that place, wherever it is, there is
a business organization and a press. Nearly every business man
trade which is organized on national or
is a member of a
regional lines and has its journals. Every man may have in ad-

—

own

dition acquaintances influential for this, that or the other reason.
It

An

57,

compiler, however, states that "those taking a negative position

is

the conscientious and systematic effort to share with

it

of horizon as the gospel was carried to wider and wider circles.
Heads of large shipping enterprises in the principal cities
were the first inner circle. Generally they had not stood up to
They desired it granted,
be counted for the advance in 1910.

of these

Vol.

all

whatever knowledge may be had about any im-

these people

portant public question affecting business that

is

enlisting the

energy of more and more men of affairs.
One merchant, employing several hundred salesmen, sends
them periodically information upon issues related to prosperity
and instructs them to report daily what they hear on these sub-

One large organization encourages its leading officials in
acceptance of invitations to write articles or deliver adThe themes are the subject of company conference,
dresses.
while the resources of the concern are put in behind to push

jects.

the

dissemination.

Men who up to a short time ago paid their dues in the board of
trade and let others "not so busy" frame the policy and do the
work now take the time for personal participation. The same
true in trade and other national bodies.
Presidents of companies often have nowadays a special list
of concvirns with which they do business or with whose officers
is

personally acquainted and from time to time send
such concerns literature, originating on the premises or elseThis
where, and accompanied by a letter requesting perusal.

they are

work

is

made

a part of the business,

sponsible for carrying

it

and some one

is

made

re-

out.

his circle as far toward the circumfergreat deal of the time it is not a simple
The matter
driving something into B's head.

Each man may cover
ence as he can.

A

nperation of

A

turn out to be gray matter. He may have a difneeds to understand. Too much
ferent point of view which
talking has been done in America standing up facing a crowd;
not enough sitting around a committee table and giving .dignity
Hiring a ready
to what shall be said by conferring about it.

with

B may

A

writer with instructions to prepare
across"

it

ness

man

is

anonymous material and "put

a fossil of the next age back but one.

If the busi-

expects to exchange views with other business

and with the general public he must do

it

men

himself.

The Chilean Longitudinal Railway.—The

Minister ofvPub-

reported to have formulated a contract
subject to further approval, with the Howard Syndicate, whereby the latter will undertake the exploitation of the Longitudinal
Railway for a period of 30 years.
lic

Works, of

Chile,

is

The Arguments

of

Mr.

and

Brandeis

Special Counsel for the Commission Seeks to

the

The following

is

the

final

Issue;

argument of the

representing the Interstate Commerce
rehearing in the rate advance case:

ARGUMENT OF LOUIS

the

Brownell

Narrow

Vice-President of the Erie's Answer

special

Commission

counsel
in

the

BKANDEIS

D.

Mr.

which

also

showed

that

the

coal

traffic

was particularly

profitable.

That discussion, it seems to me, was one marked example
of a tendency to disregard the terms of the order under which
been reopened, and to have involved practically
reargument of the original case on the original evidence,
instead of confining the hearing to a discussion of the effect
this case has

The course which

the evidence and the arguments took in
this case indicates that, in the opinion of other counsel, the

and the powers of the commission are much broader
conceive them to be. I had supposed, from the form
in which the order was entered, that the question before the
commission was whether, in view of the new evidence to be
introduced, which was strictly limited to "presentation of
facts disclosed and occurrences originating subsequently to
the date upon which the record previously made in these
cases were closed," such new evidence constituted a reason
why the conclusions reached by the commission should be
issues

than

I

modified.

But counsel have argued not alone or mainly that certain
alleged new evidence afforded a reason for changing the
opinion, but that, upon the evidence which the commission
had before it originally the conclusion then reached was inThat was particularly the burden of Mr. Buttercorrect.
field's objections to the finding in respect to the coal rates.

my

opinion such considerations are not properly
I think I ought to say a few words on
that subject because, inadvertently, no doubt, Mr. Butterfield
has misstated what I conceive to be the situation.
He said, many times, that the commission gave no reason

Although

in

before your Honors,

for

its

finding in regard to coal rates except that larger cars

were used, involving, presumably, less expense. That is not
correct. Your Honors will find, on page 392 of the opinion,
that attention

called specifically also to this fact:

is

"While the heavier train loading of the slow trains in
which the heavy or bulk freight usually moves has tended
to decrease cost."

Your Honors

will also

remember

that in the evidence the

cost of fast freight, as distinguished from slow freight, was
very particularly referred to, and among other things there
was introduced the schedule, being the estimate prepared
by the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, showing that "if 25 per

cent of the present fast freight trains were continued for the
purpose of handling stock and perishable fruit on present
schedule, and the schedules of the remaining 75 per cent of
the fast freight trains were lengthened only 24 hours, the
saving to that system, conservatively estimated, would be

over $400,000."

Now,

it

was the

fact not so

much

of large cars, but the

heavy trains and that they were slow trains, which
was particularly dwelt on as the reason why coal stood in
a diflferent position from much other freight.
And that evidence was supplemented by much general evidence, which your Honors referred to on pages 392-3 of the
opinion, of a more comprehensive nature. There was shown,
fact of the

the financial condition of those railroads known as coal roads;
and the railroads selected for this purpose were not the anthracite coal roads, with which we are not concerned in this
proceeding, but the coal roads in Official Classification and,

Those
in Central Freight Association territories.
roads were selected, and the particularly prosperous
condition of those roads as compared with other roads was
pointed out and a comparison was made by your Honors between the coal subsidiaries of the New York Central and
in

part,

coal

;

the Pennsylvania.
fore

you

specific

In addition to this your Honors had betestimony as to the cost of moving coal

a

new evidence.
Now, what are the conclusions which

of the

this

commission

it is now sought to modify?
In the first
Central Freight Association territory.
The
first proposition was a denial of an increase of the rates on
coal and other heavy or bulky articles. There has not been
introduced, as I see it, a particle of evidence bearing specifically upon the correctness of that finding.
There is no contention that any of the elements entering into cost of operation are higher in price today than it was prior to the date
of the decision.
Mr. Rea testified he knew of no increase in
the 'rate of wages, or any increase in the price of materials
or supplies, or any new governmental regulations imposing
additional burdens.
There is, of course, evidence bearing
upon the general question as to the railroad needs, to which
I will call attention later.

reached and which
place, take the

Then

the next ruling in respect to Central Freight Associa-

was

tion territory

that all tariffs bearing a

minimum

of five

moving under rates stated in
cents per ton less than one dollar should be cancelled, because, as the commission found, "this would work hardship
cents a ton on commodities

and discrimination."

Of course
upon that

there has been no evidence bearing specifically
showing that hardship or discrimination

issue or

would not result.
was that tarififs involving "increases exceeding five per cent by varying amounts" be cancelled because the carriers "failed to justify such variations from the
five per cent rate."
I have found no evidence bearing specifically on that issue.
The fourth finding was that certain rates controlled by
therein referred to

The

third finding

force of unexpired orders of the commission, entered after
specific

investigation

carriers

failed

raised.

There has

to

in

former cases, be cancelled because

introduce any evidence
not, so far as

I

why

they should be

know, been any evidence

introduced specifically upon that issue.
There remains, then, only the question, so far as the Central Freight Association territory is concerned, as to whether
the great need of the carriers, as to which much evidence has
been presented, presents a new fact which should lead to a
modification of the findings above referred to in regard to
Centra! Freight Association territory; your Honors found
not only what you had found generally in respect to the
Official Classification territory, taken as a whole, that the
income was less than was demanded in the interest of the
public as well as of the railroads, but you found, by very
specific statements and a very specific exhibit of facts, that
the Central Freight Association lines were greatly in need
of additional revenue, and of revenue more, as I read the
opinion, than could be hoped to be gained by an increase of
per cent in all freight rates.
facts which have been exhibited in the complete reports
for the year 1914 add practically nothing to the evidence before
Taking the territory as a whole, I mean the
the commission.
whole Official Classification territory, the figures show just about
«ame
reduction
in net revenues as had been estimated on the
thf
eleven-months basis as to which the commission had the figures
five

The
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before

it.

You

had,

for

the

whole

territory,

as

$68,000,000 fall in net revenue, in eleven months.

I

recall

The

it,

exhibit

filed shows the drop to be $76,000,000 in twelve months,
which amounts to about the same. Indeed the last month as to
which the commission had the figures (May) showed over
If that same rate had been as$8,000,000 fall in net revenue.
sumed by the commission for the month of June, it would have
given for the year just the amount which is found now upon the
So
final figures, to have been the reduction in the net revenue.
that the commission has before it in that respect now, subthe
time
of
the
facts
at
were
the
assumed
stantially what it
writing of the opinion. There remains, of course, the question
of the effect of the war upon credit and upon interest rates, to

now

which

I will

So much

refer later.
for the Central Freight Association territory.

Now as to the Trunk Line and New England territories, the
commission found that the carriers had failed to show either that
the existing rates in Trunk Line or New England territories "are
too low, or that the increased rates proposed for those territories were just and reasonable."
Again, no specific testimony or evidence of any kind has been
introduced as bearing upon this issue. There has been nothing
introduced except the general testimony as to the needs of the
railroads.

Then

the commission found the tariffs which increased interbetween the different sections of Official Classifi-

territorial rates

cation territory should be cancelled "because the carriers failed
to prove that the existing inter-territorial rates in Official Classification territory are too low, or that the

proposed increases in

those rates would be just and reasonable."
Here, again, we are without any specific testimony bearing upon
the finding.

your Honors found that the
tariffs should be cancelled "because carriers have not met the
burden of justifying the proposed increase of the lake and rail
rates"; also, "because those increases must necessarily fall with

As

the

to the lake

fall

No

and

rail

rates,

of the all-rail rates."

evidence has been introduced bearing specifically on that
Butler

subject except one exhibit, to which, undoubtedly, Mr.
will specifically refer.

We

come, then, to a consideration of the general evidence as
and railroad credit. The evidence

have the

figures.

In these Eastern District roads, in the month of August, the

operating revenues

was a

there

the capital cost per unit of transportation necessarily increases
with the reduction of business. As to that, I will speak later.

But the operating ratio does not necessarily increase and in the
current year, that is, since June 30, 1914, in spite of losing busi;

ness, there has been a smaller operating ratio.
I call attention to the figures for July and August for the

Eastern District. Taking the month of July, 1914, the figures for
58,585 miles of road show that the operating ratio was 70.05 per
In
cent, as against 71.28 per cent in 1913 for 58,671 miles.
August, 1914, the operating ratio on 58,673 miles was 66.58 per
cent, as against 69.72 per cent in 1913

on substantially the same

mileage.

Now, Mr. Willard and. Mr. Rea have both said that their decreased operating ratios did not properly represent decreased
cost of operation, because a less charge had been made for mainand that the expenditures of
tenance of way and equipment
;

for maintenance was practically deferring during those
months a part of the cost of operation.
The figures submitted, and to which I referred in the crossexamination of Mr. Shriver, as contained in the Burnside Exhibit,

less

from $124,000,000

fell

to $116,000,000; that

loss of over $8,000,000 in operating revenues.

is,

The

reduction in the amounts expended for maintenance was less by
nearly $3,000,000. But the figures show an actual increase in net

revenue of $614,000. It thus appears that with $8,000,000 less
gross revenue and under $3,000,000 less expenditure for maintenance, the railroads have been able to earn more net revenue in

and this greater
an improvement in operating efficiency in
part of about somewhere in the neighborhood of $5,000,000.
The showing for July is not as favorable, but it indicates the
same tendency. This shows clearly that with a lessened business
the managers, or those who are operating these railroads, have
that month, than they did in the preceding year

earning

;

represents

been able to reduce expenses other than maintenance. The reduction of those other expenses was a pure gain to the road and
not a deferring of expenses.
It

is

true,

however, that while with the diminishing business,

the operating costs have been reduced, the fact that the business has diminished in volume has increased the capital cost per
unit,

and certainly

is

considerable evidence that at least up to the

present time that reduction

That

in large part the result of the

is

war.

the question whether a reduction of traffic which

raises

adds to the unit capital cost which by failure to utilize the plant
to its full capacity (though it be temporary and may pass almost
at any moment, or may continue for a long time), whether such
lessening of traffic is an element to be considered in d«termining
the reasonableness of rates.

Of

course, that

is

not a question as

any evidence before the commission/ one way
or the other, unless your Honors consider as evidence' the opinions expressed by the various witnesses.
There is also evidence that the capital cost per unit has increased through an increase in the prevailing rate of interest due
to the war and there is evidence that this increase in the rate
to

which there

is

;

The

pense of doing business, except in this respect: If the amount
of the traffic grows less, and there is a smaller use of the plant,

—

—

as to results of operations in the year 1914, I have already referred to. The showing for that year certainly confirms the conclusions that your Honors reached, that the incomes of the rail-

any greater ex-

No. 20

been able to reduce doubtless through greater efficiency those
elements in cost which were not maintenance, and this is particularly large in the month of August, the latest for which we

of interest

to the period since June, 1914, does not indicate

57,

do show a lesser expenditure for maintenance of way and for
maintenance of equipment in 1914 as against the corresponding
month of 1913; but it also is clear that the other expenses of
operation have become less, that is, the railroad managers have

to the needs of the railroads

roads, taken as a whole, are not such as are required in the inThe specific evidence as
terests of the public and the railroads.

Vol.

may

be expected to continue for

question therefore arises

:

To what

some years

at least.

e.xtent will that increase

in the rate of interest increase the cost of

doing the transporta-

tion business?

show that there would be
months or 15 months, certainly $500,000,000 of obligations which would have to be
issued, for renewals and new money and that on those
obligations there would, presumably, be some increase in the
ThdVe was evidence tending

in

year

this present

— within

to

12

—

rate of interest.

Some

of those obligations are bearing rates

which are very high now, and the rate would
probably be a good deal less if long-time obligations were
of

interest

substituted for short-term notes; but there is evidence that
the rate of interest will, owing to the war, be higher than it
has been recently. If, in all, the amount of money required
for funding and other purposes amounted to as much as
$500,000,000 in a year, and the rate of interest becomes one
per cent higher than it otherwise would have been, that

would mean $5,000,000 added to the year's burden, and that
$5,000,000 would reasonably be spread over the whole revenues of the railroads, and the revenues of the railroads in
Official

Of

are, roughly, $1,500,000,000.
higher value continued for a series of

Classification Territory,

course,

if

that

years, each year's new issues would add to the railroads'
burdens. That is, the burden would accumulate from year to

year.

Aside from the element of increased capital cost due to an
assumed continuation of these two causes, diminished traffic
and increased

rates

of

interest,

it

was urged most strongly

—
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upon the commission that rates should be increased in order
to maintain the credit of the railroads; and the new fact that
was introduced in this respect, was the war. The facts in
regard to the war, except so far as they might result in reduced traffic and an added burden, do not aflfect the question
of credit in itself; but there

was much evidence,

those needs result from what would appear to be erroneous
or unjust action on the part of some other bodies which
regulate rates of pay for railroad services? If it be true, as
the evidence indicates, that those two-cent
fare
laws in
Central Freight Association territory take out of the railroads a very large amount of money, and if it be true, as is

particularly

from the bankers, that the alleged impaired credit of the
railroads would become a very serious factor, by reason of
the war; that is, that those abroad who hold securities would,
if rates were not raised, have an added incentive to sell them.
It was further argued that if they did sell, did dump their
securities on this market, it would have a very disastrous
effect not only on the railroads, but on our financial institutions and on business generally.
Now, it has seemed to me that those considerations led us
quite far beyond the powers of this commission, that they
had in no proper sense a bearing on what are just and reasonable rates, but very properly a bearing upon what might be
the national financial and economic policy, which another
branch of the government is called upon to deal with.
There was introduced considerable evidence concerning
the additional revenue which might be expected to accrue
within a reasonably short time from following the suggestions made by the commission as to other sources of revenue.
I

am

contended, that the Ohio law affecting freight is depriving
the carriers of a great deal of money, and if it be true that
the State commissions by their rulings are depriving the
carriers of a great deal of money,
federal government is withholding
of

—

not clear as to the purpose of the carrier in introduc-

-

am inclined to think, therefore, that the purpose of introducing the estimates of additional revenues to be expected
was introduced as tending to show that, in spite of the following suggestions, the railroads could not expect to get, in
the immediate future, relief sufficient to satisfy their great
needs.
If those words "immediate future" are strictly defined, there is perhaps no need of challenging the accuracy of
the estimates. But it is clear that, if any other meaning is to
be given to them, the probabilities of greater value have not

been fully stated.
Take, for instance, the situation in regard to passenger
rates.
Mr. Butterfield gave as his estimate of passenger in-

The passenger

train

revenues

last

year

—

some

territories

— certainlj'

in the

be true

—

Does mere need force the decision of your Honors so as to
compel a finding that rates are just and reasonable, because

there were very many other different lines suggested
which there might be other savings of expenses. For
instance, one was the private cars. Again, there was a possible increase of passenger revenue through the abolition of
passes, and a good many other suggestions in the way of

Then

bj'

—

already, and in

it

sideration.

were $302,000,000 in Official Classification territorj', of which
$200,000,000 were in Trunk Line territory and in New England territory, wherein there is practically no legislative limit
to passenger rates.
If, as the commission found and set
forth in considerable detail in its opinion, these passenger
rates are unremunerative
not only unremunerative in that
they fail to pay a reasonable return upon the capital, but in
some instances, to cause an actual loss in operating costs
there would appear to be no good reason why those rates
should not be largely increased, as. in fact, they have been
in some communities.
They have as to the mileage rates
quite generally. That rate has been increased 125^^ per cent

New Eng-

land territory there have been a great many individual passenger rate increases.
In Central Freight Association territory, there is in most
of the states the obstacle of two-cent fare laws; and that
brings up also properly the question which Mr. Patterson
raised in regard to the mail pay. What is to be the position
of this commission if it is to determine the reasonableness of
rates according to the financial needs of the carriers, and

if

only with such increases can the necessary amount of money
It seems to me that that question is directly
be raised?
raised by the evidence which Mr. Maxwell and Mr. Shriver
introduced in connection with what the Illinois and Indiana
commissions have done in the way of holding up the increases which were proposed.
Of course, if your Honors have occasion to consider at all
the estimates of increased revenue to be derived from following the different lines of suggestion made by the commission,
your Honors will bear in mind that, in very large part, those
suggestions have not been acted upon, and have not been
taken into consideration in making the estimates.
For instance, there was considerable testimony in the case
and a good deal of discussion as to the heavy drain upon
the revenues of the carriers by reason of the terminal services, or what are called free services or special services at
terminals, and particularly in New York Harbor. That was
discussed at very considerable length.
In these estimates
which are presented, that matter is not at all taken into con-

I

$3,000,000.

mail pay;

by reason of these various amounts withheld, or which

terstate rates reasonable because it is necessary to bring up
the net revenue to the point of an adequate return on the
investment. And in another way of course, in an entirely
different way the same question is presented in the consideration of other causes of inadequacy of revenue.
If, for
instance, inadequacy of revenue was due to past mismanagement,
to grave defects in capitalization or similar causes, can it be
true, as Mr. Minnis contended, that your Honors must allow
increases because of existing need, regardless of how that
need arose; and that it is immaterial whether that need arose
from mismanagement, or bad judgment, or a war, or through
the erroneous decision of some other co-ordinate tribunal?

made certain suggestions. There is no application to modify
those suggestions; and it is difficult to see how such a request
could hawe been made. That proceeding has not been closed.

creases

and if it be true that the
from them a great deal

of inadequate

the railroads are denied the opportunity of earning, the railroads are in need of additional revenues, can this commission
say that the existence of s.uch need makes increases of in-

This proceeding began as an inquiry
whether the railroads had adequate revenues, and if not,
what course they might pursue to meet the situation. It was
only four months later that the railroads filed their tariffs,
which the two proceedings were consolidated. Now,
as to the first proceeding, the inquiry as to the adequacy of
the revenues and as to the possible means "of meeting the
situation," if revenues were found to be inadequate: In that
proceeding the commission made no formal order. It merely

money by reason

that

ing that testimony.

after

897

•

savings in operation.
Mr. Shriver stated, undoubtedly most correctly, that it
would be extremely difficult to estimate, and that he had
found it impossible, in the absence of one of his associates,
to make any estimate of those savings. All that I want to
do is to ask your Honors to bear that fact in mind, if your
Honors should deem the amount of these estimates to be
important.
Of course, it is also true that in regard to the proposed
increases on certain commodities and in certain rates, that it
by no means follows that the increases proposed are the
It may be that the
only increases that should be made.
rates should be raised more; and that rates should be raised

on many more articles of commerce on which rates are now
unremunerative. Your Honors will bear in mind the testimony that a very short time has elapsed since the decision,

:
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that

it

is a

ferred upon them by huv. but

that

it

will involve a great

which we have presented to the commission are proper
for them to take into consideration in determining the question
at issue.
We think our views in that regard are amply supported by both reason and authority, and that it is unnecessary
to look beyond the provisions of the interstate commerce act
itself and the rulings of this commission under it to support
them.

very big task to make the revision of these rates,
many conferences, and the carriers
have not proceeded, certainly in many respects, very far.
There is one other matter bearing upon credit, or as to
the causes of the lack of credit, which, perhaps, ought to
be called to j'our Honor's attention. Credit may be impaired
in many vifays, and among the things that may happen is an
Your Honors found one element of
exhaustion of credit.
exhaustion, one means by which credit might have been

of July 29

There was the finding that in Official Classification territory
there were $684,000,000 of such properties held by these carriers.
One of the suggestions made by your Honors was

conditions

that these carriers consider the disposition of these properOf course, they could not be sold out under present

conditions; but

the fact that they were bought

still

of the factors in exhausting credit.

was

It

accounts

was one

in part for

by several of the witnesses, that the railroads in raising money must often raise
it on junior securities or on bonds with stock as collateral,
rather than by mortgage on the roads.
The following is the argument of George F. Brownell.
vice-president of the Erie, in answer to Mr. Brandeis.
the fact to which attention

called

.ARGUMENT OF GEORGE
I

are

BROWNELL

F.

Thome

now

Like him,

a parting of the ways.

that the railroads

see them,

I

in

where two ways diverge, with the commission at the
switch.
To my vision, one of those ways marks the continuance and extension of the public policy under which the railroads heretofore have had their remarkable development and
progress a public policy which has permitted and invited their
construction, maintenance, and operation under private ownership
and management with governmental regulation, and
through capital secured from private investment. But the other
way to which he asks you to divert the railroads would subject
them and the public alike to serious dangers and difficulties,
with the ultimate goal, which I believe is his desire, of government ownership.
I
judged that from the substance of the views he has expressed here and what I have understood to be views publicly
and that, at least, is what seems to me
advocated by him
where the way he advocates would lead as its ultimate goal.
In reply to those views I quote these words of Commissioner
this case,

—

;

Daniels in this case

"Eventually it may come about
and operated by the government.

tliat

railroads will be

That

is

owned

a matter of public

it is not the province of the commission to conBut that such a departure from the present policy of
private ownership and corporate operation should be materially
hastened by the reluctance of new capital to invest in these
properties would seem to be a grave indictment of our present
system of regulation and control."

policy which
sider.

I
cannot share the vision of my
cannot see the prosperity which he seems
do not think that
in.
I
revel
to think these railroads now
prosperity of that character has been seen before since Alice

In various

friend

other respects

from Iowa.

I

There
wondering eyes in Wonderland.
seems to be a misconception on the part of some of the counsel
Mr.
for the opposition as to the scope of this rehearing.

roamed with

Brandeis, as

hearing

is

.

I

recall

it,

.

.

stated his understanding that the rewhether the new evi-

strictly limited to the question

dence, limited strictly to the

new

facts, constitutes

a reason

why

the former conclusions of the commission should be modified.
I think that his view would unduly restrict the scope

....

and character of

this rehearing.

Counsel for the opposition have also fallen into error with
respect to the contentions of the carriers as to the power of the
are not asking
commission to do what is asked of them.

We

that the

commission undertake

tc exercise

tlie

considera-

affecting

the former hearing,
facts

produced

them from those existing at the time of
and which, taken in connection with the

at the

former hearing, we believe

granting of the relief asked

tify the

for.

We

will fully jus-

believe that

had

the conditions at the time of the former hearing been what they

now

are, the decision of the

We

different.
in view'

commission would have been very

applied to the commission to grant a rehearing

of such

new

facts

and changed conditions, and the com-

mission .granted the rehearing.

We

are therefore

now

here, not

asking that the commission assume to exercise any power beyond
its lawful authority, hut that, pursuant to the express provision
for such case

made and provided by Congress,

it

fully consider

rehearing not only the facts and circumstances arising
since the former hearing, but all the facts, including those aris-

on

this

ing before as well as since the former hearing.

share the view expressed by Mr.
at

assert that all

Since the former hearing, and indeed even since the decision
was made, facts and circumstances have arisen which
have materially changed the situation of the carriers and the

exhausted; that is by the use of the credit of the carrier for
the acquisition of properties not used as a part of its system.

ties.

we

tions

any powers not con-

Until the passage of the Hepburn act in 1906 there was no
express provision in the interstate commerce act for rehearings.
At that time Congress, anticipating, perhaps, that emergencies
might arise when the commission clearly should have the power
to grant a rehearing on all the facts, including those arising
since the original hearing,

tion

16a,

added a new section

to the

providing that after any decision has been

the commission, any party

may make

Act

— Sec-

made by

application for a rehear-

ing of the same or any matter determined therein, and it shall
be lawful for the commission to grant such rehearing if sufIt further enacted
ficient reason therefor be made to appear.

judgment, after such rehearing and a consideration
including those arising since the former hearing, it
shall appear that the original decision or order is in any respect unjust or unwarranted, the commission may reverse,

that

of

if in

its

all facts,

change, or modify the same accordingly.
For a rehearing and consideration such as that contemplated
and provided for by Congress, it is essential that all the existing facts and conditions be considered with open mind and unprejudiced by the former decision made under other conditions.
On such a rehearing the question should be considered and de-

termined upon

all

the facts as they

now

exist

and brought down

to date.

Among

the

new developments

liearing

upon the case

is

the

was
great war. which was unforeseen when the former decision
forces
made. To use the apt words of the President, the mighty
has already
of war and of change have disturbed the world. It
Africa, and
involved most of Europe and a large part of Asia,
unparalleled
America. It has brought about an
British

North

throughout the
destruction of wealth and dislocation of credit
event in
It is probably the most momentous
civilized world.
foresee its bounhistory, and no one can yet clearly

modern
daries,

its

limits

the countries

or

now

its

consequences.

involved,

or,

in

sets on
even on the present
effects, but it cannot

The sun never

fact,

It is too early to estimate its
warfare.
great and long-conbe doubted that they will be world-wide,
the first
Probably what has already transpired is but
tinuing
of thmgs has
shadow of what is yet to come. The old order
men
and all the king's horses and all the kmg's

been shattered,
few months ago when
cannot restore the conditions existing a
effects of the war are not
the former hearing occurred. The
engaged, but they extend to
limited to the countries directly
They have already, in many ways, changed
neutral countries.

affected and wdl contmue
conditions in this country and, have

I

November

to affect
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the situation of these railroad companies in important
to this inquiry.

ways pertinent

The credit facilities of the civilized world have broken down.
Moratoria have been declared in many countries, stock exchanges have been closed, foreign exchange has been seriously
disarranged, and the world's machinery of credit, international,
national and corporate, is endangered.
Wealth and property are being destroyed upon an enormous

The

scale.

and

price

of capital

has already materially increased,

will continue to increase.

Securities have already declined
there is grave danger of a further

and

to a disturbing extent,

serious decline.

As shown by Mr. Conant, an
repute, the

direct cost of the

international authority of high

war,

if it lasts approximately a
year and does not extend to other countries, will not be materially less than fifteen billion dollars.
This estimate of the
appalling destruction of capital for war purposes is based upon
the experiences in other recent wars, and includes only a conservative allowance for the cost per man per day of the millions

men engaged.

of

It

is

supported by

made and

disbursements already

known

facts as to actual

the estimates of

some of the

most eminent European economists. Even this vast sum does
not take into consideration the loss of other vast sums resulting
from destruction of property, the impairment of the industrial
production, and the derangement of the machinery of distribu-

Even

tion.

war should happily prove

the duration of the

if

to

be less than a year, a large portion of the direct expense would
continue during the process of reducing military forces to a

S99

and

it is understood is being put out at
less than par.
In this
country, rates for call money and commercial paper have risen
to from 6 to 8 per cent, and borrowers of such undoubted credit

New York, and one of the United States, have
been obliged to pay as high as 6 per cent or more for short time
accommodation. Railroads, such as the New York Central and
the Erie, have been unable to refund maturing short time notes,
except by the issue of other short time notes, and even then
as the city of

only with great difficulty and upon an interest basis of about
7 per cent in the one case and about 8 per cent in the other.
It is clear that one of the effects of the war will be to raise
the interest rates on investment securities much higher than it
has been for many years, and that these railroads will have to

pay for any new capital they may be able

to obtain, interest at

a rate considerably higher than that paid by governments.

In the judgment of competent witnesses, this apprehended liquidation of our foreign-held securities zmll be substantially retarded
or accelerated according as to whether the railroads arc now permitted

to

charge such just and reasonable rates as

The suggestion has been made by counsel

that the- railroads

consideration. Unless the railroads as a whole are able to receive
rates for their transportation services that will produce net reve-

nues

sufficient

to

meet reasonable dividend requirements and

leave a reasonable surplus as a margin of safety to help defray
"the cost of progress" and secure the future stability of rates,
establish confidence in the continuation of dividends,

So

private investors will afford the necessary

even

reduction in

would

—

— probably

leave great suras

not less than ten billion
to be raised by loans and taxation in the countries in-

still

dollars

an early cessation of the war should permit some
the cost based upon the estimates for a year, it
if

volved.

The amount
for

of annual savings of capital throughout the world

investment, that

is

shown to be not much in excess of
so that, as shown by Mr. Conant, the depurely war purposes and for the settlements

available for investment,

four billion dollars,

mand
which

for capital for
will

say the amount of capital annually

to
is

succeed the war, will be so great as to absorb an
to the entire savings for investment made in all

amount equal

civilized countries

for a period of at least several years.

Ap-

war are already e.xhausting the
moneys which were available to them for war purposes at the
beginning of the war, and have already commenced to offer war
loans.
Germany has already offered loans amounting to more
than one billion dollars for war purposes, and is contemplating
the raising of two and one-half billion dollars to furnish employment for her people at home on internal improvements. England, France and other European countries, including some that
have mobilized, but are not at war, have commenced to offer
war loans.
Under these circumstances it would seem practically certain
that the greatly diminished supply of capital in Europe available
parently

some

of the

powers

at

and business and other
is no reason to
hope that for a long time to come any considerable amount of
European capital can be diverted, as it has been heretofore, to
the purchase of new securities which the railroad companies
must issue in order to refund maturing obligations and to make
necessary betterments and improvements. The demand for new
for investment will, because of patriotic

considerations, be invested at home, and there

capital
It

will

surely be

much

greater than the available supply.

inevitably follows that this great

ing from the

war and war loans

demand

will

for capital result-

largely raise the rental

price for the use of capital or interest rates, for

many

years to

come, and even then many- who seek new capital will have to go
empty-handed. Already rates have largely risen, both at home
and abroad. The new German loan bears 5 per cent interest.

secure

can remedy their situation by curtailing or suspending dividends.
It would hardly seem that such a suggestion will receive serious

peace basis, and a considerable time would be required for restoring to former conditions the industrial and economic fabric.
that,

v.'i!l

them adequate net revenues.

wise maintain credit, there

is

but

little

ground

new

and other-

to believe that

capital.

Curtailment of dividends would aggravate the situation, while
suspension of dividends would make it increasingly difficult to
obtain any capital, even by the sale of bonds.
Total suspension
of dividends by the railroads, though it would produce a panic,

would not produce

the

amount

Moreover, such a suggestion
large

number

of

railroads

in

of nezv capital required.

impossible of application by a

is

Official

Classification

territory

which are most in need of relief and which are now unable to
pay any dividends. Out of 73 roads, a list of which is filed with
the commission, having stock outstanding in the aggregate of
$2,500,000,000, 40 roads pay no dividend upon capital stock
amounting to over $687,000,000, or 26.8 per cent of the whole.
Also, five roads pay dividends of less than 4 per cent upon a
capital stock of over $220,000,000, or 8.6 per cent of the whole,

and that 16 of these roads pay dividends of less than 6 per cent
upon capital stock aggregating about $482,000,000, or 18.8 per
cent of the whole.

In this connection it is worthy of note that a number of the
roads that appear in the table as paying some dividend last year
and as being in the dividend-paying class, like the New Haven,
have now passed into the non-dividend paying class and have no
dividends which they can reduce for any purpose.
It is not contended by these carriers that the commission have
the power to, or should undertake to, approve rates that will be
unjust or unreasonable, or that the commission have the power
to or should undertake to, approve rates irrespective of their
being just or reasonable, merely on the ground that such action
would "stimulate business" or "restore confidence in the financial and business world" or accomplish any other such result,
although such accomplishment might be very desirable in itself.
I do, however, contend that in determining whether the carrier's
charges for its transportation services are just and reasonable,
the commission have the right, and it is their duty, to take into
consideration, among other things, the adequacy of the net operating income derived therefrom,

its

sufficiency to enable the car-

important quasi-public functions, and
and for the other
to secure the new
related matters of public interest and welfare to which reference
rier properly to

perform

its

capital necessary therefor,
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has been

this

in

and that

case,

this

view

amply sup-

is
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and an adequate return upon

ported by both reason and authority.

the z'alue of these properties, this commission will not hesitate

In addition to all these considerations, which properly should
maximum rates which
would be just and reasonable, there are other considerations of
public and private interest which properly should be taken into
consideration in determining the method and time of relief,
if not the amount.
If there are several methods by which the
commission lazvfully can enable the carriers to And relief
from the existing inadequacy of their revenues, and one
of these methods will also promote the welfare of, or safeguard
public or private interests, zi-hile the adoption of the other method

which will be reasonable."
In the majority report on the former hearing in this case.
Commissioner Harlan said that railroads, although constructed
with private capital, are public highways subject to public control, and that in constructing and maintaining such a highway
under public sanction, the railroad company really performs a
function of the state; that, "unlike most other countries, we
have committed the performance of this public function to
companies of private ownership"; that "the policy of inviting and
authorizing the performance of this public function by privately
owned companies involves obligations on the part of the public
In the same connection it is
to the owners of these properties."
to give its sanction to increases

be taken into account in determining the

either not accomplish that result or be doubtful in

itnll

its effect,

then I say the commission should take these matters-into consideration and should adopt the method of relief which will inure
to the benefit

of

further said that "the public interest demands not only the adequate maintenance of existing railroads, but a constant increase
of our transportation facilities to keep pace with the growth and
If, however, that development
requirements of our commerce.
is to be accomplished with private capital in conformity with

all.

Until the passage of that act of 1887, Congress had not as-

sumed

and regulation of the

control

the

By

except to constitute them post-roads.

railroads,

generally,

the interstate

commerce

our traditions, nothing can be more certain than that the facilities will not be provided except under such a system of regulation as will reasonably permit a fair return on the money in-

as amended, Congress has declared a new public policy tothe railroads and has adopted and made them instru-

act,

ward

mentalities of the federal government, zvith

new

or under the

lazi's

and

obli-

common

law,

duties

gations to which they were not subject under the

vested."

In the light of these considerations of public interest and wel-

of the states that created them, but which have

fare, as well as that of the railroads, the

been nezcly imposed by Congress.

The

basic,

that act,

is

and

I

that contained in section

1,

by which

it

is

made

tion territory, taken as a whole,

the

just

as broadly defined

and reasonable

;

rates

and

establish through

to

applicable

thereto;

and

may pursue

facilities for operating such through routes.
one of the provisions which, by section 12, the commission is broadly authorized and required to execute and en-

force.
is

that contained in section

5,

precedence shall,
States, be given, over

all

other

traffic,

to the transportation of

troops and material of war, and carriers shall adopt every
within their control to facilitate and expedite the military

means
traffic."

Thus Congress has declared its policy that the railroads remain binder private oiimcrship and continue to be maintained by
private capital, and except as othenvise provided in the Act
operated under private management.
It has, moreover, made
them public instrumentalities, charged with the duty of performing, and being ready and prepared to perform, upon any reasonable request therefor, all transportation services which the public or government may call upon them to perform on any reaCongress has
sonable notice, cither in time of peace or war.
recogniced that the carriers cannot perform the duties so im-

—

—

posed unless permitted to charge rates just and reasonable to
en-able them to accomplish what is involved in such performance; and the commission should take the requirements of these
prozisions into consideration

in

passing upon

the

question

of

the propriety of the proposed rates. The railroads must be given
strength to accomplish and to be prepared to accomplish the
task so imposed upon them and remunerative rates, and ade-

—

—

—

quate revenues, are the very sinews of that strength.
I

think this principle has been

recognized

in

previous

de-

cisions of the commission.

In the Western Advanced
1911,

Rate case, decided February 22,
the commission, speaking by Commissioner Lane, said:

it

to

the decision

relief was not so urgent as not to permit of thfe investigation of the possible sources of additional revenue Other than
•

by the proposed rate increase.
It was said in that connection that the railroad executives
insisted that grave

and serious

responsibilities

would be incurred

the commission failed to relieve the situation by at once approving the five per cent increase; that the principal danger

if

suggested was that the carriers would incur great difficulty in
refunding their maturing short-term notes and other obligations,
unless the investors were assured that the carriers' revenues

would be increased immediately, but that "subsequent developments have shown that there was little foundation for any such
view."

The majority report further expressed the opinion that "the
earning capacity of our railroads is so great that their credit
will soon be restored if their revenues are conserved. The crop
estimates give promise of greatly increased gross revenues for
the current

fiscal

year."

now

exists in the aflfairs of these railroads,

and

that their credit, seriously impaired as w'e believe before the

war

That a

crisis

principally because of inadequate operating income, is
confronted by a grave emergency, would seem to be but
plain truths. If this be so, we submit that the commission should
aid. so far as they legally may, in the solution of the problem by
permitting the carriers to secure a more nearly adequate net instarted,

now

come through the proposed increased rates.
The crisis which confronts the railroads has been emphasized,
has been aggravated and has been made more clear and certain
by the zvar, but the war does not constitute and did not alone

"We do not say that the carriers may not increase their income. We trust they may and confidently believe they will. If
the time does come when through changed conditions it may be
shown that their fears are realized or approaching realization,
or from a survey of the whole field of operations there is evi-

has been forced

dence of a movement which makes against the security and

returns.

last-

in

need of

which

war or threatened war, preference and
upon demand of the president of the United

and the railroads; and

whole, are inadequate from the standpoint of the interest of both
the public and the railroads, concluded that the carriers were
not facing a crisis and had no cause for alarm, and that their

is

Another such provision

classifica-

demanded

meet the situation."
was handed down in July the commission,
although finding that the revenues of the carriers, taken as a

When

provide

requires that "in time of

is

our duty and our purpose to aid, so far as we legally may. in
the solution of the problem as to the course that the carriers

reasonable

This

official

smaller than

is

routes and
to

is

the interest of both the general public

duty of every carrier subject to the provisions of the act to provide and furnish, upon reasonable request, all transportation, as
broadly defined by the act, over all the railroads, owned or operated,

commission found that

"the net operating income of the railroads in

think by far the most important provision of

create the existing crisis in our affairs.

That

crisis exiited

before

rejected in the records of their opcrationj- and
the long-continued increase in expenses and accompanying reduction in net revenues and income, whereby the railroad industry
the

war and

is

to

become an industry of constantly decreasing

November
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The nature and extent of the public interest involved and the
occasion for co-operation of those in private or in official position

increased rates, such as extra charges for so-called free services
to industrial roads, charges for the spotting of cars on industrial

way

charges for lighterage and switching services in New
it was urged that the carriers
could and should increase their revenues from such sources so
as to render them adequate without resorting to increased freight

in

aiding to meet the situation in every proper and legitimate

are clearly indicated in the letter recently sent by the President
to

Mr. Frank Trumbull as chairman of the Committee of Railwho had presented to him some aspects of the

road Executives,
situation.

Government are now engaged

the

doing whatever they properly and legitimately

may

to aid in

normal financial and credit conditions and to
protect investors and business interests generally and the public
the restoration of

involved

interests

against

The comptroller

them.

the

disasters

that

all

based on the closing prices for securities on the

Exchange July

30,

and

are

threatening

of the currency has just instructed na-

bank examiners to pass unquestioned

tional

collateral loans

New York

to recognize those prices as

Stock
determining

the value of securities held as collateral for loans by national

banks, notwithstanding that since that time the securities

have sold

may

considerably lower prices and the prices of July
30 could not now be obtained. This action is in line with the
at

which has been pursued by the New York state banking
The treasury department is co-operating to the
best of its ability and the extent of its authority to the same
general end, and the Federal Reserve Board has entered earnestly
upon the task of aiding the effort to relieve the cotton situation
through the proposed "cotton loan fund."
It is obvious that the railroad and transportation interests
of the country lie at the basis of our industrial and financial
fabric, and that unless those interests can be made reasonably
prosperous through adequate revenues, their financial necessities relieved, and confidence in the stability of their securities
restored and maintained, no permanent relief from existing conpolicy

department.

ditions can be expected.

It is also

obvious that the confidence

of the investing public, both in this country and abroad, in the

value and .stability of our railroad securities has been impaired.

That

this, is the situation

among

otjiers,

has been established by the testimony,
and economists

of financial authorities, bankers,

of national and even of international standing and repute, and
in

their

judgment, as well as

in

the

judgment of those

in re-

sponsible charge of these railroad properties, unless these con-

promptly remedied, the

ditions are
all interests,

effect

must be disastrous

to

public as well as private.

report delivered by Commissioner Harlan
on the former hearing, it was stated that the credit of our
railroads has undoubtedly suffered in recent years, but that this
was largely from causes that were independent of their rates.
The majority were inclined to attribute this loss of credit and
impairment of the confidence of the public in the stability of
In

the

majority

railroad securities largely to the

mismanagement of some great

railroad systems of international repute, to the circumstances
leading up to the appointment of receivers for certain other
companies, to the interlocking of railroad systems with weak
lines, and other causes not related to the adequacy of rates or

revenues.

However, upon the rehearing it now appears by the uncontradicted testimony of Mr. Strauss and others, that in their
opinion and in the opinion of others who are best qualified to
judge, while the considerations referred to in the majority report have operated to a relatively slight extent, yet the principal
cause for the impairment of railroad credit and the impaired
confidence in the value and stability of railroad securities has

been the inability of the railroad companies to increase their
rates to the extent necessary to secure to them reasonably
adequate net revenues. As stated by Mr. Strauss, this is the
view entertained by Sir George Paish, an eminent British au-

upon the subject, and similar views have been publicly
expressed both here and abroad by Herr von Gwinner, the managing director of the Deutsche Bank of Berlin, and himself one
thority

most eminent continental authorities upon the subject.
In the early stages of this case there was presented to the carriers the prospect of large additional revenues other than from
of

the

York Harbor and elsewhere, and

rates.

The various departments of
in

sidings,

At the

first

sight the glitter of the profit

it was thought might
many. In the light of
and now we realize again

result to the carriers blinded the eyes of

recent events
the

force

we have

of the

a clearer vision,

familiar

truth

that

"all

that

glitters

is

not

gold."

The majority

report of the commission also made certain tentative suggestions as to measures which might be taken by the
carriers to secure additional revenues

and thereby "to meet the
situation" otherwise than by resorting to a general advance in
their freight rates.

As shown in the carriers' petition and by the evidence of Mr.
Willard and other witnesses, the carriers have given and are
giving earnest attention to the recommendations and suggestions
of the commission in those regards, but one of the new factors
in the case which we think the commission should take into consideration is that the hopes of increased revenue from most of
these sources instead of having an early realization zvill not end

in fruition in time to afford a relief for the present situation
crisis,

even though they happily

may

at

and
some more remote period

result in partial realization.
It is believed by those responsible for the

carriers that they cannot safely rely

the additional revenues which

may

management of

the

upon any expectation that

ultimately be secured by the

adoption of means other than a general advance in freight rates
can be obtained in the near future; or that when secured any
such additional revenues will be adequate to meet the reasonable
needs of the carriers for increased revenues in the present situation.

was asserted by Mr. Brandeis

It

commission in

his brief

sion's only function

is

as

special counsel for the

on the former hearing that the commis-

to refuse to permit increased rates except

upon proof that they are just and reasonable, "and in the absence of such proof, to prescribe a rate that will be just and
reasonable."
In the Eastern Advanced Rate case of 1910, the commission,
speaking through Commissioner Prouty, held that the commission's authority is limited to inquiring into the reasonableness
of a challenged rate "and establishing the rate or practice which

found lawful in place of one condemned as unlawful," and
again "the question before the commission is still the same and
is

is upon the reasonableness of the rate in effect if the advance
has taken place, or upon the proposed advanced rate if the
tariff has been suspended.
in our opinion, the rate
is unreasonable, we must find what would be a reasonable rate

...If,

and order the observance of that rate."
It is worthy of note in this connection
the conclusion of
to cancel their

its

that the commission, at

report in that case, required the defendants

advanced

and

former rates,
which are the rates then and (substantially) for a long time
tariffs

to restore their

now in effect. It is submitted that this necesinvolved a finding by the commission that the rates so
restored were not more than just and reasonable rates. Apart

prior thereto and
sarily

from other considerations the changed conditions since 1910
would seem to be more than sufficient in themselves to justify
the comparatively small increase

now asked

for.

The views so expressed by the commission in the 1910 case,
and by Commissioner Daniels and by counsel for the commission
in the present case, with respect to the power and the duty of
the commission to themselves determine and prescribe the max-

imum

reasonable rates to be charged by the carriers in case the
commission determines that challenged rates are unjust and unreasonable, would seem to be fully borne out by the provisions
of the Interstate Commerce Act with respect thereto.
Section IS of the Interstate Commerce Act provides that when-
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ever after full hearing the commission shall be of opinion that
any rates or charges charged by any carriers subject to the act
for the transportation of persons or property are unjust or unreasonable, "the commission is herfby authorized and empowered

determine and prescribe what will be the just and reasonable
or joint rate or rates, charge or charges, to be thereafter observed in such case as the maximum to be charged,
and to make an order that the carrier or carriers
shall not thereafter publish, demand or collect any rate
to

iiidii-idual

or charge for such transportation in excess of the maximum
rate or charge so prescribed."
shall
It is further provided that all orders o£ the commission
continue in force for such period of time, not exceeding two
years, as shall be prescribed in the order of the commission.
By a further provision the commission may, as they have in
rates
this case, enter upon a hearing concerning the propriety of

before they go into effect, and may, as therein provided, suspend
the operation of such new rates, but the order which, after full
hearing, whether completed before or after the new rates go into
effect, the commission are authorized to make in reference to

such

new

rates

is

only such as would be proper in a proceeding

initiated after the rates

The

had become

who

officers of the carriers

effective.

are responsible for the

man-

sgement of these railroads, conscious of the responsibilities devolving upon them and of their duties to shippers, to the pubhc
at large and to the holders of their bonds, capital stock and other
securities, filed with the commission, in the manner prescribed by
Congress, the advanced rates in question. They believed then,
and they now believe, that such advanced rates were and are well
within the limits of what would be just and reasonable. They

and as
upon the propriety of these
advanced rates in the effort to satisfy the commission that they
are just and reasonable, and in order to aid the commission to
.determine what will be the maximum just and reasonable rates
in case the commission finally shall be of the opinion that such
advanced rates are unjust and unreasonable.
Under the law and the facts in this case, in the event that the
commission are finally of opinion that the rates are unjust and
have endeavored to present
fairly as possible the

to

the commission as fully

facts bearing

unreasonable, or in the event that they do not feel justified in
allowing the rates to go into effect without exercising their power
of suspension, should not they themselves presently determine

.and prescribe the maximum reasonable rates which the carriers
will be permitted to charge and which will produce the adequate
net income which the existing rates do not produce?
We hope and beheve that, upon all the facts which the whole
record now contains, the commission will find that the proposed
rates are

no more than

just

and reasonable and allow them

to

too late; but in case the commission
determine to the contrary, should they not, in that event, as a
matter of sound discretion (even if they are of opinion that the

become

effective,

before

it

is

provision of the statute in that regard which I have quoted is not
mandatory) adopt the course indicated by the statute, instead of
requiring the carriers to await the outcome of the attempted ap-

measures
which might be taken by them to secure additional revenue?
pursue
course
to
safer
proper
and
Would not that be the better,
in such contingency^/'ar/icM/or/y in view of the fact that the carriers believe that what can be accomplished through such suggested substitute measures will be too inadequate in amount, and
pfication of the tentative suggestions as to substituted

too remote in point of time, to provide necessary relief, and that
the record justified that Gelief, and in view of the further fact
that the carriers,

and the great public and private

interests de-

pendent upon their future welfare, otherwise would be subjected
.to the great risk of such alternative measures proving to be in-

-

adequate or ineffective?
It may be said that even conceding the correctness of the rule
that the carrier is entitled to charge just and reasonable rates that

produce adequate revenues, it is difficult to apply the rule in
terms define it. It is true that the
results cannot be determined with the ease and certainty of the

will

practice, or to ascertain or in
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application of a mathematical rule or the weighing of a

com-

modity; but that affords no reason for abandoning a proper and
logical rule, which is as definite as the constitutional guarantee
that property shall not be taken without just compensation or
without due process of law, or as the rules with respect to the
taking of property by eminent domain. Though it were as diflScult to express and define all the elements which constitute this
standard, as the star by which the mariner steers his ship is unattainable,

it

none the

less affords as safe

and sure a guide.

FREIGHT CAR SURPLUSES AND SHORTAGES*
By Arthur Hale
General Agent, American Railway Association

Eight years ago,

awoke

in the fall of 1906,

to the fact that there

the country suddenly

was a great shortage of

freight

No

one knew just how great the shortage was; no one
knew just where the shortage was, although it was widely
stated that it was the greatest car shortage in history and
was felt everywhere. The car shortage was coincident with
serious congestions of loaded cars in many parts of the country.
No one knew whose fault it was, although it was widely-

cars.

stated that

it

was the

fault of the railways.

There was an investigation of the subject by the Interstate
Commerce Commission, but the report contained no positive
recommendations.
The railroads of the country, however, took up the question very seriously and arranged to secure current information as to car shortages and their causes and effects. They
also, with the help of the interstate and state commissions,
revised their demurrage rules, making them stronger, fairer
and more uniform. We are still far from perfection, but possibly as a result of this action by the railways, we have since
1907 had no shortages or congestions comparable with those
The statistics which the railways have gathered
of 1906.
have enabled them to foresee coming shortages, and to take

such steps that when a period of car shortage does come it
is met, so far as may be, by an improvement in car efficiency.
There have been some congestions of loaded cars but wherever any marked congestion has occurred it has usually been
composed of cars loaded to a point where there has been
some defect in the demurrage rules or in their administration.

The

by the American Railway Assocar shortage and car
but also figures showing the location of cars

statistics are collected

They

ciation.

include not only the

surplus figures,
on the various roads, the average number of miles the cars
make in a day, and comparisons of this daily car mileage
with the earnings and the ton mileage. Most previous car
statistics had been based upon the performance per mile.

These new statistics introduced a time factor, and showed
the car performance by the day. And much light has been
thrown on the subject by these statistics, chief of which are
the mileage per car per day. the percentage of loaded mileage, the tons per car and the ton-miles per car per day. Some
of these terms and the situation which they deal with may

seem abstruse. The car shortage is plain enough. It is reported whenever a shipment is offered for transportation and
there is no car for it. It may be that the car shortage is only
for a day or so and the shipment is merely detained at loading point until the cars arrive. On the other hand, when car
shortages are serious and long continued, a shipper may send
his

goods
at

in via some other route so that it is lost to the
Worse than this it may be that the order for the
cancelled in which case the shipment is not made

shipment

railroad.
is

all.

A car surplus is reported whenever an empty car stands
more than one day without a load. A reasonable car surplus
is an advantage both to the shipper and the railroad, because
•A paper presented at the Conference of the Western Economic Society
on American Railway Problems, Chicago, November 13 and 14.

November

13,
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enables the railway to fill unexpected orders.
Railwaj'S
order their cars a day ahead, but even
the shipper himself cannot tell just what cars he will need
it

try to get shippers to

until the very day of shipment and if tliere is not a certain
amount of surplus unexpected shipments may be delayed.
The location of freight cars on the various railwaj's is necessary if we are to know whether a railway or group of railways is supplying its proper quota of freight cars. The
location is simply a report of the number of cars in use on
a railroad and when this number of cars is compared with the
number of cars which the railway itself owns we know at
once whether the railway is using cars in excess of what it
owns, or on the other hand, is forced to get along with a
deficit in cars.

any period a railway reports a car shortage and for
same period is using cars in excess of what it owns, it
is quite evident that that railway does not own enough availIt would seem to be the duty of such a railway
able cars.
either to purchase more cars or to improve its other facilities so that the cars which it owns can do more work.
It is to give the railways a standard for the work done by
If for

the

other figures alluded

that the

their cars

to

are

compiled.

Every railway ought to know every month the average number of miles per day its freight cars travel. To know whether
or not this is a good showing, it must be in position to compare

Again
a day

own records with the records of other railroads.
helps a railway very little to know how many miles
its cars are moved if it is not assured that a proper

its

it

proportion of these miles is made under load. A high percentage of loaded mileage is an indication of good perfor-

mance.
But this

Unless the cars are loaded as nearcapacity, a high percentage of
loaded mileage may be altogctlier deceptive, and to ascertain
whether proper loads are being secured, the ton miles are
ly

not enough.

is

as possible to their

full

counted up and are compared with the car miles, so that each
road may know for itself and its neighbors the average load
per car, and what is better yet, the number of ton miles per
car per day.

Perhaps this may be clearer if we investigate
way the economies of a man's automobile. Its

man

in the
first

same

duty

is

work and back. It is five miles from the
The man is taken alone into town.
The car returns empty and in the afternoon the operation is
During the interval the
reversed, making 20 miles a day.
automobile travels 30 more miles with members of the man's
family; 10 of these miles are empty and the other 20 it carto take the

to

man's house to his

office.

on an average, two people. We will then have for the
which 60 per cent is loaded; one passenger per car mile and V/s passengers per loaded car mile
and 50 passenger miles per car per day. We can hardly say
ries,

car SO miles a day of

even a car surplus except at night. We may
an automobile shortage for certain
is
For instance, soon after the man has
gone into town in his automobile, his wife may want it.
Then there is a shortage of one car until it returns from
town. In the same way the husband may need the car during the day or he may want it earlier than usual in the
that there

is

conceive that there
periods of the day.

afternoon.

I

'

He

is

short

a

car

for

these

hours,

because

the

automobile is not available. When the man cannot get the
automobile for his return home, he may go back on the
trolley.
The automobile may be sent for him in error and
may then make a round trip of 10 unnecessary empty miles,
which would bring down the percentage of loaded mileage
for that date from 60 per cent to 50 per cent, a bad showing.
This would be a case when a car shortage actually resulted
Ordinarily the automobile shortin the loss of a shipment.
age would result merely in the delay to the man's movements. This, as above, is exactly what generally happens in
a freight car shortage.
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We

can conceive that the delay to this automobile might
If the wife
an approach to a demurrage system.
holds the car an hour too long, the man might perhaps withof
be
equivalent
allowance.
This
would
the
hold $1 of her
demurrage. If, on the other hand, the man kept the automobile in town too long in the morning, his wife might be
in a position to inflict some penalty upon him, possibly in
lead

to

the quality of his dinner.

When

the automobile breaks

the garage for repairs,

we have

down and

has to be sent to

100 per cent cars in shops and

a constant car shortage.

Suppose that the inconvenience of the arrangement is such
man to buy another automobile, and suppose
the two cars now divide the work formerly done by one.
We will then have a surplus of one car at one or another
point most of the day, but normally there will never be any
shortage, except when one of the cars is in the garage for
repairs.
It may happen that the work will be done with
less total mileage, as the husband will be able to keep one
car in town all day until he uses it back home in the evening.
The total mileage for the two cars will then be only 40 miles,
only 20 miles per automobile per day, apparently a bad showas to induce the

but

ing;

the

percentage of loaded

mileage will be

increased

from 60 per cent to 75 per cent with the same IJ^i passengers
per loaded mile. The passenger miles per automobile will,
however, drop to 25.
We have not the data to show whether or not this new
arrangement is economical as compared to the old. One can
conceive a man's friends accusing him to extravagance in
keeping two automobiles to do the work of one, and of his
explaining that he saves the gasoline necessary for ten miles
While his two machines
of unnecessary empty movement.
will undoubtedly depreciate more through obsolescence than
did the one, they will depreciate much less by use. The man
may indeed conclude that the extreme convenience of the new
arrangement is worth all that it costs.
In the same way the public is pleased with the railways
when they can supply them promptly with cars, though it is
unfortunately a fact that when there are no car shortages
the mileage per car is low and frequently the percentage of
loaded mileage as well.
Perhaps the most economical arrangement for our friend
of the automobile would be to confine himself to one machine
to take his family down town with him and make them stay
Here we would get
in town until he was ready to go home.
more favorable looking automobile statistics from an ecowould
be
at a sacrifice of a
this
view,
but
nomical point of
great deal of convenience. There would be frequent losses
of tonnage when one party was not ready for another. Here
again when our car statistics are most favorable economically
it is always during a period of car shortage when shippers
are sometimes obliged to wait a day or so for cars before

they are able to make their shipments.
Taking another case, a little more technical. Let us suppose that some small railway has 100 stock cars which are
regularly occupied in hauling stock a distance of 100 miles
to make a Saturday market. We will suppose that these cars
leave the point of origin on Friday, that they make the
market on Saturday and that the stock cars are utilized with
a return load which with its necessary delay for loading and
unloading and slow freight movement occupies the rest of
the week. Here we have a record of nearly 29 miles per car
per day. There is a 100 per cent loaded mileage, the cars
average 10 tons of stock and 30 tons with return load, so that
the average tonnage per loaded car is 20 and the tons per
Suppose that
mile per day are 429, all very good figures.
through some technicality or other mischance it is discovered
in effect on the return
need not unload the cars
destination on arrival but can await until his men are

that there are no
load.
at

demurrage rules

The consignee

finds that he

:
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He then takes four days
through with certain other work.
on an average to unload the cars instead of the two that it

pany, had been in the service of that

The conductor
was

remember the cars are in the stock trade two
days in the week. The day after they are released is Sunday,
been
occupied for the other four days of the week
and they have

ing station

with the return load. Just as soon as the consignee begins to
use four days in unloading, the cars will not be ready on Friday
for the regular stock movement, and there is a serious shortage
of stock cars unless they are supplied from some other source.
There may also be a congestion at the unloading point. The

light

will

ductor's

There was a suggestion that the conon the copy of the order produced by the

was not genuine, but Mr. Belnap throws little or no
on this point, nor does he say who made the charge of

operator,

forgery.

After stating these and the other

shown

in the

diagram the various figures have a

When

relation to each other.

there

is

distinct

a car surplus the percent-

age of loaded mileage falls, so does the mileage per car per day.
The percentage of loaded mileage remains low until a car shortage comes, when at once the cars move faster and are loaded
heavier. The car mileage applying as it does to all the cars is, of
course, directly affected by the car surplus inasmuch as a surplus
car does not move, but it is quite evident that the cars in motion

do not move as fast as they did under the pressure of a car shortage. This is shown in the diagram by the two curves representing
the ton miles per car per day. one of which excludes surplus cars

and the other includes them.
It

cannot be said that the introduction of these

made any marked change

in the practice of

statistics

has

American railways.

Their use has only confirmed transportation men in their old
conviction that freight cars should be moved as fast as practicable,
that they should be loaded as heavily as practicable and that
empty mileage should be avoided. These are the principles on
which the good car distributor has always worked on the division

and the good superintendent of transportation at headquarters.
The statistics are chiefly useful to them as a record which enables
them to forsee coming shortages and to tell them whether or not
they have handled their equipment well as compared with previous
years or with other railroads.
Whatever conclusions are derived from the

statistics

must

al-

An attempt to handle
traffic considerations.
cars too economically will discourage traffic and it is for this
reason that the car surplus figures are of such great importance.
ways be modified by

If

one railroad has a car surplus while

casionally car shortages,

make sure
handling of

that

it

it

not

is

is

its

neighbors have oc-

well to examine

the situation

attempting undue economies

in

Commerce Commission has

Interstate

H. W. Belnap,
on the butting

issued a report by

collision of passenger trains

occurred on a straight line where there is a
view, from curve to cur\e, of about 900 ft. The tangent is 550
ft. long, and the collision occurred about 100 ft. south of the
middle of it. Each train was running about 35 miles an hour.

ured

in this collision,

who

handled the train order which figan employee of the Joplin Terminal Com-

at Joplin

was

raised as to whether or not the

name

'Nicholas' on the carbon copy of train order No. 84.
furnished by Operator Hadley, was the signature of Conductor

Nicholas, there was no positive or direct evidence that the sig-

While a number of persons saw Conductor Nicholas with papers in his hand at the train register
book and when leaving it, no person saw him sign or receive
No. 84 except Operator Hadley, who is positive in
and received this order at
account of the entire crew of train No. 209 being
the collision and their bodies cremated, no evidence is

train order

his statements that Nicholas signed

On

Joplin.
killed in

procurable as to the reason

why

the direction contained in order

No. 84 was not obeyed by them.

"Conductor Nicholas entered the service of the Missouri &
North Arkansas as a brakeman on January 17, 1901, and was
promoted to conductor on April 1, 1901. In June, 1901, he left
the service, but was reinstated as conductor in April, 1902. On
November 15, 1906, he was promoted to superintendent, but resigned that position September 12, 1908, and resumed work as a
His record was good.
passenger conductor.
"Operator Hadley is 29 years of age and secured his first position as an operator in 1903, since which time he had been in
the employ of eight different railroad companies. It further appeared that when he first became a telegrapher he was discharged
by the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe at Holly, Colo., for failure
He entered the employ of the Joplin
to deliver a train order.
Terminal Co. about July 22, 1914, and had been rendering satisfactory

.

service.

"This is the first accident investigated by the commission
wherein a gasolene motor car was involved. On account of the
fire caused by ignition of this highly inflammable substance, the
casualty list in this accident was much larger than it otherwise

would have been.

The

rapidly increasing use of these

motor

cars,

are used.

collision

The operator

Commission

at the hearing before the Public Service

cautions against the possibility of collisions wherever such cars

Southern near Tipton Ford, Mo., on August 5, in which 38 passengers and 5 employees were killed and 34 passengers and 4
The collision was reported in the
employees were injured.
Railway Age Gazette, .August 7, and in an editorial in the issue
of August 14, the problem of the prevention of collisions and the
relation thereto of the gasolene fire hazard were briefly discussed.

The

"While

of Missouri the question

the

Division of Safety, dated September 19,
on the Kansas City

Chief,

to the

carrying large quantities of gasolene, introduces such an
additional element of danger as to demand extraordinary pre-

REPORT ON TIPTON FORD COLLISION
The

known

and

freight cars.

its

already

"This accident was caused by southbound train No. 209 failing
Tipton Ford for northbound train first No. 56, as directed by order No. 84.

nature was not genuine.

is

facts,

reader, he concludes his report as follows

drop from 429 to 286. a low

As

company only about two

of the train which ran past the appointed meet-

to wait at

figure.

No. 20

killed.

signature,

have probably been arranged for unloading the cars in
days. If four days are occupied on each car there will be twice
as many cars as there were. Suppose that this extra delay makes
the round trip average a week and a half instead of a week.
Then ISO cars will be needed to do the work of 100. They will
average only 19 miles per day instead of 29. The mileage will
still be 100 per cent, loaded, but the ton miles per car day will
facilities

57,

weeks.

took before.

Now, you

Vol.

"As previously noted, no block-signal system is in use on the
Kansas City Southern. It appears also from the facts developed
in

this

system
road.

investigation that even the inherently

weak

train-order

not used at its highest degree of efficiency on this railRule No. 208 provides for the placing of a meet order at
is

the designated meeting point 'when practicable.'

It

was

obvi-

ously not practicable to use the middle order in this case, for
the reason that no operator was stationed at Tipton Ford.

"The 20 miles of track between Joplin and Neosho is used
Kansas City Southern and the Missouri
& North Arkansas. Four first-class and two third-class trains
jointly by trains of the

of the latter road are scheduled to pass over this section of
track daily, subject to the operating rules of the Kansas City
There are two passing tracks between Joplin and
Southern.
Neosho and it must frequently become necessary to require trains
to

meet at those points; yet no operator is employed St either
and it is thus rendered impossible to use the middle order
meeting points on this section of track."

place,

at

^

:

Convention

of

Railway

Electric

Telephones,

Industrial

End Equipment Were

Discussed

Wireless

Headlights,

Trucks and Head
The seventh annual convention
Electrical

October

of the Association of Railway
Engineers was held at the Hotel LaSalle, Chicago,
to 30, C. R. Gilman, chief electrician, Chicago,

21

Milwaukee & St. Paul, presiding. The secretary-treasurer reported a cash balance of $1,125 and 541 members.

Under

the subject of

Shop and Station Equipment

was

it

found that about 25 per cent of all the lighting units reported
were 250 watt Tungsten lamps, and about 21 per cent alternating
current arc lamps. The use of the Tungsten filament lamps
greatly predominates in the shops of the railroads reporting. The.
total capacity of the generators in use by those roads replying
to the circular is 123,401 kw. alternating current and 65,077 kw.
direct current.

Of 415 shops

reported, 42 per cent, representing

30 per cent of the total power, purchased power from local
central stations, while 58 per cent of the shops, representing 70
per cent of the total power, generated their

The

own power.

horsepower of the motors reported in use in the shops amounted
to 176,954, or 5.37 hp. per locomotive handled in those shops.
The following table shows the number and total power of the
various types of motors reported
Total

Horsepower
Average of the
horse-

greatest

Numbei

power

power

number

Direct current
A. C. single phase

4537

A. C. two-phase
A. C. three-phase

1118
5601

70,234
527
17,150
96,595

15.5
3.0
15.3
17.3

Type of motor.

177

horse-

that a committee be appointed to establish standard sizes
motors and motor mountings for the cranes, as it was believed
that much cheaper equipment could be obtained and the cost
of maintenance would be much less.
The report is signed by: E. Wray (Elec. Eng.) chairman;
B. F. BilsT. V. Buckwalter (Penn.) C. J. Causland (Penn.)
land (Gen. Elec. Co.); A. J. Farrelly (C. & N. W.)
J. E.
Gardner (C. B. & Q.), and W. M. Wiggins (Pullman Co.).
of

;

;

;

STANDARDS

The committee on Standards

restricted

its

work

this

year

Axle pulleys, generator pulleys
on armature .shafts. It emphasized

to the following three subjects:

and generator pulley

fits

particularly the necessity of establishing standards for generator
pulleys.
At the present time there are more than 20 different

types of generator pulleys and
fits.

a

Two

maximum

diameter of 21

in.

more than

10 different

pulley

were recommended, one having
on the crown of the face and the

sizes of axle pulleys

The
J.

report

decided to

12

in. in

make

the

taper, a \Yt, in. shaft

in.

signed by: D.

is

H. Davis (B.

&

(L.

and

generator

and a 4

in.

&

J.

Cartwright (L. V.) chairman;
Ward Barnuni
C.)

W. Jansen (I.
Quinn (N. & W.).

O.)

N.), and C. H.

;

E.

;

ELECTRIC HEADLIGHTS
It

light

was believed

that

through the hand

where

wiring from the generator to the headrail

was more

costly in the long run than

was provided. The use of a one inch
conduit with condulets at the outlet with a special connection
box at the cab so that the cab or conduit can be removed without interfering with the wires offers the best solution of the
a separate conduit

wiring problem. It is expected that within a short time the lamp
manufacturers will be able to produce a lamp with a concentrated filament of high candle power that will prove very
serviceable for the incandescent headlights of high power.
tention

was

also called to the battery headlights

At-

which are used

The lamps have

with good results on the Southern Pacific.

a

candle power of 140, and are of the nitrogen-filled Tungsten

amperes at 6 volts. The headlight lamps are
oil lamp reflectors and in addition to these
three cab lamps and two blizzard lamps are used.
The batteries have a capacity to run the entire lighting equipment for 13
hours. They are mounted on top of the boiler and are removed

type, requiring 13

mounted

each
G.

mended

with a XYz

12 in. taper, a 1>2 in. shaft,

in. in

finally

the recommendations of the association standard.

trip

The

direct current

was

it

It

Vi

10
10

fit

with a J4

fit

hub,

in.

was believed that by doing this the larger pulley bearing
obtained on the shaft would be of value and the longer hub
would permit of having the web of the pulley nearer the center.
It was also suggested that the 1^ in. taper would correspond
with the taper recommended for roller bearings, and thus keep
hub.

5

motors are very much more numerous in
the smaller sizes than the a. c. motors, and constitute 40 per
cent of the total number and 38 per cent of the total horsepower
of motors in use on the railroads reporting.
The information gathered on shop traveling cranes showed
that there is a wide difference in the motor horsepower used for
For instance, the main hoist motors
the sanie capacity cranes.
of 108 cranes of 10-ton capacity, as reported, varied from 7
The committee recomh.p. to SO h.p., with an average of 26.5 h.p.

The

erator pulley

ZYi
pulley

This committee sent a list .of questions to 67 of the most
prominent roads, SO of which replied in considerable detail. In
regard to the car lighting systems, it was found that in the
United States and Canada there are 18,936 electric lighted cars,
of which 12,458 are lighted by axle generator sets and 2,707
by straight storage. There are also 259,842 lead battery cells, 31,883 nickel iron cells and 273 head end generator sets in service.
Within the past two years there has been a falling off in the use
of the head end equipment. In regard to electric headlights, the
returns from the circulars show that 12,432 arc lights and 1,287
incandescent lights are now in use. This is a material increase
in the use of incandescent lights over the roads reporting last
year.

in.
Two sizes of generator pulleys were also recommended, the large pulley to be lOK in. hi diameter and the
smaller pulley 8 in. in diameter, both being measured on the
crown of the face. While the committee recommended a gen-

other 16

a

DATA AND INFORMATION

Association

Engineers*

Electrical

E.

in

standard

with a jib crane for charging.
is signed by: C. R. Sugg

report

Murray

Gardner (C.

B.

Discussion

—

(C.

&
J.

&

Q.),
L.

N. W.)

;

J.

J.

and L. C. Hensel

Minick,

C. L.)'

(.\.

Hack

(So.

(St. L.

Pennsylvania

&

'-^^c

Pai^

S. F.)\

Railroad,

ticipated in the tests of locomotive headlights conductedN

Pennsylvania Railroad for the Master Mechanics' Assoc\
spoke of these tests and suggested that this committee co-op\.
with the committee of the Master Mechanics' Association
the Lamp Committee of the -Association of Railway Electn
Engineers for the purpose of establishing standard methods
rating the different lamps,

t

and of obtaining standard voltages.

WIRELESS TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE
Dr. Frederick H. Millener of the Union Pacific, presented an
illustrated talk on the wireless telegraph and the wireless telephone as an adjunct in the operation of a railroad. Doctor
Millener spoke of the experiments he had made on the Union
Pacific towards finding a method of signaling the cab of a locomotive or communicating with a train. While experimenting he
used a storage battery electric truck weighing 5,500 lb. He was
able to control the movements of this truck throughout the nar
row gage railway on which it was installed by means of the
wireless, but he found that this niethnd was not reliable as atmospheric conditions will sometimes interfere with the correct
operation. It was therefore decided to discontinue the work on
the mechanical wireless cab signal, as it would not be reliable.
The next work taken up was the wireless telegraph between stations.
These experiments were made for 600 miles west of
Omaha, where it was foimd that in the summer the static electricity

causes disturbances.

On

account of this the best results

:
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could only be secured by using a higher frequency than 60 cycles,

when

for

there

electricity

static

is

prevalent the musical note

Vol.

required in such cases, and the distri-

installations are

station

No. 20

57,

bution system will be unduly expensive.

The

from 500 to 750

potential used for

low that it is confused with the atmospheric
or static electricity. For this reason a frequency of about 550
cycles, transformed up to 12,000 volts in an open core transformer, was used.
It was found absolutely necessary to have the aerials close and
compact, and they should be of simple construction and easy to
repair.
It has been found that the use of the flat top aerial is

these installations varies

much more

sidered standard for high voltage, direct current, heavy traction

in the receiver is so

practical than the umbrella type.
It should be elevated by two self-sustaining towers, the height of which should

and it should be constructed so as to stand
90 miles an hour. The aerial should be placed
a
close to the tracks, as the wireless wave will be rendered directional by the track and will travel farther with the rail than
in other directions.
For more than three years the Union Pacific has been ready to install a wireless telegraph, but for various reasons not connected with the wireless, it has been postbe at least 210

wind

ft.,

stress of

poned.

The apparatus

telephone.

Union

the

meant,

it

Pacific shops

made with the wirenow been designed at

that has

a composite telephone.

is

By

that

is

and also to use part of
wire between the cars,

possible to talk by wireless

is

same

by
over the local or long distance
wires by making connections between the cars and the local
exchange. When used as a wireless telephone it will be possible to talk with the train ahead, the train behind, or the station.
The device is so arranged that while talking from car to car it is
While talking on the
selective talking and selective signaling.
long distance wire only one person at a time can talk from the
train.
The wireless system is placed in operation by first calling
the

when

or,

apparatus

stations,

at

talk

to

talk

to

and requesting him to start the
on the train sends the messages

the attendant in the baggage car

The

wireless generator.

aerial

along the side of the track part of these
up and equipped with condensers
around the telegraph instruments and are used as an aerial for
to the telegraph lines

wires have

a third-rail system of distribution is almost universal, as
not practicable to collect the heavy currents taken by the
locomotive from a trolley wire. It has been a natural step in the
it

is

progress of electric traction to increase the voltage and thus reduce the amount of current to be transmitted for a given load
requirement. The voltage of 2,400 and 3.000 volts is now coninstallations.

;

INDUSTRI.\L TRUCKS

The committee on
pacity of 4.000

lb.

this

subject

coivy'',fred advisable for the
•

years
y;

recommended

A

for industrial trucks.

a standard calower rating was not

reason that the industrial trucks are
lb., or slightly in excess of that

loaded to about 4.000

and

this

condition would result in overloading.

It

was

doubtful

It is

a third-rail

if

system of distribution
due to the

will be desirable for this high voltage direct current

necessity

considerable insulation coupled with the require-

for

ment of obtaining

sufficient clearances for the installations.

Current System.

Alternating

—The

feature

attractive

single-phase commutaling motor type system has been

of

its

the

facil-

supply electricity direct to the locomotive at high voltages,

ity to

the only limit being the practical

insulation

of the locomotive

found necessary to go beyond
12.000 volts up to the present time, and this potential provides
for heavy power supply with 20 to 30 miles between generating
stations, or transformer sub-stations if the power is taken from
the standard practice in
a transmission system.
It has been
.\merica to use 25 cycles for this system as a higher frequency
is not practicable.
The advantages of this system consist in the
elimination of sub-stations with rotating apparatus, an extensive
electrification only requiring outdoor sub-stations containing
transformers and switching equipment, and the smaller amount
of copper for feeder requirements.
The three-phase system of distribution, operating induction
rnotor equipment on locomotives, has been used considerably
in Europe.
A double trolley and track circuit is used for the
It

has

been

not

The only installation of this kind in
country is through the Cascade tunnel of the Great Northern and has been in successful operation for about five years.
three legs of the system.

this

been balanced

the station.

"

work

equipment.

In the meantime, experiments have been
less

and for traction

volts,

Electric Braking.

— In

the case of the electrification of roads

having heavy grades, such as occur on mountain divisions, the
use of dvTiamic braking is an important consideration, as it
saves the wear and tear on the mechanical braking equipment
and adds to the safety of operation.
The report is signed by: H. M. Van Gelder (Westinghouse.
Church, Kerr & Co.), chairman; J. H. Davis (B. & O.) D. C.
Woodbury (N. Y. C. & H. R.) Paul Real (N. Y. N. H. & H.)
C. P. Kahler (O. S. L.). and C. B. Keiser (Penn.).
;

;

;

that a speed of 5 m. p. h. be made standard.
an exception of 7 m. p. h. for operation under special conions where the runs are comparatively long and the runways

recommended

.\.\LE

EQUIPMENT

1

•

ee from

A

standard voltage of 24 volts was recommended for general
truck service, and a batterj' consisting of either 12
of lead battery, with jar sizes 3 13/16 in. by 6 3/16 in., with

a high bridge

used,

it

and a 5/32

was recommended

in.

wall; where Edison batteries are

that 21

trays of seven cells each be used.

A-6 cells assembled in three
It was also recommended that

the motor voltage be rated at 24 volts.

The

report

is

signed by: T. V. Buckwalter (Penn.) chairman;

Ahlm (Elwell-Parker Elec. Co.) F. H. Fildes, (Penn.)
(Goodyear
A. H. G. Grorer (C. W. Hunt Co.)
J. E. Hale
Tire & Rubber Co.) H. G. Thompson (Edison Storage Battery
Co.), and Dr. W. E. Wins^ip.
C. E. F.

;

;

;

;

ELECTRIC TR.\CTI0N

The committee on

favor

the

countries,

was included

in the report.

Direct Current Installation.— In regard to the use of direct
current on railroad lines the committee stated that the low volt-

age system is extremely flexible and is particularly desirable
for its range of operating speed, but it cannot be considered
economical for long lines carrying heavy traffic, as expensive sub-

in the

head-end

trains.

On

eastern

half of the country

the other hand, owners of practically

as well as the

owners of

all

and

in

cars in

all

cars in the

southwestern quarter,
Canada and England, favor
the

the axle system exclusively for train lighting.

From

statistics

obtained from various roads in the United States, Canada an''

England, it was found that on July 1. 1914. 23.472 cars were
equipped with the axle lighting plant, while 4.627 were equipped
with the head-end equipment. During the years 1913 and 1914.
3.642 cars were equipped with the axle lighting plant, whereas
The
only 169 cars were equipped with the head-end system.
average cost for maintaining the axle-light equipment on one
1913.
December
31,
road operating 166 cars for the year ending
is

included in the following table

Electric Traction reviewed the present status

of electric traction as applied to steam roads, the ordinary urban
and interurban line not being considered. A short description
of the various railroad electrifications, both in this country and

many European

States

found that almost without,
northwest quarter of the United
system on long runs for through

subject

this

exception roads operating

workmen.

industrial
cells

The committee on

Item
Batteries

Labor
Total direct charge.
renewals
Miscellaneous

Lamp

Credit

Grand
total

Shop
mainte-

nance

nance

total

..

Total
mainte-

nance

Cost per
1,000
car-miles
$0.3192

1.332.07
2.522.56

$3,823.11
2,207.26
10,887.64

$4,506.25
162.92
488.05
369.11

$16,918.01
2.158.75
797.23
424.11

$1.4r27

309.18
55.00
$14,661.77

$4,788.11

$19,449.38

$1.6241

$3,171.49
875.19
8,365.08

Generators

The

Road
mainte-

.$12.41 1.76
1,995.83

$651.62

mileaee made by these 166 cars was 11,975,599 miles.

.1843
.9092

:

November

From

13,
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information obtained from other roads, the average
car-miles for this road is somewhat below the
average of all the roads from which the information was obThe average maintenance cost per 1,000 car-miles of
tained.
the

per

cost

1,000

roads

those

;

United States was

reporting in the

$1.78,

which

907
lamp lesistance when the main switch drops
regulator, which will be large enough to

the variable loop or
out.

The new lamp

take care of the entire train, will take care of this feature.

The Gould

axle

lighter

made

has

the following mileage to

date without a light failure

corresponds to a cost per car per month of $14.51. Attention
is called to the high cost of maintaining dynamos as compared
with

The

other parts of the equipment.

all

more than one-half

No. of
trips

From
From
From

battery maintenance

dynamo.
The report is signed by: H. R. Bucks (O. S. L. ), chairman;
R. L. Smith (Gt. West., Eng.), and E. M. Cutting (Edison
seems to be a

little

that of a

HE.\D-END EgUII'MENT

the

was

report of this committee

and description of the axle-driven head-end gen-

history

erator as used by the Northern Pacific.

In

1909 this railway

cxi)erimented with an axle machine designed to light an entire

and the machine now

known

as the Gould
commutating pole,
compound-wound, 80-volt, 300 to 2,100 r. p. m. generator mounted
on a cast-steel base, arching the center sills and extending into
The
the car through two rectangular holes in the car floor.
machine is driven by a Morse silent chain from a countershaft,
which in turn is chain-driven from the forward axle of the forward truck. The wheels on this axle do not hive a brakebeam.
The machine itself is ring oiled but the counter shaft is equipped

train

a.xle

train

lighter.

It

in

service

20-kw.,

a

is

is

6-pole

The

chain

from axle

countershaft

to

is

encased in an

oil

The generator chain

and graphite.

not encased and

is

is

greased at intervals with a mixture of Kent's compound and
Chains are being run this way
flake graphite (half and half).
for the purpose of observing the wear of chains and sprockets,

encased and open.

The

entire

the car floor

The

machine is covered with a wooden box fastened
and fitted with hinged covers.

electrical

to

standard

circuits are in general similar to the

1D<

37,272

unit

system

axle

a

is

point

to

be

HT:

considered.

^v'f'''

is

the

eight-hour rate.

Following

a statement

is

showing comparative costs

of oper-

ating the steam head-end system and the unit axle system on
Pacific

Steam Head

End
Current consumed per day (all cars), per actual
check of electric lighted trains
Pounds of steam consumed by General Electric
Company's turbine per kw. hr. delivered, for
average load, per actual test N. P. and C,
B.

& Q

160

of steam consumed by axle generator
per kw. hr. delivered (average load), based
on 40 lb. of steam per drawbar h. p. (N. P.
test), and 95 per cent efficiency in chain drive
Total pounds of steam consumed per day for
lighting of cars
Pounds of coal required per day for lighting of
cars, based on 7 lb. of water evaporated per
pound of coal (N. P. test)
Cost of coal per day
$3 per ton
Cost of coal per year
$3 per ton
\Vages per year;
24 baggagemen rt? $5 per month, Id train electricians
$85 per month
Total cost per year, fuel and wages
Cost of current production per kw. hr. (fuel

Head End
Axle

1,300 kw.hr.

1,300 kw. hr.

lb.

Pounds

@
@

208,000

59.5

1b.

77,300

lb.

11,042 1b.
$16.56
$6,045.50

$38,160
$54,460

$6,045.50

and wages above mentioned)
Actual saving per year in
axle light system

lb.

29,700 lb.
$44.59
$16,300

®

(;)c)00

It

Northern Pacific to place 9 plate, 200 ampere
hour batteries under the postal car, if any, the dynamo car, the
standard sleepers and the observation car.
One fundamental difference between a steam head-end system
and a unit a.xle system is that with tlie latter system the lamp load
is carried by the batteries at every stop the train makes.
For
this reason steam head-end experience cannot be used as a basis
for determining the exact relation that should exist between
the connected lamp load in the train, the current output of
the generator and the total battery discharge current at the

oil-

tight galvanized iron case and runs in a bath of heavy valve

32

practice on the

the Northern

with ball bearings.

1

Total miles

the

restricted almost entirely to

Miles
2,668
3,808
30,796

2

The equipment is practically hand operated at present.
The distribution of the batteries on the train equipped with

Storage Battery Co.).

The

Paul to Glendive, Mont., and return
Paul to Seattle, Wash., and return
Paul to Winnipeg, and return

St.
St.
St.

11.5c

1.

27c

favor of head end
$48,414.50

of course depends on the wages
and other details of operation, but
would no doubt be considerable. This is because

The saving on other roads
paid

AnVM
Wiring Diagram

of Generator,
for

Regulator Batteries and Train Line

apparatus

Gould generator panel constructed on

consists

of

a large' scale.

a

current

limits

to

The

closes at 66 volts, or

Temporarily there

is

if

when

this

is

desired.

The main

switch

the train speed reaches 18 m.

installed

the

turbine

spend on inspection of machines.
The absence of excessive heat in baggage
practically

eliminates

the claims

for

damages

and express cars
to baggage and

express due to this cause.
The report is signed by: K. R. Hare (N. P.). chairman; Jos.
C. R. Gilman (C. M. & St. P.),
A. Andreucetti (C. & N. W.)
;

and

J. J.

Hack

(So. Pac).

ILLUMINATION

cur-

the

250 amperes

of

regular

current to 125 amperes, while the voltage
The current coil
coil limits the generator voltage to 80 volts.
is equipped with a shunt resistance that causes it to limit the
rent coil

of

efficiency

axle

Unit Axle System

controlling

it

electricians

the locomotive is approximately four times
at one-third load and also because vyith
manual attention on the road is
all
system
the unit
It has also proved unnecessary on the Northunnecessary.
ern Pacific to add local or terminal inspectors due to the use
The men who have taken care of the steam
of this system.
head-end sets have no trouble taking care of the unit axle
In fact, due to the fact that no terminal charging
machines.
is necessary with the unit axle system, they have more time to
that

head-end system of the Chicago, Mihvaukee & St. Paul. The
lamp current at present passes through a temporary variable
A
resistance, causing a drop from charging voltage to 64 volts.
large lamp regulator of 125 amperes capacity is being conrevariable
structed to take the place of the hand operated
sistance and other test equipment now in the car.

The generator

train

any case

in

the

111

to

p,

h.

a solenoid which short circuits

the results of the day coach tests reported at the last
convention this committee recommended the following positions

From

in. above the
for the 2^4 in. shade holder; \Vi in., '/2 i"- and
top edge of the reflector, and one position for the AVz in. shade
holder which is 1 in. above the top edge of the reflector. With
some of the postal car lighting units, however, other positions

:
;
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Vol.

are required to give the proper distribution of light The comrecommended 65 deg. as the limiting screen angle
of reflectors in car-lighting service that is, no portion of the

ing and the approximate

bare lamp filament or bare mantle should be visible to the eye
when the unit is observed at an angle of 65 deg., or greater,

much

mittee also

—

from the nadir.

The committee believes that the incandescent lighting will
eventually supersede arc lighting in the railway field, with possibly a few exceptions, although improvements have been made
the arc lamp that should not be overlooked.
In the incandescent lamp field the most important improvements have been made in the development of the high candle
power, high efficiency Mazda lamp.
With the larger sizes of
in

Mazda lamps, the reduction feature is approximately 90 per cent as contrasted with about 78 per cent
for the other Mazda lamps that is, in comparing the lamps

amount of charging required. It will
found that abnormal conditions caused by extremely cold
weather interruptions to tlie service, etc., will at times cause a

on a horizontal candle power

same candle power
in each case, the total light flux of the improved lamp is 90
per cent compared with 7S per cent for the other class. The
reports of the earlier installations of multiple lamps have shown
widely varying results. With the improvements that have been
made in the past few months in obtaining more uniform life
performance of

demand and

gas-filled lamps, as well as that

was

L. Minick (Penn.); H. C. Meloy (L. S. & M. S.)
L.
Schepmoes (Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co.); D. P. Morrison (P. & L. E.)
W. IL Robinson (West. Lamp Co.) P. S.
Millar (Elec. Test. Lab.), and C. W. Bender (Nat'l Lamp

least

at

also

Platforms erected throughout a passenger yard are an
economical investment in taking care of the storage batteries
so that quick repairs and changes to the batteries and axle
generators may be made in the shortest possible time.
Electrically-operated trucks of sufficient capacity to carry a 30-volt
set of standard car-lighting batteries and of a height to reduce
the

both at the cars and the battery racks to a minimum,

lift

was strongly recommended.

The

report

is

signed by: D. B. Pastorius (Penn.), chairman;

A. Andreucetti (C.
and N. H. Keim.

J.

&

N. W.)

E. S.

;

M. MacNab (C. P.

OTHER BUSINESS

are of direct interest to electrical engineers.

The following

were elected
Lake Shore

officers

for

Jansen, Illinois Central; junior
Pennsylvania; secretary-treasurer.
Andreucetti, Chicago & North Western.

Meloy,

vice-president,

Joseph A.

L.

W.

E.

Minick.

—

der

at

This year the committee on Shop Practice considered the
subject of the electrical equipment of cranes, hoists, transfers

and turntables. There is a very strong sentiment in favor of
direct current motors for crane and hoist service.
This is due
not only to the lower maintenance costs of direct current motors, but also to the increasing use of dynamic braking.
The
most interesting development in connection with transfers and
turntables is the operation of tractors instead of mounting the
motors on the platform direct Here, also, preference is given
to the direct current motors.
/

wound direct current motor possesses the characteristics which make it ideal for the requirements of overhead crane service.
The service requirements are such that
series

crane motors must have a high starting torque, but it also permits the use of motors rated on an intermittent load basis, so
it has become customary for most manufacturers
to use motors

which are really too small for the work.
Of the controllers for crane motors the drum type is preferred by most engineers because of its simplicity, ease of repair,
of parts,

magnetic blow-out, and being en-

closed.

Transfers and Turntables.—W'hcTt direct current is available
it is considered preferable by a large number of shop men for
this class of service, and" series wound, railway type motors are

wound

H

alternating current only

rotors and

is

available

motors

drum

type controllers are generally used,
although high torque induction motors have also been tried with

some

The

success.

report

is

Southern

Germany's Interrupted Railway Traffic. The Swiss correspondent of an English contemporary, writing from Berne un-

signed by: C.

W.

of September
"Germany's loss

date

estimated.

SHOP PRACTICE

generally used.

year

senior

C.

vice-president, J.

that

interchangeability

ensuing

H.

;

W'ks.).

The

the

& Michigan

President,

;

;

R.).

Other reports were presented on Wire Specifications, Standard Rules for Car Wiring, Outside Construction and Yard
Lighting, giving detailed information and specifications which

which can be ex-

J.

the committee recommended, there-

50 per cent above the normal
suggested that the dependence for service
should not be placed on a single unit, as in case of a breakdown
the source of power will be entirely disrupted.
It

basis for the

pected in the coming months, the committee feels that there
should be no hesitancy in adopting this type of lamp as far as
life performance is concerned.
The report is signed by: L. S. Billan (B. & O.), chairman;

with

greater

an allowance of

fore,

multiple gas-filled

—

No. 20

be

load.

The committee also presented a progress report of the work
they are doing on the illumination of classification yards, especially pertaining to track scales.

57,

Cravens (C.

&

C.

Elec.

&

Mfg. Co.), chairman.

YARD FACILITIES FOR CHARGING STORAGE BATTERIES
In order to determine the size of generating units for charging
storage batteries the number of cars to be charged at one time
must be known, the length of time they can be placed for charg-

Her

reduced

rates

says

1,

in

railways

because

of

railway
are
if

now
they

conditions
traffic

carrying
did

not

in

can

Germany

certain

do

be
goods

hardly
so

German

merchants, owing to heavy war risk insurance, would not be able
to bring any goods at all on to any neutral market at a price
which anyone could afford to pay. The other day the Hamburg
Merchants' .Association appealed to the government to allow

goods on German railway lines at 50 per cent regoods had now to be taken a long and
railway journey to a neutral port in order to be

thern to carry

duction, because such

expensive
';hipped."

—

Financial Returns of the Malay States Railways. The
Federated Malay States Railways' Administration has the control of the railways in the Malay Peninsula (including the Johore
State Railways leased since January. 1912), and in the adjacent
Penang and Singapore. During 1913 the Singapore

islands of

Railway (20 miles), which had been leased to the administration
from the colonial government as from January. 1912, at a rent
of $150,000, was purchased for $4,136,000. The total length in
operation by the administration is now 771 miles, including 37
miles opened in 1913. In the recently published report it is stated
that there was a steady development of railway business during
1913, but comparison with previous periods is difficult, as the expenditure covers a period of 12J4 months and the revenue a period of 12 months only. Expenditure was previously dated from
December 16 of one year to December 15 of the next, but com-

mencing with the 1913 report it has been decided to include expenditure from January 1 to December 31 c?f each year to correspond with the period for revenue. This has reduced net profits
for 1913 from $3,050,184.41 to $2,722,946.41 and the consequent
Gross
interest on capital from 4.41 per cent to 3.93 per cent
earnings, including those from motor services, amounted to $9,548.374, an increase of $1,127,357, of which $640,746 came from
passengers and $526,630 from freight and live stock. Apart from
the additional $327,238 due to the change in accounting the expenditure increased by $758,768. Locomotive fuel was mainly responsible for this increase.

:

;

Convention

Development

Railway

the

of

Association

of Creating Traffic by Improving Farm
Production and Promoting Industries are Discussed

Ways and Means
The

semi-annual

convention

of

Association was held at the Hotel

Railway

the

La

Salle,

Development

Chicago, on

No-

vember 10 and 11. F. H. LeBaume, agricultural and industrial
agent of the Norfolk & Western, presided, and an address of
welcome on behalf of the Chicago Association of Commerce was
presented by J. D. Shoop. H. H. Gross, president of the National
Soil Fertility League, also addressed the convention.

Abstracts of some of the principal papers presented at the

advising in regard to the preparation of the soil and its conand in every way doing what they can to secure a

servation,
better

agricultural

The same method

development.

work

of

has been followed by the livestock and the dairy agents.

All of

these agents have been preachers of advanced agriculture, and

have endeavored to convince the farmer that better methods
must be adopted and that these better methods will pay. The

work

so far has,

we

believe,

been profitable.

In the year 1913, the agents of the department of farm im-

meeting are as follows

provement work made demonstrations with 2,409 farmers.
PERSONAL WORK WITH FARMERS ON THE SOUTHERN

M. V. Richards, of Washington, D. C,
cultural commissioner of the Southern

cussed the subject of personal

industrial

and associated

work with farmers

lines,

in

dis-

part as

follows

The

efforts of the railway

development man should be for a

well-rounded development in the territory his lines cover.
While the manufacturing city or district may be developed to the
fullest extent with accompanying agricultural development in
the nearby regions, it is poor policy to attempt such urban development without the corresponding attempt to advance the
A well sustained and prosperous agriinterests of the farm.
cultural community feeds the nearby manufacturing town at the
lowest cost and,
efficient

more than

labor for industrial

Nearly

all

this,

it

does

part in furnishing

its

establishments.

railroads which have maintained industrial depart-

crops

sized fields.

During

months these agents turn their
work among the farmers in consultation

the winter

ments, have at the same time maintained immigration depart-

attention to personal

ments; very often the industrial and immigration work being
In this way they have sought
carried on by the same people.
Within the
to build up both the urban and the farm population.
last few years, railroad development work has been extended,
through direct effort, to reach the farmer already settled in the
company's territory and so increase the quantity and quality of
farm products and in other ways help the farmer to a better
conservation of his land and better returns from his efforts.

regarding coming crops and

This, of course,

lightened

is

carrying to the furthest the policy of en-

which has been behind so much of the
During the last few years, the Southern and ashave undertaken to carry on to the greatest possible

selfishness

railroad work.
sociated lines

extent a personal

work among

their farmers, with the idea that

the products of our southern lands can be very greatly diversified

and

that,

acre for acre, these lands can be

profitable than they ever

have been.

When

made much more

the boll weevil

first

threatened the territory of our company, agents were put into
the field under

what then was

By

I mean that that number of farmers raised their
under the direction of these agents, using the methods
they advocated. These were generally the same methods advised
by the fields agents of the United States Department of Agriculture and of other advanced agriculturists.
In these demonstrations, 38,256 acres were planted to cotton, 15,755 acres to
corn and 4,584 to miscellaneous crops, the entire work covering
58,595 acres.
Returns from these acres showed at the end of
the season that the average cotton production per acre was
1,130^ lb. of seed cotton, which was about twice the average
production of the entire territory. The average yield of corn
per acre on these fields was 40 13/16 bu., while the average corn
Individual
yield for all the states covered was only 19 3/10 bu.
farmers made as high as 110 bu. of corn to the acre and 2,t)00
lb. of cotton to the acre, not on single acres only, but on guod

demonstrations,

and agri-

called the "cotton culture depart-

ment," whose duties were primarily to work with the growers of
cotton in an attempt to combat the ravages of the weevil and

overcome, through the diversification of crops, the losses refrom it. This work has since then been greatly extended.
During the past three years, the Southern and associated lines
have carried on, with a force of from fifty to sixty men, direct
work with the farmers in their territory, which covered a very
large portion of the activities of farm life. This work was carried

to

sulting

—

on through separate departments the land and industrial department, which had a force of dairy and poultry agents, and also
one or two horticultural agents; the department of farm improvement work, with a large force of field agents, who spent
their time directly with the farmer and live stock agents, whose
attention was given entirely to the building up of the general live
stock industry. This work has now all been consolidated under
;

The
the industrial and agricultural department of the railroad.
agents working with the farmers, must, 'of course, first of all,
Our field agents
get close to them and obtain their confidence.
constantly move among the farmers, consulting and advising
with them about their crops, helping them in selecting seeds,

in holding meetings, in which various farm and crop problems are discussed. Last year 804 of
these meetings were held, at which there was a total attendance

of 95,721.

Some

years ago we began making educational exhibits at local
These exhibits included demonstrations
along our lines.
Through them
in dairying, horticulture and domestic science.
we were enabled to reach many farmers and their families. We
have found that, as a rule, the fanners have welcomed the asfairs

sistance thus given

them and

that,

outside of those

who made

demonstrations under our agents, large numbers have used the
same crop methods. The work which our field agents are doing
is also carried on in the southern states by the county field
agents of the Department of Agriculture. Between these agents
and our own there has been co-operation, the railroad com-

pany endeavoring to cover, so far as possible, fields which the
government agents did not reach. It is largely to this personal
demonstration work among farmers that acre-corn-crop yields
in the southern states are growing larger, and also that there is
a steady advancement in the diversification of crops and, thereprogress in general agriculture.
In the dairy and poultry work, we have maintained a dairy
instruction car, which has been constantly at work along our
fore,

various lines, usually
these stops our

own

makmg a stop of a day at a station. At
agents and state dairy agents have made

demonstrations of dairy equipment, delivered lectures on dairy
cattle and on the dairy problems which the farmer has had to
meet.
The agents in their travels have preached the necessity
for

more

class

attention to dairy cows, to the introduction of

stock,

the

building of

silos,

first-

good dairy barns and milk
During the past

handling milk.

houses and proper cleanliness in
year our agents report the purchase, through their instrumentality, of 1,000 pure-bred bulls, cows and heifers, and 926 grade
animals.
For the same time, they report the building of 713
silos, 131 modern dairy barns and 48 milk houses, and the establishment of 78 dairies and four creameries.
To some of you this may not appear as a great work. Remember, please, that the South has not heretofore been a dairy

:
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perhaps in two or three isolated paces. The silo
has almost been an unknown thing, and under our system of devoting the farm to mostly cotton or tobacco, dairy farming has

been as good security as a bank-note. Today, however, with the
largest crop ever produced on the southern farmers' land, and
produced at the greatest expense, he finds this cotton is without

been neglected, notwithstanding the conditions for

a demand, and while the war continues the crop must be reThere has been a campaign of education for the past
duced.

section, except

its

success

which so largely prevail. The same methods of work have produced like results in the introduction of better grades of beef
cattle and increased attention among farmers to general live
stock raising. It is evident to anyone who has made a study of
the farmers' problems that a great deal of loss has come to farmers in all sections of the country through the inability to properly market farm produce.
This has caused many farms to be
unprofitable.
Our company now maintains a market bureau,
with market agents, who work with the grower and the buyer
seeking to solve the problem of better markets for our farmers.
This bureau has so far been successful.
Personal work among the farmers, whether carried on by the
railroad company, the government, local or other associations,
is a success, and its results prove that it is a necessity.

IMMIGRATION.
L.

read

Pacific,

Some

paper

a

immigration agent of
"Securing Desirable

general

Bricker,

J.

on

extracts from his paper follow

the

Northern

Immigration."

an immigrant learns that he can get better results in a
he informs his friends, and others will follow him
A small farm in the eastern or middle states will sell
later on.
for enough cash to enable the owner to double or treble the
acreage in a new country, and still have sufficient cash left for
field,

modern conveniences and utilities.
The desirable foreign settler is the industrious, God-fearing,
liberty-loving man, who will readily assimilate and quickly become a loyal American citizen. I beHeve we still have plenty of
room for this type of immigrants. In this connection it seems
to me that the work of eliminating the undesirables should be
done as much as possible on the other side, rather than waiting
all

our shores.
to our domestic settler— the man who, by his
unfailing industry, indomitable courage and will power, has
wrested a Uvelihood for his family from poor and often rocky
until they reach

With reference

—

land is the man who will make a phenomenal success when
located on fertile soil in a congenial climate. That man will not
expect a fortune to spring up over night, Uke Jonah's gourd;
but he will patiently and cheerfully await the natural returns
his labors.

The immigration agent, above
The agent who, in his eagerness

all else,

show

to

should possess patience.
results, quickly, tries to

hustle settlers along his line without taking into consideration
whether the settlers in question are at all adapted to that particular territory, is liable to bring his

prosperity

;

for one discontented

company more

man can do

a locality

grief than

more harm

than a ton of advertising matter can do it good, whereas a little
time and patience expended in finding out the man's special fitness for certain hnes of work, and directing him to the locality
best adapted to his needs, would make of him a "booster" instead
of a "knocker."

work,

gration

In other words,
"make haste

to

it

pays,

slowly"

and pays big, in immiand do your work

thoroughly.
DIVERSIFIED FARMING.
Diversified farming and

grower was discussed by

J.

its

relation at this time to the cotton

C. Clair, industrial

and immigrationer

and J. F. Jackson, agricultural agent
of the Central of Georgia. Mr. Clair said in part

of the

Illinois

Today

Central,

the southern cotton crop will reach

upward

of 15,000,000

and millions of acres of land could be cleared that would
produce many more miUions of bales. Heretofore cotton has
bales

Agronomists, business

foreseen the awful plight which

would some day bring the south. Only an
some cotton
and grow fruit on his own farm. Whenever we find a farmer
who has been practicing long enough that system of making his
farm self-supporting we find a prosperous farmer, but the one
crop farmers today are helpless as a result of their folly. Notwithstanding the fact that he has on his hands the largest crop
of cotton ever grown, the very prospect of a war or of hard
times puts him on the verge of bankruptcy. This shows the false
economies of the southern farmer, yet the farmer has not been
altogether to blame, for the business man, the banker, the
merchant and manufacturer have required the southern farmer to
the one-crop system

occasional planter has had the temerity to leave off

grow crops

order to receive the backing necessary to

in

make

the

crop, in spite of the adaptability of the country for other crops.
It

When

from

men have

industrial

has been found by actual

on the demonstration farms

test

:

one person located at some point on our road, though
he may have no means, he has to be fed and clothed, and the
money expended for this purpose inures to the benefit of the local
merchant or tradesman, and some per cent of it reaches the railway company, directly or indirectly. When one of our representatives has induced a farmer to locate in our territory, he has
done what will prove to be a lasting benefit to the company.
If only

new

10 years for the diversification of crops.

men and

established by the

Central, which have been under the

Illinois

supervision of three expert agriculturists, that within three years'
time we can increase the production of cotton, by diversified

Take the
farming, 300 per cent from the average production.
portion of Mississippi and Louisiana, and of the

other great

entire cotton

by growing
feed the

growing
all

states,

of the hogs

men who work

that

—

by diversifying their crops I mean
on the farms that are required to

farm

;

all

the cows required to give

an abundant supply of milk and butter for the tenants and proprietor to use all the beef cattle that can be raised upon his wornout and wasted lands and all the horses or mules that can be
used in the farming operations, the. planter can still produce as
;

A
cotton on one-third of the land formerly cultivated.
highly intelligent and educated class of people will not long grow
one crop for all the money they receive in a country that is so
much

adapted for so many profitable crops. The farmer who
rich in feeding value and who grows
his land richer instead of poorer, who makes the greatest and
most profitable crop on the most economical basis and leaves
the land in better condition to grow a crop next year, is the kind
well

grows foodstuffs that are

of a farmer that we must look to to develop the South and to
put into practice the system of diversified farming, which is going
to make the Southland the beacon light of all agricultural sections.

the result of the war now going on across
going to make every southern planter realize to the
fullest extent the value of diversified farming, which will place
the so-called cotton growing territory of the southern states 10
It is

my judgment

the seas

is

years ahead in agricultural progress.

Mr. Jackson said in part: The agricultural colleges, the farm
demonstration agents, the railroad agricultural departments, and
all forces working for better agriculture, now have a greater opportunity than they have ever dared to hope for, to preach the
gospel of diversified farming to willing listeners. Many cotton
planters who have for years sneered at "book farming methods"

now

eager to accept any instructions or assistance offered
This is particularly noticeable in the increased interest
shown by those who visit the Central of Georgia exhibit tent at
the state and county fairs this fall. Over our literature table is
a sign which reads. "Mr. Cotton Planter, now is the time to consider the importance of legumes, lime, and live stock. Pamphlets
This creates a great deal of comment and
free, help yourself.'
are

them.

demand

for the pamphlets

on the subjects of better beef

vegetable matter, lime, the boll weevil, reports of test farm

cattle,

work

Expressions such as "We sure need something
besides cotton," and "We must grow something we can eat," are
frequent. In one of the cases containing products grown on the
test farms, with some oats and cow-pea hay is a placard which
for last year, etc.

strikes a popular chord.

It

reads: "Oats and hay

make

greater

I

:
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than cotton under normal conditions. On the Central of
Georgia test farms in 1913, the double crop made a net profit of
$25.92 an acre, or $2.51 more than cotton, and cost $4.06 an acre
profits

less to
this,

produce."

It's

"And

add,

common

a

they're

better

thing to have a
for

the

man who

reads

Literature and

land."

pamphlets will be more effective now than ever before, but real
demonstrations of proper farming methods, something the farmer can see with his own eyes, are. as ahvays, the most effective

While we are very well
we are
more than doubled next year,
great many more applications for the estab-

methods of encouraging better farming.

pleased with the results of our test farm w'ork heretofore,
confident

effectiveness will be

its

and we are having a
lishment of test farms than we can grant.
The present experience of having to trade low-priced cotton
for high-priced food will advance several years the date when
the farmers of our section will be the most prosperous in the
United States, for they will grow at home all of the more important food products for which they have been sending away

money
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adequately compensated for their use by competitors; on the
other hand roads without terminal facilities feel they are having
an undue burden placed upon them in many instances by the payment of existing terminal charges and the industries are declar;

ing they are not getting adequate service for the
are paying.

money they

If the writer may set forth his own personal thought on the
subject the solution of the problem would be this, unify all terminals and operate them as a separate facility under separate man-

agement. Let the road haul carriers' duty cease at the junction
with the terminal. Then, to met the suggestions of the Interstate

Commerce Commission, make the rates apply to and from the
terminal, assessing a separate charge for terminal service; or,
operate the terminal on a cost basis, preserving the present basis
of rate construction.
this paper, the

For the present, and for the purposes of
method of handling the terminal charges is unim-

The point which it is sought to bring out clearly
separate and unified operation of the terminals themselves.

portant.

to other sections.

is

the

THE BANQUET

R.\ILWAY TERMINALS

The semi-annual banquet

"The Railway Terminal and Its Relation to Industrial Development" was discussed by F. A. Spink, traffic manager of the Chicago & Western Indiana and the Belt Railway of Chicago, who
said in part
The railroad terminal was originally looked upon

day evening at the Hotel La

Salle.
The speakers were W. L.
Park, vice-president of the Illinois Central, and Samuel O. Dunn,
editor of the Railway Age Gazette. Edith Loring Fullerton, vicepresident of the Women's Horticultural and Agricultural Asso-

an instrumentality for handling trains and cars in the
ordinary dispatch of business.
With a change in commercial
coriditions and the demand for track connection by industries
many roads were found hampering their operation by the encroachment of industry tracks in the territory which should have
been reserved for transportation uses only.
This is a short-

ciation, also

:

as solely

sighted policy that results in restricting the operation of the in-

dustry and curtailing
defeats

the

object

its

scope and possibilities, and in the end

sought to be gained.

Recently a broader

on the part of railroad managers, coupled with decisions
of the Interstate Commerce Commission on the use of terminals
by competing lines, has resulted in throwing open for more general use the terminals of the country on the basis of a reasonable
charge for use. The day of exclusive terminals is at an end, and
vision

the future

in

we may

see the individual road terminals giving

place to general locality terminals.

In the Chicago terminal district to-day there are 38 railroads

them trunk

terminating, 24 of

The

lines,

4 belt lines, and 10 so-called

mileage of the rails within
Chicago District is said to be 4,000 miles approximately
1,300 passenger trains enter and depart from this terminal daily
carrying something like 200.000 passengers
into and through
these terminals are daily hauled 12,000 loaded freight cars and
some 10,000 cars are dispatched from it; 15.000 tons of less-thancarload merchandise are brought into Chicago and 10.000 tons
industrial roads.

total single-line

the

sent out each 24 hours,

A

graphic statement of the

movement

of

cars interchanged between the various roads

MR. park's address

An

abstract of Mr. Park's address follows

The progressive achievement
has

been,

branches

of the American railroads

achievement

greatest industrial

concurrently,

with

the world's history.

in

it,

a

achievement

similar

into this city, its charter permitting

great loss of business opportunities.

it

all

to enter along the river,

Mark

the irony

frequently accused of having stolen the lake front
that there

was

at this

time no

—

!

it

It is

is

now

a fact

speculation as to the benefits

little

there were many prominent people
would interfere with and retard its pros-

of a railroad to the city;

who contended

that

it

perity.

Surmounting many

The

on these

stupendous

less cost and affording both industry and railroads
scope to further develop without hampering or being hampered
by the transportation uses of the terminal.
Roads with extensive and expensive terminals feel they are in-

in

where there was some little prospect of business development.
The mayor owned a home on the corner of Madison and Michigan avenue; the waves of Lake Michigan cut up his front yard,
and for other reasons the Illinois Central was driven to the
marsh on the east side and compelled to protect the city from
the lake itntil the present time at enormous expenditures and

business.

thought was given to the location of industry
tracks in such a manner as to offer the least obstruction to operation.
As the volume of tonnage has increased this encroachment
of industry tracks on main line and yard facilities has become
more and more undesirable and troublesome, so that in the evolution of the problem the industry center has come into being
bringing about a segregation of industry -business, giving better

the

industry

delays.
little

is

There

and general development wherever the
railroads have reached. Notwithstanding the fact that for more
than four hundred years we had reveled in a wealth of natural
resources, our agricultural lands, mineral beds and forests were
practically untouched before the advent of the railroad.
The Illinois Central followed the Chicago & Northwestern
of

shows a most bewildering mass of criss-cross lines and the amount of empty engine mileage due to present operating conditons means a waste
of hundreds of thousands of dollars per annum. Would not the
co-ordination of these terminal facilities and their operation on a
more co-operative basis, if not as a separate unity, mean a great
saving to the owners in actual cash outlay and to the industries
and business of Chicago in improved service and elimination of

service at

home development.

spoke on country

;

;

In the past

was held on Tues-

of the association

obstacles, the railroads gradually increased

1850 to 1870 the Civil War and the period
of reconstruction held them back
the next half century witthe mileage.

From

;

nessed the tremendous achievement of more than 225,000 miles
of construction.
In the light of subsequent events they were,

The

perhaps, built too fast.

financial

The

unfair criticism.

compared with

successes were few

the opportunities opened up and embraced in

methods necessary

undertakings

are

all

at the

the

other lines of

time to carry

subject

today

of

people were most willing to vote bonds

and offer other strong inducements to secure transportation,
knowing they would get it back many times over in the enhancement of their property and increased business. The roads
in Great Britain and Continental Europe found a country already made. Those of America were built in advance of its
development as they stretched across the plains, over the mounthey were compelled to create
tains and through the valleys
;

their business by developing the resources of the countrj'.

The
no<\'

first officials

delegated

who performed

with were

the

the duties you gentlemen are

general

superintendent and the

;
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freight agent.
In connection with their other duties
sought out industrial locations, opened up mines, located
saw mills, established cattle ranches and packing houses. Imigration was encouraged by low rates, both passenger and freight.
their indomitable energy

and perseverance, the

toward the west,
growth of the railroads

pire turned

the

specialize the

work

tide of

em-

south.

As

to the north, to the

of industrial

it

created to expedite this line of railroad activity.

way to creative methods. A
system under which there would prevail open co-operation between the railways themselves in respect to service and rates
under which creative methods of getting business would be
developed in the most varied forms and to the highest degree,
and under which government regulation would protect the pub-

are to such a large extent giving

But the work

of development was never for a moment lost sight of. If, as
General Sherman said, an army traveled on its belly the railroad
Its
certainly did.
It was fed, however, by what it created.

development agents were alive to every commercial activity
meant present or prospective revenue. The wise builders
never lost sight of this essential to their prosperity.
While the opportunity for industrial development is greater
than ever before, the most important of all at the present time is
unquestionably the scientific use of the soil. Perhaps the most
prominent one feature of agricultural development is the reclamation of waste lands.
A large percentage of this land cannot

lic in its right to good service at reasonable rates and the railways in their right to fair profits, would be infinitely superior
from the standpoint of both the public and the railways, to the

that

old cut-throat system.

We

need a revival of new railway construction; I mean of
now provided with railways. The
construction of this new mileage would attract a larger population into the territories in which it was built; it would inconstruction in territory not

be reclaimed by state, corporate or individual effort the work
should be done by the federal government. The United States
government promises to take over from the railroads a part at
least of the agricultural development work they have so extensively been engaged in. The lever bill, with which you gen;

tlemen are familiar,

ments passed by
scientific

crease production in those territories;

only

agricultural demonstrator can ultimately be placed in

every township

in this

We

are hampered,

it

is

to

the

new

lines,

have the most sanguine expectation that the well-known
of the railroads will ultimately throw them off
where they encumber and profit by that which is needed in such
regulation.
There can be brought about another era of prosperity similar to that of the decade previous to the present era
"progressiveness''
of
by the thinking public deprecating any attempt to make political capital out of investigations of business
methods.
The work you gentlemen are engaged in has been more pleasant than that of some of the other officials who have been comYou have been
pelled to take the brunt of adverse sentiment.

all

I

welcomed

good

your part of the railroad
your services
are sought after. If there is any turning down of your schemes
by the executive officers, you are as much aggrieved as your
Nevertheless, you must all feel keenly the effect of the
client.
If you are not moving ahead,
present hampering regulations.
you are not moving at all. You must not be discouraged by
present conditions. Your work is constructive and the benefits
growing out of development work must receive the thanks of
posterity.
There is a reward in seeing things grow, in the
advancement of our commercial interests; the location of industries and the development of new resources are monuments
to your energy and efficiency; the obstacles encountered make
them the more conspicuous.
is

in

society;

unquestionably universally appreciated;

OLD AND NEW W.^YS OF DEVELOPING TR.\FFIC
Mr. Dunn spoke in part as follows Formerly, the means almost universally employed to get business were solicitation, su:

and new construction.
still in use.
But
co-operation between the railways themselves, and more especially public opinion and public regulation, have largely destroyed

perior service, rate-cutting or

Most of these means

competitive

rebating,

of getting business are

rate-making.

Likewise,

new

railway construction

has practically ceased.
While competitive rate-making and railway construction have
been declining as means of developing traffic, new and important

men regarding them,

than

whose company gave him
needed to carry on such work?

a competent railway industrial agent

the opportunity and facilities

Two

official efficiency

work

not

traffic

natural resources and market conditions of a territory and to
advertise them, and to advise business

continually

would afford

could be better, or even as well, situated to study thoroughly the

true,

with unnecesary and unwise laws, rules, regulations and orders
from congress and the legislatures, commissions and municipalities.

it

but indirectly to the railways

cost and at the highest profit, they must be located as advantageously as practicable with reference to natural resources,
Who
supplies of labor, transportation facilities and markets.

country.

We, as railroad men, are apt to think that our development
work is not fully appreciated by the public. I do not take this
view. The best asset we have in these troublesome times is our
investment in development work.

directly

for which they would serve as feeders and to connecting lines
throughout the country. The most effective means which could
be adopted to cause a revival of new construction would be to
make our regulation of railways fairer.
In order that industrial concerns may produce at the least

one of the most valuable legislative enactcongress.
It is the means by which a

is

the

No. 20

industries located on your lines; and
first getting people and
then you are doing all you can to make them prosper so that
your railways may prosper with them.
That is creative work of the highest order. The railways
and the country should rejoice that the old competitive methods

was necessary to
development. Departments were

increased

57,

means have been developing. Your work is not entirely new in
But in most of its phases it is new. You are
all its phases.

general

thej'

By

Vol.

.

of the most important problems confronting the people of
country are that of maintaining a healthy ratio between our
urban and rural populations, and that of increasing the output of

this

our farms.

Not only has our farming population not been 'increasing fast
enough, but the efficiency with which those on the farms have
worked the acreage under cultivation has left much to be de-

The

growth of the supply of agricultural
is the main
cause of the general and heavy increase in the cost of living.
Continued increases in the value of farm lands and in the wealth
sired.

failure of the

products to keep pace with the demands for them

of the farmers can

prosperity of the

be

made

nation

as

consistent with the welfare and
a

whole only

if

these

increases

ceased to be caused chiefly by increases in the price of agricultural products, and begin to be caused chiefly by increases in
the amounts of corn, wheat, hogs, cattle and so on produced

f<^r

acre.

do not say that too much of the resources and energies of
up in the solicitation of business
and in the struggle with shippers, with competing lines and
with public authorities over the rates charged on existing traffic.
But it is certainly as important to develop the largest practicable
traffic as to get reasonable rates for transporting it
and after
one has surveyed the entire situation in a broad way it would
seem that he is apt to conclude that if as much money, energy
and thought were devoted to the creation of entirely new traffic
as are expended in soliciting and dealing with the rates on existing traffic the results gained would be quite remarkable.
I

the traffic departments are used

;

have no doubt that our railways will adapt their methods of
traffic as skillfully and effectively to the new conditions as they did to the old, and that if not too much hampered
and burdened by government regulation they will be in the
future as in the past, the most potent agency in the country for
promoting production along all lines and increasing the national
I

developing

prosperity.

—
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OTHER BUSINESS
H. B. FuIIerton, director of agricultural development of the

Long Island Railroad, presented a paper illustrated with lantern
slides on "Ways and Means of Increasing a Railroad's Agricultural
in

Tonnage."

An

abstract of this paper will be published

a later issue.

H. Labaume, agricultural and industrial agent of the Norfolk & Western, read a paper on "Getting City People Back to
the Country," which will also be published in abstract form in a
F.

later issue.

William Gourlay, of the American Express Company, described
some of the plans the express companies are now trying to
work out to bring the producer and consumer more closely
together and facilitate the marketing of farm products.
R.

W.

Cooke, industrial agent of the Pennsylvania Lines, presented a paper on "The Effect of War on American Business,"
which was followed by a general discussion.

Anderson Pace, industrial commissioner of the Chicago Association of Commerce, made an address on the commercial association in

relation to industrial development.

its

913

road and yard accidents, excepting as to detailed causes, there
being 360 shop causes and 340 road and yard causes, making 700
separate causes of accidents. The causes in turn are classified
under 36 general readings which indicate the nature of the work
at the time of the accident.

By comparing the number of accidents under each general
we ascertain what kind of work is the most hazardous
and the specific cause under which the accidents are reported.
The primary cause of every accident is indicated. The records
are kept by divisions, shops, stations and yards, and it is, therefore, easily seen at what points any particular kind of accident
is most frequent.
There are included in the statistics additional information
heading,

bearing an important relationship to accident frequency, such as
the average age of employees, length of service, etc. Regarding
the length of service, it was found that during the year 1913

new men employed, although the total increase
number of employees for the year was less than 9,000, the
number of transient employees being in the maintenance
of way department. The statistics developed the fact that during
there were 90,000
in the

greater

M. Bainer, agricultural demonstrator of the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe, read a paper on "Personal Work with

the year 25 per cent of the

Farmers on the Santa Fe."

injured

manager of the order, commission and food
products department of Wells, Fargo & Company, described
methods recently adopted by his company for increasing the
returns from farm produce.
An abstract of this paper will be

a

H.

D.

G.

Mellor,

published in a later issue.

An

six months' experience

who had been

men killed and injured had less than
and that 28 men were killed and 2,391

in the service less

similar experience on

all

Assuming

than 30 days.

the other railroads

of the United

States, at least 360 men were killed and 15,000 injured last year
having less than one month's experience, and many met death
during their first week's work not because they were careless or

—

foolhardy, but because they were ignorant of the hazards of the

was held in connection with the convention showing photographs and advertising literature which have been
used in development work. The members of the association also
made an inspection trip through the Chicago terminals on

A business employing men in more than 100 occupations will
be unable effectively to teach the doctrine of safety unless some

Thursday.

by

ACCIDENT STATISTICS ON THE PENNSYLVANIA*

are so arranged that the number of injuries and fatalities can
be shown in each department and to each occupation of the
various departments, also the reports are tabulated to show the
specific cause for each occupation.

e.xhibit

By

R. H.

Newbern

Superintendent of the Insurance Department of the Pennsylvania Railroad

the Pennsylvania System, employing normally over 225,000

men and carrying over 185 million passengers and with a freight
movement exceeding 385 million tons annually, there are 60,000
reports of accidents to employees and 10,000 reports of injuries

and others forwarded

to passengers

department.

to the

company's insurance

order to simplify the handling of this large
number of reports, the Hollerith tabulating machines are used,
In

and items are

classified

by causes, nature of injuries, occupations,

locations, days of disability

and other features.

As

the reports

are received they are codified, each item of information being

marked with

designated code

its

of the accident

number and a permanent record
a card by means of a punching

is transferred to
machine, and when statements or data are needed for the in-

formation of the executive or operating department or for the
safety organization, the cards are sorted by

guidance of the

means of machines and the desired information obtained quickly,
accurately and economically.
For statistical purposes employees are separated into two
classes
one, employees in the maintenance of equipment, commonly known as shopmen, and the other, all other employees,
:

way men.

such as trainmen, maintenance of

station

men,

show

statistics

Detailed

the

number

killed

causes.

Nature of injury by cause and
occupation.

Length of

Occupations.
Length of service.

The

statistics

in

each

The number
ous

is

and injured by

Time of day or night.
Weather conditions.

Chicago, October

15.

Co

:il

for Industrial

The

injuries sustained

statistics,

Safety at

therefore,

of accidents occurring during each

hour of the
as the time of the accidents suggests varisuch as improved lighting facilities and re-

arrangement of working hours.

A

statement of a certain number of men injured during a
period does not convey a proper meaning; it is the loss
of time that shows what the employee really suffers. Therefore,
i-ertain

the statistics provide for the
the

number

number

killed, the

of indefinite injuries and the actual

number injured,
number of days

Our statistics include all accidents resulting in a disability
of one day and over. It was found that 18 per cent of all the
lost.

injuries involved less than four days' disability, and the number
of "15 days or over" accidents (the minimum period covered by

laws)

liability

amounted

to

SO per cent

of

the

days'

total

disability.

Our

statistics also

show

the nature of the injury; this infor-

mation embodies 141 different kinds of injuries, included under
the following general headings:
Amputation

Eye Injury
Sprains and Strains
Bruises
Incised Wound or Laceration

This

information

enables

Dislocations
Injuries not included

management

the

ods of treatment to reduce the length of

to

ability

above

study

disability.

meth-

Take the

example: There were 758 cases
19.190 days of disablement, 87 indefinite

cases and S3

for

fatalities.

The medical

last

dis-

profession recog-

nizes the necessity for the best treatment of these injuries, as
fractures may result in extended disablement on account of

improper treatment.

Our experience
statistics furnish

the National

number of

occupation.

shown

preventives,

year resulting in

are compiled on the same basis for shop and

•From an address before

to discover the

specific

subject of fractures

Division.
Grand Division.
Shops.,
Large stations and yards.

disability.

men

etc.,

designated as road and yard men.

The

means are provided

day or night

System

On

work.

meajures

clearly indicates that comprehensive accident

a

most

effective

in accident prevention

means of suggesting remedial

work.

General News Department
Track foremen of the Philadelphia & Reading have been appointed fire wardens by the Pennsylvania State Department of
Forestry.

The

Wabash

general offices of the

from Seventh and Chestnut

December

building about

streets

Louis will be moved
Railway Exchange

at St.
to

the

15.

On the middle division of the Pennsylvania cup vending machines are being installed, to supply passengers with drinking
cups at one cent apiece. Hitherto flat, folded cups have been
furnished, free
but with the new machines paper cups shaped
like common glass tumblers will be furnished.
;

The Wabash is printing on all of its working timetables a large
"Safety Always" emblem and the following in large type "Safety
should be the first consideration of every employee. Every employee should report promptly to his foreman, some member of
the safety committee or other proper person, every unsafe
:

condition."

There are 11 men who have worked for the Pennsylvania
Railroad 50 years or more and are young enough to be still busily
working. Two of them have records of more than 56 years two
others have served 55 years two, 54 years seven, 53 years six,
52 years, and twenty, 51- years. Of the 11 men five are conductors
and eight are enginemen.
;

;

;

;

Four locomotives on the Louisville-St. Louis division of the
Southern Railway are to bear the names of the enginemen who
run them. The names will be painted in gilt letters, along with
the number of the engine. The men who have been thus recognized are Frank Busching, William Hanafee, Robert Greenlaw
and Daniel Shine. The requirement for the distinction is 25
years of

efficient service.

The Railroad Commission

of Georgia, realizing the present
serious financial predicament of the railroads, has written a letter

Railway to the effect that in view of the material
decrease in the revenues of carriers the commission, until the
present financial situation is relieved, will not impose on any of
the roads any expenditures for new stations, warehouses, terminal
facilities, etc., except such as are absolutely necessary.
to the Southern

To reduce unnecessary use of the telegraph wires, the Lehigh
Valley has extended its censorship of railroad telegrams temall messages.
A carbon copy of every telegram sent
by an employee is to be sent immediately to the superintendent
of telegraph, in whose office the "censor" will scrutinize every
message from every office, from the highest to the lowest. Men
who waste words will be advised concerning their uneconomical
porarily to

habit.

Following the election at which the voters of Missouri decisively defeated the full crew bill by referendum vote, the St.
Louis & San Francisco announced that its shops at Springfield,
Mo., would immediately be placed on a working basis of six
days a week and eight hours a day. The main shops have been
on a five-day schedule for several months and other shops have
Additional men also were
been operated only intermittently.
given employment.

The golden

spike marking the closing of the last gap in the
Northwestern -Pacific from San Francisco to Eureka,
Cal., 283 miles, was driven at
Cain Rock Crossing, Cal., 80
miles southeast of Eureka, on October 21, with appropriate
ceremonies, and the first through passenger train was run over
the line on the same day.
Regular service will be started on
November IS. The road is owned jointly by the Southern
Pacific and the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.
Ifne of the

The Baltimore & Ohio, by

a circular which has been issued to
and others who come in contact with the pubcalls attention to the inelegance of using tobacco during
lic,
working hours. It is believed by the management that a man

station employees

using tobacco while at

work renders

inferior service.

In larger

and behind ticket counters the employees are required
from using tobacco, and the same is also true of
passenger trainmen; but the circular is an appeal to personal
pride rather than mandatory.
stations

refrain

to

At the safety congress of the National Council for Industrial
Safety, held in Chicago on October 14 and IS, there were present

& North Western one delegate from each
shop and local safety committee, all making

from the Chicago

division, terminal

the trip as the guests of the company, 52 men in all. The delegates have adopted resolutions stating that they obtained much
valuable knowledge and information at the meeting, which will
be a great help in promoting the safety first work on the North

and thanking President Gardner and Vice-President
Aishton for arranging the trip.
Westei'n

;

The United States Civil Service Commission announces an examination, for which applications will be received up to December
1, for the position of examiner of accounts, positions being vacant both in the division of valuation and the division of carriers' accounts, of the Interstate Commerce Commission; salafrom $1,860

ries

The commission

to $2,100.

desires applications

from men of large e.xperience in this kind of work. Also, examinations will be held throughout the country, on December 2,
for the position of freight rate clerk for the quartermaster of
the army, at Chicago; salary $1,200.

& Susquehanna Railway, extending from Buffalo,
southeastward to Wellsville, 90 miles, which has announced that business vi'ill be suspended on December 1 because
of insufficient income to keep the road in operation, may possibly be bought by the Lackawanna Steel Company, which owns
the South Buffalo Railway. It is reported that a fair offer has
A recent decision of the Interstate Comalready been made.
merce Commission has removed doubts as to whether the South
Buffalo Raihvay could be classed as a common carrier or was
tmly a plant facility. The commission holds that it is a common
The

N.

Buffalo

Y.,

carrier.

The National Transcontinental Railway, over which trains are
running from Moncton, N. B., northwest to Escourt, 56 miles
beyond Edmundston, is shortly to be put in operation between
Moncton and Levis, opposite Quebec. Trains between Moncton
and Escourt are operated by the Intercolonial, and the Intercolonial will manage the extended service.
The whole of the
National Transcontinental

is

now

finished, so as to be ready for

arrangement by which the Grand Trunk Pacific was"
road appears to have encountered some obstacle.
According to the Toronto World, the hne west of Levis is likely
use, biu the

to operate the

not to be put in use until next spring.

H. K. Gilbert, well known

in the railway and supply business
Chicago, has just returned from a year's traveling in Europe
and England. While in England this summer, he had an unOn account of his
usual experience for a railway supply man.
familiarity with organization problems his services were availed
of by the Medical Service Corps of the British Army in the
recruiting department, and afterward in connection with the
Mr. Gilbert was for
visiting of wounded, etc., at base hospitals.
several years vice-president of the Sargent Company, which
in

later

was merged

pany, and also

in the

for

a

American Brake Shoe & Foundry Comnumber of years, vice-president of the

Buda Company.
President Wilson has awarded a medal of honor to W. A.
Holley, of Greenville, Tex., for saving the life of Mrs. Sallie
Griffin, on the Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway of Texas at
Greenville.
The lady became confused or did not realize the
danger, and started across a main track at Greenville station di-

Switchman Holley was
rectly in front of an approaching train.
standing near the building, and, realizing that Mrs. Griffin had
not time to cross the track, ran forward, lifted her bodily, and
carried her out of danger. He was struck by the Iiand raihng
on the front end of the engine, but neither he nor Mrs. Griffin

;;
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was injured. This is the fifteenth medal of honor which has
been bestowed under the Act of February 23, 1905.

915

the ends with plank the height of the rail, thus removing
the danger of shearing ofi^ a man's foot between the rails on
the table and the rails on the circle.
The standard clearance
of switch stands has been changed from 6 ft. to 7 ft. from the
at

In Louisiana, the special trains bearing traveling teachers who
give instruction in agriculture and in ''safety-first" are not allowed
a complete monopoly of the railway-social-service news columns
there is a third propaganda. Instruction in Hygiene.
Dr. Oscar
Dowling, president of the Louisiana state board of health and
his "Health on Wheels" train has been noticed heretofore in
these columns; and now it appears that the doctor is extending
his
activities
into
other states.
The Birmingham (Ala.)
Herald says that he is to appear in that city with his exhibit,
remaining, throughout one day.
He has displays in his car
classified under four heads
namely. Prevention of Disease
Food Products; Community Hygiene, and Care of the Baby

rail.

The standard

clearance for company's buildings has been made
where this distance cannot be obtained
doors of such buildings must be in the end or the back side
and not open toward the track.
Gravel has been filled in
around trunking used in connection with signals, so that workmen will be less liable to stumble over the trunking.
standard
brake club has been designed. Torpedoes are now made with
red tops so that they will be more surely seen, especially by employees using hand cars. The walls of turntable pits are being
whitewashed so that the men will be less likely to walk into
them.
The doors of shelters for crossing flagmen are being changed
so as to open toward the street and not toward the track. An
order has been issued forbidding the use or occupancy of kitchen
cars when such cars are being moved
cooks and helpers must
ride in cabooses or on passenger trains.
Superintendents are
required to pay personal attention to the location of poles belonging to telephone and other outside companies, so as to prevent the setting of these poles where they will obscure fixed
12

from the track

ft.

;

A

;

and School Hygiene.

Those independent conductors of the St. Louis Southwestern were successful in their application to the court, at St. Louis,
for an injunction forbidding the brotherhood to call a strike
on that road; and the injunction is directed against three
brotherhoods those of the conductors, the brakemen and the
firemen. The judge said that the injunction did not prevent the
unions from taking a strike vote. The threat of a strike was
made because the railroad company refused to reinstate a conductor, dismissed because of intoxication, when the brotherhood
claimed that the charge against the conductor was unfounded.
Press despatches of November 9, telhng of the granting of the
injunction, say that the brotherhood had accepted mediation, as
asked for by the railroad company, but that the mediators have
not yet finished their work.

;

;

signals.

Fewer Mules

in

Mines

The

anthracite coal operators of Pennsylvania report that in
the last decade, from 1902 to 1912, the horse power developed
at the mines increased from 354,237 to 680,700, or 326,463 horse
power but electric power is used and the number of mules in
the mines has fallen off.
good mule is now worth $240. If
this 326,463 additional horse power had been added in mules,
supposing such a number obtainable, the investment since 1902
;

•.

Credit for Saving Scrap
Bulletins telling of specially meritorious acts on the part of
employees have an added interest where the persons named in
them are known and the smaller the territory covered by a
;

bulletin,

nize the

more likely are the employees generally to recognames published. W. T. Lechlider, superintendent of

the

the Cleveland division of the Baltimore & Ohio, issues bulletins,
once a month, or as often as may be found desirable, which are
confined to happenings on his own division. One of the things
noted in a recent bulletin was the commendation of a baggage
master for making neat and comprehensive reports. The station
forces at three places, and a dozen individual trainmen and section foremen were commended for saving scrap, the value of

which, in two weeks, amounted to $218.

Northern Pacific Efficiency Bureau

A

in power alone would have been nearly $80,000,000, without replacing any mules that died during that period. As a matter of
fact, the number of mules decreased from 16,139 in 1502 to 15,187
in 1912. On the other hand the number of electric locomotives increased from 53 to 951, and the number of steam locomotives
(on the surface) from 373 to 575. Steam and electricity are saving millions of dollars annually.
But the increase in other necessary forms of energy makes the
problem of operating the mines at a profit one of careful selection of the most economical means. In 1912 the consumption of
powder was 41,401,015 lb., and of dynamite 13,685,062. There has
been since 1S03 an increase of over 9,000,000 lb. of explosives
used, an increase wholly disproportionate to the amount of coal
produced, due mainly to the great amount of rock work which

now

the Northern Pacific the promotion of what is commonly
called the "safety-first" habit is in the hands of the "Bureau of
Efficiency," of which a special representative of the first vicepresident is the chief officer. The organization of this bureau
was noted in the Railway Age Gazette of January 24, 1913;
and in the issue of December 19, 1913, page 1196, some of the

has to be done.

On

doings of the bureau during the year then ending were briefly
noted.
In a sketch of the activities of the bureau for the year 1913,
which was prepared by Mr. Banks, the officer in charge of the
bureau, but which has only recently been made public, 38 subare deemed of sufficient importance to be specially mentioned; and up to December 4, 1913, about 80 circular letters
been sent out to the division superintendents calling attention to dangerous conditions or practices.
In the
removal of dangerous or objectionable structures at
standthe side of the tracks, marked improvement was made.
ard card was adopted for use in giving authority to yard engines to enter on a repair track, the card to be issued by the
jects

Tiad

A

A new

A

standard
blue flag device was adopted.
squirt hose and connections, adopted early in the year, will preAn improved bar for shaking
vent many scalding accidents.
locomotive grates has been adopted. The railings of cabooses
have been made safer and each caboose w;ill have a permanent
air-brake valve and whistle at each end, making a back-up hose
repair man.

New

tank spout ropes were provided throughout
A superior grade of tool
the company's lines, where needed.
handles has been made standard. Turntables have been floored
unnecessary.

A

Dishonest Claim Agent Punished

In the United States District Court at Baltimore last week,
George Elmer Long was convicted on five counts of defrauding
the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad by bogus claims paid by Loiig
while in the employ of the road. Long will serve three years in
He entered the employ of
the federal penitentiary at Atlanta.
the Baltimore & Ohio about three years ago as a claim adjuster
in the freight department, having had previous experience with
southern roads. For some time after securing the position he
was establishing himself in the confidence of superiors, after
which, through the medium of confederates, a scheme of fiHng
fraudulent claims was undertaken. The accomplices represented
themselves as shipping concerns and made claims for losses or
damage to shipments never shipped, and others which were
shipped and contained only junk. In his confession Long admitted shipping four boxes as the property of different conIn most instances, however, no shipment was even made,
the plan having been that where legitimate claims were adjusted
the waybills were stolen and changed to cover shipments to firms
existing only in the minds of the gang and on the stationery
which they used. The claims varied usually in amounts ranging
from $200 to $500. Long was tracked by Edmund Leigh, chief
cerns.

of the railroad detective force, the chase having been conducted
in Pittsburgh, Niagara Falls, Hamilton, Chicago and Detroit.
Long was arrested in Detroit while calling for mail at the

post

office.
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The foltovjing list gives namts of secretaries, dates of next or regular
meetings, and places of meeting.
Next
53 State St.. Boston, Mass.
Hotel Sherman, Chicago.
A. G. Thomason, DemurApril,
convention,
1915,
Annual
rage Commissioner, Boston, Mass.
Richmond, Va.
BoardC.
Superintendents.—
H.
Dining
Car
Association
of
American
man, D. L. & VV., Hoboken, N. J. Next meeting, October, 1915.
American Association of Freight Agents.- R. O. Wells. Illinois Central,
.
East St. Louis, 111. Annual meeting. May 21-24, 191:), Richmond, \ a.
convention.

May

Nellis.

4-7, 1915,

American Association of Demukiace Officers.

—

American Association of Passenger Traffic Officials.—W.
R. of N.

C. R.

143 Liberty

.T.,

St.,

New

Hope,

C.

York.

American Association of Railroad Superintendents.— E. H. Harman,
Room 101, Union Station, St. Louis, Mo. Next meeting. May 20-21,
1915,

San Francisco,

Cal.

American Electric Railway Association.— E. B. Buritt. 29 W. 39th St,
New York. Annual convention, October, 1915, San Francisco, Cal.
American Electric Railway Manufacturers' Association.— H. C- McConnaughy, 165 Broadway,
Railway Association.

New

York.

Meetings with American Electric

American Railro.»d Master Tinners, Coppersmiths and Pipefitters'
Assochtion.— \V. E. Jones, C. & N. W., 3814 Fulton St., Chicago.
Annual meeting, Chicago.

American Railway Association.— W. F. Allen, 75 Church St New York.
Semi-annual meeting, November 18, The Blackstone, Chicago.
American Railway Bridge and Building Association.— C. A. Lichty. C. &
.

N. W.,
Mich.

October

Next convention,

Chicago.

Detroit,

1915,

19-21,

Mich-

American Railway Engineering Association.---E. H. Fritch 900 Chicago.
Next convention, March 1618, 1915,
igan .^ve., Chicago.
Taylor 1112
American Railway Master Mechanics" Association.— J.
Karpen Bldg., Chicago. Annual meeting, June 9-11, 1915, AtlanUc

W

—

American Railway Safety Association. L. F. Shedd, C. R. I. & P.,
Next meeting, November 10, Chicago.
Chicago.
American Railway Tool Foremen's Association. A. R. Davis, Central of

—

Annual meeting, July,

Georgia, Macon, Ga.

American Society for Testing Materials.

— Prof.

1915.

E.

No. 20

International Railway General Foremen's Association. Wm. Hall, 829
W. Broadway, Winona, Minn. Next convention, July 14 17. 1915,
Sherman House. Chicago.
International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association. A. L. WoodAnnual meeting, August 17, 1913,
worth. C. H. & D., Lima, Ohio.

—

Philadelphia, Pa.

Way and Master Painters' -Association of the United
States and Canad.k. T. I. Goodwin, C. R. I. & P., Eldon, Mo.
Next convention, November 17-19. 1914, Detroit, Mich.
Master Boiler Makers' Association. Harry D. \'oucht. 95 Liberty St,

Maintenance of

—

New

-Annual convention.

—

York.

Marburg, University

of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

American Society of Civil Engineers.— Chas. W. Hunt, 220 W. 57th St.,
New York. Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Wednesday in month, except June, July and -Xugust. 220 W. 57th St., New York.
American Society of Engineering Contractors.— J. R. Wemlinger 11
Broadway, New York. Regular meetings, 2d Thursday in month, at
2 P. M., U Broadway, New York.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
Annual meeting, December 1-4, 1914, New
39th St., New York.
York.
American Wood Preservers' Association.— F. J. Angier, B. & O., Mt.
Next convention, January 19-21, 1915,
Royal Sta., Baltimore, Md.

—

May

26 to 28. 1915, Chicago,

III.

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association of the United States
AND Canada. -A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass. Next conven-

—

tion,

September

14-17, 1915, Detroit.

Mich.

Master Car Builders' Association.— J. W. Taylor. 1112 Karpen Bldg.,
Chicago. Annual meeting, June 14-16, 1915, Atlantic City, N. J.
National Railway Appliances Association. Bruce V. Crandall. 537 So.
Dearborn St, Chicago. Next convention, March 15-19, 1915. Chicago.
New England Railroad Club. W. E. Cade. Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave., BosRegular meetings. 2d Tuesday in month, except June,
ton. Mass.

—

—

August and September, Boston.
Railroad Club. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York.
Regular meetings. 3d Friday in month, except June, July and August,
29 W. 39th St., New York.
Niagaga Frontier Cab Men's Association. E. Frankenberger, 623 Brisbane Bldg.. Buffalo. N. V. Meetings monthly.
Peoria Association of Railroad Officers. M. W. Rotchford, Union StaRegular meetings. 2d Thursday in month, Jefferson
tion, Peoria. III.
July,

—

New York

—

—

Hotel, Peoria.

—

Railroad Club of Kansas City. C. Manlove. 1008 Walnut St., Kansas
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month. Kansas City.
City, Mo.
Railroad Master Tinners. Coppersmiths and Pipefitters' .Association.
Annual meeting. May.
U. G. Thompson, C. & E. I., Danville, III.

—

1915.
S.

City, N. J.

57,

—

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS
All Beake Association.— F. M.

Vol.

—

Railway Business Association. Frank W. Noxon. 30 Church St., New
York. Annual meeting, December 10, 1914, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,

New

York.

B. .Anderson. Room 207, P. R. R. Sta.,
Regular meetings, 4th Friday in month, except June,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
July and .August, Monongahela House, Pittsburgh.
Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Association. J. Scribner,
Meetings with Association of Rail1021 Monadnock Block. Chicago.
way Electrical Engineers.
Railway Fire Protection Association.^C. B. Edwards, Fire Ins. Agt.,
Mobile & Ohio, Mobile, Ala. Next meeting. October, 1915.
Railway Signal Association. ^C. C. Rosenberg. Times Bldg., Bethlehem,
Annual meeting.
Next meeting. March 15. 1915. Chicago.
Pa.
September 21-24. 1915. Salt Lake City. Utah.
Railway Storekeepers' Association. J. P. Murphy, L. S. It M. S., Box C.
Collinwood, Ohio. Annual meeting. May 17-19, 1915, Hotel Sherman,
Chicago.
Railway Supply Manufacturers' .Association. T. D. Conway. 2136 Oliver
Meetings with Master Car Builders and
Bldg.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Master Mechanics Associations.
Railway Telegraph and Telephone Appliance .Association. G. A. Nelson,
Meetings with Association of Railway
50 Church St., New York.
Telegraph Superintendents.
Richmond Railroad Club. F. O. Robinson, C. & O., Richmond, Va.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July and

Railway Club of Pittsbirgh.— J.

—

—

—

—

—

Chicago.
Association of American Railway Accounting Officers.— E.R. WoodAnnual
son, 1300 Pennsylvania Ave., N. W., Washington, D. C.
convention, April 28, 1915, Atlanta, Ga.

August.
ROADMASTERS" AND MAINTENANCE OF WaY ASSOCIATION. L. C. Ryan, C 4
-Annual meeting, September 14-16, 1915,
N. W., Sterling, 111.

Association of Manufacturers of Chilled Car Wheels- George W.
Lyndon, 1214 McCormick Bldg.. Chicago.
Association of Railway Claim Agents.— C. W. Egan, B. & O., Baltimore,
Md. Annual meeting, third week in May. 1915. Galveston, Tex.
Association of Railway Electrical Engineers. Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
Room 411, C. & N. W. Sta., Chicago. Annual meeting,
N

St.

—

—

W

October, 1915.
-Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.- P. W. Drew, Soo
Annual meeting, June 22-25,
Line, 112 West Adams St., Chicago.
1915. Rochester, N. Y.
Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.—G. P.
Next meehng, December 8-9,
Conard, 75 Church St., New York.

Richmond, Va.
Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association. L. D. Mitchell, Detroit
Graphite Co.. Chicago. III. Meetings with American Railway Bridge
and Building Association.
Canadian Railivay Club. James Powell, Grand Trunk, P. O. Box 7, St
Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in
Lambert (near Montreal), Que.
month, except June, July and August, Windsor Hotel. Montreal. Que.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers. Clement H. McLeod. 176 MansRegular meetings, 1st Thursday in October,
field St.. Montreal. Que.
November, December, February, March and April. Annual meeting.
January. Montreal.
Car Foremen's Association of Chicago. Aaron Kline. 841 Lawler Ave.,
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except July and
Chicago.
August Lytton Bldg., Chicago.
Central Railway Club. H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in January-. May. September and November.
Annual meetings, 2d Thijrsday in March, Hotel Statler, Buffalo, N. Y.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania. Elmer K. Hiles, 2511
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Tuesday,

—

—

—

—

—

—

Pittsburgh.

—

Fm«iGHT Claim Association. Warren P. Taylor, R. F. & P., Richmond,
Va. Annual meeting. June 16, 1915, Chicago.
General Superintendrnts' Association of Chicago. A. M. Hunter, 321
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday, preceding 3d Thursday in month. Room 1856, Transportation Bldg.,

—

Chicago.

INTIRNATIONAL RAILWAY CONGRESS.
vain. Brussels, Belgium.
Berlin.

— Executive

IirXlRNATIONAL RAILWAY FuEL ASSOCIATION.

McCormick
cago.

Bldg.,

Committee,

Ne.xt convention.

Chicago.

— C.

11,

Rue de Lou-

June 23 to July
G. Hall.

Annual meeting. May

6,

1915.

C. & E. L, 922
17-20, 1915, Chi-

Chicago.

—

Louis Railway Club. B. W. Frauenthal. Union Station, St. Louis,
Mo. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June, July and
August.

St.

Louis.

—

Salt Lake Transportation Club. R. E. Rowland. Hotel Utah Bldg.,
Regular meetings. 1st Saturday of each month.
Salt Lake Citv, Utah.
Salt Lake Citv.
Signal Appliance Association. F. W. Edmunds. 3868 Park Ave., New
York. Meeting with annual convention Railway Signal .AssociatioiL
Society of Railway Financial Officers. Carl Nyquist. C. R. 1. & P..
La Salle St. Sta., Chicago. Annual meeting. September, 1915.
Southern -Association of Car Service Officers. E. W. Sandwich, A. &
W. P. R. R., .Atlanta. Ga. Next regular meeting, January 21, 1915,

—

—

—

Atlanta. Ga.

—

Southern and Southwestern Railway Club. A. J. Merrill, Grant Bldg.,
Regular meetings, 3d Thursday. January. March, May,
Atlanta. Ga.
July, September, November, 10 A. M., Candler Bldg., Atlanta.
Regular
Toledo Transportation Club. Harry S. Fox. Toledo. Ohio.
meetings. 1st Saturday in month. Boody House. Toledo.
Track Supply Association. W. C. Kidd, Ramapo Iron Works. Hillbum,
Meetings with Roadmaster's and Maintenance of Way AssoN. Y.

—

—

ciation.

Traffic Club of Chicago.— W. H. Wharton, La Salle Hotel, Chicago.
Traffic Club of New York. C. A. Swope. 291 Broadway. New York.
Regular meetings last Tuesday in month, except June, July and
August, Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh. D. L. Wells. Erie R. R., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Meetings bimonthly. Pittsburgh. Annual meeting. 2d Monday in June.
Traffic Club of St. Louis. A. F. Versen, Mercantile Library Bldg.,
-Annual meeting in November.
Noonday meetings
St. Louis. Mo.
October to May.
Train Despatchers' Association of America. J. F. Mackie. 7122 Stewart
Minn.
Annual
meeting
15,
1915,
Minneapolis,
June
Ave., Chicago.
Transportation Club of Detroit. W. R. Hurley, Superintendent's office,
Meetings monthly, Normandie Hotel.
L. S. & M. S., Detroit Mich.
Detroit
Traveling Engineers' Association. W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. R.,
East Buffalo. N. V. .Annual meeting. September, 1915, Chicago.
Western Canada Railway Club.— W. H. Rosevear. P. O. Box 1707. WinRegular meetings, 2d Monday, except June, July and
nipeg, Man.
August, Winnipeg.
Western Railway Club.— J. W. Taylor, 1112 Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
Regular meetings, 3d Tuesday in month, except June, July airf
August, Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
Western Society op Engineers, J. H. Warder. 1735 Monadnock Block,
Regular meetings. 1st Monday in month, except January,
Chicago.
Extra meetings, except .in July and
July and August, Chicago.
August, generally on other Monday evenings.

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

November
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Traffic

News

A single shipment of 3,000,000 eggs from western states was
exported to England from Boston last week. The reduction in
England's egg supply from Russia on account of the war is said
to have brought about the shipment.
The committee on relations between railroads of the American
Railway Association reports that on November 1, 1914, the total
freight car surplus was 172,325, as compared with 154,342 on
October 15. The total shortage was 2,229 cars.

Of 2,457 passenger trains run on the New York, New Haven
Hartford in the last two weeks of July, 1914, five had earnings
of only one cent a mile 88 earned ten cents a mile or less 619
earned fifty cents a mile or less, and more than half of the whole
(52.1 per cent) earned one dollar a mile or less.
Only 22.7 per
cent of the trains showed earnings of more than two dollars a
mile.
The time tables now in force show 256 fewer trains on
week days, and 83 fewer on Sundays, than the tables in effect a
year ago. These figures represent unprofitable trains taken off.
The total reduction, in train miles, is 5,817 on week days and 1,478
on Sundays.

&

;

;

F. R. Stevens, agriculturist of the Lehigh Valley, has issued
warnings to farmers regarding the outbreak of foot-and-mouth
<iisease_ among cattle in the west.
The symptoms are mainly
inflammation about the hoofs and in the tissues of the mouth.

on the ground that he allowed the late Edward Morris, the meat
packer, and members of his family, to ride in a private car as
on a trip to Hot Springs in January, 1912, while Mr.
Ross was vice-president of the Alton. The railroad also was indicted. It is charged that the Chicago & Alton and Mr. Ross violated the law by permitting Mr. Morris and family to travel
without purchasing the full number of fares (18) required by
tariff for the use of a car.
The Alton officers explained that
Mr. Morris had bought tickets for his family and as Mr. Ross'
car was attached to the train Mr. Ross invited Mr. Morris and
his family to ride in his car as his guests.

New tariffs which have been filed by the Trunk Lines reduce from ten days to five days the length of time which flour
will be stored without charge at New York City terminals.
The flour dealers say that, because of the irregularity in the arrival of shipments, it will bt impossible for them to do business
under the new arrangement.
Flour is sold on such a small
margin of profit that the seller "cannot afford to take any risk
of having his profits eaten up by storage charges."
Moreover,
the amount to be charged after the expiration of the free time
is increased from one cent a barrel to 1 cent per 100 lb.
A new
baggage tariff which has been issued by the Pennsylvania Railroad, prescribing the usual charge for storage of baggage at
passenger stations after 24 hours, makes this rule universal,
with no exceptions for Sundays or holidays.
Car Location

The accompanying table, which was taken from bulletin No.
23 of the American Railway Association, gives a summary of
freight car location by groups

Car Location on October

New

N.Y.,N.J., Ohio.Ind., Va.,
Ky., Tenn.,
Del.. Md., Mich.,
Miss.,
W. Va.,
Easter
Western No. & S».
Ala.,

England.

Owned

Cars on Home Roads
Cars on Foreign Roads
Foreign Cars on Home Roads

Home
Home

Total Cars on Line
Excess or Deficiency
Surplus
Shortage
Shop Cars
Home Cars in Home Shops
Foreign Cars in Home Shops
Total Cars in Shop
Per Cent to Total Cars

Home

Cars on

Owned—

Home Roads

Total Cars on Line

Home

Cars in Home Shops
Foreign Cars in Home Shops

ToUl Carsin Shops

919

his guests
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Total Cars

:

1,

Iowa,

Mont.,

Kans.,

Wyo.,

Colo.,

Neb.,
Okla.,
Dakotas. Mo., Ark.
25,286
123,705
12,728
80,002
12,558
43,703
11,952
39,194

Pa.

Pa.

Carolina.

Ga., Fla.

87,589
50,578
37,011
41,257

687,750
442,382
245,368
248,916

282,620
120,110
162,510
191,445

216,272
139,797
76,475
58,393

181,519
112,990
«8,529
50,777

503.728
360,125
143,603
172,017

91,835
4,246
2,299

691,298
3,548

311,555
28,935
26,453

84

428

198,190
•18,082
11,993
215

163,767
•17,752
8,527
75

532,142
28,414
22,888
30

24,680

8,557

859
8,067

59,081
5,621

26,045
6,372

19,904

700

903

16,103
1,168

32,242
4,495

8,767

64,702

32,417

20,807

17,271

57.74
104.85

64.32
100.52
8.59

42.50
110.12

64.64
91.64
9.20
.42

9.21
.80

.

.82

9.22
2.25

on October

1,

1914.

1914
Texas,

Canadian

La.,

Ne

Ne

Mexico.

Cal.,

Grand

Lines.

T»tal.

22,354
13,556
8,798
17,693

137,574
85,031
52,543
56,201

140,562
93,103
47,459
21,649

2,408,959
1,510,402
898,557
909,494

119,196
•4,509
8,394

31,249
8,895
2,465

44

141,232
3,658
19,326
135

114,752
•25,810
19,709

469

2,419,896
10,937
133,382
2,355

739
556

11,198
1,082

2,635

594

6,426
3,127

5,740
132

188.180
24,750

36,737

1,295

12,280

3,229

9,553

5,87,2

212,930

62.25
90.22
8.87

71.49
105.64
6.40

64.67
94.87

60.64
139.79
11.79

61.81
102.66

66.24
81.64
4.08

62.70
100.45

.64

.89

50.34
97.60
2.92
2.20

•606
2,771

9.05
.78

2.65

6

4.67
2.27

.10

7.81
1.03

10.01

•Denotes deficiency.

causing

to appear in the mouth.
These symptoms
other causes, but any suspicious case should
immediately to the nearest veterinarian.
Stock
owners in sections without a veterinary close at hand are told
that if they have the slightest doubt as to the presence of the
disease to notify the nearest station agent of the Lehigh Valley, and he will get word to its agriculturist at once.

a

How

froth

may come from

be

reported

The steamship Pleiades, of the Luckenbach line, arrived at
Galveston November 5 from San Francisco by way of the
Panama Canal, with a cargo of 66,000 cases of fruit and wine.
The Oregonian arrived recently at Poughkeepsie, N. Y., 75
miles above New York City, on the Hudson river, direct from
South Bend, Wash., through the Panama Canal, with a cargo
of 4,500,000 ft. of lumber. Shipments of grain from the Pacific
coast, formerly carried around Cape Horn, are now moving
freely through the Panama Canal. The value of shipments from
San Francisco by wav of the canal in the month of August was
$U76,000. and in September, $4,248,000.
In October the total
was about 25 per cent higher than September. The freight going
to New York embraced not only wheat, but also barley, onions
and prunes.

to

Get Freight

On

the St. Louis & San Francisco the plan of making each
freight agent responsible for securing traffic within his
territory has now been in operation about 18 months, and the
local

of the road are agreed that it is a decided success.
a view to making still further progress toward the high
standard which has been set, Chief Traffic Officer W. B. Biddle
has issued a circular, the gist of which is as follows
"Every agent should know every shipper or receiver of freight
officers

With

in his

community.

"He

should get his full share of the business of each and
every one or know the reason for his failure.
"He should know what business is not controlled by his people
and advise the proper representative.
"Time is the essence of success and advance information will
often get the business.
"His slogan should be routing on the order for the goods.
Other forms of advices are important when this cannot be obtained, but at best they are supplementary.
The routing on the
order will usually bring home the bacon.
"Cultivate the traveling salesman.
He is an important factor
and can frequently give valuable information and if he is a
friend of the road, will go out of his way to help, so long as it
does not conflict with his duty to his house or his customer.
Where, a purchaser does not express preference the traveling
salesman frequently inserts the name of the road."
;

W. L. Ross, president of the Toledo, St. Louis & Western, and
formerly vice-president of the Chicago & Alton, was indicted
by a grand jury at Chicago on November 6, on a charge of violating the interstate commerce law relating to passenger rates.
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same-

Vol.

regulations.

The

commission

states

57,

"The

:

No. 20

carrier's

are presumed to provide reasonable charges for the
service ordinarily or normally required and performed. If the shipper or receiver demands an additional service, the carrier has a
If, because of the
right to assess a reasonable charge therefor.
nature or condition of the shipper's freight, the federal government or the state finds it necessary or appropriate to require
extra precautions in connection with such shipments, which precautions impose upon the carrier an additional service, it is en(31
titled to a reasonable compensation for that extra service."
tariff rates

I

Commission and Court News

|
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
The Kansas Public Utilities Commission has filed a complaint
with the Interstate Commerce Commission against new tariffs

I.

C.

C,

609.)

by the western railways, eliminating the storage privileges
on poultry, butter and eggs.
riled

Rates on Knitting-Factory Products

Reconsignment Privileges on Less-Than-Carload Freight
Opinion by Commissioner McChord:
The commission rinds that the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
and other respondent carriers have justified a proposed withdrawal of the privilege nf reconsignment of less than carload
(32 I. C. C,
freitiht west of Albuquercue and Belen, X. Mex.
85.)^

Westbound Lake-and-Rail Knit Goods Commodity Rates

to Texarkaina,

Tex.

Opinion by Commissioner Meyer:
The commission finds that the carriers are not justified in canceling certain commodity rates on knitting-factory products
from points in North Carolina to Texarkana, Ark., and nearby
points, thereby leaving in effect much higher class or commodity rates. The decision in the case of Texarkana Freight
Bureau v. St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern. (28 I. C. C,
569) makes necessary further revision of these rates to TexThe commission, therefore, does not make an order
arkana.
(31 I. C. C,
that the present rates be maintained for the future.
669.)

Opinion by Commissioner Meyer:
The commission finds that the carriers have

justified

a proposed

restoration to the class rate basis of the present commodity railand-lake rates on knit goods from Albany, X. Y., and Albany
rate points to Chicago, 111., St. Louis, Minneapolis and other
points, the change being intended to eliminate a departure from
(32 I. C. C, 54.)
the. general rate structure.

Reparation Awarded

&

li'estSchragcr Coal Company v. Dclaivare, Lackawanna
Opinion by Commissioner McChord:
ern, et al.
The commission finds that the rates on anthracite coal from
complainant's washery on the tracks of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western to tidev.ater points on the Central of Xew
Jersey are unreasonable to the extent that they exceed the joint
rates to the same destinations from Taylor, Pa.

&

in

Vermont

to

Xebraska. It is therefore held that the carriers should establish
on the monumental granite a classification rating and a rate
not in excess of those applicable to dressed and polished granite.
I.

C.

Charge

C,

41.)

for

Cleaning Cars Made Necessary by Government
Quarantine

New

Orleans Live Stock Exchange, Limited et al. v. LouisOpinion by Commissioner Clark:
Nashi-ille ct al.
finds a charge of $2.50 per car for cleaning
and disinfecting cars imposed by carriers upon the owners of
cattle moved in such cars from territory quarantined because
of cattle tick to Xew Orleans. La., is not unreasonable in itself or discriminatory to Xew Orleans as compared with points
at which no charge is made for a like service required by the

ville

&

The commission

may

be given

transit

privileges

at

the

points

involved herein

and all territory on the Southern east of Nashville, Tenn.,
from which lumber may be drawn to the points in question,
there given transit privileges and reshipped west, or to the north
of the Ohio river. These privileges with respect to destination
are limited to traffic to Ohio and Mississippi river crossings,
for beyond; to Virginia cities, for beyond; and to the south AtThe commission finds that the present charge of
lantic ports.
two cents per 100 lb. is neither unreasonable nor discriminatory,

Companv cases
it being held that the decisions in the Spicgle
(19 L C. C, 523; 25 I. C. C. 71) and Bristol Door & Lumber Co. v. Norfolk & Western (25 I. C. C, 87) in which a charge
in excess of 1.5 cents for similar privileges at Bristol, Johnson
City and Newport, Tenn., was held unreasonable, do not mitigate the controlling effects of the evidence in this case.
In like manner the commission finds defendant's rules and
regulations governing the transit arrangements not restrictive or
burdensome.
The commission upholds the regulations of the'
carrier which do not permit substitution of one kind of lumber
It is also held, however,
for another, except in certain cases.
that certain unreasonable practices in connection with the transit
(31 I. C. C, 678).
privileges are to be corrected.

Nebraska

Nebraska State RailTi'Oy Commission v. Central Vermont et al.
Opinion by Commissioner Meyer:
The commission finds that the carriers have not justified the
present differences in classification and the considerable difference in rates applicable respectively to dressed and poUshed
granite used for building purposes and granite used for monumental purposes shipped from points in Vermont to points in

(32

Lumber a North Carolina Points

&

Rates on Produce from Pittsburgh

&

Bunce et al. v. Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago
Cranford
Opinion by Commissioner Clark:
St. Louis ct al.
The commission finds that the carriers have justified a proposed cancellation of commodity rates and a resulting restoration
of class rates on general produce from Pittsburgh to points
within about 150 miles east of that city. A similar change in the
rates to points west and north of Pittsburgh was made some time
ago and approved in Kochlcr Produce Company v. Pennsylvania Railroad (27 I. C. C, 635). decided June 9, 1913.
(32 I. C. C. 12.)
Rates on Granite from Points

Transit Privileges on

National Casket Company et al. v. Southern Railway. Opinion by Commissioner Clark:
This case relates primarily to the transit privileges on lumber
at Asheville and other points in western Xorth Carolina applying on traffic originating in that territory on the Southern Railway west of Asheville from which lumber shipped to the east

Rates on

Wheat from Montana

Board of Railroad Commissioners of the state of Montana v.
Butte, Anaconda & Pacific et al. Opinion by Commissioner
Daniels:

The commission finds that the rates on grain, especially wheat,
and flaxseed from stations in Montana to St. Paul and Minand other eastern primary markets, and also to
Seattle and Taccma, Wash., and Portland, Ore., are not un-

neapolis, Minn.,

the railroads in Montana exdefendants, and it is argued'
mainly that, although Montana is fast becoming one of the leading wheat producing states, it is unable to realize the full advantages of that fact, because of the high freight rates to the
wheat consuming centers. In its decision the commission observes that the price of wheat in Montana is now lower than it
has been for a number of years, and states that the reasonable-

reasonable. In the case nearly
cept the Oregon Short Line are

all

made

ness or unreasonableness of freight rates can not be gaged solely
by the ability or inability of shippers under depressed prices to
market their products at the existing rates with a reasonable
margin of profit.
With reference to a statement that the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul, which is a comparatively new carrier in this territory,

;

November

13,
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should have established lower rates than those of the older and
less direct lines, it is noted that the present ton-mile rate via the
St. Paul is not unreasonable and that the line operates in a
region comparatively undeveloped.
The commission also holds that the rate on flaxseed, two
cents higher than on wheat, is not unreasonable, and that there is
justification for differences in rates on the two commodities.

The commission also states:
"It was strongly urged by the complainant that a public interest
was involved in this case. It was averred that the extension of
the Montana wheat-growing area and the increased immigration
and settlement thereof would both be promoted by the establishment of rates that would afford the grower a chance of reasonable profit.
It was also forcibly urged that the growing necessity of raising breadstuffs for the

supply of our

own

people instead of importing them from abroad warranted this reduction
in the national interest.
However this may be, it is clearly a
question of national policy and one which this commission can
hardly consider in gaging the single question of the reasonableness and the justice of existing railroad rates."
(31 I. C. C,

921

and discriminations."

The

report also states;

"We

are confident

we have decided the issues raised by it in accordance with both the letter and the spirit of the law. If our
conclusions are not sound, we desire that the courts settle definitely the question of what the proper interpretation of the law
applicable in this and similar cases is.
Cases of this nature involving payments by trunk lines to short terminal lines of railroad which were once only appurtenances to private industrial
plants served by them have been the causes of much investigation
by and concern to us in our efforts to effectively administer the
law under which we act, and the sooner any doubtful constructions of that law with respect to such matters are clearly settled
in the belief that

by judicial decisions the better."
Commissioner Harlan in a dissenting opinion states that he is
unable to see wherein the complainant railway should receive
different treatment from other industrial railways.
"Notwith-

The Manufacturers Railway Case

standing our ruling in the cases last cited that the movement of
between a plant and the plant interchange tracks in such
is a shipper's service and not a carrier's service, a principle that seems, when applied to like conditions, to have been
accepted as sound w'ith practical unanimity by railroads, industries, and the courts, the commission here permits the trunk lines
out of their rates to pay the shipper for performing an entirely

Manufacturers Railway el al. v Si. Louis, Iron Mountain &
Southern, el al. Opinion by Commissioner Clements:
The complainant railway, operating 2 miles of main line and
23 miles of branches and sidings in St. Louis connects the
.\nheuser-Busch Brewing Association, owned by the same interests, with the trunk line carriers and also serves other indus-

He also says "It is certain that the great privileges enjoyed by
large shippers in the form here recognized as proper by the majority will not be tolerated by the general shipping public, which
must bear the burden, when they are more fully understood
and the present law, which in my judgment is entirely adequate

641.)

tries "and shippers.
The original report in this case (21 I. C. C,
304), later modified in a supplemental report (28 I. C. C, 93), held
that trunk line carriers did not discriminate against the complainant in w-ithdrawing allowances, averaging $4.50 per car,

the Manufacturers Railway, while continuing to absorb
charges, averaging $3 per car, made by the Terminal Railroad
Association of St. Louis, owned by the carriers themselves. It
was held that the allowances made to the complainant were
voluntary charges and could not be considered as divisions of
joint rates.
It was further held, however, that the carriers
might voluntarily participate in joint rates, provided that in the
final division of the through charge received from the shipper
they did not pay to the complainant for its service more than
was reasonable and did not thereby in the amount of the excess
indirectly refund to the brewing association a part of the through
transportation charges paid to them by the brewing company.
The allowances of $4.50 per car were found excessive. In the
supplemental report in addition it was stated that the reasonable
division to the complainant out of any joint rate which might
be established should not exceed $2 a car. Upon further consideration it is now held that the division should not exceed

traffic

cases

similar service."
:

must either be more strongly
construed in the public interest or must promptly be amended
by the Congress."
to enable us to cope with the evil,

STATE COMMISSIONS

to

$2.50 a car.

The present case was brought up partly because it was alleged
that the former decision was not in strict accord with the Supreme Court's findings in the Manufacturers Railway case.
The commission, however, does not agree with that contention.
In the supplemental report it was stated that an order would be
entered on October 1, 1913, if the findings had not been complied with by that date. This has since been extended. An order
will now- be entered requiring the establishment of maximum
joint rates to and from points on the complainant railway which
shall not be more than $2.50 in excess of the trunk lines' rates
If the carriers are unable to agree on
to and from St. Louis.
divisions the commission may be called upon to decide in the
matter; it is its present opinion that the proper division would
be $2.50 per car.
The commission also reserves the right if
necessary to institute an inquiry upon its own motion under
those provisions of the act w-hich forbid the giving or receiving
of rebates or undue concessions directly or indirectly by any device whatsoever, having in mind particularly in connection therewith the fact of the common ownership of railway and brewery
association stock. "There must, in any view taken of this case,
be some point at which the fact of this common ownership of
stock becomes importantly significant; and immediately beyond
the limit of reasonableness in allowances,' divisions, or concessions of any kind whatsoever granted by the trunk lines to the
complainant railway, comes, in the commission's view, that point.
If this be not so, then gross discriminations must thrive, notwithstanding the inhibitions of the act against undue preferences

By an order

of the Railroad Commissioners of North Dakota
rates for excess baggage carried on the railroads of that state
have been reduced about one-third and, according to a St.
Paul paper, wholesale merchants of that city expect by this reduction to save $30,000 a year on the expense bills of their
traveling salesmen in North Dakota.
;

The Public Service Commission of Massachusetts has authorthe establishment of a six-cent fare unit throughout the
Middlesex & Boston Street Railway system. In a long opinion
the board emphasizes the right of capital to earn a living inized

come urges investment value as the proper basis of rates rather
than the cost of reproduction affirms the broad powers of the
commission with respect to rate making, irrespective of previous franchise agreements between constituent companies and
municipalities; condemns the holding company plan; contends
that money prudently invested and lost in the earlier stages
of a public utility's life should not be irretrievably lost to the
stockholder, and sets forth the importance of adequate depre;

;

The commission says that the policy of the
to afford a fair return to capital by the imposition of
for transportation capable of providing first-class ser^'ice

ciation allowances.
state

rates

is

and a margin of profit sufficient to attract investors into the
field.
Without such a return, says the opinion, the whole experiment of private ownership and public regulation will fail.

COURT NEWS
The Court

of Appeals of Kentucky has declared unconstitutional the law of that state passed by the legislature at its last
session limiting passenger fares throughout the state to the
basis of

2^

cents a mile.

The

statute has

no enacting clause.

Judge Davis of the Circuit Court at Marshall, Mo., has issued
a decision sustaining the demurrer filed by the Chicago & Alton
against a suit filed by the attorney-general of Missouri to recover $2,000,000 in overcharge claims, covering the time when
the state freight and passenger rates were in litigation.
Of
nine demurrers filed in dift'erent counties by the different railroad companies against similar suits filed by the attorney genThe railroads coneral, this is the first that has been sustained.
tended that the suits should have been brought in the federal
courj.
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Executive, Financietl, Legal and Accounting

Charles L. Atterbury, formerly assistant

and attorney to the
president of the New York, Lake Erie & W^estern, now the
Erie, died on November 10. at his home in New York.
He was
born on December 3, 1842. at Detroit, Mich. After graduating
from Yale in. 1864, he studied law in Detroit. He was in the
legal department of the Erie for many vears down to about

The office of F. E. Connors, assistant to vice-president of the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, has been removed from Topeka,
Kan., Lo Chicago, 111.

1885.

A. W. Lefeber, general manager of the Midland Valley at
Muskogee, Okla., has been appointed vice-president and general
manager, with headquarters at Muskogee.

in Detroit, Mich.,

C. G. Austin, general attorney of the Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad and the Belt Railway of Chicago, has been appointed general solicitor, with headquarters at Chicago.

Operating
L. Schneider has been appointed inspector of transportation of the Delaware & Hudson, with office at Albany, N. Y.

W.

Thomas Eedson,

W.

Fisher, transferred.

York, New
has been appointed
I.,
Haven & Hartford at
headquarters
with
division,
Colony
Old
the
superintendent of
at Taunton, Mass., succeeding H. C. Oviatt, promoted.

Walter

T.

Spencer,

trainmaster
Providence,

the

of
R.

New

when he was

Elbridge.
at
county, N. Y.
received a common
and
school
education,
began railway work in

same road

as above noted.

Engineering cind Rolling Stock
Sullivan has been appointed superintendent of machinery
at
of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, with headquarters
Nashville, Tenn.. to succeed A. G. Kantman, who recently resigned to devote his time to private affairs.
J. J.

Purchasing
A. E. Yuill has been appointed tie and timber agent of the
Canadian Northern, with jurisdiction over eastern lines, with
headquarters at Toronto, Ont.

1857,

He

August, 1873, as a telegraph operator with the
Grand Rapids & Indiana,
remaining with that company for two years. He
went with the Galveston,
Harrisburg & San Antonio

in

where he

October, 1875,
until 1885 was

one
for
consecutively,
year telegraph operator,
despatcher,
four years
deschief
one
year
patcher, one year trainmaster of the Mexican &
and
extension,
Pacific
two years division super-

&

railway work as a clerk in the general freight office of the
Pennsylvania Railroad at Philadelphia, Pa., later becoming
stenographer to the freight traffic manager. He was then successively chief clerk to the president of the Central New England; New England agent of the Poughkeepsie Bridge Route;
eastbound freight agent of the Lehigh Valley at Boston, Mass.,
and New England freight agent of the Lehigh Valley. He subsequently served as manager of the Lake Shore-Lehigh Valley
Fast Freight Line, and the Michigan Central-Lehigh Valley Fast
Freight Line, later becoming through freight agent of the Lehigh
Valley at Buffalo, N. Y., \jhich position he held at the time of
agent of the
his recent appointment as assistant general freight

and

home

He was born on March

Traffic

A. Story, who has been appointed assistant general freight
agent of the Lehigh Valley, with headquarters at Buffalo, N. Y.,
has already been announced in these columns, began
as

accounts

Onondaga

C. B. Michelson, immigration agent of the St. Louis & San
Francisco, has been appointed marketing agent, with office at
St. Louis. Mo.

S.

freight

He held the latter positions until February, 1912,
retired under the pension rules of the company.

5,

C. A. Grimsley, acting superintendent of the Florida East
Coast at Miami, Fla., has been appointed superintendent of the
Northern division, with headquarters at New Smyrna, succeeding C. G. Wakeley, who has been appointed a special agent,
with headquarters at St. Augustine, and E. L. Cline has been
appointed acting superintendent of the Southern division, with
headquarters at Miami, succeeding Mr. Grimsley.

L. R. Everett has been appointed general agent of the
Santa Fe at Santa Barbara, Cal., suc.Atchison. Topeka
W. B. Frisbie, transferred.

of

Will George Van Vleck, vice-president and general manager
of the Sunset-Central lines in Te.xas and Louisiana, with office
at Houston, Tex., died on November 10, at his home in Houston.

trammen, enginemen and

ceeding

auditor

on November 1. Mr. Eedson was born January 4, 1842, at Niagara, Ont., and began railway work in 1872
in the treasurer's office of the Canada Southern, then under
construction.
He continued with that company as cashier from
the commencement of its operation up to the time of its operating agreement with the Michigan Central on January 1, 1883.
when he became a clerk at St. Thomas, Ont. In September of
that year he was transferred to Detroit, Mich., as clerk in the
auditor's offire. and subsequently was chief traveling auditor,
freight accountant and freight claim agent, until July. 1905.
when he was appointed auditor of freight accounts and freight

A. N. Stroud, examiner
yardmen, on the Oregon Short Line at Pocatcllo, Idaho, has
been appointed trainmaster of the Utah district of the UtahMontana division, with headquarters at Salt Lake City, Utah,
succeeding M. A. Pond, assigned to other duties.
of rules for

form.erly

freight claim agent of the Michigan Central, died at his

claim agent.
E. Cline has been appointed chief train despatcher of the
Pacific, with headquarters at Edmonton, Alta., suc-

Canadian

ceeding C.
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intendent. For over two
W. G. Van Vleck
years from March, 1885,
he was superintendent of the San .\ntonio division he was then
transferred to the Louisiana division of the Southern Pacific
;

six months later was made general superintendent
From October, 1895, he was manager
of the lines in Texas.
of the Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio, and the Texas &
New Orleans, and for a number of years was also second vicepresident of those lines, until his election in December, 1911, as
vice-president and general manager of the Sunset Central lines.

Company, and

Indi.\n R.\ilway Accident.— Press despatches report that on
October 15 eight persons were killed and eight injured as the
result of a collision between two freight trains on the Ghats
Mountains, 70 miles from Bombay.

—

Wire Ropew.w Construction in lNra.\. It has been proposed to construct a wire ropeway from Raj pore, in the territory below Mussoorie, in the northwest Provinces of India,
Mussoorie is a large hill station to which peointo that city.
ple of the plains and other hot districts go in the heated term.
The railway stops at Dehra, just south of Mussoorie, and merchandise is carried up part of the way in carts and partly bj<
Under the present system above five hours is required
coolies.
It is believed that
to bring goods from Raj pore to Mussoorie.
the rates will be about the same by wire ropeway as .at present,
of goods will be
handling
proper
time
and
saving
in
the
but
great.

November

13,
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING
The Maine Central

is

inquiring for prices on 7

923

The Power
Mikado type

Specialty

New York, has moved its
Peoples Gas building to the Harris

Company,

Chicago office from the
Trust building.

locomotives.

The Central Vermont
tives

has ordered 3 ten-wheel type locomo-

from the American Locomotive Company.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul has ordered one 50ton electric locomotive from the General Eectric Company.
The Russian Government Railways are reported to have
ordered 30 locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works
The

A. Guthrie Construction Company, St. Paul, is said to
two locomotives. This item has

be in the market for one or
not been confirmed.

CAR BUILDING

Ralph H. Wilson, southeastern representative of the Walter
A. Zelnicker Company, St. Louis, has been appointed advertising manager of that company, and has been succeeded by E. F.
Prichard, formerly auditor of the St. Louis Car Company, St.
Louis, Mo.

The American Locomotive Company announces that it is not
its intention at this time to appoint a successor to H. C. Hequembourg, who has resigned, effective November 15, to become
vice-president of the Standard Chemical Company, Pittsburgh,
Pa. Until further notice the purchasing and stores department
will be under the jurisdiction of Leigh Best, vice-president.
George W^ Lyndon, whose election as president of the Assoof Manufacturers of Chilled Car Wheels, with headquarters at Chicago, was announced in the Railway Age Gazette
of last week, was born
at
Rochester,
N.
Y'.,
ciation

The Illinois Southern is in the market for 300 freight cars.
The Northern Pacific has ordered 21 sleeping cars from the
Pullman Company.

February

Pacific is said to be preparing specifications for
2.000 fruit cars. This item has not been confirmed.

IRON AND STEEL
Illinois has ordered one 70-ft. through plate
girder span, weighing 103 tons, from the American Bridge Company.

The Armored Train "Simba"

in

Uganda.

— The

at

armored

Uganda Railway

'

The Sara

Bridge Over the Lower Ganges.

— There

is

now

in

process of construction in India a bridge over the lower Ganges
which ranks as one of the most costly engineering schemes now
in hand in India and the Far East.
The bridge is being built
at Sara Ghat, about 118 miles northeast of Calcutta.
When completed it will carry the main line of the Eastern Bengal State
Railway across the river at that point, thereby connecting the
broad gage system of that road south of the river with the roads
north of it. As part of the scheme, also, a line will be built
from Sara to Sirajgunj on the Brahmaputra river. Many of the
present lines to the north of the Ganges are now of meter gage.
For the present, therefore, traffic through to and from Calcutta
will have to be transshipped at Santahar, where large yards will
be established for that purpose. In the course of time, however,
these meter gage hnes may be broadened first from Santahar to
Parbatipur and then beyond to Siliguri, the southern terminus
of the Darjeeling-Himalaj'a Railway. The bridge has been under
discussion for over 20 years and w-as sanctioned in 1908, as now
being constructed it will have 15 main spans of 345 ft. center to
center of bearings on piers spaced 359 ft. apart, and at each end
there are three land spans of 75 ft.
The total length of the
bridge will be about 5,900 ft. from abutment to abutment. The
main girders have an over all depth at the center of 52 ft. the
width from center to center will be 32 ft, and the total width of
There
the bridge, including the footway will be 48 ft. 6 in.
will also be extensive training works to confine the river to its
proper channels.
The estimated cost of the work is about
;

$15,500,000.

the

Mr.
Ke-

Kansas

City,

Mo.

Shortly thereafter he was
transferred to Omaha on
account of the consolidation of the Kansas Pacific with the Union Pa-

"Simba," which forms part of the rolling stock of the

stock in war time, was constructed in the
-Nairobi locomotive shed within a week, work being carried on
night and day. The sides of the cars employed are about 5 ft.
high and of one-quarter inch steel. To the outside of these are
riveted one-half inch steel plates, which bring the total height
of the sides of the wagon up to something over si.x feet, thus
affording ample protection to the 40 men accommodated in each
car.
The steel plates are further covered with a thickness of
wood which is painted a slate color. The engine is armored in
the same way as the cars.

1859.

wanee. 111., high school,
graduating in 1877. He
was then a law student
with Charles K. Ladd,
Kewanee, and Turner A.
Gill, Kansas City, Mo.,
until 1880, when he entered railway service
with the Kansas Pacific

The Paducah &

train

16,

Lyndon attended

The Union

cific.

He remained

with

Union Pacific as
chief clerk of freight acthe

counts until 1885, then
accepted a position as
traveling auditor of the
Kansas City, Fort Smith & Memphis, with headquarters at
Kansas City.
In 1887 he was appointed freight auditor, resigning in 1889 to accept a position as freight auditor of the
Chicago. Kansas City & St. Paul, now the Chicago Great Westem. In 18S0 he resigned to take a position as general auditor
of the Griffin \\'heel Company and Aja.x Forge Company. Later
he w-as made manager of the improvement and review departments, which position he held until 1907. In 1908 he was made
western secretarj' of the Railway Business Association, and in
the same year he accepted a position as secretary and treasurer
of the Association of Manufacturers of Chilled Car Wheels,
which position he held until his election as president on October 27.
George W. Lyndo

Dr. J. A. L. Waddell and John Lyle Harrington announce the
dissolution of the firm of Waddell & Harrington, consulting enKansas City. Mo. The firm's business will be conducted
as usual till the conclusion of its affairs in July. 1915, except

gineers,

it is accepting no new commissions.
Dr. Waddell will give
attention to special engineering and financial matters, anil
important advisory work.
Mr. Harrington will become
member of the new firm of Harrington, Howard and Ash, as
noted elsewhere.

that
his
to

ii

Charles Dyer, vice-president of the National Dump Car Company, died November 8, 1914, at his home in Denver, Colo.
Mr. Dyer was born April 30. 1845, at Springfield, Vt. He entered railway service in 1863 with the Rutland & Bennington.
From 1868 to 1870, he was with the Boston & Albany, and from
NoTcmber 1. 1870. to February 1, 1900, with the Atchison,
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& Santa Fe, successively as clerk and operator, agent,
chief despatcher, trainmaster and division superintendent; from
February 1, 1900, to January 30, 1903, he was general superintendent of the Colorado & Southern, and in May, 1903, he accepted the position of second vice-president of the National

Vol.

57,

No. 20

Topeka

Dump

Car Company, Chicago.

E. E.

Howard and Louis

R.

Ash have

established the tirm of Harrington, Howard & Ash, with office
in the Orear-Leslie building, Kansas C.ty, Mo., and will conduct
a general consulting practice relating to hydro-electric developments, advisory municipal engineering appraisals, e.xaminations,
and reports upon engineering projects, giving special attention

—

— particularly

movable spans and other
Mr. Harrington
reinforced concrete.
spent many years in bridge and structural shops, two of which
companies,
railroad
service
of
the
operated,
in
he designed and
and in mechanical and electrical work. For three years he was
to foundations, bridges
structures in steel and

the executive engineer of the C. W. Hunt Co., New York, and
for two years chief engineer and manager of the Locomotive &
Machine Company of Montreal. For the past eight years he
has been a member of the recently dissolved firm of Waddell &
Harrington, consulting engineers, Kansas City, and has directed
Mr. Howard has
the design and construction of many bridges.
been associated with Dr. J. A. L. Waddell for fourteen years,
for many years as principal assistant engineer, and later as

His experience
engineer of Waddell & Harrington.
covers every phase of the. firm's work. Mr. Ash has had many
years' experience in engineering work, and from July, 1910, to
April, 1913, was city engineer of Kansas City, in which capacity
he was responsible for the design and construction of sewers,'
associate

He also made an
paving, grading, flood protection work, etc.
appraisal of the property of the Metropolitan Street Railway
Company, and was engineering adviser for the city in the street
railway franchise negotiations. Mr. Ash resigned from the position

of

manager

engineer to become associate engineer and
Waddell & Harrington.

cit)'

of

office

David Lupton's Sons Company.
Philadelphia, Pa., has just issued specialty catalog No. 8. This
iook contains 84 pages and gives in considerable detail the design of the various types of steel sash, steel partitions, steel tube
doors and jambs. Pond and sawtooth trusses and various kinds
It also
of operating devices manufactured by this company.
contains a description of rolled steel skylights, sheet metal fire-

Numerous

illustrations

and the method of in•clearly
stallation of these products. Many prominent structures equipped
with Lupton products are also shown, together with a list of

show the

details of construction

recent installations.

Gas-Electric Motor

—

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy. The report of this company
ended June 30, 1914, shows that during the year
the line extending southerly from Laurel. Mont., was almost
completed to Orin Junction, Wyo., at which place, since the
close of the year, it has been connected with the Colorado &
Southern. Construction has been carried on for a connection of
the Northport-Guernsey line with the Colorado & Southern at
Wendover, Wyo.. and work was started on the construction of
the Chalco-Yutan line, which is to be a cut-off connecting the
Omaha line with the line to Sioux City. There was placed in
operation during the year 135.15 miles of new road, 73.81 miles
Additional
of second track and 87.69 miles of other tracks.
land for needed facilities has been bought at Chicago, at Aurora,
111., and at other points, and a number of freight houses and
passenger stations were built.
for the year

Florida Roads.

made

to build

— According

a

posed belt line is
roads entering the

to press reports plans are being
The promunicipal railway in Jacksonville.
to connect the municipal docks with the rail-

—

Center, that the
.sion

in

company expects

to start surveys for the exten-

about 60 days.

—

Glenn Rose & Walnut Springs. According to press reports
grading work has been finished on two miles and track laying
will be started soon on the line building from Glenn Rose, Tex.,
south to Walnut Springs, 14 miles. S. Lewis, secretary, Waco;
F. B. King, general manager, Glenn Rose, and L. J. Wright,
construction foreman. (See Texas Roads, September 4, p. 452.)
Kentucky Southwestern Electric Railway, Light &
Power Company. An officer of this company, which was incorbe let and construction
projected from Paducah, Ky.,
Farm to Mayfield,
Fancy
and
south through Lone Oak, Melber
thence east via Sedalia and Lynn Grove to Murray, 57.75 miles.
The work will be easy and calls for cuts and fills involving the

Cars and Locomotives.— The General

work

in 1911, writes that contracts will

started

soon, on

—

Lula-Homer. Application has been made in Georgia for a
charter by this company, with a capital of $200,000, to build a line
from Lula, Ga., on the Southern Railway southeast to Homer, 14
miles.
S. S. Carter, E. Chapman and J. Coffee, Lula, are inter(See Georgia Roads, October

for interurban service. The power equipment is described in considerable detail, and the average cost of operation of the stand-

about seven miles.

and describes some

ard car is given, in addition to other data relative to weights,
It has also issued bulletins Nos. 44,403 and
dimensions, etc.
44,405, describing its ventilated commutating-pole railway moBulletin 44,403 is detors for 600 and 600/1,200 volt service.
voted to the GE-222-G railway motor, which has a rated output
windings, can be
modified
having
and,
volts,
600
of 140 h. p. at
supplied for operation with two in series on 1,200 volts, at which
Bulletin 44,405 describes the
voltage the rating is 150 h. p.
GE-233-A motor for operating two in series on 1,200 volts.

line

plans include: a power house, three sub-stations, stations, carbarns and repair shop. H. C. Rhodes, president; Paducah.

ested.

Company

the

handling of about 1,000,000 cu. yd. The maximum grade will
be 2 per cent, and the maximum curvature 8 deg. There will
The
be one 1,800-ft. trestle and a number of smaller ones.

recently issued bulletin No. 44.300, which ilgas-electric motor cars and locomotives adapted to branch line service on steam roads and also
Electric

lustrates

city.

Bellevue & Lookout Mountain (Electric). An
officer of this company, which operates an electric line connecting
Gadsden, Ala., with Noccaiula Falls, 3.1 miles, writes regarding
a report that an extension is to be built between Gadsden and
Gadsden,

porated

— The

proof windows and Waldmire louvers.

—

Central Canad.v This company, which filed route maps
with the Alberta Government early this year for a line to be
built from a point on the Edmonton, Dunvegan & British Columbia, at or near Round lake, Alta., through the North Hart
river valley to Peace River Crossing, is asking permission to
build a line also from Sucker creek, on the E. D. & B. C, to
Grouard, Alta. J. D. McArthur, Winnipeg, Man., is interested,
and Short, Woods, Biggar & Collison, Edmonton, Alta., are
(May 1, page 1,011.)
solicitors for applicants.

—

TRADE PUBLICATIONS
Light and \'entil.\tion.

i
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Colonel H. G. Prout has been elected president of the Hall
Switch & Signal Company, and William P. Hall is now vicepresident and chairman of the executive committee. W. J. Gillingham, hitherto western representative of the company, with
office at Chicago, has been appointed general sales manager, with
headquarters at the main office in New York City. W. A. Peddle
has been appointed acting chief engineer, in charge of engineering and production, and W. H. Lane, chief engineer, has
been granted leave of absence until January 1, on account of
Colonel Prout in July last resigned as president of
ill health.
the Union Switch & Signal Company. A sketch of his life was
published in the Railivay Age Gazette, March 27, 1914.

John Lyle Harrington,

Railway Construction

—

2,

p.

624.)

Mercer Electric. Plans are being made, it is
an electric line from Athens, W. Va., southwest

said, to build

to Princeton,

R. G. Meador, president, Athens.

—

Monongahela Railroad. The River division has been extended from Martin, Pa., south to Vanzandt, 9.1 miles.

& Eastern.—-An officer writes that the plans call
from Lockport, N. Y., west to the Niagara river.
Lockport connections will be made with the Buffalo, Lockport
& Rochester and the International Railway. The company plans
steam
to carry out the work with its own forces and to use both
and electricitv as the motive power. Charles Hickey, president,
(October 30,p. 818.)
Lockport, N.'Y.
Niag.\ra Rn-ER

for building
.^Xt

.

November
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—

Ontario Municipal Electric. AVe are told that contracts will
probably be let next summer to build from Toronto, Ont., northeast to Port Perry; also from St. Catharines northwest through
Hamilton and Guelph to Owen Sound. The grading work will
involve handling an average of 15,000 cu. yd. to the mile.
The maximum grades will be 2.5 per cent, and the maximum
curvature 6 deg. The plans also call for building an interurban
F. A. Gaby, chief engineer. Continental
terminal at Toronto.
Life building, Toronto, Ont.
(See Canadian Roads, October 30,

building a line in Louisiana from St. Charles parish line east,

Kenner, Harahan, Shrewsbury, West
Carrolton, Southport and New Orleans, about 14 miles, and
A contract has
that track laying is about 90 per cent finished.
also been let for building a sub-station.
E. A. Stanford, presiNew Orleans. (October
dent; H. K. Johnson, chief engineer.

2i.

p.

Hanson

City,

779.)

RAILWAY STRUCTURES

—

Albany. Pa. The Philadelphia & Reading has given a contract to M. & J. B. McHugh, Philadelphia, Pa., for building a
concrete bridge over Maiden creek at a point south of Albany.

The bridge

wil have six spans each about 23

ft.

long.

— The

Railway Commission of Canada has
approved the locations of the Glengarry & Stormont Company's
proposed stations and grounds in Glengarry county, Ont., at
Bridge End, mileage 5.28, and at Glen Gordon, mileage 12.78.
This company is building a line from St. Polycarpe -Junction,
Que., southwest to Cornwall, Ont., 30 miles.
Bridge End, Ont.

—We

are told that construction work
Chattanooga, Tenn
is expected to be finished this month on a reinforced concrete
viaduct which is being built over the tracks of the Cincinnati,
New Orleans & Texas Pacific, and the Western & Atlantic at
The length of the concrete
East End avenue, Chattanooga.
The length of the
structure between abutments is 371.7 ft.
north approach fill is 160 ft., and the south approach fill is 470
ft.
The viaduct is 60 ft. wide.

Panama.—The Panama

Railroad has begun work on
building will be 75 ft. by 600 ft., and
one story high, and will replace the old freight house which was
recently condemned by the health authorities on account of its
lack of protection against an invasion by rats.

City of

a

new

freight house.

The

—

St. Louis, III.
The Southern Railway will start work
once on new engine terminal facilities at Denverside, near
East St. Louis, at a cost of about $275,000, and is asking for
bids for the construction of an 18-stall roundhouse, shops and
other buildings. The improvements also include a 90-ft. turntable, modern coal and cinder handling plant, oil house, office
building, etc., and the construction of repair yard tracks and
The grading work for the tracks is now
other track work.
under way.

East

at

Lexington, Ky.
tract to

Rommel

— The

&

Nashville has given a conBrothers, Louisville, Ky., it is said, for building
and repair shops in the yard at Lexington.
Louisville

roundhouse
(October 2, p. 624.)

the

—A

Norfolk, Va.
contract was let recently, it is said, to the
Richardson Construction Company, Norfolk, for building a twostory addition to the general office building of the Seaboard Air
Line at Norfolk. (August 7, p. 268.)
St. C.-vtharines,

Trunk

Railway Financial News

I

is

Ont.

—According

planning to put up a

new

|
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Missouri,

—

Kansas & Texas. The Supreme Court of the United
November 9 dismissed the suit of the Missouri, Kan-

States on

& Texas Railway Company

against the United States for
damages for failure to convey to it alternate sections of land through what was the Indian Territory.

$61,0(X),000

—

Orleans-Kenner Electric. An officer writes that work is
now under way by Johnson & Co., Inc., New Orleans, La.,
to connect

925
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p.

—

to press reports the Grand
station at St. Catharines.

— According

Congress

in 1866 offered alternate sections of public land in
Territory to the first railroad constructed from the
Kansas state line to the Red river in Texas. The predecessor
of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas won a construction contest,
but the government declined to convey the land on the ground
that the land was "Indian land" and not "public land" within
the meaning of the act. The Court of Claims decided in favor
of the government and the railway appealed to the Supreme
Court, which now has affirmed the decision of the lower court.
The railway company brought the suit on the ground that
the company as a land grant road was entitled to take alternate
sections on each side of its right of way whenever the Indian
title became extinct.
The issue was whether the Indian title
was extinguished when the Indians gave up their tribal relation
and took lands in severalty as allottees of the government.
The railroad company contended that when the government divested the Indians of their tribal title the claim of the
The
railway under its grant of alternate sections attached.
Court of Claims took a different view.

Indian

—

Louis & San Francisco. Suits to recover $14,000,000 from
directors and former directors of the St. Louis & San Francisco were dismissed in the federal court at St. Louis on November 10. The dismissal of the suit, which was filed by the
receivers is part of the plan of the receivers to disclaim li-

St.

on a $26,(XX),000 bond issue of the New
Orleans, Texas
Mexico. The attorneys for the receivers
issued the following statement:
Inasmuch as the dismissal of this action will deprive the defendants of the opportunity to meet the charges of fraud made
in the petition, we deem it but just to them to say that we

ability of the Frisco

^

have made an exhaustive examination.
We found that in that so-called Brownsville and Iberia deals
for the latter of which settlement has been made, there was,
in our opinion, an excessive exercise of authority by the directors, for the results of which, in the case of the Brownsaccountable, ana
and
ville, the directors probably could be held accountaDie,
mtable for profits
that certain of them also might be held accountable
ecide that the St.
made out of the deal, if the courts should decide

Louis & San Francisco Railroad Company
account of the New Orleans, Texas & Mexico division bonds.
We have failed, however, to find, and judging from the information that we have, we do not believe that any of the
directors of the St. Louis & San Francisco have been guilty
of any actual, wilful or intentional fraud in the administrais
s liable at all

on

tion of the afifairs of the companj*.
On January 22, 1914, the receivers of the Frisco filed suit
in the federal court for more than $14,000,000 against ten men
who are directors of the Frisco from December 1, 1909. to

During that time the Brownsville road was
1910.
1,
The ten men sued were B. F. Yoakum, former
purchased.
president of the Frisco board of directors; James Campbell
of St. Louis, vice-president of the Frisco and head of the
North American Company, which instituted the receivership
proceedings, and seven other former directors of the Frisco
W. K. Bixby of St. Louis, A. S. Greig of St. Louis, B. L.
Winchell of Chicago, E. V. R. Thayer of Boston, and C. W.
Hilliard, Frank Trumbull and Hans Winterfeldt of New York.

June

Tampa

San Antonio, Fredericksburg & Northern Railway.—This

Gulf Coast which recently completed an extension to St.
Petersburg is making plans to build a passenger station at St.
Petersburg. The cost of the improvements will be about $20,000.

property was on October 29 put in the hands of a receiver
on application of R. A. Love of Kansas City, Mo., president
of the company. The line extends from Fredericksburg southward 24 miles to a connection with the San Antonio & Aransas
M. L.
It has been in operation only about a year.
Pass.
Trice was appointed receiver by Judge Maxey in the Federal

St. Petersburg, Fla.

to press reports the

&

C—

Spartanburg, S.
Plans have been made, it is said, for the
enlargement of the present passenger station at Spartanburg, and
when the improvements are completed it will be used jointly by
the Southern Railway, the Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio and the
Charleston & Western as a union station.

Court.
lie

The

$500,000.

road's

indebtedness

is

$173,000;

assets

said

to

y^
\

V/
\.

.

.

.

[Advertisement.]

ANNUAL REPORTS
& QUINCY RAILROAD COMPANY— SIXTIETH ANNUAL REPORT

CHICAGO, BURLINGTON

Chicago, July

1,

DEDUCTIONS FROM GROSS
CORPORATE INCOME.

1914.

To the Stockholders of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company:
The following is the report of your Board of Directors for the year
ended June

30,

$1,487,921.93

Rents
$1,158,071.87
Miscellaneous Interest
305.52
Accrued on Funded Debt
8,546,453.42
659,861.03
Sinking Funds
655,450.28
44,516.16 ...Discount on Funded Debt...
9.447.77

1914;

128,707.50

CHICAGO, BURLINGTON" & QUINXY R.MLROAD COMPANY.

YEARS ENDED JUNE

8,499,051.11 Interest

30,

Per

Per

Cent.

1914.

67.71 $62,799,188.01
23.44 21,743,507.05
2.62
2,428,503.50
2.80
2,595,965.75
2.28

2,116,431.75

1.01
.14

940,917.06
126,421.03

100.00 $92,750,934.15

OPER.\TING REVENUES.

1913.

Freight Revenue

$64,063,856.49
21,895,690.73
2,329,351.41
2,894,812.78

Passenger Revenue
Mail Revenue
Express Revenue
Miscellaneous Transportation

Revenue
Revenue from Operations other

67.88
23.20

2.28

909,376.59
134.739.04

.96
.14

Joint Facilities

Way

Total Deductions

$10,369,728.86

$17,114,407.14

Net Corporate Income.

$19,430,745.89

8,867,128.00

Dividends
$ 8,867,128.00
Appropriations for Additions and

$94,374,485.51 100.00

$14,583,003.07

OPERATING EXPENSES.
Maintenance of

$10,820,057.73

2.47
3.07

2,146,658.47

than Transportation

...ToUl Operating Revenu

Cent.

$16,514,871.21

and

12.94 $12,002,627.57
Structures
$12,535,862.55
17.13
15,888,686.45 ...Maintenance of Equipment...
16,133,215.36
1.76
Traffic Expenses
1,586.802.81
1,634,672.43
32.59
29,997,717.32
30,224.523.90 ... Transportation Expenses ...
2.59
2,397,887.66
General Expenses
2.589,292.99

13.28
17.10
1.68
31.79
2.74

...Total Operating Expenses... $62,842,891.03

66.59

.Surplus for the Year

$ 2,915,874.1

CAPITALIZATION.
CAPITAL STOCK.
ToUl Par Value

67.01 $62,148,398.01

Net Operating Revenue.,
Net Deficit from Outside

32.99 $30,602,536.14

$31,531,594.48
127,691.01

Total Par Value

In Treasury,
in Sinking
$ 3.563.358.62

Ta.xes .\ccrued

$ 4.028,900.48

Operating Income

$26,433,387.76

OTHER INCOME.

Funds or
Pledged as

Interest
I

Hands

.\ccrued

Public.

During
Year.

Collateral.

$222,020,000 $203,849,800 $23,492,400 $1

,357,400 $8,059,963.11

Collateral

Trust
Mi'scella

.

Debenture

7,968,000

7,310,200

5,660,000

1,650,200

292,408.00

4,300,000

3,667,000

3.106.000

561,000

146.680.00

Plain

..Total Other Income

...

Outstanding.

$27,840,544.85

Mortgage.

1.501,077.11

$8,867,128.00

Total Net Revenu

$30,462,288.24

S

Amount.

$110,839,100.00

FUNDED DEBT.

Operations

140.247.90

Authorized and
Outstanding.

$ 1,959,929.90

.Gross Corporate Income

$29,800,474.75

Total ... $234,288,000 $214,827,000 $32,258,400 $182,568,600 $8,499,051.11

TRAFFIC AND OPERATING STATISTICS.
1914.

Cents

Dollars

and
and Whole
Numbers. Decimals.

PASSENGER

Cents

Dollars

Cei

and Whole
and
Numbers. Decimals.

TR.\FFIC.

Number
Number
Number

ng Revenue
of Passengers Carried Ea
Mile
of Passengers Carried Or
Mile, per Mile of Road.
of Passengers Carried Or
.Average Distance Carried, Miles
Total Passenger Revenue
.Average .Amount Received from each Passenger.
.Average Receipts per Passenger per Mile
Total Passenger Service Tram Revenue
Passenger Service Train Revenue per Mile of Road
Passenger Service Train Revenue per Train Mile..
.

FREIGHT

Dollars

and Whole
ar
Numbers. Decii

23,445,911
1,152,123,930

126,058

49
$21,743,507

...
...
.

.

14
OS

23.100.539
1,139.958,615
125,139
49
$21,895,690

.

$27,443,073
$3,002

$27,820,639
$3,054

$1

$1

Inc.
Inc.
Inc.

Dec.

94784
01921

Dec
Dec

23

Dec.
Dec.

02
52022

345.372
12,165,315

919

Dec

35
73

21

$152,183

$377,566
$51

68
02045
00033
04
37

04888

Dec

TR.AFFIC.

of Tons Carried of Freight Earning Revenue
of Tons Carried One Mile
Carried One Mile per Mile of Road.
.Average Distance Haul of One Ton, Miles
Total Freight Revenue
Average .Amount Received for each Ton of Freight.
Average Receipts per Ton per Mile
Freight Revenue per Mile of Road
Freight Revenue per Train Mile

Number

""

Number of Tons

.

1.000,639
Dec.
Dec. 178,805,990
Dec.
22,744

33,389,439

32,388,800
8,612,629,607
942,339
265
$62,799,188
$1

8,791,435.597

965,083
263
$64,063,856
$1

$M7i

$7,032
$3

$3

2

30

Inc.

49
91869
00729

Dec.
Inc

$1,264,668

63

Dec'.

'$i6i

52568

Dec

61

48
02023
54

03617

OPERATING.
Operating Revenues
Operating Revenues per Mile of Road
Operating Revenues per Train Mile
Operating Expenses
Operating Expenses per Mile of Road
Operating Expenses per Train Mil e
Net Operating Revenue
Net Operating Revenue per Mile of Road
Net Operating Revenue per Train Mile.
._.
.Average Number of Passengers per Car_Mile_.
Average Number of Passengers per Train Mile
Average Number of Passenger Cars per Train Mile
Average Number of Tons of Freight per Loaded Car Mile
-Average Number of Tons of Freight per Train Mile
•Average Number of Freight Cars per Train Mile
Average Number of Loaded Cars per Train Mile
.Average Number of Empty Cars per Train Mile
Average Mileage Operated During Year
.

•Including Cabooses

.

$92, 750,934

$10,148
$2
S62, 148,398
$6,799
$1
S30,
.

IS
21

59540
01

88

73907

$94,374,485
$10,360
$2
$62,842,891
$6,898
$1
$31,531,594
$3,461

..

51

00
64737
03
60
76285
48
40
88452

Dec.
Dec.

Dec.
Dec.

211

36
79

05197
$694,493
$98

Dec
Dec.
Dec.

02
72

02378
$929,058
$113

Dec
Dec.

16

$1,623,551

Dec

34
07

02819
1

62
6

19
483
36
25
10
9,109

23

Dec
Dec.
Inc

51

04

Inc

10

83
96
34
66

5

Dec
Inc.
Inc.

02
26

88
1

25
14

30

12

'

.

.
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MILEAGE STATISTICS.
ITEM.

LOCOMOTIVE MILE.i^GE—
Revenue Service.
Freight Locomotive Miles

1914.
Miles.

MILEAGE.

MILEAGE OF ROAD OPERATED.

Decrease.

1913.
Miles.

Miles.

Operated

STATE.

Owned.

{"'"O's
18,700.800
18,164,766
936.243
20.026
9,779,536

Passenger Locomotive Miles

Mixed Locomotive Miles
Special Locomotive Miles
Switching Locomotive Miles

19,130.297
17,862.403
844,265
17,310
9,951,205

Dec.

I?*^

429,497
302,363
91,978
2,716
171,669

Inc.
Inc.
Inc.

Dec.

:

Missouri
Wisconsin

2

Minnesota
Nebraska

.".'.!..

47,601,371

47,805,480

Dec.

'.

Wyoming

—Non-revenue

Locomotive Mileage
Service

2,260,030

Dec.

1,785.24
1,438.56
1,133.20
223.02
38.45
2,872.71

.53

134.33

260.14
429.33
281.48
617.90
183.83

8,943.69

9,263.86

51790

Montana
1,826,016

CAR MILEAGE— Revenue

12^31
'49
2361

2,850.34
259.32
394 36
281.48

Colorado
South Dakota

204,109

Total Line
Operated.

112.86
73.44
10.89

*2 ^

i>^,"^»=

Total

Under Lease.

1,672.38
1,365.12

434,014

Service.

Total

Freight Car Mileage:

Loaded

Empty
Caboose
Total

Passenger Car Mileage:
Passenger
Sleeping, Parlor and Observation
Other Passenger Train Cars
Total

Car Mileage
Freight,
Freight,

451,470,933
212,332,776
17,132,686

460,405,258
193,706,979
17,427,153

Dec. 8,934,325
Inc. 18,625,797

680,936,395

671,539,390

Inc.

Dec.

LINE OWNED.

294,467

STATE.

9,397,005

Empty

Caboose
Passenger
Sleeping, Parlor and Observation
Other Passenger Train Cars...

1,672.38
1,365.12
1,122.31

Iowa
Missouri
47,548,623
27,219,853
42,270,155

46,273,265
26,388,011
41,336,527

Inc.
Inc.
Inc.

1,275,358

117,038,631

113,997,803

Inc.

3.040,828

175,643

Dec.

5,857
17,939
58,123

207,178
320
16,219
60,598

Inc.
Inc.

Dec.

31,535
5,537
1,720
2,475

1,571

86

Inc.

1,485

259,133

284,401

Dec.

25,268

798,234,159

785,821,594

6,637,427

10,136,338

Wisconsin
Minnesota
Nebraska
Kansas
Colorado
South Dakota

831,842
933,628

Montana
Total

Second

Third

Track.
359.64
244.53

Track,

8,943.69

42.40

Illinois

— Revenue

— Non-revenue

Car Mileage

Service

Missouri

Dec.

.

Dec.

265,706
259,801
91,655

17,065,955
17,721,174
930,638
18,879

17,331,661
17,461,373

838,983
16,378

Inc.
Inc.
Inc.

35,736,646

35,648,395

Inc.

88,251

1,043,727

1,331,388

Dec.

287,661

2,501

— Revenue

Total Train Mileage
Service

—No

Ser

Train Mileage

Kansas

3,498,911

Service.

Passenger Train
Mixed Train
Special Train

Wisconsin
Minnesota

Inc. 12,412,565

TRAIN MILEAGE—Revenue
Freight Train

Colorado
South Dakota

in

ITEMS.

e 30,
113.

Power

Total States

United States Go

During
Year.

Freight

Grand Total

During June
Year.

30,

1914.

.

.

$3,325,801.28

214,859.77

237,557.34

$4,028,900.48

$3,563,358.62

12
25
9

444

COMMODITIES,

Received
Originating from Conon this Road, nections.
Tons.
Tons.

g,"'"
^'O""-

Other VVV.-D-j
Mill Products

1,772

47

46

1,773

29,549

Tobacco
lbs.

Cotton

27

5

37

5

1

15

644
253

Livestock

45

Dressed Meats
Other Packing House Products

4

48

39

5,851

400

161

5,500

248

100
750

'n

1.572
7,534
21,800
213
2,997

2

83

Company's Service:
Officers' and Pay Cars..
Gravel Cars
Derrick Cars
Caboose Cars
Other Road Cars

Hides and Leather
Other Products

31

2,601

3,179

65,157

1

1

32
975

'21

686

4,571

25
154

101

4,624

6,301

180

123

63,289

2.S29

3.341

6,358
72.777

32
975
41

682

Total

Products of Mines
Anthracite Coal
Bituminous Coal

Coke
Ores
40.30 tons.

Stone, Sand, etc
Other Products

Owned

22,697.57

Total Freight
Tnnu^tjf
^^"
a

Tons.

846,322
140.707
52.606
60,033
555

Per Cent.

397.092
141.312

774,643
77,371

4,308,699
637,950
279.4 '8
385.281
2.270
15.796
1,171.735
218,683

5,054,144

1,965,698

7,019,842

21.68

1.520.096
145.408
161.894
61.790
7,948
14,937
59.220

199,254

1,719.350

5 31

6,121

151529

47

7,594
42,194
6,862
2.317
25,969

169 488
103 984
14.810
17 '54
85,189

'52

1,971,293

290,311

2,261,604

6.98

22,113
8,339.328
18,373
102,312
1,746.404
86,753

126,274
1,730,163
167,946

382,379
282.964
249,664

148,387
10,069 491
186.319
484,691
2,029,368
336,417

10,315,283

2,939,390

13,254,673

40.92

288,540
128,269

1,581,917
126,063

1,870.457
254.332

5.77

416,809

1,707,980

2,124,789

6.56

13.461

13.30
1.97

86

Lig
.01
.05

3.62
.68

Fish

.

32
."05

05
^26

Total

.46

3109
57

150
6 26
i;04

Products of Forests

Lumber
Other Products

Total
Total Cars

Dec.

Inc. $465,541.86

2,666

27,773
1,603

55,735

Game and

Wool

1,262

7,295
Stock Cars
16,548
Coal Cars
113
Tank Cars
2,318
Refrigerator Cars
Other Cars in Freight
85
Service

Total

Inc. $488,239.43

Products of Animals

14

1,253

Box Cars

.......

Total

14

267

3,462.377
497.243
226,822
325,248
1,715
2.335

Fruits and Vegetables
Other Products

659
231

"Freight Service:
Flat Cars

4.495.01
32,484.74
7.861.77
85.696.65
9.008.02
31.099.18
19.451.82
55.447.17
12,547.29
244.00

Inc.

Company's Material Excluded.

Capacity All
Freight Cars.

Poultry,

Total

Inc. $169,128.77
Inc.
70.253.03

FREIGHT TRAFFIC MOVEMENT— ENTIRE LINE.

All

CARS— Owned.
Passenger Service:
First-class Cars
Combination Cars
Dining Cars
Baggage, Express and
Postal Cars
Parloi^ Cars
Other Cars in Passenger
Service

Increase or
Decrease.

1913.

$3,814,040.71

Hay
Total Locomotives

12,742.36

Products of Agriculture
456
922
394

Switching

2,920.37

755,691.95
442,147.40
400.659.55
207.261.45
26.955.28
963,763.18
60.796.95
176.730.84
73.380.10
172.675.50
45,311.26
427.82

ent.

Number Number Number Locomotives
on
and Average
Added Retired

LOCOMOTIVES—Owned.
Passenger

.

Other States

Average Tractive

.

Montana

EQUIPMENT.
nber

62.31
165.37
32.75

3,000.49
1,946.23
1,661.53
402.85
56.43
3,548.17
283.49
548.98
343.79
783.27
167.13

924.820.72
512,400.43
396.164.54
239.746.19
34,817.05
1,049,459.83
69.804.97
207,830.02
92.831.92
228.122.67
57,858.55
183.82

$

Iowa

Mileage

Total Car
Service

Total.

926.07
336.58
432.16
75.90
30.57
679.87
24.17
154.62

TAXES.
1914.

Total

Yard Track
and Sidings.

42.40

107.06
104.46
2.25
17.96

222.49
23.61
2,850.34
259.32
394.36
281.48
617.90
134.38

Wyoming

in Special Service:

Loaded

Single
Track.

Illinois

Total

.79

——

.
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klanufaclures

Vol.

Ballast

Petroleum and other Oils
Sugar
Naval Stores
Iron, Pig and Bloom
Iron and Steel Rails
Other Castings and Machinery.
Bar and Sheet Metal
Cement, Brick and Lime
Agricultural Implements

Wagons, Carriages, Tools,
Wines, Liquors and Beers
Household Goods, etc

318,989
127,120
2,359
117,884
97,731
216,909
195,833
434,340
74,762
58,268
44,763
75,370
455,393

12,683
127,757
126,132
363,312
238,462
1,820,256
236,643
94,115
191,239
223,070
877,765

2,797,730

2,219,721

5,017,451

etc

Other Manufactures
Total

Total Tonnage

22,547,203

9,841,597

32,388,800

Surfacing ....

Roadway Tools.
Fencing R. of

Tel.

ACCOUNT.
51,965.21

$

Station Grounds

$

Bridges, Trestles
and Culverts
Rails
Frogs, Switches.

12,598.64
52,896.99

156,252.17

513,473.00
355.79
27,627.33
210,912.38

61,538.24
17,345.01

254,392.85
25,893.77

248,771.44

636,565.55

530.34
192,324.27
8,768.34 Cr.
219.58

382,363.30

100.00

56,442.53

56.442.53

28,591.89 Cr.

9,919.81

45,754.48

64,426.56

170.22
82,076.91 Cr.
19,094.48

1,097.36
1,637.99
26,994.49

16,469.96
59,819.86
26,047.02
31,108.42

18.56

27,047.33

17.737.54
140,258.78
72,135.99
31,108.42
27,065.89

Dock and Wharf
Property

5,650.70

Lgt. Plants
Misc. Structures.
Elec.

Cr.

7,102.79

Transp. of Men
and Material..
Rent of Equip..
Repairs of Equip.
Earns, and Op'g

Exp's
Injs. to

Total

1,993,122.45
321.44
1,633,551.13
157,082.30

3,153.02
27,854.49

Cr.

84,036.68

5,650.70
3,153.02
118,993.96

92,159.09
23,960.02
10,009.62

92,159.09
23,960.02
10,009.62

4,285.09
5,969.18

4,285.09
5,969.18

During

Construction.
Persons.
.

Cr.

5,430.81

.

Fuel Stations...
Grain Elevators.
Storage Wareh's.

$ 95,271.92

15,801.50

535.008.93
209.729.83
5.411.32
155,329.75 Cr
222,054.47
330,652.26
19,981.40
40,849.97

441,227.46
366,938.12
393.816.64
9,948.24

.

222,448.66

89,564.16

Eng. Hs.

Shops,

Total
Expenditure.
$

27,505.21

430,035.21

Ties

96,460.65

and Tn Tables
Shop Machinery
and Tools ....
Water Stations..

15.49

Charged

1,755.620.41
321.44
r.

Real Estate

Grading
Tunnels

72,583.65

313,283.01

Tel. Lines

and Fixtures

I.— ROAD.
Engineering ....
Right of Way and

and

Station Buildings
and Fixtures.
Gen'l Office BIdg.

and Betterments.

Charged to
Road and
Equipment.

W.

Cross'gs and Signs
Interlocking and
other Sig. App.

EXPENDITURES FOR NEW LINES AND EXTENSIONS, FOR EQIUPMENT, AND FOR ADDITIONS .\ND BETTERMENTS
DURING THE YEAR.
.\dditions

53,404.36
110,625.83
355.79
15,028.69
1,763.22

Track Lading and

456,402
249,615

137,413
122,495
10,324
9,873
28,401
146,403
42,629
1,385,916
161,881
35,847
146,476
147,700
422,372

No. 20

57,

$3,563,763.60

$3,718,825.81

$2,366,713.09

$9,649,302.50

II.— EQUIPMENT.
$

1,185,966.22
516,756.55
946,523.37
70,779.61

Train Cars.
Work Equipment.
Frt.

Floating

Equip'!.

Track Fastenings
and other mat'I

'

282,731.81
$ 333,467.01
135,023.28
256,384.05
6,931,420.81
2,782,070.09
64.440.39 Or. 13,644.28
29.02

$7,413,616.29

$

616, 198,82
391, 407.33
9.713, 490.90
50,

$3,358,305.89

796.11
29.02

$10,771,

GENERAL BALANCE SHEET.
June

Property Investment

—Road

Equipment
General Expenditures
Reserve for Accrued Depreciation

LIABILITIES.

— Credit

Common

$356,740,929.14
76,911,265.96
174,194.12

ToUl

$407,757,348.17

Securities of Proprietary, Affiliated
panies, Pledged

and Controlled Com$ 19,363,139.38

Stocks
ned. Pledged

31,000.00

.

Securities of Proprietary, Affiliated
panies, Unpledged

and Controlled Com-

Stocks

$

Funded Debt

Working
8,144,571.17

$ 27,538.710.55

Other Investments:
to Proprietary. .Affiliated and Controlled Companies for Construction, Equipment and Betterments..
Miscellaneous Investments
1.447,778.92
$
Physical Property

Advances

Securities

Unpledged

$

1,489,676.89

645,786.51

2,937,455.81

$

Total

Mortgage Bonds
Held by Company
Not Held by Company
Collateral Trust Bonds
Held by Company
Not Held by Company
Plain Bonds
Held by Company
Not Held by Company

$110,839,100.00

$ 11,311,600.00
192,538,200.00
$

216,500.00
7,093,700.00

$

76,000.00
3,591,000.00

Total

7,488,521.17
656,050.00

Total

Stock

Mortgage, Bonded and Secured Debt:
Funded Debt

Securities:

Funded Debt

1914.

Capital Stock:

and Equipment:

Road

Securities Issued o

30,

ASSETS.

3,583,242.32

$203,849,800.00

$

7,310,200.00

$

3,667,000.00

$214,827,000.00

Liabilities:

Loans and Bills Payable
and Car Service Balances due to other Companies
.Audited Vouchers and Wages Unpaid
Miscellaneous Accounts Payable
Matured Interest and Dividends Unpaid
Matured Mortgage, Bonded and Secured Debt Unpaid..
Other Working Liabilities

$

Traffic

1,900,000.00
1.493,403.70
9.204,133.29
334.911.37
2,176.695.75
25,000.00
45.809.41

$ 15.179.953.52.

Total
-Xccrued Liabilities not Due:

Working Assets:
Cash

$

Securities Issued or

Assumed, Held

in

6,516,196.57

Treasury

Total

Funded Debt
Marketable Securities
Stocks

763.072.12

$

62,500.00
Funded Debt
Loans and Bills Receivable
Traffic and Car Service Balances due from other Com-

825,572.12
3,640,712.38
651.066.52
2.395,244.29
3.449,369.68
7,648,614.05
97,258.12

panies

Net Balance Due from .Agents and Conductors
Miscellaneous Accounts Receivable
Materials and Supplies
Other Working Assets

Deferred Debit Items:

-Aftliated

Deferred Credit Items:
Operating Reserves
Liability on Account of Provident Funds
Other Deferred Credit Items

1,535,688.32

$

2,029.340.12
496,538.89
478,691.33

Total

$

3,004,570.34

.Appropriated Surplus:
.Additions to

Property since June 30, 1907, through In$ 27,146,235.22

$ 36,797,133.73

Total

Advances
Temporary
_^
^

$

11,573,100.00

Reserves from Income or Surplus
Invested in Sinking Funds
Not Specifically Invested

$ 65,512.300.02
Proprietary.
Advances
_
and Controlled Companies..

$ 93,194.106.96

_

Working Funds
Other Advances
Insurance Paid in Advance
Cash and Securities in Sinking Funds
Securities in Provident Funds
Unextinguished Discount on Funded Debt..
._.
Other Deferred Debit Items

81,521.44
163,818.58
3,704,373.79

$

3.949,713.81
149,594.72
20,516,477.89
496,538.89
2,328,669.40
975,289.68

Total

? 28,416,284.39

Grand Total

$504,092,719.16

Grand Total

$504,092,719.16

:
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Operating Expenses:
Maintenance of Way and Structures
Maintenance of Equipment
Traffic Expenses
Transportation Expenses
General Expenses

EXPENDITURES.
Com-

Interest ar.d

missions

Other

$618.56

Cr.

$618.56

Cr.

E.xpendi-

tures

Cr.1,347,438.21

Cr.1,347,438.21

Total

Cr.l, 348,056.77

Cr.l, 348,056.77

929

$12,002,627.57
15,888,686.45
1,634,672.43
30,224,523.90
2,397,887.66

$62,148,398.01

Net Operating Revenue

Grand Total..
*Of

this

$2,215,706.83 $11,132,442.10 $'5,725,018.98

amount

$19,073,167.91

OUTSIDE OPERATIONS:
Revenues
Expenses

$9,143.91 was charged to previously appropriated surplus.

NEW WORK.
During the year the line extending southerly from Laurel, Montana, was
almost completed to Orin Junction, Wyoming, where, since the close of the
year, it has been connected with the Colorado & Southern Railway.
Construction has been carried on for a connection of the NorthportGuernsey line with the Colorado & Southern Railway at Wendover,

$30,602,536.14

Net

$

Deficit

936,206.91
1,076,454.81

from Outside Operations

$

Total Net Revenue

ACCRUED

T.AXES

'.

140,247.90

$30,462,288.24
4,028,900.48

.

Wyoming.

Work

has been begun on the construction of the Chalco-Yutan

is a cut-off connecting

Omaha and Sioux

line,

which

$1,243,481.60 has been expended for second track, and there have been
placed in operation during the year 135.15 miles of main track, 73.81 miles
of second track and 87.69 miles of other tracks.
Additional land for needed facilities has been purchased at Chicago, and
Aurora, Illinois, and at other points.

A

number

Operating Income

City.

of freight bouses and passenger stations have been built.
is
the report of the General Auditor, with statements pre-

Following
pared by him.
By order of the Board of Directors.

$26,433,387.76

OTHER INCOME.
Rents Accrued from Lease of Roads
Other Rents— Credits:
Joint

$

$

Dividends Received on Stocks

HALE HOLDEN,

Owned

165,408.00

Interest Received on

Funded Debt Owned or

Controlled

214,131.52

counts

Corporate Income

Gr.oss

$

1,501,077.11

$27,934,464.87

DEDUCTIONS FROM GROSS CORPORATE INCOME.

Operating Revenues:

—

Other Rents Debits:
Hire of Equipment— Balance

Revenue from Transportation:
.'.$62,799,188.01

Freight
Passenger

21,743,507.05
287,944.77
2,428,503.50
2,595,965.75
377,232.35
9,919.77
1,301,641.68
40,147.75
99,545.43

Excess Baggage
Mail
Express
Milk
Other Passenger Train
Switching
Special Service Train
Miscellaneous Transportation

Miscellaneous

434,228.96
1,037,047.40
16,645.57

$

1,487,921.93
8,499,051.11
128,707.50
659,861.03
44,516.16

Rents

Interest Accrued on
Other Interest

$91,683,596.06

Funded Debt

Sinking Funds Chargeable to Income
Extinguishment of Discount on Securities

Net Corporate Income

portation
Station and Train Privileges
Parcel Room Receipts
Storage— Freight
:

$

Storage— Baggage
Car Service
Telegraph and Telephone Service
Rent of Buildings and other Property....
Miscellaneous

$

Joint Facilities

Revenue from Operations other than Trans-

$10,820,057.73
$17,114,407.14

DISPOSITION OF NET CORPORATE INCOME.

8,264.40
11,485.97
38,999.32

Dividends declared on Stock:
2
2
2
2

,;?'I?f1?
331,423.51
209,402.61
118,396.51
206,146.32

•

per
per
per
per

cent,
cent,
cent,
cent,

$ 2,216,782.00

payable Sept. 25, 1913
payable Dec. 26, 1913
payable March 25, 1914
payable June 25. 1914

2,216.782.00
2,216,782.00
2,216,782.00

940,917.06
$ 8.867,128.00

Tnint Facilities

Dr

Jolm

Cr!

Facilities:

519,999.32

on Other Securities, Loans and Ac-

Interest

INCOME ACCOUNT.
OPERATING INCOME.
R.ML OPERATIONS—

601,538.27

or Con-

trolled

President.

2,882.02

455,570.51
143,085.74

Facilities

Miscellaneous Rents

$
.

:

:

229.09
126,650.12

Appropriations for Additions and Betterments.
$

$92,750,934.15

Total Operating Revenues

5,715,875.07

$14,583,003.07

126.421.03
$ 2.531,404.07

Surplus for the year

FUNDED DEBT OF THE CHICAGO, BURLINGTON

&

QUINCY RAILRO AD COMPANY.

Total Par Value Held by or
for

•j-gjQj^

Designation of Bond

Date

or Obligation.

of
Issue.

t,i»t1
Total
Par Value
of
Maturity. .\uthorized.
r^..*^
Date

Company.
Pledged

Total

In
Sinking
Funds.

Outstanding.

In
Treasury.

$74,865,000
50,835,000
34.165,000

$10,618,000
384,000
189,000

$64,247,000
50.451,000
33,976,000

5,355,000

Par Value

Collateral.

When

Amt. Accrued
During the

Payable.

Year.

MORTGAGE BONDS.
B. & Q. R. R.:
General Mortgage

1908
1899
1899

Illinois Division
Illinois Division

Iowa Division Mortgage Sinking Fund Bonds
Iowa Division Mortgage Sinking Fund Bonds
Nebraska Extension Mortgage
Sinking Fund Bonds

1958
1949
1949

$74,865,000
50.835,000
34,165,000

2,082,000

M. & S.
4
3'A J. &J.
4
5

J.&J.

$2,828,440.03
1,779,225.00
1,366,600.00

A.

&0.

105,537.55

A.

&0.

216,100.03

1879

1919

3,000,000

2,082,000

1879

1919

12.502,000

5,374,000

19,000

1887

1927

29,441,000

21,939,000

23.000

Consolidated Mortgage Sink
ing Fund Bonds

1878

1918

13.751,000

13,613.000

43,000

$11,363,800

2,206,200

Republican Valley R. R.
Mortgage Sinking Fund Bor<
Tarkio Valley R. R.:

1879

1919

2,643.000

932.800

600

SI 7.000

115,200

J.

&

J.

1880

1920

430,000

22,000

1,000

21,000

J.

&

D.

1,925.00

1880

1920

388,000

22,000

3,000

19,000

J.

&D.

1,860.83

4

F.&.\.

292,408.00

4

M. &

146.680.00

B.

& M.

21.885.000

$31,000

M. & M.

887,526.67

J.&J.

816,780.00

R. R. R. in Nebraska:

Mortgage Bonds

Nodaway

Valley R. R.

Mortgage Bonds

55,968.00

COLLATERAL TRUST
BONDS.
r.

P,. & Q. R. R.:
Sinking Fund Bonds
ver Extension)

(Den-

l.f.50,200

1881

PLAIN BONDS.
& Q. R. R.:
Sinking Fund Bonds

C. B.

Total

1

881

4,300,000

3,667,000

76.000

$234,288,000

$214,827,000

$11,57^.100

3,030,000

$31,000

56r,000

$20,654,300 $182,568,600

...

S.

—

—

—
.
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SOUTHERN PACIFIC COMPANY- -THIRTIETH ANNUAL REPORT
Other Income.
REPORT OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
Interest
en bonds
New- York, October

29,

owned of Proprietary

1914.

To the Stockholders of the Southern Pacihc Company:
The Board of Directors submit herewith their report of the operations
of the Soutliein Pacific Company and of the Proprietary Companies for
the fiscal year ended June 30, 1914.

PROPERTIES AND MILEAGE.
The

transportation lines constituting the
1914, were as follows:
First

30,

Divisions.
Mileage of lines belonging to or
A.
the capital
leased by Companies,
principally
which
are
stocks
of
owned by the Southern Pacific Company.
(\)

Southern P

System, June

:iftc

Ry

Pacific

Track. Sidings.

3,497.37

106.69

251.70

852.24

165.91
2.85
190.02 1,486.59

3.00

49.59

3.00

20.46

Con-panies,

40.22

—

228.50

207.74
458.03

3.46

177.06

404.53

1,342.0S

the

stocks

capital

190.94
39.78

829.66

—

6.59

—
—

1.27

—

325.85

Navigation

R.

of

510,891.01

—

296,309.57

263,742.90

-t-

32,566.67 12.35

Southern Pacific Company and Proprietary
Companies
Hire of equipment...

1.795,239.28

1,369,218.04

+

426,021.24 31.11

-f-

266,480.60

Miscellaneous income..

196,306.40

129,053.14

$14,103,690.67

$12,350,533.25

net operating
and other income... $51,799,057.73

$56,558,542.42

1,759,484.69

8.42

$25,809,405.90

+ $1,606,327.99

6.22

773,834.49

+

31,867.58

4.12

600,581.05

—

600,581.05

...

498,040.49

'

266.480.60

Interest on outstanding
funded debt of Southern Pacific Co. and

22.31

366.74

Proprietary Companies $27,415,733.89
15.80

140.58

—

from

+

.

.

67,253.26 52.11

-|-$1,753, 157.42 14.19

fund

sinking

805,702.07

investments

Hire

equipment

of

balance
Rentals for
7.00

road,

joint

yards

and

—

lease of
tracks,

terminal
644,675.79

702,030.44

—

57,354.65

8.17

115,635.12

116,639.65

—

1,004.53

.86

292,583.15

256,934.39

+

35,648.76 13.87

57,418.65

82,841.13

—

25,422.48 30.69

464,300.44

291,243.30

+

173,057.14 59.42

21,094.49

71,219.37

—

505,476.92

7,766.41

+

497,710.51

1.024,221.46

978,239.14

+

45,982.32

4.70

$3 1 ,346,84 1 .98

$29,690,735.27

+$1,656,106.71

5.58

facilities

Land

10,508.49

516.57 3,789.42

18.90

4,873

by
31.49

Total mileage operated June 30,
10,330.06
.......;
1913
146.94

Incease

—

Decrease

.49

9.97

425.10 3,674.92
81.50

—

—

114.01

18.90

—
—

4,997

—124

The total operated mileage of the lines constituting the Southern Pacific
transportation system, and of the lines of other companies controlled by
Northwestern
the Southern Pacific Company, including 400.99 miles of the
Pacific Railroad Company and 49.47 miles of the Sunset Railway Company,
one-half of the capital stocks of which is owned by the Southern Pacific
miles.
13,278.93
to
Company, amounted, on June 30, 1914,

INCOME FOR THE YEAR.

3,459.16

3.435.01

6,962.49

6,875.98

department expenses
Taxes on granted and
other lands
Miscellaneous expenses
of proprietary Companies
Taxes and other expenses of Southern
Pacific

+
+

24.15

.70

86.51

1.26

Company

and betterments payable from
income of Southern

.Additions

Pacific

Company

.Amortization

of

....

tion

owned
leased

by

.'.
.

stock

rolling

of

50,124.88 70.38

dis-

count on funded debt
Reserve for deprecia-

Pacific

The income for the year ended June 30, 1914, of the .Southern Pacific
Company and of the Proprietary Companies, combined, excluding offsetting
accounts, compared with last year, is as follows;
+ Increase. Per
Cent.
lecrease.
Last Year
This Year.
Average miles of railway operated:
Lines East of El Paso
Lines West of El Paso

2.52

contributions <?nd income

to

21.44

Total

12,850.52

fund

Sinking

of

R.

operated jointly
prietary Go's

426,214.22 13.20

Fixed and Other
Charges.

7.35

245.27

Co....

Less

-I-

56.03

&

& Vermihon

3,230,061.82

from

Total

S. S. Co., but -uhich are operated
by the owning Companies,

Direct

3,656,276.04

3.00

70.15

which are principally o^iied by the
Morgan's Louisiana & Texas K. R-

Iberia

145,566.10 29.66

Total

Houston East & West Texas Ry.
Houston & Shreveport R. R
Houston & Texas Central R. R.
Southern Pacific Terminal Company

Arizona Eastern R. R
Corvallis & Eastern R. R
Southern Pacific Company
Mileage of lines belonging
B.

—

.

Morgan's Louisiana & Texas Railroad and Steamship Co
Louisiana Western R. R
Texas & New Orleans R. R
Galveston, Harrisburg & San An-

Ry

490,809.71

on

sinking
funds investments
Balance of interest on
acon
open
loans and
counts other than with

:

tonio

345,243.61

2.84

of

redemption

for

—

panies

593,113.41 20.85

panies

bonds
Income

697.45

Southern
South Pacific Coast Ry
(2)
Operated by the owning Com-

$99,924.64

-1-

securities, not pledged

2,205.46

R

R.

+

2,844,230.56

Companies
Income from lands and

Oregon & California R. R
Pacific

$3,512,526.07

3,437,343.97

Affiliated

stocks
comjianies
other than Proprietary

by the Southern PaCompany under leases:

cific

$3,612,450.71

bonds

of

Companies
on bonds
Interest
owned of Other Com-

owned

Ma

— Operated

Central

owned

Dividends

Additional

Mail
Track.

Companies
on

Interest

Southern

Company and
to

com-

other

panies

Total

fixed
Surplus
over
and other charges.. $20,452,215.75 $26,867,807.15 —$6.415,591.40 23.88
Surpl-js over fixed and other charges brought over (equivalent
to 7.50 per cent, on the outstanding capital stock of the

$20,452,215.75

Southern Pacific Ccm|i:.ny)
Total
.applied as follows:

Dividends on

Operating Income.
Revenue from transportation— rail

•

lines.. $126,614,536.84

Revenue from outside
11,905,721.72

operations

$130,353,692.66

,,„,,.,

12,421,012.41

$138,520,258.56 $142,774,705.07

Total

Operating expenses

5.697,285.83

+

1,465.338.74 25.72

$100,824,891.50

$98,566,695.90

+$2,258,195.60

2.29

$44,208,009.17

1,512,642.11

14.73

10,862,200.16

Total

taxes

stock, viz.:

.

.

$4,091,127.43

Surplus after payment of dividends

127,899.58

ana
$37,695,367.06

common

$4,090,086.08
per cent, paid January 2, 1914
4,090,086.08
per cent, paid April 1, 1914
4,090,086.08
per cent, payable July 1, 1914
4,090,086.08
per cent, payable October 1, 1914
Dividends on stocks of Proprietary Companies
744.00
held by the public
I'A
\y2
1!^
lyi

16,361,088.32

7,162,624.57

$82,135,109.49

and

gsXt'sidl ote^rations)

Net operating
expenses
'over

4.15

515,290.69

10,734,300.58

ations
lines

-

—$4,254,446.51

$664,957.28

1,800.066.77

Expenses outside ope
(rail

2.87

+
+

rail lines

faxes

-$3,739,155.82

The details of Operating Income and Operating Expenses arc fully dealt
with under "Transportation Operations."
The increase in the income for the year from interest on loans and open
accounts, results, principally, from the increase in investment advances to
.Affiliated

Companies.

,

',

.

.

i.

The increase in the interest on the outstanding funded debt is the result,
hive
principally, of a full year's interest charge this year on the One- Year
Per Cent. Notes, and on the Equipment Trust Certificates of the Southern
Pacific Company, issued in the latter part of last year.

November
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The year s income is charged with $805,702,07 for sinking fund contributions and income from sinking fund investments pledged for the recjemption
of bonds.
The proceeds during the year from the sale of lands, also
pledged for the redemption of bonds, amounted to $3,040,909.54,
These
sums, aggregating $3,846,611.61, are dealt with as Profit and Loss items, for

Retired during the year:

Southern Pacific Company.
One-year Five Per Cent.
Secured Gold Notes due

the reason that they are applied in reducing the bonded indebtedness of the
companies.
The increase in taxes
expenses
of the Southern Pacific Com._
pany, is the
ult, principally, of the increase in the amount of income tax
paid to the
ed States Government, and of the increase in taxes paid

State of Kentucky.
the provisions of the lease to the Southern Pacific Company, the
expenditures for additions and betterments to the property of the South
Pacific Coast Railway Company are payable by the lessee, and are, therefore, a charge to its income.
Such expenditures for the year amounted to
$21,094.49.
The increase in the charge for amortization of discount on funded debt
is the result, principally, of charging against this year's income both the
remainder of the discount on the One- Year Five Per Cent. Notes issued in
June of last year 5nd retired in June of this year, and a full year's proportion of the discount on Equipment Trust Certificates issued in the latter
part of last year.
On June 30, 1914, the principal of advances to the Southern Pacific Railroad Company of Mexico amounted to $38,423,719.71. Interest accruing on
these advances has not been taken into the income of the Southern Pacific

931

June 15, 1914, paid off ,$26,000,000.00
Equipment
Trust
Cerlifi,

ber

March

1914, paid off.

1,

1,012,000.00

to the

Under

Arizona Eastern Railroad Company.
Gila Valley, Globe & Northern Railway
Company Five Per Cent. First Mortgage Bonds:
Purchased from payments to sinking
fund
Central Pacific Railway Company.

Three

and

One-Half

Per

Cent. Mortgage Gold Bonds:
Purchased from sale of
lands

Purchased

Company.

from

There was no change during the year in the capital stocks of the Southern
Pacific Company and of the Proprietary Companies.
The amount outstanding June 30, 1914, was as follows:
stock
stock

included

above which
chased prior

in

were purJune 30,
which were
during
the

$272,672,405.64

to

1913,
but
cancelled
present fiscal year

Proprietary Companies:

Common

Bonds

.ess:

Southern Pacific Company:

$315,800,572.00

Preferred stock

391,000.00

Purchased from payments
to sinking fund

CAPITAL STOCK.

Common

$428,000.00

of

sale

securities

29,400,000.00

$345,200,572.00
27,000.00

Stocks of Proprietary Companies outstanding
30, 1914, were held as follows:
Owned by Southern Pacific Company
$344,767,400.00
Owned by Morgan's Louisiana & Texas R.

Houston

June

R. & S. S. Co
In the hands of the public

&

Texas Central Railroad Com-

pany.

349,500.00

83,672.00

Total

$345,200,572.00

FUNDED DEBT,
To provide for the payment of $26,000,000, par value, One-Year Five
Per Cent, Secured Gold Notes, due June 15, 1914, for advances to be made
to its various controlled companies for construction, additions and betterments, and for other corporate purposes, the Southern Pacific Company
authorized an issue of Five Per Cent, Twenty- Year Convertible Gold Bonds
to an amount not exceeding $55,000,000, par value, to be dated June 1.
The privilege was given to the holders
1914, and to mature June 1, 1934,
of the capital stock of the company to subscribe to these bonds at par, on
or before April 22, 1914, to the extent of twenty per cent, of their respective holdings, payment therefor to be made in three instalments, viz.:
$333.32, at the time of making subscription, on or before April 22, 1914,
$333,32, on or before June 1, I9I4, and $333.36. on o
1914.
The subscriptions amounted to $54,534,000.00, of
$51,526,426.58 was received to June 30, 1914.
The bonds are convertible into paid up shares of capital stock of the
company at $100 per share of $100 par value on or at any time before
June 1. 1924, or, if before that date called for redemption, then up to
thirty days prior to the redemption date mentioned in the call for redemption.
All such bonds at any time outstanding (but not part thereof) are
'

First Mortgage Five Per Cent. Bonds:
Purchased from proceeds of lands sold.
Morgan's Louisiana & Texas Railroad and
Steamship Company.
General
Mortgage
Five
Per
Cent.
Bonds due July 1, 1913, paid off

71,000.00

1,000,000.00

South Pacific Coast Railztay Company.
First Mortgage Four Per Cent. Bonds:
Purchased from payments to sinking
235,000.00

Southern Pacific Railroad Company.
First
Refunding Mortgage Four Per
Cent. Gold Bonds:
Purchased from payments to sinking
fund

&

Texas
New Orleans Railroad Company.
Payments to State of Texas for
of School Fund Debt

"

redeemable at the option of the Company at 105 per cent, of the par value
Thereof and accrued interest on June 1, 1919, or on any semi-annual interest
date thereafter upon not less than ninety days previous notice.
In September, 1913, to provide for the purchase of new equipment, an
ecjuipment trust known as "Southern Pacific Company Equipment Trust,
Series B," was created and an issue of $2,010,000, par value, Four and
One-Half Per Cent. Enuipment Trust Certificates authorized, all of which
the trust provides shall be guaranteed by the Southern Pacific Company.
"The entire $2,010,000, par value, of certiiicates authorized were issued during the year.
The remaining $5,120,000, par value, of Southern Pacific Company Equipauthorized in March, 1913, as mentioned
ment Trust Certificates, Series
in last year's report, were also issued during the year.
The funded and other fixed interest-bearing debt of the Southern Pacific
Company and Proprietary Companies outstanding at the beginning of the
year, was as follows:

29,094,459.44

-Amount of funded and other fixed interest-bearing debt of
the Southern Pacific Company and Proprietary Companies
outstanding June 30, 1914
$659,332,968.82

Net increase during the year

$37,716,967.14

The outstanding bonds

are held as follows:
In the hands of the public

$584,410,619.29

Owned by
Owned by
Held

in

the Southern Pacific Company.. $62,165,349.53
Proprietary Companies
3,554,000.00
Sinking Funds of Proprietary Com-

panies

9,203,000.00

74,922,349.53

A

Southern Pacific Company
Proprietary Companies

$165,581,910.00
456,034,091.1

$621,616,001.68

ssued during the year:
Southern Pacific Company.
Equipment Trust Certificates Series '*A"
Equipment Trust Certificates Series "B"
Five Per Cent. Twenty Year Convertible
Gold Bonds, Subscription Receipts....
One-Year Five Per Cent. Secured Gold

Notes

$659,332,968.82

ASSETS .\XD LIABILITIES.
The combined assets and liabilities of the Southern Pacific Company and
of the Proprietary Companies, on June 30, 1914, and the increases and decreases during the year, excluding the offsetting accounts between the Companies, summarized, were as follows:
Investments.
Total June
Investment in road and equip-

ment
Sinking funds
$5,120,000.00
2,010,000.00

Deposits in lieu of mortgaged
property sold

Improvements

on

leased

Miscellaneous physical property
Stocks and bonds owned of
Affiliated
Proprietary
and

Companies

Cent.

Increase.

Decrease.

nies

Other investments

15,694.24

1,799.63

356.844.08

53,644.91

rail-

way property

.Advances to Affiliated

Arizona Eastern Railroad Company.
First and Refunding Mortgage Five Per

30, 1914.

$902,631,959.28 $19,755,936.39
•12,226,059.84
578,100.81

tl6, 792,531. 80

—

"415,830,946.61

3,089,882.16

105,524,690.33

14.577,743.54

$124,543.83

Compa15,033,270.06

—

Bonds
$1,468,411,996.24 $37,461,940.94

470,622.67

—
: .
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Current and Deferred Assets. Total June
1914.
and demand loans and

Increase.

30,

Cash

—

$19,170,584.79
87,286.40

deposits

Special deposits

Decrease.
$148,447.46

—

2,521,930.73

Other cash accounts

15,092,096.03

$2,761,560.60

Materia! and supplies
Deferred assets

18,682,686.49

1,544,613.15

6,021,735.14

19,070.09

$59,054,388.85

$1,654,865.65

Vol.

transportation
Other
revenues
Revenues from opera-

transportation

$8,346,750.78

$12,243,249.76

—

$1,409,000.56

$55,557.92

$1,539,709,634.85 $39,172,364.51

Company

Pacific

11,905,721.72

$138,520,258.56

Operating Expenses.
Maintenance of way
and structures
Maintenance of equipment

Total— rail

proprietary
•345,200,572.00

Companies

$617,872,977.64

lines....

Taxes

Long Term Debt.
Funded debt of Southern Pa-

Total
$203,226,336.58 $37,644,426.58

Company

Funded debt
Companies

•456,106,632.24

72,540.56

$16,064,457.14

$15,589,026.66

$475,430.48

3.05

18,934,335.01

19,295,724,63

7.24

2,889,418.58

3,115,078.74

—361,389.62
—225,660.16

40,936,821.47

40,408,953.93

527,867.54

1.31

3,975,034.57

3,726,325.53

248,709.04

6.67

$82,800,066.77

$82,135,109.49

$664,957.28

.81

10,862,200.16

10,734.300.58

127,899.58

1.19

—

$1,467,388.61

Companies

1.87

DEFERRED

2.29

$44,208,009.17 —$6,512,642.11

14.73

31,642,587

317,038

l.M

mile
6,987,916,295
.\verage tons per revenue train mile all

7,034,174,870

—46,258,575

.66

commercial
one

of

carried

—

freight:

—

$8,259,352.31

payable

and dividends matured
8.074,420.80

unpaid

Unmatured dividends declared.
Unmatured interest accrued...

4,090,086.08

Other cash accounts
Deferred liabilities

4,338,022.28

5.541,822.41

874,027.42

$4,587,854.81
2.064,265.01

East of El Paso. ..
West of El Paso...

399.43

378.58

20.85

510.30

.38

471.21

508.35
460.84

1.95

AU

10.37

2.25

5.39

lines

number

Average

loaded cars in freight

$261,478.17

—

102,139.93

trains:

East of EI Paso....
of EI Paso...

23.615.45

$31,177,731.30

—

$6,469,166.13

All lines
.\verage tons per loaded

car mile

Unadjusted Credits.
$34-,168.162.S7 $23,846,976.16

26,800,825.99

—

5.51

of

West

Accrued depreciation
Other unadjusted credits

1,465,338.74 25.72

$2,258,195.60

31,959,625

freight carried

freight

LIA-

wages

and

5,697,285.83

$98,566,695.90

$37,695,367.06

Tons

BILITIES.

accounts

7.162,624.57

Freight Traffic.
Tons of commercial
$3,086,271.76

$660,800,337.43 $34,630,695.38

Interest

,

$1 00,824,891.50

taxes

$659,332,968.82 $37,716,967.14

Nonnegotiable debt to Affiliated

Audited

2.98

Net operating income
over
expenses and

Proprietary

of

.

CURKENT AND

4.15

12,421,012.41

Expenses outside operations

cific

—515,290.69

$142,774,705.07 —$4,254,446.51

$272,672,405.64

of

stock

Capital

1,272,323.48

6.99

expenses
Transportation expenses
General expenses ....

Southern

of

stock

1,361,287.50

8.94

2.87

Traffic

Stock.
Capital

—119,078.86

$1,464,558.48

3,896,498.98

Total assets

1,332,463.69

88,964.02

Total

Discount on funded debt
Other unadjusted debits

1,213,384.83

20.

$126,614,536.84 $130,353,092.66 —$3,739,155.82
Total— rail lines
Revenues from outside
operations

Unadjusted Debits.

No.

than

other

tions

57,

$8,684,353.14

—

all

18.95

17.98

.97

24.10

23.71

.39

1.64

22.28

21.61

.67

3.10

freight

East of El Paso....
of El Paso...

21.08

21.03

.03

.14

West

21.18

21.44

21.15

21.32

—.26
—.17

1.21

All lines

East of El Paso....
West of EI Paso...

70.91

72.01

70.62

70.45

71.04

—1.10
—.37
—.59

1.53

70.25

AU

$4.39

$4.33

$0.06

1.39

l.llOcents.

1.123 cents.

— .OUcents.

1.16

218.65 miles.

222.30 miles.

—3.65

miles.

1.64

42,744,673

42,006,240

738,433

1.76

1,748,983,080

1,834,380,082

—85,397,002

4.66

—$0.30

18.29'

.80

Percentage of loaded

$60,968,988.56 $15,162,623.02

car miles to total:

Total

Balance
Loss

$1,370,820,054.93 $43,324,152.27

liabilities

to credit

of Profit and
$168,889,579.92

—

$4,151,787.76

$1,539,709,634.85 $39,172,364.51

Total

•The outstanding capital stock and funded debt i"<^''"l% P'^P";^*"^ n^""
of $345,116,900 and
panies* capital stocks and funded debt of the part value
which securities are
$74 9'2 349 53 respectively, a total of 5420,039,249.53,
or
owned by the Southern Pacific Company or by Proprietary Companies
The cost of these
Companies.
are held in sinking funds of Proprietary
the said amount,
«curities is included in the investments shown above. Of
stand charged on the books
stocks of the par value of $249,653,161, which
issue of Southern Pacific Comat $232,932,667.41. are pledged against the
Pacific Railway
''"?The value of the granted lands belonging to the Central
which reCompany and to the Oregon aed California Railroad Company,
the statement of
mained unsold at the close of the year, is not included
the assets of the said companies.

m

TKANSFORT.\TION OPER.\TIONS.
The

compared with those of
results of the year's transportation operations
last vear are as follows:
Per
Increase
or Decrease. Cent.
Last Year.
This Year.

.\verage miles of

rail-

10,421.65

way operated

10,310.99

110.66

1.07

Operating Income.
[.-reight

Passenger

$78,369,414.08
40,485,949.07
2,562,342.64

<^[3i,

E

•.-

es,

2!622,158.72

Unes
Average revenue per
revenue train mile
commercial freight..
Average revenue per

—com-

per mile
mercial freight

ton

Average
hauled
freight

Passenger Traffic.
Total revenue passen;
gers carried including ferry suburban.
Total revenue passengers carried one mile
including ferry sub.

—

—

urban
Average

total revenue
per passenger train
mile
Average revenue per

passenger per mile...

2.21

4.15

ried

—135,101.16

4.90

suburban

2,757,259.88

distance

— commercial

$80,141,498.84 —$1,772,084.76
42,389,837.48 —1,903,888.41
102,033.35
2,460,309.29

4.49

.52
.83

Average distance

—including

•

$1.34

$1.64

2.247 cents.

2.248 cents.

—.001

cents.

.04

40.92 miles.

43.67 miles.

—2.75

miles.

6.3C

car-

ferry

November

13,

1914
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During the past ten years, with an increase of 24.46 per cent, in mileage
Company's lines were abnormal during the year, and obstructions to traffic
caused serious losses in earnings and heavy increases in expenses.
//( every month of the fiscal year, except November, damages from washouts and landslides were frequent and embarrassing.
The total number of
interruptions was 227, with an average delay of three days each.
The most
serious interruptions were:
Eight days on Louisiana line, in September, from floods in the
Calcasieu River.
live days in October, on Victoria Division, and from two to sixteen
days in December, at various points on the Houston and Victoria
Divisions of Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio Railway and on
Houston & Texas Central Railroad from phenomenal rains in Texas.
Seven aays between Colton and Los Angeles, eleven days between
Los ^\ngeles and Ventura, sixteen days between Ventura and Santa
Barbara, and seventeen days on the coast line north of Santa Barbara,
from the heaviest rains, in Southern California during January and
February, of which there is any record.
The Nordhoff branch was cut to pieces and closed to traffic for

933

During the past ten years, with an increase of 24.46 per cent, in mileage
of all tracks operated, taxes have increased $4,809,871.06, or 204.44 per
cent.
This constant increase and its relation to the net operating revenue
are shown graphically below:

forty-four days.

The continued sinking of the tracks in the Suisun marshes between
Benicia and Sacramento, was the cause of very heavy expense, although
the constant presence of large forces kept the tracks open for the safe
but slow passage of trains.
On September 17th the lining of a tunnel, 1,371 feet long, in the Santa
Lucia Mountains, near San Luis Obispo, was destroyed by fire, the tunnel
caved in, and interrupted traffic for sixty days.
These unusual conditions caused serious losses in earnings, while the
expenses for repairs amounted to $1,278,527, an increase over expenses of
a similar character in the preceding year of $880,398.
On our California
lines alone, a further expenditure of $1,284,000 will be required to restore
previous conditions and to provide reasonable protection against future
damage.
Of this amount $475,000 will be chargeable to Operating Expenses, and $809,000 to Additions and Betteiraents.

Safety of Operation.
In the derailment of a mixed train in the month of June, 1914, a paslost h:s life.
This was the first fatality to a passenger in a train
accident for FIVE
MONTHS, during which period
316,531,599 locomotive miles were run and 237,317,775 passengers were carriefi, mvolvmg 10,234,656,080 passengers carried one
mile.
In the year just
closed, 7 employes out of 9,418 lost their lives through train accidents in
running 57,054,594 locomotive miles.
Out of 42,571 employes engaged in
pursuits not involving train movements, 16 lost their lives, or one fatality
to every 832,800 days, or 2,300 years worked.

senger

YEARS AND TEN

FATALITIES

NUMBER KILLED

ISOS

IN

1009

TRAIN ACCIDENTS
1910

191

j

1SI2

1

1913

1914

The

large decrease In passenger and express earnings is attributable to
deterred travel in anticipation of the California Expositions and numerous
conventions to be held on the Pacific Coast in 1915; the diminished transportation of labor incident to the postponement of new enterprises; the curtailment of excursion, tourist and commercial travel by enforced economy;
increased competition of interurban electric lines and motor vehicles; and
reduction in express rates by the Interstate Commerce Commission and the
Railroad Commission of California, which became effective in February and
March of this year.
Notwithstanding the yield of normal crop^ in sections served by these
lines, ihere has been a decrease in gross freight revenue of $1,772,084.76,
due to a substantial curtailment of shipments of forest products in Louisiana
and Texas resulting from the inability of railroads to make the usual
purchases of cross-ties and from the postponement of other new construction requiring the use of lumber; the previous completion of electric power»
water supply, irrigation and oil pipe line construction in California; and the
extremely conservative purchases of merchandise.
Reduced rates compelled by influence of Federal and State Commissions
which were in effect during last fiscal year and were not in effect throughout the previous year resulted in a shrinkage of at least $500,000 in the
gross revenue of these lines, and it is conservatively estimated that cumulative reductions of this character during a period of four years ending
June 30, 1914, decreased the gross revenue of these lines at least $4,000,000.
The decrease in net operating income over expenses and taxes, of
$6,512,642.11, or 14.73 per cent., was caused by a decrease of $4,254,446.51,
or 2.98 per cent., in total operating income, and an increase of $2,258,195.60,
or 2.29 per cent., in total operating expenses, due principally to an increase
Operating expenses of rail
of $1,465,338.74, or 25.72 per cent., in taxes.
lines include charges amounting to $2,617,760 for extraordinary expenses
as follows: Repairing flood damages, as hereinbefore mentioned, $880,398;
increased cost of locomotive fuel, $843,886; higher wage schedules, $221,404;
increase in charges for renewal and depreciation of rolling stock as hereinafter explained, $672,072.
But for these extraordinary charges, operating
expenses of rail lines would have shown a decrease of $1,952,803, or 2.38
per cent., instead of an increase of $664,957.
As an offset to these large
increases in extraordinary items, substantial economies were effected by
raising the average freight train load from 460.84 tons to 471.21 tons,
and by promoting greater efficiency in the use of locomotive fuel, the latter
being effected by the moving of 7.95 per cent, more gross ton miles per
pound of fuel in freight service, and of 8.70 per cent, more gross tons miles
per pound of fuel in passenger service. The saving in the fuel bill by this
economy amounted to $707,627.

The accounting rules of the Interstate Commerce Commission, effective
July 1, 1907, prescribe that estimated monthly charges shall be made to
operating expense for depreciation of equipment, and that as equipment is
retired from service, the amount of depreciation accrued prior to July 1,
For many years prior to July 1,
1907, shall be charged to profit and loss.
1907, the transportation lines constituting the Southern Pacific System
provided for the renewal or replacement of equipment condemned, sold, or
otherwise disposed of, by charging operating expenses with the original
cost thereof, less salvage, at the time the units of equipment were retired
from service. In 1907, the Executive Committee of your Board, after giving the matter consideration, continued your Company's practice in lieu of
that prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commissiop, believing that as it
recorded facts it was preferable to a method dealing with arbitrary estimates.
During the year 1912, a number of roads complied with the instructions of
the Interstate Commerce Commission and adopted its rules, in consequence
of which, on reconsideration, your Executive Committee directed that, commencing July 1, 1913, your Company should set up depreciation currently
in accordance with the Interstate Commerce Commission rule, and should
write off the depreciation that accrued prior to July 1. 1913, to profit and
As the
loss, at the time the units of equipment were retired from service.
Commission objected, however, to this method of handling the accrued depreciation, the matter was again considered by your Executive Committee,
yielding
strict
obedience
to the
action
in
Controller's
which approved the
instructions of the Interstate Commerce Commission in charging the depreciation that accrued prior to July 1, 1913, based on the estimated life
of the equipment in service on that date, and amounting to $22,458,476.54,
to the profit and loss accounts of the system companies for the year just
closed and crediting the same amount of reserve for "Accrued Depreciation

— Equipment."
During the

fiscal year ended June 30, 1913. charges to operating expenses on account of retirement of rolling stock, equipment under the old
plan, as explained above, amounted to $1,518,986.18. Charges made during
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1914, in accordance with rules prescribed by
the Interstate Commerce Commission, amounted to $2,191,058.48, or an
increase of $672,072.30.
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GOVERNMENT ATTACK ON RIGHT TO CONTROL CENTRAL
PACIFIC RAILWAY.
On February 11, 1914, the United States, acting through the Attorney(jeneral, brought suit in the United States District Court for the District
of
Utah .igainst the Southern Pacific Company and the Central Pacific Railway Company, to separate the two companies, on the ground that their
one system was in viola
of the Federal Anti-Trust Act
1890, known as the Sherman law,
nd also in violation of the Pacific Railroad Acts, meaning the acts of Co igress providing for the construction of
the Union Pacific and Central Fac fie Railroads.
The nature of this suit
was fully explained in a circular ssued to the stockholders of this company on February 5, 1914, after th
Attorney'-General had publicly anndeavor t - divorce the Southern Pacific Company from the Central Pacific Railway Company. The case is now at
issue, and the Government, which has the opening, began taking its testimony on September 21, 1914. So much depends upon the time consumed
by the Government and the nature of its testimony, that it cannot now be
said with any certainty when the case will be ready for argument in the
lower court. It may be assumed that an appeal to the Supreme Court of
the United States will be taken by the losing party.
While suits under the
;

.

federal Anti-Trust Act have
uncertainty of the law, this

-

heretofore afforded striking examples of the
is certain, that a decision declaring the

much

union under one management of the Southern Pacific Company and the
Central Pacific Railway Company to be in violation of the She'rman law,
would go far beyond any previous decision of the Courts.
It would involve
construction of the law, which, if impartially applied, would result
in the wholesale disintegration of the railroad systems of this country.
We have, moreover, in this case the unusual advantage of having as our
allies the very communities in whose supposed interest the suit was instituted.
The charge that the common control of the Central Pacific lines
and the .Southern Pacific lines is inconsistent with the provisions of the
Pacific Railroad Acts, is based on a construction of those acts which was
discovered for the first time when needed as a weapon of attack in the
present suit.
The relations between the Central Pacific and the Union
Pacific have always been harmonious.
That they were in accord with the
requirements of the acts of Congress has never been questioned during the
forty years of their existence, until the Government last February asserted
the contrary.
We believe that the rights and interests of both companies,
as well as the interests of the communities they serve, justify and require
the vigorous defense which the management is prepared to make against
the demand of the Government for a disruption of our system of roads.
:i

GOVERNMENT ATTACK ON TITLE TO OIL LANDS.
On .Tune 22. 1914, the Supreme Court of the United States decided in
favor of the defendants the suit of Edmund Burke and others against the
Southern Pacific Railroad Company and the Kern Trading and Oil Company.
The object of this suit was to recover some 3.200 acres of the oil
lands of defendants in California, on the ground that, by reason of the
provision in the act of Congress containing the land grant excepting
mineral^ lands, and especially by reason of a so-called mineral reservation
clause in the Railroad Company's patents, the subsequent discovery of oil
under the lands made the patents inoperative and defeated the Railroad
Company's title to the lands. In deciding against claimant, the Supreme
Court declared that the subsequent discovery of oil did not cause the lands
to revert to the Government, and that the mineral reservation in the
patents was unauthorized and inoperative.
The Court, in effect, held that

:
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the patents could be avoided only by proving that they had been fraudulently
obtained, and that suits to set aside such patents must be brought within
These principles are as
six years from the date of issuance of the patents.
applicable to a suit by the United States as to a suit by an individual.
It follows, as a result of the decision in the Burke case, that proven
we know there
fraud alone can avail to defeat our title to our oil lands,
was no fraud in obtaining the patents, and we may consider that the danger
of losing the lands is now removed. Moreover, except as to a comparatively
small quantity of land, in respect to which suits have already been instituted, the six years period of limitation is believed to be a bar even to
a suit alleging fraud.
There are four suits oending based on alleged fraud, three against the
Southern Pacific Railroad Companv and one against the Central Pacific
Railway Ccmpany. The aggregate number of acres involved is 7,493. There
are only two other suits pending relating to oil lands. The acreage involved is 89.450 acres. These suits were originally based solely on the
Since the Burke case
supposed efficacy of the mineral reservation clause.
was decided, the Government has attempted to amend its pleadings by
alleging fraud.
Our counsel advises that these suits need cause us no
apprehension, because the charge of fraud comes too late and because it

cannot be proven.
It is a

question

subject for much satisfaction that our
may now be regarded as unassailable.

.

,

title to

j

•

,
,
the valuable lands in

GENERAL.
Your Board repeats the suggestion made last year that you take an
active part in repelling the attacks of demagogues on your property. Unfair
treatment of railroads is due in great part to the belief of politicians that
The surest remedy for the evil
only financial magnates suffer therefrom.
is for railroad investors to give unmistakable evidence of their numbers
and of their resentment of unfair legislation or regulation. You now numof other railroads and with
stockholders
with
the
ber over 30,000, and
investors in their securities vou form a body of a million or more voters,
whose protests, backed up by ballots, can lawfully exert sufficient force to

in Congress, in legislatures, and on
The common interests of railroad shareholders and of incommissions.
vestors in every communitv, no matter how small, should cause them to
actively participate in evefv election and to perform faithfully all other
duties of citizenship, in order to secure proper representatives and protecWhile vour Company has cheerfully made such
tion for their interests.
expenditures as were required by Federal or State Commissions or by
legislation, many unreasonable laws have been enacted, which serve no
There
public good, and which add unnecessarily to the cost of operation.
moreover, a continuous agitation for the passage of more laws to
is,
During the
further burden the railwavs regardless of necessity or reason.
legislation
such
«mh
complj-ing
cost
of
1914.
the
fiscal year ended June 30,
and with the unreasonable requirements of Federal and State Commissions,
has added $1,099,405.00 to the operating expenses of your Company, viz.:
Cost of inspectors required by the Safety Appliance Act, and
$326,589.00
the Boiler Inspection Act
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in the last annual report, has been completed, physical connection of
the lines lunning north from Willets and south from Shively having been
made on October 23, 1914. For the present, through freight business between San Francisco and Eureka is being handled at the convenience of
the Company, and through daylight passenger service between those points
will be commenced about November 15, 1914.
It is expected that with the opening of this line for business, and with
the development of the country served, the earnings of the Company will
be materially increased.
One-half of the capital stock of this Company is
owned by the Southern Pacific Company and one-half by the Atchison,

to

Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company.

On the lines of the Southern Pacific Railroad Company of Mexico, the
revolutionary disturbances referred to in the last annual report have conStructures, track, and equipment have been destroyed and business
conditions demoralized the result of which has been to decrease the revenues
and to retard prospective traffic. The loss on account of the interruption to
traffic from revolutionary causes, from the beginning of the Madero Revolution in 1910, to June 30, 1914, is estimated to be approximately 8,000,000
pesos.
During the fiscal year ended June 30, 1914, the revenues of the
line, including those derived from the transportation of troops and munitions
of war, were considerably in excess of the expenditures made in connection
with the maintenance and operation of the property. Only such maintenance
work has been done, however, as was absolutely necessary to render it possible to operate the road.
The Company has claims for loss and damage
caused by revolutionary disturbances amounting to 287.000 pesos which have
been approved by the Mexican Government, and claims amounting to approximately 1,846,000 pesos for troop train service and rental for road
operated bj* the "Mexican Government, none of which has been paid. Claims
.imriunting to approximately 2,174,000 pesos, covering additional losses on
ccoiinl of revolutionary disturbances will be presented to the Mexican
tinued.

;

(iovernment in due course.
There still remains to be completed 99.47 miles of line from Tepic to La
Oueniada.
The revolutionary disturbances preclude any thought of completing this mileage at the present time.

compel fair treatment bv vour servants

Increased cost incident to Full Train Crew laws, Hours of
Service laws, and the law requiring self-cleaning ash-pans
•
for locomotives
Cost of complying with laws requiring substitution of electric

4,121.00

for acetylene headlights

missions
Cost of compiling statistics, printing tariffs, and other similar
requirements of Federal and State Commissions
• •

your Company

37,609.00

second track;

lost

line of the Northwestern Pacific Railroad ComCal., a distance of 105.64 miles, referred

Track

Grading

Femley,

Nev.,

25.42

to

13.22

125.41
106.21

to

9.39

2.08

.73

Westwood

Less placed in operation

£

Progressing.
Miles.

Miles.

Cal.—

Junction, Cal.:
Length of projected line

Colusa

Grading

Completed.

'

Length of projected line
Less placed in operation

Westwood, Cal.

19.20

•19.20

11.96

•11.96

61.15

40.95

13.63

6.57

11.24

2.63

4.13

4.48

9.50

t9.50

121.50

39.31

42.94

39.25

Hamillon Railroad:

Hamilton
425,634.00

.

The construction of the

Central Pacific Railway:
Colfax to Blue Canon,

Westwood Junction

approximately $275,000
In addition to the above,
during the year through failure to obtain approval of the Arizona Railroad
Commission to an issue of. $30,000,000. par value, two-year 5 per cent,
secured gold notes, as hereinafter explained.
To provide funds for corporate purposes, arrangements were made with
Bankers, in May, 1913, for sale of two-year notes at a very satisfactory
.Authority of the California Railroad Commission, to issue the notes
price.
was obtained without delay; approval by the Arizona Corporation Commison
sion, however, was withheld, pending certain assurances and guaranties
the part of the Company with reference to the conduct of its business in
.\rizona which it was not warranted in giving, and during the time the
matter was pending before the Commission the condition of the money
market had so changed that a sale of the notes could not be made. Further
consideration of a two-vear note issue was abandoned, and one-year notes,
dated Tune 15, 1913, and maturing June 15. 1914, were issued instead, and
sold at a price yielding approximatelv $275,000 less than would have been
Under the
received had the two-vear notes been issued without delay.
laws of California and Arizona the issue of one-year notes did not require
Commission approvaL

pany from Willets toward Eureka,

Length

of ProComjected Line, pleted.
Miles,
Miles.

18,872.00

$1,099,405.00

Total

the following companies, viz.;

12.20

286,580.00

Cost of unnecessary train service required by railroad commissions
Cost of physical valuation of property required by state com•

In addition to the completed lines of railway reported under "Properties
and Mileage,." and the railways of the Northwestern Pacific Railroad Company and the Southern Pacific Railroad Company of Mexico referred to
above, construction either was completed or is progressing on the lines of

to Harrington, Cal

&

Harrisburg
San Antonio
Railway
Bay Shore Junction to Seabrook, Tex.
Houston 6- Texas Central Railroad:
Eureka to Stella, Tex
Galveston,

IVillamette Pacific Railroad:

Eugene

to Marshfield,

Ore

•Opened for traffic September 1, 1914. tOpened for traffic July 27, 19U.
The reduction in our surplus over fixed and other charges, due to causes
largely beyond control, has imposed on your Company the necessity of reducing the expenditures for new construction, additions to and betterments of the property, to the lowest possible limit. The uncompleted work,
listed above, is being slowly carried on to protect the investment already
made, but no extensions or improvements of any description, not imperatively needed for protection of the property, are being authorized or even
considered.

Under the pension system put into effect on January 1, 1903, six hundred
and eighty-eight employes are carried on the pension rolls of the rail and
wa'er lines. The payments to them for the year amounted to $300,630.98.
By order of the Board of Directors,

JULIUS KRUTTSCHNITT,
Chairman of the Executive Committee.

'
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New

curriculum

of

all

schools.
OcThere should

outfits, could do a good thing by
lending these to schools in those cities where the city officers

encourage such instruction. No argument is needed, of course,
to convince anyone of the desirability of educating children in
guarding against the dangers of the road, the railroad and the
playground. Habits are formed in childhood.
Many a child's
playground can best be described as "everywhere," including
railroad yards and tracks. The railroad officer who already has
to spend half his time in doing things
believed to be in large

measure

Engineering and Maintenance of Way Edition and four Maintenance of
Convention daily issues. North America, $1 foreign, $2.

EnteVed at the Post Office at
second class.

other ways has parmovements in that city
recommends
be made a part of the

He suggests also that those railroad
New York Central and the Rock

unnecessary

— which
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regular
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of

for the promotion of safety,

(or
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common
and who in

has lectured in the Chicago

York, N. Y., as mail matter of the

WE

GUARANTEE, that of this issue (the monthly Engineering & Maintenance Edition) 10.750 copies were printed: that of those 10.750 copies 7.421
were mailed to regular paid subscribers to the weekly edition. 1,901 to subscribers who get the Engineering & Maintenance Edition only, 250 were provided for counter and news companies" sales, 1.073 were mailed to advertisers.
exchanges and correspondents, and 105 were provided for samples and office
use; that the total copies printed this year were 440,600, an average of 9,375
copies a week,

go

—

are required by the Interstate
not relish the suggestion that he

further out of his

immediate field and emulate Mr.
spending his mornings or evenings in school
houses.
Railway men are, indeed, branching out in directions
which a few years ago were unheard of, but the superintendent
who, like an ornamental mayor or governor should spend his
whole time in making speeches would misuse his position.
still

McCaughan

;

in

here, no doubt a field.
is,
Cultivation of
school children has been tried in other places.
It is not

Nevertheless, there
the

wholly a new thing.

Our
the

attention has been called to a series of developments in

Second Congressional

district

of

Oregon which

indicate

that even in that state of radical ideas

TME*?

November

20,

XuMBER

1914

21

radical legislation the people are not dis-

Ownership

posed to look with favor on politicians
"''° advocate government ownership of

in

Oregon

railways.
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Oregon

Hon. Lafferty arose
least

and

Government

district is
in

A.

The

present representative of

W.

Laflferty.
Last spring the
Congress and made, or at
speech advocating government

his place in

secured leave to print, a

ownership of railways. In support of his thesis he presented
the hackneyed arguments and a large number of statistics and
alleged facts which, apparently, were derived chiefly from a
book written some years ago by one Anthony Van Wagenen of
Sioux City, Iowa. In this book Mr. Van Wagenen advocated
government ownership of railroads in a way which showed that
he probably knew as little about the subject as any man living.
It would appear that after making his speech Mr. Lafferty was
defeated for renomination by the Republicans, who had originally
elected him. At any rate, on October 2 he again arose in his place
and referred in very uncomplimentary terms to a speech against
government ownership which, he said, had been delivered by
C. N. McArthur, the Republican candidate for Congress fron?
the Second Oregon district, before the Portland Transportation
Club. Thereupon Mr. Lafferty had both his original speech and
Mr. McArthur's speech in reply embalmed in the Congressional
Record. Now, in view of the fact that Oregon is the real birthplace of the initiative, the referendum and the recall in this
countr)', one would naturally think that it would be as safe a
place for a candidate for Congress to advocate government
ownership and as unsafe a place to oppose it as anywhere in the
Nevertheless, we note by the election returns
United States.
that C. N. McArthur, Republican, has defeated A. W. Laflferty,
Independent, for re-election to Congress from the Second

Oregon district. Evidently the people of that state are not as yet
more prepared to accept the gospel of government ownership of
railways than the people of the United States showed themselves to be when William Jennings Bryan made his famous
speech on this subject at Madison Square Garden some years
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If the people of radical Oregon reject this gospel, how
must we think that the people of the rest of the country would

SPECIAL CHARGES FOR SPECIAL SERVICES AT CHICAGO
'T'HE traffic and terminal situation at Chicago is, for various

deal with it?

*
reasons, the most complex in the world. In the hearing of
the S per cent rate case the Interstate Commerce Commission
animadverted on the practice which has grown up at many places

ago.

SUPERHEATERS ON SMALL LOCOMOTIVES
order to realize the greatest benefit from the economies
IN which
obtain in the use of superheaters, applications to existing locomotives have for the most part been confined to the
larger classes of
earners.

The

power which

are, of course, the greatest

value of the superheater

is

now

money

so well recognized

numbers of the heavier types of locomotives which
were originally built as saturated steam engines have had superheaters applied while passing through the shops, and others are
undergoing the same change as rapidly as arrangements can be
made to accomplish it. However, as yet little has been done
toward the application of superheaters to what were the large
locomotives of a few years ago, and which are now, for the most
part, relegated to branch line and local main line service.
This is a problem which should, of course, be considered
strictly from a business standpoint and it is not intended to sugthat large

gest that the railways should apply superheaters to

all

existing

how small or in what condition they may
be, although in at least one case locomotives that would otherwise have to be discarded are being reclaimed by the expenditure
of a comparatively small sum in the application of superheaters
locomotives, no matter

and

allied changes, in

able for

many

such a manner as to make them serviceBut the locomotives which

years on branch lines.

would seem to hold out the greatest immediate possibility of
economy by conversion from saturated to superheated steam are
those of the Atlantic, Ten-wheel and Eight-wheel types in passenger service, and the Consolidation, Ten-wheel and Mogul
types in

freight

service,

built

within the last IS or 20 years.

Many

of these engines are already equipped with piston valves, a
factor of considerable saving in making the change, as the slide
valve cannot as yet be said to work satisfactorily with super-

heated steam. There are passenger trains now being hauled by
Pacific type locomotives on schedules which could be successfully maintained by Ten-wheel or Atlantic type locomotives if
given the increased boiler capacity which the superheater provides, and trains now operating on schedules which tax the

two latter types to the utmost could
undergo an increase in the number of

capacity of engines of the

then without difficulty
cars or in the weight of the equipment. In this connection the
increased weight of cars is a consideration which should not be
overlooked. The general introduction on the main lines of most
of the railways of steel equipment for passenger service has
resulted in a great many cases in heavy wooden coaches being
displaced for use on local and branch line passenger trains; in-

deed

in

some

instances, steel

underframe and

all-steel

passenger

cars are in everj-day use on such trains as well as on the heavier
through trains. The use of this heavy equipment frequently

presses the smaller saturated

and

it

becomes

difficult

steam locomotives to the

limit,

make up lost
schedule when it becomes

or impossible for them to

time or to get over the road on the
necessary to add a car or two. The addition of superheaters to

locomotives of the types mentioned increases their capacity so
that they can successfully haul trains which otherwise they
would be unable to handle and which, on the other hand, would

not justify, from the standpoint of needed
ployment of locomotives of the larger types.

capacit>',

the em-

Another opportunity fOr utilizing the economy of superheated
steam is to be found on roads or divisions where the purchase
of heavier motive power in order to increase trainloads will
necessitate heavy expenditures for increasing the track and
bridge capacity. In such cases the application of superheaters
to existing engines will increase their hauling capacity and thus
postpone the time when an increase in the weight of rails and
the strength of bridges becomes necessary. Altogether it would
seem that there must be large numbers of locomotives of these
smaller types, on which the expenditure required to change them
for the use of superheated steam would be amply justified by
the

economy afterward

obtainable.

of the railways rendering certain services for nothing, or paying
others for rendering certain services, the effect of which is to

many shippers store door delivery. The Commission intimated that the roads should impose special charges for the socalled "spotting" of cars and should discontinue arrangements
under which some shippers are given what amounts to store door
delivery while most shippers are not given such delivery.
The views expressed by the Commission applied with special

give

force to the situation at Chicago.

The railways

centering there

have now filed tariffs intended to carry out the policy which they
understand to have been recommended by the Commission. The
Chicago Association of Commerce and the National Industrial
Traffic League are opposing this action. The situation at Chicago
is so important, and at the same time raises so many questions
which also come up at other large terminal points, that it merits
special discussion.

The Railway Age Gazette from the first opposed the plan for
making special a charge for merely placing freight cars on

We did so because this service is merely a subanother railway service, that of placing cars on team
tracks, and is preferable from the standpoints both of the carprivate sidings.
stitute for

and the shipper, in many cases, to placing cars on team
At the same time this paper took the view that when the
railway renders some service in addition to that of merely placing cars at a convenient point on the shipper's siding, such as
that of moving them about within the shipper's plant, and spotThe
ting them for him, an additional charge should be made.
reason why this should be done is that the additional service is
rier

tracks.

not a substitute for some ordinary railway service, such as that
of placing cars on a team track, but is a substitute for a service
which should be performed by the shipper himself, namely, that
of teaming the freight.

Now,

the

railways at Chicago have been rendering the soThis is the service of placing

called trap car service for nothing.

a car at an industry to be loaded with less-than-carload freight
and moving it to a freight station for the subsequent handling
of the contents in the same way in which less than carload freight
is handled after it has been delivered at the station by a team
and truck. There is under the business district of Chicago a
tunnel in which an electric freight railway is operated by a company known as the Chicago Warehouse & Terminal Company,
and there is also a lighterage company operating on the river
called the Merchants' Lighterage Company. These concerns haul
freight between industries and their own stations and the railway stations. Some years ago some of the railways began applying the regular Chicago rates not only to and from their own
stations and terminals, but also to and from points of origin and
destination reached by the Chicago Warehouse & Terminal Company and the Merchants' Lighterage Company and to pay these
companies allowances for the services which the latter render.
It is now proposed by the railways to impose an extra charge for
the trap car service, and to cease paying allowances to the Merchants' Lighterage Company and the Chicago Warehouse &
Terminal Company, thereby making the Chicago rates apply only
to the railways' own terminals and stations.
Now, what are the trap car service, the tunnel service and the
lighterage service, fundamentally? Are they, like the service of
placing a car at a convenient point on a shipper's siding, merely

Clearly not.
substitutes for some ordinary railway service?
Obviously, they are services substituted for the service of handling
other
points in
of
railways
and
freight between the stations
the
the city by teams and trucks.

How

the fact that the lighterage service

true this

was

is.

is

indicated, by

established on the Chicago

move freight to and from the railway stations
when, owing to a teamsters' strike, sufficient tear^js and trucks
for this purpose were not available. In effect, then, by rendering
the trap car service free, and by paying for the tunnel and lightriver originally to

November
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erage services, the railways of Chicago are doing the equivalent
of teaming freight for nothing to and from their freight stations

whom

for those shippers of Chicago to

the trap car, tunnel

and

the railways do not render

the tunnel

and lighterage

services to shippers in other cities than Chicago, because in other

such tunnel and lighterage

cities

facilities

do not

exist.

In con-

sequence, the payment by the railways for these special services
in Chicago operates as a discrimination in favor of the benefited

commost of the shippers

shippers in Chicago and against the shippers of other and

peting

Furthermore,

cities.

in other cities

are not so situated that they can take advantage of the trap car
Therefore, when it is rendered free it operates as a
service.
discrimination

against those

in

who

favor of those shippers

who

receive

it

and

are obliged to deliver their freight to the rail-

ways by trucks and bear

Finally, in
the expense of doing so.
Chicago there are many shippers who are unable to take advan-

tage of the trap car, the tunnel or the lighterage service, but

must truck their freight to the railways

;

who

and therefore the ren-

dering by the railways of these services free to the shippers who
receive them operates as a discrimination in favor of them and
against the rest of the shippers. In other words, not only do the
railways by rendering the trap car service free, and by bearing
the expense of the tunnel and lighterage services, render services additional to the

ordinary railway service for which they re-

ceive no compensation, but they also discriminate in favor of

some shippers and against other

shippers.

any justification for the railways continuing these practices?,
There does not appear to be any more justification for
them rendering at their own expense services which are clearly
substitutes for the teaming of freight than there would be for
them bearing the expense of providing teams and trucks to haul
freight to and from their stations.
It is said that the trap car
service saves the railways money, and is therefore of benefit to
Is there

them as well as the shippers. But if we may assume that the
shippers know what is best for them, why may we not also assume that the railway managers know what is best for the railways? Why all this solicitude on the part of the shippers for the
welfare of the railways?

Again,

said that

is

it

if

a special charge

is

made

for the trap

car service and the allowances for the tunnel and lighterage serv-

now moved

and by
and in consequence the present congestion of the streets of Chicago will be
greatly aggravated. It is to be presumed that any charge which
may be permitted by the Interstate Commerce Commission to be
ices are discontinued, the freight

the tunnel

and

in trap cars

lighters will be transferred to trucks,

made
will

for the trap car service will be reasonable in other words,
only cover the cost of the service and perhaps a reasonable

profit.

;

A

reasonable charge

the freight.

If

would choose

it

is,

may

how can

be less than the cost of teaming

it

be assumed that the shippers

expense of teaming their
freight in preference to the smaller expense of using the trap car
service? On the other hand, if a reasonable charge for the trap
car service would be greater than the expense of teaming the
freight, why should the railways be expected to incur the greater
expense of handling the freight by trap car rather than the
smaller expense of handling it by team?
On the assumption
that a reasonable charge for the trap car service would exceed
the cost of handling the freight through the streets in trucks, it
would be better for the railways themselves to pay the cost of
teaming rather than to render the trap car service for nothing.
Likewise, if the railways discontinue paying allowances to the
tunnel and lighterage companies shippers subsequently will either
find it less or more expensive to have their freight handled by the
lighters and the tunnel than by team.
If they find it cheaper to
handle it by team it is hardly to be expected that they will quit
sending it by tunnel and lighter. On the other hand, if it would
be cheaper for the shippers to handle the freight by team than by
tunnel and lighter, then obviously it would also be cheaper for the
railways to bear the cost of having the freight teamed than to
bear the cost of having it handled by tunnel and lighter, and on
to

now losing money by paying for
having the freight handled by tunnel and lighter rather than
by teams.
that assumption the railways are

The argument

lighterage services are rendered.

Now,

937

incur the greater

of the shippers that

if

the railways

make

a rea-

sonable charge for trap cars and discontinue paying allowances
to the tunnel and lighterage companies the freight now handled

by them will be transferred to the streets is simply an argument
it is cheaper for whoever foots the bill to have the freight
handled by team, and if that argument is valid, then the way in
which the freight is now being handled in Chicago involves heavy
economic waste and the trap car, lighterage and tunnel services
ought to be totally abolished in order to stop this waste. Certainly, that line of reasoning is not persuasive when used to show
that the present arrangements should be continued.
•It may be contended, however, that while they do result in
economic waste they should be continued because it is better
that there should be such economic waste than that the streets
of Chicago should be further congested. But if it is so desirable
that the streets of Chicago should not be congested, why should
the railways be required or expected to bear the cost of preventing them from being congested? If economic waste is to be incurred in order to keep the streets of Chicago from being congested, why should not the people of Chicago, or the shippers of
Chicago, foot the bill rather than the railways? When did it become a function of railways to render services at a loss in order
to relieve congestion of the streets of a city?
Evidently, if they
do incur loss in this way somebody must foot the bill. Who is
that somebody to be?
Evidently either the stockholders of the
railways or the passengers and shippers of other communities.

that

But

to say that the stockholders of the twenty-seven railways en-

tering Chicago or the passengers and shippers

of other communities should bear the expense of preventing congestion in the
streets of Chicago, rather than the people and shippers of Chi-

cago themselves,

is

absurd.

We reach, then, the conclusions (1) that the trap car, lighterage and tunnel services in Chicago are services additional to the
ordinary transportation services; (2) that when the railways
render or pay for these services without charging those to whom
they are rendered anything for them, they discriminate against

which and against all shippers to which simirendered on the same basis; and (3) that the
argument that the present arrangement should be continued in
order to prevent congestion of the streets of Chicago is the height
of absurdity.
It is quite possible that in the tarififs which the
railways have been preparing and filing for the changing or
abolishing of these arrangements there are injustices. But these
can be remedied. As to the proposition that the railways should
all

communities

in

lar services are not

not continue to render the trap car services free or to pay allowances to the tunnel and lighterage companies, that proposition

cannot be controverted on any other or better ground than can
the proposition that rebating ought not to have been abolished
and ought now to be revived; for the fact is that the present trap
car, tunnel

and lighterage arrangements

in

Chicago are merely

devices to give rebates.

ILLINOIS

nPHE

CENTRAL AND LOUISVILLE & NASHVILLE

Central was a Harriman road as long as that
There is, of course, now no such
thing as a Harriman road; but the traditions, organization, view-

*

Illinois

term was applicable.

may still be called, without violating the Sherman anti-trust law, characteristic of the
Harriman system. The Louisville & Nashville is a Walters road.
point and ideals of the Illinois Central

The

Illinois

nearly the
Louisville

Central and the Louisville

same length

&

— the

Illinois

Nashville, 4,938 miles.

&

Nashville are very

Central, 4,769 miles;

To some

roads are competitive; to some extent they are comparable
physical condition, nature of

traffic,

etc.

;

the

extent the two
in

in other respects they

It is interesting, even if no definite conclusions
can be reached, to compare and contrast operating and traffic
conditions and to attempt to analyze, even if in a very genera!

are quite unlike.
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way, differences

in the operation of the properties that

and properly be attributed

The roads

may

fairly

to differences in policy of the owners.

are so nearly alike in length of mileage that

it

is

not necessary to reduce earnings and expenses to a per-mile
The Illinois Central in the fiscal year ended June 30,
basis.
1914, operated

an average of 4,769 miles, almost the same as

The

the previous year.

Louisville

&

in

Nashville operated 4,937
over 100 miles as com-

miles of road, an increase of a little
pared with the previous year. The principal cities which are
served by both the Illinois Central and the Louisville & Nashville are St. Louis, Memphis, New Orleans, Birmingham and

The map shows

Louisville.

the

quite

difference

striking

in

topography of the two roads. The Illinois Central consists of
a main line from Chicago to New Orleans, with an important
branch to Birmingham and branches tapping Indianapolis and
Louisville. The line running west from Chicago to Omaha and
Sioux Falls is of secondary importance; in other words, the
Illinois
ville,

Central

largely

is

main

line.

The

Vol.

57,

No. 21

In 1914 the Illinois Central had net income available for dividends of $8,139,000, or $1,564,000 more than the net in 1913.
The Louisville & Nashville had $7,084,000 in 1914, or $1,547,000

The

than in 1913.

less

common

296,000

Illinois

stock on which

it

Central has outstanding $109,now pays 5 per cent dividends,

and the Louisville & Nashville has outstanding $72,000,000 stock
on which it pays 7 per cent.
The total funded debt of the
Illinois Central is $197,261,000, and of the Louisville & Nashville
It will be seen, therefore, that the Illinois Central
has outstanding considerably larger amounts of capital securities;

$184,463,000.

on the other hand, the

but,

has an investment of
and affiliated companies,
and $53,215,000 miscel-

Illinois Central

$48,853,000 in securities of proprietary

$42,196,000 advances to these companies,

& Nashville has a total
but $10,483,000 of securities of proprietary and controlled

laneous investments, while the Louisville
of

companies, $18,913,000 advances to these companies, and $22,188.000 other investments; so that whereas the Illinois Central's

& Nash-

Louisville

lying east of the Mississippi valley, connects the important

middle west and southeast.
furthermore, a large percentage of branch line mileage.

industrial

of the

centers

It

has,

and characteristics of traffic statistics
and topography. The average
length of haul of freight on the Illinois Central was 241 miles
The averin 1914 and 171 miles on the Louisville & Nashville.
age length of passenger journey on the Illinois Central was 26
Illinois
miles.
The
43
&
Nashville,
Louisville
miles; on the
Central's very large commutation business into Chicago is an

The

character of

traffic

reflect this difference in location

important factor in explaining the difference in the average
passenger journey. The difference in the location of the roads
explains the difference in length of haul. The earnings per ton
per mile on the Illinois Central were 5.63 mills in 1914; on the
The earnings per passenger
Louisville & Nashville, 7.78 mills.
per mile on the Illinois Central were 1.908 cents, in the Louisville

&

Nashville, 2.266 cents.

& Nashville does not include in its report to
stockholders a table showing classification of tonnage; but from
The

Louisville

its

report to the Interstate

to

make a comparison with

Commerce Commission

it

is

possible

the Illinois Central which, like

most

other roads, includes such a statement in its report to stockOf the total 32,215,000 tons of freight carried in 1914
holders.
by the Louisville & Nashville, 36.97 per cent was furnished by

bituminous coal, the total coal tonnage in 1914 being 11,910,000,
comparing with 11,369.000 tons in 1913. Of the total tonnage of
32,343,000 tons carried by the Illinois Central in 1914, 37.55 per
cent was bituminous coal, the total coal tonnage being 12,146,000
Besides its coal
tons, comparing with 10,489,000 tons in 1913.
tonnage the Louisville & Nashville has a very large tonnage of
ores, 4,185,000

The tonnage

in

1914,

or 13.18 per cent of

of ores on the Illinois Central

its
is

total

tonnage.

negligible.

On

the other hand, products of agriculture furnished but 7.55 per
cent of the total tonnage on the Louisville & Nashville, and
forest products 9.12 per cent, while on the Illinois Central products of agriculture furnished 17.14 per cent and lumber 14.85

Manufactures furnished 11.83 per cent of the LouisNashville's total tonnage, and but 8.16 per cent of the

per cent.
ville

&

Illinois Central's.

Before making a comparison of the showing in 1914, and espeof the changes, as compared with 1913, shown by the
annual reports of these two roads, emphasis must be laid on their
recent history. The Illinois Central was very seriously affected
by a strike in the fall 'of 1911, the effects of which extended
through most of the fiscal year ended June 30, 1913. Furthercially

Central suffered seriously from the floods in
The Louisville & Nashville suffered much less from the
1913.
floods in 1913 and had no strike on its hands. The comparison
therefore, between 1914 and 1913 on the Louisville & Nashville is

more, the

Illinois

a comparison between two comparatively normal years, while this
comparison for the Illinois Central is between an abnormal year
and a comparatively normal one. By normal is meant a year
which for the particular road in question is not unlike the same
year for other roads.

The

Central and the Louisville

Illinois

outstanding securities exceed the
the

$60,072,000,

Illinois

Louisville

&
&

Nashville
Nashville's

investment other than

Central's

in

by
its

by
&
income other than from
the operation of its railroad was $7,321,000 in 1914, an increase
over the previous year of $1,321,000. The Louisville & Nashville's other income was $2,813,000, a decrease of $224,000; and
road

and equipment exceeds

The

$82,680,000.

whereas the

Louisville

the

Illinois Central's total

Illinois

Central's

total

three times that of the Louisville

come

&

is

quite a

Nashville.

little less

The

Illinois

other investment

&

Nashville's,

its

is

nearly

other in-

than three times that of the Louisville

Louisville

payment of 7 per cent on
with the

Nashville's

its

&

Nashville's

surplus,

stock, of $1,639,000 as

Central's $2,632,000,

after

after

the

compared

paying only

5

per

by the more profitable other investment of the Louisville & Nashville, due largely
to its investment in Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, in ^)art
cent on

its

stock, is in small part explained

by the smaller proportion of its stock to total outstanding securities, and in part to the somewhat larger net earning power
of the railroad.

The smaller proportion

of face value of stock

:

November

20,
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1914

to total securities, while

it

concentrates the

profit, is a factor

vveal<ness rather than strength, although, of course,

beside the question to

&

the Louisville

The

tallc

it

of

rather

is

about weakness in connection with

Nashville.

was

IlHnois Central's railway operating income

$11,739,000,

an increase over 1913 of $489,000, and the Louisville &
Nashville's was,$12,325,000, or $588,000 less than in 1913.
Although
the Illinois Central's operating income is smaller about in proportion to its lesser mileage than the Louisville & Nashville,
we would expect to find it considerably larger, so great a proportion of the mileage being main line mileage, with a long
freight haul. The table at the end of these remarks shows how
nearly alike the two roads are in proportion of revenue from
passengers and from freight to total revenue; but it will be
remembered that both the ton-mile rate and the passenger-mile
rate are very much lower on the Illinois Central than on the
in 1914,

—

—

.

Louisville

&

much

course,

The

Nashville.

business handled, therefore,

is,

of

The

larger on the Central than on the Louisville.

number of tons

of freight carried in 1914 by the Central
comparing with 30,447,000 in 1913. On the Louisville the total tonnage in 1914 was 32,215,000, and in 1913 32,242,000. With its longer average haul, however, the Central had
total

was

32,343,000,

ton-miles

7,789,000,000

in

1914 as

against

Louisville's

the

5,-

512,000,000 ton-miles.

The

total

number of passengers

carried by the Central

On

27,523,000 in 1914 as against 27,538,000 in 1913.
ville & Nashville it was
The passenger mileage

13,360,000 in 1914
in

was

the Louis-

and 12,928,000

in 1913.

1914 on the Central was 719,000,000,

and On the Louisville & Nashville 577,000,000.
As would be expected, therefore, transportation expenses on
the Illinois Central are higher than on the Louisville & Nashville, $24,150,000 on the former and $20,638,000 on the latter in
With 41 per cent more ton mileage and 25 per cent more
1914.
passenger mileage handled, the Illinois Central's transportation
expenses were but 17 per cent more than the Louisville & Nashville's.
One reason, presumably for this is the very much larger
freight trainload, which on the Illinois Central was 417 tons in
1914,

939

which, however, was less by $5,755,000 than loans and
able at the beginning of the year, and total working

exclusive of the ^Yz per cent notes just mentioned, but including the bills payable of $10,200,000.
The Illinois Central has

own, and in addition
very low working capital,
therefore, is due not to any lack of liquid assets, but to the bad
The Louisville & Nashville's strong
state of the bond market.

in its treasury $21,666,000 securities of its

$15,718,000 marketable securities.

cash position

is

due

to

ence in
stress

conditions and

traflic

which

Of course

it

is

quite impossible to say as

all $4,000,000 refunding mortgage bonds and $3,500,000
equipment trust certificates, $2,975,000 equipment trust certifiIn 1914 the Illinois Central spent
cates, however, being retired.
a total of $11,814,000 on additions and betterments The Louisville & Nashville spent $12,036,000 for additions and betterments,

sold in

including equipment.

The following table shows the principal figures for operation,
comparing the two roads in 1914 and in 1913:
1914

is

laid by

how much

the operating

is

due to a

differ-

to a difference in the

management on

the im-

portance of heavy trainloading.

The two roads pursue much the same policy in regard to maintenance, although the Illinois Central in the last two years has
held down rather hard on its maintenance of way expenditures.
In 1914 the Central spent $9,206,000 on maintenance of way,
and the Louisville $9,323,000; in 1913 the amounts spent were
With such a compara$8,519,000 and $11,033,000 respectively.
tively small amount of branch line mileage, the Central's policy
Louisville's as would
with
the
compared
is not quite as generous

appear at

first

Maintenance of equipment expenditures on the Illinois Cenwere affected seriously by the strike which was previously
mentioned. In 1914, however, all bad effects of the strike had
tral

In that year the company spent $14,510,000 for
maintenance of equipment as against the Louisville's $12,240,000.
These figures compare with $13,952,000 for the Central and $11,disappeared.

217,000 for the Louisville in 1913.
the two roads compares as follows

The mileage
I.

of equipment on

C.

18,395.000
Revenue freiKht-train miles
13,180,000
Revenue passenger-train miles
33
Percentage of empty freight-car mileage.

As

to

financial

condition,

the

Louisville

&

L.

& N.

9,205,946

tures

14,510,079
Maint. of equipment
1,290,778
expenses
Transportation expenses... 24,150,040
1,618,484
General expenses
50,775,327
Total operating expenses

Taxes

3,341,247
11,739,475
19,060,075
8,138,824
*41,643
5,464.800
2,632,381

Operating income
'Gross income

Net

incortie

Appropriations
Dividends
Surplus

& N.

9,323,206
12,239,795
1,334,264
20,638.427
1,247,015
44,782,708
2,600,288
12,324,900
15,137,877
7,084,162
t40S,275
5.040.000
1,638,887

I.

C.

8,519,025
13,952.654
1,320,583
24,743,324
1,513,325
50,048,912
2,903,551
11,250,848
17,250,200
6,575,113

6,557,760
17,353

11,033,134
11,216,889
1,259,702
19,884,015
1,417,141
44,810,880
1,761,626
12,913,621
15,950,725
8,630,944
250,646
4,618,733
3,761,565

'For additions and betterments.
tSinking fund and doubtful accounts.

NEW BOOKS
Pamphlet, 42 pages, 6 in. by 9 in. PubCo., 1424 F street, Washington, D. C.

Federal Trade Commission Law.

by

W. H. Lowdermilk &

Price 50 cents.

This pamphlet contains a digest of the U. S. Federal Trade Commission -A-ct, which was approved September 26, and the text of
the anti-trust law and of other acts or parts of acts supplementary to it. There is also given the full text of the latest
supplementary act, known as the Clayton bill, which has become
The only discussion
a law since this pamphlet was written.
in the book is that contained in an introduction of ten pages by

John B. Daish, a well-known

lawfyer of

Washington.

American Society for Testing Materials 1914 Year Book. Siie 6
Published by the
9 in., 500 pages, illustrated, bound in cloth.
Pa.

of secretary-treasurer.

University of Pennsylvania,

in.

by

society,

Philadelphia,

Price $5.

The "Year Book," which

is

one of the regular publications of the

American Society for Testing Materials, contains

all

of

the

standard specifications of the society in their latest revised form.
Among those of special interest to railway men are the revised
specification for rails; splice bars; structural steel for bridges;
structural steel for locomotives; concrete reinforcing bars; axles,
shafts and forgings for locomotives and cars; tires and locomo-

and the new specifications adopted at the last convention for cars, carbon bars for springs, methods of analyses of
In addition to the standard
plain carbon steel and drain tile.
specifications adopted by the society, the book also contains
selected specifications from other sources for reference purposes.
tive cylinders,

18,004,000
10,649,000
31

Nashville

L.

Traffic

office

glance.

1913

L. & N.
4,938
4,763
4,820
4,769
Average mileage operated
$43,871,272 $42,868,078 $42,589,299 $42,924,952
Freight revenue
12,835,658
13,715,979
13,082,509
13,455,884
Passenger revenue
Total operating revenue
65,873,700 59,682,778 64,280,903 59,465,699
Maint. of way and strucC.

I.

lished

of this difference in trainload

Dur-

&

Nashville sold $19,592,000 bonds and
retired $1,541,000, leaving a net increase in the debt outstanding
The Illinois Central
in the hands of the public of $18,051,000.

an increase of 10 tons over the previous year, and on the
& Nashville 297 tons in 1914, an increase over the pre-

how much

Its

to the sale in 1913 of $12,000,000 stock.

ing 1914 the Louisville

Louisville

vious year of 2 tons.

pay-

bills

liabilities,

is

in

funds; the Illinois Central at the end of the year was not. The
Louisville & Nashville had on hand on June 30 $13,816,000 cash,
with no loans and bills payable, and total working assets of but

The Illinois Central had on hand $10,859,000 cash,
$8,048,000.
but of this $10,780,000 was due on the following day, July 1, on
AYi per cent notes. There were $725,000 loans and bills payable,

These include the A. R. E. A. 1914 rail specifications and specifications for Bessemer and open hearth rails by the United States
The book
Steel Products Company, dated September 1, 1914.
also includes the personnel of the technical committees and the
regulations governing the

work

of these committees.

:
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New

and putting that great burden on the

made

—

the indictment of Mellen and Smithers for an alleged
agreement not to waste millions of money in building useless
railroads to Boston and Providence and the gentlemen of the
Department of Justice have been trjing, ever since, to make
amends by doing something that would prove to be really in the
public interest. Thus far they have had no success. There is no
sign of success in the future; and so, presumably, those of the
New Haven men who are still living must face a two years'
campaign in the courts, like that of the suit against the United
States Steel Corporation two years, or four years, or whatever
number of years may be necessary for the government to find

take

—

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiriiiitiiiitiiitiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiifiiiiiiiniMinii

CONNECTICUT CITIZENS MADE POSTHUMOUS CRIMINALS
New York City.
To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette
The action of the government in its proceedings relative to the
New York, New Haven & Hartford, whether one considers the
utterances of the Interstate Commerce Commissioners or the
:

varied moves of the Attorney General, has been characterized by
numerous mistakes, which are obvious to all broad-minded rail\vay men who have followed the facts but the latest proceeding,

—

some way

New

York, under which the grand

jurj'

was

induced to return indictments against 21 men
lions of the anti-trust law, going back to the year 1891, was pecuThis long-range firing from Washliarly crude and blundering.
ington, reported in the Railway Age Gazette of November 6, page
878, can be seen in its worst aspect only by one who is acquainted
with Connecticut affairs and who is able to take a calm perspective over the last 30 years. Let me call your attention to a letter
by the Rev. Dr. E. P. Parker, of Hartford, printed in the Hartfor alleged viola-

ford Courant.

He

says, in part

have read with gratification the editorial comments of the
Sprfngfield Republican on the indictment of directors and former
directors of the New York, New Haven & Hartford for criminal
Perhaps the just
conspiracy, with little or no discrimination.
severity of its comments is the more effective for being couched
"I

guarded form of expression.

in a

these

of

indicted

gentlemen,

Some

find

it

of us,

difficult

who know
to

several

refrain

from

language more charged with indignation.
"With what justice, with what propriety, yea, with what decency, was the list of indicted persons officially published to the

world with another sort of black list of the names of [fifty] persons not under indictment, many of whom have been for years
sleeping in honored graves? Some of these men thus unnecessarily and, as I think, most indecently blacklisted, I had known
Had Connecticut a man of his day more refor long years.
spected for his flawless integrity than Luzon Morris, of
Haven? Permit me to name three others, personally and

New
inti-

known to me, Leverett Brainard, Henry C. Robinson and
Frank \\". Cheney.
"Whatever mistakes of judgment these men may have made in
the course of their lives of public service, no one who knew
them, no man of their day in Connecticut, ever doubted their
Without the slightest prejudice
absolute fidelity and integrity.
to others, one may safely say that no man in Connecticut was
more in the respect, confidence and honor of his fellow-citizens,
no man more completely combined the virtues and the graces of
an irreproachable gentleman, than Col. Frank Cheney. Rather
mately
Col.

than do a known wrong thing, in private or in public business, he
would have cut off that arm shattered at the battle of Antietam.
And it pleases somebodies, in the misuse of office and power, for
motives which may be conjectured, to blacklist such names before
the public; to attempt to discredit and dishonor the dead whom
they cannot indict, and who can make no protest nor defense
L for one. wish to speak plainly for my dear dead
friends, and to protest against what seems to me a heedless, if not
wanton sacrilege. One would rather go to hell with some men
.

.

.

than to heaven with others."

One of the fifty names in the list of those not indicted according to law, but, by this publication, indicted before the public by
the press agent of the Washington

officials,

was

that of the late

Pierpont Morgan. Who that has read the facts believes that
Mr. Morgan desired or intended either to defy the Attorney

J.

General or to rob the New Haven road? With our hindsight,
we can say that in buying the New York, Westchester & Boston

to let itself

down

softly.

Chief Justice White, in laying

;

prosecution in

Haven's treasurj- he

a colossal blunder; but will the courts call that blunder a
These prosecutions began with an extremely silly mis-

crime?

Letters to the Editor

-the

Xo. 21

down

a "rule of reason."' has

restored the courts to a position where,

is

it

to be hoped, they

can get along with the anti-trust law without killing the business
of the country; but

who can

infuse reason into the Attorney

General's department?

Blanch ard.

R.

CHEMICAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR BRAKEBEAMS
Franklin, Pa.

To THE Editor

of

the Railway Age Gazette

:

In looking over the report of«the American Railway Master
Mechanics' Association for 1914, I note that progress has been

made

in the adoption of chemical specifications for various parts
fail to find any for brakebeams.
If there
any one part of a locomotive or car that demands the highest
grade material it is the brakebeam. It is subject to many shocks
and strains other than direct pulls, such as the emergency application and the vibrations due to chattering. A broken brakebeam means the loss of braking power on the car or locomotive
tender to which it is attached, and this is an important factor
and a broken beam
in the case of high speed passenger trains
often causes derailments, wrecks and delays.
The chemical analysis of axles, wheels and other parts of railroad equipment has been given great thought and study, but today brakebeams are used which are made from scrap, without
regard to its physical or chemical value. I know of one mill

of the locomotives, but
is

;

beam from scrap
Inasmuch as the price of steel axles is not uniform,
This mill also rolls a
it is safe to assume that quality is not.
section for the compression member of a trussed beam from
scrap high carbon steel rails. From my knowledge of the material. I believe it is liable to fracture from shocks, such as an
emergency application of the brakes and those incident to a chatthat

is

rolling sections for the solid type of

steel axles.

tering beam.

The chemical

analysis of steel rails

is

not uniform, hence the

gone
through various heat treatments to bring it up to a standard rethe
heat
which
first
used,
but
it is
quired for the purpose for
treatment it receives in the scrap reducing mill is crude and the
cooling is governed by the temperature of the atmosphere:
hence it is a material of unknown value, and a treacherous maWould an engineer
terial in extremely cold and frosty weather.
consider the use of shapes rolled from scrap axles and rails
in the construction of railway equipment, bridges and skyscrapers?
Then why use it for such an important and vital
I think not.
part as a brakebeam? I believe the American Railway Master
strength and quality must vary.

Steel of this character has

Mechanics' Association and the Master Car Builders' Association
committees on standards should determine by tests and investigation the analysis best adapted to withstand the shocks incident to the service of this device and

recommend

specifications,

have specifications call for the best structural steel.
It is claimed by manufacturers that they test all beams, but I
understand this test is only by a direct pull. I know of no beSms
being subject to a drop test, which would be similar to an
B. Haskell, M. E.
emergency application of the brakes.

or at

least,

After

Effects

War on

the

of

The business men of
most properly, with

the country are occupying themselves,

our interests to the great
change of conditions resulting from the European war.
Although outside the zone of conflict, we have to pay our tribute
and bear our share of the burden. The government is promoting measures looking to the strengthening of our finances, the
provision of a merchant marine and the raising of supplementary revenue.
Everywhere there is thoughtful study of
conditions. Only in mutual co-operation can the sacrifices which
a great war imposes on all the nations be lightened.
On the
whole, the immediate crisis created by the war has been met
with wisdom, and

efforts to adapt

necessary evils corabatted with no small

its

The country would, however, be foolish if it did not go
further
if it did not examine some of the other needs which
have thus far been put off until a more convenient season; if
;

did not, above

and

consider the greater changes in industrial

all,

must be the aftermath of a strugbetween the commercial countries, which,

financial conditions that

on such a

gle

scale

have been the mainspring of the material progress of

with- us,

world.

the

What

to

is

happen when the war

maimed

closes,

leaving half a con-

and dead and
wounded men, the whole structure of the world's activity and

tinent

ruins,

in

or

killed

intercourse to be rebuilt?

What

industries,

are to be the

new

conditions

under which we as well as others will have to labor, and how
wise forethought at this time save ourselves from
consequences which affect our own country as well as others,
from mistakes that may well if not avoided write the name
of the United States among those of the great sufferers by

may we by

this

One common

factor will enter into any adjustment after hoshave ceased, no matter who may be victors. This is the
relation of the supply of capital to the demand for it, and the

tilities

a changed situation

terests of the country, in

in this respect

common

upon the larger

in-

with the rest of the world.

and
For out of
accumulated capital have arisen all the successes of industry and
applied science, all the comforts and ameliorations of the common lot. Upon it the world must depend for the process of reconstruction in which all have to share. And the need of availIt

would be criminal neglect not to consider this
against it what provision we may be able to.

future,

make

war

will

constitute one of the greatest problems that the world has

had

able capital in the period following the close of this

to

Hill

J.

Granting that a sadder and a wiser world
determine never again to permit the creation of mighty
military establishments which can have no other use than the
provoking of war, the amount of money and credit required
merely to make good the ravages of the conflict is beyond esti-

have

to be replaced.

shall

Whole

mate.

cities

mercial progress,

rebuilt.
Whole agencies of comGerman merchant marine, must be

must be
the

like

The annual production

renewed.

of wealth will be lessened by

the total labor product of the million

or

more workers who

have given their lives during the conflict. One conclusion stands
out more prominently than any other when we come to consider the certain conditions following the conclusion of peace,

is

its

terms.

This

that there will be such a relative scarcity of available capital

the world has not seen

as

demand

for

Cash and

for

more, while the
world has ever known.
the United States as else-

a century or

will be greater than the

it

credit will, therefore, in

higher rates and be more

command

where,

to obtain,

difficult

There
any recent experience.
can be no relief from outside, for the condition must be worldwide.
Capital is the most cosmopolitan as well as the most
fluid

of

all

icit

at

least

the world's resources.

from point of supply

instantly

with a

within

than

probably,

money

will be

In ordinary times

to that of

surplus relieves that with a
international as industry

as

demand.

But

deficit.
itself.

it

The

The

flows

nation

this def-

inequality

to be performed will be a world condialmost as seriously as those whose homes
and industries lie in ruins about them. And it is just this possibility that we should now acknowledge, study and endeavor to

work

of capital to the
tion.

It

may

affect us

prevent.

The

war?

effect of

New

no matter who triumphs and no matter what

measure of success.

it

In

Railroads*

Their Stability
Conditions

Railroads Basis of Country's Credit.

and Prosperity Must Be Protected
By James

and

Business

of the

•

largest single industry in the United States
soil,

and

this will

suffer least of

all.

is

the tilling

Our farmers are

crops of unprecedented abundance, and marketing
some of them at the highest prices received for many years.
Whatever else the survivors of the war abroad may lack, they
must have food. The farmer needs no considerable supply of

gathering

extra capital.

He

by this war, and

has been, on the whole, helped or not hurt
And he is sure,
will continue to be so.

it

through the working of the new banking law, of money enough
to move his crops and finance his legitimate agricultural operations.
So he may be dismissed with no more than such temporary and incidental relief as the passing circumstances of the
present season

may

call

for.

EFFECT ON RAILROADS

face.

The next

N.MIONS STR.^INED THEIR CREDIT
Before

the

outbreak

these

warring

countries

had

already

strained their credit to the breaking point to provide for internal development

and

at the

same time maintain

their enor-

mous military and naval establishments.
The combined debts of the five principal nations now fighting
amounted in 1912 to more than $23,000,000,000. They borrowed
Their exseveral billions more in the following two years.
penditures during the continuance of hostilities run from $25,sum, according to the activity of
movement. In the first 30 days their borrowings or anticipations
As
of credit through note issues ran again into the billions.
soon as peace approaches, not only will all these expenditures

000,000 a day to twice that

and forced loans have to be consolidated ^nd secured on some
basis to avoid national bankruptcy, but the financial strain will
really only

The

have begun.
upon billions' worth of property destroyed

billions

•Paper

in

of St, Louis.

Forward

St.

will

Louis, published by the Business Men's League

greatest industry

of the United States,

is

the operation of the railroads
find a situation greatly dif-

and here we

The whole country has taken measures to assist inOur commerce is, most wisely,
immensely inferior.
helped in every way possible to tide over the monetary interruptions of war. Our manufacturers are to be helped to reach
their markets wherever possible, while movements are under
way that will go far towards turning over to them a share of
the business formerly done by some of the combatants who will
ferent.

terests

not be in a position for years to come, if ever, to regain the
trade that they have lost. But, while the President, in response
to an appeal by a committee of business men, has expressed in

general terms his opinion that the railroads should receive some
consideration, nothing has been done nor is there immediate
prospect of definite and effective action. Yet. without the railroad, without its unimpaired service and its constant extension

and improvement, neither the farmer, nor the merchant, nor
the jnanufacturer, nor the consumer, can prosper.
It should be obvious to every one that the railroads must be
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so treated that they can at least earn in part and borrow in

Unless
sums which they are going to require.
they can earn, and earn more liberally than in the past, they
could scarcely borrow even in such a market as that of the
first six months of this year.
In the financial market created
as a consequence of this war, they will not be able to borrow
at all, or only on unfavorable terms and to a limited extent.
With pressure upon them from all sides for more wages, more
taxes, more facilities, more kinds of costly service and more
money to pay the salaries of state and national agencies charged
with the never-ending task of investigation and inquisition, they
part the vast

cannot even maintain the unsatisfactory rate of earnings of
This is not the argument of an advocate for
their recent past.
a cause; it is the conclusion drawn from official facts.
According to the latest figures given out by the Interstate
Commerce Commission, which are those for the year 1913, the
total par value of outstanding railway capital in the United
States

is

only a

little

short of $20/)00,000,000.

Of

the total cap-

no dividend whatever.
On over 10 per cent of the total funded debt no interest was
paid.
It will take some unusual inducement to tempt capital,
even if over-abundant and seeking for investment, to loan in
ital stock, almost exactly one-third paid

volume an employment showing such a rate of return.
The work done by the railroads increased in 1913 in every
direction.
More passengers, more ton miles, more tons of
Yet
freight per train mile, work and efficiency were growing.
the increase in total operating revenue was but $90,000,000 more

covered by the

The

last

complete

official

report.

raise the facilities of the railroads to the level of the

demands
made upon them by the public have grown each year since then.
With the new stimulus which our people reasonably expect
after peace is established, the new markets to be satisfied, the
new demands filled, all involving additional demands upon the
carrier, his machine will break down hopelessly unless it can
be made more adequate. That can be done only by securing the
investment of enough capital.
supply of capital and the

Potomac

and Ohio rivers, in their statement filed with the Interstate Commerce Commission this spring, show that in the last ten years
population in their territory had increased 17 per cent, freight
traffic 53 per cent, passenger traffic 42 per cent, and mileage only

6^

per cent.

they were then, although their gross earnings were $186,775,000
more. All had been eaten up by additional compulsory expenses

and taxes.

And

more widely

this

affects

diffused

among

not merely the holders of stock,
persons of moderate means than

employees whose wages

ever before, but the more than 1,800,000
cannot be maintained if railroad earnings are reduced arbitrarily
below a given point.
The Bureau of Railway News and Statistics has carried the

While they are not complete or official, yet, so far as they go, they are computed from
reports received by the Interstate Commerce Commission. These
show that for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1914, the gross
operating revenues of the railroads of the United States were
figures right

down

to the present day.

nearly $80,000,000 less than those of the year before. The ratio
of operating expenses, which for 1913 reached the high figure
of 69.40 per cent, went to 72.33 for 1914, and in the last six
months of the year averaged 75.70. The total taxes paid by
the

railroads of the country were a

little

over $80,000,000

in

and in 1914 they were nearly $142,000,000. Yet between
1907 and 1913 the average freight receipts of the railways of
the counlry had been reduced from 7.59 to 7.29 miles per ton
per mile, a reduction that meant to the railroads $90,000,000
During all this time, wages, supplies and pretty
lost revenue.
nearly every item on the expense list have shown a steady in1907,

crease.

BILLIONS REQUIRED FOR PROGRESS

Now,

are the facts with which the railroads of the
country are soon to confront the abnormal conditions that will
Seven years ago
follow the close of the great European war.
these

a conservative calculation

showed that they needed

a

new

in-

could not be done today
for

if

the

stood relatively as they

it

To imagine that it can be done when there
such a poverty of available capital as there will be for ten,
twenty, possibly more years to come, is absurd.
is

WHAT WILL
What

FOREIGN IN\'ESTORS DO?

are likely to be the effects at

surely approach,

no preventive

if

is

home

There are probAmerican railroad se-

home, and from $3,000,000,000

curities held at

What must happen

held abroad.

of conditions which

provided?

ably $15,000,000,000 to $16,000,000,000 of

to $5,000,000,000

to these securities

nothing

if

is

done?

To

look only at the probable action of the foreign holder, so

soon as the exchanges are opened once more, what is he likely
to do with property averaging him a return of 4 or 5 per
cent, in another country, when the reconstruction of industry
at home is calling for all available capital at a much higher
rate?
What is likely to be the effect upon the railupon the credit of the country, upon the gold supply and
the whole financial system, if the holders of these securities are
virtually compelled, as sound business men looking for the highinterest

roads,

average rate of

profit,

to

dump any

such quantity of their

What must
upon business, credit and banking of so profound

holdings upon the markets of the United States?
be

tlie

effect

a disturbance in the basis of such an enormous financial and

industrial
I

interest?

have stated

situation as

35 principal railroads in this territory proved that since
1910 they had added $659,000,000 to their property investments,
and that their net earnings were $16,311,000 less last year than

The

It

demand

did six months ago.

est

railroads east of the Mississippi and north of the

Xo. 21

57,

vestment of five billion dollars, not to provide for future growth,
but merely to do the business that was then offered to them.
The need of such investment and the amount of it required to

large

than the increase in operating expense, leaving out of account
The present
the great increase in other items of expenditure.
situation is disclosed by some quite rehable figures from other
sources, which carry the facts down to a date later than that

Vol.

to

in

outline the

main

facts of the after-the-war

Through them

relates to the railroads.

it

every business and to every family and every

it

man

relates

the

in

country.

The railroads require a loosening of the bonds which even in
ordinary times clasp them so tightly that they cannot give to
the public the best service of which, they are capable. It needs
no reversal of general policies, no unsettling of the relation between the railroads and the goverrmient, but an agreement upon
just two things: First, a general permission to all the railroads
to advance rates, if they find it necessary, to not to exceed a
certain per cent of the rates at present in force;

second, the

common

consent of the leaders of public opinion
and political action that there will be no more legislation restricting railroad activities, lessening receipts or increasing their

assurance by

expenditures.

The magnitude and the urgency of this matter have not yet
impressed themselves duly upon the people of this country. They
have been too stunned by the awful and unexpected spectacle
abroad, too absorbed in the progress of the most terrible event
in hislorj-, too involved in study of the immediate consequences
which had
realize the

to be faced

almost in the day that they were born, to

railroad situation in the

But

by the lurid flames of conflict.
a later

The

it

light

thiown upon

cnnnol be relegated

it

to

time or an inferior place.
railroad

is

the sap of ihe iniluslrial tree.

regulator of industry.
bility,

new

its

prosperity,

It is the
its

ability

thermometer of

It

is

credit.

to confront with

the speed
Its sta-

confidence a

totally new era in the capitalistic and credit conditions of the
world, must he protected and assured. No duty devolving up(5h
those who sit in the watch-tower of the world while nations
sway and fall below them, studying how to guard ourselves

against the calamities that their ambition
in

and hate and

faith

force threaten to send on us as well as on them, can take

precedence of

this.

:

;

:

Annual Meeting
Report

of the

with

ation

Railway Fire Protection Association

of

Second Annual Meeting of This Associof Papers on Fire Prevention

Abstracts

The second annual convention of the Railway Fire Protection
Association was held at the Hotel Raleigh, Washington, D. C,
on October 6 and 7. The meeting was called to order by President F. H. Elmore, superintendent of insurance of the Southern
In his address, the president called attention to the

Railway.

preliminary

work

to

which the association's

first

year had been

devoted and noted that the real work of the society, to prescribe
the methods of fire protection, had hardly been begun. He emphasized the necessity of co-operation, first, on the part of members in their relations with the various committees, and, second,
on the part of the society towards the operating department, expressing the opinion that once the interest and support of the
operating ofiicer were secured, accomplishment would be assured. The real work of the society, therefore, he said, lies in
devising practical, economic and effective ways and

means for

the protection of and the prevention of loss to property.

province

and

to develop standard practices

is

Its

to play the part in

the railway field that the National Fire Protection Association

plays

industry in general;

in

officer

and

must prove

it

to the latter association that

it

is

to

the

operating

the authority in

bi;anch of the subject.

its

The

report of the executive committee showed that the society

had increased

recommended

membership approximately 57 per cent, and
the establishment of a number of new comits

mittees.

The Committee on Fire Hazards, Charles N. Rambo (Norfolk

&

Western) chairman, presented a

following

is

report,

from which the

abstracted

The Committee on Fire Hazards has not attempted
some of

tain the causes of fire, but rather to consider

to ascer-

the

com-

mon

hazards that exist and to prepare standards for correction
or ehmination.
It has put its recommendations in the form
of bulletins of the Committee on Fire Hazards and proposes
that they be improved upon, if necessary, and adopted as standards, possibly in the form of a "Manual" or "General Code" on
fire prevention.
During the year the committee has prepared six
Bulletin

vention of

No.

1

giving general recommendations for the predeals primarily with buildings and is sub-

fire losses,

Construction, Care of Property, LightHeating and Power.
Bulletin No. 2 relates to the hazard of locomotive sparks.
The members of the committee, without exception, believe one
divided into four sections

:

ing,

of the greatest hazards to contend with in connection with rail-

road risk is that of the spark hazard, and it has, therefore,
through a sub-committee, gone into the subject very minutely.
The bulletin aims primarily toward the elimination of the hazard and invites uniformity of action in connection with the proposed maintenance safeguards. The bulletin is given herewith
almost in full
The hazard of locomotive sparks and the consequent fire damage to railroad and other property has received special study by
the railroads and insurance companies.
It seems to us that this subject having been given such careful thought and attention by the departments of railroads vitally
interested, is one in relation to which your committee sliould
consider positive means of eradication of the hazard, rather than
the auxiliary

methods

the result of the hazard.
cipal place to offset this
in

etc.,

the cutting of weeds in the vicinity of

work exposed or

fire resistive

coatings to

wood-

subject to lodgment of sparks or hot coals;

and by keeping the ties and stringers on bridges and trestles
in good order.
While sparks from smoke stacks or cinders from ash pans
may be classed as the primary cause of fires started in this way,
the secondary cause is running with damper doors not entirely
closed.
What may also be termed secondary is the bad condition

of

shingle

roofs,

platforms,

trestles,

roofs of

wooden

inflammable merchandise in cars, or rubbish
about buildings. If the secondary causes were taken care of
the result through the primary cause would be reduced to a
cars,

exposed

minimum.
The various motive power departments of the

railroads,

as

well as the Master Mechanics' Association, have given this matter a great deal of consideration

and standards have been adopted

it has been believed, would give generally satisfactory reby meeting both the conditions of service and minimizing the
hazard. On some of the large railroads severe service tests have
been made spark arresters have been given careful constructive

which,

sults,

;

and in many instances the losses from sparks
have been greatly decreased. It is a question for the committee
to emphasize whether it may not be, possible in the future to
eliminate fires from this cause entirely. It seems to be a question for the master mechanics, shop and roundhouse foremen to
solve by periodical inspection and careful maintenance, as we
who are studying the prevention of loss by fire, must necessarily defer to a large extent any investigation of or judgment
as to the correction or elimination of the spark hazard to those
dealing more directly with the mechanical contrivance concerned.
The main point that this committee can emphasize, therefore, is
the importance of the inspection of spark arresters and ash pans
not a haphazard inspection, but an examination of the screen
consideration,

to see

if it is

stripped or

worn out;

if

the wires are spread,

if

around the sides of manhole cover, the nozzle and
steam pipes are tight to see if the ash pan dampers, damper controUing devices and the extension of pan outside of mud ring are
There should be -a weekly inspection of all
in good order.
engines and a duly authorized form of report provided, on
which the signature of the inspector making the examination
should be recorded. There should also be an inspection when
any repairs are completed and the locomotive again turned over
for road service with the corresponding signature of the inspector
making the final inspection. In addition to this, we would recommend that efficiency committees be authorized to check up the
inspectors. We also recommend that whenever fires occur on or
the fittings

bulletins.

some of

lation of sparks,

railroad property, digging of ditches, cutting of avenues in tim-

ber tracts and the application of

keeping the screens,

By

that

have been pursued to lessen

meant that the prinroundhouse and shops
front end appliances, ash pans

the former

hazard
fittings,

is

is

in the

and dampers up to the standard as set forth in the blue prints
of most
railroads.
By the latter we mean corrections in
construction of buildings, such as has been undertaken in the
past through the substitution of a better class of roof coverings,
the avoidance of unnecessary pockets in roofs for the accumu-

;

near the right of way, alleged to be caused by sparks, a report be
immediately made of the condition of the spark arresters and ash
pans of the locomotives passing the location several hours prior
and that such report be checked against the last weekly
inspection of these engines. We also recommend the following as
to the fire

a systematic

method of dealing with the subject:

"Master mechanics and engine house foremen should see that
all locomotives are properly inspected after each trip, and that
any defects in ash pans or ash pan gear are properly reported
on special form for that purpose and repairs made.
"Weekly, or at staybolt or boiler wash period, the front end of
locomotive must be opened and examined and a special examination of ash pans made. The condition of front ends and ash
pans must not only be reported on special form for that purpose, if repairs are necessary, but the condition as found must
be carefully noted in book or blank form and signed for by the

making the inspection.
"If repairs are necessary, the front end and ash pans must be

inspector or inspectors actually

:

:
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re-inspected upon completion of repairs and proper notations as
made in the book or blank provided for that pur-

to condition

pose and signed by the inspector actually making inspection.
"Books or blanks when filled should be forwarded to the master
mechanic upon whose division the locomotive has been in service,
and he will send them to the superintendent of motive power."

Accompanying these suggestions
recommended for use.

is

the blank

form of report

We

must receive careful individual co-operation on the
part of all railroads and then the motive power departments,
and our hope is that we may be able in the future to acknowledge
the result of the work of some inventive mind that will bring
about the entire elimination of fires caused by sparks thrown from
the smoke stacks of locomotives.
Bulletin Xo. 3 gives general recommendations in connection
Bulletin Xo. 4 rewith chimney flues, stoves and furnaces.
lates to boiler houses, boiler settings and boiler stacks.
Bulletin Xo." S deals with the storage of railway fusees and

This, however,

The handling

of these supplies possibly has not re-

sulted in any serious fire loss, but there have been sufficient

dam-

age resulting from lack of care and difference of opinion as to
proper methods to lead the committee to take up the subject
An abstract of the
with a view to possible improvements.
bulletin

given for suggestions as to handling or storage.
Fusees when handled in original unbroken shipping packages

should be stored in a smallmagazine, preferably 40 feet from other buildings or lumber.
The magazine should be lightly constructed and covered inside
in quantities at distribution centers

and out with incombustible material. It should keep out rain,
snow and sparks, and should be provided with a ventilator. No
The
artificial means of heating or lighting should be employed.
magazine should be sufficiently dry if supported on posts or
pilings a foot or more from the ground, and so arranged that
is

free circulation of air beneath.

Not more than four gross

of fusees should be kept in the general

Any broken

a tight metal lined or asbestos board lined

any artificial source of light or heat.
Torpedoes when handled in original unbroken shipping packages in quantities at distribution centers should be stored in a
separate magazine similar to that used for fusees.

Not more than

ten gross of torpedoes should be kept in the

Broken packages or loose torpedoes should be kept in a tight asbestos board lined wood box,
with sliding cover, used for no other purpose. A sliding cover
is recommended in preference to a drop hinged cover to prevent
premature explosions in case a torpedo should rest over the edge
of the box.
The box should be kept in a dry place not in
proximity to any artificial source of light or heat, and care should
be taken to prevent the accidental dropping of torpedoes on floors
where thfey might be stepped on or run over by trucks.
Placard all magazines and storage boxes "Explosives Handle
Carefully Keep Fire Away." Do not store fusees and torpedoes
Do not store fusees and torpedoes
in same magazine or box.
with other explosives or inflammables. Exercise care in keeping
fusees dry improperly made fusees if damp are liable to spontaneous ignition. Broken, wet or oily fusees should be destroyed

general storehouse at any time.

:

—

—

by immersion

in water.
suggest as a suitable receptacle for such loose supplies as
have been obtained by trainmen from storehouses a small metal
or rectangular shaped wood box with spring hinged cover. The
box should be only large enough to hold the requisite number of

We

In cabooses

fusees and one end partitioned off for torpedoes.

may be used to advantage for fusees.
The above suggestions are not meant to

—

any

interfere with

and safe practice now followed, such as that relating to

special

trainmen's metal receptacles as are now^ used for carrying flags,
fusees and torpedoes.

and handling of small

Bulletin Xo. 6 deals with storage

An

supplies at miscellaneous properties.

One

of the greatest hazards

is

hazards to guard against.
On railroads having little

fire

supplies of oil will be found

various

station

buildings,

oil

abstract follows

the storage of oil without proper

safeguards, and this undoubtedly

one of the most

is

difficult

prevention supervision,

small

scattered around throughout

the quantity and location

the

depending

on the convenience of the user. At many places the oil supplies
will be surrounded by an oil soaked floor and small quantities of
oily waste or rags will be in evidence, no thought whatsoever
being given to the hazard involved. The danger of such storage
without proper precautions is evident, particularly where floors
become thoroughly saturated from constant lamp filling drippings.
fire loss

records show that too

little

attention

of this subject will

are of

unknown
many

purposes

origin.

also

;

is

being paid

and a study
show that a large percentage of fires in them

to safeguarding the country stations against loss

Many

agents use

oil

;

for illuminating

take care of signal lights,

and

in

some

cases they keep a supply of gasoline for cooking and motor car
Sometimes this oil is kept outside of buildings, but
purposes.

more often it is found stored in the coal bin, or in one corner
of the freight room, and quite frequently v/hh records or in
concealed places like closets underneath stairways.

The hazard of spontaneous ignition is often present with improper oil storage and handling, for although pure mineral oils
in combination with cotton or oily waste or rags will not oxidize
and the hazard of spontaneous ignition is not present when they
are used, they are often adulterated with vegetable or animal oils
and therefore the presence of oily waste in railroad properties is
always a menace.

We
tions

packages should be kept in
wood box with a
spring hinge or self-closing cover. This bo.x should be used for
no other purpose and kept in a dry place, not in proximity to
storehouse at one time.

Broken or defective torpedoes should be destroyed

by burning.

The

follows

Railway fusees and track torpedoes are classed in the group
of "Less Dangerous Explosives" as fireworks; more specifically
fusees as "Common Fireworks" and torpedoes as "Special Fireworks" with placards "Inflammable," "Handle Carefully" and
"Keep Fire Away."
The hazard of railway fusees and torpedoes is recognized by
the "Bureau of Elxplosives," to whom due acknowledgment is

there

No. 21

57,

racks

believe with a uniformity in respect to careful maintenance
of the corrective influences that have been devised that much can
done
in preventing the large fire waste caused by flying sparks.
be

torpedoes.

Vol.

:

therefore
Oil

standard

oil

make

storage

the following suggestions and

of

every nature

at

recommenda-

properties

other than

houses, wherever possible, should be entirely removed'

from station buildings and other properties and housed in a
separate and inexpensive structure built expressly for that purpose, in a portion of which provision can also be made for the
coal supply.
This combination coal and oil house should be
located a sufficient distance from all other properties to permit
possible destruction by fire without endangering any other structure, but not far enough away to be inconvenient. All lamps and
lanterns should be filled and trimmed in this structure.
The use of ordinary metal trays or sand boxes is better than
allowing cans of oil to set on wooden floors of freight house, but
your committee recommends that a separate, isolated coal and oil
house be given preference and that if for any reason this cannot be arranged or wherever it becomes impracticable to construct a separate building, a metal lined oil cabinet be installed

room.
Regardless of where or how oil is stored a supply of fine dry
sand for extinguishing fires should always be on hand.
At large terminal warehouses, where electricity is used oil is
frequently kept in buildings (generally in the basement) often in
large quantities, for use in car heaters during the winter months
in the freight

or for oiling warehouse trucks,
are taken to guard against

values at risk.

It is

fire

etc.

X'o matter

the danger

recommended

is

what precautions
too great for the

in such instances that a sep-

arate building be constructed similar to that suggested for station

.WVEMBER

20.
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Where it is felt that a
warranted, or the city ordinances or fire authorities prohibit the construction of a wooden building, a brick oil
house should be built.
buildings and miscellaneous properties.
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In the report of the Committee on Statistics and Forms, presented by B. F. James (Colorado & Southern), chairman, there

and various recommendations were made for the further extension of good practices or for the remedying of bad ones.
The officers of the association were re-elected to serve foe
the following year. They are President, F. H. Elmore, Southern Railway; vice-president, P. Hevener, Chicago, Rock Island
& Pacific; secretary and treasurer, C. B. Edwards, Mobile &

were submitted several forms as follows

Ohio.

large expense

is

of property losses

fication

report of

(by mail)

fire

;

;

Causes of

:

telegraphic advice of

card notice of

fires

fire

;

;

classi-

detailed

be thrown off by

fire to

trainmen notifying section men of fire local fire prevention
fire department drill report; fire inspector's report.
;

port

re-

had been used by the committee in connection
and it was ascertained that the
the past five years on the roads investigated (ranging

its

fires

in

work

in the past year,

from 19 roads operating 27,396 miles in 1909 to 28 operating
39,576 miles in 1913) were traceable to the following causes:
Unknown
44.29 per cent
Sparks from engines
Heating appliances and flues
Caught from adjacent property

Tramps and

20.47 per cent
6.17 per cent
4.55 per cent
3.87 per cent
2.79 per cent
2.45 per cent
15.41 per cent

trespassers

Incendiary
Coals dropped by engines
All other causes

loss

executive committee

year,

C.

Sherwin,

S.

members were chosen

years, B. F. James, Colorado

&

as

follows:

Kansas & Texas; three
Southern C. X. Rambo, Nor-

Missouri,

&

;

Western.

of these

with

The

New
One
folk

;

Two

:

total fires in

these five years

numbered

10,160,

was, including railroad property and lading

Providence, R.
with a main

$5,-

an average of $574.86 per fire.
report on Fire Fighting Organization presented by E. B.
Berry (Southern Railway) chairman, emphasized the necessity
of forming fire fighting brigades and of regular drills at frequent

The

The report on Fire Fighting Apparatus presented by B. S.
Mace (B. & O.) chairman, treated primarily of the apparatus
at

local freight

and passenger

ing stations and on engines and cars.

A

stations, at coal-

brief description

was

given of the practices that are generally followed on most roads

1— Electric

Traveling Crane in the Yard of the

lift

New

at
in

a four-motor electric traveling gantry crane

of 40 tons,

and

a higher speed auxiliary hoist

The span from

center to center of

runway

ft.

age.

The other

illustration (Fig. 2)

per has taken advantage of the

shows how

new

a

facilities.

wide-awake ship-

A

certain scrap

Providence ships quantities of metal turnings and
filings, collected from numerous machine shops.
Before this
crane was available, these turnings were all shoveled by hand
from wagon to car, holding the team and two men for from
one to one and one-half hours for each load, as it was, indeed,
hard digging. X^ow, however, by the use of the removable wagon
dealer

intervals.

used or needed

I.,

6 in. This covers a wide driveway and two tracks,
while the range of crane travel is approximately 300 ft. About
12 or 15 cars can be set for unloading at one time.
In Fig. 1
the crane is shown with a fairly heavy load on the main hook
and of a character necessitating careful handling to avoid damrails is 55

840,644,

Fig.

The illustrations show a modern transfer crane installed
"West Yard" of the New York, New Haven & Hartford

the

of 5 tons capacity.

the total

liability,

FORTY-TON ELECTRIC FREIGHT-YARD CRANE

York,

in

New Haven &

Hartford at Providence,

Rhode

Island
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body, as shown, the load

is

transferred to the car in

five

minutes;

and with no other labor than the driver can himself perform.
The wagon body has a hinged tail-board, the latch of which
is released by pulling on the rope which is held by the teamster.
The saving in time and labor in a single operation is a comparatively small item, considered by

times a day there

is

the shipper.

Not the

freight traffic

is

The number

itself,

but multiplied

many

a substantial gain for both the railroad

brisk,

least of the benefits to the railroad,
is

the earlier release of inbound cars.

of teams using the crane averages perhaps twenty
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ANNUAL REPORT OF SPECIAL COMMITTEE
The special committee of the American Railway Association
on relations of railway operation to legislation, W. J. Jackson,
chairman, under date of November 3, has issued Report No. 13,
which includes the following:

Two

and

when

Vol.

hundred and forty-two roads (227,141 miles) are supwork of the committee. The sub-committees have

porting the

been continued,
(2) enginering
Practically

(1) officers of the mechanical departments;

viz.:

officers;

all

signal officers.

(3)

individual

the

bills

relating to

railway oper-

ation have been

Commerce

combined in a single bill giving the Interstate
Commission authority to require the installation,

under certain conditions, of block signal systems, automatic train
stops, and steel passenger equipment, and authorizing the comvnission to designate the type of headlights to be used; to investi-

roadbed,

gate

track,

equipment

and

changes, improvements and repairs.

reported out of committee, but

facilities,

This

bill

and to direct

has not yet been

is the form
which any legislation on this subject will take. Your committee has obtained the views of a very large number of operating
officers on this bill, and is prepared to present the conclusions
of the railways on the subject when opportunity offers.

To

it

is

probable that this

ascertain the extent of the financial burden placed upon the

by

railways

legislation

affecting

operation,

your

committee

recommends separation of accounts to enable each road to know
definitely the precise amount which it is obliged to pay out by
reason of such legislation.
Since the last report no

has passed both houses of Con-

bill

gress.

A

bill

changing the penalty clause

has passed the
Senate.

House

If this

hours of service act
is pending in the

becomes law, the penalty for violation of that

act will be not less than $100

more than

in the

of Representatives, and

nor more than $500, instead of not

$500, as at present.

An agreement has been reached with the chief inspector of
locomotive boilers as to setting a factor of safety for boilers in
January 1, 1912, and the necessary changes in the
were promulgated by the commission on June 9, 1914. A
pending in Congress extending the jurisdiction of the

service prior to
rules
bill

Fig.

2 —Loaded Wagon-body,

to

be Emptied

into

Gondola

is

bureau of locomotive boiler inspection over all parts of the locomotive. The railways have appeared in opposition to this bill.
In April, 1914, a committee of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers proposed a code for the construction, maintenance and inspection of stationary boilers, and offered a draft
of a typical law enforcing such code. In view of the inclusion
of a number of requirements which were not in harmony with
the experience of the railways, the matter was discussed with
the responsible officers of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, and it is thought that the code in question will be
materially modified.
Y'our committee, however, has not felt
that it should give even tentative approval to any proposed
legislation on this subject.
The number of steel and steel underframe passenger equipment cars constructed in the United States in the calendar year
.

using

unload or load structural
building materials, heavy machinery, etc.
a day,

The

it

to

cost of this crane,

about $14,000;
monthly.

and the

installed,

expense

steel

and other

operation

is

about $100

This crane was built and erected by the Shaw Electric Crane
Company, a subsidiary of Manning, Maxwell & Moore, Inc.,

New

York.

Alternating current motors are used, protected by

weallicr-tight housings

;

and

electric

power

is

supplied from

llie

central station service.

—

Irregul.\r Express Service on the Tr.\ns-Siberian. As evidence of and owing to irregularity of the express service on the
Trans-Siberian route, caused by the present situation in Europe,
the Korea-Manchuria express between Fusan and Changchun,
on the Korean Railways, which has hitherto been operated three
times a week, will be run once a week for the time being.

.

bringing the total number of these cars in exapproximately 14,100.
This latter figure compares
witli 1,302 such cars in service January 1, 1S09.
Your committee on July 11, 1914, bulletin No. 63, containing a
revised arrangement for the telegraphic notification of accidents
1914,

including foundations, was
of

.

was

istence

to

3,129,

to

the safety division of the Interstate

Commerce Commission

and the bureau of locomotive boiler inspection, together with a
There has been an excipher code adapted for this purpose.
tremely hea\y demand for this bulletin, which was issued with
the consent or approval of the heads of both of the departments

named

above.
Presentation of the railways' case before the Interstate

merce Commission
cluded

in

During

in

June, 1914.

the

The

private
total

car

expense was $6,129.

.

1915, the legislatures of 43 states will be in

Y"our committee has

Com-

was con-

investigation,

.

.

session.

decided to maintain the arrangement of

;

:

November

20,

;;

;

;;

:
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keeping itself informed of all bills affecting railway operation
introduced and passed in all states, and will arrange to notify
its supporters of them.
Your committee feels that in the states

tractive effort of 160,000 lb. and weighs 410 tons.
This locomotive has hauled a train of 251 freight cars weighing 17,912

where

was

committees have been organized, the work done, by
such committees has been extremely beneficial to the general
movement. Their continuance during the session of the legislatures which meet next year is strongly recommended.
.•\n appendix to the report, filling ten pages, gives an abstract
all legislation pending before Congress.
state

t

tons, exclusive of the locomotive.

The sub-committee

Society of Mechanical Engineers has prepared a report in the
form of a paper for presentation at the annual meeting. The
report is signed by G. M. Basford, F. H. Clark and W. F.
Kiesel, Jr., and will be presented in the afternoon of Wednesday, December 2, 1914, at the rooms of the society, 29 West
39th street. New York, when a full discussion is invited. The
report in full is given below
Recent progress and improvement in the efficiency and capacity of steam locomotives has been of such remarkable character and e.xtent that a record in the proceedings of this society
is

justified.

Steam and
been

cieti'es,

these

electric locomotives as rivals in the

favorite

a

and

is

it

among

rivals

same

field

has

engineering soeasy to start arguments in favor of each of

subject

for

discussion

the partisans

before

interested.

Whether or not

steam locomotive is to be displaced by the electric is, of
course, an important question which will in time be settled by
the court that settles all such questions, that of the treasurer's
figures.
For the present and for the immediate future the
burden of transportation falls and will continue to fall upon the
steam locomotive. If the steam locomotive is to be perpetuated
it is fitting that it should be improved to the utmost limit.
If it
is to be finally displaced it is fitting that it shall be so improved
in order that progress to something better shall be intelligently
developed upon a solid foundation.
This discussion will be
confined to the steam locomotive, its progress in the recent
past, and its possibilities for the near future.
the

PROGRESS IN CAPACITY

While
in

this

efforts

individual in character and extent were

country before that time, the

first

made

consistent and sys-

power of locomotives within
weight and cross-section clearance was

tematic plan to secure the utmost

given

restrictions

of

inaugurated 20 years ago. This plan began with an eight-wheel
or American type passenger locomotive, built- for an eastern
This locomotive weighed 116,000 lb.,
railroad in January, 1895.

on driving wheels. It provided a tractive effort
While this locomotive was not the most powerful
passenger service at that time, it was the first of a chain of

with 74,500
of 21,290
in

passenger

lb.

lb.

locomotives

leading

in

a

connected

series

by

the

same builders, up to and including recent designs of the
Mountain type, representing the largest passenger type of present

This type has

practice.

four-wheel leading trucks,

eight

and two trailing wheels. The largest of the
Mountain type weighs 331,500 lb. with 240,000 lb. on driving
wheels and produces a tractive efliort of 58,000 lb., or about

driving wheels

three times the tractive effort of the

first

design of the series

during a period of 20 years.
In the year 1898 the engineering and railroad woiM was interested by the appearance of the largest and most powei fui
locomotive built up to that time. This was of the Consolidation
type with a two-wheel leading truck and eigh't driving wheels.

built

This locomotive w-as built

in

Pittsburgh, and for a

years was the largest and most powerful of
largest

weight

its

number

type,

of

and the

and most powerful locomotive in the world. Its total
330.000 lb., weight on drivers 208.000 lb. and tractive

is

effort 53,300

Today
and two

per

This
lb.
This locomotive has six cylinders and three groups of driving
hour.

wheels.

A

freight locomotive has recently been built having

two

cyl-

inders and a single group of driving wheels which develops a

Such has been the progress

lb.

in

ca-

pacity.

American

of the railroad committee of the

total length of the train

the

tractive eft'ort of 84,500

STEAM LOCOMOTIVES OF TODAY

The

maximum speed attained was 14 miles
required a maximum drawbar pull of 130,000

miles,

1.6

lb.

the most powerful freight locomotive has two leading
It gives a
trailing wheels and 24 driving wheels.

This progress has been rapid, perhaps somewhat too rapid
with respect to improvements in operating facilities and progress
in other features of railroad equipment.

It

has been rendered

corresponding developments of factors making for
greater efficiency in boilers and in engines.
During the past

possible by

20 years

development in capacity
during the past five years with respect to efficiency, has been remarkable, and is worthy of record
with progress in marine and stationary engineering.
In Europe the relatively high cost of fuel led to efforts to
improve efficiency before this problem aroused serious attention
in this country, but physical limitations more rigidly restricted
the size and weight of locomotives in Europe.
Our problem is
to secure maximum efficiency combined with great size, great
weight and great power which is more difficult. Since the development in the size and weight has been tremendous, even
though these limits may not yet have been reached, it is now
appropriate to concentrate on eflSciency.
For a number of years the physical capacity of the fireman to
shovel horsepower through the fire door determined the caMechanical stokers have
pacity of the locomotive at speeds.

and

in

this

country

locomotive

in efficiency, particularly

removed

that limitation.

It is

now

possible to fire six tons,

and

This has
more, of coal per hour into a locomotive firebox.
changed the problem into one of getting the maximum amount
of heat out of the coal and using it economically in the cylinders.

With the

large

figures

now

prevailing

for

drawbar

pull

and

should be given to the
best possible use of every pound of metal and every pound of
coal.
Due to recent application of several economy producing

weight

it

is

fitting that closest attention

and capacity increasing factors great improvements have already been made with promise of more to come.
Among these economy producing and capacity increasing
factors are the following improvements
Boiler design in the relationships of the factors making up
heating surface

Firebox design
Front end design, draft appliances, exhaust nozzles
Ashpan design as to air openings
Superheating;

Compounding;
Feedwater heating;
Firebrick arches and circulating supporting tubes;
Valve gear;
Detail design to secure reduced weight of reciprocating parts
and other parts;
alloy steels to reduce weights;
Mechanical stokers
Labor-saving devices for the engineman and fireman
Improved counterbalancing to permit of greater weight on
driving wheels by reducing dynamic stresses.
And yet to come is powdered fuel with possibilities unknown
Powdered fuel is in reserve, promisIn scope and in importance.
ing the ideal method of complete combustion under control more
perfect than is possible with present methods other than oil
burning and perhaps with economies impossible to obtain with oil.

Use of high-grade

PROGRESS IN EFFICIENCY

Valuable comparisons may be drawn from the best results
of ten years ago and of today. At the Louisiana Purchase Exposhion in 1904 the tests made by the Pennsylvania Railroad revealed important figures concerning locomotive performance at
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time.
It was shown to be possible to obtain equivalent
evaporation from and at 212 deg. of 16.4 lb. of water per sq. ft.
of heating surface, indicating the power of locomotive boilers

\^0L. 57,

WHAT REMAINS

that

when forced. It was shown that when the power was low, the
evaporation per pound of coal was between 10 and 12 lb., whereas the evaporation declined to approximately two-thirds of
these values when the boiler was forced.
These results compared favorably with those obtained in good stationary practice,
whereas the rate of evaporation in stationary practice lies usually from 4 to 7 lb. of water per sq. ft. of heating surface per
hour. In steam consumption the St. Louis tests showed a minimum of 16.6 lb. of steam per i. hp. per hour. In coal economy

was 2.01 lb. of coal per
hp., the minimum
dynamometer horsepower was 2.14 lb. These
records were made after the superheater had become a factor

the lowest figure

i.

figure for coal per

locomotive practice and they represent economies attained by
This is
its early applications.
important in the light of the recent development of the super-

in
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TO BE DONE

American locomotive development

to

its

present state would

have been impossible without the use of the improvements already mentioned.
It is believed that all these are capable of
still further development, making for still greater economy in
the use of fuel and, therefore, promising greater power capacity.
It is the object of the committee to present these possibilities for discussion by those who are engaged in perfecting
and improving steam locomotive practice in this country. It is
the hope of the committee that engineers who are devoting
their attention to the design of locomotives as a whole and
those who are engaged in the development of the various details which have contributed to the high efficiency of the steam
locomotive of today will discuss the progress of the recent past
and reveal possibilities for future development and improvement in capacity and efficiency.

aid of the superheater in one of

These remarkable figures have never received the atfrom engineers. They serve, howshow that 10 years ago a steam locomotive had attained results which were vs'orthy of the best attention of the

RAILWAY AFFAIRS

heater.

IN

OTHER COUNTRIES

tention which they deserve
ever,

to

Since then greater progress has been

engineers of the time.

from London under date of October 31 states
that the directors of the Central .Argentine Railway (owned by
English interests) have decided to raise immediately $5,000,000
.\

despatch

new

made and today locomotives of

larger capacity than those conLouis tests have given better results.
\'oluminous records of recent investigations of locomotive
performance taken from the Pennsylvania Railroad test plant at
Altoona show that the best record of dry fuel per i. hp. hour
down to the present date is 1.8 lb., with a large number of less
than 2 lb., while the best performance in dry steam per i. hp.
liour is 14.6 lb. with a largo number less than 16 lb. A reduction

of

cerned in the

These notes

of 10 per cent in fuel and

the

St.

is remarkable
This coal performance was recorded by a class E6S Pennsylvania Railroad locomotive while running at 320 r. p. m. and developing 1,245.1
The same locomotive gave a fuel rate of 1.9 lb. while
i.
hp.
running at the same speed and developing 1,750.9 i. hp. The
best water rate was given by a class K2SA Pennsylvania Railroad locomotive while running at 320 r. p. m. and developing
2,033.1 i. hp.
These high powers indicate that the locomotives
were not coddled as to output of power in order to show high
efficiencies, but that high efficiencies accompany actual con-

12 per cent in water

as the result of a development of 10 years.

ditions

of operation in

severe service.

As

to

power capacity

terms of evaporation, it is interesting to note that
the maximum equivalent evaporation from and at 212 deg. per sq.
ft. of heating surface per hour on the Altoona test plant is 23.3
lb.
These figures of high efficiency were obtained from locomotives which represented not only very careful, general and
detail design, but their design included several of the improvements making for greater capacity and higher efficiency.
Having in mind the facts that steam locomotives are power
plants on wheels, built to meet rigid limitations of weight, both
static and dynamic, and that the use of condensers is impossible, engineers in general must admit the high character of
expressed

the

work

in

of

locomotive

designers

which has attained these

on the test plant and
through reports of engineers, would be important because it
proves that progress is being made in the possibilities of locomotive performance. Improvement which is revealed by operating statistics and which, ^therefore, appears in the records of
It is imthe treasurer's office is the real test in this case.
Greater efficiency,

know

which

is

revealed

power of locomotives, attained
economy-producing and capacity-increasing factors, has produced results which the finanA recently
cial reports of railroads prove beyond question.
published list of train tonnage on 45 prominent railroads in-

portant to

that increased

largely through the development of

roads have increased their average
freight trainloads by over 30 per cent during the last five years.
Credit must be given to the improvement in the locomotive for
most of this development. These figures reveal the value of in-

dicates

that

16

of

these

creased power and efficiency of steam locomotives and the end
is

not yet in sight.

by the issue of 6 per cent three-year notes at par.
be offered to existing stockholders, and are
1
per cent premium.
Most of the railroads
however, are at the present time meeting with

will

already quoted at
in

Argentina,

war and
The Buenos Ayres

financial difficulty, partly because of the

of a poor agricultural year.

partly because
Pacific

which

paid 3 per cent dividends last year, has passed its dividends.
The Central Argentine, the Buenos Ayres Great Southern and

Buenos Ayres Western have likewise reduced their diviThe Argentine Railway, one of the Farquhar companies
has fared even worse.
This companj-, which was formed in
1912 by Percival Farquhar, has control of the Cordoba Central
and large interests in the Entre Rios, the Argentine North
Eastern and the Province of Santa Fe Railway.
It is now
understood that the first two hnes will break away from the
control of the Argentine Railway, and it is also stated that the
latter will have difficulty in meeting $7,500,000 of 6 per cent
dends.

notes falling due in February, 1915.

The mileage of the South Australian state railways on June 30,
was 1,845, of which 1.052 miles was of 3 ft. 6 in. gage, 85
miles more than on June 30, 1913. and 793 miles was of 5 ft. 3
in. gage, 70 miles having been added during the year.
The railway
1914,

administration also operates under agreement with the Australian
government an additional 478 miles of 3 ft. 6 in. gage railway

from Port .\ugusta north to Oodnadatta almost on the Northern
line.
There are also 463 miles of line authorized or
In the fiscal year ended June 30, 1914,
the South Australian Railways, exclusive of the Port AugustaOodnadatta line earned a total of $11,349,040, of which $3,657,067
was passenger train revenue, $7,456,149 freight train revenue, including $3,125,649 received for the carrying of minerals, and
Territory

in course of construction.

$245,775

results.

capital

miscellaneous

revenue,

such as

wharfage, rents,

etc.

There were increases in all items of traffic except wheat and
livestock and the total earnings, $558,001 greater than in the fiscal
year ended June 30, 1913, constituted a new record. The total
expenditure, on the other hand, was $7,318,028, $544,271 greater
than in 1913. The net revenue of $4,042,772 was equal to 5.33 per
cent on a capital expenditure of $75,812,740 on average mileage
open. From this net revenue there were deducted interest charges
of $2,753,175, chargeable to the railways by the government at the
rate of 3^ per cent. The surplus for the year was $1,287,874, or
$1,319,738, including the balance to credit of profit and loss on the
Port Augusta-Oodnadatta line and the administration's total surplus on June 30, 1914 was $2,593,544. The South Australian Railways in 1914 carried 19,809,533 passengers an average distance of
11.95 miles.
The total revenue freight tonnage was 15.082,769,
of which 1,617,804 tons were minerals, 300,579 wheat, 26,089 wool,
The total
110,762 livestock and 1,048.237 other commodities.
earnings per mile open were $6,250.
;

:

Eighth Conference of the Western Economic Society
Report of Meeting Devoted to Subject of "American
Railway Problems" With Brief Abstracts of Papers
The

Economic Society was
November 13 and 14,
and was devoted to the subject "American Railway Problems."
Various topics pertaining to some of the principal problems in-

of binding and uniform rules regarding the allocation or apportionment of revenues and expenditures to the various states.
At present there is no uniformity of practice.
This is preeminently a task for the Interstate Commerce Commission. In
his opinion, however, such control by the superior jurisdiction
should not go to the length of replacing state by federal taxes.

eighth conference of the Western

held at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, on

volving railway regulation, were assigned to prominent authorities on the various subjects for prepared papers, and each was

Following

followed by a general discussion.

summary

a brief

is

I.MPROVEMENTS MADE FROM EARNINGS

men

of some of the papers of interest to railway

Albert

VALUATION FOR RATE REGULATION

rail-

ways, presented a paper on "The Valuation of Railway Property
for Purposes of Rate Regulation."
Mr. Butler said that the as-

ings

It

likewise the property of the stockholders.

the value of the property used to render the

In rate cases involving the question of confiscation, the
is an essential fact, but a rate only high
nonconfiscatory may be much below what is
to be

service.

value of the property

enough

reasonable.

The
tain

federal valuation act requires the commission to ascer-

and report value, and also to report

plication

of

adopted.

whatever

The value required

particular purpose,
in

principles

so

it

to be ascertained

may become

facts

hand for the ap-

at

valuation

of

many

in detail

and much information, so that data may be

may
is

finally

be

not for any

involved in rate-making,

rate-judging, in taxation, in accounting, in capitaHzation, in

public purchase, in sales of securities

guide to future legislation, but
that

it

is

and

it

value in

may
its

be used as a

broadest sense

must be found and reported.

and the making of rates on
that basis would unjustly deny reward and profit to the owners
of the best railroads of the country, and amount to seizure of
the use of private property without just compensation. There is
no foundation for the suggestion that there exists between the
public and each railroad carrier the relation of principal and

The

substitution of cost for value

agent or beneficiary and trustee. The title to railroad property
is not held either in whole or in part, for the use or benefit of
the public. The company has the full title and ownership.

VALUATION FOR TAXATION
T. S. Adams,

member

secretary of the National

of the Wisconsin

Tax

Tax Commission and

under normal conditions. What the property cost has,
no necessary significance. This fact, he said,
distinguishes tax valuation from valuation for purposes of rate
regulation. Valuation for taxation depends primarily upon earnings, and earnings in turn depend upon rates.' It is obvious that
no such valuation can be employed for the purpose of regulating

would

sell

in this connection,

better

,

FIRST

Ralph C. Richards, general claim agent and chairman of the
Central
Safety Committee of the Chicago & North Western,
presented a paper on "Railway Accidents and Safety First."
which was illustrated with lantern slides and charts illustrating
the safety first work on the North Western and accident staHe said that for all
tistics of the railways of the United States.
practical purposes the only accidents that can

now

be materially

reduced on the railways without the assistance of the public are
those resulting in death and injury to employees. During the
52 months in which the safety first movement has been in effect
on the North Western, the company has had 360 fewer reports
of people killed and 10,951 fewer reports of people injured than
during that period on the basis of the exit would have had
perience during the year ending June 30, 1910. "This being an

economic society," he said, "perhaps some one may want to know
what the economic value of the safety first movement is in dollars
and cents. The average cost of railroad accidents in this part
So every time you save an
of the country is $113.93 per case.
accident you save $113.93. In the 52 months on the North Western, with an increase of 450 miles and about 10 or 12 per cent
Any
increase in earnings we have had 11,311 fewer accidents.
one can figure what the saving in dollars and cents is, although
the movement was started to save lives and increase safety and
regularity of operation, improve working conditions and create a
better feeling between the officers and the men, and only incidentally, to save dollars."

COST OF SERVICE

Association, presented a paper on

"Valuation of Railway Property for Purposes of Taxation." Mr.
Adams said that the aim or goal of valuation for purposes of
taxation is in most states to find the price at which property

it is

in

RAILWAY ACCIDENTS AND SAFETY

to suppose that railroad rates are, or as a practical matter can be,

made or based upon

That

improvements, and subsequently capitalize them after a liberal surplus has been created
than to pay out all net earnings in cash dividends and sell securities to provide funds for all improvements.
That valuation
has to do with the property owned and not the source from
which funds to acquire it were obtained, and therefore, property
obtained from net earnings should be included in a valuation for
any purpose.

however, a mistake

is,

is

to invest a portion of the earnings

to test the reasonableness of the general level of jates,

as a guide for further legislation.

Sons, presented a paper

:

aid to the public control of the issuance of stock and bonds, as

an aid

&

the stockholders, and, therefore, property acquired with net earn-

certainment of the value of a thing, whether it be a vacant lot
or railroad property, is the determination of a fact, and that the
same property cannot be of two or more difiererit values at one
time. Reliable knowledge concerning the value of railroad property may be useful for various purposes, for example, as a basis
for taxation, as a guide to investors in railroad securities, as an

and

Bullard, of E. H. Rollins

on the subject "Shall Improvements Made From Earnings be
Capitalized or Included in Valuation?"
His conclusions were
summarized as follows
That net earnings are the property of

,

Pierce Butler, valuation counsel of the w-estern group of

W.

Halford Erickson of the Railroad Commission of Wisconsin,
presented a paper on "Cost of Service as a Basis of Rate Making."
Mr. Erickson said that to apply the value of the service principle as the fundamental one to railroads and public service companies generally would be in opposition to the law and to the
economics of public policy. The value of the service principle
is held mostly by those who argue for the greatest freedom in

or changing rates.

making or who are against any restrictions therein. It is
its lack of more exact measure upon which to adjust
rates, and for the freedom it gives to the play of judgment and

railway propertj'

motives.

For the same reason that local valuation of
bad, state valuation of railway projierty could
advantageously be replaced by federal valuation, or better still,
by co-operative valuation on the part of the state governments
acting jointly, or through some central bureau maintained by them.
is

Such control, he urged, should certainly go to the promulgation

rate

noted for

The

cated by those

cost of service basis, on the other hand,

whose aim

it

is

to develop

more

scientific

advosystems

is

making than those now in efifect, and who are considering the interests of the public as well as those of the carrier. This
basis recognizes the importance of distance in rate making. The
of rate

:
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all-inclusive nature of the phrase "value of the service"

companion phrase "What the

traffic caii

makes

and

it

impossible to define their real meaning.
always be depended upon to treat all shippers, including the
public, equitably and fairly, would seem to be refuted by experience.
There are such variations in views honestly held as well
as in the conditions that are encountered, that even with the
best of intentions serious inequalities are likely to find their

management of such

into the
is

possible,

way

enterprises as public utilities.

however, that such phrases

may

It

Many manufacturing

plants,

where the common expenses are

about as great as in railway service, through their
systems of cost accounting are in a position to determine the
relatively

made the
The methods which

cost per unit so closely that these costs are

basis for

both present and future prices.

are thus

employed

successfully

seemed

in

the

manufacturing

world would,

to him, lead to equally satisfactory results

if

it

INTERLOCKING DIRECTORATES
Significance

of

Interlocking Directorates

in

Railway Finance" was discussed by Frank Haigh Dixon, professor of economics,

Dartmouth College.

our judgment as to the desirability of the relationship of
railways and credit institutions is to be determined solely by results, he said, we must conclude that the balance swings heavily
Opposition to
in favor of the continuance of the present policy.
the close association of financial houses and railways grows
monopolization
of credit.
rather out of the concentration and
If

The

real evil

resulting

credit houses, he said,

if

from the interlocking of railways and
any evil exists, arises primarily out of

the relation of credit institutions to each other, rather than out
of their relation to the railways through representation

on

rail-

way boards. The menace is in the concentration of credit.
As to the interlocking relationship arising from the demands
of construction or operation, he said, many of them are absolutely
With the power in
essential, and most of them are harmless.
the hands of the Interstate Commerce Commission and many of
the state commissions to control the accounting
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on Friday evening, "The Public View of the

the banquet

Need for an Increase of Freight Rates" was discussed
by John H. Gray, professor of economics. University of Minnesota "The Railways' View of the Freight Rate Question," by
E. P. Ripley, president of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe,
and "The Efficiency of Railway Operation in Relation to an Advance in Rates," by Samuel O. Dunn, editor of the Railway Age
Railways'

;

Gazelle.

PRESIDENT Ripley's address
President Ripley spoke

in part as follows

country were built upon the theory that competition would prevent extortion, and the business was considered
Railroads

in this

in the light of other ordinary ventures, but it gradually became
apparent that each railroad was a practical monopoly at least so
far as certain territory was concerned, and that there should

some impartial tribunal which should limit the amount of
charge which a railroad company might make. The fundamental
and underlying trouble with our legislation, as has long been
recognized by students of economics, is that our present laws
strive to retain the former theory of competition and consequently forbid combination, while at the same time prescribing
uniformity in charges, and thus practically rendering combination
exist

applied to the

railway service.

"The Economic

At

in a sense be applied

to the principles involved in the classification of freight.

57,

THE BANQUET

its

next to
That the carriers can

bear,"

Vol.

and examine the

books of railway corporations, we may safely assume that public
interests will in nowise be prejudiced by the close relationship of
Reparent railways and their subsidiary operating companies.
garding such affiliations as have the restraint of competition in
mind, their economic significance depends upon the purpose in

Tliis contradiction in

necessary.

our laws

is

pretty clearly recog-

no lawmaking body seems to have had the courage
to attempt to change the conditions.
Owing mainly, though not entirely, to unintelligent legislation
the railroads as a whole find themselves unable to meet the demands made on them and it is not possible for the best of them
to raise money at rates which they can afford to pay. This is not
a development of the European war conditions, but something
that took place before any war was declared. The attack of the
muck-raker and the agitator had done its work and the government, heeding these attacks and ignoring the actual conditions,
had in effect declared railroad investments unsafe. It will be
nized, but

;

.said

that

mismanagement of

about this

and

result,

this

certain properties has helped to bring
is

I am not apologizing
occurred under your laws and

very likely;

for these cases, but they nearly

all

were by advice of counsel.

The simple

truth

is

that rates are unremunerative; that the end

of the rope has been reached for
off

travagance

in

some

of the roads

and

is

not far

All the tnlk that has been given us about ex-

for others.

operation, about facilities granted free of charge

to favored individuals,

about free passes, about mistakes of

rail-

view and the methods by which such purpose is effected.
"When that day comes," he said, "and it is not far in the future, that the commission assumes as complete control of service
as it has already done of rates, it will then in my judgment be of
little or no public concern whether parallel and competing rail-

road management, may be allowed for all it is worth and more
than it is worth, and the stubborn fact still remains that the public

ways are or are not interlocked. That every evil of a monopoly
character will then be done away with for good and all I do not
That would be placing too low an estimate on the ingeassert.
nuity of the financial juggler. But the public advantages of cooperation on the part of large railway systems under the conditions here described so decidedly outweigh any remote disadvantages that there seems to me to be no justification for a preSuch close co-operation
vention of interlocking relationships.

ous governments

will

work not

to the restraining of trade unreasonably, but rather
will permit the execution of co-operative

to its liberation, for

it

plans

many

for

handled.

relief
It will

in

situations

that

are

now

wastefully

permit the application of the principles of scien-

economic railway operation to the railway system as a whole.
It is a curious myopia that persists among the American people
and demands competition between these great industries to the
certain burdening of them ultimately with its inevitable costs.
Yet with this prejudice against combination lodged in the breasts
of the people, the movement of events as expressed in legislation
has been steadily away from reliance upon the efficacy of competition and in the direction of more and more rigid regulation.
That it will stop short of government ownership does not seem
tific

at all clear."

does not pay enough to warrant first-class service, and that it
have nothing else also that much of our trouble comes from
laws that are fundamentally wrong and that altogether our vari-

will

;

— state

—

and national

—are

responsible for these

conditions.
I

could go on at great length on the inconsistencies and cruof our present laws of the impracticable character of regu-

dities

;

lation by 49 local

commissions plus one general commission; of

that impossible condition created by the duties of the interstate

— detective bureau and prosecuting agency in the in— later attempting to act as a judicial body on cases

commission
itial

stages

worked up by

its

own endeavors; and

much

not so

bettering conditions as in getting convictions

:

rules

interested in

and regula-

tions prescribed without regard to the cost or inconvenience to

the carrier

and adding greatly

to his burdens.

Even admitting for argument's sake the fairness and ability of
member of the commission, there does not exist

each individual
a body of seven

men who

could by any

human possibility transact
who could act as un-

the business of 2S0.000 miles of road; nor

biased judges on cases which they had themselves developed and
which they or their subordinates had already passed on.

Therefore I say that our present laws regulatory of railroads,
are a "hodge podge" incapable of intelligent administration. Do
not understand me as desiring to be free of restraint quite the
contrary.
I simply say that present conditions cannot continue

—

:
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and the public will rightfully refuse to make investments which
the acts of government have made uncertain.
I refrain at this time from forecasting the future; a change is
coming because present conditions cannot last. The danger is
that they will last long enough to wreck the best railway system
the world has ever known and its epitaph will be "Killed by
Government Interference."'
Arthur Hale, general agent of the American Railway Association, presented a paper on "Freight Car Surpluses and Shortages," which was published in last week's issue.
W. Z. Ripley, professor of political economy. Harvard University, presented a paper on "The Investor's Interest in Railroad
Valuation."

EFFICIENCY OF RAILWAY OPERATION

Mr. Dunn pointed out that no evidence had been produced in
support of the sweeping charges of inefficiency.
The greatest
economy in transportation is secured by moving traffic in large

The

units.

density of passenger

traffic

of our railways

small

is

compared with that of European railways and they haul fewer
passengers per train, but between 1900 and 1910 they increased
the number of passengers per train 36!/2 per cent. Between the
same years the average tons per train in France increased from
144 to 181; in Prussia Hesse, from 163 to 236; in the United
Up to 1913, the freight trainload in
States from 271 to 380.
The passenger journeys
this country had increased to 469 tons.
and freight hauls are longer here, but the wages paid are higher.
The average annual railway wage in Germany increased from
$338 to $392 between 1906 and 1911, or 16 per cent, and in the
United States from $588 to $724, or 23 per cent, and to 1913 to
$758, or 29 per cent. In spite of the relatively high wages paid
here, the units of traffic moved per dollar of capitalization and
of operating expenses in 1911 were as follows:
United

Germany

Ton

miles per dollar of capital cost

8.6

Passenger miles per dollar of capital cost
Ton miles per dollar of operating expenses
Passenger miles per dollar of operating expenses..
Total
Total

traffic
traffic

units per dollar of capital cost
units p"er dollar of operating expenses

5.6

67.5
44.3
14.2
118.8

France

States

3.8
2.9

18.4

62.9
47.5

138.9
15.9
20.5
154.8

2.1

6.7

110.4

If the evidence shows that under efficient management net
earnings are insufficient to attract sufficient investment a case
has been made out from the standpoint of public expediency for

higher rates.

Electric arc welding as

J.

i-

H. Bryan!

commercial process may be divided

—

trode.

These two processes are generally spoken of as carbon electrode and metal electrode welding respectively.
In addition to these there is the Zerener process, in which the
arc is drawn between two carbon electrodes, as in the arc lamp,
to be welded is placed in contact with the arc.
however, not considered a commercial proposition in this
country, as its field of application is limited, and the apparatus

and the metal
is,

unwieldy.

Quoting from C. B. Auel in the American Machinist (1911):
"In carbon electrode welding the metal to be welded is made one
terminal of a direct current circuit, the other terminal being a
carbon electrode. Upon closing the circuit by bringing the carbon electrode into contact with the metal and' then withdrawing
it

to a

Through

distance,

the

an arc

medium

is

drawn between

of the arc, which

is ttie

the

two terminals.

hottest flame

in

that

metallic

a

electrode

is

substituted

for

the

If direct current is available

from a shop or commercial circuit, welding can be done directly from this source of supply,
but this method has been found to be very wasteful of power and
should not be resorted to except where welding is only to be
done at very infrequent intervals. An additional disadvantage
of the use of the shop circuit as a source lies in the fact that,
unless arrangements are made for insulating the work from
ground, the shop circuit is grounded, with attendant danger to
other employees in the shop, as well as to the welding operators.

A much

more economical method

is that of using a motor genthe motor being constructed with characteristics suitable for operation on the shop or other circuit, and used to drive
a low voltage generator. The generator may be either shunt or

erator

set,

compound wound, the shunt wound machine being satisfactory
where only one arc is to be operated, while the compound wound
machine is preferable if several arcs are to be supplied from the
same unit. Experience has shown that generators giving a potential of 75 volts or thereabouts will enable satisfactory results

to be produced.

As

different welds require different strengths
once evident that there must be some means
of regulating the current supply. This is usually effected by inserting resistance in the welding circuit connecting it in series
with the arc.

of current,

A

it

is

at

must be provided for both carbon
Protective equipment is
necessary for the operator on account of the fact that the exposure to the rays of the arc causes an irritation and subsequent
suitable electrode holder

electrode and metal electrode welding.

peeling of the skin
several minutes.

if

the exposure has been sufficiently long, say

The

irritation is very similar to sunburn and is
uncomfortable, but no serious consequences ensue, and at the
end of a few days all traces of the burn disappear.
When the carbon electrode is used, the filling material is usually of the same metal as that being worked upon and may be
used in any convenient form. When metal electrodes are used

^

—

itself is

latter

carbon.

The length most

generally used

about 12
bronzes and brasses with a low percentage of zinc

two general classes
Benardos or carbon electrode process in which the arc
is drawn between the metal to be welded and a carbon electrode.
Second Slavianoft or metal electrode process in which the
arc is drawn between the metal to be welded and a metal elec-

This

the

in.

into

First

(having a temperature between 3,500 deg. and 4,000 deg. Centideg. to 7,200 deg. Fahrenheit), the metal may be
either entirely melted away, molded into a different shape or
fused to another piece of metal as desired."
The metal electrode process of welding is a somewhat later
development than the carbon electrode method, and differs from

grade—6,300

for welding iron and steel they should be of best quality of soft
iron or steel wire and may range in diameter from Ys in. to

ELECTRIC ARC WELDING*
By

951

known

•Abstract of a paper presented before the Western Railway Club,

vember 17, 1914.
tWestinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

No-

is

in.

may

Copper,
also be

welded by this process, in which case the electrodes should be of
the same material as that being welded. Where the zinc content of brasses is high, it volatilizes to such an extent as to make
the work porous and brittle.
The current required for carbon electrode welding varies from
a minimum of about 200 amperes to a maximum of around 700
amperes, or even more in very heavy work. In general, however, 300 or 400 amperes have been found to be sufficient for ordinary carbon electrode work.
The metal electrode process, though a considerably later development than the carbon electrode method, has a field of application very distinct in many cases from the older process.
Its principal advantage is on work where it is desirable to localize the heat to the greatest extent possible, thus minimizing
strains due to expansion and subsequent contraction.
An example of this is in the welding of sheet metal or of a broken
bridge in a flue sheet. Another advantage of this process is that
it enables welding to be done in a vertical plane or even from
the underside of the piece to be repaired.

trodes

trode

much lower currents are used
The maximum value
process.

than

With the metal
in

elec-

the carbon elec-

hardly ever exceeds

150

For a greater portion of the work a current of
about 100 to 130 amperes is found satisfactory, although the
amount of current required will vary with the size of the electrode and the class of work being done.
to 175 amperes.

The carbon

electrode process

is

also well adapted for cutting

:
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In cutting the arc is drawn just as in welding and is
played along the line to be cut, provision being made for the
melted metal to run off. Very rapid work of this sort can be

heavy currents are used. The heat generated
varies approximately as the square of the current so that a
comparatively small increase in current will give a considerable
increase in the rapidity with which work may be done.
Among the principal uses of arc welding equipment in steam
railroad shops are the following: Flue welding; firebox repairs;
tranie repairs, and building up of worn parts.
Besides these
there are innumerable minor uses for the equipment.
General practice varies as regards the best method of welding
flues.
The time of welding will probably average 15 per hour,
although as high as 25 per hour have been reported. This time
is for 2-in. flues.
Five inch superheater flues are being welded
at about one-fourth this. rate.
It is interesting to note that the
flue sheet is found to be in better condition upon removal of flues
than is the case where flues have not been previously welded in.
This is due to the fact that the welding builds up the sheet
around the flue holes to about the original thickness.
Closely related to flue welding is the subject of firebox re-

The

pairs.

if

The following figures are taken from records of actual repairs
made in a large railroad shop in the middle west at various
between the actual
ap^saratus back into
by replacement or by
costs were based on
carbon electrode and

times, the figures given being a comparison

of

welding and that of putting the

service by methods previously used, either
repair of the old parts.
a

power

A

foot-operated locomotive

fire

door, the two halves of which

are so arranged as to counterbalance each other, thus

The

arc welding

cost of 51 cents per hour for the

Cost of
welding

Plugging 51 holes in expansion plate, holes I in. diam. by
$2.75
•i in. deep
Repairing mud ring
6.50
Cutting four 6-in. holes in tender deck sheet Yi in. thick..
1.08
Welding eccentric strap, broken through neck
1.08
Repairing mud rings
6.50
7.98
Welding two spokes in drivmg wheel center
2.33
Welding cracks in bulkhead in tender tank
26.15
Welding cracks in side sheets
134.89
Repairing firebox
Building up flat spots on locomotive driver
.40

No

hard and

required, as

Simple Gravity Fire

Door

upper part being pivoted at the left and the lower part at the
right.
It is opened by means of a foot lever located at the left
and 20 in. out from the back head. This lever operates the
door opening cam, which has a specially formed shoe at its upper end bearing against the under side of the upper door at A.

fast rules can be laid

no two

down

Cost
by other
methods
$10.15
34.57
8.35

41.28
24.57
99.98
S.OO
31.79
869.58
225.00

as to the size of out-

installations will be alike in their require-

ments, and the matter of selection of apparatus of proper caIn steam railis largely one of judgment and experience.

pacity

road shops installations are usually made of sufficient capacity
to take care of not less than four to six operators, and the larger
shops can occasionally use even g'reater capacities to advantage.
Where a greater number of operators are to be supplied, however, it is generally found to be more economical to install additional outfits in other sections of the shop where welding is
This
to be done, rather than to put in one large central plant.

on account of the

is

work is usually more or
copper becomes an item for con-

fact that as this

less scattered the cost of line

sideration.

not to be considered as a panacea for all the
worker is heir to. There are many classes
of work for which it is entirely unsuitable, but its range of usefulness is so wide that it has long since fully justified its ex-

Arc welding

ills

is

that the metal

istence.

making

unnecessary the employment of a power cylinder, has been developed and patented by P. C. Withrow, mechanical engineer of
the Denver & Rio Grande.
As shown in the engraving the door is in two sections, the

17 cents an hour for the metal electrode, together with cost of
labor and an overhead charge of 40 per cent. The power costs
used are slightly higher than those usually obtaining in shops of
this nature

fit

No. 21

defects to be repaired include cracks in the side, flue,

door and crown sheets, leaky staybolts, leaky seams, etc. Also
sheets will often be found to be in such condition that repairs
are impossible, and it is necessary to put in patches. All of this
class of work can be done very satisfactorily by the use of the
arc welding equipment. Broken locomotive frames also are very
satisfactorily repaired by the use of the electric arc.
One railroad (R. F. & P.) reports that it has in service at the present
time 65 welded locomotive frames and has had only one failure;
this failure was attributed to the fact that the arc weld was in
close proximity to on? made by another process.

cost

57,

GRAVITY FIRE DOOR

of metals.

done, especially

Vol.

Gravity Fire Door Locked in

Open

Position

—
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As pressure on

the foot lever opens the door the point of conbetween the cam and the door shifts from A to E. This
means of which to start
the door without unnecessary effort, and the decreasing leverage
as the movement progresses keeps the travel of the foot pedal
tact

gives a comparatively large leverage by

953

considerable favor.
It is claimed that prompt opening of the
door is effected without extraordinary effort; sufficient force it
brought to bear upon the pedal by the natural swinging of the
weight to the left foot as the fireman swings the shovel toward
the

fire

door.

within reasonable limits.

The upper and lower sections of the door are connected by
means of rods B and D and equalizer C. The pin F which connects rod

B

thus causing

to the upper door
it

is

located above the hinge pin G,

CORRUGATED STEEL DOOR WITH FENDER
ATTACHMENT

to swing in closer to the vertical line through

The leverage of the upper
is opened.
which causes the closing movement, is thus
increased.
It will be noted that the pin which secures rod D
to the lower section of the door is located at a point much
nearer the horizontal center line through the hinge pin than is
pin F in the upper door. The increase in leverage of the lower
door in the open position is therefore less than that of the upper

the hinge pin as the door

door, the weight of

A further increase in leverage of the upper section is
door.
between equalizer C and the door
frame at the right of the equalizer fulcrum pin. This causes the
fulcrum to gradually travel to the right as the door is opened.
The upper door thus has sufficient overbalance to insure prompt
As the
closing on releasing the pressure from the foot lever.
closing movement proceeds the various points return to a normal
position, thus destroying the overbalance, and the closing is comThe foot lever bracket may be fastpleted without slamming.
ened either to the back head or the deck as is most convenient.
device
in
use experimentally on the Denver &
Thi^
has been
Rio Grande for about two years, where it has been meeting with
effected by the rolling contact

|,f_

_ -3iL

>j

when the car is being loaded or unloaded.
The fender consists of a S in. by 2}4 in. angle held out from

etc.,

means of cast filler blocks; at the ends
snub-nosed castings are used. When shut the front end of the
door fits into an angle, the idea being to prevent it from bulging
out in case freight should accidentally fall against it on the inside.
It is securely fastened by a one link chain and hook in
the rear which it is believed is sufficient to keep the rear edge
This door does not run on pulof the door from bulging out.
leys, but is supported at the bottom near each end by hard bearing points. It is claimed that in many instances after several
months' service the pulleys which are commonly used for supportFurther advantage in suspending
ing car doors rust and stick.
the door on bearing points at the bottom is claimed, as when it is
suspended from the top by means of pulleys, very few bolts or
rivets can be employed to carry the weight of the door itself.
the side of the car by

Sx2^ j(^*>fnff/e /ran Fender

\i-l8-^

N0./6 Corrvffafed

A corrugated steel box car door which is being manufactured
by the American Car Roof Company, Chicago, is fitted with a
fender attachment to prevent the doors being raked by wagons,

Iz'o'Fender

Door

—fS Door—

pi'l

li'xi'L, I.OI*PerFt,

No- 1&

Gage Corrvgafed fron Door

— 2i-—

!<

\Riyeti

"-i

>(<

(^-

2r—^

^
i

I

i"

(^-

©

«l

<^-ie-

r

\

SxZs'jf^'^ngte /ron Fancier

W7/m///MM/m

Corrugated Steel Box Car Door Equipped with a Fender at the Bottom to Prevent Raking by Wagons
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AMERICAN RAILWAY ASSOCIATION MEETING

Vol.

committee expects to be able
the association at

The fall session of the American Railway Association was
held at the Blackstone hotel, Chicago, on November 18. There
were present 210 members, represented by 180 delegates. The
executive committee reported that the membership now comprises 402 members, operating 274,790 miles, a decrease of one

member and an increase of 900 miles. The associate membership now comprises 201 members, operating 12,138 miles, an
increase of 38 members and 1,610 miles.
The executive committee also reported that its attention had
been called to the use of illuminated electric signs on the rear
The committee adopted the following reso-

of passenger trains.
lution

in

connection therewith: "Resolved, that the American

Railway Association disapproves of the use of electric illuminated signs on the rear of passenger trains, by reason of the
effect they have of concealing essential indications of standard
marker signals, and also because they absorb the light of other
signals and have a tendency to divert the attention of the employes, whose duty it is to observe signals which are essential
in

service and A. T. Dice had been elected chairman. The vacancy
on the committee has been filled by the election of F. T. Hatch,
The committee announced
chief engineer, Vandalia Railroad.
the result of the letter ballot, ordered at the previous meeting
of the association, relative to standard inside dimensions of box

;

eral

three resolutions, the

July

resolutions

recom-

The
mended by it were adopted asking that when any proposition
shall be made for change in standard time of the whole or any

part of the membership of the Association the subject shall be
referred to the executive committee. The executive committee
shall

thereupon

appoint

a

committee

of

nine

members

on

standard time, which shall promptly examine and report on the
effect of such proposed change of time— as to its advantages or
disadvantages to the road or roads directly affected^to any
other member of the Association, or upon the uniform standard
time system generally; and it is further recommended that no
change be made in the standard used by any member until such
committee shall have presented its report and it has been acted
upon. The Association urges the roads which made changes in
their standard in April and May by adoption of Eastern time
in place of Central, and so departed from heretofore uniform
standard time, to return to the use of uniform standard upon

their lines at the earliest practicable date.
It

was decided

1,

to discontinue the compilation of statistics of

and shortages, and of car balance and performance
for reasons of economy.
The committee on transportation reported that it has now

car surpluses

practically completed the revision of the standard code of train
rules for single and double track, rules governing movement of

trains with current of traffic

on two or more tracks by means

movement of trains against current of traffic on two or more tracks by means of block signals,
and additional rules for three or more tracks. Before presenting
of block signals, rules governing

this to the association for adoption

it

desires to give each

mem-

ber an opportunity to examine the rules and formally submit its
Circular No. 1,472 has, therefore, been issued, emcriticism.
bodying the revision of train rules, and replies thereto are re-

quested on or before December 14, 1914. As a result of suggestions which it hopes to receive in reply to this circular, the

of freight cars, pas-

as follows

of

members

reporting, 384.

Passenger cars in service, 56,980.
Locomotives in service 66,853.

•(b)

(c)

Fully equipped with safety appliances required by the United
States safety appliance standards, promulgated by the Interstate

Commerce Commission
Freight cars

(a)

in its order, dated

March

13,

1911:

6S2,9'59.

(aa) Freight cars put

in

service since July

1,

1911, 551,455.

Passenger cars 52,470.
(c) Locomotives 63,687.
Fully equipped with secure grab-irons or handholds on the ends
and sides of each car, as required under section 4 of the act of
1893, as amended April 14, 1896, and March 2, 1903:
(b)

(a) Freight cars 2,510,214.
(b)

The
and

number

i

(a) Freight cars in service 2,510,214.

Erie.
report,

favor of the

senger cars and locomotives equipped with safety appliances as
required by the United States safety appliance standards, as of

;

a

in

freight cars represented by such

replies to the circular respecting the

manager, Erie M. S. Connors, general manager, Hocking
and H. W. McMaster, general manager, Wheeling &

committee presented

number of

memberships was less than two-thirds of the freight cars owned
and controlled by the members of the Association. The resolutions were therefore not adopted.
The committee also included in its report a summary of the

Valley,

Lake

Although a majority of the members voted

cars.

a meeting of the Association on May 20, appointed a committee
of nine to investigate such changes as have been, or may be, sug-

The committee consists of E. B. Thomas
(chairman), president of the Lehigh Valley; B. McKeen (vicechairman), general manager, Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh; C. W. Galloway, general manager, Baltimore & Ohio;
H. A. Worcester, general manager, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis D. C. Moon, general manager, Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern; A. W. Johnston, general manager, New
York, Chicago & St. Louis; A. J. Stone, vice-president and gen-

that E. C. Carter had

resigned as chairman on account of his retirement from railroad

Number

at the present session.

present a complete report to

COMMITTEE ON MAINTENANCE

also stated that the president, as authorized at

gested in the system of uniform standard time, as adopted in
United States and Canada in 1883, to report to the Association

to

No. 21

1915, session.

The committee on maintenance reported

railway operation."

The committee

May,

its

57,

Passenger cars 56,980.
joint committee on automatic train stops reported that

C. Rice, general inspector of transportation

F.

ter,

of the Chicago,

&

Quincy, had been elected chairman, vice E. C. Carresigned. The committee also reported that it had continued

Burlington

its research of the subject and had received the reports of tests of
automatic train control devices which have been recently made.
Since the adoption of requisites of installation for automatic

approved by the association on May 20, 1914, no
which has been thoroughly and practically tested
and has been demonstrated to comply therewith, has come to
The committee has planned
the notice of the joint committee.
to pursue further its investigations, and has issued a circular
train control, as

stop

device,

(number 1470)

to the

The committee on

members of
electrical

the association for that purpose.

working reported that the sub-

which have been under consideration since its report of
April 20, 1914, are those connected with electrical working con-

jects

clearances as affected by permanent way and rolling
equipment structures, also specifications for electric power and
The
telegraph or telephone wire line crossings over railways.
existing standards were recommended. The practice of the associations in regard to these facilities has been under investigation
by the committee with the view of securing uniformity in standThe comards adopted by various engineering associations.
mittee stated that the diagram of the third rail working conductor
clearances adopted by the association in May, 1912, has been under

ductor

consideration by the sub-committee in joint session with subcommittees of the American Railway Engineering Association

and the American Electric

Railway Engineering Association,

with the view of establishing limited rolling equipment clearances
or for
in space close to track rail, for permanent way structures
These sub-comother devices, such as automatic train stops.
diagram
mittees have concluded that the "third rail clearance"

can be extended towards track rail without materially affecting
interchange equipment, and have accordingly adopted the following resolution

L
I

:

November
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20,

"That the limiting clearance line for rolling equipment as
adopted by the American Railway Association should be changed
so that the points FE 2^/15 and GE out 15 become FE 2J4/6
and GE out 6."
This recommendation was adopted by the association This

955

The following were elected members of the committee on
nominations: C. W. Galloway, Baltimore & Ohio, and W. B.
Storey, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. The association decided
to hold its next session in Atlantic City on May 19, 1915.

:

provision will allow devices attached to the permanent

way

to

above top of track rail in space from point J4
in. to point 6 in. distant from gage line.
The sub-committee of Railway Engineers' Association recommended the adoption of the five overhead clearances diagrams
approved by the association at its meeting in Chicago, March,
project 2;4

as

1914,

recommended

The

practice.

association accepted this

American

Railway Engineering Association for overhead crossings of electric light and
power lines was adopted as recommended practice.
The committee advised that consideration of overhead crossings for telegraph and telephone lines had been referred to a
sub-committee which has been in conference with similar committees of the American Railway Engineering Association and
The sub-committhe American Electrical Railway Association.
tee recommended the adoption of the telephone, telegraph and
signal wire crossing specification prepared by the Association of
Railway Telegraph Superintendents, with the exception of one
paragraph relating to minimum clearances of poles from railway
The side clearance specified by the telegraph supertracks.
intendents was not considered sufficient, and it was recomspecification

of

the

Electrical

mended 'that the minimum clearance of
form

to

that

A

means of protecting

for the

established

poles be

made

freight

of

a

fragile

nature against

breakage due to shocks while in transit has been developed by
B. Monesmith, of Cresco, la., and George E. Cutler, a commission merchant of New York City, and application has been made
for patents. It has been applied to two shipments of eggs from
Cresco,

recommendation.

The

SHOCK ABSORBER FOR FREIGHT CAR LADING

in.

la.,

to

New York

City,

both of which arrived at destina-

Each shipment consisted of something

tion in perfect condition.

over 400 cases and formed a refrigerator carload.
The patents which have been applied for are designed to cover
the application of two principles, one the placing of the load

upon a disengaged floor or platform free to move longitudinally
upon the floor of the car, and the other a means of absorbing
momentum due to this movement without shock to the lading.

the

The

application of these principles to the

two refrigerator

cars,

to con-

transmission line crossing

structures.

The

specification

definitely

which the committee offered has not been

acted upon by the engineering associations, but the

committee thought

desirable to place on record at this time

it

the essentials of a matter

which

is

of immediate and increasing

importance to railroads, and the committee, therefore, offered
the specifications for adoption as recommended practice of the

The association took action accordingly.
The sub-committees appointed by the committee for

association.

further in-

vestigation of continued subjects are as follows:

On third rail working conductors and on overhead working
conductor clearances, A. S. Baldwin, Illinois Central; J. H.
Davis, Baltimore & Ohio; E. B. Katte, New York Central.
As representatives of committee on national joint committee
on specifications for wire and cable crossings, E. B. Katte, New
York Central; J. H. Davis, Baltimore & Ohio.
The committee on relations between railroads reported that it
has approved the application of 66 roads to sign the per diem
rules agreement, and has rejected the applications of four.
It has reported to the executive committee on the eligibility of

Shock Absorber as Applied

to Refrigerator

Cars for Egg Shipments

47 roads to become associate members of the association.
On the recommendation of the committee a national form of

while crude in some respects, was very simple and effective in

weight agreement was approved.
The committee submitted a code of L. c. L. rules governing
receiving, stowing, handling and delivery of less than carload
freight, and also recommendations covering methods for handling carload shipments of flour, which were approved.

in. section were secured
and the whole was then
placed upon a number of rollers of small iron pipe. These rollers, which are placed crosswise of the car, were held in line by
shallow notches in the bottom of the longitudinals, the length
of the notches being suflScient to allow a motion on the rollers

The committee reported

that

it

was advised

that

in

official

uniform charge had been adopted of $2
for cars reconsigned en route and $5 for cars reconsigned at destination, and that it understands that similar action is contemThe committee also replated in other parts of the country.
ported that it had authorized an increase in the number of members of the committee on weighing and the committee on packclassification territory a

ing,

marking and handling of

freight

by the addition of the

Claim Association, and the president
American Association of Freight Agents, ex-officio.
The following were elected members of the_ committee on the
safe transportation of explosives and other dangerous articles
Central of New Jersey, Missouri Pacific and St. Louis & San

president of the Freight
of the

Francisco.

The following were
trical

working;

elected

Illinois

members of
Long

Central and

the committee
Island.

on

elec-

Longitudinals of 2

by 4

its

action.

to

the under side of the floor racks

of about 5

in.

With

in.

the sections

single structure free to

all

in

move lengthwise

place the result

is

a

of the car through a

distance of about 4^^ in. or 5 in. In each end of the car was
placed a shock absorber in two sections, temporarily secured to
Each section of the shock absorber
the car with lag screws.
consists of 12 coils of light wire placed between two light timber frames, one of which was secured to the end of the car and
the other free to move as the springs were compressed.

In loading a space of about 6 inches remained unfilled at the
middle of the car. This was loosely filled with straw and excelsior which on being unpacked at destination showed practically no evidence of having been compressed by the shifting of
the load in the two ends of the car, and an egg placed in this
The cost of the equipment as
space came through unbroken.
applied" to these cars is stated to be about $30 per car.
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Maintenance

of

The

report on concrete posts, presented at the recent annual convention of the American Railway Bridge & Building Association,

brought out
Concrete

an extended

discussion

Way

The timber

Railway
c;_n,

signs,

plant

Xasliville,

of

very gencal interest in this subject at the present
time.
While one man reported that conconcrete

treating

&

Louisville

Section

Treated Ties

indicating the

had been standard on his road
of others reported that they were using
them only experimentally and other members had not used them

4

number

all.
The sign along the railroad right of way has not only to
withstand the ordinary ravages of the elements, but also the more

at

serious attacks of maliciously inclined persons.

It

is

the latter

abuse which concrete signs withstand with difficulty. The Santa
Fe found that the long thin panels forming the arms of the
standard crossing sign were defective in this regard, and have
tentatively adopted metal crossarms bolted on concrete posts.

It

fignificant

because the road

program of

economy could be

supply.

out.

One member

stated that

by partially imbedding a number
of small staples in the green concrete in the bottom of the opening left for the colored concrete to serve as a bond with the

While requiring greater care in handling, the concrete
more durable than the wooden and with proper care
should prove more economical.
latter.

sign

no

Guthrie,
ties

is

Ky.,

described

new

in

this

had been treated by

this

located

sidering the project to build the
that

fall

at.

timbered country

a

in

where ties can be secured on practically the entire system. A
comprehensive study of present and probable future costs of untreated and treated ties on the various lines was made in con-

have been used to bring out the letters or figures in the posts.
Probably the most common is the casting of the posts with
blocks in place of the letters, which blocks are later replaced
with a mixture of lamp-black and cement. The determination
of the proper quantity of lamp-black to give a sharp distinctive
color, and at the same time to prevent smearing to adjacent
Several men also reported a tendency
surfaces, requires care.

and

long sup-

bridge tim-

is

step in a

difficulty

It

a striking evidence of the satisfactory service of
treated timber that a road should extend its use so widely after
long experience in one field. This decision to treat ties is also
road.

first

for the inserts to break

has

the road with treated

issue,

For mile posts and similar signs where a heavier post can be
Several methods
used, concrete has been found well adapted.

he had overcome this

plants of this kind

plied

plant

j<4

crete signs

for six years, a

operated by the

Miss.,
first

country.

the

in

ber, but until the completion of the

on the

L

Gautier,

at

was one of the
built

well

tie

new

plant

preservation.

at Guthrie as the
This study showed

effected by treatment in addition to the
recognized advantage of conserving the available timber

maximum economy it was found
which must be plated should be creosoted and

In order to secure the

that the curve ties

the others not requiring plates, treated with zinc chloride.

accordance with

this conclusion, the plant

processes, and a great deal of care

arrangement and

details

was used

increase the efficiency of operation.

the early

months

in

planning the

of equipment to reduce the cost and

As evidence

of this preliminary study, the cost per
in

In

was designed for both

tie

of the result

shown
more than 400

for heating as

of the plant's operation,

is

per cent lower than the similar figure in many large plants, on
account of the compact arrangement and the improved details
of the heating system in the tanks and cylinders.

is

few years ago the standard length of rails was 30 ft.
Within the past decade this has been increased 33 ft. and
many men are now asking why this canWhy Not
not now be increased to 40 ft. The immediate purpose, of course, is to reduce
40.Ft.
.•\

In view of the very general activity of state and local boards
of health throughout the country, the importance of the maintenance of clean and sanitary quarters for
Sanitation of
laborers employed in maintenance work,
especially

Camp
P

removed from its
manent frame or concrete
car

floating

gangs,

is

many

buildings.

old

wheels, after once being set out, they continue to be used long
after their proper life has been reached. The real problem, howBox
ever, is to provide quarters for the floating or extra gangs.
cars

revenue service make the practical camp
moving from place to place and can be fitted
very suitable quarters. The men employed in such gangs

condemned

for

for such a gang
into

a few years

ago readily maintained

their cars in a satisfactory

condition, but the general introduction of laborers from southern Europe and Mexi'co with their lower standards of living,
has made it very difficult to maintain sanitary conditions. As a
result, railway officers have been inclined to pay less attention

While in
to the character of the cars furnished to these men.
nearly all cases in which complaints have arisen, equally objectionable conditions can be found elsewhere in the community,
with
this is no defense of these conditions on the railroads, and
the present attitude of the public, the railroads are apt to be the

be criticized. In several states drastic action has already
been taken, even to the extent of limiting to four men the number wlio may sleep in one car. If the roads are to avoid similar
their
rer;-.:remc".ts in other states, they will have to overhaul
camps in the near future, and then keep them in proper condition.
first to

number of joints and as the joint is
,
,
the weakest part of the track and ex-

„ ., ,
Kails.'

being

However, this is not unibox cars are still doing service
quarters for the men and. differing from the cars on

versally the case, as
as living

in

brought more directly to the attention of
railroad men. For section gangs the box
trucks is rapidly being replaced with per-

the

,

.

pensive in first cost and maintenance, this is an important
One factor liiniting the length of rails is the
advantage.
length of the cars available for their transportation. A few
years ago 34-ft. and 36-ft. cars were most common, but withrecent years cars 40 ft. long or longer have come into very
Another objection raised is the necessity of
general use.
providing increased expansion for the longer rails. However,
with the adoption of the heavier sections within the past few
years, it has been found possible to reduce the relative allowance of expansion when laying rails so that this is not serious.
in

is that the longer rails would be more difhandle because of their increased weight. This is a
serious objection where the rails are handled by hand, but
with the adoption of the heavier sections mechanical appliances have come into more general use for unloading and
loading rails, as well as for placing them in the track, and
the adoption of longer rails would undoubtedly increase their
From the standpoint of the manufacturers there are
use.
more serious objections. Some of the mills will have to be

A

third objection

ficult to

reconstructed in large part to

make

rails

though other mills are now prepared to
quantities.
it

will be

It

more

is

of this length, althem in limited

roll

also stated that with the increased length
keep the rails straight. Both of

difficult to

these are serious objections which, however, the manufacturers will undoubtedly be able to obviate when the demand
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EXCESSIVE LIVE STOCK LOSSES

THE

stock on the right of way
is a source of loss to the railways which amounts to more
than is usually realized. One western system, on which conditions are probably no worse than on many other roads in
central, southern and western territory, has analyzed these
losses very carefully, and found that for the last fiscal year
killing

and injuring of

live

the claims paid for live stock killed

and injured by trains averaged $27.85 per mile of line.
For individual divisions this
figure varied widely, being as low as $6 on some and as high
as $112.49 on one. On another central western road the number
of head of stock killed annually on the tracks averages 1.32 for
every mile of line.
It is scarcely necessary to point out that claims paid for
stock killed represent an absolute loss both to the owner and
the railway. The former is seldom satisfied with the settlement, and the roads must pay in addition to the amount of
the claim the cost of burying or removing the carcasses.
Also, the settlement of claims is a fruitful cause of dispute
between the company's representatives and actual or prospective patrons, often resulting in permanent antagonism to
the road.
When such a loss becomes as great as that mentioned above, special efforts to reduce it are warranted.
The possible success of such efforts depends to a large
extent on local conditions.
In some of the eastern states,
where there is a comparatively small amount of stock, the
problem of keeping it off the track is not so serious. On
the other hand, in some southern or western states, where
stock is raised in large numbers, and particularly where the
free range laws are in effect, removing all responsibility from
the owner to fence up his stock, a railroad has a very difficult
task to prevent trains from striking animals on the track.
The first road mentioned above finds that 55 per cent of its
stock claims are the result of accidents occurring on 14 per cent
of its mileage located in states where these laws govern and
the second road killed more than 6,000 head of stock in one
state, or 74 per cent of the total for the system, while only 28
operated in that state. In some
parts of the country the owners of stock consider it their
inalienable right to let their stock graze on the railway right
per cent of the system mileage

of way,

is

and attempts to fence this property are not popular

some cases have even been met with active resistance.
The part of the right of way around stations cannot be
fenced off and on every road some live stock is struck within

and

in

the limits of station grounds. This class of accidents forms
25 per cent of the total on the road referred to. Little can be
done to prevent them beyond tr3'ing to educate the engineto be careful and to enlist the co-operation of local employees in correcting conditions that would tend to attract
loose stock to the station grounds and in driving such stock
out of the way of harm whenever possible.
In the endeavor to prevent the rest of the accidents, which

men

means are

— to

keep the
from
hitting those that do succeed in getting on. The former involves the construction of fences and cattle guards and their
proper maintenance. The typical right of way fence is almost
invariably better than adjacent line fences, costing perhaps
S500 to $700 per mile of line. Such a fence is required by
law in many states and in view of the nature of the service
that is required of it, is probably the most economical that
could be provided. Many cattle guards in service do not turn
On the other hand, some states have
stock successfully.
are a large majority, two
animals off of the right of

way and

available

to keep the trains

required pit guards, a type much more expensive than is
and one the us£ of which involves actual danger to
the stock.
It has been estimated by one of the roads furnishing
the above figures that SO per cent of the accidents to live stock
on the divisions with the worst records could be eliminated
by a complete installation of fence and steel or other equally

justified

ef^cient cattle guards.

Alter the installation of proper structures to turn stock,
the section foreraej) Jiave an important duty to perform in

957

maintaining them. It is very difficult to get foremen to take
time from track work to fi.x a fence before an accident happens, but if they could be made to realize the average loss
to the company for stock killed on every mile of line, they
would see that they cannot afford to delay the fence repairs
In some cases minor points in maintenance are
too long.
overlooked which destroy the effectiveness of the most expensive fence and cattle guards. Insufficient barriers at small
streams crossing the tracks, too much space under wing
fences and the leaving out of cattle guards for several days
after heavy ballasting work, are illustrations of such points.
The high cost of fences and cattle guards makes it necessary to consider carefully the possible saving to be effected
by their installation and in some cases it may be difficult to
In general, however, the amount spent
justify this expense.

maintain fences is much below the economical figure.
first road mentioned above, for example, spent about half
for repairing fence during the last fiscal year as for
claims paid to owners of stock killed or injured. In so far
as greater expenditure for fence repairs would have decreased
these stock claims, that use of the money would have been
much more beneficial both to the road and its patrons.
to

The

as

much

COMPARISONS OF RAIL FAILURES BY MILLS
compiling the annual statistics of rail failures for the
year ending October 31. 1913, an abstract of which is published on another page in this issue, the Rail Committee of
the
.'\merican
Railway Engineering Association has made
two important departures from the methods followed in compiling previous reports. Up to this time only the failures occurring during the preceding year have been tabulated in the
annual reports, but this year all failures occurring since the
rail covered by the records of the Association was laid in the
track have been included. As the total number of failures in
any one year depends largely on the average age of the rail, the
total number of failures to date in the rails covered by the

IN

is a better indication of the character of all the rails
thus covered than the records of failures for any individual
year. While it is unfortunate that a number of the roads are
not co-operating with the committee by reporting to it their

records

so that only about 30 per cent of the rails rolled
during the period under consideration are included in these
statistics, this total tonnage of over S.SOO.OOO tons is sufficiently large to make any conclusions drawn reasonably
representative of the situation throughout the country.
The second innovation in this year's report is the comparison of failures by mills, which is the most important step
failures,

yet

taken

statistics.

by
It

the committee in the analysis of rail failure
has been common knowledge that there are

wide differences in the quality of the rails rolled at different
mills and that while some manufacturers have been making
every endeavor to improve the quality of their product, the
The publication of
efforts of others have been less marked.
statistics of rail failures, grouping these failures by mills,
will serve as an incentive to still further effort on the part
of those manufacturers desirous of maintaining a high standard which will force the other manufacturers to meet the
standards set by their competitors. The Raihvay Age Gazette
has^ therefore, repeatedly advocated during the past few
years, the compilation and publication of such statistics and
in its issue of January 12, 1912, such a tabulation was made
and published, compiled from the best data then available.
The committee is to be commended for compiling this data
in this form for public information, and it is to be hoped
that they will be revised from year to year to show the
It
would appear
progress made by the different mills.
advisable to separate the mills in
the

more important

under which the

rails

differences
are

differences in eruditions

in

some way

in

service.

the

to equate for

which must be allowed
rail

manufacture.

despite

for,

that the publication of statistics such as these will

improve the standards of

conditions
such

climatic

However,

we

believe

do much to
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TniXAHOMA, Tenn.

the Railw.w Age Gazette

:

An

arrangement of switch points very similar to the one described in your issue of September 18, by W. F. Rench, supervisor, Pennsylvania Railroad, has been in use on the Centreville branch of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis since
February, 1908.
The only difference apparent from the diagram accompanying the description mentioned is that two tie
rods are used in that design and a connecting rod at right
angles, while the switch worked out by me has only one rod.
The point to be protected is shortened 24 in. and a flanged reinforcing angle extended the same distance with an offset of
6 in. in order to provide room for the guard rail. The head

work

is

as follows

D. E.

:

Most

sec-

Lamon,

Agent, C. & N.

connected to the reinforcing bar the same as to the switch
This switch was patented in Depoint in standard switches.
cember, 1908, having been worked out in order to avoid derailment where a side track leading to the depot at Centreville,
Before this
Tenn., turns out of the inside of a 20-deg. curve.
rod

suggestion for doing such

foremen know one or two available men who can be picked
up at any time that an increase in the section force is authorized.
Why not take half a dozen sections, three each way from the
work to be done, pick out two of the best men on each gang
for a temporary extra gang, replacing them with the extra
men the foremen can pick up, pay them at least two dollars a
day, give them a good clean car with clean blankets and bunks
to sleep in, and treat them right?
The best trackman among
the section foremen in ihe district should be put in charge of
this gang at a salary of at least $100 a month, and he and the
gang should be made to understand that they must produce results to hold their jobs.
I believe that such a system would
cut the cost per tie in half. The men would also feel that the
company wantod to do the fair thing with them, and to give
them the benefit of any extra money to be spent.

STAGGERED SWITCH POINTS
of

No. 21

tion
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To THE Editor

57,

than they, which probably did not have a tendency to increase
their ambition to do good work.

My

Letters to the Editor

I

Vol.

is

W.

A LARGE HOOK BLOCK
Toledo,

To THE Editor

My

of

Ohio.

the Railway Age Gazette:

attention has been called to the description of a SO-ton

hook block published in the Railway Age Gazette of July 17, in
which it is stated that this block is "so far as known, the largest
ever built." It may interest your readers to know that a four-

my

sheave block of
that has a

the hook.

design

is

now

in

use for

working load of 80 tons and weighs

The

oil

well drilling

2,015

lb.

without

and 8
wide; the plates are }i in. thick, the separators are of cast
iron, the sheave pin is of forged steel 4]/i in. in diameter, the
side bars of the block are \14 in. thick,

in.

shackle bolt

2 7/16

An

[Arrangement

of

Staggered Switch Points
N. C.

&

in

Use on the

switch was put in the side line point could only be used four
months with safety. After that time the wheel would mount the
point and leave the track. With the arrangement shown in the
rails.

in

is

15/16

2

diameter.

in.

in

diameter, and the becket bolt

The sheaves

are of cast iron 26

in.

is

in

The hook that is used with this block weighs 800 lb., and has
a working load of 75 tons.
The Union Tool Company, Los
Angeles, Cal.. which manufactures this block, also manufactures
a five-sheave block which weighs approximately 2,600 lb., and
has a working load of 100 tons.

St. L.

sketch the switch point will last as long as the

in.

diameter, bronze bushed, and designed for a 1-in. wire rope.

William H. Wolfgang.

This has

when switch points have to be changed
wear out, the new points do not match the old

the added advantage that

before the rails

NEW BOOKS

and make rough joints. Three other switches on the
branch referred to have a similar arrangement of the points
designed to protect the main line points on outside turnouts to
avoid danger of derailment and to keep the outside points from
wearing. One of these switches is on a 20-deg. curve, one on
Arrangea 10-deg. curve, and the other on an 8-deg. curve.
ments to market this switch are now being made by J. Z.
R. A. E.\sley,
Easley, Xashville, Tenn.
Road Supervisor, N. C. & St. L.
rails

The second edition of Raymond's "Plane Surveying" has just
been issued in pocket book form. Portions of the book as written 18 years ago have been rearranged and all of it rewritten, although little change has been made in the subject matter. This
book is intended for classroom use and deals largely with land
surveying. The author does not attempt to go into the details
of the operations of various surveying methods, but explains
principles fully, and includes problems intended to show the
various instruments and
possibilities and limitations of the
methods.

AN AGENT'S IDEAS OF EXTRA GANGS
Th»xe Lakbs, Wis.

To THE Editor or the Railway Age Gazette
This summer a gang of about 30 Greeks spent a month
putting in ties in this vicinity.^ They were in charge of an
:

or so
Irish

Sttrzrying Manuot.

who

admitted that he had no control of them. There
were probably half a dozen good workers in the gang, and the
rest were drones, but if one of the laziest had been discharged

foreman,

the whole gang would have quit.

They received about

If in

putting in ties the section

men

in

that

district

ing,

IS cents

day more than the section men, and averaged about four ties
per day per man. After they were gone the regular gangs had
to retamp, line up, and make a track out of the mess they left.
a

did not

average a dozen ties per man per day under similar conditions
they would not think they had done a good day's work, but
they had to watch those Greeks loaf and draw more money

By William

G. Raymond, dean of the College of Applied
Science, State University of Iowa.
Siie Ayi in. by 7 in., 590 pages,
239 illustrations, 19 tables and 7 plates. Flexible leather binding. Published by the American Book Company, New York.
Price $3.

Plane Surz'eying,

By Howard Chapin

Worcester Polytechnic

Ives, professor of railroad engineer-

Institute.

illustrated,

bound

in flexible leather.

New York

City.

Price $2.25.

Size 4!4 in. by 7 in., 296 pages,
Published by John Wiley & Sons,

"Surveying Manual" has been prepared for the use of stucivil, and is therefore
more elementary than most of these manuals. The use of all
the common instruments is covered, and there are chapters
on railroad curves, the laying out of public lands, computation,
plotting, latitude, longitude and azimuth and large surveys.
The common tables which are required in using the ordinary
Ives'

.

dents in engineering courses other than

instruments are included for easy reference.

New

Tie Treating Plant With

Unique Features

&

L.
N. Builds Two-Cylinder Plant at Guthrie, Ky.,
After Careful Study of Timber Conditions on Its Lines

The Louisville & Nashville has operated a new wood preserving plant at Guthrie, Ky., for the past season, which is designed to treat ties either with creosote or zinc chloride. The
Bethell process with 8

lb.

of creosote per cu.

ft.,

and the Burnett

process with Yi lb. of dry zinc chloride per cu. ft. injected in a
4 per cent solution are used. The ties treated at the new plant

The

are red oak and black oak.

capacity of the plant

is

were formerly standard

in the territory to

be

served by the new plant, these ties being plated on curves, primarily to resist rail spreadmg rather than wear of the ties. In
determining whether to replace these ties with treated ones, and
if

the type of treatment to be used, comparative capitalized

so,

portation cost of $0.06 per

The

tie

and zinc chloride treated ties, both
were prepared. Including all items,
and treatment, transportation, interest

The

tie plates,

such as the cost of

ties

equivalent to a trans-

ties

is

secured within a radius

are delivered along the track by

the contractors and are inspected by a representative of the timber department of the railway before being loaded by the section gangs. The standard tie is 7 in. by 9 in. by 8 ft. 6 in., and
the standard
is

1

and

by

9.

method of slacking

in the tie plant storage

Practically all ties for treatment are loaded in

yard

box

cattle cars.

STORAGE YARD

costs of untreated, creosoted

with and without

is

tie.

supply for the Guthrie plant

of about 100 miles.

GENERAL
ties

treated ties to about 150 miles, which

about

800,000 per year.

White oak

and Decatur. As timber can be secured over practically the
entire L. & N. system, it is expected that additional plants will
be located at the most economical points for distribution and in
choosing future locations it is planned to limit the haul of

The new
southeast

plant

is

located on a tract of about 70 acres in the

intersection

angle

of

the

Henderson

division

and

To Stlow's-j-^

Layout

of

New

L.

&

N. Tie Treating Plant and Storage Yard at Guthrie, Ky.

and with an assumed life of 8 years for
years for one treated with zinc chloride
and 14 years for one treated with creosote, the zinc chloride
on treating

plant, etc.,

an untreated

11

tie,

shown to be the most economical without tie
and the creosote with them. The present standard has
therefore been changed to provide for creosoted ties on curves
which are tieplated anyway, and zinc chloride ties without plates
on tangents. As the cost of timber increases, the advantage of
zinc chloride over creosote is reduced and it is expected that
treatment was
plates

eventually creosote will be substituted for zinc chloride.

The new

plant

nati-Memphis
facilitate

The

was located

and

the

St.

at the intersection of the Cincin-

Louis-Nashville

lines

in

order

to

the distribution of the treated ties over a large area.

ties will

be shipped as far as St. Louis, Memphis, Louisville

Memphis line tracks and directly opposite the Guthrie station.
The track connections to both lines, the layout in the storage
yard and the position of the buildings are shown in the accompanying plan. The grading of the yard required the moving of
about 50,000 cu. yd. of material, most of which was taken from
drainage ditches with a bottom width of 20 ft., which were dug
along each side of the property, and the remainder from a borrow pit conveniently located. Open drains were provided across
the yard at intervals of about 120 ft., and the surface was sloped
Drains are to be put in
0.5 per cent towards the east side.
transversely under each track in line with the open drains.
In order to secure nine months' storage before treatment,
space sufficient for stacking about 450,000 ties has been proFive three-rail tracks, averaging
v'ded along the yard tracks.
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A

load tracks, a coal track leading to the coal trestle alongside
the boiler house, and a tank car track reaching the receiving

ft. 1 in. by 32 ft., on the other.
dumping and drain tank cellar
extends transversely under the middle of the building and the
main floor is divided into three parts, the cylinder room, the
pump room and the working cylinder room. The foundation is
of concrete with reinforced footings under concentrated loads.
The basement walls are also reinforced. The floor over the
cellar is a 4-in. reinforced concrete slab supported by 16-in.

tank.

concrete beams

A double crossover is located between the narrow gage tracks
immediately in front of the cylinders and the number and ar-

ing are also of concrete 414

about 1,650 ft long, are spaced 73 ft. center to center, the standard gage tracks connecting by 14-deg. curves to a ladder track
at each end leading to the main lines.
Two narrow gage ladder
tracks cross the yard at an angle of 46 deg. There are also a
standard gage lead from the south ladder to the two depressed

rangement of tracks leading to the cylinders

movements

facihtate the

The

floors in the other portions of the buildin.

thick laid directly on the

fill.

walls of the building are of brick with Fenestra steel sash

windows, some of which are movable for ventilation.

in the

The

Ordinarily the

of trains of tie cars.

north narrow gage ladder track

calculated to

is

The

used for loaded trains going
to the cyhnders and the south ladder track for empties going
from the loading platform back into the yard for ties. The yard
laid with cinder ballast

is

is

and white oak

used on standard gage tracks and 5854-lb.

70-lb. rail being
on the narrow gage

ties,

rail

tracks.

The

ties are stored in piles 11 high.

As many

as 65 tie han-

used to unload and stack the ties, the rate for this
work being one cent per tie. The loading of treated ties is handled by the same men using skids from the trams into the standard gage cars on the depressed tracks. A tie checker and the
superintendent are in charge of the operation of these tie handlers are

dling gangs.

A

32'^-ton

narrow gage steam locomotive

is

used for

all

Heavy Tie Tram

of

New Model Deiigned

for

This Plant

is a 3!/2-in. reinforced concrete slab supported by IS-in., 42I-beams and covered by a composition tar and gravel surface.
A monitor of reinforced concrete construction provides
additional light from the roof.
An ofiice building of brick construction, which also includes a
Uiboratory, is located near the main building.
The storage tanks for creosote oil and 50 per cent zinc chloride
solution and the mixing tank for the 4 per cent solution are
located outside the building, but immediately adjacent to it. AH
other tanks and equipment are contained in the building, the
arrangement being unusually compact. The creosote oil storage

roof
Ib.,

General View of the Tie Storage Yard With th« Treating Plant
in the

Background

It
switching of standard and narrow gage cars in the yard.
a four-driver Baldwin locomotive, weighing 65,000 lb. and
equipped with Walschaert valve gear. It is capable of handling
is

12 to 14 loaded box cars. An engine pit and penstock are provided for this yard engine near the cylinder building.
The tie trams, of which there are 120, are of a new design by

Company, providing unusual strength. The
frame consists of heavy Z-bars with cast steel bumpers at the
ends and mounted upon square steel axles securely bolted to the
The arms are of cast steel consisting of a flat upper
Z-bars.

the Allis-Chalmers

and a lower plate pressed into a tapering box section securely riveted together and to the frame. Additional stiffness
is provided by connecting the arms to the top of the Z-bars by
plate

corrugated gusset plates. The design has been carefully worked
out to provide the strongest section at the point where the greatThe arms are further stiffened by conest stress is applied.
necting them near the top on either side with a pressed steel
A fiat bail and a link connecting by a locking device of
brace.
malleable iron riveted inside the

arm

The wheels

are provided with roller bearings
by cast iron collars secured to the ends
are
secured to the frame by a single
of the axles. As the axles
bearing there is no obstruction outside of the wheels, making it
possible in case of breakage to remove any wheel without dis-

being patented.

and are held

in place

turbing the remainder of the car.

BUILDINGS AND TANKS

The main
ft.

building

7 in. by 36

ft.

1

is

in.,

156

ft.

by 58

View

Side

Showing Temks, Boiler
and Coal Dumping Trestles

of the Treating Plant

are provided, these features

ft.,

with a boiler house, 66
test cylinder room, 12

on one side and a

Room

diameter and 30 ft. high, of standard steel conroof being supported by two angle iron trusses
Its storage capacity is
placed at right angles to each other.
The zinc chloride storage tank is 15 ft. by 15 ft.,
273,405 gal.
with a capacity of 18.827 gal., and the 4 per cent mixing tank
adjacent to it is 20 ft. by 20 ft., holding 44,983 gal. The working
tanks, which extend up through the roof of the building, are 20
tank

is

40

ft.

in

struction, the

ft.

in

gal.

diameter and 24 ft. high, each having a capacity of 53,944
are set up 7 ft. 2 in. above the floor level on a re-

They

November

20,
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inforced concrete slab supported by four 12-in. concrete walls on
a reinforced concrete foundation mat.

A

between the tanks and the protective
The heating system in
these tanks, which is one of the unique features of design, consists of straight lengths of pipe extending from a manifold.
Each length of pipe consists of a 1-in. live steam pipe inside a
2^-in. exhaust pipe. The end of the larger pipe is closed by a
plug, the inner surface of which is rounded so that the live steam
coming out in the inner pipe is directed back through the annular
4-in. air

space

is

left

cover above the roof of the building.
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chloride from the tank car receiving tank to the proper
storage tank, being provided also with a 2-in. suction line to
connect to the dome of a tank car if it cannot be discharged by
zinc

gravity; one 12-in. by 12-in. by 12-in. Worthington tank duplex

pump

from the 7-ft. by 100working tank, suction and discharge
lines also being arranged to connect to any of the outside
tanks; and two 7}4-in. by 4j^-in. by 12-in. Deane oil-pressure
piston

for transferring the solution

dumping tank

ft.

to the

pumps equipped with automatic pump governors
pressure on the solution

one Deane

for applying the

the treating cylinders.

in

There

is

also

by 16-in. by 12-in. duplex crank and fly wheel
vacuum pump with jet condenser for exhausting the air in the
cylinders before the application of the solution and one 4j^-in.
by 2^-in. by 4-in. Deane duplex oil pressure pump for use with
the test cylinder.
No air compressor is included in the present
equipment, although provision has .been made in the piping system to connect up a compressor in case it should be decided in
the future to use air in the treatment or for transfefring the
10-in.

solution.

The

equipment consists of two 200-hp. Vogt boilers
water tube type equipped with "Vigilant" feed water
regulators.
A 500-hp. Cookson open type feed water heater
and two 6-in. by 4-in. by 6-in. Blake duplex center packed
plunger type feed water pumps are also installed. The boilers
The
are equipped with automatic stops and check valves.
of

End View

boiler

the

Showing Boiler Room, Cylinder
Heavy Narrow Gage Locomotives

of Treating Plant

Room and One

of the

space around the smaller pipe.
Important advantages of this
system are that each line of pipe is free to expand or contract
and that the pipes can be easily removed for cleaning. By carefully locating the points at which these heating pipes enter
the tanks, it was made possible to draw them straight out
through windows in the side of the building.
With the exception of a measuring tank 4 ft. 8 in. in diameter
by 8 ft. 9 in. high for the test cylinder, which is located in the
test cylinder room, all of the other tanks are arranged in the
basement under the building. One of these, 7 ft. in diameter
and 38 ft. 4 in. long, is used to receive either creosote or zinc
chloride from tank cars standing on the track outside. Another
7 ft. by 100 ft. receives the contents of the cylinders at the corn-

One End

of the

Pump Room Shoving Type

of

Equipment and

Piping Arrangement

is furnished by a 100-ft. steel stack, 4 ft. in diameter.
steam header supplies all pumps and heating coils in
the cylinders and storage tanks.
The coal for the boilers is
dumped in a reinforced concrete hoppered chute alongside the
boiler room, which is approached by five spans of reinforced

boiler draft

An

8-in.

concrete trestle.

The water supply

for the plant

pipe line at a pressure of 35 to 40

tank and

and

A

the boilers arc

secured from the railway's

is

lb.

The

a 50,000-gal. steel tank

is

kept

full

mixing
from the feed line

zinc chloride

supplied directly

for use in emergencies.

by 12-;n. Blake & Knowles duplex Underpump, with a capacity of 750 gal. per min., is provided, and an ample number of fire hydrants are located throughout the storage yard and around the buildings. The plant is
lighted by electricity furnished by a yyi kw. d. c. generator
16-in.

by 9-in.

writers' fire

One Comer

in the

Arrangement

Operating End of the Pump Room Showing
Valves and Cylinder Room Through

of

the

Opening

located in the

at the Left

The
pletion of a change.

A

3-ft.

by

10-ft.

the 50 per cent zinc chloride solution

drum is used for measuring
when transferring it to the
drum is provided to receive

mixing tank and a 3-ft. by IS-ft. sap
the sap coming from the cylinders during the application of the
preliminary vacuum.

PUMP EQUIPMENT AND PIPING
Four solution pumps are provided one 7^-in. by Sj^-in. by
in. duplex piston tank pump for handling either creosote
;

10-

or

pump room.

piping received a .great deal of study in the design of the

plant, both as to the details of pipe material, valves, fittings, etc.,

and the arrangement of the runs
the operation of the plant.

tained between

all

to simplify as

The same

much

as possible

is mainwhich are in

relative position

pipe lines, valves, gages,

etc.,

duplicate for the two cylinders, thereby eliminating as far as
The
possible the chance for mistakes in using the equipment.
steam and exhaust lines are of standard steel pipe with 2S0-lb.

flanged and screwed fittings for the former and 125-lb. fittings
The steam lines include five steam traps. The
for the latter.

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE
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air lines are of 17S-lb. flanged cast iron pipe

and

with 125-lb.

flanged 175-lb. cast iron pipe,

standard

The

steel.

3-in.

with 250-lb.

fittings

All solution lines 4

fittings.

diameter or over, and the

in

in.

steel pipe

12S-Ib.

pressure

lines,

are

of

other solution lines being of
high pressure solution lines have 2S0-lb.
all

valves and fittings and low pressure 125 lb. The fire lines in the
yard are of hub and spigot cast iron pipe.
Gate valves are used in all water and solution lines, and in
some steam lines where it is essential that the valves be either
full open or shut.
Throttle valves of the globe type are used
in (Jther lines.
Provision for expansion in the 10-in. pipe line
leading to the 40 ft. by 30 ft. creosote storage tank is secured
by inserting an 8-in. steel U-bend, and 6-in. copper expansion
joints are used in the connections to the two exterior zinc
chloride tanks.
The problem of providing for expansion is
greatly simplified by the location of the tanks close to the

Vol.
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been found to be a decided improvement over gages, indicators,
or similar devices.

The system of heating the solution in the cylinder is the
same as that described above for the working tanks, except
that ^-in. and 2-in. pipes are used. The manifolds are located
at the center of the cylinder from which the heating pipes extend in both directions. The steam inlet and exhaust pipes are
screwed directly to the bottom of the manifold, preventing leakage of steam or water in the cylinder and also preventing leakage of oil from the cylinder around the pipe connections. Two
sets of pipes are provided in each cylinder, a clear space being
left between them in order to make it possible to flush the cylinder to wash out any accumulation of chips, dirt, etc.

The compact arrangement of the plant makes it possible to
maintain the desired temperature in the working tanks and cylin-

building.

All valves in solution lines that need to be operated in treating
a

charge have long stems which are carried up through the

2-Pi'pe

supporis in each outer course,
one on eacii side^

which are carefully grouped
simplify the operation, of the valves.
All valves and indi-

Z-Pipe supporfs in each
inner course, one on

floor slab over the cellar to stands
to

cators used in treating a charge are located within a space 60

by 24

The two

is

sq.

cylinders are each

They

diameter.

per

ft.

ft.

133

ft.

long and 7

ft.

the shells being of J4-in- flange steel.

in.,

made in
The

in

inside

are designed for a working pressure of 250

Each

lb.

shell

^Z^£'ichea\rypipe

17 courses, each course being a single plate 99 in.

seams are lapped and double riveted and
the longitudinal seams are double butt strapped and triple riveted.
The cylinders are supported on cast iron saddles, the one
wide.

circular

B'Sfeam inlet

located near the center being bolted securely to the foundation
while the others rest on rollers allowing free expansion.

The doors

ifExhaust

Dehll of End of Pipe

Arrangement for Heating Treating Cylinders,
Showing Also Track Construction in the Cylinders

Detail of Pipe

are of the built-up type, consisting of a cast steel

frame, a cast steel door frame and a flange steel dished
head riveted to the door frame. The door is secured by 36

shell

T-head bolts resting in semi-circular grooves in the shell frame.
Each bolt is secured in place by a bolt retainer fastened to the
shell frame.
The door hinges are designed to carry the entire
weight of the door when opening and closing, and are provided
with ball thrust collar bearings making the door easily operated.
The track construction used in the cylinder was adopted on
account of its strength and the fact that it absolutely prevents

ders without undue loss of heat in transmission, as

no long exposed pipe lines are required.
In view of the consideration
which was given this feature in the design, it was gratifying
to find that the actual cost of heat per tie for the first three

months of operation was

less than 0.2 cents.
6 in. in diameter by 11 ft. 6 in. long with
all necessary piping connections is installed for experimental
work which is being carried on continuously.

A

test cylinder 3

ft.

The standard method of treating is, first, to apply a vacuum of
20 to 24 in. for one hour, then without relieving the vacuum, to
allow the creosote or zinc chloride to flow into the cylinder at a
temperature of 170 deg. F. The pressure is then raised to 160
lb.

per sq. in and maintained for six hours.

The

plant

is

operated by an engineer, an assist<mt engineer, a

fireman and a helper, with an assistant engineer and a fireman
Each
at nights. The charges are changed at 6 a. m. and 6 p. m.

charge consists of 15 trams, making it possible to treat 60 trams
in 24 hours, with an average of about 2,800 ties.

The
The

Built-up

Doors

tor the

1

reatmg Cyimders, dosed and Open

of

designed
the deraihnent of cars hi the cyhnders.

heavy Z-bar

rails

mounted on pressed

The wheel

1

he track consists of

steel brackets

riveted to

tect.

was carried out under the direction
Courtenay, chief engineer, and the buildings were
his office under the direction of J. A. Galvin, archi-

design of this plant

W. H.
in

of the plant and many of the
were worked out by John B. Lind-

The general arrangement

details, including the piping,

superintendent of timber treating plants, who also has
charge of the operation of the plant through his assistant, H. G.
Laird. The grading and concrete work were contracted to the
Meacham Contracting Company, Hopkinsville, Ky., and the track

guided by a heavy steel plate bolted to
and separated from it by cast iron
spreaders, the height of this guide plate being such that the
wheels cannot pass over it when a car is in its highest possible

say,

position.

work and building construction were handled by company forces.
The Allis-Chalmers Company, Milwaukee, Wis., furnished and
installed the cylinders
the Henry Vogt Machine Company,

the shell.

is

the inner flange of the,Z-bar

Each

provided with a 36-in. by 36-in. dome located
near the center, within which an automatic float valve is operated by a pressed steel float secured to the lower end of the
cj'linder is

valve stem.

An

arranged on the
valve stem and properly connected to a bell

electric

upper end of this

indicating device

or light in the

pump room

cylinder

and the valve

is

full

to

notify
closed.

is

the operator

when

the

This arrangement has

;

and all piping and valves
were supplied by the Crane Company, Chicago. Engineer, J; M.
Foley, of Birmingham, Ala., installed the pumps, piping, valves,
Work was begun on this plant in June, 1913, and it was
etc.
open for operation on March 7, 1914.
Louisville,

Ky., furnished the tanks,

:

A

Simplified

Method

Several Typical

for the Location of Sidings

Problems Together With Some Im-

portant Practical Considerations Regarding the Layout

By W.
Supervisor,

F.

A

supervisor frequently has need of a simplified method
laid out on the ground,
either at the time the preliminary survey is made, with the
object in view of showing the applicant for the siding the
salient features of the location or of making notes necessary
to an estimate of the grading, when a tape line layout may
be the only one possible, or at a later time when the siding
is about to be constructed and a transit may be unobtainable

by which the curves of a siding may be

some

Doubtless many cases require
or its use inconvenient.
instrumental work and it is then useful to know how the
processes can be simplified, as the corps will generally consist of the supervisor or his assistant and a trackman or two.
It is thought that probably the greater number of cases
of siding layout can be met by the use of the tape line alone.
Most supervisors carry with them at all times a S-ft. extension
rule and a SO-ft. steel tape and not a few a lOO-ft. length of
By the aid of
string to correct the general line of curves.
the simple rules of geometry and with the use of the accessofies mentioned, it is possible to dispose immediately of
very many cases and often avoid the necessity of a subsequent visit to the location.
The matter is greatly simplified by the fact that the right
of way line is nearly always parallel with the tracks and the
building which fixes the location of the siding is also parallel.
The siding therefore is either parallel or at right angles with
the track. But even for those cases where the siding is not
parallel or at right angles with a tangent main track a special

which is not unduly complicated and
which can be comprehended by most maintainers of track.
It is not claimed that any new theories have beerf develsolution

is

Rench

Pennsylvania Railroad, Perryville,

possible

Md.

'

which
no practical need
there usually the space for introducing any tangent be-

main track and flanking a
fixes the

nor

is

maximum

oflfset

building, the location of

distance.

There

is

tween the curves, but

in order to render the physical conditions at the point of reverse as favorable as at the beginning
and ending of the curve, it is quite advantageous to make the

curves flatter at the reversing point. This may be done by
using the formulae for the parabola. While this increases
the length of the curve somewhat, the extension is not more
than a few feet even for an extreme case.

The formulae symbolized

are

p

— andl=V2pR,

or

expressed in words signify that for a chosen distance from
the point of the curve along the tangent, the offset

is

equal to

the square to the distance dii'ided by twice the radius, or conversely, for a chosen offset from the tangent, the linear distance

equal to the square root of the product of the offset multiThe field books employ these formulae
for staking out a circular curve by offsets from the tangent

is

plied by twice the radius.

and chords produced, the value of the offset from the chord
produced being twice that from the tangent, when the distance
used is a chord of the curve instead of a length on the tan-

The method is undesirable because the operation of
successively producing the chords renders the process subject
gent.

to cumulative error.

By the use of the formulae in the manner suggested, the
distance from the end of the curve to the reversing point
and from the reversing point to the point of switch may be
obtained at once. These distances will be equal if the two

claimed that certain of the solutions offered
any of the field books. Of the many
which are to-be found there only those have been selected
simplify
the supervisor's work and even to
which tend to
open the way for the safe handling of such problems by the
brighter track foremen, not a few of whom are now entering
the ranks of supervisor.
It will perhaps be thought by some that in neglecting the
tangents introduced into the siding curve by the straight
oped, but

it

is

are not to be found in

Fig.

2—A

Siding Parallel to or at Right Angles to the Tangent

Main Track

Fig. 1

— A Siding Parallel to the Tangent Main Track

switch and frog accuracy is being sacrificed, but it will be
found that for turnouts above No. 5 (and those below have
been practically eliminated by the operation of the Safety
Appliance law) no sensible error will result from this source.
Stakes need not be set at either the point of switch or the
point of frog, but their location should be indicated by marks
on the rail and care should be taken that the half inch point
of frog

is

always understood.

The simplest

case

is

that of a sid'ne narallel with a tangent

curves are of equal radii and the reversing point will be
midway between the line of the main track and of the siding.
Whether the curves be of equal radii or otherwise, this point
will lie in the line joining the two tangent points. Any number of intermediate points on both curves may be set after
computation of the offsets. Those for the second curve may
be made supplements of the whole distance between the siding and the main track and thus all the measurements be
made from an actual base line and every source of error in
It should be noted that the
the field work be eliminated.
offsets vary as the square of the linear distance and if the
distances selected are in a simple ratio, the square of tliis
ratio multiplied by the first offset will supply the other offsets with a considerable saving in computation.
When the length of radius is not absolutely determined by

—
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limiting conditions, as indeed seldom

is the case, one should
be chosen which will make the offset at the point of frog
equal to the gage. This radius will be about 5 per cent larger
than the actual radius obtaining through the lead, but this
advantage is quite desirable both from the maintenance and
operating standpoints. This solution may be used for the
case of a crossover between two tracks which are parallel,
but which are so far separated that a tangent between the

frogs

is

Vol.

57.

No. 21

The length of chord subtending a central angle of this computed value may be found with sufficient accuracy by dividing
the angle by the degree of curve. The tangent offset for this
chord will be obtained from the formula in Example 1, and
the linear distance by a solution of the right angled triangle
in which the chord is the known hypothenuse and the tangent
offset the other known side.
The position of the parallel
tangent and the linear distance to the point of curve are now

impracticable.

preferred to make the reversed curves circular
rather than parabolic the formulae outlined for a continuous
If

it

is

circular curve should be employed.

The problem of locating a siding at right angles with the
main track may likewise be met by the use of offsets and
with as great accuracy as the average transit instrument will
supply. It is necessary in any event to adjust the detail line
of the curve when finally laid, and this can best be done
with a string. The formulae for offsets employed in the preceding case will not answer for the circular curve required
and the proper formulae for such cases are the following:

—

=

=

—

R VR' l'andl Vp(2R p). These symbols signify
that for a chosen distance from the point of curve along the
tangent, the offset is equal to the radius minus the square root
of the difference between the radius squared and the linear distance squared; or, conversely, for a chosen offset from the

P

tangent, the linear distance is equal to the square root of the
product of the offset multiplied by the difference between twice

and the offset.
This may be used for the offsets from either end to the
middle of the curve, for which point it should be noted that
the linear distance is equal to the radius divided by the square
root of 2. which is 1.414, and the offset is equal to the difference between the radius and this linear distance.
the radius

A

Fig.

4

— A Siding from the Outside of

a

Curved Main Track

test of the correctness of the layout will lie in the fact

of the total measured length of the curve agreeing with the
length as computed by the simple properties of the circle.
The problem when the line of the siding either converges

known and

the solution of the problem becomes simply that
Example 1, except that for the diverging line a portion of
the computed curve is imaginary and for the converging line
a portion of the computed curve will be duplicated beyond
of

the point of tangency with the imaginary parallel line.

The problem of establishing a connection from a curved
main track requires instrumental work in measuring the
angle
the

Fig.

3

— A Siding

at

siding

the

tangent

and

the

at the point of intersection

tangent

to

and of de-

an Angle with the Tangent Main Track

toward or diverges from the line of the main track may appear to be quite complicated, but when understood becomes
really quite simple.
The field work necessary to a solution
of such a case consists only in measuring the angle of
divergence and the offset distance at the point of tangency.
The problem then is to determine the position of a tangent
parallel with the main track which, for the chosen radius,
will make the curve pass through the point desired and be
tangent to the line of the siding at that point.
The field books develop with great interest to the mathematically inclined the problem of finding the equal radii for
a known position of the line joining the two ends of the reversed curve. But as the effect of such a proposition is to
curvature that will generally necessitate the use
of special frogs it is clearly not of much use in the solution
of the practical track problem.
The angle may be obtained with the tape line by laying
establish

between

main track curve

3/ b
Fig.

5

— A Siding

from the Inside

of a

Curved Main Track

a

down

equal distances along the two sides of the angle and
at the ends of such distance and by
dividing the constant 57.3 by the ratio of these measurements,
which it will be noted is the same problem as used in measuring the angle of a frog.

measuring the spread

computing the length
of curve between the point of intersection and the p. c. of the
siding curve and of the distance on the siding tangent between
fleeting for the several stations after

main track curve and the p. t. of the siding curve." This
distance from the main track curve to a possible point of
tangent for the siding curve should be measured as a check
the

on the selection of radius for the sliding curve. The choice
of curves is limited to those which will permit the use of a

November
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regular

number of frog and will thus be the curvature of
some regular connection plus or minus the degree of the main
track curve, depending upon whether the siding is from the

geometrical relations indicated in the diagram and furnishes
the two following formulae by which the radius may first
be computed and if this answers the practical requirement,

inside or outside of the curve.

the distance from the point of curve to the foot of the perpendicular through the nearer point.
It will be noted that the formula for obtaining the radius
has been reduced with a view of establishing the function R
in its simplest form, which will be found to facilitate greatly
the detailed solution. Indeed without this simplification the

There are six cases of this one general problem, of which
two that most commonly occur are given. The other
cases include two more from the inside, in both of which the
angle
is greater than 90 deg. and R' either greater or
and two more from the outside in both
less than R cos
is less than 90 deg. and R' either greater or less
of which
than R cos
Each case supplies variations which the
mathematical skill of the engineer will readily differentiate.
The solution of all is rendered more facile by extending the
siding tangent to a normal line which passes through the
center of the main track curve and intersects a line parallel
with the siding tangent through the center of the siding
curve. This brings the measured angle
which it will be
noticed is included between the radius of the main track
the

I

I,

I

solution

immeasurably tedious.

is

I.

I,

and the normal to the siding tangent, into direct
geometric relation with the two known radii. The solution
indicated for the two cases may be applied with apparent
modification to all the cases when the angle between the
siding tangent and the radii passing through the p. c. of the
siding curve may be obtained, as well as the central angle of
the siding curve and the distance to the actual p. t. of the
siding curve when a test of the correctness of the assumed
radius will be had upon comparison with the tentative measured distance.
When it is not necessary to establish the siding curve immediately, the work may be greatly simplified by taking scale
measurements from an accurately plotted plan. These will
answer every purpose if the original survey was correct and
curve

+

,a

b

c»

2 (a
j:

V2bR

— b)

= Vb

—

(2R

b)

The factor preceding the square root sign need only
two decimal places and to the same degree
accuracy when squared. The remaining members may
used throughout of the nearest even whole number.
When the radius found is not of practical application,

be
of

carried to

be

as
a radius of 375 ft. results, which lies midway between
the curve of a No. 6 and a No. 8, No. 7 not being used, the
problem becomes one of adjustment within the limits that
are possible for changes in the two assumed points.
The

when

quarters will seldom be so close that a change of a few feet
will not be practicable and in such event the choice will lie

between a compounded curve and a special
A solution of the extreme case mentioned

frog.

some

will afford

hints that will tend to simplify the solutions of other problems. It should be noted that a radius within SO ft. will furnish practical results in the use of any particular frog. Thus
a radius of 300 ft. will answer for a No. 6 or 450 ft. for a

No.

But upon the determination of the radius a computa-

8.

made

tion should be
offset distance

of the distance to the point where the
equal to the gage plus
in., and this point

^

is

be used for the point of frog and a proper lead laid oflf to
determine the point of switch, which need not be exactly
at the point of curve.
Let a

=

=

137, b

Squaring, R!

51, c

=

304

+

48841

+

R

—

R=

=

221

=

to a

—

149, or

+

R

— 258 =
=
— 288 R
to a

=

R

102

R

— 2601

22226

R

=

370.

=

100,

196

R

56, c

=

25600

=

66564

-H

R

—

— 160 =

1.32

V

112

R—

313C

5456

35508

40964)

189, or,

R

144,

=

44, c

447

ft.

=

100,

hich permits the usfc of No.

R

—

144

= V 88 R —

8.

1936

-I-

20736

=

4-

35344

=

12672

=

301 ft, which permits the use of No. 6.

88

R

-

1936

(14608)

R

376

V

'

=

(88)

R=

1.16

(40964)

(difiF,

Changing
R=

=

— 3511

25737)

132, b

320 R
(196)

— 516 R

R'

152
138 R

=

23104

(25737)

442R

(diff.

—

R

Changing
R2

—

R

100; then,

_

(138)

14608)
113, or R

(diff.

—

=

188

PR.^CTICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN SIDING LAYOUTS.

The
Fig.

6

— A Siding Required to Pass Through Two Points

cause

feature of clearance in siding layout
it

is a basic one beconcerns not only the switching movements but affects

also the question of safety to persons.
'the

drawing made to a scale as large as

preferably

1

in.

to 32 ft.
of locating a siding

1

in.

to 40

ft.,

or

on a continuous simple
The problem
curve which shall pass through two definite points is of very
frequent occurence, as when a property corner must be
avoided and farther on a corner of a building cleared. The
finite problem is capable only of theoretical solution when the
result will be a curve which may or may not approximate
But it will generally be posthat of some regular connection.
sible to change one or both points so that the curve of the
nearest regular number of frog may be employed.
The theoretical solution is readily made by means of the

the

minimum

Some

roads prescribe

distance from the track for structures

and a few
require that this limit shall be followed in the case of movable
obstructions. But the addition to this minimum made necessary
by the "nosing," overhang or

tilt of the cars, which is a variable
not generally stated. Assuming that the widest car which
moves in regular traffic is 10 ft. 9 in., a limit of 4 ft. 7 in. from

one,

is

the gage

of tangents

for all obstructions would allow a
without any correction for accidental unevenness of elevation or for swaying of the car while in motion
and with a fair degree of maintenance this would render opera-

margin of

line
1

ft.

7 in.

tion entirely safe.

Car design

is

such that in a general

way

the nosing nearly
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equals the overhang on curves that are without super-elevation.
The corrections may be readily computed for cars with 30 ft.

truck centers by taking one-fourth the degree of the curve as
inches of overhang and assuming that the nosing is no more

than that figure and adding or subtracting whatever may be
proper for the super-elevation employed. If this is V/z in. as suggested, the tilt at the eaves of the car would add or subtract 4;/2

from the correction depending on whether the low or high
were in question. The fact should not be overlooked that at
made which is
one-half that for the body of the curve. The distance beyond the
point of tangency to the point where correction no longer applies
in.

side

the end of the curve a correction should also be

is

about 18 ft
limit

conveniently fixed at 16

is

The

placed.

least

man

overhand

riding a car,

also.

clearance

that

trainmen standing upon the highest cars
top of

20

is

will
ft.

9

safely
in.

pass

In March, 1913,

The considerations

of alinement, grade and super-elevation are

other important elements in a siding layout.

As

a general propo-

no shorter radius should be employed
For
than can be operated practically by any class of engine.
most roads this is the curve of a No. 6 turnout from tangent
250
radius.
This
pracwhich is 23 deg. or
ft.
requirement is not
tical in congested districts and it will often be necessary to
modify the curvature to the minimum that a due consideration
This radius has been
for safety in coupling cars will permit
variously determined, but probably is close to that of a No. 5
turnout from tangent or a 162-ft. radius. Where sharp curvature and maximum gradient are both involved insistence should
be had upon the best possible feature for each.

The

space

is

allowable

the best service

available,

maximum
is

2

ft.

in

g[radient

100

for siding connections for

maximum

and the

ft.

upon which cars stand for unloading
sible

1

ft.

in

100

ft.

for a track
It

to operate sidings with a gradient as great as 4.7

is

posft.

in

but the best drill engines cannot handle more than three
loaded cars on such a gradient and the operation is therefore

100

ft.,

unprofitable.
The danger of wrecks from cars running away
with the possibility of fouling the main line even when derails
It
are provided renders such a gradient highly objectionable.
is very important that all radical changes of grade in siding
connections shall be eased by vertical curves, as the absence of
such advantage is a frequent source of accident
The general feature of gradient concerns the approaches to
coal trestles more particularly, and is one where the road must

often take a firm stand against the insistence of the applicant
The adoption of a limiting gradient by
for more headroom.

many times would supply the means of combatting such
demands. If greater headroom is desired it can nearly always
be had by excavating the site. Any less clear height than 6 ft.
6 in. below the stringers will not permit a horse being driven
through and any greater headroom than 14 ft. will break the
coal or grind a measurable amount of it into dust with a con-

the road

siderable loss to the dealer.

The

question of «uper-elevation

is

one concerning which au-

be argued that no super-elevation is possible through the connection and therefore none is necessary beyond the connection. But.the difference is that the track through
thorities differ.

By

It will

the extent of the switch timbers

surface and gage,

if tie

is

more

plates be used

L.

J.

Walsh
& Texas, Parsons, Kan.

Superintendent, Parsons District, Missouri, Kans

above the

rail.

sition, if

MOTOR CARS ON THE KATY*

should be

tales

tell

No. 21

ft.

above the top of rail which meets the requirements of all present
equipment and probably is ample for all future design. As this
clearance will not pass a

57,

The best maintenance of sidings can only be attained by constant inspection and supervision.
The track walker should go
over every siding once every day. The foreman should inspect
each siding in his territory twice a week. The super\'isor should
make a careful examination of his sidings and switches once
every month and make permanent notes of what he finds. He
should also require a report every two weeks from his foremen
stating that he has made his inspection and calling attention to
any specified repairs that may be necessary requiring material
that he lacks.
For the best results the foreman should not be
overburdened with siding responsibility. Probably 30 switches
is the most that one foreman can look after if he has main track
duties

The overhead clearance

Vol.

rigidly secured in line,

on the timbers as should

be the case, and there is less chance for distortion. It will be
found that a super-elevation of 1^ in. for all siding curves is a

decided maintenance advantage.
The importance of good line and surface is not fully appreVery many obscure cases of siding derailment wherein
ciated.
the cause is given as "truck failing to curve" is really irregular

we were

furnished 10 Fairbanks-Morse No.

i2 motor cars at a total cost of $2,444.

In the 13 months these

made

cars have been in service they have

80,465 miles,

consum-

ing 2,701 gallons of gasolene at a cost of $256.63, with oil and

other supplies costing $75.61

— making

29.9 miles per gallon of

gasolene.

When

these cars were put in service on the Kansas City di-

vision the

number

of sections

was reduced from 16

sections of

During the
13 months ending June 1, 1914, our total cost of track labor on
sections, including wages of foremen and laborers, was $36,497.15, while for the 13 months previous to the use of these cars
the expense was $39,823.95, showing a saving with the cars of
Deducting from this amount the cost of the cars
$3,326.80.
six miles each, to

12 sections of eight miles each.

leaves a net saving of $882.30.

It

is,

therefore, conservative to

our saving on the 10 cars now in operation will
amount to $3,000 per year.
This saving of $3,326.80 has enabled us to maintain a tiling
gang in maintenance work. Outside of the tiling gang the use
of the motor car has enabled us to maintain the Kansas City
division without the use of an extra gang, and we believe the
track conditions on that division are considerably better than
they were last year, even though our heaviest power has been
figure

that

in service

on the division since May,

In addition to the real
cars,

probably

the

money saved

largest

saving

is

1913.
in the

operation of these

effected

in

going to and

from work as .under ordinary conditions the cars

will

make

a

speed of 20 miles per hour, enabling the men to start to work
fresh from 30 to 45 minutes earlier than they would on the
hand car, and permitting them to work the same length of time
The total saving thus effected is replonger in the evening.
resented by 13,134 labor hours, amounting to $1,970.10, which
amount alone would pay for the cars in 15 months.
There are many instances where we have been able to double
up section men for work that would ordinarily require an extra
gang, and which would be very expensive if we attempted to
As an instance of the
double up gangs with the hand cars.
value of motor cars, I will cite the case of a serious derailment
which damaged the track and a high trestle. We were able to
get four section and one bridge gangs to the scene four hours
before the wrecker arrived, during which time the track and

we were
one hour after the wrecker
arrived, we thus saving a detour to one of our fast passenger
trains which we would have had to make, had it not been for the

bridge were

made

able to open

safe for the passage of trains, so that

up the main

line

in

motor cars.
Another great advantage of the motor car

is

the fact that

we

line

are able to keep a full quota of section laborers on each section,
as the motor car relieves them of the hardest work trackmen
In the event of storms, the motor car
are called upon to do.

tenance

acts ae an incentive for section

to men.

\n abstract of a paper presented at an operating department staff meeting held at Galveston on June 22 and 23, 1914.

To spend money in siding mainor uneven elevation.
is much better than spending it for small wrecks with its
annoying interruption to drill work or the possibility of injury

•

men

to patrol their .track,

which

November
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otherwise might not be done.
foreman can leave three of his

Another advantage

is

over his section
water, or material needed,
able saving

when

it

is

The

that the

men on a piece of work and go
with one man. The same is true in going after
all of which amounts to considernot necessary to use the entire gang.

These cars will accommodate 10 men, together with the track
tools, and they have handled a push car with from 25 to 40 ties
with comparative ease. With the aid of a push car we are able
to handle 20 men in extra gang work, enabling the gang to get
to work sooner, and work longer per day, thus saving many
labor hours.

While the motor car promotes economy and efficiency in track
work, probably a greater efficiency and economy obtains from
their use by bridge gangs.
We had in use by a bridge gang a
Buda motor car No. 19 equipped with a free-running engine
which gave perfect satisfaction. We found that it was possible

rails

1912 and

for

included in this comyoung for the comparison to
the older rails.
Comparing the different

be as reliable as for

years, the failures per 10,000 tons of open-hearth rails are pro-

much larger for the year 1508 (approaching the
number of Bessemer failures), and this suggests the thought
portionately

were faulty practices in the early rollings of openhearth rails that were improved upon in later years.
In order to show the relative number of failures from each
of the mills and to show the ranking of the mills as regards
the failure performance of the rails rolled by them, the followthat there

ing

table

Taking the average number of

has been prepared.

any year's rolling as

failures per 10,000 tons of all the mills in
100,

the

shown

relative

number of

for the years 1908, 1909, 1910

each of the mills

of

failures

and

1911.

The

is

later roll-

ings are not included because of being too young.

eliminate

were able to save on this item alone $486 per year. A further
saving of 20 hours each month to trains handling bridge material will amount to $65 per month, or $780 per year.
With
the aid of a motor car in a bridge gang, we can operate with one
man less, making a saving in wages of $648 per year, or a grand
total of $1,914 per year, while the cost of the car is a trifle above
With the aid of a push car we can handle four 30-ft.
$300.
stringers, together with the men and tools.
A great deal of
money was also saved by distributing gang over 20 or 25 miles
doing small jobs that would be very expensive if handled in the
old way.

Bessemer

Open-Hearth

Colorado
Tennessee

Maryland

5

6

Carnegie
mil

6

96
107

8
9
10

136
210
312
539

Average

Cambria
Bethlehem

Algoma
Average

The

"Relative

A
large

ring in the year covered by the report were shown, but in this
laid

these statistics are

are

shown

Year

rolled

Bessemer

Open-Hearth

282,945
432,155
564,713
276,933
80,146
63,472

156,120
461,261
828,111
646,809
939,025
793,557

1908..'

1909
1910
1911
1912
1913

Total
439,063
893,416
1,392,824
923,742
1,019,171

857,209

For the purpose of determining the failure performance of the
furnished by the different mills, the statements were first
grouped between Bessemer and open-hearth steel. They were
then grouped by steel mills, and each mill's tonnages grouped
by the year the rail was rolled. Totals and averages were ob-

rails

tained for each of these groups.

steel,

Failures per 10.000 tons
rolled

Open-Hearth

Bessemer

268.9
109.0

302.1
212.4
132.1
94.2

57.6
37.4

100
100
100
100

Bessemer
112
195
229

252

'Abstracted from Bulletin 170 of the American Railway Engineering Asso-

ciation, just issued.

an

differences in

but this can be only a partial explanation.

COMPARISON OF SECTIONS, WEIGHTS AND POSITIONS IN THE INGOT

A retabulation was made of all the failure reports with special
reference to the matter of performance of different sections and
was divided

into three groups as follows
Thick base, high
or the A. R. A. type A group thick base, low rails, or the
A. R. A. type B group, and thin base, or A. S. C. E. group.
The results indicate that the various types of section have
about the same failure tendency, although on account of the
:

rails,

;

no

definite

to the different types of section.

conclusions can be drawn as
The thin-base rails showed a

somewhat larger percentage of
broken

rails,

failures as base breaks and
although the failures per 10,000 tons were about

the same.

Comparisons were made of failures by weights of rail, but
conclusions as to the failure performance of different
weights of rail probably cannot be made from these statistics
because of the difference of service to which the light and

heavy rails are subjected. The comparisons indicate that the
weight of rail per yard does not greatly influence the failures per
10,000 tons.

A

comparison of the

rails

from the

head failures of the "A," or top

Comparative failures

Open'Hearth

failures

comparison is the very
between the different mills, especially in the
some of which can be attributed, probably,
the service to which the rails are subjected,

different ingot positions

indicated that, as a general average, the failures

Failures op Bessemeu and Open-Heabth Compared

1908
1909
1910
1911

of

failures as

definite

FAILURES CLASSIFIED BY MILLS

Year

differences

differences in service

below:

had 100

that

striking feature noticeable in this

open-hearth
to

number

Failures" give the

same tonnage

rails of all the mills.

Association

This report deals with the statistics of rail failures for the
year ending October 31, 1913, furnished by various railroads
of the United States and Canada in response to a circular sent
out by the American Railway Association.
The information
furnished by each railroad showed the number of tons laid of
each year's rolling from each mill and the total number of
failures that had occurred in each year's rolling from the date
Heretofore only the failures occurlaid until October 31, 1913.

was

100

The "100" given as "Average," it should be understood, is not
obtained as the average of the column below which it appears,
but is taken to represent the failure performance of the ton-

average of the

the rail

4

5

Engineer of Tests, Rail Committee, American Railway Engineering

failures occurring since

2
3

Pennsylvania

Algoma

that occurred in the

report the total

1

Lackawanna
Carnegie

rately.

By M. H. Wickhorst

made the basis of comparison.
The tonnages of rail represented by

Rank

Mill

nage covered by these statistics of all the mills during the four
years represented and for Bessemer and open-hearth rail sepa-

RAIL FAILURES STATISTICS FOR 1913*

_

1913 are not

parison, as they are probably too

four moves of the bridge outfit per month, the
average move being about 25 miles. As the outfit consisted of
six cars, or about 150 tons, and as the transportation expense of
handling freight on this district is 0.027 cents per ton mile, we
to

967

rail,

were

2.7

classified

as

times the failures

of the other rails of the ingot in Bessemer steel and 1.8 times in

In the failures classified as base breaks and
showed about the
same failure tendency, or a little less in the "A," or top rail.
A comparison of rails made of steel treated with titanium

open-hearth

broken

rails

steel.

the different rails of the ingot

with those of plain steel showed that in some cases the treated
rails gave fewer failures per 10,000 tons than the plain rails.

:
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and

in other

failures.

As

cases the plain rails gave the smaller

number of
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AN UNUSUAL FAILURE OF A CREOSOTED

PILE

a general average the titanium-treated rails gave

somewhat less failures per 10,000 tons.
The tables showed that, after a period of
as a general average, about 154 per

cent of the rails

were

re-

ported as failed.

ROADMASTERS' ASSOCIATION COMMITTEE
ASSIGNMENTS
The following subjects for investigation on which reports will
be made at the 1915 convention of the Roadmasters' & Maintenance of Way Association were selected at a recent meeting
of the executive committee. The personnel of the committees
assigned to this

work

Brownwood, Tex.,

In the construction of a turntable in the
service of five years,

are also given.

New

and Experimental Track Accessories and Tools William Shea (C. M. & St. P.), chairman, J. W. Dahl (N. Y. C.
& H. R.), J. O'Connor (M. St. P. & S. S. M.), D. O'Hern
(E. J. & E.), Emmet Keough (C. B. & Q.) and George Beckingham (G. T.).
Proper Organization of Section Forces and Methods for
Sub-committee No. 1, For
Maintaining and Policing Track.
High Speed. Heavy Traffic Railroads: M. E. Eagan (N. Y. C.
& H. R.), chairman, H. Ferguson (G. T.), A. L. Kleine (A. T.
& S. F.), W. P. Murn (N. P.), J. E. McNeil (A. T. & S. F.),
David Mau (C. M. & St P.) and L. C. Ryan (C. & N. W.).
Sub-committee No. 2, For Light Constructed Railroads Carry:

di-

& Santa Fe recently, it was
thought advisable to drive piles under the foundation as there
was no rock within reach. This yard is laid on a fill of 5 to 8
ft.,
the natural surface being bottom land which proved to be
very compact and to offer great resistance to the driving of the
vision yard of the Gulf, Colorado

The

piles.

piling furnished for this

work was removed

from the Galveston bay bridge, where

in

1913

had been driven in
The timber was long leaf yellow pine which had been
1895.
preserved by the marine treatment, consisting of steaming and
the injection of 24

lb.

of creosote per cu.

it

ft.

When

this

bridge

was dismantled the best of the piles were pulled and saved.
These piles failed during driving at Brownwood and were
later dug out and replaced by concrete.
The condition of one of
these piles after its failure is shown in the accompanying pho-

(A. C), chairman, J. W. Fletcher,
N. W.), William Wharry (G. T ), H. A. Buel
(C. M. & St. P.), George Corcoran (C. & N. W.), E. W.
Giilley (C. R. I. & P.), and B. F. Harrison (C. R. I. & P.).
Sub-committee No. 3, For Large Terminals: G. H. Brooks (St.
L. T.), chairman, David McCooe (G. T.), F. E. Crabbs (C. &
ing

Heavy

Jr.

(Car.

Traffic: J. Buel

&

N. W.), William Lawrenz (C. & E. L), A. M. Anderson (C. M.
St. P.), J. P. Corcoran (C. & A.), M. Griffin (C. R. R. of

&

N.

J.),

and T.

F.

Donahoe (B. &

O.).

ABSTRACT OF ENGINEERING ARTICLES
The following articles of special interest to engineers and
maintenance of way men, and to which readers of this section
may wish to refer, have appeared in the Railway Age Gacette
since October 23, 1914

—

Licenses for Engineers. The arguments formulated by D. F. Crawford
Pennsylvania Lines West against the bill for licensing engineers
is now being prepared by a commission of the Pennsylvania state
legislature were commented on in an editorial in the issue of October 30,
of the

which

page 782.

—

The New Kansas City, Mo., Union Passenger Station. The new passenger station used by all roads entering Kansas Cit>% Mo., which has just
been completed at" a cost of about $11,000,000, was opened for traffic on
November 1. An illustrated description of this building and the accompanying facilities was published in the issue of October 30, page 799.
The Jersey City Passenger Station Improvements. A unique problem
in passenger terminal construction has been solved by the Central Railroad
of New Jersey in the improvements recently completed at its Jersey City
station, where all passengers are transferred between trains and ferry boats.
A large increase in capacity has been secured by building a new two-story

—

ferry house, enlarging the concourses and rearranging the station building.
This work was described and illustrated in the issue of November 6,
page 860.
Construction of the NeV York Connecting Railroad. The lO-mile line
which is being built at an estimated cost of $30,000,000 to connect the New
York, New Haven & Hartford in the Borough of the Bronx with a point
in Brooklyn opposite the Greenville yards of the Pennsylvania for freight
traffic and with the East river tunnel line of the Pennsylvania for passenger
traffic, was described and illustrated in the issue of November 13, page 888.
This line includes an arch bridge over the Hell Gate which is the longest
arch span ever built, a considerable length of high viaduct, and other im-

—

portant structures.

New

Creosoted Pile that Failed by Brooming About 3

ft.

from the Point

The point bears practically no evidence of battering,
although at a distance of about 3 ft. from the point the wood
fibers have been distorted, splintered and compressed longitudinally until the diameter was increased to nearly 4 ft.
Thistograph.

tearing of the fibers shows that the preservative treatment
of the best, and the condition of the

mained

excellent.

The only

wood

was

as to decay has re-

plausible explanation of the failure

ground for the length which
undamaged, and that the failure occurred at the level dividing
the ground and the filling material.
is

that the pile penetrated the natural

is

—

—

Alpine Tunnel Pierced. The last wall of rock was
brought down in the tunnel from Montiers, in France, to Granges,
in Switzerland, on the morning of October 28, the engineers from
the two sides meeting at half-past four amid cheering.

The TranS-Austealian Railway. The latest report*' concerning the East to West Transcontinental Railway which the
Australian government is constructing between Port Augusta in
South Australia and Kalgoorlie

in

Western Australia shows
and that the

that 231 miles of earthworks have been completed
rails

have been

laid for 223 miles.

Embankments

Constructing

with Suction Dredges

The Burlington Has Constructed Three
Dredge

Outfits to Rebuild Line

is now engaged in the
and the building of a second track

The Chicago, Burlington and Quinty
reconstruction of

its

line

between Savanna, 111., and St. Paul, Minn., a distance of 280
This line follows closely the east bank of the Mississippi
miles.
river for the entire distance and for the greater part of the way
is closely hemmed in by high bluffs oit the east and by the river
on the west. It was built in 1885 with a maximum grade of
In reconstructing
0.3 per cent and maximum curve of 3 deg.
this line the grade is being reduced to a. maximum of 0.2 per
cent and the curvature to 1 deg. While the reduction in grade
has not introduced any serious problems, the establishment of
this low standard of curvature has made necessary some very
heavy grading work.
Since the old 3-deg. line followed the river closely
1-deg.

it

consumed in necessary delays.
Another factor limiting the output is the length of the discharge line. While this naturally depends on the distance from
the beds of good material to the bank, it is kept under 2,000 ft.
whenever possible, although the 20-in. dredge has pumped
through a line over 3,000 ft. long. When starting work at a new

evident

is

line

for the entire line.

Over

Mississippi

bottom gives out or is exhausted. Under good working conditions about 20 per cent of the material pumped consists of soUds,
while about 35 per cent of the working time of the dredges is

must either cut heavily into the projecting
The decision
bluffs or cross the numerous bays of the river.
between these alternative locations depended largely on the type
After making deof construction equipment to be employed.
The work has been
tailed surveys, the river line was adopted.
carried on continuously since 1910 until now the second track
It is costing from $25,000 to $75,000
is- about half completed.
per mile and will require the expenditure of about $13,500,000
that a

Large

of these

Along the

Completing a 300,000 cu. yd. Embankment
location the discharge

immediately adjacent to

embankment

of

12,000,000 cu. yd.

addition

in

it

to

lies

the

in

the

river

or

excavation and

directed

is

at Lynxville,

on the center

Wis.

line of the pro-

posed embankment until the fill appears above the water, when
the discharge end of the pipe line is turned lengthwise along
the bank and the water is conducted over the end to give the
material an opportunity to deposit, the end of the bank being
built ordinarily

on a 6:1 or 8:1

slope.

The

sides of the

bank

are built to the desired slope of 2:1 by the use of sheet iron
shields 10

ft.

long and 24

desired grade

it

is

in.

high.

As

leveled off by the

the bank is brought to the
bank gang during the in-

when the dredge is not working. No side or top shrinkage
added since the material is deposited wet. These embankments are being built 34 ft. wide on top for double track. As
they are completed, track is laid along the outer edge and the
outer face, which is exposed to wave action of the river, is pro-

tervals
is

The Old Line and
other

a Completed Cut Off Built by a Dredge

embankment work on
work has prompted

of river

the

main

land.

This large amount

the construction of three complete

suction dredge outfits by the railroad, which are

now

being oper-

one with a 15-in. suction pump
was completed and placed in service in 1910 and was described in
The following
the Railway Age Gazette of August 25, 1911.
year an 18-in. dredge of the same general design was built, while
the third, with a 20-in. pump, was placed in service last year.
Considerable dredge work is also being done by contract. As
these three company dredges have all been in operation for more
ated by

its

own

forces.

The

than one entire season, it
idea of their performance.

is

first

possible to gain a fairly accurate

20-in. Suction

Dredge

coating of riprap or bluff debris loaded in

the vicinity by steam shovels.

The first essential for economical dredge operation is good
Mud or very fine sand deposits slowly on
material to handle.
the bank and a large portion is carried off with the water, while
coarse sand or gravel is readily retained on the bank. Accordingly the river channel or slough adjacent to the

The
tected with a 3-ft.

work

is

first

sounded to determine the character of the material in the bottom.
The dredges are then located where they may secure the greatest
proportion of heavy materials, readily working down stream as
the embankment is completed and the material in the river

Another source of delay is occasioned by the necessity of
moving the dredge as the material is exhausted. The 20-in.
dredge can reach 37 ft. below the surface of the water and can

pump

within a radius

Beyond

this distance

of 250

ft.

without stopping operations.

pumping must be stopped while the boat

is

being moved.
These dredges were formerly operated with two 12-hour shifts,
although the shifts have since been reduced to 11 hours to enable
.minor repairs to the dredge to be made without the resulting
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The

men.

•delay to the

regular force employed on each shift on

the 20-in. dredge consists of a foreman, 6

men on

15

namo on

the dredge,

and

The

the bank.

by

at night

men on

electricity

bank, pontoons and dredge are lighted
generated by a steam turbine driven dy-

the boat.

difficult to compare the yardage of material handled
by these dredges because of the influence of local conditions of

While

it is

material, length of discharge line, size of embankment, etc., the
performance of last year is fairly typical of the results which
have been secured. Two sets of yardage figures are kept. The
gross yardage is estimated and includes all material pumped,
while the net yardage only includes that between the specified
slopes.
It is found that the gross yardage normally exceeds the
net by about 30 per cent, owing mainly to the amount of material
deposited outside the slopes and principally below the water line
where the sand assumes a slope of 3:1 or even flatter. The 20-in.
dredge, working in poor material, pumped 445,000 cu. yd. gross
measurement or 316,000 cu. yd. net measurement in 149 working
days last year or an average per day of 2,100 cu. yd. net. The
•corresponding total net yardages for the 15-in. and 18-in. dredges
working 174 and 187 days, respectively, were 362,000 and 507,000,
making a total net yardage for the three dredges last year of over

The

dredges this season
One of the accompanying photodredge 2 miles north of Lynxville, Wis.,
before the discharge line and pontoons were in place, preparatory
to starting work on a 400,000-yd. embankment, while another
shows the 18-in. dredge completing a 300,000-yd. embankment
at Lynxville, Wis.
The most important advantage of the dredges for this work
is the reduction in cost of the yardage handled.
The cost of
building a construction trestle and bringirtg material in by steam
shovel and work trains would have made this location prohibitive
in cost and would have required that the line be located closer
to the bluff with the resulting difficulties with rock slides, bluff
debris and storm water. As handled at present the dredges are
depositing the material from 25 to 50 per cent cheaper than it
could be placed by steam shovels on a line located for steam
shovel work. Other advantages are that no work trains hauling
material are required on the main line while the ballast is not
•damaged by the dropping of sand or dirt from passing construction trains. Also, more yardage can be deposited in a given time
in this way than by steam shovels, while there is no shrinkage or
1,185,000.

1

is

SIDE

DUMPING CAR

dumping car that has been under development
Mining Company for the last two years,
and used on the Calumet & Torch Lake Railway for one year,
has been placed on the market by the Calumet Car Company,
Houghton, Mich. The car, as it is now built, has a capacity of
9 cu. yd. It is 17 ft. long from coupling to coupling, and weighs
side

the shops of the Hecla

is of simple construction, which reduces both the
and the maintenance. Several of these cars have
been in constant use from 6 to 12 months, and it is said that
no repairs have been necessary.

10.500

It

lb.

original cost

The truck

of

this

with a spacing of 7

car
ft.

is

6

in.

of

the

ordinary

between axles.

wooden construction and supports

four-rwheel

The frame

type
is

of

a central longitudinal bar 4

and 14 ft. 10 in. long, to which the
body of the car is fastened and about which it rotates in
dumping. The body is 8 ft. 8 in. wide, 14 ft. long and 20 in.
in.

by 11J4

deep.

The

position

is

sufficient

in.

in section

30 deg.,
the

when

unloading
which was found from experiment to be

angle of repose of the car

for

easy

discharge

of

coarse

in the

material.

It

planned, however, to adjust the height of the car to the reangle for easy and quick discharge of any class of

material.
side

A

boards are fastened to the ends of the body by
way that they are pushed out-

sector shaped castings in such a

car

is

car

is

in

its

Train of Calumet

normal

position.

Dump

Cars

Another improvement on

this

the automatic locker for holding the load bed in a tilted

position while

This device consists of catch hooks

dumping.

fastened to the under side of the body, opposite hooks being
connected by an operating rod and spring which holds them in
a position to engage with keepers that are fixed to the frame,

when
when
is

to

the car

is

tilted

to a

dumping

position.

This

is

useful

moist and does not run out readily. It
also planned to construct the frame of the car of steel and
the material

is

use air for unloading.

ANNUAL TRACK INSPECTION ON PENNSYLVANIA LINES
The annual

track inspection of the Pennsylvania Lines

West

was made on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
October 6, 7 and 8, inclusive. The inspection party, as customary,
consisted of the general manager and his staff, including the
chief engineers maintenance of way and their assistants, the
general and division superintendents, the division engineers, assistant division engineers and supervisors of the system, traveling on six special inspection cars. Meals were served in special
commissary cars at stopping points en route and sleeping car
accommodations requiring three trains were carried for the entire
party. The inspection covered the main line of the Fort Wayne
from Pittsburgh to Chicago and of the Pan Handle from Chiof Pittsburgh

cago to Pittsburgh.

The

first prize for the best supervisor's subdivision, based on
and surface, was awarded to Charles McCarthy, supervisor
of the Logansport division at Union City, Ind., while the prize
for the best supervisor's subdivision based on all points was
awarded to Simon Clary, supervisor of the Pittsburgh division

line

The prize for the best track foreman's section,
based on line and surface, was awarded to P. S. Crawford, section foreman on Mr. McCarthy's subdivision of the Logansport
at Carnegie, Pa.

division.

awarded
foreman on each supervisor's subdivision having the
based on all points.

In addition to these three prizes, others were

to the track

best section,

is

quired

The

normal position is equipped with a locking device which prevents it from being jarred out of place and permitting the car
There is also an automatic locker on
to be dumped thereby.
the side to prevent any portion of the load escaping while the

800,000.

AN IMPROVED
wooden

No. 21

ward and upward when the car is dumped, affording ample
room for discharging the load and eliminating all friction between the load and the side board. The side board is held up
in dumping by vertical rods attached to the frame, as shown
in the illustration.
The end boards of this car are beveled
and the side boards fit up snugly when in normal position.
One man can operate the car. The lever that holds the car in

20-in.

settlement of the banks.

A

57,

total net j'ardage of the three

up to September
graphs shows the

in

Vol.

—

The Sh.^ntung Railw.w or China. It is officially announced in Tokio that the Shantung Railway, which has been in
the hands of the Japanese since the beginning of October, is
still

in their control,

dislocation.

despite constant Chinese efforts to effect a

A

Discussion

the

of

Common Forms

Rail

of

Failures

the Various Types of Failures Generally
Encountered With Their Causes and Meems of Detection

Describing

By

F. E.

Weymouth

Engineer of Tests, Maryland Steel Co.

The

logical classification of rail failures

A

A

various types leads naturally into a study of the causes.
description of the causes of rail failures, however, involves a detailed study of each failure, and it is usually the case that two

more causes contribute

or

to the ultimate failure of the rail in

service.

headmg

this

are placed

ing" of the head or a breaking

that indicate a "flatten-

all rails

down

of the head structure.

This type is sometimes given the term "split head" as are many
of the "crushed head" rails from which a piece has been split
Rails with this

off.

termed "piped"

may

type of failure are also very

failure

comes from the presence

it

frequently

While the term "piped"

by the trackman.

rails

serve the trackman very well,

suggests that this type of

in the

rail

of unwelded sur-

faces of an original cavity (called a "pipe") of the ingot.

If this

were true the term "piped" would be preferable to "crushed
head," but very few failures are traceable to this cause.
"Crushed head" rails in track are readily detected in three
ways. First, the widening out of the head is very apparent in
Second, a dark streak appears in the center of the top
track.
of the head of the crushed portion, indicating that a portion of
the metal is depressed and is not receiving the usual brightening
from the wheels. Third, the distortion or breaking down of the
head structure can be detected by a fishing template or by the
appearance of a rust streak under the head. This type of failure
develops very slowly in service and can be readily detected in its
earlier development.

The

question naturally arises, Does this type of failure occur

unsegregated steel? and our answer must be, "unfortunately
yes." To investigate this type of failure a machine was designedat our plant with the purpose of reproducing the condition of the
in

we

Unsegregated rails have
been tested in this machine and it has been found possible to develop "crushed heads" in any rail. The rapidity with which the
crushing develops under this test is dependent upon the weight
applied and the number of passes given.
To further answer this question of the occurrence of "crushed
w-heel loading that

heads'" in

metal

steel,
all

we can refer to the reports cover-

the principal railroads of this country.

Of 3,864 rails that failed from "crushed heads," 2.398, or 62.06
per cent, were from the top portion of the ingot, where we may
expect segregation, and 1,466. or 37.94 per cent, were from the
center and lower part of the ingot, where there

is no segregation.
Mention was made of the misuse of the term "pipe." A
"piped" rail is one in which the sides of the original shrinkage
cavity (called a pipe) in the ingots are found pressed closely
together in the rail. Cutting open the section we find that the
walls of the cavity are not granular, but smooth, thus showing
clearly that these two surfaces have always been separate and

ends of the

opening of a

is

split

while a true pipe

rails

and

opening in the rail. The
almost always confined to the head,
confined to the web, extending very little

in the location of the

head
is

is

In some few cases we find a true split head running into a pipe, but these cases are very rare indeed.

into the head.

•Abstract of a paper presented before the

November

rail.

10.

1914.

many

forms.

different

are those rails that

While

it

may

New

England Railroad Club

The most prevalent
show flowage at the

be true that under severe

man who desires a smooth riding
given the term "flowed in spots."

is

trafiBc

of great importance, our

rail

A

is that which has been
sloughing off of the top

metal in several spots with the subsequent breaking off of the
flowed metal causes what is sometimes called "roaring" rails.

These spots appear on the gage corner of the head.

A

satisfac-

tory explanation of this type has not been evolved, but intense

which stretches the metal beyond the
one of the main causes.
The effect of slipping drivers and of sliding wheels is very
marked in the development of rails that fail from "flow of metal."
In both cases the top metal of the head is overheated and cooled
quickly in the same manner that a piece of steel is hardened by
heating and quenching. Failures of rails from "Flow of Metal"
cannot be classed as being in any way dangerous failures, but
may be a starting point for the development of splits and
localized wheel pressure
elastic limit is

breakages.

BROKEN RAILS

Under the heading "Broken" rails we include all rails that
show cracks or splits of any kind, as well as those rails which
have broken across, separating them into two or more parts.
"Broken"

rails

track that

is

are the most important class in our study of

since

failures,

rail

it

is

the

that gives

rail

way suddenly

in

the most dangerous.

In looking over the statistics of wheel loads for the last few

and comparing them with the number of flange breaks,
hand in hand
with the increase in wheel loads. By "flange breaks" we mean

years,

we

find that the increase in "flange breaks" goes

the breaking out of a piece of the flange, usually over a support.

These pieces usually take the shape of a crescent and are often
termed "crescent shaped flange breaks."
It has been stated by some investigators that at least 60 per
cent of all rails that failed from breakage across the section are
Some go even further and give 90
the result of flange breaks.
per cent, but while our investigations do not show as high a
percentage as 60 per cent, it is important to note that flange
failures will undoubtedly greatly weaken the rail section, and
we may expect breaks across the section at any point where the
Failures of this type are due to
rail section is so weakened.
one part of the flange carrying more of the load than the other
part; in other words, by an uneven bearing of the flange of the
rail.

The claim

Another means of differentiating between true pipe
true split heads

in

observations have been that by far the great majority of failures
of rails at the ends are due to loose bolts at the joint.
One of the most annoying types of "flow of metal" to the track-

distinct.

•on

occurs

failures of this type

get in ser%'ice.

unsegregated

ing the rail failures on

This term is used to describe rails that show a "rolling out"
or flowage of the top metal of the head toward the sides, without
a breaking down of the head structure.
Flowage of the top

conditions the design of the joint

,

CRUSHED HEAD FAILURES

Under

FLOW OF METAL

seems to be one that

places them under headings descriptive of the manner in which
the failures develop or occur in service.
classification of these

is

often

made

that flange breaks are the result of

lack of transverse ductility in the rail accompanied by the presmust remember that a rail is one of the
ence of seams.

We

rolled shapes
at

which does not receive any rolling

right angles to

its

length.

The

in the direction

crystals or grains are elon-

gated and knitted together in the direction of rolling, while the
cohesion between the crystals or grains transverse to the rolling
is

necessarily

break a

rail in

less.

This lowering of the

the direction of

its

length

is

ductility

when we

a natural consequence
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of

its

manufacture, and its tendency to cause flange breaks must
some other means than changing the method of

Vol.

not been in service.

They

occur, for the most part,

57,

No. 21

on the gage

be overcome by

side of the head, indicating that they are developed at the places

rolling.

of greatest strain.

Seams are %-ery prominently mentioned by some investigators
main cause for "flange breaks." A critical examination
of a large number of "flange breaks" shows that many of these
pieces do show distinct seams, while in many others the seam
would only be visible under a microscope, and in very many
cases no seam whatever is present.
Seams are elongations of
small cracks formed in the early passes in rolling the ingot, and
even with the utmost care and best practice known, they are
bound to occur in the steel. It is safe to state that no rail has
ever been rolled by any manufacturer, at any time, that was absolutely free from seams.

in steel that is high in carbon.
Failures of this type are not
confined to any proces of manufacture, or to any one mill, but
some mills are practically free from these "transverse fissure"

as the

Maintenance conditions play a very important part

The

currence of breaks across the section.

alinement

is

in the oc-

surface or vertical

Weights and speeds of locowhich these weights are imposed

of utmost importance.

motives and the method

in

upon the rail are also important factors in the stresses in rails.
Within the last few years a type of failure called the "transverse fissure" has come to our notice. This name is given to a
fractured rail section that shows smooth dark or silvery spots
in

the head, while the rest of the metal

granular.

is

is

BRE.\KS IN

Breaks

By

in

an internal
explanation
"transverse

fissure that radiates

cause
fissures" have
of

the

rail,

leverage

is

has

as

not

been

No

it

is

satisfactory

been evolved, .^s yet
found in rails that have

yet

The Concave,

Straight

When a joint is allowed to become loose a
which, combined with the severe blow due to

joints.

set up,

the joint being loose,

may

or a longitudinal

piece,

easily cause the breaking out
in

web.

the

of a

is

the writer's

opinion that low joints due to loose bolts contribute

more broken

rails at the bolt holes

split

It

than any other one cause.

Very rarely we find cracks occurring longitudinally in the
web at the bolt holes. The cause of this occurrence has not
been satisfactorily explained, but blows from a spike maul, and
excessive alternate bending, either in cold straightening or in

may

track,

be contributory causes.

In track

indicating that

from a nucleus.

WEB

the webs of rails usually occur at the bolt holes.

far the majority of the breaks occurring at bolt holes are

due to loose

AN ADJUSTABLE ARC RULER

seldom gives any warning. The "transverse
found on the fractured surface usually without any

connection with the outside skin of the

large majority of these failures occur

rails.

this type of failure

fissure"

The

A

new

has been
teiided

used

and Convex Positions

patented

to

in

known
now on

drafting instrument
replace

railway

of the

and

is

an entire

drafting

set

offices.

Adjustable Arc Ruler

as the adjustable arc ruler

the

market which

of curve
It

is

templets

designed

is

in-

commonly

lor

drawing
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short arcs of circles of any radius over

and can also

in.,

S'/z

be used to draw long arcs, replacing a beam compass, by locating auxiliary points on the curve not farther apart than the
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to misinterpretation, as

it

referred only to the Santa

Fe

tests,

while the other tests referred to were more comprehensive, and
therefore

more

conclusive.

length of the instrument, through which successive sections of
the curve can be drawn.

accurate for

It

claimed that the instrument

is

practical requirements

all

The instrument can
ruling edge, as

form

A

be used with either a concave or convex

shown

the illustrations, a change

in

made by

to the other being

CEMENT TILE ROOFING

is

short of the limit

little

of hair line tests with a rigid compass.

from one
and its

sliding the scale bar

large installation of cement

tile,

which

illustrates well the

adaptability of this type of roofing to special forms of construction

and to harmonious

tectural details,

cflects with elaborately

a feature of the

is

new Union

planned archi-

Kansas

station at

bearings in the slots in the T-shaped end plates from one limit
This shifting of the scale bar can be easily and
to the other.

thumb and index figure of each
hand as a preparatory movement in the act of setting the gage

quickly accomplished with the

The

plate of the scale to the radius required.

scale bar carries

separate lines of graduation on highly polished celluloid for the

convex and concave ruling edges so arranged that the scale
to be used is always the one nearer the ruling edge.
The lattice shaped curving member, which in the instrument
now on the market is 10 in. long, maintains the regularity of
The funthe. curve automatically by a mechanical movement.
damental principle of this construction is illustrated in the ac-

Dieigrcun Illustrating Construction of

Arc Ruler

companying diagram.
The flexible curving member consists
primarily of two light steel ribbons about as heavy as watch
springs placed edge to edge, a series of inclined arms attached rigidly to one ribbon, a series of oppositely inclined arms
attached to the other ribbon and pivotal connections between

Interior

View

of

a Building Lighted by Wire Glass Insert in
Federal Cement Tile

the free ends of the oppositely inclined arms.

The

line

a-b in the

arms

rigidly

figure represents

first

one above the other, the

ribbons

the steel

line c-d inclined to the right, represents

attached to the upper ribbon, while the line c-c

inclined to the left

City,

Mo.

covered by

Approximately 1.000.000
this

tiling

in

special plant being built at

the

new

sq.

ft.

of surface has been

building and

Kansas City

to

shed,

train

manufacture the

represents the arms attached to the lower

The ribbons

are free to have a relative longitudinal
When the instrument is adjusted for a convex
curve as in the second figure, the upper ribbon is moved toward
ribbon.

movement.

all an
and as the arms are

the right so that the bases e-d of the triangles e-c-d are

equal amount longer than in the

first figure,

rigidly attached to the ribbons, the latter are necessarily curved.

As

the arms are

all

of equal length, the relative

the ribbons produces a uniform change in

all

movement

of

the triangles and

accomplishes the automatic regulation of the curvature. With
the exception of the steel ribbons the instrument is almost en-

German

tirely of

sale

by

the

It

silver.

William

S.

is

being manufactured and

Weston

Company,

1431

is

for

Marquette

building, Chicago.

A CORRECTION
In the article entitled "The Present Status of Ferro-Titanium
in Rail Manufacture," published on page 750 of our issue of

October

23, the

statement was

31 treated with titanium

maximum
road.

made

and tested

that only one heat out of

for segregation

In the same sentence, however,

maximum

exceeded the

limit of 12 per cent, fixed by an important eastern

variation in the 31 analyses

it

was

was

stated

11.5

per cent, which

that the

proves the inaccuracy of the statement which followed.
earliest reports jof these tests,

written, this

When

maximum

the figure

from which the

article

In the

was

first

variation slightly exceeded 12 per cent.

was corrected

later

we

omitted to strike out the

remainder of the sentence, although this doubtless caused little
misunderstanding on the part of careful readers.
The concluding sentence in this article, stating that the results secured were not necessarily conclusive because of the
small

number of

rails

available for comparison,

was

also liable

Portion of the Train Shed at Keinsas City Station Showing
Tiles

Along Right Side

of

Smoke Duct

'

a

tiles.

.
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The details of the tiles used on the building were designed
by Jarvis Hunt, the architect who prepared the plans for the
being to secure the effect of a cut stone roofThis effect was further obtained by making the tiles of a gray
color, instead of the red ordinarily used, in order to match closely
the sandstone walls of the building.
As the station roof is
station, the object

no waterproofing coat over the

pitched,

tiles

was necessary.

A CANTED RAIL BRACE AND

tiles V/2 in. thick, 24 in.
high were placed vertically along the edges
of the 15-ft. 6-in. opening over each pair of tracks. These tiles
are supported by lugs on the outside resting on the roof.
ft.

No. 21
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TIE PLATE

To

eliminate the necessity of elevating the outer end of
the tie and the shoulder of the roadbed on curves, the Track
Specialties Company, New York City, is now placing on the

market

a canted brace plate

and

With

tie plate.

this device

and the outer rail is elevated the desired amount on curves by means of this type
of chair, which is securely fastened to the tie by spikes and
ties are laid level in the ballast

all

In the construction of the train shed,

wide and about 7

Vol.

A

portion of the roof over these sheds

abtmt 24

tiles

by 48

5n.

in.

in

is

size,

also covered with cement
covered by a composition

roofing.

This installation was made by the Federal Cement Tile

Com-

pany, Chicago, sub-contractors under the George A. Fuller Construction

cement

The former company has placed
many important buildings, including a num-

Company, Chicago.

tile

roofs on

ber for railway companies, which are reported to be giving verj'
satisfactory service.

made by

The standard red

tiles

for pitched

roofs

which combines other ingredients
with Portland cement to form a material which it is claimed is
waterproof, fireproof, and not subject to corrosion from sulare

a special process

Two Types

Canted Rail Braces and Tie Plates
Degrees of Super-Elevation

of

for Different

holds the rail by means of a split wedge. These
in varying heights to give the desired elevation for any degree of curve and speed of trains.
They are
also designed for all standard rail sections. The wedge holding the rail is driven against the traffic to retard creeping.
These plates are made of malleable iron.

which

in turn

chairs are

made

A UNIQUE PUMPING STATION
An

automatic pumping plant has recently been completed by
the Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne & Chicago at Verner, Pa., to supply

water to the railroad shops at Washington avenue, about

a mile away, and to the locomotives and the passenger station

Federal street

at

in

the old city of Allegheny.

usual in the construction of the

:."»*.'

pump

Cement

Tiles Designed to Imitate a Cut Stone Roof

TOl
•Mi i
Ofy^-v^" V

phurous gases. Each tile covers an exposed surface 24 in. by
i.;.,
and is '/i in. thick. The reinforcing metal is carefully
imbedded in the cement to prevent corrosion. The tiles interlock by means of lugs on the underside and are joined by an
adjustable roll sealed with elastic cement.
Federal tiles for
pitched surfaces are also made with an insert of wire glass 12 in.
by 24 in., which interlocks with the standard red tile for top light-

pE^^i

An

ing.

installation of these tiles

is

illustrated herewith.

In addition to the advantages of permanence and absence of

maintenance

cement tiles effects a saving in steel
construction to support the roof, which in the case of the Kansas
City installation is estimated at 25 per cent as compared with
a

costs, the use

(Ji

Joliet

&

Eastern.

car repair

house,
ago,

now.

etc.,

tiles

on

machine shop, power
were covered with Federal cement tiles six years

shops,

and the roof

paint shop,

is

oil

house,

reported to be giving the best of satisfaction

-

W^^

1i

un-

H
'r
.J

"^

i

"i

1
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Pump House Showing Motors and

Controllers

rail-

of the Elgin,
Eight buildings, including the locomotive and

Mki

,

Awm- T
I

14-r

Interior of Pennsylvania

solid concrete slab roof.

One of the important large installations of these
way buildings is at Gary, Ind., on the general shops

is

„

f

i

48

plant

the fact that

w

W4
w^

^-mF"^

Special

in

.TSMMia
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Portion of the Roof of the Kansas City Station Building Showing

The

house, and

three rotary centrifugal pumps with which it is equippesthave a larger capacity than any similar pumps heretofore installed by the Pennsylvania Company.
llie

The station is located on the bank of the Ohio river. The
pump house is a brick structure, circular in shape and 32 ft.

November

20,
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diameter, with foundations of reinforced concrete surrounding
a water well. This foundation is 40 ft. in diameter, and was
sunk to rock 24 ft. below the water level in the Davis island
in

The foundation, which

pool.

was sunk

is

in

reality

a concrete caisson,

a single piece, being fitted at the

in

bottom with a

steel cutting edge and loaded with 1,000 tons of rail.
Under
the circumstances a cofferdam could not have been constructed

Cast iron gratings are placed in the walls of
the concrete substructure to admit water.
in this location.

An

long and 16 ft. wide, made of 2 in. by
in the river and filled with gravel to
water passing into the intake pipes which
lead to the pump house. The bottom of the crib is 21 ft. below
12

intake crib 96

in.

planks,

ft.

975

controlled by an, automatic electric device depending on the elevation of the water in the tank. The cast iron supply pipe on the

now

hillside is

being encased in concrete, this work being

by the rocky, precipitous face of the blutl.
uting pipes from the tanks are 12-in. cast iron.
difficult

The

The

made

distrib-

work of building the pump house, crib, tanks and
was handled under the supervision of R. Trimble,
chief engineer maintenance of way, Northwest System, and the
pumping machinery was designed and installed under the superpipe

entire

lines

vision of T.

W.

Demarest, superintendent of motive power.

was sunk

act as a filter for the

pool

Two

level.

24-in.

assembled on shore and floated into place. In order to accomplish this, the ends were plugged with wood in order to make
the pipes watertight, and when they had been floated into position, water was permitted to enter through a hose until the
pipes had sunk to the bottom of the river. The wooden plugs

were then removed by a

The

P.

&

L.

E.

CLASSIFICATION

YARD LIGHTING

intake pipes are provided, which were

driver.

pumps each

three electrically operated centrifugal rotary

The lighting of a classification yard presents a special problem
because of the long, narrow lanes between rows of freight cars,
which are darkened by shadows unless the
persed.

An

light

is

properly dis-

effective installation of lighting in such a yard

made by

was

& Lake

Erie at McKees
Rocks, Fa., just outside the city limits of Pittsburgh. This yard
contains about twenty tracks extending for approximately one

recently

half

the

Pittsburgh

mile.

The sources of light are eight Cooper Hewitt quartz lamps,
mounted on steel towers, as shown in the accompanying illustration.
The lamps are rated at 2,400 candle power, with an
energy consumption of 726 watts, resulting in an efficiency of .3
watts per candle.
Direct current at 220 volts is supplied to
the lamps from the company's power plant located nearby.
The towers are 12 ft. square at the base, 100 ft. high, and are

& L. E. Yard at McKees Rocks Showing
Towers Supporting 2400 Candlepower Lamps

General View of the P.
100-ft. Steel

ft. apart in two rows, one
on each side of
which is approximately 225 ft. wide. Each lamp is
suspended from a short mast arm which extends out over a
platform for the attendant, access to which is had by means of
A chain and a
a ladder mounted on the side of the tower.
cut-out, however, permit tlie lamp lo he lowered from the
ground, thus obviating tl\e necessity of the lamp attendant

spaced about 400

the yard,

Circular

Pump House on

the

Ohio River

at

Vemer, Pa.

have a capacity of 1,000,000 gal. of water a day.
will be used continuously, the third being held
case one of the others should be out of service.

pump house for two
The electric power used

Two
in

of iheni

reserve in

Space

is

pro-

pumps if they are
required.
to drive the pumps is transmitted from the Washington avenue shops.
The motors are
direct connected to the pumps by vertical shafts, being set above
high flood water line, 26 ft. above pool level. The pumps are
vided

in

the

additional

few feet above pool level, being Submerged during
and operating equally well whether submerged or not.

located a
floods

They are driven at a speed of 1,200 revolntions per minute.
The water is pumped from the station through a 14-in. supply
pipe to two 100,000-gal. steel tanks on the bliiSf about 300 ft.
above the pumps. The starting and stopping of the pumps is

climbing the tower.

As the quartz burners have a life of several thousand hours,
and the globes are at such a height as to be out of the smoke
zone, almost no cleaning or other attention is required. The
light given by tliese lamps enables the men to see with proper
clearness, not only every track and car, but also the switches at
The illumination is such that one may
the head of the yard.
The absence of shadows
readily read a newspaper at night.
and glare greatly facilitates tlie movement of the cars throughout the yard by permitting the e.xact location of each to be
easily determined, and also tends to prevent accidents.
In addition to the increased speed in handling cars gained
through the better lighting, conditions are made much easier
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men

for the

hump

returning on foot to the

as they are enabled

and other obstacles. The
lamps are mounted at such a height permits an excellent distribution of the light which possesses an inherent color
value that is particularly suitable for outdoor illumination.
Another feature that peculiarly adapts the quartz lamp to this
to avoid incoming cars, switches, posts
fact that the

field

of lighting

is

approximately J4

steel

The

in.

first

57.
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layer of "Gunite," which

is

name

applied to the material placed with the cement gun,
was deposited through this mesh serving to hold the wire cloth

the

and to cover and protect the steel plate thoroughly. A
second layer of Gunite was then placed to bring the total thickness
in place

to 5

In the case of the parabolic bins, where the drop of the

in.

the steadiness of the light.

This installation was made under the direction of D. P. Morrison, electrical engineer of the P.

&

L. E.

over a

ability to place a coating of concrete

steel surface

with the cement gun has been utilized by the Minnesota Steel

Company, Duluth, Minn.,

in lining a large circular steel tank used
coke plant and also for lining a row of
parabolic coal bunkers. This lining was adopted in connection
with the steel tank as the best and most economical solution of
the problem of storing coal containing small percentages of sulphur without damage to the tank from the corrosive action. Such
a structure is said to be less expensive and lighter than one of
reinforced concrete and the character of the material placed with
the cement gun insures a continuous non-porous surface which it

for supplying coal to

g
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^
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CONCRETE LINING FOR STEEL BUNKERS
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Placing a Concrete Lining in a Large Coal Bunker With the

Cement Gun
coal against the sides

and bottom could never be great, a

2-in.

was considered sufficient.
The work of lining these tanks was carried out by The GunCrete Company, Chicago.
lining

STRENGTHENING THE TRANSCONAJELEVATOR
The work

of

moving back

into position the storage of bins of

Canadian Pacific elevator at Transcona, near Winnipeg,
which settled to an angle of 27 deg. from the vertical on October 18, 1913.
As described in the Railway Age Gazette of.
-April 18, 1913, both the handling house and the storage bins
were supported on a reinforced concrete mattress. The usual
the

tests indicated sufficient strength in this type of construction to

carry
rock,

the

load

without the necessity of sinking piers to bed
in this plan was increased by the fact that

and confidence

other elevators in this vicinity have been erected in the same
way without mishap.

When

the settlement of the bins occurred, the low corner of

the foundation mattress settled to a point very

much below

the

mattress of the handling house, but fortunately the latter structure was not disturbed sufficiently to cause any movement in it.

A
is

difficult,

2,100-Ton Coal Bunker Lined With Concrete
if

not impossible, to secure by placing concrete by

hand.

The

is approximately 55 ft. in diameter and 40 ft.
high, with a capacity of 2,100 tons of coal.
The 33 parabolic
bunkers are approximately 20 ft. wide, 12 ft. deep and 17 ft. long.

A

circular tank

layer of 5

the bunkers.

in.

A

of concrete

is

used

layer of triangular

in

the large tank

mesh wire

cloth

and 2

in. in

was placed

in

horizontal bands over the inner surface of the tank, being secured
to vertical rods attached to iron lugs provided at numerous places
in the surface of the tank.

Before the work of underpinning and straightening the bins could
it was necessary to secure the handling
house.
This was accomplished by first sinking shoring piers
to rock outside the main structure, on which timber shores were
placed which were calculated to carry a very large proportion
of the total weight of the building.
The underpinning of the
columns of the handling house was then undertaken by cutting
through the mattress in the panels between columns and drifting
in to points under the centers of the columns and there sinkiog
piers to rock by the ''Chicago" method.
.\lttr, this underpinning of the handling house structure had
be undertaken, however,

The mesh was held away from

the

been advanced
tain,

sufficiently

work was begun on

to

make

its

stability

absolutely cer-

the straightening of the bins.

The

bin

November
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structure weighs about 20,000 tons,
circular bins with 13 in each row.

tl

e

consisting of live rows of

The

final

underpinning con-

row located under
Before any movement was allowed

of five rows of piers with 14 in each

sists

contacts of the bins.

were sunk underneath the low corner of the
any possibility of the structure sinking further
into the ground.
On the high side a general excavation was
made to a point about IS ft. below the high corner of the mat-

to take place, piers
1.

attress to avoid

tress for the full length of the building.
By the use of a belt
conveyor placed along this excavation which delivered into the
elevator at the north end, the excavated material was removed

minimum

at a

cost.

low corner was made secure, work was undertaken
on the other foundation piers, at the same time loosening up the
supporting ground under the high side of the structure and
allowing it gradually to sink back towards a plumb position.
This method was followed until the. structure reached an angle
of 18 deg. from the vertical, when a series of solid oak rockers
was introduced in the mattress on top of the middle line of piers.
Jacks or shoring screws were placed underneath the low side,
working on top of the piers that were in place, and by jacking
up the low side and removing earth from under the high side
the structure was gradually brought back until it was 8 deg.
from the vertical when another line of oak rockers was introduced on the next line of piers east of the middle. This was
done in order to give the structure an additional lift, which
-After the

when it was brought into the vertical position, would leave the
bottom of the tunnels above the natural ground water level.
During the settlement of the elevator the north end dropped
about 5 ft. lower than the south end on account of the ground being somewhat softer at the north end and the supporting ground
at the south end being prevented from flowing, due to the locaThis inclination has been allowed to
tion of the work house.
remain in straightening the elevator, as there is no loss of efconvenience of operation or safety. The structure has
above 12 ft. during the process of straightening, this
movement being accomplished without any damage to the strucThe method adopted for straightening the elevator has
ture.
ficiency,

been

lifted

and very economical as compared with the cost
the old structure and rebuilding it. This work
was handled by The Foundation Company, New York, in conjunction with the engineering ofiicers of the Canadian Pacific,
proved

efficient

down

of taking

lines west.

EDUCATIONAL WORK AMONG EMPLOYEES
IN THE MAINTENANCE OF WAY
DEPARTMENT
By
Maintenance of

The value
long been

Way

J.

T.

Bowser

ncpartmenl. Queen & Crescent Route. Danville, Ky.

of educational

recognized.

work among

In

the

railroad employees has

mechanical

and

transportation

departments there are apprentice schools, reading' room courses
In the
of various kinds, and lectures on safety and efficiency.
maintenance of way department very little has been done along
this line, due perhaps to the fact that the employees of this
department are so widely scattered. That much good can be

done

in

an educational way

among

this

class

of railroad

em-

ployees can hardly be questioned, but the methods employed in
these other departments arc not altogether practicable in the
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which has become dormant in the rut of the routine of daily work.
The division head of the maintenance of way department on
any railroad, with the co-operation of an intelligent and interested chief clerk, can organize an inexpensive system of educational work which will be of value to his subordinates.
In the
average division office two or three railroad or technical magazines may be found which, when read by the subscriber, are
usually discarded or left on file for possible reference.
Frequently one section of these magazines is devoted to the maintenance of way department and questions are discussed in such
a manner that they may be readily grasped and understood by
anyone interested in this class of work. These magazines can
Ijc
forwarded to the foreman at one end of the road, with
instructions attached to forward to the foreman next to him
on the line when he has finished reading it, and so on over the
entire road.
These instructions can be gotten out by mimeograph and so worded as to apply to any literature which may
be sent out. Copies of speeches, lectures, and even advertising
matter, having more or less to do with railroading, which are
constantly being received in the division offices, have their
educational value and may be sent out in this manner. Articles

Some
of

whom

employees to

literature

is

with bridge?, buildings or concrete work should be sent to
bridge and building foremen, though, when the interest of a
or extra gang foreman

section

aroused, he will be
say that not one foreman
twenty will read this material, or if they read it, they will

interested
in

receive

in

this

no practical

is

from

benefit

really

will

it.

It

has

What

if

only one in twenty

made one

better employee

It may not require much mental ability to tamp a tie or to
frame a bridge timber, but if we are to supply the crying need
for intelligent and resourceful foremen and supervisors, we
must add a little variety to the mental food of those from whoirt
we draw this supply. Give the track foreman something beside
track and the bridge and building foreman something beside
structures.
The employees should be encouraged to ask questions personally or by mail, and if the office or the head of the
department cannot answer all of them, a little effort on theii'
part will secure the desired information and both parties will
be benefited. Inquiries should be answered promptly so as not

to

discourage the questioner.

seriously,

for an inquiring

All questions should be

mind

is

treated

often very sensitive to the

least suggestion of ridicule.
If, in the opinion of the head of
the department, an inqfiiry can be better explained or answered
by personal interview, the questioner should be summoned to
the office and the matter thrashed over thoroughly.
This perwill encourage him and many questions which
might never have come up in correspondence may be discussed
a few minutes.
Foremen should be encouraged to make
trips over the road and see what others are doing, and especially
to look over any interesting or unusual work which may be
going on, and, briefly, a policy of interest and encouragement
should be adopted to supply the food to keep the interest alive.
Like any other innovation, it will have its scoffers, but the spirit
is contagious, and results that are well worth the trouble and
the slight expense will be obtained.
Such a policy will create
among the employees an increased respect for themselves and

sonal attention

in

for their position.

few ideas which if carried out will be both
and inexpensive. Of course, anything of this nature
must be entirely elective, and it will be said that the average
section, extra gang, or bridge and building foreman has hardly
enough time to do what is required of him, much less to give
much attention to something that is entirely aside from his work.
But the average foreman does read a little, and, by giving him
something to read which will be of value to him. an interest
may possibly he stimulated which will awaken an intelligence

Many

also.

does read what is sent him?
and has lost nothing.

ability

will set forth a

certain magazine or other piece of
Literature having more strictly to do

a

to be sent.

be prohibitive.
I

so as to be readily located.

discretion must, of course, be used in selecting the class

maintenance of way department, while their cost would probably

practicable

marked

of especial interest should be

It

will

stimulate ambition, increase mental

and vastly improve the quality of the material from which
supervisors or other minor maintenance of way officers must be

selected.

—

Hostile Aircraft and English Railway Trains. The following notice has been posted in the London & South-Western
trains
"In view of possible attacks by hostile aircraft it is
:

necessary that the blinds

should be kept

down

in

after

to assist in this direction."

the carriages of
daylight.

all

railway trains

Passengers are requested

Boring 100,000 Ties by

Hand With Simple Apparatus

A

Description of the Manner in Which This Was AccompHshed in a Short Time Without Special Equipment

By

C.

W. Lane
& Ohio, Green Spring, W. Va.

Supervisor, Timber Treating Plant, Baltimore

&

The Baltimore
100,000 treated
spikes

ties,

Ohio desired quick action in securing
adzed and bored, for use with screw

on a special form of

plate.

tie

A

costly

betterment

was nearly one-half completed when the decision
was made to use ties of this character, consequently no delay
of road

furnishing the material could be permitted.

in

Of course, bored ties must be bored before treatment, and
as the road operates a treating plant at Green Spring, W. Va.,
The
it was decided to adze and bore the ties at this plant.
road owned no boring and adzing machine, yet the cost of

crib-work of ties and a boring platform erected at the
narrow gage end at the level of arms on the narrow gage
tram cars, as before. This is the middle skidway shown in
level

the

illustration.

This proved a
and last skidway

fairly

cheap construction, but

three 67-lb. rails were
used at the height of a flat car floor and the arms on the
trams, the rails being supported by simple crib-work of ties,
as shown in the foreground of the illustration.
It is well to
for

the

third

built

the work had to be kept down.
It was plain that adzing
the ties would be the most expensive part of the process and
it was decided to eliminate this feature entirely by using only
sawed ties, of which an adequate supply fortunately was
available.

Plenty of air pressure at 100
at the plant

and

it

lb.

was determined

per sq.

in.

was

to bore the ties

to be

had

by using

small portable air motors capable of driving a ^-in. bit 6 in.
into the wood. In one portion of the tie plant yard a standard gage track was paralleled by a narrow gage track 40 ft.
away. It seemed logical, then, to load the sawed ties on

y
The Templet Used
note here that the

more

or sloping skidway proved to be the

inasmuch as ties could be fed faster to the
the boring, which meant, of course, that the work

could be done a

^^^^^^|g

first

Boring Intermediate and Joint Ties

efficient

men doing
•

in

The sawed

little

cheaper.

having been picked up in the yard, loaded
on flat cars and delivered on the skidway, the next step was
the marking of the places where the holes were to be bored.

l^a=rT-l

ties

?
The; Three Skidways on

Which

the Ties to

Be Bored Were Handled

them at one end of a rude skidbetween the standard and narrow gage tracks, bore
rough platform at the narrow gage end of the
skidway, and load them on trams to be run into the cylinders
flat

cars in the yard, deliver

way

built

them on

a

for treatment.

In

all

such enterprises the adjusting of the

little

details of

arrangement and apparatus means the ultimate success or
failure of the project, so as a first step some little thought
was given to the form of skidway upon which the ties were
The first skidway built was in the form of
to be handled.
a rude trestle work, sloping from a height of about 2,54 ft.
above the floor of a standard gage flat car to the level of the
boring platform which was at the height of the arms on the
narrow gage tram cars. This skidway is shown at the left
in one of the accompanying illustrations.
After this skidway was completed the cost of labor and material entering
into its construction was deemed too high and a cheaper
method of building these skidways was sought. There were
some piles of ties ready for treatment between the narrow
and standard gage tracks at this place and in building the
r.ext skidway one of these piles was taken down to a level slightly
below that of a flat car floor. Rails were then laid across this

A

Close View of

One

of the

Skidways Showing the Inspection,

Marking, Boring and Loading of Ties

This was done by using a template made of iron with holes
exactly corresponding to the holes in the tie plate that was
There were two of these templates, one fi>r
be used.
joint and one for intermediate ties, constructed according
The joint ties had to have four
to the accompanying sketch.
holes bored for each tie plate, while the intermediate ties
had to have only two holes for each plate. The little hook
to

November
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on one end of the template was hooked over one end of the
and thus determined the distance from the end that the
holes were to be bored; this was known as the "line end"
of the tie.
Two men performed the operation of marking the ties for
boring. The template was first properly placed in position
and then the men marked the places by driving a hand punch
through the holes in the template with a wooden mallet.
One little detail was quickly worked out which added greatly
to the success of this part of the work.
The punches were
first made fast to a stiff spring which was in turn fastened
to the template and which kept the punches out of the holes
until struck.
Instead of having to pick up and insert the
marking punch in two or four holes and strike two or four
blows with the mallet, according to the template used, one
smart blow on the spring marked the whole set of holes.
This little change naturally pleased the laborers and meant
more output, which is only another way of saying "more
money for the men at a cheaper rate for the company."
The ties having been marked were pushed along the skidway to the men who did the boring. The little air motors,
driving the boring-bits, were suspended from a sort of walking-beam or old fashioned well-sweep, pivoted overhead so
that it could move up or down, or in a horizontal direction,
as desired. As the motors were too heavy to handle steadily
all day they were counterbalanced by weights placed on these
walking-beams. The bits with which the boring was done
were' fitted with stops to insure the holes being bored to the
exact depth desired, which in this case was 6 in.
After the ties were bored they were immediately loaded on
trams, stamped, checked, reported and sent to the treating
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tie

cylinders.

In any statement of costs the particular conditions surrounding each bit of work bear directly on the unit-price,
and the following prices are given as fairly well suited to the
locality where this work was done, but with a full understanding that cheaper or possibly higher. rates might fit the
situation in other places.

It cost

l,]/i

out and load ties in the yard and l/i
them properly piled on the skidway.

A gang

cents per tie to sort
cent per tie to deliver

could bore 600 intermediate

tie

the total cost for an

ties in 10 hours.

The

to the boring-platform
received 1,^ cents per
earned then about $2.25
men loading trams reor $2.25 each for 600 ties. This made

intermediate

tie

4J^

cents.

gang could bore 400 joint ties in 10 hours. The rate for
marking and boring these ties was 2J4 cents per tie, but the
men loading the trams received the same rate of 54 cent per
tie because they could be loading other trams at regular yard
rates during the time they had to wait for the slower moving
joint ties to be bored.
The total cost per joint tie was therefore 5 cents.
A portion of these costs should not be included in the bill against adzing and boring by hand, because
these same ties would, in the natural course of events, have to
be picked up for treatment which, would cost something,
varying at the different plants, say, approximately 1^ cents
per tie. This leaves then as the cost chargeable strictly to
this work 2|;( cents for the intermediate ties and 3J4 cents
.A

which is entirely prohibitive as compared
with work done by a modern adzing and boring machine,

for the joint ties,

but

is

not necessarily prohibitive

when

installed, of a sufficient size to take care, of the

requirements

would probably be $15,000 to $18,000.
including, of course, the buildings and grading necessar3\ In
this instance, the installation of such a machine could not
be considered inasmuch as speed and immediate delivery of
the output

were

vital.

the

New York

subway

is

of in-

maintenance men because of the very dense traffic on
these tracks which, among other things, gives a very short interval of time between trains in which the men can work. Regardless of these frequent interruptions, the tracks must be in
terest to

condition for the passage of trains whenever necessary.
The
question of safe-guarding the men at work in so limited a

from coming in contact with each other or from
train, and yet to work them to the best advantage,
one in itself. Some very interesting points in this
connection were brought out in a paper read by O. O. Dixon,
assistant engineer, Interborough Rapid Transit Company, before
the New York Railroad Club on October 16, 1914. The following abstracts are taken from the paper:
When relaying rails under traffic, a gang consists of about
18 to 20 men. The work involves the withdrawing of the spikes,
space, either

an oncoming
is

a

difficult

taking of? the joints, cutting out the bonds, the removal and
replacement of rails and rebonding.
One rail is removed in
to two minutes.
From 1 :00 a. m. until 5 :00 a. m. 33
can be renewed on curves of local tracks. The intervals
between trains on local tracks during these hours is 7J^ minutes.
On the express tracks, where there is no traffic during the hours
mentioned, 65 rails can be renewed on curves, and more on

from one
rails

tangents.

The men are protected by two caution lights placed 500 ft.
away from the gang, and a man with a red light within communicating distance of the gang. In pulling the spikes between
the third rail and the running rail a shackel bar is used.
The
in front of express stations is taken out and renewed
about every two years, and at local stations every five years.
Few ties have been renewed, except at switches and on curves
where they have split due to frequent rail renewals, also where
they were decayed due to dry rot. In making tie renewals, one

ballast

rail is

removed and

In the
joints

On

all

new

installation

initial

ties installed for a rail length.

100

lb.,

staggered and spliced with

33-ft.
24-in.,

rails

were used with

four-bolt angle

bars.

curves the same construction was used, with the addition
rail

which was bolted to the lower

rail

about every three feet, using adjustable cast iron separators to
take up the wear. The curves were laid to 4 ft. 8J4 in. gage,
and the flangeways varied from IJ^ in. to 2% in., depending
upon the degree of curvature.
It was soon found that the
guard rail was so flexible that it concentrated the pressure on
the bolts, causing frequent breakages, and when the bolts held
the wheels were allowed to sideslip between them, causing considerable corrugation.
In view of these facts this light guard
rail was replaced by one of the same section as the running
rail,

having one flange sheared

oflf.

The

adjustable separators

were replaced by one-piece separators to give the correct flangeway, also the gage of track was slightly widened on sharp
Later, the rails on the high
curves, depending on the radius.
side of a curve having a radius of 700 ft. or less, were further
reinforced with malleable iron

tie

plate

rail

braces placed

on

tie, also shoulder tie plates and cast iron rail braces
were installed to support the guard rail and relieve the strain
on the guard rail bolts. Under existing conditions of traffic it

every other

is necessary to use as many as four anti-creepers per rail to
prevent the traveling of the rails. Owing to the frequent rail
renewals, screw spikes have not been used to any extent because
of the time and difficulty involved in pulling them.

a comparatively small

number of ties are needed, as in this instance, to form a
component part of a costly project.
The initial cost of an adzing and boring machine properly
of a fai^ sized road,

track maintenance in

of an inclined guard

two men marking and pushing ties
and the two men doing the boring
tie divided equally.
These four men
per 10-hour day per man. The two
ceived 3^ cent per

The
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THE OtTOM.AN R.MLW'.^Y OF AsiA MiNOR. The
Ottoman Railway from Smyrna to Aidin has

secretary of the

announced that a severe earthquake occurred in the Sparta and
Bouldour district of Asia Minor on October 4, and damaged the
roadbed in several places, although operation was resumed in
Two stations and other buildings have been
less than 24 hours.
seriously damaged, but it is estimated that the total cost of repairs
will not

exceed $45,000.

;

General News Department
III

in?

In a fire at Galveston, Tex., November 17, the Southern Pacific
elevator was destroyed, together vkfith 909,000 bushels of wheat;
loss $1,500,000.

E. L. Tinker, secretary of the Central Safety Committee of the
El Paso & Southwestern, has resigned that position and the duties have been taken up by R. P. Kyle.
Headquarters at El Paso,

Tex.
It was announced in Canada, November 13, that regular trains
would begin running on the National Transcontinental Railway
between Moncton and Levis this week. A train will run each

way

three times a week.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa

Fe, on

November

10.

had the

one way

Examples of

change are from Philadelphia
to Paoli and return, present rate 80 cents, new rate $1
Atlantic City, by electric line $1.75, advanced to $2; by steam line
$2 to $2.25. The round trip rate between New York and Philadelphia, $4, will be advanced to $4.50; between Baltimore and
Washington $4, advanced to $4.80; Philadelphia and Washington
On the Reading the round trip rate be$6, advanced to $6.80.
tween the terminus and Wayne junction is advanced from 20
cents to 26 cents.
Monthly tickets on both roads will be advanced 25 cents a month. Tickets good for 10(J rides (family
fare.

this

:

;

will be withdrawn from sale, as will also the fifty-trip
tickets.
Ten-ride tickets good for bearer will be sold at ninetenths the local rate for ten single tickets.

tickets)

largest commercial freight loading in its history.
A total of
were loaded on the entire system that day, compared
with the previous record of 5,204.

5,229 cars

The

& San

Francisco has announced that on November 10 train auditors were removed from all passenger trains on
he system, and their duties are now performed by the conductors.
The order is said to be a part of the company's general retrenchment policy.
St.

Louis

The New York State Civil Service Commission announces
examinations to be held December 12 for the position of inspector of equipment, for the Public Service Commission, First
district (New York City).
The salary will be from $900 to
$1,200 yearly. The commission desires to get men who have had
six years' experience in car house or car shop work.
Fairfax Harrison, president of the Southern Railway, speaking
at Atlanta, last week, said that the severe retrenchment made
necessary by the falling off in traffic would be continued, even
to the extent of depriving passengers of some of the luxuries and
conveniences which they have been accustomed to. The gross
receipts of the railway company in September were 8.33 per cent
less than in the same month of last year, and in October the
decrease was 18.75 per cent. Curtailment of expenses has been
necessary, in some cases, as a "war measure," even where it was
uneconomical to make the reduction. Both the officers and the
employees of the company have to stand serious losses. He believes that the present severe stress will be temporary and new
construction work, provided for by capital which was raised last
spring, has not been suspended.

Complete

show

that the majority given by the
voters of Missouri against the full crew bill was three times as
great as was shown in the estimate based on the early returns
324,085 votes against and 159,593 in favor, a majority of 164,492 in
opposition to the bill. This makes the vote more than two to one
against the law. Outside of the three principal cities. St. Louis,
official

figures

Kansas City and St. Joseph, the measure received only 86,660
votes in the state, and was beaten by a ratio of about three to
one.
The farmers in every section of the state voted almost
solidly against it.
St. Louis, in which the Brotherhood looked
for a big majority in favor of the bill, went against it by 18,417.
In Kansas City and in St. Joseph it was carried. The majority
against the bill is one of the greatest in the history of Missouri
and is larger than the state has ever given to any candidate.

Tramps by

the Train

Load

press despatch from San Bernardino, Cal., November 16.
says that 93 tramps, on their annual winter tour westward, are
in jail at that place, charged with having seized a San Pedro,
Los Angeles & Salt Lake freight train on the Mojave desert.
The tramps, more than a hundred strong, when the train entered Otis overpowered the trainmen, broke seals of freight cars
and after making themselves comfortable, ordered the engineman
to proceed to Los Angeles.
posse was waiting at San Bernardino for the train, and all but ten of the tramps were captured.
.\

A

Arbitrators in Western Enginemen's and Firemen's Controversy

The arbitration board, to consider enginemen's and firemen's
wages on the western roads, has finally been completed, after
months of delay, and hearings are to be begun at Chicago, November 30. The arbitrators are H. E. Byram, vice-president of
the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
W. L. Park, vice-president
of the Illinois Central; F. A. Burgess, assistant grand chief of
the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers; Timothy Shea, assistant to the president of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen Charles Nagel, ex-secretary of Commerce
and Labor, and Jeter C. Pritchard. presiding judge of the United
States Court of Appeals of the Fourth Circuit.
:

;

;

Electrification

on the

St.

Paul

Construction work in connection with the electrification of the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul between Harlowton, Mont., and
Thus far the poles have been
.\very, Idaho, has been resumed.
placed for a distance of 30 miles on the 116-mile division between
Three Forks and Deer Lodge, Mont., which is the first to be
equipped. The company has ordered nine freight and three passenger electric locomotives from the General Electric Company.
These locomotives will be of the same construction except that
those to be used for passenger service will be geared for a higher
speed. The total weight of these locomotives will be 519,000 lb.
each, and the weight on drivers 400,000 lb. They are to be delivered in October, 1915, at which time, it is planned, the construction work over the entire line will have been completed.

Railway Development Association
Increased Passenger Fares in Eastern Territory

The Pennsylvania and the Philadelphia & Reading have filed
with the Interstate Commerce Commission new passenger tariffs,
to go into effect December 15, which advance the rates for many
long distance interline tickets and abolish round trip tickets for
local travel.
Despatches from Washington indicate that changes,
like these, and others of smaller amount, are to be made by all
the principal roads in trunk line territory.
Most of the interline rates in the new tariff are made on the basis of 2^2 cents a
From Philadelphia to Chicago the present rate is $18.22;
mile.

new
new

rate $19.10; Philadelphia to Indianapolis, present rate $16.72.
rate $18.03.
Local round trip tickets will cost double the

the closing session of the Railway Development Association
Iield in Chicago last week, a report of which was given in last

At

week's issue, Mrs. Edith Loring Fullerton, wife of H. B. Fullerdirector of agricultural development of the Long Island
Railroad, was elected an active member of the association. Mrs.
Fullerton has actively co-operated with her husband in the direction of the Long Island experimental farm at Medford. L. I.,
since its establishment in 1905. and has recently been appointed
assistant director of agricultural development.
She w-as the
author of a book, "The Lure of the Land," describing the Long
Island development work, which was widely circulated, and is
vice-president of the Woman's Agricultural and Horticultural
ton,
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Association.
It was decided to hold the annual meeting of the
association on May 10, 11 and 12, 1915, at St. Paul, Minn.

Western Association

of Short

Line Railroads

Thirty representatives of the short line railroads in California,
Arizona, Nevada and Idaho met in San Francisco, November 17,
and formed a permanent organization to look after their common
interests as to rates for carrying the mails, legislative matters
and dealing with the Interstate Commerce Commission. The
organization will be known as the Western Association of ShortLine Railroads. D. M. Swobe, vice-president of the McCloud
River Railroad, San Francisco, was elected president.
A committee was instructed to oppose the Bourne and Moon
bills pending in Congress, in both of which the provisions are
such that, it is believed, the payments to the small roads for
carrying the mails will be reduced.

Revenue

The Bureau

and Expenses

of

Steam Roads

in

August

summary of revenues and
expenses and comments thereon for August, 1914. are as follows:
Railways operating 227,184 miles of line are covered by
this summary, or about 90 per cent of all steam railway mileTheir operating revenues for the
age in the United States.
month of August, 1914, amounted to $266,928,165. This amount
of Railway Economics'

All

fact that net operating revenue per mile decreased.
Net
operating revenue per mile of line averaged $386 in August,
1914, and $388 in August, 1913, a decrease of $2 per mile, or 0.6
per cent.

the

Taxes for the month of August amounted to $11,288,351,
or $50 per mile, an increase of 0.7 per cent over August, 1913.
Operating income, which is net revenue from rail and auxiliary
operations, less ta^xes, averaged $336 per mile of line, and in
August, 1913. $339, thus decreasing $3 or 0.8 per cent. Operating income for each mile of line for each day in August
averaged $10.85, and in August, 1913, $10.95. Operating income
that proportion of their operating receipts which remains
is
available to the railways for rentals, interest on bonds, appropriations for betterments, improvements, new construction, and
for dividends.

The railways of the Eastern district show a decrease in total
operating revenues per mile of line as compared with August,
1913, of 6.4 per cent, the railways of the Southern district a
decrease of 2.3 per cent, and the railways of the Western district
Operating expenses per mile dea decrease of 5.1 per cent.
creased 10.0 per cent in the East, decreased 2.3 per cent in the
South, and decreased 6.7 per cent in the West. Net operating
revenue per mile increased 2.0 per cent in the East, decreased
2.3 per cent in the South, and decreased 2.2 per cent in the
West. Taxes per mile show an increase of 1.0 per cent in the
East, an increase of 2.1 per cent in the South, and an increase of
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Monthly Revenues and Expenses per Mile
mcludes revenues from freight and passenger traffic, from
carrying mail and express, and from miscellaneous sources connected with rail and auxiliary operations.
Compared with August, 1913, these operating revenues show a decrease of $12,mile
averaged $1,175 in
496,358.
operating
revenues
per
Total
.August, 1914, and $1,244 in August, 1913, a decrease of $69, or
5.6 per cent.
Operating expenses, which include the cost of maintaining
track and equipment, operating trains, securing traffic, and of
This was $12,989,650
administration, amounted to $179,163,880.
These operating expenses per mile
less than for August, 1913.
line averaged $789 in August, 1914, and $856 in August, 1913,
decrease of $67 per mile, or 7.8 per cent.
Net operating revenue, that is, total operating revenues of
rail and auxiliary operations less operating expenses, amounted
to $87,764,285, which was $493,292 more than for August, 1913,
hut that this increase is due to increase in mileage is shown by

of
a

of Line in

1914

per cent in the West. Operating income per mile increased
per cent in the East, decreased 3.1 per cent in the South,
2.7 per cent in the West.
The operating ratio for August, that is, the per cent of total
operating revenues absorbed in operating expenses, was 67.1
per cent, which is comparable with 68.2 per cent in August,
The operating ratio
1913, and 64.0 per cent in August, 1912.
in the Eastern district for August was 67.3 per cent, as compared with 70.0 per cent for August, 1913; was 74.2 per cent
in the Southern district as compared with 74.2 per cent in 1913.;
was 64.5 per cent in the Western district, as compared with
65.5 per cent in 1913.
Comparison of returns for two months of the current fiscal
year with those of the corresponding months of the previous
fiscal year reveals a decrease in total operating revenues per
mile of 5.3 per cent, a decrease in operating expenses per mile
of 7-0 per cent, and a decrease in net operating revenue per rhile
0.5

2.1

and decreased

;

:
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of 1.3 per cent. This net operating revenue per mile decreased
per cent in the East as compared with the corresponding period of the previous year, decreased 0.5 per cent in the South,
and decreased 1.9 per cent in the West.
When the returns for the eight months of the calendar year
1914 are compared with those of the corresponding months of
1913, they shgw a decrease in total operating revenue per mile
of 6.2 per cent, a decrease in operating expenses per mile of 4.8
per cent, and a decrease in net operating revenue per mile of

ing building of new lines and location physical characteristics
of road, including track and roadbed; bridges, tunnels and
terminals; construction methods; signals: equipment, including
motive power otiier than electric; rolling stock in general; loading equipment and electric motive power in general.

This net operating revenue per mile decreased
9.8 per cent.
15.0 per cent in the East as compared with the corresponding
period of the previous year, decreased 3.6 per cent in the South,
and decreased 6.6 per cent, in theWest.
The diagram shows the variations in operating revenues, operating expenses, and net operating revenue per mile for the
separate months of the calendar year 1913 and of the calendar
year 1914 to date, and the following table shows the per cent
of operating revenues consumed by each class of expenses:

of

0.3

Per Cent of Total Operating Revenues

United
SUtes

Account
Freight revenue

Passenger revenue
Mail revenue
Express revenue
All other revenues

Maintenance

of

Eastern

Southern

District

District

66.3
25.0

65.1

25.4

69.5
23.4

1.7
2.1

1.4
2.1

2.3

1915
66.0
25.1

1.7

4.9

way and

structures

Maintenance of equipment
expenses
Transportation expenses
General expenses
All other expenses
Traffic

Total operating expenses

12.1

14.7

16.8

20.3

1.8
1

1.5

32.8

34.0

2.2
0.6

2.1

2.5
34.1
2.5

0.8

0.1

67.1

67.3

74.2

13.2
16.5

13.9
14.9
2.0

13.4
16.9

30.9
2.3
0.5

33.3
2.3
0.6

64.5

68.4

1.9

International Engineering Congress

.Announcement has been made of the program for the International Engineering Congress to be held in San Francisco,
September 20 to 25, 1915, under the auspices of the .American
Society of Civil Engineers, the .American Institute of Mining
Engineers, the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and the Society of
Naval Architects and Marine Engineers. Col. G. W. Goethals,
governor of the Canal Zone, has consented to act as honorary
president of the congress and is expected to preside over its
general sessions.

In spite of the conditions

now

prevailing in

Europe the committee of management is in receipt of a sufficient number of communications from various foreign countries
indicate that a large majority of the papers originally requested for presentation at the sessions of the congress will be
lianded in on time and that the congress will be truly internaThe total number of papers contemplated
tional in character.
was about 290. Of this number about 220 are either definitely
promised or well assured. The remainder, apportioned chiefly
among the nations in the present war zone, are uncertain and it
is expected that some of them will not be secured, but it is
believed that by substituting for these others that have been
offered the general plan for the congress may be carried out
with a minimum of change.
The papers to be presented will cover the general field of
engineering in a broad and comprehensive manner and with
special reference to the important lines of progress during the
past decade, and the most improved practices of present and
The authors of the papers are distributed
future development.
over the engineering world and comprise men eminent in the
A special effort will be
various branches of the profession.
made to procure discussions carefully prepared in advance for
presentation with the papers, and opportunity will be afforded
The meetings will be held in the new
for oral discussion.
Auditorium building in the civic center of San Francisco. The
Panama Canal,
topics to be discussed are grouped as follows
24 topics; waterways, 6 topics; irrigation, 11 topics; railways,
7 topics municipal engineering, 8 topics materials of engineering construction, 20 topics; mechanical engineering, 28 topics;
electrical engineering, 8 topics
mining engineering, 10 topics
metallurgy, 10 topics naval architecture and marine engineering,
19 topics, and miscellaneous.
The topics to be discussed in
relation to railways include
Relation of railways to social development present status of railways economic factors governto

:

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

B. F.

Yoakum Suggests Government Copeirtnership
Yoakum has addressed a letter to Judson

in

B. F.

the

Interstate

Commerce Commission,

to

Railways

C. Clements

clear

up a mis-

understanding which he says has arisen from his testimony before the Interstate Commerce Commission in the Rock Island
investigation, and to show that he is in favor of a form of government co-partnership, as distinguished from government owner-

Mr. Yoakum says that he believes a co-partnership arrangement under special federal charters to be granted to railroads desirous of operating under a federal hcense would be the

ship.

wisest solution of the present unsettled condition.

"The

federal

government." he said, "is now regulating the expenses and revenues of railroads, but should go a step further and safely aid
them in future financing, and in consideration therefor enjoy
a share of the profits, with representation on the boards of directors."
His plan contemplates an exchange of government
3 per cent bonds for the higher interest railroad bonds.
"The change of securities," he says, "should be gradual through
the creation of a low interest bearing government-railroad bond
to take the place of the underlying higher interest bearing railroad bonds as they may mature; or they could be exchanged
under a refunding process. Each transaction should be approved
by the Interstate Commerce Commission, always provided that
the net earnings of the railroad must be at least Zyi times the
interest on the government-railroad bonds exchanged for the
present underlying bonds.
These new bonds should be a first
lien on the property.
All junior mortgage bonds and the stock
would be subject to these new bonds, on which the government
would not be responsible but would, under equitable terms to
be agreed upon, share in the profits with the stockholders. At a
rough estimate, in the course of a few years, one-half of the
present underlying bonds, or about five billion dollars, would
be exchanged or refunded into a lower interest bond. A large
proportion of these old bonds bear 5 per cent and 6 per cent, and
a few 7 per cent interest; therefore under the proposed system
there would eventually be a saving to the railroads of approximately 100 milhon dollars a year in interest alone. This is on
the assumption that such a government-railroad bond, being a
first lien, would be as attractive to bankers and investors as the
present 3 per cent government Panama canal bonds. If in this
way the railroads of the country can save 100 million dollars a
year in the item of interest, under my estimate it would insure
the government receiving as its share under the proposed copartnership arrangement, probably from 15 to 20 million dollars

a year."

The Railway Business Association
president of the Southern Railway, and
G. Harding, United States senator-elect from Ohio, are
announced as the speakers for the sixth annual dinner of the
Railway Business Association, the national organization of manufacturers, merchants and engineers dealing with steam railroads,

Fairfax

Harrison,

Warren

which will be held at the Waldorf-Astoria hotel. New York,
Thursday evening, December 10. The business meeting of the
association will be held at 11 a.m. at the hotel, the election of
officers at 1.30 p.m. and the dinner at 7, the doors opening exactly
on the hour.

The circular announcing the names of the speakers says in part
"Mr. Harrison unites long experience and responsibility as a
Practiced
official with the oratorical art of the attorney.
for many years in the study of pubhc opinion as it affects the
prosperity of the railways, he is a leader in the cultivation of
friendly sentiment and cordial co-operation between railway
managers and the people whom they serve.
"Mr. Harding is a journalist with substantial business interests.
During several years of legislation affecting business and transportation he has given constant admonition, caution and counsel lest industry and commerce be shackled and the public welfare
impaired. On that platform he has now been chosen by the people of
Ohio as their senator in Congress. The obligation of government
to promote national prosperity will furnish the keynote of his

railway

-
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address, while his brilliant endowment as a writer and speaker
complete tlie promise of a message appetizing in form as well as
invigorating in substance.
"Subscribers to the dinner as this circular goes to press exceed

International Railway Congress. Executive Committee,
vain, Brussels, Belgium.
Next convention, June 23

those upon the corresponding date in 1913. Such response to an
announcement not naming the speakers and at a time like the
present is a display of enthusiasm by our members which proves
anew tlieir belief in the cause and their loyalty to the work.''

International Railway General Foremen's Association. Wm. Hall, 829
W. Broadway, Winona, Minn. Next convention, July 14-17, 1915,

or regular

Xellis,

53 State

St..

—

—

—

.American Association of Freight Agents. R. O. Wells, Illinois Central,
East St. Louis, 111. Annual meeting. May 21-24, 1915, Richmond, Va.
Auekican Association of Passenger Traffic Officers. W. C. Hope,
C. R. R. of N. J., 143 Liberty St., New York.
.\merican -Association of Railroad Superintendents. E. H. Harman,
Room 101, Union Station, St. Louis, Mo. Next meeting. May 20-21,

—

—

San Francisco, Cal.
American Electric Railway Association.— E. B. Burritt, 20 W. 39th St.,
New York. Annual convention, October, 1915, San Francisco, Cal.
American Electric Railway Manufacturers' Association. H. C. McConnaughy, 165 Broadway, New York. Meetings with American Electric
1915,

—

Railway Association.
.American Railroad Master

Coffesshiths and Pipefitters'
Association.— W. E. Jones, C. & N. W., 3814 Fulton St., Chicago.
Annual meeting, Chicago.
American Railway .Association. W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York.
Next session, May 19, 1915, Atlantic City, N. J.
.American Railway Bridge and Building Association. C. A. Lichty, C. &
Next convention, October 19-21, 1915, Detroit,
N. W., Chicago.
Tinners.

—

—

Mich.

—

American Railway Engineering Association. E. H. Fritch, 900 S. MichNext convention, March 16-18, 1915, Chicago.
igan Ave., Chicago.
American Railway Master Mechanics' Association. J. W. Taylor, 1112
Karpen Bldg., Chicago. Annual meeting, June 9-11, 1915, Atlantic

—

City,

N.

American Railway Safety Association.

— L.

Chicago.

F.

Shedd,

R.

C.

L &

P.,

—

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
-American Society of Civil Engineers. Chas. \V. Hunt, 220 \V. 57th St.,
New York. Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Wednesday in month, except June, July and August, 220 W. 57th St., New York.
American Society of Engineering Contractors. I. R. Wemlinger, 11
Broadway, New York. Regular meetiiigs, 2d Thursday in month, at
2 P. M., 11 Broadway, New York.
American Society of Mechanic.\l Engineers. Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
.Annual meeting, December 1-4, 1914, New
39th St., New York.
of

—

—

—

—

-American Wood Preservers' -Association. F. J. Angicr, B. & C, Mt.
Next convention, January 19-21, 1915,
Royal Sta., Baltimore, Md.
Chicago.
Tr,
iir
-1
Association of American Railway Accounting Officers. E. R. WoodAnnual
son, 1300 Pennsylvania -Ave., N. W.. Washington, D. C.
convention, April 28, 1915, Atlanta, Ga.
-Association of Manufacturers of Chilled Car Wheels. George w.
Lyndon, 1214 McCormick Bldg., Chicago.
Association of Railway Claim Agents.— C. W. Egan. B. & O., Baltimore,
Md. -Annual meeting, third week in May, 1915, Galveston, Tex.
-Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.— Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
Annual meeting,
N. W., Room 411, C. & N. W. Sta., Chicago.

—

—

—

October, 1915.
„
t,
,„ r>
c
Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents. F. W. Drew, i>oo
Annual meeting, June 22-25,
Line, 112 West Adams St., Chicago.
^'
1915, Rochester, N. Y.
.
„
^
t.
Association of Transport.^tion and Car Accounting Officers.— G.F.
Next meeting, December 8-9,
Conard, 75 Church St., New York.

Bridge \nd Building Supply Men's -Association.— L. D. Mitchell, Detroit
Meetings with American Railway Bridge
Graphite Co., Chicafro. III.

and Building Association.
,T,r.T> tc.
Canadian Railway Clur.— Tames Powell Grand Trunk, P. O. Box 7, St.
Regular meetings 2d Tuesday m
Lambert (near MontreaH, Que.
month except Jure July and -August. Windsor Hotel, Montreal, Que.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.— Clement H.McLeod. 176 MansRegular meetings 1st Thursday in October,
field St.. Montreal. Que.
November. December, February, March and April. Annual meeting,
January, Montreal.

Car Foremen's -Association of Chicago.— Aaron Kline, 841 Lawler Ave.,
Regular meetings, 2d Monday m month, except July and
Chicago.
Bldg., Chicago.
August. Lvtton
"
" "
Vought, 95 T-iberty
-Tt'.
D. "

—

St..

New

Sngt

York.

—

York.

-Annual convention,

May

26 to 28, 1915, Chicago,

tion, September 14-17, 1915, Detroit, Mich.
J. W. Taylor, 1112 Karpen Bldg.,
-Association.
Chicago. -Annual meeting, June 14-16, 1915, Atlantic City, N. J.
National Railway Appliances Association. Bruce V. Crandall, 537 So.
Dearborn St., Chicago. Next convention, March 1519, 1915. Chicago.
New England Railroad Club. W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave., BosRegular meetings, -?d Tuesday in month, except June,
ton, Mass.
July, -August and September, Boston.
New York Railroad Club.- Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, except June, July and August,

—

—

—

29

W.

39th

St.,

New

York.

—
—

Niagara Frontier Car Men's Association. E. Frankenberger, 623 Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y. Meetings monthly.
Peoria -Association of Railroad Officers. M. W. Rotchford, Union StaRegular meetings, 2d Thursday in month, Jefferson
tion, Peoria, III.
Hotel,

Peoria.

—

Railroad Club of Kans.\s City. C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.
City, Mo.
Railroad Master Tinners. Coppersmiths and Pipefitters' Association.
-Annual meeting. May,
U. G. Thompson, C. & E, I., Danville, III.

—

1915.

—

Railway Business Association. Frank W. Noxon, 30 Church St., New
York.
Annual meeting, December 10, 1914, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,

New

York.
Railway Club of Pittsburgh. J. B. -Anderson. Room 207, P. R. R. Sta.,
Regular meetings, 4th Friday in month, except June,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
July and August, Monongahela House, Pittsburgh.
Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Association. J. Scribner,
Meetings with Association of Rail1021 Monadnock Block, Chicago.
way Electrical Engineers.
Railway Fire Protection Association. C. B. Edwards, Fire Ins. Agt,
Mobile & Ohio, Mobile, Ala. Next meeting, October, 1915.
Railway Signal -Association. C. C. Rosenberg. Times Bldg., Bethlehem,
Annual meeting,
Next meeting, March IS. 1915, Chicago.
Pa.
September 21-24. 1915, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Railway Storekeepers' -Assochtion. J. P. Murphy, L. S. & M. S., Box C,
Collinwood, Ohio. -Annual meeting. May 17-19, 1915, Hotel Sherman,

—

—

—

—

—

„

D. Conway, 2136 Oliver
—Master
Car Builders and

Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association.
Pittsburgh. Pa.
Meetings
Master Mechanics' Associations.

J.

with

—

G. A. Nelson,.
.Association.
with Association of Railwajc

Railway Telegraph and Telephone Appi iance

Meetings
50 Church St., New York.
Telegraph Superintendents.
Richmond Railroad Club.— F. O. Robinson, C. & O., Richmond, Va.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July ana
August.
Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association. L. C. Ryan, C. &
Annual meeting, September 14-16, 1915,
N. W., Sterling, 111.

—

Chicago.

—

Louis Railway Club. B. W. Frauenthal. Union Station, St. Louis,
Mo. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June, July and
August, St. Louis.
Transportation Club.— R. E. Rowland, Hotel Utah Bldg.,
Salt
Regular meetings, 1st Saturday of each month.
Salt Lake City. Utah.
St.

-

-

Lake City.
Signal Appliance Association. F. W. Edmunds, 3868 Park Ave., Nevr
York.
Meeting with annual convention Railway Signal Association.
Society of Railway Financial Officers. Carl Nyquist. C. R. I. & P.,
La Salle St. Sta., Chicago. Annual meeting, September, 1915.
Southern Association of Car Service Officers. E. W. Sandwich, A. &
W. P. R. R., Atlanta, Ga. Next regular meeting, January 21, 1915,
Salt

—

—

—

Atlanta.

Ga.

— A.
Thursday,

Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.

J.

Merrill.

Grant Bldg.,

January, March, May,
November, 10 A. M., Candler Bldg., Atlanta.
Regular
Toledo Transportation Club.— Harry S. Fox, Toledo. Ohio.
meetings, 1st Saturday in month. Boody House, Toledo.
Track Supply Association. W. C. Kidd. Ramapo Iron Works. Hillburn,
of
Way
Assoand
Maintenance
Roadmasters'
with
N. Y. Meetings
.Atlanta, Ga.

Regular meetings, 3d

July, September,

—

ciation.

—

Traffic Club of Chicago. W. H. Wharton, La Salle Hotel, Chicago.
Traffic Club of New York.— C. A. Swope, 291 Broadway, New York.
Regular meetings last Tuesdav in month, except June, July and
August, Waldorf.-Astoria, New York.
D. L. Wells, Erie R. R.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Tr.vffic Club of Pittsburgh.
Meetings bimonthly, Pittsburgh. Annual meeting, 2d Monday in June.
Traffic Club of St. Louis. A. F. Versen, Mercantile Library Bldg.,
Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings
St. Louis. Mo.
October to May.
Train Despatchers' Association of America. J. F. Mackie, 7122 Stewart
Annual meeting June 15. 1915. Minneanolis. Minn.
Ave., Chicago.
Transportation Club of Detroit. W. R. Hurley, Superintendent's ofEce,
Meetings monthly. Normandie Hotel,
L. S. & M. S., Detroit, Mich.

—
—

—

—

Detroit.

—

W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. R.,
Annual meeting. September. 1915. Chicago
P. O. Box 1707 Winexcept June, July and

Tbweling Engineers' -Assochtion.

NY.

Western Canada Railw.w Club.— W. H. Rosevear.
Regular meetings. 2d Monday,
nipeg, Man.

East Buffalo. N. Y.

FREiGH^"cLAm'''AssociATiON.— Warren P. Taylor. R. F. & P., Richmond.
,
Annual meeting. Tune 16, 1915. Chicago.
„ .
Va.
,,,
M. Hunter, 321
General Superintendents' Association of Chicago -A. Wednesday
preGrand Central Station. Chicago. Regular meetings,
Transportation Bldg.,
ceding 3d Thursday in month. Room 1856,

III.

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association of the United States
and Canada.— a. P. Dane, B. &_M., Reading, Mass. Next conven-

Regu-

2d Thursday in March.HotelStatler Buffalo,
Annual
2511
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.— Elmer K. Hiles,
Tuesday,
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. Regular meetings, 1st and 3d

Chicago.

—

Philadelphia, Pa.

Bldg.,

—

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association. A. R. Davis, Central of
Annual meeting, July, 1915.
Georgia, Macon, Ga.
American Society for Testing Materials. Prof. E. Marburg, University

Central Railway

—

Chicaeo.

J.

to July 6, 1915,

Sherman House, Chicago.
International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association. A. L. WoodAnnual meeting, August 17, 1915,
worth, C. H. Si D., Lima, Ohio.

Master Car Builders'

Next
Boston, Mass.
convention, May 4-7, 1915, Hotel Sherman, Chicago.
.American Association of Demurrage Officers. A. G. Thoinason, DemurAnnual convention, April, 1915,
rage Commissioner, Boston, Mass.
Richmond, Va.
H. C. Board.-\merican Association of Dining Car Superintendents.
man, D. L. & W., Hoboken, X. J. Next meeting, October, 1915.

M.

cago.

New

The foltovring list gives t^amcs of secretaries, dates of next
meetings, and places of meeting.

— F.

Rue de Lou-

11,

—

Maintenance of Way and Master Painters' Association of the United
States and Canada.— T. 1. Goodwin, C. R. I. & P., Eldon, Mo.
Master Boiler Makers' -Association. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS
Air Brake Association.

Berlin.

International Railway Fuel Association. C. G. Hall, C. & E. I., 922
McCormick Bldg., Chicago. Annual meeting. May 17-20, 1915, Chi-

-August, Winnipeg-

Western Railway Club.— T. W.

Taylor, 1112 Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
Regular meetings. 3d Tuesday in month, except June, July and
August, Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
.
.
„, ,
Western Society of Engineers.— J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,
Regular m<"etin?s, 1st Monday in month, except .Tanuary.
Chicago.
and
except
in
July
meetings,
Extra
Chicago.
.Aup^ist.
and
July
August, generally on other Monday evenings.
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voring a resolution of the American Bar Association, recommending a congressional commission to codify the interstate
commerce laws, and also favoring a recommendation made by the

News

Traffic

niitiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiMiiirilllllllilllliilliniirMiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiitiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiriitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiriirinrriiiuin;

Central fast freight train between Chicago and
Xew Orleans recently completed a record of 310 days' service
in which it arrived at destinations on time.

The

Illinois

All the St. Louis railroads, except two, have agreed
fur having their city ticket offices in one building, at

on a plan

Broadway

and Locust street, but to have separate offices for each road, not
a joint office. It is expected to save $100,000 a year in rentals.

Interstate

Commerce Commission

commerce

act shall be brought in the

The
and

Traffic

Traffic Club of

Club

of

New York

The league also endorsed the recommendation made by the National Association of Railway Commissioners urging a standardization of state laws regulating commerce. A plan for a national traffic conference to be held next
year at the San Francisco exposition was referred to the executive committee.
The officers of the league were all re-elected for the ensuing
year:
President, H. G. Wilson, traffic commissioner Traffic
Bureau of the Toledo Commerce Club, Toledo, Ohio vice-presi;

election of officers at the Hotel Astor,

annual meeting
York, on Novem-

its

New

National Industrial Traffic League

was held

at

of the National Industrial Traffic League

Chicago on November 12 and

13.

In his opening address President H. G. Wilson, traffic commissioner of the Traffic Bureau of the Toledo Commerce Club, severely criticized railway men and others for attempting to undermine the present system of railroad regulation, and for "the present veiled attack on the usefulness of the Interstate Commerce
Commission," which, he said, "is the culmination of studied effort and purpose on the part of those who would have that body
composed of creatures of their own choosing, instead of the

conscientious men they are." Following this the league adopted
the following resolutions
"Whereas, regulation of common carriers through the medium
of the commerce act, as administered by the Interstate Commerce
Commission has been received by many interests in other than a

and
"Whereas, recently much criticism has been indulged in through
the public press, and otherwise, of the act and particularly of its
administration, therefore be it
"Resolved, that the National Industrial Traffic League, in annual convention assembled, declares its firm belief in the wisdom
of governmental regulation and reaffirms its approval thereof;
and, while reserving to itself, as well as granting to others, the
privilege of recommending such changes in or additions to the
commerce act from time to time as may be deemed wise for the
best interests of all concerned it hereby further resolves that it
renews its expression of respect for and belief in the ability and
;

of the Interstate Commerce Commission, and is unalterably opposed to any action that would have the effect of repealing the commerce act or influencing unfairly the administration of this act by the Interstate Commerce Commission."
The business session of the league was devoted to the presentaOn the recommendation and discussion of committee reports.
integrity

tariffs

filed

committee

recently with the

it

Chamber

of

Commerce;

division Insecretary -treasurer, O. F.
traffic

manager. Crane Company, Chicago;, chairman execuH. C. Barlow, traffic director Chicago Association of Commerce.
A. W. McLaren, traffic manager, Morris &
Co., was added to the executive committee.
The annual banquet of the league was held on Thursday evening at the Congress hotel. D. P. Chindblom, assistant secretary
of the league, spoke on the organization and purposes of the
league, with a plea for more extensive co-operation between the
railroads and the shippers.
William Heath, vice-president of
Larkin & Co., of Buffalo, spoke in place of E. E. Clark, of the
Interstate Commerce Commission, who had been expected to be
present.
Walter L. Fisher, ex-secretary of the Interior and a
member of the Chicago Railway Terminal Commission, spoke on
"Railway Terminals," criticizing the railways of Chicago for uneconomical use of some of the most valuable property in the city,
and urging some form of co-operation between the railways to
secure unified use of the terminals, possibly under one operating
company to operate all of the Chicago terminal facilities with a
separate charge for terminal service.
tive committee,

Trap Car Charge

friendly spirit,

tion of the executive

Keavy, commissioner of freight and

Bell, traffic

will hold

ber 24.

The annual meeting

J.

dianapolis

New York

that suits under the interstate
name of the commission in-

stead of the government.

dent,

The
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to make a fight on
Commerce Commission

was decided

Interstate

by the railroads in Western Trynk Line and Central Freight Association territories, imposing a charge of four cents per hundred
pounds for trap car service, and the attorneys of the league were
instructed to file a petition with the commission for suspension of
the tariff. It was also decided to oppose the tariffs filed by the
railways eliminating stop-over privileges, and to oppose the proposed increased' demurrage for regrigerator cars loaded with per-

A

committee of seven was appointed
ishable fruit and vegetables.
to negotiate with the carriers to secure a general adoption of the
uniform code of storage rules agreed on by the league and representatives of the carriers through the American Railway Associaand approved by the Interstate Commerce Commission, but
which has not been made effective by all the carriers. There was
considerable discussion on a report that the railways in many
cases do not promptly furnish copies of new tarfffs to the shiption

and that the shippers have difficulty in ascertaining the
exact provisions of such tariffs in advance. The president was
instructed to confer with the Interstate Commerce Commission
to see what steps could be taken to improve the situation.
The league adopted a report of the legislative committee fapers,

.

The National
Borders. Walter

at

Chicago Opposed

Industrial Traffic League, through

its

attorneys,

& Burchmore,

has filed with the Interstate
Commerce Commission a petition asking the commission to investigate and suspend tariffs filed by the eastern and western
railways, imposing a charge for trap car service, as recently reported in the Railway Age Gazette. The petition applies espe-

Chicago district, but it is stated
supplemental petitions will be filed when the numbers of
the other tariffs become known.
The term "trap car" is defined
cially to the tariffs filed for the

that

in the tariff as follows
"The term 'trap car' is applied to a car
placed at an industry and loaded with less-than-carload freight
(except perishable freight requiring refrigerator car protection),
to be forwarded to a freight station of the road on which the industry is located, for handling of contents, or, at issuing carrier's
option, sent to one of its freight stations or transfer points for
handling of contents, or, at issuing carrier's option, sent to
destination; also a car containing less-than-carload freight forwarded, at issuing carrier's option, from point of origin, or contents handled at a transfer point or freight station and forwarded
to an industry."
The petition states that under these tariffs each of the originating or delivering carriers at Chicago will move trap or ferry
cars without any charge over the Chicago rate when such trap
cars move from or to freight stations on their own lines in the
Chicago switching district from or to so-called universal freight
stations on foreign lines in the Chicago switching district, provided the freight is received at such freight stations by street
vehicles, and provided each trap car contains not less than a
minimum aggregate weight of less than carload freight. Charges
are provided to be assessed on trap cars when moving to or
from industries either situated on the road-haul carrier or off
The result is that a shipper
the line of the road-haul carrier.
having an industry on the Michigan Central, for example, must
pay 4 cents per 100 lb. for the movement of a trap car from
his plant to the freight house or transfer point of the Michigan
Central, the movement fiom such industry to such transfer
point or station being at the expense of the Michigan Central,
but without allowance or payment by that company to any other
company. On the other hand, in the case of a trap car loaded
:

—

—

:
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of the traffic officials of the railways by whom changes in transportation rates ordinarily are considered and proposed.

one of the universal freight stations of the Chicago & North
Western, for example, and containing the specified minimum
weight of less-than-carload freight, such freight having reached
said station by street vehicle through public driveway entrance,
the Michigan Central will pay the terminal lines the switching
charges necessary to move the car to the station or transfer point
of the Michigan Central, amounting to a minimum of $6 per car,
and in addition the Michigan Central will perform practically
all of the services that it performs in the corresponding case
of an industry on its own iine, while the freight in such trap car
loaded at the North Western freight station will pay no charge
These facts and others, the
in addition to the fiat Chicago rate.
at

Car Surpluses and Shortaiges

Arthur Hale, chairman of the committee on relations between
railroads of the American Railway Association, in presenting
statistical bulletin No. 179, giving a summary of car surpluses
and shortages by groups from June 30, 1913, to November 1, 1914.
says

There is a further increase in surplus cars of almost 18.000.
bringing the total up to 172,325, the largest surplus for the same
period in any year since the committee began the publication of

represent serious questions of transportation
states,
theory and practice, and involve discriminations that are prima
facie unjust and undue. The petition also states that these tariffs
were filed with the commission by order of the executive officers
of the railways, without due consideration and recommendation
petition

these reports, which was in 1907.
The total surplus on November 1, 1914, was 172,325 cars; on
October 15, 1914. 154,342 cars; on November 1. 1913, 38,276 cars,
and on October 28, 1908, 110,912 cars.

Car Surpluses and Shortages
-Shortages
Coal,

Date
Box.

Group

•!.

'.

Vovember

,
,
,

,
,
,

,
,
,
,
,

1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914

3,053
8,790
5,854
3,629
12,290
1,406
1,337
1,016
5,800
16,336

Flat.

Other
kinds.

Total.

Box.

550

591

8.983
1.541

1,790
17,770
48,501
16,159
13,022
24,622
3,320
6,137
2,206
19,085
19,713

32,812

172,325

609
399

631
11,131

2,073
1,862

32,532
6,904
6,339
4,773
824

1,481
1,913

gondola

gondola

and hopper.

3.187
5,106
1,539
1.573
5,646
1,057
2,896

1,535

734

202

59,511

and hopper.

Total.

641

—

Maryland and Eastern Pennsylvania lines; Group 3 Ohio.
Wnr.h or^A *?,M,fh Parnlina lin^<:' (.rniin s Kcntiipkv. Tennessee.
Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin and Minnesota lines; Group 7— Montana, Wyomm|
Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia and Florida lines; Group 6
Dakota and South Dakota lines; Group 8— Kansas, Colorado, Missouri, Arkansas and Oklahoma lines; Group 9 Texas, Louisiana and
11
Canadian lines.
Group 10 Washington, Oregon, Idaho, California, Nevada and Arizona lines; Gr
•Group
»r-

composed of

is

1

,

_

_

J

\tr...

New
T*

England
1

lines;

;_

»;

Group
r?

New York, New
2—
\(7...* \T:-ni^i-,
« A

—

Jersey, Delaware,

—

\7:rn:«:q

—

—

The

—

greater part of the surplus increase

is

in coal cars.

This

of equipment increased 11,706 cars in group 3 (Middle)
and 5,882 cars in group 2 (Eastern).
Box cars show a heavy decrease in group 6 (Northwest), and
smaller decreases in group 8 (Middle Western), group 10 (Pacific), and group 11 (Canada), while a considerable increase is
noticeable in group 3 (Middle) and group 5 (Southern).
The total shortage on November 1, 1914, was 2,229 cars; on
October 15, 1914. 2.360 cars; on November 1, 1913, 40,118 cars,
and on October 28. 1908. 10.839 cars.
There is very little change in the shortage.
The accompanying table gives car surplus and shortage figures
by groups for the last period covered in the report and the diagram shows total bi-weekly surpluses and shortages from 1907
class

Car Surpluses and Shortage*, 1907 to 1914

to 1914.

:

November
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Mitchell to a group taking a rate of 9 cents. The commission
also finds that the carriers have justified a proposed increase in
a rate on cement from Mitchell to New Orleans and New
Orleans group points. (32 I. C. C, 93.)

i
a

s
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Refrigeration Rates from Kenner, La.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
Examiner Kelly held a hearing

Chicago on November 10
on a proposed increase of 25 cents a ton in the rates on anthracite coal from West Virginia points to Chicago.
Members of
the Chicago Coal Dealers' Association appeared in opposition
to

at

the advance.

Examiner Kelley held a hearing

at Chicago on November 13,
on complaints filed by the Illinois Manufacturers' Association, the
Wholesale Grocers' Exchange and the Chicago Association of
Commerce against the proposed addition of switching charges to
the rates on coal shipments to Chicago, which have heretofore
been absorbed.

The commission has issued the following in reference to applications for relief from the assessment of the demurrage
charges upon embargoed shipments of live stock, held on account
of the quarantine declared to prevent the spread of the foot-andmouth disease. The commission will be glad to contribute whatever it can toward aflfording relief at the present juncture.
Should the carriers petition this commission to make effective
upon one day's notice tariffs which will suspend the assessment
and collection of demurrage occasioned by the order of the Department of Agriculture, this commission will be glad to give
prompt and favorable consideration to such applications.

Kenner Truck Farmers' Association v.
Opinion by Commissioner McChord:
The commission finds that the Illinois

Illinois

Central et

al.

of
permitting shippers of fruit and vegetables from New Orleans to
ice their own cars if they so choose, while denying a like privilege
to sliippers from Kenner and other Louisiana points on defendant's line north of New Orleans is not discriminatory. It is also
found that the carrier has justified certain increased charges for
icing shipments from New Orleans and points north thereof to
Chicago.
In the same case reparation is awarded on a shipment of vegetables from Kenner, La., to Chicago, which moved
via New Orleans and was charged the combination of rates on
that point.
(32 I. C. C, 1.)

Grain Rates from

St.

Central's

practice

Paul, Minn.

Opinion' by the commission

The commission finds that the carriers have justified a proposed cancellation of joint rates on grain from stations on the
Great Northern in Minnesota and Iowa to Kansas City, Mo.,
and points in Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma and Colorado. The
rates in question apply to Kansas City via a three line haul over
the Great Northern to Siou.x City, la.
the Chicago, Burlington
& Quincy to St. Joseph and the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
beyond or to the other points via the Great Northern to Sioux
City the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy to St. Joseph or Kansas
City, and the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, the Missouri,
Kansas & Texas or the St. Louis & San Francisco beyond. The
commission holds that the rates via these routes are relatively
lower than the rates from the producing territory in Nebraska to
Chicago, whereas there is no necessity for such low rates. There
will also still be in effect rates via the Great Northern and the
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy which although higher are rea;

;

;

;

Rates on Flour from Inman, Kan.

Enns Milling Company
et at.

v.

Chicago, Rock Island

&

Pacific

Opinion by Commissioner Harlan:

The commission

defendants' rates on flour, bran
and shorts from Inman, Kan., to various destinations in southwestern Missouri are unreasonable to the extent that they exceed 14^ cents on flour and 13 cents on bran and shorts.
fourth section application for permission to continue lower rates
from Hutchinson and McPherson, Kan., is denied, the carriers
since the hearing having withdrawn the lower rates to these
finds

that

A

points.

(32

I.

C.

C,

sonable.

(32

I.

C.

C,

96.)

Rates on Whiskey from Midway, Ky.

Greenbaum Company v.
Opinion by Commissioner Clark:

38.)

5.

Reparation Awarded

George R. Worn et al. v. Boca & Loyalton ct al. Opinion by
Commissioner McChord:
The commission finds that the carrier discriminated against
Boca, Cal., by maintaining from February 20 to November 7,
1910, a rate of $1 per ton on dry lumber from Star, Cal., to Boca
on traffic destined to Truckee, Cal., while maintaining a rate of
$1.50 per ton from Star to Boca, applicable on traflic to Verdi,
Nev., and other interstate points. The present rate of $1.50 from
Star to Boca, however, is not found unreasonable nor discriminatory, as it is applicable on all traffic irrespective of destination.
Reparation awarded.
(32 I. C. C, 58.)

/.

Louisville

&

Nashville

et

al.

alleged that the carload and less than carload rates on
whiskey and the carload rates on distillers' dried grain, from
Midway, Ky., to various destinations and their inbound carload
It

is

and less than carload rates on bottles, boxes and bottle-carrying
boxes from certain points to Midway are unreasonable and discriminatory as compared with the rates to and from Lexington
and Louisville, Ky.
Rates on whiskey and distillers' dried grain. The commission
finds that the rates on these commodities via the Southern Railway and the Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific and their
connections from Midway via Cincinnati to points in central
freight association territory are not unreasonable or discriminatory.

Rates on Potatoes to Independence and Coffeyville, Kans.
Kansas Wholesale Grocery Company, et al. v. Ahnapee &
Western, et al. Opinion by Commissioner Meyer:
The commission finds that a rate of 35 cents per 100 lb. on
potatoes from producing territory in Wisconsin, Minnesota and
Michigan to Independence and CofTeyville, Kans., is prejudicial
to the two latter points as compared with the rate to Chanute,
Kans., and Bartlesville, Okla., and other Kansas and Oklahoma
points, in so far as it exceeds the rate to Pittsburg, Chanute
and Parsons, Kan., by more than I'j cents. It is also held that
the rate to Coffeyville should not in any case exceed the rate
to Bartlesville, Okla.
(32 I. C. C, 139.)

Cement Rates from

Mitchell, Ind.

Opinion by Commissioner Clark:
cents per 100 lb. on
Memphis, Tenn., established by
a note to a tariff excepting Michell from the application of a
group rate of 14 cents as to shipments to Memphis was not
cancelled by a supplement to the tariff, which merely transferred

The commission

finds that a rate of 11

cement from Mitchell,

Ind.,

to

The following

rates, however, are termed discriminatory: Rates
dried grain and whiskey in carloads from Midway,
via the same carriers through Cincinnati to points in trunk line.
New England, and Atlantic seaboard territories and rates on
whiskey in carloads via Cincinnati to Virginia cities in so far as
they exceed the carload rates from Lexington via Cincinnati by
more than the following amounts distillers' dried grain, two
cents
whiskey in wood in bulk, three cents whiskey in glass,
The rates over the
packed in barrels or boxes, four cents.
Louisville & Nashville and its connections on whiskey and distillers' dried grain via Lexington to points in central freight association, New England, trunk line and Atlantic seaboard territories in so far as they exceed the rates from Louisville via Lexington. Rates on whiskey and distillers' dried grain to points in
New England, trunk line, and Atlantic seaboard territories when
moving through Lexington, in so far as they exceed the rates
from Louisville via Lexington. Rates on whiskey to Virginia
cities via Lexington in so far as they exceed the rates from
Authority to grant lower rates
Louisville to Virginia cities.
from Louisville and Lexington to points in central freight association. New England, trunk line, or Atlantic seaboard terri-

on

distillers'

:

;

;
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tories or to Virginia cities

on whiskey moving via the Louisville

&

Nashville from Louisville through Lexington or from Lexington via Louisville than from Midway and other intermediate
points

is

denied.

Rates on

bottles, boxes and bottle carrying boxes
The following rates are termed discriminatory
Rates to Midway via
Louisville in so far as they exceed the rates via Louisville to
Lexington rates to Midway via Lexington to the extent that
they exceed the rates to Louisville via Lexington, and rates to
Midway via the Southern and the Cincinnati. Xew Orleans &
Texas Pacific through Cincinnati in so far as they exceed the
rates via Cincinnati to Lexington by more than two cents on
bottles and three cents on boxes and bottle carrying boxes.
The record does not present a clear basis for fixing less-thancarload rates on whiskey from Midway via Cincinnati, or on
bottles, boxes, etc., from the points of origin complained of to
Midway via Cincinnati. It is ordered that these rates be brought
into proper relation with the carload rates, and also with the lessthan-carload rates on whiskey from Lexington via Cincinnati to
the same destination, and the rates on bottles, boxes, etc., from
the points of origin complained of to Lexington, via Cincinnati.
:

;

(31

I.

C.

C,

699.)

With the Birminghzun Southern

Joint Rates

In the matter of the investigation and susf'eiision of new joint
class and commodity rates for the transportation of freight
originating at and destined to foints on the Birmingham Southern. Opinion by Commissioner Meyer:
In August and September, 1911, the Atlanta, Birmingham &
Atlantic filed tariffs naming new joint rates between it and the
Birmingham Southern. A complaint has been filed against these
schedules by the Louisville & Nashville, the Southern and other
carriers, it being alleged that the Birmingham Southern has no
right to participate in joint rates and receive divisions thereof,
because it is a mere plant facility, and that even if it is a common carrier, the amount of the divisions it would receive under
the proposed rates is excessive.
The Birmingham Southern is owned directly by the Tennessee
Coal, Iron & Railroad Company.
It
operates a main line
about 43 miles in length and has 85 miles of yard tracks and
sidings, most of which are within and about the plant of the
Tennessee company. The tonnage of the latter is about 40 per
cent

of

all

the

traffic

originating

in

the

Birmingham

district

and about 93 per cent of that handled by the Birmingham SouthThe road is the only one of several industrial lines in the

ern.

Birmingham
and
commission.
carrier

;

district
it

that has

been incorporated as a

alone makes reports and

files

its

tariffs

common
with the

At the present time for long hauls the trunk lines apply the
Birmingham district rate to or from competitive points. At
Birmingham, Ensley and Bessemer the trunk

lines

point.

that the Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic
joint rates with the Birmingham South'concerning divisions out of the through
"If tl-e Birmingham Southern were owned by interests inrate.
dependent of the Tennessee company, the protest of the Louisville & Nashville would probably never have been filed.
Generally
speaking, the mere fact of ownership should make no difference
The record shows
in the status of a common carrier as such.
It is so
that the Birmingham Southern is a common carrier.
The fact that
situated that it can and it does serve the public.
other common carriers can serve the great majority of the industries which the Birmingham Southern seeks to serve can have
or no weight in the consideration of the issues here
little
presented. A railway independently owned and having the pres-

The commission holds
may properly enter into
ern and arrange with

it

57,
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and prospective tonnage of the Birmingham Southern would
doubtless be looked upon as desirable railway property.
The
proposed extensions southward, apparently in anticipation of the
opening of the Panama Canal, will greatly enhance the strategic
importance of its location."
ent

The commission also concludes that a division of 6.5 cents per
ton on carload traffic to be paid by the Atlanta, Birmingham &
Atlantic to the Birmingham Southern would be just and reasonable.

It

is

held that the carriers should establish a proper re-

between the less-than-carload and carload rates. The suspended tariff did not contemplate the payment of more than $2
per car switching charge on freight originating at Birmingham
proper and Bessemer, and it is assumed that no change is conlation

in this respect.
The carriers will be expected to reissure their tariffs, effective within 60 days, modified in accordance with the above views.

templated

In a dissenting opinion Commissioner Harlan states that he is
unable to see why the Birmingham Southern should be given
different treatment from that accorded to the other railways
serving industries in the Birmingham district, and that it is his
opinion that the Birmingham Southern like these other railways
is no more than a plant facility.
He also states: "It seems to
me logically to follow from the principle announced that facilities, physically and economically a part of an industrial plant and
necessar\- to its successful operation, when turned over to an
incorporated railroad company owned by the industry take on a
new relation to it. and that the cost of their operation may then
lawfully be transferred from the industry to the trunk line carriers with all the additional advantages and privileges that follow, notwithtsanding the resulting discriminations against other
industries.
In other words, so long as a correct outward form
is created the real relation between the industry and its subI
sidiary railroad company appears not to be open to inquiry.
assume that the manufacturing concerns of the country will not
be slow, as the result of the rulings here made, to make the
necessary arrangements to relieve themselves of the cost of oper(32 I. C. C, 110.)
ating their plant facilities of this character."

STATE COMMISSIONS
The

Public LHilities Commission has suspended proposed advances ni the rates on milk, of appro.ximately five per
cent, by the railroads throughout the state.
Illinois

At the request of the railroads the Texas Railroad Commission
has postponed until January 14, 1915, the proposed hearing on the
application nf the railroad comparvies for a general advance in
The hearing has been set for
freight rates throughout the state.

December

1.

absorb the

switching charges of each other to all industries. At the same
points they absorb the switching charges of the Birmingham
Southern for deliveries to or from all shippers not affiliated with
the Tennessee company, in conformance with a decision of the
Alabama Railroad Commission in 1908 which ordered the Birmingham Southern to reduce its switching charge from $3 per
car to $2, and further ordered tlie trunk lines to absorb the
same. On traffic to and from points on the Birmingham Southern, outside of these switching limits, the charges are the group
rates plus the individual rates of the Birmingham Southern. On
traffic to or from the plants of the Tennessee company, no
absorption of the Birmingham Southern's charges is made at any

Vol.

COURT NEWS
of Appeals of Kentucky has handed down a decision
holding that the Louisville & Nashville, in providing only one
lavatory in the passenger car assigned to negroes, while it furnishes separate lavatories for males and females in the cars assigned to white passengers, has made no illegal discrimination.
In this decision the court reverses a lower court, which had imposed a fine on the railroad company of $500 for violation of the
separate coach law. The decision says that equality of accommo-

The Court

It appeared
dation does not mean identity of accommodation.
that the average number of passengers carried in the negro compartment was much less than the number usually traveling in
the white compartment of the car.

Judge Landis of the United States district court for the western district of Illinois at a hearing at Freeport on November 9,
denied an appeal from his recent decision ordering Frederick
W. Ellis, vice-president of the Armour Car Lines, to answer
questions put to him by the Interstate Commerce Commission
at a hearing in Chicago last January in connection with its
investigation of private car lines, regarding the relations between
the car lines and the railroads. Frank B. Kellogg, counsel for
Ellis, argued his right to present the entire matter to the Unjied
States Supreme Court. Judge Landis decided that no final order
could be entered in the case until Ellis is recalled as a witness
before the commission.
order will be entered

If

he persists

in

his

refusal

the final

November

6,
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employed by the Nashville, Chattanooga
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&

St.

Louis for some

20 years in various capacities as mechanical engineer, later as
assistant superintendent of machinery, and recently as superMr. Kantman has taken active part
intendent of machinery.
in M. C. B. Association affairs, and is for the present at his
home at 1916 Adelcia street, Nashville, Tenn., attending to his

Railway Officers

various private matters.
Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

O. L. Dickeson has resigned as president of the White Pass
Yukon, the resignation to take effect about February 1.

W. McKenna, vice-president of the Chicago. Milwaukee
Paul, with headquarters at Chicago, has been retired.

E.
St.

&
&

OBITUARY
George F. Clough, commercial agent of the Lake Shore
Michigan Southern at Cleveland, Ohio, died on November

&
8,

aged 38 years.

Harry L. Miller, general freight agent of the Southern Railway
been elected president of the Interstate
Railroad, with headquarters at Big Stone Gap, Va., succeeding
Daniel B. Wentz, resigned.

at Knoxville. Tenn., has

Shreveport, Alexandria & Southwestern
as follows: R. A. Long, president;
F. J. Bannister, vice-president; R. S. Davis, second vice-president
and general manager in charge of operation and traffic; J. D.
Tennant, third vice-president; R. T. Demsey, secretary; P. C.
Rickey, general auditor, and W. R. Thurmond, general counsel.
The headquarters of the company are at Kansas City, Mo.

The

officers

of the

Railway System

are'

now

Operating
O. S. Jackson, superintendent of motive power of the Chicago,
Terre Haute & Southeastern, has been appointed general superintendent, with headquarters at Terre Haute, Ind.. succeeding
J. C. Muir, deceased.

Fred B. Oren, roadmaster of the Illinois Central at Carbondale, 111., has been appointed trainmaster of the Peoria and Mattoon districts, with headquarters at Mattoon, III. to succeed
Roldin A. Brown, resigned.

Walter Tuttle Spencer, whose appointment as superintendent
of the Old Colony division of the New York. New Haven &
Hartford, with headquarters at Taunton. Mass.. has already been
columns, was born on July S, 1869, and was
Scientific School of Yale University
He began railway work in September 1890,
in the class of 1890.
New Haven & Hartford. From
New
York,
the
rodman
on
as a
1892, to 1893, he was transitman and then was appointed division
On September 1, 1914. he was transferred from the
engineer.
engineering department to the operating department and was
made trainmaster, with headquarters at Providence. R. I., which
position he held at the time of his recent appoinimcnt as superintendent of the Old Colony division of the same road, as above

announced

in these

graduated from

Sheffield

noted.
Traffic

has been appointed assistant general advertising agent of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, with headquarters at Chicago, succeeding N. H. Reed, resigned to engage
C.

J.

Birchfield

in other business.

Engineering

sind Rolling

Stock

A. Sturrock has been appointed district master mechanic of the
Canadian Pacific, with office at Nelson, B. C, succeeding A. Mallinson.

W. F. Weigman has been appointed general foreman of the car
department on the Charleston & Western Carolina, with headquarters at Augusta, Ga.
H. F. Staley, formerly master mechanic of the Carolina, Clinch& Ohio at Erwin, Tenn., has been appointed master mechanic
Boyne City, Gaylord & Alpena, with office at Boyne City,

field

of the
Mich.'

H. B. Hayes, master mechanic of the Cincinnati, New Or& Texas Pacific at Somerset. Ky., has been transferred to
Birmingham, Ala., as master mechanic of the Alabama Great

leans

Southern.

Milo M. Backus has been appointed roadmaster of the Springdivision of the Illinois Central, with headquarters at Clinton, 111., in place of Lewis H. Bond, who 'has been transferred
division, sucto Carbondale, 111., as roadmaster of the St. Louis
ceeding Fred B. Oren, transferred.
field

A. G. Kantman, who has resigned as superintendent of machinery of the Nashville. Chattanooga & St. Louis, had been

lames Geddes, assistant to general manager of the Louisville &
Nashville since September, 1901, with office at Nashville, Tenn.,
died in that city on November 13, at the age of 87.

H. A. Jones, who resigned last August as assistant treasurer of
the Southern Pacific Company, at San Francisco. Cal., on account
of ill health, died recently in San Francisco, at the age of 63.
L. F. Day, formerly vice-president and general manager of the
Minneapolis & St. Louis and the Iowa Central, died on November
12 in New York City, aged 56 years. He began railway work in

1885 as clerk in the general freight office of the Texas & St.
From June, 1886, to February, 1887, he was traveling
Louis.
freight and passenger agent for the St. Louis, Arkansas & Texas
and its successor, the St. Louis Southwestern, remaining with the
latter road until April, 1892, successively as chief clerk general
freight office, assistant general freight agent, general freight
He was chairman of the
agent and freight traffic manager.
Southwestern Traffic Association from November, 1893, to June,
1897, and then became general manager of the Minneapolis & St.
Louis. In October, 1899, he also was made vice-president of that
road, and in June of the following year he was appointed viceMr.
president and general manager also of the Iowa Central.
Day retired from active railway service about five years ago.

—

On OcR.\iLw.\Y Construction in Italian North Africa.
tober 2, 1914, a section of railway was opened to public use between El Maia and Zavia in Tripolitania. This marks the completion of the Tripoli-Zavia division, which, with the exception
of the Tripoli-Azizia line, is the longest stretch of track in the
colony. The new road is 11 miles long, and the total distance
from Tripoli and Zavia is about 31 miles. Construction will now
be pushed beyond Zavia to Zuara, a port about 35 miles farther
on, and work is so advanced on the section beyond Azizia that
it is predicted that by the end of the year the railway will be
completed to the foot of the Gharian mountains, about 20 miles
beyond Azizia and 70 miles from Tripoli. The greatest engineering difficulties yet met in railway building in this province have
been encountered in that region, in consequence of which progress has been much slower than on the fine to the west.

The Madeira-Mamore Railway of Brazil.—The MadeiraManiore Railway, the Maine corporation, which with its concompany, the Brazil Railway, has recently been placed
in the hands of receivers, has met with difficulties almost from
The line was built primarily to avoid the danger,
its beginning.
delay and expense of porterage and transshipment caused by the
series of cataracts obstructing the waterway between the town
of Santo Antonio on the river Madeira, and Guajaramirim, on
the river Mamore. Between these two points cargo— principally
consisting of rubber from Bolivia and goods of every description from Europe had always been carried in batclones (large
boats manned by a crew of about 15 men carrying paddles) at
a cost of many lives and the loss of immense quantities of
Trains have been running on the line with
freight annually.
trolling

—

more or

less regularity since early in 1911.

The

cost of oper-

however, has been so great that but little net revenue
The development of the region served, in
has been realized.
addition, has been much slower than was anticipated and there
has been no improvement in the steamship service from Europe
to Porto Velho, which was depended on to feed the railway.
The supplementary river service beyond the railhead has also
It has been evident that Bolivia
failed to satisfy expectations.
ation,

could be much more likely to benefit from the operation of the
line than Brazil; but it has happened that the Farquhar interests which have been responsible for the operation of the line
have* withdrawn from their holdings in Bolivia.

—
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING
The Quebec Central
own

to be built in its

C. E. Harrison has resigned as co-receiver of the Barney &
Smith Car Company, and H. M. Estabrook will continue as sole

has ordered 2 American type locomotives

shops.

The Central Fe Railway

of Cuba has ordered one
type locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The
freight

Electric

Chicago,

receiver.

Milwaukee &

St.

Paul

Mogul

has ordered 9 electric

and 3 electric passenger locomotives from the General
Company.
(See General News section.)

A. L. Moler has been elected vice-president, manager and
Durbin Train Pipe Connector Company, Ltd.,
Montreal, Que. Mr. Moler has been connected with several
large railways as master mechanic and superintendent of motive
power in the course of the past 16 years.
a director of the

J. A. Smythe has been appointed boiler expert of the Lukens
& Steel Company, and the Jacobs-Shupert U. S. Firebox Company, with headquarters at Coatesville, Pa., effective NovemMr. Smythe was formerly associated with the Parkesber 1.
burg Iron Company, Parkesburg, Pa., in a similar capacity.

Iron

The Russian Government Railways

are said to be considering the purchase of something over 100 locomotives in addition
to the 30 reported as ordered last week. This item has not been
confirmed.

J. Vipond Davies, vice-president of Jacobs & Davis, Inc., conNew York, on November 3 was awarded the
Telford Gold Medal of the Institution of Civil Engineers of
London for his paper on the "Extensions of the Hudson River
Tunnels of the Hudson & Manhattan." This medal is the premier
medal of the institution and is awarded annually for a paper
presented in the minutes of the proceedings of the institution.
It dates back to the year 1S3S, funds for the purpose having been
bequeathed by the celebrated engineer Thomas Telford, the first

sulting engineers,

CAR BUILDING
The Chilean Government
250 freight cars.

is reported to have asked prices on
This item has not been confirmed.

The Russian Government Railways
market for approximately 8,000 freight

are said to be in the
This item has not

cars.

been confirmed.

president of the institution.

The Southern

Pacific has ordered 24 all-steel interurban
cars from the Pressed Steel Car Company for service on the
Pacific Electric.

The

The

Louisville & Nashville has ordered 8 coaches, 6 baggage
cars, 4 combination baggage and mail cars and one dining car

body from the American Car and Foundry Company.

The National Transcontinental Railway has ordered 250
50-ton all steel freight cars of the Eastern Car Company, 200
SO-ton all-steel fiat cars of the Nova Scotia Car Works, and a
number of sleeping cars from the Preston Car Company.

—

Railway Supplies for the Swedish Railways. The Swedish
railway authorities are stated to be preparing a hst of the mawhich will be required in the course of the next few
years, and as soon as it is complete it is intended to place orders
with various engineering and other firms to a value of about
This is being done for the purpose of assisting to
$2,000,000.
keep the various factories of the country running, and so diminishing unemployment. The Engineer.
terials

Scottish Railways Defy the Elements.

— The

railway from

Dunblane to Oban is liable suddenly to be impeded by large
stones dashing down the mountain side.
In order to protect
the traffic a number of signals are connected to a wire fence
alongside the track. In the event of a stone striking the screen
and forcing its way through it, the fact of the wires being
broken causes the signals to assume the danger position, and,
at the same time, starts electric alarm bells ringing in the signal
boxes.
The Highland Railway goes in largely for "blowers,"
to prevent snow or sand drifts.
The "blowers," which are constructed of galvanized iron, are erected in the cut- itself, and
not on its edge. Their roofs dip towards the foot of the slopes,
thus contracting the orifice through which the snow or sand
reaches the rails.
This contraction increases the velocity of
the wind, or, rather, that of its lower layers, causing it to blow
the snow or sand out of the cut before it can settle.
The
Levens Viaduct, in Morecambe bay, on the Furncss Railway,
occupies a very exposed position.
train crossing the viaduct
during a gale was blown over on its side.
wind pressure
gage was then placed in the middle of the viaduct, and so
arranged that when it records a pressure of 32 lb. per square
foot, electric bells ring in the nearest signal boxes.
All traffic
across the viaduct is suspended as long as the bells ring, and
minutes
further
period
of
15
after
they
for a
have ceased.

A

A

representatives of the Sherwin-Williams

land, Ohio, brimful of optimism, are just

work

now

Company, Clevegetting

after the thirty-fourth annual convention of the

down

to

company

held at the Hotel Statler, Cleveland, on November 9-12. Nearly
400 representatives, both travehng and local, attended and listened
to talks by their fellow representatives and the department heads
concerning the various branches of the company's activities and
the successful methods used to get increased business. Particular
emphasis was placed on the results of the company's "Forward
Again Campaign" instituted last February which has met with
splendid success despite the war.
The officers and representatives of the company have announced it to be their intention to
go forward unhesitatingly with the plans of expansion laid down
before the war, an idea well expressed in the president's message
to his staff, reading
"We feel confident in the near future that
this country will benefit commercially from the sad misfortunes
of the great powers now engaged in a life and death struggle.
on this side of the Atlantic not only enjoy the inestimable
blessings of peace, but by reason of our abundant harvest and the
great demand for our products, a very large section of our population is enjoying unusual prosperity.
The financial difficulties
resulting from the war and some interference with the shipment
of our products abroad are being straightened out. and we believe all who have the courage, the energy and the faith to keep
on perseveringly will meet with proper reward."
:

We

Gate Valves.

TRADE PUBUCATIONS
—Jenkins Brothers, New York,

have issued
folder descriptive of the Jenkins Brothers brass gate valves.

Telephone Switchboards.

a

—The

Western Electric Company
has issued a bulletin in Spanish on Western Electric switchboards
for the Central and South American trade.

Power Hammers.— Beaudry & Company,

Inc.,

Boston, Mass.,

have issued an eight-page booklet illustrating some of the Beaudry power hammers and giving the sizes and dimensions of each.

—

Foundry Cranes and Equip.ment. Catalog No. 99 recently
issued by the Whiting Foundry Equipment Company, Harvey,
contains illustrations of the cranes, overhead-trolley sys111.,
tems, air hoists, cupolas, cupola charging machines, core ovens,
tumblers and other foundry equipment made by the comThe various machines and appliances illustrated are
and information given concerning the various
variations of types which may be supplied.

ladles,

pany.

briefly described
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—

Algoma Central & Hudson Bay. The line from Oba, Ont.,
north to Hearst, 50.3 miles, has been opened for operation.
Arkansas Roads.

— The

A. L. Clark

Lumber Company has

awarded a contract for the construction of a six-mile railway
Glenwood, Ark., to J. N. George & Son.

at

—

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. This company has begun the
construction of eight coach-washing tracks on the river-front
property between Seventh and Ninth streets, at Los Angeles,
Cal., with the necessary push tracks and air, steam and water
Hnes. The combined length of the coach tracks will be 11,300 ft.
In addition to the construction of these new tracks 810 ft. of old
track will be relocated. The embankment for the tracks will require 10,000 cu. yd. of dirt and 9,000 cu. yd. of gravel. This improvement is to be completed by January 1, 1915, and will reheve
the congestion caused by the increasing traffic due to the PanamaPacific Exposition.
The work is being done by the company's
own forces, and the cost will be approximately $52,000.

Battle Creek, Coldwater

& Southern

(Electric). ^According
started as soon as financial arrangements can be
to connect Battle Creek, Mich., with
Girard and Coldwater. T. A. Hilton, president; J. F. Thorapkins, vice-president, Girard
E. F. Pangburne, secretary, and

work will be
made on a line

to press reports

;

A.

J.

Dorrance, treasurer, Coldwater.

Butler County.
stead, Mo., to

—

This road has been extended from
Poplar Bluff, one mile.

Lin-

—

.

being made for a line about 35 miles long, to be built from
Kelton, Cochise county, Ariz., the junction point of the EI Paso
Southwestern and the Arizona Eastern, north to Mascot, which
is just north of Dos Cabezos.
The line will be built this coming
year. .John A. Street, general counsel, 1611 Harris Trust building, Chicago.
227.)
(July 21, p.

&
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California Terminal. Right-of-way is being secured, it is
said, for an interurban line to be built from San Rafael, Cal..
northeast to Sacramento, about 90 miles, through Marin, Sonoma,
Napa, Solano, Yolo and Sacramento counties. C. W. Conlisk,
San Francisco, is said to be interested.

—

Canadian Pacific. The line of the Alberta division, formerly operated from Java, Sask., to Prussia, has been extended
from Prussia. Sask., northwest to Empress, Alta., 23.3 miles,
and a new sub-division called the Bassano sub-division has been
opened for business on this division from Empress west to
Bassano, 118.3 miles.
An extension of the W'eybourne extension has been opened for operation from Govanlock, Sask., to
.Mtawan, seven miles.
The Winnipeg Beach sub-division has
been extended from Gimli, Man., north via Flaxa, Arnes and
Jellicoe to Riverton, 25.4 miles.

Metolius, Prineville

& Eastern

(Electric).

— This

company,

which was incorporated early this year in the state of Washington with $500.(XX) capital to build from Prineville, Ore., northwest to Metolius, about 32 miles, has surveys completed, it is
said, and the right of way secured.
Definite plans have not yet
been decided upon in regard to the construction of the line.
H. B. Scheel, Prineville, president.
(April 24, p. 966.)

—

Mexico North Western. This company will build a temporary track, it is said, around the tunnel at Cumbre, Mexico, in
the Sierra Madres, to expedite traffic while the tunnel is being
repaired.
This tunnel was wrecked by revolutionists more than
a year ago. The pfoposed line will be about 25 miles long. As
soon as the tunnel is reopened through traffic between Juarez
and Chihuahua via Pearson and Madera will be resumed.

—

Northampton & Hertford. This company, which operates a
9-mile line from Gumberry. N. C, south to Jackson, is making
surveys for an extension to be built from Jackson east to Ahoskie,
30 miles.

—

Pacific, Peace River & Athabaska. This company, which
was organized in Canada, to build from a point on the Pacific coast
east to Prince Albert, Sask., about 1,500 miles, has asked the
Canadian parliament for authority to build railway lines from
tidewater near the head of the Kitimat arm, British Columbia,
along Kitimat river, in a northerly direction and via the valley
of the Lakelse lake and river to the Skeena river, which is to be
crossed by a high level bridge, thence to the valley of the Nass
river, near Aiyansh, about 112 miles; also to build a 57-mile line
from a point on the Nass river to the summit between the Blackwater river and the Galankeest river, thence to the Skeena river,
and up the Skeena river to the mouth of Bear river. Pringle,
Thompson, Burgess & Cote, Ottawa, Ont.. are solicitors for applicants.
(April 24, p. 967.)

—

St. Joseph Valley.
A new line has been opened for busi(December
ness from Angola, Ind., to North Metz, 9.8 miles.
26, p. 1249.)

—

Tampa & Gulf
forces

a

Coast. This company is building with its own
branch from Baskin, Fla., west to Indian Rocks, 2.5

miles.

Texas Roads

(Electric).

— L.

M. Hewett and

associates

of

Bryan, Tex., are promoting the construction of an interurban
from Bryan, south via Independence and William Penn to Navasota, thence north to Bryan, about 45 miles.
Connection is to be made at Bryan with the Bryan & Central

electric loop line

—

Fort Smith, Subiaco & Eastern. This company, which operfrom Paris, Ark., east via Subiaco to Scranton, has surveys made for the extension which was projected
last year from Scranton east to Dardanelle, 23.4 miles.
ates a 14-mile line

—

Great Southern. This company, which operates a 42-mile
from The Dalles, Ore., via Dufur to Friend, has surveys
made for building an extension from Friend to Juniper Flats, 29
line

miles.

—

Gulf, Florida & Alabama. This company has secured funds,
said, to complete the work on the extension from Broughton,
(March 20, p. 703.)
Ala., to Pine Hill, 50 miles.

Texas Interurban.

Texas Southern
Christi,

Tex.,

this

Electric.

— .According to

reports from Corpus
a franchise in

company has been granted

Nueces county to build an interurban electric line between Corpus
It is said that the company plans
Christi and Bishop, 35 miles.
to construct a network of interurban railways to connect the
Texas.
of
this
section
towns
in
different

it is

—

Lakeville Holding & Development Company. Preliminary
surveys are being made by this company, it is said, to build a
double track electric line from the terminus of the Dual Rapid
Transit Line at Verona, L. 1.. and Creedmoor east to Lake Success. The plans provide for building a viaduct over the meadows
and Flushing creek also for constructing a bascule bridge. The
line may eventually be extended east to Roslyn, in all about 15
miles. W. K. Vanderbilt, Jr., New York, and J. A. Wigmore are
;

said to be interested.

—A

line called the North-

624.)

certain station finish work.

Dei.ray,

Mich.

— The

Detroit,

Toledo &

last

I

ronton

will

build

frame five-stall roundhouse with conits own forces, a
crete engine pits, and a frame freight house 20 ft. by SO ft. in
area, and with a platform surface of 2,500 sq. ft., at Delray,
Mich. The approximate cost will be $15,000.

Duluth, Minn.— The Minneapolis,

Mascot & Western.— An
incorporated

—

The New York Public Service Commission,
is asking for bids until December 1, for the reconstruction of the DeKalb avenue station on the line of the
Fourth avenue subway in the borough of Brooklyn. The new
work calls for the construction of additional cross-overs and
First district,

with

new
Lorain, Ashland & Southern.
ern division has been opened for business ffom Ashland, Ohio,
(October 2.
via Ashland Junction north to Lorain, 45.5 miles.
p.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES
Brooklyn, N. Y.

officer of this

summer, writes that the

company, ^vhich was
final

location

is

now

St.

Paul

&

Sault

Ste.

Marie has awarded a contract for the grading on the site for its
proposed freight house on Twenty-ninth and Superior streets,

;
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Duluth, to Fred Baxter. The estimated yardage is 7,000 cu. yd.
freight house, which will be 24 ft. by. 64 ft., will be erected
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The

by the company's

Lynchbirg.

own

&

—

Prince George, B. C. The Grand Trunk Pacific raised the
counterbalance lift section of its bridge across the Frazer river
at Prince George for the first time last week to permit steamers
The lift span is 100 ft. long and is raised
to pass up the river.
The entire bridge is 2,654 ft. long
vertically, a distance of 30 ft.
and has 12 fixed spans and one lift span. A 12-ft. roadway for
vehicular traffic is provided on each side.

—

Rutherford, N. J. The Erie expects to let contracts early
next jear for improvemnts to be carried out at Rutherford, inThere will be an island platform and
cluding a new station.
waiting sheds on the opposite side of the tracks which will be
connected with the station proper by a subway. The improvements include the elimination of two grade crossings and the
construction of a plaza. All the work, including the grading of
streets, surrounding the station is to be carried out by the railway company, and the cost of most of the improvements will
be paid jointly by the railway and the town of Rutherford.
St. C.\th.arines,

Ont.

— An

officer of the

Grand Trunk writes

regarding the report that the company will build a new station
at St. Catharines, that the question has been under consideration
•for some time, but has not progressed beyond the preliminary
The company has not yet decided when the work will
stage.
be carried out. (November 13, p. 925.)

—

An officer of the Tampa & Gulf Coast
St. Petersburg, Fla.
writes that work is now under way on the new passenger station
building is to be of fireproof connew
The
Petersburg.
in St.
(November 13, p. 925.)
struction and will cost about $20,000.

—We

are told that the Pennsylvania Railroad will ask for bids early in 1915 for building a new station at
Wilkinsburg, near Pittsburgh. The station proper is to be of
stone and brick construction. 50 ft. by 100 ft., and will cost about
$60,000. It is to be built at the street level and the railway tracks
will be elevated at that point. The station will have baggage and
express facilities in the basement to be reached by wagon from
the street level and a waiting room, ticket office and other faciliThere are to be two
ties on the ground floor at the street level.
tunnels or subways under the tracks with elevators for baggage,
and stairs to the platforms. The plans call for the construction
of two island platforms of concrete, each 30 ft. wide and 1,0(X)
arrangeft. long built to the level of car floors similar to the
ment at North Philadelphia, with shelters and shelter waiting
will
be
$60,000.
shelters
and
platforms
of
the
rooms. The cost

WiLKiNSBURG, Pa.

—

WiLKESBARRE, Pa. A contract has been given to the Neeld
Construction Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., for constructing a bridge
over the tracks of the Delaware & Hudson, the Central of New
Jersey and the Lehigh Valley from Butler street on Pennsylvania
avenue to Kidder street in Wilkesbarre. The improvements will
(October 31, page 818.)
cost about $87,000.

German South-West Africa Railways. —The

principal line

German South-West Africa is of 3-ft. 6-in. gage
and runs from Swakopmund inland via Karibib to a point about
of railway in

then turns southward and goes via
to Seeheim, where it bends coastFrom Seeheim a branch
ward, terminating at Luderitzbucht.
runs southward to Warmbad. The total length of the line from
miles and of the branch
Luderitzbucht
is
790
Swakopmimd to
There is also a narline from Seeheim to Warmbad 139 miles.
row gage (2 ft.) line from Swakopmund to Tsumeb, 370 miles,
The various disGrootfontein.
Otavi
to
with a branch from
Luderitzbucht to Warmbad, 338 miles
tances are as follows
180 miles from the coast.

It

Windhuk and Keetmanshoop

:

Luderitzbucht to Windhuk. 545 miles
125 miles;
to

Swakopmund

Windhuk, 484

Railway Financial News

forces.

— According

to press reports the Chesapeake
Ohio, the Southern Railway, and the Norfolk & Western," have
entered into an agreement to build a reinforced concrete viaduct
over the James river at Lynchburg. The city of Lynchburg and
Amherst county will pay part of the cost of the approaches on
both sides of the river and the bridge proper is to be paid for
by the railways. The bridge will carry tracks for the operation
of street railway cars.
V.\.

miles.

to

;

Swakopmund

Windhuk, 244

miles,

to Karibib,

and Warmbad

I

|
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Baltimore & Ohio.

—

The stockholders have approved the making
and improvement mortgage under which
bonds can be issued to the amount of $600,000,0(X), and have approved of the purchase of the subsidiary lines in. Ohio.
John R. Morron has been elected a director, succeeding
of a general refunding

James Stillman, resigned.

—

Grand Trunk Pacific. A press despatch from Ottawa says that
the Grand Trunk Pacific has sold $6,000,000 of the $15,000,000
bonds which were guaranteed by the Dominion government
This will give sufficient money to carry on its con-

last year.

struction

work

White

Liberty

this year.

Railroad.

—This road, which runs from McComb

City, Miss., to Liberty, 40 miles, has been placed in the

hands

of a receiver.

—

Missouri Pacific. This company and the St. Louis. Iron Mountain & Southern have sold to Philadephia bankers $800,000 5
per cent equipment trust notes maturing semi-annually in the
next ten years. The proceeds of the sale are to be used to pay
in

part for 73 all-steel passenger cars

now ready

for delivery

to the railroad.

San Antonio & Aransas Pass.— This company,

operating 724
miles of road in Texas, earned in the fiscal year ended June
30, 1914, $+.648,000, a decrease, as compared with 1913, of

Operating expenses amounted to $3,985,000 in 1914,
an increase of $209,000. After the payment of expenses, taxes
and interest charges the company had a deficit of $391,(XX) in
Oper1914 as compared with a surplus in 1913 of $203,000.
ating revenues were seriously affected by the floods and
extraordinary rains and washouts that occurred in Texas last
j'ear and operating expenses were ver>' much increased from
$461,000.

these

same causes.

The San Antonio & Aransas

Pass, or Sap, as it is spoken of
Its main line
lies wholly within the state of Texas.
runs from San Antonio to Aransas Pass, and it has in addition lines running from Waco to Kennedy on the main line
about half way between San Antonio and Aransas Pass, and
locally,

from Houston to Kennedy. The total quantity of freight carried in 1914 amounted to 1,369,000 tons, which is less by 5 per
cent than the tonnage in 1913. Of the total tonnage carried in
1914, stone, sand, etc., furnished 13.76 per cent, lumber and
other forest products 13.09 per cent, merchandise 8.44 per cent,
cotton and cotton seed 14.00 per cent, and livestock 5.56 per
little less than half of the total traffic carried origicent.
nates on the line, and the principal decreases were in the tonnage of lumber and other forest products and in the tonnage

A

The average
of fruit and vegetables and of cotton seed.
length of haul was 135 miles, a decrease of 5.41 per cent from
The average revenue per ton per mile
the average in 1913.
was 1.613 cents, a slight decrease from the previous year.
The average trainload in 1914 was 226 tons, an increase over
The total
the previous year of 6 tons, or nearly 3 per cent.
number of passengers carried in 1914 was 1,292,000, a decrease
of 1.65 per cent, the average length of journey being 43 miles,
almost exactly the same as in the previous year. The average revenue per passenger per mile was 2.420 cents, a de-

crease of 3.35 per cent.
The Sap had at the end of the year a total of $25,700,000
securities outstanding, of which $1.0(X),(XX) was stock
and the remainder bonds and notes. This is at the rate of
$35,497 per mile. There was on hand at the end of the year
$159,000 cash, which is less by $416,000 than the cash on hand
There were no loans and bUls
at the beginning of the year.
capital

payable,

and

total

Toronto, Hamilton

working

assets

amounted

to $810,000.

& Buffalo.—This company

has

made an

application to the Canadian railway commission for permiseion
The main line of the
to merge with it the Erie & Ontario.
Toronto. Hamilton & Buffalo runs from Waterford, Ont., to
Welland Junction, with some branches, making- a total of 92
miles.

November
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money

required to purchase these improved devices, but

The

is

re-

almost every case where improvements are to be made.
main question is: Where can the money that is available be

quired

in

spent to the best advantage?

Industrial concerns find

it

profit-

employ the most improved methods in manufacturing their
products, the automobile industry being an illuminating example.
Much progress can also be made in railway shops if the problems
are carefully studied and scientifically analyzed. A dollar saved
in maintaining equipment is as valuable as a dollar saved in transable to
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when

in the anthracite coal

the case

pleted, appointed

Way

Volume

also the right to

was partly comexaminer for the Interstate Commerce Commission and sat as examiner through the rest of the case. On
the report of this examiner and on the record the Interstate
Commerce Commission will decide this tremendously important
and highly comphcated case. The more conscientious of the
commissioners may make some attempt to study the record for
themselves, but it would seem to be an impossibility for any one
of them to make a thorough study of this very voluminous collection of documents, and the opinion of the majority of them
will be based on the report of the examiner; in other words, on
the report of the man who began the case as prosecutor. Recase was,

$6.00

Canada

New

made judge and given

prosecuting lawyer

and Jury

Subscriptions, including 52 regular weekly issues and special daily editions
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the district attorney prosecuting a case

if

hg^r the remainder of the case which he
had begun as public prosecutor? Yet the

Judge

E. HooPEit

Entered at the Post Office at
second class.

be said

suddenly

be

dispense with a jury, and proceeded to

EDITORS
W.

to
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gardless of

lawyer

is,

how

high the ethical standard of this particular
was originally made with the

his study of the case

Only by so
doing could he add to his reputation as a successful lawyer. It
seems hardly possible that any man, no matter how conscientious, would not be to some extent influenced in his way
of looking at things by such a preliminary study. This hearing
of cases by examiners is another instance of absentee landlordism on the part of the commission, and besides this it is open
to objection for other reasons, as in the instance mentioned
above. Furthermore, the commission appoints a special counsel
to act as a district attorney, as it were; that is, prosecutor.
Now the prosecutor may quite possibly be a friend of the examiner who hears the case. This may or may not have ever

object of showing that the railroads were wrong.

taken place, but
cutor can

He

is

make

liable,

it is

The only way

a possibility.

a reputation for himself

therefore,

to

become

is

that the prose-

by winning his cases.

a persecutor rather than a

prosecutor, and the influence he can bring to bear on the mind
of the examiner may be far stronger than that of the attorneys
for the railroad involved in the case.

The commission in most
making its decision.

cases goes on the report of the examiner in

This

is

by no means a wholly

fair

proceeding to the railroad.

At the meeting of the American Railway Association in Chicago
last week, it was decided to discontinue the compilation of the
regarding car surpluses and
shortages and car balance and performstatistics

•Illustrated.

Car Shortage

and Surplus

A

few weeks ago we mentioned the advantages to be obtained
such a manner that the progress of
the work may be carefully watched with
a view of eliminating lost motion and cor-

by operating railway shops

Economy
in

reeling

unprofitable

practices.

There

is

ance.

This action was recommended by

a special committee

composed of some of

the leading operating officers of the coun-

in

another point of attack that is open for
the road that realizes lihe opportunity of
decreasing its operating e.xpenses by the practice of economy in
We refef to the installation of
the maintenance of equipment.
the improved equipment that is now available for the railway
shop. A careful analysis of the shop equipment field will show
the intelligent shop engineer machine tools and devices that will
Of course, money is
materially reduce the cost of production.
Railway Shops

Statistics

The Railway Age Gazette hesitates to disagree with the
conclusions of such men, and yet it is most decidedly of opinion
It may or may not be
that this action was a serious mistake.
true that the statistics in question can be so used as to increase
try.

the

efficiency

of

operation

of

individual

roads;

but

railway

managements have something else to do besides operate their
properties eflSciently. They have to defend the properties against
In order that they may do this they must
unjust regulation.
have and use information showing that the attacks made arcNow, some years ago there were serious car shortunjust.
These resulted in the passage of numerous reciprocal
ages.
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demurrage laws which were intended to compel the roads to
furnish cars promptlj' and were predicated on the assumption
that the railways had been negligent in developing their facilities.
Periods of traffic congestion and car shortage will come
The railways will then be criticized again and other
again.
proposals will be made for action to compel them to furnish
The most effective answer to such proposals
cars promptly.
would be the presentation of the statistics of car surpluses. The
passage of a very little unfair and burdensome legislation would
cost the roads more than they would save in many years by
the

discontinuing

of

compilation

these

figures.

The railway

managers have a great capacity for forgetting and repeating
the errors of omission and commission which have got them
into

their

WHAT

present troubles.

IS

THE MATTER WITH THE] RAILWAYS AND
REGULATION?

which railway men have assumed toward
*
railway regulation, especially within the last tew years,
has been puzzling to many intelligent persons. These persons know that before the present policy of regulation was
adopted the railways made their own rates and managed their
own affairs. They know that the rates made then averaged
They
in some years lower and never much higher than now.
know also that there was a progressive increase in the prosperity of the roads before the present system of regulation
was adopted. Why, therefore, they naturally ask, do railway
men complain so much about regulation? If the roads could
prosper before, why can they not now? These questions have
to a large extent remained unanswered. Therefore the suspicion has been engendered that railway men have been at-

•"PHE

attitude

tacking the policy of regulation followed because they resent
The
to destroy it.
It is most
questions referred to deserve to be answered.
important that they shall be answered. Briefly stated, then.

any public control and desire entirely

the reason ivhy railway

men

arc justified in criticizing the cur-

rent policy of regulation is that it is steadily undermining the
vitality of the raituHiy industry; and the reason why it is doing

so is that it is based on theories and princi[>les drawn from the
experience of the railways before effective regulation was begun
and on the assumption that their experience following the adoption of this policy would be and has been the same as it was before, whereas, largely by a coincidence, the course of developtnents since the present policy of regulation was adopted has

been entirely different from what it was before, and for this
reason the assumptions and principles on which the present
policy of regulation is predicated are wrong.
Let us briefly survey the course of developments just before the present policy of regulation was adopted and their
course since, and we shall see that the foregoing statements
are conclusively supported by the facts.
There had been more or less regulation for a good
years. But the present policy dates from August, 1906,
the

Hepburn Act went

many
when

into effect, this being immediately

followed by the passage of a mass of state legislation relating
Therefore, between the time when this policy
to railways.
was entered on and the end of the last fiscal year for which
we have complete statistics of the Interstate Commerce Com-

Passengers hauled one mile per mile of line
Average rate per passenger mile

Tons hauled one mile per mile of

line

Average rate per ton mile
Investment in road and equipment per mile
Gross earnings per mile
Average wage per employee
Average operating expenses per mile
Average net earnings per mile
Average ta.xes per mile
Average operating income per mile
Per cent net operating income on property investment
-_

•Decrease.

57,
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mission, June 30, 1913, there was a period of seven years.
Let us, therefore, survey the course of developments in the
seven years ending on June 30, 1906, and in the seven im-

mediately following.
The former period was one of remarkable expansion in all
business, and especially in the railway business. At its beginning railway facilities were built in advance of traffic.
There were no considerable advances in the wages of railway

employees during this period. There was a rapid growth of
traffic and as at its beginning railway facilities exceeded the
demands on them, every increase of traffic resulted in each
unit of traffic being handled at a lower cost, both in property
investment and in operating expenses. Therefore the railway business during this period was economically one of
so-called "increasing returns." This would have been so in
the absence of an upward tendency of rates: and. as a matter
of fact, both the average passenger rate and the average
freight rate increased slightly. All the conditions were favorable for a substantial increase in railway earnings and in the
percentage of return on investment, and in consequence, the
prosperity of the railways did increase to a marked degree.
These developments inspired a spirit of optimism regarding
the future of the railways in railway managers, investors and
speculators and the public. Investors, speculators and railway managers were so optimistic that the prices of railway

unheard of figures and the control of some
railways by others was purchased at prices which were obviously predicated on the assumption that increases in railway
But the public was
net return would continue indefinitely.
not disposed to let promoters, investors and speculators enjoy
It was
all the benefits of the railways" increasing prosperity.
argued by economists and others that the public should share

securities soared to

in it through reductions of rates, and therefore the Hepburn
Act empowered the Interstate Commerce Commission not
only to torrect discriminations, but to reduce rates which
Soon afterward there was a flood of state
it found excessive.
legislation reducing freight and passenger rates; and in 1906
Congress provided in the Mann-Elkins Act that the burden
of proof should be upon the railways to establish the reasonableness of any advance in rates made after January 1, 1910.
Xo power was given the commission to raise rates or prevent
The entire system assumed that the tendency
reductions.

of rates should be

downward.

Thus the present policy of regulation was begun. By a
coincidence the year 1906 not only marked the beginning of
the new policy of regulation, but also closed a cycle in railway development. In the fall of that year came the greatest
congestion of traffic and car shortage ever known. The traffic
had caught up with and now exceeded the facilities. Business conditions and public opinion demanded the investment
of enormous sums of new capital in the railways to provide
additional facilities, and large new investments were made.
In 1907 the railway brotherhoods began extensive and successful movements for large increase^ in wages. The states
and nation quickened the pace at which they were raising
railway taxes. And beginning in 1907 there was a marked
slowing down in the growth of railway traffic.
The resultant of all these tendencies would have been that
the railway business

1899

1906

77,821
1 .925c

114,529
2.003c
982,401
.748c
$59,624

659,565
.724c
$56,079
$7,005

Vol.

1913
143.067
2.008c
1,245.158
.729c

$562

$588

$4,570
$2,435.

$6,912
$3,548

$247
$2,188

$3,212

$66,900
$12,873
S758
$8,939
$3,934
$521
$3,413

3.9

5.33

5.1

$10,460

$336

would have ceased

Increase
1906 over
1899
36,708
.078c

322,836
.024c
$3,545
$3,455
$26
$2,342
$1,113
$89
S1.024
1.43

to be

Increase
1913 over
1906
28,538
.005c

262,757
.019c*
$7,276
$2,413

il70
$2,027

$386
S185
$201
.23*

one of increas-

Per cent
increase
1906 over
1899

Per cent
increase
1913 over
1906

47.17
4.05
48.94

24.92

3.31
6.32

49.32
4.62
51.24
45.70
36.03
46.85'
36.66

.25

26.74
2.54*
12.23
23.07 /
28.91
29.32

55.06
6.25
4.31*

!
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ing returns and become, for a time at least, one of decreasing
returns, even if the new policy of regulation had not been
adopted and rates had remained uncnanged. But the new
policy of regulation was applied to these new and changed
conditions.
Instead of rates being increased the average
freight rate was reduced.
There were thus converged upon
the railways, first, influences tending to turn their business from
one of increasing returns to one of decreasing returns, and,
second, a policy of regulation predicated on the theory that
the business was always one of increasing returns and that
wherefore the tendency of rates ought always to be downward.
That the course of developments in the periods before and
since 1906 has been as we have said is clearly demonstrated
by the statistics. The reader's attention is invited to the
table on the preceding page.
It will be seen that this table shows that practically every
condition favored an increase of income greater in proportion

experience before

1906.
Experience in these two periods has
that the railway business may be during one period
economically a business of increasing returns and in another
one of decreasing returns. It has been the latter kind of busi-

snown

When econortuc conditions in general tend to
cause diminishing returns, regulation should be such, if the vitality of the railways is not 'to be undermined and the public
ness since 1906.

is not to be menaced, as to permit an upward tendency of rates; and the. reason why regulation has been and is
doing great harm, is that it has run and is running counter to

prosperity

senger

traflic

increased 47 per cent in the

The

density of pas-

first

period and less

the

On

first

the

period and only Zi per cent in the second.
investment in road and equipment

other hand,

creased only
cent

in

the

per cent in the

6'/}

first

of

given basis of rates the net return tends to decrease.

down and reduce

The

the second.

in

is

summarized

JAMES

average net

operating income per mile, the increase which in the first period
was almost 4/ per cent, and in the second period only 6.25 per

compared with an increase in investment per mile in the
period of only 6.32 per cent and an increase in the second

cent, as
first

these things are justified, but also

J.

HILL

is

generally

recognized as the pioneer ex-

ponent of low grade lines as a means of increasing the trainload, and the Great Northern stands today as a practical example of the working out of his ideas. When control of the
Burlington was secured by the Great Northern and Northern
Pacific, the purpose, of course, was to give the Hill System an
entrance to Chicago and access to the large area in the middle
west between that point and Denver. The two points of contact
between the Burlington and the Great Northern-Northern Pacific lines are St. Paul and Billings.
It is not surprising therefore that one of the most comprehensive developments of low
grade trunk lines should be carried out on that part of the Burlington leading southeast from Billings, the purpose being to
give the Hill system a low grade line from the Pacific coast to
Chicago and the Ohio river, and also to Denver and the Gulf of
Mexico, as described on another page of this issue.

resultant of the operation

in the figures for

when

AN UNUSUAL LOW GRADE DEVELOPMENT

labor in-

greater than the increase in either freight or passenger traffic.
The increase in taxes per mile was 36 per cent in the first period
these forces

rates

and advance rates when these things are needed.

in-

dled in the second period; and it will be noted that the increase
operating expenses in the second period was relatively
in

all

is

to maintain

pt'c cent in the first period and 29 per cent in
Operating expenses increased 51 per cent in the
first period and only 29 per cent in the second, but this was
because there was a smaller increase in the traffic to be han-

of

regu-

If

not to be destructive of the welfare of the railways
and the public it must be made flexible enough not only to hold
lation

second.

and 55 per cent

that

;

creased only 4.4
the

is

and are still being ground between the
lower mill stone of natural and irresistible economic tendencies
and the upper millstone of a system of regulation intended to
be applied to entirely different and opposing economic tendencies.
What is the remedy? The only remedy is a recognition by
the public and the regulating authorities of the plain facts and
a change of the policy of regulation accordingly.
There is
strong reason for believing that developments in the railway
business go in cycles that, in accordance with certain economic
laws, there are periods when on any given basis of rates the
net return tends to increase and other periods in which on any

period and over 12 per

The average annual wage

second.

trouble

the railways have been

than 25 per cent in the second. The density of freight traffic
increased almost 49 per cent in the first period and less than 27
The average rate per ton mile inper cent in the second.
creased 3'/} per cent in the first period and declined 2V2 per
Gross earnings increased over 49 per cent
cent in the second.
in

The

the plain economic tendencies of the time.

than the increase in outgo in the first period, while practically
every condition favored an increase iri outgo greater than the
increase in income in the second period.
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period of 12.23 per cent

should be borne in mind, in this connection, that in 1913
of the railways were the greatest in their history, the total per mile being over 23 per cent larger than in
1906.
Enough is known about the results in the fiscal year
1914 to show that when the complete figures for that year are
available they will demonstrate even more strikingly than do
It

the

While we have previously emphasized

earnings

those for 1913

how

true

it

is

fact that there

is

dition to the local traffic

which

which these various

1906

The

return on property

was not absolutely

great,

the

rise

of the whole matter

will

follow the opening of the

turned over to them.
is

the

way

in

links are being built with reference to the

level country, so that

when

it

is all

finished

it

will be

from the Ohio river to the
opposite terminal with almost no breaking up at intermediate
from

Billings or

terminals to adjust the tonnage for different grades. Practically
the only line of similar length on which this condition is found

that beginning in 1906
,

that of the Santa

Fe from Chicago

to Belen,

N. Mex., a dis-

tance of almost 1,400 miles, over which trains are despatched
with the same tonnage from one end to the other, the differences

grades on the several divisions being compensated

ence in the preceding decade which led railway financiers, railway officers, shippers and the public to look on the railway business as one of increasing returns, and therefore as one in which

in the ruling

downward, and
the machinery of the state and national governments have therefore been used since then to hold railway rates down and reduce them. But experience since has been entirely different from

generally recognized, this

the tendency of railway rates should always be

which

will be

point of special interest in this entire project

possible to run trains

being from 3.9 per

the country adopted a policy of regulation based on an experi-

traffic

more

the

is
is

justi-

project as a whole, through the rougher and heavier, as well as

cent in 1899 to 5.33 in 1906.

The summation

is

various sections of these lines, there already exists a fairly heavy

that since 1906 the railway busi-

investment in 1914 was only 3.99
per cent, the lowest figure reached in 15 years. It may be said
that the railways earned so much before 1906 that they should
have had enough left to carry them through the period of decreasing returns since then. But while the increase in net earnings before 1906 was relatively great, the average earned even
in

columns the

making to secure a low grade line, in this case the cost is
moderate when the entire development is considered, while in ad-

ness has been one of decreasing instead of increasing returns.
For example, we know that in Ofiicial Classification Territory
net

these

fied in

through

the

in

a limit to the expenditure which a road

for by the adjustment of motive power.

While the economy of reducing grades over a single division is
economy is materially increased when

the

reductions are extended over- connecting divisions so that
up trains because of different tonnage ratings

the cost of breaking
is

eHminated.

Local conditions seldom permit the d^velopment
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of a system of low grade lines as extensive, as that here outlined; and the utilization to such an extent of the opportunities
that

do exist

An

is

so rare as to be of unusual interest.
is the evident belief of

interesting detail of this project

those in control of the Hill Lines that a considerable increase in
the north and south traffic

is

to be expected, as

indicated by

the taking over of the Colorado & Southern in 1909, and by the
extension of the low grade line of the Burlington to the Ohio
river, where the construction of a $4,000,000 bridge was authorized a few

JOSEPH

weeks ago.

CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND
W. FOLK, as prosecuting

&

PACIFIC

attorney for the

Inter-

Commerce Commission, would lay all the present troubles of the Rock Island to evil financial practices of the group
of men who have been in control since 1902. President Mudge,
state

in

the annual

report for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1914,

The Chicago, Rock

Vol.

57,

No. 22

would, by implication, lay the Rock Island's present troubles to
reduction in rates, increased rates of wages, increased expenses
due to legislative enactments, increased taxes per unit of value
and increased cost of capital funds. The truth lies between the

Mr. Mudge attempts to show that during the years from
1902 to 1914 the property has been improved to an extent that

two.

might

fairly

tal securities

be said to keep it abreast of
have not been unduly added

its

competitors.

to,

increased operating

Capi-

efficiency has kept pace with the progress of the science of rail-

roading, and the gain in traffic on the Rock Island has been
commensurate with the growth of the territory served.
Mr. Folk's
accusations are so oratorically general, and the strikingness of
the picture that he draws is so much a matter of splashes of
color indiscriminately applied, that it is impossible to summarize
in work-a-day language just what the crime is that has been
committed but in substance it is that in some way the control
of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway Company by the
;

Island

&

Pacific

November

Zl,
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unfortunate and badly conceived holding company, in turn conby a small group of individuals, has resulted in bringing
the railway company to the verge of bankruptcy.

trolled

In the first place, as of June 30, the railway company was not
on the verge of bankruptcy, and although today it is badly in
need of some new capital, its earning power is not really impaired and its securities hold out possibiHties as a semi-speculative investment that are very far from suggesting a property on
the verge of bankruptcy.

^7

only from $18,700 per mile of line operated in 1902 to $19,700
per mile of line operated in 1914. The Burlington's passengermile rate in 1902 was 2.12 cents, and its ton-mile rate 7.72 mills;
in 1914 the passenger-mile rate was 1.89 cents and the ton-mile

In 1902 the passenger-mile rate on the Rock
Island was 2.17 cents and the ton-mile rate 1.06 cents; in 1914
the passenger-mile rate was 1.92 cents and the ton-mile rate 8.6
mills.
There is considerably more of a reduction in the tonrate 7.29 mills.

Rock Island than on the Burlington; but just
as difference in character of traffic largely accounts for difference between the present Rock Island and Burlington rates, so
mile rate on the

Although the Rock Island's history has often been described
Railway Age Gazette, a brief summary of it properly belongs with the comments on this year's annual report. In January, 1902, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway common stock
was selling at 154, and by October 1 was selling at 200. During
1901 the stock had ranged in price from 117 to 136, and during
that time D. G. Reid, W. H. Moore and W. B. Leeds had bought
sufficient stock to control the board of directors.
A plan was
put through by which two holding companies were formed— the
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railroad and the Rock Island
Company. Stockholders of the old company, the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific Railway were offered $100 in Rock Island common, $70 in Rock Island preferred and $100 in railroad 4 per
cent collateral bonds for each $100 of their railway stock; this
in the

in part accounts for the difference between 1902 and 1914 rates
on the Rock Island. In 1902 the Burlington's average revenue
trainload was about 252 tons, and in 1914, 479 tons. The Rock
Island's trainload in 1902 was 183 tons, and in 1914, 306 tons.
There is something here besides adverse legislation and genit

eral

conditions to explain

why

;

The

great and fundamental difference

Rock Island company. There was
scheme absolutely no inflation of the railway company's
securities; there was simply an exchange of pieces of paper for
other pieces of paper with a very much larger nominal value.
The income of both holding companies has been nothing more
nor less than the dividends which the railway company paid
each year on its stock, of which it had at that time about $60,-

$145,683,808.

000,000 outstanding, since increased only to $75,000,000.

common

preferred stock of the

company was

Operating at a 61.60 per cent ratio in 1902, the
earning 12 per cent on its $60,000,000 stock, although paying but
4 per cent, while in 1914 th» company operated at a 75 per cent
ratio and failed by over $3,000,000 to earn a 5 per cent dividend on its $75,000,000 stock, which would have been necessary
pay the interest on the collateral trust railroad 4's.
Mr. Mudge's review of the history of the
The mileage increased
property from 1902 to 1914 is as follows
from 4.094 miles to 8,328 miles; renewal of rails had changed
quarter of the milewhich
one
on
a
road
from
the character of
age was laid with 80-lb. rail and three-quarters with 70-lb. rail,
or less, to one on which four-sevenths was 80, 85, 90 and 100-lb.,
and three-seventlis 70-lb., or less, and tie renewal had resulted
to

Briefly summarized,

:

now

in nearly half of the total ties

In 1902 about half of the road
in
it

was

in track being treated ties.

ballasted,

much

of

it

poorly;

1914 5,440 miles out of the total 8,328 was ballasted, most of
with rock, burnt clay and gravel; bridges had been strength-

ened the mileage of tracks block signaled increased from 20 to
over 2,300; terminal facilities and shops had been added to to the
;

extent of $15,000,000;

available

tractive

power of locomotives

had been tripled; capacity of freight cars had been more than
doubled passenger equipment had been added to and replaced,
making the comparison bolween 1902 and 1914 as 475 wooden
In the meancars to 817 wooden cars and 346 all-steel cars.
time outstanding securities had increased only from $45,713 per
;

mile to $46,730; the capital stock showed a decrease, while the
funded debt showed an increase of from $28,088 per mile to
$36,604.

Mr. Mudge to the "indisputable" conclusion that
"primary and fundamental causes for the failure of your
company to earn dividends are" those enumerated at the beginning of these remarks. This conclusion hardly seems indisAll this leads

the

putable.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy earned nearly 13 per cent
on its capital stock in 1914, compared with' less than 10 per cent
The
earned on the same amount of capital stock in 1902.
Burlington's mileage increased only from 8,124 miles in 1902 to
9,264 miles in 1914. The outstanding capital stock remained the
same, $110,000,000, and the funded debt outstanding increased

is

that the Burlington,

besides spending the proceeds of the sale of capital

on additions and betterments

in this

legislative interference,

has been able to offset these conditions, while the Rock Island
has not. The holding company device per se is not an adequate
explanation it was rather the way in which this device was used.

railway stock to be deposited as the collateral for the 4 per cent
railroad bonds.
Voting control of the three companies rested
in the

the Burlington, affected by the

same general conditions and by adverse

investment

ditional

The

to its property, has

securities

made an ad-

in the property through surplus income of
Burlington's stock outstanding has remained

the same, as has the

Rock

Island's since

it

was deposited

in ac-

cordance with the offer of 1902 for exchange of securities.*
Whereas the Burlington was able to make its capital expenditures out of surplus without an additional stock issue, the Rock
Island was not, and the fact that the agreement under which
the stock

in this

was deposited

prohibits the issue of

more

stock, either

or preferred, has prevented any financing being done

way.

To

this extent the holding

rectly responsible for the failure of the

company device is
company to finance

diits

needs through an additional stock issue.
The Rock Island has been well maintained and has been, and
is, very well operated.
It was in the broader policy of management that the mistakes were made. Neither Judge Moore nor
D. G. Reid was a railroad man, nor had they ever taken the
time to become railroad men. While the Burlington was spending millions of dollars in grade revision, the Rock Island was
operating over the same old I'/z and 2 per cent grade*. During
all this time from 1902 to 1914 the small group of New York
There were able men in the
directors held the purse strings.
operating management of the Rock Island, but their influence
with the New York directors was not sufficient to enable them
to

awaken the

latter

were missing and
which are recited

to a

to secure a

realization

change

of the opportunity they

in policy.

All of the things

in the 1914 report as having been done for the

betterment of the property added to the value of the service
which the road gave; but the essential expenditures for grade
revision which were needed to reduce cost of transportation per

were not made. All of this may be summed up by saying
management of the road was controlled from New York
by a group of shortsighted financiers whose knowledge of railroading was of the slightest. The holding company device permitted control of the road by this small group through a very
much smaller actual investment than would have been necessary
without the device; and it was the mistaken policy of the men
in control, rather than the mere holding company device, that
unit

that the

caused the mischief.

The loss of something over $8,000,000 in connection with the
merger with and later separation from the St. Louis & San
Francisco, is another phase of this same matter, although a
more directly serious one to the property, since the $8,000,000
loss was a direct drain on the assets of the railway company.

When we have made the allowances indicated above. President
Mudge's conclusion is modified as far as it needs to be modified.
All of the things which he points out as having tended to re•The increase from $60,000,000 to $75,000,000 in stock took place befoie
the siock was deposited as collateral for the railroad 4's.

;
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duce the net of the Rock Island have taken place.

genius

If the

it did in the case of the Burlington and of
the Union Pacific, this is no reflection whatsoever on the operating management of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, nor
need it be a subject of undue alarm, either to investigator Folk

or the security holders of the railway company.
The present condition of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific
Railway is critical, but very, very far from hopeless. Dividends
on the railway company's stock having been discontinued, the
railroad 4's have necessarily defaulted in their interest payments,
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of a Hill or a Harriman, with strong banking support, might
during the years between 1902 and 1914 have offset these ad-

verse conditions as
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A PLEA FOR THE YARDMASTER
Minneapolis, Minn.

To THE Editor of the R.mlway Age G.\zette:
Railroad terminals are becoming more and more important

which consists of railway

each year, and require deeper study than any other branch of
Business is continually increasing
railroad operation today.
while terminal yards seem to grow smaller. Heretofore a yard-

The railway
has been ordered sold under foreclosure.
company operates 8,205 miles of road. In 1914 its total operating revenues amounted to $67,667,000, or 4.50 per cent less than
Its total operating expenses amounted to
in the previous year.

master has been given slight consideration and his assistance
has been classed as insignificant. W'as the yardmaster ever taken
into the official family and given an opportunity to discuss his
problems and to help his superior officers to make suggestions to

and the

securing the

collateral

4's,

stock,

cent less than in the previous year.
by 84 per cent, and interest and rentals
was a net income availincreased by
able for dividends of but $451,000, as compared with $4,058,000

or

$51,000,000.

Other income

per

2.86

off

fell

5.62 per cent, so that there

I think
bring about changes for the benefit of all concerned?
not.
He was merely the stumbling block. The burden of blame

half of the present fiscal year

was placed upon his shoulders and he wiggled out of it the best
he knew how. But times have changed and the yardmaster has
become the skilled chess master of the railroad. Today you
His views are accepted
find him rubbing elbows with everyone.

so that there

while

in the previous year.

The two

quarterly dividends in the

first

were paid, calling for $1,872,000,
was a deficit of $1,421,000. In part, the falling off
in other income was due to the failure to receive 4 per cent on
the Toledo, St Louis & Western $5,447,000 4 per cent stock
held by the Rock Island. There is no very clear and concise
statement in the annual report of the increase in funded debt
The statement that
outstanding in the hands of the public.
$30,519,000 is the net increase in the funded debt is followed
by the statement that of such bonds and notes issued during the

year and outstanding on June 30. 1914. only $11,986,000 were
sold, the balance remaining in the treasury or being pledged as
A total of $20,532,000 was spent on capital
collateral for loans.
account during the year, of which $12,347,000 was for the ac& Kansas City Short Line, the Malvern
& Camden and the Rock Island, Stuttgart & Southern. Cash
quisition of the St. Paul

on hand at the end of the year amounted to $5,828,000, comparing with $5,120,000 on hand at the beginning of the year. Up'
to June 30 the company had borrowed $4,800,000, and the total
working liabilities, including these $4,800,000 loans and bills payProbably the amount of loans and bills
able, was $12,986,000.
payable is considerably larger now than it was on June 30.

The Rock
ties

Island

is

of development.

a fine property, with very great possibili-

The

report which was

made by

until recently vice-president of the Chicago,

McKenna,

E.

W.

Milwau-

&

St. Paul, found that between forty and sixtj- million dolought to be spent on the property in the near future. This
estimate was high. Any business man can make a study of someone else's business and discover that the other man ought to
make innumerable improvements. The McKenna report was
that kind of a report. Xo one can doubt that if $40,000,000 were
available it could be spent on the Rock Island to great advan-

kee

lars

tage; but few people who know the property intimately believe
that any such large amount is immediately required to restore
strong
in a large measure the earning capacity of the road.

A

$20,000,000 preferred stock
would put the Rock Island in an enviable position.
principal
figures for operation
the
table
shows
following
The
fiiiancial

control

in 1914 as

and the

sale

of

compared with 1913
1914.

Averace mileac:e operated
Freight revenue
Passenger revenue
Total operating revenue
Maint. of way and structures
Maint. of equipment
Traffic e.xpenses

Transportation expenses
General expenses
Total operating expenses

Taxes
Operating income
Gross inSome
Net income
Dividends
Surplus
•Deficit.

8,205
$44,309,636
18,824,651
68,208,113
8,838,586
9,820,703
1,924.090
28,449,907
1,966,660
50,999,946
3,315,632
13,892,534
14,060,855
450,621
1,871,763
•1,421,142

1913.

8,048
$46,428,045
19,777,431
71,364,935
9,885,324
10,072,854
1,999,138
27,772,587
1,774,199
52,504,102
2,946,438
15,914.395
16,944.190
4,058,355
3.743,525
314,830

the

officials

offer

him

suggestions

which

give

him a

broader view and renewed courage.

My

contention

is

that the general yardmaster needs a

diversion from his regular routine to stimulate

little

him and show

him both sides of a problem. Show me a yardmaster today who
If this is true, why cannot
is not working hard for promotion.
our superior officers train us, as we are willing students and
Even
though we are not prowish to broaden out and learn?
moted, the general knowledge is an education, and I know it is
no burden to carry around a little new-found knowledge.
In our yard it is customary to hold yardmasters' meetings, and
can say that every man in our yard knows just as much about
work or changes as the general yardmaster. Let us see what
bringing the men together means. The chief clerk in the general
yardmaster's office has been taught to handle the detail work
I

the

and to distribute
cepted by

all

all

instructions

and orders.

His word

is

ac-

concerned, leaving the general yardmaster free

of this work.

A line up of each track in every yard and an accurate line
up of all transfers from one yard to another, the number of cars
and whom they are for, the amount of each kind of empties,
the number of cars for all connecting lines, a list of the available engines and crews, with the time they are ready for duty
and the number of cars, the tonnage and the class of freight to,
move, is made out in detail each morning, ready for the general
yardmaster at 7 a. m. The general yardmaster puts these lists
in his pocket, and no matter where he is, he can talk intelligently
on any subject in the yard. Every assistant yardmaster also
carries his list and there can be no dispute as to what cars he
has and how many. At a glance a general yardmaster can transact such business as may be important and go to any point in
the yard where his presence may be needed. Every engine foreman can tell exactly what he has in his territory and what he
can do and how he can handle cars of any description. This
organization today is handling more cars than ever before and
every man is waiting for the end of the month to find out
how much we beat the corresponding month of the preceding year.
If the yardmasters' meetings have taught us economy and team
work, what would the taking in of the general yardmaster into
It would give him ideas he never
the official family mean?
dreamed of and he in turn could educate his men to higher
There are
ideals and make his work a joy instead of drudgery.
many good points talked over and the spirit of economy would
spread not only to the yard but all over the entire system. TJie
terminal problems would be solved and the handling of cars
increased far beyond anyone's comprehension.
General Yardmaster, C. St P. M.

Fred P. Grossman,
& O., Minneapolis, Minn.

A

Comprehensive

Low Grade Trunk

The Burlington
Route from
The Chicago, Burlington

Is

Completing One Link of a New
to the Ohio River and Denver

Billings

&

several years on one of the

Quincy has been working for
most comprehensive low grade

line developments ever projected in this country.
low grade route from Billings, Mont.,
Paducah,
Ky., a distance of 1,500 miles, with a connecting
to
low grade line from Wendover Junction, Wyo., to Denver.
This line also connects, at Lincoln, Neb., with the present
main line to Chicago.
When the work is completed, the maximum grade east-

trunk

Briefly, this includes a

bound

will be 0.3 per

cent from

Billings south 225 miles to

Alkali Summit, Wyo., 5S miles west of Casper, and 0.15 per
cent from Alkali Summit to the Missouri river at Platts-

mouth. Neb., a distance of 674 miles, with practically no adFrom Plattsmouth there will be a maximum
verse grade.
grade of 0.3 per cent to Paducah. Westbound this maximum
grade has been established at 0.4 per cent from Paducah west
0.3 per cent from Lincoln to Casper, Wyo.,
to Lincoln, Neb.
and 0.45 per cent from Casper to Alkali Summit. From Alkali
;

Map

of Burlington

it

in

turn controls the Colorado

&

use of the Colorado
southeast 31 miles to

Southern, this will give

&

Southern

line

from Orin Junction

Wendover

Junction; the construction
of a new line from this point east 8 miles to Guernsey, Wyo.;
the use of the present Guernsey branch of the Burlington
southeast 98 miles to Bridgeport, Neb.; the construction of a
new line from Bridgeport southeast along the North Platte
the use of the present line of
to Newark, Neb., 232 miles
the Burlington from Newark via Lincoln and Plattsmouth to
of a new line from St.
St. Joseph, Mo.; the construction
Joseph, Mo., to Mexico, Mo., about 200 miles, and the use of
existing lines from that point to the Ohio river at Metropolis,
;

where work has been started on the construction of a new
bridge to cross the river and a 12 mile extension to enter
III.,

Paducah, Ky.
COMPARISON OF NEW AND OLD LINES

gateway to the northwest
Here the Burlington connects with the

Billings has been an important
for

Lines Showing Relation of

Summit to Billings there is practically no adverse grade,
with the exception of 35 miles of 0.5 per cent ruling grade
from Kane, Wyo., 80 miles southeast of Billings, to Warren,
and this will probably be operated as a helper grade. The
ultimate plans also provide for a low grade line with a maximum grade of 0.5 per cent from a connection with the Billings-Paducah line, 120 miles north of Cheyenne, Wyo., south
As the Burlington is controlled
via Cheyenne to Denver.
jointly by the Great Northern and the Northern Pacific, and
as

Development

Line

many

New

years.

Line to Remainder of System

Northern Pacific and the Great Northern for Spokane, SeatSince the acquisition of the
tle and other western points.
Burlington by these two roads the amount of traffic exchanged
with it at Billings has increased materially. The importance
of a low grade line from Billings to points in the central
states is, therefore, evident. The present line from the Missouri river, via Lincoln, Neb., and Alliance, is one of relatively
high grades, ranging from 1 per cent to 1.6 per cent, with
many of 1.25 per cent, especially west of Edgemont, North
Dakota.
line will avoid these heavy grades and have pracno greater mileage. It will also open up a large territory in northern and central Wyoming, which is now entirely
without railroad facilities. While largely a grazing territory,

The new

the Hill lines direct low grade outlets from Puget Sound
points to the Ohio river and to Denver, with the possibility
of also securing a low grade outlet to Galveston by reducing

tically

& Southern.
of the project inv61ves the use of the
tracks of the Northern Pacific from Billings south 37 miles
Fromberg, Mont.; the construction of a new line from
to
Fromberg southeast 358 miles to Orin Junction, Wyo.; the

being rapidly settled up, especially in the
This line will also provide a new route
from Denver to the northwest. At the present time the Burtraffic
between Denver and Billings via
lington handles

the grades on the Colorado

The carrying out

this section is

now

Big Horn valley.
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Neb. The new line will provide
about 75 miles shorter.
At present this new low grade route has been completed
and is in operation from Billings south to Orin Junction,
where connection is made with the Colorado & Southern. A
new line has also been built from Cheyenne to Fort Collins,
Colo., completing the new outlet to Denver, although considerable grade reduction work will have to be done on the
Colorado & Southern north of Cheyenne. A cut-off is projected from Greeley. Colo., on the Colorado & Southern south
to Hudson on the Burlington to complete the low grade line
Brush, Cole, and Alliance,
a route of lower grades and

is
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construction are indicated by the difficulty of locating the
It was necessary to make the location in the winter in
order to get into the canyon on the ice, as there was only
one point at which it was possible to descend into it from
The presence of several springs along the lower
the top.
2 miles made it impossible to work there even on the ice.
There was only one point at which the stream could be
forded. At times the locating parties were able to spend only
one to two hours a day at the work, the remainder of the time
in

line.

into Denver.

Work was started but is now temporarily discontinued on
the construction of an 8 mile connection from Wendover
Junction, Wyo., to Guernsey, where a connection is made
From
with the present 0.3 per cent line to Bridgeport.
Bridgeport to Newark no work has been authorized, up to
this time, but the construction will be light, as the line will

follow the North Platte river for the entire distance. Nothing has been authorized between St. Joseph, Mo., and Mexico,
but as stated above, work has recently been authorized between Metropolis, 111., and Paducah, Ky. It will be seen
that work either has been completed or is under way on all
but two portions of this 1.500 mile line. West of the Missouri river the only gap is that between Bridgeport and Newark, 232 miles, and an alternate line can be used via Alliance
and Lincoln, which is but 45 miles longer, although with
heavier grades.

WIND

RI\-ER

C.VNYON

from an
cngineeering and construction standpoint is that between
Billings and Casper and especially that portion south of
Thermopolis, Wyo., which was completed late last year. Immediately south of Thermopolis the line passes through Wind
river canyon for 12 miles, involving some very heavy construction work costing about $250,000 per mile.
The ma.ximum grades have been given above and are also
shown on the profile. The maximum curvature is 1 deg. 30
min. from Orin Junction west to Casper, and 2 deg. west of
Casper, with the exception of four 4 deg. and one 3 deg. curves
in the canyon.
The heaviest work on the entire line was encountered in
Wind river canyon, starting at a point 4 miles south of Thermopolis, and extending south 12 miles to Boysen. At this
point the Big Horn or Wind river has cut a narrow channel
through a heavy rock formation, formmg a gorge 900 ft. deep
and in many places less than 200 ft. wide at the bottom.
The ruggedness of this canyon and the problems encountered

The most

interesting portion of this entire project

Profile of

New

L£G£J>/Oi

/^e*v Line.
• Ciher C
d.0 and C dS.L
- Foreign ffoods

B

New

Burlington Line from Billings (Mont) to Orin Jet. (Wyo.)

being taken

in

getting in and out.

ly selected in the

canyon, and

burros an entire week to

it

move

A

site for a

camp was

final-

required a pack train of five
the camp and provisions a

distance of six miles, and cost $165.
The contractors encountered the

same

Burlington Low-Grade Line from Laurel (Mont) to Plattsmouth (Neb.)

difficulty

later

in

November

27.
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getting in their equipment and supplies, one man spending
a month on the construction of a pack trail in from the north
end to his camp. Eventually a trail was completed on the
opposite side of the canyon from the line at a cost to the
contractors of over $10,000 for the 12 miles. Because of the
lack of room beyond the limits of the excavation all camps
were established on the opposite side of the canyon from the
Several cable suspension bridges were erected across
line.
the stream by which men and supplies were brought in to the
work. The contractors employed a pack train of 40 burros
continuously to bring in their supplies. One Japanese sub-

was

slope

The
238

ft.

1001

Fill

the face of the

entire

distance.

cliff.

In one instance a contractor removed a heavy rock face
entirely in a single shot.
He drove a tunnel SO ft. into this
face at the center, and then SO ft. at right angles in each
direction, loading it with 60 per cent dynamite and powder.
The preparation of this shot, including the explosives, cost

Heavy Two-Mile Section

in the

Canyon

threw 8,000 cu. yd. of rock into the
and brought down over 22,000 cu. yd. additional,
15,000 yd. of which was later placed in the embankment.
At another point, the shooting down of a vertical face 125
ft.
high completely blocked the river for a time until the
water had risen 8 ft., when it cut a channel 65 ft. wide through
the debris. The narrowing of the channel at various points
through the entire canyon has resulted in a noticeable rise

$3,500.

line

while

adjoining

cliff

with' ropes.

was located on the west side of the canyon for the
it was possible to secure a somewhat better

entire distance, as

location as regards curvature, as well as to protect it better
against the river. The presence of a small dam for power
at the upper or south end of the canyon required the adoption of a 0.6 per cent grade through the
canyon, where a 0.5 per cent line could otherwise have been built
at a saving of $150,000.
Because of the inability to get heavy equipment in to the
scene of the work all material was handled by hand, being
hauled out on the fills in many cases in small carts. In constructing the fills a narrow bank was first made with the heavi-

development

in

the blast

fill,

the surface of the stream.
Six tunnels were constructed in the canyon, the longest of

which was 725
entirely by

The most northerly one was taken out

ft.

hand.

It

was

in the

possible to operate air drills at the

the contractor erecting a compressor plant at the
north end of the south or longest tunnel, which was located
Four tunnels were located
at the south end of the canyon.
in the southerly two miles of line in the canyon, three of
which were within a distance of 2,000 ft. It was at this point
others,

Trapping Side

Heavy Work

Hill

Debris into Small Cars

Canyon
that the heaviest

on the outside to protect it against the stream until
At one point a "shoo fly"
it was widened to its full section.
line was located around a high point, and after the track had
been laid through the canyon a steam shovel removed 170,000
cu. yd. of material from this point which was used to widen
By this means, the
the embankments to their full section.
use of rip rap as such was avoided, although the toe of the
er rock

the

Across Channel of Big Horn River, North of Thertnopolis

contractor also lowered considerable material over the

The

almost

for

were "daylighted" and the material later placed in the fills.
There was some trouble with loose or sliding materials, in
which cases it was necessary to remove all this material from

Profile of

Rock

stream

the

in

cuts averaged in general from 100 ft. to a maximum of
in height on the high side.
In numerous instances they

work

in the entire

the grading for 3 miles
cu.

yd.

of

rock,

in

canyon was encountered,
moving of over 425,000

requiring the

addition

to the driving of the tunnels,

and costing $450,000, while for one mile the grading alone
cost $210,000.

Mud seams
nels

in the

throughout,

rock made

except

which were timbered.

it

necessary to line

all

the tun-

the long tunnel, only the portals of

The timber

lining for the

two norther-
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ly tunnels was placed by company forces, while the others
were timbered by the contractors as the work progressed. The
character of the rock encountered in driving these tunnels and
the excavation in the canyon varied widely. At the north end
a soft sandstone was found which changed to a hard sand-

and then to a limestone, .^t the northerly tunnel a red
was found, which gave way to a very hard black
dyerite near the south end of the canyon.

stone,

granite

BOYSEN TO GRIN JUNCTION

Leaving the canyon, the
miles south of Boysen.

It

line follows Wind river for 10
then swings to the east on a 40

Vol.

57,
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moderately soft sandstone. Work was carried on from the
east end only, and all drilling and handling of material were
done b}- hand. The wall plate drifts were first driven on
each side, after which the center section was removed and
the full arch centers placed. The bench was then removed in
two lifts, the material being loaded in standard gage dump
cars.
The tunnel has recently been completed and it is now
being lined with concrete deposited by air from a mixer
located on a car, as described in the Railway Age Gazette of

Xovember 20.
From the summit

Powder

to

river the

work was generally

and presented no special problems. From Powder river
to Casper the line follows Casper creek, from which point it
parallels the North Platte river to Orin Junction. Ultimately
light

this line will follow the North Platte river from Casper, Wyo.,
Newark, Neb., a distance of 437 miles. The grading between Powder river and Orin Junction was mostly earth and
amounted to over 5,000,000 cu. yd., the greater part of which
was handled by teams.
In a number of instances the force of streams was utilized
in an interesting manner in cutting their own channels. Three
miles north of Thermopolis it was necessarj' to change the
channel of the Big Horn river, as Wind river is known north
of the canyon, to avoid two crossings of the stream.
To

to

North Portal of the Long Tunnel

move

— Boysen

Deim

at the Left

was dug at the proposed locaheavy rock was then constructed

the river a small ditch

tion of the stream.

A

fill

of

from the upstream bank on the center line of the road, the
forward end of the dumping trestle being carried on a boat.
As the fill progressed, the stream was crowded over into its
new course and cut its own channel. Under similar conditions one mile south, the old channel was shut off and the
stream forced to a new location by sinking a timber crib in
the channel, while one mile south of Thermopolis end dumping cars were employed in building an embankment in the
channel.

At

Bonneville

Badwater

creek

ran

close

to

the

line

for

over one mile, and threatened to cause serious damage at
After the

Heavy Shot was

Fired, Bringing
of

Down 30,000

cu. yds.

Rock

flood stage. A ditch 10 ft. wide was dug some distance from
On the first
the track with a small dike on the track side.
heavy storm the water started down this ditch, widening it

In this section there was no work of special interest, the
material generally encountered being a clay, with shale in some

and deepening it so that a permanent channel was
and danger of further trouble was eliminated.
The same plan was adopted at Fetterman, where a drag line
excavated a 50 ft. channel for the North Platte river, whi^h
the river itself has since widened to accommodate its entire

few instances.

flow.

to 100

curve two miles long and follows Badwater creek for
24 miles, after which it ascends Alkali creek to Alkali Summit
tnin.

At Alkali Summit

a tunnel 830

ft.

long was driven through a

ft.,

established,

The bridge work on

this line

was

relatively light.

Wind

November

27,
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crossed twice at the north end of the canyon and once
end on permanent structures. The south Powder
Powder river on a high framed timber
river is crossed at
trestle, and the North Platte is crossed just above Casper on
Between Casper and Orin Junction the
a timber structure.
line crosses the North Platte river four times on permanent
Numerous smaller streams and ravines are crossed
bridges.
by pile bridges. Whenever it was possible to haul material
in to the line, cast iron pipe was used for small openings;
river

is

at the south

have been secured from surface reservoirs at BonneArminto (Alkali Summit) and Powder river, all
of which are gravity supplies, except the last.
At Powder
river the water is impounded by the roadbed embankment,
while at the other points reservoirs have been constructed
plies
ville,

where pipe was inserted

after the

track

was

laid,

concrete

the south end of the canyon, and the water from

Striking Lighter

tliis

Work

point

line

was

At Lysite a six-inch wood stave pipe
from the reservoir to the tank, but all the others

the line.

laid

were of cast iron. Between Casper and Orin Junction water
secured directly from the North Platte river.

is

of the

Canyon

Division terminals have been established at Greybull, 112
miles south of Laurel; at Bonneville, 100 miles further south,
and at Casper lOO miles southeast of Bonneville. Passing
ft. long have been built at intervals of 10 miles,
Slack
with provision for one every five miles eventually.
grades have been introduced at all passing tracks.
The track is laid with second-hand 75 lb. rail west of Casper
and new 90 lb. rail east of that point, with square joints on
tangents and staggered joints on curves. Treated ties are

tracks 4,000

a Short Distance

This water was
all the camps along the line.
not suitable for boiler use, however, and a pumping station
of the conduring
early
stages
the
was erected at Boysen
struction. Water secured from Wind river at this point was
liauled for the steam shovels working along the line as far
south as 62 miles.
In addition to the water station at Boysen permanent sup-was hauled to

Lysite,

away from

Leaving the South End

pipe was used.
It was necessary to give close attention to the development of water supplies, both for use during construction and
for permanent operation.
South of the canyon all water is
highly alkali for a considerable distance, rendering it unsuitable for camp use. A large spring of good drinking water
was found 1,000 ft. above the grade line, four miles north of

1003

Out

of the

Canyon

laid on gravel ballast secured from a pit four miles north of
Thermopolis, and another near Casper. Tie plates are used
on all ties. The track was laid with a McCabe & Steen tracklaying machine, which has laid an average of 7,500 ft. of track
daily with a gang of 115 men.
Work on this extension south from Thermopolis to Powder
river was started in 1909. and was completed late last year.
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The

from Powder river to Orin Junction was started
Between Wendover Junction and Guernsey, the

section

last year.

contractor has begun driving three tunnels, 3,052, 1,600 and 1,900
ft.

in

length, respectively.

This entire project has been developed under the direction
of T. E. Calvert, chief engineer. A. L. Hoagland is engineer
in charge of construction, and C. H. Cartlidge, bridge engineer, has been in charge of the design and construction of
Mac.Arthur Brothers of New York were the conall bridges.
tractors for the construction of the line from Thermopolis

Vol.

considerably exceeded the southbound, consisting of three vessels
with 18,800 tons, and one in ballast, though the latter seems to-

There has been a marked, though probably seasonal, traffic
from the Pacific ports of the United States and southwest Canada to Europe with grain. Ten vessels, each heavily laden, have
gone through eastbound, with 71.560 tons, and eight vessels, all
of foreign registry, have gone from the Atlantic to the Pacific in
ballast, to return on this route with grain.
In addition, one
vessel, which went through the canal with 6,000 tons of manufactured goods, from Antwerp to Tacoma, is to return with grain.
The fourth great route has been from the Atlantic seaboard
vi the United States to China and Japan, with refined petroleum
in bulk and in cases, and other petroleum products.
Four vessels have gone through in this trade from the Gulf of Mexico,
with 24,931 tons, and four from Philadelphia and New York, with
26.570 tons, an aggregate of 51,501 tons.
No vessels have gone
in the other direction on this route.
Next to the four principal routes just described, the most notable development has been the coal traffic from the middle Atlantic seaboard of the United States to the Pacific coast of North
and South America. Five vessels, four from Norfolk, with 22,S35 tons, and one from Baltimore, with 6,000 tons, have carried
coal to the upper Pacific, and one vessel from Baltimore has carried 6,010 tons to Valparaiso.

None

to Powder river, and Twohy Brothers of Portland, Ore., did
the grading of that part of the line from Powder river to Orin
Kilpatrick Bros. & Collins, of Beatrice, Neb.,
Junction.

have the contract for the work between Guernsey and

Wend-

Including the station men in the canyon McArthur
Brothers had 86 sub-contractors on their part of the work at
one time. All track and bridge work was handled by comover.

pany

forces.

[From

During the period of two months, from August 15 to Oc15, that the Panama canal has been open to traffic, the
commercial vessels which have been using it have carried

tober

through 583,949 tons of cargo.

The

traffic

has followed fairly

well defined trade routes, and the course of the great majority

of vessels

The

may

The

be roughly classed in four great groups.

heaviest traffic has been between the Atlantic and Pacific

Manufactured goods of great variety
and general merchandise are carried from the .A.tlantic seaboard, principally from New York, and secondarily from Boston, Philadelphia and New Orleans, to the principal California
and Puget Sound ports; also, to Honolulu. On the eastbound
voyage, these vessels carry chiefly canned fruits, vegetables and
salmon, lumber, grain, sugar, pineapples and wine. This trade
is restricted to vessels of American registry, and nearly all the
American vessels which have used the canal have been engaged in
During the period of canal operation, 24 vessels have passed
it.
through eastbound on this route with 151,290 tons, and 25 westbound with 135,214 tons. ' These passages, 49 in all, have constituted approximately 44 per cent of all the 113 passages through
the canal. The total cargo carried on this route, 286,504 tons,
coasts of the United States.

it

coal carried has been

is

for a cargo of fuel

oil.

military service of the United States has used the canal

for the passage of one

from

the Canal Record]

total

understood they will load with Pacific
coast products for the eastern United States and for Europe.
The development of a line from Liverpool around South
.'\merica, with vessels sailing both ways, via the canal, has been
arrested by the European war. The only vessel to have used
the canal in this route was the steamship Potosi, which passed
through the canal on September 25, on its way south, along the
west coast of South America. It was held in the bay at Balboa,
awaiting orders, but sailed on October 14.
The steamship Desabla, which passed through the canal on
October 12, in ballast, was on its way from Rio de Janeiro ta

San Pedro

REVIEW OF CANAL TRAFFIC

The

of these vessels have returned through the

canal to this time, but
at Bonneville

No. 22

be getting under way.

34.545 tons.

Channel Created by One Storm

57,

army transport and one navy

collier,

both

Pacific to Atlantic.

In the week from noon, October 20, to noon October 27, following the resumption of traffic through the canal after the opening of the channel opposite the new Culebra slide, 17 vessels
were put through the canal from the Pacific to the Atlantic, and
21 from the Atlantic to the Pacific, a total of 38 vessels in seven
days.
Up to the end of the week, 71 commercial vessels and
three launches had passed through the canal in the 27 days of

October.
to

The

$329,704.72,

lected prior to

on tonnage in this period amounted
compared with the total of $369,706.29 colOctober 1, in which are included charges for 115

tolls collected

as

barges towed through the canal before
commercial traffic on August IS.

its

formal opening to

—

Exports of C.^rs and Locomotives. The Wall Street Journal
compiled figures showing that in September, 1914, there
were 19 locomotives, having a value of $129,193, exported fromthis country, as compared with 38 locomotives exported in Sep-

has

In the nine months
tember, 1913, having a value of $360,788.
ending on September 30. 1914, the exports of locomotives numbered 222 and their value was $2,240,959, whereas in a like period

were 383 locomotives exported, having

a value

of

has been almost exactly 50 per cent of all cargo.
A route between the eastern coast of the United States and

in 1913, there

South America has been second in cargo
Northbound vessels carry principally nitrates
raw material
products of the western countries of South America, and southbound vessels carry manufactured goods from the United States
and Europe. The northbound traffic, passing 13 vessels with
93,139 tons through the canal during the two month period, has

roads was even larger in
September this year the total value of cars exported was $119.53l7 including those for passenger service. This compares witn
$929,037 for the same month of last year. The decrease for the
nine months period is even greater, the exports in. 1914 being
valued at $2,303,123 as compared with $9,288,378, four times as

the west

coast of

through the canal.

from the

fields

of Chile, with secondary cargo of

$3,447,758.

great.

The

falling

exports of cars for steam railproportion than that in locomotives. In

off

in

:

Pacific

Type Locomotives

Designed

The

Carolina,

& Ohio

Clinchfield

the

Clinchfield

Moderate Speed Service on Heavy Grades;
176,900 lb.; Tractive Effort, 46,000 lb.

for

Weight on

for

Drivers,

traverses

a

mountainous

fully utilized.

This

is

especially true of class P-2, which, as far

concerned,

country, and although steep grades were avoided as far as pos-

as tractive effort

during its construction, it is far from level. There are
numerous grades from 0.5 to 0.8 per cent, the maximum for a
comparatively short distance being 1.7 per cent, while one of
the hardest stretches is an unbroken grade of 1.2 per cent apOn a line of this character, pasproximately 20 miles long.
senger service is necessarily worked at moderate speeds over the

coupled locomotives thus far

sible

greater part of the distance and the locomotives employed must

have capacity to maintain a high drawbar pull for sustained periods, rather than the ability to run at unusually high speeds.
This requires sufficient starting tractive effort, backed by ample

The

boiler

wagon-top
fitted

is

of the

is

one of the most powerful six-

built.

P-2 locomotive is of the extended
diameter at the largest course, and is

class

type, SSji

in.

with a 38-element superheater of the Schmidt type

the

;

furnace equipment includes a brick arch. The design has been
so worked out that a Hanna stoker can be subsequently applied should such equipment be found necessary. The construction of the boiler

is

in

accordance with the regular practice of

and presents no unusual features of design.
The cylinders have Sheedy by-pass valves and graphite

the builders,

-//4-

lubri-

^^<
»i

Elevation and Sections of Pacific

Type Locomotives

steam pressure when working with
moderate speeds.
These qualities are realized in two designs of Pacific type
locomotives built for the road by the Baldwin Locomotive
Works in 1910 and 1914, and known respectively as classes P-1
and P-2. Three of the former and two of the latter are in service.
The leading dimensions of these locomotives are as follows

boiler

power

to maintain full

a relatively long cut-off at

Water Superheat-

Steam
Drivers,

Class
P-1

P-2

In

Cylinders
23 in. X 30 in.
25in. x30i'n.

diam.
69 in.
69 in.

ing

pres- Grate
sure, area,
lb.

190
200

surface,

heating.
sur-

Weight

face,

drivers,

total,

effort,

lb.

lb.

lb.

sq. ft. sq. ft. sq. ft.

on

Trac-

Weight

tive

54

4,095

...

152,900

233,050 37,200

53.8

3,982

955

176,900

280,300 46,000

both these designs, the weight available for adhesion

is

cators.

for the Carolina, Clinchfield

Tiie cylinder

&

Ohio

and steam chest bushings are of Huntand packing rings used

Spiller metal, as are also the bull-rings
in the

valves and pistons.

The

piston heads are of the built

up

which the bullThe valves have cast iron bodies, and the
rings are riveted.
The
valve motion
bull-rings are carried on cast steel spiders.
is of the Walschaert type, and the valves are set with a lead
The locomotive is balanced according to the Master
of J4 in.
Mechanics' Association rule, and careful attention was been

type, with cast steel bodies of dished section

to

given to the design of the reciprocating parts in order to eliminate unnecessary weight. The driving-tires, driving-axles, and
crank pins, are of chrome vanadium steel, and the engine springs

and frames are of steel with vanadium content.
The main frames are S in. wide, with single rail sections 12

in.

:
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deep under the cylinder castings. The guide yoke is bolted to a
tteel casting which has long bearings on the upper frame rails,

and extends the

Vol.

Wagon
200
78

Outside diameter of first ring
Firebox, length and width

full

Firebo.\
_.

plates,

thickness,

sides

Healing surface, tubes
Heating surface, firebox
Heating surface, firebox tubes
Heating surface, total
Superheating surface

the radius bar pin for the trailing truck.

Total equivalent* heating surface
Gi ate area
Smokestack, diameter at choke

4

ft.

Weight of engine and tender in working order
Wheel base, driving
Wheel base, total engine
Wheel base, engine and tender

435,000
34
66

ft.

fl.

lb.

13

ft.

5

in.
in.

9M

Ratios

Weight on drivers

tractive effort
tractive effort

3,744 sq.

208

ft.

sq.

ft.

ft.

955 sq.
5,414 sq.

ft.

ft.

ft.

53.8 sq. ft.
19 in

36
5J^

in.

in.

by 10 in.
8,000 gal.
14 tons
heating

THE OPERATION OF A BUSY FLAT YARD*
By

in.

Carolina, Clinchfield

in.
in.

30 sq.
3,982 sq,

=

In the operation of a

R. R.

Farmer
& Texas,

Parsons, Kan.

yard, the terminal for six divisions,

flat

handling an average of 1,800 cars per day, and with a total car

Soft coal
46,000 lb.
280,300 lb.
176,900 lb.
52,300 lb.
51,100 lb.

Weight in working order
Weight on drivers
Weight on leading truck
Weight on trailing truck

lb.

in.
in.

211, 2'4 in.
38, 5J4 in.
21 ft.

•Total equivalent heating surface
evaporative
surface -f- 1 Yi times superheating surface.

Passenger

Fuel
Tractive effort

H

top

Tender

and data

Syi

and back, 4

^

;

Trainmaster, Missouri, Kansas

Service

in.;

\\ heels, diameter
Journals, diameter and length....Water capacity
Coal capacity

General Data

Gage

sides

and crown,

,^

Firebox, water space
Front. 5
Tubes, number and outside diameter
Flues, number and outside diameter
Tubes, length

This casting also has
bolted to it a vertical expansion plate which supports the front
end of the mud ring. The rear end of the mud ring is supported
in a similar manner by a plate which is bolted to the foot plate.
The tender wheels are steel tired, and the trucks both have
side bearings. The tender frame is composed of 12 in. channels,
the center sills weighing 40 lb. per foot and the side sills 25 lb.
On the basis of tractive effort, the class P-2 locomotives rank
with many large Consolidation and Mikado type engines employed in heavy freight service.

5/16

in. by 71 Ji
in.; back,
in.; tube,

108H

placed between the main and rear pairs of driving wheels, and
a deep brace is placed at the main driving pedestals. The rear
driving pedestals are braced by a large casting, which carries

table gives the principal dimensions

No. 22

Boiler
S'yle

Working pressure

depth of the leading driving pedestals. Midway between the first and second pairs of driving wheels is
placed another broad casting, supporting a transverse plate to
which the link and reverse shaft bearings are bolted. This casting also supports a boiler waist sheet.
A similar casting is

The following

57,

capacity of yard tracks of 840 cars,

keep

all

cars moving.

of this terminal each day

&

Ohio

Pacific

it

is

absolutely necessary to

The average number
is

of trains in and out
58 freight and 38 passenger trains.

Type Locomotive

making a train movement in or out every 15 min. and a freight
movement each 28 min. The average amount of terminal
overtime is 1 hr. and 30 min. daily.
All trains are broken up, switched and started from this yard.
train

3.84

-=-

Total weight 46.09
Tractive effort X diam. drivers
total equivalent* heating surface
5.86
Total equivalent* heating surface -4- grate area
100.5
Tube heating surface -^ firebox heating surface
17.9
Weight on drivers -^ total equivalent* heating surface... 32.6
Total weight -=- total equivalent* heating surface
51.8
Volume both cylinders, cubic feet
17.06
Total equivalent* heating surface -r- vol. both cylinders. .. .317
Grate area -r- vol. cylinders
3.16

¥

Cylinders

Kind

.Simple
by 30

Diameter and stroke.

Kind

Piston

Diameter

15 in.

%

Lead
Wheels
Driving, diameter over tires
Driving, thickness of tires
Driving journals, main, diameter and length. .11^
Driving journals, others, diameter and length. .11
Engine truck wheels, diameter
Engine truck, journals
654
Trailing truck wheels, diameter
Trailing truck, journals
8
.

69
3J^
in.
in.

by 13
by 13
33

in.

by 12

in.

by 14

in.

Trains arriving are carded by the carding clerks.

After checking

the waybills seal clerks and car repairers go over the trains and

card

all

heavy repair cars with

full

bad order cards and

The

repair cars with one-half bad order cards.

all light

trains are then

pulled up over the lead, broken up and switched to the various
tracks.

All heavy repair cars are taken to the car shops and the

light repair cars are placed

the yards.

on

light repair tracks contiguous to

All cars are classified to the various tracks for the

which necessitates holding tonnage for some
from three to eight hours to get full trains for the
service freights and to protect tonnage of high class

different divisions,

divisions

slow

freight such as stock or fruit.

The yard

is

equipped with an air cotnpressor plant and

train tracks are piped so that the air test

spectors

before the road

engine

is

may

placed

be

on the

^11

made by

in-

train.

All

crews are required to be in attendance 30 min. before the time

45

*A

paper submitted in the Terminal Yard Contest.

;

November

27,

We

called to leave.
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use no engine herder, the head breakman

taking the engine to and from the house, leaving

it

30 min. be-

fore the departure of the train.

The yard

one assistant yardmaster day and night, one yardmaster's
clerk day and night, who handles all crews and directs the calling of crews, keeps all stock records, terminal delays and rest
records a chief register clerk day and night, with one assistant
two sealers day and night, two carders, one weighmaster and a
diverting clerk day and night.
The yardmaster personally checks all details which are furnished from the terminal or point where the train originates,
showing loading time on all stock and the release information,
This enables him to determine the amount of tonnage and
etc.
the commodities that are en route to the terminal from four to
Twenty -five per cent of the>-trains passing
six hours in advance.
the terminal are allowed only 45 min. in the yard and 25 per cent
are allowed 1 hr. and 30 min.
This includes the time for the
trains to be broken up and switched and the re-icing of meats
and other perishables, 3 min. per car being allowed for re-icing,
which includes all time consumed in spotting the cars to the
icing station, re-icing and the air test.
The foreman of the lead engines keeps a check of all tonnage on
the various tracks as it is classified, both short and through,
which can be furnished to the yardmaster at any time, and is
furnished every hour. The yard is equipped with a telephone
system with bells at intervals of ISO ft., and telephones are located, at convenient points so that the yardmaster is in touch
with the engine foremen at all times, and at all points in the yard.
The yardmaster's office is located in the second story of a twostory building at one end of the yard, the first floor being occupied by the operators and yard clerks, and messages being handled from one floor to the other by means of a dumbwaiter. The
location of this ofiice gives the yardmaster a full view of the
yard and the telephones with the various bells enable him to
direct the work of any crew working in the yard at any time.
The yardmaster confers with the chief despatcher frequently
by telephone, and at 4 o'clock each evening the chief despatcher
furnishes a "starting sheet" to the yardmaster, assistant yardmaster, engine foreman, callers, roundhouse foreman, register
night,

;

clerks

and car

inspectors,

containing general

orders, special services to be performed,

work

instructions,

car

trains, special cars,

and movements of circuses or show troops. This starting sheet
usually contains from 30 to 70 special orders.
Copies of the
starting sheet for the engine foremen are sent to the yardmaster,
who checks off the work for the various engines and the fore-

men
the

are instructed in the

work

is

done it
on his

is

work assigned

to their engines.

reported hourly to the yardmaster and

As
is

checked off
This sheet is checked by the yardsheet.
master personally at 7 p.m., 12 midnight, 7 a.m. and 12 noon,
and on the last check any work that has not been done is placed
on the delay pickup sheet which is used between 12 o'clock noon
and 4 p.m. All work that has not been done and cars that have
not been gotten out are then given preference over other work.
All foreign cars arriving under load destined to this terminal
without home route cards are placed for unloading and immediately on their arrival telegraphic request is made for the home
route so that the cars may be moved home promptly when released.
district

All cars passing the terminal destined to stations on the
under the same jurisdiction as the terminal, have a slip

attached to the billing instructing the agent at destination to

wire for the

home

route as soon as the car arrives.

All bad or-

der cars under load are reported to the chief register clerk by
the yard inspector, who "bad orders" the car on a slip showing
the

number and

initial

of the car, whether or not a transfer of
and whether the car requires light or

the load will be necessary

heavy

repairs.

The

register clerk then

makes copies of

this slip

sending one copy to the yardmaster. one to the car
accountant and one to the foreman of either the light or heavy
in triplicate,

repair track, as the case

be.

When

the car

is

"O. K.'d" on

foreman of the repair track fills out the
showing the time the car was set and the time O. K.'d and

the repair track, the
slip

may

back to the register clerk, who takes the bill out
The yardmaster is then furnished with
notice after the register clerk has signed it, and checks for

sends the

slip

of the bad order box.
this

force consists of one general yardmaster day and

1007

the car in the classification tracks after the repair tracks have

The

been pulled.

car accountant holds his slip until the yard

is

checked at 8 a.m. the following day, and if the car is still on
hand advises the yardmaster and trainmaster and the foreman
of the car department that the car has been in the yard 12 hours
All repair tracks are pulled at 12 noon and at 6
Light repair tracks are also pulled at 12 midnight. With
the heavy power and heavy tonnage on this Hne the average
number of bad order cars repaired at the terminal is about 5,000
per month and the average cost of handling cars is about $0.20
per car, which includes wages and fuel.
for repairs.

p.m.

All engines are assigned to regular work on a ten-hour basis,
taking the meal hour in the sixth hour. In order to keep engines
in the yard at all times, this necessitates starting them at 6, 7

and 8 o'clock. This system has a tendency to keep down overtime and is more satisfactory to the men, as it enables them to
have regular meal hours and the senior men in the service have
the engines with the best hours, so they can be at

home

at

the

most desirable part of the day.

We make our own switchmen to a great extent by promoting
yard clerks and young road brakemen and use great discretion
in employing experienced men for the positions of engine foremen. As a rule too little attention is paid to this most important feature.
The engine foreman is the one man in the
organization that the greatest care should be taken in choosing.
He should not be too old or too young and should be cool-

headed, steady and sober and should have a fair education. As
a rule our yardmasters are chosen from the ranks. They must
be instructors as well as governors and must have tact, enthusiasm, friendliness and patience. They must be honest and loyal,

and be organizers and

disciplinarians.

We

keep a permanent record at the yard office of all cars
handled, the cost of handling, and the yard damages comparative statements are made each month with the preceding month
and the same month of the previous year, showing all decreases
and increases in cost of operation, yard damages, personal in;

and yard and terminal overtime.

juries

Any

item showing an

increase calls for a complete analysis and explanation.

All the
force takes a hvely interest in reducing the cost of operation and

yard damages and

in

decreasing the number of personal in-

We

have a safety committee which makes a periodical
trip of inspection over the yards and reports all unsafe conditions and practices which are given immediate attention and
either remedied or eliminated.
juries.

The yard is patrolled day and night by special watchmen who
hold commissions as city or county officers, and all unauthorized
persons are kept out of the yards as far as possible. Merchandise trains are

remain

in

guarded by these watchmen

all

of the time they

the yards.

—

Disinfecting Railway Cars in Russia. In the year 1910,
experiments were made in Russia in the disinfection of railway
cars by steam and formalin, the latter being sprayed from a mechanical sprayer worked by naphtha. The results as regards destruction
sects

germs

of

—plague,

typhoid, tuberculosis, etc.

have recently been reviewed.

They have been

— and

in-

fairly satis-

At the commencement of the operation the temperature of the inside of the car which is completely closed —-is
factor)'.

—

raised by the admission of steam to 65 deg. C.

This occupies

from IS to 20 minutes, according to the design and size of the
car.
But it has not proved an easy matter to get a uniform
temperature.

The spray

is

then

applied

for

20 minutes.

In

practice the entire process occupies on an average about 45 minutes. Stress

is

laid

upon the necessity for maintaining the internal

temperature at or near 65 deg. C. Lately ammonia has been used
with formalin. The vapors affect some of the paints used in the
carriages, and that least injured appears to be the white lead
paint used in the interior of the fourth-class cars.
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RAILWAY AFFAIRS

OTHER COUNTRIES

IN

Vol.

Norway, a distance of 80

No. 22

57.

for the purpose of increasing

miles,

the capacity of the line in preference to double tracking.

H. A. Walker, general
western, in a speech at a

when

manager of the London & Southdinner in London last week said that

the government

took control of the English railways a
period of 60 hours was allowed the railways in which to transport troops in 350 special trains to given points. The whole job

was accomplished
road had handled

48 hours.

in

Mr. Walker said that

his

own

the only

tically

freight

business

the

is

transportation

Pracof iron

which 3,000.000 tons were hauled in 1913 by steam. It
was desired to increase the capacity to 5.000.000 tons a year, and
electricity was adopted to permit heavier trains and an average
The large amount of
increase of about 25 per cent in speed.
available water power and the scarcity of coal were also importore, of

factors.
The electrified line runs through an uninhabited
country where temperatures of from 25 to 35 deg. below zero
.A.lthough a period of
are common in January and February.
two years was allowed in the contract for completing the work,

docks at Southampton 75 special troop
trains came from every part of the
Kingdom, and were scheduled to arrive at 12-minute intervals.
Every train kept to its schedule to the minute, yet in that 12-

ant

minute interval each preceding train unloaded troops, horses,
Mr.
of the succeeding train.
etc., and got out of the way
Walker paid a warm tribute to Henry W. Thornton, the American general manager of the Great Eastern, saying he had been
received by his colleagues in that spirit of friendliness which
dominated English and American railway men. Mr. Thornton

the actual time available on account of weather conditions

trains in one day

at the

These

only about seven months.
Falls,

The power

station

is

74 miles south of Kiruna. and power

was

located at Porjus
is

transmitted at

80,000 volts by a tower transmission

line to four substations,
stepped down to 15,000 volts for the conElectric locomotives hauling passenger trains

where the potential
tact

trolley line.

of 200 metric tons

is

and ore

trains at 1,855 tons will be used,

the contract specifies speeds of 31

and

and

miles an hour on level track

an hour on 1 per cent grades. The equipment
two passenger and 13 freight locomotives.

18.6 miles

will include

SAFETY BAGGAGE RACK
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has placed in
some of its through passenger train cars a new type

service

on

of bagg^age

rack designed by the engineer of car construction. These racks
They are
to provide ample storage capacity.

were designed

provided with gates which slide on the frame of the rack and
the bags, parcels, wraps, or whatever may be
placed in the rack, in place. The illustration shows the racks
serve to keep

one of the day coaches recently built by the Santa
and also shows the way in which the gates are operated
by the passengers. There are two gates to each rack, so arranged that each may be operated independently of the other.

installed in

Fe.

Copyright

fcy

Uiiiic'-u'jod

Railway Bridge

made a

in

&

Vnderwood,

Xew

York.

Poland Destroyed by Austricins to Check the
Russian Advance

speech, praising the efficient organization and spirit of

patriotic co-operation manifested

were suddenly

called

on

when

the railways of England

tion problems in the world.
*

*

*

of a steam railway within the Polar
zone has been practically completed by the Swedish government
on the Kiruna-Riksgraensen section of the line from Lulea,

The

first

electrification

Sweden, on the Gulf of Bosnia, across the Scandinavian PenNarvik, Norway, on the Atlantic Ocean, a distance
of 293 miles. Electrification was determined upon for the section from Kiruna, which is about 87 miles north of the Arctic
Circle to Riksgraensen on the border line between Sweden and
insula to

Safety Baggage

to handle one of the biggest transporta-

Rack

in

Santa Fe Coaches

The racks are of special advantage, especially on through trains
where a considerable amount of hand baggage is often carried
hy the passengers, in that they will hold more than the ordinary
used, and at the same time prevent the luggage from
on the heads of the passengers. In this way it eliminates
damage claims from these catises and provides sufficient capacity
to hold all the baggage of the passengers, thus keeping the aisles

rack

now

falling

free

from obstruction.

The construction is so substantial
when the rack is loaded to its

the gates will slide easily
capacity.

that
full

The

National Association of Railway Commissioners
Convention at Washington, D. C. Abstract of Committee
Reports and Addresses. Valuation Discussed and Criticized

The twenty-sixth annual convention of the National AssociaRailway Commissioners was held at Washington, D. C,
on November 17 to 20. Delegates were present from 27 states
and from Canada. Judson C. Clement, of the Interstate Commerce Commission, presented an address of welcome in which he
tion of

urged the necessity for co-operation between state and federal
for the purpose of bringing about a uniformity of

authorities

regulation, pointing out that unless there be uniformity in state
policy the discrimination against which regulatory legislation is
will be perpetuated.
He said that a state which declares
a policy of low passenger fares places a burden on interstate
commerce which must be borne by states which allow higher

aimed

and that the same

fares,

is

true with regard to low scales of

freight rates.
association,

annual address, also discussed the conflict between state

and federal legislation, saying that if the Interstate Commerce
Commission ignores state-made rates, as it has announced its intention of doing in a number of cases, discriminations will continue.
He referred to the conflict created by the differences between the policies of the federal commission and the state com-

missions as "competition in regulation," calculated to perpetuate

"Suppose a state commission has fixed intra"and the courts have refused to hold them
to be unreasonable; subsequently these rates are investigated by
the Interstate Commerce Commission, and are found to discriminate against interstate commerce. On an appeal to the courts the
state rates are found not to be confiscatory
on an appeal to the
discrimination.

state rates," he said,

;

Supreme Court, the finding of the Interstate Commerce
Commission that they are discriminatory is sustained, which judgment shall prevail? If the former judgment prevails the discrimination continues.
If the judgment concerning the act of the
Interstate Commerce Commission prevails, then the state is deprived of rates which the courts refused on the first appeal to
federal

condemn."
Charles A. Prouty, director of valuation of the Interstate

Com-

merce Commission, presented a discussion of the work of the
commission in its valuation of the property of the railroads. Mr.
Prouty said that probably the most important practical question
before this country today is its treatment of the railroads, and that
he has felt that this valuation must have a profound influence upon
its discussion.
The question as to whether the government is to
take over these agencies of transportation or whether they shall
be

left to

torily

the operation of private capital can never be satisfac-

answered

in the

minds of most people

until

we know what

relation the actual value bears to the present outstanding securities.

estimated the cost of making the valuation at from

for the

government,

if

no attempt

is

made

to find the original

cost to date in too minute detail.

The

discussion of the conflict between state and federal author-

came up in connection with the report of the committee
on amendment of the act to regulate commerce.
The Committee on Car Service, Demurrage, Reciprocal Demurrage and Storage Rules advocated reciprocal demurrage, and
recommended that there be a meeting between the committee
of the association and the National Industrial Traffic League demurrage committee, and the Committee on Relations Between
Railroads of the American Railway Association to consider the
ities

also

subject.

Lawrence B. Finn, of Kentucky, president of the
in his

He

evolved.

$25,000,000 to $35,000,000 for the railroads, and about $12,500,000

Assuming

that

we

are to leave the discharge of this function

to private enterprise, there arises the even

more

difficult

question

The Committee on Express Rates and Express Charges, of
which Martin S. Decker, of New York, is chairman, presented a
report showing that the gross operating revenues of the express
companies had been reduced from $168,800,000 for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1913, to $158,000,000 for the year ending June 30,
1914, while the operating income was reduced from $4,413,459 to
$404,529. The report made no attempt to analyze the figures.
The Committtee on Rails and Equipment, of which C. C. McChord of the Interstate Commerce Commission is chairman, presented a report saying that rail statistics should be gathered and
made available, which will show the causes of failure.
The Committee on Statistics and Accounts, of which B. H.
Meyer of the Interstate Commerce Commission is chairman,
recommended that the state commissions adopt completely the
various accounting orders of the Interstate

ground that such adoption

sion on the

Commerce Commis-

will secure a

uniformity

accounting not otherwise practicable, and will permit the accumulation of a body of statistics which will become increasingly
in

valuable as the period of years covered becomes greater.
The
committee also recommended that the committee for the ensuing
reports
year be instructed to revise the state forms for annual
of steam railway companies to conform as closely as practicable
to the revised form of annual repoits adopted by the Interstate
Commerce Commission.
The Committee on Railroad Taxes and Plans for Ascertaining
the Fair Valuation of Railroad Property, of which John M.
Eshleman, of California, is chairman, submitted a report outlining
in detail the work done thus far by the Interstate Commerce

Commission

in its valuation of the

property of the railroads.

The

committee made no recommendations, but suggested that those
the statute under which the commission acts were
not as well informed on the problems to be met as might have

who framed

been desirable, and suggested the necessity of a study of the
statute both by representatives of the states

and of the Interstate

rates shall be accorded in order that the present investment may
be fairly dealt with. In the past this question has not been acute.

Commerce Commission, with a view to recommendations to Congress in the way of suggested amendments as the work proceeds.
The committee expressed the belief that the work mapped out in

for rates have been sufficient to maintain railroad credit, but

the statute

as to

what the treatment of

evident that the time

is

this private capital shall be,

at hand,

if

it

is

and what

not already here,

it is

when

grave doubt as to whether these rates must not be generally increased. This question cannot be satisfactorily answered
there

is

until there

is

a national valuation of these properties.

He

said

the commission has not yet determined the relation between pres-

ent value and reproductive value, nor has

value

is

it

determined what

to prevail in the final valuation of the property

Great doubt, he

said, exists as to

what ought

is

impossible to be accomplished in

that the commission will

develop the

its

difficulties

entirety, but

of

the plans.

The committee also expressed the belief that the value of the
work will not meet with the expectations of those who framed
the statutes under which the work was undertaken.
The Committee on Uniform Classification and Simplification of
Tariffs, of which E. E. Clark of the Interstate Commerce Comchairman, submitted a progress report, and recom-

itself.

mission

is

to be attempted as

mended

the adoption of a resolution which had been adopted in

An attempt has been made to go back
and to rewrite the accounts for the carrier down
work was so voluminous and
expensive, as well as difficult, that a simpler plan had to be
to the beginning

the previous two years, providing that there should be appropriate legislation by Congress authoriring and directing the In-

to the present time, but that the

terstate

to original cost to date.

Commerce Commission,

assisted by a

body of

disinter-

ested experts appointed by the commission and paid by the fed-
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eral

government, to frame and promulgate a classification of rates

to apply uniformly over the United States.

The committee on Railway
tions, of which O. H. Hughes

Service and Railway

Ohio

of

is

Accommoda-

chairman, urged greater

attention on the part of commissions to station accommodations.

The committee

reasonable to say that more deaths
improper ventilation of train coaches and

said that "it

is

are occasioned by
waiting rooms than by train accidents." The report also considered a large number of the various details of railway service in
which it found material for criticism, and recommended that the
Interstate
itj'

Commerce Commission

to prescribe the character of

state

be given full power and authorequipment to be used in inter-

commerce, also authority to prescribe the manner of using

or hauling the same.
in

The Committee on Rates and Rate-making submitted a report
which it said that while rates continue to be made by carriers

upon by regulatory commissions by the exerjudgment, rather than by the application of any
accepted formula or standard, there are two very noticeable present tendencies in the theory and practice of making and regulating rates. These are to give greater weight to cost in rate-making
and to recognize the close relationship between railroad securities
and railroad rates. One member of the committee is of the
opinion that cost of service can lie and ought to be made the

and

to be passed

cise of individual

\'0L.
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conference the committee took ihe position that the railroad
companies should state or the accountants of the department
should ascertain to what extent existing property has been paid
for,
1
by the issuance of securities or other obligations, (2)
(

)

out of surplus income or,

This
(3.) out of operating expenses.
suggestion brought forth a statement from the railroad companies

company owned property used

that

if

was

entitled to

a

for railroad purposes

it

have that property valued, and that it did not
matter whether or not its cost had been included in operating expenses. To this the committee replied that the discussion of this
subject involved questions of public policy and of constitutional
law, and that the Interstate Commerce Commission should have
before it a statement showing the sources of the funds used topay for the property.

Arthur Hale, general agent of the American Railway Associapresented a paper on "The Danger of Freight Congestion.''

tion,

Officers

were elected for the ensuing year as follows PresiIowa first vice-president, R. B. Prentis,
:

dent, Clifford Thorne, of

;

second vice-president. Max Thelen, of California.
William H. Connolly, now secretary, was elected secretary for
life, and James B. Walker, of New York, was made assistant secretary.
It was decided to hold the next convention in San Francisco on October 12, 1915.
of \'irginia;

basis of transportation charges.

The executive committee

of the General

Committee on Physical

New York

chairman,
submitted a report reviewing at length the work done by the
Interstate Commerce Commission ip connection with its valuation of the property of the railroads of the United States, and
describing what has been done by the committee in an advisory
The report states that generally the committee has
capacity.
Valuation, of which Milo R. Maltbie of

is

taken the position that the department of valuation should report
to the Interstate Commerce Commission the vital and funda-

mental facts necessary to a compleie appraisal, but should not
settle the questions of public policy, finance and law

attempt to

that are involved. These must be settled by the Interstate Commerce Commission, and if the department of valuation were to
prejudge them, and if the department were not in accord with
the commission, much of the work done by the department might

be useless or subject to expensive revision. The report reviews
a large number of questions in connection with the valuation
which the committee has considered and on which it has expressed

its

views before the departmein of valration.

.\t

the last

AUTOMATIC TRAIN STOPS ON THE CHICAGO
& EASTERN ILLINOIS
The

Miller automatic train stop apparatus, which has been

use on the Chicago

&

Eastern

Illinois for a

ini

year past, constitutes

most extensive installation of the kind in America. The
of the road have given us some account of their experiences with it
and for the first time we have some notes
on the behavior of apparatus of this kind in a situation where
both long and short trains are run and where both low and high
speeds, with both passenger and freight trains are common
in everyday service.
This device has been developed by the Miller Train Control
Corporation, of Staunton, Va., a new concern in this field and
the installation on the Chicago & Eastern Illinois tracks has
the

officers

;

;

been made by it. at its own expense. A brief description of the
system was published in the Railwiy Age Gasette, June 5,
19'.4. page 1246.
Ninety locomotives have been equipped with
the apparatus and the length of the road embraced in the in-

Automalic Slop Apparatus on Chicago

&

Eastern

Illinois

Cab Removed: Special Apparatus Painted White.

Locomotive

;

November
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is l07 miles, all double track, on tlie Chicago division.
24 miles the stops have been in use for a year. The apparatus

stallation

energizing

On

the

electro-meclianical,

is

outside of the track

in.

block
stop

signal
fast

rail,

The ramps

the engine.

a

A

so called.

ramp

fixed on

the

22

ties,

engages a member depending from

are fixed in the rear of each automatic

distance to allow room in which to
The ramp, when not electrified, causes an
when electrified it energizes an

sufficient

trains.

of the air-brakes;

application

electro-magnet on the engine which prevents the operation of
the brake-applying apparatus.
There is no visual or audible

and no speed recorder neither is the operation of the
apparatus affected in any way by the speed of the train though
these additional features have been worked out, so that they

signal,

;

;

could be readily applied.

Each ramp is 180 ft. long with a short insulated section in
making virtually two contact pieces. The outgoing
end of the ramp is kept constantly electrified, so that an engine
moving backward, as m swilchmg operations, would never b'.'
stopped. The ramps are made of 35 lb. standard T-iron.
the middle,

The

member on

contact

locomotive consists of a

the

shoe

fastened to the bottom of a vertically movable piston working
against a strong spring, the whole being supported on the back

end of the crosshead guides. The piston is raised three inches
when It engages the ramp, the ramp being three inches higher
in the center than at the point near the end where the shoe
strikes it.
The movement of the piston opens a valve, allowing

ramp

train

cylinder
piston

upward

and

;

an electric lock.

magnet

piston operates a crank controlled by

this

The

lock,

mounted on an

axle, revolves

de-energized, but does not revolve

is

arm attached

Revolving, an

energized.

to

it

if

the

its

if

magnet

is

operates a three-

ported valve, allowing air pressure from the train line to enter
This opens the engineman's air-brake
the operating cylinder.
valve, giving a service application of the brakes
throttle.

The

lock

electric

is

;

and closes the

operated by a current from the

road-side battery conveyed through a wire extending from the

shoe upward through a pipe to the box in the locomotive cab

which contains the lock.
Thus the absence of the
cause,
is

will

result

in

the

electric current at a

application of the

train line pressure in all pipes

and a

ramp, from any

air-brakes.

There

failure of pipes or their

connections also causes a stop.
In the drawing, ramps are shown on the lower or eastbound
track only.
The wires which are added 'to the signal system
for the operation of the

stop are

three eastbound signals

shown

are successively

clear,

the

signal

which

in
is

the
at

stop

caution
the

The
in heavy lines.
drawing, it will be seen,

shown

in this

and stop positions.

At

open,

de-

circuit-breaker

is

relay

which opens the

circuit

At

connecting with

the other

two

signals

with the signals are closed and

ramp relays hold the local circuits closed.
Immediately after the first installation was put in service, two
enginemen were employed by the manufacturers as traveling
the corresponding

with orders to make surprise tests.
In this way,
been kept on the operating conditions developed
enginemen never knew when or where one of the traveling
inspectors,

check

has

would board the train. The inspectors were required
on daily forms the exact conditions met, on each
train, when passing each ramp and each signal.
During the
entire time nothing has ever been encountered showing a false
clear condition.
In every case where there was a signal failure
inspectors

report

to

or an unnecessary stop, a careful analysis has been made to
determine the exact cause. The inspectors report on each trip
to the division engineer, and after investigations of any stops

requiring explanation, a report

and

made

is

to

the superintendent,

a copy sent to the engineer of the train control

the development of the system has very closely

company;

followed

the

information given in these reports.
Some minor details have
been changed to meet operating conditions more efficiently.
There have been unnecessary or "safe" stops, but the number
of these has been gradually reduced by investigating the causes
and removing them.

The

signal maintainers are required to report the

&

apparatus are shown

control

pressure from the air-brake train line to enter a small air
This pressure forces a
in the cab of the locomotive.

air

the

in the rear of this signal.

the circuit-breakers connected

Automatic Block Signals on the Chicago
Wires for

1011

Eastern

ramp voltage

Illinois

by heavy lines

on each ramp-stop report, and to

test

and report the ramp voltage

weekly to see if there is any depreciation. The train speed has
been required on ramp-stop reports, this to furnish data by which
to determine whether the ramps are placed the right distances

from the

signals.

These distances were estimated on a basis of

a speed of 60 miles an hour.

The

reports also require informa-

rail, whether there is sleet,
foggy or clear, and the direction
and estimated velocity of the wind.
As all of the ramps are fixed at or beyond the estimated necessary braking distance in the rear of the automatic block signals,
and as, therefore, the engineman has no warning as to what to
expect at any given ramp (except as he can see far ahead, or may
be able to guess the conditions of the block which he is about to

tion regarding the condition of the
r^in or snow,

and whether

it

is

In other
enter) the apparatus has come into use many times.
words the system has been used not merely as an adjunct or a

warning, or as a provision against emergencies, but has been
regularly, along with the stop signals. There is no prothem to avoid being

worked

vision for warning the enginemen, to enable

stopped by the operation of the shoe at any given ramp. In a
given month ^pr example, there were 122 cases of trains being

stopped by the ramps.
that'is to say, the

Of

these, 107 are to be classed as

engineman found the visual

normal;

signal against him.
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Fifteen stops were caused by defects of apparatus, the block in
advance being clear. These causes are classified as follows two
because of a broken wire on the engine magnet; one by a broken
wire at the shoe; one because of wires crossed; six by the burning out of relays at the ramp; one by failure ol battery; four
by defective relays at the ramp.
To test the practicability of applying air-brakes safely on long
trains by means of an automatic apparatus, the Chicago & Eastern
Illinois has made a number of experiments; and as a result of
these experiments all of the locomotives used on long and heavy
freight trains have been fitted with a control device which applies

Vol.
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FARM PRODUCE'

:

the air-brakes but does not close the throttle. With the lighter
locomotives used on passenger and fast freight trains, the brakes

are

applied and then the throttle

first

is

shut off after the reduc-

had time to reach the rear end of the train.
With the long and hea\'y freight trains, however, it was found

tion in pressure has

that the automatic apparatus closed the throttle too soon.
throttle is

now

in

The

complete control of the engineman. On pasmade by the apparatus

senger trains and light freights, the stops
are regarded as satisfactory.

In order to get a good idea of the performance of the train
were given to the maintainers not to

stops in bad weather, orders

touch the ramps or to clear snow and ice from them during last
them during the summer when track was

winter, nor to adjust

A recent in.'-pection of the ramps showed that none of
them had been displaced a half-inch out of line in the entire
length. No damage had been dune to any of the ramps by parts
dragging from cars. The ramp is fixed close to the running rail
and the ends of it arc bent downward and safely buried under
surfaced.

the

ties.

None

of the ramps shows an appreciable effect of the wear of

more than a year. The wear on
which are made of hard metal, has resulted in a

the shoes during service of
the

shoes,

change in the device so that new wear blocks may be inserted in
them by loosening two small bolts and exchanging the old wear
block for a new one. There has been no mechanical maintenance
charge for rairps to date, although a dragging freight car door
came in contact with one of them.
It is

estimated that the battery, of 16 cells, R. S. A. Standard,
two years, the local circuit being closed only when a

will last

locomotive

is

passing over the ramp.

A

good example of the successful operation of the apparatus
under adverse conditions is given in the report of Inspector
Wamba of the trip of passenger train No. 4 on February 23, 1914.
when there were snow dr:fts six and eight feet deep in the cuts
and the temperature was about zero. The storm had begun on
the morning of the day before and continued all night, snow
falling continuously and drifting badly, with a strong northeast
wind. The windows of the cab of the locomotive were covered
with snow on the outside and with a good deal of ice on the
inside, caused by the melting and subsequent freezing of snow
which was drawn into the cab by suction. The engineman's
clothing was so badly frozen by the snow, which was blown in
and covered everjthing in the cab, that he had to be relieved
for a part of his trip by the inspector, who had been an engineer
on the road. Most of the signals were not seen at all, and
dependence was placed entirely on the automatic apparatus. All
of the 16 signals shown on the report indicated "proceed" except one, No 106. at which the train was stopped by the control
apparatus. .After the train had been stopped, the. signal was seen
to

be red.

The

train

made

engineman declaring that he

practically

its

running time, the

knowledge
At the end of
wiring, piping and all details was

felt

safe because of his

of the reliability of the train control apparatus.
the trip the apparatus

examined and found
was a solid mass of

— shoe,

ice

and frozen snow.

Losses of Towels from

English R.mlw.^y Cars.^U was

stated in a police-court prosecution at

Newport,

Great Western had 30.000 towels stolen from
last year.

—

to be in perfect condition, although the shoe

its

lately, that

By

D. G. Mellor

Manager, Order, Commission and Food Products Department,
Wells, Fargo & Co.

Our food products department was organized

We

year.

in

August,

are a part of the traffic department, with a

last

manager

in

New York

City, assisted by seven industrial agents located in
Baltimore, Cleveland, Chicago, St. Louis, Kansas City, Houston

and San Francisco.

The

territory in which the company operbetween them. Their duties are of a
very general character, and cover anything that promises to be
useful to producer, dealer or consumer. They familiarize them-

ates

is

definitely divided

selves with the products

now

general qualitj' and quantity

obtainable in their territory, their
;

when they mature, how packed,

and where marketed. We learn what produce that might be
good advantage is not grown in certain districts, and endeavor to interest someone in it. We secure data regarding the
kind and size of packages required by law or practice in convenient markets, and advise where they may be bought. The names
of dealers, hotels, restaurants, and other consumers living in
towns along our lines are tabulated and given to producers who
are interested in better markets, and the names of producers
located on our lines are given to dealers and others who are
anxious to secure more and better produce. This starts correspondence, and the movement of fruit, vegetables, butter, eggs,
etc., from the farm, not only to the large cities, but to many
small towns that under ordinary circumstances would not receive any of the melons, peaches, berries, etc., grown practically
This results in a quick, cheap and very general
at their door.
distribution and minimizes the opportunity for glutted markets
in which prices are often forced below the cost of transportation.
On July 1, Wells Fargo succeeded the United States Express
on the Baltimore & Ohio. When this change had been decided
on the Baltimore & Ohio officials called our attention to a large
new crop of particularly fine peaches maturing almost immediately at several points on their line in West Virginia, in what
may be termed the Cumberland district. I went there immediately and found the crop was all it had been reported to be.
We suggested that we would undertake to circularize our agents
at all fair-size towns on lines we operated east of Chicago and
St. Louis, and tell them about the fine frtit, when it would begin
to mature, and instruct them to call upon all dealers in their
cities, and leave with each one a list of the growers which we
had prepared and which was sent with our circular letter. This
idea appealed to the leading orchardists, and the advice was sent
sold to

out within a day or two. In the circular we also called for information regarding quantity and quality and maturing date of any
This data opened up additional opportunilocally grown fruit.

and gave advance information that enabled us
districts and pointed out those
market.
We also asked for the names of
dealers in each city, and how many baskets they thought they
could sell daily.
This data was compiled in convenient form
and given to the growers. People at each end of the line began
ties for business,

to avoid over-supplying certain

offering

the

best

to write those at the other end.

New

opportunities for trade

Two

thousand carloads of fruit moved to a very
large number of markets and was sold at good prices, much
better than would have been possible had they gone to only a
few markets. No glut occurred anywhere.
To facilitate the movement of early fruits and vegetables from
southern California, south Texas near the Mexican frontier, and
other districts having a favorable climate, a fleet of up-to-date
refrigerator cars have been built and are operated anywhere on
the company's lines. They will soon begin to move early lettuce,
peas, beans, etc., from the territory farthest south to St. Louis,
Chicago, New York, Boston, Philadelphia, and other large nortfiern cities where local consumption is considerable and from
sprang up.

the

car lavatories

•Abstract of paper presented before the
tion, Chicago,

November

11,

1914.

Railway Development Associa*

November

27,
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which distribution to less important centers can conveniently be
made. As the season advances the cars are loaded at more
northerly producing points.
By the closest possible supervision
they are kept busy practically the whole year and offer sufficient
refrigerator service to

move

all

crops that mature and require

from points on our lines.
supplemented by a considerable numthat are carried in ordinary express
cars in care of our regular train messengers who attend to reicing whenever necessary.
For the past month they have been
moving regularly from southern California loaded with the first
strawberries.
Later they will carry the earliest cherries from
the neighborhood of Sacramento.
These little boxes, about as
refrigerator service by passenger train

The work

of these cars

is

ber of pony refrigerators

large as a good-sized trunk,

and spring

moved from

California last winter

to practically every northern state

and

to

many im-

portant cities in Canada, Quebec and British Columbia.

made
are

it

possible for the

coming

into

grower

to

market

more general use each

Our food products department

is

They

his crop efficiently

and

season.

also doing a great deal of

work on the direct-from-farm-to-table idea, something that appeals more directly to people generally than does the work I have
just spoken of. When we find someone with good things to sell
at fair prices, we tell interested consumers about it.
Orders and
cash are given to our agents who send both to the agent at the
producing point. The orders are promptly filled and shipped.
All concerned are benefited.
So far the number of consumers
who use this marketing medium has been steadily gaining.

Each Monday morning we receive quotations at New York
and some other important cities, on various kinds of produce.
These prices hold good for the whole week. This data is tabulated and a weekly bulletin is sent off each Monday to agents and
to people who have asked for them.
Against each kind of produce we show where it can be had and how it is packed. With
this data it is an easy matter to see if there is an advantage and
how much. In New York City and in the Jersey suburbs we
have a large number of branch offices. To each of these we send
one or more bulletins, for information and distribution. A large
number of individuals outside our service are also supplied.
Many orders for produce are given to our agents to fill. Eggs
are another commodity that moves advantageously in small lots
direct from producer to consumer.
During the past year we
have heard from a great number of shippers and have moved
many hundreds of cases. Usually IS or 30 dozen can be had for
about five cents per dozen less than the retail city price. Many
families cannot use a large quantity of either butter or eggs. For
such people we have shippers who put up 10 lb. of butter and 10
doz. of eggs in one package, or any other quantity that will suit
better, but less will not be economical.

Farmers are putting up bushel boxes of
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tioning many of the products for which California is famous, was
printed and distributed from our important offices east of the
Missouri River. In this booklet we explained that raisins, prunes,

and all kinds of dried and preserved
and vegetables would be delivered at the door for a certain price. A gallon of ripe olives cost only $1.28. Eight pounds
of freshly packed prunes were delivered for $1.13. Orders were
received by hundreds. Between November 1 and May 1 80,000
packages of these delicious products moved directly from profigs,

olives, nuts, oranges,

fruits

Many housewives

ducer to consumer.
that these

home grown
came out

learned for the

first

time

were the best in the world. This
week; already orders are coming in.
Judging from results during the few days since distribution and
by the numerous calls we had for the booklet before it was issued,
we expect that the volume of business this year will be even
year's booklet

greater than

fruits

last

last.

In this direct marketing idea one difficulty developed early.
inability of small families to buy much at one time
of many things in almost daily use.
Our buying clubs are the

That was, the

result of this condition.

In

offices, stores, factories, police

and

fire

men have seen the advantage to be
secured through collective buying. Ten men decide that between
them they can use 30 dozen eggs or 20 pounds of butter.
One of them acts for the club, collects the cost of the eggs and
stations, also in post offices,

butter

from

his fellows,

and takes

it

with the order to our near-

He issues a money order and sends both to the proThe eggs and butter are promptly shipped. On arrival
division is made and each man carries his share home. All are

est agent.

ducer.
a

actually

and

doing something themselves to reduce their cost of
usually save about five cents per dozen on eggs
cents per pound on butter.

They can

living.
five

TESTS FOR COLOR BLINDNESS IN

NEW SOUTH

WALES
Dr. G. H. Taylor, chief medical officer of the government

ways of

New

South Wales, reports that

rail-

examinations of men
is making use, with very satisfactory results, of Stilling's plates and Nagel's anomaloscope.
The regular
examinations on the New South Wales roads are by Holmgren's
wools and Williams' lantern, but in any case which is doubtful
in

for defective vision, he

resort

may

be had to these other schemes.

Stilling's plates are a series of plates

arranged two on a page
They were designed
by Professor Stilling, of Strassburg. On each plate there are
numbers, some 2^/2 in. in height, made up of a series of reddish
dots, of different shades
and, forming a background for these

book form, each

in

plate about 4 by 3J^ in.

;

either apples or pota-

toes, also boxes containing a half bushel of each. At 10 cents per
quart a bushel would cost $3.20. Good potatoes are delivered in
New York for 90 cents per bushel and apples from $1 to $1.50.
Honey is another product with which our success has been

marked. Thirty tons were shipped last season in small lots from
one station in Michigan. We are advised that this successful
movement has resulted in the production of 40 tons this year and
that orders are coming in fast.
Ham and bacon, maple sugar
and syrup, country sausage, fancy cheese, buckwheat flour, and
dressed poultry, either by itself or in combination boxes with
eggs and butter, are popular. Chestnuts and pecans are also seasonable products that take well.
Last year between Thanksgiving and New Year's we took many orders for a combination
box consisting of a turkey, celery, cranberries, and sweet potatoes.
This year there is a great demand for the same package.
For the purpose of developing trade in California specialties
we made a rate last year of four cents per pound, with a minimum of 35 cents per package, to apply on all kinds of food products from the Pacific Coast to any point reached by Wells
Fargo, the American, Adams, or United States Express.
In
other words, the rate applied entirely across the continent to the
farthermost point in Maine. A little booklet of 20 pages, men-

is a groundwork of dots of different sizes and
shades, and of such colors as the color blind are likely to confuse with colors in the figures.
When a person with normal
vision is shown these charts he has no difficulty in reading the

reddish figures,

numbers, but one with defective color sense, especially for red
and green, finds it difficult or impossible to distinguish the color
of the figures from that of the background; and so he cannot
read the figures.

The anomaloscope

is

made by Dr. Nagel,

of Berlin.

One

of

them was shown by Dr. Williams at the meeting of the Ophthalmological Section of the American Medical Association at AtlanCity last June. It is very useful in testing doubtful cases, but
not available for use in the routine examination of large numbers of men on account of the care necessary in its manipulation
tic
is

and the
colors,

difficulty

and

is

of transporting

it

safely.

It

uses pure prismatic

so arranged that as one looks into the eyepiece he

field, the lower half of which is lighted by a pure
sodium yellow, which can be varied in intensity, while the upper
is lighted by a mixture of pure red and green.
These colors,
in certain proportions, make a yellow which corresponds to the
yellow in the lower half of the field, if it is of a certain brightness.
The tests are made (a) by seeing what mixture of red and
green the person under examination will make to match the

sees a circular

half

a

:
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sodium yellow, and then (6) by seeing what brightness of the
make to match the red-green mixture, the mixture
being varied to show- a marked red, or a marked green. The
normal eye cannot make a match under these last two conditions,
but the person with defective vision is satisfied with a match made
yellow he will

of the two halves of the

by altering the intensity of the

field

yellow.

Dr. Taylor says that in the year 1913 the

number of candidates

South Wales lines who were rejected because of defective color sense was 800 out of a total of
13.803 applicants, or 5.8 per cent; and for the past six years the
average percentage rejected was 5.5. Furthermore, in a study of
200 consecutive examinations this last year he found 15 rejections,

employment on the

for

or

7.5

New

these 15, seven, or nearly one-half, passed
when tested by

Of

per cent.

Holmgren's wool

test successfully, but all failed

—

In the early years of the investigation of color blindness
is congenital and incur-

physical defect which, broadly speaking,

—

it

was everywhere accepted

among men

as a fact that

(not

the universal percentage of color-blinds was
in any large number of men, one in twenty-five would

including

four;

\'0L.

57,
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"With the anomaloscope, persons with a normal color sense and

Some

trained in color will be found to vary on different days.

persons are more consistent in their appraisement than others.
"Has the tobacco or alcohol habit an equal effect upon the
appraisement of color in persons with a keen and in persons with
a feeble sense of color? Is a temporary disorder of body or mind,
which may slightly disturb the judgment of an ordinary man,

more

liable to

cause error in color discernment

a person with

in

a feeble sense than in a person with a keen color sense?
to allow a person

who

Is

it

safe

has at any time been convicted of having

on the running
These are interesting questions concerning which science
lines ?
But the examiner can take no
has not yet spoken definitely.

a feeble color sense to act as a driver or fireman

risk."

Dr. Taylor sums up his experience with Stilling's plates by
statement that in his opinion these plates should replace

the

Williams' lantern.

able

:

Holmgren wools,
and be used
fied

in

as a test for color vision in the railway service,
conjunction with the Williams lantern, as modi-

by him.

women)

Whether these higher percentages
reported from Australia are the result of more searching tests
or are due to some difference in Australian subjects, as compared

ON THE

STRIKE

ST.

LOUIS SOUTHWESTERN

always be found defective.

with

men examined

Europe and America, does not appear.

in

noted in a recent issue the circuit court of the city of
St. Louis (Mo.) has issued an injunction restraining the firemen, trainmen and conductors' brotherhoods on the St. Louis
.\s

were tested

Southwestern from striking on account of the discharge of a
conductor for intoxication.
The following extracts from the

Writing concerning these cases. Dr.
with the anomaloscope.
Taylor says
"The method of examination in this railway service is by regu-

opinion reveal some of the methods adopted by the
brotherhood to prevent the exercise of discipline by the management, and their manner of taking a strike vote. The decision

In

all

of the 200 examinations just referred

were used

lation

to,

Stilling's plates

and, in addition, 52 consecutive cases

:

confined

in the service

examined by the lantern

lines are periodically

"My method

lantern and Holmand employed on the running

Williams'

modified

the

to

Men

gren's wools.

only.

of examining by Stilling's plates

is

to take candi-

dates in batches of four, after the examination by the wools and
lantern.

A

the 3 for an

numbers

large majority of partial failures
8,

was

in mistaking

In a second attempt they named
when a man did not
may have named one of the two
Red-green-blinds by the lantern are in my

or the 7 for a

2.

A failure was recorded

court's

relates

the history of the case, showing that after Conductor

Tillman had been discharged for intoxication he filed a grievance with the committee of the Order of Railway Conductors,
which in due course reached the defendants in the case, the
chief officials of the federated organizations on the railway.

A

complete investigation was held in the president's office, and a
large amount of testimony was taken on both sides. That testi-

correct his mistake, although he

mony was printed and distributed in booklet form by the railway
company on September 4. but on September 2 the officers of the

numbers

organizations

the

correctly.

correctly.

ordered

a

strike

of

ballot

the

engineers,

con-

experience always convicted of color blindness by Stilling's plates.

ductors, firemen and trainmen, and although they were informed

A

by President Britton that he would have the testimony printed
in full and furnished to all the members of the order, they de-

candidate

who

can

name

all

of the plates without hesitation

I
is rare, although I have seen an uneducated laborer do so.
have examined a very large number of candidates by Stilling's
In ray opinion it is an admirable method of testing color
plates.
sense, and is of more assistance to the examiner and much more
reliable than is Holmgren's wool test. It is indeed the best single
test I have seen.
But it would be unwise to trust entirely to

Stilling's plates, as occasionally a feeble color sense is

tected by that method, and a defect by Stilling's

not de-

method may not

be so clearly defined to an ordinary observer as by the lantern.
The education of a defective color sense by Stilling's test depreciates the value of the test, as it does with the wools, the
lantern and the anomaloscope, but there is a limit in each person
beyond which the education of a defective sense cannot go.
"Complete blindness in the numbers of any of Stilling's first
five groups should, in my opinion, be enough to reject a candidate,

although he
"Stilling's

is

able to pass the lantern test without mistake.

method

of green-white men.

is

the lantern, in

opinion, if he fail completely in any plate of Stilling's
groups should be rejected without the right of appeal.
in the lantern test, but does

not

first

If

he

my
nine
fail

he should be
re-test.
only in Stilling he should be allowed
a re-test. Every color tester of wide experience must have seen,
as a rare case, a green-white man convict himself in a second
examination of red-green-blindness by the lantern.
allowed a

If he

fail

in

Stilling,

fail

"When large numbers of men are examined, it would be necessary that each pair of numbers in Stilling's plates should be
separated from the book and pasted on a

a card.

flat

engineers was against a strike.

surface and used as

The
The

result of the vote

by the

other three orders voted

for a strike, the conductors by a very small majority.

The court says
"The method of taking
call upon the members of

the vote

was

to send a

messenger

to

the order, and after they had voted to
messenger, to be returned to the deIn most cases they declined to let the members take

deliver the vote to the

fendants.

home with them or to have any chance to
examine them, except right there at the time.
"The strike ballot purports to convey to the members of the
orders the facts which had come into the possession of these de-

the vote and brief

fendants with reference to the intoxication of the conductor at
the time he

"The

of great assistance in determining the fate

A. green-white man by

clined to wait for the testimony.

was alleged

to

ballot sent out

have been intoxicated.

was a printed document, purporting

to

members

at least a synopsis or resume of the
and testimony that the defendants had taken, and to be a
fair presentation of the facts to the members, so that they could
vote intelligently, and that undoubtedly is a necessary requirement, because the members themselves know nothing about the
proceeding except what they may gather in a general way, and
from this statement and they undoubtedly relied very much
upon what this strike ballot contained in deciding how they

present to the
facts

;

should vote.
"It was a matter of a good deal of importance with them
whether a strike should be ordered or not, and the statement
should contain a fair synopsis of the testimony and of all the
facts.

XOXTMBER
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27,

in a case of this kind must necessarily depend
degree upon the officials who investigate it and they
are entitled to a fair statement of the facts. If they attempt to
give the facts which they ought to do, because these members
who vote act somewhat in the capacity of a jury, as it were,

"The members

"After the vote had been taken and reported, and before it
was declared, the pamphlet of the 4th of September, which was
published by the railway company, was sent out, containing all
the testimony.
There was an effort then made by the members
of the orders, or quite a number of them, to have either a new
vote taken, or to have the strike declared off. They held meetings at points on the road, and some of them telegraphed and
some sent by letter requests to have their votes changed. The
committee refused to accept these orders to change any of the
votes.
The testimony shows that they claimed that before they
were received the votes had already been canvassed, counted
and the result declared. I do not think that the testimony estab-

Some

lishes that fact.

was done.

that

to a large

they ought to give the facts on both sides so the men can vote
strike
intelligently and determine for themselves whether a
engineers, as
ductors,

or 16th of September.

In passing

it

well

is

enough

I

I

have

It

stated,

had a very small majority.

"The conclusion,

therefore,

is

that that paper called the strike

vote or ballot, does not contain that

think that was not done until about the 15th

I

The
must be a two-thirds vote.
voted not to go out, and the confind from the testimony, so far as it bears on that,

should be ordered or not.

came before

of those telegrams at least
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to say that

plaintiffs.

statement that

fair

A

temporary

granted on plaintiffs'
injunction will not interfere

injunction will be

giving a bond for $3,000.00. The
with the defendants' taking another vote

is no question but chat a member should have a right to
have his vole changed at any time before the vote is canvassed
and the result finally declared. The method of doing that should
only have required such means as would properly and certainly
inform the committee that that particular member wanted his
vote changed, whether by telegram, a 'letter or in person provided the committee was assured of the verity of the demand.

there

and

full

should, which necessarily results in a finding in favor of the

it

if

they choose to do so."

PERFORMANCE OF SANTA FE BALANCED COMPOUND PACIFIC TYPE LOCOMOTIVE

;

In the early part of the present year the Atchison, Topeka
Santa Fe received 35 balanced compound Pacific type locomotives, some of which were put in service on the Missouri
These locomotives, which were illustrated and dedivision.

number of the members of these orders came
to St. Louis, and there was a meeting held at which some of
the defendants were present a part of the time, and the result
was that the members who came here did not succeed in any
way and they were informed by the chief officer who had the
"Finally, a large

&

scribed on page 1519 of the June

"Having

on the vote which had been taken.
bers to begin with, all conductors.
of the

members

I

,

way, certain members

relief in that

from declaring a

suit to enjoin the defendants

this

filed

any

failed to get

think there were

five

strike

sent their written requests to coimsel represent-

to have their names entered as plaintifls.
Afterwards quite a number of those made affidavits stating that
they wanted their names withdrawn as plaintiffs.

ing the

mentum

plaintiffs,

"A comparison

of the matter set out in the

vote or

strike

set

grades.

No. 7 is a fast express and mail
leaving Chicago at 2:15 a. m.; it is delivered to the
Missouri division at Shopton, which point it is scheduled to
leave at 8:16 a. m. The test train consisted of one dynamometer car, one test car, two mail cars, 10 baggage and express
cars, three coaches, and one business car, making a total of
the

ballot

forth in the strike ballot does not present to the

Railway

1914, issue of the

total

a

On September 24 a test run was made with one of the
Pacific type locomotives on train No. 7, b&tween Shopton,
join?
la., and Big Blue Junction, at which point the Santa Fe

and the printed testimony contained in the pamphlet of September 4 last and a careful consideration of all the
testimony leave no doubt whatever in my mind that the matter
strike

have

Gazette,

from Shopton, la., to Carrollton. Mo., a distance of 152 miles,
about two-thirds the length of the division, the curves are
numerous with but little straight track. While none of the
grades are long, many are too long to be considered as mo-

mem-

number

Afterwards a large

19.

weight of 277,700 lb., develop a
tractive effort of 34,000 lb. and, owing to the continually increasing weight of passenger trains, are being used to replace balanced compound Atlantic type locomotives, on this
division. As will be seen from the profile the Missouri division is very hilly with a ruling grade of .8 per cent; and

Age

had received the authority to
do so, and he was going to do it whatever might happen. I
think his language was that he would declare a strike if only
one man went out and the orders went to perdition.
right, to declare a strike that they

Kansas City TerminaL

train

members

sarh a statement as would enable them to intelligently pass upon
the question of the intoxication of Mr. Tillman.
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18 cars, weighing 1,085 tons.
On the first district between
Shopton and Marceline, a distance of 112.7 miles, the train is

the right time.

scheduled at an average speed of 40 miles an hour, including
two regular station stops. Over the second district from

having taken into Cvrinsideration the large size of the driving
wheels, I had made, -J think about the fastest time that had
ever been made over tha'J piece of track, and reached my destination without mishap.
Needless, to say, there were many
comments from the occupants of the coaches in regard to the
nerve of the "engineer" who was pulling them.
Years passed, and working '.conditiGns not being to my liking,
I
crossed the Continent and took a position on another road.
There being a shortage of engineers, I was called to go out,
the first night after my arrival, w ithout having had a chance to
learn the road or in any way famih'arize myself with the engines
in use, or learn their system of dc^ng things.
My trip started
with sea level, and ended high up i.n the mountains; I arrived
safely, for a wonder.
Then having bad about half the sleep I

Marceline to Big Blue Junction, a distance of 99 miles, the
schedule speed is 37 miles an hour including three stops.
The test train left Shopton at 8:21 a. m., five minutes late;
arrived at Marceline at 11 :07 a. m.. two minutes late and left
that point at 11:14, four minutes late.
At Deans Lake, 21
miles west of Marceline the train was on time and remained
so until after passing Carrollton.
It left Lexington Junction
at 12:45, seven minutes late, but made up this time before
passing Eton and finished the run on time, arriving at Big
Blue Junction at 1:42 p. m. Owing to a number of recent
slides and slight washouts there were several slow orders, a
total delayed time of 28 min. occurring between terminals.
In ascending what is known as Ethel hill, a slow order was
encountered which made it necessary to reduce the speed to
10 miles an hour on the hardest part of the grade, but the
engine accelerated the train to a speed of 28 miles an hour
before reaching the top of the hill two miles beyond.
In
eluding stops the train made an average speed over the division of 40 miles an hour; deducting stops the average speed
was 43 miles an hour.
The maximum speed attained was
65 miles an hour and with one exception the engine was
oble to keep the speed above 35 miles an hour on the most
difficult
ascending grades.
In ascending \ew Boston hill
the speed was reduced to 26 miles an hour on account of
the brakes sticking on two cars. On the straight and practically level track of the second district the engine had no
difficulty in maintaining a period of 47 miles an hour.
During the trip the engine consumed 13.1 tons of coal and used
16.140 gal. of water.

He

did so, and

I

found

Xot being famiV'ar with the engine

I

my

watch was correct.
was running, and not

I was called to take a train of 13 coaches, back to the
had started from the night befo''re.
It was a night of a winter month, dart: and stormy
however.
I
reached my destination without niishiip; but I have often
wondered what would have been the thoughts of those 1,000
people who were depending on me for the.'r safety, could they
have known that the engineer pulling them half the time didn't
know where he was.

needed,
place

I

;

General Sherman said
oftentimes General

"War

Railr&ading is not hell,
is hell."
Sherman's bon mot comes to mind.
Think of the collisions and derailments now and then, reminding the engineer that any moment may be his la5t. Even when
we shut our eyes to the dangers there are plpnty of rough
places.
We get in from a run, eat and go to bed for a much
needed rest we perhaps have bought tickets for a theater, or
if Sunday, start with our family for church; tho call boy is
after you
it doesn't matter where you are. he coi'nes for you,
and you have to go. Never a minute to call your own; never
can count on going anywhere
or doing anything like other
people.
It is a wonder an engineer's nerves do not: go all to
pieces; but they don't.
There are few railroad managements
that recognize the importance of the engineer's position; the
Pennsylvania is the only one I know of. On that road engineers
If on
are consulted when a new time table is being prepared'.
the road, and the superintendent wants to know what ti'me you
but

;

;

ENGINEMEN'S EXPERIENCES — YOUTHFUL
RECKLESSNESS*
By

My

F.

Henry

experience hauling a passenger train (or in fact any
train) was when I had been firing for about three or four years.
Promotions were slow in those days. I was called to go to a
first

certain city

cursion

some

miles distant, and pilot a B. of L. E. exof twelve coaches and two baggage

fifty

consisting

train,

on our line. The train had started
from a point on another road, and none of the men being
familiar with the road over which they were about to go, a pilot
was necessary. When I reached the aforementioned city, the
train was waiting for its pilot.
As I stepped upon or rather
climbed upon the engine, it being a large class X engine with
80 inch drivers the engineer said to me, "Are you an engineer
or a conductor?" The first thought that entered my mind was,
he wants to know whether I am one of the engine or train
crew; sometimes a conductor was sent as a pilot, and sometimes
an engineer so I answered offhand, "engineer." "Here, take
her
I
am going back with the boys," was his answer. And
before I could stop him, he had disappeared in the coaches in
cars, to a lake resort situated

—

—

;

;

the rear.

Well,

I

realized that

to get that train with

I

its

was up against it, and it was up to me
thousand and more souls safely to their

destination.

We started the roadSed was good, and I had right over all
opposing trains; the engine rode nicely, and I gave her her
;

The

head.

first

and before

stop

was

twentj'-five

was

miles from the starting

coming to a
had made the twenty-five
miles, from a stand-still, in nineteen minutes.
I thought my
watch must have stopped, and asked the fireman to give me
point,
stop,

I

looked at

I

realized

my watch

•This is the third of a
locomotive runners, which
petition of several months
were printed September 25

it,

;

I

and

there; after

I

series of articles, made up of useful hints to
were written in connection with the prize comThe first and second articles of this series

ago.

and October

2.

Editor.

;

can get to such and such a point, so he can arrange a nieet to

advantage, he asks the engineer; not the conductor, as it^ done
on most roads. If a good run is made, the engineer is conj.Tratulated; not the conductor.

AUTOMATIC MAIL EXCHANGE SYSTEM
the contract awarded to the Hupp Automatic Mail Exchange Company, Chicago, by the Chicago & Alton for the installation of its mail exchange system on mail cars and 33 mail
exchange stations between Chicago and St. Louis a new step
has been taken in the transfer of mail from moving trains. The
limit of mail exchanged under speed has been one bag per station, but with the Hupp system, as it is now developed, 12 bags
may be caught at each station. The interesting feature of this
system is that the discharging and receiving of the mail is done
automatically.
The mechanism performing the work is driven
from a worm attached to the middle of one of the axles of the
mail car.
This worm engages with the worm wheel on the
driving shaft of the mechanism, which is provided with a double
knuckle and slip joint to allow for the oscillation and swerving
of the body of the car. It is geared to operate cams 124 times
slower than the car axle revolves.
The mechanism is thrown into gear by means of a trip located
outside of the rail on the roadway, just 390 ft. from the exchange station. When the machinery is set in motion the car
door begins to open and continues opening while the train
covers a distance of 180 ft. The next step is the opening of
the receiving arms, which are attached to the side of the car.

With

'

;

November

27,
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They open

at the forward end in the manner of a gate, and
become fully extended as the train travels another 180 ft. At
the same time the delivery chute is automatically moved out of
the door and by the time it reaches the station receiving trough,
as shown in the illustration, the bottom of the delivery chute
is at an angle of 45 deg., and the mail bags slide from the car
by their own weight. The mechanism then brings the chute back
inside of the car, closes in the receiving arms and closes the

1017

When the pouch is taken from the crane the clamps swing
automatically out of line with the travel of the train, thus tending to eliminate the wear and tear of the pouches.
With this
device

not necessary for any of the mail clerks to go near
is running.
They are warned the instant the mechanism is tripped by signal from a 6-in. gong.
it

is

the door while the train

They are only required to place the sacks in position in the
chute for delivery.
In case it is not desired to discharge or
receive any mail at the prescribed stations a lever is provided
by which the mechanism can be throw-n out of gear, and it also
permits of reversing the gear so that the car

may

be used in

either direction.

As

from the photograph, the delivery chute
mail pouches in a trough along the side of the
track, the drop being less than a foot.
The mail bags slide
be noticed

will

deposits the

along this trough until the force of their momentum is expended,
which is done with practically no damage to the contents of the
bag. This trough is about 150 ft. long. The advantages claimed

amount of mail may be handled
without stopping; that the apparatus is automatic
and eliminates danger to the mail clerks when catching mail
that the mail will be more carefully deposited at the station,
and that on many roads it will eliminate stops that are now
necessary for the collection of mail. This apparatus will handle
for this system are that a greater
at the stations

mail at a speed of 60 miles an hour.

STRUCTURAL STEEL TENDER TRUCK
A

structural steel tender truck of the equalized pedestal type
has recently been introduced by the Canadian Locomotive Com-

Hupp Automatic
door.

By

Mail Exchange System Receiving Mail from Cranes

the time the train has traversed the third 180

arms have been returned

ft.

these

to their original position at the side of

necessary for the car, however, to travel several
hundred feet more before the cam wheel completes its revoluThe receiving
tion and is automatically locked out of action.
the car.

It

is

The construction has been developed
and patented by Messrs. Casey and Cavin, with the view to
increasing strength and durability, and at the same time effectpany, Ltd., Kingston, Ont.

ing a considerable reduction in weight.

Owing

to the inherent tendency to internal strains

age cracks which exists

start to extend outward about 30 ft. before the delivery
chute starts out of the car, but the delivery chute returns before

arms

the receiving arms are folded.

It

takes 1,080

ft.

for the

in cast steel bolsters,

trouble has
been experienced on many Canadian roads with the present type
of

mecha-

and shrink-

much

equalized

order

to

pedestal

preserve

an

truck.

In

adequate

factor of safety the bolster castings are necessarily much heavier
than they would be if a more reliable material were used.
The

Hupp Automatic Mail Exchange System

Delivering Mail Into

Receiving Trough

nism

to

perform a

passes only 780
it

is

ft.

full cycle,

but

it

is

to

open

sacks to be caught are placed in crane clamps
of special design, which hold the sack at the top and bottom.

L

Tender Truck

until

entirely closed.

The pouches or

Structural Steel Pedestal

so arranged that the car

from the time the d&or begins

built up, with two exceptions, entirely of rolled
which the strength of the material is uniform and
known. The bolster is of pressed steel, flanged with a

new truck
sections
definitely

in

is
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deep section at the center and decreasing in depth toward the
It has a large cover plate hydraulicallj- riveted to the

ends.

The ends

flanges at the top.

of this plate, which are secured

to the side frames, are considerably wider than the bolster, thus

forming a strong diagonal bracing for the whole truck structure.
Apertures are provided in the cover plate for the center casting and brake hangers. The hangers are supported from lugs
punched and bent from the cover plate and forming an integral
part of it.
Both the top and bottom rails of the side frames
are of channel sections and are connected by plates w'hich form
the pedestals for the journal bo-x.
The ends of the bolster at
the spring seat are stiffened by light cast steel fillers inserted
between the bolster and cover plate.
Owing to the limited space between the spring and equalizers
a drop forged T-head hanger has been substituted for the usual
type of U-hanger used on this type of spring suspension. These
hangers extend through slots in the ends of the springs and are
held in position by gibs in the manner commonly used in driving spring suspension.
The saving in weight effected by this
construction is claimed to be about 1,500 lb. per truck, making a
total of 3,000 lb. reduction in dead weight per tender.

COLE HOT BLAST STOVE
One

field

fuel

in

roads, and that

economy has been overlooked on many

the heating of small stations, freight houses,

is

which are heated by the common, ordinary
stove.
The Cole Manufacturing Company, Chicago, has a stove
on the market for such service which is claimed to save onethird of the fuel that would be consumed in any lower draft
signal towers,

stove of the

etc.,

same

size with soft coal, slack or lignite.

A

report

of the service that one of the stoves rendered in a station hav-

Vol.

57,

Xo. 22

duced from 30 to 35 tons to 15 to 18 tons, or about 50 per cent.
This multiplied by the number of stations and similar buildings
vvhere stoves are used would represent a saving in fuel that
should not be overlooked and on some of the larger roads would
amount to $75,000 or $100,000 per year.
The special feature of the Cole stove and that which it is
claimed is responsible for its economy, is the top hot blast draft
which admits the air to the top of the fire rather than through

The

shows its
and a boiler
plate bottom of air tight construction.
The fire pot and lining
are of cast iron and are supported by legs, which simply rest on
the bottom of the stove with no fastening whatever. The grate
is cone shaped.
The ashes are removed through the flap door
shown at the base of the stove, the jointsbeing ground in order
to maintain an air tight fit.
The fuel is admitted through a
similar door at the top of the stove. The air is admitted through
a damper opening at the top of the stove and conducted down to
the top of the fuel bed by the pipe shown in the illustration. This
furnishes the air where it is most needed and insures the complete combustion of the gases driven off from the coal.
The stove is easily maintained. A new fire pot may be dropped
into place by removing the top of the stove, which is held in place
by three bolts. The cost of maintenance, as shown bj' one of the
northern roads which has had over 1,000 of these stoves in
the grate, as

is

generally the custom.

construction clearly.

It

illustration

consists of a double shell

service for about 10 years,

is

about 39 cents per stove per year.

also claimed that these stoves will hold a fire for 36 hours

It is

without attention with either soft or hard coal. Advantages are
also claimed from a fire risk standpoint, a special anti-pufling
draft being supplied to eliminate explosions that sometimes occur

such stoves

in

to fall

in addition there is

;

from the

stove, as the fuel

no opportunity for
door is at the top.

live coals

ing an interlocking plant in the office in a small town in Central
Illinois

states

that

the

fuel

consumption for heating was re-

FEDERAL ACCIDENT COMPENSATION LAW
The

total

number

of claims filed during the

first five

years of

compensation law was 14,963, of which
14,046 were allowed, 911 disallowed, and 6 were still under conOf the cases allowed 437
sideration at the end of that period.
were for fatal accidents. The total compensation paid for all
accidents during the five years amounted to over $1,800,000. Of
this more than $732,000 was paid to 6,315 employees of the
Isthmian Canal Commission.
In the fiscal j'ear 1912-13 the average compensation reported
for 3,320 non-fatal and 56 fatal cases was $107 and $661 respectively.
Of the non-fatal cases 996 were Isthmian Canal Commission employees, who are largely unskilled and are exposed to
great hazard. Of the fatal cases 11 were Isthmian Canal and 45
other employees, the compensation averaging $410.77 and $722.31
The failure to recognize properly permanent parrespectively.
tial disability results in inadequate compensation in many cases.
tlie

Federal

accident

in a case of the loss of a right arm the injured workman
received less than $50, while in three cases of the loss of both
legs, occurring during the third year, the average compensation

Thus

was

$377.

This accident law, passed on

May

30, 1S08,

providing compen-

sation for accidents to certain employees of the Federal govern-

ment, has

now

been in force five years.

It

was the pioneer gen-

accident compensation law in this country, but since its
enactment 24 states have made provision for compensation in
some form, all of them, however, on a more liberal basis. It is
estimated that 95,000 persons are covered by the provisions of
the law, somewhat less than one-fourth of the civilian employees
of the federal government. The act is administered by the Secretarj' of Labor, except as it affects employees of the Isthmian
Canal Commission. It allows compensation only for accidents
sustained in the course of employment without negligence or
misconduct, causing disability exceeding 15 days or resulting in
death. Compensation is on the basis of full wages, but payment
is limited to one year even in cases of death and total permanent
eral

Cole Hot Blast Stove

Showng

Interior

Arrangement

disability.

:

General News Department
Citizens

which

is

of

Port

Huron,

to be offered to the

Mich.,

have

subscribed

Grand Trunk Railway

the road to rebuild the shops in

$100,000,

induce
that city recently destroyed by
to

fire.

The American Concrete Institute will hold its eleventh annual
The work of
convention, February 9-12, 1915, at Chicago, 111.
the convention will cover concrete roads, sidewalks and bridges,
concrete and reinforced concrete tests and design, concrete art
and architecture, and plant management and costs.
the Atlantic Southern, extending from AtIowa, 35 miles, have given public notice of
their intention to discontinue operation on December 31, claimIt is reported
ing that the road has been operated at a loss.
that the people in the towns along the line are preparing to
enter a protest before the State Railroad Commission against

The owners of

lantic

to

Villisca,

the closing of the

line.

of the Order of Railway Conductors employed on
the St. Louis Southwestern are taking a second strike vote to
determine whether they shall call a strike in the event a conductor discharged over a year ago for intoxication is not restrike vote was taken some time ago, but the callinstated.
ing of a strike was enjoined by the state circuit court on the pe-

in fatalities on steam railroads in the county during the year,
and a reduction in the same time of 21 in the street car fatalities.
With the report he discussed the trespassing question and anounced that the commission proposed to take steps toward
influencing legislation to prohibit trespassing. Coroner Hoffman
pointed out the large number of trespassers killed on railroads
in the United States, saying: "By far the greater number is
drawn from the resident population, laborers and others who
make the tracks a thoroughfare on their way to and from work,
or who walk upon the tracks when the public highways are
muddy, or to make a short cut. An analysis of the character
of fatalities on railroads in Cook county indicates clearly the
direction which must be taken in the future. Of the 360 deaths
in 1913, nine were passengers, 132 were employees and 219 were
trespassers.
It is up to the state and community to eliminate
the useless deaths among trespassers.
To that end the safety
commission has taken steps toward the drafting of an anti-

trespassing

bill."

Members

A

of a

tition

number

of conductors

who claimed

that the

strike

which was issued contained a one-sided statement of the
controversy arising from the discharge of the conductor. The
ballot

court, in enjoining the taking of a strike vote, said the officers
could order a second vote if they desired. The conductors who
took the matter to the court have been expelled from the Order

of Railroad Conductors; and it is said that some enginemen
have suffered for their independence, in the same way.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul cleaned and disinfected
It
5,000 stock cars between November 12 and November 23.
and disinfecting all its stock yards in quarantine
accordance with government orders issued as a precaution against the spreading of the hoof-and-mouth disease.
This order reads in part: "No railroad cars or boats, within
the area hereinbefore quarantined, which have carried livestock
shall be moved interstate until the said cars or boats have been
cleaned and disinfected with a 5 per cent solution of carbolic
acid, or a 3 per cent solution cresol compound, U. S. P., or
other disinfectant permitted by the chief of the Bureau of Aniis

also cleaning

territory, in

The cost of cleaning and disinfecting stock
$3 for a single-deck and $4 for a double-deck car. Other
roads carrying stock are also taking prompt action in stamping
out the disease.
mal Industry."

cars

is

Ralph Peters, chairman of the railroads' committee on mail
pay has published a letter, which he has written to the chairman of the Senate committee on post offices and post roads,
summarizing the arguments which the committee believes should
induce Congress to reject both of the bills now before it designed to revise the method of payment for the transportation
of the mails. The Moon hill is wholly objectionable; and the
Bourne Committee's proposal, while in many respects acceptable
to the railroads, will be opposed by them because its main feature, calling for payment by space in cars instead of by weight,
is objected to as an untried experiment; and also because the

The railroads prefer that the
is too low.
present basis of payment (by weight) should be retained, the
injustice to the roads being remedied by (a) weighing the mails
every year instead of once in four years (b) relieving the roads
from performing side service, delivering mail bags to post
rate per linear foot

;

offices,

etc.,

the mails.

and (c) payment for all cars used for distributing
the law as it now stands a road receives a

Under

fixed sum for the use of a post office car if it be of full length;
but for a part of a car, no space payment whatever is made.

Peter Hoffman, coroner of Cook county, Illinois, and also
chairman of the Cook County Public Safety Commission, has
issued a report for the year 1913, showing a reduction of 108

New

York-San Francisco Water Lines

C. Lincoln, chief of the traffic bureau of the Merchants'
Association of New York City, in announcing the abolition of
numerous special freight rates on commodities by railroad to the
Pacific Coast, which results in advances in the charges on these
J.

commodities, prints the following schedule showing sailings of
vessels from New York to the Pacific Coast through the Panama
Canal
American-Hawaiian Steamship Company 26 vessels To San
Diego, Los Angeles Harbor, San Francisco, Portland, Seattle and
Tacoma sailing every 5 days time in transit to San Francisco,

—

—

;

;

23 days.

—

—

Luckenbach Steamship Company 7 vessels To Los Angeles
Harbor and San Francisco cargo for North Pacific Coast ports
transshipped at San Francisco
sailing every 10 days
time in
transit to San Francisco, 27 days.
Atlantic & Pacific Steamship Company. W. R. Grace & Company, agents 4 vessels To Los Angeles Harbor, San Francisco, Portland and Puget Sound; sailing every 14 to 18 days;
time in transit to San Francisco, 20 days.
Arrow Line, A. H. Bull Steamship Company, agents 3 vessels
To Los Angeles Harbor and San Francisco; sailing every 20
days time in transit to San Francisco, 24 days.
Sudden & Christianson Steamship Company, D. B. Dearborn
& Company, agents 6 vessels To San Pedro, San Francisco and
Seattle sailing every 20 days time in transit to San Francisco,
;

;

—

;

—

—

—

;

—

—
;

;

23 to 25 days.
Tolls amounting to $735,182 were collected from vessels, using
the Panama canal in the three months ending November 1.
Before the canal was open to merchant ships, $11,610 had been
collected on barge traffic, making the gross income to November 1 total $746,792.
In October 45 vessels passed through

southbound and 40 northbound, paying $377,000.

American Society

of

Mechanicsd Engineers

The annual meeting

of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, which will be held in the Engineering Societies building. New Y'ork, on December 1-4, promises to be of more than
ordinary interest. The Railroad Session will be held on Wednesday afternoon to consider a report on "Steam Locomotives of

Today"

This was published

in

our issue of November

20,

page

The indications are that it will prove to be a most successful session, as a large number have already signified their
intention of being present and taking part in the discussion.

947.

Another paper which will be of special interest to railroad men
is one by Robert W. Hunt on "The Mechanical Elimination of
Seams in Steel Products, Notably Steel Rails." This will be
presented at the Iron and Steel Session, which meets on Thursday afternoon at 2 o'clock. At this session a paper on "Factors
in Hardening Tool Steel" will also be presented and there will
.be a topical discussion on alloy steels.
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At the meeting
on November
more & Ohio

New York Railroad Club
New York Railroad

of the

—

International Railway Congress. Executive Committee,
vain, Brussels, Belgium.
Next convention, June 23

Club

in

New York

Frederick C. Syze, trainmaster of the Baltiat St. George, Staten Island, N. Y., was elected
Other officers elected
president, succeeding George W. Wildin.
were: Burton P. Flory (N. Y. O. & W.), first vice-president;
James Milliken (P. B. & W.), second vice-president; A. J.
Stone (Erie), third vice-president, and R. M. Dixon, treasurer.
The report of the secretary shows that during the year the club
20,

had gained 318 new members and
membership was 2,364.

on November

that

the

1,

—

—

—

—

—

1915, San Francisco, Cal.
American Electric Railway Association. E. B. Burritt, 20 W. 39th St.,
New York. Annual convention, October, 1915, San Francisco, Cal.
American Electric Railway Manufacturers' Association. H. C. McConnaughy, 165 Broadway, New York. Meetings with American Electric

—

—

,

and

Pipefitters
3814 Fulton St., Chicago.

Coppersmiths

Association.— W. E. Jones, C. & N. \V.,
Annual meeting, Chicago.
..,
„
,,
American Railway Association.— W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York.
Next session. May 19, 1915, Atlantic City, N. J.
American Railway Bridge and Building Association. C. A. Lichty, C. &
Next convention, October 19-21, 1915, Detroit,
N. W., Chicago.
,

—

Mich.

American Railway Engineering Association.

— E.

H. Fritch, 900

S.

Mich-

Next convention, March 16-18, 1915, Chicago.
igan Ave., Chicago.
American Railway Master Mechanics' Association. J. W. Taylor, 1112
Karpen Bldg., Chicago. Annual meeting, June 9-11, 1915, Atlantic

—

City,

N.

J.

American Railway Safety Association.

— L.

Shedd, C.

F.

Chicago.

R.

I.

&

P.,

—

American Railway Tool Foremen's .\ssociation. Owen D. Kinsey, IlliAnnual meeting, July, 1915.
nois Central, Chicago.
American Society for Testing Materials. Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
American Society of Civil Engineers.— Chas. W. Hunt, 220 W. 57th St.,
New York. Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Wednesday in month, except June, July and August, 220 W. 57th St., New York.
American Society of Engineering Contractors. J. R. Wemlinger, 11
Broadway, New York. Regular meetings, 2d Thursday in month, at
2 P. M., 11 Broadway, New York.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Calvin W. Rice, 29 W,
Annual meeting, December 1-4, 1914, New
39th St., New York.

—

—

—

York.

Rue de LouJuly

6,

1915,

C. & E. I., 922
17-20, 1915, Chi-

—

—

Philadelphia, Pa.

Maintenance of Way and Master Painters' Association of the United
States and Canada.— T. I. Goodwin, C. R. I. & P., Eldon, Mo.
Master Boiler Makers' Association. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,

—

—

American Wood Preservers' Association. F. J. Angier, B. & O., Mt.
Next convention, January 19-21, 1915,
Royal Sta., Baltimore, Md.
Chicago.

—
—

Association of American Railway Accounting Officers. E. R. WoodAnnual
son, 1300 Pennsylvania Ave., N. W., Washington, D, C.
convention, April 28, 1915, Atlanta, Ga.
Association of Manufacturers op Chilled Car Wheels. George W.
Lyndon, 1214 McCormick Bldg., Chicago.
Association of Railway Claim Agents.— C. W. Egan, B. & O., Baltimore,
Md. Annual meeting, third week in May, 1915, Galveston, Tex.
Association of Railway Electrical Engineers. Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
Annual meeting,
N. W., Room 411, C. & N. W. Sta., Chicago.
October, 1915.
.\ssociATiON of Railway Telegraph Superintendents. P. W. Drew, Soo
Annual meeting, June 22-25,
Line, 112 West Adams St., Chicago.
1915, Rochester, N. Y.
.Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers. G. P.
Next meeting, December 8-9,
Conard, 75 Church St., New York.
Richmond, Va.
Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association. L. D. Mitchell, Detroit
Meetings with American Railway Bridge
Graphite Co., Chicago. 111.
and Building Association.
Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell. Grand Trunk, P. O. Box 7, St.
Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in
Lambert (near Montreal), Que.
month, except Tune, July and .August. Windsor Hotel, Montreal, Que.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers. Clement H. McLeod. 176 Mansmeetings,
1st Thursday in October,
Regular
field St., Montreal, Que.
November. December, February, March and April. Annual meeting,
January, Montreal.
Car Foremen's Association of Chicago. Aaron Kline, 841 Lawler Ave.,
Regular meeting, 2d Monday in month, except July and
Chicago.
August, Lytton Bldg., Chicago.
Central Railway Club.— H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in January, May, September and November.
Annual meetings, 2d Thursday in March, Hotel Statler, Buffalo, N. Y.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania. Elmer K. Hiles, 2511
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Tuesday,
Pittsburgh.
Freight Claim Association. Warren P. Taylor, R. F. & P., Richmond,
Va. Annual meeting, June 16, 1915, Chicago.
General Superintendents' Association of Chicago. A. M. Hunter, 321
Grand Central Station. Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday, preceding 3d Thursday in month. Room 1856, Transportation Bldg.,
Chicago.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

September

1915, Detroit, Mich.

14-17,

—

J. W. Taylor, 1112 Karpen Bldg.,
Annual meeting, June 14-16, 1915, Atlantic City, N. J.
National Railway Appliances Association. Bruce V. Crandall, 537 So.
Dearborn St., Chicago. Next convention, March 15-19, 1915, Chicago.
New England Railroad Club. W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 .Atlantic Ave., BosRegular meetings, 2d Tuesday in month, except June,
ton, Mass.
July, .August and September, Boston.
New York Railroad Club.— Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York.
Regular meetings 3d Friday in month, except June, July and August,

Chicago.

—

Tinners.

cago.

11,
to

Xo. 22

International Railway General Foremen's Association. Wm. Hall, 829
W. Broadway, Winona, Minn. Next convention, July 14-17, 1915,
Sherman House, Chicago.
International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association. A. L. Woodworth. C. H. & D., Lima, Ohio.
Annual meeting, August 17, 1915,

tion,

Air Brake Association. F. M. Nellis, 53 State St., Boston, Mass. Next
convention. May 4-7, 1915, Hotel Sherman, Chicago.
American Association of Demurrage Officers. A. G. Thoraason, DemurAnnual convention, April, 1915,
rage Commissioner, Boston, Mass.
Richmond, Va.
American Association of Dining Car Superintendents. H. C. Boardman, D. L. & W., Hoboken, N. J. Next meeting, October, 1915.
American Association of Freight Age.vts. R. O. Wells, Illinois Central,
East St. Louis, III. Annual meeting. May 21-24, 1915, Richmond, Va.
American Association of Passenger Traffic Officers. W. C. Hope,
C. R. R. of N. J., 143 Liberty St., New York.
American Association of Railroad Superintendents. E. H. Harman,
Room 101, Union Station, St. Louis, Mo. Next meeting, May 20-21,

Railway Association.
Railroad Master

—

Master Car Builders' Association.

dates of next or regular

gives names of secretaries,
of meeting.

American

Berlin.

International Railway Fuel Association. C. G. Hall,
McCormick Bldg., Chicago. Annual meeting. May

57.

New York. Annual convention. May 26 to 28, 1915, Chicago, 111.
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association of the United State*
and Canada.— a. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass. Next conven-

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS
The following list
meetings, and places

Vol.

—

—

29 VV. 39th

St.,

New

York.

—
—

Niagara Frontier Car Men's Association. E. Frankenberger, 623 Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y. Meetings monthly.
Peoria Association of Railroad Officers. M. W. Rotchford, Union Station, Peoria, HI.
Regular meetings, 2d Thursday in month, Jefferson
Hotel. Peoria.

Railroad Club of KANS.^s City.— C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas
Cit)'. Mo.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month. Kansas City.
Railroad Master Tinners, Coppersmiths and Pipefitters' Association.
U. G. Thompson, C. & E. I., Danville, 111. Annual meeting. May,

—

1915.

—

Railway Business Association. Frank W. Noxon, 30 Church St., New
York.
Annual meeting, December 10, 1914, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,

New York.
J. B. Anderson, Room 207, P. R. R. Sta.,
Pittsburgh. Pa.
Regular meetings, 4th Friday in month, except June,
July and August, Monongahela House, Pittsburgh.
Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Association. J. Scribner,
1021 Monadnock Block, Chicago.
Meetings with Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.
Railway Fire Protection Association. C. B. Edwards, Fire Ins. Agt,
Mobile & Ohio, Mobile, Ala. Next meeting, October, 1915.
Railway Signal Association. C. C. Rosenberg. Times Bldg., Bethlehem,
Pa.
Next meeting, March 15, 1915, Chicago.
Annual meeting,
September 21-24, 1915, Salt Lake City. Utah.
Railway Storekeepers' Association. J. P. Murphy, L. S. & M. S., Box C,
Collinwood, Ohio. Annual meeting. May 17-19, 1915, Hotel Sherman,
Chicago.
Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association. T. D. Conway, 2136 Oliver
Bldg., Pittsburgh. Pa.
Meetings with Slaster Car Builders and
Master Mechanics' Associations.
Railway Telegraph and Telephone .Appliance .Association. G. A. Nelson,
50 Church St., New York.
Meetings with Association of Railway
Telegraph Superintendents.
Richmond Railroad Clup. F. O. Robinson, C. & O., Richmond, Va.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July and
August.
Roadmasters* and Maintenance of W^ay Association. L. C. Ryan, C. &
N. W., Sterling, III.
Annual meeting, September 14-16, 1915.
Chicago.
St. Louis Railway Club.
B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis.
Mo. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June, July and
August, St. Louis.
Salt Lake 'Transportation Club. R. E. Rowland. Hotel Utah Bldg..
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Regular meetings, 1st Saturday of each month.
Railway Club of Pittsburgh.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Salt

Lake

City.

—

Signal .Appliance Association. F. W. Edmunds. 3868 Park Ave., New
York.
Meeting with annual convention Railway Signal Association.
Society of Railway Financial Officers. Carl Nyquist, C. R. I. & P..
La Salle St. Sta., Chicago. Annual meeting, September, 1915.
Southern .Association of Car Service Officers. E. W. Sandwich, A. &
W. P. R. R., Atlanta, Ga. Next regular meeting, January 21, 1915.

—

—

Atlanta,

Ga.

—

Southern & Southwestern Railway Club. .A. J. Merrill, Grant Bldg.,
Regular meetings, 3d Thursday, January, March, May,
Atlanta, Ga.
July, September, November, 10 A. M., Candler Bldg., Atlanta.
Toledo "Transportation Club. Harry S. Fox. Toledo, Ohio.
Regular
meetings, 1st Saturday in month. Boody House, Toledo.
Track Supply Association. W. C. Kidd, Ramapo Iron Works. Hillburn.
N. Y. Meetings with Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Asso-

—

—

ciation.

Traffic Club of Chicago— W. H. Wharton. La Salle Hotel, Chicago.
Traffic Club of New York. C. A. Swope, 291 Broadway, New York.
Regular meetings last Tuesday in month, except Jiine, July and
August, Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.- D. L. Wells. Erie R. R.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Meetings bimonthlv, Pittsburgh. Annual meeting. 2d Monday in June.
Traffic Club of St. Louis. .A. F. Versen, Mercantile Library Bldg..
Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings
St. Louis. Mo.
October to May.
Train Despatchers' Association of America. J. F. Mackie, 7122 Stewart
Annual meeting June 15. 1915, Minneapolis, Minn.
Ave.. Chicago.
Transportation Club op Detroit. W. R. Hurley, Superintendent's office,
Meetings monthly, Normandie Hotel,
L. S. & M. S., Detroit, Mich.

—

—

—

—

Detroit.

—

Tra\-eling Engineers' Association. W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. R..
Annual meeting. September, 1915. Chicago.
East Buffalo, N. Y.
Western Canada Railway Club.— W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, WinRegular meetings, 2d Monday, except June, July and
nipeg, Man.
August, Winnipeg.
Western Railway Club.-J. W. Taylor, 1112 Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
Regular meetings. 3d Tuesday in month, except June, July and
August, Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
Western Society of Engineers. J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,
Chicago.
Regular meetings, 1st Monday in month, except January,
Extra meetings, except in July and
July and -August, Chicago.
August, generally on other Monday evenings.

—
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Traffic

News

certificates with sales of tickets at the adwith a view of ordering refund of a part of the
on investigation, the commission shall decide that
the advances are not justified.

conditional

The trunk lines have filed at Washington freight tariffs, to
lake effect December 15, in which the rates on grain and grain
products from the west to the Atlantic seaboard are increased
one cent per 100 lb. For example, from Chicago to New York
grain, now 16 cents per !00 lb. for domestic delivery and 13
cents for export, will be 17 cents and 14 cents respectively. The
proposed advances in the rates on livestock have been made the
subject of complaint presented to the commission at Washington, charging unreasonableness.
The

increases in freight rates which have been filed by the
western railroads have been complained of in a petition, presented to the Interstate Commerce Commission, which it is
said has the signatures or endorsement of the state commis-

rates,

money

in case,

New Trunk
railways in the

15.
Increased fares in Central Passenger Association territory, as
previously reported, have been filed to become effective on De1.
Some of the principal changes in the standard fares
are shown in the following tables

cember

From New York
Pittsburgh
Cleveland

O

Columbus,

number of important commodities.

Chicago
St. Louis

the big game, about 37,500 persons were carried to New Haven
from all points on the New Haven system. This breaks all
records for travel on that road. The performance of the morning, when this crowd was transported to New Haven within four
Between 5 :20 and 6 :20
hours, was repeated Saturday evening.
Saturday evening there were taken out of the station at New
Haven approximately 18,000 people, or 300 a minute. A total of
65 trains and 618 cars were used in moving the football crowd.

Cincinnati
Detroit

late.

per

train.

Haven

The

The total time lost by the 43 specials was
would mean an average of only 3>< minutes

first

at 4:40 p. m.,

New York

special returning to
last at 8:02 p.

and the

left

New

m.

Increased Passenger Fares

Extensive changes in passenger tariffs, making small advances in the rates, together with other changes in suburban
fares around Philadelphia were noticed last week, page 980.
Further details of the changes on long distance routes are noted
below. In addition to these announcements there are other inChanges
creases in fares, literally too numerous to mention.
in

suburban

rates,

similar to those

announced

at

Philadelphia,

made also at Baltimore. The regular weekly circular
of the New York State Public Service Commission, Second district, contains a dozen or more announcements of withdrawals

are to be

of certain forms of tickets, mostly round trip local tickets sold
at considerable reductions from the single trip rate, these being
issued by the Erie, the New York Central, the Lackawanna,
These withdrawals
the Lehigh Vallev and the Pennsylvania.

mean increased fares. The New York, Ontario & Western,
which for a good many years has had a uniform passenger rate
of two cents a mile, announces an increase to 2^ cents, taking
These numerous New York tariffs include
effect December 15.

13.10
15.78
18.68
21.68
20.15
21.10
24.75

New

Present

Toledo

Washington
Baltimore
Philadelphia

New York
Boston
St. Louis

From
To

St.

5.85
13.10
4.60
18.00
18.00
19.10
21.10
23.10
7.50

New

Present
rate

$ 5.80
8.00
10.80
12.30
16.30
14.00
20.25
24.25
24.80

Cincinnati

Toledo
Cleveland
Buffalo
Pittsburgh

Washington
New York
Boston

ample.

rate

$ 7.00
7.40

Louis

—

Chicago

By

rate
$ 6.00
7.00
5.50

12.00
3.70
17.50
17.50
18.22
20.00
22.00
5.80

Buffalo
Indianapolis

•

rate

$ 7.50
8.65
11.10
13.25
17.35
15.48
22.00
24.75
26.35

the differential lines the advances are the same, for exNew York and Chicago, the advance is from $18 to $19.10.

Quarantines

;

minutes

13.00

From Chicago

Twelve trains from New London,
Hartford carrying 1,254.
AVaterbury, Maybrook, Bridgeport. Pittsfield, Northampton and

5

rate

$11.00

17.00
20.00
18.50
20.00
24.25

T(j

Forty-three of these trains were special trains. These 65 trains,
were moved over the road and their 33,378 passengers loaded
and unloaded without serious mishap of any kind. Within the
four-hour period Saturday morning 27 trains were despatched
from New York carrying 17.800 passengers; 18 from Boston
carrying 7,474; 5 from Springfield carrying 3,907, and 3 from

166 minutes, which

rate

$10.50
l-t.60

Cincinnati
Louisville
Indianapolis

the occasion of the Yale-Harvard footfall game at NewHaven, November 21, the New York, New Haven & Hartford
•carried 33,378 persons to New Haven, delivering them all within
four hours. Including the travel to New Haven the night before

than

New

Present

To

On

^\illimantic carried 2,943 passengers, bringing the total carried
to New Haven in the morning up to 33,378. Of the 43 special
trains run into New Haven on Saturday 16 arrived ahead of
schedule time 18 were less than 5 minutes late and only 9 more

Line Passenger Fares

Trunk Line Association have filed with
the Interstate Commerce Commission tariffs advancing passenger fares in Trunk Line territory and between points in
Trunk Line and Central Passenger Association territories to a
basis of approximately 2^ cents a mile, effective on December

The

North Dakota, South Dakota. Montana, Minnesota. Missouri, Kansas, Texas, Oregon, Washington and California. The federal body is asked to suspend the
new tariffs. These tariffs do not as a rule affect class rates
in a large

rebate

vanced

sioners of Iowa, Nebraska,

make advances

1023

that commission.
The Pennsylvania Public Service Commission announces that it has no power to suspend the proposed
increases, but that probably it will require the railroads to issue

HiiiliiiiiiiriiriuiiiilllllllltlllltiiniiiiiittiiuiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiirtiiiiiiiiiiiHirittiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;

but

:

on the transportation of live stock, imposed
because of the prevalence of the foot and mouth disease continue
strict throughout the Central States, and at many points outside
those states. The requirements as to inspection and certificate
apply not only to animals but also to straw imported from foreign countries, used as packing for merchandise, and also_ (at
many places) wool. It is said that in the state of New York,
the disease has been confined to 13 farms. Here and elsewhere
the authorities appear to feel satisfied that the epidemic has

The

restrictions

been satisfactorily checked, but precautions are continued.
In northern New York the federal government has imposed a
quarantine on potatoes because of the existence in that region of

powdery

scab.

New Hampshire, Massachusetts and ConDepartment of Agriculture has imposed a quarantine

In parts of Maine,
necticut, the

on the transportation of stone taken out of quarries, the reason
being that stone has been found to carry eggs of the gipsy moth.
The Boston office of the United States Department of Agriculture,
43 Tremont street, issues regulations under which stone may be
transported in interstate commerce.

all

also

some reductions

in rates.

the
Citizens in and around Philadelphia have complained of
proposed advances in rates to and from that city, both to the
Commisfederal and the state authorities. The Public Utilities
all msion of New Jersey has suspended for three months
of
authority
the
to
subject
are
tariffs
as
the
such
of
in
•creases

Reductions in Passenger Train Service

number of reductions in passenger train service have
been announced by railroads both east and west of Chicago to
take effect on or about November 30. Both the Chicago & North
Western and the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy on November 29

A

large

one train a day between Chicago and Denver, and
from Chicago to Denver trains now leaving in the evening will
of other
be changed to a morning schedule to take the place

will take off

:
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trains taken off. From Denver to Chicago a train now
leaving in the morning will be changed to leave in the evening.
The Burlington's Denver Limited, now leaving Chicago at 5
p. m., will take the place of the train now leaving at 9 :45 a. m.
The train on the Union Pacific between Omaha and Denver, which
connects with the North Western train to Omaha will be discontinued, but the North Western will continue the train to
Omaha, discontinuing another train from Omaha to Chicago.

No. 180, covering car balances and performances for July, 1914, says
The committee presents herewith statistical bulletin No. 180,
covering car balance and performance for July, 1914.
The average miles per car per day were 22.5, compared with
22.7 for June. This figure for July, 1913, was 23.7.
Ton miles per car per day for July were 352, compared with
345 for June. This is a decrease of 6.13 per cent compared with

will also discontinue one train between Kansas
Joseph, and will make other reductions in local
making a total reduction of about 76,000 train
The Denver & Rio Grande will discontinue
miles a month.
four trains between Denver and Ogden, and the Western Pacific
will make a reduction in service between Salt Lake City and
San Francisco. East of Chicago a number of reductions will

the figure for July, 1913, which was 375.
The proportion of home cars on line was 68 per cent, compared with 69 per cent in June. This is an increase of 9 points

morning

The Burlington
City and

train

St.

service,

be made

statistical bulletin

over July, 1913.
The per cent of loaded car mileage was 67.6 per cent, which
the

same as the June

Car Balance and Performance

1909

T

.5-

.5

.S

,6

1910^

^
JS

3

.«•

^ ^

car per day for
This figure for July, 1913, was $2.40.

all

cars on line

JB

1911

^ ^
J6

^

2- -S

.8

was

The accompanying table gives car balance and performance in
month covered by the report, and the diagram shows car
earnings and car mileage and different car performance figures
the

-Vrthur Hale, chairman of the committee on relations between
railroads, of the American Railway Association, in presenting

is

was

1913,

08.1 per cent.

$2.32.

J*

This figure for July,

The average earnings per

in local train service.

1908

figure.

monthly from

^ ^
A * 3

I9IZ^.
.8-

^

.8

1907.

July,

5

Freight Car Mileeige, Earnings and Performance,

^
J9

.

Ji

1907

19/3^.
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Ji
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
Examiner Kelly held a hearing in Chicago on November 19, on complaints of shippers of blooded livestock regarding the present rates, weights and requirements for the shipSpecial

jz<:

ment of

oi-s

livestock in less-than-carload lots.

The commission has suspended

until

March

31

tariffs

which

have been

filed by both eastern and western roads, increasing
charges for so-called trap car service. These trap car tariffs,
so far as they affect intrastate traffic have been suspended in
lUinois by the state commission.

Examiner Pattison held a hearing at Denver last week on
complaints filed by the Gould lines against the notice recently
issued by the Union Pacific, which would have the effect of
closing the Ogden gateway to through passenger traffic from
the east over the Gould lines, when destined to certain points
in the northwest.

Is

Compression
Iinnan, Akers

&

Ininan

of

Export Cotton

ct al. v.

Atlantic Coast Line.

Opinion

McChord:
The commission finds that

by Commissioner
.^

"

"o"

.

the railway's practice of allowing
for compression of cotton shipped over the Atlantic Coast Line
from points on the Georgia Railroad and intended for export at
such ports as Norfolk, Wilmington or Charleston, after the
transportation service of the railroads is terminated, is unlawful,
the service rendered being in no sense connected with the transportation.
(32 I. C. C, 146.)
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Rates Between Shreveport and Texeirkana

n"

6

.

In re class and commodity rates between Shreveport, La., and
Texarkana, Ark. Opinion by Commissioner Meyer:
The commission finds that the carriers have justified proposed
increased class rates between Shreveport, La., and Texarkana,
Ark., and proposed increased rates on beer, beer substitutes, and
agricultural implements in carloads from Shreveport to Texarkana, and on candv in less than carloads from Texarkana to
Shreveport. (32 I. C. C, 180.)
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Fabrication-In-Transit Privileges Refused Railway Car Industry

Middletown Car Company v. Pennsylvania Railroad et al.
Opinion by Commissioner McChord:
The commission finds that there was no peculiar requirement

l>.

^§111!>;-5

5

•^'f

^

incident to the pressed steel car industry, as is the case in the
bridge and structural steel industry, which necessitates the extension of the fabrication-in-transit privilege to the pressed steel
car industry with respect to the steel underframes for railroad
cars.
The fact that the fabricated articles are similar cannot
warrant a similarity of treatment where it also appears that the
(32 I. C. C, 185.)
similar articles are in no wise competitive.

z°^

Rates on Lard Substitute from Greenville, Tex;

Texas Refining Company v. Alabama & Vicksburg et al.
Opinion by Commissioner Meyer:
The commission finds that the present rates on lard substitute
from Greenville, Tex., to points in Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi and New Mexico are unreasonable and that the
rates on this commodity should be the same as the rates on
packing-house products. It is also held that the mileage-scale
rates on packing-house products should apply on lard substitute
from Greenville as a distinct point of origin and not as a common point with Fort Worth and Dallas. (32 I. C. C, 192.)
"

5 S

C.-C

!

Joint Rates with the Iowa

i

ESI
3

B_

S S E

&

&

Southwestern

&

Quincy.
Southwestern v. Chicago, Burlington
Opinion by Commissioner McChord:
The commission finds that the defendants should establish in
connection with the complainants operating a line from Blan-

Iowa

:
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to Clarinda through routes via Clarinda, la., with joint
shall place College Springs on a rate parity with
Coin, Bradyville, and Shambaugh, la. The defendants will also

chard,
rates

la.,

which

be required to receive cars from complainants at Clarinda for
switching to industries located on defendants' tracks at that point,
and to establish a reasonable switching charge for the service.
(32 I. C. C, 172.)

Rates on Coffee from

New

No. 22

57,

Much of the testimony on both sides consisted of opinions,
speculation and surmise. The carriers were unable to give any
data concerning the cost of the service or other factors which
were considered in establishing the excess baggage rates, and
whether these rates are reasonable or not is something not disclosed in the record and the commission can make no finding
upon this point.
Baggage of excess

The charge imposed

z'alue.

for baggage

in excess of $1(X) is, for each $100 or fraction thereof,
generally equivalent to 10 per cent of the rate for 100 lb. of excess baggage, with a minimum rate of 10 cents per $100 and a
minimum charge varying from 10 to 25 cents for increased valuComplainant proposes a charge which shall not exceed
ation.
one-tenth of 1 per cent for each $100, with a minimum charge
of 10 cents.
The commission, drawing attention to the fact that the allowance, included in the ticket, is 150 lb. of baggage of a value not
exceeding $100 notes that apparently the carriers have proceeded on the assumption that the value of 150 lb. of baggage is
usually $100.
This arrangement is held to be unreasonable; to
assume that $100 is a fair average value for 150 lb. of baggage
is an unlawful attempt on the part of the carriers to limit their

valued

Orleans

In re coffee from New Orleans, La., Mobile, Ala., and
Pensacola, Fla., to Jacksonville, Fla., and other points. Opinion

by the commission:
The commission finds the carriers have justified the proposed
cancellation of the commodity rates on coffee to Jacksonville,
30 cents from
Fla., of 35 cents per 100 lb., from New Orleans
Mobile and 26 cents from Pensacola, and a proposed restoration
Orleans,
39 fents
New
from
of the fifth-class rates of 44 cents
from Mobile and 35 cents from Pensacola. These rates were
reduced in order to allow New Orleans to compete with New
York for the coffee trade to Jacksonville, but it has been found
that although the rates are unreasonably low New Orleans has
;

been unable to get a large portion of the total trade.

Vol.

(32

I.

C. C.

liability

for loss

and damage.

Attention is also drawn to the findings in re Express Rates,
etc.
(24 I. C. C, 380) in which it was said

90.)

Rates on Bakery Goods in the Pacific Northwest

The insurance charge,-; almost universally prevailing on shipments conin other countries
that is to say, 10 cents for each
are substantially one-tenth of 1 per cent
$100 or fraction thereof. This also is a customary rate with private insurers.
Therefore it would seem to be a reasonable rule that the charges of express
carriers in the United States based upon valuation in excess of $50 should
not exceed this general standard, and that hereafter the valuation charge
shall be 10 cents for each $100 or fraction thereof in excess of $50, and
this irrespective of the rate of carriage.
veyed by parcel post or other parcel-carrying systems

Portland Chamber of Commerce et al. ?•. Chicago, .\rilzi.'aiikee
Opinion by Commissioner .Ueyer:
St. Paul ct a!.
The commission finds that the classification of bakery goods in
boxes and barrels, second class, and in cartons and tins in crates,
first and second class, for interstate shipments in less than carloads from points in Oregon and Washington to points in Oregon,
Washington, California, Idaho, and Montana, is unreasonable.
It is held that such shipments should be rated not higher than
third class, it being the general practice elsewhere in western

&

move at commodity
I. C. C, 188.)

classification territory for this traffic to

about equal to third class

rates.

(32

rates

—

It is ordered that the tariffs of the carriers should be amended
so that the charges for excess value shall not exceed the fol-

lowing:
Unless a greater sum is declared by the passenger and charges paid for
increased valuation at time of delivery to carrier, the value of baggage,
agreed to be not
shall be
to and including ISO lb.,
exceeding
and the value of baggage
in excess of $100
.
upon which charges are paid
said allowance of 150 lb.
agreed to be not in excess of 66^3 cents per lb.
shall be
If the passenger, at the time of checking baggage, declares a value greater
weight
of
the
in
case
the
baggage
or.
than $100 for the baggage
exceeds that allowed under the tariffs in connection with the transportation
of a passenger, declares a value greater than 66-:i cents per lb., there will
be an additional charge at the rate of 10 cents for each $100, or fraction
thereof, above such agreed maximum values.
The minimum charge for increased valuation will be 10 cents. (32 I. C. C.

up

.

.

.

Rates on Excess Baggage

scribed maxima.

Baggage of

e.vccss iveight.

class ticket

is

As

a general rule a purchaser of a

entitled to receive the transportation of not

of baggage of a value not exceeding $100. The
rates are based as a rule upon 16^^ per cent of the first class
fare with a minimum of 15 cents per ICX) lb., and a minimum
charge of 25 cents. In some sections of the west the basis is 12
per cent instead of 167^ per cent, and in New England there is

more than 150

a

lb.

minimum charge

until the fare

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

&

Santa Fc
Xational Baggage Committee v. Atchison, Topeka
Opinion by Commissioner Hall:
In this complaint, filed in December. 1912, by the National Baggage Committee, representing numerous commercial organizations, against 69 carriers, operating in all sections of the country, the commission finds that the present rates on excess baggage are not unreasonable, but that the rates on baggage of excess value are unreasonable and should not exceed certain preet al.

first

.

.

.

.

.

of 15 cents with an arbitrary scale graduated
to $4.20, from which point the 16^ per

amounts

152.)

STATE COMMISSIONS
The
March

Public Utilities Commission has suspended until
30, the proposed charge for less-than-carload trap car

Illinois

in Chicago on intrastate business, which was recently
announced by the railway companies to become effective Decembr 1.

service

The Kansas railroads last week filed a petition with the KanPublic Utilities Commission, asking the restoration of the
three-cents-a-mile passenger fare which was in effect before
1907, when the railroads reduced rates to two cents, pending a
final decision in the Nebraska rate case.
sas

cent basis applies.

The commission is unable to sanction the basis proposed by
complainant whereby there would be a graduated scale ranging
from 1254 per cent for short distances, except those covered by
Comthe minimum rate, down to 8 per cent for long hauls.
plainant showed that for express service, claimed to be more
valuable than excess baggage service, the railroads receive on
an average 50 per cent of the gross revenues of the express comand claimed that for 100 lb. of excess baggage a
panies

The executive council of the state of Maine, taking note of a
widespread demand that the new Public Utilities Commission
shall not consist of three lawyers, has refused to confirm the
nomination of S. W. Gould, though it has accepted Benj. F.
Cleaves and William E. Skelton, who are both lawyers. The
governor has now named Hon. Charles W. Mullen of Bangor, a
former mayor, and a prominent business man, for the third
commissionership.

reasonable rate would be one-half of the 100-lb. express rate
plus a reasonable terminal charge, estimated at from 5 to 10
cents at each end. The commission rejects this theory and sees
no necessary relation between the rates for the various services.
The claim that the commercial traveler should have a lower
Congress has to
rate than the occasional traveler is rejected.
some extent permitted the continuance of mileage books, with
should be
the
principle
not
special privileges, but whether or
extended is a question of policy with which the commission has

sion of Missouri against the Quincy, Omaha & Kansas City and
the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, alleging that since July, 1912,
the Quincy, Omaha & Kansas City has been owned and operated by the Burlington, and that this ownership does not entitle it to the exemption made by the Supreme Court of the^
United States in the state rate case decision, and that therefore

nothing to do.

sengers.

;

A

it is

complaint has been

filed

with the Public Service Commis-

not entitled to charge more than two cents a mile for pasThe road is now charging 2^ cents.

November

27,
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Judge Harris, of th'e Circuit Court of Fulton, Mo., has sustained the demurrer of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway
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Railway Officers

brought by the attorney-general of Missouri to recover $2,000,000 alleged overcharges in freight and passenger
rates during the litigation ever the state rate laws.
to the suit

Frank B. Kellogg, counsel for the Armour Car Lines in the
investigation being conducted by the Interstate Commerce Commission into private car lines, has secured an order from a judge
of the United States Supreme Court enjoining further hearings
before the commission on the questions asked of the Armour
Car Lines pending a review by the Supreme Court of an order
issued by Judge Landis ordering Vice-President Frederick W.
Ellis to answer the questions put to him by the commission regarding the relations of the car lines to the railroads. On November 9 Federal Judge Landis denied the petition for an appeal
and ordered Mr. Ellis to appear before the commission and answer the questions.

The

brought by John C. Fetzer, a real estate broker, against
the Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad to set aside the decision
of E. C. Field as arbitrator of the claims of the Chicago &
Western Indiana against Fetzer, Benjamin Thomas, former president of the road, and C. R. Kappes, former real estate agent
of the road, ordering the restoration of money alleged to have
been misappropriated, was the subject of a hearing last week at
Chicago, before Judge Sullivan.
In 1910 the Western Indiana
filed suits against the three men named, charging them with having misappropriated large sums of money in connection with
real estate purchases for the road, and the case was settled out
of court by arbitration, in which Mr. Field decided that the three
men should pay to the Western Indiana $525,000. Fetzer then
brought suit to have the award set aside on the ground that the
money had been turned over by him to persons designated by the
directors of the road, to be used for political purposes.
suit

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

David McXicoll, vice-president of the Canadian Pacific at
Montreal, Que., has resigned on account of ill health, effective
January 1, next, and will be succeeded by George Bury, vicepresident at Winnipeg, Manitoba. Mr. McNicoU will remain as
a

member

of the board of directors.

C. G. Austin, Jr., whose appointment as general solicitor of
the Chicago & Western Indiana and the Belt Railway of Chi-

cago, with headquarters at Chicago, has already been announced
in these columns, was born in Highgate, Vt.. February
6, 1879.

He

received

academic education

his

at

Brigham Academy

in

Vermont and was graduated from

the University of Wisconsin
1902 with the degree LL.B. He was admitted to the bar of
Vermont in 1901, the year before his graduation from law
school, and was engaged in the general practice of law in St.
Albans, Vt., with his father and brother under the firm name of
C. G. Austin & Sons, from the time of his graduation until June,
1909.
He then removed to Cedar Rapids, Iowa, where, as
assistant solicitor for the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, he
acted as trial attorney for that company for the state of Iowa.
He resigned in April, 1910, to accept a position in the law department of the Chicago & Western Indiana and the Belt Railway of Chicago, where he has since remained, now assuming
full charge of the law departments as general solicitor, as above
noted.
in

E. W. McKenna, whose retirement from the position of vicepresident of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, has already
in these columns, was born October 24, 1848, at

been announced

Railway Taxes

in

New

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Jersey

railway property, sets aside the doctrine enunciated by the
court below that the State Board of Assessors is a judicial tribunal w'hose findings can not be reviewed unless the principle
upon which their determination was reached was "inherently and
legally vicious." The opinion for the Court of Errors was wTitten by Justice Swayze. It is held also that the members of the
State Board of Assessors, even though they be regarded as a judicial body, may be subjected to cross examination as to their
personal knowledge of values of railroad property, where that
knowledge is employed in determining an assessment. Under the
railroad tax law it is the duty of the Supreme Court to afford
relief as well in cases where the amount of the tax is excessive
or insufficient as in cases where the principle upon which the
assessment is made is erroneous. The manifest intention of the
legislature was to afiford the railroads equal protection of the
its

in

decision affects the state assessors only, as that was the body
dealt with in the opinion. The State Board for the Equalization
of Taxes is a separate body and handles individual appeals in

be-

June, 1864, when
he was in United States
military telegraph servuntil

From

ice.

April,

December,

1866,

he
was with the Pittsburgh,
to

1869,

Cincinnati & St. Louis as
operator,
freight
clerk
and general superintend-

He was then
one year train despatcher, and from Febent's clerk.

for

ruarj'.

1871,
to April,
superintendent, of.
the Indianapolis & Vincennes, and the following five years was super-

1880,

common

with other citizens.
Justice Swayze's opinion reverses the Supreme Court and sets
aside assessments aggregating $7,383,180, levied by the State
Board of Assessors upon the property in question. The decision
is interpreted as limiting, to a great extent, the powers of the
Railroad tax case hearings, says the
State Board of Assessors.
It is expected that
court, must be real and not sham hearings.
other railroads will take advantage of the decision to proceed
Justice Swayze's
against assessments believed to be excessive.
laws

He

gan railway work in
May,
1862,
with
the
Pennsylvania, and was
messenger and operator

The New Jersey Court of Errors and Appeals, in a suit against
the Long Dock Company, of Jersey City, concerning taxes on

intendent of the JefferE.

W. McKenna

he w-as engaged

in

special

work under

sonville, Madison & Indianapolis.
During 1886
the direction of the gen-

manager of the Pennsylvania Lines \\'est of Pittsburgh.
Mr. McKenna became connected with the Chicago, Milwaukee
St. Paul in June, 1887, and was division superintendent until
eral

&

and cannot be attributed to the war. Nevertheless, their responsibility does not extend to damage or waste which by nature of the merchandise concerned may arise owing to the length
of time taken in transit, and railway lines do not incur any re-

October, 1890, when he w-as appointed assistant general superintendent of that road.
He left the St. Paul in August. 1894,
become general superintendent of the Eastern district of the
Great Northern at St. Paul, Minn., resigning that position to
engage in the business of renewing steel rails, being the inventor of a process for securing that result. He organized the
McKenna Steel Working Company, of which he was president
Mr. McKenna returned to the Chifor a number of years.
cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul in February, 1904. as assistant to
the president, and in September of the' following year he was
made second vice-president. In September, 1909, he became
vice-president of the same road in charge of operation and

sponsibility for the time taken in carrying merchandise.

construction.

general matters.

French Railway Delays.— A Renter telegram from Bordeaux
government ordinance has been issued laying down
the rule that railway lines are responsible for los'ses or damage
when these are caused by the culpable mistakes of their agents
states that a

to

—
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R. Albright, assistant to general

manager

Coast Line at Wilmington, N. C, has been

of the Atlantic
elected assistant

traffic

No. 22

Equipment and Supplies

j

general manager.
T. R. Ryan, formerly

57,
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Operating
P.

Vol.

manager of

the

Mexico North-

who went to Brazil last January as traffic director of
the Brazil Railway Company and its subsidiary companies, in
addition to his former duties, has been made sub and acting managing director of the Brazil Railways and general superintendent
of the Sorocobana Railway Company, one of the subsidiary companies, with headquarters at Sau Paulo, Brazil.
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Western,

Traffic

A. F. Pilcher has been appointed general agent of the Rock
Island lines at Sioux Falls, S. D.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING
The Maine

CENTR.^L has ordered 7 Mikado

tj-pe

locomotives

from the American Locomotive Company.

The a. Guthrie Construction Comp.-\ny, St. Paul, has ordered 3 heavy-switching locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive ^\'orks.

CAR BUILDING

Samuel W. Carder has been appointed commercial agent of
New York Central Fast Freight Lines, with headquarters at
Omaha, Neb., succeeding J. J. Monks, promoted.

the

H. L. Hudson has been appointed district freight agent of the
Union Pacific at Seattle. Wash., and L. M. Foss has been appointed district freight and passenger agent at Lewiston, Idaho.
Herbert L. Fairfield has been appointed manager of baggage
traffic of the Illinois Central and the Yazoo & MissisValley, with supervision over the handHng of baggage,
mail, express and milk traffic, with headquarters at Chicago.

and mail
sippi

I. L. Graves, coal freight agent of the Southern Railway at
Atlanta, Ga., has been appointed general freight agent, with headquarters at Knoxville, Tenn., succeeding H. L. Miller, resigned
to go to another company, and the office of coal freight agent
at Atlanta has been abolished.

Charles S. Lee, general passenger agent of the Lehigh Valley
New York has been appointed passenger traffic manager.
George W. Hay, general baggage agent at South Bethlehem, Pa.,
has been promoted to general passenger agent, with headquarA. J. Simmons, general eastern passenger
ters at New York.
at

agent at New York, has laeen appointed assistant general passenger agent, with office at New York, and Paul S. Millspaugh, general agent of the passenger department at Ithaca, N. Y., has
been appointed assistant general passenger agent, with headquarters at Buffalo.

Engineering and Rolling Stock
has been appointed master mechanic of the San
Antonio, Uvalde & Gulf, with headquarters at Pleasanton, Tex.,
succeeding J. H. Ruxton, resigned, whose title was superintendent of motive power.
E. H.

McCann

OBITUARY
division freight agent of the Fere Marquette at
Detroit, Mich., died on November 22, in Detroit. He had been
in the service of this company for the past 18 years.

Harry Dean,

James Bissett, formerly master mechanic of the St. Louis & San
Francisco, at Springfield, Mo., died on November 11, in SpringHe began railway work at the age of
field at the age of 74.
fourteen, with the North Madison Railway, at North Madison,
In OcInd., and subsequently served on different railroads.
tober, 1899, he entered the service of the Kansas City, Fort
Scott & Memphis at the South Side shops; Springfield, and
later ser\-ed as master mechanic of its successor, the St. Louis
& San Francisco, until his retirement, under the pension rules
of the company, about two years ago.

John C. Muir, general superintendent of the Chicago. Terre
Haute & Southeastern, ^died at Terre Haute, Ind., on November
Mr.*Muir began railway work in June. 1879,
4, aged 50 years.
as messenger for the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, with which
August, 1895. being employed successively
remained
until
he
Toad
as telegraph operator, station agent, travehng auditor, train
He then went to the
despatcher, and chief train despatcher.
Chicago & Eastern Illinois as chief train despatcher. and subsequently was trainmaster and superintendent until June, 1911,
when he was appointed general superintendent at Danville, 111.
In November of the following year he became superintendent
of the Chicago division at Danville, resigning in March, 1913.
general
-to go to the Chicago, Terre Haute & Southeastern as
superintendent at Terre Haute, Ind.

The Pere Marquette

has ordered 200 center constructions

from the Pressed Steel Car Company.

The

& Santa Fe has ordered 100 tank
Pressed Steel Car Company.

Atchison, Topeka

cars from the

The United States Government, Department of Reclamation
has ordered one 5S-ft. all-steel, 200-hp., 75-passenger
motor car from the McKeen Motor Car Company for its Yuma
Valley Railway in Arizona.

Service,

Railway Farm Demonstration Work in the Philippines.
report of the progress of the agricultural demonstration
coach sent out by the Philippine Bureau of Agriculture over
the Manila Railroad has been issued.
The car, which was on
the road from March 26 to August 5, made one to three day
stops at all the towns on the main and branch lines between
Bauan, La L'nion Province, and Pagbilao, in Tayabas Province.
This was the second tour of the car through the same territory.
It passed through 11 provinces and made stops at 84 towns.
It is stated that 22.176 persons visited the car during the tour,
and 5,702 agricultural publications were given out and 66 illustrated lectures were given, with a total attendance of 36,552
people. The car was in charge of the trained employees of the
bureau, who gave demonstrations during the day and illustrated
lectures at night, the subjects covered in the latter being rice
and sugar production, i-.nimal industry, locust extermination,
and vegetable and fruit culture. Some 200 lantern slides were
used. The car also carried modern farm implements for demonnoticeable result of the tour is the disstration purposes.
position of the farmers along the route to discard old agricultural implements and acquire the more modem and effective

—A

A

ones.

—

Argentine Railw.w Results. The present year has been a
decidedly adverse period in Argentine railway history, revenue
having fallen off, while flood difficulties have also had to be conFloods commenced in .August and September,
tended with.
1913, and resulted in considerable loss of traffic and damage to
the property of the Buenos Ayres Great Southern, amounting to
over $500,000. No sooner was the flood difficulty got over, than
Argentina was visited by hot, dry winds and drought, which
caused the failure of cereals in the southern portion of the company's zone. Rains, which set in again in the latter part of the

|

|
'

company's financial year, caused dislocation of agricultural business and delayed the transport of the maize crop, a great part of
which still remains to be carried. During the past financial year
145 miles of extensions were opened for traffic by the Buenos
Ayres Great Southern, bringing its total completed lines up to

The company is now restricting its expenditure
works being unIn view of the working difficulties experienced by the
Great Southern Railway in 1913-14, it is not surprising to find
that the traffic receipts declined to $26,557,898, as compared with
$31,927,007 in 1912-13. On the other hand, the working expenses
were brought dovt-n to $15,552,452, as compared with $18,037,121,
so that the decline in the net revenue was reduced to $2,944,450.
transporter bridge built for road traffic between the capital and
Avellaneda and the Sud Dock were brought into operation in
June, and by a presidential decree the government formally accepted the bridge from the company. Engineering.
3,727

miles.

upon

capital account, only absolutely essential

dertaken.

A

^

November
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After sixteen years service with Hermann Boker & Co.. New
York, Ellsworth Haring has terminated his connection with that
company, and has organized a business in tool steel and related
specialties,
with temporary offices at 684a Hancock street,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
E. A. Sterling, forest and timber engineer, 1331 Real Estate
Trust building. Philadelphia, Pa., has moved to 925 Commercial
Trust building. Fifteenth and Market streets.
This change of
address also includes the offices of Clark, Lyford & Sterling,

and the Philadelphia- Vancouver Timber Company.

— The

T.

Milwaukee,

Wis., has just issued folder No. 430, which is devoted to illustrations and the description of its latest type of non-tilting concrete mixer, known as the Smith Mixerette.

—

Steel Fence Posts. The Carbo Steel Post Company has recently issued a 32-page booklet describing the construction and
principles of its spring steel field fence post, and illustrates how
they should be installed. IL also gives a comparison of prices of
the steel with the wooden posts.

SiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJiHiiuiiiiiiiuiimiuii

Boston Subways.— Bids are wanted by the Boston Transit

Dorchester avenue
3,200

ft.

1.

—

The Kewanee Union. The National Tube Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., has recently issued a circular relating to its male
and female pattern Kewanee union. The following saving is said
one nipple the time required for
to be eflfected by this union
making one less joint; one gasket; the time required for cutting
and fitting that gasket, and the cost of one malleable union, an
:

Chicago, Peoria & Quincy (Electric). This company, which
last year to build from Peoria, 111., southwest
about 120 miles to Quincy, is now making surveys for the line,
but has not yet started construction work. The Chapman Company, 1710 Steger building, Chicago, may be addressed. (June 12,
p.

1356.)

Grand M.^rais & Northwestern.

;

—

KiNSTON Carolina Railroad & Lumber Company. We are
company has projected an extension from Pink
N. C, south to Chinquapin, 15 miles.

—

The General Electric Company has
Bulletin No.
number of bulletins as follows

Electrical Apparatus.
recently issued a

:

Current Generators for Direct Connection to Reciprocating Engines." illustrates and describes some
of the recent improvements in the alternators built by the company for direct connection to steam, oil and gas engines. Bulletin No. 46,018 describes the company's type P-8 Portable Voltmeter. This is an unusually small instrument enclosed in a mahogany case, suitable for use on both alternating and direct current. Bulletin No. 44.404 describes one of the company's new line
of Ventilated Commutating Pole Motors. This motor has a rate
capacity of 80 hp. on 600 volts. The motor has a special feature
in its induced ventilation, and is said to have .a greater service

40,500, entitled "Alternating

capacity than motors of the closed type having the same hourly
rating.
Bulletin No. 41,500 is entitled "Srnall Direct and Alternating Current Motors of the Drawn Shell Type." These are all
fractional horse-power motors, which have been specially designed for application to the diversified forms of small machines
which may be driven by electricity.

23, p. 779.)

—

924.)

—

Morgantown & Wheeling

Train Lighting System.— "Safety Electric Light" is the title
of an attractive booklet which has been recently issued by the
Safety Car Heating & Lighting Company, New Y'ork, descriptive
of the Safety Axle Driven Car Lighting System. The booklet
describes the system in detail and contains illustrations of the
various parts of the dynamo, the dynamo regulator, etc. There
is also a section giving instructions for operation and installation,
and another, giving cross-sections of the various safety dyof their parts.

(October

Lula-Homer. We are told that this company has been organized to build from Lula, Ga., southeast to Homer, 14 miles.
The line is to have maximum grades of 2.5 per cent and maximum curvature of 9 deg. It has not yet been decided when bids
will be asked for building the line.
The principal commodities
to be carried will be farm produce and the products of mines.
D. G. Zeigler & Son, Lula, may be addressed. (November 13, p.

laying

names and numbers

—

An officer writes that a
contract has been given to John Bergman. Duluth, Minn., and
is under way building from Grand Marais, Minn., west to
Cascade Junction, 20 miles, and that surveys are being made
for an extension from Cascade Junction west to Ely, 55. miles.
A. Mitchell, president, Duluth, Minn. (January 16, p. 149.)
work

company

the

about

—

average net saving of 16 cents.

namos and

will be

Ch.\ttahoochee Valley. An officer writes confirming the report that surveys have been made for a proposed extension from
McCulloch, Ala., to a connection with a line to Columbus, about
The right of way has also been secured but construc15 miles.
tion work has not yet been started.
(August 21, p. 369.)

Hill,

January

This section

Charles City Western.— An officer writes that this company
has projected an 18-mile extension from Charles City, Iowa, to
on the Chicago Great Western. The company now operates a line from Charles City, southwest to Marble Rock 13 miles.

told that this

since

South Boston.

a point

cago,

made

in

long.

latest

installations

|
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Commission, Boston, Mass., until December 5, for constructing
that section of the Dorchester tunnel which will pass under Fort
Point channel, thence to the corner of West Second street and

—

The Roberts & Schaefer Company, Chihas issued a four-page folder illustrating some of the
The bulletin
reinforced concrete Holmen coaling plants.
shows briefly the method of operation of some of the coaling
stations furnished by the company, and contains a list of the
Coaling Stations,

itiiitiiiDiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHtiiiiiiin

was organized

Smith Company,

L.
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TRADE PUBLICATIONS
Mixers.
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Railway Construction

Eli F. Hart, one of the founders and the chairman of the
board of the Rodger Ballast Car Company, Chicago, died at his
home in Chicago on November 23. Mr. Hart was born at
Rochester, N. Y., in 1832.

CoN'CRETE
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is

(Electric). An officer of this
writes that grading work has been finished and track
to be started at once from Cassville, W. Va., west to

Blacksville, IS miles.
Keeley Brothers & Gilmore, Morgantown,
Va., are the contractors. Track has been laid on about a half
mile at Cassville. Surveys have been made and most of the right
of way secured for an extension from Blacksville to Wheeling,
52 miles. R. D. Hennen, chief engineer, Morgantown. (May IS,

W.

p.

1118.)

—

New York

Subways. Bids are wanted by the New York
Public Service Commission, First district, until December 11,
for the construction of Section No. 4 of Routes Nos. 4 and 36,
that part of .the. new Broadway subway in the borough of Manhattan extending northerly under Seventh avenue from Fiftyfirst street to a connection with the crosstown part of the line
in Fifty-ninth street.

—

Quebec Central. An officer writes that work is now underway by P. J. Wolfe, Sherbrooke, Que., on a section of 10 miles,
and by Z. C. Howard & Co., also of Sherbrooke, on a section
of S miles, of an extension being built from a point 10 miles
east of St. Sabine, Que., to Lac La Frontier.
(July 3, p. 40.)

—

Rome & Northern. An officer writes that surveys are now
being made for the extension to be built from Gore, Ga.. north
to Subligna, 8.4 miles.

—

Temiskaming & Northern Ontario. An officer writes regarding the report that a line may be built from Cochrane, Ont.,
to Port Nelson, that the provincial government has not seriously
considered building such an extension as it would involve the
construction of about 7S0 miles of railway and much of the route
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would be through an unexplored wilderness. A reconnaissance
survey for an extension from Cochrane to Moose Factory at the
south end of James Bay, 185 miles, has been made. It will be
practicable to develop a harbor at this place which is the nearest
point on James or Hudson Bay to the settled portions of eastern
Canada along the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence river.

Tennessee R-\ilway.— An

made

being

officer

writes that surveys are now-

for building an extension

from Charleys Branch

to

Petros, Tenn., 11.25 miles.
(.Electric).— An

Toronto E.\stern

officer

of

company

this

which was organized to build a line through Pickering. Whitby,
Oshawa and Bowmanville. Ont, writes that track has been laid
on a total of 14.53 miles, which includes the section from Whitby
to Bowmanville, 11.47 miles, and work is now under way between Whitby and Pickering on five miles. Ewan MacKenzie,
Toronto, Ont., is the contractor. Surveys are now being made
for an extension from Pickering to a point in the township of
Scarboro.

15

miles.

(January

9, p.

102.)

E.

W.

Oliver,

chief

engineer,

Toronto.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES

—

Houston, Tex. The International & Great Northern is building a one-span Strauss bascule bridge over Buffalo Bayou, near
Houston. The contract for the steel, amounting to 468 tons,
was awarded the Wisconsin Bridge & Iron Company, and the
contract for erection went to the .American Construction ComThe total estipany. Work is about 10 per cent completed.
mated

cost

is

$36,000.

—

P.\wTUCKET, R. I. A contract for building the new station
for the New York, New Haven & Hartford on the dividing line
between the cities of Pawtucket and Central Falls to replace
two old stations has been given to Norcross Brothers, WorcesThe new structure is to be of brick and stone conter. Mass.
It will be an overhead station built 21 ft. above the
struction.
The
track level, which at this point is located in a deep cut.
station will have two island platforms 900 ft. long, reached by
The waiting room will be 92 ft. long, 64 ft.
six stairways.
wide and 32 ft. high. The building will be 84 ft. by 162 ft.
with two wings, and the work will cost about $200,000. A conBlakeslee & Sons on a
tract was given last summer to C. \\
unit price basis for the foundations. This improvement is part
Pawtucket and Cenelimination
work
at
of the grade crossing
The work involves
tral Falls under way for the past two years.
the elimination of all grade crossings, and the four tracking
and relocation of tracks to take out the curve on the main line

—

Portsmouth. \a. We are told that a contract has been given
by the Seaboard A'r Line to the Richardson Construction Company, Inc., Norfolk, Va., for work on the general office buildThe
ing and terminal station at High street in Portsmouth.
plans call for a structure five stories high on pile foundation, to
be from 60 to 72 ft. wide and about 155 ft. long, with brick walls
and reinforced concrete floors and roof.

Notes on English Railway Signaling. History.

— Although

neither fixed signals nor the block sj'stem were first introduced
on the London, Brighton & South Coast, that company's line
may be regarded as being the garden within which they grew

and multiplied. Stewart's Lane Junction and the Hole-in-theWall signal towers were among the very first erected, and at
Brighton, in 1861, a tower was provided with 37 levers installed
No doubt the fact that both John Saxby and J. S.
therein.
Farmer had been connected with that railway had something to
do with the progress signaling made on the Brighton. It was on
that railway also that fish-tailed arms for distant signals were
introduced. This was done in August, 1872, when two distant
Norwood Junction were so distinguished. The
signals
at
Brighton Company cannot claim to be the first to adopt the
\\'.
R. Sykes the last survivor of the old
"lock-and-block."
school must be given the credit for inventing patent No. 662
of 1875 the first complete method of interlocking the fixed sigbut after the Arlesey accident
nals with the block instruments
of December. 1876. Charles Hodgson, of Saxby & Farmer, invented patent No. 400 of January, 1877 a lock-and-block system,
which was installed on a section of the Brighton Railway.

—

—

—

;

—

57,
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Bangor & Aroostook.

—

In the fiscal year ended June 30, 1914. this
company, operating 631 miles in the state of Maine, had gross
revenue from operation of $3,795,413, an increase of $542,991
over the previous year and the largest in the company's history.
The net income after the payment of expenses, rentals, taxes
and interest was $205,731, as against a net loss of $84,307 in
1913.
The increase in gross revenue was shown in both passenger and freight traffic, but that the amount is so large is
mainly due to a tonnage of potatoes of 526,578 (of a total of
The company, on
1.902.745) as against 372,681 tons in 1913.
the other hand, also had increased expenditures, very largely
the result of the severe winter.
The Bangor & Aroostook operates a line through the state
of Maine from Penobscot Bay and Bangor north through
.\roostook county to points on the Canadian border such as

Houlton, Fort Fairfield, Van Buren, Fort Kent and St. Francis.
It also has a branch to Greenville in the Moosehead Lake
region.
The road thus serves a large portion of the hunting
It is not part of a through route but dedistrict of Maine.
rives the larger portion of its revenue from the traffic in
potatoes, lumber and other forest products, and paper which
originates in its own territory the tonnage of these products
in 1914, being potatoes, 526,578; lumber, 352.847; other forest
products 304,481 and paper, 168,264, of a total of 1.902,745 tons.
In the fiscal year ended June 30, 1914, the road earned $6,019
per mile of road, of which $4,693 was freight revenue, as compared with $5,158 revenue per mile of road of which $3,890 was
;

The ton-mile rate in 1914 was 1 225
freight revenue, in 1913.
cents as against 1.146 cents in the previous year, the total ton
mileage carried being 1.902,745 tons, as noted above, as against
The number of passengers carried in 1914
1,620,065 in 1913.
was 817.282 as compared with 781,519 in 1913, the average receipts per passenger mile being 2.350 cents and 2.309 cents in
1914 and 1913, respectively. The company during the year paid

On June 30. 1914, it had on hand
3! J per cent dividends.
$450,226 cash with loans and bills payable of $1,215,000.

.

at this point.

Vol.

—

The stockholders, at a special meeting on November 17,
approved the making of a refunding and improvement mortgage under which a total of $300,000,000 bonds may be issued.
This provides for the refunding of all outstanding securities.

Erie.

Kanawh.\ & Michigan.— The annual

report of this

company

shows that in the fiscal year ended June 30, 1914, it had net
income after the payment of expenses, rentals, taxes and interest of $816,448, as (fompared with $1,005,396 in 1913.

This

the result of strikes at the coal mines
which began in Ohio .-\pril 1, 1914, and in West Virginia on
May 1, and continued until after the close of the fiscal year.
The Kanawha & Michigan operates a total of 177 miles of

decrease of $188,948

is

The main line extends from Corning, O., to Hobson and
from Kanauga, O.. to Gauley Bridge, West Va. In the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1914, the companj- earned operating revenue
per mile of road of $17,611. as compared with $18,705 in 1913.
The total ton mileage of revenue freight was 660,476,000. a deline.

The average receipts per ton per mile
about the same as in 1913, and the average
trainload was 959 tons, an increase of 22 tons, or 2.35 per cent.
During the year there was an actual loss of coal and coke
traffic of $230,353, nearly all of which was due to the strike
This loss was even greater than
in April, May and June.
the loss in total revenue, which makes it worth noting that
over three-quarters of the Kanawha & Michigan's total tonnage of freight is made up of bituminous coal. The total
number of passengers carried in the fiscal year was 1,231,119
The average passenger
as compared with 1,269,783 in 1913.
receipts per passenger mile in 1914 were 1.94 cents, and in
during
Dividends
paid
the year amounted
1913. 1.91 cents.
The balance carried
to $450,000 at the rate of 5 per cent.
crease of 7.27 per cent.

were 4.02

mills,

At the
to credit of profit and loss, therefore, was $366,448.
end of the year the company had on hand cash to the amount
of $139,129. The total working assets were $1.016;661, and the
The expenditures
total working liabilities were but $693,606.
for additions and betterments in 1914 totaled $273,042.
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tlian ever before, but the company during
has carried out a careful and thorough scheme
of expansion of its facilities
and it was to be expected that

year was heavier

tl.is

the past year

;
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Scrip dividends on railroad stocks have not been very
but

form of a registered warrant or

A New

Subscriptions, including 52 regular weekly issues and special daily editions
published from time to time in New York, or in places other than New
York, payable in advance and postage free:

United States and Mexico

certificate.

The Southern Railway declared

the last

semi-annual dividend of 2 per cent on its
preferred stock as payable in scrip, bear-'

of Scrip

$5.00
6.00

Canada

Form

Dividend

ing interest at 4 per cent and due in five

8.00
Foreign Countries (excepting daily editions)
16 rents each
Single Copies
Engineering and Maintenance of Way Edition and four Maintenance of
Way Convention daily issues, North America, $1 foreign, $2.

On

years.

common

unit

i

New York

the
in

Stock Exchange 100 shares is the
which trading is done, but the Southern has

;

Entered at the Post Office at
second class.

New

taken SO shares as the unit for

York, N. Y., as mail matter of the

cent

WE GUARANTEE,

that of this issue 8,750 copies were printed; that of
these 8.750 copies 7,410 were mailed to regular paid subscribers to the weekly
edition. 250 were provided for counter and news companies' sales. 1,058 were
mailed to advertisers, exchanges and correspondents, and 37 were provided for
samples and office use; that the total copies printed this year to date were
458,100, an average of 9,349 copies a week.
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,

scrip

its

on 50 shares would, of course, be

warrants, which are in

Two

dividends.
$100.

per

The dividend

of the railway company,
payable to bearer, and each $100 note has attached to it 10'
coupons representing semi-annual interest during the period of
live years.
Fractional scrip has been issued to those holding
less than SO shares, which are exchangeable, when presented
in $100 amounts, for the coupon notes above described and
which fractional scrip notes bear interest at 4 per cent per year
ayable at the due date. This is an entirely new form of payment of scrip dividends and the importance of it lies in the step
which is made toward convenience for the small holder of sereality

notes

;.re

1
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curities.

notes are lithographed in a sufficiently intricate

pattern to prevent forgeries, but are not so elaborate as to be

found that it actually costs
form of scrip dividend than to
go to the expense of recording and keeping track of the holders
of the stock as of the date of the dividend, and certainly it is
expensive.
the

It

company

infinitely

has probably been

less 'to

issue this

more convenient

for stockholders.

fords an opportunity for investment to the
to

buy railroad stock

in

$10 or $20

Incidentally

is

receiving unstinted

praise

from the

newspapers for the very successful way in which it took 33.000
passengers to and from the New Haven
football game in one da\'.
President ElGood Work as
liott's letter reviewing the work done is
an Every-day
noticed in another column and a signifiTask
cant paragraph in the letter is that wherein he says that "a well-equipped, well-organized, well-managed
and well-manned railroad should be able to perform this task
In other words, he expected the fine results
satisfactorily."
which were produced. And he had good grounds for the expecThe New Haven road has done excellent work with
tation.
The special passenger movement
the football crowds before.
;

aflike

lots.

Wyman, assistant to the president of the Chicago
Railway Equipment Company, has contributed to American Industries for November an interesting and
able article, entitled "Send Business Men
"Send Business
to Congress." Mr. Wyman calls attention
Men to
to the fact that most of the problems
Congress"
which now come before Congress involve
economic and business questions with which men of business
-Arthur

training and experience are the best fitted to deal.

The New Haven road

it

man who would

Therefore,

the business interests of the country should take steps to secure
the

election

of

such

men.

Furthermore,

he points

out,

the

an organization to accomplish this result exists
in such organizations as the American Bankers' Association,
the National Association of Manufacturers, the Railway Business Association and the many chambers of commerce through-

nucleus

for

country which have been united in the Chamber of
the United States. "If," says Mr. Wyman, "every
directly or indirectly with the Chamber of Commerce of the United States would take upon himself the task of
disseminating sound doctrine within the radius of his personal
acquaintance, how many times multiplied would be the effect of
Imagine a condition where every
propaganda.
its. splendid

out

the

Commerce of
man affiliated

—
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for a

are

more

fully

by business men

active participation

Wyman

Mr.

great as

as

in public affairs,

Unfortunately,

says.

the

worked at cross purposes.
Each class of them has sought for what it has conceived to be
its own selfish advantage instead of for what would be for the
For example, commercial
interests of the country as a whole.
bodies and industrial concerns have worked for regulation of
interests,
own
to a large extent, retheir
promote
railways to
gardless of the effect on the railways and the prosperity of
business interests have

in

the past

Meantime, organized labor has acted
the nation as a whole.
more wisely. It has stood together as a class in advocating
and opposing legislation, and in consequence has usually got

what it has wanted. Can the business men of the country, little
and big, be brought to a realization of the fact that, broadly
speaking, their interests are mutual and not antagonistic, and
that therefore they should stand together in advocating legislation which will be beneficial to them all and in securing the
election of business

men who

are fitted to cope with business

problems?

57,

No. 23

FOLLOWING THE COMMISSION'S ADVICE

man

connected with a business concern conceived it to be his
duty to 'plug* for the principles in which he believes with the
same degree of energy, tact, fairness and constructive ability
which he employs in the keen competition of his own business."
Certainly, the needs for more business men in Congress, and

Vol.

"THE

newspapers recently have published plans of a committee
^
of western railroad commissioners, headed by Clifford
Thorne, for opposing a "general advance" in rates by the western
railways which Mr. Thorne last week told the Chicago papers
would amount to $70,000,000 a year. Some papers also have
expressed surprise at tariffs filed by the eastern railways advancing certain rates more than the 5 per cent which was allowed by the Interstate Commerce Commission on part of the
tonnage of the Central Freight Association roads.
All this
shows misunderstanding or misrepresentation of what the rail-

ways are doing.
In

its

opinion

made

the eastern rate case the commission

in

three groups of suggestions as to

how

the carriers might in-

crease their revenues in other

ways than by a general advance.

The first suggestion was
The second was "that all

an increase

ritory

examine carefully

for

in

passenger

fares.

railroads in Official Classification terfreight

their

rules

rates,

and regula-

with a view to increasing rates that are found to be clearly
unremunerative, and modifying burdensome rules and regulations relating to minimum weights and similar matters where
tions,

this

may

justly be done."

The

third suggestion related to free

such as spotting cars, trap car service,
"These three
lighterage, loading, unloading and storage, etc.

or

special

services,

suggestions," the commission said, "will necessarily lead to
increase of the transportation charges.

The mayor
Convention

made an address at the Mayors'
Philadelphia telling why American cities should
own and operate public utilities. The

of Chicago recently
in

IneHicient^Government government

mayor

3„j

is

duty of giving

Public Ownership

of which the
charged with the

Chicago,

of

the head,
its

is

citizens police protec-

tion.
On November 29 the newspapers
of Chicago reported that up to that time there had been 401

homicides

known

to

in

that

city

have been

made

in

the year

1914,

This

murders.

is

were
worst

which 181

of

probably

the

1914 in any community in the civilized world.
The government of Chicago demonstrates its incapacity to perform the primary duty of a government; and then in the open

record

in

season for murders

how much better
ment manage the

it

in his bailiwick the

would be

for

mayor

sallies

out to

tell

the public to have govern-

street railways, the light and power plants,
Or,
and so on, than to have them managed by corporations
Except the much advertised boulevards,
take another example
are there worse streets in any other large city than in Chicago?
If the city cannot build and maintain good streets, how can it
be assumed it could successfully maintain and operate street
Those who advocate
railways and other public utilities?
municipal ownership of utilities usually advocate government
ownership of railways, also. They ask, if our governments can
!

;

successfully build and maintain highways,

why

could they not

successfully build, maintain and operate railways?

The answer

they can't successfully build and maintain highways
Most of our public highways, under
or, at least, they don't.
government construction and maintenance, are among the worst
is

easy

:

The advocates of public ownership of public utiland railways cite foreign experience in support of their
argument. But the foreign cities and nations which are successful in managing public utilities and railways show their efficiency by also suppressing crime, by properly building and
maintaining streets and highways and by performing their other
in the world.
ities

functions satisfactorily.

Their success, to such extent as they

managing public utilities and railways
due to their general efficiency; and the failure of our governments with similar enterprises would be due to the same cause
as their failure in almost everjthing they try to do now, viz.,
And they will always be inefficient
to .their general inefficiency.
while they are run by men who show their statesmanship by
constantly seeking to extend the functions of the governments
instead of by devoting themselves to getting the present functions of the governments performed respectably.
really
is

are successful, in

But the

some

carriers'

rev-

enues will be increased more than the shippers' burdens, for
these will be lessened through the removal thereby of many
unjust discriminations."
All three of these suggestions have been promptly followed by
the

railroads

:

not only by those

in

Official

Classification

ter-

by the western roads,
whose officers had been watchfully waiting for the decision for
some indications as to how they could improve their own situWhereupon loud protests by Clifford Thorne, the Ameration.
ritory, but to a considerable extent also

ican

Meat Packers' Association, and possibly some others less
Mr. Thorne gets his $70,000,000 a year by taking

vociferous.

about 10 per cent of the gross freight earnings of the western
roads.
But the western roads have not asked for a 10 per cent
Some western railroad officers have said they ought
advance.
to have such an advance, and for a time a plan was considered
for a general readjustment of rates on some traffic and a 10
per cent advance on the rest, together with the imposition of
This plan was outlined in
special charges for special services.

private and confidential letter issued by J. M. Johnson as
chairman of a meeting of western traffic officers held last May.
which Mr. Thorne in some way got hold of and published. The

a

plan

discussed

in

this

letter

was admittedly

ticipation of the decision of the

commission

tentative,

in the

in

an-

eastern case.

That the roads are merely trying to carry out what they
understand to be the policy favored by the commission is clearly
shown by a comparison of the commission's opinion with the
First, the 5 per cent
steps which the railways have taken.
advances allowed in Central Freight Association territory were
put into effect, while the passenger departments of the eastern
roads have been busy in revising their passenger fares upward
Then the eastern roads
in accordance with suggestion No. 1.
began to "examine carefully their freight rates, rules and regulations, with a view to increasing rates that are found to be
clearly unremunerative," and have transferred a considerable
number of rates from exceptions back to the higher classification
basis, from which they had been taken through force of comBoth eastern and western roads also filed tariffs efpetition.
fective on December 1, advancing rates on grain, grain products,
hay, packing house products and dressed meats, and tariffs have
been filed from time to time imposing charges for trap car and
The eastern roads have also filed adother special services.
vances in livestock rates, and the western roads have announced
their intention of doing so in the near future, and other commodities in the "unremunerative" class are slated for advances.
The western roads also are figuring on advancing their pas-

December

4,
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senger fares, but

it

While attempting

will take

some time

to

work out the

tariffs.

to give the impression that all rates in the

west are to be advanced, Mr. Thorne confined his specific remarks to the rates on grain and packing house products, in
which he is especially interested as attorney for the shippers.
Others who may not have the same means of access as Mr.

and confidential letters may find some of the
commodities to be raised by perusing certain tables in
the opinion of the Interstate Commerce Commission which the
commission referred to as follows
"The compilation prepared
by the commission of ansv.'ers of the carriers to our questions
in this proceeding, calling for a statement of their earnings on
representative traffic, discloses many rates which yield barely
enough in revenue to pay adequately for the mere use of the
equipment. Our compilation also shows that a large proportion
of traffic in many commodities is yielding less than seven cents
per loaded car-mile, although the record shows that railroad
men ordinarily consider that the average earning per loaded carMany unmile should be more than twice that amount.

Thorne

to private

prii.cipal

:

remunerative rates had their origin in fierce competition for
traffic or under the menace of the big traffic of powerful shipMany such rates have doubtless been continued through
pers.
ignorance of the loss they entail upon the carriers." The carriers were required to submit statements showing for interstate
carload traffic in October, 1913, the relative earnings under exrates on 30 different commodities moving in greatest
volume, and as to representative movements, to establish, among
other things, the ton-mile revenues, the car-mile earnings and
To
other facts bearing upon the profitableness of the traffic.
this list the railroads added data for 15 additional commodities

1033

zontal advance, but the packers do not mention in their interviews that their rates, by reason of their compelling power of
large tonnage, have long been among the very lowest and most
unfairly discriminatory in the United States, especially when
the expedited service and the empty back-haul are considered.
In fact, they are so low that the principal railways between
Chicago and the Missouri river have for several years relinquished a great deal of the meat traffic to the Alton and the
Wabash rather than meet the low and utterly indefensible rates
maintained by these roads.
The railroads need greater revenues and are adopting the
course that seems most likely to secure them.
But the most
salutary feature of the case is that the rates they are now

seeking to raise ought to be raised even in the absence of financial necessity.
It has been notorious for years that some rates
have been so low as to work a discrimination against other

and that these survivals of the days of rebating have
all rates on an adeThe commission has warned the roads to come
quate basis.
into court with clean hands before complaining of a general
situation for which such practices as some of these low rates
That these unremunerative
represent are largely responsible.

traffic,

seriously militated against efforts to place

and discriminatory rates are now
vances than others

HEAVIER LOADING OF CARS

isting

and the commission summarized the figures, remarking that
they "show for similar lengths of haul, very wide variation in
the car-mile earnings."

Of the 45 commodities listed the average net revenue per
loaded car-mile (which the commission defined in a footnote as
"gross revenue less certain amounts paid out for arbitraries or
for special services") ranges from 6 to 28 cents, and the averThirty
age rate per ton-mile from 2.73 mills to 12.34 mills.
commodities

in

earnings of less than 14 cents
car-mile revenue in the list is
6 cents, and for hogs and sheep the figure given

this

table yield

The lowest

per loaded car-mile.

shown

for cattle,

It is not surprising, therefore, to find that the eastis 7 cents.
ern railways have filed tariffs advancing the rate on cattle from
Chicago to New York from 28 to 33 cents, and on hogs and
sheep in double-deck cars from 28 to 33 cents, and in singledeck cars from 35 to 38 cents per hundred pounds. The western
roads also have announced their intention of advancing livestock rates by a maximum of 2;^ cents from the Missouri river

cent from the Mississippi river to Chicago.
of 8
Oats, in the commission's table, show car-mile earnings

and

1

corn, 11
cents; feed, 8 cents; flour, 9 cents; hay, 9 cents; and
on grain
cents, and tariffs have been filed advancing the rates

and grain products 1 cent, and on hay 2 cents per hundred
Fresh meats show earnings of 10 cents and packing
pounds.
comhouse products 11 cents per car mile. The rates on these
increases
modities also were among the first to be advanced, the
cents, and from
being, from the Missouri river to Chicago, Syi
Chicago to New York, 5 cents.
cents and a
of
11
Copper bullion shows car-mile earnings
The rates on this comton-mile revenue of only 2.73 mills.
of the semodity, which have long been the ground for some
be substantially
verest condemnation of the railways, are also to
advanced.
formal
The American Meat Packers' Association has filed a
rates on
complaint against the advances in meat and livestock
against by rates
the ground that its members are discriminated
on other commodities.
so much out of proportion to increases
given interviews,
Representatives of the Chicago packers have
general 5 per cent
saying that they were willing to stand a
advance on their
but that they are opposed to a greater

advance,
commodities.

own

It

was

to avoid just such

complamts about

roads asked for a horithe relations of rates that the eastern

to be subjected to greater ad-

but delayed justice.

is

UNDER

"Buy a Car of Coal," a little magazine
Milwaukee-Western Fuel Company called

the caption

by

issued

"Screenings,"

the

recently

published

to retail coal dealers which,

if

a

short

followed,

article

would

giving advice

yield advantages

concerned^the coal mine operator, the wholesaler, the reIt was pointed out that
the consumer and the railroad.
when a dealer places an order for 20 tons of coal the car in which
delivered
it is hauled is only partially loaded, but is moved and
at practically as great expense as if it were loaded to capacity.
A little later another partly loaded car is shipped, and so on
until a time of car shortage comes, when the railroad becomes
to all

tailer,

unable to deliver coal promptly.
empty, the consumer clamors for

Then
fuel,

the retailer finds his bins

and the railroad

is

blamed

In other words, everybody
suffers inconvenience, or worse, while railway equipment and
other valuable facilities between the mine and the consumer
for not delivering coal promptly!

have been used wastefully.
The traffic committee of the Lumbermen's Association of
Chicago has been trying to educate shippers and users of lumIt
ber, also, as to the importance of heavier loading of cars.
sending out circulars calling attention to the fact that as the
commercial load of each car is increased the percentage of the
dead weight to the total weight to be hauled is decreased.
is

Therefore, the operating efficiency of the carriers is increased,
while the car supply is conserved in times of car shortage.
have referred in the past to the excellent results obtained
National
by the Universal Portland Cement Company and the
Tube Company by urging their customers to order in full carloads.
Work of this kind on the part of large industrial concerns is the

We

Many
effective kind of co-operation with the railroads.
because
shippers believe an advance in freight rates is desirable
service.
efficient
more
enable the railroads to give
it would
efficiency
Others believe that if the railroads would increase their
campaign for
they would not need an increase in rates. The
all shippers of
heavier loading of cars affords an opportunity for
their efficiency
carload freight to help the railroads increase
most

in

the best

way

possible; for in

no

single

way could more be

car.
saved than by increasing the average load per
heavy commodities could
If coal shippers and other shippers of
this would be of
capacity
full
be induced to load cars to their
in rates, because,
as much benefit to the roads as an increase
earnings per car mtle.
like an increase in rates, it would increase

There are many opportunities

for economies

by which the

rail-

of shippers; and
roads cannot benefit without the co-operation
If dealers order shipments
this is one of the most important.
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low minimum carload weights that
them cars for such
Many
light loading regardless of the resulting economic waste.
carload minimums ought to be advanced, but to do so involves
a long and most difficult procedure. The fact that at present

sued as the work is done, and $7,813,400 for general improvements in and after 1917 at about $500,000 a year. Largely because of the sale of the new issue of bonds there was an increase in the amount of cash on hand from $611,307 in 1913 to

a large surplus of freight cars rather than a shortage
shows a need even greater than usual on the part of the roads
and every form of asfor practicing the most rigid economy

surplus of $2,893,714.

in

amounts equal only

to the

prevail, the railroads are obliged to furnish

there

is

;

sistance

which the shippers give them

will ultimately

redound

to the benefit of the shippers themselves.

ALABAMA GREAT SOUTHERN
'X'HE Alabama

Great Southern, operating a

onally across the state of

•'•

line

running diag-

Alabama from Meridian, Miss.,
important link in the Queen &

Chattanooga, Tenn., is that
Crescent route which connects the lines from Shreveport and
New Orleans, La., to Meridian with that from Chattanooga to
Cincinnati. It is thus a part of the Southern Railway System's

to

north and south line from New Orleans and Mobile to Cincinnati, and of particular importance also in that it serves the prosperous and rapidly growing cities of Birmingham and Chattanooga. The company operates a total of 309 miles of road, 295
of which

is

main

line,

mostly single track.

The road

is

in the

rather enviable position of having no branches, the remainder
of the 309 miles consisting of trackage rights over the Southern

Railway and the Woodstock & Blocton. The gross operating
revenues in the fiscal year 1914 were $5,385,307 as compared with
$5,231,985 in 1913, the increase being almost entirely due to in-

$2,789,464 in 1914.

stock in either year.

The Alabama Great Southern's bonded

debt, including equip-

was on June 30, 1914. $9,175,During the year there had
107, an average of $29,693 per mile.
been issued $2,500,000 S per cent first consolidated mortgage

ment

trust obligations of $998,507,

bonds, part of a total authorized issue of $25,000,000, the portion
sold at this time being to provide funds for additions, betterments
and improvements in 1914, 1915 and 1916. The total funded
debt, however, was increased but $2,245,507 over 1913, there having been $366,701 equipment trust obligations retired on maturity
During 1914 the company spent a total of
during the year.
It has recently spent
$306,321 for additions and betterments.

sums on signaling, structures and similar facilities. It has
begun to double track its main line and has already completed a section of double track from Birmingham northward.
Perhaps the most important of its present projects, however, is
the construction of a three mile line from Wauhatchie to the
Lookout Mountain line of the Southern Railway leading to the
terminal facilities at Chattanooga now reached by trackage rights
The directors,
over the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis.
with these improvements in mind and feeling the need of adnew first conmake
a
1913
in
to
ditional capital, proposed late
solidated mortgage to secure $25,000,000 of 30-year bonds bearing
interest not exceeding 5 per cent, $2,500,000 of these bonds to be
issued at once as noted above, and the remainder to be issued as
follows: $5,686,600 to refund the 5 per cent first and general

large
also

mortgage bonds maturing in 1927; $9,000,000 to provide for
future double tracking and for the construction of the line from
Wauhatchie to the Southern's Lookout mountain line, to be is-

at the

end of the year had a

The freight traffic of the Alabama Great Southern consists
mainly of lumber, coal and ore, and articles of manufacture,
principally iron and steel. In the fiscal year ended June 30, 1914,
it carried a total of 3,742.000 tons of revenue freight, as compared with 3,690.000 tons in 1913. The total revenue ton miles
were 575,047.000, as against 538,502,000, and the average distance
each ton was carried increased from 145.95 to 153.66 miles. The
company's freight train revenue per mile of road likewise increased from $11,273 to $11,838, and the total operating revenue
per mile of road from $16,910 to $17,405. There was an increase
in revenue trainloading during the year from 418 to 422; the
revenue car loading per loaded car averaged 20 tons.
The passenger traffic in the two years was about the same. In
1914 there were 1,018,000 passengers carried as compared with
1,009,000

in

The passenger

1913.

were

receipts

$1,298,781

in

In 1914 the average distance each
passenger was carried was 59.55 miles; the average revenue per
mile 2.14 cents, and the passenger-train revenue per mile of road,
1914,

and

in 1913, $1,291,317.

$4,971.

The following
in

table

principal figures for operation

shows the

1914 as compared with 1913:
1914
309
$3,662,745
1,298,781
5,385,307
688,650
1,406,891
162,171
1,832,894
136,858
4,227,464
189,857
961,380
1,338.882
757,187
202,821
554,366

.\verage mileage operated
Freight revenue

creased freight revenues of $3,662,745, as against $3,488,041 in
1513.
Operating expenses, however, increased in greater proportion from $3,815,904 to $4,227,464, primarily because of an increase of $228,895, or 19.43 per cent, in maintenance of equip-

ment expenses due to greater expenditure for maintenance of
wooden freight cars and to charges for the retirement of light
capacity cars. The net revenue of $1,151,237, therefore, was a deThe net income after the payment of excrease of $257,469.
penses, rentals, taxes and interest was $757,187, as compared
The company paid the regular 6 per
with $1,134,620 in 1913.
cent dividends on its preferred stock, calling for $202,821, leaving a surplus for the year of $554,366 as compared with $931,799
in 1913, there having been no dividends paid on the common

The company

Passenger revenue
Total operating revenues
Maint. of wav and structures
.Maint.

o< equipment

Traffic expenses
Transportation expenses
General expenses
Total operating expenses

Taxes
Operating income
Gross income
Net income
Dividends
Surplus

1913
309
$3,488,041
1.291.317
5,231.985

627.364
1,177.997
154.664
1,736,409
119,471
3.815,905
176,041
1,232,664
1,719.098
1.134.620
202,821

931,799

COLORADO & SOUTHERN

THE
the

mines

strike in the coal

in

Colorado was, of course,

the history of the Colorado &
Southern in the fiscal year ended June 30, 1914. The coal
tonnage, which furnished 29.39 per cent of the total tonnage
in 1913 and the revenue from which was 24.93 per cent of the

dominant factor

in

total freight revenue in that year, furnished but 21.21 per
cent of the total tonnage in 1914, and the revenue from this
business amounted to but 18.03 per cent of the total revenue.
Not only did the strike in the coal mines cause a loss in freight
revenue to the Colorado & Southern, but it also very much init being necessary to buy fuel coal
from mines not on the lines of the company. Fuel cost the Colorado & Southern 17.2 cents per locomotive-mile in 1913, and

creased operating expenses,

22.4 cents per locomotive-mile in 1914.

The Colorado & Southern operates l,866^files of road, of
which 906 miles is in Colorado and 711 milj|B Texas. In 1914
the road earned $7,083 per mile as comj^R with $8,152 per
mile in 1913. Of its total operating reve«res under normal conditions about 70 per cent

senger revenue.

is

freight revenue

Under normal

and 22 per cent pas-

conditions about 63 per cent of

total freight tonnage is furnished by products of mines and
about 16 per cent by products of agriculture.
Total operating revenues in 1914 amounted to $13,223,000 as
compared with $15,078,000 in 1913. Operating expenses amounted
All of the
to $9,746,000 as against $10,623,000 the year before.
After the paysaving which was made was in maintenance.
ment of interest and 2 per cent each on first and second preferred
its

was a surplus in 1914 of but $66,000, while in 1913, after
payment of 1 per cent on the common and 4 per cent each on
the first and second preferred, there was a surplus of $675,000.
there

the

:

December

4,
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The following table shows the percentage of each class of expenses to total operating revenues
Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment
Traffic expenses

Transportation expenses
General expenses
Total

The

1914

1913

13.75
16.52
1.64
38.23
3.57

12.65
20.64

73.71

70.45

smaller expenditure on maintenance of

1.53

32.50
3.14

equipment was

probably in part the result of a considerably smaller mileage
made by both locomotives and freight-train cars. The increase in
transportation expenses, despite a saving in train mileage,

was

due to the higher cost of fuel already mentioned, and to very
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before; but the average passenger journey was 44 miles in 1914
as against 46 miles in the previous year. The receipts per passenger per mile were 2.597 cents in 1914 and 2.S5S cents in 1913.

No securities were sold by the Colorado & Southern in 1914,
and the outstanding funded debt in the hands of the public decreased by $407,000, principally because of the payment of maturing equipment trust certificates. A total of $166,000 was spent
for additions and betterments. At the end of the year the company had on hand $663,000 cash, with total working liabilities of
$1,722,000, which included $116,000 loans and bills payable.
At
the beginning of the year the company had $908,000 cash, no loans
and bills payable,-and $1,508,000 total working liabilities.
The Colorado & Southern owns a half interest in the Trinity
& Brazos Valley, the other half interest being owned by the
Chicago,

Rock Island &

Pacific.

The

Trinity

&

Brazos Valley

from Waxahachie, Tex., to Houston. The Colorado &
Southern extends only as far south as Forth Worth. Previous
to this year the Trinity & Brazos Valley had trackage rights into
Fort Worth and Dallas. Apparently this year these trackage
rights have been lost, since the new map does not show any
connection between the Colorado & Southern and the Trinity &
Brazos Valley. The map published herewith does not show this
break in the system. In 1914 the Trinity & Brazos Valley went
into the hands of a receiver.
The Colorado & Southern in its
profit and loss account writes down the book value of securities
owned by $2,634,000. Presumably this is in connection with the
Trinity & Brazos Valley receivership, but no mention whatsoever
runs

made

nor are any details of securities
supply information which the
stockholders are really entitled to is not in line with the present
best tendencies in railroad companies' annual reports.
The table shows figures for operation in 1914 and 1913:
of

it

is

owned

given.

in

the

report,

This failure

to

1914

Mileage operated
Freight revenue
Passenger revenue
Total operating revenue
Maint. of way and structures
Maint. of equipment
Traffic expenses
Transportation expenses
General expenses
Total operating expenses

Taxes
Operating income
Gross income
Net income
Dividends
Surplus

severe winter weather, which

Ihe

total

number

made operation more

000, a decrease of 1,328,000

further decreased by a

from

much

&

1913,

was

1,871

$10,836;i34
3,394,074
'
15,077,677
1,905,988
3,111,513
230,407
4,901,494
473,560
10,622,962
520,547
3,909,364
4,753,642
1,665,313
990,237
675,076
'

etc.

6,125,-

and the ton mileage was

shorter average haul, 143 miles in

1914 as against 154 miles in 1913.

rado

difficult,

of tons of freight carried in 1914

1913

1,

$9,053,885
3,345,489
13,222,737
1,818,146
2,184,784
216,445
5.055,016
471,611
9,746,003
638,450
2,821,328
3,711,731
406,151
340,266
65,885

Apparently, therefore, the Colo-

Southern gets a long haul on

portion of coal tonnage, however,

its

made

coal.

The

smaller pro-

the average ton-mile rate

higher in 1914—1.033 cents— than in 1913—0.944 cents.

With

a

decrease of about 24 per cent in ton mileage, the total mileage
of freight locomotives
in

was

3,079,000 in 1914 as against 3,740,000

1913, a decrease of 17 per cent.

Loaded

freight car mileage

was

45,972,000 in 1914 as against 55,373,000. in 1913, a decrease of
9,401,000.
Empty car mileage was 22,704,000 in '1914 as against
25,785,000 in 1913, a decrease of 3,081,000.

The

falling off in coal

tonnage is reflected in the average trainload", which in 1914 was,
for standard gage lines, 302 tons as against 332 tons in 1913.
Passenger revenue amounted to $3,345,000 in 1914, a decrease
of but $49,000 from the year before. The number of passengers
carried was 2,938,000 in 1914, an increase of 19,000 over the year

rj/yes/on

—

:
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trains of less than 40 cars
also by showing that less than 50
deaths of employees had occurred on all roads in Missouri within
one year, and that not a single accident was occasioned on account of too few brakemen.
The people saw through the "overplay" and resented' the attempt of the brotherhood to dictate the number of men that
should be employed from their organization in an enterprise in
which the brotherhood had no pecuniary interest. It seemed to
many voters quite burden enough for the government to presume to fix terms for the detail management of railroads as to
rates, etc, without assuming any responsibility for losses.
The
railroads showed the Missouri farmer, the Missouri merchant,
mechanic and others the issue, and they caught the spirit of
fair play as they always will when properly approached.
Besides, there were many employees of the railroads who voted
against the bill becoming a law, men whose positions on the
roads enabled them to judge of the utter lack of necessity for
the extra man.
;

Letters to the Editor
niililllllllriiuiiiiiiillllliniliriliiiiiimiiiiiiiiinimiliiiiiniliniliuilllilllltlllliuiuilllllllltlllliiiiiuiimiiirtriitiiirniitriiiiiiiruuiiiiiirr

THE DEFEAT OF THE MISSOURI FULL CREW LAW
Mo.

St. Joseph,

To THE Editor of the Railw.w Age G.\zette:
The Missouri full-crew law was passed at the

last session of

the legislature, held at Jefferson City on January 1, 1913. The
bill ran the usual gamut of such legislation, being considered,
referred, reported favorably, and finally passed by both houses

and signed by the governor. The legislation was urged by an
Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen, and
was followed from committee to committee with great vigilance.

active committee of the

Members

of the operating departments of the various railroads

were before the committees and explained the utter uselessness
of an extra man on trains of 40 cars and over.
The governor
signed the

The

bill

man on

railroads have an extra

The passenger

local business.

as provided for by the

The hardship

first

all

freight trains doing a

trains have as a rule been equipped

its

provision that on trains of

40 cars and more an extra brakeman should be employed. The
average pay of a brakeman in Missouri is about $90 per month.
The arguments advanced before the legislative committees by the

"Xo

representatives of the railroads, such as

service to be per-

formed by an extra man; trains were already fully equipped;
and fireman, the conductor and flagman and brakeman were all that could possibly be used both for safety and
efficiency," were of no avail.
Neither did the fact that the railroads were in financial distress and that their business was on
the decline have any weight with the legislators, whose pledge
it is thought was demanded and given in some instances in adthe engineer

vance of election to support such a

bill.

With the possibility of half a million dollars increased expenses annually under this law, the railroads began to take notice
and cast about for relief. A meeting was called and the various
counsel of the Missouri lines decided to advise their respective

companies to invoke that beneficent but heretofore dreaded proknown as the "initiative and referendum," and it proved a timely means of escape from this unjust legislation in Missouri.
The good- effect is being felt all
over the country, not in the spirit of hostility towards honest
vision of our constitution

labor or honest organization of trainmen, but against such un-

wise and harmful legislation as is generally urged by agitators
who are members of the brotherhood out of a job.
There was no need of this extra man on trains of 40 cars or

more; a through

train of 40 cars requires the

of 30 or 35 cars, and no more.
car, or the length of a

of

men

It isn't

same help

as

one

the length of a street

hoe-handle that determines the number

that can or should be employed.

The

test

is,

are there to perform for safety and efficiency, and

what duties

when

a

full

assignment to these duties is made, an extra man is a bother,
not a helper.
I quote from the Railroad Trainman, July, 1914, in an article
on "The Full Crew Bill in Missouri"
So everywhere
Publico,

Ish

Ka

it

can be done, turn loose

Bibbel,

Siniter,

and

all

Vox

Fopuli, Veritas, Pro

Bono

them in an effort to
our purposes and have everybody
the rest of

convert public sympathy and support to
understand that what helps us, helps them.

This method was

literally

carried out by the Brotherhood to

the extent of using the picture shows in cities in which to ex-

most distressing but imaginary scenes of accident and
injury to employees, causing death and maiming for lack of
enough brakemen also exhibits on billboards all over the state,
larger than the side of a car, on which were statements, such
as, "One Man Killed or Injured Every Seven Minutes," and
many other scarecrow devices. The railroads answered these implied accusations and overdrawn pictures by simply stating facts
showing fewer accidents on trains of 40 cars and over than on
hibit the

;

impossible

work done

short space to explain the benefits from

in this

in this

campaign on the

full

crew

The

bill.

rail-

road situation generally has been laid bare to the people of this
state.
Shippers and passengers have become interested as never
before.

section of the law.

of the law lay in

It is

the

after a strong protest by the railroads.

What

for the state

the railroads have done and are

was made

plain; the

derived from railroads as citizens

now

trying to do

enormous amount of money
of the state by taxation for

school and other purposes; indispensible service to both shipper

and passenger and the low prices for the service; the three great
markets of St. Louis, Kansas City and St. Joseph maintained
by the railroads; and finally, the railroads showed the voters
how absurd it was to accuse the managers of the railroads of
preferring to kill human beings and incur large damage suits
and judgments rather than put an extra man on a through
freight train when, and if, by so doing, humanity and economy
would be served. Then the unanswerable argument that our
public service commission had power to put an extra man on
when and where needed, clinched the nail.
While the result might have been the same had no opposition
been urged by the railroads; that is, while the weight of the full
crew bill together with that of the other dozen .amendments
might have snowed it under along with the rest, still one cannot
always tell for sure, and the fight the railroads made was worth
the effort in more than a dozen other different ways, as time will
prove.

Our constitution and law in reference to the initiative and
referendum requires that a petition containing the names of 5
per cent of the voters in at least two-thirds of the congressional
districts of Missouri shall be filed with the secretary of state
within 90 days after the passage of the law, in order to refer an
act which has been passed by the legislature, to the voters
at the

The law further provides that an
become a law unless a majority of those

next general election.

act so referred shall not

voting on the proposition

is

in favor of

such law.

The complete

returns have not been published by the secretary of state yet,
but I am advised that about 80 per cent of all voters exercised a
discriminating judgment on this and other amendments.

shown by the
the same vote

fact

that

This

no two amendments got anything

either in favor of or against

is

like

it.

O. M. Spencer.
General Solicitor, Chicago, Burlington

&

Quincy.

show that there were 159,593 votes
for and 324,085 against the law, making a plurality against it of
164,492.
The returns by counties also show that the bill was
defeated in 102 out of the 116 counties of the state, and that
[Official returns of the

vote

contrary to the expectations of the railroad managers, it received
an overwhelming defeat even in cities where it was believed that
the union labor vote might prevail, and the opposition was by no
means confined to the agricultural counties. Even St Louis,
where the brotherhood looked for a big majority in favor of
the bill, went against it by 18,417, although in Kansas City and
St. Joseph it carried.
Outside of the three principal cities, St.
Louis, Kansas City and St. Joseph, the measure received only
about 86,000 votes in the entire state. Editor.]

^

Construction

the

of

Gwynn's

Falls

Arch

Bridge

Four-Track Concrete Structure on Pennsylvania Railroad at Baltimore (Md.) Being Built in Two Sections
Approximately two-thirds of the Philadelphia,

Baltimore

&

DESIGN

The new bridge has

ft. and a width of
and one 75-ft. reinforced conThe location of the abutments and the alinecrete arch spans.
meiit of the bridge are practically the same as in the old structure.
The height of the bridge, about 90 ft. from the base of the rail
to the bottom of the footings, and the desire to provide an attractive looking structure, were important factors in the choice

Washington (P. R. R.) line between Baltimore and Washington
has four tracks, and the heavy traffic handled makes it desirable

61

remaining third of the line to this standard as soon
As one step in this development the old doubletrack iron bridge over Gwynn's Falls and a single-track line of
the Western Maryland, near the southwestern edge of the city
of Baltimore, which has limited the capacity of the line entering
the city, is being replaced by a four-track reinforced concrete

of the type of structure.

to bring the

as possible.

arch structure.

The

old bridge consisted of four spans of link

and pin deck trusses on stone piers. The bridge was too light
structurally for the traffic and the masonry was badly cracked,

making

practically necessary to

it

replace

it

at

an early date.

Concreting the Arch Ring and Spandrel Walls of the

This work

is

far

Beginning early in
wide enough for two tracks, was built just

enough west of the old structure

to clear

it.

Traffic

was

turned over this half of the new bridge on December IS, 1913.
The old bridge was then removed, and the east half of the new
structure is now being completed.
The traffic south of Gwynn's Run, the first station north of
averages about 36 freight and 73 passenger trains
per day, and, including light engines used as helpers on southbound tonnage freight trains, the total number of movements
over the old bridge has reached a maximum of about 165 per

the bridge,

day.

The construction work had

tion to this traffic.

to be

handled without interrup-

and consists of three

115-ft.

The

natural conditions at the site are

favorable to an arch bridge as the sides of the valley have steep
slopes and rock can be easily reached in all foundations.

The abutments
the track being 40

First Half

being handled in two stages.

1913, the first section,

It.,

a total length of 580

are of the hollow type, their length parallel to
ft.

The

tracks over the abutments are carried

Showing the Old Steel Bridge

in the

Background

arches supported by intermediate cross walls in
These arches are similar to the spandrel arches
over the main spans, with the exception that their ends are
closed by the side walls of the abutment. The three piers rest

on three

9-ft.

each abutment.

on footings 19 ft. 10 in. wide by 66 ft. long, and are of solid
concrete up to the intersection of the extradosal lines. Above
this, the piers are hollow, the ends being closed by pilasters
These
which rest on offsets at the level of the springing line.
pilasters
in

are entirely independent of the pier walls, being tied
floor slab which spans the width of the piers

by rods to the

at the top.

The minimum width

In the 115-ft. spans the rise

is

of piers

is

16

ft.

The

arch

and a semi-circular extrados.
46 ft. and the crown thickness

rings have a three-centered intrados
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4

ft.

6

while

in.,

in

the 75-ft.

span the rise

is

30

ft.

and the

crown thickness 3 ft. The spandrel arches have a span of 9 ft.
and a wall thickness of 2 ft. 6 in., except at the piers, where
the thickness

is

increased to 3

6

rings are separated into

5ecf:onAA

57.

there carried through the arch ring and discharged.

No. 23

Four man-

holes are provided in the floor, two over the central span and

one over each abutment, allowing access to the space above the

main arches.

in.

two parts along the
of the bridge by an open space 5 ft. wide extending

The main arch
center line

ft.

Vol.

5ect:0.tBd

A

1'4-in.

12-ft. slabs

expansion joint

is

provided along each side of the
piers.
Two expansion joints

which cover the hollow

'^'^

Elevation and Sections of Four-Track, Four-Span Reinforced Concrete Arch Bridge Near Baltimore

down

to the

haunches and up through the walls of the superim-

jJosed arches to a level with

The minimum

arches.

arches

is

2

ft.

springing line of these small

thickness of concrete over the spandrel

at the 6-in.

over each small arch.

the

drain on the center line of the bridge

The

thickness of the floor

is

increased

are also provided in the parapet walls
floor over each arch

concrete posts

galvanized
.\11

along both edges of the bridge. The elevation of the
rail is 5 ft. above the highest elevation of the floor
The tops of the main arches are level transversely, the drainage
from the roadway being carried through small openings 2 ft.
wide by 3 ft. high in the arch walls. The drainage, which is
carried down over the extrados of the arch ring into the hollow
ft.

in.

continuous.

The

over each arch.

The balustrade

square supporting three

consists of

rails

of 3;i

in.

pipe.

concrete in

East Side of First Half Completed. Showing Concrete Distributing

to 3

18

is

Tower

the structure

in Position for

quantity amounting

to

is

a

1:2:4 mixture,

the

total

with 470 tons of

rein-

Work on Second

28.000 cu.

yd.

Half

base of

forcing

pier,

CONSTRUCTIOX
A large part of the material used in construction was handled
by a cableway having a capacity of 5 tons. The span of the
cable was 650 ft. and the supporting towers were" 60 ft. high.
The contractor
.A.
I'/J-in. cable with a Flory carriage was used.

is

led to one end of the pier by the pitch of

T

ft.

and

is

steel.

December

4,
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also installed a saw-mill and shop adjacent to the stream near

the bridge site and two steam plants for operating the mixer,

concrete hoist and cable engine.

The foundations were excavated through

most of which
bucket were
used to handle the excavated material. The footings were carried down about 7 ft. at the deepest point, open cofferdams
being used in these pits.
The water in Gwynn's Falls is
normally very low. having a depth at the bridge site of about
ft
subject
to
high
stages, however, which, it is re14 in.
is
Only one of the piers was
ported, reach a maximum of 25 ft.
located in the channel, from which water was diverted during the
excavation and the placing of the concrete. In the erection of
the main arch rings, the contractor used Blaw steel centers conrequired blasting.

A

;tit¥-leg derrick

rock,

and clam

shell

Derricks

sisting of six three-hinged steel arches for each span.

were used in conjunction with the cable way to place these
The centers were
centers, which were erected one rib at a time.
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on the north side of the valley. A siding from the main line was
located over sand and gravel storage bins into which the material
could be dumped directly from the cars. A conveyor belt transferred the sand and gravel from the storage bins to the measuring hoppers over the mixer.

The cement house

same

into the

house from cars on the siding above.
a Milwaukee 1-yd. machine.

mixed

belt

w-as located so

could handle cement, the sacks being chuted

that the

The

concrete was

in

A

timber frame tower about 140 ft. high was used to elevate
the concrete at the mixer. This tower was located about oppoThe mixer
site the center of the first long span on the west side.
was operated from the same boiler plant as the cableway engine,

and another boiler was installed to run the concrete hoist. An
A syselectric motor drive was installed for the belt conveyor.
tem of Lakewood chutes, with line gates, was used for distributing all of the concrete in the lower part of the structure.
These cliutes were supported by 2-in. cables, the minimum pitch
being about 214 in. per foot. The maximum distance over which

The
concrete was handled in these chutes was about 350 ft.
concrete in the upper portion of the structure at the south end
in buckets by the cableway, as this was more economical than to extend the tower to a height sufficient to reach

was handled

The Forms

in Place for

of the Long Spans Showing Steel
Arch Centers

One

This mixing and distributing plant
handled an average of about 30 yd. of concrete per hour, and in
exceptional cases 40 yd.
The slabs over the hollow piers were designed to be cast in
a slab yard and placed in 6-ft sections. The plan was changed,

that elevation with chutes.

View Along Center Line of First Half, Showing Material Cableway
and Concrete Distributing Tower
supported by six-post timber bents under each side, each post
two 12-in. by 12-in. timbers. The wall plates were
6-in. by 24-in. timbers on which 4-in. wedging was used to

order to allow the contractor to cast them in place.
left extending from the first
section to connect up with the second half were in the floor
over the spandrel arches and in the upper part of the arch ring

however,

in

consisting of

The only bond rods which were

adjust the position of the centers. .After finishing the first half
of the bridge, the centers were struck and allowed to remain in
that position until needed on the second half, when they were

bridge.

rolled laterally into the

Blaw semi-circular

new

steel

position without dismantling.

forms

spandrel arches, although as the

were

used

for

most

number of forms

in

of

The
the

use was

not sufficient to push the work as rapidly as desired, some timber
forms were used in addition to the steel. "Blaw special forms of
galvanized iron were used for the parapet wall. All form material for the portion above the main arch ring was handled by
the cableway.

The concrete mixing

plant

was located west of the bridge

in the 75-ft.

span,

where the ring

itself

forms the

The concrete in the arches was allowed to
and when the centers were struck no deflection was

floor of the
set

28 days

perceptible.

After the completion of the first section of the bridge, the
cableway was moved over for use in dismantling the old bridge.
False work was built up under the old structure, five bents being
necessary in each span on account of the height of the bridge,
which was about 80 ft. to the underside of the highest truss.
The deck and the bracing of the old structure were first removed,
the posts were cut from the floor beams by knocking oflf the
rivets, and each bent was lowered to the ground by the cable
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The old iron,
it was divided into the separate members.
which was of no value except as scrap, was then loaded on cars
for removal.
After the iron superstructure was taken down the
old piers were blasted out.
During the second stage of the work the mixer plant was left
in the same position west of the bridge on account of the expense that would have been incurred in moving it. The distributing tower was dismantled and a new tower 192 ft. high
The concrete from the
built on the opposite side of the bridge.
mixing plant was allowed to run by gravity from the mixer
through a long chute under the completed portion of the bridge,
where

to the foot of the distributing tower.

the

in

second half are similar to those de-

construction of the

scribed for the

The other operations

first stage.

being handled under the direction of A. C.
Shand, chief engineer, E. B. Temple assistant chief engineer,
The contract is being
and J. W. Craig, assistant engineer.

This work

is

B.

;

without inhabitants, save tiny expiring hamlets at long distances,

was impracticable.

National and ptate experts had for years pronounced this land
valueless for agriculture and this opinion had existed through
generations of Long Islanders, despite the fact that the under-

growth and "sprout" growth from oak, hickory, chestnut and ash
stumpage were of record-breaking lengths and vigor, proclaiming ideal conditions of soil and climate.
Accepting nature's practical demonstration as more reliable
than man's opinions or theories. President Peters purchased the
smallest acreage of "scrub-oak-waste" obtainable,

Wading

river on the

the island, on September

7,

1905.

Long

Island

18

acres

Sound

lo-

side of

Clearing was started and in

60 days an excellent stand of rye covered the 10 acres of land,
which for nearly three centuries had been deemed worthless. No
chemical fertilizer was used, city stable manure alone being ap-

and development on Long Island being made by a long time resident of Oregon. Within four years, 4,200 families were added
to the island's agricultural population, the great majority of thero

on the cheaper lands of the undeveloped territory, all
without a single known exception making good and so advising
those in charge of the work by letter and in person. The comsettling

bination of additional agriculturists and the adoption of methods

which had proved practical and economical, showed an increase

in

agricultural tonnage of 300 per cent within four years

of

many

which had been destroyed
which for a period of 150 years had consumed the

hilly

manure

substitute

mold or humus was but $9.50.
In the early spring of 1906 the rye was plowed under, and
seven months after the first stump was dynamited out of the
"scrub-oak-waste" early vegetables of the choicest variety were
for nature's leaf

who were guests of
blow was struck; hence, these

shipped to the editors of metropolitan dailies
the

railroad

when

the

initial

•Abstract of a paper presented before the Railwav Development Associar'
Chicago, November 10, 1914.

tion,

sections of the United States, particularly in the North,

land, of least value

for

tractive condition to develop

The

agricultural purposes, but of at-

home

sites

or great estates.

older sections, where the soil had been continually tilled

were beginning to show startling crop reductions
(identical with those that are responsible for the abandoned
farms of New England and New York State), reducing, for example, the normal potato yield of 300 bushels to the acre, down
as low as 30 bushels, and sometimes 8 or 9 bushels less than the
amount of seed potatoes planted. The use of humus and of lime
having proved crop increasers on the railroad's demonstration
farm warranted trial by the Long Island soil tillers and that
source of greatest injury in the agricultural sections of the East
was checked and both last year and this all records of crop production were broken by great numbers of old-time Long
Islanders and new-come foreigners.
since

1642

Successes with high-quality apples, peaches, pears, plums, cherries,

grapes, bush and vine fruits, resulted in the establishment

numbers of small orchards and many quite extensive ones
and of innumerable vineyards and berry farms, with most satisfactory showing in the annual freight and express receipts. The
former difficult situation of having practically the entire freight
haul of agricultural products forced into six weeks (at the utmost three months), was helped by rotation and introduction of
new crops, which developed a traffic extending from rhubarb,
asparagus and lettuce of early spring, through summer vegetables and late winter crops, such as the big paying Brussels
sprouts, which are frequently gathered on Long Island from the
open fields in February. We developed the "Long Island home
hamper," a common crate containing six 4-qt. boxes, which were
of great

they

cost per acre of introducing this

to this,

for ISO years without purchasers, sold at an average price of $50
an acre and upwards. Estate developments sent up the shore line
territory from $22 to as high as $7,000 per acre, with sales being
made continually at prices running between $300 and $1,000 for

filled

The

;

America and Canada. So great was the throng of visitors arriving daily and greatly interfering with the systematic handling
of the intricate problem that two days per week were set apart
as visitors' day.
"Waste lands" which had been on the market

plied to introduce the vegetable matter

leaves.

agricul-

tinued without let-up unto the present time.
Within seven months after the establishment of the first demonstration farm, practical results were secured, the first purchase

by forest

fires

many

and residential attractiveness. Advertising in
unpurchasable space of dailies, weeklies, and monthlies has con-

attracted the attention of foreign capitalists, as well as those of

;

cated south of

proclaiming Long Island's

tural capabilities

in

FULLERTON

Development, Long Island Railroad

Experimental or demonstration farms offer far and away the
most convincing and most rapid means of increasing crop production and introducing crop diversification, hence increasing
agricultural tonnage and lengthening greatly the period of revenue yield from farming sections.
Ralph Peters, president of the Long Island, when he took
charge of this portion of the Pennsylvania system found conditions of a truly unique character; at the west end of his territory
the great cities of Brooklyn and New York along the Atlantic
ocean and the Long Island sound shore, a continuous line of
overlapping villages, yet occupying merely a fringe of shore line,
while the entire center of this territory was but an undeveloped
particularly depressing acreage of "scrub oak waste" or "pine
barren"— approximately 250,000 acres purchasable at from $1
to $6 per acre. Although but 30 to 70 miles from the biggest city
in the United States; although traversed by three parallel lines
of railroad, seldom 5 miles apart although within easy driving
distance of prosperous villages of goodly size, this acreage was
not alone a non-productive area, but an untaxed drag and holdback on the island. Without raw material of any description,
industrial development

and armed with personal recollections

of the original depressing showing, wrote, each in accord with
his personality, stories

must be added the increased passenger and express revenue.
Besides the agricultural population drawn to the island,
the widespread heralding of the demonstration farms, marked
successes with vegetables, fruits and nuts, deemed ungrowable

THE DEVELOPMENT OF LONG ISLAND*
By H.

editors being fully qualified

No. 23

57,

course,

executed by the estate of Charles McDermott, Philadelphia.

Director of Agricultural

VuL.

with an assortment of vegetables,

came

into season.

fruit,

berries,

etc.,

as

These hampers were "created" by those

charge of the work wit!i various objects in view, one being the
development of a dependable market jielding a worth-while revenue to our agricultural community.
A trial shipment of these "home hampers" as we named them,
in

in

1906, fairly

overwhelmed us with the

results obtained.

They

filled

a long-felt want of the city consumer, and without pub-

licity

became an

cents

to

instant success, saving the

consumers from 75

$3 per hamper, according to their

own

reports,

and

yielding to the producer 98 cents net for the contents of the

a

;

December

RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE

1914

4,

hamper, instead of an average of six cents obtained when shipment was made in bulk through the usual channels.
The next method adopted to keep the development work up to
the highest efficiency

and

as a fortnightly,

place before

pursued

Long

was a

little

publication that

first

was issued

a little later as a monthly, its object being to

Islanders the results obtained and methods

the trying out of various plants, information as to

in
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RAILWAY AFFAIRS

After three years' work the Munster-Grenchenberg tunnel, the
now under construction in Swiss territory, was success-

longest

and uneventfully pierced on October 27

fully

tunnel, which runs through the Jura range,

compared with the Hauenstein base

various sources of seed, implements, packages, spray material,

which

sources of supply, and publishing without any restrictions what-

$5,000,000,

ever the results, favorable or unfavorable, and furnishing names
and addresses freely, noting failures, as well as successes, giving
causes where causes could be definitely located, noting weather

ticular,

5

Munster-Grenchenberg tunnel is a part, is about eight miles long
and will be managed by the Swiss Federal railways. It will
shorten by over

the time saved being 40 minutes.

The name

for this

selected

little

pamphlet was

The

in competition.

Long Island Railroad demonstration farm won a
goodly majority of "firsts" impressed local people who devoted
their entire time, as a rule, to one crop, while the "railroad
fact that the

known

have grown hundreds (in 1913 and
1914, for example, 982 varieties) in one year's growing season.
The demonstration farms were represented in city shows and
with equal success against great estates and expert market gardeners and fruit growers. At the state fair, Long Island won
143 prizes, covering a remarkably varied line apples, peaches,
plums, pears, grapes of many varieties, field crops, corn, grains
big line of vegetable growth including French artichokes, endive,
"Romaine," Spanish onions, nuts, etc. it even received a gold
medal for butter, which was won against a large number of
estates, community creameries and individual dairies of long
standing with top-notch reputations. The score, 99^-2 per cent,
the highest ever obtained anywhere, placed Long Island in the
farmers" were

to

—

—

;

Agricultural colleges and schools redollar-a-pound class.
quested us to talk to their classes and this has been a continuous
performance throughout the decade, with the result that many of

at 4 p.m.
The
5s^ miles long, as

•

noting where large and small plots of land could be obtained,
giving the name of the owners and prices, also names of prospective buyers of various size tracts of land and their personal
predilections.

is

tunnel, pierced on July 10,

miles, 94 yd. in length.
The capital involved is
mostly French, the Eastern Railway of France, in parbeing largely interested.
The new line, of which the

is

conditions, yields, things to be avoided, precautions to be taken

"The Long Island Agronomist."
Fairs were attended and exhibits entered

OTHER COUNTRIES

IN

10^/2

miles the distance via Delle to Lotschberg,

The

tunnel will have a single

power used will be steam. No special enwere encountered in its construction, but
there were two serious strikes that tied up the work considerably.
Besides these interruptions, work on the tunnel was also
entirely stopped from August 1, when mobiHzation of the Swiss
army was ordered, until September 22. The workmen, as is
track and the motive

gineering

difficulties

always the case with Swiss tunnels, are almost entirely Italians.
The time allowed for building the new line is three years and
six months, and, despite interruptions, it is believed the work will
be finished almost on time.
*

The

*

*

Administration Report on Railways in
India covers the Indian financial year from April 1, 1913, to
March 31, 1914. In that time the Indian state railways had better gross and net earnings than in the previous fiscal year, but

owing

recently

issued

to increased interest charges the percentage of net earn-

ings to capital outlay

fell

from

6.48 to 6.19 per cent.

Operation

of the state and guaranteed railways resulted in a surplus to the
state of $27,729,765 over and above interest charges and annuity

payments connected with the purchase of railways by the state,
v.hereas the surplus last year was $27,891,530.
On March 31,
1914, the mileage of all the state and privately owned railways
in India was 34,656 miles, 1,053 miles having been added during
the year.
The gross earnings of all the railways from April 1

our hearers based their theses upon the copiously illustrated
and crops raised, placing before future classes for many

practices

Long

years a most attractive picture of

Island capabihties.

the bulk of these students have joined the dignified
fessors

we

sibilities

army

As

of pro-

find frequent evidence that they are teaching the pos-

and

capabilities of

Long Island continuously and

this is

helping along the good work.

The Long

Island's

agricultural

department has found

in

10

years of uninterrupted application, close study and investigation
that quick action and thoroughly convincing

and undeniable

can be obtained at the lowest cost per ton by the
strictly practical economically handled farm,
as closely as possible commonsense farm practice and
latch-string always out."
Our experience has firmly
sults

ment of a

re-

establish-

following
with "the

convinced

demonstration farm the director of agriculThis
tural development should have his home and his office.
man must primarily be a nature lover. He must prefer farm
The ideal director is undoubtedly
life to all other professions.
us that upon this

who has had a thorough practical agricultural education,
secured from those as yet scarce American agricultural colleges.
whose class-room work is invariably firmly impressed and made

Copyright by Underwood 6* Underwood,

permanent by practical out-door work and demonstration. Ralph
Peters, our president, has made use of a comprehensive phrase,
"Writing and talking will not do; we must deliver the goods."
The demonstration farmers delivered the goods and the railroad
has gained not only in freight tonnage, but in every one of its

to

one

revenue yielders.

New

York

Bridge at Dannemarie, Near Belfort Destroyed by French Engineers
for

March

Reasons

of Safety

were $206,017,344, as compared with $199,936,186, an
increase of $6,081,158, which was partly offset by increases in
operating expenses of $5,663,518.
The net earnings were thus
There was some
$99,322,848, as against $98,905,209 in 1912-13.
31

traffic, the number of passengers carried
The passenger revenue was $68,850,322, of

increase in the passenger

Railway Strike in Belgium. — It

is

reported from

Amsterdam

being 457,717,900.

that the employees on the

which by far the larger proportion. $59,519,374, was from third-

railwavs.

The average rate for all classes of passengers,
4 mills per mile, and the average distance traveled,
In freight
36.3 miles, have not materially changed since 1884.

Belgium railways have gone on strike
and refused to do work for the Germans. Many employees have
started for England, and others have sought work on the French

class

traffic.

slightly over
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although there was a considerable increase in the tonnage
was not a corresponding growth in earnings. This
was due to a decrease in the average distance each ton of freight
traffic,

offices

carried, there

years.

was carried from

199.2 miles in 1912 to 189.1 miles in 1913-14, a

change caused by a falling off in the long-distance traffic to the
ports, resulting from the failure of crops in the united provinces
and some parts of Bengal and increased exports of grain to
Europe.
The aggregate tonnage of freight moved in 1913-14
was 82,613,000, the earnings therefrom being $122,390,578. The
average rate per ton per mile, slightly over 7 mills, was about
the same as in 1912. The volume of coal and coke carried was
17,295.000 tons, earning §16.078,498. of which the East Indian secured 9,380,000 tons and $9,030,634. and the Bengal-Nagpur
3,049.000 tons

and

$2,696,002.

CENTRALIZED TICKET OFFICES FOR
RAILROADS
The

The

LOUIS

officers

plan

centralizing

for

two ^exceptions, have
committee of passenger

seven to be located

in

a

new

their

city

No. 23

more econom-

than having separate

offices in various locations, but that
convenience to the public. It is estimated
that the plan will save the roads about $100,000 a year in
rentals.
After a decision on the location of the building had
been reached the apportionment of the offices was made by
ical

it

will result in great

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas drew the corner of Broadway and Locust street, which is believed to be the choicest loThe leases of the individual offices will run for ten
cation.
years.
Work on the new building is to begin immediately, and
lot.

it is expected to be ready for occupancy by June
1.
Arrangements have been made to provide suitable space on Locust
street for such roads as do not have lines into St. Louis as

may

desire to locate in proximity to the selling offices of the
lines.

Each of the roads

ticket

offices.

offices

for the various roads,

tive-story

building to be erected

separate

provides for

It is

57,

Louis have been under consideration for several

St.

believed that the plan will not only be far

initial

railroads entering St. Louis, with

adopted a plan formulated by a special
traffic

ST.

in

Vol.

Locust St

will pay $3,000 a year rental, except that
Two roads now
$4,000 will be paid.
each for the rental of their city ticket
and others pay from $10,000 to $14,000 a year.

for the corner

pay

location,

$15,000 a year

offices,

The arrangement of the
The Wabash, Rock

shown

accompanying
offices, which
are not shown, are located on the opposite side of Broadway.
The special committee which formulated the plans was composed of J. D. McXamara, general passenger agent of the
Wabash, chairman C. L. Stone, passenger traffic manager of the
Missouri Pacific: W. S. St. George, general passenger and
ticket agent of the Missouri. Kansas & Texas, and W. A. Lalor,
plan.

offices is

in the

Island and Burlington

;

& Quincy.
committee of passenger officers after a thorough
investigation reported unanimously in favor of the establish-

general passenger agent of the Chicago, Burlington
1911

In

a

ment of a joint city ticket office, but the plan was not carried
At that time the aggregate rentals paid for up-town ticket
were $12,458 a month, and the salaries of those employed
The comin them $6,715 a month, a total of $230,076 a year.

out.

offices

estimated

mittee

would be

office

rental of an adequate joint ticket
and the cost of operating it $51,000. a
saving of about $130,000 a year. Under

the

that
$50,000.

total of $101,000. or a

the plan outlined at that time, the location of the joint office
was to be as central and convenient for the public as could be

Complaints and inquiries were to be handled by an inbureau which was to be very carefully organized.
to be provided in the office for the St. Louis Transfer Company, both telegraph companies, a taxicab stand, a sepaThe superrate Pullman office, and both telephone companies.
intendent and assistant superintendent of the office were to be
appointed by the Terminal Railroad Association, and would,
secured.

formation

Room was

therefore,

be

tickets over

absolutely

any and

The

neutrality.

all

street

Ticket sellers were to sell
neutral.
roads and were to observe the strictest

men

or other representatives of the in-

dividual roads were not to be allowed to solicit or influence business inside the office, and authority was to be given to the

Two plans for the
superintendent to enforce this regulation.
One was for
division of rentals and expenses were suggested.
each road to pay a minimum contribution of $1,500 a year to
rent and a minimum contribution of $1,500 a year to expense
account, the rest of the rent and expense to be prorated among
the roads on the basis of actual ticket sales made in the office.

The second
OuvE

plan

was

for each road to

pay a

minmum

of $3,000

The
of $9,000 a year for rent and expenses.
objections of one road prevented this plan from being carried

and

a

maximum

St.

out.

Plan Showing Proposed Arrangement of Centralized City Ticket
Office at St. Louis

Australian Strategic Railw.ws.— It is reported that the .AusRailway War Council at Melbourne, which includes the
commissioners of all the state railways and the chief of the gen-

tralian

on Broadway between Locust

street and the Boatman's Bank
building; three offices to be located in the latter building, and

on Broadway. The roads
the plan are the Vandalia and the

three in another building opposite,

which have not joined in
Mobile & Ohio. Plans for consolidating the down-town

ticket

eral

staflt,

is

now

construction of the

The

discussing the uniform gage question and the
new railways which are strategically necessary.

results will be placed before a conference of the federal

state ministers at

an early date.

and

;

on Western Engineers' and Firemen's Demands

Arbitration

Hearings Begun at Chicago. Claims of Employees Set
Forth by Mr. Stone of the Enginemen's Brotherhood.
Hearings before the federal board of arbitration selected to
demands of the engineers and firemen on 98
western railroads for increases in pay and changes in working
conditions were begun at Chicago on Monday, November 30.
The board organized by selecting Jeter C. Pritchard, presiding
judge of the United States Circuit Court of Appeals of the
fourth circuit, as chairman, and H. S. Milstead, of Washington,
D. C, as secretary.
The original requests of the engineers and firemen were presented on October 10, 1913, and it was estimated by the managers that if they were granted the wages of the men would be
increased by approximately $27,000,000 a year, or 40 per cent.
Upon receipt of the requests the individual western railways gave
consider the

notice of their desire to terminate the

wage schedules

in effect,

and to enter into negotiations for the purpose of making new
agreements.
The employees' committee then came back with
another proposition which asked practically all of the concesIn
sions requested originally, and included additional requests.
the agreement to submit the controversy to arbitration the employees' committee withdrew the second demands and the managers withdrew their proposition. The arbitration therefore is'
confined to the demands made on October 10, 1913, which are
comprised in 16 articles.
Article 1 provides that 100 miles or less, 5 hours or less, shall
constitute

a

day's

work

passenger service

in

excess of 100 miles shall be paid for pro rata
10 hours

or

less,

to

constitute a

day's

;

work

all

;

mileage in

100 miles or
in

all

less,

classes

of

and switching service mileage in excess of 100 miles to be paid for pro rata, and overtime in passenger service to be computed on a basis of 20 miles per hour,
and in all other service except passenger and switching service,
to be computed on a basis of 10 miles per hour and paid for at
the rate of 15 miles per hour all overtime to be computed on the
minute basis. Article 2 provides for increases in pay for various
service, except passenger

classes of service.

over

through

Article 3 provides for a 10 per cent increase
rates for local or way freight service.

freight

Article 4 provides for increased rates of pay in switching ser-

with overtime after 10 hours, at the rate of time and a
computed on the minute basis. Article
5 provides for payment for 30 minutes of preparatory time in
addition to other time or mileage made on the trip or day.
Article 6 provides for additional allowances for initial terminal
vice,

half; all overtime to be

delay and final terminal delay, to be paid for on a minute basis.
Article 7 provides that engineers and firemen arriving at a
terminal at the end of a run shall be automatically released

when used again they begin a new

day.

It

will not be

required to

through blocks or fill water cars.
Warren S. Stone, grand chief of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, made an opening statement in which, after
fiag

outlining the history of the negotiations with the Association of

Western Railroads,

36 conferences, he stated the cases of

in

the engineers and firemen are to be considered as a single proposition,

and that

all

the evidence to be presented regarding the

service of engineers applies also to the firemen

;

that they

together and should share alike in any benefits that

work

may

accrue
said that the board should recognize the

from the award. He
changed conditions in the transportation service that demand
more than ever before of the individual employes, and that new
rates and working conditions must be established to compensate
them for service performed.
"If there is any job in the world," he said, "which calls for
more complete concentration of mind and quicker action of brain
or sounder judgment than that of the engineer and the fireman
in the cab of a locomotive, I have never heard of it."
He then
insisted that the wages of engineers and firemen should be sufficient to provide for "depreciation," saying that "if physical or
technical examinations, age limits or service requirements beyond
the limit of human endurance deprive men in middle life of the
opportunity of earning a living at their profession, then they
should receive not only a living wage, but also enough to enable
them to live in comfort for the remainder of their years after
their

disqualification."

"With

;

;

and firemen

16 provides that engineers

throw switches,

all

due respect

to other

great systems," he said, "it

is

employees or

the

men

men, who by their

in

on these

officials

the cab

who

are the

and ability make it
and pay dividends. They
are the men who carry the heaviest end of the load of responsibility.
That responsibility becomes heavier every year. Each
year traffic becomes heavier and more congested, the net work
of signals increases, the public demands faster time and better
service, larger and more powerful locomotives are built, the
tonnage of trains increases; more and more is required of the
men in the cab; the examinations become more strict and discipline more rigid.
All these increased burdens fall on the same
men, the number not having been increased for the purpose of
dividing this work and responsibility, as there is only one enThere has never been a
gineer and one fireman in the cab.
time in the history of the railroad world when so much was
being taken out of the men in the cab as now by requirements
beyond the limit of human endurance."
really responsible

skill

possible for a railroad to earn revenue

He

also provides for

then outlined the experience required of a

promoted

to

man

before he

engineer, and the strict examinations that are

continuous time.
Article 8 provides for payment for time during which engineers
and firemen are held at other than home terminals. Article 9
provides for payment for time spent in dead-heading on company business. Article 10 provides for hostlers at. points where
six or more locomotives are handled within 12 hours, their
Article 11 provides that the
rates of pay and other conditions.
practice of conducting surprise tests in certain ways shall be

is

Article 12 provides that coal, shall be kept where it
can be reached by the fireman from the deck of the locomotive,
and that coal of the proper size shall be placed on all tenders.

24 years the western railways have made remarkable gains in
productive efficiency by the installation of locomotives of greater
tractive power, elimination of curves and reduction of grades,

two firemen on coal-burning locomotives
and more on drivers. Article 14 provides
for relieving engineers and firemen of incidfntal services, such
as cleaning locomotives, where they are now required to do so.
Article IS provides that railroads shall permanently post bulle-

and remarkable increases
borne by the enginemen.

eliminated.

Article 13 provides for

weighing 185,000

lb.

tins at all terminals showing accurate service weights of
motives for the purpose of recording weights on drivers.

all

loco-

Article

He

enginemen is classed
and insurance companies, if they will insure
them at all, charge an extra premium. He also asserted that
every minute a man is on duty, regardless of the weather or
other conditions; the same strict requirements are demanded of
required.

said that the occupation of

as extra-hazardous,

him.

Mr. Stone said

it

was proposed

to

show

that during the past

trainloads, and that the burden is
Their labor and responsibility, and
their productive efficiency have been increased, but their earning capacity has declined. The railroads are not satisfied with
the present conditions which have reached the limit of human
endurance, but are intending to add further to the trainload.

The revenue

in

gains arising from the advances already

made

in

:
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SHIPPER

ital investment, in addition to leaving an ample surplus to remunerate the engineers and firemen for their increased work
and productive efficiency.
James M. Sheean, attorney for the railroads, also made a

The Breeder's Gazette recently published an article on "Railway Livestock Rates," by A. E. de Ricqles, president of the
American Cattle Company and general manager of the American Livestock & Loan Company, of Denver, Col., from which the

very brief opening statement, declaring it is the belief of the
railroads that their present rates of pay are full, fair and ade-

following extracts are taken

quate, but said he

involved

in

the

would reserve

case

the

until

his

issues

discussion of the points

had been presented

in

was M. W.

The

Cadle, as-

first witness for the employees
grand chief of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers,
took up the 16 articles which comprise the demands of the
men, one at a time, to show that all of the proposed rules
which they are asking to have adopted by all of the western
roads are now in effect on some of the roads. Discussing Article 1, on the basis of a day's work, he said that 47 eastern
roads, 14 western roads, and 24 southeastern roads now have
the S-hour day in passenger service. Six western roads, he said,
have an 8-hour day in freight service. The other roads have

sistant

who

10-hour day.

Taking up Article 2, on rates of pay. Article 3 on local or
way freight service, and Article 4, on switching service, he mentioned various roads that have in effect some of the proposed
rules or rates.
With reference to Artich S on preparatory
time, he said that many duties are required of the engineers and
firemen before the actual run begins, depending on the class of
the engine and how much work is done in the shop beforehand,
and that the rules on many roads require the men to have their
engines ready at least 30 minutes before leaving time, and that
time should be paid for. With reference to Article 6, providing for pay for terminal delay, he said that this was in the
nature of penalty time that trains are often held at terminals
this

;

at the

there

end of a run before the enginemen
often a delay

is

in

can be released, that

leaving terminals

which they are supposed to go

out, that

if

to put in this time they should be paid for

the
it,

after

men

the

time at

are required

and that a penalty

has been applied has the effect of reducing these de.lays.
He said that eight western roads pay for final terminal
dalays of 15 minutes or more in freight service; that 27 pay
for 30 minutes or more, and some allow for one hour or more.
Referring to Article 7, providing that engineers and firemen

where

it

arriving at the terminal or the end of the run shall be automatically released, and then when used again they begin a new
day,

W.

L.

member

Park, a

of the board of arbitration,

re-

man

could receive three or four
days' pay for a few hours of work. To this Mr. Stone replied
that the rule is intended to prevent an abuse now practiced by
many railroads; that frequently a crew which may have worked
15 hours arrives at the end of its run and then is required to

marked

that under this rule a

work another hour
calling

in

railroads

in

another crew.

perhaps the stock growers

under the new condition of things, to

their

request

may

for

general

a

5

per

cent,

assist the

rate

in-

continue in business and keep up with

no element more
important to the stockgrowers than the railroads.
Transportation is perhaps more necessary in the livestock business than
food-producing industries, because the
to any other of the
breeding sections are seldom the finishing or fattening countries,
and either the livestock must be shipped to the feeding country
the

demands from the country, because there

is

or the feed shipped to the livestock.
"Livestock rates and service have been a great question beOn innumerable ocfor the stockgrowers for many years.
casions, on behalf of the livestock interests, h^ive I appeared
before congressional committees, before the Interstate Comstate railway commissions and others, in
matters of rate hearings and propositions of service and railway
great amount of my time
laws and regulations generally.

merce Commission,

A

has been devoted to matters of this kind, and my position and
activity are well known; but we have now arrived at a place

where a majority of the carriers are giving good service, and
showing our business the consideration it should have, and it
becomes us to go to their assistance in their extremity.
"There is no doubt but that there is a crisis in this country
today in connection with railroad expenses and operations. It
is

hardly necessary to
immense decrease

call attention to

the fact that in spite of

gross earnings there

the

in

increase in expenses.

Any

man who

cattle

is

a

tremendous

has this condition

knows that he is headed for destruction.
might happen to the railroads that would result
in reducing their efficiency, or retarding their advent into a
new country, or prevent them from furnishing high grade servThereice at all times, would be a catastrophe to all of us.
existing on his ranch
.'\nything that

fore

it

is

of the utmost importance that the railroads be allowed

may

to earn a fair revenue that they

be able to maintain their

and keep up the high standard that stockgrowers have
been demanding and are entitled to.
"There are several reasons why I have changed my views on
this matter of railroad charges, and one reason is I believe the
prosperity of the railroads is more important to our industry
than almost any other feature of our present-day activities.
Labor employed by railways is a big feature in this country,
and when railway men are well employed they are good buyefficiency

ers of

our products.

Then again railways are large purchasers
many laboring men active

of materials that in preparation give

With

employment, these laboring men being also good buyers of
meats and meat products. Furthermore, there is an immense
country developing in the west that needs railway transportation.
Without new railways vast sections of this country will

reference to Article

8,

providing

payment for time when men are held away from home terminals, Mr. Cadle said that there are a number of rules now
in effect that men shall not be released between terminals, except when tied up under the federal hours of service law; that
the Canadian Northern pays for time during which men are
held away from home terminals after 18 hours; one road pays
after 12 hours, and the Chicago Great Western agrees not to

men more than 24 hours. Six roads pay for 100 miles for
each 24 hours during which the men are held away from their

hold

terminals.

Walter Moore, schedule expert of the firemen's brotherhood,
gave testimony similar to that of Mr. Cadle.

Railway Construction on the Gold Coast

—

of Africa. It
estimated that the extension of the Gold Coast Railway from
Komfrodna to Kumasi will cost about $6,000,000. The first
section, to Komfrodna, will probably be opened early next year,

is

like to offer the idea that

afford,

performing some small service, to save

for

home

now

crease, so that they

detail.

a

would

"I

can

not be settled very soon, for

all

country cannot be consumed by

must

find

an outlet

and market

the products of the semi-arid
local population, and a part

its

in

more densely

settled districts.

shipped that makes the price of what
Then again there are large sections of the
is kept at home.
western country in Wyoming, Montana, Texas, and elsewhere,
awaiting the advent of new railway branches, and we cannot expect capital to be put into railway lines when it does not produce
It is

this surplus that

is

a fair return."

—

Railway Destroyed by the Tltrks. According to advices
from Athens, a section of the Smyrna-Kassambra Railway has
been destroyed by the Turkish military authorities, rendering
the operation of the railway from Smyrna impossible.

^

—

December
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& New England and

LUCIUS TUTTLE

look the place of general passenger agent

now one of the principal divisions of
But in 1885, when the Eastern was absorbed by the Boston & Maine, and Tuttle was made assistant
general manager under James T. Furber, he soon resigned and
went to the Boston & Lowell as general passenger and ticket
of the Eastern Railroad,

Lucius Tuttlc, for 17 years president of the Boston

and for three

Maine,

chairman of the board of

1910-1913.

years,

&

di-

home in Brookline (Mass.),
The cause of death was angina

rectors of that company, died at his

November

30, at the

age of

68.

Mr. Tuttle had been

pectoris.

in

poor health since the amputahad continued active

tion of a leg about three years ago, but
•until

within about a week of his death.

the Boston

agent.

After two years on the Boston
senger

Mr. Tuttle was at the head of the Boston & Maine during
the years when most of the important acquisitions of other
Toads were planned and carried out, and both the successes
and the errors of those years were the subject of severe critiMany of the criticisms voiced in the newspapers were
cisms.
"based on the narrowest views, and acts which were for the
best interest of the public were condemned, along with others
really iblameworthy
but the
Jater troubles of the Boston &
Maine were of a kind which
;

Mr.

Two

and seldom

He was
prising

many

&

Lowell his

ability as a pas-

become so well known that he
and in January, 1887,

of larger roads,
Pacific as

passenger

traffic

manager,

years later he returned to the United States, and from

18S9,

and

1892

in

president of

was made
that

road.

vice-

But

after only one year in this position

he went to the Boston

Mame,

Tuttle

as president,

he

sition

held

until

&

which poOctober,

when Mr. Mellen was

1910,

made

president and Mr. Tuttle
chairman of the board of di-

practiced.

and

forceful
in

to have

to May, 1891, he was commissioner of the Trunk
Line association at New York City, acting as chairman of the
passenger department. In the latter year he was called to the
New York, New Haven &
Hartford as general manager;

May,

learned his lessons, were never

taught

man seems

with headquarters at Montreal.

by those
policies, bold financially and
frank in their attitude toward
the public, which in the "old

where

traffic

was wanted on a number
he went to the Canadian

•could be cured only

school"

& Maine.

enter-

rectors.

directions

in advance of his neighbors

From the first it seems to
have been Mr. Tuttle's policy
on the Boston & Maine to take

demanded a still
more perfect railroad, and it
became evident that the prolj-

could be classed as either subsidiary or directly competitive.

for

-as,

example,

automatic

block

in

adopting
long

signals

in

but the public

came

—

in

which

railroads

road,

from Springfield northward,
had been acquired at an ex-

In this revolu-

1910.

of the

The Connecticut River

lem could not be solved e.x
by a revolution whicli

cept

all

away

tion

travagant price to keep

part.

from the New Haven road before Mr. Tuttle became presi-

Mr. Mellen had a leading
It must be remembered
that the road serves a large
summer-resort territory
which means bread-and-water

—

xations

months
is

for
in the

seven
year

eight

dent but this was followed in
quick succession by the Boston
& Lowell, the Boston, Concord

there

&

or

— and

;

Conn.,

born

March

in

In 1900

came

the acquisition

Fitchburg road, taking the Boston & Maine into

of

Luc

11,

1846.
He was the son of a farmer, and his paternal ancestor,
William Tuttle, who came from England in 1636, "was one of the
founders of New Haven. Young Tuttle's first work was as a
clerk in the Hartford District court; but in August, 186S, he
began his railroad service, as a ticket seller in the station of the
Hartford, Providence & Fishkill, which subsequently became a
part of the New York & New England, and is now included in
the New Haven system. After only one year in, the local office
he was made general ticket agent of the road; and he held that
office until 1878.
Then, on the absorption _of his road by the
New York & New England, he was made assistant general passenger agent of that road, and went from Hartford to Boston.
But being dragged about from one city to another by consolidations of roads and changes of titles, a process so familiar
in the railroad world in later years, seems not to have been to
Tuttle's taste and in less than six months he left the New York
;

numerous

In 1899 control

investments.

the road's misfortunes, therefore, appear to have been al-

Hartford,

and

was secured of the Maine Central,
though its organization
was left separate.
This, as
everyone knows, had been one
of the Boston & Maine's best

unpromising condition exists the year round; so
that there were problems in
plenty, aside from those connected
with legislative and
newspaper criticism. Some of
this

most inevitable.
Mr. Tuttle was

Montreal

smaller roads.

also a large mileage of lines

where

it

the

New York

state, and considbeyond Albany.
This
road, including the Hoosac tunnel, which had been built by the
state of Massachusetts at enormous cost, was controlled by the
state; and the campaign in the legislature to secure the consent
of the state to the leasing of the road by the Boston & Maine
was a notable episode in Massachusetts politics. The Fitchburg
has been a prominent element in the Boston & Maine system,
and has carried great quantities of western grain and produce to
Boston.
The extensive docks established there by the Boston
& Maine to accommodate this traffic constituted one of the
most popular enterprises of the Boston & Maine, many millions
being invested.
But the interest charges on the Fitchburg securities have undoubtedly been one of the road's heavy burdens
Personally Mr. Tuttle was affable and always approachable,
liked by all. He did much to promote the work of the Boston
& Maine Young Men's Christian Association, and was a man
Besides being courteous he was conof wide information.

Tuttle

erably

:

:
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siderate,

and the employees always

relied

on

his sense of justice.

"He gave everybody a fair chance." has been said of him by
one man «ho holds an important position. In May, 1913. he
was given the degree LL. D. by the Xew Hampshire State ColHe was a director of several banks and railroad companies, and a member of various clubs, including the Algonquin,
Commercial and Merchants' clubs of Boston, the Boston Chamber of Commerce and the New England Civic Federation.
lege.
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be the typical average, for which the express rate to the third
zone would be about 25 cents. The loss to the express companies
was seemingly about 5 or 6 per cent in pieces and about 3 or 4
per cent in revenue. If express companies lost $6,000,000 in revenue, the railroads lost approximately $3,000,000.
In Great Britain, the parcel post is a distinct class of postal
matter and pays the railroad companies 55 per cent of its rev-

enues.

In

country. Congress did not establish the parcel
itself, but merely extended the fourth-class

this

post as a class by

THE PARCEL POST AND ITS EFFECTS ON
RAILWAY REVENUES*
A

study of the revenues of express companies for the last
two years is not without profit, because impressions can be
gained as to the drift of events, even though no certain conclusions

The express revenues

fiscal year ended
months' competition
with the parcel post, but those of the next year suffered from
this cause for a full year.
And in five months of this last
twelvemonth reduced express rates were in effect.
The gross revenues from operation of all express companies
for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1913, as compared with the

can be reached.

June

of the

were affected by only

1913,

30,

six

previous year, were as follows
1912

1913

Mileage

$168,880,923

This increase of $8,758,991 was

in

Percent

Increase

J83,303
$160,121,932

301,06-1

Revenue

17,761
$8,758,991

6.27
5.47

spite of the competition of

the parcel post for the last six months of the year.

It

held that the additional revenue could be credited

be

to the

new

might

entirely

mileage, which increased in greater percentage than

of mail matter from a w^eight

liinit of four pounds to a weight
and rearranged the rates. This fourth-class in
before the parcel post was established, already embraced

of 11

limit

1912,

lb.,

about 240.000,000 pieces a year, weighing about 76.000,000 lb.,
with an average weight per piece of 5 oz., or 3.16 pieces per
pound. The revenue from this class was about $12,500,000.

made regarding the volume of parcel
necessary to inquire whether the pmount
quoted includes or excludes the old fourth-class mail.
The postmaster general predicted at a Congressional Committee hearing December 3, 1913, that during the fiscal year
1914-1915 there would be transported 600,000.000 parcels that
\\'hen

post

statements are

business,

it

is

would

yield a revenue of 10 cents a piece, or a total of $60,000,000.
This estimate undoubtedly included the old, as well as the new,
fourth-class matter and might be restated as approximately

300.000.000 parcels.

A

who has made some study of the
estimated the bona fide parcels at 150,000,000 in 1913,

representative in Congress,

subject,

and 250,000,000

in

66 per cent.

we

we

each,

If

1914, thus

showing

a

growth

in

one year of

calculate the weight of these parcels at 4

obtain a total weight

in

1913 of 600,000.000

About 95 per cent of

lb.,

weight

and

lb.

in

the revenue; but the mileage does not always have a harmonious

1914 of 1,000,000,000

relation to the revenue.

on the railroads. Therefore, we may say that the railroads
carried in 1913 about 280,000 tons, and in 1914 about 475,000
tons of additional mail matter for an average distance of about
300 miles. The ton mileage of this mail in 1913 would, therefore, have been about 84,000,000.
The Post Office Department
reported to Congress as of .April, 1913. a ton mileage for all
mail of 510,000,000. The addition was, therefore, about 15 per
cent in that year and even greater in 1914.
The only action by Congress towards compensation was an
allowance of 5 per cent increased pay to the railroads until the
mails were weighed in regular course, but this weighing is only
made once in four years. The 5 per cent allowance amounted
to $1,687,360. although the additional revenue received by the
Post Office Department from the first year's new business was
estimated at about $15,000,000. The railroads in the First Contract Section (the New England states, New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia and West

While there must have been some loss of business because of the
amount evidently was not large enough to be

We

positively disclosed in the gross revenues.

may

also con-

amount of the parcel post
1913, was new business.

clude, at least tentatively, that a large

from January

The only

to

1

June

30,

for the year ended June 30.
American and the Wclls-Fargo

statistics yet available

1914, are those of the

Adams,

the

These, combined, represent nearly 70 per cent of the

companies.

revenues, and 65 per cent of the mileage of

For comparison the

companies.

all

of the express

figures are given

since 1912.

Adams, American and Wells-Fabgo Companies
Increase
Revenue

Year

$110,372,802
117,965.952
110,579,322

1912
1913
1914

Per cent

$10,666,994
7,593,150
dec. 7,386,630

If the revenues of these three

10.69
6.87
dec. 6.26

companies for 1914 had shown

the same growth as between 1912 and 1913, they would have

been $125,000,000.
Part of the deficit

is

due to reduced

One

rates.

prediction

As
that these would result in a reduction of 22 per cent.
the reduced rates were in effect only five months of the year,
would be equivalent to 9 per cent, or about $11,000,000, which,
was

this

from

subtracted
this

with the

$125,000,000.

$4,000,000 to represent the
to

post

parcel

new

leaves

earnings

actual

of

$110,000,000.

maximum amount

competition.

Comparing

$114,000,000.

about

leaves

that could be due

Another prediction was that the

would reduce revenues 17 per cent. On that basis
in 1914 was $8,750,000, leaving the maximum loss at-

rates

the loss

tributable to parcel post' competition about $6,000,000.

[Mr. Bradley quotes the estimates made by the Interstate Com-

merce Commission in 1909 that the average weight of express
packages was 32.80 lb. that the average revenue per package
was 50.49 cents, and the average per pound 1.54 cents; and then,
comparing with other estiinates concludes that in the year to
June 30, 1914. the express companies lost 24,000,000 pieces. He
;

then goes on.]

The

active 'competition of the parcel post

and from the
•From

a

20 by V.
Railroad.

first

to the third zone.

The

is

from

4-lb.

1

to 11

lb.,

package would

paper read before the New York Railroad Club on November
Bradley, general supervisor of mail traffic, Pennsylvania

J.

this

is

car-

ried

parcel post, the

traffic

lb.

Virginia) did not receive the 5 per cent allowance, because the
mails were weighed on these roads from February to June, 1913,
and they were supposed to receive the benefit of some of the in-

creased business. Even if this were true, it cannot be considered an adequate provision for the increase of the following
four years, especially as it appears that there is a growth of 66
per cent in the second year.

In conclusion

it

may

be said

railroad revenues are reduced at the
present time because of the reduction in the revenues of the express companies, this is more due to the new rates prescribed by
the Interstate Commerce Commission than to the competition

That so

1.

far as the

of the parcel post.
2.
The parcel post, by the creation of a large amount of new
business as well as by taking some business from the express
companies, has greatly increased the tonnage of the mail transported without any adequate provision for payment to the rail-

roads.

It

is

of great importance that such remedial action be
only because justice to the railroads re-

taken promptly,- not

quires it, but also that the government may obtain information
The
as to the full cost of performing the parcel post business.
knowledge of the full cost of transporting the paixel post busi-

ness wnll

from approving of parcel post rates
heavy increase in taxation.

save Congress

which would

result in a

Passenger

Locomotives

the

for

Northern

Great

Pacific and Mountain Types Used in Hauling TwelveCar Transcontinental Trains Over the Heaviest Grades

The Great Northern has obtained very satisfactory service
from 25 Pacific and IS Northern or Mountain type locomotives delivered to that road about a year ago by the Lima

nSSMIIts

.

I7S0

1740

nss

Profile of the

1730

ms

mo

Devil's Lake to Williston, N. D., a distance of 239 miles, the
crews being changed 118 miles from Devil's Lake; the third
is from Williston to Havre, Mont., a distance of 309 miles.

ms

nos

Great Northern from Leavenworth, Wash., Through the Cascade Tunnel
the crews being changed at Glasgow, about half way.
The
fourth and last district on which the Pacific type locomotives

Locomotive Corporation, Lima, Ohio. The Pacific type locomotives are used on the transcontinental trains between St.
Paul, Minn., and Cut Bank, Mont., a distance of about L072

1070

107S

Profile of Part of the

are used

is

Cut Bank, Mont., a distance of

10£5

I06O

lOeS

to

Great Northern West of Havre, Mont.

The first locomotive district is one of 408 miles, from
Paul to Devil's Lake, N. D., the crews being changed
about 217 miles out of St. Paul. The next district is between
miles.

129 miles.

St.

the

Pacific

from Havre

Type Locomotive

This portion of the road

is

Rocky mountains and considerable

in the foot hills of

stretches of one per

cent grade are encountered throughout, part of the profile

for the

Great Northern
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being shown
table gives

in

more

one of the illustrations. The accompanying
detailed information concerning these runs:

Stations

miles

Paul to Devil's Lake.. 408
Lake to Williston.. 239
309
Williston to Havre
129
Havre to Cut Bank
St.

Devil's

No.
of
cars

Stops
11 to 12
8
5
5

None

11 to 12
11 to 12
11 to 12

Max.
ade,
per cent
.72
.72
...
1.

Average
soeed,

Time
11 hrs.

25

6 hrs. 35
8 hrs. 50
4 hrs. 10

m.

service has been entirely eliminated without a change being
in the time table, the Mountain type engines handling

p. h.

The Mountain type engines have

.

30.

that this grade

.

i
i

h.

on the

cent, as

shown

General Arrangement of the Mountain Type Locomotive

per cent eastbound grades are encountered. Prior to putting
on this type of engine in this service it was necessary to
provide a helper on the eastbound run of this division for a
distance of 18 miles between Essex and Summit. This helper

Mountain Type Locomotive

for

per cent

is

2.2

per

accompanying profile. It will be noted
somewhat broken for a distance of 32 miles

in the
is

>j<

The Mountain type locomotives haul these same trains
from Cut Bank to Whitefish, Mont., a distance of 129 miles.
This division runs through the Rocky mountains in the
vicinity of Glacier Park, and one per cent westbound and 1.8

1.8

also been placed in ser\'-

over the Cascade mountains, where the grade

ice

.

.

i

p.

grade.

35.7
34.3
34.8

i

No. 23

S7,

made

the trains at a speed of 17 to 20 m.

Time Table for the Pacific Type Locomotives
Dis- Schedtances.
ule

Vol.

for the

'

—H<— '-»(

Great Northern

almost continuous running eastIn this case, as before, the
use of these engines has eliminated the helper service, and
they maintain a speed of 15 m. p. h. up this grade with the
transcontinental trains. These engines on this hill are burning oil for fuel. Both the Pacific and Mountain type engines
are said to be very good steamers and are giving an economical fuel and water performance.

going west, whereas

bound for a distance

it

is

of 25 miles.

Passenger Service on the Great Northern

December

4,
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The Mountain type locomotives weigh 326.000
ing order and have a tractive effort of 61,900 lb.

lb.

in

work-

drivers

is

1049

and for the back drivers 53%

53}i,

in.

All three

They carry

pairs of drivers are equalized with the trailing truck, the cyl-

lb., and have 28 in. by 30 in. cylinders
driving wheels. They are equipped with Emerson
superheaters, which provide a superheating surface of 1,075

inder casting resting directly on the center plate of the forward truck. The frames are S in. in width, the same as the

a boiler pressure of 180

and 62

in.

The

wheel base of these engines is 16 ft. 9 in.
The distance between the tires of the forward pair of drivers
is 53 in., while the distance between the other drivers is 53^
The two leading pairs of drivers are equalized with the
in.
leading truck, while the two back pairs are equalized with
The forward spring hangers of the first
the trailing truck.
set of driving springs support a transverse equalizer, from the
middle of which is swung a longitudinal equalizer with its
fulcrum on a casting attached to the guide yoke frame brace
and to a waste sheet as shown in the elevation drawings.
The other end of this equalizer is hung from a second longisq. ft.

—

rigid

Mountain type engines, and they are made

in

one piece from

the front buffer to the splice in the rear of the back set of
drivers.
These locomotives are also equipped with the

Emerson
640 sq.

superheater, having a superheating surface of only

ft.

Both types are equipped with the Walschaert valve gear,
and the Chambers throttle valve. The leading trucks on
both types of engines are the same and were designed by
the railroad company. They have an 86 in. wheel base and
support a load of 50.000 lb. in the case of the Mountain type
locomotive and 55.000 lb. in the case of the Pacific type.
The trailing truck was designed by the Lima Locomotive

^/-^

•r36'lnsi(k Sheets

s-^ST
Boiler

^2344-

Used on the Great Northern Mountain Type Locomotive

known

tudinal equalizer at a point just back of the cylinder casting.

Corporation and

is

This second equalizer has its fulcrum on the leading truck
center casting, and its forward end is attached to the front
buffer casting. This construction gives the front part of the
frame ample support and tends to reduce frame breakages
back of the cylinder castings. The frame is made continuous

to simplify the

removal and replacement of journal boxes

from the splice in the rear of the fourth pair of drivers
through to the buffer casting. It is 5 in. wide and is braced
by three frame braces and three cross bearers.
The main
journals on these engines are 22 in. long.
The Pacific type engines weigh 251,200 lb. in working order,
and have a tractive effort of 40,500 lb. THey carry a boiler
pressure of 210 lb. and have 23^2 in. by 30 in. cylinders; the
drivers are 73 in. in diameter.
The distance between tires
on the forward pair of drivers is 53 in., while that for the main

and to provide

as the .Austin truck.

It is

designed

a self-centering radial action of sufficient stiff-

ness to prevent undesirable swinging of the rear end of the
locomotive.
The boilers of both the Mountain type and Pacific type
are of the Belpaire type and are partially equipped with
Tate llexible stay bolts. The boiler of the Mountain type
locomotive has a combustion chamber about 41 in. deep,
which provides a tube length of 20 ft. 6 in. The Pacific
locomotive, however, is not equipped w^ith a combustion
chamber and has a tube length of 21 ft. The outside diameter of the first ring of the Mountain type boiler is 82 in.,
while that for the Pacific type is 72 in. The cylinders of
both engines are of similar design, the steam passages being

—
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contained in the cylinder saddle. The valves are provided
with ->^ in. bushings, those for the Mountain type being 16 in.
inside diameter, and those for the Pacific type 12 in. inside
diameter.
The following is a table of the principal dimensions and
General Data
4-6-2

4-8-2

4

Trailer
61.900
326,000
218,000
50,000
58.000

Tractive effort
in

working order

VVeieht on

Weight
Weight
Weight

drivers
on leading truck
on trailing truck
of engine and tender in work-

Working pressure
Outside diameter of first ring
Firebox, length and width
Firebox, water space

Tubes

ft.

38
71

40,500
251,200
150,700
55,000
52,700

lb.
lb.
lb.

lb.

420.000

9 in.

13 ft
33 ft. 9
66 ft 9

ft.

4 in.

ft.

Straight Belpaire
210 1b.
72 in.
116in. by665< in.

Sin.

outside diameter....

in.

5

—
—

155
32

283
2 in.
40 5J^ in.
20 ft. 6 in.
4,200 sq. ft
340 sq. ft.
4.540 sq. ft.

and outside diameter..

number and

No. 23

57.

.in.

S}4 in.
21 ft.
2,870 sq. ft.

206

sq. ft.

3,076 sq.

ft.

640

sq. ft
4.036 sq. ft
53.3 sq. ft

1.075 sq. ft.
6.153 sq. ft

78 sq.

— 2K

ft.

Truck Used on the Great Northern Locomotives

1b.
lb.

487.000
16

base, driving
base, total
base, engine and tender

— number

Flues,

Tender

lb.

Wat. bot

Wat. bot

Tank

lb.
lb.
lb.

diameter
Journals, diameter and length

lb.

Water capacity

Wheels,
Coal

ing order

Wheel
Wheel
Wheel

in.

8 J4
Pass.

ft.

Pass.

Service
Fuel

Weiaht

4

in.

S;/2

ft.

Boiler
Conical Belpaire
180 1b.
82 in.
117 in. by 96 in.

Style

Tubes, lenirth
Heating surface, tubes
Heating surface, firebox
Heating surface, total
Superheater heating surface
Total equivalent heating surface*
Grate area

ratios:

Type
Gage

Vol.

i6'/i

36^

in.

SJi in. by 10 in.

8,000 gal.
15 tons

-

capacity

in.

5!4 in. by 10 in.
8,000 gal.
15 tons

lb.

•Total equivalent heating surface
times the superheating surface.

in.
in.

=

total

evaporative heating surface

+

1.5

Ratios

Weight on drivers

-i-

Kind
Diameter and stroke

28

".

OPERATING THE MILWAUKEE (WIS.) TERMINALS OF THE ST. PAUL

3.52
5.27

tractive effort....

Total weight -^ tractive effort
Tractive effort X diam. drivers -H total
equivalent heating surface*
Total equivalent heating surface* -H
grate area
Firebox heating surface -H total equivalent heating surface,* per cent
Weight on drivers -r- total equivalent
heating surface*
Total weight -H total equivalent heating
surface*
Volume both cylinders
Total equivalent heating surface* -=- vol.
cylinders
Grate area -4- vol. cylinders
Cylinders

733.

623.

'By W. B. Hinrichs
& St P.,

75.7

79.

Superintendent of Terminals, C. M.

5.5

The problems presented

35.4

yards

53.

22.78

Simple
by 32

in.

23'A

Simple
in. by 30

in.

V alves
Piston
16 in.

Kind
Diameter
Outside lap

Lead

1

H

62

in.

in.

1054

in.

by 16

by 12

36^
6

in.

8

in.

in.

9Kin. by
36VS

in..

by 12

42^

in.

in.

by 14

is

terminal
far

more

to

in.

6

in.

12in.

in.

by 12

city.

industries

in.

vicinity.
10 in.

It

from 300

and the other

3J4 in.

for
by 22

of large

and e.xasperating.

This mileage includes 17 yards, varying in
Six of these are used exto 2,700 cars.
clusively for the receiving, classification and departure of trains;

3 in.
11 in.

difficult

this

in

capacity

IVIieels

Driving, diameter over tires
Driving, thickness of tires
Driving journals, main, diameter and
length
Driving journals, others, diameter and
length
Engine truck wheels, diameter
Eneine truck, journals
Trailing truck wheels, diameter
Trailing truck, journals

Milwaukee, Wis.

operation

methods in vogue on the C. M. & St. P., at Milwaukee, Wis.,
where both flat and hump switching are extensively carried on.
We have over 300 miles of terminal yard and industrial trackage

.in.

Ji in.

in full gear

the

operate successfully industrial terminals
than large classification yards, where the make-up and break-up
Let me briefly review the
of trains is the only consideration.
trying and

270.
3.43

in.

intricate

are varied,

in

in.

11

for assembling,

located

such

storing and classifying cars

yards,

Nearly every one of these

team track

industrial

or
11

in

their

industrial

immediate
^
has^

yards

accommodating from 13 to 350 cars, the
team tracks being 760 cars.
yards have been located where a large num-

facilities,

total capacitj- of these

The

in

December
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ber of factories and industries had established their plants. Firms
have also located at these yards when possible to obtain better
switching service. For example, in the North Avenue district,
80 firms are served from one yard. The handling of a large
amount of merchandise, beer, meat and other perishable freigln,
and the forwarding of these cars on eight or ten diiTerent time
freights before midnight of the day they are loaded, is a task.
As an illustration beer loading during the hot weather has
reached over 250 cars a day. It must be remembered that the
greater percentage of loading continues until 6 p. m. before which
is

it

permissible to enter private industry tracks or to pull the

from the freight houses where
After the completion of the loading,

cars

merchandise is loaded.
must be furnished,

The duties of the day and night assistant general yardmasters consist in directing all movements in the terminal by
telephone from the centrally located general yardmaster's office.
The prompt arrival and departure of trains into and from the
ditTcrent yards and tracks and tlie movement of transfers are
entirely under their jurisdiction.

The 20 yardmasters

are selected with great care, and as a
promoted from the ranks. As assistants to the yardmasters we have yard and train clerks, who can expedite the
movement of cars by promptly handling the train lists, waybills,
carding' cars, etc.
In these terminals we have 33 such clerks—
23 days and 10 nights. The day force gets into action at 7:00
rule are

a.

m., taking a track

cars carded for switching purposes, then switched into transfers

a.

m.

and taken to the proper train yards to be classified into trains,
which must be moving toward their destination by midnight.

to the car record office, centrally located in the passenger depot,
by special messengers.

A

large

transfers

number of

bills

the loads travel a distance of IS miles on

from the loading point

After the day's loading has been gathered up and forwarded,
becomes necessary to place the cars for the next day's unwell as the empties for loading, at the warehouse,

it

industry

and team

tracks,

done after midnight and

is

This work
cars are spotted by 7 a. m.

elevators,
all

wharfs,

etc.

In addition to the handling of this local business, six divisions
bring in and take out an average of about 5,000 road cars every

During the busy season from 90 to 100 freight trains
and 100 passenger trains arrive and depart daily. To handle
24 hours.

the abovje described traffic successfully as well as economically

requires a well drilled, organized and

disciplined

force.

At this writing it takes 82 switching crews, and 63 engines to
do the work a large percentage of the switch engines being
double-crewed and working continuously. Our standard switch
engines weigh 127,000 lb. on the drivers and have 28,000 lb.
tractive effort and 180 lb. boiler pressure.
They have 51 in.
driving wheels and 19 by 26 in. cylinders.
These engines, of
which we have 36 in service, are utilized mostly in industrial
switching, as they ride almost any curvature.
Larger road
engines are used for transfers and in the switching of trains
in train yards.
These engines vary from 189,200 lb. on drivers,
with 43,000 lb. tractive effort, 200 lb. boiler pressure, 63 in.
driving wheels and 23 in. by 30 in. cylinders, to the Mallet
compound engines having 323,000 lb. on drivers, 76,000 lb. tractive
effort, 200 lb. boiler pressure, 57 in. driving wheels, and 23J/2 in.
by 37 in. by 30 in. cylinders. Of this latter type of engines we
are using three. Of the 82 switching and transfer crews, 52 are
working days and 30 nights. This number, of course, increases
and decreases in accordance with the volume of business done,
running as high as 92 crews for the last three months of
the year.
In connection with the work mentioned, eight of the
82 crews devote their entire time to switching in train yards,
and seven crews work exclusively on the shop and repair tracks.
Briefly the organization to handle this large terminal is as
follows
In addition to the principal freight agent, we have
six sub-agents located at the main industrial centers, who have
entire charge of their districts and maintain separate station
accounts.
The superintendent of terminals has charge of the
entire terminal, including the agents, switching crews, tracks,

—

:

the

moving of

and

traffic,

those located at the shops.

who has charge
and general

to a large extent all buildings except

He

of the passenger

assistant,

is

assisted by a station master,

traffic,

a day general yardmaster

a night general yardmaster

assistant, and 20 yardmasters, of which 12

and general

work days and

the

day

and

night,

general

yardmasters

exercise

general

supervision over the entire terminals, so far as the switching
power and crews are concerned. They must keep' the crews at
the

minimum

In making the car records, a visible typewriter is used with
roll of tape one inch wide, perforated into inch squares, each
having a hole at the upper end for the purpose of hanging on a
pin.
The number of the car and initials, time of arrival, number

tran and name of division and date of arrival are put on the
The numbers of all cars shown on track lists, initials, number of track, where located and date of location are also put on
tlie tags.
Reports showing the movement of cars between districts in the terminal are also received and put on tags, so
that it is possible to follow the movement of a car from one
district to another and promptly locate it, while reports of cars
loaded in the terminal during the day are made and put on tags
showing the district in which car is loaded.
of

tag.

Different colored tags are used to designate the service the
in.
'White tags indicate a loaded car arriving; yellow,

cars are

an empty car arriving.

Similar colors are used for loaded or
lists; red for delivery to connecting
lines
blue for cars received from connecting lines
pink, for
cars loaded in the terminal and brown for departure from the

empty cars shown on track
;

;

terminal.

from the typewriter as fast as made and
aluminum pins in numerical order. These pins are

All tags are taken

sorted on

about six

and inserted

in a hole in a

The boards have
separated

and are provided with a washer on one end
board divided into \% in. squares.

long,

in.

into

a capacity of

100 pins each.

thousands and then

divided

into

The

tags are

hundreds by

sorting on the pins.

After each day's business

is

completed the tags are ready for

on the main records, consisting of nine boards having a
capacity of 500 pins each, or a total of 4,500 pins. This provides
filing

sufficient

room

for the recording of every car arriving in the

terminal and until

it

departs.

This method gives a complete record of the movement and
location of

all

cars in

Milwaukee and

is

available for reference

An

average of 12.000 cars movements is recorded
daily.
All reports for each day are recorded the same day.
The office force consists of the manager, two assistants and 15
at all times.

girl typists.

It will

be readily seen that by calling up this

after 12:00 o'clock noon, the location of

may be ascertained.
The cost of handling through
at

Milwaukee varies from

handling

all

cars

any car

which do not originate

$0,125 to $0,145 per car.

cars passing through,

office

Milwaukee

in

The

cost of

including those originating

at Milwaukee, varies from $0.69 to $0.80 per car.
The average
expense per ton for handling freight at Milwaukee in carload
shipments amounts to 8.4 mills and for 1. c. 1. shipments $0.51

per ton.

balance nights.

Both

list of every car in the terminals.
By 10:00
information has been obtained and the lists are sent

this

a

to reach the train yard.

loading, as

.

1051

at

all

times, but not sacrifice the service.

They

and outhne the work, divert the power from one yard
to another to help out when required, hire all yardmen and
place them, make preliminary investigations of all misdoings
direct

and report direct to the superintendent.

No

large

terminals

can

be

operated successfully

economy unless co-operation and harmony

exists

and

among

with
all

of

the employees doing the work.

Get-together meetings are held
a number of times each year and all of the different phases

brought out by the employees are discussed. When any ideas
with merit are advanced they "are adopted and given a trial.
In this way everybody becomes interested and is an.xious to
advance a proposition of his own.
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THE DANGER OF FREIGHT CONGESTION*
By Arthur Hale
General Agent, American Railway Association
a larger surplus of cars now than there has ever been
Almost always October and November are periods
in the fall.
Even in the three lean years, 1S08, 1910 and
of car shortage.

There

is

and twenty

October ran up to fifteen
it has not reached 2,500 and the sur154,000, nearly 40,000 higher than in the worst year—

1911, the car shortage in

thousand
plus

is

cars.

This year

known that in time of peace one should prepare for
ought to believe in the future of this country, and
any one who believes in the future of this country knows that
the time will come next year very likely when there will be a
demand for transportation and when every freight car will be
needed. When that time does come some kind of a car shortage
prevent it
is inevitable, but we should do everything we can to
and to reduce it. Now there is one cause of car shortage which
It is well

We

war.

can almost always be eliminated
the congestion of loaded cars.

if

we

take

it

That

in time.

is

Car shortages are bad enough anyway, but they are most
when they are accompanied by congestions of loaded cars.
When all the cars in the country make a reasonable move-

trying

ment, and despite this a car shortage occurs, it can only be caused
by such a sudden increase in business as could not be foreseen.
When on the other hand car shortages are accompanied or caused

by congestions of loaded cars
one is to blame who has had
congestion and has failed to do

is

it
it

in

another matter, and every
his power to prevent the

so.

There were serious car shortages in the fall of 1906 and the
fall of 1907, and tliese car shortages were accompanied by serious
Since 1907 we have been
congestions of loaded freight cars.
more fortunate. Our freight cars did more work in every Octhey
did in the Octobers of
than
1909
1913
and
tober between
1906 and 1907. It was only in 1912 that the shortage exceeded
50,000 cars, and while there were some congestions they were
by no means as serious as those of 1906 and 1907.
Why then, it may be asked, is there more danger of congestion
Since
in 1915 than in the preceding years? The answer is easy.
1907 the facilities of the railways have generally been ample to
in
even
offered
liandle the increased freight business which was
the record months of October, 1912, and October, 1913, and
these months show a tremendous increase even over the prior
maxima of 1909 and 1907.
Present conditions, however, are not favorable to the development or even the maintenance of railway facilities. If there is
as much business in October, 1915, as there was in October, 1913,
the railways will undoubtedly have the same facilities that they
had in 1913, but I see no reason to think that they will have more
facilities nor can I see how these same facilities can be maintained at quite the same point of efficiency as in 1913. If the
business should show a decided increase there is danger of congestion.

But there are more ways than one to create a congestion.
a railway accepts for

if

it

freight cars than

If
it

wholly responsible for the resulting congestion,
accepts for movement cars which it can handle and its

can handle
but

movement more loaded

it

is

consignees cannot, the public shares the responsibility, and for
this reason the matter is now brought before the National Association of Railway "Commissioners in the hope that steps may
be taken to entirely avoid in future all congestions for which the
is in anyway responsible.
There has never been a great

public

when all
Whenever

freight car congestion

freight has been properly covered by

demurrage

rules.

any great car congestion has occurred there has been some imperfection in the demurrage rules, and a considerable proportion
of the cars which composed the congestion were held without
payment of demurrage.
•Paper presented at annual convention of the National Association of
Railway Commissioners, Washington, D. C, November 17-20, 1914.

57,

No. 23

The most extensive freight car congestion in our memory was
what was known as the "Arizona coke congestion" where thousands of cars of coke destined to points in Arizona were held
for weeks and months on the lines between the AUeghanies and
the Rocky mountains. This congestion accompanied and to some
extent caused the car shortages of 1907, and yet the great majority of these cars were held for weeks and months without

payment of demurrage by the consignees, although the shipments were prematurely made in order to save those consignees
from an increased freight rate.
the

The

1908.

Vol.

ceased

great congestions of coal and of cotton have practically
since demurrage has been applied at points of trans-

The annual winter blockades

shipment.

of coal to and via cer-

west have been greatly reduced since a
charge has been made for the reconsigning privilege and the
free time for reconsigning has been reduced.

tain cities of the central

Thus the old-fashioned congestions which we have had always
with us have been largely mitigated by a more thorough enforcement of the National Code of Demurrage Rules originated
by the National Association of Railway Commissioners, but we
have confronting us a set of new conditions for which possibly
our old measures are not calculated.

The business which is now increasing is the export business,
and further increases in business will probably be in the same
Cars loaded with export freight may be expected at
direction.
the seaboard in unprecedented numbers. Are our present demurrage and storage rules sufficient to prevent congestion? Is the
national rule covering free time on reconsignments universally
Is the constructive placement rule universally folfollowed?
lowed, and are consignees paying demurrage on all freight cars
which they cannot handle, when these cars cannot be placed for
them ?
It is to be feared that these questions must be answered in the
negative. Much has been done locally to provide proper demurrage rules on freight to be trans-shipped by water, but excepting
at one gulf port it must be confessed that the demurrage and

,

j

'

storage rules covering export freight are such that many a loaded
car can be held indefinitely at seaboard without any payment

Progress has been made with the reconsignmany exceptions to the rule and

by the consignee.

ment
too

rules, but there are too

many

where cars which are not wanted

cases

can be delayed by repeated reconsignment.
placement rule is generally enforced to the
tain

points

there

are

at destination

The

constructive

but at

cer-

minor congestions which recur so

fre-

letter,

quently as to almost prove that cars are being held free. The
subject is thus presented to the National Association of Rail-

way Commissioners

in the

hope that throughout the country,

the

commissions, the public and the railways will unite, for such a
proper amplification and enforcement of the rules that no freight
cars can be held free for any one and that the congestion of
loaded freight cars will become an impossibility on every road
whose facilities are ample.
It may be urged that we can handle an increased export trade
without blockading our ports if we use the embargo. There

was never a greater mistake.
door after the horse is stolen.

An embargo

is

the locking of the

Railways cannot foresee shipments
Shipments should not be made to
as shippers themselves can.
congested points or to points in danger of congestion, but the railroads should not be the one to impose the embargo. The shipments
should be regulated by the shippers and consignees who alone
can regulate them properly. Many shippers and consignees have

enough public
regulate their

and believe enough in fair play to properly
shipments without any compulsion, but they should
spirit

be protected as

consignees

who

much

as the railways against the shippers and
shipments except

will not properly regulate their

under the spur of a personal advantage. It is for them and for
them only that demurrage codes have been devised, and bitter^
experience has taught us that it is only by proper enforcement

we can secure
movement free.

of proper demurrage rules that
public in keeping our freight

the help of

all

the

_

!

The Reasons

Unpopularity of Railroads*

for the

Opinion Expressed That the Public Is Beginning to
See the Necessity for Fair Play Towards the Railroads
By A. M. ScHOYER
:-President,

Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh

People are saying that they are tired of hearing the continued
Do not they suppose the railBut what other remedy is left?
roads are tired of howling?
State and interstate commissions were created for the purpose

calamity howl of the railroads.

and of acting for the people as
thus making a convenient body before

correcting railroad evils

of

the

against

railroads,

which the victims or opponents of the railroads can appear to
urge their woes, but there is no body created to product the railroads

against

their

opponents.

Therefore,

the

are

railroads

always on the defensive, and, being before bodies which have
been created to restrain them, those bodies are naturally not
particularly favorable to them.

commissions

and the Interstate

The state railroad and utilities
Commerce Commission were

created to prevent undue prosperity on the part of the railroads
or, at

any

rate, to act as the protectors of the shippers

The

public against them.

matters

but

little

to

these

(since these commissions

and the

prosperity of the railroads, therefore,
bodies,

except

when,

incidentally

are usually composed of fairminded

men), they may be impressed

in

passing with the injustice which

Yet it is seldom that a
body or an individual or a business ever publicly favors the railroads' cause. Woe to the man who does so.
If he is a banker,
the question is at once raised, "What shall we do to cut the bond
which unites the railroads and Wall Street?" If he is a business
man, "What do you sell the railroads?" If he is a lawyer, "Who
retains you?"
If he is a public officer or legislator, "CorrupSometimes fair commercial bodies resolve in
tion !" is the cry.

great leaders of the state and country

rank and

The

mean

not necessarily

that the paid traffic representatives of such

bodies will support the railroads' contention, and

if

the traffic

representative afterwards publicly attacks the roads he retains
his position,
I

and often with added honor and

authority.

see in the newspapers that the Georgia Railroad

Commission

has decided not to order the railroads of Georgia to

make any

more improvements or expenditures until better times set in.
This is an honorable, fair and sensible course, and it is greatly
to

the

be desired that similar organizations elsewhere should take

same advanced

stand.

The unprejudiced, independent newspapers of the country
have lately taken up the cudgels for better treatment of the railroads.
Leading editorials are appearing with more and more
frequency in the great, influential daily and weekly papers calling for justice.
The more conservative of the magazines are
making similar demands, and where, a few years ago, there were
a number of magazines muck-raking the railroads, there are
today but few following that course, and I do not believe that
the few find any
attacks.

measure of popularity or success following

The rank and

file

of the public of this country

their

is

not

There has been a complete revocompared with a few years ago. Nothing more clearly
demonstrates the change in public sentiment than Missouri's
vote on the extra crew question in the recent election. The bill
was overwhelmingly defeated and the Missouri citizens, by a
tremendous majority, voted that they would not have this extra
burden placed upon the railroads of that state.
Notwithstanding the changed attitude of the public, the railroads are not yet popular.
Not with the public bodies which
regulate them
certainly not with Congress and the legislative
bodies which legislate against them; not with a majority of the
today opposed to the railroads.
lution as

;

•Abstract of an address before the Peoria Transportation Club, Jefferson.
Hotel, Peoria, 111., November 13, 1914.

and probably not with the

even though they are not perfect today. It is claimed that in
olden times railroads gave passes, granted rebates, spent money
in politics, were arrogant, did not provide facilities and were
very independent in all directions but they were popular then.
If the people did not like them, they did not say so. There were
but few laws passed to regulate them. Now, all this has changed.
For a number of years none of these practices has been followed.
There are no rebates, there are no passes, except those given to
men who are legitimately entitled to them by reason of railroad
employment and to the families of those men. The railroads are
anxious to provide facilities to take care of the business of the
country and, I believe, they are usually courteous in their treatment of the public. But now they are unpopular. No one hated
them when they were said to be bad. Why do they hate them
;

when they

are so

much

better?

The

leaders

who

liked the rail-

roads then often hound them now.

the existing situation so often creates.

favor of the railroads in rate or other contentions, but this does

;

of the people.

file

railroads are 100 per cent better than a few years ago,

I
can-,

have a tremendous
people.

Ameriday has come

faith in the sense of justice of the

believe they have decided that the

I

and to expand, and, sooner
these legislative and administrative
have been talking about, will learn the
and, when they do, how quickly they will change front

to give the railroad its chance to live

or

servants,

their

later,

bodies and executives
facts,

I

The railroads must keep out of politics, but the railroad unions
can go into politics and they do, and legislative bodies hasten to
pass the laws they demand.
the

power

because
officer

Can

it

be because the legislator fears

of the vote of the labor union

the

legislator

does not

know;

knows what

men?

the

No.

It

experienced

must be
railroad

that electric headlights are safer than less

powerful hghts, even though they blind the engineman, make
danger signals look like safety signals and cost hundreds of
thousands of dollars which are greatly needed for safe operation
of railroads.

Or

because the experienced legislators

know

better

than the railroad officers what effect another brakeman on the

crew will have. To us, this extra brakeman appears to be an
added source of danger; this man who is of no use, but who
must be carried, and who is so often in the way. On one railroad in this country, this extra man is not allowed to do any
work, but sits in solitary grandeur in the caboose or in the
coach out of danger's way, riding over the road daily and drawing his ample pay on each succeeding pay day.
Why two pay days per month were required, our men can not
tell us.
Generally, they did not want it, but their leaders thought
it would sound well and cracked the whip and some of the legislatures rushed to pass the law. The railroads spend hundreds of
thousands of dollars yearly in the added expense of paying men
who do not need their money twice a month and who would be
better off with one monthly pay day.

On

practically all railroads in this territory, every dollar spent

for unnecessary things or for needless luxuries

made

obligatory

by law, such as electric headlights, palatial cabooses, extra crew
laws, unnecessary stations, double pay, hours of service laws,
boiler inspection laws, changing the ladders on freight cars from
one side to the other, self-cleaning ash pans, etc.— I say that
every dollar spent for unnecessary things such as these is a
dollar necessarily withheld from the necessities of railroad life,
such as rails, cars, locomotives, ballast, more main and yard
tracks, etc.

For

years, the railroads have been unable properly to care for

:
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When

public needs of the day, let alone tomorrow.

this

country

long industrial slumber, what an avalanche of reproach will fall upon the heads of the luckless railroads who have found it utterly impossible to beg, borrow or

awakes from

finally

its

earn money for needed

facilities.

The railroads, generally, are where they can go no further.
They have stopped, but they are not standing still; they are
retrograding. Receiverships are becoming more plentiful. As a
rule, legislative

and executive bodies, and men

favorable to railroad interests.

The

in

power, are not

press of the country has

changed front; the public is doing so. Even those who have
changed front, however, are being governed by a stirring sense
There are
of justice and not because they like the railroads.
two questions to be answered
First, what can the country do to prevent the bankruptcy of
the railroads?
(a) Stop passing anti-railroad laws and rulings at the

demand

managers, labor union leaders, and any one who
can secure a post card and a fountain pen.
(b) Repeal the obnoxious and unnecessarily burdensome laws
and rulings in effect. I have named some of them.
of paid

traffic

(c) Stop continually increasing railroad taxes.

Permit the railroads to raise their rates sufficiently to
living income and to enable them to provide a mod-

(d)
give

them a

est surplus as a basis for credit.

(e) From time to time, consult leading railroad officers as to
the needs of the railroads, generally, and as to the effect of pro-

posed legislation. The railroads stand ready to co-operate
needed and wise reforms.

When

Cultivate a different sentiment.

(f)

try praising, instead of continual criticism,

praise

is

in all

to

re-

57,

No. 23

not an opponent of wise railroad regulation, but, on the
it.
But I am opposed to dewe have reached that stage. And

other hand, have always advocated
structive regulation and I fear

are today confronted with the possibility of new and more
sweeping laws, rulings and orders, which will take from the railroad manager the application of the train and flagging rules
which he feels are necessary for the success and safety of his
railroad, and substitute rules which may be splendid in themselves and for some railroads, but not applicable to his own; or
rules which will attempt to substitute specific instructions for
more general ones, thus relieving the individual employee of his
own responsibility. There is threatened the substitution of government regulation for the individual investigation of accidents
and home discipline. There is threatened the enforced application of an automatic stop which will prevent collisions; and
when we get this automatic stop and the engine and train crews
no longer feel that eternal vigilance is the price of safety, what
Added safety or added danger? The automatic
will result?
stop will be a machine and no matter how perfect, but a machine,
and there will be times when it will fail and then, God pity us!
If government regulation ever proceeds so far that it hampers
the individuality of the general manager in handling his railroad
and binds his hands in the matter of rules and discipline,- and
relieves the individual employee of his sense, of his responsibility, good-bye to safety and success.
can not believe that destructive regulation will go further
1

we

—

than
be

It must be that the force of public opinion will soon
and then let the railroads, having fully learned their
tlic fragments and build a new structure upon

has.

it

felt

pick up

lesson,

merited,

and endeavor

am

I

Vol.

solid

foundations of obedience to

and fairness and equity

results,

reasonable financial

law,

tlie

and employee.

to public

store the railroads to a position of respect in the eyes of the

Then hold them strictly responsible for results.
Second, what can be done to remove existing antagonisms and
make the railroads more popular?
(a) Let railroad men who come in contact with the pubhc,

general public.

treat

it

with consideration.

The

may
as we

public

about railroading or railroad matters

questions, but let us forget this and treat

not
do,

know
when

as

much

(c) Let the
ties of

it

the roads, advocate their

experienced railroad

men

more

of the country to enlighten the teachers

economy and of railroad economics in the colleges
and universities of the country, so that they may better understand today's railroad situation and develop in the minds of their
students a comprehension of the changed conditions which have
come to pass and a more cordial feeling toward the railroads.
There is a necessity for a changed viewpoint by the young men
pouring out of our universities and colleges everywhere if we
intend greatly to increase railroad popularity.

Let the railroads take the public, generally, and the in-

what they
why they are trying to do it and the difficulties
There is nothing secret in railroad operations today.
If the railroads wanted to have secrets, the laws would absolutely prevent it, since their books must be open to inspection
at any time.
The railroad men brought up under the old regime are no
longer in control. The men who are managing the railroads of
this country today for the owners of the roads would never go
back to the practices of ancient times, if they could, and the
times have so changed and the public conscience and the general
laws are such that no railroad manager could do so for a minute,
even if he so desired. Then let these reformed railroads take
Let us stop "knocking" and try some
their proper position.
terested public, especially, into their confidence as to

are trying to do,
in the

way.

other method.

of

18.

New York

22.

Pennsylvania

Kind of

Accident,

Madison.
Central.. ..Indian Castle

Kane.

good qualicause, defend them and praise

of political

(e)

13.

Place.

talk about the

the better educated and

month

Collisious.

Road.
Georgia

Date.

train.

be.

P.

re.

F.

re.

F.

&
&
&

Kil'd. Inj'd.

38

F.
F.

2

I

F.

1

4

Derailments.

Road.

Date.

made by

in the

October, 1914:
Kind of

them.
(d) Let an effort be

train accidents that

occurred on the railways of the L'nited States

they ask

on.

owners of the railroads

OCTOBER'

IN

most notable

a list of the

is

them courteously.

(b) Let the railroads refrain from arbitrary action in matters
of rates and service. Because we are badly treated, there is no

reason for passing

TRAIN ACCIDENTS
The following

Hoosac T. &
Bait. & Ohio

3.
7.

Del.

tl7.

L.

&

W

19.

W

Ches. & Ohio
Del. Lack. &

28.
31.

Kind of

Accident,

train.

Readsboro.

unx

Fulton,

W

lien

N.Y.

Union.

malice
malice

P.

axle

P.

b.

Harboursville.

unx
unx

Altord.

b. rail

I'.artlett.

Place.

Road.

Denver & R.

til.

G

Grand June.

P.

15

6
12

3

P.

18

P.

33

Kind of

Accident,

rock

31

2

P.

Other AeciJenls.
Cause of
Date.

\S

39

P.

llroussard.
(

Kil'd. Inj'd.

P.

Cove Run.

Morgan's L. & T
Pennsylvania
Missouri K. & T

18.
18.

Cause of
Place.

train.

fall

Kil'd. Inj'd.

P.

3

14

Madison, Ga., on the 13th, were
eastbound passenger No. 2 and a westbound freight. The passenger ran over a misplaced switch and into the head of the
Thirty-five
freight train, which was standing on a side track.
passengers and three employees were injured. The responsibility
for the collision is charged against the men in charge of the

The

trains

in

collision

at

freight.

The

trains in collision near Indian Castle,

were eastbound through

freights.

N.

Y.,

on the

The fireman and one

18th

brake-

'Abbreviations and marks used in Accident List:
xc. Other collisions——b.
be, butting collision
re. Rear collision
Uneximx.
Unforeseen obstruction
unf.
Defective
d.
Broken
ms. Misplaced switch— ace.
plained^— derail. Open derailing switch

—

malice. Malicious obstruction of track, etc.
obstruction
Cars burned while
fire.
of locomotive on road
F. or Ft.. Frejght tram (includP or Pass., Passenger train
runnine
Asterisk, Wreck wholly or partly
etc.)
trains,
ing empty ensines, work
Dagger, One or more passengers killed
destroyed by fire

obst.,

.\ccidental

boiler.

Explosion

December
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and one other employee was injured. The
under a cauAlso the conductor and flagman of the leading train

man were
collision

4,

killed,

was due

tion card.
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THE MECHANICAL ELIMINATION OF SEAMS
By Robert W. Hunt

are held responsible for not affording proper protection by flag.
The trains in collision near Kane, Pa., on the 22nd, were east-

bound through freights. The caboose of the leading train, which
was moving slowly, was wrecked. An engineman was killed and
There was a dense fog at
four other trainmen were injured.

IN

STEEL RAILS*

to excessive speed in dense fog,

President,

Robert

The increased weight

W. Hunt &

of

rolling

Co., Chicago,

stock

111.

and speed of

traffic

have necessitated increasing the size of the rail sections, and
hence their weight as many of the details of rail manufacture
have been changed with such alterations, it is not surprising
that new and unexpected physical weaknesses have developed in
the heavier rails.
One of the most notable has been the failure
through crescent-shaped pieces breaking out of the rail flanges,
followed by at least one. and in many cases several, ruptures
Investigation has showed
across the whole section of the rail.
that in practically every instance of such failure there was a
more or less pronounced seam running longitudinally in the
bottom of the rail near its center, and thus immediately under
This seam occurs at the top of the curve of the
its web.
crescent-shaped break and is undoubtedly the point at which
;

the time of the collision.

In the passenger train derailed near Readsboro, Vt., on the
Three cars fell down a bank.
3rd, 15 passengers were injured.

The train derailed at Cove Run. West Va., on the 7th, was
northbound passenger Xo. 4, and 36 passengers and 3 employees
were injured, most of the injuries being slight. The train was
running about 25 miles an hour. The tender was the first vejump the track.
The train derailed near Fulton, N. Y.. on
was
a northbound express, running at
17th

hicle to

the cars

in

the

train

the rails

left

engineman and fireman were
One
trainmen were injured.

the evening of the
full

All of

speed.

except the last one.

killed

The

and 26 passengers and

5

passenger car was turned
completely around, but its occupants suffered only minor inThe derailment was due to the malicious misplacement
juries.
The light on the switch had been made to show
of a switch.

green,

all

steel

the fracture starts.

making have known that it was
rails entirely free from seams,
and that as the seamy conditions of the steel forming the head
of the rail increased, its wearing quality would ikcrense. but I
Those familiar with

practically

steel rail

impossible to

make

right.

The train derailed at Broussard. La., on the 18th, was westbound passenger Xo. 11. Everj' car in the train left the rails,
but the number of persons injured is reported as only 15. The
derailment was caused by loosening of spikes, presumably by
persons who had intended to rob the train.
The train derailed at Glen Union. Pa., on the 18th was eastbound passenger Xo. 52. The baggage car fell down a bank.
The engine and the entire train of seven cars left the rails.
The passenger cars were of steel and only six passengers were
The cause of the derailment was the
injured, none seriously.
breaking of one of the axles of the tender.
The train derailed near Bartlett, Tex., on the morning of
the 19th, was northbound passenger Xo. 6, and the engine was
overturned. The first three cars of the train were turned crosswise of the track, but the cars behind these were little damaged,
and most of the passengers felt no serious shock. Three men
on the engine were killed and six passengers and six employees

were injured.

The

train derailed at Barboursville,

westbound passenger Xo.
passengers were inj^ured.

1.

W.

Va.,

Three cars were

on the

ditched.

28th,

was

Eighteen

The train derailed near Alford. Pa., on the 31st. was eastbound passenger Xo. 32, consisting of five cars. Three cars
were infell down a bank and 30 passengers and 3 employees
The derailment was due to a broken rail.
jured.
The train which was wrecked near Grand Junction. Col., on the
dis11th, was westbound passenger Xo. 3. and the cause of the
aster was the fall of a mass of rock from the second ledge about
The train was running at
200 ft. above and from the track.
ordinary speed when a rock weighing 10 tons fell on the rear end
of the smoking car, which was the third car from the engine,
and broke the couplings. This applied the air brakes and the
train was soon stopped but at almost the same instant a boulder
weighing perhaps five tons fell on the day coach and the roofs
of the two cars were wrecked. Three passengers were killed
;

and 14

injured.

Car Accidents.— Oi the half dozen serious collisions
as
or derailments on electric roads reported in the newspapers
occurring in the United States during the month of October,
at Denithree appear to have been attended by fatal results one
Syracuse. X.
son, Tex., on the third, two persons killed; one at
Glastonbury,
Y., on the 9th, four persons killed and one at South
Electric

;

;

Conn., on the 23rd, one person killed.

—

,

R-AiLWAY Construction in Indi.\. Sanction has been accorded
miles
for a sur\'ey by the Bengal-Xagpur Railway for a line 66
long between Gopalpur and Russelkonda.

Tool Used on Milling Machine
think

it

was not

until the disastrous experiences with the

shaped" failures that the danger from seams
rails

was

fully

realized.

It

is

in the

"moon-

base of the

true that rails with actual flaws

have been rejected as first-quality ones and that
very pronounced seamy condition of the bottom of the rail
would also cause its rejection. Such rejections were the cause
in their flanges

a

of frequent disputes between the mill operatives and the inspecthe point being as to how far the inspectors were warranted in carrying- their condemnation; but, as already said,, it

tors,

was not

felt

that a single

seam would be dangerous unless very

pronounced.
The crescent-shaped breaks were of such frequent occurrence
that they indfcated a very serious condition and led rail makers
to experiment with the design of their rolling passes, with a

view to obviating the formation of the bottom seams. It was
found that fewer seams were produced by such changes, but
they were not entirely eliminated. While more or less successful in preventing the formation of seams through lapping on the
bottom of the rails, the formation of seams in other parts of the

was not particularly affected.
T. H. Mathias, assistant general superintendent of the Lacka-

section

*.\bstract of a oaper read at the annual meeting of the .American Society
of .Mechanical Engineers. New York, December 3. 1914.
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wanna

most certain way of
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getting rid of seams was to remove that portion of the metal

be cut oil or removed in the milling machine is approximately
]/^ in. deep, 7 in. wide ana 60 ft. long.
It is driven through the

which contained them, and, as applied to steel rails, thus to
Mr.
eliminate them from both the base and head of the rail.
Mathias reasoned that the primary causes of seams existed previous to any rolling of the steel, in fact, were incident to the
casting of the molten metal into ingots.
He knew that disklike apertures were formed on the sides of ingots while the
molten metal was being cast and were probably caused from
air being entrapped against the sides of the ingot molds by the
hot steel as it raised in the molds, a condition which was not
It will be apcontrolled in regular manufacturing routine.
preciated that, as the section of the ingot is reduced and elon-

pinch rolls at a rate of 60 ft. in 30 seconds.
The pinch rolls
have a draft of about Js "i. and thus force the bar between the
two milling saws, which are so arranged in the housing that they
may be raised or lowered as desired. From 1/32 in. to 3/64 in.
of metal is milled from the head and base of the bar, the front
end of which, immediately on passing from between the rolls, is
caught by a second set of pmch rolls which have a draft of
about 1/16 in.
These pinch rolls force the bar between the
tools, pull it from between them, and also hold it in practically
perfect line for the milling operation. The milling apparatus is
driven electrically and requires about 600 hp. for its operation.

gated in the rolling process, so, of course, will the apertures
be stretched longitudinally and thus be formed into seams.
Mr. Mathias demonstrated tiat there is another constant condition present in the rolling of large steel ingots, in the formation of a decarburized surface, about 5/16 in. deep on all four
faces, and containing from eight to. ten points lower carbon than

As the milled dust or particles of steel are thrown out, they
are hit by water under pressure which forces them into a chute

Steel

Company, determined

the metal immediately under

it,

that the

and also prevents the material from adhering together. They
are carried below the mill, through this chute, and are caught

the decarburized envelope un-

doubtedly being produced through the oxidizing conditions to
which ingots are subjected in the soaking pits where they are
A thick oxide scale is always
lieated preparatory to rolling.

formed on the surface of ingots in the pits, so that conditions
are invariably present for the production of such a layer of
lower carbon metal on their outside faces.
Mr. Mathias was convinced that during the process of rolling
ingots

into

rails

it

was

practical

to

remove mechanically the

parts of the enveloping steel which would form the top of the

head and bottom of the flange nf the

rail,

and experimented

Cross-Section of Bar Preparatory to Entering Milling Machine
in boxes or receptacles suitable for charging as scrap into the
open-hearth furnaces.

The

milling tool

revolves

a

is

5

peripheral

ft.

in

diameter with an

speed of 2.500

8-in.

per

face and

minute,

thus
causing an engagement of about 400000 teeth per minute on the
hot rail bar. The teeth are of 0.80 carbon steel, and it has been

Hot Sawing or
accordingly.

He

Milling

Machine

in

Operation

designed and his company installed as an admilling, or hot-sawiug machine, to

dition to their rail train, a

cut off that metal without retarding the regular operation

and

thus interfering with the production of the mill.

The

blooming rolls to an 8-in. by 8-in.
cross-section, and after ciopping the ends the bloom is further
reduced in the roughing or shaping stand of rolls by five passes.
When it leaves these rolls, it is approximately 75 per cent finished and at this period it is- carried to the right and entered between two pinch rolls with its base or flange side up. A bar
which will make four 33-ft. rails is about 60 ft. in length at this
point

ingot

in

is

reduced

in the

the rolling operation

;

therefore, the area of metal to

at

ft.

demonstrated that they will mill at least 30,000 tons of material without requiring dressing.
The milling on the flange does not reach the extreme edges
of the bar, and on the head side does not affect the corners.
Either by a modification of the shape of the piece as presented
for treatment in the milling machine or, what will probably be
more practical, changing the face of the tool, the milling can be
extended to the extreme edge of the flange portion of the bar
and somewhat around the corners of the top or head side. This
will undoubtedlj' be perfectly practical and thereby eliminate the
seams which may be located in those parts of the bar. The
primary object has been to eliminate the seams from the central portion of the bottom of the rail which had been the starting point of the m.oon-shaped failures, and tn remove them
from the top or bearing surface of the head of the rail. Per.sonally I think it will be desirable to extend the milling by the
use of convex-faced tools.
The work of rolling which the steel receives after the removal of the more or less laminated metal, must produce a better product than if such elimination had not taken place, and it
should not only make them less liable to breakage on account
of seams in their flanges, but also enable them better to resist
the abrasive effects of

traffic.

During the many years of

my

connection with

rail

making

December

4,
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I have examined a great many etched specimens of rails, not
only directly in connection with the process under consideration,
but for various other reasons. From such experience I can fully

appreciate what Mr. Mathias has accomplished.
practically all rails,

when

etched, will

The surfaces of
show some seams on both

the base and head, and very frequently the extent of such defects will not be appreciable

Even

if

the scale has not been removed.

not always an easy or certain matter to estimate
the depth of the seams. When the rails have been subjected to
then,

it

is

still show pronounced seams,
has been found that breaking tests will practically always de-

the Mathias milling operation and
it

velop the fact that the suspicious marking

As

is

an actual seam.

the original defects on the sides of the ingots vary in exso will the character of the resulting seams vary,

tent,

and

it

can be readily appreciated that some of them may have been too
deep to have been completely eliminated by the milling.

While

I

have confined myself to the matter of

steel rails,

it

is

patent that the process will be of great value in the preparation
of blooms for axles and all other kinds of forgings. As is well
practically the universal custom to endeavor to reseams developed in rolling axle billets by chipping
them out through the use of pneumatic hammers, and for some

known,

move

it

is

the

Our plan of helping others to help themselves is simply applying business methods to selling lands with the risks eliminated and uncertainty dispelled so far as possible.
I believe
that there

men who
tional

is a large and growing class of American business
recognize the necessity of taking a hand in the nasocial problems.
They only need to be

economic and

convinced that practical plans can be evolved, and when they
are so convinced they will be willing to put their

While the development that

GETTING CITY PEOPLE BACK TO THE

COUNTRY*
By

F. H.

La Baume
& Western

One of the most urgent needs at this time is for the division
of large areas into small farms, and the establishment of thousands of American families on these little farms under proper
instruction that will enable them to tide over the first few years
of struggle and adversity until they can acquire a competence
along with the experience that will insure their continued liveli-

hood and

prosperity.

Heretofore njany of the methods suggested for getting the
landless man back to the manless land have been more or less
To illustrate,
socialistic or confiscatory, but this need not be so.
I will, with your indulgence, explain what we are endeavoring to
along these lines.
have secured in one of the most attractive sections of
the Shenandoah Valley a body of some eight hundred acres of
good land adjoining a town and station within a night's ride
of Philadelphia and New York. This land has been divided into

do

in Virginia

We

small farms of five and ten acres each. In the center of the
we have erected a club house, surrounded by wide porches
and furnished with the equipment that goes to make a social
It includes rugs and
gathering place of this kind attractive.
tract

tables,

chairs,

settees,

books,

magazines,

games,

a

grafanola,

large fireplace and attractive grounds surrounding it.
One of the small farms has been turned over to a practical

garden truck and fruit raiser, and this little farm is
being equipped for use as a demonstration and guide for those
who come down and purchase the little farms, which are sold
on easy terms, with small cash payment and balance on long
time at low rate of interest. Blue prints and plans of half a
poultry,

into

it.

I

TO RAILROADS

INJUSTICE

[From the Jackson

The

fallacy

W.

Daily News]

(Miss.)

of "expert medical testimony"

often wrought thereby
C. Haynie, a

is

and the

injustice

strikingly illustrated by the

case

of

former locomotive engineer employed by the

Illinois Central.
In January, 1911, nearly four years ago, a
jury in the Lincoln county circuit court awarded Haynie damages in the sura of $20,350 for alleged personal injuries. The

verdict

Agricultural and Industrial Agent of the Norfolk

money

have outlined above has been in
the nature of a personal investment, supervised by those I have
appointed to represent me on the ground, there is no reason why
this line of business should not be handled successfully by an
organization.
Holding syndicates could be organized to take
over large areas of land, handle the subdivision, purchase equipment, furnish competent instruction and then sell small farms
on long time and easy payments to people who give reasonable
assurance of their ability to succeed. Profit on the deal should
be limited to a reasonable rate of interest on the investment.
If this is done and the work is handled efficiently, economically
and practically by representatives well equipped through experience to judge land and people, there need be no large element
of chance in the undertaking.

of the higher characters of forgings, notably for automobile parts,
the endeavor to eliminate the seams is carried to the extent of
turning off the whole surface of the billets. I am confident that

by the Mathias plan the greater part, if not all, of such work
can be superseded, and I regard the invention and its practical
installation as a notable achievement in the art.
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was based chiefly on the testimony of a distinguished
Haynie would be blind within one year as a result
The supreme court affirmed the verdict, and the

oculist that

of his injuries.

Central had to pay the judgment, with interest.
Today, according to the most reliable information obtainable,
Haynie is very far from being blind. His eyesight is said to be
as good as it was on the day he obtained the verdict.
At the
trial three noted eye specialists testified that there was nothing
wrong with Haynie's eyes, and that he was in no more danger
of going blind than any other man. However, the jury preferred
Illinois

who

to believe the "distinguished oculist"

testified for the plain-

Perhaps they thought it wouldn't hurt the railroad company to pay out $20,350, and if there was any questien of doubt
in the case they were willing to resolve it in favor of the plaintiff.
After obtaining his money Haynie purchased himself a fine
home and an automobile, and proceeded to enjoy a life of
luxury and ease. He spent money freely while it lasted, and on
account of the prominence gained by the conduct of his own
case, became popular as an expert witness against railways in
tiff.

damage suits. Testifying was his
down at McComb, Miss., where Haynie,
pointed out as the man who obtained $20,350 from
personal

To

injury

this day,

diversion.
lives,

he

is

a railroad

company, upon testimony that he was going blind, and squanWhere
dered it within a period of approximately two years.
Haynie is known his testimony is not so effective as it once was,
but that does not help the position of the railroad company,
which is still out its $20,350, plus the interest and the costs of
defending the suit, which were large.

—

dozen cottages, bungalows and small houses are on file, by the
aid of which a settler can erect a comfortable home for his
family at a cost ranging from $100 to $1,000. The instructor on

in India. It is reported that work
connection with the Indo-Burma connection railway survey
There are three possible routes to be suris to begin shortly.
veyed, the coast route, the Manipur route, and the Yukon Valley

the small farm, set aside as a guide farm, is available at all times,
and where his advice and counsel are' followed explicitly set-

first

tlers

should have no

difficulty in getting results.

•Abstract of a paper presented before the Railway Development Association, Chicago, November, 1914.

Railway Construction

in

route; and the next season will be devoted to the suri^ey of the
One of the principal reasons for beginning
of these three.
work at this time is the outcry which was raised when Burma

was so completely
b_y

cut off frorh the rest of the Indian

the doings of the

German

cruiser

Emden.

Empire
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EMERGENCY JACK
hydraulic jack, the design of which embodies a number of
unusual features, has recently been developed by the WatsonStillman Company, New York.
This jack was designed pri-

marily to meet the demands of an emergency jack for street
railway use, but its flexibility of adjustment is such as to make
of value for a variety of purposes wherever lifting work is

The Graphite Lubricator Company,

easily

filling

with the

performed.

ent oil
is

shown

in

the sectional ele-

it will be seen that the cylinder is the moving
ram as in the usual type of jack. This allows the pump mechanism to stay in a fixed vertical position and
permits the working parts of the jack to be made simpler and
more compact than is usually the case. The piston is packed

vations,

from which

part instead of the

with leather rings and the valves are of the ball type with all
The pressure is relieved by means
of a key operating a small needle valve. The jack is operated
passages amply proportioned.

with a special oil, which not only acts as a lubricant, but prevents rust on the working parts and the possibility of freezing.
It has no detrimental effect on the packings.
One of the most notable features of this jack is the arrange-

Detroit, Mich., has placed

on the market a graphite lubricator for lubricating with flake
graphite the valves and cylinders of locomotives. This graphite
is suspended in common engine oil
for the purpose of more

it

of the jack

No. 23

57,

GRAPHITE LUBRICATOR

A

The construction

Vol.

oil

The

the lubricator.

device

is

used

in

lubricator as now' in use on locomotives.

connection

The

pres-

the cleaner,

while the graphite lubricator delivers graphite to the cylinders and valves as the lulubricator

acts

as

The accompanying
The oil line from

bricant.

struction.

illustration

clearly

shows

its

con-

the steam or gravity-feed lubricator

is connected to the top of the graphite lubricator, and
and steam pass to the cylinder and valves through the
nozzle shown on the inside.
The graphite is contained in the
annular space surrounding this nozzle, and the feed is controlled
by means of the regulating valve, as shown. The pulsating pressure of the steam will cause the feeding of the graphite through
the passage controlled by the regulating valve, and there it becomes mi.xed with the oil from the gravity-feed lubricator. It is
then distributed to the various parts of the valves and cylinders.
This lubricator is adapted for use on superheater and compound locomotives (either piston or slide valve type) and especially those engines which experience trouble in obtaining the

in the

the

cab

oil

_S^eam and Oil from
Lubricafor

Regulafing
Vali'e

Cylinder Lubricator for Flake Graphite

proper lubrication of the valves and cylinders.
Elxterior

and Sectional Views

of

Emergency Jack

ment of the claw which can be moved vertically upon the cylinder and adjusted to the most convenient height. The claw and
the cylinder can be swung through a complete circle without
changing the position of the jack or the location of the pump.

The operating

lever

is

but 18

in.

long, but one

man weighing

maximum pressure with but slight effort.
curved and the socket has a hole in each of its
four sides to allow for convenience in operation from pracThe jacks are now built in five and ten
tically any position.
ton sizes with a ram stroke of 10 in., and are guaranteed by the
manufacturer to stand a 50 per cent overload without detriment
125

The

lb.

can obtain the

lever

is

to any of the parts.

used

in

the

adapted for car roofs.

way

It is

claimed that

interfere with the

proper lubrication of the cylinders and valves where this lubricator is used.
It is also claimed that SO per cent less cylinder
oil will

be required for lubrication in the cylinders and valves,
at the same time a better lubrication will be obtained

and that

by the use of the flake graphite.
The lubricator shown, which will hold three ounces of the
graphite lubricating mixture, is filled through the plug shown

and to the right of the lubricator. It may be attached
any standard steam chest choke-plug fitting, and thus eliminates the use of the choke plugs. One filling of the model A
at the top
to

three-ounce lubricator is sufficient for the operation of a locomotive for approximately 250 miles without further attention on
At present the lubricators are made in
the part of the crew.
two sizes model A, which holds three ounces of lubricant, and

—

—

Timber Consumption of an Hawaiian Rail-way. The Hilo
Railroad, operating about 72 miles of line on the island of
Hawaii and the only standard gage railway in the territory of
Hawaii uses about 1.000,000 feet of lumber yearly. The company
has car shops and a foundry, and builds and repairs its own cars
Redwood ties are used in the roadbed. Douglas fir is
at Hilo.
chiefly

the priming of locomotives will not in any

shops,

though ohia has been found well

model B, which holds

six ounces.

—

German Locomoti\'es Dism.\xtled for Copper. Unconfirmed press despatches from .\msterdam report that the scarcity
of copper is such throughout Germany that orders have been
given to dismantle as many locomotives on the state railways
as possible, in order to use the copper and brass for making

ammunition.

General News Department
The safety- iupervisor of the El Paso & Southwestern announces that the number of employees injured during the
month of October was less than half the number reported
October, 1913.

in

The Baltimore & Ohio Chicago terminal repair shop at East
Chicago, Ind., was severely damaged by fire on November 23.
Some damage was also done to the cars in the shop, but the
amount of loss has not yet been estimated.

The Chicago & North Western, during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1914, carried a total of 33,389,428 passengers, an
increase of 2.92 per cent over the previous year, without a
fatality to

At

a

passenger from any cause.

a meeting of ths

American Railway Safety Association, held
30, it was decided to disband the or-

Chicago on November

at

Some of the roads are considering joining a
road section of the National Council for Industrial Safety.

ganization.

rail-

.According to press reports members of shop craft unions, who
struck on the Illinois Central and the Harriman lines on September 30, 1911, because the roads refused to recognize their
system federation, have taken a vote on the question of calling
off the strike; but there is not as yet any report of the result.

The New York, Philadelphia & Norfolk on January 1 will
The rules will be the same 'as

establish a pension department.

those of the Pennsylvania Railroad pension system, the New
York, Philadelphia & Norfolk being controlled by the Pennsylvania.

The discontinuance of trains on the Buffalo & Susquehanna,
which was ordered for December 1, has again been postponed,
Supreme Court at Buffalo having extended the time limit
December 16. There is a bondholders' committee which
hopes to find some way in which to keep the road running.
the
to

safety and efficiency bureau of the San Pedro, Los AnSalt Lake reports a reduction of 33.9 per cent in the
number of injuries to employees for the year ending October
Three employees were
31, as compared with the preceding year.
killed, the lowest record in the history of the road, except that

The

geles

&

for 1909,

when

3

were

killed.

Michael McCarty, a crossing watchman on the Pennsylvania
Railroad at Swarthmore. Pa., has been presented with a loving
cup by the Swarthmore Home & School association, in recognition of his faithful service at his crossing for 16 years during
which time no person has been injured on the crossing. With
the gift were some verses making special mention of McCarty's
interest in

and care for children.

At the Wednesday evening session of the annual meeting of
American Society of Mechanical Engineers in New York,
week, the John Fritz Medal was awarded to Prof. John E.
Sweet, honorary member and past president of the society, "for
his achievements in machine design and for his pioneer work in
applying sound engineering principles to the construction of the
high speed steam engine.'' This medal is awarded by the four
the

this

national engineering societies.

Thirty or more passengers in the smoking car of a suburban
train on the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy in Chicago were
injured on the night of November 24, when the car was set
on fire by an explosion of a moving picture film which was
being carried, wrapped in a paper package, by one of the
passengers, and which presumably caught fire from a lighted
match or cigar stub thrown on the floor. The Illinois Public
Utilities Commission is making an investigation of the accident.

Work was resumed on December 1 at the shops of the
Wheeling & Lake Erie at Brewster, Ohio, and Ironville, in
compliance with an order by Judge John H. Clarke, of CleveThe shops had been
land, to the receiver of the railroad.
practically idle for two months and repairs to cars had been
reduced for reasons of economy in order to meet certain

interest payments. This policy the court criticized, as neither
wise from an economical standpoint nor just from a social
point of view.

On the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, which is owned
mainly by the Baltimore & Ohio, but is now in the hands of
receivers, discipline without suspension is to be the rule among
the employees of the engine and train service.
General Manager J. M. Davis has issued a circular announcing that the new
system will be put in effect on January 1. This system is the
same as that in use on the Baltimore & Ohio, which was the
subject of a descriptive article in the Railway Age Gazette,
January 16, 1914.
The Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen has filed a statement with the Missouri recorder showing that a total of
$16,056 was expended in the campaign for the passage of the
full crew bill, which was defeated by referendum vote at the
election
of the
$15,880,
bers of
$14,680

on November 3. The Missouri legislative committee
brotherhood, according to the statement, collected
leaving a deficit of $176. It is stated that the memthe Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen contributed
and that $1,200 was contributed by the Order of

Railway Conductors.

The Baltimore & Ohio has sent four superintendents on a trip
of inspection to the Pacific coast, to be gone ten days and on
the return of the party, four other superintendents will be sent
on a similar journey but by a different route. The men going on
the first trip are H. B. Voorhees, G. D. Brooke, J. C. Hagerty and
E. W. Scheer; and those on the second trip, R. N. Begien, F. B.
Mitchell, E. T. White and M. V. Hynes. It is expected that all
the general and division superintendents of the company will
make trips of this kind, occasion being taken to send them now
while business is below normal.
;

Mr. Love, chairman of the Oklahoma Corporation Commisis
reported as proposing to ask each high school and
higher educational institution of the state to offer, as a part of
their courses of study, instruction in the makiiig and adjustment of freight rates. He wants to give the next generation
in Oklahoma a general knowledge of railroad rates, their application and adjustment, which, he says, are all Greek to the
average citizen.
Mr. Love must be of an optimistic temperament. If he really wishes for success he should begin by giving
the boys a couple of years of real Greek, as a preliminary
sion,

training.

In the

United States District Court

at East St. Louis, 111.,
four railroads pleaded guilty to violations of different laws.
The Illinois Central pleaded guilty to 12 charges
of violating the cattle quarantine law and was fined $100 on each
count; three charges of violating the 28-hour law, $100 on each
count
two charges of violating laws relating to telegraph
operators' working hours, $25 on each count.
The Southern
was fined $100 on each of two counts for violating the 28-hour
law the Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern $25 on each of six
counts for violation of the 16-hour law governing train crews,
and the Louisville & Nashville $100 for violation of the safetyappliance law.

November

30,

;

;

International Railway Congress Postponed by

Word

War

ha? been received from Berlin that because of the war
all preparations have been broken off for the ninth session of
the International Railway Congress, which was to have been
The congress, whose membership conheld there next June.
sists of governments and companies operating more than half
of the earth's railway mileage, is perhaps the most important
Its sessions are held every
railroad association in the world.
five years, the last having occurred at Berne, Switzerland, in
1910.
They are devoted to the discussion and interchange of
ideas on questions of railway maintenance, equipment asid operation.
The German government was to have acted as host, and

:

:
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it

was understood

that Kaiser

Wilhelm would have opened the

Some

of the American "reporters"
prepared their papers for the congress.

convention.

have already

for the service, the switching order is to be stamped. On goods
are carried in baggage cars on passenger trains, except
personal effects properly classed as baggage, there must be a

shipment, provided the transportation charge
cents
and if no bill of lading is given, the
stamp is to be affixed to the goods.
Shippers are expected to buy their stamps at post offices,
but the agents and conductors of the railroad will have supplies on hand, and may sell to shippers.
notice has been issued by the Internal Revenue department, Washington, instructing freight conductors how to attend
to the stamp tax requirements in cases where freight is received by them at stations where there is no agent.

stamp for

stated that the Russian ministry of ways and communications is sending to the front a "bath train" of over 20 cars,
providing 2,000 baths daily. There is a tank car in case water
Soldiers can be given
is unobtainable at any stopping place.
There is also a
clean underclothes from the stores carried.
car for drying and disinfecting outer garments and a restauIt

is

rant car.

An

No. 23

57,

that

eacli

more than

is

Russian "Bath Train" for the Front

Vol.

five

;

A

Unusual Train Accident

New Haven Men Commended

The Pennsylvania

Railroad, in one of its circulars giving "information for employees and the public." tells of an incident
near Pittsburgh on the night of November 6 in which the derailment of a passenger train was prevented by means of the electropneumatic automatic signal system, a rupture of the main airpipe, lying between the tracks, having set a signal at stop just

time to keep an eastbound passenger train from running into
a car, which had been pushed over on to the eastbound track
from a derailed westbound freight train. The passenger train
had received a clear distant signal but the home signal suddenly changed from the proceed to the stop position just before
the train reached it. The engineman at once applied the brakes,
in emergency, and stopped only about forty yards from the
obstruction.
The freight car had broken the air-pipe, which,
of course, set at stop the signals dependent on the pressure in
The
engineman of the passenger train was Edward
pipe.
that
F. McKenzie, known to readers of the Raihi'ny Age Gacelte by
his prize article on "Keeping a Good Lookout" printed a year
in

;

ago.

Good Work Well Done
C. Long, general manager of the Pennsylvania Railroad,
has sent to 800 employees of the company a personal letter commending their efficiency during the strike of trainmen on the
Monongahela division in March, April and May of this year,
S.

in spite of adverse conditions, the road was able to operate
The letter says in part
trains uninterruptedly.
practically the entire force of road and yard freight
trainmen on the Monongahela division, by their refusal to report

when

"...

for duty, when called, severed their relations with the company.
A force of new men had to be organized and the inexperienced

instructed and food, sleeping quarters and police protection had
The regular division operating force had to be
to be provided.
supplemented by temporarily transferring to the Monongahela

The very heavy passenger movement carried out by the Xew
York. New Haven & Hartford, on the occasion of the YaleHarvard football game of November 21, when the road carried
to and from New Haven in one day over 33,000 passengers, was
noticed last week, page 1023. Chairman Howard Elliott, himself
formerly a division superintendent, has sent to the operating and
traffic vice-presidents a congratulatory letter summarizing the
work done and expressing the pleasure of the directors at the
After giving the facts he says
results.
"A well equipped, well organized, well managed, and well
manned railroad should be able to perform this task satisfactorily.
But to do this work required most careful planning and
detailed inspection by many officers the greatest care by officers
and thousands of employees the most accurate and painstaking
work by hundreds of men on engines and trains; on stations, in
yards and round houses, and a nearly perfect condition of track,
That the large number of trains
signals, and equipment.
was handled substantially on the running time, speaks well for
the condition of the property and for the team work of the ofThere was one delay of about thirty minficers and employees.
utes, due, it is believed, to unintentional interference with the airbrake valve by a passenger. There was only one casualty; a
.

.

.

;

;

.

.

.

partly intoxicated man jumped from a moving train.
"On the New Haven [city] division of the Connecticut TrolThis large
leys there were, on Saturday, 180,140 fares rung up.
number of passengers was transported without accident of any

kind and with reasonable promptness over streets almost blocked
by automobiles and pedestrians.
"I am requested by the directors to express to you, to Mr.
Bardo, general manager, to Mr. Smith, general passenger agent,
and to the men without whose careful work the day
would have been a failure, the appreciative thanks of the direc.

.

.

.

.

.

;

The
and employees from other divisions.
success with which the business was handled was most gratifying
to the management.
"The general superintendent of the Western Pennsylvania division has called our attention to the commendable manner in
which you participated in furthering this accomplishment and it
is a pleasure for me to join with the president and executive
officers of our company in expressing to you sincere appreciation
of this practical display by you of that sense of responsibility to
the public which every railroad man must share, as well as of
your fidelity to the interest of this company."
division, officers

.

.

.

;

The Stamp Taxes
The war revenue

approved October 22 provides for the
imposition of certain stamp taxes beginning December 1, and
Railroad
has issued a seven-page circular of
the Pennsylvania
instructions to agents concerning the administration of the law.
A number of other roads have also issued circulars. On the
Pennsylvania, east of Pittsburgh, about 50,000 bills of lading are
On each such receipt the shipper must affix a
issued daily.
Agents are instructed not to deliver bills of
one-cent stamp.
and the shiplading until the stamp is affixed and cancelled
ment must not be accepted or forwarded until the receipt is
act

;

passed.

When carload freight is weighed before the receipt is filled
out, a copy of the scale report is to be stamped, to take the
place of a receipt. Where a car is switched from one track to
another within the same station limit, and a charge is made

tors, representing the

owners of the property, and,
good result obtained.

the public, for the

extent,

to a certain
.

.

.

Per-

wish to express my own hearty appreciation of the
."
team work done and the esprit de corps shown.
sonally,

I

.

Report on A. G.

S.

.

Derailment

issued a report on
on the Alabama Great Southern, near Livingston,
September 18, in which 10 persons were killed and 40 injured; and the cause is found to be as given in the earlier report, which was printed in the Railway Age Gazette, October 30,
Running at
page 794 malicious misplacement of a switch.
about 50 miles an hour, at three o'clock in the morning, northswitch
point
facing
bound passenger train No. 2 encountered a
set for a siding, and the engine and the first four cars of the
train were wrecked. The engineman saw,- the switch light change

The

Interstate

Commerce Commission has

the derailment
Ala.,

—

A

clear to red only a short distance before reaching it.
freight train had used the switch only a short time previous, and
there is no question that the switch was purposely misplaced, but
the report says nothing on the question whether there is any clue
to the perpetrator of the crime. The men on the freight train,
waiting a few miles south of the switch, saw an automatic signal

from

change two or three times from one position to the other, which
changes were caused undoubtedly by movements of the switch.
In the wooden passenger car in the train, three out of the seven
passengers occupying the car were killed; and in a steel underframe car five out of fifteen were killed; and the inspector ques-

whether the steel underframe type, in a case like
fords materially greater safety to passengers than does a
coach.
tions

this,

af-

wooden

December

4,
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of Mechanical Engineers

American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, held in Xew York, December 1-4, John A. Brashear,
Pittsburgh, Pa., was elected president, and Henry Hess, of
Philadelphia, Pa., George \V. Dickie, New York Shipbuilding
Company, Camden, N. J., and James E. Sague. Poughkeepsie,
N. Y., were elected vice-presidents.
Charles T. Main, Winchester, Mass., Spencer Miller. The Lidgerwood Manufacturing
Company, New York, and Max Toltz, St. Paul, Minn., were
Morris L. Cooke, Philadelphia, was elected
elected managers.
manager to fill an unexpired term, and William H. Wiley was
the annual meeting of the

I

It

o i s

I

I

elected treasurer.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS
The following

list gives the names of secretaries, dates of next or regular
meetings, and places of meeting cf those associations which zvill meet during
Hereafter the full list of meetings and conventions
the next three months.
will be published only in the iirst issue of the Railway Age Gasette for
each month,

—

Chas. W. Hunt, 220 W. 57th St.,
New York. Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Wednesday in month, except June, July and August, 220 W. 57th St., New York.
J.
R. Wemlinger, 11
Broadway, Xew York. Regular meetings, 2d Thursday in month, at
2 P. M.. 11 Broadway, New York.
American Wood Preservers' Association. F. J. Angler, B. & O., Mt
Royal Sta., Baltimore, Md.
Next convention, January 19-21, 1915
Chicago.
Association of Transportation .and Car Accounting Officers. G. P
St.,
Conard, 75 Church
New York. Next meeting, December 8-9,

American Society of Civil Engineers.

American Society of Engineering Contractors.

—

—

—

Richmond, Va.
Canadian Railway Club. James Powell, Grand Trunk, P. O. Box 7, S
Lambert (near Montreal), Que.
Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday
month, except June, July and August, Windsor Hotel, Montreal QuCanadian Society of Civil Engineers.— Clement H. McLeod, 176 Man
Regular meetings, 1st Thursday in October,
field St., Montreal, Que.
November, December, February, March and April. Annual meeting,

—

i

January, Montreal.

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.

—

.Aaron Kline, 841 Lawler /
Chicago.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except July and
August, Lytton Bldg., Chicago.
R,\ilvvay Club.— H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York.
Regu
lar meetings, 2d Friday in January, May. September and November
Annual meetings, 2d Thursday in March, Hotel Statler, Buffalo, N. Y,
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania. Elmer K. Hiles, 2511
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Tuesday,

Central

—

Pittsburgh.

—

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago. A. M. Hunter, 321
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday, pre'
ceding 3d Thursday in month, Room 1856, Transportation Bldg.
Chicago.

—

New England

Railroad Club. W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave., BosRegular meetings. 2d Tuesday in month, except J
and September, Boston.
York Railroad Club.— Harry D, Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York.
Regular meetings. 3d Friday in month, except June, July and August,
ton, Mass.
July, August

New

29

W.

39th St.,

New

York.

—

Niagara Frontier Car Men's .Association. E. Frankenberger, 623 B
bane Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y. Meetings monthly.
Peoria Association of Railroad Officers. M. W. Rotchford, Union StaRegular meetings, 2d Thursdav in month, Jefferson
tion, Peoria, 111.

—

Hotel, Peoria.

—

Railroad Club of Kansas City. C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St,, Kansas
City. Mo.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.
Railway Business Association. Frank W. Noxon, 30 Church St., New
York.
Annual meeting, December 10. 1914, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,

a.

X
u
Q
r.
<
u
D
Z
u
>
y

w
as

Si

>

h

Q

Ci.

<
Ul

th

n

K

[^5

S

—

New

York.

B. Anderson. Room 207, P. R. R. Sta.,
Recular meetings, 4th Friday in month, except June,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Julv and .August. Monongahela House, Pittsburgh.
Richmond Railroad Club.— F. O. Robinson, C. & C, Richmond, Va.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July and

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.— J.

August.
St.

—

Louis Railway Club. B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,
Mo. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June, July and
August.

Salt

St.

Louis.

Salt
Salt

Lake
Lake

City, Utah.
City.

—

R. E. Rowland. Hotel Utah Bldg.,
Regular meetings, 1st Saturday of each month.

Lake Transportation Club.

—

Southern Association of Car Service Officers. E. W. Sandwich,
W. P. R. R., Atlanta, Ga. Next regular meeting, January 21,
Atlanta, Ga.

.A.

&

1915,

—

Merrill, Grant Bldg.,
-A. J.
Regular meetings, 3d Thursdav. January. March, May,
Tulv, September. November, 10 A. M., Candler Bldg., Atlanta.
Regular
Harry S. Fox. Toledo, Ohio.
Toledo' Transportation Club.
meetings. l«t Saturday in month. Boodv House, Toledo.
Traffic Club of Chicago.— W. H Wharton. La Salle Hotel, Chicago.
Traffic Club of New York.- C. A. Swope. 291 Broadway, New York.
Regular meetings last Tuesday in month, except June, July and
August, Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.— D. L. Wells, Erie R. R.. Pittsburgh. Pa.
Meetings bimonthlv, Pittsburgh. Annual meeting, 2d Monday in June.
Traffic Club of St. Louis.— .A. F. Versen, Mercantile Library Bldg.,
Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings
St. Louis, Mo.
October to M^y.
Western Canada Railway Club. W. H. Rosevear. P. O. Box 1707, WinRegular meetings, 2d Monday, except June, July and
nipeg. Man.
.August, Winnipeg.

Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.

1 S.5

Atlanta, Ga.

—

—

Western Railway Club.— J. W.
Regular
.August.

meetings.

Karpen

3d

Taylor,

Tuesday

in

1112

month,

Karpen
except

Bldg.,

June,

•a

«<

Chicago.
July and

Bldg., Chicago.

Western Society or Engineers.— J. H. Warder. 1735 Monadnock Block,
Regular meetings, 1st Monday in month, except January,
Chicago.
Extra meetings,
July and August, Chicago.
August, generally on other Monday evenings.

except

in

July

and

o

III is
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The Chicago & North Western and the Chicago. Milwaukee &
St. Paul have recently advanced the charge for table d'hote meals
in dining cars

between Chicago and

St.

Paul from $1 to

$1.25.

A

special train composed of 34 carloads of tea was run
North Western last week en route from
over the Chicago
Los Angeles to the East. The run from Omaha, Neb., to
The
Peoria, 111., 464 miles, was made in about 24 hours.
tea weighed 1,221,477 lb. and was valued at appro.ximately

&

$300,000.

A

meeting of the Official Classification Committee will be held
on December 8, for consideration of many subenumerated in docket No. 21, including recommendations
of the Committee on Uniform Classification. .\ preliminary hear-

New York

in

jects

ing was held in the rooms of the Central Freight As.sociation

Chicago on December

in

3.

Quarantines against foot-and-mouth disease have been relaxed
In some states, including New Hampsnire. new
but little.
quarantines have been ordered because of the discovery of the
The state of Delaware has issued a
disease in new places.
quarantine order against the bringing of dogs into the state, in
baggage cars or by express.

The
see

agricultural instruction car of the University of Tennesa tour of the eastern part of that state which is
to extend over four months. The car carries prize

making

is

planned

and other animals. It is in charge of Professor
Each county, to have the advantage of the presence of the car within its borders, must make an appropriation
horses, sheep
C. A. Keffer.

the annual meeting and election of officers of the Traffic
of New York on November 24, \\ C. Hope, general pas.

senger agent of the Central of New Jersey, was elected presiOther officers elected were: Vice-presidents, T. A. Gantt,
dent.
W. C. Connor, Jr., T. T. Harkrader, R. S. Stubbs, \V. N. .Agnew
treasurer, Frank C. Earlc; secretary, C. A. Swope; governors,
AV. C. Bates, W. S. Cowie, \V. A. Schumacher.

More than a million tons of freight have been carried through
Panama Canal during the first three months of its operation.
Thus far the eastbound traffic has been in excess of westbound

traffic, westbound being 621.080 tons as compared with 457,991
More than 95 per cent of this traffic was on
tons eastbound.
the four great routes which developed soon after the canal was

opened; the United States coastwise trade, the traffic between
the Pacific Coast of the United States and Europe, the trade of
the west coast of South America with the .\tlantic seaboard of
the United States and with Europe and traffic between the Atlantic coast of the United States and the Far East.
Beginning on November 29 the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy's
train will leave Chicago at 10:05 a. m., instead of
evening, and will arrive at Omaha at 12:01 a. m. and
Denver at 2:30 p. m. the next day. taking the place of the Colorado Limited, which formerly left at 9 :45 a. m.. and which will
not be nm during the winter months. On the same date the
Chicago & North Western will put on a new morning train to
Omaha, Denver, Colorado Springs and Pueblo, leaving Chicago
afternoon at 2:45.
at 10:30 and arriving at Elenver the following
The train now leaving Chicago at 6 :05 p. m., known as the Denver Special, will be called the Omaha-Chicago Special, and will
disbe run between Chicago. Omaha and Sioux City, being
continued beyond. Corresponding changes will be made in the

Denver Limited
in the

eastbound service.
directors of the

and

cities,

petition asked

for the continuance of the present ownership "to such reasonable
time as may be necessary for a demonstration of the efficiency
of the act" which allows this continuance of railroad ownership.
The Interstate Commerce Commission, when it gives such per-

mission, must assume authority to regulate rates over the water
lines.

The Department of Agriculture has issued a statement to the
that there is no quarantine against shipment of dressed
poultry except from actually infected farms.
An entirely erroneous impression has gained currency and has prevented
the shipment of dressed poultry, damaging seriously the turkey
industry. In New York. Boston and Philadelphia turkeys were
somewhat scarce at Thanksgiving and prices ruled high. The
Department of Agriculture, wishing to save farmers in the important turkey growing states of Tennessee, Kentucky, Missouri. Texas, Indiana and Illinois, reiterates its previous announcement that there is no federal quarantine or restriction on
shipping dressed turkeys or other poultry from uninfected
farms in quarantine states, and absolutely no federal restriction as to shipment of dressed poultry into quarantined states.
There is at present no state quarantine in New York against
the shipment of dressed poultry into that state.
Kentucky has
quarantined against the shipment of dressed poultry from the
infected counties in that state, but this is purely a state measure.
effect

New England

Increased Fares in

The Boston & Maine, the Boston & .Albany and the New
York, New Haven &• Hartford have announced new passenger
tariffs,

to

go into

January

effect

1.

In

all

of these tariffs the

based on lYz cents a mile and
few on the Boston & Maine,
The B. & M. has some fares based

regular rate for single tickets

is

;

in substantially all cases, e.xcept a

mean an advance.

this will

on a rate of three cents a mile, and some on 2^ cents. In the
suburban district around Boston distances less than 15 miles
there is no advance.
On most of the important lines of these companies the local
rate at

Chamber

of

Commerce

of Norfolk,

have petitioned the Interstate Commerce Commission

\"a.,

to permit

the railroads terminating in that city to continue their ownership of the steamboat lines now operated or controlled by them
running to Baltimore, New York and other northern ports.
There is a feeling in Norfolk that if the railroads should be
compelled to divest themselves of ownership in the steamer

pre.sent

is

2'4 cents

;

rate for thousand-mile tickets.
ference between single tickets

but this has now been made the
Under the new tariffs the difand mileage tickets will be 2'/2

mills a mile, as formerly.

Advances

The

the

The

The

interest of Norfolk.

Xo. 23

—

of ?100.

At
Club

would go to other

the control of~the vessels

would work against the

57,

Interstate

for four

months

in Freight

Rates Suspended

Conmierce Commission
practically all of the

new

week suspended
making

this

freight tariffs,

in rates, which have been filed recently by the roads
Central Freight .Association and Eastern Territory, and also
the territory west of Chicago. The commodities affected by
these suspensions are very numerous, coal, livestock, fresh meats,
hay, grain, cotton goods, etc., and changes in elevator charges
and allowances and other local charges are included. The roads
had proposed to mcrease grain rates about 1 cent per 100 lb.,
from St. Paul. St. Louis. Chicago and other points to Gulf ports.
.A larger number of other freight tariffs, which are of interest

advances
in

in

more limited territory, have also been suspended.
The proposed increases in the rates on livestock and meats
from Chicago eastward were complained of by the American
Meat Packers' Association. The new tariffs showed an advance
of five cents— from 45 cents to 50 cents, per 100 lb., in the rates
on fresh meats from Chicago to New York on cattle from
Chicago to New York five cents 28 to 33; on hogs, sheep, etc.,
in double deck cars, from 28 to 33; in single deck cars, from
Other kinds of goods in these same general classes
35 to 38.
were advanced in proportion.

in

;

—

—

R.\iLW-\Y Construction- in Urugu.w. .Application has been
the Uruguayan ministry for public works for authority
a survey for a railway starting from Pan de Azucar,
crossing the valley, of that name and proceeding in the direction of
Minas. It is stated that this line would permit the exploitation
of a number of marble and mine stone quarries in the district, as
well as rich slate and copper deposits. The projected line will
connect with another ten miles long connecting Pan de Azucar

made to
to make

with the port of Piriapolis.
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Commission and Court News
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The Texas Railroad Commission has again changed
1
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
A hearing was held at Chicago on November 30 before Examiners Carmalt, Sanford and Hewett, on allowances paid by
trunk line railroads to industrial lines, of which cancellations
have been filed by the railroads and suspended by the commission.
The first case heard was that of the Algoma Central &
Hudson Bay. which is connected with the Algoma Steel Company, of Sault Ste. Marie. Ont.
Next was taken up the case
of the Chicago & Calumet River, connected with the Western
Steel Car & Foundry Company, and testimony was presented as
to a number of other industrial roads, most of them in the
Chicago district.
The Corporation Commission of Oklahoma, the Oklahoma
Grain Dealers' Association and the Oklahoma Millers' Association have filed with the Interstate Commerce Commission a joint
complaint asking that the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe and the
Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe be ordered to establish through routes
and joint rates for the transportation of grain and grain products from Oklahoma points to Louisiana points for export, and
to re-establish joint rates to Texas ports. According to the complaint Galveston. Tex., and Texas City, and points in their immediate vicinity are the only ports on the gulf to which through
routes have been maintained by the Santa Fe lines, and, since
October 31. these roads have maintained an embargo on grain'
shipments for export to these ports, making it necessary for shippers to pay higher combinations of local rates on shipments to
Louisiana points.

date from January 14 to January

Rates on Blackstrap Molasses to Kansas City and Other Points
by

Coiiiiiiissi<iiicr

McChord:

The commission finds that the carriers are justified in restoring to the regular molasses rate basis, the present rate on blackstrap molasses in carloads from points in Louisiana to Kansas
City, St. Joseph and other points in Missouri, Nebraska, Kansas
and Iowa, iil I. C. C, 176.)

11,

1915, for the

the

proposed

hearing on the application of the Texas railroads for a general
advance in freight rates.
Investigators for the Illinois Public Utilities

Commission

have reported to the commission that sufficient protection
accidents and inconveniences to patrons during rush
hours are not provided at the Union passenger station in
Chicago. As a result of the report the commission has notified officers of the roads that steps must be taken at once to
improve the situation.

against

estimated that the cost of the newly created Public Utilcommission of the State of Maine will be $58,000 a year.
the principal items in the budget are Salaries of commissioners, $14,000; salaries of clerk and assistant clerk, $5,000;
salary, help and office expenses of the engineer in charge of the
water storage department, $5,000; chief of the railroad department, $2,500; chief of the department of rates and schedules,
$1,500; office stenographers, $2,000; traveling expenses of commissioners and employees, $4,000; office expenses and equipment,
$3,500; witness fees and expenses for hearings, $3,000; investigations, inspections, incidental matters involving informal complaints and actions on the initiative of the commission, $5,000;
expert accountant and auditor, $2,5(X); printing annual report,
It

is

ities

Among

:

An additional estimate of $5,000 is presented for the
year 1915 for printing blanks, rules, orders and instructions for
uniform bookkeeping, returns, rates, schedules, etc., and $5,000
for the year 1916 for securing data and beginning the work of
$3,000.

the physical valuation of the utilities in the state.

PERSONNEL OF COMMISSIONS
E.

Ol'iiiior.
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J.

P)ean, general

counsel of the Missouri

Public

Service

Commission, has been appointed a member of the commission,
succeeding William F. Woerner, resigned. William G. Busby,
of Carrollton, has been appointed general counsel of the commission to succeed

ilr.

Bean.

Richard

Sachse has been appointed chief engineer of the
California Railroad Commission, with office at San Francisco.
He entered the service of the commission in 1911 as assistant
engineer; was promoted to the position of principal assistant
engineer in 1913 and was made acting chief engineer about a
year ago.
Prior to his service with the commission he had
been with the Western Pacific and the Southern Pacific railroads and the L'nited States Reclamation Service.
;

Penalty Charges on Sulphuric Acid
Agricnttural

International

Cor[>oratlon

v.

Atlanta

&

West

Opinion by Commissioner McChord:
The commission finds that the tariffs of the defendants allowonly
ing
24 hours' free time on sulphuric acid and doubling the
charge after 48 hours are unreasonable, and believes that a
reasonable rule would be to allow 48 hours' free time after the
first 7 a. m.. following notice to the consignee of arrival, and that
the charge should not exceed $2 per day after such free time.
(32 I. C. C, 1S9.)
Reparation is awarded on this basis.
Point

et al.

Rates from Houston, Tex., to Points in Arkansas

Chamber of Commeiee of Houston, Tex., v. Houston East &
West Texas et al. Ol'inion by Commissioner Clements:
The commission finds that the present adjustment of rates
St. Louis and Kansas City, Mo., and New
Orleans, La., to stations in .\rkansas, is not prejudicial to the
Compreferential
to the last three points.
first-named point or
(32 I. C. C. 203.)
plaint dismissed.

from Houston, Tex.,

Class Rates from Terre Haute, Ind.
Fn re Class Rates
to

Kansas

City, Mo.,

from Terre Haute, Ind., and Other Points
and Other Destinations. Opinion by Com-

missioner Hall:
are justified in cancelling the joint through class rates applicable on traflnc from
Terre Haute. Ind., and other points to points on the Missouri
_River.
The proposed cancellations will leave in eflfect combinations of intermediate rates, but it is held that these combina(32 I. C. C. 206.)
tions do not result in unreasonable rates.

The commission

finds

that the

carriers

COURT NEWS
John W. Keogh. a manufacturer of excelsior, has filed suit
in the United States district court at Chicago against eight
railroads entering Chicago for S125.000 damages for alleged
depreciation in the value of his plant at St. Paul, caused by
an advance in freight rates.
In the L^nited States District Court at Newark, N. J.. November 27, the Central Railroad of New Jersey was indicted for

paying illegal rebates on freight. The charges are based on
allowances made to the Lehigh Coal & Navigation Company
in connection with terminal operations.

The New Orleans, Texas & Mexico has

petitioned

the

New

Orleans to enjoin the Interstate Comits second supplemental
order in the tap line cases, charging that the order does not
permit tap lines to earn a reasonable return on the investment, and asking that the order be nullified also as it affects
the Louisiana & Pacific. The court has set the petition for a
hearing on December 10.
federal court at

merce Commission from enforcing

The Ohio Valley Tie Company has recovered $56,971 from
the Louisville & Nashville Railroad in a suit claiming damages
because the railroad refused accommodations for shipments of
ties, and made an unreasonable, advance in the rates for transportation. After recovering a considerable sum in a former suit
fer overcharges caused by an unexpected increase in the ratei
the tie company secured a mandator}- injunction requiring the
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railroad to give it suitable accommodations. Then, it is alleged,
and cars offered by the Pennthe road failed to furnish cars
sylvania and the Cleveland, Cincinnati. Chicago & St. Louis,
customers of the tie company, were refused. It was also charged
that the Louisville & Nashville would accept carloads of ties to
be delivered on team tracks at Louisville, but would not accept
the same for delivery to connecting roads.

\'0L.

57,

Xo. 23

;

on November 28. rendered a deaward made by E. C. Field as arbitrator
of the claims of the Chicago & Western Indiana against John C.
Fetzer, a real estate broker, Benjamin Thomas, former president
of the road, and C. R. Kappes, former real estate agent of the

Judge Sullivan

at Chicago,

cision setting aside the

road, which ordered the restoration by the three men of $525,000
alleged to have been misappropriated from the company in real
After the railroad had filed a
estate transactions for the road.
civil suit against the three men an agreement was reached to
settle the case out of court by arbitration, and Thomas and
Kappes paid in approximately $70,000 as their share of the award.
Fetzer, however, filed suit to have the award set aside on the
ground that this money was charged to real estate transactions
and then turned back by him to officers of the road to be expended in bribing the legislature of Illinois and the city council
Judge Sullivan set the award aside on the
of Cook county.
that the arbitrator had violated some of the provisions of

ground
the agreement under which the case was

left to arbitration.

Oklahoma Separate-Car Law
of the L'nited States on Monday last
dehvered an opinion that the Oklahoma "Jim Crow" law proviso
permitting railroads to furnish sleeping, dining and chair car
accommodations only to the white race— the "luxury" clause-

The Supreme Court

was unconstitutional, but because of imperfections in the petition
on which the case reached the courts, no decree to that effect
was entered.
Five negroes, contending that the entire law was unconstitusought an injunction to restrain five railroads in Oklahoma from enforcing it. The Oklahoma Federal Court dismissed the petition, holding the law constitutional. The court
that
affirmed the dismissal because the negroes had not shown
the
they had applied to the railroads for accommodation under
tional,

law or that the railroads had notified them that accommodations
would be refused to them.
The opinion, by Justice Hughes, stated, however, that the
proviso
court could not agree with the lower court that the
A
constitutional.
as to sleeping, dining and chair cars was
minority, consisting of Chief Justice White and Justices Holmes,
afof
order
the
in
merely
Lamar and McReynolds, concurred
question.
firmance, but expressed no views on the constitutional
that
In the opinion by the majority, Justice Hughes said
the two
for
previous decisions that laws for separate coaches
"subthat
adding
questioned,
not
were
races were constitutional
under like
stantial equality of treatment of persons traveling
conditions cannot be denied."
that the
Justice Hughes set forth the reasons for the opinion
lower court was wrong in holding the proviso constitutional.
"The reasoning is," said he. "that there may not be enough perwarsons of African descent seeking these accommodations to
with respect
rant the outlay in providing them. This argument
It makes
merit.
to the value of the traffic seems to be without
of persons
the constitutional right depend upon the number
of the
essence
the
whereas
against,
who may be discriminated
or not
constitutional right is that it is a personal one. Whether
conditioned
facilities shall be provided may doubtless be
special

upon there being a reasonable demand therefor; but

if

facilities

persons travare provided, substantial equality of treatment of
individual
eling under like conditions cannot be denied. It is the
and if he
laws,
the
who° is entitled to the equal protection of
the
under
matter
the
in
acting
carrier,
common
is denied by a
course of
authority of the state, facilities or conveniences in the
furnished
journey under substantially the same conditions as
his

that his constituto another' traveler, he may properly complain
tional privileges have been invaded."
case
The court gave no intimation as to whether in a proper
would merely hold the ''luxury" car section unconstitutional,
it

or whether it would
the entire law
had asked the court
the "luxury" proviso
tional

decide that this section being unconstitumust fall. The five railroads in the case
if
to hold the entire law unconstitutional

was annulled.

Railway Officers

I
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I
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Elxecutive, Financial, Legal

and Accounting

F. C. Elliott, general counsel of the
Chicago, has been elected president,

succeeding

O.

L.

Dickeson,

resigned,

White Pass & Yukon
with

office

effective

at

at

Chicago,

January

1.

Dutton has been appointed auditor of freight accounts,
and J. M. Eedson has been appointed freight claim agent of the
Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo, with offices at Detroit, Mich.,
succeeding Thomas Eedson, deceased.
A.

S.

J. E. Dalrymple. vice-president of the Grand Trunk, the Grand
Pacific and the Central Vermont at Montreal. Que., has
been appointed also vice-president in charge of traffic of the

Trunk

Montreal

&

Southern Counties.

Lyman

Delano, assistant to president and assistant secretary
of the Atlantic Coast Line at Wilmington, N. C, has been
elected third vice-president, in charge of operation. He was born
on January 16, 1883, at Newburgh. N. Y., and was educated at
Harvard College. On April 1, 1909, he began railway work in
the office of the chief roadway accountant of the Atlantic Coast
Line. He subsequently served as assistant to chief engineer, and
then as assistant to the general superintendent of transportation.
On January 1, 1912, he was appointed assistant to president, and
now becomes third vice-president in charge of operation of the
same road. Mr. Delano's entire service has been with the Atlantic

Coast Line.
Operating

Northern Pacific at Spokane,
Wash., has been assigned to other duties, the office having been
J

Blair, trainmaster of the

J.

discontinued.
E. T. Sudduth has been appointed general superintendent of
the Liberty-White, with office at McComb, Miss., succeeding J. B.
Paul, resigned.

R. C. Hobbs, traffic

manager of the Kansas City

has been appointed general manager,
Rogers, Ark., succeeding O. C. Lisman.

with

& Memphis,

headquarters

at

has been appointed trainmaster of the ZanesPennsylvania Lines at Zanesville, Ohio, in
B. McCarty, assigned to other duties.

W. W. Varney
ville

division of the

place of

\'.

Charles Hurdleston, formerly division superintendent of the
Missouri, Kansas & Texas, has been appointed manager of the
Texas State Railroad, with headquarters at Rusk, Tex.
G. S. Waid, assistant general manager of the Sunset-Central
Lines at Houston, Tex., has been appointed general manager,
with headquarters at Houston, succeeding W. G. Van Vleck,
deceased.

W.

E. Smith has been appointed superintendent of the HenderSt. Louis divisions of the Louisville & Nashville, with
succeeding Jno. W. Logsdon, assigned

son and

office at Evansville, Ind.,

to other duties.

Racey, trainmaster of the Denver & Rio Grande at Salt
Utah, has been appointed assistant superintendent
of the First division, with headquarters at Pueblo, Colo., succeeding E. E. Gray, transferred.
S. L.

Lake

City,

has
D. M. Stevens, fuel inspector of the Baltimore & Ohio,
been appointed trainmaster at Garrett, Ind. J. K. \ohe, Jr.,
Pa.
Connellsville,
at
trainmaster
has been appointed assistant
assistant trainmaster of the New Castle division,
J. J. Smith,
Chicago Junchas been transferred to the Chicago division at
C. E. McDougal, assistant
Ohio, in a similar capacity.
transferred
trainmaster of the Pittsburgh division, has been
capacity, with office at
to the New Castle division in a similar
eastern
the
of
\\".
trainmaster
VanHorn.
Chicago Junction. C.
appointed superintendent of
district, Chicago division, has been
assistant trainJ. S. Gilmore.
terminals at Chicago Junction.
the Conmaster of the Chicago division, has been transferred to
tion,

nellsville

division.

Dece-mber

4,
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A. H. Proudfoot, assistant general freight and passenger
agent of the Liberty-White at McComb, Miss., has been appointed
general freiglit and passenger agent, and his former position has
been abolished.

Traffic

The

of C. D. Brown, commercial agent of the Southern
has been removed from Greenwood, S. C, to Abbe-

office

Railway,
ville.

The duties of C. A. Searle, general baggage agent of the Rock
Island Lines, with headquarters at Chicago, are extended to include supervision of express traffic.

William Gourlay, assistant to vice-president of the American Express Company, at Chicago, has been appointed general
traffic agent.

Eugene J. Henry, general western freight agent of the Lehigh
Valley at Chicago, has been appointed western traffic manager,
a new position, with headquarters at Chicago. A. B. Hill, general agent of the passenger department, at Chicago, has been appointed an assistant general passenger agent, with headquarters
at Philadelphia, Pa., and D. F. Lindsley, city passenger agent
at Chicago, has been appointed western passenger agent, with
headquarters at Chicago.

F. G. Hamblin has been appointed traffic manager of the
Kansas City & Memphis, with office at Rogers, Ark., succeeding R. C. Hobbs, promoted.

Charles S. Lee, whose appointment as passenger traffic manager of the Lehigh Valley, with headquarters at New York,
has already been announced in these columns, was born at Washington, D. C, and began
railway work in 1871,
with the Lake Shore &

Paul S. Millspaugh, whose appointment as assistant general
passenger agent of the Lehigh Valley, with headquarters at
Buffalo, K. Y., has already been announced in these columns,
was born at Waverly,

Tuscarawas Valley, now
a part of the

Baltimore

&

Cleveland,

Ohio

Ohio.

at

From August,

to July, 1883. he
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^

XT. Y., in 1874, and began railway work as a

1879,

was

rate

bus,

&

Cincinnati

In-

was appointed an

and then became secretary of the American

ant

at Xew York.
February, 1884, he
was appointed chief clerk
in the general passenger

department of the Den& Rio Grande, at
From
Colo.
Denver,

May, 1887, to September, 1893, he was general passenger agent
of the Colorado Midland, part of which time he had charge of
On September 1,
both passenger and freight departments.
1893, he entered the service of the Lehigh Valley as general
passenger agent at Xew York, which position he held at the
time of his recent appointment as passenger traffic manager of
the same road as above noted.

and began

1869.

way work,
billing

Grand Trunk

P. S. Millspaugh

appointment as assistant
Buffalo,

at

same road, with headquarters

above noted.

as

Engineering and Rolling Stock
Charles B. Teller has been appointed roadmaster of the Chicago, Rock Island & Gulf at Ft. Worth, Tex., to succeed B. F.
Harrison, resigned.
E.

1888,

on

Mich.
He subsequently
entered train service as
a

office

rail-

as
the
at Detroit,

in

clerk

assist-

was appointed general agent of the passenger department, with
headquarters at Ithaca,
which position he held at
the time of his recent

general passenger agent of the

George W. Hay. who has been appointed general passenger
agent of the Lehigh Valley, with headquarters at Xew Y'ork,
as has already been announced in these columns, was born
at Woodstock. Ontario,
in

ticket

he

ver

a

the

Ithaca, and then was
consecutively city ticket
traveling
pasagent,
senger agent and district
until
passenger
agent
about a year ago, when

In

j^^^

in

at

Publishing

Company

P g

Valley

In 1892, when the Lehigh Valley was opened
through to Buffalo, he

a part of
the
Cleveland,
Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis,

Railway

of

and
the Erie at Waverly, as
accountant and auditor.
Lehigh

the

now

dianapolis,

representative

joint

and advertising clerk in
the passenger department
of the Cleveland. Colum-

baggage man, and was
promoted, until
appointment in 1906

steadily
his

as assistant general bag-

gage agent of the entire system of the Grand
Trunk. In 1907 he entered the service of the

Lehigh Valley as general baggage agent, with
headquarters at South
Bethlehem, Pa., and was

'

Wanamaker

Rock Island
F.

J.

has been appointed electrical engineer of the
with headquarters at Chicago, succeeding

Lines,

Glover, resigned, effective

December

1.

E. J. Langhurst, assistant road foreman of engines of the
New Castle division of the Baltimore & Ohio, has been appointed road foreman of engines at Parkersburg, W. Va.
F. K. Moses, foreman at the Garrett (Ind.) shops of the Baltimore & Ohio, has been appointed master mechanic of the Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal shops, at East Chicago, succeed-

ing

J.

W.

Fogg.

H. C. Oviatt,
division of the

until recently superintendent of the

New

York,

Xew Haven &

Hartford

Old Colony
at

Taunton,

Mass., has been appointed assistant mechanical superintendent
in charge of a new bureau just established to be known as the
bureau of fuel economy, with office at New Haven, Conn.

also assigned duties as a
district

for

that

passenger
section

agent
of

the

terriValley's
which position he

Lehi'gh

W. Hay

tory,

held at the time of his
recent appointment as general passenger agent of the same road,
as above noted.

Gillespie, master car builder of the Central Vermont at
Albans, Vt., has been appointed mechanical superintendent
charge of motive power and car departments, and T. A.
Summerskill, superintendent of motive power, and J. E. Fitzsimons. master mechanic, have been assigned to other duties.
The offices of master car builder, superintendent of motive
power and master mechanic are aboHshed.

W.

St.

in

a
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OBITUARY
Henry Fonde, general agent of
Tenn., died at his home in

ville,

Henry D.

the Southern Railway at Knoxthat city on Xovember 28.

who was

H. Waters, president and general manager of the Florence
& Cripple Creek, died in Colorado Springs, Colo., on Xovember
27 from injuries received in a collision between a railroad motor
car and a locomotive at Cripple Creek on Xovember 25.
Mallard, superintendent of the Arizona Eastern, with
headquarters at Globe, Ariz., died at Xew Orleans. La., on
Xovember 24, aged 54 years. He had been in railway service
since 1879, when he commenced as rodman on Morgan's Louisiana & Texas Railroad. Subsequently he was assistant engineer
on the Sabine & East Texas and the Houston & Texas Central;
engineer for the contractors on the Chicago, Texas & Mexican; roadmaster and assistant engineer of Morgan's Louisiana
& Texas, and assistant superintendent bridges and buildings of
the Atlantic system of the Southern Pacific, until July, 1898.
He was then until August. 1905, successively division engineer
of the latter company, and assistant superintendent of the
From September, 1905, to January, 1906, he
Louisiana lines.
was assistant engineer and roadmaster of the Gila \"alley. Globe
& Northern, and since the latter date Mr. Mallard had been superintendent of that road and its successor, the .Arizona Eastern.
C.

Owen

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING

Travis, formerly superintendent of bridges of the
Southern and the Ft. Worth & Denver City, died
Wash., on Xovember 14, aged 66 years. Mr. Travis
entered the service of the Keystone Bridge Company in 1868
as bridge builder at Kansas City. Mo., and from 1877 to 1881,
was superintendent of traffic of the St. Louis Bridge Company.
He was then for three years superintendent of bridges and
buildings of the Middle division of the Wabash, St. Louis &
Pacific, and from 1884 to 1889, was general foreman of the
Chicago and St. Louis division of that road. The succeeding four
j-ears he was with the Iowa Central as superintendent of bridges
and buildings, going to the Elgin, Joliet & Eastern in 1893 in.
similar

The
is

C.\lifornia Western Railroad
in the market for one locomotive.

He was
from 1897 to

capacity.

Illinois Central

& Xavigation Company

The Maine Central, as reported in the Railway Age Gazette
of last week, has ordered 7 Mikado type locomotives from the
American Locomotive Company..

These locomotives

will

have

26j2 by 30 in. cylinders and a total weight in working order of
275,000 lb.
They will be equipped with superheaters and will
be used in freight service.

CAR BUILDING
The Union Tank Line

is

the market for 500 6,500-gal.

in

tank cars.

The Westmoreland Coal Company

is

the market for 100

in

50-ton gondola cars.

The

Southern has ordered 300 box cars from the
Barkei Car Company.

Illinois

Haskell

&

IRON AND STEEL

&

at Everett.

I
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general freight agent of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas in 1871, died in Washington, D. C, November 26, aged 79 years.
Mirick,

Vol.

The

Minneapolis,

Paul & Sault

St.

girder spans amounting
& Iron Works.

plate

to

107

Ste. Marie has ordered
tons from the Chicago

Bridge

The Atchison. Topeka & Sant.\ Fe has ordered 63,450 tons
of 90-lb. rail from the Colorado Fuel & Iron Company. Of this
allotment 23,000 tons are for the eastern lines, 25,900 tons for
the western lines, 7,600 tons for the coast lines and 6,950 tons
for the gulf lines.

SIGNAUNG

superintendent of bridges of the
when he became superintendent

1903,

of bridges and buildings of the Colorado & Southern and the
Mr. Travis held
Ft. Worth & Denver City at Fort Worth, Tex.
the latter position until his retirement from active railway serv-

Chattanooga & St. Louis is putting up a telephone line from Xashville to Chattanooga, and telephones will
The
be used for train despatching throughout this division.

The

X'ashville,

contracts for the poles, wires, instruments,

ice in 1910.

etc.,

will

amount

to

$60,000. or about $400 a mile.

A. C. Bird, formerly vice-president in charge of traffic of the
Gould Lines, died on Xovember 28, at Pasadena, Cal. Mr. Bird
was born at Pittsfield, 111., on March 4, 1843, and began railway
work in 1865 with the St. Louis, Alton & Terre Haute. He
held various minor positions until 1872. when he went to the
general
St. Louis. Kansas City & Xorthern as chief clerk in the
In July, 1874, he was appointed general freight
freight office.
agent of that road, and in Xovember, 1879. he accepted a similar position with the Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific, being promoted to superintendent of freight traffic in January, 1880. He
resigned the latter position on January 1, 1883, to become general freight agent of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
which road he was freight traffic manager from February. 1889,
to December. 1895; general traffic manager the following four
years, and third vice-president from December, 1869, to March,
1903.
Mr. Bird then went to the Gould Lines as vice-president

Paul,

of

in charge of traffic, with headquarters at Chicago, resigning in
November, 1907. since jy'iich time he had not been engaged in

active railway work.

The Federal

the formation of a war railway council, similar to that
Kingdom. In conformance with that advice a counFebruary, 1911.
cil was formed, which met for the first time in
The council is similar to the British council, the commissioners
branches, confew
of
a
heads
the
with
together
state,
of each

mended

in the United

stituting

its

members.

Company

has taken the contract for the

Hudson Division

of the

Xew York

Central

& Hudson

on the
River.

This consists of a 56 lever style "A" machine operating 17 sigTwenty-one
nals, 8 switches, 1 derail and 9 facing point locks.
spare levers are provided for future extensions to complete a
standard four track interlocking layout on the completion of the
track work.

The signaling on the Centre street loop of the Brooklyn
Rapid Transit System, Xew York City, is being installed by the
Federal Signal Company, and the first section was placed in
During the rush hours,
service on Sunday. Xovember 15.
morning and evening, trains pass over this section less than one
minute apart. Since installation, however, there has not been a
failure or any interruption of traffic due to the signal system.
This line, extending underground from the Brooklyn bridge to
the Williamsburgh bridge, Manhattan, about one mile, is a
part of the extensions now being added to New York's subway

AusTRALi.\N Railw.w War COUNCIL.— Section 64 of the Australian local defence act of 1S03 provides that "The government
may, in time of war. authorize any officer to assume control of
any railway for transport for naval or military purposes." Following Lord Kitchener's visit to Australia in 1910, he recom-

Signal

installation of a mechanical interlocking at Tivoli. X. V..

system.

Trans-Siberian

Mail

Route

Again

Open.— The

trans-

Siberian mail route from the Philippines to the United States
and most parts of Europe, which was closed at the outbreak of
the war in Europe, has been reopened, the first mail arriving in
Manila on September 22. The postage now charged is 8 cents for
for
each 20 grams or fraction thereof for letters and 3 cents

Westbound mail will go direct to Petrograd
single post cards.
and be forwarded thence to Russia, Sweden, Norway. Denmark,
Great Britain, the United States, Belgium, France, Italy, Spam
and Portugal, leaving Russia via Sweden and Norway.

:

December

4,
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office

manager;

S. E. Gillespie

Xew York

office:

and

J.

L.

A. Dean,

resident manager; H. McCready, office manager; H. W. GrifR. P. Tuttle, J. W. White and H. H. Hamilton, engineers,
and T. H. Patenall, resident manager, Montreal, Que.

fin.

William E. Magraw, president of the Railway List Company,
Railway Master Mechanic and Railway Engineering and
Maintenance of Way, and for many years advertising manager
of the Raihvaj- Review, died in Chicago on November 24, following an operation for a second attack of appendicitis. Mr.
Magraw was born at St. Peter, Minn., hi 185S, and his business
life was spent in St. Paul and Chicago.
He had been president
of the Railway List Company for many years and has had
charge of the Railway Master Mechanic and Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way since 1909.
He leaves a widow
and two daughters.
the

F. Bauer, assistant manager of the railway departof the Edison Storage Battery Company, Orange, N. J.,
has been appointed manager of the Chicago office of that
company, succeeding Charles B. Prayer, who retired on
November 30 to devote himself to private interests. Mr.
Bauer has been engaged in storage battery work for many
years. In 1889 he was the electrician in charge of the original

William

ment

Chicago
train lighting equipment of the Pennsylvania's
Limited, a lighting system designed by his father, then chief
electrician of the Pullman Company. He later had experience
with the Electric Accumulator Company, the Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Company, the Pullman Company
and the Wagner Palace Car Company. In 1901 he entered the
employ of the Consolidated Railway Electric Lighting & Equipment Company and two years later was appointed chief electrician
In 1906
of the Missouri Pacific, in charge of car lighting.
Mr. Bauer became sales engineer of the Electric Storage BatHe has been with the Edison Storage Battery Company.
tery Company for about a year and is president of the Railwaj' Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Association.
Eli Stillson Hart, chairman of the board of the Rodger Ballast
Car Company, Chicago, and one of Chicago's oldest residents,
died at his home. 2922 Prr.irie avenue, on November 23, after

several
an
illness
of
weeks, as briefly noted
Mr. Hart
last
week.
was born in Rochester,
N. Y., in 1832. In 1855
he was graduated from
Hamilton College in the
law school.
He began
the

law in
and came

of

practice

Clinton,

la.,

in
1856.
Chicago
where he continued his

to

law practice as a

mem-

ber of a leading firm of
In
1874.
that
period.

owing to ill health, Mr.
Hart gave up his legal

work

to

ness.

He was

engage in busione of the

founders of the Rodger
Ballast
Car Company,
the success of which was

due to
Molfctt,
Eli S.

Chicago.

Hart

until

'

his

his

ability,

death he

and
was

chairman of board of diMr. Hart's integrity of character, sound judgment and
rectors.
kindly humor made him many friends. He is survived by three
Miss Gertrude W. Hart, H. Stillson Hart and Mrs.
children
Evan A. Evans.
:

|
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:

manager; George Marloff.

Railway Construction

I
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The Union Switch & Signal Company has made the following
changes and appointments
Central District, Chicago office
V. K. Spicer, special representative; \V. H. Talbert, resident
Lucks, engineers: Eastern District.
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Albert.v

&

Gre.\t W.\terw.\vs.

— See

Edmonton, Dunvegan &

British Columbia.

—

Chicago & North Western. An officer writes that track laying has just been started on the branch building from Koepenick,
Wis., along Wolf river for about 7.2 miles. Contract for building
this line was given to Peppard & Burrill, Minneapolis, Minn.
(July 31, p. 227.)
Work has just been started on the line from Kingston, Wis.,
westwardly for a distance of five miles. Clery. White & Duffy
are the contractors.
(September 18, p. 549.)

—

Edmonton, Dunveg.\n & British CoLtrMBi.\. An officer writes
work is now under way on the section from Smoky river,
Alta., to Spirit river, 65 miles, and surveys are being made for a

that

further extension from Spirit river to the British Columbia
boundary, 64 miles. The Alberta & Great Waterways is now
under construction on the section from Lac La Biche, Alta.. to
Fort McMurray, 160 miles. The J. D. McArthur Company. Edmonton, Alta., is carrying out the work. (September 11, p. 493.)

MoNCTON & BuCTOUCHE. — An

officer

operates a line from Moncton, N.

of this

company, which

north to Buctouche, 32
for an extension from
Buctouche northwest to Loggieville, about 65 miles.
B.,

made

miles, writes that surveys are being

—

New York, Pittsburgh & Chic.xgo Air Line. The rights
and property of this company, which started surveys early in
1909. for a line from Pittsburgh, Pa., east to AUentown, 298
miles, were recently sold to E. T. Noble, of Evans, Noble &
Evans, Pittsburgh, who represented the reorganizers of the
company. It is reported that the Harriman estate is interested
in the property.
The projected route is from Pittsburgh. Pa.,
east via Indiana. Cherry Tree, Irvona, Sandy Ridge, Loveville,
Tusseyville. New Berlin. Sunbury, Mahanoy City and Tamaqua
Proceedings have been taken before the Pennto Allentown.
sylvania Public Service Commission at Harrisburg to perpetuate the road's franchise under the new organization.

—

Norfolk & Western. An officer writes that the company
plans to carry out work during 1915 on an extension of the
branch, 2.56 miles in West Virginia and the construction
of a branch up Jacobs Fork and Cucumber creek, 5.30 miles.

Alma

—

Pacific Electric. An officer writes that this company during
1914 finished work on a total of 32.35 miles of new lines in California as follows from Santa Ana to Orange, 1.64 miles Lordsburg, to North Pomona, 1.54 miles; Upland to San Bernardino,
21.73 miles; Hawthorne to El Segundo, 4.42 miles; at Torrance,
The company also laid
0.58 miles, and at Riverside, 2.44 miles.
Work is now under way
a total of 9.62 miles of second track.
building an extension from Arlington to Corona on 7.75 miles..
;

:

—We

are told that this
P.\ciFic, Pe.^ce River & Athab.\sca.
company, which was given a charter last February by the Canadian government, has completed reconnoissance surveys for about
1,500 miles from a point in British Columbia on the Pacific coast
Charles F. Law, P. O. Box 116,
east to Prince Albert, Sask.
Vancouver, B. C, may be addressed. (November 20, p. 991.)

Portland Railway, Light & Power Company.

— An

officer

writes that this company during 1914 built 1.74 miles of second
track in Portland. Ore., to the city lines, and the Willamette
Valley Southern, formerly the Clackamas Southern, which is
building from Oregon City, south to Mt. Angel, 32 miles, has
track laid from Beavercreek to Mt. Angel, 25.09 miles.

—

Salt Lake & Utah (Electric). An officer writes that track
laying has been finished on the line from Salt Lake City, Utah,
to Provo, 48.5 miles, and it has not yet been decided when construction work will be started on the second section, from Provo
via Spanish Fork and Spring^ille to Payson, between 18 and 20
W. R. Armstrong, assistant general manager and chief
miles.
engineer. Salt

Lake

City.

Slate Belt Electric.
tric

line

—This

connecting Bangor,

company, which operates an
Pa.,

elec-

Pen Argyl, Wind Gap and
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Nazareth,

is

Wind Gap

to

planning to build a 9-niile branch,
Saylorsburg and Saylors lake.

it

is

said,

from

—A

Texas Roads.
proposition has been submitted to residents
of San Antonio, Texas, and Bexar county, asking for a bonus
of $87,500 in aid of a line to be built from San Antonio. The
proposed route from San Antonio is north to Johnson City,
thence northwest to Robert Lee in Coke county- and eventually
James L. Himrod, Austin, Texas,
to a point in New Mexico.
is back of the project.
ViSALiA Electric.
ing 1914, completed

— An

company, durfrom Rose Street Sta-

officer writes that this

work on

2.03 miles,

— We

Watauga & Yadkin

are told that this company
River.
is building with its own forces an extension from Dennys, N. C,
northwest to Rogers Mill, 12 miles, and surveys have been completed for a further extension from Rogers Mill northwest to
Boone, 14 miles. The company does not contemplate building
the extension during 1915, which was projected sometime ago
(March 27, p.
from Grandin southwest to Lenoir, 16 miles.
767.)

\\'illamette Valley Southern.

& Power

— See

Company.

station.

—The

Railway Commission of Canada has directed that new stations be built by the Grand Trunk Pacific
locations approved by the commission at Dewey, B. C. Newlands, Longworth, Giscome, Lindup and Shelley, and has approved locations of new stations at Rose Lake, Forestdale,
B.

C.

on

;

Decker Lake, Walcott, Quick, Priestly and

Palling.

Johnstown, Pa.— The Pennsylvania Railroad

is

having plans

pany

The
station to be built at Johnstown.
does not expect to let contracts for carrying out the

until

1915.

made

for a

new

Oelwein, Iowa.
P.\RNELL,

Mo.

— See

— See

com-

work

Randolph, Minn.

Randolph, Minn.

Randolph, Minn.—The Chicago Great Western has just
awarded contracts for the erection of three water tanks to the
Chicago Bridge & Iron Company, as follows: A 100,000-gallon
steel tank at Randolph, Minn., and a similar one at Oelwein.
Iowa, and an 80,000-gallon steel tank at Parnell, Mo. The founThe Great Western
dations will be built by company forces.
has also

let

a contract for a 1,500- ton ice house, to be located

The work
at Oelwein, Iowa.
on the new depot at Randolph, Minn., reported in the Railvjay
Gazette of October 16, is nearing completion.
on the company's shop ground

Age

Spokane.

WASH.^The Oregon-Washington

Company has begun work on

Railroad

&

Navi-

division terminal buildings at Spokane, which consist of an 11 -stall roundhouse, a machine shop, 80 ft. by 120 ft., a power house, 40 ft. by 50 ft., a

gation

its

coaling plant, cinder pit and coach cleaning facilities. The power
house v\'ill be of concrete construction, and the other buildings
Work is
will have brick walls and mill constructed frames.
being done by companv forces and the approximate cost will

be

$150,000.

—

The

Dalles, Ore. The improvement of the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company at The Dalles is said to
consist of a roundhouse for 30 locomotives, and additional freight
handling facilities, including switch tracks, etc. The estimated
cost

is

$140,000.

—

Toledo Ohio. The Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton has
awarded contracts for the construction of a coal handling plant
at Toledo, which was mentioned in the Railway Age Gazette of
November 6, 1914. to Wellman-Seaver-Morgan Company. CleveThe foundation will be built by the Smith-McCorland, Ohio.
mick Company, Easton, Pa. The capacity of the new plant will
,

be 40 cars an hour.
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Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific. The United States circuit
court of appeals has reversed the order of the lower court
which fixed November 24 as the date for the sale of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway stock, which is collateral
for the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railroad 4 per cent

Gilmore

&

Pittsburgh.

— See

Northern

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern.

—

Pacific.

J.

P.

Morgan &

Co.,

New

York, have bought $15,000,000 5 per cent notes of this company, of which about half will mature September 1, 1915, and
the remainder on December 1, 1915.
The notes are being
offered at private sale at par.

Mobile & Ohio.

— Although

in the fiscal

the gross operating revenues of this
year ended June 30, 1914, were the greatest
income after the pay-

in the history of the companj-, the net

ta.xes and interest was but $85,109
in the previous year.
The increase
gross operating revenues was $597,781, but the increase in
total operating expenses was $1,005,630. the latter said to be
due to the accident near Buckatunna, Miss., on October 19,
1913, in which 17 persons were killed and 171 were injured;
to the difficulties in operation caused by the work, since completed, of raising the tracks in and about Cairo, 111., to provide against floods; to greater maintenance of equipment expenses and an increase of 35 per cent in empty car mileage.
The Mobile & Ohio operates 1,122 miles. The main line extends from Mobile to St. Louis with a branch to Montgomery,
Ala., and the road also has trackage rights over the Illinois
Central, the Northern Alabama and the Southern from Corinth
in

Chicago, III.— An ordinance was introduced in the city counlast week on behalf of the Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal to provide for a new freight yard to be located south of
Fourteenth street, between South Western avenue and South
Paulina street, to take the place of the yards now located at
Twelfth street, the site of which is to be used for the approach

new Union
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ment of expenses, rentals,
as compared with $641,870

cil

Dewey,

Xo. 23
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57,

bonds.

Elderwood, Cal.

tion to

Vol.

to

Birmingham.

In 1914 the road earned gross revenues per mile of road
of $11,250 as compared with $10,783 in 1913. The freight revenue per mile of road was $9,540 in 1914, and $9,120 in 1913.
The ton-mile rate in 1914 was 6.70 mills, and in the previous
veai 6.56 mills, the total revenue ton mileage carried being
The average
1,598,623,994 in 1914 and 1,555,296,&49 in 1913.
trainload of
revenue freight decreased as between the
two years from 373 to 365 tons. The total number of passengers carried in 1914 was 2.202,092, an increase of 1.16 per
cent over 1913; and the average passenger receipts per passenger mile were 2.205 cents in 1914 and Z248 cents in the

previous year.

The company paid 4 per cent dividends in 1914. The bonded
debt on June 30, 1914, was $4,100,000 greater than on June 30,
1913, there having been assumed $4,000,000 of bonds of the St.
Louis & Cairo, the entire lines of which (159 miles) were
purchased on July 28, 1913. At the end of the year the company had on hand cash to the amount of $968,737, as compared with $754,835 on June 30. 1913. On June 30, 1914, there
were loans and

bills

payable of $426,808.

,

—

This company announces that
pay coupons due April 1 last on its guaranteed
general mortgage 4 per cent gold bonds and the National
Railroad Company of Mexico first consolidated mortgage 4
per cent gold bonds in 6 per cent secured gold notes Series B,
due January 1, 1917, has become effective. The notes have
been delivered to the Guaranty Trust Company of New York
who will exchange them for coupons. The offer to pay
coupons due June 1 last on the 6 per cent gold notes has also

National Railways of Mexico.
its

offer to

become

effective.

New York Centr.\l & Hudson Rb-er.— J.
New York, who, with two banks, bought

P.

Morgan &

Co.,

the recent issue of
$40,000,000 5 per cent notes, half maturing April 1, 1915 and
half October 1, 1915, are offering notes now at 99.80 and interest to yield about 5H per cent for the notes due April 1,
and at 99.15 and interest, to yield about 6 per cent for the

notes due October

1.

—A

press despatch from Butte. Mont., says
Northern Pacific has bought the Gilmore & Pittsburgh, which runs from Armstead, Mont., to Gilmore, 110

Northern
that

the

miles.

Pacific.

.

[Advertisement]

ANNUAL REPORT
THE COLORADO & SOUTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY— FIFTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT
&

To

the Stockholders of the Colorado
Southern Railway Company:
ith is submitted the Fifteenth Annual Report of this Company,
nded June 30, 1914.
There are included the reports of A.
:-President, and
Auditor.
J. H. Bradbur
By order of
d of Directors,
for the yea

.

1

HALE HOLDEN,
Preside

Mr. H.\le Holden,
President,
Chicago,

III.

—

Dear Sir: I herewith submit the report fo
30, 1914, which report combines the operatic
operated by the companies named, and which

"COLORADO

&

SOUTHERN

fiscal

le

and

year ended June
of the lines
designated as the

affairs

LINES,

Per
Cent.

68.47 $ 9,053,885.00
25.30
3,345,489.44
226,844. 16

1.72
1.97

260,598.66

1.91

252,452.15

.58

76,933.03

100.00 $13,222,7

.36

$1:0,836,134.18

71.87

3,394,073.63

22.51

218.848.38

1.45

Passenger Revenue
Mail Revenue
Express Revenue
Miscellaneous Transportation

Revenue
Revenue from Operations other

264,279.94

1.76

271,113.16

1.80

89,542.64

.59

than Transportation
Joint Facilities

.Total

Cent.

1913.

Freight Revenue

6,534.92

.05

Per

OPER.\TING REVENUES.

1914.

3,685.00

.02

Operating Revenues... $15,077,676.93 100.00

OPERATING EXPENSES.
Maintenance of Way and
Structures

13.75 $ 1,818,146.33
16.52
2,184,784.04

$ 1,905,988.15

12.64

3,111,512.80

20.64

...Maintenance of Equipment...
216,445.43
Traffic Expenses
5,055,015.62 ... Transportation Expenses ...
471,611.16
General Expenses

1.64

38.23
3.57

73.71 $ 9,746,002.58 ...Total

26.29 $ 3,476.734.78

3.14

Operating Expenses... $10,622,961.67

70.45

$ 4,454,715.26

Operations

24,804.07

Net Revenue
Taxes Accrued

$4,429,911.19

Total

638,450.24
$ 2,821,328.35

32.50

473,560.09

Net Operating Revenue
Net Deficit from Outside

16,956.19
$ 3,459,778.59

230,406.63
4,901,494.00

520,546.72

262,487.79

627.915.08

588,170.54

Corporate Income

$ 4,753,641.52

2,853,001.18
10,300.80

61,029.76

202,768.49
$ 3,305,580.09

$

$

1,203.44

Debt
Extinguishment of Discount on
Securities Sold
Sinking Funds
Miscellaneous Deductions.

.

340.265.84

Dividends

65.885

retired

the decrease in Mortgage,

$ 58,000.00

The outstanding Capital Stock was reduced
shares, par value $3,984.00, "Stamped Stock"
City Railway Company.
There were charges aggregating $165,589.26
additions and betterments.

Of

349,226.18

Bonded and Secured Debt... $407,226.18
by the acquisition of 39.84
of Fort Worth & Denver
to

Property Investment for

amount there was expended

this

Structures and Machinery
Substituting Permanent Bridges for Wooden Ones
Additional Spur and Industry Tracks

for:

$22,897.29
33,350.16
37,668.81

Relaying Heavier Rail— Main Line
Laying Tie Plates— Main Line
Various Other Additions and Betterments

15,615.61

52,942.13
3,115.26

The property of The Trinity & Brazos Valley Railway Company was
placed in the hands of a Receiver on June 16, 1914, by the Federal Court of
the Northern District of Texas upon proceedings instituted by Old Colony
Trust Company, Trustee, in the First Mortgage of that Company.
This
Company and The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway Company are
joint owners in equal shares of The Trinity & Brazos Valley Railway
Com.pany in accordance with the provisions of the contract entered into in
1906 between the owning Companies, and with the beginning of operations
of The Trinity & Brazos Valley Railway Company in 1907 it had been
anticipated that within a reasonable time the revenues of the Company
would have been sufficient to meet the operating expenses and fixed charges.
At that time agreements had been made for interchange of traffic with lines
other than, and in addition to, the owning Companies, which would have
provided The Trinity & Brazos Valley Railway Company with an increasing business, but later the traffic of these other lines was diverted, and this
fact, together with the general depression in business and increases in operating expenses, due to increased wage schedules, increased cost of material
and increases in taxes, rendered it impossible for The Trinity & Brazos
\'alley Railway Company to meet its charges and the receivership proceedings followed.
The following statistical tables have been compiled in the form required
for the -Annual Report of Carriers to the Interstate Commerce Commission:

INCOME STATEMENT.

20-,I46.19

881.10
3,272.33
2,424.11
38,405.52
6,664.57
5,139.21 $

Joint Facilities Cr

60,826.48

Total
$

76,933.03
6,534.92

Operating Revenues..

Operating Expenses:
Maintenance of Way and

3,(

$

$1,818,146.33

Maintenance of Equipment...,
Expenses
Transportation Expenses
General Expenses
Traffic

675,076.01

$13,222,737.36

Struc-

tures
$ 1,665,312.93

Surplus

$9,053,885.00
3,345,489.44
30,925.36
226,844.16
260,598.66
3,408.04
208,350.92
6,200.78
3,567.05 $13,139,269.41

10,099.20

990,236.92

deer
The total operating reve:
of $1,854,939.57 or 12.30%. This de
and is the consequence of a coal mmers' stn

2,184.784.04

216,445.43
5,055,015.62

471,611.16

$9,746,002.58

preceding year

reight Revenue
Colorado coal fields,
The first ighty-three days of the Fiscal
called on September 23rd, 1913.
year, which preceded the strike, showed an increase in Freight Revenue
over the same period of the previous year.
Subsequent to the calling of the strike referred to however, not only
revenues from coal transportation but those derived from other classes of
freight, partly dependent thereon, showed a constant decrease under those
This is more fully set "forth in the "Statement of
of the previous vear.
Classified Freight Tonnage and Revenue," appearing on pages 26 and 27
of this report and on pages 20 and 21 of the report for the Fiscal year
ended June 30, 1913.
The total operating expenses were decreased under those of the preceding
:ipally

i

year by $876,959.09 or 8.25%

Making

.

Total Deductions

Net Corporate Income

Ry. Co

C. C.
-

than Transportation:
Station and Train Privileges. .$
Parcel Room Receipts
Storage Freight
Storage Baggage
Car Service
Rent of Buildings and Other
Property
Miscellaneous

141,919.53

on Funded

406,151.13

&

Revenue from Operations Other

Rents
Miscellaneous Interest
Interest -Accrued

S.

Passenger
Excess Baggage
Mail
Express
Other Passenger Train
Switching
Special Service Train
Miscellaneous Transportation..

256,106.51

DEDUCTIONS FROM GROSS
CORPORATE INCOME.
817.01

Mortgage Bonds of C.

through Sinking Fund

Equipment Trust Obligations were discharged

Freight
$

.Total Other Ir

177,662.85

follows:

First

—

Rents
Miscellaneous Interest

$ 3,711.731.:

as

Rail Operations
Operating Revenues:
Revenue from Transportation:

Operating Inco

OTHER INCOME.
$

had your company not been compelled to purchase coal from mines not on
the lines of your Company, at a cost more than double that of the previous
year and had not the heavy snows of last winter made operation of trains
nd the keeping of terminal yards open for operation singularly difficult
and upen
Taxes increased $117,903.52 over the preceding year or 22.65%.
This
was due to legislative action in Colorado, increasing the assessed valuation,
without a corresponding reduction in the state levy; and in Texas to increase
in the state rate, due to accumulated deficiency extending over several past
years and a new tax of 5 cents per $100.00 valuation for the creation of
pension funds.
During the fiscal year, Mortgage, Bonded and Secured Debt was decreased

nd would have been

'"

still

^

<
'•
'
further'
reduceS

Net Operating Revenue
Outside Operations
Revenues
Expenses

—
$

105,987.29
122,943.48

Net Deficit from Outside Opera'

tions

Total Net Revenue
Railway Tax Accruals

.

.

Railway Operating Income.

$3,459,778.59

638,450.24

—

—— — —

— ——

—

—

:
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OTHER INCOME.
Income from Lease of Road
Joint Facility Rent Income
Miscellaneous Rent Income
Operated

Separately

\"oL. 57,

Dividend .\ppropriations of Income:
First Preferred Stock

214,208.83

per

2

22,732.54

cent.,

payable

Oct.

1,

Oct.

1,

1913

25,546.43

170,000.00

Second Preferred Stock

Properties

per cent., payable
1913
Other Dividends
2

1,443.41

Profit

Dividend Income
Income from Funded Securities...
Income from Other Securities and
Accounts

27,000.00

492,153.93

Income

25.023.94

82,293.80 $

Miscellaneous Income

890,402.87

170,000.00

265.84$ 401. 295. 6»

Transferred
Credit of Profit and Loss
Balance

to

$

DEDUCTIONS FROM GROSS INCOME.

Credit:

— Balance

Balance June 30, 1913
Balance for Year brought forward
from Income Account
Additions for Year:
Miscellaneous Credits

96,200.72
41,019.16

Deductions....
Miscellaneous Rent Deductions....
Interest
Deductions for Funded
Debt
Other Interest Deductions
on
Amortization
Discount
of

Joint Facility Rent

40,442.97
2,853.001.18

10,300.80
202,768.49 $3,244,550.33

85,342.94 $5,693,893.78

.Appropriations of Surplus

$

Net Income

N'alue

of

Securities

Writ-

down

ten

$2,633,994.56

Miscellaneous Debits

DISPOSITION OF NET INCOME.
Appropriations of Income to Sinking Funds

235,842.80

Deductions for Year:

Book

168,604.77

2,802,599.33 $3,038,442.1*

Balance Credit, June 30, 1914.

GENERAL

B.\L.\NCE SHEET.

June

65.88S.29

Debit

Funded Debt

GENERAL

$ 5,542,665.55

817.01

Miscellaneous Deductions

30, 1914.

liabilities.

— Road and Equipment:

Road

$2,655,451.65

B.AL.ANCE SHEET.

June

30, 1914.

ASSETS.

Property Investment

65,885.29

PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT.

Gross Income

Hire of Equipment

No. 2i

Capital Stock:

Common

$94,372,289.71

Equipment

15,463,273.26

$109,835,562.97

Reserve for Accrued Depreciation— Credit

$ 31.021.484.00
17,000.000.00

Stock
Preferred Stock

3,196,105.89

Total

$

48,021,484.00

Mortgage. Bonded and Secured Debt:
$106,639,457.08

Total

Mortgage Bonds
Held by Companies
Not Held by Companies
Equipment Trust Obligations

Securities:

Securities of Proprietary, .Affiliated

panies

— Pledged

and Controlled Com-

Stocks

and Controlled Com-

W^orking
112.120.00

$

Funded Debt

$ 10.725.926.26

Total

Other Investments:
Advances to Proprietary,
panies for

and Controlled ComConstruction, Equipment and Betterments.

S

Unpledged

78,418.01

29.064.82

Liabilities

Unmatured

Not Due:

Interest, Dividends

and Rents Payable

$

1,053,669.85

$

47.461.71

$

4.571.933.41

$

6,734,677.23

$

2,655,451.65

427.981.67

Total
$

1.376.176.97

$

662.852.20

Issued or Assumed, Held in Treasuries

Funded Debt
Loans and Bills Receivable
Traffic and Car Service Balances Due from Other Com-

4.058.276.55

124,061.00
228.932.45

panies

Net Balance Due from Agents and Conductors

188.316.58

Miscellaneous -Accounts Receivable
Materials and Supplies
Other Working Assets

387.525.90

Deferred Credit Items:
Other Deferred Credit Items
Appropriated Surplus:
Additions to Property since June

6.334.38
$

6.927.994.49

$

149,469.46

30,

1907, through In-

come
Reserves from Income or Surplus
Invested in Sinking Funds
Invested in Road and Equipment
Not Specifically Invested
Total

1.271,695.43

;

625.688.18

1.074.724.70

48.457.40

Cash

$

Taxes -Accrued

Assets:

Total

116,211.00
347,849.51

1,150,289.64

Total

Accrued
1,021.557.30

Total

Securities

Liabilities:

Loans and Bills Payable
Traffic and Car Service Balances Due to Other Companies
Audited \'ouchers and Wages Unpaid
Matured Interest. Dividends and Rents Unpaid
Other Working Liabilities

301,452.27

4.710.00

$

Securities Pledged
Securities

557.226.18
$ 66,164,402.73

.Affiliated

Miscellaneous Investments
Physical Property

Working

1,552.618.05

1,440.498.05

65.607. 176.5S

61,548.900.00

Total

— Unpledged

Stocks

$4,058,276.55

9.173,308.21

8.760.000.00

Securities of Proprietary. .Affiliated

panies

413,308.21

$

Funded Debt

Funded Debt-

Profit

$

30,322.74
1,589,251.76

543,169.32

and Loss:

Accrued Income Not Due:

Unmatured Interest Dividends and Rents Receivable....
Deferred Debit Items:
Advances

•

Working Funds
Other Advances
Rents and Insurance Paid in -Advance
Unextinguished Discount on Funded Debt

$

984.18
156.071.17

$

157.055.35
23.322.92

214.277.84
121.621.71

Special Deposits

Cash and Securities in Sinking Funds
Other Deferred Debit Items

14.01

64.664.06
579.955.89

Total

$

Grand Total

$126,398,980.15

nd Total

$126,398,980.15

:

December

11.
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annual dinners

its

known and they have exerted

well

is

strong inriuence on the public in

Xo

know

one. however, can

work which

its

policy

a

toward the railways.

or understand the

full

import of

and other associations of this
thorough and painstaking
methods which are necessary for the conduct of a comprehensive
An indication of the place which the
educational campaign.
Railway Business Association has so well earned for itself is
evident from a recent editorial in The Wall Street Journal,
which characterized it, with President Rea, of the Pennsylvania
Railroad, as one of "two undoubted authorities which deal with
what is perhaps the most vital obstacle to really effective reguthe

is

done by

this

sort unless they are familiar with the
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c

part

of

this

work

by

edited

•

includes Mr.

,

•

•

,

Colsbn's analysis of what

i

earnestly looking for guidance

accounting which

developing a system of cost

in

more than an

be something

will

is

arbitrary

Mr. Colson's final pronouncement on the subject is worthy
Mr. Colson divides a rate into the charge coverof rereading.
ing the cost of performing that particular service, in addition
to other services, and the toll, which includes that particular
service's portion of all overhead charges, including cost of
maintenance, return on capital, etc., his point being, of course,
fiction,

that the greatest total

portion

of each

amount of
charge

is

when

the

apportioned as between

all

service can be given

so

services as to induce the greatest use of the transportation plant.

This suggests a way in which real cost accounting as distinguished from theoretical cost accounting may be arrived at. It
is strictly analogous to what C. B. Seger, vice-president of the
Union Pacific, attempted to explain to Commissioner Meyer
during one of the hearings on the division of freight and passenger expenses. It is possible to determine with a fair degree
of accuracy, Mr. Seger pointed out, the cost at any particular
lime of any particular service; but this is very different from
trying to determine the cost of one general class of service. A
general division of freight and passenger expenses would obscure rather than help the actual determination of cost, Mr.
Seger believes. Commissioner Meyer believes just the opposite.
rereading, however, of Mr. Colson's discussion of this subject
of what constitutes a freight rate or passenger rate is strongly

A

recommended

to all of those

vision of freight

who

now

are

interested in a di-

and passenger expenses.

much complaint from railway officers that, under
is
present conditions, they have to give far too large a part of
their time to hearings before courts and
Log Book of
commissions and conferences with
grievance committees representing ora General
g^"'"^ labor. If railway officers are
Superintendent

There
1095

•Illustrated.

Within the past few years there has been a remarkable reversal
This
of feeling on the part of the public toward the railways.
is largely because of a campaign of education which has helped the public better
A Word
to appreciate the problems of the railways
ijj
•
and has shown both the railways and the
'*'"
public that they had a common interest.
An important factor in this quiet, but none the less effective,
work has been the Railway Business Association. It was among
the first actively and aggressively to take' up the work and undoubtedly did much to encourage other organizations throughout
.

of

meant by cost of
At this time when Commissioner Meyer, in charge of
service.
the Interstate Commerce Commission's accounting activities, is
it

toll

Volume

been mentioned in these columns.
now appears an English trans-

lation

Charles Travis and published by G. Bell
& Sons, London. The translation comes
at a particularly opportune time in that

on Cost
ot service

Subscriptions, including 52 regular weekly issues and special daily editions
published from time to time in New York, or in places other than New
York, payable in advance and postage free:
15.00
United States and Mexico

There

ports et Tariffs," has often

.

The value
the country to lend their efforts to its promotion.
of the remarkable addresses which have been so characteristic

to

do

their

work

efficiently,

and thereby

maintained and increased, the officers must be able to devote the great majority
of their time to investigations, to conferences with and supervision of their subordinate officers, to conferences with
the communities along their lines and with their patrons, and
the efficiency of railway operation

is

to be

to hard, downright, uninterrupted thinking.
is

the

some

most important

of

things

if

of

these

all.

too

Railway

much

The last-named

otTicers

of their

must neglect
time

is

taken

by regulation and labor disputes and this is what is occurring.
The general superintendent in charge of a large district of
an important railway kept a diary for twelve months, show;

;
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ing

of his

all

movements during

summarizes what

that time.

The following

showed:

his diary

Time Taken by Grievance Committees and Regulations
Locomotive engineers (B. of L. E.)
Locomotive firemen (B. of L. F. & E.)
Conductors and trainmen (O. R. C. and B. of R. T.)
Telegraph operators (O. R. T.
Bay and river steamers and labor organizations
Before courts and commissions

15 days
12 days
33 days

)

Vol.

57,

No. 24

have been pointed out many times in the Railway Age Gazette;
but even if it is reprehensible for two or three influential members of the board of directors to attempt to manage three or
four thousand miles of railroad from the deck of an Atlantic
liner,

it

is

just as

bad for

all

the business interests affected for

43 days

the Interstate

Commerce Commission

12 days
18 days

authority that

it

to try to exercise so

much

has to leave innumerable important decisions to

year clerks.
One of the reasons which undoubtedly influenced Congress
in giving the commission power to suspend rate advances was

$1.5CX3 a
133 days

Total

Time Spent on Road
December

4 days
IS days
20 days
9 days

January
February

March

16 days
21 davs
15 days

April

May
Tune

The

13 days

Ttilv

August
September
October

7
11

days
days

21 days
17 days

November

172 days

Total

general superintendent is doubtless
typical, and investigations would show that still larger parts
of the time of the higher operating and executive officers are
case

of

this

being taken by duties unconnected with the development and
application of waj's and means for increasing the efficiency
of service and operating and especially by duties growing
out of regulation. Whatever thus interferes with the most

important work of railway officers tends to cause railway
service to be poorer and more expensive to the public than
would be. How many of the labor leaders and
it otherwise
regulating authorities, who draw such heavy drafts against time
of railway

officers,

ever think of this point?

ABSENTEE LANDLORDISM AND THE COMMISSION

WITHOUT
sion

is

intending

to,

Commerce Commis-

the Interstate

power of suspenThere were two distinct
to the commission in the 1910
Act.
One placed the burden of
advanced rates on the railroads
power to suspend an advance in

permitting a grave abuse of

its

manufacturer's business might be seriously injured
a
through an arbitrary or unjust rate advance to an extent that
reparation could not indemnify.
The manufacturer might lose
contracts because of the inability to quote as low a rate as a
competitor, unless he ran the risk of gambling on the chance
that the commission would eventually^ award him reparation.
In cases such as this the power to suspend rates pending investigation is an equitable one, but it should be exercised only
upon such a presentation of the facts as would be required by
a court before granting an injunction.
Judgment, good sense
and knowledge, as well as a judicial attitude of mind, are required even more in deciding a question such as this before a
full hearing has been had than would be required in deciding
the case after a full investigation and public hearing.
It is,
therefore, a palpable injustice for the commission to permit its
clerks automatically to suspend any advanced rates if there
seems to be the remotest possibilitj- of a protest from shippers.
This sort of playing safe by subordinates is just the sort of
thing that railroads in the past have been most severely critiThe commission ought to revise its
cized for. and rightly so.
that

practice in this respect.

sion in minor cases, of advanced rates.

extensions of authority given

amendment

of the

Commerce

proof of the reasonableness of
the other gave the commission

The second of these provisions
rates pending an investigation.
should be and probably was intended to be used only in emergencies or where injustice might result from arbitrary action on
the part of a railroad. This power is comparable to that of injunction and should be used by the commission as sparingly as is
the power of injunction by the courts.

The commission,
has
it

is

obtained

in

its

authorities

pursuit

and

of

more and more power,

responsibilities

physically impossible for seven

human

so

broad

that

beings to personally

fulfill these responsibilities.
The result has been, especially in
regard to the suspension of unimportant that is, unimportant
as affecting shippers or public interest rate advances, that these

—

—

young employees
advance in rates on certain commodities
may have been decided on after careful deliberations and for
good and sound reasons by the traffic department of a railroad.
The question is considered and passed upon by the vice-president
Thirty days' notice is
and quite possibly by the president.
No commissioner personally even
given the commission.
knows of the matter, but a law clerk receives a letter from some
shipper, whose responsibility he knows nothing of. protesting
To be on the safe side he suspends the
against the advance.
advanced rate, and in the due course of time an examiner is
appointed to make an investigation, and at the expiration of a
3'ear or a year and a half it is found that the advanced rate is
entirelj' reasonable and that the railroad company is fully capable of bearing the burden of justifying it and it is permitted
to go into effect. During the year and a half the railroad company has not been earning the additional revenue which the
questions have been left to be settled wholly by
of the commission.

An

commission eventually finds that it was fairly entitled to; but
there is no reparation for the railroad. The railroad never had
a chance to justify the rate before it was suspended, never
even had a hearing. Some commissioner may theoretically have
passed on the case, but if he did it was in a purely cursory way.
The evils of railroad management by absentee landlordism

LOCOMOTIVE BOILER DESIGN

UNTIL recent years the term

horsepower has conveyed but little
meaning to the designer of locomotives. The advent of the
testing plant, which makes possible accurate determination of the
actual horsepower developed by a locomotive under any conditions
of cut-off. speed and load, has probably done more than anything
else to bring out the meaning of this expression as applied to
F. J. Cole, consulting engineer of the American
locomotives.
Locomotive Company, has recently developed a method of adapting horsepower requirements to the proportioning of locomotive
boilers; briefly this method consists of determining the steam
requirement for a specified horsepower and piston speed and
designing a boiler capable of generating this amount of steam,
the evaporative values of firebox and tube heating surface being
known and tabulated. This method should prove of great interest to all locomotive designers, and besides the advantages
claimed for it in proportioning the boiler itself, Mr. Cole, in a
discussion of this subject given elsewhere in this issue outlines
number of other advant.'iges obtainable by its use in the de-

a

igning of locomotives.
cussion

is

Another point of

interest

that of the relative value of short

boiler construction,

in

this

dis-

and long tubes

^\hile Mr. Cole does not

make

in

a specific

in favor of the use of long tubes, he brings out their
value in the reduction of smokebox temperatures or, in other
words, absorbing a greater amount of heat from the gases which
pass through them, the only increase of energy required being
the shghtly greater draft in the smokebox. That there may be

argument

differences of opinion in

this

matter

is

indicated by the dis-

cussion on the same subject by C. D. Young, engineer of tests
Mr. Young takes a firm stand
of the Pennsylvania Railroad.
against the excessively long tube, charging that beyond a cer-

too great a sacrifice of boiler capacity in the
in coal and that the long tube offers a serious resistance to the flow of the gases toward the smokebox.
Evidently the experience of the Pennsylvania Railroad has indicated that the increase in draft necessary with long tubes is
tain length there

interest of

is

economy

appreciable, particularly

ment

when we

consider Mr. Young's stateis a slow steamer.

that the locomotive with the long tube

December

11,
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CRITICISM OF PRESENT RAILWAY REGULATION
JUSTIFIABLE?

IS

'X'HE

attitude of railway managers toward regulation has received severe criticism recently from two widely different
sources.
H. G. Wilson, president of the National Industrial
League, attacked it in an address to the League, and Professor
•*

John H. Gray, of the University of Minnesota, assailed it in a
paper before the Western Economic Society, both addresses being delivered in Chicago recently.

The speakers

asserted that

managers and spokesmen of the railways are trying, by denouncing regulation, to destroy it. Professor Gray seemed to
think that a disposition to oppose all regulation in order that
the

may

they

panies,

be

made

indulge

to

in

unfair

of the country,

politics

comand to run the

free to speculate in the stocks of their

is

discriminations,

characteristic of practically all rail-

way managers.

Mr. Wilson said he did not assert that all of
the men operating railways desire to undermine and vitiate the
present system of regulation, but that some of them do.
If Mr. Wilson and Professor Gray expressed their real views
they do not know the actual attitude of a large majority of
railway e.xecutive officers at

all.
Doubtless until ten years ago
most railway managers were opposed to almost every kind of
regulation but owing to numerous changes in the personnel of
railway managers and to changes of heart by many of the older
officers, it is incorrect and misleading to say that they are now
generally opposed to regulation. President Ripley, of the Santa
Fe, followed Professor Gray as a speaker before the Western
Economic Society, and with the authority of his position as
one of the oldest and most prominent railway managers, he expressly denied that they are now opposed to regulation.
They
recognize, he said, that regulation is needed and has come to
stay and what they oppose is merely unfair and harmful regu;
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them

in its opinions because they sometimes commit unfair discriminations and permit economic wastes which are a direct and
inevitable result of the competition required by the Sherman

law.

A

5.

large part of the increase in expenses

railways

are

suffering

is

from which the

due to awards made

in

arbitration

proceedings carried on under a federal law. There have also
been enormous increases in their taxes for which the state and
national governments, and especially the state governments, are
entirely responsible.

The

Interstate

Commerce Commission,

in

decision in the five per cent rate case, admitted that as a
result of these and other developments the net income of the
its

railways

in Official Classification territory had become inadeBut instead of allowing the advance in rates which the
it made numerous recommendations, among
them being one that the railways should impose special charges
for certain special services at terminals.
But when the railways, in obedience to this recommendation, filed the tariffs carrying special charges of the kind recommended, the state and
interstate commissions immediately suspended them.
In other
words, they were told that they could not get their increase
in income in the way they asked for it, but in another way, and
when they tried to get it in that other way they were not permitted to do so.
6.
The theory of the law is that the railways will be regulated by the Interstate Commerce Commission, but the Commission has been so burdened by work that it has become impossible for the commissioners to hear and write the opinions
in most of the cases coming before it, and in consequence, to a
large extent, the railways are being regulated, not by the Commission, but by subordinates by whom the law never contem-

quate.

railways asked for,

plated that they should be regulated.

;

lation.

The

question arises. Is there any ground for the complaints

and criticisms of railway officers who say that they favor reguNd welllation, but oppose such regulation as now prevails?
informed and fair man can answer that question in the negative.
Even Mr. Wilson's own organization recognized at its convention the need for reform in regulation of railways by adopting
a committee report recommending standardization of state laws
relating to railways and codification of interstate laws relating
them. What are some of the shortcomings of the present
system of regulation?
1.
The railways are subjected to the annoyance and expenses
to

of regulation by the nation and

consequence,
inconsistent
2.

is

all

often duplicated, and

and

the states.

when not

Regulation, in

duplicated

is

often

conflicting.

Restrictions and burdens are often imposed on the opera-

and reductions are often made in their rates,
without any previous investigation as
to their fairness or expediency, and chiefly for political reasons.
These things are often done by the legislatures in spite of the
fact that in most of the states commissions have been appointed
which are supposed to be composed of e.xperts, and therefore to
tions of railways,
especially by the

be

states,

more competent than

the legislatures to deal with such mat-

ters.

a matter of fact the commissions never are composed
of experts, and are often composed of anti-railway partisans,
in spite of the universally conceded principle that they should
Witness, for example, the fact
be expert, fair and judicial.
3.

As

chairman of the Iowa Railroad Commission has been
appearing as an attorney in the rate advance cases before the
that the

Interstate

Commerce Commission.

Turning to federal regulation, we find the railways subby the national government to the Sherman anti-trust law,
which prohibits them from making agreements regarding rates
and operation, and requires them to compete, and at the same
time subjects them to regulation by the Interstate Commerce
Commission, which constantly, in eflfect, orders them to enter
into agreements in regard to operations and rates, and denounces
4.

jected

It has been intimated by the Interstate Commerce Com7.
conceded by Mr. Brandeis, special counsel for the
Commission, and held in a report by a Joint Congressional
Committee, that the compensation received by the railways for
carrying the mails is inadequate and yet since the parcels post
was established the roads have been granted only a 5 per cent
increase in their total mail compensation, and Congress has thus
far refused to give them the increase recommended by the Joint
Congressional Committee.
It is probable that the railways would not oppose the
8.

mission,

;

granting to the Interstate

Commerce Commission

to regulate operation comprehensively

if this

would

of authority
relieve

them

of the unfair, and sometimes almost idiotic, regulation of operation to which they are subjected by the states. But, nevertheless,

the railways resent the fact that in its present regulation
Commission employs inspectors who in many

of operation the

cases are not experts,

who

in practically all cases are

members

of railway brotherhoods, and who are therefore believed to be
strongly biased against the railways.
9.

More and more

the regulating authorities are tending to

which railways may earn, but they do not
In other words
limit the risk incurred in railway investments.
the regulating authorities are fixing maximum profits and maxilimit

the

mum
mum

rates, but they are

profits

profits

or

not fixing either

minimum

minimum

risks,

mini-

rates.

These are but a few of the features of the present regulation
Are they not
of railways against which railway men protest.
Is not a system of regulation which conjustified in doing so?
tains these and numerous other defects one which not only
railway men, but every fair man, ought to denounce? Is it not
very questionable whether such a system is better from the
standpoint

.^f

the public than none at all?

The two papers which were consolidated
Age Gazette advocated the Hepburn act.

to

form the Railway
have advocated

We

legislation for the regulation of the issuance of railway securi-

Hadley
of such a character as was recommended by the
commission. We have advocated legislation such as the Stevens
give the Interstate
bill now pending in Congress, which would
ties
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Commerce Commission extensive authority to regulate operaBut we believe that the crying need of the present is not
for more legislation, but for the repeal of a great deal of the
legislation now in effect, such as train crew laws, headlight
laws, the Sherman anti-trust law as it applies to railways, and

tion.

Vol.

improvement in its grade line. Any improvement of the methods of tunnel construction enabling a reduction
in cost to be made would give impetus to the construction of
other tunnels which are

lines;

certain

it

to carry its

The

duties.

of Railways in the United Stales; Twenty-fifth Annual Report.
Prepared by the Division of Statistics, Interstate Commerce Commission. Wm. J. Meyers, statistician.
719 pages, 9 in. by 12 in.
Bound
in cloth.
Copies may be had from the Superintendent of Documents,

legisla-

Commission as will fit and
present burdens and perform its present

present system of regulation

is

so unfair in

it, should not be made a target for the attacks of those who
are so enamored of regulation per se that they do not take the
pains to find out whether the system of regulation actually in

say

good or bad, or whether it might not be so changed
would cause less evil and confer more benefits. RegulaIntelligent
tion, in itself, is neither desirable nor undesirable.
and fair regulation is desirable. Unintelligent and unfair regueffect

that

Government Printing

many

and so defective in most respects, that before it can
be made clearly to do more good than harm it must be thoroughly overhauled and reformed.
Men who have the intelligence to see this, and the courage to
respects,

is

it

necessarily held in abeyance.

Statistics

tion for such reorganization of the

enable

now

NEW BOOKS

We

Commerce Commission increased power along
but we believe that a much more pressing need is

No. 24

a very important

other laws which increase railway expenses without conferring
are in favor of giving the Interany benefits on the public.
state

57,

This

is

1912.

Office,

Washington, D; C,

at $1

each.

the final statistical report for the year ending June 30,
The first part of the report, 65 pages, not including

the figures for individual roads,
last July.

The preliminary

was issued in pamphlet form
which were printed in the

totals,

Railway Age Gazette, August 1, 1913, page 180, included the returns only of the larger roads, "class 1" and "class 2."
The present report comes out in considerably less than 12
months after the similar report for the preceding year, indicating that the statistician's office and the government printing
office are improving their service in the matter of promptness.
of Railways in the United States; Twenty-sixth .\nnual Report.
62 pages, 9 in. by 12 in.
Pamphlet.
Superintendent of Documents,
Government Printing Office, Washington. Ten cents a copy.

Statistics

lation is wholly undesirable.

DEVELOPMENTS

THE

St.

Paul

is

IN

TUNNEL CONSTRUCTION

now completing

a 2!,<-miIe tunnel

through the

Cascade mountains about 60 miles east of Seattle, driving
from a bottom heading and trapping the material above into
cars in the lower drift. The Canadian Pacific is driving a tunnel
five miles long through Mt. McDonald, in the Selkirk mountains,
from a separate parallel or pioneer tunnel with cross cuts to the
main tunnel at frequent intervals. By each of these methods it
is possible to drive the tunnel from several faces at the same
time and to materially hasten its completion. These two projects are the most recent examples of railroad tunnel construction
in America and may therefore be considered to represent the
it

latst practice.

The adoption of a line involving the construction of a tunnel
has been subject to two serious objections, the first cost of construction and the diflSculty in operation resulting from smoke.
This

latter objection

has been alleviated by the development of

and by the installation of artificial ventilating
However, progress has not been as great in the reduction of the cost of construction by the development of improved
methods and equipment.
traction

electric

systems.

In this respect tunnel construction has not kept pace with the
lines, notably grading
equipment, where the large steam shovels, drag lines, high-

mai.y important improvements in other

dump

unloading plows, etc., have all assisted in
reducing the cost of ordinary grading operations. An incident
in the construction of a second track on a western line during
the past summer reveals this condition in a striking manner.
capacitj-

report,

for

the

fiscal

year

1913,

corresponds

to

that

mentioned in the preceding notice, except
that this contains only the summaries and introductory matter.
This reaches us about seven months earlier in the year than
the similar pamphlet for 1912. The commission, in its annual report to Congress, sent in this week, expresses the
expectation that the whole of this report the dollar-a-copy
The "preliminary abwill be published next month.
issue
stract" for 1913, corresponding to this report, which is a
for the year before,

—

—

pamplilet of 179 pages, giving totals for individual roads of
class

only,

1

was issued

in April, 1914.

Railway Rolling Stock Appliances and Equipment. Compiled and arranged
by Parker Cook, Victor Building, Washington, D. C. 16 pages, iVi in.
Bound in paper. Copies free.
by 6 in.

Patent attorneys receive numerous inquiries from clients as to
the
as

number of patents
known there has

is

in

the different sub-classes,

and so far

been, up to the present, no publication

This book gives the number of
was compiled after considerable research work.
It is so arranged that an inventor or
any one desiring such information can at once determine how.
many patents there are in any sub-class. It should prove of
particular value to inventors as they can determine at once
gives this

that

information.

patents in each class and sub-class, and

from

it

how many

patents there are in the different sub-classes.

cars,

When

the line was first built about 20 years ago, a short tunnel
was driven through a projecting point. Here the second track
is located about 100 ft. distant on the up-hill side and in making
estimates it was found to be cheaper to build it as an open cut
even though the depth was considerably greater than at the point
where the tunnel was constructed previously. This change was
due to the relative reduction in the cost of excavation as com-

pared with tunnel construction

The

This

continual increase in

in recent years.

traffic

is

making more urgent the

reduction of grades on the heavy mountain divisions. In many
cases the construction of tunnels of considerable length offers
the ultimate solution, but with present methods the cost of such

By A. Hamilton Church. 535
4H in. by 7'A in. Illustrated with charts. Bound in cloth.
Published by the Engineering Magazine Company, 140 Nassau street.
New York. Price $2.

The Science and Practice of Management.
pages,

This book constitutes one of the most recent additions to the
of the Engineering Magazine. The

Works Management Library

author's treatment of the subject seems to be scientific, not in
the sense that he sets forth any system of so-called scientific

management, but that he attempts in a scientific way to get at
the fundamental elements and principles, so that existing forms

management can be scientifically analyzed and classified. It
has been endeavored to ascertain the fundamental facts of production, not from the viewpoint of cost but from the viewpoint
of management. Instead of trying to throw light on the nature
of expense the author has endeavored to throw light on the
of

has been endeavoring to finance the construction of a six-mile
tunnel through the Rocky mountains in Colorado, while another

The theory of the book is to formulate
such fundamental facts and regulative principles as may be later
developed into a true science of management, and it is not one
from which the "rule of thumb" practitioner can obtain a ready-

western road has located a tunnel 10 miles long which wjll effect

made

construction

is

prohibitive.

For

several years the Moffat Line

nature of organization.

system.

The Railway Problem a Statesman's

Opportunity*

Developed on Wrong Basis, Railways, Now Football
of Politics, Must be Saved by Broad Statesmanship
By Fairfax Harrison
President, Southern Railway

The time is well within the memory of men still in
when railroads, both in regard to their ownership and
were considered not only by

to their use,

active life
in

regard

their owners, but

by the

as private property.
This was when railroad building,
means of developing and making available vast stretches
of territory, was the prime necessity of the people, and when the
thing of first importance was to encourage the use of private
capital in these pioneer enterprises.
As a means of giving this
encouragement, private investors were invited to build railroads,
with no suggestion that a system of public regulation would
supersede the right of private use and management. Under this

Company

or of commercial death over individuals and over industries and

communities, and could not

in the

general interest be tolerated.

A NEW CONCEPTION

public,

as a

conception of the nature of these properties,

pened
their

that, as the

managers

railroads

were

at liberty to

felt

it

inevitably hap-

to be used for private ends,

make bargains

solely

from the

standpoint of the private gain of the company. They sold transportation to those of the public who took it by wholesale at
prices and on terms different from those on which they sold to
the individual

who

took

little

of

it.

They gave rebates to those
demand them, while denyThey did things which they

of sufficient commercial importance to

ing these concessions to others.

deemed would increase

many engaged

in

their business

and their

other forms of industry

still

profits,

such as

do, without recog-

nizing that their form of industry differed from most other forms
of industry, in that there inhered in it a peculiar public, as dis-

tinguished from private, interest in the character of their services

the recognition of a

in

new conception

— that

a

owned and

privately managed properties, and immediately efforts
began to be made, with more or less definiteness of purpose and
with more or less moderatictfi, to regulate by governmental authority the use by their owners of privately owned transportation
properties.

The appearance

of this

new

conception marked the beginning

owners of these properties,
on the one hand, who had invested their money believing that
they were not surrendering the right of private and unregulated
management, and, on the other hand, representatives of the public,
who asserted the right and the duty of the government to control the power of private management and to subject the use of
these properties to complete and effective regulation to go far
beyond the regulation of the original economic questions and to
interfere even with the smallest details of physical operation.
This controversy was fiercely waged for many years. Its virulence was intense, but not without precedent. In all history the
conflict of creeds, of ideas and of systems has been bitter and
of a bitter controversy between the

—

has been merciless.

the terms on which they were performed.

REGULATION WITHOUT RESPONSIBILITY

TRANSPORTATION BUSINESS STARTED ON WRONG BASIS.

In this conflict the public has come out victorious, and in its
victory has been illustrated the cycle theory of the philosophy
of history. In the bitterness which the conflict engendered, the

and

in

This conception of the business of transportation, entertained
once by the authority which granted the original charters and
by those who had ventured their means in making them a success, was at the same time conceded and encouraged by the
public, but we now deem that it was fundamentally unsound.
at

a principle of the relation of the state to
industry, which, like some others, has gone down in a revoluIt ignored the controlling influence
tion of public opinion.
which transportation, as distinguished from most other forms
It

This resulted

right exists in the public to regulate the use of these privately

was based upon

of industry,

was

time to exert upon the public welfare.

in

It

and the fortunes of industries, of individuals and of communities could be
made or marred by a few men controlling, for the gain of private
failed to take into account the fact that the fate

It failed
owners, the transportation facilities of the country.
to recognize that a power harmless enough when it was granted
might in time become with exercise so great as to be a political

menace.
an economic conception
which differed fundamentally from a political tendency could
not be suffered permanently to survive in a democracy. As the
economic necessity, considered from the standpoint of the prime

Whatever was

its

original

quality,

and extension of railroads
mind commenced to busy
economic in their
itself with other related questions chiefly
quescharacter which were then pushing to the front— with the

interest of the people, for the building
began somewhat to decline, the public

of how competition or the opportunities for competition
or rival
created by the railroads, was affecting rival markets,
producing centers, or rival commodities and industries, or asIt was perceived that the conpiring and rival communities.

tion

unqualified and
ception of private ownership, accompanied by the
the
unregulated right of private use for private gain, gave to
life
commercial
private owners in the last analysis the power of

*An address before
cember

10, 1914.

the

Railway Business Association,

New

York, De-

conception of a public right of regulation has gone as far in the
direction of error on the one side as the conception of private

ownership and private management had previously gone in the
other.
It has come about that the public denies not only the
right of unregulated use. but also the right of unqualified priIt has resulted in the assertion of a power
vate ownership.
of public regulation without the assumption of any corresponding duty or responsibility. In these days of revolution of opinion
the views of the extremists have for a time prevailed, and the
power of regulation has been pushed to an extent not anticipated

when

the right of reasonable regulation

serted.

was

first

actively as-

extreme on the side
had previously swung to an

The pendulum has now swung

to an

of irresponsible public power, as it
side of irresponsible private ownership.

extreme on the

In the clash of this controversy and in the flush of the victory of the conception of irresponsible power in the public, many
forces have been developed and have found encouragement which
now difficult to control, and the real interest, as well as the

are

real

right,

of the public in

the

system of transportation has

been given a false perspective.

A FOOTBALL OF POLITICS
of the most significant, as well as one of the most embarrassing and important developments has been that this great

One

business question has been injected into politics and has come
to be regarded as a valuable political asset by men aspiring to

has been found easy to interest and to agitate
Possessing many technical sides
subject.
difficult of comprehension by those uninstructed by practical experience, requiring a large and comprehensive view adequate

public

office.

It

the public

mind on the

to take in

and properly to balance the rights and interests of all
all communities, no matter how differently

commerce and of
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who

\'0L. 57,

are without any responsibility,

No. 24

or otherwise, for

circumstanced or how widely separated, the economic, as distinguished from the physical, problem of the railroad manager
possesses Httle which will appeal to the popular imagination, but

but

that can be used by the skillful agitator to produce misunderstandings of motives, misconceptions of purposes and policies, and so to arouse local and neighborhood prejudice.

tablishment of these properties and to the entire public for the

much

The only appeal

the railroad

manager can make is to the spirit
wisdom and moderation of the

of thoughtful consideration, of
people.

Here

is

his handicap.

To

be successful such an appeal

takes time, for the history of popular government shows that it
takes time for the public to reach its final conclusion on any

important question, especially on one of an economic nature.
On the other hand, the appeal of the agitator is to the immediate
selfish interest, to prejudice and impulsive judgment and to the
Such an
spirit of quick and active resentment of the people.
appeal does not take time, and the result in respect of these properties is that

their

way

many

impulsive and inconsiderate conclusioms find
commission-made law which the sober

into statutory or

judgment of the people

will not

subsequently approve.

Mean-

while, however, a business of the highest public importance, one
which to be successful must be subject to a wise, stable, con-

and constructive policy, has been made the victim of a
judgment which is impulsive and ill-considered, a judgment
founded upon an inadequate comprehension of the problem in
all its reach and consequence.
A natural corollary to the view which would make the transportation question a football of politics, which would consider it
sistent

merely from the standpoint of

its

advantage to the

political for-

tunes of the aspirant for public place, is that common carriers,
in respect of their regulation, may be considered of public concern when it is advantageous to do so and of private concern
when that course constitutes the chief political advantage. This
means that, if considerations of important political advantage are

dominant, these carriers are considered as public when it comes
and to limiting charges or regula-

to the imposition of burdens

official

The conscientious
those who invest their

consequences.

the

sponsible alike to

success of the transportation system,
criticize

whom

and oppose, but on

The

or burdens of failure.

bilities

railroad

manager,

means

private

confronted by

is

will fall

re-

in the es-

men who

none of the responsi-

intrusion of these irresponsible

comes
from the necessity of giving their solution a political rather than
a business, aspect and is the outgrowth of the political conditions
which menace the stability and usefulness of these great transinfluences into the settlement of transportation problems

portation properties.

Transportation

is

a business, and,

In no other

As

way can

if

it

is

to be efficiently and

must be managed on business

successfully conducted,
it

principles.

survive or be supported as a business.

manager of transportation properties have, in the public
interest, been largely deprived of the power of business management, any successful system of public regulation must apply to
the regulation of these properties sound and just business principles and not merely the force of repression. A manifest danger
the

of a system of regulation controlled by politics

is that it will be
administered on the principle of always reducing the cost of
approval,
appeal
to
popular
means
of
service to the public as a

and thus doing to the railroads

that can be

all

done

in the di-

rection of curtailing their business prosperity short of bringing

destruction upon them.

usefulness upon

its

its

Xo

business enterprise, dependent for

growth, can live

if

always kept down near

the point of starvation.

UNITY OF REGUL.MION NECESS.^RY
another complication in the theory of regulation as
it is practised today which also has its origin in a political condition.
We have seen the unifying forces of steam and elecThey have
tricity change the map of the commercial world.
introduced conditions which can not be ignored by those who

There

is

A

ting operations, but private when it comes to creation of credit
or improvement of conditions. In other words, there seems to
be in many minds the false conception that, in the matter of imposition of burdens, railroad companies are public concerns and

would give to the public adequate service in transportation.
transportation system to be efficient must be co-extensive with
the transportation needs of the people whom it serves. If their

subject to the public regulating power, but, in the matter of refrom
lief, are private property and not entitled to be considered

them adequate service must adapt themselves

the standpoint of their public service.

political subdivisions of territory

This has been strikingly illustrated by some of the contentions
recently made in the advance rate hearing before the Interstate
Coiamerce Commission. There the question was asked why it is

on

that railroads should be permitted to increase their charges at a

interest of the people which demands that these
transportation facilities extend in physical continuity across state,
This,
lines likewise requires unity of management and control.
of course, is impossible without unity of governmental regu-

time of general business depression and when all other indusIn the last analysis,
tries are suffering from decreased revenues.
the basis of this suggestion is that railroads, in respect of this
matter, stand as private enterprises and represent only a private
priIt is an assertion of the proposition that the'r
interest.
vate owners alone are concerned with the question of sustaining
It ignores the principle, so often relied on in
their operations.

other connections, that railroads are engaged in a governmental
function and are doing a thing essential to the public welfare. It
loses sight of the fact that the maintenance of transportation
prifacilities is a condition precedent to the success of every
vate enterprise and to the return of prosperity to all the people.
It

takes no note of the public nature and of the public obligations

of the transportation business.

transportation
If, however, the question comes of a reduction of
charges, or of the imposition of public burdens, the teachers of
power
this doctrine insist loudly on the public right and the public
This inconsistency of attitude on
of regulation and control.
the part of those often influential in public affairs, produces, in
carrespect of matters involving the continued efficiency of the
which is of vital
riers, a situation of instabihty and uncertainty

consequence to the public.
One of the outgrowths, full of menace, of this situation is the
appearance in our public affairs of men who assert successfully
an influence in directing the regulating power of government,

business needs ignore state

The
if

lines,

the railroads which would give

business of a people that seeks
their

all

to that condition.

markets without regard to

can not be successfully carried

means of transportation are halted

at state lines, either

by physical interruption or by unwise, inconsistent or exaggerated
local

regulation.

The same

lation.

states in their complete
fundamental necessity of our sysequally essential that their power should

While the preservation of the

constitutional

integrity

tem of government,

it

is

is

a

not be extended beyond their constitutional limitations.
At a time and under conditions when the existing development
of our continental commerce was inconceivable, the fathers of

our government had a vision which was a miracle, and

it

resulted

that the states, in the constitution, confided to the federal government the power to regulate interstate and foreign commerce.

This of necessity involves the power to regulate the instruments
of interstate and foreign commerce. And yet, in response to the
exigencies of political warfare, it is easy to raise a controversy

between the power of the states and the power of the federal
government as to the line of demarcation between their respective
powers as related to this question. In fact, the controversy as
to the rights of the states has been the great historic controversy
between differing schools of political thought among our people.

The growth of commerce has injected the question of the regulation of commerce into this states' rights controversy as a factor
The question of what will promote and
of prime importance.
what will retard the efficiency and usefulness of a transportation
svstem often becomes obscured and

is

lost sight of while the ><^-

December
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vocates of these differing schools of constitutional philosophy fight

And

out their wars.

yet a business enterprise,

if it is

to succeed,

can not be subject to these political uncertainties; nor can a
business enterprise, dependent for its efficiency and usefulness
unity of regulation and management, be wisely left subject

on

its

to

many masters with

differing views of public policy

widely varying conceptions of

its

and with

problems.

Even without any wide divergence of view, the mere existence
of a power of management in many masters which may be exercised with different degrees of promptness, or which,
ally

exercised at

all,

is

constantly

made

if
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must be possessed of an authority co-extensive with the
Its powers must not be divided and scat-

It

subject to be regulated.

among a number of independent regulating bodies, many o£
them responsible to a part only of the public whose welfare isinvolved, all of varying outlook and influenced in their conclusions by differing policies and often by clashing and conflicting
interests. This is inevitable, if regulation by the states and regulation by the federal power are both to be preserved.
tered

PRESENT METHODS CANNOT ENDtmE

not actu-

the basis of proposal

and agitation, constitutes an obstacle in the way of effective
and successful railroad management which can not be overIt may be claimed that our experience has demonstrated
stated.
that a multi-form system of regulation is as economically unsound as the lack of any regulation, for the railroad problem can
no longer be considered as of merely local concern any more
than it can be considered of merely private concern. One of the
greatest evils of the present system in this respect is that the caAn undue propacity for efficient management is weakened.
portion of the time of the responsible railroad manager and
duties of
the
useful
diverted
from
his responsible assistants is
management to the calls for explanations and arguments before
many different state authorities when all that is necessary might
be accomplished before one central regulating body.
An efficient management is admitted by all to be a large factor
in securing for, or continuing to, the public a low basis of transportation charges under existing conditions. It follows that there
is an obligation of efficiency in regulation as great as the obli-

gation of eflSciency in management.

IMPORTANCE OF PROMPT DECISIONS
it becomes one's duty to call
most dangerous weaknesses which has
developed in the system we have experienced, namely its ingive prompt decision to the business questions
ability
to
No man of business experiwhich must be determined.
ence needs to have pointed out how essential is prompt-

Like the previous stage of irresponsible private control, the
existing system of irresponsible, rigid and divided regulation can
not permanently endure.
So long as the chief need was of a
public prosecutor,

was

:

ness,

or

the

capacity

for

promptness,

in

dealing

success-

That business in which there
If there
fatally hampered.
is
is no capacity for promptness
and pressing need for more revenue, the
is
a legitimate
power to authorize or to produce it must be capable of bemg
brought into action ?t once. If economies must be introduced,
responding
the power of management must be capable of
fully with a business situation.

If a change of policy is demanded in the
power to pass upon the question must be
capable of convenient and prompt exercise. It may be justly said
that the consensus of opinion of thoughtful men everywhere is

served

its

function, but,

when

the

demand

by reason of a constitutional incapacity which relates back to its origin, to its political progenitors.
This is no criticism of individuals but the indictment of
a social tendency. No more does it mean that we must abandon
the principle of reasonable and efficient regulation that we must
turn from Scylla of irresponsible regulation to the Charybdis
It is an argument that a system of
of government ownership.
reasonable, balanced and non-political regulation has not failed
because it has not yet been generally tried.
Whatever may be the individual view, no one will deny that
these considerations present a problem, and that a problem still
unsolved.
Its subject matter is of transcendent public interest
and consequence. It is, as was recently suggested by President
Wilson, "the one common interest of our whole industrial life."
My present purpose is not to venture to suggest the solutioir
'but the source from which an acceptable solution must come.
.'Xs it is a big problem, it must be solved in a big way.
it

failed

;

A statesman's opportunity

In suggesting that consideration

attention to one of the

it

for statesmanship,

if the suggestion comes
from the railroad manager, because he is still supposed to look
question
and
to be controlled by a selfish
at only one side of the
.•\

solution

is

not likely to be accepted

interest.
It can not come from the mere politician, because of his narrow vision and his temptation to keep the question unsolved as
a means of easy political agitation and as a valuable asset for

temporary

political

advantage.

"Who
The

then will be sufficient for these things?"
problem is a statesman's opportunity. It is as great a

problem as has confronted the statesmen of any age. He who
He must be above
solves it must be trusted by all the people.

promptly to the need.

the suspicion of selfish motive.

public interest, the

be a profound student of human
action and of human government. He must have power to impress his views upon his fellowmen. He must be able, with just
and equal hand, to divide unto capital and unto labor its living.

in rethat the existing system of regulation is fatally defective
of its capacity for prompt action.

spect

WH.\T

IS

NEEDED
:

must be a system of protection as well

conquering army feeds its prisoners.
Our existing system has well served the purpose of correction,
We
protect.
but we have seen it hesitate when called upon to
duty
need a system of regulation which will recognize the whole
as of correction.

Even

command.

All the lessons of history must

He must

He must

be able to assure the public of the correction of abuses,
establishment of justice and the maintenance of facilities
adequate for their needs, and he must be able to assure the private owner of protection of his just interests and of fairness to
He must be able to reconcile the people to his
his just rights.
the

To sum up what has been here suggested no system of governmental treatment of this subject can be permanently successessential to railroad
ful which fails to conserve the things that are
growth and efficiency. Prominent, and in fact first, among these
To secure this a system
essentials is adequate railroad credit.
of successful regulation

be at his

a

government, which can as readily build where things are
system
sound as cut away all fungus and unhealthy growths a
well as
which will bring stability of service and of credit as
None of this can be if the
equality and fairness of treatment.
of politics.
system of regulation is founded on the shifting sands
h must possess a capacity and be controlled by a purpose, of
business
meeting
in
promptness in affording required relief and
abuses. This
conditions as well as in the removal of recognized
of

philosophy of regulation and the politician to the loss of a highly
valued political asset.
Is there a

man among

us

who

is

capable of this?

venture to suggest that the present President of the United
The time seems ripe
is equal to this great achievement.
for him to undertake it. His administration came into existence
pledged to the correction of abuses in business life and to a constructive work which would build healthily and mightily to a
Doubtless the specific things
greater and sounder prosperity.
I

States

:

'

is

of the duties
also inconsistent with a mere political conception
responsibilities of regulation.

and

embraced
plished.

in his

Some

program of correction have been
parts

of his constructive

largely

accom-

program—notably the

—

have also been carried out.
comprehensive appreciation of commercial
conditions brings to him the realization that much which is
constructive remains to be done.

creation of a
But,

new banking system

of course, his

Having arrived at the constructive period of his administration,
he can perform no higher or more useful public service than by
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proposing and carrying through a solution of the transportation
problem.
He has recently, in an impressive way, shown publicly a symIn his response
pathetic appreciation of the railroad situation.
to the appeal of the railroads last September, he called the attention of the country to "the imperative need that railway credits
be sustained and the railroads helped in every possible way,"
and disclaiming any "deep an.xiety" that this would not be done,

he gave

as his reason "that the interest of the producer, the
shipper, the merchant, the investor, the financier and the whole

public in the proper maintenance and complete efficiency of the

railways is too manifest." "They are," as he expressed it, "indispensable to our whole economic life, and railway securities are
at the very heart of most investments, large and small, public

and private, by individuals and by institutions."
The fact, thus made evident, that he has grasped

point of

view from which a solution of this problem must be approached,
has aroused in the minds of many the hope that before laying
<iown the reins of government he will propose and work out

some

constructive plan

vestment and growth.

that

give stability to railroad in-

will

May we

not ask that he will undertake

the work? The people of the United States have called him to
the leadership of this nation. They have entrusted him with
aheir power. He has responded by notable public service. Is it
SCO much to ask that he undertake this problem also and bring to
dts solution the wisdom and power which he has already used so
•effectively in the public interest?

ambition could be more worthy than to establish a "Conamong the variant views and interests which
menace the success of the system of transportation so essential

No

stitution of Peace"

10 the public welfare.

No

service to his fellowmen could be a

Hoftier or finer service than to place this high

interest

of the

people upon a sound, a stable and a permanent foundation.
I think I properly interpret the men now charged with the
responsibility of railroad

management when

I

say that they will

-welcome a solution of the problem, however it may differ from
.any preconceived views, and will meet any suggestion that may
S)e made in a co-operative and a helpful, and not in a carping or
They are as anxious as the most puljlicobstructive, spirit.
:spirited statesman for a just and final settlement of transportation controversies. When it comes to the consideration of any
proposal, they may be relied on to put aside prejudice and pride
•of opinion, for they, of all others, are best aware of the imperative need of the railroads for an adjustment of all differences
Opposition must
.-and for public approval, sympathy and support.
•come from outside the railroad ranks. The problem is, then,
States be put
United
of
the
transportation
system
the
Slow shall
"Upon an assured foundation of efficiency, usefulness and success?
•Here

is

"a statesman's opportunity."

COMPARATIVE SERVICE TESTS OF 100-POUND
SECTIONS, P. S. AND A. R. A.— A RAILS ON
THE PENNSYLVANIA LINES'
By W.

C.

Gushing

Chief Engineer Maintenance of Way, Southwest System, Pennsylvania Lines.

In 1909 the Pennsylvania purchased 1,535 tons of A. R. A.
type "A" rail, for service comparison with the standard P. S.
Both types of rail were of Bessemer steel, weighing 100
type.
lb. per yard, manufactui'ed by the Carnegie Steel Company at

,

the Edgar Thomson mill, in February, 1909. and were laid at
various places on the Pittsburgh division in November, 1909. A
record of failures is being kept. A portion of each kind of rail
-ivas singled out to be laid on a very sharp curve to test the
It
relative abrasive resistance to the car wheels passing over it.
is this test

which

is

the particular subject of this discussion.

There is a great deal of curved track on the Pennsylvania system, and a somewhat heavy-headed rail has been adopted as
standard, because of the belief that it would last longer on such
cted from Bulletin No. 169 of the
m, just issued.

alinement than a comparatively thin-headed rail.
lots purcliased represented the two different designs,

Railway Engineering

57.

No. 24

As the two
was hoped

it

and expected that differences, if any existed, would be clearly
indicated.
It must be borne .in mind that this was only one
test, and that usually many are necessary before a definite and
precise rule can be prescribed.

For the abrasive test, a 7-deg. 45-min. curve at the west end
Dinsmore tunnel, about 30 miles west of Pittsburgh, was
selected near the summit of a 1 per cent grade in each direction.
The rail was laid on the eastbound track, which is elevated for
a .'ipeed of from 30 to 40 miles per hour. The west half of the
curve was laid with the P. S. rail and the east half with A. R. .\.
of the

—A

rail.

Twelve

rails were selected for periodical measurements with
the lengths of the periods being six
months, one-half of them on each kind of rail and one-half if
each kind being on the low or inside and the others on the high or
outside.
Aher removal the 12 rails were sent to the Pennsylvania laboratory at Altoona for chemical and physical survey.

a

tlie

Vol.

section lining machine,

The

material in the rails

was

fairly

uniform and none of

segregated, except in two instances, with the P. S. section.

it

With

two rails the chemical and physical charseem to point to fairly uniform and good material
for Bessemer carbon steel.
The carbon of the A. R. A. rails
may be considered a trifle higher, as is also the manganese and
the sulphur. The hardness indicated by the Brinell and scleroscopc tests was very much the same in each case, there being
but ordinary differences. In only two rails was the upper limit
of carbon exceeded, while all of them were quite well above the
lower limit. The phosphorus in all kept pretty close to the specification limit.
The manganese in all but two was close to the
desired quantity of 1 per cent. The tensile strength of all was
fairly good, with the exception of the two segregated rails.
The rail which was removed in order to allow the test rails
to be laid was 100-lb. Bessemer steel of A. S. C. E. section, rolled
by the Carnegie Steel Company, at the Edgar Thomson mill in
April, 1907, but as no chemical and physical survey was made
of the actual rail, the average mill figures of the month of May,
1907, during which this rail was rolled, were used.
On the whole it would seem that if there is any advantage to
he derived by one section over the other on account of quality
the exception of these
acteristics

"A" section in this
were extremely slight.
November, 1909, and removed in August,
1911, after one year and nine months' service, on account of the
A. R. A. type "A" rail being considered too badly flange worn
for further service.
The P. S. section was not considered to
have reached its limit of abrasion at the same time, but owing
to being laid on the same curve it was necessary to remove
both kinds at the same time. It took the P. S. section one year
and nine months to have the same average amount, 0.62 sq. in.,
abraded from the heads of the six test rails, as was abraded in
one year and five months from the six test rails of the A. R. A.
type "A" section. These two rail sections are compared under
the same conditions, the abrasion per 10,000.000 tons of traffic
being 0.27 in the case of the P. S. section and 0.36 in the case
of the A. R. A. type "A" section. The abrasion of the A. S.
C. E. section was but 0.22 per 10,000,000 tons of traffic, but one
cannot feel quite as sure about the accuracy of the amount of
of material,

it

rested with the A. R. A. type

particular test, although the differences

The

rail

was

laid

in

tonnage passing over it as in the other cases, because the information was acquired by searching over back records after the A. S.
C. E. rail was removed and not in keeping the record during the
time the test was in progress, which was done in the case of the
other two sections.

In the total quantity, 1,535 tons of A. R. A.

—A

rail

laid

in

service in 1909, there have been 157 failures, or 1,023 per 10,000

tons of

rail laid.

Of

the 157 failures 108

were on tangent and 49

on curve.
Three were broken rails, two on tangent and one on curve,
and 10 were classified as "split web," while all the others, 144.
were head failures, principally split heads.

Design

Boiler

in

Respect

Heating

to

Surface

Calculations Based on Cylinder Horsepower Requirements; Effect of the Lengtfi of Tubes on Boiler Capacity

The paper on Steam Locomotives of Today, which was
in the Railway Age Gazette, November 20, 1914,
947, was presented as the report of the sub-committee

the amount of steam which the boiler was capable of generating could be expressed in percentage of cylinder horsepower.
The tests made on sectional boilers on the Northern Railway

the Railroad Committee of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers at the annual meeting in New York,
December 2, and was thoroughly discussed from a number
of standpoints.
Below are given parts of the discussion by
F. J. Cole, consulting engineer of the American Locomotive
Company, and C. D. Young, engineer of tests of the Pennsylvania Railroad, on the subject of boiler design in respect
to the factors making up heating surface.

and the Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean Railway of France,
those of Dr. Goss on a Jacobs-Shupert boiler, and tests by
the Pennsylvania Railroad on the Altoona testing plant were
examined in order to obtain data on which to base the

published

page
of

DISCUSSION BY

F.

J.

COLE

In recent years, locomotives have increased so much in
dimensions, weight and power that methods employed in the
past are no longer adequate in proportioning the grate, heating surface, length and diameter of tubes, etc., or to predetermine how best a locomotive boiler may be designed to
suit certairj requirements, the type, tractive effort and limitations of weight being known.
The size^of cylinders is usually fixed by the permissible
a.xle load allowed upon the track or bridges, in connection
with the type, the diameter of the driving wheels, the boiler
pressure and the factor of adhesion. After these fundamental
features are decided upon, the boiler proportions must be outlined to see whether the required amount of heating surface
can be obtained without exceeding the limits of weight.
There are two general questions involved in the consideration of this subject, namely, how many pounds of steam per
hour are required to supply the cylinders in order to develop
the maximum horsepower; and what proportion of grate,
firebox and tube heating surface will best produce this amount
of steam.
The locomotive, unlike most steam plants, varies in the
speed and power developed. It must be able to run at any
intermediate speed between starting and its full velocity and
at the same time develop all degrees of tractive effort within
its capacity.
At slow speeds the maximum pull must be exerted in order to start the trains easily, and for this reason
the live steam is admitted to the cylinders during 80 to 87
per cent of the stroke. As the speed increases it is necessary
to reduce the admission period, thereby increasing the expansion of the steam; therefore for any speed there is some
point for the valves to cut off the live steam, at which the
engine will develop its maximum power. There is also some

minimum
motive

is

velocity at which the full horsepower of the locoattained; after this velocity is reached the horse-

power remains constant or slowly decreases.
point

may

be taken at 700

ft.

to 1,000

ft.

This

critical

per minute piston

speed.
It has been customary to use certain ratios, based on cylinder volume, for locomotive proportions. These ratios left
to individual preference such matters as rate of combustion
per square foot of grate, length of flues, evaporative value of
firebox heating surface or value of tube or flue heating surface in relation to the length, making it desirable to proportion boilers upon more uniform methods in which these
variable factors are given due consideration.
Four or five years ago the writer collected a considerable
amount of data on this subject and drew up a report with the
object of reducing this matter to a more uniform basis, substituting for the ratios hitherto employed, cylinder horsepower requirements. Suitable values were assigned to grate
surface, firebox heating surface, tube heating surface, etc.,
with corresponding evaporative values, so that the balance
between the amount of steam required by the cylinders and

evaporative values of different points of the boiler.
It is
obvious that the evaporative value of a boiler tube of given
diameter varies greatly with its length. The temperature of
the firebox is fairly constant under similar conditions of draft
and rate of combustion, therefore the temperature of the
smokebox will be reduced with an increase in the tube length.
While some additional draft will be required to draw the
gases through the tubes, yet the net result is a greater heat
absorption between the firebox and smokebox. The thermal
efficiency of the engine

is increased within certain limitations
by the use of long tubes. Of course there is a certain economical length of tube which is determined mostly by the
number and arrangement-of wheels or the type of the engine
which the service requires and only partly by thermal con-

ditions.

About 1899 the wide firebox Atlantic (4-4-2) type locomowas introduced. Because the firebox was placed behind

tive

the driving wheels the grate area could be made to suit the
of the locomotive; therefore it was no longer necessary to force the rate of combustion to 180 lb. and 20O lb. of
coal per square foot of grate area per hour. Very poor re-

power

were obtained when high rates of combustion were necmuch unburned coal was drawn through the
tubes into the smokebox and thrown out through the stack
by the violent draft. With the Atlantic type locomotive,
tubes 15 ft. and 16 ft. long, and sometimes longer, were necessults

essary, because

sary.

While

at first there

was some apprehension as
it was soon found

age with tubes of these lengths,
more difficulty was experienced

to leak-

that

no

in maintenance than with
short tubes.
With the introduction of the Pacific (4-6-2)
type and Mikado (2-8-2) type, and other locomotives using
trailing trucks, still longer tubes were required. Tests made
on long tube engines, compared with older locomotives with
shorter tubes, showed a noticeable reduction in smokebox
temperatures.
Instead of the old arbitrary method of designing locomotive
heating surface by cylinder ratios, the idea of using the cylinder horsepower suggested itself as forming a very desirable

for the heating surface, grate area and tube area.
Curves were prepared from the most recent available data
showing speed factors or drop in M. E. P. in relation to
velocity. With saturated steam the average maximum horsepower is reached at about 700 ft. piston speed per minute,
speed factor .412; constant horsepower is obtained at 700 to
1.0(X) ft. piston speed, and the horsepower decreases slightly

basis

when engines are
constructed for the highest speeds.
For superheated steam the average maximum horsepower is reached
at 1,000 ft. piston speed, speed factor .445, and constant
horsepower at higher speeds. Because the horsepower is
based on piston speeds, the stroke and diameter of wheels is
omitted in the following figures, the calculation becoming
at higher velocities for average conditions

especially

by cancellation:
.85

P X

.412

X

1,000

X

2

A

33,000

HP.
in
•

which

A
P

^
=

=
=

1.7

P X

.412

X A

=

.0212

X P X A

33
.0212

X P X A

area of one cylinder in square inches.
the boiler pressure.

.412 ir speed factor.
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In a similar

manner

the horsepower calculation for super-

of the long tube in

=

HP.
.0229 X P X A
using .445 as the speed factor.

The maximum horsepower can sometimes be
when the locomotive is operated under the most

increased
favorable

It is

according to the quality. Knowing the amount of coal required per hour directs attention to the question of hand
firing or the use of a mechanical stoker. Knowing the afnount
of water evaporated per hour determines the location of water
stations, size of tender tank, the size of injectors and safety
valve capacity, also the size of steam pipes and other features
of the boiler. Through the stack a mixture of gas and exhaust steam is ejected at substantially the same velocity for
locomotives in similar service, and proportional to the
amount of coal burned. For this reason the area of the stack
may be taken as proportional to the maximum amount of
coal burned per hour in the firebox.
From the reports of the Pennsylvania Railroad testing
plant at St. Louis and Altoona, and from road tests, the conall

is reached that with saturated steam a horsepower
can be obtained from 25 to 29 lb., of saturated steam in simple
cylinders with piston speeds of 700 to 1,000 ft. per minute;
27 lb. has been taken as a fair average value, and in a corre-

clusion

sponding way 231/2 lb. for compound engines, 20.8 lb. for
steam superheated 200 deg. and over, and 19.7 lb. for superheated steam used in compound cylinders. These figures provide for steam for auxiliaries. While careful tests show that
the evaporation can be increased under the most advantageous conditions, such as best quality of picked coal, clean
fire, high degrees of smokebox vacuum, etc., it is considered
better practice to take the lower figure in order to provide
a margin for average conditions.
The great increase in the length of tubes which took place
with the building of trailing truck locomotives, naturally directed attention to the values of the heating surface of different lengths of tubes and emphasized the fact that a square
foot of heating surface in tubes 10 ft. or 11 ft. long had a
much greater evaporative value than in tubes 18 ft., 20 ft. or
22 ft. long. In the absence of definite temperature tests of
different parts of a tube, it was thought that the evaporative
value varies inversely as the square root of its length.
Pyrometer tests recently made by the Pennsylvania Railroad
at Altoona with various locomotives on the testing plant
showed that the temperature curve of tubes of various lengths

and diameters follows somewhat different laws. From the
many observations of pyrometer readings taken at various
portions of the boiler tube, curves have been drawn which
show the decrease in temperature from the firebox to the
smokebox. From these curves the increase or decrease of
tube evaporation may be calculated.
Short tubes have much greater evaporative value per square
foot of heating surface than long tubes, but they discharge
the gases into the smokebox at much higher temperatures.
Therefore, while the heat absorbed per foot of length is much
greater for short than long tubes, it is not so economical.
The short tube boiler, other things being equal, requires
more coal for a given evaporation than a boiler having long

Where tube lengths of 12 or 14 ft. were common 14
or 15 years ago, lengths of 20, 22 and even 24 ft. are used in
The result is that the smokebox
the modern locomotive.
temperatures have decreased from between 750 and 800 deg.
to 550 or 600 deg., the only increase of energy required being

This
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smokebox

is

to pull the gases
not intended as a defense

modern engines,

especially of the 4-6-2,

and other types, because in most cases their
construction requires long boilers. Tests show that economy

2-8-2,

considered safer and better practice, however, to take figures which represent average conditions rather
than the abnormal and unusual figures obtained when all
conditions are most favorable.
The horsepower basis affords many additional advantages
For instance, in determining the
in designing locomotives.
maximum amount of water and coal required per hour, the
size of the grate is found to be proportional to the amount
of coal that can be burned to the best advantage, to be varied

tubes.

the slightly greater draft in the

through the long tubes.

heated steam becomes:

conditions.

Vol.

Mallet

from the better utilization of heat in the modern engine than in older types because the range of temperatures
between the furnace and the stack is greater with the long
tube locomotive.
As a result of the investigations previously outlined, conclusions have been arrived at as follows:
Firebox Evaporation. An evaporation of 55 lb. per square
foot of firebox heating surface, combustion chamber and arch
tubes has been adopted. The greater absorption of heat by
the firebox than by the rear portion of tubes per unit of
area is largely due to radiant heat. This varies as the square
of the distance from the surface of the fire to the sheets
separating the gases from the water. Again, it is probable
that within certain limitations the amount of heat absorbed
is independent of the heating surface and is a function of the
grate area or the area of the bed of live coals.
Assuming
that there is sufficient heating surface to absorb the radiant
heat, it is probable that very little additional heat will be
absorbed by increasing the firebox heating surface. It therefore follows that the relatively greater area of the fire in
proportion to the absorbing surface in wide firebox locomotives is more efficient than in the old narrow firebox.
Diameter, Length and Spacing of Tubes. The evaporative
value in pounds of water per square foot of outside heating
surface has been approximately calculated for 2 in. and 2%
in. tubes, and for superheater flues S^ in. and Syi in.
The
range of length is 10 to 25 ft., and the spacing 9/16 in. to 1 in.
results

—

—

The

best data available shows that the evaporative value of a
tube or flue varies considerably with differences in length,
diameter and spacing. The curves of temperature compared
with length have been used as a basis for determining the
evaporation for different lengths of tubes and flues. The rate
of evaporation on this basis will vary directly as the difference
of temperature of the tube or flue gases and that of the steam
contained in the boiler.
Tubes and flues from 10 to 24 ft. long, spaced 9/16 in. and
in. apart, outside diameter 2 in, 2% in. and 5'/i in. will
1
evaporate from 7.50 to 14 lb. of water per square foot per

hour.

—

Grate Area. The grate area required for bituminous coal is
based on the assumption that 120 lb. of coal per square foot
of grate per hour is a maximum figure for economical evaporation. While 200 and 225 lb. have at times been burnt in
small, deep fireboxes and the engines made to produce sufficient steam, it is wasteful of fuel and it has been found after
numerous and careful tests that the evaporation per pound of
coal under these conditions is very low.
If, on the other
hand, the rate of combustion is too slow, economical results
will not be produced owing to the fact that at least 20 per
cent of the coal burned produces no useful work in hauling
trains, but is consumed in firing up, waiting at roundhouses
or terminals, on sidetracks, or to the fact that the greater portion of the time locomotives are used at considerably less

than their maximum power.
For hard coal the grates should be proportioned for a range
of from 55 to 70 lb. of coal per square foot per hour, according to the grade of the fuel.
Complete tables of horsepower for saturated and superheated steam, evaporation of tubes and flues of various
lengths, diameters and spacing, as well as diagrams of temperature for different flue lengths, have all been prepared to
facilitate the calculations in determining the proportions of
grate, firebox, tube and flue heating surface.
It must be remembered, however, that the boiler capacity
a locomotive when other things are in proportion cannot
usually be made too large within the permissible limits of
weight, and it can be shown by numerous tests that such infor

—
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accidents
employees.

M

2,029 17,735

to

Grand

1

390

7

1,246

2,693

52

total

Table No.

752 37,315

1a.

— Condensed

<iry

Employees (on duty) killed, total.
Total passengers and employees (items 2 and
5, above)
Other persons killed (including trespassers,
nontrespassers, and employees not on duty),
all causes
Employees killed in industrial accidents

al-

The

total

(items

lisions

6,

The

total

>.

2.

and derailments

Collisions

Damage

Number

ing industrial accidents, was 2,108 killed and 42,414 injured.
accidents are summarized as follows

Table No.

Causes
Train accidents.

Passengers
Killed

Collisions

Derailments
Miscellaneous, including
boiler

explosions

Casualties to persons

1.

...

Inj'd

—Steam

Other persons

(including

(trespassers

employees
-not on duty)

and non-

Killed

trespassers)

Killed

Inj'd

55
37

602
427

1

30

7

176

13

1.077

99

1,205

2

.

Inj'd

191

3

21

28

539

$172,504
168,962
48,450
398,821

1.223

63

1,209

$788,737

10

389

Unforeseen obstruction

480
967
86
92

$429,032
733,127
63,563
76,412

Malicious obstruction
Miscellaneous

325

Killed

Inj'd
1,209

956

...

8

206

89

120

2,371

...

8

321

328

7

6

10

.

5
11

222

15,453
237,633

9S6

$1,555,220

112

2,165

$2,343,957

^^^
217
128

^^^^
4,251
2,806

$3,019,409
3,368,125
2,124,090

of3,903
2,801

'....'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'...'

;:.

113
88
108
36

49

12

Total

tables are given, classifying certain kinds of acci-

dents in detail.
Fifteen accidents were investigated by the inspectors of the
commission and the reports of these investigations fill 30 pages
of the bulletin.

The

&H

H

Hamburg, N. j

Davidson, N. C
Air Line Crossing

c„„,gern
Michigan Central
Pennsylvania
T oilis

S.-

.

s'f

accidents occurred as follows:
Westerly, R. I

.

Conemaugh. Pa
Mich

.Fosters,

.Nichols Tn., Mo
l'::. Cincinnati. Ohio

Chic & St
Missouri. Kan. & Tex.

63

54
35

14
18

112
97

Total

C C

49

6

to

road and
equipment

823

Grand Trunk

Total
persons

Inj'd

Rear

Derailments due to
Defects of roadway
Defects of equipment
Negligence

<;»

railways

Employees

553
494

6
6

The

Killed

Butting
Trains separating
Miscellaneous

The usual

classes reported, includ-

all

97

Collisions:

N Y N

of casualties of

117

79

1,962 derailments), of

Classes

Uhigh & Hudson R

number

815

1,369

collisions

and

Table No.

51

of injured, 2,371.

730

660

and

7

q 2

Bulletin No. 51, containing the record of railway accidents in
the United States during January, February, and March, 1914.
The number of persons killed in train accidents .was 120, and

No. 47

classified as follows

1911

Accident

52
99
44
608

and derailments reported was
which 137 coland 156 derailments affected passenger trains. These are

number of

total

(1,223 collisions

3,185

France.

issued

Bulletin

13

2,792
2,341
2,108
8)
•Preceding bulletins have been noticed in the Railway Age Gazette a«
follows: No. 50, July 24, 1914, page 170; No. 49, May 15, 1914, page 1072;
No. 48, March 6, 1914, page 468; No. 47, October 24, 1913, page 759.

Grand

Total for same quarter

Commerce Commission has

of fatalities.
Bulletin Bulletin
No. 50
No. 51

Passengers killed in train accidents
Passengers killed, all causes
Employees (on duty) killed in train accidents
Employees (on duty) killed in coupling

increases without a corresponding increase
a long tube is a slow

ACCIDENT BULLETIN NO.

390
1,246

2,108 42,414

2,406

1,304

Item

The locomotive with

Interstate

1

7

quarter of the previous year.*

steamer and a higher draft must be furnished in order to
create an active fire. This rule that the length of tube should
be 100 times the internal diameter has been applied to three
new classes of our locomotives with exceedingly gratifying
results, and confirms the earlier experiments which were made
by us upon this subject, as well as those made by M. A.
Henry, of the Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean Railway of

The

17
6,238
25 11,588

17
6,238
25 11,588

other places

79 24,679

tube surface is fully as effective as firebox surface, and for
large capacity a large tube heating surface is necessary.
We do not agree with the recent tendency toward excessively long tubes, as beyond a certain length of tube there
is too great a sacrifice of boiler capacity in the interest of
economy in coal. The long tube presents a very serious obstruction or resistance to the flow of the gases, and beyond
a length which appears to be about 100 internal diameters,
in evaporation.

1,909 15,362

2,406

In and around shops..
On boats and wharves.

as
though efficient in evaporation, were
they lacked capacity unless very heavily drafted. It is my
least
at
opinion that the firebox heating surface should be
7 per cent of the total heating surface of the boiler, in order
to provide a free steaming locomotive, and that when this
ratio is satisfied, good results will follow, provided the tube
heating surface has been properly proportioned. When working the boiler at high rates of evaporation, however, the

this obstruction

2,317

1,304

Table No. La, following, presents comparisons with the bulletin
next preceding and the bulletin covering the corresponding

locomotives which,
not free steaming,

in

1,296

673 12,636

stations, freight
houses, enginehouses,

heating surface, as it
paratively greater effectiveness at mean and low rates of
working than the remaining surface of the boiler. Some few
years ago when large boilers were designed the tendency was
to make the ratio of the firebox to the total heating surface
This resulted

574 11,429

At

should be to increase the firebox
should be realized that it is of com-

than 6 per cent.

1,616

2,693

or bridges

at the present time

dency

less

52

While working on tracks

believed that the ten-

is

C12, inclusive) 39

Industrial

young's discussion

the Pennsylvania Railroad

to

Total

are deficient in firebox volume.

modern locomotives

1081

Other accidents (classes

crease in boiler capacity makes for considerable economy in
the use of fuel and steam. For passenger service the boilers
may often be made with advantage over 100 per cent.
In a general way, a boiler will have ample steam making
capacity if proportioned by this method for 100 per cent,
provided the grate is sufficiently large and deep so that the
rate of combustion at maximum horsepower does not exceed
120 lb. of coal per square foot of grate per hour for bituminous
For gas coal a smaller grate may
coal of average quality.
be used, but it is better practice to use the larger grate and
brick oflf a portion at the front end in order to obtain sufficient
volume of firebox for proper combustion, because nearly all

On

—

:

.

.Hillsboro, Tex.

Chicago. 111..
Grand Trunk West
Chic. St. P. Minn. & O..Mendota, Minn
Olds, Iowa
Minn & St Louis
Irdianapolis, Ind
C C Chic's St. L
Thama, Idaho
Greai Northern
Chic. Burl.

& Quincy.... Hawthorne,

111

Oct. 31, Derailment.
an.
5, Rear colhsion
Ian. 18, Derailment
an. 25, Buttmg collision
fan.

29,

Rear

collision

Feb.
6, Butting collision
Feb. 16, Side collision
Feb. 18. Butting collision
Feb, 24, Rear colhsion

Mar.

3,

Rear collision
gfj'lment

M^'- 21.
If' Butting collision
Mar.
Mar. 22, Derailment
Mar. 25, Buttmg coll.siOB
Mar. 30, Derailment
.

m

Electric railways reporting to the commission (not included
during the
the foregoing statistics) had 114 persons killed
1,148 injured; and there were 24 collisions and 8 de-

quarter and

Total

Other than train

railments.
acci-

total

dents.

Accidents (293) to roadway or bridges not
causing derailment

2

«

Train accidents are charged with 3 fatalities. The
killed from all causes was 5, and

number of passengers

The trespassers
of. employees 13 (3 in industrial accidents).
injured.
struck or run over by cars were 65; 40 killed and 25

Driving

a

The Canadian
structing This

The Canadian
a

double-track

Pacific

tunnel

is

now engaged

five

miles

in

the

are set out and then added to other eastbound trains descending

mountain.

the

Selkirk

the

mountains at Rogers Pass, B. C. this will be the longest railroad tunnel in America, exceeding in length the Hoosac tunnel
of the Boston & Maine by about 1,400 ft.
In addition to its

THE NEW LINE

;

unusual length,
it

is

is

it

The new

Mile creek, 18 miles east
left,

follows gen-

lower down in the canyon of
It then plunges directly into a
about 6,000 ft. below the summit
distance in from the west portal
the old line and emerges at the
the right of the old line and about

erally parallel to the old line but

being driven from a pioneer tunnel parallel to and entirely

The tunnel

line leaves the old at Si.x

of Rogers Pass, and, turning slightly to the

of special interest because of the fact that

outside of the limits of the final tunnel section.

Selkirks

Pacific to Hasten Completion Is ConBore From a Second or Pioneer Tunnel

the construction of

through

long

Through

Tunnel

Five-Mile

Heaver river for

10.5

miles.

is

tunnel 26,400

a part of a line change of 18.6 miles.

ft.

long passing

of Mt. MacDonald.

While the elevations reached at its crossings of the Rocky
and Selkirk mountains are over 5,000 ft. below those of some

it

crosses about 400

A

short

ft.

below

west portal a short distance to
one mile west of Glacier station.
westerly
-Ml the

1.5

new work

tunnel.

\

The new

line

then continues

miles to a connection with the old line at Cambie.

being built for double track, including the

is

short distance west of the tunnel a six-track storage

yard will be built to replace the yard now located at Rogers
Pass and to be used for the same purpose.
The new line is 18.6 miles long and saves 4.4 miles of distance.
While it does not reduce the ruling grade of 2.2 per cent it
Scale

trf miles.

>«t17

Location of Old and

New

Lines

Rogers Pass

at

of the railroads further south, the Canadian Pacific

is

recog-

nized as one of the most scenic of the transcontinental lines

because
passes.

of the ruggedness of the country through which it
This feature which gives it its scenic attraction, also

Its crossing of
adds materially to the operating difficulties.
the Rocky mountains with a 4.5 per cent grade on the west slope

was

particularly

difficult

until

between Field and Hector on a

the construction of a

grade

2.2 per cent

new

in 1909,

7d

line

two famous spiral tunnels. The crossing of
Rogers Pass is 96 miles west of the
Rocky mountain divide and 425 miles east of Vancouver. The
present summit at Rogers Pass is at an elevation of 4,300 ft.,
and is reached by 21 miles of continuous 2.2 per cent grade
westbound from Beavermouth and by 25 miles of 2.2 per cent
grade eastbound from Albert Canyon.
Following the completion of the work between Field and
Hector, the portion of the line at Rogers Pass has presented

work included

greatest

New and Old

Profiles of

Lines

the

the Selkirk mountains at

the

HiesiJ

.

which

in the operation of the four to eight
passenger trains and an average of about 12

difficulties

transcontinental

freight trains daily.

The engine

district

including this portion

decreases the length of this grade from 21 to 12 miles on the
east

approach and from 25 to 17 miles at the west end.
ft.

of rise and

of

bridge structures of considerable

ft.

high.

size,

including a 338-ft. steel

high and a steel viaduct 586 ft. long and 140
The only structures larger than culverts on the new

arch span 310

ft.

-

Pioneer to Main Tunnel, and Progress of Headings on December

of the line extends from Field to Revelstoke, 130 miles.
With
normal business, about 11 helper engines are located at Rogers
Pass station at the summit and are sent from here each way
down to the foot of the grade to meet approaching trains. Oil
burning engines are used exclusively on all lines west of Field.
A small roundhouse and storage yard are located at the summit,
and as the prevailing tonnage is usually eastbound, turn-around
trains are run from Revelstoke to Rogers Pass, where the cars

also

fall.

Picneer -

Sketch Showing Relation

It

While the maximum curvature
remains 10 deg. there are only three such curves on the new
line, as compared with a large number on the old, and 2,600
There are over four miles
deg. of central angle is eliminated.
of snow sheds on the old line, as compared with only one short
'hed on the new line. The old line also required a number of

eliminates 552

line

are two 70-ft. and one 60-ft.

steel viaduct 500

West

ft.

long and 125

of the tunnel the

new

ft.

line

sez3'

1

deck girder spans, and one
high.
is

located in the center of

on a bench at one side, to avoid danger
and the necessity for protection therefrom,

the valley, instead of

from snow

slides

although this lower location required changing the location of
Illecillewaet river for a mile before work could be undertaken

on the grading of the

line

itself.

The roadway embankment

December
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west of the tunnel will require 300,000 cu. yd. of material, all
of which will be secured from the west approach cut to the
tunnel and from the tunnel

itself.

The only

structures on this

portion of the line are a 60-ft. girder span and a 20-ft. arch
culvert.

On

the

miles

10.5

new

of

line

1,500,000 cu. yd. of material will be

which

is

This

rock.

east

of

the

tunnel

about

moved, over 70 per cent of

largely side hill work, fairly evenly dis-

is

tributed over the line and suitable for handling by steam shovel.

This grading east of the tunnel will be handled by contract, and
it is expected that the work will be let ne.xt spring.

THE TUNNEL

di.s'.ance.
The material found in the rock section at the west"
end up to the present time has been a soft slate which breakswell.
At the east end mica schist, blue schist and quartzite have
been encountered. It is planned to line the tunnel only througb
the earth sections as the character of the rock encountered so

far in the rock sections indicates that

tunnel

26,400

is

f».

cated on tangent for the

or exactly five miles long and

ci.tire distance.

The

2.2

is

lo-

per cent grade

no lining

will be required.

placed in the ballast between tracks foe

18-in. pipe will be

-•Vn

drainage.

8 ft. 6 in. wide liy 10 ftdriven at grade on each side and timbered, Asecond drift 8 ft. high and 8 ft. wide was then driven directly/
above and the material trapped into cars below. In this way the"
In driving the earth sections a drift

high was

side walls

The

1083

plumb

first

were opened
A crown

driven with the top 33

above the tops of the
wide and 10 ft. high was also

to a point IS in.
drift 9

posts.

ft.

above the top of the timber segments.

in.

was then broken through and the arch
timbering placed, after which the remaining material was removed by air-operated shovels loading into 12-yd. Western

Tile intervening section

Steel air-operated

The most

dump

cars.

interesting and unusual feature of this entire project

Looking Over Approach Cut from West Portal
is

the driving of an auxiliary or pioneer tunnel at one side of

main tunnel. Because of the great length of the main tunnel
was estimated that it would require at least four years to

the
it

The contractor therefore
it by the ordinary methods.
decided to drive this pioneer tunnel to enable him to prosecute
thereby
increasing
his bonus, and also
the work more rapidly,
complete

View

of

West

Portal

Earth.

Showing Center and Side Drifts Through
of Pioneer Tunnel in Background

Mouth

to reduce to the

9

up the east approach breaks at the east portal to a 1 per cent
grade which continues to the summit a short distance in from
As shown on one of the drawings, the tunnel
the west portal.
is being built for double track with the tracks spaced 13 ft.
between centers, with a horizontal clearance of 8 ft. from the
center of the track and with a vertical clearance of 20 ft. from

measured over the center of the track. For
ft. at the east end and 400 ft. at the west end
Beyond these points it
the tunnel passes through loose debris.
the base of rail

distances of 1,200

is

expected that solid rock will be encountered for the entire

minimum

the interference of the different oper-

ations in the tunnel proper.
ft.

in

cross section, and

is

This pioneer tunnel
driven 50

ft.

to

is

6j4

ft,

by

the right of the

After
tunnel, with its floor 7 ft. above the final grade.
reaching rock, cross cuts are being driven to the center of the
main tunnel at intervals of about J4 ™''e and center drifts 11 ft.

main

ft. are then driven up grade on the center line of the main
tunnel with the bottom of these drifts also 7 ft. above grade.
The rock is then being drilled and broken on all sides of the
drift, and after shooting, the material is loaded by air-operated

by 8

into small cars, and removed through the pioneer
These operations are identical at each end.
By this method work can be pushed from several faces at

shovels
tunnel.
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<ya<x without interference.

It is also possible to do all blasting
ahead of the shovels so that they can be operated continuously.
Air lines are carried through the pioneer tunnel where there is
-only slight danger of their being broken; all drainage is reanoved through the same outlet, that at the west or up-grade end
fjeing handled by "booster" pumps with a portable pump on
wheels at the face of the heading. Through these various advantages, the contractor estimated that this plan, which is

hasten

completion of the tunnel at
is solely a construction expedient with no intention of using it for ventilation or any other
purpose after the completion of the work.
To shorten the
i£ngth through the earth sections, the pioneer tunnel at the
>.vest end was started 128 ft. above its proper grade, and sloped
d>riginal,

will

•

the date

The pioneer

least a year.

downward on a 50 per

of

tunnel

cent grade until

it

reached the proper

At the
was started 43 ft. above grade.
Complete duplicate power plants have been installed at each
•end of the tunnel.
At the west end ventilation is provided by
All cars are hauled up this grade by cables.

«les-ation.

\\iL. 57.
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locomotive

up to the east portal.
\\. this point,
where the
grade breaks from 2.2 per cent to 1 per cent the steam locomotive will shut off and the electric locomotive will push the
entire
portal.
oil

train

through,

Westbound

cutting

off

the

at

summit

at

west

the

summit with
the present no

trains will be brought to the

burning helper engines as

Up

at present.

to

work has been done

in the development of electrification other
than preliminary investigations of power sites.
The construction of this tunnel has now been under way

since September, 1913.

On December

1,

1914, the pioneer tunnel

had been driven 3,102 ft. at the west end and 5,623 ft. at the
east heading. The heading in the rock section had been driven
2,029 ft. at the west end, and 3,034 ft. at the east end.
At the
east end the timbered section through earth will be completed
about December 20, while the shovel has just started work at
the west end. From this it may be seen that unusual progress is
made in this work. In July, 715 ft. of pioneer heading was
driven at the east end alone, an average of 23 ft. per day, while

east end the pioneer tunnel

being

a Connersville ventilating fan with a capacity of 3,000 cu. ft.
of free air per minute. This air is delivered through the pioneer
<unnel to the various faces in the main bore and to the pioneer

November the pioneer heading at the west end was advanced
ft., moving 37 ft. one day and 35 ft. another.
During this
same month the pioneer heading at the east end was advanced
529 ft., while the center heading at the west end was driven
654 ft. Working in this material, the face is shot down about

heading.

A

second fan located near the portal of the pioneer

in

817

every 6 hours, advancing the heading about 6 ft. per shot. It
is expected that the tunnel will be completed by September 1,
1916.
This work is being carried out under the direction of
J.

G.

Sullivan,

chief engineer,

grade revision. J.
charge of the work.

and

W. Shepperd

is

W.

A. James, engineer of

assistant engineer in direct

Foley Brothers, Welch

&

Stewart, of Van-

couver, are the contractors, employing about 680

eight-hour

men on

three

shifts.

ARBITRATION OF WESTERN ENGINEMEN'S

DEMANDS
Hearings before the board of arbitration on the demands
of the engineers and firemen of the western roads for increased wages and changes in working conditions, the opening proceedings of which were reported in last week's issue,
were continued throughout last week and this week.

James M. Sheean, attorney

for

the

railways,

explaining

was an adjustment with both
organizations in 1910, one by mediation and the other by
arbitration, and that since 1910 there has been no such change,
either in operating conditions or in the duties and responsibilities of the men, as would justify an increase at this time
above the increases which were granted three or four years
ago. "Instead of making for standardization," he said, "or
uniformity as among the different schedules, the request as
presented is in fact a pyramiding and a wider separation by
their position, said that there

Hci!f Section

Methods
heading assists
Ingersoll-Rand
1,100 cu.

power

ft.

Through Eorfh.

of Driving

in

Half Secfion Through Rock

Tunnel Through Earth and Rock

drawing the free air out from the faces. Two
compressors with capacities of 2,200 and

air

of free air per minute,

respectively,

provide the

for operating drills and other tools, working at 110-lb.

j)ressure.

A

third air compressor with a capacity of 750 cu.

ft.

minute compresses air to 1,000 lb. pressure for
the operation of the 16-ton air locomotive used in the hauling
.of the muck.
A similar locomotive, but weighing only 10 tons,
All
is employed at the east or down grade end of the tunnel.
of these various units are driven by five ISO-h.p. coal-fired
-of

tree air per

boilers.

Contrary
tric

work of this character, no elecprovided and Wolf safety carbide lights

to usual practice in

illumination

is

Individual lights are given each workexcept at the air shovels, where large carbide lights are

are used exclusively.

man

installed.

No permanent ventilating plant will be installed at this tunnel,
as upon its completion it is planned to operate it with electric
Under the system tentatively adopted an electric
locomotives.
locomotive will be attached to the rear of the train at the foot
of the 2.2 per cent grade on the east slope, assisting the steam

reason of the variety of differentials

in

different schedules,

and the imposition upon the varying base of a uniform
standard, which, of course, would cause a departure from
uniformity rather than work for uniformity. Although there
might be an absolute uniformity of rates, when they are spread
over 98 different roads and applied to different bases some
having arbitrary allowances and some not the uniform rates
would produce different sums of money under the different

—

—

schedules."

M. W. Cadle, assistant grand chief of the Brotherhood of
Locomotive Engineers, whose testimony had been interrupted
by illness, resumed the stand on December 2, and continued
his discussion of the 16 articles submitted to arbitration, giv-

ing the present schedule provisions of the various roads to
sustain the contention that all of the proposed rules are in
on some roads. He was questioned by Warren S.

effect

Stone, grand chief of the engineers. In connection with ArII, "that the practice of conducting surprise tests by
turning switch lights and placing red lights or flags, unacticle

companied by torpedoes, beside

track, or wiring

down

auto-

—

December

11,
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tnatic signals to

more able

made

of that product,

proceed position, be eliminated," Mr. Stone
a statement that the brotherhoods do not object to
surprise tests when made under fair working conditions, but

some

have got away from the original intent
of the test
to see that the men were living up to the rules
and go out with the idea of setting a trap for a man and
catching him; that they do not give him time to get the signals.
The objection is to such unfair tests.
Under cross-examination by James M. Sheean, attorney
for the railroads, Mr. Cadle said that no railroad has in effect
that

officials

—

rules requested, but he thought that as many as
the requests were in effect on some roads, and he admitted that on the roads he had mentioned as having in eflfect
all

of

the

five of

certain of the proposed rules other rules and conditions

were
such an extent that practically none of the rules
proposed were in effect in the form submitted in the demands.
He said at first that the proposed rule for a 5-hM^^ay in
passenger service was not intended to apply tl^^^urban
service, but later said the board was expected to arbitrate
in effect to

to

pay the wages that are incidental to the cost
and that weight on drivers is the simplest

and most accurate index of the effective tractive power of a
locomotive, and therefore of the increased labor, responsibility and productive efficiency of the man.
He said that on
eastern roads the pay of firemen is governed by weight on
drivers. He said that there are some rates in effect on some
roads higher than those asked, but the arbitration agreement
provides that any higher rates shall be maintained. He said
it was not claimed that wages should be increased in the
same ratio as the increase in the efficiency of the engine. In
the case of a Mallet, on which the tractive power is six times
greater than the smallest engine in use, the proposed rate of
wages is between 60 and 70 per cent greater.
Mr. Sheean on cross-examination tried to show that the
rates mentioned by Mr. Carter for different engines were
not a proper index to the amount of money paid out, without
a consideration of the other rules applying to them.
Mr.
Carter said that generally the roads that had the most liberal

had the most

He

that question.

rates also

Mr. Sheean also brought out that the engineer who runs
a fast mail train from Chicago to Burlington, 207 miles, in
four hours, draws a little over two days pay, and under the
proposed rules would be paid for 30 minutes additional preparatory time, and then if he took his engine at the roundhouse, an additional allowance for the time from the roundhouse to the station and at the end of his run for the time
from the station to the roundhouse. Also if at the beginning
of his run his train were held for 45 minutes after leaving
time, but arrived on time at the other end of the run, he
would receive pay for that 45 minutes initial terminal delay,
when he was only on duty altogether six hours from the time
he reported until the time he was relieved.
He also showed that under the automatic release and continuous time rules it would frequently be possible for men to
earn several days' pay in one day and to collect pay under
various rules for the same time under conditions which were
not excepted in the rules. The man on the 207-mile run, if
a washout held him away from his home terminal for two
days, would receive overtime after the expiration of IS hours
at the rate per hour for the last service he had performed,
or the rate for about 50 miles an hour, and if his trip was
made in overtime he would be paid at the overtime rate for
the time held up. In the case of a road that has a rule permitting men, when necessary, to tie up for rest after 12 hours
on duty, the entire crew would continue to draw continuous
time during all the time they were resting or sleeping, and
on resuming duty would go on overtime rates. Mr. Cadle
also admitted that under a proposed rule if a man were called
to deadhead to a certain place on a passenger, and the train
were late in starting so that he had to wait for it, he would
be paid for initial terminal delay, plus the rate of the crew of
the passenger train, although the train made up the initial
delay.
If he were to deadhead on a freight train, and went
to sleep in the caboose at the time for the train to leave, and
if the train were delayed while he slept, but made up the
time, he would receive more pay than if the train were running while he slept. Mr. Cadle said the rule was intended
to keep men "from lying around cabooses without earning
any money," and that "he could never sleep in a caboose
anyway." Mr. Sheean also pointed out that in the case of an
inspection train out 10 hours, but covering only 40 miles around
terminals, the engineer and fireman would receive two days'
pay under the 5-hour day rule.
W. S. Carter, president of the Brotherhood of Locomotive
Firemen and Enginemen, presented testimony in support of
the contention that wages of enginemen should be based on
He said that engineers and firemen
the weight on drivers.
should be paid in proportion to their labor and responsibility
and according to their productive efficiency, that when the
labor cost of a product decreases the employer should be

that in order to bring about uniformity in what the man receives there must be a uniform basis to which the uniform
rate applies. Asked whether there has been any increase in

liberal rules.

admitted, however,

work, responsibility or productive efficiency since 1910 on
small engines, he said the general tendency has been to require more of the engineer and fireman since the safety first
movement was started and that they are required to observe
more stringent rules. He said the installation of automatic
signals has added greatly to the responsibility of engine
frews, but he would not say that the crew should receive
greater pay on a road with automatic signals or on a road
that "specializes on safety first."
Mr. Sheean asked why in the classification of weights and

was from 80,000 to 100,000 lb., the next
from 100,000 to 140,000 lb. and the next from 140,000 to 170,000 lb., whether there was any change in the labor, responsibility or efficiency at the breaking points mentioned that
would not apply at other points. Mr. Carter could give no
reason for the selection of the particular weights. He would
make no distinction in the pay of a fireman on an automatically-stoked engine and on a hand-fired engine, nor in the rates
for coal-burning or oil-burning engines. A man should not
have his wages decreased because of any improvement in the
rates the first step

engine, he said. "If some inventive genius finds that more
tons of freight can be transported over the same division
with the same engine crew," he said, "we dissent from the

economy that would permit the railroads to reduce
wages of the engineer and fireman."
Samuel T. Steinberger, a clerk in the grand lodge of the
Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen, testified regarding an exhibit showing the rates on wages requested compared with the wages in effect for various classes
of engines and service for both engineers and firemen.
He
said there are 36 roads that pay in some class of service a
school of

the

rate that

is

as high or higher than the rates requested.

Mr. Carter resumed the witness stand on Monday and introduced an exhibit comparing the wage scales in 46 industries
with those of the engineers and firemen. In this list the engineers stood sixteenth and the firemen thirty-eighth in rate of

He

pay.

said that one-third of the organized laborers in the

building trades receive
receive

He

more than

but said
"It

is

more pay than engineers and 80 per

it

was necessary

common

to prevent nepotism and favoritism.
knowledge,'" he said, "that petty officers make

more money
this

cent

firemen.

also characterized the seniority rule as "not so very good,"

selling jobs than they do from their salaries."
he referred especially to section foremen.

—

In

Railway Electrification in Australia. It is reported that
notwithstanding the war, steady progress is being made with
the electrification of the Melbourne suburban railways.

:

Annual

Report

Commerce Commission

Interstate

of

Annual Review of the Work Done by the Commission
and Its Nine Hundred Clerks, Lawyers and Helpers
The

Interstate

Commerce Commission

sent

report to Congress on Thursday of this week.
of a review of the details of the

work

its

It

28th

discriminate in his favor; he paid money to have bills of lading
issued before the freight was delivered to the road.

annual

consists mainly

This summary takes account only of the more significant inFour-fifths of the matters investigated never result
number of cases the commission
gives useful advice where no action is taken in the courts. The
action,
under the fourth section, in connection with trans-

of the past year, with

few and brief expressions of opinion on important matters.
The statistics and comparisons, except as otherwise noted, are
An abstract of the
for eleven months, ending November 1.

vestigations.

in prosecution, but in a great

report follows

The work

continental freight

of the commission continues to increase in volume,

but a board of "examiner-attorneys" has been organized, and
this with increases in the strength of other bureaus, is expected
to enable the

commission to keep well abreast of

its

states,

is

and freight

rates

rates

in

the southeastern

reported at considerable length.

Uniform classification of freight is again discussed, as in many
previous annual reports; but the commission has now appointed

work.

who

On the "informal docket" the number of complaints received
has been 7,600, an increase of 455 over the corresponding months
of the preceding year.
Orders for refund of overcharges have

a "classification agent"

numbered

cation committees is
greater part of the
recommendations of the permanent committee of the railroads
has been adopted in the classifications published by the roads.

an increase of 1,243; orders under the fourth
have numbered 1,086, a decrease of 246; the
number of tariffs suspended and disallowed was 42; 146 other
tariffs complained of were suspended and disposed of in other
ways, including 44 cases in which the proposed changes were
allowed as filed and in 205 instances the commission refused
requests for the suspension of tariffs. These refusals numbered
20 more than in the same months of the preceding year.
The number of formal complaints filed in the eleven months
was 1,081. an increase of 131; 643 cases were decided, and 179
were dismissed, making a total of 822 cases disposed of, about
the same as in the preceding year.
The number of hearings
during the eleven months was 1.461. which is 234 less than the
year before.
The report tells of the special investigations which have been
made by the commission, at the order of Congress, such as those
into the affairs of the St. Louis & San Francisco and the New
York, Xew Haven & Hartford. Five investigations of "a continuing nature" are mentioned, such as that concerned with railroads which carry coal and oil owned by themselves, and the
investigation into the practices of the express companies. Then
section

mittees and
of this

5,604,

docket

The

there

is

a

list

of 25 investigations,

still

pending, as to

some

of

This includes the inquiries
Pere Marquette and the Rock Island,
the use of private cars, and the practices of the roads in the
matter of embargoes, etc. Two of these investigations have to
do with telegraph and telephone companies.
The number of tariffs and supplements filed during the eleven
months was 149,031, an increase of 35.800 over the corresponding
previous period. The work of the tariff bureau is increasing;
it renders useful aid to state commissions, shippers and carriers.
The "Division of Inquiry" which deals with matters litigated by
the commission in the courts furnishes the material for a dozen
is

near completion.

into the condition of the

pages in the report. During the eleven months SO prosecutions
have been concluded and the commission was almost uniformly

These cases were distributed over 22 states.
The report summarizes the opinions of the federal courts in a
half dozen cases in which the Interstate Commerce law has
Among these are the Hocking Valley
has been construed.
case, the Grand Rapids & Indiana case, giving a broad construction to the word "knowingly." the Keystone elevator case
and others. Indictments have been secured for the crime of
filing fraudulent claims for loss or damage on freight, and for
failure on the part of carriers to adjust over-charge claims;
successful.

for false description of shipments; for acts in connection with
relations between the New York Central and the O'Gara
Coal Company, and for unlawful use of passes (for which one
man in Alabama has been sentenced to be imprisoned for 13
months). The Pennsylvania Railroad has been indicted for 25
offenses against the commodities clause of the law, and will soon
be tried. A shipper has been punished for inducing an agent to

the

com-

consults with the classification

evidently takes a conservative and sound .view

The work of
commended. The

question.

report says that the commission,

if

the railroads'

classifi-

authorized in accord-

ance with the bills which have been before Congress, could
hasten the adoption of uniformity in those features as to which
uniformity is most desired, and as to which uniformity is con-

;

which the work

who

difficult

ceded to be desirable "and

in

the interests of shippers oi

way

such a

as

would not injure

carriers."

The work of

the commission in connection with express comregarded as very successful. The classification, rates,
etc.. prescribed by the commission have been adopted by the
state authorities in 40 states, and the states and the express comThe
panies have worked in harmony with the commission.

panies

is

companies have greatly improved their claim

express

several

departments.
.

The report reviews the decisions of the Supreme Court in the
Shreveport, the inter-mountain, the pipe line, and other important suits, in which the commission's action was sustained also
;

which the Supreme Court decided against the
commission.
In the lower court the commission has won 7
suits and has lost 4; and 23 cases are now pending.
The "Division of Carriers' Accounts" has made a general revision of the accounting classifications for steam railways, electric railways and express companies, and the new codes went
cases

tliree

in

into effect July

1,

is

The

additional cases.

The

1914.

accounting regulations

bulletin of decisions relative to the

to be revised

and

will be issued,

with

carriers have co-operated helpfully with

the commission, but there are

still

many unsatisfactory features
The matter of deprecia-

of railroad accounting to be corrected.
tion

not properly treated by the carriers.

is

year the examiners of accounts have had other

have not attended to the

field

During the past
work to do and

examination of carriers' accounting

practices as well as they should have done.

New York, PhiladelLouis and San Francisco, and an office is to be opened at New Orleans.
At each
office there is a force of resident examiners, and the plan is expected to save expense.
This division

now

Pittsburgh,

phia,

St.

has branch
Paul,

The commission has

offices

Chicago,

in

St.

investigated the practice of the railroads

During six months ending
number of claims presented to the railroads of the country was 2,424,996, of which 1.739,781 were for
loss or damage and 685,215 were for over-charge.
At the end
of the six months 22 per cent of these claims remained unadin the

June

30,

justed,
last

adjustment of freight claims.
1914, the total

many

of them, of course, having been received during the

preceding month or two.

Of

the

78

per

cent

1.680,041

were

drawn.

Fifty-five per cent of the claims adjusted

adjusted,

were declined, and 29.101 were withwere settled
within 15 days after receipt, 74 per cent within 30 days, and 90
per cent within 60 days. Claims are now being adjusted with
paid, 186.290

December
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The number

commendable promptness. In the three years ending with 1910
the amount paid out by the steam railroads for loss and damage

in

decreased, year by year; but since then there has been an in-

sons killed in boiler accidents in 1914 was 23, as compared with
36 in 1913 and 91 in 1912.

crease; the payments in 1913 amounting to $30,885,454, which
41 per cent

more than

the

sum paid

in

is

Freight revenue

1910.

The payments
much as in 1900,

increased during that period only 14,2 per cent.
in 1913

amounted

more than three times

to

as

while the increase in freight revenue during those 13 years vi^s

The Division of

has begun the preparation of the
abstract of statistics for the year ending

Statistics

annual preliminary
June 30 last, but none of this work appears some of it, apparThis division is working,
ently, is to be issued in an appendix.
together with committees of the American Railway Association
and the Association of Accounting Offices to formulate a code
of rules for separating operating expenses as between freight
;

services.

was

1,311

less

of engines ordered out of

The number

than in 1913.

of per-

No prosecutions for violations of the boiler inspection law
have been sought during the year but on two or three of the
larger roads and on several smaller ones it is believed that it
;

will be necessary to resort to the courts.

Under

only 109 per cent.

and passenger

the preceding year.

service, 3,365,

Panama Canal

act, the commission has received 58
from the requirements of clause forbidding the ownership of water lines by railroads, and investigations
of these cases are well under way.
The Division of Valuation expects in the near future to make

the

applications for release

up its conclusions in regard to the five roads on which the work
was first undertaken, namely the Norfolk Southern the Atlanta,
P.irmingham & Atlantic; the New Orleans, Texas & Mexico; the
Texas Midland, and the San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake.
;

portionately small.

number of which properly equipped is disproOnly by the exercise of the greatest dili-

Eight parties of engineers are now at work in each of the five
districts and in each district they cover from 1,500 to 1,700 miles
of road a month.
The preparation of inventories of telegraph
and telephone lines has been begun. The accounting officers of
the division of valuation have done a good deal of work on selected roads, and final reports of two roads have been received.
So far as can be judged at the present time the attempt to report
in detail as to the cost of each piece of property, as required
by law, "has involved an expenditure out of all proportion to
the value of the results." The supervisor of land appraisals has
a land attorney in each of the five districts, and much work has
been done.

gence can the carriers standardize their freight cars within the
time required by the law.
A half dozen pages are given to judicial interpretations of the
Prosecutions have
safety appliance and hours-of-service laws.

Recommendations. The commission again recommends that the
government furnish it a suitable building. Outside quarters have
to be rented, and expense could be saved by furnishing one large
building.
Recommendations are renewed that three years be set

been begun for 2,871 violations of the hours-of-service law, and
during the year ended June 30, 1914, the railroads have conOf 592 counts which
fessed judgment as to 1,785 violations.

as a time limit for beginning actions relating to transportation

government and
164 against it.
The number of cases during the year in which
individual employees worked more than the statutory number of
hours was 163,192, which is a very large reduction from the
number reported in the preceding year. The numbers are re-

to

unduly large, particularly the cases due to hot
boxes, defective couplers, etc., causes which ought to be done
away with by more rigid inspection of cars. The commission
again recommends that Congress define more exactly what
causes shall excuse the retention of train men on duty beyond

year amounted to $2,094,583, of which the

The Division

of Safety administers the safety appliance acts

and kindred laws. During the year ending June 30, prosecutions
were begun in 257 cases, involving 1,020 violations of the safety
In court decisions during the year under this
appliance acts.
head the government lost on 26 counts and won on 17 but the
;

26 are

Supreme Court.

to be appealed to the

Carriers con-

judgment during the year as to 483 counts. The railroads
provide adequate means for repairing cars at a sufnumber of convenient points. The government standards

fessed
still

all

fail to

ficient

of safety appliances are pretty well complied with, except as to
freight cars, the

went

were decided

to trial, 395

garded as

in favor of the

still

the prescribed hours.

charges; that the federal government take control over railway
capitalization; that the

examine

commission be more

correspondence,

all

etc.,

explicitly authorized

of carriers subject to the

that the penalty for violations of the hours-of-service act

act

;

be

made

a fixed sum,

and that the use of

steel cars in

passenger

trains be required by law.

The expenditures on
was

$456,565.

The

behalf of the commission during the fiscal

boiler inspection

sum spent on valuation
law cost $202,326, and the

safety appliance regulations $134,275.

VENEERED STEEL INTERIOR
COACHES

FINISH

FOR

Sixty-three train accidents were investigated during the year

ending June 30, of which 40 were collisions and 23 were derailments.
Thirteen collisions occurred under the block system.
The flagging rule is still very imperfectly enforced, and inexperienced flagmen are employed. Speaking generally, some im-

provement has been noted in the matter of supervision of trainmen, and stricter obedience to rules is being insisted on. The
"safety-first" committees are credited with a large part of this
The commission again calls for legislation to
improvement.
standardize operating rules, and repeats its demand for investigations to determine the stresses to which rails and wheels are
subjected.
It also repeats the recommendation for a statutory
requirement that steel cars be used, and would have the use of
wooden cars in front of or between steel cars in high speed trains

The Division

of Safety has investigated proposed safety ap-

pliances, in accordance with the

by

department

this

wish of Congress, and a sepawhat has been

will tell in detail

finish,

suitable material

for

the interior

the mere fact that wood is imitated would seem to
it is the desirable finish, but with the use of

indicate that

many disadvantages that do'^ot seem to be
nearer solution than when steel was first used. The
steel surface is often wavy, even when new, and particularly
on flat surfaces; it is easily dented and the dents or buckles
steel there are

cannot be easily removed;
the

done.

The

of a

passenger cars has been one of the problems which
railways and car builders have been endeavoring to solve for
some time, particularly since the advent of the steel car.
Such a finish should possess lightness, strength and durability,
be pleasing to the eye, a poor conductor of heat, occupy a
minimum of space and be fire-resisting.
An all-wood interior finish is bulky and does not seem to
be in harmony with modern car construction. While it is
possible to make an imitation of wood by using steel interior

much

prohibited.

rate report

The development
finish of

chief inspector of locomotive boilers reports that during

the fiscal year the

number of locomotives inspected was

92,716, a

number
1913.
The

considerable increase over the preceding year; but the

found defective,

49,137,

is

about 5,000 less than in

percentage of engines found defective,

52.9,

compares with 60.3

unexposed

The question

it

is

cold, noisy

and corrodes on

side.

of a suitable interior finish has been solved

by

the Canadian Pacific by the use of veneered steel. The veneer
is of varying thickness, from
Jg in. up, depending on the
severity of service for which it is intended, which is governed

by the location

in the car,

and the

class of the car.

It con-

!
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with a layer of canton flannel glued to
both sides; the wood veneer is then glued to this flannel.
This veneered steel is used in the construction of doors,
panels, wainscot, bulkheads, sleeping car berths, sleeping car
seat ends, etc., and is of approximately the same cost as steel
or wood. It has the insulating effect of wood, is not subject
to corrosion the same as steel alone, does not splinter in
wrecks, is fire-resisting and can be made attractive in appearance. In other words, it seems to combine all the good points
of wood and steel without the disadvantages of either. It is
not an experiment, as it has been used sufficiently long to
know that it does not deteriorate. It is now in service on
sists of a steel plate

about 60 cars and its use has been arranged for on diners,
sleepers, coaches and all passenger carrying cars.
In the construction of doors, bulkheads, panels, etc., the
veneer is used on each side of the steel and in this way oak
can be used on one side and mahogany on the other. In the

Vol.

No. 24

57,

OBEDIENCE TO ORDERS; ABSTENTION FROM
LIQUORS*
By H. W. Williams
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago

When

&

Louis, Springfield, Ohio

St.

was sixteen years old, I enlisted in the Slst Regiment,
Canadian militia, and served two years. Those English officers
I

me

taught

the great importance of obeying orders under any

I have remembered to
There was another lesson which they taught me, and
that was to keep my eyes and ears alert all the time; and not
to talk while on duty
I fired about three years for one man, and after I had been
with him about three months, he was nick-named the kid-glove
engineer and all the time I fired for him, he never put his hand
on a wrench, or an oil can. There was perfect harmony between us. Without harmony on an engine, there is not much

and

circumstances; and this lesson

all

this day.

;

efficiency.

no secret about the successful running of a locohave always followed certain rules under all circumSecond,
First, remember you are holding a man's job.
stances.
while running or standing on main track, talking must not be
orders
crew
forget
their
whole
to
known
a
indulged in. I have
Third, keep an incessant
on account of talking and joking.
lookout on the track and slow down for all signals that cannot be
more damage is done and more men
Fourth
clearly seen.
are dismissed from the service on account of strong drink than

There

motive.

is

I

more than 70 per cent of
can be traced to drinking spirituous
Best leave it alone
It surely does reduce efficiency.
Fifth, always take the needed rest as soon after arriving

from any other cause.

the failures of railroad
liquors.
entirely.

.

.

.

I

believe that

men

boy surprise you.
any leisure time, study your business. There
are three books I will mention, two of them are books of rules;
the first is the Bible, and I commend it to railroad men. The
second is the railroad company's book of rules. The third is a

at

the terminal as possible; never let the call

Sixth,

if

there

is

bank book the engineer who does not begin early in life to build
up a bank account, is neglecting part of his duty.
One hears much about "surprise tests," and some object to
If
them.
I have never had occasion to complain about them.
some officer has extinguished a lamp and made me lose a little
time, that was the company's business, not mine; all I had to
do was to report time lost at that place and no questions were
;

.

.

.

asked.

In my 41 years I have had many firemen; and they were all
good runners but one; he was a complete failure, and whiskey

caused his downfall.
Up to about 18S8,

Veneered Steel Bulkhead
illustration, all of the

ing

room

wood

in

Canadian

Pacific Steel

in sight in the

Coach

bulkheads, smok-

partition, etc., is of thin veneer, except the casings

and the moulding.
This veneered steel finish is the invention of R. W. Burnet:,
general master car builder, Canadian Pacific, Montreal, <Jue.
for the door frame

The

First

Railway Mail Cak.

queerest, clumsiest, funniest

little

— A bronze

reproduction of the

old railroad car in

t-he

world

was hung in the train concourse of the new Chicago & North
Western terminal yesterday. The original was built in 1864, and
was the first railway postal car in the country. George B. Armstrong's

name appears below

was

&

was the first source of encouragement
The railroad furnished the financial
backing, and on August 28, 1864, the first mail was carried between Chicago and Clinton, Iowa. It was the knell of the stage
coach. By 1867 two more mail cars had been built and put into
service between Chicago and Fort Howard. Wis., and between
duction

made because

it

to the persistent inventor.

Boone and Council

Bluffs,

strict

adherence to the rules and attending to the business

paid for.

.

.

I

was

.

the reproduction of the car, because

his idea that brought the railway mail service into exNorth Western Railroad had the reproistence. The Chicago
it

we had regular engines and somehow I almost always had a good engine, but I did most of the repairs on
Since our engines have been pooled, my practice
her myself.
has been to go to the engine house early enough to thoroughly
By doing so I have had
inspect the engine I had to take out.
very few engine failures.
never had an accident
and
I have had but few engine failures
worthy of note, and I have never received a reprimand from any
letters;
officer; but instead, have received several complimentary
and my record is still clear. Now, I claim my freedom from
accident and injury to myself and others (for I have never injured a passenger on my train or any other train) is due to

Iowa.— C/iiVago Tribune.

London Post-office Tubes.— A

contract has recently been let

six and
for the construction of a post-office tube line in London
one-half miles long, extending between the eastern district postoffice in

Whitechapel and the Paddington

making connections with

Z'

number

district post-office,

and

of other post-offices.

to
•This is the fourth of a series of articles, made up of useful hinU
prize comlocomotive runners, which were written in connection with the
The previous articles of this series were
petition of several months ago.
27.—
November
and
October
2
September
25,
of
printed in the issues
Editor.

The Railway Problem and
The

Necessity

Is

Emphasized

for

Solution*

Its

Having a Con-

structive Policy in the Practice of Public Regulation

By Samuel Rea
President, Pennsylvania Railroad

no

It is

We

tion.

difficult

can

all

task to sum up the present railroad situasee that something is wrong, but no useful

be served unless we can suggest some constructive methods of improving conditions.
Examine, for instance, the eastern railroads, which reach
the centers of the largest population and heaviest traffic of
the country, and you will find greatly diminished gross revenues and the still greater proportionate reduction in net revenues; their purchasing powers are stringently curtailed, and
their credit has been greatly weakened. This condition arises
from causes largely beyond their own control, so that the return earned during the past year'upon the money invested in
the road and equipment of these roads amounted to less than
4 per cent. This serious conditon is not new, but it is now
acute. We have been living on hope at least since 1910, when
the downward trend was clearly indicated; how much longer
we can exist on that precarious asset, I will not venture to
say, except to suggest that it takes more than hope, advice,
or enthusiasm, or all combined, to pay wages and taxes, provide satisfactory service, pay dividends, and retain a proper
credit basis to obtain capital for improvements and extensions.
Increased traffic will not cure the railroad malady, for up
to the present all the economies and efficiency, obtained by
increased trainloads, etc., have been offset by increased costs,
wages and taxes. These companies therefore need not merely
the very moderate increase in rates for which they petitioned
the Interstate Commerce Commission, but also all the revenue
that can be secured by working out in practice the various
other means suggested by the commission for increasing

purpose

will

revenue.

A

consideration of the railroad position and the eflects
Irreof public regulation must not, however, stop there.
spective of any decision in the rate case now pending, whether
full

(as we trust it will be) or unfavorable,
evident that the time is ripe for suggestions concerning
constructive railroad legislation and policy.
it

be finally favorable

it

is

INVESTORS

MUST HAVE REASONABLE RETURNS

—

need not remind you that after agriculture and what
would agriculture be without railroads? the railroads are not
merely the most important industry in the country, but they
are also in their essence public institutions performing funcI

—

are by their very nature of a public character.
in part by an army of individuals, actually
holding their stocks and bonds, and in part by institutions
such as savings banks, insurance companies, universities, hostions

which

They

are

owned

and other philanthropic enterprises, in the welfare of
which many more millions of individuals are vitally concerned.
These are largely dependent upon income derived from the
money they have invested in the service of the public, and
rightfully they hold railroad managers responsible for this
income. It should be the business of government regulation
not merely to see that the public is properly served by these
railroad managers, but also to see that the owners of the
properties are fairly compensated, and that their revenues are
pitals

sufficient

to

discharge

properly

their

duties

'

to

the

public.

Otherwise the managements of these companies will be prevented from efficiently discharging their 'obligations to the
public and their owners. The railroads must give the public
good service and their operations must be continuous in good
times and in bad. Moreover, the railroads of the country pay
•An address before
December 3. 1914.

the

Chamber

of

Commerce meeting. New York,

Company

over $H0,O0O.00O in taxes every year, a sum equal to 5 per
cent on nearly three billions. of dollars, requiring over 16 per
cent of their net operating revenues. They pay good wages
to their

for

own employees and

the

industries

which

furnish profitable

furnish

railroad

employment

materials

and

supplies.

But apparently the interests of everyone have been safeguarded under public regulation except the interests of those
who furnish the money for the public service; and we must
protect these investors upon whom we must rely for future
capital.
Failure in the last decade to protect the railroads
and railroad investors has at last produced a lack of confidence in public regulation, and we now know that through
the weakness of the railroads, the whole country is suffering.
Upon this great industry, through the operation of too many
hastily enacted federal and state laws, and by failure to provide and adjust the machinery necessary to enforce these laws
by reasonable and practical methods, a mistaken policy of
has been imposed, which has not permitted railroad charges to increase with the enforced increase in the cost
of their operations.
This has caused loss to existing railroads, and has precluded the building of new lines, and the
making of needed improvements and betterments on the
present roads.
The inherent weakness of the present situation is that we
as a people seem to have assumed that the present railroads
repression

and

their

equipment and facilities are complete, and are suffiand future needs, and that the chief function

cient for present

of public regulation

is

to curtail their revenues, increase their

expenses and lessen the margin of return. In this growing
country the present railroads are far from adequate, and
therefore the policy of repression is bound to bring, if it has
not brought already, a day of reckoning. Let us not forget
that if we expect people to continue supplying their savings
for our railroads, present and future, their earnings must continue to be what these investors regard as reasonable and
sufficient, and they are not likely to be governed by the opinions of legislators, or commissions in this respect. The present policy of repression must be modified and lack of con-

must be removed, or these millions of investors will
seek other avenues to utilize their capital.
fidence

There are some particular features of the railroad
which I would

incidental to public regulation, to

situation,

direct at-

tention.

PRESENT CONDITIONS UNENDURABLE

The

are existing under conditions that breed
business depressions, because of arbitrary, heavy and frequently unjustifiable burdens imposed upon them, by legislatures, state and national, and there are still many wasteful
legislative experiments forthcoming unless the authors discover that the public will not willingly pay their cost. Public
opinion is now convinced, I feel, that the railroads are entitled
to more equitable treatment under public regulation.
The present situation is not the result of premediated action or of a clearly defined punitive public policy; it is the
result of our failure to adjust fairly our national conception
of the rights and duties of these common carriers, and to
adapt our new laws for public regulation to rapidly changing
railroads

commercial and

financial conditions.

It is not, therefore, a
but for mutual studj' and cooperation to the end that the evils now existing may be clearly
recognized and corrected. The public, the railroads and the

case for

mere

sterile criticism,
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commissions, state and federal, should unite in an effort to
ascertain and finally establish the principles upon which wise
regulation should hereafter proceed, so as to retain for the
people at large the advantage of our American system of
private ownership and operation under public regulation, and
avoid being forced into another system far less desirable in
a country such as this.
I.

C.

C.

OVER-BURDENED WITH WORK

imporit reasonably be contended that any large and
business enterprise, whether individual or corporate,
could be successfully conducted. if, notwithstanding radically
changed conditions and substantially increased costs of pro-

Can

tant

duction,

it

could only increase prices subject to the power of
its own initiative and with-

an administrative body which on

out a hearing might suspend the increased prices for an exUnder the existing federal law, increases in

tended period?

railroad rates, no matter how reasonable or justifiable, may be
suspended without any hearing, for at least four months after
they would have become operative. In practice, this means

commission, and the suspension may be extended by the commisfive

months

after the rate schedules are filed with the

sion for a further period of six months. It is, therefore, possible even if the new rates are justifiable, for the railroads to
lose nearly a year of benefit from them while the commission
Is the public welfare
is determining their reasonableness.

promoted thereby? From practical experience and in a spirit
of fairness and justice, I should say it is not, and the period
of such suspension, and the determination of the question at
issue,
filing

ought to be restricted to sixty days after the date of
new rate schedules with the commission.

Another trouble in the present situation is that the InterCommerce Commission has been over-burdened with
work and with responsibilities, many of which must be
state

deputed to a large corps of subordinates, so that

in

many

in-

stances direct consideration by the entire commission is impossible. The work of the Interstate Commerce Commission,
as originally designed in 1887. was to prevent unjust dis-

crimination in rates or service, to see that rates were reasonable, to secure publicity of railroad rates and practices, prescribe uniform railroad reports, and primarily act as a referee

betwen the public and the

railroads.

The commission was

given limited, but well defined, powers within reasonable
scope. Now, however, as the result of new laws, the scope
of its control of railroad operations and development has
been largely extended. It could materially assist railroad development, but so far it has proven impossible for seven men
in one center to act not merely as regulators but as administrators of the railroads, leaving the financial results and
responsibility of that administration to be borne by the companies and their owners.
SI.\TE

AND

FEDER.\L

REQUIREMENTS CONFLICT

between
the federal and state laws and orders of commissions, and
of failure to recognize the inroads on railroad revenues of
new laws, orders and governmental awards.
Let me use just one example of the commercial chaos resulting from such conflict. The recent difference in the views
of the Interstate Commerce Commission, on the one hand.
and the Public Service Commission of New York, on the

There

is

also a certain

amount

of disagreement

other, in connection with the allowances to industrial rail-

roads, has, during the last eight months, resulted in freight
rates, via the lines of the New York Central (whose route is
intrastate) from one of the large industries at Buffalo to New

York

City,

and to other places on

its line,

lower than via any

of the other trunk lines, as their routes between Buffalo and
New York are interstate, and there is nothing that the other
railroads could do to meet this situation, injurious as it was,

not only to themselves, but also to industries local to their
lines.

The same

situation, arising

from the same cause, ex-

Vol.

isted in the State of Pennsylvania, as
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between the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad and other trunk lines. These differences must
be reconciled for the welfare of the public and the railroads.

CONSTRUCTIVE SUGGESTIONS
In the practice of public regulation, from the constructive
side. I would at this time suggest:
First.
That the Interstate Commerce Commission should be
materially increased, and so organized as to be able to deal

—

promptly with the very important railroad questions affecting
all parts of this large country, and thus conserve the time and
energy of railroad officers, the public and the commission.
The additional members of the commission should be selected
from men having experience in railroad management, operation, traffic and finance, and if men of broad business experience were also added, it would be very helpful.
Second.

— That
by

influence,

a

the position should be placed beyond political

sufficient to attract

and greatest

office, and with compensation
and retain men of the widest experience

long tenure of

ability.

We

recognize the necessity for

men

of

and technical experience in dealing with banking and other broad business enterprises, and we must recognize that equally wide experience is essential to deal intelligently and wisely with the railroad problems.
Third. That the regulatory power of the Interstate Commerce Commission should be clearly extended to the supervision and control of all rates and practices which directly,
or remotely, affect interstate transportation or commerce.
Fourth. That th'e Interstate Commerce Commission should
be given the power to interfere, by appropriate action, whenever necessary to maintain a rate structure approved by, or
satisfactory to, it, even though, to accomplish this, it should
be necessary for the commission to prevent reductions of
rates which would have a contrary effect, or to compel advances of rates found by the commission to be unreasonably
An unreasonably low rate may be beneficial to some
low.
one or more shippers, but the rates of some other shippers
are sure to be disadvantageously affected thereby.
That for the existing repressive policy of public legisFifth.
lation, a constructive' policy should be submitted, and existing legislation should be so modified as to permit the railroad
companies to do their full share in the development of the

this character

—

—

—

It will naturally follow that the comcountry's resources.
mission should be enabled, and indeed required, in the determination of questions involving railroad rates and practices,
to deal with the questions before it, not merely from the

standpoint of the shipper and the carrier, but from the larger
standpoint of the entire country, and on such economic and
business lines that due and controlling weight may be given
to these larger interests essential to the public welfare. Such
a change in public policy and legislation is requisite to encourage the investment of private capital for railroad exten-

sions and additional facilities.
For instance, I seriously question the practical utility of
railroad valuation, for

I

believe that very few railroads are

know

the public is not required to pay
higher rates on weak roads than on the more conservatively
capitalized railroad lines. Therefore, while the railroads are
cordially and fully co-operating in the work of federal valuation, yet under present conditions and when economies are
being enforced everywhere, I look to the commission, under
such an equitable public policy as I have in mind, not to
commit the country and the railroads to so vast an expenditure until one system, or the lines in one section of the
country shall first be valued and the results demonstrated
to the country.
That, as another necessary result of a constructive
Si.vth.
and equitable policy towards railroads, and with a commission amply strengthened to deal with railroad questions,
over-capitalized,

and

I

—

Congress would no doubt refer to the commission for investigation and report, such legislation as affected wages, em-

December

11,
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SOME DIFFICULT PHASES OF TERMINAL

ployees" working hours and conditions, increased taxes, boiler
inspections, extra and unnecessary men on trains, non-com-

OPERATION*

pensatory mail and parcel post service, railroad valuation, im-

proved stations, grade crossing elimination, and other matters
which seriously affect railway revenues and expenses. Due
weight to these heavy expenditures would thus be given in
approving rate schedules, and a tangible basis would be thereby provided on which to continue the regulation of these matters (if essential to the public welfare) without injustice to
the railroads. The inability of the railroads to protect themselves in respect to increased wages fixed by governmental
action could not be

more

forcibly presented than in the

No-

vember, 1913, report of the Board of Arbitrators under the
Newlands Act, relating to conductors' and trainmen's wages
on which your president served as chairman.
Scivtith.
'1 hat
the extraordinary power to suspend rates
without a hearing should be limited to a period not exceeding sixty daj'S after being filed with the commission, or some
such reasonable period. If after such hearing as could readily
be had within this period, coupled with the information and
data already possessed by the commission, from the current
and special reports made by the railroads, under its uniform
accounting regulations, the commission could not be satisfied
that the increase proposed ought not to be made, the rate
should rightfully become eflfective, and the present confusion
and delay would end.
The railroads as an act of selfpreservation will always endeavor to make their service and
facilities satisfactory, and rates reasonable, because only in
this way can they make friends, encourage business and earn

—

profits.

AN ENLIGHTENED POLICY WILL PREVENT CONFISCATION
Considerable emphasis has been laid upon the fact that the
railroad companies, and their owners, are deprived of an appeal to the courts for the protection of what they conceive to
be their just rights as against the orders of the commission.
I am willing, however, to continue relying upon public regulation and public opinion to protect the railroads, although
I cannot overlook the fact that the eastern railroads are earning a return of less than 4 per cent on their property investment. If this is not approaching confiscation, how much less
must we earn before reaching that point? Surely the country
does not want impoverished railroads unduly restricted in the
conduct of their business. What it does want is strong,
aggressive lines, built and improved with private capital, efficiently managed
and operated, subject to equitable public

By

have suggested may not meet all the difficulties in the
Other helpful suggestions will
public regulation of railroads.
doubtless be forthcoming from railroad and business men and
commercial bodies, etc., and, I trust, from some statesmen.
There can be no difference of opinion that public regulation
must be equitable so far as the railroads are concerned, and
must be adjusted to respond promptly to business conditions.
Such a change will encourage initiative and enterprise in railroad manageemnt and will insure investors, here and abroad,
that their money has the full protection of our laws and that
they will be equitably dealt with.
I believe in regulation by commission, and I urge, therefore,
that we do not encourage destruction of such regulation, but
rather

its

conservation,

by

adapting

it,

as

we have banking

regulation and other laws, to suit the needs of the country as
must look beyond the presthey change from time to time.
ent obstacles and view the whole subject from the statesman's

We

Under an enlightened policy of public regulation,
standpoint.
but not repression, the railroads will be placed and kept in a
strong position to meet increased traffic demands, as well as to
If' we now by equitable
live healthfully in time of depression.
dealing ensure their strength, one of the greatest obstacles to
the recovery of financial confidence and business enterprise can

be removed.

Louis,

St.

—

points can only be secured by the expenditure of
of

money— and

Outlying

subjected.

or

classification

congested districts afford some

move

enormous sumwhich terminal tracks ar

to the improper uses to

auxiliary

relief

yards

in

but do not entirely

the difficulties of the terminal situation in

all

its

less
re-

phases

and they in turn tend to increase unit costs. While fnany yards
have been entirely reconstructed to meet modern needs, most
systems have a few points where conditions are such as to
exert a detrimental influence on the greater part of the line.
So serious has the problem become that there has been a
revolution of methods and even ideas. Where formerly a ter-

minal was considered one factor

in the general scheme of transwhere the yard served the railroad, necessity has demanded a reversal of positions. During certain periods, transportation loses its primacy in the minds of operating officers
in that it is subordinated to the paramount object of keeping
some terminal open to the end that congestion on the line may

portation,

Road

be avoided.

work within a

conditions

may

be responsible for sluggish

terminal, the greatest trouble usually being lack of

or irregular supplies of motive power. When the traffic is not
moved currently, congested conditions are bound to reflect on the
terminal work.
It is much easier and cheaper to prevent a
blockade than to clear one.
While only reasonable sums of

money are needed, unfortunately such funds are not always
available to improve easily remediable conditions, such as shortage of power, an insufficient number of sidings, sidings of insufficient length, etc.

Without depreciating the importance
in

ties

tions

the broader

sense,

it

is

of the question of facili-

well to consider other condi-

which tend to minimize the improvements effected by the
facilities.
It is no uncommon thing for

extension of terminal

an ordinary terminal to hold several hundred cars of grain and
coal awaiting reconsignment to local elevators, industries or
connecting lines.
The entire yard must be switched at least
once every day and often no more than IS or 20 per cent of the
"hold" cars are disposed

The handling

I

Pennington

1 he problem of terminal operation is steadily becoming more
complex, due to the natural expansion of business without a
corresponding increase in facilities an increase that at some

regulation.

What

C. A.

Superintendent of Terminals, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &
and Chesapeake & Ohio, Louisville, Ky.

of.

of team track business

is

made most

difficult

during certain seasons, because of insufficient storage space at
the command of consignees.
In many cases freight is bought
on speculation with no definite market in sight and the railroad
is expected to take care of it.
It is a serious problem when
costly equipment is allowed to stand on valuable team trac'
space while the freight is being peddled in one-horse wagons
The team track storage charge should remedy the trouble somewhat, but something more drastic and broader in its scope is
necessary to help general terminal conditions. A railroad yard
is

no place

neither

is

to store or to retail freight;
it

it

is

designed for grain storage, and

not a coal yard,
its

uses as such

should be discouraged.

To

get the best out of a terminal

and

it

is,

of course, necessary

unnecessary
is an imA consignee may be located on both home
portant feature.
commodities
and
will
handle
certain
and connecting line tracks
at his different warehouses; another will handle all his hay and
oats, for instance, from the team tracks but will reconsign corn
from the hold yard a third may be located entirely off the
home rails on the tracks of two connecting lines. To dispose of
a considerable part of the inbound train promptly on arrival it
to

handle

moves.

cars

quickly

The marking or

definitely,

listing

avoiding

of inbound trains

;

*A paper submitted

in

the

recent

contest

on

the

operation

of

large
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is necessary for the yard clerks to
ous consignees is handled.

know how

freight for vari-

yard clerk interested

mark

the trains,

commodity, on

in

The

the inbound work.

showing

disposition,

name

chalk

clerks

of consignee

but through connecting hne business.

all

In-

cars the train

number and date. This
examined the car

the inspectors have

but indicates the age of any car in the yard. By walking through
the hold or team track yards at any time the yardmaster can

Yard
shown

readily spot any old car or one apparently out of line.

lists of billing with the locations of cars
Cars for the freight house are given a disare also used.
tinguishing mark in accordance with the class of freight, prefAs a double
erence in switching bein.g given special traffic.

checks and

merchandise cars, the warehouse foreman has a list each day of
his billing, and if such cars fail to show up in the house the
matter is promptly called to the attention of the yardmaster.
Any such delays are followed up and responsibility located as
The campaign
between the yard clerk and switch foreman.
for heavier loading of merchandise cars has helped terminals by
This
merely
is
a statement
reducing the number of house cars.
of the fact with respect to yard conditions and not an argument in
favor of the extremely hea\^ loading of cars without regard to
delay, extra handling and increased chance of O S & D claims
In handling industry work, a system can be applied to the
firms doing a large steady business, but the work of small irWe
regular receivers and shippers requires close supervision.
bill all of our industry cars and check the bills regularly, filing
When
bills
are
them when cars have been reported placed.
carried over from one day to the next the cars are located
and the cause of delay ascertained. The bills for all cars loaded
on sidings have shown on the top of the bill the name of the
If any such cars fail to show up promptly for
firm or siding.
outbound movement, the bill shows the yardmaster at a glance
delay to

check against

or

perishable

other

important

where the car was loaded.
Conditions governing the interchange of traffic are so varied
must be formulated entirely to suit local require-

that any plan

ments.

The

supervision

success of any

and the

scheme depends largely on close
of officers to get together on the

ability

ground and "iron out" minor
ability of a

Permanent

irregularities.

connection to handle

its

in-

business indicates a situa-

beyond the power of local officers to regulate. One thing
in common that has brought about trouble in terminals and
between connections this past summer and at other periods is
the flooding of connection points with empty bad-order cars.
tion

Homeward movement
responsible, but

it

of

foreign

cars

is,

of

would further appear that

cars through shop tracks the general practice

course,
in

directly

handling such

on a great many

roads has been to repair cars only sufficiently to get them over
There may be good reasons for such
to "the other fellow."
handling, but it has not worked to the advantage of terminal
points.

It is

apparent that

it

costs less to switch a car through

one shop track and repair it than it does to switch
three or four and make partial repairs. In the latter
stands the additional expense?

it

through

case,

who

Considerable attention is being given at present to damage to
In fact
It is hardly practicable to slow up switching.
conditions are such as to make it imperative to keep crews
speeded up. although it does not necessarily follow that more
freight.

care cannot be used. There is one place, however, where more
time could be given with good results, and that is on the night
manifest ruiis. In some cases the time is too short between the
Under
closing of freight houses and the departure of trains.
pressure to run trains on time, house switching is done with

speed as the main, if not only, object. However, where trains
depart from terminal yards, it is well to get them out of the
way as early as consistent. So far as yard work is concerned,

more opportunities

consignees

cases

leave

for

partly

damage

unloaded

57,

No. 24

at night.

cars

on

In

team

tracks in such shape that an ordinary coupling will displace the

Attention to this feature has been productive of good
give attention to partly load-

contents.

Warehouse foremen must

results.

ed or unloaded merchandise cars.

Close co-operation

and

spectors follow the clerks, observing their marks, and in turn

mark on the corner of the
mark not only shows that

there are always

some

At Louisville we are constantly after consignees for standing
orders in whole or in part. These disposition orders are worked
into a complete alphabetical list and a copy is furnished each

Vol.

among

the

various terminal

departments

of great value in handling the business, particularly the small

is

miscellaneous jobs or "short" work.

Foremen

coaling stations, shop tracks, bulking yards,

of transfer gangs,

etc.,

should antici-

pate their needs sufficiently to allow the yardmasters and con-

ductors to

map

out the work.

When

several people wait until

the last minute to call for engine service there

some disappointment.
successful operation.
ly,

is bound to be
Wide-awake car inspectors contribute to
Not only should trains be handled prompt-

but during intervals the inspectors should look over shop
and other available sources of empty cars and tag all

tracks

and the purpose for
which they are required. Car inspectors, yard clerks and conductors must realize the importance of promptly and properly
filling orders for empty equipment.
This means much to a railRoad engines ready on time, close figures
road's customers.
iin trains, overhauling of the best yard power during dull seasons, close attention to yard tracks and conditions by the maintenance of way department all these things exert an influence.
The local freight office can render valuable assistance by
prompt handling of billing, by securing advance disposition orders
and by urging consignees to dispose of carload freight promptly.
In busy seasons one man's time can be spent profitably in checking lists of "hold" and team tracks, telephoning consignees on
all old cars and straightening out any irregularities.
Through
interline billing is an aid to yard operations as well as a time
office.
Freight
auditors
saver in the
should extend this system
of billing to cover a greater proportion of through business.
Co-operation between the operating and traffic departments is
cars in line with their general condition

—

highly important.
licitors

should not

In attempting to secure business freight somake unreasonable promises which usually

have a boomerang effect. These men should spend some time
around the yard at intervals, in order to know something of conditions and at least roughly understand the time required to make
certain moves. On the other hand, when a yardmaster promises
something he should make good even at a sacrifice. It is also
well to remember that the manner of stating
some request is often resented more than the

what

inability to grant

failure to secure

wanted. It is impossible to prevent all complaints or to
A few shippers constantly play one railroad
satisfy every one.
against another, endeavoring to secure questionable concessions
and are ready to complain on the slightest pretext, principally
in order to keep traffic officers "on edge."
The public as a whole
asks only for reasonable, dependable service, but cannot stand
misrepresentation or being "double-crossed."
It should be impressed on terminal employees that the shipping public makes
Operating and traffic employees must forget
their jobs possible.
that there are such things as "departments" and work together.
Too much thought cannot be devoted to organization and
is

supervision

means
ity,

— not

superficial

direction,

but the supervision that

careful teaching, training and development of latent abil-

a supervision that not only corrects errors but strikes at

the cause.

This

may

of master of trains
officer

is

well apply beyond the terminal.
better written train (ing) master

The

title

and that

within or without a terminal should have his title immind as an everlasting admonition to— trainmaster.

printed on his

Above

things, with a force of terminal clerks, create interwork, let each man feel some responsibility, understand the reason for performing his duties and the result of failure to properly handle his work not the result so far as the
employee is concerned but the effect on the company he represents. It is not possible to perfect an error-proof organization
but we may aim high, and by patient, well directed effort produce results of a satisfactory nature, bearing in mind the fact
that a well regulated smooth-working terminal is one of the railall

est in the

—

road's best advertisements.
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HANDLING FREIGHT WITH STORAGE
BATTERY TRUCKS

nel side
rivets.

flexible

Electric trucks for handling express and baggage have been

use for some time past at a number of passenger terminals.
Their application is gradually being extended to the handling
in

and to the handling of materials around shops. One
most extensive installations of this kind for handlint;

of freight
of

the

1093

members and steel end castings which are joined by
Power is furnished by a lead storage battery having
rubber jars assembled in a crcosoted wooden tray and

suspended below the platform

The truck

in a

cradle attached to the side

wound automobile
and damp proof frames, which are electrically connected in multiple and work independently of each
other.
This arrangement greatly simplifies the transmission by
eliminating the countershaft, chains and differential, the pinion
channels.

motors enclosed

is

driven by two series

in dust

Truck Ascending Steep Grade

to the

Deck

of the

Ship

Battery Rechsu-ging Switch Board for Storage Battery Trucks, Fier

No. 14, Fall River Line
15, Xorth
York, where twenty electric storage battery trucks
together with complete facilities for battery recharging have
been installed by the Sprague Electric Works.
These trucks have a heavily bound oak platform located 22j^
in. from the ground.
The platform rests upon a frame of chan-

freight

River,

is

that of the Fall River Line. Piers 14 and

New

on each motor meshing directly with a gear bolted to one of the
driving wheels.
The ma.ximum speed of the truck, light, on a
level floor, is nine miles per hour. With a one-ton load the maximum speed on the level is seven miles per hour, and it will operate successfully up a 25 per cent grade under full load.
The truck is operated from a platform at one end on which
the operator stands with one foot on the brake pedal, the controller lever in one hand and the steering lever in the other.

Receiving Platform, Fall River Line, Piers 14 and 15, North River

'
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Beyond

The brake

is so arranged that it is set at all times until released
by pressure on the brake pedal. An automatic switch is connected with the brake lever so that when the brake is applied
the switch is open. It can only be closed by releasing the brakes
and prevents running the truck with the brake applied or the
possibility of accident from movement of the controller handle

while loading or unloading the truck.

The

controller

is

ar-

to give three speeds forward and three speeds reverse.
stop the truck the operator simply takes his hand from the

ranged

To

from the brake pedal.
While the conditions under which the storage battery trucks
are operating on the piers of the Fall River Line are in some
respects different from those to be found in railway freight stations handling the same amount of business, the methods of

and

foot

his

lifts

classifying and stowing freight in the boats are such as to

make

a brief study of the operation of these trucks of interest from
a railway standpoint. The Fall River Line boat arrives at New

York

morning,
loaded with outbound
in the

is

unloaded during the forenoon and
leaving

freiglit,

New

re-

Y'ork late in the

and outbound freight
A large part of the inbound
is done at the piers in New York.
freight is shipped from Boston and other New England points to
Fall River by rail and transferred directly from the trains to the
boat, while freight from New York is transferred directly from
All classifying of both inbound

afternoon.

the boat to trains for rail delivery.

Before the storage battery trucks were installed it was customary for a large proportion of the shippers' wagons to drive
directly onto the dock both to receive and to deliver freight.
Those receiving freight loaded directly from the piles where
When the dock became conthe consignments were stored.
gested, as often happened, in order "to avoid delay it was necessary to truck many consignments to the bulkhead by hand for
This materially increased the
Trucks delivering outbound freight drove
cost of handling.
where
the freight was unloaded,
to the gangway of the ship,
weighed, checked and trucked by hand direct to the deck of the
delivery to the waiting trucks.

at

of shippers' trucks which could be unloaded,
limited by the space directly in front of the

The number

ship.

one time was

gangway, and

during the day, to avoid congestion,

at times

it

was necessary to assist the drivers in unloading. A large number
of men were required to truck the freight to the ships, as there
was no room for temporary storage on the dock. One man
could handle but a small load when the conditions were best,
and

at

high tide the grades up the gangplank were such that he

required assistance.

either end of the platform

which the

electric trucks

in

the methods of receiving and delivering

by the use of

all

;

unloading the

In

ship

the

built
is

in

sections

;

the outer

section,

permanent and contains two scales

of the portable platforms are
is

is

available on the ship to

received.

No

effort

cumulated on the platform

with

unloaded,

is

the proper places on the dock.
There are times when grades on. the gangplank are as high as
25 per cent, owing to the tides.
These are negotiated by the
loaded electric trucks without difficulty, while with the hand

trucks
In

it

is

man

impossible for one

to take a load

up such grades.

truck will

carry several
can carry with a hand truck, and
will travel three or four times as fast.
While the reduction in
of

classes

all

freight

times the amount that one

amount of labor

the

the

electric

man

effected by the use of the electric trucks

number

varies somewhat, depending upon a
tions,

is

it

of changeable condi-

men

stated that appro.ximately 100 less

are required

when using the hand
trucks exclusively, this being equivalent to a reduction of about
one-third of the entire force.
during the rush hours than were required

THE MAGNOLIA CUT-OFF OF THE
PLACED
The

W.

first

July

& Ohio

17,

&

O.

track on the 12-mile cut-off between Orleans Road.

which has been built by the Bal(Railway Age Gametic.
last Sunday.
This por-

Va., and Little Cacapon,

timore

B.

SERVICE

IN

1914),

at

cost of $6,000,000

a

was opened

for traffic

tion of the road has a freight density of 15,000,000 tons per mile

of road, this unusually heavy traffic being occasioned by the fact

two main lines from Chicago and St. Louis, respectively,
at Cumberland, Md., just west of the new cut-off.
The new line, which has two tracks, will be used for eastbound
freight traffic only, all passenger service being maintained on
the old two-track line along the Potomac river in order to
that the

converge

The new

avoid tunnels.

reduces the curvature 887 deg.,
maximum grade eastbound from

line

the distance six miles, and the

0.5 per cent to 0.1 per cent, eliminating a helper

The

long.

construction of the

new

grade 2.8 miles
excavation

line involved the

nels with a

combined length of 7,100 ft., the placing of 25,000 cu.
and 50,000 cu. yd. in retaining walls,

yd. of concrete in bridges,

filled

a sufficient

make room

is

made

to

until the

is

amount

for the stowing

unloaded.

receiving platform.

The new. line

ated

months under the direction of

engineer, and John T. Wilson,
R.\iLvv.\y

report

Construction
that

in
the

China.

F. L. Stuart,

chief

engineer.

district

—A

projected

recent

line

from

British

con-

Kochiu

to

Pishihchai on the French railway continues to be the subject
of negotiations; but neither the officials nor the people are in

transfer the freight acship

steel bridges.

equipped with automatic signals and trains will be operThis improvement was comby telephone despatching.

will be

at each

When

rot in use the portable platforms are hoisted out of the way,
t'nis facilitating the loading of the electric trucks directly from
the

loaded

sular

of outbound freight, and a few electric trucks are assigned to
transferring the freight from the receiving platforms as fast as
it

it

or that

door; the inner section is subdivided into five parts, each of
which may be lifted out of the way when not in use. In the
morning the portable plat^forms are lowered and are used for
storage. As freight is received it is weighed, checked and sorted
according to railway routing at the other end of the line. Beall

are

sorted as

in

pleted in 18

of space

is

the trucks going to the various piles and distributing their loads

duced if not entirely eliminated by keeping trucks delivering
outbound freight off the docks entirely. To accomplish this a
receiving platform, one inch lower than the loaded electric truck,
has been built at the bulkhead to receive all outbound freight.

fore

trucks

electric

which

freight regardless of marks,

and the erection of 3,000 tons of

nearest the doors,

from as many

the receiving doors, to unload

as 20 trucks at one time
the electric trucks, because of their
speed and load capacity, are able to take care of the transfer to
the ship without congestion and at a greatly reduced labor cost.

put into effect which have resulted in materially improving conditions on the piers as well as greatly reducing the cost of handling. Congestion has been greatly refreight have been

is

door through

a receiving

may

of 3.500.000 cu. yd. of rock and earth, the driving of four tun-

After the installation of the electric trucks a careful study was

made and changes

This platform

is

No. 24

57,

be run to be loaded directly from
the shippers' trucks.
This makes unnecessary the handling of
freight across the platform which does not require weighing.
Since all freight has been received at the bulkhead it is possible,

controller lever which automatically returns to the neutral position,

Vol.

favor of

it,

states

as the traffic

is

not considered sufficient to justify

agreement has tecently been made with
the Banque Industrielle of Tientsin, a Franco-Chinese institubuild
a railway from Ch'in Chou, west of
tion, for a loan to
Pakhoi in Kuangtung, to Y'unnanfu and, according to the
Chinese press, the line will pass through Nanning, Poseh,
At Singyi it will presumably link up
Singyi and Lo Ping.
with the hne from Shashih, the contract for which has been
its

construction.

An

;

awarded to a British firm. The construction of these two lines,
which will place Y'unnanfu in railway communication with the
Y'angtze on the north and the ocean on the south, will be
of great benefit to the trade of this province as well as that of

Kweichow.

I

:

General News Department
^1
Conductors on the Northern Pacific are negotiating with the
for a new schedule of wages and working con-

management
ditions.

The shops of the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern at
Argenta, Ark., which were closed recently were reopened on
December 1, putting 600 men back at work.

The railroads of Louisiana, at a recent meeting in New
Orleans, decided to adopt for use throughout that state the
National demurrage rules, as promulgated by the American
Railway Association.
Marietta, Ga., December 2, John Nolan, who robbed passengers on a train of the Louisville & Nashville, near Atlanta,
about a year ago, was, on second trial, found guilty, and sentenced
to imprisonment for 20 years.

At

President Kenly, of the Atlantic Coast Line, announces that
reductions of from 6 per cent to 10 per cent have been made
in the salaries of all persons in the employ of the company
receiving $200 or more a month.

At Allentown, Pa., this week, J. H. Freyer, a car inspectoi
of the Philadelphia & Reading, 27 years old, was sentenced
to 45 years' imprisonment for numerous robberies in railroad
stations, post offices and dwellings.

The

"health e.xhibit" cars of the Louisiana State Board of
Health are being taken around the country by the railways of
the southern states without charge and the cars have recently
visited New Orleans, Richmond, Jacksonville, Atlanta, Macon
;

and a dozen other

On November

cities.

the 10-stall frame engine house of the
Horace, Kan., was destroyed by fire. The
estimated loss of the building is $12,000; six locomotives
which were in the roundhouse at the time of the fire were

Southern Pacific

damaged

26,

at

to the extent of $30,000.

elapse before this or any part of the Lexington avenue line will
be ready for operation.

The Bureau of Mines, of the Interior Department, has eight
mine-rescue cars traveling through the different mining districts, giving instructions to miners in rescue, first aid and
safety methods. The bureau also has five mine-rescue stations in different coal fields from which it is carrying on
similar work.
Legislation now pending in Congress will, if
enacted, provide for continuous operation of cars throughout
the year.

The

Most

of the railroads haul the cars free.

Cincinnati,

henceforth to buy

Hamilton & Dayton announces that it expects
ties from the farmers along the line instead

of from jobbers.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford, having been accused
of contemplating a change in its policy of buying ties largely
from New England producers, has assured President C. M. Ely
of the Lumber Manufacturers' Association of Southern New
England, that a very large proportion of the company's ties will
still be bought in the territory adjacent to its lines; probably
1.600,000 during the coming year.
In the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1914, 2,060,485 ties were laid, compared with 1,814,190
in 1913, and 1,493.786 in 1912.
Of those laid last year about
1.800,000 were bought in New England.
The company has been
prompted by motives of economy to experiment with outside ties
on certain portions of its line where the expense of renewing

naturally very high. The cost of replacing ties in stone
is about 50 per cent greater than for gravel and about
75 per cent higher than in dirt or cinders. For the inside tracks
on a four-track, stone-ballasted line the expense is even higher.
ties is

ballast

The life of a tie has become therefore a most important factor.
Experience has shown that the oak ties produced in New England last about four years in rock ballast, and the chestnut ties
from five to seven years. The company has decided to buy this
year 100,000 long leaf yellow pine ties for use on its main lines
so as to see if they will last any longer than ties now used.

the enlargement of its shops at Nashville, Tenn., and
the addition of several new machines, the Nashville, Chattanooga
& St. Louis contemplates giving employment to between 400 and
500 additional men in the work of Ijuilding its own freight cars.
It is estimated that 1,000 cars will be built annually by the com-

Summary of Revenues eind Expenses of Steam Roads in September
The Bureau of Railway Economics' summary of revenues and

pany.

expenses

car shops for the Chicago & Eastern Illinois at Oak
Lawn, near Danville, 111., adjoining the locomotive repair shops,
were completed on December 1, and the new building was put
At the same time the old shops, which Had
into use at once.
been closed for some time, resumed operations with a full force

follows

Through

The new

working 40 hours a week.

A

freight train of the Grand Trunk, stopped near Valparaiso, Ind., on the night of December 6, because of some
trouble with the running gear, was robbed, while standing.
of 36 tubs of butter. Two masked men intimidated the engineman and conductor with revolvers, and they had three
accomplices, with an automobile, to carry away the biitter.
Just how or why the train had been stopped is not explained.

R. A. McCranie, receiver of the Florida Central, advises us
that the track of this road from Thomasville, Ga., south to a
point in Florida just beyond Roddenbery, Ga., a distance of 15
miles, is to be abandoned and taken up. This point is V/2 miles
south of the Georgia-Florida boundary. From here southward
the line has been sold to the Atlantic Coast Line. This section
runs through Stringer, Wadesboro and Capitola to Fanlew, 32
miles.

The cuts and tunnels for the Lexington avenue subway. NewYork City, the new north-and-south line now under construction
on the east side of Msnhattan. have been opened through from
Fifty-third street to t'le Harlem river, something over three
miles; that is to say, there
to walk through, on foot,

is

all

an opening big enough for a man
Many months must
of the way.

and comments thereon

for

September,

1914,

are

as

Railways operating 228,041 miles of line are covered by this
summary, or about 90 per cent of all steam railway mileage in
Their operating revenues for the month of
the United States.
This amount inSeptember, 1914, amounted to $269,581,592.
cludes revenues from freight and passenger traffic, from carrying mail and express, and from miscellaneous sources connected
with rail and auxiliary operations. Compared with September,
1913, these operating revenues show a decrease of $13,792,318.
Total operating revenues per mile averaged $1,182 in September, 1914, and $1,257 in September, 1913, a decrease of $75, or
6.0 per cent.

Operating expenses, which include the cost of maintaining
track and equipment, operating trains, securing traffic, and of
This was $14,380,302
administration, amounted to $178,086,808.
These operating expenses per
less than for September, 1913.
and $854 in SepSeptember,
1914,
mile of line averaged $781 in
tember, 1913. a decrease of $73 per mile, or 8.5 per cent.
Net operating revenue, that is, total operating revenues of rail
and auxiliary operations less operating expenses, amounted to
$91,494,784, which was $587,984 more than for September, 1913,
but this increase is due 10 increase in operated mileage, as is
shown by the fact that net operating revenue per mile decreased.

Net operating revenue per mile of line averaged $401 in September, 1914. and $403 in September, 1913, a decrease of $2 per
mile, or 0.5 per cent.
Taxes for the month of September amounted to $11,434,768,
or $50 per mile, an increase of 2.0 per cent over September, 1913.
Operating income, which is net revenue from rail and auxil-
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iary operations, less taxes, averaged $351 per mile of line, and
in September, 1913, ?3S4, thus decreasing $3, or 0.9 per cent.
Operating income for each mile of line for each day in Sep-

tember averaged

$11.69,

:

and

in

September, 1913, $11.80.

Oper-

ating income is that proportion of their operating receipts which
remains available to the railways for rentals, interest on bonds,
appropriations for betterments, improvements, new construction,
and for dividends.
The railways of the eastern district show a decrease in total

operating revenues per mile of line as compared with September, 1913, of 5.5 per cent, the railways of the southern district
a decrease of 8.9 per cent, and the railways of the western district a decrease of 5.0 per cent.
Operating expenses per mile
decreased 10.4 per cent in the east, decreased 4.9 per cent in
the south, and decreased 7.1 per cent in the west.
Net operating revenue per mile increased 6.9 per cent in the East, decreased 19.0 per cent in the south, and decreased 1.5 per cent
in the West.
Taxes per mile show increases of 2.4 per cent in
the east, of 2.0 per cent in the south, and of 2.1 per cent in the
west.
Operating income per mile increased 7.5 per cent in the
east, decreased 22.3 per cent in the south, and decreased 2.0
per cent in the west.
The operating ratio for September, that is. the per cent of total
operating revenues absorbed in operating expenses, was 66.1 per
cent, which is comparable with 67.9 per cent in September, 1913,
and 64.3 per cent in September, 1912. The operating ratio in the
eastern district for September was 67.9 per cent, as compared
with 71.6 per cent for September, 1913; was 74.7 per cent in the
southern district as compared with 71.5 per cent in 1913; was
61.4 per cent in the western district, as compared with 62.8 per
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1913, they show a decrease in total operating revenues per mile
of 6.2 per cent, a decrease in operating expenses per mile of
5.3 per cent, and a decrease in net operating revenue per mile
of 8.5 per cent. This net operating revenue per mile decreased
12.1 per cent in the east as compared with the corresponding
period of the previous year, decreased 5.5 per cent in the south,
and decreased 5.8 per cent in the west.
The diagram shows the variations in operating revenues, operating expenses, and net operating revenue per mile for the
separate months of the calendar year 1913 and of the calendar
year 1914 to date. The following table shows the per cent of

operatmg revenues consumed by each

class of expenses

Per Cent of Total Operating Revenues
Three months

September, 1914
*

,

Account
Freight revenue

Passenger revenue
Mail revenue
Express revenue
All other revenues

Maintenance

of

,

United

Eastern

Southern

Western

States

District

District

District

of the

year
1915

fiscal

68.7
22.4

67.5
22.8

71.4
21.3

69.0
22.4

1.8

1.5

1.7

2.2

1.8

2.2
4.9

2.2

2.2

2.2

2.1

4.9

6.0

3.4

4.3

12.8
16.2

12.0
17.1

1.8

1.5

32.5
0.5

34.3
2.2
0.8

IS.O
20.1
2.6
34.0
2.8
0.2

66.1

67.9

74.7

66.9
24.2

way and

structures

Maintenance of equipment
expenses
Transportation expenses..
General expenses
All other expenses
Traffic

Total operating expenses

2.3

13.0
14.1

.

13.2
16.6

1.8

1.9

30.0

33.0
2.3

2.2
0.3

0.6

61.4

67.6

Railway Business Association

cent in 1913.

Comparison of returns for three months of the current fiscal
year with those of the corresponding months of the previous

The sixth annual dinner of the Railway Business Association was held at the Waldorf-Astoria, New York, Thursday

year reveals a decrease in total operating revenues per
mile of 5.6 per cent, a decrease in operating expenses per mile
of 7.6 per cent, and a decrease in net operating revenue per
mile of 1.0 per cent.
This net operating revenue per mile increased 2.2 per cent
in the east as compared with the corresponding period of the
previous year, decreased 7.4 per cent in the south, and decreased
1.7 per cent in the west.
When the returns for the nine months of the calendar year
1914 are compared with tnose of the corresponding months of

December 10, with George A. Post as toastmaster.
There were almost exactly a thousand members and their
guests present and the two speakers were Fairfax Harrison,
president of the Southern Railway, and Warren G. Harding,
United States senator-elect from Ohio. President Harrison's
address is given in full elsewhere in this issue. Senator Hard-

fiscal

All

evening,

address will appear in the issue of next week.
of the features which added to the general enthusiasm
of the dinner was the distribution of a newspaper, printed
especially for the occasion, containing a speech by Mr. Post,
ing's

One

Southern Group

Eastern Group

Roads

Western Group
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president of the association, and also containing news and advertisements of wit or humor, or both.

eighth annual
smoker and entertainment in the Grand Ball Room of the Waldorf-Astoria, New York, at 8:30, Friday evening, December 18.
The program is to be the "Club Mystery," and will not be revealed until the evening of the meeting.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS

No. 24

iiniiiiiriiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiimiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiir-

News
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The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe last week raised
bargo on grain to Galveston, Tex., for export.

minutes

each month.

its

em-

late

because of fog.

The southwestern roads have
Commerce Commission similar

tariffs with the Interstate
those of the western trunk
advancing freight rates on a number of commodities and
making changes in charges for special services.
filed

to

lines,

—

Chas. W. Hunt, 220 W. 57th St.,
Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Wednesday in month, exand August, 220 W. 57th St., New York.
American Society op Engineering Contractors. J. R. W'emlinger, II
Broadway, New York. Regular meetings, 2d Thursday in month, at
2 P. M., 11 Broadway, New York.
American Wood Preservers' Association. F. J. Angier, B. & O., Mt.
Royal Sta., Baltimore, Md. Next convention, January 19-21, 1915,

American Society of Civil Engineers.
York.

cept June, July

—

—

Chicago.

—

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers. G. P.
Next meeting, December 8-9,
Conard, 75 Church St., New York.
Richmond. Va.
Canadian Railway Club. James Powell, Grand Trunk, P. O. Box 7, St
Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in
Lambert (near Montreal), Que.
month, except June, July and August, Windsor Hotel. Montreal Que.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers. Clement H. McLeod, 176 ^Iansfield St., Montreal, Que.
Regular meetings, 1st Thursday in October,
November, December, February, March and April, .\nnual meeting,
January, Montreal.
Car Foremen's Association of Chicago. Aaron Kline, 841 Lawler Ave.,
Chicago.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except July and
August, Lytton Bide., Chicago.
Central Railway Clib.— H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in January, May. September and November.
Annual meetings, 2d Thursday in March, Hotel Statler, Buffalo, N. Y.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania. Elmer K. Hiles, 2511
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Tuesday,

—

—

—

—

Pittsburgh.

—

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago. A. M. Hunter, 321
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday, preceding 3d Thursday in month. Room 1856, Transportation Bldg.,
Chicago.

—

New England

Railroad Club. W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in month, except June,
July, August and September, Boston.
New York Railroad Club.— Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, except June, July and August,
29 W. 39th St., New York.
Niagara Frontier Car Men's .Association. E. Frankenberger, 623 Brisbane Bldg.. Buffalo, N. Y. Meetings monthly.
Peoria .Association of Railroad Officers. M. W. Rotchford, Union Station, Peoria, III.
Regular meetings, 2d Thursday in month, Jefferson

—
—

Hotel, Peoria.

Railroad Club of Kansas City.— C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas
City, Mo.
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.
Railway Business Association. Frank W. Noxon. 30 Church St., New
York.
.Annual meeting. December 10, 1914, Waldorf- .Astoria Hotel,

—

New

York.
Railway Club of Pittsburgh. J. B. Anderson. Room 207, P. R. R. Sta.,
Pittsburgh, Pa. Regular meetings, 4th Friday in month, except June,
July and August, Monongahela House, Pittsburgh.
Richmond Railroad Clue. F. O. Robinson, C. & O., Richmond, Va.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July and

—

—

-August.

—

Louis Railway Club. B. W. Frauenthal. Union Station, St. Louis,
Mo. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June, July and
.August.

St.

Louis.

—

Salt Lake 'Transportation Club. R. E. Rowland, Hotel Utah Bldg.,
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Regular meetings, 1st Saturday of each month,
Salt Lake City.
Southern .Association of Car Service Officers. E. W^ Sandwich, A. &
W. P. R. R., .Atlanta, Ga. Next regular meeting, January 21, 1915,

—

.Atlanta. Ga.

Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.

—

.A. J.
Merrill. Grant Bldg.,
Regular meetings, 3d Thursday, Januarv, March, May,
July, September, November, 10 A. M., Candler Bldg., .Atlanta.
Toledo "Transportation Club. Harry S. Fox, Toledo. Ohio.
Regular
meetings. 1st Saturday in month, Boody House, Toledo.
Traffic Club of Chicago. W. H. W^harton. La Salle Hotel. Chicago.
Traffic Club of New York. C. A. Swope, 291 Broadway, New York.
Regular meetings last Tuesday in month, except June, July and
.August. W'aldorf-.Astoria, New York.
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.— D. L. Wells, Erie R. R., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Meetings bimonthly, Pittsburgh. Annual meeting, 2d Monday in June.
Traffic Club of St. Louis. .A. F. Versen, Mercantile Library Bldg.,
St. Louis, Mo.
Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings
October to Mny.
Transportation Club of Detroit. W. R. Hurley, Superintendent's ofEce,
L. S. & M. S., Detroit, Mich.
Meetings monthly, Normandie Hotel,
^

.Atlanta, Ga.

—

—

—

—

—

Detroit.

—

W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, WinMan. Regular meetings, 2d Monday, except June, July and
Aueust, W^innipeg.
Western 'Raihv.^y Club. J. W. Taylor, 1112 Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
Regular meetings. 3d Tuesday in month, except June, July and

Western Canada Railway Club.
nipeg,

—

.August.

Karpen

Bldg.. Chicago.

Western Society of Engineers.—J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,
Regular meetings, 1st Monday in month, except January,
Chicago.
Extra meetings,
and August, Chicago.
August, generally on other Monday evenings.
July

57,

During the month of October the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy ran 93 passenger trains from Denver to Chicago, 1.034
miles, of which 92 arrived exactly on time.
One train was 11

The following list gives the names of secretaries, dates of next or regular
meetings, and places of meeting of those associations which will meet during
Hereafter the full list of meetings and conventions
the neit three months.
will be published only in the first issue of the Railway Age Gazette for

St.

miuin

Traffic

The New York Reiilroad Club
The New York Railroad Club will hold its

New

Vol.

except

in

July

and

The New York, New Haven & Hartford has invited large
of New England merchants and others to attend a
conference at Boston, December IS, to consider the promotion of export business.
The road will give a luncheon to
its visitors at the .'\merican House, Tuesday noon.
numbers

.\t the recent annual meeting of the Traffic Club of Kansas
City the following officers were elected for the ensuing year
President. Frank M. Cole, general agent. New York Central
Lines; first vice-president, F. W. Fratt; second vice-president,
H. A. Richards, commercial agent. Grand Trunk; secretarytreasurer, A. Wild.

of the Nashville, Chattanooga &
Louis has received a letter from a clergyman enclosing
a draft for $6.31 to pay for a trip over the line in 1910 on
which he failed to pay fare for his boy, although the boy was
six years old.
The amount included not only the half fare
rate but interest at six per cent.

The passenger department

St.

Precautions against the spread of the foot and mouth
disease continue to be maintained strictly in many directions.
In Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Connecticut the Depart-

ment

of .-Vgriculture has ordered a quarantine prohibiting the
transportation of hay, except where the shippers can certify
that it has not been near infected animals.

The new Northern Pacific double track line from Tacoma,
Wash., south to Tenino, 43.7 miles, which was built to replace
the existing single track line between those places will be opened
for business on December 15.
This work was described in the
Railway Age Gazette of July 24, 1914, page 159. The line is to
be used jointly by the Northern Pacific and the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company.
J. B. Munson, receiver of the Macon & Birmingham, has
applied to the railroad commission of Georgia for authority
to increase passenger fares from three cents a mile to four
cents, to increase certain freight rates, and to take off two
passenger trains. The passenger trains of the road, as a
whole, are run at a loss, the pay received for carrying passengers, mail and express being insufficient to pay operating
expenses, to say nothing of roadway interest and other fixed

charges.

Joseph
Chicago,

Beifeld.
is

president of the

Hotel

Sherman Company,

circulating 25,000 copies of a pamphlet entitled

"How

Back Prosperity," advocating general advances in freight
rates as the best means of promoting the prosperity of the coun"The more I talk with business men," said Mr. Beifeld,
try.
"the more I am convinced that the railroad situation is responsto Get

ible for the financial condition of the people of the

The

railroads

need

increased

freight

rates

if

United States.
they

are

to

progress."

—

Notes from J.\pan. There are now within a radius of 50
miles of Osaka nearly 250 miles of double track in operation
and 80 miles more under construction or proposed in the near
future.
The growth of light railways has been slower, there
being at present less than SO miles, but another 50 miles are
under construction. Numerous plans are projected, but hitherto these have been held up by lack of capital.
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ex-lake domestic rate on wheat is 6% cents per bushel, or one
cent per bushel higher than the export rate. That has been the
relation between export and domestic ex-lake rates since May 1,
1S08, and in the opinion of the commission should be retained.

|

(32

I.

C.

C,

212.)
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STATE COMMISSIONS

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
Investigation by the Interstate
financial history of the

Commerce Commission

Pere Marquette was begun

Public Utilities Commission held a hearing
in Chicago on Monday on the proposed tariff, filed by the
railways, imposing a charge for 1. c. I. trap-car service. At the
suggestion of the commission a committee of shippers was
appointed to confer with the railroad attorneys and to present
a report on the subject at a hearing on January 12.

The

of the

hearing

at a

The
Mich., last week before Commissioner Hall.
principal witnesses who testified were J. L. Cramer, controller
Pere
Marquette,
and
Sikes,
auditor.
C. S.
of the
in

Detroit,

The Illinois Public Utilities Commission has issued an order
when a change is made by a railroad in the time of arrival
or departure of a passenger train, or when any regular train,
or station or agency is to be discontinued, such information shall
be posted in a conspicuous place in each station affected by the
change at least five days before the change is to become ef-

Kansas-Iowa Brick Rates

that

Standard Vitrified Brick Company ct al. v. Chicago, BurlingOpinion by Commissioner Clements
ton & Quincy et. a!.
Upon rehearing, the commission finds that a rate of 12j^ cents
per 100 lb. on brick (except bath, tile and enameled) in carloads
from points in the Kansas gas belt to stations in Iowa on the
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy is not unreasonable. A proposed
increase from 10 to 12^ cents per 100 lb. from the same points
of origin to certain stations in Iowa on the Chicago. Rock Island
& Pacific is found justified. (32 I. C. C, 208.)

fective.

Rates on Glass from West Virginia Points
Virginia Glass Manufacturers' Association et al.
Baltimore
Oluo et al. Opinion by Commissioner McChord:
The commission finds that the rates on window glass from
Clarksburg, W. Va., to destinations eastbound are not unreasonable. It is found, however, that the four points of Weston, Salem,
West Union and Clarksburg should be grouped and given the
Clarksburg rate, westbound, and that the Clarksburg group should
be put on the same basis as the Pittsburgh group with respect to
westbound rates. Although the present rates on westbound traffic
are found unreasonable and discriminatory, reparation is denied.

Central

JJ'est

&

V.

(32

I.

C.

C,

218.)

Grain Rates from Buffalo to

New York

Sustained

York Produce Exchange v. New York Central
son River et al. Opinion by Commissioner Clements:

New

that

Complainants allege
from Buffalo, N. Y. Erie,

&

Hud-

on ex-lake export grain

the rates

Pa., and other lake ports to New
and that they are disCity are unreasonable per se
criminatory in that they are higher than the divisions which
the defendants receive of the all-rail export grain rate from
Chicago to New York. It is also alleged that the defendants
unduly prefer Montreal and discriminate against New York
;

York

;

Defendants maintain during
by the existing rate adjustment.
the period of navigation an ex-lake export rate from Buffalo to
New York on wheat, the principal grain here involved, of SYz
cents per bushel. The rate from Chicago to Montreal by water
on the same traffic is ZVz cents per bushel. During the open
navigation season of 1913. the amount of wheat exported through
New York was about 31,000,000 bushels, and from Montreal
Complainants wish the carriers to
about 34,000,000 bushels.
establish a scale of rates varying with respect to different perate
not exceeding AV2 cents per bushel
or
a
riods of the year
from Mav 1 to November 1 of each year.
The commission notes that it is not unlawful to maintain
during the period of navigation, in order to meet competition,
lower rates than are maintained during the remainder of the
year, provided the maximum rates are not unreasonable and
the lower rates are not prejudicial.
It is held that the commission has no power to order the establishment of a scale of rates such as complainant requests.
While carriers may take competition into consideration and
make rates to meet it, the commission has never held that it
In such a cas« the question of
could compel them to do so.
policy or expediency in fixing a rate which is less than the

what is reasonable is und^r the law left to the
The carriers are also
discretion and judgment of the carrier.
upheld in their argument that they have no voice in making
in the movement of
participate
not
do
and
Montreal
rates to

maximum

of

export grain to that port.

It

Illinois

further appears that the present

•

A hearing was held before the Missouri Public Service Commission at Jefferson City, on December 2, on the application of
the Missouri railroads for general advances in freight and passenger rates throughout the state. The principal witnesses for
the railroads were B. F. Bush, president of the Missouri Pacific,
and O. M. Spencer, general solicitor for the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, who told the commission that if relief is not afforded the railroads of the state the results will be disastrous
Detailed testimony regarding the financial
to the companies.
condition of the roads and the rate situation was given by Frank
Nay, controller, and Stanley Johnson, assistant freight traffic
manager of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.

COURT NEWS
Stopping-in-Transit at Nashville

The Supreme Court of the United States has sustained the
Interstate Commerce Commission in its decision prohibiting
railroads from granting grain reshipping privileges at NashThis reverses the Comville, to the disadvantage of Atlanta.
The
merce Court's decision, which had annulled the order.
commission held that Atlanta and like points must have the
same privileges as Nashville. The railroads put Nashville in
the same position with Ohio river points by allowing dealers
at Nashville to stop their through shipments from the northwest to Georgia and other southern cities, at Nashville, for
cleaning, classifying and sacking.

—

German Control
the

German

of Belgi.'^n R.\ilw.'\ys. It is reported that
military authorities in Belgium have constituted three

railway administration departments, with headquarters at Brussels, Charleroi, and Libremont.

The Japanese Train Boy.— According to a book treating of
the lighter side of life in Japan, written by a native, T. Fujimoto, the train boy is a most important functionary in that
His duties seem to be a compound of those of the
country.
conductor and of the youth in this country who peddles candy
and magazines en route. Incidentally, he has to look after the
itinerant vendors of postcards and other souvenirs who ply
"Outsiders,"
their trade on the trains despite the regulations.
said one of the train boys to the author, "think that our life
is simple and eas}', but on the contrary, we are in a weak and
we are strictly ordered
pitiful position with the passengers
that, even if we are beaten by them we must not strike back
For the discharge of these onerous functions,
against them."
the salary is only $10 a month, "but we have such a confidence
in our duty that we take the whole charge of the Imperial
Japanese Railways." This is apparently due to the fact that
the railways are known by the train boys they keep "the reputation of the railways solely rests or depends upon the train
boys, because if it becomes bad the cause is always ascribed
to the bad treatment of passengers by the boys, while there are
no faults in the train itself." Formerly the boys were not permitted to receive tips, but this regulation has now been
;

;

abolished.
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authority of

J.

W.

Farrell, trainmaster of the
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Grand Trunk

Richmond, Que., has been extended to include the First district,
vice E. S. Cooper, transferred. W. J. Nixon, trainmaster at Brockville, Ont., has been appointed trainmaster of the Fourth district,
with office at Montreal, Que., succeeding T. H. Mason, transferred.
N. P. North has been appointed trainmaster, and E. O.
Dunn has been appointed chief despatcher of the 27th and 28th
districts, with headquarters at Durand, Mich., vice Ix. Kelley,
deceased, and Mr. Xorth promoted.
at

Railway Officers
Elxecutive, Financial, Legsd
J.

DeBow,

D. B.

Chattanooga

&

Louis, at Xash\

St.

and Accounting
of the Xashville,
Tenn., has resigned.

assistant general cuunsel
ille,

Baugh, auditor of the Liberty-White at McComb, Miss.,
has been appointed also assistant to J. W. Johnson, receiver.

W. M.

E. W. Beatty, general counsel of the Canadian Pacific,
Montreal, Que., has been appointed vice-president and general

counsel.
.\. Mackrille, assistant general auditor of the Xew York, New
Haven & Hartford and the Central Xew England at Xew Haven,
Conn., has been appointed general auditor, with office at New
Haven, and T. M. Prentice, assistant auditor, has been appointed
auditor, with office at Xew Haven. A sketch o£ Mr. Mackrille's
railwav career was published in the Railway Age Gazette of

April 24, 1914, page 961.

Ivy Ledbetter Lee, executive assistant of the Pennsylvania
Railroad, with headquarters at the general office in Philadelphia,
has resigned to become a member of the personal staff of John D.
Rockefeller, Xew York
City, and will take up
the

duties

on

this

Emory

deceased.
R. J. Kennedy, colonization agent of the Gulf, Colorado &
Santa Fe, with headquarters at Galveston, Tex., has been
transferred to Kansas City, Mo., in a similar capacity, with
jurisdiction extended over the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.

College,

F.

graduate work at Harvard and Columbia Universities.
After several
years' experience in edi-

ginia
ville

Pennsylvania Railroad in
1906. and took charge of

Ivy L. Lee
of the
1908 established its publicity bureau.
The
following year he resigned from the Pennsylvania Railroad
and became general European manager for Harris, Winthrop
& Company, bankers. On December 1, 1912, he returned to
the service of the Pennsj'lvania Railroad as executive assistFrom ISOS to
ant,
from which position he now resigns.
1907 Mr. Lee was the press representative for the anthracite
coal operators and other corporations. He was a lecturer before
the London School of Economics. He is a Fellow of the Royal
Geographical Society and of the Royal Economic Society, also
a member of the American Economic Association, and the

work

Qub

in

of

Xew

Word,

live stock

York.
Operating

John W. Williams ha'^ been appointed superintendent of
the Globe division of the Arizona Eastern, with office at

agent of the Southern Railway, Vir-

& Southwestern. Georgia Southern & Florida, HawkinsFlorida Southern, and Macon & Birmingham at Atlanta,

has been appointed
quarters at Atlanta.

tered the service of the

Railroad

L.

&

Ga.,

on Xew
York newspapers he en-

work

company, and

New

William P. Wightman, westbound agent of the Lake Shore
& Michigan Southern at Cleveland, Ohio, has been appointed
commercial agent at that place, succeeding George F. Clough,

Princeton
ated
from
University with the class
of 1898, and took post

the publicity

at

M. Cousins, commercial agent of the Wabash
Orleans, La., has been changed to general agent.

title of J.

L. Thornton has been appointed district passenger
agent of the Cincinnati Northern at Van Wert, Ohio, succeeding A. C. Stutsman, resigned.

Oxford, Ga., and gradu-

torial

Traffic

The

W.

staff

of Jerome D. Greene,
who will in future devote
his entire time to the
Rockefeller Foundation.
Mr. Lee was born on
July 16. 1877, at Cedartown, Ga. He was edu-

cated at

Charles Armstrong Grimsley, whose appointment as superintendent of the Xorthern division of the Florida East Coast, with
headquarters at New Smyrna, Fla., has already been announced
in these columns, was born on December 25, 1883, at Eastman,
Ga.
He began railway work on February 1, 1902, with the
Southern Railway, and subsequently served as operator on the
Atlantic & Birmingham, and later as despatcher on its successor,
the Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic, until May, 1906, when he
was promoted to chief despatcher of the same road. In August,
1S07, he entered the service of the Florida East Coast as despatcher, and later served as chief despatcher and then as trainmaster until August, 1914, when he was appointed acting superintendent at Miami, Fla., wliich position he held at the time of
his recent appointment as superintendent of the Northern division of the same road as above noted.

live

stock

freight

agent with

head-

F. J. Sullivan, traffic manager and superintendent of the
X'evada Copper Belt at Mason, Xev., has been appointed general freight and passenger agent of the Salt Lake & Utah,
with headquarters at Salt Lake City, Utah, in place of P. H.
Cook, who succeeds Mr. Sullivan on the Nevada Copper Belt.-

Paul Pinkerton, commercial agent of the Southern Railway
has been appointed commercial agent at Athens,
G. H. Kerr, comsucceeding George Robertson, transferred.
mercial agent at Pittsburgh, Pa., succeeds Mr. Pinkerton. E. C.
Morgan, commercial agent at Buffalo, N. Y., succeeds Mr. Kerr,
and the commercial agency at Buffalo has been abolished.
at Atlanta, Ga.,

H. C. Davis having resigned as general agent of the Lehigh
Valley at Xew York City, that office has been abolished, and
Fred E. Signer, commissioner of the Lake Lines Association at
Buffalo, X. Y., has been appointed to the new position of general
eastern freight agent, with office at Xew York City. Mr. Davis'
duties in the operating department have been assumed by the
superintendent of the X^ew York division.

abolished.

district freight and passenger agent of the
Railroad & Navigation Company at
Wash., has been appointed traveling passenger agent,
with office at Portland, Ore. H. L. Hudson, district freight
and passenger agent at Lewiston, Idaho, succeeds Mr. O'Neill
at Seattle, and L. M. Foss, traveling freight and passenger
agent at Bend, Ore., succeeds Mr. Hudson.

E. P. Laird, engineer of roadway of the .Atlantic Coast Line
Rocky Mount, N. C, has been appointed superintendent of
the Richmond district, with office at Richmond, Va., succeeding
E. Phenneger.

Iverson Lea Graves, whose appointment as general freight
agent of the Southern Railway, with headquarters at Knoxville,
Tenn., has already been announced in these columns, was born
on June 21, 1870, at .Augusta, Ga., and was educated at Emory

Globe, Ariz., succeeding C. C. Mallard, deceased.
L. L. Marshall, trainmaster of the Lake Erie, Franklin &
Clarion at Clarion, Pa., has been appointed superintendent in
charge of transportation, and his former position has been

at

J.

H. O'Neill,

Oregon-Washington

Seattle.

December

11,
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Ga.
He began railway work on March 1,
until 1895, was in the service of the Richmond & Danthe Georgia Pacific, now a part of the Southern Railway
and the Plant System of railroads, now part of the Atlantic Coast
Line, at Savannah, Ga. He then served as secretary to the manager of the Southeastern Car Service Association, at Atlanta,
and in 1897 went to the Southern Railway as secretary to the
vice-president, and has been in the service of this road ever
since.
He was then consecutively secretary to traffic manager,
assistant chief clerk to traffic manager, and chief clerk to fourth
vice-president until 1905, when he was appointed assistant general freight agent at Memphis, Tenn.
Two years later he was
promoted to general freight agent at Memphis, remaining in
that position until 1911, when he was appointed coal freight
agent at Atlanta, Ga.. which position he held at the time of his
recent appointment as general freight agent of the same road
at Knoxville, Tenn., as above noted.
College,
1892,

Oxford,

and

ville,

Equipment and Supplies
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING
The

Nashville. Ch.-\tt.\noog.\ & St. Louis, reported some
time ago as being in the market for locomotives, has issued new
inquiries for 6 Mikado and 6 Pacific type locomotives.

—

Russian Government Railways. The Railway Gazette of
London in its issue of November 27 states The Russian railways are short of rolling stock, and the Ministry of Ways of
:

Communications finds it urgent to order 116 freight locomotives
and 15.700 freight cars more than provided for in the ordinary

Clements has been appointed engineer in charge of
track elevation of the Northern Pacific at Spokane, Wash.
S.

F.

S.

Stiffey,

CAR BUILDING
— See note

having resigned as superintendent of motive

power of the Toledo & Ohio Central and the Zanesville & Western, that office has been abolished, and all the duties thereof
have been assumed by C. Bowersox, master mechanic, with office
at

|

credits.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

M.
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Russian Govern.ment Railways.

The
cars

Bucyrus.

H. C. Oviatt, whose appointment as assistant mechanical
superintendent of the New York, New Haven & Hartford in
charge of a new bureau just established and known as the bureau
of fuel economy, with
Newat
headquarters
Haven, Conn., has already been announced in
these columns, was born
on December 5, 1871, at
Milford, Conn., and was
educated in the grammar school of his native
town.
He began rail-

way work on May
1889,

as

a

23,

locomotive

fireman
on the New
York, New Haven &
Hartford. In July, 1894,
he was promoted to lo-

comotive engineman, and
in February, 1900, was
appointed air brake in-

Three years
he was appointed

spector.
later,

foreman of engines, and
August, 1904, was
promoted to master mechanic on the same road.
in

Oviatt

Pe.nnsylvania Railroad has ordered
from its Altoona shops.

1,050 all-steel

box

The Philadelphia & Reading has ordered 200 underframes
from the American Car & Foundry Company.

The Louisiana Railway &

N.wigation Company

is

installing

metal draft arms and Cardwell friction draft gear on 900 60,000
lb.

capacity box cars.

The

Toledo, St. Louis

market for about

1,700

& Western

box

cars.

is reported to be. in the
This item has not been con-

firmed.

The Gre.w Northern
3 mail

and express

Portland

The

&

Seattle

Oli\-er

has ordered 13 coaches, 3 parlor cars.

cars, and 2 baggage cars for the Spokane,
from the Barney & Smith Car Company.

& Snyder

Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., has

for sale at $150 each, 240 double hopper wooden coke cars which
it is now lising at its coke works at Oliver, Pa., and Redstone

Junction, Pa., where the cars

may

be inspected.

The

Intercolonial has recently ordered 6 first class coaches
from the Canada Car Company, 8 sleeping cars from the National Steel Car Company, 200 flat cars from the Nova Scotia
Car Works, and 250 coal cars from the Eastern Car Company.

The Northern Pacific has ordered 17 baggage cars, 4 baggage and mail cars, 18 mail and express cars, 47 coaches and 6
dining cars from the Pullman Company. This order is in addition
to 21 sleeping cars also ordered from the Pullman Company, reported in the Railway Age Gazette of November 13.

He

subsequently served as general inspector of the mechanical department, and in May, 1913. was appointed assistant mechanical
The following September, he was appointed
superintendent.
superintendent of the .Old Colony division, and on November 9,
1914, was selected to organize and superyise the bureau of fuel
economy on the same road, with the title of assistant mechanical
superintendent, as above noted.

above under head

of Locomotives.

IRON AND STEEL
The Oil Belt Terminal
the National Steel Rail

The

has ordered 3,000 tons of

rails

from

Company.

Vicksburg, Alexandri.\

& Southern

tons of rails from the National Steel Rail

has ordered 1.500

Company.

Dodge, Des Moines & Southern has ordered three
deck girder spans, amounting to 176 tons, from the AmerCompany.
ican Bridge

The Fort

96-ft.

OBITUARY
Edwin C. Brown, formerly general superintendent, and
from September, 1891, to 1910, assistant to the president of the
Michigan Central, died
aged 83 years.

in

Detroit,

Mich.,

on December

5,

Swiss Resorts to be Open.— The Swiss Federal Railways announce that most of the leading Swiss winter resorts will be
open as usual during the coming season, including Arosa, Davos,
Grindelwald, Klosters, Loeche, Pontresin'a, St. Moritz. Wengen,
Celerina, Diablerets, Leuk, Les Avants, Montana, Rigi Kaltbad,
Villars, Champery, Engelberg, Kandersteg, Samaden and Weissen stein.

—

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. The item in the Railway Age
Gazette of last week to the effect that the Santa Fe had ordered
63,450 tons of rails from the Colorado Fuel & Iron Company,
was in error in that 12.000 tons of this allotment was ordered
from the Illinois Steel Company.

—

Effects of the \\'ar on Industry. The effect of the present
European war on European industry is beginning to be expressed
The British Board of Trade reports that the exin figures.
ports for August were $100,000,000 less than for August. 1913.
and that imports decreased by $65,000,000. The exportation of
manufactured articles alone decreased $75,000,000.
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The Eddystone
been put on

full

plant of the Baldwin Locomotive
time at least for the next month.

Works has

Morris G. Condon, senior member of H. B. Underwood
Pa., died on Thursday, December 3.

&

Co., Philadelphia,

Company is filling an order for rails
South America. It has also received an order
for a tonnage of rails from an interurban railroad in western
Kansas.
The National

Steel Rail

to be shipped to

Alexander Harvey, secretary of the Detrick & Harvey Machine Company, Baltimore. Md., died in that city on November 22,
of pneumonia. Mr. Harvey was a native of Baltimore, and with
Jacob N. Detrick organized the company bearing his name in
1884.
He leaves three sons and a daughter.
Charles Arthur Moore, president of Manning, Maxwell &
Moore, New York, died of heart disease on board the steamer
Besides
Rotterdam, on which he was en route for Naples.
being president of Manning, Maxwell & Moore.
he w-as president of the
Shaw Electric Crane
Company, Consolidated
Safety \'alve Company,
Ashcroft Manufacturing

Company, Hancock InCompany, Hay& Derby Manufacturing Company, L'nited
Injector Company, and
was a director of the
spirator

sections having circumferential
extremities of the section.

made manager of the Chicago oflSce. Mr. McGinness is
graduate of the Schools of Applied Science of Columbia University, and before graduation had considerable practical experience with the New York & New Jersey Telephone Company.
After a few months in the engineering department of the New
York & Queens Electric Light and Power Company. Long
Island City, he joined the sales force of the Edison Storage
Battery Company.
He has been in the railway department of
recently
a

pany.

Bank Note
the NaMachinery ComMr. Moore was

in

West

Sparta,

schools

of

A. Moore

Rochester, N. Y., and
Lynn, Mass.
He enlisted in the navy at the outbreak of the
civil war and served throughout the war.
He then became a
salesman in New England, and in 1880 joined the firm of H. S.
Manning &: Co., of New York, forming the firm of Manning,
Maxwell & Moore, manufacturing railroad supplies. In 1905
the business was incorporated, and Mr. Moore became president and a controlling owner.
Mr. Moore was a member of
the Chamber of Commerce, National Civic Federation, New Y'ork
Board of Trade and Transportation. American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Empire State Society of Sons of Revolution,
Ohio Society, St. Andrew's Society, Pilgrims of the United States
and Society of Genesee. He was a member of the Automobile

Army and Navy, Republic, L^nion League,
Lotus, Engineers, New Y'ork Railroad, Machinery, Lawyers and
Transportation Clubs, and the founder and for ten years president of the Montauk Club.
Club of America,

The

plant of

Thomas A.

Edison,

Inc.,

and

its

allied

companies

was almost entirely destroyed by a fire on Wednesday evening,
December 9, w^hich caused a loss estimated at $7,000,000, The
greatest loss occurred in the buildings where Edison phonographs
were made, but, fortunately, the trade had been well supplied
for the Christmas holiday business.
The building in which the
Edison storage batteries are made was left untouched, and as
there was but little dam.ige to the facilities for manufacturing
the Edison primary battery, there will be no delay in the manufacture or delivery of either of these products.

The

laboratory

which Mr. Edison conducts his experiments and which
houses many valuable records was also undamaged.

liuilding in

two

years.

— This

—

N. Y., in 1845, and was
educated in the public

and private

for the past

is the title of an attractive booklet issued
by the Continental Fibre Company, Newark, Del., to describe
the company's Vulcanized Fiber, Bakelite-Dilecto and Continental
Bakelite.
The characteristics of the three products are named.
It is stated concerning them that all three are waterproof and
Bakethat the latter two will stand upwards of 100.000 volts.
lite-Dilecto and Continental Bakelite have both been on the
Hiarket for about two years.

Company and

bom

company

TRADE PUBLICATIONS

American
tional

extending to the

Francis V. McGinness, sales engineer of the Edison Storage
Battery Company, Orange, N. J., has been appointed assistant
manager of the railway department, succeeding William F. Bauer,

Insul.miox.

the

National

corrugations

Joseph Block, one of the founders and a director of the
Inland Steel Company, died in Chicago on December 6, at
the home of his daughter, Mrs. H. L. Hart.
Mr. Block
started his business career in Cincinnati, Ohio, where he
founded the firm of Block & PoUak, and later organized the
Cincinnati Forge & Iron Works. Both companies were eventually incorporated into the Block-PoUak Iron Company, of
Chicago.
In 1893 he helped to organize the Inland Steel
Company and has since then served continuously as one of
its directors.
He was also a director of the Buffalo Steel
Company. Tonavvanda, N. Y. Mr. Block was 83 years old.

that

Insurance
Liberty
Bank, the

Continental

No. 24

The United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the second
circuit has handed down an opinion reversing the lower court
and holding valid and infringed, the Watson corrugated culvert
patent under which the Armco American ingot iron culverts
made by the American Rolling Mill Company, Middletown, Ohio,
are manufactured, in a suit against Frank McPherson, highway
commissioner of Ithaca, N. Y.
This decision, which is final
with no opportunity for further appeal, upholds the Watson
claim for a sheet metal culvert composed of connected cylindrical

den

Company,

\'oL. 57,

Electric R.mlway App.^r.^tus. The General Electric Company has recently issued Bulletin No. 44,003, an attractive illustrated booklet entitled "Modern Electric Railway Apparatus."
The bulletin is contained in a colored cover of artistic design and
describes briefly the Curtis steam turbine for railway service,
railway generator, transformers, switchboards, synchronous converters, motor-generator sets, G-E ventilated railway motors and
There are also illustrations of the G-E
electric locomotives.
locomotives in use at the locks at Panama.

South African Passenger Train Service Curtailed.

—

It

is

view of similar occurrences in this country, to
know that the South African Minister of RaiKvays has sanctioned
a curtailment of the passenger train service throughout the system. The step is an economy made necessary by a decline in the
freight receipts resulting from the dislocation of trade and the
prohibition of the exportation of foodstuffs. A second reason may
be that with the restriction of trade the passenger traffic has
fallen off.
A final reason, is the necessit\' which a state of war
imposes on the administration of providing an ample reserve of
engines and rolling stock.
interesting,

in

—

Railway Coxstruction in Madagascar. A recent consular
report states that considerable progress has been made in the
construction of the railroad between Tananarive and Antsirabe.
107 miles south of the capital. A branch line between Tananarive and Tamatave is now being built 81 miles north from
is 133 miles from Tamatave, to Lake Abethe .\mbatondrazaka district, a rich agricultural and
cattle section in the west of the province of Tamatave. These two
railway extensions will facilitate and develop the commerce of
the Central Plateau and the .Ambatondrazaka country and will
improve conditions generally on the island.

Moramanga, which

vava

in

December

11,
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Mill Creek.

Railway Construction
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Alabama
to

N.

J.

Roads.

Gillis

Wetumpka,
Wetumpka.

— We

are told that a contract has been given
by the Ensign Yellow Pine Company,
building a S-mile logging line out of

& Sons

Ala.,

for

& OHio.^The Magnolia cut-off,
between Orleans road, W. Va., and

new double-

a

Little Cacapon,
on December 6. This cut-off is
-5.8 miles shorter than the old line between Orleans road and
Little Cacapon.
(July 17, p. 115.)

12 miles,

was opened

for traffic

Bessemer & Lake Erie.

— We

are told that this company plans
from Culmerville, Pa., to C. O.

to build 1.8 miles of second track

Tower.

—

Central Canada. The Alberta legislature has passed an act
providing for the financing and building of this line from its
junction with the Edmonton, Dunvegan & British Columbia to
the Peace River Crossing; authorizing the building of a branch
line from Sucker Creek to Grouard, about 30 miles, and providing for the guarantee of bonds for $20,000 a mile in aid of the
•construction. The projected route is from a point on the E. D.
B. C, to be called McLennan, near Round Lake, Alta., where
there will be a divisional point, northwesterly to the Hart river,
thence to Peace River Crossing, about 45 miles, and southerly
to Dunvegan. J. D. McArthur & Co., Winnipeg, Manitoba, has
About 30 miles of grading has
the contract to build the line.

&

been

finished.

(November

13,

W.
p.

R. Smith,

Edmonton,

—

Fairview & Inter-Mountain.

— An

officer

of

this

is

now
to

111.,

Fairview Mine, 16 miles.

Watson

Ziegler,

president.

Fort

Collins.

Glen Rose & W.\lnut Springs.— This line, which extends
from Glen Rose, Tex., south by west to Walnut Springs, Tex.,
about 90 per cent completed. The
There will be a total of 600 ft.
About 40,000 ties will be required and 60-lb.
•of bridge work.
T. E. Luttgurding, Hillsline.
entire
rails will be laid over the
Rose,
J. H. Farr, Glen
boro, Tex., is the general contractor.
distance of 14 miles,

grading

is

Dave Morris, Walnut

Springs, Tex.,

is

line

Cascade
to extend from Grand Marais, Minn., through
about 25 per
Junction, to Ely, Minn., a distance of 75 miles, is
Cascade
•cent completed, the section between Grand Marais and
construction. The
Junction, a distance of 20 miles, being under
yd.
a mile,
cu.
15,000
about
amount
to
will
grading on this road
cent,
and is mostlv earth. The maximum grade will be 2,72 per
howThis,
and the maximum degree of curvature will be 8 deg.
is

few instances and on temporary construcchanged to 4 deg. curves. There will be
be of wood. The
five bridges averaging 190 ft. long, which will
awarded to John
contract for all the work under the ties was
will oe
Bergman. Duluth, Minn. The contract for track laying
railroad an ore
about May, 1915. In connection with this
ever, will be only in a
and will later be

tion,'

let

is

to be built in a year or two.

Grand Trunk Pacific— An

officer

writes that

work

is

now

McArthur Co., Winnipeg, Man., on the
J. D.
Saskatchewan river to
Prince Albert branch from the South
also under way by
Prince Mbert, Sask., 25 miles, and work is
& Plummer, on the Brandon branch from Harte,

under way by the

Kigby Hyland
Man., to Brandon, 26 miles.

is

that this company
K^NS^<; City Terminal.-Ah officer writes
track m Kansas
planning to construct one mile of second

City,

Mo.

line.

that C. N. Haskell has
is reported
signed contracts with the Chamber of Commerce of Sapulpa,
Okla., for the building of two railroad lines out of that city one
to connect Cushing, Drumright and Sapulpa, and the other to
run from Sapulpa to Jenks and connect with the main line of the
Midland Valley at that point.
Okla., are promoting a
J. H. Morgan and L. A. Walton, Alva,
railroad to be built from Ivanhoe, Okla., to Rosston, a distance
Capital is to be raised by subscriptions from farof 20 miles.
mers along the right of way.
;

—

Palatine, Lake Zurich & Wauconda. An officer of this
company which operates a 15-mile line from Palatine, 111., northwest to Wauconda, writes that the company has projected an
extension from Wauconda north to Fox Lake, 10 miles.

&

Philadelphia

Reading.

—An

has been given to C. P. Bowers

&

officer

writes that a contract

Co., Reading, Pa., for

grading

and masonry work on a section of 1.84 miles, now under construction from Nicetown Junction, Philadelphia to Newtown
Junction, and that the company will do the track laying with
In addition second track work between the same
its own forces.
places is partly under construction.

Shelby Northern.— An

officer writes

that the line projected

from Shelby, N. C, north to Casar, N. C, 21 miles, is only proposed and that definite arrangements for carrying out the work
have not yet been made. C. R. Poole, Rockingham, N. C, is
(August 21, p. 369.)
interested.

Southern Railway.- A contract has been given to Stewart &
Rock Hill, S. C, for work north of Gainesville, Ga., in

Jones,

connection with the Southern Railway's plans for rebuilding and
double tracking the Charlotte-Atlanta line. The work to be carried out calls for the construction of 6.5 miles of new line. This
near Mt. Airy,
is to be built in two sections, one 4 mile section
and the other section 2.5 miles long near White Sulphur. The
built through
be
to
line
is
new
the
heavy,
as
will
be
work
grading
a

rough country.

Texas Roads.— A railroad to be known as the Texas, New
Mexico & Eastern is projected from a point in the coal fields
at Aransas
of New Mexico to the Gulf of Mexico, probably

Pass— a

distance of 500 miles.

The

portion of the road under

to extend from Lamesa, the county
Antonio, following
seat of Dawson county, to the city of San
bonus
river.
in a general way the valley of the Colorado
is stated that conIt
secured.
being
is
of
road
of $3,500 a mile
James L.
struction work is to begin some time this month.

immediate consideration

Grand Marais & Northwestern.— This proposed new

•dock

on the

is

practically finished.

Tex., is president, and
chief engineer.

which

—

Motley County. This company, which was incorporated last
year in Texas with $100,000 capital, and headquarters at Matador,
has completed work on the line from Matador to Matador JuncThe company will operate gasolene motor cars
tion, eight miles.

company,

-which was organized about three years ago, writes that grading
work is almost finished on the line building from Delta, Colo.,

A

ton, Va.

Alta., is chief engineer.

924.)

Chicago & Illinois Western. We are told that work
under way on a three-mile extension from Hawthorne,
Western avenue, Chicago.

to

writes that this company has proThe Wilderness, Va., to Williamsville,
McCutcham, chief engineer, Staun-

officer

Oklahoma Roads.— It

B.'^LTiMORE

track line

— An

jected an extension from
E. E.
about 18 miles.

is

A

Himrod

is

vice-president and general manager.

during
Toronto Suburban (Electric). -An officer writes that
from Weston,
1914 this company finished work on an extension
second-track
laid
also
Ont to Woodbridge. 12.05 miles, and
W ork is now
between Weston and Woodbridge on 7.83 miles.
Company, Toronto,
under way by the Suburban Construction
Ont., building

from Toronto

to Guelph, 42 miles.

Creek
West Virginia Roads.—We are told that the Horse
a"" of
Land & Mining Company, which owns about 12,000
Mud
and
creek
Horse
and timber lands adjacent to Big

coal
will build about 10 miles of
river in Lincoln county, W. Va.,
Contracts are to be let in
railroad to develop this property.
The fi«t section
a time.
sections of three and four miles at
the mouth of Peter
point on the Chesapeake & Ohio at

from a
Cave Fork of Horse
Cave Fork on Big Horse creek, up Peter
three miles, is expected to be
creek towards Mud river, about
completion of -this section the
finished by March. 1915, and on
total distance of
probably be extended during 191d a
L. E. Poteet, general manager,
20 Jles fnto Lincoln county.
Charleston, W. Va.
line will
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RAILWAY STRUCTURES
concrete store house at Albuquerque, to the Leyden-Ortseifen
Construction Company, Chicago. The building is to be 50 ft. by
400 ft., with a platform 70 ft. by 800 ft. in area. Work will be
begun at once and is to be completed by April 1, 1915. The
estimated cost is $60,000.

Y.— The New York

Public Service Commission,

First district, has approved the award by the New York Municipal Railway Corporation to the P. J. Carlin Construction Company, the lowest bidder, of a contract for the construction of six
stations on the Liberty avenue elevated railroad extension. The
contract price is $232,000.
(November 6, p. 878.)

The commission opened bids recently for the placing of crossovers and other reconstruction at the DeKalb avenue station, on
the line of the Fourth avenue subway in the borough of Brooklyn.
The lowest bidder was Samuel Beskin, Beacon, N. Y.,

who

offered to do the

work

for $133,947.

(November

20, p.

99L)

—

Horace. K.\n. The Missouri Pacific will build a 10-stall 95-ft.
frame engine house at Horace, Kan., to replace tlie one recently
destroyed by fire. Work, which is to begin at once, will be done
by company forces.
III.

—The

Illinois

Central

is

building a

new comThe build-

bination freight and passenger station at Marion, 111.
ing will be 153 ft. by 36 ft.
area and of brick and concrete
construction.
The grading has been finislied and the structure
is roof high.
George B. Swift. Chicago, is the contractor. The
estimated cost is $17,000. The freight station at Starkville, Miss.,
which is 123 ft. by 27 ft., and of brick and wood construction,
and the roundhouse at Jackson, Miss., previously mentioned in
the Railway Age Gascttc, are both now being completed.

m

Tacoma, Wash.

— The

Oregon-Washington Railroad

&

Navi-

gation Company has awarded contracts for the material and
foundations for a bridge over the city waterways, Tacoma. The
bridge consists of one 275-ft. swing span, two 125-ft. fixed spans,
with railroad and highway decks, and highway approaches totaling a length of 330 ft. The contract for the fabrication of the
steel, which amounts to 1,465 tons, was awarded to the American
Bridge Company, and the contract for the foundation was given
There will be
the Missouri Valley Bridge & Iron Company.
The
S.(X)0 cu. yd. of concrete and 310,000 ft. of timber required.
work is about 50 per cent completed. The total estimated cost
is

$275,000.

—

Pa. The Pennsylvania State Water Supply Commission has granted permission to the Philadelphia & Reading
to build a bridge near Tamaqua also to build a bridge at Virginpermission has been given to the Philadelphia &
ville, and
Chester Valley to build a bridge in Chester county.

Tamaqua,

;

ViRGiNviLLE, Pa.

— See

Tamaqua.

— The

Northwestern Pacific is considering plans
for the erection of a depot, roundhouse and shops at Willits,
WiLLiTS,

C.\L.

Cal.

Railway Financial News

I
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Louisiana & Gulf. J. M. Parker, receiver in
this road, announces that the Arkansas, Louisiana
Gulf, and the Ashley. Drew & Northern have been consolidated.
Mr. Parker is general manager of the A. L. & G.,
and it is understood that he will become general manager of

Arkansas.

charge of

&

both companies; and that the receivership will be dissolved.
The A. L. & G. extends from Monroe, La., northward, about
50 miles, to Crossett, Ark., and Hamburg; and the other
road extends from Crossett farther north, -about 40 miles, to
Monticello, Ark., on the St. Louis, Iron Mountain_& Southern.
The new management hopes to build an extensibn northward
from Monticello. In the map of the Ashley, Drew & Northern, as shown in the Official Guide, this e.xtension is shown as
running to Gillett and Helena, Ark. but the present announcement speaks of Pine Bluff as the proposed northern terminus.
.Ashley,

Drew & Northern. — See

Canadian

to the failure of the usual
increase of the traffic of the second half of the year, the report
of the Uganda Railway for the year ending March 31, 1914. does

not show the same gratifying progress in operation as that for
Thus gross revenue $2,655,237 increased by
the previous year.
$277,574, or 11.68 per cent, but expenditure 51,617,704 was higher
by 18 per cent, and the net profit $1,037,432 was only 2.08 per
cent higher, giving a percentage on capital cost of 3.39 only
against 3.52. The X'ganda Railway is not in Uganda itself, but
it runs from Mombasa, the chief port of British East Africa, up
to Kisumu on Lake \"ictoria Nyanza, whence there is a steamer
This steamer service and two short railservice to Uganda.
in Uganda itself, the Busoga Railway (from Jinja to
Namasagali) and the Kampala-Port Bell Railway, are also under
The average mileage
the control of the parent undertaking.

ways

602, as against 586 in the previous year.

Arkansas, Louisiana

&

Gulf.

— The

Guaranty Trust Company, White,
Weld & Company, Brown Brothers & Company and Colgate. Parker & Company have bought from the Canadian
Pacific $12,690,000 4J4 per cent equipment trust certificates,
maturing semi-annually from July 1, 1915, to July 1, 1928.
Pacific.

—

& Pacific. Judge Pendleton has denied
the application of a holder of some of the collateral 4 per
cent railroad bonds for the appointment of a receiver for
the railroad cornpany, the holding company, holding that
the bondholders can be adequately represented at the foreclosure sale.

Chicago, Rock Island

—

Denver & Salt Lake. According to press despatches, conferences have been held recently between Nev^man Erb. who
now heads the syndicate controlling the Denver & Salt
Lake, and Thomas L. Shadbourne, who has on various ocAfter the meetings
casions represented the Gould interests.
Mr. Erb gave out the following statement:
Salt Lake
"The entire capital stock of the Denver
Railroad Company is deposited under a voting trust agreement, w-hich does not expire until May 1, 1918. It is controlled by seven trustees, of whom Newman Erb is one,
and who designated three of the other trustees, whose suc-

&

cessors he has the sole right to appoint. There can be no
change in the management or control of the property except
through the voting trustees. Newman Erb cannot, if he
would, and would not, if he could, dispose of the control
without the concurrence of the Denver interests."

—

Opelousas, Gulf & Northeastern. William H. Peterman has
been appointed receiver of this company.

San Antonio. Fredericksburg & Northern. — This company

has
in the hands of a receiver as the result, according to press despatches, of the delay of the Texas railroad
commission in granting an application for valuation of the
property preliminary to an issue of $500,000 bonds.

been placed

Production of Aluminum.

Uganda Railway Results. — Owing

operated was

No. 24

;

—

E.vsT St. Louis, III. The Southern Railway has given the
contract to the Murphy Construction Company, East St. Louis,
111.,
for the construction of an 18-stall roundhouse, machine
shop building, store, oil and office building, at Denverside yard,
East St. Louis. (November 13, p. 925.)

Marion,

57,

|!iiillliriluiirillllliiuriiniiiiriiiriiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiriiirriiiiriiiiiiiriiiriiiirrNiitiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiii)iii[iiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiit!

Albuquerque, N. M.— The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has
awarded a contract for the construction of a one-story reinforced

Brooklyn, N.

Vol.

—

Since the beginning of the aluindustry in 1883. when the production amounted to 83
the advance has been so rapid that the production in 1913

minum
lb.,

amounted

to 72.500,000 \h.— Machinery.

—

Aerial Railway in Venezuela. The official organ of the
Venezuelan government has announced that a contract has been
made ebtween the minister of public works and the president of
the Puerto Cabello & Valencia Railroad, operating a steam railway between the towns nam.ed. granting the ri.ght to construct an
The line vyill be 37
aerial cable line from Valencia to Nirgua.
miles in length and will be built in sections of six miles, each
section having its own motive power. The contract requires that
work be started within a year of the date of its signing and that
it be completed within two years from the date of its beginning.

An

The

contract

is

for 99 years, with the exclusive right of territory
and is transferable with the consent of the

for the first 40 years

government.

—
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Public Service Commission of Pennsylvania, in

if only because dilatory tactics are so common—
not to say universal. Questions that are simple often seem to
become comple.x just because they are taken into a commis-

25

sion's office.
This case was simple for one reason, because a
clear course of action was available, whatever differences of
opinion might exist among the commissioners.
The railroads
for years have carried occasional passengers at about the same

rate per mile as the commuter who travels every day; an abnormally low rate. A hundred rides a year, say one round trip
a week, could be bought for one cent a mile. The carriers abolished this 100-ride ticket and the passenger found his fare
more than doubled. The passengers' remonstrance was very
loud, of course. The order of the commission is that the tickets
shall be continued at V/2 cents a mile, and to be used in six
months; which may be interpreted as a decision that, whatever
the merits of the case, the shock to the passengers must be
softened, postponed, divided; which is plain common sense.
The people have encouraged trolley lines, greatly depleting the
steam roads' profits.
This, and the abuse of commutation
tickets by petty frauds, constitute good reasons for abolishing
the low-rate tickets
but in such a violent change the element
;

of time

is

important.

The Interborough Rapid Transit Company of New York City
is not subject to the Interstate Commerce Commission, as it
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on the elevated lines (where, for all trains, at all times, the
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decision

its

on Philadelphia suburban ticket rates (reported in our news
columns) has set an example of promptPhiladelphia
ness and good sense from which some
Suburbanites Quickly dozens of other commissions might learn
The advances an^ profitable lesson.
Appeased
nounced by the railroads a month ago
made a great furore, if we may judge by the sensational columns of the newspapers. The general agitation may have been
looked upon by the commission as a reason for haste. Again,
the question at issue was quite simple, making promptness easy,
Xevertheless, the commission's action must be classed as
praiseworthy,

EDITORS
W.
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is

to run with speed under control).

of safety

is

very high; this

sengers, in the history of the

is

First, the

percentage

the third collision, fatal to pas-

crowded Manhattan elevated

lines

Second, the cause of the collision was very
plain, making the lesson, as regards precautions, quite clear.

about 36 years.

The

conductor, acting in the place of the

motorman

as lookout,

sufficiently cautious in performing an unfamihar duty.
Comparatively unimportant auxiliary causes may be brought
out, on further investigation; but there seems no question that
adequate training of the men, so that complications due to unexpected failures of apparatus would not be unfamiliar, would
provide all reasonable precaution against this kind of error.

was not

!
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THE VALUATI ON OF RAILWAYS

Vol.

fairness to admit,

when he has done

so,

57,

that the

No. 25

sum

is

4,

""PHE

knows already

made

country, and, second, that valuation can never be made really
serviceable in the fair regulation of rates? If it is necessary
to make a wholesale valuation to prove to the public what
every real student of the subject knows, perhaps we should
go ahead with it; but the price is a very high one to pay for

recent statement of Director Prouty of the Valuation
*
Department of the Interstate Commerce Commission
that the valuation of all the railways will cost $50,000,000, and
the reported estimate of a member of the commission that it
will take ten years, have called forth unfavorable comment
from the press. The Wall Street Journal indorses the plan
suggested by some railway officers, of having a valuation
of only certain roads, and thus testing the practicability
of valuation as a basis for regulation of rates, before carrying

out the scheme in
this

would

November

its

cause.

entirety and incurring

The Savannah

24, in referring to

(Ga.)

all

the expense

Morning News

of

Mr. Prouty's remarks, denounces

Its cost, the News points out, will
be much greater than its advocates anticipated, the time required to make it will be much longer and when it is done
the data on which it is based will be such ancient history
that no court will accept it as a basis for fixing rates.
The Railway Age Gazette always has thought, and thinks
now, that the theory of valuation as the proper basis for the
When the question whether a
regulation of rates is false.

and net return are too low.
Why, then, go on with the valuation? Must we spend ten
years and $50,000,000, and perhaps even a great deal more in
proving what every real student of railway matters knows
already, viz., first, that on the whole rates are too low in this
that the rates

form of popular education which
secure a great deal cheaper.
a

it

ought to be possible to

the whole valuation plan.

by public authority is confiscatory is an
may be the best basis on which to settle it.
But regulation ought to be such that the question whether
rates fixed by it are confiscatory will very seldom be raised.
If regulation is to be such that the rates made by it will conscale of rates fixed
issue, valuation

stantly raise the question of confiscation, then a valuation kept

up to date
ulation

is

be useful, but only because the system of regwrong in principle; and such a system cannot

will

endure.

Furthermore, a valuation is unnecessary to convince any
fair and reasonable man with any knowledge of railway affairs that as a whole the rates in every section of this country
are too low. It is almost universally conceded that the railways should be allowed to earn a net return of 6 per cent on
a fair capitalization or valuation. On what capitalization or
valuation would the net operating income of recent years

The following table gives for the last three
years the net operating income per mile of the railways of
and those of each of the large sections of
United
States
the
the country, and the amounts per mile of capitalization (or
valuation) on which the net operating income would have
yield 6 per cent?

yielded 6 per cent:
1912

1914

1913

THE POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT

"EFFICIENCY" IN

;

'HE

postmaster general in his annual report, sent to Congress this week, congratulates himself and the country on

I

^

the alleged success of his department in putting the postal busi-

ness of the country on a self-supporting basis.

The

surplus for

year was, he says, about $3,600,000; and there
will be "no danger of recurring deficiencies."
The fact that the
railroads have been made to carry thousands of tons of parcels
the last

fiscal

without compensation seems to be overlooked; yet Ralph Peters,
chairman of the railways' committee, estimates that the loss to
the railways this year, because of the not-paid-for parcel post,
will be at least $8,000,000

We

shall not

to be a

comment

further

childish, not to

at this

time on what appears

say frivolous, attitude, on the part of

Judging by a number of ediMr. Burleson's mistaken pogenerally
understood by the press
quite
coming
to
be
sition is
throughout the country. Some of the editors and they are not
almost laugh in his face. But the cure of
political opponents
a high officer of the government.

torial references already observed,

—

—

abuse depends on a general
pending the receipt of the
full text of the forthcoming annual report, the reader will be interested in some grotesque incidents connected with the operation of the parcel post which may not receive detailed attention
the

present mail-transportation

knowledge of a good many

in

the

facts and,

official publication.

Under

"Can This Be True?"

caption

the

Collier's

Weekly

note in the Railway
Age Gazette of August 21, entitled, "Varied Parcel-Post Philanthropies," in which was related the means whereby the conreprinted

in

a

recent

issue

the

editorial

on the star mail route between Holbrook, Ariz., and
Snowflake shipped 10,000 lb. of barley from Mesa, Ariz.,
to Snowflake by parcel post, receiving for his portion of the

tractor

Net

Net

Net

operating

operating

operating

income

income

income

Net

per mile

Net

per mile

Net

per mile

operating

capitalized at

operating

capitalized at

operating

capitalized at

income

income

income

per mile 6 per cent per mile 6 per cent per mile 6 per cent
$51,566
$3,6S0
$61,333
$3,094
United States
$3,045
$50,750
4,443
74,050
5,802
96,700
Eastern District.... 5,264
87,733
44,483
2,588
43,133
2,669
Southern District. 2.226
37,100
43,833
50.266
2,630
39,960
3,016
Western District.. 2,398
.

.

The

gross capitalization per mile of our railways in 1912

was over $81,000 a mile; their net capitalization— arrived at
by elimination of all duplications caused by incorporate
ownership of securities was $63,500; and yet in 1912 their
net operating income would have yielded 6 per cent on only
$50,750 a mile; in 1913 on only $61,333 a mile, and in 1914 on
only $51,566 a mile. Would any engineer of reputation say
that the railways of the United States could be reproduced
for any of these amounts? Is there a single engineer of reputation who would say the railways of the West could be
reproduced for $39,960 to $50,266 a mile, or those of the South
for $37,100 to $44,483 a mile, or those of the East for $74,050

—

government-owned railways of
South Wales are shown, by their latest report, to have a

to $96,700 a mile?

New

capital cost

now

Even

the

of $75,000 a mile!

It is

not necessary to wait

for the valuation to be finished to find out
of our railways are too

low and

whether the rates

their net return too small.

Everybody who has studied the facts, and brought to their
study enough brains to add 2 and 2 together, and enough

haul $22

more than the total cost to him of the barley laid down
The editor of Collier's pointedly remarked that
is true there's a good deal of explaining for some gov-

at destination.
"if this

ernment officials to do."
This does not stand alone. A similar and even more flagrant
case has come to our attention recently. The contractor carrying
the mail on the star route from Holbrook, Ariz., to Hunt has
arranged to purchase at Gallup, N. M., and ship to himself at
These brick cost
the end of his route at Hunt 200,000 brick.

him $12 per thousand at Gallup, or a total of $2,400; the cost
of packing for shipment by parcel post has been estimated at
$600; the postage from Gallup to Hunt by parcel post is $1.08
estimated that freight can be transported by
to Hunt for $0.50 per 100 lb., while the
contractor receives $2.18 per 100 lb. for the transportation of
the mail.
By putting through this transaction the enterprising
per 100

lb.

It

is

team from Holbrook

contractor could throw the brick away at the end of his route
and still make a net profit of $4,800. This should surely produce
some incentive for the establishment of a thriving business in
are waiting with interest
the shipment of brick to Hunt.
to see whether the contractor in question will be able to carry

We

out his plan, in spite of the fact that the post

has been notified of

office

department

it.

That the parcel post may not be the boon that

it

is

supposed

December
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to be to the smaller communities is illustrated by the shipment
by freight of three carloads of catalogs by one large Chicago
mail order house to as many western towns, from which points
these catalogs were distributed to the adjacent territories by
To avoid a delay in passenger trains of several
parcel post.
hours in loading the catalogs, it was necessary in each instance
for the railroad to set out a special baggage car in which this
mail matter was loaded beforehand. The government, it will be
recalled, has made the generous addition of five per cent to
the mail compensation of the railroads because of the addition

of the parcel post matter.

And this reminds us that while, in dealing with star route
contractors, mail order houses, and so on. Uncle Sam is an
amiable and charitable Dr. Jekyll; when he turns his face toward
becomes the villainous Mr. Hyde. For
example, a steam road has operated two trains each way daily
which carry the mail on a branch running from an important
metropolis to a small town 25 miles distant. An electric line was
built several years ago which gave hourly service between the
same points. On application from the people of the smaller
town, the post office department arranged for the establishment
of mail service at frequent intervals on the electric line. At the
time of the next quadrennial weighing the electric line was
handling very much the larger part of the mail, and arrangements were made for paying for it accordingly. But an industrious clerk in the postal department discovered an old law
stipulating that no "street car" should be paid more for hauling
mail between any two points than was paid to a steam road
between the same points. Thereupon, regardless of the difference between the amounts of mail handled by the two routes,
the compensation of the electric line was cut down to the same.
amount as was being paid to the steam road. It has remained
at this figure ever since, and no attempt has been made by the
department to secure modification of the unjust law.
the railways he always

In another case, at the request of the post office department,
a railroad consented to the establishment of closed

on two mail routes running from a large

city to

towns, the two lines of the railway passing over
within seven miles of the termini.

to

of the parcel post the

beyond the

limits

amount

Upon

pouch service
two smaller

common

tracks

the establishment

of matter handled increased far

of the single closed pouch

service,

and the

Relying upon
the technical wording of the contract, the government then had
pouches made of sufficient size to hold all the mail offered,
including the parcel post, and forced the road to handle it at
the old rate, although the amount of mail matter carried rerailroad refused to accept the parcel post matter.

duced the seating capacity of the cars for passengers. -Furthermore, a clerk discovered that these two routes were operating
over the same tracks for most of the distance and ordered that
all this mail should be carried on one train to the common
junction, in spite of the fact that the railway, in order to avoid

stopping trains at this junction, would not permit passengers for
either destination to board a train for the other terminal and

change at the junction point. It is now not only necessary for
the railroad to stop both trains at the junction, but to place a
man there to transfer the mail. By this means the post office de-

partment saved 14 miles of closed pouch service, while the railroad was forced to stop its trains to handle this "local freight"
traffic.

These

on a parity with the practice followed
empty mail sacks by freight until the close of

illustrations are

of shipping the

weighing periods, after which they are again turned over
shipment in the regular mail cars. Uncle
Sam is now trying to teach, and even compel, the business concerns of the country to be efficient and honest in their methods.
the

to the railroads for

But he seems to lack certain qualifications for the job. In his
own business relations he is at times one of the biggest imbeciles
and at times, where he has the upper hand, one of the most unscrupulous rascals, in the whole commercial world of North
America.

nil

PANAMA CANAL ON RAILWAY TRAFFIC

EFFECTS OF THE

OUME

^

startling statements

of the

showing the

Panama Canal on

effect of the

opening

the traffic of the transcontinental

railways were placed before the Interstate Connnerce

CommisMore
the com-

sion at the recent hearings in the intermountain rate case.

information of the same kind is coming out daily. If
mission grants the petition of the roads for such a modification of
its fourth section orders as will permit them to reduce rates to

on the commodities most subject to
water competition without at the same time correspondingly reducing their rates to intermediate points, they will undoubtedly
be able to retain some of the traffic. But this will be at the price

the Pacific coast terminals

of

making very low

rates;

and they

will lose a large

amount

of

business on which they do not feel able to meet the competition.
If the commission fails to grant the petition, and the roads are

thereby forced to abandon the water competitive traffic entirely,
or to make corresponding reductions in their intermediate rates,
the results will be disastrous.

The effect of the canal competition on the roads is bound to
be serious in any event much more serious than railway men
have expected. Within the past year or so, in anticipation of the
opening of the canal, the water competition has been increasing
by leaps and bounds, due partly to reductions in rates by the
ocean carriers, which have had the effect of changing the sources

—

many commodities from the Middle West to Atseaboard territory, and partly to the growing disposition
on the part of shippers to use the ocean service because of the
recent change in the policy of the roads in failing to meet water
competition. The opening of the canal, which occurred on August
IS, has, of course, resulted in much better service by water than
could be given by the steamship lines operating in connection
of supply of
lantic

with the isthmian routes.
ing are

more

The time

is

shorter, the dates of sail-

frequent, and the water lines are giving service

South Atlantic and Gulf ports.
have established, or announced
their intention of establishing service, and as a result both of
this fact and of the reduction of cost of the water service caused
by the opening of the canal route, there has been a very radical
reduction in the rates of the water lines, which has attracted a
large number of commodities formerly moving entirely by rail.
In September the total tonnage westbound from the Atlantic
fronj additional ports, principally

Moreover, new steamship

lines

seaboard to Pacific coast ports via the canal was 77,915 tons,
if multiplied by 12 would be over twice the tonnage moving by water in any previous year since 1907. According to the
Canal Record, from August 15 to October 15 the commercial

which

vessels using the canal carried through

it

583,949 tons of cargo,

which about 50 per cent was between the Atlantic and Patons
cific coasts of the United States, 24 vessels carrying 151,290
eastbound and 25 carrying 135,214 tons westbound on this route.
Westbound manufactured goods of great variety and general
merchandise have constituted the heaviest traffic, and eastbound
the boats have carried chiefly canned fruits, vegetables and salmon, lumber, grain, sugar, pineapples and wine. Six lines are
now engaged in the traffic through the canal, with an estimated
monthly capacity of 111,600 tons, making the voyage from eastern ports to San Francisco in from 23 to 27 days. These lines
are making rates from the seaboard not only far lower than
of

those of the rail lines, but so low that freight

is

being carried

eastward by rail from points as far west as Milwaukee and reshipped from the seaboard by water at a combination rate lower
than the rail rate from the Middle West to the coast. As a rerail from
sult many commodities that were formerly shipped by
the Middle West are now being shipped from seaboard territory.
In a freight house of the American-Hawaiian Steamship ComCincinat San Francisco recently were seen soap from
barbed wire from Allentown, Pa., canned goods from Milwaukee, and hardware from Wheeling, W. Va., all shipped by
California.
rail to the Atlantic seaboard, and thence by water to
A boat sailing recently from Boston, which city formerly had

pany
nati,

no water service

to

the

Pacific

coast,

carried nails, structural
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and wire fencing from Pennsylvania, paper from Maine,
tires, ink, canned goods and boilers from MassachuRails
setts, and electrical machinery from Schenectady, N. Y.
have been shipped from Lorain, Ohio; iron pipe from Wheeling,
W V a. paper oyster pails from Chicago, and pipe and pig iron
from Birmingham, Ala.
Rates far below those of the rail lines were announced on the
opening of the Panama canal, and still greater reductions and
low rates on a large number of additional commodities, were
announced on October 1. Tn the case of pig iron from Birmingham the rate is IS cents for the rail haul from Birmingham to
New Orleans, plus 35 cents for the water haul from New Orleans to San Francisco, making a through rate of 50 cents against
the all-rail rate of 65 cents. Paper bags have been shipped from
San Hill, New York, at a rate of 55 cents, as against the former
water rate of 65 cents and an all-rail rate of $1. Wrought iron
pipe from Wheeling takes a rate of 16 cents to New York plus
30 cents from New York to San Francisco. Canned goods are
shipped for 45 cents by water as against 75 cents by rail. Rates
on iron and steel articles generally have been reduced to 30 cents
compared with a rail rate of 80 cents or more. The rates mentioned have been applied on westbound shipments, which are
iron

automobile

.

;

involved in the case before the commission, but the increased
of the ocean carriers has recently been particularly
Since
noticeable in connection with the eastbound business.

designed

to prevent discrimination, the people of the whole
United States have built a canal which gives the Atlantic and
Pacific coasts an advantage over the Middle West, and water lines
an advantage over the railroads, and have also legislated to prevent either from meeting the competition. Railroad-owned boats
are barred from the canal, and the roads are prohibited from
making rates that will enable them to compete with the water
lines without at the same time cutting rates not aft'ected by the
water; and if they do reduce rates to meet water competition
they will have the greatest difficulty in raising them again.
The railroads formerly met water competition by whatever
means they could by cutting rates, by giving rebates and by other
devices and after having put many of the boat lines out of
business proceeded to advance their own rates. Now they object

—

when

the tables are turned.

Regulation put a stop to their pracfor them and have

They have been severely condemned

tices.

been punished by all kinds of restrictive legislation. Perhaps they
cannot object with much grace when the tables are turned. But
there is manifestly a vast difference between unfair discrimination resulting from commercial competition and unfair discrimination caused by national legislation; and the latter

In the event of a refusal of the Interstate Commerce Comits order regarding transcontinental rates it

mission to modify

January 1, the American-Hawaiian Steamship Company has taken
from Puget Sound to Atlantic seaboard points 700,000 cases of
canned salmon, and is now quoting a rate of 30 cents on this
In September the numtraffic as against a rail rate of 75 cents.

the exercise of restraint in meeting water competition.

one

second

every

Company

day.

The American-Hawaiian

was

trebled,

Steamship

what we

is

have now.

activity

ber of boats sailing from San Francisco for the east

No. 25

\'0L. 57,

would seem that the salvation of the railroads depends upon
sible decision

A

on the part of some of the transcontinental

pos-

lines to

meet the ocean competition at Pacific coast terminal points in the
face of such a refusal, with a consequent reduction of the intermediate rates also, would produce effects on the entire body of
On the
railway rates which would be fearful to contemplate.

26 vessels, with a total capacity of
260,000 tons and with sailings every live days between New
York and San Diego, Los Angeles harbor, San Francisco, Port-

other hand,

and Tacoma, making the voyage from New York
San Francisco in 23 days. This company has announced its
Gulf ports eastbound and Charleston, S. C,
of
making
intention

opportunity will be afforded for an actual demonstration of the
unwisdom of the commission's order. Under such conditions

alone

operates

land, Seattle
to

westbound.

Thus far the railroads have been obliged to let the water lines
have the business, not being able to change their rates to the
coast without at the same time reducing their intermediate rates.
As a result both the railroads and the shippers of the Middle
West have lost business to the boat lines and to the cities of the
Eventually, however, it seems likely that
east and west coasts.
the Pacific coast ports will lose a great deal of business destined
to Hawaii and the Orient, which w-ill go direct via the canal in-

through the ports.
announced by the water lines are far lower
The American-Hawaiian
than they were expected to make.
Steamship Company has doubtless announced low rates at the
start partly for the purpose of keeping other lines out of the
service, and partly for the purpose of preventing the railroads
from attempting to meet the competition. Moreover, the water
stead of by

The

rail

rates thus far

lines, not being subject to regulation, are in a position to make
whatever rates are necessary to get a cargo, quoting one rate
today and another tomorrow without notice of change. When
the American-Hawaiian Steamship Company has succeeded in

killing off

some of

new competitors it is
The railroads, however,

its

likely to

advance

are in a diflferent
some of the rates.
situation. Not only must they give 30 days' notice of a change of
rates, which change must t>e approved by the Interstate Commerce Commission, but at present they cannot reduce rates to

meet water competition without also reducing their rates to intermediate points not subject to such
Moreover, having reduced a rate to meet water
competition.
competition they are prohibited by the act to regulate commerce
from advancing the rate at a later time "unless after hearing
by the Interstate Commerce Commission it shall be found that
such proposed increase rests upon changed conditions other than
the coast terminals to

the elimination of water competition."
Thus under our enlightened system of government regulation.

if the roads fail in their present effort to obtain a
modification of the order, and stand firm and refuse to meet the
competition under the conditions imposed as to terminal rates, an

is reason to believe that the clamor from the Middle West
would soon force the commission to grant a modification of its
order just as the clamor from the intermountain shippers in-

there

duced

to

it

make

its

original order.

NEW BOOKS
The

Western Blue Book and Buyer's Reference.
Winch, 504 Sherman street, Chicago. 7 in. by 9

Published
in.,

by Allen
592 pages, bound

Price $5.

in cloth.

a complete classified

This

is

ing,

electrical,

mechanical,

quarry, machinery,

list

mill,

of the constructional engineer-

mining,

foundry,

iron,

steel,

railroad supply and kindred industries, ar-

ranged for the purpose of giving both buyers and sellers a ready
reference to the names of companies engaged in these induswith their correct addresses and the names of the

tries

The various

industries are classified under a

list

of

officers.

commod-

and also alphabetically under the names of the various
of industries, subdivided geographically by states and

ities,

classes
cities.

By Robert H. Blackall. 406 pages, 454 in. by
Bound in cloth.
Twenty-sixth edition.
149 illustrations.
in.
Published by the Norman W. Henley Publishing Company, 132 Nassau
Price $2.
street, J^'ew York.
This book needs no introduction to railway men. The fact that

Air Brake Catechism.
654

twenty-sixth edition is evidence of the position
students of air brake operation. It is a complete treatise on the Westinghouse air brake, including the latest
In addition to dedevelopments in steam railroad practice.
scriptions of the apparatus and its operation, the book contains
chapters on brake rigging calculations, air hose tests and train

now

in its

it

is

it

occupies

among

The question and answer form preinspection and handling.
viously used has been followed in the new edition and a number of full page colored plates are included.

;
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THE AMERICAN RAILWAY ASSOCIATION
Toronto, Ont.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette
The fall meeting of the American Railway Association held
in Chicago, November 18, made a record for despatch and
:

the operation of the "steam roller" in transacting

The

its

business.

entire time occupied in disposing of its business

was

one hour and thirty minutes, during which ten committee
reports were presented, many of them read, recommended
for adoption by resolutions previously prepared, and offered
by a member of the committee presenting the
upon by viva voce vote and passed. About onehalf of the time was occupied in reading reports already
printed and in the hands of members for several weeks previous to the meeting.
in

each

case

report, voted

Article 2 of the Organization of the Association provides
that "Its object is the discussion and recommendation of
methods for the management and operation of American

railways."

The

eliminated from

been practically
committee report pre-

discussion of reports has
its

A

proceedings.

sented with a resolution from one of the committees for adoption is equivalent to its being formally adopted by viva voce

vote of those present, and the vote of a road having one
membership in the association, and perhaps five representatives present, each of which may vote audibly, counts for
more than that of a road having six memberships and only

one member present.
The association has resolved itself into a close corporation
with the object of discouraging discussion and accepting the
reports and judgment of a committee as final on a particular
subject, making in effect a minority rule, and in the final
analysis one man's opinion is paramount to that of the members attending a meeting, as

it

is

Ten to fifteen years ago the association usually occupied
two days in its sessions and they were full of active interest
and discussion, and it was worth while to attend its meetings
As now
for the benefit derived from the discussions alone.
conducted it is a waste of time for some members to travel
perhaps a thousand miles to simply hear reports read and
formally rushed through by a vote which does not represent
It would be an
the association's membership by one-half.
improvement to dispense with the meetings entirely and submit all reports to letter ballot, which at least would give every
in accordance with
under the articles of organization.

road an opportunity to vote

The present
is

its

privilege

practice of distributing memberships on various
not equitable. Many roads, large systems with

many as six and eight memberships, are not represented
on any committees, and have absolutely no voice in the asas

some cases less than
represented on several com-

sociation's affairs, while small roads, in

one hundred miles

in length, are

mittees.
-Analyzing the personnel of committees according to the last
it
is found that one railway system has representation

report,

committees, and on two of these two memAnother system has representation on seven
committees, another representation on six committees. Again,
large systems with eight and six memb.erships have no representation on any committees, and according to the present
practice of rule by committees they have no voice in the

on each of

fifteen

bers in each.

association's affairs.

The perpetuation

of

sistent with the policy of equal distribution of the cost of
conducting its affairs, which is by membership and on a mileage basis, but this equality is now not observed.

The whole scheme

of railway associations as now constirepresents a lamentable waste of time and money.
There is a duplication of work and lack of co-ordination which
should be corrected.
There should be one railway association governing operating matters and including transportation, maintenance of way

tuted

and maintenance of equipment, instead of five associations
covering the same ground, as at present, with numerous offshoots of these which could all be embodied in one organization with better results and a great saving of time and money
to the railways, which in the end pay the bills. The expense
of conducting the American Railway Association is over
$100,000 per annum, and of the other associations combined
about as much again, and adding to this the expense accounts
and loss of time incident to attending the association meetings the cost to the railways

some roads on

a committee

by

re-

is

about $500,000 yearly.

if we are getting value received and the best results from the expenditures on account
of our railway associations, and whether the principles upon
which they are conducted are correct.
L. C. Fritch,

It is

time to consider seriously

Assistant to President, Canadian Northern Railway.

known that in comthe work and his opin-

curring.

committees

election is also unfair to other roads, which are never given
even a nomination for committee membership. It should be
a rule, strictly observed, that no road shall have representation on more than one committee concurrently, and when the
term expires shall not be renominated on the same committee without an interval of two years.
Chairmen of committees are also perpetuated to such an
extent that the same routine in some cases goes on from year
to year. An inactive chairman greatly retards the work of
a committee, and by making senior members chairmen they
automatically give place to successors who may have new
ideas on the subject.
The principle of equitable distribution of opportunity to
have a voice in the affairs of the association should be con-

well

mittee work a chairman does most of
ions are reflected in its conclusions, the rest usually con-
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THE trainmaster; and the engine house
New YonK.
To the Editor of the Railway Age Gazette:
The editorial on this subject in the issue of September 25.
is,

of course, only a further plea for co-operation, and

it

might

harm to go a little further and point out how this
could be secured between the engine house and the trainmaster.
In far too many cases the "pull, push and jerk" policy followed by engine house foreman, trainmaster and despatchers,
not do any

is

not given proper notice by the
most earnest attention.

receive his

man

We

higher up;

know

it

should

is not
always easy for him to determine just which one is most to
blame, but a good plan to follow, after he has had a certain
number of complaints and cannot find that the fault is all on one

all

that

it

side, is to eliminate both sides and start new men, with the
understanding that when they cannot agree among themselves,
they cannot agree with him.
In a plan of team work that I have seen worked out to good
advantage, the engine house foreman laid down the rule that
his engine house was to be run on the plan of a fire station
that it had its regular daily and nightly duties to perform, and
in addition, must respond promptly to all extra calls, so far as
equipment on hand permitted. When time card trains had been
provided for, the foreman placed in the hands of the trainmaster each morning, a list of his remaining engines. This list

showed so many engines available at once, giving the numbers
and class so many under light repairs available, in a certain
number of hours and the remainder as nearly as he could es;

;

timate.

The

trainmaster then

knew how many

trains he could

send out, and could make up his trains to suit the power availThere is nothing verj- remarkable in all this but when
able.
so many are working on no plan at all, it may be worth while
Stokekeeper.
to point it out
;

Railway

Due

Troubles

to

Lack

Understanding*

Public

of

Importance of Railway Service to the People Demands
Intimacy of Understanding and Mutual Confidence
By W.

G.

Perhaps our "hot or ccld" affections for our transportation
due to inherent traits in human nature. We are seemingly eager to seek that which we have not and find excessive
The enthusiasm over our
fault with that which we possess.
railway acquirement ebbed when transportation gave us an era
of development unmatched in all the progress of mankind. No
sooner was the triumph recorded than sentiment veered, and
But
hostility to railroads became a gospel of wide popularity.
popular sentiment eventually gets right, and I can say tonight
that the intelligent public thought of this land of ours is delines are

manding

just treatment of the

American

railroads.

EFFICIENCY OF R.\ILRO.^DS ESSEXTI.^L TO NATION.^L PROSPERITY

two thoughts are indisputably
American railways is absolutely
essential to Aiiierican agricultural, mining and manufacturing
industries, which are the component parts of our boasted commerce; and the good fortunes of the American railways and the
.'\niid all

cstabli.^hed

the clamor and appeal,

— the

efficiency

of

.American people are indissolubly linked together.
distress of our industrial

ing

some

signs of relief, has

if you prefer
American railroads

railroads, or

it

of our

is

its

reflex

present

in

show-

the distress of our

differently expressed, the distress
very evident in the halted condi-

tion of business throughout the land.

the ebb-tide of

The

interests, happily

and commercial

American good fortune

This is not to say that
wholly due to the dis-

is

tressed conditions of our railroads, but the fortunes of the transportation lines and our people are so indissolubly linked to-

gether that the one cannot be injuriously affected without finding its reflex in the other.
The argument never has strongly appealed to me that we
ought to prosper our railroads for the specific purpose of pro-

moting general prosperity. It seems to me more important to
prosper our transportation lines as a simple matter of fairness
and justice to this important single agency in our modern lives.

The popular mind has been slow

to grasp the surpassing im-

Ten thousand

portance of railway transportation.

captains of

HARDiNct

way was

it all

as a matter of course.

The

interior

and unrest.

was some extenuation.

Many

constructed for the profit in promotion, else

a
it

rail-

had

never been projected. In this fact lies the explanation of much
of our development. Builders were not content to wait for the
profits of carrying, because the awakened production and carrying thereof had to come of too slow a process. It is fair to say,
however, that in most cases the fictitious values have become
very real in the processes of attending growth. The piracy of
high financing watered stock and excessive bonding is not to

—

—

mainly responsible for the
Much of the predatory
hostile frame of the public mind.
plundering attended the evolution of lines into systems, an accomplishment which none of us would undo, because the advent

be so readily excused, and

of systems

marked

is,

in fact,

a higher stage of capacity for public service,

and our people must not let their righteous hostility to this
plundering blind them to the progress made. Hateful as it was,
was a practice of the period, partly to deserve
it nevertheless
our tolerance because of improved capacity for service.
One thing is certain, though our people cry out against the
great predatory captains who dashed by in their special cars,
the lumbering trains of honest investment have traversed the
same rails, and the hone.-.t endeavor and best thought and best
energies of American life have reared this American railway
giant and furnished us the best and cheapest rail transportation
There muol be— there is— a righteous mean bein the world.
tween plundering on the one hand, and popular assault on the

and the problem of the day is to find that righteous mean
and give to our railroads our boasted square deal.
I believe, in all sincerity, that the day of plundering financing
other,

has passed. I should like to proclaim, in the same breath, the
passing of railroad baiting on the part of press and politicians,
who have been less inspired by public good than by personal
It has been a great stunt to hammer
profits and political gain.
the railroads.

industry, notably in the interior, have realized that railway facilities made their enterprises possible and profitable, but the toiler
in the ranks has taken

was good reason
Hateful as these things are

thereof than to correct the abuse, until there
for popular suspicion

in public estimate, there

AN EXCESS OF COMMISSIONING
Fortunately the drift

is

toward the sober second thought, and
these vital factors in making for

farmer, far from water routes, has seen the market brought to
of
his door, almost, and has been a beneficiary of the elevation
farming from a mere struggle for subsistence to a conquest for
accomplishment, but has been unmindful of the contributing

there

agency which did so much to open the way.
were heralded
I can recall full well how the railway extensions
with glad acclaim, and I have heard, since then, the inevitable
who quickly
those
reverse which comes in the loud complaint of
shift
forget the agency which made possible the astonishing
from wilderness to the glorious garden, where sunshine is shaped

chance. It
say, less of doctoring in order to give the patient a
cannot be disputed— there has been an excess of commissioning,
the
and our people have not slopped to count the public cost of
Do not mispractice, nor to measure its hampering influence.
I believe, most heartily, in the government
take my meaning.
unregulation of public utilities, but it must be righteous and

commerce.

derstanding regulation. The best railway knowledge in all
Public service ought to be the
land ought to light the way.
be a
impelling purpose, unheeding of public clamor. There can
one logical
species of excessive regulation which will lead to but
logical outresult— and that is government ownership. It is the
recome of the present drift, it is the only remedy if we are to
charges and
quire a service at rates inadequate to meet fixed

into profitable products of

THE

RAILRO.\DS NOT

BLAMELESS

This reversal of popular sentiment toward railroads in general
There had been profligacy of
not wholly without resson.
management, excessive profits in promotion, piracy in financing,
along with unrighteous discrimination and contempt for popular
opinion, more or less heralded in the press. These were seized
upon by politicians, more eager to profit in the proclamation
is

of the
•Abstract of an address which was made at the annual meetinK
December
Railway Business Association, Waldorf-Astoria, New York City,
10.

1914.

of the Marion (Ohio) Star for the past
state senator and lieutenant-ROvernor of
republican
the nominating speech for Mr. Taft at the 1912
States senator.
convention in Chicago. He has just been elected Lnited

tMr Harding has been editor
He has seryed as
years.

thirty

Ohio" and

made

is

a

realization

that

and general good fortune are entitled to
There is the conviction that when governmental
to
regulation leads to paralysis, we require less of it— that is

profitable production

just treatment.

the

improvements. The
provide means for maintenance and needed
thousand
answer to this statement is readily anticipated. Ten
in stocks
tongues are ready to cry out about over-capitalization
over-capitalization
the
and bonds. It is true, in the main, but
It comes of the evolution into sysa previous era.

comes of
justify the wreck
tems, and the crime of over-issue does not
railroading.
of the surpassing structure of American

December
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Our problem
row.
the

is not of yesterday, it is of today and the morup to fair-minded American intelligence to deal with
transportation problem as it exists today, recognizing

It is
rail

that increased cost in transportation

is quite as natural as incost in labor and taxes.
Transportation cannot be
eliminated from the cost of a single article of commerce in the
complexity of our modern life, nor escape the upward trend of

creased

cost.

THE WISDOM OF JOSEPH
believe

the opinion of ninety-nine of every hundred
thinking people that the railways of the countrj' are entitled to
an increase of rates, and would gladly see it granted.
The
thinking citizen not only desires that the railroads shall be able
I

it

is

and earn money to meet their obligations;
they are also entitled to earn a profit in fortunate years which
may be turned to betterments when the lull comes.
to exist in dull times,

The wisdom

of Joseph holds good to this day, and my application of the story to American railways is that they ought

enough in the fat years to be prepared to
carry on their vast improvements in the lean years which into be able to earn
evitably come.

Under our present system

sufficient earnings,

of reduced and in-

along with increased cost of operation, there

no marked railway betterments except in the high tide of
earnings, when cost is highest and improvements are hampered
are

by

traffic

operations.

vide ample

ment

revenue

made

We
in

ought to reverse

good times

to

this order,

and pro-

enable extensive better-

in the dull period, all of

which would tend to

better service in the days of the revival,

and, meanwhile, the

to be

expenditure for betterments would relieve the general dullness

amid such conditions

as

we complain

of today.
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Keys with arched concrete 4nd bands of steel, which clipped
twenty-four hours from the commercial time between Cuba and
the United States, and set fairyland abloom for three hundred
miles en route?
Does any one believe that federal ownership
would have threaded the plains and pierced the Rockies as individual enterprise has opened the way from coast to coast, and
touched the desert as well as the valley and mine with man's
developing hand?
I shall be fearful of government ownership until France and
Germany .have given real proof of government efficiency and
economy in railv/ay management, and our own government has
given some assurance that it may carry on any business with
the economy which characterizes every well-managed, individual
enterprise.
Nay, more, I shall doubt all plans of government
control until we have acceptable proof that the government can
fairly regulate through its commissions, when real railroad men
are making the tremendous struggle to conserve their properties
and serve the public with these vastly important agencies.
Perhaps the lack of successful regulation is due to the new-

ness of the undertaking, to the unavoidable political agitation
and to the harassment of conflicting authority because of varied
legislation and state commissions.
Our American railroad enterprises are so vast that it has seemed to me that none
longer small enough to be encompassed by intra-state lines,
state

is

and we ought to put the entire service under inter-state control.'
Such a policy would save millions in public expense and
put us on a broad plane which is befitting the gigantic character
of American railway operation.- We should then escape the excess of state legislation.
I speak deliberately
the law-making
industry is too often worked overtime. This country needs today less legislative bills pending and more railroad bills of lading.

—

PHYSICAL V.\LUATION A COLOSSAL FOLLY
This thought grows upon me when I am reminded that billions are said to be required to be expended to bring our railroads up to the facility for efficient service which managers
themselves believe to be the due of our people. I have heard
railway men say that they gladly would be making expenditures
now, but they cannot borrow and do not earn sufficiently.
Through agitation and restriction there has come impaired credit,
until there is a threatened collapse of the railroad edifice, and
it's

up to American fairness

vide for maintained eminence.

to

make the restoration and proThese items of maintenance and

betterments have been overlooked by the political exhorters who
have baited the railroads to catch unthinking popular favor. The
advance from the dinkey wood-burner, which I helped to wood-

up as a boy, willingly, while Dad's wood-pile needed attention,
to the great locomotive of today, with heavier rails, and the

thousand conceits of modern genius, which add to safety and
enhance the service, h:is involved renewal costs beyond
When we come to a physical valuation, if
all comprehension.
we must commit that colossal and costly folly, I wonder where
the genius will be found who can apply apt figures to cost and

The agitating
worth of experience and evolution.
makes no new investment and knows nothing about
continues to blow with the same old blather.

WE

DO NOT

cost,

but

WANT GOVERNMENT OWNERSHIP

This railway problem
the inadequacy of

politician

is

so big

my words

to

and so important that I feel
We do not want
it.

portray

government ownership, though that is the logical drift. I am
opposed to it because it is contrary to the spirit of our instituduties
tions and violates the very conception of the rights and
individual
of government and citizenship which has given us an
accomplishment which the world can nowhere match. It would
from individuals the imstifle our further development and take
We might as well
pelling purpose to accomplish and achieve.
all, the
adopt paralyzing socialism, and fling aside, once and for
the pride
surpassing American accomplishment which has been
world.
of our own people and the admiration of the
would have
Does any one believe that government ownership
the Florida
pushed the railway along the sands, and connected up
'

RATE INCREASE NECESSARY
apparent that the Interstate Commerce Commission believes in the pressing necessity for increased earnings for our
It

is

railroads.
The su.ggestions of increased passenger rates, baggage charges and other collections for service not charged for
heretofore, indicate the controlling body favors increased earnThe rate increase
ings, but opposes the short and direct route.
would be direct and immediate, and these other remedial efforts
could be left to follow by the slower process of evolved adoption.
If the combined income from increased rates and added
service charges made excessive earnings, contrary to public policy,
the same authority which grants the increase could order a re-

duction.

The simple public mind, unbiased in the matter, thinking only
and the common good, favors the increase and does
have seen the advance of
not expect a later reduction.
can understand all
know of mounting taxes.
wages.
of fairness

We

We

We

about more costly equipment. Having come to pay more for
our food, we only wonder that we have not been charged more

Knowing the increased cost of operation
its transportation.
every other industrial and commercial enterprise, we have
wondered how any one could escape added cost in the chief
for

in

agency of exchange and distribution.

Our American wage scale is twice to thrice that of Europe.
Our rates of interest are generally higher. Our distances are
Under all these condigreater and our population less dense.
tions it would be very natural for our railway transportation to
he higher. Our freight rates are notably less, and our passenger
When
service only a trifle higher, and it is vastly superior.
classification is taken into account I believe ours is the cheaper.
.A.nd yet on this very branch of business which costs the more

commission recommends the increase
If argument were needed for
I hope
the general advance, the commission has presented it.
It will not bring the complete revival of
it will speedily come.
temthe
crash
of
the
American activity', but it will not only save
ple of transportation, but will re-establish railway credit, and
lead to that physical rehabilitation which is of prime importance
More, and very
in ministering to greater American activities.
in this country, the railway

which

it

is

pov.erless to grant.
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governmental assistance

significant, too, the

new assurance

will be

that

it

is

hour of need

in the

neither the function nor the pur-

pose of government to destroy, but to foster and protect, and
American business success, lawfully achieved, is to be encouraged and heralded as important to American progress.

Perhaps a considerable part of political play in hostility to
our railroads is due to the mistaken impression that they are
the property of a few of the enormously rich. If this were true
it would not alter the demand for just treatment, for the civilization which ignores property rights will quickly trespass human
rights.
As a matter of fact, however, our railroads are largely
the property of those we term the people, and their securities
are in the assets of savings banks,

companies,

insurance

life

and college funds, and the foundation of thousands of
The directing heads of these lines and systems
sacred trusts.
are not the scions of wealth, nor the creatures of privilege, they
are the finest examples of the reward of merit which we have
developed in the boasted opportunities of American life. When
the moneyless American youth may climb from the humblest
rank of railroading to the direction of the energies of hundreds
of millions of capital and many thousands of men, through sheer
force of ability and conscientious service, the system cannot be
It is our inspiration to developing youth and asfar wrong.
hospital

surance doubly sure that ours is the civilization of opportunity.
In every city throughout the land is some allied industry, and
at the head of these are the worthy captains of American en-

who have grown ur from

deavor,

with them,

when

the tide 'ans

and

village or farm,

toiling

a thrifty, well-compensated,

full, is

prospering people, rejficing in .American triumphs and eager to
go on.
There are two things to commend to the public, to railway
managers and to members of the Railway Business Association.

One

is

—

simple honest}-, the other is greater intimacy the fullness
between the railway management and the pub-

—

of understanding

There has been too much aloofness, sometimes a
lic served.
contempt for public regard. The minds which lead in making
dependable public opinion mean to be fair, and need only to be
Railways have '-iiffered needlessly because of the
informed.
The public has an ear for the
lack of pubhc understanding.
manager, as well as for railway baiters, and the growth of favorable public opinion toaay is traceable to the fact that railThe imporhave laid their case before the public.
tance of railway service to the people, the public character of
the business, and public regulation, all demand intimacy of un-

ways

Add

derstanding and mutual confidence.

honesty that

is

essential to right

the abiding

and we

shall hail a

honesty that makes for sincerity in

new

which

era,

mark

shall

American astonishment of

politics,

a greater

all

to this the unalterable

management and
and swifter

stride to our

the world.

THE TRAIN DESPATCHER'S OFFICE
[E.

T. Mulquin, in Train Despatchers' Bulletin]

Generally speaking
cised as to location

t'

anc

a lack of painstaking effort exeroffice equipment for the train despatcher,
ere

is

and maintaining the highest standard of
efficiency.
How often do we see the despatcher's office consolidated with the telegraph office with its boiler-shop noises and
with persons continually running in and out. This disturbs the
despatcher, as he will unconsciously take some notice of what is

to aid

him

in reaching

going on about him.
used for train despatching and at offices
employed they are
frequently located too close together; often one table being
one despatcher on
of
The
conversation
equipped for two men.
If the chief despatcher
the 'phone is annoying to the other.
is also quartered in the same office, this adds to the confusion,

Where

the telephone

where more than one

as he has

The

many

despatcher from

Vol.

attracting

tables should be constructed

RAILWAY AFFAIRS
A

recent issue of the

the

attention

IN

and separate from the chief despatcher's office. Each despatcher
should have an individual table, and where the telephone is used
the tables should be far enough apart to prevent the talk of one

.

.

.

OTHER COUNTRIES

Railway Gazette of London contains

following editorial comment:
Not the least important
undertaking whose future will be profoundly modified by the
outcome of the war is the Bagdad Railway. Being wise after
the event is easy enough, but it is somewhat difficult today to
understand the lack of diplomatic prescience which gave Germany the control of this railway. Knowing what we now do of
the comprehensiveness and foresight which have characterized
the German plans, it does not require much imagination to assume that a country which counted on inducing Turkey to take
the field must have realized to the fullest extent the military
potentialities of the Bagdad Railway.
Indeed, it is today rather
surprising that any financial considerations should have been
allowed to stand in the way of pushing on the line as rapidly
as possible.
The real objective of the Bagdad Railway is the
Persian Gulf. In the light of present events it is amusing, or
it would be amusing if it were not so serious, to reflect that a
short time ago public opinion in this country was quite satisfied
by the projected arrangement to place the terminal section of
the line under international control, with Turkey and Germany among the controllers. History seems likely to repeat itself, and just as the fruits of German enterprise and expenditure
in Kiao-Chau and her African and .Australasian colonies will be
reaped by other powers, jo in the final adjustment the intrigues

and the expenditure on the Bagdad Railway
any gain to Germany.
*

*

will not result in

*

London, which has recently compiled
number of employees
of the British railways who have left their work to join the
army or navy since the beginning of the war, estimates that the
Most of the British
total at the end of September was 56,874.
railways have adopted the suggestions of the railway executive
committee, which has had charge of the railways for the government since the beginning of the war. Each company is making an allowance to the wives and families which, supplemented
by separation allowances and an amount deducted from the
army pay in accordance with the government regulations, is
equivalent to not less than four-fifths of the individual's pay
when he was in the company's service. Allowances are also
made to the dependent relatives of unmarried men and widows
without children according to individual needs. The companies
are paying their employees' contributions to superannuation and
other funds during the men's absence and will endeavor to restore to them their former or equivalent positions if they are
physically fit.
As far as possible, also, work will be found

The Railway Gazette

of

the latest available figures regarding the

The figures as compiled
some of the larger companies are shown below. The num-

for such as have been incapacitated.
for

bers have probably not increased greatly since the end of September, because to prevent the railways from becoming crippled,
instructions were issued by the war office that noone in the railenlist without the permission of the head
For the purpose of comparison there is also
shown the total number of adult male employees of each company on December 31 last:

way

service

was

to

of his department.

male
employees

.\dult

is

callers.

The

others.

lines.

the

Enlist-

ments

set of despatchers are

train despatcher's office should be as private as possible

of the

on commodious

No. 25

57,

Caledonian
,
Great Central
Great Eastern
Great Northern
Great Western
Lancashire & Yorkshire
London & North Western
London & South. Western
London. Brighton & South Coast

Midland ...
North British
North Eastern
South Eastern & Chatham
Underground Railways of London

1,600
2,700
3,000
,2,500

8.019
3.608
9.528
2.100
1,510
6.700
2,000
5.400
1./02
931

Dec. 31, 1913
21,477
29,460
30,512
31.352
72,454
36,525
79.348
22.614

JM.»

66.340
23.243
52,984
21,224
6.232

December
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OF LOCAL OR WAYFREIGHT TRAINS

THE HANDLING

By

&

The

local or wayfreight

T., Parsons,

Kansas

a train of necessity, but in

is

many

a forced expense.
In some places locals have
to be run to handle local C. L. and L. C. L. business that does
not actually pay the cost of the operation of the train, due to
instances

it

is

certain parts of the district originating no business and the other

parts originating

As

more business than the

a result the local on

and not by qualifications of the men operating
have seen men running locals who were good enough
for through freights but entirely impossible as local conductors.
They will drag over the division earning three to four hours
overtime daily and increasing the cost of operation from $150
They have no initiative and no interest in
to $250 per month.
their work, they are sore-headed and their crews are disloyal,
feeling that they would rather see them laying off than at work.
rights of seniority

them.

Farmer

R. R.

Trainmaster, M. K.
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local can take care of.

where no

I

They do not
where

is

it

figure

on their work until they arrive at the point
Every one they come in contact with

to be done.

meets them only because

it

is

necessary to transact business with

tonnage to the intermediate or local terminal, as the

They take a technical advantage of all instructions whenever possible to make it to their advantage. Their records are
such
They simply hold
only
as the rules force them to keep.

the other part of the division

their runs

business

originated

is

will

part of the division

that

earn

nothing

by

handling

its

full

local on
where a large volume of business
is originated cannot handle it on account of the local business
making full tonnage for it. In such cases it is necessary to run
through trains light out of terminals and across part of the

handle the tonnage that the local has handled to
such point, therefore nothing has been gained by running such
local and its only real earnings are from the local business
handled between its terminals.
In many instances locals are run when their cost of operation
division

to

tends to decrease greatly the profits or earnings, caused prin-

by

cipally

inefficient crews,

poor

facilities,

tracks and facilities

them.

by seniority rights given them by agreements and will

cry "Discrimination" at every effort to dislodge

them from the

runs.

In my opinion the local conductor should be picked from the
ranks for his qualifications as a local conductor, as an assistant

despatcher and a lieutenant to the trainmaster. He
must be a man who can handle men and yards, as he is a
traveling yardmaster over the part of the division to which he

to the chief

is

He

assigned.

is

the agent at

all

non-agency stations.

many

located without regard to economical operation (caused by leases

sentative

made

shippers in a day as a local conductor on a heavy division?

view of leasing the ground and
securing the location of the industry on the railway's tracks),
Any
indifferent and inefficient station forces, and poor power.
or all of these cause delays which run into overtime which costs
from 28 to 35 cents for each 10 minutes according to the number
of

to industries with only the

men in the crew.
The most important

factor

in

wayfreight

operation

is

the

This man, when big enough for the position, will
perform miracles on a heavy overtime local. He will organize
his crew, selecting the most efficient and intelligent brakeraen,
who are not afraid of work and who work regularly, judging
them by their disposition, honesty, quickness, sobriety and reliability.
In a few weeks he will line up the station forces by
his cheerful disposition and ability, by his willing and obliging
nature and his efforts to get his work done and get over the
road.
He will employ a method of making accurate records of
all cars, seals, OS&D merchandise, delayed cars and other irreguconductor.

He

larities.

will not set out a good, clean car

fertilizer,

if

a car

to release cars

and

into the terminal,

room

He

will transfer freight

will consolidate all L. C. L. freight that

can, taking as small a

the

for grain or

is

old car suitable for the purpose wanted.

all

fit

wanted to load empty oil barrels or
when by making a short switch he can set out an

flour loading,

number

which

he

of merchandise cars as possible

will obviate the necessity of taking

at the transfer platform for his train.

He

up

will not

out an empty box car for wood loading when he has an
empty stock car that is not in demand at the time. He will
keep posted on the movement of all classes of equipment and
will keep in touch with the maximum and the average capacity
of all industries and mines on his division.
set

To

successfully

fill

the position, a local conductor should be

He should not be too old
to all.
nor too young, but his age should be sufficient to give him
mature judgment and discernment. He should have had experience as a brakcman on all kinds of freight trains. He should
have a good common education, be familiar with waybills, and
posted to some extent on tariff matters such as the minimum
carload weights on various commodities in order that he will
know that a shipper cannot load the minimum weight of hay
in a 30 ft. car and that by filling such orders with small cars
he will only delay the car, annoy the shipper and cause additional work picking up the small car and setting out a car large
enough to get the minimum weight in. He should also be posted
on demurrage and per diem rules.
My observation has been that a great many locals are held by
accommodating and courteous

He

should represent the policy of the company in politeness and
courtesy to all patrons he comes in contact with, and what repreof

the railroad comes

In the make-up of wayfreights

in

it

contact

is

with as

big

preferable that the mer-

chandise cars be placed on the rear end and the short loads on
the head end, when conditions will permit, in order that the
merchandise cars can be placed to work while the loads on the

head end are set out or other loads picked up. However, this
feature depends on the physical characteristics of the division
and the location of the various stations. Each local caboose
should be equipped with pinch bars and two pairs of rollers
to facilitate the handling of heavy freight that may be shipped
L. C. L.
All local engines should be equipped with foot boards
on the rear of the tenders and a 3-in. nipple and hose attachment
on the rear of the tanks for the purpose of filling water barrels
at stations, cotton platforms and wooden trestles, especially during the hot. dry weather.
Wayfreight engines should also be
equipped with straight air to facilitate and expedite the switching.
The tonnage rating should be light enough for the power
assigned to handle with ease over the ruling grades and to make
a fair speed between stations.
A local division should be established on the basis of a tenhour work day controlled by the business to be handled. The
hours should be from 7 o'clock in the morning until 5 o'clock
in the evening, as any time of arrival at terminals after 6 o'clock
in the evening is not conducive to good service.
The men figure
that if they arrive at the terminal after 6 o'clock they cannot
get their meals in time to spend the evening out and as a consequence they lag. When an arrival time from S to 6 o'clock
will enable them to get their meals and allow them to spend
the evening as they please, the earlier hour of arrival is an
incentive all day to do their work as expeditiously as possible in
order to arrive at the terminal on time.
Station forces should be on hand ready to break the seals,
ake records of same, and unload the freight as soon as the
cars are placed.
Switch lists of cars to be picked up or placed
should be made out and a copy of same kept in the station
records.
All freight should be checked out of the cars by the
All over, short or damaged freight
should be so noted on waybills and the conductor should sign
each waybill under such notations. These matters are of little
trouble but will save time, trouble and money to the company.

agent or his representative.

It will

enable the freight claim department to handle all OS&D
All freight loaded at small way-stations

claims expeditiously.

should be checked into the car by the conductor, the same as
the freight is checked out of the cars by the agent or his
representative.

;

:
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TRAIN CREW REGULATIONS
The Public

Utilities

Commission

IN
of

CONNECTICUT
Connecticut,

acting

under a law passed in 1913, has investigated the question of
the adequacy of train crews, as managed by the railroads of
Connecticut, and has issued a code of regulations for passenger trains. The investigation was ordered b3' the Legislature, as an alternative to passing a full crew law which was
demanded by the trainmen's brotherhood. No order is issued
in regard to freight trains, the commission holding that freight
trains are already properly manned.
The commissioners have studied the subject for a year and
have examined the records of 589 passenger trains of the
New York, New Haven & Harfford, and in addition to this
they have made personal observation and inquiry on 47 important trains, including those which had been mentioned in
complaints.
Members of train crews were carefully questioned.

There was already in existence a rule, issued by the former
railroad commission 18 years ago, regulating the number of

brakemen on passenger trains, and this is not much modified;
it is deemed in the main reasonable.
To increase crews beyond a reasonably safe requirement "would lessen efficiency
by dividing responsibility." No instance has been disclosed
where the safety either of the public or the employees has
been jeopardized by an insufficient number of men in the

The

crew.

railroads are vitally interested in the successful

and safe movement

of freight trains

less

it

shall

and should have some
to be employed, unsafety of employees

number of trainmen
be made to appear that the

discretion as to the

or the public is endangered and that freight commerce is
unnecessarily delayed by reason of the lack of an adequate
crew. This opinion in regard to freight trains is a confirmation of the opinion of the railroad commissioners, uttered in
a report issued in 1911.
In the matter of the safety of passenger trains, the commission recognizes that a parlor car porter, a baggage man
or a train porter can be made available in cases of emergency, and evidently holds that these men should be soavailed of. "It is not always practicable in any line of business of considerable magnitude to maintain a sufficient force
to meet all possible emergencies, and in emergencies all loyal
and faithful emploj'ees have a moral duty to do extra work,
where practicable, to save life or protect property."
The only hint of any criticism of the railroads of the state
that is to be found in the report is a paragraph to the effect
that "all well-managed railroads should anticipate with a
reasonable degree of accuracy the needs of the service" on
holidays and other special occasions.
In conclusion the commission holds that safety would not
be increased by any general order for an increase of the number of men in crews, and proceeds to formulate its requirements in substance as follows (all referring to passenger
trains):
1.

a

Trains of two cars, at least one brakeman,

who may be

baggageman.

Vol.
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official, or private car is to be considered a parlor car.
The order is not to apply to cases of emergency, due to
circumstances which may not be foreseen.

passenger car; a club,

SUPPLEMENTARY ORDER IN THE FIVE PER
CENT CASE
The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued an order
under date of November 28 making such modifications in its
findings in the Five Per Cent case (31 I. C. C, 351), published
in the Railuoy Age Gazette of August 7, page 235, as will permit the carriers to establish increased joint through rates be-

tween points in central freight association territory and southwestern territory, and between many points in central freight
association territory and southeastern territory.
An abstract
of the commission's order follows, the language of the commission

preserved

being

in

so

far

as

possible

In accordance with the report of the Five Per Cent Case, the
carriers have filed increased intra-territorial rates in central
Since rates between points in that
and points west and northwest thereof, along the Mis-

freight association territory.
territory

souri river, in Colorado and Utah, are generally combinations of

intermediate local or proportional rates to and from the Mississippi river crossings, these increased intra-territorial rates in central
freight association territory

the Mississippi river

The

ritory.

tween points
in

now

and points

apply between points west of

in central freight association ter-

increased intra-territorial rates likewise apply bein

central freight association territory

and points

southeastern territory upon which joint through rates are not

published, and upon which the central freight association territory

lines

receive

their

separately-established

local

or propor-

from Ohio river crossings.
On the other hand traffic between points in central freight
association territory and southwestern territory, and between
many points in central freight association territory and southeastern territory moves under joint through rates, inceases in
which were cancelled by the order entered in the Five Per Cent
Many of these tariffs naming joint rates between central
case.
freight association and southeastern territory frequently specify
the separate factors of said rates which accrue respectively to
the lines north and south of the Ohio river.
In the opinion of the commission it now appears that the
above mentioned order should be so modified as to permit the
establishment of joint through rates between the points aforesaid which shall be sufficiently increased over the existing joint
tional rates to or

through rates to allow the central freight association

lines

an

increase of 5 per cent in their divisions.

ordered that respondents be authorized to
on not less than five days' notice joint through
rates between points in central freight association territory and
points in western, southwestern and southeastern territories,
which shall be in excess of the existing joint through rates only
It

make

is

therefore

effective

to the extent that

may

be necessary to allow the lines in central

freight association territory an increase not in excess of S per

Trains of three or four cars, exclusive of parlor, dining,
sleeping, baggage, mail or express cars, two brakemen, one
of whom may be baggageman, assistant conductor or ticket

cent above the divisions which these lines have heretofore re-

collector.

river

3.
Trains of five to eight cars, exclusive of parlor, etc.,
three brakemen, which three may include an assistant conductor or ticket collector.

under authority of

2.

4.

Nine or more

cars,

four brakemen, one of

exclusive of parlor, etc., at least
be assistant conductor or

whom may

ticket collector.

Trains composed entirely of parlor, dining, sleeping,
5.
baggage, mail or [and] express cars, at least two brakemen,
one of whom may be a baggageman.
A combination baggage and smoking car is to count as a

ceived.

In cases where the tariffs containing said joint rates

state separately the factors thereof applicable north of the

and east of the Mississippi

river, the

new

tariffs

Ohio

published

this order shall state separately the increased factors accruing to the central freight association lines
under the authority hereby granted, however, no increased rates

shall be established upon commodities as to which increased
rates were not authorized by the commission in its report; and
where the relationship between through and intermediate rates
would be altered by the permission incorporated in this order
involving a departure from the strict requirements of the fourth
section, the carriers must first file applications for relief under

that section.

Fan

Drafting

Applied

as

to

Locomotives'

Due to Back Pressure With Existing Type of Front
End Arrangement; Results of Tests Made With Fans

Loss

By H.

MacFarland

B.

Engineer of Tests, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Chicago,

The method of drafting a locomotive with its exhaust steam
has varied in detail only during the long period of development
of the steam locomotive. The basic principle is exactly that of
SO or 60 years ago. The exhaust from the engine was early
utilized to produce the necessary draft and is commonly so used
today.

The magnitude

of the loss due to back pressure as

it

existed

dififerent

111.

locomotives representing as

many

different types,

work-

ing under such varied conditions as are encountered upon the
Santa Fe system, with territory extending from Chicago to the
Pacific

Coast, and presenting at one place or another

the conditions encountered in railway service.

most of

This statement

shows that for every 100 horsepower used as actual tractive
there are 66 horsepower wasted through the exhaust,

effort,

22

23

Miles Per Hour.
Fig. 1

— Comparative

Power Performance Curves

on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
paper presented by the writer at the fourth
annual conventon of the International Railway Fuel AssociaThe material was collected from a large
tionf in May, 1912.
number of locomotives in actual service operating under greatly

over 70 per cent of which may be credited to the excessive back
pressure necessary to produce draft for the locomotive boiler.
A study of the facts has led the writer to the consideration of
a more economical method of drafting locomotive boilers.
Comparative power performance curves for locomotives 1,700

varying conditions and showed conditions existing at that time.
A general statement is drawn based on tests conducted on 18

and

in representative locomotives

Fe was shown

in a

•From a discussion of a report on Steam Locomotives of Today, at the
Railroad Session of the annual meeting of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, New York, December 2, 1914.
tSee American Enpnter, June, 1912, page 300.

1,962 are

shown by

Fig.

1.

These curves were plotted as a
on these locobetween Bar-

result of data obtained during comparative tests
motives on the third district, Arizona division,

stow and Bakersfield, Cal., a distance of 140 miles, in the winLocomotive 1,700, a Mallet compound (2-8-8-2), fitted with a Jacobs-Shupert firebox, Buck-Jacobs superheater,

ter of 1909.

7
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in., had
was of the
simple consolidation (2-8-0) type, fitted with Baldwin superheater, cylinders 24 in. by 32 in., and had a tractive effort of
These curves are presented because they show the
49(500 lb.
enormous back pressure horsepower loss which is an inherent
defect in the Mallet type locomotive. The curves show that the

and feed-water heater, cylinders 26 in. and 38
Locomotive
tractive effort of 108,000 lb.

a

Speed,- ZS.S

by 34

in.

1,962

Drawbar Pull, Standard 8.S60 Lbs.

M.P.H.

9,200 Lbs.

Induced

Dunamomeler H.P. Standard est

Indica/ed M.P. Standard 847.3

Induced 699

Induced 9S9.4
Right Side

\'ui..
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to get out of adjuslniciit and does its work when once
has been set up with very little attention other than minor
adjustments to keep it in good working order. It is this feature alone that has enabled the present front end arrangement
liable
it

to

exist

to

view of existing conditions,

In

the present day.

was attracted to the possibility of drafting a locomoby some method of forced or induced draft, but because
of the impracticability of installing a system of forced draft on
a locomotive, except possibly in the case of stoker-fired locomotives where it is not necessary to open the fire door, this
attention
tive

form of draft was abandoned and attention directed to the
adaptation of induced draft for the purpose. It is a well known
fact that induced draft has been successfully applied in stationary and marine service, and its development in these fields

we now have
The development of the

has been rapid during the past few years, so that

many

installations of

this

character.

steam turbine and progress
centrifugal fans for this

made and
Speed.- Z7.SM.RH.

DranbarPull. Standard 11.000 Lbs.
Induced 12,800 Lbs.

Indicated H.P Standard

Dynamometer ft. P. Standard 807
Induced 939

Full lines represent cards

— Indicator

1085.1

seemed

the theory and construction of

logical that

cessfully applied to other fields,

it

to the progress

the system could be so suc-

if

would

find

ready application

to the locomotive.

The problem, however, was not as simple as

it

at

first

ap-

mth standard front end.

Dotted lines represent cards
Fig. 2

Induced

1013.

it

in

work has added much

induced draft.

witty

Cards Taken with Standard Front End and
with Induced Draft

maximum power

of the Mallet was' developed at a speed of
approximately 17 miles an hour and that drawbar horsepower
and back pressure horsepower equalized at a speed of approximately 25 miles per hour, showing that at this speed the locomotive exerted 950 drawbar horsepower and that an equal

power was required to draft the boiler. The curves for the
consolidation type show that the maximum power of the locomotive was developed over a wide range of speeds and that
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back pressure horsepower was not appreciable except at high
speed.

The data accumulated from a

many

conducted
over the various divisions of the Santa Fe system, have shown
the desirability for

great

tests

some other method of furnishing draft for
now commonly used. These tests

locomotives to supplant that

have forcibly demonstrated the
rangement when viewed from

inefficiency

a

of the present ar-

thermodynamic

standpoint.

The chief advantage in favor of the present arrangement is that
speaking from a purely mechanical standit is very efficient
point that is, it 'S free from any complicated parts which are
;

peared.

Although

there

were many existing

installations

of

induced draft, and several manufacturers making a specialty of
these installations, yet they were not readily adaptable to the
locomotive.
In power plant and marine service the space occupied by the draft apparatus is not as important an item as

When the problem of furnishing draft
with the locomotive.
apparatus of this character was presented to the manufacturers,
they were able to calculate the size of the fan and the horsepow-er necessary to drive it to burn the required amount of coal
per hour, but when the space that such an apparatus would
occupy was taken into consideration, they were astoimded, and
were not able to furnish either data or apparatus satisfactorily
For this reason it was absolutely
to meet the requirements.
necessary to start in at the beginning and develop such an apparatus.

December
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step in tbe develofmiait

what could be expected

was to secnre data showing

in draft obtainable, in ioei coo-

stnnption, in boiler efficiency, and in power reqnireoienis to
operate a fan draft srstem. LocomodTe 932 was seemed for
experimental purposes and an experimental plant constructed
to secnre tbe data. Tbe test was confined to the boiler of tbe
locomotive with a 48-ni. ventilating fan attached to the smokebox. No attempt was made at this time to
tbe engine on

mn

Coimection was made between tfaf inlet of the fan
of the looomotiTe so that the exhaost was
throagfa tbe fan latfaer than throngfa the ordinarjr stadc The
fan was driven b^ means of a 2S-Iiorsepower constant speed
motor, belt ccmnected. The variation in speed at winch the fan
was driven was accomplisfced bjr dianging the diameter of tbe
pulleys. The power necessary to drive the fan at various speeds

the road.

and the

smokdmx

ri?.

were trade in Topeka, Kan in February. 1S12.
of 3.350 ib. of coal was btimed per hour, and a
,

.A. maximum
maximum of

This was accomplished
830 boiler
at an expenditiu'e of 30 horsepower required to drive the 48
in. fan at an average speed of 715 revohtioos per minute > the
maxinram draft in the smokebox was 25j in. of water. The
first tests in the series were made with the diaphragm in place
in the smokebox. bat this was removed during the latter runs

horsepower was

tor direct lyimrrtirMi to a 40 horsepower steam tnihine, the enure apparatus being so ooostiiicted as to be a ooaqact imit soitable for ap^cation in the ordinary smokdtox of a locomotive.
Preliminary tests were ma^ with -this miit. dnring wfaicfa the
volmne of air at atmospheric pressure and tenveratnre, discharged at various turbine speeds, was determined when the
hn was operated against various resistances simulating locomotive service. These tests indicated that the fan was of sufficient size for die locomotive for which it was ordered, so that
application of the apparatus was made to locomotive 1302 at
Topdca shops in January. 1913. The first actual test of the
apparatus installed on this locomotive was made on January 12,
1913.
It was soon apparent that the 24-in. fan did not have
the capacity to fnmish the necessary draft, and it was not imtil
after a great deal of experimental woil^ during which it was

'-.—

-MacFariand Fan Draft Apr

was accurately determined by measuring the carrent necessary
With this arrangement a series of tests
to drhre the motor.

de\-eloped.

possible to get
it was ioond that with the fan draft it was
a verj- nnifcrm distribution of the draft without employing deIt was not possible to develop anyflector plates of any kind.
where near the maximum boiler horsepower with diis instal-

and

but valuable data were secured for use in the constmcan experimental unit for drafting purposes.
From tbe data obtained from these preliminary tests with the
48 in. fen applied to both coal and oil burning locomotives, an
experimental unit adaptable to locomotives was furnished br
lation,

tioo of

191Z
the manufacturers and deKvered to TopAa in September,
This unit consisted of a stodt 24-in. tan with special provision

1121

e

Locomotive

cecessary to design and bcild diree fan rotors and make mollifications of the iaa casing, that a iaa of sufficient capacity was
secured to permit of actual road tests^ During the devdopment
of these fans, however, several stationary and road tests were
made with the locomotive, dnring which valuable data were secured.

Prior to tests with the fan draft apparatus, compete tests of
the locomotive with the standard front end

anai^emect had

been made for a basis of comparison of results obtained with
the two arrangements. Typical indicator cards secured under the
various conditions show the possibilities of the fan draft in
^Itile the fan
eliminating the back pressure of the en^ne.
used during the later series of tests was not mechanically correct or of sufficient capacity to develop the maximum power of
the locomotive, it was of sufficient capacity to bring oat many
vabaUe points relative to die general performance to be expected from a iithtem of this kind. The locomotive faomed its
fire as satisfactmily with die &n draft arrangement as with the
standard front end arrangement, and there was no more tendency
for the fire to bank or dicker. A uniform draft varying from
4 in. to 6^ in. of water was maintained with the fen draft.
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The

capacity of the

fan was limited to the

maximum

safe

ders 21

in.

Vol.

by 28

in.

and

57-in.
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drivers, a total heating surface

speed at which it could be run, and when the demand upon the
boiler was such that it could be supplied with the draft available
within the maximum speed of the fan, there was an economy
shown. This was evident when the locomotive was working on
grades, where, although more steam was used per stroke, the
relatively low speed of the locomotive made the total steam con-

sq. ft, and a grate
were confined to short runs between
West Albany and Karners, N. Y., a distance of eight miles upgrade, and were made primarily to determine the suitability of
the MacFarland fan draft for drafting switching locomotives,
with a view of developing a system of draft which would insure

sumption lower than on the level stretches where less steam was
used per stroke, but the higher speed and consequent increase

noiseless operation.

number of strokes per

in the

unit of time, placed a

demand

for

steam on the boiler which could not be supplied by the draft
full

For

was not

as indicated by an increased area at the bottom of the

was

a corresponding decrease at the top of the card.

This was due to the difference in initial pressure, so that the
in power due to the elimination of the back pressure
was just about sufficient to operate the fan draft apparatus, and
gain

there was no apparent gain in the over-all efficiency of the loco-

This is demonstrated by the indicator cards in Fig. 2.
comparison of the performance of the locomotive under the
two systems of drafting during periods in the runs when such
comparison is at all possible, that is, when working conditions
are similar, is favorable to the induced draft arrangement. Such
a comparison based upon the actual power delivered at the drawbar shows a saving of nearly 20 per cent in fuel for the fan
motive.

A

and

it

is

entirely possible to

indicated horsepower with

effect

a

marked saving

in

The
it

conclusions
is

This installation of the fan draft was never satisfactory from
mechanical standpoint, because the unit employed was not
adapted to the size of the smokebox on this particular loco-

a

A

land fan draft.
maximum of 9 in. of draft was developed in
the front end with an average of 8J4 in. throughout one of the
test runs, and the fan operated successfully against depths of

ranging from 6 in. to 18 in. The exhaust could be muffled
any desired point by the introduction of proper netting stages
and the engine could be operated practically without smoke. The
full operating steam pressure was readily maintained and the
back pressure was entirely eliminated.
The experience with the fan draft gained from actual tests
led to the development of an automatic control system to govern
or regulate the speed of the turbine, and consequently regulate
the intensity of the draft. It was found that it was highly defire

to

drawn from these comparative

tests

were

means
commonly

entirely possible to draft a locomotive boiler by

of an induced draft fan to replace the exhaust

tip

possible to entirely eliminate the cylinder back

used; that it is
pressure under normal conditions and greatly reduce it under
forced conditions of operation of the locomotive that with equal
steam chest pressures, cut-offs, and speeds there is an appreci;

to

exercise control.

bine

sary high speed during intervals of time representing ,a
over the average division of a railroad.
The logical field for locomotive mechanical draft is upon comgeneral and Mallet compounds in particular, where
more pronounced cylinder

the excessive back pressure results in

nearly

at

its

maximum

automatic

turbine

itself

and

is

is

when

made a

the

locomotive

is

part of the steam

designed to automatically throttle the sup-

when the pre-deterrained maximum
The maximum pressure governor

ply of steam into the turbine
safe speed has been reached.

into the steam line supplying the turbine and. is so con-

structed that the flow into the turbine

is

automatically throttled

the locomotive boiler pressure has reached within a few

pounds of the normal working pressure. This governor is also
fitted with an attachment which makes possible the control of
steam through the valve from the locomotive cab. An installation applicable to a Mikado type locomotive embodying all
these features

is

shown

in Fig. 5.

of this branch of locomotive engineer-

DEAD TRAIN ORDERS
By

plied to locomotive 1302 led to the design of a special 30-in. unit.

The

fan for this unit was constructed along the lines of the
later development with the 24-in. fan which had given the best
The new design embodied several
service on locomotive 1302.
improvements in size and proportioning of parts. Attention was

given to the adaptation of Ihe design to work at the peripheral
speed found most desirable and provision was made for imfacilities

and a

maximum

speed governor for

protection.

was applied to a New York Central switchand comparative tests were made before and
after installation near West Albany, N. Y., in January and February, 1914. This locomotive was of the 0-6-0 class, built after
the design which is standard for this class of power for the
New York Central Lines. It was equipped with a Schmidt

One

speed

The maximum speed governor

ing will necessarily be gradual, on account of the absence of
data or lack of experience on the subject.
The experience gained with tests of the 24-in. fan unit ap-

proved lubricating

the

of

standing.

when

run

The development

features

essential

maximum speed and pressure governors and an arrangement
which insures the starting of the turbine at the time the main
locomotive throttle is opened, and shutting off when the throttle
is closed.
In addition to these features, an independent steam
line is provided which makes possible the operation of the tur-

cessfully operate an installation of this character at the neces-

losses.

The

both

is fitted

in

the operation of the fan as nearly automatic as

and not have to depend on the engineer or fireman to
regulate its action.
At the same time, its operation should be
under the control of the fireman at all times should he choose
possible

able increase in indicated horsepower due to the elimination of
the cylinder back pressure, and that it is entirely possible to suc-

pounds

make

sirable to

control system which have been developed are the provision of

it.

Typical exhaust cavity cards are shown in Fig. 3. These pressure readings were taken in the exhaust cavity of the valves by
means of an independent indicator fitted with a 20-lb. spring.
They were chosen to cover the entire field as nearly as possible.
that

tests

motive, but the tests further demonstrated the possibilities of

12 lb. to 13 lb. lower from runs with the fan draft
than runs with the standard front end arrangement. Analyses
of the indicator cards show that although there was a gain in

draft,

The

ft.

this form of draft for locomotives, and justified the conclusion
that the engine could be successfully drafted with the MacFar-

it

was from

cards, there

area of 31.5 sq.

possible to

this reason,

rangement, so that the initial pressure available in the cylinders

power

a superheating surface of 382

ft.,

boiler pressure at all times with the fan draft ar-

available with the fan.

maintain

of 2,020 sq.

of these units

ing locomotive,

superheater, had a calculated tractive effort of 33,150

lb.,

cylin-

J.

L. Coss

To promote prompt movement

of trains, despatchers can lend
It requires
a helping hand by closely watching dead orders.
time for an operator to clear a train with a hand full of orders,

read their contents to the operator and the
engineer to read them to the conductor; and if any of the orThe
ders delivered are dead, just that much time is wasted.
the conductor to

train

despatcher

is,

of

course,

held

responsible

for

this

lost

motion; it is therefore, up to him to guard against the delivery
of such orders. A despatcher should work close with his operators and instill into them the importance of watching this feature at their respective
er's attention to

offices.

They should

any order which

The operator may

call

the despatch-

in their opinion is

no longer

if operators
it is true
are educated in this matter they can be of great assistance to

necessary.

the despatcher.

be busy,

;

but

December

18,
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There is danger in the practice of allowing orders of a precautionary nature, such as reducing speed over certain pieces
of track, bridges, etc., to remain in force after the repairs have
been made, because the train and engine men lecome acquainted with the facts and they will be likely to take chances
somewhere else, thinking perhaps the despatcher has forgotten
to take up the order.
It is the general practice on most roads
to revise and consolidate all slow orders under a new number
just after midnight.
If, then, after the slow orders have been
sent out a telegram comes in giving an O. K. on a certain place
which has been covered in the new order the despatcher, if
easy going, will allow that place to remain in the order until
the next night at midnight. This entails much waste of energy.
The moment an O. K. on any place is received a new and corrected order should be put out. Then the enginemen will adhere closely to the contents of all slow orders.
Each roadmaster, supervisor and trainmaster should receive
a copy of all slow orders each morning, look them over carefully and immediately apprise the chief despatcher of anything
irregtilar.
I have heard roadmasters complain that certain parts of slow
orders were not being complied with by enginemen, and request
that a "31" order be used for the place in question.
But why

burden the despatcher by having him use that form? There is
no more important order than a slow order, and if an engineman
will ignore that he is liable to do the same on a "31" order.
If
the roadmaster or any one else finds a man not complying with

1123

would get $6.40 for 8 hours or 10 hours,
and $8.96 for 14 hours, while a plasterer
would get $6 for 8 hours, $9 for 10 hours, $12 for 12 hours
and $15 for 14 hours.
a $6.40 a day engine
12 hours

for

$7.68

One

work

part of his exhibit included a discussion of piece

which he said that so long as the speed of a
train is equal to or exceeds 10 miles an hour the wages are
on a piece-work basis, or so much per 100 miles, and as the
speed of the train increases the earnings for a given time are

and

seniority, in

that a

he

but this

increased,

said

does

not

take

into

consideration

crew may be called two hours before starting to make

mileage, or

may

"It is difficult to deter-

be delayed afterward.

mine when a man goes on duty," he

said,

"he

may

after eight hours rest at 2 o'clock in the morning.

or the telephone
later.

It

may waken him and

his train leaves

be asleep

The

caller

two hours

takes him a certain time to put his clothes on, get
eat, and get to the place where he will find his en-

something to

own

something that has
how much time
after a man is called is really time contributed by himself or
required by the company. Some schedules provide for pay for
preparatory time working around the engine and others do not.
As in all industries where rates of wages are based on the
piece-work system a comparatively few locomotive enginemen
earn high wages, and the high wages of these few are accepted
gine.

Possibly that

to be done.

is

his

It is difficult

time, but that

is

therefore to say just

a slow order he should report the fact to the proper officer.
For the despatcher, however, the main feature is, keep your

by the public as typical of the earnings of all. An engineer
or fireman may earn two days' pay in one day with the knowledge that he may earn nothing the next day, or may earn in one
busy month twice as much as in a dull month.

slow orders up to date and do not let it be said by enginemen,
when you hand them an order, that they know a particular place
was repaired a week ago because the foreman in charge of the
Also, when it becomes necessary to
work has so advised.

There is no class of labor whose opportunities to earn money
are so precarious as those of the fireman for his many years
of experience. This he attributed to the peculiarity of railroad
employment. On account of the seniority system, he said, the

abandon a certain switch or side

oldest

track, as

is

frequently done,

by a general order addressed to all concerned, the order
to be placed in a book to be signed for by train and enginemen. Do not put it out day after day in your slow orders.
Where the necessary precautionary features are provided for in
the book of rules, or time table notes, do not burden your slow
cover

it

order book with matters thus covered.

ARBITRATION OF ENGINEMEN'S DEMANDS
W. S. Carter, president of the Brotherhood of Locomotive
Firemen and Enginemen, was the principal witness last week at
demands of
the western firemen and engineers. Much of his testimony was
in explanation of a large volume he introduced as an exhibit,
comparing the wage scales in 46 industries in 16 cities with
those of engineers and firemen in freight service on roads that
have a 10-hour basis, to show, as he said, that most of the men
in the other industries receive higher rates of pay, have received larger increases since 1907 and since 1910 than enginemen, and that the latter, while required to work hours far in
excess of employees in other industries, receive much less comthe hearing before the board of arbitration on the

pensation for overtime.

The
rate of
fitters,

which he said rank higher in hourly
pay than engineers include bricklayers, plasterers, steamplumbers, gasfitters, marble setters, structural iron workr

classes of employees

cement workers, granite cutters, compositors, stone cutters,
The hod
wiremen, carpenters and linotj'pe operators.
carrier in these cities, he said, receives an average wage of
40.27 cents an hour, while the locomotive fireman on coal-burning engines in freight service receives 33.85 cents, and on oilers,

inside

burning engines 32.86 cents. The engineers stood sixteenth in
the list in 1913 and firemen on coal-burning engines thirty-eighth
and on oil-burning engines thirty-ninth. In a table arranged
engineers
to show percentages of mcrease, 1913 over 1907, the
ranked thirty-ninth and firemen on coal-burning engines ranked
fortythirty-sixth, while those on oil-burning engines ranked
fourth.

Comparing overtime

rates he said that an engineer.

on

men may

earn high wages because they get the high-speed
on the other hand the highest man on the firemen's
list may be promoted to engineer and find his earnings decreased or may be demoted to fireman and find himself way
down on the list again. The seniority system, however, he
said, is absolutely necessary, bad as it is.
Mr. Carter said that the public and even some members of
the Interstate Commerce Commission had been "grossly misled" by erroneous methods of reporting wages formerly required by the commission. Some roads, he said, have reported
to the commission only the number of employees in service on
June 30 on one form, and on another have reported the total
Dividing this compensacompensation paid during the year.
tion by a smaller number of men, therefore, gives an average
Figures compiled on this basis, he said,
rate that is too high.
were used in the eastern enginemen's arbitration, but the commission has since recognized the error and has changed the
trains, but

method of

reporting.

The commission's

statistics are also

mis-

showing increases .in pay without showing
that the increases were brought about by the introduction of
larger engines on which higher rates were paid.
Much of the effect of Mr. Carter's comparative tables was
destroyed on cross-examination by James M. Sheean, counsel
for the railroads, who showed that as the wage scales used for
leading, he said, in

other industries are all for time rates they are not properly
comparable with any of the "piece-work" or mileage rates of
the railroads, and that the rates given for the railroads are only
comparable when the enginemen are working on the hourly
basis or when the speed is not greater than 10 miles an hour.

This excluded the effect of the rates for passenger service,
which are practically all on the mileage or piece-work basis;
no distinction was made between the fast freight and other
paid
freight rates, although much of the fast freight service is
way
for on the mileage basis, nor for the higher rates paid for
freight service.

Mr. Carter said his tables were intended only to show avershow
age rates, not earnings; that it would be impracticable to
He also said that his average rates had been obearnings.
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tained by simply adding tL'gether all rates shown in the schedules for large and small locomotives, without regard to the

number

of each or whether any of

"So that

them actually paid the

rate.

one engine took a $4 rate and 999 engines took a
you would show the average rate as $5?" asked Mr.
$6
Sheean.
Mr. Carter admitted this was true, but said he did
not hesitate to criticise this method of reaching averages. Mr.
Sheean also called attention to the fact that the rates for other
if

rate,

indusries apply only to the large

cover

cities,

while the railroad rates

wide extent of territory.
Mr. Carter also admitted
that he knew of no other industry that has a provision for a
day's pay for less than a day's work.
He also admitted that
the number of men retained on the e.xtra board is largely in
the hands of the men themselves and that in dull times, under
the seniority system, the older men may cause the younger
men to drop out of service in order to keep their own earnings up, as opposed to the practice in other industries of reducing the hours of all the men.
He said he had made no investigation of the continuity or
certainty of employment in other industries, and admitted that
in the case of assigned crews their earnings .are regular
that
if called in emergency for another run they are guaranteed the
a

;

same or higher rates. He said the only reason
enginemen have not asked for an eight-hour day
could not make a living in eight hours.

that
is

switch

that they

Vol.

57,

No. 25

pression in railway

traflRc it is not unusual to find all of the
passenger engines and most of the regular freight engines fired
by men who have been demoted. For all the roads reporting,
the oldest fireman had an average of 3.44 years' seniority as

an engineer on February
service

on

that

date,

1,

5,451

Of

1914.

the

firemen

29,645

were demoted engineers.

in

Without

he said, the irregularity in employment would be the
same, except that instead of the burden falling on the younger
men, the man who had charge of assigning the service would
seniority,

pick the

men upon whom

On some
same

effect

the burden

would

fall.

roads the introduction of larger engines had the

on the number of men employed as a depression

business, he said, "except that business might pick up, but

in

the engines never will get
the

number of

little."

He

admitted, however, that

regularly assigned runs, which are less affected

by fluctuations,

is

gradually increasing.

On

cross-examination

Mr. Sheean showed that many of the men

listed

as

having

small earnings as engineers earned far larger amounts in the

same months

as

firemen, and that the

might not have been available for

list

included

men who

service.

Mr. Carter remarked several times during his testimony that
the emploj'ees would be willing to enter into a profit-sharing
basis of wages if they could manage the roads, and that if the
employees had jurisdiction over the financial affairs the money
would be spent differently. Mr. Park asked
"Isn't it a fact
that nearly all of the presidents and managing officials did start
:

reply to questions by Mr.

In

Nagel, one of the arbitrators,
whether the uncertainty' and irregularity of employment
the case of engineers and firemen can be fairly compared

as

to

in

with the

uncertainty

in

the

case

of

industrial

wage

earners,

Mr. Carter said that the "panics" which throw men out of
employment in mill industries at certain intervals of time occur on railroads, sometimes two or three times a year.
Mr.
Byram asked the witness if he thought it would be possible
for the railroads to find enough money to give all of their employees what he would consider an adequate payment.
Mr.
Carter replied that he thought if it were possible to put it to a
referendum vote the people of the United States would vote
for higher rates if they knew the increase would go to increase
wages.
Mr. Xagel asked whether the entire rate question of
railroads ought not to be considered, with a view to proper
service for the shipper and passenger and proper conditions
tor the employees.
Mr. Carter agreed, and thought the consumer would be liberal, but that the shipper considered only
his

Mr. Carter also introduced an exhibit on the earnings of
enginemen during their first year's service, and the effect thereon
of fluctuations in railroad business, based on information furnished by the railroads, to show that a large proportion of the
younger men in the service have irregular employment and
therefore receive low earnings. This showed that of 4,098 engineers promoted since January 1, 1912, 2.249 or 54.88 per
cent have earned for the months worked an average of less
than $80 per month.
Of 1,296 hired engineers 518, or 39.97
per cent, have earned for the months worked an average of
less than $90 a month.
23,919 firemen hired. 10.786, or 45.09 per cent, have earned

worked an average of less than $50 per month.
He said that if all months had been considered the earnings
would have been much less. On February 1, 1914, there were
32.038 men on the engineers' list for the roads reporting, and
5,229 on the engineers' extra list, while 5,451 engineers had
been set "oack to firing. On the firemen's list there were 29.645
and on the firemen's extra list 7.197. The number of firemen
hired between January 1. 1912, and February 1, 1914, was 23.919.
Mr. Carter said that most of the men that entered the
for the m.onths

service found out that they didn't like it, that their earnings
were not high enough or that the work was too hard, and very
few remain long enough to get the more highly paid runs.
Over 12 per cent of the engineers and firemen promoted earned
less

than $20 per month.

Do you

or machinists, or

clerks,

or operators,

or agents?

think that the firemen without any experience, or with

the experience they have had,

would be more competent

to run

Mr. Carter replied: "If we owned the
roads we would hire the same presidents, but we would
them what to do with our money."

these railroads?"

railtell

Mr. Nagel asked if the government took over the roads,
whether compensation would be continued at the rates which
now obtain, or be raised or lowered? Mr. Carter said he
hoped the government will not take over the railroads, but
that if it were done, he believed the men would be placed on
an eight-hour-day basis, and under civil service and that perhaps to the section men and clerks it would be a godsend, but
he doubted whether it would be to the advantage of the organized crafts.

Mr. Carter admitted,

in

reply to

questions by

Mr. Sheean,

that standardization of earnings could not be brought about un-

freight rates.

Of

firemen

as

He

said

that in times of great de-

the standard rates and rules proposed were applied to a
uniform base, but said that the "saving clause" in the arbitrabetion agreement indicated the "conservatism" of the men
cause they had asked for standardization at lower rates than
the highest now in effect, but wished to protect the higher
rates.
If they had been radical, he said, they would have asked
for standardization on the basis of the highest rates in effect.
less

;

Mr. Carter also introduced an exhibit to show the increased
1910 of enginemen in 29 western railroad
towns, based on reports by special investigators who interviewed
the merchants and secured affidavits from them as to the accost of living since

curacy of the figures.

Out of

111

articles of groceries,

he said

had been increases in the retail prices for all but 11.
ranging from 0.54 per cent to 44.82 per cent; on meats, an increase of about one-third, and on men's clothing from 12 to 20
per cent. He also submitted tables taken from government figAsked
ures and other exhibits bearing on the cost of living.
by the chairman whether the railroads intended to controvert
that there

the proposition that there has been an increase in the cost of

four years, Mr. Sheean said "we contend that the increase in the cost of living is no greater in
ratio than the increased earnings of the men during the same
living during the past

period."

Mr. Carter was followed on the witness stand by a number of
who testified concerning their working

engineers and firemen,
conditions.

Extensive

on

Electrification

the

Paul

St.

Step Toward the Equipment of 440 Miles for
3,000 Volts, Direct-Current Adopted

First

Electric Operation;
Plans for the electrification of the

first

engine division of the

Fuget Sound lines of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul* have
been completed and contracts let to the General Electric Company for the electric locomotives, substation apparatus and line
material, and to the Montana Power Company for the construction of the transmission and trolley lines.
The work is under
the direction of C. A. Goodnow, assistant to the president, in
charge of construction. This initial electrification of 113 miles

Elevation of the Locomotives to

present

of

cost

steam operation to return an attractive per-

centage on the large investment required.
savings

will

stallation

in

the

electric

If

operation,

the anticipated
this

initial

in-

most important milestones

constitute one of the

railway progress.

in electric

Due

realized

are

and the low cost of construcunder the favorable conditions existing, the railway company will purchase power at a contract rate of $0.00536 per
to the facilities available

tion

Be Used on the St

Paul's Electrified Lines

main line between Three Forks and Deer Lodge is the first
toward the electrification of four engine divisions extending from Harlowton, Mont., to Avery, Idaho, a total distance

It is exkilowatt-hour, based on a 60 per cent load factor.
pected under these conditions that the cost of power for loco-

of approximately 440 miles, aggregating about 650 miles of track,

coal.

of

step

including yards and sidings.

While

this

of track to be equipped in the near future,
plans are being

made

motives

considerably

be

less

than

is

now expended

for

power companies
between Harlowton and

contract between the railway and

provides that the total electrification
Avery, comprising four engine divisions, will be in operation

comprises the extent
it is understood that

to extend the electrification

will

The

from Harlow-

January

1918.

1,

ton to the coast, a distance of 850 miles, should the operating
results of the initial installation prove as satisfactory as antici-

In order to connect the substations with the several feeding-in
points of the Montana Power transmission lines, a tie-in trans-

pated.

mission line is being built by the railway company that will
permit feeding each substation from two directions and from

The

plans for this

work are

of special interest, as this

the

is
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Fuget Sound from Harlowton, Mont., to Avery, Idaho

attempt to install and operate electric locomotives on tracks
extending over several engine divisions, under which conditions
seis claimed the full advantage of electrification can be
it
cured. The various terminal and tunnel installations have been
made necessary, more or less, by reason of local conditions but
the electrification of this road is undertaTcen purely on economic

two or more sources of power. This transmission line will be
constructed with woodgn poles, suspension type insulators, will

grounds, with the expectation that superior operating results
with electric locomotives will eff ect a sufficient reduction in the

substations

first

;

•See Railway Age Gaseite, January

2,

1914, page 19.

operate at 100,000 volts,'''and will follow, in general, the right
way of the railway company, except where advantage can be

of

taken of a shorter route.

The immediate

electrification

of

113 miles will include four

containing step-down transformers and motor-generator sets with necessary controlling switchboard apparatus to
convert 100,000-volt 60-cycle three-phase power to 3,000 volts

:

:
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This is the first direct current installation using
such a high potential as 3,000 volts, and this system was adopted
preference to all others after a careful investigation extending over two years. The 2,400-volt direct current installation of
direct current.

in

the Butte, Anaconda & Pacific in the immediate territory of the
proposed electrification has furnished a demonstration of high
voltage direct current locomotive operation during the past year
and a half, and the selection of 3,000 volts direct current for the
St. Paul was due in a large measure to the satisfactory performance of the Butte, Anaconda & Pacific installation.
The substation sites of the Chicago. Milwaukee & Puget Sound
electrified zone provide for an average intervening distance of
approximately 35 miles, notwithstanding that the first installation embraces 20.8 miles of 2 per cent grade westbound and 10.4
miles of 1.66 per cent grade eastbound over the main range of
the Rocky Mountains.
With this extreme distance between
substations and considering the heavy traffic and small amount
of feeder copper to be installed, it becomes apparent that such
a high potential as 3,000 volts direct current permits of a minimum investment in substation apparatus and considerable latitude as to location sites. The substations will be of the indoor
type, transformers being three-phase, oil cooled, and reducing
from 100.000 volts primary to 2.300 volts secondary, at which
potential the synchronous motors will operate.
The transformers will be rated 1,900 and 2,500 kv-a. and will be provided with
four 2y2 per cent taps in the primary and 50 per cent starting

The motor-generator

comprise a 60-cycle synchronous
motor, driving two 1,500-volt direct current generators connected permanently in series for 3.000 volts. The fields of both
the synchronous motor and direct current generators will be
separately excited by small generators direct connected to each
end of the motor-generator shaft. The direct current generators
will be compound wound, will maintain constant potential up to
ISO per cent load and will have a capacity for momentary oversets will

To insure good
commutation on these overloads, the generators are equipped
with commutating poles and compensating pole-face windings.
The synchronous motors will also be utilized as synchronous
condensers, and it is expected that the transmission line voltage
can be so regulated thereby as to eliminate any effect of the
loads up to three times their normal rating.

fluctuating railway load.

The

location

and equipment of the several substations

is

as

type,

in

follows
Station

Miles from
Deer Lodge

No. of

17.1

2

50.5
77.9
120.6

3

Morel
Janey
Piedmont
Eustis

The
which

trolley

construction

Kw.

per
unit

units

3

2

will

be

Total

2,000
1.500
1,500
2,000

of

the

4,000
4,500
4.500
4,000

catenary

4/0 trolley wire is flexibly suspended from a steel
supported on wooden poles, the construction being
bracket wherever track alinement will permit and cross-span
on the sharper curves and in yards.
As the result of careful investigation and experiments, a
novel construction of trolley will be installed, composed of the
so-called twin-conductor trolley.
This comprises two 4/0 wires
suspended side by side from the same catenary by independent
hangers alternately connected to each trolley wire. This form
of construction permits the collection of very heavy current by
reason of the twin contact of the pantograph with the two trolley wires, and also insures '^parkless collection under the extremes of either heavy current at low speed or more moderate
current at very high speeds.
Including sidings, passing and yard tracks, the 113 miles of
route mileage is increased to approximately 168 miles of single
a

catenary

track to be equipped between Deer

Lodge and Three Forks

in

the initial installation.

The locomotives to be manufactured by
Company are the first to be constructed for

the General Electric
railroad service with

direct-current motors designed for so high a potential as 3,000
volts.

They

will

weigh approximately 260 tons and

will

have a

57,
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continuous capacity greater than any steam or electric locomotive
constructed.
Perhaps the most interesting part of the
equipment is the control, which is arranged to effect regenerative
electric braking on down grades.
This feature as yet has never
been accomplished with direct-current motors on so large a

yet

scale.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound, from Harlowton to
the coast, crosses four

an elevation of 5,768
6,350

ft.,

ft.,

mountain ranges, the Belt mountains at
the Rocky mountains at an elevation of

the Bitter Root mountains at an elevation of 4200

ft.

and the Cascade mountains at an elevation of 3,010 ft. The
first electrification between Three Forks and Deer Lodge calls
for locomotive operation over 20.8 miles of 2 per cent grade
between Piedmont and Donald at the crest of the main Rocky
mountain divide.

The initial contract calls for nine freight and three passenger
locomotives having the characteristics given below and similar
in all respects, except that the passenger locomotives will be
provided with a gear ratio permitting the operation of 800-ton
trailing passenger trains at approximately 60 m. p. h., and will
be equipped with an oil-fired, steam-heating outfit for the cars.
The eight motors for the complete locomotive will be type

This motor has a normal one-hour rating of 430
GE-253-.'\.
horsepower, with a continuous rating of 375 horsepower. The
eight motors will thus give the locomotive a one-hour rating of
3.440 horsepower and a continuous rating of 3,000 horsepower.

The drawbar

taps in the secondary.

Vou

120.000

lb.

pull available for starting trains will

approximate

at 30 per cent coefficient of adhesion.

Each motor will be twin-geared to its driving axle in the
same manner as on the Butte, Anaconda & Pacific, the Detroit
River Tunnel and the Baltimore & Ohio locomotives, a pinion
being mounted on each end of the armature shaft. The motor
is of the commutating pole type and has openings for forced
ventilation from a motor-driven blower located in the cab.
The freight locomotives are designed to haul a 2,500-ton
train on all grades up to 1 per cent at a speed of approximately
16 m. p. h., and this same trainload unbroken will be carried
over the 1.66 and 2 per cent ruling grades on the west and east
slopes of the Rocky mountain divide with the help of a second
Track provision is
similar freight locomotive acting as pusher.
being made at Donald, the summit of the grade, to enable the
train
and
be coupled to
pusher locomotive to run around the
In
the headend to permit electric braking on the down grade.
this case the entire train will be under compression and held
back by the two locomotives at the headend, the entire electric
braking of the two locomotives being under the control of the
motorman in the operating cab of the leading locomotive. It is
expected that electric braking will prove valuable, as in addition to providing the greatest safety in operation, it also returns a considerable amount of energy to the substations and
In this connection, the electric locomotransmission system.
tives will have electric braking capacity sufficient to hold back
the entire train on

down

grade, leaving the air brake equipment

used only in emergency and when stopping the train.
With the completion of the remaining engine divisions, it is
proposed to take advantage of the possibilities afforded by the
introduction of the electric locomotive by combining the present
four steam engine divisions into two locomotive divisions of approximately 220 miles length, changing crews, however, at the
to be

present division points.

The general

characteristics of the locomotives are given below
260 tons
200 tons
30 tons
8

Total weight

Weight on drivers
Weight on each guiding truck

Number
Number

of driving axles
of motors
Total length of locomotive
Rieid wheel base

8
112 ft.
10 fL

Voltage
Voltage per motor

3.000
1,500

430
rating; one hour, each motor
375
rating, continuous, each motor
.3.440
rating, one hour, complete locomotive.
rating, continuous, complete locomotive. .3.000
1.250 tons
Trailing load capacity, 2 per cent grade
2.500 tons
Trailing load capacity. 1 per cent grade
16 m, p. b.
Approximate speed at these loads and grades

Horsepower
Horsepower
Horsepower
Horsepower

.

.

—
December
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THE MANUAL BLOCK SYSTEM WITHOUT
STATION ATTENDANTS

considered unfavorable to

we

reasonably high cost,

the absolute space interval

The

one of them

adoption, except at un-

its

two small installations
weeks where no station

describe below

ELECTRIC TRAIN STAFF

The Long

ON THE LONG ISLAND

Island road, on

its Whitestone branch, is using the
system without station attendants, the conductor or
changing the staffs at each stop. On this branch,
four miles long, vi'ith two block sections, there are on week days
about 25 trains each way, daily, nearly all passenger trains; and
each staff station is at a passenger station, so that no extra stops
are necessary to take staffs, except for the few freights. There
are no express passenger trains. The electric train staff has
been used in this way on a short section of the Delaware,
Lackawanna & Western for several years, but on that section
there are no passenger trains.
In one of the staff sections on the Long Island is a siding,
where there is a junction staff instrument, by means of which a
train clearing the main track, can clear the block for other trains.
The conductor uses the staff to unlock the switch, and having
cleared the main track, and locked the switch straight, can in-

electric staff

his assistant

thus making a staff available,
end of that section, for a superior train.
There are no semaphores or other fixed visual signals on this

is,

all

other conditions

of

a

maintained.

movement

train

through

for example, as follows:

The conductor goes
ductor

is

usual procedure for the

a single block

to the telephone

Brown, Extra

The despatcher then

and says

north, at Darlington

15

says to

him "Block

is

"This is ConBlock Station."

:

clear

(or caution)

Darlington block station to Kingston block station, for Extra IS
north."
The conductor then repeats the despatcher's exact
words. The despatcher then closes the conversation by saying
"O. K. Ligonier train director."
When train movements can be facilitated by giving an order
conferring the right to the road for more than one block section,
the regular

—

use only about six
operators are employed.
In both cases the trainmen perform
the functions of the station man.
in

1127

follow freight trains permissively, but under

That the block system or space-interval system is the only
adequate and satisfactory arrangement for running trains at high
speeds with a suitable degree of freedom from the collision
hazard has come to be quite generally appreciated, although
the American railway world has been a long time in reaching this
point.
That the system can be managed with a good degree of
flexibility, to meet needs imposed by changes in the volume of
traffic or by lack of money, is not so well appreciated.
As showing the adaptability of the principle to conditions which usually are

;

form 19

is

used.

A

sample order reads

To C and E No

4 Latrobe Passenger Station
No 4 has clear blocks
Latrobe Block Sta to

Ligonier Block Sta

W. V. H.
In the occasional instances where the telephone wires or telephone instruments have been out of order, so as to prevent
communication with headquarters, the trainmen have used the
long distance Bell telephone to get instructions from the train
director.

BLOCK SIGNAL RULES

.

between Ligonier and
Latrobe Block Station and on Mill Creek Branch between Ligonier and Wilpen.
38.

Manual block system

is

in

effect

Definitions

Block System

—A

series of consecutive blocks.

Block— A

length of track of defined limits, the use of which by
controlled by block signal or block signal instructions.
Block Station A place from which block signals are operated,
or block signal instructions are received by telephone.
trains

is

—

Unattended Block Station— A place

at

which block signal

in-

structions are received by telephone.

sert the staff in the instrument,

Stations

at either

At each station is a booth outside the buildwith a padlock; and in this the staff instruments are
placed. The stations have high platforms and the car platforms
are at the same level, so that the trainman can alight, go to the
booth, unlock it, change the staffs, lock the door and return to
staff-operated line.
ing, locked

Before going back into the train
he holds the staff up where it can be seen by the motorman (all
Motormen and enginemen are
passenger trains are electric).
required to see the staff before proceeding from a station. In
each booth there is a telephone, connecting with the despatchthe train in about ten seconds.

but in the ordinary routine the passenger-train men
have no communication with the despatcher; if the desired staff
can be obtained (is not held in the machine by the electric lock)

er's office

servance of precise block-section limits is not necessary, and at
staff stations trains can and do run to the station platform to
discharge passengers.
LICONIER VALLEY

;

FIVE BLOCKS CONTROLLED BY THE DESPATCHER

the Ligonier Valley

Railroad,

are,

ten miles long, with a branch of four miles, and
On the main line
altogether, five block sections.
is

The method
there are three passenger trains each way daily.
of operation will be understood by a perusal of the rules for the
block

Latrobe Block Station— (Booth Junction, West Leg Y).

Wilpen

— (in

booth).

All above block stations are unattended except Ligonier. Telephones connected with the train director are installed at each

block station.

General Rules

system,

printed

below.

39.

A

train

must not enter a block

at a

block station or be-

tween block stations without permission from the train director.
The conductor or engineman must obtain from the train director
permission to enter, and ascertain condition of the block. If the
information concerning the block is received by the conductor,
he must personally give it to the engineman, and the movement
through the block must be made according to the instructions
received from the train director. Trains clearing a block must

Train director must not permit a train to enter a block
40.
which is occupied by an opposing train or by a passenger train,
and a passenger train must not be admitted to a block which is
occupied by any train except by train order. A freight train with
proper instructions from the train director will be permitted to
follow another freight train in the block.
Passenger extras must be given the same block protection
41.
as regular trains.

of a block section are indicated.

This road

office).

Darlington (in station building).
Kingston (in station building).

report promptly to the train director.

which connects with the

Pennsylvania main line at Latrobe, 40 miles east of Pittsburgh,
the trains are run by the manual block system, without station
operators; and there are no fixed signals, in the usual meaning
of that term; the building, booth or box, containing the telephone with which conductors can speak to the train despatcher,
being the recognized landmark by which the beginning and end

there

— (telephone in train director's
—
—
Oakville — (in station building).

Ligonier

;

it is taken out at once, and the train proceeds.
All trains are required to keep clear of opposing superior
trains, in accordance with ordinary time-table rights, so that ob-

On

Block stations will be located as follows and block system will
be controlled by train director at Ligonier:

Freight

trains

are

allowed

to

42.

condition of block over one block only will be given
over more than one block, it must be in writing.
At an unattended block station, the conductor or enginemust obtain permission to enter, and ascertain the condition

The

verbally
43.

man

;

of the block; and report

when

clear of the block.

:

:
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When a train clears a block between block stations or at an
unattended block station, the flagman may, when authorized by
the conductor or engineman. report clear to the train director.
44.
If telephone fails at an unattended block station and trainmen cannot in the usual manner obtain- instructions, every effort
must be made to obtain instructions in some other manner and
avoid undue delay. Such failures must be promptly reported to
the train director from the most accessible point.
45.
At unattended block stations, trains must run to but not
beyond the building, booth or box which contains the telephone,
unless otherwise instructed by train director.

USE OF TELEPHONES

The following

46.

instructions

must be observed when the

used for manual block operations, transmitting train
orders or making any arrangements pertaining to the movement
telephone

is

of trains.

Each person must

satisfy himself that he

with the person desired.
Train director and trainmen,

movement

telephone for

is

in

communication

of trains, will be governed by the follow-

ing instructions

Trainmen calls train director by telephone.
Second Train director answers "Ligonier train director."
of train
Third Trainman answers "Conductor
First

:

:

:

Fourth

Trainman asks for information or

:

instructions

at

de-

sired.

Fifth

Train

:

director

gives

information

or

instructions

to

trainman.

Sixth

Trainman repeats information or

:

instructions given by

the train director.

Seventh: Train director closes conversation by saying "O. K.
train director, Ligonier."

Trainman must not consider any information or instructions
from the train director as being completed and must not act
upon such information or instructions until the train director has
given "O. K.," followed by his name and office.
If there is not a proper supply of train order blanks and
47.
carbon sheets

from

at

an unattended block station or telephone booth,

must be promptly reported by telephone to the person

the fact

whom

orders are received,

who

will

arrange for necessary

As a matter

of propaganda.
interest

vital

right

in
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of public policy the people have a

They have the
and to promote public dis-

strengthening railway credit.

expresss

to

57,

their

opinion

cussion.

—

Ill
We vigorously dissent from the view that the supreme
concern of railway regulation is to avoid the risk of too much
railway revenue. In business and in the affairs of government,
what men dread is not a surplus but a deficit. The railroads
should be put beyond reasonable doubt of having income enough.
It is now known on the highest authority that their income is
too low in the public interest. Various substitutes are proposed
It has been
in place .of advances in freight rates as a remedy.
demonstrated that some of these suggestions are not immediately

tional

Narelief should be granted forthwith.
depends upon it.
The people cannot afford

Certain

practicable.

prosperity

Any superfluous
mistakes on the wrong side of the ledger.
surplus can be dealt with when and if it materializes.
IV

when making arrangements by

Vol.

— Underpayment

of

railways

for

carrying

mail

demands

Quadrennial weighings result in substantial increases in service performed without added compensation. The
initiation of the parcel post service without adequate remuneraThis inequity
tion to the railroads aggravates this discrepancy.
should be minimized through a change to annual weighings.
Instead cf this, the House has passed and the Senate is considering a method of payment based on advance estimates of
car space to be used. We oppose this experiment. It prescribes
no method for measuring space actually used, no check-up of
estimates by actual measurement, no way of proving whether
The comthe space authorized approximates that furnished.
putation of mail pay should be on a basis of ascertained facts
so far as practicable, and all findings of the Post Office Department should be subject to review by some less interested
arm of the government.
correction.

—

y Federal regulation of railway security issues would be an
Superadvantage if it did away with regulation by states.
added to state supervision, it would further confuse and harass
the roads in their financing, already made complex, cumbersome
and slow by multiplicity of masters. Inasmuch as authorities
differ as to what can ultimately be done, we advocate that federal action be confined to publicity, as recommended by the
Hadley Commission.
VI — President Wilson by

supply.

his

sympathetic reception of railway

executives and his generous response to their plea for public

RAILWAY BUSINESS ASSOCIATION

co-operation has shown that the time has come

officers

were elected

at

the

business

session

the Railway Business Association which was held at the
Waldorf-Astoria. New York, on Thur^ay afternoon, December
20: President, Geo. A. Post of New York; vice-presidents, S.
P. Bush of Columbus, Alba B. Johnson of Philadelphia, H. G.
of

Prout of New York, W. G. Pearce of New York, Walter H.
Cottingham of Cleveland, W. B. Leach of Boston, E. B. Leigh
of Chicago treasurer, M. S. Clayton of New York.
An appropriate eulogy was adopted as a tribute to the late
Charles A. Moore, who had been treasurer of the association
;

since

formation.

its

The following
I

—We

railway

again

resolutions were also adopted
urge co-ordination of the various agencies of

regulation.

One

of the

consideration of the effect upon their net income.
11

— We

VII

regard general rate advance cases as a proper subject

are

— VVe

willing to

political

listen

congratulate the people of Missouri on their veto

of the extra crew

ample power

to

bill.

In most states railroad commissions have

require safety precautions according to actual

which vary from time to time and from road
regulation.
Needless men
promote danger rather than safet>', and their compulsory employment is a waste of money collected from the rate payers
In those states which have extra crew laws our association will
advocate repeal.
circumstances,
to

most serious embarrassments

under which the Interstate Commerce Commission labors is thaf
it
cannot enforce its findings when they conflict with state
Until some permanent and satisfactory solution is
action.
reached, the federal commission should initiate and state commissions should join in conferences, exhausting all reasonable
The country should consider its
efforts toward co-operation.
transportation problem not piecemeal but as a whole, with a
The financial conbroad outlook on the general prosperity.
dition of the railroads ought to be made plain to every public
officer and no burden placed upon the railways without due

when

without prejudice to appeals on
behalf of the carriers.
Members of our association can do
effective work in arranging conferences with governors, state
legislators and members of Congress.
The more open and
public such meetings are the better.
leaders

The following

road.

VIII

Details should be left to

— America

has lagged too long behind

tecting against himself the person

who

risks

Europe in proand limb by

life

Our laws are loose,
our enforcement lax, the result a yearly toll of awful magnitude.
We favor absolute prohibition of trespassing on railroad property under heavy penalties and rigid severity in dealing with
trespassing on the railroad right of way.

offenders.

—

The element of greatest expense
manufacturing is time, for a little time wasted here and there
will lessen, and possibly destroy, the year's profits.:— .4w^ricaii
Import.'vnce of S.^lving Time.

in
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Heat

and

Treated

Alloy

Steels

Locomotive

for

Parts

of Lighter Sections and Increased Fibre
Comparisons with High Grade Ceirbon Steel

Possibilities

Stresses;

The following is part of the discussion of a report on "Steam
Locomotives of Today," presented before the railroad session
American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, held in New York, December 2, 1914:
USE OF HIGH GRADE ALLOY STEEL TO REDUCE WEIGHT
C. D. Young, engineer of tests, Pennsylvania Railroad: With
the ordinary annealed carbon steel as used generally for locomotive forgings, such as axles, crank pins, side rods, etc., the
of the annual meeting of the

minimum

physical properties

may

be considered to be as follows

Tensile strength

80,000

lb.

per sq. in.

Elongation'in2'in..'.'......'...'.......'..'^..'!'^.'™!22 p« elm
Reduction of area
30 per cent

With properly quenched and tempered carbon steel we may
expect an increase in the elastic limit of 30 per cent or more,
about 15 per cent increase in tensile strength, the elongation

In carbon steel castings approximately the

Satisfactory data.

Up
seem

to the present the majority of users of heat treated steels

made but

to have

determining

as

Lb. per sq.

Main and

parallel

\nnealed

rods

.45

little, if

any, use of the increased physical

fiber stresses used in design,
though some of the larger builders of locomotives have made
such increases in fiber stresses for both heat treated carbon and
^"°>' "««'^- ^" Certain parts where heat treated carbon steel has
been used, the fiber Stress has been increased about 25 per cent
above that used for annealed carbon steel, and in the case of heat
treated alloy steels an increase of as much as 50 per cent has
been made. In some cases, depending upon the design and serv-

properties

Tension or
Compression

Grade of Material

in-

ings may be obtained after proper heat treatment. The experience with alloy steel castings has been too limited to furnish any

Working Fiber

Parts

same per cent

creases in physical properties as were given for carbon steel forg-

carbon

the

'

Stress.

Minimum

i

Bending

8,000

10,000

10,000

14,000

Ultimate
Tensile Strer gth
^

Elongation in 2

80,000

1.800,000

85,000

2,000,000

in.

20 per cent

T. S.

Quenched and tempered

.52

carbon.

20 per cent

T. S.

Quenched and tempered
Piston

rods

.\nncaled

.45

.52

Quenched and tempered
.

\nnealed

.45

carbon.

80,000

1

18,000

T. S.

bending

and

2,000,000

20,000

torsion in
starting

Quenched and tempered
Crank

.Annealed

pin

.45

alloy.

carbon

20 per ceni
20 per cen'

00.000
80,000

Combined
carbon.

20 per cen

20 per ceni

12,000

alloy.

.52

1,800,000

10,000

carbon

Quenched and tempered

20 per cent

100,000

18,000

9,000

Quenched and tempered

Driving axles

12,000

alloy.

carbon

20 per cen

T. S.

25,000

100,000

13.500

80,000

1,800,000

20 per cen
20 per cen'

T. S.

Quenched and tempered

.52

2,000,000

carbon.

20 per

T. S.

Quenched and tempered
Cast steel parts

.Annealed

.28

100,000
60,000

20,000

alloy.

8,000 (Tension)

carbon

Transverse Str<
Springs

Note.

Drawn 1.0 carbon
Quenched and tempered
Quenched and tempered

— Ma.\imum

figures

1.0

alloy....

may

for working fibre stress

carbo

22 per

20 per cent

10,000 (Tension)

Quenched and tempered .28 carbon.

20 per
1,400,000

90,000
120.000
150,000

70.000
90,000
100,000

Bend Test
25 deg.
25 deg.
50 deg.

be 20 per cent in excess of those sho

50 per cent.

remaining the same and the reduction of area increasing about
These are conservative figures and a great deal
and tensile strength may be obtained, depending upon the chemical composition of the steel and the heat

ice for which the forging is intended, it is preferable to allow
no increase in the fiber stress, but to consider the excess strength

better elastic limit

of the heat treated material as contributing to increased

treatment.

Recent practice has indicated that it is desirable, when using
heat treated designs, to carefully study the sections, so as to
avoid abrupt changes, and also in the case of larger shafts, such

From alloy
nickel, we may

steels,

such

as

chrome-vanadium

e.xpect to obtain the following

or

minimum

chromephysical

Elastic limit

95,000
75.000

lb.

Elongation in 2 in
Reduction of area

On
ical

an average these alloy steels will show

an.

lb.

per sq. in.
per sq. in.
20 per cent
30 per cent

increase in phys-

properties over those of annealed carbon steel of 20 per cent

more in tensile strength, 80 per cent ot more in elastic limit,
with elongation in 2 in. about 9 or 10 per cent less than that of
the carbon steel, and the reduction of area 75 per cent or more
greater. These figures are also subject to considerable variation
on account of variation in the chemical composition of the steel

or

and the heat treatment.

in

axles or crank pins, that they should be hollow bored in
order to provide for better treatment and to relieve shrinkage
strains which occur during the quenching process.
While there is no objection to the change of the present

as

properties after heat treatn:ent:
Tensile strength

life

service, or to safety.

standard section,

it

would seem, with our present knowledge
would be entirely safe to use
it

of heat treated material, that

when designing the locomotive parts, and, as a suggestion as to what could be done in
this respect, the accompanying table shows what is recom-

certain increases in the fiber stresses

of steel as to working fiber stresses
This has
ultimate strength and elongation.
been tabulated for the grades of .45 annealed carbon, quenched

mended

for three grades

ancl the

minimum

—

—
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and tempered

.52

carbon,

and

Vol.
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quenched and tempered alloy
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steels.

Results seem to indicate that heat treated carbon and alloy
steels will show greater resistance to wear and to the fatigue

and

our opinion
that the increase in resistance to wear is about in proportion to
the increase in Brinell hardness, which is brought about by the
stresses in service than annealed carbon steel,

it

is

heat treatment.

CARBON AND ALLOY STEELS

H. V. Wille, Baldwin Locomotive Works

:

The use

of high

grade alloy steels is at present largely confined to reduction
of weight of the reciprocating parts in order to permit a corresponding increase in the dead weight on drivers. It is, however, undesirable to greatly reduce the sections and weight of
rods, even though they may be made of alloy steels, for the
reason that they are subject to failure by buckling and when
loaded as a column under a compressive load will not show
much superiority over a high grade carbon steel.

With many other

railroad

metallurgists,

I

do not consider

that the possibilities of high grade carbon steel have been util-

by designers. This
and metallurgists look

ized to the fullest extent
to the fact that designers

is

no doubt due

At the properties

The metallurgist
steel
from entirely divergent 'views.
wishes a steel of great ductility with a good elongation and
reduction of area, or in other words, a steel that will readily
flow under limiting loads, whereas the designer desires a stiff
steel, one of high elastic ratio or a steel that will not readily
flow under loads above the elastic limit. The metallurgist, therefore, specifies a steel with a high elongation and reduction of

of

area and to meet these conditions the manufacturer is compelled to use a steel of medium carbon.
As for possibilities of improvements, a decided reduction in

weight as well as the elimination of failures would result from
a modification of existing specifications for forgings for the purpose of permitting the use of steel of high tensile strength and
elastic limit, even at a sacrifice of the ductility as measured by
the elongation and reduction of area. These views are sustained
by the results of an elaborate series of tests conducted by the
United States government at the Watertown Arsenal by Jas. E.
Howard, on the endurance of rotating shafts. The enormous
increase in endurance following the use of material having high
elastic limit and tensile strength is notable in that a .66 carbon
steel shaft exhibits as much endurance as 5.6 per cent nickel
steel.

These

an obvious lesson and one which is graduand it is in entire accordance with our past experience. When steel forgings were
first proposed for use in' locomotives a soft grade of steel was
generally employed, the purpose being to secure a steel of
The use of
properties similar to the iron formerly employed.
this material resulted in an unusual number of failures of axles,
pins and rods, and after studying these failures. Dr. C. B.
Dudley, S. M. Vauclain and S. T. Wellman experimented with
higher carbon steels. This led to the general adoption of steel
of 80,000 lb. tensile strength for locomotive work, with the result that the failures were eliminated and the great superiority
of this steel over the softer steel was demonstrated, notwithstanding the great difference between the two steels in elongation and contraction of area. This grade of steel is still being
universally employed and any changes were for the purpose of
increasing the ductility requirements rather than the tensile requirements, thus handicapping the manufacturers in the development of this grade of steel. If specifications were revised to
permit the use of a .65 carbon steel there would be but little
necessity to employ the expensive alloy steels.
figures carry

ally being appreciated for its full worth,

—

Machine Power and Piecework. In any shop if the feeds,
speeds and power of machine tools of the same class vary, it is
a practical impossibility to establish a just and efficient piecework
or premium system. American Machinist.

By W.

P.

Danforth

During ten years of service as road foreman of engines on
one of the leading railroads located at a terminal which might
be called the business center of the road, I was called upon to
employ, examine, and promote an army of men. It gave me an
insight into the general make up of this class of men; and,
while I have occasionally found an obstinate one who wants his
own way, most of the candidates sincerely desired to be known

good engineers.

as

From conversations with the engineers on the line on which
I am employed, I find that the greatest factor in building up a
class of men who will "deliver the goods" on a busy singletrack line (one which has been reasonably free from distressing
accidents) has been the pattern set by a long line of good clean,

honest and
item.

I

successful

myself, in

my

Example

men.

is

the

youth, selected a noble

most important

man

as

my

ideal,

an engineer who became one of the ablest superintendents of motive power in the United States; and I derive greater satisfaction from my record as an engineer, than from the position of
suprrintendent, which I now hold.
The engineer must be clean as a hound's tooth, and temperate
He must cultivate the habit of having the greatest
in all things.
respect for the rules.

wiped a passenger
that required

him

I

know

train, before

young engineer who sidehe learned to respect the rules

of a

to stop a certain distance

from a

signal.

He

always wanted to get closer than the rules allowed. I warned
him several times, and after the accident he acknowledged, that,
had he followed my advice the collision would not have occurred.

An

engineer must study and never allow himself to become

rusty.
at

We

book of

and soon

learn

The

it

successful

rules, at

forget, unless

we keep

everlastingly

engineer will study his time-table and

every opportunity, as a lawyer studies his law

The

study of speed and the distance required to stop
under everyday conditions is of the greatest importance. I
would suggest that every engineer post himself on the table of
books.

speed and distance required to stop, as given in the Westinghouse Air Brake Instruction Book. A slight increase in speed
throws the distance in which we have to make the stop all out

There is an element in the service of all railroads who think locomotives, air brakes, cars and every thing
else placed in their hands should be in perfect order at all times,
and, if defects show up they are relieved of all responsibility.
of proportion.

My

advice to young engineers would be, shun this class of

men;

always strive to overcome the difficulties which may arise in
your work.
Pooling engines and taking all the work off the engineer in
the way of caring for the general upkeep of the engines has not
been beneficial
that

in

make them

developing

successful.

in

engineers those painstaking traits

Filthy engines have a great deal to do

developing a slip-shod engineer. Neat surroundings have a
tendency to make men more particular about their work. The
in

particular men rarely get into serious trouble;
Note the diftherefore surround the engineer with neatness.
ference between the cab of a locomotive and the engine room

painstaking,

of an ocean liner.

passenger department, who
in regard to schedules,
should be as considerate as possible in their requirements for
In my experience as an engineer I never allowed this
speed.
pressure to remove from my mind, for a second, the all-important subject of safety of the passengers riding on the train.
Harsh methods on the part of railway officers in an attempt to
accomplish the impossible, that is to prevent all accidents, have
Officers,

are always

especially

those

in

the

making extravagant promises

•This is the fifth of a series of articles, made up of useful hints to
locomotive runners, which were written in connection with the prize comThe previous articles of this series were
petition of several months ago.
printed in the issues of September 2S, October 2, November 27 and December 11. Editor.

:

December
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18,

done much to increase accidents by putting something in the
minds of runners, namely, the fear of losing their positions,
which ought not to be there. Here again may be seen the importance of example. Officers must lead their men by example,
by kindness and by firmness. The Brown system of discipline
was a timely innovation. It brought in the element of humanity,
and did more to develop a good class of men than carloads of
the harsh methods which so widely prevail.

is

a

of the

list

most notable

train accidents that

November, 1914
Collisions

27.

Place.
Road.
New Orleans G. N.. .Pool's Bluff.
Alexandria.
Southern
Vicksburg S. & P... Mounds.

28.

Bangor &

28.

Ches.

21.

•24.

A

& Ohio

Kind of
Accident,

Kind of
train.

be

Kil'd. Inj'd.
3

4

re.

F.

&

F.

be.

P.

P.

37

Crystal.

xc.

P.

&
&

F.

11

Richmond.

re.

P.

&

F.

1

1

Derailments
Date.
2.

tl2.
•17.
19.

Road.
Southern
Lehigh V

Place.

train.

F.

1

3

unx

P.

2

6

b. rail

P.

Louisville

& N

Garland.
Waterford.

b. rail

P.

unx

P.

Mendota.

b.

Mud

29.

Central

of

The collision
was between a

Run.

Mo.
Toomsboro

Clark,

Ga

spring

6
5

P.

11

unx

P.

27

washout

P.

13

on the night of the 21st
log train of the Great Southern Lumber Company and a motor car ordinarily used by the track repair forces,
Three of these pasbut in this case carrying 10 passengers.
It is said
sengers were killed and four others were injured.
motor
car to carry pasforeman
was
using
the
section
that a
sengers without authority; How the collision came to happen is
not clearly explained, but there was smoke from forest fires
which may have interfered with the view of the men on the
motor car. Testimony before the coroner, however, indicated
that there was gross carelessness in assuming that no train was
at

Pool's

Bluff,

La.,

due.

on the Southern Railway near Alexon the 24th were northbound freights, a train of the
Chesapeake & Ohio running into the rear of one of the Southern
Railway. The caboose of the leading train was wrecked and a

The

trains in collision

andria, Va.,

brakeman, oflf duty, sleeping inside of it, was fatally injured;
and the caboose was burnt up. The second train was running in
disregard of the yard-limit rule.

The trains in collision at Mounds, La., on the 27th were
westbound passenger No. S and eastbound passenger No. 12.
Both locomotives were badly damaged and 34 passengers and
Mounds was the
3 trainmen were injured, none very seriously.
appointed meeting place for these trains, and it is said that the
westbound train, No. 5, approached at uncontrollable speed and
so failed to enter the side-track, where it should have gone to
The engineman of No. S had a perclear the eastbound train.
20 years' service.
trains in collision at Crystal, Me., on the night of the 28th
a northbound passenger and a freight train which was

fect record of

The
were

Eleven passengers were injured. The
without right.
The trains in collision on the Chesapeake & Ohio at Richmond,
Va., on the night of the 28th were westbound passenger No. 15
and an extra freight, the passenger running into the rear of the
switching in the yard.
freight

was on the main

freight.

line

One passenger was

^.Abbreviations

and marks used

Rear

collision

be,

Accident List:

of the derailment has not been

train derailed at Goodlettsville, Tenn.,

southbo'und passenger

on the 21st was westbound passenger No. 31 consisting of four cars and a locopulling
the cars. While
motive, the locomotive moving backward,
running at low speed the engine was derailed on the bridge
over the Mohawk river. Both the tender and the engine ran
off the rails and broke through the ties, but were held up by the
The
floor system of the bridge and were not badly damaged.
bridge was damaged to the extent of about $4,500.
The train derailed at Mendota, W. Va., on the 22nd was northbound passenger No. 714. Eleven passengers were injured, none

The

train derailed at Waterford, N. Y.,

•

The tender was

seriously.

the

first

vehicle to leave the track.

which occurred on a curve, is reported as the fracture of one leaf of an elliptic spring of the
forward tender truck.
The train derailed near Clark, Mo., on the 27th was eastbound passenger No. 22, and four coaches fell down a bank.
Twenty-three passengers and four employees were injured. The
The cause of the
train was running about 30 miles an hour.
derailment was not discovered.
The train derailed near Toomsboro, Ga., on the night of the
29th was eastbound passenger No. 22, and one car was overturned. Eight passengers and five employees were slightly injured. The train was running about 20 miles an hour and the
derailment was due to a washout caused by unusually heavy

The cause

of the derailment,

A SYSTEM OF WATER CIRCULATION FOR
LOCOMOTIVE BOILERS
A

device has recently been developed for the application
of the Ross-Schofield system of circulation to locomotive
boilers and is now in service on a number of locomotives.
In this system, which has been successfully used in marine
and stationary service for a number of years, the circulation

produced by utilizing the displacement of water caused by
the formation of steam bubbles and their rise toward the
surface. The water space above the hottest portions of the
heating surface is enclosed by means of plates, communication with the body of the water space being provided at the
top and bottom only. The generation of steam within the

is

water column thus formed produces a rapid upward circulation of water which is properly directed by means of a guide
at the surface.

injured.
in

—

xc, Other collisions—
b,
butting collision
Unexunx.
Unforeseen obstructionunf.
Broken^— d. Defective
ms. Misplaced switch——ace.
derail, Open derailing switch
plained
etc.
track,
of
obstruction
Malicious
malice,
obst., Accidental obstruction
Cars burned while
fire,
boiler. Explosion of locomotive on road
Freight train (includF. or Ft
running
P. or Pass., Passenger train
Asterisk, Wreck wholly or partly
ing empty engines, work trairs. etc.)
Dagger, One or more passengers killed.
destroyed by fire
re

The cause

on the 17th was
No. 93 and two baggage cars and one
coach were overturned. The engine and the rear car, which was
The baggage car caught fire,
a sleeping car, were not derailed.
Four passengers and
but the flames were soon extinguished.
two trainmen were slightly injured. The wreck occurred at 2
a. m., and the cause was a broken rail.
„.
The train derailed near Garland, Ala., on the 19th was northbound passenger No. 2. The engine and three baggage cars fell
down a bank. Four passengers and an express messenger were
injured. The derailment is believed to have been due to a broken

The

'•'

Goodlettsville.

Belleville.

freight

rail.

Kil'd. Inj'd.

& N

27.

22.

Kind of

Louisville

Delaware & H
Bait. & Ohio
Chicago &. Alton

21.

Cause of
Derailm't.

train derailed at Belleville,

determined.

occurred on the railways of the United States in the month of

Date.

111., on the 2nd was an eastand the engine and seven cars were ditched. A
trespasser was killed and the engineman and two other trainmen were injured.
The train derailed at Mud Run, Pa., on the morning of the 12th
was an eastbound through passenger. The locomotive and seven
cars were derailed, one of the coaches sliding down the embankTwo passengers were injured
ment, but remaining upright.
fatally, and six other persons, including the engineman and the

bound

fireman, less severely.

TRAIN ACCIDENTS IN NOVEMBERi
The following
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service is made up of three
which surrounds the tubes and separates the barrel of the boiler from the firebox portion, is secured to the shell of the boiler at the throat sheet. This ex-

The

parts.

device

A

for locomotive

bafile plate

tends to a height level with the highest point of the crown
sheet, openings being provided at the sides below the center

—
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line of the boiler.

The space betwen

firebox flue sheet

is

is

about 10

above the

in.

thus formed which

the baffle plate and the

separated from the water legs at the

sides of the firebox by side plates
to a point

—

is

which extend downward
ring.
A water column

mud

enclosed by the

flue sheet, the baffle

Vol.

upward across the

57,

No. 25

backward and downand door sheet, and
forward near the bottom of the water legs. As the water in
the firebox space is evaporated more flows in from the barrel of
the boiler through the openmgs in the baffle plate.
Among the advantages which are claimed for this device
in a circuit

ward along

the

crown

sheets,

flue sheet,

side sheet

increased rapidity of evaporation due to the constant freeing from the heating surface of the steam bubbles by the
sweeping action of the water. Priming is overcome by means
of the hood which directs the rush of the rising steam and
is

water in a horizontal direction, thus making available the
entire surface of the water over the crown sheet for the separation of steam with a consequent decrease in violence of
at any one point.
The rapid circulation of the
water prevents the formation of stagnant pockets of cold
water near the corners of the firebox and produces a uniform
temperature at all points around the firebox, thus in a measure preventing the eflects of unequal expansion and contraction of side sheets and staybolts. It is also claimed that the

ebullition

formation of scale is largely prevented by the rapiditj' of the
circulation, the particles of scale-forming material collecting

mud ring where they may be disposed of through the
blow-off cock.
This is borne out by experience with the
system in stationary service.
This device, which is being introduced by the Q & C Company, 90 ^\'est street.
\'ew York, may be readily applied
to boilers of existing locomotives whenever the tubes are
at the

removed

for repairs.

The

baffle plates

may

be

made

in sec-

any size suitable to be taken into the boiler through
the dome, the parts being assembled inside the boiler before
tions of

the tubes are applied.

End

Elevation Showing Direction of Currents from the Barrel of
the Boiler

—

two side plates. All circulation from the barrel
of the boiler must pass through the openings in the baffle
plate, downward through the water leg to the bottom of the
side plates and thence upward over the rear flue sheet and the
plate and the

Supported to the top of the baffle
plate is a curved hood extending up to the normal water line,
which directs the circulation over the crown sheet toward the
back of the firebox. The water about the firebox thus moves
rear

ends

of

the

tubes.

Direction of Currents

Iron Exports from Sweden. Iron ore heads the list of
Sweden's exports. During 1913, 6,440,000 tons were exported to
foreign countries, chiefly England and Germany. Machinery.

Oxygen

in Bl.\st Firn.\ce Pr.^ctice..

the air-blast for a blast furnace, so that

— If
it

is

oxygen

is

added to

present to an extent

of 23 per cent in the air instead of the normal 21 per cent, there
is

a saving of

from 110

to smelt a ton of iron,

higher quality.

to 130

lb. in

the

amount of coke required

and the iron produced

Scientific

Over the Crown Sheet, Ross-Schofield System

American

of Circulation

is

said to be of a

apMHi

Maintenance

In accordance with our practice for the last three years, the

maintenance of way section for January
in

will be delayed

one week

order to include a complete report of the eleventh annual

convention

which

of

Wood

American

the

will be held in

This sec-

January 22 instead of

15.

Section

maintenance of way section we expect to present several descriptions of methods actually followed on different roads in preparing for winter conditions and in meeting them as they

We

arise.

Association,

Preservers'

Chicago on January 19-21, 1915.

tion will therefore appear in our issue of

January

Way

of

other discussions of this subject from those

solicit

who have had

Such discussions
along this line.
should be confined to practical methods for anticipating winter
through
proper
preparations
the use of
conditions in advance
labor saving equipment in clearing the tracks, the organization
experience

means of caring for the men when
working under extreme conditions. To be published in the January maintenance of way section, all contributions should be sent
to the Engineering Editor before January 8.
of the forces and the proper

was universally the practice a few years ago to discontinue
concrete work at the approach of cold weather, and this is still
It

An

generally the practice today.
Protecting

ing

Concrete from

p

•

known.

erally

On

amount of such work

is

increas-

being carried

on throughout the winter, however, as the
means of protection of the green concrete
from the cold are becoming more genthe larger projects this

subject

of suf-

is

importance to attract the proper amount of attention and
It is on the smaller
insure reasonable precautions being taken.
railway work, which may be under the charge of a foreman of
ficient

common methods

limited experience, that the

of protection are

not always so well understood and greater risks arc taken. It is
therefore advisable for the supervisors of bridges and buildings
to assure themselves that their foremen in charge of concrete

work

at this

season of the year are thoroughly familiar with the

common means

and the action of
These methods are so simple

of protection against the cold

concrete under low temperatures.

and inexpensive that much work can be continued through the
winter to advantage without injury to the finished work.
merit in the criticism of W. E. Schott, published in
another column of this issue, regarding the physical standards
In view of the
set for section foremen.
severe shortage of section foremen, it
Unnecessary

There

is

Physical

„

.

"'"'

would

appear

questionable

cases

physical

standards

if

many

in

not

are

em-

phasized to the neglect of other qualifiThese standards were

cations such as experience and ability.

originally established for the examination of men in the train
service where they were necessary. In too many instances they

have since been extended to cover employees in other departments
without proper modifications to meet the different and less severe conditions existing in those

departments.

As

a

case

in

western road and hurriedly
sent out to join an engineering party without opportunity to
take the required physical examination. Two months later the
company physician gave him the routine examination and found
point, a

that he

rodman was employed on

The medical department immework had been
none of his associates knew of his de-

had only one good

diately ordered the

man

a

eye.

discharged, although his

of such high grade that
Such universal applications of standards in places where
fect.
they are not necessary, work to the detriment of a road.

THE PAST YEAR

serious problem confronting the maintenance of way
department for the next three months is that of keeping the
tracks free from snow and ice in order
Freto maintain uninterrupted service.
The

Snow
Problem

quently

little

opportunity

is

afforded to

prepare for severe storms and this work
becomes of an emergency character.
'

Under such conditions a knowledge of efficient methods is
Numerous practices of this nature have been
valuable.
scribed

in

our columns from time to time.

in-

de-

In the January

MAINTENANCE WORK

now closing the one feature
which has characterized it from the standpoint of the maintenance of way department has been the severe retrenchment in
expenditures. A comparison of these charges on 15 representative roads for the period from April 1 to September 30, inclusive, of this year, with the same period last year, shows a
As there are many items
way work on which little or no

decrease of 10.5 per cent.
into maintenance of

ment

entering
retrench-

made, the reduction has been correspondingly
This has been especially marked with ref,erence to the placing of new rail and ballast, and is indicated
best by the fact that the steel mills have been working at very
much reduced capacity during the entire season. As the traffic
has not shown any marked decrease in amount, the wear on the
rail now in track has been practically normal and any reduction
in such items made during the past season means that they
can be

greater on others.

are only deferred until a later date.
The tendency toward the rolling of heavier

100

lb.

has continued.

One important

rail

sections

up to

eastern road has devoted

extensive study to the design of a 12S-lb. section which it proposes to make standard for future rolling. While this is not as

heavy as the
tral

135-lb.

Railroad of

New

section used

Jersey,

it

is

on one division of the Cena marked advance over the

weights commonly used.
Partially counteracting the retrenchment in expenditures has
In contrast
been the lower average wage rate for laborers.
with recent years there has been an ample supply of labor

throughout the season, and as a result

it

has been possible to se-

cure considerably more work per dollar expended. Also the very
general retardation of heavy improvement work has permitted
the maintenance of way forces to concentrate their attention on
their regular

duties.

the track as a whole

Largely as a result of these conditions,
is going into the winter in better shape

than might otherwise be expected.
While the adoption of new materials has been generally retarded during the past year, their use has been extended on
many 'roads. A notable example is that of the installation of
845 turnouts, with manganese frogs and guard rails throughout, at the Clearing yard, Chicago.

demand
The most

IN

looking back over the year

IN

There

is

also an increasing

for labor-saving devices of all kinds.

While the more universal use of concrete in bridge and buildwork has been general for several years, it is meeting with
a wide adoption for many small details of maintenance coning

struction,

such as fence and sign posts.

Several

roads have

made this form of construction standard, while an
creasing number are using it experimentally.

in-

economy, the

re-

already

While the past year has been one of

rigid

general has not been sufficient to seriously affect the condition of thf track and structures if proper expendiHowever, a period
tures are made during the coming year.

trenchment

in
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such as we are now passing through cannot extend for any
great length of time without being evidenced; and these facts
become noticeable more quickly as the demands upon the track
increase from year to year.

ECONOMICAL HANDLING OF MAINTENANCE OF WAY
PAINTING

""PHE

way

entire force of maintenance of

road was discharged

•*

painters on a western

late in the fall last year,

He was

ter painter being retained.

paint for derails and switch targets which

On

applied by the section foremen.

only the mas-

then instructed to

was

mix

the

sent out to be

receipt of his consignment,

one man thought it was too thick and thinned it with signal oil;
another did not take the time to remove the sand from the derails
and the remainder of the foremen handled their work
;

with about the same degree of efficiency. The net result was that
all the brushes were ruined and had to be thrown away and
most of the work was done again the following spring when the
paint gangs were reorganized.
fore-

such

"extra" work until there is nothing else to do, this road's experience is probably typical of the economy to be expected from the
expedient of turning over small maintenance painting work to the
section men. Even if the foremen could be instructed until they
are competent to handle such work, under present conditions

many maintenance men would oppose

the

plan on the ground

that the proper maintenance of track should fully occupy the time

of the section forces.

Another expedient frequently adopted, particularly for repair
the priming coat on new work, is to have the paint

work and

Under some circumstances

applied by the carpenter gang.

may

amount

When

be justified.

of painting

and

is

secured.

The priming

it

is

coat on a

as soon as possible after

this

a repair job involves a small

located at a remote point the cost of

sending a painter to handle
it

is

out of proportion to the results
new building should be applied

and if the painter cannot
better for one of the carpenters to
erected,

work at once it is
immediately than to allow the building to stand unpainted
until it is convenient for a painter to reach it. In addition to the
objections to having such work done by an inexperienced man,
however, this system has the further disadvantage that no carpenter likes to paint and if there is any opportunity to slight
reach such

apply

it

do it. The painting of the tops of
by bridge carpenter gangs when relaying
bridge ties is quite common, but this also is objectionable from
the standpoint of preserving the steel, since the carpenters frequently apply the paint without proper cleaning, during unsuitthe painting, he

is

girders, stringers,

likely to

etc.,

able weather, or without proper brushing out.
It

true

is

important, then, for railway officers to consider whether
is not promoted in most cases by the employment

economy

of regular painting gangs for bridges, buildings

work under

the maintenance of

and miscellaneous

way department.

The

recent

convention of the Maintenance of Way Master Painters' Association at Detroit passed a formal resolution after the reading
of the paper on this subject, abstracted elsewhere in this issue,

meeting that the employment
"wasteful and extravagant," and that
it is the "truest economy to employ competent and trained meThe
chanics for every class of bridge and building painting."

declaring

it

to be the sense of the

of incompetent painters

is

need for trained men is well emphasized by a study of the paper
on Prevention of Paint Defects presented at the convention
referred to. This particular discussion of what a competent man
can accomplish in securing a lasting protective coating is suggestive as to the contrasting results that

out such a

man

57,

No. 25

worked on steel "do not know black rust when they see it," as
one speaker stated. A minor advantage of keeping the gangs
separate is that the equipment for bridge and building painting
differs considerably and a saving results if a steel gang is kept
busy on steel all of the time and a building gang on buildings.
If it is granted that a force of skilled painters should be employed for the maintenance of way department, the question then
arises as to how this force should be organized to be most effective.
The methods in use differ considerably on various roads
and the best system for a given road depends largely on the organization with which its other maintenance of way work is
handled.
The principal conflict of practice is between the divisional force and the general force. On some roads the stations,
sign posts, wing fences, etc., are painted by a gang from some
large terminal traveling over the entire road and following out a
prearranged program. Such a gang can be large enough to make
efficient organization possible among the members of the gang
and the men can live in a car kept close to the work so that
On the
little or no time is lost in getting to and from the job.

who are familiar with the relative
needs of the buildings in their territory are able to direct the
their
direction to better advantage and
under
efforts of a force
plans can be made and changed to suit conditions with much
other hand, the local officers

On account of the inexperience of the average section
man as a painter and the natural tendency to postpone

practice

Vol.

would be secured with-

in charge.

As was brought out in the discussion following the first paper
mentioned, a different class of workmen is needed on steel bridges
from those employed in house painting. A house painter dislikes to "chip rust," and some experienced men who have never

greater facility than

the case with a central force.

is

NEW BOOKS
Supflement to Manual of the American Railway Engineering Association,
19H. Size 6 in. by 9 in., 91 pages, illustrated, paper cover. Price $1.

In accordance with the rules for the publication of its manual,
the American Railway Engineering Association has issued a
third supplement to its 1911 manual. This presents concisely the

amendments and addenda adopted at the annual convention in
March, 1914. The entire manual will be republished in 1915.
Conventional Signs, for use on Railway Profiles, Right of Way and Track
Maps and Structural Plans. Size 6 in. by 9 in., 27 pages, paper cover.
Published by the American Railway Engineering Association, 900 South

Michigan avenue, Chicago.

Price $0.25 for single copies.

A

pamphlet has just been issued containing the conventional
signs for use on profiles, maps and plans, which have been
adopted as standard from time to time by the American
The occasion for the
Railway Engineering Association.
collection of these standard plates in a separate pamphlet
is the specification made by the Interstate Commerce Commission, referring to maps and profiles to be used in connection with the valuation of railway property now under
way, that the symbols shall be the standards recommended
by the A. R. E. A. in so far as they are applicable. The
magnitude of this work makes it very desirable that these
signs should be available in convenient form, and in addition,
the pamphlet should be found of considerable use in all
drafting rooms.

By Horace R.
Structural Design, Volume 2, Design of Simple Structures.
Thayer, assistant professor of structural design, Carnegie Institute of
Bound in
Size 6 in. by 9 in., 495 pages, illustrated.
Technology.
cloth.
Published by the D. Van Nostrand Company, New York.
Price $4.

The author
field

of this book has attempted to cover a very broad

both from

a

theoretical

and a

practical

standpoint.

He

takes up in detail the design of plate girder bridges, steel viaducts and elevated railroads, simple riveted truss bridges, simple

pin-connected bridges, steel mill buildings, high
miscellaneous

buildings,

standpipes

and

office buildings,

elevated

tanks.

The

the second of a series of three, the first of which
treats of elementary mechanics, stresses and the mathematics on
which they depend. The third volume, which is in preparation,

volume

will
last

in

is

cover the design. of advanced structures. While each of the
two volumes presupposes a knowledge of the subjects treated

the former volume, they are also prepared

for independent

December

18,
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MORE ABOUT WOOD PRESERVATIVES
Philadllphia, Pa.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette
Almost every trade journal article nowadays
"The present European situation." Then follow
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It is stated that "with the prices which have prevailed, the
annual charge against creosoted crossties has been less than
for ones treated with zinc chloride"; also that should the price

of creosote increase,

"the annual charge for ties treated with

would become the lower." These deductions
are drawn from the table of annual charges in Forest Service
Bulletin No. 118 and are based on the use of tie plates. The
zinc chloride

annual charge on zinc treated ties is often lower than for
creosoted ones, since the mechanical life is limited in either

:

lining the actual, possible, probable
particular material
or industry.

starts

with

details out-

and unlikely

effects on the
Forest Products
Laboratory early got on the firing line with an article and
told those who did not know "How the Wood Treating Industry Can Avoid Possible Injury Resulting from the War."
The article by Mr. Teesdale referred to (Railway Age Gazette, October 23, 1914), outlines some of the recognized pre-

The

servatives and processes, and mentions others which have not
been accepted. Its conclusions are based in part on laboratory or experimental service tests, and while it is not fair
to say they are not practical, because the man who plans

and experiments

is the most practical of all, they do not help
materially in the present contingency.
In fact, it is very
doubtful if any immediate provision can be made for supplying from domestic sources the creosote formerly imported

from Europe. Edison is reported to have perfected a process and had in operation a plant for the production of synthetic carbolic acid 17 days after the foreign supply was cut
ofl.
Perhaps an Edison will arise in the coal tar industry,
although the maintenance of an adequate creosote supply does
not depend on the building of domestic plants for its production, but on commercial conditions affecting the market for
pitch and other coal tar by-products.
It is suggested by Mr. Teesdale that two courses are open
"to avoid the possible

result

of a great

reduction

in

the

amount of timber treated." These are:
(a) The uses of substitutes for creosote.
(b) Lighter treatments where creosote must be used.
As substitutes for coal tar creosote, zinc chloride, creosotezinc chloride mixture, creosote-crude

oil

mixture,

wood

tar

and sodium fluoride are mentioned. The refined tarcreosote solution used since 1908, and in 1912 to the extent of
14 per cent of all the creosote used for tie treatment, and of
wide commercial possibilities, is not mentioned for reasons
which will be discussed later. The important question is what
the treating plant manager is going to do who has a six
weeks' creosote supply on hand and half a million sap ties
in the yard which will badly deteriorate before spring.
Is
he going to switch to zinc chloride or sodium fluoride, and
is his decision going to be based on "petri dish" experiments?
It is more likely that commercial factors of plant equipment,
creosote,

delivered cost of available preservatives, character and ultimate use of his timber, and service results from preservatives
and processes, will determine his policy. Moreover, the very
conditions which curtail the creosote supply change the

economic factors of plant operation. Railroads must economize, commercial plants must curtail output to the reduced
demand, operating costs must be cut down, and, in short, the
whole industry put on a reduced emergency basis. Therefore, to some extent the shortage in creosote is met by a
reduced demand by the industry.
Zinc chloride

is

given as "the best

could be substituted."

Its

efficiency

known
in

preservative that

dry situations

is

fully

demonstrated and the effect of leaching is probably not as great
as generally supposed.
Definite service tests on a commercial scale are needed in wet regions, an;d the authentic records now available should be compiled. Low initial cost leads
to the use of zinc chloride in preference to creosote and not
as a substitute for it under many conditions.

and the initial cost of creosote treatment is high. On
the other hand, the table bases the annual charge for creocase,

soted ties on 10 lb. of creosote per cu. ft., which is 20 to SO
per cent more than most of the railroads are using. The

New York Central, Lackawanna, Lehigh Valley, Santa Fe,
Pennsylvania and others of the larger systems use an empty
cell treatment which would probably average only 5 to 7 lb.
per cu. ft. The comparisons drawn from such average figures
mean very

little, and local service conditions must be used
as a basis of accurate comparisons between zinc chloride and
creosote.

The unquestioned merit

of the zinc chloride-creosote mix-

is mentioned, and it is mildly suggested that the present
situation can be partly relieved by an increased use of such
mixtures. Reading further, however, we find that the labora-

tures

tory tests indicate that less than half a pound (.343 and .140
lb.) of creosote per cu. ft. of wood is enough to prevent attack by wood destroying fungi, while .312 and .468 lb. of zinc
chloride per cu. ft. prevented the growth of the two fungi

The theoretical apriori deductions from
these tests are, that one pound of creosote per cu. ft. of wood
gives over 100 per cent margin of safety, but that the usual
y2 lb. of zinc chloride injected would leave less than 10 per
cent margin of safety. While the value of theoretical tests
experimented with.

as to the

amounts

of preservatives required

is to be strongly
above leads to the
conclusion that the 3 lb. of creosote usually injected with
the zinc chloride mixture would in itself be more than sufficient to protect the wood against fungus attack, presuming,
of course, that it is properly distributed. We therefore have
recommendations for the increased use of a preservative mixture as generally recognized and widely used, followed by
theoretical conclusions which indicate that either one of the
preservatives, and particularly the creosote, will be sufficient
if used alone.

questioned,

posterior

reasoning

frorti

the

Another mixture recommended is that of crude oil and coal
This is based on the high toxic properties of a
small amount of creosote, the crude oil being added for its
bulk and waterproofing qualities. This seems such a simple
solution to the whole problem that it is passing strange every
one has not applied it, particularly since we are told that the
tar creosote.

treatment by a 10 per cent creosote and 90 per cent crude oil
mixture of all the timber which was creosoted in 1913 would
have left a surplus of over 30 million gallons of domestic oil,
and made us entirely independent of foreign oil. The one

drawback to this plan is that the crude oil with a high
asphaltic base which is suitable for such a mixture is available
only in Southern California and parts of Mexico, and the item
of freight to eastern points is considered by most plant manslight

agers as not making for economy. Perhaps with the Panama
Canal in operation, suitable crude oil may be generally available at reasonable cost.
If this is such a practicable plan,
however, it seems strange that the Santa Fe, with ample
crude oil supplies on its own line, and after extensive experiments with crude oil alone and in mixture with creosote,
should still continue the importation of more coal tar creosote than any road in the country, and when this supply was
cut off, switched to zinc chloride at its largest plant.
"Further relief could also be had by utilizing creosote from
water gas tar." The wood preserving industry has been waiting for years for definite proof that creosote from water gas
tar will serve the same purpose as the coal tar product. Pend-
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ing final decision, the former oil has been used both openly
and surreptitiously, but its use is still felt to be experimental.

Sections of piling treated with a very high boiling distillate
showing "only slight evidence
of attack" after nearly two years of immersion in the Gulf
of water gas tar are reported as

of Mexico; but these forest service tests in this particular
case are absolutely without value, because the water gas tar
creosote fraction used was not a commercial product. The
industry is keen to know whether this oil will protect against

marine borers, and it is hoped that other tests of real pracWhatever the outcome, it should
tical value will be made.
be remembered that the output of water gas tar creosote is
limited and that the price is not so very much less than coal
tar creosote.

Refined wood tar creosote and sodium fluoride are mentioned as possible substitutes for creosote. Their use in this
country, however, has been very limited, and the results are
not sufticiently conclusive to justify their adoption on a commercial scale.

The

refined coal tar creosote mixture

is

not mentioned in
1908 nearly

the Forest Products Laboratory article, yet since
25 million ties have been treated with a combination of creosote oil and refined coal tar, while practically all paving

blocks have been treated with such a solution since 1907.
During 1912 it was estimated that about 28 million gallons of
coal tar creosote solution were used, which is about 40 per
To
cent of the total creosote consumption for that year.
ignore such a general practice and not to recommend its
mention
further use in the present emergency, or at least to
existence, is to leave out one of the most promising means
making the available creosote meet the demands.
The American Railway Engineering Association has recognized the existence of this practice and recommends certain
its

of

The
precautions to be followed in the use of the solution.
refined coal tar used in such a combination should not be
considered an adulterant of creosote, because it is the mother
from which creosote is derived, and in itself carries a
considerable percentage of high boiling creosote, composed
of toxic or antiseptic compounds.
The principal objections advanced against the addition of
refined coal tar is that the presence of free carbon or the high
Those objections are largely
viscosity retard penetration.
liquor

done away with by the use of tar which
or mechanical methods, while it is now

is

refined by filtration
that free car-

known

wood — freely in aqueous soluwhen suspended in oils (The Preservative

bon particles actually enter the
tions, less readily

—

of Wood, Bailey, Forestry Quarterly, Vol. XI,
The Use of Refined Coal Tar in the Creosoting InVon Schrenk and Kammerer, Bulletin 163, American

Treatment
No.

1;

dustry,

Definite experiments
Railway Engineering Association).
have been made which clearly indicate that a solution of coal
tar and creosote oil is essentially a heavier creosote, and
that the two substances combine so that it is impossible to
The
separate them by any physical or chemical process.
evaporation from such a solution is less than from straight
creosote, and the toxic properties are certainly ample to prevent the growth of wood-destroying fungi.
Furthermore,
tests on different kinds of pine show that when properly applied, the penetration with the solution is at least as great as
with domestic and foreign creosote (Von Schrenk, Bulletin
Further163, American Railway Engineering Association).
more, in two cylinder charges of red oak ties given identical
treatment, one with straight creosote and one with 20 per
cent coal tar added, the absorption from the solution averaged
higher than with the straight oil.
The Forest Products Laboratory presented at the American
Wood Preservers' Association meeting in 1913 a report on
"Some Tests to Determine the Effect Upon Absorption and
Penetration by Mixing Tar with Creosote." On the face of

Vol.

57,

No. 25

this report seemed to indicate that the addition of coal tar
materially retarded penetration, but analysis of the tests and
conclusions clearly indicated that the equipment was entirely
inadequate, that the temperatures used were too low and the
relation of temperature to viscosity and its consequent effect
on penetration were practically ignored. It has since been
ascertained, however, that at the usual working temperatures
of 180 to 200 deg. F. in the creosoting cylinders, the viscosity
it

is practically the same as that of straight
In discussing possible means of making our available creosote supply go further, the Forest Service has entirely ignored this whole important subject, and apparently
for no other reason than that their own experiments with
limited temperatures and inadequate equipment did not give
favorable results. If their conclusions on the other creosote

of the

mixture

creosote.

—

mentioned crude oil and creosote, for examplewere also confined to their own laboratory experiments, there
would be little that they could say one way or the other about

substitutes

the materials described.
The question of lighter treatments

where creosote must be
used is dismissed with a seven-line paragraph which makes
no recommendations. Theoretical conclusions are drawn for
other preservatives and processes, so why should not the
tests above referred to, which indicate that half a pound of
creosote per cu. ft. will prevent decay, be applied in the case
of the empty cell process? To the theory can be added definite

service tests for limited periods.

The

efficiency of re-

duced injections depends mainly on the thorough penetration
of all sapwood and other treatable portions of a stick with
the reduced quantities of oil, and any empty cell process
which will not do this is worthless. It can be done commercially, and all sap ties (loblolly pine) have been given a
through and through penetration with less than 2 lb. of creoft.
It would be a real solution of the emergency
which various plants are facing if they could safely reduce
from 6 or 8 lb. to 4 or less per cu. ft.
injection
the creosote
Such a policy would at least double the amount of material
which could be treated by the same amount of oil, and would,
beyond argument, be preferable to using the same timber

sote per cu.

untreated.

Sap ties given such light treatment would no doubt give
twice as long life as untreated, and the real problem for the
operator is whether to stick to creosote and reduce the injection or change entirely to zinc chloride, or to a mixture.
The mineral salt promises well, but its value has not been
fully demonstrated in wet regions, while in addition there
the expense at some plants of putting in the equipment to
Most of the mixtures recommended
handle zinc chloride.
do not reduce the amount of creosote required below that
which could theoretically be used in a reduced empty cell
treatment, but the oil mixture in most cases would be a guarantee of longer life through the waterproofing or toxic effects of the material added to the creosote.

is

It

may

be that the present crisis will be of short duration,

and certainly the wood preserving industry is not going to
be put out of business by the reduction in creosote imports.

The

curtailed demand for treated timber, the use of mixtures
and substitutes, and light impregnation, will go far towards
Moreover, our imports are not enrelieving the situation.
tirely cut off.

tioned

all

and since the British .\dmiralty has not

of the available creosote, a limited

amount

requisi-

of

Eng-

promises to be available so long as the British fleet
maintains control of the seas. Two cargoes were en route
when the war broke out and were safely delivered, and four
additional shipments have been made since, with prospects of
two or more cargoes to come before the end of the present
lish oil

year.
E. A. Sterling,
Consulting Forest and Timber Engiaeer.

Maintenance

of

Way

Master

Convention

Painters*

Abstract of the Papers and Discussions Presented at
the Meeting Held November 17-19, at Detroit, Mich.
of Way Master Painters' Association held
eleventh annua! convention at the Hotel TuUer, Detroit, Mich.,

The Maintenance
its

Any good

outdoors.

oil

paint will resist fire

and

will

wear well

outdoors.

A

on November 17-18-19, with about 100 members and guests in
The secretary's report showed an increase in membership during the past year.
The officers of this association
were: President, C. H. Plumnier (C. R. I. & P.), Topeka, Kan.;

paper on Test Paint on Water Tanks was read by Bert E.
T. & S. F.).
He reported that as a membe' of a
committee to test paint on the interior of steel water tanks he
applied four kinds of paint, which had previously been used on

first vice-president, F. C. Rieboldt (C. M. & St. P.), Milwaukee,
Wis.; second vice-president, E. R. Cope (P. L. W.), Bloomingdale, Ohio, and secretary-treasurer, T. I. Goodwin (C. R. I.

the outside of tanks, to the interior of tanks

&

opinion that no paint will stand in water treated with soda and

attendance.

P.),

Eldon,

Mo.

F. C. Rieboldt (C. M. & St. P.) read a paper on glazing in
which he favored the use of beaded sash instead of putty for
engine house windows, and the practice of placing the curved
surface of a pane of glass toward the outside.
H. B. Wilson
(B. & L. E.) favored laying glass in cold weather with the
curved surface down, although he thought that in warm weather
it would make no difference.
objected
J. T. Lewis (Wabash)

to the use of brads with wire glass, saying that zinc points are
tetter.

to make a tie with these lines when they are new, but
they become pliable after a little use. On a ISO-ft. drop the
tension in a one-inch line will reduce the size to
For
in.
stack work J^-'f- to J^-in. lines are used. The staging is 24 ft.
long, made of Norway pine with ash for the rungs, the sides
being 6 in. deep in the middle and 4 in. at ends. On viaducts
•difficult

^

hooks and a 1^-in. steel sling are used
This sling cannot be cut by malicious
persons or damaged by objects falling from trains. Extra large
hooks are provided in the blocks. A center fall line is used to
handle the center of the plank and to strengthen it.
On under span work, where there is no chance of dropping
staging through the deck, the ends of two light wire cables are
clamped around two column posts and a plank is supported between them. This can be moved along as needed. On through
plate girder bridges the staging is hung from large hooks over
the tops of the girders. If the bridge is too wide for planks,
steel cables are run across to carry them, although planks as
long as 38 ft. are used. When there is a railing on the bridge,
a set of angles is used which hang over the top of the railing.
open

water.

months

lime.

it

was

filled

commenced

In one month the paint

the end of four

entirely gone.

to

with treated

blister

He was

and

at

of the

His company has discontinued the painting of the inside

He recommended

of tanks except the two top sheets.

that tanks

holding untreated water be given three coats of some good paint,
the first coat to dry at least four days, the second coat two days
and the third coat a week before the tank is filled with water.
A paper on Membranous Waterproofing was read by William
B. Jenkins of the Billings-Chapin

Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

Other topics discussed on the floor included. Priming and
Patchwork Done by Carpenter Gangs Making Estimates on
Bridge Painting The Economy of the Use of Putty on Roundhouse Windows Sanitary Conditions Around Bunk Cars, and
;

H. B. Wilson (B. & L. E.) discussed at length the types of
staging used on his line. In general, one-inch manila fall lines
are provided on heavy work, even when it is low. It is found

•with

Darrow (A.

floors, lj4-in.

to support the planks.

F. C. Rieboldt (C. M. & St. P.) did not think that the use of
one-inch rope for staging would be safe. A. B. Phelps (L. S. &
M. S.) stated that on his road light chains with a grab hook on

one end and a ring on the other are used, the plank being supported on two-inch gas pipe. Martin Kane (D. & H.) favored
the use of 5^-in. chains, and F. A. Higgins (L. S. & M. S.),
W. H. Clark (C. & N. W.), and T. I. Goodwin (C. R. I. & P.),
Mr. Wilson objected to the
also reported the use of chains.
use of chains on the ground that there is danger of weak links
existing without being discovered.
A stereopticon lecture on Fire Retardant Paint was delivered
by H. A. Gardner of the Institute of Industrial Research, Washington, D. C.
He reported tests which are being made on the
feasibility of painting woods that have been made fire retardant
by treatment with salts such as zinc chloride or ammonium
chloride. There is no indication as yet that such woods cannot
Numerous tests are being made on
be satisfactorily painted.
the effects of various stains and paints on the fire resisting qualCreosote stains, which are frequently used, are
ity of shingles.
found to increase the flammability of the wood, while paints containing zinc, lead and iron oxide retard the burning very maSilicate of soda also retards burning but will not wear
terially.

;

;

the Best

Method

of

Enameling Woodwork.

In the closing business session a committee

was appointed

to

enginemen blowing off water treated
with soda and lime on steel bridges, leaving the structures coated
with a white substance resembling whitewash and severely injuring the paint. A new by-law was adopted by the association
providing that no paper read before a convention or discussion
investigate the practice of

made on the floor shall mention the name of manufacturers or
brands of material. The same officers were re-elected for another year, and it was decided that the next convention should
be held October 19-20-21, at St. Louis, Mo.

INTERIOR

WALL

FINISHES

By W.
John Lucas &

AND PAINTING OF CONCRETE
R.

Parker

Co.. Inc., Chicago.

Of the interior wall finishes developed during the past ten
flat finishes, which
produce a coating that can be washed and scrubbed without injury. They can be applied over plaster, paper, wood, metal, burlap, canvas, cement or concrete.
Different kinds of surfaces require different treatment in order to obtain the best results.
Newly plastered or green cement walls, which are damp, and
where free lime is still present on the surface, require a zinc
sulphate wash. This zinc sulphate solution is prepared by dissolving about three pounds of zinc sulphate crystals in a gallon
of water. The solution should be applied from 24 to 48 hours
before the first coat of paint, thus allowing the surface to dry
out as much as possible and also to obtain the full benefit of
the neutralizing properties of the solution. All dirt and grease
should be removed from the wall before painting. It is advisable
to go over the surface with a stiff brush or broom in order to
remove all loosely adhering particles.
Plastered cement walls, which are dry, and which have not
been previously finished, make necessary the reduction of paint
for the first coat in order to stop up the suction of the surface.
Boiled linseed oil should be used as a reducer. The amount of
reduction necessary will depend entirely upon the character of
the surface to be painted, and will vary from one to two quarts
years none quite equals in importance the

of boiled linseed oil to the gallon of paint.

There are two

distinct reasons for treating concrete surfaces,

namely, to preserve
deteriorating

the

influences,

against forces which exert
improve the appearance. Al-

structure

and

to
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though quite generally the greatest stress is placed upon the
decorative properties, the fact remains that proper coatings impart protection which annually amounts to millions of dollars.
Unfortunately, in obtaining the desired decoration, frequently
at the lowest possible cost, the proper methods of application in

order to insure the maximum protection are sadly neglected.
For the reason that lime has a saponifying action on oils, and
furthermore in cognizance of the fact that all cement and concrete construction contains alkali in varying amounts, the first
matter to consider is how to treat surfaces in order to either
eliminate this material by neutralizing it, or in some manner to
keep it from exerting its harmful influence on the vehicle por-

A

treatment which has
for its object the elimination of whatever free alkali is present
on and near the surface in many instances proves injurious to
The use of mineral acids, while neutralizing the
the structure.
Solulime, will detract from the life of concrete construction.
tion of the paint

which

to be applied.

is

which change the lime to insoluble salts, which
do not act on oils, have been suggested from time to time, and
have been used with varying success. What is known as the
Macnichol zinc sulphate treatment has proven very successful
for the treatment of interior walls before applying prepared flat
It is very generally recomwall finishes or other coatings.
mended, and its satisfactory character is based on the reaction

tions of materials

which changes the free lime to the sulphate form, the latter
possessing no saponifying action on the thinner of the paint
which is subsequently applied. This treatment has given excelOn walls,
lent results on walls which are free from permeation.
however, through which moisture forces its way, the soluble salts
present throughout are dissolved and brought to the surface,

where they give rise to such undesirable conditions as staining,
the evaporation of the moisture, efflorescence
etc.. and upon
develops.

Up

to the present time the

tained by the

use of a

thin,

most satisfactory
varnish-like

results are ob-

mixture,

specially

This filler, as it is more correctly called,
is practically a wash which penetrates into the concrete and
prevents whatever action alkali would have on the oil paint coats
which are to follow. Capillarity is destroyed by the oxidized
This makes the passage of
film, which forms upon drying.
moisture through the paint coat impossible, and therefore repadapted for the work.

resents the greatest benefit derived

from this treatment.
on wood over the

possible to apply paints ordinarily used

It

is

ing practically the same.
is

the case in other painting, one of the most important

good service consists in the proper
preparation of the surface to be coated and the correct applicaBefore applying the filler, all dust and
tion of the material.
factors in connection with

Surfaces
should be brushed away.
which have grease or oil adhering to them must be carefully
washed with benzine, turpentine or benzol before applying the
loosely adhering particles

filler,

or otherwise

it

cannot properly perform

the paint coat will break

away

in the

form of

its

functions,

but

slightly

a

properly applied the

and

"scaling," because

filler

brightened

its

application

should

Gloss

appearance.
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penetrates into the

and when dry nothing would indicate

concrete,

be

not

perceptible.

One

of the

most undesirable features connected with concrete

is the continual "dusting" which is caused by the natural
grinding action of wear on the surface. Wherever the floor is
subjected to hard usage the "dust" may, besides becoming a
source of irritation, prove injurious to health. The "dust" ad-

floors

heres so firmly to the surface of the untreated floors that it is
impossible to remove it. Sweeping tends only to aggravate, to
a certain extent, the tendency to "powder," as
The floor is
ticles are loosened or torn away.
painting, because
dirt.

it

All opportunity for "powdering"

film of paint,

many
made

when properly

which,

is

applied, has a firm hold with-

mass of concrete, and, besides eliminating the

in the

small parsanitary by

from dust and
overcome by the thin

can be kept clean and free

possibility of

surface wear, makes an impervious coating which prevents

tlie

absorption of moisture.
In applying the paint two factors must be given careful atWhile the pigment is a requisite of considerable im-

tention.

determine

portance, the vehicle will, in almost every instance,

Floors are subject to hard usage and
must stand severe strains. It is necessary therefore to use a
material which will oxidize to a dry film and which will retain
suflficient elasticity to withstand the strains to which it is exthe wearing properties.

Ordinary floor paints, which prove satisfactory when
used over wood, give like results when used over a properly
The wear closely resembles that found on a
applied filler.
posed.

floor.
The paint coat invariably possesses better bonds
within the concrete and the service in many cases is superior to
that obtained from the same paint applied on wood.

wooden

Natural wear will gradually make necessary the repainting of
One coat of
It is not necessary to again apply a filler.
In preparing the
paint brushed out well gives the best results.
surface for repainting no strong alkali should be used for cleaning, as it will not only act upon the paint, but if not thoroughly
removed will also affect the following coat. It is advisable to
go over the surface with warm water and soap and allow sufficient time to elapse for drying.
floors.

PAINTING DEFECTS, THEIR CAUSES AND PREVENTION

filler

with assurance of equally satisfactory results, the number of
coats it is advisable to apply and the method of application be-

As

When

concrete.
,

Vol.

Bv

G.

W. Thompson

Chemist, National Lead

Company

So much has been written connecting painting

defects with

materials used, the writer proposes in this paper to

may

paint defects

change

in

many

One

in the materials used.

cannot, of course, ignore the

materials, but one can seek to find out to

defect

may

not at

its

show how

cases be corrected without radical

what extent such a

be the result of the condition of the surface painted,
the proportioning of the materials, the application of these maNo paint material
terials, the time allowed between coats, etc.
is perfect, but if it is to be commercially judged in comparison
should
judged
with other paint materials, it
be
at its best and
worst.

of lack of penetration.

Because of the tendency that concrete has for holding moisture,
it is not advisable to use water in cleaning surfaces, because any
paint coat applied over surfaces containing moisture will most
result

likely

in

"peeling."

Wherever

possible,

the

surface

to

be coated should be allowed to stand from three to five weeks
in order to give it time to dry out.
The undesirable effects obtained by the presence of alkali in the concrete are also lessened
when the surface is allowed to stand for some time.

When

applying the

"filler"

care should be exercised not to ob-

tain a varnish or gloss surface, as this will hinder the succeeding

from obtaining the necessary penetration.
If the
is very hard and smooth, as is the case in
frequently
necessary to go over it thoroughly
cement finishes, it is

paint

coat

surface to be treated

with a

stiff

wire brush, otherwise the penetration may not be
hold within the

sufficient to allow the paint coat to obtain a firm

CHECKING AND ALLIGATORING
Checking and alligatoring consist in the development of fine
interlacing lines on the surface of a paint. Lines embracing small
These
areas are called checks, and large ones, alligatoring.
phenomena are closely related and are probably due to the same
general cause.

The outer
greatly in

coats of varnish and paint always tend to shrink

volume and

to

become progressively harder and more

coherent, thus producing either of two possible effects.

One

is

the rupturing of this outer coat with consequent alligatoring or
checking; the other is that the outer coat becomes thinner with-

out rupturing.

Which of

under

it

coat.

ing will

If

is

draw up and

the under coat

is

these effects occurs depends

soft, the
slip

upon the

outer coat in oxidizing and shrink-

over

it

with consequent rupturing.

If

sufficiently hard, the outer coat does not slip

December

over

it

18,
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and simply becomes thinner by shrinkage and no rupturAlligatoring also occurs whenever a paint is ap-

1139

of checking and alligatoring, no

more drying

oil

should be used

ing occurs.

in

plied over another paint that inherently will not dry hard, as in

pores of the priming coat and the proper binding of the particles

the case of a harder paint applied over an asphaltum or a yellow
ochre paint. Very extreme examples of checking or alligatoring
occur where a non-volatile mineral oil has been used in an under

of pigment together in the

coat.

other

In order to avoid checking and alligatoring,

it

is

best to have

the under coats as hard as is practicable, much harder than the
outer coats.It should not be assumed, however, that in all
cases checking is an unmi.xed evil. In some cases checking may
be the lesser of two evils, one of which is necessary. When a
paint film has so great a tensile strength that

trouble

is

it

is

applied.

are accomplished
is

a

;

If the

founda-

one

is

necessary for the

is

body

coat.

By

the

filling in of

so doing

two things

that the natural hardness of the coating

increased by the increase in proportion of pigment, and the

fit

is

being used,

that, less oil

it

takes less time to bring

condition for the reception of the other coats.

most important thing
alligatoring

is

to

to

do

allow as

in

it

to

Probably the

the avoidance of checking and

much time

as possible between the

coats.

CR.^CKING

will not check,

apt to ensue with the expansion and contraction of the

foundation on which such a paint film

the foundation coats than

It

that

would appear
is,

that in

AND SCALING

that cracking

many

and scaling are closely

related,

cases scaling naturally follows cracking.

Longitudinal and Transverse Cracking with Consequent Scaling
tion expands or contracts

more than

the film, the latter

is

sure to

break loose, and the result is scaling. This would be a more
serious defect than checking, and the competent painter must use
his judgment in some cases to choose between the two.
It is important to point out that no materials should be used
in the foundation coats which will not harden sufficiently or
which cannot be made to harden by the addition of other materials.
Such materials include all asphaltum, tar or bituminous
materials, mineral oils which are not completely volatile, and
such resinous products as resin oil, which harden too slowly to
give good results. In all paints a drying oil is used. The dry-

By cracking we

refer to the formation of hair-like lines on the
which an e.\amination shows extend from the surface
In
practically through the paint layer down to the foundation.
The
this respect cracking differs from checking or alUgatoring.
areas included by the cracks are usually relatively large, although

surface,

not necessarily

so.

In case the painted object

is

wood, the cracks may be

angles to or parallel with the grain of the wood.
ous, containing at

all

Wood

times more or less free moisture.

been found experimentally that

in

at right
is

It

por-

has

the drying out of wood, the

greatest contraction takes place at right angles to the grain.

The

Typical Checking and Alligatoring Caused by the Use of Ochre Priming

ing

oil

should have in a high degree the power of being oxidized
Linseed oil is the principal material used

into a solid substance.

by painters for
are

liable

to

this purpose,

be

deficient

in

and the use of
this

respect

substitutes

which

should be carefully

avoided. It is also important that those pigments which retard
the drying or hardening of priming coats should not be used in
excess. This refers particularly to lampblack and yellow ochre.
On the other hand, pigments which assist in the drying and

hardening of under coats should be used as far as is practicable.
Although drying oils are essential in paint for the prevention

is largely fibrous, the fibres running mostly
Free water or moisture in the wood is probably
This water forces the fibres apart.
located between the fibres.
As the water dries out, the fibres come closer together, producing
contraction across the grain. It would appear also that the variation of the amount of water in wood shows very little tendency
to affect the length of the fibres, and so produce contraction and

structure of

wood

with the grain.

expansion parallel with tlie grain.
At the same time the paint contracts both across and with the
Consequently if the paint contracts less than the wood
grain.
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there will be a bulging and cracking of the paint with the grain.

contraction of the paint witli the grain will not be compensated by a similar contraction of the wood, and cracks may ap-

The

pear, the lines of the cracking

we have

Cracks, as

As soon

showing across the grain.

referred to them, extend

down

to the

wood.

an opportunity for moisture to
This moisture, entering by the cracks, travels

as cracks occur, there

enter the wood.

is

under the paint film, exerts a pressure against tlie paint film, the
bond between the paint film and the wood is weakened, and
scaling results. It seems to the writer that there is a difference
between peeling and scaling. Both are due to moisture forcing
the paint film away from the wood. Peeling, however, is due to
the presence of moisture under an unbroken paint film in the
wood or back of the wood, which forces the paint away from the
wood. But in the case of scaling the moisture enters through
the cracks.
It is

to be noted that as a rule cracking

most often when the paint
film, the

greater

its

film

is

thick.

and scaling take place

The

thicker the paint

tensile strength, therefore

it

does not con-
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dent that what is desired is a vehicle which can be used on
the surface of paints that will be less destructible than what
is ordinarilj- used.
I regret that there is no such material
that can be unqualifiedly recommended. Therefore, if chalking is a defect, it is not an unmitigated evil, nor is it one that
can readily be avoided without other more serious defects
arising.

WASHING

The washing

characterized by the surface of the
paint giving up certain water soluble substances.
Apparently washing takes place when a paint contains such substances, or when they are formed either through a reaction
of the constituents of the air upon the pigment or a reaction
between the pigment and the binding material. For the prevention of washing, omitting any reference to the avoidance
of the use of those pigments most inclined to wash, the only
thing that I can say is what I have already said in the case
of chalking.
of paint

is

form as readily to the changes in the shape of the wood. One
method of prevention is to avoid the accumulation of paint coats
upon a surface. If the surface needs repainting, as much of the

noted.

old paint should be sandpapered off as

lighter in color than the remainder of the paint.

course,

it

too thick, and the

is

new

is

necessarj-, provided, of

coats of paint applied should

This refers particularly to paints which

be comparatively thin.

are naturally inclined to crack and scale.

It is

obvious, of course,

pigments which give hard, strong and contracting
used only in moderation. Cracking and scaling
can be avoided to some extent by having the wood thoroughly
dry and contracted before painting.
that

those

coats, should be

BLISTERING

in wood forcing its
wood to the surface, breaking the bond of the
paint and forcing it away from the surface.
Blistering is very
apt to occur where moist painted wood is subjected to heat such

the

Sometimes the heat of the sun is suffivapor pressure of the water enough to pro-

as the heat of a radiator.
cient to increase the

duce blistering.

and peeling are more apt to occur if a very imis used.
Painters sometimes complain that boiled
a more impermeable paint.
The one safe
method of preventing blistering is to remove the cause, that is,
the moisture in or back of the wood.
If one is in doubt as to
Blistering

permeable paint
linseed

oil

gives

the condition of

wood

for painting, the best practice

is

to allow con-

siderable time after the priming coat has been put

on before

applying the body coat.
LOSS OF GLOSS

AND CHALKING.

Chalking follows loss of gloss and is probably produced by the
same general cause. Gloss is due to an excess of oil or binding
material, which, lying over the particles of pigment, gives a
smooth, even, glass-like surface. The binding material in paints,
whether it is linseed oil or varnish, is an organic substance
which is subject to fairly rapid destruction when exposed to the
influence of air, moisture

and sunlight.

Loss of gloss

is

due to

and it would appear that the chalking of paint
but a step further in this destructive action, whereby the binding material is destroyed, and the pigment becomes loosened on

this destruction,
is

the surface.

Chalking is objectionable principally because of the tendency of the pigment to coaie off when touched. It must not
be overlooked, however, that some kind of paint decay is
inevitable and a certain amount of chalking, that is, loss in
thickness of coating, is therefore the least objectionable form
of decay. If this loss in thickness does not occur, the result
on continued repainting will be the production of so thick a

coat of paint that scaling is apt to follow.
Chalking, as it
ordinarily occurs, has a further redeeming quality in that it
nearly always leaves on the surface a roughness, usually

which
For the prevention

called a tooth,

is

favorable to repainting.

of chalking

and loss of

SPOTTING

AND DISCOLORATION

In the spotting of paint, the following characteristics are

The

spots,

which may be small or

show greater chalking than
with linseed

oil,

the

body

large, are

of the paint.

much

Such spots
Moistened

the spots return to practically the original

color of the paint, indicating that there has been no destruction of the tinting material, and indicating also that at these

spots there had been some excessive destruction or loss of
the oil which was originally present.

The most common cause

of spotting

is

that the

wood

at the

where spotting occurs was not completely filled by
the priming or body coats. It is to be avoided then by the
proper filling of the pores of the wood, and by allow'ing sufficient time between coats for weaknesses to develop that can
be corrected by subsequent coats. It will be avoided to some
extent by the competent workman using a stiff brush for the
under coats, thereby forcing the paint into the wood.
There are two known causes of yellowing of paint out-ofdoors.
One is the presence of heavy mineral oil, and the
points

AND PEELING

and peeling are due to the water

Blistering

way through

No. 25

gloss,

it

is

evi-

other is the presence of alkalies or alkaline materials. The
prevention of such discoloration depends on the avoidance of
such materials. The cause of the yellowing of paint indoors
is variously explained, but the one explanation which seems
most satisfactorj- is that it is caused by ammonia which is
more or less present in the atmosphere. The prevention of
this yellowing is to have good ventilation, good light, avoid
the presence of excessive quantities of ammonia in the atmosphere, and protect the paint as far as practicable by varnish coatings wherever such a treatment is necessary.
Discoloration of paint due to dirt is a defect for which the
painter sometimes feels he is not to blame. There still remains the fact, however, that paint will sometimes become
dirty more rapidly than exterior conditions would seem to
warrant. The conditions favorable to dirt becoming attached
to paint are softness and elasticity, which the painter naturally thinks are the best for the paint. The obvious method
for the prevention of this discoloration of paint is the use
of harder coats, obtained either by cutting down the amount
of oil in the paint, or by the use of those pigments which tend
If, however, the painter secures hard
to harden the paint.
coats of paint to prevent discoloration, he may run into the
trouble of cracking and scaling.
Discoloration of paint on account of mildew is rather uncommon in the North, but is fairly common in the South. Experiments indicate that it is killed by the presence of very
small quantities of mercury compounds and can therefore be
prevented by a minute percentage of mercurous chloride
added to the paint. It is also prevented to some extent by
the use of paint which forms a hard coating and by the use
of the best quality of linseed oil.
Discoloration due to the presence of sulphur compounds

—
December

18,

;
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occurs with those paints containing lead pigments.
Sometimes this discoloration is due to the intentional or accidental presence in a paint of small amounts of sulphides of
the other metals, particularly sulphide of zinc, which may be
contained in lithopone to the extent of 30 per cent. The
discoloration of lead compounds due to sulphur
in the air is not common.

compounds

THE ECONOMY OF SKILLED MECHANICS
By Edwahd Hurst Brown
The

Painters'

It might seem strange to a
tion should be raised as to the

Magazine

master 'painter that any queseconomy of skilled mechanics

he did not know from every day experience that a large
proportion of railroad officers either overlook the fact or do
not realize that it requires skill to properly apply paint to
obtain its full protective value and the greatest possible
if

durability.

has never learned to handle a brush. The practical painter,
by long experience, has learned to judge by the feel of the
paint as it spreads out under the brush; he has learned to

judge the weather and to make allowances for a greater or
less amount of moisture, or to vary his paint to suit the temperature. A skilled mechanic can paint in zero weather, so
long as the surface is free from frost and is dry, and he will
obtain as durable and satisfactory a job as he could produce
in warm weather, for he will know enough to add turpentine
to make the paint flow out more freely and to correct the
thickening tendency of the cold weather, while at the same
time he will depend upon "elbow grease" brushing out the
paint into thin coats, rather than upon an excess of driers,
to produce a firm and solid paint coating.
Painting requires more technical skill than almost any other
trade, yet this fact is not recognized because of the mistaken
idea fostered by the advertisements of the makers of household paints that "any one can paint." In these days when

efficiency

Too many

engineers pay particular attention to the quality of the paint and little or none to the skill of the painter.
This is a very mistaken notion, for the good mechanic will
produce a reasonably satisfactory job of painting with poor
materials, while the poor mechanic or the "handy man" will
produce unsatisfactory results with the very best materials.
It has often been said that satisfactory results in painting
depend on "25 per cent material and 75 per cent man," and
this does not over state the case. Some engineers admit that
the good mechanic may be necessary in painting a station or
varnishing the hardwood finish of a waiting room, but seem
to believe that any men you can pick up are good enough to
do bridge painting or other rough work. It is possible that
there may be certain classes of rough work, such as whitewashing sheds, that need so little skill that the "handy man"
can be utilized to advantage, though even in such cases, I
believe that the man who has been trained to use his brush
can accomplish so much more work that it is economical to
employ him.
W Ken it conies to painting structural iron or steel, there can
be no greater mistake than the employment of cheap labor.
An examination of the painting done on a bridge by a crew
of "slushers" will show runs, sags, "holidays," and spots of
rust that soon begin to show, because these so-called painters
have not been impressed with the necessity for the removal
of every particle of rust before the paint is applied.
The difficulty in getting satisfactory shop painting is explained largely by the fact that the work is often done by
cheap, foreign laborers who have never been taught to handle
a brush and whose only thought is to smear over the surface
in the easiest possible way. They are too ignorant to understand anything about the real mission of the paint they are
applying and so long as they cover up the metal with a red
wash they are satisfied. The worst feature of painting of this
kind, done over rust and shop scale, is that it aflfords no
satisfactory foundation for subsequent paint coats, no matter
how carefully they may be applied, and the protective value
is minimized by the mistaken economy of employing cheap and unskilled laborers to put on the shop or
priming coat.
An engineer may be told that paint needs to be tempered
to suit the temperature, the weather conditions and the surface to which it is to be applied, but the idea that such tempering a variation in the proportion of turpentine or other
volatile thinners or the quantity of driers to be employed
can be safely left to the practical mechanic who is working
on the job seems to be beyond his comprehension, especially
when the paint has been made in accordance with a formula
Nevertheless, it is a
furnished by the company's chemist.
fact that the skilled painter is better able to determine the
proportion of thinners and of driers than the chemist who
has never had any experience in actual paint mixing, or who
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be well

the aim in all departments of a railroad, it wouljl
the officers would recognize that only by the em-

is

if

ployment

of skilled mechanics can satisfactory, durable and
economical painting be done.
They must remember that
there is a dearth of skilled painters in this country today, and
they cannot expect to hire them for the same wages that they

can obtain unskilled labor, but the skilled painter can accommuch more work in a day and the value of the work
he does will be so much greater in protective efficiency that
the higher wage rate will be the most economical in the end.

plish so

COMPUTATION OF CROSS SECTION AREAS
In view of the large amount of cross sectioning of roadbed
is required in the federal valuation of railways, now under

that

way, the method which

being used on the San Pedro, Los

is

Angeles & Salt Lake for computing these areas in accordance
with the standard method of recording notes in use by the
Federal Board may be of interest to other engineers. The gov-

ernment parties take their notes as shown on the accompanying
plan with the 0.0 points at the shoulders, showing the side heights
at the toe of slope and the distance out. Referring to the sketch,

(C
the area of the section

is

+ B) H+(D + A)

H.

equal to

.

2

A

is

B when

equal to

of the center

sides

the roadbed

is

of uniform width on both

As an example, when

line.

the

roadbed

of the paint

—

_

Dictgram of Roadbed Cross Section

width

when

is

H

18
is

9

ft.,

ft.

equal to 4
(18

area

is

on each side of the center line of track
ft.
H„ 6 ft. C, 18 ft. and D, 15 ft. the
;

;

+ 9) 4+

(15

+ 9)

;

which

equal to

;

6
is

equivalent to

2
27

X4 +

24

X

6
or

126

sq.

ft.

This method

is

applicable

to

2
prisms in cuts and

fills

of the center

Our

line.

for any widths of roadbed on either side
attention was called to the above method

by M. E. Thompson, assistant engineer, and Arthur Maguire,
chief engineer, of the Salt

Lake

line.
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If it was necessary to curve a great
rail, it would be more economical to use a platform
with a hoist to unload and load the rails and a hoisting engine with three drums and cables to pull the rails through the
curver.
It is thought that with this equipment the cost could
be reduced to $0.10 a rail. The principal difficulty that has been

gondolas or stock cars.
deal of

The Baltimore & Ohio uses a power bender whenever
necessary to curve a large number of rails, although on

it

is

this

road curves up to 4 deg. are laid with straight rails. The
curver is mounted on a flat car and the rails are pulled through
it from another flat car to a car on which they are stored or
from which they are distributed on the ground for laying.
Either a locomotive or a hoisting engine mounted on another
car can be used for the power.
The curver is of the common type, consisting of a semicircular steel yoke, a strap connecting the jaws of the yoke

experienced is to get a hook small enough and at the same time
strong enough to pull the end of the rail through the rollers
at the start.

When curving large quantities of rail, continuous operation
with this machine would be possible by using a gondola car
in which the straight rail is shipped, a short car with an air
unloader, an empty fiat car, a flat car on which the curver is
mounted, another empty flat car and a flat car on which a
hoisting engine is mounted.
The locomotive could be placed
on either end. With this outfit the air unloader could pick up
a rail from the gondola, and swing it around to the empty fiat
car; the hoisting engine could then pull it through the curver
to the other empty flat car, from which it could be unloaded on
the track.
By providing a trough or slide of channel iron
along this empty flat car, the rails could be unloaded easily
and safely by throwing the hoisting cable over a pulley on the
corner of the car on which the hoisting engine is mounted so
that the rail would be pulled out by the cable with a little assistance with a bar.

Secfior.

Method

of

A B.

Mounting Rail Curver on a

Flat

Car

BRIDGE AND BUILDING ASSOCIATION COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS
The following committees have been appointed by

and a plunger between the yoke and the strap, the position of
which can be regulated by a threaded end passing through the
yoke and a nut abutting against the yoke. The curving is produced by the three wheels, two of which are located at the
intersections of the strap and the yoke, and the third is carried
by the plunger. The rails are pulled between these wheels, the
amount of curve produced being regulated by the position of
the plunger.
The ,'^'aws of the yoke are 4 ft. apart, and the
wheels are 10 in.' ih diameter. The curver is mounted on two
12-in. by 12-in. timbers and is securely fastened to the flat car
body through these timbers by lyi-in. bolts. The rails are

dent of the American Railway Bridge

&

the presi-

Building Association

coming year:

for the

Conditions Under Which Pile and Timber Trestle Bridges Should Be
Repaired, Reinforced, Renewed or Replaced.
A. B. McVay, chairman
(L. & N.), Evansville, Ind.; C. E. Smith (M. P.), St. Louis, Mo.; F. G.
Jonah (St. L. & S. F.), St. Louis. Mo.; S. T. Corey (C. R. I. & P.), Chicago; J. J. Taylor (K. C. S.), Texarkana, Tex.; E. J. Auge (C. M. &
St. P.), Wells, Minn.; A. J. James (A. T. & S. F.), Topeka, Kan., and
S. C. Tanner (B. & O.), Baltimore, Md.
Railway Water Tanks. C. R. Knowles, chairman "(I. C), Chicago; A. A.
Wolf (C. M. & St. P.), Milwaukee. Wis.; O. M. Suter (1. C), Chicago;
T. J. Stuart (W. P.), Elko, Nev.; Jas. Dupree (C. T. H. & S. E.), Chicago; A. C. Sydell (C. B. & Q.), Chicago, and F. M. Case (C. & N. W.),
Belle Plaine, la.

Lee Jutton, chairman (C. & N. W.), Madison, Wis.;
Krausch (C. B. & Q.), Chicago; Grosvenor Aldrich (N. Y. N. H.

Coaling Stations.

W.
&

T.

H.).

Mass.;

Boston,

& M.), Salem,
W. Pauba (Colo. &

Pickering (B.

Mass.; J. L.
So.), Denver,
M.), Minneapolis, Minn., and
E.), Canton, Ohio.
Costs of Structures. G. A. Rodman, chairman (N. Y. N. H. & H.), New
Haven, Conn.; F. E. Weise (C. M. & St. P.), Chicago; J. H. Nuelle
(N. Y. O. & W.), Middletown, N. Y.; J. S. Robinson (C. & N. W.). Chicago; R. C. Sattley (C. R. I. & P.), Chicago; C. W. Wright (L. I.), Jamaica, N. Y., and W. A. Pettis (N. Y. C. & H. R.), Rochester, N. Y.
Efficient Methods of Handling Work and Men.
G. W. Rear, chairman
(S. P.), San Francisco, Cal.; J. F. Pinson (C. M. & St. P.), Seattle, Wash.;
E. R. Wenner (L. V.), Ashley. Pa.; C. R. Knowles (I. C), Chicago; R. H.
Reid (L. S. & M. S.). Cleveland, Ohio; H. A. Horning (M. C), Jackson,
Talbott (A. T.

&

B.

G.

F.

S. F.). Pueblo, Col.; A.

Manthey (M.
William Mahan (W. & L.
Col.;

A.

St.

P.

&

S.

S.

Tanner (B. & C), Baltimore, Md.
Overhead and Side Obstructions. E. G. Storck, chairman
(P. & R.), Philadelphia, Pa.; M. M. Barton (P. R. R.), West Philadel-

Mich., and S. C.

Warnings

for

Pa.; F. E. Schall (L. V.). South Bethlehem, Pa.; T. E. Thomas
& O.), Wilmington, Del., and E. S. Meloy (C. M. & St. P.), Chicago.
Reinforced Concrete Bridge Work.
O. F. Dalstrom, chairman (C. &
N. W.). Chicago; I. L. Simmons (C. R. I. & P.). Chicago; J. A. Bohland
(G. N.), St. Paul, Minn.; C. J. Scribner (C. B. & Q.), Chicago; D. C.
phia,

(B.

Details of Rail Curver

Used on the Baltimore

&

Ohio

guided through the curver by 6-in. pipe rollers, mounted one
on each side of the curver and one near each end of the car,
the elevation of these rollers being so adjusted that the rail
will enter the wheels of the curver properly.
It has been found that with this machine and an engine,
operated by eight men and a foreman, 20 rails can be curved
per hour, or 200 a day, at an expense of about $40 or $0.20
Flat cars are ordinarily used, although the
for a 33-ft. rail.
same method of operation would be possible with drop-end

Zook

(P.

L.

W.

of

P.),

Ft.

Wayne,

Ind.,

and T.

J.

Stuart

(W.

P.).

Elko, Nev.

Buildings for Passenger Service.
M. A. Long, chairman (B.
& O.), Baltimore, Md.; E. B. Ashby (L. V.), New York City: G. W. Andrews (B. & O.). Baltimore, Md.; K. Peabody (N. Y. C. & H. R.), New
York City; R. McKibben (P. R. R.), Altoona, Pa., and W. T. Krausch
(C. B. & Q.). Chicago.
Concrete Culvert Pipe and Concrete Piles.
H. Rettinghouse, chairman
(C. St. P. M. & O.), St. Paul, Minn.; S. T. Corey (C. R. I. & P.), Chicago: G. H. Stewart (B. R. & P.), East Salamanca, N. Y., and C. F. Urbutt
(C. M. & St. P.), Chicago.
Station

December
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TUNNEL LINING BY COMPRESSED AIR

The work

1914,

is

being used at present on a number of railways for the

and similar construction work. In addition to
& Quincy tunnel at Bonneville, Wyo.,
on the Thermopolis-Orin Junction extension, this method has
lining of tunnels

the Chicago, Burlington

been adopted for lining a double-track tunnel on the Louisville
& Xashville, about 65 miles south of Nashville on a relocated
line extending to Athens
for three tunnels recently completed
in realinement work on the Oil City branch of the Pennsylvania Lines; and for placing about 100,000 cu. yd. in retaining
;

etc.,
for the Northern Pacific track elevation work at
Spokane, Wash. An interesting use of this method which shows
its possibilities has also been developed in the construction of a
sewer tunnel at Memphis, Tenn., which is being built under
pressure.
In this case the machine is located outside of the
tunnel and the pipe is carried through the lock into the forms.
The only change necessary in the operation of the machine in
this case is an increase in the air pressure at the mixer equal
to the pressure maintained in the tunnel.

walls,

The

Louisville

Interior

&

Nashville tunnel, on which

work has

just

of lining the tunnel consists of three operations,,

removal of the timbers; second, the erection of the
Blaw steel forms, and third, the mixing and placing of the concrete.
The timbers are pulled down by a dinky engine attached to cables running through snatch blocks located in the
center of the track, to the bottoms of the uprights. When the
posts are pulled out, the roof falls, after which the debris is
cleared away and loose rock is picked down to insure the safety
of the men erecting the forms.
To further protect the men,
planks are laid from the remaining timbers to the concrete, so
that in case any small pieces of rock should fall they will be
caught on these planks, or if a large rock should come loose
it will be impeded by the planks and will give warning in time
to permit the men to get out of the way.
The amount of timber taken down at one time depends upon the apparent safety
of the rock above and varies from 5 to 20 ft.
The erection of the forms consists of placing a steel channel
rib which fits the section of the tunnel, and connecting it with
the last rib by means of steel plates 4 ft. long and 3 ft. high.
These plates are built up solid to the top of the arch, as the
fact that the concrete is placed by the compressed air method
permits the forms to be built complete before concreting begins.
The steel ribs of the forms are 4 ft. apart, corresponding to the
first,

The compressed air method of mixing and placing concrete
which was described in the Railway Age Gazette of March 18,

1143

the

Views of Tunnel Lining Equipment At Left, Pneumatic Mixer Car with Hose Connections to Air Line; in Middle, Material
Hopper of Mixer Car and Delivery Pipe Entering Forms Through Bulkhead at Crown of Arch at Right, Finished
Section of Lining, a Section of Form in Place and Mixer Car in Operating Position
;

been started, is 1,600 ft. long, one track being used by the operating department and the space for the other being utilized for
construction.
Two sets of traveling Blaw steel forms 35 ft.
long are being used to place the lining and ail concrete will be
supplied by one pneumatic mixer and conveyor located at the
portal.
One of the forms will first be placed 800 ft. from the
portal or at the center of the tunnel, and the other form 400 ft.
from the portal. They will then be filled alternately through a
pipe from the mixer and gradually moved toward the portal.
The other half of the tunnel will then be handled from the opThe Pennsylvania tunnels are
posite portal in the same way.
also being lined by pneumatic mixers located at the portal, the
contractor in this case, however, using separate wooden side wall

Several of the machines mounted on cars, are
being used in the Spokane track elevation work, which has only

and arch forms.

recently been placed under contract.

The Burlington tunnel referred
was excavated about a year ago in

to

which required timbering throughout
operation while

traffic is

above

is

800

ft.

long and

rather treacherous sandstone
its

length.

This

line is in

being handled on a temporary line over

the summit, pending the completion of the permanent lining in
the tunnel and the excavation of the west approach cut.

length of the plates, and from one to five sections are set upat a time, depending upon the character of the rock.

placing outfit consists of a pneumatic con-

The mixing and
mixer

crete

and

conveyor

mounted upon a

40-ft.

fiat

equipped with bins holding 26 cu. yd. of material. The
is stored in bags under one of the bins and discharged
the center of the car through chutes into a measuring
This measuring hopper is hfted and tilted automatically

car,

cement
toward
hopper.
to dis-

The lifting device consists
charge into the pneumatic mixer.
merely of a 6-in. air cylinder. The 8-in. dehvery pipe leads
from the mixer under the car and vertically up at the end to
the crown of the arch, where a 90-deg. elbow enters through
the bulkhead of the form. Air is supplied from a compressor
at the mouth of the tunnel through a 4-in. main laid on
brackets fastened to the timber posts and a connection can be
made at any point from the main to the air receiver on the
car by

means

the issue of

The proper

18,

is

in

1914.

sized compressor to run a portable outfit of this

about 300 cu.
pressed to 80 or 100
compressor of 134 cu.
kind

This car was completely described

of a hose.

March

ft.

lb.
ft.

capacity of free air per minute,

com-

In beginning the work, however, a
capacity was furnished by the railway

:

;
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SWITCH INSPECTION AND TEST

from one of

its yards, as this was the only compressor available
This compressor was operated by a gasolene enand was found to be badly worn and inefficient.
The
amount of air furnished by the compressor was approximately
SO cu. ft. per minute. This, of course, had its effect upon the
output of the mixer and conveyor and is mentioned because it

at that time.

By W.

gine

The condition

The

first

of the

first

material to

is

work done by
20
fill

the form.

men

bers required 128

men hours

229^/2

;

To

The

the total

to the car required

1-40

usually 4

Md.

compose the switch

that

the

of

periodical

distinguished

rail

The opening

in.

when

the switch

road

and

is

closed

at

a

The opening

letter.

which the switch lock

and

will

at
is

foul

fixed by the signal practice of the

is

generally 3/16

is

by

prescribed by the standards of the road

is

each

reports

numbered and

is

in.

Terms

are indicated to describe

the condition of the switch points, stock rails and ties as good,

and bad. The gage is measured and any other features are
noted under the head of remarks. The signal department's responsibility is in the adjustment of the interlocking connections,
the track department's responsibility in the condition and genfair

entire

the total time erecting forms

men hours;

switch

switch points

work of tearing down timwas
time loading gravel and cement on
;

rendering

the

facilitate

each

the outfit, which included the lining

hours

members

switch or cross-over in a given interlocking

of forms, required five carloads of concrete

ft.

of the various

and the adjustments maintained are of such vital
importance that frequent tests are prescribed on all roads, and
in order that these tests may not be perfunctory it is customary
to require that they be conducted jointly by a representative of
the signal department and of the track department and that they
be made on or about certain dates.

run into the tunnel by means of a dinky engine
and "spotted" at a point next to the forms. The upper elbow
of the delivery pipe remains suspended in place so that when
the car is spotted the upper pipe can be bolted to the pipe on
the car, which comes directly under it.
The air connection is
then made and concreting immediately begins.
The car is
loaded by a portable derrick, which handles a wooden skip, as
a clamshell bucket was not at first available.
This wooden
skip is loaded by several men, shoveling the bank run gravel
into it, and is then lifted above the bins on the car and dumped
into them.
car

Rench,

connection

applies to the data given below.

The

F.

Supervisor, Pennsylvania R. R., Perryville,

the total time required for

maintenace details of the several members of the switch
As the signal department does not have any concern with the frogs or guard rails these are covered in another
test made by the track foreman alone.
The switch test de-

eral

mixing and placing concrete in the forms was 204 men hours
the total yardage placed was 132 cu. yd. From these figures the

connections.

of men hours required for the various items per cubic
yard of concrete was as follows

number

velops the exact condition of the switches and their connections

Men

hr. per cu. yd.

Tearing down and clearing timbers
Erecting forms
Mixing and placing concrete
Loading gravel and cement

at intervals,

9"

in

1.5

substitution of a clamshell bucket, when available, will cut the
cost of loading the car to about Y} men hours, or 10 cents per
cu. yd., and the substitution of a 300-ft. compressor will make it

mix and

place one batch per minute.

The number
and 118. The time

of batches on the car varies between 112
required at present to unload one car, including time of transporting and connecting and disconnnecting pipe, is about 210 to
240 minutes.

These pneumatic mixers and conveyors are leased by the ConMixing & Placing Company, Chicago.

crete

INSPECTION
the results of

just

made

public

annual track inspection for 1914, the inspection of the main line between New York and Suspension
Bridge
being made by the general committee, and the branch lines by
sub-committees from other divisions. While no cash prizes are
its

awarded the supervisors, their respective subdivisions are rated
on their condition. A. M. Clough, supervisor of subdivision 23,
between Buffalo and Rochester, received the highest rating of
83.5,

while

W. N.

supervisors

P.

S.

Green of Syracuse, N.

Y.,

and

Skelton of Utica received the second highest rating of

82.8.

The

foreman receiving the highest rating on each

main line subdivision received a premium of $3 per month for
the coming year, while the foreman having the best section on
each division except the electric division, received an additional
premium of $2 per month for the year. Nine premiums of $2
per month were also awarded to foremen on branch line sections

from some obscure cause.

by the signal and track maintainers are invaluable,
but there is still necessary the occasional inspection by the
signal supervisor and the more frequent detailed inspection by
the track supervisor. The inspections by the s'.ipervisor of track
tests

should take in the physical characteristics of the entire layout,
his notes should be full and be recorded in permanent

and
.

He

form.

should

especially

observe

and

sections.

ten

prizes

of $3 per

month

to

the

points

of

frogs

to

they are being touched by passing wheels as indicating
a loose guard rail gage, and he should then try the gage and
note

if

order the necessary correction. This test is especially important
The conat crossings which require constant attention to gage.
dition of all switch points should be noted and also, as far as

The
possible, their adjustments when thrown for a movement.
two rails should be sighted to discover any tight gage that may
have developed, as the movement of the rails through creeping

complement of

bolts

is

inserted at the rail joints.

foremen of yard

Any

points

unfavorably reported by the maintainers should be examined.

The
proxy,
such

inspections

many

tests

made by

the higher officers are usually

divisions having a

for

the

the representative

division

officer

of the engineer

division superintendent

and

duty

special

his staff

by

man who makes

with an occasional test by
maintenance of way.
The

make

superficial observations

of the interlocking layouts about once in

every three months

when the cabins are being inspected as to their sanitary condition.
The record of switch inspection and test is very important in
view of the insistence of the road and

section

every two weeks, and

is

but supplies an excellent defense

sometimes introduces tightening of as much as 5/16 in., whereas
It should be observed
's in. is the most that is entirely safe.
particularly whether the joints at the heel of the switches and
the insulated joints are properly surfaced, and whether the full

NEW YORK CENTRAL ANNUAL TRACK
Ihe New York Central & Hudson Riyer has

Iraflic

the event of an accident

These

1.06

Two delays were experienced on this form, 3}4 hours on account of blowing off an 8-in. nipple and replacing the same,
and 2 hours on account of a derailment of the derrick car. The

posible to

which for the best practice

not only safeguards the

1.74

civil authorities for

information in the investigation of derailments.
to walk over a few miles of railroad to note the
cars

that

them drop

drop

off

in

passage, and to

into the throats of frogs

wonder

that so

and switches.

exact

One has but
many parts of
few of

Cases where

such obstructions have caused derailment are not rare, but the
proof of the occurrence is seldom found and the record of the
exact condition of the switch connections may be the needed
evidence to clear the tnaiiitenance department.

Track

Conducting
A
a.

new

track inspection system

used on a number of other
roads in purpose and the general method of conducting it, has a
number of interesting features. An inspection car is used, which
is a rebuilt baggage car fitted with an observation end and seats
for 32 persons arranged on an inclined floor to give an unobstructed view of the track. This car is pulled at the rear of a
special train at the rate of about 25 miles an

hour when making

the inspection.

The

detailed inspection

is

made by

a

committee of

five

are seated side by side across the rear end of the car.

the observation

window

men

Below

are placed 10 sets of push buttons elec-

Observation End of Inspection Car Showing

and

at the

Top

Trunk

Grand

the

Car Recently Designed for Tliis
and Methods of Rating Different Sections

this year, which, while similar to that

who

on

Description of a

Purpose
The Grand Trunk inaugurated

Inspection

As each milepost
the train

is

is

passed the supervisor on whose territory

running, calls the number of the milepost.

the observers decides

what grade, on

of

The grades show'n
on the indicators are copied down by a clerk on a form reproduced herewith, and from this record the average for each mile
is secured by weighing the various items according to the percentages shown on the blank. The averages for all of the miles
on a given section are averaged to secure the grade for that
foreman.
The observing committees on the main line inspection are
records those decisions by the push buttons.

Bottom the Bank of Push Buttoms Used by Observers in Registering
Which Display These Markings. The Light Lines in the Cut Connect

at the

the Indicators

Each

a basis of 10 as perfect, the

features he has been watching over the past mile merit, and he

the Grades

the Corresponding Push Buttons and Indicators

trically

ordinarily

easily visible

latter

connected to indicators above the window, which are
from any point in the car. By means of each set
of push buttons an observer can register on the corresponding
Each set of
indicator any number under 10 with one decimal.

push buttons is used for one of the 10 features which are
observed, each of the five observers being responsible for two of
these features.
For example one man grades on line and surface, another on joints and tie spacing, etc.
:

composed of superintendents

and

supervisors,

the

being used preferably for line and surface, joints and tie
These men make observations only on territory not
spacing.

under their charge and the committees are usually changed at
the end of each day's run or at the completion of the inspection
on a superintendent's district. In order to secure close supervision over the observations
comiriittee

of

three

men

made by
sits

this

committee, a revisory

immediately

behind

the

five
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observers and,

when

way

correct any

to

although

if

It

is

wrong tendencies

in

grading immediately,

may

No. 25

and superintendents of track. On branch lines the observersare in most cases section foremen and the revisory committee
supervisors or superintendents. One stop is made on each sec-

usually possible in this

thought advisable, the revisory committee

57,

ings

necessary, calls their attention to tendencies

to rank uniformly high or low.

Vol.

tion to

alter

counted

measure the gage and test the level, although this is not
in the grade of the section, as it refers only to a single

point.

No

cash prizes are awarded as

cannot

equate

properly

for

The

affecting the track.

grade on each section

is

it

is felt

in

natural

conditions

showing the

result of the inspection

published and distributed to

The Grand Trunk Track

men and

that such an inspection

differences

all

fore-

Inspection Car

is awarded
foreman having the highest average on each superintendent's division, each grand division and the system.
It has also
been proposed as an inducement to tlie foremen that those receiving the highest average one year will be taken along on the

the officers interested and the toolhouse sign

to the

View of Inspection Car Looking Towards the Rear End
Showing Seats for Observers and Bank of Indicators

Interior

Above

the Observation

inspection trip the following year.

Window

In addition to this system of inspection above outlined, which

an examination of conditions as found by disinhaving no connection with the particular disrecognition is given to the section foreman who
has accomplished the best result during the year, taking into
is

This revisory committee on the main line
is usually composed of the grand division staff officers, who include division engineers, superintendents of bridges and build-

of course

terested

the record slightly.

parties

trict inspected,

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY SYSTEM

(Ch. Eng.6i)

ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

ANNUAL INSPECTION
Division.

19

—

District.

Supervisor B.

"

"2
"

&

B.

Tpiick

"7

"

^

fi

Date
Com. 1
A
B

•

z
Mile

_2

Foreman

15

15

Com.

A

2

B
10

15

Com. 3
B
A

Com. 4
A
B

Com. 5
A
B

10

5

10

10

10

Line

vn

Form Used

for

Surface

Johns

Ik

Bsnks
SpsclDl

Dltcbes

Average
for

Section

Blllisi

Pollclnt

Fcncloj

Buildings

Recording the Grades Fixed by the Inspection Committee

for

smics

SIdt

Each Mile

IncU
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account physical conditions, force expenditure, etc.
This, of
course, cannot be determined by committees not familiar with
these details and is accomplished by a committee formed of the
track supervisor, division superintendent and superintendent of
the

track,

latter

a

staff

who

general superintendent.

of the

officer

These three men determine the

section

foreman on each

district

and a letter is written to him,
signed by the general superintendent, to this effect.
In addition the names of these men are given in the report.
entitled to this recognition

is

The

inspection

first

was made on the main

and fourth week of October.

third

ered later at irregular intervals as

A

the car.

line

during the
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STEEL TIES UNDER HEAVY TRAFFIC
An

installation of 203 steel ties made by the National Steel
Company, Harrisburg, Pa., has been in service since
December, 1913, in the main westbound passenger track of

Tie

the Pennsylvania Lines at a point one-eighth mile west of

Emsworth, seven miles west of Pittsburgh, Pa. The traffic
very fast and heavy, including about 100 passenger trains and a great number of freight and local passenger trains. The track is on a two-degree curve. An in-

at this point is

The branch lines were covit was convenient to handle

special train carried a party of about 60 over the

main line, the train including six business cars, one Pullman, one baggage car and the inspection car. In addition to the
chief engineer, who was in charge of the inspection, the train
was accompanied by the engineer maintenance of way, the three
general superintendents, all the division superintendents, and

entire

•

their staff officers.

PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS OF SECTION

FOREMEN
General Details of Design

By W.

E.

spection of these ties was

Every section foreman, when entering the service of most of
is required to go to the company surgeon to be examined as to his physical fitness. This is un-

stalled

doubtedly a

drawing.

•our standard railroads,

wise precaution, not only to protect the railway
company against any possible future damage suit, but also to
insure greater safety to the traveling public and to other

employees.

As

yet,

fitness

for

a

satisfactory

the position

definition

of

of the Nationtd Steel

Tie

Schott

Section Foreman, Southern Pacific, Gila Bend, Ariz.

section

what constitutes exact
foreman is sadly lacking.

of

Rules covering such fitness are apphed to all alike, and the
consequence is that many applicants eminently fitted for the positions are turned down for some slight physical defect which
would not in the least interfere with their duties.
No work in any department of a railroad is harder on the
eyes than track work. To sight along and over brightly polished
steel rails under a cloudless Texas or Arizona sky for hours

and

it is

made

10

months after they were inand the condition of

stated that both the ties

the track are as

good as when

The general design

of the

tie is

first

installed.

shown

in the

accompanying

has an inverted channel section with steel straps
connecting the lower edges. The rail is secured to each tie by
two bolts, which pass up through a stiffening plate on the underside of the top of tie, the shell of the tie, an insulation pad,
the tie plate, and a clip on which the nut is held down. These
clips fit snugly within recesses provided in the tie plate so
that it is impossible for them to turn. One end of the clip
The
is beveled to fit firmly against the flange of the rail.
It

and days, months and years, is bound to affect the strongest pair
of eyes more or less. The consequence is that at a period when
the foreman's usefulness is greatest on account of this experience he

is,

theoretically,

according to the rules governing his
One of our western

physical condition, unfit for his position.

roads after a period of 10 years 80 per cent of the foremen
could not pass the physical examination in regard to their eyes,
if

performed by a physician who followed the rules

literally.

On

account of the nature of track work it is impossible to
have a suflScient supply of experienced men with two perfect
eyes, and to sacrifice all qualities necessary to make a good fore-

seems far from
no reason why a foreman wearing glasses should not be as safe and competent as
one without. A majority of the best and most efficient foremen are not found on big standard railroad systems, but on
smaller roads, where they are not barred on account of slight
physical shortcomings. As long as the rate of pay of the foreman is the same on the first day of his employment as 20 years
after he will continue to make changes from one road to anEvery change forces on
other, trying to improve his condition.
him a re-examination and sooner or later he will meet an espeAlthough he
cially particular physician, who will reject him.
may be capable and thoroughly competent he will have to turn
to a smaller road, which in most cases will gladly accept him.

man

to a slight unimportant defect in his eye

increasing service efficiency.

By

There

is

taking up this matter the railroads could relieve to spme
the perplexing problem of securing sufficient capable

extent

•section

foremea

Main Line Passenger Track on the Pennsylvania Lines Laid With
National Steel Ties

made either of waterproof paper or fiber,
serve the double purpose of taking up the shock and vibration caused by a moving train, and providing insulation

insulation pads,

against electric current.

The tie plate is designed to take the thrust of the rail, thus
preventing the rails from spreading, also the wear in the rail
can be taken up by simply turning the plates around. The
outer two bolts shown in the figure merely support a casement, shown in dotted lines. This protects the main bolts
from concrete or asphalt, or any other material with which
the shell of the

tie is filled.
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A SUGGESTED ORGANIZATION FOR TRACK
MAINTENANCE
Bv
Southern

The section gang
its work on the bad

G. C. Crites
Pacific,

Tucson, Ariz.

now

organized is forced to localize
spots, leaving the "out of face" work for
the extra gang. After a soaking rain, much of the section
gang's localized "spotting" is undone, for the spots and the
as

undisturbed portions are not equally affected, while the extra
gang's "out of face" work is uniform even when saturated.
However, the extra gang laborer is a rover and a spasmodic
worker and therefore his work never has the quality and
nicety of small detail that is found in the work of the section

gang.

The section gaaig should be so organized that it can handle
work in an effective and economical manner. Each reg-

its

ular

section

gang usually has houses and grounds, represent-

ing a cost of from $600 to $6,000, and special tools that would
equip a gang three or four times its size, such tools costing

from $60 to $200. Interest, taxes, insurance and depreciation
on the above will amount to from $80 to $770 per year.
Supervision will cost from $700 to $1,250 per year per gang;
making a total overhead cost of from $780 to $2,020 on from
$1,300 to $6,000 worth of labor. This big overhead cost should
be reduced and a more effective gang organized.
If a roadmaster with 150 miles of main track is allowed
0.8 of a man per mile, he will have 120 men for track work.
By dividing, these into six gangs, an economical and efficient
unit would be secured. All the advantages of an extra gang
would be obtained with the quality and nicety of a section
An organization of 20 laborers is easier to
gang's work.
build and keep than one of from 3 to 10 men. Organization
within the unit is possible and interest in the tasks may be
If curtailment of expenses is necessary,
created and held.
the gangs can be cut to 0.6 or even 0.4 of a man per mile
altogether
destroj'ing
the workable unit. Such gangs
without
could take their track out of face every two years, besides
keeping the whole safe for operation.
Permanent headquarters should be furnished. If possible
these headquarters should be in a small town, but surely at
Such headquarters will cost
a telegraph and water station.
from $3,000 to $7,000 and special tools from $60 to $300. Interest, taxes, insurance and depreciation will amount to from
$375 to $875 per year and supervision will cost from $2,100
to $2,500 per year, making the total overhead costs from
$2,475 to $3,375 per year on from $8,000 to $22,000 worth of
labor.
Under the present system the overhead costs may
reach 150 per cent of the labor costs. Under the proposed
organization it should seldom reach 30 per cent of the labor

Vol.

would be cut
of the

No. 23

The maintainer would know the statistics
and the plans of the foreman, and, if he was.

out.

section

capable, he

}7,

would have

a

gang of

own some

his

day.

Where

there are no signals, a trackwalker, rated as assistant foreman, would do small jobs and make the daily inspection. The
section should be provided with an inspection
the use of the maintainer or trackwalker.

motor car for

There are many foremen of present section gangs who
would not measure up to the new foreman's job. Some of
these men are good trackmen, but they usually have to be
told when and where to work and they have a W'orld of
trouble with their "books." One of these old-time trackmen
should be given to each section as a track assistant at from

He would,
handle the gang in the absence of the section foreman and.
with a small detail, do the "spotting up" and other small jobs
not worthy of the whole gang's attention.
.As a "safety first" man, an old-time carpenter should be
detailed with each section.
He should be provided with a
small shop and substantial living quarters.
He should see
that the section tools are kept in working condition, fix the
loose or broken boards in station platforms, make all light
repairs to buildings, look after fences, road and station signs,
inspect roadway openings and do the small painting and

65 per cent to 75 per cent of the foreman's salary.

whitewashing jobs.

LIGHT

MOTOR CAR OF IMPROVED DESIGN

The new Xo. 36 gasolene motor car which has been placed
on the market by Fairbanks, Morse & Company, Chicago,
is the lightest car of the two-cycle type ever built by that
company. It was designed for the use of roadmasters, linemen and signal maintainers, whose work requires a car light
enough to be handled by one man and at the same time
strong enough to carry two when the occasion arises. Another distinctive feature is the fact that the battery box and
gasolene

tank are

below the

located

deck,

leaving the

seat

free of all obstructions.

The

car has a single frame of steel tubing which combines

strength

wheels

with

and

light
14-in.

weight.

guide

It

wheels

is

fitted

with

with

wooden

17-in.

centers

main
and

M.

C. B. flanges, the front axle being 1,^ in. in diameter, brass
bushed, and the rear axle 1'4 in. in diameter with removable

costs.

The section foreman in charge of this permanent gang
should be king of his 25-mile domain and his pay should
He should have 80 per cent as
to the position.
much salary as the roadmaster. The place will find the man
The roadmaster would
if salary and authority are given.
polish up a bit. as he would have six competent men under
him. To get from their place to his would be only a small
step and not the wide jump that is now required when a secFurther, a foretion foreman is promoted to roadmaster.
man with 20 able-bodietl consumers, and probably several
voters under him would have a better status in the community
he inhabits.
measure up

Steel

Frame Motor Car

of Light

Weight and Strong Construction

brass bearings in malleable iron boxes. In addition to the
equipment usually provided with these cars, a tray which
rests on and is secured to the guide arms is regularly furnished with this car. For convenience in transportation, the

tion foreman.

arms can be removed from the main frame
one piece, permitting the parts to be easily loaded for
baggage car shipment. The weight of the car equipped with
the tray is approximately 360 lb.

He should inspect track daily, and once a week or
as necessary, the foreman should make his inspection
with the maintainer. In this way the entire gang's little "joy
ride," while the foreman is inspecting track and switches,

The power plant is the same as the standard two-cycle
engine equipment used on other cars built by this company.
The engine has a rated capacity of four horsepower, is of
the two-cycle, air-cooled type, direct connected to the front
wheel, and is enclosed in n dust-proof crank case. .Lubrication
is effected by mixing oil with the fuel and also by two com-

The

maintainer should, of course, report to the secComplete and accurate statistics of everything
pertaining to the section should be made up and kept on the
section and the maintainer should perform the clerical work
signal

involved.
oftener,

tray and the guide
in

—
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pression grease cups on the main bearings. The engine is
mounted by suspending it from a malleable iron casting attached just below the main frame. The battery box under
the seat contains five dry cells which are conveniently accessible through a door in the seat.

REMODELED MAIL CARS FOR HOUSING GOVERNMENT FIELD PARTIES
As

work of the engineering parties sent out by
Commerce Commission in the physical valuation

the field

Interstate

the
of

railways requires their frequent moving from place to place,
is

desirable for

them

accommodate the

:;

to

make

their headquarters

parties sent out on

its

in

cars.

North Dakota

it

To

lines last

1149

room and bunk.

There are four provision boxes under eacii
These boxes are 3 ft. by 3 ft. by 12 in.
deep, are very convenient for carrying supplies, and at the same
time do not take up any space inside the cars.
The partitions are constructed of Yi, in. pine flooring, matched
and dressed on both sides, and arc held in place by end cleats.
The doors are of the same material and located as shown in Kig.
All lockers and closets are made of dressed flooring.
The
2.
tables, washstands, box seats, etc., are made of dressed and
matched pine. AH the interior exposed woodwork was painted
a light cream color and the exterior of the cars was repainted
Fine meshed
with the company's standard dark coach color.
copper screens are provided for all doors and windows, and the
The
office, sleeping and reading looms are furnished with carpet.
cars are heated by a hot water system, using Baker heaters, and
lighted by double oil coach lamps. The ventilation was very good,
due to the numerous doors and windows, so that it was not necesSi.x of these cars were used on the North
sary to improve it.
Dakota lines during the past season.
car,

two on each

WOOD
The

side.

PRESERVERS' CONVENTION

PROGRAM
Wood

eleventh annual convention of the .American

servers' Association will be held in the Florentine

room

Pre-

of the

A

Fig.

1

-Government

Outfit Cars,

Sleepmg Car

at Left

growth in
Congress hotel, Chicago, on January 19-21, 1915.
membership of nearly 100 is reported during the past year and a
The policy of
large attendance is expected at the convention.

and

Diner at Right

this association

May, the Great Northern remodeled some of its old SO-ft. mail
cars which serve as very convenient and pleasant quarters for
the men.
Each party was supplied with two of these cars, one being

undergoing

is

of standing committees.
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on the reports

At the coming convention reports

+-

S'-O"-

(-Screen

Wash
V,
oom.

regard to

in

50-0"

aboutB'x3-6

fOrip board.

I

change

be presented by committees on Preservatives, Specifications for
the Purchase and Preservation of Treatable Timbers, Wood
K

f-AII

a

tion program, increasing emphasis being placed

Chiefs
office

.ng N^"^

Br3kf>r heater.

Floor Plan Showing Arrangement and Equipment of Sleeping and Dining Cars

arranged for sleeping and the other for dining. Both cars are
partitioned off into three compartments. The office of the chief
Next to it
of party is located at one end of the sleeping car.
is the sleeping ro )m proper, which is 21 ft. long and contains

Block Paving, Plant Organization, Miscellaneous Subjects, and
Constitution and By-Laws. In addition to these reports the following papers of special interest to railway men will be presented
••.\ Problem in Air Seasoning Ties," by A. H. Noyes, assistant
treasurer, Ayer & Lord Tie Company; "Temperature Changes
in Wood Under Treatment," by George M. Hunt, of the Forest

Products Laboratory; "Mechanical Life of Ties as Affected by
Ballast," by Ear! Stimson, engineer maintenance of way, Baltirhore
& Ohio; "Economical Use of Steam in Connection with Wood
Preserving Plants," by A. M. Lockett, mechanical engineer
"Determining the Soundness of Timber Before Treatment."
by C. M. Taylor, superintendent. Port Reading Creosoting
Plant; "Facts on Creosoted Piling," by T. G. Townsend, piling

on Treated Ties," by J. H.
Waterman, superintendent timber preservation, Chicago, Burinspector. Southern Railway; "Facts

& Quincy; "Sill Ties," by F. J. Angler, superintendent
timber preservation, Baltimore & Ohio, and "Creosoted Piling,"
by Edmund Christian, general manager, Norfolk Creosoting

lington

Company.

CORRECTION
Fig.

3

Interior

View

of the Sleeping

Car

The third compartten bunks arranged as shown in Fig. 3.
ment is furnished as a reading room. In the dining car one
end is devoted to the dming room proper. The kitchen occubedpies the middle section and at the other end is the cook's

In the article entitled, "A Simplified Method for the Location
of Sidings," in our issue of November 20. page 963, the length
"2 R sin x." This
of the chord was shown in Figs. 3, 4 and 5 as
should have read "2 R sin Vi x." Also, in the first paragraph on

page 965 the character

I

was substituted incorrectly

for

A
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A

A NARROW GAGE
AND A STANDARD GAGE TRACK

In

connection

work on

with

St. L.,

West

second track

the

The matter

Jefferson, Ohio.

and grade

&

reduction

Louis between
Alton, Ohio, and Glade Run, it was necessary for the grading
•contractor to cross a standard gage side track with a narrow
,gage track at West Jefferson. This crossing was subjected to
.considerable use by both standard and narrow gage equipment,
^but there

By

the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago

was not time nor

St.

justification for the installation of a

No. 25

Kegugh

E.

Roadmaster, Chicago, Burlington

T. C. Herbert

Resident Engineer, P. C. C. &

57,

GAGING TRACK BETWEEN RAIL FLANGES

SPECIAL CROSSING OF
By

Vol.

Quincy, Aurora,

St

111.

of correct gage in relaying rail has always been

maintenance men, but as laborers are becoming
and the height of rails has increased, the satisfactory
gaging of such track by the common method has become even
a problem

for

less skilled

more

When

difficult.

ers a fair gage

is

the adzing of ties

about

all

is left

to

common
Some

that can be expected.

labor-

roads

new

ties by machine before they are treated, which
must do away with considerable poor gage, but will not prevent

are adzing

all

- 40-6'
Details of Crossing of Standard

Gage and Narrow Gage Track Using Only Standard Frogs and Switches

were there any movable or doubleSo it was decided to construct a crossing
out of standard frogs and switches which were on hand. The
crossing, as shown by the illustrations, consisted of two No. 8
frogs and four switch points operated separately with a switchstand for each point. The switch targets showed white when
set for the normal position in line for side track movements.
A crossing watchman, who also acted as a switch tender, was
kept on duty during the working hours of the contractor, and
It
at night the crossing was locked clear for the side track.
special crossing frog, neither

unless spike holes are put in the ties before laying the rail

it all

In order to secure a correct top gage the writer has experi-

point frogs available.

mented with a flange gage with very satisfactory results. It was
found that in relaying 100-lb. A. R. A. rail on an old bed the
new rail after settling to place was sufficiently close to correct
gage to need no further gaging when being surfaced or retted.
\V

here the standard track gages are used the

require rcgaging after

it

a corresponding

amount

An

settles.

generally shows that the bottom

is

rail

will usually

inspection of such cases

too wide and the top widens

after settling.

degree of care used by present laborers no error
over a small fraction of an inch should exist by gaging at the
flange.
Trial measurements show, however, that practically all

With

the

Top and Bottom Gages
Arrangement of Switch Stands and Signals (or Operating Crossing
of a Narrow Gage Track and a Standaird Gage Track

would be possible

to pipe connect such a crossing with the

main

track switch, thus eliminating the necessity for a watchman, and

at

Time

of

Laying Reul and 24 Hours Later

in good main track on hand-adzed ties actually inclines inward, whether plated or not. When 100-lb. tail shows correct
gage at the head it will be found that the base is practically
3/16 in. wide. Where rails are in correct gage and stand vertical the surface of the ball is but little over half covered and
rail

would perhaps be advisable if traffic over the crossing was
very light. In an emergency such a crossing could be used on
main track by pipe-connecting the crossing switch points with the

has the appearance of tilting outward.

signals.

The accompanying photographs illustrate what may be expected when using the bottom gage. In this case the standard
gage was 3/16 in. tight, as shown in one view, and 24 hrs.
later, when the second picture was made, the top gage dropped

this

The crossing, as constructed, was installed by a gang of 25
men in seven hours, and as there was no charge for material the
entire

cost

amounted

to

only $35.

rail

all

adzing a

laborers seem to have the
little

— Next

to the intelligent selection of help, the in-

spection of the product

—American Machinist.

is

the most important factor of efficiency.

relaying

Had this
its own weight and just stuck slightly.
when the rail was spiked to place it cerwould have resulted in
in. wide gage after the rail had

top gage been used
tainly

ties for

deeper on the inside edge.

into place of

Inspection.

In adzing

same personal equation of

settled.

J.:>

:

Overcoming

Foundations

Defective

for

Three

Piers*

Settlement Arrested by Construction of AnnuW Csiissons at Iron Mountain Bridge at Little Rock, Ark.

By

C. E.

Smith

Assistant Chief Engineer, Missouri Pacific System, St. Louis,

The

Iron Mountain and Southern has two bridges
:it Little Rock, Ark.
The lower bridge,

St. Louis,

across the Arkansas river

commonly known

as the Little Rock Junction bridge, is founded
on masonry piers, timber cribs and pneumatic caissons on rock,
and is used only by freight trains from northeastern points to
Louisiana and Southeastern Arkansas. It consists of one 3S2-ft.
10-in. swing draw-span, three 2S3-ft. 4-in. simple truss spans,
and one 127-ft. 11-in. simple truss span and trestle approach, all
single-track, built in 1883.
The south abutment is of masonry
built on the rock that outcrops on the south bank.
The pivot
pier, commonly known as pier 2, and piers 3, 4 and 5, are rockfaced, concrete-filled, masonry piers, about 45 ft. high, resting
on filled timber cribs and pneumatic caissons about 40 ft. high,
the masonry of the draw-pier being annular, with a well down to
Piers 6 and 7. are rock-faced, concrete-filled masonry
the crib.
piers built on piles.
The only specifications that can be found
for the piers are as follows

"The

piers are to rest on

-/B7-JI'

—

1-

pneumatic caissons sunk to rock

ZS3-4'-

under the coping and 20 ft. long, with semicircular ends, and is
to have a batter of }^ in. per ft. on the sides, but no batter on
the ends in other respects it is to be the same as piers 1, 2 and 3."
The spans were so well designed and constructed that they are
now carrying safely the present-day heavy engines and trains,
and will continue to do so for many years. The design and construction of the south abutment and of piers 6 and 7 were good
and well executed. The design of the four pneumatic piers,
although not in accordance with the best present-day practice,
was adequate, but the construction was so faulty that trouble was
experienced with them from the first, and the efforts that have
been made during a period of 30 years to correct the defects re;

sulted in a sequence of events that partook of the nature of a
farce comedy in the face of impending disaster, which latter was
narrowly averted.
There w'as nothing unusual or defective about the design or
construction of the caissons, but they were very poorly located
and carelessly controlled during sinking, resulting in their having

eS3-4-

-Z53'-4'-

PierS.

Mo.

-3Se'-/0"~

Pier 2.

Repair caisson 1898^Pier4.

^ffepaircaissonl898.

Elevation.

'tof frackrj

Vesent sfrintjer

Plan.

Plan and Elevation of

Little

and are to be filled with concrete, with timber cribbing reaching
from the roof of the caissons to 4 ft. below low-water mark.
These cribs are to be drift-bolted and planked on the outside
and filled with sand and stone on these cribs the masonry is
to be started and built up to grade line.
"Piers are to be 6 ft. 6 in. wide under the coping and 20 ft.
long, with semicircular ends, with a batter of Vz in. per ft. on
the sides and up-stream ends, but no batter on the down-stream
;

ends

;

the piers

thick, built of

exceed J4

in.

;

are to consist of solid walls, averaging 2

ft.

dimension stone so as to make the joints not to
the inside space is to be filled with concrete. This

Rock Junction Bridge

—

been founded considerably out of place from two to three feet
The timber cribs, extending vertically upin one or two cases.
ward from the caissons, reflected at their tops the improper location of the caissons.

The design

evidently contemplated

and for 25 years

it

filling

was not believed

that

the cribs with rip-rap,

any other

filling

had

After that time, however, it was suspected, and after
30 years it was learned that, instead of having been filled with
rock, only a small quantity had been used, most of the filling
having been sand discharged from the caisson.
The incorrect location of the caissons and cribs was discovered

been used.

diameter under the coping,
with an 8-ft. wall and the center to be left open; the pier is to
rest on caissons sunk to rock and filled with, concrete with the

before starting the masonry, and as the spans were on the
ground, the errors in location were corrected partly by placing
the masonry piers to one side or the other of the cribs, partly
in the batter of the piers, and partly in the placing of the bed-

crib as before.

plates

refers to three piers.

"The draw-pier

is

to be 30

ft.

in

"The fifth pier on the east bank is to jest on piles sawed off
and capped below low-water mark; it is to be 6 ft. 6 in. wide
•Abstracted from a paper in the Proceedings of the American Society of
November, read before the society on December 16.

Civil Engineers for

on the pier tops.
Pier 4 was built near the north edge of the crib and was given
equal batter on the two sides, and pier 3, the north rest pier
of the draw-span, was built near the center of the crib; but the
north face was given a batter of IVa in. per ft, and the south face
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was built plumb; the draw-span barely got a bearing on pier
and the next fixed span reached well over on the pier.

early record of the trouble

is

not clear, but

forward

it

appears that,

immediately after the completion of the bridge, the pivot pier
under the draw-span (pier 2) and pier 4 began to settle and lean.
As the bed of the Arkansas river is composed of fine sand
which scours and shifts greatly during floods, it was thought
that the settling was due to scour, the opinion immediately being
formed that the cutting edges had not been founded on rock.
Consequently, large quantities of rip-rap were unloaded around
the piers, only to be washed down stream in following floods
and requiring replacement. In addition, from time to time as
necessity arose, the spans were shifted back and forth, to keep
their bearings on the piers, the tops of which had been made
so small that very little variation could be permitted. The movement of the pivot pier was quite pronounced, and necessitated
frequent leveling and adjustment of the draw-span, at great

57,

No. 25

of sinking the annular caissons and coffer-dams went

in the fall of 1898,

mer of 1899. At pier 4,
was constructed around

E.\RLY TROUBLE

The

The work

3,

Vol.

and was completed early

a timber caisson,

about 50

Two

in the
ft.

ft.,

were
driven around the old pier, about 8 ft. or 10 ft. apart, and were
capped and cross-capped the caisson and crib were built on top
of these caps to a height of 12 ft. Large screws 16 ft. long were
then used to lower the crib until it floated. The crib projected
4 ft. above the water, and the cutting edge floated about 4 ft.
above the bed of the river sand was used to fill the crib to
sink it, while men were raising timber on top of the crib.
On April 2, 1899, at 41 ft. below low water, hard shale was
the old pier.

rows of

sum-

by 70

piling

;

;

struck near the center of the up-stream end.

45

ft.,

At an elevation of
was landed on

the inside cutting edge on the south side

rock except about 10

ft.,

where the rock was 6

in.

below the

expense.

had handled the problem for 15 years,
Patton was called in as consulting engineer. He
studied the history of the bridge and, after making borings
through the timber crib and caisson under the pivot pier within
the well inside the pier, and examining the exposed portions of
.After the railway forces

the late

W. M.

the crib by divers,

came

were
and very plausible report

to the conclusion that the caissons

not founded on rock, and gave a

full

and recommendation.
In brief. Mr. Patton concluded that one corner of the cutting
edge of each pier rested on rock and the remainder on inferior
material, which condition, together with the eccentricity of loading, caused the settlement, and that greater scour at one corner
than

at

the others caused the greatest settlement at the corner

The
edge.

Steel Caisson

The rock under

was from

and Cofter-Dam Around Pier 3

the eutside cutting edge on the south side

in. below it.
However, the sand was taken out
and the Viorking chamber was sealed with from
2 ft. to 4 ft. of concrete, depending on the depth of rock.
The crib was built 58 ft. high, the top being 13 ft. above low
water when the caisson was sealed. Later the top of the crib
was disconnected from & ft. to 7 ft. below low water after concrete had been placed between the old and new cribs. The sealing of the working chamber was completed on April 24, 1899.

down

12 to 13

to the rock,

Investigation of the timber in the old crib disclosed crushing

Little

Rock Junction

Bridge, Little Rock, Ark.

on the north side, but only to the extent of compressing the
The timber was good and
timber, and not dividing the grain.
sound. A great deal of the 3-in. sheeting was found to be torn
off, and it was seen that the spaces between the timbers of the
The sheeting which
crib were filled with sand and loose rock.
had been torn off was replaced. It was also observed that the
deck or top of the old crib dipped from 1 in. to 1J4 in, from a
point near the center on the south side of the pier toward the
up-stream end.

of greatest scour.

He

suggested pumping grout into the under-

removing the inferior material under the caisson and replacing it with concrete, and building an entirely independent annular coffer-dam. His diver found
that the timbers were sound, but that some damage had occurred
to the crib sheeting and timbers on account of the settling, and
Mr. Patton
that the filling was of small rock, sand and gravel.
recommended replacing the sheeting and filling the spaces with
recommends
the
sinking
annular
caissons
and
of
concrete.
He
coffer-dams to rock, supporting the span on falsework, removing
the material between the old and new piers, putting jacks imder
the cutting edges to right the piers, and underpinning them with
lying sand to convert

concrete.

it

into concrete,

On

July

dam and

1,

while the loose material between the new cofferwas being excavated, it was discovered that

the old crib

had settled about Vz in. This led to the immediate
abandonment of the excavation, but the spaces on the north and
west sides were driven full of piles, with a penetration of about
15 ft., and the space already excavated was filled with concrete
up to the top of the old crib. None of the material within the
old crib was removed, and no effort was made to grout it or to
the pier

vacant spaces with concrete. In fact the sheeting that
effectually prevented the concrete from flowing into
The concreting around the
the vacant spaces within the crib.
old pier was completed on July 6, 1899, and both walls of the
fill

in the

was replaced

annual coffer-dam were then removed, down to 6

ft.

or 7

ft.

be-

December

18,
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The annular

low low water.

caisson was about 50 ft. wide and
were 10 ft. apart, and spaces from 6 ft. to
between the old and new work.
The work at the pivot pier was similar in character, except
that the new caisson was 70 ft. square and the concrete about
15 ft. thick, the e.xtra depth having been caused by scour and
not by excavation.
The contractor considered the removal of the material between
the new and old caissons to be very hazardous, and he continually
recommended that only part of the material be removed and that
the remainiler be confmed by placing concrete over it.
Unfortunately the railway was guided by his advice in this matter.

70
7

It

ft.

ft.

6

is

long, the sides
in.

wide were

left

to be regretted that, after

having incurred the great ex-
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shoes at each end of pier, so that the overhanging ends of
beams would afford support for the end of the next span

these

There w^as only sufficient depth for 15-in. I-beams at the
high end of the pier, but at the low end there was sufficient
south.

depth for 20-in. beams, the difference in height being due to the
settlement.

The

first contemplated driving piles on both sides of
used for jacking during the placing of the I-beams,
but on account of the extreme length of the piles required (from
SO ft. to 90 ft.) and the hazard attending their maintenance in
the Arkansas river, it was decided to avoid their use and jack
from the pier top.
After placing the I-beams the spans were shifted slightly to remove their mterference, and the rollers were cleaned and oiled.

plans

pier 4 to be

No further attention was paid
The bearing having been made

to the placing of the falsework.

safe the matter of

permanent

re-

was then given further study.
In 1908 some one got the idea that

pairs

it would be of advantage
to provide further rigid support for the overhanging ends of
ihe I-beams on the high side of the pier by building a concrete
footing on the wide edge of the crib up to low water and placing

steel bent on top of that footing.
The I-beams under the
pedestals were to be shifted far enough south to get bearing on
the bent, and the spans were to be shifted as far south as possible

a

in order to bring the load over toward the high side of the crib.
This method might have been very effective had it been possible
to move the spans any great distance, but on account of the
proximity of the south span to the draw, and of the north end
of the north span to the edge of pier 5, only a 6 in. to 10-in.
r.ovement could be made, and the effect on the line of pressure

Truss Shoe
Overhanging Bearing

Truss Shoe Supported on

I-Beam

Grillctge

pense of sinking the annular caisson^, more benefit was not derived from them.
On account of the large quantity of concrete placed around the
pivot pier, and the depth to which

it reached, 15 ft. below the
no further movement has been detected in this
pier.
However, the movement of pier 4 was not arrested, but as
the settlement and movement continued a policy of "watchful
waiting" was followed for several years. The situation again became critical early in 1906. when pier 4 had moved so far that
one of the spans was in imminent danger of falling off.

top of the

crib,

I-BEAM SUPPORTS FOR SHOES

One

of the

first

duties assigned to the writer

when he entered

the bridge department of the railway, late in 1907, was an in-

how
had moved

spection of this bridge to determine
condition.

At

that time pier 4

the shoes that the center of the end pins

to maintain

it

in

safe

out so far from under

was almost exactly over

the edge of the timber blocking under the shoe, and the edge

of the shoe overhung the edge of the pier.

The

end of the span to the south being on pier 4 permove out from under. The fixed end of the
span to the north being on pier 4, the thrust caused by the leaning of the pier in that direction had crowded the roller end of
This
this span on pier 5 against the fixed end of the next span.
thrust, added to the similar, though less, defective construction
of pier 5, caused the latter to lean north, crowding the roller end
of the next span to the north, against the fixed end of the north
span on pier 6. bringing three spans in direct contact. On hot
days when the bridge was not loaded the chord bars in the end
roller

mitted the pier to

barely perceptible.

Work Was

Completed

However, the work was done

of 1903 by the Missouri Valley Bridge

&

in the fall

Company

Iron

at a cost

of about $2,000.

Following

this

work no appreciable movement

in the direction

of the bridge was apparent for several months, but the
at right angles to the bridge

appeared to increase

its

movement
rate, indi-

his first visit to the bridge, the writer

for placing a nest of I-beams under the truss

continued, and the matter of proposed permanent repairs or r«-

more

or less buckled,

but they always straightened out under trains, undoubtedly because the elasticity of the timber cribs permitted the piers to
forth.

Immediately following

worked up plans

v.'as

Pier 3 After

tlie work had no appreciable effect.
The movement of the pier was greatly dependent on the scour
line.
When the current shifted away from the pier, the bed of
the river filled up and stopped the movement when the opposite
was true, the movement was resumed.
Following the work in the fall of 1908 the observations were

panels of these spans could be seen to be

move back and

Showing Steel Bent
Encased in Concrete

Pier 4,

cating that

;
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was taken

construction was kept constantly alive for 3 years, during which
time scheme after scheme was evolved and considered, but noth-

the caisson and the coffer-dam.

ing was started until the

8

fall

of 1911.

For two or three years prior to 1911 the channel of tlie river
had been moving away from pier 4 and concentrating under the
draw-span, resulting in the building up of the river bed around
this pier

with clear

fine

sand which early

of the crib and reached up on the

in 1911

masonry within

covered the top
1

ft.

or 2

ft.

of

extreme low water. This sand evidently filtered into the crib
and gave increased supporting power in addition to that provided
by the sand that enclosed it. As a consequence the movement of
pier 4 gradually slowed down, so that it was barely perceptible,
and the great uneasiness that had prevailed for several years was
partly allayed.

order to protect and preserve this sand surrounding the
attempted in the fall of 1910 to secure authority
to spend about $2,000 to construct a standard brush and pole mattress, about 150 ft. square, around pier 4, to be securely bound
together with wire and wire strand, and covered with rip-rap
In

pier, the writer

placed in pockets of the mattress to be formed by placing two sets
of poles one across the other on top of the mattress to prevent

greatest care

were cut

thick,

in.

by a large number of Yi,-m. bolts 21 in. long fastened to the steel
and extending vertically into the concrete. The construc-

plate

tion of the remainder of the coffer-dam

direction,

that

It

however, by

pier an anchor for the pull of

During and after the placing of the

FINAL PL.\N OF REIN FORCE ME.MT

The method

of reinforcement that

cessful conclusion

was

first

president of the railway.

was

finally

suggested by E.

To overcome

all

J.

brought to suc-

Pearson,

first

vice-

uncertainties he sug-

gested securing the necessary additional supporting power by the
use of a pneumatic caisson on each side of the old crib. This
was extended later by adding caissons for the ends, forming an

annular caisson surmounted by a coffer-dam, the space above the
annular caisson to be filled with concrete, doing the same to the
crib, and encasing the old pier in a new reinforced concrete shell.
Unfortunately, the delay in arriving at a decision as to what
at pier 3 consumed the best months of the year

would be done
for the work.

The change

to

pneumatic construction, necessitating

assemblmg and erection of the pressure plant and the construction of the caisson, further delayed the work up to the time
of the flood period. The compressor plant was finally ready, and
the steel caisson was shipped early in November.
The old records showed the old caisson under pier 3 to be

the

14

ft.

new
steel

so the dimensions of the inner cutting edges of the
caisson were made 16 ft. by 33 ft. The caisson was made of

by

31

ft.,

primarily to reduce

its

necessary width and consequently

the displacement; the presence in the old bridge-material yard
of a large number of duplicate second-hand floor-beams which

could be converted readily into a caisson also encouraged the
It was decided to build up a coffer-dam on the
use of steel.
outer wall of the caisson, connecting the coffer-dam to steel

work or towers bolted to the roof of the caisson. These
towers were provided in order to form the backbone of the rigid
framework it was known would be required to brace the new
coffer-dam against the old crib during excavation.

lattice

30-in. layer of reinforced

work permitted.

Trouble was continually experienced

by the caisson catching on the protruding upper ends of the
sheeting planks of the old crib, which had been torn loose by the
settlement of the limbers and bulged by the pressure of the material

escaping from the crib.

On

all

the old records available

was shown to be plumb, and a clearwas supposed to have been allowed between it and
the new caisson, but it was found that the old caisson had a sharp
batter, which necessitated ripping off the old vertical sheeting

the caisson of the old Jlier

ance of 2

ft.

new caisson could be landed. The cutting edge of the
was founded on rock everywhere except at short dips

old pier

filled

with concrete.

new caisson had to be removed
through the locks because :uflicient pressure could not be maintained to force the sand through the blow pipes. Mattson locks
were used and permitted the rapid removal of the material. No
All the material within the

other particular difliculties were encountered.

The

cutting edges were everywhere landed on rock, except over

short dips, which were cleaned out and

pier 4.

similar to that just

concrete over the roof of the caisson, the sinking progressed as

which had been

in

was

described.

experienced previously in the other piers, and indicated the necesThe pier did not move dangerously
sity for immediate action.
Its natural tendency would have
in the direction of the bridge.
been to move south as the plumb south face and eccentric bearings
the pressure heaviest on the south side.

bottom row,

upstanding leg of the angle at the top corner of the caisson. A
space about Vz in. wide between the sheeting and the angle was
then caulked. To bind all parts together effectually and to provide additional weight for sinking, a 2-ft. 6-in. layer of concrete
was then placed over the roof of the caisson enclosing the bottoms of the towers. This concrete was banded to the steel roof

before the

made

in the

the steel as closely as possible, and

set in a

stream at right angles to the axis of the bridge.
The movement in 1911 was more rapid and constant than any

was restrained from movement
rods and yokes which made this

design of the joint between

The timbers

bed of hot tar and oakum. Surfaced timbers were
and each layer was set on the next below in hot tar and
caulked. Tar-paper was then placed over the timbers and 2-in
matched sheeting placed outside. The lower ends of the sheeting
were driven into a groove filled with hot tar and oakum, over the
roof of the caisson, formed between the bottom timber and the

were

fast as the

of the spans

fit

No. 25

used,

from rolling oflf.
At the low stage of the river following the request for authority,
the work could have been done without barges or other floating
equipment and brought to completion in 30 days. The authority
was not granted, and after the next flood it was not needed as
much of the sand had been washed away.
While the river bed was building up around pier 4 it was
scouring away around pier 3, the north rest pier of the drawspan, and this pier started to move quite rapidly directly up
the rip-rap

to

in the

57,

filled

with concrete.

The

working chamber was filled with concrete carefully rammed to
the roof, and before it had set, the lower sections of the shafting
were also filled with grout.
The filling of the old pier was found to consist of some riprap an'd more sand. In order to remove the sand much rock had
In fact, all the loose rock was removed with
to be taken out.
and only the tight rock was permitted to remain. The
and the entire inside of the crib was washed out with a
strong jet and then filled carefully with concrete. On account of
the rather rapid settlement of the pier up stream, that end of

the sand,
latter

the crib

was

first

concreted, and, following the placing of that

the squeezing qf the timbers at the down-stream end
caused the pier to settle in the otlier direction, righting itself
several inches. The entire space inside the coffer-dam was filled

stiffener.

with concrete, being brought up as the concreting of the crib
progressed.

After

filling

the crib and the surrounding space with concrete,

it was canted so much that it presented
and as the draw-span had only a very small
bearing on the pier and was causing the upper courses of masonry
to break a\Ajay, the pier was encased in a reinforced concrete
As the new caisson had made the footing large enough,
shell.
the reinforcement was built for double-track. The bridge seats
under the spans were entirely renewed in concrete finished at

the pier

was

safe, but, as

a poor appearance,

the proper level for double-track spans. The difference in level
was made up by concrete pedestals placed in sections.

falsework wag used for the support of either span, and the
was never out of service during the conduct of the work.
The outer surface of the timbers in the crib under pier 3 were
squeezed down at the ends an almost imperceptible amount. The
.\To

bridge

December

18,
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upper timber was burst open on account of the crushing load.
On account of the success at pier 3, all concerned were agreed
that pier 4 should receive like treatment, making use of the
caisson and coffer-dam sunk in 1898.
Soundings showed that
the top of that coffer-dam had been

courses were removed, and

cut up

was necessary

it

when
to

the

smooth

upper
it

by

cutting off drift-bolts under water and removing loose timbers.

was decided to make an effort to e.xtend the outer wall upward
and make it sufficiently tight to permit the pump to expose the
inner wall, and, after extending the latter, to rely on it for the
It

rest of the

work.

The extension was made

in a very short time, and a canvas
having been stretched around the work, the dam was pumped out
at the first trial. The inner wall was then very carefully dressed
down in the dry and extended upward thoroughly water-tight,
making it possible to pump out the water between that and the
pier and start excavation. The concrete between the 189S cofferdam and the old crib was first removed on the south side, but was
not disturbed on the north side until some time later, after the
yokes and cables were in place anchoring the pier to pier 3.
The removal of the material down to rock was slow and

As
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done without injury to the span, the
were corrected.
The work on the three piers and spans cost about $100,000,
which is much more than it would have cost had the work on
The reinpier 3 been started earlier and the floods avoided.
forcement of piers 3 and 4 was executed on a force-account
The adjustbasis by the Bates-Rogers Construction Company.
ment of the spans and the reinforcement of pier 5 were executed
other.

far as could be

inequalities

by the railway company forces.

AN IMPROVED SWITCHSTAND BANNER
One

of the measures adopted by the Chicago Junction
campaign to increase the safety of its employees has
been to replace the old banners which extended above the
switchstand with a new type of banner invented by one of
the compa,ny's switchmen which is no higher than the switchstand proper. The new banners have been made by straightening the old ones and cutting the proper holes for the fastenin its

The old coffer-dam had been badly racked during sinkand large leaks were found all the way down. They were
overcome, and the rock was laid bare and covered with concrete
up to the top of the caisson of the old pier, after which the crib
was cleaned out, filled with concrete, and surrounded at pier 3.
Some of the timbers were crushed to 6 in. in height, and on
tedious.
ing,

account of the inclination of the pier new cracks developed in
the timbers while the excavation progressed. The weakest portions of this crib were concreted as they were reached. Attention was given to the up-stream end, and excavation was hrst
made there. The movement of the pier increased while that work
was in progress, but was immediately arrested when the exca-

vated pockets were filled with concrete.
In fact, by concreting at the up-stream end and cleaning out

was made to right
moving back about 9 in. The first concreting was
done in the two up-stream pockets of the crib, for its full width
for a height of S ft. below the top, after which 5 ft. more below
that w^ere placed. The situation was always well under control,
and the top of the pier could have been sent in any direction by
guiding the work. The underpinning was hurried as much as
the spaces at the down-stream end, the pier
itself,

the top

possible,

however.

In placing forms within the crib and con-

creting individual pockets the

men worked

No

inside the crib.

falsework was used while pier 4 was under reconstruction

;

the

pier carried traffic at all times.

reinforced concrete shell placed around pier 4 is pracThe tie-bars at the
tically a duplicate of that placed at pier 3.
bottom were passed through the pockets in the crib and con-

The

creted in, instead of being passed through the pier. At this pier
the ends of the spans were shifted sideways to permit the construction of each concrete pedestal in one piece.

The small tops of these piers, their reported movement, and
the frequent shifting of the spans, all contributed to a very poor
condition of the bridge seat on pier 5, on' which the stones were
breaking out under the end of the south span which rested close
To strengthen the bridge seat, the top
to the edge of the pier.
jacket
10 ft. of the pier was encased in a reinforced concrete
rein9 in. thick. The sides were connected by passing the
about

by
forcing rods around the curved ends of the pier and also
concrete at the
three sets of rails set vertically in the reinforced
middle and quarter points of the length of the pier. The lower
ends of these rails were attached to the pier by 2-in. anchorwere connected by
bolts set in grouted holes. Their upper ends
channels cut in the
2-in. rods extending across the pier tops in
in the pier top
cracks
bridge seat and filled with concrete. All
taken
were carefully grouted. The bridge seat, appears to have

on a new

lease of

life.

the reinFollowing the reconstruction of piers 3 and 4 and
out of line
forcement of pier 5, the entire bridge, which was bidly
that the drawand level, was lined and leveled. It was found
lower than the
span was somewhat twisted and one end hung

New Type

Old Style Bmner Showing
Dangerous Condition
ings

of

Banner Not Extending

Above Switchstand

The shape of
the new position.
accompanying illustration. It is 7

in

in the

the target
in.

wide

at

shown
one end,

is

These banners have been apwhere tracks are closje
together, thus decreasing the danger of switchmen being
struck by the banners when hanging on the sides of cars or
3 in. at the

other and 16

long.

in.

plied on yard ladder tracks

and

at points

engines.

ABSTRACT OF ENGINEERING ARTICLES
The following articles
maintenance of way men,

engineers

and

to which readers of this section

may

of

special

interest

wish to refer, have appeared in the Railway

November

A

to

Age

Gazette since

20, 1914:

Comprehensive

Low Grade Trunk

Line

Development. —When

the pro-

Burlington & Quincy will
have a low grade trunk line from Billings, Mont., to Paducah, Ky., a distance of 1,500 miles and a connecting line to Denver. The plan for working out this important development and the interesting construction details
of the line between Thermopolis, Wyo., and Orin Junction, recently com-

jected lines have been completed,

the Chicago,

were described in an illustrated article in the issue of November 27,
Editorial comment on this development appeared in the same
page 999.
issue, page 995.
Construction of the Gwynn's Falls Arch Bridge. The Pennsylvania Railroad is completing the construction of a four-track reinforced concrete
bridge over Gwynn's Falls in Baltimore. Md., consisting of four arch
in
spans, the design and construction of which are typical of the best
pleted,

—

modern bridge practice for such structures. An
this work was published in the issue of December
The Mechanical Elimination of Seams in Steel

illustrated description of
4,

page 1037.

Rails.

—

.\n abstract of a

:
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paper by Robert W. Hunt, read before the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, in which was outlined a new method of eliminating seams in
rails by removing the surface metal of the ingot by a milling machine,
was published in the issue of December 4, page 1055.
Comparative Service Tests of 100-lb. Section, P. S. and A. R. A. Sec\V. C. Gushing, chief engineer
tion A Rails on the Pennsylvania Lines.

—

maintenance of way. Southwest System, Pennsylvania Lines, has outlined
in a paper recently published the results of extensive service tests of rails

showing the traffic handled, the amount of
abrasion and the number of broken rails of each type. An abstract of this
the
issue
of December II, page 1078.
paper was published in
Driving a Five-Mile Tunnel Through the Selkirks.- The Canadian Pacific
is building a double-track tunnel five miles long under Mt. McDonald at
the summit of the Selkirk mountains as a part of a line revision which
on

the

Lines

Pennsylvania

saves 4.4 miles in distance, reduces the length of the 2.2 per cent ruling
on each approach, and eliminates 552 ft. of rise and fall and
This tunnel, which will be the longest in
2,600 deg. of central angle.
America, is being constructed by the use of a pioneer tunnel parallel to

main bore in order to hasten
issue of December 11, page 1082.
the

was described in the
note commenting on modern

its

completion.

An

editorial

It

tunneling methods, calling attention to the lack of progress in reducing cost
on such work as compared with grading and other construction work, was
published in the same issue, page 1074.
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The

to the grain to prevent "shelling out" during the driving.

showed that the deterioration and loss of strength resulting
from treatment is a minimum when treated under as nearly
normal conditions as possible. Excessive time and high tem-

tests

peratures of steaming should be avoided.

The following conclusions were drawn
The depth of penetration of creosote is mainly dependent upon
the depth of sapwood.

The heartwood is almost impervious
The depth of penetration of creosote

—

grade

\'oL.

to treatment.
is

the

same

in the butts

as in the tops.

Ihe depth of penetration
mean the depth of "active"

of creosote should be interpreted to

penetration.

Tests of minor specimens show that injury to fiber through
method of treatment is not localized to treated fiber alone, but
extends throughout the whole specimen.
The transverse strength of Oregon fir piling is decreased 42
per cent due to the steaming process of creosoting.

The compressive

perpendicular to the grain

strength

is

de-

creased 32 per cent due to the steaming process.

TESTS ON TREATED AND UNTREATED

OREGON

The compressive
In general

The

results of comparative tests,

engineer of

tests,

untreated Oregon

Atchison, Topeka
fir

made by H.

&

strength parallel to the grain

is

decreased

27 per cent due to the steaming process.

FIR PILING
B. MacFarland,

Santa Fe, on treated and
No. 168 of

average,

the

strength

of

Oregon

jected to the steaming process of creosoting
its

original

is

fir

piling

sub-

only two-thirds

strength.

piling, are published in bulletin

American Railway Engineering Association. The object of
was to determine the effect of the steaming process
upon the physical properties of the piling.
Two lots of material were selected for test purposes. The
logs had ordinarily been cut from three to six months before
Twenty logs, varying in diameter at the butt from
treatment.
12 to 18 in., and in length from 40 to 60 ft., were selected. From
each log two specimens, each 15 ft. long, were cut for test purTen of the 40 specimens were given regular treatment,
poses.
known as the 18-hour treatment, and another lot of 10 was

ENAMELED STEEL SIGNS

the

these tests

of creosoting

given an extra heavy 26-hour treatment for the specific purpose
In order to get
of permitting heavier and deeper penetration.

The Stonehouse

Steel

Sign Company, Denver, Colo., has re-

developed an enameled steel sign which is especially
adapted for use at highway crossings because of its conspicuousness, its rigid construction, and the ease with which it can be
mounted on almost any kind of a post. The sign is 20 in. by 2S
cently

in.,

with 4-in. white letters on a red center background.

It

is

attached to the post without any bolts, screws or rivets through
the enameled face of the sign. This is accomplished by the use
of bands bent around the post and bolted to the lips on fasteners

the best comparative figures as to the effect of creosoting on
the

different

parts

of the

alternate butts

log,

and tops were

treated.

In the steam creosoting process the material was ultimately
namely, steaming, removing
three processes,
to
moisture and filling with creosote. Just previous to treatment,
the logs were taken from the salt water in which they had been
subjected

soaked and the bark removed. They were then placed in the
and by the introduction of steam were slowly
brought up to a temperature of about 330 deg., which was maintained for 1^ hr. A vacuum of about 28 in. was then produced
treating tanks,

and the temperature reduced

to a

tion being maintained for 10 hr.

minimum of ISO deg., this condiThe tanks were then filled with

at 190 deg., and an average pressure of 75 lb. was maintained for a period of five hours, or until the piles had taken up
oil

the proper quantity of creosote, after which the oil

was

trans-

ferred from the treating rank to the general storage tank, and
the timbers removed.

showed a decided loss in
compared with untreated. The greatest loss was

In every case the treated material

strength

as

due to the influence of treated sapwood.
loss in compressive strength.
The material was found to be very refractory to all kinds of
treatment, while subjecting this wood to high abnormal temperatures and pressures, extending over considerable lengths of
time, caused permanent deterioration of the fiber.
The purpose for which the material is intended should be
taken into account in the consideration of comparative results.
The transverse strength of piling is not of as great importance
as the compression strength. The loss in compressive strength
is manifested in the failure of piling to withstand the sudden
severe vertical stresses applied by the pile-driver.
It is also
important that the piling have sufficient strength in shear parallel
in transverse strength,

There was

also

a

An

Illuminated

considerable

Enameled

Steel

Unilluminated

Sign Compeured With

an

Painted Sign

which extend across the sign and are electrically spot-welded
to a }i-m. angle bar around the edge on the back. These signs
may be illuminated as shown in the illustration, which also

shows an old painted sign without illumina'tion.
This company also makes numerous other standard and special
signs, including one for use, in shops and factories where men
speaking

many

different

languages are employed.

It

consists

of a standard sign in English at the top with 12 small, but similar signs, arranged below, having the word "danger" translated
into as

many

other languages.

—
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All of the principal car shops of the

been closed until January

New Haven

road have

4.

W. H.

Lyford, general counsel of the Chicago & Eastern Illiaddressed the Chicago Engineers' Club at a
luncheon on December 10, on "Handling Freight at Chicago."

nois

Railroad,

By a fire in the shops of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe at
Albuquerque, N. M., on the night of December 8, the company
suffered a loss of $22,000; parts of two buildings and 14 freight
cars.

Dr. Hermann Von Schrenk, consulting timber engineer, of St.
Louis, read a paper on Modern Uses of Wood before the Western Society of Engineers, Chicago, on ]\Ionday evening, December 14.

At Pinner's Point, Va., on Monday last, 70 employees of the
Southern Railway and 41 of the Atlantic Coast Line were arrested on charges of violating the Sunday labor law. The persons arrested were clerks and workmen on the freight docks of
the railroads.

The Great Northwestern Telegraph Company, of Canada, announces that the Canadian Northern Telegraph Company has been
consolidated with the G. N. W. and the larger company expects,
within a few months, to operate the lines and offices of the Western Union in the maritime provinces.
;

"Independent Order of Railroad Employees of Pennsylvania,
New Jersey" is the name of an organization which has held
a meeting at Reading' and which announces that application is
to be made to the Philadelphia & Reading for increased pay for

and

station agents.

The

president of the organization

is

James

F.

Tatlow, of Philadelphia.

have been more

profitable.

The executive committee of the Chicago Association of
Commerce has adopted a resolution in favor of setting the
throughout the nation ahead one hour in order to
secure more daylight after working hours in the summer
months. The resolution also asked the United States Chamber of Commerce to consider the question at its annual meeting in February, in Washington, with the idea of bringing
about a nation-wide movement in favor of the change. A
special committee of the association held a meeting last week
to consider a plan for adopting Eastern time for Chicago instead of Central, but so much opposition was expressed by
railroad men present, on account of the confusion which
would result if Chicago made the change, that it was decided
to push the movement along national lines.
clocks

The postmaster general, in his annual report, again proposes that the government shall take over the telegraph and
telephone lines of the country. He says that he wishes to see
the railways properly compensated for carrying the mails, but
at the same time he says that the department has been more
than self-sustaining during the last fiscal year, a statement
which has no reasonable basis, for if the railroads had been
properly paid for carrying the mails, the surplus would have
been more than wiped out. The postmaster general again
recommends that the rate of one cent a pound for the transmission of periodicals be limited to publications issued oftener
than once a month, and that monthly magazines be charged
for at the rate of two cents a pound.
The House Committee,

The American and the National express companies have
begun suits in Vermont to test the constitutionality of a recent
law of that state increasing the taxes assessed against express
companies. The new rate is $20 a mile for each mile of railroad over which an express company operates, more than twice
the rate formerly in effect.

Although it was reported recently that the members of the
shop craft unions had voted to call off the strike which was declared in September, 1911, on the Illinois Central and the Harriman lines, announcement has since been made by the railway department of the American Federation of Labor that the boilermakers voted in favor of calling off the strike, but that their vote

was not

large enough to offset the vote of the machinists, blacksmiths, car men and sheet metal workers.

The United States Civil Service Commission announces examinations January 12 for the position of telegraph and telephone
inspector, under the Interstate Commerce Commission, in the
work of valuation of property, salary $1,200 to $1,800 a year.
Applicants must be between 25 and 55 years of age. The commission also announces examinations January 20 for six other
positions, as follows, the range of salary in each being from $720
Junior railway structural engineer, age not over 36;
junior railway mechanical engineer, age not over 36; junior
railway signal engineer, age not over 36; junior railway electrical engineer, age not over 36; junior telegraph and telephone
engineer, age between 21 and 35; junior railway civil engineer,

to $1,680:

age between 21 and

legitimate use for which they had been constructed, namely, to
furnish an outlet for the Appalachian coal mines, they would

36.

A

committee of the Senate held hearings at Washington last
week investigating charges that the Southern Railway had obtained control over certain minor railroads in Virginia, Kentucky and Tennessee for the purpose of suppressing the coal
traffic in the Appalachian coal fields, the purpose being to promote the business of other mines. The committee had employed
an investigator who testified as to the deficits of certain roads
controlled by the Southern, the charge being that if these roads
the Atlantic & Danville, the Danville & Western, the Cape Fear
& Yadkin Valley, the Carolina & Northwestern, the Tallulah
Falls and the Knoxville & Bristol had been devoted to the

—

at Washington, has reported the
appropriation bill for the next fiscal year, with a
which are embodied the provisions of the Moon bill
for changing the basis of railway mail pay; and Mr. Peters,
the chairman of the railways' committee, says that an attempt is being made to secure from the Rules Committee a
rule to facilitate the proposed new legislation.
Mr. Peters

Post

office

rider in

reiterates his declaration that the provision of the

Moon

bill

for

payment

to the railways on the basis of space occupied is not
only unfair in principle, but embodies rates per mile very
much too low. With the space in a car fully loaded, the compensation would amount, in many cases, to less per ton per
mile than ordinary rates for the transportation of coarse commodities by freight train. The railroads are now losing not
less than eight millions annually because of the parcel post,
and if the space rates are adopted this loss will be still greater.
The small railroads, which are now the worst sufferers from inequitable rates, would lose from 25 per cent to 65 per cent
additional if the plan should be adopted.

The different lines that comprise the National Railways
of Mexico are again divided into several sections, each under
control of opposing political factions. The Cuernavaca division, which runs from Mexico City to the Balsas river, will
soon be opened for through traffic for the first time in more
than three years. This is made possible by the merging of
the territory occupied by General Zapata and his armed forces
with that which is under control of General Villa. The branch
lines of the Interoceanic in the State of Morelos are also
again open for traffic after a long suspension of operations.
As an offset to this extension of the opened system, however,
the troops of General Carranza are in control of some of the
northern divisions running out of Monterey, Tampico, Laredo,
Eagle Pass and Saltillo and of a part of the Interoceanic,
running from Vera Cruz. The Carranzistas are also in charge
of the National Tehuantepec line and all of the Vera Cruz
& Pacific, the latter being a part of the National Railways of
Mexico. On the whole, the railways of the country appear
now to be in about as chaotic a condition as they have been
at any time since the revolutionary troubles started, more
than four years ago.

:
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are making an effort to secure a more
enforcement on the part of conductors of the rules requiring payment of half fare for children between the ages of
5 and 12; and forms have been prepared for distribution to
conductors on which the parent or guardian may be required
to certify that the child is under age, in case the parent or
guardian makes such a statement and the conductor is in
doubt as to its truth. The form contains a notice to parent
or guardian stating that the lawful interstate fare for children between 5 and 12 years of age is one-half the regular
one way fare, and the lawful interstate fare for children above
12 years of age is the regular adult fare, and that failure of a

The western railways

rigid

common carrier to collect published tariff fare constitutes a
violation of the interstate commerce law; also that the person
who evades the payment of a lawful fare is equally liable, with
Conductors are
the carrier, to punishment under this law.
instructed to give passengers the benefit of any reasonable
doubt as to the age of the child. In cases where conductors
are absolutely satisfied from observation or otherwise, that
a child without ticket is of proper half-fare age, they are instructed to collect half fare covering not only their own run,
unless the journey commences and terminates on such run,
but to require parent or guardian to purchase at the first convenient stop a half ticket for the child to destination, or to
junction point with the connecting line.

Supply-Men's Gifts Disapproved
President Ripley, of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, has
published in the December issue of the Santa Fe Magazine
the following letter addressed to all emploj'ees:
"Most individuals and companies dealing in railroad supplies have given up the practice of sending Christmas presents
to railroad employees and officials.
However, to a certain
extent the practice was in evidence last year. I have always
this practice, have discouraged it, and am
glad that it is decreasing. I want Santa Fe men to take such
action as seems proper to eliminate it entirely. I appreciate
that many of the presents given are tokens of friendship extending over manj' years; nevertheless the practice is bad.
and certainly so where thS presents have any value. The
high standing enjoyed by Santa Fe men makes it all the more

been opposed to

desirable that the practice cease."

Passenger Killed in Collision on

New York

No. 25

57,

speed, yet it was going fast enough to force some distance upthe rear end of the rear car of the standing train and the
front end of the leading car of the other.
The cars took hre

ward

from a short

and the bodies of the persons
were badly burned.

circuit

fatally injured)

killed

(or

appears that in the second train the electric apparatus of
leading cars was out of order, and the motorinan
The conductor was at the rear
in the fourth car.
platform of the leading car and regulated speed by giving hand
motions to the motorman. It is said that these motions were
given by flag, although it was after 6 o'clock and quite dark.
It

the

three

was riding

Foreign Employees of the Pennsylvania

More than

19,000 employees of the Pennsylvania Railroad were
now engaged in the European war. More
employed than any other class of foreigners. Of
the 137,525 employees ea%t of Pittsburgh and Erie, on September 1, 1914, 33,804 were foreign born, while 103,721 were native
citizens of the United States.
Of course, many of the foreign
born employees have become naturalized citizens of this country.
The number of employees from each of 38 foreign countries is

born

in

those countries

Italians are

Italy

Ireland
Austria

Germany
R. C. Richards, chairman of the central safety committee of
the Chicago & North Western, has issued a bulletin showing
that in the 53 months since the safety committees were established on the North Western, there have been 369 fewer
deaths and 11.258 fewer injuries on the road than in the corresponding previous period. He has also issued a series of
colored charts to illustrate graphically the various causes of
accidents. For the years ending June 30, 1912, 1913 and 1914.
one chart shows that 401, or 2.2 per cent, of the injuries were
incurred in collisions and derailments, while 17,380, or 97.8
per cent, occurred in "little accidents that can be prevented in
Another table
less time than it takes to make reports."
shows that of the employees killed during the three years 17,
or 8.4 per cent, were killed in collisions and derailments,
while 185, or 91.6 per cent, were killed in little accidents.
Another chart shows that of the accidents in which employees
were injured while on dutj' during the calendar year 1913,
5,232, or 81.81 per cent, were caused by careless practices, 131,
or 2.05 per cent, were collisions and derailments, 651, or 10.18
per cent, were classed as unavoidable, and 381, or 5.95 per
cent, were caused by defective engines, cars, tracks, tools,
machinerj', etc. .\nother chart shows for the same year, that of
the accidents in which employees were killed, 51, or 76.12 per
cent were caused by careless practices, 8, or 10.94 per cent, were
collisions and derailments, 1. or 1.49 per cent, was classed
as unavoidable, and 7, or 10.45 per cent, were caused by defective engines, cars, tracks, machinery, etc.

Vol.

Russia

England

Hungary
Poland

Sweden
Scotland
Bulgaria
Holland
Spain

13,193
5,494
4,251
2,679
1,830
1,407
1.339
1.106

514
449
25
20
12

Belgium
Mexico

Canada
Greece

Turkey

Norway
West Indies
Switzerland

Wales

Denmark
Roumania

11
10
7

Servia
Portugal ...
East Indies
Chile

62
60
54
38
14
4

France

5
5

Syria

1

Brazil

.Australia

India
.Argentine

315
227
207
170
... 113
99
72

3

Republic.

Guiana

British

2
2

Japan

2

Panama

1

Hawaiian Islands...

1

Attorney General's Report

The Attorney General. Mr. Gregory (formerly special counsel for the government in the prosecution of the New Haven
road), has sent his annual report to Congress. In it he recommends an amendment to the commodities clause of the
interstate

commerce

act to

make

it

mdre

effective.

He

re-

counts the history of the' cases against the Delaware & Hudson and the Lehigh Valley. In the D. & H. case the Supreme
Court construed the commodities clause as prohibiting a railroad from transporting articles in which at the time of transportation it has any interest, direct or indirect, in a legal or
equitable sense.
It further held that a railroad does not necessarily have an interest, direct or indirect, in a legal or
equitable sense, in articles manufactured or produced by a
bona fide corporation of which the railroad is a stockholder.
In the subsequent case against the Lehigh Valley the court
held that if the corporation owning the articles transported
by the railroad was so identified with the railroad as in fact
to be but an arm of the railroad, then the railroad would have
an interest in the articles in the sense of the statute. Under
this construction it has been claimed that the statute is not
violated unless the railroad has the required interest in the
articles at the date the transportation

is

begun.

The report then goes on to describe the organization of new
and separate corporations to take and sell the railroads' coal,
and continues: "This plan has been challenged in the case
now pending in the Supreme Court of the United States
against the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western. The government lost in the district court. Even though it should be
successful in the Supreme Court, the commodities clause will
still fall short of the purpose of Congress in enacting it. which
I
was, I think, to divorce transportation from production.
recommend an amendment which will prohibit a railroad from
transporting in interstate commerce articles which were manufactured or produced by any corporation controlled by it or
affiliated with it by having the same controlling stockholders,
irrespective of whether such railroad or such controlled or
corporation has an interest in the articles at the time
of transportation. It is also necessary, if transportation and
production are to be completely divorced, that Congress prohibit any railroad owned or controlled by a producing or
trading corporation, and not operated merely as a plant
facility, from transporting in interstate commerce articles

affiliated

Elevated

In a rear collision of northbound passenger trains on the
Sixth avenue elevated line of the Interborough Rapid Transit
Company, New York Cit)-, on the evening of December 9, one
passenger and one trainman were killed and fifteen or more
The leading train was standing' at the
passengers injured.
116th street station and the following train was moving at low-

produced or owned by such corporation, and
appropriate legislation to that" end.'''.

;

I

recommend

;

December

18,
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International Engineering Congress

12,410
$15,455

Some

confusion has arisen between the International Electric
Congress, which was to have been held in San Francisco in September, 1915, and the International Engineering Congress, which
Owing to the unfortunate
is to be held during the same month.
situation abroad, and the impossibility of convening the International Electrotechnical Commission, under whose authorization
the Electrical Congress was to have been held, it has been decided

217,

i11

IT

-

II

I

'

—$47,242
1,054,344 699,712

by the governing body of the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers to postpone indefinitely the holding of the Electrical
This does not affect the International Engineering
Congress.
Congress, which goes ahead as originally planned.

—3,916

woo
cooo

gg§2
$13,500 141,500

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS

56,250

OOOO
O'-^OO
0<^1_0

OO
u^OO
WOOJ

'OO^O
-OOr^

VO

;OCNC^

6,000

OOO t-s

690 844 967 084

gives the names of secretaries, dates of next or regular
meelin-gs, and places of meeting of those associations which will meet during
Hereafter the full list of meetings and coni'entions
the next three months.
will be published only in the first issue of the Railway Age Gazette for

The following

list

each month.

—

Chas. W. Hunt, 220 W. 57th St.,
New York. Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Wednesday in month, except June, July and August, 220 W. 57th St., New York.
Engineering
American Societv of
Contractors. J. R. Weralinger, 11
Broadway, Xew York. Regular meetings, 2d Thursday in month, at
2 P. M., 11 Broadway, New York.
American Wood Preservers' Association. F. J. Angler, B. & O., Mt.
Royal Sta., Baltimore, Md.
Next convention, January 19-21, 1915,

American Society of Civil Engineers.

—

—

Chicago.

Association of Tr
Conard. 75 Church

St.,

AND Car Accounting Officers.

N

i

— G.

P.

York.

Canadian Railway Club.— James Powell, Grai d Trunk, P. O. Box 7, St.
Lambert (near Montreal), Que. Regul: ;r meetings, 2d Tuesday in
Hotel, Montreal,
month, except June, July and August,
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers. Clement H. McLeod, 176 M:
Regular meetings, 1st Thursday in October,
field St., Montreal. Que.
December,
February,
March
and
April.
Annual meeting,
November,

W

—

January, Montreal.

Car Foremen's Assochtion of Chicago.
Regular meetings, 2d
Chicago.
August, Lvtton Bldg., Chicago.

— Aaron

Monday

in

Kline, 841 Lawler Ave.,
month, except July and

Central Railway Clcb.— H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in January, May, September and November.
Annual meetings, 2d Thursday in March, Hotel Statler, Buffalo, N. Y.
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.— Elmer K. Hiles, 2511
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Tuesday,
Pittsburgh.

'

IIP

—

00

o

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago. A. M. Hunter, 321
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Regular meetings. Wednesday, preceding 3d Thursday in month. Room 1856, Transportation Bldg.,
Chicago.

^C-^CSICV]

Railroad Club.—W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave., BosRegular meetings. 2d Tuesday in month, except June,
ton, Alass.
July, August and September, Boston.
York Railroad Club.— Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York.

M^Osro

New England
New

Regular meetings. 3d Friday
29 W. 39th St., New York.

in

month, except June, July and August,

—
—

E. Frankenberger, 623 Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y. Meetings monthly.
Peoria Assochtion of Railroad Officers. M. W. Rotchford, Union StaRegular meetings, 2d Thursday in month, Jefferson
tion, Peoria, 111.

Niagara Frontier Car Men's .\ssociation.

Hotel.

^5

Peoria.

Railroad Club of Kansas City.— C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St.. Kansas
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.
City. Mo.
Railway 'Business Association. Frank W. Noxon, 30 Church St., New
York.
Railway Club of Pittsburgh.— T. B. Anderson. Room 207. P. R. R. Sta.,
Regular meetings, 4th Friday in month, except June,
Pittsburgh. Pa.
July and August. Monongahela House, Pittsburgh.
Richmond Railroad Club.— F. O. Robinson, C. & O., Richmond. Va.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July and

—

St.

—

B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis.
Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except, June, July and
August, St. Louis.
Club.— R. E. Rowland, Hotel Utah Bldg.,
Transportation
Lake
Regular meetings, 1st Saturday of each month.
Salt Lake Citv, Utah.

Louis R.ailway Club.

Mo.

Salt

Lake

Salt

City.

„
„
,„ „
E. W. Sandwich, A. &
Next regular meeting, January 21, 1915,

Southern Association of Car Service Officeks.

W.

P. R. R., .\tlanta, Ga.

—

.

,

,

.

—

A. T. Merrill, Grant Bldg.,
Regular meetings. 3d Thursday. January, March, May,
September, "November. 10 A. M.. Candler Bldg.. Atlanta.
Regular
Toledo Transportation Club.— Harry S. Fox. Toledo. Ohio.
meetings. 1st Saturday in month. Boody House, Toledo.
Traffic Club of Chicago.— W. H. Wharton. La Salle Hotel, Chicago.
Traffic Club of New York.— C. A. Swope, 291 Broadway, New York.
Regular meetings, last Tuesday in month except June, July and
August, Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
„ „.
,
„
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.— D. L. Wells. Erie R. R.. Pittsburgh Pa.
June,
Mc-tings bimonthlv, Pittsburgh. Annual meeting, 2d Monday
Traffic Club of St. Louis. A. F. Versen, Mercantile Library Bldg.,
Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings
St. Louis, Mo.
October to May.
j
m
Transport.jtton Club of Detroit. W. R. Hurley. Superintendent s office,
Meetings monthly. Normandie Hotel,
L. S. & M. S., Detroit, Mich.

Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.
.Atlanta, Ga.

.-3

V

tioT3

g C^ So

July,

,

m

—

—

.

,

Rosevear. P. O. Box 1707. WinMan. Regular meetings, 2d Monday, except June, July and
August, Winnipeg.
Railway Club.— T. W. Taylor. 1112 Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
3d" "^'le'day in month, except June, July and
Regular -isetiffAugust, Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
. , ,,
,
,
„,
Western Society OF u vginffrs.— T. H. Warder. 1735 Monadnock Block,
P'inilpr rp"otirPs. Ist Monday in month, except January.
Chicaco.
Extra meetings, except in July and
TmIv and A"<— 'st. Ch't-aeo.
Au^st, generally on other Monday evenings.
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following statement bearing on the congestion in the export
Galveston, and on the demurrage question
"On hand yesterday on Galveston island all lines, 1,767 cars,
containing 2,000,000 bushels of wheat, and there is approximately
the same amount in elevators A, B and the Star mills, making a
total of 4.000,000 bushels on hand.
The amount in transit all
lines within a few days' movement from Galveston, is 2,000,000
bushels more.
The heaviest month's export this season was
6,505,715 bushels.
The Santa Fe has found it necessary within
ten days after raising its former embargo to again embargo
against wheat for Galveston in order that it might not only
have facilities left in Galveston to handle its cotton and other
commodities, but that its equipment might be available for the
needs of its patrons.
traffic at

Traffic

News

niiiiiiiiniiiiiiiniMiitiiiniiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiniiniiiiiiiniiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiniiiuMniiiitiiiniiiiUiiiiiiiuiiiin:

Tariffs have been filed by the railways advancing the rates
on copper bullion 50 cents a ton from the Missouri river and
points west to the Atlantic seaboard and other eastern points.

car ferry which is tc run between Key West and Havana
expected to begin business about January 1, and the principal
railroads in the southeastern states have issued their announcements, bidding for through freight.

The

is

The local freight agents of the railroads and boat lines in
the city of Milwaukee will visit Chicago on Friday, December 18,
for the inspection of the local freight offices and houses, and to
attend a regular meeting of the Local Freight Agents' Association of Chicago.
They will be entertained at a luncheon by the
Chicago local freight agents.

A special train of 19 cars of mules for shipment to Europe
the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis last week
from Atlanta, Ga., to Nashville, Tenn., in record time. The
shipment made the 289 miles in 11 hours and 55 minutes, or
an average of 25 miles an hour. Over the same road a shipment of 20 cars of mules for Europe moved as a special train,
making the run from Nashville to Jackson, Miss., 151 miles,
in 7 hours and 6 minutes.
moved over

"The time has come when an appeal should be carried to Congress over the head of the Interstate Commerce Commission, for
authority to make reasonable advances in freight and passenger
rates."
This view, expressed by Harry ScuUin, president of the
ScuUin-Gallagher Iron & Steel Company, of St. Louis, is one
which, he says, prevails in that region to some extent. Mr. Scullin's firm is a large shipper of freight, yet he advocates an increase
in transportation rates because of the benefit to be derived by
business generally.

The Southern Railway, complying with

request from the
United States Department of Agriculture, has granted leaves
of absence to Dr. C. M. Morgan, livestock and dairy agent of
the company, Dr. Walter Sorrell, Dr. Morgan's assistant at
Greensboro, N. C, and Dr. C. D. Lowe, assistant at Atlanta,
to permit them to accept temporary service with the Department of Agriculture in the work being done to stamp out the
foot-and-mouth disease- among, cattle. Drs. Morgan and Sorrell
have had experience with the foot-and-mouth disease in the
Philippine Islands.
This far this disease has been found in
only two states in the South Virginia and Kentucky.
a

—

Railways

western trunk line territory have announced
their intention to charge full tariff rates on and after January
1, on shipments of supplies consigned from various sources
for .the relief of Belgians.
The lines in the Trunk line and
Central Freight Association territory have issued similar
notices, that free transportation for donations for European
war sufferers will be canceled on December 20. The railroads have already contributed very generously to this movement in the free transportation which has already been furnished, and in commitments which have been made for the
immediate future. In the meantime, all interested parties
have been notified that all shipments on which the railroads
are committed to' free or reduced transportation should be
tendered for shipment prior to January 1. In order to facilitate the handling of such shipments arrangements were made
by the western roads with the American Commission for the
Relief of Belgium, the Roakefeller foundation and the Belgian
Relief Committee, the principal societies handling this traffic,
so that all shipments on which free or reduced transportation
was given were consigned to the American Commission for
the Relief of Belgium.
in the

Freight Blockade at Galveston
J^ H.

vice-president and general

manager of the GalHouston & Henderson, and president of the Texas
General Managers' Association, on December 11, gave out the

veston,

Hill,

"Neither the past nor present conditions indicate that the
question of demurrage has taken one bushel of wheat from
Galveston that Galveston could have cared for had there been
no demurrage. The necessity for placing an embargo is much
more harmful to a port than is demurrage. The latter in a great
measure prevents the former."

—

Russo-MoNGOLi.AN R.\ii.w..\Y CONVENTION. It is announced
Petrograd from Urga, that the Russian diplomatic agent in
Mongolia has signed in Kyachta, on September 17-30 last, along
with the authorized agents of the Urga government, an agreement respecting railways in Mongolia, to give effect to a project
for connecting the Mongolian railways with the Siberian railways by constructing suitable connecting lines. The agreement
recognizes the right of the Mongolian government to build railways within its own territory, and approves the construction of
railways in Mongolia to serve the interests of both that country
and Russia, which country will co-operate with the Mongolian
government in giving effect to such a railway policy, in the
form of practical assistance. The Russian government will not
interfere with Mongolian railway construction if effected at
the cost of the latter.
But with respect to railway concessions,
the Mongolian government, in virtue of the strictly friendly rein

its Russian neighbor, will, before giving a concesconsult with the Russian government with the object of
obviating either economic or strategical injury to Russia in the
granting of such concessions.
Other conditions of the usual
formal nature are attached to the convention, which has been
duly signed, and copies exchanged in the Russian and Mon-

lations with
sion,

golian languages.

—

Cuban Railw.^ys' Results. Although the development of
German bounty-fed beet sugar practically ruined the sugar industry in the Greater Antilles, Cuba, unlike the other islands,
consistently extended the cane plantations, whereas the others
combined the fruit industry. The cane being less susceptible to
weather conditions provides a more reliable article for railway
traffic than fruit
but there is more fluctuation in its prices.
Nevertheless, the railways have expanded and shown good results, and there is good reason to believe that the policy of retaining sugar and tobacco as the staple articles and main traffic
feeders for the railways will eventually triumph. The summarized figures for the year 1913-14 show the financial position of
;

the principal lines in which British and
vested

American

capital

is

in-

:

Gross
Miles

United Havana 6S0

receipts

$7,832,721
2,847,168
1,393,386

Cuban Central 341
Wesfn Havana 147

Inc.

Net

or dec.

receipts

Inc.
or dec.

Op.

Divi-

ratio

dends

P.C. P.C.

—$72,915 $3,213,724 —$380,820
—154,383 1,057,905 —229,577
—67,627
491,492
-f 26,438

58.97
62.84
64.73

2

52.16

6

5
7

Total ....1,168 $12,073,375 —$200,860 $4,763,121 —$678,024

Cuba Railroad 602

The

set-backs

beet.

The

$5,020,059 -|-$518,721 $2,401,734 -i-$248,268

shown

first

are due to an overproduction of
three lines form a group distinct from the Cuba
in the table

Railroad, which is American owned. The United group shows
decreases, but the balance sheets show a combined reserve of
$3,376,800. On the other hand, the Cuba Railroad not only shows
an increase in the year's turnover, but has paid 6 per cent, an
increase of 2 per cent, though nothing is added to reserve.
recent rise in price of sugar will add materially to the traffic
and financial prospects, since an increase of one cent a pound
will represent a gain of about $50,000,000 to the revenue of the

A

island.

.

:

December

18,
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
The commission has suspended

until April IS proposed increased rates on live stock, fresh meats and packing house products from Chicago, St. Louis and other western centers to eastern

The new rates from Chicago to New York, for instance,
would have been 33 cents per 100 lb. on cattle as compared
with 28 cents, and on fresh meats SO cents as compared with

cities.

the present rate of 45 cents.

Dispute Concerning Divisions

No

Justification for Cancellation of

Joint Rates

In re transit regulations on grain and dried beans at points
on the Michigan Central. Opinion by Commissioner Daniels:
The commission finds that a dispute over divisions does not
justify the Michigan Central in cancelling transit rules and
joint rates on dried beans and grain from points on the Detroit & Mackinac, to points on the Michigan Central and its
connections.

(32

L

C.

C,

39.)

Rates from Joplin, Mo.

Commercial Club of Joplin, Mo.,
Opinion by Commissioner Clark:

v.

Missouri Pacific

et

at.

and from Joplin, Mo.,
Complaint is made
are unreasonable and discriminatory, as compared with rates to
and from Kansas City and Springfield, Mo. The commission
finds that no testimony having been offered with respect to rates
on newsprint paper from Minnesota points, or on petroleum and
its products from Chicago rate points to Joplin, these rates cannot
be considered. It also holds that the complaint as to commodity
rates on imports from New Orleans and other Gulf ports, and
commodity rates from points in Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana
and Texas to Joplin is not sustained by competent evidence. Existing class and commodity rates from St. Louis, Mo., to Joplin,
applied as parts of through rates on shipments originating east
of the Mississippi River are not found unreasonable or discriminatory; and it is held that no such similarity of traffic or transportation conditions exists between Joplin and Kansas City as to
that various rates to

carriers are
justify prescribing proportional rates to Joplin. The
growing out
called upon, however, to correct certain inequalities
limits of
of abrupt increases in rates to points just beyond the

from Joplm
the application of so-called outbound jobbers' rates,
(32 I. C. C, 226.)
to points in Kansas, Oklahoma and Arkansas.

STATE COMMISSIONS
The Nebraska Railway Commission, on December 8, denied
fares
an application of the Missouri Pacific to increase passenger
The commission
in the state from two to three cents a mile.
the subject outsaid that the Nebraska two-cent fare law placed
side the jurisdiction of the commission.
Public Utilities Commission on December 9 issued
railways
an order in the industrial railways case in which the
bv
had canceled their allowances to industrial lines controlled
The commission holds that such lines are common
shippers.
and
allowances
and are consequently entitled to receive

The

Illinois

carriers
lines.
to participate in through rates with the trunk

of the members of state railway commissions
western states held in Omaha, on December 12, it
these commissions should concentrate their
that
was agreed
western
resistance to proposed advances in freight rates by
Interstate Comrailroads which have been suspended by the
engage
combine
to
would
they
that
and
merce Commission,
The
accountants and other assistants to prepare their case.
North
Minnesota,
commissions of Kansas. Nebraska, Iowa.
reprewere
Arizona
and
Oklahoma
Dakota,
Dakota, South

At a meeting

of eight

sented.
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The Illinois Public Utilities Commission has rendered a
decision approving the proposed consolidation of the Lake
Shore & Michigan Southern and its various subsidiaries with
the New York Central & Hudson River. The commission in
its opinion announces that it does not disapprove of unification, merging or consolidation of public service corporations
in Illinois where it can be effected without violating some
positive law.
The commission also states that with such
comprehensive regulatory laws as are now enforced in the
"It
states competition loses its force as a corrective agency.
follows, therefore," the commission says, "that the general
plan of consolidation proposed is in complete harmony with
the modern 'idea of governmental regulation in control of
public service corporations."
The Public Service Commission of Pennsylvania has ordered that a Certificate of Public Convenience issue approving
consolidation and merger, in the matter of the petition of the Lake
Shore & Michigan Southern, the Geneva, Corning & Southern,
and the Dunkirk, Allegheny Valley & Pittsburgh, these to have
leave to consolidate, with other railroad companies into the
New York Central. Substantially the same action has been
taken by the Public Service Commission of New York state.
A protest against the merger was filed at Harrisburg by minority stockholders on the ground that it would be unconstitutional,
but the commission's inquiry developed that the consolidation
is not within the language of the prohibition in the constitution,
inasmuch as no corporation consolidates with or purchases a
competing or parallel line. The commission declares, however,
that the legality of the action taken by the roads may be questioned at any time in a proper manner before a proper tribunal. The stock remains in precisely the same situation after
such a merger as it was before in fact, the merger is based
upon a statutory right which exists even though the parties
may have participated in many unlawful transactions. To refuse the merger would in no way correct the alleged wrong. If
;

commission were to assume jurisdiction of this question
and should find the stock to be held illegally it ought to compel
In fact,
a disposition of such stock; but it has no such power.
says, the commission, the contention appears to be based on the
committed
has
controversy
party
to
a
that
if
a
illogical thought

the

may be denied by
This, however, is not the law.
make a valid will.
offenses, he

Advances

way of penalty his legal rights.
Even a professional burglar may

in Philadelphia

Suburban Fares

Public Service Commission, following a
hearing held in Philadelphia last week on the complaints of passengers relative to advances in suburban passenger fares which
had been announced by the Pennsylvania, the Philadelphia &
Reading and the Baltimore & Ohio, on Saturday issued a decision sustaining most of the items in the tariffs filed by the-

The Pennsylvania

roads, except that the proposed advance of certain rates from one
cent a mile to two cents or more is modified so as to make the
increase only about five mills; or from 1 cent a mile to 1J4
The order, in substance, is as follows
cents.
It is the judgment of the commission that the withdrawal from sale of the fifty and 100 trip individual commutation tickets, which have been maintained for many years, would

"...

unreasonably increase the fares paid by persons

who have found

these tickets suited to their needs.
"That 2% cents a mile is an unreasonably high basis for the
charge for a ten-trip ticket, and
"That the sixty-trip monthly commutation ticket and the fortyof
six-trip monthly school ticket should be valid for a period
one month, and the 180-trip commutation ticket should be valid
of
for a period of three months, all from date of issue, instead

being valid for periods of one and three calendar months only,
The proposed tariffs are unas heretofore and proposed.
reasonable in making a charge of more than 2 cents a mile for
.

.

.

ten-trip tickets.

"A reasonable scale of the charges for suburban passenger
transportation in Pennsylvania is one providing for the scale
of:

"One-hundred-trip individual

tickets, sold at a rate

not to ex-

ceed l'-< cents a mile, good six months.
"Ten-trip tickets, good for hearer and persons accompanying
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good three

bearer, sold at a rate not to exceed 2 cents a mile,
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months.
"Sixty-trip individual monthly commutation as proposed

creased 25 cents a month].
"The carriers are required to

file

proper

."
December 15.
The Pennsylvania Railroad announced

fective

.

[in-

become

tariffs to

Railway Officers

efntiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

that

it

would acquiesce

Executive, Financial, Leged smd Accounting

in the order.

Declaring that the simultaneous action of the three roads in
advancing rates on the same day and to the same degree, gave
evidence that they had been engaged in an illegal conspiracy,
some of the objecting passengers had called upon the attorneygeneral at Washington to prosecute the roads under the antitrust law; but whether this request will be followed up, does
not appear.

The

Interstate

did not suspend the
which were advanced simultaneously

Commerce Commission

suburban

interstate

rates,

with those here dealt with.

Advanced intrastate tariffs filed in New Jersey (to Camden,
across the river from Philadelphia) were suspended by the New
Jersey commission.

PERSONNEL OF COMMISSIONS
Ross D. Rynder, chief examiner of the Interstate Commerce Commission, has resigned to become commerce counsel
for Swift

&
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M. Dailey, general manager of the Muscatine North
South Railway, has been appointed receiver, with office
Muscatine, Iowa.

H. K. Brooks, western manager of the financial department
of the American Express Company at Chicago, has been
elected vice-president, with headquarters at New York.
E. W. Beatty, whose appointment as vice-president and general
counsel of the Canadian Pacific with headquarters at Montreal,
Que., has alreadv been announced in these columns was born on
October
1877
16,
at
Thorold, Ont., but moved
with
his
parents
to
Toronto when he was
ten years old. He is the
son of the late Henry
Beatty,
a well known

steamboat
man in
Canada. After graduat-

Co. at Chicago.

ing from
University

George Welch, recently elected, becomes a member of the
Tennessee State Railroad Commission on January 1, iii place of
Frank Avent, who has been a member of the commission for

was a member.
In 1901 Mr. Beatty entered the legal department of the Canadian
Pacific as one of the as-

COURT NEWS
,

W.

maximum to be paid to the Manufacturers' Railway
The petition
lines for switching cars over its line.
states that cars from the St. Louis Southwestern can be taken
to certain industries only over the line of the Manufacturers"
Railway, and that a rate of less than $4.50 a car is not sufficient to pay the Manufacturers' Railway enough to cover
as the

by trunk

the expense.

—

position until July

1,

it

is

College.

He

way work

remained

in

began

rail-

1883, as a

the purchasing
department of the CanaPacific,
and has
dian
been in the continuous
road
service
that
of
From 1887
ever since.
to 1889, he was secrevice-president,
tary
to
and secretary to presi-

clerk

not so stated.

—

izing power,

He

when he was appointed general

George Bury, vice-president in charge of the Canadian Pacific
west of Lake Superior, who on January 1, will go to Montreal,
Que., to succeed David McNicoll as senior vice-president, was
born on March 6, 1866.
^
Montreal, and was
at
educated at the Montreal

Will the Railway Map of Africa be Revised. Whatever
may be one's personal opinion of Germany's fitness as a colonit

1913.

counsel with headquarters at Montreal, Que., which position he
held until his recent appointment also as vice-president.

fresh

but

in

solicitor.
in this

It is reported from Russia that
concessions to construct railways will not be granted.
But those companies that have begun constructional operations
Those, however, with concessions
will be allowed to continue.
who have not begun construction, will have to put off operaIt may be only a war measure;
tions until the end of the war.

Russi.\N Railw.w Policy.

to

man and

Mr. CreelMarch, 1910.

sistants

he was appointed general

Bealty

Louis for an injunction against the order
fixing $2.50 a car

studied

Pacific

The Manufacturers' Railway of St. Louis and the St. Louis
Southwestern last week filed a petition in the United States

Commerce Commission,

Toronto

he

in

predecessor as general
counsel of the Canadian

John H. Roemer, chairman of the Wisconsin Railroad
Commission, has announced his resignation, effective February 1, 1915. He is to take charge of the legal department of
H. M. Byllesby & Co., Chicago.

of the Interstate

the

Toronto with a
firm
of
which A. R.
Creelman, who was his
law

eight years.

district court at St.

&
at

must be admitted that no other nation, not even

in

France, has realized more fully the imperative necessity of railway construction in colonial development work. As a result, the
German railway schemes in her African colonies have been on a
grandiose scale. Millions of money have already been spent on
the construction of ligncs ,de penetration, together with port
and harbor works. Not a single line has so far been productive,
the
but none has been expected to yield a profit yet awhile
railways have been planned under a policy of developing natural
strategyof
considerations
resources, and it is to be presumed that
have also not been overlooked. The question now is, whether
other powers will not reap the harvest. A glance at the map
of Africa shows that the German colonies are sandwiched in
between those of Great Britain. France, Portugal and Italy. For
instance, Togoland, together with the Gold Coast, forms an enclave in French territory. The ultimate disposal of these colonies, and their railways, is therefore an interesting subject for

intendent of dining,
sleeping and parlor car
From 1890 to
service.
September, 1899. he was
successively assistant superintendent in charge
from
division
the
of
Chalk River to Cartier
George Bury
and Sault Ste. Marie, and
superintendent at North Bay. Ont. He was then superintendent
1901,
at Fort William. Ont., until his appointment in February,

speculation.

Superior division

;

dent,
1850,

as

superintendent

May.

1902, to

then

to

March,

was acting super-

Crows Nest Pass division. From
was general superintendent of the Lake
and then was general superintendent of the
of

1905. he

the

December

18,
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Central division, until February, 1S07, when he was appointed
assistant general manager of the western lines of the Canadian
Pacific, at Winnipeg, Man.
On March 1, 1908, he was promoted to general manager of the western lines, and in October, 1911, he was elected vice-president and general manager
of the same lines, and later was made vice-president in charge
of the company's interests west of Lake Superior, with headOn January 1 he will succeed
quarters at Winnipeg, Man.
David McXicoll, senior vice-president, with headquarters at
Montreal, Que., and in his new office Mr. Bury will have jurisdiction over the entire system.

The offices of B. W. Fernald, auditor, and of H. Escherich,
Tidewater and the Death Valley,
cashier, of the Tonopah
have been removed from Oakland, Cal., to Los Angeles.

&

general attorney of the Rock
He will
has been appointed general attorney.
Island
have charge of the preparation and approval of contracts.
Wallace T. Hughes has been appointed assistant general attorney, and will continue in his present duties in matters relating
A. B. Enoch has been appointed asto interstate commerce.
sistant general attorney, in charge of litigation in Illinois.
Chicago.
Headquarters,

Thomas

R.
Lines,

Beman,

announced that the offices of assistant superintendent
and assistant signal engineer of the Baltimore
& Ohio Southwestern and the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton are abolished. E. T. Ambach, assistant signal engineer
It is

of telegraph

of these roads, has been appointed assistant superintendent
of telegraph and signals, with headquarters at Cincinnati,
Ohio, effective December IS.

Albert D. Caulfield, trainmaster of the Illinois Central at
Valley, Miss., has been appointed superintendent of the
Mississippi division, with headquarters at Water Valley, succeeding John M. Egan, who has been granted leave of absence. The jurisdiction of Ned W. Spangler, trainmaster at
Water Valley, has been extended to include Jackson, Water

Water

Valley and Grenada

been

announced

in

these columns, was born
in
April, 1852, at Arbroath,
Scotland,
and
began railway work in
August, 1866, as clerk
in the goods manager's

North BritRailway in Scotland.
He remained in that

office of the

sion passenger agent at Bufifalo.

W. B. Hinchman, general agent of the Tonopah & Tidewater, has been appointed assistant to traffic manager of that
road and the Death Valley, with headquarters at Los Angeles,
Cal.
D. Aspland, general agent at Goldfield, Nev., has been
transferred to San Francisco, Cal., and H. R. Grier, assistant
general agent at Tonopah, Nev., has been appointed general
agent at that place. The office of F. M. Jenifer, traffic manager, has been

London, Eng., and began

then appointed passenger

traffic

man-

ager, remaining in that position until April, 1899, when he
was appointed assistant general manager. One year later he
was elected second vice-president and general manager and
since December, 1903, was senior vice-president of the same
road. Sir Thomas G. Shaughnessy, president of the Canadian
Pacific, in announcing the resignation of Mr. McNicoll, said
that he desired to be relieved of the duties of vice-president
the
in order to rest and recuperate, but he will remain on
board of directors and when his health permits it is expected

that he will be asked to accept another important post
connection with the company's aflfairs.

in

Operating
S.

Gillespie has been appointed acting general superintend-

Laurelent of the Columbus & Southern, with headquarters at
general superintendent,
ville, Ohio, succeeding I. F. Anderson,
resigned.

assistant division superintendent of the
Beardstown division of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy at
Mo., as
Centralia, 111., has been transferred to St. Joseph,
divisipn.
M..C.
assistant 'superintendent of the St. Joseph

R.

F.

Ledford,

Hughes, trainmaster

at St. Joseph, succeeds

Mr. Ledford.

work

railway

in 1872 as

an office boy on the
Pennsylvania
Railroad.
He was subsequently
clerk on the St. Louis.
Iron Mountain & Southern, then clerk on the
Wabash. St. Louis &
Pacific at New York, and
in 1880 was appointed so-

he

the
Toronto, Grey &
D. McNicoll
Bruce, now a part of
From 1882 to 1883 he was general
the Canadian Pacific.
freight and passenger agent of the same road, and then was
general passenger agent of the Eastern and Ontario divisions
of the Canadian Pacific until 1889, when he became general
passenger agent of all lines, rail and steamship, of the Can-

J.

Los Angeles.

in

the same
The follow-

in

chief clerk in the general manager's office of

He was

Cal., to

the

1873,

went to
Canada and was appointed billing clerk on
the Northern Railway
of
Canada, and then
from 1874 to 1881 was

adian Pacific.

removed from Oakland,

to

until

capacity.
ing year

W. B. Wheeler, general western passenger agent of the
Lehigh Valley at Buffalo, N. Y., having resigned to enter the
service of the United Fruit Company, his former position has
been abolished, and Norman W. Pringle, New England passenger agent at New Haven, Conn., has been appointed divi-

Railway

when he went
Midland
England

W.

Hunt, superintendent of ticket collections of the
Southern Railway, has been appointed division passenger
agent, with headquarters at Nashville, Tenn.
R.

Albert J. Simmons, whose appointment as assistant general
passenger agent of the Lehigh Valley, with headquarters at
New York, has already been announced in these columns, was
born on June 2, 1861, at

ish

position

districts.

Traffic

assistant

David McNicoll, whose resignation from the position of
senior vice-president of the Canadian Pacific, with headquarters at Montreal, Que., effective January 1 next, has already
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freight

and pas-

senger

agent

Union

Pacific, at

of
the
Boston,

liciting

He was later
New England agent of
the Baltimore & Ohio,
and then was New EngMass.

land passenger agent of
the Lehigh
Valley at
Boston.
In December.
1904, he was appointed
general eastern passenA J Simmons
ger agent at New York,
the
time
of
his recent appointment
held
position
he
at
which
as assistant general passenger agent, as above noted.

Engineeiing and Rolling Stock

Joseph Korvol has been appointed roadmaster of the Northern Pacific at Sedro Woolley, Wash., in place of W. J. Calvin,
resigned.

A. D. Brice, assistant to the master car builder of the San
& Aransas Pass, has been appointed master car
builder, with headquarters at Yoakum, Tex., succeeding W.
T. Cousley, resigned.

Antonio

master mechanic of the Alabama Great SouthJ. A. Cassady.
ern at Birmingham. Ala., has been appointed master mechanic
of the Cincinnati, New Orleans, & Texas Pacific, with office, at
Sqmerset, Ky., succeeding H. B, Hayes, who has. been transe
ferred to Birmingham as master mechanic of the Afebatn^
Great Southern, succeeding Mr. Cassady.
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Charles J. Eddie, formerly for 16 years general western agent
of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, died at his home in
Chicago on December 10, aged 70 years.

Wetherald, special passenger agent of the Chicago, Bur& Quincy at Boston, Mass., died in that city on December 8. He had been connected with the Burlington since 1856.
He was traveling passenger agent from 1876 to 1893, when he
was appointed special passenger agent at Boston.

Equipment and Supplies

F.

lington

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING
The London & Port
electric

Stanley, London, Ont., has ordered 3
locomotives from the Canadian General Electric Com-

Frederick A. Nash, general western agent of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, at Omaha. Neb., died on December 11, aged
66 years. Mr. Nash was born at Akron, Ohio, and had been in
railway service since September, 1867. He was with the Union
Pacific until 1882, when he went to the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
Paul as general agent at Omaha. In 1897 he was appointed

pany.

general western agent.

postal cars.

Henry

S.

Hayward, consulting engineer

floating

equipment

of the Pennsylvania Railroad, with headquarters at New York,
died on December 14 at .Augusta, Ga., at the age of 70. He
began railway work in April. 1873. as a machinist and draftsman on the Pennsylvania Railroad, and since January, 1912,

floating equipment of the Pennsylvania Lines east of Pittsburgh. Mr. Hayward's entire service
been
with the Pennsylvania Railroad.
years
had
of over 40

CAR BUILDING
The Chicago

Gre.^t

Western

is

in

the market

for 2 60-ft.

—

Pennsylvania Railroad. The item in the Railway Age
Gazette of last week that this company had ordered 1,050 allsteel box cars from the Altoona shops was in error, in that this
was not a new order, but merely the authority to proceed with
an old order which had been held in abeyance.

was consulting engineer

William D. Cantillon, formerly general manager of the
Chicago & North Western, died at his home in Chicago on
December 13. Mr. Cantillon was born on .\ugust 5. 1861, at
and
Wis.,
Janesville,
was connected with the
North Western continuously for 36 years,
resigning last May on

in

1878.

waukee, Wis. He was
then for four years assuperintendent

Milwaukee, and was

made

division

superin-

Winona,
tendent
at
Minn., in 1901. In July.
1902, he was promoted
to assistant general superintendent,
and
in
Januarj-,

1906.

was ap-

pointed assistant general manager. Mr. Cantillon

became general manager

on which work will commence soon. These lines, as proposed,
will open up some of the wealthiest lands in the state.

;

He was

conductor,
and from 1891 to 1893
was trainmaster at Mil-

sistant

In April last the president of the state published a decree
setting forth the plans for the extension of the government lines,

year.

—

afterwards

at

—

Rio Grande do Sul 1,489 miles of railway and about 200
miles more will be opened to traffic before the end of the present
state of

The Sierra Leone Government Railways. The Sierra
Leone Government Railways are in the unusual position among
.•\frican railways of having a 2 ft. 6 in. gage.
The main line
runs from the port of Freetown to Pendembu and an extension of 30 miles from Yonni Banna to Makump was opened
for traffic in February, 1913.
There is also a mountain railway from Freetown up the Lion Rock, a distance of 6 miles,
which is worked by adhesion and has a general grade up the
mountain of 3.33 per cent. With the extension, the total length

account of ill health.
He began railway work
with that road as brake-

man

Railway Construction in the Brazilian State of Rio
Grande do Sul. There are now in operation in the Brazilian

W.
in

D. Cantil

November,

1910,

which posi-

tion he held at the time of his retirement last spring.

The recently published report of the
of line is now 300 miles.
general manager for the year 1913 shows satisfactory results.
Gross receipts, $818,511, showed an increase of $127,677, and the
net earnings, $380,358, were $57,460 better, giving a return of
5.78 per cent on capital expenditure.
The percentage of operating e.xpenses to receipts was 53.53.
As usual, the principal
item of outbound freight traffic was palm kernels, of which
25.820 tons were carried, earning $327,545 in 1913. as compared
with 22,016 tons and $283,090 in 1912.
The liighcst rated inbound traffic was spirits, of which 2,746 tons were carried, earning $66,412.
A revised tarilT with certain reductions in passenger fares and alterations in freight rates is in course of
preparation.

Some Notes About Armored Trains. — It would be an

Colonel Edward D. Meier, formerly president of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, died on December 15
in New York City at the age of 73. He was torn in St. Louis,
Mo., and graduated from Washington University in 1858.
He subsequently spent four years in Germany at the Royal
Polj'technic College in Hanover, and later became an apprentice at the Mason Locomotive Works, Taunton, Mass.
After serving in the United States army during the civil war
he entered the service of the Rogers Locomotive Works at
Paterson, N. J. He subsequently was superintendent of machinery of the Kansas Pamfic, now a part of the L'nion Pacific.
In 1870 he became chief engineer of the Illinois Patent Coke
Company, and two years later was secretary and construction
engineer of the Meier Iron Company, and in 1884 organized
the Heine Safety Boiler Company, of which he was president
Previous to 1908 he was president
at the time of his death.
of the American Diesel Engine Company and introduced the

in-

teresting problem for military historians to determine when the
idea originated of using the railway trains as weapons of
offence.
The British haye been familiar with the armored train
since the

campaign

in

South Africa.

In

fact,

it

was

in

connec-

tion with a little affair at Estcourt, in which an armored train
figured so prominently, that some of the first shots of the war

were

fired.

As

a

weapon of

offence,

the

armored

train

pos-

presiAmerican Boiler Manufacturers' Association in 18S8
dent of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers in
1910, and in 1913 represented that society in Munich, at a joint

two very remarkable and outstanding advantages. It has
remarkable mobility, and is easy to construct, the sole requirements being suitable light guns and metal plates or sheets for
the protection of the locomotives and rolling stock employed.
Public attention has lately been more focussed on the more
spectacular armored motor car, which has really done remarkable execution, but this weapon is not of much use save for very
effective scouting and in roadside skirmishes. The armored train,
on the other hand, is really a mobile fort, capable of traveling
at a speed far in excess of that attainable by any army, and
able, like a man-of-war, to discharge a broadside when in motion.
Accounts would seem to indicate that the problem of
taking up the recoil has not yet been solved entirely, but the difficulties experienced in that respect appear neither serious nor

meeting with the German Engineering Society.

insuperable.

Diesel motor into this country.

He was

president of the
;

sesses

December
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Supply Trade News
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The Concrete Mixing & Placing Company,

123

Railway Construction
lllllHlltllllttllltllinilli:
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W. Madison

Atlant.\, Bir.mingham & Atl.\ntic. A contract lias been
given to Thomas Worthington, Birmingham, Ala., to build a
freight line to serve coal mines from Roebuck, Ala., to Coal-

Chicago, which has formerly handled the pneumatic mixer
in western territory, now has extended its business to cover the entire country.
street,

and conveyor

The Mesta Machine Company,

Pittsburgh,

Pa.,

has recently

acquired the rights from the Stumpf Una-Flow Engine Company, Syracuse, X. V.. to build the Stumpf Una-Flow type of
engine in the United States. The agreement not only gives the
Mesta Machine Company the patent rights of Professor Stumpf,
but includes the use of the knowledge gained by the practical
experience of European builders of Stumpf engines.

Arthur E. Jackman has been appointed manager of the machinery department of the Walter A. Zelnicker Supply Company, St. Louis, Mo., succeeding J. J. Hilpirt, who has resigned
to become storekeeper of Cia. Mexicana De Petroleo, "El
Aguila" S. A. at Tampico, Me.x. Mr. Jackman was at one time
general manager of the Sea View Railroad and the NarraganHe was also for
sett Pier Electric Light & Power Company.
years in the railway and lighting department of the Westing-

& Manufacturing Company, and

left

the position

of superintendent of. the East St. Louis, Columbia
Railway to assume his present duties.

& Waterloo

house Electric

H. C. Hequembourg, whose election to the vice-presidency
of the Standard Chemical Company, Pittsburgh. Pa., has been
announced in these columns, was born in St. Louis, Mo. He
education
his
received
at Dunkirk, N. Y., and
spent the first 21 years
of his business life with
the

Brooks

Locomotive

—

mont,

Charles City W'estern.

the
tive

When

American LocomoCompany was incor-

porated in June, 19C1,
he was made its general
and
purchasing agent,
has remained in that po-

Chemical Company

is

a

refiner of carnotite ores

radium,
and produces
uranium and vanadium.
as
Hequembourg
Mr.
vice-president

Hequembo

company

of

will be

the

representative in the east and will have headquarters at 30 Chiarch
Van.\merican
the
represent
He will also
street. New York.
its

Mr. Hequembourg during his
many years with the American Locomotive Company has made
many friends in Xew York, and it is with pleasure that they
learn that he will continue to have his offices in that city.
The fire that destroyed part of the Edison Phonograph
Works at Orange. N. J., on December 9 did not in any way
of the
affect the Edison Storage Battery Company. One end
large concrete buildings of the battery works is across the
saved,
street from Mr. Edison's private laboratory, which was
and this as well as the rest of the plant escaped unscorched.
under
was
and
afternoon
The fire started about 5:20 in the
control by 10 o'clock. The telephone exchange was in one
action of
of the burned buildings, but through the prompt
switchboard
the New Y'ork Telephone Company a temporary

adium

Company

in

the

east.

'

hours the
was working in the battery office befere business
had
next morning and the Public Service Electric Company
busmess
The
soon.
as
emergency lines furnishing power nearly
suffered no
therefore,
Company,
Battery
Storage
of the Edison
interruption whatever.

are being prepared for the

manager.

—

Chartiers Southern. .An officer writes that grading work'
about finished and the bridge masonry and tunnel work have
been completed on the line from a point near Eighty Four, Pa.,
south to a point near Marianna, 10.27 miles, but further work
has been indefinitely postponed.
Contracts were let in 1913 to
the Brocklehurst & Potter Company, New York, to build the
line.
E. V. Braden is engineer, Pittsburgh, Pa.
is

—

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul. E.xtended improvements
are being planned by this company at Mason City, Iowa, but
work will not be started until next spring.

—

Eastern Maine. An officer writes that this company is making surveys from the line from Bangor, Me., to Houlton, about
112 miles, and has just completed the location of the section
from Bancroft to Houlton, 32 miles. G. W. Maxfield, president,
(October

Bangor.
Erie.

— An

9, p. 670.)

Ind.,

Ferrona,

Pa.,

:

lines

Alle-

Chicago & Erie between
and Griffith. 36 miles; Sharon Railway, between
and West Middlesex, and between Xew Castle

gany, N. Y., and Carrolton,

Lomax,

company and subsidiary
work as follows Between

officer writes that this

will carry out double tracking

5.6 miles;

Waterworks and New Castle Junction, 12 miles Nypano Railroad from Steamburg, N. Y'., to Waterboro, 9 miles, and Cleveland & Mahoning Valley, on the Canal branch, from Y'oungstown Ohio, to Girard, 5 miles.
;

up to the accept-

sition

ance of his new appointStandard
The
ment.

— Plans

of this line from Charles City, Iowa, in a northeasterly direction, a distance of 18 miles.
This work is to be
done next spring in connection with the electrification of the
present line. E. R. Ernsberger, Charles City, Iowa, is general

extension

of that city in the
positions, respectively, of
assistant secretary.

—

Pacific. An officer of the Esquimalt & Nanaimo
writes that surveys have been made and the right of way partly
cleared for an extension from Courtenay on Vancouver Island,
B. C, to Campbell River, 30 miles.

Works

bookkeeper, cashier and

miles.

1.5

Canadian

Esquimalt & Nanaimo.

— See

Canadian

Pacific.

Fresno Interurban (Electric).— A line is being built from
Fresno, Cal., to Las Palmas, 5 miles, and from thence to CenThere will also be a branch running from
terville, 16 miles.
Las Palmas to Clovis, 5 miles. Grading will amount to about
The line will cross seven main irrigation
6,000 cu. yd. a mile.
Work is
canals on framed trestles, each about 60 ft. long.
Mahoney Brothers, San Franabout 30 per cent completed..
John B. Rogers, San Francisco, are the general contractors.
cisco,

is

president of the railway company.

Gulf, Florida

& Alabama.— An

officer writes that in addition

from Broughton, Ala., north
on which w^ork is now under way by the
Fla., the company has
Pensacola,
Company,
Eastern Construction
located 145 miles from Kimbrough to Tuscaloosa. The company
now operates a 90-mile line from Pensacola, Fla., north to

to the extension
to

Kimbrough, 52

now being

built

miles,

Broughton, Ala., and a

11 -mile

branch

line.

Cextr.\l.— .\n officer writes that the improvements
now under way include grade reduction and second track work
relocation
between Princeton, Ky., and Dulaney on 11.10 miles;
Grand Rivers
of 5.25 miles at Iron Hill, and grade reduction at
Birmingham,
Hodges,
C.
are
H.
on 0.60 miles. The contractors
Minn., and the
Ala.; Winston Brothers Company, Minneapolis,
Walsh Construction Companj', Davenport, Iowa. Grade sepaMatoon, 111.
miles
at
1.37
on
ration work is also under way
Monmouth, 111., is the contractor.
J. D. Lynch,
Illinois

Midland Continental.— An officer writes that surveys are now
N. D., to Grand
being made for an extension from Wimbledon,
Forks, 94.5 miles.
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Nevada Short Line.
ing a

3-ft.

gage

—We are

told that this

company

is

build-

reported
build the

—

Lawrence Electric. A grading contract is
let to Eastman, Kenny & Stearns, Russell, Ont., to
The company
section between Russell and Metcalfe.
St.

made

plans about two years ago to build 275 miles of railway
out of Ottawa, and to use gas-electric cars for operating the
H. W. Pearson, Confederation Life building, Toronto, is

line.

secretary.

Railway Financial News

I

—

Salt Lake & Ogden (Electric). An officer writes that 1.06
new line will be built from the present terminal at
Lake City, Utah, to the new terminal, to be used jointly
with the Salt Lake & Utah, and 0.33 miles will be built at Ogden

new

&

terminal to be used jointly with the

Idaho.

—

Seattle, Port Angeles & Lake Crescent. The grading, bridge
work, etc., are being completed on the new line from Port
Angeles, Wash., eastward to the line of the Port Townsend
Southern, 37 miles. C. J. Erickson, Seattle, Wash., is the general contractor.
The track will be laid by company forces.
This stretch of new road is part of the original proposed line
which extends from a point 25 miles west of Port Angeles
through Port Angeles eastward via Sequim to a connection
with the Port Townsend Southern at the head of Discovery
Bay, 37 miles, and then to a terminus on Puget Sound, not yet
selected.
Work on this last section, which is 12 to IS miles long,
has not yet been begun. E. O. Reeder, Seattle, Wash., is chief
engineer.

—

South Dakota Central. An officer of this company, which
operates a line from Sioux Falls, S. D., north to Watertown,
102.8 miles, writes that a contract has been given to P. E.
Sliugart, Nevada, Iowa, to build an extension from Watertown
north to the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, 28 miles.

|

niiiiiiiiiniiiriiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiittiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiirriiiiiiiiuiniiiiiiiiriiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiuiiiiiniiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiMJ^

—

Rochester & Pittsburgh. The New York Public
Service Commission, Second district, has approved of an issue
of $1,020,000 4^ per cent consolidated mortgage bonds of the
Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh at a price to be fixed later.

Buffalo,

Chicago

& North Western.— Kuhn, Loeb & Co., New
& North Western and resold

York,

bought from the Chicago

to the
cent bonds due
November 1, 1987. The offering price to the public was 102J^,
the yield on this basis being about 4Js per cent.

general

$10,000,000

Salt

Ogden, Logan

No. 25

|!iniiuiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiitiiiiiiiitiiiiiiittiiiiiiliriitiiiriiiiililtiiiiiiiiHiiirtirrHiirtiitirtii[iiii[iiii)iiiiiiiitiiiiiiiii)iiiiniiriiiiitiiii)iiriiiriiiiii(i

public

miles of

to connect with the

57,

be 12 miles long, from Oreana, Nev., or

line to

Kenzel on the Southern Pacific to the new mining camp of
Rochester. About nine miles has been completed. A. A. Codd,
president and general manager, Reno, and R. E. Tilden, chief
engineer, Winnemucca, Nev.

Ottawa &

\"0L.

mortgage

5

per

—

Illinois Central. Kuhn, Loeb & Company have bought from
the Illinois Central and resold $5,000,000 Chicago, St. Louis &
New Orleans 5 per cent equipment trust notes guaranteed by
the Illinois Central. The notes were offered by the bankers at
par and were oversubscribed.

—

A semi-annual dividend of 1 per cent has
been declared, payable January 29. This reduces the annual

Michigan Central.

from 6 per cent

to 2 per cent, in 1914 a total of 4 per
The annual rate has been 6 per
cent having been declared.
cent since 1507.

rate

Pennsylvania Railroad.

— See
—

Vandalia.

Louis & San Francisco. The receivers are making arrangements to sell $3,000,000 6 per cent receivers' certificates to
refund the $3,000,000 receivers' certificates which mature on
January 1.

St.

Southern Railway.

—

Holders of the outstanding $4,722,000 RichDanville consolidated mortgage 6 per cent bonds which
mature on January 1, 1915, are offered the privilege of exchanging these bonds for Southern Railway first consolidated
5's at 98^.

mond &

—

Vandalia. The regular annual dividend of 4 per cent, which is
This price is $1,500,000 less than the price fixed for the former

RAILWAY STRUCTURES
Boone, Iowa.

—The

Dodge, Des Moines

&

Southern has
started the work of replacing the wood bridge spanning the
Des Moines river between Boone and Fraser, with steel deck
girders placed on concrete abutments and piers. There will be
six spans.
The concrete work on the south abutment and three
piers has just been completed, and the deck girders for these
spans have been ordered, and when in place will replace all of
the pile trestle work up to the old Howe truss. This will constitute all the work that is contemplated at the present time, but
it

is

stated that

if

be completed in

company

Ft.

financial

The

1915.

conditions permit the bridge will
concrete work is being done by

III.

— The

Illinois

Central has

commenced

the con-

and power house to be located on Stony
Island avenue, between Fiftj'-seventh and Fifty-ninth streets,
Chicago. The main building will be 266 ft. long. 47 ft. wide and
four stories high, with a rear wing 59 ft. by 47 ft. in area two
The power house, which includes the laundry,
stories high.
Both buildwill be 89 ft. by 48 ft. in area and two stories high.
ings will be of brick and stone construction and strictly fireproof. The estimated cost is $300,000. Schmidt, Garden & Martin, Chicago, are architects, and James Stewart & Co., are the
general contractors. The foundations are already in place and
the entire work is to be coippleted by October, 1915.
struction of a hospital

Parsons, Kan.

—Work

on the construction
of a brick office building of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, at
Parsons, Kan. The building will be 51 ft. by 179 ft. in area and
three stories high.

is

to begin at once

The estimated

Contracting Company,

—

St. Louis,

cost

is

$50,000.

The Wiramer

Mo., has the general contract.

Paul, Minn. The directors of the St. Paul Union Depot
Company have reached an agreement on plans for the construction
of the proposed new union depot to cost between $12,000,000 and
$15,000,000, and have announced that the final plans will be ready
to be submitted to the city authorities in about two weeks.
St.

Wheeling & Lake

Erie.

—Judge

Clarke, in the federaL district

court, has fixed the upset price for the sale of the Wheeling &
Lake Erie at $18,500,000, the road to be sold before April, 1915.
sale, at

which there were no bidders.

—

A Constantinople message
Turkish government has confiscated the Ottoman
(Smyrna to Aidin) Railway.
Turks

Seize a British Railway.

states that the

—

forces.

Chicago,

usuallv declared at this time of the year, has been passed. The
Pennsylvania owns $12,114,000 of the total $14,614,000 stock of
the Vandalia.

New Railways Constructed in Germany'. .According to the
A'iVkkv Rottcrdamschc Courant, the Germans have been amazIt is stated
ingly busy creating a network of strategic railways.
that between Berlin and Cologne no fewer than eight sets of
railway lines have been laid down.
Str.\tecic Railway in South Africa.— The construction
the railway from Prieska to Upington, on the northwest border of the Cape Province, has now been completed, and
The line, 142
the first train went through on November 18.
miles in length, follows approximately the course of the Orange
river, and is of considerable militao' and strategic importance.

work on

Railway Construction in French Congo.

— In

order to avoid

the present necessity of using the Belgian railway (MatadiLeopoldville) for transporting passengers and freight to Middle
Kongo and the L^bangi-Tchad colonies, France has resolved to
construct a railway from Pointe-Noir on the Atlantic coast inland to Brazzaville, in the neighborhood of Stanley Pool on the

Congo river, and an appropriation amounting to about $18,(XX).(XX)
has been voted toward the project by the French Chamber.
This will probably have little effect upon the transport of merchandise for Belgian Congo, but the Matadi-Leopoldville line
will lose the French traffic and possibly a considerable portion
of that for the southern part of

German Kamerun.

December
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made

fully investigated the claims

them

detail

in

in

week's

tliis

that practically all of the facilities,

Pl-blished Every Friday and Daily Eight Times in June by the

W.

Roy
Hooper

E.

\'.

B.

principle of efficiency

Judged
is

state-

knowledge

a

is

this standard and
amazingly inefficient."

liy

newspaper item received recently stated that

to

introduce in the Illinois legislature a

in this

bill

it

is

proposed

to limit to 50 the

number
Substitute

of cars in a freight train "to
avoid the obstruction of street crossings

for the

'jy
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the old nuisance about
ciety
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bound

the puljlic at large
getting

spondence
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so

efficiency

from

engineer

a

re-

much-

criticizing

the lack of facilities provided by the so-

Engineer
is

who

Mechanical Engineers,

advertised

Efficiency

Thorne. he

of

now?" is a query propounded
member of the American So-

cently received a circular

Inefficient

is

to

Our answer

seek notoriety,

is

that,

like

particularly

Clifford

now

that

forgetting his attacks on the railways and

used to seeing his flamboyant efficiency correadvertisements that they have grown tired

school

The

editor of the

American Machinist, who has

In the

who

always vote for labor against the railroads may
the exasperating delays sometimes caused by waiting for a long freight "drag" to
pass a crossing.
One of the chief methods by which the railroads have been able partially to offset the rising tendency of
wages and expenses of all kinds has been by increasing the
trainload.
The public is gradually learning one salient fact
of railroad economics, and that it is the public that pays the
railroad's expenses, and it should not be especially difficult to
convince the people that hauling shorter trains will not help the

those

be added

will

some of those who may remember

railroads to .give better service, reduce rates or pay higher

Py i"cr?as'ng expenses

to their employees.

care-

wages

tend to increase rales.
A law to limit the length of trains has one adBoth mean the employment
v-int?.sc over the "full crew" law.
of more men, but the latest plan to legislate men into jobs

would make

it

necessary for

In a decision handed

down

tlieru to

work

it

will

for their pay.

few days ago involving the sepa& Alton, and an important highway near Independence, Mo.,
a

between

of grades

ration
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NEWS SECTION

to us hy a. railroad officer, also a

and probably with those of a few who were deceived by
argument that more men on a train would promote safety.
same way it is doubtless believed that to the votes of

roads,
the

WTE GUARANTEE, that

is

who have

;

Entered at the Post Office at
second class.

It

leaders that legislation to create jobs must be sugarcoated in another form, for, of course, the purpose of the two
laws is the same. The brotherhood has been able to secure the
passage of full crew laws in a number of states by reinforcing
the votes of those legislators who are always willing to jump

the Chicago

the Public Service Commission allotted
60 per cent of the cost to the railroad and
40 per cent to the county.
At Tower
Grove, St. Louis, this commission made a

Apportioning

Grade Separation
Costs

between the Missouri Pacific, the Frisco and
few months ago. In a hearing involving the extension of an electric line along a public highway to reach a
proposed state institution near Alton, III., the Public Utilities
Commission has just rendered a decision establishing a disimilar

the

division

city

a

with

the

Quincy.
33!^

for the separation of the grades of this line
Chicago & .'Xlton and the Chicago. Burlington &
The Alton and the Burlington are ordered to pay

of cost

vision

per

state 315^

cent

of

the

cost

of

their

respective

crossings,

the

per cent, the electric line 25 per cent, and the city

and township the remaining 10 per cent. While these are
by no means the first instances in which the cost of such work
has

been thus

divided,

this

practice

has not been

sufficiently

common, especially in the west.
In Chicago, for instance,
where over $70,000,000 already has been spent for track
elevation, the roads

of the

work with

have been required

to

pay the entire cost
damages which

the exception of the incidental

.
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These recent rulings indicate a desire on the

the city assumes.

part of the commissions to apportion the cost of the improve-

ments on the basis of the benefits secured and the rights of the
parties at interest. Such a practice not only effects a more equitable distribution of the cost, but it also serves as a check on the

demands of the

public, for the people are naturally conservative

when they know they

will be called on to pay their share of the
This was illustrated at Milwaukee where in a hearing before
the railroad commission some time ago regarding the separation
of grades for a considerable distance the city originally decost.

manded

construction

the

of

subways

at

a

large

statement of the commission of

streets, but the

its

Vol.

this particular case, the need for permanent and fundamental reforms in the present policy and system of regulation
must not be allowed to be forgotten. This is a problem to which

minds

and in business life should devote
and unjust to criticise the commission
what no body of seven men^
with no better organization and facilities than the commission
has, could do.
The commission is doing its best. The railway
men, business men and public men of the country should unite
with it in helping it to do better.
the best

themselves.

in public life

constituted for not doing

'HE

decision of the Interstate

number of

its

and it is refreshing to see a more general realization of
on the part of the commissions.

this

THE DECISION A VICTORY FOR REGULATION BY
COMMISSION
""THE
*•

original decision of the Interstate

Commerce Commis-

sion in the five per cent rate case caused

it

futile

It is

now

as

intention to

demands. There is no railway improvement the benefits of which the public shares with the railroad
more directly than the separation of street and railway grades,
modification of

THE EFFECT ON BUSINESS

to be severely

I

*

on business.

fect

but

is

it

The

somewhat

garding

direct effects of this

per cent rate case, puts both the commission
and the policy of regulation by commission in a different light.
acted very promptly

in

giving the eastern roads

it conducted the taking of testimony expeditiously;
rendered a decision as speedily as it could be expected to,
it granted the railways most of the advances for which they

a re-hearing;
it

and

It refused to grant some of them, but on the other hand
had already permitted some advances in passenger rates for
which the railroads had not originally asked, and it had suggested to them various reforms in their service and rates the
adoption of which would increase their net revenues.
On the whole, the outcome reflects credit on the commission
and on the policy of regulation by commission. The commission rose to its responsibility and dealt with the question as a big
question of public policy. Important as is its action in granting
a horizontal advance in rates, of hardly less importance is its
further action in directing attention to the need for reforms to
remove the inconsistencies and discriminations in service and
rates which every student of the subject knows exist.
Not only
is it the function of regulation by commission to enable the railways to earn a return which will be just alike to them and the

asked.
it

public, but

it

is

also

its

function to see that the services rendered

and the charges made by them are not unfairly discriminatory;
and the commission is to be commended for trying to perform
both of these functions in the same case.
While the final outcome is good, it cannot be said that either
the time taken or the means used in arriving at it have been satisfactory.
While the re-hearing was conducted and the final
decision reached with commendable promptness, there is a general feeling among railway and business men which is not without
justification, that there are too many suspensions of proposed
advances in rates, and that it usually takes the commission too
long to dispose of important rate cases. The trouble is not so
much with the commission as it is now constituted, as it is with
the laws which have created it and under which it acts. The
laws have piled burden after burden on the commission without
providing it with the organization and facilities needed to
enable it properly to do its work.
Therefore, while satisfaction

is

being expressed with the out-

annual

their

in

new

No

earnings

would

capital,

their

make

increase

of $30,000,000

practicable

it

total

for

them

expenditures.

yield six per cent per
is

annum on $500,000,000.
how important the

necessary to show

advance

needed new

to get

More

will

This amount of
used entirely for the purpose of paying a return on
increase

further statement

ways

five

The commission

not become immediately mani-

but manifestly an

carefully,

if

decision rendered by the commission last week, in the re-

may

effect

sion has now authorized will increase the earnings of the eastern
roads by from $30,000,000 to $40,000,000 a year. The traffic moving at present is light, and so long as it continues to be so
light the eastern roads will probably have to feel their way

money,

The

the

only a matter of time until

to

hearing of the

in

it will be feh.
It is
probable that on the basis of the normal movement of traflic the
advance in both freight and passenger rates which the commis-

fest,

greatly

success.

Commerce Commission

eastern rate advance case seems bound to have a good ef-

There was a strong feeling in many quartei's that the
decision indicated an indisposition on the part of the commission to recognize the conditions which had arisen in the railway
business, and to deal with rates accordingly.
Many of the best
friends of regulation by commission began to grow sceptical recriticized.

its

No. 26

come of

assess the city for a portion of the cost resulted in a very material

57,

in rates

may

be in helping the

rail-

capital.

important, however, than the direct effects of the de-

its indirect effects.
The securities of American
railways were beginning to be regarded with suspicion by investors all over the world.
feeling had begun to develop that

cision will be

A

regulation of rates in this country .meant merely preventing ad-

vances or causing reductions in them. It was obvious that if
expenses continued to increase and rates continued to stand still
or go down it was but a matter of time until American railway
securities

the

would become a very bad investment. By its decision
Commerce Commission has shown in the most

Interstate

manner its recognition of the fact that it is as much
function to protect and help the railways when they need

conclusive
Its

and deserve

it

as to restrain

and punish them when they deserve

these things.

The increases granted in the east may probably be regarded as
the forerunner of advances which will be granted to the western
trunk lines. On the whole, therefore, the decision should cause
a vast improvement in the sentiment of the investing public regarding our railway securities and improve the market for them.
Whatever enables the railways to raise more money will enable
them to spend more, and whatever enables the railways to
spend more will enable them to employ more labor and buy

more
of

supplies,

all

and should exert a stimulating

effect

on business

kinds.

The greatest danger with which the railways are confronted is
one on which there has been little public comment as yet. This
is that the advances in rates which have been granted, and others
which may be granted, will be absorbed by advances in labor
costs.
Railway labor has been steadily increasing its demands
ever since 1907, and it shows no disposition to desist from doing
so.
Railway labor, like other labor, should be paid reasonable
wages, but it should not be allowed to secure unreasonable and
wasteful conditions of employment or excessive wages. If every
advance in rates is to be offset or more than offset by mcreases
in

the cost of labor there will be no increase in

ized

The

railway net

demands of railway labor should be scrutinby the public in the most careful manner, for upon the

earnings.

concessions

future

made

to labor will largely

depend the most important

future developments in the railway business.

December
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UP TO THE EASTERN RAILROADS

decision of the Interstate

Commerce Commission

mission to vigorously help the railways of the country generally
to get whatever increases in earnings they may need.
In one
way this reduces the burdens and responsibilities of railway man-

Their inability to increase their revenues in proportion
advances in their expenses was rapidly bringing them face
to face with an impossible situation. In another way the decision
agers.

to the

thr;

responsibility of railway managers.

It

is

most important that Jiis point should be emphasized.
The managers of the railways went before the commission
and said that they ieeded an advance in freight rates. This
advance, they said, was essential in order that they might increase their net earnings.

was

The

increase in their net earnings

essential in order that they

might raise and maintain their
credit, and make the increases and improvements in their facilities which the interests of the public demanded that they should
make. This was the argument the railway managers presented
in

1910;

in

1914.

it

was

tlieir

argument

in 1913;

was

it

argument

their

In the original rate advance cases the commission held that
the railways did not need larger net earnings. In the 1913 case,

which was decided in July, 1914, it held that the eastern lines
did need larger net earnings, but found that it would be best
that they should secure most of them by means other than a horizontal advance in their freight rates. The railways returned to
Developments, they

the attack.

had shown that
was important and

The commission has done

scrupulous few.

in the

eastern rate advance case is important, not only because
it will increase
the revenues of the railways directly affected,
but also because it indicates a disposition on the part of the com-

greatly increases
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the square thing by
is now up to the railways to do the square
thing by the commission, the pubhc and themselves.
To be specific it is up to them to eliminate from their tariffs
the discriminations which every one knows they contain, whether

the railways.

It

taking the form of services or rates. It is up to them, for exameliminate such rates as the one the Wabash and the Chicago & Alton are now making on packing house products between

ple, to

Kansas City and Chicago. How can the managements of these
roads face the commission with positions for any advance in

when they voluntarily keep in effect such a rate?
Again, the eastern roads are in honor bound, in view of the
estimony and arguments presented on their behalf in this case,

rates

.0

use the additional resources which the decision will give them
most careful and efficient way for the improvement and

in the

enlargement of their
to use

facilities.

In other words, they are bound

them for railroad rather than

and

for financial purposes;

when we

say "financial purposes" we have in mind such use of
railway earnings and credit as was made by Mr. Mellen in New

The public and the commission expect, in view of
what the spokesmen of the railways said in the hearings in the
rate advance case, that the additional earnings of the railways
and the additional funds which these additional earnings will
enable them to raise, will be spent upon the physical properties,
and that these expenditures will be made, and that the properties
England.

will be operated, as economically

and human

ability will permit.

and

The

efficiently as

human

frailty

public and commission have

shown

a willingness to permit the railways to increase their net
earnings by increasing their rates, but this has been on condi-

the need

tion that the best use possible

pressing,

revenue, and

while the working out of the various reforms in their ratemaking

would be made of the additional
the railways are to keep and deserve the confidence of the public and the commission they must meet this

and

condition.

said,

for an increase in their net earnings

service,

much

time.

which the commission had suggested, would take
Therefore the commission ought to give the eastern

once the horizontal increase

lines at

they asked and

let

in freight rates

for

the working out of the reforms which

suggested follow after.

The commission

has in the main acquiesced in this policy.

in

its

latest

which
it had

decision

has given the roads
most of the increases in freight rates for which they originally

asked.

It

It

has allowed them to make advances

in

passenger rates

for which they did not originally ask.

The

railways, by the line of argument which they have adopted
order to get the advances in rates which they have now secured, have given hostages to fortune.
They have committed

in

themselves beyond recall. Not merely by implication, but in the
most express terms they have bound themselves in honor to do

They have pledged themselves to the commission
and they have pledged themselves to the public. It is now
strictly up to them to make good.
If they do not make good
they will deservedly sacrifice the confidence of the commission
and the public.
certain things.

In the

first

place the roads have morally obligated themselves

loyally to cooperate with the

consistencies

and
his

rates.

commission

and unfair discriminations in
Chairman Harlan was amply

dissenting opinion that

criminations exist.

It is to

many

in

eliminating the in-

their present services
justified

in

such inconsistencies

saying

and

of

capital invested in the railway business.

To

the public they owe,

and have admitted that they owe, the duty of not only operating
the properties as efliciently and economically as possible, but
of raising capital as economically and spending it as efficiently
as possible, and, since they have voluntarily recognized that they
owe this duty to the public, it is strictly up to them *) perform it.
Most of the managers of the railways feel, concede and are
fully prepared to live up to, their duties and responsibilities in
respect to the matters mentioned, and this, not merely as a matter
of policy, but also as a matter of principle.

admit their public duties and responsibilities

we

fear,

as a matter

Some do

of principle than as a matter of policy.

them

Others,
less

not admit

either as a matter of expediency or as a matter of prin-

The future of the railways of this country depends chiefly
on whether the first-named class of railway managers and under
heading we include railway financiers will or will not preciple.

—

this

—

vail in the counsels of the railways.

in.

They cannot be
that these things shall be remedied.
remedied without one railway sacrificing something here, and
another sacrificing something there. They cannot be remedied
without taking from some shippers improper favors of which
they have been the recipients, and imposing on other shippers
burdens from which they have escaped in the past, but which in

made

The railway managers have, in effect, conceded that they are
quasi-public officials performing a quasi-public duty.
To their
stockholders they owe the duty of earning for them reasonable
returns, by which are meant returns sufficient to get adequate

UNION PACIFIC

dis-

the interest of the railways and the

public

fairness they should be

if

to bear.

Already there has been manifested a disposition on the part
some railway managers to refuse to do some of the things that
The big shippers are always on the job and,

ought to be done.

unfortunately, there are many railway men who lack the strength
of character or the brains to resist them and act squarely and
intelligently.
The entire railway situation ought not to be allowed to be compromised and imperiled by the weak or un-

THE

Union

Pacific

finished

the

fiscal

year,

ended June

30,

1914, with a surplus available for dividends of $33,094,000,
or about 10 per cent less than the surplus available for dividends in

Revenue amounted to $92,115,000, 1.6 per cent
than in 1913, and the decrease is accounted for entirely by
a shorter average haul.
Expenses amounted to $55,410,000, an

the previous year.
less

increase of 2.6 per cent, accounted for entirely by increased
charges for maintenance of equipment and increased traffic and
general expenses. The increase in traffic and general expenses

was the

Southern Pacific
which necessitated the establishment of separate traffic agencies and general offices.
Transportation expenses in the fiscal year 1914 amounted to
$25,326,000, a decrease of 2.9 per cent as compared with the
previous year. This decrease in transportation expenses is dedirect result of the separation of the

and Union

Pacific,

:
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spite an increase in mileage operated of 248 miles, the average

1914 being 7.597 miles, and despite also a shorter average
haul, which, of course, may or may not have affected transportation expenses, and despite a smaller average trainload, the
in

trainload in 1914 being 431 tons, as against 437 tons in the pre-

vious year.

The

L'nion

Pacific's

operating

may

how

illustrate

statistics

de-

be as a sole test of

ceptive an average revenue trainload
operating efficiency under certain circumstances.

Whereas

Vol.

57,

Xo. 26

with an increase of 10.76 per cent in forest products, of 9.66 per
cent in products of agriculture and of 2.56 per cent in merchandise.

The Union

Pacific's

an

in

On

same page

the

annual report presents maintenance of way
clear and comprehensive manner.
which the primary accounts under main-

exceptionally

figures

in

tenance of way are shown for 1914 and 1913 there are also shown
average miles of first and additional track operated, and amounts

the

of material used in maintenance and the mileage of each class of

revenue trainload decreased by 1^ per cent, and the trainload,
including company freight, by 1 per cent, the average gross tons
per freight-train mile, including cars and contents, were 1,242
in 1914 as against 1,203 in 1913, an iacrease of 3.2 per cent, and

of maintenance per track-mile, excluding sidings, was $1,251 in
1914, a decrease of 3.4 per cent.
In 1914 2.34 per cent of all rails

the gross tons per freight-locomotive mile were

previous year, and 7.46 per cent

1.092 in

1914.

an increase of 3.8 per cent.
This gain in tonnage handled behind the drawbar by freight
locomotives is particularly interesting, since by far the greater
part of the saving made in transportation expenses was in the
Fuel for road locomotives in 1914 cost $6,856,000,
cost of fuel.
which is less by 8 per cent than the cost in 1913. and fuel for
yard locomotives cost 7.2 per cent less than in 1913. Total loco-

weight of

tracks,

was renewed as against

It

was renewed

interesting

is

to

in

o-f

all ties,

The average

per cent

2.95

in

cost

the

including ties in side-

1914 as against 7.78 per cent in 1913.

note that in

1914 $376,000 was spent for

maintenance of signals, telegraph and power lines, an increase
over 1913 of $150,000. or over 66 per cent.
Maintenance of equipment amounted to $12,123,000, an increase over 1913 of 13.4 per cent. The following table shows the
amount spent per unit of equipment for 'repairs, renewals and
depreciation in 1914 and 1913
Locomotives
Passenger-train cars
Freight-train cars

1914

1913

$3,926
1.046
113

$4,052
926
92

In 1914 the L'nion Pacific spent a total of $5,131,000 for adand betterments, $12,601,000 for equipment, exclusive

fli

//J

track at the end of the year.

the main track

in

HON TANA
n

rail in

Portland

ditions
^ Gnjn^rif/e

I

t^ Buffe

J

of renewals, and $5,138,000 for extensions and branches.

Of

the

and betterments the largest expenditures were $1.161,000 for second main track and $633,000 for sidings and spur
Of the charge for equipment $7,510,000 is accounted for
tracks.
by the Union Pacific's taking over equipment previously leased
from the Union Pacific Equipment Association but of the new
additions
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motive mileage in 1914 was 39,618,000, or 1.9 per cent greater
than in 1913. Fuel coal cost $2.04 per ton in 1914 as against
This is a saving of 7 cents; but far more im$2.11 in 1913.
In 1914
portant is the increase in miles run per ton of coal.
miles run per ton of coal was 10.52; in 1913, 9.75, an increase
run per ton of coal of nearly 8 per cent.
the total tonnage carried in 1914, amounting to 24.812.000

in miles

Of

7.656.000 was inter-system freight, which is the materials
and supplies carried by one line for another and materials and
supplies used in construction of extensions, etc. Of the remain-

tons,

ing 17,155,000 tons, 29.83 per cent was products of mines, 29.45
per cent products of agriculture. 16.76 per cent products of forests. 11.10 per cent manufactures. 5.82 per cent products of animals and 5.13 per cent merchandise. As has already been mentioned, the tonnage carried increased by 3.72 per cent, the princi-

pal changes being a decrease of 9.12 per cent in the tonnage of
manufactures and 3.93 per cent in livestock and animal products.

Lake Route.

Pacific

equipment added to that available the most important item was
the purchase of 3.949 freight-train cars at a cost of $4,588,000.
The largest expenditure on extensions was $1,414,000 on the

from Spokane. Wash., to Ayre.
securities were sold during the year and $5,658,000 stock
was issued in exchange for convertible bonds, the stock being
line

Xo

-A.t the
issued at 175. thus retiring $9,901,000 4 per cent bonds.
end of the year the company had on hand $10,862,000 cash as

against $11,855,000 at the beginning of the year.
liabilities

amounted

Total working

to $20,772,000.

transactions growing out of the disposal of Southern Pawere quite fully described and commented on in
these columns at the time the events took place, but a very brief
resume of what was done properly belongs with the comments

The

cific

stock

It will be recalled that the Pennthis year's annual report.
sylvania took a part of this Southern Pacific stock, paying for it
An extra
in Baltimore & Ohio common and preferred stock.
dividend was declared on Union Pacific common stock, con-

on

& Ohio preferred, $22.50 Baltimore &
Ohio common and $3 cash on each share of Union Pacific common. The stockholder who kept his Baltimore & Ohio and invested his cash at 6 per cent would get a yield of $2.01 on the
dividend that came to him with each share of Union Pacific comsisting of $12 Baltimore

:

December

mon
lent

in

;

25,
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1914

other words, the yield on what he got would be equivacent on his holdings of Union Pacific common.

to 2 per

Pacific common dividend, which had been at the
was reduced to 8 per cent. The extra dividend was, of course, charged to surplus and resulted in a writing
down of profit and loss of $74,020,000. At the end of 1914 there
was $90,586,000 credit to profit and loss after the transactions
mentioned above.
The following table shows the principal figures for operation
in 1914 as compared with 1913

The Union

rate of 10 per cent,

1914

Average mileage operated
Freight revenue
Passenger revenue
Total operating revenue
Maim, of way and structures
Maint. o£ equipment
Traffic expenses

Transportation expenses
General expenses
Total operating expenses

Taxes

Net operating income
Gross income

Net corporate income
Dividends
Surplus

7,597

$62,434,292
20,525,234
90,308,752
10,785,783
12,123,174
2,282,596
25,325,975
2,874,292
53,391,820
5,078,867
31,626,214
49,421,714
33,093,944
23,762,518
9,331,426

1913
7,349
$63,773,804
20,582,427
91,810,307
10,688,564
10,694,011
2,107,146
26,077,120
2,530,727
52,097,567
4,666,277
34,941,966
54,149,937
36,777,106
25,645,110
11,131,995

SEABOARD AIR LINE

A

GREATER
ness

is

proportion of the Seaboard Air Line's busicompetitive than is that of either of its neighbors,

the Atlantic Coast Line or the Southern Railway.

This fact has

on the means which can be used in the
development of the property and the class of economies which,

a very important bearing

in the

broader sense,

it

is

economical to practice.

Service can-

not in a great many cases be restricted to permit of what would
under other circumstances be economically heavy trainloading.
Economies have to be within the organization, if this expression
It is very largely a question of getting the very
is permissible.
most for each dollar spent rather than, as on other roads, making the expediture of the dollar unnecessary.
It is along these lines which the present management of the
Seaboard is working and, apparently, from the annual report for
the fiscal year ended .Tune 30, 1914, working successfully. Total
operating revenues amounted to $25,292,000 in 1914. an increase
the previous year, and operating expenses
amounted to $17,311,000, an increase of $586,000 over the previous
Taxes increased and interest on funded debt increased,
year.
due to the payment of a whole year's interest on the 3-year 5
per cent notes issued in March, 1913. Income available for the

of $764,000 over

1171

payment on the adjustment mortgage bonds amounted
amount available the
previous year. The adjustment bond interest calls for $1,250,000,
so that the company had in 1914 $1,674,000 available for dividends
on its preferred stock. A total of 3 per cent was paid in 1914,
interest

to $2,924,000, or about $60,000 less than the

calling for $717,000.

The Seaboard Air Line

operates 3,098 miles of

line,

of which

was added during the 1914 fiscal year.
Its revenue
freight density in 1914 was 511,000 tons one mile per mile of
road, and its passenger density was 80,000 passenger miles per
mile of road.
The average receipts from freight per ton per
mile were 1.099 cents, and per passenger per mile, 2.192 cents.
Of the total 10,411.000 revenue tons carried in 1914, 33.37 per
cent was furnished by manufactures and miscellaneous, 26.35
16 miles

per cent by products of mines, 24.79 per cent by products of
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—

—

forests nearly a third of this tonnage is logs and 14.30 per
cent by products of agriculture, leaving 1.19 per cent furnished
by products of animals. Phosphates and fertilizer form a very

important part of the Seaboard Air Line's freight business. The
tonnage of both these products showed a good §ain in 1914 over

1913— phosphate,
fertilizer,

tons

1,027,000

against

as

978,000

994,000 tons as against 903,000 tons

The only

and

tons,

the previous

in

which there was any considerlumber and logs. In 1914 the road carried 1,515,000 tons of lumber as against 1,760,000 tons the year
before, and 853,000 tons of logs as against 903,000 tons the year

year.

able falling off

class of traffic in

was

in

before.

Of

war there has been a

course, since the beginning of the

large falling off in fertilizer
falling off in

phosphate

and an almost corresponding
This will be more fully discussed

traffic,

traffic.

to

previously mentioned, total operating expenses amounted

$17,311,000.

The following

shows the percentage of

table

each class of expense to total operating revenues in 1914 and

Maint. of way and structures
Maint. of equipment
Traffic expenses
Transportation expenses
General expenses

No. 26

S7,

$249,000 for grading, $174,000 for ballasting unand $169,000 for station buildings. Previous to

1913 the standard weight of rail in main track

1913 130 miles of 85-lb.
the end of the year

was

rail

laid,

and

was

75-lb.

In

in 1914 144 miles.

At

miles of track was laid with 75-lb.

1.208

The present standard

is to use 90-lb. rail on lines north
Birmingham, Ala.
The line between Hamlet, N. C, and Norlina is that of greatest
density, and eventually this will have to be double-tracked, although with the heavier locomotives now being put in service
it has by no means as yet reached the limit of its capacity as a
single-track line. The freight density on this line is now in the
neighborhood of 1,500,000 ton-miles per mile.
One thing which is being done in the development of the
Seaboard, which is of great importance in the long run but is

rail.

of Jacksonville, Fla., and

the working out of a

its

annual report,

is

more compact organization.

In the organization of most railroads operating from 3,000 to
4,000 miles of line, the officer directly in charge of the operation

1914.

1913.

of the read is either a general manager or a vice-president in
charge of operation.
In the Seaboard's organization, as now

12.23

12.29

worked

13.46

13.61

3.15

3.13

of the road and the officer directly in charge

36.61

36.28

3.00

2.88

1913:

An

rail,

ballasted track,

not immediately neglected in the figures in

later.

As

weight of

Vol.

is

directly responsible for the operation
is

the general super-

This places a heavy burden on the president, even
when, as in the case of the Seaboard Air Line, he is aided by
two assistants, one an engineer and the other an operating man.
If, however, the president is capable of bearing this burden and
intendent.

way expenses was

increase of $79,000 in maintenance of

out, the president

due principally to more tie renewals an increase of $66,000 in
maintenance of equipment was due to more equipment to maintain and a greater mileage of equipment an increase of $359,000
in transportation expenses was due to a greater mileage run in
passenger service, increases in the rates of pay of station agents
and station labor, and larger charges for loss and damage to
;

has the right kind of general superintendent, this makes a practical and very effective form of organization.

;

and

Despite the limiting condition of speed

frequency

of

average freight-trainload was increased from 246
is of revenue freight.
The
average freight-trainload of all freight was 299 tons in 1914, an
increase of 23 tons over the average the year before.
Thus,
with an increase in the total ton mileage of 36,562,000, the total
in 1914 being 1,575,000,000, there was a decrease in freight locomotive mileage of 184,000, the total in 1914 being 5,940,000.
the

tons in 1913 to 263 tons in 1914; this

The trainload on the Seaboard even in 1914 seems low if
compared with many eastern or western roads, but is, however,
considerably higher than that of the Atlantic Coast line, which
was in 1914 225 tons (revenue freight). That it is not larger
in part due to the small proportion of coal tonnage carried
and the large proportion of manufactures and of products of
agriculture.
The fact that manufactures is competitive traffic
is

necessitates a fast schedule in this service

products of agriculture

is

;

a large part of the

perishable and also

On

schedule with comparatively light loading.
the Seaboard has heavj' grades,

demands a
the other

fast

hand

which are a limiting factor

present in trainloading on certain classes of

traffic.

This

is

at

a

condition which can be bettered by the introduction of heavier
engines.
In 1914 the company received 35 Pacific type freight
locomotives and is now receiving some Mikado engines. When

these

new locomotives

establishing points

are placed in

and a system of

service

where tonnage rating of

trains can be filled

out from drag freight is completed, the average trainload of
the Seaboard will be very considerably increased.
The present
year,

of course,

may

not show the effects of this because of

other extraordinary conditions.

The company

some Mountain type locomotives for passenger

The Seaboard

is

in

shape, in respect to

its

is

also receiving

service.

track and bridges,

to handle the heavier engines without any expenditures for bet-

The program

terment.

of bridge improvement which

pleted about June, 1912, provided a

Cooper

E

$1,854,000
sions,

economies

;

but this fact in itself

organization.

freight.

service,

The present year, that is, the 1915 fiscal year, bids fair to be
a rather trying one for the Seaboard, with consequent enforced

minimum

was com-

bridge capacity of

In 1914
50 loading on the lines north of Florida.
for additions and betterments and exten-

was spent

the principal expenditures being $415,000 for

additional

As

is

being utilized to perfect the

yet the cotton tonnage has not

great extent, and although cotton tonnage

portion of the Seaboard's

traffic,

is

moved

to

any

not a large pro-

the curtailment in the buying

power of the planters has a quite marked effect on manufactures
and merchandise. This also affects the fertilizer business.
A falling off in fertilizer traffic would reduce the Seaboard's
tonnage of revenue freight to an appreciable amount and even
more seriously affect revenue. The nitrate contained in fertilizer
comes from South America and the potash from Germany, and
there was some fear that the supply of potash might be seriously
interfered with.
At present, however, the supply of raw mathought to be ample, but the real difficulty is to be
diminished purchasing power of the cotton planters.
they are not able to buy fertilizer or secure it on credit the

terials

found
If

is

in the

Seaboard will, of course, lose profitable tonnage by just that
much.
The Seaboard Air Line has no loans and bills payable, and
had, as of June 30, $2,700,000 total working liabilities, with
$3,089,000 cash.

Its

only short-term obligations are $6,935,000

certificates, maturing periodically,
and the $6,000,000 3-year notes previously mentioned, which mature in March, 1916.
The following table shows the principal figures for operation in
1914 and 1913:

outstanding equipment trust

1914.

Average mileage

operated
revenue
Passenger revenue
Total operating revenue
Maint. of way and structures
Maint. of equipment
Traffic expenses
Transportation expenses
General expenses
Total operating expenses
Freight

Taxes
Operating income
Gross income
Net income
Interest on adjustment mortgage bonds
Dividends
Surplus

1913.

3,084

$17,307,034
5,430,531

$16,788,112
5,221,200

25,291,758
3,094.200

24,527,865

3.404,471

3,338,542

796,755
9,258.623

8,899,267

3,014,957

765,763

757,346

707,085

17,311,395

16,925,613

999,000
6,961,003

6,819,938

7,259,999

7,040,002

2,924,216

2,985.854

1,250.000

1.250,000

716,823

649.268

956,000

.

.

.

1,467,933

:

The

Decision Granting the Five Per Cent Rate

Advance

emd Dissenting Opinzmd Commissioner Clements

Full Text of the Majority Opinion

ions of

Chairman

Hju'lan

The following is the opinion of the Interstate Commerce Commission which was handed down on December 18, in the rehearing
of the five per cent rate advance case.

By

the Commission
These cases were originally submitted in May, 1914, and decided under date of July 29, 1914, 31 I. C. C, 351. Upon petition
of the carriers tiled September IS the commission, on September
19, 1914, ordered—
That further hearing in said cases be, and is hereby, granted;
said hearing to be limited to presentation of facts disclosed and
occurrences originating subsequently to the date upon which the
records previously made in these cases were closed.
Under these limitations hearing was had before the commission continuously for five days, ending October 23, 1914.

dence

was introduced

various protestants.

by

carriers,

Some

The

It

cases

were argued before

on October 29 and 30. and thereupon submitted.
make any extended summary of the

not necessary to

is

conclusions

contained

Among

report.

in

the

other things

it

commission's
found that—

original

report,

come, as shown by the facts described, we are of opinion that
the net operating income of the railroads in official classification
territory, taken as a whole, is smaller than is demanded in the
mterests of both the general public and the railroads and it is
our duty and our purpose to aid, so far as we legally may, in
the solution of the problem as to the course that the carriers
may pursue to meet the situation.
The commission did not acquiesce in the carriers' proposal of
a general increase as indicated in the tariffs filed by them, but
suggested various methods by which they might properly con;

serve their revenue (pp. 407-414). In central freight association
however, by reason of the low general level of rates

territory,

there found to prevail and also by reason of the financial neces-

of the carriers in that territory, intraterritorial increases
of approximately five per cent were permitted except on certain
It was sugheavy low-grade commodities.
articles, mainly
sities

gested in view of the modifications required in the tariffs that
it

more

them

Save as above indicated, the proposed into be necessary.
creases were denied and the tariffs carrying them were ordered
cancelled.

NEW
The
to

May

29,

1914,

EI-EMENTS

and occurrences originating" subsequent

"facts disclosed

as presented at the further hearing

may

be

—

summarized under three heads first, completed returns for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1914, and returns for succeeding
months; second, the war in Europe, and third, results of the
original order.

When

these cases were originally submitted, as also

when

the

was prepared, the revenue and expenditure account for June. 1914. and the property investment account for
that fiscal year, were not available, the war was unforeseen,
and the results of our order were, of course, yet to come. Col-

The

new

year ending June 30, 1914, including retion during the
turns for that year completed by addition of the revenue and
expenditure account for the month of Jvme and the capital investment account for the year. They also introduced revenue
fiscal

and expenditure accounts for the months of July and August
Reports to the commission for the
of the current fiscal year.
Statistical

1914,

have since made possible a similar

statement for that month also.

last.

$102,000,000 paid in dividends,
last

In

1908,

moreover, the property

was

$47,000,000.

whereas for the

year the dividends paid, amounting to $118,000,000.

fiscal

drew on the accrued surplus to the extent of $8,200,000. Of
this amount the New England roads contributed over $4,000,000.*

From whatever comparative

standpoint viewed, the net oper-

year must be regarded as unOperating costs and operating revenues fail to show
the tendency to such concomitant variation as should prevail
While the gross revenue in that
in the transportation industry.
year declined only about 3.4 per cent, the net revenue shrank apating revenues of the last

fiscal

duly low.

17.7

per cent as against the previous

fiscal

year.

some important items of cost have become
relatively inelastic, and that a fall in gross revenue leaves an
increasingly narrow margin of net revenue.
The situation is dift'erent when an attempt is made to estimate

The

indication

is

that

the decline in the rate of return.

counts as

now

The property investment

ac-

standing en the books of the carriers can not be

accepted as accurately representing the fair value of their property devoted to serving the public.

MAINTENANCE EXPENDITURES
Objection was raised to the increasing amounts charged in recent years to additions and betterments, particularly because the
carriers in presenting a financial review of their operations for
a series of years failed to indicate separately the relative effect

upon their accounts of outlay for additions and betterments as
compared with allowance for depreciation, it being contended
that this caused an unwarranted diminution in the resulting net
income from operation.

The
tion

fact nevertheless

remains that

and betterment accounts

in

if

the increase in deprecia-

the last fiscal year over the

average of similar allowances for the five-year period were
added to their net operating income for the last fiscal year, the
results of operation would still fall below a fair return upon the
amounts carried upon the books as investment in property.
While there has been recently an enlarged expenditure for
maintenance of equipment, it is clear that it has not been sufficient to restrict to proper limits the number of cars and locoThe carriers in the past have not
motives needing repairs.
known how large an expenditure to figure upon for the maintenance of the newer type of steel freight cars, and appear now
to have discovered that such expediture must be greater than

was

anticipated.

The

like

may

be said as to the recent enlargement of exWe can not view with favor any at-

penditure upon roadway.

tempt to obtain an increase in net revenue through unduly restricted expenditures upon maintenance.

situation.

carriers offered further evidence of their financial condi-

month of September,

year ending June

fiscal

nivcstmtnt account of the carriers was $1,309,000,000 less than
The surplus for 1908, after deducting
in this last fiscal year.

original report

lectively thej' present a

emphasize our previous finding of the
classification territory, taken as a

official

the net operating revenues of the carriers been so low as in the

desirable

to undertake at once the tariff readjustment asserted by

in

For the fiscal year just ended the net operating revenues as
shown by the carriers are lower than was estimated or anticipated when the original report was issued. Not since 1908 have

proximately

In view of a tendency toward a diminishing net operating in-

the central freight association lines might find

figures serve to

whole, for increased net revenue.

and

bankers

of the exhibits supplemented those

offered at the original hearing.
the commission

investment

Evi-

These

need of carriers

To whatever

extent recent increased provision for depreciamay militate against a fair

tion or expenditure for maintenance

comparison of supposedly comparable statistical items for various
years, we can not say on this record that such charges as at
•Note It i"; not to be inferred from these figures that the total surplus
From reports made by
I913.i4 decreased bv the .-.mount of $8,200,000.
the carriers to this commission the appropriated surplus for class I roads,
This was an increase
eastern district, was $343,508,201 on June 30. 1914.
Durover appropriated surplus existing on Tune 30. 1913. of $19,378,945.
ire the same vear there was. however, a shrinkage in the e.Tcess of
indicating for
$53,957,233.
of
and
loss
to
profit
balances
over
debit
credit
$34,578,288.
of
surplus
total
the last fiscal year a shrinkage in
in

:
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present returned by the carriers are excessive, viewed either
from the standpoint of proper accounting or of safety of operation.

Vol.

The testimony shows

taken in line with these suggestions, and estimates were made
by the traffic officials of several carriers as to the annual yield
be expected.
These estimates were not based on any ac-

while some maintenance

that

is

being

now being made, and that the e.xpenditure therefor during the
months of July and August measured up to the level of recent
years.
The testimony also shows that transportation e.xpense is
being reduced through the laying off of employees and cancella-

counting computation and can afford
results will prove to be.

IS

tion of train service.

was urged on behalf of the

who appeared

bankers

differ as to the

has created a condition which
carriers' net

a

menace

renders the
strain

that rates of interest will rise

;

railroad securities

is

diminution of the

to the prosperity of the country;

war has placed an added

the

carriers

income

held abroad

:

;

upon the

that a large

the

fact

that

the

may prove

the

transportation

our industrial

are
life

is

Whatever

official classification territory.

exists,

it

it

in-

to be,

that

fact

it

it

the

is

we must

recognize

a calamity without

commerce of

has been disarranged and thrown into confusion.
in

that the denial of the increase

in the conclu-

revenues be supplemented by

precedent, and the fact that by

of

view of the diminished net income, be
followed by a dumping of foreign securities upon the American
markets that our markets would not be able to absorb these

carriers'

consequences of the war
the

of

in freight rates would, in

we agree

sion that, by virtue of the conditions obtaining at present,

volume of

credit

guide as to what the

relative importance to be attached

to the various considerations presented,

creases throughout

and the investment
war in Europe

carriers

the hearing that the

at

little

THE CONCLUSION
While we

necessary that

THE EFFECT OF THE W.\R

that

No. 26

to

deferred, other maintenance deferred during the last fiscal year

It

57,

the world

The means

fundamental and indispensable agencies
and for the common weal should be kept

abreast of public requirements.

The

original report, besides approving a rate increase in cen-

;

securities

— at

least,

without great

fall

in

price

;

that

disaster

would result not only to our railroads, but to insurance, banking
and industrial concerns and that for these and other reasons,
extending far beyond the direct needs of the carriers themselves,
;

we .should now allow the proposed increase in rates.
With some of these considerations we have, as a commission,
Our powers and functions are those, and only
those, conferred by congress. As was said in .\dvanccs in Rates,
nothing to do.

Western Case, 20 I. C. C. 307, at page 317
We must not regard too seriously, however, the effort of railroad counsel to establish this commission in loco parentis toward
the railroads.
We must be conscious in our consideration of
these rate questions of their effect upon the policy of the railroads and, ultimately, upon the welfare of the state.
This
country

can

equipped,

not

afford

to

unsubstantially

the best of service.

Our

have

built,

railroad

poor railroads,

carelessly

insufficiently

operated.

management should be

We

need

the most

should have wide latitude for experiment.
It
should have such encouragement as would attract the imagina-

progressive.

It

tion of both the engineer

and the investor. Nevertheless, it is
remembered that the government has not undertaken to become the directing mind in railroad management.
We are not the managers of the railroads. .And no matter what
the revenue they may receive there can be no control placed by
us upon its expenditure, no improvements directed, no economies
likewise to be

enforced.

The conflict in Europe will doubtless create an unusual demand
upon the world's loan fund of free capital, and may be expected
to check the flow of foreign investment funds to .American rail-

roads. It appears that our railroads represent the bulk of European investment in this country. The rate of interest the hire of
capital— has risen during the last decade, and may rise still further.

—

It is

in

computed

official

and 1917 the carriers
must arrange for the payment

that in the years 1915. 1916

classification territory

Sykes

or refunding of securities aggregating over $500,000,000. True,
the representations of the carriers in the 1910 cases, that without
the increases then sought their credit must totally vanish,
proved strangely at variance with their subsequent experience
in the borrowing of many hundreds of millions.
But we do not
doubt that the financial problems of the carriers have been made
much more acute by reason of the war. and if we are to set rates
that will afford reasonable remuneration to these carriers, we
must give consideration to the increased hire of capital as well

as to other increased costs.

The suggestions made

our original report of methods
whereby to increase net revenue were not susceptible of being
put into immediate operation or calculated to produce immediate
financial results.
This was recognized in our original report.
The period which has since elapsed has, of course, been entirely
in

too short for either purpose.

Some

testimony was offered at

the further hearing bearing on what had been done or under-

in the Philadelfhia

Ledger

To Him Who Hath
tral

freight

association

territory,

suggested

10 sources

of ad-

ditional revenue for all carriers throughout official classification

territory;

new

the present

report,

recognizing

the existence of

a

situation since July 29, acquiesces in a territorial extension

of the relief granted to the central freight association lines by

permitting the carriers to file tariffs providing, with certain exceptions specified herein, for horizontal rate increases in of-

expected that the constructive
purpose of conserving and augmenting the net revenues of the carriers generally
will be carried forward without interruption.
Carriers will be required to keep an account of the additions
to their revenues from increases in rates subsequent to July 29,
ficial

classification territory.

work suggested

1914,

It

is

in the original report for the

and from new charges, and

to

report separately thereon

:

December

25,
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commission at the end of 12 and 24 months, respectively.
For various reasons we shall except from the proposed in-

to the

is

Rail-lake-and-rail, lake-and-rail

shown on

and rail-and-lake

rates.

the record that since the rail carriers acquired

It

own-

ership and control of the lake lines successive increases have

been made

in

the rates via lake tending to lessen the dififvences

between them and the all-rail rates.
2.
Rates on bituminous coal and coke.

Not long since these
and maximum rates were prescribed by
the rate
rates upon bituminous coal
from the Pittsburgh district to Youngstown, and the rate on

rates w-ere investigated

the Commission.

—

The key

—

Ashtabula have been fixed in the light of
the various factors which enter into the transportation of such
coal.
The prevailing rates are remunerative, and the financial
lake cargo coal to

condition of the principal bituminous coal carriers
contrast with that of
fication territory.

many

Twice

on cement, starch,

brick,

is

in

marked

of the other carriers in official classi-

in the

not distant past the rates on bi-

clay

tile,

and

plaster.

On

further con-

may

sideration, in the light of the existing situation, these rates

be increased throughout

crease the following rates
1.

1175

official

under the

classification territory

limitations herein set forth.

Joint rates between official classification territory on the one
hand, and southeastern territory, the southwest and points on or
east of the Missouri river on the other, may be increased not
to exceed 5 per cent of the division of the rate accruing to the
carriers in official classification territory.

If these increases involve a change in the relationship under the long-and-sbort-haul
rule between intermediate points and more distant points outside

of

official

territory, relief from the fourth section
be secured on regular application.

classification

of the act must

first

and from

Interstate rates to

New England from

and

to points

trunk line or central freight association territory, where
necessary to preserve established relationships between points or

in

ports in

New England

and points or ports

trunk line territory,

in

may

be increased not to exceed 5 per cent.
Subject to the maintenance of the established Atlantic port

and from New York may be increased not
per cent, and rates to and from Portland, Boston,
Philadelphia and Baltimore may be increased to the extent neces-

differentials, rates to

to

exceed

5

sary to maintain said differentials

Except as otherwise above
tion territory

may

specified rates in official classifica-

more than

be increased by not

5

per cent; but

1914, may not now be again increased so as to exceed those then in effect by an aggregate of
more than S per cent of the intraterritorial rate, or of the por-

rates increased since July 29,

tion or division of the interterritorial rate accruing to the

or roads in

official classification territory,

If fractions

in

may

as the case

road
be.

excess of one-half a mill are rounded upward,

fractions less than one-half a mill are to be discarded.

In

some

instances,

this proceeding,

and

we have

rates in this territory.

in

part because

of

the pendency

of

recently suspended proposed increased

Carriers may,

if

they so

now

elect,

tariffs so suspended and file in lieu thereof
conform to the hmitations above specified. If that

such

cancel

which
done such

tariffs
is

suspensions will be vacated.

To

we now modify our

the extent above indicated

and carriers affected may

finding,

such

10 days'

notice,

strictions

above stated.

tariffs

effective

file,

as do not

on not

previous
less

than

offend against the re-

DISSENTING OPINIONS
Chairman Harlan:

The

further hearing of this case added nothing substantial to

the relevant facts before us

down.
then

It

made

when

the original report

was handed

served only to confirm the soundness of the finding
that the railroads in official

classification

territory,

taken as a whole, ought to have additional net income. My own
view of the record has been and is that the carriers in that territory, considered collectively, are in need of more additiona',
net income than the amount. $50,000,000. which they estimated

IVccd in the

New

York Tribune

The Lord Loveth a Cheerful Giver
tuminous coal have been increased 5 cents a 'ton, and would
seem now to be as high as may fairly be allowed. It must be
also that the carriers are not seeking general increases in rates on anthracite coai, and both kinds of coal are
used in competitive markets. As to coke, the rates controlling

remembered

the greater volume of traffic

now moving

in official classification

by the Commission upon a basis
which was specifically designed to guard against shrinking the
resulted in subcarrier's revenue therefrom, and which really
stantial additions to their earnings on that traflic.
Rates on anthracite coal and iron oce, largely because they
3.

territory

have recently been

set

are before us for review in other proceedings.
4.
Rates held by unexpired orders of the Commission.
reasons there stated,
In our original report we declined, for
freight association territory
to allow increased rates in central

I
can
the proposed 5 per cent increase in rates would yield.
readily agree, therefore, to the reiteration in the supplemental

report of the finding of the original report that those railroads
need additional revenues; and to that extent what is here said

may

be regarded as a concurrence.

I

wholly dissent, however,

from the course now approved by the Commission for permitting
the carriers to augment their revenues.

The

original record contained evidence that the general rate

basis in central freight association territory

that the proposed increased rates

would be

was unduly low and
just

and reasonable.

We therefore allowed the higher rates, with certain exceptions,
The original record contained no evidence
to go into effect.
tending to prove that any of the proposed increased rates afline or New England territories were just and
reasonable, and this deficiency in proof was not supplied upon
the further hearing. For example, the 7S-cent rate on first class

fecting trunk

traffic

moving between

New York

and Chicago is the rate yardby which, after making due

stick of this country, the standard

allowances for differences

in

conditions,

density, etc.. all other
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may ultimately be measured. That scale of rates has been
effect for more than a generation.
Nevertheless, no effort
was made on the part of any of the lines in official classification
territory to show by what may be denominated rate testimony

necessary frequency, in view of the opportunity that shippers
have of testing the reasonableness of increased rates upon formal

that this scale of through rates

to

rates
in

unduly low or that higher

is

through rates would be just and reasonable. Since the act of
Congress imposes the burden of proof upon the carriers to establish that proposed increased rates are just and reasonable, we
were compelled to withhold on the original hearing and are, in
my opinion, now bound to withhold approval of any of these
rate increases affecting trunk line and New England territories.
Moreover, the record sliows the financial condition of the trunk
be much more favorable.
pointed out, however, in our original report the sources
from which the needed additional net nicome could and should
be obtamed namely, by a revision of rates and an abandonment
line carriers generally to

We

—

of

found

practices

to

be

unrenumerative or

complaint

filed

with

the

Commission; and,

in

my

judgment,

it when the power
was pointed out also by the

the Congress never intended so free a use of

suspend was granted to

us.

It

carriers that the states were interfering, both by restricting rates
and by imposing heavy burdens upon interstate carriers in the
fortn of full-crew and other similar laws.
To overcome these
various influences that deplete the revenues of the carriers and
interfere so largely with their prosperity, the mere statement of
the facts by the Commission is not enough. In times of financial
strain and stress other industries must, by introspection and selfexamination, see how their methods may be improved.
The
original report requires a similar course on the part of the carriers; and what is needed is the most persistent affirmative course
of action on the part of the Commission, not only in requiring.

The

wasteful.

is shown by
while this proceeding was
England carriers sought approval in this

beneficent effect of an intelligent revision of rates
the results obtained in

The New

pending.

New England

traffic moving between
and other parts of official classification territory;
they did not propose a general 5 per cent increase in their
freight rates.
Those carriers undertook mstead a general rate
revision, which has since been largely effected through friendly
conferences with state commissions and with shippers and is
now, by common consent of the shipping public and state officials,
being brought to a conclusion on a basis that will afford those
lines much larger additional net income than they could have
secured through a 5 per cent increase in their freight rates. In
other words, the New England lines have voluntarily pursued
the only rational and reasonable course to augment their revenues, this being the course urged upon the central freight association lines in our original report, and the course that those
lines at the hearing admitted to be necessary in order to meet

case of an increase only in the rates on
that territory

their real requirements.
As a matter of fact, as pointed out in
the original report, the central freiglit association lines joined in

the application for a horizontal 5 per cent increase in their rates
only because of the desire of other and more powerful lines

operating in trunk line territory to present to us
ceeding one general plan of relief.

The record shows

that there are

and unremunerative practices now
ficial

classification

this pro-

in

many unremunerative
in

effect

rates

throughout the of-

territory; that a very substantial

amount

of

performed without any charge whatever; and that undue burdens are cast upon the carriers through various inlluences.
We have had in this proceeding an opportunity to learn
also to what extent and witli what effect on their revenues
service

is

abuses exist

among

the railroads because of the treatment

of

one by the other in competing for traffic. The abandonment
of remunerative and wasteful practices involves among other
things the elimination of the free services and excessively low
rates which represent, in \ery mr.ny instances, the price a carrier pays for the large tonnage of influential sl:ipi ers and result
in making the carrier bear the geographic disadvantages of individual shippers and expenses properly a part of their manufacturing costs. The elimination of the preferences created by these
means would give to the carriers very largely increased earnings
and at the same time properly distribute the necessary burdens
of transportation, so that those who get the service shall pay for
it.

By following

carriers

the suggestions made in the original report the
could undoubtedly secure more additional net income

than the amount estimated to accrue under the proposed horizontal rate increase, and far

der the relief

now accorded

more than can accrue
in the

to

them un-

supplemental report

HOW THE COMMISSION C.\N HELP
At the further hearing the carriers earnestly contended that
their necessities were so urgent that they could not await an
increase of revenues from those sources. Relief, however, could
be had immediately if the Commission would refrain from a too
free use of its power to suspend increases in rates pending investigation.
This power is exercised, in my judgment, with un-

Xclson Harding

in the

Better Late

Brooklyn Eagle

Than Never

but in aiding the carriers to eliminate such abuses from their
rate structures

and

The supplemental

practices.

report, in seemingly relieving the carriers'

removes the spur of obvious necessity which would have
been the most potent factor in eliminating the abuses which the
record shows are the real cause of the existing inadequacy of
revenue. The inevitable result of the Commission's action will
be to remove the pressure which otherwise would exist upon the
distress,

state authorities to apply the right remedies.

The supplemental

report unlawfully shifts the burden of the carriers' troubles upon
This should frankly be recognized as
the interstate shipper.

one of the results that will follow the action now approved by
An endeavor to stimulate
majority of the Commission.
commerce and to bolster up the credit of the carriers, as conincrease in rates, will simhearing,
an
further
by
tended at the
the

ply result in a perpetuation Or recurrence of the financial distress of the carriers.

December
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CONCLUSIONS
cannot but think that a general increase in the standard rates
of this country, while the rate structures of these carriers reI

main

full

of inconsistencies, discriminations and wrongful prac-

tices that deplete their revenues, is

morally wrong; that the placcommerce that is not

ing of additional burdens on interstate
also placed

upon

commerce,

state

is

also

wrong; and that the

course approved in the supplemental report will ultimately be
as disastrous to the carriers themselves as

will be

it

harmful

The

burden?

this

it

is

they have done

If

clearly entitled to have

them go

so,

into effect.

they are of right
If

they have not,

with equal clearness the duty of the commission under the

law to prevent their establishment.
As shown by our report of July 29, 1914, in this proceeding,
we found upon comparison of the rates proposed in central
freight association territory with rates in other territories, including trunk line territory, as well as by other ordinary tests

had as to the former terrimet the burden and justiIn my view the foregoing report
fied the proposed increases.
radical
departure and a most
and decision constitute a new and
serious and portentous step, in that by this step the commission
of reasonableness, that the carriers

tory, with certain specified exceptions,

to the general interests.

was announced on July 29, 1914. Two days
European powers were suddenly thrown into a

original report

later the great
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The immediate effect upon the commerce of the
world and upon the commerce of this country is known to all
and need not be described here. The results of that conflict,
state of war.

which is unparalleled in recorded history, are accepted in part
by the Commission as the basis for the action it proposes in the
supplemental report. Just how long the war may continue no
one can conjecture. To what extent it may impair and impede
our general prosperity and commerce cannot be predicted. Both
undoubtedly are seriously menaced by its further continuance;
and on these grounds we were urged at the further hearing to
grant immediate relief. The objection was made that in deciding
the general rate questions before us, we have no right to be
governed by conditions presumably temporary in their nature,
like those incident to the war, nor to consider the attending effects on general business and prosperity in this country of the
allowance or denial of the proposed rate increases.
Aside from this objection to our legal right and power, which
perhaps should be regarded as conclusive, there are grave doubts
whether the facts assumed by the carriers, bankers and others
at the further hearing are being verified by the progress of
events. The apprehension of the bankers and others, most strenuously urged at the further hearing as a reason for granting
increased rates at once, was that otherwise our railroad securities held abroad would, in consequence of the war, be dumped
upon our markets with disastrous results, not only to the railThis apprehension
roads, but to business interests generally.

is

shown

deem

to

itself justified

rates in the latter territory

in

sanctioning these increased

upon consideration of general

finan-

without resorting to other ordinary
tests or factors heretofore deemed pertinent and necessary to
I am not
the determination of the reasonableness of rates.
cial

and operating

results,

aware of any prior case

in

which

this

commission or any court

has held that the need by a carrier of money was of itself proof
of the reasonableness of a specific rate, or body of rates, increased to meet such need. The commission has repeatedly held

commercial necessities or interstate of a particular shipcommunity, or kind of industry, considered alone, afford no
basis for the reduction of rates, and that it cannot in any case
reduce the same except upon an affirmative showing of unreaIn any considerable group of
sonableness, after full hearing.
carriers there are probably always some that are in need of
more money than they earn, when such need is tested by their
obligations without regard to the extent or manner of creating

that the
per,

such obligations, or the disposition of the proceeds thereof. If
the basis of the conclusions of the majority of the commission
sanctioning these rates in trunk line territory is sound, and
points to the rule of action for the future, the burden placed by
the law upon the carriers to justify increases in rates is indeed

made

and easy

light

tion a group

when by concerted acsome strong and some weak, simul-

to carry, especially

of carriers,

the bankers apparently have concluded to have been so clearly
unfounded that, in advance of any decision by the Commission

taneously propose to increase the great body of their rates.
As I understand it, justification of the rates permitted by this
decision to be increased rests largely upon the need of greater

carriers' contentions at the further hearing, the great

net revenue to enable the carriers to afford adequate service to

not only
caused the stock exchanges, which were closed at the beginning
of
of the war, to be reopened, but have now caused the removal
the minimumall restrictions upon trading in such securities,
It also appears from
price Hmitation having been withdrawn.

the public, to meet their financial obligations, and maintain dividends in such manner as to encourage further investments in
If these considerations constitute
railways and their securities.

upon the
financial

interests

in

control

of

have

such matters

rates, inpublic sources that since the further hearing interest
experts who
stead of increasing, as confidently predicted by the
since the
testified, have shown a downward tendency, and

then

ratios of the
date of the original report the average operating
marked imlines in official classification territory have shown a

provement.

If at

any time hereafter

it

should definitely appear

relief by reason
that the carriers require immediate temporary

could be obtained by a refiling of
event I should
the tariffs heretofore disapproved, and in that
exercise of our
difficulty in regarding it as a proper
of the

war and

its

effects,

it

have no

them pendmg
discretion under the act to decline to suspend

investigation.

LIMITATIONS OF THE POWER OF THE COMMISSION

Commissioner Clements, dissenting:
taken by the Commission as
I can but regard the action now
of the law, and as
out of harmony with the spirit and purpose
principles necessary
taking a step that leads away from the sound
to conserve the ends of justice.
can on the business
Carriers have a right to earn all they
The right
rates.
which they can secure at just and reasonable
exaction of rates unof the shipper to protection against the
sacred.
equally
reasonably high for the service performed is
these rates,
Upon our order of suspension and investigation of
before us for ullawfully
question
in my view, there is but one
are they "just and reasontimate determination, and that is,
of proof is placed upon
able"' Upon this question the burden
Have they met the issue and discarriers by the statute.

a sufficient basis for wholesale approval of a body of increased
rates agreed upon by all carriers in a given territory, competing
or connecting, weak or strong, the same must be equally true if

every road in the country, as well as every
in a proceeding before us.

were included

If the legislative authority of the commission is as broad and
unrestricted as this, then I must confess that I have gravely
misunderstood the limitations upon our statutory authority, as

well

as

the

legislative
It

may

constitutional

power of Congress

to

delegate

its

power.
be said that the commission

was

not obliged by the

law to suspend these rates when filed, and that those who must
bear these increased burdens are in no worse situation, now
that the rates once suspended are permitted to become effective,
than if they had never been suspended. Such a suggestion, however, appears to ignore the true and important intent of that proauthorvision of the act of 1910, investing the commission with

when instituting an investigation as to the reasonableness
and propriety of a proposed new schedule of rates, to suspend
As shown in
the operation thereof pending such investigation.
ity,

from our last annual report, hereinafter quoted, this
was passed in the face of the initial steps then being taken

the excerpt

.

the

rate,

act

The
by these and other carriers for a general increase of rates.
States and the atsteps taken by the President of the United
with
singular
torney-general at that time, as outlined, point
provision for susclearness to the intent and purpose of this
This purpose is made the more manifest, if possible,
pension.
in connection with the two other distinctly
hand with
remedial provisions of the same act that go hand in

when considered

:

;
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these are the authority for the commission on

it;

tion to institute an inquiry to the

same

its

own mo-

effect as in the case of

complaint, and the definite rule of law placing the burden of

proof upon carriers as to increases made, or proposed to be
made, subsequent to January 1, 1910. The commission, in its
annual report for the year 1912 indicated its understanding of
the purposes of this suspension provision, and the manner of
administering the same, as follows
"In the exercise of

new

its

authority to suspend the operation of

schedules the commission has not understood that it
was the purpose of the provision of section 15 of the act of 1910
tariff

matter of course, all advances in rates should be susbut upon the contrary has proceeded upon the idea that

that, as a

pended
it

was

;

the purpose of this provision that

discretion in these matters.

it

should exercise sound

it has been practicable to give, the commission
has undertaken to distinguish between current changes in rates
which might be regarded as natural and normal readjustments

occurring in the ordinary course of business, and distinct and
material advances for the definite purpose of increasing rates
and in the latter class of cases it has undertaken to scrutinize
the apparent reasons therefor and has acted in the light of an15, which casts upon the
burden of justifying rates advanced after January
(Page 18.)

other provision of amended section
carriers the
1910."

may

altogether refuse to suspend or, having suspended a body of
proposed increased rates, however extensive in scope and large
in amount, could subsequently vacate its order of suspension
and permit them to go into effect, without such action being
If so, is there not greater need for
subject to judicial review.

keeping

constantly

in

mind the

definite

object

of

these

pro-

without remedy elsewhere, if he
should suffer by our failure to act properly in the administration
Upon the other hand, if the commission makes an
thereof?
order against carriers which is shown to result either in convisions, because the shipper

is

is beyond its statutory authority, not resting upondue process and full hearing with supporting testimony, the
carriers may go to court and have it set aside.
If by modification of our former order in this proceeding, increased rates heretofore condemned are now permitted, what is
the legal justification for this action unless based on ascertained

fiscation or

reasonableness of these rates, according to the ordinary tests?
Will the legal interpretation of this supplemental report and
order be to the effect that these rates have been found reasonable by the

commission?

If so,

whatever standard of reasonable-

not the shipper bound by our action if
hereafter he desires to challenge the reasonableness of these
Of
will
the burden of proof then rest?
whom
Upon
rates?

ness has been applied,

what

is

avail will these remedial provisions of the act of 1910 be

to the shipper

if

this

procedure, these grounds of action, and

the results thereof are compatible with the requirements of the

law as a whole?
in

"book value," or account of both
and alleged investment, which accounts have long and
been recognized as largely untrustworthy.
These
financial results are of course affected directly and materially by
the bonds and other obligations, however and for whatever purpose issued. There is and has been no adequate control of the
issuance of stocks and bonds, and they have been put out largely
by those holding the theory that there exists no relationship
between the securities of a carrier and the reasonableness of its
generally

rier for the reduction of a particular rate,

to be observed

a

common

car-

and what would be

required as a proper record of full hearing and testimoney supporting an order requiring the reduction of the general body
of the rates of each or ail of the carriers in a large group or

must be struck with the facility with which rates may
be increased as indicated by this decision.
Surely the fact that the commission's negative action is not
territory,

ordinarily reviewable in court affords no justification for a different basis or test of the reasonableness of rates, in a situation

than would apply when the same question
made by shippers seeking reductions
in rates, unless the commission has been vested with broad
legislative authority to inaugurate and shape public policy. While
I do not mean to say that such authority is claimed by the
commission, I can see no other basis for the action taken by it

like the present one,
is

before us on a complaint

in this matter.

Now, we see
make them good.

rates.

to

If,

now,

these securities calling for increased rates

to strengthen

and maintain the

credit of the carriers,

its exhaustion or impairment, and
without the application of the usual tests of reasonableness, these
increases are justified, then, it seems to me that we are only at
the beginning of what I fear will be a train of demoralizing re-

regardless of the causes of

disappointing and embarrassing to

sults,

no means

would

all

concerned.

It is

by

cheaper
to the public to guarantee the bonds of the weak roads unable
meet
their
obligations,
rather
to
than to try to take care of them
by increased rates, which inure to the strong roads as well as the
weak.
certain that

it

not, in the long run, be

to the beginning of these efforts for increased rates there

had for many years been a steady and constantly increasing percentage of carriers paying dividends, as well as in the rate of
dividends paid.

It

now

for

more

just

appears evident that carriers are suffering
freight to carry than for want of

want of

higher rates
It is just as safe to prophesy that this is a temporary condition as to prophesy concerning future rates of in-

and the dumping of foreign-held American railway securion our investment markets. It would not seem to be out
of line with ordinary prudence and conservatism, prevailing in
other lines of industrj', if the carriers had undertaken to meet
Such a
this apparently temporary situation as have others.
course, it seems to me, would have contributed to their credit,
rather than the course they have pursued.
Pertinent at this point is the language of Commissioner Lane,

terest
ties

foregoing report of the majority
quoted from him in the 1910 Western advanced
There, in quoting from the brief of the Atchison,
rate case.
Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company, he said (20 I. C. C, 317)
"The full significance of the opening sentence quoted, 'that
American railway rates never have been high enough and the
public has never paid adequately for the service which it has
in continuation of that in the
in

this

case,

:

received,' cannot be appreciated until

nearly seventy-five years after the

one stops

to think that for

was

built the

to exercise the

power of

first

American Government did not choose

railroad

These carriers,
regulating the charges of interstate railroads.
charged with a public trust, were given a free hand in the institution of their

the last four years, and

they

the law' to increase their

own rates until within
now appear asking the protection of

rates,

Anyone familiar with the procedure necessary
making and enforcing a lawful order against

the carriers' operations, appearing and
case, are figured with important rela-

actual

Up

be true as a matter of fact that the commission could

No. 26

tion to the carriers' so-called

COURT POWER TO REVIEW
It

57,

OVER CAPITALIZATION

The financial results of
so much stressed in this

Therefore, upon such preliminary

consideration as

1,

Vol.

which under the play of economic forces they say never

have been high enough. Throughout this record it appears that
a literary campaign has been conducted by the use of railroad
money with the manifest purpose of establishing both at home
and abroad the impression that the effect of railway regulation
in the United States is injurious to the American railroad.
Widespread circulation has been given to the pessimistic utterances of railroad financiers who sought to fix the idea that injustice was being done our railroads by restrictive and oppressive legislation. Yet it is apparent that the carriers at present in this and similar cases are relying upon the restrictive provisions of the law which declare concessions from the published
rate to be criminal and thus give stability to rates— at least as
between carriers to permit the elevation of rates to a standard
which under the force of competition the carriers were unable

—

and maintain."
This decision of the commission is the culmination of the
concerted efforts of the respondent, and other carriers, for a
general increase in freight rates, beginning in 1910.

to reach
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AUTOMATIC SIGNALS ON THE LEHIGH :&
HUDSON RIVER
The Lehigh & Hudson River has
on 72 miles

nals

N.

Belvidere,

for high

fitted

main

line

practically

the

of

J.,

its

speeds and

traffic

is

signals for

to
is

The

installation of automatic signals

is

made

set for

main

track, the

lower arm

arm

for the siding, the lower

at stop.

it

and the aver-

ing a meeting point will encounter stop-signals at the entrance to the sidings, in which case the inferior train prepares to enter the siding.
Each entering signal has a lower arm controlled by the
position of the passing-siding switch.
When this switch is

and now display but two indications, stop and proceed. The first automatic signal in the rear is controlled by
a circuit running through a circuit breaker on the train ordersignal and so serves as a distant for the train-order signal,
the train-order signal

direction,

beyond signal 3, and likewise the
control of signal 4 includes the first track circuit beyond signal 2. This arrangement insures that two trains approach-

position,

when

same

in the

of the first track circuit

heavy, averaging 42 trains

a day, of which 12 are scheduled passenger, 8 scheduled
freight and 22 extra freight. The maximum traffic has run
as high as 53 trains a day. When putting in automatic signals, train-order signals were changed from three to tvi'o-

indicating caution

movements

age distance between signals governing movements in the
direction is about 4,400 ft.
Ordinarily, entering signals are permissive or stop-andproceed signals, of which 1 and 4 at siding A, Fig. 3, are
typical.
The control of signal 1 extends to the farther end

same

installed automatic sig-

from Maybrook, N. Y.,
entire line.
The track

1179

is

is

horizontal, but

at 45 deg.

when

set

This arrangement

eliminates unnecessary stops at meeting points. In all cases
the outgoing signals are "stop-and-stay" signals.
The control of a leaving signal extends to its respective opposing

possible to

leaving signal at the siding in advance; for example, signal
10, Fig. 3, is controlled by the same track circuit as signal 3.

Intermediate signals between sidings are stop-and-proceed,

For opposing movements, the control of
lapped the same as their respective leaving
signals, and for following movements the control is from

as before stated.

these signals

is

signal to signal.
In the case of stop-and-proce'ed signals

on ascending grades, where heavy

Fig. 1

when they are located
would have diffi-

trains

— Two-Arm Signal at Turnout

reduce the force of telegraph operators; five night offices
were closed and seven operators were transferred to other
duties.
A further reduction in this force could have been
made, but was not necessary, as the agents at regular stations serve as operators.

matic signals.
are

now

given

Following the installation of autodiscontinued and train orders
all cases, and there is no stop-

Form "31" was
on Form 19 in

ping of trains for orders.

A

typical

sidings

is

arrangement of signals at and between passing
These sidings, of which there are
in Fig. 3.

shown

There

is

Fig.

they average 2^ miles apart.
ft. in length
one lap siding, the signal arrangement for this location

22, are 3,000 to 3.300

being shown

2— At

Lap Sidings

;

culty in starting, a full stop

is

not required.

Two-arm

sig-

"tonnage signals," are used; these permit a following train to enter an occupied block on a cautionary indication without coming to a stop. Since the speed of trains
nals, called

in Fig. 4.

The signals and apparatus were installed by the General
Railway Signal Company, arranged according to the "absolutepermissive" system absolute blocking between passing sidings for

accepting this indication

;

is

necessarily slow, there

is

prac-

and a considerable advantage in
facility.
At a "tonnage signal," when the upper arm is in the
proceed position, the lower is horizontal. When the upper
arm is at stop, the lower arm moves to the 45 deg. position,
indicating "block is occupied, proceed with caution."

opposing movements, and "stop-and-proceed" or standard doubletrack blocking, for following movements.
In Fig. 3 the thin lines indicate the control of each signal.
Each passing siding has an entering and a leaving signal at
each end for each direction, as shown in Figs. 1 and 3. Between passing sidings there are two or more intermediate

tically

no

sacrifice of safety

Prior to the signal installation the railway

company com-

EAST—J-

-*— WEST

Fig.

3

—Typical

Signal Arrangement
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pleted on the greater part of the road a new pole line consisting of 26 ft. chestnut poles, 7-in. top, 40 to the mile, with
Washington fir cross-arms, ,^-in. steel pins on single arms,
5^-in. steel pins on double arms, single groove d. p. glass insulators and R. S. A. cross-arm braces and lag screws.
lower cross-arm supports the signal wires.
Line wires for the signaling circuits are No. 10 B.

S.

gage, double-braid, weatherproof, 30 per cent copper clad.
They are fastened to the insulators by the figure 8 tie. Ordinarily there are five wires extending from siding to siding and
seven wires through sidings. Connection between line and
signals is made by No. 14 rubber-covered wires, which are
wrapped together with marline, forming a cable which is
supported by messenger wire and marline. Brach vacuum lighting arresters are used.
The signals are G. R. S. model 2A. For the high speed
signals the mechanism is at the bottom of the post, but for
the lower arm of the two-arm signals a top-mast mechanism
is used, clamped to the post.
The night color indications are green for clear, red for
stop and yellow for caution. The lamps are Dressel, with

The signals are operated by Gordon
long-time burners.
potash batteries, 16 cells, 400 ampere hours capacity. The
60 cells capacity.
Potter-Winslow,
battery vaults are
At Burnside where this road connects with the New York,
Ontario & Western the existing home signals were converted
into power signals by clamping top-post mechanisms to the
wooden posts. At the same time calling-on arms were fitted
to these posts, and a number of outlying switches were fitted
with electric locks.

Each

of the four maintainer's

sections has 47 automatic

on one, where there are three interlockEach maintainer has a
ings, there are only 31 automatics.
gasoline motor car, and for each car there is a car house
10 ft. X 12 ft.
The work of installation, done by the General Railway
Signal Company, was carried out under the supervision of
the signal supervisor, who reports to the maintenance of way
H. W. Lewis, signal engineer of the Lehigh Valley,
officers.
was engaged to act as consulting signal engineer and had
signals, except that

general supervision of the installation. The signal company
did all of the work, with the exception of installing insulated
joints and switch rods and rearranging track and switch ties.
The material was delivered by work trains, and gasoline
motor cars were used by the signal company in transporting

men and

tools.

Before the signals were put in service, a book of signal rules
was prepared and frequent teaching classes were held. All
employees whose duties required them to be familiar with
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The company has adopted a thorough system of records
of performance and reports for four months indicate that the
maintenance cost will average $95 per year per signal.
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GRADE CROSSINGS

CANADA

IN

The Railway Commissioners of Canada, who have authority to
draw on a fund of $200,000 a year for abolition or amelioration
of grade-crossing dangers, are asking Parliament for a modifica-

more effectually to carry out its policy of
making permanent separation of grades at crossings as fast as is

tion of the law, so as

practicable.

This Canadian law is more liberal than those of Massachusetts
and New York (which have been the most notable examples
of itate aid in this country) in that the commissioners have wider
discretion, and may make appropriations for the installation of
gates or bells, and for the construction of bridges or subways.
The Canadian railway grade crossing fund was set apart by
act of Parliament in 1909 to be used as directed by the railway
board in aiding the work of protecting or obliterating level
crossings. The fund was to amount to $200,000 yearly, and was
The fund can only
to be available for a period of five years.
be utilized in the case of a crossing in existence prior to 1909.
Secondly, the contribution to any given work must not exceed

twenty per cent of the estimated total cost. Thirdly, the maximum contribution in any instance could not go beyond $5,000.
Fourthly, the board could not order a payment from the fund
in more than three cases in any municipality within a year.
Assuming that the maximum twenty per cent was contributed
by the railway board in every instance, the total cost of the
protective work would have to be at least one million dollars
a year to absorb the entire amount invested in the fund each
year.
But the circumstance that not more than three crossings
in any municipality can benefit from the fund within the twelve
months, coupled with the fact that most of the costly grade
separation work, involving the handling of numerous crossings,
is done within the limits of a single municipality, has limited

expenditures, and the $200,000 has never been fully spent in any
year.

The majority
a draft
electric

of the orders for crossing protection, involving

on the grade crossing fund, call for the installation of
The second most
bells, with illuminated danger signs.

numerous

the third, for the entire separation
years that the fund has been in exist-

class are for gates

For the

of grades.

five

;

ence 306 orders have been made, of which 161 have been for
bells, 68 for gates, 60 for subways and bridges, 14 for highway
The railway board,
diversion and two for highway closing.

through

its

staff

of inspectors, investigates everj' crossing ac-
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the operation of the signals were thoroughly instructed, and
no delays or difficulties were experienced in putting the signals into service.
Track and signal maintenance employees all report to the
same head, the superintendent of track, bridges and buildings,

and

he, in turn, reports to the superintendent.

This organiza-

provides satisfactorily for co-operation between employees of the track and signal departments. The signal department consists of a supervisor of signals, four maintainers
and four batterymen. Signal lights are maintained by trackwalkers, reporting to the section foreman. The signal supertion

\'sor also has charge of the installation and maintenance of
telegraph and telephone wires and apparatus.

Lap Siding

at

cident,

and

if

thought

advisable

orders

protection

at

such

crossing.

The

five-year period having expired last spring, the legislation

was renewed for a sixth year, but after that it is hoped Parliament will permit a much more generous use of the fund. The
twenty per cent limit is satisfactory enough, but the $5,000 maximum is regarded as too small to be of much real value. The
installation of bells and gates would not be affected as their
cost is comparatively small, but in the building of subways and
the erection of bridges, the $5,000 usually represents much less
than twenty per cent of the outlay. To increase this limit and

encourage the permanent separation of grades
proposed legislation.

is

the

aim of the

Methods

Handling L. C. L. Outbound

of

Freight"

A Discussion of the Relative Merits of Two-Wheel,
Four-Wheel and Motor Trucks With Cost Statistics
By

E. H. Lee

Vice-President and Chief Engineer, Chicago

The handling

of L. C. L. freight

through freight and transfer houses, excluding inbound houses, involves a sequence of
operations which may be divided into:
,,
1.

Unloading

3.

ItZ\!il^ ::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::.::
Supervision and miscellaneous

4.

ways; but a careful examination shows many defects in its use.
Its average load varies from about 200 lb. to approximately
.rin
j
„
v
^i
t^
"tUU it,
lb., a rack bemg required in the latter case.
Roughly, there^°^^' ^.^°"^ "^^^ *° **" *"p^ ^''^ required in transporting a ton
of freight through the house.
The length of the trucking dis'^"'^^ under load probably averages 200 ft. and upward in city

Average distribution of house
costs at six outboynd houses

,.

,

or

checking

tli lllllnl
percent

100.0 per cent

'° ^'^^^
^^"^

points

approximates
'"''^-

of

interference

be

avoided;

that

re-

handling be reduced to the lowest terms; that full loading be
provided for each carrying unit, and that these be transported
<,ver the shortest and most direct line or path at the highest
safe speed, so far as

practicable in each item.

is

with other units into large^ trains to be hauled the greatest
distance before breaking up, with a favorable effeet upon cost, it is fair to presume that the same general pracpracticable

may have

a like favorable effect in the other.
That the four-wheel truck should be generally substituted for
the two-wheel truck in all except the smaller houses, and that

"^^'^

"'^

°^

^ang system

of trucking

is

used, un-

""'

'° ^^ P*^"" <=«"' °^ '^e movement is
distance traveled per ton handled is

'^^

10.3

''°^^

cents per ton per

determmed

"'^s

100

ft.,

as follows

:

or $5.33 per tonIn the course of

''°"=^'

^^e cost

of

trucking being practically the only

to increase.
Observations of truckers were made in diff"«"' h°"^" °^ different lengths, by men working for three
^ififerent railroads, and with different purposes in view, and it
^'^s found that the average round trip trucking distance in"^^^^^ ^^'^ ^t- P" ^^ ^^- '""'^^^^ '" '^^^ '^"g'h of the house,
^he actual distance the freight moves, of course, is only one<^°5t

half of this, or 27.8
^^'^'^nce

would be

^"'""g

'^at

the

^hat

among

all

ft.

33.3

doors

freight

the cars.

per 100 ft. of house. The theoretical
for every 100 ft. length of house, asreceive equal amounts of freight, and

ft.

received

As

at

every

door

evenly

is

distributed

the end doors are usually closed, and as

teamsters with large shipments for a certain car are often sent
'o '^e

door nearest that

"^^'^al

trucking distance.

"

In either case

and equipment are required. Finally, if by
good management and proper classification in the one case a
larger loading on each carrying unit or car can be assembled
suitable appliances

^^ '^^

*°"-

"" investigation the writer secured the costs of operation in a
'"^e ""mber of houses, and plotted them against the length of
''°"^^^^ ^^^ *°""'' ^^^^ "^« average cost of operation increased about 1 cent for every increase of 35 ft. in the length

reached herein are sound, the possible saving

and causes

P"

^""""^ ""^ P^""

two-wheel truck is responsible
^^^ relatively high trucking cost per ton for handling freight
This average cost in over 50 observed cases
'" ^""^'Sh' houses.

nearly

ing

,

^°''

work.

nomical handling of cars that in turn influence ton-mile cost,
all have a counterpart in the proper handling of trucks
through a freight house. In either case it is essential to the
best results that a smooth track or running surface be provided; that adverse grades be reduced or eliminated; that foul-

.

,

"^^^ "'^^^ general use of the

one not closely in touch with freight house
Allowing for the double handling required under present practice, about 24,000 tons of L. C L. freight is handled
per day through freight and transfer houses in Chicago alone,
and taking the country as a whole, the L. C. L. tonnage going
through freight houses and transfer stations probably approximates 400,000 tons per day. Therefore, it is apparent that if
significant matter to

amounts to a large sum,
Almost without exception the handling of material of any
kind is based on a few broad principles, although in a given
case their application is sometimes difficult to recognize. Tonmile cost is frequently a useful standard for measuring efficiency in handling materials transported by other means than
The means and methods involved in the ecorailroad cars.

^'-

'''^"^''

"^"^ ^""P'^ ^''"'=^^'
"^^rly doubled.

operation of the management with the agent and foreman is
required.
The reduction of trucking cost may seem an in-

•

•

houses, and thus the two-wheel truck travels from 1.000

^^^'^S^t

searching for means for increasing economy, the reducis the item in which the great saving is to
be expected, and in order to secure maximum economy the coIn

tion of trucking cost

the conclusions

•

i

32.5 per cent

10.7

& Western Indiana

suited for economical hauling over short distances, and is convenient and well adapted for use in cramped and narrow run-

car,

the actual

is

less

the average cost of operation of a large

than the theo-

number of

freight

which two-wheel trucks are used, increases 1 cent
f°r every 35 ft. of house, or 2.86 cents per 100 t., and the avertrucking
d^tance that the freight is actua ly moved is 27.8
age
houses,

ft-

in

f°r every 100

^^^^^

^^^ p^^

ft.

of house, then the cost of trucking

^^

^^

^ ^ ^^3^^

^^2 g^ ^

is

10.3

^^ ^.^^ p^^

27.8

in

Accurate observations will show that each of the
factors in any specific case will vary from the average to some
extent, and of course this cost per ton-mile is not applicable in
^.^^ ^^^^ ^f ^^ outbound house, where freight is received only
But that the cost per ton^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ nearest the proper car.
j^j[g j^ correct, as derived above, may be shown by the assumpwhich are thought to be reasonable, and computation
^j^^^^

One authority mainof the most expensive forms of power.
tains that its cost per unit of power developed is from 10 to
12 times that of the next less expensive form. Evidently, therefore, where conditions warrant, the substitution of mechanical

Assumed:

tice

outbound freight and transfer houses having sufficient size
and business, the use of motor trucks and trailers will save
money, are thought to be the general conclusions reached by
almost everyone who will analyze the facts. Man power is one

power
Ij^yy^x

offers
o
yj

an

effective

means

for

years,

and

it

is

still

Association.

for

freight

almost universally used.

^^.^^^^^ ^p^^^ ^^ ^^^^.^1 ^^^ truckers, i^ mi. per hour,
.Average loading of two-wheel truck, 250 lb., or 'A ton.
The trucker travels only half the time, the other half being lost at
Only 'A the travel time of trucker,
terminals, or the ends of trip.
or 'A of his total time, is employed moving with load.
Trucker's rate of pay. 22c. per hour,

house
It

is

follow:

Then:

.

lime moving

,

^

•Abstracted

.^vhich

of reducing cost.

THE TWO-WHEEL TRUCK
The two-wheel truck has been standard
use

ton-mile.

from

Bulletin

171

of

the

Ton

American Railway Engineering
^

miles per trucker

=

ave. speed .X ave. load

X
.j.^^^,

^.^^

^
load

,

:
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3

2

Cost per ton-mile

Wages

=

1

—=

1

=—

— X

X

-

-

4
8
per hour

tiles

per hour

Substituting assumed values:

—

-=

It therefore seems conservative to say that ton-mile cost for
two-wheel trucking will fall somewhere between $4 and $6 in
any given case.
The effect of this ton-mile cost on the cost of freight
house operation is apparent. Indeed it becomes startling when
cent per ton-mile, the average freight revenue
compared with

^

of the railroads of the country.

perfected that one

can handle from three to six times the tonnage per trip
as compared with the average load on a two-wheel truck, and
with no greater fatigue, because the trucker is relieved from
carrying any portion of the load on the four-wheel truck, and
simply applies the horizontal force required for traction. With
the use of the truck carrying the heavier load, a smooth truckof importance, and

commodious truckways greatly

The four-wheel truck has already been
the work.
adopted in some existing freight houses to the exclusion of the
two-wheel truck, except for use in the shortest hauls; and the
average loading is at least three times the loading of the twofacilitate

wheel truck. For special purposes six-wheel trucks and dollies
are found convenient.
Some of the objections offered to the use of the four-wheel
truck are as follows

"Their loading involves
note

men

extra

expense."'

— The

observer will
fact

that

two

are often required in loading a two-wheel truck.

He

will

partial

a

answer to

this

objection

in

also note that in any trip of a trucker there

the

is

amount
The number

a certain

of lost time at the terminals or ends of each trip.
of trips made by the four-wheel truck in handling a ton of
freight being much less than with the two-wheel truck, the

time lost at the terminals per ton handled

also reduced in

is

proportion.
"It

is

loading."

necessary to

— This,

mix

while true,

freight
is

on the truck

to procure full

not a vital objection.

The

freight

on a "peddler' truck can be classified for the cars in a certain
rank or for ranks opposite a certain section of the house, the
freight being loaded on the truck in proper sequence so that
it

may

be convenient for unloading.

To make

such a classifica-

most advantageously, an ample number of trucks is needed.
In loading cars for the way-freight train on the road, many
are given a mixed loading. During the time such mixed freight
is being handled at the way station, the expense for locomotive
and crew is a dead loss, and in most cases the main track is
blocked. Moreover, at most way stations the facilities for handling L. C. L. freight are so poor that the actual expense of
tion

handling

is

excessive.

setout cars are run, yet

For these reasons some relatively light
would not be considered good practice

it

to run cars with only 25 or 30 per cent of their average loading

merely to avoid mixing freight in them. With a proper system of classification, mixing freight on the four-wheel truck
is free from the objections that apply to the practice with the
freight car on the road; therefore all the greater is the disadvantage and loss caused by multiplying the distance required
to handle the truck by three or four, merely to avoid a relatively
small loss required by the classification described.

"The use of the four-wheel truck increases the cost of stowThis may well be doubted. The use of stowers is required by the "drop truck," or "no gang" system, and this system probably saves money, although in this respect some difing."

—

ference of opinion
is

may

exist.

what too much

The use

In the opinion of the writer,

to expect.

some

be expected in sorting the freight onto
trucks, as several shipments are required to make a truck load,

man

is

more than

—

additional labor

THE FOUR-WHEEL TRUCK
The four-wheel truck has now been so far

car sufficiently to

stowing expense.
"Four-wheel trucks are not adapted for passing into and
through cars." This objection, so far as it applies to the improved trucks now manufactured, is without foundation.
If the loading on the four-wheel truck is three times that on
a two-wheel truck, it might seem that by the use of the former
trucking, cost should be reduced 66 per cent, but this is someoffset the e.xtra

$4.69

64

ing surface

wrong

placing of freight in the

Cost per ton-mile ='$0.22

Xo. 26

mixing freight on the "peddler" truck has actually made a substantial reduction instead of tending to increase the overs and
Moreover, it cannot be doubted that
shorts in the freight car.
any extra expense involved in careful and proper stowing of
L. C. L. freight in cars reduces the damage in transit and the

Substituting assumed values for one hour:

Ton-miles per trucker per hour

\"oL. 57,

of the four-wheel truck

particularly well adapted to the drop-truck system.

practice with the use of the four-wheel truck has

Actual

shown

that

to

is

the average shipment being only about 400 lb., to the best of
our information. In certain cases additional expense for stowers is involved, but this is a positive advantage for the reasons

already given.

The trucker can hardly be expected

to travel so rapidly with

the larger load, although an

improvement

ing surface

offset

will

frequently

this

in the floor

difference.

It

or truck-

may be

smooth trucking surface is a profitable investment in almost any house. Officers who would promptly authorize the repair of rough main tracks, sometimes fail to appreciate that a rough trucking surface, although not involving
the same elements of danger as a rough track, probably has a
relatively greater effect upon the cost of transportation over it.
said here that a

MOTOR TRUCKS
In the

fall

of 1912 an investigation into facilities for handling

L. C. L. freight was made by the writer for his company. This
covered appliances and methods, as well as the general arrangement of houses and tracks. At that time the Chicago & Eastern
Illinois had one motor truck in service in its outbound freight
house in Chicago. The results of the operation of this truck

strongly

the

attracted

servations and

of the writer.
Accurate obrecord of the performance of this

attention

a one-day's

truck were made in November, 1912.
On that day it hauled
88 tons, with an operator and one assistant. On the same day
the men with two-wheel trucks handled from 10 to 15 tons.

The motor truck reduced
for the freight

it

the cost of trucking 9.3 cents per ton

These results were so satisfactory
two additional motor trucks were pur-

handled.

that shortly afterward

chased and put in service.
The Chicago and Eastern Illinois has further perfected its
system of motor trucking in the two years since 1912.
To
obtain further information, observations and records of the performance of each of these three similar motor trucks were
made on September 4, 1914. In the last case three motor
trucks each handled an average of 172 tons over an average
distance of 393 ft. at a cost of 3.6 cents per ton.
Each motor,
therefore, carried 12.8 tons one mile at a cost of 48 cents per
ton-mile.
The average time per loaded trip was 5 min. and 18
.'^n average of 3.070 lb. was carried per loaded trip on 2.71
sec.
trailers, or 1,130 lb. per trailer.
The three motors handled 515
The average weight
tons, or 65.1 per cent of the total tonnage.
per shipment on that day was 398 lb., and as the average trailer
load was 1.130 lb., it was evidently necessary to mix the loading

on a considerable percentage of the trailer trucks. These "peddler" trucks were hauled by the motor to the proper section of
the house, and there distributed into cars, as previously described.
Two truck switchmen made up trailers into trains for
the motor trucks, one working in each half of the house. Trailers were made up into station order, the last in the train being the first dropped.
Hand trucking was used for distances
of about 100 ft. or less. In this house motor trucks and trailers
are considered to be better adapted for handling long pipe,
sheet iron, lumber, machinery, pianos and other awkward and
bulky

much

freight

than

two-wheel trucks.

of the improvement

made

in the

One should note that
tonnage handled by mo-

;

:

December

:
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1914

25,

two years was due to the elimination of all
loading from the motor truck, its use being confined strictly to
the development of power.
tor trucks in the

On September 10, 1914, similar observations were made of the
use of motor trucks in the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Harrison St. freight house, Chicago, where five motor trucks to
handle trailers had been installed in July, 1913. These observations at both the C. & E. I. and C, B. & Q. houses are believed
represent

to

general

conditions

accurately

to that at the C. & E. I. house.
Six motor trucks were used,
a seventh being added in the afternoon only. The motors averaged 88 tons each per day, hauling on an average two trailers
per loaded trip, with 1,111 lb. of freight each, or 2,222 lb. per
loaded trip of the motor truck. The average distance hauled
was 642 ft. The motors, therefore, average 10.7 ton-miles per
day.

The

cost of

Burlington house

motor trucking was
It will be

4.8 cents per ton, or 39.2

noted that the average haul in the

greater than in the C.

is

A

largely to the design of the house.

cost of operation has been

made

&

E.

I.

house, due

substantial saving in the

house during the last
ten months, due mainly to the use of motor trucks with trailers.
In the investigation made in 1912, the use of motor trucks on
several piers in New York City and at various transfer stations
in the east

these trucks

For hand trucking with four-wheel trucks

2.

aXbXc_
X

d

in this

was observed. At some of these points the use of
was considered satisfactory, although in none was

e

1

aXbXc
b

X e
X c

d

X

d
a

X

That

if

it.

A

large part of the motor's time

loading and unloading, and the average
smaller.
For the same reason automobile

in

trucks for general road and street use have proved economical
for the handling of miscellaneous material, only when their

running time

excess of their standing time, and
handling materials whose loading retime has been limited, and in some cases en-

largely in

is

therefore their use for
quires too

much

abandoned.
In designing plans for new house and track layouts, changes
from present standards are required if motor trucks are to be
In substituting
used, in order to secure maximum efficiency.
four-wheel trucks for two-wheel trucks, and in determining
installation
large
the
how
where motor trucks are warranted,
shall be, and what changes, if any, shall be made in existing
houses and track layouts, a careful investigation is needed.
The comparative merits of the methods mentioned herein of
trucking as compared with hand trucking with two-wheel trucks,

it

becomes:

IX

2

4X6X4
1X3

e

handled through the house as the formula

per ton

efficiency

would indicate, the actual cost per ton of hand and motor
trucking being in the ratio of 4 to 1 in one case, and 6 to 1 in
the other.
The cost per ton-mile, however, is in the ratio of
12 to

1

and 14 to

hauls are

1,

respectively.

made by hand and

theoretical.

freight, instead of hauling

was therefore lost
load was relatively

for carrying

trailers

3X3X2

the values

are two additional reasons

The motor truck was used

plain.

becomes

assumed in case 3 meet the conditions correctly in the assumed minimum, the same tonnage
will be handled by motor truck for 1/9 the cost, or nine times
the tonnage will be handled for .Jhe same cost.
In the assumed maximum the corresponding Values are 1/32 or 32, as
compared with hand trucking by two-wheel trucks.
The actual efficiency of the motor truck with trailers is
somewhat less than this theoretical efficiency, because among
other reasons, loads must be mixed, in order to obtain the best
results, as already described, and then be "peddled out" to several cars in one section of the house.
The results found at the
two houses investigated do not show as great an increase in
to say,

is

The

is

it

~

Xllfc,,,

Mil

the same efficiency obtained as in the cases cited in Chicago.

reason

3X1X0.7

For motor trucking with four-wheel

3.

because they were

made upon days when business and conditions were normal.
The system of operation at the C, B. & Q. house is similar

all

cents per ton-mile.
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First, neither

In these houses the short

the long hauls by motor.

for

There

the efficiency being below the

house was designed for motor truck
is not
for their use to
best advantage.

operation, having been built several years ago, and there
sufficient

space

available

Moreover, the traffic has outgrown the facilities in each case.
Second, as both two-wheel and four-wheel trucks are used in
hand operation, an actual comparison between motor trucks
and two-wheel or four-wheel trucks is difficult. It is believed
that under more favorable conditions, motor trucks would show
still lower costs.

tirely

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
1.

Motor

trucks,

when used without

trailers,

tend to decrease

the cost of trucking freight, because they form single units of

higher capacity and greater speed than do men with two-wheel
but as their cost of operation per day is greater than

trucks

;

be shown by the following mathematical statement, bearing in mind that the comparison is only applicable to the truck

man and a two-wheel truck, the saving is not
and unless conditions are favorable (long haul, heavy
When compared with a
etc.), no saving is made.
man and a four-wheel (platform) truck, there is no saving, for
the two have about the same carrying capacity, and the higher
speed of the motor is more than offset by its greater cost of

while actually traveling:

operation.

may

Letter a
b
c

d
e

=
=
=
=
^

Average loading per truck.
Number of trucks handled as unit or

d
e

may

be

3 to 4

when used as power for hauling loaded fourshow favorable results and greatly deThey can pull six times the load at

trailers,

man

with a four-wheel truck, at about

Motor trucks should, therefore, be used to
haul and not to carry freight. Under such a system they form
an efficient, reliable and economical means of trucking freight.
twice the expense.

3. To insure full train loads, an ample supply of four-wheel
or six-wheel trucks and dollies is necessary.
4. Motor trucks, when used as tractors, can handle practi-

cally all kinds of L. C. L. freight.
5. Motor trucks need wide station platforms, and open runways wide enough to permit two mofor-truck trains to pass

each other, in order to secure the best results.
6. "Fouling points" or "interferences" should be reduced or

X, except that for a given house where two-wheel
trucks are in use

it

equals

1.

2 to 3

For hand trucking with two-wheel trucks the expression
becomes
1.

a

trucks,

twice the speed of a

b =r 3 to 6
2 to 4
c

=
=
=

Motor

crease the costs per ton.

as follows

=

packages,

wheel trucks as

Relative speed of travel.
Relative average length of truck haul, or distance,
Relative average cost per unit of time.

increased in some cases by improving local conditions.
For motor trucks and trailers, the various factors
a

large,

2.
train,

For the purpose of comparison all these various factors may
be assumed as unit)- in the case of the two-wheel truck. For
the four-wheel truck handled by hand the value of (a) is increased to 3 or more, and (c) should probably be some fraction of unity, say, 70 to 80 per cent, which may. however, be

assumed

the cost of a

X

b

X

d

X

e

c

1X1X1
1

X

1

eliminated entirely.

motor truck operation, distance is a relatively unim7. In
portant factor, for once a train is made up and in motion, the
cost per ton per 100 ft. is low.
conditions, on an ordinary freight platform,
8. Under fair
where the motor must operate largely as a way-freight, it can

;
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handle from 150 to 200 tons per day per motor, and do from
10 to 15 ton-miles of trucking.
9. Under ideal conditions, where the motor can operate as a
"through freight," i. e., pull a solid train of five or more trailers
from origin to destination without stop and with few or no
delays, a motor can probably be expected to handle from 250

do from 30

to 500 tons per day, or
10.

Finally,

while

the

to 60 ton-miles of trucking.

of

substitution

for the two-wheel truck saves money,

use

step to the use of

if

four-wheel

the

truck

conditions warrant,

its

may

be a preliminary
motor trucks, if the volume of

valuable because

particularly

is

one or more

it

tonnage and local conditions indicate the need of a tractor.
This method of procedure also eliminates the danger of installing motor trucks at a heavy investment expense, to perform work which the four-wheel truck used as a trailer will

do more economically.
Operation of Motor Trucks at the C. & E. I. Outbound Freight House.
Chicago, September 4. 1914
....791

Total tons handled..

.515, or 65.1 per cent ox total

Tons handled by motors

motor trucks for one day
(Wages of motormen, electricians, truck switchmen, current,
depreciation and repairs included.)
Cost per ton of trucking by motor
Cost of

interest,
3.6 cents

Motor Truck Time fer Average Loaded Trip
Time
Per Cent
2 hr. 20
1 hr. 00
hr. 41
1 hr. 17

Moving, loaded
Moving^ empty
Delayed
Loading and unloading
Total time

5 hr.

f

Tons carried

!f'°f!.

min.
min.

mm.
min.

18 min.

44.4 per
18.7 per
12.6 per
24.3 per

cent
100.0 per
•^

!".!'

'1^.
.

172

.

11.0
4.2
12.8

Miles, loaded
Miles, empty

Tons carried one mile
Averlle
Average
Average
Average
Average
Note.

wel'ghrpeV

trailer'.!!

!'..; '.:!'.'.'.'.;'.'.

.!;. ;!'.;;;!

....2.71
trailers per loaded trip
3,050 lb.
weight per loaded trip
113
loaded trips
11.3
loaded trip per hour
As but one motor is permitted on the transfer platform in this
house, because of its width (11 ft.), part of the freight is handled twice

—

fi|urof%?S"4'^ lons'SardledVmoto%%o'\b';'u!'r50-.on™^e"'\"ndled
This also reduces the average haul by 33 per cent, and consenumber of trips were made.

by motor.

quenUy a

larger

Operation of Motor Trucks at the C. B. & Q. Oltbovnd Freight House,
Chicago, September 10, 1914
handled
1,045
Tons handled by motor trucks.
........571, or 54.7 'per cent of total
Cost of motor trucks per day (current, interest, motormen, depreciaTotal

tons

tion and care included)
Cost per ton for motor trucking
Cost per ton-mile for motor trucking

Distribution of

$27.17
4.76 cents
39.2 cents*

3 hr. 20
1 hr. 24
hr. 53
1 hr. 53

Total

7 hr.
.

The detraining station for
or the bulk of the forces, was St. Omer, a town 97 miles
almost due north of Compiegne.
But the troops had to be
brought through Amiens, Abbeville, along the coast to Boulogne
and Calais and thence southeast to St. Omer, a total railway

min.

mm.
min.
min.

30 min.

44.5
18.6
11.8
25.1

per
per
per
per

days.

the

same day
journey and had
cavalry. Simultaneously, the
its detrainment at St. Omer.
the evening of the

100.0 per cent

was detrained

!!

!!

—

io!?

642

ft.

1,111

lb.

2.0

""''

^'"^j^

AveJafl t'riifs'" loaded"*''^''
Average loaded trips per hour

7.7

•Note.— In comparing this cost of motor trucking, 39.2 cents per ton-mile,
with the average hand trucking cost of some 58 freight houses using twowheel trucks, of $5.33 per ton-mile. the motor trucks show an efficiency
14 times greater than that of two-wheel hand trucking, or in other words
the cost of motor trucking per ton-nule is only one-fourteenth that of hand
trucking.

IN

up

OTHER COUNTRIES

Corps had com-

position

its

beside

the

Army Corps was completing
The First Army Corps arrived and

According to one miliall told something
like 609 trains, comprising about 16,800 cars, an average of 32
trains a day, or one every three-quarters of an hour throughout
the day and night.
Men, horses, guns, kit and transport were
a" included, and the whole operation had to be conducted almost
under the nose of the enemy.
^
at St.

tary correspondent this

by the 19th.

movement required

*

Qne

*

*

who

of our friends

has recently gone
and
to England
o
e,
obtained work in a running shed (engine house) there writes
an interesting letter concerning conditions in that country as
i-

.?

"As evervone knows,

:

v

j

.

mission of his superior
'^

many raihvaymen have

a great

,
n
allowed
to

•

now no one

,.

but

enlisted,

i-

.

IS

which

^

enlist

^

-^i.

without

per-

and according
°
f
to government instructions, is not being given.
But before long
-n i_
*
j ^l
-n
i.
more will
have to
go and the services will consequently have
Conditions, however, are surprisingly nor'"^
^^ Curtailed.
nial.
Practicallv the usual winter schedules are in force.
Oc/
casionally the services may be reduced or suspended for a
Various precautionary
^^y °" account of fooP movements.
measures are in evidence. Stations, bridges, tunnels and the
officer,

'

.

.

at present

.

.

•

.,,,'.

'i^r

right of

way

district the
,,

..

,

..i

,

,

,

,

»iijt..i.tj

r

rii
In the London
windows on coaches are required to be

are. of course, carefully patrolled.

shades of

all

-lu

•

pulled down, at night because

,,j-r

ji

It IS supposed that should a ZepOne of its chief objects would be to destroy railway lines and hence interfere with mobilization and supplies.
^^ ^ ^,^_.^ U^^,^ distance the trains with shades pulled down are
••
j- .•
u ui
u ir
scarcely distmguishable.
andj Ir suppose at» an elevation ofi half
a
"li'^ they would be invisible.
At stations and yards, of course.

P^li" ^^ ^bout.

•

i

i

is sreatlv
The London Tube railways
^
^
truly, too. on their advertising posters that 'Its bomb-

reduced.

,hj illumination
state

and

"
_,.„(
j„„.„
n t,Il„,.,
below.
PrOOf dow
'

question

of

railways

strategic

has

assumed a

recently

great practical importance in both Australia and South Africa.
.

1

v
.
ihe Australian

War n
Railway

iir

l

r-i
Council,

u- u
which

j

is

composed ofx
De-

^^^ ^^^^^ railway commissioners and representatives of the

fense

Force,

is

reported to have in contemplation a strategic

As

these

cities

are

already linked up by the trunk line running via Melbourne and

Sydney,

it

quite

is

possible

that

the government

may

not be

inclined to consider the expenditure just now, even though the
...
^
^j- »
i.'
^i.
j
r ^i
advantages of the project combine
the reduction of the distance
,

.

.

between Adelaide and Brisbane by one-half with the strategic
scheme. In South Africa an important section
This is the
of Strategic railway has just been constructed.
Prieska-Upington Railway,
over which the first train was run
-•
on November 18. The line has been laid with remarkable rapid-^
^
/^*
u
-.»
September,
and
Construction was v
begun in the early part* ofr c
"typossibilities of the

fo

•

as the line
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Omer

Army

Second

taken

Third

railway between Adelaide and Brisbane.

Miles, loaded ..................................................... .17.5

!!"!!!

the

pleted the

The

cent
cent
cent
cent

Average per Motor

Ton"'carrie'd one mile
.Average haul
Average weight per trailer
Average trailers per loaded trip

The operation was completed in 16
The cavalry went first, and was actually in contact with
enemy some distance south of St. Omer on October 11. On

journey of about 180 miles.

Motor Truck Time per Average Loaded Trip
Time
Per Cent

Moving, loaded
Moving, empty
Delayed
Loaded or unloaded

No. 26

all,

follows

cent
cent
cent
cent

57,

junction of the Aisne with the Oise.

$18.57

3

Distribution of

Vol.

..t

t

142 miles in length, the rate of track laying aver-

is

^^ed over two miles a day. The earthworks were light, howOrange river almost its entire length
Conand only three small watercourses had to be bridged.
struction was determined upon in order to facilitate the conduct
of military operations in German South-West Africa, and it is
expected that the line will be extended to Kalkfontein, the Gerever, the line following the

A

recent despatch from

John French, commanding the
British forces in France, reveals a railway feat by the French
railways and the Chemin de Fer du Nord, in particular, which
deserves notice. It was nothing less than the transport of the
entire British force from the region of the river Aisne to its
present field of operations in northeast France and western Belgium. The withdrawal commenced on October 3. the entraining
station being apparently Compiegne, a town situated near the
Sir

man

The present terminus,
for strategic reasons.
about 80 miles as the crow flies from the southeastern extremity of German Southwest Africa, and about twice
railhead,

Upington,

is

that distance

from the German

railhead.

1

Two

Type Locomotives

Pacific

Chesapeake
46,600 lb.;
The American Locomotive Company has
to the Chesapeake

& Ohio

&

Ohio Engine Develops Tractive Effort of
This Type for Delaware & Hudson

First of

recently

six Pacific type locomotives

of the same type to the Delaware

dehvered
and ten

& Hudson Company.

The Chesapeake & Ohio
effort of 46,600
this

lb.,

engines have a maximum tractive
the highest tractive effort for locomotives of

type of which

we have

tance of 175 miles.
tain

summits

ghanies.

To

:

They have been put

record.

service between Charlottesville, Va.,

and Hinton,

This part of the

the Blue Ridge, North

W.

line crosses

in

Va., a dis-

three

moun-

Mountain and the Alle-

economically handle the through passenger serv-

Chesapeake

&

Ohio

Pacific

a

difficult

tioned train

problem.

are the Virginia

is

2S'/2

miles an hour, and for the second, 35 miles

The schedule over the remaining
an hour for this 13 miles.
part of the division permits but little time to be made up. These
new engines, while as yet in service but a short time, are satisfactorily handling these trains.

No

innovations were attempted in the construction of these

locomotives, but the different factors were combined to give as

powerful
boiler

is

a

machine as possible within the

of exceptional capacity.

top type, and at the

Type Locomotive Which Has

The mountain resorts, among which
Hot Sprmgs and the White Sulphur Springs
West Virginia, demand the best of service and equipment.

ice is

Power

High

of

a

Maximum

It

is

clearances.

of the extended

course the barrel

is

Tractive Effort of 46,600

lb.

first

S3 11/16

The
wagon
in.

in

diameter outside, while the outer diameter of the largest course
is 90 in.
The barrel is fitted with 244 tubes, 2% in. in diameter,,

Trains of ten all-steel cars, weighing 674 tons, are a regular
daily problem, and this has heretofore required frequent double

and 43 flues, 5J4 in. in diameter and 20 ft. 6 in. long. The firebox is 120^4 in. long and 96^ in. wide, having a total depth'
of 82}4 in. The depth from the center of the lowest tube to the

heading.

top of the grate

of

must be rnet in order to make the
schedule time on the Clifton Forge division are extremely difficult.
Westbound from Mechums River to the summit of the
Blue Ridge is a continuous uncompensated grade of 75 ft. to the
mile, with curves of 10 deg., and extending a distance of 14

The requirements

that

is

25}^

in.

To

insure a constant supply of fuel

burning bituminous coal and having a grate area
of 80.4 sq. ft., a mechanical stoker had to be applied.
This is
a type C, Street machine, manufactured by the Locomotive
Stoker Company, New York.

to this firebox

The

large boiler

and wide firebox and the application of the

^^^^Si^B^a
»^a
1 iMHBHBHr
^^^^^^IH^

\^y

^^

1,1-

yi"^

cvamum^^

SSH^^^I

_^_
Anthracite Coal Burning Pacific Type Locomotive for the Delaware

One

weighing 674 tons, is scheduled
an hour on this grade, while another train of
eight steel cars, weighing 551 tons, is scheduled at 29 miles an
hour. From Staunton to the summit of North Mountain, a dismiles.

at

22'/i

train of ten steel cars,

miles

The
tance of 13 miles, the conditions are 'still more difficult.
first 61/2 miles contain 4^^ miles of up-grade, varying from 75
to 80 ft. to the mile, and the last 6j4 miles is a continuous grade
of 80

ft.

to the mile.

The scheduled speed

for the first

men-

&

—

.at-

Hudson Compemy

made the arrangement of the cab a difficult matter, but
was improved considerably by the use of non-lifting inspirators, Ragonnet reverse gear and the placing of the steam
turret outside of and in front of the cab.
Clearance restrictions
stoker

this

made

it

necessary to place the bell off the center of the boiler

and the headlight dynamo in front of the smokebox.
The frames are 6 in. wide and braced by box castings. The
piston rod extension is the American self-centering type.
Wal-
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schaert valve gear is used with the valve stem guide integral
with the steam chest cover; the piston valves are 16 in. in

are equipped with the Schmidt superheater, brick arch, screw
reverse gear, extended piston rods, long main driving box.

diameter.

equipment includes the Schmidt superheater. Cole

Economy
Economy

radial

Security

was used

in

The

special

outside

journal

trailing

true!:,

radial

buffing

device,

Franklin pneumatic grate shaker. Cole long main
driving box, Trojan packing, vanadium steel frames and rods,

brick

arch,

engine
the

and
buffer,

tender

main frames, driving

The following
locomotives

& Ohio and
era!

4

they develop a tractive effort of 28,300 lb. The new Pacific type
engmes have a total weight, engine and tender, of 460.100 Id.,
the tender having a capacity of 8,000 gal. of water and 14 tons

They have driving wheels 69 in. in diameter, 205 lb.
steam pressure and cylinders 24 in. by 28 in., and develop a
This is an increase of 46.6 per cent
tractive effort of 40,730 lb.
The ei.gines
in total weight and 44 per cent in tractive effort.
of coal.

Boiler for the

weigh 293,500

lb.

in

Chesapeake

working order, of which 191,000

lb. is

&

on the

drivers.

The advantage of the Pacific type over the Ten-wheel locomotives in sustained capacity is demonstrated by a comparison
of the boilers.
99.3 sq.
2,627.0 sq.

Heating surface, total
Superheating surface

3,896

Comparing

952
40
277
796

the equivalent heating surface,

Fuel

&

0.
Sy, in.

ft.

ft.
ft.

84.9 sq.
sq.
2,406

4

Weight in working order
Weight on drivers.,
Weight on leading truck
Weight on trailing truck
Weight of engine and tender in
working order
Wheel base, driving
Wheel base, total
Wheel base, engine and tender.

497,100
13

D.

& H.

ft.

8K

in.

Passenger

Hard

Soft coal
46.600 lb.
312:605 lb.
191,455 lb.
56,675 lb.
64,475 lb.

Tractive effort

coal

40,730
293,500
191,000
47,500
55,000

lb.

lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.

460,100

lb.

in.
34 ft. 9 in.
71 ft. llj^ in.

13
34

ft.

70

lb.
in.

ft.

10 in.

ft.

4 'A

ft.

in

Ratiot

W

ght

on

drivi

tractive

4.12
6.72

4.79
7.20

538.00

553.00

effort

Total weight H- tractive effort..
Tractive effort X diam. drivers
~- equivalent heating surface*
Evaporative heating surface -:grate area
Equivalent beating surface* -rgrate area
Firebox, heating surface -r- equivalent heating surface,* per cent

Ohio

Pacific

55.80

39.20

74.30

S1.30

4.74

S.4S

Type Locomotive

Weight on drivers -r- equivalent
heating surface*
Total weight -r- equivalent heating surface*
Volume both cylinders, cu. ft...
Equivalent heating surface* -fvol. cylinders
Grate area -i- vol. cylinders....

Ten-wheel

Pacific

Grate area
Heating surface, tubes
Heating surface, flues
Heating surface, fire brick tubes
Heating surface, firebox

and ratios

& Hudson

the Delaware

Passenger

Service

used on that road, the heavy passenger service having up till now
been handled by Ten-wheelers.
The Ten-wheel locomotives have a total weight, including the
tender, of 313,900 lb., the tenders having a capacity of 7,000
With driving wheels 69 in. in
gal. of water and 12 tons of coal.
diameter, 200 lb. steam pressure and cylinders 21 in. by 26 in.,

springs.

Data
C.

Gage

engine

springs,

elliptic

table gives the principal dimensions

of both the Chesapeake

inspirators, Watters Sanders, Nathan lubricators, WestinghouseAmerican driver brakes and Westinghouse-Farlow draft gear.

The ten anthracite-burning Pacific type locomotives for the
Delaware & Hudson Company are the first of this type to be

elliptic

truck elliptic springs and the tender truck

Mellin by-pass valve, Hancock 5,500 gallon capacity non-lifting

THE DEL.\WARE & HUDSON LOCOMOTIVES

Economy pipe clamps.
Vanadium steel

trucks.

and speed recorders.

52.30
18.55

57.70
14.66

322,00

348.00
6.77

4.33

Cvlinders

ft.

Simple
27 in. by 28

ft.

in.

24

Simple
by 28

in.

in.

sq. f t.

sq.ft.

Valves
Piston

Vs's'q.'ft.

sq. ft.

178

sq.ft.
sq.ft.

2,662

sq. ft.
sq. ft.

Greatest

which includes 1}^

times the superheating surface, we have 5,090 sq. ft. for the Pacific as against 2,662 sq. ft. for the Ten-wheeler, or an increase
of 91.3 per cent.

According to the method of boiler proportioning used by the
American Locomotive Company, these Pacific type engines have
111 per cent boilers. In a general way, a boiler will have ample
steam making capacity if proportioned by this method for 100
per cent, but for passenger service, it is advantageous to make
the boiler over 100 per cent when possible.
The design of these locomotives was developed by the

Kind
Diameter

me-

chanical department of the Delaware & Hudson Company in cooperation with the American Locomotive Company. The engines

travel

16 in.
6 in.

Piston
14 in.
6'A in.

in.
in.
3/16 in.

3/16 in.
Line and line

.

Outside lap

m

1

^

Inside clearance
Lead in full gear

in.

Wheels
Driving, diameter over tires....
Driving, thickness of tires
Driving journals, main, diameter
and length
Driving journals, others, diameter and length
Engine truck wheels, diameter..
Engine truck, journals, diameter
and length
Trailing truck wheels, diameter.
Trailing truck journals, diameter
and length

69

n<A
lO'A

in.
in.

by 23

in.

by 14

in.

in.

33
7 in.

in.

ZVi
in.

1 1

in.

by 13

in.

33
in.

ey,

in.

in.

by 12

in.

45 in.

in.

X 16

in.
in.

by 22

11 in,

in.

by 12
45

9'A

69

3H
in.

in.

9!4

in.

by 16

Boiler
Style

Working pressure

Wagon
185

top

lb.

Straight top

205

lb.

in

—
December

Outside
Firebox,
Firebox
Firebox,

25,
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diameter of

83
120'A

first ring...
length and width

H

plates, thickness

water space

?^

I
(

11/16 in.
by 96'A

in.

m. and
'"•

back; 5

^'^'^

eter

Flues,

J

number and diameter

244— 2 !4

in.

Seamless

steel,

43

Flues, material and thickness.,

Tubes and flues, length
Heating surface, tubes and
Heating surface, firebox
Heating surface, arch tubes
Heating surface, total

S'A

Seamless

i

^

(

454 in. sides and
back; 5 in. front

steel,

Seamless
No. 9 B.

(

1

20 ft.
3,579 sq,
277 sq.
40 sq.
3,896 sq.
5,090 sq.

20 ft. 6 in.
4,196 sq. ft.
255.4 sq. ft.
27.4 sq. ft.
4,478.8 sq. ft.
5,965.3 sq. ft.
991.0 sq. ft.
80.33 sq. ft.
20 in.
14 ft. 9% in.
9 ft.
in.

Equivalent heating surface*
Superheater heating surface
Grate area
Smokestack, diameter
Smokestack height above rail...
Center of boiler above rail

796

14
9

Frame
Wheels, diameter

36

in.

6 in.

forged steel
by 1 1 in.

9,500 gal.
14 tons

=

total

ft.

filling

work under the new dock and 190,000 cu.
new dock, and the embankment

material in the

yd.

for

new yard serving the dock.
The old plant consisted of

the
in-*
steel,

W.

G.

in.
ft.
ft.
ft.

position, about 66 ft. further away from the old coal pier.
This
provides a slip 900 ft. long, 200 ft. wide and 22 ft. deep between
the two coal docks, which is ample to allow two of the largest
boats used in this service to be loaded simultaneously, and or-

ft.

sq. ft.

954

the coal pier, small yards for
loaded and empty cars, and an abandoned timber-crib ore dock.
It was necessary to remove the old ore dock before beginning
construction on the new coal dock which occupies a similar

ft.

ft.

in.

9 in.

face while awaiting a

Water bottom

13 in. steel channels

Journals, diameter and length..
Water capacity
Coal capacity

ft.

of

dinarily one other boat will be able to anchor along each dock

Tender
Water bottom

Tanlt

steel.

99.3 sq.
19 in.

UK

in the crib

in.

34— SK

in'.

The work has involved the placing of 5,000 cu. yd.
of concrete, the dredging of 15,000 cu. yd. of rock, and 125,000
cu. yd. of mud, the placing of 2,000,000 ft. B. M. of hemlock
operation.

lumber

252— 2
Seamier

(

0.15 in.

I

flues.

'Equivalent heating surface
times the superheating surface.

and

78 in.
in. by 10854 in.
in. and J4 in.

132^^

front 1

in.

Tubes, number and outside diam-

Tubes, material and thickness...

in.
in.

'/,
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1

5 in. steel

channels

33

in. rolled steel
6 in. by 11 in.

8,000 gal.
14 tons

evaporative heating surface

cargo.
Additional anchorage for empty
provided on the rear of the new dock, where a slip IS ft.
deep, 150 ft. wide and about 540 ft. long, has been dredged.

boats

is

The

+

old yards, containing five tracks and two tracks respecthave been enlarged to a capacity of 200 loaded cars and 100
cars.
A similar capacity is provided in the yards serving
the new dock, which have nine tracks and three tracks respectively.
The grade in the new load yard rises to a summit about
midway of its length and then descends at the rate of 1.5 per
cent compensated to the haulage car pit.
This pit, as shown
in the plan, is located between the load yard and the dumper
so that the loaded cars are pulled up the 11 per cent grade to
the cradle of the car dumper without reversing their direction.
After the cars have been dumped they run down the 4.4 per
cent grade to the switchback on the end of the pier, reverse and
run down the 1.5 per cent compensated grade to the empty yard.
ively,

1.5

PENNSYLVANIA COAL DOCK AT SANDUSKY
The capacity of the single car dumper which has been in service on the Pennsylvania coal dock at Sandusky (Ohio) has
been insufficient to handle the amount of coal which it was
desired to load on lake boats at that point. This dock is operated by the Lower Lakes Company, which buys coal principally
in the West Virginia fields, shipping it over the Norfolk &
Western to Columbus, and thence over the Pennsylvania to

empty

-^-O'CtoC of mooring-post^

Plan, Profile

and Details

of

New

Pennsylvania Coal Dock

at

Sandusky, Ohio

In order to provide the desired increase in capacity
second dock with a car dumper having a number of improved features has been built. Preliminary work was
started in the fall of 1913 and, beginning last spring it was

Riders control the speed of the cars throughout these movements.
This system of handling cars is commonly termed "direct" in
distinction to the track layout known as "indirect" which is
used on the old dock and in which the loaded cars move from the

pushed as rapidly as possible, with the result that the plant was
ready to load the first boat on July 15. The dumper is designed
to handle 100-ton cars at a rate of 40 per hour in continuous

load yard

Sandusky.

at this point, a

down an

dumper to the
from which they are
The empty cars run by

inclined track past the car

switchback, and then over the mule
pushed up to the dumping machine.

pit,
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gravity

The

from the machine

directly

into

the

empty car yard.

principal advantage of the direct system in this case

the length of the trestle on the dock, which
loaded cars, is less than in the other system.
run-off on

wooden

An

either side of the

is

is

that

required to carry

The approach and
dumper are Pennsylvania standard

width of 10

Vol.

ft.

crib timbers.

and

The

a height of 10

No. 26

above the top course of the

is vertical, with two waling
damage by boats landing along the

face of the wall

strips for protection against

dock, and the back

ft.

57,

is

stepped into a top width of 6

ft.

Cast iron

trestle.

increase in the working capacity of the

dumper has been

secured by raising the rail on the cradle to an elevation 25 ft.
above water level, which is 8 ft. above the corresponding point
on the old dumper and somewhat higher than is usually adopted
The obvious advantage of this change is
for such machines.
that the cradle need not be lifted through so great a height,
and in consequence, the complete movement can be made in a

However, this change requires the mule engine
shorter time.
to raise the loaded car through a greater distance, and if this
operation cannot be made rapidly enough to place a loaded car
on the cradle

as

fast

as

it

can be returned to position, the

theoretical advantage will be lost.

The

capacity of the "mule"

has been increased over ordinai-y practice in two ways, first by
increasing the size of the engine used, and second, by attaching
a tail rope to the "mule," which allows the same engine to pull
It is usually found that
it rapidly down, the grade into the pit.

even though the mule engine can pull the car up the grade at a
satisfactory rate, some time is lost in waiting for the "mule" to
run down again by gravity, and occasionally a loaded car coming down from the load yard passes over the pit before the

"mule" has reached it, causing additional delay.
The concrete dock wall is supported by 1,045 ft. of timber
In addition to this, some
crib 21 ft. wide and 15 to 22 ft. high.
cribs were built across the closed end of the slip and under an
extension of the old dock. The post cribs which were used for
these foundations were built up of 12-in. by 12-in. hemlock tim-

and cross tie walls 9 ft. center to center,
with eight 12-in. by 12-in. posts at each tie wall. The typical
pockets have interior dimensions of 9 ft. by 8 ft., and are floored
with 3-in. plank. All timbers are securely tied together by 1^-in.
The cribs are anchored to bed rock by
drift and staybolts.

bers, with a center wall

extending through the floor of the crib into holes
drilled about 3' 2 ft. into the rock at intervals of 9 ft. The outer
half of the crib is covered by a solid floor on which the forms
This wall has a bottom
for the concrete dock wall were built.

The New Coal Dumping Machine

Just Before Its Completion

4-in. car axles

General View of

New Dock

mooring posts are anchored
tervals of 40
'1

in

the surface of the wall at in-

ft.

he car dumper machin.- and the muie house are carried on

with Old

Dock

at the

Right

—
December

25,
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reinforced concrete columns extending

down

to rock.

The four

columns under the front of the dumper are within the limits
of the crib, and in these cases the crib walls were so located as
to bring the columns in the crib pockets, enabling them to be
built by framing off a portion of the pocket to be filled with concrete.
The remaining 9 columns are 5 ft. 6 in. cylinders. All
of the columns are reinforced with old rails and spiral bar reinforcement. The boiler house is carried on a fill inside wooden
piling which is driven to vock, and the coal bunkers alongside
the boiler house are of concrete.
Three 200-h. p. boilers are
provided with a coal bunker for each under the load track. A
stack furnishes draft for the boilers.
The boiler
dumper machine and mule house are covered with
asbestos protected metal, and have windows of Fenestra steel
sash.
The car dumper is of the Hulett type, furnished by The
Wellman-Seavcr Morgan Company, Cleveland, Ohio. It has a
cradle 60 ft. 8 in. long, w-hich is operated by an engine with two
steel

126-ft.

house, car

A

by 24-in. cylinders, operating two drums.
gine is provided for the mule hoist.
22-in.

One

of the

first

preparation

steps in the construction of the

similar en-

new dock was

foundation surface by divers working
under the ice during the winter. All material overlying the solid
rock was cleaned away and the surface of the rock was leveled
the

of the

by drilling off high portions and building up low ones. The
bottom grillage, the four lower courses of wall timbers and all
posts in the cribs were framed together at a dock about one-half
mile away, and these sections of the cribs were towed to the site
by tugs. They were launched into the proper position and sunk
by building up the remaining timbers and filling the pockets.
The concrete in the dock walls was placed from mixer plants
located on scows.

The
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automatic train stop; but about the time the bids were opened,
General Railway Signal Company proposed for consider-

the

making use of

ation a scheme

automatic

road company and by the Public Service Commission, which acts
tract

owner of the lines in question and a new conwas drawn providing for the introduction of the new sys;

The automatic

tem.

and speed control system
will be at once installed on a short section, to demonstrate its
reliability; and its final acceptance will depend upon its giving
service satisfactory to the road and to the Public Service Commission; but in the meantime, the other signaling work will go
on, and apparatus will be installed as the tracks are made ready

With

the complete system of automatic stops and cab signals,
proposed to do without fixed roadbed signals, except at
interlockings; and if any lines are ready for operation before the
cab signal system shall have been perfected, the roadside signals
can be put in, and used, and later taken out. "Light signals"
is

it

used throughout, so that the disturbance or cost of
ing a change of this kind need not be great.

will be

The General Railway
its

SIGNALS FOR

NEW BROOKLYN SUBWAYS
—

The New York Municipal Railway Corporation the organization which is building the new subways, tunnels and elevated
which are to be operated by the Brooklyn Rapid Transit
in Manhattan and Brooklyn boroughs. New York City
has contracted with the General Railway Signal Company,
Rochester, N. Y., for a complete equipment of automatic block
signals, interlocking switches and signals, and automatic train
The
stops and cab signals, the latter to have "speed control."
contract covers all of the lines forming this company's portion
of the "dual rapid transit system" as laid out by the authorities
of the state and city when plans were adopted last year for
lines

Company

the

additions to

the present intramural

railroad

length of road covered by the present contract

and the length of main track signaled

is

will be

system.

The

about 103 miles,
about 178 miles.

The first line to be equipped will be the Broadway-Fourth
Avenue line in Brooklyn, a subway which has been under construction for several years past

and which

is

nearing completion.

Centre street
Manhattan, which is already in partial operation, with
Other lines
signals installed by the Federal Signal Company.
will be signaled as completed, the whole contract taking two or

This

line will be operated in connection with the

loop, in

three years.

The company first asked for bids on a system similar to that
in use on the Interborough Rapid Transit, which includes an

mak-

has not yet perfected

Simmen Company, which has installed cab signals and kindred
apparatus on electric lines in Canada, in Indiana, and in Tennessee.

In general, the speed control arrangement will be so operated

motorman two warnings before reaching

to switches

ft.,

Company

plans for the stops and the cab signals, but it is understood
it has acquired the patents of P.
J. Simmen, of the Northey-

Petersen, engineer in charge.

to 200

Signal

that

where the brakes

ft.

stop, cab signal

for operation.

as to give the

was widened from 134

apparatus,

for the city, the

and dredged
to a depth of 22 ft., requiring the removal of from 1 to 12 ft.
of rock. A hydraulic dredge was also used to handle some of
the pier filling and a small portion of the filling under the new
yards when it became necessary to rush this portion of the work
shortly before its completion. This dredging and the construction of the foundation crib and the dock wall was contracted to
the Great Lakes Dredge & Dock Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
H. E. Culberson & Sons, Cleveland, had the contract for making
the fill under the new yards. They used two steam shovels and
standard gage equipment to place about 200,000 yd. of quarry
strippings.
The work was handled under the direction of
R. Trimble, chief engineer maintenance of way, and H. W.
old slip

the speed control feature for the

and electrical (instead of mechanical) apparatus to perform the special functions of this system. This alternative plan was finally favored both by the railstopping

will be automatically

applied

;

first

a spot

a yellow

which glows in
ramp fixed on the

(in place of the green, or all-right light,

light

the cab under normal conditions)

;

this at a

track far enough back to allow for bringing a train to a stop-

from

mg

full speed
next an audible signal from another ramp, givtime for the application of the brakes. If this second warn-

ing

is

;

disregarded the brakes will soon be applied and the prooff.
The speed indicator on the en-

pulsion current will be cut

gine or car actuates a control apparatus which
adjusting, throwing the
to be operated

and throwing

constantly selfinto

condition

whenever the speed exceeds the prescribed

it

designed to

It is

is

brake-setting apparatus

and

again

when

make use

limit

the speed has been properly reduced.

of the system not only at the approach

stations, but also

approaching sharp curves.

With speed control apparatus in operation, the overlap, as employed on the Interborough subway lines will not be necessary;,
and with this improvement the capacity of a track can be increased from 15 to 20 per cent; or, where track capacity is limited by the time consumed at station platforms, the block signal
sections can be made correspondingly longer and less expensive.
The Public Service Commission of the state, in announcing
its

approval of this contract, gives the total amount as $1,413,000.

sum for the innumber of which is to be
roadway apparatus,

This, however, apparently includes a contingent
stallation of apparatus
1,600.

The

total

on the

amount of

cars, the

the contract for

which includes automatic block signaling, interlocking, and the
necessary stopping apparatus on the track is $1,293,000.
The bid of the General Railway Signal Company under the
first specifications was $1,808,676, while that of the Federal SigWhen the new bids were opened
nal Company was $1,392,833.
the Federal Company, whose bid was higher than that of the
General, protested that the action of the company and of the
Public Service Commission was irregular and unwarranted.
There was long discussion and delay on the part of the Public
Service Commission and the approval of the contract finally was
carried in the commission by a vote of three to two. The protest of the Federal Company has been renewed before the commission, but so far without result.

The

W.

S.

merly

chief engineer of the

Menden, and the
in the signal

New York

signal engineer

department of the

Municipal Railways
is

is-

R. C. Johnson, for-

New York

Central.

:
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ASSOCIATION OF TRANSPORTATION AND
CAR ACCOUNTING OFFICERS
The winter meeting

of the Association of Transportation and

Officers was held at Richmond, Va., Decemwith 102 members in attendance, and President

Car Accounting
ber 8 and
J.

9,

M. O'Day in the chair.
Mayor AinsUe welcomed

the

association

to

Richmond, and,

speaking of what he had read in the newspapers about railroad
men, said he was surprised to see such an aggregation of sincere and honest looking men.
The executive committee recommended that it be authorized,
in conjunction with any standing committee, and in its dis-

meet the representatives of the American Railway
Association and recommend uniform practice under existing
rules.
This was approved.
A recommendation of the executive committee that the committee on conducting passenger transportation, committee on
conducting freight transportation, and committee on joint interchange and inspection bureaus be combined, temporarily, was
cretion,

to

approved.

The association concurred in a recommendation of the committee on car service sustaining the practice of requiring the
delivering carrier to show the date of original receipt of cars
when

offered in interchange

or more

The

the record of delivery

is

one year

disapproving the proposed amendment to car service Rule

10,

which reads

When on

account of bunching in transit upon a carrier line a switching
must cancel or refund demurrage, it may reclaim on the carrier line a
number of days at the current per diem rate equal to the number of days
for which such demurrage has been canceled or refunded.

As bunching is not considered under the average agreement,
which applies to a large percentage of cars handled in terminals, the cancellation or refund of demurrage would not be
a material factor. It would be difficult to determine responsisuch reclaims,

if

allowed.

The recommendation of the committee on car service
the inclusion of an amendment to Rule 10, code of car

against
service

providing "that where there is a demurrage item involved
that the date the papers are taken up with any department of the
erring line be accepted as the opening date of the per diem
rules,

was concurred

by the association. The committee on
car service in reporting against this proposed amendment to
Rule 10, advised that in its opinion the protection of per diem
reclaim where demurrage is involved as a result of carriers'
error is within the power of each transportation department.
claim,"

in

The recommendation

of the committee on car service that unarrangements are made by owners, empty railroadowned tank cars will be handled under car service rules 1 to 4,
inclusive, was concurred in.
By recommendation of the committee, action was taken reless special

scinding

approved

amendment

the
in

livering road

when

to car
service rule 15, which was
This amendment provided that the depay the cost of transfer or rearrangement

June, 1913.
shall

transfer

is

necessary for

the

protection

freight against weather conditions.

The

tains the integrity of the rule in

present form.

The recommendation

its

of perishable

present action main-

common.

are to be used in

committees

By

way

ization territories.

The committee on continuous home

re-

to inquiries re-

ceived concerning the handling of cars under a continuous home
route card.
The loading and forwarding road is responsible
putting on a

for

A

card.

car

loaded with perishable freight

home

should always be accompanied by an owner's universal

Any

route card.

foreign car offered should always be accom-

home

of the loss of owner's

home

deliver a

home

route card.

In the event

route card, the offering road must

route card of

its

own

and the offering

issue,

line

responsible for obtaining and forwarding a duplicate owner's

home

route card to the agent at billed destination.

use of the owner's universal
be necessary to
in these

The

amend

home

service rule

5.

The

ownership,

the
will

it

embodied

principles

in

by the association.

of accepted assignments of reporting

list

To make

route card mandatory

suggested answers were concurred

marks

to cars

by the committee on office
methods and accounting, was adopted for submission to the
Railway
Association..
Approximately
400 railroads
American
have accepted assignments of reporting marks and are using
them. A list of accepted assignments of reporting marks for
cars of private ownership was adopted for submission to the
American Railway Association. Approximately 350 owners of
private cars have accepted marks assigned.
railroad

of

The recommendation

presented

of the committee that all car

dicate in their respective registrations the

The

owners

in-

reporting marks which

are applied to the equipment so registered, and that

if

consist-

Railway Equipment Register set forth this inwas concurred in by the association.
The association approved a proposed amendment to Rule 1,
code of per diem rules, so as to provide that the penalty rate
of five cents per car per day be applied to all delayed per diem
settlements, even though the per diem has been reported in
error to another road.
The report of the committee on office methods and accounting,
opposing the adoption of a form for correction of interchange
report, embodying the self-transcribing or cut-up principle was
concurred in by the association.
The recommendation of the committee on handling railroad
business mail that all mail, whether forwarded via United
ent

Official

formation

in the indexes,

States post or by railroad business mail, include the

the association.

senger transportation that

name

of railroad in

full,

city,

state,

name

full

of

infor-

mation as to local street address, title of officer, name of officer,
etc., as each particular case may warrant, was concurred in by

The recommendation

the committee on car service with regard to
the establishment of committees on conference and co-operation
were concurred in by the association, and ordered sent to the

in

American Railway Association. This plan was proposed by
Texas roads, and was the subject of a conference at which all
At this conference the

Association.

parts of the country were represented.

made a

route cards

embodying answers which have been made

port

amendment makes
The findings of

owner unnecessary.

their

;

stands at present requires the consent of the owner in order
to short-route a car at the reciprocal rate named therein. The
the consent of the

opportunity will be afforded

problems and perplexities
with a view to securing co-operative effort. The committee
recommends that the personnel of these committees consist of
those directly responsible for the handling of cars that during
the first three months there will be no attempt to inaugurate a
method of general authoritative supervision over cars, and that
the committees be formed so far as possible along the natural
territorial lines, such as will correspond to present traffic organ-

the department,

it

conference

establishing these

in the several territories,

discuss in an informal

to

committee that car service rule
3, paragraph f, be amended was adopted by the association for
submission to the American Railway Association. The rule as
of the

No. 26

other at the reciprocal rate provided for in car service rule 3f.
The Sunset Central Lines and the International & Great Northern
have made an agreement, under which the cars of the two roads

is

line

57.

Texas men made it clear that advantages have already accrued
from such co-operation as is proposed. Instances were related
of short routing of empty cars, in some cases reciprocal, and in
other cases the service being performed by one carrier for an-

.panied by an owner's universal

old.

association concurred in the action of the committee in

bility for

Vol.

of

the
all

committee

on

conducting

railroads be called

upon

to

pas-

show

The Official Railway Equipment Register information in
every respect relating to passenger equipment cars, was adopted
by the association for submission to The American Railway
It

was decided

Niagara

Falls,

to hold the next

June

22-23. 1915.

meeting of the association at

One

Year's

Electrical

Operation

of

the

A.

B.

&

P/

Train Loading Wcis Increased 33 Per Cent, Savings
in Operating Expenses Equaled 20 P. C. on Investment

By
The

Butte,

J. B.

Anaconda &

Pacific was built in 1892 principally
for the purpose of conveying ore from the mines at Butte to
the Washoe smelter at Anaconda, 26 miles west of Butte.

The

tracks connecting Butte and Anaconda constitute the
main line, which is approximately 25.7 miles in length. As the
mines are mostly around the top of Butte Hill and the shafts
through which the ore is hoisted to the surface are scattered
over a considerable area, yards were built at a convenient
point on Butte Hill for the concentration of the cars containing the ore from these shafts, as well as to serve as a distribution point for the supplies to the mines

known

as the Missoula Gulch line

to connect with the

main

line at

was

a

;

branch locally

from these yards
Rocker, where yards were
built

also established.

Since the concentrator at the smelter

is

also on a

hill

at

an elevation of approximately 340 ft. above the rhain line, it
was advisable to establish another yard at East Anaconda
from which to distribute the ore and other supplies to the
different centers on Smelter Hill. The lines from these yards
at East

Anaconda

to the smelter are

Hill lines, the longest branch of

known

which

is

as the Smelter

that leading to the

Two spurs
is about 7% miles in length.
lead from this main track, one to the stock bin yards and the
other to the copper tracks.
concentrator, which

From

the Butte Hill yards spur tracks radiate about Butte

Hill to the shafts of the various

mines and other points where

supplies are to be delivered. The ore is loaded into hopperbottom steel ore cars of SO tons capacity, which are delivered
to the Butte Hill yard, where they are made up into trains
and taken down to the Rocker yard, where they are made up
still larger trains and taken over the main line to the
East Anaconda yard. Here the trains are broken up to be
transported in smaller units up Smelter Hill to the concentrator yards. Thus practically all of the ore cars are handled by five different engine crews between the ore bins at

into

the mines and the receiving bins at the concentrator.
A total of 27 steam locomotives was owned by the railway

company, classified as follows: Switching, 7; Consolidation, 8;
Mastodon, 10, and passenger, 2.
The coal used on the steam locomotives was obtained from
the mines at Diamondville, Wyo., and had to be transported
approximately 395 miles for delivery to the bins of the railway company, at which point its average cost was approximately $4.25 per ton.
Most of the machinery at the mines and the smelter had
been electrified, and the results had been so satisfactory that
the railway company made a study of conditions for the purpose of investigating the advantages that might be expected
from the electrification of its lines, the result of which was
the placing of a contract in December, 1911, for the electrical
equipment of the main line, with spurs and yards between
Butte and Anaconda, the Missoula Gulch line between Rocker
Owing to
and Butte Hill yards and the Smelter Hill lines.
local conditions on the spur tracks leading to the various
mines from Butte Hill yards, it was thought advisable not to

The tracks recommended
to be electrified totaled approximately 90.5 miles.
Seventeen 80-ton electric locomotive units were purchased,
originally, 15 of which are being operated in freight service

electrify these until a later date.

The'se units are practically
in the passenger service.
interchangeable with the exception of the gearing, the pas-

and two

•Abstract of a paper presented before the
Institute of Electrical Engineers.

American

Pacific

Coast section of the

Cox

senger locomotives being geared to operate normally at 40 or
50 miles per hour, while the freight locomotives are geared
to operate at from 15 to 25 miles per hour, the maximum free
running speed being approximately 35 miles per hour. The
continuous tractive effort of the freight units is 25,000 lb.,
at 15 miles per hour, but they are capable of exerting a maxi-

mum

tractive

effort

of 48,000

lb.

for five-minute

intervals,

based on a coefficient of adhesion of 30 per cent.
All the locomotive units are of the articulated, double-truck
type with twin gears mounted on projections provided on
the wheel centers for the purpose, and in general mechanical
design are similar to the electric locomotives in operation
on the Great Northern, the Detroit River Tunnel and the
Baltimore & Ohio.
Work on the electrification began in the spring of 1912, and
the first electric locomotive was run in Anaconda on May 14,
1913, about a year later.
On May 27, two ore trains were
hauled up Smelter Hill on trial trips with electric locomotives
and on the following day a double-unit electric locomotive
took ovep the regular day service of hauling the ore from
East Anaconda yards to the concentrator yards, a distance
of approximately seven miles, with a ruling gradient of 1.1
per cent compensated, and the grade fairly uniform through
the entire distance.
The steam locomotives used in this service were of the Mastodon type, weighing 108 tons, 83 tons of
which was on the drivers. The weight of the tender loaded
was approximately 55 tons, making the total weight of locomotive and tender about 163 tons, which would average close
to the weight of the double-unit electric locomotive superseding it. The steam locomotive ordinarily made six round
trips per shift, hauling 16 loaded ore cars per trip, or 96 cars
per shift.
The average time required by the steam locomotive for
the trip from East Anaconda to the concentrator yards with
16 loaded cars was about 45 minutes. The double-unit electric
locomotive began taking 16 cars per trip but made 8 trips per
shift, delivering 128 cars per shift.
The average time for the
up-hill trip with the electric locomotive was about 22 minutes
or approximately half the time required by the steam locomotive for the same number of cars. Empty cars were taken
to East Anaconda on the return trip, which, being all down
grade, gave the electric locomotive no decided advantage, as
the speed in either case was limited to about 25 miles per
hour for safety. The number of cars hauled per trip was
kept the same with the electric locomotives in the beginning
as it had been with steam, as it had been decided to make
the change-over by gradually replacing one steam locomotive
at a time with an electric, taking the engine crew off the one
and placing it on the other, thus breaking them in on the
electric locomotives in regular service.
One of the regular
steam engineers had been given special instructions on the
electric locomotives during the experimental running in order
that he might become competent to act as instructor to the
other engineers until they were sufficiently familiar with the
electric locomotives to be left alone.
The load per trip in this service was gradually increased
from 16 cars to 25 cars, which is to be the standard for the
present. The average time for the up-hill trip with 25 cars
is about 26 minutes, so that eight trips per shift are made
easily, making a delivery of 200 cars possible or an increase
of slightly more than 108 per cent over what had been possible for the same crew with steam locomotives.
These
loaded ore cars average from 70 to 72 tons each, making the
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a 25-car train from 1,750 to 1,800 tons.
the concentrator yards the ore trains are
taken by a switching engine called the "spotter," which places
trailing

On

load

arrival

for
at

at a time over the weighing scales, after which they
are rearranged for placement over the concentrator bins. On
June 20 this spotting service was taken over by a single-unit
electric locomotive and on July 2 the night service up Smelter
Hill was taken over by the double-unit electric locomotive.
The steam locomotive used for the spotting service was of

one car

the Consolidation type and weighed 93 tons, 83 of which was
on drivers, the tender weighing loaded 62 tons, making the
total weight of engine and tender 155 tons. The steam locomotive used in the night service on Smelter Hill was similar

day service. When the electric engines
were put on the night service all the handling of ore between
Anaconda
and
the concentrators was done electrically,
East
and the hauling capacity per crew was so much greater that
it was no longer necessary to have a "spotter" crew on the
night shift so that this crew was eliminated, and the night
crew hauling the ore up Smelter Hill did the spotting on
arrival at the concentrator yards, it being no longer necesThus where
sary to make the regular number of trips.
formerly four engine and train crews had been required during steam operation three similar crews were able to do the
to that used in the

same work with

On

electric

locomotives

in less time.

between Butte
and Anaconda was taken over for electrical operation. The
steam locomotives used in the passenger service weighed
approximately 80 tons, 60 tons of which was on the> drivers,
while the tender loaded weighed 52 tons, making the total
weight of engine and tender 132 tons. The distance between
Anaconda and Butte is 25.7 miles, and the schedule time for
No change has been made in this time,
the trip, one hour.
though a reduction of 20 per cent would be possible with the
electric locomotives were such desired. It may be of interest
to note that on the day shift, averaging four trips per day.
during the first five months the passenger train did not come
in late a single time on account of engine trouble.
On October 10 a double-unit electric locomotive was put
in the day freight service on the main line between East
Anaconda and Rocker, a distance of 20.1 miles. The steam
locomotive replaced in this instance was erf the Mastodon
type, weighing 103 tons, 77 of which was on the drivers, while
the tender loaded weighed 55 tons, making the total weight
The standard train
of locomotive with tender 158 tons.
hauled on the trip west was 50 to 55 loaded ore cars weighOctober

1

regular passenger

service

ing approximately 3,500 to 4,000 tons gross and the average running time of such trains where no stops were made
was about lyi hours, corresponding to an average speed
In the beginning the
of approximately 13.4 miles per hour.
electric locomotive took only the standard train, but made the
trip without stop in about one hour, corresponding to an
average speed of 20 miles per hour. The ruling gradient on
the westward trip is 0.3 per cent and about half the distance
On the 0.3 per cent grade with a S5-car train,
is down grade.
The
the steam locomotive made about 7 miles per hour.
locomotives
with similar train now make about 16
electric
miles per hour on the same grade.
The weight of the trains hauled by the electric locomotives
on this run has been gradually increased up to 65 loaded ore
cars averaging about 71 tons each, making the gross weight
trailing about 4.620 tons. 'Adding 160 tons for the weight of
the double-unit electric locomotives and 20 tons for the caboose makes a gross train weight of approximately 4,800 tons.
The remainder of this main line freight service was gradually taken on during the months of October and November.
As many as 76 ordinary freight cars loaded with coal, coke
and general merchandise have been taken in a single train on
the westbound trip and 85 empties are frequently taken from
East Anaconda to Rocker eastbound, the ruling grade being
1 per cent.
Comparative results of the month of June, 1913, with steam
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operation and for the same month of 1914 with electrical operation of this main line service, show that with a slight increase in the total tons of ore hauled the average tons per
train was increased from 1.761 to 2,378, or 35 per cent, thus
decreasing the average number of trains per day from 12.5
The average time per trip during
to 9.3, or 25.6 per cent.
steam operation was approximatelj- 2 hr. and 25 min., while

with the electric locomotive it was approximately 1 hr. and
45 min., showing a decrease of 40 min., or 27.5 per cent. The
overtime in this service has been decreased 73.5 per cent and
the total time 42 per cent, resulting not only in greater economy to the railway, but in shorter and easier hours for the
crews.
The service on the Missoula Gulch line running between
Rocker and Butte Hill yards was taken over for electrical
operation on October 20. This line is 4.5 miles in length and
the ruling gradient 2.5 per cent.
The steam locomotives
used on this line were of the Mastodon type, weighing 106
tons. 87 tons of which was on the drivers, the tender loaded
weighing 56 tons, thus making the total weight of engine and
tender 162 tons. Two complete crews had been required to
handle this service during steam operation, averaging six trips
per day each. A single crew with a double-unit electric locomotive has been doing this work successfully. Thirty-five
to 45 loaded ore cars are taken down from Butte Hill yard
to Rocker, and about an equal number of empties taken up.
In addition to the empties, large quantities of timber and
supplies for the mines are delivered over this line.
On November 25 the last of the electric locomotive units
went into service, thus completing the electrification originally

intended.

now been

The

full

electrical

service

has,

therefore,

operation more than nine months and that on
Smelter Hill more than IS months.
This was the first installation of 2,400-volt direct-current
apparatus for the operation of a railway in this country, 1,500
volts being the highest heretofore installed for such a
purpose.
The total saving from locomotive performance alone is at
the

rate

in

of $237,581

credit of handling

per year, to which should be added the

an increase of

traffic at the rate of 13,938,136 ton-miles per year or 8.77 per cent more than was handled by the steam locomotives during the period compared.

To

from locomotive performance should be added
from trainmen's wages, which is at the rate of

this saving

the saving

per year, or a decrease of approximately 21 per
due largely to the elimination of overtime, making the
saving from these two items $268,728 per year.
From
this should be deducted $10,839 for maintenance of the distribution system, leaving $257,889 as the net operating saving
$31,146
cent,
total

per year due to electrical operation.

The roadmaster
tric

states that

locomotives are

that there

is

much

it

is

quite evident that the elec-

easier on the track at curves, but

no noticeable difference on tangent

track,

and

that while sufficient time has not yet elapsed to form definite
conclusions, present indications lead him to expect that any

work will be favorable to the electric
locomotives.
-Arranging the items of expense in the order of usual appearance in the summary of a standard locomotive performance sheet, and placing them on a yearly basis, results as
follows:
difference relative to his

Item of
operating expenses
Fuel and power
Repairs
Enirinemen's wages
Enginehouse expenses

Water
Lubricants

Other supplies

Steam,

Electric,

1913
$315,235.74
124,787.90
104,461.18
29,907.80
4,953.66
9.751.44
5,823.52

1914
$164,508.70
92,278.08
71,225.88
18,638.38
1,193.70
4,942.32
4,552.36

3,759.96
4,809.12
1,271.16

75.90
49.30
21.85

$357,339.42
116,486.00

$237,581.82
31.146.30

39.95
21.10

total

$742,553.54

$473,825.42

$268,728.12

36.1»

miles hauled

158,917,720

172.855,856

13,938,136*

8.77"

Total locomotive performance.$594,921.24
Trainmen's wages ...:
147.632.30

Grand

Ton

Decrease, Per ct1914
dec.
$150,727.04 47.81
32,509.82 26.0S
33,335.30 31.81
11,269.42 37.68

•Increase.

December
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The total cost of the electrification, including a change of
signal system on Smelter Hill, an extra motor-generator set
recently installed at Anaconda, interest during construction

an equality with the other cities and ports of the country." The
prescribed rates from the Schuylkill district are. for prepared

and all incidentals due in any way to the electrification, was
in round numbers $1,201,000.
This does not include the stepdown transformers, which are the property of the power
company, but on the other hand no deduction has been made
for the salvage due to the elimination of 20 steam locomotives.

prepared

ANTHRACITE COAL RATES REDUCED
PENNSYLVANIA
The

Public Service Commission, in a decision

announces that

in

Schuylkill,

;

The order reduces

the rates

on

all

sizes

of coal except those

smaller than pea, the rate for these smaller sizes to be the same
that

as

for

The roads

pea.

are

affected

the

Philadelphia

&

Reading and the Pennsylvania and, in a lesser degree, the
Lackawanna, the Central of New Jersey and the Lehigh Valley.
The complainants were numerous organizations of citizens and
;

business

men

in

Philadelphia.

The dale when the order is to lake effect is not given.
The present rates for prepared sizes of coal per ton of
lb.

by the Reading are, from the Schuylkill

Wyoming

the Lehigh district, $1.86, and from the

The

and smaller

rates for pea coal

rnd the average reduction

The
year

is

district, $1.70;

2,240

from

district, $2.10..

sizes are considerably less;

estimated at 25 to 30 per cent.

report recounts the history of the coal traffic trom the

when it began to be recorded, moving at first by
The Reading, the largest carrier, transported in 1912 a

1825,

canal.

total of 11,224.945 tons altogether; and the change now ordered is .said to affect about 40 per cent of this total. The average distance over which the Schuylkill coal travels to Philadelphia is 121 miles. The average of all shipments over the Pennsylvania Railroad is 189 miles.
The commission finds that the Reading owns or controls 44
per cent of the unmined anthracite coal; the Lehigh Valley 17

per cent; the

Jersey
etc.,

per

19

Lackawanna

7 per cent,

and the Central of

New

Other particulars concerning ownership,

cent.

smaller sizes $1

;

;

from the Lehigh region,

roads to barges on the Delaware and Schuylkill rivers, to be
taken by them to Philadelphia docks, on which traffic the barges
receive usually 25 cents a ton, must be carried through for the
rate.

LEHIGH VALLEY MONOPOLY SUIT DISMISSED

Penn.'iylvania

December

duction

pea coal $1

$1.46; pea coal and smaller $1.16; from the
region, prepared sizes $1.70; others $1.33. Other rates
are named for combination routes.
Coal delivered by the railsizes

Wyoming

same

IN

21,
it will order a sweeping rethe rates for the transportation of coal from the
Lehigh and Wyoming regions to Philadelphia, all
rates being reduced substantially to the basis on which the railroads carry coal to Philadelphia for shipment by water to Xew
England and other points in most, or all, cases 40 cents a ton.

issued

sizes, $1.30;

are recounted.

At the outset, says the commission, there is a presumption
against the propriety of the continuance of the existing rates.
All of them have stood unchanged for 17 years, and some of

Judge Hough in the United States District Court at Xew
York, December 21, dismissed the suit of the government,
brought last March, against the Lehigh \'alley Railroad, the
Lehigh Valley Coal Company, the Lehigh Valley Coal Sales

Company and

others,

which

in

it

was charged

that

the

com-

modities clause of the Interstate

Sherman

anti-trust

substance

in

that

Commerce law and also the
law had been violated. Judge Hough holds,
"No monopoly of interstate commerce is

shown nor any attempt to monopolize. It is impossible to find
any of the normal results of monopoly without also finding violations of the commodities clause and none is discovered.
As
to restraint of trade in coal transportation there can be no
restraint without control, and since the railroad does not control
ihe coal it carries it has no means of restraint."
Concerning the charge of the government that the coal sales
company had acquired land and other property from the coal
company at ridiculously low prices, the judge says:
"What should or could be done with the lands and the coal
on hand? And how could the concern retiring from the selling business insure the creation of a strong and pushing successor?
Certainly not by hostility.
Who would or could occupy and use the storage plants except the coal sales company?
"The assertion that the prices were ridiculously low is untrue.
It was praiseworthy and lawful at first to sacrifice much in price
when the object was to save from further assault the business

—

—

of

selling

coal

interstate

for

Lehigh Valley Railroad has

some time

for

before, been

transportation.

.

.

.

The

not, since the filing of this bill

engaged

or

at all in the selling of coal

Union of such companies through stock
the consumer.
ownership is not unlawful, provided there is a dissociation in
good faith between the bona fide corporations. Dissociation in
good faith requires no more than honest conduct of honest
."
men.
The government had contended that the railroad and the other
defendants had a monopoly of the coal industry in the territo

.

but the acreage thus

for 40 years, during which time the cost of transportation
has been afifected by great changes, such as the increase in the

tory tributary to the lines of the road;

and of engines, the volume of traffic, etc.
Accountants engaged by the commission examined the books
of the railroad companies and found that the cost of transportation, not including any return on bonds or stock, in the year
ending May, 1913, over the Reading road, for 123 miles, was 45

only a very small proportion of the entire anthracite acreage
tributary to Lehigh Valley lines.

them

size of cars

cents
cents

a
;

,.

gross

ton

;

over the Pennsylvania, for 187 miles, 61
to 11 cents over other

and various rates from 49 cents

routes.

Comparisons also are made with the

rates charged for carry-

ing bituminous coal over these and other roads, all of which are
much lower. Counsel for the Reading gave figures showing
that in 1912 that road's rate per ton per mile on anthracite coal
was 8.599 mills, this being a little less than the average for the

preceding
freight

five

was

years

;

while the rate per ton per mile on

all

a little over 7 mills.

railroads admitted that the rates for the transportation
of coal to he sent out from Philadelp,hia by water, much lower
The final
than the Philadelphia rates, were not unprofitable.

The

conclusion of the commission is based mainly on the fact that
the rates charged for coal going beyond Philadelphia are profitThis decision, says the report, will put Philadelphia "on
able.

controlled by the coal sales company, the court points out,

"This doctrine of territorial units

is

a novelty

think bears investigation," says the judge, "for

or can amount to
the coal therefrom

is

this,

lawfully carried; there

is

which
all

is

I

that

the coal lands are lawfully

is

do not
it

does

owned;

an actual and

honest dissociation of interests between coal owners and carriers.
The relations which are complained of have therefore no

upon interstate commerce, for said relations begin,
and end within the limits of the state.
the
commodities clause I shall dismiss the point with
"As to
the statement that there is no great difference between what the
Lackawanna did and was upheld in doing by the entire Circuit
Court of the Third Circuit and what the Lehigh Valley has
influence

exist

been

doing as

owned
its

outright

lines,

shown

much

in
if

this

case.

.

.

.

The Lackawanna

not most of the coal transported over

whereas the Lehigh Valley owned the stock of other

corporations which under the laws of Pennsylvania had good
right to sell the coal, the transportation of which has given rise

much litigation."
The government will

to so

appeal the case to the

Supreme Court.
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THE INFLUENCE OF CARBON ON THE PROPERTIES OF RAILS
An
of

such as ductility,

rails,

stiffness, tensile strength,

and the

was made with carbon varying
per cent, and they were tested by

series of open-hearth rails

from 0.32 per cent to 0.97
means of drop tests, tension tests, slow bending tests, transverse tests of the base and rolling tests under a loaded wheel.
The material and all the facilities for this investigation were
furnished by the Carnegie and Maryland Steel Companies. The
material and rails were made by' the Carnegie Steel Company
at Homestead and Braddock, Pa., and the tests, except the
The
rolling tests, were made by the Carnegie Steel Company.
rolling tests in a "reciprocating" machine were made at Sparrows
Point, Md., by the Maryland Steel Company.
According to these tests the shrinkage of the hot rail after
sawing increased an average amount of about 0.013 in. for an

increase of carbon of 0.01 per cent, in the standard length of
There were, however, some uncertainties and more data
ft.

33

needed with special reference to the relationship of carbon
and shrinkage. The deflection of the rails in the drop test under
the first blow decreased as the carbon increased up to about
0.85 per cent carbon, after which its decrease was at a slower
The rails were 80-lb. A. R. A. type-A section, and with
rate.
0.50 per cent carbon the deflection of the side that was below
is

was about 1.70 in. under a drop of 15 ft. With these
conditions, the deflection decreased an average of 0.0188 in. for
each 0.01 per cent increase of carbon. The relation found bein testing

tween carbon and elongation
following formula:

where

the drop test

in

is

shown by the

35
.30 C
Ebi
equals the per cent elongation when the base
C equals the carbon in 0.01 per cent..

Ei.t

is

in

tension, and

The

were tested

rails

span of 3

The

creased.

beams

as

in

the test-machine with

a

load increased as the carbon inincreased with increase of carbon

The breaking

ft.

limit

elastic

carbon and then remained about the
The elongation in this slow bending test decreased as
same.
the carbon increased and averaged a little less than in the drop
to about 0.85 per cent

or impact

test.

The

tensile strength in the ten-

and

yield point

with increase of carbon up to about 0.80 or
0.85 per cent carbon after which they remained about the same.
The elongation and reduction of area decreased as the carbon
increased and fell off to zero at about 1.00 per cent carbon or
tests increased

may

tests

The average

T

=

T

T

and

=

per

+

=

and C

=

=

yield point in

to

the

E

=

formula,

carbon between 0.30

lb.

-(-

per

40

—

elongation in per cent

for

400

sq.

C

in.

and C

=

carbon ex-

C
and C
.38

=

carbon

in 0.01

per

elongation found in the tensile test as related
strength, may be expressed by the following

The average
tensile

The

T

r^ tensile strength in

several formulas given above apply to open-

steel

In transverse tests of the base, the breaking b^ad increased
with increase of carbon up to about 0.80 per cent carbon and
then remained about the same. The transverse elongation and
the sag of flange decreased as the carbon increased.
Tests
were made to determine the resistance of the rails to flow or
side spread of the head under rolling wheel loads.
The tests

were made

made

in a

"reciprocating" machine in which a piece of rail

move to and
means of

may be loaded
arrangement.
The resistance
to spread of head increased with increase of carbon up to about
0.80 per cent carbon and then remained about the same.
In
conclusion it may be said that in this series of rails varying in
carbon from 0.32 to 0.97 per cent, the strength and resistance of
is

as

to

fro under a wheel that

desired by

lever

a

the steel in the several tests, including the rolling tests, increased

with increase of carbon up to about 0.80 or 0.85 per cent, and
then remained about the same. The ductility decreased continuously with increase of carbon.

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT BOILER INSPECTION
REPORT
The

third annual report of the chief inspector of locomotive

boilers

been

of

the

made

Interstate

public.

This

Commerce Commission
report

is

for

the

fiscal

has

recently

year ended

Frank McManamy, chief inThere were 92,716 locomotives
Of those
inspected in 1914, 90,346 in 1913 and 74.234 in 1912.
inspected 49,137 or 52.9 per cent were found defective in 1914;
54,522 or 60.3 per cent were defective in 1913 and 48,768 or 65.7
per cent in 1912. In 1914 there were 3.365 locomotives ordered
out of service, in 1913 there were 4,676 ordered out of service,
while in 1912 there were i,y?7 ordered out of service. The report states, however, that this does not fully show the improved condition resulting from the operation of the law, as
when the law first went into effect the attention of the department was concentrated on the more serious defects so that the
number of fatalities might be reduced. The improvement is

June

30,

1914,

and

is

signed

by

more accurately indicated, therefore, by the reduction in the
number of casualties as shown in the accompanying table:
Number

of accidents

Decrease from previous year.. per cent
percent
Decrease from 1912

Number

yield point developed

30,000

E =
cent.

elongation in per cent and

per cent manganese.

killed

injured

Decrease from previous year.. per cent
percent
Decrease from 1912

amount

The average

pressed in 0.01 per cent.
The average elongation found in tensile test specimens with a
shown by
i/i-in. diameter and 2-in. gage lengths was about as
cent:
the following formula, for carbon from 0.30 to 1.00 per

where

52

with about 0.03 per cent phosphorus and about 0.70
They represent the average of the results
obtained and nidixidual results may vary above or below these
hearth

C

1,250

tensile strength in lb. per sq. in.

Y
Y

=

Decrease from previous year.. per cent
percent
Decrease from 1912

0.85 per cent:

where

=

sq. in.

Number

40,500

expressed by this

be

E

where
lb.

tensile strength

of carbon in 0.01 per cent.

may

lb.

3,300

tween 0,30 and 0.80 per cent:

where

130,000

i

E

developed in these
be expressed by the following formula for carbon be-

above.

little

between 80,000 and
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spector of locomotive boilers.

—

=

a

strengths

57,

averages.

of this report:

sile

tensile

for
in.

re-

loads, has been made under the direction of M. H. Wickhorst,
engineer of tests, Rail Committee, American Railway Engineering Association, and published as Appendix A of the report of
that committee in bulletin No. 170. The following is an abstract

up

sq.

investigation of the influence of carbon on the properties

sistance of the rail head to flow of metal under rolling wheel

A

formula,
per

Vol.

1914
555

1913
820

1912
856

32.3
35.1

4.2

...

23

36
60.4

91
...

614

911

1,00=

32.6
38.9

9.3

...

36.1
74.7

Of the total number of killed and injured, 86 per cent were
engine and train men, these accidents being caused by failure
of some part of the boiler or appurtenances while in service;
13 per cent of these casualties were caused by failures due to
low water where no contributory cause could be shown to
and injured 3 per cent were
making repairs to boilers
under pressure; about 50 per cent of these casualties were due

exist.

Of

the total

boilermakers

number

killed

who were engaged

in

the
to plugs, studs, or rivets blowing. out or being driven into
To reboiler while being calked with pressure on the boiler.

duce the number of accidents from this source, it is now being
required that all plugs more than V/a in. in diameter in firebox
Apsheets, excepting fusible plugs, be secured by a staybblt.

II
'•

;

:

December

2S,
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proximately 16 per cent of the injuries to boilermakers occurred while trying to tighten washout or arch-tube plugs while
there was pressure on the boiler.
The remaining 11 per cent
of the total number killed and injured were from the various
classes of employees engaged in the work of caring for and repairing locomotives at terminals.
Two formal appeals from the decision of inspectors, as provided in section 6 of the law, were filed during the year, in
both of which a subsequent investigation resulted in the decision of the inspector being sustained.
No prosecutions for violations have been filed during the year,
most railroad officers showing a disposition to comply with the
requirements and to co-operate with the inspectors in bringing
about improved conditions.

There were filed 406 applications for extension of time for
removal of flues, in accordance with the provisions of rule 10,
of which number 67 were withdrawn by the railroad companies
before an investigation was made. An investigation was made
in each of the remaining 339 cases, in 264 of which the full extension asked for was granted, in 21 an extension for a portion
of the time asked for was allowed, and 54 applications, or 16
per cent of the total number, were refused after an investigation.
In accordance with rule 2 of the law, a careful investigation,
extending over the two-year period allowed for filing specification cards was conducted and showed that 11,153 locomotives,
or about 17 per cent of the total number for which specification cards were filed, had a factor of safety below 4, being divided as follows

between 3H
between 3J4
between 3'4
between 3
below 3, on
the factor was found to

with
with
with
with
with

a factor
a factor
a factor
a factor
a factor

This matter was carefully considered
the

office

the

that

provisions of the boiler inspection

law be ex-

tended to cover the entire locomotive is renewed.
In this connection it is stated that the inspectors

men

service are
selected

now in the
who were

of wide experience in railroad work,

after passing a competitive civil

service examination

and

their three years' training as inspectors, in addition to their
previous experience and training, has eminently fitted them to
perform the additional duties that such a law would impose in

manner

as satisfactory a

as they do their present ones.

THE WEIGHING OF LESS THAN CARLOAD
FREIGHT
By

Traveling Agent,

The time-worn adage
body's business"

is

day methods of

1.

O'Donnell

E. a.

:

Sunset-Central

"What

is

Lines.

everybody's business

strikingly applicable to the past
c.

1.

freight

weighing.

In

is

no-

and present-

other words, a

system permitting of optional performance, as relates to weighing,
between carriers' representatives at originating and destination
points, has resulted in a division of responsibility
inability

to control or assign

innumerable emergencies, the
have been foremost in quest of

common

to

of

that

ever,

escaped

preventing

detection,

as

and consequent

individual responsibility.
carriers

efficiency.

duplication

evidenced

by

of
the

One

Owing

undoubtedly

channel,

how-

work, apparently has

common manner

of

handling that portion of the transportation business with which

:

4,40r
2,531
2,039
1,082
1,094

at

1913.
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of

chief

the

inspector

and
and
and
and
some

this

4.

be below
at

a

boilers

on

1914. at which the railroad companies and
employees were represented and suitable amendments to
the rules, providing for improved methods of construction and
increased safety of operation, were agreed upon, to be submitted
to the commission for its approval.
It was also found that
there were many locomotives in service with excessive stresses
on stays and braces therefore a maximum allowable stress for
stays and braces was included in the amendments to the rules.
During the year, 2.141 defects to locomotives. for which the present laws do not provide a remedy, 1.155 of which were defective
wheels, were reported to this division by inspectors and directed to the attention of the proper railroad officers. In most
instances locomotives with defects of this character were held

As shipments at point of origin are necessarily complete as
receipted for, weights then taken afford a substantial basis on
which to determine the merits of claims for alleged subsequent
from w'hatever source.
Weighing at point of origin msures a more detailed check as
number of packages constituting the entire shipment, the

loss

;

;

for repairs by the local officers

when their attention was
In some cases it has been

by weighing less than carload freight
promptly upon its receipt, may be

enumerated as follows

2.

April 28 and 29.
their

deals.

benefits to be derived

at point of origin, as well as

conference held

of locomotive

article

The

3Ji.
3yi.
3!4.
of which

to the

handling of which in the course of weighing should materially
assist in bringing to light cases of illegible or duplicate marking,
improperly prepared or improperly described packages, etc.
It

It provides for actual rather than estimated weights for original
insertion in revenue billing, eliminating the necessity for extension corrections at destination based on weight variation.

It
It

direct-

necesed to the defective conditions.
sary to wire the president of the road in order to get the repairs made, and even that has not always brought about the

desired result.

precludes the possibility of failure to promptly weigh pack-

ages subject to natural shrinkage.

permits of more expeditious delivery at destination.
provides for more prompt and effective accomplishment of

supervision.

In case weights are not taken at point of origin, and the
movement of a shipment is followed by a claim for
loss, the carrier is thrown into a state of perplexity, neither
physical

In one instance inspectors objected to the use of a locomopassenger service which had sharp flanges on both engine truck wheels, three driving wheels, and one trailer wheel,

knowing nor being

tire, and were assured by the
would not again be used until
Instead of holding the locomotive for repairs, howrepaired.
ever, the local officers sent it light to a point a few miles from

extent of the carrier's liability for loss, and the claim might be
more quickly and satisfactorily disposed of.

tive in

and also one loose driving wheel

local officers that the locomotive

the terminal, sent a passenger train out to that point with anlocomotive, and changed locomotives, sending the de-

other

fective
If

a

one through with the passenger
freight

car

with

similar

train.

defects

were offered

to

this

by a connecting line, it would be reyet this deas unsafe to handle
its
fective locomotive was sent out on a passenger train by the
officers after their attention had been directed to its condition,
and existing laws provide no remedy.
The records contain other instances of a similar character;
therefore, the recommendation made in the report for the year
carrier

in

interchange

fused under

own

rules

;

the claim
nally

;

in position to determine the authenticity of
whereas, had the shipment been weighed when origisuch weight would immediately establish the

tendered,

Another advantage which weighing

at initial point will gain
the discovery of improperly prepared, described or addressed
packages.
Tliis is the time when the discovery may be used
is

to greatest advantage in the education of the shipper,

who, either

inadvertently or deliberately, tenders a shipment in such condition.
And it will be granted that the continued and persistent

educating of shippers by those who, because of business relations are best acquainted with such shippers, and at the time
when they are virtually caught "with the goods," must result

through the medium of a reduction
possible by the existence of such conditions.
billing and revising clerks, however, have possibly been

beneficially to the carriers

of claims

The

made

the heaviest contributors to lost motion under the present system

:

;

:
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of permitting destination weighing of freight.
cases no attempt has been

While

many

in

the forwarding station to

made by

obtain correct weights, the billing clerks have nevertheless been
obliged to cornpute extensions on whatever fictitious weights
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monwealth to filling places upon such commissions with men
drawn from two classes

From

"1.

who by

those

virtue of inherited or acquired wealth

are financially independent.

From

some very excellent

this class

might be inserted in the shipping order, and such computations,
based on erroneous weights and being, as a natural result, inaccurate, are of necessity wholly discountenanced at destination
in order to establish proper charges based on correct weights,
the consequence being that the time and talent devoted to the
primary computations represent time and talent unquestionably
wasted, with the inevitable monetary loss to the interested carIt is safe to believe that the unnecessary expense involved
rier.
in the operation of such a system, if universally adhered to by

public servants have in the past been obtained

would be nothing short of astonishing.
Again, at the larger distributing centers, where by far the
major portion of less than carload freight originates, carriers are.
as a general rule, better equipped, both as regards labor and

"But men dependent entirely upon the emoluments of office for
the livelihood of themselves and of their families are almost certain to be constant, conscious (or unconscious) candidates for reappointment they cannot live and act in an atmosphere of independence and freedom. They are, almost necessarily, continuously measuring the forces which make for or against their own
continuance in office.

carriers,

than are they at outlying stations of lesser importance, where quite frequently agents are without assistance.
Hence, again the advisability of weighing at forwarding point.
In this connection very helpful assistance may be rendered the
other

facilities,

agent at the outlying point who may be without an assistant by
placing him in a position to dispose rapidly of inbound less carload shipments at the time of arrival rather than subject them
to the delay incident to weighing, with probable increased operat-

ing cost for additional assistance to perform such work.

And.

lastly,

the

plan of weighing freight at point of origin

method of supervision,

affords a most simple

and

reliable

one, for those

assigned to the

as well as a

work

prompt

of guarding

against failure to properly weigh less than carload freight.

In view, therefore, of the

many advantages

to

cellent service has been

George W. Anderson, who recently resigned as a member of the
Massachusetts Public Service Commission, wrote to Governor
Walsh a letter in which he discussed some principles that are of

Bay State. He said in part
For this office I never was a candidate. I accepted
it reluctantly and at substantial personal sacrifice.
Chapter 616
of Acts of 1914, promoted and approved by you. requires the
members of this commission to 'devote the whole of their time to
the business of the commission.' This legislation marks a radical
change in the policy of the commonwealth as to obtaining service
on our numerous commissions. My duty to my family, to myself,
to my office associates and employees, as well as to certain clients,
absolutely prohibits me from retaining office under this new
This I told you last winter.
policy.
"This act became effective on July 1 I should then have re.

;

Railroad de-

clined to accept the act passed by our legislature

.

.

.

and

same common
ground should be found upon which the federal government and
the New Haven could not meet ... As it has fortunately
turned out. I have been able to be of some use in that matter
but there is now no sufficient reason for my remaining longer in
the service of the commonwealth under existing conditions.
"Very likely my retirement may be in the public interest, as it

that the public interest absolutely required that

is

clearly in

my own

so undemocratic, that

against

"The

interest, but this
I

new

policy

is

take this occasion to signify

so unsound,

my

protest

it.

inevitable tendency of this legislation

"The mere
sioners

as

is

fact

that

much

the

salary

paid public

service

commismakes

as that paid to superior court judges,

no better. Appointments to judgeships are for life,
with pensions provided for disability and old age. But the bench
is a great career, and many of our ablest lawyers prefer it
with
its honor, dignity, freedom from strife and from either poverty
or riches to the struggle and possibly larger prizes of the bar.
But these short-lived appointments on commissions must necessarily be but episodes in the careers of men of real force and
the situation

—

—

"The importance of permitting this class of public servants to'
some outside* business or professional work is not that

retain

may

such servants
they

may

have, during

be independent

to limit the

com-

— not

office,

a larger income

—

it

anxious for reappointment

is

that

— ready

on any necessary and proper occasion to risk their official lives in
defense of their convictions of what public duty requires.
"I cannot qualify in the class of men living easily on inherited
or acquired wealth

I will not qualify in the class entirely dependent for livelihood, present and future, upon the emoluments

"To

office.

.

;

.

.

strong public service commission, the state must
either appoint for life or for long terms
as judges are appointed
get a

—or the

—

must be kept open, as

has hitherto been kept open,
for those who retain outside business in order not to be overanxious for reappointment.
field

"Your new

it

policy magnifies the importance of clerkly observ-

hours and minimizes the importance of vision, of
sense of public need and public right, of independence of control
It disregards the vital distinction between
places in which mediocre administrative fidelity is the essential

ance of

office

of financial interests.

and places which call for the best there is in our best men. It
would be far better to reduce the salaries one-half and keep the
field open to men of genuine public spirit and independent earning capacity, rather than, by making the salary substantial, to increase the avidity and number of the job-hunters.
."
.

.

—

Tr.-vnsportation of Freight vi.\ Siberh. The Moscow Exchange is trying to secure a reduction in freight rates to points
reached via Vladivostok, which, after December 1. is likely to
be the only open Russian port.
.According to information received by the exchange from the Far East, the Ussuriisk Railway, controlled by the Chinese Eastern, has sufficient transportation

facilities,

Chitz. but

its

Russian railways.

when normal
it

would

rates

via

from \'ladivostok

especially

Kharbin and
most
determine the time
to

rates are considerably higher than those of

Since

it

is

impossible to

conditions will be re-established,

it

is

thought that

also be advisable to propose similar reductions in the

Nikolaiefsk,

Railway, on which
is

will be obtained.

;

interest outside of the

"New Haven

and

ambition.

TO GET THE BEST MEN FOR COMMISSIONERS

signed except for the fact that the

will

"2. The commonwealth may draw in abundant numbers from
men whose demonstrated earning capacity is less than the salary
now paid public service commissioners. From this class also ex-

of public

.

it

—

—

be obtained,

and otherwise, for all
mi-ght it not be most
common carriers to adopt the system of weighing freight, for
either local or interline movement, immediately when tendered
for shipment, and by so doing to relieve each other of the now
ever-present burden of doubt as to accuracy of weights indicated
on billing, and of possible duplication of work with its resultant
tendency toward inefficiency ?
beneficial, financially

".

doubtless

;

be so in the future. But democrats and progressives would not
look with equanimity upon a public service commission charged
with the duty of regulating great corporations dominated by
men living easily upon inherited or acquired wealth.

of navigation.

the

Amur

river,

and

freight traffic will begin

the

with

new Amur
the

opening

General News Department
m
The two-story
gan

City, Ind.,

was destroyed by

The shops of
January
•cember

4,

brick station of the Michigan Central at Michi-

but

the

now

New Haven
it

is

fire

December

16.

road were ordered closed until

said that

work

will be

resumed De-

28.

Commerce Commission engineering parties have
work on the valuation of the Atchison, Topeka
Santa Fe Coast Lines. They started at Williams, Ariz., and
are working in both directions.
Interstate

just begun their

employees who took part in the strike vote following the refusal
of the road to reinstate Mr. Tillman.
After the first strike
vote the members of the Order of Railway Conductors were enjoined by a state court, at St. Louis, from striking, the court
holding that the statement of facts in the case, on which statement the men were asked to vote, did not give a true view of the
situation.
A second strike vote has since been taken, and it
lias been reported that two-thirds of the men voted to strike.

&

The forty or more railroad employees arrested last week at
Pinner's Point (Xnrfolk )Va., for working at the freight station
•on Sunday, were lined five dollars apiece.
The Southern Railway, acting in behalf of its employees, appealed the case to the
Norfolk County Circuit Court.
The Interborough Rapid Transit Company, New York

City,

the shape of Christis said that these gifts will go to substantially all employees whose regular pay is less than $115 a
month. This is the third time that such a distribution has been

distributing $43,000 to
mas gifts of $5 each. It
is

its

employees

in

made.

W.

A. Frick, fcjurth vice-president of the United States Steel

Railway Tie Company, and John Maxey, also connected with the
concern, were arrested in Pittsburgh last week on charges of
fraudulent advertising, made by Attorney A. C. Stein.
It is
charged that "The United States Steel Railway Tie Company"
exists only on paper, and is used to defraud victims. The Pittsburgh Publicity Association is back of the prosecution.
In the yard of the Boston & Maine at Somerville (Boston)
Mass., about 2 o'clock on the morning of December 17, the
into custody 118 tramps, who were found in passenger cars, where they had expected to spend the night in the
•comfortable atmosphere of the cars which was being kept warm
preparatory to the use of the cars early the next morning; and
on being searched at the police station, not one cent of money
Avas found among the whole crowd.
police took

Mr. Van Brunt, a

lecturer of the Public Service
Corporation, operating extensive electric car lines in New Jerthat
practically
all
of
the
school children in that state,
sey, says
safety-first

400,000 of them, have listened to lectures on safety-first; and
in the city of Newark the number of casualties to children in
the streets has been decreased 47 per cent. Mr. Van Brunt says
that in conducting the safety-first propaganda oral lectures have
decided advantages over printed matter.

William G. Lee. president of the Brotherhood of Railroad
Trainmen, has announced the program of legislation which the
brotherhood is preparing to advocate in Congress and in the
Mr. Lee says it is proposed to ask the state
state legislatures.
legislatures to pass a car limit law, to lix the maximum length
of freight trains at one-halt mile, a clearance law, a law proall freight trains shall be equipped with standard
cabooses, an election franchise law providing that
railway men may vote while away from home, a semi-monthly
pay law and a law to prohibit the operations of "loan sharks."
Among the national laws to be urged are more restrictive immigration laws and national legislation to strengtlien the proposed state laws wherever practicable. Mr. Lee also says that
further efforts will be made to secure the enactment of full crew

viding that

two-truck

Research Fellowships

The engineering experiment

than February

1.

Railroad

The Yazoo (Miss.)
number of articles on

Money Cures

Sentinel,

Paralysis

which has been publishing a

fraudulent personal injury claims against
December 3 describes a case in which
Earle D. Christian sued the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley in the
circuit court of Bolivar county, Mississippi, in May, 1909.
He
secured a verdict against the railroad company for $25,000 as
damages for an injury in which he claimed to have been totally
and permanently paralyzed from the waist line down; but after
The article states
collecting the money he speedily recovered.
that there was but one eye witness to the accident, Christian's
family physician, "who proved to be his star witness both on
.\t the
the cause of the accident and the extent of the injury."
trial Christian was carried into court in the arms of two men
who placed him in a wheel chair and he appeared to be in a
After collecting his damages,
hopeless and helpless condition.
however, "he entered upon the road to complete recovery withIn a few months after the trial he was getting
in a short time.
A little later on he paid a visit to Hot
about on crutches.
Springs and took a course of baths, and after that was able to
In December, 1913, when
walk about without his crutches.
the temperature was freezing, he swam across a river, a distance of about 300 ft., on a bet, and won it. The performance
was witnessed by a large number of people."
railroads, in

its

issue of

;

Meul Service in 1914
L.

Chambers and
mediation and

G.

W. W. Hanger,

of the United States

conciliation, went to St. Louis last week
lioard of
at the request of the St. Louis Southwestern to adjust the controversy growing out of the discharge of Conductor J. R. Tillman
last

Illi-

nois announces that four vacancies will be filled at the close of
the current academic year in the research fellowships, ten of
which have been maintained since 1907. These fellowships, each
of which carries an annual stipend of $500, are open to graduates of approved universities and technical schools, appointment
being made for two consecutive collegiate years. Not more than
half the time of a research fellow is required for the work to
which he is assigned, the remainder being available for graduate
study, and at the end of the two years, if all requirements have
been met, the master's degree is granted. The subjects covered
in this research work include architecture, chemistry, civil engineering, electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, mining
engineering, municipal and sanitary engineering, physics, railway engineering and theoretical and applied mechanics. Nominations to these fellowships are based on character, scholastic
attainment and promise of success, preference being given to applicants who have had some practical engineering experience
Applications for
since completing their undergraduate work.
nomination must be received by the Director, Engineering Experiment Station, University of Illinois, Urbana, 111., not later

laws.

W.

at University of Illinois

station of the LTniversity of

May

for into.xication.

Announcement was made on Monday

of this week that an agreement had been reached by which Conductor Tillman will withdraw all claims for reinstatement, and
the officers of the road agree to take no disciplinary action toward

The second

assistant postmaster general, in his annual report,

says that in the fiscal year ending June 30, 1914, a total of 69,673
or 4,963 carloads, of periodical mail matter was carried

tons,

on fast freight trains, the cost for which was $706,154, whereas
had the old practice of carrying such mail matter in regular
mail trains been pursued the cost to the government would have
been $2,133,586. During the fiscal year $4,627,200 was paid for
railway post office car service.

The appropriation

for the next

.
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fiscal

year

(ending June 30 next)

is
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Report on Kansas City Southern Derailment Near Air Line

placed at $5,412,000, and

for 1916 at $4,760,000.
The weight of paid-by-the-pound rate second-class mail received from publishers during the fiscal year was 513,450 tons,
an increase of 14,677 tons, or 2.54 per cent over the previous

Vol.

Junction, Mo.

The

Commerce Commission has

just issued the re^
port of H. W. Belnap, chief of the division of safety, on the
investigation of a derailment on the Kansas City Southern near
passenger train
Air Line Junction, Mo., on October 19, 1914.
on a branch line extending from Kansas City to Independence.
derailed,
resulting
in
the
death
the
engineman and
was
of
Mo.,
the injury of the fireman.
The accident occurred about 100 ft. beyond the beginning of
The
a 5 deg. 16 min. curve on a 1 per cent ascending grade.
testimony of the train employees showed that the speed was not
high, probably not over 15 miles an hour; but an examination
of the track showed very bad conditions, and the derailment was
due to this defective track. In some places the gage varied from
4 ft. 8 in. at the joints, to 4 ft. 9'4 in. at the centers of the rails.
The report says that within a distance of a half mile on each

Interstate

A

year.
total expenditure of the government for the transportaof mail by the railways in the last fiscal year was $50.The department's estimate for the year beginning next
853,360.
June is $58,229,000, being only 3.63 per cent more than the ap-

The

tion

propriation for the current

Summary

of

fiscal year.

Revenues and

Large Steam Roads in

Elxpenses of

October

The following figures were compiled by the Interstate Commerce Commission from monthly reports of operating revenues
and expenses of large steam roads for the month of October,
1914.
No reports are included for roads whose operating revenues for the year ended June 30, 1914, did not reach
$1,000,000.

Foi THE
1

Unitec

1

Month

Per mile of
1914

Average number of miles operated

road

of some of the rails had no bolt holes drilled in them, while
others were so badly matched with the angle bars that it was

OF October

Amount

opicrated

1914

1913

1914

Per m ilc of
road op erated

Amount

1913

1914

58,667.61

228,252.70

Per mille of
road opi:rated

$189,014,588
53,809,333
4,936,500

Passenger
Mail
Express

5,954,031
7,629,337
5,236,615
332,150
118,690

All other transportation.
Incidental
Joint Facility Cr
Dr
Joint Facility

—

—

Railway operating

revenues

Expenses:
Maint. of way and structures.
Maintenance of equipment

.

Traffic

Transportation
Miscellaneous operations
General
Transportat'n for Investm't

— Cr.

$931
268

$828
236
22
26

20

33
23

31
36
25

I

1

'

$80,413,457
23,298,172
1,732,064
2,693.062
4,232,401
2,715,752
145,531
74,429

$1,371
397

$1,535

30
46
72
46

30
55

2

2

1

1

'$1,314

$115,156,010

193

$169
219
442

$13,930,976
20,372,232
1,895,340
41,580,832
896,763
2,609,601
67,004

$238
347

22
392

$891

$81,218,740

$1,385

$266,793,864

$1,169

$33,506,868
43,977,419
4.981,448
89,519,294
1.949,867
6,180,109
6S3,596

$147

25

8
27
S

11

27

Amount

1914
42,286.18

1914

1913

$26,521,802

$627

$768

15
15

15
22
18

14

17

District

Fer mil eof
road operated

'

1914

1913

$82,079,329

$644

$703

2,576,669
2,432,143
2.754,756
1,899,463
128,236
28,019

20

17

19
22
15

23
24
16

1914
127,278.91

Revenues:
Freight

Western

Souther n District

Eastern District

States

'

Amount

side of the point of accident about 50 joints were found with
only one or two bolts in them, owing to the fact that the ends

433
627,767
828.826
642.180
621.400
58.383
16.242

75

47

20

1

1

$36,414,704

$861

$1,042

$115,219,150

$905

$99S

$5,009,623
7.320.232
943.894
12,518.579
195.222
1.003.431
138.726

$118

$133

$14,566,269

$115
128

$123

173
22
296

23
336

5

5

$1,607

$26,852,256

$635

$1,963 t$2,184

$291
411

32

40

709

801
21
43

15

45
1

191

24

2.142.214
35.419.883
857.882
2,567.077

1

1

17

19

278

310
8

7

20

3

$711

$71,360,413

$561

$617

$87,362,455

$383

$423

$33,937,270

$578

$577

$9,566,448

$226

$331

$43,858,737

$344

$381

$51

$51

$4,735,433
23,447

$81

$84

$1,550,558
6.886

$37

$37

$5,236,037

$41

$41

Uncollecti'jle railway revenues.

$11,522,028
61,791

Railway operating income.

$75,776,636

$332

$372

$29,178,390

$497

$493

$8,009,004

$189

$294

$38,591,242

$303

$340

1914

1914

1914

1913

1914

1914

1913

Railway operating expenses

.

Railway tax accruals

$179,431,409

$786

For THE Four Months E:nding

.\verage

number

of miles operated
1

1914

1913

October

vviTH

1914

1914

1913

127.038.40

42.260.15

58,670.36

227,968.91

Revenues:
Freight

Passenger
Mail
Express
All other transportation.
Incidental
Joint Facility Cr
Joint Facility Dr

—
—

Railway operating revenues

$5,325
1,866
118
177

$5,752
2,012
115
202
292
193
9
4

$104,641,293
32,110,904

$2,746

$2,668
832

$302,597,883
103.892,222

$2,382

760

818

$2,496
909

2.508.921
3.379.622
2,384.609
2,352.356

59
80
56
56

82
62
62

9,442.307
10.948,307

74

83

86

93

2

$312,436,068
109,449.871
6,931.716
10,367.061
16,978,329
11,038,960
566,762
285,293

239.053
53,167

1

1

99,394

1

t4,995

$467,483,474

$7,968 S $8,598

$147,563,596

$3,492

$3,769

$444,531,801

$3,499

$689
828
45
108
6

$57,134,132
81.105.130
7,454,873
163,513,734
3,843,507
10,251,274
211,557

$3,139

$3,435

$323,091,093

$5,507

$6,175

$1,509

$1,560

$144,392,381

$2,461

$2,423

$18,742,117
63,063

$319

$317

$719,675,244
245,452.997
245
19,036,125
23,188,990
30.311.245
21,095,936
1,256.188
437,854

$3,157

$3,374

1,077

1,181

83
102
133
92
6

79
114
139
98

2

$1,059,578,871

$4,648

$138,352,057
175,943,125
19,777.574
351,377,179
8,231.613
24,331,381
2,444,897

87

97

1,541

1,674

36
107
11

5

289
188
10
5

Expenses:

way and structures.
Maintenance of equipment....
Maint. of

.

Traffic

Transportation
Miscellaneous operations. ...*...
General
Transportat'n for Investm't Cr

—

Railway operating expenses

,

$715,568,032

$607
772

$1,308

Includes $2 unclassified.

$1,362

t Includes $8 unclassified.

$12

$974

$1,169

1.382
127
2,787

1,527
151
3,0C8
86

66
175

174

4

$3,718

$531
717

$59,737,640
65.096,159

$470
512

$517

87
1,272

137.260,820

1.081

1,156

94
10

94

10,117,852

80

82

$109,839,510

$2,599

$2,719

$282,637,429

$2,225

$2,391

$37,724,086

S893

$1,050

$161,894,372

$1,274

$1,327

$31.445. 3-«

S744

$905

$141,175,483

$1,111

$1,167

$21,480,285
29.741.836
3.757.630
50,602.625
734.386
3.962.25S
439,507

$508
704
89
,

1,197

537

1

$2,141

$2,106

t Includes 57 unclassified.

f

Includes $27 unclassified.

:

:
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impossible to insert bolts. The ties were also in very poor condition.
The immediate cause of the accident was the spreading
and turning over of three rails on the inside of the curve.
The report contains a lialf dozen half tone engravings showing track, near the point of derailment, evidently unfit for any
speed, but the very lowest and the inspector concludes that "in
this accident the question of speed is not involved, there being no
doubt that the track conditions existing in the vicinity of this
derailment were such that trains could not be operated with
;
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railroads for carrying the mails, stated on the floor of the House
bill would save the government $8,000,000 annually.
"The railway mail pay rider in the post office appropriation

that the

bill was not conceived in the 'spirit of candor and justice,' which
President Wilson has set forth as the proper spirit. It is a bald
attempt to create a specious show of economy in. the operations
of one department of the government by depriving the railroads
of a large part of the compensation they fully and fairly earn
in the performance of an indispensable public service."

safety even at low speed."

Postal Surplus Result of Unfair Railwa-- Mail

"Had payments

Pay

hauling the mails increased
only half as fast in the past two years as did the volume of
mail carried, the $3,569,545 surplus just reported by Postmaster
General Burleson in his annual report for the last fiscal year
would have vanished," says the Bureau of Railway News and
Statistics in a bulletin.
"To test the postmaster's jubilant announcement that 'for the first time since Benjamin Franklin organized the postal service the post office department has been
securely placed on a self-sustaining basis,' the bureau has
analyzed the post office reports of the last three years.
Socalled surpluses for 1913 and 1914 are shown to be wholly the
product of phenomenal growth in mail under the new parcel post,
accompanied by almost total failure to pay the greater expense
of transportation, subjecting the railways to extortion through
forcing on them enlarged business at unfair rates. The contrast
follows
to the railroads for

P. O. revenue
Increase over 1912.
P. O. expense
Increase over 1912.

1914.

1913.

$287,934,565

.14.1 per cent

$266,619,526
8.0 per cent
262,108,875
5.4 per cent

$4,376,463
3,569,545
53.000.000
2.5 per cent

$4,510,651
3.841,907
51,959,387
0.5 per cent

.

.16.7 per cent

.

283,558,102

Excess revenue
Surplus
Railway mail pay
Inc.

over

1912

•$1,785,523
"si'.'eii.'ibi

•Deficit.

"Against a 16.7 per cent two-year gain in business, pay to the
railways for service which must have expanded in like proporWith quadrennial weighings
tion was enlarged but 2.5 per cent.
roads whose mail tonnage was weighed in 1912 must wait till
1916 to enjoy added revenue from the fast mounting tonnage.
By similar repudiation of vital expenses even the most tottering
enterprise might of course be put on paying basis."
Mail Pay Discussions in Congress

Ralph Peters, Chairman of the Committee on Railway Mail
Pay, representing 264 leading railroads, operating nearly 90 per
cent of the total railroad mileage of the United States, has issued a statement calling attention to the fact that the House of
Representatives has adopted a special rule declaring in order the
railway-mail-pay rider in the post office appropriation bill. "The
true purpose of this bill, as revealed in debate," says Mr. Peters,
."
"is to reduce railway mail pay by many millions a year.
Chairman Moon openly advanced this proposal despite the injustice
The
Bourne
Committee
found
manifest on its face.
that the railroads were entitled to an advance of at least
$3,000,000 a year for carrying the mails, with relief from certain
Chairman
incidental services now rendered without payment.
Moon's committee recommended to the House an increase of
more than $2,000,000 in next year's appropriation for railway
mail pay, but this apparent promise of the bill and its real object
Chairman Moon, on December 19,
are vastly different things.
'It does not show a saving upon its
said before the House
but you have changed from the quadrennial weighface
ing of the mails on a weight basis, on which the pay is to be
computed, to the space provision, and you wilt have enough space
under the contract to carry all your parcel post probably imthout any additional compensation and save many millions annu.

.

.

.

.

:

.

.

.'

.

roads for increases in pay and changes in working conditions,
was taken up last week with the testimony of a large number
of engineers and firemen who went into details regarding the
conditions of their work and- described experiences to show
the hardships which some of them encounter, and the long
hours which some of them work, together with statements to
show their increased cost of living. One of the principal items
in the latter mentioned was the increased cost of meals and
lodging when they are away from home.
Most of the witnesses dwelt on the increased size and capacity of the locomotives and the increased length or weight of
trains, which they said has increased their labor and responsibility, and also the "productive efficiency" of their work.
large number of the witnesses described the dangers, hardships
or difficulties of running through tunnels or over heavy grades
in the western mountains, the difficult weather conditions encountered in the Northwest, especially ip Canada, and the
dangers of working on electric locomotives. An engineman who
runs through the Cascade tunnel told of four men being injured from burns while operating electric locomotives.
Several
witnesses described surprise tests in which they said the signals
had been changed to indicate stop wher) they were -so near
that it was impossible to stop the train in time; and in one case
both engineman and fireman, fearing derailment or collision,

A

had jumped and were injured. A Canadian Pacific engineman
said he had frequently encountei'ed temperatures of 45 or 50
deg. below zero, and he described a snow slide which over"turned his engine and killed six people.
Some complaint was
made also of unfair disciplinary measures by officials. Warren S. Stone, grand chief of the Brotherhood of Locomotive
Engineers, complained of blacklisting methods, saying that he
could offer evidence that when an employee loses his position
on one road and goes to another his previous record is "flashed
upon him in the most minute detail."
The firemen said their chances of promotion had been greatly
decreased in recent years, partly by reductions in force, due to
the falling off of business at various times, and partly because
of the introduction of larger engines which reduced the number
of men required, and which had caused a number of enginemen who had been promoted from firemen to be set back to
firing again.
Others gave figures showing the large amount of
An engineman employed on the Minneapolis,
coal shoveled.
St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie told of a case where a division
terminal of the road was changed, which required the employees to move their homes and, he said, compelled a large
number of the men to lose money by selling their houses at
forced sale.
A number of men spoke of averaging 14 to IS

hours a day at work, which gave them practically no time at
home with their families; but they said that they were able to
"lay off" for several days during the month.
The board on Tuesday adjourned to January 4.

.

Again Chairman Moon said, more specifically
'Does not the gentleman know that the main feature of this bill,
in it. is the railroad pay proposition, and
feature
the only great

ally.

Arbitration of Enginemen's Demands
The hearing before the b'oard of arbitration at Chicago on the
demands of the engineers, firemen and hostlers of the western

.

does he not know that when he voted as he did he voted against
the consideration of that railroad proposition, that would save
this country eight millions of dollars every year, if carried?'
"So the chairman of the House Committee which recommended an increase of $2,000,000 in the appropriation to pay the

Second National Foreign Trade Convention

The second National Foreign Trade Convention
at St. Louis, Mo.,

will

be held

Three thousand
organizations, corporations, firms and

on January

21

and

22,

1915.

commercial and industrial
individuals engaged in foreign trade, have been invited to send
delegates. The meeting will be opened by the Hon. W. C. Redfield, secretary of commerce, ai.d among 'the papers will be one
by John Bassett Moore, formerly counselor of the state department and the leading American authority on international law,
the subject of the paper being "Problems Arising in War and

Commerce."

G
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The Traffic Club of New York
At the regular monthly meeting of the Traffic Club of New
York at the Hotel Astor. Xew York, on December 29, August
Thomas will address the club on current events. It is also announced that a concert will be rendered by the orchestra of the
American Express Employees' Association. The annual dinner
of the club will be held at the Hotel Astor on Saturday evening,
February 13.

Vol.

57.
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E. X. Hurley, president of the Illinois Manufacturers' Assoaddressed the Traffic Club of Chicago on Friday, De-

ciation,

cember

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS
The following list gives the names of secretaries, dates of next or regular
meetings, and places of meeting of those associations which will meet during
the next three months. Hereafter the full list of meetings and conventions
will be published only in the first issue of the Railway Age Gazette for
each month.

—

Chas. W. Hunt, 220 W. S7th St,
Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Wednesday in month, exand August, 220 VV. 57th St., Xew York.
American- Society of Engineering Contractors. J. R. Wemlinger, 11
Broadway, New York. Regular meetings, 2d Thursday in month, at
2 P. M., 11 Broadway, New York.
American Wood Preser\'ers' Association. F. J. Angier, B. & O., Mt.
Royal Sta., Baltimore, Md.
Next convention, January 19-21, 1915,

American Society of Civil Engineers.

New

York.

cept June, July

—

—

—

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.
Conard, 75 Church St., New York.
Canadian Railway Club. James Powell, Grand Trunk, P. O. Box 7, St.
Lambert (near Montreal), Que. Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday
month, except June, July and August, Windsor Hotel, Montreal, Q
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers. Clement H. McLeod, 176 Mansfield St., Montreal, Que.
Regular meetings, 1st Thursday in October,
November. December, February, March and April. Annual meeting,
January, Montreal.
Car Foremen's Association of Chicago. Aaron Kline, 841 Lawler Ave.,
Chicago.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except July and
-\ugust, Lytton Bldg., Chicago.
Central Railway Club, H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.; New York. Regu
lar meetings, 2d Friday in January, May, September and November,
Annual meetings, 2d Thursday in March, Hotel Statler, Buffalo. N. Y,
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania. Elmer K. Hiles, 2511
Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Tuesday

—

—

—

—

—

Pittsburgh.

—

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago. A. M. Hunter, 321
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday, preceding 3d Thursday in month, Room 1856, Transportation Bldg,
Chicago,

Railroad Club.— W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave., Bos
Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in month, except June,
ton. Mass,
.iuly, .-Xugust and September, Boston.
Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New 'Yorlc'ioRK Railroad Club.
meetings.
3d Friday in month, except June, July and August,
Regular
29 W. 39th St,. Xew York,
Niagara Frontier Car Men's Association, E. Frankenberger, 623 B
bane Bldg., Boffalo, N. Y. Meetings monthly.
Peoria Assoclation of Railroad Officers. M. W. Rotchford. Union StaRegular meetings, 2d Thursday in month, Jefferson
tion, Peoria, 111.
Hotel. Peoria.
„
R.4ILR0AD Club or Kans.^s City.— C, Manlove. 1008 Walnut St.. Kansas
Regular meetings. 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.
City, Mo.
Railway Business Association. Frank W. Xoxon, 30 Church St., New

Kew England

—

New

—
—

—

B, Anderson, Room 207, P. R. R. Sta.,
Regular meetings, 4th Friday in month, except June,
Pittsburgh. Pa.
July and .\ugust. Monongahela House, Pittsburgh.
Richmond Railroad Club. F. O. Robinson, C, & O,, Richmond. Va.
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July and
August,
B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,
St, Louis Railway Club.
Mo. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June, July and
August, St. Louis.
R. E. Rowland, Hotel Utah Bldg.,
S.ALT Lake Transportation Club.
Regular meetings. 1st Saturday of each month.
Salt Lake City. Utah.

Rmlw.ay Club of Pittsburgh,—J.

—
—

—

Lake

on "Opportunities for South American Trade."

traffic officers of roads in Ohio and Indiana have
week held a conference with the Ohio Public Utilities Commission concerning their desire to have action taken looking to
the repeal of state two-cent fare laws; and on another day they
held a similar conference with the governor of Indiana.

this

The Mississippi Electric Navigation Company of St. Louis,
has announced its intention of letting contracts for steel freight
barges to be ready for service on May 1. They are to be operated between St. Louis and upper and lower Mississippi river
points.
It is said the boats will have a capacity of 1,000 tons
each.

Chicago.

Salt

18,

Passenger

City.

—E. W. Sandwich, A. &
1915,
Merrill. Grant Bldg.,
—
A.
Thursday. January, March. May,

Southern .Association of Car Service Officers.

Next regular meeting, January

W.

P. R. R.. Atlanta, Ga.
Atlanta. Ga.

Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.

21,

J.

Suburban passenger fares to and from Baltimore, which were
raised at the same time as those at Philadelphia, heretofore nohave also been the subject of litigation, an injunction having been issued by the Baltimore county court. This injunction,
:t is said, will have the effect of continuing the former rates in
force until the Public Service Commission shall ha\c made a
report on the new tariffs, or until the railroad company can secure the removal of the injunction.
ticed,

The Pennsylvania Railroad, beginning January 1, will resume the issuance of permits granting reduced passenger rates
but not in the state of Pennsylvania, where the
to clergymen
constitution and laws forbid reductions in passenger fares, exThe Public Service Comcept to employees of the railroad.
mission of the state in March last ruled that the clause of the
Public Service Company law. 1913. forbidding discrimination by
carriers between persons, forbade making a discount to clergy;

men.
It is reported that since the passenger fare from Chicago
to St. Louis was increased from $5.80 to $7.50 on December
15. a large nuitiber of passengers have been buying tickets from
Chicago to East St. Louis. 111., or Granite City in order to take
advantage of the two-cents a mile intrastate fare in Illinois, and
then paying separate fares across the Mississippi river to St.
Louis 10 cents by trolley across the bridge or 25 cents on the
As the fare from Chicago to East St.
steain passenger trains.
Louis is $5.62 this makes a considerable saving.

—

The spokesman of the suburban passengers aggrieved by the
recent decision of the Pennsylvania Public Service Commission,
allowing an increase in the prices of certain suburban tickets,
has filed charges with the governor of the state calling on him
to remove the members of the commission because of their "inThe comefficiency, neglect of duty and inisconduct in office."
missioners named in the complaint are former Gov. Samuel Pennypacker. Emory Johnson. Milton Brecht. S. Larue Tone. Charles
Wright and Frank Wallace. Mr. Pennypacker's cotnment. as
reported, was, "Let 'em

file

'em and be hanged."

Regular meetings. 3d
Atlanta Ga.
September. November. 10 A. M.. Candler Bldg.. Atlanta.
Regular
Toledo "Transport.ation Club. Harry S. Fox. Toledo, Ohio.
meetings. 1st Saturday in month. Boody House. Toledo.
Traffic Club of Chicago. ^W. H. Wharton, La Salle Hotel, Chicago.
Newark.
Kautzmann,
P.
O.
Box
238.
XEWARK.—John
J.
Traffic Club of
Regular meetings. 1st Monday in month, excep* July and
N. T.
August. The Washington. Newark.
Traffic Club of New York.— C. A. Swope. 291 Broadway, New York.
Regular meetings, last Tuesday in month except June. July and
August. Waldorf-Astoria. New York.
Tr.^ffic Club of Pittsburgh.— D.'L. Wells. Erie R. R., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Meetings bimonthlv, Pittsburgh. Annual meeting. 2d Monday in June.
Traffic Club of St. Louis. A. F. Versen, Mercantile Library Bldg.,
Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings
St. Louis, Mo.

accordance with a notice issued on .\ugust 15, the Panama Railroad Company ceased to act as a cocarrier in connection with steamship lines running to and from
the isthmus. In order, however, to take care of through freight
coming to the isthmus in vessels that do not use the canal, the
Panama Railroad Steamship Line has established a fortnightly
service between New York and Balboa, which is expected to
take care of all freight of this nature arriving at Balboa northbound, or at Cristobal southbound. In case the volume of business warrants, other vessels of the Panama Railroad Steamship

October to May.
Transportation Club of Detroit.

Line

July.

—

—

—

L. S.

& M.

S..

—W.

Detroit, Mich.

—

R. Hurley. Superintendent s office,
Meetings monthly, Normandie Hotel,

P. O. Box 1707, Winexcept June, July and
August. Winnipeg.
Western Railway Club. T, W, Taylor. 1112 Karpen Bldg,. Chicago.
Regular meetings, 3d Tuesday in month, except June, July and
August, Karpen Bldg,, Chica.eo.
Western Society of Engineers. T. H. W^arder. 1735 Monadnock Block,
Regular meetirgs, Ist Monday in month, except January.
Chicago.
Extra meetings, except in July and
July and -\ugust. Chicago.
August, generally on other Monday evenings.

Western Canada Railway Club. W. H. Rosevear,
Regular meetings, 2d Monday,
nipeg. Man.

—

—

On November

17,

will be put in

in

service.

Spence, director of traffic of the Southern Pacific, has
issued a statement saying that if President Wilson desires to
afford the railroads an immediate measure of relief it is within
his power to send a recommendation to Congress to repeal that
provision in the law which empowers the commission to suspend
"L'nder existing
advanced rates before they come effective.
practice," he says, "the railroads are considered guilty. of exL.

J.

tortion until they prove their innocence,

and may

suffer starva-

—
December

:
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tion while awaiting the sustenance to which they are eventually
found to be entitled.
suggestion affords adequate protection
to all interests."
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York, who is investigating the
has brought out additional information concerning the frauds perpetrated on the trunk line
railroads during the past tliree or four years in connection with
claims for eggs broken in transportation.
Out of thirteen inspectors formerly employed by trunk line roads, it is said that
ten had accepted bribes from egg dealers, to approve unfounded
claims for damages. The bribes are said to have run from $25,
attorney-general of

egg trade

in

New York

for a single report, to a regular salary of $85 a week for approving claims. The man who had investigated the records testified that in one week the receipts of eggs at seven stations in

New York amounted in value to $28,650, while the claims
damages on the same shipments amounted to $21,687.
Checking Baggage on

Among the new
New York State

I

Commission and Court News

for

"Split Tickets"

announcements issued last week by the
Public Service Commission, second district,
Avere abstracts of notices from certain roads relative to changes
in baggage regulations.
A sample notice says
In checking on composite transportation no tickets or ticket
orders issued by foreign lines will be honored as forming a part
of through transportation for the checking of baggage, the sale
of parlor car or sleeping car tickets, or the making of reservation
in parlor cars or sleeping cars, to points beyond Buffalo, Niagara
Falls, Suspension Bridge, Lewiston, Salamanca, or Dunkirk.
Effective January 15.
Another road announces a new regulation providing that
through checks will be issued on presentation of tickets, mileage books, or passes provided they form complete and valid
transportation from starting point to destination
but checks-.
will not be issued on such combined transportation when a
wagon transfer is necessary at a junction point on which
transportation is split, unless the passenger purchases a transfer
tag for each piece of baggage checked.
tariff

;

—

Germ.\n Explosive Trains Blown to Pieces. An English
•contemporary states that news has been received in Petrograd of
a terrible collision between two German military trains loaded
with pyro.xilin and shells in the government of Kielce. Both
trains were utterly destroyed and not a soul of those in charge
of them survived.
The explosion was so terrific that it was
lieard for a distance of over 30 miles.

—

French Railw.ws Restored by Ger.m.\ks. It iz reported
from Amsterdam that the Germans have restored the railways
from Charleville, in the Department of the Ardennes, to Rheims,
and from Hirson, in the Department of the Aisne. to Montmedy.
in the Department of the Meuse, twenty-five miles north of
Verdun. These railways were destroyed by the French in their
It is also
retreat before the first German advance on Paris.
stated that the railways at Givet, on the Belgian border, will
be opened soon that the bridges over the Meuse near Lumes,
Flize and Donchery, to the southeast of Mezieres, are ready for
service again and the blocked, tunnels near Montmedy and
Mohon (just south of Mezieres) have been opened.
;

—

Aerial Railways in Switzerland. It is generally admitted
mountain railways of the aerial cable type cost less to
construct than the funicular, and in Switzerland there are sevL'Electricien of Paris describes a new
eral under construction.
ropeway recentl}' constructed near Bozen, wljere there is a rise
of 2,750 ft. in 5,400 ft., and an average inclination of 43 deg.
The two cars, one of which ascends while the other descends,
are connected by a cable in duplicate. The up and down lines
are 20 ft. apart, and each consists of two steel cables 20 in.
apart, on which runs a four-wheel trolley, to which the car is
attached. The double cables which draw the cars are operated
by an electric motor fixed at the highest station. The supply
of current, which is taken from a central station, is supplemented by a battery for emergency use. Hand gear on the
car is also provided. All cables are in duplicate, and a large
The ropeway is supported
factor of safety has been allowed.
on steel lattice towers, 56 ft. being the maximum height, and
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cars

take eight passengers in-

The Engineer.
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION

.

Rates on Cotton to Mobile

Mobile Chamber
Ofiiiion

ol

Loiniiieree et

by Coiiimissioiicr

al.

v.

Mobile

&

Ohio

el

at.

McChord:

The

conuiiission finds that the rates on export cotton from all
points in the southeast on the lines of defendants to Mobile are
reasonable, but it is held that certain practices of the carriers

serving that city should be corrected. A system of rates referred
to as "penalty rates" is condemned, the idea of the rates being
that a rate higher than a normal local is exacted for the movement from the point of origin to the compress point and, if the
shipment then moves to a port of the line of the originating
carrier, such higher rate so assessed is applied on the through
rate from point of origin to the port.
This, in addition to the
refusal of the Atlantic Coast Line, Central of Georgia and the
Seaboard Air Line to join in through routes or joint rates from
certain points to Mobile is held to be discriminatory to that
city.
Certain rates are found prejudicial to Mobile as compared with Savannah, and defendants are required to readjust
them.
At the present time several of the carriers refuse to grant
through bills of lading e.xcept in the case of shipments which
will move via certain docks in which they have a special inIt is found that these through export rates should also
apply on shipments going to other docks. It is proposed that the
carriers establish a uniform terminal charge of 3 cents per 100
lb., which shall apply under a system of universal switching
so
that any of the docks located at Mobile shall be available to
shippers located on any of the lines serving Mobile. This charge
of three cents is understood to be for an additional service to
that rendered at the present time.
The export cotton rates to
Mobile should be quoted as for station delivery or for delivery
at point of interchange at Mobile and the terminal charge for
ship-side delivery should be stated as an additional charge but
nothing herein is to be taken as authorizing an increase in the
present through rates to ship side.
terest.

;

The commission

states that the "through bill of lading" isshipments, entails no responsibility on
the part of the rail carrier as a common carrier after it delivers
the shipment at the dock or after it is delivered to the connecting carrier at its interchange track in Mobile.
The agent
of the carrier at the point of origin should, therefore, issue
through bills of lading when the shipper simply designates the

sued on export cotton

wharf or dock

in Mobile at which he wishes delivery made.
"City cotton" when delivered to a carrier at its station proper
in Mobile, or at its interchange track, is to be delivered to the
dock or wharf served by it at the uniform terminal charge, and
should be subject to the same provisions as to free time and
demurrage as other export cotton.
Cotton shipped into Mobile as local, when later declared to
be export, must take the export cotton rate to Mobile proper
plus the terminal charge.
(32 I. C. C, 272.)

that

the longest span 1.300

f

City,

Rates from Houston to Points in Louisiana

Chamber

&

of Commerce, Houston, Tex., v. International
Great Xorthern et al. Opinion by Commissioner Daniels:
The commission finds that it is not unreasonable or discriminatory that carriers should apply a rate scale of $1.37 from
Houston, Tex., to points in Louisiana. The rate of 80 cents
from Houston to New Orleans is necessitated by water competion and should not be established on traffic upon which water
It is held, however, that certain
competition does not apply.
combination rates, via the gateways, Shreveport, Alexandria,
Baton Rogue, Crowley. Oakdale and Napoleonville which may
be lower than $1.37 should be published as through rates so that
shippers may know that they exist and be put in a condition to
make use of them.
Carriers, in the tariffs in issue, proposed to restore to $1.37
the rates from Houston, Tex., to all points on the Vicksburg.
Shreveport & Pacific, a rate of 80 cents having been published
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in error.
The commission finds that there was no reason why
the rates to these points should not equal the combination of
locals with $1.37 as a maximum and that the carriers are justified
in permitting the 80-cent scale to be applicable from Houston to
Vicksburg only on traffic consigned to southeastern points.
The commission also finds that the carriers are not justified in
making increases on the first and second class rates between
Houston and points on Morgan's Louisiana & Texas from Alexandria to Torian.
It is also held that the carriers have not justified an increase
from a 60 cent scale to an 80 cent scale in the rates from Houston
to stations on the main line of the Louisiana & Western from
Maignaud to Rupert, and from points on its branch including
Morse, Gueydan, Kaplan. Lastie and intermediate points; a scale

16.
He described the reduction in earnings on passenger business resulting from the enforcement of the two-cent fare law in
Missouri, which he said was general to all of the roads, and
said that the two-cent rate had not had the effect of stimulating
traffic, and that if it is to be continued there must be further
and radical reductions in passenger train service. He said that
while the Frisco's passenger mileage had increased during 1914,
A. L. Conrad, assistant genits revenues had decreased $98,000.
eral auditor of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, told the commission that over 19 per cent of the total number of passengers
carried by the Santa Fe in Missouri for a period of five months,
including, July, .August, September, October and December, 1913,
paid no fares. He said this was due largely to the fact that during the months in question the employees of the roads were taking

of 70 cents

their vacations.

is

prescribed.

The commission

also finds that the carriers have not justified

increases in the rates on soap and washing compounds from
Houston to New Orleans, and group 4 points from 29 cents to
30 cents. On the other hand an increase in rates on the same
products from Houston to Lake Charles and West Lake from IS
cents to 26 cents is allowed. An increase in the rates on scrap
iron in carloads from New Orleans and New Iberia to Houston,
from $2.50 per ton of 2,000 lb. to 16 cents per 100 lb., is likewise found to be not justified, and it is ordered that the rate
be not in excess of 16 cents. (32 I. C. C, 247.)

STATE COMMISSIONS
See Oklahoma decision

in

Court News.

At a hearing before the Massachusetts Public Service Commission in Boston, December 17, numerous remonstrances were
presented against the proposed increases in passenger rates which
The commission
have been filed by the Boston & Maine.
called upon the road to present, from its financial records, the
evidence relied on to prove that an increase

in

rates'

is

neces-

sary.

The Pennsylvania Public Service Commission announces that
Harrisburg, January 8, it will give a rehearing on the advances in Philadelphia suburban passenger rates which were the
Representatives of the
subject of a decision issued last week.
passengers who made the original complaint declare that they
are not satisfied with the decision of the commission, which allowed an increase of about 50 per cent in the rate on one hundred-ride tickets good for six months.
at

At Richmond, December 17, the \'irginia state corporation
commission imposed a fine of $1,000 on the General Railway
Signal Company, Rochester, X. Y., as a penalty for doing
business in Virginia without having obtained a certificate of
The signal company will apauthority from the commission.
The complaint before the commission is
peal to the courts.
based on work done for the Southern Railway, in the construction of automatic block signals, on 147 miles of road, for

Discrimination to Please the State

The Massachusetts Public Service Commission has

issued a
report holding that the Boston & Maine's freight rates to and
from the pier of the National Dock & Storage Warehouse Company in East Boston, are discriminatory, as compared with the
rates to and from the Commonwealth dock in South Boston.
But the situation is so complicated that the parties directly interested in it are called upon to get together and try to make a
readjustment that shall not unduly disturb business conditions.
Ninety days are given within which to make such readjustment.
The discriminatory rates came into existence by reason of
the state's development of the pier property in South Boston and
the agreement obtained by the Port Directors from the New
York, New Haven & Hartford that it should not make any
switching charge on goods passing through the Commonwealth Pier. Thus the state obtained special privileges for those
who used the Commonwealth dock, not granted to those using
Interstate Commerce Comthe private docks in East Boston.
mission reports and court decisions are quoted in support of
the contention that unjustly discriminatory' rates cannot be
maintained, even for the purpose of developing public property.
"The attitude of the Directors of the Port in this matter,"
says the report, "is clear, but they had no jurisdiction or authority to force the railroad companies to absorb the switching
It is, however, within the
charges from piers in the harbor.

power of the railroad companies to do so, and it would seem
that those companies having voluntarily executed this contract
with the Port Directors, must take such steps as are necessary
to carry out the contract in accordance with the law, and are
bound, so long as this contract remains in force, to apply similar rates for similar service to other piers on the water front."

PERSONNEL OF COMMISSIONS
William H. Fisher, of Brownsville, Pa., has been appointed an
inspector for the Pennsylvania Public Service Commission.

a total consideration of $214,040.

The

railroad

Vicksburg,

commission of

Shrevepcrt
and No.

&

authorized the
discontinue passenger

No.

5

to

6.

mission, explaining at length the reasons for its action, says that
the trains were put on in November, 1912, as an experiment.
With these
Receipts are now low on all passenger trains.
trains off there will be two trains each way, daily, throughout
between
additional
each
way
one
and
the
road,
the length of

Monroe and Shreveport, 96

COURT NEWS

Louisiana has

Pacific

These are waj trains running the
whole length of the road, 172 miles, and the report of the com-

trains

miles.

F. G. Jonah, chief engineer of the St. Louis & San Francisco,
was the principal witness at a hearing before the Missouri Public Service Commission on December 15, on the application of

Missouri roads for general increases in freight and pasMr. Jonah testified that it would
senger rates in the state.
cost $68,527 a mile to reproduce the 1,773 miles of track of the
St. Louis & San Francisco in Missouri, including equipment and
terminals. He estimates that the value of the terminal facilities
As an exof the Frisco .in Kansas City alone is $15,000,000.
ample of the heavy increase in railroad expenses, he cited the
Recently $80,000 was spent
cost of eliminating grade crossings.
by his road in Kansas City for that purpose, and $220,000 in St.
the

Louis, and the road may have to expend $300,000 more in St. Louis.
Alexander Hilton, passenger traffic manager of the St. Louis
& San Francisco, testified before the commission on December

The Supreme Court

of the United States has decided in favor
of the Erie Railroad in a suit against the Berwind- White Coal
Company for demurrage on cars of coal which had been stopped
en route to await reconsignment orders.

The Missouri Pacific on December 18, applied to the Supreme
Court of Nebraska for a writ of mandamus to compel the state
railway commission to accept its application made some time ago
for a hearing on | proposed advance in the passenger fares
throughout the state from 2 cents to 3 cents a mile. The commission declined to grant the hearing requested on the ground
that it has no jurisdiction to change the passenger fares, which
are fixed by law.

In a decision rendered by the Supreme Court of Oklahoma,
granting to the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe a writ of prohibition against an order of the state corporation commission,
ordering the Santa Fe to build a viaduct across a street in
Guthrie, Justice Riddle differentiates between the power of the
commission to order viaducts constructed for the safety of passengers or freight, and the power of the commission to order
viaducts constructed as a preventive of accidents to pedestrians.
Where the safety of pedestrians alone is involved only the
municipal authorities can compel the construction of viaducts
or grade crossings, says the opinion.

December

25,
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date he became general attorney for the Santa Fe at Oklahoma
City, Okla., retaining his connection with the firm of Cottingham
& Bledsoe. On January 1 he will become assistant general solicitor at Chicago, as above noted.
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Railway Officers
Elxecutivc, Financial, Legal

Francis

Topeka
at

&

Henry L. VV'aldo, solicitor of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe for New Mexico at East Las Vegas, N. M., has resigned,
December 31. W. C. Reid, assistant attorney at Ros-

effective

and Accounting

T. A. Junkin, general attorney
Santa Fe system, has resigned.

the

of

1205

Atchison,

T. F. Darden, special accountant of the Atlantic Coast Line
Wilmington, N. C, has been appointed assistant to the presi-

N. M., succeeds Mr. Waldo
with headquarters at Albuquerque.
R. E. Twitchell, assistant solicitor
removed from East Las Vegas, N.
well,

dent.

N. M.
for

New

Mexico,

The headquarters of

New

M., to

Mexico, have been
Santa Fe.

Operating

Robert Dunlap, general attorney of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe system at Chicago, has been appointed western sohcitor,
with headquarters at Chicago, effective January 1. He will have
special charge of corporate and contract mat-

and

ters,

outside

of

of litigation
the states

through which the lines
of the system run, give
counsel to state solicitors
in
in
matters arising
their respective jurisdic-

continue to act as

tions,

and
perform such other dusolicitor for Illinois,

ties

may

as

be assigned

Mr. Dunlap was

to him.

born October 4, 1853. at
Ohio, and
Cincinnati,
was educated at the Cinrailway work

began
1883

assistant

as

in
at-

torney for the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe, with
which road he has reIn
mained ever since.
1895 he was appointed
assistant to the general solicitor for the receivers, and in 1897,
upon the reorganization of the company, he was made general
attorney at Chicago, from which position he will be promoted on

January

1

to

western

solicitor, as

H. Wheeler, superintendent of the White Pass
been appointed general manager.
J.

above noted.

Terminal

Railway,

charge of
valuation and tax matspecial

ters, supervision of proceedings before state
commissions and of litigation resulting from
their orders and from
legislative acts, and perform such other duties
as may be assigned to
Mr. Bledsoe was
him.

May

born

12.

1868,

County.

He was educated
Southern Normal
School and Business Col-

at the

at

Bowling Green,

Ky., and the LTniversity
He entered
of Texas.
railway service in 1893
as local attorney for the
S. T.

Bledsoe

Gulf, Colorado

Fe

at

&

Ardmore.

Santa
I.

T.,

1907 was appointed atiornty for Indian Territory for
From 1908 to July, 1912, Mr. Bledsoe was a
the same road.
member of the firm of Cottingham & Bledsoe, solicitors for
Oklahoma for the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. On the latter
in

1,

at

Colorado

Springs,

1915.

C. L. Brevoort, superintendent of the Cincinnati Terminal division of the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, has been granted
leave of absence, and the position has been abolished.
R. B.

Mann, general agent

at Toledo. Ohio, has been appointed asToledo division at Cincinnati, Ohio,
over the territory from Cincinnati to New
River.
E. W. Hoffman has been appointed assistant superintendent of the Toledo division, with headquarters at Toledo,
with jurisdiction over the district from Toledo to Bates. C. W.
Havens, assistant trainmaster at Dayton, Ohio, has been appointed trainmaster, succeeding G. F. Reel, assigned to other

sistant superintendent of the

with

jurisdiction

duties.

Traffic

A. F. Zipf has been appointed traffic manager of the White
Pass & Yukon, with headquarters at Seattle, Wash., succeeding

Dempsey.

E.

J.

Eugene Duval, assistant general western agent of the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul at Omaha, Neb., has been appointed general

western agent at that place, succeeding F. A. Nash, deceased.

W.

G. MacEdward, general passenger agent of the Detroit &
Mackinac, has been appointed also general freight agent, with
headquarters at Bay City, Mich., succeeding J. K. Hudson,

Engineering and Rolling Stock

Stone has been appointed general car foreman of the
Missouri & North Arkansas, with headquarters at Harrison, Ark.
C. E.

G.

M. Lang has been appointed roadmaster of the Canadian

in
charge of Coronation subdivision,
Coronation, Alta., in place of W. E. Lissiman.

Pacific,

with

oiTice

at

H. H. Harsh, division engineer of the Baltimore & Ohio, at
Ohio, has been transferred as division engineer to

Cleveland,
Garrett,

Ind.,

succeeding F. D.

Nauman,

resigned.

Joseph Kowol has been appointed roadmaster of the Northern
This name was incorrectly
Pacific at Sedro Woolley, Wash.
given as Joseph Korvol in our issue of December 18.

OBITUARY

in

Ken-

tucky.

lege

headquarters

with

Effective January

Col.

resigned.

T. Bledsoe, general attorney of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe at Oklahoma City, Okla., has been appointed assistant
general solicitor, with headquarters at Chicago, effective on January 1.
In addition to
_
his general duties he will

Clinton

has

Cogan has been appointed general superintendent of the
& Cripple Creek and leased lines, also of the Midland

J.

S.

have

& Yukon,

Florence

He

University.

cinnati

and

as solicitor for

James Wallace Cunningham, land and tax commissioner for the
International & Great Northern, died on December 10 at his home
in

Houston, Tex., aged 54 years.

William Reed Hancock, formerly treasurer of the Wisconsin
Central, died on December 16, at his home in Milwaukee, Wis.,
as a result of injuries received in an automobile accident about
three weeks ago. He was born at Ashtabula, Ohio, on February 8, 1841, and began railway work in 1872 as treasurer of the
He was subsequently cashier and
Green Bay & Minnesota.
accountant for the receiver of the same road assistant treasurer and accountant of the Green Bay. Winona & St. Paul, and
from January, 1887. to October, 1893, auditor of the Milwaukee,
Lake Shore & Western. Mr. Hancock then went to the Wisconsin Central, of which road he was cashier and paymaster
;
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until July, 1859. assistant treasurer

from the

latter date to

No-

Vol.

57,

No. 26
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vember, 1900, and then treasurer until about four years ago.

Eugene Zimmerman,

formerly

president

of

the

Equipment and Supplies

Cincinnati,

Hamilton & Dayton, died suddenly in Cincinnati, Ohio, on December 20, of hemorrhage of the l-.mgs. Mr. Zmimerman was
born December 17, 1845,
Vicksburg, Miss. He
attended school at Gambier and Farmers College, and was educated
He
as a civil engineer.
began railway work in
1878 as assistant engineer
on construction of the

TiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiimMiKiiini

Cincinnati
&
River.
In 1881
chief
engineer

Kentucky

&

Illinois Central is in the market for 25 switching and
25 Mikado type locomotives.

The

the

At-

Hamilton
in

road

in July,

CAR BUILDING
The

which position he held

until

October, 1905.

Henry S. Hayward. consulting engineer of floating equipment
of the Pennsylvania Railroad Lines East of Pittsburgh, Pa., with
Jersey City, N.
at -Augusta. Ga., was noted in these columns last
week, was born on Sepat

J.,

whose death on December

14,

tember 19, 1845, at BrookHe served
N. Y.

lyn,

a four-years' apprenticeship in marine construc-

work and engineer-

ing,

and

was

in

then to 1873,
continuous sea

service, first as junior en-

and later was
promoted until he be-

gineer,

came
the

chief engineer on
steamships of the

Mail

Steamship

Company. In

-April, 1873,

Pacific

The

following year he was
assigned to special duties
on the New Jersey division as assistant road

foreman of engines, and

is

in

the market for

1,000 50-ton

re-

The West-morel.knd Coal Company has ordered 100 gondola
and 100 hopper cars from the Cambria Steel Company.
The Jane Oil & Gas Company, St. Louis, Mo., has ordered
100 tank cars from the Pennsylvania Tank Car Company and
50 from the -American Car & Foundry Company.

—

-A War of Railways.
M. Segers, Belgian Minister of Marine,
Railways, Posts and Telegraphs, recently visited the head office
of the state railways in Paris, where 1,200 Belgians, belonging
to his departments, had been drawn up to receive him.
In the
course of his speech M. Segers said that the present war was a
war of railways, and stated that the Germans had offered as
much as $10 a day to Belgian railway foremen, and $2.40 a day
to ordinary employees, provided that they would return and work
the Belgian railways, but these offers had been absolutely rejected.
He also noted that the personnel of the Belgian railways, who had been forced to leave their country, would not be
forgotten. Those who had found work, but with smaller wages
than they usually earned, would be paid the difference, while
those who could find no work would be paid as if they were
temporarily unemployed.
Pay offices had been established in
.Amsterdam, London and Havre.

—

he entered the service of
the Pennsylvania Railroad as a machinist in
the -Altoona shops.

Re.\ding has ordered 200 hopper car

The Union T-\nk Line has ordered 500 tank cars from the
Standard Steel Car Company.

also chairman of the board of the Pere Marquette from
October, 1905. He also was for a time president of the
He has been
Detroit, Toledo & Ironton and the .Ann -Arbor.
president of the Dayton, Lebanon & Cincinnati for several years.

tion

&

The Illinois Centr.xl
frigerator cars.

vice-

He was
May to

headquarters

Phil.\uelphi.\

bodies.

& Day-

1904,

shops-

The C.^rolin.\, Atl.^ntic & Western has ordered 3 ten-wheel
and 1 six-wheel switching locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

June, 1892 and
became president of that
ton,

own

—

president of the Cincinnati,

Re.^ding has ordered 4 passenger loco-

its

Greece. The -American Locomotive Company is reported to
have received an order for 20 locomotives for export to Greece.

lantic; in 1883 he was
president and chief engineer of the Chesapeake
& Nashville, and in 1888
he became president of
the Dayton, Fort Wayne
& Chicago. Mr. Zim-

merman was made

&

Phil.\dei.phi.^

motives to be built in

he was
of
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING

at

H.

S.

Hayward

he was appointed assistant superintendent of motive power of the New Jersey division.
He was promoted in October, 1882, to superintendent
of motive power of the same divfsion, also of the \\'est Jersey
& Seashore and the Camden & .Atlantic, including ferries and
floating equipment on the Delaware river.
From January 1,
1912, until the time of his death he was consulting engineer of
floating equipment of the Pennsylvania Lines East of Pittsburgh and Erie. Pa. Mr. Hayward was a member of the .American Society of Mechanical Engineers, tlie Societj- of Naval
-Architects and Marine Engineers, also of the Engineers" Club
He was also
of New York and the New York Railroad Club.
a member of ;he committee of the .American Railway Master
Mechanics' -Association, which had charge of the 1912 edition
of the Locomotive Dictionarv.
in

-April.

1875,

Russian Railway Projects, The acquirement from China
by Russia of the right to construct a railway from Blagoveshchensk, on the left bank of the .Amur river, to -Aigun,
Mergen and Harliin, with a connection between Mergen and
Tsitsihar, is of great importance politically to Russia and commercially to North Manchuria. Commercially it taps large and
rich tracts of territory and gives immediate access to the .Amur
river and to the New .Amur Railway now being opened on the
left of the river, and with which Blagoveshchensk is connected.
Politically it binds this region to Russia, and gives her at least
She
railway dominance over the whole of North Manchuria.
now has the railway from \'ladivostok through Manchuria to
Russia, and has nearing completion the railway traversing her
own territory from \Tadivostok north of the Amur to Karimska,
where it junctions with the Siberian Railway. The railways she
has now secured the right to build will permit her to place the
important center of Harbin, with its direct connection southwards, in immediate touch with trade avenues which will tap

Above all it places in the
the large territory of the -Amur.
hands of Russia what is the northern section of the projected
-Aigun.
-Americans hold the right
railway from Chinchow to
from China to build the Chinchow- -Aigun Railway, but in recent
times the southern half of it has been granted to Japan by
China, and now Russia has obtained the right to cover the northern section.

December

^fiiuiniiHiii
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Steel Post Company, Chicago, has increased
from $15,000 to $150,000.

its

The Union Railway Equipment Company, Chicago, has received an order for 1,000 Pries brine tank valves, to be used on
250 beef cars for Morris & Co.
The name

of the Jones Safety Train Control System
has been changed to the American Train Control
The offices will be retained at the same address, 608
building, Baltimore, Md.

viiliiifniiiiilillllrii

Colusa & Hamilton.— See Southern

this

ways. Delivery will probably not be made
been declared.

peace has

until

Because of the death of the late Quimby X. Evans, the copartnership heretofore existing between Q. X. Evans. J. .A.
Almirall and W. C. Adams has been dissolved and been sucThe newceeded by the corporation of Almirall & Co.. Inc.
company will remain at the same address. I Dominick street.
New York, and with the same personnel as the former company
will continue to engage in the business of heating, ventilating

On December

1914,

10,

of X''ew Y'ork, handed

down

a decision in the suit of the Safety

Car Heating & Lighting Company vs. the United States Light &
Heating Company, holding patent Xo. 747,686, issued to J. L.
Creveling, and owned by the former company, valid and inThere were
fringed by the apparatus of the latter company.
The patent
eight claims in the suit and all were sustained.
covers regulating devices for regulating the output of a variable
speed generator and means for controlling the regulating devices to determine the output.

writes

The company has completed work on 9.35 miles of first
and 0.92 miles of second track between Romeo and Al(June 19, p. 1565.)

track,

mont.

Hershey Transit Company (Electric).— An officer writecompany has completed the first section of five miles '"'
Hershey, Pa., of the line building from Hershey to p-Ot""
town, 10 miles the remaining five miles are expected '-''5"^ypleted early in 1915.
H. X. Herr, chief engine(June 12, p. 1356.)
,any_ which
>^'elson, on
Hudson Bay Railway.— \Ve are
;

told that thi-'

building from The Pas, Man., northeast
Hudson Bay, about 420 miles, is now at

is

O" the section
t
vVinnipeg, Man.,

vey has been comto mile 293.
J. D. McAr
the contractor. The final location ar-'ance of 131 miles,
pleted from mile 273 to Port Nelson,
p^is company has ap-

from mile 214

is

International Railw-ay

(Electr-

Commission, Second

dis-

Public See and necessity to build a
Falls,
trict, for a certificate of conve; X. Y., and Xiagara
new- electric line between Bujderation for over a year, and
The project has been underght real estate for the right of

New York

plied to the

company has alreadye necessary franchises. The comway, and has been give railways in Buffalo, Xiagara Falls,
the

pany

plants.

Judge Hazel, of the Western District

officer

that a contract has been given to Frank Bishop, Almont, Mich.,
to build an extension from Almont north to Imlay City, 8.5

Because of unsettled conditions, it has been decided not to offer
United States Steel Corporation stock to employees for subscription in 1915.
This will be the iirst year since the profit-sharing
plan became operative, in which employees will not have the

The Jacobs-Shupert U. S. Firebox Company, Coatesville,
Pa., has received an order for two Jacobs-Shupert fireboxes
from the Royal Hungarian State Railwaj-s, following certain
investigations by the motive power department of these rail-

Pacific.

Death Valley.- See Tonopah & Tidewater.
Detroit, Almont & Xorthern (Electric).— An
miles.

privilege of subscribing to stock.

|
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Earle. 20 miles.

Company
Company.
American

Ill

Cairo-Tru.man & Southern-.— We are told that this company
which operates a line connecting Truman, Ark., with Judd Hill
and Weona, has projected an extension from Weona south to

H. R. Sheene has been appointed sales engineer of the Union
Switch & Signal Company, with headquarters in room 2039
Railway Exchange building, St. Louis, Mo. Mr. Sheene will
report to the resident manager at Chicago.

and sprinkler systems and power
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now

Lockport,

operates

std

North Tonawanda.

E. G.

Connett,

Tonawand

^ -p^xAS of Texas.—Work of replacing
Missouri, KA-ucture carrying the company's tracks across
is
the old timbe-;treet Denison, Tex., by a concrete subway
East Crawfoent completed. The subway will require about
about 50 pjoncrete and will cost approximately $31,500.

president,

1,600 yd.^

Buffalo.

Bakersfield.— See Southern

Moj/
:hes

& SouTHEASTERN.-An

Pacific.

officer

of this

company.

Tex., southeast to
operates a line from Nacogdoches.
grading work is about finished
^^^erda 23 miles, writes that
southeast six miles.
an extension from LaCerda,
separation work
New York, Chicago & St. Louis.-Grade
crossings, is being planned
which will eliminate 13 highway grade
wi 1 be detracks
The
Ohio.
by this company at Cleveland,
carried over the tracks on repressed and the highways will be
Work .s to be begun early next
inforced concrete bridges.
requires that .t be comp^edin two
spring and the ordinance
All
$2,900,000.
The approximate cost is estimated at
years
forces.
work will be done by railroad company
company, which operXezperce & IDAHO.-An officer of this
Idaho, west to Vollmer, 13^8 nule ,
ates a line from Xezperce,
extension from Vollan
under way on
writes that work is now
mer to Tammany, 49 miles.
that this company
XoRTHWESTERN Pacific-Au officcr writes
northline from Healdsburg, Cal
h;,s made surveys for a branch
Connection will be made at Christine
w' St to Chnstine, 61 miles.
Albion.
with the existing line to
been formed for the purOregon Roads.- A committee has
route, plans, etc.. for a short
n .nf secuHng estimates of cost,
Co^dSpnng.
rpofed'rXaVLtendmg from. German Hall tol6.ni.les. Ihe
of about
in Oregon, a distance
->

,'

TRADE PUBLICATIONS
Air Compressors.

— The

Chicago

Pneumatic Tool Comp'^j

Chicago, has recently issued bulletin Xo. 34-S descripti\the company's line of small power driven compressors
amatic
Portable Electric Drills. The Independent
>^^^ £_2
Tool Company, Aurora, 111., has recently issued cij^j^ drills',
descriptive of the company's line of Thor portable c~

—

e & Foundry
TT
TT
Quigley Furr^,^
The r^
Furnaces.— -ru
Treating THeat ^
^ descripCompany, Springfield, Mass., has issued ''""^ti^pgrature Heat.

"^
of the company's Overfired Accurate
treating furnaces, using gas or oil fuel.
,,
.
Speoialtv
„,
^ ,,

tive

,

company

,

V^.^
VALVES^-The Golden-Anderson \ ^1;
^f" ,he GoldenPutsburgh, Pa has issued a circular c
,3,,-es and
J^.^^^^.^
triple-ac^'B
Anderson double cushioned
(-ojnpanv
P
by t e
various other valves which are ma(^
has ^s^ued
Buffalo
SCALES.-The Buffalo Scale Con,^ny,
^

•

KY

a booklet describing

its

-spen.on^^eanng
new heavy-duty

:^r:;?ti:r'Sn:Cn^:S:g. S^dLi.
sisting of five

.

cente^^

of this beanng^con-

wi^s
P-^J-'^^^Serr l^r^ur::^^^several

photographs
rnd^^phoTotShf 'ofthe^clletS and
installations already in service.

of

on Columbia river
Ore., is interested.
Farmers^Union Grain -Agency, Pendleton.
H.«B0R.-Work on this road which
PuGET Sound & Willapa
from Raymond, Wash., through
i/a e^mlle line running east

,
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Drjad to Chehalis, and then in a northerly direction until it
connects with the Grays Harbor branch of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, is nearing completion, and though it will not
be finished by January 1, 1915. the specified time, it is expected
to be completed during the earlier part of the year.

—

Southern Pacific. An officer writes that construction work
now under way on the Colusa & Hamilton, from north of
Glenn, Cal., to Hamilton, on 12.1 miles, and on the WillamettePacific, from a point near Acme. Ore., to Xorth Bend, on 49.1
miles.
In addition the Mojave & Bakersrield is projected from
Cameron, Cal., to Mojave, and from Tehachapi to Treves.
is

&

Stockton, Terminal

Eastern.

— An

officer of this

company

lich operates a line out of Stockton. Cal., writes that an exjjfen has been projected from Bellota, northeast to Jenny Lind,
In addition to the use of steam as the motive power
aotor cars will be used on the line.

TenJ^
now
ville,

Alabama.

ide
Te
lenn.

— An

writes that surveys are
from Fayetteto Huntsville, Ala.. 34 miles.
J. E. Hurd,

beii

yetteville,

TONOPAH
is

Tenn.

(February

i

miles\^

WiLLA M ette- Pacific
iee

^iiMiiiiiuiiilllllllllininiiiiitiiiiiiiiriiiriiiitiiniiiiiitiiiniiiniiiiiiiitiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniriniiiiiiiiiiitiiirriiDiiiiiiiiiiiiritiiKdiiiiiitiiiiiu

Railway Financial News

I

Southern

Atlantic Coast Line.

—

This company has declared a "cash"
dividend of 25^2 per cent on the common stock. The regular
semi-annual dividends since November, 1909, have been 3J4
per cent, or at the annual rate of 7 per cent.
The present
declaration will make 6 per cent declared in 1914.

& P.^cific— The $71,353,000 stock of the
Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific Railway Company, the owning
and operating company, which is incorporated in Illinois, was
sold on December 22 under foreclosure of the collateral mortgage of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railroad, the Iowa
holding company.
The stock of the railway company was
bid in by the bondholders' protective committee, of which
N.
Wallace is chairman, the price, which is purely nomJames
inal, being $10 per, share.
The protective committee will now,
under the agreement, distribute the stock pro rata to the railroad bondholders. The expenses of the committee and two
committees of which the present is a consolidation total 445^

Chicago, Rock Island

cents a share of stock
1

;

in other

words, a

little less

company
notes at

is

—A

press despatch from

London says

to issue il.OOO.OOO ($5,000,000)

5^

Pacific.

SS'/j.

'"

c.

i.

J

"^"

'^^

forces.

Vt.—We

are told that JL
.
. u
u
''"" ^''^"
to W. Shelton Swallow, Burl.ngton.
l""
senger station on_ Maine street in BurlinX'':"'t/"rL!!fjointly
^o
be
used
by the Central Vermont and the Rutland
building is to be of brick construction, with <t^°^^ "^^j

\^"k"

'

•

will be fireproof.

The

cost of the

work

will be atilH'^i'^"(^'

Chicago, III.— The Chicago & North Wester
plans for replacing the old two-track swing bri..^.-^
north channel of the Chicago river near Deering st^^ i,
three-track Strauss bascule single leaf lift span 18o\
? ^„
supported on cylindrical caissons. The approaches will
of plate girders, that on the tower side being 35 ft. long;,
length of the north approach not yet decided. The contract,
the superstructure has been awarded to the American BridgN
Company, and will require approximately 1,800 tons of steel.
The contract for the substructure has not yet been awarded.
Work in addition to this improvement will consist of the construction of a new all-electric interlocking plant for the protection of the bridge.

East Des Moines, Iowa.— The Chicago, Rock Island &

Pacific

building a foot and highway bridge across its tracks at
Thirtieth street, in East Des Moines. This bridge will be 1,084
ft long, with a roadway 20 ft. wide and a 5 ft. walk on each
is

Work

on the concrete foundation has been begun and
will be done by company forces.
This company is also building
a foot bridge 6 ft. wide and 974 ft. long across the same tracks
at Twenty-sixth street.
side.

&

Com-

—

c

i

^oany

Central

New England.- The New Jersey Public Utility
mission has approved an issue of $1,364,000 stock.

Lehigh &

Ashland, Wis.— The MinneiV,.
c.
r.
e
Marie will repair its ore docks X!i m /\vfuture. All work will be done bv S^^'='"^ ^^ ''•

that this

per cent 3-year

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern. — See New York
Hudson River.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES

Burlington,

than half of

per cent.

Grand Trunk.

13, p. 346.)

— We

are told that the Death Valley
,.
••
,
r.
.v.
i;^ n
t
r''"^ ^'°'" ^^^^^ ^^"^^ Junction, Cal.,

p'ater.

building a 3-ft\

to Devar, 20

officer

for the line projected early in 1914

chief engineer

Xo. 26

57,
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—

RoLLA, Oz.\RK & Southern. An officer writes that this company, which was incorporated in Missouri early this year with
$200,000 capital, to build an IS-mile line from Rolla, Mo., south
to Anutt, has most of the right of way secured and about nine
miles of grading finished, one mile of track has been laid. J. E.
Walker, secretary and general manager, Rolla.

'

."oL.

—

K.'VNSAS City, Kan. The Union Pacific is contemplating the
building of a small brick freight house at Kansas City, Kan., to
be constructed by company forces.

Keokuk, Iowa.— The Keokuk & Hamilton Bridge Company
has awarded a contract for the erection of an ll-span bridge
across the Mississippi river between Keokuk. Iowa, and Hamilton, 111., to the Strobel Steel Construction Company, Chicago.
The estimated cost is $325,000. Modjeski & Angier, Chicago, are
the engineers in charge.

Louisville & Nashville. This company has declared a "cash"
dividend of 2f'i per cent on the common stock. The regular
semi-annual dividends since November, 1S09, have been 3H
per cent, or at the annual rate of 7 per cent.
The present
declaration will make 6 per cent declared in 1914.

—

New York

Central & Hudson Ri\-er. Stockholders of the
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern have voted to approve of the
merger of this company with the New York Central & Hudson River, the merger having been approved by the stockholders of the New York Central on July 20, 1914, and the

permission of the various state commissions having been obtained and the injunctions sought in the courts against the
merger having been refused. The articles of consolidation of
the two roads have been filed at the state capitals, where such
action

is

necessarj'.

On December 23 the first meeting of the directors of the
new company, the New York Central Railroad, was held and a
quarterly dividend of V/^ per cent was declared, which is the
regular New York Central & Hudson River quarterly dividend,
board of directors was increased from 13 to 15 by the
gction of Leonard J. Hackney, of Cincinnati, Ohio, and
ak J. Jerome, of Cleveland, both of whom were directors
'f
\e Lake Shore & Michigan Southern.

^he

—

Pen-nsv^jji;^ Companv.^ This company, which is the operating
comjian^- the Pennsylvania Lines West. Northwest and Central SysteV has declared a dividend of 1 per cent, making a

pK cent declared in 1914 as against a total of 7 per
cent declared\ 1913. The Pennsylvania Railroad owns all of
the $80,000,000 Vnck of the Pennsylvania Company. This reduction of dividertJ therefore, is a loss in other income to the
total of 4

Pennsylvania Railr\d of approximately $2,400,000.

Pennsylvania

RAiLRo.\^-On December 1 the Pennsylvania
Railroad had 91,159 stocVholders. This is an increase of 3,863
over the number on the\poks on December 1. 1913, and of
the increase 386 is an increase in foreign holders, the total
number of foreign holders of stock on December 1, 1914,
being 11,882.

Louis & Sak Francisco.— The receivers have sold the
$3,000,000 one-year 6 per cent certificates mentioned in these
columns last week, and the certificates are being offered to
the public at par.

St.

.

.

({Advestisement]

ANNUAL REPORT
SEABOARD AIR LINE RAILWAY
REPORT OF THE DIRECTORS FOR THE FISCAL, YEAR ENDED JUNE
POKTSMOUTH, Va., October 22nd, 1914.
T
.u
c.
ij
o
To the
Stockholders
ofr the Seaboard
Air Line Railway:
The Board of Directors submits the following report of the operations o£
1,

1

ithe property for the

ended June

30,

1914.

Gross Revenue
Operating E.xpenses and Tax

30,

1914.

1913.

..$25,291,757.62
18,310,394.54

$34,527,864.62
17,681,612.65

.$ 6,981,363.08

$ 6,846.251.97

CDr.)20,360.37

(Dr.)26,314.12

.

.

Net Operating Revenue.
Outside Operations ....

.

45.60

1914:

Income Account for Year Ended June

1914,

30,

SIDE TRACKS.
°f new sidings and extensions of existing sidings
were
structedi
d_ there were deducted by removal and changes of old sid
6.35 miles, making
crease over previous year of 39.2S miles.
There were also constructed 0.79
of new sidings on leased lines.

,

,

'e|

;

Increase.
$763,893.00
628,781.89

TIE RENEWALS.
rhe

tie

cost,

renewals v
$592,991.32

144.02

and S90 sets of
charged to Operating Expenses.

1,373,362 cross tics
as

niles of

PO'nd and

;

new 90-pound steel rail.
,„„!
f 1-1 o,
""* '^"' "" "'^ "^'" ''"'=. --eleasing there7"
rrnm 68,
fis^'n
i'o^^^
""''l''worn
trom
,0, 7o and
SOpound
rail.
There was charged
to OperatngExpenses therefor, $197,219.77, and to Capital Account, net
$109 774 14
addition, 152.38
^leased rail was laid on branch lines, releasing 60-poun.d and lighte
nd there was charged to Operating Expenses

$141,064.86
78,932.50

nd Hire of Equipmen

miles of

10.91

therefor, $86,755.57, and to Capital A'

$153,849.45.

t.

-Applicable to Interest
Fixed Interest Charges..
.

.

.

.

Full 59c Interest on

(Income) Bonds

..$ 2,924,215.76

264,101 :ubic yards of gravel and slag ballast were put
track at a cost of $253,185.39, of which $222,516.96 was
ch
Account a id $30,668.43 to Operating Expenses.

$ 2,985,853.67

Adjustment
1,250,000.00

.

3^et Income

.

..$ 1,674,215.76

$ 1,735,853.67

$ 61,637. 91t

TRESTLES FILLED.
oden trestles were filled in, and of th
$35,317.41 was charged to Operatiiineal

5,892 lineal feet of
thereof, including culv

s.

tDecrease.

therof,

TRESTLES
during
feet of ballast deck trestles,
$69,053.55, was charged to

The Gross Revenue increased 3.11 per cent.. Operating E.xpenses and
Taxes increased 3.56 per cent., and Open ting Income increased 2.07 per

There \vere

cent.

.

The Operating Expenses, exclusive of Taxes were 68.45 per cent, of the
Gross Revenue, as compared with 68.19 per cent, the previous year; and ineluding Taxes, 72.40 per cent, of Gross Revenue as compared with 72.09
per cent, for the preceding year.

lExtensions,

etc.,

Line Railway

in

operation on

ti-

BRIDGES.
has been done on twenty-eight during this year and six of
with steel or strengthening
number, twenty -three have been compjies are*
Nine of the above bridges were r
,„
^
the nine have been completed.
jugh truss draw span au
Of the bridges completed the i. spans, each 125 feet long.

Work

detailed on page 6

constructed during the y

the year out of creosoted
replacing open deck trestles,

Operating Expenses.
on the
_ year
.e cost of which,
TRESTLES STRENGTHENED, ^l^
Additional stringers were put in 126 trestles
Georgia Division to provide for the use of heavif
amounting to $17,123.60, was charged to Cap^i^jng, adding signals,
Of this
neavier power.

MILEAGE OPERATED.
The mileage of the Seaboard Ai
June 30, 1913, was

REBUILT AND BALLAST DECKED.

built

replacing

operation June 30, 1914

in

;e

3,097.55

CAPITAL STOCK.
has been no change in the capital stock during the year.

MORTGAGE, BONDED AND SECURED DEBT.

;avannah Ri
feet long,
total
....

During the year $210,000 par value 4% Refunding Bonds issued for addictions, extensions, betterments and improvements, were sold, making a total
.of $24,010,000 par value of 4% Refunding Bonds outstanding on June 30,

-ishing

Hnring

this

fiscal

>.p..

'°

">;""r""harf
'^-

through

;;

150

girdi

..•:.........••

..

gygi, truss span

RAIL IN MAIN LINE.
single

operated main line
ran^
are laid with steel

°''[oUl
.niles

entered into on August 15th,

^^,j5

deck

158

The totaUpenses.
026.10, of

3.52.

for the purchase of:

5.72.

5 All Steel Dining Cars,
Passenger Locomotives,
500 Steel Upper and Under Frame .207.65
Freight Locomotives,
ii
'"
Ventilated Box Cars,
Switching Locomotives,
166.23
250 Steel Under Frame Flat Cav-°?
Dummy Locomotive,
210.49
'
Coal
Cars.
Hopper
Steel
250
Coaches,
^
Steel
Passenger
10 All
18.87...
include:
not
2 .Ml Steel Express Cars,
The above
for which $473,228.20 was paid in cash and equipment trust '^^^'''n^r
^
ed. payable in twenty consec s
aggregating $1,900,000 were
at the raf
Northward from Hamlet.
ch. bearing
-annual instalments of $95,000
„ interest
j^piace
9.09 Miles
.annum. All of this equipment was received during the fiscal
There were purchased during the year
Trust Equipment destroyed:
2 Passenger Locomotives,
3 All Steel Express Cars.
the folio
In addition to the equipment named abovi

ge of the
weights:

track^

Miles.
60.48.

year.
•

elimination

through
Turkey Creek Fl„,.^---=-^^ ^^^
^0°,"
Creek, ha .tBrougg
^.^^^ j,qo_.
Nottoway River^r Turkey
bridge renewal du^j g^^^^^^ ^^^ $19,931.34
Little Manatee.itures for
v,
f
chargea lu
Big Alafia K $80,094.76 was

EQUIPMENT.

Equipment Agreement. S'

,^f;'

.

ndfi
Street
spans, solid co»%ar

4.

rfff^vft^

„

Trade

Equipment shown in last annual report as having been undelivered on
June 30th, 1913. under Equipment Agreement, Series "O," viz:
7 Mail and Baggage Cars,
4 Passenger and Baggage Cars,
•1913,

-="

girSers

.

trestle

overpass, truss span.
reinforced concrete overpass.
:inforced concrete overpass

Hillsboro Street, Ralc^J'*^'""'^'
,nr

"

C,

"'hiEhway

Cree

lattice

The remaining $1,000,000 of the $6,000,000 par value^of Jhree Year ^5%
last
•Gold Notes, dated March 1, 1913, payable March 1, 1916,
annual report as undelivered on June 30th, 1913, were delivered during
this year, making the total authorized issue of $6,000,000 outstanding on
June 30th, 1914. For further details of the Company's funded debt see

-u.-#>r#>

near Clyo, G

Boylan Avenue, Raleigl-

1914.

table No.

r,

d two through

;

system,

Weight.
.63.5 lb. ra
".
.60.5

496.47.

(resawed)

5 Pacific

35 Pacific

and

5

lighter.

1

SECOND TRACK.

_

.90

lb. rail

-

1
Officers' Car,
4 Air Dump Cars,
2 Ballast Spreader Cars.

Springs Branch:
1.20 Miles

EXTENSIONS
Extensions to the Company
-vear as follows:
An extension from

Bartow

to

s line

Fl<"^'

during the
ere completed
8.74 Miles

,

..

The equipment
.

^

Lake Wales Exten- ^^ ^^
extension irom ^^^
••progress on an

the above, constru^o^n as
erly from Bartow

MAINTENj*-'^^^

^^^

during the
Railway
Kannaj was fully mainuined

. „«
representing value ot
,

.,

.87

79

SOS
n,-,enance^^$8-^J)579^
ed from service

tsuipmentolhe Cost 0/ '"aintenance
p
The cost of
per annum

^^.^,^

^„, ^^,^„,,

^^.^^^

506.03
"""'ne'^- j'
Locomotive''^^^;.*''"°"r
^-^gg
pei _
\verage cost
^ ear owned
'5„i;
per Pa'se^f^^,
60.91
„^.„ed
A^erale cost per annum per r
s
annum
Average cost per

„„

f„„y maintained

"T^e

'

typographical error
to a

,hat°m.05 •>>^'%%o„Und"rln-.
i»i
year was 75-pouna

fiscal

$1,003.24.

the
tne

u

'

^^-^

STRUCTURES.
.oatwav, TRACK AND """"J'"".

of

of
ot

^f «;? 404 470.88.
of
rn^c'u,deljV!''?he cost
destroyed or
..

equipment
j^.j^^

ximately
,
, .approxi
ork
IS also ijj^'tj. Plant, approximately
«}?°^iha«'
Pembroke to Jumeati Phc^
STRUCTURES.

sion, app:
nstruct'

MMNTENANCE OF EQUIPMENT.

,

Total
e;

2.00 Miles.

^
^
Pembroke,
Fla

Carpenter-O'Brien Spur, near ;^cksonvi';.
-Acme Spur south of Archer, Fla

n additio
tension

Amelia Beach Branch:

ft

i^.,T^,'
^^V Uil^n^fhe^'mlln
85-pound
sCufd have stated

tracl^'fo""*":
rail.

.
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TABLE No. 9.
EXPENDITURES FOR IMPROVEMENTS, BETTERMENTS AND EXTENSIONS CHARGED TO CAPITAL ACCOUNT.

E.xtensive additions and improvements have been made during the year to
the Union Passenger Station at Cordele, Ga., together with revision of
track layout to serve same.
Union Passenger Station is now under construction at Hurtsboro^ Ala.
Passenger stations have been built at Littleton. X. C. McBee, S. C,
Lawrenceville. Ga., Palmetto, Fla., Bradentown, 1-la., and extensive additions and improvements have been made to the Passenger station at Ouincy,
Fla.. and are now being made to the passenger station at Rockingham,
N. C.
At Tallahassee, Fla., an umbrella shed with granolithic walks has been
provided in connection with the present passenger facilities, and a passenger
shelter shed with granolithic walks is inow under construction at Ports-

A

Year Endei> June

Expenditures

facilities

were provided for Den-

C, water

station during the year.
mechanical coal elevator at Richland.

S.

The
Ga., mentioned in last year s
report, has been completed.
There is now nearing completion a reinforced
concrete coal elevator at Savannah, Ga.
The fifteen thousand ton capacity coal storage plant at Savannah, Ga.,
and the extension of the JackfOOTiUe storage plant to give a capacity of
fifteen thousand tons, both mentioned in last year's report, have been completed and put into operation.
At Seddon Island, Tampa, Fla.. the steel phosphate elevator, with two
conveyors, together with necessary trac^, wharves and dredging, mentioned
in last year's report, has been completed and put in operation.
The eighty-five foot turntable at Hamlet, N. C, mentioned in last year's
report, has been completed.
Additional fire protection facilities have been provided at Seddon Island,
Tampa, Fla., and there is now being ion»lntctcd at H'.nchinson's Island,
-1 tank with pipe
Savannah, Ga.. a one-hundred thousand gallor '~^- "
lines for auxiliary fire protection.

A modern

interlocking plant

is

now

$4,342,103.51

30,

1914,

Comp

lation

>

at

Pem-

broke, N. C.
5 sets of track scales were rebuilt with t...i,Lieic iwuna.itions and steel
I beams, replacing wood.
245 industrial sidings and extensions to industrial sidings already existing
have been constructed or are in process of construction.
89 depots and freight stations have been constructed or substantially
•..»
added to during the year.
47 passing tracks have been constructed or extended, or .'^rbvjm process
of construction.
%.
replaced
with
modern
50,000 galldk tanks
8 old water tanks have been
during the year and suitable pumping facilities provided.
^.
irhe use of creosoted piling has been continued in maintenance woqe on
docks, wharves and trestles.
During the year there have been constructed and placed in operation
additional telephone dispatching circuits between Monroe, X. C, 'and Atlanta, Ga., 272 miles, and between Bartow and Pembroke. Fla., 9.00 miles.
This aggregates 1655 miles in operation on June 30. 1914.
In order to insure a proper valuation of the Company's property, under
Section 19-A of the Federal Act to Regulate Commerce, it became necesX'aluation Committee
sary to organize a special force to do this work.
was created and they have made much progress in the preparation of maps,
The cost during the
research work and the assembling of cost data. etc.
year, amounting to S14.9S3.29, has been charged to Operating Expenses.
The Directors acknowledge with appreciation the faithful and efficient
services of the ofiicers and employees of your companv during the vear.
W. J. IIar.*han.
By order of the Board:
President.

A

RED

10.

WITH Year Ended JfNE
1914.
3,084.21

Average miles operated

30,

1913.

Increase orDecrease.

1913.

3,073.58

10.63

10,409,242
1.538,446.241

1,744
36.562,481

FREIGHT TRAFFIC.
Revenue Freight.

Number
Number
Number

of tons carried
of tons carried one mile..
of tons carried one mile per
mile of road
Average distance hauled each ton..
Total Freight Train Revenue
$
Average amount received from each
ton
Average receipt per ton per mile...
Freight Train Revenue per mile of
'

road
Freight Train Revenue per train mile
Average number of tons per train
lile

10,410,986
75.008,722

510,663
151.28

10,129500,539
147.80
3.48
307,034.45 $16,788,111.56 $518,922.89

$1.66.238
$.01,099

$1.61.281
$.01,091

$.04,957
$.00,008

$5,611.50
$2.89.127

$5,462.07
$2.68.352

$149.43.
$.20,775

263.12

245.91

17.21

14.96

15.10

—.14

299.27

276.52

22.75-

17.00

16.96

.04

5,146,791

4,928,125

218,666

17,690,882

237,424,214

10,266,668

80,309

77,247

3,062

Average number of tons per loaded

All Freight

Number
Number

of tons carried

of tons carried one mile..
Average number of tons per train

mile

Average number of tons per loaded
lile

PASSENGER TRAFFIC.
Number
Number

of Passengers carried.
ed one
of Passengers

Number

of Passengers carried one
mile per mile of road
Average distance carried each Pas-

senger
$5,430,531.28
TotarRevenue from Passengers.
Average Amount received from each
$1.05.513
Passenger
•Average receipt per Passenger per

$5,221,199.82 $209,331.46-

$.02. 192

—$.00,007
$.02. 99
$.91,760 —$.02,786$6,654,615.17 $212,286.29

.

.

mile
in

No.

TRAFFIC STATISTICS
Ended June

Compress Company

Adequate water supply and pumping

$1,767, 009. 8S
2,488,165.15
86,928.51

Extensions

TABLE

i

operation.

for

Total as Above

Lawrenceville, Ga.
At Norfolk, Va., there has been built during the year a receiving and
delivery freight warehouse.
t.
i.
A brick storage warehouse has been built during the year at Raleigh,
N. C.
Extensions have been made during the year to the yards at Monroe,
N. C, and Portsmouth, Va., and the yard extensions at Richmond, Va.,
Raleigh, N. C. Hamlet, N. C, and Hutchinson Island. Ga., mentioned in
last year's report, have been completed and put in operation.
During the year, an important industrial track was built in the City of
Columbia. S. C, to serve present and future development.
The change in the location of the compress belonging to the Atlantic

mark,

1914.

Equipment Acquired

at

between Norlina and Hamlet, X. C.
^,
j o
i,
.\ large amount of dredging has been done at Tampa, Fla., and bavannan,
Ga., during the year to maintain proper depth of water.
The water station and pumping facilities including reservoir at Apex,
N. C, mentioned in last year's report, have been completed and put in

30,

SUMMARY OF EXPENDITURES:
Additions and Betterments on Existing Mileage

mouth. Va.
Combination Passenger and Freight Stations have been constructed during the year at Lee, Fla., and Thalman. Ga.
A brick freight depot has been built at Greenwood, S. C. and the one
at Charlotte, N. C, mentioned in last year's report, has been completed.
Extensive additions and improvements have been made to the freight depot

at Hutchinson Island, Savannah, Ga.. which was mentioned in last year's report, has been completed, thus making available the
UO.OOO square feet of additional shed room therein mentioned. Additional
tracks to serve the new location have also been completed.
._ The second track work and grade revision, beginning at Hamlet, ?». C,
and running 9.6I miles northward thereof, mentioned in last year's report,
has betn completed, giving a five-tenths per cent compensated grade line
which will fit in with the plan for the ultimate development of the line
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Passenger Revenue per train mile.
Total Passenger Train Revenue...
Passenger Train Revenue per mile
of road
Passenger Train Revenue per train

$.88,974
i,866,901.46

$1.05.947

$2,226.47

$2,165.10

$61.37

$1.12.507

$1.16951

—$.04,444-

40.58

41.73

—1.15-

7.86

7.93

—.07

Average number of Passengers per
train

mile

Average number of Passengers per

Passenger and Freight Tr,

—$.00,434

1

Re
.$24,173,935.91 $23,442,726.73 $731,209.18

Passenger and Freight Train Rev$210.8a
$7,627.17
$7,837.97
enue per mile of road
$25,291,757.62 $24,527,864.62 $763,893.00
Cross Revenue
$220.17
$7,980.23
$8,200.40
Gross Revenue per mile of road...
$.04,030
$2.04.995
$2.09.025
No>s Revenue per train mile
$17,311,394.54 $16,725,612.65 $585,781.89
Opwaiing Expenses
$171.17
$5,441.74
OperatUg Expenses per mile of road
$5,612.91

Operating Expenses per train mile.

Net Operming Revenue
Net Operating Revenue
of road

Net

Operating

mile

per

Revenue per

$1.43.071
$7,980,363.08

$.03,285
$1.39.786
$7,802,251.97 $178,111.11

mile

...

$2,587.49

$2,538.49

$49.00-

$.65,954

$.65,209

^
. ,
$.00,745-

train
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